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ELEANOR, of Aquitaine (1122-1204), queen of France

and afterwards of England, was the daughter of

William IX., the last duke of Guienne, and was born in

1122. She succeeded her father in 1138, and was married

the same year to Louis VII. of France. Her lively and

somewhat frivolous manners, and her love of pleasure, did

not fit her for the society of a husband who was naturally

austere, and who from religious conviction had adopted

many ascetic habits. They became gradually estranged,

and in the Holy Land, whither she had accompanied Louis

in 1147, their quarrels became so frequent and so bitter

that at last p. divorce was agreed upon, which on their re-

turn from France was completed under the pretext of kin-

ship, 18th March 1152, Six months afterwards she gave

her hand and hef possessions to Henry of Navarre, who in

1155 mounted the throne of England as Henry II. That
the duchy of Guienne should thus become permanently

annexed to the EnglLsh crown was naturally displeasing to

Louis, and the indirect consequence of his displeasure was
protracted wars between France and England. In other

respects also the marriage had unhappy consequencRS. The
infidelities of Henry, and the special favours he showed to

one of his mistresses, so greatly roused Eleanor's jealousy,

that she incited her son Richard to rebellion, and also in-

trigued with her former husband to get him to lend his in-

fluence to the great league formed against Henry in 1173.

Her son had fled to Louis, and she was preparing t6 follow

him when she was arrested and placed in confinement,

where she remained till the death of her husband in 1189.

As soon as he died she regained her liberty, and reigned as

regent until Richard's arrival from France. She also held

this position during Richard's absence in the Holy Land,
for which he left in 1190. After hia escape in 1194 from
the captivity which befell him as he was returning home,
she retired to the abbey of Fontevrault, where she died

April 1, 1204.

ELEATIC SCHOOL, a Greek school of philosophy, so

called because Elea was the birth-place or residence of its

chief representatives. Parmenides, who was born at Elea

probably about the year 515, was the first completely to

develop the Eleatic doctrines ; but hia philosophy has a

very close connection with that of Xenophanes, who was
ioi'u more than a century eflilier. Xenophanes, indeed.

Si—
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has been described as the founder of the school, and though

that title is with more strictness to be given to Parmenides,

it may not incorrectly be applied to him. The philosophy

of Xenophanes took its rise in a strong antagonism to the

popular anthropomorphic mythology ; and, though it con-

tains part, it is far from containing the whole, of the

Eleatic doctrine as maintained by Parmenides and his

followers. Its chief doctrines were that " the One is God,",

and that God is self-existent, eternal, unchangeable,'

immovable, of the same substance throughout, and in every

respect incomparable to man.

The Eleatic phUosopliy is founded upon the doctrine of

a complete severance and opposition of thought and sense.

Truth is in no degree attainable by sense ; sense gives only

false appearances, non-being : it is by thought alone that

we arrive at the knowledge of tseing, at the great truth that

"the All is One," eternal, unchangeable; or rather, as

Hegel rightly interprets the Eleatics, thought is being. No
distinction is drawn by Parmenides between thought and

material being ; the " One and All," indeed, is described

materially as a perfect and immovable sphere. The notions

of creation, change and destruction, diversity and multipli-

city, time and space, and the various sensations, are all

mere false appearances of sense, which thought shows to

be contradictory and false. Upon a very common con-

fusion of the word exist with the verb lo be, which does

not necessarily imply existence, he founded his argument

against the possibility of creation :• creation cannot be, for

being cannot arise out of non-being ; nor can non-being

be. Again, there can be no diflterence or change except in

appearance, for a thing cannot arise from what is different

from it. But this side of the Eleatic argument was more

completely developed by Zeno. In the second part of his

poem, Parmenides, notwithstanding his assertion of their

falseness, does offer an explanation of the facts of conscious-

ness. Of this part of his theory, however, we have only

very incomplete knowledge. It stands altogether distinct

from his main doctrine. It is materialistic, like nearly all

the other early Greek explanations of the universe. The

universe (that is, the apparent universe) is, ho says, made up

of two elements, one of which he describes as heat and light,

the other as cold and darkness. Of these elements all men

are composed, and their thinking varies as the proportions
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in which these clcmcuts are mixed m their couipositiou.

Even tho dead body feels cold and darkness.

Zeno, born in the beginning of the 5th century B.C., the

fellow-townsman, disciple, and adopted son of Parmenides,

is famous for his attempts to prove that the notions of

time, space, motion, multiplicity, sight, sound, &c., are self-

contradictory and unthinkable. His paradoses were stated

with a subtlety which has forced thinkers even of distinc-

tion, who were opposed to his main position, for instance,

Sir William Hamilton, to admit some of them to be un-

answerable. Against motion Zeno directed several argu-

ments, the most celebrated being that of Achilles and tho

tortoise, which are founded upon the confusion of that

which is infinitely divisible with that which is infiuita

Against space Zeno argued that any space, however

large, must be in a larger space, this larger space again

in a still larger, and so on ad ivjinitum. Against the

manifold he argued (1) that the manifold, being divisible

into the infinitely smaU, i.e., into that which has no
magnitude, can itself have none, as divisions that have no
magnitude must make up a whole without magnitude ; and

(2) that, being divisible into an infinite number of parts,

it must be infinitely large. Against sound he argued—and
he applied similar reasoning to sight—that, as you cannot

hear a single grain of corn fall, you cannot hear the sound of

a number of grains falling, the sound of the falling of the

number of grains being made up of the sounds of the

falling of each grain. Thus Zeno sought to prove that

thought and sense are opposed, and that the latter, con-

tradicting itself, proves itself unworthy of the consideration

of the philosopher.

The last of the Eleatic teachers was llelissus of Samos,
the friend of Heraclitus, who was probably born somewhat
later than Zeno. We only possess fragments of his works,

preserved by Simplicius and collected by Brandis. His
modifications of the doctrines of his master, Parmenides,

are not important, with the exception of his assertion of

the infinity, the urdimitedness, of " the One and All," and
his distinct insistance upon the doctrine that the " One and
All" is immaterial, unextended, without parts.

See the separate articles Xenophanes, Paemeitides,

and Zeno.

ELECAMPANE (M. Lat., Entda Campana), a perennial

composite plant, the Inula Helenium of Linnreus, which is

common in many parts of Britain, and ranges throughout
central and southern Europe, and in Asia as far eastwards

as the Himalayas. Its stem attains a height of from 3 to

5 feet ; the leaves are serrate-dentate, the lower ones stalked,

the rest embracing the stem ; the flowers are yellow, and
2 inches broad, and have many rays, each three-notched at

the extremity. The root, the radix inulce of pharmacy, is

thick, branching; and mucilaginous, and has a warm bitter

taste and a caraphoraceous odour. For medicinal purposes

it should be procured from plants not more than two or

three years old. Besides inulin, G,,HjdO]^, a body isomeric
with starch, the root contains, according to Kallen, two
crystallizable sulistances

—

h.elenin, C^HgO, and cduntcam-
plior, CjdHjjO. By the ancients the root was employed both
as a medicine and as a condiment, and in England it was
formerly in great re[)ute as an aromatic tonic and stimulant
of the secretory organs. " The fresh roots of elecampane
preserved with sugar, or made into a syrup or cnnserve,'' are

recommended by Paikinson in his T'/eatntM JUutamciim as
" very effectual to warm a cold and windy stomock, and the
pricking and stitches therein or in the sides caused by the
Spleene, and to helpe the cough, shortnesse of breath, and
wheesiug in the Lungs." As a drug, however, the root is

now seldom resorted to except in veterinary jiractice. In
France and Switzerland it is used in the manufacture of

absinthe.

ELECTIONS. The law of parliamentary and municipal

elections in England is now governed as to procedure by

tho 35 and 36 Vict. c. 33 (the Ballot Act, 1872), and

as to disputed returns by the 31 and 32 Vict. c. 125 (Par-

liamentary Elections Act, 1868) and 35 and 36 Vict. c. 60.

See Ballot and Bbibery.

The inquiry into a disputed parliamentary election was
formerly conducted before a committee of the House of

Commons, chosen as nearly as possible from both sides of

the House for that particular business. . The decisions of

these tribunals laboured under the suspicion of being

prompted by party feeling, and by the above-named Act of

1868 the jurisdiction was finally transferred to Her Majesty's

judges, notwithstanding the general unwillingness of the

bench to accept a class of business which they feared might

bring their integrity into dispute. In future no election

shall be questioned except in accordance with tho provisions

of this Act. Section 1 1 of the Act orders, i7iter alia, that

the trial of every election petition shall be conducted before

a puisne judge of one of the common law courts at West-

minster and Dublin; that the said courts shall each select

a judge to be placed on the rota for the trial of election

petitions; that the said judges shall try petitions standing

for trial according to seniority or otherwise, as they may
agree; that the trial .shall take place in the county or

borough to which the petition refers, unless the court

should think it desirable to hold it elsewhere. The judge

shaU determine " whether the member whose return is com-
plained of, or any and what other person, was duly returned

and elected, or whether the election was void," and shall

certify his determination to the Speaker. When corrupt

practices have been charged the judge shall also report (1)
whether any such practice has been committed by or with
the knowledge or consent of any candidate, and the nature

thereof
; (2) the names of persons proved to have been

guilty of any corrupt practice ; and (3) whether corrupt

practices have extensively prevaded at the election.

Questions of law may be referred to the decision of the

Court of Common Pleas. The report of the judge is

equivalent to tho report of an election committee under
the old system. Petitions may be presented by the follow-

ing persons :-^—(1) some person who has voted or had the

right to vote at the election; (2) some person claiming to

have a right to be returned or elected; (3) some person

alleging himself to have been a candidate. The trial of a

petition shall be proceeded with notwithstanding the

accejitance by the respondent of an office of profit under

the Crown, and notwithstanding the prorogation of Parlia-

ment ; though it would appear that the dissolution of

Parliament abates a petition. The judge appointed to try

a petition shall be received with the same state as a judg«
of assize in an assize town. The costs and expenses oi

the petition shall be paid by the parties in such manner
and such proportions as the court or judge may determine,

regard being had to the discouragement of needless expense

by throwing the burden thereof on the parties by whom it

has been caused, whether they are on the whole successful

or not. When a returning ofiicer has wilfidly neglected to

return a person found on petition to have been entitled to

be returned, such person may sue the officer (within one
year of tho act complained of, or six months of the trial of

the petition), and shall recover double the damage he Las

actually sustained, together with fuU costs of suit.

To meet the additional work imposed on the English

courts of common law by this Act, power was given to

appoint an additional judge to each of them. Section 58
applies the provisions of the Act, with certain modifica-

tions, to Scotland.

This, like the Ballot Act, is a continuing Act.

Petitions against inuTiicipal elections are dealt with in Zo
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and 36 Vict. c. 60. The election judges under the kst
described Act appoint a nomber of barristers, not exceed-

ing five, to try such petitions. No barrister can be appointed

who is of less than fifteen years standing, or a member of

Parliament, or holder of any office of profit (other than

that of recorder) under the Crown ; nor can any barrister

try a petition in any borough in which he is recorder or in

which he resides, or which is included in his circuit. The
barrister sits without a jury. The provisions are generally

similar to those relating to parliamentary elections in the

former Act. The petition may allege that the election was
avoided as to the borough or ward on the ground of general

bribery, &c., or that the election of the person petitioned

against waa avoided by corrupt practices, or by personal

disqualification, or that ho had not the majority of lawful

votes. And no election shall be questioned by any other

process whatsoever for a matter for which it might have

been questioned under this Act.

ELECTEICITY
THE word Electricity is derived from the Greek word

fjXiKTpov, meaning amber. The term was invented

by Gilbert,^ who used it with reference to tLe attractions

and repulsions excited by friction in certain bodies of which
amber may be taken as the type. To the cause of these

forces was given the name Electricity ; and out of the

study of these and kindred phenomena arose the science of

electricity, of which it is the purpose of the present article

to give a brief outline.

The science has been divided into three branches

—

Electrostatics, which deals with electricity at rest ; Electro-

iirutics, which considers the passage of electricity from
place to place ; and Electromagnetism, which treats of the

relation of electricity to magnetism. We shall, however,
make no attempt to adhere to this divisioa, bi'.t shall

exhibit the different parts of the subject iu such order and
connection as seems most clear and natural in the present

state of the science. For the sake of the non-scientific

reader we prefix a brief history ^ of the science of elec-

tricity, wherein mention is made of some of the more
striking electrical discoveries and of the steps by which
our knowledge of the subject has advanced to its present

condition.

HiSTOEiCAL Sketch.

iThales, The name of the philosopher who first observed that
'800 B.o. amber when rubbed possesses the property of attracting

and repelling light bodies has not been handed down to

our times. Thales of Miletua is said to have described

this remarkable property, and both Theophrastus (321
B.C.) and Pliny (70 A.D.) mention the power of amber to

attract straws and dry leaves. The same authors speak of

the lapis lytcurius, which is supposed to be a mineral
called tourmaline, as possessing the same property. The
electricity of the torpedo was also known to the ancients.

"Animal Pliny informs us, th,i,c when touched by a spear it para-

tri",'):,-
^y^^ ^^^ muscles and arrests the feet, however swift ; and
Aristotle adds that it potsesses the power of benumbing
men, as well as the fishes which serve for its prey. The
influence of electricity on the human body, and the elec-

tricity of the human body itself, were also Icnown in

ancient times. Anthero, a freedman of Tiberius, was
cured of the gout by the shocks of the torpedo; and
Wolimer, the king of the Goths, was able to emit sparks-

from his own body. Eustathius, who records this fact,

also states that a certain philosopher, while dressing and
i

'

—.—^—^—^^^-^^^..——«.-.^^.^.^^___
^ De Magneie Majgyieticisqui Corporibus.
• A. portion of this historical sketch waa written by Sir David

Brewster, and formed the introdactiou to his article "Electricity"
in last edition of the Encyclopcedia. It has been modified by supprca-
slbns and alterations here and there, and by large additions at the
end which were thought necessary to make it smt the present state of
science. For the sake of the student in search of ori^nal sources of

information, pretty copious reference to such has been added through-
oat. Valuable for information of this kind the student will find
Iliess's Jieibungsdectricildt, Young's Natural Philosophy, Wiede-
maun's Oalixmiemtis, and the recent work on electricity by Prof.
Uaccart, of the College de France.

tricity.

undressing, emitted occasionally sudden crackling sparks,

while at other times flames blazed from him without

burning his clothes. Such are the scanty gleanings of

electrical knowledge which we derive from the ancient

philosophy ; and though several writers of the Middle Ages
have made occasional references to these facts, and eve:;

attempted to speculate upon them, yet they added nothing

to the science, and left an open field for the researches of

modern philosophera.

Dr Gilbert of Colchester may be considered as the onbat
founder of the science, as he appears to have been the first (1540-

philosopher who carefully repeated the observations of the l^^^j.

ancients, and applied to them the principles of philosophical

investigation. In order to determine if other bodies pos-

sessed the same property as amber, he balanced a light metal-

lic medle on a pivot, and observed whether or not it waa
affected by causing the excited or rubbed body to approach
to it. In this way he discovered that the following bodies

possess the property of attracting light substances :

—

amber, gagates or jet, diamond, sapphire, carbuncle, rock-

crystal, opal, amethyst, vincentina or Bristol stone, beryl,

glass, paste for false gems, glass of antimony, slags,

belemnites, sulphur, gum-mastic, sealing-wax of lac, hard
resin, arsenic, rock salt, mica, and alum.. These various

bodies attracted, with different degrees of force, not only

straws and light films, but likewise metals, stones, earths,

wood, leaves, thick smoke, and all solid and fluid bodies.

Among thfl substances which are not excited by friction

Gilbert enumerated emerald, agate, camelian, pearls,

jasper, calcedony, alabaster, porphyry, coral, marble,

Lydian ctone, flints, hematites, smyris (emery or corun-

dum), bones, ivory, hard woods, such as cedar, ebony,

jun'per, and cypress, metals, and natural magnets. Gilbert

also discovered that the state of the atmosphere affects

the production of electricity ; dryness with north or east

wind being a favourable condition, while moisture with
south wind is unfavourable. An account of Gilbert's

experiments will be found in his book De Maynete, lib. ii.

cap. 2.

Robert Boyle added many new facts to th^ science

of electricity, and he has given a full account of them in

his Experiments on the Origin of Electricity. By means of

a suspended needle, he discovered that- amber retained its

attractive virtue after the friction which excited it had
ceased; and though smoothness of surface had been

regarded as advantageous for excitation, yet he found a

diamond which in its rough state exceeded all the polished'

ones and all the electrics which he had tried, having been
able to move a needle three minutes after he had ceased U
rub it. He found also that heat and tersion (or the clean,

ing or wiping of any body) increased its susceptibility oi

excitation ; and that if the attracted body were fixed, anc

the attracting body movable, their mutual approach would

still take place. To Gilbert's list of " electrics " Boyh
added the resinous cake which remained after evaporating

one-fourth part of good oil of turpentine, the dry ma«
which remains after distilling a mixture of petroleum and
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strong spirit of nitre, glass of lead, caput mortuum of

amber, white sapphire, white amethyst, diaphanous ore

of lead, carnelian, and a green stone supposed to be a

sapphire.

To these discoveries of Boyle his contemporary Otto

von Guericke added the highly important one of eleciric

light (JExperimenta Nova Ma/jdeburgica, lib. iv. cap. 15).

Having cast a globe of sulphur in a glass sphere, and

broken oflf the glass, he mounted the sulphur ball upon

a revolving axis, and excited it by the friction of the hand.

By this means he discovered that light and sound accom-

panied strong electrical excitation, and he compares the

light to that which is exhibited by breaking lump sugar in

the dark. With this powerful apparatus Guericke verified

on a greater scale the results obtained by his predecessors,

and obtained several new ones of very considerable import-

ance. He found that a light body, when once attracted

by an excited electric, was repelled by it, and was in-

capable of a second attraction until it had been touched by

some other body ; and that light bodies suspended within

the sphere of influence of an excited electric possessed the

same properties as if they had been excited.

Hewtoo To our illustrious, countryman Sir Isaac Newton the
(1643- science of electricity owes some important observations.
1727). jjg yggjj jjj j^jg electrical experiments a globe of glass

rubbed by the hand instead of the sulphur globe of Von
Guericke. It would appear that Newton was the first to

use glass in this way (Optics, query 8th). We owe also *o

Sir Isaac a beautiful experiment on the excitation of elec-

tricity which has since become very popular. Having

5xed a round disc of glass in a short brass cylinder,

he placed small pieces of thiii paper within the cylinder

and upon a table, so that the lower surface of the

glass was one-eighth of an inch distant from the table.

He then rubbed the upper surface of the glass, and
he observed the pieces of paper "leap from one part

of the glass to the other, and twirl about in the air."

This, experiment, after a previous unsuccessful trial, was
repeated by the Royal Society in 1676 (Brewster's Life

of Newton, p. 307).

aawks- Francis Hawksbee, one of the most aciive experi-

*>««. mental philosophers of his age, added many new facts

to the science. In 1705 he communicated to the

Royal Society several curious experiments on what he
calls " the mercurial phosphorus." He showed that light

could be produced by passing common air through mer-

cury placed in a well-exhausted receiver. The air rushing

through the mercury, blew it up' against the sides of the

glass that held it, " appearing all around like a body of

fire, consisting of abuuuance of glowing globules." The
phenomenon continued tiU the receiver was half full of

air. These phenomena had been observed in the Torricel-

lian vacuum before Hawksbee's time, and various explana-

tions suggested. He suspected that they were due to

electricity, and remarked their resemblance to lightning.

Like Newton he used a revolving glass globe rubbed by
the hand to generate electricity. Besides the experiment
above alluded to he made many others on the electric

light and on the attractions of electrified bodies. Descrip-

tiond of these wiU be found in his Physico-Mechanical

Experiments, 1709, and in several memoirs in the Philo-

sophical Transactions about 1707.

About the same time Dr Wall {Phil. Trans., 1708)
observed the spark and crackling sound accompanying the

electrical excitation of amber, and compared them to

thuuder and lightning.

Btepheu One of the most ardent experimentalists of his time

(me-
'"'^ Stephen Gray, a Fellow of the Royal Society.

1766).
^" ^ ^^^ paper, publi-shed in 1720, he showed that

electriciti^ could be excited by the friction of feathers,

hair, silk, linen, woollen, paper, leather, wood, parchment,

and gold-beaters' skin. Several of these bodies exhibited

light in the dark, especially after they had been warmed

;

but all of them attracted light bodies, and sometimes at

the distance of eight or ten inches. An epoch was made in

the hbt(3ry of electricity by the discovery of Gray in 1729,
that certain bodies had, while others had not, the power of

conveying electricity from one body to another, i.e., in

modern phrase, conducting it. Gray experimented with a

glass tube, into the ends of which were fastened two corks

;

into one of these he fastened a fir rod, and to the end of the

rod an ivory ball On rubbing the glass he found that the

ball attracted the light bodies as vigorously as the glass itself.

He made a variety of experiments with rods of different

length, and with a packthread, by which he suspended hia

ball from the balcony of an upper story of tis house, all

with the same result. He then attempted to carry the

electricity horizontally on a packthread which he suspended

with hempen strings ; but the experiment failed. On
the occasion of a repetition of the experiments at the

house of his friend Wheeler, silk strings were suggested

as a support, and found to answer, while metal wires

failed. Gray and Wheeler were thus led to the con-

clusion that it was the material of the supports that

was in question, and that whereas packthread had, silk

had not the power of transmitting electricity to a
distance. Gray and Wheeler managed, by supporting a
packthread by silk loops, to convey electricity from a
piece of rubbed glass to a distance of 886 feet. The con-

ducting power of fluids, and of the human body, wa»

established by Gray. He also made many curious experi-

ments on the electrical properties of resinous cakes, which

he allowed to cool and harden in the ladles in which they

had been melted. For an account of these and others the

student is referred to memoirs in the Philosophical Tram-
actions for 1731, 1735, &c.

Desaguliers made many experiments confirming Gray's Decago

conclusions, and found that bodies that have the property lit^f*-

of being electrically excitable by friction, or electria per se,

have not the power of conduction; whereas conductors are

not electrics per se. These terms, introduced by him, were
useful in bringing into concise and scientific language the

discoveries of Gray.

While Gray was pursuing his career of discovery in Dufny

England, M. Dufay, of the Academy of Sciences, and sn-(-8l'9

perintendent of the Royal Botanic Gardens, was actively ^'*'''

employed in the same researches. He found that all bodies,

whether soUd or fluid, could be electrified by an excited

tube, by setting them on a glass stand slightly warmed, or

only dried; and that those bodies which are in themselves

least electrical received the greatest degree of electricity

from the approach of the glass tube. He repeated the ex-

periments of Gray, confirming his results, and found that

electricity was transmitted more easily along packthread

when it was wetted, and that it might be supported upon
glass tubes in place of sOk lines. In this way he conveyed

it along a string 1256 feet long. He suspended by silken

strings and electrified a child as Gray had done ; and hav-

ing suspended himself in a similar manner, he discovered

that an electrical spark, accompanied with a crackling noise,

took place when any other persoiL touched him, and he has

described the prickling sensation like the burning from a

spark of fire, which is at the same time felt either throng!

the clothes or on the skin. The ^eat discovery of Dufay,
however, was that of two different kinds of electricity.

He fully recognized the importance of this fundamental

fact, and gave the name of vitreous electricity, to that which
is produced by exciting glass, roek-crystal, precious stones,

hair of animalsj wool, and many other bodies ; and the name
of resinous to that which is nroduced by exciting resinoua
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bodies, such as amber, copal, gum-lac, silk, paper, thread,

and a number of othei substances. The characteristic of

those two electricities was, that a body with vitreous elec-

tricity attracted ail bodies with resinous electricity, and

repelled all bodies with vitreous electricity; while a body

with resinous electricity attracted all bodies with vitreous

electricity, and repelled all bodies with resinous electricity.

Two electrified silk threads, for example, repel each other,

and also two electriiied woollen threads, but an electrified

silk thread will attract an electrified woollen thread. Hence

it is easy to determine whether any body possesses vitreous

or resinous electricity. If it attracts an electrified silk

thread, its electricity will be vitreous ; if it repels it, it will

be resinous.

Gray repeated and varied the experiments of Dufay,

and made many new ones. Like Hawksbee and Dr Wall,

he recognized the similarity between the phenomena of

electricity and those of thunder and lightning ; and he

expresses a hops " that there may be found out a way to

collect a greater quantity of electric fire, and consequently to

increase the force of that power, which, by several of these

experiments, si licet magnis componere parva, seems to be

of the same nature with thunder and lightning."

Bose, The discoveries which we have now recounted began to
^ikler,

rouse the activity of the German and Dutch philosophers.

To the electrical machine used by Newton and Hawksbee,

Professor Boze of Wittenberg added the prime conductor,

which at first consisted of an iron or tin tube supported by

a man standing upon cakes of rosin ; but it was afterwards

suspended by silken strings. Professor Winkler of Leipsic

substituted a cushion in place of the hand for exciting the

revolving globe ; and Professor Gordon of Erfurt, a Scotch

Benedictine monk, first used a glass cylinder, eight inches

long and four broad, whicb he caused to revolve by means
of a bow and string. By these means electrical sparks of

great size 2nd intensity were produced, and by their aid

various combustible substances, both fluid and solid, were

inflamed. In 1744 M. Ludolph of Berlin succeeded in

firing, by the electrical spark, the ethereal spirit of Fro-

benius. Winkler did the same by a spark from his finger

;

and he succeeded in inflaming French brandy and other

weaker spirits after they had been heated. Gordon kindled

spirits by a jet of electrified water. Dr Miles inflamed

phosphorus hj the electric spark ; and oil, pitch, and
sealing-wax, when strongly heated, were set on fire by
similar means. We refer the student for lists of the works
of the philosophers just mentioned to the admirable biblio-

graphy given by Young, Natural Philosophy, p. 515.

Leyden These striking efi'ects were all produced by the electricity

pbial obtained immediately from an excited electric ; but a great

step was now made in the science by the discovery of a

method of accumulating and preserving electricity in large

quantities. The author of this great invention is not dis-

tinctly known ; but there is reason to believe that a monk
of the name of Kleist, a person of the name of Cuneus, s.nd

Professor Muschenbroeck of Lsyden had each the merit of

an independent inventor. The invention by which this

accumulation was effected was called the Leyden Jar or

Phial, because it was principally in Leyden that it was
either invented or tried. Having observed that excited

electrics soon lost their electricity in the open air, and that

their loss was accelerated when the atmosphere was charged
with moisture or other conducting materials, Muschenbroeck
conceived that the electricity of bodies might be retained

by surrounding them with bodies which did not conduct it.

In putting this idea to the test of experiment, he electri-

fied some water in a glass bottle, and a communication
having been made between the water and the prime con-
ductor, the assistant, who was holding the bottle, on
tr3'ing to disengage the communicating wire, received a

sudden shock in his arms and breast, and thus established

the efficacy of the Leyden jar.

Sir William Watson made some important experiments Sir VCm.

at this period of our history (Memoirs in Phil. Trans. Watnos

about 1747). He succeeded in fiang gunpowder by the !lll^"

electric spark ; and by mixing the gunpowder with a little

camphor he discharged a musket by the same power. Ho
also fired hydrogen by the electric spark; and he kindled

both spirits of wine and hydrogen by means of a drop

of cold water, and even with ice. In the German experi.

ments the fluid or solid to be inflamed was set on fire by

an electrified body ; but Sir William Watson placed the

fluid in the hands of an electrified person, and set it on fire

by causing a person not electrified to touch it with his

finger. Sir WiUiam Watson first observed the flash of

light which attends the discharge of the Leyden phial, and

it is to him that we owe the present improved form of the

Leyden phial, in which it is coated both without and within

with tinfoil. Dr Bevis indeed had suggested the outside

coating, and at Smeaton's recommendation, he coated a pane

of glass on both sides, and within an inch of the edge, with

tinfoil ; but still the idea of coating the jar doubly belongs

to Sir William Watson.

A party of the Koyal Society, with the president at their Experi

head, and Sir William Watson as their chief operator, menu oi

entered upon a series of magnificent experiments, for the
j^^ ^

purpose of determining the velocity of the electric fluid,
3^,°^^,^

and the distance to which it could be conveyed. The

French savans had conveyed the influence of the Leyden

jar through a circuit of 12,000 feet ; and in one case the

basin at the Tuileries, containing about an acre of water,

formed part of the circuit ; but the English philosophers

made a more complete series of experiments, of which the

following were the results :

—

1. That in all their operations, when the wires have been properly

conducted, the electrical commotions from the charged phial have

been very considerable only when the observers at the extremities

of the wire have touched some substance readily conducting elec-

tricity with some part of their bodies.

2. That the electrical commotion is always felt most sensibly in

those parts of the bodies of the observers which are between the

conducting wires and the nearest and the most non-electric sub-

stance, or, in other words, so much of their bodies as comes within

the electrical circuit.

3. That on these considerations we infer that the electrical powei

is conducted between these observers by any non-electric substances

which happen to be situated between them, and contribute to form

the electrical circuit.

i. That the electrical commotion has been perceptible to two or

more observers at considerable distances from each other, even as

far as two miles.

6. That when the observers have been shocked at the end of tw«>

miles of wire, we Infer that the electrical circuit is four miles, viz.

two miles of wire, and the space of two miles of the non-electrio

matter between the observers, whether it be water, earth, or both.

6. That the electrical commotion is eq^ually strong, whether it ia

conducted by water or diy ground.

7. That if the wires between the electrifying machine and the

observers are conducted on dry sticks, or other substances non-

electric in a clight degree only, the effects of the electrical powei

are much greater than when the wires in their progress touch the

ground, or moist vegetables, or other substances in a great degree

non-electric.

8. That by comparing the respective velocities of electricity and

sound, that of electricity, in any of the distances yet experienced,

is nearly instantaneous.

In the following year these experiments were resumed

with the view of ascertaining the absolute velocity of

electricity at a certain distance, and it was found " that

through the whole length of a wire 12,276 feet the velocity

of electricity was instantaneous."

The theory of positive and negative electricity which was

afterwards elaborated by Franklin, was distinctly announced

by Sir W. Watson. He lays it down as a law that in elec-

trical operations there is an afilux of " electric fluid " to the

globe and the conductor, and also an efflux of the same
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matter from them. In the case of two insulated persons,

the one in contact with the rubber and the other with the

conductor, he observed that either of them would communi-
cate a much stronger spark to the other than to any by-

stander. The electricity of the one, ho says, became more
rare than it is naturally, and that of the other more dense,

so that the density of the electricity in the two insulated

persons differed more than that between either of them and
a bystander.

A variety of interesting experiments were made about
this time by Le Monnier, Nollet, Winckier, Ellicott,

Jallabert, Boze, Menon, Smeaton, and Miles. In 1746
Le Monnier confirmed the result previously obtained by
Gray, that electricity is communicated to homogeneous
bodies in proportion to their surfaces only. Boze dis-

covered that capillary tubes which discharged water by
drops afforded a continuous stream when electrified. The
ibbe Nollet {Essai sur I'JSlectriciie,. 17i6 ; Recherches,

1749; Lettres, 1753), the friend and coadjutor of Dufay,
ascertained that electricity increases the natural evapora-

tion of fluids, and that the evaporation is hastened by
placing them in non-electric vessels. Jallabert confirmed

the result previously obtained by Watson, that electricity

passes through the substance of a conducting wire, and
not along its surface. Smeaton found that the red hot

part of an iron bar could be as strongly electrified as the

cold parts on each side of it. Dr Miles kindled com-
mon spirits by a stick of black sealing-wax excited by
dry fianneL Ellicott conceived that the particles of the

electric fluid repel each other, while they attract those

of all other bodies. Mowbray concluded that the vege-

tation of two myrtles was hastened by electrifying them,

—

a result which Nollet confirmed in the case of vegetating

seeds. The Abb6 Menon found that cats, pigeons, spar-

rows, and chaflinchea lost weight by being electrified

for five or six hours, and that the same result was true of

the human body ; and hence it was concluded that electri-

city augments the insensible perspiration of animals.
Tnuklin jj. high place in the history of electricity must be

allotted to the name of Dr Benjamin Franklin of Phila-

delphia. His researches did much to extend our theoreti-

cal and practical knowledge of eleotricityj and the clearness

and vigour of his style made his writings popular, and
spread the study of the subject.

One of the first labours of the American philosopher

was to present, in a more distinct form, the theory of posi-

tive and negative electricity, which Sir "W. Watson had
been the first to suggest. He showed that electricity is

not created by friction, but merely collected from its state

of diffusion through other matter by which it is attracted.

He asserted that the glass globe, when rubbed, attracted

the electrical fire, and took it from the rubber, the same
globe being disposed, when the friction ceases, to give out

its electricity to any body which has less. In the case of

the charged Leyden jar, the inner coating of tinfoil had
received more than its ordinary quantity of electricity,

and was therefore electrified positively or plvs, while the

outer coating of tinfoil having had its ordinary quantity of

electricity diminished, was electrified negatively or minus.

Hence the cause of the shock and spark when the jar is

discharged, or when the superabundant plus electricity of

the inside is transferred by a conducting body to the de-

fective or minus electricity of the outside. This theory

of the Loyden phial Franklin established in the clearest

manner, by showing that the outside and the inside coat-

ing possessed opposite electricities, and that, in charging
it, exactly as much electricity is added on one side as is

subtracted from the other. The abundant discharge of

electricity by points was observed by Franklin in his ear-

liest experiments, and also the power of points to conduct

(1706

80).

it copiously from an electrified body. Hence he was fur
niehed with a simple method of collecting electricity

from other bodies ; and he was thus enabled to perform
those remarkable experiments which we shall now pro-

ceed to explain. Hawksbee, Wall, and Nollet had succes-

sively suggested the similarity between lightning and the
electric spark, and between the artificial snap and the
natural thunder. Previous to the year 1750 Franklin
drew up a statement, in which he showed that all the
general phenomena and effects which were produced by
electricity had their counterpart in lightning. After wait-

ing some time for the erection of a spire at Philadelphia, by
means of which he thought to bring down the electricity of

a thunder-storm, he conceived the idea of sending up a kite

among the clouds themselves. With this view he made a

small cross of two small light strips of cedar, the arms
being suflEiciently long to reach to the four comers of a
large thin silk handkerchief when extended. The comers
of the handkerchief were tied to the extremities of the
cross, and when the body of the kite was thus formed, a
tail, loop, and string were added to it. The body was
made of silk to enable it to bear the violence and wet of a

thunder-storm. A very sharp pointed wire was fixed at the

top of the upright stick of the cross, so as to rise a foot or

more above the wood. A silk ribbon was tied to the end
of the twine next the hand, and a key suspended at the

junction of the twine and silk. In company with his son,

Franklin raised the kite like a common one, in the first

thunder-storm, which happened in the month of June 1752.

To keep the sUk ribbon dry, he stood within a door, taking

care that the twine did not touch the frame of the door
;

and when the thunder-clouds came over the kite he watched
the state of the string. A cloud passed without any elec-

trical indications, and he began to despair of success. He
saw, however, the loose filaments of the twine standing out

every way, and he found them to be attracted by the ap-

proach of his finger. The suspended key gave a spark on
the application of his knuckle, and when the string had be-

come wet with the rain, the electricity became abundant;
a Leyden jar was charged at the key, and by the electric

fire thus obtained spirits were inflamed, and all the other

electrical experiments performed which had been formerly

made by excited electrics. In subsequent trials with

another apparatus, he found that the clouds were some-

times positively and sometimes negatively electrified, and
so demonstrated the perfect identity of lightning and elec-

tricity. Having thus succeeded in drawing the electric fire

from the clouds, Franklin conceived the idea of protecting

buildings from lightning by erecting on their highest parts

pointed iron wire or conductors communicating with the

ground. The electricity of a hovering or a passing cloud

would thus be carried off slowly and silently ; and if the

cloud was highly charged, the lightning would strike in pre-

ference the elevated conductors.

The most important of Franklin's electrical writings are

his Experiments and Observations on Electricity made cd

Philadelphia, 1751-54 ; his Letters on Electricity, and
various memoirs and letters, Phil. Trans., 1756, 1760, kc
About the same time that Franklin was making his kite

experiment in America, D'Alibard and others in France had

erected a long iron rod at Marli, and obtained results

agreeing with those of Franklin. Similar investigations

were pursued by many others, among whom Father Beo-

caria deserves especial mention.

These experiments were often dangerous, and in one case Poat^

a fatal accident occurred. Professor Bichman of St Peters- ^ch-

burg had erected on his house an iron rod to collect the "^''^"^

electricity of thunder-clouds. On the 6th August 1753,

during a thunder-storm, he was observing, along with his

friend Sokolow, the indications of an electrometer which
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Canlou
(1715-

72).

Beccaria

(1716-

funned part of his apparatus, wLen a tremeudous thunder-

clap burst over the neighbourhood. Richman bent to ob-

serve the electrometer ; while in this position, his head

being a foot froni the iron rod, Sokolow saw a globe of

bluish fire about the size of the fist shoot from the iron rod

to the professor's head, with a report like that of a pistol.

The shock was fatal ; Kichman fell back upon a chest and

instantly expired. Sokolow was stupified and benumbed,

and the red hot fragments of a metallic wire struck his

clothes, and covered them with burnt marks.

One of the most diligent labourers in the field of electri-

cal science was an Englishman, John Canton {Phil. Trans.,

1753-54). Before his time it had been assumed >as indis-

putable that the same kind of electricity was invariably pro-

duced by the friction of the same electric,—that glass, for

example, yielded always vitreous, and amber always resiji-

ous electricity. Having roughened a glajS tube by grind-

ing its surface with emery and sheet lead, he found that it

possessed vitreous or positive electricity when excited with

oiled silk, but resinous electricity when excited with new
flannel. He found, in short, that vitreous or resinous

electricity might, in certain cases, be developed at will

in the same tube, by altering the surfaces of the tube

and the exciting rubber. Removing the polish from one

half of the tube, he excited the different electricities with

the same rubber at a single stroke, and, curiously enough,

the rubber was found to move much more easily over the

rough than over the polished half. Canton likewise dis-

covered that glass, amber, sealing-wax, and calcareous

spar were all electrified positively when taken out of

mercury ; and hence he was led to the important practical

discovery that an amalgam of mercury and tin was most

efficacious in exciting glass when applied to the surface of

the rubber. Canton discovered, and to a certain extent ex-

plained by the then prevalent theory of "electrical atmo-

spheres," the fundamental fact of electrification by induc-

tion. He also found that the air in a room could be

electrified positively or negatively, and might remain thus

electrified for a considerable time.

Beccaria, a celebrated Italian physicist, kept up the

spirit of electrical discovery in Italy. He showed that

water is a very imperfect conductor of electricity, that

its conducting power is proportional to its quantity, and
that a small quantity of water opposes a powerful resist-

ance to the passage of electricity. He succeeded in

making the electric spark visible in water, by discharging

shocks through wires that nearly met in tubes filled with
water. In this experiment the tubes, though sometimes
eight or ten lines thick, were burst in pieces. Beccaria

likewise demonstrated that air adjacent to an electrified

body gradually acquired the same electricity, that the

electricity of the body is diminished by that of the air, and
that the air parts with its electricity very slowly. He con-

sidered that there was a mutual repulsion between the

particles of the electric fluid and those of air, ani that in

the passage of the former through the latter a temporary
vacuum was formed. Beccaria's experiments on atmosphe-
rical electricity are of the greatest interest to the meteor-
ologist. For farther account of his work, see his Lettere

dell' Elettr., 1758; Experimcnta, 1772; and letters. &c.
in Phil. Trans, about 1770.

Tlie science of electricity owes several practical as well
as theoretical observations to Robert Sjniimer {Phil. Trans.,

.ibout 1759). In pulling off his stockings in the even-
ing, he had often remarked that they not only gave a
crackling noise, but even emitted sparks in the dark. The
electricity was most powerful v/hen a silk and a worsted
stocking liad been wuin on the same leg, and it was best
exhibited by I'utiiiig the luitid between the leg and the
fttocltiuga, a;id pulling thou off tfeSytker The pne stock-

ing being then drawn out of the other, they appeared more

or less inflated, and exhibited the attractions and repulsion*

of electrified bodies. Two white silk stockings, or twr

black ones, when put on the same leg and taken off, gavt

no electrical indications. When a black and a white stock-

ing were put on the same leg, and after ten minutes taken

off", they were so much inflated when pulled asunder, that

each showed the entire shape of the leg, and at the dia

tance of a foot and a half they rushed to meet each other.

" But what appears most extraordinary is, that when tliey an
separated, and removed at a certain distance from each other, tlicii

electricity does not appear to have been in the least impaired bj

the shock they liad in meeting. They are again inflated, again

attract and repel, and are as ready to rush together as before.

When this experiment is performed with two black stockings in one

hand, and two white in the other, it exhibits a very curious spectacle;

the leimlsion of those of the same colour, and the attraction of those

of diilereut colours, throws them into an agitation that is not un.'

entertaining, and makes thein catch each at that of its opposite

colour, at a greater distance than one would expect. When allowed

to come together, they all unite in one mass. When separated,

they resume their former appearance, and admit of the repetition of

the experiment as often as you please, till their electricity, gradu-

ally wasting, stands iai need of being recruited.

Symmer likewise found that a Leydeii jar could be

charged by the stockings either positively or negatively,

according as the wire from the neck of the jar was pre-

sented to the black or the white stocking. AVhen the

electricity of the white stocking was thrown into the jar,

and then the electricity of the black one, or vice versa,

the jar was not electrified at all. With the electricity of

two stockings he charged the jar to such a degree that

the shock from it reached both his elbows ; and by means

of the electricity of four silk stockings he kindled spirits

of wine in a tea-spoon which lie held in his hand, and the

shock was at the same time felt from the elbows to the

breast. Symmer has the merit of having first maintained

the theory of two distinct fluids, not independent of each

other, as Dufay supposed them to be, but co-existent, and,

by counteracting each other, producing all the pheno-

mena of electricity. He conceived that when a body is said

to be positively electrified, it is not simply that it is pos-

sessed of a larger share of electric matter than in a natural

state, nor, when it is said to be negatively electrified, of a

less ; but that, in the foriner case, it is possessed of a larger

portion of one kind of electricity, and in the latter, of a

larger portion of the other ; while a body, in its natural

state, remains unelectrified, because there is an equal amount

of the two everywhere within it.

Contemporary with Symmer were Delaval, Wilson,

Cigna, Kinnersley, Wilcke, and Priestley (for the works of

these electricians consult Youug). Delaval found that the

sides of vessels that were perfect conductors were non-

conductors, and that animal and vegetable bodies lost theii

conducting power when reduced to ashes. Wilson con-

cluded that when two electrics are rubbed together, the

harder of the two is generally electrified positively and

the other negatively, the electricities always being opposite.

Cigna made many curious experiments by using silk

ribbands in place of the silk stockings of Symmer. Kin-

nersley, the friend of Franklin, made some important

experiments on the elongation and fusion of iron wires,

when a strong charge was passed through them in a state

of tension {Phil. Trans., 1763); he also experimented

on the disruptive discharge in air. Wilcke brought to

light many phenomena respecting the electrification pro-

duced by the melting of electric substances.

The pyro-electricity of minerals, or the faculty possessed

by some minerals of becoming electric by heat, and of

exhibiting negative and positive pole.t, now began to attract

the notica of philosophers. There is reason to believe

that the li/ncuriitm of the ancients, which, according to
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Theophrastus, attracted light bodies, was the tourmaline,

a Ceylon mineral, in which the Dutch had early recog-

nized the same attractive property, whence it got the

name of Aschentrihker, or attiactor of ashes. In 1717

M. Lemery exhibited to the Academy of Sciences a stone

from Ceylon which attracted light bodies ; and Linnaeus,

in mentioning the experiments of Lemery, gives the stone

the name of Lapis Elecfricus. The Duke de Noya was
led in 1758 to purchase some of the stones called tourma-

line in Holland, and, assisted by Daubenton and Adanson,

he made a series of experiments with them, a description

of which was published. The subject, however, had en-

gaged the attention of ./Epinus, a celebrated German philo-

sopher, who published an account of them in 1756.

Hitherto nothing had been said respecting the necessity

of heat to excite the tourmaline; but it was shown by
./Epinus that a temperature between 99|° and 212° Fahr.

was requisite for the development of its attractive powers.

Benjamin Wilson {Phil. Trans., 1763, &c.), Priestley, and
Canton continued the investigation; but it was reserved

for the Abbe Hauy to throw a clear light on this curious

branch of the science {Traite de Mineralogie). He found
that the electricity of the tourmaline decreased rapidly

from the summits or poles towards the middle of the

crystal, where it was imperceptible; and he discovered

that if a tourmaline is broken into any number of frag-

ments, each fragment, when excited, has two opposite

poles. Haiiy discovered the same property in the Siberian

and Brazilian topaz, borate of magnesia, mesotype, preh-

nite, sphene, and' calamine. He also found that the

polarity which minerals receive from heat has a relation

to the secondary forms of their crystals,—the tourma-
line, for example, having its resinous pole at the summit
of the crystal which has three faces, arid its vitreous pole

at the summit which has sis faces. In the other pyro-

electrical crystals above mentioned, Haiiy detected the

same deviation from the rules of symmetry in their second-

ary crystals which occurs in tourmaline. Brard discovered

that pyro-electricity was a property of the axinite; and
it was afterwards detected in other minerals. In repeating

and extending the experiments of Haiiy, Sir David Brewster
discovered that various artificial salts were pyro-electrical

;

and he mentions tartrate of potash and soda, and tartaric

acid, as exhibiting this property in a very strong degree.

He also made many experiments with the tourmaline when
cut into thin slices, and reduced to the finest powder,
in which state each particle preserved its pyro-electricity

;

and he showed that scolezite and mesolite, even when de-

prived of their water of crystallization and reduced to

powder, preserve their property of becoming electrical by
heat. When this white powder is heated and stirred

about by any substance whatever, it collects in masses like

new fallen snow, and adheres to the body with which it is

stirred. (For Sir David Brewster's work on pyro-electricity

see Trans. RS.B., 1845; Phil. Mag., Dec. 1847; Edin-
burgh Journal of Science, Oct. 1824 and 1825).

In addition to his experiments on the tourmaline, .lEpinus

made several on the electricity of melted sulphur ; and in

conjunction with WUcke, he investigated the subject of

electric atmospheres, and discovered a beautiful method of

charging a plate of air by suspending large wooden boards
coated with tin, and having their surfaces near each other
and parallel. .iEpinus, however, has been principally

distinguished by his ingenious theory of electricity, which
he has explained and illustrated in a separate work {Ten-
tamen Theories Electricitatis et Magneiismi) which ap-
peared at St Petersburg in 1759. This theory is founded
on the following principles. 1. The particles of the elec-

tric fluid repel each other with a force decreasing as the
distance increases, 2. The particles of the electriv Uuid.

attract the particles of all bodies, and are attracted by
them, with a force obeying the same kw. 3. The electric

fluid exists in the pores of bodies ; and while it moves
without any obstruction in non-electrics, such as metals,
water, &c., it moves vrith extreme difficulty in electrics,

such as glass, rosin, &c. 4. Electrical phenomena are pro-

duced either by the transference of the fluid from a body
containing more to one containing less of it, or from its

attraction and repulsion when no transference takes place.

The electricity of fishes, like that of minerals, now be-
gan to excite very general attention. The ancients, as we
have seen, were acquainted with the benumbing power of

the torpedo, but it was not till 1676 that modem naturalists

attended to this remarkable property. The Arabians had«
long before given this fiish the name of raad or lightning

;

but Piedi was the first who communicated the fact that the
shock was conveyed to the fisherman by means of the line

and rod which connected him with the fish. Lorenzini
published engravings of its electrical^ organs ; Eeaumor
described the electrical properties of fhe fish ; Kampfer

compared the effects which it produced to lightning ; but
Bancroft was the first person who distinctly suspected that
the effects of the torpedo were electrical In 1773
Walsh {Phil. Trans., 1773-5) and Ingenhousz proved, by
many curious experiments, that the shock of the torpedt
was an electrical one; and Hunter {Phil. Trans., 1773-5'
examined and described the anatomical structure of its

electrical organs. Humboldt {Ann. de Chim. et de Pkys., i.

15), Gay-Lussac, and Geoffrey pursued the subject with
success; and Cavendish {Phil. Tram., 1776) constructed
an artificial torpedo, by which he imitated the actions of

the living animal. The subject was also investigated by
Todd, Sir Humphrey Davy {Phil. Trans., 1829), John
Davy, and Faraday {Exp. Res., vol ii). The power of

giving electric shocks has been discovered also in the
Gymnotus electricus,^ the Malapterurus electricus,^ the
Trichiurus electricus,^ and the Tetraodon eledricus.^ The
most interesting and the best known of these singular fishes

is the Gymnotus or Surinam eel. Humboldt gives a verj

graphic account of the combats which are carried on i":.

South America between the gymnoti and the wild horses in

the vicinity of Calabozo.

Among the cultivators of electricity Henry Cavendish is Ca»en.

entitled to a distinguished place. Before he had any ffi'ij

knowledge of the theory of ^pinus, he had communicated jsio)'
to the Royal Society a similar theory of electrical pheno-
mena. As, however, he had carried the theory much further^

and considered it under a more accurate point of view,
he did not hesitate to give his paper to the world {PhU.
Trans., 1771). Cavendish made some accurate experi-

ments on the relative conducting power of different sub-

stances. He found that electricity experiences as much
resistance in passing through a column of water one inen

'

long as it does in passing through an iron wire of the

same diameter 400,000,000 inches long, whence he con-

cluded that iron wire conducts 400,000,000 times as well

as rain or distilled water. He found that a solution of

one part of salt in one of water conducts a hundred times
better than fresh water, and that a saturated solution of

sea-salt conducts seven hundred and twenty times better

than fresh water. Cavendish likewise determined by
nice experiments that the quantity of electricity on coated
glass of a certain area increased with the thinness of ths

glass, and that on different coated plates the quantity was
as the area of the coated surface directly, and as the thick-

ness of the glass inversely. Although electricity had been
employed, as a chemical agent in the oxidation and fusion

of metals, yet it is to Cavendish that we owe the first of

those brilliant inquiries which have done so much for the

' Powerful = ^\'eak.
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advancement of modem chemistry. By using different

proportions of oxygen and hydrogen, and examining the

products which they formed after explosion with the elec-

tric spark, he obtained a proportion of which the product

was' pure water {Phil. Trans., 1784-5). The decom-

position of water by the electric spark was first effected

by Paets Van Troostwijk and Deiman ; improved methods

of effecting it were discovered and used by Pearson, Cuth-

bertson, and Wollaston {Phil. Trans., 1801).

The great discovery made by Galvani in 1790, that the

contact of metals produced muscular contraction in the frog,

and the invention of the voltaic pile, iu 1800, by Volta led

to the recognition of a new kind of electricity called Gal-

vanic or Voltaic Electricity, which is now proved to be

identical with frictional electricity. The chemical effects of

the voltaic pile far transcend those of ordinary electricity.

In 1800 Nicolson and Carlisle discovered the power of

the pile to decompose water; and in 1807 {Bakerian

Lectxire) Sir Humphry Davy decomposed the earths and the

alkalies, and thus created a new epoch in the history of

chemistry.

Contemporaneous with Cavendish was Coulomb, one of

the most eminent experimental philosophers of the last

century. In ordeT to determine the law of electrical

action, he invented an instrument called a torsion balance,

which has since his time- been universally used in all

delicate researches, and which is particularly applicable

to the measurement of electrical and magnetical actions.

'./Epinus and Cavendish had considered the action of elec-

tricity as diminishing with the distance ; but Coulomb
proved, by a series of elaborate experiments, that it

varied, like gravity, in the inverse ratio of the square

of the distance. Dr Robison had previously deter-

mined, without, however, having published his experi-

ments, that in the mutual repulsion of two similarly

electrified spheres, the law was slightly in excess of the

inverse duplicate ratio of the distance, while in the

attraction of oppositely electrified spheres the deviation

from that ratio was in defect ; and hence he con-

cluded that the law of electrical action was similar to that

of gravity. Adopting the hypothesis of two fluids,

Coulomb investigated experimentally and theoretically the

distribution of electricity on the surface of bodies. He
determined the law of its distribution between two con-

ducting bodies in contact ; he measured the density of the

electricity at different points of two spheres in contact ; he

ascertained the distribution of electricity among several

spheres (whether equal or unequal) placed in contact in a

straight line ; he measured the distribution of electricity on

the surface of a cylinder, and its distribution between a

sphere and cylinder of different lengths but of the same
diameter. His experiments on the dissipation of electri-

city possess also a high value. He found that the momen-
tary dissipation was proportional to the degree of electrifi-

cation at the time, and that, when the charge was mode-

rate, its dissipation was not altered in bodies of different

kinds or shapes. The temperature and pressure of the

atmosphere did not produce any sensible change ; but he

concluded that the dissipation was- nearly proportional to the

cube of the quantity of moisture in the air. In examining

the dissipation which takes place along imperfectly insu-

lating substances, he found that a thread of gum-lac was the

most perfect of all insulators ; that it insulated ten times

as well as a dry silk thread ; and that a silk thread covered

with fine sealing-wax insulated as powerfully as gum-lac

whea it had four times its length. He found also that

the dissipation of electricity along insulators was chiefly

owing to adhering moisture, but in some measure also to a

slight conducting power. For the memoirs of Coulomb
see Mem.jle Math, et Pht/s. de I'Actd. de Sc, 1785, &c.

Towards the end of the last century a series of experi-

ments was made by Laplace, Lavoisier, and Volta {Phil.

Trans., 1782, or C'ollezione dell' Op.), from which it ap-

peared that electricity is developed when solid or fluids

bodies pass into the gaseous state. The bodies which were

to bo evaporated or dissolved were placed upon an insu-

lating stand, and made to communicate by a chain or wire

with a Cavallo's electrometer, or with Volta's condenser,

when it was suspected that the electricity increased gra-

dually. When sulphuric acid diluted with three parts of

water was poured upon iron filings, hydrogen was disen-

gaged with a brisk effervescence ; and at the end of a few

minutes the condenser was so highly charged as to yield a

strong spark of negative electricity Similar results were

obtained when charcoal was burnt on a chafing dish.

Volta, who hapT)ened to be at Paris when these experi-

ments were made, and who took an active part

in them, subsequently observed that the electricity

produced by evaporation was always negative. He
found that burning charcoal gives out negative electri-

city ; and in other kinds of combustion he obtained dis-

tinct electrical indications. • In this state of the subject

Saussure {Voyage dans les Alpes, t. ii. p.. 808, et seqq.)

undertook a series of elaborate experiments on the electri-

city of evaporation and combustion. In his first trials ha

found that the electricity was sometimes positive and

sometimes negative when water was evaporated from a

heated crucible of iron ; but he afterwards found it to be

always positive both in an iron and a copper crucible. In

a silver and a porcelain crucible the electricity was nega-

tive. The evaporation of alcohol and of ether in a silver

crucible also gave negative electricity. Saussure made
many fruitless trials to obtain electricity from combustion,

and he likewise failed in his attempt to procure it from

evaporation without ebullition. Many valuable additions

were about this time made to electrical apparatus, as well

as to the science itself, by Van Marum, Cavallo, Nicholson,

Cuthbertson, Brooke, Bennet, Read, Morgan, Henley, and

Lane ; but these cannot here be noticed in detaO;

The application of analysis to electrical phenomena may
bo dated from the commencement of the present century.

Coulomb had considered only the distribution of electri-

city on the surface of spheres ; but Laplace undertook to

investigate its distribution on the surface of ellipsoids of

revolution, and he showed that the thickness of the coat-

ing of fluid at the pole was to its thickness at the equator

as the polar is to the equatorial diameter. Biot {Traite de

Physique Exp. et Math.) has extended this investigation to

all spheroids differing little from a sphere, whatever may be

the irregularity of their figure. He likewise determined

analytically that the losses of electricity form a geometrical

progression when the two surfaces of ajar or plate of coated

glass are discharged by successive contacts ; and he found'

that the same law regulates the discharge when a series of jars

or plates are placed in communication with each other. It is

to Poisson {Mem. de I'List. Math, et Pht/s., 12, 1811, 6ic.)

however, that we are mainly indebted for having brought

the phenomena of electricity under the dominion of analy-

sis, and placed it on the same level as the more exact

sciences. Assuming the hypothesis of two fluids, he

deduced theorems for determining the distribution of

the electric fluid on the surface of two conducting spheres

when they are either placed in contact or at any given

distance. The truth of these theorems had been estab-

lished by experiments performed by Coulomb long before

the theorems themselves had been investigated.

Voltaic electricity had now absorbed the attention of

experimental philosophers. The splendour of its phe-

nomena, as well as its association with chemical discovery,

contributed to give it popularity and inmnrtance; but the
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discoveries of Galrartl and Volta were destined, in tbeir

turn, to pass into the shade, and the intellectual enterprise

of the natural philosophers of Europe was directed to new
branches of electrical and magnetical science. Guided by

theoretical anticipations, Professor H. C. Oersted of Copen-

hagen {Experimenia circa efectum confliclus electrici in

acum magnelicam) in 1820 discovered that the elec-

trical current of a galvanic battery, when made to pass

through a platinum wire, acted upon a compass needle placed

below the wire. He found that a magnetic needle placed

in the neighbourhood of an electric current always places

itself perpendicular to the plane through the current and

the centre of the needle ; or, more definitely, that a

magnetic north pole, carried at a constant distance round

the current in the direction of rotation of an ordinary

cork-screw advancing in the positive direction of the

current, would always tend to move in the direction in

which it is being carried.

Scarcely had the news of Oersted's discovery reached

France when a French philosopher, AmpJ;re, set to work to

develop the important consequences which it involved.

Physicists had long been looking for the connection be-

tween magnetism and electricity, and had, perhaps,

inclined to the view that electricity was somehow to be

explained as a magnetic phenomenon. It was, in fact,

under the influence of such ideas that Oersted was led to

his discovery. Ampere showed that the explanation was
to be found in an opposite direction. He discovered the

ponderomotive action of one electric current on another,

and by a series of well-chosen experiments he established

the elementary laws ef electrodynamical action, starting

from which, by a brilliant train of mathematical analysis, he

not only evolved the complete explanation of all the electro-

magnetic phenomena observed before him, but predicted

many hitherto unknown. The results of his researches

may be summarized in the statement that an electric current

in a linear circuit of any form is equivalent in its action,

whether on magnets or other circuits, to a magnetic shell

bounded by the circuit, whose strength at every point is

constant and proportional to the strength of the current.

By his beautiful theory of molecular currents, he gave a

theoretical explanation of that connection between electri-

city and magnetism which had been the dream of previous

investigators. If. wa except the discovery Of the laws of

the induction of electric currents made about ten years

later by Faraday, no advance in the sciena* of electricity

can compare for completeness and brilliancy with the work
of 'Ampere. Our admiration is equally great whether we
contemplate the clearness and power of his mathematical

investigations, the aptness and skill of his experiments, or

the wonderful rapidity with which he elaborated his dis-

covery when he had once found the clue.

In 1821 Faraday, who was destined a little later to do
so much for the science of electricity, discovered electro-

magnetic rotation {Quarterly Journal, xii.), having suc-

ceeded in" causing a horizontal wire carrying a current to

rotate continuously across the vertical lines of a field of

magnetic force. The experiment was very soon repeated

in a variety of forms by De la Rive, Barlow, Ritchie,

bturgeon, and others ; and Davy {Phil. Trans.), in 1823,

observed that, when two wires connected with the pole of

a battery were dipped into a cup of mercury placed on the

pole of a powerful magnet, the fluid metal rotated in op-

posite directions about the two electrodes. The rotation of a

magnet about a fixed current and about its own axis was
at onco looked for, and observed by Faraday and Qthara.

The deflection of the voltaic arc 'by *Jic .^agnei asd fcesn

obser^ad by ^ary rn r821 {Phil. Trans.); and in 1840
Walfcer oDserved the rotation of the luminous discharge in

A vafiuum tube. -For many beautiful e^tperiments on the

influence of the magnet on the strata, &&, in vacuum tubes,

we are indebted to Plucker, De la Rive, Grove, Gassiot,

and others who followed them.

One of the first machines in which a continuous motion
was produced by means of the repulsions and attractions

between electromagnets and fixed magnets or electro-

magnets was invented by Ritchie {Phil. Trans., 1833).
The artifice in such machines consists in reversing the
polarity of one of the electromagnets when the machine
is near the position of equilibrium. For a general theory of

these machines, showing the reasons why they are not
useful as economic motive powers, see Jacobi {Memoire sur
VApplication de P£lectro-magnetisme au Mouvement da
Machines, Potsdam, 1835), and Joule {Mech. Mag., xxxvi.).

Electro-magnetic engines have, however, found a restricted

use in scientific workshops, such as Froment's, in driving

telegraphic apparatus, <S:c.

In 1820 Arago {Ann. de Chim. et de Phys., t. xv.) and
Davy {Anncds of Philosophy, 1821) discovered indepen-

dently the power of the electric current to magnetize iron

and steel. Savary {Ann. de Chim. et de Phys., t. xxxiv.,

1827) made some very curious experiments on the alter-

nate directions of magnetization of needles placed at differ-

ent distances from a wire conveying the discharge of a
Leyden jar. The dependence of the intensity of magnet-
ization on the strength of the current was investigated by
Lenz and Jacobi {Pogg. Ann., xlvii., 1839), and Joule found
that magnetization did not increase proportionately with
the current, but reached a maximum (Sturgeon's Ann. of EL
iv. 1839). The farther development of this subject, which
really belongs to magnetism, has been carried on by
Weber, MiiUer, Von Waltenhofen, Dub, Wiedemann, Quin-
tus Icilius, Riecke, Stoletow, Rowland, and others. The
use of a core of soft iron, magnetized by a helix surround-

ing it, has become universal in all kinds of electrical ap-

paratus. Electromagnets of great power have in this way
been constructed and used in electrical researches by
Brewster, Sturgeon, Henry, Faraday, and others.

The most illustrious among the successors of Ampere was
Wilhelm Weber. He greatly improved the construction of

the galvanometer, and invented the electro-dynamometer.

To these instruments he applied the mirror scale and tele-

scope method of reading, which had been suggested by
Poggendorff, and used by himself and Gtauss in magnetic

measurements about 1833. In 1846 he proceeded vrkh his

improved apparatus to test the fundamental laws of Am-
pfere. The result of his researches was to establish t;h6

truth of Ampere's principlss, as far as experiments with

closed circuits could do so, with a degree of accuracy far

beyond anything attainable with the simple apparatus of

the original discoverer. The experiments of Weber must be

looked upon as the true experimental evidence for the theory

of Ampfere, and as such they form one of- the corner-stones

of electrical science.

While experiment was thus busy, theory was not idle. In
1845 Grassmann published {Pogg. Ann., Ixiv.) his Neut
Theorie der Electrodynamik, in which he gives an elemen-

tary law different from that of Ampfere, but leading to the

same results for closed circuits. In the same year F. R
Neumann published yet another law. In 1846 Weber
ahnounced his famous hypothesis connecting electro-

statical and electrodynamical phenomena. Sluch has

been written on the subject by Carl Neumann, Riemann,
Stefan. Clausius, and others. Very important are three

memoirs by Helmholtz, in Crelle's Journal (1870-2-4), in

which a general view is taken of the whole question, and
t&e works of his predecessors are critically handled. We
shall have occasion, in the body of the article, to refer to

the dynamical theory of Clerk Maxwell, which prorsisas

to effect a revolution is this part of electrical science.
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fLarmo- By his discovery of ttermo-electricity in 1822 {Po(;g.

else- Ann., vi.), Seebeck opened up a new department. He
'"'^'y- found that when two dififerent metals are joined in circuit

there will be an electric current in the circuit if the junctions

are not at the same temperature ; he arranged the metals

in a thermo-electric series, just as Volta and his followers
' had arranged them in a contact series. Gumming {Annals

of Phil, 1823) found that the order of the metals was not

the same at different temperatures. This phenomenon has

been called thermo electric inversion. In 1834 Peltier dis-

covered that if a current be sent round a circuit of two

metals in the direction in which the thermo-electromotive

force would naturally send it, then the hot junction is

cooled, and the cool junction heated. This effect, which is

reversible, and varies as the strength of the current, is

called the Peltier effect. Sir W. Thomson made many
experiments on thermo-electricity, and applied to the

experimental results the laws of the dynamical theory

of heat. His reasonings led him to predict a new

thermo-electric phenomenon, the actual existence of which

ha afterwards verified by an elaborato series of very beau-

tiful experiments (Phil. Tmiis., 1856). He has given'

a

general theory of the therrno-electric properties of matter,

taking into account the effect of structure, &c. His experi-

mental researches have been ably continued by Professor

Tail, who, guidedby theoretical considerations to the conjec-

ture' that the curves in what Thomson called the " thermo-

electric diagram"- must be straight lines, made an extended

series of experiments, and showed that they were in general

very approximately either straight lines or made up of

pieces of straight lines. Our knowledge of thermo-electri-

city has been advanced by Becquerel, Magnus, Matthiessen.,

Iieroux, Avenarius, and others. Thermo-electric batteries

of considerable power have been constructed by Markua,

Noe, and Clamond, and employed more or less in the arts.

Magnet- In 1824 A.ra,go,{Ann. de Chim. et de Phys., t. xxvii. &c.)
Ism of made a remarkable discovery, which led ultimately to re-
'" * """

suits of the greatest importance. He found that when a

magnetic needle is suspended over a rotating copper disc

the needle tends to follow the motion of the disc. This

phenomenon, which has been called the " magnetism of ro-

tation," excited great interest ; Barlow {Phil. Trans., 1825),

Herschel, Seebeck {Pogg. Ann., vii., 1826), and Babbage
{Phil. Trans., 1825) made elaborate researches on the sub-

ject ; and Poisson {Mem. de I'Acad., vii., ,1826) attempted

to give a theoretical explanation in his memoir on magnet-
• ism in motion. The true explanation was not arrived at

until Faraday took up the subject a little later. We may
mention, here, however, the experiments- of Pliicker,

Matteucci, and Foucault on the damping of the motions of

masses of metal between the poles of electromagnets. The
damping of a compass needle suspended over a copper

plate, observed by Seebeck (/. c), has been taken advan-

tage of in the construction of galvanometers.

In 1831 Faraday began, with the discovery of the induc-

tion of ' electric currents, that brilliant series of experi-

mental researches which has Tenderer' his name immortal.

The first'experiment which he describes was made with two
helices of copper wire wound side by side on a block of

wood, and insulated from each other by intervening layers

of twine. One of these helices was connected with a gal-

vanometer, and the other with a battery of a hundred
plates, and it was found that on making and breaking the

cattery circuit a slight sudden current passed through the

galvanometer in opposite directions in the two cases. He
also discovered that the mere approach or removal
of a circuit carrying a current would induce a current

' A mode of representing the phenomena of thermo-electricUy which
h«B been greatly developed and improved by Tait,

in a neighbouring closed circuit, aifd that the motion

of magnets produces similar effects. To express io

a concise manner his discoveries, Faraday invented his

famous conception of the lines of magnetic force, or lines the

direction of which at any point of their course coincides witb

that of the magnetic force at that point. His discovery can

be thus stated :—Whenever the number of lines of force

passing through a closed circuit is altered, there is an elec-

tromotive force tending to drive a cui-rent through the cir-

cuit, whose direction is such that it would itself produce lines

of force passing through the circuit in the opposite direction.

Nothing in the whole history of science is more remai-kable

than tlie unerring sagacity which enabled Faraday to disen-

tangle, by purely experimental means, the laws of such a com-

plicated phenomenon as the induction of electric currents.

The wonder is only increased when we look to his papers,and

find the first dated November 1831,* and another January

1832, in which he shows that he is in complete possession

of all the general principles that are yet known on the

subject. Faraday very soon was able to show that the

current developed by induction bad all the properties of

the voltaic current, and he made an elaborate comparison

of all the different, kinds of electricity known,—statical,

dynamical or voltaic, magneto-, the.-mo-, and animal elec-

tricity,—showing that they were identical so far as experi-

ment could show. In 1833 Lenz made a series of important Law of

researches {Pogg. Ann., xxxi., 1834, xxxiv., 1835), which, Lea^

among other results, led him to his celebrated law by means

of which the direction of the induced ''urrent can be pre-

dicted from the theory of Ampke, the rule being that the

direction of the induced current is always such that its

electromagnetic action tends to oppose the motion which,

produces it. This law leads to the same results as the prin-

ciples of Faraday. The researches of Ritchie and Henry

about this time, and of Dovo a little later, are also of im-

portance. In 1845 F. E. Neumann did for magneto- Math*
ebctric induction what Ampere did for electrodynamics, maticaS

by developing from the experimental laws of Lenz the theory

mathematioal theory of the subject {Ahh. der Berl. Akad.

der Wiscenschaft, 1845-7). He discovered a function

which haa been called the "potential." (of one linear

current on another or on itseK), from which he deduced

a theory of induction completely in accordance with ex-

periment. About the same time Weber deduced the

mathematical laws of induction from his elementary law

of electrical action, which, as we have already seen, he

applied to explain electrostatic and electromagnetic action.

In 1846 Weber, applying his improved instruments, arrived

at accurate verifications of the lav/s of induction, which by

this time had been developed mathematically by Neumann

and himself. In 1 849 Kirchhoff determined experimentally

in a certain case the absolute value of the current induced

by one circuit in another; and in the same year Edlund

made a series of careful experiments on the currents of

self and mutual induction, which led to the firmer esUb-

lishment of the received theories. Eelmholtz gave the

mathematical theory of the course of induced currents in

varioas cases, and made a series of valuable experiments in

verification of his theory {Pogg. Ana., ixxxiii., 1851).

Worthy of mention here are also the experiments and

reasonings of Felici in 1852. In the Philosophical Maga-

zine for 1855, Sir W. Thomson investigated mathematically

the discharge of a Leyden jar through a linear conductor,

and predicted that under certain circumstances the dis-

charge would consist of a series of decaying oscillations.

This oscillatory discharge was observed in 1857 by Fedder-

sen {Pogg. Ann., cviiL ) The law of Weber has been applied

• The first experiment seems to have been actually made on the 29th

August 1831. See Benoe "Jones's I/i/e of Faraday, vol. a p. U
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by Kirchhoff to the case of conductors in three dimensions.

The most important of all the recent contributions to this

part of electrical science is the theory of Clerk Maxwell,

which aims at deducing the phenomena of the electromag-

netic field from purely dynamical principles with the aid of

the fewest possible hypotheses (Phil. Trans., 1 864 ; Elec-

tricity and Magnetism, 1873). He has established the gene-

rftl equations which determine the state of the electric field,

and he has by means of these equations constructed an
ehctromagnetic theory of light, which is full of suggestions

for the philosopher, whether speculative or experimental.

The theory of Helmholtz, and his valuable criticisms on
the works of those that have laboured in this department,
ere to be found in three memoirs already alluded to.

Magneto-electricity has been largely applied in the arts.

One of the first machines for producing electricity by
induction was made by PixiL It consisted of a fixed

horseshoe armature wound with copper wire, in front of

which revolved about a vertical axis a horseshoe mag-
net. The machine was furnished with a commutator
for delivering the alternating currents in a common'
lirection. By means of this machine Faraday and
Hachette decomposed water and collected the disengaged
gases separately. Many variations of this type of ma-
chine wore constructed by Ritchie, Saxton, Clark, "Von
Ettingshausen, Stbhrer, Dove, Wheatstone, and others.

In 1857 Siemens eflfected a great improvement by in-

venting the form of armature which bears his name.
The next improvement was to replace the fixed magnets
by electromagnets, the current for which was furnished
by a small auxiliary machine. Wilde's machine (1867)
is of this kind. Siemens, Wheatstone, and others sug-
gested that the fixed electromagnet should be fed by
a coil placed on the armature itself, so that starting
from the residual magnetism of the armature the ma-
chine goes on increasing its action up to a certain
point. Ladd's machine (1867) is constructed on this
principle. The most recent of these machines is that of
Gramme, the peculiarity of which is that the coil of the
armature is divided up into a series of coils arranged round
an axis, the object being to produce a continuous instead
of a fluctuating current. It has been proposed of late to
employ electromagnetic machines in lighting streets and
workshops, and the experiment has been tried with some
aaccess. They have been employed for some time back
in lighthouse work. The most important inductive appa-
ratus for the physicist is the induction coil or inducto-
fium, which has been brought to great perfection in the
workshop of Ruhmkorff Poggendorff {Annaltn, 1855)
juggested several improvements in this kind of appa-
ratus. Fizeau, who added the condenser (1853), Fou-
tault, who designed the interrupter which bears his name
(1855), and Ritchie, who devised the plan of dividing
ihe coil into sections by insulating partitions, have all
tided in bringing the instrument to perfection. Very
Dowerful machines of this kind have been constructed. A
large one in the Polytechnic Institution, London, gives a
29-inoh spark, and one recently constructed by Apps for
Mr Spottiswoode gives a spark of 42 inches. The mathe-
matical theory of magneto-electric machines has been
treated by MaxweU {Proc. Boy. Soc, 1867). He has also
given a theory of the action of the condenser in the induc-
torinm [Phil. Mag., 1868). Two papers by Strutt (now
Lord Eayleigh) in Phil. Mag., 1869-70, are very interest-
ing in connection with the same subject.

In the year 1827 Dr G. S. Ohm rendered a great service
to the science of electricity by publishing his mathematical
theory of the galvanic circuit {Die Galvanische Kette
mathematiach hearbeitet). Before his time the quantita-
tue circumstances of the electric current had heen indicated

in a very vague way by the use of the terms " inteiusity " Heetio-

and " quantity," to which no accurately defined meaning n>ot>>e

was attached. Ohm's service consisted in introducing and *?"?*'
J*

defining the accurate notions—electromotive force, current jm,]
^ '

strength, and resistance. He indicated the connection of ciurent

these with experiment, and stated his famous law that the .»t":ftgtli

electromotive force divided by the resistance is equal
to the strength of the current. The theory on which
Ohm based his law may be and has been disputed,

but the law itself and the applications which Ohm and
others have made of it are in the fullest agreement
with a'l known facts. The merit of Ohm really con-

sists in having satisfactorily analysed a great group of

phenomena which had up to his time ba£Sed all those who
attempted the task. How great his service was is easi'.y

seen when we remark the progress of those who adopted
his ideas as compared with those who for a time hesitated

to do so. Ohm was guided in his mathematical work by
analogy with the problem of the flux of heat, and intro-

duced for the first time into the theory of the pile, the

equivalent of the modern viotd potential. Ohm's word was
electroscopicforce or tension (Spannung), and he showed that

the fall of the potential is uniform along a homogeneous
linear conductor. He considered that the potential was
analogous to the temperature, and the flow of electricity to

the flow of heat, so that the former just as much as the

latter obeys the law of continuity. Ohm verified his theo-

retical conclusions with thermo-electric piles, and he ob-

served, as Erman (Gilb. Ann., 1801) had done before him,

the differences of potential at different points of the cir-

cuit. Davy, PouiUet, and Becquerel laboured at tha

experimental verification of Ohm's lavr, and a great body
of evidence was given by Fechner in his Ifaasbestim-

mungen iiber die Galvanische Kette (1831). The law of the

fall of potential was verified by the elder Kohlrausch, who
employed in his researches Volta's condenser and Dell-

niann's electrometer {Pogg. Ann., Ixxv., 1848). Later

researches of a similar nature were made by Gaugain and
Branly. Among recent inve."itigation8 bearing on Ohm's law,

the most remarkable is the verification for electrolytes by
Kohlrausch (the younger) and Nippoldt. They principally

used alternating currents in their researches, which were
furnished by a " sine inductor," the measuring instrument

employed being the electro-dynamometer of Weber. In
the report of the British Association for 1876 ^n account

is given of some experiments,^ in which the testing of this •

law seems to have been carried to the limit of experimental

resources. It must now be allowed to rank with the law
of gravitation and the elementary laws of statical electricity

aa&lauj of nature in the strictest sense. Many remarkable

applications of Ohm's law have been made of late, in par-

ticular to linear conductors by Ohm, Poggendorff, and
especially Kirchhoff [Pogg. Ann., 1845-7-8). The works
of Helmholtz, Smaasen, and Kirchhoff on conduction in

three dimensions must also be mentioned. Very import-

ant, on account of the experimental results with which
they deal, are the calculations of Du Bois Reymond
(Pogg., liiL, 1845) and Riemann (Werke, Leipsic, 1876)
on Nobili's rings, and of Kirchhoff (Pogg., Ixvii., 1848),

W. R. Smith (Proc. Roy. Soc. Edin., 1869-70), Quincke,

Stefan, Adams, and others on conduction in plates. Theo-

retical applications to the varying curresits in submarine
cables of great interest have been made by Thomson
(Phil. Mag., 1856) and Kirchhoff (Pogg. Ann., 1857), while

practical researches of the greatest importance to tele-

graphy have been made on this and kindred subjects by
Faraday,Wheatstone, QuUlemin, Varley, Jenkin, and others.

Great improvements in galvanometers and galvanometry

' Suggested mainly by Prof, Clerk Maxwell, and carried out bT tiie

present writer.
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Measure- liave beeu made in our time. One of the first to use an

oientof electro-magnetic instrument for measuring or indicating

current, currents was Schweiggsr, who in 1820 invented the
calvano-

,. ,„uitipiier." Nobili used (1825) the astatic " multiplier
"

"^^"^
with two needles, which is sometimes named after him.

Becquerel (1837) used the electromagnetic balance, which

was employed in an improved form by.Lenz and Jacobi.

Touillet invented the sine and tangent compasses (1837).

The defects of the latter instrument were pointed out by

Poggendorff, and remedies suggested by him as well as

Wheatstone and others. Weber effected great improve-

ments in the construction and use of galvanometers,

adapted them for the measurement of transient currents,

and elaborated the method of oscillations which had been

much used by Fechner. In 1849 Helmholtz invented the

tangent compass with two coils which bears his name.

Great improvements in delicacy and promptness of action

have been made by Sir William Thomson in galvanometers

destined for the measurement of resistance, and for indi-

cating the feeble currents of submarine cables.

p , The measurement of resistance has been carried to great

inco perfecti6n, chiefly owing to the labours of those who have

measure busied themselves in perfecting ' the electric telegraph,
•uent. Among such the highest place must bo assigned to Sir

Charles Wheatstone; his memoirs in the Philosophical

Transactions (1843) gave a great impulse to this depart-

ment of our science. He invented the rheostat, which

underwent several modifications, but is now superseded by

the resistance box which was first used by Siemens. The
1 earlier method^ of Ohm, Wheatstone, and others for

measuring resistance were defective, because they de-

pended on the constancy of the battery which furnished

the current. These defects are completely obviated in the

more modern " null methods," which may be divided

into two classes—those. which depend on the use of the

differential galvanometer introduced by Becquerel, and
those which are modifications of the Wheatstone's bridge

method,, invented by Christie and brought into use by
Wheatstone. As examples of the latter, we may mention

the methods of Thomson, and of MattWessen and Hockin,

for measuring small resistances, and Thomson's method for

measuring the resistance of the galvanometer (see Max-
Tvell's Electricity and Magnetism, pp. 404, 410). Many
determinations of the specific resistances of metals and

alloys have been made by Davy, Ohm, UecqUerel, Matthies-

sen, and others. To Matthiessen in particular science

is indebted for great improvements in method and a

large body of valuable results in this department. The
raetals have been arranged in a series according to

their conducting powers ; and this series is found to

be nearly the same for electricity as for heat. The
wnductivity of metals decreases as the temperature in-

creases, the rate of decrease being nearly the same for

most pure metals, but much smaller and more variable for

alloys, which, on the other hand, have in general a large

specific resistance. The earlier attempts to measure the

resistance of electrolytes were not satisfactory, owing to

insufficient allowance for polarization. In later times this

difficulty has been overcome or avoided, and concordant

results have been obtained by Beetz, Paalzow, Kohlrausch,

Nippoldt, and Grotrian. The three last, using the electro-

dynamometer and sine inductor, have made elaborate re-

searches, establishing among- many other interesting re-

sults that the conductivity of electrolytes increases with
the temperature {Pogg. Ann., 1869-74).

The measurement of the electromotive force and that of

internal resistance of batteries in action are problems which,
in their most general form, iare inextricably connected. It

is easy to measure with considerable accuracy the electro-

motive force of an open battery. We have merely to

connect its poles with a Thomson's electrometer, anil

compare the deflection thus obtained with that due to

some standard electromotive force. Another very satis-

factory method is Latimer Clarke's modification of Poggeii-

dorfl^s compensation method (see Maxwell, 413). It m
likewise not difficult to measure by a variety of methods,

the most satisfactory being that of Mance (Maxwell, 411),
the internal resistance of a battery when it is only traversed

by a feeble current. But the measurement of the electro-

motive force and internal resistance of a battery working a
strong current has hardly as yet been achieved with success;

not that we undervalue the ingenious and important

tnethods of Paalzow, Von Waltenhofen, Beetz (Wiede-

mann, i. § 181), and Siemens {Pogg. Ann., 1874). The
concordant results of the last two are indeed very

remarkable. Still all these methods are more or le.is

affected by the fact that thai electromotive force of a

battery depends on the current which it is sending (see

Beetz in Pogg. Ann., cxlii.).

The "crown of cups" of Volta was the parent of a Batttne»

great many other arrangements for the production of

voltaic electricity, i These had for their end either com-

pactness or diminution of the internal resistance . by en-

larging the plates ; we may mention the batteries of

Crulckshank (1801), WoUaston (1815), and Hare (1822).

In 1830 Sturgeon introduced the capital improvement

of amalgamating the zinc plates. In 1840 Smee used

platinum or silver plates instead of copper ; by platinizing

these he avoided to a considerable extent polarization by
adhering hydrogen. In 1836 Daniell invented the two-

fluid battery which bears his name. This battery is the

best constant battery hitherto invented, and is, under

various modifications, largely used in practical and scien-

tific work. In the same year Grove invented his well-

known battery, which surpasses Daniell's in smallness

of internal resistance and in electromotive force, although,

on the other hand, it is more troublesome to manage and

is unsuited for long-continued action. Cooper, in 1840,

replaced the expensive platinum plates of Grove's battery

by carbon. This modification was introduced in a prac-

tical form into the battery of Bunsen (1842), which is

much used on the Continent, and combines to a certaia

extent the advantages of Grove and DanielL Among the

more recent of one-fluid batteries may be mentioned the

bichromate battery of Bunsen and the Ldclanch6 cell. It

is impossible here even to allnde to all the forms of battery

that have been invented. We may, however, in passing

notice the gravitation batteries of Meidinger and Varley,

and the large tray cell of Sir William Thomson.

Following up the discoveries of Nicholson, Carlisle, Electn..

Davy, and others, Faraday took up the investigation of 'y*''-

the chemical decompositions effected by the electric current.

In 1833 he announced his great law of electro-chemical

equivalents, which made an epoch in the history of this

part of electricity. He recognized and for the first time

thoroughly explained the secondary actions which had

hitherto masked the essential features of the phenomenon.

Faraday's discovery gave a new measure of the current,

and he invented an instrument called the voltameter,

which was much used by those who followed out his

discoveries. Space fails us to notice in detail the labours

of those who verified and developed Faraday's discovery.

De la Rive, Becquerel, Soret, Buff, Beetz, Hittorf, Mat-

teucci, Daniell, Miller, and many others have worked in

this field.

Many theories of electrolysis have been given. That of Theorieo

Grotthuss (1805) has been held under various modifi- °f «'«^

cations by many physicists; but none of these theories ^
have done more than give us a convenient mode of repre-

senting experimental results, Clausius {Pogg. Ann,,
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cL, 1867) has publisbsd a remarkable molecular theory

of eleotrolysLs, which is free from sorao of the objections

to the views of Orotthuss and liia followera.

The advances made in the experimental otudy of electro-

lysis reacted ou the theory of the galvanic battery. It

was now recognized that the cause of the inconstancy of

batteries la the opposing electromotive force due to

the existence of the products of decomposition at the

plates of the battery. Oautherot, in 1802, observed the

polarization current from electrodes which had been used

for electrolysis. Eitter confirmed his discovery, and con-

structed on the new principle his secondary pile. Ohm
also experimented on this subject. Fechner and Poggen-

dorff suspected the existance of a transition resistance

(Ueberganr/swiderstaTid) at the places where the chemical

products were evolved. But the experiments of Lenz,

Beetz, and others soon showed that a vera causa existed in

the electromotive force of polarization amply sufficient to

explain their results. The influence of the strength of the

surrent, the size and nature of the plates, time, (fee, on

polarization have been investigated by many physicists,

imong whom are prominent Beetz and Poggecdorfif.

Determinations of the electromotive force of polarization

lava been made by Daniell, Wheatstone, Poggendorff,

and Beetz, and recently by Tait and others. Among
recent labours on polarization are to be mentioned those

of Helmholtz and his pupils. We must not omit to notice

here the gas battery of Grove, and the powerful secondary

piles which have recently been constructed by Plante.

We refer those interested in these and kindred sub-

jects to the exhaustive accounts in Wiedemann's Gal-

mms7mcs. Justice to all contributors to our knowledge is

impossible in our limited space,

sotitact This is perhaps the place to mention the great battle

.ud che- that raged so long between the upholders of the two rival

^"^\ theories of the action of the pile. Volta and his imme-

ajThe"^ diate successors held that the current was due to the

rt)e. electromotive force of contact between the dissimilar

metals in the circuit, the function of the electrolyte being

simply to transmit the electricity, there being no contact

force between metals and liquids. The upholders of the

chemical theory sought for the origin of the current in the

chemical afiBnity between the ziuc and the acid or their

equivalents in the battery, and, in the first instance at

lepst, denied the existence of the contact force of Yolta.

It was soon shown, however, on the one hand, that there

was a contact force between metals and liquids, and, on

Ih^ other, that an electric current could be generated with-

out a heterogeneous metallic circuit at all.

Later holders of both theories modified their views as

experiment established the necessity for so doing. Ohm
and Fechner and other Continental philosophers inclined

to a modified contact theory, and Sir William Thomson at

present lends his weighty authority to that side. On the

other side are the great names of Faraday, Becquerel, and
De la Hive. The contact theorists devoted their attention

more to the electrostatic phenomena of the pile, while the

chemical theorists studied with great minuteness the

phenomena of electrolysis, so that both theories have

rendered good service to science. Now-a-days most
physicists probably recognize too well the defects of both

theories to think it worth while to attack either, and take

rnfuge more or less in eclecticism.

Apolica/. There was one point which the older adherents of the

lion of contact theory overlooked, the importance of which was
the prln- mere or less dimly perceived by their chemical opponents,

tim con-
"^^^ '''^^' "* modern language, the question, where does the

•ervation energy come from which appears as kinetic energy in the

of en- moving parts of electromagnetic eijginea, as heat in the con-

e's/- ducting wires, through which a, ciureut ia being diivt;a,aud so

forth! It was not until the dynamical theory of heat had been

perfected that the first; answer to this question was giveo.

Joule (Phil. Mag., 1841^ had arrived experimentally at

the law which regulates the generation of heat in conduce

tors by the electric current, and his law was verified by
Lenz and Becquerel, both for metals and electrolytes.

Reasoning from Joule's law on the case where the whole of

the energy appears in the form of heat, Thrjmson {Phil.

Mag., 1851) established the important theorem that the

electromotive force of an electro-chemical apparatus ia,

in absolute measure, equal to the mechanical equivalent

of the chemical action ou one electro-chemical equivalent of

the substance. Calculations of the electromotive force of a

Daniell's cell, from the results of Joule, Andre^vs, iyid Favro

and Silbermann, have given numbers agreeing with the direct

measurements of Bosscha. The total amount of the electro-

motive force in the circuit having been thus satisfactorily

determined, the question between the rival theories ia re-

duced to the determination of the seat of this force—Al '

which of the junctions does it acti

Besides his great services in other branches of electricity,

Faraday did much to advance electrostatics. His experi-

mental investigations on electrostatic induction are of great

intsrest, and his discovery of the effect of the medium
between the electrified bodies opened out a new aspect

of the phenomenon quite unsuspected by those who held

too closely to the theories of action at a distance. He
introduced the term specific inductive capacity, and
measured the capacity of several solid substances, show-

ing that in these it was much greater than that of

air. He conceived that his results were at variance

with any theory of action at a distance, and gave a theory

of his own, which accounted for all his facts, and which,

guided him in his investigations. Matteucci and Siemetui

adopted the views of Faraday, and the latter introduced

refined methods for measuring specific inductive capacities.

Such measurements have been made in later times by Bar-

clay and Gibson for parafiln, and by Silow for certain

fluids. The most remarkable result thus obtained, how-
ever, are those of Boltzmann, who succeeded not only in

detecting but in actually measuring the difi'erences betwr.^n

the specific inductive capacities of different gases. Faraday
had looked in vain for such differences, and concluded tfiat

the specific inductive capacity was the same for all gases.

The phenomenon of the residual discharge was recogni:ed

and' experimented on by Faraday. Kohlrausch, Gaugain,
Wullner, and others have also experimented on it ; and quits

recently Wi Hopkinson has obtained some very interesting

results regarding the superposition of residual discharges.

These results are analogous to the curiotis phenomena of
" elastic recovery" observed by Kohlrausch.

Sir W. Snow Harris was a very able experimenter, and
did much to improve electrostatical apparatus. He used

the electrical balance and the bifilar suspension balance in-

vented by himself. On the strength of his results he ques-

tioned the soundness of the views of Coulomb. The work
of Harris on the influence of the surrounding medium on

the electric spark is of great importance. Faraday made
a series of beautiful experiments on this subject, and
arrived at a body of results which still form a good portion

of the established facts on this subject. Very important

in this connection are the measurements of Sir W. Thomson
of the electromotive' force required to produce a spark ia

air between two conductors, which he has found to be dis-

proportionally smaller for large distances than for smalL

The luminous phenomena attending the electric dis-

charge, especially in vacuum tubes such as those of Geiss-

ler, are exceedingly beautiful, and have of late formed a
favourite subject of experimental study. Many interesting

results have been obtained, the significance of which we may
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not yet rightly comprehend. Among the older labours in

this field we may mention those of Pliicker and Hittorf, De
k Rive, Riess, Gassiot, and Varley. But even as we write

our knowledge of the subject is extending, and we refrain

from referring to more modern results; for historical

sketching—a difficult task in any case—is unsafe in an open

field like this, where some apparently insignificant fact may
contain the germ of a great discovery. We may here

mention the experiments of Wheatstone on the velocity of

electricity, valuible less for the results he obtained than

for the ingenious application of the rotating mirror, then

used for the first time, which has since been applied with

much success in the study of the electric discharge.

One of the greatest names in electrical science is that of

Riess. In his classical research on the heating of wires by

the discharge from a battery of Leyden jars, he did for elec-

tricity of high potential what Joule did for the voltaic

current. The electro-thermometer which he used in these

researches was an improvement on the older instruments of

Kinnersley and Harris. Riess repeated and extended the

experiments of Coulomb, and efiected many improvements in

the apparatus for electrostatical experiments. His Reibungs-

clectricitat is a work of great value, and was for long the

best book of reference open to the experimental student.

Happily we have now another in the recently published

work of M. Mascart.

Sir William Thomson revolutionized experimental elec-

tricity by introducing instruments of precision. Chief

among these are his quadrant and absolute electrometers.

His portable electrometer and water-dropping apparatus are

instruments of great value to the meteorologist in the study

of atmospheric electricity, a science vihich he has done much
in other ways to iorward. Besides^ this, we owe to him
many valuable suggestions for electrical apparatus and ex-

perimental methods, some of which have been carried out

by his pupils.

IWectro- The theory of statical electricity has made great progress
(ilAtical ^inee Poisson's time. Among its successful cultivators we
'*""^- may mention Murphy {Electricity, 1833), and Plana (1845).

'i'he latter went over much the same ground as Poisson,

extending his rcoults. It was, however, by Gresn (Essay

on The Application of Mathematical Analysis to the Theories

of Electricity and Magnetism, 1828 ; Or Mathematical

Papers, edited by N. M. Ferrers), a self-taught mathemati-

cian, that the greatest advances were made in the mathema-
tical theory of electricity. " His researches," as Sir William
Thomson has observed, " have led to the elementary pro-

position which must constitute the legitimate foundation of

every perfect mathematical structure that is to be made
from the materials furnished in the experimental laws of

Coulomb. Not only do they afford a natural and complete

explanation of the beautiful quantitative experiments which
have been so interesting at all times to practical electri-

cians, but they suggest to the mathematician the simplest

and most powerful methods of dealing with problems which.

If attacked by the mere force of the old analysis, must have
lemained for ever unsolved." One of the simplest appli-

cations of these theorems was to perfect the theory of the

Leyden phial, i result which (if we except tbe peculiar

action of the insulating solid medium, since discovered by
Faraday) we owe to iis genius. He has also shown how
an infinite number of forms of conductors may be invented,
so that the distribution j)f electricity in equilibrium on each
may be expressible in finite algebraical terms,—an immense
stride in the science, whun we consider that the distribu-

tion of electricity on a single spherical conductor, an unin-
fluenced ellipsoidal conductor, and two spheres mutually
influencing one another, were the only cases solved by
Poisson, and indeed the only cases conceived to be solvable
b^ mathematical writers. The work of Green, which con-

tained these fine researches, though published in 1828,

had escaped the notice not only of foreign, but ev _ n of

British mathenjaticians ; and \t is a singular fact in v;:ha

history of science that all his general theorems were re-

discovered by Sir William Thomson, Chasles and Stunr.

and Gauss (see Reprint of Thomson's papers). Sir Wil-

liam Thomson, however, pushed Lis researches much
further than his fellow-labourers. He showed that tha

experimental results of Sir William Snow Harris, which

their author had supposed to be adverse to the theory ol

Coulomb, were really in strict accordance with that theory

in all cases where they were sufficiently simple to be sub-

mitted to calculation. He was guided in his earlier in-

vestigations by an analogy between the problems involved

iu steady flus of heat and the equilibrium of electri-

city on conductors. He showed in 1845 how the pecu-

liar electric polarization discovered by Faraday in di-

electrics, or solid insulators subjected to electric force,

is to be taken into account in the theory of the Leyden
iar, so as to supply the deficiency in Green's investigations.

We also owe to Sir William Thomson new synthetical

methods of great elegance and power. The theory of

electric images, and the method of electric inversion founded

thereon, constitute the greatest advance in the mathema-

tical theory of electrostatics since the famous memoir of

Green. These lie has applied in the happiest manner to

the demonstration of propositions which had hitherto re-

quired the resources of the higher analysis, and he has

also found by means of them the distribution on a

spherical bowl, a case of great interest in the theory -of

partially closed conductors, which had never been attacked

or even dreamt of as solvable before. The work of

Professor Clerk Maxwell on Electricity and Magnetism,

which appeared in 1873, has already exerted great in-

fluence on the study of electricity both in England and
on the Continent. In it are fully given his valuable

theory of the action of the dielectric medium. He regards

the electrical forces as the result of stress in the medium,

and calculates the stress components which will give the

observed forces, and at the same time account for the

equilibrium of the medium. The striking discovery re-

cently made by Mr Kerr of Glasgow, of the efiect

on polarized light exerted by a piece of glass under

the action of strong electric force, is of great import-

ance in connection with Maxwell's theory, and realizes

a cherished expectation of Faraday, of whom Maxwell

is the professed exponent. We must allude here once

more to Maxwell's electromagnetic theory of light, the

touchstone of which is the proposition that in transparent

media, whose magnetic inductive capacity is very nearly

equal to that of air, the dielectric capacity is equal to

the square of the index of refraction for light of infinite

wave length. Although, as perhaps was to be expected,

owing to disturbing influences such as heterogeneity, this

proposition has not been found in good agreement with

experiment in the case of solids, yet for liquids (Silow,

Pogg. Ann., civ. clviii.) and gases (Boltzmann, Ibid.

civ.) the agreement is so good as to lead us to think that

the theory contains a great part of the whole truth.

In the earlier stages of the science several units were in-i

troduced for the measurement of quantities dealt with iq

electricity. As examples of these we may mention the

wire of Jacobi, and the mercury column of Siemens, a metre

long, with a section of a square millimetre, which at

given temperatures furnished units of resistance; the

Daniell's cell, v;hich furnished the unit of electromotive

force, the chemical unit of current intensity, ic. All

these units were perfectly arbitrary, and there was no con-

nection of any kind between them. The introduction of

a rational system of unitation, based on the fixndamental
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units of time, mass, and length, was one of the greatest

steps of our time. The impulse came from the famous

memoir of Gauss, IiitensitM Vis Magnetiae Terrestris ad

Mensumm absolutam revocata, 1832. In conjunction

with Weber, he introduced his principles into the measure-

ment of the earth's magnetic force. To Weber belongs the

crBdit of doing a similar service for electricity. He not

only devised three different systems of such unita—the

electrodynamical, the electrostatical, and the electromag-

netic—but he carried out a series of measurements which

practically introduced the last two systems. The funda-

mental research in this subject is to determine m electro-

magnetic measure the resistance of some wire from which,

by "comparison, the electromagnetic unit of resistance can

be constructed. Measurements of this kind were made by

Kirchhoff in 1849 ; mora carefully in two different

ways by Weber iu 1851; by the committee of the Bri-

tish Association in 1863, <fcc. ; by Kohlrausch in 1870; and

by Lorenz in 1873. Accounts of these important re-

searches will be found in Wiedemann and Maxwell, and in

the collected reports of the British Association on " Elec-

trical Standards." The ratio of the electrostatic to the

electromagnetic unit of electric quantity is a velocity (ac-

cording to Maxwell's electromagnetic theory of light it is

the velocity of light), the experimental determination of

which is of the greatest theoretical and practical import-

ance. Such determinations have been made by Weber and

Kohlrausch in 1856, by Maxwell in 1868, and by Thom-

son in 1869. The results are not so concordant as might

be desired, but the research is a very didicult one.

For convenience in practice the British Association com-

mittee have recommended certain multiples of the absolute

unit, to which they have given names—e.^., the Ohm, the

Volt, the Farad, &c. These have become current to a great

extent among practical electricians in this country. For

practical purposes, an empirical standard of electromotive

force has been introduced by Latimer Clark, whose value

in volts is given as 1-457. It is very important, in order

to be able to reduce chemical to absolute measure, to know

accurately the electro-chemical equivalent of water. Values

for this have been Tound by Weber (1840), Bunsen (1843),

Casselman (1843), and Joule (1851). Kohlrausch (1873)

made a careful determination of the electro-chemica,! equi-

valent of silver, from which the electro-chemical equivalent

of water can be calculated.

GENERAL SKETCH OF PHENOMENA.

If a piece of glass and a piece of sealing-wax be each

rubbed with a dry woollen cloth, it -.will be found that

both tha glass and the wax have acquired the property

of attracting indiscriminately any small light body in the

neighbourhood; and it will be further observed, in many

cases, that the small bodies, after adhering for a little to

the glass or wax, will be agaiu repelled.

These actions have at first sight a likeness to the at-

tractions and repulsions of magnetic bodies, but they are

sufficiently distinguished from these— 1st, By their origin,

—

being excited by friction and other causes in a great

variety of bodies, whereas magnetic action is powerfully

exhibited and communicated only by certain varieties of

iron and iron ore, by nickel and cobalt, and by certain

arrangemunts which we shall have to mention by-and-by

;

2d, By the nature of the bodies acted on; for these

may be, in the case of excited glass or wax, light particles

of any substance, whereas the only bodies powerfully acted

on magnetically are either magnets or their equivalents,

or iron, nickel, and cobalt ; and 3d, By the fact that every

magnet has two poles possessing opposite propei ties, whereas

an electrified body mav have 'milap nroperties in every

part of its surface, *

If the experiment were carefully tried it would be found

that a piece of glass excited as above repels another piec«

of glass similarly excited, but attracts an excited piece of

wax. A convenient way of exhibiting these actions, which

also brings under our notice another fact of fundamental

importance, is as follows. Two gilt balls of elder pith are

fastened to the ends of a light needle of shellac, which

is balanced horizontally on a point carried on a vertical

stand (fig. 1). To the stand a stop is fixed for con-

venience, to prevent the needle b
from spinning more than half <d—

-

round. If we touch the ball T H—

L

k.

A with a piece of excited

glass, and B with a piece of

excited sealing-wax, and touch

a ball C, fastened to a shellac

s'.em, with a piece of excited

glass, then C will chase A
away till it is brought up by Fig. 1.

the stop, while it will, on the other hand, attract B. If,

again, G be touched with a piece of excited wax, it will

attract A and repel B.

Pieces of glass or wax excited in this way are said to be Deflnt

electrified, and the balls which by contact have acquired ''o° "?

properties similar to those of the originally electrified bodies cation

are said to be electrified by conduction. and cei
_ f.ii . ,,,.« ductiot
It appears from the above expenment that the electrifi-

cations of glass and sealing-wax, when rubbed with wool-

len, have opposite properties, which they communicate to

bodies brought mto contact with them. A body which has

similar electrification to a piece of glass rubbed with wool-

len is said to ba vitreously or positively electrified; a body
with similar electrification to a piece of sealing-wax rubbed
with woollen is said to be resinously or negatively electri-

fied. The rei»ult of the above experiment may then be

summarized thus :

—

Bodies similarly electrified, whether positively or nega-

tively, repel each other.

Bodies oppositely electrified attract each other.

We have seen that a pith ball becomes, by contact with a Cocdue-

positively electrified piece of glass, itself positively electrified, to" »o*

If we take two pith balls, electrify one of them positively, ^°''I^°?"

and then touch both simultaneously by a piece of thin

wire, suspended by white silk, and test them with the

electroscopic needle described above, they will be found

both positively electrified ; each will repel A and attract

B, though less powerfully than the originally electrified

ball did, before the connection between them was

made. The success of the experiment will be found inde-

pendent of the length or shape of the wire, and will be

equally good with silver, gold, iron, lead, or any other

metal. But, if we use a thread of glass or shellac to con-

nect the balls, the electrification of the first ball will be

found unaltered, and the second will remain neutral—that

is, it will not attract or repel another neutral ball, and will

equally attract both balls, A and B, of the electroscopic

needle. The difference in the power of transmitting elec-

trical properties from one body to another, or of aiding in

electrification by conduction, leads us to divide all sub-

stances into two classes—conductors, which do very readily,

and non-conductors, which do not, or do not very readily,

transmit electrification from one body to another. If we

connect tm electrified conductor by means of another con-

ductor to a very large conducting body, such as the earth,

it will be found that so much electrification has been

carried away from the small body that it is left sen

sibly neutral. If, accordingly, we wish a conducting insul*-

body to preserve its electrification unaltered, we must sup- tion and

port it on some non-conducting substance. When thus '°^"'^"

supported the body is said to be insulated, the non-cou'v
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Fig. 2.

ducting support being called the insulator, a name which
has on that account been given to non-conductors gene-

rally.

We have remarked above that a neutral pith ball attracts

equally the positive and negative balls of the electroscopic

needle ; this leads us to re-

mark, more explicitly than

we have hitherto dona, that

an electrified body in general

and in the first instance

attracts a neutral or unelec-

trified body. The explana-

tion of this action is that

the originally neutral body
in presence of the electri

fied body becomes itself

electrified for the time. It

is said to be electrified

by induction, and it is

very easy to show, by
using large bodies, not only

that the originally neutral

body is actually electrified,

but that it is oppositely

electrified in difierent parts.

Thus (fig. 2) A and B are

two bodies suitably insu-

lated and placed one above
the other. If B be originally

neutral, and A be positively electrified, then the lower end of

B will be negatively, and the upper end positively electri-

fied; as may be easily shown by exploring with a small posi-

tively electrified pith ball suspended by a dry white silk

thread ; the little ball will be attracted towards the lower

end of B, and repelled from the upper. If we remove the

body A, or, which (as we have seen) amounts to the same
thing, connect it with the earth, and so " discharge " its

electrification, we shall find that all traces of electrical ac-

tion in B have disappeared

—

i.e., the small positively elec-

trified pith ball will be attracted everywhere; and, it we
discharge it too, it will neither be attracted nor repelled

anywhere.

Provisional Theory.

Before going further into detail, it will be convenient to

give a working theory of electrical phenomena, so far as

we have considered them. The use of such a theory at

the present stage is to enable us to co-ordinate and classify

the results of experiment, and to furnish a few leading

principles under which we may group results which
appear to be due to a common cause. Such a
theory is invaluable as a memoria technica for experi-

mental results, and is useful in suggesting directions

for experimental inquiry ; but in framing it we must
be careful to make it contain as little as possible beyond
the results of actual experiment, and in using it we must
be on our guard against allowing it to prepossess our
minds as to what may be the ultimate explanation of the

phenomena we are considering.

Following the caution of Coulomb and the example of

Sir William Thomson, we shall avoid the use of the term
electrical fluid, and substitute instead the more succinct and

Ujb of less misleading word electricity. We suppose that a body

'fS"' 'which exhibits electrical properties (as above defined) has

-ity^
' associated with its mass a certain quantity of something

fcc. ' which, without attempting further definition, we shall call

.
electricity. Of our right to use the word quantity here we
shall give experimental justification by-and-by, and then

the question of the appropriate unit will {vide infra, " elec-

tric quantity") be discussed. We may suppose that elec-

8—2

tricity is distributed throughout the whole mass of a body,
and speak of electrical " volume density," meaning the quan-
tity of electricity in an element of volume divided by the
clement of volume. We shall also speak of an element of elec-

tricity, meaning the electricity in an element or very small

portion of a body. In certain cases we shall find that

electricity resides on the surface of a body; electrical

" surface density " then means quantity of electricity on an
element of surface divided by the element of surface, and
element of electricity the electricity on an element of

surface.

For shortness, we shall denote positive or vitreous

electricity by the mathematical sign -f , and resinous or

negative electricity by the sign - , remarking that the

choice of the signs is arbitrary, and reserving for the pro-

sent the question of how far we may associate with these

signs the corresponding mathematical ideas.

We shall assume that every element of electricity repels

every other element of the same sign, and attracts every

other element of opposite sign. The precise law of this

force will be investigated further on
This force considered as acting on any element of elec-

tricity we shall call an electric force. In perfectly con-

ducting substances electricity moves with perfect freedom
under any electromotive force, however small. In perfect

non-conducting substances electricity will not move under
any electromotive force, however great. Any case in

nature lies somewhere between these extremes, but into

questions of gradation, &c., we do not enter for the present.

When the forces due to other electrical elements acting

on the electricity in any element of a body have a resultant,

that resultant acts on the element itself, and is called the

ponderomotive force, to distinguish it from the electro-

motive^ (or electric) force which tends to move + electri-

city in one direction and - electricity in the opposite

direction.

When a body is neutral, we shall assume that it contains

equal and equally distributed quantities of + and — elec-

tricity, and we shall further suppose those to be practically

unlimited in amount. A + electrified body is then to be
conceived as a body which has excess of + electricity and
a - electrified body as one which has excess of - electricity.

Communication of + electricity to a body is in accordance

with this to be regarded as equivalent to the abstraction of

an equal amount of - electricity, and conversely.

It is easy to see that the above assumptions will explain

in a general way the phenomena already described. Thus
the + electricity of the electrified pith baU C acting on the

-)- electricity of the ball A of the electroscopic needle

repels it, and this force by our assumption is equally

exerted on the matter of A, therefore A tends to move
away from C, and will do so as long as it is free to move.

The action on the - electrified ball B is similarly explained.

Conduction and discharge to earth may be explained

m a similar manner.

The attraction of an electrified body ( -f- let us sup-

pose) A on a neutral insulated body B is thus explained.

The -f elect?fRty on A (fig. 3) attracts the - electri-

city in B and repels the .

+ electricity, so that,

though there is still on the

whole as much -f elec-

tricity as - electricity, yet

the distribution :s no

longer the same, for, the

electricity being free to move, the -electricity under the

attraction approaches A until the non-conducting air

' It might be well to ase the term " electric force " here, for " elec-

tromotive force" is afterwards used to mean the line integral of a forca

(see below, p. 24),

vni. — 3

Kg. 3.
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and the attraction of the separated -t-electrisity on B
stops it, and the + electricity recedes in similar fashion.

When electrical equilibrium has been attained the action of

the + electricity of A on the - electricity of B 'pill exceed

its action on the + electricity of B, which is on the whole

more distant,^ the electromotive force on the electricity of

B will be on the whole- attractive, and hence the pondero-

motive force on B, will bo also attractive.

The above explanation involves of course the general

Mplanation of electrification by induction.

Experimental investigation of Electrical Quantity,

Distribution, and Force,

Id what follows we shall suppose that we have an

instrument which will serve as an electroscope and to

some extent as an electrometer ; that is, which shall tell

us readily whether a body brought into communication

with it is + or - electrified or not at all, and also enable us

to tell when one body is more strongly electrified + or -

than another.

The gold-leaf electroscope of Bennet or the dry pile

electroscope of Bohnenberger will meet these require-

ments, and have been much used in electrical researches.

We shall, however, suppose that we are using the rudimen-

tary form of Thomson's electrometer constructed by Elliot

Brothers for lecture-room experiments, which is now
much used in England, and answers very well. For a

description of these and other electroscopes and electro-

meters, see article Electrometer.

We shall also assume for the present that we have the

means of producing and communicating to any body as

much of either kind of electrification as we please, and

pass on to consider the data of experiment regarding the

distribution of statical electricity in conducting bodies.

We are thus at the very outset brought face to face with

the idea of electric quantity.

Electric Quantity.

We have to explain how the introduction of the term

?uantity into electrical science is justified by experiment, and

ow we can multiply and subdivide quantities of electricity.

Although it is no doubt possible to introduce the notion of

quantity independently of the measure of electric force, yet

the most convenient and p-fticticaX measure of quantity de-

pends on the measurement of force, and the absolute

electrostatic unit of quantity is stated in this way. We
we naturally led, therefore, to combine with the study of

quantity and distribution the experimental study of the

laws of electric force.

We shall have occasion to allude to two leading experi-

mental methods that have been used in investigating the

present subject. These might be called the old method

and the new.

The old method, which did so much for electrical science

in the master hand of Coulomb, depended on the use of

the torsion balance and proof plane, both invented by

Coulomb himself. This method was used by Reiss and

others up to Faraday's time.

Michell, about Coulomb's time or a little before, first

suggested the idea of measuring small forces by the-torsion

of a wire. He proposed to apply the method to measure

the attraction of gravitation between two bodies of moderate

eije, thus finding the mean density of the earth, and the

method was actually carried out by Cavendish ; but Cou-

lomb was in all probability unaware of Michell's suggestion.

He made careful preliminary experiments (the first of the

kind) on 'the torsion of viires, and found that the couple

• It is hers tacitly assumsd that the attraction between two element?

4t«l«rtricity decresssf a: tb: diitiiEee betrscz them increase*

required to twist a straight wire through a given angle

varies as the angle of torsion multiplied by the fourth

power of the diameter of the wire directly, and as tho

length of the wire inversely {Mem. de I'Acad., 1784).

The balance used by Coulomb in most of his experimenta

13 represented in figure 4.

ABDC is a cylinder of glass 1 foot in diameter and 1 foo* W^«
This cylinder is closed by a glass lid pierced centrically and «it'*^«

trically by two openines,

each about 20 lines wide.

Into the middle opening
is cemented a glass tube
2 feet high, to the upper
end of which is fitted a
torsion head ; tlie sepa-

rate parts of the head
are shown larger at the

side of the figure. H is

a collar cemented to the

glass tube ; MO a metal
disc, divided on the edge
into 360 degrees ; this

disc is fastened to a tuba
U, which slips into the
collar H. K is a button
whose neck turns easily

in a hole in MO ; to tha
lower part of the button
is fastened a small clamp,
which seizes the wire of

the balance. I is an arm
with a small projecting

piece which slips over the
edge of the disc MO. Fio. 4.—Torsion Balance.

This piece has a fiducial mark on it, which enables us to read off the

position of the arm on the graduated edge of HO. The horizontal

arm id consists of a silk thread or fine straw covered with sealing

wax terminated by a thread of shellac at b about 18 lines long,

which carries a pith ball 2 or 3 lines in diameter. At the
other end of the arm is a vertical disc of oiled paper, which serves

as a counterpoise to the pith ball, as a damper to the oscillations,

and as an index by means of which the position of the horizontal

arm can be read off on a graduation carried round the glass cylinder.

The eccentric hole in the cover of the balance allows the introduc-

tion of the fixed ball a ; this is carried on a shellac stem fastened,

to a clamp P, which by means of fiducial marks can be placed in a

fixed position on the cover. The wire in Coulomb's balance was of

silver, about 30 cm. long. Its diameter was '0036 cm., and it

weighed about "003 gm. He found by the method of oscillations

that a couple equivalent to the weight of 'l? milligramme, acting

at the end of an arm a decimetre long, would keep the wire twisted

through 360°.

Besides this form of balance Coulomb used others, some
more delicate for electroscopic purposes, and others less so,

but of larger dimensions, into which he could introduce

electrified bodies of considerable size.

Faraday used Coulomb's balance, and Snow Harris used

the bifilar balance, which is a modification of Coulomb's,

In the second volume of his Experimental Researches,

however, Faraday gives a general method of experiment-

ing, which to a great extent has superseded the older

method. This may be called the " cage method ;

" it de-

pends for its success on the use of some delicate instrument

for measuring difi'erences of potential; this was supplied

by the quadrant electrometer of Sir William Thomson,

which has thus completely revolutionized the whole system

of electrostatic measurement.

Faraday's experiment was as follows {Exp. Re*., vol. iL

p. 279) :—
Let A {fig. 5) be an insulated hollow conductor with an opening

to allow admission to the interior. Faraday used a pewter ice pail,*

lOiin. high and 7 in. in diameter Connect the outside of A with

one electrode of an electrometer E, which may for most purposes be

the rudimentary form of Thomson's electrometer mentioned above.-

Connect the other electrode of the electrometer with the eartli. If

now we introduce a positively electrified body, say a brass ball C,

' A cylinder of uire gauze will answer equally well, and allows the

experimenter to see better what he is doing. Such a cylinder we *l>tn

caU Sf sbortness ap " electri<! cage."
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TOspended by a wliite silk string, wa shall find that the electro-

meter needle is deflected through a certain angle, the spot of light

goini; a certain dis-

tance to the right, sajr,

of the scale. It will

be found that, proTided

the ball C is more than

a certain depth (about

S in. in Farady's ex-

periment) below the

mouth of the pail, no
further motion of the

ball, right or left, up
or down, wUl affect the

indications of the elec-

trometer. It will also

be found that the same
indications will be got

to whatever point of Earth
the outstde of the paiJ j.j_ g
the electrometer wire

*
is attached. If we dimicnish or increase the + electrification of C,

the electrometer deflection will diminish or increase accordingly.

If we introduce a negatively electrified ball C, the deflection will

be to the left, and everything else as before. If C gives a certain

positive (right) deflection, and C an equal (left) deflection, then if

we introduce C and C together, the deflection will be zero. If

C and C be both + electrified and give equal + deflections, then
introduced together they will give a double + deflection, and if

three such balls, all giving equal + deflections, be introduced
together, they will give a treble + defl<M;tion.

It is obvious that thia experiment cf Faraday's not only
gives a very ready test of the electrical state of bodies, but
at once suggests the notion of electrical quantity, and a
theoretically possible electrostatic unit. Suppose, in fact,

we take for our test the deflection of a Thomson's electro-

meter of given sensibility, then we might specify as a unit
of electrical quantity the quantity of -f electricity on or in a
brass ball of given size, which will produce with a given
cage a certain given deflection of the electrometer.

To make this definition useful we must have the means
of transferring a given charge from one body to an.other,

end charging a body with any multiple or submultiple of

our unit, and of charging a body with any multiple or sub-
multiple of the unit of negative electricity, which we may
define as the quantity of - electricity which wiU just
annul the action of the unit of + electricity in the electric

cage.

All these requirements may be satisfied by suitably mo-
difying Faraday's experiment.

We saw that we might move the ball about in the middle
of our electric cage without affecting the electrometer de-
flection

; we find, moreover, that when we withdraw the
electrified ball without touching the cage, the needle returns
to zero. If, however, before withdrawing the ball we cause
it to touch the inside of the cage, the electrometer deflec-

tion remains the same as before, and after the ball has been
removed the deflection is still the same, while if we examine
the ball, we find that all traces of electrification have disap-
peared.

•

_
To transfer a given, quantity of electricity.—If we pro-

vide ourselves with two cages, a large one G, and a
small one H, and take a ball C, electrified positively with
unit quantity as above defined, then testing C in cage
G, in connection with the electrometer, we get a certain de-
flection D. If now we transfer the electrification of C to H,
by the process just described, and then put H inside G, we
shall get the same deflection D as before. It appears,
therefore, that we can transfer electrification from one body
to another without loss ; we thus fulfil one of our require-
ments, and give an additional justification of the use of the
tford quantity in the present case.

To get any multiple or submultiple of the electric unit.—
^We may repeat the process above performed on the small
cage H by touching its inside with the ball C, again electri-

fied to unit quantity. All the electrification will pass to H

Fig. 6.

We can thus

as before, and if we now test H in CJ we shall get a defleo

tion 2 D. Wo can in this way get any multiple we please

of the unit charge. If we take the elec-

trified brass ball C and touch it by a per-

fectly equal neutral ball 0', on introducing

C into (J we shall get' deflection J D; if we
touch again by C, previously rendered

neutral, we shall get deflection \ D, and so

on ; if we had touched C simultaneously, as

in fig. 6, with two equal neutral balls, we
should have got deflection J D, and so on.

get any submultiple of our unit charge.

To get a given multiple and submultiple of the negative

unU.-r-Tiiis is possible when we can get a quantity of —
electricity, which will just destroy the action of a given

quantit;y of + electricity in the electric cage. If we intro-

duce our given quantity of + electricity into the cage H,
without allowing the conductor carrying it to touch the

cagd and at the same time put the outside of the cage in

communication with the ground, then if we remove ths

conductor with the given quantity of + electricity and
put it in G, it will give the same + deflection as before,

while H tested in the same way will give a negative deflec-

tion exactly equal to the former, and if both be introduced

together there will be no deflection. We can, therefore,

in this way get a - quantity equal and opposite to a
given + quantity.*

Electrical Distribution.

Experiments had been made before Coulomb's time to

determine what effect the nature of a body has on electri-

cal distribution. Gray and White concluded, from an
experiment with two cubes of oak, one hoUow and the

other solid, " that it was the surface of the cubes only

which attracted." 'Le Monnier ^ showed that a sheet of

lead gave a better spark when extended than when rolled

together. These experiments point to the conclusion that

electrical distribution in conducting bodies depends merely
op the shape of the bounding surface.

We may make experiments confirmatory of this conclu-

sion with the electric cage. If we electrify a trass sphere

A, and then touch it with another sphere B, and test the

electrification of B in the cage, we shall find that the

amount of electricity taken by B is always the same, what-
ever its material may be, so long as the radius of its exter-

nal surface is the same. Experiment is unable to detect

any difference in this respect between a solid sphere of

lead and the thinnest soap-bubble of the same radius.

Coulomb took a large cylinder of wood, in which he made
several holes four lines in diameter and four lines deep.

Having electrified the cylinder and insulated it, he examined

its electrical condition by means of the proof-plane. Thia

instrument, so much used by Coulomb, consisted merely

of a small disc of gilt paper (in this case a line and a half

in diameter) fastened to the end of a needle of shellac.

The disc is applied to any point of a body whose electrifi-

cation we wish to test so as to be in the tangent plane to

the surface of the body. Assimiing for a moment, 'what

we shall by-and-by prove, that electricity resides on the

surface of bodies, it is natural to suppose that the proof-

plane, when placed as described, will form part of the

bounding surface, and will therefore take up as much elec-

tricity as was originally on the part of the surface ivhich it

' The substance of the above and a good deal of what follows is taken

from Maxwell's Electricity and Magnetism, vol. i. We recommend

the student to read his remarks on quantity, § 35, ventoiing to inggeat,

as an illustration of the transmission of energy by action at a distance,

the case of two bar magnets, in which the energy of vibration is trans-

mitted ^nd retransmitted periodically. See Tait's fytmt AiiiVlUU
in Phyrical Science, p. 1791

* Mascart tip. 90.
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covers. If now we remove the proof-plane in the direction

Of the tormal, keeping it, as nearly as possible, parallel to

the surface, the electricity will not leave it ; but we shall

carry safely away all that it had when in contact

with the surface of the body. We may return to the con-

sideration of the proof-plane when we come to study

mathematically the laws of electrical distribution.

In the experiment with which we are now concerned,

Coulomb used a very delicate balance (a fgrce of ;— of a

milligramme was sufficient to keep the wire twisted

through 90°). When the proof-plane was applied to any

point of the external surface of the wooden cylinder, and

then introduced into the torsion balance, it repelled the

electrified ball of the balance with great force. When it

was carefully introduced into one of the holes, made to

touch the bottom, and then carefully withdrawn so as not

to touch the edge of the hole, it produced no appreciable

effect on the balance.

Coulomb varied this experiment as follows. He insu-

lated and electrified a hollow sphere of metal (fig. 7), and by
carefully introducing a proof-plane through a small opening

tested the electrical condition of the interior

surface. He found no sensible trace of

electricity inside, except very near the edge

of the small opening. Hence we conclude

that if the sphere had been closed entirely

there would have been no electrification in-

side. Many experiments have been made
to [illustrate the proposition that electricity

resides entirely on the surface of conductors.

Franklin put a long chain inside a metal
teapot, which he insulated and electrified.

When he seized the chain by a hook at the end
of a glass rod and pulled it out of the teapot

he observed that a pair of pith balls, suspended side by side

from the teapot, collapsed more and more as the chain
was drawn out, and he concluded that the electrification

of the teapot, being now spread over a greater surface, had
become weaker.

The following experiment of Bipt's has become classical.

A spherical conductor A (fig. 8) is supported on an insulat-

ing stem D. B and C are

two hollow hemispheres
fastened to insulating

handles E and F. When
these are fitted together

they form a sphere some-
what larger than A, with
a small hole in it through
which the stem D can
pass. If we electrify A
very strongly, so that

when put in the electric Fig. 8.

cage it powerfully deflects the electrometer, and then
close B and C over A, and make either B or C touch
it, then separate B and C, and test A, B, and C in the

cage, we shall find that all the electricity has gone from
A and spread itself over B and C.

The following is an ingenious experiment of Faraday's,

^

Fig. 9

involving the same principle. AB (fig. 9) is a wire ring sup-^

ported on an insulating stand j C is a conical muslin bag
fitted to the ring with two strings fastened to the vertex of,

the cone, giving the experimenter the means of quickly

turning the bag inside out. If the bag be elec.trified in

the first position in the figure and tested with the proof-

plane and electric cage, it wUI be found that the outside

only is electrified. If we turn the bag inside out and test it,

we shall find as before that what is now the outside, and
was formerly the inside, is alone electrified. The electricity

has thus passed through the bag. so as to be on the outside

in both cases.

Before leaving for a time tne question of the distribution

of electricity on conductors, it may be well to warn the

student to accept with due reserve the proposition that

electricity resides entirely on the surface of conductor^

and to remind him that such a proposition is from the

nature of the case incapable of direct experimental proof,

for we cannot operate in the substance of a mass of metal
Some of the experiments we have quoted bear more directly

on the question than others. Coulomb's experiment,

for instance, shows, strictly speaking, merely that electri-

city avoids cavities and re-entrant angles. Again, in Far*
day's experiment with the linen bag, we have not clearly

defined what we mean by the outside of the body. The
proposition has on the whole been suggested rather than

proved. Its meaning will become clearer as we go more
and more into the theory of distribution,^ and we shall

meet with it by-and-by as one of the first propositions in

the mathematical theory.

Laws of Electric Force.

Before proceeding to give an account of Coulomb's

quantitative experiments on electrical distribution, we shall

describe shortly the methods by which he arrived at the

laws of electric force, and did for electricity what Newton
did for astronomy, i.e., laid the foundation for a mathema-
tical theory of the subject based on the hypothesis of actiojt

at a distance.

In this research Coulomb used the form of balance Eipari-

which we described above. The clamp holding the fixed mental

ball of the balance is so adjusted that the centre of the
'^'i^^jj

ball falls in a horizontal line through zero of the gradua- ^f {[^^

tion on the glass cylinder and the prolongation of the sus- elemea-

pending wire; the torsion button is turned till its arm is taryla^

at zero ; the disc, button and all, is then turned till the "^ ''"^

disc on the arm and the centre of the movable ball are in

a line with the zero of the lower graduation. The fixed

ball, which had been removed to allow of the last adjust-

ment, being replaced, and the movable ball having come to

rest in contact with it, both^are electrified by means of a

small metal baU carried on an insulating stem of shellac.

The balls repel each other, and the movable ball takes up

a certain position of equilibrium ; the corresponding angle

is read oflF. The torsion button is then turned through

an angle which is noted, so as to bring the balls nearer

together. The new position-of the beam is again read oflF;

this may be repeated a third time. We are then in pos-

session of data from which we can draw conclusions as

to the law of electrical force at different distances.

Let U3 assume that the force between two elements of positiva

electricity (supposed collected at two points, technically speaking,
" regarded as physical points ") varies inversely as the square of the

distance between them. It will be shown in the mathematical

theory that two spheres uniformly^ electrified, as we shall at present

' One additional caution may be useful, viz., not to confound thi)

proposition with another of fundamental importance, of which we can

give direct experimental proof of the most conclusive nature *' that

there is no' electrifal action inside a hollow conductor containing no
charged bodies."

' This condition is not absolutely satisfied in any experiment; It \*

•pproiimatel^ satisfied in Coulomb's experiment.
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(ssurae the two balls in the balance to be, repel each other, as if

iheir electricity were collected at their centres.

Let t be the angle of equilibrium in any case, t tha angle of tor-

sion. (fig. 10) is the centre of the beam,

F and 11 the centres of the fixed and mov- *'

able ball (we suppose OF:=OM); OK la

perpendicular to FM. Then FM' oc Bin' ^.

Hence moment of the force on M about

c
ns -

20« - , and the torsonial couple a t + e.

Hence in the three cases the value of (t + e) sin -^ **° •5-—A (say)

most be the same, if the law of tha inyerss square agree with the

experiments.

Coulomb made many experimenta of the kind we have

described. The following ia the result which he has

given of one such :

—
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The law of electric force between two quantities q and q'

now becomes

Force <

dr-

The unit of quantity which we have just defined is

called the electrostatic unit, in contradistinction to the

electromagnetic unit which we shall define hereafter.

Since the dimension of unit of force is [LMT—'], where
L,M,T symbolize units of length, mass, and time, we have
for the dimension of unit of electrical quantity [Q]

[Q]-[LF»] = [L'M»T-n.

Quantitative Results concerning Distribution,

It has already been indicated that electricity in equili-

brium resides on the surface of conducting bodies. We must
now review shortly the experimental method by which this

surface distribution has been more closely investigated. We
shall state here some of the general principles arrived at,

and one or two of the results, reserving others for quota-

tion when we come to the mathematical theory of electrical

distribution.

The most important experiments are due to Coulomb.
He used the proof-plane and the torsion balance. Riess,

who afterwards made similar experiments, used metiiods
similar to those £>f Coulomb.

Allusion has already been made to ttie use of the proof-

plane, and it has been stated that when applied to any part
of the surface of an electrified body, it brings away just as

much electricity as originally occupied the part of the sur-

face which it covers. If, therefore, we electrify the mov-
able ball of the torsion balance in the same sense as the
body we are to examine, and note the repulsion caused by
the prooi-plane when introduced in place of the fixed ball

after having touched in succession two parts of the surface
of the body, we can, from the indications of the balance,
calculate the ratio of the quantities of electricity on the
plane in the two cases, and hence the ratio of the electrical

densities at the two points of the surface. We suppose, of

course, that the proof-plane is small enough to allow us to

assume that the electrical density is sensiblyuniform over the
small area covered by it. In some of his experiments Riess
used a small sphere (about two lines in diameter) instead
of the small disc of the proof-plane as Coulomb used it.

The sphere in such cases ought to be very small, and even
then, except in the case of plane surfaces, its use is objec-
tionable, unless the object be merely to determine, by twice
touching the same point of the same conductor, the ratio

of the whole charges on the conductor at two different
times. The fundamental requisite is that the testing body
shall, when applied, alter the form of the testing body as
little as possible,! ^nd this requisite is best satisfied by a
small disc, and the better the smaller the disc is. The
theoretically correct procedure would be to have a small
portion of the actual surface of the body movable. If we
could remove suoh a piece so as to break contact with all

neighbouring portions simultaneously, then we should,
by testing the electrification of this in the balance, get a
perfect measure of the mean electric surface density on the
removed portion. We shall see that Coulomb did employ
a method like this.

It IS evident from what we hare advanced here that the ma of the
proof-plane to detennine the electric density at points of a surface
where the curvature is very great, e.g., at edges or conical points is
inadmissible. If we attempt to determine the electrical density at the
vertex of a cone by applying a proof-sphere there, as Eiesa dii^ we
shall very evidently get a result much under the mark, owing to the
blunting of the point when the sphere is in situ. We should, on the
other hand, for an opposite reason, get too large a result by apply-
ing a proof-plaua edgewise to a pomt of a surface where the curvature
ta-csntlnaous.

There are various ways of using the torsion balanc* in

researches on distribution. We may either electrify the

movable ball independently (as above described), or we
may electrify it each time by contact Tvith the proof-plane

when it is inserted into the balance. It must be noticed

that the repulsion of the movable ball is in the first case

proportional to the charge on the proof-plane, but in the

second to the square of the charge, so that the indications

must be reduced differently.

In measuring we may either bnng the movable ball to a
fixed position, in which case the whole torsion required to

keep it in this position is proportional to the charge on the

proof-plane (or to its square, if the second of the above

modes of operation be adopted), or we may simply observe

the angle of equilibrium and calculate the quantity from

that. It is supposed, for simplicity of explanation in all

that follows, that the former of the two alternatives is

adopted, and that the movable baU is always independently

charged.

The gradual loss of electricity experiencfea more or leas

by every insulated conductor has already been alluded to.

This loss forms one of the greatest difficulties to be encoun-

tered in such experiments as we are now describing. If

we apply the proof-plane to a part of a conductor and take

the balance reading, giving a torsion Tj say, and repeat the

observation, after rime i, we shall get a different torsion

T owing to the loss of electricity in the interval. This loss,

paitly if not mainly due to the insulating supports, depends
on a great many circumstances, some of which are entirely

beyond even the observation of the experimenter. We may
admit, however, what experiment confirms within certain

small limits, that the rate of loss of electricity is propor-

tional to the charge, and we shall call -——^ (the loss per

unit of time on hypothesis of uniformity) the coefficient of

dissipation (8). This coefficient, although, as we have im-

plied, tolerably constant for one experiment, wiU vary very

much from experiment to experiment, and from day to

day ; it depends above all on the weather.

Supposing we have determined this coefficient by such

an observation as the above, then we can calculate the

torsion t', which we should have observed had we touched
.the body at any interval t' after the first experiment; for

we have, provided t' be small,

t' = Ti-8i!' = T2-1-S(<-0.

In particular, ift'=J<, we have

Coulomb used this principle in ccmparing the electric

densities at two points A and A' of the same conductor.

He touched the two points a number of times in succession,

first A, then A', then A again, and so on, observing the cor-

responding torsions tj, Tj', Tj, Tj', ifec, the intervals between
the operations being very' nearly equal He thus got for

the ratio of the densities at A and A' the values

' ' -> <fec. These values ought to

St,

be all:2_ 112
Ti'-fTj' , 2t._

equal: the mean of them was taken as the best result.

In certain cases, where the rapidity of the electric dissi-

pation was too great to allow the above method to be

applied, Riess used the method of paired proof-planes. For
a description of this, and for some elaborate calculations

on the subject of electrical dissipation, the reader is referred

to Riess's work.

The cage method is well adapted for experiments on
distribution. The proof-plane, proof-sphere, or paired

proof-planes may all be tised in conjunction with it. If

the cage be fairly well insualted, and a tolerably deli-

cate Thomson's electrometer be xised, so that the cage may
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be made large, and the surface density on its outside there-

fore small, there will be little loss of the external charge

;

and the method has thia advantage, that dissipation from

the proof-plane inside the cage does not aflfect the result of

the measurement in hand, it being indifferent, qua effect on

the electrometer, whether the electricity inside the cage be

on the proof-plane, in the air, or elsewhere, provided

merely it be iaside. The state of the cage as to electrified

^ir, (fee, is easily tested by the electrometer at any time.

Coulomb's Results.—If we electrify a sphere, and test

the electrical density at two points of its surface,

experiment will show, as would be e.^pected from the

symmetry of the body, that the density at the two
points is the same. If we test the electric density at

any point of a sphere, and then halve its charge by
division with an equal neutral sphere, and test the electric

density again, we shall find jt half what it was before.

The electric density at any point is therefore propor-

tional to the whole charge on the sphere, or to the mean.

density, meaning by that the whole charge divided by the

whole surface of the sphere.

If, instead of a sphere, we operate with an ellipsoid

generated by the revolution of an ellipse about its major
axis, we shall find that the electric density is not uniform
as in the case of the sphere, but greater at the sharp ends
of the major axis than at the equator, and the ratio of the

densities increases indefinitely as we make the ellipsoid

sharper and sharper. This leads us to state a principle

of great importance in the theory of electrical distribution,

viz., that the electrical density is very great at any pointed
part of a conductor.

If we determine the ratio of the densities at two points

of an ellipsoid,! diminish the charge, and redetermine the
same ratio, we shall find that, although the actual densities

are diminished, the ratio remains the same ; and if we
determine the density at kny point of the ellipsoid, and
then halve its charge by touching it with an equal and
similar ellipsoid (they must be placed with their axes in

the SE me straight line, and made to touch at the poles),'

and redetermine the density at the same point as before,

we shall find that the density in the second case is half

that in the first. We have in fact, in general, the im-
portant proposition that

—

The density at any point of a conductor is proportional
to the whole charge on the conductor, or, what is the same, to

the mean density.

The following case given by Coulomb is interesting ; it

shows the tendency of electricity towards the projecting
parts, ends, or points of bodies. The conductor was a
cylinder with hemispherical ends,—the length of the cylin-
der being 30 inches, -its diameter 2 inches. Coulomb
giv^BS the following results :

—

Distance from pnrt.
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180* respectively, the electric density Lad tne relative

values -20, 77, '96, TOO. When the spheres are unequal

the distribution is no longer alike on each. On the small

sphere it is less uniform, and the density at the point of

the small sphere diametrically opposite the point of con-

tact is greater than anywhere else on the body. The
distribution on the larger sphere is more uniform than on

the smaller, and the more unequal the spheres are the

more uniform is the distribution on the larger, and the

Rmaller the unelectrified part in the neighbourhood of

the point of contact.

The following results of Coulomb ara useful illustrations

of distribution on elongated arid pointed bodies :

—

Three equal spheres (2 in. diameter) in contact, with their

centres in the same straight line : the mean densities were 1'34,

l-OO, 1'34 on the spheres 1, 2, and 3 respectively.

Six equal spheres as before; mean dessities on i, 2, and

3-1-66, r05, 1-00.

Twelve equal spheres; mean densities on 1, 2, and 6 = 1'70,

'1-14, 100.
Twenty-four equal spnerea : mean densities on 1, 2, and 12 =

1-75, 1-07, 100.
iLarge (8 in. diameter) sphere with four small (2 in.) spheres

ippliea to it, all the centres in lino : the mean density on large

sphere being 1, that on the small one next it was '60 that on the

extreme small one 2 "08.

Large sphere 1, and twenty-four (2 to 26) small ones: mean
densitMS on 1, 2, 13, 24, 25 = 100, -60, 1-28, 1-46, 2-17.

MATHEMATICAL THEORY OF ELECTRICAL
EQUILIBRIUM.

We take as the basis of our theory the assumptions

already laid down under the head Provisional Theory, and

in addition the precise elementary law of electrical action

established by Coulomb. We shall also suppose that we
have only perfect conductors and perfect non-conductors

to deal with, the medium being in all cases the same,

viz., air. When we have to deal with electrified non-con-

ductors we shall suppose the electrification to be rigid, i.e.

incapable of disturbance by any electric force we have to

consider.

In our mathematical outline we have in view the requirements of

the physical more than the mathematical student, and shall pass

over many points of great interest and importance to the latter, for

full treatment of which we must refer him to ori^nal sources, such

as the classical papers of Green, the papers of Sir William Thomson,
and the works ot Gauss. Of peculiar interest mathematically

is the elegant and powerful memoir of the last

—

Allgemeine Lehr-

tdtze in Beziehung auf die im verkehrlen VerhdltnUse des Quadrats

der Entfernung wirkenden Anziehungs- und AhstossitngskrdfU^ in

which will be found detailed discussions of the continuity of the

inteOTals used in the potential theory, &c. The works of Green

and Thornton are tpo well known in this country to re9uire farther

remark.

When, in what follows, we speak of ttie electricfield, we
mean simply a portion of space which we are considering

iwith reference to its electrical properties ; it will be found

conducive to clearness to regard that space as hounded. In

general the natural boundary would be the walls of the

experimenting room ; but, for mathematical purposes, we
shall, unless the contrary is stated, suppose our field to be

bounded by a sphere of radius bo great that the action at

a point on its circumference due to an electrified body in

the field is infinitely smalL

The resultant force at a point in the electric field is the

force Vhich would be exerted on a unit of + electricity placed

there without disturbing the electrical distribution else-

where. It is plain that the resultant force has a definite

taagnitude and direction at every point in the field, and

consequently is iu modern mathematical language a vector.

A curve drawn in the field such that its tangent at every

point is in the direction of the resultant force at that point

is called a line of force. We can draw such a line through

every point of space, and if we suspend at any point a

small conducting needle, it is obvious, from wnat we nave

already laid down about induction, that it will take up a

position very nearly parallel to the line of force ; so that

if we start from any point and carry the centre of the

needle alvays in the direction in which the needle points

we should trace out a line of force.

The potential at any point is the work done by a unit

of + electricity in passing from that point to the infinitely

difltant boundary of the electric field, the electric distri-

bution being supposed undisturbed. It is usual to call

the infinitely distant boundary a place cf zero potential.

Zero is to be understood in the sense of " point or posi-

tion from which we reckon."

*

Consider two points P, Q, infinitely near each other

in the field, and draw a curve from P passing through

Q to 00 . Then, if F be the component parallel to

PQ of the resultant force at P, we have by our definition

F.PQ = Vp-V,;
or in diflerential notation

Yd3=-dy,

hence

and

d»

Y=J^Fds=J^{Zdx + Ydy+Ziz)

.

(2).

where V denotes ths potential at P, and X,Y,Z the component*

parallel to the co-ordinate aies of the resultant electric force. VTe

clearly have aa particular oaaee of (1)

^ <rV „ (AT „ rfV

X--S5 Y=-5F ^=--5i • •
'''•

We may remark that, in all cases which we shall consider at pre-

sent, the work done in passing from any point to any other point is

the sume whatever the intermediate path of our exploring unit

Hence V as above defined is a single valued function, and tk' for-

mulse (3) gives the components of resultant force when Y is known.

The work done by a unit of + electricity in pissing by

any path from P to Q is called the electroinotive force from

P to Q; it is obviously equal to the difiference of the poten-

tials at the two points. Thus

yj-y^^J^(^dx-vYdy-h-Zaz) .... (4).

is the electromotive force from P to Q.

Suppose we concentrate m units of electricity at any point P, and Expreft

require the potential due to this at a point Q, distant D from P. sion

Applying (2), and, since any path to oo may be chosen, taking the of V ii.

integral along the production of PQ to «> , we get terms d

5o d«finit«

y - / %dr=V}: .... (5;. ''''*8™

If we have any number of discrete points with charges to,, to„

m,,.. .. at distaAces Dj, D„ D, from Q, since the work done by
the exploring unit under the action of the whole is got by adding
up the work done under the action cf each part separately, wo
clearly have

^, TO, TO. _ TOV= «i + f^ + &C.-3 pS^ + i^H . . («).

From this we may pass to the case of a continuous volume distribu-
tion. If p be the volume density at the point {ijf, and Y the
potential at xyz, we have

v^ewf
(7),

where D denotes + J (i- xf -i- (ri - yf -i- ((- »)», and the integral is

to be extended over every part of the field where there is any
charge,—or, which is the same thing, over the whole fields on the
understanding that p — where there is no charge.

If, as will generally be the case, the electricity is distributed on c
surface in such a way that on an element dS of stirface there is a
quantity o-dS of electricity, where o- is a finite surface density, then

"^
«>.-//'-

where D has the same meaning as before, and the integral is ex
tended all over the electrified surface or surfaces.

' It may be well here to warn the reader that measurement of
potential is relative, just as much as sieasurement of distance is, axA,
to caution him against the fallacious idea of absolute zero of potentiaL
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Wo may make here the important remark that, so long aa p or a

'fe not infinite, the integrals in (7) and (S) are finite and continuous.

This dependfl on the fact, which we cannot stop to prove, that the

part of tie potential at P, contributed by an infinitely small portion

of electricity surrounding P, is infinitely smaU.

In practice, therefore, the electric potential is always

continuous; for although we may in theory speak of

.discrete points and electrified lines where finite electri-

fication is condensed into infinitely small space, yet no

such cases ever occur in nature. It may also be shown

for any electrical system of finite extent, that, as the

distance of P from O, any fixed point at a finite dis-

tance from the system is increased indefinitely, the

potential at P approaches more and more nearly the

value =:• , where M is the algebraical sum of all the

electricity in the system, and D the distance of.P from 0.

Hence at any point infinitely distant from O, V = 0.

We next proceed to prove the following proposition,

which will form the basis of the subsequent theory :

—

g . The surface integral of electric inductioji taken all over

Inwgral the surface inclosing any space is equal to 4jr times the alge-

of eleo- hraical sum of all the electricity in that space.

trie ip- gy jijg electric induction across any element of the sur-
daction.

^^^ (taken so small that the resultant force at every point

of it may be regarded as uniform) is meant the product of

the area of the element into the component of the result-

ant force in the direction of the normal to the element

which is drawn outwards with respect to the inclosed

space. Thus dS> being an element of surface, « the angle

between the positive direction of the re;3ultant force K and

the outward normal v, and E the sum of all the electricity

in the inclosed space, the proposition in symbols is

—

^Rcose(fS=47rE .... (9).

We shall prove it in the manner most naturally suggested by the

theory of electrical elements acting

at a distance, by first showing that it

is tru» for a single element « either

outside or inside the surface. Let ns
suppose « to be at a point P, fig. 11,

within S, which for greater generality

we may suppose to be a re-entrant

surface. Draw a smaU cone of vertical

solid angle du at P, and let it cut the

snrface in the elements QR, Q'R',

Q"E" ; let the outward normals to

these be QM, Q'M', Q"M". The ele-

ments of the snrface integral contri-

buted by QR, Q'R', Q "R" are obviously
QR«co3« ^ V ^ /Mj dwPR'
^'^ - &c. ; but QR

PR»

QR'=-
d«PR'»

and Q"R''=

cos e '

doiPK'"

Fig. 11.

hence the three elements
cos t cos c

of the integral become + eda, - eda, + eda ; and the sum is eda>.

Adding now the contributions from all the little cones which fill up
the solid angle of iw about P, we get

Jf& cos e rfS = effda= iire.

Had the point P been outside, the numbers of emergences and
entrances would have been equal, the contribution of each cone zero,
and on the whole

JJ"R costdS = 0.

Combining these results, we see that the proposition is true for a
single element. Hence, by summation for all the elements, we can at
once extend it to any electrical system ; for all the elements external
to S give zero, and all the internal elements give 4jr2e= 4:rE.

Let us apply the above proposition to the space enclosed by the
infinitely small parallelepiped whose centre is at xyz, and the
co-ordinates of whose angles are x±ldx, y±{dy,z±ldz. The con-
tributions to the surface integral from the two faces perpendicular to

the ..axis are - (^ + ^»-^) dyd. and C^ - ^^V^*-\dx 2 dx^ J " \da> 2 dx' J
"

Adding these and the four parts from the remaining sides, and equat-
ing to iiriidxdydz, which is the 4irE in this ease, we have

dx'

.d'-V.d'V,, n

•T, as it is nsnally abbreviated.

(10).

Equation (10), originally found by Laplace for the casep— 0, and
extended by Poisson, nas been called the cnaractcristio equation of the
potential. It mt-y be applied at any point where p is finite and the
electric force continuous. It might be shown by examining the inte-

dV
grals representing X,Y,Z,and j— , &c., that the electric force is con-

tinuous wherever there is finite volume density. Equation (10) may
be looked on either as an equation to determine the potential when
p is given, or as an equation to determine p whenV is given. We
shall have occasion to use it in both ways.

The characteristic equation cannot be applied in the form
(10) when the resultant force is discontinuous. This will

be found to be the case at a surface on which electricity is

distributed with finite surface density. Let us consider the
values of the resultant force at two p»ints, P and Q, infinitely

near each other, but on opposite sides of such a surface.

Resolve the resultant force tangentiaUy and normally to the
surface. If we consider the part of the force which arises

from an infinitely small circular disc, whose radius, though
infinitely small, is yet infinitely great compared with the
distance between P and Q, we see that infinitely little is

contributed to the tangential component at P or Q by this

disc, while it can be readily shown that the part of the nor-

mal component arising therefrom is 2-7ra; directed /ro»j tha

disc in each case, when a- is the surface density. Hence,
since the part of the resultant force arising from all the rest

of the electrified system obviously is not discontinuous be-

tween P and Q, the tangential component is continuous when
we pass through an electrified snrface, but the normal com-
ponent is suddenly altered by 4ira-.

For a thorough investigation of these points the reader is i«ferred

to Gauss or Green. We can arrive very readily at thS amount of the
discontinuity of the normal force by applying (9) to the cylinder
formed by carrying an infinitely short generating ];je round the
element dS, so that one end of the cylinder is on one side of dS and
the other on the other, the lateral dimensions being infinitely small,
but still infinitely greater than the lonc'tudinal. The only part of
the integral which is of the order of dS is the part arising from the
two ends ; hence if N,N' be the value of the normal components on
the two sides of S, we clearly get

{'S-W)dS-iw<rdS, orN-N'-4iro-.

If V,, V, denote the potentials on the two sides of S, and i»,, r, tho
normalsjto dS, drawn towards these sides respectively, then we may
obviously write our equation

dV, ,dV. .

^^d7;+*"=» (ID-

Written in this form the equation has been called the surface cnar-
aoteristio equation of the potential It may be looked upon as a
surface condition, which must be fulfilled by the values of V on the
two sides of an electrified surface on which the surface density tr is

given, and where, in consequence, there is discontinuity in the first

differential coefficients of V ; or it may be looked on as an equation
to determine <r when V, and Vj are given.

"We have seen that we can draw through every point of

the electric field a line of force. A surface constructed so

that the potential at every point of it has the same value is

called an equipotential or level surface. We can obviously

draw such a surface passing through every point of the field.

It is clear, too, that the line of force at every point must be
perpendicular to the level surface passing through that point.

For since no work is done on a unit of -1- electricity in

passing from one point of a level surface to a neighbouring
point, there can be no component of the resultant force tan-

gential to the surface; in other words, the direction of the

resultant force is perpendicular to the surface. This is ex-

pressed otherwise by saying that the lines of force are

orthogonal trajectories to the level surface.

If we take a small portion of a level surface, and draw
through every point of the boundary a line of force, we shall

thus generate a tubular surface which will cut orthogonally

every level surfaco which it meets. Such a surface is called

a tube offorce.

Let a tube of force cut two level surfaces in tne elements
dS> and dS'. Apply to the space contained by the part of the

yiiL — 4

Condi-
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trified

surface

SurfacB
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toristic

equatioft^

Level

surfaoo^
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tubo between the surfaces our fundamental equation (9).

We thus get, since there is no normal component perpen-

dicular to the generating lines of the tube,

Eda-li'dS'=0, .... (12),

providfed the tube does not cut through electrified matter
between the two surfaces. Here R and R' denote the resul-

tant force at dH and d'S, which arc supposed so small that the

force may be considered uniform all over each of them. It

appears then that the product of the resultant force into the

area of the normal section of a tube of force is constant for
the same tube so lony as it does not cut through electrified

matter ; or what amoimts to the same, the resultamt force at

any point of a tube of force varies inversely as t/ie norriial

sec/ion of the tube at that point.

If we divide up any level surface into a series of smaU
elements, such that the product B.dS is constant for each
element and equal to unity, and draw tubes of force through
each small element, then the electric induction through

'nv finite area of the surface is equal to the number of tubes
tif fuice which pass through that area ; for ii n be that

number, we have, Summing over the whole of the area

—

^TS,dS = n (13),

the left hand side of which is the electric induction through
the finite area. It is clear, from the constancy of the pro-

duct IXdS for each tube of force, that if this is true for one

level surface it will be true for every other cut by the tubes

of force. It is evident that the proposition is true for any
surface, whether a level surface or not, as may be seen by
projecting the area considered by lines of force on a level

surface, and applying to the cylinder thus formed the surface

integral of electric induction, it being remarlced as obvious
that the same number of tubes of force pais through the
area as through the projection. This enables us to state

the proposition involved in equation (9) in the following

manner :

—

The excess of the number of tubes of forces whichleave a
closed surface over the number which enter is equal to 47r times

the algebraical sum of all the electricity within the surface.

(if.B.—The positive direction of a line of force is that
direction in which a unit of + electricity would tend to move
along it.) This proposition enables us to measure the charge

of a body by means of the lines^ of force. We have only to

draw a surface inclosing the body, and very near to it, and
count the lines of force entering and leaving the surface.

If the number of the latter, diminished by the number of

the former, be divided by i^r, the result is the charge on the
body.

If we apply (13) to a portion of an equipotential surface

so small that R may be considered uniform over the whole
of it, we may write

(14);^ =1
Result-

ant force

mea-
sured by
Unea of

force .

or in words :

—

ITie resultant force at any point is equal to

the number of lines of force per unit of area of level stnface

at that point, meaning thereby the number of lines of

force which would pass through a unit of area of level sur-

face if the force were uniform throughout, and equal to its

value at the point considered.

We are now able to express by means of the lines of

force the resultant force at any point of the field, and the
charge in any element of space. The electrical language
thus constructed was invented by Faraday, who continually
used it in his electrical researches. In the hands of Sir

William Thomson, and particularly of Professor Clerk Max-
well, this language has become capable of representing, not

' Here we' drop the distinction between line and tube of force. We
BhaU hereafter snijpose the lines of force to be always drawn, so as to
form unit tubes, and shall speak of these tubes as lines of force, thereby
following the usual custom.

only qualitatively but also quantitati\ £>ly, with mathematical
accuracy, the state of the electric field. It has the additional

advantages of being well fitted for the use of the practical

electrician, and of leading itself very ireadily to graphical
representation.

It will be convenient, before passing to electrical applica-

tions, to state here another general property of the potential
which follows from our fundamental preposition.

The potential cannot have a maximum or minimum value
at a poird where there is no electricity.

For if a raazimum valuo were possiblo, we could draw round the
point a surface at ev«ry point of which the pot', ntial was decreasing
outwards ; consequently at every point of thij surface the normal
component of the resultant force in the outward direction would bo
positive, and a positive number of lines of fcce would leave the
surface. But this is impossible, since, by our hypothesis, there is no
electricity within. Similarly there could be no minimum value.

From this it follows at once that if the potential have the

same value at every poi?U of the boundary of a ipace in which
there is no electrified body, then the potential is constant

throughout that space, and equal to the value at the boundary.
For if the potential at any point within had any value
greater or less than the value at the boundary, this would
be a case of maximum or minimum potential at a point in

free space, which we have seen to be impossible.

In order that there may be electrical equilibrium in a
perfect conductor, it is necessary that the resultant electric

force should be zero at every point of its substance. For if

it were not so at any point the positive electricity there

would move in the direction of the resultant force ai^d the

negative electricity in the opposite direction, which is incon-

sistent with our supposition of equilibrium. This condition

must be satisfied at any point of the conductor, however near

the surface. At the surface there must be no tangential

component of resultant force, otherwise electricity would
move along the surface. In other words, the resultant force

at the sarface must be normal ; its magnitude is not other-

wise restricted ;^ for by our hypothesis electricity cannirt

penetrate into the non-conducting medium.
These conditions are clearly sufficient. We may sum

them up in the following single statement :

—

If the electricity in any conductor is in equilibrium, the

potential must have the same value at every point in its

substance.

For if the potential be constant, its differential coefficients

are zero, bo that inside the conductor the resultant force

vanishes. Also the surface of the conductor is a level sur-

, face, and therefore the resultant force is everywhere normal

to it. This constant value of the potential we shall hence-

forth speak of as the potential of the conductor.

Since the potential is constant at every point in the

substance of a charged conductor, we have at every point

V^V = 0, and hence by the equation of Poisson p = ; that

is, there is no electricity in the substance of the conductor.

We thus get, as a theoretical conclusion from our hypothesis,

the result already suggested by experiment, that electricity

resides wholly on the surface of conductors.

If we apply the surface characteristic equation t» any

point of the surface of a conductor, we get

1 dV R

Maxi-
mum or

zuininiuiD

potenlirt)

impos-
sible

in tree

space.

Case of

space

bounded
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Condi-

tion of

electrical
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Elec-

tricity
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on th«

surface.

iit dv 4 it' (15).

which gives thS surface density in terms of the resnltaift

force and reciprocally.

We may put this into the language of the lines of force

by saying that the charge on any portion of the surface of a

conductor is equal to the number of lines offorce issuingfrom
it divided by 4n-.

Since the surface of a conductor in electric equilibrium

' Of course in practice there is an upper limit, at which disruptive

discharge occurs.
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13 always a level surface, it follows, from what we havo
already proved about a space bounded by a surface of con-

atant potential, that, inside a hollow conductor (he potential

is constant, provided there be no electrified bodies within.

This is tru^, no matter how we electrify the conductor or

what electrified bodies there may be outside. Hence, if

we inclose any conductor A completely within another B,

then electrify B and put A in metallic communication with
it, A will not become charged either + or - ; for, A being
at the same potential as B, electricity will not tend to flow

from the one to the other. This is in reality Biot'si ex-

periment with the hemispheres, to which we have already

alluded ; only the point of view is slightly changed. The
most striking experiment ever made in illustration of the

present principle is that described by Faraday in his

Experimental Researches. He constructed a hollow cube

(12 feet in the edge) of conducting matter, and insulated

it iu the lecture-room of the Koyal Institution. We quote

in his own words the part of his description whish bears

on the present question :

—

"1172. I put a delicate gold-leaf alectrometer within the cube, and
,nen charged the whole by an outside communication, very strongly
for some time' together ; but neither during the charge or after the
discharge did the electrometer or air within show the least sign of
electricity I went into the cube and lived in it, and using
all other tests of electrical states, I could not find the least influ-

ence upon tl;em, though all the time the outside of the cube was
powerfully charged, and large sparks and brushes were darting oil

from every point of its outer surface."

The proposition that the potential is constant inside a
hollow conductor containing no electrified bodies may be
regarded as one of the most firmly established in the

whole of experimental science. The experiments on Vhich
it rests are of extreme delicacy. It is of the greatest

theoretical Importance ; for we can deduce from it the
law of the inverse square. Taking the particular case of

a spherical shell, uninfluenced by other bodies, on which
of course the electrical distribution must from symmetry
be uniform, it can be demonstrated mathematically that,

if we assume the action between two elements of electricity

to be a function of the distance between them, then that

function must be the inverse square, in order that the

potential may be constant throughout the interior. A
demonstration of this proposition was given by Caven-
dish, who saw its importance : a more elaborate proof

was afterwards given by Laplace ; for a very elegant and
simple demonstration we refer the mathematical reader

to Clerk Maxwell's Electricity, vol. i. § 74. This must be
regarded as by far the most satisfactory evidence for the
la,w of the inverse square ; for the delicacy of the tests

involved infinitely surpasses that of the measurements
made with the torsion balance; and now that we have
instruments of greatly increased sensitiveness, like Thom-
son's quadrant electrometer, the experimental evidence,
might be still further strengthened.

In the problem to determine the distribution of elec-

tricity in a given system of conductors, the data are in
most cases either the charge or the potential for each con-
ductor. If the conductor is insulated it can neither give
nor lose electricity, its change is therefore given. If, on
the other hand, it be connected with some inexhaustible
source of electricity at a constant potential, its potential
is given. fSuch a source the earth is assumed to be ; and
we shall henceforth take the potential of the earth as
zero, and reckon the potential of all other bodies with
reference to it. If all our electrical experiments were con-

' The experiment was first made by Cavendish. There is an account
of ;t in his hitherto unpublished papers.

' Faraday was looking for what he called the absolute charge of
Blatter ; incidentally the eiperiment illustrates the point we are dls-
anaainft

ducted in a space inclosed by a perfectly conducting enve-

lope, the potential of this envelope would be the natural

zero of our reckoning.

It wiU bo useful to analyse more closely the distribution

on a system, of conductors, in order to see how far the

above data really determine the solution of the electrical

problem. For this purpose the following proposition is

useful. If ej, ^2 *n lie the charges at the points

1, 2, .... jt of any system, and V the potential at P,

and if V be the potential at P due to e-^, e^, ....«„' at

1, 2, . . . . n, then the potential at P due to e^ + e^,

e„ + e^, .... at 1, 2, .... is V -f V. This principle fol-

lows at once from the definition of the potential as a sum
formed by tho mere addition of parts due to all the single

elements of the system.

Applied to a system of conductors in equilibrium, it

Princip^

of elec-

trical

superp^
eition.

may evidently be stated thus: If Ej, Ej; E„ and
V V'1' *2i V„ be the respective charges and potentials

for the conductors 1, 2, 3 .... ra in a state of equilibrium,

Ej', E/, . . . . E„' and Vj', Vj', .... V,' corresponding

charges and potentials for another state of equilibrium,

then Ej-i-Ei' E„ + E,', Vi -f V/ V„ -t- V„' wUl be

corresponding charges and potentials for a third state of

equilibrium.

Suppose that in the system of conductors 1, 2; 3, n the con-

ductor 1 is kept at potential 1 and all the others at potential zero,

then it can be shown that there is one and only one distribution of

electricity fulfilling these conditions. Mathematically stated, the
problem is to determine a function V, which shall satisfy the equa-
tion v^V=0 throughout the space unoccupied by conductors, and
have the values 1, 0, 0, was respectively at each point of the
surfaces of 1, 2', n respectively.

Consider the integral

Particu-

lar case

of general

problem.

I
//-/- UV|» dV|3 dVp ) .

where the integration is extended all over the space unoccupied hy
conductors. If we consider all the values which this integral may
have, consistent with the boundary conditions V = l, V=
&c. at the surfaces of 1, 2 &c., it is obvious that there must
be a minimum value ; for the integral is essentially positive, and
cannot become less than zero.

Now SI = 2//A
clY diY , \ . . ,

±0 dj+'^=- r-^y^

=2 /'/'/'sYv^Ydxdt/dz (17)

by partial integration. The surface terms vanish, since 5V = at

every surface. Hence v^V= is the condition for a maximum or

minimum value of I, and since we know that a minimum value

exists, there must be a solution of this equation. It can, moreover,

be shown, by a method which we shall apply below to the mora

general problem, that there is only one solution of v"V = con-

sistent with the given conditions, and this wiU of course bo

that which makes I a minimum. "If our mathematical methods

were powerful enough to determine V, we might proceed to

find the surface density for each conductor by means of the formula

0-= - 2"- -J- ; then the charges on the conductors could be found

by means of the integral -
-Qfj-g:;^^

• ^'^ ^^^ ^'^ '^^^^

indeed could we actually find these cnarges ; we have, however, de-

monstrated their existence and shown that oar problem is definite.

Let these charges on 1, 2, ... ts be called ?i i, 9i 2 • • • 9i -• CoelB-

Corresponding to the data 0, 1, for the potential^ iieqts >

of 1, 2, . . . n, we should get a series of charges jj j, 55 j,
capacit.

2-2 „, and so on ; 2i 1, ?2 2. Js 3 • • • ^''^ "^^lled the coefficients of ^^d^!^"

self-induction or capacity for the conductors 1, 2, 3, ... j

9i 2' 1\ 3> **'•' ^""S called the coefficients of induction of 1 on

2, 1 on 3, &c. It is obvious that these coefficients depend

solely on the form and relative position of the conductors.

It follows, from the principle of the superposition, that, if

1, 2, . . . ra be at the potentials Vi, 0, . . . 0, then the

charges on them will be 7^ ,Vj, ?i 2Y1 • • • • 9- ^ ^'*
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may c6ostract then a series of states of couilibrium repre-

sented thus :

—

^ Potential,
J

V, | | | |
i

Charge,
| juV, | ff, ,Vi |

jj-.V,
| ...

| j,,Vi I

Potential,
| | Y, | | . . . | 1

^Srgi
I .?tiV, I

S,.V,
I
q„Y, | 1

j„V, |'

and so on. Superposing all these, we get a system in

equilibrium, in which the potentials are Vj, Vj, . . . V„ and
thecharges

E, -?,,V, + j„V,+ ... +j„.V„ . . .(18).
&c. — &c.

)

It appears therefore that the 2« quantities Ej, <fec., Vj, &c.,

are connected by n linear equations ; so that when n of

them are given, the rest can be determined in termi of

these in a definite manner.
Returning then to our general problem, we see that,

when either the charge or the potential is given for each
conductor, the electrical problem is determinate, and a
solution ia given by the linear equations of (18). The
potential at any point of the field can be written down
very easily. Suppose in fact v^ to be the value at the
point P of the function V which we determined in solving

the case where the potentials 1, 0, 0, .... are given for

1, 2, ... n, r>2 the corresponding funfction for the case

0, 1, 0, ... 0, and so on. Then the potential at P in the

general case is obviously

y^Y^v, + Y,Vi + ....+Y„v, . . (19),

where Vj, v^, ... v, are all known functions, and
V'l, Vj, . . . V„ are all either given, or determined in terms
of given quantities by the equations (18).

It is very easy to show that there is no other solution
of the problem than the one we have found.

Suppose in fact that V is a function different from V, which
satisfies all the conditiong of the problem. Consider the function
U= V-V', since V and V both satisfy the equation v='V = 0, we
have v'U= 0. Also at surfaces where V is given U-O. At
surfaces where Vis not given, we have 17= constant -constant

-

constant
; and, since in this case the charge wil" be given, we shall

have

ffTv^^=ff'^^^\ andtherefore_//"^^S-0.

Now we have

~ff'di ^^^'jyy^'J ^dxdydz.

The first term vanishes for all the surfaces,—for some because U—

for others because U is constant xai/j-^dS, =
; and the second

term vanishes because v'TT= 0.

Hence the integral on the left hand must vanish, and that too
clement by element, since every element is positive. Hence we
mhst have

dV_ dV dV dV' dV dV'
dx''dx ' dy" dy' dz "lU'

Hence Y and Y' can only differ by a constant. But such differ-
ence is precluded by the boundary conditions. Hence the func-
tions are identical ; in other words, there is but one solution to the
problem we have proposed.

It is very easy to show, by methods of which we have
already had an example, that the value of V thus found
makes the integral

a nunimum. Now, we shall show directly that this inte-

gral represents the potential energy of the system It

follows, therefore, that the distribution which we have

found is in stable equilibrium.

If we solve the equations (18), we shall get

V,-ft,E,+j»,,E,+
V,

&c.

(20).

A set of equations which we might obviously have

arrived at by first principles. The physical meaning of the

coefficients p^ j, p^ j, and p^, ia very obvious ; they are

the potentials, corresponding to a state of equilibrium, in

which the charges on 1,2, 3, n are 1, 0, 0, ... 0, and

so on. Pw Piv ^'^> ^""^ called coefficients of potential;

and, mutatis mutandis, all the remarks already made about

?i i> ?i 2> ^'^1 i^PPly *" them. Many interesting and im-

portant theorems have been proved about these coefficients,

for which we refer the reader to Maxwell {Electricity, vol

i. chap. 2), whose treatment of the subject we have in the

main been, foliowing. One of these, of great importance,

we shall prove here, because it leads us to state a very

important general theorem, which we shall have occasion

to use again.

The mutual potential energy of two electrical systems, Theorem

A and B, is the work done in removing the two systems ofm^tna

to an infinite distance from each other, the internal arrange- P"**"*"'

luent of each system being supposed unaltered during the

process. It is clear that we may suppose either that A is

fixed and B moves off to infinity, or that B is fixed and A
moves ; the work done in both cases is, by Newton's third

law of motion, the same. This is sometimes expressed by
saying that the potential of A on B is the same cm that of
B on A.

In fact, the expression for the m'ltual potential energy Is

(21),

where q is any element of electricity belonging to A, and j* any
element belonging to B, and D is the distance between them, the
summation being extended so as to include every pair of elements.
We may arrange (21) as follows :

—

?i'2,^+?>'2,^4&c.,

each group belonging to a point in B, or, as we may write it,

j,'Y,-fjj'V,+&c., or2/Y.

We may also arrange (21) in the form

^.2,^-^^,3,^-^&c.,

each group belonging to a point in A.
ing equalities :

—
Hence we have the follow-

2jT=2^'=2?Y' (22).

The first and last of these expressions are called respectively the
potential of A on B, and the potential of B on A, and this equality

explains the statement made above.

The two systems A and B may be difierent states of equi-

librium of the same system, if we choose. In this case we
may still farther modify the expression in (22), end write

YiSy+ YaSj/+ &o. = Vi'2i3' + Yj'Sjj + &c. (See Gauss, I. e.)

So that we may state the proposition thus :—If Ej, E,,

. . . E„, Vi, Vs, . . . V, , and E/.-E/, . . . E„ V/, V/, . . . Y;
be the respective charges and potentials of the conductors

in two different states of equilibrium, then we have

2ET = 2EV' .... (23).

If we take for the two states of the system

(24),

Y 1
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or, in words, the coejjkient of induction of \ on 2 is equal to

that of 2 on \.

I There ia one more general theorem on electrical distribu-

tion which, from its great practical importance, deserves a

place here. Suppose we take a hollow conductor of any

^rm, {)lace any electrical system inside it, and connect the

conductor with the earth, then equilibrium will be estab-

lished, in such a way that the potential of every portion

of the conductor is zero. ITow, the potential being zero

at all infinitely distant points, we may regard the outside

spaco as inclosed by a surface of zero potential ; hence the

potential at every point in this space must be the same,

and there can be no electrical action anywhere outside.

Again, removing the internal system, let us place any

system outside the conductor, and, besides, charge it to

j,ny desired extent, keeping it insulated this time. Then

the outer and inner surfaces of the conductor will be level

surfaces ; and, since there is no electricity inside the inner

surface, the potential in the interior will be constant.

Hence the external.system, in a state of equilibrium, exerts

no action whatever within. Now we may evidently, with-

out mutual disturbance, superpose such an internal and

external system as we have described, and still get a

system in equilibrium. It is, moreover, clear that we can

in this way satisfy the most general conditions that can be

assigned. Hence, since we know that there can be only

one solution of the problem of electrical equilibrium, the

synthetical one thus obtained represents the actual state of

afEairs. When, therefore, a hollow conductor with any

external and internal systems is in equilibrium, ike equili-

brium of the internal is independent of that of the external

system.

Moreover, if we draw any surface in the substance of the

hollow conductor, no lines of force cross it in one direction

or the other; therefore the whole amount of electricity

within must be zero ; in other words, the charge on the in-

ternal surface of the conductor is equal and opposite to the

algebraical sum of the charges on all the bodies within.

isaect- These propositions contain the principle of what are

itical called electrical screens, i.e. sheets of metal used to defend
1 screens, electrical instruments, &c., from external influences. On

the practical efficiency of gratings in this way, see Maxwell

(§ 203) ; on the application to the theory of lightning

conductors, see a paper by him in the reports of the British

Association for 1876.

If we take the simple case where there is no external

system, but only a charge on the hollow conductor, we get

a complete explanation of Faraday's ice-pail experiment
'Potential The potential energy of a system of charged conductors
•energy of jg tiig work required to bring them from a neutral state to
.a system

^j^g charges and potentials which they have at any time.

'ductora. The state of zero potential energy here contemplated is of

course that in which there is an equal amount of -I- and
— electricity everywhere in the system, or, as we might
put it, the state in which there is no electrical separation.

Now if Q denote the potential energy of the system, we
have with the notation of (21)

. (25),

the summation including every pair of elements in the

system. If the system be in equilibrium, then, reasoning

as above, it is obvious that 2EV is just twice 2^ , inas-

much as each pair of elements will come in twice. Hence
we get

Q-iSEV (26).

This is an expression of the greatest importance. We can
give it various forms ; by moans of (18) and (20) we get

Q = 4 2
r-l

2 q,
t-.l

.V,V.= i 2 2 ^r<E«E#

29

(27).'.

So that Q is a homogeneous quadratic function of the

potentials or of the charges. If, therefore, we increase the

potentials of all the conductors, or the charges of all the

conductors in any ratio, we increase thereby the potential

energy in the duplicate of that ratio.

We can by a transformation, which is a particular case

of a theorem of Green's, obtain a very remarkable volume

integral for the potential energy of an electrical system.

Let V denote the potential at any point in the field. Consider Gretn'a

the integral theorem.

where the integration is to be extended throughout the whole of the

space unoccupied by conductors We have by partial integration

and two similar equations. Hence

i//Adx
I

dVl» .^\\dxdydi
dz\ J

where the surface integration extends oyer the surface of all the

conductors, and it is to be noticed that dv is drawn from the con-

ductor into the insulating medium. If p and <r be volume and

surface densities,

1 dy
dy •

and / j-VY.

Thus we get

iKjJJ \dx\ dy\ dz\) "

-\rj'Yad& + l/'/'/'ypdxdydz. . (28).

This result includes a more general case tnan our present

one ; for it shows that the potential energy of an electrical

system is given by the integral on the left hand side in all

cases, whether there is equilibrium or not. It is not even

restricted to the case of perfect conductors and perfect non-

conductors, for a slight modification of our preliminary

statements would include that case as well. At present,

however, we have p = everywhere, and Vconstant at the

surface and in the substance of each conductor, so that the

right hand side is simply the expression J2EY which we

have already found for the potential energy ; we may there-

fore write

<i~L fff(m.,m^m)dxsyd.
^rJJ.' \ dx\ dy\ dz

\

'

h/fj

dy
I

(29),

R being the resultant force at any point of the field, and du

the element of volume. It is clear that we may if we like

extend the integration over the whole field, since in the

substance of any conductor E = 0.

When we know the potential energy of an electrical sys- yokb

tem it is very easy to find the force which resists or tends to tending

produce any change of configuration. Two particular cases ^"^ P™"^

are of common occurrence and of considerable interest.
(.^^^^J"^,

First, let the charges on all the conductors be kept con- confi^u-

stant. Let the variable which is altered by the supposed ration,

change of configuration be <^, and let 4> be the correspond

ing force ^ tending to increase
<f).

Then, since no energy

is supplied from without, if we suppose the displacement

made infimtely slowly, so that no kinetic energy is gene-

rated, we have

' Or generalized force component, ».«., the amount of woik per

unit of ^ done in increasing ^.
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8^ + !

*=-

=

d(i>

(30).

(31).

Referring to the second of the expioasions in (27), wo see that this

may be written
r-n J-n dp

" »-l .-1 "t

From this it is evident that in similarly electriSed states

of the same system the force tending to produce a given

displacemenb varies as the square of the electrification.

It is important to remark that in the present case the sys-

tem tends to move so that its potential energy is decreased.

Secondly, let us suppose that the potentials of the dif-

ferent conductors are kept constant during any displace-

paent, energy being supplied from without.

We shall suppoao the change made in two steps. First, we shall

juppose the given displacement to take place while the charges

remain constant. On this supposition the force exerted will, to the

first order of small quantities, bo the same as that exerted when
wa Jiuppose the potential not to vary ; hence

*8$ + j2E8V= 0.

Ne.ft, supply energy from without so that the potentials become
ftgiiuV], Vj,&c and the charges E, + 5Ei, Ej + 5Ej, &c. The
fin^l Tesultwill be the safne, to first order of small quantities, as if

tiie two changes had been made simultaneously. Now, applying the
' Ueorem of mutual potential energy to the two states of our system,

E 11 El I
E.,

I
E| E, + 5E,|E,-t-8EJ

vK + 5yJv, + 8vJ • • • '^"'^ V| V,
I

V, !••••

we have 2(Ei + 8Ei)(Vj + 6Vi)= 2(EV),

hence 2E5V=-2V8E (32);

therefore = -43E^— = 42V ^=;^(V const.) , . (33).

By (27) this may he written

= -i 2 :sYrV.-
r-1 i>l dip

The energy supplied from without is

4{2{E + 8E)T-2E(V + 8V)}

=i2SEV- J2ESV= -2E5y=2*S^=28Q, by (32).

In other words, when the potentials of a system are

kept constant by supply of energy from without, the system

tends to move so as to increase the potential energy of

electrical separatioUj and the amount of energy supplied

from without is double this increase. If we suspend side

by side two balls, each connected with the positive pole of

a battery, the other pole of "which is connected with the

ground, the balls will tend to separate, and in separating

they will gain with reference to gravity a certain amount 8Q
of potential energy ; the charges on the balls will also in-

crease to an extent representing an increase of electrical

potential energy 8Q, and the batteries will be drawn upon
for an amount of 26Q.

The problem of electrical equilibrium has been com-
pletely solved in very few cases. We proceed to give a

proHem ghort skrtch of what has been done in this way, which may

lolved
indicate to the reader what is known on this head.

ElliDsoid
^® '^^^ deduce the distribution and potential in the case

' of an ellipsoid from known propositions about the attrac-

tions of ellipsoidal shells of gravitating matter.

Consider an ellipsoidal shell, the axes of whose bounding sur-

^=,. The

Cases

where

faces are (a, b, c){a + da,b + db, c + dc), where — = — =

potential of such a shell at any internal point is constant, and the
pquipotential surfaces for external space are ellipsoids confocal with
(a, b, c). (See Thomson and Tait, §§ 619 sgq.) Hence if we dis-

tribute electricity on an ellipsoid {a, b, c) such that its density at every
point is proportional to the thickness of the shell formed by the
similar ellipsoids (a.,b,c) {a+da,b+db,c+dc), the distribution will be
in equilibrium. Thus if <r— Affp, where 9 is the thickness at any
point and p the volume density, of the shell; then the quantity of
electricity on any element dS is A limes the mass of the correspond-
ing element of the shell; and if Q be the whole quantity of elec-

tricity on the ellipsoid, Q — A times the whole mass- of the shell.

The mass of the shell is irpdiabc)— iir/ialcp, therefore Q — XiTrimbc/).

Also 6 — i/.p where p is the perpendicular from the centre of tli«

ellipsoid on the tangent plane. Whence we f;ct

„.^P.
ivabo

(34);

that is, the density at any point varies directly as the

distance of the tangent plane at that point from the centre.

Returning again to our ellipsoidal shell, we know that the result-

ant force at any external point P due to this shell is to that due
to a "confocal shell" passing through the point in the ratio

of the masses. Let the volume .density in the two be p, and let

the perpendicular on the tangent plane at P to the confocal

Wa' + K, '•/V' + K, Vc'-t-A) through P be «. Then the thickness of
the shell at P is ^a, and the force at P due to the shell itrmjitt.

Hence the force due to the original shell ia

' dv" '''^V(a«-|-x)(4>-|-A)(c»-t-X)
• ("),

dii being an element of the normal at P. Now if «,y,» be the co-

ordinates of P, we 1 ave, by differentiation of

o" -f A.
"**» + A.'^e'-fA."^'

2xdx

a-

dx iydy izdz < a* ^/» z* ) .

+ K^b'' + K^& + K ((«' + '^)'' (i' + A)" («"+»)M
Suppose we take dx, dy, dz in the direction of the MTmal, then

dx=di'-z , &o.( and the last equation reduces to

dA'=2a!dy.

Hence from (o) we get
inpuabcdx

Integrating this from A. to oo
, and remembering that the potential

vanishes at an infinite distance, we get

We pass from this to the electrical case by putting for S-r/tptaic,

which is the mass of the shell, Q, which represents the quantity of

electricity on the ellipsoid. We thus get

Y^^r-, ''^-
. . . (35).>

which gives the potential due to a charge Q on an isolated

ellipsoid abc at any point on the confocal ( ^a' + \, Jb'^ + \,

Jc^ + \) . It is obvious that, of the three confocals rt P,

that is meant which belongs to the same family as (a, h, c),

e.g., if {afi,c) be an ellipsoid, as opposed to a hyperboloid of

one or two sheets, then ( Jar -t- X ? ijh- -f A , Jc^ + \) must

be an ellipsoid.

IE we put X = 0, we get the value of the potential V^ at

the surface. Now =- is what we have defined above as
''0

the capacity of the ellipsoid; w_e get therefore in the recipro-

cal of the integral

1 /"_^_ . . . (36),
2yo V(aHA.)(6"-i-A.)(c»-hA)

an expression for the capacity of an isolated ellipsoid.

In the particular case of an ellipsoid of revoltition, the

above integral, which is in general an elliptic integral,

can be found in finite terms. In the case of a planetary

ellipsoid, a= h>c; and we find for the capacity

-^«''-<'*
(37).

Jt -«

where e is the least angle whose tangent is , ^ ,

If wo make c = 0, then c = ; and the planetary ellipsoid

reduces to a circular disc, the capacity for which is there-

Sa 1
fore — , that is, —— that of a sphere of the same radius

^ This demonstration was suggested by that given liy Tbomso»

( Reprint of Papers, p. 1 0) to establish a slightly diflferent formula.
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(for tile capacity of a spbiero is obviously equal to its

radius). Cavendish, had arrived by experimeat at the

value -r^pL (see Thomson's Eeprint, p. 1 80), a very remark-

able result for h^a time. It is very easy, by taking the

limit of the right hand side of (3'1), to find the expression

for the density at a distance r from the centre of the disc

;

it is

Q I
ina.a/o^ 'J a''

(38).

Ovary In the case of an ovary ellipsoid, a = b<c; and the
ellipsoid, capacity is

2 y/l

Points

tnd

•dgtu.

Sphere
with

given

(ores.

-at

\e -Vc
tz£\ (39);

from which several limiting cases may be deduced.

Formula (34), applied to a very elongated ovary ellip-

soid, shows us that the density at the pointed ends is very

great compared with that at the equator. The ratio of

the densities in fact increases indefinitely with the ratio of

the longest to the shortest.dimension. We have in such
an infinitely elongated ellipsoid an excellent type of a
pointed conductor.

The efi'ect of a point or an edge on a conductor may be
very easily shown by drawing a series of level surfaces, the

first of which is the surface of the conductor itself, which
has, say, an edge on it. The consecutive • surfaces have
sharpness of curvature corresponding to the edge, which
gets less and less as we recede from the conductor. The
level surfaces at an infinite distance are spheres. Tracing,

then, any tube of force from an infinite distance, where
the sections of all are equal, inwards towards the discon-

tinuity, we see that the section becomes narrower as the
curvature of the level surfaces sharpens, and at a mathe-
matical edge -the section is infinitely small, and therefore

the force is infinitely great. At a mathematical point this

is doubly true. At such places the force tending to drive

the electricity into the insulating medium becomes infinite.

In practice the medium gives way, and disruptive discharge

of some kind occurs.

We can find the distribution on a spherical conductor in-

fluenced by given forces, such for instance as would arise

from rigidly electrified bodies in the neighbourhood.

The method of procedure would be as follows :—Let U he the
potential of the rigidly electrified system alone at any point of the
Bphere. Then the problem is to determine a function V, which
shall satisfy the eq^uation v'^V at every point of space, and live the
value C-tr at tlie surface of the sphere, where C is a constant to
be determined by the conditions of the problem. Expand C — U in
aeries of surface harmonics, and let the result be

C-U=7„ + 7, -1-7,-1.

Then the value of V is

and r-y,Uy,^ +yA +

&c.

inside the sphere

outside

(«).

(;3),

(?).

Pot these evidently satisfy Laplace's equation, have the •given value
(o) at the surface of the sphere, and are finite and continuous
everywhere. From (,8) and (y), by means of the surface characteristic
equation, we can deduce an expression for the density at any point
of the sphere, and for the whole charge. If the latter is given we
have a condition to determine C; if, on the other hand, the
value of the potential of the sphere were given, then this would be
the value of C.

The case of two mutuallyinfluencing spheres was treated

by Poisson in the famous memoir which really began the
mathematical theory of electricity. We regret that we
cannot afford space for more than a mere sketch of his

methods.

Consider the potentials duo to the distributions ca each sphere.
let 1 aod i be the radii of tbe two spheres, r and K the distances

of any point ? from their respective centres, and ju and a.' the cosines
of the angles r and / make with the line joining the ceitres of
the spheres. Since the distributions are evidently symmetrical
about the central line, we. can obviously expand the potentials
duo to each distribution in zonal harmonics relative to the cor-

responding sphere. Hence, if i-raip (h,-) denote potential due to

sphfTO a at any point inside it, we have

The potential at any external point ia

which may be written 4ir— if>( m." ) •

Similarly we have foi the other sphcro

Bo + B,Q/^-l- B,Q',^I' +

for th«for the potential at any internal, and 4ir--*(u',-\

potential at any external point.

The whole potential, then, will be given by

at any point external to both spheres.

Also V - iiraipff,, -
j

-1- 4ir- * ffi', t \ inside a ; and

Y~iTrj<t>fii,^\ + iwbiU',^\inHiie b.

Kow, the conditions of the problem reqmre that the values of
V in the two last cases shftll be constant. Our functions are, there-
fore, to be determined by the equations

(8).

which are to be satisfied with obvious restrictions on r and / in each
case. Keverting, however, to the expressions (a), (0), (7), &c., we
see that we need not solve the problem in the general form thus
suggested ;

for it wUl be sufficient if we determine the constants
A„, A„ &c., Bo, Bi, kc. Now, if we make ,11=1, /-I,—that is,

consider only points on the central line,—then Qi = l, Q.— 1 &c.

Qi'=^. Qs'^l. ^c.' Aj, A, &o. Bo, Bj, &c., are the coefficients

(.).

of — > — . '"!-i and _ , _ , &c., in the expressions for the
r

I
r

I
r T\

potentials inside the spheres a and J. Hence, if / ^L\ and

r \j\ ^®°°'® *^* '"^^"^ of <;> ^ ;n,- V * (i^'X\ , when ^ - i

and iL — \, we need only solve the equations

\a) c-r \c-r) (

where we have replaced r and / by their values c - / and c-r, e
being the distance between the centres of a and 6. Poisson then
eliminates the function F, by choosing a new variable {, such that

t' = , and remarks that we may give to { any value between

-(- a and — o, and therefore wa may write r for { ; we thus have the

same variable in both the equations, and F (
J
which occurs la

both may be eliminated. The result is

\a J c'-b^-cr \c'-b'-erj c-r
This is the functional equation on which depends the BOrution ol
the problem of two mutually influencing spheres.

Poisson treats very fully the case of two spheres ia contact ; for
which case, taking a— 1, the above equation becomes

./ . b f f 1-f i- r ^ , gb . .

^ ' ~ b-i-(\ + b)(l-rY \b + (l +btl-r)r ~l-^b-r'
* '"'

' We are, of coarse, assuming aqaaint»ncB with the properties sf
spherical harmonics.
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(»).

It is then easy to find F(r), and write down the general expresaona
for the potential Poisson goes on to show that the density at

the point of contact of the spheres is zero. He finds, for the
mean density on the two spheres 1 and b respectirely,

.1

this being, in fact, the value of / (0),

andB

He shows that the calculation of the ratio j3 of A to B may oe

reduced to the calculation of the first of these integrals only. For
the difference iirlf-B - 4irA between the charges on 1 and b he
finds the elegant expression

. COS .

1+6 1+6'

from which it follows that the whole charge is always greater

on the sphere of greater radius. He then calculates the value of /3

for various values of 6, and its limit for 6 — 0, and neit-the ratio of
the densities at the two points diametrically opposite the point of
contact, and finds for the mean density on each of two equal
spheres in contact A= A log 2. He also calculates for this last

case the ratio of the greatest to the mean density. In the case of

two unequal spheres, the ratio of the greatest density on the smaller
to the mean density on the larger is found for various values of 6.

He then passes on to investigate the densities for various values

of ;i.

Plans All these results are compared with the measurements
*"! of Coulomb, and found in satisfactory accordance with

them. In his first memoir, Poisson considers the case

where the distance between the spheres is great compared
with the radii ; and in a subsequent memoir he considers

the case of two spheres at any distance.

Plana (Sur la distribution de I'electricite & la surface des

deux Sp?ieres, Turin, 1845) extended the calculations of

Poisson, usmg much the same methods. He also calcu-

lated approximately the mean densities in the case of

several spheres in contact, and arrived at results which
agreed satisfactorily with the experiments of Coulomb.
For a table of his results, see the end of the first volume
of Riess's Eeihungselectricitdt. An account of the work
of Roche, who also followed in the footsteps of Poisson,

will be found in Mas'cart, t. i. p. 290 sqq.

S^the- The researches of Green led him to a very valuable
tical me- synthetical method, by means of which we can construct

?^ "^ an infinite number of cases where we can find the electri-
^^"'

cal distribution. Suppose that we take any distribution

whatever of electricity, for which we know the potential at

any point, and consequently the level surfaces. Take any
level surface, or parts of level surfaces, inclosing the whole
of the electricity, and suppose these level surfaces to

become actual conducting sheets of metal Suppose the

electrical distribution inside to be rigid, and connect the

sheets of metal with the earth, so as to reduce them to

potential zero. The sheets wiU become charged in such a

way that the whole potential at every point in them and
external to them is zero. Let now U be the potential at

any external point due to inside distribution, and V that

due to the charge on the sheets, then we have everywhere

on or outside the sheets, U + V = 0, or V = - U. Now U
is constant at every point of each sheet ; hence V is so

also. Hence the distribution to which V is due is an
equilibrium distribution per se. Removing now our internal

distribution, and changing the sign cf that on the sheets,

ffe have a distribution of electricity in equilibrium on a

set of conductors of known form, the potential of wtucn at

any external point is V = U, where U is known. Also

the potential V is clearly constant inside every conductor.

Hence, applying the characteristic surface equation, we get

for the density at any point of any of our conductors the

expression

4ir dn

We might make this a little more general, and state our

result thus :

—

1/ we distribute on a level surface or sur-

faces of any electrical system, completely inclosing thai

system, electricity with surface density at every point
k dXJ

iv dif
, this distribution, will of itself he in equili-

brium, and the potential at any external point will he kXI.

We have given a physical demonstration of this import-

ant theorem. The mathematical reader will easily see the

application to this case of the general reasoning about the

solution of V^V = 0, of which we have already given

examples. For a simple but interesting case of this

general theorem, see Thomson and Tait's Natural Philo-

sophy, vol L § 508.

To Sir William Thomson we owe the elegant and Method*

powerful methods of " Electric Images " and " Electric "^^^
Inversion." By means of these he arrived, by the use ct ^g^'
simple geometrical reasoning, at results which before ha*

Electric
required the higher analysis. We shall endeavour to i

illustrate these by two simple examples. We do not,

follow the methods of the author (for which, see his

papers), but take advantage of what we have already laid

down.

Let A be any point outside a sphere (fig. 12) of radius o, and
centre C. Let AC =/, and take B in CA

o»
such that CBCA=a-, or CB= -i ;-thenit

is easily proved that, if F be any point on
the sphere,

BP o

AP°/'

Hence if E be any quantity of electricity, we have

E

Fig. 12.

- Z_ = 0.
AP BP

Therefore, if we place a quantity E of electricity at A, and a quan-

tity" - -p.E at B, the sphere will be a level surface of these two, that,

namely, for which the potential is zero. Another level surface of the
system is evidently an infinitely small sphere surrounding A.
Hence it follows, from the theorem of Green which we have just

discussed, that a distribution of electricity on the sphere, thep
density of which is given 'bj a=-r- (where E is the resiJtant force

due to E and - ? E at any point of the sphere), together with a

quantity E at A, gives a system in equilibrium, the potential due to

which at any point outside the sphere is the same as that of £ at

A, and _ ^EatB.

It appears, therefore, that the action of the electricity

induced on the uninsidated sphere by the electrified point

A is equivalent at all external points to the action of

- rE at B. The electrified point B is called by Sir Wil-

liam Thomson the electrical image of A in the sphere. It is

obvious that the whole charge on the sphere is - ^E, and

we can very easily find the density at any point.

In fact, rpsolving along CP, which we know to be the diitotioa

of resultaiit force, the forces due to A and B, we get

AP>
cosCPA

-E
l^cosCPB
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AP'V 2aAP J ' oAPi" V

'/M-AP'
"2(^P" ^)~ o APi" V 27a P'

4TaAP»
*

We might have any number of external points and find

the image of each. We should thus get a system which

Blight be called the image of the external system. The
distribution induced in an uninsulated sphere by such an
external system could easily be found by adding up the

effect of each external element found by means of its

image. Similar methods might also be applied to an in-

ternal system. The solution can be generalized without

difficulty to the case where either the charge or potential

of the sphere is given.

Suppose the charge Q given ; superpose on the distribution found
a

»Dove a uniform distribution of amount Q + pE. This will pro-

Q E
duce a constant potential — + ; au over the sphere, and therefore

will not disturb the equilibrium. "We have thus got the required
distribution of the given charge Q under the influence of A. The
density of any point is given by

,r=-Q +_^, t/^-"')^ .... (41).-

So far the method of images is simply a synthetical

method for obtaining distributions on a sphere. But Sir

William Thomson has shown us how to convert it into an
instrument for transforming any electrical problem into a

variety of others.

f P be any point (fig. 1 3), O a fixed point, and F be taken

in OP such that OP.OP' = a?,

then P' is called the inverse

of P with respect to 0, which
is called the origin of inver-

sion, or simply the origin ; a
is the radius of inversion. We
mayi thus invert any locus of

points into another locus of points, which we may call the
inverse of the former.

Let P, Q and P', Q' be any two points and their inverses. Let us
suppose that there is a charge E at Q, and a charge £' at Q', which
la the image of E in a sphere with radius o and centre ; so that

E'-^E .
Let V and V be the respective potentials of E and E'

at P and P'. Then we have obviously

V' o r

where OP-r, OF-/. It is very easy to show that, if ds, dS,
dx\ <r, p, be elements of length, surface, and volume, and surface and
volume densities, and the same symbols with dashes the inverses of
these, then we have

d£ a« /« rfS' o«

ar r'' a'' dS~"ri *"=•

, cr' r^ o» p' r» a»
and - — -T--;, ;

— --. — -^ (42).

E'. i^ r a \' T a
also Tb—— = —

; ^ -,E a t' ' ^ a i'

By means of these equations it is easy to invert any
electrical system. Take, for example, the case of any con-
ductor in electrical equilibrium ; then, since its potential
is everywhere constant, it inverts into a surface distribu-
tion, the potential at any point of which distant r' from

the origin is by (42)
" C, where C is the constant poten-

tial of the conductor. The surface density at any point of
the system is found from that of the corresponding point
on the conductor by the equation

For the general properties of curves and their inverses, the reader
may consult Salmon's Solid Geometry. He will have no difficulty in
proving for himself such as we shall require here.

Again, if we consider the system thus found, it is obviotu
that, if we place a quantity - aQ of electricity at the
origin, this will make the potential at every point of the
system zero, and we have a solution of the case of an
uninsulated conductor, whose surface is the inverse of that
of the given conductor, under the influence ni an electrified

point.

As an example of the use of this method, let ui invert the nnj-
form distribution on a sphere with respect to an origin on its cir-

cumference, the radius of inversion being tlie diameter of th»
sphere. The sphere inverts into an infinite plane, touching at
the other end A of the diameter through the ongin. Let C be th»

Q
potential on the sphere so that ir-o^S ' '"^^rs <i \« the diameter.

Hence the density at any point P on an infinite plane influenced by
a quantity - Cd of electricity placed at a point distant d from it

is givtn ijy

d'C</-
271/'

Again, inverting points inside the sphere, for which the poten-
tial is constant, we get the potential due to tlie distribution on the
infinite plane, at points on the other side from th« inducing point,
the result being

V- dO
7'

which is the same as that due to dC at 0. Hence the potential at

»

point on the same side as is that due to a quantity d(i placed »t
0', where O'A-OA. 0' is in fact the image of 0. If we wriw Q
for - Cd, then we get

a'-
Q.d -

2Tr'»
I

^ I' .

(«X

These results might of course have been deduced as particular case*
of a sphere and point.

Many beautiful applications of these methods will be
found in the Reprint of Sir William Thomson's papers and
in Maxwell's Electricity and Magnetism. Two of these ara
of especial importance. Adopting the method of succes-
sive influences given by Murphy {Electricity, 1833, p. 93),
and conjoining with it the method 6f images. Sir William
Thomson treated the problem of two spheres. For hia
results, see Reprint, pp. 86-97. At the end of that paper
two valuable tables are given—I. " Showing the quantities
of electricity on two equal spherical conductors of radius
r, and the mutual force between them, when charged to
potentials w and t) respectively;" II. " Giving the potentials
and force when the charges D and E are given." The ratio
of u to t; in the first case and of D to E in the second is

also given, for which at a given distance there is neither
attraction nor repulsion. An interesting experiment on
this curious phenomenon is described in Riess, Bd. L
§ 186. For an application of dipolar co-ordinatea to the
problem of two spheres, see Maxwell.

Thomson also applied his methods to determine the dis- Sphcri*
tribution on spherical bowls of different apertures. See Ix)'!.

Reprint, p. 178 sqq. His numerical results on p. 186
aro extremely interesting, as affording a picture of the
effect of gradually closing a conductor, and are of great
value in giving the experimenter an idea as to what aper-
ture he may aUow himself in a vessel which he desires
should be for practical purposes electrically closed.

It would lead us too far to discuss here the analytical
method of conjugate functions, and the aUied geometrical
method of inversion in two dimensions. A full account of
these, with important applications, will be found in Max-
well, vol. i. § 182 sqq.

We shall conclude our applications with a brief notice
of a few of the ordinary electrostatical instruments, refer-
ring the reader for an account of some others to the article
Elkcteombtek,

If two plates be placed parallel to each otherj and one
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3 0ppO
the plates are equal and opposi te in sign,

4ir irrd

mola
tors.

of them raised to potential V, while the other is connected

with the earth, then there will be certain charges E and F
on the two plates. If p and r be the coeflScients of self-

induction for A and B, and q the coeflicient of mutual induc-

tion, then in the present case

E-;.V, F=jV,

end the energy of the distribution is obviously

Q = iEV=.ipV,

80 that the work done by completely discharging the con-

denser aV^. If we suppose the plates very large com-

pared with the distance between them, then we may
treat the case, for all points not very near the edge, as if

the plates were infinite.

In this case the lines of force are straight, and the numher of

lines of forca which leave any area on A is equal to that of those

which enter the opposite area on B. Hence the surface densities on
Also we clearly have

(«).

For the numher of lines of force which cross any unit of area parallel

to the plates is constant, and therefore the resultant force is con-

stant at every point between the plates.

Principle It appears, therefore, from (44) that if we make the dis-

of accu- tance between our plates very small, the density on thj

inner surface will be very great, and the whole charge on

A very great. An apparatus of this kind for collecting

large quantities of electricity at a moderate potential is

called an accumulator or condenser. One of the first instru-

ments of this kind was Franklin's pane, which consisted

of two sheets of tinfoil pasted opposite each other on the

two sides of a pane of glass. There is of course a practical

limit to the increase of capacity in such arrangements,,

because a spark will pass when the insulating medium is

too thin. The greater dielectric strength of glass makes it

more convenient than air for an insulating medium, and

we shall see by-and-by that it has other advantages as well.

When the plate A is of finite size there will in general be

& distribution of electricity on the back comparable with

the charge which A would hold at potential V if B were

absent. When the distance between the plates is small,

by far the greater . portion of the capacity is due to the

Condons- presence of B. Advantage of this principle has been taken

tog in the condensing electroscope of Volta, which is an ordin-
electro.

^^^ gold-leaf apparatus, except that the knob is replaced

by a circular disc on which is placed another disc fitted

with an insulating handle ; the discs are covered with a

thin coat of varnish which serves as an insulating medium.

If we connect with either disc, say the lower, a source of

electricity of feeble potential V, and connect the upper

disc at the same time with the earth, then a large quantity

of electricity at potential V collects on the lower disc.

Now remove all connections, and lift away the upper disc.

The capacity of the lower disc is thereby enormously di-

,

minished. Therefore, since the charge is tmaltered, its

potential must rise correspondingly ; and the gold leaves

may diverge very vigorously, although a simple cotmection

with the lower disc alone would scarcely have moved them.

This instrument is of great use in all cases where we have

an tmlimited supply of electricity at feeble potential Sir

William Thomson has devised an accumulator of measur-

able capacity, called the Guard Eing Accumulator, which

is a modification of the arrangement we are discussing.

AB (fig. 14) is a flat cylindrical metal box, the upper end of

which is truly plane, and has a

circular aperture, into which
fits, without touching, a plane

disc C, which is supported on
the bottom of the box by in-

sulating supports, so that its

npper surface is in the same
plane with the lid of the box.

DE is a metal disc which can

scope.

'r_ ^'
Fig. X4.

be moved by a screw through mc^^U'ed distances, always remaining

parallel to AB. When desired, C can be put in communication
with AB. It may then be regarded as forming part of an infinite

plate, so that if AB be at potential V, and DE at potential zero,

then the surface density on C will be equal to-r-j , where d is the

distance between the plates ; and if A be the area of C the whole
AV

amount of electricity on C is j-^ It now we break the connec-

tion between and the box and discharge the box, we are left wlti
AV

a known quantity of electricity on C, viz. -j-^ .

The most usual and for many purposes the most con-

venient form of accumulator is the Leyden jar. This is

merely a glass jar (fig. 15) coated to a certain height out-

side and inside with tinfoil. The mouth
of the jar is stopped with a cork or

wooden disc, which serves the double pur-

pose of keeping dirt and moisture from

the uncovered glass inside, and of carrying

a wire in metallic connection with the

inside coating, which passes up through

the stopper and ends in a metal knob. If

the glass of the jar be very thin, we may
find the distribution on the two coatings

by neglecting the curvature ; the electric

density on the inner surface of the two

coatings will then be the same as in the ^'8- lo-

case of parallel plates. If, therefore, the inner coat-

ing be at potential V, and the outer at potential zero,

the density on the inner coating will be j—, » and that oa

the outer - —? In the particular case we are consider
4wd

ing the inner coating forms very nearly a closed conductor,

so that there will be very little electricity on its inner sur-

face, and there will also be very little on the wire and

knob compared with the amount on the surface of the inner

coating which is next the glass. We may therefore put

SV
for the whole electricity on the inner coating -—j, where S

is the extent of its surface. The capacity C of the jar is

then given by

{it).
4ir(i

(«).

(47>

Green calculated to a first approximation the effect of the cnrra-

ture on the capacity, and found that, if R and R' he the greatest

and least radii of curvature of the inner coating at any point, then

the densities on the inner and outer coatings are given by

iL|'4(i4)} ;
and consequently the capacity of the inner coating by

In any case, C being a constant, we have charge E = CV Battety

and energy Q = JCV. Hence if we connect the inner <>fj"»

coatings of n similar jars, and charge them to potential V,
*

all the outer coatings being at the same time connected

with the earth, we have, E and Q representing the whole

charge and energy,^ E=nCV )

Q=|cy.| <*«»•

If we discharge such a battery of n jars into another of

n' similar jars, by connecting the knobs together, and the

outer coatings to earth in each case, we have, U being the

common potential after discharge,

nCV-nCU-m'Ctr

and U--

There is therefore a loss of energy represented by

JrtCV''-i(7H-n')C0',

that is
2(»-i-n')

CV»

(«X

(M).
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In other words, an —-,th part of the potential energy

IS lost. When a battery of jars is discharged through a

circuit in which there is a fine wire of large resistance,

the greater part of the potential energy lost in the dis-

cliarge appears as heat in the fine wire. Riess made
elaborate experiments on the heating of wires by the dis-

charge in this way, and the results of his experiments are

in agreement with the formulee which we have just given,

(See Heating Effects.)

We may also arrange a battery of jars by first charging

each separately to potential V in the usual way, and then

connecting them in series, so that the outer coating of each

jar is in metallic connection with the inner coating of the

next. In such an arrangement of jars, it is obvious that

in passing from the outer coating of the last at potential

zero to the inner coating of the first, the potential will rise

to nV. When we come to discharge such a series, the

electromotive force to begin with is «V, so that for any

purpose in which great initial electromotive force is

required this combination has great advantages over n jars

abreast. The " striking distance," for instance, i.e., the

greatest distance at which the discharge by spark will just

take place through air, is much greater. On the other

hand, the quantity of electricity which passes is less, being

only CV instead of reCV ; the whole loss of potential energy

ill a complete discharge is, however, the same.

The case which we have been discussing must be care-

fully distinguished from that of a series of jars charged by

ascaile.
" cascade," where n uncharged jars are connected up in

succession as in last case, and the first charged by con-

nection with the electric machine to potential V, while the

outer coating of the last of the series is connected to earth,

and the rest of the jars insulated. The whole electro-

motive force in this case is clearly only V, and, if all the

ars be similar, the potential difference between the coatings
V

n each is — ; the charge on the inner coating of the first is

CV . cv-
therefore —' and the whole potential energy only i -—

.

n ^ n
The arrangement is, therefore, not so good as a single jar

fully charged by the same machine. It was fancied by
Franklin, who invented this method of charging, that some
advantage was gained by it in the time of charging, the

notion being that the overflow was caught by the successive

jars and that electricity was thereby saved. Charging by
cascade was treated by Green. Some of the experiments
of Riess bear on the matter [vide Mascart, §§ 190, 191),
which, after all, is simple enough,

rte and ^" ^^^ theory of accumulators, or condensers as they

.aad ore often called, much stress has been laid on the differ-

ence between "free" and " 6o«n(i" electricity. To illus-

*^' trate the meaning of these terms, let us t?ke a case where
the calculations can be carried out in detail.

Suppose we liave two concentric spherical sheila, an inner. A, and
an outer, B. Let the outer radius of A be a, and the inner and
outer radii of B he 6 and c, so that the thickness of the latter is

c-b. We shall suppose that we can, when we please, connect the
inside sphere with the earth. It is clear that there can never be
any electricity on the inner surface of A. Let the charges on the
other surfaces in order be E, F, G. Let us suppose in the first in-
stance that A is at potential V, and B at zero. Then we have to find
E, F, G. Draw a surface in the substance of B; no lines of force cross
it, therefore the whole amount of electricity within is zero. Hence
F — - E . Also, considering the external space, which is inclosed
between two stirfaces of lero potential, we see tha* G - 0. Thus,

p p
since A is at potential V, we have - _ -_V

a

E-i^ V-;»vfwhere ;,--''*
-.)

: (61).

Let us now connect A with the eartB, so that its potential beconin
zero ; we have now to find the charges and potentials, our datum
being that the whole charge on 13 is - E

.

As before, we have F'— - E', but G is no longer zero. We have
however, F'-l-G'= -E. Hence G'-E'-= -E.

I?' 17' O''
Also, since A is at zero potential, — j-h — o.

therefore" G'

The potential of B is

cE-
;
- F'- E-

/)E

-cpV

p + c

G'-i^.
p±e

cp.
In this process, therefore, a quantity E - E', or —— V, of ^«lecfft

city has flowed away to earth from A, and a quantity
cp_

p+e T hat

passed from the inner to the outer surface of B, while the -potential

has altered, on A from V to 0, and on B from to V.
p-\-c

Suppose now we connect B with the earth, thus reducing it to zero

potential. Since the charge on A remains the same, and that on

the inner coating of B is equal and opposite to it, it follows that

now the charges on A. &c., are^ V, - - V, 0, where q denotes

—
; and the potentials of A and B are - V and 0. After another

pair of such operations the charges will be - V, &c., and tha

In this case, then, there is no electrification on the outside of B,
$n>1 an electric pendolum suspended there would give no indication.

potential,-? V ; after a third, charges, ?? ? V, &c., and potential,
c\ • ..I

'a?i V . Hence the charges and potentials go on decreasing; m geo-

metrical progression. Amounts of electricity flow away from A

equal to jV, j^V, j^V, j.?'y fcc, in the successive operations.
c c] c|

and equal amounts of opposite signs are discharged from B. Th©
sum of all these discharges is the whole original charge on A, for

2"^(l + ! +li + ^"-^ '"^- '"/•) --^V-yV.
c

Hence by an infinite number of alternate connections

we shall finally discharge the jar completely. The elec-

tricity which flows out at each contact is called the " free

electricity," and that which remains behind the " bound
electricity." The quantity which we have denoted by ^Capacity

is clearly the capacity of a spherical Leyden jar ; it ill- of fphexis

creases indefinitely as the distance between tlie conduct- '^*' i*^'

ing surfaces decreases, and is very nearly proportional to

the surface of the inside coating, when the distance is

small compared with the radius of either surface.

It is very easy to extend our reasoning to any con-

denser.

If, in fact, ?,,, 7i J, Jjj be the coefficients of self and mutual in-

duction for the armatures, then this potential after operating n

) T , the charges, q,A ^
''

)
'^ and

?11?32/ \?ii Jas/

„ ( -llX.\ V and the amounts of electricity which leave 1

and 2 in the nth operation are ij^u (
^"5°' '^'*)(^~- )

'^

\ 9ii lit / \?ii Sit J
respectively.

We must not omit one more interesting case. If we
have two infinite coaxial cylinders of radii a and b

(b > a), then obviously the potential is symmetrical about

the common axis, and Laplace's equation becomes
'

(PV 1 rfV ^

dr' r dr

The integral of this is Y-C log r + D. Let the inner i^ylin

be at potential Vj, the outer at potential V„ then

V_(V Y) '"g*" 4-"^» ^°g°-"^i^°8* .-

' ' log a - log b log o - log b

Hence the surface density on the inner cylinder is given by

I d\ V
i
- Y,

.

"'iKdr '
/ , b'.
4ira log —

.(OS)
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(63).

and the capacity per nnit of length of same U_

1
- 5 •

2o log a

This result has- important applications in the theory of

telegraph cables, and to a form of graduated accumulator,

invented by Sir William Thomson, and used by Messrs Gib-

son and Barclay in their experiments on the specific induc-

tive capacity of paraffin (see Maxwell, vol. i. § 127).

ON THE ISrsULATING MEDIUM.-

It has been assumed hitherto that the medium inter-

posed between the conductors in the electric field is in

all cases air—the most prevalent of all dielectric media

;

or, where any other medium actually occurred, as in the

case of the Leyden jar, it has been assumed that the

result is the same as if the glass were replaced by air.

Experimenters soon recognized, however, that the capa-

city of a Leydon jar depends very much on the quality of

the glass of which it is made. But the nature of this

action was very little understood, until Faraday showed by

a number of striking experiments that the dielectric has a

specific function in all phenomena of induction.

Tara- Faraday used in his experiments two identical pieces of apparatus,

iny'a which were virtually two spherical Leyden jars. The outer coating

eiperi; EF {fig. 16) waa divided into two hemispheres, which could be

ments. fitted together air-tight. The lower

hemisphere F was fitted to a perforated

stem, provided with a stop-cock G, so

that it could he screwed to an air-

pump while the apparatus was being

exhausted, and afterwards screwed into

a foot H. The upper hemisphere was
pierced by a tube, into which was
cemented a shellac plug B. C is a

metal wire passing down through B,

which supports the nollow metal sphere

D, forming the inside armature, and
carries the metal ball A, by means of

which D can be charged and discharged.

To give an idea of the size bf the ap-

paratus, it may be mentioned that the

diameters of the inner and outer

spheres were 2-33 in. and 3 57 in. re-

Bpectively. Two jars were made on
the above pattern, as nearly alike as

possible. The equality of their capa-

cities was tested as follows. Both were
filled with air at the same temperature
and pressure. Apparatus I. was then
charged, by bringing A in communica-
tion with the knob of a Leyden jar,

while the coating EF was connected
to earth. I. and 11. were then placed at

a moderate distance from each other, as Fig. 16.

symmetrically as possible with respect to the observer and other
external objects, the outer armatures in both cases being in con-
ducting communication, with the earth. The ball of I. was touched
by a small proof sphere, the repulsion of which on the movable
ball of a Coulomb balance was measured; after a short interval this

jneasureraent waa repeated. The balls of I. and II. were then
brought into communication, and the charge divided between the
internal armatures. The ball of II. was immediately tested as
before, and then the ball of I. again. Finally I. and II. were
discharged and tested for permanent "stem effect." The result of
one such series of measurements was

I.

II. 0,

264,250
I

124 1 1

122 2.

Neglecting the slight dissipation of the charge, and taking
account only of the "stem effect" in I., we see that the charges on
I.i and II. after division are represented by 122 and 124, each
of which is not far from the half of the whole disposable charge in
I., viz., 124'6 ; so that the capacities of the two jars must be
equal. This will perhaJps be clearer if we consider what would
happen were the capacities unequal. Let the capacities bo C and
C, the potential of I. before division V, and the common potential
after U, the charge on I. Q, and on I. and II. g and^j' after
division. Then Q-GV, J-CU, j'-C'U, and j + (?'=Q. The
Indication of the torsion balance is proportional to the charge of

the proof sphere, that is (owing to the symmetry of the arrange-

ments), to the potential of the knob with which it was in contact

;

or at ail events this is true if we consider only readings taken from
the knob of the mme jar, and that is all we shall ultimately VBOt.
But(C+ C')U-CV; hence

a v-tr
c" u

Hence the ratio of the capacities is equal to the ratio of the excess
of the first over the last reading to the last reading, both being
taken from the knob of 1. Thus, taking the uncorrected values
in the above experiment, the ratio of the capacities would be
(250-124)^122, i.e. 1-02. By various experiments of this kind,
Faraday convinced. himself of the equality of his twO jars. To
test the sensibility of his method, he reduced the distance between
the lower hemispheres and the ball in il. from -62 in. to •486 in.,

by introducing a metal lining. The capacity of II. was then
found to be 1 '09 (the mean of two observations). He next com-
pared the capacities of the jars when the lower half of the space
between the armatures of one of them was filled with shellac.

The ratio of the capacities was found to be 1 -6 (mean of several
experiments), the shellac jar having the greater capacity.

It appears, therefore, that, other things being equal, theBpecifio

capacity of an accumulator is greater when the insulating indacti»«

medium, or, as it is called, the " dielectric," is shellac, "^^P"''?-

than when it is air. The ratio of the capacity in the
former case to that in the latter^ is called the Specific

Ijiductive Capacity of shellac. Thi^ we shall in general

denote by K. According to this definition, air is taken

as the standard, and its specific inductive capacity is

unity. Properly speaking, we ought to state the tem-

perature and pressure of the air ; we may assume 0° C. as

our temperature, and the average atmospheric pressure

(760 mm.) as our standard barometric pressure.

It is easy to obtain an approximate value of K from the

above result for the shellac apparatus. Remembering that

the shellac occupies only one hemisphere, and assuming
that the lines of force are not disturbed at the junction of

the air and shellac, we have^ if p denote the ratio of tha

capacities,

J-±^=p,
andK~2p-l.

This gives for shellac K = 2-0, the real value being pro-

bably greater. Similar experiments gave for glass and

sulphur K = 1-76 and 2-24 respectively.

Tlius the specific inductive capacities of shellac, glass,

and sulphur are considerably larger than that of air.

Faraday was unable to find any difference in this respect

between the difierent gases, or in the same gas at different

temperatures and pressures, although he made careful

ejcperiments in search of such differences.

It would lead us too far to discuss in detail the pre-

cautions taken by Faraday to remove uncertainty from his

experimental demonstration, of the existence of a specific

dielectric action. The reader will find a minute descrip-

tion in Faraday's own surpassingly lucid manner in the

eleventh series of the Experimental Eesearchts.

His discovery of the action of the medium led Faraday

to invent his well-known theory of the dielectric. Ac-

cording to him, the fundamental process in all electrical

action is a polarization of the ultimate particles of matter
;

this polarization consists in the separation of the positive

and negative electricities within the molecules, exactly as

the two magnetic fluids are supposed to separate in the

theory of magnetic induction. In this view a dielectric

is supposed to consist of a number of perfectly conducting

particles, immersed in a medium or menstruum, which is

either a non-conductor or a very imperfect conductor.

When electrical action starts, the two electricities separate

in the molecules ; but, in the first instance at least, there

is no mterchange of electricity between different molecules.

' It must be noticed that the assumption is tacitly made that the

air is to be replaced by shellac everywhere, or at least wherever theip

are Unoa of force.
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Fig. 17.

Faraday assumed that the electrical action is propagated
from molecule to molecule by actions whose sphere of

immediate activity is very small. He denied the existence

of " action at a distance," and regarded his results about

induction iu curved lines as at variance with it. Thomson'
ehowed, however, that Faraday's results were perfectly

consistent with the theory of action at a distance, pro-

vided the polarization of the dielectric be taken into

account, and that the mathematical treatment of the

subject is identical with Poisson's theory of induced

magnetism. The theory of action at a distance as ap-

plied to this subject will be found under Magnetism.
Helmholtz, whose memoirs we ha already mentioned,

takes this view of the matter. We do not propose to

follow Faraday's theory any further at present ; its main
features are involved in Mazwell's theory, to which we shall

afterwards allude.

W. Siemens^ examined and confirmed the conclusions

of Faraday. He used voltaic electricity in comparing the

capacities of condensers. By means of a kind of self-acting

commutator' {Sclostthatige Wippe), the armatures of the

condenser were connected alternately with a battery of

Daniell's cells and with each other; so that the condenser

was charged and discharged about 60 times per second.

Figure 17 gives a scheme of the arrangement. F and are two
insulated metal screws,

with which the vibrat-

ing tongue E of the

Wippa comes alter-

nately into contact

;

CD and AB are the
armatures of the con-

denser, H the battery,

and K the galvano-
meter. Theory indicates, and experiment confirms, that the deflec-

tion wOl be the same whether the ^Ivanometer is put in the
charge or in the discharge circuit. The former arrangement is

that indicated in the figure.

The amount of electricity which flows through the

galvanometer each time the condenser is charged, is pro-

portional to the product of the capacity C of the condenser

and the electromotive force E of the battery. E is propor-

tional to the number of cells in the battery. If, therefore,

the speed of the Wippe be constant, the galvanometer

deflection, or its sine or tangent as the case may be, will

be proportional to EC. By viiying E and C inde-

pendently, we can verify the laws that regulate the charge

of condensers. If we keep E the same, and the speed the

same, we can compare the capacities of two condensers, or

of the same condenser with two different dielectrics, and
thus find the specific inductive capacities of various sub-

stances with respect to air. Siemens found that C is

independent of E, and concluded that the eS'ect of solid

dielectrics on the capacity of a condenser is not to be
explained by a penetration of the electricity into the

dielectrics. We shall give some of his values of the specific

inductive capacity farther on.

Gaugain* studied the effect of the insulator on the
^capacity of condensers. He used in his researches the
dischar^ng electroscope (see art. Electrometee), an in-

strument which does not at first sight look likely to lead to

very accurate results, but which seems to have worked
satisfactorily in his hands. Many of Gaugain's results

concerning the gradual increase of the charge are very
interesting

; their bearing on theory is difficult to estimate,

however, owing to the mixture of effects due to surface

and body conduction. His results concerning the "limit-

' Camb. and Dub. Math. Joum., 1845, or Seprint of Papers, p. 15.
* Pogg. Ann., cii., 1857.

,
* For a description of this instrum ent, see Wiedemann's Oahanitmvs,

ed. L §451.
'Ann. de Chim. et de Phyt., i ser. t. IL (1862^.

ing " value of the specific inductive capacity are at variance

with those of subsequent experimenters who have worked
with more delicate instruments.

In their experiments on the specific inductive capacity

of paraffin, Gibson and Barclay' employed a method due to

Sir William Thomson, in which an instrument called the
Platymeter is used in conjunction with the quadrant elec^

trometer. They found for the specific inductive capacity
of paraflin r97, and showed that this 'value alters very
little, if at all, with the temperature.

The most extensive measurements of this kind that have
been made of late are those of Boltzmann ' and Schiller,^

Boltzmann used a sliding condenser, whose plates could be
placed at measured distances apart. Plates of difi'erent

insulating materials were introduced between the parallel

plates of the condepser, so as to be parallel with them and
at different distances from one of them.

According to the mathematical theory, the capacity of the con.
denser is independent of the position of the plate, and varies

inversely as m - « -f ^ , where m is the distance between the

plates of the condenser, and n the thickness of the plate of insulat-
ing material whose specific inductive capacity is K. In other words,
the plate may be supposed replaced by a plate of air of thickness

g-. If therefore x denote in absolute measure the reciprocal of the

capacity of the condenser, then

\ = G(m-n-\- |-V»

where G is a constant. The capacity of the condenser was mea-
sured by charging it with a battery of 6 to 18 Daniell's cells, and
then dividing its charge with the electrometer. One pole of the
battery and one armature of the condenser are connected to earth.

The other pole of the battery is first connected with the electrode A
of the electrometer, whose other electrode B is connected to earth.

Let the reading thus obtained be E, then E is proportional to the
potential of the battery pole. The condenser is next charged by
connecting its insulated armature with the battery; the battery
connection is then removed, and the electrode A of the electrometer,

which has meanwhile been connected with the earth, is now con-
nected with the condenser. If C be the capacity of the condenser,
C that of the electrometer (in certain cases artificially increased),

we have, if F be the common potential of the. condenser and con-
nected parts of the electrometer, (C + C)F = CE , and

C =
FC
E-F

E-F 1c
But F is proportional to the second reading of the electrometer,

hence K is known in terms of C As only relative measures are

wanted, C is not required. Boltzmann made a variety of experi-

ments, all of which confirmed the theory, and showed the applica-

bility of the above formula.

If we make three measurements, first with the plates at distance

m,; secondly, at distance ot,, with only air between in each case;

and thirdly, at distance in^, with an insulating plate of thicloiees »
between, we have, if \^, Aj, X3 be the corresponding values of x, •

and g =
( 'q ' - ?H3 -H mi -^ n j

The advantage of this procedure is that only differences of nh, m„ m,
come in, and no absolute length has to be measured. Measure-

ments were also made with condensers, in which there was no ait

between the armatures and the insulating plates; in them the

armatures were formed by means of mercury. To give an idea of tho

agreement of the results by different methods, we give K for

parafiin as determined on plates of different thickness; with the

ordinary condenser, K = 2'28, 2-34, 2-31 for plates I., II., and
III. ; and K = 2'31, 233 for plates I. and II. used with mercury
armatures.

Boltzmann convinced himself that, in the case of ebonite

paraffin, sulphur, and rosin, the time during which th

condenser was charged was without sensible influence.

He found that the result was the same whether the charge

» Pha. Trans., 1871.
• Pogg. Ann., cli., 1874, or^iii*. dtr Wimtr Skad., btvil.

' Pogg. Ann., clii.

' It is supposed that the plates ara near enough to allow us to

neglect the effect of the riuu.
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Schiller

Method
of elec-
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traa instantaneous or lasted for a considerable time. The
case was different with the imperfect insulators, glass,

Stearine, and gutta percha, for which he has given no

residts. To test still farther the influence of the time,

Boltzmann measured the attraction between a sulphur and
a metal sphere—first, when the latter was charged continu-

ously positive or negative, and, secondly, when it was
charged positive for ^j^th of a second, negative for the

next TvjTfth, and so on ; he found the attraction to be the

same in both cases, provided the charges without respect

to sign were equal. This experiment establishes beyond a

doubt the existence, in the case of sulphur, of a specific di-

electric action, which is fully developed in less than ^^Tith

of a second. From experiments of this kind values of K
were deduced, which agreed fairly well with those obtained

by other methods. A very important result which be

obtained was, that for a certain crystalline sphere of sul-

phur the values of K were different in the directions of

the axes, being 4-773, 3'970, and 3'811 respectivelv.

The result realizes an expectation of Faraday.*

Schiller employed two methods—the method of Siemens,

which we have already described, in which the duration of

charge was from jij-th to -Jgth of a second, and the method

of electrical oscillations devised by Helmholtz. In the

latter method K is given by the equation K = (T' - T^^) -y

(T'2 - To^), where T„ , T, T', are the periods of oscillation

of a certain coU, firstly, by itself, secondly, when con-

nected with an air-condenser, and thirdly, with the same

condenser when the air is "replaced by the insulator to be

tested (see below, p. 82). In this method the duration of

cbarge varied from aooao^^ *° Wsro*^ "^ ^ second.

The following table gives some of the results of BoltzmaJin and
Schiller :—
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the rate of loss 13 much less than before, being now

very nearly constant, and not far from the limit above

mentioned It would appear, therefore, that this constant

limit, which on favourable days is very small, represents

the loss due to convection and conduction in the usual

way, and that the larger varying loss is due to some other

cause. When an accumulator, let us say a Leyden jar,

has been repeatedly charged up to potential V, until the

rata of dissipation has become constant, we shall say that

it is saturated. If we discharge a saturated jar, by con-

necting the knob for a fraction of a second with a good

earth communication, and then insulate the knob, the outer

coating being supposed throughout in connection with the

earth, wa find that the instant after the discharge the

potential of the knob is zero ; after a little, however, it

begins to rise, and by and by it reaches a value which is a

considerable fraction of V, and has the same sign. This

phenomenon justifies the assumption we made as to the

peculiar nature of the variable loss of potential experienced

by a freshly charged jar. The charge which reappears

in this way subsequent to the instantaneous discharge is

called the residual discharge.' If at any time during the

appearance of the residual charge the jar be discharged,

the potential of the knob becomes for a short time zero,

but begins to rise again ; and this may be repeated many
times before all trace of charge disappears. Faraday made

a variety of experiments on the subject, and established

that whenever a charge of positive electricity disappeared

or became latent in this way, an equal negative charge

disappeared in a similar way. He concluded that the

cause of the phenomenon was an actual penetration of the

two electricities (Exp. Ret., 1245) by conduction into the

dielectric. This is not the view which is favoured by the

best authorities of the present day ; it is indeed (see

Maxwell, Elect, and Mag., vol. i. § 325) at variance with

the received theories of conduction, and alike untenable, as

far as we know, whether we adopt the theories of Weber,

of Maxwell, or of Helmholtz. Faraday established that

time was a necessary condition for the development of the

phenomenon ; and he was thus enabled to eliminate its

influence in the experiments on the specific inductive

capacity of sulphur, glass, and shellac. The phenomenon
is most marked in the last of these ; and in spermaceti,

which relatively to these is a tolerably good conductor, the

phenomenon is very marked, and develops very rapidly.

Kohlrausch^ studied the residual disharge in an ordinary

Leyden jar, in a jar whose outside and inside coatings were

at one time quicksilver and at another acidulated water, and

in a Franklin's pane, one side of which was coated with

tinfoil in the usual way, while the other was silvered like

A piece of looking-glass He showed, by taking measure-

ments with an electrometer and a galvanometer, thai the

ratio of the free or disposable charge to the potential is con-

ttant. By the disposable charge is meant the charge

which is instantaneously discharged when the knob of the

jar is connected with the earth. This ratio is the capacity

of the jar, and it appears that it is independent of the

"residual" or "latent" charge. He showed that the
" latent " charge is not formed by a temporary recession

of the electricity to the uncovered glass about the neck

end upper part of the jar ; and that it does not to any great

extent depend on the material used to fasten the armature

to the glass, or on the air or other foreign matter between

them. On the other hand, his results led him to suspect

that the " latent " charge depended on the thickness of the

glass, being greater for thick plates than for thin. This

' When W8 think ot tha part of the charge that has disappeared, t.«.,

ceased to effect the potential of the knob, we may talk of the " latent

charge." This part of the charge U eometimes said to be absorbed.

Pogg. Anil., x.1., 1854.

conclu'iion has been questioned, however.' He separated

by a graphical method the loss by latent charge from the

I033 by conduction, &c., and found that tht amount of charge

which becomes latent, or, which amounts to the same thing,

the loss of potential owing to the forming of latent charge in

a given time, is proportional to the initial potential so long

as we operate with the same jar.

Kohirausch recognized the insufficiency of Faraday's

explanation of the residual charge, and sought to account

for it by extending Faraday's own theory of the polariza

tion of the dielectric. The residual charge is due according

to him to a residual polarization of the molecules of the

dielectric, which sets in after the instantaneous polarization

13 complete, and which requires time for its development
This polarization may consist in a separation of electricity

in the molecules of the dielectric, or in a setting towards

a common direction of the axes of a number of previously

polarized molecules, analogous to that which Weber
assumes in his theory of induced magnetism. It is easy

to see that such a theory will to a great extent account for

the gradual reduction of the potential of a freshly charged

jar, and the gradual reappearance of the residual charge.

If the charge, aad consequently the potential, of the jar were kept

coustant at Q, , the residual charge tends to a limit pQ, (p const.)

Kohirausch assumes that the difTercnce r, -pQ, between the

residual charge actually formed and the limit decreases at a rate

which is at each instant proportional to this difference, and further-

more, to a function of the time, which he assumes to be a simple

power. In any actual case, where the jar is charged and then

insulated, the charge varies, owing to conduction, lie, and to the

formation of residual charge, so that the limit of r' is continually

varying, and -we must write Q, for Qo, Qi denoting the charge at

time t. The equation for residual charge is then

d
,

St
(r,-pQ,)- -IfipQi-r,).

<«+n
From this he deduces the formula

which he finds to represent his results very closely, m has very

nearly the same value (- 0-6744, or - J nearly) in all his experi-

ments, p had the values 0-4289, 0-6794, 0-2552; and b 0-0397,

0223, 0-0446 in his three cases.

Kohirausch called attention to the close analogy between ^nalo

the residual discharge and the "elastic recovery" (elastische gom

Nachwirkung) of strained bodies, which had been investi pii«n»-

gated by Weber* in the case of a silk fibre, and which has °' °''

of late excited much attention. The instantaneous strain

which follows the application of a stress is analogous to the

initial charge of the jar, and the gradually increasing strain

which follows to the gradual formation of the latent or

residual charge. The sudden return to a position near

that of unconstrained equilibrium corresponds to the in-

stantaneous discharge, and the slow creeping back to the

original state of equilibrium to the slow appearance .of

the residual discharge. Another analogy may be found in

the temporary and residual or subpermanent magnetism of

soft iron or steel If we wish to make the analogy still

more complete, we have only to introduce the permanent

polarity of tourmaline, the permanent set of certain solids

when strained, and the permanent magnetism of hard BteeL

The phenomena of polarization furnish yet another

analogy.

In justifying the introduction of a power of the time

into his equation for the residual discharge, Kohirausch

makes the important remark that the time which a residual

charge of given amount takes to reappear fully may be

different according to the way that charge is produced.

The charge reappears more quickly when it is produced in

a short time by an initial charge of high potential, than

when produced by a charge of lower potential acting

• -Wiiliner, Pcog- /Ini., N.F. i. pp. 272, 369.

« DeJUi boinbycini vi tlasliea, GnKlns*, 18<1
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linger. He BUggeats that the Bame thing may be true of

elastic recovery. He does not allude to the fact (possibly

he was unware of it) that two residual charges of different

sign may be superposed and reapptar separately, although

the possibility of this is to a certMn extent involved in his

remark. The analogous elastic phenomenon has recently

been observed by F. Kohlrausch.

Maxvyell' has shown that phenomena exactly like the

residual discharge would be caused by conduction in a hete-

rogeneous dielectric, each constituent of which by itself

has not the power of producing any such phenomenon,

BO that the phenomenon in general might bo due to

" heterogeneity " simply.

Hopkirison has lately made experiments on the residual

discharge of glass jars. He observed the superposition of

residual charges of opposite signs, and he suggests theories

aaalogous to those of Kohlrausch and Maxwell. He finds

that his results cannot be represented by the sum of two
simple exponential functions of the time, and concludes,

therefore, that heterogeneity must be an important factor

in the cause of the phenomenon.

The polariti«3 of the different silicates of which the glass is

composed rise or decay with the time at different rates, so that

doriug insulation the difference of potential between the armatures

E would be represented by a series 2" A,e ~ ^'' • If, therefore, we
charge a jar positively for a long time, and then negatively for a
shorter time, the second charge will reverse the more rapidly changing
polarities, while the sign of the more sluggish will not be changed

;

when, therefore, the jar is discharged and insulated, the brst-

mentioned polarities will decay more quickly at first and liberate a
negative charge, and, finally, as the more sluggish also die away, a
positive charge will bo set free. Hopkinson also made the impor-
tant observation that agitation of the glass by tapping accelerates

the return of the residual discharge.

ON THE PASSAGE OF ELECTRICITY THROUGH BODIES.

We have hitherto supposed electricity to be either

immovably associated with perfectly non-conducting matter,

or collected on the bounding surfaces of conducting and
non-conducting media in such a way that the force tend-

ing to cause it to move is balanced by an invincible resist-

Electric ance. We have now to consider what happens when there

eiurents. ig a finite unbalanced resultant force at any point in a

conducting medium. If a conducting sphere of radius a
be charged with Q units of positive electricity, its potential

will be — . Connect this sphere by a long thin wire,

whose capacity may be neglected, with another uncharged

sphere of radius 6, then we know that the potentials of the

two spheres become equal; and since what we call electricity

IB subject to the law of continuity, the whole charge on the

two spheres must be the same as before. Hence if U be

the common potential, we must have U = ~^rr • It ap-

pears, therefore, that the potential of a haa fallen by

, - , and an amount —j Q of positive electricity

has passed from a to b, and also a . th part of the

lectric potential energy haa disappeared. In accordance

with our hypothesis that electricity obeys the law of con-

tinuity like an incompressible fluid, we explain this

transference of electricity by saying that an electric cur-

rent has flowed through the wire from the place of higher

to the place of lower potential. We define the intensity

or strength C of the current as the quantity of electricity

which crosses any section of the wire in unit of time.

Owing to the law of continuity the current intensity is

of course the same at every point of a linear conductor.

' JCUctricUy and Uagvetism, §•§ 327 »JJ,

In the case which we have just given, the whole transference

takes place in so short a time that we cannot study the
phenomenon in detail It is obvious that C will vary
rapidly from a large initial value, when the difference

between the potentials of the spheres is - , to zero when

they are at equal potentials. It is possible, by replacing

the wire by wetted string or other bad conductor, to

prolong the duration of the phenomenon to any extent, so

that C should vary very filowly ; and we can imagine
cases where C would remain constant for a long time.

Machines for producing a continuous or " steady " current

have been invented in considerable variety, the first of the

kind having been the Pile of Volta. Of such machines we
shall have more to say when we come to discuss Electro-

Biotive Force. We have seen, in the case of our spheres,

that the passage of the electric current was accompanied
by a loss of potential energy. The question thus arises, Applic*

what becomes of the energy after the current dies away, "?* "}

and the equalization of potential fe complete } This leads o"con8er.
us to look for transformations of energy depending on the vation of

electric current, or, in other words, to look for dynamical cnergj-.

effects of various kinds due to it. Accordingly we find the

passage of the electric current accompanied by magnetic
phenomena, sparks, heating of the circuit, chemical decom-
positions, mechanical effects, &c. AH these are observed

in the discharge of the Leyden jar and other electrostatic

reservoirs of potential energy. Exactly similar effects,

some more, others less powerful, are observed accompany-
ing the current of the voltaic battery and other machinea
which furnish a steady flow of electricity. In all such
cases we have (1) a source of energy, (2) a flux of electricity,

(3) an evolution of energy in different parts of the circuit.

We reserve the consideration of (1) for the present, as being

the most diflScult, and devote our attention to (2) and (3).

Ohm's Law applied to Metallic Conductort.

We have already seen how to measure the strength of Measnr*

an electric current in a linear conductor. According to ™*''' °'

the definition we gave above, the unit current strength
'""""*

would be that for which a unit of electricity passes each

section of the conductor in unit of time. If the unit of

electricity is the electrostatic unit, this is called the electro-

statical unit of current. We have supposed above that

the current consists in the transfer of a certain amount of

t- electricity in a certain direction, which we shall call tho

positive direction of the current, and this for most purposes

is convenient. We'must remember, however, that no dis-

tinction can be drawn between the transference of + Q
units of electricity in one direction and the transference

of - Q units in the opposite direction ; for we have no
experimental evidence on which such a distinction can be

founded.

We may measure the current by any one of its various EJ'ctro-

effects. The method most commonly used, both for indi- ma^etie

eating and measuring currents, is to employ the mag- '"'^""'^

netic effect. According to Oersted's discovery, a magnetic

north pole placed in the neighbourhood of a straight

current is acted on by a force such that, if the pole were

to continually follow the direction of the force, it would

describe a circle round the current as an axis, the direction

of rotation being that of the rotation of a right-handed

cork-screw which is traversing a cork in the positive

direction of the current. If, therefore, we have currents

of different strength in the same wire, the force exerted

on a magnet which always occupies the same position

relatively to the wire will be a measure of the current.

The force exerted on the magnet may be found by balan-

cing it against known forces, or by allowing the magnet to

oscillate under it and finding the time of osciUatiion. It
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is easy, by applying the law of continuity to multiple

circuits, to verify that the measure of current intensity

thus got is proportional to the electrostatic measure.

Thus let AB (fig. 18) bo a circuit splitting up into two exactly

similar branches BCDG,
BEFG, and uniting again

at G. Then, since elec-

tricity beliaves like an in-

compressible fluid, it is

obvious tliat any current

)f intensity C in AB will

split up into two currents

°ach of intensity JC in CD pj„ J3
and EF. By placing a

magnet in similar positions at the same distance with respect to

AB, CD, and EF, it will be found that the magnetic action in the

last two positions is just half that in the first.

The appropriate unit in magnetic measurements of

current intensity is that current which, when flowing in a

circular arc of unit radius and unit length, exerts unit

of force on a unit north pole placed at the centre of the

arc, the unit north pole being such that it repels another

equal north pole at unit distance with unit force. This is

called the electromagnetic unit of current intensity.

Unless thf contrary is stated, all our formulae are stated

in terms of this unit.

To facilitate the detection and measurement of currents by mag-
netic means, an instrument called a galvanometer is used. It con-

sists of a coil of wire, of rectangular, elliptical, or circular section,

inside which is suspended a magnetic needle, so as to be in equi-

librium parallel to the coil windings under the magnetic action of

the earth, or of the earth and otlicr fixed magnets. When a current

passes through the coil a great extent of the circuit is in the imme-
diate neighbourhood of the magnet, and the magnetic action is

thus greatly accumulated. See article Galvancmeter.

If we connect two points A and B of a homogeneous
linear conductor, every point of which is at the same
temperature, by two wires of the same metal to the elec-

trodes of a quadrant electrometer, then, if a steady current

C (measured in electrostatic units) be ilowing from A to B,

we shall find that the potential at A is higher than that

at B by a certain quantity E, which we may call the

electromotive force between A and B, and we may suppose

E for the present to be measured in electrostatic units.

E
If we examine the value of the ratio ^ for different posi-

es

tions of the points AB, we shall find that it varies

directly as the length of linear conductor between A and
B, provided the section of the conductor is everywhere
the same. If we try wires of different section, but of

E

inversely proportional to the sectional area; in fact we
may write

the same length and the same material, we find that '^ is

E = R'
H

(1),

where / denotes the length of the wire, w its section,

and h a constant depending on its material, temperature,
and physical condition generally. This is Ohm's law.

In whatever unit measured, R is called the resistance of
the conductor. The unit of resistance can always be con-
ceived as established by means of a certain standard wire.
The unit of electromotive force is then such that if applied
at the end of the standard wire it would generate a unit
current in the wire. The constant k is called the specific
resistance of the material of which the wire is made ; it is

obviously the resistance of a wire of the material of unit
length and unit section

In the electrostatic system of nnitation the unit of E i: the work
done by a unit particle of+ electricity in passing to infinity from
the surface of an isolated sphere of radius unity charged with an
electrostatic unit of -f electricity. The dimension of E is [qL"'].
where [Q] is the dimension of the electrostatic unit of quantity

(see p. 22), [q] = [l^h't"']. Hence the dimansion of E is

L L' M* T "
J . The unit of C we have already diacuiaed j its

dimension is [_QT" J-|_L'M' t"
J-

From these results, and equa-

tion (1), it follows that the dimension of R is ^L'^tI, i.e., thte

of the reciprocal of a velocity. We shall show hereafter that, if

be measured in electromagnetic units, its dimension is I L'M'T"
j;

hence that of Q is [l^M^J, the unit of Q being the quantity of

electricity conveyed across any section by the unit current. Aloo
ECT — v/ork done in time T in conveying C units of + electricity
from potential V + E to potential V, whence [ECT] = dimension of

energy -[l^MT'^J. Hence [e]" [l'm^t"']- In this case

then [_R] - [lT J ; so that in electromagnetic measure R has the

dimension of a velocity.

We can put the equation (1) into another form, which suggests
at once the generalization of Ohm's law for any conductor. Con
sider two points P and Q on a linear conductor, at a distance di-

from each other, x being measured in the direction of the current.
Let the potentials at P and Q be V and V + <iV, then E- -dV.
If u denote the current per unit of area of the section, then C — «a

kdx
and since l = dxwe have R =— . Substituting these values in

(1) we get

«--fcrfi-T (2),

where X is the component electric force at P in the direction of
the current. Since the electric current is of the nature of a flux,

it 13 determined at any point of a conductor by the flux components
uvw, representing the quantities of electririty which in unit cf
time cross three unit areas perpendicular to three rectangular axes
drawn through P. If X,Y,Z be the components of the electric force

at P, then the general statement of Ohm's law for a homogeneous
isotropic conductor is

«-^ v^l ic-5 (3).
k k k ^ '

In such a conductor the resistance of a small linear portion of given
dimensions, cut out of the substance any where or any how, will be
the same. It is conceivable, however, that the resistance of such a

small portion would be diff'erent if cut in difi'erent diiections at any
point, in which case the conductor would be seolotropic. The
most general statement of Ohm's law would then bo

wr^X + p^Y-kq^Z) E<3"»'

v = g,X + r,Y+p,Z\ . . ... (4),

wp.X + q^Y+ r^?.
)

where r,, &c., Pi, &c., y„ &c., are constants for any one point. If

they are the same for all points, the body is said to be homogeneous

;

if they vary from point to point, tha body is said to be hetero-

geneous. If we may liken our conductor to an arrangement of

linear conductors (nee Maxwell, §§ 297, 324, vol. i. ), then it may be
shown that the skew system of (4) becomes symmetrical, inasmuch
as Pi = ?i, Pi^ii, P3 = ii- The great majority of the substances

with which the electrician has to deal are, however, isotropic ; and
unless the experiments of Wiedemann on certain crystals point to

SEolotropic conduction, we do not know of any case which has been
experimentally examined. The reader will find interesting deve-
lopments of the subject in Maxwell, vol. i. § 297 sijq.

A very important remark to be made with regard to the equa-
tions (4) is that, being linear, the principle of superposition

applies. Thus, if u,v,w be the current components due to electric

forces X,Y, Z and «''d', w' similar components for X',Y', Z', then the
current for X-i-X', Y -I- Y', Z -h Z' is given by k -1- «', t> -Hi', i<; + «/. It

is obvious, moreover, that (4) are the most general equations that

can be written down to connect current with electromotive force,

subject to the condition that the currents due to superposed elec-

tric forces are to be found by the superposition of the currents due
to the separate forces.

Besides the equations (4), u,v,w are subject like any other flux

components to an equation of continuity. This equation, investi-

gated in the usual manner, is

Tyi-'^^-J:-' ^«)'

where p is the electric volume density at the time t. At a surfaco

of discontinuity (6) must be replaced by

(u-u')l+{v-i/)m + {w-v/yn-^ = . . (6),

wuere u,v,vi, and u'y,v/ are components of flux on the first and

second sides of the surface, l,m,n the direction cosines of the norsial

tions of

conduc-

tion.
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draw^i from the fint to the socond aid«, and a the electric surface

density at time t.

If wo coD^ider the particular case of homogeneous isotropic

media, and suppose further that X=- j—>Y=- ,-

these equations reduce to

dx^'^l^'^ dt^' '^dt

1 dVi 1 ^-^
"*, dv (t, d» dt

(7).

(8).

Results
of Ohm'
law.

Applica-

tion to

uniform
linear

conduc-

tors.

In the last equation V, and V, are the potentials on the two sides

of a boundary between media of specifi'- resistance i-j and k^.

In the particular case of stead) motion, the right-hand sides of

(7) and (8) are zero. The analytical treatment of problems about
steady currents is therefore precisely analogous to that of problems

about electrostatical equilibrium, steady flow of heat, hydrodyna-
mics, &c. : to every solution in one such physical subject corre-

sponds a solution in each of the others. Many valuable details on

this subject are to be found in Thomson's papers on electrostatics

and magnetism.

The consequences of Olim's law have been followed

' out mathematically, and verified in a variety of cases.

Wu shall notice a few which are interesting, either from

the accuracy of the experimental results, or from the

interest or practical importance of some method or prin-

ciple involved.

. In the case of a steady current in a uniform linear con-

ductor, say a wire, it is obvious that the potential must
fall uniformly in the direction in which the current is

flowing. Heace, if we suppose the wire stretched out

straight, and erect at different points lines perpendicular

to it, representing the potential at each point, the locus of

the extremities of these lines will be a straight line.

This may be arrived at by integrating equation (5), which bc-

d'V
comes in this case -r-j = 0, x being measured along the wire sup-

posed to be straight ; we thus get for the potential V, at any point

distant X from the origin, at which potential is Vo,

V= Vo---x ...... (9).

If V bo taken as ordinate, this represents a straight line, the

tangent of whose inclination to the x-axis is - — , or - ujt.
a

Voltaic We cannot apply Olim's law at the junction of two
oiKuit. different substances. The condition of continuity of

course applies; in other words, if the flow has become
steady, the current is the same at all points of the circuit,

whether homogeneous or not. We shall see, when we
come to discuss electromotive force, that there is a con-

stant difference between the potentials at two points in-

finitely near each other, but on opposite sides of the
boundary between two conductors of different material
If we knew this potential difference for each point of

heterogeneous contact in the circuit, we could draw the

complete potential curve for the circuit by applying Ohm's
law to each conductor separately. The diagram (fig. 19)
represents (on the con-

tact theory, as held

by Ohm, see Origin of

Electromotive Force)

the fall of potentials

and the discontinuities

in a voltaic circuit, ^'S- 19-

consisting of zinc, water, and copper, in which the current

flows from Cu to Zn acr iss the junction of the metals. We
assume for the present that Ohm's law applies to the liquid

conductor.

Let us denote by Vq, Vb, <kc. the potentials at Q and E,
Ac, or what is the same thing, the ordinates BQ, BR, &c.,

in our diagram. Then applying Ohm's law to the homo-

geneous parts of the circuit, we have Vv - V<j = OR',

V. T.V, = CS, V, - Vo ^ OR", where E', S, R". denote the

resistances of the zinc, the water, and the copper respec-

tively. Now, denoting Vt - Vj, the potential difference,

or as it is sometimes called, the " contact force " between

Zn and Cu by Ejc. and so on, let us add the above three

equations ; we thus get

E= Ezc + Eaz -f Eca= C(R' + R" -t- S).

Here E is called the whole electromotive force of the circuit,

being the sum of all the discontinuities of potential,

taken with their proper signs, or, what is equivalent to the

same thing, the whole amount of work which would

bo done by a unit of -t- electricity, in passing round the

whole circuit once, supposing it to get over the discon-

tinuities without gain or loss of work. Defining E in this

way, we may extend Ohm's law to a heterogeneous circuit,

the resistance R being now the sum of all the resistances

of the different parts, or the whole resistance. In accordance

with this definition, if we take two points, p and q (fig.

19) in the Cu and Zn respectively, the whole electromotive

force wiU be V, - V, -I- E^o and the current will be given by

V,-V,-fEzo-KC (10),

where R is the whole resistance of pq. V, - V, is some-

times called the " external," and E^c the " internal " electro-

motive force. If p, q include more than one contact of

heterogeneous metals, we have only to add on the left-

hand side of (10) the corresponding internal electromotive

force for each discontinuity.

If p and q be connected by wires of the same metal,

say copper, to the electrodes of a Thomson's electrometer,

then the electrometer will indicate a potential difference,

V, - V, -t- Lie, and not V, — V, as might at first sight be

suspected.^ No electricity can flow through the electro-

meter, hence the copper wire attached at p, and the pair of

quadrants to which it leads (we may suppose the quadrants

made of copper, but in reality it does not matter, see below,

Origin of Electromotive Force), will be at potential V,. But
owing to the contact force between the Zn and Cu at q, the

wire from q and the quadrant to which it leads will be at

potential V, - E^. It appears, therefore, that the electro-

meter indication corresponds to the whole electromotive

force between p and q, and is proportional to the whole

resistance between p and q, no matter what metals the

circuit may include.^ This conclusion was verified by

Kohlrausch. His method rested on the principle of Yolta's

condensing electroscope.

He used an accumnlator consisting of a fixed plate B, and an Verifies

equal movable plate A, which could be lowered to a very small lion b>

fixed distance from B, and raised to a considerable distance, so as Kohl-

to touch a fixed wire leading to a Dellmann's electrometer. The rauach.

plate A was lowered and connected with p^ whUe g and the fixed

plate were connected with the ground ; the connection with p was
then removed, and A raised, its potential thereby greatly increasing

owing to its greatly diminished capacity. This increased potential

was measured by the electrometer, with whiph A was in connection

through the fixed wire. In one of Kohlrausch's experiments, he

found for the electromotive force between a fixed point of the

metallic circuit and four points, such that the resistance between
each adjacent pair was very nearly equal, the values 0'85, 1"81,

2-69, 370; the values calculated by Ohm's law were 0-93, 1'86,

2-80, 373. He also examined the fluid part of the circuit, end
still found a good agreement between theory and experiment. (See

Wiedemann, § 102.)

The laws of current distribution in a network of linear

circuits were first studied by Kirchhoff. He laid down
two general principles which are very convenient in prac-

tical calculations.

1 The algebraical sum of all the currents flowing from

any node of the network is zero.

n. If we go round any circuit of the network, then no

'^ It is supposed that all the wires are at the same temperature.
2 This more general statement follows at once from the above

reasoning in conjunction with Volta's law (cf. below. Origin of Elec-

tromotive Force).
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matter how many meshes it may iududo, or what con-

ductors may branch off at different parts, we hava

E-RiCi+RjC,-)- R»C„

,

where E is the whole internal electromotive force, and Rj,

Rj . . . . Cj, C2 . . . are the resistances and current strengths

in the different parts of the circuit.

The first of these principles is simply the law of con-

tinuity, and the second is got at once by app!7ing

equation (10).

Wo give here an investigation of the currents and potentials in a
network of conductors. The method arid notation are taken from
MaxwoU, vol. i. § 280. Let A„ Aj, ... A, be » points, con-

nected by a networt of Jrt(re - 1) conductors (that being the

uumber of different pairs of conductors that can be selected from
the n). Let C;,,, Ej,, Kp, denote the current strength, internal

electromotive force, and conductivity, i.e., the reciprocal of the

resistance, for the conductor A,, A,. Let, moreover, the potential

at Kf bo Py, and the current 0. electricity which enters the

system there be Q^ It is obvious from our definitions of the

symbols that

and, by the condition of continuity, that

Qi + Qii+ +Q,=0.

At the point A, we have

C,l + Cp2-^ .... +Cp»— Q, . . . (a).

No
C„ = K„(P,-P,-Hi,,) . . . . (p).

Hence \a) becomes

Kpi( ?! - P,) + K,„(Pj - P,) -(- + Kp„(P. - P,)

= KplEj,! +..., + Kpn'&pn - Q;. ... (7).

Tie symbol Epp does not occur in this equation, and has no mean-
ing as yet. Let us define it to mean- (K^i-f K^a .... K^n), where
Kjjp does not occur. Then we have

K,i -h Ky2 -f . . . -I- K + . . . + K^ = 0, . . . . (8)

and, mxUtiplying by P^ - P,.

,

Kpi(Pp-Pr) + , . . + K„{Py-P,) . . . K,„(P,-.P,) = 0.

Adding this last equation to (7) we get

Kj.l(Pl-Pr) + K,j,(Pj-P,) + ... + K,„(P„-P,)

In this equation ttie term whose coefficient is Kj,r of course
vanishes. By giving p all possible values except r, we get a set of
» - 1 equations to determine the n-\ quantities Pj - P, , P, - P,

,

&c Hence if Mrr denote the minor of Err in the determinant
A = (EjiKj, .... Knn) ;

' and if Mrrp denote the minor of E„
in M„, we h

(Pp

nave

PjMrr =-{KnEii + KisEij-f ... + Ei„Ei„ - Qim„„
+ |KjiEsi-1-Kj'jE„+ j-Q}lW
+ &c (^1,

where of course En and Ejj are zero, and M,,.,^ does not occur.
This expression is linear in the letters E and Q, and tlie principle of
superposition holds, as we saw it ought to do in all applications
of Ohm's law.

Consider the particular case in which all the Qs and Es vanish,
except Ei„ and Emj (= -E(„), we then have the case of a Unear
circuit in which an electromotive force Ein is introduced into
AiA„ . We get from [Q

and

Hence

and

p«-p,=
Ki„E,„

(m:„,,-m,^.

Pp-Pl

•Ej,,

M^,,-M,„,-l-M„

M„i,-M,„,-HI„,i,,) W-
Similarly, if C,„ he the current ia AiA« duo to an electro-

Ootive force Ep, in Ap, , we get

JU (^-^ - M,^ - M„„ + M^„) . , (9).

* Thig determinant has many properties of interest to the mathe-
Jnatical student ; ».g., in our notation Mii = Mj, . . ^ = M«,,M »jy - Mrrlp^ ^It«r ' Mpy«. , &0. &C.

Kow, since A is a symmetrical determinant, Mrwp = M.^ , &c.,
and the expressions within bracliets in (tj) and (6) are identical
Hence follows the important proposition :

—

If an electromotive force equal to unity, acting in any
conductor A,A„ of a linear system, cause a current C to

flow in the conductor A,A,, then an electromotive force

equal to unity, acting in ApA,, will cause an equal

current C to flow in AjA

If we suppose all the conductors of the system except AiAo and
ApA, removed, and AiAp and AmA, joined by two wires, in such
a way that for electromotive force unity in A/A™ the current in

ApA, is C then the conductivity of the circuit which we have thus
constructed would be

-Jl"'''
(MrrpI - Mrrp. - M„,I + Mrr,m) !

this might be called the reduced conductivity of the system with
respect to ApA, and A(A„. When the expression within brackets
vanishes, the conductors A.A, and A(A« are said to be conjugate. (Jofija-

The reduced resistance in this case is iiilinite, and no electromotive gate cob
force in AiA„, however great, will produce any current m ApA,, ductort.
and reciprocally.

Similarly, we may prove that if unit -current enter a linear system
at At and leave it at Am, the difference of potential thereby caused
between Ap and A, is the same as that caused between A, and A™,
when unit current enters at A, and leaves at A,. (See Maxwell.)

The case of several wires forming a multiple arc very MnltipU

often occurs in practice.

Let AB, CD (fig. 20)
be two parts of a circuit

whose resistances are R
and S, and let the cir-

cuit branch out between ^'S- 20.

B and C into three branches of resistances Rj , Rj , Bg

.

We have Tb - "Vo = KiCi = EjC, = R3C3 , and

Ci =

Also

whe'

Hence cunent in each branch is inversely propor-

tional to the resistance, that is directly proportional to the

conductivity; and the reduced conductivity of the multiple

arc is equal to the sum of the conductivities of its branches.

These statements are obviously true for any number of

branches.

Some of the moat important applications of the theory
Resist,

of linear circuits occur in the methods for comparing ance

resistances. The earliest method for doing this consisted measni*

simply in putting the two conductors, whose resistance it
™™''

was required to compare, into a circuit which remained

otherwise invariable ; if the current, as measured by a

galvanometer, was the same, whichever conductor was in

the gap, it was concluded that their resistances were equal.

The difficulty in this method is that the electromotive force

and internal resistance of the battery are supposed to

remain constant, a condition which it is excessively hard

tofulfiL

This difficulty can be avoided by using a differential

galvanometer, or the arrangement of conductors called

Wheatstone's bridge. The differential galvanometer differs

from an ordinary one simply in having two wires wound
side by side instead of a single wire. If we pass equrf

currents in opposite directions through the two wires, tbf

action on the needle is zero, provided the instrument bii

perfectly constructed. If the currents are unequal, the

indication will be proportional to the difference of the
current strength.

If the coila are not perfectly symmetrical, but such that
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Fig. 21.

measure the resistance of a

the deflection' duo to a current c in one is mc, and in the

other 7ic, where m and n are the " constants" of the two

coils, tten the deflection for currents Cj and Cj is mcj - ncj.

Fig. 21 gives a scheme of the arrangement for measuring

resistances with

this instrument. V
is the battery in-

serted in the com-

mon branch ED of

the two circuits,

which convey cur-

rents dividing off

at D, and going

in opposite direc-

tions round the

coils of G. If we wish to

wire, it is inserted at AB by means of binding screws or

mercuiy cups, and the resistance of the other circuit is

varied until there is no deflection ; then AB is replaced

by a known resistance, which is made up until there is

zero deflection as before.

It is obvious that the only requisite here is that the

resistances of EFK, EA, BL, and the galvanometer coils

should remain constant. Variations in the electromotive

force or internal resistance of the battery do not affect the

result.

The method which we have thus sketched is the best way of

using the differential galvanometer, and it does not matter even if

the coils are not exactly symmetrical. Let the constants of the

coils M and N be m and u, so that the deflection due to currents

e, and c, in M and N is mc, - m^ . Let the resistance from E to

D in the single branch be B, and in the circuits EFK and EABL,
which pass round M and N respectively, R and S + U , U being

the resistance between A and B , which is such that the deflection

is zero. Then

|m(S-fU)-nR|| . . . M.

where E is the electromotive force of the battery, and

D - (E -^ s -^ U)B -^ E(S -f TJ)

.

Suppose we substitute U' for tJ, and arrange IT' so that we have
again zero deflection. Then

|m(S-l-U')-nR|^ W).

From a and /3 we get IT= U'.

For farther details concerning this method, see Maxwell, vol. i.

§ 346, and Schwendler, Phil. Mag., 1867.

The differential galvanometer method was much used by
Becquerel and others, but it is now entirely superseded as

Wteat- " practical method in this country by the Wheatstone's

stone's bridge method. Suppose we
bridge, have a circuit ABDC of four

conductors. Insert a galvano-

meter G between B and C, and
a battery between A and D.

Adjust say the resistance AB
until the galvanometer in BC
indicates no current. The bridge

is then said to be balanced, and
the potentials at B and C must
be equal. But the whole fall

along ABD is the same as that along ACD ; hence if the
fall from A to B is to be equal to that from A to C, we
must have

R T

where R,S,T,U are the resistances in AB, BD, CA, DC. This
is the condition that BC and AD be conjugate. We might
have deduced it as a particular case of the general theory
given above. Hence if we know the resistances S,T,U, we

Fig. 22.

of potential from A to D

ST

' The deHccUons are supposed smalL

get in termsof these R = yr-. S is often called the standard

resistance, and T, U the arms of the bridge or balance.

The sensibility of this arrangement may be found practi-

cally by increasing or decreasing R so as to derange the

balance. The largest increase which we can introduce

without producing an observable galvanometer deflexion

measures the sensibility of the bridge.

If we had a given set of four conductors, and a battery

and galvanometer of given resistance, then it may be

shown (see Maxwell, vol. i. § 348) that the best arrange-

ment is that in which the battery or galvanometer connects

the junction of the two greatest resistances with that of

the two least, according as the former or the latter has

the greater resistance. The practical problem might take

another form. We might have given a resistance, and have

at our disposal known resistances of any desired magnitude
to form our bridge. We might also suppose lurther that

we had given the total area of the plates of our battery,

and the dimensions of the channel in which the galvano-

meter wire was to be wound. We may neglect the thick-

ness of the silk coating, or assume that it is proportional

to the thickness of the wire.

Then, B and G being the resistances of the battery and galvaieo-

meter, the electromotive force E oc VB, and the number of turns io

the galvanometer ocVG.
Let us put S= )/R , T = 2R , and U— j/sR. These resistance*

would balance ; let us however put (1 -(-x)R in the branch AB in-

stead of R, the others being unchanged, and calculate the eflect on
the galvanometer in G, which we put proportional to the current
in BCy", and to the number of turns on galvanometer. Then, from
equation (?)) (or Maxwell, vol. i. 349), we find that the deflection f

varies as

yzVW
{l + y){l+z)BG + y(l + zyBR + z{l +yfGR + yz{\+y](i+2)VL'

'

in order that 8 may be a maximum, we must have

(i{{l + y)[\+z)-B + s{l + y)>R}'-y{l+z)'BTi + yz(,l + yXl+z)R*' (a).

B{{l + y){Ti+z)G + y{l+zYn} =z{l + i/j'GR-f yj(l -t-yXl + «)R* (B).

BG = 2R» . . . (y).

BG = i/R« . , . . ttV

o and 6 give at once by addition and subtraction

or B=jl±2'R . . {,\
1 + z

G =yl±^R - . . . .(0.
i + y

Combining the foru' equations (7), (8), (t), (0, we get

y = s = landB = G = R = S = T = 0.

It appears, therefore, that when all the resistances on

the bridge are at our disposal, we ought to make them all

equal to the resistance to be measured, or come as near

this as we can ; e.ff., if we had a very small resistance to

measure, we should make the arms of the bridge small, and

take a small-resistance in preference to a high-resistance

galvanometer.

In order to carry out measurements of resistance with

ease we must possess a series of graduated resistances, with

which we can compare any unknown resistance, and of

which we can make the arms of our balance, <fec. Again,

if the measurements of one electrician are to be of any use

to another, there must be a common standard. It would

be most convenient to have only one standard for all

nations, and this standard might be either arbitrary, like

the standard of length, or absolute in some sense such as we
have defined above. Arbitrary standards have at different

times been proposed by Jacobi and others. The mercury

standard of Siemens, to which we alluded in the historical

sketch, has obtained great prevalence on the Continent

The British Association unit or ohm is an absolute unit,
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inasmuch as it professes to represent in electromagnetic

measure a velocity of 10' centimetres per second, or,

taking the original definition of a metre, an earth quadrant

per second. It happens, bj- a curious accident, that the

mercury unit and the ohm are very nearly equal, the

latter being expressed in terms of the former (according to

xJehms and Hermann Siemens ; see Wiedemann, Bd. ii. 2,

§ 1074) by the number 1-0493.

One of the earliest instruments for furnishing a graduated

resistance was the rheostat, brought into use by Wheat-

stone, but also invented independently by Jacobs at St

Petersburg about 1840.

It consisted of two cylinders of equal diameter, one of wood and

one of brass. A wire, whose extremities were in connection with

the metallic axes of the cylindera, was wound in opposite directions

round the cylinders. The axes of the cylinders were connected

with two binding screws by means of eliding contacts. The part

of the wire which does not He on the metal cylinder is the only

part that produces resistance between the binding screws ; and, by
winding and unwinding, we can increase or diminish the resistance

continuously to a known extent, means being provided for measuring

the angular rotation of the metal cylinder.

ittesist We shall not slop to consider the defects of this instru-

i«nc« ment, which is now never used for delicate work. Its

'^ow- place is taken by resistance boxes, containing coils of

wire whose resistances are different multiples of the unit

of resistance (in this country alv/ays the ohm). The

reader will find a full account of the methods by which

the standards are reproduced in the collected reports of

the Committee on Electrical Standards. The usual material

for the wire of resistance coils is German silver. Most of

the copies of the ohm issued by the British Association

were made of an alloy of two parts of silver to one of

platinum. The great advantage of alloys is that the varia-

tion of resistance witTi temperature is small for them ; in the

PtAg alloy, for instance, it is less than a tenth of the value

for an average pure metal To secure insulation the wires

are carefully coated with silk, and after winding the coil

is immersed in melted parafiin. To get rid of electro-

magnetic and inductive effects, the wire on resistance-coils

is doubled on itself before being wound, so that, when a

current passes through the coil, there are always two equal

and opposite currents at each point. The terminals are!

formed by stout pieces of copper rod, whose resistance i£(

^ther included in the coil, or is so small that it may be

neglected. The connections for small resistances are

managed by means of mercury cups, with pieces of

amalgamated copper at the bottom, on which the copper

electrodes are made to press.

For ordinary purposes the coils are arranged in a box (fig. 23),

tlte terminals being stout pieces of brass fixed on the ebonite hd

;
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Fig. 23.

corneal brass plugs inserted between these pieces serve to throw the

coils in and out of circuit. The box represented in fig. 23 is

specially arranged for use in Wheatstono's bridge. In E,F,Gwo
have a series of coils, 1000, 100, 10, 10, 100, 1000 ; these are used

for the arms of the bridge. In A,C,D there are sixteen coils, 1, 2, 2, 6^

10, 20, 20, 50, ic, which give us any resistance of a whole number
of ohms from 1 up to 10,000. In actual use the resistance to be

measured is inserted between A and 0, D and E are connected by
a stout piece of copper, the galvanometer is inserted between F and

A, and the battery between E and 0. The resistances of the arms
of the bridge are talcen equal, and aa near the resistance to bu
measured aa possible. In this way 'ie resistance of any conduct*
may be very quickly found to an ohm. If it is -desired to go
farther, we may proceed thus. Suppose that we have found that a
resistance lies between 6 and 6, put in the arm FE 100, and in

FQ 10, let the resistance in DCA, when there is a balance, be 67,

then the resistance of the conductor is iVj x 57, or 57. Similarly we
might go to a second place of decimals by putting 1000 in FE and
10 in FU. There is a limit, however, to this process, because the

increase in the resistance of the arm decreases the " sensibility'" of

the bridge. Another method is to balance as nearly as possible,

and then interpolate by taking the deflection of the galvanometer.

Suppose, for instance, in the above case, that, with 5 ohms in

DCA, tlie deflection was 21 in one direction, and, with 6 olims, 9

in the other direction, then, taking the deflection proportional to

the deviation from balance (see formula for 8 above), we have
01

resistance = 5
-^^ . 1 = B7.

We might also construct small graduated resistances;

and this would enable us to use smaller arms in the bridge,

and thus increase the " sensibility " when used to measure

small resistances. Owing to the multiplication of con-

nections, there is a limit to the ordinary resistance box

arrangement. The difiiculty may be evaded to a certain

extent by using conductivity boxes, according to Sir W.
Thomson's suggestion, where the resistances are arranged

abreast, so that a small alteration of the resistance is

brought about by adding on a tiery great resistance to the

multiple arc. The rheostat principle has been used by

Poggendorff in his rheocord for producing small resist-

ances. He stretches two platinum wires side by side; on

these is strung a hollow box filled with mercury, whose

longitudinal motion is read off on a scale. If this arrange-

ment be thrown into any circuit by means of two binding

screws connected with adjacent terminals of the wires, the

parts of the two wires up to the bridge give a small resist-

ance, which may be adjusted at pleasure.

In the quicksilver agometer of MiiUer (Wiedemann, L

§ 160), the resistance is formed by a column of mercury

of variable length. We may remark here that difficulties

equally arise in constructing very large resistances. To

get such within reasonable compass the wire must be ex

ceedingly thin and the insulation very good. Messrs

Warden and Muirhead have wound coils of fine wire,

giving a resistance of 100,000, and have constructed in

compact form resistance boxes up to 1,000,000, or a

megohm, and beyond. They have also given practical

form to a suggestion of Phillips to utilize the resistance of

carbon, by dravring fine pencil lines on ebonite or glass

;

they mix plumbago with the pulp in the ordinary process

of paper manufacture, and thus produce a species of carbon

paper. A strip of this about 21 in. long and '5 in. broad

gives a resistance of about 50,000. This seems a valuable

invention; but we are not aware how far it has stood the

test of practical use.

Selenium and tellurium have been proposed as material

for high resistances, but owing to the variability of their

resistance under the action of light, &c., they are unfit for

the purpose.

The best method for comparing resistances with great

Fig. 24.

accuracy is the modification of Wheatstone's bridge intro-

duced by Kirchhoff (fig. 24).
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KL is a platitinm-iridium wire, DK and HL are stout copper

terminals to whicli it is soldered, DAE, EGF, FBH are stout

copper pieces witli binding screws and tcnninuls for mercury cups,

by means of which resistances R,T,U,.S can be inserted at D,E,F,H.

A, B, and G are binding screws for the battery wires and one

end of the galvanometer wire. The other end of the galvanometer

wire is screwed to a spring contact piece fixed to a sliding block

Bt P ; when the button of this block is depressed, contact is made
with KL, at a spot which is deiinite to an eighth or tenth of a

millimetre. Platinum i.idium is chosen for KL, because it is

hard and tough, not liable to be scratched or abraded by the con-

tact piece, does not oxidize or amalgamate with mercury, and
changes very slightly in resistance when the temperature alters.

The wire must be calibrated to fmd what correction, if any, must
be applied for variation of resistance per unit of length at different

pai-ts ; for methods of doing this see Matthiessen and Hockin ; lirit.

Assoc. Heporls on Electrical Standards, p. 117 ; or Foster, Jowm. of

Society of Telegraphic Engineers, 1874.

Kirchhoff's arrangement may be used in the ordinary

way after we have made special experiments to determine

the resistance of the connections, &c. Professor Foster

{I.e.) has given a very useful method, by which the differ-

ence of two resistances can be got independently of the

resistances of the connections. Suppose we wish to find

the difference between R and S, which we suppose so near

each other that, with the arms T and U approximately

equal, there will be a balance when P is somewhere on

KL. Let the reading for the position of the block be x,

taken from left to right. Interchange R and S, balance

again, and let the new reading be xf (we suppose the

difference between R and S so small that P is still on KL)

;

then, if /i be the resistance of unit length of KL, R - S
= /*(«' - x).

For, if a represent the resistance of the connections in DK, /3

tie same for the other end of the wire, and if T and U include the

resistance of the invariable connections, then we have

_Jl + a_+ux__T
8 + ^ + ,i(l-x)~V'

where Z=length of KL. Hence

E-i-o-l-jux _ T

Similarlv

therefore

K-FS + a + ;3-f/ii T-^U

S-ha-f/a-r' T
E-i-S-^-a-^^-^^^"T+U'

E-S = /i(x'-a:).

Methods If we have to find the resistance of a thick cylindrical

•f Mat- body, what is really wanted is the ratio of the current
thicssen strength to the difference of potential between the two

kin and"
^'^^> when the current flows parallel to the axis at every

of SirW. point. The last condition is not generally fulfilled. It is

Thom- obviously not so in the case where the cylinder is joined
•"" up with a thin wire. In cases where we wish to compare

the specific resistance of two metals which we possess in

cylindrical pieces, we get over the difficulty by observing

the potential at a point at some distance from the end of

the piece, where the flux is parallel to the axis at all points

of the section.

Matthiessen and Hockin used the following method for this Jiur-

pose (fig. 25). The two pieces XZ, YZ are soldered together and con-
jieoted in circuit with
ttwo resistance coils A /" '^
and C, and a graduated
wire PR as before.

S, S' are two sharp
edges, at a measured
distance apart, fixed

in a piece of ebonite

or Tiard dry wood,
and connected with S'

mercury cups. T, T is a similar arrangement for YZ. The
galvanometer is inserted between S and Q, and the position of Q is

found for balance ; then the terminal is shifted to S', and if

necessary the resistances A and C altered, so as to keep their sum
constant, until balance is again found. The same is done for

I and T. Then, XS denoting the resistance between X and S, and
Au C, the valnes of A and C in the first case, and so on, we have

where

Hence

Similarly

Therefore

XS
XY

Ai-f-PQ,
' K

= Ai-(-Ci-fPE = A, + C, + PK

-A.-fQiQ,SS;_Aj
XY~

tt;_A4-
XY~

K

K

SS'
,

A,-A,-fQ,Q
,

A^-As-t-QjQ/
This gives us the ratio of the resistances between BS' and TT.
The method does not depend for its success on the goodness of the
contacts at SS', &c. Another ingenious arrangement for eOecting a
similar ]iurpose is due to Thomson, and will be found described
in Maxwell, vol. i § 351.

In measuring very large resistances, such as the insula^ Kesisi

tion resistance of a telegraph cable, it is convenient to use
'^'*

the quadrant electrometer. One end of the cable is con-
"'^°"

nected with one electrode of a condenser, the other end witi

of the cable is insulated, and the other electrode of electpd

the condenser put to eartli. The condenser is charged, "x**™-

and the difference of potential between its clectiudeu

measured by means of the electrometer. If E, , Ej be tha
value of the difl'erence at the beginning and end of an
interval of i seconds, and if S be the capacity of tha
condenser in electromagnetic measure, then the resistance

of the cable is

t

S(log,Ei-log,EJ

in electromagnetic measure. If the condenser itself leaks,

we must determine its resistance by insulating the

electrodes and operating as before. Then, regarding tho

circuit in the first experiment as a multiple arc, composed
of the insulation of cable and the dielectric of condenser, the

true conductivity of the cable envelope is the difl'erence of

the conductivities obtained in the two cases. Several other

methods might be used to compare metallic resisistancc

but they are of small importance compared with those we
have now been describing.

The reader who desires information concerning the ap-

plication of Ohm's law to conductors other than linear

will find the sources sufficiently indicated in Wiedemann'.s
Galvanismus; some of them have been alluded to in the

Historical Sketch.

Application of Ohm's Law to Electrolytes.

In our discussion of Ohm's law, we have hitherto had
in view principally the metallic part of the voltaic circuit.

We now turn our attention more particularly to the fluid

parts. It is of no importance in the present connection

whether the fluid forms part of the " battery " or " elec-

tromotor," or whether it is inserted outside the battery
;

the only difference in these two cases is, as we shall here,

after see, that in the former case energy is being absorbed

by the current, and in the latter it is being evolved. In

many respects the properties of the metallic and fluid parts

of the circvut are alike : the electromagnetic action is the

same for both ; heat is also developed in the body of the

conductor, whether metallic or fluid, according to the same

law. But there is one peculiarity about a large class of BJeotw-

fluids which has no analogue in purely metallic conduction, V?^™'
viz., that in them the passage of a steady current of elec-

tricity is invariably accompanied by chemical decomposi-

tion, definite in kind and quantity. To such fluid sub-

stances Faraday gave the name of electrolytes.

For example, suppose we fill a small beaker with a solutiou of

zinc chloride (ZnClj), and suspend in tho liquid two strips of pla^

tinum foil (called electrodes), at a moderate distance apart Let

a current enter at one of these strips, which we shall call the anode,

and leave at the other, which we Bhail caU the cathode. It will bt
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found that the solution continues to decompose so long as the cur-

rent passes, zinc appearing at the cathode, and chlorine at the

anode. The metallic zinc precipitates, and the chlorine combines

with the platinum of the anode to form platinic chloride.

It is obviously essential in an electrolyte that it should

be a compound in some sense or other. It is not, however,

true that all compound bodies are electrolytes. Fluidity

is also a necessary condition, whether attained by heating

to the melting-point, or by dissolving in water or other

solvent Faraday established as a law, to which there ap-

pear to be few, if indeed any, exceptions,

—

thai all sub-

stances which in the sUid state are very bad conductors, but

conduct on being heated to the melting-point, are electrolytes,

i.e., are decomposed by the passage of the electric current.

Faraday thought that periodide of mercury, fluoride of

lead, and some other bodies were exceptions to this law

;

but later researches seem to have established that this is

not so. (Cf. Experimental Researches, 414, 439, 1340,

(fee, and Wiedemarm's Galvanismus, i. § 191, &c.) The
conductivity of electrolytes in solution also increases rathe*

quickly with increase of temperature, while the conduc-

tivity of metallic conductors, on the other hand, diminishes,

but more slowly, as the temperature rises.

In considering the passage of the current through elec-

trolytes, it is convenient to distinguish two cases. First,

let there be a steady, or at least permanent current, and a

continuous evolution of the products of electrolytic decom-
position (these are called the "ions," anion and cation at the

anode and cathode respectively). The amount of ion that

appears at an electrode in a second is equal to the strength of

the current {supposed constant during a second) multiplied

by a constant called the electrochemical equivalent of the ion

The electrochemical equivalent is proportional to the

chemical equivalent, account being taken of the " valency
"

of the ion. (See art. Electrolysis.)

For instance, if C be the strength of the current in the illustra-

tive case above, then the amount of zinc deposited at the catnode

in time t will be zCt, and the amount of chlorine liberated at the

anode cCt, where z and c the electrochemical eq^uivalents of zinc and
65

chlorine, and z : c :: g": 35 "5, zinc being divalent. If a cell con-

taining lead chloride (PbCU) were also inserted into the circuit,

the same amount of chlorine would be liberated at the anode, and
the tmouut of lead precipitated at the cathode would be pCt, where

207 65
p : « : c :: -g- : o : 35'5, i.e. :: 103-5 : 32-6: 35-6

As the electrochemical decomposition ("electrolysis")

goes on, the surface of the electrodes is altered. In some
cases the ion is merely deposited on the electrode, in other

cases it combines more or less intimately therewith; but
in general there is an alteration of the nature of the con-

tact, and a consequent alteration of the electromotive force

at the surface of the electrode. Experiment shows that

this electromotive force, in a great many cases, tends to

oppose the passage of the current. So that if we insert an
electrolyte into any circuit, the current starts with a certain

value, and falls more or less quickly, until it reaches a Umit
at which it remains steady. The opposing electromotive

force of " polarization," as it is called, has then reached its

maximum, and the deposition of the ions goes on without
further alteration of the contact surfaces. It is obvious that

this limit may be reached under a variety of different cir-

cumstances (vide infra, p. 86). There is also another pheno-
menon, the possibility of which we must not overlook,

viz., an alteration of resistance, owing to the presence of

the ions at the electrodes. This resistance, due to the ions,

has been called the " transition resistance." The enfeebling
of the current by the electromotive force of polarization

might, as far as the observed result is concerned, be due
entirely to an increase of resistance, or to n transition resist-

ance, and such was the explanation given by the earUer
physicists. It is easy, however, to show tha^ there is ah

actual electromotive force of polarization ; fori if we dis-

engage our electrolytic cell from the battery, and connect

its electrodes with a galvanometer, a current is indicated,

which passes through the cell in the opposite direction to

the original current. This could not be due to any tran-

sition resistance, but must arise from an opposing electro

motive force generated by the passage of the battery

current. This point can be illustrated by a hydrodynami-)

cal analogy. If we attempt to force water through a
narrow capillary tube, or through a wide vertical tuba

against gravity, there is an opposing force in both cases.'

But, when we remove the pressure, the water has a ten-

dency to return in the latter case, but none in the former.'

The former case represents a transition resistance, thai

latter an electromotive force of polarization.^

Without denying the existence of a transition resistance,-

we see that an electromotive force of polarization actually

exists. In some cases, e.g., amalgamated zinc in zinc

sulphate, it is very small; in other cases, e.g., platinum

electrodes in dilute sulphuric acid, it may considerably

exceed the electromotive force of a Daniell's element.

We have, up to this point, been treating the case where

a permanent current finally flows through the electrolyte ;

but there are cases where the existence of such a current

would violate the principle of the conservation of energy.

Suppose that a single Daniell's cell is the electromotor, then (see

below, p. 90) if a current C is sent for a time t, an amount of energy
rfC^ is absorbed in the cell, d being constant. Suppose, farther,

that the excess of the intrinsic energy of the ions, in the state in

which they are being delivered in the electrolytic cell, over that

which they possess when in combination is w, then if a current C
pass for a time t, an amount of energy wCl will be evolved. But if

«i><i, this cannot go on for any time however short, no matter
how feeble the current may be, otherwise more energy would be
evolved in the cell than is absorbed in the battery.

If we insert an electrolytic cell containing dilute sulphuric

acid along with a galvanometer into a circuit in which

there is a single cell of Daniell, we observe the galvano-

meter needle swing out vigorously, and then settle down to

a small and gradually decreasing deflection. The current

ultimately becomes zero ; ^ but the time it takes to do so

may be considerable, and varies with the nature of the

electrodes. If we remove the battery after the current has

stopped, and connect the polarized cell with the galvano-

meter, we observe an initial swing very nearly equal to the

former but in the opposite direction, and a corresponding

deflection, which after a time disappears entirely. Although,

as a rule, a sensible time elapses before the polarization

reaches its maximum, yet it is important to remark that it

may rise to a very considerable fraction of the maximum
in a very short time indeed. Edlund ^ found that in a cer-

tain case the electromotive force of polarization reached

0-57 of a Daniell in about -^ of a second. Bernstein has

recently arrived at results of a similar kind. He found, for

instance, that platinum plates, polarized to 1 "85 of a Daniell,

fell, when the resistance of the circuit was 7"46 Siemens

units, to 1-57 in -00111 sec* This rapidity of the rise

and fall of the polarization is of very great importance, and

has, we think, been overlooked by some erperimenters.

In cases where the polarization does not reach its maxi-

mum, no liberation of gas or other ion is observed, such

as is seen with a permanent current, and it might of course

be denied that chemical decomposition takes place at all.

We shall, however, assume that Faraday's law holds for

this case also, and assert that the current in the first

instance actually passes through the liquid and produces

chemical decomposition, according to the same law as r

permanent current, and that this goes on until the accumu-

1 Maxwell, EkctricUy, vol. i. § 266.
' For an exception to this statement »eo below, p. 87.

' ro(/g. Ann., Ixxiv., 1S52. * Pogg. Ann., civ . 1875.
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ford.

lation of the ions has generated an opposing electromotive

force, equal to that of the battery, when of course the cur-

rent must atop. We cannot justify tliis position very easily

by direct experiment; yet there are many facts to support

it, and so long as it is tenable it seems to afford the most

philosophical view of the matter.

Having explained the phenomena of.poLirization so far

as is necessary for our immediate purpose, we now proceed

to inquire how far experience justifies the application of

Ohm's law to electrolytes, or, which is much the same thing,

to examine how far the methods of different physicists for

measuring electrolytic resistance have led to concordant

results.

One of the earliest methods, in which polarisation was

eliminated, was that of Horsford.* He filled a rectangular

trough with the electrolyte, and inserted in the trough two

electrodes very nearly fitting the cross section. These

resist: electrodes could be set at difi"ereut measured distances

aiice. apart. They were coated on the further side with non-

r!°r conducting substance, so that the current could flow between

the opposed sides only. In this way he secured that the

stream lines in the neighbourhood of the electrodes should

depend as little as possible on the distance between them.

This trough was inserted in the battery circuit along with

a tangent galvanometer ; then the distance between the

plates was decreased, and a metallic resistance R inserted

in the circuit, so as to bring the current to the same

strength as before. The current being the same in both

cases, it is assumed that the polarization in both is the same,

in which case the resistance of a length of the electrolyte

equal to the difference of the distances between the elec-

trodes in the two cases is equal to R. Knowing the section

of the trough, we might calculate from R the specific resis-

tance of the electrolyte. If the values arrived at be the

same when deduced from different lengths of the electrolyte,

and for different strengths of current, it may be concluded

that Ohm's law applies. The application of this method

requires the passage of a permanent current, in consequence

of which the ions appear at the electrodes, and the solution

in the neighbourhood becomes altered; so that it is difficult

to make certain that the polarization is exactly the same in

the two cases, and that no resistance of transition is gene-

rated. Matters may be mended a Little by passing the

current for the same time in both cases ; but this is scarcely

a satisfactory remedy. Still valuable results were obtained

with this method by Horsford and Wiedemann; the latter,

in applying it to silver and copper solutions ussd electrodes

of silver and copper respectively, whereby the polarization

to be eliminated was very much reduced.

Taking advantage of the discovery of Matteucci and Du
Bois Reymond,^ that carefully amalgamated zinc electrodes

in a neutral'^ solution of zinc sulphate are not polarizable,

Beetz* determined, by means of Wheatstone's bridge, the

resistance of various solutions of this electrolyte.

The liquid was inclosed in a cylindrical tute, 29 '7 cm. long, with
a mean section of 1"4051 sq. cm. Amalgamated zinc plates were
applied to the ends of the tube, and fastened on by india-rubber

collars. The ends were then inserted tightly into openings in the
aides of two bottles which were filled with the solution (the same as

that contained in the tube). The thick electrodes leading to the
discs, and the backs of the zinc discs themselves, were lacquered, to

insulate them from the liquid in the bottles. The whole apparatus
was immersed in a trough of water, which could be heated to any
desired temperature.

In the course of his experiments Beetz demonstrated the absence
of polarization when amalgamated zinc electrodes are iised, and
eliminated the transition resistance by boiling the electrodes in zinc
sulphate, and transferring them to the ends of the tube without
exposure to the air.

Beetz farther proposed to find the Bpecifio condtictlTity of other
electrolytes in tenns of that ef zinc sulphate, by experimenting on

' Poaj. Ann., 1847. » Monatsher. der Serl. Ai-ad., 1859.
* Patry, Por/y. Ann., cxxxvi., 1869. * Poaa. Ann., csvii., 1SC2.

closed circuits consisting e/nlirely of the electrolyte to bo ezariined.
Ho tried damping experiments for this purpose, but the effect* to be
obseryed turned out too small for accurate observation.

Paalzow' inclosed the electrolyte to be examined in a
siphon, the two ends of which dipped into vessels of porous
clay also filled with the electrolyte. The clay vessels were
immersed in beakers filled with zinc sulphate, at the
bottoms of which were placed large amalgamated zinc discs,

which formed the electrodes. The only polarization or

transition resistance to be feared is that at the boundary
of the two liquids, and this is very small. What little

remained was eliminated, as in Horsford's method, by
taking differences.

The resistance of the whole arrangement was measured by means
of Wheatstone's bridge, and then the siphon wa.s replaced by a
shorter one filled with the same liquid. If R„ Rj be the resistances

found in the two cases, E, - R^ is obviously the resistance of a

length of the electrolyte equal to the difference between the lengtlis

of the siphons. If R/, R^' be similar values obtained when the cleo"

trolyte is replaced by mercury, then the specific resistance of the

flectrolyte is -j-t L. that of mercury being taken as unity.
R, - Rj

The most important of all the recent researches on the KoU-

application of Ohm's law to electrolytes are those of F. rMsch

Kohlrausch and Nippoldt. In order to avoid the efifects *°vLt''''

of polarization, they used the alternating currents of an sin* it

electromagnetic machine. These currents varied very iv*a:

nearly as the sine of the angle of rotation, and could be

sent in rapid succession through the electrolyte. The
whole quantity of electricity that passes in the first part of

any alternation is exactly equal and opposite to that

which passes in the second ; hence equal quantities of the

two ions (say H and 0) will be separated at each elec-

trode. If the Hj and O combine to form water, it ia

obvious that, on the whole, there will be no resultant elec-

tromotive force of polarization either way; and if they

coexist side by side without combining, there will still be

no resultant electromotive force, provided the electrodes be

exactly similar. There are two advantages in this method.

There is no evolution of gas or other ion, and consequently

no alteration of the solution and electrode, such as goes on

with a constant current. We have, besides, another great

advantage, which is denied'' us with constant currents,

—

viz., that by increasing the size of the electrode, we can

diminish the effects of polarization.

The whole amount of electricity which passes in each induction

current is the same, and consequently the whole amount of ion

deposited «n the electrode is the same ; hence, if we increase the

surface of the electrode, the density of the deposit is decreased is

an inverse ratio. Now, the researches of Kohlrausch and Nippoldt

have shown' that, within certain limits, the electromotive force is

proportional to the surface density of the deposit. Hence, by
sufEciently increasing the siu'face of the electrodes, the polarization

may be made as small as we please.

In the carKer experiments platinum electrodes, having a surface

of 1'08 cm. were used, and it was found that each induction cur-

rent of the magneto-electric machine deposited on each square

millimetre of the positive electrcde only jj-jjj^ c.cm. of oxygen.

It was therefore expected that the polarization would be insensible,

and that the electrolyte would behave like a metallic resistance.

The magneto-electric machine and the electrolyte were connected

up wth an electrodynamometer, and it was found that the deflec-

tion of the suspended coil of the electrodynamometer was scarcely

sensible when the machine made 10 revolutions per second,

although it was 15 scale divisions when the electrolyte was replaced

by 70 Siemens units. On the other hand, when the velocity

reached 77 revolutions per second, the deflection was much greater

with the electrol;'te than with 70 Siemens units. It was found,

however, that when the smface of the electrodes was ijcreased to

29 cm. a metallic resistance could be found, which gave the same

deflection (within errors of observation) as the electrolyte for

speeds varying from 4-8 to 76'9 revolutions per second.

' Pogg. Ann., cxrsvi., 1869.
' The advantage gained even with constant currents by Increagiag

the size of tlic electrodes is, however, appreciable (eeo below, p. 88).

' Pogg. Ann., 1873, aud " Jubelbd.," 1874.
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The above results seem to compel us to one or other of

two conclusions,—either that Ohm's law does not apply to

rapidly alternating currents, whore the maximum of polar-

ization is -not reached, or else that the electromotive force

of exceedingly small deposits of the ions must be very

considerable. The fact that, under certain conditions, the

electrolyte is apparently a better, and under others, appa-

rently a worse conductor than a certain metal wire, seems

at first sight rather to point to the formrr conclusion. On
the other hand, the result with the 29 cm. electrodes, is a

direct verification of Ohm's law. Kohlrausch, therefore,

adopted the latter conclusion, and justiaed his doing so

by special researches on the electromotive force of small

gas deposits. He showed that, with the currents he used,

the electromotive force is proportional to the surface density

of the deposit, and estimated that the products of decom-

position of -^ mg. of water per square metre would gene-

rate an electromotive force equal to that of a Danjell's

cell. It is of the greatest importance to remark that the

polarization efifocts, from which this result is deduced, must
have arisen and disappeared in some cases in much less

than -f^ of a second. The anomalous behaviour of the

electrolyte with small electrodes is explained by Kohlrausch
by taking into account the self-induction of the circuit.

A little consideration will show that the electromotive force due
to this cause always o|»pose8 the electromotive force of polarization,

when the current strength is a simple harmonic function of the

time. Let i denote the current strength, reckoned positive in a

given direction, then, according to Kohlrausch's law, the electro-

motive force of polarization at time t is -p/idt, where p is the

electromotive force generated by the passage of a unit of electricity

;

its value depends on the electrolyte and on the electrode being, cceteris

paribus, nearly inversely proportional to the surface of the latter.

Let n be the number of revolutions of the machine per second, and

kt 2t=— ; then we may represent the electromotive force of the
n

h IT
machine at time < by — sin - t, and the electromotive force

T T

of self-induction by -}— , where k and a are constant*, the
at

latter being the ceefficient of self-induction of the circuit (see

Electromagnetism, p. 76 ). If w be the whole resistance of the
circuit, we may write

^'^^^n^t-cil-p/dl.

tPi^ di
,

. ktr
cas-t

,

^df dl

Neglecting disturbances that die away very soon after starting the
machine, we get for the value of i,

k . )r
- sm -t

i= ~^'
'r)

where the origin of time has been thrown back by

T, •_, 1/ T »\
- tan —[ p-—q- 1 •

The deflection a of the dynamometer is proportional to - / tV<

,

and may be written "

A»j'

\2ir»
"Zimg)

Kohlrausch found that this formula completely accounted
for all the peculiarities in the behaviour of the electrolyte
(for the numerical verifications see the papers quoted).
We see that the deflection is increased or diminished by
the insertion of the electrolyte, according as n is greater

the

less than -^-^, and, if n = i^Z., the insertion of

electrolyte makes no difference. Again, Un =~ /£

the deflection will be the same as if there were no extra
current and no polarization. So that,- for any given
electromagnetic machine, working at any given speed, a
certain electrolytic arrangement can be found, which will

exactly eliminate the efl'ect of self-induction, and thereby
render the cflicicncy of the machine a maximum. It is

obvious too that, with a given electrolytic cell, the deflec-

tion reaches a maximum when

2v^p(l— ^w^

this maximum was actually observed by Kohlrausch (I.e.).

Having due regard to these circumstances, Kohlrausch
and Nippoldt found that Ohm's law was applicable to

their alternating currents, for electromotive forces varying
from over | to under ^ of a Grove's cell. By u-singthe

constant current of an iron-copper thermo-electric pair,

they found Ohm's law applicable to zinc sulphate with
amalgamated zinc electrodes, when the electromotive force

Was reduced to ^ ,)(,',) ^ ^ of a Grove's cell.

It is important to remark that the fact that the electro-

lyte behaves like a metallic conductor through a consider-

able range of velocities of the sine inductor, is not a
conclusive proof that the last trace of polarization has
been eliminated.

In fact, let x be tho resistance of the electrolyte, W that of the
rest of the circuit, and ?« the metallic resistance that gives the same
electrodynamometer deflection for n revolutions of the inductor per
second, then the above formula gives

2 /• P^ \ _ 1 / pM
since we suppose x very nearly = w. If now p oe reduced to a very
small value, it may happen, especially for tolerably high speeds,

13 very small compared with pq, in which case x - w willthat
SirV

be independent of n through a considerable range of speed, and the

electrolj-te will be replaceable by a wire whose resistance is less than
the real resistance of the electrolyte by a small constant quantity.

The earlier results of Kohlrausch and Nippoldt for

sulphuric acid, in which they used 29 cm. electrodes, were

aflected with an error due to this cause, amounting to

about 4 per cent. In the later experiments of Kohlrausch

and Grotrian,! this error was finally eliminated by " pla-

tinizing" the platinum electrodes. Kohlrausch had found

that, with " platinized" electrodes of only 1 sq. cm. sur

face, the polarization of the currents of his sine'-inductot

was insensible ; he therefore concluded that, with 25 sq.

cm. platinized electrodes, the residual polarization would

be finally eliminated. To make quite certain, he instituted

three tests, which were carried out on the method used in

all the later experiments on this subject.^

The Whcatstone's bridge arrangement was adopted. Fig. 28
gives a scheme of the

arrangement. The fluid

and a rheostat occupy
two arms of the bridge,

the remaining two con.

tain each 100 Siemens
units ; A is the fixed

and B the suspended

coil of the electrodyna.

mometer, and S the

sine-inductor.

In this way, (1)

the resistance of a

receiverwith 25 cm. ^'E- 26.

platinized electrodes was found, when filled first with

H2S04 of maximum conductivity, and secondly, with NaCl,

the driving weight of the inductor being varied, so as to

give speeds of 10 to 100 revolutions. The results, reduced

8—4:

' Poffg. Ann., cliv., 1876.
' Kohlrausch and Grotrian, Pojfg. .(Inn., cliv,, 3876 ; KohlrauK*.

roid., cUx., 1878.
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to a common temperature, were, for the H^SO^, 141"73,

141-64, 141-52, 141-53, 14155, and, for the'NaCl, ,'

366-27, 366-23, 366-25, 366-21 Siemens units, with the

driving weights 5, 7-6, 10, 15, 20 kgr. respectively. (2) The

resistance of a solution of zinc sulphate was found, first, in

Beetz's manner with constant current and amalgamated

zinc electrodes ; secondly, using alternating currents and

the same electrodes as before ; thirdly, with alternating

currents and the platinized electrodes; the three results

reduced to a common temperature gave 537-49, 537-41,

537-20. The greatest divergence from the mean might

have been caused by an error of -^ degree in the

temperature measurement. The agreement may therefore

be pronounced complete We think that it must be con-

ceded that the experimental methods just described have

$olved in a satisfactory manner the problems involved in

the determination of electrolytic resistance. We have

dwelt on them so long partly because nearly all the in-

formation on the subject we possess has been obtained by

their means, and partly because they present points of

great theoretical interest.

Another method hns been enniloyed by Ewiiig and Mai;gregor.'

The electrolyte was inclosed in a narrow tube with wide ends, in

which were set platinum electrodes. This arrangement was inserted

in a Wheatstone's bridge, and its resistance measured in the usual

way. The precautions against polarization consirsted in operating

with currents of very short duration, sent through the bridge by
means of a "rocker" worked by hand ; the resistances in the arms
of the bridge were also made large, in order to reduce the rate of

polarization as much as possible ; another essential feature of the

method is the use of a " dead beat" galvanometer with a mirror of

very small moment of inertia. The paper of Ewing and llacgregor

has formed the subject of a somewhat bitter criticism by Beetz,' to

which Macgregor has replied.*

Battery Battery Resistance.—If the electromotive force and in-

resist- ternal resistance of a battery in action were the same,
*'"^*- whatever the external resistance, there would bs no diffi-

culty, in finding the internal resistance by Ohm's method.

We have simply to give two difTerent values to the external

resistance, and measure the current in the two cases. The
electromotive force does not appear in the ratio of the two

current measures; hence, knowing this ratio, we can find the

internal resistance. Or we may use an electrometer, and

measure the difference of potentials between the two poles

of the battery, first, when the external resistance is infinite,

secondly, when the external resistance is R. Then, if r be

the internal resistance, the ratio of the first electrometer

R-f-r
reading to the second is -^5— , by Onm's law ; hence r

can be found.

DIfficul- Unfortunately, however, the electromotive force of a
^^ '" battery is not independent of the external resistance. In

In;.

'' general, when a battery is circuited through a small resis-

tance, its electromotive force is much smaller than when
the external resistance is very great. This arises from
the polarization set up by the passage through the battery

of its own current, and possibly in some degree from other

causes as well. There is also reason to believe that the

internal resistance of the battery is a function of the cur-

rent. This being so, it is clear that a theoretically satisfac-

tory determination of battery resistance cannot be arrived

at by such methods as we have described. Since, however,

the increase of the electromotive force is very slow after

the external resistance has reached a certain value, and
since the alteration of the internal resistance takes some
time, we can get in many cases measurements sufficiently

accurate for practical purposes. A variety of methods
have been devised with this object, and applied mostly to

the so-called constant batteries. It must be remembered,
however, that there is something indefinite in the term in-

• No observation made for NaCI in the first case.
» TravjL Il.S.E.,-ii73. ' Pogg. Ann., cUv. • Proc. R.S.M., 1675.

ternal resistance, unless the circumstances be given under

which it is found. In the method of Von Waltenhofen,

the battery is " compensated " by another battery so ar-

ranged that no current passes through it ; and then this

arrangement is slightly altered, so that a very small current

passes through the battery. This amounts to finding tha

internal resistance for very small currents. The method

of Beetz also involves the principle of compensation

;

two batteries are used, but the one whose resistance is to

be found is compensator and not compensated. The circuit

of the compensator is joined for an instant, and then the

compensated battery is thrown in. The assumption in the

method is that the electromotive force is the same in

the first instant whether the battery is closed through a

resistance R or a resistance R'. The results seem to justify

the assumption, and to establish the practical value of the

method ; but there are clearly limits to its application which

it would not be very easy to define. Beetz himself shows

that the electromotive force of a battery is greater when it

is compensated than when it is compensating. A similar

objection may be urged against the method of Siemens,

which again gives good results when properly used. We
refer the reader interested in this matter to the sources of

information already quoted (see Historical Sketch), and
content ourselves with an accountof Mance's method, which, Mance'f

although subject to the same objection as all the others, is method,

very convenient for rough purposes, and is much employed

in this country.

Let A, B, C, D be four resistances arranged in circuit, B being the

battery whose resistance is required. Insert a galvanometer between

AB ana CD, and a circuit which can be closed and opened by means

of a key between AD and BC. We thus have an ordinary Wheat-
stone's bridge, with a key in place of a battery, and a battery ia

place of the ordinary resistance to be measured. Owing to the pre-

sence of tie battery, there will be a current through the galvano-

meter, which will deflect the needle ; this deflection ia compensated
by means of a magnet, and the needle brought back to zero. Then
the resistances A, C, D are arranged so that the galvanometer is not

affected u^hen the key circuit is opened or closed; when this is so the

key and galvanometer circuits are conjugate, and we have AC- BD
= 0, from which we can find B, since A, C, D are known. In practice,

however, it is impossible in the great majority of cases to fulfil the

direction printed in italics. Suppose for a moment we had arranged

the resistances so that AC - BD is very nearly but not quite zero, and
suppose we close the key circuit, which had been formerly open,

then, since this is not conjugate to the battery circuit, the external

resistance opposing the battery is reduced; hence its electromotive

force falls, the current through the galvanometer is altered, and the

deflection of the needle alters. At the same time there is a current

owing to the fact that AC - BD ia not exactly zero. These two effects

may either conspire or oppose each other. No data, so far as we
know, have been obtained which would enable us to tell how quickly

this fall in the electromotive force of any given battery comes on.

Ia practice we see a sudden jerk of the galvanometer, and then a

slow swing. The former ia due to the deviation of the bridge from
balance, and the latter to the alteration of the electromotive force.

It is easy to decide which is which, for the direction of the former

can be changed by making AC - BD positive or negative, while tha

direction of the latter is not affected in this way. This disturbing

effect is very great with one-fluid batteries ; it would, for instance,

be ,1 hopeless undertaking to measure in this way the resistance of a
cell of Smee while sending a large current. The effect is not so

great with a Daniell's cell, and can be reduced ad libitum, by intro-

ducing metallic resistance into tho battery circuit. The effect

having been thus reduced within reasonable limits, we operate thus:

—Arrange the bridge until the deflection owing to deviation from

balance is opposite to that due to the change in the electromotive

force; then, by gradual adjustment, work down the initial jerk icy

nothing, so that the needle appears to start off on its slow swing

without any perceptible struggle. When this state of matters ia

reached, there is a balance, and B = ^=-. Then subtracting fromB

the resistance put into the battery circuit, we get the resistance of

the battery. Of course this does not solve the problem of finding the

resistance of any battery sending any current ; but we believe that

as much can be done in this way as in any other. Various modifi-

cations of Mance's method have lately been proposed, but their

practical advantages over the original method have scarcely as yet

been established.
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On Resistance in Oeneral.

We have orawn no distinction between statical and

dynamical electricity in our application of Ohm's law, and

no such essential distinction has ever been proved to exist.

fn proportion as a body is a good conductor for galvanic

electricity, it is a bad insulator for statical electricity. In

general, however, bodies which are good enough insulators

to retain a charge of statical electricity are so bad conduc-

tors that it is with difficulty that we can compare their

ccnductivities by means of the voltaic current. On the

other hand, it is difficult by means of statical electricity

to compare satisfactorily the conductivities of very good

conductors. Determinations of the last-mentioned kind

/lave, however, been made by Riess (vide infra,—Heating

Effects), and the results agree with those obtained by

other methods. The insulating power of a substance

depends practically to a great extent on the nature of its

surface. The dissipation of statical electricity by insu-

lating sirpports is due, in most cases, almost entirely

to the conducting power of a thin surface layer of mois-

ture condensed from the atmosphere, or of some product

of chemical decomposition caused by exposure to the

air, or of dust or other foreign matter accidentally de-

posited. As far as high specific resistance is concerned,

pnraffin, shellac, ebonite, and glass at ordinary tempera-

tures would all be about equally good insulators ; but in

practice they stand in the order in which we have named
them. Paraffin and shellac surpass the other two in their

po^ver of preserving for a long time a clean dry surface

;

ebonite is very good for a time, but ultimately its surface

becomes covered with a layer of sulphuric acid, arising from

the decomposition of the material
;

glass, again, is very

hygroscopic, although white flint glass, when kept dry by
artificial means, is said to be one of the best insulators known.

letalii. Highest in the order of conductivity stand the metals

and their alloys. In this class of bodies the passage of the

electric current is unattended by chemical decomposition,

and the conductivity decreases as the temperature increases.

Along with the metals may be ranked a few other bodies,

whicti have anomalous conductivity, but are not decomposed

;

such as graphite, red pho3phorus, chloride and oxide of

lead under the melting-point,various sulphides and selonides,

tellurium, aud selenium. In the great majority of the

bodies included in this supplementary class the conduc-

tivity increases with the temperature ; the last two present

several anomalies, to which we shall refer farther on.

Uectro- A second class of bodies is formed by those which are
'• decomposed by the electric current. The specific conduc-

tivity of these is much lower than that of the metals, and
it increases when the temperature is raised. To this class

belong, when in solution or in the melted state, most simple

binary compounds composed of equal equivalents of two
elements, and compounds derived from these by " double

decomposition" (see, however, art. Electrolysis) ; also

some sulphides which have an anomalous conductivity,

and glass and some bodies like it, which in the melted

state, and in the soft state preceding fusion conduct as

electrolytes.

Non-conductors, on the other hand, are :—All gases and
vapours, whether at ordinary pressures or in what is called

a vacuum, diamond, sulphur, amorphous phosphorus,

amorphous selenium, fluid chlorine, bromine, solid and
melted iodine, bichloride and biniodide of tin, sulphuric

anhydride, solid silicic acid, oxide of iron, oxide of tin;

most compounds that are not binary, that is, do not consist

of an equal number of equivalents of two components, e.g.,

many organic compounds—etheric oils, resins, wood
fibre, caoutchouc ; also " binary compounds " in the solid

siate. To these may be added pure water, p'ue hydro-

chloric acid, <fec., which are very bad conductors, if not

absolute non-conductors.

Before leaving this part ot our subject, it will be inte-

resting to throw together a few of the general principles

that have been arrived at, and to give a few numerical

results, which will convey to the reader an idea of the posi-

tion of the different classes of bodies in the scale of con-

ducting power. For farther details we refer to Wiede-

mann's Gahanismus.

Metals.—(1.) It was remarl<cd by Forbes that the order of con-

ductivity is the same for electricity as for heat. The measurements
of Wiedemann and J'ranz have established that the ratio of the

conductivities for heat and for electricity is very nearly constant,

not only for pure metals, but also for alloys. (See Wiedemann';,
Galvanismus, bd. i. § 194.)

(2.) The conductivity of the pure metals decreases as the tem-
perature rises from 0° to 100° C., the rate of decrease becoming
smaller towards the upper limit. JIatthiessen expresses the con-

ductivity;by the formula lc — lcJi,1-aS + ^d''), v.iiere i-j denotes the
conductivity at 0° C. , fl the temperature, and a and constants.

He found th-at a and $ had nearly the same value for all pure
metals in tlie solid state, with the exception of thallium and
iron, and gives as the mean values for pure metals a — 0' 00376479,
/3-0-0000083402. The values for iron are o-0-0051]8Z;
(8-0-000012915; for mercury, o- -0007443, j8-0 -0000008263.
Although there can be no doubt about the general agreement io

the formulee for the different pure metals, yet the actual formuU
arrived at is purely empirical and must be used only between 0*

and 100° C. If we carried its application beyond, it would give a
uiinimuni conductivity for pure metals about 300° C. The direct

experimeilts of ilul'.^r and Siemens give no indication of such a
minimum. The lattoi- represents the results of his experiments
(extending in some cases as far as 1000° C.) by means of the for-

mula r— o^'T-^/3T- 7, where r is the specific resistance, T the ab-

solute temperature, o, j3, 7 constants. Relying on a formula of

this kind for platinum, Siemens has ,constructed a pyrometer for

determining the temperature of furnaces by means of resistance

measurements.

(3. ) As we have seen, the specific resistance ot pure metals goes

on increasing continuously as the temperature rises. At the melt-

ing-point there is a sudden rise in the resistance, and after that the

resistance goes on increasing with a smaller temperature coefScient

than before. This is in accordance with the fact, that both the

specific conductivity and temperature coefficient of mercury are

smaller than those of the other metals in the solid state. Bismuth
and antimony are exceptions to this rule, in that there is a sudden
decrease of resistance at the melting-point. According to the re-

sults of L. de la Rive, the resistance cf metals in general is aboiit

doubled in passing the melting point. We should therefore expect

the specific conductivity of fro:eD mercurv to be about 3-31, thafbf
silver being 100.

Alloys.—(1.) Matthies.sen found that the metals conld be divided AUojji

into two classes, according to the conducting proiJertiea of their

alloys

a. Lead, Tin, Cadmium, and Zinc.

6. Most of the other metals—Bismuth, Antimony, Pla*;-

num, Palladium, Iron, Aluminium, Sodium, Go'
',

Copper, Silver.

Let V, 11 be the volumes, s, s" the specific gravities, t, V the eon-

ductivitiea of the two components of any alloy ; and let 7 -—T^»
and F -"

> be called the mean specific gravity, and mean
w-t-f

conductivity of the alloy. Then alloys of any one metal of class a,

with any other of the same class, have very nearly the me^an specmt
gravity and condnctivity calculated by the above formulee.

Alloys of a metfl a with a metal (3 have specific gravity and con-

ductivity always less than the mean. If a metal a is alloyed with

a considerable percentage of p, the conductivity is not much altered,

but if a metal 3 be alloyed with even a very small quantity of a,

the conductivity is greatly reduced.

Alloys of the metals ^ among themselves have in general a con-

ductivity much inferior to that of either component. The con-

ductivity remains constant through a considerable range of per-

centage, but rises very quickly as the percentage of either me&l
approaches 100. This property is very marked in an alloy cf

gold and silver. Matthiessen recommended an alloy of two pmrts

by weight of gold to one of silver for the reproduction of the
standard of resistance. The resistance of such an alloy would bt

very slightly affected by small varipi'ons in its composition.

Mercury, and melted metala geu-rally, are not subject to the

foregoing laws. A very smaD percentage of another even worse

conducting metal raises the conductiyity of mercury, but iht
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uddition of larger quantities of the foreign meUl lowers the con-

Juctivity.

(2.) The formulffi for the temperature variation for alloys ot tne

netala a among themselves agree very closely with the mean for-

nulie calculated from the volume percentages.

If r denotes the fraction of itself by which theconductivity at 0°

xceeds that at 100° for an average pure metal (P-0-29307), and P

!ie same fraction, observed in the case of any alloy for which the

bserved and mean or calculated conductivities at 0° and 100' are

, fc,jo, and itj, f,„—then, according to Matthiessen, the following

lation holds for alloys of metals a among themselves, and metals

J among themselves:

—

P : P :: A'joo • ^'ioo»

or, which is the same thing, K,, !ic^, denoting resistances.

For alloys of o with 5, the observed value of P is in general ^Teater

tlian that calculated by this formulae.

Other Phtjsical Condilimis affecting the Resistance of Solid Bodies.

—Besides temperature, a variety of other circumstances affect the

specific resistance of metals. As D general rule, metals are worse

conductors in the hard than in the soft state. Tempering steel

increases its resistance considerably, but subsequent heating and

gradual cooling reduces the resistance again. The resistance of a

wire stretched by a weight is increased more than can be accounted

for by the mere decrease of the section.' Winding on a bobbin has

the same elTect. The finer a metal is drawn into wire, the greater

is its specific resistance in the case of iron, the smaller in the case

of copper. Magnetization has also in certain cases been found to

affect the resist°ance. These effects were studied by Sir William

Thomson ; the results of his researchas are given in his Bakerian

Lecture, rial. Trans., 1856. The experiments are very instructive,

and many ot them well worth repeating now that we have more

delicate apparatus. The most curious case of alteration of resist-

nnce is that of tellurium and selenium. We have already mcn-

Uoiied that selenium in the amorphous state is a non-conductor.

After continued heating it passes into the crystalline state and con-

ducts. Sale found= that the conductivity of this crystalline form of

selenium is greatly affected by light, and that, too, differently by

light of different colours. Prof. W. G. Adams' has lately made a

series of experiments on tlie subject, and concludes that there is an

action of light, which varies as the square root of the illuminating

[KEtilSTAMCB

power, and is distinct from any heating effect. He found the nsis-

tance of selenium in one caae diminished by a fifth when it wm'

exposed to the light of a certain paraffin lamp ; the change iu

tellurium under similar circumstances was ji^tn. He found that

the passage of a strong current tlirough selenium sets up a kind of

polarization, which opposes a current in the same direction aa that

which produced it, and aids a current in the opposite directioq.

This led him to suspect that the action of light might of itself start

a current in the selenium, and he found that under certain circum-

stances this is the case.

Fluids.—The verification hy the experiments of Kohlrausch and

Nippoldt of Ohm's law for electrolytes, through a wide range o#

electromotive force, has greatly increased the interest of all data

relating to the resistance of this class of conductors. We have no

difficulty in working with electrolytes whose composition and physi-

cal state is perfectly definite, a thing next to impossible iu the case.

of solids. Hence the resistance of an electrolyte has, far beyond tne

resistance of a solid metal, a value as datum for physical specula-

tions concerning the ultimate properties of matter, which underlie

Ohm's law. We refer the reader to Wiedemann's Oalvanismus for au

account of the earlier results in this department of Pouillet, HankeF,

Becquerel, Horsford, Wiedemann, Becker, Lenz, and Saweljew. We
recommend to his notice particularly the careful experiments of

Beetz on zinc sulphate (his temperature determinations are the most

extensive of the kind), also the resc.iches of Paalzow, who examined

the conductivity of various mixtures of two solutions, the conduc-

tivities of which had been separately determined. He finds that if

R and K' be the resistances of the components, the re.sistance of th;

RR'
mixture is not «—p; so that the current is not divided between

the liquids as if they were metals in multiple arc; nor is it the meati

of R and R', but it lies nearer the smaller of the two. A siniilaij

result was arrived at by Ewing and Wacgiegor.*

Kohlrausch and Grotrian' have made the most recent as well a»

the most extensive investigations ; and we shall best describe the

present state of scientific knowledge on this subject by giving au

analysis of their results and conclusions. Their experiments deul

with the chlorides of the metals of the alkalies and alkaline earths;.

Kolilrausch has also examined a number of the commoner acids

For convenience we have transciibed the diagram given by Kohl,

rausch, which embodies certain of the results obtained by himself and

Grotrian. lig 1 of the uiagram gives the conductivities' (i-.g) at

Diagram illustrating Electrical Conductivity.

fV C; the ordinates represent Ji„ x 10', except for acetic and tar-

iaric acid, where they represent /,-,, x 10' and i-,8 x 10« respectively,

the Stbecissa represent percentages by weight in the solution of

»fC!, H,SO„ NH.Cl, Itc. In fig. 2 the values of the temperature

' For recent experiments on this subject see Proe. R. S., Dec. 1876,

b->d June 1877. Authorities for some of the other facta stated will be

toand iti Wiedenjann, i. § 207.

f JPr^e. R. S.. 1873. ' froc. R. S., vols. liiii. x_xiv. xxv.

coefficient
j
_

J
for 18°C. are given by the ordinates, the abscisss

being percentages as before. For convenience of drawing the coeffi-

cient cf acet'c acid ie decreased by '01.

The curves which appear in the diagram include all the distinct

varieties ; and :t will be seen that in all cases the conductivity varic*

Trans. R.S.S., 1873. • Pogg. Ann., cliv., 1875, end clix ., 1875

*,Mercur.Y is .the, standard.
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continuously with the concentration, anapproach to icro for infinitely

\»cak solutions being indicated in all cases. Tlie chlorides may be

*livided into two classes. (1.) CaOl, and MgCl, reach maximum
conductivities 1968 x 10-«, 1310 x 10-*, at 18° C. for percentages 24
and 19-8 respectively, in each case short of saturation. LiCl pro.

bably does the same, and NaCl appears to reach a maximum between
23-9 p.c, and its saturation percentage 26-5. (2.) KCl, NH,C1,
SrCl,, a.d BaCl2 increase in conducting power up to the point of

saturation.

Taking the best conducting solutions, the order of conductivities

is NH,C1, KCl, NaCl, LiCl, CaCl,, SrClj, BaCl2, MgCl,, the

alkaline clilorides heading the list. A 25 p.c. solution of NH^Cl is

in fact half as good a conductor as the best acid solution known.
It was found that, if the conductivity for small percentages be

represented hy k— xp - x'p^, ao that « may be called the specific con-

ductivity in watery solutions, then k varies inversely as the specific

gravity, that is, directly as the "specific volume."
The temperature coefficients for the chlorides are very nearly in-

dependent of the temperature. There is a slight increase for higher
temperatures, which is most marked in the case of highly concen-
trated and viscous solutions of CaClj, MgClj.
For weak solutions the coefficients are all very nearly equal ; at

18° C. the extreme value for 5 p.c. solutions lies between -^^ (for

LiCl) and -^ (for NH4CI). There ia a tendency, as seen by the

curves, to a value -^^, or '022 for very weak solutions. It will be

noticed (see table below) that this coefficient is much larger than
•(1035, which is about the corresponding number for a pure metal.

When the percentage is increased from five upwards, the tem-
toerature coefficient for 1 8° 0. decreases at first for all the chlorides

;

It reaches a minimum for NaCl, CaCIj, MgClj, which belong to

class (1) ; but there is no minimum for liCl, NH4CI, BaClj, which
belong to class (2), and have no maximum conductivity.

The acids investigated were nitric, hydrochloric, sulphuric, phos-

phoric, oxalic, tartaric, and acetic. In every case, except that of

oxalic acid, a maximum conductivity was obtained. The order in

which we have named the acids is that of the conductivity of the

best conducting solutions at 18° C. ; for the first three we have
respectively i-,gl0'— 7330, 7174, 6914, the corresponding percen-

tages being 29'7, 18^3, 30'4, so that the maxima are very nearly

equal, and the maximum percentages not far apart. The curve for

sulphuric acid is exceedingly remarkable. Between and 100 p.c.

of HjS04, it shows two maxima. The first minimum occurs at

tlie percentage corresponding to the hydrate HjSO^-fHjO. The
conductivity corresponding to HjSO, is also a minimum; for when
SO3 is added, causing supersaturation, the conductivity again in-

creases, there must therefore be at least one more maximum, since

melted SO3 is a non-conductor. There is no peculiarity in the curve

corresponding to the hydrate 2HjO-fH„S04, which is distinguished

from HjO-fHjSOj in not being crystallizable. A striking simi-

larity in the case of sulphuric and acetic acid is remarked between
the curves oi^resistance and of solidification temperature ; wherever
the latter is high, the former is so also ; there is a maximum in both
cases for HjO + HjSO, and for HjS04, and a minimum in both
cases near 92-5 p.c; the other minima do not agree so well.

A remarkable relation is given, which appears to connect the

resistance of the monobasic acids HCl, HBr, m, and HNO3. If

any percentage be multiplied by the specific gravity of the solution,

aud divided by the molecular weight of the acid,the result is the num-
ber of molecules (n) in unit of volume of the solution. On forming

a table of resistances with n for argument, it was found that for

Eolutions with the same re, whether of HCl, HBr, HI, 01 HNO3,
the conductivity is the same. This appears very clearly from the

dotted curve in fig. 3 of the diagram, calculated from the different

«cids, the regularity of the curve, and in parts the coincidences,

Rre very marked. This result may be stated thus :

—

In solutions

> 9ntai7iing an equal number of Tnolecules, whetlur of HNO3, HCl,
1 ^Br, or HI, the components of electrolysis under equal electromotive

/ >rces pass in opposite directions with equal relative velocities. *

The temperature coefficients for the four monobasic acids are nearly

equal, and nearly independent of the concentration. The same
increase of temperature coefficient with increase of concentration

as was noticed in the case of viscous chloride solutions appears also

in the viscous acid solutions of phosphoric, tartaric, and sidphuric

acid. It is also found that where the conductivity is a minimum,
the temperature coefficient is correspondingly great; so that, with
i/icreasing temperature the maxima and minima tend to get smoothed
out. It appears also that the proximity of the maxima for HJSO4,
HNO3, HCl, becomes more marked as the temperature rises.

The existence of the maxima in most cases, and of the minima in

the sulphuric acid curve, led Kohlrausch to suggest the principle

|that no stable chemical compound in a pure state is a conductor,

and that mixture of at least two .such compounds is necessary for

conduction. He mentions many instances of this principle, e.g.,

water, sulphurous acid, carbonic acid, acotio acid, melted boracic

* A similar law might be Btated for the chlorides, but it holds only

for very weak polutioOA.

acid, chromic acid, anhydrous SO3, ioo In a recent paper' he gives
some very interesting results concerning the conductivity of pure
water and other bad conductors. The lowest conductivity he got
for water was 71 (Iig-10"). This was after careful purifica

tion and repeated distillation in glass, and finally in platinum
ves.sel.s. After standing under a glass bell jar for 4-3, 20, 78,
and 1060 hours, the water ro.se in conductivity from 78 to 133, 350,
850, and 3000 respectively. He calculates that, if pure water were
a non-conductor, the presence of 0-1 mgr. per litre of HCl would be
sufficient to account for the observed conductivity. He also found
conductivities for SnClj (<) 200, alcohol (commercial distilled) 30,
acetic acid (glacial melted) 4, ether (<) -8. Among recent researches
of interest may be mentioned Braun's attempt^ to mea.sure the con-
ductivity of melted salts, and Grotrian's' on the relation between the
viscosity and the electric conductivity of electrolytes. For the
speculationsof Kohlrausch, Hankel, Beetz, 'Wiedemann, and Quincke
on the ultimate nature of electrolytic resistance, see the papers, of
the first-mentioned, or Wiedemann's Oalvanismus, Bd. i. § 434 sqq.

Oases.—We are not aware that any experiments have hitherto
established that any gas or vapour at ordinary temperature and
pressure is a conductor. Boltzmann' has arrived at the negative
result that air at ordinary temperatiue and pressure must have a
specific resistance at ?eaiMO-* times that of copper. Sir William
Thomson has, we believe, arrived at a similar result for steam ; and
recent experiments by I'rof. Maxwell'" on air, steam, mercm-y,
and sodium vapour (at high tempt-ratures) have led him to a similar
negative conclusion. It was found, however, that the heated air
from a Bunsen's burner conducts remarkably well.' The so-called
unipolar conductivity of flames presents many anomalies, which
have been examined by various experimeutcfs. For the literature
see F. Braun, Pogg. Ann., 1875.

It would appear, therefore, that the loss of electricity from in-
sulated conductors at moderate potentials, observed by Coulomb
and Eiess, cannot be due to conduction or couvection by the air,

but must arise almost v;holly from the insulating supports. War.
burg, who has experimented much on this subject, appears to be
of the same opinion (ride Boltzmann, I.e. p. 415). Varley has lately
investigated the passage of the current of a large number of Daniell's
cells through a Geissler's (hydrogen ?) tube. He found that it

required 323 cells to start the current, but that once it was started
it could be maintained by 308 cells ; the current which flowed was
proportional to the excess of the number of cells over 304. Thus,
for 317-304 + 13 the current was proportional to 25}, for 330
— 304-1-26 it w-as proportional to 51. Accordingly, if Ej be a con-
stant, and R another constant (the resistance of the gas?) we get for

the electromotive force E, required to send a current I, E = E,
-l-RI. Eq is analogous to the electromotive force of polai-ization.

For further details about the resistance of dielectrics we refer the
reader to Maxwell's Electricity and Magnetism, vol. i. § 366 sqq.

The followi3ig table will give an idea of the conducting power of GeneA
different bodies ; r denotes the specific resistance in C.G.S. units (to tablsi
reduce to ohms divide by 10') ; a is the percentage of itself that r
increases in the case of metals and decreases in the case of elec-

trolytes per deg. C. ; t is the temperature at which r is given.
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On the Passage of Electricity through Insulators.

Hitherto we have divided bodies into conductors, through

which electricity passes under the influence of any electro-

motive force, however small, and 7ion-conductors or insulators,

through which electricity will not pass, no matter how great

the urging force. In practice, however, when the value

of the electromotive force reaches a certain limit, electricity

does pass through a non-conductor. A discharge of elec-

tricity taking place suddenly in this way through a non-

conductor is called a " disruptive discharge." The power

of a non-conductor to resist up to a certain limit the passage

of electricity through it has been called its dielectric

strength. The dielectric strength of any medium is greater

the greater the electromotive force it will stand, when

placed say between two parallel metal plates arranged in a

given way, before it is broken through by the disruptive

discharge. We shall by and by attach a definite quanti-

tative signification to the term, but the general notion will

be sufficient for the present.

Although it may be found when both phenomena have

been more fully analysed, that conductive and disruptive

discharge are really two diiferent aspects of one and the

same phenomenon, yet for the experimenter they are two

distinct things, which must not be confounded

This would be the place to set forth the quantitative rela-

tions which regulate the electromotive force required to pro-

duce disruptive discharge, the quantity of electricity that

passes under given circumstances, and the dielectric strength

of different media; in fact, to lay down for disruptive dis-

charge a law corresponding to the law of Ohm for metallic

and electrolytic conduction. The present state of electrical

science, however, does not permit us to do this in a satis-

factory manner. Experiment has not as yet led to a single

dominant principle, like Ohm's law, which will account for

all the phenomena of disruptive discharge. The best theory

of the subject is Faraday's, which will be gone into under

"disruptive discharge in gases." Observation and experi-

ment, on the other hand, have been occupied for the most

part with the various transformations of energy which ac-

company the disruptive discharge. We prefer, therefore,

to discuss the whole matter under the single head "disrup-

tive discharge."

TRANSFORMATIONS OF ENERGY ACCOMPANYING
THE ELECTRIC CURRENT.

Under this head we propose to discuss (to use a word
of Kankine's) the energetics of electricity. It may be

objected that this heading might have been put over a

good deal of what has gone before, and we shall, for con-

venience, treat certain matters under it which, in a strictly

logical division, would have found a place elsewhere. If

we had formed a definite conception of what we call elec-

tricity—had, for instance, assumed that it is a material fluid,

having inertia like other fluids, then no doubt the energetics

of the subject could have been much extended. As it is,

we think that advantage is to be gained by asseciating in

our minds the experimental laws which we are now to

arrange under the above heading.

We shall consider (1) the heat developed in metallic and
electrolytic conduction, and at the junctions in heteroge-

neous circuits; (2) the mechanical, sound, heat, and parti-

cularly light effects accompanying disruptive discharge;

(3) the energy of magnetized iron and steel, and of electric

currents in the neighbourhood of the electric current (electro-

magnetism)
; (4) the energy of the electrotonic state, or

electrokinetic energy (magneto-electric induction). In this

list ought to be included the potential energy of chemical

separation, which would come under the head of electroljrsis.

At present, however, electrolysis is quite as much a chemi-

cal as an electrical subject, and it has been found convenieut

to treat it in a separate article (see Electrolysis). Some
points in connection with it have already been touched

upon, and a few more will come up in (5), which treats of

sources of electromotive force, and deals with the ques-

tion, whence comes the energy which is evolved in the

voltaic circuit 1 a question the answer to which is for the

most part experimental and practical—the only one, in fact,

that the state of electrical science permits va to give.

Heating Effects.

It is easy to show, by a variety of simple experiments, Devcloi

that a current of electricity heats a conductor through ment o*

which it passes. In the case of moderately strong currents * f^

the heat developed is perceptible to the touch ; the wire

may, in the case of very strong currents, be raised to a

white heat ; it may melt, and even be volatilized. In the

case of very weak currents, the heating effect may be de-

monstrated by passing the current through the spiral of a

delicate Breguet's thermometer. We find, when we
examine the experimental data on the subject, that heating

effects may be conveniently divided into two distinct classes.

In the first of these the fundamental law is that the de-

velopment of heat in any part of a linear circuit varies aa j
the resistance of that part multiplied by the square of the I
current. In the second class the development of heat

varies as \}ie first power of the current. The heating effects

of the first class are obviously independent of the direction

of the current, and are irreversible ; and the more we
examine them the more they appear to correspond to the

loss of energy by the frictional generation of heat in ordin-

ary machines. In the language of the dynamical theory

of heat, the part of the energy of the electric current

which disappears in this way is said to be dissipated.

The effects of the second class change their sign when the

direction of the current is changed ; so that, if anywhere

there was evolution of heat when the current flows in one

direction, then, when the current is reversed, there will be

absorption of heat to an equal extent. We shall find that

we have great reason to believe that such effects are

strictly reversible.^ In order to get a satisfactory founda-

tion for the simple theoretical views which we have thus

indicated, it is essential to be able to separate the two

classes of effects. Now, this is possible to a ver}' great

extent even in practice. The effects of the first class in-

crease much more rapidly with the strength of the current

than those of the second, so that, by sufficiently increasing

the current, we can make the effects of the second class

as small a fraction of the whole heating effect as we please;

while, on the other hand, by sufficiently decreasing the

current, the preponderance of the second class may be

increased to any desired extent. We shall in what follows

suppose the two classes of effects separated in this way.

Discharge of Statical Electricity.—One of the earliest Heatinif

attempts to study the heating effects of the electric dis-
'f j^"_

charge was made by Kinnersley. He constructed an charg*.

thermoelectrometer, which consisted of a closed glass

vessel, in which were fixed two metal balls communicating

with electrodes outside the vessel. The bottom of the

vessel was filled with a little coloured fluid, which com-

municated with a tube having a vertical arm rising outside

the vessel. When a spark passed between the balls, the

heat developed caused the air to expand and force the

liquid into the vertical tube, the rise of level in which indi-

cated the degree of expansion, and, by inference, the amount
of heat developed in the spark.

Sir Wm. Snow Harris^ revived this instrument of Kin-

nersley's, and improved it by stretching a fine wire between

1 That is, in tlie tliermojynnmic sense. - PkU. Trans., 1827.-
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the terminals inside the vessel, so that the heat measured

^"33 now that evolved in a metallic conductor.

With this improved instrument he made a numter of valuable ex-

periments on the heating of wires by the discharge of a Loydcn

battery, whose charge was measured by a Lane's electrometer. As-

6'iming that the heat developed varies inversely as the conductivity

oi' the wire (which is not the case), he arranged the metals in a scries

xthkh. agrees with that given later by Kiess, although the nnmbers
given do not properly represent the conductivities owing to the

erroneous assumption on which they are deduced. Harris observed

that the specific conductivity of alloys is often less than that of

either metal, and that a very small admixture of another metal con-

siderably reduces the conductivity of pure copper. Ke also arrived

at the result that the amount of heat developed in a wire varies as

the quantity of electricity which passes in the discharge, but seems

to have concluded that the amount of battery surface used had no
elfect.*

Riess made two very important improvements on the

thermoelectrometer by substituting spirals for the straight

wire of Harris, and by inclining the tube containing the

liquid so as to be nearly horizontal. The sensibiJity of the

instrument was thus greatly increased. Kiess took up the

whole question of the heating of wires, and investigated it

thoroughly.

The actual Instrument which he used is represented in figure 27

(teken from his Reibungselectricitat). 't consists of a glass tube of

Fig. 27.

narrow bore, 16 to 17 inches long, to which is blown a glass globe

? to 4 inches in diameter. This tube is partially filled with some

coloured iluid which confines the air in the globe , a' wide reservoir

at the other end of the tube allows the fluid to accumulate without

sensible change of level. The stand of the instrument consists of two

pieces hinged together, so that the tube can be placed at a small in-

clination to the horizon. The rest of the instrument will be under-

stood from the figure. Details concerning the manipulation will be

("•jund in the Rcibungscicclricildt, Bd. i. § 410. When the fine

wire is heated by a current of electricity, the heat developed is

divided between the wire and the air ; the expansion very quickly

reaches a maximum, and the level of the liquid in the fine tube

becomes stationary for a moment. If m be the number of scale

divisions between its original and final positions, we have (see

Eiess, I.e., or Maacart, t. i. § 325)

:-mk{\ +cw)' *"'^ H-mA(CW-^ B) (1).

where T denotes the amount by which the temperature of the wire

would have risen had no heat lefi, it, and H the whole amount of

heat developed by the current. , C and W are the mean specific heat

and weight of the wire, and A and B constants, which depend on
the make of the instrument, and on the initial temperature and
pressure of the air.

A very convenient form of thermoelectrometer, called the

thermomelre inscripteur, has been used by Mascart (I.e.).

' Pha. Trans., 1831.

The alterations of pressure are registered automatically on

a revolving drum, after the manner of the pulse-rcgisteriug

instrument of Marey. One advantage of this instrument

is that it gives a representation of the course of the tem-

perature in the apparatus.

In most of his experiments Riess used batteries of Leyden
jars. The jars wore all as nearly as possible alike, and the

inner armatures were in general connected together. The
quantity of electricity given to the battery was measured

by means of a Lane's jar, the balls of which, were placed at

a distance of about a lino apart. The battery was then dis-

charged through the thermo-ekctrometer along with any

external circuit connected with it.

It is of great importance in such experiments as we ar3 Gea»i«(

now describing to examine what happens at the place where •;<"is**»*

the circuit is closed. This closure is effected by bringing ^ "™*

two metallic balls into contact. But before contact is

reached, a spark passes in which sound, light, and heat are

given forth,—in a word, energy'evolved. When the resis-

tance of the circuit is small, this spark passes at a consider-

able distance, aud is verj' intense, no matter how quickly

the conductors are brought together. The energy consumed

in this case is a considerable fraction of the whole energy

given out by the discharge. If, however, the resistance of

the circuit through which the discharge takes place be con-

siderable, the electricity takes longer to accumulate suffi-

ciently to raise the electromotive force between the balls to

the discharging limit. We may, therefore, by operating

quickly, g§t the balls very nearly in contact before the

spark passes. In this case the spark is much less intense,

and the fraction of the whole energy which appears in it

is very small. Riess made some very valuable expenment.-i

on this point. He arranged an air-break in the circuit of

the thermoelectrometer, which he could widen or narrow at

pleasure, and discharged his batteries through this circuit

in the usual way. He found that as the gap is widened tho

amount of heating in the thermometer is at first increased,

but after a certain length of break is attained it decrease.')

again. It must be remembered that we have now two aii

breaks in our circuit of discharges, the discharging break

and the inserted break. One effect of the inserted break

is to diminish'the intensity of the spark at the dischargi.ig

break, and cause a decrease of the energy which appears

there. On the other hand it makes the discharge of the

battery incomplete, so that part of the potential energy is

not exhausted. It is very likely to the opposition of these

two effects that the peculiarity observed by Riess is due.

Mascart has observed a similar phenomenon in disruptive

discharge through oil of turpentine. At all events Rie.^3

showed that, when the inserted break was not longer than

y-^ths of a line, the heating in the thermometer was tho

same as when there was no break at all. Hence, if we .

make the resistance of our circuit so great that the spark at

the discharger is not longer than -^jths of a line, the energy

consumed there may be neglected.

"

The resistance of the connections belonging to .the

battery and the thermometer were always very small com-

pared with that of the thermometer wire, and the wire, if

any, inserted outside the thermometer ; so that, if the resis

tances of these be R and S, the resistance of the whole

circuit may be taken to be R + S. The law to which the

experiments of Riess led can be expressed by means of the

formula

=Rrs« (2).

where Q is the amount of electric potential energy which

has disappeared, and H the amount of heat (measured by

its dynamical equivalent) developed in tho wire of the

thermometer, whose resistance is S.

In the case of the complete discharge of a battery of »
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iare, each of capacity C, if q be the whole charge, we get

Immediately, from (48) of Mathematical Theory (p. 34),

ELECTRICITY [hzating effects.

r
and

H = (3).
S _?1

Hence, if we keep the thermometer and inserted wires the

same,^ the thermometer indications will be proportional to

— , or, in words

—

tJi^ heat evolved in the whole or m any
n
given part of iJie circuit is proportional to the square of the

battery charge directly, and to the number ofjars (i.e., to the

battery surface) inversely.

If the thermometer wire remain the same, while the

length section, and material of the inserted wire is varied,

then, r being the specific resistance, I the length, and p
4tI

tne diameter of that wire, R = —^. Then, according to

(3), the heat developed in the thermometer is given by

H=-A_^ (4).

where A and B are constants.

If, again, we use two wires of the same material of

lengths I and I' and diameters p and p', and make two ob-

servations with these for inserted and thermometer wires

respectively and vice versa, then, if Hj and Hj be the heat

evolved in the two cases,

H, _ ly
H4 ip"^

(5).

eince R + S is the same in tne two cases.

When the discharge is not complete, we have only to

substitute for Q in (3) the appropriate expression for the

exhaustion of the electric potential energy. Similarly we
may find the heating effect caused by the discharge of a

battery of jars arranged in series and charged by cascade

in Franklin's manner (p. 35). If 'we discharge through

a multiple arc, we may assume that the discharge divides

itself between the branches in the ratio of the conduc-

tivities, so that the conductivity of the whole arc is the

sum of the conductivities of its parallel branches. On
ithese principles it is easy to calculate the heat generated in

the whole circuit or in any branch of the arc.

All the cases we have alluded to were treated experiment-

ally by Riess, and satisfactory agreement with formula (2)
established in every case.

ComparN By means of formula (4; he compared the specific con-

ton of < ductivitiea of a variety of metals. A and B were determined,

^^^- and a standard wire of platinum of given length kept in
''°°

the thermometer; the wires' to be compared with it were
inserted in the outside circuit, and the ueating in the
thermometer observed. From the result the specific con-
ductivity (in terms of platinum) of the wires could be cal-

culated, their dimensions being known. The results agree
very well with those got by other means.'-

Heating by Constant Current.—The heating effect of the
current furnished by a voltaic battery was recognized as
a distinct and often very remarkable phenomenon for a
considerable time before any definite quantitative law was
established regarding it. Davy^ experimented on wires of
the swne dimensions but of different materials, and found
that the metals could be arranged in the following order:

—

E'lver, copper, lead, gold, zinc, tin, platinum, palladium,
iron,--thos6 standing nearer the beginning of the list

beJEy less heated by a given current than those neafer the
end.

IMU88

' See Wiedemann's Galvaniemxit, Bd. i. § 194.
» lliU. Trans., 1821

Joule' was the first, nowever, to establish a definite law Joules

connecting the amount of heat evolved per second with the
^^^^.^

current strength and the resistance of the wire. He woiHid

the wire in which the heat generated was to be measured

round a glass tube which was immersed in a calorimeter.

The resistance of the water is so great that we may assume

without sensible error that the whole of the current passes

through the wire. The temperature of the water was de-

termined by means of a mercury thermometer immersed in

the calorimeter. The amount of heat developed in the

wire per second could then be found by the usual calori-

metric methods. The strength of the current was mea-

sured by means of a galvanometer inserted in the battery

circuit along with the wire. By experiments of this kind

Joule established that the amouni of heat generated in <?

given time varies directly as the product of the resistance of

the wire into the square of the strength of the current. So

that, if we choose our units properly, we may write

B.-UIH ........ (6),

where R is the resistance of the wire, I the strength of the

current, and H the quantity of heat generated in time t.

The experiments of Joule were repeated with increased precan-

tions against error by Becquerel,* Lenz,' and Botto. Becquerel

allowed the wire to disengage heat till the calorimeter reached such

a temperature that the loss of heat by radiation and conTection,

&c., was just equal to the gain from the wire, so that the tempera-

ture became stationary. The current was then stopped, and the

loss of heat per second found by observing the fall of temperatura

in the calorimeter. Botto used an ice calorimeter. Lenz' made a

series of very careful experiments with a calorimeter, in which the

liquid used was alcohol, which is a much worse conductor than water.

He first cooled his apparatus a few degrees below the temperature ot

the surrounding air, and then allowed the current to generate heat

in the wire till the temperature of the whole calorimeter (which wa3
kept uniform by agitation) had risen to an equal number of degrees

above the temperature of the air. The current was then stopped, and
the time t which it had flowed noted. According to Joule's lay,

iRl- ought to be constant, and it was found to be so v«ry nearly. A
very convenient instrument for demonstrating and measuring the

heat generated by the electric current in a wire is the galavano-

thermometer of Poggendorff, which consists simply of an alcohol

thermometer with a large bulb, into which is let a spiral of fine

wire. The heat generated is dediiced from the expansion of tho

alcohol, which is measured by means of a scale fastened to the stem

of the thermometer. The value of the graduations is found by com-
parison with an ordinary thermometer. The thermoelectrometer

of Riess might also be used in a similar way.

Heating in Electrolytes.-^Jonle's law applies also to Electi*

electrolytes. - The phenomenon, however, is not so_ simple '?***•

as it generally is in the case of metallic conductors. Dis-

turbances arise, owing to the heat evolved and absorbed

in the secondary actions that take place at the blectrode ;

and superadded to this we have in all probability an ab-

sorption or evolution of heat corresponding to the Peltisr

effect between different metals, of which we shall have to

speak directly. Joule eliminated these disturbing influ-

ences by using a solution of copper sulphate with copper

electrodes. In this case copper is dissolved from one elec-

trode and deposited on the other, so that if we except the

slight difference in the states of aggregation of the dis-

solved and deposited copper, the secondary processes are

exactly equivalent, and must compensate each other. Joule''

found that in a certain solution of CuSO, 5 '50 units of

heat were generated in a certain time, while in a wire of

equal resistance 5'88 units were generated by an equal cur-

rent in the same time. In a similar manner E. Becquerel'

found that a current, which would produce a cubic centi-

meter per minute of explosive gas, generated in certai-u

solutions of CuSO^ and ZnSO^ 0-213 and 0-365 units ot

* Ann. de Chim. et de Phys., 1848.

^ Wiedemann's Oalvcntfmus, Bd. 1. § 670,
' Pha. Mag., 1841. « Ar.n. r>e Chim.. ef ''.: Phye., 1843.

» Pha. Hag., 1341
' Pogg. Ana., Iri., 1344
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heat ; while the same current would have generated in wires

of equal resistance 0'26 and 0'32 units respectively.

Reversible Heating Eftcta.—Peltier^ was the fir§t to

discover an effect of this nature. He found that, when an

electric current passes over a junction of antimony with

bismuth, the order of the metals being that in which we
have named them, there is an evolution of heat at the junc-

tion ; and, when the current passes in the opposite direc-

tion, theie is an absorption of heat, sd that the temperature

of the junction falls. Here, therefore, there is an effect

which cannot vary as the square of the current strength,

but must be some function of the current strength, whose

principal term at least is some odd power.

The Peltier effect, as it is now called after its discoverer, may be

demonstrated by inserting a soldered junction of antimony and
bismuth .into a Riess's tnermoelectrometer. When the current

goes BiSb, the fluid will rise in the stem, indicating absorption of
»-*

heat; when it gooa SbBi, the fluid will fall, indicating evolution

of heat. Or we may use Peltier's cross,

•which consists ot two pieces, one of

bismuth P.B', and the other of anti-

mony AA', soldered together in the

form of a cross (fig. 28). A and B are

connected by a wire through a gal-

vanometer G. A' and B' are con-

nected with a battery C through a

commutator D, by means of which the

eurrent can be sent cither from A' to /^~H,-
B' or from B' to A' through the June- (j i^ J
tion. The thermoelectric current in- I'l'

dicated by the galvanometer shows that ^

the junction is heated in the first in-

stance and cooled in the second. * 'S- ^''•

By leading the current of a Grove's cell for five minutes through
»-»

a BiSb junction, Lenz' succeeded in freezing a small qunntity of

water which had been placed in a hole in the junction, and previ-

ously reduced to 0° C. The temperature of the ice formed fell to
- 4-5° C.

The Peltier effect is different for different pairs of metals.

Peltier and BecquereP found that the metals could be ar-

ranged in the following order :

—

Bi, Gs,< Pt, Pb, Sn, Cu, Au, Zn, Fe, Sb

.

If the current pass across a junction of any two of these

metaJs, cold or heat is generated according as the current

passes the metals in the direction of the arrow or in the

opposite direction ; and the Peltier effect between the metals

is greater the farther apart they are in the series. We shall

see later on that this is none other than the thermoelectric

series.

Von Quintus Icilius^ showed that the Peltier effect is

directly proportional to the strength of the current. He
passed a voltaic current through a tangent galvanometer
(serving to measure it) and a thermopile of 32 BiSb couples.

The current was allowed to pass for a fized time, then the

(battery was removed and the thermoelectric current of the

pile measured by means of a delicate mirror galvanometer.

The current of the battery heats the pile in part uniformly
according to Joule's law : this causes no unequal heating
of the junction, and therefore no thermoelectric current

;

and in part unequally, so that one set of junctions are cooler

and the other warmer than the mass of the metal : this

eauses a thermoelectric current, which, since the tempera-
ture differences are small (see below, p. 97), maybe taken
to be proportional to the temperature difference, that is, to

the double of the Peltier effect at each set of junctions.

It is interesting to note the analogy here with the polar-

ization of an electrolytic cell. We turn a battery on to

' Ann. de Chim. et de Pkys., 1831.
' See Wiedemann's Qalvanisrmis, Bd. i. § 689.
' Ann. de Chim. et de Phys., 1847.
* Gs-Germau Silver. » Poyg. Ann., Itttjt 1853.

8-4*

the thermopile, and polaiize It, aa it were. Then, when we
remove the battery and close the pile, we get a return cur-

rent, which might be called the polarization current of tho

thermopile.

In general the Peltier effect is, as ^e have seen, mixed up with
Joule's eflect, and makes itself felt by producing a disturbance at

the junction. Thus Children' found that, when a strong current
passed through two mercury cups joined by a thin platinum wire,

so that the wire became red hot, the temperature of the mercury io

the cups next the -I- pole of the battery rose to 121° F., while in

the cup next the - pole the temperature was only 112° F. Frank-
euheim' studied the two effects together. He made a Peltier's

cross of the pair of metals to be examined, passed a current 1 through
the cross first in one direction and then in the other, and deter-

mined by means of a deUcate galvanometer the thermoelectric cur-

rent generated in each case, which is very nearly proportional to

the heat produced. If a and 4 be the heat from Joule and Pel-

tier effects respectively, and i and i' the observed thermoelectric

currents, then i= C(a + b), i'~C(a-b); whence a= (i + i')-^2C, and
J = (j-i')^2C. In this way he found that a was proportional to

P, and b to I. Thus the whole heat developed may be expressed

by aP±iI. We get in this way a verification of the results botli

of Joule and of Von Quintus Icilias.

Further experiments have been made on this subject by Tlionuott

Edlund and Le Roux ; and Sir W. Thomson was led by a effect,

remarkable train of reasoning to discover another rever-

sible heating effect. We prefer to leave these matters for

the present, to return to them when we consider thermo-

electric sources of electromotive force.

The Peltier effect between metals and liquids and other

reversible effects will also come ud again under the Origin

of Electromotive Force.

Theoretical Deduction of the Formulae.—The above for- Theory

mula3 for the heat developed in wires by statical and dyna- ?f *"'**"

mical electricity may be deduced from a com^^on formula, ^^j.
which can be deduced from Ohm's law.

Let P, Q be two points of a linear circuit, and let E be the differ-

ence between the potentials at P and Q, then, if there be no other

electromotive force in the portion PQ, the work done by a unit of

-I- electricity in passing from P to Q is E. Hence, if I be the

strength of the current, so that \dt units of electricity pass from
P to Q in time dt, then the amount dio of work done by the

current in time dl is Eta'J. But, by Ohm's law, E = PJ, hence

dw = KC-dt (7).

Since the whole of this work is spent in heot., we may (or w write

H, which denotes the heat' generated in PQ. If the current b*

constant, we get immediately H = El-(, which is Joule's law (6),

If the current be variable, H=/RPrft, from which we may verj

easily deduce the formula for the discharge of a b.ittery of Leyden
jars. For, applying Ohm's law to the whole circuit whose resist-

ance is E-l-S, we have, if U denote the potential of the inside

coatings at time t. I =—-— . Also the capacity of each of the »^
' E + S

jars being 0, we have for the charge /-nCU, and I=~ ^
--nC

4U
"di

Honco

H-«/''-= -'IS/^ dl K-l-S 2

(8),

'»CR

E-
R r_

"E-hS 2)iG

where q and V have the same meanings as in (3). (8) agrees with

(3), except that we have reckoned the heat developed in a portion

of the circuit whose resistance is R instead of S, as in (3). It

appears, therefore, that tho theoretical formula (7), when properly

interpreted, covers both cases.

If there were a junction of heterogeneous metals in' the part PQ
of the circuit, at which the potential suddenly fell by an amount
n, then work equal to Tlldt would be done by the current in pass-

ing over the junction, and we should have to write

d\Y= VA-dt + -n\dl (9).

Had there been a rise of potential at the junction, we should have

written - n instead of -I- n. If all the work done at the junction is

trausfa;med into heat, W = H as before, and for a constant current,

H=EP<-fnIi . ... (10).

« Phil. Trans., 1815. ' Pogg. Ann., ivL 1354.

' Measured, of courw, ia dynamical equivalents.

vai. -- 3
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The first term is Joule's, the second Peltier's effect. Here the
coefBcient of the Peltier eiTect appears as an electromotive force.

We shall return to this again.

Gdowing, Glovnng, Melting, Volatilization, Jcc.—If a wire lost
melting, uone of the. heat generated in it, then, for tho same

current, the rise in its temperature during a given time

would vary as its specific resistance directly, and as, the

product of its specific heat and density into the fourth

power of its diameter inversely. Xbus, T, r, c, p, d
denoting these quantities in the order named above,

Jcc, of

wires,

T OC
Cfd*

If we have a given battery of electromotive force E,

and a circuit connected with it of resistance R, and we
insert a wire of length I specified in other respects as

above, the current will be ^—g i where ^"-^ • If the

g
diameter of the wire be given, then Sec ; ; and Toe

^^^
,

which is a maximum when- R = S, that is, when the length

of the wire is such that its resistance is equal to that of

the rest of the circuit.

Owing to our ignorance of the exact law of cooling, and

of the manner in which the resistance and specific heat of

most metals change at very high temperatures, it is very

difficult to predict beforehand to what temperature a given

current will raise a given wire. It is, as may be supposed,

still more difficult to predict the effect of a given discharge

from a Leyden battery. According to Eiess, the pheno-

menon of glow in this case is complicated by concomitant

effects of specific nature.^

If we assume Kewton's law of cooling, i.e., that the heat given

out is proportiuiial to the surface of the wire and to the elevation T
of its temperature over that of the surrounding medium, tlicn, I

denoting the strength of the constant current which heats the

wire, we have, when a constant temperature has been attained,

I-— const. X Td', for wires of same length and material but differ-

ent diameters. If we compare the apparent brightness of the wires,

by causing them to illuminate a screen at a constant distance olT,

and assume that the light given out is proportional to Td, then, if

two wires of diameters d^ and d^ have the same apparent brightness,

T,rfi— Tjdj, and Ij^d, = Ij-^dj. In other words, the strength of

current requisite tp bring a wire of given length and material to a

given briglitness of glow varies directly as its diameter. A law of

this nature is, of course, merely a rough approximation; lliiller

and ZoUner, however, have made erperiments which agree with it

within certain limits. The method of Zollner is interesting (see

Wiedemann's Oalvanismus).
The temperature of a glowing wire is very sensitive to external

circumstances, such as air currents, &c. These effects may be very

strikingly shown by balancing the wire in a Wheatstone's bridge
against a resistance of thick wire, a strong current being sent

through the bridge.

The behaviour of the wire in different gases is very remarkable.
If a wire which is glowing in air be suddenly immersed in a jar of

hydrogen or c»al gas, the brightness will be very much reduced, in

fact, in most cases the glow will entirely disappear. ^ This is owing
to the greater cooling power of hydrogen, of which evidence is

furnished by the experiments of Dulong and Tetit. ' The cooling

power of different gases was shown by Grove. He arranged a
platinum wire in a glass tube, which could be filled with different

gases. The current of the same battery was sent through the wire
and through a voltameter. When the tube was filled with hydrogen
or, defiant gas, the amount of gas evolved m the voltameter per
minute w.is 77 and 7 cubic inches respectively. The numbers
for the other gases experimented on varied from 6 '6 to 6"1. They
stood in the following order:—CO, COj, 0, air (2 atmos.), N, air

(1 atmos.), air (rarefied), CI. Experiments of a similar nature were
made on liquids. Clausius carried out a calculation of the cooling
effect of different gases, and found that the experimental results

could be satisfactorily accounted for.*

When the strength of the current is sufficiently increased,

the wire ultimately fuses, or even volatilizes. The pheno
menon is in general complicated. In air, for instance, the

•' RnbungseleclTicitat, Bd. ii. §§ 557 sqq.
" Grove, PAiZ Mag., 1845, or Wied. Galv., Bd. i. 678.
• Poggendorff, Pogg. Ann., Ixxi., 1847.
Wmd. Qalii. (I. c), or Pogg. Ann.. Ixxxvii., 1852.

wire burns, and the oxidization once started may take a

greater share in raising the temperature than the current

does, so that the destruction of the wire may take place

under certain circumstances with a current, which, under
other conditions, would scarcely make it glow. When dis-

charges from a Leyden battery are used it is very difficult,

if not altogether impossible, to get melting unaccompanied
with mechanical disaggregation of the wire. The reader

who wishes for further information concerning these matters,

will find the sources sufficiently indicated in Wiedemann,
Eiess, and Mascart.

This department of electricity is very fruitful in Populo

popular lecture-room experiments. We shall quote one or ei peri-

two of these, and refer the reader to popular treatises for
^''"^^

more of the Same kind.

On a sheet of thin card-board is pricked a design, generally what is

imderatood to be a portrait of Franklin, two pieces of tinfoil are

pasted on the ends of the card by way of electrodes, and between
these a piece of gold leaf is laid. On the other side of the card is

placed a piecfe of white paper or silk. The whole is then tightly

screwed up between two boards. When an electric discharge in sent

through the gold leaf it volatilizes, sending the disintegrated

particles through the holes in the card-board. In this way an im-
pression of the portrait is obtained.

If a current be caused to heat a pretty long thin platinum wire to

dull redness, and a portion of the wire be cooled by applying a piece

of ice to it, the remainder of the wir« will glow much more brightly

than before ; whereas, if a portion be heated by a spirit-lamp,

the reverse effect takes place. The reason is that the current is

strengthened in the one case by the decrease of the resistance in tha
cooled part, and weakened in the other by the increase of resistance

where the wire is heated.

When two curved metal surfaces rest upon each other, a current

passing from the one to the other encounters considerable resistance

at the small area of contact. The heat developed in consequence of

this causes the parts in the neighbourhood to expand very quickly

when the contact is made. This very often gives rise to rapid vibra-

tory movements in the conductors. The Trevelyan rocker" can

be worked in this way (see art. Heat), bells rung, &c. The best

known experiment of the kind is Gore's railway. This consists of

two concentric copper hoops, whose edges are worked very truly into

the same plane. A light copper ball is placed on the rails thus

formed, a current from two or three Groves is sent from one hoop to

the other, and the ball set in motion. If the baU be very true, and
the railway be well levelled, the energy supplied by the swelling at

the continually changing point of contact is sufficient to keep np the I

motion, and the ball runs round and round, emitting a crackling

sound as it goes.'

The Voltaic Arc.—When two electrodes of volatile or Electri

readily disintegrable material forming the poles of a power- ''Sht.

ful battery (say 30 or 40 Grove's cells) are brought into

contact and then separated, the current continues to pass

across the interval, provided it is not too great. The con-

ducting medium appears to be a continuous supply of

heated matter, suspended in glowing gas or vapour. This

phenomenon seems to be more akin to the subject we are

now discussing than to. the disruptive discharge of which

we shall speak by-and-by. The light th\is generated with

a large battery, especially when electrodes of graphitic

carbon are used, is brilliant in the extreme. It was thus

that Davy first obtained the phenomenon.^ With a battery

of 2000 cells he obtained a luminous arc 4 inches in

length, and when the carbons were placed in an exhausted

receiver the arc could be lengthened to 7 inches.

The fact that the electrodes must be brought in contact

in order to start the light is quite in accordance with what

we know of the extremely small striking distance of even

very powerful batteries. When the contact is made, the

place where the electrodes touch, owing to itssmall section, is

intensely heated; thematter begin^ to volatilize,_and then the

current is kept up by the quickly increasing cloud of metallic

= Wied. Oalv., Bd. i. § 726.
' This motion has been attributed to electromagnetic action. Such

an explanation is quite inadmissible.
' Phil. Trans., 1321. According to Qaetelet, Curtet observed the

light between oerbon point-:; in 1802. 'vTled. Qah:, Bd. i. 5 783.
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Tapour and disintegrated matter. With a battery of 60
Grove's cells the arc OQoe started has a certain persistence,

for we may break the current for lygth of a second or so,

and the light will start again when the current is turned on

afresh. We may start the light without bringing the

electrodes into "contact by causing a spark from a Leyden
jar or an inductorium to pass across the interval.

If an image of the voltaic arc be thrown on a screen by
means of a lens, its constitution can be examined very

readily. Four distinct parts at once strike us;—first, the

dazzling white positive carbon, which assumes a crater-like

ohape after the current has passed for some time ; second,

the more pointed and if anything less brilliantly-white

negative carbon, which is in general strewed with, little

beads of melted or at least softened carbon ; third, the

central core or streak of glowing matter, which has a white

appearaiice, though it is considerably less brilliant than the

carbon; fourth, the globe-shaped aureole which surrounds

the whole, whose brilliancy is greatly inferior to that of the

otherparts, and whose colour depends on the surrounding gas.

If the electrodes be horizontal, the arc is in general curved
upward by ascending air currents, its form is also affected

in general by the earth's magnetic action.

The hollowing out of the positive electrode is obviously

duo to a transfer of matter in the direction of the current.

It is very easy to prove by a variety of conclusive experi-

ments that there is such a transfer, mainly in the direction

ef the current, but also in part in the opposite direction.

If we take a platinum point for positive, and a platinum
plate for negative electrode, the matter carried to the plate

forms a series of rings on it like the colour rings of Nobili. If,

on the other hand, the platinum plate forms the positive elec-

trode, a series of slight excavations are formed where the

matter has been torn away. There can be no doubt that

the disintegration of the electrodes plays a very important
part in the formation of the arc, for if we saturate the car-

bons with volatile matters, the brilliancy of the arc, the ea&3

with which it forms, and its maximum length for given
battery power are greatly increased. It is probably owing,
in part at least, to the tearing away of matter at the posi-

tive electrode that the temperature there is in general

highest. This efifect is very marked in some cases. If

we take a platinum point and a plate of the same metal
for electrodes, thp point glows through a considerable

length when it is positive, but only at the end when
it is negative. Again, when the light is generated

between two platinum wires held crosswise at a small
distance apart, the glowing portion is much longer on the

jositive electrode than on the negative.

The electric light is the only artificial light whose bril-

liancy can compare with the aun. Measured by its actinic

properties simply, it is not so very far behind the great

luminary; its spectrum is longer towards the violet, and it

has accordingly great advantages when it is required to pro-

duce fluorescence (see art. Light). Its great chemical power
is also shown by the readiness with which it induces the

combination of hydrogen and chlorine ; by means of it

underground buildings, such as the catacombs, have been
successfully photographed. Its illuminating powers have
for a considerable time been employed in lighthouses,

the current for its maintenance being furnished by powerful
electromagnetic machinery, and it is now proposed to employ
the Gramme machine and the electric lamp to light streets

and public buildings, manufactories, &c. It was nsed for

war purposes during the last siege of Paris, and in the

Russo-Turkish war on the Danube; and further apulications

to torpedo warfare have been contemplated.

Id most of these applications of the electric light it is important
that "the arc should be of constant length, and maintain a fixed posi-

tion. Owing to the nnccjual consumption of the carbons, special

appliances are required to secure tho fulfilment of these conditions.
The belt known and perhaps the most efficient of the older electric

lamps is that devised by Foucault. It consists of a piece erf clock-
work, which moves the carbons towards each other with relative

speed nearly equal to that at which they are consumed. ^The ma-
chinery is controlled by a detent worked by an electromagnet, which
is excited by the current which feeds the arc. When the carbons
are too far apart the electromagnet is weakened and releases the
detent. The machinery then moves the carbons until the current Is

strong enough to enable the electromagnet to apply the detent again.

This apparatus works well enough for lecture-room and other pur-

poses, but has not given perfect satisfaction in industrial applications.

Accordingly many devices have been proposed, more especially of

late 3"cars, to supersede it. One of the simplest and it would appear

most effective of these is the electric candle of Jablochkoff. This
consists simply of two carbons, separated from each other by a plate

of kaolin. The arc passes between tho carbons, and plays over the
kaolin, which gradually melts away like the wick of a candle, and
by its incandescence greatly helps the brightness of the light.'

The heating powers of the electric arc are no less remark-

able; platinum and iridium melt in it like lead, and vola-

tilize. In this way the spectra of the glowing vapour of

these metah can be projected on a screen. Almost nothinj

seems to resist the elevated temperature of the arc. Des
pretz generated it in vacuo by means of 500 to 600 cells

of Bunsen, and observed pieces of carbon volatilize like a

piece of heated iodine, while the carbon vapour condensed

on the walls of the receiver in the form of a crystalline

powder. Flint melted to a glassy mass, and boron behaved

similarly, while cylinders of retort carbon softened and
bent into an S-forra.

The voltaic arc behaves in many respects like an ordinary

electric current. It is affected by the magnet, for instance,

as an ordinary current would be. Owing, however, to the

variety of transformations of energy, taking place, it is

difficult to estimate accurately the resistance and electro-

motive force of the arc. Edlund made experiments which

seemed to show that a certain minimum electromotive force

in every case was necessary for the maintenance of a con-

tinuous arc, yet the arc does not appear to consist of a series

of disruptive discharges, for its image in a rotating mirror

is a uniform band. It would seem, therefore, as if polar-

ization in some form or other were present. Edlund, in

fact, found that when a galvanometer was substituted for

the battery by which the arc was formed a considerable

current was obtained, which might have an origin similar

to that of electrolytic polarization, or be a thermoelectric

effect.' For further details on these and other matters con-

nected with the electric light, we refer the reader to the

admirable account of Wiedemann, Galvanismvs, Bd. L

§ 701 sqa.), from which most of the above is taken.

Disruptive Discharge, Light Effects, tLx.

A definite meaning has already been attached to the pheno-

term disruptive discharge; the object of the present section mena of

is to consider this phenomenon a little more closely in d'srup-

several particular cases. The disruptive discharge proper ^h™*
is in general accompanied by sound, heat, light, and me-*
chanical effects, very often by all four. The attendant

luminous phenomena have absorbed by far the greatest

share of the attention of experimenters, partly, no doubt,

on account of their great variety and wonderful beauty.

It would be a hopeless task to endeavour, within the limits

set us here, to give even a meagre summary, not to speak

of a critical account, of all the experiments and observations

that have been made on this subject. The scientific inves-

tigator will find sufficient guide for his reading in the

three standard treatises of Riess, Wiedemann, and Mascart.

Riess is particularly interesting in his account of the older

' See Nature, Sept. 1877.
' Wiedemann explains Edlnnd's results by means of an "Uebergangs

widerstand." It is difficult to understand how in this way a return

current sould arise.
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experiments ; Wiedemann, on the other hand, gives ela-

borate accounts of the more modern results of De la

Rive, Pliickcr, Hittorf, and others.

When induction is exerted across a dielectric, we may
consider the action at any point of it in one or other of

two ways. We -may regard the resultant electromotive

force arising from the action at a distance of all the free

electricity in the field as tending to separate the two elec-

tricities in the molecules of the dielectric. In this view,

we might measure the dielectric strength of the medium

by the value of the' electromotive force, when the electricity

\s on the point of passing from one molecule to the next.

(Ve. might, on tla other hand, consider, with Faraday and

Maxwell, thi.t ) > dielectric is the seat of a peculiar kind

of stress, co isistiE" o^ a tension p along the lines of force,

and an equal ensure perpendicular te them, p being

equal to ^ R2 fMaxwell, vol i. § 104). We shall adopt the
OS-

latter alternative, and when we speak of tension hencefor-

ward it meana — R-. In tlfis view the dielectric strengtli

may be aefined as that tensrou. under wiiich Ik's dielectric

just begins to give way. The reader who prefers the other

way of looking at the matter will find no difEculty in

translating any statement from the one language into the

other.

We have started by considering any point of the di-

electric, and it is obvious that the dielectric (supposed

homogeneous) will first give way at that point which first

,

Teaches the limiting tension •=; just as an elastic solid

begins to give way where the stress first reaches the

breaking limit. It may be proved, however, that R- can-

not have a maximum value at any point where there is no

free electricity, which shows us at once that the point at

which the limiting tension is first reached must always be

PB some electrified surface, in general therefore on the sur-

face of one of the conductors of the system.^ Disruptive

discharge, thus begun at the surface of a conductor, spreads

out into the dielectric Its farther course is influenced by

a variety of circumstances very hard to define in the great

majority of cases.

An attempt will be made by-and-by to give an idea of

the varieties of luminous discharge thut arise in this way;

meantime we concentrate our attention on a feature common
to all disruptive discharges, viz., the definite limiting tension

at which under given circumstances they begin.

Wileo Dielectric Strength of Gases.—The earlier measurements

r'* bearing on this subject were conducted under circumstances
"^ whicli render a compa'-ison of the results with the theory,

Sking as at present developed, very difficult. Harris found that
stance, (he striking distance between two balls connected with the

Armatures of a condenser was 'directly proportional to the

iharge of the condenser as measured by a Lane's jar.

Riess used a Leyden battery, and varied the number of

jars and the charge of the battery. . The balls of his spark

micrometer were of diameters 5*7 and 44 lines respectively,

while the distance between them varied from 0"5 to 2'5

lines. Under these circumstances, he found the striking

distance to be ptoportional to the charge of the battery

directly, and to the number of jars inversely. The results

of Harris and Riess might be .summed upin the statement

that the striking distance between two balls connected

with the armatures of a condenser varies as the electro-

motive force or difference of potential between the arma-

tures. This result is purely empirical, and must not be

Extended beyond the experimental limits within which it

f The dielectric ia supposed to be homogeneous. Prof. Maxwell has

bointed out that eiceptions mrght occar in the case of a weak dielectric

interposed between two strong ones, e.a.. e current of hot air passing

Vhrough cold.

was found. Even Riess'a experiments themselves shoit

that the striking distance increases more rapidlr than tht

difference of the potentials.

The ejj>eriment3 of Knochenhauer' led to a similar reStllt

Gaugain' mad^ experiments of the same kind through a widef

range of striking distances, and found, in conformity with the result

of Riess, that, with balls of 10 or 15 mm. diameter, tl;e striking

distance is proportional to the potential difference between the balls

when the distance between them lies between 2 and 5 millimetrea
'

Beyond these limits the ratio of potential difference to striking dis-

tance falls off ; whereas, for smaller [distances, it increases verj

rapidly. He also found that the deviation from the law of Harria

and Riess is more marked when unequal spheres (3 mm. and 10 i

mm.) are used, and still more when a ball (3 mm. diam. used as

+ electrode) and a disc (35 mm. diam.) were used as electrodes.

Experiments leading to similar conclusions are cited by JIascart,*

who finds that, for spheres of diameter 3 to 5 centimetres, the

striking distance for given potential difference is sensibly the same;

whereas for plates, both the striking distance and the law of the

whole phenomenon is diffi;rent. The same experimenter examined

tho striking distances between two equal balls (3 cm. diam.) from J

mm. up to 150 mm. Taking the potential difference for ont

millimetre as unity, he found for 10, 20, 40, 80, 150 mm. the

potential differences 8-3, 11-8, 159, 20-5, 23-3. The deviation

from proportionality is obvious; the potential differences in fact

tend to become constant. Wiedemann and Piihlmann, in theii

experiments on the passage of electricity through gases (see below

p. 61), made some experiments on the influence of the form and

distance of the electrodes. They used two brass bills of- 13'8 and
2 '65 mm. diameter respectively, and sent between them the dis,

charges of a Holtz machine. The distance (5) between the neares>

points varied from 3 to 22 '3 mm. They found that the quantitj

of electricity (y) required to produce discharge, could be representee

by the formulae y= A— and y=C + D5', accordipg as the large

sphere formed the positive or negative electrode. The constant"

A, B, C, D depend on the pressure, which varied in these expen
ments between 25 and 60 mm. of mercury.

In most of the experiments that hava just been de-SirXI

scribed the effect of the form of the electrodes and the ThonJ

surrounding conductors could not be estimated theoreti- ^^^jlj,

cally. Experiments ia which the theoretical conditions meoti

are simple have been made by Sir Wm. Thomson.' The
spark was taken between two parallel plates of •consider-

able area; one of these was plane, and the other very

slightly curved, to cause the spark to pass always at a

definite place. The electrical distribution on the opposing

surfaces can be found (see above. Math. Theory of Elec-

trical Equilibrium), as if the plates vfere plane and of in-

finite extent. This distance,between thg plates was measured

by a micrometer, the contact reading being determined by

observing when the electricity ceased to pass between the

plates in the form of a spark. The. potentials were

measured in absolute electrostatic (C.G.S.) units, by means

of Thomson's absolute electrometer (see art. Electeometee).

The limiting tension or dielectric strength is given in each

case in grammes per centimetre, the formula for calculating

it being

^"8)rx981-4(i»'

in which V represents the potential difference or electro*

motive force between the plates, ai)d d the distance ia

centimetres. If we take the older view of Poisson's tim*

that the action of the electricity on> the surface of a can-

ductor is simply a fluid pressure, then p represents that

pressure.

If we could consider the air between the plates as H

homogeneous dielectric, then, for. air at a given pressnra

(and temperaturel) and given state of dryness, p, which!

measures its dielectric strength, would have a constant

value, independent -of the distance between the platesj'

and V would be proportional to d. A glance at Sir Wn;.

Thomson's* tables shows that this is not the case. For ?

' Mascart, t. i; § 463, or Pogg. Ann., Win. ' Mascart (I.e.).

< t. L § 478. » Proc. R.S., 1860, or Reprint, p. 217
« Reprint, pp. 2S2, 258.
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distance of -00254 cm., p = 11 "290, whereas for a distance

•1524, p= 'SSS. It appears, tlierefore, that the dielectric

strength of a thin stratum of air is much greater than that

of a thick one. It is very difficult to understand why this

should be so. " Is it possible that the air very near to

the surface of dense bodies is condensed, so as to become a

better insulator; or does the potential of an electrified

conductor differ from that of the air in contact with it, by
a quantity having a maximum value just before discharge,

so that the observed difference of potential of the conduc-

tors is in every case greater than the difference of potentials

on the two sides of the stratum of airby a constant quan-

tity equivalent to the addition of about '005 of an inch

to the thickness of the stratum ?"i It is remarkable

that the limiting tension should be so smaU, somewhere
about half a gramme per sq. cm., as compared with

the atmospheric pressure, which is about 1032 gm. per

iq. cm.

A series of absolute measurements of the potential re-

quired to produce a spark between equal spheres at different

distances has been made by Mascart. The method em-
ployed was very ingenious.^

JSfeci of Pressure, Temperature, ifc, on the Dielectric

Strength of Gases.—The dielectric strength of a given gas

depends on its pressure, or at all events on its density.

Harris, who experimented on this subject, inclosed two
balls in a receiver which could be exhausted to any required

degree, and connected them with the armatures of a battery

of jars. He foimd that the charge which had to be given

to the battery in order to produce a spark between the balls

was proportional to the density of the air in the receiver,

while it seemed to be independent of its temperature. This

amoimts to asserting that the difference of potentials re-

quired to produce a spark between the balls is proportional

to the density of the gas and independent of its tempera-

ture. Since we keep the distance between the balls the

same throughout, this statement is equivalent to saying

that the dielectric strength of a gas varies directly as its

density, and does not depend on the temperature. Masson,

using the method which Faraday had employed in com-
paring the (Jjeleetric strength of gases (vide infra) arrived

at the same conclusion as Harris. Knochenhauer, however,

experimenting with pressures ranging from 3 to 2 7 '4 inches

of mercury, found that for a given interval the difference

of potentials required to produce disruptive discharge was
proportional to the pressure increased by a small constant

quantity.

Faraday, in the 12th and 13th series of 'Kia Experimental
Researches, examines this subject ; and the reader who de-

sires to have a clear idea of what the issues involved really

are will do well to begin by carefully studying* Faraday's

results, and still more his views on this matter. Faraday
directs his attention to the specific behaviour of different

gases.

The gas to be e.xamined was introduced into a receiver in which
were arranged two balls s and I, of diameters 0'93 in. and 2-02 in.
respectively^ at a constant distance 0-62 in. apart Two balls, S
and L,_of diameters 0-96 in. and 1'95 in., were placed on suitable
insulating supports outside the, receiver. S and e were connected
with an electric machine, and I and L to earth. The distance w
between S and L could be varied at will ; if it was greater than a
certain value ;8, the sparks always passed between s and I in the
receiver ; if it was less than a certain value o, they alwaj's passed
between S and L in the outer air. It might have' been expected
that o and 3 would be equal, or at least very nearly so, i.e. that
there would be one definite value of «, for which the spark would
hesitate between the alternative intervals. This is not so, however.
Nor again is the value of u the same when s and I are negative as
when they are positive. The following table will illustrate these
points, as well as the relations of the diilerent gases :

—

' Marwcll, Eleclricily and Unqnr.tism. voL L § 67
' BlectricUi, t. i. S 481

< and I positive.

Gas.

Air •
i

0-60

Oxygen ; 0'41

0-55

0-30

0-66

0'64

0-37

0-89

Nitrogen
Hydrogen...
Carbonic acid

Olefiant gas

Coal gas

Hydrochloric acid.

P

0-79
0-60

0-68

0-44

072
0-86

0-61

1-32

Mean.

0-69

0-50

0-61

0-37

0-64

0-75

0-49

MO

s and I negative.

0-59

0-50

0-59

0-25

0-58

0-69

0-47

0C7

0-68

0-52

070
0-30

0-60

0-77

0-58

0-75

Mean.

03
0-61

0-64

0-27

0-59

0-73

0-52

0-72

It will be seen that the different gases present consider-

able variety, and cannot be classified in any way so as to

connect the dielectric strength with any other physical pro-

perty. The numbers given cannot be regarded as measuring
the dielectric strength, owing to the disturbing influences

which cause the inequality of o and /3. This inequaUtj
is not by any means small ; e.g., for air the uncertainty

amounts to about 32 per cent. These experiments show
very clearly that the sign of electrification of the surface

at which the discharge begins has a great effect ou the

limiting tension. The discharge passes much more readily

from a small ball to a large one when the former is nega-

tive than when it is positive. Faraday made a variety of

experiments to elucidate this point, and he was driven to

the conclusion " that, when two equal small conducting

surfaces equally placed in air are electrified, the one posi-

tively the other negatively, that which is negative can
discharge to the air at a tension a little lower than that

required for the positive surface, and that, when discharge

does take place, much more passes at each time from the

positive than from the negative surface."

The inequality of a and /3 may be due to various causes,

among which may be mentioned the charging of the glass

of the receiver, dust, &c., in the air, heating of the air,

and the presence of finely divided metal dispersed by pre-

ceding sparks. The last of these causes would account to
a considerable extent for tho fact that the s'pjirks show a
tendency to persist in a path once opened, and that the

interval fi-aia less for the negative spark, which starts

at a smaller limiting tension, and may therefore be sup-

posed to produce less mechanical effect.

Wiedemann 'and Eiihlmann have recently taken up this

subject in a research which has already been alluded to.^

The gas and the spark terminals were inclosed in a cylindrical

metal receiver with rounded ends. A email window allowed the
light from the spark to fall on a rotating mirror fixed on the ails of

a Hottz machine, which furnished the electricity. The images of the
successive sparks were observed by means of a heliometer. One-half
of the divided object-glass was moved until one of the images of one
discharge coincided with one of the images of the next ; then a'

similar coincidence was brought about by displacing the half-lens

in the opposite direction. The difference (y) of thj two readings

on the micrometer of the heliometer measures the rotation of the
disc of the Holtz machine between the two sparks. Preliminaiy
experiments showed that the amount of electricity furnished by tha
machine while the disc moves through a given angle is independent

of the angular velocity of the disc. It varies from day to day,
however, according to the quantity of moisture in the air and th^
arrangement of the machine ; but, on the principle just laid down,
correction can easily be made by taking the reading each day of a
galvanometer through which the current of the machine is sent. II

follows, therefore, that y is proportional to the quantity of elcc.

tricity which passes at each discharge through the gas, and ty

means of a galvanometer observations on different days can lie

compared.

It was found that at the lowest pressures worked vnih

(5 to '25 mm. of mercury) the discharge of the Holtz

machine was still discontinuous ; and that in all tlie ex-

periments the tension at the electrodes was such that tho

discharge was independent of the nature of tha metal,—in

' Alh. d. k. Sachs. QuelUch., 1871, or Wiedenuim, Qaln. U. &
8 &33. &C,

FosIUrt
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Other words, that the disintegration of the electrode played

no essoutial part in the discharge.

The quantity of electricity required to e£Fect a discharge,

other things being equal, increases with increasing pressure.

This increase is at first rapid, then slower, and at high

pressures it is nearly proportional to the increase of pressure.

It was found that y could be expressed with sufiBcient accu-

racy in term'5 uf the pressure p by the empirical formula,

y = A + B/> - Cja^, in which the constants A, B, C depend on

the size and Insulation of the electrodes, their distance

apart, and so on.

They arrange the gases in the following order of dielectric

strength :—hydrogen, oxygen, carbonic acid, air, nitrogen.

It is not a little remarkable that this is the order given by

Faraday iu the second column (the best) of the results we
quoted above.

They find, iu agreement with Faraday, that a greater

quantity of electricity is required to bring two unequdl

spheres to the discharging point when the small one is

positive than when it is negative. When two equal spheres

are used, the value of y is least when both are insulated,

greater when the positive sphere is uninsulated, and very

much greater when the negative one is uninsulated.

All this 13 in accnr.Iance with theory, provided we assume with

Faraday that the limiting tension is greater at positive than at nega-

tive surfaces. For example, suppose the surface densities correspon-

ding to the limiting positive and negative tensions to be P and N
(P>N), and consider the case of two equal spheres of radios (f, at so

great a distance e apart that (-1 may be neglected, then by taking

three consecutive images the reader will easily find that the charges

which must be given to either ball in the case where both spheres

are insulated and equally charged, and to the negative ball in the

case where the positive ball is uninsulated, and to the positive ball

when the negative hall is uninsidated, must be f 1 - 3 ^ J
4m 'N,

iTra'K , k-ita-'? , respectively, in order to produce discharge. The

discharge begins at the negative ball in the first two cases, and at

the positive ball in the third, and the quantities are obviously in

ascending order of magnitude when P is >N.

liigU The dielectric strength goes on increasing when the

frra- pressure is raised above the atmospheric pressure. Cailletet^

Mrea. fuund that a powerful induction coil worked by eight large

Bunsen cells was powerless to effect discharges across \ mm.
of dry gas at a pressure of 40 or 50 atmospheres.

Mlnlninm On the other hand, however, the dielectric strength does

iirtnith. not diminish indefinitely as the pressure decreases, but

reaches a minimum.

llorren and De la Eive' have sought to determine this miuimum
dielectric strength by measuring by means of a galvanometer the

mean intensity of the current sent through the gas by an indnc-

toriura so air.inged that only the direct induction current passes
;

they thus obtain what they call a minimum risistanai. Morren

gives the pressures corresponding to this minimum for various gases;

they lie between O'l and 3-0 mm. It may be questioned whether

any very definite meaning can be attached to results of this kind;

for the discharge is dis'^ontinuous, and resistance in the proper sense

of the term cannot be spoken of.

It is clear, however, that a minimum dielectric strength

must, exist ; for, if we go on improving our vacuum, we

find that our ordinary machinery fails to send electricity

through any considerable lertgth of the exhausted space.

Morgan' seems to have been the first to discover that the electric

epark would not pass in a vacuum. Having carefully boiled the

mercury in a barometer tube, so as to remove the last traces of

moisture, he found that the inductive discharge caused by electri-

fying a piece of tinfoil on the outside of the tube would no longer

pass to the mercury, and cause the luminous phenomena usually

«eon under such circumstances. Masson repeated this experiment

in a more satisfactory form. Gassiof greatly improved the exhaus-

tion of vacuum tubes by filling them with CO,, pumping out as

usual, and then absorbing the residual gas by fusing a piece of

BLHO previously inserted into the tube. He constructed tubes in

• Masoart, t. i. § 187

i» fhU Trims., 1785l

' Wiedemann Bd. ii. § 952
• Phil. Tram., 1859.

this way which had suflici<:nt dielectric strength to insulate the pole

of his great battery of more than 3500 Zn. Aq. Cu. cella. Hittorf

and Geissler' have constructed vacuum tubes (by pumping with a

G«i83ler'8 pump, and heating the whole to -100° to 5U0' G.) iu which
the opposition to the discharge o{ an interval of { mm. betweea
two platinum electrodes was greater than that ortered by 15 or 20
centimetres of ordinary air.

Different Forms of the Discharge in Gates.—We Lave said

that the subsequent progress of the disruptive discharge

when once begun is influenced by a great variety of circam-

Btances. The beginning of the discharge evolves heat,

which rarefies the neighbouring air, and therefore weakens

its dielectric strength. Owing to this cause the discharge

once started tends to go on. Again, if any considerable

quantity of electricity escapes into the ruptured dielectric

at the first burst, this relieves the tension at the surface of

the conductor. On the other hand, the progress of part of

the electricity towards the opposing conductor raises the

tension at the surface of the latter, so that disruptive dis-

charge is provoked or helped there. If the initial tension

is considerable, or the quantity of electricity which passes

to begin with very great, glowing metal particles are shot

forth into the dielectric, causing a reduction of its strength,

which will be very different in different directions. Motions

of tbe air play a great if not a preponderating part in many
forms of the discharge. The electrification, Ac, of the

walls of the tube, and the form of the electrodes and of the

tube, both in the neighbourhood of the electrodes and at a

distance from them, are as important in their influence on

the continuance of the discharge as they are on its start.

And, last but not least, much depends on the way the

electricity which produces the discharge ia furnished,—on

the nature of the electromotor, in short. Although we have

not yet exhausted the influencing conditions, we have pro-

bably said enough to convince the reader that little aid is

to be hoped for in this matter from considerations a priori.

There is a great deficiency even in proximate principles to

guide us in the maze of experimental detail; and although

most of the experiments are beautiful beyond all conception,

yet the mere narration would scarcely interest the reader.

Our description of the department will, therefore, consist

simply in going round the boundary.

The luminous appearances may be roughly llassed under

the forms of spark, brush, glow and convective discharge,

and dark discharge.

At the ordinary atmospheric pressure the disruptive dis- Spct

charge between two conductors at a moderate distance apart

takes place in the form of a brilliant sharply-bounded streak

of light, -n-hose apparent breadth is in general small. For

small distances the spark is straight, and has the appearance

of being thicker, or at least more brilliant, at the ends than

in the middle. When the distance is considerably increased

the spark assumes the characteristic zig-zag form seen in

forked lightning. It seems occasionally to be absolutely

broken by perfectly dark spaces. The duration of the dis-

charge in this form, more especially when the resistance of

the discharging circuit is very small, as tested by a rotat-

ing mirror, appears to be exceedingly short.

We have taken photographs of the sparks of a Holtz's machine by

simply moving the camera containing the sensitized plate vertically

upwards past the electrodes of the machine. The result is a cotumn

of perfect photographs, quite unblurred by the jarring, &c., of the

camera stand. Again, if a disc painted with white ana Diack

sectors be caused to rotate very rapidly, it appears in ordinaiy light

to have a uniform grey colour; tut when it is viewed by the light

of an electric spark the sectors are seen exactly as if the disc were

at rest, which proves that the illumination lasts for a very short

time. Masson founded on this experiment a beautiful method

for measuring the intensity of the light given out by the spark. A
description of his apparatus, with an account of his results, will be

found in Mascart.

The colour of the spark in air is bluish,* but at the same

I

» Pogg. Ann., 1869 • Faraday, £xp. «M.,7J2i
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time its great brilliancy gives an impression of whiteness,

fo nitrogen the appearance is much as in air, only the

colour tends more to bluish purple, and the spark is more

eonoroua. In oxygen the spark is whiter and less briUiaut

than in air j in hydrogen crimson-coloured ; in carbonic

acid greenish ; in hydrochloric ar;id white, and never broken

by dark parts ; in coal gas green or red, with occasional

dark parts. If the spark be carefully examined, especially

when the pressure is greater than an atmosphere, it will be

seen that the central bright streak is surrounded by an

envelope, of somewhat nebulous form, and of a lavender-

blue colour. This envelope tends to spread over the nega-

tive electrode, where it is moie conspicuous as compared

with the central streak than elsewhere. This envelope ap-

pears to be due to the glowing metal particles torn from

the electrodes. It has, unlike the central streak, a sensible

duration, on account of which it happens in many cases

that a much greater quantity of electricity passes through

it than through the infinitely more brilliant but less endur-

ing part of the discharge. The envelope can be actually

separatod from the streak by a current of air properly

directed, or by the action of a magnet (vide infra, p.

74).

\Vhen the discharge in air at the atmospheric pressure

takes place between a salient but not pointed part of one

conductor and another conductor of considerable surface

{e.g. betweisn one sphere 2 cm. diameter and another 13

cm. diameter), the luminous appearance very often takes a

characteristic form, which has been called the brush dis-

charge. The name is to a considerable extent descriptive

of the phenomenon; if the word broom had been applied it

would have been even more appropriate, and a rough idea

of the variety of forms the brush may assume will be

obtained by thinking of the various forms of the domestic

article in question. At the surface of the smaller conductor

appears a short, straight, luminous stem differing in appear-

anqe very little except in brighthess from a spark From
this radiate a series of twig-like branchesof much inferior

brilliancy, having a purplish-violet colour. These sub-

divide in many cases into still smaller ramifications, and are

ultimately lost in the medium. When the large conductor

is either altogether absent or very distant, the general ten-

dency of the branches is to spread outwards more and more

in all directions ; but when tlie large conductor is brought

nearer, the branches have a tendency to bend down towards

it, so that the whole assumes an ovoid shape. The brush is

generally accompanied by a crackling or hissing sound, or

even a musical note. On approaching the hand or a con-

ductor of extended surface, the pitch of this sound rises con-

siderably. This at once suggests that the brush is an inter-

mittent phenomenon. That this really is so was clearly

proved by Wheatstone in one of the earlier applications of

his rotating mirror.^ Wheatstone saw in his mirror not one

image of the brush, but several arranged in succession at

regular intervals. Each of these images corresponds to a

single discharge, and each appears less complicated than the

brush as viewed by the unaided eye, which is, in reality, a

superposition of a considerable number of brushes, the

number depending on the time taken by a light impression

to fade on the retina. At the same time each individual

image is' a little drawn out in the direction of motion of the

mirror, which shows that the brush has a sensible duration.

Faraday speculates very acutely concerning the nature of

the brush discharge {see £xp. Res., 1425 sqq.). He finds

that, although it is generally accompanied by a current of

air, yet it is not always or necessarily so. He also care-

fully illustrates the difference between the positive and
negative brush. • If we have a small ball on the end of a

Phil. Trans., 1S34, tic.

wire projecting freely into the air, the positive urushes'' ob-

tained from it are much larger and finer than the negative

brushes so obtained. Again, if we charge a large metal

ball positively, and bring an uninsulated metal point up to

it, a star appears on the point, which gets brighter and

brighter as the point approaches the sphere, but the

form does not change until- the distance is very small.

If the sphere be charged negatively, the star appears as

before when the distance is considerable, but at a mode
rate distance (1 to 2 inches) a brush forms, and when the

distance is still farther reduced a spark passes. It seems,

therefore, that the negative discharge keeps its form un-

changed under considerable variety of influencing circum-

stances, whereas the form of the positive discharge is more

readily affected. The explanation of these differences he

finds in the fact, which he established by experiments already

alluded to, that the limiting tension is smaller at positive

than at negative surfaces ; so that, cceteris paribus, the

negative discharge occurs oftener than the positive discharge

;

but, on the other hand, when the latter does occur, more

electricity passes. This, no doubt, accounts for the lower

pitch of the sound of the negative brush, and the greater

extent and brilliancy of the positive one. Faraday found

great differences in the character of the brush in different

gases; in none apparently does it reach the brilliancy

attained in air or nitrogen. He also observed that rarefac-

tion up to a certain point favoured the production of

brushes.

When discharge takes place from the rounded end or a Glow

wire projecting freely into the air, the brush is very often

replaced by a quiet phosphorescent glow, which covers a

greater 'or less extent of .the end of the vrire. The noise

which accompanies the brush is entirely absent in this form

of the discharge, and the means by which the brush can be

analysed into a series of successive discharges give no cor-

responding result for the glow. In the rotating mirror it

simply stretches out into a uniform band of light. The glow

is therefore either a continuous discharge or an intermittent

discharge of incomparably shorter period than the brush.

Diminishing the discharging surfaces favours the produc-

tion of glow.^ Increase of power in the electric machine

which is furnishing the electricity has a similar effect.

Rarefaction of the aii- has also a great effect in facilitating

tlie production of glow, especially in the case of negative

glow, which is extremely hard to produce in air at common

pressures. In Faraday's opinion, the star which is ob-

tained with a positive sharp point is a positive glow ; but

he thinks it not improbable that the negative star is not

a negative glow, but a small negative brush._ The glow is

invariably associated with a current of air to or from

(generally both) the glowing conductor. Everything that

favours this air-current increases the glow ; e.g., a brush

may sometimes be converted into a glow by properly

directing an air-current near it. Again, everything that

prevents or retards the formation of an air-current has a

similar effect on the glow : a glow can be converted into

a brush in this way. Lastly, everything which tends to

prevent abrupt variation of the tension favours tlie glo-sr,

and everything having an opposite tendency is destructive

of it. Faraday concludes, therefore, that the glow is due

to a gradual discharge by convection, in which the agents

are the particles of the gas. The order of the appearance

of spark, brush, and glow at positive and negative surfaces

is, in general, the same; but the gradation is different.

Positive spark does not pass into brush so soon as negative

spark does ; but, on the other hand, positive brush turns

to glow long before negative brush.

' B7 posiUve brush, of couriie, is meant brash emanating from \

jiositively chai-ged surface. ' '^*°- ^^- '^^'^'^I Exp. Res., 1627.
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i6oTiTec- Intimately connected with the glow is the convective
live (lis- discharge, if indeed they are not degrees of the same

*"' phenomenon. " The electric glow is produced by the

constant passage of electricity through a small portion

of air in which the tension is very high, so as to charge

the surrounding particles of air which are continually

swept off by the electric wind, which is an essential part

of the phenomenon."' Now there seems little reason to

doubt that at lower tensions'^ discharge of this kind may
occur without the luminous phenomenon at the surface of

the conductor. If this be so, then the convective dis-

charge is only a different degree of the glow discharge.

Disch.irgo by convection plays a very important part in all elec-

trostatical expcrimentinf;. Tlie air in the ncighljourhooj of an

electrified conJuctorgets charged, forming an electrical atmosphere,

which surrounds tlie conductor, being more extensive in the

neighbourhood of salient angles than elsewhere. Such electrical

atmospheres are often a source of great inconvenience in the labora-

tory and lecture-room when delicate electrical experiments are in

progress.

A curious little instrument, called the electrical tourninuet or

windmill, depends for its action on the electrical wind which

accompanies convective discharge. A small rectangular cross,

with e<iual arms, is made of light wire ; the extremities of the arms

are bent througli a right angle in the plane of the cross, so as to

point all one way. The little cross thus m.ado is poised, like a

compass needle, on a vertical wire connected with an electrified

conductor. Convective discharge takes place at the points, giving

rise to an electrical mnd, the reaction of which causes the little

machine to revolve with great rapidity. If the experiment be con-

ducted iu the dark, a glow usually appears on the revolving points.

The experiment also succeeds when the cross is immersed iu a

non-conducting liquid.

DafV We have already alludea to the dark spaces that some-

bitervai iiines appear in the spark in gas at the atmospheric pres-

sure. Faraday observed that a phenomenon of this kind

was very common in ooal gas. When the discharge takes

place in highly rarefied gas, a dark space of this kind

almost always separates the positive from the negative

light, its situation having a certain degree of fixity with

respect to the negative, but not to the positive electrode.

It is very difficult to form an idea of the exact nature of

the discharge which takes place in this space. Discharge

there undoubtedly is of some kind; and pending further

investigation, Faraday called it the dark discharge. The

fact that its real nature is still undiscovered amply justifies

the separate name. Faraday found that it occurred in dis-

charges that pass almost instantaneously, and concluded that

it could hardly be due to convection of the ordinary kind,

which requires time. De la Rive and Hittorf have made out

many peculiarities connected with its appearance in vacuum
tuhes, the phenomena in which we now attempt briefly to

describe.

A variety of forms may be given to the vessel in which the rare-

. ^'(td gas to be experimented on is inclosed.

One of the most common used to be the electric egg, which is

simply an oval glass vessel furnished with two small metal spheres

for electrodes; the stems wliich carry these electrodes pass air-tight

through tubes cemented to the ends of the vessel ; the stem which
supports the whole is perforated and fitted with a stop-cock, so

that the apparatus can be exhausted to any required extent and
Allen temporarily closed. The commonest of all instruments of this

kind now-a-days is tlie Geissler tube This is simply a glass tube,

feito which are fused two electrodes or platinum or other metal; a

Uapillary tube allows the apparatus to be connected with an air-

jpump, and exhausted ; when this is done, the capillary tube is

sealed up by means of a spirit-lamp. A very common form of

Buch tube is the spectrum tube (see art. Light), consisting of two
wider parts, connected by a capillary part, in whicH the light of

tbe discharge is,much more intense than elsewhere. Complicated

tubes of all kinds have also been constructed as electric toys.

The reader must not forget that the form of the tube exercises

a great influence on the phenomena, whether at the positive or

negative electrode. In the summary description that follows the

^ Marwell, Electricity and Magnetism^ i. § 65.
' The reader will not forget the exact uaiise in which we use the

»9td tenaion* Of course, low tension does not mean low potential.

electric egg is referred to, unless it is otherwise stated. We fur-

ther assume that the electromotor used gives currents in one direc-

tion only. A Holtz machine would satisfy this condition, within
certala limits at least.

When the gas is rarefied to a considerable extent, th*
spark loses its sharp outline, becomes interspersed with
nebulous portions, and by-and-by loses its characteristic

form altogether. As the rarefaction goes on, tha discharge
ceases to reach from the positive to the negative electrode.

The latter now displays a patch of lavender-blue light,

separated from the positive light by a dark interval, the

length of which depends on the distance between the elec

trodes. In certain cases the positive light terminates in !>

cup-shaped depression, whose concavity is turned towardn
the negative electrode As the rarefaction is still further

increased, the positive light tends more and more to fiU

the tube, although in general it recedes from the nega-
tive electrode, over which, on the other hand, the l-oauti-

ful lavender glow spreads more and more, exhibiting at

the same time a growing tendency to fill a limited space
surrounding the electrode. At a still higher degree of

rarefaction, the positive light, which now occupies a con-

siderable space, and takes a shape more or less correspond-

ing to that of the inclosing vessel, is divided transversely

into a number of cup-shaped striae, separated from each
other by darker intervals. These striae vary in form and
appearance considerably, according to circumstances. In
the neighbourhood of the positive electrode, their con-

cavity is turned towards the positive electrode ; but
towards tie other end of the positive light, the concavity

may be turned the other way, especially in the electric

egg. The positive light, in vacuum tubes, shows there-

fore the same remarkable variability, and the negative

light the same measure of stability that Faraday remarked

iti gas at ordinary pressures. The colour of the positive

light varies very much in different gases; in nitrogen and

air its rosy-red colour contrasts very sharply with the. blue

of the negative light. The negative light is remarkable

for its power of producing fluorescence. It is very depen-

dent as to its extent on the form and size of the uncovered

surface of the electrode ; anything placed on the electrode

cuts it off sharply, as if the light were projected from the

electrode and stopped by the obstacle. Disintegration of

the negative electrode also goes on very rapidly, so that,

after a vacuum tube has been used for bome time the

glass all round the negative electrode is blackened,

browned, ic, as the case may be, with a deposit of finely

divided metal. The quantity as weU as the quality of

this deposit depends very much on the nature of the

metal ; it is smallest with aluminium, which is on that

account much used for electrode terminals. The negative

light occasionally shows one, two, or even three stratifica-

tions; but in this respect it never equals the positive

light. When the rarefa6tion is carried to the utmost,

both positive and negative lights fall off greatly in splen-

dour. The negative light contracts more and more in

upon the electrode, and confines itself even there to a

small patch near the end, showing, however, a tendency to

pass along the axis of the tube towards the positive elec-

trode. The positive light, on the other hand, gradually

draws inwards, till at last it is only a star on the end of

the electrode, which now disintegrates, owing to the great

tension.

The temperature at the two electrodes is, ip general, very T«mp» ..

different. The true explanation of this difference has notraturo<*

been made out, although it is doubtless connected with the ^^"
equally unexplained diflerences in the light phenomena.

A general rule has been laid down, that the temperature

of the negative electrode is always higher when the dis-

charge takes place through the gas alone, and the tempen-
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ture of the positive electrode higher when the discharges

pass mainly through particles of disintegrated metal. The

former case is commoner in vacuum tubes, where the

negative electrode may get white hot, and even melt, while

the positive electrode remains quite dark. The latter case

is exemplified in the voltaic arc, in which great disinte-

gration of the positive electrode is accompanied by a

higher temperature there. Attempts have been made to

investigate the temperature in different parts of the tube,

and it seems to have been made out that the temperature

Is lower in the dark intervals than elsewhere.

When the electromotor is an induction coil, which fur-

nishes discharges alternately in opposite directions, there

will be a mixture of positive and negative light at each

electrode, unless the maximum tension corresponding to

ihe inverse discharge be so small that the direct discharge

alone can break through. If, however, the tube be

examined by means of a rotating mirror, or if it be itself

fastened to a rotating arm, the images of the different

discharges will be separated, and it will be seen that the

appearances at each electrode alternate,

^^iji, Again, when a Leyden jar is discharged through a

ii^yden vacuum tube, the appearances at the two electrodes are

or. often very much alike, particularly when the resistance of

the discharging circuit is very small. When the resist-

ance- is increased by introducing a column of water or

lengths of wetted string, the appearances are similar to

those indicated in our summary description. The reason

of this is fully explained by the observations of Feddersen.

He examined the spark of a Leyden jar by means of a

rotating concave mirror. The machine which drove the

mirror had a contact-maker, which brought on the dis-

charge when the mirror was at a definite position ; the

image of the spark was thus thrown by the mirror on a

piece of ground glass or a photographic plate, properly

placed to receive it. He found that the discharge assumed

three distinct characters as the resistance of the discharging

circuit was gradually decreased.

IFoMor- J- The disoliargo was inicrmiUeni, that is to say, consistcU of a

n«n'e series of partial discharges all in ilic same direction, following each

ncsults. other at more or less irregular intervals.

2. When the resistance was reauccd to a certain extent, the dis-

charge hecamo coiitmuous. The image of the spark on the plate

had then the form of an initial vertical strip, with two horizontal

strips extending from each end, and gradnally thinning off to a point.

The vertical strip indicates a single initial spark, and the horizontal

bands the finite duration of the light from the glowing metal par-

ticles, &c. , near the electrodes.

3. When the resistance is very small, the discharge is oscillalortj,

i.e., consists of a succession of discharges alternately in opposite

directions. These oscillations are due to the self-induction of the
discharging circuit ; we shall examine the matter more carefully

under Electromagnetic Induction.

It is obvious that when the discharge is either intermittent or

continuous, the luminous jihcnomena will ho of the normal form
sketched above, but when the discharge is oscillatory there will bo

a mixture of positive and negative appearances at each electrode,

the iuJepeudeut existence of which cannot be detected by the
unaided eye.

'J'liis is the place to remark that it is rarely that the discharge is

of the simple form (2), i.e., consists of asingle continuous discharge;
in by far the great majority of cases it consists of a seiies of partial

discharges. With the inductorium, both varieties (1) and (3) may
occur according to the length of tho-air space, the resistance of the
whole secondary circuit, and so on. A number of very beautiful

rxperimenti have been made to illustrate these principles, which it

would takt> US beyond our limits to describe. Good summaries of

Ihe results of Felici, C.azin and Lucas, Donders and Nyland, Ogdcn
li'ood and Alf. Mayer, will be found in Mascart and Wiedemann.
I!''cent roscai-ch'^s of a very important character have been made bj'

\\ iillnrr' and Spottiswoodo- on the discharge in vacuum tubes.
Tlicy employ the rotaiing mirror. It would be prenftture to attempt
lo sum up or criticise their results, suffice it to say that they show
jin amount of agreement which augurs well for the future of this
liranch of electrical science. The stria; seem, according to them.

VI Poijg. Ann., " Jubelbd.,"' 1871. • Proc. R. S., 1875-6, 7.

to play a more essential part lu tlie phenomenon than -.va-s perhaps
previously expected. Spottiswoodc, in fact, seems to incline to the
view that all discharges having a dark interval are really stratified,

although, owing to their rapid motion, the stiata may not be distin-

guishable by the eye alone.

In connection with this subject it maybe well to mention
the early experiments of Wheatstone,^ to determine the so-

called velocity of electricity in conducting circuits. Six
balls, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, were arranged in a straight line on a
board ; 2 and 5 were connected with the coatings of a
charged Leyden jar ; discharge passed by spark from 2 to

1, then through a large metallic resistance to 3, thence by
spark to 4, then through a large metallic resistance to 6,

and thence by spark to 5. It was found, as Feddersen
observed lat6r, that the introduction of the metallic resist-

ance increased the duration of the sparks at all the inter-

vals, so that the images in the mirror were lines of smail
length ; but, in addition, the spark between 3 and 4 begaD
a little later than the sparks at 1, 2 and 5, 6, which were
simultaneous. From this the velocity of electricity has
been calculated, by taking the interval * between the sparks

to be the time wliich the electricity takes to travel through tlie

metal wire betiveen the into'vals. Faraday long ago pointed

out that this interval depends on theocapacity of the wire,

and may vary very much according to circumstances. It is

very great in submarine telegraph wires for instance {vide

supra, p. 36). Accordingly, the values of the so-called

velocity of electricity, which have been found by different

observers, differ extremely.

The sketch we have just gi\^en of the disruptive discharge

in rarefied gases must be regarded as the merest outline.

There are many points of great importance to which we
have not even alluded. Hittorf's investigation on what
has been called the "resistance" of different parts of a
vacuum tube during the discharge has not been mentioned,

although it led to results of much interest, which must
come to be of great importance when the clue to an explana-

tion of the whole phenomena has been found. The reader

who desires to study the matter will find in Wiedemann an
excellent account of Hittorf's work, with references to the

original sources. We have not so much as raised the deli-

cate and diflftcult questions concerning the spectroscopic

characteristics of the discharge. A good part of this sub-

ject belongs indeed more properly to the science of Light.

Iliscellaneous Ejects, chiefly Mechanical.—Owing to the Kin

heat suddenly developed by the electric spark, and perhaps I^y[* *^*

to a specific mechanical effect as well, there is a sudden ^'*^^'™^

dispersion in all directions of the particles of the dielectric.

This commotion may be shown very well by means of Kin-

nersley's older form of the thermo-electrometer; or Gauss's

instrument may be used if we replace the thin wire by a
couple of spark terminals. When the spark passes, the

liquid in the stem sinks suddenly through a considerable

distance, even if the spark be of no great length (2 to 3

mm.).

Very curious effects are obtained when an electric spark is repeated

sover.al times at a little distance above a plate strewed -with finely

powdered chalk. After a time the chalk is seen to be divided by a
network of fine lines, resembling the markings on shagreen. If o
plate of glass be covered w-ith po-n-dered charcoal, and the spark

jiassed through the powder, it arranges itself in a series of strice

closely resembling those seen in a vacuum tube.

The power of the spark to induce chemical combination

(in particular, combustion) is due no doubt mainly to its

high temperature.

The discharge througa non-conducting liquids may take

place in the form of spark or brush. The brush, however]

is poor compared -with that otitained in air, and is very hard

s Phil. Trans., 1834.
* A better statement would be "the time that elapses before eufficiont

electricity lias reached 3 and 4 to raise the tsnsicn at 'ieir ceaieCk

iioints to the disiuptive limit."

VIIL — q
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to get. When the spark passes, pressure is suddenly trans-

mitted through the fluid in all directions, and if it be in-

closed in a tnbe the tube is generdly broken, even when

the spark is by no means long. When the surface of the

liquid ia free, a considerable portion is usually projected

into the air. The convective discharge is very marked in

liquids, If two small balls connected with the electrodes

of a Holtz's machine in action be dipped in paraffin oil at

a small distance apart, the whole liquid is thrown into

violent motion by the convection currents, runs up the wires

which lead to the balls, and spouts off in little jets.

There ia also a distinct heaping up of the liquid between the

balls, and if one of them be gradually withdrawn from the liquid,

for a centimetre or so it raises a column after it, which adheres

until the machine is stopped. It ia very probable that other effects

due to the alteration of the apparent surface tension, owing to the

difference of electrical stress in the air and oil, are present in these

phenomena, but this is hardly the place to discuss the matter.

The electric discharge passes with great facility through

card-board and other bodies of loose texture. In all pro-

bability the air in such cases has quite as much to do with

the resulting effects as the solid body.

I/allin's A curious experiment of this kind is often made. Two points

expert- are arranged so as to touch the opposite sides of a piece of card-board,

ment. If the points be opposite each other, the discharge passes straight

through, leaving in the case of small charges a tiny hole with burnt
edges. If, however, the points be not opposite each other, the
perforation occurS in the neighbourhood of tho negative point. The
peculiarity is no doubt connected with those differences between
positive and negative discharges in air which we have several

times noticed above. In fact, it is found th^t in an exhausted
receiver the card is pierced at a spot very nearly equidistant from
the two points.

Dis. In other cases the main part of the dielectric strength
charge in depends on the solid material. The power of such bodies
solids.

(.Q sustain the electrical tension is often very considerable.

Yet there is a limit at which they give way. A thickness

of 6 centimetres of glass has been pierced by means of

a powerful induction coil.

In such experiments special precautions have to be taken to

prevent the spark from gliding over the surface of the glass instead

of going through ; this is managed in some cases by embedding the
glass along with the terminals of the ct)il in an elcctricsJ cement of

considerable insulating power; in ordinary experiments, however,
it is in general suiEcicnt to place a drop of olive oil round one of

the terminals where it abuts on the glass. The -appearance of the
perforations depends considerably on the quantity of electricity that
passes in the discharge. In some cases the glass cracks or even
breaks in pieces. In some large blocks we have seen a perforation

in the form of several independent threads, each of which had a
sort of beaded structure, which may possibly be in some way ana-
logous to the stratifications in vacuum tubes.

Sarfica Discharge along the Surface of a Body, Dust Figures,

electri- and Dust Images.—The class of phenomena referred to
Gcation. xUiA&c this head are remarkable for the methods by which

they are usually demonstrated. Thby were at one time

much studied on account of th« light they were supposed

to throw on the nature of tho so-called electric fluid or

fluids. Though no longer regarded in this light, they have
reference to an extremely important and comparatively

little studied subject, viz., the distribution of electricity

over the surface of non-conductors. It is easy to see that

the demonstration of surface electrification on insulators is

beset with difficulties of a peculiar kind. A very con-

venient method ia to project on the surface a powder elec-

trified in a known way ; this powder clings to the parts

oppositely electrified to itself, and avoids those similarly

electrified, so that the state of the surface is seen at once.

Lycopodium seed and powdered resin have been used in

this way ; they are sifted throiigh linen cloth, the lyco-

podium becoming thereby weakly positive, and the

powdered resin strongly negative. If the lycopodium be
used, it covers both positive and negatively electrified

patches, only the latter more thickly than the fonner.

The powderea resin, on the other hand, covere the positive

and avoids the negative regions. The most effective

powder, however, is a mixture of flowers of sulphur' and

red lead. In the process of sifting, the red lead powder

becomes positively "and the sidphur negatively electrified,

and the powders separate themselves. The sulpha,"

colours positive regions yellow, and the red lead colours

nogiitive regions red. The result is very striking ; and

the test is found to be very delicate.

The dust figures of Lichtenberg are one of tne best Licht*

known instances of the kind of experiment indicated berg'f

above. A sharp-pointed needle is placed perpendicular to ^"^
a non-conducting plate, with its point very near to or in

contact with the plate. A Leyden jar is discharged into the

needle, and the plate ia then tested with the powder. If

the electricity communicated to the needle was positive,

a widely extending patch is seen on the plate, consisting

of a dense nucleus, from which branches radiate in all

directions. If negative electricity was used, the patch i*

much smaller and has a sharp circular boundary entirely

devoid of branches. This difference between the positive

and negative figures seems to depend on the presence of

the air ; for the difference tends to disappear when the

experiment is conducted in vacuo. Riess explains it By

the negative electrification of the plate caused by the fric-

tion of the water vapour, &c., driven along the surface by

the explosion which accompanies the disruptive discharge

at the point. This electrification would favour the spread

of a positive, but hinder that, of a negative discharge.

There is, in all probability, a connection between this

phenomenon and the peculiarities of positive and negative

brush and other discharge in air j Eiess, indeed, suggests

an explanation of the latter somewhat similar to the above.

There is another class of figure^ to which Eiess gives the name
of electric images, of which the fofiowing^may be taken as a type.

A signet or other engraved piece of metal is placed on a plate of

insulating material, and steadily electrified by means of a dry pile

or otherwise positively or negatively for half an hour or so. when
the metal is removed and the plate dusted, an exact figure of th«

stamp appears, consisting of a red or yellow background on which

the engraved lines stand out free from dust. There ia no difference

between positive and negative electricity here aa far aa/orm. is con-

cerned, and the coloiu- of the figure indicates charge on the plate

opposite to that on the metal. The phenomenon appears to be

due simply to the electrification of parts of the non-conducting

surface opposite the metal.

Another class of phenomena, to which Eiesa gives the name Figu"

secondary, depend, not on the electrification of the surface, but on of Ka/-

permanent alterations produced by the discharge, whether in the iten.

form of spark or otherwise. Sometimes these are directly visible

to the eye or touch, e.g., the roughening and discoloration which

mark the path of the spark over a polished glass surface. In some

cases they are chemical alterations, which may be shown by means

of the proper reagents, e.g., the separation of the potash in the

spark traces on glass. In certain cases they become evident on

breathing upon the glass; of this description arethe images of Kars-

ten. A piece of mirror glass is placed on an uninsulated metal

plate, and on the glass is placed a coin or medal. Sparks are taken

for some time between the coin and an electric machine, and then

the glass plate is removed and breathed upon. A representation of

the coin then appears on the glass, often complete to the smallest

detail. Tb ! reader who is ititerested in these matters, historically

or otherwise, will find a variety Of information, with directions how

to find more, in Riess's SeibungseUctridtat, Bd. ii. § 739 sqq.

Eleciromagnelzsm and Electrodynamics?

Mention has already been made of the discovery of Oer-

sted, that the electric current exerts a definite action on a

magnetic needle placed in its neighbourhood. This dis-

> First used by Villarsy in 1788.
' Throughout (this section the reader is supposed to be familiar with

the experimental laws of magnetism (see art. Magnetism). If he

desires fully to understand the mathematical developments that occur

here and there, an occasional reference to the analysis used in the

theory of magnetism will also be necessary, if he is not already familial

with it.
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covery formed the starting-point of that division of electrical

science with which we are now to deal. It was natural, once

the action of a current^ on a magnet was observed, to look

for the reaction of the magnet on the current, and after

seeing two currents act on the same magnet, it was reason-

able to expect that the currents would act on each other.

Yet it may be doubted whether the first of these results is a

legitimate deduction icom the discovery of Oersted, and the

second certainly is not so. Before we can apply the prin-

ciple of the equality of action and reaction we must be quite

certain of the source of the whole of any action to which the

principle is to be applied. Again, two bodies A and C
may act on B owing to properties acquired by virtue of B's

presence, so that in the absence of B they need not neces-

sarily act on each other. A good example is the case of two

pieces.of perfectly soft iron, each of which will act on and

be acted on by a magnet, but which will not act on each

other when the magnet is not near them.

The questions thus raised by Oersted's discovery were

experimentally settled by Ampere. He found that a magnet
iir the earth (which behaves as if it were a magnet) acta on

the current, and the direction of these actions is found to be

consistent with the principle of equality of action and reac-

tion. As no experimental fact has yet been quoted against

the application of this principle in such cases, we shall

assume it henceforth. Ampere also discovered the action

of one electric current on another, and thereby settled the

second question. We may conclude, therefore, that the

space surrounding an electric current is a field of magnetic

force just as much as the space around a magnetized body.

The next step is to determine the distribution of magnetic

force, or what amounts to the same thing, to find a distri-

bution of magnetism which shall be equivalent in its mag-
netic action to the electric current. This also was com-

pletely accomplished by Amp&re. In expounding his

results we shall follow the order of ideas given by Jlaxwell,^

which we think affords the simplest view of the matter, and
is the best practical guide that we know of through the

somewhat complicated relations to which the subject intro-

duces us. We shall in addition give a sketch of the actual

course which was followed by Ampere, and which is adhered
to by the Continental writers of the present day.

It results alike from the fundamental experiments of

Ampere and the elaborate researches of Weber, to both of

\Vliich we shall afterwards allude, that an electric current

circulating in a small plane closed circuit, acts and is acted

upon magnetically exactly like a small magnet placed per-

pendicular to its plane at some point within it,' provided

the moment of the magnet be equal to the strength of the

current multiplied by the area of the circuit,* and its north

pole be so placed that the direction of the axis of the magnet
(from S-pole to N-pole), and the direction in which the

current circulates are those of the translation and rotation

of a right-handed (ordinary) screw which is being screwed

in the direction of the axis. In this statement we have
spoken of a small closed circuit. The word " small " means
that the largest dimensions of the circuit must be infinitely

smaller than its distance from the nearest magnet or electric

current on which it acts, or by which it is acted on.

We may break up our small magnet into a number of

similar magnets, and distribute them over the area of the

small circuit, so that the sum of the moments of all the mag-
nets on any portion w of the area is wi, where i is constant.

We thus replace the circuit by a " magnetic shell " of strength

' "Current "is used here atid in corresponding cases as an abbre-
viation for the *' the linear conductor conveying a current."

' Eleclrkity and Magnetism, vol. ii. §§ 475, &c.
' Naturally the centre of the area if it ia symmetrical.
* We shall see directly what system of units this statiment pre-

•apposM.

i, which, if we choose, may be represented by two layers

parallel to the area, one of north the other of south mag-
netism, the surface density of which is i-i-6, where 6 is the

distance between the layers.'

Starting from the principle thus laid down we can derive Finite

all the laws of the mutual action of magnets and electric
""=»''*

t and
""^«°'^ magnelk

Consider any finite circuit ABC (fig. 29). Imagine it shell

filled with a surface of any form, and a network of lines

drawn on the surface

as in the figure, di-

viding it up into por-

tions, such as abed, so

small that they may be

regarded as plane. It

is obvious that any
current of strength i

circulating in ABC
may be replaced by
a series of closed cur-

rents, each of strength i circulating in the meshes (such as

abed) of the network on the surface ; for in each line such

as be we have two equal and opposite currents circulating

whose action must be nil. Now, we may replace each of the

small circuits by a magnet as above, or by a magnetic shell

of strength i. The assemblage will constitute a magnetic

shell of strength J filling up the circuit, whose magnetic action,

at every point external^ to the shell will be the same as that

of the current. The north side of the shell is derived from

the direction of the current by the right-handed screw

relation given above.'

If dS be an elemen- of tne surface of a magnetic shell of

strength i, D its distance from P, and 6 the angle which

the positive direction of magnetization (which is normal to

dS) makes with D. then the magnetic potential at P is

given by

Fig. 29.

.,'//
cos B

D5'
dS (1).

the integration extending all over S.

When properly interpreted this double integral is found

to represent the " solid angle " subtended at P by the surface

S, or, as it may also be put, by the circuit ABC which

bounds it. Hence, solid angles subtended by the north

side being taken as positive, and the usual conventions as

to sign adhered to, we may write

v-;« (2).

where co is the solid angle in question.

We see, therefore, that the potential of a magnetic shell Poten

at any point P is equal to the product of the strength of ^j^^y^

the shell into the solid angle subtended by its boundary at

P. Now the potential of such a shell is continuous and

single-valued at all points without it. (With points within

it we are not now concerned, since the action of the current

at such points is not the same as that of the shell.) If,

therefore, a unit north pole start from any point P and

return to the same, after describing any path which does

not cut through the shell, i.e., does not embrace the cur-ent,

the work done by it will be nil. Let us now examine what

happens if the path cuts through the shell S. Take two

points P and Q, infinitely near each other, but the one P

on the positive side, the other Q on the negative side of the

' The reader who finds difficulty -(rith the magnetic shell may adhere

to the sraaU magnet; it \viU be found sufficient for most practical

purposest ,• , »
« This limitation is the equivalent of the limitation smoli applied t«

the elementary plane circuit, and follows therefrom.

' We need scarcely remind the reader that all the definitions^
potential, 'ic, in the theory of electrostatics apply here if we substi-

tute -h and - magnetism for + and - electricity. The unit of +

magnetism is sometimes called a unit nuilh poll-.
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sheU. In passing from P to Q, without cutting the shell,

the solid angle u decreases by itr infinitelj' nearly. Now,
during the passage from Q to P we may not represent the

action of the current by S, but nothing hinders us from

representing its action by another shell S', which does not

pass between Q and P, but is at a finite distance from either

of them ; for it will be remembered that the shell which

represents the action of a current i is definite to this extent

merely—that its strength is i, its boundary is the circuit,

and it does not pass through the point at which the action

is being considered. But infinitely little work, owing to the

action of S', is done in passing from Q to P. Hence the

work done by a unit pole in going once completely round

any path which embraces the cunent once is 4in.

To reconcile this result with the continuity of the mag-

netic potential of a linear circuit, for the existence of which

we have now furnished sufficient evidence, we must admit

that the potential of a linear circuit at any point P is

V = i(<i) + in-nj , where n is any integer. In other words, V
is a many-valued function differing from i times the solid

angle subtended at P by a multiple of 4iri. If we pass

along any path frpm P and return thereto, the difference of

the values of V, or the whole work done on the journey, is

zero if the path does not embrace the circuit, imri if it

embraces 1 it n times

lilnear
"^^^ considerations enable us to determine the action of

circuit in any closed current on a magnetic pole, and consequently on
magnetic any magnetic system. We have next to find the action on
S*!**- a linear circuit when placed in any given magnetic field,

whether due to magnets or electric currents. This we do

by replacing the circuit acted on by its equivalent magnetic

shell.

If the potential at any point of the magnetic field be V, then the

potential energy of a magnetic shell S, of strength i, placed in the

field is given by

where {I, m, n) are the direction cosines of the positive direction

(south to north) of the normal to the element dS. Since, so long

as the magnetic force considered is not due to S itself, there is none

of the magnetism to which V is due on S, we may write -a,-b,

^ df dV dV , . ^, * r *!,- e for ;j— > jT > -J- > where o, 6, c are the components of the

magnetic- induction.' Then, WS-^ JJ'(ia + mb+'nc)dS (i.e., = the

surfa* ifitegxjU of magnetic induction, or: the number of lines of

magnetic force which pass through the circuit), we may write

M=-iN (4).

From this expression for the potential energy of' the

equivalent magnetic shell we can derive at once the force

tending to produce any displacement of the circuit regarded

as rigid.

Thus let (/) be one of the variables which determine the position

of the system, then the force * tending to produce a displacement

d<t> is given by td(p +dM= 0, or

9 — I-— .....
d^

Hence the work done during any displacement of a

closed circuit, in which the current strength is i, is equal

to i times the increase produced by the displacement in

the number of lines of force passing through the circuit.

The force tends, therefore, to produce the displacement or

to resist it, according as the displacement tends to increase

or to diminish the number of lines of force passing through

the circuit. It is evident, therefore, that a position of

stable equilibrium will be that in which the number of

lines of magnetic force passing through the circuit is a

(5).

On the space relations involved here see Maxwell, vol. i. § 17, &c.

2 Magnetic induction is used here in Maxv.-ell's sense. It coincides

in meaning with "magnetic force" at points where there is no mag-

netism. " Line of force " in Faraday's extended sense is synonymous

*lth " Itae of induction " in Maxwell's sense.

maximum. If that number is a minimum, we have a casa

of unstable equilibrium.

Maxwell ' has shown how we may deduce from the Actio*

above theory the force exerted on any portion of the circuit °" *'*•

which is flexible or otherwise capable of motion. " If a '"'"h^
portion of the circuit be flexible so that it may be displaced

'

independently of the rest, we may make the edge of the

shell capable of the same kind of displacement by cutting

up the surface of the shell into a sufficient number of

portions connected by flexible joints. Hence we conclude

that, if by displacement of any portion of the circuit in a

given direction the number of lines of induction which

pass through the circuit can be increased, this displace-

ment will be aided by the electromagnetic force acting on

the circuit."

From these considerations we may find the electromagnetic

force acting on any element ds of the circuit Let PQ (fig. 30) be
the element ds belong-

ing to the arc AB of any
circuit. Let PJP be the
direction of the magnetic
induction ' at P, and |9

its magnitude. It is

obvious that no motion
of PQ in the plane of

PQ and PJ? will increase

or diminish the number
of lines of force passing
through the circuit ; coii-

sequently no work will

be done in any such dis-

placement. Hence the
resultanteleclromagnetic

force R must be perpen-

dicular to the plane „. „.
QVg. Uj. PR be a Fig. 30.

small displacement perpendicular to this plane, the work done in

the displacement is E.PR, and the number of lines of force cut

through is i times the rectangular area PQR multiplied by the com-
ponent $ sin fl of the magnetic induction perpendicular to it. Hence
we have

RxPR = M?sxPRx$sine,
i.e. R= i&|6sinfl (6).

Hence the resultaiit electromagnetic force on the ele-

ment ds may be determined as follows :—Take P^ in the

direction of the resultant magnetic induction (magnetic

force) and proportional to i^, and take PQ in the direction

of ds and proportional to it ; the electromagnetic force * on

the element of the circuit is proportional to the area of the

parallelogram whose adjacent sides are P^ and PQ, and is

perpendicular to it. The force in any direction making
an angle </> with the direction of the resultant is of course

Kcos^. The following consideration is convenient for

determining which way the resultant force acts. It is

obvious that, the force on the element will be the same

to whatever circuit we suppose it to belong, so long aa the

direction and strength of the current in it is the same.

Take, then, a small circuit PQK perpendicular to the lines

of magnetic induction (magnetic force) near PQ, in such

a way that the. direction of the current in PQK (as deter-

mined by the direction in PQ) 13" related to tLe direction

of the magnetic induction in the same way as rotation and
translation in right-handed screw motion; then the ele-

ment PQ tends to move so that the number of lines o^ force

passing through PQK increases.^

' Electricity and Magtretism, vol. ii. § 490.
* '

' KesulLint magnetic force," if there is none of the magnetism piS.

ducing it at P.
' We need scarcely remind the reader that this is a ponderoniotive

force acting on the matter of the element of the circuit. There is no

question of force acting on the current or the electricity in it.

6 From this may be derived the following, which is often very con-

venient. Stand with feet on PQ and body along the positive direction

of the line of magnetic force and look in the direction of tha cmri

rent, then the force is towards the right h.ind.
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•ector

cten-

Several other ways of remembering this direction might
be given. Although the above may sound arbitrary and
look clumsy at first, yet we have found it more convenient

in practice than some others we have tried.

We may extend what has been said above to the case

where part of the magnetic force, it may be the whole of

it, is due to the current in the circuit itself ; for we might

suppose the magnetic field to be that due to, a shell whose
boundary coincides infinitely nearly with the circuit. If

the circuit is rigid, there will of course be no motion caused

by its own action ; but if it be flexible, there may be rela-

tive motions; in fact each portion will move until the

number of linea of force that pass through the circuit is

the greatest possible consistent with the geometrical con-

ditions.

It is an obvious remark, after what has been said, that

the potential energy of the magnetic shell which repre-

sents a current depends merely on its boundary, or, in other

words, that the magnetic induction or the number of lines

of magnetic force which pass through a circuit depends

merely on its form. Hence we should expect to find some
analytical expression for the surface integral of magnetic

induction depending merely on the space relations of the

circuit ; in other words, we should expect to find a line

integral to represent it. And when the field is that of

another circuit, we should expect to find a double line

integral for the mutual potential energy of the two repre-

sentative shells.^ We shall describe briefly how these ex-

pectations are realized.

In the first place, a. vector may be found which has the property
ihat its line integral taken round any circuit is equal to the surface

integral of magnetic induction taken over any surface bounded by
the circuit.' This vector has been called by Maxwell the " vector

potential" (®). Let its components be F, G, H. Then applying the

definition to small areas dydz, dzdx, dxdy, at the point xyz perpen-
dicular to the three axes,' a, b, c being components of magnetic
induction as before, we get

an dG ,

dy dz

dF
dz

'

dH
dx' dx

dF
dy

These equations might be used to determine F, G, H, and would
lead to a much more general solution than is here required. The
following synthetical solution is simpler.

Consider a magnetized particle jn at (fig. 31). Let the positive
direction of its axis be OK, and
let its moment be m. The
resultant force due to sn at any
point P is in a plane passing
through OK ; hence the vector
potential SB at P must be per-

pendicular to this plane. Let
its direction be taken so as to
indicate a rotation round OK,
which with translation along
OK. would give right-handed
screw motion. Describe a
sphere with as centre and
OP (-D) as radius. Let PQ
!)« a small circle of this sphere
whose pole is K. Consider the
line integral round PQ, and
the surface integral over the
spherical segment PKQ. Since S is the same at all points of
PQ by symmetry, the former is 2irDsine?l, and the latter is

' It is important to remark here that we say "of the two represen-
tative shells," not "of the two circuits," or "of the two currents"
(see below, p. 76).

^ Tlie mathematical idea concerned here seems to have been origin-
ally stai'ted by Prof. Stokes; it is deeply involved in the improve-
ments effected in the theories of hydrodynamics, elasticity, electricity,
iic, by Stokes, Thomson, Helmholtz, and Maxwell.

^ It is to be noted that the rectangular axes here used are drawn
thus :

—

ox horizonal, oz vertical (in plane of paper say), and oy from

the reader; thus— ly/^ In this way rotation from y to z and trans-

lation along ox give right-handed screw motion, and so on in cyclical
ordei.

25rtn8m'9
E<iuating these we get for vector potential of m a{T

. « « ti .T .1(8),

D
»-pSin«

its direction being that already indicated.

Sappose now the particle sn placed at Q{xyz) so that the direci

tion cosines of sn are A, fi, v. Let the cogrdinatea of P be {, 7), f; also

let QP-D--fv'({-a:)''-t-(ri-y)''-h(f-J)'. Then the directiou

cosines of QP are D'-^^ , D*^ , D^^, where f - g; and we get

for the component of the vector potential at P

^-{^'dh'£)
•'

(9).
d.z dy)

and two similar expressions for G and H.
The vector potential of a magnetized body may be got by com-

pounding the vector potentials of the different elements ; hence, lA,

I^, Iv being the components of magnetization at any point o£ the

body, we get

and two similar expressions for G and H. The first part of our

problem is thus solved.

Let us, in the second place, apply the above result (10) to the cast

of the two shells which are equivalent to two currents. In a

lamellar distribution of magnetism -M----V-^. *"=•; hence the° dz dy
volume integral in (10) reduces to a surface integral, and

(10),

F''/y^l(jM-ym)dS (11),

where I, m, n are the direction cosines of the outward normal to dS

.

Now the magnetic shell of thickness t and strength i is a lamel-

larly magnetized body of constant intensity = i-i-T. It may be

looked upon as bounded by two parallel surfaces normal every-

where to the lines of magnetization, and by an edge generated by

lines of magnetization. At every point on either of the parallel

surfaces we have therefore l = K, m = n, n~v ; and at the edge

I = !/-£ - u — and similarly for m and n. Hence every element of
ds ds

the double integral in (11) belonging to either of the parallel surfaces

vanishes, and there remain only the parts on the edge which give

since X^ + I'P- + v^ -0. (12) gives the vector potential
as as as - v . ,

,

at {(-nC) due to a magnetic shell S. Let ({tjO he any point on the

boundary of another shell S, of strength i, and let d<r be the element

of arc of the boundary, then

-/(^g-«f-«f)- 113)

is the magnetic induction through S' due to S with the sign

changed, in other words, the mutual potential energy M. _ Putting

for F,G,H their values by (12), we have

.-ii'/'/'S^'dsda , . . (H),

where € is the angle between ds and dff.

The result of (14) realizes the second of our expectations. The
double integral arrived at is of great importance, not only in the

theory of electrodynamics, but also as we shall see in the theory o

the induction of electric currents.

Hitherto we have spoken only of closed circuits, and con-

sidered merely the action of a circuit regarded as a whole.

When we did speak of the force on an plementof a circuit,

we deduced this force directly from the state of the mag-

netic field in its immediate neighbourhood. There is an

order of ideas, however, in which the mutual action of two

circuits is considered to be the sum of a'l the mutual

actions of every element in one circuit on every element in

the other. Now, we can easily show, by means of (14),

that a system of elementary forces of this kind can be found

which will lead to the same result for closed circuits as the

theory given above.

Let the circuit S' be supposed rigid and fixed, and let the ciicuifi

S be movable in any way with respect to S'; it may even be flexible.
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Denote tne angles between the positive directions of do and it and

th? direction of D from ia to dj by 9' and 9, then we have

„ rfD „, <iD V

C03 8 --7-, cosfl - - -5— , J^ <^''
( . . (18).

_ _ dp dp _ _ rf^D (

ds do- d^do*
'

By means of these we get

^=^m t'^"- • •
'"'•

The part which is a complete differential has been left out, because

it disappears when the integration is carried round closed circuits,

as we always suppose it to be. Consider now the work done in a

''D ^ , and d,. butBmall displacement which alters D and S,

not do-; we have

IM

dcr' ds

-1 dSDdD

+i.//-1.^45^dod,.yy D d<r ds ds

The parts containing Ss disappear in this expression, and if

the rest be arranged by integration by parts as usual, we get

SM-iTRSDdsdo-O (17).

. ., 2 cos e - 3 cos e COS 9'

Comparison of Theory with Experiment.—The best veri-

fication of the theory which has just been laid down con-

sists iti its uniform accordance with experience. We pro-

ceed to give a few instances of its application, adopting

now one, now another, of the equivalent principles deduced

from it.

We have already remarked that the lines of magnetic

force in an electric field due to an infinite straight current

are circles having the current for axis. It is easy to deduce

from the fact that there is a magnetic potential that the

force must vary inverstly as the distance from the current.

This may also be proved by means of the formula (19) ; in fact,

the resultant force at P is given by

^=!/'-^'<'^-'yk^9—'<"''=i' • • •
(^»)-

d being the distance of P from the current.

Let AB (fig. 33) be a very long straight current, and Parallel

poq an element ds of a parallel cur-

rent, having the same direction as AB.
If we draw the line of force (a circle

with C as centre) though O, the

where E— »»'

D«

Hence the electrodynamical action of the two circuits is

completely accounted for by supposing every element da-

ta attract every element ds with a- force

—^jj—l 2 cos e-3 0039 0039" 1 • (18)-

We may therefore use this elementary formula whenever it

suits our convenience to do so.

It is very easy to obtain a similar elementary formula,

which is very often useful, for the action of an element of

a circuit on a unit north pole.

We have seen above how to find the action on an element PQ
(ds') of a circuit in a given magnetic field. Let the field be that due
to a unit north pole N (fig. 32). Then the magnetic induction at

P is in the direction NPK, and is equal to i , if NP— D. Hence

by (6) the force K on PQ' is perpendicular to NP and PQ, is in the

direction PU shown in the figure, and is equal to
id>sin9

Now, by

the princip of "action aud reaction," the force on N is E in the

Fig. 32.

direction PM' opposite to PM, i.e. is equal to a force B acting at
N in a direction NM"parallel to PM', together with a couple whose
moment is R x PN, and whose axis is perpendicular to NP and in
the plane NPQ. Now a simple calculation, which we leave to the
reader, will show that for any closed circuit the resultant of all the
couples thus introduced is nil; hence, since we deal -with closed
circuits only, we may neglect the couple.

The force exerted by a closed circuit on a unit norm
pole may therefore be found by supposing each element ds
to act on the pole with a force equal to

td»«in9 (19),

D»

•*J(iose direction is perpendicular to the plane containing
the pole and the element, and such that it tends to cause
rotation round the element related to the direction of the
current in it by the right-handed screw relation.

' PQ is supposed to be drawn frim the reader.

tangent OR is the direction of the

force at O; hence by (6) and (20),

. 2i
the force on pog is - ds, and acts m

the direction OC ; jpoq is therefore

attracted. If the current in poq be reversed, the force

will have the same numerical value, but wiU act in the

dire;tion CO. Hence two parallel straight conductors

attract or repel each other according as the currents in

them have the same or opposite directions.
*~*

Let AB (fig. 34) be an infinitely long (or very long) inclinta

»-< cunensls

current, CD a portion of a current inclined to it, and
passing very near it at O. If the

plane of the paper contain AB and

CD, then at every point in OD the

magnetic force is perpendicular to

the plane of the paper and towards

the reader, at every point in 00
perpendicular to the plane of the

paper and from the reader; hence

at the elements P and Q the forces acting will be in the

direction of the arrows in the figure, and CD will tend to

place itself parallel to AB. If both the currents be re-

versed, the action wiU be unaltered; but if the current in

CD alone be reversed, it will move so that the acute angle

DOB increases.

Hence it is often

said that cur-

rents that meet
at an angle at-

tract each other,

when both flow

to or both flow

from the angle,

but repel when
one flows to and
the other flows

from the angle.

These actions

may be demon'-

strated in a great

variety of ways. ^ ._ ^v .^ u
Figure 35 shows an arrangement for demonstrating the attraction

or repulsion 61 parallel currents, which is essentially that first used

by Ampfere. A is an upright consisting of a tube m good meUl-

lio connection with one of the binding screws t, and with a litlU

cnp y, containing a drop of m'ercury. A stout \vire passes up the

centcs of the tube, and is insulated from it, but in metallic coanec

I

Pig. 35.
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tion with the screw s and the cuj) 7. B is a lijjht conductor,' con-
sisting o'f two parallelograms of wire, in which the current circulates

in opposite directions, the ohject of which is to eliminate the
magnetic action of the earth. The conductor is hung in the ctipb

p and q, bo as to be easily

movable about a vertical

axis. C is a frame on

which several turns of

wire are wound, so that

when a current is passed

throuj^h, wehaveanum-
fcer oT parallel conduc-

tors, all of which act in

tbe same way on the

vertical branch uv of the

movable conductor. Ow-
iag to the opposite direc-

tions of the currents in

the tube and the wire

'aside it, there is no
action on yz due to that

•art of the apparatus. Fig. 36.
ft is clear, therefore, that

the action of C on uv will prevail and determine the motion.

The action of straight conductors, making an angle with each

•ther, may be shown by means of the conductor D, represented in

fig. 36, which may be fitted to the stand shown in fig. 35.

Circular In a very large class of practical cases, circular circuits
*'""'''• play an important part. The most convenient way of

dealing with these, as a rule, is to replace them by the

equivalent magnets or magnetic shells. The action of a

circular circuit may be represented by two layers of north

and south magnetism, whose surface densities are ^i-^r,

where i is the strength of the current and t the distance

between the layers. For details concerning the calcula-

tions in a variety of cases, we refer the reader to Maxwell's

Electricity and Magnetism, vol. ii. cap. xiv.

We may calculate the force exerted (see fig. 37) by a circular

current AB on a unit north pole at its centre C, as j^: ^
follows. Replace the current by two discs AB and
A'B', of north and south magnetism, the distance be-

tween which is T ; the surface densities are +i~r and
-ivT. The first of these exerts a repulsive force

2iri4'T, the second an attractive force

2;rJ-fT(l-C03)iA'C'B');

'Tienoe the resultant repulsive force is

2«' cos JA'C'B' -r T = 2iri •;- r

,

r being the radius of the disc. Hence a unit of length
of the current ezerts a force 1-7-?'° at the distance r.

Unit of It follows therefore that the statement of our funda-
current mental principle (p. G7) iiivolves a unit of current strength
strength,

^^^.j^ ^j^^^j. ^^^^ length of the unit current, formed into an
arc whose radius is the unit of length, exerts a unit of

force on a unit pole placed at the centre of the arc. From
this statement and tlie definition of a unit negative pole it

follows at once that the dimension of the unit of current

is [WMiT-'].
Solenoid. One arrangement of circular currents has become

famous from the part it plays in Ampere's theory of

magnetism. A wire wound into a cylindrical heli.v, such

as that represented in figure 38, the ends of the wire being

returned paral-

lel to the axis

of the helix, and
bent into pivots,

so that it can be

bung upon Am-
pere's stand (fig.

35), is called a F'S- 33.

solenoid. The conductor thus formed is obviously equi-

valent to a series of circular currents disposed in a uni-

form manner perpendicular to a common axis. In the

case represented in figure 38, this axis is straight ; but
Ihe name solenoid is not restricted to this particular case,

' Aluminium is often used.

and what wo are about to advance will apply to a solenoid
whose axis is a curve of any form.

Let there bo nds of the circular currents (each of area
X) in the arc ds of the axis of the solenoid. As we sup-
po.se the distribution to be uniform, n is constant. We
may suppose each current to be placed at the middle of a

length - of the axis, which it occupies for itself. Hence,

if each circular current be replaced by a shell of thickness

-
, the surface densities of the magnetism on each of these

shells will be d= ni, and the north magnetism of each shell

will coincide with the south magnetism of the next ; so
that the whole action at points external to the solenoid
reduces to the action of a quantity ni\ of magnetism
spread over one end of the solenoid, and a quantity - ni\
spread over the other. The positive or north end of the
solenoid is obtained, as usual, from the direction of the
current, by means of the right-handed screw relation. If

A. be very small, or if the system acting on, or acted upon
by, the solenoid is at a distance very great compared with
the dimensions of X, then we may suppose the representa-

tive magnetism concentrated at the ends of the axi.s of the

solenoid.

Hence the particular arrangement of electric currents,

which we have called a solenoid, acts and is acted on
exactly like an ideal linear magnet (whose poles coincide

with the ends of its axis).

Thus the north pole of a magnet or solenoid repels the

north end and attracts the south end of a solenoid ; a
solenoid tends to set under the action of the earth, its

north end behaving like a magnetic north pole, and
so on.

In a cylindrical bobbin wound to a uniform depth with silk- Cylin-
covered wire we have an arrangement which is eqiiivalent to a drical
number of solenoids all having a common axis. Each of these bobbiit
solenoids may be replaced by the equivalent terminal discs of posi-
tive and negative magnetism, and the external action of the whole
thus calculated. The magnetic disc at each end will, of course,

not be of uniform density,' but if the points acted on be at a
distance which is infinitely great compared with tha lateral dimen-
sions of the bobbin, we may collect the magnetism at the ends of
the axis ; the quantities will be

±m«i|(a'-l-a6-l-6»),

where a and b are the outer and inner radii of the shell of wire, n»

the number of layers in the depth, and n the number of turns per
unit of length of each layer. The magnetic moment of the bobbin
is therefore

mpi^ [a? Jrah + b^),

where p denotes the number of turns i^ eaon layer, and mp the
whole number of turns on the bobbin.

The above is a simple case of the kind of calculation

on which Weber founded his verification of Ampere's

theory. He did not, however, replace the circular currents

by the equivalent magnetic distributions, but calculated

directly from Ampere's formida (18).

The instrument (electrodynamometer) which he usea in

his experiments was invented by himself. It consists

essentially of a fixed coil and a movable coil, usually sus-

pended in the bifilar manner, and furnished with a mirror,

so that its motions about a vertical axis can be read offl

in the subjective manner (see art. Galvanometer) by'

means of a scale and telescope. Two varieties of the

instrument were used by Weber. In one of these (A), the

movable coil was suspended within the fixed coU ; in the

other (B), the movable coil was ring-shaped, and embraced
the fixed coil, which, however, was so supported that it

could be arranged either inside the movable coil or outside

it at any distance and in any relative position with respect

' The reader will easily find the law for himself.
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-to it. We do not propose to go into detail respecting

Weber's experiments, but merely to indicate their general

character and give some of the results. Those deoiring

further information will find it iu §§ 1-9 of the Electro-

dynamische Maasbestimmungen.

Weber first showed that the elcctrodynamic action oetween two

parts of a piece of apparatus traversed by the same current varies as

the square of the current. Apparatus A was arranged with the plane

of its fixed coil in the magnetic meridian. The movable coil was

concentric with the fixed one, but its plane was perpendicular to the

magnetic meridian. The current of 1, 2, or 3 Grove's cells was

sent throiif^h the fixed coil and through the suspended coil ; but as

the deflection with this arrangement was too great, the latter was

shunted by connecting its terminals by a wire of small but known
resistance. A measurement of the first power of the strength of

the current was found by observing the deflection produced by the

cnrrent in the fixed coil on a magnet suspended m its plane at a

convenient distance north of it. After the necessaiy corrections were

applied, the following results were obtained :

—

n
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Ampire has given a, general theory of the rotation of a circuit under

7$

, &c.

the action of a magnet. Let AB (fig. 40) ba any circuit, which wo

may suppose connected

with the axis of the mag-

net, but free to rotate

about it. We suppose the

magnet replaced by quanti-

ties ± m of magnetism at

its poles. Take the axis of

the magnet for axis of z,

and the other axes as in

the figure, being the

centre of the magnet, and

let ON = OS = c. Let FQ
bo any arc ds of AB, and let

the coordinates of P be

a,y,z; then if /, m, n be the

direction cosines of NP,
and NP^D, we have

DJ=x, Dm-y, Dn-z-c;
also the direction cosines

of Tp, which is perpen-

dicular to NP and PQ,
and is the direction of the

(dy dz\ . n-.„ ,•

^ds~™ds)'^^'^^^^' '"'•

Hence by formula (6) the components of the force acting on PQ are

m f dy dz\,,

wvds-'^d.y^'

Hence, it K denote the moment of thesa forces about OZ, wo have

from tlie north pole alone

K='«/IS OS- "S)^ -(»!-'"S) y
!

•

If we substitute the values of I, m, n this reduces to

K-'tni/ds^i -jy-j^mi/dn.

If therclore 0, , a, , P,, a, denote the angles BNZ, ANZ, BSZ,
ASZ, we have, adding the results from both poles,

K= jnt (cos ^1 - cos oi - cos i3, + cos 02) . . (21).

It follows from this remarkable formula that; the couple

K tending to turn a part AB of an electric circuit about

the axis of a magnet depends merely on the position of the

ends A and B.

In particular, if A coincide with B, i.e. if AB form a

closed circuit, or if A and B both lie on parts of the axis

not included between N and S,' the couple will be nil,

and there- will be no rotation.

The application of this formula to cases where there are

eliding contacts at A and B not lying on the axis presents

no difficulty ; we leave it to the reader.

Mlti(Q Several of these rotations may be exhibited by means of the
apparatus represented in figure 41. ABC is a horizontal coil of wire

- We might consider what would happen if A or B lay on NS, but
the case never arises in practice, for all magnets have a finite thickneas
Owe on this subject Wiedemann, Ed. ii. § 119).

terminating at the binding screws a,b. FG is a ring-shaped trough

of mercury for the sliding contacts. A wire connects the mercnry
with the binding screw d. DE is an upright support screwed into

a metal base T) in connection with the binding screw e, and ter-

minating above in a mercury cup E. When required, DE can be

replaced by the shorter supports D'E' and D"E". HLK is a support

for a screw L, which carries an adjustiblo centre.

1. Poise in the cup E the wire stirrup MN, so that the enos just

dip in the mercury trough. Then, if a strong current be sent from

cto d, MN will rotate (iu northern latitudes) in a direction opposite

t6 the hands of a watch.

2. If we fix a vertical magnet n"'s"' to DE by means of a clip at

Y, then the rotation will take place with a weaker current in the

same direction as before, if the north polo of the magnet bo upwards
(as shown in figure), but in the opposite direction if the magnet
be reversed.

3. Reversing the current alone in either of the last two cases

causes the direction of rotation to be reverted.

i. The magnet may be removed and a current sent from n to B

round ABC in the direction opposite to the hands of a watch. The
result is the same as for the magnet with its north pole upwards.

If the current in ABC is reversed, the rotation is reversed ; and
BO on.

5. The support D'E' with the two magnets 71s, nW may be screwed

into D instead of DE, the wire P now dipping into the mercury.

If the current be sent from c to d, the vertical current in D'E' will

act on » and s', and cause the magnet to rotate in the direction of

the hands of a watch. This rotation is reversed if the current go
from d to e.

6. We may consider any magnet of finite size as made np of a
series of magnets like na and n^ arranged about an axis. Hence,

if we replace D'E' and the magnets D"E" by the single magnet
supported by means of the pivot L", there wUl still bo rotation.

Fitpire 42 represents a very elegant piece of apparatus devised by-

F.iraday, to show -the ro-

tation at once of a magnet
and of a movable conductor.
The rotating pieces are the

magnet sn, which is tied to

the copper peg at the

bottom of G by means of

a piece of string, and
swims round the vertical

current buoyed up by the

mercury in G, and the wire

DE, which is hinged to D
by a thin flexible wire, and
swims round the pole of

the vertical magnet n'/.

Another apparatus in- „. .c,

vented by Barlow, and ^^' *"

known by the name of Barlow's wheel, is represented in figure 43.

A current is caused to pass from the mercury trough C along the

radius of the disc A through the field of magnetic force due to the-

Fig. 43.

horse-shoe magnet NO. The result is that the wheel rotates iit'

the direction indicated by the arrow.

Fluid conductors may also be caused to rotate under

the action of a magnet. We mentioned in our historical

sketch the experiment by which Davy demonstrated this

rotation in the case of mercury. A variety of such experi-

ments have been since devised. The following is a simple

one. Fill a small cylindrical copper vessel with dilute

sulphuric acid and set it upon the north pole of a power-

ful electromagnet. If a thick zinc wire be connected by
a piece of copper wire to the copper vessel, and then im-

mersed in the acid so as to be in the axis of the vessel, a
current is set up in the liquid which flows radially from

the zinc to the copper across the lines of force. The
YIII. — 10
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the hands of a

^jtionof
magnet
on elec-

tric dis-

charso.

Rotation

of elec-

tric dis-

charge.

PlUck-

er's

experi-

ments.

liquid therefore rotates in the direction

watch.

Magnetic Action on the Mectric Discharge m Gases.—

A

largo number of very interesting results have been obtained

concerning the behaviour of the electric discharge in a

field of magnetic force We can only make a brief allu-

sion to the matter here. The key to the phenomena lies

in the remark that the electric discharge in vacuum tubes

tnay be regarded as an electric current in a very flexible

elastic conductor. It is clear that such a conductor would

be an equilibrium if it lay in a line of magnetic force

passing through both its fixed ends. Again, if the ftexible

conductor be constrained to remain on a given surface,

it will not be in equilibrium until it has so arranged itself

that the resultant electromagnetic force at each point is

perpendicular to the surface. At each point, therefore,

the magnetic force must be tangential to the surface.'

A perfectly flexible but inextensible conductor, two
points of which are fixed, will take such a form that

the electromagnetic force at each point is balanced bythe
tension. Le Koux fastened a thin platinum wire to

two stout copper terminals, and caused it to glow by
passing a current through it. When the terminals were

placed equatorially between the flat poles of an electromag-

net, the wire bent into the form of a circular arc joining

the terminals. When the terminals were placed axially,

it assumed a helical form. (See also Spottiswoode and
Stokes, Proc. B. S., 1876.)

The behaviour of the light emanating from the positive

pole may be explained in general as lying between the two
cases which wo have just discussed. One of the most
remarkable of these phenomena is the

rotation of the discharge discovered by
Walker, and much experimented on by
De la Eive. This may be exhibited by
means of the apparatus shown in fig. 44,

coiisisting essentially of an exhausted

vessel, one of the electrodes in which is

ring-shaped; a bar of soft iron, covered

with some insulating material, is passed

through the ring and fixed to the stand.

When this apparatus is placed on the pole

of a powerful magnet, the discharge ro-

tates as a wire hinged to the upper elec-

trode would do.

Owing to the distinct character of the negative light,

the action of the magnet on it is different from that on
the positive light. Pliicker found that the general

character of the phenomena may be thus described :

—

The negative light is bounded by magnetic curves that

issue from the electrode and cut the walla of the tube.

The two diagrams in fig. 45 will convey an idea of the

Fig. 44.

Fig. 45.

appearance of the phenomenon. Although much tempted

* Loci having this property were called by Pliiclier epipolic curves.

to follow the subject further, wo must bo content to refer

the reader to the interesting papers of Pliicker' and
Ilittorf.* An excellent summary will be found in Wiede.
mann.

Ampere's Method.—Before quitting the subject of Am-
eloctromagnetism, it will bo useful, for the sake of com- P*"'»

parison, to give a brief sketch of the method of Ampere, """"*

or rather of that modification of the original method now
commonly found in Continental books, which was suggested

by Ampke himself, in a note to th« Theorie det J'heno-

mines Electrodynamiques. Ampfere starts with the idea that

the electrodynamic action of two circuits is the sum of the

actions at a distance between every pair of their elements.

He supposes, as the simplest and most natural assumption,

that the force between two elements is in the line joining

them. Besides this assumption, his theory rests on four ex-

periments.* The first of these shows that, when a wire is

doubled on itself, the electrodynamic action of any current

in it is nil. The second experiment shows that this is also

true, even if one of the halves of the wire be bent or

twisted in any way, so as never to be far removed from

the other. The third experiment proves that the act'.on

of any closed circuit on an element of another circuit is

perpendicular to the element. In the fourth experiment

it is shown that the force between two conductors remains

the same when all the lines in the system are increased in

the same ratio, the currents remaining the same. From
the assumption, together with the first experiment, it fol-

lows that the force between two elements is proportional

to the product of the lengths of the elements, multiplied by

the product of the strengths of the currents and by some

function of the mutual distance and of the angles which

determine their relative poeition. Hence it may be shown,

from the fourth experiment, that the force between the

elements must vary inversely as the square of the distance

between them. ' The second experiment shows that we

may replace any element of a circuit by the projections

of the element on three rectangular axes.

From these results it is found that the force between

ds and d<r must be

^i^7cos£-;fcco3ecos(9')

The constant h is then determined from the result of tka

third experiment ; and it is found that h must be equal

to f.
The formula is thus completely determined, with

the exception of A, which depends on the unit of current

which is chosen. The action of a closed circuit on an M
element is then calculated, and a vector found, which %
Ampere calls the " directrix," from which this action cam

be found in exactly the same way as we derived this

same action from the magnetic induction. The theory is

then applied to small plane circivits, solenoids, and so on.

As was remarked in the historical sketch, a variety of

other elementary laws niay be substituted for that of

Ampere, all of which lead to the same result for closed

circuits.

Maxwell has presented Amp&re's theory in a more general GeneraS-

form, in which the assumption about the direction of the izationi

elementary action is not made. Neglecting bouples, he '^""T-

finds for ie most general form of the components' of the

force exerted by dcr on ds,

^°°D»\ ds id'
in the direction of D,

S =

•2D^S)"^<^'+D^;»''^^''-'

and : -^ iUsi<T ' S'- Yji'dsdr

in the direction of da and da- respectively.

22).

' Pogg. Ann., ciii., civ., cv., cvii., ciiii., 1858, &c
' Pogg. Ann., cixiri., 1869.

Details respecting these experiments, and other matter conneotedj
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of

u-
IFa

ant.

In these expressions Q is a function to be determined

only by further assumption. Q = constant gives Ampfcro's

formula ; Q = - ^ gives the formula of arassmann, and

80 on. We may in fact construct an infinite variety of

different elementary formulie. The reader interested in

this subject may consult Wiedemann, Bd. ii. §§ 26, 27,

45-54, &c., and Tait, Proc. E.S.E., 1873.

In our account of the magnetic action of electric cur-

rents no mention has been made of the effect of the proxi-

,mity of soft iron. Under the magnetic action of the

electric circuit soft iron is magnetized inductively. The
.distribution of tho lines of force is in general greatly

.affected thereby. The general feature of the phenomenon
,13 a concentration of the lines upon the iron. By the

proper use of this effect electromagnetic forces of great

power may be developed. It is not easy to give a mathe-

matically accurate account of the action, owing to our

ignorance of the exact law of magnetic induction in power-

fully paramagnetic bodies. The discussion of this subject,

however, belongs to Magnetism (which see).

The Induction of Medric Currents.

A. brief account has already been given (see Historical

Sketch, p. 11) of Faraday's discovery' of the induction of

electric currents. The results he arrived at may be summed
up as follows.

Let there be two linear circuits, ABKE (the primary) and CDG
(the secondary), two portions of which, AB and CD, are parallel,

and near each other.

I. When a current ia started in AB, a transient current flows
through CD in the opposite direction to the current in AB; when
the current in AB is steady, no current in CD can bo detected

;

when the current in AB is stopped, a transient current flows through
CD in the same direction as the current in AB. These currents in

CD are said to bo induced, and may be called inverse and direct

currents respectively, the reference being to the direction of the
primary. Both inverse and direct currents last for a very short
time, and the quantity of electricity which passes in each of them
ia the same.

II. If the circuit AB, in which a steady current is flowing, be
caused to approach CD, an inverse current is thereby induced in

CD J
when the circuit AB, under similar circumstances, recedes

from CD, a direct current is induced in CD. We have already
mentioned that when AB is at rest, and the current in it does not
vary, there is no current in CD. AB has been supposed to approach
and recede from CD, but the same statement applies when CD
approaches and recedes from AB.

III. When a magnet is magnetized or demagnetized in the
neighbourhood of a circuit, or approaches or recedes from the cir-

cuit, the effect is the same as if an equivalent^ current approached
or receded from the circuit. For example, imagine a small circular
circuit placed horizontally, and a vertical bar magnet lowered in
the axis of the circuit with its north pole pointing down upon the
circuit, the magnet may be replaced by a series of coaxial circular
currents (see above, p. 71), and the motion will induce a current
passing round the circuit against the hands of a watch.

Faraday showed how the direction of the induced current
can be predicted when the variation of the magnetic field

or the motion of the conductor in it is known, and he gave,
in his own manner, indications how the magnitude of the
current could be inferred.

Maxwell has thrown the law of Faraday into the follow-

ing form :
—" The total electromotive force acting round a

circuit at any instant is measured by the rate of decrease
of the number of lines of magnetic force which pass
through it."

Or, integrating with respect to the time :
—" The time

integral of the total electromotive force acting round any

with AmpJre's theory, may be found in Maxwell, vol. U. § 602, &c.,
and in almost any Continental work on experimental physics.

' Exp. Ra., ser. i., IL, (ix.), iiviii., ixix., 1831-32, 1851. The
general statement in the text is given for the reader's convenience,
and is not meant to be historical.

• £quivalent In the sense of producing the same magnetic field.

circuit, together with the number of lines of magnetic force
which pass through the circuit, is a constant quantity."

For " number of lines of force " may of course be sub-
stituted the equivalent expressions, " induction through
the circuit," or " surface integral of magnetic induction,"

taken over any surface bounded by the circuit.

Some care must be taken in determining the positive

direction round the circuit. The following is a correct
process :—Assume one direction (D, fig.

46) through the circuit as positive, then

the positive direction round (R) is deter-

mined by the right-handed screw rela-

tion ; if the number of lines of force

reckoned positive in direction D is de-

creasing, then the electromotive force is in direction K ; if

that number is increasing, the electromotive force is in

the opposite direction.

This will be clearer if we consider the following simple example.
Let ABCD (fig. 47) be a horizontal rectangular circuit (AB next the
reader). In a northern lati-

tude, the vertical component
Z of the earth's magnetic force

is downwards ; If, therefore,

the positive direction through
the circuit be taken down-
wards, the positive direction

round is ADCB, and the
number of lines of force

through it is Z.AB.BC. If
Fig. 47.

BC slide on DC and AB parallel to itself through a small distance
BB' in time t, Z.AB.BC increases by Z.CB.BB' ; hence the elec-

tromotive force is Z.BC.BB'-^t, and acts in the direction ABCD.
If V be the velocity of BC, we may write for the electromotive forc9

Z.BC.D. That is, the electromotive force at any instant is proper
tional to the velocity.

The law of Faraday leads to a complete determination

of the induced current in all cases. We may regard it as

resting on the experiments, of Faraday, and of those who
followed out his results.

Another view of the matter of great importance was Theoryof

enunciated independently and about the same time by Heim-

HelmholtzS and Sir William Thomson.* 5,°"^ *»'^

Let a circuit carrying a current ' i move in an invariable mag- jg^
notic field, so that the number of lines of magnetic force passing
through it is increased by (ZN, then the work ' done by the electro-

magnetic forces on the circuit is by Ampfere's theory idTS ; also, if

R be the resistance of the circuit, 'R{'dt is the heat generated in

time dt. Kow if E be the electromotive force of the battery which
maintains the current x, the whole energy supplied is 'Eidt ; hence
we must have

idlS \-'Ri-dt = Y.idt

^°'i» =(^-^)l (23',i

drs

.

Hence there is an electromotive force - 37- in the moving circuit.

Now -rr is the rate of increase of the number of lines of force nass
at

ing through the circuit.

We have therefore deduced the law stated above Irom

Ampfere's theory and the principle of the conservation of

energy ; at least we have done so for the case of induction

by permanent magnets, and the same reasoning will also

apply to the case where the alteration of the magnetic field,

owing to the induced current in the primary circuit, is so

small that it may be neglected.

We have now the means of stating in a convenient form Electro-

the electromagnetic unit of electromotive force. It is the magneu*

electromotive force of induction in a circuit the number of °,°'j,'j^'_

lines of magnetic force through which is increasing at estiva

the rate of one per second. for<=«.

' Ueher dU Erhallang der Kraft, 1847.

Jlep. Brit. Ass., 1848, and Fhil. Mag., 1851.

» All the qcantities are supposed to be measured In electromagnetis

absolute units.

• We may suppose this work spent In raising a weight, &o.
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In the case where the field ia duo to a current »', we have hy

(ormnliB (4) and (14) of laat diviaion

N = iM: (24),

where M now etanda for
ff'^°^

^'^ extended all over the two

circuita . M, which depends merely on the con figuration and relative

Sosition of the two circuita, ia called the coefficient of mutual in-

notion.

An application of tho principle of the conservation of

energy of great importance was made by Sir Williatn

Thomson to the case of two electric circuits of any form,

in which the currents are kept constant.

Let two such circuita, tho currents in which are u", be displaced so

that tlie coefiicient of mutual induction M increases by dM. Let

ns suppose that the currents i and i' are maintained by two constant

batteries of electromotive forces E and E', and that the motion

takes place so slowly that the currents may be regarded as constant

throughout. If R and R' be the resistances of the circuits, Udt

the mechanical equivalent of tho whole heat generated, and TLdl

the whole expenditure of chemical energy in the batteries in time dt,

H = R»» + R't'2, and K - Ei + EV,
K -H - i(E - Et) + i(E - EV).

Now, applying (23),

,(?M .(fM
Et=E - 1' 515

, and BY - E' - * -^.^
at aC

K-H-2h'M,
dt

whence

or, as we may write it,

(K-H)rfi = 2u"(fM ... . (25).

Now ii'ditl is the work done by the electromagnetic forces during
the displacement which we may suppose spent in lifting a weight.

Hence, when two electric currents are allowed slowly to

approach each other, being kept constant and doing work
the while, over and above the work which is spent in

generating heat in the conductors, an amount of energy ia

drawix^from the batteries equivalent to twice the work
done by the electromagnetic forces.

There remains therefore aa amount of work as yet

unaccounted for.- What becomes of it t The answer is,

that the energy, or, as Sir W. Thomson calls it, the " me-
chanical value," of the current is increased. But how
increased } When a material system (and we may consider

the two circuits, the batteries, the lifted weight, &c., as

such) is left to itself, it moves so that its potential energy
decreases. In this case, therefore, there must have been an
increase of kinetic energy somewhere. This energj* may
be called the electrokinetic energy of the system; aocordmg
to Maxwell's theory, this kinetic energy has its seat in the

medium surrounding the wire. The energy thus stored

up is accounted for in the increased development of heat,

•fee, when the two currents are broken in succession.

Keturning now to our general law of induction, let us
write down in the most general form the equations which
determine the course of the currents in two circuits (A, B),
in which the form and relative positions of the circuits, as
well as the current strengths, are variable. The number of

lines of force which pass through a circuit depends partly
on neighbouring circuits, partly on the circuit itself. Re-
taining the notation used above, we may, in the case of two
^circuits, write the first part Mi', and the second part Li;
Vhere L is a double integral of the same form as M, only
both elements ds and dcr now belong to the same circuit.

We have, therefore, for the whole number of lines of force
passing through the circuit A, Mi' + Li. Similarly we
Jiave for B, M; + Nt". We have therefore by our general
law,

£- i,(Mi'+Li) = Rt )

d ( • • • (26).
E'-^^(Mi>Ni'l= E't')

These are the general equations for the induction of two
circuits. The electromotive force of induction in A can be

divided into two parts: one of tiiese, viz., J7(Me") i3 duo

to the circuit B, the other v (L«) is due to the circuit A
itself, and is called the electromotive force of seK-inJuction.

L is called the coefficient of self-induction for A. Similarly

—(Nj") is tho electromotive force, "and N the coefficient

force of self-induction for B.

If we have only one circuit then M = 0, and the equation

for the course of the current is

E-|^(L,-)-E<;

here there is otdj/ self-induction.

F. E. Neumann, to whom belongs the honour of first Theoryoi

stating with mathematical accuracy the laws of induction, Neu-

adopted a foundation for his theory very different from the T^^.
one chosen above. His method was based on the law of Lenx.

Lenz^, enunciated very soon after the great discovery of

Faraday, which lays down that, in all cases of induction by
the motion of magnets or currents, the induced current has

a direction such that its electromagnetic action on tho

inducing system tends to oppose the motion producing it.

Besides its historical importance, this law affords a very

convenient guide in many practical applications of the

theory of induction. Th'i reader will find no difficulty in

verifying it on the elementary cases given at the beginning

of this division. It can be deduced at once from our

general law. Consider any circuit in which a current t is

flowing, and let the direction of the current be the positive

direction round the circuit. Suppose the circuit to mov9
so that the number of lines of force passing through it

incEeases, this is the way the circuit would tend to move
under the electromagnetic forces when traversed by a current

i; but the electromotive force of induction is in the negative

direction round the circuit by the general law, and would
therefore produce a current opposite in direction to t. The
electromagnetic action on this current woidd be opposite to

that on i, that is, would tend to hinder the displacement.

It is a curious fact that a law exactly like this had beea

announced shortly before Lenz by Eitchie, only with the

direction of the action revti'ted in every case.

The results of Neumann are identical with those given

above. The double integral M, which is here called the co-

efficient of mutual induction of two circuits, Neumann cells

the mutual potential of the two circuits, and what has been
called above the coefficient of self-induction of a circuit ho
calls the potential of the circuit on itself. Accounts of his

theory will be found in Wiedemann's Gfalvanismus, and ia

most Continental works on electricity.

Experimental VerifkcUionoftheLaws ofMutuallnduction.

—It will be observed that, in the law of induction for linea;

circuits, no statement is made respecting the material of

thickness of the circuit in which the electromotive force of

induction acts, or of the non-conducting medium across

which induction takes place.

Faraday showed that the material of the circuit has no eflfeoi

He found, for instance, that when two wires of different metals we
joined and twisted np together, as in fig. 48, so as to be insulate

from each other, no in-

duced current could be
obtained by passing the ju ao
arrangement between the

°'

poles of a powerful magnet. The same result was obtained when one

of the branches of the circuit was an electrolyte. Lenz ' connected

two spirals of wire in circuit with each other, and placed first one

then the other, on the soft iron keeper of a horse-shoe magnet; so

long as the number of turnson each spiral was the same, the induced

' Pogg. Ann., 1S34.
' Exp. Set., 193, &c., 1832; also 3143, ic, 1861.

'Pogg. Ann., 1835.
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current was the same, no matter what the material or tniclcuess of

the wire in each spiral. Since in this case the whole resistance of
the circuit was always the same, the electromotive force of induction
must have been the same.

We conclude, therefore, that the electromotivo force ^ of

induction is independent of the material, and also of the

thickness of the wire, po long as the latter is so small that

we may consider the wire as a linear circuit.

Lenz made quantitative determinations of the induced

current by means of the above arrangement.

The soft iron keeper, with a coil of n windings, was rapidly

detached from the magnet, and the first swing a of a-galvanometer
in circuit with the coil was measured. The quantity of electricity

which passes in the induced current is measured by sin ha, provided
the whole duration of the current is small compared with the time
of oscillation of the galvanometer needle (see art. Galvano-
meter). Again, when the keeper is attached to the magnet, very
nearly all the lines of magnetic induction" pass through the keeper;

hence the number of lines of induction which pass through the
coil is very nearly proportional to the number of windings, and
therefore, if the resistance of the circuit be kept the same, the
whole amount of electricity which passes will be proportional to n.

In the actual experiment the wire was woimd and unwound from
the keeper, so that the whole resistance did remain the same. The
following is a set of Lenz's results :

—

'

No. of windings.
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whicli they have rightly dwelt as being in a sense the

reverse of the electromagnetic rotations. The following

theory of the phenomenon wiU make this clearer :

—

Referring back to figure 40, let AB be part of a conducting cir-

cuit arranged as there described, and let it be caused to move ia the

direction Pp. Then if E be the electromotive force in the circuit

in the direction AB, N the number of lines of fore? passing through

the circuit, <p the angle through which AB moves (from X to Y)

about OZ, we have, by our general law,

'°~
di ~ ~

d(p dt'

How, by Ampere's theory, K. =^ > hence (p. 73)

!E--,K dp
d(p

i dt

d<l>
•• - TO (eOS Pi - cos a, - cos j3j + cos Oj) -yr (27).

Hence, if the conductor AB be caused to move with given

angular velocity aWiut the magnet SN, in that direction

which it would take under the action of the magnet if it

carried a current i, then there will be an electromotive

force of induction along the circuit of which AB forms part,

whose direction is opposite to that of i, and whose magni-

tude is found by dividing the couple acting on AB (when
traversed by i) by i, and multiplying it by the given angu-

lar velocity. This result is a beautiful instance of the law

of Lenz.

A great variety of experimental arrangements may be

imagined to realise the case thus described. Every appa-

ratus devised to produce an electromagnetic rotation may
be used to illustrate it.

The following case may be taken as typical. SN (fig. 49) is a bar

magnet whose action may be represented by two poles, N and S.

At the middle point of its axis is fixed a disc

BA, against which presses the terminal of a

wire CA in metallic connection with the axis

through the pivot at S. If CA be caused to

rotate in the direction of the arrow p, the disc

standing still, there will be an indue -jd current

in C.\BC in the direction of the arrow g. It

CA and the disc revolve together, there will

be no current. If CA stand still, and the iv<c

rotate in the direction of the arrow, there will

be a current in the opposite direction; for this

is clearly the same as if the disc stood still, and
CA rotated in the opposite direction.' The
electromotive force in each case ia indepen-

dent of the form of CA, and is given by
2m(l - cosa)m, where m is the strength of the

pole N, a the angle ANB, and u the angular
velocity.

It is well to remind the reader that the lines of force are closed

curves, every one of which passes np the axis of the magnet from S
to N, and back through the outside medium to S. If this be for-

gotten, and an attempt be made to determine the electromotive

force of induction by considering the motion of the disc, an error

will easily be made. If we take the simpler course above, and
consider the motion of the conductor, there is then no danger of

mistake.

Coils In most of the experiments we have hitherto been de-

with iron scribing, the object has been to obtain indications of the
"ore. direction of the currents of induction, or to measure the

electromotive force of induction under definite circum-

stances ; if, however, we desire to exhibit the efi'ects of

induction in a striking manner, in order to convey belief

to the spectator, or to serve some practical purpose, recourse

is had to a different kind of apparatus. We may wind our

primary and secondary coils on bobbins, and insert the

former wdthin the latter, so as to get the greaiesi possiolo

^ If the reader wish for a proximate rule for the direction of the

electromotive force of induction, the following will serve. Stand with

the body in the line of magnetic force with the head pointing in the

positive direction, look in the direction in which the part of the

circuit on which the feet are is moving : the K- M. F. along the circuit

is towards the right hand.

number of turns of wire into proximity. The number of

turns on the primary is usually made small, in order that
the current in it may not be weakened by a, largo resist-

ance, and that its coefficient of self-iadnction (see below)
may be smaU. Mention has already been made of the
effect of soft iron in increasing the number of lines of force

that pass through a circuit. It is easy to see that it will

produce a corresponding effect in strengthening induction.

The precise amount of it is very hard to calculate, owing
to the irregularities in the magnetization and demagnetiza-
tion that arise from residual magnetism. The question
belongs, however, to magnetism. The effect can be de-

monstrated practically by observing the alteration in the
inductive action produced by inserting a bundle of iron

wires ^ into our primary coiL

The physiological effects of induced currents are very Physio-

striking ; indeed, the nerve and muscle preparation of the logical

physiologist affords a very delicate method for detecting «''"'»•

them. If the human body form part of the circuit of the

secondary coil of such an induction apparatus as we have
just indicated, and the primary current be stopped and
started in rapid succession, say by stripping one terminal

of the circuit on a toothed wheel attached to the other, a
sensation is experienced which, with a moderately powerful

apparatus furnished with a core, is so painful and peculiar

that the patient is not likely to forget either it or its cause.

The tetanic muscular contractions produced in this way
have formed the subject of much physiological investiga-

tion, of which an account will be found in the Droper

place (see article PHYsioLOGy).

The flat spirals of Henry, formed of flat bands of copper

insulated from each other with silk ribbon, are also very

convenient for demonstrating the existence of induced

currents.

The most powerful inductive apparatus for furnishing

large quantities of electricity are the various magneto-

electric machines which have now been brought to great

perfection (see Historical Sketch).

By means of these and similar appliances, all the effects

of the electric current and the electric discharge may be

shown in the greatest perfection.

Induction hy Discharge of Statical Electricity.—^The Indue

phenomena of induction can be exhibited with the tran- 5?A^
sient current of electricity in the discharge of a Leyden jar

^j^^

or other accumulator of statical electricity. There is a chargo.

difficulty in exhibiting the effect, owing to the great differ-

ences of potential between different parts of the circuit,

which render the application of a coil of silk-covered wire

useless. A common way of getting over the difficulty

consists in cutting two spiral grooves in two flat ebonite

discs. Wires are embedded in these, and they are then

put together with a thin plate of glass between, so that

the spirals are opposite each other. When a jar ia

discharged through one spiral, an induction current passes

in the other, and may be indicated by a galvanometer, or,

better still, by a frog preparation. The induced current

is, however, in general a complicated phenomenon, owing

to the oscillatory nature of the discharge (see above, p. 65).

It would lead us too far to go into these and kindred

subjects : the reader who desires to pursue the matter will

find excellent accounts in Mascart, t. ii. §§ 611-825, and

Riess, Bd. ii. §§ 780-906. Particularly interesting are the

researches of Verdet, an account of which will be found in

hi? works, along with many indications of what others

have done in the same field.

Induced Currents of Higher Orders.—Induced currents

may in their turn induce other currents, and these again

• The iron is broken up into wires to prevent the formation of in-

duced carrentii in the body of the metal. These cuneuta retard tht

rise of the induced currents.

i
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others, and so on.^ This can be brought about by forming

part of the secondary circuit of one inductive apparatus

into the primary of the next, and so on. As may be

supposed, the successive induced currents diminish very

rapidly in strength, and require special means for their

detection. But the phenomenon also goes on increas-

ing in complicacy. Suppose we start the current in the

first primary, there is a single inverse current of the

" first order " which rises and then falls ; there will, there-

fore, be two currents of the " second order"—first a direct,

then an inverse ; each of these rising and falling causes

two currents of the third order, and so on in geometric

progression. These currents have been detected in certain

cases by means of their physiological action and their mag-

netizing powers. The latter effects present some points of

interest in connection with magnetism, but vpe cannot spare

space for the matter here.

Self-Induction.—The existence of self-induction has been

deduced as a theoretical consequence of the general law of

induction. It ' was not so discovered, however. It was

first arrived at by Faraday^ from experimental considera-

tions. The observation from which he started was the

following fact communicated to him by Mr Jenkin, who had
shortly before discovered it :—Although it is impossible

with a short circuit of wire and a single battery cell to

obtain a shock by making and breaking contact, yet a very

powerful shock is obtained if the coil of an electromagnet

be included in the circuit. This may
be shown thus:—Let ZC (fig. 50) be

a battery of a single cell, CABDEF a

circuit with a cross branch BF, in which

at G the human body, &c., may be in-

serted. Contacts can be made and
broken at A, very rapidly if need be, by

means of a toothed wheel. When BDEF
('consists of a short single wire, nothing

particular is felt at Q, but when the coil -^

of an electromagnet is inserted in DE,
the patient at Q experiences a series of

powerful shocks comparable to that obtained from the

secondary coil of an inductive apparatus in the manner
already described.

If the cross circuit be done away with, a powerful spark

is obtained at A on breaking contact, but none on making.

This spark is particularly bright if a mercury contact be

used, owing to the combustion of the mercury. If, how-
ever, the electromagnet be removed from DE, and a short

wire substituted, the spark becomes quite insignificant, al-

though the whole circuit may be now very hot, owing to

the increased current, Faraday found that the same effect,

only smaller, was produced when a simple helix without a

core was substituted for the electromagnet ; and a similar

effect, only still smaller, was obtained when a very long

straight wire was used. Faraday soon recognized that

these effects are consequences of the laws at which he

had arrived in his first series of researches on induction.

When .the current is rising in a circuit, the number of

lines of magoetic force passing through it is on the increase,

hence an electromotive force is generated which opposes

that of the battery, and causes the current to rise slowly;

again, when the current begins to decrease the number of

lines of force begins to decrease, and an electromotive

force of induction is called forth which tends to prolong

the current. We have, therefore, a weakening of the

electromotive force at starting and an exaltation at stop-

ping, which accounts for the absence of the spark or shock
at make, and the presence of one or other at break. Such

' Some pliysicists have called these curreuts induced cuTents of the
•econd and third orders, kc

= Exi: Bet., 1048. tc, ?834.

Fig. 50.

inductive effects are oDviously heightened when the cur-

rent is wound into a spiral form ; if, however, the spiral

were wound double, and the current sent through the two

wires in opposite directions, tho inductive effects would

annul each other, and, in fact, with this arrangement the

spark and shock are extremely small.

Faraday demonstrated the existence oi tnese electromo-

tive forces by means of the currents which they produce

in derived circuits,' when the battery contact is broken

or made.

He used tho arrangement given in figure SO. A galvanometei
was inserted at G, and the needle stopped by pins properly placed

from deviating as urged by the branch of the battery current from
B to F, but left free to move in the opposite direction. It was
found that the needle deviated sliarply when contact was broken at

A, in a directioa indicating a current from F to B. Again the con-

tact was made, and the needle stopped at the deviation due to the

current from B to F, so that it could not return to zero. The contact

was then broken and made again, and it was found that at the make
the needle tended to go beyond the position due to the steady current

in BF. Faraday also arranged a platinum wire at G, so that it did

not glow under the steady current in BF, but immediately ignited

when the contact at A was broken. Chemical action was produced

in a similar manner. In fact we may, by. taking advantage of the

self-induction, cause a single cell to prodiioe decomposition of water

and evolution of gas, which it could not do alone consistently with
the conservation of energy. This may be managed'' by inserting at

A (fig. 50), instead of the contact breaker, the coil of an electro-

magnet, and placing tlie decomposing cell in DE. Let contact be

made and broken at G (say by an automatic break) ; when the con-

tact is made the current flows through the coil and through BF,
when it is broken the electromotive force of induction added to

that of the battery enables the current to pass through the cell and
liberate the ions. At the make there is no such effect; there

results therefore continued chemical decomposition.

Edlund^ investigated tho integral electromotive forces of Edlund't

self-induction at the opening and closing of a circuit, and measure-

showed that they are equal. His experimental arrangement ™™t' °'

is very ingenious :

—

current.

G (fig. 51) is a differential galvanometer, A a coil whose self-in-

duction is to be examined, C a wire wouad in a zig-zag' so as to

have no self-induction. The battery

E is connected at B and D with tha

circuit composed of G, A, and C, so

that the currents in IJcdCD and
BbaAT) pass round the coils of G in

opposite directions. The resistance

is so arranged that there is no deflec-

tion of the needle in G. If now the

current bo stopped by breaking the

circuit £B atK, the electromotive force

due to the self-induction of A causes

an extra current to flow round the

circuit AabBcdCD, traversing the coils

of G in the same direction. We there-

fore get a deflection D, . In a similar

manner if we make contact at K we
get another deflection D., due to the

starting of the current in A. There

is no difficulty in showing that, if E,,

Ej be the time integrals of the electro-

motive force in the two cases, then

E, p,
E "^D,-

One of the difficulties encountered in such experiments

is the increase of the electromotive force of the battery E
when it is left open for a time ; this causes the extra cur-

rent at make to be greater than that at break. Rijke, who

made experiments similar to those of Edlund, avoids this

difficulty by circuiting the battery, when BK is broken,

Fig. 61.

' These currents are sometimes called extra currents, and the name

is applied oven when there is no alternative circuit. The extra cur-

rents are then the defect or excess of the cvirrents at the make and

break, considered with reference to the steady current.

* De la Rive, Wiedemann, Bd. ii. § 740.

» Pogp. Ami., 1849.
» The best arrangement would be to use insulated wire and double

it on itself.
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through a resistance equal to the effective reuiBtance from
E to E. Further details concerning the method and results

of these experiments may be found in Wiedemann, Bd. iL

§ 744, (tc.

A very convenient method for exhibiting and measuring
the extra current is obtained by using a Wheatstone's
bridge instead of a diiferential galvanometer. Let the

bridge be balanced as usual, so that when the battery

circuit is made, and the galvanometer circuit made after-

wards, there is no deflection. If one of the resistances be
wound so as to have a large coefficient of self-induction,

ind the galvanometer circuit be completed before the
battery is thrown on, then, owing to the self-induction, the
galvanometer needle will be suddenly deflected.

Let AC, CD, DB, BA be four conductora of resistance S, Q, P, R,
arranged as a Wheatstone'g bridge (see fig. 22), with a battery be-
tween A and D, and a galvanometer G between B and C. Let L
be the coefficient of self-induction of the coil S. Then, A, C, &c.,
denoting the potentials at A, 0, &o., x -and y the currents in AC
and AB, and z the current in 6, we bare

A-C =Sy+L^, A-B=.Kz, C-Tf=Q(j,+s),

&c Eliminating, as in Maxwell, vol. i. p. 399, oi above, p. 43,
we get

ps-qr+pl'*
"dt

£ (28),

d
where

j, is a separated symbol, and jy is the determinant of the

aystem of resistances with S-t-

fore vvrite

dt
written for 8. We may there-

D'=D + HLj^,

D being the ordinary determinant, and H b fanction of PQR, &c.,

which we need not determine. Eciuatioo (28) may therefore be
written

^^+HL|=PLf (29),

provided the bridge be balanced, i.e. if PS- QR be zero. Suppose
now the galvanometer circuit is closed, and then the battery circuit
closed ; then, integrating equation (29), from the instant before the
battery is thrown in up to a time r when all the currents have be-
come steady and no further current flows through the galvanometer,
we get

d/ t

where ti denoves
r
J zdt, i.e.

zcU'-vm,

PLE
(30),

the whole amount of electricity that

6ows through the galvanometer owing to the induced current. If
now we derange the balance in the bridge by increasing S by a small
(jnantity x, and decreasing Q by as much, we get a steady current
through the galvanometer given by

Hence

(P + R)xl

PL
z ~(P+ R)x

(31).

Now, if fl be the first swing of the galvanometer needle, owing to
the induction current, a the deflection under the steady current, and
T the time of oscillation of the needle under the earth's force alone
(T is supposed to_ be so large that the duration of the induced
current is very small compared with it) ; then it may be shown that

^l^TsinJS .... ,32)1
z rtana

Hence
(P + R)^sin4e

.
. (33

PTTtano '

We thus get L in terms of quantities which can be easily measured.
This method of finding L is due to Maiwell.

' Certain corrections would in general be necessary in practice, but
w« need not discuss them here.

The application of the equations (26) to determine the

march of the current in certain simple cases leada to results

of great interest.

Suppose that an electromotive force E begins to act in« circuit
of resistance R and coefficient of self-induction L. The equation
for the current strength i at any time ( after it has begun to act, is

.... (34).

.... (85).

tiont or

Belm-
holiA

L^ + R»=E ....
V R

The integral of this is <-^(l -«"l') ....
the constant of integration being determined by the conditioa

t-Tj(— steady current) when i—m.

Hence the current starts with the value zero, and in-

creases continuously till it reaches the steady value =•

E 5.1

The part-p« ' is due to eelf-inductiozi, and is called

the extra current. The whole amount of electricity passing

in this part of the current is

-g . . . . : . (36).

The quantity 6 is of the same dimeuBion as t, and is

called the time constant of the coiL According acthe tiKie

constant is greater or less, the longer or shorter time will

the current take to rise to a given fraction of its steady

value. If wo desire therefore to prolong the induction and
to increase it as well, we must make L large and R small,

two conditions which in the extremes are inconsistent. Cal-

culations of the form, of coil for maximum inductive effects

might be made, but this is not the place to enter on them.

Next, let the electromotive force E suddenly cease to

act, the resistance of tha circuit being unchanged. This

may be realized experimentally within certain limits by
throwing the battery out of the circuit, and at the same
time substituting for it a wire of equal resistance. It is

easy to show as obove that the extra current at a time t after

E ceases to act is

S^ '' '

EL
and the whole amount of electricity which passes is -f r^^ .

Helmholtz,* who was the first to treat this subject both

experimentally and mathematically, operated as follow? :

—

(1) The battery was thrown into the circuit, and after a time t the
circuit was broken.

(2) The battery was thrown in, and after a time t replaced by a
circuit of equal resistance.

These changes were eflected by means of a system of levers,

which it is not necessary to describe here. An account of tha
apparatus will be found in the paper quoted.

The amount of electricity which passes through the circuit ii

measured by a galvanometer whose time of oscillation is long com-
pared with t. In the first case the amount is

Time-coo
etant of

a 03il,

Eipe^.
ments '^

Helm>
holtz.

in the second

, E( EL/, -^. \.

B.|^

because here the two extra ctirrents jnst counterbalance each other.

The observed value of B in each case enables us to calculate t.

E and R being found by separate observations, one observed value

of A enables us to calctjate L. Using these values of E, R and L,

a series of values of t, and hence A, can be calculated from the

observed values of B, and the result compared with the observed

value of A. The agreement between theory and experiment was
sufficiently close to justify the application of the principles from
which the above formula were deduced. Among these principles

may be mentioned the validity of Ohm's law for transient currents,

"The reader will find in the original paper details concerning the

above and other similar results arrived at by Helmholtz.

* Pogg. Ann., 1851.
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The case of two circuits of invariable form and position

is of great interest, from the ligtt.it throws on the action

of the induction coil. We shall suppose that we have no

soft iron core, and that the break in the primary is instan-

taneous. ' The latter condition is very far from being

realized in practice, even vpith the best arrangements, so

that our case is an ideal one.

Let t and j be the current strengtba in primary and secondary,

R and S the resistances, L, M, N the coefEcients of induction, E the

.ilectTomotive force in the primary. The equations are

_ di ,, dj _

-,di ^^dj

. . . (37),

. . . (38).

It J3 easy, in the first place, to show that the whole amounts of

electricity which traver.^e the secondary at make and break of

the primary are equal but of cpposite signs. In fact, if we integrate

(38) from the instant before make to a time when the induction

currents both in primary and secondary have subsided, we get

/. ,, M, ME
(39).

where 1 denotes the steady current in the primary, Sioiilarly inte-

grating over the break, we get

/jdt-
Mj ME
S "" SR

In the second place, if we assume the break instantaiieoaB, We can
find the initial value of the direct current in S. Thus integrate'

(38) from the instant before break to the time t after it, t being
infinitely short compared with the duration of the induction cuixents,,

tbea

.MI + ^Jo + s/jdC-'d

Pctw the last term fflay be neglected, because t is infinitely small

ettdy is not infinite, hence we have, for the initial value of ^',

i»
M, ME

(40).

It is wry easy now to determine the farther COltfBS Of the current
iu 8. . The equation fory reduces to

and WB B&t, nsing (40),

NJi+SZ-O;

. ME^.'e
' NR (41).

The direct induced current (current at break), therefore,

starts in our ideal case with an intensity which is to the

intensity of the steady current in the primary as the

coefficient of mutual induction of the coils is to the

coefficient of self-induction of the secondary, and then dies

away in a continuous manner like any other current left to

itself in a circuit of given resistance and self-induction.

Since we have already given enough of these calculations

to serve as a specimen, we content ourselves with stating the

result for the current at make. Owing to the self-induction

of R, &.C., the current in R rises continuously from zero to

the value I ; the induced current in S therefore begins also

from aero, rises to a maximum, and then dies away. The
mathematical expressionfor it contains, asmight beexpected,

^tico exponential terms.

It is instructive, in connection with what has already been
said concerning the electrokinetic energy of two moving
circuits, to examine what becomes of the energy in the case

of two fixed circuits of invariable form.

Equations (37) and (88) may be used if, for generality, F ho
wiitten instead of in (38), so that there is electromotive force (say
of constant batteries) in both circuits. Multiplying (37) by i and
(38) by/, adding, and integrating from the time before E and F begin
to act to a time t when the currents have all become steady, we get

^ The reader might suppose that this process of integration might be
equally applied to (37). This Is not so, however, owing to the vari-
bility of K at the break.

8-6

/{M ' ^t'>)dt+/Jrj ~ 8a')de-i{U> + 2Mv" H- N;-«) («).

In words, the excess of tne chemical energy exhausted in

the batteries over the amount of energy which appears

as heat in the circuits is ^(Li^-|-2My + N/'^), which we
denote by K. Similar remarks to those made at p. 76
apply here. K is the amount of electrokinetic energy

stored up in the medium surrounding the circuits during
the time that E and F are raising the cunents against self

and mutual induction.

If we integrate similarly over the break of both currents,

we find the defect of the chemical energy exhausted under
the heat evolved in the circuit to be again K. Much of the

energy thus discharged from the system at break usually

appears in the spark.

Electrical Oscillations.—Helmholtz^ seems to have been
the first to conceive that the discharge of a condenser might
consist of a backward and forward motion of the electricity

between the coatings, or of a series of electric currents

alternately in opposite directions. Sir William Thomson '
'^''"','''*

took up the subject independently, and investigated mathe- theori.
matically the conditions of the phenomenon.

Let q be the charge of the condenser at time t, C its capacity,

E the difference of potentials between the armatures, i the current
in the wire connecting the armatures, R its resistance,* L the cor

efficient of self-induction. Then we have

Lg + R.. E.

(P<7 Rrf? 1 . «
(iS)

m
where

/"R5 L
determined by tliB conditiona

The Solutipji of this equation is

y=e-"*(A«"'-(-B«-«'),

A and B are constants to be

2 = Q and ^ = when «=0.

Two distinct cases arise.

are real, the discharge is continuous, all in one direction, and in-

volves no essentially new features.

(2.) Let R be less than I -p-'t then the appropnate form of the

solution is

j-e""' (A cos ^!<-^B sin n(),

where m has the same meaning as before, but ». stands now for

V LC 4L2'

; then the exponentials in (44)

we get J

The current is given by

If we determine A and Bby the initial eonditions,

=«-"'Ccosn«-f-6inn<)Q .... (45).

'=K?0'""'^^"'"'
(46).

«t follows from these equations that, when E </v/ "n" > t'"

ch.irge of one armature of the condenser passes through a series of

oscillations. The different ma.\ima are

Q, -

occurring at times

0,

Q«" Qc"

2ir 3t
&c.

' Die Erhaltung der Kraft, 1847.
' Phil. Mag., 1855. This paper is a very remarkable one in many

respects. The methods used in the begianing to arrive at the equation

(43) are well worth the reader's study.
* E here must be understood to represent the mean resistance of

the circuit during the discharge.
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When t«ie charge ha3 any of these maximum values, the current is

zero. The current maxima form a similar dosceading geometric
series, the times of occurrence being

9 fl + ir e + 2ir fl + 3ir .

n n n n '

where 9 is the acute angle tan" ",
m

The interval between any positive and the next negatire maxi-

mum, whether of charge or current, is therefore ^

,

We need not insist on the evident importance of this

result. Thomson, in his original paper, points out the
various applications of which it is capable. Ho predicts

the phenomena afterwards observed by Feddersen ; in fact,

he suggests the use of Wheatstone'e mirror to detect it.

Its bearing on the anomalous magnetization of steel needles

by jar discharges, and on the anomalous evolution of gas
by statical discharges, when electrodes of small surface are

used (in Wollaston's manner), are also dwelt upon.

Export- Several physicists have taken up the experimental in-
ineuts ol vestigation of this matter. Feddersen's experiments realize

M^'&e'
^''* ^'^^^ above discussed, if we abstract the disturbance

' owing to the air interval, of the effect of which it is not
easy to give an accurate account. Feddersen's results are

in good general agreement with theory. He finds, for in-

stance, that the critical resistance at which the discharge

begins to assume the oscillatory character varies inversely

as the square root of the capacity of the battery from which
the discharge is taken. A good account of the researches

of Paalzovv,! Bernstein,^ and Blaserna, and of the older

researches of Helmholtz,* remarkable for the use of his

pendulum interrupter, will be found in Wiedemann, §§ 801,
&c. Schiller, in a very interesting paper,* describes a
variety of measurements of the period of oscillation, and
the damping of the alternating currents in a secondary
coil, when the current of the primary is broken. By means
of the pendulum interrupter of Helmholtz (for descrip-

tion of which see his paper) the primary is broken, and at

a measured interval thereafter the secondary circuit, which
contains a condenser and a Thomson's electrometer, is also

broken. The deflection of the electrometer indicates the
charge of the condenser at the instant when the secondary
is broken. The interval between two null points sepa-

rated by a whole number of oscillations can thus be found,
and hence the time of oscillation of the coil calculated.

The agreement of Schiller's results with calculation is very
remarkable, and must be regarded as a highly satisfactory

proof of the validity of the theoretical principles involved.

Indao- Induction in Masses- of Metal and Magnetism of Rota-

tion in lion.—Hitherto we have dealt only with linear circuits

;

masses of but it is obvious that currents will also be induced iu a
'"*''''• mass of metal present in a varying magnetic field. If the

variation of the field be dite to relative motion between the
mass of metal and the system to which the field is due,
the electromagnetic action of the induced currents will

oppose the motion. Many instances might be given of

this principle. If a magnet be suspended over a copper
disc, or, better still, in a small cavity inside a mass of

copper, its vibrations are opposed by a force due to the
induced currents which for small motions varies as the
angular velocity of the needle. Accordingly, it comes
much sooner to rest than it would do if suspended in the
air at a distance from conducting masses ; it moves beside
the copper as if it were immersed in a viscous fluid.

Pliicker suspended a cube of copper between the poles of a
powerful electromagnet, and set it spinning atout a
vertical axis ; directly the magnet was excited it stopped
dead. Foucault arranged a flat copper disc between the

' Pogg. Ann., 1861.
* Mmatsber. der £erl. Akad., 1874.

' Pogg. Ann., 1871.
* /"cj/y. Ann., 1874,

flat poies of aa electromagnet placed at such a distance

apart as just to admit it between them. The disc was set

in rotation by means of a driving gear. So long as the
magnet was not excited, the driver had comparatively little

work to do ; but as soon as the magnet was excited, the
work required to keep up any considerable velocity greatly

increased. The additional work thus expended appears in

the heat developed in the disc by the induced currents.

Tyndall demonstrates this very neatly by causing a small
|

cylindrical vessel of thin copper fiUed with fusible metal
to rotate between the poles of an electromagnet, when
enough heat is quickly developed to melt the metal.

Oq the other hand, when a mass of metal moves in the

neighbourhood of a magnet, the electromagnetic action of

the induced currents will cause the magnet to move, if it

be free to do so. Thus, if we suspend a magnet with its

axis horizontal over a disc which can be set in rotation

about a vertical axis, owing to the electromagnetic action
of the induced current, the needle will tend to rotate in

the same direction as the disc. If the velocity be great
enough, or the needle be rendered astatic, it may be
carried round and round continuously. This action was
discovered by Arago, and excited the attention of many
philosophers, till it was at last explained by Faraday (see Fora-

Historical Sketch). Many of the observations made by "lay's

Faraday's predecessors, and some made by himself, are at •^."i':""*

once seen to support the conclusion that the phenomenon
^'°"

is simply a case of Lenz'a law. Thus Snow Harris found
that the deflecting couple on a suspended needle varied

approximately as the velocity of the disc directly, and as

the square of the distance of the needle from the disc in-

versely. It was also found that the action of the disc v;as

directly proportional to the conductinty of the metal of
which it was made, an exception occurring in the case of
iron, whose action was disproportionately great. Cutting
radial slits in the disc diminished the action very much.

Besides the component tangential to the disc, it is found
that there is a repulsive normal action on the pole of the
magnet, and also a radial action, which may be towards or
from the centre of the disc, according as the pole is nearer
or farther from the centre of the disc. These actions look
at first sight somewhat more difficult to explain ; but a little

consideration will show that the laws of induction account
for these also.

Let us first suppose the induced currents to appe»r and die away
instantly after the small motion of the disc which produces them
(we may suppose the motion of the disc to take place by an infinite
number of small jumps). Thus the currents of induction are
obviously symmetrical with respect to the diameter through the foot
of the perpendicular from the magnetic pole on the disc, and we
may roughly re-

present the elec

tromagnetic ac-

tion by a inacnet
placed perpendicu-

lar to the diameter
at a certain dis-

tance from the
centre of the disc,

itssouth polepoint
iiig in the direc-

tion of the disc's

motion if the in-

ducing pole be a
north pole. Let
OX (fig. 52) bo the
direction of the
diameter in the
same vertical plane aS' the pole, NS the representative magnet,
OY being the direction of motion. By our present supposition the
inducing pole M lies in the plane of ZOX, in which case it is
obvious that the resultant action reduces to a taneential com-
ponent T parallel to OY.
_

But, owing to the inductive action on each other of the currents
in the disc, the induced currents do not rise and fall instan-
taneously, but endure for a sensible time. We may rooebly represent

Fig. 52.
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tn« effect of this by supposing the representative magnet N3
carried onwards a little with the disc, or, which amounts to the

same thing, we may suppose the pole M to lag a little behind at

M' (lying, say, on MM perpendicular to ZOY.) The action of N
will now preponderate, and the resultant force on M' will bn in the

direction M'F. This force, when resolved parallel to OY, OZ, OX,
gives a tangential component as before, a repulsive normal com-

ponent, and a radial component, which will be directed to or from

the centre of the disc, according as the representative magnet lies

farther from or nearer to the centre of the disc than the foot of the

perpendicular from M'.

The original explanation of rotation magnetism (Faraday,

Exp. Res., 81, &c.) should be consulted by the reader who
wishes to pursue the subject. An account-of the researches

of Nobili,Matteucci, and others will be found iu Wiedemann,

Bd. ii. § 860, &c. The mathematical theory has been

treated by Jochmann, who neglected the inductive action

of the currents on each other {Grelle's Journ., 1864
;

Pogg. Ann., 1864 ; also Wiedemann, I.e.). A complete

theory of the induction of currents in a plane conducting

sheet has been arrived at by MaswelJ by means of an

extremely elegant application of the method of images

(Proc. R.S., 1872 ; also Electricity and Magnetism, voL

iL §§ 668, 669).

On the Origin of Electromotive Force.

It remains for us now to view the transformations of

energy which take place in the voltaic circuit from the

other side, and to inquire whence comes the energy that is

evolved in so many different forms by the electric current.

T\to- distinct questions ai;e here involved. First—What
form of energy is being absorbed, and at what part of the

circuit does the absorption take place? Secondly—Where
is the electromotive force which drives the current situated ?

To the first of these questions experiment has given, on
the whole, a very satisfactory answer. The electric circuit

\b, indeed, one of the best instances of the great law of

conservation, which states that the appearance of energy
anywhere is always accompanied by the disappearance

somewhere of energy to an equal amount. No general dis-

cussion of this first question is necessary; it wtU be suffi-

cient to indicate the application of the general principle

when we deal with particular instances.

Unfortunately the answers, both experimental and
theoretical, that have been at different times given to our

second question, are not so concordant as could be desired.

The reader is, therefore, cautioned against accepting with-

out due examination 1 anything that may be here advanced.

Perhaps the most general . principle concerning the

origin of electromotive force recognized by physicists of

the present day is the following:

—

When two different substances are in contact, there exists

in general an electromotive force at the surface of separation,

tending to displace electricity across that surface.

This electromotive force is commonly willed the " electro-

motive force of contact," or simply the "contact force." In
the particular case of two conductors in Contact, the effect

of this force would simply be to maintain a certain differ-

ence of potential between them.
Although the earliest known case of electrification—viz.

amber rubbed with wooUen cloth—is an instance in point,

and although many experiments on electrification by the
friction of different substances were made, yet this prin-

ciple was not "recognized fully till the experiments of
Galvani and Volta directed the attention of men of science
to the matter.

Volta was the first to demonstrate clearly the existence
of the contact force in the case of metals. A simplified
form of his fundamental experiment is the following. The

• This applies particularly to any indications of the views of living
phyRicista

upper and lower plates of a condebsing electroscope (sed

above, p. 34) are made of different metals, say copper audi

zinc. Let the upper plate be laid upon the lower, and the

metallic contact ensured by connecting them for an instant

by means of a wire. If the upper plate be now lifted verti-

cally upwards, the gold leaves of the electroscope diverge,

indicating that the zinc plate is now positively electrified to

a considerable potential. This is explained as being due to

the contact force at the junction of the copper wire with
the zinc plate, by virtue of which the zinc is at a highet

potential than the copper. Suppose the upper plate to h&
connected with the earth, then if E be the contact force,

the potential of the zinc plate is K Now E is very small,

but as soon as the upper plate is raised the potential of

the lower plate is increased in the same ratio as its capacity

is diminished; hence the divergence of the leaves. Volta.

found that he could arrange the metals in series, thus

—

Zn
Pb
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of a strip of zinc immersed in a porous vessel filled with

zinc sulphate, which is itself immersed in a vessel containing

copper sulphate, into which dips a strip of copper. In the

first instance, the copper strip is connected with the zinc

plate, and the zinc strip with the copper plate of the con-

denser. The difference between the potentials of the con-

denser plates b easily found by an application of Volta's

lawi to be D -f Zn|Pt, where D denotes the difference

between the potentials of the two pieces of copper forming

the terminals of a Daniell's cell ; hence if B be the electro-

meter reading, after removing the Daniell and separating

the plates as before, we have

D + Znirt = xB (2).

If we connect up the Daniell the opposite way with the

condenser, then we get a reading C, such that

D-ZnlPt = \C

From (2) and (3) we get

B-C,
Zn|Pt =

B + CD

(3).

(4),

which gives the contact force Zn|Pt in terms of the

electromotive force of a Daniell. From (1), (2), (3) we
get

B-C-2A,

an identical relation which the observations ought to satisfy,

and which, therefore, affords the means of testing their

accuracy.

In this way Kohlrausch found for Zn|Cu the value -480

,

or in other words, that the contact force from copper to zinc

b about equal to half the electromotive force of a Daniell's

cell. As an instance of the general nature of the results,

we give two series of numbers from the observations of

Kohlrausch. The contact force is between zinc and the

metal mentioned in first column in each case, and ZnCii is

•taken = 100.

Cu
An
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From these three results we get
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MIL-'^-^CulZn.

It is not necessary to quote Hankel's results here. The

reader may refer to Wiedemann's Galvanismus, or to

Hankel's paper.

Sir 'William Thomson has given a new proof of the

existence of Volta's contact force as follows.i A ring is

formed, one-half of which is copper the other half zinc.

This ring is placed horizontally, and a needle made of thin

sheet metal is so balanced as to form a radius of the ring.

If when the needle is unelectrified it be adjusted so as to

be over the junction of the two metals, then, when it is

positively electrified, it will deviate towards the copper, and

when negatively electrified, towards the zinc Again, if a

whole, instead of a half needle as above.'be suspended over

a disc made of alternate quadrants of zinc and copper, or,

better still, inside a flat cylindrical box constructed in a

similar way, so that when the needle ia unelectrified its

axis coincides with one of the diameters in which the disc

is divided, then when the needle is positively electrified

it will take up a position such that its axis bisects the

copper quadrants ; if it be negatively electrified, its axis

will bisect the zinc quadrants.

Thomson has also given an elegant demonstration of

the contact force between copper and zinc by means of an

apparatus which is a modification of his water-dropping

apparatus.'' A copper funnel is placed in a cylinder of zinc,

and drops copper filings at a point near the centre of the

cylinder. The filings are charged negatively by induction

as they fall, owing to the excess of the potential of the zinc

cylinder over that of the copper. If therefore the filings

be caught in an insulated metal can, they wiU communicate

to it a continually increasing negative charge, while the

zinc cylinder and the copper funnel will become charged

more and more positively.

Thomson finds, in agreement with Kohlrausch, that, when
the copper and zinc are bright, the electromotive force of

contact is about half that of a Daniell's cell. When the

copper is oxidized by heating in air, the contact force is

equal to a Danioll or more. He has gone a step farther,

and shown that when two bright pieces of copper and zinc

are connected by a drop of distilled water, their potentials

are as nearly as can be observed the same.'

The subject of contact electricity has been taken up quite

recently by Clifton.* He experiments on the contact- force

between a metal and a liquid by a method which is a
simplification of Hankel's.

Two horizontal plates are used of the metal M ; the

liquid L is placed in a glass vessel on the lower plate and
connected with the lower plate by a strip of the same metal

which dips into it. The upper plate is lowered to a

distance of O'l or 0'2 mm. from the surface of. the liquid,

which acts as the lower surface of the condenser, and the

upper plate and lower plate are connected by a copper

wire. The difference of potential between the two surfaces

of the condenser is therefore M|L. The copper wire is

then removed, the upper plate raised, and its potential

measured with a Thomson's electrometer. In this way a

contact force equal to the thousandth part of Zn]Cu can be
detected.

Clifton finds zinc and copper to be both positive to water

to about the same degree, and both very slightly negative

to dilute sulphuric acid. He concludes therefore that zinc

and copper dipping in water wiU be at the same potential.

This he verifies directly, finding that any difference of

' Ptoc. Lit. and Phil. Soc. 0/ Manchester, 1S62,ot Reprint, p. 319.
« Reprint, p. 324. > Jenkin, Electr. and Mag., § 22.
* Proc. R. &, June 1877.

potential, if it exist, must be less than -00079 of the elec-

tromotive force of a Daniell. The result of Sir William

Thomson is therefore confirmed.

There are many other points of interest in Clifton's paper,

but, as the results are given in most instances as preliminary,

we need not discuss the matter farther.

Before leaving this subject, it may bo well to notice that

there is one point which is not touched by all these ex-

periments, viz., the question whether there is or is not a

contact force between metals or even liquids and air. It

has not yet been shown that the results of the experiment*

which are supposed to demonstrate that Zn|Cu is about

half the electromotive force of a Daniell could not be equally

well explained by supposing the difference of potential to

be^ CujA -I- A|Zn -I- CujZn, whence' Cu|Zn is very sn^all

compared with Cu|A and AlZn. This supposition would

not invalidate Volta's law ; nor would it contradict

Clifton's results, for we have, in accordance with his experi-

ments, on the new hypothesis,

Aq.1A -^ Cu|Aq -1- AqlCu= Aq]A+ ZnlAq+ A|Zn,

therefore, transposing,

Zn|Aq+ AqICn + CujA -^ A|Zu = ,

which, according to the new hypothesis, means that copper

and zinc immersed in water are at the same potential. In

this view, the important part of the contact force usually

observed between zinc and copper would be Cu|A -1- AlZn,'

which must therefore, by Sir 'Wm. Thomson's result, be the

same as Cu|Aq-l- AqjZn.

It is not very easy to see how this point is to be settled

by direct measurements of electromotive force. Supposing,

however, that it were settled, and that the contact force

between two given metals A and B, and between each of

them and a given liquid L, were known, then the differ-

ence of potentials between the two metals when immersed

in any liquid could be predicted in all cases, and also the

initial electromotive force tending to send a current through

a circuit made by connecting the metals together and dip-

ping them into the liquid.

A number of cases of this kind have been investigated Gcr-

by Gerland ;' but satisfactory agreement between theory ''"''''

and observation has been attained in but a few cases.
^^^

Researches of this kind are beset with a double array of

almost insuperable difficulties.

The directioi of the initial resultant electromotive force

in any circuit of two metals and one fluid may be found by

observing the first swing of a galvanometer through which

the circuit is suddenly connected. Considerable precau-

tions must be taken to obtain consistent results, and when

all care has been taken, it is not found that the results of

one observer always agree with those of another. This is

scarcely to be wondered at, when we consider the difficulty

of making sure that in two different experiments we are

operating with absolutely the same metals and fluid in

absolutely the same conditions as to surface.

'When the current tends to pass from one metal to an-

other through the liquid in which they are immersed, the

former metal is said to be positive to the latter. If the

whole electromotive force in the circuit be the sum of all

the contact forces at the various junctions, then it follows

easily that we ought to be able to arrange the metals in a

series, such that any one in the series is positive to any

following one and negative to any preceding when both

are dipped in the same liquid. It does not follow that the

order of the series is the same for different liquids ; this

would be so if the metallic contacts alone were operative.

Many electromotive series of this kind have been given

by different experimenters; but they have lost much of their

» A stands for air. ' Sgb Maxwell's EUcirioity, vol L § 249.
' Sf* Iffiedemajm, Bd. I. § 86.
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posing electromotive force arising from the alteration of

the contacts. The former was the explanation adopted in

the earlier researches of Poggendorflf and Fechner; but

there can be no doubt about the existence of the latter

effect, and Lenz showed that it was sufficient to account

for the facts observed. It has been usual, therefore, to

Mi- neglect the transition resistance altogether in the great
"^ "- majority of cases. It is certain, however, that it really exists
«ince.

jjj some instances. Consider the case of two electrolytic

I cells containtng concentrated sulphuric acid, the electrodes

being in the one copper plates, in the other platinum plates.

Eitlier of these cells inserted into a voltaic current wiU
wealcen the current, but for different reasons. In both

;ase3 hydrogen is freed at the negative electrode, and
reduces sulphur from the strong acid, the effect of which
is not great either way, for if the negative electrode be
replaced by a fresh plate the weakening of the current

remains. At the positive electrode oxygen is evolved,

which oxidizes the copper in the one case and is deposited

on the platinum in the other,—in both cases replacing the

positive electrode by a fresh plate will cause momentary
increase in the current ; but the copper plate which served

as positive electrode if tested against a fresh copper plate

gives very little return current, whereas the positive plati-

num plate similarly tested gives a very powerful one. In
the one cell the weakening of the current was due to the

resistance of a crust of non-conducting copper oxide, in the

other it was due to the contact force at the surface of the

oxygenated platinum.*

as The polarization which arises from the deposition of gas
Uariza- on the electrodes is, if we except the case where peroxides
""'• are formed, by far the most powerful form, and has been

much studied ever since voltaic batteries were used. Ex-
periments like the one just quoted prove decisively that

the electromotive force has its seat at the surface of the

electrode itself, and is due to local alterations there. The
certainty of this fact gives the study of the phenomenon
great theoretical importance, since we may hope thereby to

arrive at soiiie idea of the nature of the contact force.

It is also certain that in most cases each electrode con-

tributes separately to the whole electromotive force, for if

we remove the polarized plates the adhering gas goes vrith

them, and each plate is found to be electrically different

when tested against a fresh or unpolarized plate. We
may also take measures to remove the deposited gas by
washing the plates with water, potash, or nitric acid, or by
igniting them ; and it is found that the more energetic the

chemical agency thus employed the more thoroughly is the

polarization destroyed.

It seems clear, therefore, that it is the mere fact of the

presence of the gas on the electrode in some form or other

which causes the electrical difference. We may go still

further and produce the phenomenon by depositing gas by
means other than electrolytic. If a piece of platinum foQ
be immersed in hydrogen it absorbs the gas, as has been
shown by Graham. A piece of foil thus treated is positive

to a piece of freshly ignited foil when both are placed in

dilute sulphuric acid. The same result is obtained by satu-

rating the liquid in the neighbourhood of the foil with
hydrogen.2 The activity thus conferred on the plate may
be again destroyed by immersing it in chlorine or bromine,
or even in oxygen, by igniting it, and so on. Similarly,
if we dip a fresh piece of foil into chlorine or bromine, it

will become negative to a fresh plate. The effect obtained
by dipping the foil in oxygen in the ordinary state is very
email, the oxygen deposited, by electrolysis must therefore
be in a different state to that condensed during mere im-

Wiedemann, Bd. i. § 455.
' See Macaluso'a experiments, Wiedemann, NachttiUje, § 53.

mersion in the gas. This is probably dae to the fact that

electrolytically generated oxygen contains ozone (see art.

Electeolysis ); and in accordance with this we find that

a platinum foil ozonized by being held in the electric brush

proceeding from a charged conductor, or rubbed with

phosphorus, is negative to a fresh plate in dilute sulphuric

acid.

Tho gas battery of Grove is a remarkable instance of the electro-

motive properties of gas-coated metals. Two long glass tubes A
and B are arranged in the two necks of a Woulfe's bottle. The
upper ends of the tubes are closed, but pierced by two platinum
wires, to which are fastened two long strips of platinum foil (which
are sometimes platinized)' reacliing to very near the lower ends of

the tubes. The bottle and part of the tubes are filled with some
liquid, say dilute sulphuric acid, and hydrogen introduced into B
and oxygen into A. This umy be very conveniently done by send-

ing an electric current from A to B and decomposing the dilute

acid, but it may be done in other ways as well. Tliis arrangement
has an electromotive force comparable with that of a Daniell's cell

(see below, p. 88), and if the original volume of hydrogen in B be
twice that of the oxygen in A it will continue to send the current

through a closed circuit, the gas gradually disappearing in the tubes

until none is left, wheu the current stops. These gas elements may
be connected up in series, &o., and used like ordinary battery cells.

If the tube B be filled with ordinary hydrogen and A with liquid

only, a current in the same direction as before is observed ; but the

liquid in A is decomposed and hydrogen evolved, which produces

an opposing electromotive force and stops the current. If A contain

oxygen and B fluid only, the current lasts for a very short time
unless the oxygen contain ozone. This is in accordance with what
we have already seen.

Grov- * has given an electromotive series for the different gasea

and metals as follows:

—

Chlorine. Metals which do Alcohol.

Bromino. ^"^ decompose Sulphur.

Iodine
' water. Phosphorus.

•xT-i_-
'

.J Camnhor. Carbonic oxide.
Nitno oxide.

Volatile oils. Hydrogen.
Carbonic acid. defiant gas.. Metals which de-

Nitrogen. Ether. compose water.

In this series any member is positive to any preceding member.

We have already remarked that the polarization in many Electrra,

cases comes on very rapidly. In cases where the electro- Jyt><

motive force of the battery is not sufficient to produce a fp"^*"

continuous evolution of gas, the current after the first rush

dies away very rapidly. There are cases, however in which
a small current continues to flow for a very long time.

Such currents are not accompanied by any visible evolution

of gas, and it is clear that they could not be so accom-

panied, for, if the electromotive force of the battery be

under a certain limit, the amount of chemical energy

absorbed by the current per unit of time is less than the

intrinsic energy of the ions liberated in a unit of time. It

was originally supposed, therefore, that, besides this

electrolytic conduction proper, fluids conducted to a slight

extent like metals. But HelmUoltz^ has shown that no

such assumption is necessary, and has pointed out that

when the fluid holds gas in solution a sort of electrolytic

conduction may take place which involves, it is true, libera-

tion of the ions, or at least of an ion, but so that the final

result does not imply absorption of more energy than the

battery can furnish per unit of time in accordance with

Faraday's law of electrolytic couductios

Suppose, for instance, that the dilute sulphuric acid in an ordinary

voltameter held H in solution. WTien the current passes, appears

at the anode and unites with the H in solution to form water; a

corresponding quantity of H is thereby liberated at the cathode,

which is either absorbed by the platinum electrode or diffuses to-

wards the anode, to combine in its turn with the appearing oxygeu.

It is obvious that the liberation of the ion in such a case does not

involve absorption of energy to the extent necessary when both H
and are disengaged from water. A current might therefore be

kept up under sueh circumstances for a long time by an electro-

' This is best accomplished by washing tho foils in hot nitric acid,

and then using them to decompose a solution of platiuic chloride witt

the current of two cells of Groye.
* Phil. Trans., 1845. » Poag. Ann., 1873.
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motive force under that of a cell of Daniell. Holmholtz has given
the name of electrolytic convection to this species of electrolytic

conduction. He has sho^vn that the pheuomenon comes to an end
when the liquid is perfectly freed from gas. The absorption of the

Bases by the electrodes plays a great part here, and gives rise in

gas-free liquids to a phenomenon analogous to the residual discharge.

When the battery is first turned on, a rush of electricity takes place,

then there is a small current which gradually dies away. The first

rush is like the instantaneous charge of a condenser; the small

current which arises from the slow penetration of the ions into the

platinum corresponds to the formation of latent charge. When
the voltameter is disconnected from the battery and discharged

through a galvanometer, we have a first rush due to the part of

the ions accumulated on the surface of the platinum, and then a

gradually decreasing current due to the emergence ol the gas which
Sad penetrated into the metal. When the electromotive force which
presses the gas into the electrode is removed, the absorbed gas will

move very nearly in accordance with the ordinary law of diffusion,

and the rate of its reappearance will depend very little^ on the

electromotive force at the surface of the electrode. Consequently

the residual current furnished by such an apparatus will not depend
on its external resistance. A sudden increase of the external re-

sistance will simply cause the current to diminish until sufficient

surface density has been attained to raise the electromotive force to

the value required to keep up the same current as before through

the increased resistance; and the converse will happen if the

external resistance be decreased.

This passage of the gas into the substance of the electrode

has, at the instance of Helmholtz, lately been investigated

by Eoot.2 He iinds that in certain cases, when only one side

of a platinum foil is exposed to electrolysis, the deposited

gas, whether H or O, actually passes through and produces

the corresponding polarization on the other side of the foil.

Wan- It might at first sight be expected that in all cases where
warn of the electromotive force in the circuit is sufficient to pro-
jwiariza- ^uce continual evolution of the ions the polarization would
*""'

be the same. This' is not by any means the case, however,

owing to the fact that the final state of the liberated ions

varies with the strength of the current, or, more correctly

speaking, with the current density, i.e., the amount of

electricity which crosses unit section of the electrode in

unit time. When H, and O are being liberated from dilute

H2SO4, this depends mainly on- the formation of vari-

able quantities of ozone and HjOj. This variation of

the physical state and intrinsic energy of the liberated

ions, is a fact of the greatest importance in the art of electro-

metallurgy. A better instance could not be given than Gore's

electrolytic modification of antimony, whose intrinsic energy

is strikingly manifested by its explosive propertie.3.

The efiect of enlarging the surface of the electrode in

diminishing the polarization in the case where the maxi-

mum polarization is not reached was noticed above (p. 48).

It has also the effect of diminishing the maximum of

polarization in the case where the ions are completely set

free. Platinizing has the same effect. Thus Poggendorff^

found for the maximum polarization 2'12 to 232^ for

bright platinum plates, while it was only TSS to 1'85 for

platinized plates. The effect of platinizing on the hydrogen

and oxygen polarization was about equal for strong

currents, but greater on the hydrogen polarization when

.

the current was weaker. On the other hand, by using

small platinum points to decompose water in Wollaston's

manner, Buff^ found the polarization as high as 3'31.

Poggendorff* and Crova' have investigated the depen-

dence of the maximum of polarization on the current

density. It follows from their researches that it can ' be

represented by A-B"" , I being the current density.

It would appear that the maximum of polarization is

decreased by increasing the temperature of the celL The

' Within certain limits, of course. * Pogg. Ann., 1876.
' Wiedemann, Bd. i. § 480 ; Pogg. Ann., 1847.
* Unless otherwise stated, our unit of the electromotive force is for

the present the electromotive force of a Daniell's celh

Wiedemann, Bd. i. § 473 ; Pogg. Ann., 1867.
• Pogg, Ann., 1884. ' Ann. d» Chim. et de Phys., 1863.

effect, however, in aoma cases at least which have been
adduced to prove this, might be explained by the decrease

of the internal resistance of the cell

Agitating the electrodes, stirring the liquid in their neigh-

bourhood, or any other process which tends to dissipate

the deposit on the electrode, leads, as might be expected, to

a diminution of the polarization. The effect of increased

pressure in retarding or helping electrolysis might be
appreciable in certain cases. Suppose that an electro-

chemical equivalent of the ions, during liberation under a

pressure p, increases in volume by v, then during the pass-

age of a unit of electricity work to the extent pv is done;
the electromotive force required to free the ions must there-

fore have a part equal to pv which may increase or de-

crease as the process goes on. If the ions be gases which
obey Boyle's law very nearly, then pv is constant, so long

as the temperature remains the same ; so that we cannot

expect, within reasonable limits, to check the electrolysis of

dilute sulphuric acid by conducting it in a closed vessel.*

We have repeatedly drawn attention to the rapidity with Eapiduj

which the polarization decays in the first few instants after of de-

the plates are connected through a circuit of moderate resist- P^'^^**

ance. Direct proofs of this have been given by Beetz' and
Edlund"*. The former shows that the oxygen polarization

decays much more rapidly than the hydrogen polarization,

which is not to be wondered at, considering the greater

readiness of platinum to absorb hydrogen; with palladium

electrodes the difference would doubtless be still more
marked. The reader may also consult an interesting paper

on this subject by Bernstein ^^ who concludes that in a

certain case the polarization diminished by |- to -j^ of its

value in about ^^ of a second.

There seems to be little reason to doubt the substantial

accuracy of the facts just mentioned ; and the reader will

not fail to sea the application to the theory and practice of

the measurement of the electromotive forces of inconstant

electromotors, a category under which, unfortunately for

the electrician, all known voltaic batteries must be classed.

The remark applies with doulile force to the measurement

of the electromotive force of polarization. Many measure-

ments of the latter have been made. We quote a few, to

give the reader a general idea of the magnitudes involved;

into a discussion of the methods we cannot enter here.

Hydrogen and Oxygen Polarization of bright Platinum Plates.^* Numerl"

Wtole Polarization-
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platinized copper). These were joined up in circuit by

means of very thick copper wire, and the heat developed

during the solution of 33 grm. of zinc observed as before.

The result was 18674 units, i.e., almost exactly the same

as before. A small electromagnetic engine was next in-

troduced into the circuit, and the heat observed, first,

when it was at rest; secondly, when it was in motion, but

jnnauming all its energy in heat owing to friction, &c.; and

thirdly, when it was doing work in raising a weight. The

quantities of heat in the three cases were 18667, 18657,

and 18374 units respectively. In the first four experiments,

therefore, the heat developed in the circuit is sensibly the

same, the mean being 18670; the heat developed in the last

case is less than this by 296, which is the equivalent of the

potential energy conferred on the raised weight. From this

result the value of the mechanical equivalent of heat ought

to be 443. This differs considerably from the best value

(423 to 425), but not more so than might be expected from

experimental errors.

Theory Dynamical Theory of (Tie Electromotive Force of the

of Sir Battery.—In two very important papers published in the

Wm. Philosophical Magazine for 1851, Sir William Thomson
Thorn-

Ya,\d, the foundations of the Dynamical Theory of Electro-

lysis, one of the objects of which, to use very nearly his

own words, is to investigate, for any circuit, the relation

between the electromotive force, the electrochemical equi-

valents of the substances operated on, and the dynamical

equivalent of the chemical effect produced in the consump-

tion of a given amount of the materials, and by means of

this relation to determine in absolute measure from experi-

mental data the electromotive force of a single cell of

DanieU's battery, and the electromotive force required for

the electrolysis of water.

{i^axai
'^^^ relation sought for is found as follows. "Let E be

«od'» the electromotive force ^ of the battery. Then, by the

law definition of electromotive force, E is the whole work done

in the circuit by a unit current during a unit of time.

This work may appear as heat developed in the conductors

or at the junctions according to the laws of Joule and
Peltier, as the intrinsic energy of liberated or deposited

ions, as work done by electromagnetic forces, as " local

heat" in the battery (see below, p. 91), or otherwise. Let
e be the electrochemical equivalent of any one of the

elements which take part in the chemical action from
which the energy of the current is derived, i.e., the num-
ber of grammes of that element which enter intc the

chemical action during the passage of unit current for a
second ; and let 6 be the thermal equivalent of that amount
of chemical action in the battery into which exactly a
gramme of the element in question would enter,—in other

words, the amount of heat that would be developed were
the whole energy of the amount of chemical action just

indicated sj'ent in heat. Then it is obvious that the
energy of the chemical action that takes place in the
battery during the passage of unit current for a unit of

time is le$, where J is Joule's equivalent. Hence, by
the principle of conservation, we must have

E = Jei9;

or, in woras, the electromotive force of any electrochemical

apparatus is, in dbsohUe measure, equal to the dynamical
equivalent of the chemical action that takes place during the

passage of unit cun'ent for a unit of time.

The value of J is known, being 4156 x 10* in absolute
units. The value> of e has been found by various experi-

menters (see below, p. 104), the most accurate result being
probably that deduced from the experiments of Kohl-
rausch, viz. e = -003411 for zinc.

' All our quantities are measured, of course, in C. G. S. absolute
CLiuls.

We may find 6 by direct calorimetric experiments on
the heat developed in the circuit. In this way Joule

found Tor the thermal equivalent of the chemical action of

a DanieU's cell during the solution of 65 grammes of ziiiq

47670 (grm. deg. C), and Raoult^, by a sumewhat similar

process, obtained the number 47800. These give for the

heat equivalent of the chemical action during the solu-

tion of 1 grm. zinc 733 and 735 respectively. Substitut-

ing these values in our formula, we get for the electro-

motive force of DanieU's cell in absolute C. G. S. uniti

1039x108 or 1-042 xlO».

But we may proceed in a totally different way to find

the value of 6. Direct observations have been made on

the heat evolved iu a great variety of chemical actions,

and from these experiments we can calculate, with a con-

siderable degree of accuracy, the value of 6, and thus

deduce the electromotive force of a battery from purely

chemical data. This method of procedure muist of course

be adopted if we wish to test the dynamical theory. Now,
neglecting refinements concerning the state in which the

copper is deposited, the state of concentration of the solu-

tion, <tc., the chemical action in a DanieU's ceU may be

stated to be the removal of the Cu from CUSO4 in solu-

tion, and the substitution of Zn in its place. Now, Favre

and Silberman have found for the heat developed in this

chemical action 714 (grm. deg. C.) per grm. of zine.

This will give, by the above formula, for the electromotive

force of DanieU's element .1 '012 x 10'. The chemical

action might also be stated as the combination of zinc

with oxygen, and the solution of the zinc oxide thus

formed in sulphuric acid, the separation of copper oxide

from sulphuric acid, and of the copper from the oxygen.

The quantity of heat evolved in the first two actions per

grm. of zinc is, according to Andrews, 1301 -f 369 = 1670
(grm. deg. C), and that absorbed in the last two actions

588-1-293 = 881. Hence 6 = 789; this gives MlSxlC.
Professor G. C. Foster^ has calculated from Julius Thorn-
sen's experiments values 805, 1387, and 617 of 6 for the
cells of Daniell, Grove, and Smee respectively; the values
of the electromotive forces corresponding to these are

1141 xlO», 1-966x10', and -875 x 10». These results

are in fair agreement with the different values of the
electromotive force obtained from direct experiment.

It follows from Thomson's theory that a certain mmi- Limit ol

mum electromotive force is necessary to decompose water; electro

and he calculated from the data of Joule that this mini- noti^'e

mum was 1-318 times the electromotive force of a DanieU's
ei'ectr'"

ceU. Favre and Silberman found for the heat developed lysis.

in the formation of HjO 68920, from which we conclude
that the minimum electromotive force required to electro-

lyse water is 68920 -=- 47800, i.e., 1-44 times that of a
DanieU's cell*

Development of Heat at the Electrodes.—In a remarkable l^^jj
paper,^ which we have already quoted. Joule investigated heat

directly the disturbing effect of the electrodes on the heat

* Wiedemann, Bd. ii. 2, § 1118.
3 Everett, Illustrations of C. G. S. System of Unite, p. 77. No

reference to the source is given.

^ Verdet (TMorie Mec. de la CliaUur, torn. li. p. 207) states that

Favre was the first to point this out, but gives no citation. It seems
unlikely that Fawe considered' the matter so early as 1851. (See
VioUe's bibliography at the end of Verdet's volume.)

* Mejii. Lit. and Phil. Soc. Manchester, ser. 2, vol, vii., 1843.
This paper seeras to have been in a great measure lost sight of. In
his earlier papers {Pogg. Ann., ciii. § 504, 1858) Bosscha says he
had not seen it. Poggendorff, in a note, p. 504, appreciates it in

a manner which appears to us unjust. This may have arisen from
misunderstanding of Joule's terminologj-, however. Verdet {Chaleur,

torn. ii. p. 204) does not seem to have been acquainted with it. It

IS mentioned in the bibliography by M. J. Viollc, however, under
1846, which is the date of the volume of the Mevwirs in which it

was puWisIicd. The p.aiicr was actually read Jan. 1843
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developed in an electrolyte. His metliod was as follows.

A coil of wire whose resistance was known in tenns of a

certain standard was inserted in the circuit of six Daniell's

elements, and the heat evolved in it carefully measured by

immersing it in a calorimeter. The resistance of the rest of

the circuit, including that of the battery, was found by

interpolating a known resistance in the circuit and observ-

ing, by means of a tangent galvanometer, the ratio in

which the current was reduced. (The assumption is here

made that the electromotive force of a Daniell's ceU is

constant for different currents.) Knowing the heat evolved

in a part of the circuit of known resistance, and knowing

the resistance of the whole circuit, the heat evolved accord-

ing to Joule's law in the whole circuit during the oxida-

tion of 65 grammes of zinc can be calculated from the

indications of the tangent galvanometer previously com-

pared with a voltameter. Hence the thermal equivalent

O of the work done by the electromotive force of a

Daniell's cell during the solution of 65 grm. zinc can be
found. The value of arrived at by Joule in this way is

47670 (grm. deg. C).
Electrolytic ceUs of various construction were then in-

serted into the circuit. The electromotive force resisting

the passage of the current through the cells was found by
taking the number of battery cells just sufficient to pro-

duce electrolysis, observing the current, then increasing the

number of cells by one and observing the current again.

K i be the current in the first case, corrected to bring it

to the value it would have had if the resistance of the

whole circuit had been the same as in the second case, and
} the current in the second case, then, E being the

nnmber of battery cells used in the first case, the electro-

motive force Z opposing the current is given by

the unit being the electromotive force of a Daniell's ccIL

Z being known and assumed constant for different currents
within certain limits, the resistance of the whole circuit,

electrolyte included, can be found by Ohm's method as
above. The amount of heat H which ought to bo de-
veloped in the electrolyte by Joule's law can then be
calculated. The amount of heat H actually developed
was observed. It was found that H is in general greater
than H, the difference per electrolysis of 65 grm. zinc with
various electrodes is shown in the following table :

—

Electrode.
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values varying from 60 to 200 ram. If, however, we

assume, in accordance with the principles explained above,

that a constant fraction of the whole energy per. grm.

of liberated hydrogen appears as local heat in the cell,

then, Q denoting the whole heat which appears in the cell,

L the local heat, H the heat in the wire, R lie resistance

of the cell, S that of the wire, we have

Q-L_R
H S

'•

and it is found that on making K = 32"3 and L = 7589,

this formula will represent the results of experiment very

fairly. The last column in the above table gives the value

of Q thus calculated. In general so good an agreement

is not to be expected, because L may and does varv with

the strength of the current.

Thus far we have been dealing witn the direct results

of experiment, but when we inquire into the reason for

the existence of this residual electromotive force and of the

local development of heat corresponding to it, and, in

particular, when we ask why the effect is so much greater

with some metals than with others, the answers become less

satisfactory. We meet, in fact, with considerable divergence

of opinion.

Joule's view was tnat the effect is due to the affinity of

the metal of the electrode for oxygen. This is endorsed

to a certain extent by Sir William Thomson, who puts the

matter thus:^—"In a pair consisting of zinc and tin the

electromotive force has been found by Poggendorff to be

only about half that of a pair consisting of zinc and copper,

and consequently less than half that of a single cell of

Smee's. There is therefore an immense loss of mechanical

effect in the external working of a battery composed of such

elements, which 7nust be compensated by heat produced
within the cells. I believe, with Joule, that this compensa-

ting heat is produced at the surface of the tin in con-

sequence of hydrogen being forced to bubble up from it,

instead of the metal itself being allowed to combine with

the oxygen of the water in contact with it. A most curious

result of the theory of chemical resistance is that, in ex-

periments (such as those of Faraday, Exp. Res., 1027, 1028)
In which an electric current passing through a trough con-

taining sulphuric acid is made to traverse a diaphragm of

an oxidizable metal (zinc or tin) dissolving it on one side

and evolving bubbles of hydrogen on the other, part (if

not all) of the heat of combination will be evolved, not on
the side on which the metal is being eaten away, but on
the side at which the bubbles of hydrogen appear. It will

be interesting to verify this conclusion by comparing the

quantities of heat evolved in two equal and similar electro-

lytic cells in the same circuit, each with zinc for negative

electrode, and one with zinc the other with platinum or

platinized silver for the positive electrode."^

Bosscha dissents from the theory of "chemical resistance"

thus expounded, and advances a different explanation.

According to him, the local heat arises from the energy
lost by the liberated ions in passing from the active to the
ordinary state. We know that the hydrogen which is

being liberated at the surface of an electrode can effect

reductions which hydrogen in the ordinary state cannot
accomplish; it is liberated in fact in a state of greater in-

trinsic energy than usual. It is this excess of intrinsic

energy which appears as local heat, and gives rise to the
residual electromotive force in electrolysis. Different

metals possess in very different degrees the power of re-

ducing active hydrogen to the ordinary state; and therefore

' Phil. Mag., 1851 (2), p. 556.
^ The effect here predicted was afterwards observed by Thomson

himself, Rep. Brit. Assoc, \i52, and later still by Bosscha, Pogg.
Arm,, ciii. p. 517
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the proportion of' hydrogen which gets away from the
electrode in the active state differs according to circum-

stances; Bosscha's theory is that it is the intrinsic energy
thus carried away from the electrode that appears as local

heat. Similar remarks apply of course to oxygen, the
active form of the gas being probably ozone. As a verifica

tion of the theory, the fact is cited that at the surface of a
plate of carbon, which possesses in an eminent degree the

power of reducing ozone to the ordinary state, the residual

electromotive force and local heat are very small. At all

events the theory of " chemical resistance " is held to be
inadequate to explain the facts ; for calculating from Borae

results of his own, combined with those of Lenz aud
Saweljew, he finds for the residual electromotive force at

electrodes of

Ft
•45

Fa
49

Cu Sn
1-iiO

Zn
1-20;

from which it appears that the order of magnitude of the

electromotive forces is not that of the affinities of the metals

for oxygen.

Electrical Measurt of C?umical Affinity.—In a paper', sent to Mea^
the French Academy to compete for a prize offered for the best essay sure-
on the heat of chemical combination, Joule elaborates an ingenious nient of
method for measuring chemical affinity. By direct observation it is cbemidl

.

ascertained how much heat is developed in a given time in a certain affinity,
standard coil of wire, when it is traversed by a current whose Joule.
strength is measured by means of a tangent galvanometer. Then
three readings of the tangent galvanometer are taken—first, when
the galvanometer alone is in circuit with the battery, secondly,
when the standard coil is also inserted, thirdly, when an electro-

lytic cell is inserted instead of the coil. The amount of the ions
liberated and the heat evolved, in the cell during a given time is

also observed in the last case. If A, B, C be the readings of the
galvanometer in the three ' cases, and ijf x be the resistance of a
victallic wire capable of retarding the current equally with the

electrolytic sell,* then we easily get, taking the resistance of the
standard coil as unity,

„„(A-C)B
(A-B)C'

Now if the resistance a; were put in the place of the electrolytic

cell, the current would be the same ; hence by Faraday's law the
amount of chemical energy absorbed in the battery would be the
same. Alsj the heat evolved in the rest of the circuit, excluding x,

would be the same. It follows, therefore, that the heat H which
would be evolved in z is the equivalent of the whole energy given
out in the electrolytic cell. If therefore we subtract from H the
heat K which actually appears in the cell, the remainder H - K is

the heat equivalent of the intrinsic energy of the liberated ions

;

and, provided they appear finally in the "ordinary"'* condition,

H - K is the heat which would be developed when they are allowed
to combine.

In this way Joule found for the heat evolved in the combustion
of 1 gnn. of copper anc and hydrogen respectively 594, 1185,
33553.

Galvanic Batteries.—'It would be inconsistent with oar

general plan to attempt an exhaustive discussion of all the

differemt electromotors which depend for their energy on

chemical action. Wiedemann's Galvanismus, or books or

telegraphy and other arts in which elestricity ia applied to

technical purposes, may be consulted by the reader who
wishes for fuller information. A brief discussion of some
typical batteries will, however, be useful, were it only to

illustrate the principles we have just been laying down.

All the earlier batteries were one-fluid batteries. The

5 Noticed in the Comptes Rendus, Feb. 1846, and published at length

in Phii: Mag., 1852.
* Notice that it is not said that x is equal to the resistance of the

electrolyte. Bosscha in the papers we have quoted^ either from not

having seen the paper we are now analysing, or through a misunder-

standing, accuses Joule of error here. The reasoning (Pogg. Ann., ci.

p. 540) which he seems to quote from Joule is not to be found in this

or in any other of Joule's papers that we know of. Polarization is

taken into account by Joule (see Phil. Mag., 1852 (1), p. 485). The
criticisms of Verdet, who seems to follow Bosscha, are equally ground-

less (Thiorie Mecanique dela Chaleur, t. ii. p. 204).
' This word is left purposely a little vague, and is used to avoid a

long discussion of points which need not be raised here.
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)nfrflald plates usually consisted of zinc and copper, and the
lutterios. exciting fluid was in general sulphuric a»id. Various

improvements were made by Cruickshank, Wollaston, Hare,

and others, in the way of rendering the battery more com-

pact, and of reducing its internal resistance by enlarging

the plates. Hare carried the last-mentioned improvement

to great lengths ; by winding up together in a spiral form

sheets of copper and zinc, insulated from each other by
pieces of wood, plates of 40 or more square feet surface

were obtained. In this way the internal resistance was

7ery much reduced, and powerful heating effects could be

obtained. When small internal resistance is no object, the

cells of the battery may be filled with sand or sawdust,

moistened with the dilute acid. In this form the battery
- Is more portable.

There are two capital defects to which all one-fluid batteries

are more or less subject. In the first place, whether there

is or is not external metallic connection between the plates,

a certain amount of chemical action goes on at the surface

of the zinc, which consumes the metal without aiding in

the production of the current. To this is given the name
of local action. It is supposed to arise from inequalities

in the zinc, on account of which one portion of the metal

is electropositive to a neighbouring portion ; hence local

currents arise causing an evolution of hydrogen at some
places and solution of the zinc at others. In the second

place, when the battery is in action, there is always

an evolution of hydrogen at the copper or electro-

negative plate of the cell, a certain amount of which

adheres to the plate and causes a strong electromotive

force of polarization. The first of these evils is re-

medied to a great extent by amalgamating the zinc

plate. We thus reduce the surface metal to a fluid condi-

tion everywhere, and thereby eliminate differences of hard-

ness and softness, crystalline structure, and so on. The
oldest method was to use zinc amalgam for the electro-

negative metal ; but it is now universally the custom to

amalgamate the surface of the zinc plates simply, which
may be done by rubbing them with mercury under dilute

sulphuric acid. No such effective cure has been found for

the hydrogen polarization. Smee introduced the plan of

using instead of the copper plates thin leaves of platinum

or silver foil, which are platinized by the process already

described (p. 87). This, in accordance with what we have

already seen, diminishes the polarization.^ A similar

result is obtained by using for the electronegative plate

cast iron or graphite ; the action of the latter is much
improved by steeping it in nitric acid.

This last fact introduces us to a new principle for im-

proving the action of batteries, viz., the use of an oxidizing

agent to get rid of the hydrogen polarization. When the

plates of a Smee's battery have been exposed to the air for

some time, it is always found that the current is much
more energetic than usual just after the first immersion.

The improvement is of course only temporary, for the stock

of oxygen is soon exhausted, and on raising the plates and

dipping them again immediately, the phenomenon does

not appear. Davy found that dilute nitric acid acted

better than dilute sulphuric acid as an exciting fluid, and
the cause of this is the action of the HNO3 on the hydro-

gen evolved at the copper plate. Good instances of this

kind of action are furnished by the bichromate battery of

Bunsen and the L^clanch^ (»ell, which occupy a sort of

middle position between one and two fluid batteries.

The bichromate cell consists f an amalgamated zinc plate, usu-

ally suspended between two parallel carbon plates, so that it can be

raised or depressed at pleasure. The bichromate solution is made,

' Fleeming Jenkin gives ^i^ toU as the available electromotive

force of Smee's cell. The electromotive force when the circuit is

broken is much greater. Sea above, p. 90.

according to Biinscn, by mixing 605 parts of water with 61 "8 of
potassium bicliiomate and 116 of sulphuric acid. The electro-

motive force of the bichromate coll is very preat to start with (more
than twice that of a Daniell's cell), but it falls very qviickly when tlie

external resistance is small. The cell recovers pretty quickly bow-
ever, and may be used with advantage where powerful currents of

short duration are often wanted. In the cell of Leclanchi the
electronegative metal is replaced by a porous vessel filled with
carbon and pounded peroxide of manganese. The exciting liquid

used is chloride of ammonium. Chloride of zinc is formed at the
zinc plate, and ammonia and hydrogen appear at the negative
plate ; the latter reduces the MnO,, so that H,0 and MnjOj are

formed, while the ammonia is partly dissolved and partly escapes.

This element is tolerably constant if it be not used to proiluco very
strong currents, but its great merit consists in being very permanent;
for it will keep in condition for months with very little attention,

furnishing a current now and then when wanted ; hence its exten-
sive use in working electric bells, railway signals, and so on.

It cannot be said that any of the batteries we have

d(>scribod, or in fact any battery on the one-fluid system,

satisfies to any great extent the requirements of a constant

electromotor, which are to give the same electromotive

force whatever the external resistance, and to preserve that

electromotive force unaltered for a considerable time. The
best solution of the problem to construct a constant battery

is the two-fluid principle invented by Daniell ; and on the

whole, the best application of that principle is the cell

originally given by him. This consists essentially of a
plate of copper immersed in a saturated solution of copper

sulphate, and a plate of zinc immersed in dilute sulphuric

acid or zinc sulphate, the copper solution being sepa-

rated from the other by some kind of diaphragm, usually

a porous vessel of unglazed earthenware. The chemical

action consists of the solution of the zinc plate to form

zinc sulphate, the formation of zinc sulphate at the dia-

phragm, and the deposition of copper at the copper plate
;

thus :

—

Zn SO^ Sa[Zn | SO^Cu SO^ Cu

gives ZnS04 ZnSO^ Zn | SOj CUSO4 CuCu

.

The evolution of hydrogen and the polarization arising

therefrom are thus avoided.

A very common arrangement of this cell is a porous vessel, con- Da-
taiuing the copper plate and the sulphate of copper, with a small niell'a

store of large crystals to keep the solution saturated. This vessel element,

is dipped into another nearly filled with a semi-saturated solution

of zinc sulphate, in which is placed the zinc plate. With a little

care to keep the cell clean by occasionally removing some of the

zinc solution and diluting to prevent incrustation, to feed the

copper solution, so that it may not get weak and deposit hydrogen

instead of copper on the copper plate, to keep doivn the level of

the copper solution, which is constantly rising by osmose (see

art. Electrolysis), and a few other obvious precautions, a bat-

tery of Daniell's cells will furnish a very nearly constant cur-

rent, and keep in order tor a long time. It is necessary to keep the

current going, otherwise the solutions diffuse through the porous

vessel, the result of which is a deposit of copper on the zinc, and

other mischiefs, which stop the action of the cell altogether.
_

Daniell's element has been constructed in a great variety of

forms, to suit various purposes. The sawdust Daniell, invented

by Sir Wm. Thomson^ (1858), is very convenient when portability

is desired. In this form the copper plate, soldered to a gutta-

percha covered wire, is placed at the bottom of a glass vessel and

covered with crystals of copper sulphate ; over these wet sawdust

is sprinkled, and then more sawdust, moistened with a solution of

sulphate of zinc, upon which is laid the zinc plate. The cell of

Minotto is very similar to this.

In these batteries the sawdust takes the place of the poroua

diaphragm, and retards the interditfusion of the fluids. In another

class of batteries, of which the element of Meidinger may be taken

as the type, the diaphragm is dispensed with altogether, and the

action of gravity alone retards the diffusion. In Meidinger's cell

the zinc is formed into a ring, which fits the upper part of a glas.i

beaker filled with zinc sulphate. At the bottom of this beaker is

placed a smaller beaker, in which stands a ring of copper, with a

properly insulated connecting wire. The month of the beaker is

closed by a lid, with a hole in the centre, through which passes

the long tapering neck of a glass balloon, which la fiUed with

» Jenkin, Electricity and Magneiism, p. 224,
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Ce\h of

Biinieu,

crystals of copper sulphate ; the uarro\» end of this neck dips into

tlio small beaker, the copper sulphate runs slowly out, ana being

apecitically heavier than the zinc sulphate, it collects at the

bottom about the coppei ring.

Yet another form of Daniell's element is the tray cell of Sir

VTiUiam Thomson, which consists of a large wooden tray lined with

lead, the bottom of which is covered witli copper by clectrotyping.

The zinc is made like a grating, to allow the gas to escape,

and is enveloped in a piece of parchment paper bent into a tray-

shape, the whole resting on little pieces of wood placed on the

leaden bottom of the outer tray. Sulphate of copper is fed in at

the edge of the tray, and sulphate of zinc is poured into the

parchment. The zincs in these elements are some 40 centi-

metres sqaare, so that the internal resistance is as low as 0'2 ohm.
One of the best known in this country, and perhaps the most

used of all the two-fluid cells, is the element of Grove. Tliis

differs from Daniell's element in having nitric acid with a plati-

oum electrode in the porous cell, instead of the copper solution and
the copper electrode of Daniell's element. The hydrogen evolved

at the platinum is oxidized by the nitric acid, and the polarization

thus avoided. The nitrous fumes given off by the chemical

action are very disagreeable, and also very poisonous, so that it is

advisable to place the battery outside the experimenting room or

in a suitable draught (jhamber. The electromotive force of Grove's

cell is a good deal higher than that of Daniell's, and its internal

resistance is very much less, '25 ohm being easily attained with a

cell of moderate dimensions. On this account the cell is much
used for working induction coils, generating the electric light, and
so on, notwithstanding that it is troublesome to fit up, and must
be renewed every day.

In Bunsen's element the platinum foils of Grove are replaced by
carbon. The prime cost of the battery is thus considerably re-

duced, the more so now that carbons for the purpose have become
articles of commerce. The electromotive force of the element thus

altered is as great as, or with good carbons even greater than, in

Grove's original form ; but the internal resistance !3 greater. There
is a difSculty sometimes in obtaining good connection with the

carbons, and trouble arises from their fonling; but the fact that

this cell is a universal favourite in Germany proves its practical

utility. It is comparatively little used in this country.

In the cell of Marie Davy, which is, or was, much used for tele-

graphic purposes in France, the copper solution and copper plate of

Daniell are replaced by a wateiy paste of protosnlphate of mercur)',

into which is inserted a carbon electrode. The electromotive force

of this ceU is said to be about 1 "5 volts,' and its internal resistance

to be greater than that of Daniell's cell.

BeeiJes these, various bichromate elements of merit might be

described ; but we have dwelt long enough on this subject already.

The following table of Latimer Clark's, quoted by Maxwell, will

give the reader an idea of the relations as to electromotive force of

the commoner elements :

—

Daniell
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mo- ISIany measurements of the electromotive force of thermo-
'°- electric couples Lavo been' made by Matthiessen,' Wiede-
"^ mann,2 E. Becquerel/ and others, but the results are of no

great value owing to the effect of impurities and the want
of sufficient data to determine all the thermoelectric con-

stants of any one couple (see below, p. 99) Numerical
data, such as they are, will be found in Wiedemann,
Fleeming Jenkin's Eleelricity and Magnetism, or Everett's

Illustrations of the Centremetre-gramme-second System of
Units. It will give the reader an idea of the order of the

magnitudes involved to state that the electromotive force

at ordinary temperatures of a BiSb couple is somewhere
about 11700 C. G. S.* absolute units when the difference

between the temperatures of the junctions is 1° C The
corresponding number for a CuFe couple is 1600 or 1700.

Thermoelectric currents, or at least what may very likely

be such, have been obtained in circuits other than purely
metallic, e. g., incircuitscontaining junctions of metals and
fluids,^ metals and melted salts,* fluids and fluids.^ The
phenomena in all these cases are complicated, and the

results more or less doubtful ; so that no useful purpose
could be served by di.scussing the matter here. The same
remark applies to the curious electrical phenomena of

flames,^ cf which no proper explanation, so far as we know,
has as yet been given.

5^. The experiments of Magnus' have shown that in a

ts of circuit composed entirely of one metal, every part of which
:nus. is in the same state as to hardness and strain, no thermo-

electromotive force can exist, no matter what the varia-

tions of the section or form of the conductor or what the
distribution of temperature in it may be (so long as there
is neither discontinuity of form nor abrupt variation of

temperature).

This statement is of great importance, as we shall see,

in the theory of thermoelectricity. Its purport will be all

the better understood if we dwell for a little on the three

limitations which accompany it.

The great effect of the hardness or softness and crystalline

or amorphous structure of a metal on its electric properties
was observed by Seebeck soon after the discovery of thermo-
electricity.^" The effect of temper in wires may be shown
very neatly by the following experiment due to Magnus.
On a reel formed by crossing two pieces of wood are wound
several turns of hard-drawn brass wire softened in a
number of places adjacent to each other on the reel. The
free ends of the wire being connected with a galvanometer,
and the parts of the wire lying between neighbouring hard
and soft portions being heated, a thermoelectric current
of considerable strength is obtained, whose direction is

from soft parts to hard across, the heated boundaries.
Effects of a similar kind were obtained with silver, steel,

cadmium, copper, gold, and platinum. In Germaji silver,

zinc, tin, and iron, the current went from hard to soft
across the hotter boundary.

Sir William Thomson made a number of experiments on
the effect of strain on the electric properties of metals.
The results, some of them very surprising, are contained
in his Bakerian Lecture," along with many other things 'of

great importance for the student of thermoelectricity.
Two of his experiments may be described as specimens.

' Galv., Bd. i. § 590.
Pogg. Ann., 1858.

' Ann. de Chim. e( de Phjs., 1864.
•That is, roughly, -000117, if we take for our unit the electro-

motive force of a Daniell's cell.

cj°
^^.^^^^"' Faraday, Henricl, Gore, and others; see Wiedemann,

DO. I. § 639j &c.
» Andrews Phil. Mag., 1837; Hankel, Wiedemann (I. c), Gore,

rMi. Mag., 1864.

II

Nobili, Wiedemann, Becquerel; see Wiedemann, !. c.

„ ^^^ Wiedemann, I. e. » Po^g. Ann., 1851.
('"jg. Ann., 1856. 11 Pha, Trans., 1S56.

They afford convenient lecture-room illustrations of the

subject under discussion. (1.) A series of. copper wires

A, B, C, D, E, F, G, &c., are suspended from a horizontal

peg. A and B, C and D, E and F, Sec, are connected by
short horizontal pieces of copper wire, all lying in the same
horizontal line, and B and C, D and E, F and G, &c., are

connected by a series of pieces lying in another horizontal

line below the former. An arrangement is made by means
of which the alternate wires A, C, E, G, can be more or less

powerfully stretched, while B, D, F, &c., are comparatively

free. A piece of hot glass is applied to heat either the

upper or lower line of junctions. A thermoelectric cur-

rent is then observed passing from the stretched to the

unstretched copper across the hot junctions. This thermo-
electric current increases with the traction up to the break-

ing point. But the most remarkable point that comes
out in such experiments is that when we free the wire

after powerful traction, leaving it with a permanent set,

there is still a thermoelectric current ; but the direction is

now from the soft or unstrained towards the permanently
strained parts across the hot region. (2.) Iron gives

similar results, only the direction of the current is in each
case opposite to that in the corresponding case for copper.

The following experiment exhibits this in a very elegant

manner. One end of a piece of carefully annealed iron

wire is wound several times round a horizontal peg, the

free end being slightly stretched by a small weight, and
connected with one terminal of a galvanometer. The
other end of the wire is wound a few times round one
side of a rectangular wooden frame, the free end being
stretched by a small weight and connected with the other
terminal of the galvanometer. The parts of the wire on
the peg or the part on the frame is then heated, and
weights are hung to the frame. As the weight increases,

th© deflection of the galvanometer goes on increasing. If

we stop a little short of rupture, and gradually decrease

the weight, the deflection of the galvanometer gradually

decreases to zero, changes sign before the weight is entirely

removed, and finally remains at a considerable negative

value when the wire is again free.

These experiments of Sir Wm. Thomson's were repeated Le Ri.rt,

by Le Roux. The results of the two experimenters are *''^-

not very concordant. This may be due to differences

in the qualities of the materials with which they worked,
or to the fact that Le Roux'^ worked at higher mean tem-

peratures than Thomson.'^

Le Roux also repeated tlie experiments of Magnus, Abnijn

confirming his general result, but adding the two last varia-

qualifications given above. He found, contrary to the ''°°' "'

result of Magnus, that when a lateral notch is filed in a tu™^^"
wire and one side heated, there is in general a thermo-
electric current, which is greater, up to a certain limit, the

deeper the notch. He also found that when two wires

of the same metal, with fiat ends, are pressed together, so

that one forms the continuation of the other, and the wire

on one side of the junction is heated, no current is ob-

tained ; but he observed a current in all cases where there

was dissymmetry,

—

e.g., where an edge of one end was
pressed on the flat surface of the other, where the wires

overlapped or croteed, or where the chisel-shaped end of

one wire fitted into a notch in the end of the other, and
the axes of the wires were inclined, and so on.

Whether a very abrupt variation in temperature in a
continuous part of a metallic wire would produce a thermo-
electromotive force is a question which possesses little

physical interest, since it is impossible to realize the

" Ann. de Chim. et de Phys., 1867.
" Wiedemann, Bd. i. § 610. It appears from a note at the end of

Le Roux's paper (I.e.) that Sir Wm. Thomson has lately repeated
snDiR of hii expeiimeuts and confirmed bis former results.
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imagiaed conditions. There can bo no doubt, however,

that, when the two unequally heated ends of a wire com-

posed of the same metal throughout are brought together,

a thermoelectric current is in general the consequence.

Such currents were, it appears, observed by Ritter^ in

1801, when cold and hot pieces of zinc wire were brought

into contact. Becquerel, Matteucci, Magnus, and others

have experimented on tliis subject. The results obtained

are, no doubt, greatly influenced by the state as to oxida^

tion, (fee, of the surfaces of the metals experimented on,

as has been pointed out by Franz and Gaugain. The
experimental conditions are, in truth, very complicated,

and a discussion of the matter would be out of place

here.^ Wo may mention, however, that, at the instance of

Professor Tait, Mr Durham^ made experiments on the

transient current which arises when the unequally heated

ends of a platinum wire are brought into contact It was
found that the first swing of a galvanometer of moderately

long period was proportional to the temperature difference

and independent of the mean temperaiure through a con-

siderable range.
Thcriiio- Gumming, who experimented on thermoelectricity about
^ectrio

(.jjg same time as Seebeck, and apparently independently,

«on. discovered the remarkable fact that the thermoelectric

Cum- order of the metals is not the same for high temperatures
Buag. as for low. He found that, when the temperature of the

hot junction in a circuit of iron and copper, or iron and
gold, is gradually raised, the electromotive force increases

more and more slowly, reaches a maximum at a certain

temperature T, then decreases to zero, and finally changes

its direction. The higher the temperature of the colder

junction, so long as it is less than T, the sooner the

reversal of the electromotive force is obtained. If the

temperature of the hot junction be T + t, where t is smaU,
then the reversal of the electromotive force takes place

when the temperature of the colder junction is T - r . If

both junctions, A and B, be at the temperature T, then

eithei' heating or cooling A wQl cause a current in the same
direction round the circuit, and either heating or cooling B
will cause a current in the opposite direction.

The reversal of the current may be shown very conva-

ibiently in the manner recommended by Sir Wm. Thomson.^
A circuit is formed by soldering an iron wire to the

copper terminal wires of a galvanometer. If one junction

pe at the temperature of the room and the other at 300° C.

or thereby, a current flows from copper to iron across the

hotter junction ; but, if we raise the temperature of both
junctions over300°C., one being still a little hotter than the
other (which can be managed by keeping both in a lamp
flame, one in a slightly hotter place than the other), then
the current wiU flow from iron to copper across the hot
junction. If both junctions be allowed to cool, the differ-

ence between their temperatures remaining the same, the
current will decrease, becoming zero when the mean tempe-
rature of the two junctions is about 280° C; and, on still

further lowering the mean temperature, it will set again in

the opposite direction, i.e., from copper to iron across the
hot junction. The fundamental facts of thermoelectric in-

version were confirmed by Becquerel,* Hankel,* Svanberg,^
tc. ; but the matter rested there till it was taken up* by
Sir Wm. Thomson® in the course of his classical researches
5n the appKcations of the laws of thermodynamics to phy-
sical problems.

' Wiedemann, Bd. i. § 627.

\
Consult Wiedemann, Bd. i. § 627, &o., and Mascart, t. ii. S 932. Jfo.

* Bakerian Lecture, Phil. Trans., 1856, p. 699.
» Ann. de Chim. et cU Phys., 1826. « Fogg. Ann., 1844.
' Pogg. Ann., 1853 ; cf. Wiedemann, Bd. i. § 623.
/•In consequence, it appears, of a remark of Joule's, cf. Proe.
Ra,E.. 1874-6. p. ^17. . s. frans. H.S.E., 1851.

The application of the first lawof thermodynamics leads to AppUe<

no difficulty; and it indicates that the heat absorbed accord- ["'° "'

ing to Peltier's law, in the ordinary case when a current thJnno
passes from copper to iron across the hotter of the junctions, dyna-

minus the heat evolved at the colder junction where the mics.

current passes from iron to copper, is to be looked on as c ^"^ ^•

source of part at least of the energy of the thermoelectric ,jj°'*"

current. If absorption or evolution of heat occur any-

where else than at the junctions, this must be taken
account of in a similar manner.

The application of the second law is of a more hypo-
thetical character. It is true that the Peltier efiects, as

we may for shortness call the heat absorption and evolution

at the junctions, are reversible in this sense that we might
suppose the thermoelectric current, whose energy arises

wholly or partly from the excess of the heat absorbed at

the junction A over that evolved at the junction B, used
to drive an electromagnetic engine and raise a weight ; and
that we might suppose the potential energy thus obtained

again expended in sending, by means of an electromagnetic

machine, a current in the opposite direction round the

circuit, absorbing heat at B, evolving heat at A, and thus

restoring the inequality of temperature. This process;

however, must always be accompanied by dissipation oi

energy, (1) by the evolution of heat in the circuit accord-

ing to Joule's law, and (2) by conduction from the hotter

towards the colder parts of the wires. The first of these

effects varies as the square of the current strength, while

Peltier's effect varies as the current strength simply ; so

that the former might be made as small a fraction of the

latter as we please by sufficiently reducing the current, and
thus, theoretically speaking, eliminated. The second form
of dissipation could not be thus got rid of, and could only

be eliminated in a circuit of infinitely small thermal but
finite electric conductivitj', a kind of circuit not to be
realized, as we know (see above p. 51). StiU it seems a
reasonable hypothesis to assume that the Peltier effects,

and other heat effects if any, which vary as the first power
of the strength of the current, taken by themselves are

subject to the second law of thermodynamics. Let us now
further assume that all the reversible heat effects occur

solely at the junctions. Let U, 11' denote the heat

(measured in dynamical equivalents) absorbed and evolved,

at the hot and cold junctions respectively in a unit of time

by a unit current. Let E bo the electromotive force of an
electromotor maintaining a current I, in such a direction

as to cause absorption of heat at the hot junction. Then,

if R be the whole resistance of the circuit, we have, by
Joule's law and the first law of thermodynamics,

EH-nl-n'l=Kp (1),

supposing the whole of the energy of the current wasted

in heat. Hence we get

It appears then that, owing to the excess of the absorption

of heat at the hot junction over the evolution at the cold

iunction, there arises an electromotive force n - 11' helping

to drive the current in the direction giving heat absorptioB

at the hot junction. We may suppose (and shall hence-^

forth suppose) that E = 0, and then the current will be

maintained entirely by the thermoelectromotive force.

If we now apply the second law, we get

e fl-
"'

& and 0' being the absolute temperatures of the hot and

cold junctions. Hence

"=^ . . . 8);

or, m other words, VL = CO, where C is a constant depemd-
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jng only on the nature of the metals. In accordance with

this, the thermoelectromotive force in the circuit would bo

C(9 - 0'); that is, it would be proportional to the difference

between the temperatures of the junctions. Now this

conclusion is whoOy inconsistent with the existence of

thermoelectric inversions. We must therefore either deny

the applicability of the second law, or else seek for rever-

sible heat effects other than those of Peltier. This line of

reasoning, taken in connection with another somewhat

more difficult, satisfied Sir Wm. Thomson that reversible

heating effects do exist in the circuit elsewhere than at the

junctions. These can only exist where the current passes

from hotter to colder parts of the same wire or the reverse.

Thomson was thus led to one of the most astonishing of all

his brilliant discoveries; for he found, after a series of

researches distinguished alike for patience and experi-

mental skill, that an electric current absorbs heat in a

copper conductor when it passes from cold to hot, and

evolves heat in iron under similar circumstances. This

phenomenon was called by its discoverer the electric con-

vection of heat. He expressed the facts above stated by

saying that positive electricity carries heat with it in an

unequally heated copper conductor, and negative electricity

carries heat with it in an unequally heated iron conductor.

The first statement is perhaps clearer ; the value of the one

given by Thomson consists in the suggestion which it con-

veys of a valuable physical analogy with the transport of

heat by a current of water in an unequally heated pipe.'^

If two points AB of a uniform linear conductor, in

which a current I is flowing from A to B, and evolving
werifica-

i^q^X, be kept at the same constant temperature, but for

the electric transport of heat the temperature distribution

would be symmetrical about a point of maximum tem-

perature half way between A and B. Owing to the electric

transport of heat, the maximum will be shifted towards A
in iron, towards B in copper.^ This remark contains the

principle of the experiments made by Thomson to detect

the new effect.

The first experiment in which the effect was satiafactorily estab-

lished was made with a conductor ABCDEFG, formed of a num-
ber of strips of iron bound together at A, C, E, and 6, but opened out

widely at B, D, and F, to allow these parts to be thorouglily heated

or cooled. At C and E small cylindrical openings allowed the

bulbs of two delicate mercurial thermometers to be inserted in the

heart of the bundle of strips. The part D of the conductor was

kept at 100° C. by means of boiling water, and the parts B and F were

kept cool by a constant stream of cold water. The current from a

few cells of large surface was sent for a certain time from A to Gt,

then for the same length of time from G to A, and so on. In this

way the effects of want of symmetry were eliminated, and the result

was that the excess of the temperature at E over that at C was
always greatest when the current passed from G to A ; whence it

follows, as stated above, that a current of positive electricity evolves

heat in an iron conductor when it passes from cold to hot.

Le Koux ' has made a series of interesting experiments on the

Thomson effect in different metals. He found that the effect varies

as the strength of the current, and gives the following numbers
representing its relative magnitudes in different metals. In lead

the effect is insensible.

+
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metal we are considering, then, from what has been shown

(10), Tail's conjecture leads to the result that this curve is

a straight line; and if the standard metal be lead, for

which, according to Le Roux's results, the Thomson effect

is zero, then the coefficient k of the Thomson effect is the

tangent of the inclination of the representative line to the

axis of abscissae. And not only so, but it follows from

formulis (9) and (7) tbiit, if A'AN, B'BN (fig. 54) be the

thermoelectric diagram ia a broken line made np of two it

not three straight pieces. This peculiarity of the iron lino

was very striiangly shown by forming circuits of iron with

the alloys Ptir or PtCu. Such circuits exhibit two or even

three neutral points (seo fig. 55). Another very elegant

.-P4-

-Ptlr

E(Ca

Fig. B4

lines corresponding to two metals, say Cu and Fe (of which
the former is above the latter in the thermoelectric series

at ordinary temperatures), and if AB, A'B' be the ordinates

corresponding to 6 and 6', then the electromotive force in a
circuit of the two metals whose junctions are at the tempera-
tures $ and ff, tending to send a current from Cu to Fe across

the hotter junction, is represented by the area ABB'A'.

The Peltier effects at the two junctions are represented by
the rectangles AB6a and A'B'6'a', and the Thomson effects,

in the Cu and Fe respectively, by AA'DC and BB'GF, or

by Ak'a'a and Bh'b'b, which are equal to these. At N,
where the lines intersect, the Peltier effect vanishes. N
therefore is the neutral point ; and, if the higher tempera-
ture lie beyond it, the electromotive force must be found
by taking the difference of the areas NA'B' and NAB, and
so on. All the phenomena of inversion may be studied by
means of this diagram, and the reader will find it by far
the best means for fixing the facts in his memory.

Erperi- For several years back Tait^ and his pupils have
ments of been engaged in verifying the consequences of this con-
Tsit, So. jecture j and it has been shown, first, for temperatures

within the range of mercury thermometers, and latterly

for temperatures considerably beyond this range, that the
hypothesis accords with experience. The methods em-
ployed by Tait in Lis experiments at high temperatures are
of great interest and importance. One of these was to con-
struct a curve whose ordinate and abscissa are the simul-
taneous readings of two thermoelectric circuits whose hot
and whose cold junctions are kept at common tempera-
tures. It is a consequence of the foregoing assumption
that the curve thus obtained ought to be a parabola. Very
good parabolas were in many cases obtained. In some
cases, however, the curves, so far from being parabolas,
were actually curves having points of contrary flexure.

This anomaly led Tait to the discovery of the astonishing
fact that the Thomson effect in iron changes its sign cer-

tainly once at a temperature near low red heat, if not a
second time near the melting poLut. It was found that
the inflected curves could be represented by piecing to-
gether different parabolaa Hence the line for iron in the

' Trana. R. S. £., 1873.

Fig. B5.

method of verification consisted in using along with an

iron wire a multiple wire of Au and Pd, the resistances of

whose branches could be modified at wUL It is easy

enough to show that the line for the Au-Pd wire is a

straight line, passing through the neutral point of Au and
Pd, and such that it divides the part of an ordinate lying

between the Au and Pd lines in the ratio of the respective

conductivities of the Au and Pd branches. Thus, by in-

creasing ratios of the conductivities of the Pd and Au
branches from up to op , we can make the Au-Pd line

sweep through the whole of the space between An and

Pd (fig. 55), and thus explore the part of the Fe line

lying in the space. We get in this way first one neutral

point, then two, then one, and then none in our Fe, Au-Pd
circuit.

Tait has pointed out that, by using PtIr and Fe, and Current

keeping the hot and cold junctions at the two neutral
Jj^f"

temperatures, we get a current maintained solely by the
son°effMti

excess of the heat absorbed in the hotter iron over that aione

developed in the colder. The electromotive force is repre-

sented by the area inclosed by the part of the zigzag on
the Fe Une cut off by the Ptlr .line (fig. 55). A similar

case of thermoelectromotive force without Peltier effects

may be obtained with three metals, such as Fe, Cd, Cu,

whose neutral points lie within reasonable limits. The
electromotive force in this case is renresented by the

triangle between the three lines.

"We subjoin a table, calculated by Proiessor j^verett from Tait's Tail's

diagram. The thermoelectric power ia given in electromagnetic result*.

(C.G.S.) units, in terms of the temperature {i) in centigrade

degrees, by means of the formula o-r/3J, where a and ^ have the

tabulated values :

—

Fe
Steel

Ptlr?
Ptlr{5p.c. Ir)

Do. (10 do. )

Do. (15 do. )

Do. (15 do,

Ptsoft
Pthard
PtNi
Mg
German silver

-1734
-1139
- 839
- 662
- 693
- 709
- 577
+ 61
- 260
- 644
- 224
+ 1207

+ 4-87

+ 3-28
-1-0 -00

+ 0-55

+ 1-34

+ 0-63

-1-0 00
-l-l'lO

+ 0-75

-t-llO
-1-0 'SS

-1-5 -12

Cd
Zn
Ag
Au
Cu
Pb
Sn
Al
Pd
Ni tol75''C
Do.250°to310"C.
Do. from 340° C.

- 266
- 234
- 214
- 233
- 136
-1-

+ 43

+ 77

+ 625
-f2204
+ 8449
+ 307

- 4-29
- 2-40
- 1-50
- 1-02
- 0-95

+ 0-00
- 0-55
- 0-39

+ 3-59

+ 5-12

-24-10

+ 5-12

We need scarcely warn the reader that the results in this table

must not be rashly applied to any specimens of the metals t*ken at
random. The temperature limits lie between 18° C. and 420° C

It would be extremely interesting to compare the results
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m- of absolute measurements of the Peltier effect with Tait's

risonnf tiieory; but, unfortunately, no data that we know of are

i"'

""" available for the purpose. It is absolutely necessary for

asuse- this purpose to have heat measurements and dotermina-

iuta. tions of the lines of the metals in the same specimens.

The data of Edlund^ and Le Koux are quite useless for

such a purpose. One result of Le Roux's is, however,

interesting. He finds for the amount of heat developed

at the junction BiCu, the values 3-00 and 3-95 at 25° C.

and 100° C. respectively. Since the neutral temperature of

BiCu is very high, the Peltier effect ought, according to

Tait's theory, to vary as the absolute temperature. The
absolute temperatures corresponding to 25° C and 100° C.

are 298° and 373°, and we have 3-95 -;-3'09 = 1-278,

while 373 -7-298 = 1-252; the agreement between these

numbers bears out the theory so far.^

General Considerations regarding the Seat of Electromo-

tive Force.—Before proceeding to notice the remaming

cases of the origin of electromotive force, in which the

phenomena are more complicated, and the experimental

conditions less understood, it may be well to call attention

to a principle that appears to hold in most of the cases

already examined. In most of these cases the seat of the

electromotive force appears to ba at the places where

energy is either taken in or given out in the circuit.'

It is very natural to ask ourselves what the consequences

would be if we applied this principle to the voltaic circuit.

It would probably be admitted by most that the energy in

the voltaic circuit is taken in mainly at the surface of the

electropositive metal. This admission, taken in conjunc-

tion with the general principle above stated, leads us to the

conclusion that the electromotive force resides mainly at

the surface of the electropositive metal. The absorption

or evolution of energy at the junction of the dissimilar

metals is quite insignificant, and we should, on the same
view, deny that any considerable part of the electromotive

force resides there.

This view appears to be at variance with the theory of

metallic contact, as now held by Sir William Thomson and

others; and the burden of explaining the experiments made
by him and others on the contact force of Volta is doubt-

less thrown on those who adopt this view. The position of

such would very likely be that there is an uneliminated

source of uncertainty in all these experiments* (see above,

p. 85). On the other hand, those who adopt the con-

tact force of Volta at the junction of copper and zinc as

the main part of the electromotive force of Daniell's

element are unaer the necessity of distinguishing this

from the electromotive force corresponding to the Peltier

effect, which must be a distinct effect, since it is but a

very small fraction of that of a Daniell's cell.

We are, however, so very ignorant of the nature of the

motion which is the essence of the electric current that

the very form in which we have put the question may be
misleading. If this motion be in the surrounding medium,
as there is great reason to believe it to be, it would not be
surprising to find that speculations as to the exact locality

of the electromotive force in the circuit were utterly wide
of the mark. The very language which we use implies a
pertain mode of analysing the problem which may be
altogether wrong. The only thing of which we can as

yet be sure ia that the mathematical equations deduced

• Wied. Galv., Bd. i. § 694.
' Sines the atove was written further experimental evidence in sup-

port of the theory has appeared. See Naccari and Bellati, Atli del

R. 1st. Veneto di Sc. Ldtt. ed Arli, Novemher 1877.
• Maxwell, vol. i. § 249. By "being taken in," in the case of heat

for instance, is meant "disappearing as heat and appearing as electro-

kinetic energy." In a thermoelectric circuit this transfonnation occurs
whereyer tliere is PeJticr or Thomson effect

• Marwoll, I.e.

I Thonu
- son's

i theory

from Ohms law and other proximate priilciples are in

exact accordance with experiment.

Pyroehctridty.—Soma account of this interesting subject has

already been given in the Historical Sketch at the beginning of this

article. It will be well, however, to stats here some of the conclu-

sions of those who have recently investigated the matter. It seems

now to be settled that it is not merely high or low temperature, bid

change cf temperature, which gives rise to the electrical jihenomena'

of pyroelectric crystals. The properties exhibited by tourmalin©

may be described thus. One end A of the crystal is distinguishable

from the other end C by the dissymmetry of the crystalline form.

A is called the analogous pole of the crystal, and B the anlilnijoua

polo. When the temperature of the crystal is increasing imiformly

throughout, the analagous pole is positively electrified and the;

antilogous pole negatively electrifiea. When the temperature is

decreasing uniformly throughout, the analogons pule is negative

and the antilogous pole positive. This' law was originally dis-

covered by Canton,^ but it seems to havo been lost sight of again

and rediscovered both by Bergman and by Wilcke in 1766. When the

temperature is uniform, the positive and negative regious are sym-

metrically distributed about the central zone of the crystal, which
_

is neutral. If tho ends be unequally heated, this symmetry no
longer obtains. It must not be forgotten that complications may
arise from the crystal becoming electrical as a whole by friction,

usually positive, like most other vitreous bodies.

Gaugain" made a series of interesting experiments on the elec- Gaugain,

trical properties of tourmaline, and concluded that a tourmaline

whose temperature is varying may be compared to a voltaic battery

of great internal resistance, consisting of an infinite number of cells,

each of infinitely small electromotive force ; so that the electro-

motive force is proportional to the length of the tourmaline, and its

internal resistances is proportional to the section inversely and to

the length directly. He also concluded that the amount of elec-

tricity furnished by a toui'maline, while its temperature varies either

way between two given temperatures, is always the same.

In order to explain the properties of the tourmaline, it has been '

supposed' that the crystal is naturally in a state of electrical pola- s

rization, like that assumed by Maxwell in a medium^ under the I

influence of electromotive force, or more nearly (since no sustaining

force having an external origin is supposed) like that of a permanent

magnet. The intensity of this polarization is supposed to be a
function of the temperature. Supposing the tourmaline to remain

for some time at the same temperature, a surface layer of electricity

would be formed, which would comijletcly mask the electrical

polarization of the crystal, inasmuch as it would destroy all external

electrical action. This neutralization would be instantly effected

by running the crystal-through the flame of a lamp. If, however,

the temperature increase, then the polarization will, let us say,

increase, so that the surface electrification no longer balances it.

We shall thus get -polar electrical properties of a certain kind. If

the temperature decrease, the polarization wUl decrease, and we
shall thus get polar properties of the opposite kind.

In many pyroelectric crystals there are more than one electric

axis, so that we have several analogous and corresponding antilo-

gous poles. An enumeration of the various crystals in which
pyroe^ctric properties have been found, and a discussion of the

peculiarities in their ciystalline form, belongs more properly to the

science of Mineralogy. Much has been done in this department by

Kohler,^ Gustav Rose and Kiess,' and Haukel.'" For some veiy in-

teresting researches by Friedel see Annates de Cldmie cl dc PhysiqM,

1S69.

Friclional EleclricUy.—In accordance with the general principle (

laid down at the beginning of this section, we should expect to find <

an electromotive force at the surface which separates two different c

non-conducting media, just as we have found it at the boundary of \

two different conducting media. The ett'ect of such a contact force

would be very different however in the former of these cases, from

what we have seen it to be in the latter. In the case of non-con-

ductors the electricity cannot leave the surface of separation, but

will simply accumulate on the two sides of it, till the force arising

from electrical separation is equal to the contact force. On separ-

ating the bodies, in certain cises, we may carry away with us these

surface layers of electricity, and it is an obvious consequence of oui-

principles that the electrifications of parts of the two bodies that

have been in contact must be equal and opposite. While tho

bodies are in contact the difference of potential between '^he layers

of electricity corresponding to very considerable surface density may
be very small, just as in Volta's condensing electroscope (see above,

p. 34) ; but when we separate the bodies work is done against the

electrical attractions, and the potential increases enormously.

5 Phil. Trans., 1769. " Mascart, t. ii.

' Thomson, Phil. Mag., 1878, p. 26; or Kichol's Cydopcedia cfthf

Physical Sciences, 1860.
8 Pogg. Ann., xvii., 1829.
8 Abh. dcr Berl. Akad., 1886 and 1843.
'" Pogg. Jnn., xUi., 1., In.. 1840-2; also cjuua., czxxii., 1867, to.

iConteot
1 of non-
t conduo
'tors.
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These hypotlietical results tally rery well with the electrical

phenomena observed when non-conducting bodies are lightly

rubbed together ; and the above is nearly the exjilanatiou that

most physicists of the present day would probably give (if they

gave any) of what ia called the " frictional generation of electricity."

AU experimenters ar? agreed that equal quantities of positive and
negative electricity appear in this case as in every other case of

electiical separation ; an experiment to prove the contrary would
have to be very demonstrative indeed before it would now be

accepted as conclusive. A single case of exception would revolu-

tionize our fundamental ideas completely. The reader should

consult on this point Faraday's B-xperimcntal Sescarclies, scries xi.

«f ii.

The other consequences of our hypothesis are by no means so

firmly established. One of these is tliat we ought to be able to

arrange non-conducting bodies in a series such that any body
rubbed with one below it in the series becomes positive, and rubbed
by one above it negative.

Many electricians have attempted to establish snch elcctro-

Tiotive series, but the experimental conditions (see the admirable

/emarks of Riess, EeibungscleclHciUit, § 907) are so, complicated that

nothing absolute has been attained. Yet it would appear that, if

we could malie sure that we were always dealing with definite

materials under definite surface conditions, electromotive series

could be constructed in which every different body would have a
fixed position. As it is, the body bearing the same name in the

lists of different experimenters was in all probability not exactly

of the same material in aU cases, and (we might say certainly) was
not under the same surface conditions. We refer the reader to

Eiess (I.e.) for an admirable rfaumi5 of the worls of different elec-

tricians in this department. Mascart has given a very interesting

account of the matter (t. ii. § 834, &c.) from a more modern point

of view. From these sources, together with indications in Young's
Lectures on Natural Philosophy, the reader will be able to follow

up the litei-ature of this somewhat uninviting department of elec-

tricity.

We give two instances of frictional electromotive series which
may be useful in giving the reader a general idea how different

bodies stand.

The following is Wilcke's series* (1768) :—Glass, woollen cloth,

feathers, wood, paper, shellac, white wax, ground glass, lead, sul-

phur, metals.

Faraday' gives—cat and bear sltin, flannel, ivory, feathers, rock
crystal, flint glass, cotton, linen, white silk, the hand, wood,
shellac, metals (iron, copper, brass, tin, silver, and platinum),
sulphur.

,

To which Riess adds (in order) the highly negative bodies—gutta-
percha, electrical paper,^ collodion, gun cotton.

Considered as evidence for the contact hypothesis, the erperiments
of Peclet seem to be important. He used an apparatus which was
virtually a Naime's machine (see below, p. 101), in which the rubber
could be varied at will. His general conclusions are quite in

accordance with the contact theory. He found, for instance, that
for the great'majority of materials the quantity of electricity gener-
ated was independent of the pressure and of the breadth * of the
rubber, and varied as the angular velocity of the cylinder, and it

even appeared to be the same for rolling friction as for sliding fric-

tion, so lone as the material of the rubber was unchanged.
Besides the case of two non-conductors, we might consider tue

case of a conductor and a non-conductor in contact. iHuch of what
has just been said would apply to this case also, an excellent

. example of which is furnished by a frictional electrical machine of
the ordinaiy construction when the cushions are well furnished with
amalgam. This is the place to give a short account of these time-
honoured pieces of electrical apparatus. For a history of them we
cannot do better than refer -to Mascart'' {I.e.), who has devoted
much attention to the theory as weU as the history of electrical

machines in general.

A very common form of machine, called Eamsden's, is pictured
in fig. 56. It consists, Uke all other frictional machines, essen-
tially of three parts—(1) the rubbed or moving body, (2) the
rubbers, and (3) the collectors and prime conductors. In the pre-
sent instance the rubbed body is a disc of glass, which can be
turned about a horizontal axis by means of a suitable handle. The
efficiency of the machine depends very much on the quality of the
glass of which the disc is made. According to Mascart, glass of old
manufacture is superior to the more modem specimens, owing to
the smaller proportion of alkali in the former ; it appears, however,
that the disc improves in most cases with age and use. Many

' According to Riess, the earliest. ' Exp. Res., 2141.
' The parchment-like paper obtained by treating ordinary paper

with concentrated sulphuric acid.

* That is, the dimension of the rubber perpendicular to the axis of
rotation.

' A few notices of the earlier machines will be found in the Histori-

cal Sketch.

other materials have been proposed to replace glass, which is Eomo-
what costly when large discs are required. Ebonite has been tried

a good deal of late, and
hat) great advantages so

far as its electrical pro-

perties are concerned

;

but it has the disad-

vantage that it warps
very readily if heated
incautiously, and its

surface will not keep
good for any length of

time. Owing to decom-
position under the action

of light, a layer of sul-

phuric acid forms on the

surface, after which it is

very difiicult to restore

the electrical virtue so

remarkable in the new
material, although wash-
ing- with hot water or

immersion In a blast of

steam arc said to be
effective in some degree.

The rubbers consist ol

two rectangular pieces

of wood, hinged to sup- :-

ports attached to the "z

framework of the ma-
chine, and fitted with _ _, _ , , ^. , ,.

springs and screws, so ^'"^ 56.—Ramsden s electiicel machme.

that they can be made to clip the plate with any required pressure.

The rubbing surfaces are usually formed of leather, stretched as
smooth and flat as possible (oiled silk is sometimes used, but it is nov
so durable). Before the leather cusliions are fit for use, they must be
carefully coated with amalgam. The amalgam most commonly used
is Kienmayei's, which is a composition of two parts of mercury with
one o'f zinc and one of tin. A great variety of different compoimds
of this kind have been iised by different electricians, bisulphide of

tin being a general favourite. The amalgam must be powdered as

finely as possible, all grit being carefully removed. The cushions are

then to be lightly smeared with lard, and worked together till the
surface is very smooth and the greasiness almost gone ; then the
amalgam is to be carefully spread over them, and the surfaces again
worked together till a uniform metallic surface is attained ;' they are
then ready for use. The amalgam aids the ach'on of the machine in
two ways,—first, by presenting a surface which is highly negative
to glass ; secondly, by allowing the negative electricity evolved by
friction to flow away without hindrance from the points of contact.

In order to secure the second of these advantages still more perfectly,

the cushions should be carefully connected by strips of tinfoil, or
otherwise, with knobs, which can be put to earth during the action
of the machine.
The collectors are two stout metal forks,bestriding the glass disc

at the ends of a horizontal diameter. They are. armed, on the
sides next the glass, with rows of sharp points, which extend across
the rubbed part of the disc. The prime conductor in the specimen
we are describing forms a metal arch rising over the framework of
the machine, and insulated from the sole by two glass pillars.

Various forms are given to this part of the machine, according to
the fancy or convenience of the experimenter. One important
thing to be seen to is, that there be no salient points on it which
might facilitate the dissipation of electricity by brush, convective
or spark discharge.

After what has been said, the action of the machine requires
little explanation. The disc, electrified positively by contact with
the amalgam, carries away a positive charge, whose potential rises

rapidly as :t leaves the cushion,—so high, in fact, that there is a
tendency to discharge to the air, which is prevented by covering
the excited parts of the disc by pieces of oiled silk. When the
highly chPTged glass comes opposite the points of the collector,

owing to the inductive action, negative electricity issues from the
points and neutralizes the charged plate, which at this point is vir-
tually inside a closed conductor. The result of this is that the
prime conductor becomes positively charged. The neutralized parts
of the disc now pass on to be rubbed by the other cushion, and so
on.

_
The electricity goes on accumulating in the prime conductor

until the potential is so great that discharge by surface conduction,
or by spark, takes place betn-een the collectors and the cushion, or
between the collectors and the axis.

If it is desired to obtain negative electricity from a machine
with a glass disc, we have simply to connect the prime conductor
to earth, insulate the cushions, and collect the electricity from them.
We have said that there is a limit to the potential to which the

" Mascart, !.c.
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charge on the prime conductor can be raised. We can never get a

longer spark from the machine than the length of the interval

between the collector and the cushion or the axis, as the case may
be. The limiting potential can, however, be increased by insulat-

ing the axis of the machine, or making the axis itself whoUy or

partially of icsulating material, and by using only one rubber and
one collector, ai

" ' ' " . .' . '^
r

_
i

.

The machine of

and placing them at the extremities of a diameter,

of Le Roy, often called Winter's machine (fig. 67), is

Fia. 67.—Le Roy's machine.

constructed on this pattern. We get, of course, cmtcris paribus,

only half as much electricity per revolution with a machine of this

kind as with Ramsden's ; but the spark is longer, in consequence

of the greater insulation between the cushion (A) and the collector

(B).

Jaime's The cylinder machine, also called Naime's machine, was one of

ijuchine. the first machines in which all the essential parts of the modern
frictional machine appeared. It consists of a glass cylinder, which
can be tnmed about a horizontal axis by a multiplying gear, or (as is

now more usual) by means of a winch handle simply. The cushion

is afiixed to one 'horizontal metal cylinder, and the collector to

another. It is necessary to insulate . the axis in this machine,

owing to its proximity to the ends of the conductors. Positive or

negative electricity can be obtained with equal readiness by insulat-

ing either of the conductors, and connecting the other with the earth.

Those who desire more minute information concerning the
ftmctions 'of the different organs of the frictional machine, are

referred to Mascart, tom. ii. § 834, &c. In the same place will be

found a description of the famous machine with double plates con-

structed by Cuthbertson for Van Marum, and still to be seen in

Teyler's Museum at Haarlem. A description of another of Van
Marum's machines will be found in the article "Electricity" in

the Encyclopedia MetropoUtana. W? take this opportunity of

calling the scientific reader's attention to that article, which con-

tains a great quantity of very valuable matter, lluch of the work
of the earlier electricians that we have been obliged to pass over in

silence is fully described there.

Electric machines have also been constructed of less costly mate-
rials than glass or even vulcanite—of cloth and paper, for instance

—for an account of these, see Riese, Bd. ii. §§ 936, -937.

Many experiments have been made on the electrification of sifted

powders. We have already, in describing Lichtenberg'a figures,

alluded to some cases of this kind. As a rule, either the results

are very uncertain, or the conditions of the experiment very com-
plicated, so that the experiments are, in most cases, more cvirious

than valuable, from a scientific point of view. Such as desire it

will find abundant indications of the sources of information in

Kiess, Bd. i. §§ 938 sqq., and Ency. Metrop., art. "Electricity,"

§§ 193 sqq. One case of this Mnd, however, was so famous in its

day, that we ought to mention it. In the year 1840 a workman at

Newcastle, having accidentally put one hand in the steam which
was blowing off at the safety valve of a high-pressure engine
boiler, while his other hand was on the lever of the valve, expe-

rienced a powerful electric shock in his arms. Armstrong investi-

gated the matter, and was led to construct his famous hydroelectric

machine. This apparatus consists simply of aa insulated boiler

for generating hign-prcssure steam, fitted with a series of nozzles,

kept cool by a stream of water. The steam issues from these
nozzles and impinges on a conductor armed with points for collect-

ing the electricity. The boiler gets electrified to a high potential,

and a torrent of dense sparks may bo drawn from it. The machine
far surpassed any ordinary electrical machine in the quantity of
electricity furnished in a given time. liy means of it water was
decomposed, and the gates collected separately. It was reserved
for Faraday to trace the exact source of the electromotive force.

He demonstrated, by a series of ingenious experiments, that the
electrical action arose from the friction of the particles of water in

the condensed steam against the wood of the nozzles.

'

Bemaining Cases.—Of these the most important are atmospheric
electricity," which belongs properly to meteorology, animal elec-

tricity, comprehending the study of the properties of the electrical

fishes, and the electric phenomena of nerve and muscle. We have
already indicated the literature of the former subject, and the latter

belongs, for the present at least, to physiology. Evaporation, com-
bustion, and in fact chemical action generally, have been brought
forward by some experimenters as sources of electromotive force.

About the last of all there is, of course, in one well-known case no
doubt. As to the experiments generally alluded to under the other
two heads^n particular, those of Laplace and Lavoisier, Volta,

PouiUet, and others—there has been considerable difference of
opinion, and we need not occupy space here with fruitless dis-

cussion of the matter.' Similar remarks apply to the electrification

caused by pressure, cleavage, and rupture.

Machines founded on Induction and Convection.*—The oldest ElectrO'
electric machine on this principle is the electrophorus of Volta. phonia.
1775. This consists of a plate of resinous matter (now usually

vulcanite) backed by a plate of metal, and a loose metal plate,

which we may call the collector, fitted with an insulating handle.

The vulcanite is electrified by flapping it with a cat-skin, the
collector ia placed upon it, uninsulated for a moment by touching
it with the finger,^ and then lifted by the insulating handle. The
collector plate is then found to be charged (positively) to a high
potential, and sparks of some length may be drawn from it. The
explanation of the action of the electrophorus is simple enough, if

we keep clearly in view the experimental fact that the surface elec-

trification of a non-conductor, like vulcanite, will not pass to a

metal plate in contact with it under ordinary circumstances. If

the surface density of the electrification be vejy great, discharge to

the metal may no doubt take place ; and if the collector be kept for

a very long time in contact with the vulcanite, it is said that it may
become negatively electrified. In the normsd state, however, the

negative electricity of the vulcanite remains upon it, and the thin

layer of air intervening between it and the collejtor forms the

dielectric in a condenser of very great capacity, so that a quantity

of electricity collects on the lower surface of the condenser very

nearly equal to that on the vulcanite. The difference of potentisJ

between the plates is very small (just as in Volta's condensing elec-

troscope, see above, p. 34). When the collector is raised it carries

away the positive charge—the potential of which, owing to the

decrease in the capacity of the collector, rises enormously. It is

to be noticed that the potential of the charge on the vulcanite rises

to a corresponding extent. This remark partly explains the re-

mai-kable fact that, when the collector is kept on the excited

vulcanite, its electrification may be kept for a long time (for weeks

under favourable circumstances), whereas it speedily dissipates if

the vulcanite be left uncovere^. According to Riess, the fact that

a plate of metal laid on an excited piece of glass tends to preserve

its electrification was discovered by vVilcke in 1762.

If each time we charged the collector it were discharged by con-

tact with the interior surface of a hollow conductor A, it is obvious

that we could raise A by a sufiicient number of such contacts to aa

high a potential as we please, provided it were sufficiently well

insulated. This remark brines Volta's electrophorus into the pre-

sent category of electrical machines.

In the rest of the induction machines to be described the excited

dielectric is dispensed with, and an electrified conductor substituted

in its place.

The earliest apparatus that involved the principle of such machines

appears to have been Bennet's doubler.» The principle of this

apparatus may be explained thus. Let A and C be two fixed discs,

and B a disc which can be brought at will within a very short dis-

tance of either A or C. Let us suppose all the plates to be equal, and

' Exp. Res., ser. xviii. 2075.
' Sea Riess, § 1028 sqq., and Thomson's papers in Reprint akeady

alluded to ; also Ency. Metrop., art. " Electricity," § 219, tor biblio-

graphy of older investigators.

' See Riess, §§ 943 sqq.

* This highly-descriptive title is Sir William Thomson 8.

' In most modem specimens this is rendered unnecessary by a brass

pin, which is in metallic connection with the metal backing of the

vulcanite, and comes up flush with the surface of the vulcanite, so aa

to touch the collector when it -is in ««».

• Phil Traat., 1787.
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let the capacities of A and in presence of B be each equal to p,

and the coefficient of induction between A and B, or C and B, be q.

Let us also suppose that the plates A and C are so distant from

each other that there is no mutual inQuence, and that ff is the

capacity of one of the discs when it stands alone. A small charge

Q is communicated to A, and A is insulated, and B, uninsulated,

is brought up to it ; the charge on B will be - -Q. B is now uniu-

Bulated and brought to face C, which is uninsulated ; the charge on

C will be -„0. C is now insulated and connected with A, which

is always insulated. . B is then brought to face A and uninaiilated,

so that the charge on A becomes rQ, where

p+p \ p-j

Darwin.
Cavallo.

Nichol-

son.

A is now disconnected from C, and here the first operation ends.

It is obvious that at the end of n such operations the charge on A
will be r"Q, so that the charge goes on increasing in geometrical

progression. If the distance between the discs could be made in-

finitely small each time, then the multiplier r would be 2, and

the charge would be doubled each time. Hence the name of the

apparatus.
, . <. o-

Darwin, Cavallo, and ^ficholson' devised mechanism for effect-

ing the movements which in Bennet's instrument^ were made by

hand. Cavallo's was a reciprocating movement, but in the machines

of Darwin and Nicholson the motion was continuous and rotatory.

Nicholson's doubler is a very elegant instrument. A drawing of it

is given by Mascart (t. ii. § 845)1; the specimen there represented

is very like one which was found among the late Professor Willis's

apparatus, and is now in the Cavendish Laboratory at Cambridge.

A stiU more elegant machine is " Nicholson's spinning condenser,"

which bears a remarkable resemblance to the induction machine

of Topler.2 A description, with a figure, will be found in the

Encyclopedia MdropoliCana, art. " Electricity," § 112.

It is obvious that if any conductor bo connected with the part

of any of these machines corresponding to the conductor A in the

above description, and the potential of A be raised to any small

positive or negative value,' we can by means of the machine in-

crease the charge, and therefore the potential, up to any required

amount. "We have, in fact, an electric machine which may be used

for all the ordinary purposes. It was not with this view, however,

that these pieces of apparatus were first invented, but rather for the

purpose of demonstrating small electric differences. In this they

were bulftoo successful, for it was found that it was impossible to

prevent them from indicating electric differences unavoidably arising

within the apparatus itself. It was this difficulty no doubt that

led to their being ultimately abandoned, and for a time forgotten,

although they were once in high favour. Of late, however, they

have been taken up as electromotors with great success.

The type of all these machines is an arrangement of the following

convecto- description. A conductor or carrier C, or a series of carriers, is

inductive fastened upon the circumference of an insulating disc. At the ends

machine, of a diameter are two hoUow conductors, A and B, embracing the

disc on both sides, so that twice in the course of a revolutton the

carrier is virtually in the interior of a hollow conductor. Inside

each conductor are two springs : one of these is in metallic cormec-

tion with the conductor, and may be called the receiving spring
;

the other, called the inductor spring, is insulated from the con-

ductor, and is connected either to earth or with the corresponding

spring belonging to the other conductor. Suppose A to be at

a small positive potential, and B at zero potential; starting with

C in connection with the inductor spring inside A, it becomes

negatively electrified and carries away its charge; it next comes

in contact with the receiving spring in B, and, being now part

of the interior of a hoUow conductor, it parts with the whole of

its charge to B; then it passes on and is charged positively at

B'a inductor spring ; then discharges to A at A's receiving spring
;

and so on. The positive and negative charges are each a little

increased every revolution, and the difference of potentials accord-

ingly augmented. This is the principle of Varley's machine''

(I860), and of Thomson's mouse mill and replenishei' (1867);

is virtually that of Bennet's doubler.

Closely allied to these machines is Thomson's water-dropping

potential equalizer. This consists of an insulated reservoir of

water, with a long pipe, from the nozzle of which water is allowed

to break in drops. It is obvious that if the potential of the reser-

voir be above that of the air surrounding the spot where the water

breaks into drops, each drop will carry away with it a positive

charge, and this will go on till the potentials are equalized. This

device was introduced by Thomson in observations on atmospheric

' PkU. Trans., 1788. ' Pogg. Ann., 1865.
• By connecting the conductor with the positive or negative pole of

^maU galvanic battery, for instance.
* Jenkin, Elect, and Maij., cap. xix,
° Described in the art. Elgcibouetkb.

TVP'"'!

electricity. The burning match which he uses in conjunction

with the portable electrotneter acts in the same way. He has also

constructed a water-dropping electric machine on a similar prin-

ciple. Two streams of water break into drops inside two inductors

connected with the internal armatures of two Leydcn jars, A and B ;

the drops from each inductor fall into a receiver connected with

the other inductor. A very small difference of potential between

the jars starts or reverses the action of the apparatus ; in fact, it

will in general start of itself, and very soon sparks are seen passing

between the different parts, and the drops are scattered iu all

directions by the strong electrical forces developed.

The most remarkable, as well as the most u.setul, of all these

machines is that of Holtz. » Here the convection is effected by

means of a disc of glass, which is mounted on a horizontal axis F

(fig. 58), and can bo made to rotate^with considerable angular

velocity by means of a multiplying gear, part of which is seen at

X. Close behind this glass disc is fiied another vertical disc of

glass, in which are cut two windows, B, B. On the side of the

lixed disc next the rotating disc arc pasted two sectors of paper,

A, A, with short blunt points attached to them, which run out into

the windows towards the rotating disc, without quite touching it.

Two metal combs C are placed on the other side of the rotating

Fia. 58.—Holtz's machine.

disc (that nearest the reader), the teeth being put opposite tha

parts of A, A which lie towards the windows. The combs are

lixed to metal shanks, which pass through a stout horizontal bar of

ebonite. One of these shanks terminates in a couple of balls at E,

and the other carries a sliding electrode D with a long ebonite

handle. The framework which carries the horizontal ebonite bar

and supports the fixed pUtes, &c., will be understood fifom tha

figure.

The machine, as originally constructed by Holtz, contained only

the parts we have described. Poggendorff doubled aU the parts

(except, of course, the electrodes D and E). The figure represents

RuhmkorfTs modification of this construction. Behind the fixed

disc there is another fixed disc, with windows and armatures like

the first, and, beyond that, another movable disc mounted on the

axis F. The combs are double, as will be seen from the figure.

To start the machine, D and E are brought together, and one ot

the armatures (or one paL'), say the right hand one, is electrified in

any manner, let us say positively, and the disc set in rotation.

After a little time a hissing noise is heard, and the machine

becomes sensibly harder to turn, is if the disc were moving through

a resisting medium. 1* the room be dark, long curved pencils of

blue light will now b ! seen issuing from the points of the left

hand comb, and runnijjg along the surface of the disc in a direction

opposite to its motion, whUe little stars shine upon the points of

the right-hand comb. After this state has been reached, the balls

D,E may be separated, and a continuous scries of brush discharges

wiU take place between them, even when the distance is very con-

siderable. If two Leyden jars, L, L, be hung upon the conductors

which support the combs, the outer coatings being connected by a

conductor M, then a succession of brilliant and sonorous sparks

will take the place of the brushes. Instead of using the two jars

L, L, we may connect D and E with the internal and external arma-

tures of a condenser; it will then be found that, as we augment

the capacity of the condenser (the angular velocity of the disc

being constant), the frequency of the sparks diminishes, whUe
their brilliancy increases. If we insert a high resistance galvano-

meter between D and E, it will indicate a current flowing from I>

' Vvgg. Ann., 1865.
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Modifica-

Uion of

ifloltz'a

amschuie.

to E, tha intensity of wliich, under given atmospheric conditions

and given state of the machine, will vary as the angular velocity,

being independent, within very wide limita, of the resistance'

between D and E.

It is not difficult to give a general account of the action of this

machine, although it is very hard to assign the precise importance
of the individual parts, very slight moditications of which greatly

affect the efficiency. Suppose D and E In contact ;. the right-

band armature, charged +, acts by induction on the right-hand

comb, causing - electricity to issue from the points upon the disc.

At the same time the positive electricity of the right comb passes

through DE to the left comb, and issues from its teeth upon the

parts of the disc at the other end of the horizontal diameter. This
+ electricity electiifies the left armatme - by induction, -(-electri-

city issuing from the bluut point upon the further side of the

rotating disc. The charges thus deposited on the disc are carried

along, so that the upper half is electrified - on both sides, and the

lower half + on both sides, the sign of thf electrification being
reversed as the disc passes between the combs and the armature by
the electricity issuing from the combs and from the armatures. If it

were not for dissipation in various ways, the electrification every-

where would obviously go on increasing ; but in practice a station-

ary condition is soon attained, in which the loss from the arma-
tures is just balanced by the gain owing to the action of the blunt
points. After this, both sides of the disc are similarly electrified,

the upper half* always — , the lower always + ; + electricity con-

tinually issuing from the points of the right comb, -electricity

from the points of the left. This is, of course, accompanied by a
current of + electricity from right to left through DE.
The machine of Holtz, as we have described it, is somewhat

uncertain in its action in our moist climate ; but a slight modifica-

tion of it gives excellent results. Upon the axis X is fixed a disc

of ebonite, large enough just to reach between the paper armatures.

This disc is fitted with a small rubber attached to the frame of the

apparatus, and forms a small electric machine, which keeps the

armatures continually electrified.' The whole is inclosed in a
glass case, with a beaker of sulphuric acid to dry the air. There is

a machine of this kind at present in the Cavendish laboratory at

Cambridge, which never fails when the auxiliary apparatus is at all

in good order.

A very remarkable phenomenon often occurs when the electrodes

of Holtz's machine are in connection with the armatures of a con-
denser of considerable capacity, and are so far separated that a
spark does not pass. The machine charges the condenser up to a
certain point, and then the condenser discharges along the surface

of the disc. If the experiment be conducted in a dark room, a flash

of light will be seen to pass along the surface of the disc, and
thereafter it will be observed that the long positive brushes have
shifted from one comb to the other ; after a little the condenser
discharges again, anc" the brushes will now be seen in their old
place, and so on. This phenomenon, though interesting to study,
is often inconvenient in practice. To prevent it, Holtz introduced
the diagonal conductor which is seen on many machines. For an
account of this, and for other details concerning theso machines, we
refer the reader to Mascart, t. ii. § 847 sqq., whose account of
the more obvious principles of this apparatus is among the most
lucid we have seen. His account of the expeiiment of causing one
Holtz's machine in action to turn the disc of another by the electri-

cal reaction is of peculiar interest.

Electromagnelic Indxiclion Machines.—The type of these is the

Won Coil iuduction coil or inductorium, sometimes called RuhmkorfTs coil,

after the great Parisian instrument-maker who first brought the in-

strument to perfection. ' The object of such machines is to obtain
great electromotive force from sources which furnish large quan-
tities of electricity, but have only small electromotive force.

The principles on which the action is founded has been sufficiently

indicated above in our section on the induction of electric currents.
We have also given in the Historical Sketch (p. 12) some notices of
the literature of the subject ; a brief enumeration of the essential

parts of the machine is all that is necessary here.

We have first the primary coil—of thick wire ard few windings,
80 as to have a small resistance and a small coefficient of self induc-
tion ; the secondary coil surrounding the primary is of thin wire

(i^iimm. or so), with many windings, the length in large machines
being often 100,000 metres. In Order to avoid the danger of dis-

ruptive discharge between parts of the insulated wire, the coil is

divided up by insulating septa, so that parts at very diiTereut poten-
tials are separated. In the centre of the primary is placed a bundle
of iron wires

; this greatly strengthens the action, and a good deal
depends on the quality of the iron, which should bo very soft. The
interruptor is simply a lever, worked by the coil itself or by an
electromagnet separate from the coil, by means of which the circuit

> We speak of resistances of 1 to 10,000 or 100,000 ohms.
' The line of dirision is not horizontal, however, if, indeed, it be

teactly a diameter. See Mascart.
* Compare Carry's machine, Mascart, t. ii; § 856.

utduo-

of the prlmaiy is made and broken automatically. A variety of
forms have been given to the part of the apparatus ; the interruptor
of Foucault is a very common one.* For some purposes a break
driven by clock-work is used. The condenser, a very important
part of the apparatus, is made of a number of sheets of tinfoit,

interleaved with sheets of oiled silk or varnished paper. One set
of leaves of the condenser is connected with one side of the break,
and the alternate set with the other side. The function of the con-
denser is to provide a way for the electricity whpn the circuit is

broken, and thus to prevent the intense spark of the extra current
in the primary, which destroys the contact surfaces of the break,
and, what is worse, prolongs the fall of the primary current, and
thereby reduces the average electromotive force of the induction
current.

Other devices have been tried for effecting the same object as the
condenser, such as inserting a fine metallic wire or an electrolyte as
an alternative circuit to the break ; and these answer the purpose to
a considerable extent. An important improvement affecting this
part of the apparatus has recently been introduced by breaking the
primary circuit between the poles of a magnet, the effect of which
is that the spark is suddenly drawn aside (blown out as it were). A
considerable increase of striking distance between the poles of the
secondary results from this arrangement.

ABSOLUTE MEASUREMENTS.

We have already indicated the considerations which detcrmina
the fundamental units in the two systems that have come into prac-
tical use. We ought now to explain how practical standards can
be constructed to represent these fundamental units, or at least

known multiples of them. It is necessary to have such standards
in order that we may be able to measure electrical quantities in
absolute measure by simple and expeditious methods of comparison,
it being obviously impossible in practice to make absolute measure-
ments directly on all occasions.

EUctrostatical System.—By means of Thomson's absolute electro- Measui*
meter we can determine any electromotive force in absolute measure, of

In this way Thomson found the electromotive force of Doniell's E. M. P.

battery to be '00374 C.G.S. electrostatical units.''

By using the absolute electrometer (see art. Eleotbometek), or Eesist-

another that had been compared with it, we could by the method ance.

given above, p. 46, find a resistance (which was large enough to

suit the method) in electrostatical measure.

Then, having standards of electromotive force and resistance, wo Current
could easily measure a current in electrostatic measure by applying
Ohm's law. The same thing might be done by constructing the

standard of quantity, which is the charge on an isolated sphere of

unit radius charged to unit potential. By comparing the throw
of a galvanometer when unit quantity is discharged through it with
the deflection produced by any current, we could determine the
latter in absolute measure by observing the time of oscillation of

the galvanometer and the logarithmic decrement of its oscUIation

(see Maxwell, vol. ii. ? 749).

Among the absolute measurements in the present system of units, fi-

we must not omit to mention Sir Wm. Thomson's determinations electric

of the dielectric strength of different thicknesses of air. From strength,

these, and from the measurement of the electromotive force of

Daniell's cell just mentioned, he concluded that a Daniell's battery

of 5510 elements would be competent to produce a spark between

two slightly curved metallic surfaces at -j of a centimetre asunder

in ordinary atmospheric air."

Electromagnetic System.—The great majority of the absolute Electro-

determinations hitherto made have reference to this system. We niagnetio

make no attempt here to instruct the reader concerning the details of njeasurei

this subject; such an attempt would lead us into technical particular*

intelligible only to a few scientific men. We are fortunate, however,

in being able to refer the English reader to two books which contain

in a collected form all, or nearly all, the requisite information, viz.

Maxwell's Electricity and Magnetism, and the collected Reports of

the Committee of the British Association on Electrical Standards.'

As a specimen of the theoretical considerations involved, the

reader may take Maxwell's method for determining the coefficient

of self-induction of a coU (given above, p. 80). If we know the

value of L (in centimetres) from calculation, then equation (33)

might be used to find x in absolute measure. This would not be a

practicable method, inasmuch as the calculation of L would be

difficult if not impossible ; we might, however, determine L by
comparison^ with a coefficient of mutual induction which could be

calculated.

The earliest absolute measurement of the resistance of a wire (by

• See Wiedemann's Oalv., or Du Moncel, Notice sur VAppareil de

Mtihmkorff.
5 Reprint of Papers, § 305, kc ° Beprint of Papers, §340.
' Such as wish to go deeply into the matter must read the Maua-

hestimmungen of Weber.
* Maxwell, vol. ii. § 756-
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or, in other words, tlie

Kirchhoffin 1849) was of tlie Isind just alluded to; that is to say,

it involved the comparison of a rcsist.vuce_ with a coefficient of

mutual induction, tbe time mcasureirent being that of the period

of oscillation of a galvanometer.
Weber used two methods,—(1) the method of transient currents,

in which he measured the throw of a galvanometer caused by the

current from an earth inductor of known area when it was turned
about a vertical axis, so that the number of the earth's lines of

force through it increased from zero to a maximum ; and (2) the
method of logarithmic decrements, in which he observed the time of

oscillation and the logarithmic decrement of a magnet in a galvano-

meter of known constant. In the last of these two methods the

horizontal component of the earth's horizontal force comes in

directly, and tlie magnetic moment of the galvanometer magnet
must be determined, which is a matter of great difficulty.

The determination of the Biitisli Association commutee was carried

out by Messrs Maxwell, Balfour Stewart, and Fleeming Jenkin, and
the result of it was the construction of a standard called the ohm,
which professes to represent a velocity of an earth quadrant per

cm
second (10'-;-r).—The method they used is due to Sir \Vm. Thom-

son. It consists essentially in causing a coil of wire of known
dimensions to rotate about a vertical axis, and observing the deflec-

tion of a magnet of very small moment sus])ended at its centre.

'Kohl- In a recent determination, F. Kohlrausch' has combined the two

rauach. methods of Weber, and thereby avoided some of the difficulties

which arise iu either method used by itself. His value for the
Earth quadrant

resistance of Siemens s mercury unit is 0'9/ 17 g^^^^j
•

According to Dehms and Hermann Siemens, the resistance of the

coil called the ohm is equal to 1 'O-tOS mercury units. According

to Kohlrausch, therefore, the actual British Association standard is

r0196
E'Tth quadrant ^ absolute measure

Second
determination of the British Association Committee is out by nearly

2 per cent,

liorenz. Loreuz^ has, stin more recently, made a determination of the

value of the mercury unit in absolute measure. He causes a copper

disc to rotate inside a coil of known dimensions. The two ends of

a circuit C are kept in contact with the axis and circumference

respectively of this diss. At two points A and B of C, the resistance

between which is R, are attached the two terminals of the coil of

wire, iu circuit with which is also a battery. A sensitive galvano-

meter is placed in the circuit C, and the angular velocity of the

disc is adjusted till this galvanometer indicates no current. If n be

the number of revolutions per second, and E the electromotive force

of induction per unit of inducing current, calculated from the

dimensions of the coil, then the resistance R is equal to mE'in
electromagnetic measure.

The result obtained by Lorenz for the value of the mercury unit

in -9337
Earth quadrant

. ^j^j^ ^^^^j^ ^^^^ the'value of the B. A.
Second

standard -9797 ^H^qH^*
Second

There is thus considerable discordance between the different

results. It is a curious fact that the mean of the result of Kohl-

rausch and Lorenz gives for the value of the B. A. standard

.ggggEarthjuadrant^
Fresh determinations are, however, in

Second
progress, and it is to be hoped that the doubt which hangs over

the matter iviU be dispelled.^

Calori- Besides these methods, there is yet another of a totally different

metric character, originally suggested by Thomson in 1851, in his paper

metho.!. on the " Mechanical Theory of Electrolysis." Tliis method con-

sists in measuring the amount of heat developed in a wire by a

current the square of wliose strength is known in electromagnetic

measure. If we know the mechanical equivalent of heat with

sufficient accuracy, we can calculate from these results the resist-

ance of the wire in absolute measure by means of Joule's law.

Measurements of this nature have been made by Von Quintus
Icilius,'' .Joule,' and H. Weber.*
We can, by means of a tangent galvanometer, find the value of

any current in electromagnetic measure (see art. Galvanometer).
If the resistance of the circuit he found, by comparison with the

' Pogg. Jnn., Ergbd., 1873. ° Fogg. Ann., 1373.
' Since the above was written, an account has appeared of a new

determination byH. Weber of Zurich. His results, from three distinct

methods, differ by less than roinTj ''i'^ Si^^ "9550 x 10' —' for the

Siemens unit. Tliis would make the B. A. unit 1 -0014 x 10» —
Ecc.

* Pogg. Ann., 1857.
* liril. Assoc. Rep., 1867.
' Dissertalion, Leipsic, 1863, quoted in Wiedemann, Bd. ii. § 1109.

ohm or other absolute standard, we can determine the value of the
electromotive force in the circuit by Ohm's law. Measurements of
tliis kind have been made by Bosscha,' by Von Waltenhofen, F.

Kohlrausch, and Latimer Clark. The results of Kohlrausch" for

the cells of Daniell and Grove, when no current is passing, are
1138x10' and 1942x10' C.G.S. units respectively. Latimer
Clark » gives 1110 x 10' and 1970 x 10' for the same constants. The
results, of course, depend on the constitution of the cells.

Taking the number of electromagnetic units in an electrostatic

unit to be 3x10'", we get from Thomson's electrostatic measure-
ments for the electromotive force of Daniell's clement 1120 x 10' in
C.G.S. units.'" The agreement among the different results ia so
far good.

The determination of the electrochemical equivalent of some
elementary substance in this system of units is of gi-eat import-
ance. Determinations exist by Weber, Bunsen, Casselmann, Joule,
and F. Kohlrausch. The result of the last is no doubt the best
as ho combined with his voltametric experiments a determination
of the horizontal component of earth's magnetic force, which is the
most imcertain factor iu the result. According to his result, one
C.G.S. unit of electricity deposits '011363 (± -000002) gm. of silver.

From this we get for the electrochemical equivalent of water
•0009476.

Ratio of Electroslaiic to Electromagnetic Unit.—If we measure Measure
the same quantity of electricity first in electrostatic and then in ment of
electromagnetic measure, the fundamental units of mass, length, the
and time being the same in both cases, the ratio of the two funda-
measures will vary directly as the magnitude of the unit of length, mental
and inversely as the magnitude of the unit of time adopted. This velocity,

ratio may therefore be regarded as a velocity which will remain the
same whatever three fundamental units we adopt.''

This velocity was found by Weber and Kohlrausch by the direct Weber
process of measuring the same quantity of electricity, first in terms and
of the one unit and then in terms of the other. This result was Kohl-

31 X 10" "'"•
.

rausch.

sec.

'

Five other methods will be found described by Maxwell, vol. ii. Marwell
§ 768 sgq. Two of these have actually been carried into execu- Thom-
tion,—one by himself, the other by Sir Wm. Thomson. The son.

results for the fundamental velocity are 28-8 x 10" — and
sec.

28-2x10' — respectively.

Theories of Electrical Phenomena.
Throughout this article we have limited ourselves as much as Specula*

possible to an exposition of the experimental facts of electricity, tive

Where mathematical developments have occurred, they have theories

in most cases been simply deductions from some principle or he.

principles well established by experience. To have made our
survey of the present state of electrical science complete, we ought
to have added a section on the different attempts which have
been made by the doctors of the science to penetrate a little

farther into the secrets of the hidden mechanism by whicli

electrical phenomena are brought about. But any attempt at
a review of this kind mast be relinquished. We refer the
reader to our indications of the literature (Historical Sketch,

p. 10). The most important work in this department lies at hanili

for the English reader in Professor Clerk Maxwell's Treatise on Elec-

tricity and Magnelism.'^^ Particularly important are his theory o£

electric displacement and its application to statical as well as ta

current electricity ; his investigation of the stresses in the medium,
by which the electrostatical forces on the one hand, and the electro-i

magnetic forces on the other, may be produced ; the application of
the theory of displacement to the case of electrical equilibriunj

when the dielectric medium is not everywhere the same; tha
dynamical theory of the electromagnetic field ; and the electromag-

netic theory of light. Maxwell gives, at the end of his work, a mosft

instructive summary of the ditlerent speculative tiieories. Tha
student who desires to pursue this department farther will do well
to master this summary at the outset. (G. CH.)

' Whose result has already been quoted. It is too low, on account
of polarization.

»PoOT- ^«">. 1870, and Ergbd., 1874.
' Everett, Illustrations of C. G. S. System of Units, § 125, or JoUtHt

Soc. Tel. Eng., 1873.
'" Everett, I.e.

" Maxwell, Elect, and Mag., vol. ii. § 768.
'2 We have followed throughout the views expounded in this worf;

and we are also under great obligations to its author for his advice on
many points. Eor aid in collecting facts we are indebted mainly to

the works of Riess, Wiedemann, and Mascart. Without their aid

many sections of this article could not have been written. Wiede-
3ianu's treatise, in particula»-, lightened our task by the extent of its

information and the profusion and accuracy of its refer'ttces to origi>

nal authorities for the facts in electrical sciense.
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ELECTROLYSIS. A very slight acquaintance with

the phenomena of conduction of electricity by different

bodies shows us that conductors may be arranged in two
very distinct classes. In one the passage of electricity

produces no change in the chemical composition of the

substance, unless indeed the electromotive force be so great

that disruptive discharge occurs, or so large an amount of

heat is generated that chemical effects ensue ; the con-

ductivity diminishes slowly as the temperature rises, and
if the resistance of the rest of the circuit be small compared
with that of the substance under consideration, an amount
of heat is produced in the latter equivalent to the energy

expended by the sources of electricity. To this class of

conductors probably belong all solids, with the exception

of hot glass, which conducts with decomposition at a

temperature below the fusing point. The conductivity

differs enormously in the different cases ; those which con-

duct most readily are the metals, alloys, the chemical

elements generally, and some few metallic oxides and sul-

phides (Faraday, Exp. Res., 440, ser. iv.; Skey, Chem.
News, xxiii.). Besides fused metals Faraday added one
liquid, fused periodide of mercury, to the list, but subse-

quently gave reasons for considering that it was misplaced
(Exp. Res., 691, ser. vii.). The other class of conductors

presents a remarkable contrast to the one just described.

In these the passage of electricity results in the chemical

decomposition' of the substance of the conductor at the

points where the electric current^ enters and leaves the body

;

a rise of temperature produces in such bodies a very con-

siderable increase in the conductivity, but the specific resist-

ance of even the best conducting among them is always very
great compared with that of the metals. (For details see

article Electricity, p. 46 sqq.) Only part of the energy
of the circuit is spent in heating the conductor, as a trans-

formation of energy takes place in the chemical and mole-
cular actions at the points where the current enters and
leaves the conductor.

It is the behaviour of the secohd class of bodies under
the influence of the electric current that we have now to
discuss. The physical side of the subject has already been
considered in the article Electeicity ; so we shall

principally confine our attention to the phenomena of

electrolysis which bear on the laws and principles of
chemistrj!. Before going further it will be necessary to
introduce the technical terms which have now become
familiar, and, in order to be definite, we will consider
somewhat closely a particular instance of electrochemical
decomposition of the simplest type.

Typical The cell in which the action takes place consists of a

wtic"' ^'"^^ ^^^^ °^ ^^"^^ ^^' ^^^^ ^^^° * V-shape
;

into this is

«tion.
ii'^roduced some silver chloride, which is kept fused during
the experiment ; into the liquid in one leg of the tube is

dipped a platinum wire connected with the negative pole
(zinc) of a battery^ of 3 or 4 Grove's cells, and into that in

* We have not space here to discuss whether or not conduction in
electrolytes is always attended with decomposition, although the
Question has engaged the attention of many writers on the subject.
The reader who wishes for information upon the point may consult
Faraday, F.xp. lies. 966-987J. ser. viii. ; Despretz, Cmipt. Rend.,
t. xlii. p. 707 ; De la Rive, Archives, t. xxxii. p. 38; Logeman and
'Van Breda, Phil. Mag. [4], viii. 465 ; Buff, Ann. d. Chem. w. Pharm.,
Bd. xciv. 8. 15 ; Foucault, Compt. Rend., t. xxxvii. p. 580; De la
Rive, Ann. de Chimie, [3], t. xlvi. p. 41; Fiivre, Compt. Rend., Ixziii.

p. 1463; Helmholtz, Berlin MonaUhericht, 1873, Nachtrag zum
Juhheft; and, for a summary if results, Wiedemann, Galv., Bd. i.

§314-316, and Nachtrag, 36, § 334.
' The standard direction of the current is taken, as usual, to be

from the copper through the wire to the zinc of an ordinary 7inc-
copper cell.

^ It is not necessary to use a voltaic hattery,—any source of elec-
.
Iricity serves,—but either a voltaic or a thermoelectric battery is
usually employed, since these so conveniently supply a large quantity
of electricity, with an electromotive force sufficient for the purpose.

the other a piece of graphite or gas carbon connected with

the positive pole of the same battery. We will suppose a

galvanometer introduced into the circuit, and that the

current strength as indicated thereby is, roughly speakirfg,

constant, so that the quantity of electricity which passes

can be measured roughly by the time occupied in passing.

After the circuit has been closed a short time, bubbles of

chlorine will begin to come off from the carbon, while pure
silver is deposited upon the platinum wire, but except at

these points no alteration will take place at any part of the

fluid. If the platinum wire with the attached silver be
weighed at intervals, it will be found that the amount
deposited after the current has become constant is propor-

tional to the time, i.e., to the amount of electricity whijch

has passed through the liquid. The same will be true of

the chlorine if collected in the other leg of the tube, due
allowance being made for the small bubbles retained by the
carbon, &c. And the amount of chlorine will be chemically
equivalent to the amount of silver; thus for every 108
grammes of silver on the platinum there will be 35 '5

grammes of chlorine set free in the other leg of the tube.

Moreover if the current be varied by varying the number
of battery cells, it will be found that the amount of decom-
position in a given time is proportional to the current, that

is, again, to the quantity of electricity which traverses the
substance.

Faraday, who was the first to define the laws which Kome»
hold in electrochemical decomposition, introduced, for the «''«''"«•

sake of precision, a system of nomenclature which has since

been generally employed. Wishing to regard the terminals

corresponding, in any similar case, to the carbon and
platinum in the above experiment merely as the "doors"
by which the electricity enters and leaves the liquid, he
denominated them electrodes, and, comparing the " path "

of the current to those of the currents which may produce
terrestrial magnetism, and hence to the course of the sun,

he called the homologue of the carbon (where the current^

so to speak, " rose," or entered) the anode, that of the
platinum (where the current "set," or left) the cathode.

The component parts, no matter how complex, into which
the liquid was decomposed, corresponding to the Ag and
CI of the above, received the name of " ions "—that com-
ponent which went down with the current to the cathode,

and there either was set free or combined with the cathode
or the surrounding liquid, being the cation, and that which
went vp against the current, and appeared or promoted some
chemical action at the anode, the anion. Moreover, the

substance decomposed was called an electrolyte, and the

process itself electrolysis. (Faraday, Exp. lies., 662 sqq.)

The phenomena which occur at the electrodes when the
ions there set free react upon the electrode or the surround-

ing fluid, so that the resulting products of electrolysis are
not the ions themselves, are called secondary actions.

The anion and the cation are frequently called the
negative and positive ion respectively. Similarly the
cathode and anode are termed the negative and positive

electrodes ; Daniell denoted them the platinode and the
zincode, but these terms have fallen into disuse.

Of the bodies which are capable of electrolytic conduc-
tion nearly all, if not all, are liquids. Faraday (£'ay. i?es., 433,
1340) apparently obtained some chemical decomposition
in sulphuret of silver and a few other salts when solid, but
this did not alter his opinion that the mobility secured ii

the fluid state, either by fusion or by solution, was necessary
to the phenomena of electrolysis ; and his view, which he
supported by experiments on ice and other solids that
conduct when fused (Exp. Res., 380-397, 419-428), still

obtains. Electrolytic action doubtless sometimes takes
place in gases, but accurate investigation of the subject is

difficult on account of the extreme mobility of the particles
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and the danger of confusing electrolytic eflFects with effects

due to disruptive discharge by convection. Gases have,

however, been decomposed by the silent discharge, as COj
into CO + O.

From Faraday's time attempts ha.ve continually been
made to classify strictly, according to their chemical com-
jiusition or constitution, the liquids capable of electrolytic

conduction, but hitherto vpithout very much success. It

must be remembered that, as the resistance of a liquiti

increases, the tests of electrolytic conduction become less

and less sensitive. We can consider a body an electrolyte

if we can (1) collect the products of decomposition, or (2)
demonstrate their presence on the electrodes by means of

the return current due to polarization. If the resistance be
very great the former method becomes evidently very

difficult, and in the latter complications are introduced

which cannot here be discussed (see Electricity). On
the other hand, we might easily be misled into consider-

ing a body an electrolyte from the presence of mere
traces of a foreign substance. Thus at one time^ater was
regarded as the only electrolyte, but it is found that the

purer the water is the less does it conduct electricity, and
now Kohlrausch and Nippoldt have shown that the presence

of one lO-miUionth of HjSO^ would be sufficient to a:ccount

for its observed conducting power, so that the weight of

evidence goes to show that water itself is not an electrolyte

at all

It is not, then, surprising that views on the question of

what constitutes an electrolyte have changed considerably.

Davy and the older chemists, as mentioned above, considered

water to be the only electrolyte ; Faraday, by electrolysing

fused chlorides, &c., dissipated, these notions, but still re-

garded water as the electrolyte which was decomposed when
acids were subjected to the electric current, and his general

conclusion was that an electrolyte must be a compound con-

sisting of an equal number of chemical equivalents of its

elements, that is, in modern notation, must be of the type

M'J'R'*' Vvhere x and p are the atomicities or valencies

of the elements whose atomic iveights are represented by
M and R,. and thus that two elements would by uniting

form only one electrolyte [Exp. Res., 679-701, 830). The
oxygen salts for which Faraday assigned no law were in-

cluded by Daniefl in the same formula as binary compounds,
of which the part R acting as anion was no longer an
element but a compound ; thus ZnSO^ was shown to be split

up by electrolysis into Zn and SO4 ; in that case y would
represent the basicity of the acid forming the salt.

This hypothesis lacks definiteness, on account of the varia-

tion of the atomicity of the elements, and falls through
altogether in the case of copper and iron, which form each two
chlorides, (CuClj.CujCl,), (FeCl2,Fe2Cl|;), both electrolytes,

and in consequence Wiedemann (Galv., Bd. i. §§ 295, 346a,
418 (5)) modifies the statement of the hypothesis, and
considers that for a body to be an electrolyte it must be
capable of formation by double decomposition from one of

the simple binary electrolytes, the exchanging atoms or
groups of atoms forming the ions of the new compound.
Thus silver acetate gives, by double decomposition with
sodium chloride, silver chloride and sodium acetate. Sodium
acetate and silver chloride are therefore electrolytes of which
.\g, CI, Na, C2H3O2 aje the respective ions. This hypo-
'.hesis may be illustrated by a great number of instances:

—

the case of the decomposition of uranium compounds,
as UOCl into UO and CI, is a very good example. But
Wiedemann's view would indicate that a body, in order to
be an electrolyte, need but be one of a " series of salts,"

and we then see no reason for excluding the hydrogen salts

from the class ; thus HjO and HCl can be easily formed
by double decomposition, yet the former is, when pure, one
of the worst liquid conductors, while the latter as liquefied

gas is apparently not decomposed even by 5640 cells of De
la Rue's chloride of silver battery, but gives vibrations'

indicating very hi^h resistance.^ Bleekrode has also shown
that, of all the pure liquefied hydrogen acids, only HCN is

an electrolyte. On the other hand, liquefied NH3, which is

not formed, so far as we are aware, by double decomposi-

tion, is electrolysable by only a moAerate battery of Bunsen's
cells, giving a blue liquid at the cathode. Moreover,

Buff {Ann. d. Chem. und Pharm., Bd. ex.) has electro-

lysed molybdic and vanadic anhydrides after the manner
MoOg = M0O2 + O, but these bodies are not obtainable by
double decomposition with a simple electrolyte.

Miller {Elements Cliem., i. § 282 {v) ) considers that an
electrolyte must be a combination of a conductor and a non-

conductor, and so the majority of electrolytes are. But
alloys behave to a certain extent as electrolytes when fused

(see Wied., Galv., Bd. i. § 328), and SnCl4, though consist-

ing of a conductor and a non-conductor, is not an electro-

lyte ; so that this classification is not exclusive.

It would therefore appear that the condition does not lie

in the chemical constitution of the body, but rather in its

molecular state, and to this points the fact that two non-

conductors, as HjO and HCl, on being mixed form a very
good conductor. In addition to this, quantitative measure-

ments of the resistance of electrolytes show that, in the case

of many salt and acid solutions, there is a point of con-

centration below saturation, for which the conductivity is a
maximum. This would scarcely be the case if one alone

of the bodies were the conductor.

The liquids which do not conduct are very variona,

including, besides oils and resins and other organic bodies,

benzine, iodide of sulphur, carbon disulphide, glacial acetic

acid, fused boracic anhydride, antimonie oxide and oxy-

chloride, the higher halogen salts of tin, liquid sulphurous

anhydride, pure water, and pure halogen acids. For others

see article Electricity, p. 51.

In the description of the phenomena, in the typical case Fara-

of electrolysis given above, it was stated that the amount of ^*y'''^«^

chemical decomposition in any time is proportional to the j^.*g

whole quantity of electricity which passes through the electro-

liquid in that time ; this is true in all cases of electrolysis, Ijte

and was established by Faraday {Exp. Res., v. 505, and ser.

vii.). It forms part of the general law to which his name
is attached, but we prefer to consider it separately fon

reasons that will appear when we discuss the statement or

that law. We may put it thus :

—

If W be 'he mass of an
electrolyte,"^ decomposed by the passage ofaqv antity E of elec-

tricity, then, as long as the ions remain of tl i same nature,

W = KE (I),

where K is a constant dependent only on the nature of the

electrolyte, a^id therefore independent of the nature or size of

the electrodes and of any secondary actions which may take

place.

It is evident that if we can prove the truth of this lav.

for one electrolyte, with ions which do not vary with varia-

tions of electromotive force, we shall have a very con-

venient means of measuring the total amount of electricity

which passes through any circuit in a given time by in-

troducing such an electrolyte into the circuit, and measur-

ing the amount of decomposition in the given time. Fara-

' Bleekrode and De la Kue, Proc. Roy. Soc, xxv. p. 323. In fact, dis*

ruptive discharge occurs by convection currents, or, if the electrodes bo

sufficiently near, by spark. Similar phenomena may be observed by
immersing the poles of a Hollz machine in parafiin oil.

" In what follows, the term electrol3fte is used in its most general

sense, to signify any liquid or mixture of liquids through which the

current passes, and not necessarily on© definite chemical compound.
Hence the necessity for the condition that the ions shall not vary, as

in mixed electrolytes ions for high electromotive forces are different

from those for low (yid-. inf.).
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6ay demonstrated the truth of the law in the case of dilute

sulphuric acid by experiments with vessels in 'which the

products of decomposition of the dilute acid between

platinum electrodes could be conveniently collected, either

separately or together, and measured {Exp. Res., 714-

728.) Such an instrument he called a volta-electromcter,

and subsequently a voltameter. After demonstrating that

the amount of de- .

composition was /^TS'^

independent of the ^
size of the elec-

trodes, he con-

nected up two
voltameters A and
B, in multiple arc,

as in the accom-

panying diagram,

and then passed

the whole current '°'^S'=-^ ^^'"'"g connection of voltameters.

through a third C, and found that the amount of decom-

position in C was equal to the sum of the amounts in A
and B. He therefore applied the voltameter^ to measure
Quantities of electricity in other cases.

Various forms of voltameter have been employed (see

Wiedemann, Galvanismus, Bd. i. § 317-319). The most
accurate is the silver voltameter of Poggendorff, which con-

sists of a vertical rod of silver with the lower end immersed
in a solution of sUver nitrate contained in a platinum

vessel; the silver is connected with the positive, the

platinum vessel with the negative pole of the battery,

and the amount of decomposition is ascertained by weighing

the platinum vessel with the attached sUver before and after

the experiment. Buff directly proved the truth of equation

(I) for such an instrument by electrolysing silver nitrate

solutions of different strengths between silver electrodes.

The currents employed were varied for different experiments,

and were measured by a tangent galvanometer, and the

quantity E of electricity was deduced by observing the time

of passage of the current. {Ann. d. Chem. u. Pkarm.,
xciv. 15.)

We have, then, in order to demonstrate generally the law
expressed in equation (1), to measure the amount of the

ions set free in any case of electrolysis, while the amount of

electricity is measured at the same time by rne&ns qf a
voltameter included in the circuit. But the measurement
of the amount of ions liberated is not always an easy task;

in the great majority of cases secondary pxtions (see above,

p. 106) occur, the primary results of electrolysis are

obscured, and in order to determine the nature and amount
of the ions special apparatus and further investigation are

necessary.

Since the ions are liberated at the electrodes the products
of secondary action will remain in the immediate neighbour-
hood if the action be not too long continued. We may
therefore determine the ions by collecting any gaseous pro-

ducts, ascertaining the loss or gain in weight of the
electrodes,-and analysing the electrolyte in the immediate
neighbourhood of the electrodes, taking care that the pro-

ducts at the two do not mix by gravitation, by diffusion,

or otherwise.

For instance, if a fused chloride {e.(}., PbCl.,) be
electrolysed with platinum electrodes, no chlorine will be

' Many corrections have to be applied to the observations witb a
water voltameter in consequence of— (1) the formation of ozone in the
collected oxygen; (2) the formation of H^O. ; (31 the solution of the
evolved gases in the water, varying with diflerent strengths of acid,
and greater fov oxygen than hydrogen

; (4) tlie re-combination of tlie

Oitygen and hydrogen ifiu contact with platinum (see Wied. Galv., I.e.).

A. diagram and description of the water voltameter will be found in
any of the uumeruui works on the subject.

evolved at the anode, although Pb will be deposited ac ttO
cathode ; but if the liquid round the anode be analysed, for

every 414 grammes of lead at the cathode will be found 339
grammes of PtCl4 round the anode. Now the platinum
must have been derived from the anode, which will be found
to have lost 197 grammes in weight, consequently the 142
grammes of CI were derived by the electrolysis from the
PbClo, and hence PbClj is electrolysed as Pb + Clj.

In order to separate the iluids at the two electrodes,

various forms of apparatus have been employed. For fused
electrolytes a W-shaped tube, which can be divided after

the fluid has solidified, is sufficient; with solutions, how-
ever, where the solvent introduces new complications the
separation is more difficult, owing to the " migration of the
ions" and other causes which will be considered below.

DanieU and MUler {Phil. Trans., 1844) used a cylindrical

glass vessel separated into three compartments by porou?
clay diaphragms, the two end compartments containing the

electrodes, and having tubes for conducting away gaseous

products } while Hittorf, in a classical series of experiments
{Pogg. Avm., Ixxxix. xcviii. ciii. cvi.), used a number of

beU-shaped glass vessels fitted to each other with india-

rubber washers, the electrodes being inserted in the bottom
and top vessels respectively. The lower end of each bell

was covered with membrane to prevent mixing of the pro-

ducts; the whole apparatus was filled with the electrolyte

to be decomposed; and the products at the two electrodes

were known. to be separated if the composition of the fluid

in one of the intermediate bells remained the same through-

out the experiment.

Great numbers of experiments have been made by differ-

ent experimenters in one or other of the ways mentioned,

and they have thus proved that, whatever the electrodes,

and whatever the electromotive force, the secondary action

at the electrodes has no effect upon the amount of chemical

decomposition,'^ and therefore the law of equation (1) always

holds.

We can give here but a few examples of secondary

action. A very good account will be found in Wiedemann,
Bd. i. § 326-385, with, however, the drawback of the use

of an obsolete chemical notation.

(1.) The ions themselves are set free, but separate into comporunl
parts. That this is the case with oxygen salts, which are separated
into the metal and a complex anion which is resolved into oxygen
and an anhydride, was pointed out by Danicll {Phil. Trans., 1839),
who gave to the SO,, derived as electro-negative ion from sulphates,
the name of oxysulphion, and so on. Many simQar cases occiu' ia
electrolyses of organic compounds. Thus potassium acetate is elec-

trolysed originally as KCjHjOj=K + CjHjOj ; but the anion splits

up (partly at least) thus : 2C;H30„ = C„H5-h2C02. All the potassium
salts of the fatty acids behave similarly, so that this becomes a gene-

ral method of preparing the normal paraffins.

(2.) The ions appear in an abnormal molecular state. The deposit

of copper in Gladstone and Tribe's ZnCu couple is a black crystalline

powder (see p. 114). The most important instance, however, is the

formation of ozone in the oxygen liberated at the anode by the
electrolysis of acid solutions, which was recognized by Schijnbein in

1840, although the smell and powerful oxi'llzing properties of the
gas evolved had previously been noticed by Franklin and Van Marum.
The amount of ozone, though very small, may be recognized by all

the ordinary tests (KI, indigo, &c.) ; it diminishes with rise of the
temperature at which the electrolysis takes place, and is above 2 per

cent, when the electrolyte dilute HjSOj is cooled by ice and salt,

and the electrodes are platinum-iridium wires (Soret). With dilute

TInSOj at 6° C, 100 c.c. of oxygen contained '00009 gramme ozone,

and '00027 gramme at a mean temperature of - 9" C. ; dilute HjCrO^
gave at 0° C. '00052 gramme per 100 c.c. of oxygen (Soret). The
amount varies with the different acids, solutions of chromic and
permanganic acids giving the iargest percentage.

These points are of importance in correcting observations by the
water voltameter.

* Of course, if the products of decomposition be allowed to accuma-
late tmtil the electrode is surrounded with an envelope of liquid differ-

ing from the original electrolyte, the whole character of the decomposi-
tion changes.
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The molecular stiPte of the deposit varies very mucli witli the

density of tlie current, i.e., the current strength per unit area of elec-

trode (Bunsen, Pojj. Ami., xci. 619). With small current density

the metals are deposited as well-shaped crystals ; on increasing the

density, reguline metal (similar to the metal when smelted) is

obtained, but with great density the deposit is amorphous, botry-

oidal, nr pulverulent. With some metals, the molecular state diifers

with the solutions from which they are deposited. Thus silver from
dilute solution of the nitrate, with gi-eat current density, appears as

a black powder, becoming grey-white and crystalline when tlie cur-

rent ceases (Wied., Qalv., Bd. 1. § 336a) but from solution of potas-

sium silver cyanide it is electrolysed as reguline metal. Gold and
platinum exhibit a similar behaviour. For a good instance of

amorphous deposit, see the account of Gore's exolosive antimonv
in his Electrometallurgy, p. 103.

(3. ) The ions veryfrequently read upon (he electrodes and produce

in some cases very interesting chemical actions. If iho cation and
cathode are both metals, an alloy of the two is the usual if not

universal result. This is well known In the case of the electrolysis

of many metals and salts with mercury electrodes, and thecombina-
tion of the hydrogen set free by elcrtrolysis with electrodes of pal-

ladium, nickel, and iron may be similarly regarded ; and perhaps the

compounds derived when ammonium salts are decomposed with a

mercury cathode. Copper, when deposited on platinum, alloys

with it to a certain e.ttent, the alloy penetrating to a considerable

depth (Gore, Electro-metallurgy, p. 47). Faraday noticed the com-
bination of tin and lead with platinum electrodes in the electrolysis

of the fused salts of those metals.

The action of the anion upon the anode furnished Faraday with
an accurate and convenient means of estimating the amount of

chemical decomposition produced by a definite quantity of elec-

tricity, and thereby of confirming the law given by equation (1)

(Exp. lies., 807-822). Thus by varying the anodes, while the cathode

remained the same, in the decomposition of acidulated water he
found the amount of hydrogen liberated at the cathode, and there-

fore the chemical decomposition, independent of the nature of the

electrodes; and by electrolysing various chlorides, as of silver, tin,

lead, with an anode of the same metals respectively, he was enabled

to determine very accurately the amount of chlorine separated. We
shall have more to say on the bearing of this hereafter. The
oxygen liberated by the electrolysis of acidulated water frequently

unites with the anode ; even if this is of carbon it becomes
oxidized to CO and COj,; this was noticed by Faraday {Exp. Hcs.,

744), and is interesting as showing the active state of the oxygen
when separated,

aetro- But perhaps the most interesting examples of the action of the

ipillary ions on the electrodes are furnished by the capillary phenomena
leno- exhibited by mercury in contact with dilute acid, on the passage

tna, of the curreut. If we have a drop of water upon a surface of Hg,
and the water be connected with the positive, while the He is con-

nected with the negative pole of a battery, the water will gather

itself up Into a spherical drop, and on reversing the current will

spread itself overthe metal. This phenomenon is supposed by Wiede-

mann to be due, in the former case, to the reduction of a film of

oxide on the surface of the Hg by the liberated H, thereby giving a

cleaner surface with a higher capillary constant, and, in the latter,

to the oxidation of the surface by the liberated oxygen, and this

view is borne out by numerous experiments. Thus a reducing

agent, such as crystal of sodium thio-sulphate (Na^SgOg), intro-

duced into the drop of water produces similar contraction of the

drop, while an oxidizing agent, as KjCrjO^, produces on the con-

trary a similar dispersion. A drop of Hg in dilute sulphuric acid,

connected with the positive pole of a battery, while the negative

electrode is near it, extends toward that electrode on the passage of

the current, becoming covered with a film of suboxide, which then
dissolves in the H3SO4, and leaves again a bright surface, when the

drop returns to its original position, and a, senes of oscillations are

thus set up (see Wied. Qalv., i. 368 iqq.). With solutions of alka-

line cyanides containing mercury Gore obtained oscillations pro-

ducing sounds (Elcc-Metall., p. 197 ; Proc. Roy. Soc, 1862). It

was observed by Erman that a drop of mercury in a horizontal

tube, with dilute acid on both sides, moved at the passage of the

electric current through the tube towards the negative electrodt.

These phenomena have been investigated further by Lippmann
(Pogg. Ann., cxlix. 547, trans, in Phil. Mag. [4] xlvii. 281).

One of the forms of his apparatus is as follows. A glass tube A,

drawn out to a short capillary point of about ^\^ mm. radius, con-

tains mercury which penetrates into the fine point and partly fills

it, the remainder being filled with dilute HjSO^, into which the
capillary opening dips; below the electrolyte is a surface of mercury,
serving as the positive electrode, sufficiently broad for the capillary

effects there to be neglecced. The negative electrode is the mercury
in the tube A. Lippmann showed by this apparatus that, in order

to compensate the change in the capillary constant of the mercury
produced by a definite electromotive force of polarization, a definite

in«rease of pressure on the mercury in A is required. As for an
6lectrou:oiive force of polarization equivalent to a Daniell cell the

compensating pressuro was 260 mm., and as the quantity of elec-

tricity required to polarize the electrodes is very small, this apparatus,

when once it has been graduated by observing the compensating

pressure for known electromotive forces, may evidently be employed
as a sensitive and convenient electrometer for electromotive forces

less than the maximum of polarization of the electrodes.

We may mention one other example of the action of the ions

upon the electrodes. An iron wire is usually attacked by dilute

HNO3 (sp. gr. 1'3) ; but if previously to its being immersed in that

liquid it is employed as the anode in the electrolysis of diluted

oxygen acids, the nitric acid has no longer any effect upon it, not

even tarnishing the surface, and the wire diffeis from ordinary iron

in .being strongly electro-negative to it, and indeed to copper, in

dilute acids (Martens, Pogg. Ann., Ixi. 121). It is then said to be

in ihs passive state, and is considered to be covered with a film of

oxide which is strongly electro-negative, and insoluble in dilute

nitric acid (Faraday, Phil. Mag., ix. p. 00, 1836, x. p. 175, 1837;
Beetz, Pogg. Ann., Ixii. 234, Ixiii. 415). De Keguon, however
{Comptes Rendus, Ixxix. 299), attributes the phenomena to polariza-

tion. This peculiar state may be induced by various processes;

Keir {Phil. Trans., 1790) observed it when an iron wire was dipped

into strong nitric acid (sp. gr. 15), by which its surface is not

attacked. A more dilute solution has the same effect (Schonbein,

Pogg. Ann., xxxviii. 444), if the wire be immersed several times, or

if the solution contain chromic or sulphuric and permanganic acids

(Boutmy and Chateau, Cosmos, xix. 117). Iron when dipped in,

very strong solution of AgNOj does not precipitate the silver, and
is electro-negative even to that metal. Another method of render-

ing iron passive, evidently the same in principle as the one first

mentioned, is to touch the iron wire immersed in dilute nitric

acid, by carbon, platinum, or other electro-negative element itself

in contact with the liquid; and on the contrary, passive iron

becomes active if it be touched by a body electro-positive to it, as

copper or zinc. If a passive wire be partly immersed in the dilute

acid, and an active wire in contact with it be slowly introduced

into the liquid, the latter becomes passive too ; but if they touch

under the surface, both are rendered active. Iron is rendered

passive also by heating in a current of oxygen or an oxidizing

flame until it is tarnished On the other hand, the passive metal

becomes active under the influence of any reducing action upon its

surface, whether by deposition of H upon it by electrolysis, by heat-

ing the metal in a reducing flame, or by abrading the surface. One
modification of the electrolytic method is to touch the metal in dilute

nitric acid, for a moment, with a copper wire The point touched

becomes immediately active, and therefore electro-positive to the

rest, and so currents are set up from active to passive metal through

the acid, which accordingly reverse the state of both parts, and t

curious series of oscillations result, ending in the whole becoming

active. (Schonbein, I.e. Compare these with the phenomena of

alternation of passive and active states of iron, and of the oxidized

and bright surfaces of amalgamated zinc described by Joule, Phil.

Mag., 1844, i. 106).

Iron is not the only metal which behaves thus. Nickel, cobalt,

tin, bismuth, and even copper, all exhibit similar phenomena in

strongHNOg .and as positive electrodes ; and aluminium thus treated

is electro-negative even to passive iron (see Wiedemann, Galv., Bd.

i. § 539-542).

(4.) The ions act upon the fluid surrounding the electrodes. Second-

Actions of this kind in both fused and dissolved electrolytes neariy ary ac

alw.iys occur unless the ions combine with the electrodes ;
thus per- tioas

chlorides, if such exist, are formed from the chlorides, and per-

chlorates from chlorates at the anode (Kolbe). At the cathode the

secondary actions are cases of reduction ; thus if solution of potassio

iodide be electrolysed, corresponding to 1 equivalent of iodine at

the anode, there will appear not only 1 equivalent of H, at the

cathode, but nn equivalent of KHO as well, so that the potassium

liberated from the iodine must have acted upon the water and

formed KHO. If ammonium chloride be electrolysed, the chlorine

at the anode rea-ts upon the NH4CI, giving free nitrogen and

nitrogen-chloride. The electrolysis of -ammonium nitrate is still

more interesting, as NH3 and H are separated at tho cathode, where

the hydrogen reduces the nitric acid of the nitrate, end nitrogen

is evolved, while at the anode NO3 is deposited, which forms with

the water nitric acid and oxygen, the latter reacting upon the

ammonia of the nitrate, again evolving nitrogen, ao that that

element appears at both poles,—at one mixed with ammonia, at

the other with oxygen (Miller). Some of the reactions investigated

by Kolbe and Burgoin with organic salts are very interesting, but

more exclusively to the chemist. The oxidizing and reducing actions

are very powerful, as the bodies probably act in the " nascent state."

Solutions of acetate and nitrate of lead, when electrolysed by

currents of small density, deposit at the positive electrode hy-

drated peroxide of lead as a black powder If a polished iron

plate be used as the anode, the deposit shows prismatic colours

depending on the thickness, and the process has been applied in

the arts to colour metallic toys, under the name of metallochromy.

If a fine, wire as cathode be placed vertically above the anode plate,
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tiie colours aro arranged in circles long known as Nobili's rings.

Similar pheiiomena ara exliibited by salts of bismuth, nickel,

cobalt, anti manganeBC, all of wliich are precipitated as peroxides,

usually liydrated (Wernicke, Pogg. Ann., cxli. 109), upon the anode

by the action of the oxygen liberated by the passage of electricity.

Silver is also thrown down as a black peroxide, together with some
oxygen from a solution of sulphate and nitrate, and iron behaves

somewhat similarly in an ammoniacal solation of the protoxide in

vacuo.

Such seconaary actions vary very conspicuously with the density

of the current and the temperature. Bunsen {Pogg. Ann., xci.)

electrolysed solution of chromic chloride, and by increasing the

current density obtained in succession H, CrjOs, CrOj, and metallic

Cr at the cathode ; the reason for this is evidently that with high

current densities the supply of ions in any time is greater than

can take part in secondary action, and hence some of the original

ion is deposited. A rise of temperature favours chemical action,

and promotes rapid mixture of the ions with the solution at

the same time ; so the higlier the temperature the greater is the

cun-ent density required to isolate the ions. From concentrated

sulphuric acid, for instance, below 80° only H and are obtained ;

between 80° and 90° oxygen is given off at the anode, while at

the cathode H and S, due to reduction of HjS04 by hydrogen,

appear ; above 90° sulphur alone is depositee! at the cathode

(Warburg, Pogg. Ann., cxxxv. 114).

Mixed Instructive and important cases of secondary action occur when
electro- the electric current is made to traverse a mixture of several solu-

iytes. tions. Magnus {Pogg. Ann., cii. 23) determined by experiments

on dilute CuSO, solution, in an apparatus with a porous diaphragm

of clay, colloid jiaper, or animal membrane, specially arranged that

the lines of flow should be parallel, and the current density therefore

uniform, that there was a limiting value of the density above

which both copper and hydrogen appeared at the cathode, but

below only copper. His results show that this density is inde-

pendent of length of the electrolyte and material of the electrodes,

but varies directly as the size of the electrodes. The specific

resistance of the constituents, as well as the relative position of the

two ions in the " slectro-chemical series" (vid. inf.), are of great

importance, the electro-negative metal always appearing first.

In order to determine whether the current traversed both elec-

trolytes or only one, Hittorf (Pogg. Ann., ciii. 48), with the

apparatus above described (p. 108), electrolysed mixed solutions of

potassium chloride and iodide in difl'erent proportions, and arrived

at the important conclusion that for all densities the current

traversed both electrolytes, as it were in multiple arc (though the

resistance of the mixture apparently bears no definite relation to

the resistances of its constituents except for some of the haloid

salts); but the products liberated depend on the secondary action

at the electrode, and hence on the current density. The formation

of an envelope of liquid of altered composition would also intro-

duce complications (Smee, Phil. Mag., xxv. 437). Buff, by experi-

menting on solution of HCl, wjth a small amount of Hj SO^, sub-

stantially confirms Hittorf's results {Ann. d. Chem. u, Pharm., cv.

156).

These considerations are, of course, especially useful in effecting

the deposition of alloys by electrolysis. The possibility of so doing
appears to depend upon the composition of the solution employed.
An acid solution of Cu and Zn deposits only copper, but the

addition of potassium cyanide determines the deposition of brass.

Gore {Electro-mctatlurgij, p. 51) points out that, in order to deposit

an alloy of two metals, there must be no electric separation when the

two metals are in contact with the liquid ; if indeed such were the

case, a deposit of the two metals, say of Cu and Zn, would im-
mediately act as a CuZu couple (see p. 114), and the electro-nega-

tive metal alone would be deposited at the ezpense of the electro-

positive.

Although the amount of a salt decomposed by the passage of a

given quantity of electricity is the same whether the salt be fused

or dissolved in alcohol, water; or other solvent, yet the presence of

the solvent produces an important efTect upon the electrolyte, which
should not be lost sight of in quantitative experiments. The phe-

nomenon is known as the "migration of the ions" (Hittorf), or the

"unequal ti-ansfer of the ions" (Miller). Suppose, for example,

we electrolyse a solution of CuSOj containing '16 gramme of salt

per cubic centimetre, in a vessel separated by a porous diaphragm
mto two portions A and B. Let electricity be passed through the

solution between platinum electrodes from B to A, until 1'59

grammes of CUSO4 have been decomposed. Then

—

(1.) 1 '59 g. of CUSO4 has been removed from the solution

;

(2.) -63 g. of Cu has been deposited on the platinum cathode

;

(3.) '16 g. of O has been evolved at the anode, and
80 g. of SO3 absorbed there by the water of the solution.

Now, had the electrolyte been a single fused compound, no com-
plication could have arisen; the liquid remaining must still have

been homogeneous (except for the presence of the ions near one or

otker electrode). But when the salt is dissolved, it is important to

eomiieifrom wliMtiiarl of the solution the tail has hem removed.

Suppose that of the CuSO^ decomposed -—th was taken from the

vessel B, and therefore ^!^^— ths from A. The result of electrolysLi
n I

may then be exhibited thus (assuming that no diffusion takes place

through the diaphragm) :

—
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•wards; it has been investigated by 'Wiedemann {Pong. Ann.,

Ixxxvii. 321), and Quincke (Pogg. Ann., cxiii. 513). The former

worked wit)i a porous cell, and estimated the eflcct eitlier by the

quantity of tno electrolyte which passed through the wall of the

cell, tlie pressure rcmainin" constant, or by the rise of pressure in

the porous cell measured by a mercury manometer. A current of

moderate intensity through distilled water caused 17'77 g. of the

electrolyte to pass through the diaphragm towards the cathode in

a quarter of an hour, and with a 19 per cent, solution of CuSOj, a

pressure of 176 '5 mm. was observed in the cell containing the

cathode, due to the current of a battery of Danell's cells. Quincke,

however, employed, instead of a porous cell, a capillan/' tube without

diaphragm, open at one end, and connected with a reservoir at the

other coutaining one electrode, wliile the other electrode consisted

of one of several pieces of platinum wire, sealed into the tube in

various positions. His cun-ent was obtained from either a Leyden
battery or 40 to 80 Grove's cells. The two ways of experimenting

gave concordant results, and showed that the pressure on the

cathode vessel varies as the electromotive force between the elec-

trodes, and so diminishes with the resistance if the current be kept

constant. It is also, in Quincke's apparatus, inversely proportional

to the square of the diameter of the tube, and, for tubes of the same
sectional area, is greatly increased by increasing the perimeter. Tlie

direction of motion is, as stated above, usually towards the cathode,

and is immediateiy reversed on a reversal of the current, and stops

when- the circuit is broken. The rate of transfer is increased by coat-

ing the tube with shellac ; it is diff'erent for different fluids, and
with certain specimens of absolute alcohol, and with turpentine oil,

the direction is reversed, unless in the latter case the tube is coated

with sulphur, when the direction is as before.

btionof Intimately connected with these phenomena is the motion of

•eign solid particles contained in fluids of high resistance. Faraday

rttislea. observed the motion of silk threads in water, and Jiirgensen

made many experiments on the subject with a capillary tube

in the form of three sides of a rectangle with bulbs at the two
corners which contained the electrodes; in one was a porous

diaphragm as well. Quincke {I.e.) used a similar apparatus to this,

as well as the one described above, and observed by means of a

microscope a double motion of particles of starch contained in water
subject to the 'action of an electric machine. Near the sides of the

tube the particles moved towards the negative electrode, but in the

middle in the opposite direction ; on turning the machine more
quickly the particles near the sides gradually lost their velocity, and
then began to move towards the positive electrode in common with
those in the middle. So that it is highly probable that near the

sides the particles are in the first instance carried along by the

motion of the fluid there, but on increasing the current the friction

of the liquid in contact with the tube prevents its velocity increas-

ing so fast as that of the particles in the opposite direction, and
ultimately the motion of the particles in that direction becomes
apparent. Similar phenomena are observed with many finely

divided bodies suspended in water, as gold, copper, graphite, siUca,

felspar, sulphur, lycopodium, &c., as well .as minute drops of liquid,

as CS„ and oil of turpentine, and bubbles of oxygen, marsh gas, kc.

All these are urged in water towards the positive electrode, but in

oil of turpentine the direction is reversed except in the case of par-

ticles of sulphur ; the direction is also reversed for silica in carbon
disulphide.

naday's Considering now our first equation W = KE established,

' for K being, as stated, dependent only on the nature of the

electrolyte, we proceed to examine the constant K and its

value for difTerent electrolytes. The primary investigation

is due to Faraday, who found that if A and B be two
electrolytes, and if a quantity E of electricity decomposes
a mass X of A and Y of B, then X and Y are chemically

equivalent, that is, are the amounts of A and B which
Would take part in a double decomposition between them.

According to this view we have for any electrolyte W = /icE,

where n is the amount of the electrolyte chemically equi-

valent to 1 gramme of water, and « is the number of

grammes of water decomposed by a unit of electricity, and
is called the electrochemical equivalent of water. This
appears to be always true, but the law as usually stated

refers to the amounts of the ions separated. The most
general statement which the facts allow is the following,

known as Faraday's law :

—

In any electrolytic decomposition
whatever, the mass w of one at least (usually of each) of the

ions, simple or complex, separated by the passar/e of a quan-
tity of electricity E, is chemically equivalent to the amount of
hydrogen separated by the same quantity of electricity in a
toaier voltameter, and henca w = mhE, where m is ilie chemi-

erent

itro*

cal equivalent of the ion, andh the electrochemical equivcdent

of hydror/eii.

Since water contains 1th its 'weight of hydrogen h — \e.

Faraday admitted as electrolytes only bodies containing

an equal number of equivalents of their components, and
accordingly found that the amount of either ion was equi-

valent to the hydrogen evolved in a voltameter included la

the circuit. The seventh scries of Experimeyital Researcltes

was devoted to proving this most important law. Two
methods were adopted—(1) by collecting and measuring

the products of decomposition, a voltameter being included

in the circuit, and (2) by introducing an anode with which
the anion could combine (as for instance a Pb anode in

fused PbCL, a silver one in fused AgCl), and determining

the loss in weight of the anode. By these means the law

was proved for simple fused electrolytes, such as the

chlorides, &c. Daniell extended it to oxygen salt solu-

tions, and showed that they were decomposed into a metal

and a complex ion, this last splitting up into oxygen and

an anhydride which united with water to form 'the corre-

sponding acid, e.g.,

ZnS04=Zn-^(S03-^0).

Jfatteucci and E. Becquerel added a large amount of evi-

dence in defence of the law, which was demonstrated with

great accuracy (to \ per cent.) by Soret {Ann. de Chim. et

de Phys., [3] xlii. '257) for a series of copper salts; and
by Buff for great variations of current strength with silver

compounds.

'So long as we confine ourselves to normal salts there is

little difficulty about the statement of the relation ; even

with such compounds as the series of phosphates, the double

cyanides, &c., which are decomposed as in the following

table, the amount of either ion may be considered equi

valent to the H of the voltameter.

Electrolyte.
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Eloctro- Faraday's law receives striking confirmation from the electro-

lysis of lysis of several solutions arranged in series in contact with each

eoUitions other by means either of porous septa, asbestos wicks, or siphon

in con- tubes. Each liquid then acts as an electrode to the adjacent ones,

tact. a"d so at the junction we have separated the anion'of one electro-

lyte and the cation of the next. These in general unite, and if the

resulting compound be insoluble, a precipitate is tlirowu down.

Faraday thus precipitated magnesia from its sulphate by electrolys-

ing a solution of that salt in contact with water, the current passing

from the salt solution to the water. Now, in all cases in which the

ions unite at the junction, and do not appear free at all, the amount

of the cation of one liquid must be chemically equivalent to that of

the anion of the succeeding one, and hence obey Faraday's law.

Many of the decompositions and combinations thus effected are

very interesting, a list showing in a tabolated form the results of

expsriments by Hisinger and Berzeliils, Davy, Daniell, Miller, and

others wiU be found in Wiedemann {Galv., Bd. i. § 368). We can

only mention one example which is of theoretical importance. If

the positive electrode be in solution of iodic acid which, is in contact

with dilute sulphuiic acid containing the cathode, th«n at the sur-

face of separation there will be formed I and SO4, or H and SOj,

according iis the I observed at the negative electrode in the elec-

trolysis of HIO3 solution is an ion or due to secondary action. By
the union of the two ioas at the junction the latter is shown to be

the case; therefore iodic acid is electrolysed as H, + (Ij05 + 0).

Electro- We gather at once from the truth of Faraday's law that we can

chemical assign to each ion an electrochemical equivalent (which may be

referred to as F..C.E. ), which will enable us to determine at once

the amount of the ion which will be separated by a given quantity

of electricity. With the notation already used the E.C.E. of an
ion =J me. The value of t—the amount of water decomposed

by one C.G.S. electromagnetic unit of electricity—from experi-

ments of Weber, Joule, Bunsen, Casselmann, and Kohlrausch is

00093 gramme (Wied. Galv., Bd. iii. § 1077-1079). The quantity

m is one of the chemical equivalents of the ion, usually that de-

duced from its most stable salts ; some metals, indeed, with two
series of salts have two E.C.E. s. The following table of the elements

gives the values of m and the E.C.E.s in absolute units, as far as

they have been experimentally determined. Since m bears a simple

ratio to the atomic weight, its value can be corrected by the results

of chemical analysis.

Table of Electrochemical Equivalents.

aquiva-

tents.
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pedicles as NH^ and SO^ behava as elements, and have each a

definite position in the series.

Theory of Electrolysis.

Any hypothesis which seeks to account for the phenomena of

electrolysis has mainly to deal with the two points—(1) that the

ions appear only at the electrodes, and <2) that the electricity at the

same time is conducted between the electrodes. From the behaviour

of electrolytes in contact on the passage of the current we conclude

that if we had a series of cells consisting alternately of KCI and
NaCl, the result of electrolysis might be represented thus :

—

Before electrolysis,

KCI,NaCl,KCl,NaCl,
after it.

-K.NaCI,KCI,NaCl,Cl-t-.

Now, we may suppose similar effects to occur if the cells were

all identical, and farther we may consider the collection of molecules

in any electrolyte as such a series of cells in contact, and argue the

electrolytic process to be a series of decompositions and recombina-

tions along a line of molecules resulting finally in the decomposition

of molecules at the electrodes alone. The decomposition of any
oxygen salt would be similar with the exception that the one ion

is complex. Thus

-ZnSOj, ZnSO^, ZuSO^H-

might represent the decomposition of zinc sulphate. This idea of

alternate decompositions and recombinations was originally sug-

gested by Grottlmss in 1805, who, however, attributed the separation

to attractions, due to the electrodes, varying inversely as the square

of the distance. Faraday {Exp. Res., 481-563, series iv.) discusses the

theory, and, while denying the attractions of the electrodes defends

the idea of decomposition and reformation, chiefly against De la Rive

and Riffault and Chom pr6, and considers thatthe effect of the passage

of the current is due to a change of the chemical affinities of the

components of the electrolyte, and he points out (1343 sqq., ser.

viii.) that the decomposition is probably preceded by a polarized

state of the particles, as explainetl by him in his theory of electro-

static induction. This is confirmed by experiments of Tribe {Proc.

Roy. Sac., 1876-6), who inserted 198 small strips of silver in rows,

parallel to the line joining the electrodes in dilute CuSO^, and
observed that copper was deposited on the ends facing the anode,

while gas was given off from the other ends; by comparing the

amounts of the deposit he explored the electric field, showing that

it was roughly similar to the magnetic field due to a north and a

south pole.

ittorf's Many investigators have suggested additions to Grotthuss's

^oory. hypothesis (see Wiedemann, i. 421, a.), and in particular Hittorf

(Fogg. Ann., Ixxxix.) has expanded it to explain the migration

of the ions in salt solutions investigated by him. He supposes
that the molecules are equal distances apart, and that the ions

when separated travel with different velocities to the points of

recombination, and consequently those points are not the middle
points between pairs cf adjacent molecules. He thus considers that

the cation travels —th of the distance between molecules while the

anion travels (>4) th of the distance.

If then we suppose the ions separated at the electrodes to be
removed, we may imagine the positions of the particles in the

medium of solution before and after electrolysis to be represented by
a a' respectively, thus (where n = 4) :

—

the effect will be the same as if (1) the particle nearest the negative
electrode were removed, and all the other particles in the line moved

towards that electrode r-thof the distance between the particles, or

as if (2) the particle at the positive electrode were removed, and all

the rest shifted ( 1 - — jth part of the distance between the particles

towards it. If we suppose the solvent separated by a porous wall
into two portions, we shall have after electrolysis in. the portion
containing the cathode (on the first supposition) corresponding to
deposition of one equivalent of hydrogen in the voltameter

—

(1) a gain of one equivalent of cation deposited

;

(2) a loss of one equivalent of salt since the decomposed mole-
cules are supposed taken from there

;

S) • gain of — equivalent of suit due to translation.

Hence the whole increase in the amount of tho cation, free and

combined, due to electrolysis is — equivalent.

In the portion containing the anode we shall have—(1) a gain of ono

equivalent of anion set free, and (2) a loss of— equivalent of electro-

lyte due to the ti'anslation ; and hence the whole increase in the

amount of anion free and combined round the anode is I 1
J

equivalent. The same results are obtained if the second supposition
be made. Hence tho a here used is identical with the n used above in
the account of the phenomena of migration of the ions. D'Almeida
considered that the phenomena were due to the fact that round the
positive electrode an envelope of free acid was formed by electrolysis,

and that this became a second electrolyte in contact with the salt

solution. It is also evident that by supposing the salt to be electro-

lysed in a hydrated state, i.e. combined with a number of molecules
of water which may travel with either the anion or cation, an ex-
planation of the phenomena may be arrived at (Burgoin, Bull. Soc.

Chim. [2] xvii. 244). Hittoif explained the remarkable cases of

tho iodides of zinc and cadmium by a somewhat similar assump-
tion (v. supra, p. 110).

F. Kohlrausch (Nacht. v. d. K. Ges. d. Wiss., Gbttingen, 17 Mai
1876, 4 April 1877) has recently pointed out a most remarkable
relation between the migration constants and the conductivities of
extremely dilute solutions containing clectrochemically equivalent
amounts of haloid or oxygen salts. Thus if ?,, l^ be the conduc-
tivities of such solutions ot two salts MK, MR' containing one
component M the same in both, and if m,, », be the corresponding
migration constants of the ion M, then Kohlrausch shows that the

7

equation
i

- .r holds with remarkable accuracy for many salts.

The quantities ^, Z, are called the "specific molecular conductivi-
k

ties" of the solutions, and are defined by the equation I—-, where
k ^
jTj is the specific conductivity of a very dilute solution at 18° C.

referred to mercury, and n is the ratio of the number of grammes
of salt per unit of volume of solution to its electrochemical equiva-
lent in hydrogen units. The results are in accordance with the
hypothesis that the conductivity of an electrolyte is proportional to
the sum of the oppositely directed velocities of the anion and
cation; the velocity of any ion is supposed to depend on the
friction of the surrounding fluid, and is accordingly constant for
the same ion in different solutions if these are extremely dilute.

A table of relative velocities can be formed from the migration
constants of Hittorf, Wiedemann, and Weiske; a multiple of
these velocities gives numbers such that tho sura of those corres-

pondmg to two ions gives a value for the molecular conductivity
of a solution of the compound of the two ions agreeing very
closely with the experimental determinations of Kohlrausch and
Grotrian.

In order to explain the conduction of electricity during electrolysis Hypo
several hypotheses have been suggested, which involve tho idea thesit •?

of continuity of electricity, even in the molecules. On this view condu...

the elementary atoms when tecombining carry with them a certain tion-

quantity of electricity, which, indeed, by Faraday's law, must be
the same for every group of atoms constituting a chemical equiva-
lent. Berzelius, for example, considers that when two atoms, e g.,

H and 01, unite to form HCl, electric distribution takes place

similar to that of magnetism in a bar magnet, H being the posi-

tive pole, CI the negative. The hypothetical positive ]iole is then
attracted by the negative electrode, and the attraction is so great at

the electrode itself as to overcome the chemical affinity of the H
for 01, and separation is the result, while the electricity of the

electrode and of the H combine and are neutralized. The liberated

chlorine atom then behaves in the same way towaiJs its next
neighbour, and so the current of electricity is set up.

For an account of the allied theories see Wiedemann, I.e., and see

also Clerk Ma.xwell s remarks upon the subject (Eke. Mag., voL i.

§ 259 sqq.). These hypotheses nearly all involve the idea, more
or less defined, ofa statical molecule, i.e., a molecule at rest relatively

to other molecules, and consisting of relatively fixed atoms; but
while we regard heat as the energy of moleculir motion, this notioil

of a molecule caimot be sustained, and accordingly the above hypo-
thesis can serve, as Maxwell suggests, merely to give precision to our
ideas. Clausius {Pogg. Ann.,c\. 338), however, has applied the kinetfo

hjT)othesis of the constitution of bodies to electrolysis, and from hii

suggestions we can form some conception of the method of proceed-

ing in electrolytic action. He supposes the molecules in t!:e ordi-"

nary state to be in a state of agitation, and the atoms composing

the molecules to be also in motion, sometimes separating, Eome^

times recombining with other separated atoms, so that decouposi^

Hon and recombinations are continually going on, but in uode::nit«

direction. The mean result is an apparent state of equilibriun.

When, however, an electromotive force acts upon the electrolyte.

Yin. — 15
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no matter how small it is, it causes the atoms, when liberated as

usual, to tend in onedirection, viz., along the lines offeree. Hence
the collectioQ of the ions at the electrodes, where they will separate

if the electromotive force be sufficient to prevent them reactin" and
again recombining,— in other words, sufficient to bear the polariz.

ation. This, though by no means a complete theory, is indeed
applicable to ultinuite atoms, and is the only one which admits
decomposition for all electromotive forces. Clausius shows that the

finite electromotive force is necessary to mcAnlain the imis in the

ircc state ut the electrodes.

One theory, which we must mention because it accounts at once for

conduction, the migration of the ions, and "electric endosmose," is

tbatduetoQuinclce (Po^j. ^»«., cxiii. extended in cxliv ), who con-

siders the ions of each molecule charged with quantities of electri-

city e and t'; then the force K. tending to separate the ions from each

other = -jt.(I5«- BV), where B and B are constants, and -r

13 the electromotive force pet unit of length ot the electrolyte, and is

consequently = - ^, where i is the current intensity, q the

sectional area of the electrolyte, aud k its specific conductivity; so

that K " x^ (Be - B'«'), and electrolysis takes place when this

is greater than the force of chemical affinity. This is a weak pomt
of the theory, as a finite electromotive force would be required to

produce any decomposition or polarization.

The forces on the ions when separated, and hence their respective

velocities, will;be proportional to e and i. This will account for the

migratioa of the ions, for which e and t' are supposed unequal and
ot different signs in all cases except Znl and Cdl, iic, loi; which

I 1 - •—
j is greater than unity ; for these t aud « may be ot the same

sign, if, on the other hand, e be the amount of free electricity ou
a molecule of the electrolyte (supposed of high resistance) mcontact

1 dv
with the glass, then- B^€ will represent the force urging the fluid

in the positive direction of the current, and perhaps producing
endosmose, since c will be positive except for turpentine oil. So
the motion of particles may be similarly explained by supposing »

to be the charge on them due to contact with the fluid; this is

negative with particles in water, and positive for all particles except
sulphur in turpentine oil. The results thus obtained mil be found
to agree closely with the experiments mentioned above (p. Ill)

;

and the quantitative results also agree, since the foice on a particle

i
equals B-^t, and therefore varies as the current density i, and

inversely as the conductivity k.

Zinc An application of electrolysis, which has already proved to be of
copper great value in chemistry, has been introduced of late years by
couple. Gladstone andTnbe. J u a paper read before the Britisn Association

in 1872 (Trans, of Sections, p. 75, see Proc, Jioij. Soc., vol. xr. p.

218) they showed that although zinc alone does not decompose
distilled water, yet if zinc fod be imniei-sed in dilute solution of
cupric sulphate, and be thereby coated with metallic copper, which
is thrown down as a black crystalliue powder, containing traces of
zinc only if, the time of immersion be very long (Journal Chem. Soc,
1873, p. 452), and if the zuic copper couple thus produced be
immersed in distilled water at ordinary temperature, about 4 cc,

of H can be collected per houi'. The hydiogeu is seen by the
microscope to collect upon the copper crj'stals, while the zinc is

oxidized, and forms a hydrate. The late of evolution of hydrogen
varies with the temperature ; the relation may be exhibited by a
curve very similar to the curve of tension of water vapour.
Gladstone and Tribe have fovmd this a powerful method of acting
upon many organic bodies, particiUaily the halogen compounds
of the alcohol radicles. In all cases either new reactions were set
up, or the temperature at which reaction takes place was very much
lower than with ordinary zinc (see the series of papers by Glad.stone
aud Tribe in the Jour. Chem. Soc., 1873-6). To the chemist the
ZnCu couple affords an exceedingly convenient way of arranging
electrolysis, since the whole may be contained in one vessel. For
the ooppcr in the arrangement, gold or plattuum may with great
advantage be substituted by immersing zinc foil in solutions of the
chlorides.

This easily explains the well-known custom of generating hydro-
gen from zinc and sul[ihuric acid, to which a little CuSO, is added

;

and the "local aotiou" in batteries, when currents pass from one part
to the other of the same mass of metal and consequently energy is

expended for which no external efjuivalent is obtained, 'may be
similarly referred to the difference of composition of the metals in
the two places. It should be remembered that Davy suggested
the preservation of the copper sheathing of ships by attaching plates
of Zn; the same object is now achieved by using an alloy of the
two metals.

The application of tlie principle of the conservation of energy to
electrolysis has alrcndy produced valuable results; rcseuirh, how-

ever, in this direction is rendered difficult on account of iht great
number of circumstances which have to be taken into account in
computing the balance of energy expended and work done • the
chemical compositiou and physical state of the electrolyte,' the
molecular condition of the ions, and the secondary actions at the
electrodes have all to be taken into account. For a notice of the
present state of this branch ot the subject the leader is referred to
the article Ki.rcfEiCiTr. (W. S. S.)

ELECTRO-METALLDEGY, a term introduced by the
late Mr Alfred Smee to include all processes in whicli dec-
tricity is applied to the working of metals. It is far more
appropriate than the French equivalent galvanoplastie, or
the German Galvanoplastik, since the metals are certainly

not rendered plastic under galvanic action, though it is true

that in electrotypy, which forms one branch of electro-

metallurgy, the metal is deposited in moulds, and can thus
be used to reproduce works of plastic art.

It was observed as far back as the beginning of the
present century that certain metals could be " revived

''

from solutions of their salts on the passage of a current of
electricity. The germ of the art of electro-metallurgy may
undoubtedly be traced to the early experiments of

Wollastou, Cruickshank, Brugnatelli, and Davy ; but it re-

mained undeveloped until the late Professor Daniell devised

that particular form of battery which bears his name, and
which he described m the Philosophical Tramadiqns for

1836. A Daniell's cell consists, in its usual form, of a
copper vessel containing a saturated solution of blue vitriol

or sulphate of copper, in which is placed a porous cylinder

containing dilute sulphuric acid ; a rod of amalgamated
zinc is immersed in the acid, and on the two metals being

connected by means of a conductor, electrical action is im-

mediately set up. The zinc, which forms the positive or

generating element, is dissolved, with formation of sulphate

of zinc ; whilst the blue vitriol is reduced, and its copper

deposited, in metallic form, upon the surface of the copper

containing vessel, which forms the negative or conducting

element of the combination. Any one using this form of

battery can hardly fail to observe that the copper which is

tljjis deposited takes the exact shape of the surface on which

it is thrown down, and indeed presents a faithful counter-

p^vrt of even the slightest scratch or indentation. Mr De la

Eue incidentally called attention to this fact in a paper

published in the Philosophical Magazine in 1836, but it

does not appear that any practical application was at the

time suggested by this observation. Indeed, the earliest

notice of electro-metallurgy as an art came from abroad

two or three years later.

^targeoa's Annahof Ekctricily for March 1839 contained

a letter from Mr Guggsworth, announcing that Professor

Jacobi, of St Petersburg, had recently discovered a means

of producing copies of engraved copper-plates by the agency

of electricity. This was the first news of the new art which

appeared in England, and it evidently referred to th&

paper which Jacobi communicated to the St Petersburg

Academy of Sciences on October 5, 1838, aud in which h&

explained his process. In the Athencenm of May 4, 1839,

there was a short paragraph relating to Jacobi's discovery,

and public attention in this country was thus drawn to th»

subject. Ouly four days after the appearance of this

paragraph, Mr Thomas Spencer, of Liverpool, gave notice

to tho local Polytechnic Society that he would read a paper

on a similar discovery of his own. This paper was not read,

however, until September 13 ; and although the author

wished to describe his process before the British Asso-

ciation at Birmingham in August, it appears that his

communication was never brought before the meeting.

In Mr Spencer's paper, which was eventually published by

the Liverpool Polytechnic, he states that his attention was

first directed to the subject by mere accident : he had used

a copper coin, instead of a plain piece of copper, in a
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modification of Daniell's cell, and on removing the aeposited

Dietal he was struck with the faithful copy of the coin

which it presented, though of course the copy was in

intaglio instead of relief. Yet even this observation was
allowed to remaia unproductive until another accident

called his attention to it afresh. Soma varnish having

been spilt upon the copper element of a Daniell's cell, it

was found that no copper was thrown down upon the sur-

face thus protected by a non-conducting medium ; hence it

was obvious that the experimentalist had it in his power
to direct the deposition of the metal as he pleased; and this

led Mr Spencer to prosecute a series of experiments by
which he was at length able to obtain exact copies of

medals, engraved copper plates, and similar objects. It

should be mentioned that between the date on" which he
announced his paper and the date on which it was actually

read, Mr C. J. Jordan, a printer, described experiments
which he had made in the preceding year very similar to

those of Spencer. This announcement was made in a letter

published in the London Mechanics' Magazine for June 8,

1S39. It thus appears that three experimentalists were
close upon the same track about the same time, but it is

generally admitted that among these competitors Mr Spencer
has the merit of having been the earliest to bring his

process to perfection, and to demonstrate its practical

value.

Soon after the appearance of Mr Spencer's paper, it

became a fashionable amusement to copy coins, seals, and
medals by the new process. These copies in metal are

termed electrotypes. The apparatus employed in the early

days of the art, and which may still be conveniently used

for small electrotypes, is similar in principle to a single

Daniell's cell. It usually consists of a glazed earthenware
jar containing a solution of sulphate of copper, which is

kept saturated by having crystals of the salt lodged on a
perforated shelf, so that they dip just below the surface of

the solution. A smaller porous cylinder, containing very
dilute sulphuric acid, in which a rod of amalgamated zinc

is placed, stands in the jar, and is therefore surrounded by
the solution of sulphate of copper. The object to be copied

is attached by a copper wire to the zinc, and is immersed
in the cupric solution. It thus forms the negative element
of a galvanic couple, and a current of electricity passes

from the zinc through the two liquids and the intervening

porous partition to the object, and thence back to the zinc

through the wire, thus completing the circuit. During this

action, the zinc dissolves, and sulphate of zinc is formed;
at the same time the copper solution is decomposed, and
its copper deposited upon the metallic surface of the

object to be coated,—the solution thus becoming weaker as

it loses its copper, but having its strength renewed by con-

sumption of fresh crystals of blue vitriol. To avoid the

complete incrustation of the metal or other object, one
bide of it is coated with varnish or some other protective

medium, so that the deposition of copper takes place only
on such parts as are exposed. The deposit may be easily

removed when sufficiently thick, and will be found to.

present an exact counterpart of the original, every raised

line being represented by a corresponding depression. To
Obtain a facsimile of the original it is therefore necessajy

to treat this matrix in the same way that the original waa
treated, and this second deposit will of course present the

natural relief. Another method consists in taking a mould
of the original coin in fusible metal, and then depositing

copper upon this die, so as to obtain at once a direct copy
of the original.

Considerable extension was given to the process by a
discovery, apparently trivial, which was first announced by
Mr Murray at a meeting of the Royal Institution in

January 1840 He found that an electro-deposit of metal

could be formea upon almost any material it its' surface

was rendered a conductor of electricity by a thin coat-ng oJ

graphite or " black-lead." Instead, therefore, of copying a

coin in fusible metal, or indeed in any metallic medium, it

is simply necessary to take a cast in plaster-of-Paris, wax,

gutta-percha, or other convenient material, and then to coat

the surface with finely-powdered bbck-lead, applietl_with a

camel-hair pencil. Medals in high relief, with much

undercutting, or busts and statuettes, may be copied in

electrotype by first taking moulds in a mixture of glue and

treacle, which forms an elastic composition capable .of

stretching sufficiently to permit of removal from the object-

but afterwards regaining its original shape.

About the same time that Murray suggested the use" ol

black-lead, Mr Mason made a great step in tho art by

introducing the use of a separate battery. Daniell's cell, in

consequence of its regular and con.stant action, is the

favourite form of electric generator. The copper cylinder

of this arrangement is connected with a plate of copper

placed in a trough containing a solution of sulphate of

copper, to which a small quantity of free sulphuric acid is

commonly added ; whilst the zinc rod of the cell is con^

nected with the objects on which the copper is to be

deposited, and which are also suspended in the bath of

cupric solution. The current enters the bath at the surface

of the copper plate, which is the aiiode or positive pole of

the combination, and passes through the solution to the

suspended medals which constitute the cathode or negative'

pole. As fast as the copper is thrown down upon these

objects, and the solution is therefore impoverished, a fresh

supply is obtained by solution of the copper plate ; this

copper is consequently dissolved just as quickly as the

electrotypes are produced, and no supply of crystals is

needed, as in the case of the Daniell cell. The great

advantage of using a separate battery is that several objects

may be coated at the same time, since it is only necessary

to attach them to a metal rod in connection with the

battery. Almost any form of galvanic arrangement may,

be employed by the metallurgist as a generator 'of

electricity. But as the exciting liquid in a battery need*

to be replenished from time to time, and as the zinc plates

also wear out, its use is attended with more or less incon-'

venience in the workshop, and the electro-metaUurgist has

therefore turned his attention to other sources of electricity.'

Indeed, as far back as 1842, when the art was but in its

infancy, a patent was taken out by Mr J. S. Woolwich for

the use of a magneto-electrical apparatus ; and of late years

powerful machines in which electricity is excited by means
of magnetism have been introduced into electro-metallurgical

establishments. When a bar of soft iron, surrounded by a

coil of insulated copper wire, is rotated between the poles

of a magnet, a current of elefctrioity is induced in the coil

at every magnetisation and demagnetization of the core.'

By means of a commutator, these alternating currents in

opposite directions may be converted into a constant stream

of electricity, available for the deposition of metals by
electrolysis. The armatures are rotated by mechanical

means, such as the use of a steam-engine, and hence the

electricity is ultimately produced by conversion of

mechanical work.

In the machine constructed by Mr Wilde, which has

been largely employed by electro-metallurgists, a small

magneto-electric apparatus, with permanent magnet, is

employed to excite the electromagnet of a much larger

machine. The induced current of the second machine is

stronger than that of the first in proportion as the electro-

magnet is more powerful than the permanent magnet ; this

second current may then be used to excite another electro-

magnet, and hence by means of this principle of accumula-

tion, currents of great energy m!>j be obtained. The
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irmaturea m these macLines are contructed on Siomcns's

principle, and consist o£ long bars of iron magnetized

transversely, and having the wire wound longitudinally.

During the rotation of the armature, so much heat i«

developed that special means are taken to prevent its

accumulation. la another form of Wilde's machine, a

Vertical disk carrying a number of coils, each with its own
core, is caused to rotate between two rings of magnets. A
powerful machine, with multiple. armatures of this kind, is

used by Messrs Elkington at Birmingham, and is capable

of depositing 4| cwt. of copper every 24 hours.

Another recent . modification of the magneto-electric

toachine used by electro-metallurgists is that invented by

M. Gramme. A ring of soft iron carrying a large number
of coils of insulated copper.wire is caused to rotate between

the poles of a fixed horse-shoe magnet, and the currents

induced in the coils are collected by two metallic disks.

Whence they may be drawn off for use in electro-deposition.

As the core is circular, the magnetization proceeds con-

tinuously, and hence the curront is uniform ; but as both

poles of the magnet are used, two opposite continuous

currents are simultaneously produced.

Thermoelectricity is another source of electromotive

bower of which the practical worker has availed himself.

In 1843 a patent was taken out by Moses Poole for the

tise of a thermo-electric pile in place of a voltaic battery,

but it is only within the last few years that such a source

|bf electricity has been introduced into the workshop. The
best-known form of thermopile is tuat devised by M.
Clamond of Paris. One element is formed of tinned

Sheet-iron, and the other of an alloy composed of two parts

bi zinc to one of antimony. A large number of these pairs,

insulated from each other, are arranged in circular piles

around a central cavity, in which their junctions are heated

by means of a Bunsen burner. The ease with which such

nn apparatus can be manipulated recommends this source

of electricity to the electro-metallurgist.

Having procured a supply of electricity from one or

other of these sources, the electro-metallurgist applies it

either to the deposition of a metal upon a matrix or to the

coating of one metal by another. Hence the art of electro-

metallurgy divides itself into two branches, one being called

eleclrolypy, and the other being generally known as electro-

plating, lu an electrotype the reduced metal is separated

from thff mould on which it is deposited, and forms a dis-

tinct work of art ; whilst in electroplating the deposited

metal forms an inseparable part of the plated object.

It has already been explained how electrotypes are

generally taken. One of the most important branches of

this art is that of producing copper duplicates of engravings
on wood. A cast of the block is first taken in wax or in

guttapercha, and when cold the surface of this mould is

brushed over with black-lead ; by means of a wire, the
black-leaded mould is suspended in a bath of .sulphate of

copper connected with a battery, and in the course of a
few hours a sufficiently thick plate of copper is deposited.

The copy, on removal from the mould, is strengthened by
being backed with type-metal ; it is then planed smooth
at the back, and mounted for use on a wooden block. This
process is now carried out on a large scale, since it is found
that a greater number of sharp impressions can be obtained
from the electro than from the wood. For rotary printing
machines the electrotypes are curved. Set-up type is also

sometimes copied thus instead of being stereotyped, the
electro-deposited copper being harder than the stereo metal.

Copper is sometimes thrown down as a thin coating upon
plaster busts and statuettes, thus giving them the appearance
of solid metal. In Paris, too, it is now common to give a
thin coat of electro-deposited copper to exposed ironwork,
luch as gas-lamp*, railiuga., aad ioiintains. The iron is

lirst painted, then black-leaded, afterwards electro-copperej

and finally bronzed. Cast-iron cylinders used in calieu

printing are also coated with copper by a single-eel

arrangement ; and it has been suggested to coat iron shipt

in a similar manner. Usually, however, the electro-platfli

has to cover the baser metals with either silver or gold.

Electro-plating was introduced very soon after the di>

covery of the art of electrometallurgy, the earliest ia'

vestigators being Messrs G. R. and H. Elkington, Mi
Alexander Parkes, and Mr John Wright in this country;

and M. de Ruolz in France. It was Mr Wright who &t4
employed a solution of cyanide of silver in cyanide, o
potassium, and this is the solution still in common usft

It should be borne in mind that the cyanide of potassium

is a very dangerous poison. The objects to be silver-plate^

are usually made of German silver, which is an alloy o|

copper, zinc, and nickel. Before being placed in tha

depositing vat, the articles must be thoroughly cleansed.

Grease is removed by a hot solution of caustic potash, and
mechanical cleaning is commonly effected by meh-ns of ^

bundle of fine brass wires, known as a "scratch-brush ^
the brush is mounted on a lathe, so as to revolve rapidly,

and is kept moist with stale beer. Articles of copper,

brass, and German silver are usually prepared by being

dipped in different kinds of " pickle," or baths of nitric and
other acids. To insure perfect adhesion of the coating of

silver, it is usual to deposit a thin film of quicksilver on the

surface, an operation which is called " quicking." Ths
quicking liquid may be a solution of either nitrate or

cyanide of merciu-y. After being quicked, the articles are

rinsed with water, and then transferred to the silver-bath,

where they remain until the deposit is sufficiently thick.

The quantity of silver must depend upon the quality of the

article : one ounce of silver per square foot forms an
excellent coating, but some electro-plated household goods
are turned out so cheap that they must carry but the

merest film of silver. The vats in which the electro-plating

goes on were formerly made of wood, but are now jsually

of wrought iron. Plates of silver are suspended from a

rectangular frame connected with the positive pole, whilst

the articles to be plated are suspended by wires from a

siiiilar smaller frame communicating with the negative

pole. Large articles are suspended from wires, looped at

the end, and protected in tubes of glass or india-rubber,

whilst small articles may be placed in wire cages oj

in perforated stoneware bowls. On removal from the

depositing vat, the plated objects are usually dipped ia hot

water, then scratch-brushed with beer, again washed "with

hot water, and finally dried in hot sawdust A bright

silver surface, requiring no further treatment when removed,

may be obtained by adding to the silver bath a very amalj

proportion of bisulphide of carbon.

Electro-gilding is effected in much the same way as

electro-silvering. It is found, however, that magneto-
electricity cannot be employed with advantage. "Various

gilding solutions are in use, but preference is usually given

to the double cyanide of gold and potassium, originally

introduced by Messrs Elkington. The solution is generally

used hot, its temperature ranging from 130° Fahr. to the

boiling-point. If the object to be gilt is not of copper, it

is usual to coat it with an electro-deposit of copper before

submitting it to the gUding solution. The coating of gold

is generally very thin, and only a few minutes' exposure to

the hot solution is necessary to effect its deposition. When
the solution is fresh, a copper anode may be employed,

its place being taken by a small gold electrode after tha

solution has been in work for some time. The presence o^

copper in the solution imparts a full reddish colour to the

electro-deposit- of gold ; and the tone of the metal may also

be modified by the presence oi salts of 'various_othe{
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metals, such as those of silver. Sometimes only -part

of an object is to be gilt, such as the inside of a silver-

plated cream-jug ; in this case the vessel would be filled

with the gilding solution, in which the anode of the battery

is immersed. Gold is sometimes deposited not as a coating

upon other metals, but as an electrotype in guttapercha or

in plaster moulds ; small objects of elaborate workmanship

being thus produced in solid gold, without the workman-
ship of the chaser and engraver

Although copper, silver, and gold are the metals to which

the attention of the electro-mt, Ihi'-gist is usually restricted,

it should be remembered that he is also able to obtain

electro-deposits of a very large number of othier metals.

Many of these ate not practically used, but one of them
has of late years become of considerable importance. This

is the metal nickel In 1869 Dr Isaac Adams of Bostot),

United States, patented a process for depositing nickel from

solutions of various double salts ; but Dr Gore had many
years previously employed similar salts in England, and
had published the results of his experiments. The deposi-

tion of nickel, especially from the sulphate of nickel and
ammonium, is now carried out on a large scale both in

England and in the United States. The metal is deposited

as a very thin but excessively hard coating, and has the

advantage of not readily tarnishing or corroding even in a
moist atmosphere. Hence it has become common to electro-

nickel iron aad steel objects for use on board ship, as well

as gun-barrels, sword-scabbards, harness furniture, gas-

burners, and various articles for household use.

Iron, like nickel, may be deposited from its double
salts, and excellent results have been obtained by Klein,

of St Petersburg, with the double sulphate of iron and
ammonium. Engraved copper-plates are much harder when
faced with electro-deposited iron than when unprotected,

and they consequently yield a much larger number of im-

pressions before losing their sharpness. Plates for printing

bank-notes have been treated in this way.

Not only can the electro-metallurgist deposit simple

metals, such as those noticed above, but he is able likewise

to deposit certain alloys, such as brass, bronze, and German
silver. The processes by which this can be effected are

not, however, very generally used.

Among the minor applications of electro-metallurgy we
may mention the process of electrotyping flowers, insects,

and other delicate natural objects. These are first dipped
for a moment in a warm solution of nitrate of silver in

alcohol, and then exposed to a reducing liquid, such as a

solution of phosphorus in bisulphide of carbon ; an electro-

depos>* may then be thrown down upon this metallized

surface. Daguerreotypes are sometimes improved by coat-

ing them with a very delicate film of electro-deposited gold.

Again, in some of the modern photographic processes for

printing, copper electrotypes are taken directly or indirectly

from the bichromatized gelatine. Of late years, too, a
method of refining crude copper by means of electro-

metallurgy has been introduced, and is now successfully

carried out on a large scale. Slabs of blister-copper are

plunged into a solution of sulphate of copper, and form the

anodes of a battery ; the copper then dissolves, and is de-

posited in a condition of great purity at the opposite pole,

most of the impurities sinking to the bottom of the

depositing vat. The process should be restricted to copper
which is free from any metals likely to be deposited along

with the metal under purification.

It has been considered desirable not to include within the limits
'of tliis article any of the numerous formulae for preparing the solu-

tions 'ased by electro-metaliurgists. For these, and for other details,

see 'the treatises of G. Gore (1877), J. Napier (5th ed., 1876), A.
"Witt (5th ed., 1874), A. Smee (3rd ed., 1851), and G. Shaw (1844);
C. V. Walker's Ekclrotype Manipulation (1860) ; and H. Dirck's
HUtory of Electro- metallurgy (1868). (F. W. E. *)

ELECTROMETER. An electrometer, according to Sir

Wm. Thomson, who is the greatest living authority on this

subject, and has done more than any one else to perfect

this kind of physical apparatus, is "an instrument for

measuring differences of electric potential between two con-

ductors through the effects of electrostatic force." A gal-

vanometer, on the other hand, which might also be defined

as an instrument for measuring differences of electric poten-

tial, utilizes the electromagnetic forces due to the currents

produced by differences of electric potential. An instru-

ment designed merely to indicate, without measuring, differ-

ences of electric potential is called an electroscope. It is

obvious that every electrometer may be used as an electro-

scope, and it is also true that all electroscopes are electro-

meters more or less ; but the name electrometer is reserved

for such instruments as have a scale enabling us, either

directly or by appropriate reduction, to refer differences of

potential to some unit.

The modern electrician is far more concerned with

measurements of electric potential than with measurements

of electric quantity ; and consequently all modern

electrometric instruments are suited for direct measure-

ments of the former kind. It is only indirectly that such

instruments measure electric quantity. With the older

electricians it was otherwise ; and some of the earliest

electrometers were designed for the direct measurement of

quantity.

Such was the measuring jar of Lane,^ represeiited in 6g. 1 (after

Riess). D is a Leyden jar, fastened to a stand in such a way that

its outer armature can be

insulated or connected to _ CSjJiC
earth at will. The inner

armature is m good metallic

connection with the knob C.

A horizontal metal piece A
is mounted on a glass pillar,

and carries another knob,

which can be Bet at any
requued distance from C by
means of a screw and gra-

duation. The pieoe A is

connected with the outer

armature of the jar by a

thin wire B contained in a

glass tube. This last piece

was added by Riess, = whose
arrangement of the apparatus

we have been describing.

One way of using the in-

strument is as follows. The
balls are set at a convenient

distance apart, the stand is

carefully insulated, and the

outer armature of the 'T
connected with the battery

of jars or other system to be

charged, and the inner armature with the source of electricity, say

the prime conductor of an electric machine. The electricity accu-

mulates on the inner armature till a certain difference of potential

between C and A is reached, and then a certain quantity } of elec-

tricity passes from C to A in the form of a spark, after which &

quantity q remains distributed between the outer armature and the

accumulator which is being charged. This process is continued,

and as each spark jiasses, a quantity q is added to the charge on the

outer armature and accumulator. Hence if the capacity of the

outer armature be negligible compared with that of the accumu-

lator, the charge of the latter will be proportional to the number

of sparks between the balls. The measuring jar may also be used

to measure the overflow of electricity from one armature of an

accumulator when the other is connected with an electric machine.

In this case the outer coating of the jar is cbnnected with the earth,

and C is connected with the armatiu-e of the accumulator. There is

no occasion to discuss minutely here the corrections necessarj' in the

latter method of using the apparatus ; on these and kindred points

» Phil. Trans., 1769.
' The object of the fine wire is to absorb the energy of the discharges,

ond prevent the disintegration of the metal of the balls which render*

the action of the apparatus irregular (see Riess, ReibungteUctriciM,

§ 386).

Fia. 1.—Lane s Jar.
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consult the account given by Mascarl, Traili d'ElecCriciU Slatique,

torn. i. §§ 313-316, and Riess, I.e.

Tho torsion balance of Coulomb is another instrument suited for

the direct measurement of electrical quantity, for its construction

and use sec tho article Electkicity, p. 18.

The discharging electroscope ot Gaugain belongs to the present

class of instruments. It consists (fig. 2) of an ordinary (old-

f.ashioned) gold-leaf electroscope, with the addi-

tion of a small knob B, connected with the metal

solo of the instrument, and standing a little

to one side of one of the leaves. The charge on

any conductor is measured by connecting it with

the knob A through a sufficieut length of wet

cotton to retard the discharge properly. Wheu
a certain amount of electricity has reached the

gold leaf, it fs attracted to the knob B and is

discharged; it then falls back, is recharged, then

discharged by contact with B a second time, and
so on. It is found that the same quantity of

electricity is discharged at each contact if the

process be properly regulated; so that the whole Fta. 2. — Dischatg-
charge on the conductor is measured by the j^g Electroscope,
number of oscillations of the gold leaf lequired

to discharge it completely.'

The rest of the instrumetits (save one) to be described

may be classified under the three beads given by Sir VVm.

Thomson in his valuable report on electrometers,^ viz., (1)

repulsion electrometers, (2) attracted disc electrometers,

and (3) symmetrical' electrometers.

I. Repulsion Electrometers. —The electroscopic needle of Gilbert is

the oldest specimen of a repulsion electroscope. The linen

threads of Franklin, and the double pendulum used by Canton,

Da Fay, and others, which was an improvement thereon, are

typical of another species of electroscope coming under the same
genus.

Csvallo's Cavallo's electroscope' (fig. 3) embodies the double pendulum
electro- principle. It consists of

icope. two fine silver wires loaded

with small pieces of cork

or pith, and suspended
inside a small glass cylin-

der. Through the cap
which closes the cylinder

passes the stout wire fron>

which the pendulums are

suspended. This wire ends

in a thimble-shaped dome
A, which comes down very

nearly to the cap ; the out-

side of the cap and part of

the wire are covered with
sealing wax, and the obj«ct

of the dome is to keep
moisture fi'om the stem,

so that the electroscope

could be used in the open
air even in rainy weather. ^ o ^ n > r-i .

To add to the sensitive-
Fio. _3.-Caval!os Electroscope.

ness of th.6 instrument two strips of tinfoil are pasted on the glass

at B and C opposite the pith balls. An electroscope similar to this

was used by Saussure.* Volta used a pair of straws instead of the

pith ball pendulums.
By far the most ' perfect form of electroscope on the double

pendulum principle is the gold-leaf electroscope of Bennet.' Fig.

4 represents a modern form of this instrument. The gold leaves

are gummed on the two sides of a flat piece of metal carried by a
stout stem, which passes through the top of a glass shade and ends
in a flat disc. By means of this disc we may convert the instru-

ment into Volta'a condensing electroscope (already described, see

Electricity, p. Si).' Inside the glass shade, and rising well over

the leaves, stands a cylinder of wire gauze, which ought to be in

metallic connection with the earth, or with some conductor whose
potential is taken as the standard of reference. The introduction

of the wire cylinder is due to Faraday, and is an essential improve-
ment ; it is absolutely necessary, in fact, to'convert the instrument
into a trustworthy indicator of differences of potential. It serves the
double purpose of protecting the leaves from external disturbing
influences, and of ensuring that the instrument always indicates the
diflerence between the potential of the body cpimected with the

' There is a correction for residue, see Mascart, t. i. § 317, &c.
' Brit. Assoc. Rep. 1?67, or Reprint of Papers on Electrostatics and

Maanetism, § 343. » 1777 !

' Kieas, §§ 49 and 60. » Phil. Trans., 1787.

leaves and another definite potential. Thus, if we insnlate (he sol*

of the electroscope, and connect A with the leaves, and B with the

gauze, the divergence of the leaves corresponds to the difference

between the potentials of A and B, and will always be same for

the same potential difference.' Hence, if the divergence ot the

leaves were read off by means of a. properly constructed scale, the

vnstrnment might be used as a lough electrometer. The value of

Fia. 4. — Bennet's Electroscope. Fio. 5.—Henley's

Electrometer.

the graduation would of course have to be determined by experi-

ment. Peclet did, as a matter of fact, use the gold-leaf electroscope

'n this way.
The electrometer of Henley,' sometimes called Henley's quadrant

electrometer (fig. 5), may be taken as the type of single pendulum
electroscopes. It consists essentially of a pendulum A hinged to

a vertical support C, which carries a vertical graduated semicircle

B, by means of which the deviation of A from the vertical can be
read off. This form ot electroscope is, or was, much used foi

indicating the state of electrification of the prime conductors of

electric machines. The stem is screwed into the conductor, and
the divergence of the pendulum indicates roughly the charge.

The sine electrometer of August, represented in fig. 6, is a modi-
fication of the single pendulum electroscope, analogous in pnnciole
to Pouillefs sine tompass.- A is a
pendulum suspended by two threads to

secure motion in one plane; B is a ball

fixed to the case, and connected with

a suitable electrode. Any charge is

given to A ; B is charged with g units

ot electricity ; the case is turned

through an angle (6 in a vertical plane

until the distance between A and B is

the same as it was when both were
neutral; then, if the charge on A be

always the same,

q oc' sin ip ,

This instrument is interesting on ac-

count of the principle employed in its

construction ; but we are not aware

that it has ever been used in practice. _ - „. •in„„i„„.i.-
, *-,, 1 c • *._ „ t., ;« Fia, 6.—Sme Electrometer,
Another class of instruments, m

which the movable part is a horizontal arm turning abont a vertical

axis, may be looked upon as the descendants of Gilbert's electro-

scopic needle. The electrometer of Peltier and its modification

into a sine electrometer (by Riess) are instruments of this class.

Descriptions of both will be found in Mascart, §§ 291 and 292.
_

Dellmann's electrometer -(fig. 7) is constructed on a principle

similar to that applied in the two instruments last named. D is a

needle, formed of Ught silver wire, suspended by a fine glass fibre

from a torsion head A. Below the needle is a piece of sheet metal

NE, divided half through by a notch in the middle, and then bent

in opposite directions on both sides of the notch, so that, when
looked at end on, it appears like a Y. Underneath NE is a

* It was by no means safe to take this for certain in the old instru-

ments, owing to the electrification of the glass.

' Phil. TraTU., 1772.

Heole-

electn

meter.'

Fendi
lumi
ele
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jradoatcd disc PL, through the centre of which passes a glass

lube F supporting NE, so that it can be raised or depressed by a
l«Ter G Inside F is a spring by means of which the lever H,
which serves as electrode, can bo connected or disconnected at will

iirith the raetal piece NE. The Avbole contained in a metal case B,

the lid of which is of glass, so that the position of the needle D on
Uie graduation PL oan be read off by means of the lens M. To
ase the instrument, the case is connected with the earth, the needle

is brought nearly at nght angles to ^£, and HE is raised by

Fia. 7.—Dellman's Electrometei,

taeans of G till the needle is in contact with it ; then the electrode

K is brought into communication with NE, and the body whose
chargj or potential is to be measured ia connected with K. The
connection with K is then suppressed, and NE lowered; and the

needle, now free, is repelled by NE. If, by means of the torsion

head, we bring the needle along to a fixed position relative to NE,
the electrical couple will be proportional to the square of the charge
communicated to NE and D, i.e., to~the square of the potential of

the body connected with K, provided the capacity of the electro-

kneter be negligible compared with that of the body. Hence the

t)otential is measured by the square root of the torsion on the 6bre'

!when the needle is in a given position.

The form of Dellmann's electrometer we Have just described was
ll.at used by Kohlrausch.' It has been simplified by its inventor,

and applied in his important investigations on atmospheric elec-

tricity.

'Coulomb's balance might be used as an electrometer on the repul-

6ton principle. Special care would, however, be necessary to avoid
tir to allowfor disturbances arising from the case of the instrument,
fchich ought under any circumstances to be coated wholly or par-

tially with tinfoil on the inside, according to Faraday's plan. Sir
Wm. Thomson did, iij fact, design an electrometer of this descrip-

uon, and has given tables [Reprint of Papers, § 142) for reducing its

indications. Tliis type of electrometer has not come into general use.

iL-AUracUd Diso Electrometers.—TYie first idea of this kind of

^IG. ®.—Snow Harii-s's Disc Electrometer

Ins'niment is due to Sir Wm. Snow Harris. One of the instru-
ments in which he carried out the principle and the mode of using

« ^^^. Ann., 1842 and 185^

it will be understood from fig. 8. C is an insulated disc, acrti

which is suspended another disc, hung from tho arm of a balance,
and connected with the earth. A weight w is put in a scale

attached to the other arm of tho balance. The insulated diec ia

connected \vith the internal annaturo B of a Leyden jar, whost
outer armature is in connection with the suspended disc. -Elee-

tiicity is conveyed to B, and the quantity q measured by a small
Lane's jar A, until tho electric attraction at C is just sufficient to
turn the balance. Snow Harris found that wk q^. This and olhei
laws established by him agree with the mathematical tbeorv 01
developed in the *.ticle Electricity.'

Great impro . ineuts have been effected hi this lind of electro^
meter by Sii \\'m. Thomson— (1) by his invention of the "guard
ring" or "guard plate;" (2) by using tho torsion of a platinum
wire for the standard force

; (3) by devising proper means foi
ntl.iiniug a definite standard potential, and by protecting the vital
parts of the electrometer from extraneous disturbance ; and (4) by
intioducing sound" kinematical principles into the construction ol
the movable parts.

In order to TiHustrato these points it will be well to describe the
portable electrometer (fig. 9), one of his simpler instruments, in
detail.

The principal electrical parts of this electrometer are slcetched i^
fig 10. HH is a plane disc of metal (called the "guard plate^
kept at a constant po-

tential by being fixed

to the' inner coating of
a small Lcydju jar M M
(fig. 9), which forms
the case of the instru-
ment. At F a square
bole is cut out of HH,
and into this fits, as

nearly as it can without
danger of touching, a
square piece of alumi.
nium foil as light as is

consistent with proper
stiffness. One side of

this disc is bent down,
and then runs out hori-

zontally into a narrow
stem ending in a stirrup

L—the whole being not
unlike a spade. The
sole of the stirrup con-

fists of a fiiiehair, which
moves up and down be-

fore a vertical enamelled
piece bestridden by the
folk of the stirrup. Ou
the enamel are two small dots very near each other. When Iha
hair seen through a small convex lens appears straight, and bi-

sects the distance between the dots, the stirrup is said to ba ia
the sighted position. The alumi-
nium spade is suspended on a hori^
zontal platinum wire stretched by
platinum springs at its two ends,

and is carefully balanced with its

centre of gravity in the line of
.suspension, so that the only force

other than electric that can afi'ect it

is the torsion of the wiie, which
acts like the string in the toy called

the "jumping frog," or like the hair

rope in the catapultaof theancients.

The spade is so arranged that F is

as nearly as possible in the same
plane with the guard plate when
the hair is in the sighted position.

It is the torsional couple exerted
by the wire in this position that
forms the standard force. The
remaining important electrical part is the plane horizontal disc Gf.

It is essential to the action of the instrument that we should b*

able to move the disc G parallel to itself and to HH through
measured distances. The mechanism by which this is accomplished
is a remarkable instance of the application of geometrical principles

to mechanism, and the reader will do well to read Thomson's
" Lesson to the instrument makers" on this subject in the EeprinI
of his papers, § 369. The glass stem wliich carries G is fixed into

the lower end of a hollow brass cylinder ; in the upper end of th«

cylinder is fixed a nut AC, through which works a carefully cu»

screw ending in a rounded point B of polished steel. The point B
rests on a horizontal agate plate let into a foot which projects frou»

I ' See also Reprint of Sir Wm. Thomson's Papers, § 158,

Em. 9 —Section of Thomson's Portable

Electrometer.
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Fig. 11.

a strong vertical support fastened to the brass lid of the jar MM
(fig. 9), and passes through a slit in the hollow cylinder. This
vertical piece is fitted on one side with two V notches, into which
tho hollow cylinder is pressed by a spring fastened to the lid and
bearing half way between the Vs, and on the other side with a rect-

angular groove in which slides the vertical part of a knee-piece D,
in rigid connection with the hollow cylinder. D prevents the
cylinder from turning round, but allows it to move vertically ; it

also carries a fiducial mark running opposite a graduation on one
edge of the groove, by means of which whole turns of the screw are
read off, fractions being estimated by means of a drum head. The
nut AC is arranged in two parts, with a spring between them, to
prevent "lost time" and secure steadiness (for details, 'see paper
cited above.)

The disc G is connected by a spiral of fine platinum wire with
the main electrode S, which is insulated from the lid of the box by
a glass stem. The arrange-
ment of this electi'ode is

worthy of notice, and will be
understood from fig. 11. The
dome T is called the um-
brella ; its use is obvious. A
Similar, only less perfect,

device was noticed in Ca-
vallo's electroscope. The vital

parts of the instrument are

all inside the coated .jar, and
therefore removed from dis-

turbing influences ; only it

is necessary to remove some of

the tinfoil opposite the hair

in order to see it. The effect

of this is counteracted by
means of a screen of fine

wire.

The use and the theory of

the instrument are very
simple. The body whose
potential is to be measured
13 connected with the um-
brella, which is raised in
order to insulate the main electrode from the case, the last being
supposed to bo in connection with the earth. Let v be the poten-
tial of the inner coating of the jar, the disc, and guard plate, V
that of the body and G, and d the distance between G and H when
the hair is in the sighted position. Then, since F may be regarded
as forming part of an infinite plate,' if its surface be S its potential
energy will be iS(r(v V) (see Electricity, p. 34}, i.e.,

S(t;- V)
»

87rrf

Hence the attraction / on F will be given by

S(o - V)»
- -8^ (')•'

Here /is a constant, depending on the torsion of the suspending
wireof the aluminium balance; hence, A' standing for 8I^/-^S, i.e.,
A being a constant depending oa the construction of the instrument,
we have

v-V-Ad (2).

If,we now depress the umbrella, so as to bring G to the potential
of the earth, and work the screw till the hair is again in the "sighted
portion, we have, d' being the new reading of the screw,

v=-Ad' (3).

Hence, from (2) and (3),

f=A{d'-d) ...... (4).

We thus get V in terms of A and the diffcrenee of two screw read-
ings, so that uncertainties of zero reading are eliminated. The
value of A must be got by comparison with a standard instrument,
if absolute determinations be required.

Thomson's absolute electrometer (fig. 12) is an adaptation of the
attracted discpnnciple for absolute determinations \Vegive merely
an indication of Its different parts, referring to Thomson s paper (I.e.)
for details. B is an attracting disc, which can be moved parallel to
Itself by a screw of known step (A in. or thereby). A is a guard
plate, lu the centre of which is a circular balance-disc of aluminium
suspended on three springs, and connected by a spiral of light
platinum wire with A. The disc can be raised or depressed into
debuite positions by means of a screw (the kinematical arrange-
ments m connection with these screws are similar to that in the
portable electrometer). A hair on tho disc, an object lens h, a
Bducial mark, and an eye lens I enable the observer to tell when

.' Those who d«siro to know the dep^ee of approximation here
•hotiM vmmM i,U<x\\A\. Ehchicifu and Maqnehsm, vol. i. § 217.

/=

this disc is in such a position that its lower surface is plane with
lower surface of A. y y are the halves of a box which screens tho
disc from electric disturbances. An idiostatic guage (consisting of
an aluminium lever with guard plate, hair, alad lens, as in the
portable electrometer), placed over a plate F in connection with the
guard plate, enables ths obiierver to tell when the guard plate and
the inside coating of the instrument (which forms a Leyden jar as
in the portable instrument) are, at a certain definite potential.

And finally, a small instrument .called the i.' replenisher " eiiable»

Fia. 12.—Thomson's Absolute Electrometer.

him to raise or lower the potential of A till this definite potential is
reached.

A short description of the replenisher Nvill be in place here. It

is represented pretty clearly at E (fig. 12). Two metal shields,

in the form of cylindrical segments, are insulated from each other
by a piece of ebonite ; the left hand one is in coiinection with the
guard plate, the right hand one with the case of the instrument
(and therefore with the outer coating of the jar). A vertical shaft,'

which can be spun round by means of a milled head, carries two
metal flies on the ends of a horizontal arm of vulcanite. Two small
platinum springs (the front one is seen at e) are arranged so as to
touch the flies simultaneously'in a certain position just clear of the
shields. Let us suppose the left shield along with A to be posi-

tively electrified, and tho flies to be m contact with the springs ; e

being close to the left shield, the front fly will be electrified - and
the back fly -t-. Suppose the shaft to revolve against the hands of

a watch lying face up on the cover of the electrometer. The front
fly carries off its - charge, and, when near the middle of the right
shield, comes in contact with a spring connected with the shield.

Being thus practically inside a hollow conductor, it gives up its

- charge to the shield. At the same time the back fly gives up its

•(charge to tho left shield. The result of one revolution therefore
is to increase the -t- and - charges on the respective shields, or, in
other words, to increase the difl"erence of potential between them.
By giving the machine a sufficient number of turns, the potential
of A may be raised as much as we please ; and, by spinning in the
opposite direction, the potential can bo lowered ; so that, once A is

chaiged, it is easy to adjust its potential till the hair of the gauae
is in the sighted position.

To work the instniment, the electrode n nT (he lower pl«te B is
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aonnfcted with the guard plate to avoid all electrical forces on the

kaLiwce ; the hair of the balance la brought to the sighted position,

FlQ. 13 Dry Pile Electroscope.

ind the upper screw reading taken ; then a weight of to grammes
Is distributed symmetrically on the disc, the balance brought up
agaii) by worWng the screw, and the reading ngaiu taken. We

Fig. 14.

tnus ascertain how far the weight of w grammeB depresses th«

balance. The weight is now removed, and the balance left at a

distance above A eijual to that just found.

A is now charged, and its potential

adjusted till the hair of the gauge in-

dicates that the standard potential v is

reached. Let it now be required to

measure the difference between the poten-

tials V and V of two conductors. Con-
nect first one and then the other with n,

and work the lower screw till tlie hair

of the balance is sighted in each case, and
lot the screw readings reduced to centi-

metres be d and a. Then, since the

force on tlie disc in each case is giv, where g is tlie acceleration

E
reduced by gravity in a falling body in centimetres per second, we
ave by (1)

V-\'={,:e-d)^^J^ .... (5).

where S denotes the area of the balaiice disc, or rather the mean of

tlie areas of the disc and the hole in which it works. We thus get

tlie value of V- V in absolute electrostatic C. G. S. units.

III. Symmetrical Eleclromekrs.—Two instruments fall to be Dry P'''

described under this head,—the dry pile electroscope, and Thomson's electro

quadrant electrometer. The idea common to tliese instruments score,

is to measure differences of potential by means of the motions of

an electrified body in a symmetrical field of force. In the dry pile

electroscope, a single gold leaf is hung up in the field of force,

between the opposite poles of two dry piles, or, in later forms of

the instrument, of the same dry pile. The original inventor of

this apparatus was Behrens, but it often bears the name of Bohnen-
berger, who slightly modified its foi-m. Fechner introduced the

important improvement of using only one pile, which he removed
from the immediate neighbourliood of the suspended leaf. The
poles of the pile are connected with two discs of metal, between
which the leaf hangs. This aiTangement makes it easier to secure

perfect symmetry in the electric field, and allows us to vary the
sensitiveness of the instrnment by placing the metal plates at

different distances from the leaf. In order to make the attainment

15.—Elevation and Section of Thomson's Quadrant Electrometer.

of perfect symmetry still more easy and certain Riess" added a
metal rod to the apparatus, which can be made to touch the
two metal caps of the dry pile simultaneously, and then be re-

moved, leaving the pile symmetrically electrified. This form of the
electroscope, with the various improvements, is represented in
fig. 13.

' £eihmgs»Uctr., § 16,

HankeP still further improved the dry pile electroscope by giving
a micrometrio movement to the plates, by substituting a gdvanie
battery with a large number of cells for the uncertain and varying
dry pile, and by using a microscope with a divided scale to measure
the motions of the gold leaf. With these improvements it became an
Electrometer of great delicacy and considerable range. Some of the

' Mascart, § 272, or Bogg. Ann., 1858.

VIII. _ i6
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dxperiments in whieh Hankel used it are alluded to in the article

ELECTiucny.
In the quadrant electrometer of Sir Wm. Thomson, which is tlu;

most delicate electronietric instrument hitherto inveuted, the

moving body is a horizontal flat needle of alureiniuni foil, surrounded

by a fixed flat cylindrical box (fig. 14), which is divided into fooi- in-

sulated quadrants A, b, C, D. The opposite pairs A, D and B, C arc

connected by thin platinum wii'es. The two bodies whose potentiabi

are to be compared are connected with the two pairs of quadrants.

If A and B be their potentials, and C the potential of the needle,

it may be shown (see Maxwell, ElcdncUy and Magnelism, § 219)

that the couple tending to turn tlie needle frojn A to U i.^

alA-B){C-i(A + Bj} .... (0),

where o is a constant depending on the dimensions of the instru-

ment If G be very great compared with i(A+ B), as it usually is,

then the couple is

aC(A-B) (7)

simply ; in other.'words, the couple varies as the diffureuee between

the potentials of the quadrants. Some idea of the general distribu-

tion of the p:\rts of the actual instrument may ho gathered from

fig. 15, which gives an elevation and a section of_ the instrument.

The case forms a heyden jaras usual in Thomson's electrometers ;

the internal coating in this instance is formed by a quantity of

concentrated sulphuric acid, which also lieeps the inside of the

instnmient dry. The quadrants are suspended by glass pillars

from the lid of the jar, and one of these pillars is supported on

a sliding piece, arranged on strict kiuematical principles, so as to

be movable in a horizontal direction by means of a micrometer

screw Y. This motion is used to adjust the position of the needle,

when charged, so tliat its axis may fall exactly between the quad-

rants A, C, and B, D. A glass stem C, rising from the lid of tlio

jar into a superstructure called the "lantern," supports a metal

piece Z, to which is fastened a metal framework fitted with supports

and adjustments for the bifilar suspension of the needle.
_
A fine

platinum wire drops from the needle into the sulphuric acid, thus

coimecting the needle with the inside coating of the jar.
_
This

tail wire is also furnished with a vaue, which works iu the acid and

damps the oscillations of the needle. A stout aluminium wire rises

from the needle, carries a light concave mirror T, and ends in a cross

piece to which are attached the suspension fibres. The aluminium

stem and the platinum taU wire are defended from electrical disturb-

ances by a guard tube, which is in metallic connection with Iho

piece Z, and also, by means of a platinum wire, with the acid ; it

is through this, by means of the "temporary electrode" P, that the

inside of the jar is charged. The two principal electrodes are P
and M. Connected with Z is a metal disc S, attracting the alu-

minium balance of a gauge like that of the absolute electrometer.

This gauge is weU seen iu the bird's-eye view given in fig. 16. A

Fia. 16.—Thomson's Quadrant Electrometer ^—Bird's-eye view.

replenisher, like that in the absolute electrometer, is fitted to the lid

of the jar, aud by means of it the potential of the needle can be
adjusted tiU the hair of the guage is in the sighted position.
The deflections of the instrument are read off by means of an image

formed by the mirror T on a scale at the distance of a metre or so,

the object being a wire which is stretched below the scale in a slit

illuminated by a lamp. Within certain limits the deflections are
proportional to the deflecting couple, i.e., to the difference between
the potentials of the quadrants A, D and B, C ; but where this is

not so, the instrument can easily be graduated experimentally.
For many purposes, especially in the lecture rnoni, an instrument

so complicated as the above is unuecessaiy aud undesirable,

simpler form (fig. 17) of quadrant electrometer is now manufacture-

by KUiot Brothers, aud answers most ordinary iiurposes very weU.
Capillary Electrometers.—Klec-

trometers have recently been coc-

.'itructed by taking advantage of

the fact that the surface tension

of mercury is greatly affected by
the hydrogen deposited on it

when it is the negative electrode

in contact with dilute sulphiuic

acid -(see Electkolysis, p. 109).

A quantity of mercury is placed

in the bottom of a test tube, and
communicates with a platinum
electrode let in through the bottom
of the tube ; on the mercury is

poured dilute sidphuric acid, and
into this dips a tube drawn out
into a capillary ending. This
tube contains mercury down to a
certain mark on the capillary part.

the remainder being occupied Fio. 17.—Quadi-ant Electrometer.

ilh acid which is coutiuuous with that in the test tube. So long

as the mercury in the test tube is simply iu metallic connection

with that iu the upper tube, the position of the mcrcuiy in the

capillary pait is stationary ; but if an electromotive force be intro-

duced into the external circuit, acting towards the test tube, then

hydrogen is deposited on the small mercury surface, its surface

tension increases, and the pressure in the tube must be considerably

mcreased to maintain the mercury at the mark. This increase of

pressure is proportional to the electromotive force within certain

limits, hence we can use this arrangement as an electrometer.

Ekctromctric Measurement.— Several examples of electi'ometric

measurement will be found in the article Electricity (pp. 18, 37,

38, 42, .46, &c.). We recommend in this connection the stud)' of

the sections on atmospheric electricity in Sir Wm. Thomson's i?c-

print of Papers on Electricity and Magnetism, and sections 220
and 229 in Clerk Maxwell's Electricity and Magiutisjn. We have
been drawing throughout on Thomson's Report on Eleclromcter.t

and Electromctrie Measurements, but it will not be amiss to dravi

attention to it once more. (G. CH.)

ELEMI. The resin thus termed in modern pLarmac;
in obtained by incising the trunk of a species of Canarium
found in the Philippine Islands. It is a soft, more or less

translucent, adhesive substance, of granular consistency and
fennel-like smell, and colourless when pure, but sometimes
grey or blackish from the presence of carbonaceous and
other impurities. When exposed to the air it becomes
yellowish in tint, and harder. It consists mainly of essen-

tial oil, and of an amorphous and a crystalline resin, the

former easily soluble in cold, and the latter only in hot

alcohol. Elemi is used chiefly in the manufacture of spirit

aud turpentine varnishes, which it enables to dry without

cracking. As a constituent of a stimulating ointment, it

has found a place in British pharmacopoeias. In the

Philippines it is employed for caulking ships, and is

kneaded ^\^th rice-husks for torches (see Jagor, Reisen in

den Fhilippintii, p. 79, Berlin, 1873). The word elemi,

like the older term animi, appears to have been derived

from eahcemon (Greek, euaifiov), the name of a styptic

medicine said by PUny to contain tears exuded by the

olive-tree of Arabia. This tree, according to FlUckiger

and Hanbury, is probably to be identified with the Bostoellia'

Frereana of Birdwood, which flourishes in the neighbour-

hood of Bunder Marayah, west of Cape Gardafui (see

S. B. Miles, Journ. Ji. Geog. Soc, xlii. p. 6-t). Itlezican or

Vera Cruz elemi, formerly imported into England, is afforded

by the species Amyris elemifera, Royle ; Mauritius elemi

by another tree, Colophonia Maurltiana, D.C. ; and
Brazilian elemi by several species of Idea. For a paper
" On the Chemistry of Elemi," see Fliickiger, Year-Book of
Pharmacy, 1874, p. 496.

ELEPHANT {Elephantidce), a family of pachydermatous
mammals belonging to the order Proboscidea, containing

only a single existing genus and two species—the sole sur-

viving representatives of the entire order. The elephants

are characterized by great ma.9siveness of body, constituting^
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them the largest of living terrestrial ^lammals, hj peculiari-

ties in their dentition, aud by the possession of a lengthened

proboscis or trunL The latter organ is a huge prolonga-

tion of the nose and upper lip, measuring usually from 6 to

8 feet in length, and almost wholly composed of a mass of

muscles, numbering, according to Cuvier, nearly 40,000,

and curiously interlaced, so as to produce the greatest

diversity of motion. Its extremity contains the two open-

ings of the nostrils by which the elephant breathes when
swimming, as it sometimes does, with only the tip of its

trunk above the surface, aud through which it can fiU the

channels of its trunk with water, the flexibility of that organ

enabling it to pour the liquid into its mouth or to squirt it

over the surface of its body. By a peculiar valvular

arrangement the water is prevented from penetrating into

the bony nostrils. The extremity of the trunk is produced
on the upper surface into a finger-like process, and ends

beneath in a thick tubercle which acts the part of thumb to

the prolongation above, while the whole is exquisitely en-

dowed with the sense of touch, and so forms an organ of

prehension comparable in many respects to the human hand.

With it the elephant collects its food and drink, discovers

the snares that are often set in its path, strikes its antago-

nist to the ground, and gives vent to its rage in a shrill

trumpet-like sound, hence the French name of irompe for

the proboscis, corrupted in our language into trunk With-
out it the animal is helpless, being unable even to feed

itself ; and, as if conscious of the vital importance of this

organ, the elephant is exceedingly cautious in using it, pre-

ferring when in combat with the tiger to fight with its

trunk carried aloft, out of reach of its antagonist's claws.

When the trunk is injured the elephant becomes furious

with rage and pain, and can no longer be controlled by its

rider.

The teeth of the elephant consist of two incisors, or tusks,

as they are called, in the upper jaw, and six molars on each
side of either jaw. The permanent tusks are preceded by
small milk teeth, which, however, give place to their

successors before the end of the second year. The tusks,

proceeding from a permanent pulp, continue to grow during
the elephant's lifetime, and sometimes attain enormous size,

examples having been known to weigh from 150 to upwards
of 200 lb eacL They consist almost entirely of ivory—

a

remarkably fine and elastic-form of dentine—and are hollow
for a considerable part of their length. They are also

deeply imbedded in the skull; thus a tusk, about 8 feet long
and 22 inches in girth, was found by Sir Samuel Baker
to be imbedded to a depth of 31 inches. The tusks are

invariably best developed in the male sex, and are regarded
by Darwin as sexual weapons. Their almost vertical posi-

tion, however, and the inability of the elephant to raise its

head above the shoulder, render their use as ofiensive

weapons somewhat difiicult ; nevertheless they are certainly

employed as such in fighting with the tiger, the mode of

using them depending, says Darvrin, " on their direction

and curvature"—thus the elephant has been known to toss

a tiger to a distance of 30 feet with its tusks, when these

were turned upward and outward, while it seeks to pin its

foe to the ground when these organs have the usual down-
ward direction. The tusks are largest in the African
species, which feeds principally on the foliage and the
Bucculent roots of trees, and in this species they are often
used as levers in uprooting mimosa trees, whose crown of

foliage is beyond the reach of the upturned trunk In
Ceylon, on the other hand, where the elephant lives chiefly

on grass and herbage, tusks are generally absent in both
sexes. The bullets occasionally found imbedded in the
solid ivory have evidently been shot into the upper part of
the tusk, and, getting lodged in the pulp cavity, have been
carried down by the growth of successive layers of ivory

into the solid part of the tooth. The molar teeth consist

of a series of transverse plates, composed of dentine, and
coated with a layer of enamel, the whole bound together by
the substance known as crusla peirosa, or cement. Each
of these materials, possessing a different degree of hardness,

wears away at a different rate from the others, and the

uneven surface necessary for the proper trituration of the
food is thus produced. Although the elephant may be said

to have altogether six molars on each side of either jaw, at

no time can more than one and a portion of a second be
seen. These molars are not deciduous in the ordinary

sense, but they grow from behind forward, and as the

anterior part of the front molar gets worn away by degrees,

its successor is gradually cutting its way through the gum,
from which, however, it does not wholly emerge until the

tooth in front has almost disappeared. This progression

of the molar teeth continues throughout the greater part

of the elephant's life, so that it may be said to be
always teething. Six of such molars, each composed of a

greater number of plates than its predecessor, are said to

suffice it for life. The massiveness of the skull, and its

height in front, to which the elephant owes something of

its sagacious aspect, is due not to the great size of the

brain—which is relatively small—but to the enormous
development of the bones of the cranium, rendered necessary

in order to give attachment to the powerful muscles of the

head and trunk. The presence of large air cells, however,

in the cranial bones, renders the skull light in proportion

to its enormous bulk. The eyes in the elephant are small,

and its range of vision, owing to the shortness and slight

flexibility of its neck, is somewhat circumscribed; this,

however, is of secondary importance to an animal living

generally in dense forests, where the prospect is necessarily

limited, and in the elephant is compensated for by exceeding

keenness in the senses of hearing and smelL Its stomach
resembles that of the camel in having a chamber which can

be cut off from the proper digestive cavity for the storing

of water; this is capable of holding 10 gallons. The con-

tents of this chamber it is able to convey into its trunk,

should it wish to indulge its body in the luxury of a shower

bath. The elephant is an unwieldy creature, weighing fully

3 tons, and supported on colossal limbs, which from their

straightness and apparent want of flexibility—an effect pro-

duced'by the greater nearness of the knee and elbow to the

ground than in most animals—were for centuries supposed

either to be jointless, or to have such joints as could not be

used. Such evidently was Shakespeare's belief when he

wrote

—

" The elephant hath joints, but not for courtesy

;

His legs are for necessity, not flexure."

This delusion was further supported by the fact that the

elephant often sleeps standing, its huge body leaning

against a tree or rock. In lying down it does not place

the hind legs beneath it, as is generally the case, but

extends them backwards after the manner of a person

kneeling. By this method the elephant can raise its huge
weight with little perceptible effort. The feet are furnished

with five toes, completely enveloped in a tegumentary

cushion, and with four or five nails on each of the front

feet, and three or four on the hind ones, according to the

species. The skin of the elephant is thick and soft, and
of a dark brown colour. With the exception of a few hairs

on certain parts of its body, it is naked, although individuals

found in the elevated districts of Northern India are said

to be more hairy than those inhabiting wanner regions,

while the young everywhere, according to Tennent, are at

first covered with a woolly fleece, especially about the head

and shoulders, approximating in this respect to the

mammoth which inhabited the alsearctic region during

Pleistocene times. From such facts Darwin regards it oa
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probable tbat existing elephants have lost their hairy

covering through exposure to tropical heat. The elephant

continues to grow for upwards of 30 years, and to live for

more than 100, there being well-authenticated cases of

elephants that lived over 130 years in captivity. The
female is capable of breeding after 15 years, and produces

a single young one, rarely two, at a birth, the period of

gestation extending over nearly 21 months. The young
elephant sucks with its mouth, and not, as was formerly

supposed, with its trunk.

Elephants are polygamous, associating together in con-

siderable herds, under the guidance of a single leader, whom
they implicitly follow, and whose ' safety, when menaced,

they are eager to secure. These herds . often do great

damage to rice and other grain fields in cultivated districts,

trampling under foot what they cannot eat. A slight fence

is, howeyer, generally sufficient to prevent their inroads, the

elephant regarding aU such structures with the greatest

suspicion, connecting them probably, in some way, with

snares and pitfalls. At times this usually inoffensive

animal is subject to fits of temporary fury, and an elephant

in " must," as this frenzied condition is termed, is regarded

as the most dangerous of animals. When an elephant, from
whatever cause, leaves the herd to which it belongs, it is

not allowed to join the ranks of another, but ever after leads

a solitary life. Those individuals are known as " rogues;"

being soured in temper by exclusion from the society of

their kind, they become exceedingly ferocious, attacking

.without provocation whatever crosses their path.

Fxa. 1.—African Elephant (Blephas africanm).

(From Bpecimen In Zoological Gardens, London.)

There are two existing species of elephants—the Afncan
and the Asiatic. The African Elephant {Elephas africanus)

differs in so many important particulars from the Asiatic

form as to have been placed by many naturalists, and ap-

parently with sufficient reason, in a separate genus

—

Loxodon. The enamel on the crown of its molar teeth is

arranged across the surface in lozenge-shaped figures,

instead of the nearly parallel transverse ridges of the other

species. Its ears are enormously large, completely cover-

ing the shoulder when thrown back ; they have been known
to measure 3| feet in length and 2| feet in width Its

forehead also is convex, and its back concave, while in the
other the forehead is almost flat, and the back convex.
The African elephant ranges over the whole of Africa south
of the Sahara, with the exception of the Cape, where it

formerly abounded, but from which it has been driven by
man. In height it somewhat exceeds the Asiatic species,

although never standing more than 11 feet high at the

shoulderf^ Its tusks are also heavier, and occur in both

sexes, although in the female they are comparatively smaU,

a male tusk usually weighing about 50 B), while that of the

female rarely exceeds 10 ft). " The tusks of (he African

elephant," says Baker, " are seldom alike. As a man uses

his right hand in preference to his left, so the elephant

works with a particular tusk which is termed by the traders

el-hadam (the servant) ; this is naturally more worn than

the other, and is usually about 10 ft) lighter." They roam
among the long grass on the open plains, in the neighbour-

hood of water, of which both species are excessively fond,

feeding on the leaves and roots of trees, and using their

tusks to overthrow such as are too strong to be pulled

down by their powerful trunks. The traveller just quoted

states that he has obsei-ved trees 4 feet 6 inches in circum-

ference, and about 30 feet high, thus uprooted. He was
assured by the natives, however, that in such cases the

elephants assisted each other. Until comparatively recent

times the natives of AfricS, hunted the elephant exclusively

for its flesh, of which they are particularly fond ; but since

the arrival of the Arab traders, the natives, who formerly

regarded the tusks as mere bones, and left them to rot

along with the rest of the skeleton, have discovered the

value of ivory, and this has led to the destruction of these

animals on a much larger scale than formerly. England
alone imports 1,200,000 tt) of ivory annually, in order to

obtain which, the lives of probably 30,000 elephants are

sacrificed ; and it has been estimated by a recent writer on

this subject that, in order to supply the demand for ivory

throughout the world, at least 100,000 individuals are

annually slain. As the elephant is the slowest breeder of

all known animals, should the slaughter continue on its

present scale, the total extinction of tusk bearing elephants

Fio. 2.—^Asiatic Elephant {Ekphas indicus).

is probably not far distant. The African elephant was in

ancient times domesticated by the Carthaginians, who em-

ployed it in their wars with Rome. It was this species

which crossed the Alps with Hannibal, and which the

Romans, after the conquest of Carthage, made use of in

war, in the amphitheatre, and in military pageants. No
African race has since succeeded in reclaiming this highly in-

telligent and naturally docile animal—a fact often quoted in

proof of the general inferiority of the negro race. Although

common in Europe during the ascendency of the Roman
empire, for centuries after it was almost unknown ; and it

was only in 1865 that the Zoological Society of London
obtained a pair for their gardens. These are still living.

The Asiatic Elephant (Elephas indicus) inhabits the

wooded parts of the Oriental region, from India and Ceylon

eastward to the frontiers <Si China, and to Sumatra and

Borneo. It chiefly abounds in the jungle, and probably on

this account is less active and fierce than the African form.

It is not, however, partial, as was at one time supposed, to

low grounds and sultry heat,abounding,in India and Ceylon,

principally among the hilly and .even mountainous districts.
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irhere the cold is often considerable. It is exceedingly

sure-footed, and shows remarkable sagacity in its choice of

a route over mountain districts. It feeds largely on grass,

and, according to Tennent, the stems of plantain, stalks

of sugar-cane, and the feathery tops of bamboo are irresist-

able luxuries, and fruits of every description are eaten vora-

ciously. The tusks grow to a considerable size in the male,

but are wanting in the female ; while in the Ceylon
elephant, which by Schlegel, Tennent, and Others is con-

sidered as forming, with the Sumatran elephant, a distinct

species {Elephas sumatranus), tusks are also absent in the

female, and only exceptionally present in the male. The
latter, however, generally has a pair of upper incisors, known
as "tushes," about a foot long, and one or two inches

in diameter. The domestication of the Asiatic elephant

dates from time immemorial, the earliest records in which

it is mentioned showing that it was then chiefly employed

in war. Elephants thus figured in the armies of the kings

of India, when these monarchs sought to repel the invasions

of Alexander the Great and of Tamerlane ; but, however
formidable looking, they could not withstand the impetuous

dash of well-armed and well-disciplined troops. The sabres

of the invaders, aimed at their trunks, rendered the

elephants totally unmanageable, and, in the confusion that

ensued, they generally did more harm to their own side

than to the enemy. Great wooden towers, capable it is said

of accommodating 32 soldiers, were usually fastened to the

back of the war elephant, and under cover of these the

archers aimed their shafts. Since the introduction of fire-

arms, the elephant has become still less serviceable as an
" arm of war," and is now only employed in dragging heavy

artillery, and in the transport of baggage.

Elephants have been known to breed in captivity, and
were thus bred, according to iElian, in ancient Rome, but

Buch an event in India or Ceylon is of the rarest occur-

rence, although in Ava, probably owing to the fact that the

females are allowed to roam in the woods in a semi-wild

state, such births are common. Domesticated individuals,

in India and Ceylon, have thus been all reclaimed from the

wild state, and the gaps caused by death can only be filled

by fresh captures. Single wild males are often caught

through the agency of tame females acting as decoys.

When it is sought to capture whole herds, the Hindus
and Singalese construct, in the heart of the forest, a vast

inclosure known as a keddali or corral, formed of the trunks

and branches of trees, with an opening on one side, into

which the herd is driven. This, however, can only be
accomplished by thousands of beaters making an extensive

circuit round the haunts of the elephants, and gradually

narrowing the circle until a comparatively limited area is

completely inclosed. Around this, in order to diminish the

chances of escape, fires are kindled at frequent intervals,

and at last the beaters, with a general rush, and
carrying lighted torches, close in upon the elephants,

and the affrighted creatures, seeing no way clear except

in the direction of the inclcoure, make for it with all

speed, and enter the corral. Once they are inside, the

entrance is barricaded, and the entrapped elephants rush

wildly about in the vain hope of finding a means of escape.

When completely exhausted, they seek the centre of the

inclosure, and there await motionless the progress of events.

Several tame elephants, each bearing a mahout or keeper,

and with a nooser following behind on foot, then enter the

corral, and, the tame elephants mingling freely with the

wild captives, the latter are put off their guard, and an
opportunity is given to the attendant on foot to pass the

noose of a rope, the other end of which is attached to the

neck of one of the tatne elephants, over each of its legs in

succession. It is then securely tied to the trunk of a tree,

The process of training, in which kindness and severity

both play a part, occupies a comparatively short period,

being greatly hastened by the sagacious co-operation of

tame individuals. " This assistance," says Tennent, " cari

generally be dispensed with after two months, and the
captive may then be ridden' by the driver alone, and after

three or four months he may be intrusted with labour, so

far as regards docility." Males are generally more difficult

to tame than females, and "rogues" are the most difficult

of all ; the worst, however, may be reclaimed by patience

and kindness. In captivity elephants are subject to a great

variety of diseases, and their rate of mortality is exceed-

ingly high, more than half of those employed in the

Government service of Ceylon dying after a single year of

servitude. Their great strength, sagacity, and docility

render them valuable as beasts of burden, and they have

been largely employed in the East in road-making and
bridge-building, being used for dragging timber, moving
stones, &c. A powerful elephant is able, it is said, to lift

and carry on its tusk a log of wood weighing half a ton.

Having regard to the great expense of their maintenance,

a working elephant consuming daily about 2 cwts. of green

stuff and half a bushel of grain, as well as to their frequent

illnesses, their employment is now considered less economi-
cal than that of horses, and consequently their use as beasts

of burden is gradually decreasing. In India, however, the

elephant is largely employed in hunting the tiger, the

sportsman stalking this feline game from the comparative
security of the howdah fixed on its back, while its motions
are directed by the mahout seated on its neck.

White elephants are merely albinos. They are extremely
rare, and great store is set upon them among the in-

dependent kingdoms of Further India—the chief white
elephant at the court of Siam ranking next to the queen,

and taking precedence of the heir apparent ! Although not

an object of worship in those countries, the white elephant

is considered a necessary adjunct to royalty, the want of it

being regarded as ominous; and in the 16th century a
protracted war was waged between Siam, Pegu,' and Aracan,

in the course of which five kings were killed, for the

possession of a particular white elephant.

Although now containing only two living forms, the

family of elephants was in past geological periods much
richer in species,—fossil remains of no fewer than 1 4 species

of the genus Elephas, and a still larger number belonging

to the allied genus Mastodon having been found in the

Tertiary formations, to which their remains are confined.

The earliest elephants occur in the Miocene deposits of

Northern India. In the Pliocene period they make their

appearance in Europe, the most noteworthy species of that

time being the Elephas antiquus, a southern form, which,

surviving the rigours of the Glacial period, continued ou
into Pleistocene times. During the latter period elephants

first appear in America, such forms as the Mammoth
{Elephas primigenius) ranging over the northern regions oi

both hemispheres. The mammoth is undoubtedly the

most interesting of all the extinct elephants, owing partly

to its having co-existed with man, as is proved by the

numerous flint implements and other human utensils found

along with its remains, and also to the perfect state of

preservation in which these have been found. At the

beginning of the present century, a Siberian hunter dis-

covered an entire mammoth, frozen in a block of ice, and
another has since been found,—both so perfectly preserved

that microscopic sections of some of the tissues were able

to be made. These specimens showed that this huge
creature, unlike existing elephants, was thickly clad in a

covering of long dark hair, mixed at the roots with shortei

hair of a woolly texture, that it possessed a mano, and that

it had tusks of enormous length curved upwards to fully

Jths of a circle. Its remains are found abundaatJT is E25'
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land, and tlirougliuut the greater part of Xorthera Eurojje

and Asia. They are specially abundant in Siberia, where

tlio tusks are so plentiful and so well preserved as to form an
important article of trade, supplying, it is said, almost the

whole of the ivory used in Russia. In Malta the remains

of two pigmy elephants—the one 4^ feet high at the

shoulder and the other only 3 feet—have been discovered.

The mastodons diflfered from the true elephants chiefly in

their dentition, having a greater number of molars, and

liaving these crowned with prominent tubercbs arranged

in pairs'; they had also tusks in both jaws, those in the

lower, however, never attaining great length, and often

falling out during the lifetime of the mastodon.

See S. do Priezao, Hist, des iUpliants, Paris, 1650; Petnis al)

trartenfels, Elcphantographia curiosa, 1715 ; Bowling, Siam, its

Kingdom and People, vol. i. p. 219 ; Livingstone's I'ravels, passim ;

"Hist, niilitaiie des elepliaiits," in Rev. des D. Mondes, being a

resume of Armandi, Hvit, vtil. des 6Uj'h. ^ISiS ; Gaidoz, "Les^'lepliatis

Ji la guerre, ibid. 1874; Do Blaiuville, Ost6ograjMe: Des il6phants

:

Clift " On the fossil remains of two new species of Mastodon," in

Ocol. Trans., vol. ii. 2d series ; llorren, Mcmoire sur les ossemenls

fossihs d'iliphant trouvis en Beige; H. Falconer, " Mammoth and
Elephant," in Gcol. JouttmI, 1865, and Palaontological Memoirs
undA'otes, 1SC3. (J. GI.)

ELEPHANTA ISLE, called by the natives Gharipur, a

small island between Bombay and the mainland, is situated

about seven miles from Bombay, 18° 57' K. lat. and 73° E.

long. It is nearly five miles in circumference, and the few
inhabitants it contains are employed in the cultivation of

rice, and in rearing sheep and poultry for the Bombay
market. The island was, till within recent times, almost

entirely overgrown with wood ; it contains several springs

of good water. But it owes its chief celebrity to the

mythological excavations and sculptures of Hindu super-

stition which it contains. Opposite to the landing-place

is a colossal statue of an elephant, cracked and muti-

I'ated, from which the island received from the Portuguese

the name it still bears. At a short distance from this is a

cave, the entrance to which is nearly 60 feet wide and 18

high, supported by pillars cut out of the rock ; the sides are

sculptured into numerous compartments, containing repre-

sentations of the Hindu deities, but many of the figures

have been defaced by the zeal of the Mahometans and Por-

tuguese. In the centre of the excavations is a remarkable

bust, thought to represent the Hindu Triad, namely,

Brahma the Creator, Vishnu the Preserver, and Siva or

Mahadeva the Destroyer, but now supposed by some to be

a triform representation of Siva alone. The heads are 6

feet in length, and are well cut, and the faces, with the

exception of the under lip, are handsome. The head-

dresses are curiously ornamented; and one of the figures

holds in its hand a cobra di capella snake, whilst on the

cap are, amongst other symbols, a human skuU and a

young infant. On each side of the Trimurti is a pilaster,

the front of which is filled up by a human figure leaning

on a dwarf, both much defaced. There is a large com-

partment to the right, hoUowed a little, and covered with a

great variety of figures, the largest of which is 16 feet high,

representing the double figure of Siva and Parvati, named
Viraj, half male and half female. On the right is Brahma,

four-faced, on a lotus,—one of the very few representations

of this god which now exist in India ; and on the left

is Vishnu. On the other side of the Trimurti is another

compartment with various figures of Siva and Parvati, the

most remarkable of which is Siva in his vindictive

character, eight-handed, with a collet of akuUs round his

neck. On the right of the entrance to the cave is a square

apartment, supported by eight colossal figures, containing

a gigantic symbol of Mahadeva or Siva cut out of the rock.

In a ravine connected with the great cave are two other

Kaves, also containing sculptures, which, however, have

beeu much defaced owing to the action of damp and the

falling of the rocks. This interesting retreat of Hindu
religious art is said to have been dedicated to Siva, but it

contains numerous representations of other Hindu deities.'

It has, however, for long been a place, not so much of

worship, as of archosological and artistic interest alike to

the European and Hindu traveller. It forms a wonderful

monument of antiquity, and must have been a work of

incredible labour. Archseological authorities are of opinion

that the cave must have been excavated about the tenth

century of our era. The island is much frequented by the

British residents of Bombay ; and during his tour in India

in 1875, the Prince of Wales was entertained there at a

banquet. (See Rousselet's L'Inde, and Fergusson's History

of Archilecture.)

ELEPHANTIASIS (synonyms, Elqjhanilasis Aralmti,

Barbados Leg, Boucnemia), a term applied to a disease

which is characterised by a peculiar over-growth of the skin

and subjacent textures. This condition appears to arise

from repeated attacks of inflammation of the skin and con-

current obstruction of the veins and lymphatic vessels of

the part. It may attack any portion of the body, but most

commonly occurs in one of the legs, which becomes so

enlarged and disfigured by the great thickening of its

textures as to resemble the form of the limb of an elephant,

whence the name of the disease is derived. The thickening

is due to excessive increase in the connective tissue, which

results from the inflammatory process, and which by
pressure on the muscles of the limb causes them to undergo

atrophy or degeneration. Hence the limb becomes useless.

This disease is most frequently seen in tropical climates.

When affecting the scrotum it frequently produces a tumor

of enormous dimensions. There is in general little pain

attending elephantiasis, which is essentially a chronic

disease. The health, however, ultimately sufl"ers, and
serious constitutional disturbance is apt to arise. In the

earlier stages of this disease great relief or even a cure may
be efi'ected by the persistent employment of wet bandages

applied tightly to the limb from the toes upward, as

recommended by Hebra. Ligature of the main artery of

the affected limb has also been employed successfully,

while amputation, which was formerly the only remedy
employed may occasionally be called for. In the case of

tumors such as those already referred to the only remedy
is excision. This disease is totally difi'erent from the so-

called Elephantiasis Grcecorum, <5t true leprosy, which will

be afterwiirds described.

ELEUSINIA, a festival with mysteries in honour of the

goddess Demeter and her daughter Persephone, so named,
it was supposed, from the celebration of the most ancient of

these festivals at Eleusis. The institutional legend con-

nects the festival at Eleusis directly with the mythical in-

cidents arising out of the rape of Persephone, known pre-

eminently as Kore or the ^laiden. Mourning bitterly for

the loss of her child, who has been borne away by Hades or

Aidoneus to the regions beneath the earth, the goddess

Demeter wanders over sea and land iu a vain search, until

she comes to Eleusis. Here seated on a stone, and absorbed

in her grief, she is accosted by the daughters of the Eleusin-

ian king Celeus, and by them brought into his house, where
she finds a home and becomes the nurse of his only son

Demophoon. To make the child immortal she plunges him
each night into a bath of fire; but before the work is done,
the process is seen by his mother Metanira. Her terror

excites the wrath of the mysterious stranger, who, throwing
off her garment of humiliation, exhibits herself in all her
majesty, and, rebuking the folly which has marred the
fortunes of Demophoon, promises to prescribe the rites

to be celebrated in the temple which is to be built to her
honour on the hill above the fountain. In this temple she
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lakes up her abode ; but the grief from whicb she had been
1

roused for a while by the jests and sarcasms of the serviug

maid lambe again settles down upon her ; and the earth,

sympathiidng with the Mourning Mother, refuses to yield

her fruits until Zeus sends Hermes, his messenger, to the

unseen land, and the maiden is restored to her mother at

Eleusis, a name which means simply the trysting-place.

The myth was thus localized in the little town, which

retained its religious pre-eminence after it had been

included in the Athenian state. Here was to be seen the

stone on which the goddess was seated when the daughters

of Celeus addressed her; here was the hOl on which she

bade them raise her shrine, and the well Callichorus, with

its overshadowing olive tree, near which she had resteiL

Here also were the homes of Eumolpus, Tripfcolemus, and

Diodes, whose descendants retained for ages their

hereditary functions in the mysteries which attended the

great annual festival. In the same way each incident in

the legend was reproduced in the feast or in its accessories.

Rude and coarse raillery addressed to the passers-by repre-

sented the rough jests of the maid lambe ; the posset of

barley-meal mingled with water and mint, which the

goddess drank in the house of Celeus, was stiU given to

ber worshippers ; while the torch by which Hecate had

guided her during part of her wanderings had its place in

the ritual of the feast, every portion of which had thus her

august sanction.

In later times, when Eleusis had lost its political in-

dependence, a temple of the goddess at Athens, called the

Eleusiuion, became to some extent the rival of the shrine

at Eleusis ; but the dignity of the ancient sanctuary was
stO marked by the solemn procession yearly made to it

from Athens, during the greater of the two Eleusinian

festivals. To this feast it would seem that at first

Athenians only were admitted, the origin of the Insser

festival being ascribed to a request made by Hercules to be

initiated before his descent into Hades. Strangers being,

it was said, excluded from the mysteries, the lesser

Eleusinia were instituted to extend the benefit to all Greeks
who might wish to share it. The great feast, celebrated

yearly during the month of Boedromion (Sept.-Oct.), lasted

nine days. The first day bore the name ayvp/jLo^, the day
of gathering at Athens for those who had been initiated in

the lesser mysteries. On the second day, which was
named from the cry AXaSe ixva-rai, the mystae went in

procession to the sea-shore and were there purified. The
third was, it seems from the scanty notices which we have
of it, a day of fasting. On the fourth a basket containing
pomegranates and poppy seeds (the latter representing the
stupefying power, Na'pKicrcro9, under whose influence the
maiden Persephone was stolen away, the former denoting
the fecundating principle by which the earth is prepared
for the outburst of vegetation after the sleep of winter),

was carried on a waggon in a basket, whence the procession
received the name KaXdOov Ka^oSo?. The waggon was
followed by women carrjring small cases, KiVrat fivo-riKaL,

in their hands. On the fifth day, the day of lamps, the
torches borne in procession to the temple at Eleusis denoted
the wanderings of the goddess in search of her child,

through the season of darkness and gloom. The sixth, the
most solemn day of all, was known by the name of lacchus,
'IttK^os, who in the Eleusinian legend is described as a son
of Demeter, but who, according to the Theban tale, is, under
his name Dionysus, the child of Zeus and Semele. The
statue of this god, bearing a torch, was carried in solemn
procession to Eleusis from the Athenian suburb of
Kerameikos (Ceramicus). During the night which followed
this celebration those who sought initiation were admitted
to the last rites, in the presence of those only who, having
been already initiated, were called eVdnro:. After takin"

the usual oath of secrecy, they passed from the darkness

of night into the lighted interior of the shrine, and there

saw the things which none but Epoptae could look upon,

and which they were bound not to reveal. The imagination

of later writers, not speaking from personal knowledge,

ran riot in description of terrible ordeals and scaring sights

undergone by the mystae before the final splenc'o'crs burst

upon their eyes ; while the fancy of Christians invested

the preparatory rites with even greater horrors. Probably

both the awfulness of the ordeal and tlie glories of the

subsequent revelation were absurdly exaggerated. The
whole of this part of the ritual is on its face symbolical of

the passage through death to life, first in the case of the

fruit-bearing earth, and then uf the soul of man.
The real work of the festival was now over. The

pilgrimage of the Mourning Mother had been traced from

the moment when her child had been torn from her to the

hour when by the Eleusinian fountain she was restored to

her in all her loveliness. The seventh day was a day of

jesting and raillery, denoting most probably the joy in-

volved in the outburst of spring, although the institutional

legend ascribed it to the efforts of lambe or Baubo to

dispel the grief of the goddess before the return of the

maiden. The eighth day, called Epidauria, is said to have

been added because on that day the god Asclepius

(jEsculapius), arriving too late for the ceremonial of the

sixth day, asked for initiation. This legend is a set-off to

the one which was supposed to account for the institution

of the lesser Eleusinia for the benefit of Hercules. The
pouring of water or wine from two vessels, one held

towards the east, the other towards the west, some mystic

words being at the same time recited, gave to the ninth

and last day its name HXrjfioxoai.

The nature of the mysterious doctrines set forth before

those who were initiated in the Eleusinian festival is a
question which belongs rather to the subject of mysteries

in general Enough has been already said to show that

one great feature in this feast was the dramatic symbolism

which described the revivification of the earth after the

death of winter. This symbolism assumed forms which
would explain their meaning even to the uninitiated. But
the revival of nature would be inseparably associated with

the thought of the Lfe into which the human soul passes

throiiffh the gateway of death ; and in a festival where
everything was dramatic the one truth or fact would be

expressed by signs not less than the other. The Eleusinian

legend represents Dionysus or lacchus as the son of

Demeter ; and in the great Dionysiac festival at Athens the

phallus was solemnly carried in procession, as in like state

the veiled ship or boat of Athene was borne to the

Acropolis. This ship or boat was represented by the

mystic cists or chests carried by the pilgrims to Eleusis,

and answers to the i/oni, as the phallus corresponds to the

lingam of the Hindu. The methods of initiation based

on these signs might be gross or spiritual, coarse or refined,

according to the genius of the people by whom they were

used ; nor would it be surprising if both these elements

were more or less mingled in all mystical celebrations.

There Ls no reason for suj^iosiug that the Eleusinian

mysteries involved any more than this symbolical teaching

which centres on the two ideas of death and reproduction
;

there is no valid ground for supposing that it involved

less. Hence when Dr Tliirlwall expresses a doubt whether
the Greek mysteries were ever used " for the exposition of

theological doctrines differing from the popular creed," or

when Mr Grote asserts it to be altogether improbable that
" any recondite doctrine, reUgious or philosophical, was
attached to the mysteries or contained in the holy stories

"

of any priesthood of the ancient world, the remark is pro-
bably right, if by this raeondite teaching be meant
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doctrines relating to the nature of God and the divine

government of the world ; but we should be scarcely

justified in pushing it further.

How far in the Eleusinian mysteries the ritual was

strictly Greek or even strictly Aryan is a question of

greater difficulty, and perhaps of greater interest It may,

be enough here to say that the lacchus or Dionysus who

in the Eleusinian legend is the son of Demeter is pre-

eminently a Theban god, and that to Thebes especially is

traced the introduction from Asia of that orgiastic worship

in which the frenzy of the worshippers denoted the

irresistible impulses by which the decay and reproduction

of the natural world are governed.

See Ouwaroff, Essai mr Us mysUres d'Eleusis, Paris, 1816 ;

Sainte Croix, Eecherches hUtoriques sur lea mysUres du Paganisme,

Paris, 1817, 2 vols. ; Prcller, Demeter und Persephone, Hamburg,
1837 ; Dollinger, Eeidenthum und Judenthum, Kati'jbon, 1857 ;

A. Mommeen, Hcortologie, Antiipiarischc Untersuchungen iiher die

Slddtischcn Feste dcr Athcner, Leipsio, 1864 ; F. Lenormant,

Rcdierches ArcUologiques d Eleiisis exicuUes dans Is cours de

Vannie 1860, liecueil des inscriptions, Paris, 1862 ; Monographie de

la vote sacrie ileusinienne, de ses monuments, et de ses souvenirs,

tome i. 186i, and "Memoire sur les representations qui avaicnt

lieu dans le mystires d'Eleusis," in Mimoircs de I'Acad. des Inscrip-

tions, 1861 ; Grote, History of Greece, part i. chap. i. 1870; Cox,

Mythology of the Aryan Nations, book ii. chap. ii. section 12, 1870 ;

BernUard Schmidt, " Demeter in Eleusis und Herr F. Lenormant,"

in Rheinisches Museum, 1876 ; Brown, Dionysiak Myth, chap. vi.

kub-section 3, on the Eleusinian Kitual, 1877. (G. W. C.)

ELEUSIS, a small city of Attica about fourteen miles

north-west of Athens, occupying the eastern part of a

rocky ridge close to the shore opposite the island of

Salamis. Like most of the other cities of Greece, its origin

b ascribed to various fabulous characters, and, among

Plan of the Sacred Buildings of Eleusis.

(From the Inedited Antiquities of Attica!)

1. Temple of Artemis Pi-opylaea i 4. Temple of Demeter.

a. Outer propylieon. 1 6. Outer inclosure of the sacred
8. Inaer propyleou, I

buildings.

6. Inaer inclosure.

these, to Ogyges, a fact which at least proves it to be of

the highest antiquity. In the earlier period of its history

it seems to have been an independent rival of Athens, and
it was afterwards reckoned one of the twelve Old Attic

cities. A considerable portion of its small territory was
occupied by the plains of Thria, noticeable for their

fertility, though the hopes of the husbandmen were not

unfrequently disappointed by the blight of the south

wind. To the west was the Campus Rharius, IleSi'oi'

'Viptov, or Rharian Plain, where Demeter is said to have
sown the first seeds of com ; in the midst of the Campus
was the 'K.aXKL)(ppov <f>p€ap, a well round which the

Eleusinian matrons are said at first to have danced in

honour of the goddess ; and on its confines was the field

called Orgas, planted with trees consecrated to Demeter
and Proserpine. To the traveller approaching by the

Sacred Way from the east the first building that presented

itaelf vaa (he temple of Trintolemus, the site of which is

now occupied by the little church of St Zachaf kg ; and

next came a temple dedicated to Artemis PropTlsea and
Poyeidon, constructed entirely of Pentelic marble. En-
trance into the outer peribolos, or inclosure, of the great

temple of the mysteries was obtained by means of a por-

tico built in imitation of the propylaea of the Athenian

citadel ; into the inner peribolos by another dedicated 1)y

the consul Appius Claudius Pulcher, in 54 B.C., and eie-

cuted by his nephew Claudius Pulcher and Marcius Rex.

The temple itself, sacred to Demeter and Kora (Ceres and
Proserpine), was considered one of the most beautiful pro-

ductions of the genius of Greece. The original foundation

is said to have been due to Pandion II., and Clemens

Alexandrinus places it even 120 years earlier, in the reign

of Lynceus. Its position and riches naturally exposed the

temple to the attacks of the enemies of Attica; and, though

defended by a strong fortress, it was seldom able to make
any lengthened resistance. Cleomenes, king of Sparta,

dared to violate its sacred precincts ; but, if we may
believe the Athenians, he was soon after seized with a retri-

butive fit of madness. The Persians burnt it to the ground

after the battle of PlataBa ; but scarcely had they retired

from Greece, when the Athenians determined to rebuild it

with more than its original magnificence. Ictinus, the

architect of the Parthenon, was ordered to draw up the

plan of the new edifice. He adopted the Doric qrder of

architecture, without the erection of pillars in front of the'

building. We know not whether he lived long enough to

carry his plan into execution; but it was during the splen-

did administration of Pericles, and under the cultivated

taste of Phidias, that the temple was completed in all its

magnificence. The mystic cell (/iti'trTiKos o-rjKoi, avoKTopov,

or TeXearqpiov) was begun by Coroebus, but he lived only

to finish the lower row of columns, with their axchitraves.

Metagenes, of the district of Xypete, added the rest of the

entablature, and the upper row of columns. Xenocles of

Cholarge built the dome on the top. A portico was long

afterwards added by Demetrius Phalereus, who employed

for that purpose the architect Philo. This magnificent

structure continued to exist tiU the hordes of Alario com-

pleted its overthrow in 396 a.d. The city disappeared on

the destruction of the temple ; and upon the site nothing

is now found but a miserable village called Ze/si'na (Aevaivo),

or Lepsina, amidst the ruins of the sacred edifice. The
coins of Eleusis are still common, representing Demeter

drawn by dragons or serpents, and bearing the inscription

EAEY2I or EAEY within a wreath of ears pf corn. A
colossal statue of the goddess, regarded by the inhabitants'

as their patroness and protectress, was removed to England

in 1801, and is now preserved in Cambridge.

ELEUTHEROPOLIS.an ancient city of Palestine; about

25 miles from Jerusalem, on the road to Gaza, identified

by Robinson with the ruins at the modem village of Beit

Jibrin. It is mentioned by Ptolemy uuder the older name
of Baitogabra, and did not acquire the title of Eleuther-

opolis, or Free City, till the Syrian visit of the emperor

Septimius Severus. In the time of Eusebius it was so weH
known that he uses it as a central point from which to

measure the distances of more than 20 other towns. The
year 796 saw its complete destruction ; and it was still in

ruins when the crusaders of the 12th century chose

Bethgebiim, as they called it, as the site of one of their

fortresses. After the battle of Hattin it was captured by

the Saracens ; and though King Richard of England

again obtained possession, it finally fell into the hands of

Bibars. The fortress and a fine old chapel still remain.

According to a local tradition, it was at Eleutheropolis

that the fountain rose from Samson's " jaw-bone of ac ass."

Epiphanius, a native of a neighbouring village, is freqiwutij

called an Eleutheropolitan.
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ELGIN, or JIoEAysniRE, a maritime county ia the north
of Scotland, bounded on the N'. by the Moray Firth, along
which it extends for thirty miles, on the E. and S.E. by
Banffshire, on the S. and S.W. by Invernes.s-shire, and on
the W. by Nairnshire. The distance from the sea to its

furthest inland point is 33 miles. It contains, since the
alterations made by the Inverness and Elgin County
Boundaries Act, 1870, about 487 square miles, or 312,375
acres, nearly one-third of which may be considered as under
cultivation. As thus limited, the county comprises but the

eastern portion of the ancient province of Moray, which
extended from the Spey on the east to the river Beauly on
the west, and from the sea to the Grampians southwards.

Elginshire naturally divides itself into two portions, dis-

tinguished not less by physical aspect and geological struc-

ture than by the products of the soil—the seaboard and the
upland. The surface of the former, as its local name,
" laigh o' Moray," implies, is level, rising, however, be-

tween the mouth of the Lossie and Burghead, and westward
from Elgin, into ridges of some height. Throughout this

district the prevailing rock is sandstone, overtopped to the

south and east of Elgin, and in several other localities—as

at Lossiemouth—by a species of limestone or " cherty

rock." From the mouth of the Spey west and south
till the gneissose rocks of the uplands are reached, the

sandstone is of a dark red colour, and belongs undoubtedly
to the Old Red or Devonian formation. Elsewhere in the

district it is grey or yellow, apparently overlying beds of

this Old Red, but almost destitute of fossils, except in

the coast ridge and the parallel portion of the inland

ridge already mentioned, where are the famous reptiliferous

strata whose age has lately given rise to so much discussion.

Oolitic patches, indicative of a formation of mesozoic age

having once existed in the neighbourhood, are also found
scattered between Elgin and the sea. Favoured by an ex-

cellent climate and rich soil, the lowlands of Moray have been
long noted for their fertility. Wheat, barley, and oats are all

grown in great perfection, and exotic fruits of various kinds
ripen freely in the open air. Since the beginning of the

present century, agricultural pursuits have been carried on
in a spirit that has greatly increased the natural resources

of the district. Within the same period the breeding and
rearing of cattle has become one of the most profitable

occupations of the farmer; and some of the finest short-

horned and polled cattle in Scotland are to be seen here, as

well as crosses between these two breeds. On a number
of the more extensive farms largo flocks of sheep, chiefly

Leicesters, are kept all the year round. The upland portion

of the county is hilly, gradually rising higher and higher

above the level of the sea,—the loftiest of its ridges being

the Cromdale hills, one point of which has an elevation of

2328 feet. Here the rocks are metamorphic, with asso-

ciated limestones and veins of granite, closely resembling

the rocks elsewhere met with around the Grampians,

between the Old Red and the central masses of granite and
other once molten matter. Their strike is N.E. and
S.W., the same as prevails between Aberdeen and Argyll.

Tho climate of this district is much colder and damjier;

oafs is the principal pereal, barley being confined to the

glens and stratlis ; the cattle partake more of the character

t/X the Highland breed; and the blackfaced sheen takes the

place of the Leicester.

The rivers of Elginshire are three in number—tne Spey
in the east, the Lossie in the centre, and the Findhorn in

the west. The first of these rises in Badenoch, a district

of Inverness-shire, and, after flowing north-east for a
distance of about 120 miles (including windings), of which
pO are in Elginshire, falls into the Moray Firth at the

village of Garmouth. It is said to be the most rapid river

it) .Scotland, and to discharge a larger volume of water than

any otuer Scottish stream, the Tay alone excepted. The
Spey receives a number of tributaries, the chief of which
are the Truim, the Dulnain, the Avon, and the Fiddich.
The Lossie, by far the smallest of the three, and the only
one of them that rises within the boundaries of the county,
i.ssues from a small loch of the same name in the uplands,
and, after a somewhat tortuous course of about 25 miles
empties itself into the sea at Lossiemouth. The Findhorn,
like the Spey, has its source in Inverness-shire, in the
western slope of the Monadleadh mountains, which for a
number of miles form the watershed between it and the
Spey. It then flows through parts of Nairn and Moray
shires, and, after running in a north-easterly direction for

about 70 miles, of which not more than 11 are within the
boundaries of the latter, reaches the sea at the village of Find-
horn, where it expands into an estuary of some extent. For
seven or eight miles after it enters Morayshire, the scenery
along its banks is among the grandest and finest of the kind
in Britain. Of all the rivers affected by the memorable
rainfall that occurred in the north of Scotland in August
1829, none rose higher or committed greater havoc than
the Findhorn. Both the Spey and the Findhorn abound
in salmon and grilse, the fisheries for which are very valu-

able. West of the estuary of the latter are the Culbin
sandhills, some of which, though ever shifting, have au
average height of 118 feet. They cover what was 200
years ago an extensive estate, then comprising thousands
of acres of the finest land, but now presenting an impressive
scene of desolation and solitude. The lochs are small and
few in number. The sea coast is very exposed; rooky be-

tween Lossiemouth and Burghead, elsewhere low and sandy.

Of its few harbours, Burghead is the most sheltered by
position ; but a good deal has been done by art for that of

Lossiemouth, in which a number of vessels may sometimes
be seen lying. For a number of years the herring fishery

was successfully prosecuted at Lossiemouth, Burghead,
Hopeman, and Findhorn, there being one season as many
as 1 20 boats fishing from Lossiemouth alone ; but latterly

it has been more or less a failure, owing to the herring, for

some cause or other, having become scarcer in their old

feeding grounds. Large quantities of haddock, cod, and
ling are caught in the firth and sent south during the winter

and spring. Elginshire is not particularly rich in minerals.

No true coal has j'et been discovered within its limits;

and though iron ore is said to exist in the higher parts, it

cannot, owing to the absence of .coal, be profitably woi'ked.

Lead occurs to the west of Lossiemouth. Attempts
formerly made to extract it from the rock in sufficient

quantities to prove remunerative failed; but operations

lately undertaken give promise of success. The yellow

sandstone of the lower district is a building-stone of supe-

rior excellence, practically inexhaustible,—the distinct

glacial strise, seen on most of its outcropping strata, prov-

ing how capable it is of resisting all atmospheric in-

fluence. The rough impracticable gneissose beds of th«

upper district offer no favourite building-stone, and true

slates are unknown. The plantations consist of larch, fir,

and to a less extent oak. The country ia well wooded, hut

since the introduction of railways a considerable quantity

of timber has been cut down. The forest of Darnaway,

on the left bank of the Findhorn, is believed to be a

remnant of the natural wood with which a great part

of Scotland was once covered. The manufactures are by

no means important. Shipbuilding is carried on at the

mouth of the Spey, though not on a large scale. The

Highland Railway, which traverses Morayshire from east

to west, is joined at Alves and Kinloss by branches

from Burghead and Findhorn respectively, the latter of

these being at present (1878) disused. At Forres the

main line of the sama railway Btrikea off for Perth by the

vni.-,7
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valleys, first of tho River Fintlhorn and afterwards of the

Spey, tho Garry, and the Tay. The Great North of Scot-

land Railway has also been extended from Keith to Elgin by

a somewhat circuitous route, and is connected with tho High-

land Railway at Boat of Garten in Strathspey. The Moray-

shire Railway, joining Elgin to Lossiemouth, the first lino

formed north of Aberdeen, is now worked as a branch of

the Great North. In 1872 there were in Elginshire 251

owners of land of 1 acre and upwards in extent, the

principal among them being the earl of Seafield (Castle

Grant), 06,721 ; the earl of Fife (Innes House), 40,951 ;

Sir William G. Gordon Gumming, Bart. (Altyre House),

3G,387 ; the earl of Moray (Darnaway Castle), 21,669 ;

and the duke of Richmond and Gordon (Gordon Castle),

12,271. In the same year the annual value of the land in

the county was estimated to be upwards of £200,000.

The number of inhabited houses was 8152. The aggregate

population of the whole county was, in 1831, 34,498 ; in

1841, 35,012; in 1851, 38,959; in 1861, 44,218; in

1871, 43,612. It unites with Nairnshire in returning a

member to parliament. In 1877-78 the combined con-

stituency was 1837 of which 1555 voters were in Elgin-

shire. The county contains 22 parishes. Ecclesiastically

it is part of the synod of Moray, the limits of which are

nearly co-extensive with those of the ancient province,

except that Strathbogie has been added.

There are two royal burghs in Elginshire—Elgin, the

county town (for which see below), and Forres. Forres

(population in 1871, 3959) must have been a place of some
importance at an early date, though it was subsequently

overshadowed by the neighbouring burgh or city. Its

castle was for 300 years the official residence of the

hereditary sheriffs of Moray ; and of the lands anciently

bestowed upon it by royal favour it still possesses upwards

of 1000 acres. The town is pleasantly situated at the foot

of the Cluny Hills, several wooded eminences traversed in

all directions by public walks that are sheltered alike from

the heat of summer and from the cold of winter. On the

southern slope of one of them is a large hydropathic

establishment. Forres being one of the centres of railway

communication in the north, all parts of the country are

easily accessible from it. Its most noteworthy memorial

of antiquity is Sweno's Stone, one of those remarkable

sculptured monuments peculiar to the north-east of Scot-

land. Besides the villages on the coast mentioned above,

Elginshire contains those of Fochabers, Rothes, and
Grantown.

In all parts of the county the oldest names of places are

Celtic, showing clearly what race had at one time been in

possession of the soU. At the dawn of authentic history

we find JIacbeth, Ri or Mormaer of Moray, in rebeUion

against " the gracious Duncan." The sequel is well known.

A century or so later there was a great influx of strangers

into Moray—Normans, Saxons, and Flemings—who got

large grants of land from David L and his immediate

successors. It was in those days that the family of De
Moravia became the owners of the fairest part of the

province. At the same period, and under the fostering

influence of the same kings, the church acquired extensive

lands in Moray. In addition to the cathedral at Elgin,

there were the abbey of Kinloss, and the priories of

Urquhart and Pluscarden, all well endowed. Chief among
its ruined castles are Spynie Palace, the country residence

of the bishops of Moray ; Duffus, once the home of the De
Moravias, and "still the admiration of the antiquary;"

Rothes, for centuries the seat of the Leslies ; and, built on
an island in the middle of a loch of. the same name,
Locliindorb, which was in the 13th century one of the

mountain strongholds of the then powerful family of Comyu.
Another interesting locality is the promontory of Burg-

head, or "the Broch," as it is still familiarly called, anciently

the site of a Christian church, the date of the planting of

which there is some evidence to show goes back as far as

the days of Columba, and probably the site also of one of

those brochs or fortresses so common in the more northern

parts of the kingdom, the nationality of whose builders is

still a matter of dispute. The headland was aftenvards

turned, apparently by the destruction of these or other

buildings, into a kind of fortified camp, a plan of which

has been preserved by General Roy, in his Military An-
tiquities of North Britain, Except a remarkable \\ ell cut

in the solid rock, and of older date at least than the mounds
sketched by Roy, few vestiges of tho former importance of

Burghead now remain.

Elgin, a royal and parliamentary burgh of Scotland, and
the county town of the above coimty, which, from its having

been once the see of a bishop, and occasionally the residence

of the kings of Scotland, claims for itself the designation of

a city. It occupies a sheltered situation on the banks of

the small river Lossie, about five mOes from where tho

latter enters the Moray FirtL From Edinburgh it is dis-

tant by railway 200 miles, from Aberdeen 71, and from
Inverness 3G|. Elgin has one main street about a mile in

length, with several others rvmning parallel or at right

angles to it. Northwards across the Lossie is the suburb

of Bishopmill, in a different parish, but within the parlia-

mentary boundaries of the burgh. In the outskiits of

Elgin proper, as well as in the neighbourhood of Bishopmill,

are a large number of villas, most of them built within the

last thirty years.
. On an eminence at the west end of the

High Street stands Gray's Hospital, opened for the recept

tion of patients in 1819. It was built and is maintained

out of the proceeds of a legacy of £24,000, bequeathed for

the purpose by Alexander Gray, surgeon, H.E.I.C.S., a

native of the towiL The site of the old church of St Giles

is occupied by the parish church, erected in 1828, at an

expense of aearly £9000. At the eastern extremity of

High Street is Anderson's Institution, " for the education

of youth and the support of old age," opened in 1833.

This building cost nearly £12,000. Its founder, the son

of a poor woman who cradled him among the ruins of the

cathedral, rose from the ran'iis to be a major-general in the

service of the East India Company, and bequeathed for the

erection and endowment of this institution £70,000. On
the top of LadyhiU rises a column 80 feet high, surmounted

by a statue of the last duke of Gordon in his robes as

chancellor of Marisohal College and University, Aberdeen.

Along the High Street are many handsome modern struc-

tures, erected mainly for business purposes, prominent

among which are those belonging to various banking com-

panies. Other pubKc buildings and institutions are—the

District Asylum, the Assembly Rooms, the Market Build-

ings, the Burgh Court-house and the County Buildings,

the Club-house and Reading-room, the Museum, and the

Morayshire Union Poorhouse. The places of worship,

besides the parish church, are the High and South Free

churches, the Moss Street and South Street U.P. churches,

the Congregational church, and the Episcopal, the Roman
Catholic, and the Baptist chapels, all of them of recent date.

Elgin is well supplied with schools, the old grammar school

of the burgh being represented by the Elgin Academy.
The ruins of the cathedral are situated at the east end of

the town. In 1390, after it had stood 166 years, the
" Wolfe of Badenoch," a natural son of King Robert IL,

having quarrelled with Bishop Barr, set fire to the splendid

pile. The destruction thus wrought was repaired but

slowly, owing in part to the lawless conditioii of the country

in those days. After the Reformation, the lead was str'pped

from the roof in 1568 by order of the Privy Council, and

shipped for Holland to be there sold. The building being
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tlins csfposeJ gradually yielded to tlic inlliionco of tie

weather, and in 1711 the great central tower fell to the

jTOund. It remained in a neglected state till abont 1820,

when it was taken possession of in the name of the Crown

by the Commissioners of Woods and Forests. The cathe-

dral is now well inclosed, and every attention paid to

ecALC OF Ftcr

Ground-plin ofElgin CatliedraT.

its preservation from further decay. Adjoining are the

ruins of the town house of the bishops of Moray, whose
oftlcial residence was Spynie Palace, situated about three

miles to the north. The Museum, already mentioned,

contains, besides objects from various parts cf the world, a
very complete collection illustrating the natural history and
antiquities of the county, chiefly formed through the zeal

and activity of a band of local workers.

The trade of Elgin is largely connected with its weekly
and other markets. It has, however, two woollen manu-
factories, a tanworlc, one or two small iron foundries, two
breweries, and some other industrial establishments. Its

port is Lossiemouth, with which it is connected by railway,

but it has likewise railway communication with Burghead.
The railw.ay from Aberdeen to Inverness passes the town,
ajid a branch line strikes off southwards here that traverses

Strathspey. There are several newspapers, one of which is

published twice a week ; and, besides a circulating library

and book clubs, Elgin has a litoraiy and scientific society

in connection with the JIuseum. Attracted by early

associations, by the salubrity of its climate, or by other

advantages it enjoys, not a few gentlemen of independent
means make it their home. The municipal corporation of

the burgh and city of Elgin consists of a provost, 4 bailies,

and 12 councillors ; and, along with Banff, Cullen,

Inverurie, Kintore, and Peterhead, it returns one member
to the imperial parliament. Population in 1871, 7340;
parliamentary constituency in 1877-8, 918.

The first notice wo Iiavo of Elgin carries lis Lack Lcyoiul the
middle of the 12th century. In a charter granted by David I. to
a priory in its nciglilionrhpod, it is referred to .is *' my bur^'h of
IClgin." Certain privileges bestowed on its citizens by this king
•ware afterwards confirmed and extended by liis grandson, William
the Lion, who seems to have- oflener than once held his court in
its castle. William's son and snccessor, Alexander II.. frequently
resided there, and it was in his rcii,'n that it became an episcopal
city. Wlicn Edward I. of England entered Scotland in the year
1296 at the head of his army, he m.arohed northwards as far as
Elgin, where he remained some days. The town or city must then
have been a place of considerable importance. Its castle, the ruins
of which are still to be seen on a green mound near its western
bn^indarjf, calleil Ladyhill, was one of the seats of Scottish royalty.
Beneath this fortress, and commanded by it, ran the siu'de street
now High Street—that formed tLo ancient town, with the East
and West Ports .at cither end. Two short lanes branchin" off near
its centre led to the North and South Poits respectively. At one
time these four Ports were no doubt connected by some defensive
works. About half-way between the East and West Ports, stood a
church dedicated to St Giles, the patron saint of Elgin, and sur-
ronnded by a grnvcyard. A little to the west of this church was
the Tolbooth. There is evidence that the clergy and landed pro-
prietor of the town and neighbourhood had even then residences
within the limits of the town. But its glory was its noble cathe-
dral, fonndcd in 1224 by Uishop Andrew Moray, and declared by
BiUinga ito Uavc _1jccu J^ the most stately and the most beauti-

fully dei orated of all the ccclceiastieal edifices of the conntry."
Clustered round the cathedr.al were the deanery, and the manses
and gardens of the canons,—the whole constituting the " College,"
and inclosed by a stone wall 20 feet high and 6 feet thick. Amoiip
its other ecclesiastical buildings were two monasteries, one of
black and the other of grey friars, and a chapel to tlio Virgin
connected with the castle. The Keformation, by stripping Elgin
of Its ecclesiastical honours, greatly reduced its influence. It con-
tinued, however, till towards the close of the last century to be the
winter residence of the chief landowners of the district, some ot

whom lived in houses surrounded by large gardens, othei» in
mansions fronting the street and resting on squat pillars and art lien

A characteristic specimen of the latter is shown by Billings in his

Haroninl and Ecclesiastical Antiquities of Scoilavd. The ruercliniii

gentlemen of the town, some of whom carried on a very exten.'iivr'

import and export tiade in all sorts of commodities, occupied
dwellings of the same class, while the humbler burgesses lived in

smaller houses, whose crow-stepped gables were turned to the main
street. With the change th.at, owing to various inlluences came
over the social habits of the upper clas-ses in the course of the last

century, the importance of Elgin w.as a second time threatened, but
when the agiicultnr.al resources of the country began to be more
fully developed, its position as the centre of one of the most fertile

districts of Scotland gave a new impetus to its prosperity.
SeeSh.aw's History of the Province of Moray, Edinburgh, 1773 ; A

Survey of the Provirxe of Moray, Aberdeen, 1793 ; Khind's ^fa/cAcs

of the Past and Present State ofMoray, Edinburgh, 1839; Dr James
Taylor's Edward I. in the North of Scotland (privately printed),
Elgin, IS.'iS ; Dunbar's Social Life in Former Daya, chiefly in Hit

Province of Moray, 2 vols., Edinburgh. 1865-C6; Morayshire
Described, Elgin, 1868. (J. M'O.)

ELGIN, Thomas Bruce, Seventh Eael of (1 7GG-1 84 1 ),

was born July 20, 1766, and succeeded his brother in the

Scotch earldoms of Elgin and Kincardine when only seven

years of age. He was educated at Harrow and West
minster, and, after studying for some time at the university

of St Andrews, he proceeded to the Continent, where lie

prosecuted the study of international law at Paris, and of

military science in Germany. When his education was
completed he entered the army, in which he rose to the

rank of general. His chief attention was, however, devoted
to diplomacy. In 1 792 he was appointed envoy at Brusscl.s,

and in 1795 envoy extraordinary at Berlin; and from
1799 to 1802 he was envoy extraordinary at the Porte.

It was during his stay at Constantinople that he formed tho

purpose of removing from Athens the celebrated sculptures

uow known as the Elgin Jlarbles. His doing so was
censured by some as vandalism, and doubts were also

expressed as to the artistic value of many of the marbles

;

but he completely vindicated himself in a pamphlet pub-
lished in 1810, and entitled memorandum, on the Subject

of the Earl of Elgins Pursuits in Greece. In 181G tho

collection was purchased by the nation for £36,000, anji

placed in the British Museum, the outlay incurred bi' Lord
Elgin having been more than £50,000. Lord Elgin was
a Scotch representative peer for fifty years. He died at

Paris, November 14, 1841.

ELGIN AND KINCARDINE, James Bruce, Earl of
(1811-1863), was the eighth earl of Elgin and twelfth

earl of Kincardine in the peerage of Scotland, and the first

Baron Elgin in that of the United Kingdom. The eldest

son of Thomas, the seventh earl, by his second marriage ho
was born in 1811, and succeeded to the peerage in 1S41. He
was educated at Eton and at Christ Church, Oxford, where
he had as companions and rivals his younger predecessors

in the office of governor-general of India, Dalhousie and
Canning. Mr Gladstone also was one of his juniors at both
school and college, and recalls the circumstance that it was
from young Bruce he " first learned that Milton had written
any prose." As a young man he came into contact with
Dr Chalmers, who induced hira to speak in public on church
extension, and it was to Chalmers's sermon on the " Expul-
sive Power of a New Affection " that he turned on his death-
bed, repeating many passages from it in the last hour. He
sat in the House of Commons for Southampton Ion" enough
to attach him to the constitutional principles now described
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as Liberal-Conservativa, though ha never identified himself

with fi party.

Lord Elgin began his official career in 1842, at the age

of tl.irty, as governor of Jamaica. He succeeded the great

Inri'ian civilian, Lord Metcalfe, who had left the colony in

suf h a state of quietude and prosperity aa was possible

siion after emancipation. During an administration of four

years he succeeded in winning the respect of all classes.

He improved the condition of the negroes and conciliated

the planters by working through them. In 1846 Lord
Grey appointed him governor-general of Canada. Son-in-

law of the popular earl of Durham, he was well received

by the colonists, and he set himself deliberately to

carry out the policy which makes Lord Durham's name
remembered there with gratitude to this day. Alike

from his political experience in England and his life

in Jamaica Lord Elgin had learned that safety lay in

acting as the moderator of all parties, while applying

fearlessly the constitutional principles of the mother country

to each difficulty as it arose. In this his frank and genial

manners also aided him powerfully. His assent to the local

measure for indemnifying those who had suffered in the

troubles of 1837 led the mob of Montreal to pelt his

carriage for the rewarding of rebels for rebellion, as Mr
Gladstone described it. But long before his eight years'

term of service expired he was the most popular man in

Canada. His relations with the United States, his hearty

support of the self-government and defence of the colony,

and his settlement of the free-trade and fishery questions,

moreover, led to his being raised to the British peerage.

Soon after his return to England in 1854, Lord Palmer-

ston offered him a seat in the Cabinet as chancellor of the

duchy of Lancaster, which he declined. But when, in 1856
the seizure of tie " Arrow " by Commissioner Yeh plunged

England into war with China, he at once accepted the

appointment of special envoy with the expedition. On
reaching Point de GaUe he was met by a force summoned
from Bombay to Calcutta by the news of the sepoy mutiny

at Meerut on the 11th May. His first idea, that the some-

what meagre intelligence would justify most energetic

action in China, was at once changed when urgent letters

from Lord Canning reached him at Singapore, the next port,

on the 3d June. H.M.S "Shannon" was at once sent on to

Calcutta with the troops destined for China, and Lord Elgin

himself followed it, when gloomier letters from India

reached him. The arrival of the " Shannon " gave new
life to the handful of white men fighting for civilization

against fearful odds, and before the reinforcements from
England arrived the back of the mutiny had been broken.

Nor was the position in China seriously affected by the

want of the troops. Lord Elgin sent in his ultimatum to

Commissioner Yeh at Canton on the same day, the 12th

December, that he learned the relief of Lucknow, and he

soon after sent Yeh a prisoner to Calcutta, By July 1858,

after months of Chinese deception, he was able to leave the

Gulf of Pecheli with the emperor's assent to the Treaty of

Tiensin, whereby concessions were made such as all civilized

peoples grant to each other, if only from self-interest. The
treaty sanctions the residence of foreign ambassadors in

Peking—long secured by the Russians, guarantees pro-

tection to Christians, opens the country to travellers with

passports, and the Yang-tzse and five additional ports to

trade, under a revised tariff. The sum of £650,Q00 was
exacted for losses at Canton, and an equal sum for the

expenses of the war. Following the Americans, the

apparently successful plenipotentiary visited Japan, and
obtained less considerable concessions from its Government
in the Treaty of Yeddo. It- is true that the negotiations

were confined to the really subordinate Tycoon or Shogoon,
holding an office eiace abolished, but that yisit proved the

beginning of British innuenee in the most progressiva

country of Asia. Unfortunately, the Chinese difficulty was
not yet at an end. After tedious disputes with the tariff

eommissioners as to the opium duty, and a visit to the upper
waters of the Yang-tzse, Lord Elgin had reached England in

May 1859. But when his brother and the allied forces

attempted to proceed to Peking with the ratified treaty,

they were fired on from the Taku forts at the mouth
of the Peiho. The Chinese had resolved to try the fortune

of war once more, and Lord Russell again sent out Lord
Elgin as afnbassador extraordinary to demand an apology

for the attack, the execution of the treaty, and an indemnity

for the military and naval expenditure. Sir Robert Napier
(afterwards Lord Napier of Magdala), and Sir Hope Grant,

with the French, so effectually routed the Tatar troops and
sacked the Summer Palace that by the.24th, October 1860
a convention was concluded, which was " entirely satis-

factory to Her Majesty's Government." The treaty and
convention have regulated the relations of China with the

West to the present time (.1878). In the interval between

the two visits to China, Lord Elgin held the office of post-

master-general in Lord Palmerston's administration, and
was elected lord rector of the university of Glasgow. He
had not been a month at home after the second visit when
the same premier selected him to be Her Majesty's viceroy

and governor-general of India.

Lord Elgin had now attained the object of his honourable

ambition, after the office had been filled in most critical

times by his juniors and old college companions, the

marquis of Dalhousie and the Earl Canning. He succeeded

a statesman who had done much to reorganize the whole

administration of India, shattered as it had been by the

mutiny. Long, too long in grappling with it, as he himself

afterwards confessed, Lord Canning had atoned for the

sluggishness of his early action by the vigour of his two
last years of office, and established his popularity on the

firm basis of his land-tenure reforms and his foreign or

feudatory policy. Lord Elgin could only develop both,

and he recognized this as what he called his " humble task."

But, as the first viceroy directly appointed by the Crown,

and as subject to the secretary of state for India, Lord
Elgin at once gave up all Lord Canning had fought for, in

the co-ordinate independence, or rather the stimulating

responsibility, of the governor-general, which had prevailed

from the days of Clive and Warren Hastings. From his

time to the present the old powers of the historic governor-

general have been overshadowed by the party influences of

the Indian secretary. This subservience was seen in a further

blow at the legislature, by which a biU could be published

without leave from the Calcutta council, and in the reversal

of Lord Canning's measure for the sale of a fee-siraple

tenure with all its political as well as economic advantages.

But, on the other hand, Lord Elgin loyally carried out the

wise and equitable policy of his predecessor towards our

feudatories with a firmness and a dignity that in the case

of Holkar and Oudeypore had a good effect. He did his

best to check the aggression of the Dutch in Sumatra,

which was contrary to treaty, and he supported Dost
Mahomed in Cabul until that aged warrior entered tha

then neutral and disputed territory of Herat Determined
to maintain inviolate the integrity of our own north-west

frontier. Lord Elgin assembled a camp of exercise at Lahore,

and marched a force to the Peshawur border to punish

those branches of the Yusufzai tribe who had violated the

engagements of 1858.

It was in the midst of this " little war " that he died.

Soon after his arrival at Calcutta, he had prqjeeted the

usual tour to Simla, to be followed by an inspection of

the Pimjab and its warlike ring-fence of Pathans, He even

contemplated^e summoniog of the eentral legislative
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oouncil at Lahnra After passing the summer of 1863

ill tho cool retreat of Peterhoff, Lord Elgin began a

march across the hills from Simla to Sealkote by tho

upper vuUoys of the Beas, the Eavee, and tho Chenab,

chiefly to decide the two allied questions of tea cultiva-

tion and trade routes to Kashgaiia and Tibet. The
climbing up to the Rotung Pass (13,000 feet) which

separates tlie Beas valley from that of tho Chenab, and
tho crossing of the frail twig bridge across the Chundra
torrent, prostrated him by the time he had descended into

the smiling English-like Kaugra valley. Thence he wrote

his last letter to Sir Charles Wood, still full of hope and
not free from anxiety as to the Sittana expedition. At the

lovely hill station of Dhurinsala, " the place of piety," he

lay on his deathbed, watching the glories of the Himalayan
autumn, and even directing Lady Elgin where to select his

grave in the little cemetery around the station church, which

hangs high on the bluff above the house where he breathed

his last. After telegraphing his resignation to the Queen,

he lay for a fortnight amid sacred words and holy thoughts,

tended by loving and sldlful hands, and suddenly gave up
the fight with agony on the 20th November 1SG3. He
died of fatty degeneration of the muscular fibre of the heart.

He is the second governor-general whose body has a resting-

place in India, Lord Cornwallis having found a grave at

Ghazeepore, during his second administration. It is vain

to speculate what Lord Elgin might have been had he lived

to apply the experience gathered during his eventful

apprenticeship to Indian administration. Sir John (now
Lord) Lawrence, the great Bengal civilian, took up his

task. Lord Elgin will be best remembered as the quietly

.successful governor-general of Canada for eight years.

For his whole career see Letters and Journals of James, UigJith

Earl of Elgin (John Murray), edited by Walrond, but corrected

by his brother-in-law, Dean Stanley ; for the China missions see

Xarralive of the Earl of Elgin's Mission to China and Japan, by
Laurence Oliphant, his private secretary ; for the brief Indian
<fdrainistrati«n see the Friend of hulia for 1862-63. (G. SM.)

EL-GOLEA, a town on the southern frontiers of Algeria,

in that part of the Sahara which bears the name of El-erg,

about 160 miles S.W. of ^Yargla, in 30° 35' N. lat. and
3° 10' E. Ion. It consists of three portions—the citadel

on a limestone hill, the upper town, and the lower town,

eacih separated from the others by irregular plantations of

date trees. In itself it is of no particular interest, but its

position makes it a very important station for the caravan

trade between Algeria and the countries to the south. It

•was originally a settlement of the Zendta Berbers, by
whom it ^as known as Taorert ; and there is still a con-

siderable Berber element in its population, though the

Arabic language is in general use. The full Arab name is

El Golea'a el Menia'a, or the " little fortress well defended."

According to the statement of the natives, the well in the

upper town is about 60 feet deep.

ELI (1 Sam. chaps, i.-iv.) was priest of Jehovah at the
temple of Shiloh, the sanctuary of the ark, and at the

same time judge over Israel—an unusual combination of

ofBces, which must have been won by signal services to the

nation in his earlier years, though in the history preserved
to us he appears in the weakness of extreme old age,

unable to control the petulance and rapacity of his sons,

Hophni and Phinehas, which disgraced tho sanctuary and
disgusted the people. While the central authority was
thus weakened, the Philistines advancad against Israel, and
gained a complete victory in the great battle of Ebenezer,
where the ark was taken, and Hophni and Phinehas
slain. On hearing the news, Eli fell from his seat and died.

According to the Massoretio text, he was ninety-eight
years old, and had judged Israel for forty years (1 Sam. iv.

15, 18). The _ Septuagint translator gives but twenty

years in ver. 18, and seems not to have rend ver. 15
[Wellhausen in loco]. After these events the sanctuary of

Shiloh appears to have been destroyed by the Philistinoa

[comp. Jer. vii.; Ewald, GeschiclUe, ii. ."584; Wellhausen on
2 Sam. viii. 17], and the descendants of Eli with the whole
of their clan or "father's house " subsequently appear as

settled at Nob (1 Sam. xxi. 1, xxii. 11 sqq., comp. xiv. 3).

In the massacre of the clan by Saul, with the subsequent

deposition of tho survivor Abiathar from the priestly office

(1 Kings ii. 27), the prophecies of judgment uttered in tho

days of Eli against his corrupt house were strikingly

fulfilled (1 Sam. ii. 27 sqq., iii. 11 sqq.)}

An important point of Hebrew archaiology is involved

in .the genealogy of Eli and his house. It appears from

1 Kings ii. 27-35 that Zadok, from whom the later high

priests claimed descent, and who appears in 1 Chron. v

38 (E. V. vi. 12) as the lineal descendant of Aaron
through Eleazar and Phinehas, was not of the house of

Eli, and in 1 Chron. xxiv. Ahimelech, son of Abiathar, is

reckoned to the sons of Ithamar, the younger branch of

the house of Aaron. Hence the traditional view that in

the person of Eli the high-priesthood was temporarily
diverted from the line of Eleazar and Phinehas into that of

Ithamar [comp. Joseph. Ant. c. 11, § 5, v. viii. c. 1. § 3, and
for the fancies of the Eabbins on the cause of this diversion,

Selden, Be Succ. in Pontif., lib. i. cap. 2]. This view,

however, s°.ems to be absolutely inconsistent with 1 Sara, ii.,

which rept. jents Eli's " father's house " or clan as the
original priestly family, and predicts the destruction or

degradation to an inferior position of the whole of this

" father's house," and not merely of the direct descendants

of Eli. Moreover, Ahimelech, who is the only link to

connect Eli with Ithamar, is an ambiguous personage, who,

perhaps, owes his existence to a corruption in the text of

2 Sam. viii. 17 [comp. Wellhausen in loco; Graf, Ge-

scAicA</jc/ie 5ucAer, p. 237], where most recent critics read, and
the history seems to require, " Abiathar son of Ahimelech"

[comp. however, Bertheau on 1 Chron. xviii. 16, and Keil

on 1 Chron. v.]. To build an elaborate theory on the

genealogical statements in Chronicles is the less justifiablo

because that book wholly ignores tho priesthood of Eli,

while Hebrew genealogies must sometimes be understood

in a figurative sense. Compare further on the whr'.e sub-

ject, 'Thenius and Wellhausen, on 1 Sam. ii. ; Ewald's

Gcschichte, ii. p. 576 sqq.; Graf, " Zur Geschichte des

Stammes Levi" in Merx's Archiv,!. pp. 79, 88, and among
older writers especially Selden, in his book already cited.

De Successions in Pontijicatum. (w. r. s.)

ELIAS LEVITA (1472-1549), a Jewish rabbi, the

most distinguished Hebrew scholar of his time, was born at

Neustadt, on the Aisch, in Bavaria, in 1472. From the

fact that he spent most of his life in Italy, some have sup-

posed him to have been an Italian by birth. There can be

no doubt, however, that he was a German, as he asserts the

fact in the preface to one of his works, and his pupfl

Miinster states expressly that he was born at Neustadt of

Jewish parents. His father. Rabbi Ascher Levita, assumed

the surname of Aschkenasi (the German), which was also

used by the son. Banished as a Jew from his native

country, Elias went to Italy in the beginning of the 16th

century. He resided at first in Venice, where he earned a

high reputation as a teacher of Hebrew. In 1604 he re-

moved to Padua, where he continued his career as a teacher,

and wrote a commentary on the Hebrew grammar of Rabbi

Kimchi. When Padua was sacked in 1509 he lost all his

property, and removed to Venice. About 1612 ho took up

his residence in Rome, where he enjoyed for a number of

' A curious Jewish tradition makes Phinehas the man of God who
denounced judgment on Eli. Jerome, Quosst. Heb. in LjbJ, Regvm,
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jrenrs tlie fricndsliip of Cardinal Egidio, and of several

other dignitaries of the church. So intimate were his rela-

tions with the Christians that he was accused of having

«pi tatized from Judaism. His opinions wera vmdoubtedly

Di • e liberal than those of the majority of the Jews of his

time, but there is no reason to question his own assertion

that he remained true to the faith in which he was bom.
When Rome was attacked by Charles V. in 1527, Elias

Levita lost all his means for the second time, and again

founil an asylum in Venice. In 1540 he went to Isny in

Swabia, having been invited by Paul Fagius to join him
in tho superintendence of a printing-press for Hebrew books.

The last two years of his lifo were spent in Venice, where

he died in 1519. Tho most valuable of the numerous
works of Elias Levita were those bearing on Hebrew
grammar and lexicography. His Massoreih Ilammassoreth

(Venice, 1538) is a critical commcntai-y on the text of the

Hebrew Scriptures, and contains a very able discussion of

the question of the origin of the vowel points, which he
assigns to the Massoretic doctors of the school of Tiberias

in the 5th century after Christ. He also wrote a treatise

on Hebrew grammar, a dictionary, chiefly to the Targums
and the Talmud, and several smaller works in Hebrew
philology, la the preface to his Massoreth, and other por-

tions of his works, there are various autobiographical details.

A German tranKlation of the ifassoreth Ilammassoreth by
Semler appeared in 1772, and an edition of the work with

notes and an English translation was published in London
in 18G7.

ELIE DE BEAUJfONT, Jean BArTri(E Akmand
Ijouis L^ojfCE (1798-1874), a celebrated French geologist,

was born at Canon, in Calvados, on the 25th September
1798. He was educated at the Lyci5e Henri IV., where he
took the first prize in mathematics and physics ; at the

Ecolo Polytechniquc, where he stood first at the exit

examination in 1819 ; and at the icole des Mines, where he
began to show a decided preference for the science with

which his name is associated. In 1823 ho was selected

along with Dufrcinoy by Brochant de Villiers, the professor

«if geology in tho i,co\e des Mines, to accompany him on a

scientific tour to England and Scotland, with the double

object of inspecting the mining and metallurgical establish-

ments of the country, and of studying the principles on
which the geological map of England had been prepared,

with a view to the construction of a similar map of France.

An acconut of tho tour was published by Elie de Beau-

mont and Dufr(5noy conjointly, under the title Voyage
nictfiUinytqne en Angleta-re (1827). In 1835 he was

ai>pointed professor of geology at the Ecole des Mines, in

Buccession to Brochant de Villiers, whose assistant he had
been in tho duties of the chair since 1827. He held the

oflire of engineer in-chief of mines in France from 1833.

His growing scientific reputation secured his election to the

membership of the Academy of Berlin, of the Academy of

Sciences of France, and of the Royal Society of London.

By a decree of the president he was made a senator of

France in 1852, and on the death of Arago (1853) he was
ch'^sen perpetual secretary of the Academy of Sciences.

Elic de Beaumont's name is best known to geologists in

cou'iection with his theory of the origin of mountain ranges,

first propounded in a paper read to the Academy of

Sciences in 1829, and afterwards elaborated in several

treatises and shorter papers, of which the Notice sur le

fisteii!'' (hs moiilar/iics (3 vols. 1852) may be named as the

most iutpnrtant. According to his view, all mountain
ranges pivallel to the same great circle of the earth are of

strictly contemporaneous origin, and between the great

circles a relation of symmetry exists in the form of a
pentagonal rcseau. For an elaborate statement and
criticism of the theory, see the introductory address by

HopKins in tne Journal of tite Geological Society of Lotidon

for 1853. The theory has not found general acceptance,

but it has proved of great value to geological science, owing

to the extensive additions to the knowledge of the structure

of mountain ranges which its author made in endeavouring

to find facts to support it. Probably, however, the best

service Elie do Beaumont rendered to science was in con-

nection with the geological map of France, in the prepara

tion of which, from 1825 till its completion eighteen years

later, he had the leading share. After his compvdsory

superannuation at the £cole des Mines, he continued to

superintend' the issue of tho detailed maps almost until his

death, which occurred on the 21st September 1874. His
academic lectures for 1843-44 were published ia 1847
under the title Let^ons de Geologie Pratique.

ELIJAH (ELiJAHU,literally God^Jehovah; in N.T.,Elus),
the greatest and sternest of the Hebrew prophets, makes
his appearance in the narrative of the Old Testament with

an abruptness that is strikingly in keeping with his

character and work. The words in which he is first intro-

duced—" Elijah the Tishbite, of the inhabitants of Gilead
"

(1 Kings xviL 1)—contain all that is told of his origin, and,

few as the words are, their meaning is not without

ambiguity. By varying the pointing of the Hebrew word
translated " of the inhabitants " in the authorized version,

the passage is understood by a number of critics to indicate

a Tishbeh in Gilead, not named elsewhere, as the birth-

place of the prophet ; but it is not certain that anything

more definite is meant than that the prophet came from

Gilead, the mountainous region beyond Jordan. Whether

the place of his birth is definitely indicated or not, there is

nothing said of his genealogy ; and thus his unique position

among the prophets of Israel, whose descent is almost

invariably given, is signalized from the first. Some have

supposed that he was by birth a heathen and not a Jew,

but this is an unfounded conjecture, so inherently improbable

that it does not deserve consideration. His appearance in

the sacred narrative, like Melchisedek, " without father,

without mother," gave rise to various rabbinical traditions,

I fiucn as that he was Phinehas,^ the grandson of Aaron,

j
returned to earth, or that he was an angel in human form.

The first and most important part of Elijah's career as a

prophet lay in the reign of Ahab, which, according to the

usual chronology, commenced about 918 B.C. He is

introduced in the passage already quoted (1 Kings xviL 1)

as predicting the drought God was to send upon Israel

as a punishment for the apostasy into which Ahab had

been led by his heathen wife Jezebel. The duration of

the drought is vaguely stated in Kings ; from Luke iv.

25 and James v. 1 7, we learn that it lasted three years

and a half. During the first portion of this period

Elijah, under the divine direction, found a refuge by the

brook Cherith, " before the Jordan." This description

leaves it uncertain whether the brook was to the east of

Jordan in Elijah's native Gilead, or to the west in Samaria,

as Robinson supposes. Here he drank of the brook and

was fed by ravens, who night and morning brought him
bread and flesh. The word translated " ravens " has also

been rendered " merchants," " Arabians," or " inhabitants

of the rock Oreb." There is a general concurrence of

opinion, however, that the authorized version represents

the true sense of the original When the growing severity

of the drought hsid dried up the brook, the prophet,

under the same divine direction as before, betook himself

to another refuge in Zarephath, a Phoenician town near

Zidon. At the gate of the town he met the widow to

whom he had been sent gathering sticks for the preparation

of what she believed was to be her last meal. Though

\'i Cf. S«Men, De Success, in Pont. Ilcb., lib. ii. cap. 2.
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probably a worshipper of Baal, slie received the prophet

with hospitality, sharing with hita her all but exhausted

store, in faith of his promise iu the name of the God of

Israel that the supply would not fail so long as the drought

lasted Her faith was rewarded by the fulfilnicut of the

promise, the cruise of oil and the barrel of meal affurdiug

Bustenance for both herself and her guest until the close of

the three and a half years' famine. During this period her

Bon died, and was miraculously restored to life in answer to

the prayers of the prophet.

Elijah emerged from his retirement in the third year,

when, the famine having reached its worst, Ahab
and his minister Obadiah had themselves to search the

land for provender for the royal stables. To the latter

Elijah appeared with his characteristic suddenness, and
announced his intention of showing himself to Ahab. The
king, who in spits of the calamity that had befallen him
was still hardened in his apostasy, mot Elijah with the

reproach that he was the troubler of Israel, which the

prophet with the boldness that befitted his mission at once
flung back upon him who had forsakou the commandments
of the Lord and followed the Baalim. The retort was
accompanied by a challenge—or rather a command—to tho

king to assemble on Mount Carmel "all Israel" and the

four hundred and fifty prophets of Baal and the four

hundred prophets of Asherah. The latter are described

as " eating at Jezebel's table," by which it is indicated that

they were under the special favour and protection of tho

queen. From the allusion to an " altar of Jehovah that

was broken down " (1 Kings xviii. 30) it has been inferred

that Carmel was an ancient sacred place, though this is the

first mentioa of it in the Scripture narrative. (On Mount
Carmel and Elijah's connection with it in history and
tradition see Cabmel, voh v. p. IIG.)

The scene on Carmel is perhaps the grandest in tho life

of Elijah, or indeed in the whole of tho Old Testament.

As a typical embodiment for all time of the conflict between
superstition and true religion, it is lifted out of the range

of mere individual biography into that of spiritual

symbolism, and it has accordingly furnished at once a
fruitful theme for the religious teacher and a lofty inspira-

tion for the artist. Tho incident is indeed a true type,

showing the characteristic features of combatants that are

always meeting, and of a conflict that is always being
waged. Tho false prophets were allowed to invoke their

god in whatever manner they pleased from the early

morning until tho time of evening sacrifice. The only

interruption came at noon, in tho mocking encouragement
of Elijah (1 Kings xviii. 27), which is remarkable as an
almost solitary instance of grim sarcastic humour occurring

in tho Bible. Its effect upon the false prophets was to

increase their frenzy ; they "cried aloud and cut them-selves

with knives and lancets," as the authorized version has it.

The translation should rather be " swords and lances."

The evening came, and the god had made no sign; " there

was neither voice, nor any to answer, nor any that

regarded." Elijah now stepped forward with the quiet

confidence and dignity that became the prophet and repre-

sentative of the true God. Two things are noteworthy in

his preparations :. all Israel is represented symbolically in

the twelve stones with which he built tho altar; and the

water poured upon tho sacrifice and into the surrounding

trench was evidently designed to prevent tho suspicion of

fraud. In striking contrast to tho imreasoning frenzy

and the "vain repetitious" of the false prophets are the

few and simple words with which Elijah noakes his prayer

to Jehovah. Once only, with tho calm assurance of one
who knew that his prayer would bo answered, he invokes

the God of his fathers to vindicate himself in the presence

of an a^ustate people. The answer comes at once : " Tlie

fjre of tho Lord fell and consumed the burnt sacrifice, and
tho wood, and the stones, and the dust, and licked up the
water that was in the trench." So convincing a sign was
irresistible; the people who had stood by iu wondering
silence now fell on their faces and acknowledged Jehovah
as the true God. In harmony with the met-liod in which
Jehovah often vindicated himself in tho Old Testament
economy, the acloiowledgmcnt of tho true prophet and his
God was immediately followed by the destruction .of the
false prophets. Tho first heat of conviction made tho
people quick to obey the command to seize the j)rophcts of

Baal, who were unraediately afterwards slain by Elijah

beside the brook Kibhon. The deed, though not without
parallel in the Old Testament history, stamps the pecu-
liarly vindictive character of Elijah's prophetic mission.

Tho people having returned to their rightful allegiance

to the true God, tho drought sent as a punishment for

their defection at once ceased. The narrative proceeds

without a break. On the evening of the day that

had witnessed the decisive contest, Elijah, after haviug

invited Aiab to eat and drink, and foretold abundance

of rain, proceeded once nioro to the top of Caruicl, and
there, with " his face between his knees " (possibly en-

gaged in the prayer referred to in James v. 17-18),

waited for the long-lookcd-for blessing. His servant,

sent repeatedly to search the sky for signs, returned

the seventh time reporting a little cloud arising out of the

sea " like a man's hand." Tho portent was scared}' seen

ere it was fulfilled. Tho sky was full of clouds and a groat

rain was falling when Aliab, obejdng the command of

Elijah, set out in his chariot for Jczreel. Elijah, with

what object does not appear, ran before tho chariot to tho

entrance of Jezreol, a distance of at least sixteen miles, thus

showing tho power of endurance natural to a prophet of

the wilderness. If ho went with any hopo that the events

that had just occurred would change the heart of Jezebel, as

they seem to have changed the heart of the king, he was at

once undeceived. On being told what had taken place,

Jezebal sent a messenger to Elijah with a vow in tho most

solemn terms that ere another day had passed his life would

be even as tho lives of the prophets of Baal, and the threat

was enough to cause him to take to instant flight.

The first stage of his journey was to Beershoba, on tho

confines of the kingdom of Judah. Here he left hi-s

servant, who, according to an old Joirish tradition, was tho

widow's son of Zarophath, afterwards the prophet Jonah,i

and proceeded a day's jounioy into tho wilderness. Laying

himself dovni under a solitary juniper (broom), lie gavo

vent to his bitter disappointment at the apparent failure of

his efforts for the reformation of Israel in a prayer for

death. By another of those miraculous interpositions

which occur at nearly every turn of his history he was

twice supplied with food and drink, in the strength of

which ho journeyed forty days and forty nights uutil_ he

came to Horob, where he lodged in a cave. A hole "just

large enough for a man's body " (Stanley), immediately

below the summit of Jebel Musa, is stiU poiuted out by

tradition as the cave of Elijah.

If the scene on Carmel was the grandest, iJiat on Horeb

was spiritually the most profound in the life of Elijah.

There for the first time he learned that tho normal channel

of divine revelation is spiritual and not laatcrial, and that

its object is mercy and not judgment. Not in the strong

wind that brake the rocks in pieces, not m the earthquake,

not in the fire, but in the still small voice that followed, the

Lord made himself known. There, too, he learned, also for

the first time, the true nature and limits of -his own

prophetic mission. He was the herald, not of a sudden

' Jorome, Proam. in Jonam.
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vengeance and a sudden reformation of which his own eyes

might hope to see the fulfilment, but of the slow steady

progress of that kingdom of God that cometh not with
observation. He was taught this practically in the threefold

commission laid upon him, which implied in each part of it

that the work of vengeance and of reformation alike were
to bo fulfilled by other hands and in a succeeding age. He
was to return to Damascus and anoint Hazael king of

Syria ; he was to anoint Jehu the son of Nimshi as king of

Israel in place of Ahab; and as his own successor in the

prophetic office he was to anoint Elisha the son of

Shaphat. The revelation at Horeb closed with an
announcement that must have been at once a comfort and
a rebuke to the prophet. In his allegiance to Jehovah he
was not alone, as in sadness of spirit he had supposed; there

were no less than seven thousand in Israel who had not
bowed to Baal.

Leaving Horeb and proceeding northwards. Elijah found
the opportunity of fulfilling the last of the three commands
that had been laid upon him. He met Elisha engaged at

the plough probably near his native place, Abel-meholah, in

the valley of the Jordan, and, by the symbolical act of cast-

ing his mantle upon him, consecrated him to the prophetic
oflice. As it happened, this was the only command of the
three which he fulfilled in person; the course of events left

the other two to be carried out by his successor. After the
call of Elisha the narrative contains no notice of Elijah for

several years. It was not until Ahab, at the prompting of

Jezebel, had committed his crowning iniquity in the matter
of Naboth's vineyard that he again appeared, as usual with
startling abruptness. Without any indication of whence or
how he came, ha is represented in the narrative as standing
in the vineyard when Ahab entered to take possession of

it, and as pronouncing upon the king and Ijis house that
awful doom (1 Kings xxi. 17-24) which, though deferred
for a time, was ultimately fulfilled to the letter.

With one more denunciation of the house of Ahab,
Elijah's function as a messenger of wrath was fully dis-

charged. When Ahaziah, the son and successor of Ahab,
having injured himself by falling through a lattice, sent to

inquire at Baal-zebub, the god of Ekron, whether he should
recover, the prophet was commanded by God to appear to
the messengers and tell them that, for this resort to a false

god, the king should die. The effect of his appearance was
such that they turned back without attempting to fulfil

their errand. Their description of the prophet left the king
in no doubt as to his identity : " It is Elijah the Tishbite."
jWith the true Jezebel spirit he resolved to destroy the enemy
of his house, and despatched a captain with a band of fifty

to arrest him. They came upon Elijah seated on " the
mount,"—probably Carmel. The imperious terms in which
he. was summoned to come down—perhaps also a tone of
mockery in the appellation "Thou man of God "—were pun-
ished by fire from heaven, which descended at the bidding of
Elijah and consumed the whole band. A second captain
and fifty were despatched, behaved in a similar way, and
met the same fate. The leader of a third troop took a
humbler tone, sued for mercy, and obtained it. Elijah then
went with them to the king, but only to repeat before
his face the doom he had already made known to his
messengers, which was almost immediately afterwards
fulfilled.

The only mention of Elijah's name in the book of
Chronicles (2 Chron. xxi. 12-15), where he is represented
as sending a letter of rebuke and denunciation to Jehoram,
king of Judah, furnishes a chronological difficulty, owing to
the fact that Elijah's translation seems to have taken place
before the death of Jehoshaphat, the father of Jehoram.
There is reason, however, to suppose that Jehoram reigned
for soroo yp.ara before tha death of his father ; and on the

other hand, though the account of Elijah's translation \Q
Kings ii.) immediately follows that of his last public act in

denouncing the doom of Ahaziah (2 Kings i.), a considerable

interval may have elapsed between the two eventa. What-
ever its duration, the time was spent in close and continu-

ous fellowship with Elisha, his disciple and successor, who,

though thrice entreated to leave him, showed the true

disciple spirit in the solemn vow, " As the Lord liveth, and
as thy soul \iveth, I will not leave thee." The approaching

translation seems to have been known, not only to Elijah

and Elisha, but also to the schools of the prophets at Bethel

and Jericho, both of which they visited in their last east-

ward journey. At the Jordan their progress was stopped

only until Elijah, wrapping his prophet's mantle together,

smote the water with it, and so by a last miracle passed over

on dry ground. When they had crossed, the master desired

the disciple to ask some parting blessing. The request for

a double portion (i.e., probably a first-born's portion) of the

prophet's spirit Elijah characterized as a hard thing ; but he

promised to grant it if Elisha should remain with him to the

last, so as to see him when he was taken away. The end
is told in words of simple sublimity :

" And it came to pas.s,

as they still went on and talked, that, behold, there

appeared a chariot of fire, and horses of fire, and parted

them both asunder ; and Elijah went up by a whirlwind

into heaven" (2 Kings ii. 11). There is in this, as

Stanley has truly remarked, an " inextricable interweaving

of fact and figure." It is scarcely necessary to point out,

however, that through the figure the narrative evidently

means to convey as fact that Elijah passed from earth, not

by the gates of death, but by miraculous translation.

Such a supernatural close is in perfect harmony with a

career into every stage of which the supernatural enters aa

an essential feature. For whatever explanation may be

offered of the miraculous element in Elijah's life, it must
obviously be one that accounts not for a few miraculous

incidents only, which might be mere excrescences, but for a

series of miraculous events so closely connected and so

continuous as to form the main thread of the history.

. Elijah occupied an altogether peculiar place in later

Jewish history and tradition. Of the general belief among
the Jewish people that he should return for the restoration

of Israel the Scriptures contain several indications, such as

the prophecy of Malachi (iv. 5-6). Even if this be applied

to John the Baptist, between whom and Elijah there are

many striking points of resemblance, there are several

allusions in the gospels which show the currency of a

belief in the return of Ellas, which was not satisfied by
the mission of John (Matt. xi. 14, xvi. 14; L\ike ix. 8;

John i.
21).i

Elijah is canonized both in the Greek and in the Latin

Churches, his festival being kept in both on the 20th July,

—the date of his ascension in the nineteenth year of

Jehoshaphat, according to Cornelius a Lapide. (w. b. s.)

ELIOT, John (1604-1 G90), "the Apostle of the Indians

of North America," was born at Nasing, in Essex, in 1604,

and was educated at Jesus College, Cambridge, where he

took his bachelor's degree in 1623. He there displayed a

partiality for philology which may have had some imj

fluence in stimulating the zeal he afterwards displayed ia

acquiring the language of the native Indians. After

leaving the university he was employed as an usher in a

school near Chelmsford under the B.ev. Thomas Hooker.

While in the family of Mr Hooker, Eliot received serious

impressions, and resolved to devote himself to the work x>i

the Christian ministry. As there was then no field for ncni'

conformist preachers in England, he resolved to emigrate

^ For curious facts indicating tiie survival of the same belief arooiig

the Jews at the present day, see Stauleys Jemsh Churchy lect xix.
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^o America, where Jie arrived ou the 3d of November 1631.

After officiating for a year in the first church in Boston,

he waa in November 1632 appointed pastor of the church
in Roxbury, virhere he continued till his death.

When Eliot began his mission work there were about
twenty tribes of Indians within the bounds of the plantation

of Massachusetts Bay, and for a long time he assiduously

employed himself in learning their language. He obtained

the assistance of a young Indian taken prisoner in t)ie

Pequot war of 1 637, and who had been put to service with

a Dorchester planter. With his help Eliot translated the

Commandments, the Lord's Prayer, and many Scripture

texts, and at length was able to preach to the Indians in

their own language. This he did without the aid of an
interpreter in 1646, at a place a few miles from Cambridge,
afterwards called Nonantum or Noonatomen, i.e., "Ke-
joicing," where a settlement of Christian Indians was sub-

sequently established.

The labours of Eliot, being reported in England, ex-

cited great attention, and a society, afterwards incorporated,

was instituted for the propagation of the gospel in New
England. Among its leading members was the Hon. Eobert
lioyle, well known by his scientific labours, who was one of

Eliot's constant correspondents. From the funds of this

corporatioa an allowance of £50 per annum was paid to

Eliot in supplement of his moderate salary of £60 as

minister of Roxbury.
In 1651 a town called Natick, or " Place of Hills," was

founded by the Christian Indians, ' mainly through the

instrumentality of Eliot, for which he drew up a set of civil

ind economical regulations. Ho also in 1653, at the
tharge of the corporation, published a catechism for their

use. This was the first work published in the Indian
anguago ; no copy of it is known to exist. In the same
^ear there was published by the corporation in London
i work called Teares of Repentance, or a further Progress

>/ the Gospel among the Indians ofNew England, m which
there was given " A Brief Relation of the Proceedings of

the Lord's Work among the Indians, in reference unto
their Church-estate, by John Eliot."

In 1655 there was published in London by the corpora
iion a tract entitled A Later and Further Manifestation of
the Progress of the Gospel amongst the InAlaiu in Neto
England, declaring their Constant Love and Zeal to the

Truth, <i;c., being a Narrative of the Examinations of the

Indians about their Knoivledge in Religion by the Elders

ef the Church, related by Mr John Eliot. This work
contained tha confessions of those Indians that were
baptized by Eliot and admitted to church fellowship. In
1660 Eliot drew upon himself some animadversion by the
publication at London of a work called Tlie Christian Com-
monwealth ; or the Civil Policy of the rising Kingdom of
Jesus Christ, which was found to contain seditious

principles, especially directed against the Government of

England. The statements, however, made in this book
^ere afterwards retracted by its author.

About this time Eliot completed his task of translating

l!he Bible into the Indian language. The corporation in Lon-
don supplied the funds, and the New Testament in Indian
was issued in 1661, shortly after the restoration of Charles
n. It happened that the printing of the work was completed
when the corporation was expecting a royal charter. A dedi-
eation to the king was accordingly inserted, written in a
'ane calculated to win his favour. It stated that the Old
rcstamcut was in tho press, and it craved the " royal
assistance for the perfecting thereof." The Old Testament
va3 at length published in 1663. Copies of the New
Testament were bound with it, and thus tho whole Bible
Was completed in the Indian language. To it were added a
8ate«ii3ni,,and thePsnlms of David in Indian verse. Th^ title

of this Bible, which is now of great rarity, and fetches a very

high price, is Mamussee Wunneetupanatamwe Up-Biblum
God naneeswe Nu/ckone Testament kah wonk Wusku Testa-

ment—Ne quoshkinnumuk nashpe Wuttinneumoh Christ noh

asoowesit John Eliot; literally translated:—" The whole

Holy his-Bible God, both Old Testament and also New
Testament. This turned by the-servant-of-Christ, who is-

called John Eliot." This Indian version of the Scriptures

was printed at Cambridge (U.S.) by Samuel Green and
Marmaduke Johnson, and waa the first Bible printed in

America.

In 1680 another edition of the New Testament was
published ; and in 1685 the second edition of the Old
Testament appeared. This last was bound up with the

second impression of the New Testament, and the two
parts form the second edition of the whole Bible. It was
dedicated " To the Han. Robert Boyle, the Govemour, and

to the Company for the Propagation of the Gospel," &c.,

and is, lilce tho first edition, a work of great rarity. Eliot

received valuable assistance in preparing this edition from

the Rev. John Cotton of Plymouth fU.S.), who had also

spent much labour in obtaining a thorough knowledge of

the Indian language. A ne.w edition of the Indian Bible

was printed in 1822 at Boston by P. S. Du Ponceau and

J. Pickering.

Besides his translation of the Bible, Eliot published at

Cambridge (U.S.) in 1664 a translation of Baxter's Call to

the Unconverted, of which a second edition waa issued in

1688. In 1665 he published an abridged translation of

Bishop Bayly's Practice of Piety, and a second edition

in 1685. His well-known Indian Grammar Begun was

written in the winter of 1664, his sdns assisting in the

work, and was printed at Cambridge (U.S.) in 1666. At
the end of this book are these memorable words,—" Prayers

and pains, through faith in Jesus Christ, will do an3rthing."

The grammar was reprinted in 1822, with notes by Picker-

ing and Du Ponceau, in the Collections of the Massachusetft

Historical Society, vol. ix. The Indian Primer ; or the

Way of Training vp of our Indian Youth in the Good
Knowledge of God ; by J. E., was printed at Cambridge

(U.S.) in 1669. It comprises an exposition of the Lord's

Prayer and a translation of tho Larger Catechism in Indian.

A reprint of this work, from the only complete copy known
to exist, preserved in the library of the university of

Edinburgh, was published, under the editorial superin-

tendence of Mr John Small, in 1877.

In 1671 Eliot printed in English a little volume entitled

Indian Dialogues,for their Instruction in that Great Service

of Christ in Calling Home their Countrymen to the Know-

ledge of God and of themselves. This was followed in 1672

by The Logick Primer ; some Logical Notions to Initiate

the Indians in the Knoioledge of the Rule of Reason, &c.

These two volumes, printed at Cambridge (U.S.), are

extremely rare. Of the former, the only known copy exists

in a private library in New York. A copy of the Logich

Primer is preserved in the British Museum, and another in

the Bodleian.

In 1611 a small tract of eleven pages was published at

London, called A Brief Narrative of the Progress of the

Gospel among the Indians in Neto England in . the Year

1670 Given in by the Rev. Mr John Eliot, Minister of

the Gospel there, hi a Letter by him directed to the Right

Worshipful the Commissioners wider His Majesty's Great

Seal for the Propagation of the Gospel amongst the Poor

Blind Natives in those United Colonies. This was possibly

one of the publications of the corporation after their charter

was renewed by Charles II.; it is of extreme rarity.

In his old ago the pen of Eliot was not idle. In 1678

he published The Hai-mony of the Gospels in the Holy

History of the Humiliation and Suferinr/s of Jesus Christ

Vin. — 1

8
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from his Incarnation to his Death and Burial. This work,

vi!^ch was printed at Boston, is a life of our Savioor with

many illustrative and practical remarks. The last of his

publications was his translation into Indian of Shepard's

Sincere Convert, which ho had nearly completed in

1664 ; this was revised by Grindal Kawson mA printed

in 1689.

Eliot died at Roibury on the 20th of May 1690, at the

age of eighty-six. He was acknowledged to have been a

man whose simplicity of life and manners, and evangelical

sweetness of temper, had won for him all hearts, whether

in the villages of the emigrants or in the smoky huts of the

natives of New England.

His translation of the Bible and other works composed

for the use of the Indians are written in the Mohican

dialect, which was spoken by the aborigines of New
England. By Eliot and others it was called the

Massachusetts language. Although it is no longer read,

the works printed in it are valuable for the information

they furnish as to the structure and character of the un-

written dialects of barbarous nations. (j. sm.)

ELIOT, SiE JoHJi (1592-1632), one of the greatest

among the English statesmen of the reign of Charles I.,

was born at his father's seat at Port Eliot, a small

fishing-village on the River Tamar, in the month of

April 1592. He was the son of a country gentlemstn of

hospitable habits, and of considerable influence, if we may
judge from Eliot's early entrance into public life. Against
his youth no fault has been charged except such as was the

natural fruit of a fiery but generous temper, and that

it was not entirely spent in idle frolic is proved by
tbe considerable scholarship which he attained. At fifteen

he' entered Exeter College, Oxford ; and, on leaving the

university, he studied law at one of the inns of court. He
also spent some mouths travelling in France, Spain, and
Italy, in company, for part of the time, with young George
Villiers, afterwards duke of Buckingham. At the age of

twenty he married the daughter of one of his neighbours,

a wealthy Cornish gentleman. He was only twenty-two
when, in the distinguished company of Pyra and AVent-

worth, he commenced his parliamentary career, and only
twenty-seven when he obtained the appointment of vice-

admiral of Devon, with large powers for the defence and-

control of the commerce of the county. It was not long
before the characteristic energy with which he performed
the duties of his office involved him in difficulties. After
many attempts, in 1623 he succeeded, by a clever but
dangerous manoeuvre, in entrapping the famous pirate

Nutt, who had for years infested the southern coast, in-

flicting inimense damage' upon English commerce. The
issue is noteworthy, both as the event which first opened
Eliot's eyes to the corruptness of the Government, and as
an example of one of the causes which produced the Great
Rebellion. The pirate, having gained powerful allies at
court by means of bribery, was speedily permitted to re-

commence his career of plunder ; while the vice-admiral,
upon charges which could not be substantiated, was flung
into the Marshalsea, and detained there nearly four
months.

A few days after his release Eliot was elected member of
Parliament for Newport (February 1624). From the first

he perceived that the success of the popular cause required
the entire independence of parliament; and his earliest
recorded speech was to propose that, as "misreports"
were constantly being carried to the king, the deliberations
of the House of Commons should be kept strictly secret.

In the days of Eliot, such a measure would have canied
with it advantages of the first importance ; and it was only
natural that, in his anxiety to make parliament an efficient
chock upon the crown, he should forget !iow necessary was

the check upon parliament which would thus have been
lost.

In the first three parliaments of the reign of Charles L
Eliot was the foremost leader of the House of Commons.
The House was at that time rich in great state.smen. Upon
its benches sat Pym, Hampden, Selden, Coke, and many
other sincere and steadfast patriots. But, though in pro-

foundness of erudition one ot two, but only one or two,

may have surpassed him, neither in force of genius,

in fire and power of oratory, in loftiness and ardour

of sentiment, in inflexible firmnese of resolution, nor in

personal bravery and self-devotion, had he any superiot^

while in the union of these great qualities which made
up his rare and noble character he had no equal. The
circumstances of his past life also conduced to fit him
for his position. His official intercourse with the duke
of Buckingham, and a certain important interview

between them, in which the duke had in cautiously unveiled

his design of governing without parliament, should parlia-

ment refuse submission, had given him an early and

valuable opportunity of gauging the character of the

favourite ; and a bitter experience had acquainted him with

the corruptness of the court Undeterred by any vestige

of personal fear, he dared, in plain and uncompromising

language, to expose all. the abuses which oppressed the

country through innumerable illegal exactions of many
kinds and through the venality of the executive; and

to point out how it was disgraced abroad by a foreign

policy directed by the mere spleen of the favourite, and by

the gross mismanagement of every campaign that had been

undertaken. He dared to advise parliament to demand an

account of the expenditure of the supplies which it had
voted, and to refuse further supplies till such an account

had been rendered. Nay, he dared even to bravethe king's

deadliest hatred by naming repeatedly, with direct and
sternest invective, the great duke of Buckingham, the all-

powerful favourite, as chiefly responsible for the misgovern-

ment of the country. He did not escape unpunished. In

1626, for drawing a bold parallel between Buckinghamand
Sejanus, he was sent to the Tower ; but the House of

Commons refused to proceed with any business tfll ha

should be released, and, on his release, passed a vote clearing

him from fault. In the same year he was confined for a

time in the Gatehouse, whence, careless of mere personal

considerations, he ventured to petition the king against

forced loans. He was also accused of having, in his

capacity of vice-admiral, defrauded the duke of Buckingham,

who, among his innumerable offices, held that of admiral

of Devon, and was supplanted by a creature of the duke's.

And, finally, a sentence of outla^wry was passed upon him.

But the very fact that he was thus specially singled ont

for vengeance by the king only increased the confidence

reposed in him by the people. In 1628, despite the most
strenuous opposition of the court, he was chosen member
for his cwn county of Cornwall; and he resumed his work
with imdiminished zeal and courage. He at once advised

the House to adopt, and firmly to maintain, the only policy

which codd be efi"ective, namely, to vote no further

supplies tUl they obtained redress of the grievances of which

they complained. He joined with Coke, Selden, Littleton,

Wentworth, and others in framing the Petition of Right,

and, when the first evasive answer was given to that peti-

tion, and men scarce knew what to do for wondering

at the king's madness and audacity, he fearlessly reviewed

the events of the whole reign, and proposed a remonstrance

to the king, naming the duke of Buckingham as the cause of

the kingdom's wretchedness. And, on the last day of that

famous parliament, when Holies and Valentine held the

Speaker in the chair by force, it was his voice which read a

protest against le^vying tonnage and poundage and othsr
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tasos without consent of Parliament, and against the king's

encouragement of Arminians and Papista (for it is charac-

teristii! both of himself and of his epoch that, though no

Puritan, he spoke as strongly against the king's illegal

toleration of Papists as against any other of his illegal

acts) ; and also a declaration that whatever minister should
" bring in innovation in religion, or seek to extend, or in-

troduce Popery and Arminianisra," or should advise illegal

methods of raising money, should be considered " a capital

enemy to the commonwealth," nay, that whoever even

yielded compliance to such illegal demands, should be hold

accessory to the crime. This was the last speech of that

session, and Eliot's last speech of all.

A few days after, parliament having been dissolved, he

was summoned, with Selden, HoUos, Valentine, and three

ot'ner members, before the council. V/hen examined he

refused to answer for his conduct in parliament anywhere

except before parliament ; and he was then, with his com-

panions, committed to " close confinement " in the Tower,

books and the use of writing materials being strictly

denied. This rigorous treatment was maintained for nearly

three months, till Charles found it necessary to give way
somewhat to the popular feeling which was expressed by
libels against the bishops and the lord-treasurer, and by stern

warnings addressed to himself. In May the prisoners were

taken before the Court of King's Bench, when Eliot simply

repeated the protest he had made before the counciL The
case was put off time after time tOl the long vacation came
without its having been heard. Eliot was now, however,

allowed to communicate with his friends, among whom
|

his most constant and valued correspondent was Hampden, I

to borrow books from Sir Robert Cotton's library, and to

employ the tedious hours in writing. He drew up a defence

of his conduct, under the title oi An Apology for Socrates—
" An rede fecerit Socrates quod accusal its non responderit,"

and wrote a little book of philosophical meditations, which

he called The Monarchy of Man, and an account of the first

parliament of Charles I., which he describes on the title-

page as " a thing that concerns posterity "

—

Negotium Fos-

terorum,—and which is of no slight historical value. In

February 1623 the sentence was at last pronounced, the

prisoners being all condemned to a fine ; to be imprisoned

during the king's pleasure ; and not to be released till

they had given security for their good behaviour, had sub-

mitted to the king, and had acknowledged their offences.

The largest fine was imposed upon Eliot—a fine of £2000,
which, however, he never paid, as he hai taken the pre-

caution of securing his property against such an event.

Twenty-seven years later this sentence was reversed by par-

liament, and Eliot's brave assertion of the independence of

parliament was confirmed, never to be again questioned.

The confinement of the other prisoners was gradually

made less and less strict, till they were at length allowed
full liberty; but Eliot's spirit, which no weariness or suffer-

ing could conquer, disdained to submit where he held no
submission to be due, and for him there was no mercy.
After more than a year had passed since he first entered the
Tower, and the king's hate had only increased in malignity,
on December 21, 1631, the council met to devise new
means to subdue his constancy and force hira to submission.
All admittance to him was now denied except to his sons.

Moved into a room which his letters describe as dark, cold,

aad wretchedly uncomfortable, at length his health gave
way, and the doctors prescribed fresh air and exercise. He
now addressed the king, having been referred to him by
the Court of King's Bench, to which he had first applied.
in a petition, written in simple, manly language, request-
ing that, for his health's sake, he might be allowed a
temporary release. The answer being that the petition was
not sufficiently humble, he expressed himself "h'"»rtily sorry

that he had displeased His Majesty," but merely repeated

his request with no word of submission. To this no reply

was given; and fifteen days after Sir John Eliot had died

in the Tower (27th November 1632). His sons humbly
bogged leave to carry his body to Port Eliot, that he might
rest with his fathers, but oven this poor request Charles had
not magnanimity enough to grant ; and, by his express

command. Sir John Eliot was " buried in the church oi th»

parish where he died."

An excellent lifo of Sir Join Eliot, founded upon elaborate

study of his papers and of the history of the penod, hai been
written by John Forster. (T. M. W.)

ELIS, or Eleia, a country of the Peloponnesus, bounded
on the N. by Achaia, E. by Arcadia, S. by Messenia, and
W. by the Ionian Sea. The local form of the name was
Valis, or Valeia, and its meaning, in all probability, the

lowland. In its physical constitution Ells is practically

one with Achaia and Arcadia ; its mountains are mere
offshoots of the Arcadian highlands, and its principal rivers

are fed by Arcadian springs. From Erymaathus in the

north, SkoUis (now known as Mavri and Santameri in

different pcrts of its length) stretches toward the west, and
Pholoe along the eastern frontier ; in the south a prolonga-

tion of Mount Lycaon bore in ancient times the names of

Minthe and Lapithus, which have given place respectively

to Alvena and to Kaiapha and Smerna. These mountains

are well clothed with vegetation, and present a soft and
pleasing appearance in contrast to the picturesque wildness

of the parent ranges. They gradually sink towards the

east and die off into what was one of the richest alluvial

tracts in the Peloponnesus. Except where it is broken by
the rocky promontories of Chleonatas (now Chlemutzi) and

Ichth3r8 (now Katakolo), the coast lies low, with stretches

of sand in the north and lagoons and marshes towards the

south. During the summer months communication with

the sea being established by means of canals, these lagoona

yield a rich harvest of fish to the inhabitants, who at the

same time,, however, are almost driven from the coast by

the swarms of gnats.

Elis was divided into three districts—Hollow or Lowland
Elis (t] KolXrj *HA.is), Pisatis, or the territory of Pisa, and
Triphylia, or the country of the three tribes. Hollow Elis,

the largest and most northern of the three, was watered by
the Peneus and its tributary the Ladon, whose united

stream forms the modern Gastuni. It included not only

the champaign country originally designated by its name,

but also the mountainous region of Acrorea, occupied by

the offshoots of Erymanthus. Besides the capital city of

Elis, it contained Cyllene, an Arcadian settlement on the

sea coast, whose inhabitants worshipped Hermes under the

phallic symbol, Pylus at the junction of the Peneus and

the Ladon, which, like so many other places of the same

name, claimed to be the city of Nestor, and the fortified

frontier town of Lasion, the ruins of which are still visible

at Kuti. near the village of KumanL The district -^aa

famous in antiquity for its cattle and horses ; and its

byssus, supposed to have been introduced by the

PhrBuicians, was inferior only to that of Palestine. Pisatis

extended south from Hollow Elis to the right bank of the

Alpheus, and was divided into eight departments called

after as many towns. Of these Sal .none, Heraclea,

Cicysion, Dyspontium, and Harpina are known,—the last

being the reputed buri.il-place of Marmax, the deliverer o)

Hippodamia. From the time of the early investigators it

has been disputed whether Pisa, which gave its name to

the district, has ever been a city, or was only a fountain

or a hill. By far the most important spot in Pisatis was

the scene of the great Olympic games, on the northern

bank of the Alpheus ; but for details in regard to the

locality, and the results o£ the explorations commenced
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in 1875, the reader must be referred to the special

article Olympia. Triphylia stretches Bouth from the

Alphous to the Neda, which forms the boundary towards

Messonia. Of the nine towns mentioned by Polybius,

only two attained to any considerable influence

—

Lepreus and Macistus, which gave the names of Lepreatis

and Macistia to the southern and northern halves of

Triphylia. The former was the seat of a strongly in-

dependent population, and continued to take every

opportunity of resisting the supremacy of the Eleans. In

the time of Pausanius it was in a very decadent condition,

and possessed only a poor brick-buUt temple of Demeter ;

but considerable remains of its outer walls are still in

existence near the village of Strovitzi, on a part of the

Minthe range.

The original inhabitants of Elia were called Caucones ami
Paroreatae. From traces of the worship of Venus in the city of

Elis, and from the presence of such names as Same and lardanus,

it is believed that the Phcenicians had settlements in the ccunti-y

at a very remote period. The inhabitants of Elis first appear in

Grecian history under the title of Epeans, as setting out for the

Trojan war, and they are described by Homer as living in a state of

constant hostility with their neighbours tlie Pylians. At the close

of the eleventh century B.C., the Dorians invaded the Peloponnesus,

end Elis fell to the sliare of Oxylus and the .ffitolians. These
people, amalgamating with the Epeans, formed a powerful kingdom
m the north of Elis. After this many changes took place in the

political distribution of the country, till at length it came to

acknowledge only three tribes, each independent of the others.

These tribes were the Epeans, Minyae, and Eleans. Before the

end of the eighth century B.C., however, the Eleans had vanquished
both their rivals, and established their supremacy over the whole
country. Among the other advantages which they thus gained
was the right of celebrating the Olympic games, which had foimerly
been the prerogative of the Pisans. The attempts which this

people made to recover their lost privilege, dm-ing a period of

nearly two hundred years, ended at length in the total destruction
of their city by the Eleans. From the time of this event (572 B.C.)

till the Peloponnesian war, the peace of Elis remained undisturbed.
In that great contest Elis sided at first with Sparta; but that
power, jealous of the increasing prosperity of its all}', availed
Itself of the first pretext to pick a quarrel. At the battle of
Mantinea the Eleans fought against the Spartans, who, as soon as
the war came to a close, took vengeance upon them by de-

priving them of Triphylia and the towns of the Acrorea. The
Eleans made no attempt to re-establish their authority over these
places, till the star of Thebes rose in the ascendant after the battle
of Leuctra. It is not imlikely that they would have effected their
purpose had not the Arcadian confederacy come to the assistance
of the Triphylians. In 366 B.C. hostilities broke out between
them, and though the Eleans were at first successful, they were
soon overpowered, and their capit.al very nearly fell into
the hands of the enemy. Unable to make head against their
opponents, they applied for assistance to the Spartans, who in-

vaded Arcadia, and forced the Arcadians to recall their troops
from Elis. The general result of tliis wnr was the restoration
of their territory to the Eleans, who were also again invested
with the right of holding the Olympic games. During the
Macedonian supremacy in Greece they sided with the victors,

but refused to fight against their countrymen. After the death of

Alexander they renounced the Macedonian alliance. At a sub-
sequent period they joined the jEtolian League, but persistently
refused to identify themselves with the Achfeaus. When the whole
of Greece fell under the Roman yoke, the sanctity of Olympia
secured for the Eleans a certain amount of indulgence. Tht games
still continued to attract to the country large numbers of strangers,
until they were finally put down by Theodosius in 394, two years
previous to the utter destruction of the country by the Gothic
invasion under Alaric. In later times Elis fell successively into
the hands of the Franks and the Venetians, under whose rule it

recovered to some extent its ancient prosperity. By the latter
people the province of Belvedere on the Peneus was called, in
consequence of its fertility, " the milch cow of the Morea."

Elis, the chief city in the above country, was situated on
the river Peneus, just where it passes from the mountainous
district of Acrorea into the champaign below. According
to native tradition, it was originally founded by Oxylus,
the leader, of the yEtolians, whose statue stood in the
market-placB. In 471 b.o. It received a great extension by
the incorporation, or " synoikisraos," of various small
hanilet.i, whose inhabitants took up their abode in the city.

Up to this date it only occupied the ridge of the hill now
called Kalascopi, to the south of the Peneus, but after-

wards it spread out in several suburbs, and even to the

other side of the stream. As all the athletes who intended

to take part in the Olympic games were obliged to undergo

a month's training in the city, its gymnasiums were among
its principal institutions. They were three in number—the
" Xystos," with its pillared galleries, its aveuues of plane-

trees, its plethrion or wrestling-place, its altars to Hercules,

to Eros and Anteros, to Demeter and Cora, and its cenotaph

of Achilles ; the " Tetragonon," appropriated to the lighter

exercises, and adorned with a statue of Zeus ; and the

" Maltho," in the interior of which was a hall or council

chamber called Lalichmion after its founder. Among the

other objects of interest were the temple of Artemis

PhQomirax; the Hellanodicsum, or office of the Hellano-

dicasts ; the Corcyrean Hall, a building in the Dorian style

with two fagades, built of spoils from Corcyra ; a temple

of Apollo Acesi us; a temple of SOenus; an ancient struc-

ture supported on oaken pillars and reputed to be the

burial-place of Oxylus ; tho building where the sixteen

women of Elis were wont to weave a robe for the statue of

Hera at Olympia; and the shrine of Dionysus, whose
festival, the Thyia, was yearly celebrated in the neighbour-

hood. The history of the town is closely identified with

that of the country. In 399 B.C. it was occupied by Agts,

king of Sparta. The acropolis was fortified in 312 by
Telesphorus, the admiral of Antigonus, but it was shortly

afterwards dismantled by Philemon, another of his generals.

A view of the site is given by Stanhope.

See J. Spencer Stanhope, Olympia and Elis, 1824, folio ; Leake,

Morea, '1830 ; Curtius, Pelopminesus, 1851-2 ; Schiller, Sldmme
and Slaattn Griechenlandsj Bursian, Oeographie von Griechenland,
1868-1872.

ELISHA (literally, God is deliverance ; LXX., 'EXicraic

;

N.T., Eliseui), the disciple and successor of Elijah, was
the son of Shaphat of Abel-meholah, which lay in the

valley of the Jordan. He was called to the prophetic

office in the manner already related (see Elijah), some
time before the death of Ahab, and he survived until

the reign of Joash. His official career thus appears to

have extended over a period of nearly sixty years.

The relation between Elijah and Elisha was .of a par-

ticularly close kind, and may be compared with that

between Moses and Joshua or David and Solomon. The
one is the complement of the other; the resemblances, and
still more the marked contrast between the character and
activity of each, qualified both together for the common
discharge of one great work by " diversity of operation."

The difference between them is much more striking than

the resemblance. Elijah is the prophet of the wilderness,

rugged and austere ; Elisha is the prophet of civilized life,

of the city and the court, with the dress, manners, and
appearance of " other grave citizens." Elijah is the

messenger of vengeance—sudden, fierce, and overwhelming

;

Elisha is the messenger of mercy and restoration. Elijah's

miracles, with few exceptions, are works of wrath and
destruction ; Elisha's miracles, with but one notable

exception, are works of beneficence and healing. EUjah is

the "prophet as fire " (Ecclesiasticus xlviii. 1), an abnormal

agent working for exceptional ends ; Elisha is the " holy

man of God which passeth by us continually," mixing in

the common life of the people, and promoting the advance-

ment of the kingdom of God in its ordinary channels of

mercy, righteousness, and peace.

Though the duration of Elisha's career, with the

approximate dates of its beginning and end, can be fixed, it

is impossible to settle a detailed chronology of his life. In

most of the events narrated no further indication of time is

given than by the words " the king of Israel," the name
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not beiag specified, so that it is impossible to tell which
king 13 meant. There are two instances at least iu which
the order of time is obviously the reverse of the order of

narrative (compare 2 Kings viii. 1-6 with 2 Kings v. 27,

and 2 Kings xiii. 14-21 with 2 Kings xiii. 13). There are

besides this other grounds, which it would be out of place

to state here, for concluding that the narrative as we now
have it has been disarranged and is incomplete. The fact,

however, of dislocation and probable mutilation of the

original documents requires to be borne in mind in dealing

with the life of Elisha. It may serve not only to explain

the insuperable difficulties of a detailed chronology, but also

to throw some light on the altogether exceptional character

of the miraculous element in Elisha's history. Not only

are" the miracles very numerous, even more so than in the

case of Elijah, but, as has been frequently pointed

out, they stand in a different relation to the ihan and his

work from that in which the miracles of Elijah or any of

the wonder-working prophets do. With all -the other

prophets the primary function is spiritual teaching,

—

miracles, even though numerous and many of them
symbolical like Elisha's, are only accessory. With Elisha,

on the other hand, miracles seem the principal function,

and the spiritual teaching is altogether subsidiary.

An obvious though only very partial explanation of the

superabundance of miracles in Elisha's life is suggested by
the fact that several of them were merely repetitions or

doubles of those of his master and predecessor. Such
were his first miracle, when returning across the Jordan
he made a dry path for himself in the same manner as

Elijah (2 Kings IL 14); the increase of the widow's pot of

oil (2 Kings iv. 1-7) ; and the restoration pf the son of the

woman of Shunem to life (2 Kings iv, 18-37). It is to be
observed, however, that with aU the similarity there is a
very considerable difference in the circumstances in the two
cases, which makes it difficult to accept the theory that

stories from the earlier life have been imported by mistake
into the later. Besides, this theory, even if tenable, applies

only to three of the miracles, and leaves unexplained a
much larger number which are not only not repetitions of

those of Elijah, but, as has already been pointed out, have
an entirely opposite character. The healing of the water
of Jericho by putting salt in it (2 Kings iL 19-21), the
provision of water for the army of Jehoshaphat in the arid

desart (2 Kings iii 6-20), the neutralising by meal of the
poison in the pottage of the famine-stricken sons of the
prophets at Jericho (2 Kings iv. 38-41), the healing of
I^aaman the Syrian (2 Kings v. 1-19), and the causing the
iron axehead that had sunk in the water to rise to the surface

(2 Kings vi. 1-7), are all instances of the beneficence which
was the general characteristic of Elisha's wonder-working
activity in contrast to that of ElijaL Another miracle of
the same class, the feeding of a hundred men with twenty
loaves so that something was left over (2 Kings iv. 42-44),
deserves mention by itself as the most striking though not
the only instance of a resemblance between the work of Elisha
and that of Jesus, to which commentators have frequently
drawn attention. . The one distinct exception to the general
beneficence of Elisha's activity—the destruction of the
forty-two children who mocked him as he was going up to
Bethel (2 Kings ii. 23-25)—presents an ethical difficulty

which is scarcely satisfactorily removed by the suggestion
that the narrative has lost some particulars which would
have shown the real enormity of the offence of the children.
The leprosy brought upon Gehazi (2 Kings v. 20-27),
though a miracle of judgment, scarcely belongs to the same
class "as the other. The wonder-working power of Elisha
is represented as continuing even after his death. As the
feeding of the hundred men and the cure of leprosy con-
nect his work with that of Jesus, so the quickening of the^|

dead man who was cast into his sepulchre by the mere
contact with his bones (2 Kings xiii. 21) is the most
striking instance of an analogy between his miracles and
those recorded of mediaeval saints. BtanJoy in reference to

this has remarked that in the life of Elisha " alone in the

sacred history the gulf between biblical and ecclosiastical

miracles almost disappears."

The place which Elisha filled in the history of Israel

during his long career as a prophet was, apart altogether

from his wonder-working,, one of great influence and
importance. In the natural as in the supernatural sphere^

of his activity the most noteworthy thing is the contrast

between him and his predecessor. Elijah interfered in the

history of his country as the prophet of exclusiveness,

Elisha as the prophet of comprehension. During the reign

of Jehoram he acted at several important crises as the

king's divine counsellor and guide. At the first of these,

when he delivered the army that had been brought out

against Moab from a threatened dearth of water (2 Kings
iii.), he plainly intimates that, but for his regard to

Jehoshaphat, the king of Judah, who was in alliance with
Israel, he would not have interfered. His next signal

interference was during the incursions of the Syrians, when
he disclosed the plans of the invaders to Jehoram with such

effect that they were again and again ("not once nor

tvrice ") baffled (2 Kings vL 8-23). When Benhadad, the

king of Syria, is informed that " Elisha, the prophet that

is in Israel, telleth the king of Israel the words that thou

speakest in thy bed-chamber," he at once sends an army to

Dothan, where the prophet is residing, in order to take

captive the destroyer of his plans. At the prayer of Elisha

an army of horses and chariots of fire is revealed to his

servant surrounding the prophet. At a second prayer the

invaders are struck blind, and in this state they are led by
Elisha to Samaria, where their sight is restored.. Their

lives are spared at the command of the prophet, and they

return home so impressed with the supernatural power that

is opposed to them that their incursions thenceforward

cease. The marauding incursions were given up, however,

only to be followed by the invasion of a regular army under
Benhadad, which laid siege to Samaria, and so caused a
famine of the severest kind (2 Kings vi. 24-29). The
calamity was imputed by Jehoram to the influence of

Elish^, and he ordered the prophet to be immediately put
to death. Forewarned of the danger, Elisha ordered the

messenger who had been sent to slay him to be detained

at the doory and, when immediately afterwards the king
himself came (" messenger " in 2 Kings vi. 33 should

rather be hing), predicted a great plenty within twenty-four

hours. The apparently incredible prophecy was fulfilled

by the flight of the Syrian army under the circumstances

stated in 2 Kings vii. After the episode with regard to

the woman of Shunem (2 Kings viii. 1-6), which, as has
been already pointed out, is introduced out of its chrono-

logical order, Elisha is represented as at Damascus (2 Kings
viii. 7-15). The object for which he went to the Syrian

capital is not expressly stated, but it evidently was to fulfil

the second command laid upon Elijah, viz., to anoint

Hazael as king of Syria. The reverence with which the
heathen monarch Benhadad addressed Elisha deserves to be
noted as showing the extent of the prophet's influence.

In sending to know the issue of his iUne.-is, the king
causes himself to be styled "Thy son Benhadad." Equally
remarkable is the very ambiguous nature of Elisha's reply

(2 Kings viii 10), which may, however, be due to the
doubtful state of the Hebrew text. The next and, as it

proved, the last important interference of Elisha in the
history of his country, constituted the fulfilment of the
third of the commands laid upon Elijah. The work of

anointing Jehu to be king over Israel was performed
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Oy L iouly, as related in 2 Kings ix, 1^3. During the

ceigns of Jeha and Jehoahaz the Scripture narrative con-

tains no notice of Elisha, but from the circumstances of his

death (2 Kings xiii. 14-21) it is clear that he had continued

to hold the office and receive the honours of a prophet.

Joash the king waited on hira on his 'deathbed, and
addressed him in the same words of profound reverence and
regret which he himself had used to Elijah : " Oh my
father, my father, the chariot of Israel and the horsemen
thereof." By the result of a symbolic discharge of arrows

he informed the king of his coming success against Syria,

ond immediately thereafter he died. . It seems fitly to com-
plete the contrast between him and his greater predecessor

to be told expressly that " ho was buried." The miracle

wrought at his tomb has been already noticed.

Elisha is canonized in the Greek Church, his festival

being on the 14th June, under which date his life

is entered in the Acta Sanclorum.
" ELIZABETH, queen of England, one of the most fortu-

aate and illustrious of modern sovereigns, was bom in the

palace of Greenwich on the 7th of September 1533. She
was the only surviving issue of the ill-starred union between
Henry VIII. and Anne Boleyn, which extended over a space

of less than three years. Anne was crowned at Westminster

Jaae 15, 1533, and was beheaded within the '^ofi&r of

London May 19, 1539. Tlie girlish beauty and vivacity

of Anne Boleyn, vrith her brief career of royal splendour

and her violent death, invest her story with a portion of

romantic interest ; but she does not seem to have possessed

any solid virtues or intellectual superiority. The name of

Elizabeth cannot be added to the list of eminent persons

who are said to have inherited their- peculiar talents and
dispositions from the side of the mother. On the contrary,

she closely resembled her father in many respects,— in his

Btout heart and haughty temper, his strong self-will and
energy, and his love of courtly pomp and magnificsnce.

Combined vrith these, however, there was in Elizabeth a
degree of politic caution and wisdom, with no small dis-

simulation and artifice, which certainly does not appear in

the character of "blulf King Harry." Early hardships and
dangers had taught Elizabeth prudence and suspicion, as

well as afforded opportunity in her forced retirement for

the pursuit of learning and for private accomplishments.

The period of her youth was an interesting and memorable
one in English history. The doctrines of the Reformation

had spread from Germany to this country ; and the passions

and interests of Henry led him to adopt in part the new
faith, or at least to abjure the grand tenet of the Papal

supremacy. Anne Boleyn, by her chariis and infljience,

feciiitated this great change ; and there is historical truth

as well as poetical beauty in,the couplet of Gray,
" That Love could teach a monarch to be wise,

And gospel light first dawD.'d from Boleyn's eyes."

The Protestantism of England was henceforth linked to

Elizabeth's title to the crown. She was in her fourteenth

year when her father King Henry died. Her education had
been carefully attended to, latterly under the superintend-

ence of good Catherine Parr, the last of Henry's queens.

The young princess was instructed in Greek and Latiu, first

by William Grindal, and afterwards by Roger Ascham, who
has described his pupil in glowing terms as " exempt from

female weakness," and endued with a masculine power of

application, quick apprehension, and retentive memory.
She spoke Erench and Italian with fluency, was elegant in

her penmanalup, whether in the Greek or Roman character,

and was skilful in music, though she did not delight in it.

" With respect to pe^onal decoration," adds Ascham, " she

greatly prefers a simple elegance to show and splendour."

Tills last characteristic, if it ever existed, did not abide with

Elizabr^lk. Her love of rich dresses, jewels, and other

ornaments was excessive ; and at lier death she ia said to

have had about 2000 costly suits of all countries in hhi

wardrobe. Nor can it be said that even at the teiider agc-

of sixteen, when Roger Ascham drew'her flattering portrait,

Elizabeth was exempt from female weakness. -Alter the

death of Henry, the queen-dowager married the Lord
Admiral Seymour, whose gallantries and ambition em-
bittered her latter days. Seymour paid court to the Prin

cess Elizabeth, and with the connivance of her governess,

Mrs Ashley, obtained frequent interviews, in which much
boisterous and indelicate familiarity passed.. The graver

court ladies found fault with " my lady Elizabeth's- going

in a night in a barge upon Thames, and for other light

parts
J " and the scandal proceeded so far as to becomti

matter of examination. by the council. Ilrs Ashley and
Thomas Parry, cofferer of the princess's household (after-

wards patronized by Elizabeth), were committed for a time

to the Tower, and Elizabeth underwent an examination by
Sir Thomas Tyrwhit, but would confess nothing. " She
hath a very good wit," said Tyrwhit, " and nothing is

gotten of her but by great policy." The subsequent dis-

grace and death of Seymour closed this first of Elizabeth's

love passages; she applied herself diligently to her studies

under Ascham, and maintained that. "policy " and caution

which events rendered more than, ever necessary.

The. premature death of Edward VT. called forth a dis

play of Elizabeth's sagacity and courage, Edward had been

prevailed upon by the duke of Northumberland to dispose

of the crown by wiU to his cousin Lady. Jane Grey. The
two sisters, Mary and Elizabeth, on whom the successioi;

had been settled by the testamentary provisions of Henrj
Vill., as well as by statute, were thus excluded. Mary';

friends immediately took up arms ; Elizabeth was asked tc

resign her title in consideration of a sum of. money,.and

certain- lands which should be assigned to her; but sht

rejected the proposal, adding that her elder sister should bt

treated with first, as during Mary's lifetime she herself had

no right to the throne. Elizabeth thea rallied her friends

and followers, and when Mary approached LondoUj
successful and triumphant, she was met by Elizabeth al

the head of 1000 horse—knights, squires, and ladies, with

their attendants. Such a congratulation merited a different

acknowledgment from that which Elizabeth was fated tc

experience. But the temper of Mary, never frank oi

amiable, had been soured by neglect, persecution, and ill-

health; and her fanatical devotion to the ancient religion

had become the absdrbing and ruling passion of her mind.

She was not devoid of private virtues,—rcertainly excelling

EUzabeth in sincerity and depth of ieeling ; but her virtues

" walked a narrow round ;
" and whenever the Romish

Church was in question, all feelings of private tenderness,

and all considerations of public expediency or justice, wers

vrith Mary as flax in the fire. The five years of her reign

are perhaps the most un-English epoch in our annals.^

^ Miss Lucy Aikin, in her Memoirs of the Court of Elisxiieth,

praises the magnanimity of Elizateth in allowing Shakespeare's dranx

of Henry YIII., in -which the -wrongs and sufferings of Catherine (A

Aragon are embalmed, to be publicly offered to the compassion of

her people. We -with that this instance of magnanimity could be

justly ascribed to the queen ; but it seems certain that Shakespeare's

Henry VIlI. -was not produced till after Elizabeth's death. No poet

v/ould have dared to hint at the death of the queen -while she lived ;

and Craumer's prophecy in the fifth act speaks of the death of Eliza-

beth and of her successor James. Wo have Ben Jonaon's testimon;

as to Shakespeare's favour -with Elizabeth,

—

" Those flights upon the banks of Thames,

That 50 did take Eliza and our James."

And the tradition that the poet -wrote his Merry Wives of Windsor bj

request of the queen, who vfished to see Falslaff in love, is at least

highly probable. One of the latest Shakespearean discoveries is that

the poet, along -with his " fellows " Kempe and Burbage, acted in tv. c

nliva before the queen at Greenwich in December 1594, for whi^.;
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To escape from indignities and persecution at court,

Elizabeth was suiFered to retire, though carefully watched,

to her house of Ashridge, in Buckinghamshire. Wyat's
insurrection, prompted by the rumoured marriage of Mary
with PhUip of Spain, made her still more an object of

suspicion and distrust, as the hopes of the Protestant party

were on all occasions turned to Elizabeth. The young
princess was taken from Ashridge and privately committed

to the Tower. Her death was demanded by some of the

bigoted adherents of the court, but Llary dared not and
probably did not desire to proceed to this extremity

;

Philip, when allied to the English crown, interceded on

behalf of the fair captive, and Elizabeth was removed to

Woodstock, under care of a fierce Catholic, Sir Henry
Bedingfield. Her extreme wariness and circumspection

baffled every effort to entrap her. She conformed out-

wardly to the Catholic Church, opening a chapel in her

house at Woodstock, and keeping a large crucifix in her

chamber. This conformity was not unnaturally ascribed to

dissimulation, but part was probably real. To the end of

her life, Elizabeth retained a portion of the old belief.

She had always a crucifix with lighted tapers before it in

her private chapel; she put up prayers to the Virgin (being,

she said, a virgin herself, she saw no sin in this); she

disliked all preaching and controversy on the subject of the

real presence; and she was zealous almost to slaying against

the marriage of the clergy. She was anxious to retain as

much as possible of the Catholic ceremonial and the splendid

celebrations of the church festivals, which the ardent

reformers would gladly have swept away, as had been done
in Scotland. The Anglican Church was a compromise.

The wretched and inglorious reign of Mary terminated

on the 17th of November 1558. Elizabeth heard the news
of her accession at Hatfield, and she fell down on her knees

exclaiming : A Dominofactum est istud, et est mirabile oculis

nosiris—" It is the Lord's doing, it is marvellous in our

eyes "—words which she afterwards caused to be stamped
on a gold coin, impressing on her silver coin another pious

motto, Posui Deum, adjutorem meum— " I have chosen God
for my helper." All her perils were now passed. The
nation received her with unbounded enthusiasm. Church
bells were rung, bonfires blazed, tables were spread on the

etreets, the Protestants exulted with a holy joy.

Elizabeth was in her twenty-fifth year when she ascended

the throne. She had been better disciplined and trained

for her high trust than most princes, yet the diflficulties

that surrounded the English crown at this time might well

have appalled her. The nation was struggling in a war
with France, trade was much decayed, Calais had been lost,

and England was distracted by religious divisions and
animosities. All Catholic Europe might be expected to be
arrayed against the Protestant queen of England. Elizabeth,

however, at once chose 'the better part for herself and the

nation. Without waiting for the assembling of her first

parliament, she ordered the church service to be read in

English, and the elevation of the host to be discontinued.

But before this could be known abroad, she had instructed

the English ambassador at Rome to notify her accession to

the pope. Paul IV., then pontiff, arrogantly replied, that

England was a fief of the Holy ' See, that Elizabeth was
illegitimate, and could not inherit the crown, and that she
ihould renounce all her pretensions and submit to his

iecision. If Elizabeth had ever wavered as to the course
she should pursue, this papal fulmination must have fixed

her determination. Twelve years afterwards, a subsequent
pope, Pius v., issued a bull releasing English Catholics
from their allegiance to the queen, and formally depriving

they received, npon the Council's -warrant, £13, 6s. 8d. and, " by way
of her Majesty's favour," £6, ISs. 4d.—in aU £20 (HalUwell'a lUua-
traiions, 1874)4

her of her title to the throne. But the thunders of the
Vatican, like the threats of the Escorial, fell harmless on the

English shores. .The nation, under its Protestant monarch
and her wise counsellors, the Lord-Keeper Bacon, Cecil

(afterwards Lord Burghley), Walsingham, Throckmorton,
Sir Ralph Sadler, and others, pursued its triumphant course,

v/hile its naval strength and glory were augmented beyond
all former precedent. The exploits of the gallant sea-rover*

Drake, Hawkins, and Frobisher, the heroic deaths of the
brave admirals Gilbert and Grenville, and the transatlantic

adventures of Raleigh—are still unsurpassed in romantic
interest. The government of Elizabeth and the public

events of her reign will fall to be recorded in another part

of this work, under the head of England. Her first

parliament passed the famous- Acts of Supremacy and Uni-
formity, which struck directly at the papal power. All

clergyman and public functionaries were obliged to renounce
the temporal and spiritual jurisdiction of every foreign

prince and prelate ; and all ministers, whether beneficed or

not, were prohibited from using any but the established

liturgy. These statutes were carried out with considerable

severity ; many Catholics sufiFered death ; but all might
have saved themselves, if they had explicitly denied the

right of the pope to depose the queen. The Puritans and
nonconformists, on the other hand, were content to bear

some portion of the burden of intolerance and oppression,

from the consideration that Elizabeth was the bulwark of

Protestantism. If they lost her firm hand they lost all

;

and the numerous plots and mi^chinations of the Catholics

against the queen's life showed how highly it was valued,

and how precious it was to Protestant Europe. In the

latter part of tbe queen's reign, her domestic and fiscal

regulations were justly open to censure. The abuse of

monopolies had grown to be a great evil
;
grants of exclu-

sive right to deal in almost all commodities had been giveu

to the royal favourites, who were exorbitant in their

demands, and oppressed the people at pleasure. Elizabeth

wisely yielded to the growing strength of the Commons,
and the monopolies complained of were cancelled. The
monarchy, though as yet arbitrary and in some respects un-

defined, was still, in essential points, limited by law.

One great object of the Protestants was to secure a suc-

cessor to the throne by the marriage of Elizabeth. The
nearest heir was Mary Queen of Scots, a zealous Catholic,

who -was supported by all the Catholic states, and had os-

tentatiously quartered the royal arms of England with her

own, thus deeply offending the proud and jealous ElizabetL

The hand of the English queen was eagerly solicited by
numerous suitors—by Philip of Spain, who was ambitious

of continuing his connection with England, by the Arch-

duke Charles of Austria, by Eric king of Sweden, the duke
of Anjou, and others. With some of these Elizabeth

negotiated and coquetted for years ; to Anjou she seems to

have been attached ; but her affections were more deeply

touched, as Mr Hallam has remarked, by her favourite

Dudley, earl of Leicester. Her early resolution, and that

which ultimately prevailed over her weakness or vanity,

was, that she should remain single and hold undivided

power. To a deputation from the Commons on this -deli-

cate subject, she emphatically said she had resolved to live

and die a virgin queen :
" and for me it shall be sufficient

that a marble stone declare that a queen, having reigned

such a time, lived and died a virgin." She appears often

to have wavered in her resolution, and, in her partiality for

handsome courtiers and admirers, to have forgotten her

prudence and dignity. Her partiality for Essex was undis-

guised—it was unhappy for both; and making Hatton

chancellor because he could dance gracefully was a bold

but not unsuccessful achievement. Elizabeth's fits of rage

were as violent as her fits of love. Her maids of honoux
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Eometimes foU tlie weight of the royal hand ; and when
Essex once turned his back on her, she appropriately dealt

him a box on the ear. Aa a pendant to these nucfce, we
may add, that Elizabeth Bwore strongly, decided and
masculine oaths.

The feminine weakness asid egregious vanity of Elizabeth,

in the midst of so many masculine qualities of temperament

and intellect, have atTorded abundant matter for garrulous

chroniclers. Five years after she ascended the throne, she

issued aproclamation against portrait painters and engravers,

who had erred in expressing " that natural representation

of her majesty's person, favour, or grace," that was desired

by her loving subjects, and who were ordered to desist

until some " special cunning painter " might be permitted to

have access to the royal presence. The works of the un-

skilful and common painters were, as Raleigh relates, by
the queen's commandment, " knocked in pieces and cast

into the fire." A long account is given by the Scottish

ambassador Melville of certain interviews he had with

Elizabeth when in her most gracious and pleasant mood.

She showed him " my lord's picture,"—a portrait of the

unworthy favourite Dudley j she changed her dress every

day, " one day the English weed, another the French, and

another the Italian, and so forth," asking Melville which

became her best ; her hair, he says, was rather reddish than

yellow, and curled naturally ; she inquired whether the

queen of Scotland or herself was of highest stature, and
Melville answering that Mary was tallest, " then," saith

she, " she is too high, for I myself am neither too high nor

too low." Melville praised Mary's accomplishments as a

musician and dancer, and Elizabeth contrived, as if by
accident, that he should hear her play upon the virginals :

" she inquired whether my queen or she played best ; in

that I found myself obliged to give her the praise." In the

matter of the dancing, Melville was also able to answer,

that Mary, did not dance " so high and disposedly " as

Elizabeth. Determined to show all her accomplishments,

Elizabeth addressed the wary ambassador in Italian, which

she spoke " reasonably well," and in German, which, he

says, was " not so good." These glimpses of the woman
Elizabeth contrast strangely with the sovereign, who, at

Tilbury camp, rode from rank to rank of her army, bare-

headed, with a general's truncheon in her hand, declaring

to her soldiers that she was resolved to live and die amongst

them in the midst aqd heat of the battle ; and that she

thought it " foul scorn that Parma or Spain, or any prince

of Europe, should dare to invade the borders of her realms."

Language and sentiments like these, reflecting the feeling of

the nation, must have insured the destruction of the troops

of Parma or Spain, even if the vaunted Armada had not

been sunk by the English fire or scattered by tempests. At
this great crisis, however, Elizabeth owed much of her popu-

larity and sepurity to the wisdom of her ministers and the

spirit of her people, rather than to her own patriotism and

sense of duty. She had from unwise parsimony im-

poverished the navy, as she had previously neglected the

army, and left the country comparatively defenceless. It

was only after repeated applications and entreaties that

Burghley and Walsingham obtained the royal consent to

carry out the necessary preparations. Walsingham made
large personal advances, which were never repaid. Irresolu-

tion would seem a priori to be a weakness alien to the

despotic character of Elizabeth, yet it is certain that she

was often, on momentous occasions, hesitating, wavering,

and undecided. The sagacity and devotedness of her chief

counsellors, though not incited or fed by the royal bounty,

were her safety and her strength.

The darkest stain on the memory of Elizabeth is her

treatment of Mary Queen of Scots. To have cut off Mary

from the crown, settling it on her son, would have secured

the Protestant succession, and Mary liberated would most
probably have repaired to France, whence her revenue wn«
d-fived, or to Spain. Thus the conspiracies for her release

and her own machinations would have been averted. Her
execution, though clamoured for by the English nation,

was an act of cruelty peculiarly revolting on the part of a
female sovereign and kinswoman. And Elizabeth's affected

reluctance to sign the death warrant, her prompting to

secretary Davison that Sir Amias Paulet should be
instigated to make away with the captive queen (which the
" dainty precise fellow," as Elizabeth termed him, refused

to do), and her feigned grief and indignation after the

event had taken place— throw^ing the blame on her
ministers and on the unfortunate secretary who placed the

warrant before her for signature—all this over-acted and
disgusting hypocrisy is almost as injurious to the reputa-

tion of Elizabeth as the deed itself.

Mr Froude has said that no trace can be found of

personal animosity on the part of Elizabeth towards Mary.
It is evident, however, that jealousy if not hatred animated
the English queen towards her rival. The youth and
beauty of Mary were a source of aversion ; Elizabeth never

forgave her for quartering the royal arms of England ; and
there was a certain malicious letter, written by Mary to

Elizabeth when the captive queen was under the guardian-

ship of the earl of Shrewsbury, that must have chafed the

Tudor blood in no ordinary degree. In this epistle Mary
reported some alleged speeches of the ' countess' of

Shrewsbury charging Elizabeth with licentious amours,

physical defects, absurd vanity, folly, and avarice (Hume,
chap. xlii.). The original letter in Mary's handwriting was
seen ;by Prince Labanoff {circa 1840) among the Cecil

papers in Hatfield House, where, we believe, it still

remains. It is such an epistle as no woman—royalty

apart— would ever forget or forgive, but there is a pro-

bability that Burghley or Walsingham may have intercepted

the letter, and not ventured to deliver it to their royal

mistress.

To the end of her life Elizabeth afi'ected all the airs of

a coy beauty and coquette. Even her statesmen addressed

her in a strain of fulsome adulation and semi-gallantry.

She was the Gloriaua of Spenser, the " fair vestal throned

in the west " of Shakespeare, and the idol of all the lesser

poets, as well as courtiers and politicians. When Ealeigh
was confined in the Tower, he wrote to Cecil—trusting, no
doubt, that his letter would be shown to Elizabeth—that

he was in the utmost depth of misery because he could no
longer see the queen. " I, that was wont to behold her

riding like Alexander, hunting like Diana, walking like

Venus, the gentle wind blowing her fair hair about her

pure cheeks like a nymph [Elizabeth was then in her fifty-

ninth year] ; sometime singing like an angel, sometime
playmg like Orpheus," &c. Elizabeth continued her

gorgeous finery and rigorous state ceremonial, and was
waited upon by applauding crowds whenever she went
abroad. We have a graphic picture of -her in her sixty-

fiith year by a German, Paul Hentzner, who saw the queen
on a Sunday as she proceeded to chapeL She appeared
stately and majestic ; her face oblong, fair but wrinkled

;

her eyes small, yet black and pleasant ; "her nose a little

hooked, her lips narrow, her teeth black, her hands slender

and her fingers long (there was a special beauty in her
delicate white hands, and in her audiences she took care

not to hide them). She had pearls with rich drops in her
ears, wore false red hair, had a small crown on her head,

her bosom uncovered, her dress white silk, bordered with

pearb of the size of beans, a coUar of gold and jewels ; and
thus arrayed, Elizabeth passed along smiling graciously on
the spectators, who fell down on their knees aa she

approached ; while a marchioness tore up her train, a bevy
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of ladies followed lier dressed in white, and she was guarded

on each side by fifty gentlemen pensioners, carrying gilt

battle-axes.

A few years afterwards we see the eclipse of all this

splendour and servility. Towards the end of March 1 G03,

Elizabeth was seized with her mortal illoess. She became

restless and melancholy, refused medicine, and sat for

days and nights on cushions, silent, her finger pressed on

her mouth. When asked by Cecil who should succeed

her on the throne, she characteristically answered, ' My
seat has been the seat of kings ; I will have no rascal to

succeed mo." She afterwards, when speechless, joined her

hands together above her head, " in manner of a crown,"

to signify, in answer to another interrogatory from Cecil,

that she wished tlie King of Scots to be her successor. She

expired on .the 24th of March 1603. And thus calmly

passed away the last of the Tudors, the lion-hearted

Elizabeth. She was in the seventieth year of her age and

forty-fifth of her reign— a period of brilliant prosperity and

advancement, during which England had put forth her

brightest genius, valour, and enterprise, and attained to the

highest distinction and glory among the states of Europe.

The " golden days of good queen Be.ss " were long

remembered in contrast to those of her pusillanimous suc-

cessor, and this traditional splendour, in spite of historical

research and juster views of government, has scarcely yet
" faded into the common light of day."

Horace Walpole has assigned to Elizabeth a place in his

Catalogue of Royal and Noble Authors, and a list of thirteen

productions, exclusive of letters and speeches, is attached

to the queen's name. They consist chiefly of translations

from the Greek, Latin, and French, with a sonnet printed

during her own lifetime, and some prayers and meditations.

The learning of Elizabeth is undoubted : it was consider-

able even in that age of learned ladies ; but her style is

stiflf, involved, quaint, and full of conceits—the whole

evincing rather a predilection for literary and scholastic

studies than literary taste or power. (r. ca.)

ELIZABETH, St (1207-1231), of Hungary, daughter
of Andrew IL, king of Hungary, was born in Presburg

in 1207. At four years of age she was betrothed to

Louis IV., landgrave of Thuriiigia, and conducted to the

Thuringian court to be educated under the direction of his

parents. From her earliest years she is said to have evinced
an aversion to worldly pleasures, and, making the early

Cliristians her chief model, to have devoted her whole time
to retigiim and to works of charity. She was married at the

age of fourteen, and acquired such influence over her hus-
band that he adopted her doctrines and zealously assisted

her in all her charitable endeavours. On the death of

Louis in 1227, Elizabeth was deprived of the regency by
his brother Henry Easpe, on the pretext that she was wast-

ing the estates by her alms ; and with her three infant

children she was driven from her home without being
allowed to carry with her even the barest necessaries of life.

She lived for some time in great hardship, but ultimately

her uncle, the bishop of Bamberg, oflfered her an asylum in

a house adjoining his palace. Throu^ the intercession of

some of the principal barons, the regency was again offered

her, and her son Hermann was declared heir to the throne;

but renouncing all power, and making use of her wealth only
for charitable purposes, she preferred to live in seclusion at

Marburg under the direction of her confessor Conrad.
There she spent the remainder of her days in penances of

unusual severity, and in ministrations to the sick, especially

those afflicted with the most loathsome diseases. She died
at Marburg, 19th November 1231, and four years after-

wards was canonized by Gregory TX. on account of the fre-

quent miracles reported to have been performed at her
lojub.

A life of Elizabeth was written by Theodore of Thiiringia; and
VHistoirrde Sainte J^/isaOcth de Uongric, by Jlontalmibert, nan
imblished at Paris in 1838. Hur life has also supjilied ihe niuli-rinls

for a dramatic j'oem by Charles Kiugsley, cutillcd tlie Suint's

Tragcdij.

ELIZABETH PETROVN"A (17O0-17C2;, empress of

Ru.ssia, daughter of Peter the Great and of Catherine L,

was born on the 5th September 1709. In consequence

of a law of her father, by which, the sovereign had tho

power to choose his successor, she had no legal claim to tlie

throne. Tho empress Anna Ivanova died in 1740. Slie

had appointed Ivan, son of her niece Aime duchess of

Brunswick, a child only a few montlis old, to the throne,

with Biron, her favourite, regent. Elizabeth was quite con-

tented with this arrajigement. She declared that love was

the supreme good, and that she had no desire for the cares

and honours of a crown. But tho prestige of her father's

name, and the favour in which she stood with the Ilussian

people, rendered her an object of jealousy to the regent and

to the mother of the presumptive heir ; and on her refusing

a proposal of marriage with the duke of Brunswick, brother-

in-law of Anne, it was hinted to her that she should talfe

the veil. She might not even then have listened to the

suggestions of those who counselled a conspiracy, had

she not been persuaded by Lestocq, her physician and

favourite, that the suspicions of the Government were so

much aroused that to go back or to delay was no longer

compatible with safety. Yielding to those representations,

she resolved to make the venture, and on the 6th December
1741 entered the barracks of the Preobrajensky guards and

endeavoured to induce them to swear allegiance to her.

Notwithstanding her powerful appeal and the promise of

high rewards, all hesitated with the exception of a single

company—old soldiers of Peter the Great ; but placing her-

self at the head of this small band, she entered the imperial

palace and made prisoners of the regent and of Anne and

her son. She possessed already the atfections of the people,

and at once her authority was firmly established. Her
administration was successful both at home and abroad.

Although she was ruled by worthless favourites, wlio fol-

lowed each other in rapid succession, her reign was very

popular with the people, who surnamed her the Clement.

She was indolent and sensual, but she possessed con-

siderable abilities, and an energetic will when it was

roused to exertion. She had soma taste for literature

and the fine arts, and founded the university of SIos-

cow, and the Academy for the Fine Arts of St Peters-

burg. In 1743 she brought the war. with Sweden to a close

by an advantageous treaty. She successfully assisted Maria

Theresa against Frederick the Great, and in this way con-

tributed to the peace of Aix-la-Chapelle in 1748. After

this, irritated, it is said, by a reported witty remark of

Frederick, she took part in the Seven Years' War, and by suc-

cessive victories reduced that monarch to great straits, from

which he was only delivered by her death (Jan. 5, 1762).

ELIZABETH, originally Elizabethtowk, a city of the

United States, .capital of Union county. New Jersey, is

situated eleven miles W.S.W. of New York, on the

Elizabeth river, near its junction with Staten Sound. It is

a well-built and flouri.shing place, and possesses twenty-eight

churclies, a Roman Catholic nunnery, a court-house and

county jail, a city hall, two high schools, a business college,

a collegiate school, an almshouse, and an orphan asylum.

Besides a great establLshment for the manufacture of the

" Singer " sewing machine, there are breweries, foundries,

potteries, and factories for edge-tools, saws, stoves,

carriages, oil-cloth, &c. The port, which is open to vessels

of 300 tons, is one of the greatest coal-shipping depots in

the United States, forming, as it does, the outlet for the

Pennsylvanian fields. The town dates from 1 665 ; it was tho

8-8
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ctipital of Xcw Jprscy from February 17.^5 to Seiitember

17'JO, and obtained its city charter in 18G5. Populatiun

iu 1850, 5583; in 1870, 20,832.

ELIZABETHGKAD, or Yelizavetorad, a fortified

town and military depot jf South Paissia, in the govern-

ment of Kherson, is situated on the left bank of the Ingiil,

io3 miles N. by W. of Kherson; in 48° 31' N. lat. and 31°

17 E. long. It is built with great regularity, and its

streets are spacious and in some eases lined with trees. It

has u citadel with six bastions, a hospital, and several

churcliLS. Its trade is considerable, and its annual autumnal
fair is the one most frequented in the government. It was
founded in 1754,anJwaa named after the empress Elizabeth.

The citadel was garrisoned wilh Cossacks, and the outskirts

were settled with schismatics, or raskoliiiks, who had
returned from Turkey. Including its four suburbs, the

population of Elizabethgrad in 1873 was 3I,9G2.

ELIZABETIli'OL, Yelizavetpol, or Gansiia, the chief

town of a government in tHe province of TiHis, in Paissiiu

Transcaucasia, is situated 1449 feet above the sea-level,

on an affluent of the Kur, 90 miles south-east of Tiflis, in

40° 40' 42" N. lat. and 46° 21' 19" E. long. It was at

one time a place of considerable importance, but on account

of Laving been frequently stormed and pillaged is now iu

a somewhat dilapidated condition. The streets are narrow,

and most of the houses low-roofed and without windows,

but it has several elegant mosques and other public build-

ings. It is divided into four quarters, two of which are

inhabited by Armenians and two by Tatars. The inhabi-

tants are engaged chiefly in horticulture, agriculture, and
the rearing of silkworms and cattle. Gandzak, Kanga, or

Kendzhe, as the town was formerly called, first appears in

history in 1088, when it was under the rule of the Turkish
emir Vuzan, and was included in the Armenian province

of Artza'kh. Its extent at that time is attested by the

twenty-two ancient cemeteries which still exist. The
present town was founded by Shah Abbas, four miles from
the site of the older city, which is now marked by the

Green Mosque. It continued in Mahometan possession till

1804, when it was stormed by the Eussians under Prince

Tsitsianoff, and received its present name in honour of

Elizabeth, daughter of Alexander I. In 1826 it was the

scene of a great victory over the Persians. The poijula-

tion in 1873 was 15,439.

ELK. See Deer, vol. vii. p. 24.

ELLENBOROUGH, Edward Law, Barok (1750-
1818), chief-justice of the Court of King's Bench, was bom
on the 16t,h November 1750, at Great Salkeld, in

Cumberland, of which place his father, afterwards bishop
of Carlisle, was at the time rector. Educated at the

Charterhouse school and at St Peter's College, Cambridge,
he passed as third wrangler, and was soon afterwards elected

to a fellowship at Trinity. In spite of liis father's strong wish
that he should take orders, he chose the legal profession,

and on quitting the university was entered at Lincoln's Inn.

After spending five years as a "special pleader under the
bar," he was called to the bar in 1780. He chose the
Northern Circuit, and in a very short time obtained a
lucrative practice and a high reputation. In 1787 he was
appointed principal counsel for Warren Hastings in the
celebrated impeachment trial befor,-> thf House of Lords,
and the ability with which he conducted the defence was
universally recognized. He had commenced his political

career as a Whig, but, like many others, he saw in the
French Picvolution a reason for changing sides, and be-

came a supporter of Pitt. On the formation of the
Addington ministry in 1801, he was appointed attorney-
general, an 1 in the f')Ilowing year he succeeded Lord
Kenyon as chief-jtistice of the King's Bench. On being
raised to the bench he was created a peer, taking his title

fnmi the village of Ellenborougli in Cumberland, where tig
miiternal ancestors had long held a small patrimony. In
ISUG, on the formation of Lord Grenville's ministry "of
all the talents," Lord Ellenborough declined the offer of

the Great Seal, but accepted a seat in the Cabinet. His
'doing BO while he retained the chief-justiceship wac much
criticised at the time, and, though not without precedent, is

open to obvious objections on constitutional ground.s. As
a judge he had grave faults, though his decisions displayed
profound legal knowledge, and in mercantile law especially

were reckoned of high authority. He was harsh and over-

bearing to counsel, and in the political trials which were so

frequent in his time showed an unmistakable bias against

the accused. In the trial of Hone for blasphemy in 1817,
Ellenborough directed the jury to find a verdict of guilty,

and their acquittal of the prisoner is generally said to have
hastened his death. He resigned his judicial office in Novem-
ber 1818, and died on the 13tli December following.

ELLENBOROUGH, Edward Law, Eaul of (1790-
1871), the eldest son of Baron Ellenborough, noticed above,

was born iu 1790, was educated at Eton and St John's
College, Cambridge, and represented the subsequently dis-

franchised borough of St Miohael's in the House of

Commons, until the death of Lis father in 1818 gave him
a seat in the House of Lords. He was twice married; Lis

only child died young; Lis second wife was divorced by Act
of Parliament in 1830. By the friendship of the duke of

Wellington, which he retained all through his Indian career,

Lord Ellenborough was appointed lord privy seal, and then
president of the Board of Control, in the year 1828. In
1834 and in 1841 for a few weets he again Leld the latter

office, the duties of which at once made him familiar with

the affairs of India, and gave him control over the court of

directors. Sir Robert Peel appointed him governor-general

with the Queen's approval. He discharged the duties of

the high position from the 28th February 1842 to the 15tU
June 1844, when the directors exercised their power of

recalling him. He finally left Calcutta on the 1st August
1844. His Indian administration of two and a half year.',

or Lalf tLe usual term of service, was from first to last a

subject of hostile criticism. His own letters sent monthly
to the Queen, and Lis correspondence with the duke of

Wellington, published in 1874 after Lis death, enable us to

form an intelligent and impartial judgment of his meteor-

like career. The events in dispute are his policy towards

Afghanistan and the army and captives there, his conquest

of Sind, and his campaign iu Gwalior. He was fortunate

in having as his private secretary Captain (afterwards Sir

Henry) Durand, the accomplished engineer ofScer and
statesman, who died in 1871 when lieutenant-governor of

tLe Punjab. Although Le was absorbed iu military and
foreign politics, Lis administration was fertile in peaceful

reforms, due to his colleague, ISIr Wilberforce Bird, who
purged the police, put down state lotteries, and prohibited

slavery, with EUenborough's hearty support

The impartial study of Lord Ellenborough's correspond

ence in the light of the records and criticisms of the times

must confirm the contemporary verdict against him on tLe

questions of AfgLanistan and Sind, and may lead us to

approve of Lis action in Gwalior. All through Lis brief

Indian career, moreover, Lis severest critics must admire tLe

splendour of Lis intellect (which put him in the first rank

of orators in the House of Lords down almost to the year

of Lis death), the purity of his public patronage, and the

energy of Lis devotion to the service of his country. The
same judgment which marked Lis later criticism of others

was wanting wLen Le Leld tLe almost irresponsible power
of governor-general, to make Lis rule as useful as it was
remarkable. If men like Durand and Wilberforc Bird

helped him by the Dossession of the official and et^'caJ
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^irtUea which he lacked, we must not forget that Sir

Charles Napier led hia Governineut and himself still farther

to that extreme of rashness and impulse which was his

bane. And against his only too apparent contempt or

indifference for all things not military we must set the

statesmanlike views expressed to the Queen and the duke

of Wellington on the critical position of Great Britain in

the East, and the necessity for strengthening it by military

reforms. He repeated what the greater governor-general

Wellesley had urged, but in vain, on the East India Com-

pany at the beginning of the century, and Dalhousie

again in 1854-56. The penalty came in the mutiny

campaigns of 1857, as it had been foreshadowed in the

Cabul disasters of 1838-42.

It was to retrieve these disasters that Lord Ellen-

borough was sent out. If he had a difficult task, he

found the tide of fortune just on the turn. In his pro-

clamation of the 15th March 1842, as in his memorandum

for the Queen dated the 18th, he stated with characteristic

clearness and eloquence the duty of first inflicting some

signal and decisive blow on the Afghans, and then leaving

them to govern themselves under the sovereign of their

own choice. Unhappily, when he left hia council for

Upper India, and learned the trifling failure of General

England, he instructed Pollock and Nott, who were

advancing triumphantly with their avenging columns to

rescue the captives, to fall back. Not a word was said of

the nine ladies, twenty oflicers, and fourteen children who
were being pursued from prison to prison in the hills, in

spite of the heroic efforts of one of their number, Major-

Oeneral Colin Mackenzie, who still survives, to secure

their honourable release. Even such an object as " that of

avenging our losses and re-establishing our military

character in all its original brilliancy " was declared not

now to be justifiable. How this charge was received by

the " illustrious " troops of Jellalabad and the advancing

conquerors of Ghuznee and Akbar Khan, the Li/e of

Vollock and the journals of the day testify. The shout of

indignation was too much even for EUenborough, but he

only added to it derision when he.shirked responsibility by
directing Pollock and Nott to retire by the roundabout

way of Cabul if they could 1 The army proved true to

the governor-general's earlier proclamation rather than to

Jiis later fears; the hostages were rescued, the scene of Sir

(Alexander Barnes's murder in the heart of Cabul was

burned down. Post Mahomed was quietly dismissed from

a prison in Calcutta to the throne in the Bala Hissar, and
EUenborough presided over the painting of the elephants

iFur an unprecedented military spectacle at Ferozepore, on

the south bank of the Sutlej. But this was not the only

(liece of theatrical display which capped with ridicule the

horrors and the follies of these four years in Afghanistan.

When Sultan Mahmoud, in 1024, sacked the Hindu temple

uf Somnauth on the north-west coast of India, he carried

off, with the treasures, the richly-studded sandal-wood gates

of the fane, and set them up in his capital of Ghuznee. The
Mahometan puppet of the English, Shah Shooja, had

been asked, .when ruler of Afghanistan, to restore them

to India
J
and what be had failed to do the ChriBtian

ruler -of opposing 'Mahometans and Hindus resolved to

effect in the most solemn and public manner. In vain

had Major (now Sir Henry) Rawlinson proved that they

were only reproductions of the original gates, to which

the Ghuznee Moulvies clung merely as a source of offer-

ings from the faithful who visited the old conqueror's

ttfrab. In vain did the Hindu sepoys show the most

chilling jndjfl'erence to the belauded restoration. EUen-

borough could, not resist the temptation to copy Napoleon's

magniloquent proclamation under the Pyramids. The
desecrated or f^udulent folditnj dcors—more " glorious

trophy of successful warfare " than the heroic hostagea

whose names Lady Sale's Journals, Mackenzie's martyr-

like courage, and Vincent Eyre's book have made im-:

perishable—were conveyed on a triumphal car to the fort

of Agra, and there they lie among the old muskets to this

day. That Somnauth proclamation was the first etep

towards its author's recall, but it had the one good result

of calling forth Lord Macaulay's most brilliant philippic

in the House of Commons on the 9th March 1843.

Hardly had EUenborough issued his medal with the

legend " Pax Asias Restituta " when he was at war with the

Ameers of Siud. The tributary Ameers had on the whole

been faithful, for Major (afterwards Sir James) Outrara con-

trolled them. But he had reported the opposition of a few,

and EUenborough ordered an inquiry. His instructions wore

admirable, in equity as well as energy, and if Outram had

been left to carry them out all would have been welL But

the duty was intrusted to Sir Charles Napier, with full

political as well as military powers. And to add to the

evil, Meer Ali Morad intrigued with both sides so effectually

that he betrayed the Ameers on the one hand, while he

deluded Sir Charles Napier to their destruction on the

other. EUenborough was led on till events were beyond

his control, and his own just and merciful instructions

were forgotten. Sir Charles Napier made more than

one confession like this : " We have no right to seize

Sind, yet we shall do so, and a very advantageous, useful,

and humane piece of rascality it will be " The battles of

Meanee and Dubba, or Hydrabad, followed; and the Indus

became a British river from Kurrachee to'Mooltan, soon to

be " red " to its source in the glaciers that fringe Kashgaria.

Yet, writing to the Queen on the 27th June 1843, he

formally pronounced his policy "at once just and expedient,"

after remarking that "it would not be ungrateful to hiia

to be relieved from a government whicji he has conducted

amidst uninterrupted misrepresentations and calumny."

Sind had hardly been disposed of when troubles arose

on both sides of the governor-general, who was then at

Agra. On the north the disordered kingdom of the Sikha

was threatening the frontier. In Gwalior to the south-,

the feudatory Mahratta state, there were a strong and large

mutinous army, a Ranee only twelve years of age, an

adopted chief of eight, and factions in the councJ of

ministers. Instead of citing the authority of the forgotten

treaty of Burhanpore, the governor-general might have

pled the public security—he did talk of " humanity "—as

a reason for demanding that the state should be intrusted

to one regent. Our nominee proved incompetent, his rival

showed himself a traitor ; Tara Ranee was herself little

more than a child ; and the Prcetorians controlled the

•whole. EUenborough reviewed the danger in the un-

answerable minute of 1st November 1845, and told Sir

Hugh Gough to advance. Further treachery and military

licence rendered the battles of Maharajpore and Punniar,

fought on the same day, inevitable though they were, a

surprise to the combatants. The governor-general, on hia

charger, exposed himself with characteristic rashness in

the thick of the fight, and when it was over he regaled

the wounded with oranges and gifts. The treaty that fol-

lowed was as merciful as it was wise. The pacification

of Gwalior also had its efi'ect beyond the Sutlej, where

anarchy was restrained for yet another year, and the

work of civilization was left to EUenborough's two suc-

cessors. The idol of the army, he did not leave India

without a military banquet, which the duke of Wellington,

in an official letter to the earl of Ripon, full of curious re-

miniscences, refused to condemn. Sir Robert Peel's Govern-

ment, which had sent him out, made him a viscount and

earl, and put him at the head of the Admiralty. When
again in his old office, as almost the last president of the
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Board of Cuptrol under Lord I)crby, in 1858, he fell into

his old impetuosity, by censurmg Canning for the con-

fiscation of Oudh, which would have beeii communistic if

it had not proved nominal, and, so far, justified by political

reasons. To save the Cabinet he resigned. But for this

act of rashness, he might have enjoyed the task of carrying

into effect the home constitution for the Government of

India which he sketched in his evidence before the Select

Committee of the House of Commons on Indian Territories

on" the 8th June 1852. Paying off his old score against

the East India Company, he then advocated the abolition

of the Court of Directors as a governing body, the opening
of the Civil Service to the army, tlie transference of the

government to the Crown, and the appointment of a

council to advise the minister who should take the place of

the president of the Board of Control These suggestions of

1852 were carried out by his successor Lord Stanley, now
earl of Derby, in 1858, so closely even in details, that Lord
Ellenborough must be pronounced the author, for good or

evil, of the present home constitution of the Government of

India. After his farewell to official life, the dash and the

brilliancy of the earl of Ellenborough found a legitimate ex-

pression in his vigilant criticisms of Indian, and his broad
and eloquent expositions of European, politics in the House
of Lords. To the nation he bequeathed, as his only

defence, the publication of his letters already referred to,

" without introduction or comment." He died at his seat,

Sonthara House, near Chelte^nham, on the 22d December
1871, at the age of eighty-one. The barony reverted to his

nephew, the earldom becoming extinct. One of the most
able, -and certainly the most erratic, of all the governors-

general, he survived six of his successors. In many features

of his character he resembled his distinguished father.

For the vexed facts of Ellenborough s career, and his always
forcibly expressed opinions, see History of the Indian Administra-
tion (Bentley, 1874), edited by Lord Colchester; Minutes ofEvidence
taken before the Select Committee mi Indian Territories, Junel852;
volume i. of the Calcutta Review; the Friend of India, during the
years 1842-45 ; and a curious little attack on his Gwalior policy

Ly the Maharaja's superintending surgeon, John Hope, The
House of Scindea: A Sketch (Longmans, 1863). General Colin
Mackenzie's pamphlets and .Sir John Kaye's writings throw further
light on the treatment ot the captives. The numerous boots by
and against Sir Charles Napier, en the conquest of Sind, should be
consulted. (G. SM.)

ELLESIIERE, Francis Egerton, First Eael of
(1800-1857), born in London on the 1st January 1800,
was the second son of the first duke of Sutherland. He was
known by his patronymic as Lord Francis Iieveson Gower
until 1833,-when he assumed thesumame of Egerton alone,

liaving succeeded on the death of his father to the estates

which the latter inherited from "the duke of Bridgewater.

Jiducated at Eton and at Christ Church, Oxford, he entered

])arliament soon after attaining his majority as member for

the pocket borough of Bletchjngly, in Surrey. He after-

wards sat for Sutherlandshire and for South Lancashire,

which he represented when he was elevated to the peerage

as Earl of Ellesmere and Viscount Brackley in 1846. In
politics he was a moderate Conservative of independent
views, as was shown by his supporting the proposal for

establishing the university of London, by his making and
carrying a motion for the endowment of the Roman Catholic

clergy in Ireland, and by his advocating free trade long
before Sir Robert Peel yielded on the question. Appointed
a lord of the treasury in 1827, he held- the post of chief

secretary for Ireland from 1828 till July 1830, when he
became secretary-at-war. Before the close of the year the
administration was broken up, and Lord Francis Leveson
Gower did not again hold office. Though he filled a place
of some prominence in the political world, his claims to

remembrance are founded chiefly on his services to litera-

ture and the fine arts. Ere he was twenty he printed for

private circulation a volume of poems, which he followed

up after a short interval by the publication of a very

creditable translation of Goethe's Faust, one of the earliest

that appeared in England. It was accompanied by some
happy translations of German lyrics and a few original

poems. In 1839 he visited the Mediterranean and the

lloly Land. His impressions of travel were recorded ia

his very agreeably written Mediterranean Sketches (1843),

and in the notes to a poem entitled The Pilgrimage. He
published several other works in prose and verse, all dis-

playing a fine literary taste. His contributions to the

Quarterly Review were published in a collected form after

his death. His literary reputation secured for him the

position of rector of Aberdeen University in 1841. Lord
Ellesmere was a munificent and yet discriminating 'patron

of artists. To the splendid collection of pictures which he

inherited from the duke of Bridgewater he made numerous
additions which greatly enriched it, and he built for it a

noble gallery to which the public were allowed free access.

His benelovence, while unobtrusive, was unfailing, and his

manner , had the charm of dignified and yet unaflected

courtesy. Lord Ellesmere served as president of the Royal

Geographical Society and as president of the Royal Asiatic

Society. In 1853 he visited the United States as British

commissioner to the Great Exhibition at New York. In

1855 he was made a KG. He was one of the trustees of

the National Gallery at the time of his death, which
occurred on the 18th February 1857.

ELLICHPUR (with Melghit), a district of British

India, in the commissionership of East Berar, within the

Hyderabad Assigned Districts, lies between 20° 51' and
21° 46' N. lat. and 76° 40' and 78° 30' E. long. It is

bounded on the N. by the Tapti river and the Betul and
Chindwdrd districts of the Central Provinces, on the E. by
the Wardhd river, on the S. by the AmrAoti district, and on

the W. by the Nim4r and Akold districts. Together with

Iilelghdt, it now comprises an area of 2772 square miles,

with a population of 344,358, of whom nine-tenths are

Hindus. 'The entire northern half of the district consists

of a succession of hills and valleys known as the Melghdt
or GAwilgarh hills, a section of the Sitpurd Mountains.

The main ridge or watershed of the Satpur4s runs through

the district from east to west, attaining its greatest eleva- /

tion at BairAt, 3987 feet above sea-level. The southern

portion of the district is flat, and drained by numerous
small streams flowing into the Wardhd and Purnei rivers.

The only metalled road is that from Amrdotl to Ellichpur;

but there are several other country roads, and fair weather

tracks from village to village passable for eight months in

the year. In the hill country, the chief passes are Malliri

on the east and DillghAt and Bingiird on the west, none of

which, however, are practicable for wheeled vehicles. . The
principal agricultural products are rice and wheat (of

excellent quality), gram, pulses, and oilseeds, and these,

together with ghi and forest timber, comprise the chief

exports of the district. The imports are mainly English

and country cloth, iron and copper utensils, tobacco, salt,

sugar, &c. Ellichpur, the principal town, contains a

population of 27,782. It was formerly the capital of the

Mahometan governors of the Deccan, and a place of

considerable importance.

ELLIOTSON, Dr John, was born at Southwark,
London, towards the end of the last century. He studied

medicine first at Edinburgh and then at Cambridge, in

both wiich places he took the degree of M.D., and snb-

sequently at the Borough Hospitals in London. In 1817
he obtained the post of assistant physician, and six years

later that of physician at St Thomas's Hospital He there

introduced clinical lecturing, a practice which, except at

the London Hospital, was at the time nowhere in vogue in
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the metrnpolis. In 1831 he ceased lectuiing at St

Thomas's, luiJ was elected professor of the priuciplos and

practice of physic in London University; in 1834 he

resigned the pliysicianship of the former institution, and

nceepted a similar post at the North London Hospital. In

lt)37 he espoused the cause of mesmerism, and thus

eventually brought himself into collision with the medical

committee of the hospital, a circumstance which led him,

on December 23, 1S3S, to resign the offices held by him

tliere and at the university. In spite of the discourage-

ments he had received, he continued the practice of

mesmerism, and became in 1849 physician of a mesmeric

infirmary. He died July 29, 1868. Dr EUiotson was

the discoverer of the communicability of glanders to the

human subject, the treatment of neuralgia by acupuncture,

and the fact that pain does not necessarily continue till

death in cases of perforation or rupture of the stomach ; he

was the first to prove the value of quinine as an

antiperiodic, of strong solution of silver nitrate in erysipelas,

of prussic acid in gastrodynia and vomiting {Lancet, 1827,

xi. p. 671), and as a'means of preparing the stomach for

other medicines, of cupric sulphate in chronic diarrhoea,

and of creasote, potassium iodide, and ferrous carbonate

in other diseases ; and he was moreover one of the earliest

among British physicians to advocate the employment of

the stethoscope.

He wrote a translation of Blumentach's Inslitutiones Physio-

logicce, 1817; Cases of the Htjdrocyanic or Prussic Acid, 1820;
Lectures on Diseases of the Heart, 1S30 ; Principles and Practice of
Medicine, 1839 (2nd ed. 1842), a work which has been translated

into several languages ; Human Physiology, 1840 ; and Surgical

Operations in the Mesmeric State without Pain, 1843. He was the

author of numerous papers ia the Transactions of the Medico-

Chirurgical Society, of which he was at one time president ; and
he also edited a mesmeric journal, The Zoisl. He was a fellow

both of the Royal College of Physicians and Royal Society, and the

founder and president of the Phrenological Society.

ELLIOTT, Ebenezer (1 781-1849), the corn-law rhymer,

was born at Masborough, Yorkshire, on the 1 7th of March
1781. His father Ebenezer, a man of vigorous intellect

but bigoted in his theological tendencies, exercised a power-

ful sway over the mind of the future poet. At school

Ebenezer was considered a dull pupil ; and his childhood

was solitary. A touching autobiographic fragment, which

appeared after his death in the Athenceum for 1850, and is

republished in Watkins's life of the poet, gives a deeply in-

teresting account of his early years. His imagination had

an unhealthy craving for the horrible, and gloated over the

faces of those who hx>d died a violent death, till ho was
cured by the sight of a body floating in a canal, in an ad-

vanced state of decomposition. A more pleasing part of

the autobiography tells of his passion for making models of

ships, kites, tfcc. In a very important sense the child was
father of the man in Elliott's case, for " even in those days,"

he says, " I was a free trader, though I knew it not."

His father, exasperated at Ebenezer's persistent indolence

at school, put him into the foundry with which he was him-

self connected, where the manufacturing processes interested

him. The sight of some fine botanical plates in Sowerby's

English Botany led him to love flowers, and to gather them
as copies for drawing, although not to a taste for botany,

"the classifications of which seemed to be like preparations

for sending flowers to prison" (Aulohiography), In his

Sunday rambles he encountered a snake, which fascinated

him so much that he visited it weekly, and called it " my
first snake-love." This is probably the new form his love

for what is generally considered loathsome assumed. These
walks, by bringing him in contact with the beauty and
freshnes? of nature, proved the foundation of his passion

for poetry, vfhich was first gratified by his brother Giles

reading Thomson's Seasons aloud to him. Acting on his

tirst impulse, he rushed out into the garden to verify the

description of the polyanthus and auricula; and his earliest

poetic cQusion was au imitation of Thomson. He now set

about a systematic study of English grammar, but wa.-=

greatly hindered by a memory singularly defective for rules

and classifications, although so strong in other respects that

he "almost knew the Bible by heart" whin he was twelve

years old, and could repeat three books of the Paradise

Lost when he was sixteen. About the end of Ebenezer's

fourteenth year, a poor curate called Firth bequeathed hia

library to Mr Elliott—a circumstance which had a great in-

fluence on the development of the poet's genius,
_
Barrow,

Young, Shenstone, and Milton were special favourites ; and,

after he had studied them thoroughly, Shakespeare, Ossian,

Junius, Schiller's Robbers, and Gibbon's Decline and Fall

were eagerly read. Elliott's first published poem, The

Vernal Walk, was soon followed by Nigld, or the Legend

of Whariicliffe, and the 2'ales of A'ight, embracing Bothwell

and the Jixile, dedicated respectively to Southey and

Bulwer. Another volume contained Love, The Letter, They

llet Again, and Withered Wild Flowers. Then came the

epic fragment entitled Spirits and Men. The fruits of his

thoughts on political subjects were seen in the Ranter and

the Corn-Law Rhymes, of which a third edition appeared

in 1831. His other important poems are The Village

Patriarch (1831), The Splendid Village, and the Cor7i Lato

Hymns. Many gems are to be found among his Miscel-

laneous Poems; but the dramas entitled Kerhonah and

Taurassdes are the least happy of his productions. After

his death appeared More Pruse and Verse in two volumes.

His chief works were published between 1830 and 1836.

He carried on business as an iron-founder in SheSield for 20

years (1821-41), in which he was so successful that he re-

tired to an estate at Great Houghton, near Barnsley, in

1841, where he resided till his death, which took place on

the 1st of December 1849. A few weeks before he died,

his daughter was married to John Watkins, his future bio-

grapher. Elliott lives in history by his determined opposi-

tion to the " bread-tax," as he called the corn laws, the

sad results of which he expressed in such terribly vivid lines

as the following :

—

" I bought his cofSn with my bed,

My gown bought earth and prayer

;

I pawn'd my mother's ring for bread,

I pawn'd my father's chair."

Even when he reached comparative affluence himself, he re-

mained the sturdy champion of the poor, v.'hose representa-

tive in the Rhymes says :

—

" And workhouse bread ne'er crossed my teeth,

—

I trust it never will."

Elliott's poetry is stamped throughout by the grandeur of

his personal character. Transparent sincerity and passion-

ate earnestness meet us in every page. His poems are

beautifully described by Carlyle as " hues of joy and

harmonv. painted out of troublous tears." To be a reformer

of the world was his ambition : and the purely literary

spirit, which looks at life mainly as affording materials for

artistic conceptions, was utterly foreign to his nature.

Crabbe's genius cast a spell over Elliott ; although it can

scarcely be said that a man of such rugged originality wa.s

a slavish imitator of any one. His works reflect the joy

with which a poet escapes from- the smoke, glare, and noise

of city life to drink in the sweet air of country lanes and

fields. Yorkshire scenery especially is embalmed in his

verse. Although Elliott had no great respect for theological

dogma, there is a genuine religious vein in his poetry. Hia

works have engaged the pens of men endowed with loftier

literary genius than his own, including Professop Wilson,

Southey, Bulwer, and Carlyle.

In addition to the life by Watkins, there is a biography by

January Searle ; and an edition of his poems has been issued l>^

his son, the Rev. Edwin Elliott of St John's, Antigua.
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ELLIS, George (1745-1815), a miscellaneous writer dis-

tinguished for his services in pruiiiotiiig a knowledge of early

Knglish literature, was bom in London in 1740. Educated

lit Westminster School and at Trinity College, Cambridge,

lie commeucod his literary career as a contributor to the

Rolliad and the Probationary Udes, political satires directed

against Pitt's administration. He was afterwards, however,

on friendly terms with Pitt, and in 1797 ho accompanied

Lord Malmesbury to Lille as secretary to the embassy.

He found continued scope for his powers as a political

caricaturist in the columns of the AiU'-Jacobin, to which

he was, next to Canning and Frere, perhaps the most

brilliant contributor. For some years before the Auli-

Jacobin was started Ellis had been working in the congenial

field of early English literature, in which he was one of the

first to awaken a new interest. The first edition of his

Specimens of the Early English Poets appeared in 1790 ;

an enlarged edition in three volumes was published in

1801. This was followed by Specimens of Early English

Romances in Metre (3 vols. 1805). Hallam speaks of his

"good taste in selection;" and his skill as editor and inter-

preter were of much service to less learned readers than

himself. Ellis was ah intimate friend of Sir Walter Scott,

who styled him " the first converser I ever saw," and
dedicated to him the fifth canto of Marmion. He died on

the 15th April 1815. The monument erected to his

memory in the parish church of Gunning Hill, Berks, bears

a fine inscription from the pen of Canning.

ELLIS, Sir Henry (1777-18G9), a distinguished

antiquarian writer, for many years principal librarian to

the British Museum, was born in London of 'a Yorkshire

family in 1777. He was educated at the Merchant
Taylors' School, and at St John's College, Oxford, where

he took his degree and obtained a fellowship. After having

held for a few months a sub-librarianship in the Bodleian,

he was appointed to a similar post in the British Museum
in ISOO. In 1827 he became chief librarian, and he dis-

charged the dutjes of the office with great efficiency and
urbanity until 1856, when he resigned on account of

advancing age. During the reign of William IV. he was
made a knight of Hanover. He died on the 15th January
1869. Sir Henry Lilis's life was one of very considerable

literary activity. His first work of importance was the

preparation of a new edition of Brand's Popular Antiquities,

which appeared in 1813. In 1816 he was selected by the

Commissioners of Public Eccords to write the introduc-

tion to Domesday Book, a task which he discharged with
much learning, though several of his views have not stood

the test of later criticism. His Original Letters Illustrative

of English History (first series, 1824; second series, 1827)
are compiled chiefly from manuscripts in the British

Museum and the State Paper Office, and have been of con-

siderable service to historical writers. To the Library of

Entertaining Knowledge he contributed four volumes on
the Elgin and Townley Marbles. Sir Henry, was for many
years joint-secretary of the Society of Antiquaries.

ELLIS, William (1794-1872), one of the most devoted

and saccessfulof modern missionaries, was born in London
on the 29th Atigust 1794. When he was about four years

old his father, who was a working man, removed with his

family to Wisbeach; where accordingly his boyhood was
epent. His school education was even scantier than boys

of his class at that time usually received, but being
naturally bright and intelligent he did much to supply the

deficiency by his own efforts. When about twelve years

of age he was put to work with a market gardener. He
showed an enthusiastic interest in gardening work, and
continued to be engaged in it under various employers
juntil 1814. In that year having come under serious

/filigious impressions, ho offered himself as a rnissionary to

the Loudon Missionary Society, and after due inquiry the

otl'cr was accepted. The year which \va,s allowed iiiin for

training was devoted not merely to the study of theologv

at Homerton, but to the acquisition of various pi-acticjl

arts, such as printing and bookbinding, which proved of

the utmost service to him in the mission field. Having
been ordained ho sailed for the South Sea Islands in

January 1816, and reached his destination after a voyage
of thirteen months' duration. He remained in Polynesia,

occupying various stations in succession, until 1824, when
he was compelled to return home on account of the state

of his wife's health. Though the period of his residence in

the islands was thus comparatively short, his labours were

very fruitful, contributing perhaps as much as those of any
other missionary to bring about the extraordinary improve-

ment in the religious, moral, and social condition of the

Southern Archipelago that has taken place during the

present century. He was not only unwearied in his effort"

to promote the immediate spiritual object bf his mission,

but he introduced many secondary aids to the improvement
of the condition of the people. His gardening experience

enabled him successfully to acclimatize many species of

tropical fruits, and plants, which now form au important

source of wealth to the islanders ; and he had the distinc-

tion of setting up and working the first printing-press in

the South Seas. Ellis and his wife availed themselves

for their journey home of an American vessel, which landed

them free of all charge at New Bedford, Massachusetts, in

the spring of 1825. They remained for some months in

the United States, where they were exceedingly well

received, and Ellis excited much interest in the missiou

with which he was connected by attending numerous publie

meetings held in support of its claims. For several years

after his return to England, he was employed as a

travelling agent of the London Missionary Society, whose
echemea he explained and advocated in nearly every

important town of the United Kingdom. In the midst of

this busy life ho found time to publish his Tour through

Hawaii (1826), which had been written in the course of his

journey home, and his Polynesian Researches (2 vols., 1829),

a work which Southey in the Quarterly Review characterized

as one of the most interesting he had ever read. In 1832
he was appointed foreign secretary to the London Missionary

Society, the state of his wife's health rendering the

long cherished prospect of a return to the South Seas hope-

less. He discharged the duties of the office with great

efficiency for seven years, when threatened cerebral disease

compelled him to resign it. In the interval his first wife

had died, and he had married in 1837 Miss Sarah Stickney,

authoress of The Poetry of Life, The ^Yo1nen of Englarul,

and many other well-known works. Just before resigning

the secretaryship he published his History of Madagascar,

and thus first established between his name and that island

a connection which was destined to be bonourable and en-

during in no common degree. After a season spent in Pan,

of which Mrg Ellis has given a most interesting account in

htv Summer and Winter in the Pyrenees, Mr Ellis and his

wife returned to England in 1841, and took up their resid-

ence in a beautiful country house at Rose iJill, Hoddesdon,

Hertfordshire. Here he continued to show unabated

interest and almost unabated activity in the business of the

Society with which he had been in one capacity or another

so long connected. By desire of the directors he undertook

a history of the society, the first volume of which appeared

in 1844, though pressure of other work prevented its com-

pletion. In 1847 he accepted the pastorate of the little

congregational church at Hoddesdon, which had been re-

vived and strengthened mainly through his exertion."".

After a few years his quiet life was interrupted by a call

I from the London Missionary Society to proceed to Mada.
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^««car in order to inquire info the prospects for the resump-

tion of the missionary enterprise there, which hud bten

checked for several years owing to the bitter hostility of the

reigning queen. Between 1853 and 1857 he paid throe

risits to that island, of which ho has given a full account in

his Three Visits to Madagascar (1858), one of the most
profoundly interesting and romantic narratives in the wholo

Uterature of missions. In reading it one scarcely knows
whether to admire most the fearlessness, the undeviating

regard for prmciple, or the discretion, with which he dis;

charged a most delicate and difBcult negotiation, and won
in the end a signal triumph for free Christianity. Though
its primary interest is religious, the work contains much
valuable scientific information. At the invitation of the

directors of the society, Ellis undertook another journey

to Madagascar in 1863, when he was close upon seventy

years of age. Of this he gave an account in his Madagascar
Revisited (1867). Ho died on the 25th June 1872. In
addition to the works already mentioned, Ellis was the

mithor of A Vindication of the South Sea Missions from the

Misrepresentations cf Otto Fi3;jA'oteiae (1831), and Village

Lectures on Popery (1851).

Mrs Ellis survived her husband only a few days. For a
considerable number cf years she conducted a ladies' school

in Hertfordshire on principles which she had carefully

thought out, and which are explained in her Rawdon lionise

(1848). She wrote upwards of thirty works, most of which
were very popular.

ELLOR, or Ellur, a town of British India, in the

Goddvarl district, in the presidency of Madras, situated on
the bank of the Tammaler river, in 16° 43' N. lat. and 81°

10' E. long. The town contains a population of 25,487
persons, made up as follows : Hindus, 20,253 ; Mahometans,
5046; Christians, 188. EUor is a municipality, and
the chief town of the tdluh or sub-district of the same
name. The town, which is clean and healthy, with well-

shaded roads, is the headquarters of an executive engineer,

with magisterial and civil courts, post-office, school, &c. ; it

is also a station of the Clmrch Missionary Society and of

the Lutheran Mission. The municipal income in 1875-76
amounted to £769, and the expenditure to .£957. The
chief industry of the place is the manufacture of woollen

carpets. EUor was formerly a military station.

ELLORA, a town of India, in the native state of

Hyderabad, near the city of Dowletabad, situated in 20° 2'

N. lat. and 75° 13' E. long. In a mountain near tliis

town there are some remarkable excavations, containing

mythological symbols of the Hindu worship, and temples

ornamented with statues cf many of the deities. The
principal figures are those of Indra, the god of the firma-

ment, and his consort Indrini. Besides these, there are

some figures of the deities and incarnations adored by the

Jains, the followe ~ of Buddha and Parisndth; but all of

them have been f&rsaken by the priests. The Temple is

said to have been executed by RAj4h Edu of Ellichpur,

who was cured of a cutaneous disorder by a spring near

the place, and in gratitude gave orders for the construction

of the shrine. It measures 138 feet in front, and in the

interior extends 247 feet in length by 150 feet in-breadth,

and is in some places 100 feet high. A minute account of

these curious antiquities is contained in the sixth volume
of the Asiatic Researches and in Fergusson's History of
Indian and Eastern Architecture. See also article Archi-
rECTURE, vol ii. pp. 394-393. Ellora was ceded in 1818
by HoUcar to the British, who transferred it to the Nizdm
in 1S22 by th? treaty of Hyderabad.

ELLSWORTH, a city of the United States, capital of

Hancock county, Maine, is situated 25 miles east of Bangor,

on the Union river, about four miles from its mouth. As
tbe port of entry for the district of Frenchman's Bay, and

I the seat ol an extensive trade in timber, it enjoys great
commercial prosperity ; and, besides a considerable variety

^f "wooden wares, it manufactures iron, brass, sailcloth,

carriages, and sledges. Population in 1840, 2263 ; in

1870, 5257.

ELLWOOD, TnoMAS (1639-1713), an English author,
cniefly celebrated from his connection with Milton, was boru
at Crowell, in Oxfordshire, in 1639. The principal facta

of his life are related in a very interesting autobiography,
which contains much information as to his intercourse with
the poet. While he was still young his father removed to

London, where Thomas became acquainted with a Quaker
family named Pennington, and was led through their

influence to connect himself with the Society of Friends.
The change was very distasteful to his father, and the
autobiography gives a full account of tlie persecution to

which he was subjected on account of it It was through
the Pehningtons that he was introduced in 1661 to Milton
in the capacity of Latin reader. He spent nearly every
afternoon in the poet's house in Jewin Street, until the
intercourse was interrupted by an illness which compelled
h\m to go to the country. After a period of imprisonment
at Aylesbury for Quakerism, Ellwood resumed'his visits to

Milton, who was now residing at a house his Quaker friend

had taken for him at Giles Chalfont. It was during this

residence in the country that the poet gave hiin the

manuscript of the Raradise Lost do read, and did him the
honour of asking his opinion of it. In returning the

manuscript Ellwood suggested " Paradise Found " as a sub-

ject; and when Milton long afterwards in London showed
him Paradise Regained, it was with the remark, " This is

owing to you, for you put it into my head at Chalfont."

Ellwood was the author of several polemical works, of

which Forgery no Christianity (1674) and The Foundation

of Tithes Shaken (1682) deserve mention. His Sacred
Histories of the Old and Nexo Testaments appeared in 1705
and 1709. He died in 1713. His autobiography was
published in the following year. Another edition appeared
in 179L
ELM, the popular name for the trees and shrubs con-

stituting the genus Ulmus, of the natural order Utmacece.

The Common Elm, U. campestris, a doubtful native of

England, is found throughout great part of Europe, in

North Africa, and in Asia Minor, whence it ranges as far

east as Japan. It grows on almost all soils, but thrives

best on a rich loam, in open, low-lying, moderately moist

situations, attaining a height of 60-100, and in some few
cases as much as 130 or 150 feet. The branches are

numerous and spi-eading, and often pendulous at the

extremities; the bark is rugged ; the leaves are alternate,

ovate, rough, doubly serrate, and, as in other species of

Ulmus, unequal at the base (see vol. iv. p. 109, fig. 100)

;

the flowers are small, hermaphrodite, numerous, in purplish

brown tufts, and each with a fringed basal bract, have a

four-toothed campanulate calyx, four stamens, and two
styles, and appear before the leaves in March and April

:

and the seed-vessels are green, membranous, one-seeded,

and deeply-cleft. Unlike the wych elm, it rarely perfects

its seed in England, where it is propagated by means cf

suckers from old trees, or preferably by layers from stools.

In the first ten years of its growth it ordinarily reaches a
height of 25-30 feet. The wood, at first brownish-while,

becomes, with growth, of a brown colour having a greenish

shade. It is close-grained, free from knots, without ap-

parent medullary rays, and is hard and tough, but will not
take a polish. All parts of the trunk, including the

sapwood, are available in carpentry. By drying, the wood
loses over 60 per cent, of its weight, and has then a
specific gravity of 0'588. It has considerable transverse

strength, does not crack when once seasoned, and is
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remarkably durable under water, or if kept quite dry

;

though it decays rapidly on exposure to the weather, which

in ten to eighteen months causes the bark to fall off, and

gives to the wood a yellowish colour—a sign-of deteriora-

tion in quality. To prevent shrinking and warping it

may be preserved in water or mud, but it is best worked

up soou after felling. Analyses of the ash of the wood

have given a percentage of 47-8 per cent, of lime, 21-9 per

cent, of potash, and 13-7 per cent, of soda. In summer,

elm trees often exude an alkaline gummy substance, which

by the action of the air becomes the brown insoluble body

termed ulmin. Elm wood is used for keels and bilge-planks,

the blocks and dead-eyes of rigging, and ships' pumps, for

coffins, wheels, furniture, carved and turned articles, and

for general carpenters' work ; and previous to the common
employment of cast-iron was much in request for water-

pipes. The inner bark of the elm is made into bast mats

and ropes. It contains mucilage, with a little tannic acid,

and was formerly much employed for the preparation of an

antiscorbutic decoction, the decoctum ulmi of pharmacy.

The bark of Ulmus fulva, Michaux, the Slippery or Red

Elm of the United States and Canada, serves the North

American Indians for the same purpose, and also as a

vulnerary. The leaves as well as the young shoots of elms

have been found a suitable food for live stock. For orna-

mental purposes elm trees are fn^quently planted, and in

avenues, as at the park of Stratfieldsaye, in Hampshire, are

highly effective. They were first used in France for the

adornment of public walks in the reign of Francis I. In

Italy, as in ancient times, it is still customary to train the

vine upon the elm—a practice to which frequent allusion

has been made by the poets. Among the small-leaved

varieties of U. campeslris are the species U. Berardi and U.

fasiigiata ; besides these there are several slender kinds

with variegated leaves.

The Wych Elm, or Wych Hazel, U. montana, is in-

digenous to Britain, where it usually attains a height of

about 50 feet, but among tall-growing trees may reach 120

feet. It has drooping branches, and a smoother and thinner

bark, larger and more tapering leaves, aud a far less deeply

notched seed-vessel than U. campestris. The wood, though

more porous than in that species, is a tough and hard

material when properly seasoned, and, being very flexible

when steamed, is well adapted for boat-building. Branches

of the wych elm were formerly manufactured into bows

(see vol iL p. 372), and if forked were employed as divining-

rods. The Weeping Elm, the most ornamental member of

the genus, is regarded as a variety of this species. The

Dutch or Sand Elm is a tree very similar to the wych elm,

but produces inferior timber. The Cork-Barked Elm, U.

svberosa, is distinguished chiefly by the thick deeply-fissured

bark with which its branches are covered. The American

or White Elm, U. americana, is a hardy and very handsome

species, of which the old tree of Boston Common (U.S.)

was a representative. This tree is supposed to have been

in existence before the settlement of Boston, and at the

time of its destruction by the storm of the 15th February

1876 measured 22 feet in circumference.

See Arbokiculture, voL ii. p. 317 ; Loudon, Arboretum Britan-

nicum, vol. iii. 1838.

ELMACIN", Elmacincts, or Elmacyn, George (1223-

1273), author of a history of the Saracens, and known in

the East by the name of Ibn-Amid, was a Christian of Egypt,

where he was born in the year 1223. He occupied the

place of ketib or secretary at the court of the sultans of

Egypt, an office which was usually filled by Christians.

His history consists of annals which extend from the time

of Mahomet till the year 1117. It is principally occupied

with the affairs of the Saracen empire, but contains some

passages relating to the Eastern Christians. In 1238 he

succeeded his father, Yaser Al Amid, who had held the office

of secretary to the council of war under the sultans of Egypt
for forty-five years. Elmacin died at Damascus in 1273.

His history was published, in Arabic and Latin, at Leyden
in 1G25. A reprint of the Latin version was published

soon afterwards, and was followed by a French translation.

A complete edition containing only the Arabic text is in

use among the Christians of the Levant.

ELMES, Hakvey Lonsdale (1814-1847), the architect

of St George's Hall, Liverpool, was the son of James
Elmes (see next article), and was born at Chichester in

1814. After serving some time in his father's office, and
under a surveyor at Bedford and an architect at Bath,

he became partner with his father in 1835, and in the

following year he was the successful competitor among 86
for a design for St George's Hall, Liverpool The foun-

dation stone of this building was laid on the 28th June
1838, but Elmes being successful in a competition for the

Assize Courts in the same city, it was finally decided to

include the Hall and Courts in a single building. In ac-

cordance with this idea, Elmes prepared a fresh design, and
the work of erection commenced in 1841. He superin-

tended its progress till 1847, when from failing health he

was compelled to delegate hia duties to C. R. Cockerell,

R.A., and leave for Jamaica, where he died of consump-

tion on the 26th November 1847.

ELMES, James (1782-1862), father of the preceding,

an architect, civil engineer, and writer on the arts, was born

in London 15th October 1782. He was educated at

Merchant Taylors' School, and, after studying building

under his fatiier, and architecture under Mr George Gibson,

became a student at the Royal Academy, where he gained

the silver medal in 18Q4. He designed a large number of

buildings in the metropolis, and was surveyor and civil

engineer to the port -of London, but is best known as a

writer on the arts. In 1809 he became vice-president of

the Royal Architectural Society, but this office, as well aa

that of surveyor of the port of London, he was compelled

through partial loss of sight to resign in 1828. He died

at Greenwich April 2, 1^62.

BesiJes contributing largely to periodical literature, he is author

of ,Sir Christopher Wren and his Times (1823), Lectures on Archi-

tecture (1823), The Arts and Artists (1825), General and Biographi-

cal Dictionary of the Fine Arts (1826), Treatise on Architectural

Jurisprudence O.S27), and Thomas Clarkson : a Monograph (1854).

ELMINA, a town and fort on the Gold Coast, Upper
Guinea, West Africa, now a British possession, is situated

on a peninsula bounded on the north by the River Banyan

or Beyuh, about six miles west of Cape Coast Castle, in

5° 4' 45" N. lat. and 1° 20' 30" W. long. The streets of

the native town are narrow and dirty, but there are a con-

siderable number of neat and spacious cottages, occupied

by the oflaciah and merchants. The inhabitants are chiefly

merchants and their servants, fishers, and mechanics. The

river could at one time be entered by schooners, but ou

account of a bar having formed at its moilth it is now ac-

cessible only to small boats. Elmina is the earliest European

settlement on this coast, and was established by the Por-

tuguese as early as 1481, under the name of Sao-Jorge da

Mina. Soon after landing they commenced to build the

castle now known under the name of Fort St George, but

it was not completed till eighty years afterwards. Another

defensive work is Fort St Ingo, built in 1666, which is

behind the town and at some distance from the coast.

Elmina was captured by the Dutch in 1637, and ceded to

them by treaty in 1640. Along with the Dutch possessions

on the Guinea Coast, it was, in return for certain commercial

privileges, transferred to Great Britain, AprU 6, 1872. The
king of Ashantee, claiming to be its superior, objected to

its transfer, and the result was the Ashantee war. During
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tliis war the king's quar<;pr was bombarded and laid in ruins

by the British, June 13, 1873; The population of Elmina
in about 10,000.

ELMIRA, a city of the United States, capital of

Chemung county New York, is situated in a fertile valley

on' the CbomuDg river, and on the Erie and Northern
Central railroads, 274 miles W.N.W. of New York By the

Chemung Ca;ial it is connected with Seneca Iiake, 20 miles

distant, and by the Junction Canal with the interior of

Pennsylvania. Its principal buildings are the fine court-

house, tlio female college, attended by about 1 20 students,

the high and normal schools, and the free academy. It

has iron and steel works, breweries, tanneries, and manu-
factories of boots and shoes, edge tools, and pianos. Elrnira

was settled in 1788, was incorporated as a village under
the name of New Town in 1815, received its present name
in 1823, and obtained a city charter in 1864. The popula-

tion in 1870 was 15,863
EL-OBEID, LoBEiD, or Obeidh, the chief town of the

country of Kordofan, in Africa, and the seat of an Egyptian
governor, is situated at a height of 1700 feet above the

sea, at the foot of Jebel Kordofan, about 150 miles west of

the Bahr-el Abiad, or White Nile, in 13° 15' N. lat. and
30° 7' E. long. It is scattered over a large area, and in

fact consists of several distinct townships, each inhabited

by a different race. Most of the houses are mere mud
huts, which require to be rebuilt or extensively repaired

every year after the rainy season ; but, besides the

governor's residence, there are three barracks, a gun-

powder magazine, a hospital, and six mosques. Strong

fences of thorny brushwood have to be maintained by
every household as a protective against the wild beasts

that invade the town by night. Though the wells have
been sunk to a depth of nearly 100 feet, water is fre-

quently scarce. The inhabitants make plaited work of-

palm-leaf fibres and beautiful silver filigree ; and a con-

siderable trade is carried on in gum, gold, and ivory with
Darfur and other neighbouring countries. The population

is estimated at from 12,000 to 20,000.

ELOI, St (588-659), originally a goldsmith, but after-

wards bishop of Noyon, was born at Cadillac, near

Ivimoges, in 588. Having manifested at an early age a

decided talent for the art of design, he was placed by his

parents with the master of the mint at Limoges, where he

made rapid progress in goldsmith's work. He became
coiner to Clotaire IL of France, and treasurer to his

successor Dagobert. Both kings intrusted him with

important works, among which were the composition of the

bas-reliefs which ornament the tomb of St Germain, bishop

of Paris, and the execution (for Clotaire) of two chairs of

gold, adorned with jewels, which at 'that time were
reckoned chefs-d'oeuvre. Though he was amassing great

wealth, Eloi acquired a distaste for a worldly life, and
resolved to become a priest. At first he retired to a

monastery, but in 640 was raised to the bishopric of

Noyon. He made frequent missionary excursions to the

pagans of Brabant, and also founded a great many monas-
teries and churches. He died 1st December 659.

His life has been written ty his friend and contemporary St
Oucn ; and a French translation of this life by the AbbA La Koque,
together with 16 homilies said to have been written by St Eloi,

was published at Paris in 1693.

EL PASO, or El Paso Del Noete, a town of Mexico,

in the state of Chihuahua, situated on the Rio Grande, in a

narrow valley near the frontier of New Mexico, 340 miles

W.S.W. of Santa F^, 31° 42' N. lat., 106° 40' W. long.

The name is often applied to a whole group of small settle-

ments on the Rio Grande, but belongs properly to the

largest of their number, which owes its origin to the

establishment of a militar^r post. It is situated iu the

S—8*

chief thoroughfare between New Mexico and Chihuahua.
The town is a mere collection of brick huts without
windows, and with earthen floors. In the district the vino

is largely cultivated, and wine and brandy are manufac-
tured. On account of the fertility of the soil the inhabi-

tants enjoy an abundance of material luxuries, but they
are totally ignorant of most of the appliances of civilized

life. The population is about COCO.

ELPHINSTONE, The Honoujraelb Mountstuaet
(1779-1859), an eminent Indian statesman, fourth son of

tlie eleventh Baron Elphinstone in the peerage of Scotland,

was born in 1779. Having received an appointment in

the civil service of the East India Company, of which one
of his uncles was a director, he reached Calcutta in the
beginning of 1796. After filling several subordinate posts,

he was appointed in 1801 assistant to the British resident

at Poonah, at the court of the Peishwa, the most powerful
of the Mahratta princes. Here he obtained his first

opportunity of distinction, being attached in the capacity

of diplomatist to the mission of Sir Arthur Wellesley to

the Mahrattas. When, on the failure of negotiations, war
broke out, Elphinstone, though a civilian, acted as virtual

aide-de-camp to General Wellesley. He was present at the

battle of Assaye, and displayed such courage and knowledge
of tactics throughout the whole campaign that Wellesley

told him he had mistaken his profession, and that he ought
to have been a soldier. In 1806, when the war closed, he

was appointed British resident at Nagpore. Here, the

times being uneventful and his duties light, he occupied

much of his leisure in reading classical and general litera-

ture, and acquired those studious habits which clung to him
throughout life. In 1808 he was placed at the head of a

most important political mission to Central Asia, being

appointed the first British envoy to the court of Cabul,

with the object of securing a friendly alliance with the

Afghans in view of a possible French invasion. The
negotiations, protracted and difficult, resulted in a treaty

securing what the English wished ; but it proved of little

value, partly because the danger of invasion had passed

away, and partly because the Shah Shuja was driven from

the throne by his brother before it could be ratified. The
most valuable permanent result of the embassy v.'as the

literary fruit it bore several years afterwards in

Elphinstone's great work on Cabul. After spending about

a year in Calcutta arranging the report of his mission,

Elphinstone was appointed in 1811 to the important and

difficult post of resident at Poonah. The difficulty arose

from the general complication of Mahratta politics, and

especially from the weak and treacherous character of the

Peishwa, which Elphinstone rightly read from the first.

While the mask of friendship was kept up Elphinstone

carried out the only smtable policy, that of vigilant

quiescence, with admirable tact and patience ; when in

1817 the mask was thrown aside and the Peishwa

ventured to declare war, the English resident proved for

the second time the truth of Wellesley's assertion that he

was bom a soldier. Though his own account of his share

in the campaign is characteristically modest, one can gather

from it that the success of the English troops was chiefly

owing to his assuming the command at an important crisis

during the battle of Kirkee. When Poonah fell he humanely

exerted himself with almost complete success to prevent a

seemingly inevitable sack of the town by the incensed

soldiers. The Peishwa being driven from his throne, his

territories were annexed to the British dominions, and

Elphinstone was nominated commissioner to administer

them. He discharged the responsible task with rare judg-

ment and ability. The characteristic feature of his policy

was his scrupulous regard for the customs, interests, and

wishes of the native population, in so far as these were
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compatiblo with the British supremacy. Recoguiziug the

deep-seated conservatism of the Hiudu character, ho avoided

needless change, and sought rather to develop what reforms

seemed essential from within than to impose them from

without. With this view ho preserved as far as possible

tho native system of administration of justice, and

maintained the landholders and chiefs in the 'Xjssession of

their rights and privileges. Uis conciliatory administration

not only drew to him personally the attachment of all

classes, but was of tho utmost benefit in confirming the

British authority in tho newly annexed territory, which

might easily have been brought by a different, policy to

throw off the yoke.

So high was Elphinstonc's reputation for administrative

ability, that, when the lieutenant-governorship of Bombay

fell vacant in 1819, the Court of Directors appointed him

to the position in preference to two candidates of distin-

guished merit who were both his seniors. He entered upon

his new duties in 1820, and discharged them until 1827,

when he was succeeded by Sir John Malcolm. The period

was tranquil, and the governor devoted himself to internal

reforms with that happy combination of zeal and discretion

which always distinguished him. Hia principal achieve-

ment was the drawing up of the Elphinstone code, which

for- comprehensiveness, clearness, and equity takes a high

rank among works of its class. He faitlifully carried out

the policy of retrenchment prescribed by the East India

Company, and it may be noted as characteristic that he

commenced his economic reforms by reducing the Govern-

ment House establishment. His efforts to promote native

education, however, had probably more beneficial and far-

reaching results than any other department of his activity.

He may fairly be regarded as the founder of the system of

state education in India, and he probably did more than

any other Indian administrator to further every likely

scheme for the promotion of native education. Adhering

to the policy he had adopted at Poonah of respecting the

customs, opinions, feelings, and ev.en—wherever possible

—

the prejudices of the native population, he won their

attachment in quite an exceptional degree. Bishop Heber.

who specially admired his zeal in the cause of education,

spoke of him as one of the most extraordinary men and cer-

tainly the most popular governor that he had fallen in with.

Of his popularity remarkable proof was afforded both by
natives and Europeans when he resigned ^lis post. The
farewell addresses which poured in upon him were almost

innumerable; and hia connection with the presidency was
most appropiiulely commemorated in the endowment by

the native communities of the Elphinstone College, and in

the erection of a statue in marble by the European inhabi-

tants of the presidencies.

Elphinstone spent nearly two yenrs on the journey home,

visiting Egypt and Palestine, and many of the scenes in

Greece and Italy with which he was already famOiar as an

ardent student of classical literature. On his arrival in

England the choice was open to him of a distinguished

career in home politics or the highest place in the

management of Indian affairs. But he was deficient

in ambition, and his health had suffered so much from

his residence in India that he deemed himself dis-

qualified for public life. Accordingly, although the

governor-generalship of India was twice offered to him in

the most flattering terms within a few years of his return,

he declined it on both occasions; and he resisted with equal

firmne.ss all attempts to induce him to entir the home
parliament. It is understood that he decUned the offer of

a peerage. The retii-ement in which ho spent the last thirty

years of hia life, however, was far from being either indolent

or dishonourable. He kept up the habit of study he had
icquired in India, he made coutributiuns of the highest

value to literatufe, and he preserved until his death the

liveliest interest in the affairs of the great empire which

had been the scene of his activity. His advice wa« always

taken and generally followed in difficult questious of Indian

policy, and he kept up constant communication by

correspondence and otherwise with lending Indian

administrators, so that his personal influence continued to

be an important factor in the government of India almost

to the day of his death. He had long befors his return from

India made hia reputation as an author by the work on

Cabul already Uientioned, which was published in 1815
with the title An Account of the Kinydom of Cahul and its

Dependencies in Persia and India. Soon after hia arrival

in England he commenced the preparation of a work ol

wider scope, a history of India, v/hich was published in

1841. It embraced the Hindu and JIahometan periods,

and is generally regarded as a work of the highest authority.

Its chief features are thoroughness of research, judicious

use of materials, and condensation of style.

Mr Elphinstone died at his residence at Limpsfield, ih

Surrey, on the 20th November 1859. (w. B. s.)

ELPHINSTONE, William (U3I-1514), a Scottish

prelate and statesman of considerable eminence, was bom
at Glasgow in 1431. He received his education at the

grammar school and the university of that city, and took

his degree as M.A. about his twentieth year. Having
received ordination, ho was appointed priest of the church

of St Michael's, Glasgow, an office which he held for four

years. He afterwards studied civil and canon law in the

university of Paris, where in due time he became professor,

and for six years discharged the duties of his office with

great reputation. On his return to Scotland on the invita-

tion of Bishop Muirhead, after an absence of nine years, he

was successively appointed official of Glasgow, St Andrews,

and Lothian. In the year of his return he was made rector

of the university of Glasgow. In 1478 he was admitted

a member of the Privy Council; and on the occasion of t

misunderstanding between Jamea IIL of Scotland and

Louis XI. of France, his powerful mediation at the latter

court, in conjunction with the bishop of Dunkeld and the

ear] of Buchan, effected an amicable reconciliation. For

the diplomatic ability which Elphinstone on this occasion

displayed the king rewarded him with the f^ee of Koss,

from which he was translated to that of Aberdeen about

1484. He subsequently held the office of chancellor of

the kingdom ; and besides carrying on negotiations with

the English king, he acted as mediator between James and

the discontended nobOity. During his residence at

Aberdeen, Elphinstone appears to have declined all inter-

ference with public affairs of a political nature, and to have

confined himself to the discharge of his episcopal duties

But when James IV. ascended the throne, he was chosen in

1488 ambassador to the emperor Maximilian, in order to

negotiate a marriage between his royal master and tho

emperor's daughter. The bishop's mission failed in the

object for which it was set on foot, but was the means of

terminating an enmity which had long existed between the

Dutch and Scots. The masterly manner in which he con-

ducted this affair raised him in the estimation of James,

who generally consulted him and followed his advice in

every affair of importance. From 1492 till the close of

his life he held the office of lord privy seal. Elphinstone

was also a zealous patron of learning. It is generally

believed that the establishment of a university at Aberdeen
was entirely owing to his influence with the pope, froti

whom he obtained a bull for that purpose ; and it wa?

almost entirely by his exertions that King's College was

undertaken and completed. At his death, which took

place on the 25th October 1514, at the advanced age of

eighty-three, he bequeathed a sum of 10,000 pound*
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Scots for its ereclio;. unii uiidownicnt, &3 well as for tho

maiutonanco of a bridge over the Deo. Eesiuca a history of

Scotland, now preserved among the Fairfax MSS. in the

Bodleian Library, Elphinstone wrote a book of canons and

some lives of Scottish saints.

EL ROSARIO, a town of Mexico, in the atale of

Xiiioloa, 55 miles east of Mazatlan. At one time its gold

and silver mines attracted a large number of diggers, but

they are no longer wrought, and it is now of importance

chiefly as a depot for the trade with Mazatlan and the

interior. Population about 5000.

ELSINORE, or Elsineur (Danish, Helsingor), a sea-

port town of Denmark, is situated in the district of

Frederiksborg, on the east coast of the island of Seeland,

56° 2' N. lat., 12° 38' E. long. It stands at the narrowest

part of the Sound, opposite the Swedish town of Helsingborg,

which is only about- three miles distant, and with which

the means of intercourse are ample. The town is well

built, but its streets are somewhat irregular. Until 1857,

Sound dues were paid to it by all foreign vessels, except

those of Sweden, going to or from the Baltic. Its harbour

is small, but the roadstead affords excellent anchorage,

which is largely taken advantage of by shipmasters detained

by adverse winds. Its import and export trades are gradually

increasing, coal comprising the chief portion of the former,

and the latter being principally the supply of provisions to

passing ships. Elsinore was raised to the rank of a town
in 1425. In 1522 it was taken and burnt by Liibeck, but

in 1535 was retaken by Christian II. It is celebrated as

the scene of Shakespeare's tragedy of Hamlet, and it was the

birth-place of Saxo-Grammaticus, from whose history the

story of Hamlet is derived. A pile of rock.T surrounded by
trees is yet shown to travellers as the grave of Hamlet, and
Ophelia's brook ia also pointed out, but both are of cour.sn

mere inventions. On a tongue of land east of the town
stands the castle of Kronberg or Kronenberg, a magnificent,

solid, and venerable Gothic structure built by Frederick II.

towards the end of the 16th century. It was taken by the

Swedes in 1658, but its possession was again given up to

the Danes in 1660. Its strength has been increased greatly

by modern fortifications, and it has accommodation for

1000 men. From its turrets, one of which serves as a

lighthouse, there are fine views of the straits and of the

neighbouring countries. Within it the principal object of

interest ia the apartment, in which Matilda, queen of

Christian VTI and sister of George III. of England, was
imprisoned before she was taken to Hanover. North-west

of the town ia Marienlyst, originally a royal chateau, but

now a hotel and bathing establishment. The population

of Elsinore in 1870 was 8891.

ELVAS (the ancient Helvas), a. fortified frontier city

of Portugal, in the Portalegre district of the province of

Alemtejo, is situated near a sub-tributary of the Guadiana,
on a hill belonging to the mountain chain of Zoledo, 105
miles east of Lisbon and 10 miles west of the Spanish
town of Badajoz, with which towns it is connected by rail-

way. Its streets are vrindiug, narrow, and dirty, and many
of the Moorish buildings which gave the town a somewhat
venerable aspect are fast crumbUng to ruins. It is the seat

of a bishopric, and has four parish churches, one of which
is a cathedral, seven conventual buildings, a theatre, an
arsenal, and a hospital It is supplied with water by means
of a large Moorish aqueduct. It carries on a large contra-

band trade with Spain, especially in articles of English
manufacture ; and has also manufactories for hardware and
jewellery. The surrounding country is very fruitful, and
affords large supplies of oil, wine, and vegetables. Elvas
is the largest and strongest fortress of Portugal. It is de-

fended by seven bastions which surround the town, and by
two forts—Santa Luzia and Nostra Senhora da Graga

—

which command the whole neighbourhood. Elvaa was a

place of great importance during the Peninsular war. It

was taken by Marshal Junot in !March 1808, and held by

the French till August, when it was given up in terms of

the convention at Cintra. The population in 1869 maa-

bered ll,0Sb.

ELY, a city of Cambridgeshire, is situated on a coni

siderablo eminence in the Isle of -Ely, near tho Ouse, 16

miles N.N.E. of Cambridge. It consists chioQy of one

long street, and the houses are mostly old. The soil in the

vicinity is very fertOo, and is cultivated chiefly by market

gardeners, who send large quantities of fruit and vegetables

to tho London market. The town has a considerable

manufactory for earthenware and tobacco pipes, and there

are several mills in the isle for the preparation of oil from

flax, hemp, and cole-seed. The market-day is Thursday.

Besides the churches and the cathedral, the chief public

buildings are the grammar-school founded by Henry ^111.,

the new corn exchange, tho mechanics' institute, and the

sessions house. Needham's charity school has recently

been developed into a considerable school of the second

grade. The national and infant schools are large and com-

modious. A monastery was founded here about 670 ; but in

870 it was pillaged and destroyed by the Danes, and it re,

mained in ruins till 970, when it was restored by Ethel-

wold, bishop of Winchester. In 1107

Ely was erected into a bishopric by

Henry I., and after the dissolution of

the monasteries, Henry VIII. converted

the conventual church into a cathedral.

This edifice displays a singular mixture

of various styles of architecture, and has

an unfinished appearance, but taken as

a whole it is a noble structure. The
nave, which is Late Norman, was pro-

bably completed about the middle of the

1 2th century, and the western tower and

tlie transepts were built by Bishop Eidal

(1174-1189). The Galilee or western

porch, which is Early English, was erected byBishop Eustace

( 1 198-1 2 1 5). The chorr was originally Early Norman, buti

its Norman apse was destroyed, and the church extended

eastward by fix more arches, by Bishop Northwold, about

the middle of the 13th century. The addition is Early

English, and its carving is very elaborate and beautiful.

The beautiful lady-chapel was begun by Bishop Hotham,

Arms of Ely
Bishopric.
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Ground-plan of Ely Cathedral.

and when the Norman tower erected by Abbot Simeon feU

in 1321, the same bishop rebuilt it enlarged in the form
of an octagon, and crowned it with a lofty lantern. This

addition, as well as the lady-chapel, was designed by Alan
of Walsingham. The total length of the cathedral from
east to west is 525 feet, and the-western tower is 220 feet

high. The interior is exceedingly beautiful, and contains

many interesting monuments. The cathedral haa lately

undergone extensive restoration under the direction of Sir

G. Q. Scott, R.A., which is still in progress, and has
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^eady cost more than £60,000. The church of the Holy
fTrinity, which is attached to the cathedral, was commenced
'in the reign of Edward II, and is one of the most perfect

buildings of that age. St Mary's church is also a hand-

some structure, partly in the Norman and partly in the

Early English style of architecture.. The population of the

two parishes of Ely, including an extensive rural district,

in 1871 was 8166.

ELYSIUM, a name given by the Greeks to the abode

of the righteous dead, who, in the words of Pindar, inherit

there a tearless eternity {01., ii. 120). In the Odyssey, iv.

563, this region, which answers to the Hindu Sutala, is

spoken of aa a plain at the end of the earth, where the

fair-haired Khadamanthys lives, and where the people are

vezed by neither snow nor storm, heat nor cold, the air

being always tempered by the zephyr wafted to them from
the ocean. In the Hesiodic Works and Days, 166, the

same description is given of the islands of the blessed,

which yield three harvests yearly. These are near the

Deep-eddying Ocean, but the sovereign who rules them is

not Rhadamauthys, but Cronus. In Pindar, Rhadamanthys
(whose name has by some been identified with the Egyptian
Rhotamenti, or king of the under-world) sits by the side

of his fathei Cronus and administers sound judgment. In

later accounts this idea is developed into the tribunal of

Minos, Rhadamanthys, and .^Eacus, before which all must
appear in order to receive for their righteous or their evil

lives the sentence which secures to them an entrance into

Paradise or condemns them to be thrust down into

Tartarus. Elsewhere .iEacus is the gate-keeper of the

under-world, near whom the hell-hound Kerberos (Cerberus)

keeps watch. The images under which these abodes of the

blessed are described point clearly to the phenomena of

sunset, and reappear in the pictures drawn of the palace of

Alkinoos (Alcinoiis). They reflect the spotless purity of

a heaven lit up by the sun, which tinges with gold the

cloud islands as they float on the deep blue sky. Here are

the asphodel meadows, which none but the pure in heart,

the truthful, and the generous can be suffered to tread;

and thus an idea which at the outset had been purely

physical, suggested the thoughts of trial, atonement, and
purification.

See Preller, Gfrieehische Mythologie, i. 636, 645, ii. 129 ; Brown,
Great Dionysiak Myth, 185; Muir, Sanskrit Texts, part ir. p. 7.

ELYOT, Sm Thomas, one of the most learned English-

men of the time of Henry VIIL, was the son of a certain

Sir Richard Elyot, usually said to be of Suffolk, but,

according to a suggestion by C. H! Cooper in ]^^otes and
Queries, 1853, more probably of Wiltshire. If an identifica-

tion proposed by "Wood be correct, Sir Thomas studied at

St Mary's Hall, Oxford, and obtained the degree of

bachelor of arts in 1518 and that of bachelor of civil law
in 1524 ; but according to Parker and others he belonged
to Jesus College, Cambridge, and his name begins to Appear
in the list of justices of assize for the Western Circuit about
1511. Be this as it may, he evidently received a university

education, and, as he himself declares, soon became
" desirous of reading many books, especially concerning
humanity and moral philosophy." He continued to hold
the office of clerk to the Western Assize tiU Wolsey per-

suaded him to exchange it for that of clerk of the king's

council. The patent confirming the appointment is

undated, but belongs to the year 1519. It grants him 40
marks a year and the usual summer and winter livery as

enjoyed by Rob. Rydon, John Baldiswell, &c., and other
profits as enjoyed by Ric. Eden or Rob. Ridon, on a con-

ditional surrender of patent 21st Oct. 4 Henry VIIl.,
granting the ofiBce to the said Rich. Eden. (Brewer, letters

Foreign and Domestic of the Reign of Henry VIIL, vol.

a,\ According to Elvot's own account ia a mournful

•letter addressed to Wolsey's great successoi, ne performed

the duties of the clerkship for " six years ana a half,"

but never received any of the emoluments, and never

obtained a full recognition of his status (Henry Ellis, Let-

ters, ii.). On his father's death he became involved in 'a

lawsuit with his cousin Sir Wm. Tyndeme about some
property in Cambridgeshire ; and though he ultimately

gained his case, it proved a severe drain on his small estate.

In 1532 he was sent on embassies to the papal and
imperial courts, and while in Germany unfortunately

received instructions to procure the arrest of Tyndale the

Reformer. In this part of his mission he totally failed

;

and his efforts have since procured him the abuse of many
a Protestant writer. His intimacy with Sir Thomas More
appears to have awakened the Buspicions of the king or his

minister, for we find him writing to Cromwell that his

friendship for the ill-fated scholar went no further than

v^sque ad aras. He begs for a share in the confiscated

property of the monasteries, and offers to give Cromwell
the first year's revenue. Unless his letters are to be dis-

trusted, he was for the greater part of hLs life in very poor

circumstances, and, in spite of the roUing rhetoric with

which in his prefaces he celebrates the magnanimity of his

patrons, received little from them but promises and praise.

He died in 1546, and was buried at Carleton, in

Cambridgeshire. Among his contemporaries and his

immediate successors Elyot enjoyed a high reputation as a

scholar; and his future fame was secured by his Latin

dictionary and his book called the Gc/iernor. The latter

treats of the way in which a child ought to be trained who
is afterwards expected to become a governor of men, and
in so doing discusses such subjects as friendship, punish-

ment, dancing, &c. The former, remarkable as the first Eng-

lish book of its kind, contains not only purely lexicographical

matter, but little paragraphs on geographical, mythologi-

cal, and historical proper names, and descriptions of natural

objects, diseases, and the like. As a writer Sir Thomas was

eminently didactic ; his works have all a direct practical

purpose, and he is not slow to assert the benefit that must

accrue to the reader's character from their perusaL

The following is a list :

—

The Boke named the Oouemour,
London, 1531, and frequently afterwards ; reprinted in 1834, New-
castle, by A. T. Eliot ; The kncmledge which maketh a wise man,
1533 ; Pasguine the playne, 1535 ; Isocrates's Doctrinal of Primes,

1534; Pico de Mirandula's Rules of a Christian Life, 153i; The
Castell of Health, compiled out of the chief authours ofPhysick, 1534

;

Dictimiarium, 1538 (a copy in the Brit. Museum belonged to

Cromwell, and has an autograph Latin leiter from Elyot on tha

blank leaf at the beginning) ; The Image of Governance, compiled

of the actes and sentences notable of the most noble emperor Alexander

Severus, 1540 (translated, according to the author's fictitious

account, for which he ia bitterly attacked by Bayle, from the

Greek of Encolpius, which had been lent him by a gentle-

man of Naples, called Pudericos, but called back tefore he hud
his tianslation quite complete) ; The B-<n.kctti of Sapience, 1542 ;

Preservative agaynste Death, 1545 ; Defence for good R'omen, 154S.

Roger Ascham mentions his De rebus memorairilihus Anglic; and

Webbe quotes from his translation of Horace's Poetica.

See Strype's Ecclesiastical Memorials, i., and appendix No. Ixii.;

Archccologia', xxiii., and Wright's Suppression of Monasteries, Cam-
den Soc. 1843, both containing the begging letter to Cromwell;

Privy Purse Expenses of Princess Mary, 82, 230 ; Wood's AthencB

Oxonienses; Ames, sub nomine Berthelet; Demaus, Life of Tyn-
dale, 1871.

ELZEVIR, the name of a celebrated family of Dutcli

printers belonging to the 17th century. The original

name was Elsevier, or Elzevier, and their French editions

mostly retain this name; but in their Latin editions, which

are the more numerous, the name is spelt Elzeverius, which

was gradually corrupted into Ekevir. The family origin-

ally came from Louvaiae, and there Louis, who first made
the name Elzevir famous, was born in 1540. He learned

the business of a bookbinder, and having been compelliBd

in 1580, on account of his political ojinions, to leave, hii
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native country, he established himself as bookbinder and
booiiseiier iu Leyden. His Eutropius, which appeared

in 1592, was long regarded as the earliest Elzevir, but the

first is now known to be Dncsit £braicarum, qiicesiionum

ac responsionnm lihri duo, which was produced ia 1583.

In all he published about 150 works. His typographical

mark was the arms of the United Provinces—an eagle on

a cippus holding in its claws a sheaf of seven arrows, with

th^ inscription Concordia res parvas crescunt. He died

February 4, 1617. Of his five sons, Matthieu, Louis,

Gilles, Joost, and Bouaventure, who all adopted their

father's profession, Bonaventure, who was born in 1583,
is the most celebrated. He commenced business as a-

printer in 1G08, and in 1G26 took into partnership

Abraham, a sou of Matthieu, born at Leyden in 1592.

Abraham died 14th August 1652, and Bonaventure about

a month afterwards. The fame of the Elzevir editions

rests chiefly on the works issued by this firm. Their

Greek and Hebrew impressions are considered inferior to

those of the Aldos and the Estiennes, but their small edi-

tions in 12mo, 16mo, and 24mo, for elegance of design,

neatness, clearness, and regularity of type, and beauty of

paper, cannot be surpassed. Especially may be mentioned
the Novum Testamentum. Grcecum, 1624, 1633 ; the

Psalterium Davidis, 1635, 1653 ; Virgllii Opera, 1636,
Tet'entii Comedice, 1635 ; but the works which gave their

press its chief celebrity are their collection of French
authors on history and politics in 24mo, known under the

name of the Petites Republiqiies, and their series of Latin,

French, and Italian classics in small 12mo. Jean, son of

Abraham, born in 1622, had since 1647 been in partner-

ship with his father and uncle, and when they died Daniel,

son of Bonaventure, born in 1626, joined him. Their

partnership did not last more than two years, and after its

dissolution Jean carried on the business alone till his death
in 1661. In 1654 Daniel joined his cousin Louis (the

third of that name and son of the second Louis), who was
born in 1604, and had established a printing press at

Amsterdam in 1638. From 1655 to 1666 they published
a series of Latin classics in 8vo, cum nolis variorum;
Cicero in 4to ; the Etyinologicon Linguce Latinoe ; and a
magnificent Corpus Juris in folio, 2 vols., 1663. Louis
died in 1670, and Daniel in 1680. Besides Bonaventure,
another son of Matthieu, Isaac, born in 1593, established

a printing press at Leyden, where he carried on business
from 1616 to 1625; but none of his editions attained
much fame. The last representatives of the Elzevir
printers were Peter, grandson of Joost, who from 1667
to 1672 was a bookseller at Utrecht, and printed seven or
eight volumes of little consequence ; and Abraham, son of

the first Abraham, who from 1681 to 1712 was university
printer at Leyden.

Many of the Elzevir editions bear no other typographical
mark than simply the words Apud Elzeverios, or Ex officina

Elseveriana, under the rubrique of the town. Isaac took
as typographical mark the branch of a tree surrounded by
a vine branch bearing clusters of fruit, and below it a man
standing, with the motto non solus. The third Louis
adopted Minerva with an olive branch, and the motto JVe
extra oleas. When the Elseviers did not wish to put their
name to their works they generally marked them with a
.sphere, but of course the mere fact that a work printed in

the 17th century bears this mark is no proof that it is

theirs. The total number of works of all kinds which bear
the name of the Elseviers is 1213, of which 968 are in
Latin, 44 in Greek, 126 in French, 32 in Flemish, 22 in
the Eastern languages, 11 in German, and 10 in Italian.

See " Notice de l.i collection d'auteurs latins, francais, et italiens,
imprini&de format petit en 12,par les EIsevier,"in Brunet's jl/anuri
iu Librain (Paris, 1820); Uerard'a Essai libliographique mr les

iditions des Elzimrs {Vaxia, 1822) ; De Reume, Recherefies hwloriques,
ginialogiqucs, el hibliorjrapkijaes sur Ics iVs^wcr (Brussels, 1847);
Paul Dupont, Bistoire de V imprimerie, in two vols, (Palis, 1854);
Picter, Annates de I'imprimerie Elsemrienne {2d eii. , Ghent, 1858);
Walther, Lcs Etseveriennea de la bibliolhioue impiriale de SI Peters-
bourg (St Petersburg, 1864).

EMANUEL (Portuguese, Manoel) L (1469-1521),
king of Portugal, surnamed the Happy, was the son of
Duke Ferdinand of Viseu and cousin of John IL of
Portugal, and was born May 3, 1469. The care of his
early education was confided to a Sicilian named Cataldo,
under whom he made rapid progress, especially in the
classical languages. He succeeded to the throne on the
death of John IL, 27th October 1495. In 1497 he '

married Donna Isabella, daughter of Ferdinand and IsabeDa
of Castile. She died in 1498, and two years after her
death he married her sister Donna Maria. As soon as he
mounted the throne Emanuel devoted himself with great
ardour to the maritime enterprises begun by his predecessor.
He dispatched Vasco da Gama to sail round the Cape of
Good Hope in order to discover a new passage to India,
and on his return ho sent Pedro Alvarez de Cabral to
complete his discoveries. Cabral discovered Brazil and
the Moluccas, and established commercial relations with
the Indian and African coasts. Through these expeditions
and others under Albuquerque, the influence of Portugal
was rendered predominant on the coasts of South Africa
and the Indian archipelago, and an inexhaustible field for
commerce and colonization was opened up to the Portu-
guese. Emanuel also entered into commercial relations with
Persia, Ethiopia, and China. His whole foreign policy,

with the exception of an attempt to conquer Morocco,
was a brilliant success ; and at the close of his reign Por-
tugal had attained a degree of prosperity, both external and
internal, until then unexampled in her history. He was also
no less anxious for the individual welfare of his subjects
than for the outward prosperity of his kingdom. He made
personal visits to all his provinces to inquire into the
administration of ju.^stice, and he is the author of a code of
laws which bears his name. At certain stated hours he
was accessible to any of his subjects without distinction
who desired redress of grievances, or had any request of
importance to make, and so great was his courtesy and
patience in listening to their statements that when necessary
he sacrificed to them hours that he usually devoted to en-
joyment or repose. His persecutions of the Jews, cruel as
they were, can scarcely be blamed when we remember the
bigotry of his time and country ; and it says much for his
impartial administration of justice that he caused the ring-
leaders of a popular insurrection against that people to be
executed with the usual marks of opprobrium. He died at
Lisbon, December 13, 1521.

EMANUEL-BEN-SALOMON, a Hebrew poet of whose
life the few facts that are known are gathered from allu-

sions in his works.' He was born at Eome about the
middle of the 13th century, and spent the greater part of
his life in that city. He seems also to have resided for a
considerable period at Fermo. The precise date of his
death, like that of his birth, is unknown. His collected

poems, entitled Mechabberoih, were printed at Brescia ia
1491 and at Constantinople in 1535. Both editions ara
exceedingly rare. The work contains about thirty different

poems of various kinds, love songs, drinking songs, odes,
madrigals, &c. The last is a descriptive poem, the subject
being heaven'aud hell, and it was published separately at
Prague in 1559 and at Frankfort in 1713. As a poet
Emanuel ia distinguished by the liveliness of his fancy and
the finish of his versification. His choice ©f subjects, and
his free method of treating them, led to his being proscribed
by the stricter rabbis as a blasphemer, lie has been called

the Voltaire of the Hebrews, but with even less appro-
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priateaess thau such far-fetched comparisons generally

possess. Besides his poetical works, Emanuel wrote com-

mentaries on several of the books of the Old Testament

Scriptures, some of which exist only in manuscript. He
was also the author of a work on Hebrew grammar and

criticism.

EMBALMING (Greek, /5d\(ra;noi', balsam; German,
elnbahamiren ; French, embaumement), the art of preparing

dead bodies, chiefly by the use of medicaments, in order to

preserve them from putrefaction and the attacks of insects.

The ancient Egyptians carried the art to great perfection,

and embalmed not only human beings, but cats, crocodiles,

ichneumons, and other sacred animals. It has been sug-

gested that the origin of embalming in Egypt is to be

traced to a want of fuel for the purpose of cremation, to

the inadvisability or at some times impossibility of burial

in a soil annually disturbed by the inundation of the Nile,

aud to the necessity, for sanitary reasons, of preventing the

decomposition of the bodies of the dead when placed in open

sepulchres. Aa, however, the corpses of the embalmed
must iave constituted but a small proportion of the

aggregate mass of animal matter daily to be disposed of,

the above explanation is far from satisfactory ; and it may
be questioned whether embalming, together with the greater

number of the Egyptian doctrines concerning a future life,

may not have entirely originated in superstition or senti-

ment concerning the dead. According to Prescott, it was

a belief in a resurrection of the body that led the ancient

Peruvians to preserve the air-dried corpses of their dead

with so much solicitude (see Conquest of Peru, bk. i. chap,

iii.). Prichard {Egyptian Mythologij, p. 200) holds it as

probable that the views with which the Egyptians embalmed
bodies were " akin to those which rendered the Greeks and
Romans so anxious to perform the usual rites of sepulture

to their departed warriors, namely, . . . that these

solemnities expedited the journey of the soul to the ap-

pointed region, v\-here it was to receive judgment for its

former deeds, and to have its future doom fixed accordingly."

It has been supposed by some that the discovery of the

preservation of bodies interred in saline soils may have

been the immediate origin of embalming in Egypt. In

that country certain classes of the community were specially

appointed for the practice of the art. Joseph, we are told

in Gen. 1. 2, " commanded his servants the physicians to

embalm his father." Herodotus (iL 86) gives an account

of three of the methods of embalming followed by the

Egyptians. The most expensive of these, which cost a

talent of silver (£243, 15s), was as follows. The brains

were in part removed through the nostrils by means of a

bent iron implement, and in part by the injection of drugs.

The intestines ha'ving been drawn out through an incision

in the left side, the abdomen was cleansed with palm-wine,

and filled with myrrh, cassia, and other materials, and the

opening "vas sewed up. This done, the body was steeped

seventy days in a solution of litron or natron.' Diodorus

(i. 91) rf'lates that the cutter (rapairxicrTrji) appointed to

make the incision in the flank for the removal of the

intestines, as soon as he had performed his office, was
pursuediwith stones and curses by those about him, it being

held by the Egyptians a detestable thing to commit any
violence or inflict a wound on the body. After the steep-

ing, the body was washed, and handed over to the swathers,

a peculiar class of the lowest order of priests, called bv
Plutarch cltolchytee, by whom it was bandaged in gummed
cloth ; it was then ready for the coffin. Mummies thus

prepared were considered to represent Osiris. In
another method of embalming, costing twenty-two

mina (about £90), the abdomen was injected with

^ Neutral carbonate of sodium, NajCOg, found at the natron lakes

in tbo Libyan desert, and at £1 Hegs, in Upper Egypt,

" cedar-tree pitch "(KtSpta), which, as it would seem from

Pliny (Nat. Mist., xvi. 21), was the liquid distillate of

the pitch-pine. This is stated by Herodotus to have had
a corrosive and solvent action on the viscera. After injec-

tion the body was steeped a certain number of days in

natron ; the contents of the abdomen were aOowed to escape;

and the process was then complete. The preparation of

the bodies of the poorest consisted- simply in placing them
in natron for seventy days, after a previous rinsing of

the abdomen with " syrmaea." The material principally

used in the costlier modes of embalming appears to

have been asphalt ; wax was more rarely employed. In

some cases embalming seems to have been effected by

immersing the body in a bath of molten bitumen. Tanning

also was resorted to. Occasionally the viscera, aftei

treatment, were in part or wholly replaced in the bodyj

together with wax ligures of the four genii of Amenti.

More commonly they were embalmed in a mixture of sand

and asphalt, and buried in vases, or canopi, placed near the

mummy, the abdomen being filled with chips and sawdust

of cedar and a small quantity of natron. In one jar were

placed the stomach and large intestine; in' another, the

small intestines ; in a third, the koigs and heart ; in a fourthj

the gall-bladder and liver. Porphyry (Be Abstinentia, iv.

10) mentions a custom of inclosing the intestines in a box,

and consigning them to the Nile, after a prayer uttered by

one of the embalmers, but his statement is regarded by Sir

J. G. Wilkinson as unworthy of belief. The body of

Nero's wife Poppaea, contrary to the usage of the Bomans,
was not burnt, but, as customary among other nations with

the bodies of potentates, was honoured with embalmment
(see Tacitus, Annal., xvi. 6). The body of Alexander the

Great is said to have been embalmed with honey (Statius,

Sylv., iii. 2,. 117), and the same material was used to

preserve the corpse of Agesipolis L during its conveyance

to Sparta for buriaL Herodotus states (iiL 24) that the

Ethiopians, in embalming, dried the body, rubbed it with

gypsum (or chalk), and, having painted it, placed it in a

block of some transparent substance. The Guanches, the

aborigines of the Canaries, employed a mode of embalming

similar to that of the Egyptians, filling the hollow caused

by the removal of the viscera with salt and an absorbent

vegetable powder (see Bory de Saint Vincent, Essais sur

les lies. FoHunees, 1803, p. 495). Embalming was still in

vogue among the Egyptians in the time of St Ahgustine,

who says that they termed mummies gahbaras (Serm. 120,

cap. 12). In modern times numerous methods of embalm-

ing have been practised. By William Hunter essential

oils, alcohol, cinnabar, camphor, saltpetre, and pitch or

rosin were employed, and the final desiccation of the body

was effected by means of roasted gypsum placed in its

cofiin. Boudet embalmed with tan, salt, asphalt, and

Peruvian bark, camphor, cinnamon, and other aromatics,

and corrosive sublimate. The last-mentioaed drug, the

chloride and sulphate of zinc, the acetate and sulphate of

aluminium, and creasote and carbolic acid have all been

recommended by varioiis modern embalmers.

See Mummy ; Louis Penicher, Traiie des Emhaumemeyits, Paris.

1669 ; S. Blancard, Anatomia Reformata, et de Balsamatiane nova

mtthodus, Lugd. Bat 1695 ; Thomas Greenhill, The Art of Em-
balming, Lond. 1705 ; J. N. Marjolin, Manuel d! Anatomic, Paris,

1810 ; Pettisrew, History of Mummies, Lond. 1834 ; Gannal,

Train d'Embaum^Tnents, Paris, 1838 ; 2nd ed. 1841 ; Magnus, Daa
Einbalsamiren der Leichen, Brunsw., 1839 : Eawlinsou's Hero-

dolus, vol. ii. p. 141.

EMBANKMENT is an engineering term used to

denote any large heap of materials collected together by
artificial means. Embankments are constructed for carrying

roads or railways across valleys. They are also employed

for protecting land from the encroachments of river floods,

and on a larger scale, iu low-lying countries, as a defence
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against the inroads of the sea. Embankments are also the

main features in almost all schemes of water-works, being

used for impounding water for supply of towns or com-

pensation to mills. See Irrigation and Water-Works.
EMBER DAYS and EMBER WEEKS, the four

seasons set apart by the Western Church for special prayer

and fasting, and the ordination of clergy, known in the

mediaeval church as quatuor iempora, or jejunia quatuor

temporum. The Ember weeks are the complete weeks next

following Holy Cross Day (September 14), St Lucy's

Day (December 13), the first Sunday in Lent, and Whitsun
Day. The Wednesdays, Fridays, and Saturdays of these

weeks are the Ember days distinctively, the following

Sundays being the days of ordination. These dates are

given in the following memorial distich with a frank in-

difference to quantity and metre

—

Vult Crux, Lucia, Cinis, Charismata dia

Quod det vota pia quarta sequens feria.

The word Umber is of uncertain derivation. We may
at once dismiss, as founded only on an accidental similarity

of sound, that from the " embers " or ashes erroneously

assumed to have been used at these seasons in token of

humiliation. Other more probable derivations are from

the Anglo-Saxon ymb-ren, a circuit or revolution (from

ymh, around, and rennen, to run) ; or by process of agglu-

tination and phonetic decay, from the Latin quatuor

tempora. Those who advocate this latter derivation appeal

to the analogous forms by which these seasons are desig-

nated in some of the Teutonic languages, e.g.—German,
quatember, Dutch, quatertemper ; Danish, kvatember

;

Swedish, tamper-dagar. But the occurrence of the Anglo-

Saxon compounds ymbren-tid, ymbren-wucan, ymbren-faes-

tan, ymbren-dagas, for Ember tide, weeks, fasts, days,

favours the former derivation, which is also confirmed by
the use of the word imbren in the Acts of the council

of jEnham, 1009 A.n. ("jejunia quatuor tempora quae

imbren vocant "). It corresponds also with Pope Leo the

Great's definition, "jejunia ecclesiastica per totius anni

circulum distributa."

The observance of the Ember days is confined to the

Western Church, and had its origin as an ecclesiastical

ordinance in Rome. They were probably at first merely
the fasts preparatory to tlie three great festivals of

Christmas, Easter, and Pentecost. A fourth was subse-

quently added, for the sake of symmetry, to make them
correspond with the four seasons, and they became known as

the jejunium vermim, astivum, autumnale, and hiemale,

so that, to quote Pope Leo's words, " the law of abstinence

might apply to every season of the year." An earb'er men-
tion of these fasts, as four in number—the first known—is

in the writings of Philastrius, bishop of Brescia,, in the

middle of the 4th century. He also connects them with

the great Christian festivals (De Hceres., 119). In Leo's

time, 440-461 a.d., Wednesday, Friday, and Saturday were
already the days of special observance. From Rome the

Ember days gradually spread through the whole of Western
Christendom. Uniformity of practice, however, in this

particular was of somewhat slow growth. Neither in Gaul
nor Spain d,o they seem to have been generally recognized

much before the 81h century. Their introduction into

Britain appears to have been earlier, dating from Augustine,
,597 A.D., acting under the authority of Gregory the Great.

The general period of the four fasts being roughly fixed,

the precise date appears to have varied considerably, and
in some cases to have lost its connection with the festivals

altogether. The Ordo Romanus fixes the spring fast in the

first week of March (then the first month) ; the summer
fast in the second week of June ; the autumnal fast in the
third week of September ; and the winter fast in the com-
nlete week next before Christmas eve. Other regulations pre-

vailed in different countries, until the inconveniences arising

from the want of uniformity led to the rule now observed

being laid down under Pope Urban II. as the law -of tba

church, in the councils of Placentia and Clermont, 1095 a.d.

The present rule which fixes the ordination of clergy in

the Ember weeks cannot be traced further back than the

time of Pop% Gelasius, 492-496 a.d. In the early ages of

the church ordinations took place at any season of the year

whenever necessity required. Gelasius is stated by ritual

writers to have been the first who limited them to these

particular times, the special solemnity of the season

being in all probability the cause of the selection. The
rule once introduced commended itself to the mind of the

church, and its observance spread. We find it laid down in

the pontificate of Archbishop Egbert of York, 732-766 a.b.,

and referred to as a canonical rule in a capitulary of Charles

the Great, and it was finally established as a law of the

church in the pontificate of Gregory VII., c. 1085.

Autliorities : Muratori, Dissert, de Jejun. Quat. Temp., c. vii.')

anecdot. torn. ii. p. 262 ; Bingham, Anliq. of the Christ. Church,
bk. iv. chap. vi. §6, bk. xxi. chap. ii. § 1-7; Binterim, DenkwOr-
digkeiten, vol. v. part 2, pp. 133 ff.; Augusti, Handbuch det

Christlich. Archdol., vol. i. p. 465, iii. 486. (E. V.)

EMBEZZLEMENT, in English law, ia a peculiar form

of theft which is distinguished from the ordinary crime in

two points :—(1) It is committed by a person who is in the

position of clerk or servant to the owner of the property

stolen ; and (2) the property when stolen is in the posses-

sion of such clerk or servant. The definition of embezzle-

ment as a special form of theft arose out of the difScultieg

caused by the legal doctrine that to constitute larceny the

property must be taken out of the possession of the ownet?

Servants and others were thus able to steal with impunity

goods intrusted to them by their masters. The statute 21

Henry VIII. c. 7 was passed to meet this case ; and it

enacted that it should be felony in servants to convert to

their own use c.askets, jewels, money, goods, or chattels

delivered to them by their masters. " This Act, " says Sir

J. F. Stephen ((renCT'cri Vieioofthe CriminalLaw ofEngland),
" assisted by certain subtleties according to which the posses-

sion of the servant was taken under particular circumstances

to be the possession of the master, so that the servant by

converting the goods to his own use took them out of his

own possession qua servant (which was his master's posses-

sion) and put them into his own possession qua thief (which

was a felony), was considered sufficient for practical pur-

poses for more than 200 years." In 1799, a clerk who had

converted to his own use a cheque paid across the counter

to him by a customer of his master was held to be not

guilty of felony ; and in the same year the Act 39 Geo. HL
c. 85 was passed, which, meeting the difficulty in such

cases, enacted that if any clerk or servant, or any person

employed as clerk or servant, should, by virtue of such em-

ployment, receive or take into his possession any money,

bonds, bills, (fee., for or in the name or on account of his

employers, and should fraudulently embezzle the same, every

such offender should be deemed to have stolen the same.

The same definition is substantially repeated in a Consolida-

tion Act passed in 1827 (7 and 8 Geo. IV. c. 29).

Numberless difficulties of interpretation arose under these

Acts, e.g., as to the meaning of " clerk or servant," as to

the difference between theft and embezzlement, &c. The

law now in force, or the Larceny Act, 24 and 25 Vict, c

96, defines the offence thus (section 68) :
—" Whosoever,

being a clerk or servant, or being employed for the purpose

or in the capacity of a clerk or servant, shall fraudulently

embezzle any chattel, money, or valuable security which

shall be delivered to or received or taken into possessior

by him for or in the name or on the account of his mast«l

or employer, or any part thereof, shall be deemed to hav!
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jEeloniously stolen the game from his master or employer,

although such chattel, money, or security was not received

into the possession of such master or employer other-

wise than by the actual possession of his clerk, servant, or

other person so employed, and being convicted thereof shall

b& liable, afr the discretion of the court, to be kept in penal

servitude for any time not exceeding fourteen y(i^rs, and not

less than three ^now five) years." To constitute the offence

thus described three things must concur :—(1) The offender

must he a clerk or servant
; (2) he must receive into his

possession some chattel on behalf of his master ; and (3) he

must fraudulently embezzle the same. A clerk or servant

has been defined to be a person bound either by an express

contract of service or by conduct implying such a contract

to obey the orders and submit to the control of his master

in the transaction of the business which it is his duty as

such clerk or servant to transact. (Stopheu's Digest of the

Criminal Law, Art. 309.) The Larceny Act also describes

similar offences on the part of persons, not being clerks

or servants, to which the name embezzlement is not un-

commonly applied, e.g., the fraudulent conversion by
bankers, merchants, brokers, attorneys, or other agents, of

money or securities or goods intrusted to them. This

offence is a misdemeanour punishable by penal servitude

for any term not exceeding seven nor less than five years.

So also trustees fraudulently disposing of trust property,

and directors of companies fraudulently appropriating the

company's property or keeping fraudulent accounts, or wil-

fully destrojfing books or publishing fraudulent statements,

are misdemeanants punishable in the same way.

EMBLEifENTS, in English law, means the growing
crops which belong to the tenant of an estate of uncertain

duration, which has unexpectedly determined without any
fault of his own. " It is derived from the French
emhlavence de hied (corn sprung or put up above ground),

and strictly signifies the growing crops of sown land ; but

the doctrine of emblements extends not only to corn sown,

but to roots planted and other annual artificial profits"

(Woodfall on Landlord and Tenant). If the estate, although

of uncertain duration, is determined by the tenant's own acts,

the right to emblements does not arise. By 14 and 15

Vict. c. 25, a tenant at rack-rent, whose lease has deter-

mined by the death or cession of estate of a landlord entitled

only for life, or for any other uncertain interest, shall, in-

stead of emblements, be entitled to hold the lands until the

expiration of the current year of his tenancy.

EMBOSSING is the art of producing raised portions or

patterns on the surface of metal, leather, textile fabrics,

cardboard, paper, and similar substances. Strictly the term

is applicable only to raised impressions produced by means
of engraved dies or plates brought forcibly to bear pa the

material to be embossed, by various means, according to the

nature of the substance acted on. Thus raised patterns

produced by carving, chiselling, casting, and chasing or

hammering are excluded from the range of embossed work.

Embossing supplies a convenient and expeditious medium
for producing elegant ornamental effects in many distinct

industries ; and especially in its relations to paper and card-

board its applications are varied and important. Crests,

monograms, addresses, &c., are embossed on paper and
envelopes from dies (see Die-Sinkjng) set in small hand-
screw presses, a force or counter-die being prepared in

leather faced with a coating of gutta-percha. The dies to

be used for plain embossing are generally cut deeper than

those intended to be used with colours. Colour embossing
is done in two ways—the first and ordinary kind that in

which the ink is applied to the raised portion of the design.

The colour in this case is spread on the die with a brush,

and the whole surface is carefully cleaned, leaving only iuk

in the depressed parts of the engraving. In the second

variety— called cameo embossing—the colour is applied to

the flat parts of the design by means of a small printing
rollci, and the letters or design in relief is left uncoloured.
In embossing large ornamental designs, engraved jjlates or
electrotypes therefrom are employed, the force or counter-
part being composed of mill-board faced with gutta-percha.

In working these, pov/erful screw-presses, in principle like

coining or medal-striking presses, are employed. Embossing
also is most extensively practised for ornamental purposes
in the art of bookbinding. The blocked ornaments on cloth
covers for books, and the blocking or imitation tooling on
the cheaper kinds of leather work, are effected by means of

powerful embossing or arming presses. (See Bookbinding.)
For impressing embossed patterns on wall papers, textiles

of various kinds, and felt, cylinders of copper, engraved
with the patterns to be raised, are employed, and these are

mounted in calender frames, in which they press against

rollers having a yielding surface, or so constructed that

depressions in the engraved cylinders fit into corresponding
elevations in those against which they press. The opera-

tions of embossing and colour .printing are also sometimes
effected together in a modification of the ordinary cylinder

printing machine used in calico-printing, in which it is. only
necessary to introduce suitably engraved cylinders. For
many purposes the embossing rollers must be maintained at

a high temperature while in operation ; and they are heated
either by steam, by gas jetSj or by the introduction of red-

hot irons within them. The stamped or struck ornaments
in sheet metal, used especially in connection with the brass

and Britannia metal trades, are obtained by a process of

embossing—hard steel dies with forces or counter-parts of

soft metal being used in their production (see Bhass).

A kind of embossed ornament is formed on the surface of

soft wood by first compressing and consequently sinking the

parts intended to be embossed, then planing the whole sur-

face level, after which, when the wood is placed in water,

the previously depressed portion swells up and rises to its

original level. Thus an embossed pattern is produced
which may be subsequently sharpened and finished Ijy the

ordinary process of carving.

EMBROIDERY 1 is the art of working vrith the needle

flowers, fruits, human and animal forms upon wool, silk,

linen, or other woven texture. That it is of the greatest

antiquity we have, the testimony of Moses and Homer, and
it takes precedence of painting, as the earliest method of

representing figures and ornaments was by needle-work

traced upon canvas. From the earliest times it served to

decorate the sacerdotal vestments and other objects applied

to ecclesiastical use, and queens deemed it an honour to

occupy their leisure hours in delineating with the needle

the achievements of their heroes. The Jews are supposed

to have derived their skill in needle-work from the

Egyptians, with whom the art of embroidery was general

;

they, produced figured cloths by the needle and the loom,

and practised the art of introducing gold thread or wire into

their worL Amasis, king of Egypt, sent to the Minerya

of Lindus a linen corslet with figures interwoven and em-

broidered with gold and wool; and, to judge from a passage

in Ezekiel, they even embroidered the sails of their gaUeys

which they exported to Tyre : "Fine linen with broidered

work from Egypt was that which thou spreadest forth to

be thy sail." Embroidery and tapestry are often con-

founded; the distinction should be clearly understood.

Embroidery is worked upon a woven texture having both

warp and woof, whereas tapestry is wrought in a loom upon
a warp stretched along its frame, but has no warp thrown

across by the shuttle; the weft is done with short threads

variously coloured and put in by a kind of needle.

' French, hordj bordurf; Anglo-Saxon, bord—the edge cr margin

of anytbing, because embroidery was chitfiy exercised upon the edge

or border of vestments.
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The book of Exodus describes how the curtains of the

tabernacle were embroidered by hand, and the garments of

Aaron and his sons were wrought in needle-worlc. Aholiab,

the chief embroiderer, is specially appointed to assist in the

work of decoration. In celebrating the triumph of Sisera,

his mother is made to say that he has a " prey of divers

colours of needle-work on both sides," evidently meaning

that the stuff was wrought on both sides alike, a style of

embroidery exhibiting a degree of patience and skill only

practised by the nations of the East.

Homer makes constant allusion to embroidery. Penelope

(to say nothing for her immortal web) throws over Ulysses

on his departure for Troy an embroidered garment of gold

on which she had depicted incidents of the chase. Helen

is described as sitting, apart, engaged in working a gorgeous

suit upon which she had portrayed the wars of Troy ; and

Andromache was embroidering flowers of various hues upon

a purple cloth when the cries of the people without informed

her of the tragic end pi Hector. In Greece the art was

hold in the greatest honour, and its invention ascribed to

Minerva, and prompt Was her punishment of the luckless

Arachne for daring to doubt her supremacy in the art. The
maidens who took part in the procession of the Panathensea

embroidered the veil or peplum, upon which the deeds of

the goddess were worked in embroidery and gold.

Phrygiai became celebrated for the beauty of its needle-

work. The " toga picta " ornamented with Phrygian

embroidery was worn by the Koman generals at their

triumphs, and by their consuls when they celebrated the

games—hence embroidery itself in Latin is styled

" Phrygian," and the Komaiis knew it under no other name.

Babylon was no less renowned for its embroideries, and
maintained its reputation up to the first century of the

Christian era. Josephus tells us that the veils given by
Herod for the temple were of Babylonian workmanship,

—

the women excelling, says Apollonius, in executing designs

of varied colours. The Sidoniau women brought by
Paris to Troy embroidered veils of such rich embroidery

that Hecuba deemed them"worthy of being presented as

an offering to Minerva ; and Lucan speaks With enthusiasm

of the magnificent Sidonian veil worn by Cleopatra at the

feast she gave Csesar after the death of Pompey. The
embroidered robe of Servius Tullius was ornamented all

over with the image of the goddess Fortune, to whom he

ascribed his success, and to whom he built several temples.

Tarquin the elder first appeared at Kom^ in a robe

embroidered all over with gold, and Cicero describes

Damocles as reclining on his bed with a coverlet of

magnificent embroidery.

Passing to the first ages of the Christian era, we find

the pontifical ornaments, the tissues that- decorated the

altars, and the curtains of the churches all worked with the

holy images ; and in the 5th century the art of weaving

stuffs and enriching them with embroidery was carried to

the highest degree of perfection. The whole history of

the church was embroidered on the toga of a Christian

senator; and Anastasius, who has left a description of

ornaments of this kind given by popes and emperors to the

churches from the 4th to the 9th century, has even recorded

the subjects of these embroideries, which are executed in

gold and silver thread upon silk stufifs of the most brilliant

colours, producing a wonderful effect. " Opus plumarium "

was then the general term for embroiderj', and so given

because stitches were laid down lengthwise and so put

together that they seemed to overlap one another like the

feathers in the' plumage of a bird. Not inaptly, therefore,

was this style called feather-stitch, in contradistinction to

cross-stitch. Pope Paschal (5th century), a great admirer

af needle-work, made many splendid donations to the

churcn On one of his vestments were portrayed the Wise

Virgins, miraculously worked ; on another a peacock, in all

the gorgeous and changing colours of its plumage, on an

amber ground.

In mediasval times, spinning and embroidery were the

occupation of women of all ranks, from the palace to the

cloister, and a sharp rivalry existed in the production of

sacerdotal vestments and ornaments. So early as the 6th

century, St C&aire, bishop of Aries, forbade the nuns under

his rule from embroidering robes adorned with paintings,

flowers, and precious stones. This prohibition, however,

was not of a general character. Near Ely, an Anglo-

Saxon lady brought together a number of girls who pro-

duced admirable embroidery for the benefit of the

monastery ; and. in the 7th century, St Eustadiole, abbess

of Bourges, made sacred vestments and decorated the altar

with works by herself and her commurity. A century

later, two sisters, abbesses of Valentina, in Belgium,

became famous for their excellence in all feminine pursuits,

and imposed embroidery work upon the inmates of their

convent as a protection from idleness, the most dangerous

of all evils.

At the begmnlng of the 9 th century, ladies of rank are

to be found engaged in embroidery. St Viborade, living

at St Gall, adorned beautiful coverings for the sacred

bpoks of that monastery, it being then the custom to wrap

in silk and carry on a linen cloth the Gospels used for the

offices of the church ; and the same abbey received from

Hadwiga, daughter of Henry duke of Swabia, chasubles

and ornaments embroidered by the hand of that princess.

Judith of Bavaria, mother of Charles the Bald, was also

a skilful embroideress. When Harold, king of Denmark;

came to be baptized at Ingelheim with all his family, the

empress Judith, who stood sponsor for the queen, presented

her with a robe enriched by herself with gold and precious

stones. In the 10th century, Queen Adhelais, wife of Hugh
Capet, presented to the church of St Martin at Tours, and

another to the abbey of St Denis, two chasubles of difi'erent

designs but of wonderful workmanship.

Long before theConquestEnglish ladieswere much skilled

with the needle. The beautiful " opus Anglicum" was pro-

duced under the Anglo-Saxons, and so highly was it valued

that we find (800) Deubart, bishop of Durham, granting

the lease of a farm of 200 acres for life to the embroideress

Eanswitha for the charge of scouring, repairing, and

renewing the embroidered vestments of the priests. In the

7th century, St Ethelreda, queen and first abl^ess of Ely,

presented to St Cuthbert a' stole and maniple marvellously

embroidered and embellished with gold and precious stones.

The four daughters of Edward the Elder are all praised for

their needles' skill; and in the 10th century, .(Elfleda, a

high-born Saxon lady, gave to the churclr^t Ely a curtain

on which she had wrought in needle-work . the deeds of

daring of her husband Brithnoth, who was slain by the

Danes. Later on, Emma, wife of Canute, enriched the same

minster with costly .stuffs, of which one at least had been

embroidered all over with orfrays by the queen herself,

and embellished with gold and gems disposed with such art

and profusion as could not be matched at that time in all

England.

The excellence of the English work was maintained as

time went on, a proof of which is found in an anecdote re-

lated by Matthew of Paris:—"About this time" (1246), he

tells us, "the Lord Pope (Innocent IV.), having observed

that the ecclesiastical ornaments of some Englishmen, such

as choristers' copes and mitres, were embroidered in gold

thread after a very desirable fashion, asked where these

works were made, and received in answer, in England.
• Then,' said the Pope, 'England is surely a garden of

delights for us. It is truly a never-failing spring, and

theie, uLi^re many things abound, much may be extorted.'

vin. — 21
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Accordingly, the same Lord Pope sent sacred and sealed

briefs to nearly all the abbots of the Cistercian order estab-

lished in England, requesting them to have forthwith for-

warded to him those embroideries in gold, which he

preferred to all others, and with which he wished to adorn

his chasuble and choral cope, as if these objects cost them

nothing." But, it may bo asked, what is the " opus

Anglicum 1 " Happily in the Syon Monastery Cope, pre-

served in the South Kensington Museum, there • is an in-

valuable specimen of English needle-work of the 13th

century. We find that tho whole of the face is worked in

chain-stitch (modern tambour or crochet) in circular lines,

the relief being given by hollows sunk by means of hot

irons. The general practice was to work the draperies in

feather-stitch (opus plumarium).

The old English " opus consuetum " or cucwork, the
" appliqud" or " en rapport" of the French, and •' lavori di

commesso" of the Italians, consists of pieces cut and shaped

out of silk or other material and sewed upon the grounding.

In the 11th or probably early in the 12th century was

executed the valuable specimen preserved to us, the so-called

tapestry of Bayeux, ascribed by early tradition to no less

a lady than Queen Matilda, and representing the various

episodes of the conquest of England by William of

Normandy. It is not tapestry, but an embroidery work in

crewels in " long-stitch " of various colours, on a linen cloth

19 inches wide by 226 yards long. Probabilities forbid

us from believing that Matilda and her waiting maids ever

did a stitch on thib canvas, which, crowded as it is with

fighting men, some on foot some on horseback, must have

taken much time and busied many fingers to execute ; nor

is it likely that Matilda would have chosen coarse linen and
common worsted as the materials with which to celebrate

her husband's achievements. More likely, this curious

work was done in London at the cost of those natives of

Normandy on whom William had bestowed lands in

England, and was sent by them as an offering to the

cathedral of their, native place. Whether it be due to the

queen or not, the monument is no less interesting to history,

as furnishing a crowd of details in illustration of arms and

ciistoms not to be met with elsewhere.

The art of pictorial needle-work had oecome universally

spread. The inventory of the Holy See (1295) mentions

the embroideries of Florence, Milan, Lucca, France,

England, Germany, and Spain. The Paris embroiderers

had formed themselves into a guild ; and throughout the

Middle Ages down to the 16th century embroidery was an

art, a serious branch of painting. The needle, like the

brush of the painter, moved over the tissue, leaving behind

its coloured threads, and producing a painting soft in tone

and ingenious in execution. At Verona, an artist took

twenty-sis years to execute in needle-work the life of St John,

after the designs of Pollaniolo, as an offering to that church

at Florence. Catherine do' Medici, herself a distinguished

needle-woman, brought over in her train from Florence the

designer for embroidery, Frederick Vinciolo ; and under her

sons, so overloaded was dress with ornament as to be

described by contemporaries as to be " stiff " with embroi-

dery. These were indeed great days for needle-work in our

own land. Women as well as men pursued the art as a

trade, and the public records show to what an extent it was

carried on ; while great ladies wrought in their castles sur-

rounded by their maidens. Embroidery was then their

chief pleasure, and their most serious occupation. Shut

out from the business of life, they had ample leisure to

cultivate their taste, and ample means of gratifying it. Thfe

church was very rich in precious stuffs and embroideries,

velvet, cutwork (appliqui), or cloth of gold ; and for

domestic decoration they were equally prized. Many of

our great showhouses are perfect storehouses of embroidery.

The countess of Shrewsbury, for instance, better known as

Boss of Hard wick, the great needle-woman of the day, with
all the business and cares of children, hospitals, and
charities, yet found time to embroider furniture for her

palaces, and her sampler patterns hang to this day on her

walls; and there also are the bedhanginga of Scotland's

queen, who beguiled her weary hours by work at her

needle. Hatfield, Penshurst, Knole, are all filled with

similar reminiscences of royal and noble ladies. Charles L
used to send from his prison locks of his own hair to the

gentry favourable to his cause, that the ladies of their

household, when embroidering the royal portraiture in

coloured silks, might be able to work the head with the

hair of the sovereign himself.

In France this time was a glorious period for needle-

work. Not only was the fashion continued, as in England,

of producing figures and portraits, but a fresh development
was given to floral and arabesque ornament. Flowers

in the /Grandiose style, wrought with arabesques of gold

and silv er, among which sported birds and insects, were the

characteristic designs of the period ; and Gaston duke of

Orleans established hothouses and botanical gardens, which

he filled with rare exotics, to supply the needle with new
forms and richer tints. The crown manufacturers adorned

the rich brocades of Tours, watered silks, and cloths of

silver with patterns furnished by Charles Le Brun for the

portiiires and curtains to the rooms he had designed.

Hangings, furniture, costumes, equipages—embroidery

invaded all. The throne of Louis XV., used for the recep-

tion of the Knights of the Holy Ghost, alone cost 300,000

livres ; nor was the embroidery of the state coaches of

Marie Antoinette less costly.

The history of embroidery having been carried to the end

of the 18th century, a few observations remain on its state

in the present day, when every country furnishes its works

of the needle, from the gorgeous productions in gold and
silver of the East to the humble porcupine quUl and mohair

embroidery of the Canadian Indian.

In an industrial point of view, the art may be ranged

into two classes.. First, there is white embroidery, applied

to dress and furniture, upon cloth, muslin, or tulle, in which

France and Switzerland hold the first place, and then

Scotland and Saxony. The second class comprises works

in silk, gold, and sQver, the two last more especially dedi-

cated to church ornaments and military costume. From
the East we derive the most elaborate specimens of em-

broidery as applied to dress and furniture; for while in

the West these are chiefly used for the church and costume,

in the East every article of domestic use is covered with

embroideries in sUver and gold. The Chinese embroider

the imperial dragon upon their robes of crimson satin
;

nor are the Japanese works less gorgeous or in less perfect

taste. The Persians, in the 17th century, sent to Europe

rich embroidered coverlets for the state beds of the period.

They work extensively in chain-stitch. A supplementary

division may be made of the so-called Berlin work, executed

in wool and silli upon canvas, in cross-stitch, or point de

marque, as it was formerly called, as being the stitch used

for marking

See Tcxlilc Fabrics, hy Kev. D. Kock, D.D. ; Eandbook of Arts

of Middle Ages, by Jules Labarte ; Histoire-du Mohilier, by A.

Jacquemart ; Manuel de la Brodqr^, by Mme. Celnart ; Eapporl da
Jury International Exposition Universelle de 1867, Group, vi. ; Re-

dicrckes sur la Fabrication dcs £toffes, by.Francisque Michel ; Art

Needlework, by E. Mase ; English Mediaeval Emhroidery, by Rev.

C. H. Hartshorne ; Church Emhroidery, by A. Dolby ; Chv.rch

Neadlework. by Miss Lambert ; Art of Needlework, by Lady

Waton. (F. B. P.)

EMBUUN (the ancient Mrodunum), a fortified town of

France, capital of the arrondissement of the same name, in

the department of Hautes-Alpes. is situated on a steep rork
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near the right bank of the Durance, 25 miles east of Gap.

It has woolloa and linen manufactures. Its iirincipal build-

ings are the cathedral, said to havo been founded in the time

of Charlemagne, a handsome Gothic structure, sui-mounted

with a lofty tower ; the archiepiscopal palace ; the ancient

collego of the Jesuits, now converted into a prison ; and the

ancient convent of the Capuchins. Embrun was an import-

ant military station in the time of the Romans. It was

the seat of a bishop in the time of Constantine, and from

the 9th century till the Kevolution it ranked as an arch-

bishopric. It has been sacked successively by the Vandals,

the Huns, the Lombards, the. Saxons, and the Saracens;

and in the reign of Louis XIV. it was bombarded and taken

by the duke of Savoy. The population in 1872 was 3075.

EMBRYOLOGY is a branch of biological inquiry com-

prising the history of the young of man and animals, and

it may be also of plants. The term is derived from the

Greek ^ifipvov, signifying a growing part or thing, and has

been somewhat vaguely applied to the product of genera-

tion of any plant or animal which is in process of formation.

Among the higher animals, and especially in the human
species, the Latin word foetus has sometimes been employed

in the same signification as embryo, but it is more generally

held to denote a more advanced stage of formation, while

the term embryo is applied to the earlier condition of the

product of conception before it has assumed the character-

istic form and structure of the parent.

In all animals, with the exception of the Protozoa, the

new being, deriving its origin from a definite organized

structure termed the ovum or egg, passes during the pro-

gress of its formation and growth from a simpler to a more
complex form and organic structure by a series of con-

SQfutive changes which come under the general denomina-
tion of development. The consideration of these changes,

which is mainly an anatomical subject, being partly mor-
phological as affecting the larger and more obvious organic

form, and partly histological as belonging to the minute
or textural structure, constitutes by far the greater part of

the science of embryology, but the latter word may also

include the history of all other living phenomena mani-

fested by the young animal in the progress of its growth to

maturity.

The formative process through which the embryo passes

is necessarily of very difi'erent degrees of complexity, ac-

cording to the more simple or complex organization of

the adult animal to which it belongs. But it presents

throughout the whole range of animals certain general

features of similarity dependent on the fundamental re-

semblance of the organized elements from which all animals

derive their origin.

A minute mass of protoplasm constitutes not only the

simplest, but also the invariable, form presented by the

germinal part of the ovum or egg, and in all animals, ex-

cept the Protozoa, in which the nature of the germ is still

doubtful, it takes at first the form of an organized cell, or

it is a definite spherical and nucleated mass of protoplasm.

It is therefore a germ-cell.

In all ova the first stage of the formative process, follow-

ing upon fecundation of the germ, consists in the multipli-

cation of the egg or germ-cell by a process of the nature
of fissiparous division, so that when this division has pro-

ceeded some length, it results in the production of a mass
or congeries of organized cells descended from that which
formed the primitive germ, and containing in combination
the molecular elements of the materials contributed by the
male and female parents to the formation of the fertilized

germ. This is the mulberry stage, or morula, of Haeckel.
In a more advanced stage among the higher animals, the
cells of this mass assume more or less of a laminar arrange-
ment, constituting the blastoderm or ererminal membrane of

Pander and succeeding authors ; and in the first and lowest

forms of this structure two layers are distinguished, corre-

sponding to the outer and inner cellular laminae of which
the earliest form of the embryo consists in the higher, and
tho whole of the body in the lower, forms of animals.

These layers are the ectoderm and endoderm of the embryo-
logist and comparative anatomist (Huxley and AUman).

In tho lowest animals little if any further differentiation

of the germinal structures ensues ; but in animals higher
in the scale tho^e arises a third or intermediate layer, the

mesoderm, which takes an .important part along with the

other two layers in tho formation of the animal organism.

The cellular blastoderm, therefore, is already the embryo
of the lowest animals; while in the higher that term could
scarcely with propriety be applied to the product of

development in the egg until some of the characteristic

lineaments, however rudimentary, of the new animal are

apparent.

But in the whole of this process of embryonic develop-

ment, whether it be of the simplest or of the most complex
kind, it is to be observed that it is solely by the multipli-

cation and differentiation of cells which have descended
more o* less directly from the original germ-cell that the

organizing process ia effected. It follows from this that the

processes of organic growth or embryonic development pre-

sent a textural or histological uniformity to a remarkable
degree throughout the whole zoological series. There is also

a very striking similarity in the morphological phenomena
of development within large groups of animals. Our know-
ledge, indeed, of the mode of formation of the young in all

the varied forms of animal organization is still too limited to

admit of our affirming that a uniform and progressive

morphological type pervades the whole animal kingdom;
cut already many ascertained facts point strongly to such
a conclusion, and the more our knowledge of the process of

development in individual animals (ontogeny) advances,

the greater resemblance do we recognize in the formative

processes; so that it becomes more and more probable that

the morphological development of any of the higher animals
includes, or as it were repeats within certain limits, the
various steps of the process which belong to the inferior

grades of the animal kingdom. Hence we are led to the

further conclusion that there is an essential correspondence
between the individual development or ontogeny of the

higher animals and the progressive advance of the organi-

zation in the whole animal series.

If, further, we adopt the Darwinian view of the evolution

of animal life and organization by descent of one species of

animals from others preceding it, we shall see that the

embryological history of any animal is at the same time
the history of its relation to other animals and of its

phylogenetic development or gradual derivation as a species

from more simple progenitors in the lapse of time. It is

obvious, therefore, that we must look to the future pro-

gress of embryology as well as of palaeontology for a large

portion of the facts upon which the confirmation of the

modern theory of evolution will rest.

From what has been said it will be apparent that it

would be impossible, within the limits of one article, to

trace even in the briefest possible manner the phenomena
of embryological development in all different animals. But
special descriptions, so far as required, will find their ap-

propriate places under the divisions of animals to which
they respectively belong ; and as there are some considera-

tions relating to embryology which require to be stated

besides the history of development, it has been deemed
advisable to bring the more important facts of develop-

ment of the embryo into connection with those relating

l^o reproduction in general under the heading Genera-
tion, to which article, therefore the reader is referred.
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In tho present article, accordingly, we shall do no more

than trace shortly tho steps by which the modern science of

Embryology has originated and has assumed the important

position which it now occupies among the biological

sciences.

In its scientific and systematic form embryology may be

considered as having only taken birth within the present

century, although the germ from which it' sprung was

already formed nearly half a century earlier. The ancients,

it is true, as we see by the writings of Aristotle and

Galen, pursued tho subject with interest, and the in-

defatigable Grecian naturalist and philosopher had even

made continued series of observations on the progressive

Btages of development in tho incubated egg, and on tho

reproduction of various animals; but although, after the

revival of learning, various anatomists and physiologists

from time to time made contributions to the knowledge of

the fcetal structure in its larger organs, yet from tho

minuteness of the observations required for embryological

research, it was not till the microscope came into use for the

investigation of organic structure that any intimate know-

ledge was attained of the nature of organogenesis. It is

not to be wondered at, therefore, that during a long period,

in this as iu other branches of physical inquiry, vague

speculations took the place of direct observation and more

solid information. This is apparent in most of the works

treating of generation during tlio 16th and part of the 17th

centuries.^

Harvey was the first to give, in the middle of the latter

century, a new life and direction to investigation of this sub-

ject, by his discovery of the connection between the cicatri-

cula of tho yolk and the rudiments of the chick, and by his

faithful description of the successive stages of development

a',' observed in tho incubated egg, as well as of the progress

of gestation in some Slammalia. He had also the merit of

fixing the attention of physiologists upon general laws of

development as deduced from actual observation of tho

phenomena, by the enunciation of two important proposi-

tions, viz.—(1) that all animals-are produced out of ova,

and (2) that the organs of the embryo arise by new forma-

tion, or epigeaesis, and not by mere enlargement out of a

pre-existing invisible condition [Exercitationes de Gene-

ratione Animalium, Amstelodami, 1651, and in English by
G. Ent, 1853, London). Harvey's observations, however,

were aided only by the use of magnifying glasses (perspe-

cillse), probably of no great power, and he saw nothing of

the earliest appearances of the embryo in the first thirty-six

hours, and believed the blood and the heart to be the parts

first formed. \

The influence of the work of Harvey, and of the success-

ful application of the microscope to embryological investi-

gation, was soon, afterwards apparent in the admirable

researches of Malpighi of Bologna, as evinced by his com-
munications to the Koyal Society of London in 1672, '' De

^ It may be proper to mention, as autliors of tkia period wlip made
special researches on tlie development of tlie embryo- -(1) Volcber
Coiter of Groningen, who, along with Aidrovandua of Bologna, made
a series of observations on the formation of the chick, day by day, in
the incubated %gg^ which were described in a work published in 1573,
and (2) Hierouymus Fabricius (ab Aquapendente), who, in his work
Di formato f<etu, first published at Padua in 1600, gave an interesting
account, illustrated by many fine engravings, of uterogestation and the
fetus of a number of quadrupeds and other animals, and in a pos-
thumous work entitled I)e fommtione ovi et pulli, edited by J. Prevost,
and published at Padua in 1621, described and illustrated by engrav-
ings the daily changes of the egg in incubation. It is enough, how-
ever, to say that Fabricius v/as entirely ignorant of the earlier
phenomena of development v.'hich occur in the first two or three days,
^nd even of the source of the embryonic rudiments, which he conceived
ta spring, not from the yolk or true ovum, but from the chalazaj or
twiste.t deepest part of the white. The cicatricula he looked upon as
merely the vestige of the pedicle by which the yolk had previously
neen attached to the ovary,,

ovo incubato," and " De formationo pulli,' and more
especially in his delineations of somb uf the earlier

phenomena of development, in which, an in many other

parts of minute anatomy, he partially or wholly anticipated

discoveries, the full development of which has only been
accomplished in the present century. Malpighi traced the

origin of the embryo almost to its very commencement in

the formation of the cerebro-spinal groove within tho cica-

tricula, which he removed from the opaque mass of the

yolk ; and he only erred in supposing tho embryonal rudi-

ments to have pre-existed as such in the egg, in conse-

quence, apparently, of his having employed for observation,

in very warm weather, eggs which, though he believed

them to be unincubated, had in reality undergone some of

the earlier developmental changes.

The works of Walter Needham (1667), Regncr de Graaf

(1673), Swammerdam (1685), Yallisneri (1689)—following
upon those orf Harvey—all contain important contributions

to the knowledge of our subject, as tending to show the

similarity in the mode of production from ova in a variety

of animals with that previously best kno^vn in birds. The
observations more especially of De Graaf, Nicolas Steno,

and J. van Home gave much greater precision to the
knowledge of the connection between the origin of the

ovum of quadrupeds and the vesicles of the ovary now
termed Graafian, which De Graaf showed always burst and
discharged their contents on the occurrence of pregnancy.

These observations bring us to the period of Boerhaave
and Albinus in the earlier part of the 18th century, and
in the succeeding years to that of Haller, whose .vast

erudition and varied and accurate original observations

threw light upon the entire process . of reproduction

in animals, and brought its history into a more syste-

matic and intelligible form. A considerable part of the

seventh and the whole of the eighth volumes of Haller's

great work, the Elementa Phydologice, published at suc-

cessive times from 1757 to 1766, are occupied with the

general view of the function of generation, while his special

contributions to embryology are contained in his Deur
Memoires sur la formation du Cceur dansAe PouJet, and
Beux Memoires sur la formation des Os, both published at

Lausanne in 1758, and republished in an extended and
altered form, together with his " Observations on the early

condition of the Embryo in Quadrupeds," made along with

Kiihlemann, in the Opera Minora (1762-68). Though
originaUy educated as a believer in the doctrine of " pre-

formation " by his teacher Boerhaave, Haller was soon led

to abandon that view in favour of " epigenesis " or new
formation, as may be seen in various parts of his works
published before the middle of the century : see especially

a long note explanatory of the grounds of his change of

opinion in his edition of Boerhaave's Pra:leclio7ies Aca-

demicce, vol. v. part 2, p. 497 (1744), and his Primoe

Lineoe Physiologioe (1747). But some years later, and after

having been engaged in observing the phenomena of deve-

lopment in the incubated egg, he again changed his views,

and during the remainder of his life was a keen opponent

of the system of epigenesis and a defender and exponent

of the theory of "evolution," as it was then named—

a

theory very different from that now bearing the name, and

which implied belief in the pre-existence of the .organs of

the embryo in the germ, according to the theory of encase-

ment (emboitement) or inclusion supported by Leibnitz

and Bonnet. (See the interesting work "of Bonnet, Con-

eiderations sur les Corps Organises, Amsterdam, 1762, for

an account of his own views and those of Haller.) The
reader is also referred to the article Evolution in the

present volume, for a further history of the change which

has taken place in the use of the term in more recent

limc.=5.
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It was reserved for Caspar Frederick Wolff (1733-1794),

German by birth, but naturalized afterwards in Iius,5ia, to

Ming forward observations which, though almost entirely

neglected for a long time after their publication, and in

some measure discredited under the influence of Haller's

authority, were sixty years later acknowledged to have

established the theory of epigenesis upon the secure basis

of ascertained facts, and to have laid the first foundation

of the morphological science of embryology. WollTs

work, entitled Theoria Generationis, first published as an

inaugural Dissertation at Berlin in 1759, was republished

with additions in German at Berlin in 1764, and again in

Latin at HaUe in 1774. Wolff also wrote a "Memoir on

the Development of the Intestine " in Nov. Comment.

Acad. Petropol, 1768 and 1769. But it was not till the

latter work was translated into German by J. F. Meckel,

and appeared in his Archie for 1812, that Wolffs peculiar

merits as the founder of modern embryology came to be

known or fuUy appreciated.

The special novelty of Wolff's discoveries consisted

mainly in this, that he showed that the germinal part of

the bird's egg forms a layer of united granules or organized

particles (cells bi the modern histologist), presenting at

first no semblance of the form or structure of the future

embryo, but gradually converted by various morphological

changes in the formative material, which are all capable of

being traced by observation, into the several rudimentary

organs and systems of the embyro. The earlier form of

the embryo he delineated with accuracy; the actual mode
of formation he traced in more tha.'a one organ, as for

example in the alimentary canal, and he was the discoverer

of several new and important embryological facts, as in the

instance of the primordial kidneys, which have thus been

named the Wolffian bodies. Wolff further showed that

the growing parts of plants owe their origin to organized

particles or cells, so that he was led to the great general-

ization that the processes of embryonic formation and of

adult growth and nutrition are all of a like nature in both,

plants and animals. No advance, however, was made upon
the basis of Wolff's discoveries till the year 1817, when the

researches of Pander on the development of the chick gave

a fuller and more exact view of the phenomena less clearly

indicated by Wolff, and laid down with greater precision

a plan of the formation of parts in the embryo of birds,

which may be regarded as the foundation of the views of

all subsequent embryologists.

But although the minuter investigation of the nature and
true theory of the process of embryonic development was
thus held in abeyance for more than half a century, the

interval was not unproductive of observations having an
important bearing on the knowledge of the anatomy of the

foetus and the function of reproduction. The great work
of William Hunter on the human gravid uterus, containing

unequalled pictorial illustrations of its subject from the

pencil of Rymsdyk and other artists, was published in

1775,1 and during a large part of the same period numerous
communications to the Memoirs of the Royal Society testified

to the activity and genius of his brother, John Hunter, in

the investigation of various parts of comparative embryology.

But it is mainly in his rich museum, and in the manu-
scripts and drawings which he left, and which have been
in part described and published in the catalogue of his

wonderful collection, that we obtain any adequate idea of

the unexampled industry and wide scope of research of

i.hat great anatomist and physiologist.

As belonging to a somewhat later period, but still before
the time when the more strict investigation of embryologi--

* Along with the work of W. Hunter must he mentioned s large

collection of -ciipublished ohservations by Dr James Douglas, which
•re Breserved in the Huoteriaa Museum of Glasgow University.

cal pjieaomona v,'as resumed by Pander, there fall to be
noticed, as indicative of the rapid progress that was making,
the >\periments of Sjiallanzani, 1789; the researches of

Auteniieth, 1797, and of Soemmering, 1799, on the human
fcetus; the observations of Sonff on the formation of the

skeleton,jl801; those of Oken and Kieser on the intestine

and other organs, 1806 ; Oken's remarkable work on the

bones of the head, 1807 (with the views promulgated in

which Goethe's name is also intimately connected) ; J. F.

Meckel's numerous and valuable contributions to embryo-
logy and comparative anatomy, extending over a long series

of years ; and Tiedemann's classical work on the develop-

ment of the brain, 1816.

Christian Pander's observations were made at the instance

and under the immediate supervision of Prof. Dollinger at

Wurzburg, and we learn from Von Baer's autobiography
that he, being an early friend of Pander's, and knowing his

qualifications for the task, had pointed him out to Dollinger

as well fitted to carry out the investigation of development
which that professor was desirous of having accornplished.

Pander's inaugural dissertation was entitled Historia meta-

morphoseos quam ovum incuhalum prioribus quinque diehus

siibit, Virceburgi, 1817; and it was also published in Ger-
man under the title of Beilrdr/e ziir EntwickelungsgescTiickle

dis Uiihiichens im Eie, Wiirzburg, 1817. The beautiful

plates illustrating the latter work were executed by the

elder D'Alton, well known for his skill in scientific ob-

servation, delineation, and engraving.

Pander observed the blastoderm or germinal membrane
of the fowl's egg to acquire three layers of organized sub-

stance in the earlier period of incubation. These he named
respectively the serous or outer, the vascular or middle,

and t.he mucous or inner layers; and he traced with great

skill and care the origin of the principal rudimentary
organs and systems from different ones of these layers,

pointing out shortly, but much more distinctly than Wolff

had done, the actual nature of the changes occurring in the

process of development.

Carl Ernest von Baer, the greatest of modern embryolo-

gists, was, as already remarked, the ea: ly friend of Pander,
and, at the time when the latter v/as engaged in his

researches at Wurzburg, was associated with Dollinger as

prosector, and engaged with him in the study of comparative

anatomy. He witnessed, therefore, though he did not actually

take part in. Pander's researches; and the latter having after-

wards abandoned the inquiry, Von Baer took it up for

himself in the year 1819, when he had obtained an appoint-

ment in the university of Konigsberg, where he was the

colleague of Burdach and Rathke, both of whom were able

coadjutors in the investigation of the subject of his choice.

(See V. Baer's interesting autobiography, published on his

retirement from St Petersburg to Dorpat in 1864.)'^

Von Baer's observations were carried on at various times

from 1819 to 1826 and 1827, when be published the first

results in a description of the development of the chick in

the first edition of Burdach"s PTxysiology.

It was at this time that Von Baer made the important dis-

covery of the ovarian ovum of mammals and of man, totally

unknown before his time, and was thus able to prove as

matter of exact observation what had only been surmised

previously, viz., the entire similarity in the mode of origin

of these iiuimals with others lower in the scale. (Hpisigla

de Ovi Mammalium et Hominis Genesi, Lipsije, 1827 See

" Von Baer was born in the Jvussian province of Esthonia in 1792,,

and waa educated at Dorpat and in Germany. After having been
fifteen years professor in the Prussian university of Konigsberg, he
was called to St Petersburg, where he remained for nearly thirty years,

and, as professor and member of the Imperial Academy, promoted in

the most zealous and able manner, by his unexampled activity, compre-

hensive and original views, sound judgment, and powerful co-operatioiij

tlie whole range of scientilic educatiou and l^ological research.
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aXao tho intBrosting commentary on or supplement to the

EpUtola in Heuainger's Journal, and tlie translation in

Breschet's Repertoire, Paris, 1829.)

In 1829 Von Baer published tho first part of his great

work, entitled Beohachtungsn unci Rejlexionen uber die

Entivickelungsgeschichte der Thiere, tho second part of which,

still leaving the work incomplete, did not appear till 1838.

In this work, distinguished by the fulness, richness, and

extreme accuracy of the observations and descriptions, as

well as by the breadth and soundness of the general views

on embryology and allied branches of biology which it

presents, he gave a detailed account not only of the whole

progress of development of the chick as observed day by

day during the incubation of the egg, but he also described

what was known, and what ho himself had investigated by

numerous and varied observations, of the whole course of

formation of the young in other vertebrate animals. His

work is in fact a system of comparative embryology, replete

with new discoveries in almost every part.

Von Baer's account of tho layers of the blastoderm

differs somewhat from that of Pander, and appears to be

more consistent with the further researches which have

lately been made than was at one time supposed, in this

respect, that he distinguished from a very early period two
primitive or fundamental layers, viz., the animal or upper,

and the vegetative or lower, from each of which, in connec-

tion with two intermediate layers derived from them, the

fundamental organs and systems of the embryo are derived

:

—the animal layer, with its derivative, supplying the der-

mal, neural, osseous, and muscular ; the vegetative layer,

with its derivative, the vascular and mucous (intestinal)

systems. He laid down the general morphological principle

that • the fundamental organs have essentially the shape

of tubular cavities, as appears in the first form of the

central organ of the nervous system, in tho two mus-
cular and osseous tubes which form the walls of the body,

and in the intestinal canal; and he followed out with

admirable clearness the steps by which from these funda-

mental systems the other organs arise secondarOy, such as

the organs of sense, the glands, lungs, heart, vascular

glands. Wolffian bodies, kidneys, and generative organs.

To complete Von Baer's system there was mainly
wanting a more minute knowledge of the intimate structure

of the elementary textures, but this had not yet been
acquired by biologists, and it remained for Thomas Schwann
of Lidge in 1839. along with whom should be mentioned
those who, like I bert Brown and Schleiden, prepared the

way for his great discovery, to point out the uniformity

in histological structure of the simpler forms of plants and
animals, the nature of the organized animal and vegetable

cell, the cellular constitution of the primitive ovum of

animals, and the derivation of the various textures,

complex as well as simple, from the transformation or,

as it is now called, differentiation of simple cellular

elements,—discoveries which have exercised a powerful
and lasting influence on the whole progress of biological

knowledge in our time, and have contributed in an eminent
degree to promote the advance of embryology itsellf.

To Eeichert of Berlin more particularly is due the first

application of the newer histological views to the explanation
of the phenomena of development, 1840. To him and to
Kolliker and Virchow is due the ascertainment of the general
principle that there is no free-ceU formation in embryonic
development and growth, but that all organs are derived
from the multiplication, combination, and transformation
of cells, and that all cells giving rise to organs are the
descendants or progeny of previously existing cells, and
that these may be traced back to the original cell or cell-

Bubstanco of the ovum.
It may be that modem research has somewnat modified

tho views taken by biologists of the statements of
Schwann as to the constitution of the oganized cell, espe-

cially as regards its simplest or most elementary form, and
has indicated more exactly the nature of the protoplasmic

material which constitutes its living basis; but it has not

ca\ised any very wide departure from the general principles

enunciated by that physiologist. Schwann's treatise,

entitled Miscrocopical Jiesearches into the Accordance in the

Structure and Growth ofAnimals and Plants, was published

in German at Btrlin in 1839, and was translated into

English by Henry Smith, and printed for the Sydenham
Society in 1847, along with a translation of Schleiden'e

memoir, " Contributions to Phytogenesis," which originally

appeared in 1838 in Miiller's Archiv for that year, and
which had also been published in English in Taylor and
Francis's Scientific Memoirs, vol. ii. part vi.

Among the newer observations of the same period which
contributed to a more exact knowledge of the structure

of the ovum itself may be mentioned—first, the discovery

of tho germinal vesicle, or nucleus, in the germ-disk ol

birds by Purkinjo {Symholce ad ovi avium historiam ante

incubaiionem, Vratislavise, 1825, and republished' at

Leipsic in 1830) ; second. Von Baer's discovery of the

mammiferous ovum in 1827, already referred to; third,

the discovery of the germinal vesicle of mammals by Coste
in 1834, and its independent observation by Wharton Jones
in 1835; and fourth, tho observation in the same year by
RudolphWagner of the germinal macula or nucleus, Coste's

discovery of the germinal vesicle of Mammalia was first

communicated to the public in the Comptes Rendus of the
French Academy for 1833, and was more fully described

in the Recherches sur la generation des Mammiferes, by
Delpech and Coste, Paris, 1834. Thomas 'Wharton Jones's

observations, made in the autumn of 1834, without a

knowledge of Coste's communication, were presented to the

Royal Society in 1835. This discovery was also confirmed

and extended by Valentin and Bernardt, as recorded by
the latter in his work Symb. ad ovi Mammal, hist, ante

pra-gnationem. Rudolph Wagner's observations first ap-

peared in his Textbook of Comparative Aiiatomy, published
at Leipsic in 1834-5, and in Miiller's Archiv for the latter

year. His more extended researches are described in his

work Prodromus hist, gtnerationis hominis atque animalium,
Leipsic, 1836, and in a memoir inserted in the Trans, oj

the Roy. Bavarian Acad, of Sciences, Munich, 1837.
The two decades of years from 1820 to 1840 were

peculiarly fertile in contributions to the anatomy of the
foetus and the progress of embryological knowledge. The
researches of Prevost and Dumas on the ova and primary
stages of development of Batrachia, birds, and mammals,
made as early as 1824, deserve especial notice as
important steps in advance, both in the discovery of the
process of yolk segmentation in the batrachian ovum, and
in their having shown almost with the force of demon-
stration, previous to the discovery of the mammiferous
ovarian ovum by Von Baer, that that body must exist as

a minute spherule in the Graafian foUicle of the ovary,

although they did not actually succeed in bringing the ova
clearly under observation.

The works of Pockels (1825), of Seller (1831), of
Breschet (1832), of Velpeau (1833), of Bischoflr(1834)—all
bearing upon human embryology ; the researches of

Coste in comparative embryology in 1834, already
referred to, and those published by the same author in

1837; the publication of Joannes Miiller's great work on
physiology, and Rudolph Wagner's smaller text-book, in

both of which the subject of embryology received a very

full treatment, together with the excellent Manual of the

Development of the Foetus, by Valentin, in 1835, the first

separate and systematic work on the whole subject now
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secured to embryology its permanent place among the

biological sciences on tlio Continent ; while in this country

attention was drawn to the subject by the memoirs of

Allen Thomson (1831), Th. Wharton Jones (1835-38)

and Martin Barry (1839-40).

Among the more remarkable special discoveries which

belong to the period now referred to, a few may bo

mentioned, as, for example, that of the chorda dorsalis by

Von Baer, a most important one, which may be regarded

as the key to the whole of vertebral morphology ; the

phenomenon of yolk segmentation, nov/ known to be uni-

versal among animals, but which was only first carefully

observed in Batrachia by Provost and Dumas (though

previously casually noticed by Swammerdam), and was

Boon afterwards followed out by Eusconi and Von Baer

in fishes ; the discovery of the branchial clefts, plates, and

vascular arches in the embryoes of the higher abranchiate

animals by Eathke in 1825-27; the able investigation of

the transformations of these arches by Reichert in 1837;

and the researches on the origin and development of the

urinaiy and generative organs by Joannes Miiller in

1829-30.

On entering the fiftli decade of our century, the number
of original contributions and systematic treatises becomes

so great as to render the attempt to enumerate even a

selection of the more important of them quite unsuitable

to the limits of the present article. We must be satisfied,

therefore, with a reference to one or two which seem to

stand out with greater prominence than the rest as land-

marks in the progress of embryological discovery. Among
these may first be mentioned the researches of Theodor
F. W. von Bischoff, formerly of Giessen and now of Munich,

on the development of the ovum in Mammalia, in which a

series of the most laborious, minute, and accurate observa-

tions furnished a greatly novel and very full history of the

formative process in several animals of that class. These

researches are contained in four memoirs, treating separately

of the development of the rabbit, the dog, the guinea-pig,

and the roe-deer, and appeared in succession in the years

1842, 1845, 1852, and 1854.

Next may be mentioned the great work of Coste,

entitled Histoire gen. et pardcnl. du Developjyement des

Animaux, of which, however, only four fasciculi appeared

between the years 1847 and 1859, leaving the work
incomplete. In this work, in the large folio form, beau-

tifol representations are given of the author's valuable

observations on human embryology, and on that of various

mammald, birds, and fishes, and of the .author's discovery in

1847 of the process of partial yolk segmentation in the

germinal disc of the fowl's egg during its descent through

the oviduct, and his observations on the same i)henomenon

in fishes and mammals.
The development of reptiles received important elucida-

tion from the researches of Eathke, in his history of

the development of serpents, published at Konigsberg in

1839, and in a similar work on the turtle in 1848, as well

as in a later one on the crocodile in 1866,—along with

which may be associated the observations of H. J. Clark

on the " Embryology of the Turtle," published in Agassiz's

Contributions to Natural History, d-c, 1857.

The phenomena of yolk segmentation, to which

reference has more than once been made, and to which

later researches give more and more importance in connec-

tion with the fundamental phenomena of development,

received great elucidation during this period, first from

the observations of C. T. E. von Siebold and those of

Bagge on the complete yolk eegmentafion of the egg in

nematoid worms in 1841, and more fully by the observa-

tions of Kolliker in the same animals in 1843. The nature

of partial segmentation of the yolk was first made known

by Kolliker in his work on tie development of the Cephas
lopoda in 1844, and, as has already been mentioned, the
phenomena were observed by Coste in the eggs of birds.
The latter observations have since been confirmed by those
of Oellacher, Gtitte, and Kolliker. Further researches in
a vast number of animals give every reason to believe that
the phenomenon of segmentation is in some shape or otbev
the invariable precursor of embryonic formation.

A large body of facts having by this time been ascer-^

tained with respect to the more obvious processes of de^
velopment, a further attempt to refer the phenomena of
organogenesis to morphological and histolo^'cal principles
became- desirable. More especially was the need felc to
point out with greater minuteness and accuracy the
relation in which the origin of the fundamental organs of
the embryo stands to the layers of the blastoderm; and this

we find accomplished with signal success in the researches
of Eemak on the development of the chick and frog,

published between the years 1850 and 1855.
From Eemak's observations it appeared that the middle

layer of the blastoderm, whatever may be the precise source
from which it originally springs,—a point left undetermined
by Von Baer, Eemak, and even by more recent observers,

—

becomes divided in its lateral portions into two laminse, so
as to leave between them the cavity which afterwards inter-

venes between the external wall and the contained viscera

of the body. This cavity corresponds to the pleuro-peri-

toneal space of the higher animals, and may be designated,

in the lower by the general term of coelom (Haeckel).

While, therefore, Eemak recognized an outer and an inner

layer of the blastoderm, corresponding only in some measure
with the serous and mucous layers of Pander, he showed
that the greater part of the middle layer is divided into

two, the outer of which is the main source of the osseous

and muscular walls of the body, and the inner is the seat

of development of the involuntary contractile walls of the

alimentary canal, the heart, and the principal vessels.

Thus, according to the system of Eemak, while the

central portion of the middle layer remains undivided, and
gives rise to the axial chorda dorsalis or notochord, with

the surrounding vertebral and cranial walls, the lateral

parts of this layer are in the earlier stage of its develop-

ment split into two by the formation of the pleuro-

peritoneal cavity, and there thus result the four layers

whose relation may, according to the light received from

more recent inquiry, be tabularly represented as follows :

—

Primi-
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tary canal and air passages aad of the cellular parts of the

internal glands.

These researches of Eemak appear in some measure to

reconcile the views of Vou Baer with those of other
embryologists, as to the constitution of the blastoderm and
the relation of its several layers to the fundamental systems
and organs of tho embryo. Kecent observation, though
modifying thorn in some respects, has not led to any im-
portant invalidation of their general results; and we may
therefore in the meantime regard them as forming tho

principal basis or starting-point of modern embryological
inquiries, although much still remains to be ascertained

as to the source of the mesoblast and its relation to the

two primitive layers of the blastoderm. More especially

important in a comparative embryological view is the for-

mation of the cculom or .lomato-visceral cavity, as connected
with the gradual appearance in the animal series of the

lymphatic and blood vascular cavities.

But while the researches of Remak and others had thus
in the commencement of the sixth decade of our century
brought the history of the general phenomena of develop-
ment or embryogeny into a consistent and systematic form,
especially as known in the higher vertebrates, much still

remained to be done in the more minute investigation of

the origin of the ovum and its germ, and the intimate

nature of the process of fecundation, as vcell as in regard

to the histological and morphological changes in which the

organogenic processes consist. The progress of discovery

in these departments has been greatly promoted by the

very great improvements which have been introduced into

the methods of investigati6n, the successful prosecution of

which has had an equally favourable influence on the whole
range of minute anatomy and histology, viz.—(I), the

hardening, clearing, and tinting processes of preparation;

(2), the method of fine section of the parts to be observed;

and (3), the permanent ureservation of specimens in the

moist or dried state.

The first of these methods may be said to have had its

origin in the introduction of the use of chromic acid as a
hardening agent by Hannover of Copenhagen in 1840; and
the works on practical histology since published bear ample
testimony to the prodigious advance in refinement in the

adaptation of this and other methods of hardening and dis-

tinctive coloration of the tissues, which have in recent times

rendered the minuter investigation of the tissues compara-
tively elegant and exact, and indeed now almost exhaustive.

The second method, or that of sections, as applied to

embryological research, obviously suggested by the diagrams
of Pander and Von Baer, seems first to have been practi-

cally applied by Allen Thomson in 1831, though without
the assistance of finer modem appliances, in the ascertain-

ment of the earliest double condition of the aorta in the

bird's embryo. It was soon carried to a much greater

extent by Reichert, and later by Remak, and it is now
universally pursued as a principal means of embryological

investigation. To show the extent to which the successful

combination of the above-mentioned methods is now carried

by the use of the most approved chemical reagents and the

best sectional instruments, it may be stated that as many as

several hundreds of perfectly clear sections may be made
through the body of an embryo of only half an inch in length,

and that similarly thin sections may be made in any de-

sired direction through the smallest as well as larger ova,

and that, notwithstanding the extreme delicacy of some of

the parts and the inequality of their density, every one of

the sections may be made to present a distinct and true

view both of the microscopic histological characters and
of the larger morphological relations of the parts observed.

Accordingly, during the time which has elapsed since the

publication of Remak's work, the number of contributions

to diCferent parts oi our subject, by ttie nistory oi original

obser.'ations made mainly by the way of sections. Las
been immense, and it goes on increasing to the present

time. Among the more important of these, as iufiuencing

the general progress of embryological ucieuce, ilio following
may bo mentioned

First, in " connection with the development of Fishes, the
researches of LerebouUet " On the PiUe and the Perch " (Annal.
dcs Sciences Nat., 1862,) ; those of Joseph Oellacher " On tho Trout"
(Zeitsch. far Wissensch. Zool., 1872); thojse of His olso "On
Osseous Fishes," appearing in 1875, and the important and
elaborate researches- of F. M. Balfour " On the Elasrnobranch
Fishes," in 1874 and following years (Joum. of Aitat. and Phynol.
and Quart. Joumal of Micro'scopia Anatomy); the prize memoir of
Max Schuize On the Development of the River Lamprey, Haarlem,
1856 ; and the researclies of Kowalewsky " On the Development of

the Amphioxua" (in the Mem. of t!ie St Petersburg Acad., torn xi.,

1867), are deserving of notice.

Second, in regard to Amphibia, after the memoirs of Rusconi,
Reichert, Remak, and C. Vogt of earlier date, the most important
recent contributions are those of V. Bambecke " On the develop-
ment of Pelobates fuscus" (Mbn. de I'Acad. de. Belgique, vol

xxxiv., 1868), and the very beautiful work of C. Gbttc On the De-
vclopm.cnt of the Toad, Bombinator igneus (Leipsic, 1874, folio).

Third) in regard to Reptilia, not nnich h.os been done since

Rathke's work On the Development of the Turtle was published va

1848. But there may be mentioned as valuable contributions to

this department, the Account of (he Development of the Crocodile, bv
Rathke himself in 1866, and the "Embryology of the Turtle," by rf.

J. Clark, in Agassiz's Comtribuiioita to ilie Natural History of the

United States (vol. ii. 1857).

Fourth, in the class of Birds, the most notable work which has

appeared in recent times on the earlier phenomena of their develop-

ment is that of His, entitled Researches on iJie First Foundation of

the Body in Vertebrule Animals (Leipsic, 1868), in which a careful

revision of the subject is undertaken from original observations,

and a clearer distinction established between the axial or central

and the lateral parts of the blastoderm. Under this head come
also the researches of Dursyupon the primitive trace of the chick

(Lahr, 1866), F. M. Balfour's paper on the same subject (1873),

and the important observations of Peremeschko on the formation

of the layers of the blastoderm, especially the middle one ( Vienna
Acad., 1868), Affanasieffon the first circulation in the fowl's embryo
(in 1866), E. Klein on the development of blood vessels and blood

corpuscles from the middle layer (1868), along with which may also

be quoted the observations of Waldeyer, Oellacher, Strieker, Gottc,

Balfour, and KoUiker, as tending to throw light on the origin of

the blastodermic layers.

Fifth, in regard to Mammalia, the most recent observations after

those of BischoS on the process of development in this class, are

those of Hensen, in Zeitsch. filr Anal, und Fntwickelungsgesch.,

vol. i., 1875-6 ; the observations of Kolliker in the new edition

of his systematic work, 1876 ; those of Reichert, in his Account of

the Development of the Guineapig, Berlin, 1S62, and his Description

of an Early Hunvin Product, &c., Berlin, 1873 ; also in the papers

of E. A. Schafer, from Physiol. Laborat. Univ. Coll. London, and
Proceedings Roy. Soc, 1876.

On the structure and morphology of the ovum may be quoted the

article " Ovum " in the Cyclopwdia of Analcmy and Physiology, by
Allen Thomson (1852-56) ; the contributions of Gegenbaur, 1861

and 1864, and of Cramer, 18C8 ; and the very able " Memoire
Couronne" of Edward van Beneden, Recherches sur la composition et

la signification de I'Oeuf, Brussels, 1870.

With respect to the process of segmentation of the ovum and
earliest steps in the formation of the germ, the most interesting re-

searches have recently been communicated by Auerbach, Butschli,

Strasburger, Edw. van Beneden, Oscar Hertwig, and others, which

are stiU in progress, and will be referred to in the article Gene-
ration.

Several systematic works or text-hooks on embryology have ap-

peared since it assumed the form and dimensions of a special

branch of science. The first of these, by Valentin, referring to the

development of man, mammals, and birds, was published in 1835.

The next was that of Bischoff, published in 1842, as one of the

volumes of the enryclopsdic system of anatomy named after

Soemmering. The third work of this kind was that of Kolliker, in

the form of leotures, published in 1861, and giving a very full

account of the development of the ovum and embryo in man and

the higher animals. Of this work a second edition is now in pro-

gress, the first part having appeared in 1 876. To this excellent work,

as the production of one who has contributed a very large amoimt of

original observations on embryology and the whole range of minute

anatomy, the reader may be referred for the fullest and mos*

accurate systematic information on the subject In comparati^'e

embryology we have the iutcresting short treatise of l!.alhke,;
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edited after his death by KulHljcr in 1861, and the Lchrbuch dcr

VergleKhmdc Embryologic by S. L. Hclicnk, Vienna, 1874. Wo.

may alsn refer here to the cxceUent plates illu.straling embryology

in the Iconfs physiofogica: ol A. Ecker, lSr>i.

In this country, since the apiiearance of the very careful traus-

.ition of Miiller's Phys-lology by Haly, which had the advantagu of

revision in many of "its parts by Sharpcy, and the translation of

Wagner's Physiology in 1846, there has appeared only one syste-

matic work on embryology, viz., the Eltmrnls of Emhi-yology by

M. Foster and F. M. Balfour, of which the first part, which appearecj

in 1874, treating of the development of the embryo of birds,

deserves the highest praise. A short view of human cmbryology_i3

given by Allen Thomson in the 8th edition of Quain's Anatomy, 1876.

For an account of the relation of embryology to the classilieatipn

of animals and to phylogeny or the theory of descent, the English

reader is referred to varions parts of the writings of Darwin and

Huxley, and to the excellent translation of Hacckel's work on the

History of CreaHcm, 2 vols., London, 1874 ; to F. M. Balfour's

" Comparison of the Early Stages in the Development of Verte-

brates" in Journ. of jMicroscopical Science, vol. xv., 187S, and to

the recently pnblished Notes on Embryology and Classification,

by E. Ray Lankester, 1877.

In the preceding sketch of the history of the foundation

and progress of the science of embryology, no attempt has

been made to trace that part of it which includes the

development of different invertebrate animals, as it was felt

that from the extremely numerous, varied, scattered, and

fragmentary nature of many of the contributions of authors

in this part of our subject, any attempt at the citation even of

the more important would be quite unsuitable to this work.

It will be enough for us here to state that the first con-

diderable original work on the development of a division of

the invertebrates was that of Maurice Herold of M arburg

on spiders, " De generatione Aranearum ex ovo," published

at Marburj; in 1824, in which the whole phenomena of the

formative process in that animal are described with remark-

able clearness and completeness.

A few years later an important series of contributions to

the history of the development of invertebrate animals

appeared in the second volume of Burdach's work on

Physiology, of which the first edition was published in

1828, and in this the history of the development of the

Entozoa was the production of Ch. Theod. Von Siebold,

and that of most of the other invertebriites, was com-

piled by Rathke from the results of his own observations

and those of others. These memoirs, together with others

subsequently publLihed by Kathke, entitle him to be re-

garded as the founder of invertebrate embryology.

It would be quite unsuitable in this article to attempt

to pursue further the history of research in the embryology

of invertebrate animals, as may well be seen from the fol-

lowing enumeration in an alphabetical order of the names

of some of the more prominent original observers, to whom
has been mainly due the great progress in this part of our

science, viz., Agassiz, AUman, Balbiani, Edward van Bene-

den, P. J. van Beneden, Victor Carus, Claparede, Cohn,

Dalyel), Darwin, Dujardin, Ecker, Eschricht, Gegenbaur,

Haeckel, Huxley, KoUiker, Kowalewsky, Krohn, Lacaze

Duthiers, Lereboullet, Leuckart, I.eydig, Loven, Lubbock,

Metschnikoff', Milne-Edwards, H. Miiller, Johannes Miiller,

Nordmann, Prevost, Quatrefages, Salensky, Sars, Max
Schultze, Semper, Steenstrup, Stein, C. Vogt, R Wagner,

Strethill Writdit. But this list includes only a small part

of the observers whose contributions to the knowledge of

this wide field of research would require to be noticed in

any account of its literature.

The most general results wnich are deducible from

the numerous observations which are now being accumulated

in this department of embryology may be briefly stated as

follows.

In the Protozoa tnere is no true sexual generation,

dthough iu some the phenomena of conjugation form an

approach to that mode of reproduction. The greater number

usually multiply either by fission or by gemmation; but

in some, and probably in all, reproduction also appears

to take place from extremely minute particles separated

from the parent animals, which can scarcely be called ova,

but which, for want of a better term, we may designate

germinal particles.

In all animals above the Protozoa, including the sponges,

male and female reproductive elements are to be distin-

guished, that of the female taking the form of an ovum,

in which the germinal part has the protoplasmic structure

of a true organized cell.

Fecundation of the ovum takes place, as in all verte-

brates, by the dii-ect access of the substance of the male

element to the germinal part of the ovum.

The first steps in the development of a fecundated ovum
are in all instances among the invertebrates, just as in the

vertebrates, those of cellular multiplication by fission or

cleavage of the protoplasmic germ of the ovum, which results

in the formation of a more or less laminar blastoderm.

This blastodcrtn presents at first two layers of cells,

ectoderm and endoderm, in aU animals above the Protozoa,

and in the lowest of the Coelenterata only two ; but in all the

higher animals there appears an additional interinediate

layer or layers, constituting the mesoderm.

From these layers the rudiments of the several systems

and organs of the body are developed by processes of cel-

lular multiplication and difi"ereutiation according to certain

histological and morphological laws essentially analogous

to those which have been in part previously referred to in

this article, and which will be more fully described in that

on Geneeation.
Having now traced the principal steps by which, upon

the basis of extended morphological and histological ob-

servations during a century, extending from Wolff to Dar-

win, the science of embryology has been securely founded,

enough has been adduced to show the important place

which this science must occupy in relation to other depart-

ments of biology. It will be seen that histology owes to

embryological observations the greatest amount of its recent

extraordinary progress. It is also apparent that many of

the most important facts in physiology, especially as relatec

to growth and nutrition, can only be understood from a

full and minute acquaintance with the various changes of

differentiation observed in the development of organic

structure. It is equally obvious that the nature of certain

kinds of congenital malformation receive their rational

explanation in the knowledge of the natural organogenetic

process of development, from which they are no more than

deviations in different modes and degrees. Nor can it be

doubted that the arrangement of animals under an ap-

proved zoological system, in which the various affinities

and gradations of their organization are fully recognized,

can only be undertaken upon the basis of a complete

knowledge of the metamor|)hoses of the young of animals

and the relation of the embryonic to the adult forms of

the species. Lastly, the general views which we may
attempt to form of the process by which in the long lapse

of time since the creation the various kinds of animals,

including man, may be supposed to have originated must

be founded on the correlation of the ascertained facts of

embryology, as observed in every aiiimal species, with the

fuller knowledge of the different forms and gradations of

all existing animals, and with the more complete observa-

tion of the different forms of organization, the evidence of

whose existence at successive periods of ths earth's history

is to be found in their fossil remains which are inclosed \a

the various strata composing its superficial crust, (a. t.)

EMDEN, formerly Embden, a maritime town of Prussia,

in the district of Aurich, province of Hanover, is situated

near the mouth of the Ems. on the W^estphalian railway,

VIIL — 2 2
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45 miles W.N.W. of Oldenburg. The town is much
intersected by canals, and more than thirty bridges are re-

quired to connect its different parts. It has a considerable

maritime trade, chiefly in corn, butter, cheese, and wood.

Its industries are ship-building, tanning, and the manufac-

ture of paper, cement, and tobacco. Amongst its public

buildings may be named the town-house, the orphanage,

the poorhouse, the museum, the great Reformed church, the

gymnasium, and the deaf and dumb institute. Emden
belonged originally to East Friesland. From 1595 it was

a free town under the protecuon of Holland until 1744,

when, along with East Friesland, it was transferred to

Prussia, after which it came into the possession of Holland
in 1806, of France in 1809, of Prussia in 1814, and of

Hanover in 1815; and fitially in 1866 it was, along with

Hanover, incorporated with Prussia. The population of

Emden in 1875 was 12,874.

EMERALD (Greek, a-fjiapaySoi), a precious stone classed

mineralogically with the beryl (see vol. iii. p. 613), from
which, however, it differs in having a fine green colour,

attributed to the presence in it of chromium sesquioxide :

it also never presents the internal stri<e often seen in the

beryl. The chemical composition of the emerald may be
represented by the formula 6Si02,Al.j03,3G10. It occurs

in six-sided prismatic crystals of the hexagonal system, the

edges of which not unfrequently show various modifications.

The emerald is transparent or translucent, and has a vitreous,

rarely resinous lustre, an uneven and conchoidal fracture,

a hardness of 7 '5-8, and a specific gravity of 2-670 to 2-732.

It is brittle and comparatively soft when fresh from the

mine, but hardens on exposure to the air. The specific

gravity of crystallized emeralds after fusion was found by
Greville Williams to be 2-4, 9 per cent, of the original

weight having been lost. The emerald is unaffected by
acids, but with borax gives before the blowpipe a transparent

greenish glass. Od friction it becomes electric. Wohler,
Rose, Hofmeister, and Greville Williams have shown that

the emerald may be heated to a very high temperature

without destruction of its colour, which cannot therefore, as

supposed by Lewy, be due to the organic impurities

discovered in the stone. Cleavage of the emerald at right

angles to the axis of the crystals may be effected without
much difficulty, and in the East, previous to about the

middle of the loth century, the stone was generally worn
in slices so obtained. The finest emeralds are procured fro;n

Mnzo, in Colombia (see vol. vi. p. 154). The fossiliferous

character of the limestone in which they occur at Muzo. and
the presence in them of from 1'65 to 2'15 per cent, of

^ater, led Mr Levn^ to the conclusion that tliey must have
been crystallized out of aqueous solution. Other localities

are Henbachthal in Salzburg, Odontchelong in Siberia,

and Canjargum in India. The emeralds. of Colombia,
according to Boussingault, are divided into several classes,

the principal of which are the camitillos or the crystallized

and more valuable stones, and the morallons or amorphous
stones, poor in colour, and of little value. The Hebrew
word nophech, rendered " emerald " in the English version

of the Scriptures, appears to have been the carbuncle. The
emerald -was highly valued by the ancients (see Pliny,

Nat. Hist., xxxvii. 5). Various virtues were formerly
ascribed to the gem : it was said to be good for the eyes,

to colour water green, to assist women in childbirth, and to

drive away evil spirits ; and in the East it is still accredited
with talismanic and medicinal properties. One of the
most celebrated examples of the emerald is that in the
possession of the duke of Devonshire, measuring upwards
of 2 inches in length, and across its three diameters 2^, i\,

and 1| inches. Other fine stones are the Hope emerald,
weighing 6 oz, and those of the Russian, Saxon, and
Papal crowns, ife.Emeralds are cut on a copper wheel_witli I

eiiiei-y, and polished on a tin wheel with rotten-stone.
" Jo a good gem," says Mr Emanuel, " the surface must bo
perfectly straight and smooth, so as to cast no darkening
shadow on any of its particles." The form usuailyo-glMfp
to emeralds is that of a square table with the edges re-

placed, the lower surface being. cut into facets parallel to

their sides. When fine they are always set Without a foil;

and, -as their brilliancy is somewhat impaired by candle-
light, they are generally surrounded with small diamonds
or pearls, which enhance their effect. The gem has been
very successfully imitated by manufacturers of paste stones,

the colouring matter used being oxide of chromium. As a

gem the emerald is reckoned inferior only to the diamond
and ruby, but, unlike them, it does not increase in value in

proportion to the cube of its weight. What, is termed
the Oriental emerald is a green variety of corundum, an
exceedingly scarce gem.

See H. Emanuel, Diamonds and Precious Stones, ISCI ; Greville
Willinms, "Researches on Emeralds and Beryls," Proc. Roy. Soc.

xxi. 1872-3, p. i09.

^MERIC-DAVID, Toussaint-Bernard (1755-1839),
a French archaeologist and writer on art, was born at Aix,

in Provence, 20th August 1755. He was destined for the
legal profession, and having gone in 1775 to Paris to coio-

plete his leg^l education, he acquired there a taste for art

which influenced his whole future career. After being
made advocate, he went to Italy, where he continued his

art studies. He soon returned, however, to his native

village, and followed for some time the profession of an
advocate ; but on the death of his uncle Antoine David in

1787 he succeeded to his printing business. . He was
elected mayor of Aix in 1791 ; and although he speedily

resigned his office, he was in 1793 threatened with arrest,

and had for some time to adopt a vagrant life. When danger
was pa?t ho returned to Aix, sold his printing business,

and engaged in general commercial pursuits; but lie was not
long in renouncing these also, in order to devote himself

exclusively to literature and art. From 1809 to 1815 he
represented his department in the legislative chamber, and
in 1816 he was elected a member of the Institute. He
di^d at Paris, 2d April 1839.

£meric-David was placed in 1825 on the commission appointed
to continue Z'Nisfoire littiraire de la France. His principal works
are Mccherches sur I'art statuaire, considiri cJiez les anciens et Us
nwdernes, Paris, 1805, a work which obtained the prize of the lusti-

tnte ; Suite d'iiudes calquees et dcssinccs d^aprh cinq tableaux de
Raphael, Paris, 1818-21, in 6 vols. fol. ; Jupiter, ou rcchcrches sur
cedieu, sur son cuUe, &c., Paris, 1833, 2 vols. 8vo. illustrated; aoi}

Vulcain, Paris, 1837.

EMERSON, William (1701-1782), an emment but
eccentric mathematician, was born ]\Iay 14, 1701, at

Hurworth, near Darlington, where his father Dudley
Emerson, also a mathematician of high attainments, taught
a school. From him young Eme'son received a thorough
mathematical education, and the bL'quesi .if a good mathe-.

matioal library. For his classical training he was indebted

to the curate of Hurworth, who lodged in his father's house.

In the earlier part of his life he followed his father's profes-

sion, but with little success ; and this, coupled with the fact

of his ha-ving received as an only child a moderate compe-
tence from his parents, led him to devute himself entirely

to studious retirement. Towards the close of 1781 he re-

linquished his studies and disposed of his library. His
death took place soon after, May 20, 1782, at his native

village, in the eighty-first year .of his age. Emerson in

dress, manners, and appearance was eccentric and indeed

clownish, but be possessed remarkable independence of

character, and intellectual energy of a very high order.

The boldness with which he expressed his opinions, on

religious subjects led to his being charged with scepticism,

but for this there was no foundation. He invariahJ-r sLcrt
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himself up in London during the publication of his works,

and caretully revised them sheet by sheet himself, so that

they are singularly free from errata. In mechanics, he

nc-.'or advanced a proposition which he had not previously

tested in practice, nor published an invention without first

proving its effects by a model. Emerson was married, but

had no family. His wife employed her leisure in spinning

on a curious wheel, of which an accurate drawing is given

in his Mechanics. His own favourite recreation was fishing.

He was skilled in the science of music, the theory of sounds,

and the ancient and modern scales; but he never attained

any excellence as a performer.
The following is a list of Emerson's works :

—

The Doctrine of

Huxions, 1748, 8vo ; The Projection of the Sphere, orthographic,

ttercographic, and gnomical, 1749, 8vo ; The Elements of Trigono-

metry, 1749, 8vo ; The Principles of Mechanics ,11 5i, 8vo ; A Treatise

of Navigation, 1755, 12mo ; A Treatise of Algebra, in two books,

1765, 8vo ; The Arithmetic of Infinites, and the Different ialifetlwd,

illustrated by Examples, 1767, 8vo ; Mechanics, or the Doctrine of
Motion, 1769, 8vo ; The Elements of Optics, in four books, 1768,

8vo ; A System of Astronomy, 1769, 8vo ; The Laws of Centripetal

and Centrifugal Force, 1769, 8vo ; The Mathematical Principles of

Geography, 1770, 8vo ; Tracts, 1770, Svo; Cyclomathcsis, or an
easy Introduction to the several branches of the Mathematics, 1770,

in ten vols. 8vo ; A short Comment on Sir Isaac Newton's Prin-

cipia ; to which is added, A Defence of Sir Isaac against the oljee-

tions that have been made to several parts of his works, 1770, 8vo
;

A Miscellaneous Treatise containing several Mathematical Subjects,

1176, Svo.

EMERY (Greek, o-^vpt9 ; Spanish, esmcHI), an impure
variety of the mineral corundum, bluish-grey to brownish

in colour, dimly translucent, and granular and rough in

fracture, and having a hardness of 9, and specific gravity

varying between 3'7 and 4'3. Much of the emery of com
merce is artiQcially coloured of a rich reddish brown.

Analyses of emery show a percentage composition of from
about 60 to 80 per cent, of alumina, and 8 to 33 per cent,

of ferric oxide, with small quantities of lime, silica, and
water. It occurs in amorjAous masses in schists, gneiss,

granular limestone, and other crystalline rocks, and in rolled

and detached pieces and in grannies in soils. The principal

European source of emery is the island of Kaxos, which in

1872 exported to England 1270 tons, to Hamburg 250
tons, and to Rotterdam 300 tons of the mineral. It occurs

also near Smyrna, and in Sweden, Saxony, Spain, Green-

land, Massachusetts, and other localities, Emery is used as

a polishing material for plate-glass, crystal, lapidaries' work,

and metals, and in cutting granite and marble. It is pre-

pared for use by breaking with hammers, crushing with

steel stamps, and sifting. Combined with leather by the

American " tanite '' process, or treated after Ransome's
method for the manufacture of artificial stone (see Con-
crete, vol. vi., p. 243), emery powder is formed into

grinding wheels, hones, and similar instruments. Emery,
more especielly that used for emery-paper and emery-cloth,

is commonly adulterated with garnet, zircon, iron-slag, and
other substances harder than quartz sand.

EMETICS, substances which are administered for the

purpose of producing vomiting. They are usually regarded

as of two varieties, viz., those which produce their effect in

virtue of their absorption into the blood and consequent
influence upon the nerve centres, and those which act

topically on the mucous membrane of the stomach, giving

rise to vomiting as the result of reflex action. The former
class of emetics are slower in their operation and are

attended with much greater depression of the system and
antecedent nausea than the latter, the action of which is

prompt. The use of emetics in medicine is comparatively
rare, although at one time they were often resorted to

in the early stages of acute diseases, such as fevera and
inflammations, with the object of cutting them short.

Their power, however, to accomplish this is more than
questionable. Among the purposes for which emetics are

employed arc the following—to empty the etomach in

certain cases of poisoning, such es by narcotics or where
indigestible substances are giving rise to disturbance which
calls for their removal, and to clear the air passages of

obstructions, as in certain cases of bronchitis or croup,
whore the respiratory tubes become filled with morbid
material which threatens death by asphyxia, and which
cannot be dislodged by coughing. For both these pur-
poses the stimulating emetics are to bo preferred, such as

the sulphates of zinc and copper, or, where these are not
available, mustard stirred into water. Again, emetics are

employed in producing, short of their emetic action, a
certain degree of nausea and consequent relaxation during
the early stages of acute inflammation in strong persons,

and for this purpose the more depressing emetics are

resorted to, such as antimony, ipecacuanha, apomorphia,

&c. The latter are likewise employed in obstetric prac-

tice with the view of producing relaxation in cases of

protracted labour from uterine and muscular rigidity.

Emetics ought always to be administered with caution, since

the act of vomiting may be attended with danger where
there exists any tendency to brain disease or in cases of

disease of internal organs; or further, from the vomiting
continuing longer than was intended, injury may be done
to the mucous membrane of the stomach as well as serious

shock inflicted on the system.

EMEU, evidently from, the Portuguese Ema,'^ a namr:

which has in turn been applied to each of the earlier-known

forms of Ratite Birds, but has in all likelihood finally settled

upon that which inhabits Australia, though, until less than

a century ago, it was given by most authors to the bird

now commonly called Cassowary—this last word being a

corrupted form of the Malayan Suwari (see Crawfurd,

Gramm. and Diet. Malay Language, ii. pp. 178 and 25),

apparently first printed as Casoaris by Bontius ih 1658
(Hist. nai. et med. Ind. Orient, p. 71).

The Cassowaries {Casuariidce) and Emeus (Dromceidae)

—as the latter name is now used—have much structural

resemblance, and form the Order Megistanes,"^ which is

peculiar to the Australian Region. Professor Huxley has

shewn \Proc. Zool. Soc. 1867, pp. 422, 423) that they

agree in differing from the other Ratitae'va many important

characters, into the details of which it is now impossible to

enter ; but one of the most obvious of them is that each

contour-feather appears to be double, its hyporrhachia, or

aftenshaft, being as long as the main shaft—a feature

noticed in th« ease of either form so soon as examples were

brought to Europe. The external distinctions of the two

families are, however, equally plain. The Cassowaries,

when adult, bear a horny helmet on their head, they have

some part of the neck bare, generally more or less ornamented

with caruncles, and the claw of the inner toe is remarkably

elongated. The Emeus have no helmet, their head is

feathered, their neck has no caruncles, and their inner toea

bear a claw of no singular character.

Tha type of the Casuariidce is the species named by

Linnaius Struthio casuarius and by Latham Casuarius emeu.

Vieillot subsequently called it C. galealus, and his epithet

> By Mor.ies (1796) and Sousa (1830) the word is said to be from

the Ai-abio Na'dma or Na'lma, an Ostrich (Struthio camelus); but no

additional evidence in support of the assertion is given by Dozy in

1869 (Olossaire des mots espagnols et portugais derivls de Carfbe.

Ed. 2, p. 250). According to Gesner in 1555 (!ib. iii. p. 709), it ras

the Portuguese name of the Crane (Grits communis),^ and had Veen

transferred with the qualifying .addition of " di Gei" (i.e., Gronnd-

Crane) to the Ostrich. This statement is confii-med by Aidrovandue

(lib. ix. cap. 2). Subsequently, but in what order can scarcely now be

determined, the name was naturally enough used for the Ostrich-lika

birds inhabiting the lands discovered by the Portngueee, both in the

Old and in the New Worid. The last of these are now known a*

Rheas, and the preceding as Cassowaries.

' Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist. ser. 4, xx. p. 500.
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has beeu very commonly adopted by \yriters, to the exclusion

of the older specific appellation. It seems to be peculiar to

the island of Ceram, and was made known to naturalists,

as we learn from Clusius, in 1597, by the first Dutch ex-

pedition to the East Indies, when an example was brought
from Banda, whither it had doubtless been conveyed from
its native island. It was said to have been called by the

inhabitants " Emeu," or " Ema," but this name they must
have had from tho earlier Portuguese navigators.^ Since

that time .examples have been continually imported into

Europe, so that it has become ono of the be.st-knov/n

members of the subclass licUilcc, and a description of it

seems hardly necessary. For a long time irs glossy, but

coarse and hair-like, black plumage, its lofty helmet, the

gaudily-coloured caruncles of its neck, and the four or five

barbless quills which represent its wing- feathers, made it

appear unique among birds. But in 1857 Dr George
Bennett certified tho existence of a second and perfectly

distinct species of Cassowary, an inhabitant of New Britain,

where it was known to the natives as the'Mooruk, and in

Fio. 1.—Ceram Cassowary.
'

'

his honour it was named by Mr Gould. <7. bennetti. Several

examples were soon after received in this country, and these

confirmed the view of it already taken. Of late years a con-

siderable number of other species of the genus have been

^ascribed (see Birds, vol. iii. p. 740, note) from various

localities in the same Subregion.' Conspicuous among

' It is known that tho Portuguese preceded the Dutoh in their

voyages to the East, and it is almost certain that the latter were
assisted by pilots of the former nation, whose names for places and
various natural objects would be imparted to their emoloyers (see

Dodo, vol. vii. p. 322).
* The figures, are taken, by permission, from Messrs Mosentlial and

Harting's Ostrkkes and Ostrich Farming, Trubner k Co., 1877.
' The enterprise of traveiling naturalists In New Guinea and its

adjacent islands has recently been so great that the list given in the
passage above referred to is already out of date, and it seems at

present hardly possible to place the exact state of our knowledge of

the species of Casuariiis before the "reader. Several of them have
been described from immature exam|)le8 living in menageries, which

them from its large size and lofty helmet is the C. auttralit,

from the northern parts of Australia. Its existence indeed
haa'been ascertained, by the late Mr T. S. Wall, in 1854.
but the specimen obtained by that unfortunate explorer

was lost, and it was not utjtil 1807 that an example was
submitted to competent naturalists.

Not much seems to be known of the habits of any of the

Cassowaries in a state of nature. Though tho old species

occurs rather plentifully over the whole of the interior of

Ceram, Mr Wallace was unable to obtain or even to see an
example. They all appear to bear captivity well, and tho

hens in confinement frequently lay their dark green and
rough -.shelled eggs, which, according to the custom of the
Rdtitte, are incubated by the cocks. The nestling plumage
is mottled {Proc. Zool. Soc. 1863, pi. xlii.), and when
about half-grown they are clothed in dishevelled feathers

of a deep tawny colour.

Of the Emeus (as the word is now rcsl ricted) the best-

known is the Casuarius novce-hollandice of Latham, made
by Vieillot the type of his genus Dromceits,* whence the

FiQ. 2.—Emeu.

name of tlte family (Dromceidce) is taken. This bird

immediately after the colonization of New South Wale?
(in 1788) was found to inhabit the south-eastern portion

of Australia, where, according to Hunter (Ilisf. Journ., &c.,

pp. 409, 413), the natives call it Maracry, Marryang, or

Maroang ; but it has now been so hunted down that not an

have not always lived to assume the characteristics of the adult, and
a comparison of such, examples has not in every case been practicable.

Moreover, the precise localities whence some of them have been
brought have perhaps been wrongly assigned. The promised work of

Prof. Salvadori on the ornithology of New Guinea will very likely

clear up many points that are now open to doubt ; and though it ia

probable that in some instances the same species has been designated

by more than one name, it cannot be maintained that every existing

species ha^ been brought to our knowledge.
^ The obvious misprint of Drom^icu^'r^v this author's work {Analyse^

kc.y p. 54) has beeu foolishly followed by many naturalists, forgetful

that he corrected it a few pages further on (p. 70) to Dromaiiis^r-ihi

properly latinized form of which is Dromccua,
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example remains at large in the districts that have been

fally settled. It is said to have existed also on the islands

of Bass's Straits and in Tasmania, but it has been exter-

minated in both, without, so far as is known, any

ornithologist having had the opportunity of determining

wljother the race inhabiting those localities was specifically

identical with that of the mainland or distinct. Next to

the Ostrich the largest of existing birds, the common Emeu
is an inhabitant of the more open country, feeding on

fruits, roots, and herbage, and generally keeping in small

companies. The nest is a shallow pit scraped in the

ground, and from nine to thirteen eggs, in colour varying

from a bluish-green to a dark bottle green, are laid therein.

These are hatched by the cock-bird, the period of incubation

lasting from 70 to SO days. The young at birth are striped

longitudinally with dark markings on a light ground. A
remarkable structure in Dromcens is a singular opening in

the front of the windpipe, communicating with a tracheal

pouch. This has attracted the attention of several

anatomists, and has been well described by Dr Murie
{Proe. Zool. Soc. 18G7, pp. 405-415). Various conjec-

tures have been made as to its function, the most probable

of which seems to be that it is an oi-gan of sound in the

breeding-season, at which time the hen-bird has long been

known to utter a remarkably loud booming note. Due
convenience being afforded to it, the Emeu thrives well, and
readily propagates its kind in Europe. It is the only form

of Ratite bird which naturally takes to the water, and
examples have been seen voluntarily swimming a wide
river.

The existence in Australia of a second species of

Dromceus had long been suspected, and Broderip in 1842
staled (Penny C't/dop. xsiii. p. 145) that Mr Gould had
even supplied a name {D. parvzitus) for it ; but there can

be little doubt that this suggestion was founded on a

mistake. However, in 1859 Mr Bartlett described, under
the name of D. irroratus, what has since been generally

admitted to be a good species, and it now seems certain

that this fills in the western part of Australia the place

occupied by the older-known form in the Eastern.- It is a

more slender bird, and when adult has the feathers barred

with white and dark-grey ending in a black spot which has

a rufous margin, while those of D. nova-hollandice are of

a uniform blackish-grey from the base to near the tip, which
is black with a broad subterminal rufous band. Both
species have been figured by Mr Sclater from admirable
drawings by Mr Wolf (Trans. Zool. Soc. iv. pis. 75, 76),

and interesting particulars as to their domestication in

England are given by Mr Harting (Ostriches and Ostrich

Farminri, pp. 1,31-174). (a. n.)

EMIGRATION, now one of the most constant and
orderly movements of human society, must have been one
of the earliest, however irregular, of human impulses. It

IS the act ot men, families, tribes, or parts of tribes, leaving

the place of their birth with the view of settling in some
other place. They are emigrants in the country they leave,

and immigrants in the country they pass into. But this

converse nomenclature describes an identical class of persons

and the same kind of adventure, more necessary now than
ever to be distinguished from migrations within a given terri-

tory, or the frequent travellings between distant countries

in which many engage, whether on purposes of business or

pleasure. Emigration is a going out with a design of per-

manently settling in new seats of residence, labour, trade,

and society. It is the practical response which mankind
have given in all ages to the command to " multiply, and
replenish the earth, and subdue it ;" or, in other words, it

is a necessary result of the increase of population wilhin a
limited though cherished space, and of the appointed destiny

of our race to people and develop the world.

The natural law of population, though probably the
deep underlying force of all emigrations, is not the only
force at work in the general movement by which people,

and races of people, have migrated from one part of the

world to another. Not only famines, which may be said

to present the pressure of population in its intenscst form,
but wars of ofiicial conquest and ambition, religious persecu-

tions and religious phantasies, civil broils and political re-

volutions, the discovery of gold and silver mines, the envy
of more genial climes and fertile lands than people have
been born to, the individual love of change and adventure
and pushing one's fortune, have considerable power in pro-

moting emigrations, apart from the rude pressure of physi-

cal wants. Famines in India, for example, do not result

in much emigration; and yet the Irish famine in 1846-7
led immediately to one of the most remarkable removals of

persons and families from one hemisphere to another in

modern times. It would be difficult to account by the law

of population for the successive immigrations of Saxons,

Danes, and Normans into England, or to maintain that it

was a force of hunger only which impelled the Northern
barbarians to attack the Roman Empire. In the invasion

of Turkey in 1877 the Russian soldiers are said to have been

surprised at the plenty of the Bulgarian towns and
villages, and to have had curious reflections why they

should have been led so far afield to battle for the relief of

a population so much more comfortably bsstowed than

themselves. Yet when the Russian soldiers return to their

comparatively sterile homes, having seen the abundance of

grain and fruits and flowers on the slopes of the Balkans,

their accounts will probably only increase the Muscovite

passion to penetrate by force of arms into more productive

regions than those of Northern Europe and Asia. We must
allow, in short, for many causes of emigration, as well as

many wrong views of the means by which the advantages

of emigration are to be realized.

The passage of Scripture which relates what took place

between Abraham and Lot in the plains of Bethel, adduced

by J. R. M'Culloch in the article " Emigration " in the last

edition of this work, will always remain a strikingly natural

and suggestive picture of the outward movement of society

in its primitive elements. There was no want apparently

of material resources. " Is not the whole land before thee,"

were the words of Abraham ; and Lot, lifting up his eyes,

saw the plain of Jordan unoccupied and well-watered. But
there was strife among the servants, quarrels as to pasturings

and waterings, with Canaanites and Perizzites dwelling in

the land as an additional element of disorder. The kinsmen

could not agree, or adjust their rule ; and separation would

be judicious, if not necessary. The narrative exhibits the

influence of individualism on human affairs—on the affair

of emigration as on others. In early times it was found

difficult or impossible to make any important progress on

the basis of social unity.

Nomads taking possession of vacant territory or invading

the territory of others, victorious kings carrpng whole

tribes or nations into captivity, citizens driven out of

civilized states by political rage, or attracted to adjacent

lands by the promised wealth of agriculture or trade, and

colonies more or less officially organized in the track of war

and conquest, are the pictures we have of emigration in the

ancient world.
" Many of the emigrants irom the Greek States, as Mr M'Culloch

wrote in the article above referred to, " consisted of citizens forced

by the violence of contending factions to seek new settlements in

other countries. But Greece also sent forth emigrants, impelled

by the difficulty of maintaining themselves at home, or allured by
the glowing descriptions of the comparative abundance they would
enjoy in distant lands. Both these classes of emigrants established

themselves, for the most part, either in countries with a scanty

population, or whose inhabitants were in a decidedly lower state <rf

civilization. And the greater refinement and ingenuity of tho
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Greeks, anil tticir inaustrious liabits, enabled tlicm to make a raiiia

progress, so that several of these colonies became, iu no very

fcnglhencJ pericJ, poprlous and powerful states.

" Few voluntary emigrants ever left Konie. The colonies wliicli

sno sent forth were intended to bridle stibjugated provinces, and

sliould be regarded rather as the outposts ot an immense army, the

liead.pmrters of wliich were at Rome, tlian as establishments of

individuals who had bid adieu to their mother country, and who
intended to maintain themselves in their new residence by their

own industry.
" Cut ij their wish to amend their conaiiion, emigrants have

not always been contented to establish themselves in unoccupied

or thinly-peopled countries. Sometimes, as in the case of the irrup-

tion (if the northern nations into the Roman empire, they have

attacked countries that were densely peopled, and, having subdued

the inhabitants, have seized upon the whole, or upon a greater or

less proportion of their lands.
" Pastoral nations, inasmucn as they can carry with tnem the

flocks and herds from which they derive their subsistence, may
emigrate in very large bodies, and previously to the invention of

gunpowder and other improvements in warfare were very danger-

ous neighbours. The danger was further increased, or rather was

perpetually kept up, by the fact that the emigration of one tribe

or nation, by making more room for those that remained behind,

gave a corresponding stimulus to population, so that, the vacuum
being soon UUed up, the motive to fresh emigration became as

great as ever. On this principle we are able to account satis-

factorily for the successive swarms of barbarians that, issuing from

the countries in the north of Europe, first attacked and ultimately

overthrew the colossal fabric of Roman power. It admits of

demonstration that these countries were then not nearly so populous

as at present, that they had not more, perhaps, than a hfth or a

sixth p.art of the inhabitants by which they are now occupied.

But as they depended principally on pasturage, their numliers

were often in excess compared with their means of support. And
the pressure of want, that is, the necessity of finding additional

room for their flocks and herds on the one hand, and, on the other,

the prospect of vast wealth and riches of which they might hope
to possess themselves, precipitated them into those expeditions in

which, though often defeated, they were in the end successful."

A movement wnicb is to be recognized as one of the

necessary conditions of human progress is thus ueen ad-

vancing in its early history from a collision of interests, and

receiving both impulse and advantage from all the discords,

wars, and difficulties of social and political life. It may
1)8 presumed, notwithstanding the imperfect civilization of

many large regions of the world, that emigration has now
attained so many ways and means, and so well-established

an order, as to proceed more spontaneously and functionally,

and be less indebted to violent forces for its impulsion, than

in past times. The striking modern form of emigration is

the removal of individuals and families from their native'

seats to distant countries, in largo numbers, yet without

concert and without apparent distress, silently and intelli-

gently, the emigrants knowing what they are leaving and
whither they are going. Emigration of this kind, like the

commerce in commodities, does not advance rapidly for a

long period. The first adventurers have often a rough

Dxperieace, and do not invite others, but gradually the

number who succeed increases, and in their letters home
encourage relatives and friends to follow their example,

and not unfrequently supply the means of acting upon

their advice. This, in a constant and cumulative form,

comes to have more real and wholesome influence than

all the emigration aid societies ever established, however

useful these may have been in their place. The traffic of

the steam navigation companies during the last twenty-

five years would show how lilrgely the volume of free and
well-considered emigration has thus been increased; and,

indeed, it may be observed that emigration of this kind

has received much the same impetus as material commerce
from the ocean steamers, railways, telegraphs, and other

greatly improved means of transmission. The movement
is liable to its own fluctuations; it ebbs and flows from
one year to another ; but of its permanence and extension

there can be no reasonable doubt.

Trite as this may appear, it is worthy of being obr-crvcd

now rapidly the change has been evolved. In the thirty

years from 1815 to 1845 the annual emigration from thd
United Kingdom to all parts had not increased to

100,000 souls. The total number of emigrants in 1815
was only 2081, in the following year 12,510, and 20,634
in 1817. This was the starting-point on the close of the

great European wars ; and at the end of thirty years of

peace, what progress had been madcl In 1813 the

total number of emigrants from the United Kingdom was

57,212 ; it was 70,686 in 1844, and 93,501 in 1845. Only
in three years of the long interval, viz.", 1832, 1841, and
1842, had the annual emigration risen to or above 100,000.

But 1847, in which year the emigration rose to 258,270,

marks the beginning of unwonted increase, sustained over

many years in succession, and, with some exceptional years,

sustained, indeed, to the present time. The average annual

emigration in the five years ending 1853 was 323,002,
whereas from 1815 to the same year 1853 it had only

been 97,209. The Irish famine, ensuing on an almost

total failure of the potato crops, was the first in the order

of events to which this remarkable increase of emigration

is to be ascribed; but the Californian and Australian gold

discoveries, the political reaction caused by the coup

d'etat in France, the failure of the European revolutions

of 1848, and the rising spirit of enterprise and grow-

ing prosperity following on the adoption of free trade

in the United Kingdom, by which the industry and pro-

duction of all the emigrant-receiving countries were largely

promoted, prolonged the impulse which had first been

given by a sharp distress aff'ecting more part-> of Europe
than Ireland, and placed emigration on the more voluntary

and substantial basis which has characterized it of late

years. The way was made so plain by the ocean steamers

and railways, which trade and capital were bringing into

rapid action, that larger numbers of people saw the

advantage of -passing over great distances from one

hemisphere to another. It was not till 1855 that any

relapse occurred in the large annual totals of emigration

fi'om the United Kingdom; and so late as the five years

1869-73 the average number per year of emigrants from
British ports was 274,645.

This increase of emigration was not confined to the

United Kingdom. It was European; and, indeed, our

emigration statistics always include some proportion of

emigrants from neighbouring countries, who ship from

British porU. But from the north of Europe—from
Scandinavia and Germany—there has been a largely in-

creased emigration during this period, proceeding under

much the same incitements and facilities as from England,

Scotland, and Ireland. From France the emigration has

not been so marked as from many less populous ccuntries.

The German race have peopled the United States so largely

as to have become a prominent element in the Transatlantic

republic ; but no one hears of the French as one of the

constitutents of a commonwealth which they helped

materially to found, and where they must always be held

in esteem. The emigration of France follows her own
colonies and traditions chiefly ; it is found in Louisiana and
in Canada, and almost everywhere discursively and thinly

;

and in much the same way the Spaniards and Italians still

lean in their emigration to La Plata and South America,

where there is a trace of ancestry, and their language is

spoken. The industrial motive and faculty, however, now
draw emigrants from all the European nations into the most

various parts of the New World. In Australia and ether

southern climes, where the grape has found an extended

cultivation, Ehineland and Cisalpine vine-dressers are at

work. The Highland Scotch cling to Canada, and prefer

New Zealand to the Australian mainland ; but the engineers

of the Lowland Clyde, ubiquitous as their ships, are found
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wherever a steamer plies or a hammer sounds on the sea-

wasLed surface of the globe. To complete this sketch it

must bo added that the Chinese—the most numerous while

the most isolated nationality in the world—have also become

emigrants in large numbers, though it may be doubted

whether the Chinese immigration to tho Pacific coast of

the United States has as its object a permanent change of

country, or differs yet at least essentially from the coolio

migrations from India and China to the Eastern Archipelago,

or of South Sea Islanders to Queensland and other parts

"of Australia, which are more of the nature of a transfer of

labour for a term of years than a definite emigration of both

sexes and of families. The number of Chinese in the

United States, according to the census of 1870, was 63,199,

and in tho Australian colony of Victoria at tlie same period

17,935—in both cases nearly all males. In an elaborate

report on coolie emigration from India by Mr Geoghegan,

presented to parliament in 1874, it appears—to take

Ceylon as an example—that in the ten years ending 18G9

the average annual number of persons removing from

Madras to that island was 65,000 (of whom 50,000 were

adult males), and that the average annual number who re-

turned from Ceylon to Madras was 48,000. A constant

coming and going is the feature of all coolie emigration,

whether from India or from China. The Chinese have a

superstitious desire to die within the borders of their own
sacred land. Nevertheless,- their strong and persistent move-

ment to the Western world is a significant phenomenon.
It has broken through all restraints at home, and it has

held its ground, in the face of no little social hostility,

from San Francisco to New York and other cities on the

Atlantic seaboard.

Foreign and colonial emigration, in short, is now so

widely practised, and has been rendered by improved
means of transit so safe and expeditious, that its continued

progress is not only sure, but one may foresee, from the

various forces in play, that at no distant time it will have

become, over the largest portion of the world, as familiar

fts migration from one province of the same country

to another. The attitude and duties of states, and
of the populations of states, towards a movement which
comes into contact at many points with existing laws and
interests—laws of naturalization, military conscription, and
allegiance, with asserted rights of labour, and with social,

religious, and international prejudices—have thus become
questions of much importance.

Nothing is more certain than that nearly all the old

countries suffered in past times from want of emigration,

unless it be that all the new countries have greatly

benefited by it. Leaving China out of view, where foreign

immigrants have only been tolerated under treaties ex-

torted by force of arms, there has been a general approval

of emigration on the one hand, and of immigration on the

other. In the United Kingdom the population are singu-

larly free to choose either their own country or its colonies

or other countries as the place of their abode. They are

under no compulsory military service ; and emigration

has been actively encouraged by societies and protected

by the Government for half a feentury. The greatest

obstacle to free emigration from the Continent would
appear to be the system of military conscription. Every
German of twenty or twenty-one years is liable to per-

sonal service in the standing army for seven years—three

of active service, four in the reserve—and to other five

years in the landwehr, with the landsturm behind the
landwehr making further demands on the time and
liberty of the subject. la France a similar system is now
enforced, though under more, liberal exemptions. It is

but fair to state that Germany, exclusive of Prussia, has
up to this time been sufficiently free in its emigration to

liavo sent to tha United States from 1820 to 1870 not

fewer than 2,207,500 persons, which is nearly as many as

have gone from Ireland to tho United States in the same
half century, viz., 2,700,493. But from Prussia, whero
the conscription has been longest in rigorous operation, the

number of emigrants to the United States in the same
period has been only 100,983, and from France 245,812.

Though the conscription may not be the sole cause of this,

yet the demands made by tho great military powers on the

drilling and fighting services of tho whole youth and man-
hood of their populations are obviously obstructive to the

pursuit of industry and fortune in foreign countries or in

colonies. These demands may be relaxed from time to

time, while the system itself is maintained ; but they are

relaxed with a grudge, and the Governments acquire

inordinate ideas of tho irrevocable allegiance of their sub-

jects. If the latter are permitted to emigrate, it is under

condition of being liable to recall on brief notice to the

standards of their country; and an armed truce, such as has

prevailed in the most civilized nations of the Continent of

Europe during five or six years of peace, might soon be as

detrimental to free emigration as war itself, under which it

usually ceases for the time. From Russia none can

emigrate without permission of tho czar ; and a similar

despotism over the subject is the rule of the Ottoman
empire. A state may be within its reasonable and proper

line of duty in promoting and aiding either emigration or

immigration. But that the permission of the state should

be necessary to the one process or the other is inconceivable,

save in some rare and dire emergencies of war or politics.

The duty of states in regard to emigration, viewed in

what must now be the generally accepted light of a

necessary and wholesome function of the general economy,

thus resolves itself into a duty of regulation and guardian-

ship under the two categories, always presented, of the

countries which the emigrants leave, and the countries to

which they go. The one are bound to see that emigrant

ships are well found and not overcrowded, and that

adequate arrangements are made for the provisioning,

health, and safety of the passengers in their transit ; while

the other are bound to give them shelter and guidance on

landing, to protect them from imposture, and to see that

all pro-engagements made with them be fulfilled. The
commission of. emigration in the United Kingdom, early

established as a branch of the colonial office, has laboured

diligently in introducing care and order into the sphere of

foreign and colonial emigration, as well as into tho coolie

immigration of tho Eastern seas. The regulations in the

British home and colonial ports are embodied in two Acts

of Parliament, called the Passengers Acts 1855 and 1863,

which contain the administrative code on this subject in

its statutory detail—only for " Commissioners of Emigra-

tion " must now be read " Board of Trade," the supervision

of emigrant ships having devolved on that department in

connection with the general merchant shipping. Of the

regulations for the reception of immigrants, on the other

hand, the arrangements at New York afford probably one

of the best examples. If no country has had more to do

with the shipping of emigrants than the United Kingdom,

no place has had more to do with their reception than the

great American seaport; and measures have been adopted

there by which the abuses once prevailing have been over-

come, and at the same time aU the arrangements for the com-

fort, security, and guidance of immigrants have been placed

on a siltisfactory basis. Emigrant ships are visited six miles

from the port by health officers, and any who may be sick

or diseased are removed to hospitals under the care of the

commissioners of emigration or the quarantine commission.

The others are required to land at Castle Garden, where

there is a large rotunda capable of accommodatiog 4000
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pcr.sou!", niid wneio ^very immediate want of the emigrant.

«

miiy be aiipplicil without leaving tLo dejiut. Letteis may
be written tor them, or telegrams dospatclied to frieiida, or

friends n;-<3' be introduced immediately ou their credentials

being presented. The utmost care is takeii to guard
the immigrants from falling into bad hands, and every

information 13 afforded them as to how they shall best

proceed m their respective objects The supervision thus

exercised in the port is extended over the railways to the

various parts of the Union to which immigrants may be

bound. Besides sucli arrangements, no less honourable to

the authorities of a country than encouraging to the

emigrant, direct inducements have frequently been held

out to settlers, both in the United States and the Briti.sh

colonies, in the form of grants of land or land at a cheap

price, and in assisted or free passages. Unless it be when
emigrants move in a large group or body, with the view of

Bettling together in one place, a free grant of land may prove

illusory, from not being suited to the industrial aptitudes of

the emigrant or not situated in a locality where he would

choose to reside. But when the Government of a state or

colony offers assisted or free passages, it may be safely con-

cluded that there is immediate demand for the services of

the emigrants ; and, as in such cases the classes of work-

people required are usually specified, there is an additional

security against misunderstanding or misadventure It

may be observed that Her Majesty's commissioners of

emigration will not advise intending emigrants where they

should go or where their particular qualifications or

occupations are in most demand; but they will sometimes

warn intending emigrants where they should not go, and

much evil might occasionally be averted were an appeal

made to this negative advice, more especially when
tempting offers and attractions are presented from quarters

of the world in which the failures of emigration have

hitherto been much more frequent than the successes.^

The discussions thirty or forty years ago on organized

methods of colonization have mostly disappeared in these

later times. We hear no more of Mr Wakefield's scheme,

though it was useful in familiarizing the public mind with

Ac conditions of settling population successfully on distant

and unoccupied territories. When a Highland community
was evicted from its native glen in Scotland, or a High-

land clan was paralysed by the bankruptcy and ruin of

its chief, it contributed to their successful establishment

in Canada that they emigrated in a body, with such ties of

kindred and loyalty as remained. Again, at the present

day, the solitary Icelanders, moved l>y a spirit of emigra-

tion from the volcanic rock and desert to which their

ancestors were driven by despotism—and the Mennonites,

invited into Russia by Paul to lay the foundation of the

great wheat trade of Odessa, and now under expulsion

by Alexander II. for refusing to bear arms, on the grounds

of their original contract and conscientious scruples, are

settling, in successive groups, with much promise of future

happiness, in the Canadian province of Jlanitoba. From
these and similar instances oae can readily perceive the

utility of organized emigration, and can scarcely doubt, so

various and changeful is the condition of many isolated

populations of the world, that it will long be a subject of

practical study. But the reason, apparently, why modes
and theories of colonization have almost passed out of the

sphere of politics is that colonies are now so numerous and
well established, and the means of entering into their

* Those who may have occasion to pursue the details under this

head are referred to an official publication of Her Majesty's emigra-
tion commission, entitled " No. 34, Colonization Circular—1877," in

which will be found the spirit of nearly all the statutes (550) of states

and colonies -nith which tlie emigration of the United Kingdom is

related.

social and industrial life bo easy, that the coneiJpratlou of

initial forms has in great measure been superseded. £mU
gration moves of itself over vast areas of ]>i>pulatioD, sub-

ject to commercial and focial causes in varidus parts of the

world j and the duty of states is chielly to give it outlet,

and as much security a.'i good administration can supply
The question whether countries receiving emigrants may

not be called upon in some cases to check the flow of

immigration within their borders is less free of ditficulty

thali any similar question as regards the countries from
which emigrants proceed An example of ivhat may
happen has been seen in the Jlormonism of the United
States, where tbe settlers were not only at variance with
the republic on so cardinal a point as the civil law of mar-
riage, but at open war with the federal jurisdiction and
Bovereigntyof the soil. Similar perplexities might arise

from a largo Chinese or other heathen immigration, intro-

ducing customs and observances which, though called

religious and claiming toleration, could only be regarded

as contrary to civil order, morality, and decency. Some
dilemma of the same sort may even occur in the emi-

grant-giving countries, as, for instance, when trades-

unionists, while deriving aU the benefit of a large outward

flow of labour, fall upon foreign workmen who immigrate

into the United Kingdom with a violence and disorder

which the law has not yet learned or been able to prevent.

The statistics of emigration and immigration are copious

enough, but being variously recorded by the numerous
states and colonies, it is no easy task to bring them together

in a general taVjle, or to reduce them within moderate com
pass. The countries receiving emigrants are usually more
careful to distinguish the nationalities of the persons than

the countries which they leave, or rather the countries from

which they take their passage across the seas. In 1853
" foreigners " first began to be distinguished from British

subjects in the returns of our emigration commissioners, and

it may give some idea of the proportion in which the

foreign element enters into the emigration of the United

Kingdom to take a recent year. In 1874, for example, the

emigrants who sailed from Britain are classified as fol-

lows -—116,490 English, 60,496 Irish, 20,286 Scotch,

38,465 foreigners, and 5277 " not distinguished." Yet
considerable as the foreign element is in the United King-

dom statistics, its destination is small towards either our

North American or Australasian colonies, and flows in the

largest bulk to the United States, where the nationality of

the immigrants is minutely discriminated in the returns of

the emigration bureau. The table given below sjiows in

decennial periods-the main currents of European emigration

and its principal destinations during the half century from

1820 to 1869 inclusive.

The " all other places," under which term statistics

usually embrace the emigration not contained in the

table, receive but a small though a growing portion of

the persons who leave Europe with a view to industrial

settlement elsewhere. There is the emigration to the

River Plate, remarkable less for its amount than for the

hold it possesses over the Latin races; and there is the

emigration to the South African colonies, more promising

of results in the future than can be gathered from its

actual progress. In the Cape Colony and its various

annexations there are 187,000 white or European settlers

in a population of 776,000; and in the special colony

of Natal only about one-seventh of the population are of

European origin. The immigration to the River Plate in

the six years 1868-73 was 250,698, of which in 1872

and -1873, when the immigration was largest, 56_ per

cent, were Italians, 19 Spaniards, 16 French, 3 British,

5 Germans, and 1 per cent, various,— the proportion of

males being 73, and females 27.
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to Amsterdam, H railoa N.E. ot Clevea. [t haa a consider-

able shipping trade, and manufactories of tobacco, chocolate,

Jeather, liqueur?, ink, and perfiiniery. Its old minster

churcb, built ill the middle of the llth century, contains

some fino specimens of choir stalls. Emmerich was an

important place at an early period, and seems in the

middle of the 15th century to have contained 40,000
inhabitants. la 1794 it was bombarded by the French,

and in 180G it took the oath ot allegiance to Murat. it

passed into the possession of Prussia in 1815. The popu-

lation in 1875 was 8117.

EMMET, Robert (1773-1803), brother of the subject

of the next article, was born in Dublin in 1778. He was

a schoolfellow of the poet Thomas Moore, and hLs senior

by a year at Trinity College, Dublin. Both were members
of the Historical Society, and the great champions of the

popular side. lu 1798 Emmet was expelled from the uni-

versity, on the ground of being connectedwiththe association

of United Irishmen. He shortly afterwards went to the

Continent, and remained there till 1802, when he returned

eecretly to Dublin, and endeavoured to plan a general Irish

revolution. On 23d July 1803, deeming that the time had

come to execute his scheme, he made an attempt to seize

the arsenal and castle of Dublin ; but the mob which he

headed scarcely achieved so much as a serious riot, for they

dispersed at the first military volley. Emmet fled to the

Wicklow mountains, and perceiving that success was now
impossible, resolved to escape to the Continent ; but,

contrary to the advice of his friends, he determined to have

last interview with the lady to whom he wan attached,

a daughter of Curran, the celebrated barrister. The
delay proved fatal to him. He was apprehended, and
committed for trial on the charge of high treason. He
defended himself in a speech of remarkable eloquence, but
was condemned to death, and on September 20, 1803, was
executed in St Thomas Street, Dublin. Moore, in one of

the most pathetic of his Irish melodies, " O breathe not

his name," commemorates Emmet's fate ; and that of Miss

Curran, who died in Sicily soon after him, is the subject

of another, " She is far from the land where her young
hero sleeps." Although it must be allowed that the con-

duct of Emmet in his revolutionary attempt was rash and
mistaken, the high purity and unselfishness of his inten-

tions have never been questioned.

A life of Emmet was written by the Countess of Hanssonville,

and was translated into EnglisU by John P. Leonard See also

J/i/e of Curran, London, 1819; Curran and his Contemporaries,

by C. Phillips, 1818 ; Life of Robert Emmel, by R. Madden, 1847;
and Robert Emmet, Cattse of his Ecbellion, London, 1871.

EMMET, Thomas Addis (1764-1827), a lawyer and
politician, was born in Cork the 24th April 1764. He was

th(/ second son of Dr Kobert Emmet, who latterly was state-

pV.ysician in Dublin. After attending the school of Mr
Kerr in Cork, Thomas in 1778 entered Trinity College,

Tiiblin. In 1783 he went to study medicine at the

university of Edinburgh, where he continued four years.

He then visited the chief medical schools of the Continent,

nnd after travelling through Germany, France, and Italy,

•ret'arned in 1788 to Ireland. Owing, he himself says, to

the advice of Sir James JIackintosh, he now resolved to

forsake medicine for law ; and with the view of preparing

himself for the Irish bar, he studied two years at the

Temple, London. He was admitted a member of the

Dublin bar in 1790. In the earlier years of his practice he

was often engaged as counsel for those of the United

Irishmen who were accused of political offences : but after

he became more closely connected with the association, it

was deemed prudent that, while privately acting as their

legal adviser in all matters, he should no longer be engaged

in the public defence of any of their number. In 1797 he

became one of the directory of the a^ociatiou, and on the

arrest of O'Coiuior about the middle of the Barno year, he
succeeded him as chief leader. On the 12th March 1798
he and other leaders wore arrested, and after being
examined at the castle were committed to Newgate. He
was examined before a secret committee of the Homse of

Lords, and afterwards before a fiecret committee of the
House of Commons; and on the 9th April 1799 he wa«
conveyed as a prisoner to Fort-George, Scotland, where he
remained till June 1802. He then received his liberty, but
only on condition that ho spent the remainder of his life

on a foreign soil, his return to British territory being
forbidden by severe penalties. After being conveyed to

Cuxhaven, he proceeded to Hamburg, and finally to

Brussels, where he passed the winter. In the beginning of

1803 he went to France, and had an interview with
Napoleon ; but having little faith in Napoleon's designs of

invading England, he in the end of the year embarked for

America. Here he rose to considerable eminence at the
New York bar, and in 1812 held for a short time the

office of attorney-general of the State of New York. Ho
died suddenly, 14th November 1827, while conducting a

case in the United States circuit court.

See Biography, by C. S. Haynes, London, 1829 ; and memoir in

JIadden's Lives of United Irishmen, 2d vol. 2d ser., London, 1843.

EMMIUS, Ubbo (1547-1626), a celebrated Dutch
historian and geographer, was bom at Gretha in East
Friesland. He was chosen rector of the college of Norden
in 1579, but was ejected in 1587 for refusing to subscribe

the confession of Augsburg. He was subsequently rector

of the colleges of Leer and Groningeu, and when in 1614
the college in the latter city obtained a university charter,

he was chosen as its principal and its professor of history

and Greek, and by his wise guidance and his learning

raised it speedily to a position of great eminence. He had

correspondence with the principal learned men of his time,

who aU held him in high esteem. He died 9th December
1626.

His principal works are

—

Opxis Chronologicum, Groniu., 1619,
fol. ; Veins Orcecia illnslrata, Leyd., 1626, 8vo ; Eerum Frisicarum
Historia, Leyd., 1616, fol.; Eisloria Ttmporis i^ostri, Gronic..

1732, 4to.

EMPEDOCLES, one of the most imposing and enigmatic

figures in early Greek philosophy, was a native of

Agrigentum in Sicily, and lived in the 5th century, probably

from 490 to 430 B.o. The details of his life are full of

fable and contradictions. The most probable accounts

represent him as belonging to an honourable family in the

palmy days of his city, as a champion of free institutions,

like his father Meton, detecting the aims of incipient

tyrants, and crushing the opponents of popular rights, but

as finally forced, through the change of parties that occuned

during his visit to Olympia, to forego iis native city, and

to return to Peloponnesus to die. Of his poem on nature

(^wis) there are left about 400 lines in imequal fragments

out of the original 5000 ; of the hymns of purification

{Kadapfiol) less than 100 verses remain ; of the other works,

improbably assigned to him, nothing is known. His grand

but obscure hexameters, after the example of Parmenides,

delighted Lucretius. Aristotle, it is said, called him the

father of rhetoric. But it was as at once statesman, prophet,

physicist, physiciau, and reformer that he most impressed

the popular imagination. To his contemporaries, as to

himself, he seemed more than a mere man. The Sicilians

honoured his august aspect as he moved amougst them with

purple robes and golden girdle, with long hair bound by a

Delphic garland, and brazen sandals on his feet, and vrith

a retinue of slaves behind hiin. Stories were told of the

ingenuity and generosity by which he had made the

marshes round Selinus salubrious, of the grotesque device

by which he laid the winds that ruined the harvests of
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Agrigentum, ancl of the almost miraculous restoration to

life of a woman who had long lain in a deathlike trance.

Legends stranger still told of his disappearance from among
men. Empedocles, according to one story, was one mid-

night, after a feast held in his honour, called away in ablaze

of glory to the gods ; according to another, he had only

tlirown himself into the crater of Etna, in the hope that

men, finding no traces of his end, would suppose him
translated to heaven. But his hopes were i heated by the

volcano, which cast forth hia brazen sandals, and betrayed

his secret.

As his history is uncertain, so his doctrines are hard to

put together. He does not belong to any one definite

school. While, on one hand, he combines much that had
been suggested by Parmenides, Pythagoras, and the Ionic

school, he has germs of truth that Plato and Aristotle

afterwards developed. There are, according to Empedocles,

four ultimate kinds of things, four primal divinities, of

which are made all structures in the world—fire, air, water,

earth. These four elements are eternally brought into

union, and eternally parted from each other, by two divine

beings or powers, love and hatred—an attractive and a

repulsive force which the ordinary eye can see working

amongst men, but which really pervade the whole world.

According to the different proportions in which these four

indestructible and unchangeable matters are combined with

each other is the difference of the organic structure pro-

duced; e.^., fiesh and blood are made of equal parts of all

four elements, whereas bones are one-half fire, one-fourth

earth, and one-fourth water. It is in the aggregation and
segregation of elements thus arising that Empedocles, like

the atomists, finds the real process which corresponds to

what is popularly termed growth, increase, or decrease.

Nothing new comes or can come into being ; the only

change that can occur is a change in- the juxtaposition of

element with element.

Empedocles apparently regarded love and discord as

alternately holding the empire over things,—neither, how-
ever, being ever quite absent. As the best and original

state, he seems to have conceived a period when love was
predominant, and all the elements formed one great sphere

or globe. Since that period discord had gained more
sway ; and the actual world was full of contrasts and
oppositions, due to the combined action of both principles.

HLs theory attempted to explain the separation of elements,

the formation of earth and sea, of sun and moon, of atmo-

sphere. But the most interesting and most matured part

of his views dealt with the first origin of plants and
animals, and with the physiology of man. As the elements

(his deities) entered into combinations, there appeared

quaint results—heads without necks, arms without

shoulders. Then as these fragmentary structures met,

tihere were seen horned heads on human bodies, bodies of

oxen with men's heads, and figures of double sex. But
most of these products of natural forces disappeared as

suddenly as they arose ; only in those rare cases where the

several parts were found adapted to each other, and casual

member fitted into casual member, did the complex struc-

tures thus formed last. Thus from spontaneous aggrega-

tions of casual aggregates, which suited each other as if

this had been intended, did the organic universe originally

spring. Soon various influences reduced the creatures of

double sex to a male and a female, and the world was
replenished with organic Ufe.

As man, animal, and plant are composed of the same
elements in different proportions, there is an identity of

nature in them all. They all have sense and understand-

ing ; in man, however, and especially in the blood at his

heart, mind has its peculiar seat. But mind is always

dependent upou the bu(\y, aud varies with its changing

constitution. Hence tho precepts of morality are with
Empedocles largely dietetic.

Knowledge is explained by the principle that the several

elements in the things outside us are perceived by the

corresponding elements in ourselves. We know only in

80 far as we have a cognate nature within us to the object

of knowledge. Like is known by like. The whole body
is full of pores, and hence respiration takes place over tho

whole frame, But in the organs of sense these pores are

specially adapted to receive the effluxes which are con-

tinually rising from bodies around us ; and in this way
perception is somewhat obscurely explained.

It is not easy to harmonize these quasi-scientific theories

with the theory of transmigration- of souls which
Empedocles seems to expound. Probably the doctrine that

the divinity (Saiixoiv) passes from element to element,

nowhere finding a home, is a mystical way of teaching the

continued identity of the principles which are at the bottom

of every phase of development from inorganic nature to

man. At the top of the scale are the prophet and the

physician, those who have best learned the secret of life

;

they are next to the divine. One law, an identity of

elements, pervades all nature ; existence is one from end to

end ; the plant and the animal are links in a chain where
man is a link too ; and even the distinction between male

and female is transcended. The beasts are (cindred with

man ; he who eats their flesh is not much better than a
cannibal.

Looking at the opposition between these and the

ordinary opinions, we are not surprised that Empedocles
notes the limitation and narrowness of human perceptions.

We see, he says, but a part, and fancy that we ha^e
grasped the whole. But the senses cannot lead to truth

;

thought and reflection must look at the thing on every

side. It is the business of a philosopher, while he lay*

bare the fundamental difference of elements, to display the.

identity that subsists between what seem unconnected

parts of the universe.

See Mullach, Fragmenta Philosopnorum Orcscorum, vol. i.;

ZcUer, Phil, der Griechen, Bd. i. (W. W.) i

EMPEBOR (imperator, avTOKparup, Kaiser), a title

formerly borne by the sovereigns of the Roman empire

(see Empire), and since their time by a variety of other

potentates. The term imperator seems to have originaUy

belonged to every Roman magistrate who received from
the comilia curiaia the imperium (i.e., the power of the

sword and authority to command in war). It was, therefore,

in strictness not a title but a descriptive epithet. Towards
the end of the Roman republic, however, it had become
rather a special title of honour bestowed by the acclama-

tions of a victorious army on their general, or by a vote of

the senate as a reward for distinguished services (see Tac.,

A7in., iii. 74 ; Cic, Philipp., siv. 4), and in this sense it

continued to be used during the earb'er period of the

empire. Julius Ccesar, however, assumed it (under a vote

of the senate) in a different sense, viz., as a permanent

title, or rather as a part of his name (prcenomen), denoting

the absolute military power which had come into his

hands ; and it was given by the senate, in like manner
and with a like significance, to Augustus (see Dion
Cassius, Iii. 41, liii. 17.) Tiberius and Claudius refused

it ; but under their successors it soon became established

as the regular official title of the monarch of the Roman
world, ultimately superseding the name olprtnceps. When
Greek became the sole language of the Eastern Roman
empire, imperator was rendered sometimes by /3a(riAciJi

and sometimes by diroKpaTuip, the former word being the

usual designation of a sovereign, the latter specially

denoting that despotic power which the imperator held,

and being in fact the ofiacial translation of imperaior.
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Justinian uses avTOKpariap as liis formal title, and /SacriXfu's

as the popular term; On tlie revival of the Roman empire

in the West by Charles the Great in 800 A.D., the title (at

first in the form imperaior, or imperator Augustus, after-

wards Romanorum imperator Auijuslus) was taken by him

and by his Frankish, Italian, and German successors,

he'ads of the Holy Roman Empire, down till the abdication

of the emperor Francis II. in 1806. The doctrine had,

Ijowever, grown up in the earlier Middle Ages (about

the time of the emperor Henry II., 1002-1024) that

although the emperor was chosen in Germany (at first

by the nation, afterwards by a small body of electors), and

entitled from the moment of his election to be crowned in

Rome by the pope, he could not use the title of emperor

until that coronation had actually taken place. The

German sovereign, therefore, though he exercised, as soon

as chosen, full imperial powers both in Germany and Italy,

called himself merely " King of the Romans " {Romanorum

rex semper Augustus) until be had received the sacred

crown in the sacred city. In 1508 Maximilian I, being

refused a passage to Rome by the Venetians, obtained

from Pope Julius II. a bull permitting him to style him-

self emperor elect {imperator eledus, erwahlter Kaiser).

This title was taken by Ferdinand I. (1558) and all suc-

ceeding emperors, immediately upon their coronation in

Germany; and it was until 1806 their strict legal designa-

tion, and was always employed by them in proclamations

and other official documents. The term "elect" was,

however, omitted even in formal documents when the

sovereign was addressed, or was spoken of in the third

person.

According to mediaeval theory, there was and could be

only one emperor in the world, the direct vicegerent of

God, who represented the unity of mankind and of the

Christian people on its temporal side as the pope did on

its spiritual. Hence during those ages the Western

monarch and Western writers did not admit in principle,

though they sometimes recognized in fact, the title of

the emperor who reigned at Constantinople ; and the

Easterns in like manner denied the existence of an

emperor in the West, and maintained that the heads of

the Holy Roman Empire were merely German intruders.

In spite, however, of the universal acceptance of the

theory above mentioned, the title of emperor was one

which other princes seem to have hankered after. In

1053 Ferdinand the Great of Ca.stile, in the pride of his

victories over the Moors, assumed the style of Eispanice

imperator, but was forced by the remonstrances of the

emperor Henry III. to abandon it. In the 12th century

it was again assumed by Alphonso VII. of Castile, but not

by any of his successors. In England the Anglo-Saxon

kings frequently used the term basileus, and sometimes

also imperator, partly from a desire to imitate the pomp of

the Byzantine court, partly in order to claim a sove-

reignty over the minor kingdoms and races of the British

islea corresponding to that which the'empercr was held to

have over Europe generally (see Freeman, Norman Con-

(/uest, vol. L, Appendix, who however attaches too much
importance to this English use).

In comparatively modern times, the title of emperor has

been taken by the monarchs of Russia (Vassili, about 1520,

his predecessors at Moscow having been called Great Dukes
of Muscovy, and the title of Czar or Tsar being apparently

a Slavonic word for prince, not related to Caesar), France

(Napoleon Bonaparte in 1804, Louis Napoleon Bonaparte

in 1853), Austria (1805), Brazil (1822), Germany (Decem-

ber 31, 1870), Great Britain and Ireland in respect of the

Indian dominions of the crown (1876). Usurpers who
have reigned in Hayti, a certain Augu3tin Iturbide who
(in 1822) became ruler of Mexico after the- revolt against

Spain, and the archduke Maximilian of Austria during his

short tenure of power in Mexico, also called themselves

emperors ; and modern usage applies the term to various

semi-civilized potentates, such as the sovereigns of China

and Morocco. It can, therefore, hardly be said that the

name has at present any definite descriptive force, such as

it had in the Middle Ages, although its associations are

chiefly with arbitrary military power, and it is vaguely

supposed to imply a sort of precedence over kings. In the

cases of Germany, Austria, and Britain in respect of India,

it may perhaps be taken to denote that general over-lord-

ship which their sovereigns exercise over minor princes and

over their various territories, and which is distitict from

their position as sovereigns of one or more particular king-

dom or kingdoms, the German emperor being also king of

Prussia, as the emperor of Austria is king of Hungary, and

the empress of India queen of Great Britain and Ireland.

See Selden, Titles of Honour; Brj'ce, Holy Roman Empire ; ffii

E. Colebrooke, " On Imperial and other Titles," in the Journal oj

the Royal Asiatic Society, 1877. (J. BR.

)

EMPHYSEMA (from iii^vaaut, to inflate), in medicine,

means an abnormal presence of air in certain parts of the

body. In its restricted sense, however, it is generally

employed to designate a peculiar afi'ection of the lungs, of

which there are two forms. In one of these there is over-

distension of the air-cells of these organs (see Akatomy),

and in parts destruction of their walls, giving rise to the

formation of large sacs, from the rupture and running

together of a number of contiguous air-vesicles. This is

termed vesicular emphysema. In the other form the air is

infiltrated into the connective tissue beneath the pleura and

between the pulmonary air-cells, constituting what is known

as interlohtdar emphysema.

The former variety is by far the more common, and

appears to be capable of being produced by various causes,

the chief of which are the following :

—

1. Where a portion of the lung has become wasted, or its

vesicular structure permanently obliterated by disease,

without corresponding falling in of the chest wall, the

neighbouring air vesicles or some of tbem undergo dilata-

tion to fill the vacuum.

2. In some cases of bronchitis, where numbers of the

smaller bronchial tubes become obstructed, the air in the

pulmonary vesicles remains imprisoned, the force of expira-

tion being insufficient to expel it ; while, on the other hand,

the stronger force of inspiration being adequate to overcome

the resistance, the air-cells tend to become more and more
distended, and permanent alterations in their structure, in-

cluding emphysema, are the result.

3. Emphysema also arises from exertion involving vio-

lent expiratory eff'orts, during which the glottis is con-

stricted, as in paroxysms of coughing, in straining, and

in lifting heavy weights. Hooping cough is well known
as the exciting cause of emphysema in many persons.

In whatever manner produced, this disease gives rise to

important morbid changes in the aflFected portions of the

lungs, especially the loss of the natural elasticity of the air-

cells, and likewise the destruction of many of the pulmonary

capillary blood-vessels, and the diminution of aerating

surface for the blood. As a consequence of these, other

changes are apt to arise affecting related organs, more

particularly the heart and the venous system generally,

one of the most frequent resvJts of which is the occurrence

of dropsy. The chief symptom in this complaint is short-

ness of breathing, more or less constant but greatly

aggravated by exertion, and by attacks of bronchitis, to

which persons suffering from emphysema appear to be

specially liable. The respiration is of similar character to

that already described in the case of asthma. In severe

forms of the disease the patient comes to acquire a peculiar
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puffy or bloated appearance, and the configuration of the

chest is altered, assuming the character known as the

barrel-shaped or emjy/i!/sematou3 thorax.

The main element in the treatment of emphysema con-

msts in attention to the general condition of the health, and

ill the avoidance of all causes likely to aggravate the

disease or induce its complications. The same general plan

of treatment as that recommended in asthma and bronchitis

is applicable in emphysema. During attacks of urgent

breathleasness antispasmodic remedies should be had
recourse to, while the employment of dry cupping over the

lungs, and even of moderate wet cupping over the

precordium, will often afford marked and speedy relief.

Interlobular emphysema, arising from the rupture of air-

cells in the immediate neighbourhood of the pleura, may
occur as a complication of the vesicular form, or separately

as the result of some sudden expulsive effort, such as a fit

of coughing, or, as has frequently happened, in parturition.

Occasionally the air infiltrates the cellular tissue of the

mediastinum, and thence comes to distend the integument

of the whole surface of the body. When occurring sud-

denly and extensively, this has been known to produce

death by asphyxia.

EMPIRE, a term used to denote either the territories

governed by a person bearing the title of emperor (see

Emperor), or, more generally, any extensive dominion.

The historians of a former age were accustomed to enume-

rate a succession of great empires, and especially the

Babylonian and Assyrian, the Medo-Persian, and the

Macedonian, which had embraced the greater part of the

civilized world before the rise of Pioman power, but that

Bystem has now beea abandoned. In its strict sense, " the

Empire " meant during the Middle Ages, and indeed almost

till the present century, the Romano-Germanic or so-called

Holy Roman Empire, of which this is therefore the proper

place to give a short account. The old Roman empire,

founded by Julius C^sar and Augustus, was finally

divided in 395 a.d. between Arcadius and Honorius, the

two sons of Theodosius the Great,—that is to say, one

part of it, the Western, was ruled from Rome or Ravenna
by one sovereign, and the other or Eastern half from
Cotrctantinople by another,—although the whole was still

held to constitute, in theory, a single Roman state which
had been divided merely for administrative purposes. In

47G the Western throne was overturned by Odoacer,

the leader of an army of barbarian mercenaries in the

imperial service ; and the provinces which had obeyed it,

80 far as they were not then already occupied by invading

German tribes, reverted to the emperor reigning at Con-

stantinople, who thereby became again sole titular »jonarch

of the Roman world. Justinian reconquered Italy in the

following century, and his successors retained Rome,-
though Constantinople was their capital, for two cen-

turies. This state of things lasted till 800, when Charles

king of the Franks (Charlemagne) was crowned Roman
emperor in Rome by Pope Leo III. All the Western
provinces, except a part of Italy, had long since ceased

to obey the emperor, and that part of Italy had rebelled

about seventy years before. The object of the eleva-

tion of the Prankish king was to make Rome again

the capital of an undivided Roman empire, rather than to

effect a severance by creating a separate Western empire
;

but as the Eastern empire continued to subsist, the effect

of the step really was to establish two mutually hostile

lines of emperors, each claiming to be the one rightful

snccessor of Augustus and Constantino, but neither able to

dispossess its rival. The imperial title, which had fallen

very low under the successors of Charles, was again revived

in the West by Otto the Great, king of the East Franks,

in 962 ; and from his time on there was an unbroken suc-

cession of German kings who took the name and enjoyed
the titular rank and rights of Roman emperors, being
acknowledged in the Western countries and by the Latin
Church as the heads of the whole Christian community.
Their power was, however, practically confined to Germany
and Northern Italy, and after the death of Frederick IL
(1250), it became comparatively weak even in thos»
countries. In 1453 Constantinople was taken by the
Turks, and the Eastern Roman empire came to an end.

The Western, however, though now so feeble that it could
only be kept on foot by choosing as emperor some princo
powerful by his hereditary dominions, lasted on till the
year 1806, when Francis II. of Hapsburg, archduke of

Austria and king of Hungary and Bohemia, resigned his

imperial title, and withdrew to the government of his

hereditary kingdoms and principalities under the name
(assumed the year before) of emperor of Austria. With
him the Holy Roman Emjjire ended.

The territorial extent of the Romano-Germanic empire
varied greatly at different periods of its history. In the
time of Charles the Great it included the northern half of

Italy (except the district about Venice), Gaul, AVestern and
Southern Germany, and Spain between the Pyrenees and
the Ebro. Under Otto the Great and his first successors
it extended over the whole of Germany (including Holland
and Belgium), as it then stood (modern Germany stretches

further towards the north-east), and the south-east part
of modern France, being what was then called the kingdom
of Burgundy, and had claims of superiority, more or less

definite in different cases, over the adjacent kingdoms of

Hungary, Poland, and Denmark. Its further pretensions

over the greater kingdoms of France, England, Spain, and
Naples can hardly be said to have been admitted, thougli

in a speculative sense the Holy Empire was held to

include these states and indeed the whole Christian world.

At the era of the Reformation all claims over distnicts out-

side Germany had become obsolete, nor were they ever

revived. From the 15th century onwards it was practically

conterminous with modern Germany, except that it did

not include East Prussia.

The government of the Holy Roman Empire was never
an absolute monarchy in the sense in which that of the

old pagan empire had been, or that of the Eastern empire
at Constantinople was while it lasted. Down till the
end of the Hohenstaufen time (1254) it was a strong

feudal monarchy, in which, as in the other feudal kingdoms
of Europe, the sovereign enjoyed powers which were con-

siderable but by no means unlimited, as he was obliged to

respect the rights of his vassals, and could obtain supplies

and pass laws only with the consent of the Diet, or supreme
national assembly. From the time of Rudolf of Hapsburg
(who came to the throne in 1272), its strength, which had
been broken in a long struggle against the pope and the

Italian republics, was much less ; its revenues had shrunk,

and the greater nobles had become practically independent

princes, sovereign in their own territories, and sometipies

stronger than the emperor. The struggles which attended

and followed the Reformation stiU further weakened the

authority of the crown, to which, as Roman Catholic, tha

Protestant princes and cities became almost of necessity

hostile; and after the Thirty Years' War, when the Peace

of Westphalia (1648) had finally settled the constitu-

tion of the empire, it was really no longer an empire at all,

but a federation of very numerous principalities, soma
large, many very small, united under the presidency of a

head who bore the title of emperor, but enjoyed scarcely

any actual power, and represented in a Diet which was
now not so touch a national parliament as a standing con-

gress of envoys and officials.

The imperial crow.i was alwaj's in theory elective, but
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In tlic earlier Middle Ages it was elective in much the

same sense as the crowns of other feudal kingdoms, that

is to suy, the consent of the nobles and people, latterly of the

chief nobles only, was required to the elevation of a sove-

reign, while practically it was hereditary, that is to say, the

eon or other near relative of the last sovereign was usually

chosen to succeed him. Partly, however, owing to the

extinction of several families in succession which had held

it, partly to the influence of the pope and the idea that

the imperial office was of a more sacred nature than the

regal, the elective gradually came to prevail over the

hereditary principle; and from the 1.3th century onwards,

the Eoraauo-Germanic throne was in the gift of a small

electoral college consisting first of seven, then of eight, and

ultimately of nine princes (see Pfeffinger, Vitriarius illus-

tratus ; Moser, Romisclie Kayser ; Bryce, Holy Romau
Fj-mpire). Nevertheless, from the election of Frederick III.

in 1440 down to 1806, all the emperors except two

—

Charles VII. (1742) and Francis I. (1745)—belonged to

the house of Hapsburg.

The present German empire, which came into existence

when the king of Prussia accepted the title of emperor
(December 31, 1870), is not legally a continuation of the

Romano-Germanic empire, though practically it occupies a

•omewhat similar European position. Technically speak-

ing, it is a new creation, which has not succeeded to the

rights of Rome any more than the Russian empire has to

those ofthe Eastern or Byzantine empire, which the czars

liave sometimes claimed to represent. (j. br.)

EMPOLI, a town pf Italy, in tlie province of Florence

and district of San Miniato, is situated in a fertile plain on

Jhe river Arno, 6 miles from Florence, with which it is

connected by railway. Its principal industries are the

manufacture of cotton cloth, tanning, straw-plaiting, and the

manufacture of macaroni. It has a collegiate church, founded
in 1093, and containing some fine statuary and paintings

by Giotto and others. The population in 1871 was 5949.

EMPYEJIA (from cV, within, and ttCov, pus), a term in

tnedicine applied to an accumulation of purulent fluid

within the cavity of the pleura (see Pleurisy).

EMS, a watering place of Prussia, in the district of

SViesbaden, province of Hesse-Nassau, is situated on the

^ahn, 7 miles S.E. of Coblentz, in a beautiful valley

surrounded by wooded mountains and vine-cl.id hUls,

Plan of Ems.
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It possesses alkaline Lot springs, which are used both for
drinking and for bathing, and are considered of great effi-

cacy as a rcnieciy for chronic nervous diseases and affections
of the liver and respiratory organs. About 15,000 persons
frequent them annually. In Ems, on July ]3th, 1870,
took place the famous interview between King William of

,

Prussia and the French ambasaadoi; Benedetti, which
resulted in the French and German war of 1870-71. The
population of Ems in 1875 was 6104.

ENAMEL. An enamel may be best defined as a
vitreous glaze fused to a metallic surface. There is indeed
no difference between an enamel and a glaze, save in the

character of the surface to which it is applied. Both are

vitrified substances, either with or without colour, and
exhibiting every degree of translucency,—some varieties

being perfectly transparent, while others are completely

opaque. Chemically they consist of easily-fusible salts,

such as the silicates and borates of sodium, potassium, and
lead, to which various metallic oxides are added when it

is desired to impart colour to the enamel. These varieties

of glass are pulverized, and the powder is used either in a

dry or, more commonly, in a moistened state. The powder
or paste, having been spread over the surface to be in-

crusted, is exposed to a moderate temperature in a muflie

heated in the enamel-furnace, when the vitreous substance

soon becomes sufficiently fluid to spread itself over the

metallic surface, to which it closely adheres. If the glass

is merely cemented to the metal, without any trace of

fusion, the process is not true enamelling. Although it is

extremely convenient to restrict the term "enamel," as in

the definition at the head of this article, to those glassy

materials which are applied to the surface of metels, it

should be remarked that some writers extend it to glazes

which are employed on pottery and on other non-metallic

materials ; whUe popularly the term has a yet wider use,

being applied in fact to almost any brilliant surface,

whether produced by varnishing, by lacquering, or by other

processes not involving fusion ; hence we hear of enamelled

leather, enamelled paper, enamelled slate, etc. Sometimes
a coating of true enamel or of glaze is employed solely for

utility, as in the case of vessels of enamelled iron or of

glazed earthenware ; but more commonly enamels are

applied with a view to decorative effect, the decoration

thus produced being extremely permanent, since the fused

material is but little affected by atmospheric influences.

When enamelling is thus artistically employed, it is usual

to speak of the finished works of art themselves as
" enamels ;

" and, as such usage has no practical incon-

venience, it will be followed in this article.

According to some authorities, the oldest Reference to

enamelling is to be found in the book of Ezekiel (i. 4,'

27; viii. 2). The origin.il word chashmal, ^?!?'D, was
translated by the LXX. ^Xsxrjoi, and appears in the

authorized version as amher. Genesius, however, believes

that the Hebrew word signified polished metal rather than

amber. Pliny tells us that the word elecirum was applied to

two distinct substances, namely, to amber and to an alloy

of I gold and \ silver. It has been held, however, by M.
Labarte, a great authority on the history of enamellin",

that there are passages in Homer and in Hesiod in which
the word electron will not bear either of Pliny's meaning's,'

but must be taken to signify enamelled gold. Labarta

has found a formidable opponent to this interpretation in

the Count Ferdinand De Lasteyrie {L'illecirum des ancient

etail-il de Vemail ? Paris, 1857).

To whatever period the origin of enamelling may' be

assigned, it is certain that glazes having the composition of

good enamels were manufactured at a very early date.

Excellent glazes are still preserved on some of the bricks

which have been found among the ruins of Babylonia and
Assyria, and have b9en referred to the 8th or 7th century

B.C. Nor should we forget the glazed slipper-shaped

coffins which occur in great numbers at Warka, probably

the ancient Ur of the Chaldecs, and are referred to 'the

Sassanian period. The glazes on the Babylonian bricks

were examined bv Dr Percy, who found that the base was
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a soda-glass, or Biucate of sodium, rendered opaque in soino

specimens by the presence of stannic oxide, or coloured

blue in others by means of silicate of copper associated

with the sodic silicate, or exhibiting in other specimens

a fine yellow colour, duo to the prosouco of antimony and

lead, probably in the form of •' Naples yellow." Glazes,

(if a similar charactor to some of these, were also manu-
factured by the Egyptians as early as the sixth dynasty.

Sepulchral figures, and a variety of other objects familiar

to students of Egyptian art, were produced in a substance

which has been miscalled " porcelain," and which is, in

fact, a frit coated with variously-coloured glazes, of whvth

the most common is of a fine celestial blue colour. This

'-•olour is due to the presence of a double silicate of copper

and sodium. Beautiful as these glazes unquestionably are,

they are not true enamels, since they are not applied to

metallic surfaces. It is true that the ancient Egyptians

were able to produce an effect not unlike that of enamel-

ling by inlaying bronze and gold with coloured pastes.

But Dr Birch says of the Egyptians that " their real

enamelling docs not appear to bo older than the time of the

Ptolemaic and Roman dominion in Egypt."

There can be little doubt that the Greeks and Etruscans

were acquainted with the art of enamelling. They seem,

however, to have practised it to only a very limited extent,

and it may be fairly doubted whether they had attained to

such a mastery of its details as somo writers have assumed.

Thus M. Lenormant, writing iu 1863, says

—

" Les collections de I'Europe posstdent maintenant ded pieces

inconlestables qui demontrent pour les ^gyptiens, les Plieniciens,

les Grecs, et les Etrusijues, la connaissance des secrets les plus
ilifficiles de remaillei'io, ainsi que hi pratique de toutes les formes
•et de toutes les applications dent ce procede pcut etre susceptible."

Whatever knowledge of enamelling the Greeks may at

onetime have possessed, theyappear to have lost itboforethe

3d century of our era. This is inferred from a famous
passage in Philostratus, which was probably written about

340 A.D. Philostratus was a Greek sophist who went from
Athens to the court of Julia, the wife of Septimius Severus.

The passage is found in the Jcones (lib. i. cap. 28), and
-since attention was first called to it by Buonarroti, it has

been quoted by all writers on enamelling ; it is, in fact,

the earliest distinct reference to the art. " It is said that

the barbarians who inhabit the ocean pour these colours,"

.'(lluding to the coloured decorations of some horse-trap-

pings, " on to heated bronze, and that they adhere, become
as hard as stone, and preserve the designs." ' On this

passage the learned commentator Olearius remarks,
" Cbltas intelligit per barbaros in Oceano." It is a vexed
f|uestion, however, whether the reference applies to the

tfelts of Britain or to those of Gaul. French writers

naturally apply the allusion to the maritime Gauls; but
Mr Franks and some other writers have pointed out that

the expression used by Philostratus, ii/'QKcavia, would refer

more appropriately to an insular people, like the Britons.

Large numbers of enamelled objects have indeed been
found in various parts of England, Scotland, and Ireland.

Among these ornamental objects are shields, fibulco, rings,

and even bits and other horse-furniture, such as are probably

referred to in the passage from the Icones. The ornamenta-
tion is mostly in that stylo which has been designated by
Mr Franks as late Celtic. Excellent examples are

furnished by ths enamels which were found in the Victoria

Cave near Settle in Yorkshire, and have been described by
Professor Boyd Dawkins ; those are referred to about the
5th century. (See article Cave, vol. v. p. 270.) It is

not improbable that the art nf enamelling, after it ceased
to be cultivated in Britain, may have lingered in Ireland,

which is known to have been a great centre of arts aud
sciences during the 6th and 7th centuries.

Although such specimens as those just referred to seem
to show that enamelling was practised at a very early

period in Western Europe, it is nevertheless in the Eastern
empire that wo find the earliest historic evidence of the art

having flourished as an important industry. Byzantium
was indeed for centuries the great seat of this industry,

which probably dated from at least the time of JusliDian.

The Word smaltam is found for the first time in a life o/

Leo IV. written in the 9th century. Theophilus, tb«
artist-monk, has left a minute description of the manner it)

which the Byzantine enamollers of the 10th century carried

on theu- work. Most of the Byzantine enamels were
executed on plates of gold, and large numbers have no
doubt been destroyed on account of the intrinsic value of

the metal. Such specimens as are extant furnish valuable

examples of what is known as the cloisonne process.

In cloisonniS work, the design is presented in coloured

enamels which are separated one from another by means of

ribs of metal bent so as to follow the outline of the sub-

ject. A plate of gold generally formed the basement of

the work, and upon this plate the design was traced in

slender fillets of gold. These threads were easily bent to

the required form, and were fixed upright upon the plaque,

so as to form a number of cells for reception of the

enamel. The powdered glass, moistened into a paste was
carefully introduced into these compartments, and the

prepared plate was then fired. To retain the fused enamel,

the edges of the plates were slightly turned up, thus

forming a rim. After careful cooling, the irregular fused

surface was ground down, and polished, when the design

appeared in coloured enamels separated by gold partitions,

or cloisons. In many cases the metal base forms part of

the field, and the subject is then enamelled in a hollow

which has been been beaten out, while the gold forms s

brilliant background. Cloisonne enamelling- has been
employed by the Chinese and Japanese, who, instead of

restricting it to flat surfaces of the precious metals, have
applied it to copper vases and other large hollow vesseLj.

They also ingeniously attach the metal fillets to the surface

of pottery, and thus produce cups, vases, and other objects

in porcelain ornamented with cloisonne work. Many
Chinese and Japanese enamels are, however, executed by
other processes, such as the champ-lev6 and surface

methods, to be afterwards described.

The most famous example of Byzantine cloisonnd work ia

the Pala d'Ora at St Mark's, Venice. This magnificent altar-

piece contains a number of enamelled panels and medal-
lions, executed for the most part on gold, though some are

on silver. It is believed that the Pala was brought from
Constantinople to Venice about the year 1105, and that

some of the enamels may be referred to this date ; but
probably they are not all of the same period. Among
other interesting examples of ancient cloisonne enamel-
ling, reference may be made to the well-known Alfred

Jewel, which was found at Athelney in Somersetshire in

1693, and is preserved in the Ashm-olean iMuseum at

Oxford. The face of the jewel is of rock-crystal, beneath
which is a figure-subject in semi-transparent enamels of

blue, white, green, and brown. Around the edge is the

legend, aelfked mec heht GEVVRfAN (Alfred ordered me
to be made). Possibly this jewel, or at least the enamelled

part, was brought from the East, and is not an example
of Saxon enamelling. Cloisonne work is also seen in

the cross which was obtained from the tomb of Queen
Dagmar who died in 1213, in a valuable pectoral cross

belonging* to Mr A. J; Beresford Hope, and in a small

portrait of St Paul on gold, in the ftluseura of Practical

Geology, Loudon.
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A rare variety of cloisonn(i enamelling is known to

French antiquaries as enamel " de pliquek jour." The
t)eculiarity of this style consisted in setting transparent

enamels without any background, so that light could be

freely transmitted through the glass, the enamels being

fixed by having their edges fused to the windows in which

they were framed. Specimens of this work are extremely

rare. A fine example, in the shape of a small covered

cup, may be seen in the South Kensington Museum,
liaving been purchased for the sum of £100.

Very similar in effect to the cloisonne .enamels, but much
leas rare and valuable, are those inlaid works which were

executed by the champ-leve process. Copper was usually

employed in place of the precious metals ; and the par-

titions between one colour and another were fornaed by
ridges of the base and nut by separate fillets of metal. A
plate of copper, about \ inch thick, and having the surface

polished, formed the ground-work of the enamel. By
means of a graver, the parts to be enamelled were chased-

out, so as to leave slender ribs standing up as boundary-

walls to the cavities. Enamel in the state of either powder
or paste was then introduced into these casements, and the

work was fired. Finally, the surface was polished, and the

metallic outlines generally gilt. In some examples, the

figures are represented in enamel on a metal background

;

while in others the figures stand out in engraved metal

upon an enamelled background ; and in others again the

entire field is enamelled.

Champ-lev6 enamelling was applied to a vast variety of

purposes, and specimens of the work are to be found in

almost every museum. The late Celtic or Eomano-British

enamels, referred to above, belong to this class. One of

the most interesting champ-lev^ enamels of early date is

the elegant bronze vase which was found in 1835 in a

tumulus at Bartlow, in the parish of Ashdown, Essex.

The sepulchral mound formed one of a group of four

conical barrows, which have been referred by their

contents to the late Roman period. The vase is a globular

vessel with rectangular handle, ornamented with bands of

running leaves and flowers executed in blue, green, and
red enamels. Faraday showed that the blue colour was
due to cobalt, and the red to copper, the green also being

probably a copper-colour. This singularly interesting

•pecimen suffered from a fire at Easton Hal' in 1847, and
its remains are now in the British Museum. (See coloured

figure in Archixologia, vol. xxvi.) Another famous
example of this kind of enamelling is seen in Westminster
Abbey, in the tomb of William de Valence, earl of

Pembroke, who died in 1296. It is highly probable that

the enamels on this monument were executed at Limoges
in France, a city which during the Middle Ages was the

chief centre of the enamelling industry. So numerous
were the enamels of the early Limoges school that it is

impossible within the limits of this article to refer to

fpecial examples. They date back certainly as early as the

latter part of the 12th century ; for a letter which is

referred to the year 1170 alludes to an enamelled book-
cover de opere Lcmovicino. The champ-lev6 process was
extensively applied by the Limoges enamellers to the

decoration of altar-furniture, especially reliquaries or

shrines, pyxes for preserving the host, priket candle-

•ticks, ciboria, crosiers, and other ecclesiastical appoint-

ments. During the 14th century Limoges lost its reputa-

tion ; but it revived at a later period in an entirely new
•tyle of enamelling. The inlaid process, in fact, gave way
to that of painted enamels, and the graver was displaced

by the pencil. But before noticing the process of

luperficial enamelling, it is desirable to refer to another
•lyie, which took its birth in Italy at the beginning of the

^4th century.

In the Italian process, the enamels were alwayn more or

less translucent, and completely covered the metal ground,

the design being defined by sculpturing beneath the

transparent medium. The enamels were of various colours,

and differences of shade were obtained by the varying

thickness of the glass in different parts of the design.

Gold or silver was the metal generally employed. The
subject was chased in very low relief, and covered with

powdered enamels. Great care was required during firing,

to prevent the several colours running together in a con-

fused mass. As examples of translucent enamels, reference

may be made to the silver horn, known as the " Bruce

horn," the property of the marquis of Aylesbury, and to

the crosier of William of Wykeham at New College,

Oxford.

Soon after the introduction of transparent enamelling in

Italy, the art became popular in France, and this probably

led the way to the invention of enamel-painting. The
artists of Limoges acquired great celebrity in this work.

The early painted enamels from the Limousin workshops

were executed in opaque white upon a brown ground, the

white being overlaid where necessary by transparent coloured

enamels. The lights were picked out in gold, while the

brilliant effect of gems was obtained by the use ol pailleltes^

or coloured foils. Nardon P^nicaud is the best known
artist in this style, and an excellent example of hb work,

dated 1503, is preserved in the Hotel de C'luny in Paris.

About the beginning of the 16th century a much more
finished style of painting was introduced at Limoges ; and
under the auspices of Francis I. the art attained to a con-

siderable development. Leonard Limousin, who is known
to have painted from 1532 to 1574, became the great

master of this style. While some of the works were

executed in brilliant colours, most' of them were in

monochrome. The background was generally dark, either

black or deep purple, and the design was painted en

grisaille, relieved in the case of figure-subjects by delicate

carnations. The effect was occasionally heightened by ap-

propriate touches of gold, and in many of the coloured

enamels brilliancy was obtained by the use of silver foil, or

paillon, placed beneath a transparent enamel. Portraits

were frequently painted on copper plaques; and the art was

also applied to the decoration of ewers, vases, plateaux,

candlesticks, salt-cellars, and a variety of elegant objects for

domestic as well as ecclesiastical use. Among the artists

of this school may be mentioned Pierre Raymond, Jean

P^nicaud, Pierre and Jean Courtois, Martin Didier, Jean

Court dit Vigier, P. Courteys, and the master known only

bv his initials C. N.

Towards the latter end of the 16th and in the beginning

of the 17 th century it was the fashion for the Limoges

enamellers to paint in a minute style, which is seen in the

works of the brothers Laudin and of the family of

Nouailhers. The art at length degenerated into a system

of tawdry colouring, and in the reign of Louis XIV. it fell

into a state of decay, from which an attempt to revive it

was made by Louis XVI., but without success.

Probably the decline of the Limoges school was connected

with the rise of a new branch of enamelling, which has

been distinguished as the miniature style. This is the style

which lias continued in vogue up to the present day. Its

invention is ascribed to Jean Toutin, a goldsmith of

Chateaudun, but it was greatly improved by Jean Petitot

of Geneva, who carried it to a high state of perfection, and

painted for Charles I. in England and for Louis XIV. in

France. These enamels are executed generally on plates of

copper or of gold, but silver is sometimes employed. In

consequence of the risk involved in the successive firings,'

the plates were formerly confined to a small site, about 5

or 6 inches square. Horace Hone, an English enamelleli
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of tlio last ceiitiiiy, \va3 llie first wLo attempted lavge

pieces, but be was excelled by Tlonry Bone, R.A. Bono

had been a china painter in tlio Plymoutli and Bristol

works ; and on his removal to London ho applied his

knowledge of vitrified pigments to enamel painting.

Excelling all his predecessors in the magnitnde of bis

plates, he ventured on subjects so large that In 1810 he

painted a noble plaque measuruig 18 inches by IG inches.

This master-piece was a copy of Titian's famous Bacchus

and Ariadne, in the National Gallery, and was purchased

by Mr Bowies of Wanstead for 2200 guineas. Bone's

chief works were a series of portraits of celebrities of the

Elizabethan period, which were sold by auction on the

artist's death in 1834. (See Boxe, vol. iv. p. 32.)

Enamelling was also prosecuted by his son, H. P. Bone,

who executed a very large Madonna and Child, and
by his grandsons, W. Bone and C. R. Bone, both of

whom are recently deceased. The art of enamel painting

was also carried on by A. Essex, but of late years it has

not been extensively cultivated in this country. In con-

nection with remarkable enamels it should be mentioned
that a painting of the Holy Family, after Parmigiano, was
executed by C. 3Iuss on a plaqne measuring as much as

20 inches by 15 inches. This noble work was purchased
by George IV. for 1500 guineas.

In order to prepare a plate for the artist, a lliin piece of goM or

of copper is carefully annealed, and then coated with a dead white
«namel. The enamel is imported Id cakes from Venice, and is

made from a mixture of silica, borax, and stannic oxide. After the
jilate has been fired, a second coating of enamel is applied, and the

plate returned to the oven. It is aftei'wards coated for the third time,

but now with a more easily fusible glass, which is icnowu in the
workshop as "flux." This is also imported from Venice, in the

form of tubes and beads, and is employed to produce a brilliant

lustre on the surface. The ground having been thus prepared is

carefully ground smooth, and is then ready for the aitist. The
colours which he employs consist of various metallic oxides mixed
with the flux; but it is obvious thatthe enameller's palette- nnist

be limited, since he is able to employ only such substances as are

permanent at the temperature to which the plate will be subjected

in the muffle. Blue colours are produced by meaus of oxide of

cobalt ; violet by oxide of manganese
;
green by cupric oxide or by

chromic oxide ; red cither by cuprous oxide, which is difficult to

work in the oven, or by the preparation of gold known as purple of

Cassius, which also produces a fine purple
;
yellow by oxide of

silver, oxide of lead, or an alkaline antimoniate; brown by ferric

oxide ; and black by ferrous oxide, or by meaus of cobalt and
manganese, which have intense tinctorial power, and produce dense

colours. Special recipes will be found in technical treatises, and
need not be inserted here.

The powdered colours of the enamellcr are mixed with oil of

lavender or spike and spirit of turpentine, as a vehicle, and are

applied to the enamel-ground by means of a camel's-hair pencil.

After each layer has been spread over the surface, the plate must
be fired, and highly-finished work may have to pass through the

oven a score of times. Once vitrified, the colours are permanent

;

hence the artist has no opportunity of correcting faults, except by
tlie tedious process of grinding away a portion of the plate. Since

the tints may be gi-eatly modified by too high a temperature, tlie

greatest care is needed in managing the furnace. In return for the
gieart labour and risk involved in enamelling, the artist secures

permanence for his work, the painting being ;dway3 as fresh as

when first executed ; it is indeed a painting in glass.

In the middle of the l^t century the art of enamelling

was largely applied to the decoration of snufi'-boxes, patch-

boxes, tea-canisters, candlesticks, needle-cases, labels for

wine-bottles, and a variety of other small articles. The
manufacture was established by Mr S. T. Janssen at York
House, Battersea, near I,ondon, about the year 1750. The
objects were usually made of copper ; and having been

coated with an opaque white enamel, were decorated with

Watteau- subjects and floral and other designs, painted in

enamel colours. A peculiar rose-tint was a favourite

colour at Battersea. Advantage was also taken of the

process of transferring engravings from copper-plates to

glazed surfaces—a process which was introduced about the

year 1750 by Sadler and Greeu of Liverpool, and was

largely employed for the decoration of pottery and
porcelain. It is known that a manufacture of small

enamelled objects, .similar to those made at Battersea, but
usually decorated in coarser style, was carried on by George
Brett at Bilston in South Staifordshire. Splendid snulf-

boxca and other ornamental articles in enamelled work
were also turned out by artists in France and Germany.

Of late years the art of enamelling has been extensively

applied to the coating of iron vessels for domestic purposes,

with the view of keeping a clean surface and preventing

the rusting of the metal. As far back as 1799, a procets

for this kind of enamelling was introduced by Dr Hickling
;

and within the last thirty years a large number of patents

have been gr.antod for similar purposes. One of the most
extensively used processes is that of Charles Henry Paris,

which was introduced into England in 1850, and is nov/

largely worked at Birmingham. The metal articles are

first cleaned with dilute sulphuric acid, and powdered glaze

is then sifted upon the clean surface. Adhesion of the

powder is secured by applying to the iron a coating of

gum-water. The object is then dried in an oven, whence
it is transferred to the enamelling-furnace, where it is heated

until the fused glaze flows evenly over the surface. After

removal from the oven, the objects are allowed to cool

with extreme slowness. It is often found necessary to

apply a second coating of enamel. Paris's composition
consists of 130 parts of cullet or broken glass, 20i parts

of carbonate of sodium, and 12 parts of boracic acid. This

forms the litndamental glaze, upon which variously

coloured enamels may be employed. If enamelled vessels

are to be used for culinary purposes, great care must be

taken that the glass contains no lead, the presence of which
would be highly dangerous. Acids often find their way
through the pores of an enamel to the subjacent metal,

and, spreading out between the iron and the glaze, cause

the enamel to peel ofi'. Exposure to sudden changes of

temperature also tends to injure the enamel.

Enamelling of a similar character is now largely used for

street plates, name-plates at railway stations, advertising

tablets, and other objects where permanent lettering is

required. The insides of baths, cisterns, and boilers are

also protected by enamelling ; and it has been proposed to

prevent the fouling of ships' bottoms by a coating of

enamel. In 1871 a patent was granted to Mr Neil.son of

Glasgow for enamelling large metal objects, to which the

process had not been previously applied, and also for

improvements in the mechanical appliances needed for the

transference of large objects in and out of the enamelling

oven.

For the history of enamelling see M. Liibarlu's JHedurcJies sur In

I'ciutnre en &nail (Paris, 1856). This is incorporated in the

author's Histoire dcs Arts indiistriels au I/oyen Age (vol. iii. 2d. ed.

I'aris, 1875). See also, the Marqnis de Laborde's Noiiee des Anaux
exposes dans Ics galeries du Mns4e du Louvre (Paris, 1852). Engli.sh

ic.iders will find au admirable sketch of the history in Mr Franks'a

Ohservalions on Glass and Enamel, extracted from the Art Treasnirei

of the U. K. For details of old processes the works of Neri and

Benvenuto Cellini may be consulted. Valuable papers will be found

in the Jrchccolor/. Journ. (vol. ii. p. 15t), by Albert Way; Joum.
Arch. Assoc.(\o\. iii. p. 280), by W. H. Rogers; xaiArlJoumal
for 1851, by A. Essex. The following works are also deserv-

ing of notice—M. RebouUeau's Kovemi, Manuel complet de la

pcinture en vcrrc sur porccluine el sur imail (new ed._, by M.
Mncnier, Paris, 1866), and M. Claudius Popelin's VHmail des

rcinlres (Paris, 1865). (F. W. R.*)

ENCAUSTIC PAINTING. The name encaustic in

applied to paintings executed with vehicles in which wax

is the chief ingredient. The term was appropriately

applied to the ancient methods of painting in wax, because

these required heat to effect them. Wax, however, may

now be used as a vehicle for painting without heat being

requiiite : nevertheless the ancient term encaustic has

YIIL — 24
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'1)9611 retained, and is indiscriminately applied to all

methods of painting in wax. The durability of wax,

and its power of resisting the effects of the atmosphere,

weid well known to the Greeks, who used it for the pro-

tection of their sculptures. As a vehicle for painting it

was commonly employed by them and by the Romans and
Egyptians; but in recent times it has met with only a

I'miitod application. Of modern encaustic paintings those

by Schnorr in the Residenz at Munich are the most impor-

tant. At present there is no general agreement as to which

is the best method of using wax for mural painting. Modern
paintings in wax, in their chromatic range and in their

general effect, occupy a middle place between those executed

in oil and in fresco. Wax painting is not so easy as oil, but

presents fewer technical difficulties than fresco.

Ancient siuthors often make mention of encaristicj which,

if it had been described by the word inurere, to burn in, one

might have supposed to have been a species of enamel

painting. Put the expressions "incausto pingere," "pictura

encaustica," "ceris pingere, " "pictura inurere," used by
Pliny and other ancient writers, mako it clear that some
other species of painting is meant. Pliny distinguishes

three species of encaustic painting. In the first they used

a stylus, and painted either on ivory or on polished wood,

previously saturated with some certain colour ; the point

of tke stylus or stigma served for this operation, and its

broad or blado end cleared off the small filaments which
arose from the outlines made by the stylus in the wax pre-

paration. In the second method it appears that the wax
colours, being prepared beforehand, and formed into small

cylinders for use, were smoothly spread by the spatula after

the outlines were determined, and thus the picture was pro-

jCeeded with and finished. By the side of the painter stood

!a brazier, which was used to heat the spatula and probably

the prepared colours. This is the method which was pro-

bably used by the painters who decorated the houses of

Herculaneum and of Pompeii, as artists practising this

method of painting are depicted in the decorations. This

method has recently been revived in Italy. The third

method was by painting by a brush dipped into wax
liquefied by heat; the colours so applied attained consi-

'derable hardness, and could not be damaged either by the

heat of the sun or by the effects of sea-water. It was thus

that ships were decorated; and this kind cf encaustic was
therefore styled "ship painting."

About the year 1 749 Count Caylus, and M. Bachelier, a
painter, made some experiments in encaustic painting, and
the count undertook to explain an obscure passage in Pliny,

Dupposed to be the following (xssv. 39) :
—" Ceris pingere

nc picturam inurere quis primus excogitaverit non constat.

Quidam Aristidis inventum putant, postea consummatum
a Praxitele ; sed aliquanto vetustiores encausticaj picture

KXtitere, ut Polygnoti et Nicanoris et Arcesilai Pariorum.

Lysippus quoque iEginas pictura suae inscripsit IviKavcrar,

quod profecto non fecisset nisi encaustica inventa." There

are other passages in Pliny bearing upon this subject, in

one of which (xxi. 49) he gives an account of the prepara-

tion of " Punica cera." The nature of this Punic wax,

which was the essential ingredient of the ancient painting in

encaustic, has not been definitely ascertained. The Chevalier

Lorgna, who investigated the subject in a small but valuable

tract, asserts that the nitron which Pliny mentions is not the

nitre of the moderns, but the natron of the ancients, viz.,

the native salt which is found crystallized in Egypt and
other hot countries in sands surrounding lakes of salt

water. This substance the Carthaginians, according to

Pliny, used in preparing their wax, and hence the name
Punic seems to be derived. Lorgna made a number of

experiments with this salt, using from three to twenty

pailu uf v.liitc mellcd wax with cao of natron. He hsld

the mixture in an iron vessel over a biow fire, stirring if

gently with a wooden spatula, till the mass assumed tha

consistency of butter and the colour of milk. He theu

removed it from the fire, and put it in the shade in the

open air to harden. The wax being cooled liquefied in

water, and a milky emulsion resulted from it like that which

could bt made with the best Venetian soap.
' Experiments, it is said, were made with this wax in paint-

ing in encaustic in the apai'i-iSients of the Count Giovanni

Battista Gasola by the Italian painter Antonio Paccheri,

who dissolved ' the Punic wax when it was not so much
hardened as to require to be " igni resoluta," as expressed

by Pliny, with pure water slightly infused with gum-arabic,

instead of sarcocolla, mentioned by Pliny. He afterwards

mixed the colours with this wax so liquefied as he would
have done with oil, and proceeded to paint in the same
manner ; nor were the colours seen to run or alter in the

least ; and the mixture was so flexible that the pencil ran

smoother than it would have done with oil. The painting

being dry, he treated it with caustic, and rubbed it with

linen cloths, by which the colours acquired peculiar vivacity

and brightness.

About the year 1755 further experiments were made by
Count Caylus and several French artists. One method was
to melt wax with oil of turpentine as a vehicle for the

colours. It is well known that wax may be dissolved in

spirit and used as a medium, but it dries too quickly to

allow of perfect blending, and would by the evaporation of

the spirit be prejudicial to the artist's health. Another
method suggested about this time, and one which seems to

tally very well with Pliny's description, is the following.

Melt the wax with strong solution of salt of tartar, and let

the colours be ground up in it. Place the picture when
finished before the fire till by degrees the wax melts, swells,

and is bloated up upon the picture ; the picture is then

gradually removed from the fire, and the colours, without

being injuriously affected by the operation of the fire,

become unalterable, spirits of wine having been burnt upon

them without doing the least harm. Count Caylus's method
was different, and much simpler :—(1) the cloth or wood
designed for the picture is waxed over, by rubbing it simply

with a piece of beeswax
; (2) the colours are mixed up

with pure water ; but as these colours will not adhere to the

wax, the whole ground must be rubbed over with chalk or

whiting before the colour is applied; and (3) when the pic-

ture is dry it is put near the fire, whereby the wax is melted

and absorbs the colours. It must be allowed that nothing

could well be simpler than this process, and it was thought

that this kind of painting would be capable of withstanding

the weather and of lasting longer than oil painting. This

kind of painting has not the gloss of oil painting, bo that

the picture may be seen in any light, a quality of the very

first importance in all methods of mural painting. The
colours too, when so secured, are firm, and will bear wash-

ing, and have a property which is perhaps more important

still, viz., that exposure to smoke and foul vapours merely

leaves a deposit on the surface without injuring the work.

The " encausto pingendi " of the ancients could not have

been enamelling, as the word " inurere," taken in its

rigorous sense, might at first lead one to suppose, nor could

it have been painting produced in the same manner as

encaustic tiles or encaustic tesserae ; but that it must have

been something akin to the count's process would appear

from the words of Pliny abeady quoted, " Ceris pingere

ac picturam inurere."

Werner of Neustadt found the following process very

effectual in making wax soluble in water. For each pound

of white wax he took twenty-four oimces of potash, which

he dissolved in two pints of water, warming it gently. In

thii ley he boiled the wax, cut into little bits, for half aa
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hour, after whicli he femoved it from the fire and allowed

it to cool. The wax floated on the surface of the liquor in

the form of a white eaponaceous matter ; and this being

triturated with water produced a sort of emulsion, which

he called wax milk, or encaustic wax. This preparation

may be mixed with all kinds of colours, and consequently

can be applied in a single operation.

Mrs Hooker of Rottingdean made, at the end of the last

century, many experiments to establish a method of painting

n wax, and received a gold palette from the Society of Arts

for her investigations in this branch of art. Her account

is printed in the tenth volume of the Society's Transactions

(1792), under the name of Miss Emma Jane Greenland.

The following is an abstract of her processes :

—

Put into a glazed earthen vessel four ounces and a half of gam
arable, and eight ounces or half a pint wine measure of cold spring

water ; when the gum is dissolved, stir in, over alow fire, seven ounces
of gum' mastic, continually stirring and beating hard with a spoon,

in order to dissolve the gum mastic. When sufficiently boiled the

mixture will no longer appear transparent, but will become opaque
and stiff like a pastei As soon as this is the case, and the gum water
and mastio are quite boUing, without taking them off the fire, add
five ounces of white wax, broken into small pieces ; stir and beat till

the wax is perfectly melted and boils ; then take the composition off

the fire, as boiling it longei' than necessary would harden the wax,
and prevent it afterwards from mixing well with water. When
the composition is taken off the fire, it should be beaten well whilst

hot (but not boiling) in the glazed earthen vessel ; mix with it by
degrees a pint or sixteen ounces more of cold spring water, then
strain the composition, and bottle it. The composition if properly
made should be like cream, and the colours when mixed with it as

smooth as with oil. Mix with the composition on a china palette

any powder colours which may be required to the consistency of

oil colours: then paint with pure water. In painting with this

composition the colours blend without difficulty when wet, and
even when dry the tints may be easily united by means of a brush
and a very small quantity of water. The painting being finished,

heat some white wax in a glazed earthen vessel over a slow fire till

melted, but not boiling ; then with a hard brush cover the painting
with the wax ; when cold take a moderately hot iron, such as is

used for ironing linen, and which will not "hiss " when put to the

usual test, and draw it lightly over the wax. The painting will

appear as if under a cloud, till the wax and the substance the
picture is painted upon are perfectly cold ; but if then it should
not appear sufficiently clear, the wax may be melted by holding a
hot iron at a proper distance from it, especially before such portions

of the picture as do ncSt appear sufficiently transparent or brilliant

;

for the oftener heat is applied to the picture the greater will he

the transparency and the brilliancy of the colouring ; but the

contrary effect would be the result were the heat applied too sud-

denly, in too great a degree, or for too long a time. When the

picture is cold, rub it with a fine linen cloth. Plaster surfaces re-

quire no other preparation' than a coating of the composition.

It would be equally practicable to paint with wax alone, dissolved

in gum water. ' Take three quarters of a pint of cold spring water,

indfour ounces and a half of gum arabic, put them into a glazed

earthen vessel, and when the gum is dissolved, add eight ounces of

white wax. Put the earthen vessel, with the gum water and wax,
upon a slow fire, and stir them till the wax is dissolved, and when
the misture has boiled a few minutes, take it off the fire, and throw
it into a basin, as by remaining in the hot earthen vessel the wax
would become rather hard ; beat the gum water and wax tQl quite
cold. It is necessary to use some pure water in mixing this compo-
sition with the colours. If the ingredients should separate when
bottled, they have only to be well shaken together. This composi-
tion may be kept for a long time, and be rendered fit for use by
putting a little cold water upon it for a short time.

The following is a recent receipt. Place iii a large pipkin, halt
full of hot turpentine, as much gum dammar as will dissolve

(i ft gum makes about 1J pints varnish) ; melt from two to two and
a half of the wax tablets sold by chemists in a pint of this varnish ;

when cold the composition should just be consistent enough to
stand up on the palette. If too thin, heat it again, and add wax ;

if too thick add turpentine. This vehicle may be used with ordi-

nary oil colours. Before commencing your work heat the wall,

and rub in as much vehicle as it will absorb ; after the work
is finished it Should be re-heated, to secure its adhesion to the
wall.

See Lorgna, Un discorso suUa, cera punica ; Pittore Ticenzo Ee-
queno, Saggi sul Ristdbilimento delV aniicaArle de' Oreei e Romani,
Parma, 1787 ; PhiL Tran., vol. xlix., part 2 ; Muntz on Encaiistia
PainUnrf ; Elmes's Dictionary of the Fine Arts; \7. Cave Thomas,
Al^ihcds of Mural Dcfioraticyn, London, 1869. fW.' C. T.)

ENCAUSTIC TII,ES. The term '• encaustic" as applied
to tiles is of modern though somewhat doubtful origin.

The art bears no resemblance to the " encaustic painting "

mentioned by Pliny and other ancient writers, although
the expression (which signifies executed by fire) is perhaps
as correctly applied to this manufacture as to the wax.
incised pictures of the ancients. The term is, strictly

speaking, applied to tiles which are decorated with patterns
formed with different coloured clays, inlaid in the tile, and
fired with it. This art appears to have had its origin in

the latter part of the 12th century, but the culminating
point of its excellence and popularity was attained during
the 13th ; and it was extensively used for the decoration
of Gothic buildings in connection with each succeeding
change in that style of architecture.

In medieval times the manufacture appears to have
been principally carried on in England and Normandy, but
examples of ancient tile-pavements of this description are

also to be found in Holland and other Continental countries.

The greater number of ancient examples are in squares,

varying from 4 to 9 inches, but some striking exceptions

occur, from which it has been attempted to trace a connec-
tion between this art and that of Koman mosaics. Pave-
ments presenting a kind of connecting link between the
two have been discovered at Fountains Abbey, and in

Prior Crauden's chapel, Ely, in which the tiles are of great

variety of form and size ; and, instead of the patterns being
wholly inlaid in the tiles themselves, the design is, to a

large extent, produced by the outlines of the individual

pieces, which, in the latter example, are cut to the forms
required to be represented, including the subject of the

temptation of Adam and Eve, trees, lions, &c., the tesserae

being also enriched with what may be more strictly called

encaustic decoration.

Encaustic tiles were almost exclusively used for pave-

ments, but an interesting instance of their employment for

wall decoration occurs in the abbey church of Great Malvern,
where these tiles have probably been originally used to

form a reredos, and bear designs representing Gothic
architecture in perspective, having introduced into them the

sacred monogram "I.H.S.," the crowned monogram of
" Maria," the symbols of the Passion, the Koyal Arms,
and other devices. This example is also interesting as

bearing the date- of its manufacture on the margin, " Anno
R. R. H. VI. XXXVJ.," that is, the thirty-sixth year of

the reign of Henry VI. (1457-8).

Combinations of encaustic tiles forming a cross were

frequently used as mortuary slabs ; and an example of this

kind of monument is in Worcester cathedral in situ, whilst

the detached component tiles are to be found in other

ancient churches.

Many interesting ancient inscriptions are found entering

into the designs of encaustic tiles, amongst which is the

following, from Great Malvern, which has been deciphered

with some difficulty, and rendered into modern English

thus

—

Think, man, thy life

May not ever endure ;

That thou do'st thy self

Of that thou art sure
;

But that thou keepest

Unto thy executor's care,

If ever it avail thee.

It is but chance."

A tile from the same place also bears the followinf^

quotation from the book of Job, curiously arranged, and
beautifully combined with Gothic ornament :

" Miseremini

mei, miseremini mei saltern, vos amici mei, quia manus
Domini tetigit me." The border of this tile bears the

names of the evangelists^ with the date a.d. MCCCCLVX
The armorial bearings or noble benefactors, and the devices
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<if abbots and other church dignitaries, also enter largely

into the decorations of ancient encaustic tiles. Amongst
the most interesting examples of these pavements, found in

tittt, is that in the chapter house at Westminster, which

about the year 1840 was laid open to view by the removal

of a wooden floor previously covering it. It is probably of

the time of Henry III., in whose reign it is recorded that

the king's little chapel at Westminster was paved with
" painted tile,"

—"mandatum est, ifec, quod parvam capel-

liun apud Westm. tegula picta deceuter paveari faciati.").

"

—Rot. Claus. 22 Henry III. M. 19, 1237-38 a.d. The
tiles of this pavement comprise subjects which may be taken

to represent the king, queen, and the abbot, also the

legend of King Edward tho Confessor bestowing a ring, as

alms, on St John the Baptist, who appeared to bim in the

guise of a jnlgrim, besides other curious historical designs.

The tiles from Chertsey Abbey, Surrey, now in the

architectural museum, Westminster, are also amongst the

oldest, and, at the same time, the finest and most artistic

yet brought to lij,ht. They present a remarkable series

of illustrations from the English romance of Sir Tristram,

and of incidents in the history of TUchard Cceur-de-Lion.

These tiles were all found in fragments, but have been put

together with great care.

Traces of the ancient manufacture of encaustic tUes

have been found in several places in England, and the

remains of kilns containing tiles in various stages of

manufacture have been discovered at Bawsley, near Lynn,
in the neighbourhood of Droitwich, as well as in other

localities, by which an interesting light has been thrown
upon the ancient process of production. In almost every

instance- these tUes were covered with a yellowish glaze,

composed principally of lead, similar to that now used

in the commoner English earthenware manufactures.

The modern revival of the art dates from the year 1830,
when a patent was granted, with this object, to Samuel
Wright, a potter of Shelton, in Staffordshire ; but, he hav-

ing failed to bring his experiments to a profitable result at

the expiration of the term, a further extension for seven

years was granted him. In the year 1844 his patent right

was purchased, in equal shares, by the celebrated china

manufacturer Herbert Minton and Mr Fleming St John,
the former carrying on the manufacture at Stoke-upon-

Trent, and the latter at Worcester, in partnership with !Mr

George Barr, an eminent china manufacturer of that city.

Four years later, the firm of which Mr, Minton was the

head re-purchased the residue of Mr St John's share of the

patent right, who about the same time relinquished the

manufacture. In the year 1850 Messrs lilaw & Co. pur-

chased the remaining stock of encaustic tiles at the

Worcester china works, and, on the expiration of Mr
Wright's patent, commenced the manufacture on those

premises, from which they removed to the present site of

their works, at Benthall, near Broseley, Shropshire, whence
the marls, peculiarly suitable for the purpose, had pre-

viously been obtained.

The modern manufacture may be described under two
heads—viz., the " plastic " and the " semi-dry " or " dust "

processes. The former, which was the only one employed
up to the year 1863, is in every essential point the same
as that used in mediaeval times, differing merely in the

greater finish and perfection which modern appliances

have effected, and probably also in the material of the

moulds. It is not known of what those anciently used
were made, but conjecture has suggested wood, firjd clay,

and stone.

The great difficulty of the manufacture consists In the
necessity for introducing into a single tile the variety of

different coloured clays or " bodies " which together com-
i-ose the design, it being essential that ihey should not

only be perfected by the same amount of heat iu the

process of firing, but that they should possess an equal
contiictile power during each stage of the manufacture.
The tile is first impressed from a plaster-of-Paris mould,

bearing the pattern in relief, and set in a brass frame, upon
which fits another frame, the dimensions and depth of

which correspond with the size and thickness of the tile
j

the pattern is thus sunk in the clay to a depth of about
one-sixteenth of an inch, in the following manner. The
workman first introduces into the mould what may be
described as a sheet of refined clay of the desired colour
for tho ground of the pattern ; upon this facing, which
forms a kind of veneer, is placed a thicker mass of a
coarser kind of clay, and the whole is then subjected to

screw pressure, which consolidates the two kinds of clays,

and at the same time perfectly impresses the pattern of the

mould ; the superfluous clay is then removed with a
scraper, and a second veneering of fine clay, similar to that

used for the face, is placed on the back ; the tile being
removed from the mould, the depressed parts of the design

are filled with clay, of one or more colours, by pouring it

in in a " slip " or semi-liquid state. The tile is then set

aside for twenty-four hours to stiffen, and when the
" slip " inlay has become nearly of the same consistency as

the tile itself, the face is brought roughly to an even
surface, by " spreading " the soft clay with a pallet-knife.

The tile is then further allowed to dry till it attains the

stiffness of wax, when it is " finished " by scraping the

face with a steel scraper, until the inlaid pattern and
ground are developed free from superfluous clay, and the

edges are cut true to a square, when it is ready for the

drying stove. AVheu the drying, which takes from six to

ten days, is completed, the tiles are placed in fire-clay

boxes, known as " saggers," containing from eight to ten

each, which are then stacked, one upon another, in the

kiln or oven. The process of firing occupies four days and
nights, and has to be conducted with the greatest care, as

not only the exact size and hardness of the tiles are

dependent upon it, but also the perfection of the colours,

with which object it is necessary to raise the heat very

gradually, and to secure a regular circulation of air in the

oven, so as to produce the exact degree of oxidization

needed to bring out the desired colours in the materials

used for this purpose. The pyrometers used in this part

of the process consist of long narrow tiles, and the degree

of heat is judged both by their colour and the gradual

reduction in length which they undergo, each piece, as it

is withdrawn from the oven, being measured in a gauge,

with this object,—the total shrinkage of the tile, in the

drying and firing, amounting to about \\ inches in the

foot. For purposes of paving, most of the modern
encaustic tiles are used in the " bisque " or unglazed

state, the glaze in the ancient tiles having apparently been

employed with the object of covering the' soft material of

the tile itself, and of adding richness to the colour. Where
glazing is found necessary in the modern tiles it is effected

by dipping them in a combination of lead, alkaline salts,

felspar, and silica, finely levigated in water, which is fused

by passing them through a kiln specially constructed for

the purpose.

The semi-dry or " dust " process of manufacturing

encaustic tiles is an adaptation of an invention patented in

the year 1840 by Richard Prosser, by which articles of

various kinds are moulded out of pulverized clay, in metal

dies, by screw pressure. In the year 1863 Messrs Boulton

and Worthington, engineers of Burslem, patented a process

by which the use of powdered clay (hitherto only used for

tiles of one colour) was applied to the manufacture of

encaustic tiles. The design is formed by perforated brass

l>l!'.tes,—from one to six or seven being used, according to
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the nature of the pattern. Where the whole design can be

perforated in the plate without detaching such parts aa

would represent the ground, only one plate is needed ; but

where there are several concentric rings or similar forms,

additional plates are required. Into the perforations of

each plate metal rams, attached to a flat plate of iron, are

accurately fitted. The metal die in which the tiles are

pressed is composed of a thick block and a squaro frame or
" box ; " the latter is connected with level's and a balance-

weight, so that it can be raised or depressed, either forming

a hollow mould, of which the face of the block above men-
tioned forms the bottom, or depressed in such a way as to

leave the face of the block standing above it, in which

latter position it is ready for the commencement of the pro-

cess. The perforated plates first mentioned are then, in

succession, placed upon the face of the block, being kept in

position by two pins fixed to the frame of the die, corre-

sponding with holes made in their margin. The perfora-

tions of the brass plate being filled with powdered clay of

the desired colour, this is so far compressed, by means of

the metal ram, as to allow both the ram and the plate to

be removed together, leaving the compressed dust (repre-

senting the pattern of the tile in relief) on the block or face

plate. In cases where a number of plates are necessary, the

pattern is thus built up, each adding such a part as can be

perforated in a single plate. The frame is then raised, so

as to form a mould of the required depth, which being

filled with powdered clay, intended to form both the

ground of the pattern and the substance of the tile, the

whole mould or die is slid, in a groove provided for the

purpose, under the screw press, to which is attached a
plate covering the mould, and resting on the top of the

movable frame ; this, on pressure being applied, forces down
the frame until the powdered clay is thoroughly con-

solidated and incorporated with that part forming the

design. On thn pressure being relieved, the die is drawn
from beneath the press, the frame is forced down by means
of the levers to which it is attached, and the tile is left

resting, face downwards, on the block, when it is ready for

the drying-stove, the subsequent treatment being the same
as in the plastic process. This process affords the advan-

tage of much greater rapidity in execution than can be

efifected by the plastic method, and as the tile undergoes

little or no shrinkage in the desiccation of the small amount
of moisture which is needed to make the particles of the

dust combine under pressure, the risk of distortion in the

process of dr3ring is reduced to a minimum, but the heavy
prime cost of the perforated brass plates necessarily con-

fines this otherwise valuable invention to such designs as

are most largely in demand.
The modern application of encaustic tiles is by no means

confined to the ecclesiastical purposes for which they were
mainly used in mediaeval times, although for this purpose

many of the ancient designs have been reproduced, and the

Tough execution of the old examples has been imitated

with striking fidelity. Some of the most eminent architects

of recent years have exercised their skill in the production

of designs more suitable for domestic purposes ; and pave-

ments of these tiles, combined with other kindred manufac-
tures (for which see Mosaics and Tiles), have become an
^almost universal part of the permanent decoration of the

'bettor class of public and private buildings, for which pur-

pose they are also largely exported to the colonies and
foreign countries, superseding the perishable forms of floor-

ing, and at the same time rendering unnecessary any decora-

'tive coverings. (a. m.)

ENCHASING, or Chasing, is the art of producing
figures and ornamental patterns, either raised or indented,

<)o metallic surfaces by means of steel tools or punches.

ft is practised extensively for the ornamentation of gold and

silversmith work, electro-plate, and similar objects, being
employed to produce bold flutings and bosies, and iu

another manner utilized for imitating engraved surfaces.

The chaser first outlines the pattern on the surface he is to

ornament, after which, if the work involves bold or high
embossments, these are blocked out by a process termed
" snarling." The snarling iron is a long iron tool turned
up at the ind, and made so that when securely fastened in

a vice the upturned end can reach and press against any
portion of the interior of the vase or other object to be
chased. The part to be raised being held firmly against

the upturned point of the snarling iron, the workman gives

the shoulder or opposite end of the iron a sharp blow,
which causes the point applied to the work to give it a
percussive stroke, and thus throw up the surface of the
metal held against the tool When the blocking out from
the interior is finished, or when no such embossing is

required, the object to be chased is filled with molten
pitch, which is allowed to harden. It is then fastened to

a sandbag, and with hammer and a multitude of small

punches of different outline the whole details of the

pattern, lined, smooth, or " matt," are worked out. Em-
bossing and stamping from steel dies and rolled orna-

ments are now taking the place of chased ornamentations
in the cheaper kinds of plated work.
ENCINA or Enzina, Juan del, the founder of the

Spanish drama, was born in 1468 or 1469, either in the
city of Salamanca or more probably in the neighbouring
village of Encinas. After studying at the university of

Salamanca under the patronage of the chancellor Don
Gutierre de Toledo, brother of Don Garcia, count of Alva,

he proceeded to Madrid, and became, when about twenty-
five years of age, a member of the household of Don
Fadrique de Toledo and Dona Isabel Pimental, the first

duke and duchess of Alva. In or about the year 1492

—

the year, that is, in which Columbus -added the new world
to the dominions of Spain—the poet began to entertain his

patrons by the representation of comedies of his own
composition, in which he sometimes played the part of the
Gracioso,' or bufi'oon. In 1496, under the title of

Cancionero, he published a collection of nine dramatic and
numerous lyrical poems, divided into four parts, dedicated
respectively to their Catholic majesties, to the prince Don
Juan, to the dukes of Alva, and to Don Garcia de Toledo.
Some years afterwards he went to Rome, joined the clerical

order, attracted the attention of Leo X. by his skill in

music, and was appointed his maestro di capella. Great
praise was bestowed by his contemporaries on a farce,

riacida e Fic^ortoOTO, published by him in 1514; but of
the justness of their criticism we have no means of judging,
since, owing in all probability to its insertion in the Index
Expurgatorim, all copies of it have perished. In 1519 the
poet went to Jerusalem in company with the marquis of
Tarifa, Don Fadrique Enriquez Afan de Riberon ; but he
was again in Rome about the middle of 1520, and in the
following year published his Trahagia o Via Sacra de
Bierusalem, a versified account of his journey, which haa
since been several times reprinted along with the marquis's
narrative (Rome, 1721 ; Madrid, 1786). Shortly after-
wards he was appointed prior of Leon, and returned to
Spain. His death took place at Salamanca in 1634, and
he was buried in the cathedral of that city. Hifl

Cancionero, which was reprinted five times in the course of
the 16th century (Seville, 1501 ; Burgos, 1503 ; Salamanca,
1509, in company with the coplas of Zambardo; Safagossa
1512 and 1516), is preceded by a prose treatise, among the
first of its kind, on the condition of the poetic art iu
Spain. The dramatic poems, of interest mainly as markinp
the transition from the purely ecclesiastical to the secular
stage, comprise "mysteries," as The Passion of Our PrtcUmiy
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Hedeemer, The Must Sacred Resurrection of Christ, and

pastoral plays {Eglogas), as Tlie Knlyht turned Shepherd,

The Shepherds become Courtiers, The Triumph of Love.

Seveo of the number are reprinted in Bohl de Faber,

Teatro espanol, Hamburg, 1832. After tlie author's death

there appeared in 1556 without rubric, Documento e

inslruccion para las doncellas deJposadas y recien casadas

con una justa d'amores. See Barrera, Catalogo del Teatro

anliguo espanol.

ENCKE, JoHANN Franz (1791-1865), a celebrated

astronomer, was born at Hamburg on the 23d September

1791. He received his early education from his father,

who was a clergyman, and he afterwards studied at the

university of Gottingen, devoting himself specially to

astronomy under the instruction of Professor Gauss. In

1813-14: he served in the Hanseatic legion in the war with

Napoleon, and in 1815 he became a lieutenant of artillery

in the Prussian service. When peace was concluded ho

resumed his astronomical studies at Gottingen until 1817,

when he was appointed by Lindenau the Saxon minister

of state to a post in the Observatory of Seeberg, near

Gotha. In 1822-3 he published at Gotha two volumes,

entitled Die Entfernung der Sonne, in which the various

observations of the transits of Venus in 1761 and 1769

were carefully reconsidered, and the calculations verified

and corrected. One of the earliest subjects to which his

attention was directed was the determination of the orbit

of the comet observed by Pons at Marseilles in November
1818. He calculated the period of its recurrence at about

three and a quarter years, and conjectured it to be the

sarao comet that Jiad appeared in 178G, 1795, and 1805.

Upon the data he possessed he was able to predict its re-

appearance in 1822, and he stated also that it would
probably be invisible in Europe. Hia prediction wa«
almost exactly verified, the comet being observed L Jew

South Wales on the 3d June 1822, and the time of its

perihelion passage being within three hours of that which

he had computed. From the elements supplied by thia

observation he was able to foretell more accurately ita

recurrences in 1825 and 1828, and after the latter of these

he determined its exact orbit. After the observation of

1832 he determined the period of its revolution as 3'29

years, with a gradual acceleration which he ascribed to the

existence of a resisting medium. The comet is known a*

Encke's comet. In 1825 Encke was appointed to succeed

Bode as director of the Eoyal Observatory at Berlin, a

situation which he filled with great ability until within a

year of his death. In 1830 he became editor of the Berlin

Astronomisches Jahrbuch, to which he contributed a large

number of valuable papers. The observations taken under

his direction at the Berlin Observatory were recorded and

published in a series of volumes, of which the first

appeared in 1840. ^Of hia many other contributions to

astronomical literature may be mentioned his new method
for computing perturbations, his dissertation De Formnlis

Dioptricis (1845), and his work on the relation of astronomy

to the other sciences, which was published in 1846. Encke
was one of the foreign members of the Eoyal Society of

London, and in 1840 he was created a knight by the king

of Prussia. He died at Spandau on September 2, 18C5.

ENCYCLOPAEDIA
THE •Greeks seem to have understood by encyclo-

paedia (iyKVK\oTra.iZcia, or iyKVKXios TraiSeia) instruc-

tion in the whole circle or complete system of learning

—education in arts and sciences. Thus Pliny, in the

preface to his Natural History, says that his book treated

of all the subjects of the encyclopaedia of the Greeks, " Jam
omnia attingeuda qu» Grseci t^? eyKVKXojraiSci'as vocant."

QuintUian (Inst. Oral., i. 10) directs that before boys are

placed under the rhetorician they should be instructed in

the other arts, "ut efficiatur orbis iUe doctrinse quam
Gr»ci iyicvKXoTraiSciav vocant." Galen (De victus ratione

in morbis acutis, c. 11) speaks of those who are not

educated iv rrj cyKVKXon-aiSei'a. In these passages of Pliny

and Quintilian, however, from one or both of which the

modern use of the word seems to have been taken, eyKiVXios

T-aiSiia is now read, and this seems to have been the usual

expression. Vitruvius (lib. vi. praef.) calls the encyclios

or fyKuxXios iraiScta of the Greeks " doctrinarum omnium
disciplina," instruction in all branches of learning. Strabo

(lib. iv. cap. 10) speaks of philosophy koX ttjv oAAtji/ iraiSeiav

eyKVKXiov. Tzetzes (Chiliades, xi 527), quoting from

Porphyry's Lives of the Philosophers, says that cyxvKXia

fiaO^lxara was the circle of grammar, rhetoric, philosophy,

and the four arts under it, arithmetic, music, geometry, and

astronomy. Zonaras explains it as grammar, poetry,

rhetoric, philosophy, mathematics, and simply every art and

science (airXuis iraca TexyV Koi tTrio-Tjj/irj), because sophists

go through them as through a circle. The idea seems to

be a complete course of instruction in all parts of knowledge.

An epic poem was called cyclic when it contained the whole

mythology ; and among physicians kvk\<o Oepaireveiv, cyclo

curare (Vegetius, De Arte Feterinaria, ii. 5, 6), meant a

cure effected by a regular and prescribed course of diet and
medicine (see Wower, De Polymathia, c. 24, § 14). The
word encyclopaedia was probably first used in English by
Eli- Thomas Elyot. *' In an oratour-' Is required to ba a

heape of all maner of lemyng : whiche of some is called

the worlde of science, of other the circle of doctrine, whiche

is in one worde of greke Encyclopedia."

—

The Govemour,
bk. i. chap. xiii. In his Latin dictionary, 1538, he ex-

plains " Encyclios et Encyclia, the cykle or course of all

doctsines," and "Encyclopedia, that leruynge whiche com-
prehendeth all lyberall science and studies.-" The term does

not seem to have been used as the title of a book by the

ancients or in the Middle Ages. The edition of the works
of Joachimus Fortius Ringelbergius, printed at Basel in

1541, is called on the title-page Lucubrationes vel potins

absolutissivia KVKXo-jraiSaau Paulus Scalichius de Lika, an
Hungarian count, wrote Encyclopcedice seu Orbis Dis-

ciplinarum Epistemon, Basileae, 1599, 4to. Alstcd pub-

lished in 1608 Encyclopcedia Cursus Philosophici, which he
afterwards expanded into his great work, first published in

1620, called without any limitation Encyclopcedia, because

it treats of everything that can be learned by man in this

life. This is now the most usual sense in which the word
encyclopaedia is used—a book treating of all the variout

kinds of knowledge, and it has become in modern times the

common title of such books. Cyclopaedia was formerly

sometimes used, but is now retained only in English, and iii

not merely without any appearance of classical authority,

but is etymologically less definite, complete, and correct

For as Cyropaedia means " the instruction of Cyrus," sc

cyclopaedia may mean " instruction of a circle." Vossiu*

says, " Cyclopaedia is sometimes found, but the best

writers say encyclopaedia" {De Vitiis Sermonis, 1645, p
402). Gesner says, " kvkXos est cireidus, quae figura est

simplieissima et perfectissima simul: nam incipi potest

ubicunque in iUa et ubicunque cohaeret Cyclopaedia itaqu'

significat omnem doctrinarum scientiam inter se cohaerere

Encyclopedia est institutio in illo circulo." "s {Isagogt,

1774, L 40.) In a more restricted sense, encycloprpdi.i

means a system or cla.ssificatiou of the varinns branchca-uf
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knowledge, a subject on which many books have been pub-

lished, especially in Germany, as Schmid'a Allgemeine Ency-

Jdopcldie und Methodologie der Wissenscha/len, Jena, 1810,

4to, 241 pages. In this sense the Novum Organmn of

Bacon has often been called an encyclopedia. But it is

"a grammar only of the sciences: a' cyclopaedia is not a

grammar, but a dictionary; and to confuse the meanings of

grammar and dictionary is to lose the benefit of a dis-

tinction which it is fortunate that terms have been coined

to convey " {Quarterly Review, cxiii. 354). Fortunius

Licetus, an Italian physician, entitled several of his disser-

tations on Roman altars and other antiquities encyclopaedias

(as, for instance. Encyclopedia ad Aram mysticam Nonarii,

Pataviae, 1631, 4to), because in composing them he

borrowed the aid of all the sciences. The Encyclopcedia

Moralis of Marcellinus de Pise, Paris, 1646, fol. 4 vols., is

a series of sermons. Encyclopaedia is often used to mean a

book which is, or professes to be, a complete or very full

collection or treatise relating to some particular subject, as

Blaine's excellent work. The Encyclopcedia ofRural Sports,

London, 1852, 8vo ; The Encyclopcedia of Wit, London,

1803, 12mo ; The Vocal Encyclopcedia, London, 1807,

16mo, a collection of songs, catches, &c. The word is more
frequently used for an alphabetical dictionary treating fully

of some science or subject, as Murray, Encyclopcedia of
Geography, London, 1834, 8vo; Lefebvre Laboulaye, En-
cyclopedic Technologique : Dictionnaire den Arts et Manu-
factures, Paris, 1845-47, 8vo. 2 vols. ; Holtzendorif,

Encyclopadie der Rechtswissenschaft, Leipzig, 1870, &c.,

8vo.

The most ancient encyclopaedia extant is Pliny's Natural

History in 37 books (including the preface) and 2493
e,iiapters, which may be thus described generally :—book 1,

preface ; book 2, cosmography, astronomy, and meteorology

;

booL.- 3 to 6, geography; books 7 to 11, zoology, including

man, ani the invention of the arts; books 12 to 19,

botany ; books 20 to 32, medicines, vegetable and animal
remedies, medical authors, and magic ; books 33 to 37,

metals, fine arts, mineralogy, and mineral remedies. Pliny,

who- died 79 A.D., was not a naturalist, a physician, or an
artist, and collected his work in his leisure intervals while

engaged in public affairs. He says it contains 20,000 facts

(too small a number by half, says Lemaire), collected from
2000 books by 100 authors. Hardouin has given a list of

464 authors quoted by Lim. His work was a very high

authority in the Middle Ages, and 43 editions of it were
printed before IS 36.

Martianus Hindus Felix Capella, an African, wrote about

470, in mingled verse and prose, a sort of encyclopaedia,

which is important from having been regarded in the

Middle Ages as a model storehouse of learning, and rsed in

the schools, where the scholars had to learn the verses by
heart, as a text-book of high class education in the arts.

It is sometimes entitled Satyra, or Satyricon, but is usually

known as De Nuptiis Philologice et Mercurii, though this

title is sometimes confined to the first two books, a rather

confused allegory ending with the apotheosis of Philologia

and the celebration of her marriage in the milky way, where
Apollo presents to her the seven liberal arts, who, in the

succeeding seven books, describe their respective branches

of knowledge, namely, grammar, dialectics (divided into

metaphysics and logic), rhetoric, geometry (geography, with
some single geometrical propositions), arithmetic (chiefly

the properties of numbers), astronomy, and music (includ-

ing poetry). The style is that of an African of the 5th

century, full of grandiloquence, metaphors, and strange

words. He ssldom mentions his authorities, and sometimes
quotes authors whom he does not at all seem to have read.

His work was frequently copied in the Middle Ages by
ignorant transcribers, and was eight times printed from

1499 to 1599. The best annotated edition i^ by Kopp,
Frankfort, 1836, 4to, and the most convenient and the
best text is that of Eyssenstadt, Lipsi33, 1866, 8vo.

Isidore, bishop of Seville from 600 to 630, wrote Etymolo-
giarum libri XX. (often also entitled his Origines) at the
request of his friend Braulio, bishop of Saragossa, who after

Isidore's death divided the work into books, as it was left

unfinished, and divided only into titles.

The tenth book U an alphabet of 625 Latin words, not belonging
to his other subjects, with their explanations as known to hira,
and often with their( etymologies, frequently very absurd.' Th«
other books contain 448 chapters, and are:—1, grammar (Latin);
2, rhetoric and dialetics; 3, the four mathematical disciplines-
arithmetic, geometry, music, and astionomy; 4, medicine; 5, laws
and times (chronology), with a short chronicle ending in 627; 6,
ecclesiastical books ana offices; 7, God, angels, and the orders of
tho faithful; 8, the church and sects; 9, languages, society, and
relationships; 11, man and portents; 12, animals, in eight classes,

namely, pecoraet jumenta, beasts, small animals (including spiders,
crickets, and ants), serpents, worms, fishes, birds, and smaL winged
creatures, chieHy insects; 13, the world and its parts; 14, the earth
and its parts, containing chapters on Asia, Europe, and Libya, that
is, Africa; 15, buildings, fields, and their measures; 16, stones (of

which one is echo) and metals; 17, de rebus rustiois; 18, war and
games; 19, ships, buildings, and garments; 20, provisions, domestic
and rustic instruments.

Isidore appears to have known Hebrew and Greek, and to

have been familiar with the Latin classical poets, but he is

a mere collector, and his derivations given all through the
work are not unfrequently absurd, and, unless when very
obvious, will not bear criticism. He seldom mentions his

authorities except when he quotes the poets or historians.

Yet his work was a great one for the time, and for many
centuries was a much valued authority and a rich source

of material for other works, and he had a high reputation

for learning both in his own time and in subsequent ages.

His Etymologies were often imitated, quoted, and copied.

MSS. are very numerous : Antonio (whose editor, Bayer,

saw nearly 40) says, " plures passimque reperiuntur in

bibliothecarum angulis." This work was printed nine times

before 1529.

Hrabanus Maurus, whose family name was Magnentius,

was educated in the abbey of Fulda, ordained deacon in 802
(" Annales Francorum" in Bouquet, Historiens de la France,

v. 66), sent to the school of St Martin of Tours then

directed by Alcuin, where he seems to have learned Greek,

and is said by Trithemius to have been taught Hebrew,
Syriac, and Chaldeo by Theophilus an Ephesian. In his

Commentaries on Joshua (lib. ii. c. 5), he speaks of having

resided at Sidon. He returned to Fulda and taught the

school there. He became abbot of Fulda in 822, resigned

in April 842, was ordained archbishop of Mayence 26th

July 847, and died 4th February 856. He compiled an

encyclopaedia De imiverso (also called in some MSS. De
universali natura, De natura rerum, and De origine rerum)

in 22 books and 325 chapters. It is chiefly a re-arrange-

ment of Isidore's Etymologies, omitting the first four books,

half of the fifth, and the tenth (the seven liberal arts, law,

medicine, and the alphabet of -words), and copying the rest,

beginning with the seventh book, verbally, though with

great omissions, and adding (according to Bitter, Geschichte

der Philosophie, vii. 1 93, from Alcuin, Augustine, or some

other accessible source) the meanings given in the Bible to

the subject matter of the chapter ; while things not

mentioned in Scripture, especially such as belong to classi-

cal antiquity, are omitted, so that hia work seems to be

formed of two alternating parts. His arrangement of

beginning with God and the angels long prevailed in

methodical encyclopaedias. His last six books follow very

closely the order of the last five of Isidore, from which they

are taken. His omissions are characteristic of the dimi.

nished literary activity and more contracted knowledge of

his time. His work was presented to Louis the German.
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king of Bavaria, at Hersfeld in October 847, and was printed

in 1473, foL, probably at Venice, and again at Strasburg

by Mentelin about 1472-75, fol., 334 pages.

Michael Constantine Psellus, the younger, 'wrote

AtSaa-KaXia TravToSaTn'i, dedicated to the emperor Michael
Ducas, who reigned 1071-78. It was printed by Fabri-cius

in his Bibliotheca Grceca, 1712, vol v., in 186 pages 4to
and 193 chapters, each containing a question and answer.

Beginning with divinity, it goes on through natural history

and astronomy, and ends with chapters on excessive hunger,
and why flesh hung from a fig-treo becomes tender. As
collation with a Turin MS. showed that 35 chapters were
wanting, Harles has omitted the text in his edition of

Fabricius, and gives only the titles of the chapters (x.

84-88)..

The author of the greatest encyclopsedia of the Middle
Ages, Vincentius Bellovacensis, or Belvacensis, most pro-

bably a native of Beauvais or of the Beauvaisis, was a
Dominican friar, called by Louis IX. of France, on his found-
ing Eoyaumont, a Cistercian monastery, in 1228, to fill the

office of lector. He seems also to have been royal librarian,

and Louis IX. paid for copying and buying many books for

him. Fifteen different dates from 1240 to 1334 have been
proposed for his death, but the most probable and the best

supported by evidence seems to be 1264. His great work,
called Bibliotheca mundi, or Speculum majus, quadniplex, or

triplex, is only the third part of what he had prepared and
abridged " ad fratrnm preces et consih'um prelati." The
edition of 1624 contains 4327 folio pages of very small type.

That the work excited great attention, and was muc)i used
at all times, is proved by the great number of MSS. in all

librpTies, of which nearly 80 have been described,- though
no general notice of them has been published. In his pro-

logue or general preface, which is prefixed to each of the
three genuine parts, he says it is called Specidum because
it briefly contains almost everything he could collect from
innumerable books which is worthy of speculation, that is,

of admiration or imitation, done or said in the visi'ale and
invisible world from the beginning to the end, and even
future things. He was so anxious that the names of the
authors quoted should not be lost or transposed in copying
that he wrote them, n'ot on the margin, but in the text
itself, " inter lineas ipsas sicut in decretis

; " therefore

Thomasius (De Plagio, 542-75) acquits him of plagiarism,
because he represents his work as a collection, and acknow-
ledges all quotations.

The Speculum Majus describes—first, natural things ; secondly,
liuraan doctrines, grammatical, literary, moral and political, includ-
ing jurisprudence,mathematic3, and physics; thirdly, ancienthistory,
Bacred and profane, with modem history, civil, literary, and, above
nil, CGcIesiastical. To these three genuine parts a fourth was added,
caWeiSptculum morale. The tist-pavt, Speculum naturale finished
in 1250, called in some MSS. Speculum in Sexameron, because
arranged according to the order of the creation, contains 32 books
and 3718 chapters. Book 1 treats of the creator and the angels

;

2 the sensible world and the work of the first day, including light,

colours, and demons ; 3, second day, the firmament ; 5 to 14, the
third day,—book 5 waters, 6 the earth, 7 minerals and metals, 9-14
botany, containing eight alphabetical lists, aromatic plants (Absin-
thium to Erigerou) 198 names, cultivated plants (Abrotanum to
Zinziber) 112 names, the others much shorter ; book 15, fourth day,
Rstronomy and technical chronology ; book 16, fifth day, birds

;

book 17 fishes (list of 98 names, including sepia, spongia), and
marine monsters (4.") names) ; booksl8to22, sixthday, animals; 23
to 28, man ; 29, de universo, relating to the operations of the Creator
since the creation, miracles, original sin, ic. The last three books
form a sort of appendix :—book 30, nature of things ; 31, natural
history of human life; 32, places and times. The second part,
Speculum dcctrinale, contains 17 books and 2374 chaptei-s ; book
1, tlie fall, studies, doctors, words, with an alj/habetical dictionary
of about 2300 words, Abavus to Zodia ; book 2, a very full gram-
mar, with 45 chapters on verbs ; book 3, logic, rhetoric, and poetry
(with 29 fables)

; 4, 5, monastic science ; 6, economic science ; 7,
politics ; 8, legal actions ; 9, 10, crimes ; 11, mechanical arts ; 12,
practical meditinc ; 13, 11, theoretic medicine ; 15, physics; IG,

mathematics, including metaphysics; 17, theology. Vincent hod
an accurate knowledge of Arabic figures and of the decimal nota-
tion, and his hook was probably the first written in France in which
they ,»ere explained. He does not mention mechanics or optics by
name. The third part. Speculum morale, is undoubtedly not by
Vincent de Beauvais. It was written, according to Quetif, between
1310 and 1325, and is not mentioned in the prologue in any MS.
written before 1310, in which the division of the work is said to be
threefold, and the Speculum historiale is called the third part, and
not the fourth, as it is in the later MSS. No MS. of the Speculttm
morale contains the prologue. It is divided into 3 books and 347
distinctions, subdivided into ai licles. Scliolastic arguments arc
more frequent, authors rarely named, and contradictory doctrines
placed together. It is chiefly taken from Feter de Tarentasia on
the Sentences of Peter Lombard, Steiihen de Borbone ou the Seven
Gifts of Old Spirit, Richard- de Middleton, the anonymous De con.

sidcratione novissimorum, and, above all, from the Summa Tlico-

logice of Thomas Aquinas. ' The fourth part, Speculum historiale,

in 31 books and 3793 chapters, contains a history of the world from
the creation to 1254, with 24 chapters on the death of men, the end
of the world, which he places with St Hildegard in 2376 A.D., the
reign of Antichrist, the last judgment, and the renewal of the
universe. In more ancient times his chief guides are Peter Comes-
tor (died 1178) and the Cistercian Helinand (died 1223). He men-
tions Turpin as the principal historian of Charlemagne. No one,

says Quetif, has written the history of his time with more accuracy
and truth, and greater freedom from all flattery. Jacob Van Maer-
lant translated this Speculum into Flemish verse, aud continued
it to 1273. A French trauslation was made by -Jean de Vignay (a

canon hospitaller of St Jacques du Hautpas, who died in 1341),
attherequestof Joanna of Burgundy, queen of Philip YI. of France,
and printed by Verard, Paris, 1495-6, fol. 5 vols.

Vincent de Beauvais has preserved several works of
ttie Middle Ages, and gives extracts from many lost

classics and valuable readings of others, and has done
more than any other mediaeval writer to awaken a tasta

for classical literature. Fabricius {Bibl. Graeca, 1728, xiv.

pp. 107-25) has given a list of 328 authors, Hebrew,
Arabic, Greek, and Latin, quoted in the Speculum natiirale.

To these should be added about 100 more for the doctrinale

and historiale. As he did not know Greek or Arabic, he
used Latin translations. The best editipn of the Speculuvi

majus is the first, printed at Strasburg, by Mentelin, 1469 ?

to 1473, fol. 10 vols. The three Venice editions of 1484,
1493-4, and 1591, fol. 4 vols., are very imperfect and in-

correct. The last edition, Duaci, 1624, fob 4 vols., by tlie

Benedictines of St Vaast of Arras, is equally incorrect, and
Vincent's readings of ancient texts are replaced by the

current readings of the time.

Brunetto Latini of Florence (born 1230, died 1294), the
master of Dante and Guido Cavalcanti, while an exile in

France between 1260 and 1267, wrote in French Zi Livres

dou Tresor, in 3 books and 413 chapters. Book i. contains

the origin of the world, the history of the Bible and of the

foundation of governments, astronomy, geography, and
lastly natural history, taken from Aristotle, PUny, and the

old French Bestiaries. The first part of Book ii., on
morality, is from the Ethics of Aristotle, . which Brunetto

had translated into Italian. The second part is little more
than a copy of the well-known collection of extracts from
ancient and modern moralists, called the Moralities of the

Philosophers, of which there are many MSS. in prose and
verse. Book iiL, on politics, begins with a treatise on
rhetoric, chiefly from Cicero De luventione, with many ex-

tracts from other writers aiid Brunetto's remarks. The last

part, the most original and interesting of all, treats of the

government of the Italian republics of the time. Like

many of his contemporaries, Brunetto revised his work, so

that there are two editions, the second made after his return

from exile. ilSS. are singularly numerous, and exist in

all the dialects then used in France. Others were written

in Italy. It was translated into Italian in the latter part

of the 13th century by Bono.Giamboni, and was printed at

Trevigi, 1474, fob ; Venice, 1528 and 1533; The Tesora

of Brunetto must not be confounded with his Tesoretto, an

Italian poem of 2937 short lines. Napoleon I. had in-
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fended to liave the French text of the Tesoro printed with

commentaries, aud appointed a commission for the purpose.

It was at last published in tlie Colhclion d"S Docwienls

inedis, Paris, 1863. 4to, 772 pages, edited by Chabaillo

from 42 MSS.
Bartholomeus de Glanvilla, an English Franciscan friar,

wrote about 1360 a most ])opular work, De proprietatibus

rerum, in 19 books and 1:?30 chapters.

Book 1 relates to God; 2, augels; 3, tlie soulj 4, the substance of

the body; 5, anatomy; 6, ages; 7, diseases; 8, the heavens (astro-

nomy uuj astrology); 9, time; 10, matter and form; 11, air; 12,

birds (including insects, 33 names, Aquila to Vespcrtilio), la,

water (witli ti-^licsj; 14, the earth (42 mountains, Ararath to Zipli);

\a, prorinces (171 countries, Asia to Zengia); 16, jirecions stones

(including coral, pearl, salt, 104 names, Arena to Zinguttes); 17,

trees and herbs (197, Arbor to Zucarum); IS, animals (114, Aries to

Vipera); 19, cohmrs, scents, flavours, and lii|uors, with a list of 36

egiis, Aspis to Vultur. Some editions add book 20, accidents of

things, that is numbers, measures, weights, andsounds. The Paris

edition of 1574 has a book on bees.

There were 15 editions before 1500. An English transla-

tion was completed 11th February 1398 by John Trevisa,

and printed by Wynkyn de Worde, Westminster, 1495?
fol.; London, 1533, fol.; and with considerable additions

by Stephen Batman, a physician, London, 1582, fol. It

was translate<l into French by Jehan Corbichon at tlic

command of Charles V. of France, and printed 14 times

from 1482 to 1556. A Dutch translation was printed in

1479, and again at Harlem, 1485, fol. ; and a Spanish

translation by Padre Vincinte de Burgos, Tholosa, 1494,

fol.

Petrus Eerchorius, a French Benedictine, prior of the

abbey of St Eloy in Paris, where he died in 1362, wrote a

kind of encyclopEedia, chiefly relating to divinity, iu three

parts:

—

Reductorium morale super tolam Bihliam, 428
mortatiates in 34 books on the Bible from Genesis to

Apocalypse ; Reductorium morale de proprietatibus rerum, in

14 books and 958 chapters, a methodical encyclopedia or

system of nature on the plan of Bartholomew de Glanville,

and chiefly taken from hira (Eerchorius places animals

nsxt after fishes in books 9 and 10, and adopts as natural

classes volatiiia, natatilia, and gressibilia); Dictiouarius,

an alphabetical dictionary of 3514 words used in the Bible

with moral expositions, occupying in the last edition 1558
folio pages. The first part was printed 11 times from

1474 to 1515, and the third 4 times. The three parts

were printed together as Petri Berchorii opera omnia (an

incorrect title, for he wrote much besides), Moguntije, 1609,

fol. 3 vols., 2719 pages; Colonias Agrippina), 1631, fol.

3 vols; ib. 1730-31, fol. 6 vols., 2570 pages.

A very popular small encyclopaedia, Margarita pliilo-

sopkica, in 12 books, divided into 26 tractates and 573
chapters, was written by George Reisch, a German, prior

of the Cai'thusians of Freiburg, and confessor of the emperor

Maximilian I. Books 1-7 treat of the seven liberal arts:

8, 9, principles and origin of natural things ; 10, 11, the

soul, vegetative, sensitive, and intellectual ; 12, moral

philosophy. The first edition, Heidelberg, 1496, 4to, was
followed by 8 others to 1535. An Italian translation by
the astronomer Giovanno Paolo Gallucci was .published at

Venice in 1594, 1138 small quarto pages, of which 343
consist of additional tracts appended by the translator.

llaphael Maffei, called Volaterranus, being a native of

Volterra, where he was born in 1451 and died 5th January

1522, wrote Covimentarii Urbani, Rome, 1506, fol., in 38
books, so called because written at Rome. This encyclo-

p.-edia, printed eight times up to 1603, is remarkable for

tlie great importance given to geography, and also to

biography, a subject not included in previous encyclopaedias.

Indeed, the book is formed of three nearly equal parts,

—

geographia, 11 books; anthropologia (biography), 11 books
;

and philologia, 15 books. The boolcs are not divided into

short chapters in the ancient manner, like those of its pre-

decessors. The edition of 1603 contains 814 folio pages.

The first book consists of the table of contents and a

classed index; books 2-12, geograpliy ; 13-23, liv^s of

illustrious men, the popes occupying book 22, and the

emperors book 23 ; 24-27, animals and plants ; 28, metals,

gems, .stones, houses, and other inanimate things; 34, de

scicntiis cycjicis (granmiar and rhetoric) ; 35, de scientiia

mathematicis (arithmetic, geometry, optica, catoptrica,

astronomy, and astrology) ; 36-38, Aristotelica (on the

works of Aristotle).

George Valla, born about 1 430 at Placentia, and there-

fore called Placeutinus, died at Venice in 1499 while

lecturing on the immortality of the soul Aldus published

his work, edited by his son John Peter Valla, De ex2ietendis

el/ugiendis rebus, Venetiis, 1501, fol. 2 vols.

It contains 49 books and 2119 chajiters. Book 1 is introductorj-,

on knowleilge, pliilosophy, and matliematics, considered generally

(he divides everything to be sougiit or avoided into three kinds

—

tliose wliicli are in the mind, in the body by nature or h.abit, and
thirdly, external, coming from without); books 2-4, arithmetic;

5-9, music; 10-15, geometry, including Euclid and mechanics,

—

book 15 being in three long chapters—de spiritualibus, th.at is,

pneumatics and hydr.aulics, de catoptricis, and de optice; 16-19,

astrology (with the structure and use of the astrolabe); 20-23,

physics (inchulingmet.ipliysics); 24-30, medicine; Bl-34, grammar;
35-37, dialectics; 38, poetry; 39, 40, rhetoric; 41, moral philo-

sophy; 42-44, economics; 45, politics; 46-48, de corporis com-
modis et iucommodis, on the good and evil of the body (and soul);

49, de rebus externis, as glory, giaudcur, &c. ^
Antonio Zara, born 1574, made bishop of Petina in Istria

1600, finished 17th January 1614 a work published a.s

Aiiaioviia hujeinorim el Scienlarium, Venetiis, 1615, 4to,

664 pages, in four sections and 54 membra. The first

s3ction, on the dignity and excellence of man, in 16 membra,

considers him in all his bodily and mental aspects. The
first membrum describes his structure and his soul, and in

the latter jxirt contains the author's preface, the deeds of

his ancestors, an account of himself, and the dedication of

his book to Ferdinand archduke of Austria. Four membra
treat of the discovery of character by chiromancy, physiog-

nomy, dreams, and astrology. The second section treats

of 16 sciences of the imagination,—writing, magic, poetry,

oratory, courtiership (aulicitas), theoretical and mystic

arithmetic, geometry, architecture, optics, cosmography,

astrology, practical medicine, war, government. The third

section treats of 8 sciences of intellect,—logic, physics,

metaphysics, theoretical medicine, ethics, practical juris-

prudence, judicature, theoretical theology. The fourth

section treats of 12 sciences of memory,—grammar, practical

arithmetic, human history, sacred canons, practical theology,

sacred history, and lastly the creation and the final catas-

trophe. The book, now very rare, is well arranged, with

a copious index, and is full of curious learning.

Johann Heinrich Alsted,born 1588, died 1638, published

Eneyclopcedia septevi tomis distincia, Herbornaj Nassovi-

orum 1630, fol. 7 vols., 2543 pages of very small type. It

is in 35 books, divided into 7 classes, preceded by 48 synop-

tical tables of the whole, and followed by an index of 119

pages.

I. Prrecognita disciplinarura, i books, hcxologia, teclniologia,

archelogia, didactic.a, that is, on intellectual h.abits and on the

classification, origin, and study of the arts. II. Vhilolog)', 6 books,

Icxica, grammar, rhetoric, logic, oratory, and poetiy: book 5, lexiea.

contains dictionaries explained in Latin of 1076 Hebrew, 842 Syriac,

1934 Arabic, 1923 Greek, and 2092 Latin words, and also uomeu-

clator technologire, &c., a classified vocabnl.ary of terms used in the

arts and sciences, in Latin, Creek, and Hebrew, filling 34 pages;

book 6 contains Hebrew, Aramaic, Creek, Latin, and German
grammars; book 10, poetica, contains a list of 61 Rotwclsch words.

III. Theoretic philosophy, 10 books:—book 11, metaphysics; 12,

pneumatica(ons-i.irits); 13, I'liysics; 14, arithmetic; 15, geometry;

16, cosn\ography; 17, nvanometria (astronomy and astrologj'): 18,

Bi'ograph)-'(«ith maps of the Old Worlil, eastern Mediterranean, andj

Palestine under the Old and New Tcstameuts, and a plate of Noai s

VIII, — 25
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ark); 19, optics; 20, music. IV. Practical philosopliy, 4 l|ool<f:—

21, etMcs; 22, economics (on relatioiisliips); 23, politics, with llori-

lecium politicuni, 119 pages of extracts from historians, philo-

sophers, and orators; 2d, scholastics (on education, with a Hori-

le^ium of 25 pages). V. The three superior faculties:—25, theo-

logy 26, jurisprudence; 27, medicine (ending with the rules of

the Salernian school). VI. Mechanical arts in general:—book 28,

mathematical mechanical arts; book 29, agriculture, gardening,

care of animals, baking, brewing, jireparing medicines, metallurgy

(with mining); book 30, physical mechanical arts—printing, dial-

ling, &c. Under ptedutica (games) is Vida's Latin poem on chess,

and one by Leuschner on the Indus Lorzius. VII. Farragines

disciplinarum, 5 books:—31, mnemonics; 32, history; 33, chrono-

logy; 34, architecture; 35, quodlibctica, miscellaneous arts, as

magic, cabbala, alchemy, magnetism, &c., with others apparently

distinguished and named by himself, as, paradoxologia, the art of

explaining paradoxes; dipnosophistica, the art of philosophizing

while feasting; cyclognomica, the art of conversing well de quovis

Bcibili; tabacologia, the nature, use. and abuse of tobacco, Sic,—in

ell 35 articles in this book.

Alsted's encyclopaedia was received with very great

applause, and was highly valued. Lami (Entretiens, 1C84,

p. 188) thought it almost the only encyclopasdia which did

not deserve to be despised. Alsted's learning was very

various, and his reading was very extensive and diversified.

He gives few references, and Thomasius charges him with

plagiarism, as he often copies literally without any acknow-

ledgment. He wrote not long before the appearance of

encyclopaedias in modern languages superseded his own

and other Latin books, and but a short time before the

alpbabetical arrangement began to prevail over the metho-

dical. His book was reorinted, Lugduni, 1 649, foL 4 vols.,

2608 pages.

Jean de Magnon, historiographer to the king of France,

undertook to write on encyclopaedia in French heroic

verse, which was to fill ten volumes of 20,000 lines each,

and to render libraries merely a useless ornament. But he

did not live to finish it, as he was killed at night by

robbers on the Pont Neuf in Paris, in April 1662. The

part he left was printed as La Science universelle, Paris,

1663, fol., 348 pages,—10 books containing about 11,000

lines. They begin with the nature of God, and end with

the history of the fall of man. His verses, say Chaudoti

and Delandine, are perhaps the most nerveless, incorrect,

obscure, and flat in French poetry
;
yet the author had

been the friend of Moli^re,' and had acted with him in

comedy.
Louis Mor^ri (bom 25th Jlarch 1G43 at Bargemont, in

the diocese of Frejus, died 10th July 1680 at Paris) wrote

a dictionary of history, genealogy, and biography, Le

qrand dictionnaire kistorique, ou le melange curieux de

Vldstoire sacree et profane, Lyons, 1674, fol. He began a

second edition on a larger scale, published at Lyons in

1681, in two volumes folio; the sixth edition was edited

b_y Jean le Clerc, Amsterdam, 1691, fol. 4 vols.; the

twentieth and last edition, Paris, 1759, foL 10 vols.

Mor^ri's dictionary, still very useful, was of very great

value and importance, though not the first of the kind.

It superseded the very inferior compilation of Juign^-

Broissinere, Dictionnaire Theologique, Historique, Poetiqtie,

CosmograpMque, et Chronologique, Paris, 1644, 4to

;

Eouen, 1C68, &c.,—a translation, with additions, of the

Dictionarium Historicum, Geographicum, et Poeticum of

Charles Estienne, published in 1553, 4to, and often after-

wards. As such a work was much wanted, Juign^'s book
went through twelve editions in less thau thirty years,

notwithstanding its want of criticism, errors, anachronisms,

defects, and inferior style.

Johann Jacob Hofmann, born 11th September 1635,
died 10th March 1706, son of a schoolmaster at Basel,

which he is said never to have left, and where he was pro-

fessor of Greek and History, wrote Lexicon Universale

Sistorico • Geograpkico • Chronqloglco FoeticQ - PhUologicum,

Basileaj, 1677, fol. 2 vols., 1823 pages, a dictionary of

history, biography, geography, genealogies of princely

families, chronology, mythology, and philology. At the

end is Noraenclator Mi^dyXiurros, an index of names of

places, people, &c., in many languages, carefully collected,

and explained in Latin, filling 110 pages ; with an index of

subjects not forming separate articles, occupying 34 pages.

In 1683 he published a continuation in 2 vols, fol., 2293

pages, containing, besides additions to the subjects given

in his lexicon, the history of animals, plants, stones, metals,

elements, stars, and especially of man and his affairs, arts,

honours, laws, magic, music, rites, and a vast number of

other subjects. In 1698 he published a second edition,

Lugduni Batavorum, foL 4 vols., 3742 pages, incorporating

the continuation with additions. From the great extent

of his plan, many articles, especially in history, are super-

ficial and faulty.

i;tienne Chauvin was born at Nismes 18th April 1640.

He fled to Rotterdam on the revocation of the Edict of

Naiitcs, and in 1688 supplied Bayle's place in his lectures

on philosophy. In 1695 he was invited by the elector of

Brandenburg to go as professor of philosophy to Berlin, where

he became the representative of the Cartesian philosophy,

and died 6th April 1725. He wrote Lexicon Eationale,

sive Thesaurus Philosophicus Ordine Alphahelico digestus,

Kotterdami, 1692, foL, 746 pages and 30 plates. An im-

proved and enlarged edition was printed as Lexicon phito-

sopkicum secundis curis, Leovardiae, 1713, large folio, 725

pages, and 30 plates. This great work may be considered

as a dictionary of the Cartesian philosophy, and was very

much used byBrucker and other earlier historians of philo-

sophy. It is written in a very dry and Bcholastit style,

and seldom names authorities.

The great dictionary of French, begun by the French

Academy 7th February 1639, excluded all words especially

belonging to science and the arts. But the success of the

rival dictionary of Furetifere, which, as its title page, as well

as that of the £ssais published in 1684, conspicuously

annovmced, professed to give " les termes de toutes les

Sciences et des Arts," induced Thomas Corneille, a member
of the Academy, to compile Le Dictionnaire des Arts et des

Sciences, which the Academy published with the first edition

of their dictionary, Paris, 1694, folio, as a supplement in

two volumes containing 1236 pages. It was reprinted at

Amsterdam, 1696, fol. 2 vols., and at Paris in 1720, and

again in 1732, revised by FontenelJe. A long series of

dictionaries of arts and sciences have followed Corneille in

placing in their titles the arts before the sciences, which he

probably did merely in order to differ from Furetiere.

Corneille professed to quote no author whom he had not

consulted ; to take plants from Dioscorides and Matthiolus,

medicine from Ettmiiller, chemistry from a MS. of Perrault,

and architecture, painting, and sculpture from F^libien

;

and to give an abridged history of animals, birds, and
fishes, and an account of all religious and military orders

and their statutes, heresiarchs and heresies, and dignities

and charges ancient and modern.

Pierre Bayle (born 18th November 1647, died 28th

December 1706) wrote a very important and valuable work,

Dictionnaire Historique et Critique, Rotterdam, 1697, foL

2 vols. His design was to make a dictionary of the errors

and omissions of Mor^ri and others, but lie was much
embarrassed by the numerous editions and supplements of

Mordri. A second edition with an additional volum*
appeared at Amsterdam in 1702, fol. 3 vols. The fourth

edition, Rotterdam, 1720, fol. 4 vols., was much enlarged

from his manuscripts, and was edited by Prosper Marchand.

It contains 3132 pages besides tables, &c. The ninth

edition was published at Basel, 1741, fol. 10. Vols. It was
translated ipto English from the second edition, London,
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1709, foL 4 vbls., with some slight additions and correc-

tions by the author ; and again from the fifth edition of

1730 by Birch and Lockman, London, 1734-40, fol. 5 vols.

J. G. do Chaufepid published Nouveau Dictionnaire

hisiorique, Amsterdam, 1750-56, fol., 4 vols., as a supple-

ment to Bayle. It chiefly consists of the articles added by

the English translators with many corrections and additions,

and about 500 new articles added by himself, and contains

in all about 1400 articles. Prosper Marchand, editor of the

fourth edition, left at his death, 14th, January 1756,

materials for a supplementary Dictionnaire historique. La
Haye, 1758, foL 2 vols. 891 pages,. 136 articles. It had

occupied his leisure moments for forty years. Much of his

work was written on small scraps of paper, sometimes 20

in half a page and no larger than a nail, in such small char-

acters that not only the editor but the printer had to use

powerful magnifiers. Bayle'a dictionary was also translated

into German, Leipzig, 1741-44, foL 4 vols., with a preface

by J. C. Gottsched. It is still a work of great importance

and value.

Vincenzo Maria Coronelli, a Franciscan friar, who was
born in Venice about 1650, made cosmographer to the re-

public in 1685, became general of his order in 1702, and
was found dead at his study table 9th December 1718,

began in 1701 to publish a general alphabetical encyclo-

paedia, written in Italian, at which he had been working

for thirty years, Biblioteca Universale Sacro-pro/ana. It

was to explain more than 300,000 words, to include history

and biography as well as all other subjects, and to extend

to 45 volumes foljo. Volumes 1-39 were to contain the

dictionary A to Z
J
40, 41, the supplement; 42, retractations

and corrections ; 43, universal index ; 44, index divided

into matters ; 45, index in various languages. But seven

volumes only were published, Venezia, 1701-6, foL 5609
pages, A to Caque. The first six volumes have each an
index of from 28 to 48 pages (in all 224 pages) of subjects,

whether forming articles or incidental. The articles in

each are numbered, and amount to 30,269 in the six

volumes, which complete the letter B. On an average 3

pages contain 22 articles. Each volume is dedicated to a
different patron,—the pope, the.doge, the king of Spain, &c.

This work is remarkable for the extent and completeness

of its plan, and for being the first great alphabetical encyclo-

paedia, as well as for being written in a modem language,

but it was hastily written and very incorrect. Never, per-

haps, says Tiraboschi- {Storia della Letteratura Italiana,

viiL 546), was there so quick a writer; he composed a

folio volume as easily as others would a page, but he
never perfected his works, and what we have of this

book will not induce us to regret the want of the re-

mainder.

,
The first alphabetical encyclopaedia written in English

was the work of a London clergjTuan, John Harris (born

about 1667, elected first secretary of the Royal Society 30th
November 1709, died 7th September 1719), Lexicon
Technicum, or an universal English Dictionary of Arts and
Scietices, London, 1704, foL 1220 pages, 4 plates, with
many diagrams and figures printed in the text. Like many
subsequent English encyclopedias the pages are not

nimibered. It professes not merely to explain the terms
used in the arts and sciences, but the arts and sciences

themselves. The author complains that he found much
less help from previous dictionaries than one would suppose,

that Chauvin is full of obsolete school terms, and Corneille

gives only bare explanations of terms, which often relate

only to simple ideas and common things. He omits
theology, antiquity, biography, and poetry; gives only
technical history, geography, and chronology ; and in logic,

metaphysics, ethics, grammar, and rhetoric, merely explains
the terms used. In mathematics and anatomy he Drofesses

to be very full, bat says that the catalogues and places of

the stars are very imperfect, as Flamsteed refused to assist

him. In botany he gave from Ray, Morrison, and Toume-
fort " a pretty exact botanick lexicon, which was what wo
really wanted before, " with an account of all the " kinds

and subalternate species of plants, and their specific differ-

ences " on Hay's method. Ue gave a table of fossils from

Dr Woodward, professor of medicine in Gresham College,

and took great pains to describe the parts of a ship accurately

and particularly, going often on board himself for the pur-

pose. In law he abridged from the best writers what he

thought necessary. He meant to have given at the end an

alphabet for each art and science, and some more plates of

anatomy and ships, " but the undertaker could not afford it

at the price." A. review of hia work, extending to the un-

usual length of four pages, appeared in the Fhilosophicdk

Transactions, 1704 (p. 1699). This volume was reprinted

in 1708. A second volume of 1419 pages and 4 plates

appeared in 1710, with a list of about 1300 subscribers.

Great part of it consisted of mathematical and astronomical

tables, as he intended his work to serve as a small mathe-

matical library. He was allowed by Sir Isaac Newton to

print his treatise on acids. He gives a table of logarithms

to seven figures of decimals (44 pages), and one of sines,

tangents, and secants (120 pages), a list of books filling two

pages, and an index of the articles in both volumes under

26 heads, filling 50-pages. The longest lists are law (1700

Articles), chyurgery, anatomy, geometry, fortification,

botany, and musia The mathematical and physical part is

considered very able. He often mentions his authorities,

and gives lists of books on particular subjects, as botany

and chronology. His dictionary was long very popular.

The fifth edition was published in 1736, foL 2 vols. A
supplement, including no new subjects, appeared in 1744,

London, foL 996 pages, 6 plates. It was intended to rival

Chainbers, but, being considered a bookseller's speculation,

was not well received.

Johann Hiibner, rector of the Johanneum in Hamburg,
born 17th March 1668, wrote prefaces to two dictionaries

written in German, which bore his name, and were long

popular. The first was Eeales Staats-Zeitungs und Conver-

sations-Lexicon, Leipzig, 1704, 8vo; second edition, 1706,

947 pages; at the end a register of arms, and indexes of

Latin and French words; fifth edition, 1711; fifteenth

edition 1735, 1119 pages. The thirty-first edition was

edited and enlarged by F. A Riider, and published by
Brockhaus, Leipzig, 1824-23, Svo, 4 vols., 3088 pages. It

was translated into Hungarian by Fejer, Pesten, 1816, 8vo,

5 vols., 2958 pages. The second published as a supple-

ment, was Curieuses und reales Natur- Kuiut- Berg- Gewerh-

und Handtungs-Lexicon, Leipzig, • 1712, 8vo, 788 pages,

frequently reprinted to 1792. The first relates to. the

political state of the world, as religion, orders, states, rivers,

towns, castles, mountains, genealogy, war, ships ; the second

to nature, science, art, and commerce. They were the

work of many authors, of whom Paul Jacob Marpiu'ger, a

celebrated and voluminous writer on trade and commerce,

born at Nuremberg 27th June 1656, was an extensive con-

tributor, and is the only one named by Hiibner.

Johann Theodor Jablonski, who was born at Dantzic 15th

December 1654, appointed secretary to the newly founded

Prussian Academy in 1700, when he went to Berlin, where

he died 28th April 1731, published AUgemeines Lexicon

der Kilnste und Wissenschaften, Leipzig, 1721, 4to, a short

but excellent encyclopedia still valued in Germany. It

does not include theology, history, geography, biography,

and genealogy. He not only names his authorities, but

gives a list of their works. A new edition in 1748 was

increased one-third to 1508 pages. An improved edition,

Konigsberg and Leiozie. 1767, 4to, 2 vols., 1852 pages,
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was edited by J. J. Schwabo, public teacher of philusopby

at Leipsic

Ephraim Olmmbers published his Cydopmdia; or an

Universal Dictionary of Art and Sciences, contain {71 (j an

Explication of the Terms and an Account of tlie Tilings

Signified thereby in t/w several Arts, Liberal and Mechani-

cal, and the several Sciences, Human and Divine, London,

1728, fol. 2 vols. The dedication to the king is dated

October 15, 1727. Chambers endeavoured to connect the

scattered articles relating to each subject by a system of

references, and to consider " the several matters, not only

in themselves, but relatively, or as they respect each other

;

both to treat them as so many wholes and aa so many parts

of some greater whole." Under each article he refers to

the subject to which it belongs, and also to its subordinate

parts ; thus Copyhold has a reference to Tenure, of which

it is a particular kind, and other references to Rolls,

Custom, Manor, IJine, Chartorland, and Freehold. In his

preface he gives an " analysis of the divisions of know-

ledge," 47 in number, with classed lists of the articles

belonging to each, intended to serve as table of contents

and also as a rubric or directory indicating the order in

which the articles should be read. But it does so very im-

perfectly, as the lists are curtailed by many et cceleras; thus

19 occur in a list of 119 articles under Anatomy, which has

nearly 2200 articles in Eees's index. He omits etymologies

unless' " they appeared of some significance;" he gives only

one grammatical form of each word, unless peculiar ideas

are arbitrarily attached to different forms, as precipitate,

precipitant, precipitation, when each has an article; and

he omits complex ideas generally known, and thus " gets

free of a vast load of plebeian words." His work, he says,

is a collection, not the produce of one man's wit, for that

would go but a little way, but of the whole commonwealth

of learning. " Nobody that fell in my way has been

spared, antient or modern, foreign nor domestic. Christian

or Jew nor heathen." To the subjects given by Harris he

adds theology, metaphysics, ethics, pcilitics, logic, grammar,

rhetoric, and poetry, but excludes history, biography,

genealogy, geography, and chronology, except their techni-

cal parts. A second edition appeared in 1738, fol. 2 vols.

2466 pages, " retouched and amended in a thousand places."

A few articles are added ^nd some others enlarged, but he

was prevented from doing more because " the booksellers

were alarmed with a bill in parliament containing a clause

to oblige the publishers of all improved editions of books

to print their improvements separately." The bill after

passing the Commons was unexpectedly thrown out by the

Lords ; but fearing that it might be revived, the booksellers

thought it best to retreat though more than twenty sheets

had been printed. Five other editions were published in

London, 1739 to 1751-2, besides one in Dublin, 1742, all

in 2 vols. fol. An Italian translation, Venezia, 1748-49,

4to, 9 vols., was the first complete Italian encyclopedia.

When Chambers was in France in 1739 he rejected very

favourable proposals to publish an edition there dedicated

to Louis XV. His work was judiciously, honestly, and
carefully done, and long maintained its popularity. But it

had many defects and omissions, as he was well aware ; and

at his death, 15th May 1740, he had collected and arranged

materials for seven new volumes. John Lewis Scott was
employed by the booksellers to select such articles as were

fit for the press and to supply others. He is said to have
done this very efficiently until appointed sub-preceptor to

the prince of Wales and Prince Edward. His task was en-

trusted to L)r (afterwards called SirJohn) Hill, who performed
it very hastily, and with characteristic carelessness and self-

sufficiency, copying freely from his own writings. The Sup-
plement was published in London, 1753, fol. 2 vols., 3307
pages and 12 plates. As Hill was a botanist, the botanical

part, which had been very defective in the Cycl'/pcrJia

was the best. Abraham Eees published a revised

and enlarged edition, " with the 6ui>plement and modern
improvements incorporated in one aljihabet," London,

1778-88, fol 2 vols., 5010 pages, 159 plates. It wis

published in 418 numbers, at Cd. each, llces says tlii/t

ho has added more than 4400 new articles. At the end he

gives an index of articles, classed under 100 heads,

numbering about 57,000, and filling 80 pages. The heads,

with 39 cross references, aro arranged alphabetically.

Rees's edition was reprinted, London, 1786-88, and

1789-91, fol. 5 vols., and Dublin, 1787, fol 4 vols.

According to the English custom, all the editions of the

Cyclopaedia have no pagination.

One of the largest and most comprehensive encyclo-

pajdias was undertaken and in a great measure completed

by Johann Heinrich Zedler, a bookseller of Leipsic, who
was born at Breslau 7th January 1706, made a Prussian

commerzienrath in 1731, and died at Leipsic in 17G0,

—

Grosses vollstdndiges Universal Lexicon Alter Wisseaschaften

tuid Kiiiisle welche bishero durch menschlichen Verstand vnd
Witz erfunden nnd verbessert warden, Halle and Leipzig,

1732-50, foL 64 vols. 64,309 pages ; and Nuthirje SuppU-
mente, ib. 1751-54, vols. i. to iv., A to Caq, 3016 pages.

The columns, two in a page, are numbered, varying from

1356 in vol. li. to 2588 in vol xlix. Each volume has a

dedication, with a portrait. The first nine are the emperor,

the kings of Prussia and Poland, the empress of Russia,^

and the kings of England, France, Poland, Denmark, and

Sweden. The dedications, of which two are in verse, and

all are signed by Zedler, amount to 459 pages. The
supplement has no dedicatione or portraits. The preface

to the first volume of the work is by Johann Peter von

Ludewig, chancellor of the university of Halle (born 15th

August 1690, died 6th September 1743). Nine editors

were employed, whom Ludewig compares to the nine

muses; and the whole of each subject was entnisted to the

same person, that all its parts might be uniformly treated,

Carl GUnther Ludovici (born at Leipsic 7th August 1707,

public teacher of philosophy there from 1734, died 3d July

1778) edited the work from vol. xix., beginning the letter

M, and published in 1739, to the end, and also the supple-

ment. The work was published by subscription. Johann
Heinrich Wolff, an eminent merchant and shop-keeper in

Leipsic, born there 29th April 1690, came to Zedler's

assistance by advancing the very heavy expenses and

becoming answerable for the subscriptions, and spared no

cost that the work might be complete. Zedler very truly

says, in his preface to vol. xviii., that his Universal Lexicon

was a work such as no time and no nation could show, and

both in its plan and execution it is much more compre-

hensive and complete than any previous encyclopedia.

Colleges, says Ludewig, where all sciences are taught and
studied, are on that account called universities, and their

teaching is called studium universale , but the Universal

Lexicon contains not only what they teach in theology,

jurisprudence, medicine, philosophy, history, mathematics,

Ac, but also many other things belonging to courts,

chanceries, hunting, forests, war and peace, and to artists,

artizans, housekeepers, and merchants, not thought of in

colleges. Its plan embraces not only history, geography,

and biography, but also genealogy, topography, and from

vol. xviii., published in 1738, lives of illustrious living

persons. Zedler inquires why death alone should make a

deserving man capable of having his services and worthy

deeds made known to the world in print. The lives of the

dead, he says, are to be found in books, but those of the

living are not to be met with anywhere, and would often

lie more useful if known. In consequence of this preface,

many lives and genealogies were sent to him for publicatiou.
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Cross references generally give not only the article

referred to, but also tlie volume and column, and, when
necessary, such brief information as may distitiguish the

word referred to from others similar but of different

meaning. Lists of authorities, often long, exact, and

valuable, are frequently appended to the articles. This

•I'ork, which is well and carefully compiled, and very

t'rustworthy, is still a most valuable book of reference on

many subjects, especially topography, genealogy, and

biography. The genealogies and family histories ore

r xcellent, and many particulars are given of the lives and
vorks of authors not easily found elsewhere.

A work on a new plan was published by Dennis de

Coetlogon, a Frenchman naturalized in England, who
styled himself "Knight of St Lazare, M.D., and member
fjf the Royal Academy of Angers,"

—

An Universal History

(if Arts and Sciences, London, 1745, fol. 2 vols., 2529
])ages, 33 plates, and 161 articles arranged alphabetically.

lie "endeavours to render each treatise as complete as

possible, avoiding above all things needless repetitions, and
never puzzling the reader with the least reference."

Theology is divided into several treatises ; Philosophy

into Ethicks, Logick, and Metaphysick, each under its

letter; and Physick is subdivided into Anatomy, Botany,

Geography, Geometry, <fec. Military Art is divided into

Army, Fortification, Gunnery. The royal licence is dated

13th March 1740-1, the dedication is to the duke of

Gisors, the pages are numbered, there is an appendix of 35
pages of astronomical tables, and the two indexes, one to

each volume, fill 69 pages, and contain about 9000 subjects.

The type is large and the stj'le diffuse, but the subject

matter is sometimes curious. The author says that his

work is the only one of the kind, and that he wrote out

with his own hand every line, even the index. But not-

withstanding the novelty of his plan, his work does not

seem ever to have been popular.

Gianfrancesco Pivati, born at Padua in 1689, died at

Venice in 1764, secretary of the Academy of Sciences at

Venice, who had published in 1744 a' 4to volume contain-

ing a Dizionario universale, wrote Niwvo dizionario

scientifico e curinso sacro-profano, Venezia, 1746-51, fol. 10
vols., 7791 pages, 597 plates. It is a general encyclopaedia,

including geography, but not history or biography. He
gives frequent references to his authorities and much
curious information. His preliminary discourse (80 pages)

contains a history of the several sciences from mathematics
to geography. The book was published by subscription,

and at the end of the last volume is a Catalngo dei Signori

Associati, 252 in number, who took 266 copies. It is also re-

markable for the number of its plates, which are engraved on
copper. In each volume they are placed together at the end,

and are preceded by an explanatory index of subjects refer-

ring to the plates and to the articles they illustrate.

One of the greatest and most remarkable literary enter-

prises of the 18th century, the iamous Fiench. Fiici/clopedie,

originated in a French translation of Ch&rahers'sC i/clopcEdia,

begun in 1743, and finished in 1745 by John Mills, an
Englishman resident in France, assisted by Gottfried Sellius,

a very learned native of Dantzic, who, after being a pro-

fessor at Halle and Gottingen, and residing in Holland,

had settled in Paris. They applied to Lebreton, the king's

printer, to publish the work, to fulfil the formalities

required by French law, with which, as foreigners, they

werf not acquainted, and to solicit a royal privilege. This
he obtained, but in his own name alone. Mills complained
so loudly and bitterly of this deception that Lebreton had
t.o acknowledge formally that the privilege belonged en
tovXe propriete to John MQls:. But, as he again took care
not to acquaint Mills with the necessary legal formalities,

this title soon became invalid. Mills then agreed to grant

him part of his privilege, and in May 1746 the work was
announced as Encyclopedie ou Dictioniiaire Universel de$

Arts et dcs Sciences, folio, four volumes of 250 to 260
sheets each, with a fifth of at least 120 plates, and a voca-

bulary or list of articles in French, Latin, German, Italian,

and Spanish, with other lists for each language explained
in French, so that foreigners might easily find any article

wanted. It was to be published by subscription at 135
livre-s, but for large paper copies 200 livres, the first volume
to be delivered in June 1746, and the two last at tho end
of 1748. The subscription list, which was considerable,

closed 3lst December 1745. Mills demanded an account,
which Lebreton, who had again omitted certain formalities,

insultingly refused. , Mills brought an action against him,
but before it was decided Lebreton procured the revocation

of the privilege as informal, and obtained another for him-
self dated 21st January 1746. Thus, for unwittingly con-

travening regulations with which his unscrupulous publisher

ought to have made him acquainted. Mills was despoiled of

tiie work he had both planned and executed, and had to

return to England. Jean Paul de Gua de Malves,' professor

of philosophy in the college of France (born at Carcassonne
in 1713, died 15th June 1785), was then engaged as editor

merely to correct errors and add new discoveries. But he
proposed a thorough revision, and obtained the assistance of

many learned men and artists, among whom Desessarts

names Louis, Condillac, D'Alembert, and Diderot. But
the publishers did not think his reputation high enough to

ensure success, withheld their confidence, and often opposed

his plans as too expensive. Tired at last of disputes, and
too easily offended, De Gua resigned the editorship. The
publishers, who had already made heavy advances, offered

it to Diderot (bom October 1713, died 30th July 1784),
who was probably recommended to them by his very well

vtcii\\eA-Dictionnctire Universel de Medici7ie, Paris, 1746-
48, fol. 6 vols., published by Briasson, David, and Durand,
with notes and additions by Julien Busson, doctor regent of

the faculty of medicine of Paris. It was a translation, made
with the assistance of Eidous and Toussaiut, of the cele-

brated work of Dr Eobert James, inventor of the fever

powders, A Medicinal Dictionary, London', 1743-45, fol. 3
vols., 3275 pages and 98 plates, comprising a history of

drugs, with chemistry, botany, and natural history so far as

they relate to medicine, and with an historical preface of 99
pages (in the translation 136). The proposed work was to

have been similar in character. De Gua's papers were
handed over to Diderot in great confusion. He soon per-

suaded the publishers to undertake a far more original and
comprehensive work. His friend D'Alembert undertook to

edit the mathematics. Other subjects were allotted to 21

contributors, each of whom received the articles on this sub-

ject in Mill's translation to serve as a basis for his work.

But they were in most cases so badly composed and trans-

lated, so full of errors and omissions, that they were not

used. The contributions were to be finished in three

months, but none were ready in time, except Music by
Piousseau, which he admits was hastily and badly done.

Diderot was imprisoned at Vincennes, 29th July 1749, for

his Lettre sur Ics Aveugles. He was closely confined for 28
days, and was then for three months and ten days a prisoner

on parole in the castle. This did not stop the printing,

though it caused delay. The prospectus by Diderot

appeared in November 1750. The work was to form 8
vols, fol., with at least 600 plates. The first volume was
publi-shed in July 1751, and delivered to the subscribers in

August. The second appeared in January 1752. An arret

of the council, Pti February, suppressed both volumes as inju-

rious to the king's authority and to religion. Malesherbes,

director-general of the Librairie, stopped the issue of

vuluma ii., 9th February, and on the 21st went with a
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lettre de cachf^ to Lebreton's to Beize the plates and the

MSS., but did not find, says Barbier, even those of volume
iii., as they had been taken to his own house by Diderot

and one of the publishers. The Jesuits tried to continue

the work, but in vain. It was less easy, says Grimm, than

to ruin philosophers. The Didionnaire de Trevoux pro-

nounced the completion of the Encyclopcdie impossible, and
the project ridiculous (5th edition, 1752, iii. 750). The
Government had to request the editors to resume the work
as one honourable to the nation. The Marquis d'Argenson
writes, 7th May 1752, that Mme. de Pompadour had been

urging them to proceed, and at the end of June he reports

them as again at work. Volume iii., rather improved by
the delay, appeared in October 1753 ; and volume vii.,

completing G, in November 1757. The clamours against

the work soon recommenced. D'Alembert retired in

January 1758, weary of sermons, satires, and intolerant and
absurd censors. The parliament of Paris, by .an arrele, 23d
January 1759, stopped the sale and distribution of the Bii-

cydopedie, Helvetius's De VEsprit, and six other books;

and by an arret, 6th February, ordered them all to be

burnt, but referred the Encydopedie for examination to a
commission of nine. An arret du conseil, 7th March, re-

voked the privilege of 1746, and stopped the printing.

Volume viii. was then in the press. Malesherbes warded
Diderot that he would have his papers seized next day

;

and when Diderot said ho could not make a selection, or

find a place of safety at such short notice, Malesherbes said,

" Send them to me, they will not look for them there."

This, according to Mme. de Vandeul, Diderot's daughter,

was done with perfect success. In the article Pardonner
Diderot refers to these persecutions, and says, " In the

space of some months we have seen our honour, fortune,

liberty, and life imperilled." Malesherbes, Choiseul, and
Mme. de Pompadour protected the work ; Diderot obtained

private permission to go on printing, but with a strict

charge not to publish any part until the whole was finished.

The Jesuits were condemned by the parliament of Paris in

1762, and by the king in No .'ember 176i. Volume i. of

plates appeared in 1762, and volumes viii. to xvii., ten

volumes of text,. 94 08 pages, completing the work, with the

4th volume of plates in 1765, when there were 4250 sub-

scribers. The work circulated freely in the provinces and
in foreign countries, and was secretly distributed in Paris

and Versailles. The general assembly of the clergy, on
20th June 1765, approved articles in which it was con-

demned, and on 27th September adopted a memoire to

be presented to the king. They were forbidden to pub-

lish their acts which favoured the Jesuits, but Lebreton
was required to give a list of his subscribers, and was
put into the Bastille for eight days in 1766. A royal

order was sent to the subscribers to deliver their copies

to the lieutenant of police. Voltaire in 1774 relates

that, at a, petit souper of the king at Trianon, there was a
debate on the composition of gunpowder. Mme. de
Pompadour said she did not know how her rouge or her sUk
stockings were made. The Due de la Vallifere regretted that

the king had confiscated their encyclopaedias, which could

decide everything. The king said he had been told that

the work was most dangerous, but as he wished to judge
for himself, he sent for a copy. Three servants with diffi-

culty brought in the 31 volumes. The company found
everything they looked for, and the king allowed the

confiscated copies to be returned. Mme. de Pompadour
died 15th April 1764. Lebreton had half of the property
in the work, and Durand, David, and Briasson had the rest.

Lebreton, who had the largest printing office in Paris, em-
ployed 50 workm^ in printing the last ten volumes. He
had the articles set in type exactly as the authors sent them
in, and when Diderot had corrected the last proof of each

sheet, he and his foreman, hastily, secretly, and by nigbt»

unknown to his partners in the work, cut out whatever
seemed to them daring, or likely to give offence, mutilated
most of the best articles without any regard to the consecu-

tiveness of what was loft, and burnt the manuscript as they
proceeded. The printing of the work was nearly finished

when Diderot, having to consult one of his great philosophi-

cal articles in the letter S, found it entirely mutilated. Ho
was confounded, says Grimm, at discovering the atrocity

of the printer ; all the best articles were in the same con-

fusion. This discovery put him into a state of frenzy and
despair from rage and grief. His daughter never heard
hira speak coolly on the subject, and after twenty years it

still made him angry. He believed that every one knew as

well as he did what was wanting in each article, but in fact

the mutilation was not perceived even by the authors, and for

many years was known to few persons. Diderot at.first re-

fused- to correct the remaining proofs, or to do more than
write the explanations of the elates. He required, accord-

ing to Mme. de Vandeul, that a copy, now at St Petersburg

with his "library, should be printed with columns in which
all was restored. The mutilations began as far back as the

article Intendant. But how far, says Rosenkrantz, this

murderous, incredible, and infamous operation was carried

cannot now be exactly ascertained. Diderot's articles, not
including those on arts and trades, were reprinted in

Naigeon's edition (Paris, 1821, Svo, 22 vols.). They fill

4132 pages, and number 1139, of which 601 vyere written

for the last ten volumes. They are on very many subjects,

but principally on grammar, history, moralityj philosophy,

literature, and metaphysics. As a contributor, his special

department of the work was philosophy, and arts and trades.

He passed whole days in workshops, and began by examin-
ing a machine carefully, then he had it taken to pieces and
put together again, then he watched it at work, and lastly

worked it himself. He thus learned to ase- such compli-

cated machines as the stocking and cut velvet looms. He
at first received 1200 livres a year as editor, but afterwards

2500 livres a volume, besides a final sum of 20,000 livreS.

Although after his engagement he did not suffer from
poverty as he had done before, he was obliged to sell his

library in order to provide for his daughter. De Jauconrt

spared neither time, trouble, nor expense in perfecting the

work, for which he received nothing, and he employed
several Secretaries at it for ten years. To pay them he had
to sell his house in Paris, which Lebreton bought with the

profits derived from De Jaucourt's work. All the pub-

lishers made large fortunes; their expenses amounted to

1,158,000 livres, and their profits to 2,162,000 D'Alem-

bert 's "Discours Preliminaire," 45 pages, written in 1750,

prefixed to the first volume, and delivered before the French
Academy on his reception, 19th December 1754, consists

of a systematic arrangement of the various branches of

knowledge, and an account of their progress since their re-

vival. His system, chiefly taken from Bacon, divides them
into three classes,—under memory, reason, and imagination.

Arts and trades are placed under natural history, supersti-

tion and magic under science de Dieu, and orthography

and heraldry under logic. The literary world is divided

into three corresponding classes

—

erudits, philosoplies, and
beaux esprits. As in Chambers's Cydopaedia, history and
biography were excluded, except incidentally; thus

Aiistotle's life is given in the article Aristotelisme. The
science to which an article belongs is generally named at

the beginning of it, references are given to other articles,

and the author's names are marked by initials, of which

lists are given in the earlier volumes, but sometimes their

names are subscribed in full Articles by Diderot have no

mark, and those inserted by him as editor have an asterisk

prefixed. Among the contributors were Voltaire, Euler.
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jfarraontel, Jlontesquieu, D'Anville, D'Holbacli and
'Vurgot, the leader of the new school of economists which
made its first appearance in the pages of the Eiicijclopedie.

Louis wrote the surgery, Daubenton natural history, Kidous
heraldry and art, Toussaint jurisprudence, and Condamine
(irticles on South America. No encyclopoedia perhaps has

feeen of such political importance, or has occupied so con-

ftpicuous a place in the civil and literary history of its

century. It sought not only to give information, but to

guide opinion. It was, as Eosenliranz says (Diderot, i,

1 J7), tlieistic and Jieretical. It was opposed to tlie church,

then all powerful in France, and it treated dogma histori-

cally. It was, as Desnoiresterres says (Voltaire, v. 1G4), a

war machine ; as it progressed, its attacks both on the church

and the stUl more despotic government, as well as on
Christianity itself, became bolder and more undisguised,

and it was met by opposition and persecution unparalleled

in the history of encyclopaedias. Its execution is very un-

equal, and its articles of very different value. It was not

constructed on a regular plan, or subjected to sufficient

supervision ; articles were sent in by the contributors, and
not seen by the editors until they were in type. In each

subject there are some excellent articles, but others are very

inferior or altogether omitted, and references are often

given to articles wliich do not exist. Thus marine is

Baid to be more than three-fourths deficient ; and in geo-

graphy errors and omissions abound,—even capitals and
sovereign states are overlooked, while villages are given as

towns, and towns are described which never existed. The
style is too generally loose, digressive, and inexact ; dates

are seldom given ; and discursiveness, verbosity, and
dogmatism are frequent faulto. Voltaire was constantly de-

manding tfuth, brevity, and method, and said it was built

half of marble and half of wood. D'Alembert compared it

to a harlequin's coat, in which there is some good stuff but

too many rags. Diderot was dissatisfied with it as a

whole ; much of it was compiled in haste; and carelessly

written articles and incompetent contributors were admitted

for want of money to pay good writers. Zedler's Universal

Lexicon is now on the whole much more useful for reference

than its far more brilliant successor. The permanent value

of encyclopedias depends on the proportion of exact and
precise facts they contain, and on their systematic regularity.

The first edition of the EacydopeJie, in 17 vols, folio,

16,288 pages, was imitated by a counterfeit edition printed

at Geneva as the volumes appeared in Paris. Eleven folio

volumes of plates were published at Paris, 1762 to 1772,
containing 2888 plates and 923 pages of explanation, ic.

A supplement was printed at Amsterdam and Paris, 1776-
77, fol. 5 vols., 3874 pages, v/ith 224 plates. History was
introduced at the wish of the public, but only "the
general features which mark epochs in the annals of the

fl'orld." The astronomy was by Delalande, mathematics
hy Condorcet, tables by Bernouilli, natural history by
Adanson, anatomy and physiology by Haller. Daubenton,
Condamine, Marmontel, and other old contributors wrote
many articles, and several were taken from foreign editions.

A very full and elaborate index of the articles and subjects

of the 33 volumes was printed at Amsterdam in 1780, fol.

2 vols., 1852 pages. It was made by Pierre Mouchon, who
Was born at Geneva 30th July 1735, consecrated minister

18th August 1758, pastor of the French church at Basel
17G6, elected a pastor in Geneva 6th JIarch 1788, principal

!>f the college there 22d April 1791, died 20 August 1797.
This Tahl^ Anah/li'pie, which took him five years to make,
was undertaken for the publishers Cramer and De Tournes,
who gave him 800 louis for it. Though very exact and
full, he designedly omits the attacks on Christianity. This
index was rendered more useful and indispensable by the
>ery diffasS and digressive style of the werk, and by the

vast number of its articles. A complete copy of the first

edition of the Encydopedie consists of 35 vols, fol., printed

1751-80, containing 23,135 pages and 3132 plates. It

v.-as written by about 160 contributors. About 1761,

Panckoucke and other publishers in Paris proposed a new
and revised edition, and bought the plates for 250,000

livres. But, as Diderot indignantly refused to edit what

ho considered a fraud on the subscribers to the as yet un-

finished work, they began simply to reprint the work, pro-

mising supplementary volumes. When three volumes

wore printed the whole was seized in 1770 by the Govern-

ment at the complaint of the clergy, and was lodged in the

Bastille. The plan of a second French edition was laid

aside then, to be revived twenty years later in a very

different form. Foreign editions of the Encydopedie are

numerous, and it is difficult to enumerate them correctly.

One, with notes by Ottavio Diodati, Dr Sebastiano Paoli,

and Carlo Giuliani appeared at Lucca, 1758-71, fol. 17

vols, of text and 10 of plates. Though it was very much
expurgated, all engaged in it were excommunicated by the

pope in 1759. An attempt made at Siena to publish an

Italian translation failed. An edition by the Abbd Serafini

and Dr Gonnella, Livourne, 1770, &c.,foL 33 vols., returned

a profit of 60,000 piastres, and was protected by Leopold II.,

who secured the pope's silence. Other editions are Genfeve,

Cramer, 1772-76, a facsimile reprint; Genfeve, Pellet,

1 777-79, 4to, 36 vols, of text and 3 of plates, with 6 vols,

of Mouchon's index, Lyon 1780, 4to ; Genfeve et Neufchfitel,

Pellet, 1778-79, 4to, 36 vols, of text and 3 of plates;

Lausanne, 1778-81, 36 vols. 4to, or 72 octavo, of text and
3 of plates 1779-80 ; Lausanne et Berne, chez les Soci^t^s

Typographiques, 1780-82, 36 vols. Svo of text and 3 vols.

4to of plates, 1782. These four editions have the supple-

ment incorporated. Fortune Barthelemy de Felice, an

Italian monk, born at Eome 24th August 1723, who had

been professor at Rome and Naples, and had become a

Protestant, printed a very incorrect though successful

edition, Yverdun, 1770-80 4to, 42 vols, of text, 5 of sup-

plement, and 10 of plates. It professed to be a new work,

standing in the same relationship to the Encydopedie as

that did to Chambers's, which is far from being the case.

Sir Joseph Ayloffe issued proposals, 14th December 1751,

for an English translation of the Encydopedie, to be finished

by Christmas 1756, in 10 vols. 4to, with at least 600
plates. Ni^. 1 appeared in January 1752, but met with

little success. Several selections of articles and extracts

have been published under the title of L'Esprit de I'Ericy-

clopedie. 'The last was by Henncquin, Paris, 1822-23, Svo,

15 vols. An English selection is Select Essays from the

Encydopedy, London, 1773, 8vo. The articles of most of

the principal contributors have been reprinted in the

editions of their respective works. Voltaire wrote 8 vols.

Svo of a kind of fragmentaiy supplement, Questions sur

VEncydopedie, frequently printed, and usually included in

editions of his works, together with his contributions to the

Encyclopedic and his Dictionnaire Philosophiqne. Several

special dictionaries have been formed from the Encydopedie,

as the Dictionnaire Porlatif des Arts et Metiers, Paris, 1766,

Svo, 2 vols., about 1300 pages, by Philippe Macquer,

. brother of the author of the Did. de Chimie. An enlarged

edition by the Abb6 Jaubert, Paris, 1773, 5 vols. Svo,

3017 pages, was much valued and often reprinted. The
books attacking and defending the Encyclopedic are very

many. No original work of the 18th century, says Lan-

frey, has been more depreciated, ridiculed, and calumniated.

It has been called chaos, nothingness, the Tower of Babel,

a work of disorder and destruction, the gospel of Satan,

and even the ruins of Palmyra.

The Encydopcgdia Britannica, " by a society of gentle-

men in Scotland, printed in Edinburgh for A. Eel! and C;
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Macfarquliar, and sold l)y Colin Macfarquliar at his print-

ing office in Nicolson Street," was completed in 1771 in 3

volumes 4to, containing 2670 pages, and 160 copperplates

engraved by Andrew Bell. It was published in numbers,

of which the two first were issued in December 1768,
" price 6d. each, or 8d on a finer paper," and was to bo

completed in 100 weekly numbers. It was compiled, as

the title-page says, on a new plan. The different sciences

and arts were "digested into distinct treatises or systonis,"

of which there are 45 with cross headings, that is, titles

printed across the page, and about 30 other articles more
than three pages long. Tlie longest are ".Anatomy," 166

pages, and " Surgery," 238 pages. " The various technical

terms, &.C., are explained as they occur in the order of the

alphabet." "Instead of dismembering the sciences, by

attempting to treat them intelligibly under a multitude of

technical terms, they have digested the principles of every

science in the form of systems or distinct treatises, and
explained the terms as they occur in the order of the

alphabet, with references to the sciences to which they

belong." This plan, as the compilers say, differs from

that of all the previous dictionaries of arts and sciences.

Its merit and novelty consists in the combination of De
Coetlogon's plan with that in common use,—on the

one hand keeping important subjects together, and on

the other facilitating reference by numerous separate

articles. It is doubtful to whom the credit of this plan is

duo. The editor, William Smellie, a printer (born in 1740,

died 24th June 1795), afterwards secretary and superin-

tendent of natural history to the Society of Scottish

Antiquaries, is said by his biographer to have devised the

plan and written or compiled all the chief articles; and he

prints, but without date, part of a letter written and signed

by Andrew Bell by which he was engaged in the work :

—

" Sir, As we are engaged in publishing a dictionary of the

arts and sciences, and as you have informed us that there

are fifteen capital sciences which you will undertake for

and write up the sub-divi:)ions and detached parts of these

conform to your plan, and likewise to prepare the whole

work for the press, &c,, &c., we herebj' agree to allow you
£200 for your trouble, &c." Prof. JIacvey Napier says that

Smellie "was more likely to have suggested that great im-

provement than any of his known coadjutors." Archibald

Constable, who was interested in the work from 1788,

and was afterwards intimately acquainted with Bell, says

Colin Macfarquhar was the actual projector of the Encyclo-

pcFclia, and the editor of the two first editions, while

Smellie was merely " a contributor for hire " (Memoirs, ii.

311). Dr Gleig, in his preface to the third edition, says :

" The idea had been conceived by him (Colin Macfarquhar)

and his friend Mr Andrew Bell, engraver. By whom these

gentlemen were assisted in digesting the plan which
attraoted to that work so much public attention, or whether
they had any assistance, are questions in which our readers

cannot be interested." Macfarquhar, according to Con-
stable, was a person of excellent taste and very general

knowledge, though at starting he had little or no capital,

and was obliged to associate Bell, then the principal en-

graver in Edinburgh, as a partner in liis undertaking.

Thesecond edition was begun in 1776, and was published

in numbers, of which the first was issued 21st June 1777,
and the last, No. 181, ISth September 1784, forming
10 vols. 410, dated 1778 to 1783, and containing 8595
pages and 340 plates. The pagination is continuous,

ending with page 9200, out 295 pages are inserted in

^various [vlaces, and page 7099 is followed by 8000. The
number and length of the articles was much increased, 72
have cross headings, and more than 150 others may be
classed as long articles. At the end is an appendix
("Abatement" to "Wood") of 200 pages containing,.

under the heading Botanical Table, a list of the 931
genera included in the 58 natural orders of Linnaeus, and
foUowf^d by a list of 526 books, said to have been the prin-

cipal authorities used. All the maps are placed together

under the article " Geography " (195 pages). Moat of the

long articles have numbered marginal titles ; " Scotland,"

84 pages, has 837. " Medicine," 309 pages, and " Phar-

macy " have each an index. The plan of the work was en-

larged by the addition of history and biography, which
eiicyclopc'edias in genernl had long omitted. " J'rom the

time of the second edition of this work, every cyclopaedia

of note, in England and elsewhere, has been a cyclopsedia,

,
not solely of arts and sciences, but of the whole wide circle

of general learning and miscellaneous information

"

(Quarterly Review, cxiii. 3C2). Smellie was applied to by
Bell to edit the second edition, and to take a share of ono-

third in the work ; but he refused, because the other persons

concerned in it, at the suggestion of " a very distinguished

nobleman of very high rank " (said by Professor Napier

to have been the duke of Buccleuch), insisted upon the

introduction of a system of general biography which he con-

sidered inconsistent with the character of a dictionary of

arts and sciences. James Tytler, M.A., seems to have been

selected as the next most eligible compiler. His father,

a man of extensive knowledge, was 53 years minister of

Fearn in Forfarshire, and died in 1785. Tytler (outlawed

by the High Court of Justiciary, 7th January 1793, buried

at Salem in Massachusetts 11th January 1804, aged
fifty-eight) "wrote," says Watt, "many of the scientific

treatises and histories, and almost all the minor articles
"

(Bihliotheca Brit.).

After about a year's preparation, the third edition was
announced in 1787; the first number was published early

in 1788, and the first volume in October 1788. There
were to be 300 weekly numbers, price Is. each, forming

30 parts at 10s. 6d. each, and 15 volumes, with 360 plates.

It was completed in 1797 in 18 vols. 4to, containing 14,579

pages and 542 plates. Among the multifarious articles re-

presented in the frontispiece, which was required by the

traditional fashion of the period, is a balloon. The maps
are, as in subsequent editions, distributed among the articles

relating to the respective countries. It was edited by
Colin Macfarquhar as far as, the article "Mysteries" (by Dr
Doig, vol. xii.), when he died, 2d April 1793, in his forty-

eighth year, " worn out," says Constable, " by fatigue and
asnxiety of miud." His. children's trustees and Andrew
Bell requested George Gleig of Stirling (consecrated 30th

October 1808 assistant and successor to the bishop of

Brechin), who had written about twelve articles, to edit the

rest of the work ;
" and for the time, and the limited sum

allowed him for the reward of contributors, his part in tha

work was considered very well done" (Constable, ii. 312).

Professor Kobison was Induced by Gleig to become a

contributor. He first revised the article " Optics," and then

wrote a series of articles on natural philosophy, which

attracted great attention and were long highly esteemed by
scientific men. The sub-editors were James Walkei

(Primus Scotise Episcopus 27th May 1837, died 5th March

1841, aged seventy) until 1795, then James Thomson, suc-

ceeded in November 1796 by his brother Thomas, after

wards professor of chemistry at Glasgow, who remained

connected with the Encyclopaedia until 1800. According

to Kerr (Smellie's life, i. 364-5), 10,000 copies wer*

printed, and the profit to the proprietors was £42,000, be-

sides the payments for their respective work in the coit^

duct of the publication as tradesmen,—Bell as engraver

of all the plates, and Macfarquhar as sole printer. A&
cording to Constable (Memoirs, il 312), the impression was

begun at 5000 copies, and concluded with a sale of 13,000,

James Hunter, "an active bookseller of no character." who
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tad a sLop in Middle Eow, Holburn, sold the book to the

trade, and ou his failure Thomson Bonar, a wine merchant,

who had married Bell's daughter, became the seller of the

book. He quarrelled with his father-in-law, who would

uot see him for ten years before his death in 1809. When
the edition was completed, the copyright and remaining

books were sold in order to wind up the concern, and " the

whole was purchased by Bell, who gave .£13 a copy, sold

all the complete copies to the trade, printed up the odd

volumes, and thus kept the work in the market for several

years" (Constable, ii. 312).

The supplement of the third edition, printed for Thomson
'Bonar, and edited by Gleig, was published in 1801 in

2 vols. 4to, containing 162-i pages and 50 copperplates

engraved by D. Lizars. In the dedication to the king,

dated Stirling, 10th December 1800, Dr Gleig says : "The
French Encydopedie had been accused, and justly accused,

of having disseminated far and wide the seeds of anarchy

and atheism. If the Encyclopcedia Britannica shall in any

degree counteract the tendency of that pestiferous work,

even these two volumes will not be wholly unworthy of

your Majesty's attention." Professor Kobison added 19

articles to the series he had begun when the third edition

was 80 far advanced. Professor Playfair assisted in

" Mathematics." Dr Thomas Thomnon wrote " ChemL-^try,"

"Mineralogy," and other articles, in which the use of

iymbola was for the first time introduced into chemistry
;

and these articles formed the first outline of his System

of Chemistry, published at Edinburgh in 1802, 8vo, 4 vols.

;

the sixth edition, 1821.

The fourth edition, printed for Andrew Bell, was begun
in 1800 or 1801, and finished in 1810 in 20 vols. 4to, con-

taining 16,033 pages, with 681 plates engraved by Bell.

The dedication to the king, signed Andrew Bell, is dated

Lfturistoun, Edinburgh, 1809. The preface is that of the

third edition with the necessary alterations and additions

in the latter part. No articles were reprinted from the

supplement, as Bell had not the copyright. Professor

Wallace's articles on mathematics were much valued, and
raised the scientific character of the work. Dr Thomas
Thomson declined the editorship, and jecommended Dr
James Millar, afterwards editor of the Encyclopcedia

Ediiiensis (died 13th July 1827). He was fond of natural

history and a good chemist, but, according to Constable,

slow and dilatory and not well qualified. Andrew Bell

died 10th June 1809, aged eighty-three, "leaving," says

Constable, " two sets of trustees, one literary to make the

money, the other legal to lay it out after it was made."
The edition began with 1250 copies and concluded at 4000,
of which two-thirds passed through the hands of Constable's

firm. Early in 1804 Andrew Bell had offered Constable

and his partner Hunter the copyright of the work, printing

materials, &c., and all that was then printed of the fourth

edition, for £20,000. This oflTer was in agitation in March
1804, when the two partners were in London. On 5th

May 1804, after Lord Jeffrey's arrival in Edinburgh, as he
relates to Francis Horner, they intrusted him with a design,

on which he found that most of his friends had embarked
with great eagerness, " for publishing an entire new ency-

clopaedia upon an improved plan. Stewart, I understand,

is to lend his name, and to write the preliminary discourse,

besides other articles. Playfair is to superintend the
mathematical department, and Robison the natural philo-

sophy. Thomas Thomson is extremely zealous in the cause.

W. Scott has embraced it with great affection . . . The
authors are to be paid at least as well as reviewers, and are

to retain the copyright of their articles for separate publi-

cation if they think proper." (Cockburn, Life of Lord
Jeffrey, 1852, ii. 90.) It was then, perhaps, that Constable
igave £100 to Bonar for the copyright of the supplement.

Tlia fifth eJition \i»a begun immeiliately after the fourth a« a

nieie reprint. " The m&uagcmoiit of the editiun, or rather misman-

Rj^cment, went ou under the lawyer trustees for several years, and

at last the whole property was oj,'ain brought to the market by

public sale. There were about 1800 copies printed of the five liist

volumes, which formed one lot, the copyrignt formed another lot,

and so on. The whole was purchased by niycclf and in my name
for between £13,000 and £14,000, and it was said Ly the wise book-

sellers of Edinburgh and others that I had completely ruined my-
self and all connected with me by a purchase to such an enormous
amount; this was early in 1812" (Constable, ii. 314). Bonar,

who lived next door to the printing office, thought he could con-

duct the book, aud had resolved on the purchase. Having a good

deal of money, he seemed to Constable a formidable rival, whoso
alliance was to be secured. After " sundry iiitei'views " it was agreed

that Consta1)le should buy the copyright in his own name, and tliat

Bonar should have one-third, and also one-third of th.e copyright of

the supplement, for which he gave £200. Dr J.nmes Jlillar cor-

rected and revised the last 15 volumes. The preface is dated Ist

December 1814. The printing was supeiintendcd by Bonar, who
died 26th July 1814. His trustees weio repaid his advances on the

work, about £6000, and the copyright was valued at £11,000, of

which they received one-third. Constable adding £500, as the book
had beeu so extremely successful. It w.as pnblished iu 20 vols.,

16,017 pages, 582 plates, price £36, and dated 1817.

Soon alter the purchase of the copyright, Constable hegan to

prepare for the publication of a supplement, to be of four or, at the

very utmost, five volumes. "The first article arranged for was one

on 'Chemistry' by Sir Humphrey Davy, but he went abroad [iii

October, 1813] tiud I released him from his engagement, and
employed Mr BVande ; the second article was Mr Stewart's Disserta.

tion, for which I agreed to pay him £1000, leaving the extent of it

to himself, but with this understanding, that it was not to be

under ten sheets, and might extend to twenty " (Constable, ii. 318).

Dngald Stewart, in a letter to Constable, 15th November 1812,

though he declines to engage to execite any of his own sug-

gestions, recommends that four discourses should " stand in front,"

forming "a general map of the various departments of human
knowleilge," similar to "the excellent discourse prefixed by
D'AJembcrt to the French Encydopidic," together with historical

sketches of the progress since Bacon's time of modem discoveries

in metaphysical, moral, and political philosophy, in mathematics

and physics, in chemistry, and iu zoology, botany, and miner-

alogy. He would only promise to undertake the general map
and the first historical sketch, if his health and other engagements
permitted, after the second volume of his PMlosopliy of the Ifuman
Mind (published in 1813) had gone to press. For the second

ho recommended Playfair, for chemistry Sir Humphrey Davy.
He received £1000 for the first part of his dissertation (166 pages),

and £700 for the second (257 pages), the right of publication being
limited to the Supplement and Encyclopcedia. Constable next
contracted with Professor Playfair for a dissertation "to be equal

in length or not to Mr Stewart's, for £250 ; but a short time after-

wards I felt that to pay one eminent individual £1000 because h»
would not take less would be quite unfair, and I wrote to the worthy
Professor that I had fixed his payment at £500." Constable gave
him £500 for the first part (127 pages), and would have given as

much for the second (SO pages) if it had been as long. His next
object was to find out the greatest defects in the book, and he gav©
Professor Leslie £200 and Graham Dalyell £100 for looking over

it. He then wrote out a prospectus and submitted it in print

to Stewart, "but the cautious philosopher referred" him to
Playfair, who "returned it next day very greatly improved." For
this Constable sent him six dozen of very fine old sherry, only
feeling regret that he had nothing better to offer. He at first

intended to have two editors, " one for the strictly literary and the

other for the scientific department." He applied to Dr Thomas
Brown, who "preferred writing trash of poetry to useful and
lucrative employment." At last he fixed on Mr Macvey Napier
(born 1777), whom he had known from 1798, and who "had been

a hard student, and at college laid a good foundation for his future

career, though more perhaps in general information than in what
would be, strictly speaking, called scholarship ; this, however, does

not fit him the less for his present task." Constable, in a letter

dated 11th June 1813, offered him £300 before the first part

went to press, £150 on the completion at press of each of the eight

half volumes, £500 if the work was reprinted or extended beyond
7000 copies, and £200 for incidental expenses. " In this way the

composition of the four volumes, including the introductory dis-

sertations, will amount to considerably more than £9000.". In a
postscript the certain payment is characteristically increased to

£1575, the contingent to £735, and the allowance for incidental

expenses to £300 (Constable, ii. 326). Napier went to London,

and obtained the co-operation of many literary men. The sup-

plement was published in half-volume parts froar December 1816

to April 1824. It formed six volumes 4to, containing 4933 pagea,

125 plat«8, 9 mape, three dissertations, and 6fi9 articles, of which •
VIIL — 2d
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list 19 given at the end. Tlie first dissertation, on tlio " progress of

metaphysical, ctliical, and i>olitical plulosopliy," was by Stewart,

who coni[)leted his plan only in respect to metaphysics. He
had thought it would be easy to adapt the intellectual map or

general survey of liuman knowledge, sketched by Bacon and
improved by D'Alerabert, to the advanced state of the sciences,

while its unrivalled authority would have softened criticism.

But on closer cKaminalion he found the logical views on which this

£ysteraatic arrangement v/as based essentially erroneous ; and, doubt-
ing whether the time had come for a successful repetition of this bold
experiment, he forbore to substitute a new scheme of his own. Sir

James Mackintosh characterized this discourse as *'tho most splendid

of Mr Stewart's works, a composition which no other living writer of

English prose has ei^ualled" {£dinburgh Revino, xxvii. 191, Septem-
ber 1816). The second dissertation, "On the progress of m.athematics

and physios," w.is by Playfair, who died 19th July 1819, when he had
only finished the period of Newton and Leibnitz. The third,

by Professor liiande, "On the progress of chemistry from the
early middle ages to 1800,'' was the only one completed. These
historical dissertations were admirable and delightful compositions,

and important and interesting additions to the Encyclopoedia ; but
it is difficult to see why they should form a separate department
distinct from the general alphabet. The preface, dated March
1824, begins with an account of the more important previous
«ncyclopa;dia3, relates the history of this to the sixth edition, de-

scribes the preparation for the supplement and gives an " outline of

the contents," and mentions under each great division of knowledge
the principal articles and their authors' names, often with remarks
on the characters of both. Among the distinguished contributors

were Leslie, Playfair, Ivory, Sir John Barrow, Trcdgold, Jeffrey,

John Bird Sumner, Blanco White, Hamilton Smith, and Hazlitt.

Sir Walter Scott, to gratify his generous friend Constable, laid

aside jravcrlcy, which he was completing for publication, and iu

April and May 1814 wrote " Chivalry." He also wrote " Drama " in

November 1813, and "Romance "in the summer of 1823. As it

seemed to the editor that encyclopedias had previously attended
little to political philosophy, he WTote " Balance of Power," and
procured from James Mill "Banks for Savings," "Education,"
"Law of Nations," "Liberty of the Press," and other articles,

which, reprinted cheaply, had a mde circulation. M'Culloch
wrote "Corn Laws," "Interest," "Money," "Political Economy,"
&c. Mr Rica 'do wrote "Commerce" and "Funding System," and
Professor Malthus, in his article " Population," gave a compre-
hensive summary of the facts and reasonint's on which his theory
rested. In the article "Egypt" Dr Thomas Young "first gave
to the public an extended view of the results of his successful

interpretation of the hieroglyi)hic characters on the stone of

Bosetta," with a vocabulary of 221 words in English, Coptic,

Hieroglyphic, and Enchorial, engraved on four plates. There
were about 160 biographies, chielly of persons who had died

within the preceding 30 years. Constable " wished short biographi-

cal notices of the first founders of this great work, but they were, in

the opinion of my editor, too insignificant to entitle them to the

rank which such separate notice, it was supposed, would have given
them as literary men, although his own consequence in the world
had its origin in their exertions " (Memoirs, ii 326). It is to be
regretted that tliis'wish was not carried out, as was done in the latter

volumes of Zedler. Arago wrote " Double Refraction " and " Polari-

zation of Light," a note to which mentions his name as author.

PLiyfair wrote ".lEpinus," and " Physical Astronomy." Biot wrote
"Electricity" and "Pendulum." He "gave his assistance with
alacrity," thongh his articles had to be translated. Signatures, on
the plan of the Eiv:ydopidie, were annexed to each article, the list

forming a triple alphabet, A to XXX, with the full names of the 72
contributors arranged apparently in the order of their first occur-

rence. At the end of vol. vi. are Addenda and Corrigenda, including
*' Interpolation," by Leslie, and " Polarization of Light," by Arago.
The sixth edition, "revised, corrected, and improved," appeared

in halt volume parts, price 163. in boards, vol. xx, part ii. com-
pleting the work in May 1823. Constable, thinking it not wise to

reprint so large a book year after year without correction, in 1S20
selected Mr Charles Maclaren (bom 7th October 1782) as editor.
" His attention n'as chiefly directed to the historical and geographical

articles. He was to keep the press going, and have the whole com-
pleted in three years." He wrote " America," " Greece," "Troy,"
&c. Many of tlie large articles, as "Agriculture," "Chemistry,"
"Conchology," were new or nearly so; and references were given
to the supplement. A new edition in 25 vols, was contem-
plated, not to bo announced till a certain time after the supplement
was finished; but Constable's house stopped payment 19th January
1826, and his copyrights were sold by auction. Those of the
Encyclopaedia were bought by contract, 16th July 1828, for £6150,
by Thomas Allan, proprietor of the Calcdoniiin Mercury, Adam
Black, Abram Thomson, bookbinder, and Alexander "Wight, banker,
who, with the trustee of Constable's estate, had previously begun
the seventh edition. Not many years later Mr Black purchased
sM the shares and became sole proprietor.

The seventh edition, 21 vols. 4co (with an index of 187 JjagM^
compiled by Robert Cox), containing 17, 101 pages and 606 plates,
edited by Macvey Napier, assisted by James Browne, LL.D., wa«
begun in 1827, and published from March 1830 to January 18-12.

It was reset throughout and stereotyped. Mathematical diagrams
were printed in the text from woodcuts. The first half of the preface
was nearly that of the supplement. The list of signatures, contain-
ing 167 names, consists of four alphabets with additions; and differs

altogether from that in the supplement'; ,many names are omitted,
the order is changed, and 103 arc added. A list follows of over 300
articles, without signatures, by 87 writers. The dissertations—1st,

Stewart's, 239 pages; 2d, "Ethics" (136 pages), by Sir James
Mackintosh, whose death prevented the addition of " Political
Philosophy ;" 3d, Playfair 's, 139 pages; 4th, its continuation by
Sir John Leslie, 100 pages-^and their index of 30 pages, fill vol. i.

As they did not include Greek philosophy, "Aristotle," "Plato,"
and "Socrates" were supplied by Dr Hampden, afterwards bishop
of Hereford. Among the numerous contributors of eminence,
mention may be made of Sir David Brewster, Prof. Phillips, Prof.
Spalding, John Hill Burton, Thomas De Quincey, Patrick Eraser
Tytler, Capt. Basil Hall, Sir Thomas Dick Lauder, Antonio
Panizzi, John Scott Russell, f.id Robert Stephenson. Zoology was
divided into 11 chief articles, "Mammalia," "Oniithology," "Rep-
tilia," "Ichthyology," " Mollusca," "Crustacea," " Arachnides,"
"Entomology," "Helminthology," "Zoophytes," and "Animal-
cule,"—all by James Wilson. T'he biographical articles, in this as
in all the editions of the Encyclopcedia, do not embrace the names
of persons living at the time of publication.

The eighth edition, 1853-60, 4to, 21 vols, (and index of 239
pages, 1861), containing 17,957 pages and 402 plates, with many
woodcuts, was edited by Dr Thomas Stewart Traill, professor of

medical jurisprudence in Edinburgh University. The disseilations

were reprinted, with one on the " Rise, Progiess, and Corruptions
of Cliristianity" (97 pages), by Archbishop Whately, and a con-
tinuation of Leslie's to 1850, by Professor James David Forbes,
198 pages, the work of nearly three years, called by himself his

"magnum opus" {Life, pp. 351, 366). Lord Macaulay, Charles
Kingsley, Isaac Taylor, Hepworth Dixon, Robert Chambers, Rev.
Charles Merivale, Rev. F. W. Farrar, Sir John Richardson, Dr
Scoresby, Dr Hooker, Henry Austin Layard, Edw. B. Eastwick,
John Crawfurd, Augustus Petermaun, Baron Bunsen, Sir John
Herschel, Dr Lankester, Professors Owen, Rankine, William
Thomson, Aytoun, Blackie, Daniel Wilson, and Jukes, were some
of the many eminent new contributors found among the 344
authors, of whom an alphabetical list is given, with a key to the
signatures. In the preface a list of 279 articles by 189 writers,

classed under 15 heads, is given, instead of the enumeration of ths

chief articles and their writers, with critical remarks and explana-
tions, inserted in previous prefaces. It is very much clearer and
more useful, though its tabular form excluded all particulars except

in notes. This edition was not wholly reset like the seventh, but
many long articles were retaineil almost or entirely intact.

The publication of the ninth edition (the present work) was
commenced in January 1875.

A new and enlarged edition of the Eiicyclopedie anangod
as a system of separate dictionaries, and entitled Encydo-
pedie Methodique ou par ordre de maiieres, was undertaken

by Charles Joseph Panckoucke, a publisher of Paris (born

at Lille 26th November 1736, died 19th December 1798).

Hi.s privilege was dated 20th June 1780. The articles be-

longing to difTerent subjects would readily form distinct

dictionaries, although, having been constructed for an

alphabetical plan, they seemed unsuited for any system

wholly methodical. Two copies of the book and its sup-

plement were cut up into articles, which were sorted into

subjects. The division adopted was,— 1, mathematics; 2,

physics ; 3, medicine ; 4, anatomy and physiology ; 5,

surgery; 6, chemistry, metallurgy, and pharmacy; 7, agii-

culture ; 8, natural history of animals, in six parts; 9,

botany; 10, minerals; 11, physical geography ; 12, ancient

and modern geography ; 13, antiquities ; 14, history; 15,

theology; 16, philosophy; 17, metaphysics, logic, and
morality; 18, grammar and literature; 19, law; 20,

finance ; 21, political economy ; 22, commerce ; 23, marine

;

24 art militaire ; 25, beaux arts ; 26 arts et m(5tiers,—all

forming distinct dictionaries entrusted to different editors.

The first object of each editor was to exclude all articles

belonging to other subjects, and to take care that those of a

doubtful nature should not be omitted by all. In some

words (such as air, which belonged equally to chemistry,
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6bysics, and medicine) the methodical arrangement has the

unexpected effect of breaking up tlie single article into

several widely separated. Each dictionary was to have an

introduction and a classified table of the principal articles.

History and its minor parts, as inscriptions, fables, medals,

were to be included. Theology, which was neither complete,

^xact, nor orthodox, was to be by the Abb(5 Borgier, confessor

to Monsieur. The whole work was to be completed and

connected together by a VocabuLire Universel, 1 vol. 4to,

with references to all the places where each word occurred,

and a very exact history of the Eiicyclopedie and its edi-

tions by Panckoucke. The prospectus, issued early in 1 782,

proposed three editions—84 vols. 8vo, 43 vols. 4to with 3

columns to a page, and 53 vols. 4to of about 100 sheets

with 2 columns to a page, each edition having 7 vols. 4to

of 250 to 300 plates each. The subscription was to be 672

livres from 15th March to July 1782, then 751, and 888
after April 1783. It was to be issued in livraisons of 2

vols, each, the first (jurisprudence, vol. i., literature, vol.

i) to appear in July 1782, and the whole to be finished in

17S7. The number of subscribers, 4072, was so great that

the subscription list of 672 livres was closed 30th April.

Twenty-five printing ofllces were employed, and in Novem-
ber 1782 the 1st livraison (jurisprudence, vol. i., and half

vol. each of arts et metiers and histoire naturelle) was issued.

A Spanish prospectus was sent out, and obtained 330
Spanish subscribers, with the inquisitor-general at their

head. The complaiTits of the subscribers and his own heavy

advances, over 150,000 livres, induced Panckoucke, in

November 1788, to appeal to the authors to finish the

work. Those en retard made new contracts, giving their

word of honour to put their parts to press in 1788, and

to continue them without interruption, so that Panckoucke

hoped to finish the whole, including the vocabulary

(4 or i vols.), in 1792. Whole sciences, as architecture,

engineering, hunting, police, games, <fec., had been over-

looked in the prospectus; a new division was made in

44 parts, to contain 51 dictionaries and about 124 vols.

Permission was obtained, 27th February 1789, to receive

subscriptions for the separate dictionaries. Two thousand

subscribers were lost by the Revolution. The 50th livraison

appeared on July 23, 1792, when all the dictionaries eventu-

ally published had been begun except seven—jeux familiers

and mathematiques, physics, art oratoire, physical geo-

graphy, chasses, and peches; and 18 were finished,—mathe-

matics, games, surgery, ancient and modern geography,

history, theology, logic, grammar, jurisprudence, finance,

political economy, commerce, marine, arts militaires, arts

acaddmiques, arts et metiers, encyclopediana. Supplements

were added to military art in 1797, and to history in

1807, but not to any of the other 16, though required for

most long before 1832. The publication was continued by

Henri Agasse, Panckoucke's son-in-law, from 1794 to 1813,

and then by Mme. Agasse, his widow, to 1832, when it was

completed in 102 livraisons or 337 parts, forming 166J
vols, of text, and 51 parts containing 6439 plates. The
letter-press issued with the plates amounts to 5458 pages,

making with the text 124,210 pages. To save expense the

plates belonging to architecture were not published.

Pharmacy (separated from chemistry), minerals, education,

pont et chaussdes had been announced but were not pub-

lished, neither was the Vocabulaire Universel, the key and
index to the whole work, so that it is difiScult to carry out

any research, or to find all the articles on any subject. The
original parts have been so often subdivided, and have been
so added to by other dictionaries, supplements, and appen-
dices, that, without going into great detail, an exact account
cannot be given of the work, which contains 88 alphabets,

with 83 indexes, and 166 introductions, discourses, prefaces,

&c Many dictionaries have a classed index of articles ;

that of cconomie politique is very excellent, giving the con-

tents of each article, so that any passage can be found easily.

The largest dictionaries are medicine, 13 vols., 10,330
pages; zoology, 7 dictionaries, 13,645 pages, 1206 plates;

botany, 12,002 pages, 1000 plates (34 only of cryptogamic

plants)
; geography, 3 dictionaries and 2 atlases, 9090

pages, 1 93 maps and plates ; jurisprudence (with police and
municipalities), 10 vols., 7607 pages. Anatomy, 4 vols.,

2866 pages, is not a dictionary but a series of systematic'

treatises. Assemblde Nationalo was to be in three parts,

—

(1) the history of the Revolution, (2) debates, and (3) laws

and decrees. Only vol. ii., debates, appeared, 1792, 804
pages, Absens to Aurillac. Ten volumes of a Spanish trans-

lation with a vol. of plates were published at Madrid to

1806,—viz., historia natural,!., iL
;
grammatica, i. ; arte

militar, i., ii.; geografia, i.-iii.; fabricas, i., ii., plates, vol. i.

A French edition was printed at Padua, with the plates, says

Peignot, very carefully engraved. Probably no more un-

manageable body of dictionaries has ever been published

except Migne's Encyclcpedie Theolofiique, Paris 1844-75,'

4to, 168 vols., 101 dictionaries, 119,059 pages.

No encyclopjedia has been more useful and successful, or

more frequently copied, imitated, and translated, than that

known as the Conversations Lexicon of Brockhaus. It was
begun as Conversations Lexilcon mit vorziigliclier RUcksichl

uiif die gegentodrtigen Zeiten, Leipzig, 1796 to 1808, 8vo,

6 vols., 2762 pages, by Dr Gotthelf Renatus Liibel (liorn

1st April 1767 at Thalwitz near Wurzeu in Saxony, died

14th February 1799), who intended to supersede Hiibner,

and included geography, history, and in part biography, be-

sides mythology, philosophy, natural history, &c. Vols,

i.-iv. (A to R) appeared 1796 to 1800, vol. v. in 1806. Fried-

rich Arnold Brockhaus (born at Dortmund 4th ilay 1772,

settled at Amsterdam in 1801-2, where he opened a

German bookseller's shop, 15th October 1805, as Rehlaff

and Co., Dutch law not allowing him to use his own name)

bought the work with its copyright, 25th October 1808,

for 1800 thalers from the printer, who seems to have got it

in payment of his bill. The editor, Christian Wilhelra

Franke, by contract dated 16th November, was to finish

vol. vi. by December 5, and the already projected supple-

ment, 2 vols., by Michaelmas 1809, for 8 thalers a printed

sheet. No penalty was specified, but, says his grandson,

Brockhaus was to learn that such contracts, whether under

penalty or not, are not kept, for the supplement was

finished only in 1811. Brockhaus issued a new impression

as Conversations Lexikon oder kungefasstes Ilandwdrterhnck,

itc, 1809-11, and on removing to Altenburg in 1811

began himself to edit the 2d edition (1812-19, 10 vols.),'

and, when vol. iv. was published, the 3d (1814-19). He
carried on both editions together until 1817, when he re-

moved to Leipsic, and began the 4th edition as AUgemeine

Deutsche Real Encijclopadie filr die gehildeten Stande. Con-

versations Lexikon. This double title has ever since been re-

tained. The 5th edition was at once begun, and was finished

in eighteen months. Dr Ludwig Hain assisted in editing

the 4th and 5th editicns until he left Leipsic in April 1820,

when Professor F. G. Hasso took his place. The 12,000

copies of the 5th edition being exhausted while vol. x. wW
at press, a 2d unaltered impression of 1 0,000 was required

in 1820, and a 3d of 10,000 in 1822. The 6th edition, IC

vols., was begun in September 1822. Brockhaus died

20th August 1823. His two eldest sons, Friedrich and

Heinrich, who carried on the business for the heirs and bo<'

came sole possessors in 1829, finished 'the edition witb

Ilasse's assistance in September 1823. The 7th edition

(1827-29, 12 vols., 10,489 pages, 13,000 copies, 2d imi

pression 14,000) was edited by Hasse. The 8th edition

(1833-36, 12 vols., 10,689 pages, 31,000 copies to 1842)'

begun in the autumn of 1832, ended ilay 1837, was editedj
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by Dr Kai-l August Espe (born February 1804, died in the

Irrentmstalt at Stiittcritz near Leipaic, 24th November

1850) with the aid of many learned and distinguished

writers. A general index, Universal Register, 242 pages,

was added in 1839. The 9th edition (1843-47, 15 vols.,

11,470 pages, over 30,000 copies) was edited by Dr Espe.

The 10th edition (1851-55, 12,564 pages) was also in 15

vols., for convenience in reference, and was edited by Dr
August Kurtzel aided by Oslcar Pilz. Friedrich Brockhaus

had retired in 1849, and Dr Heinrich Edward, elder son of

lleinrich, made partner in 1854, assisted in this edition

from the beginning, and Heinrich Rudolf, the younger son,

partner since 18G3, in the 11th (18C4-68, 15 vols, of 60

sheets, 13,366 pages). Kurtzel died 24th April 1871, and

Pilz was sole editor until March 1872, when Dr Gustav

Stockmann joined, who was alone from April until joined

by Dr Karl Wippermann in October. Besides the Univer-

sal Register of 136 pages and about 50,000 articles, each

volume has an index. The supplement, 2 vols., 1764

pages, was begun in February 1871, and finished in April

1873. The 12th edition, begun in 1875, is to bs in 15

vols, of 64 sheets, 15,300 pages, to be finished in 1880.

The Conversations Lexicon is intended, not for scientific

use, but to promote general mental improvement by giving

the results of research and discovery in a simple and popu-

lar form without extended details. The articles, often too

brief, are very excellent and trustworthy, especially on

German subjects, give references to the best books, and in-

clude biographies of living men.

The most copious German encyclopjedia is Ersch and
Gruber's All</emeine Encyclopiidie der Wissenschaften mid
Kiinste, Leipzig, 1818-75, 151 vols., 69,893 pages, and
ibout 360 plates, being perhaps three-fifths of the work.

It was designed and begun in 1813 by Professor Johann
Samuel Ersch (born at Gross Glogau, 23d June 1766, chief

librarian at Halle, died 16th January 1828) to satisfy the

•yants of Germans, only in part supplied by foreign works.

It was stopped by the war until 1816, when Professor

Hufeland (born at Dantzic 19th October 1760) joined, but

died, 25 th November 1817, while the specimen part was at

press. The work is in three sections :—(1), A to G, 95
vols. 1818-75, 44,379 pages (A to Guano), edited to vol.

xvii., 1828 (Chioc-Boya to Claytonia), by Erscli, who
earried on nearly all the correspondence, and to vol. liv.

(Gargano to Gauhe), by Professor J. . G. Qruber, who
joined on Hufeland's death, and was succeeded in 1851 by
M. H. E. Meier, and since 1856 to vol. Ixii. (Gerson to

Oeschlecht) by Hermann Brockhaus (third son of Friedrich

Arnold, born at Amsterdam 28th Jan. 1806, professor of

Sanskrit at Leipsic)
; (2) H toN, 31 vols., 1827-55,

14,447 pages (H to Izzo), begun by W. Miiller, Librarian

at Dessau, who died in September 1827, and was succeeded
by Professor A, G. Hoffmann of Jena

; (3) O to Z, 25 vols.,

11,067 pages (0 to Phyxios), edited by Meier. All articles

bear the authors' names, those not ready in time were
placed at the end of their letter. The longest is Griechen-

land, vols. 80-87, 3668 pages, with a table of contents.

It began to appear after vol. 73 (Gof'.e to Gondouin), and
hence does not come in its proper place, which is in vol. 91.

Gross Britannien contains 700 pages, and Indien by Benfey
356. As may be expected in a work designed by a biblio-

grapher so renowned and industrious as Ersch, the titles

of books and lists of authorities and references are very full

and. accurate. Among the contributors are the most learned
Germans of the last 60 years. It contains much original

research and many of its articles rank among the best
EUthorities on their respective subjects.

Tie Encydopcedia Melropolitana (London, 1845, 4to, 28
»oU., issued in 59 parts in 1817-45, 22,426 pages, 565

flatea) professed to give sciences and systematic arts entire

and in their natural sequence, as shown in the introductory

treatise on method by S. T. Coleridge. " The plan was the

proposal of the poet Coleridge, and it had at least enough

of a poetical character to be eminently unpractical

"

{Quarterly Review, cxiii., 379). However defective the

plan, the excellence of many of the treatises by Archbishop
Whately, Sir John Hersshel, Professors Barlow, Peacock,

Do Morgan, &c., is undoubted. It is in four divisions, tho

last only being alphabetical:—L Pure Sciences, 2 vols., 1813
pages, 16 plates, 28 treatises, includes grammar, law, and
theology; II. Mixed and Applied Scienccn, 8 vols., 5391
pages, 437 plates, 42 treatises, including fine arts, useful

arts, natural history and its "application," the medical

sciences ; III. History and Biofjraphy, 5 vols., 4458
pages, 7 maps, containing biography (135 essays) chrono-

logically arranged (to Thomas Aquinas in vol. 3), and in-

terspersed with (210) chapters on history (to 1815), as the

most philosophical, interesting, and natural form (but

modern lives were so many that the plan broke down, and
a division of biography, to be in 2 vols., was announced
but not published); IV. Miscellaneous, 12 vols., 10,338
pages, 105 plates, including geography, a dictionary of

English (the first forrn of Richardson's), and descriptive

natural history. It is not easy to see why geography and
natural history, so essentially systematic, were thus treated,

or why annuities, brewing, bridges, &c., are less systematic

than sculpture, agriculture, and carpentry. The index,

364 pages, contains about 9000 articles. A re-issue in 38
vols. 4to, was announced in 1849. Of a second edition,

42 vols. 8vo, 14,744 pages, belonging to divisions i. to iii.,

were published in 1849-58.

The very excellent and useful English Cyclopaedia

(London, 1854—62,4to, 23 vols., 12,117 pages; supplements,

1869-73, 4 vols., 2858 pages), conducted by Charles

Knight, based on the Penny Cyclopcedia (London, 1833-46,
4to, 29 vols., 15,625 pages), of which he had the copy-

right, is in four divisions all alphabetical, and evidently

very unequal as classes:— 1, geography; 2, natural history
;

3, biography (with 703 lives of living persons); 4, arts and
sciences. History is given under geography, but very

slightly; the nomenclature of natural history is partly

popular and partly scientific ; and the work contains much
valuable matter, but also much that is undigested and
imperfectly edited. The synoptical index, 168 pages, has
four columns on a page, one for each division, so that the

order is alphabetical and yet the words are classed.

Chambers's Encyclopaedia (Edinburgh, W. and R.

Chambers) 1860-68, 8vo, 10 vols., 8283 pages, edited in

part by the publishers, but under the charge of Dr Andrew
Findlater as "acting editor" throughout, was founded
on the 10th edition of Brockhaus. A revised edition

appeared in 1874, 8320 pages. In the list of 126 con-

tributors are J. H. Burton, Emmanuel Deutsch, Prof.

Goldstiicker, ifec. The index of matters not having special

articles contains about 1500 headings. The articles are

generally excellent, more especially on Jewish literature,

folk-lore, and practical science; but as in Brockhaus the

scope of the work does not allow extended treatment.

The New American, Cydopcedia, New York (Appleton

& Co.), 1858-63, 16 vols., 12,752 pages, is the work of

the editors, George Ripley and Charles Anderson Dana,
and 364 contributors, chiefly American. A supplementary,

work. The American Annual Cyclopaedia, a yearly 8vo vol.

of about 800 pages and 250 articles, has been published

since 1861. In a new edition. The American Cyclopcedin.

1873-76, 8vo, 16 vols., 13,484 pages, by the same editors,

4 associate editors, 31 revisers, and a librarian, each

article passed through the hands of 6 or 8 revisers. It i.s,

for its extent, one of the very best encyclopsedias, particu-

larly on American subjects. ( p.ax. )
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ENDIVE, Cichorium Endivia, L., an annual esculent

plant of the natural order Composit<je, commonly reputed

to have been introduced into Europe from the East

Indies, but, according to some authorities, more probably

indigenous to Egypt. There are numerous variotios of

the endive, forming two groups, namely, the cuiled or

narrow-leaved (C. £. crispa), and the Batavian or broad-

leaved (C. E. lalifolia), the leaves of which are not curled.

The former varieties are those most used for salads, the

latter being grown chiefly for culinary purposes. The

plant requires a light, rich, and dry soil, in an unshaded

situation. In the climate of England, sowing for the main

crop should commence about the second or third week in

June ; but for plants required to be used young it may be

as early as the latter half of April, and for winter crops up

to the middle of August. The seed should be finely spread

in drills 4 inches asunder, and then lightly covered. After

reaching an inch in height, the young plants are thinned
;

and when about a month old they may be placed out at

distances of 12 or 15 inches, in drills 3 inches in depth,

cars being taken in removing them from the seed-bed to

disturb their roots as little as possible. The Batavian

require more room than the curled-leaved varieties.

Transplantation, where early crops are required, has been

found inadvisable. Rapidity of growth is promoted by the

application of liquid manures. The bleaching of endive,

in order to prevent the development of the natural bitter

taste of the leaves, and to improve their appearance, is

begun about three months after the sowing, and is best

eflFected either by tying the outer leaves around the inner,

or, a3 in damp seasons, by the use of the bleaching-pot.

The bleaching may be completed in ten days or so in

summer, but in winter it takes three or four weeks. For late

crops, protection from frost is requisite ; and to secure fine

winter endive, it has been recommended to take up the

full-grown plants in November, and to place them under
shelter, in a soil of moderately dry sand or of half-decayed

peat earth. Where forcing-houses are employed, endive

may be sown in January, so as to procure by the end of

the following month plants ready for use.

ENDOR, an ancient town of Palestine, originally

belonging to the Philistines, and chiefly memorable as the
abode of the sorceress whom Saul consulted on the eve of

the battle of Gilboa, in which he perished. Although
situated in the territory of the tribe of Issachar,- it was
assigned to Manasseh. In the time of Eusebius and
Jerome it still existed as a large village 4 miles south of

mount Tabor ; and at the same distance, on the northern

slope of the lower ridge of Hermon, there is still a village

of this name.

ENDOWED SCHOOLS ACTS. Since the beginning
of the present reign a number of statutes have been passed
dealing with the endowed grammar schools of England.
The Act 3 and 4 Vict. c. 77, which notices in the preamble
the great number of grammar schools in England, both of

royal and private foundation, and remarks that the term
" grammar " had been construed to mean Greek and
Latin, and that the governers and trustees of such schools

were unable to establish any other education than that
expressly provided for by the foundation, empowered courts

of equity to make decrees or orders extending the systems
of instruction and the right of admission to any school,

and to establish schemes for the application of its revenues,
having due regard to the intentions of the founder. The
Act 23 Vict. c. 1 1 enabled and required the trustees and
governors of endowed schools to make such order as,

without interfering with the religious teaching of the other
scholars or authorizing any new religious teaching, should
admit children of other denominations than that to

•which the foundation belongs, except where the foundation

expressly requires the children to be instructed according
to the formularies of such denomination. The most
important public schools—Eton, Harrow, Westminsterj
<to.—were expressly exempted from the operation of bott

of these Acts. The Act 31 and 32 Vict. c. 23 annexed
certain conditions to the appointment of officers in endowed
schools. The most important Act of the-series was the 32
and 33 Vict. c. 50 (The Endowed Schools Act 18G9) which
authorized the appointment of commissioners, with power
" in buch manner as may render any educational endow-
ment most conducive to the advancement of the education

of boys and girls, and either of them, to alter and add to

any existing, and to make new trusts, directions, and
provisions in lieu of any existing trusts, directions, and
provisions which affect such endowment and the education

promoted thereby." The powers of the commissioners

extend to all school endowments other than those specified

in section 8 of the Act, which, inter alia, excludes schools

under the Public Schools Act 1868, voluntary schools,

schools aided by parliame"tary grant, endowments not

necessarily educational, &c. The 36 and 37 Vict. c. 87 con-

tinues and amends in various particulars the Act of 1869.

The 37 and 38 Vict. c. 87 transfers the powers of the

Endowed Schools Commissioners to the Charity Commis-
sioners (see Charities). The Public Schools Act 1868,

above referred to, deals with the following schools only

—Eton, Winchester, Westminster. Charterhouae, Harrow,
Rugby, and Shrewsbury.

ENDYMION. In the genealogy of the lapetids

Endymion is said to be the son of. Aethlius, who is the son

of Zeus by Protogeneia, the daughter of Deucalion and
Pyrrha. The legend of Endymion was localized in Elis,

the westernmost land in the Peloponnesus, where his tomb
was shown in the days of Pausanias. The simplest form

of the story is perhaps that of ApoUodorus (i 7, 5), who
merely says that Selene (the moon) loved him, and that

Zeus left him free to choose anything that he might desire,

his choice being an. everlasting sleep, in which he might
remain youthful for ever. This is simply a reversing of

the myth of Eos (the morning), who forgot to ask eternal

youth for her husband Tithonus, whose decrepit form she

was glad to hide in a cave. In other versions Endymion
is a beautiful youth, whom Selene visits while he lies

asleep in the cave of Latmus. She thus becomes the

mother of his fifty daughters, who have been supposed by
Preller (Griechische Mythologie, i. 384) to denote the fifty

moons of the Ol3Tnpian festal cycle, but who in their

number must be compared with the fifty sons or daughters

of iEgyptus, Danaus, or Priam. As the parent of these

children, Selene is called Asterodia, the being whose path

is among the stars. These names of themselves show that

this myth was so transparent that it could never be more
than thinly disguised. Endymion is, in short, as his name
denotes, simply the sun setting opposite to the rising moon,
the word being formed in a manner analogous to Hyperion,

a name signifying the ascending or high soaring Helios or

sun. The Latmian cave is the cave of forgetfulness or

sleep, into which the sun plunges beneath the sea. Hence
he is naturally spoken of as the son of Aethlius (the child

of Protogeneia, the early dawn), who struggles and toils

through his long journey across the heaven. There is

nothing in the myth which warrantsthe idea that Endymion
is a personification of sleep. Hypnus, the true god of

slumber, is a conqueror whom none can Resist ; Endymion
is simply one who cannot shake off his own sleep, a sleep

so profound that they who are vexed in heart may well

envy it (Theocr., Idyll, iii. 49).

ENERGY may be defined as the power of doing work,

or of overcoming resistance. A. bent sptnig possesses

enerCT. for it is canable of doing work in returning to itj
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natural form , a charge of gunpowder possesses energy, for

it is capable of doing work in exploding ; a Leydeu jar

charged with electricity possesses energy, for it is capable

of doing work in being discharged. A complete account of

our knowledge of energy and its transformations would

require an exhaustive treatise on every branch of physical

science, for natural philosophy is simply the science of

energy. There are, however, certain general principles to

which energy conforms in all the varied transformations

which it is capable of undergoing, and of these principles

we propose to give a brief sketch.

Before we can treat energy as a physical quantity wo
must possess some means of measuring it. If we raise 1 lb

of matter through a foot we do a certain amount of work

against the earth's attraction. If we raise 2 lb through

the same height we do twice this amount of work, and so

on for any number of pounds, so that the work done is

proportional to the mass raised, and therefore to the resist-

ance overcome. Also, if we neglect the variation of the

intensity of gravity, the work done in raising 1 & through

2 feet will be double of that done in raising it 1 foot.

Hence we conclude that the work done varies as the resist-

ance overcome aud the distance through which it is over-

come conjointly.

Now, wa may select any definite quantity of work we
please as our unit, as, for example, the work done in lifting

a pound a foot high from the sea-level in the latitude of

London, which is the unit of work generally adopted by
British engineers, and is called the "foot-pound." The
most useful unit for scientific purposes is one which de-

pends only on the fundamental units of length, mass, and
time, and is hence called an absolute unit. Such a unit

is independent of gravity or of any other quantity which

varies with the locality. Taking the centimetre, gramme,

and second as our fundamental units, the most convenient

unit of force is that which, acting on a gramme for a second,

produces in it a velocity of a centimetre per second; this

is called a Dyne. The unit of work is that which is re-

quired to overcome a resistance of a dyne over a centimetre,

and is caUed an Erg. In the latitude of Paris the dyne

is equal to the weight of about ^-|-j- of a gramme, and the

erg is the amount of work required to raise -^^ of a

gramme vertically through one centimetre. A megalerg is

one million ergs.

Energy is the capacity for doing work. The unit of

energy should therefore be the same as that of work, and
the centimetre-gramme-second (or, as it is usually called,

the C.G.S.) unit of energy is the erg.

The forms of energy which are most readily recognized

are of course those in which the energy can be most readily

employed in doing mechanical work, and it is manifest that

masses of matter which are large enough to be seen and
handled are more readily dealt with mechanically than are

smaller masses. Hence when useful work can be obtained

from a system by simply connecting visible portions of it

by a train of mechanism, such energy is more readily

recognized than is that which compels us to control the

behaviour of molecules before we can transform it into useful

work. The former is sometimes, though very improperly,

called visible energy, because its transformation is always
accompanied by a visible change in the system itself.

The conception of work and of energy was originally

derived from observation of purely mechanical phenomena,
that is to say, phenomena in which the relative positions

and motions of visible portions of matter were all that were
taken into consideration. Hence it is" not surprising that,

in those more subtle forms in which energy cannot be so

readily converted into work, it should for a long while have
escaped recognition after it had become familiar to the
student of dynamics.

If a pound weight be suspended by a string passing over
a pulley, in descending through 10 feet it is capable of
raisi-ig nearly a pound weight, attached to the other end of

the string, through the same height, and thus can do nearly

10 foot-pounds of work. The smoother we make the pulley

the more nearly does the amount of useful work which tho

weight is capable of doing approach 10 foot-pounds, and
if we take into account the work done against the friction

of the pulley, we may say that the work done by the

descending weight is 10 foot-pounds, and hence when the

weight is m its elevated position wo have at disposal 10

foot-pounds more energy than when it is in the lower posi-

tion It should be noticed, however, that this energy is

possessed by the system consisting of the earth and pound

together, in virtue of their separation, and that neither

could do work without the other to attract it. The system

consisting of the earth and the pound therefore possesses

an amount of energy which depends on the relative posi-

tions of its two parts, and the stresses existing between

them. In most mechanical systems the stresses acting

between the parts can be determined when the relative

positions of all the parts are known ; and the energy which

a system possesses in virtue of the relative positions of its

parts, or its conflguraiion, is called its " Potential Energy,"

to distinguish it from another form of energy which we
shall presently consider. The word potential does not

imply that this energy is not real and exists only in

potentiality ; it is energy, and has as much claim to the

title as it has in any other form in which it may appear.

It is a well-known proposition in dynamics that, if a

body be projected vertically -upwards in vacuo, with a

velocity of v centimetres per second, it will rise to a height

of — centimetres, where g represents the numerical value

of the acceleration produced by gravity in centimetre-secosd

units. Now, if m represent the mass of the body in

grammes, its weight will be mg dynes, for it will require a

force of mg dynes to produce in it the acceleration denoted

by g. Hence the work done in raising the mass will be
vi

represented by mg— , that is, ^mv^ ergs. But it is merely

in virtue of the velocity of projection that the mass h
capable of rising against the resistance of gravity, and
hence we must conclude that at the instant of projec-

tion it possessed imv^ units of energy. Now, whatever

be the direction in which a body is moving, a friction-

less constraint, like a string attached to the body, can

cause its velocity to be changed into the vertical direc-

tion without any change taking place in the magnitude

of the velocity. Hence we may say that if a body of mass

m be moving in any direction relative to the earth, we have

at disposal, in virtue of this motion, ^mv"^ units of energy,

and this is converted into potential energy if the body

come to rest at the highest point of its path. Like

potential energy, this energy is relative and is due to the

motion of the body relative to the earth, for we know
nothing about absolute motion in space; and, moreover,

when we have brought the body to rest relative to th&

earth, we shall have deprived it of all the energy which

we can derive from its motion. The energy is there-

fore possessed in common by the system consisting of the

earth and the body ; and the energy which a system pos-

sesses in virtue of the relative motions of its parts is called

" Kinetic Etjergy."

A good example of the transformation of kinetic energy

into potential energy, aiid vice versa, is seen in the pendu-

lum. When at the limits of its swing, the pendulum is for

an instant at rest, and all the energy of the oscillation

is potential. When passing through its position of

i equilibrium, since gravity can do no more work upon it
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without changing its fixed point of support, all the energy

of oscillation Ls kinetic. At intermediate positions the

energy is partly kinetic and partly potential.

Kinetic energy is possessed by a system of two or more

bodies in virtue of the relative motion of its parts. Since

our conception of velocity is essentially relative, and wo

know nothing about absolute velocities in space, it is plain

that any property possessed by a body in virtuo of its

motion can be possessed by it only in relation to those

bodies with respect to which it is moving, and thus a

8-ingle rigid body can never be said to possess kinetic energy

in virtue of the motion of its centre of mass. If a body

whose mass is m grammes be moving with a velocity of v

centimetres per second relative to the earth, the kinetic

energy possessed by the system is imv- ergs if m be small

relative to the earth. But if we consider two bodies each

of mass m and one of them moving with velocity v rela-

tive to the other, we can only obtain ^mv'^ units of work from

this system alone, and we ought not to say that the system

considered by itself possesses more than \mv^ units of

energy. If we include the earth in our system the whole

energy will depend on the velocities of the bodies relative to

the earth, and not simply on their velocities relative to one

another. Hence whenever we say that the kinetic energy

of a body is ^mv^, we mean its kinetic energy relative to

the earth, and the statement is only true when the mass of

the body is very small compared with that of the earth.

Any general expression for the energy of a system ought to

be true whatever body in the system we consider fixed. It

is manifest that the expression imv'^ wiU not be a tru6 re-

presentation of the kinetic energy of the earth and a cannon

shot if we choose to consider the shot fixed and the earth

moving towards it. In fact any general expression for the

energy of a system must involve the masses of all the bodies

concerned ; but if the mass of one body be infinite compared

with that of any of the others we may adopt the expression

i2(mu-) for the kinetic energy, the body of infinite mass

being supposed at rest.

It is only when a body possesses no motion of rotation

that we may speak of its velocity as a whole. If a body

be rotating about an axis, it follows from D'Alembert's

principle that the work it is capable of doing while being

brought to rest is the same as .if each particle were perfectly

free and moving with the velocity which it actually

possesses. Hence if the moment of inertia of a body about

its axis of rotation be represented by I, and its angular

velocity by <o, the work which can be done by it if we can

succeed in bringing it to rest will be |Im^. We shall see

hereafter how this energy may be transformed without the

help of any external body if we suppose the rotating body
indefinitely extensible in any direction at right angles to the

axis of rotation, so that there is a sense in which we may
epeak of the kinetic energy of rotation as really belonging

to the rotating body.

When the stresses acting between the parts of a system
depend oiilt/ on the relative positions of those parts, the sum
of the kinetic energy and potential energy of the system is

always the same, provided the system be not acted upon
by anything without it. Such a system is called conserva-

tive, and is well illustrated by the swinging pendulum above
referred to. But there are some stresses the direction of

tehose action depends on that of the relative motion of the

(visible bodies between which they appear to act, while there

are others whose magnitude also depends on the relative

Velocities of the bodies. When work is done against these

forces no equivalent of potential energy is produced, at

least in the form in which we have been accustomed to

recognize it, for if the motion of the system be reversed the

forces will be also reversed and will still oppose the motion.

It was long believed that work done against such forces

was lost, and it was nut tlH the present century that the^

energy thus transformed was traced, and the principle of

conservation of energy established on a sound physical

basis.

The principle of the Conservation of Energy has been

stated by Professor Clerk Maxwell as follows :

—

" The total energy of any body or system of bodies is a

quantity which can neither be increased nor diminished by

any mutual action of those bodies, though it may be trans-

formed into any one of the forms of which energy is sus-

ceptible.

Hence it follows that, if a system be unafi"ected by any

agent external to itself, the whole amount of energy pos-

sessed by it will be constant, and independent of the mutual

action of its parts. If work be done upon a system or

energy communicated to it from without, the energy of the

system will be increased by the equivalent of the work so

done or by the energy so communicated ; while if the

system be allowed to do work upon external bodies or in

any way to communicate energy to them, the energy of

the system will be diminished by the equivalent of the

work so done or energy so communicated.

In order to establish this principle it might at first sight

appear necessary to make direct measurements of energy in

all the forms in which it can possibly present itself. But

there is one form of energy which can be readily measured,

and to which all other forms can be easily reduced, viz.,

heat If then we transform a .-juantity of energy

from the form in which it is possessed by the earth and a

raised weight, and which can be at once determined in foot-

pounds or ergs, into heat, and measure the amount of heat

so produced,—and if subsequently we allow an equal

amount of energy to undergo various intermediate trans-

formations, but to be finally reduced to heat,—and if Wt

find that under all conditions the amount of heat is the

same, and in different sets of experiments proportional only

to the amount of energy with which we started, we shall

be justified in asserting that no energy has been lost or

gained during the transformations. It is the experimental

proof of this which Joule has given us during the last thirty

years, but we shall refer more at length to his work shortly.

It has been recently pointed out by Thomson and Tait

{Natural Philosophy, arts. 262 sq<l.) that Newton was

acquainted with the principle of the conservation of energy,

so far as it belongs purely to mechanics. But what became

of the work done against friction and such non-conserva-

tive forces was entirely unknown to Newton, and for long

after his time this work was supposed to be lost. There

were, however, some, even before Newton's time, who had

more than a suspicion that heat was a form of energy.

Bacon expressed his conviction that heat consists of a kind

of motion or " brisk agitation " of the particles of matter.

In the Novum Organum, after giving a long list of the

sources of heat, some of which may fairly be adduced in

support of his opinion, he says, " From these examples,

taken ccjllectively as well as singly, the nature whose limit

is heat appears to be motion." In the following quotation

Bacon appears to rise to the most complete appreciation of

the dynamical nature of heat, nor do the most recent

advances in science enable us to go much further. " It

must not be thought that heat generates motion or piotion

heat (though in some respects this is true), but the very

essence of heat, or the substantial self of heat, is motion

and nothing else." Although Bacon's essay contains much
sound reasoning, and many observations and experiments

are cited which afi'ord very strong evidence in favour of the

theory he maintains, yet these are interspersed with so

many false analogies, and such confusion betfreen heat and

the acrid or irritant properties of bodies, that we must re-

serve for those who came after hia\ the credit of having
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established the dynamical theory of heat UDon a strictly

Bcientific basis.

After Newtoii'a time the first important step in the

history of energy was made by Benjamin Thompson, Count
Rumford, and was published in the Phil. 2'rans. for 1798.

Uumford was engaged in superintending the boring of

cannon in the military arsenal at Munich, and was struck

by the amount of heat produced by the action of the

boring bar upon the brass castings. In order to see

whether the heat came out of the chips he compared the

capacity for heat of the chips abraded by the boring bar
with that of an equal quantity of the metal cut from the

block by a fine saw, and obtained the same result in the

two cases, from which he concluded that "the heat produced
could not possibly have been furnished at the expense of

the latent heat of the metallic chips."

Rumford then turned up a hollow cylinder which was
cast in one piece with a brass six-pounder, and having
reduced the connection between the cylinder and cannon to

a narrow neck of metal, he caused a blunt borer to press

against the hollow of the cylinder with a force equal to the

weight of about 10,000 R, while the casting was made to

rotate in a lathe. By this means the mean temperature of

the brass was raised through about 70° Fahr., while the

amount of metal abraded was only 837 grains. The
cylinder, when it was subsequently removed from the rest

of the casting, was found to weigh I13'13 R.

In order to be sure that the heat was not due to the

action of the air upon the newly exposed metallic surface,

the cylinder and the end of the boring bar were immersed
in. 18'77 lb of water contained in an oak boz. The
temperature of the water at the commencement of the

experiment was 60° Fahr., and after two horses had turned
the lathe for 2i hours the water boiled. Taking into

account the heat absorbed by the box and the metal,

Rumford calculated that the heat developed was sufficient

to raise 26'58 lb of water from the freezing to the boiling

point, and in this calculation the heat lost by radiation and
conduction was neglected. Since one Jiorse was capable of

doing the work required, Rumford remarked that one horse
can generate heat as rapidly as nine wax candles burning
in the ordinary manner.

• Finally, Rumford reviewed all the sources from whicn
the heat might have been supposed to be derived,

and concluded that it was simply produced by the friction,

and that the supply was inexhaustible. " It is hardly
necessary to add," he remarks, " that anything which any
insulated body or system of bodies can continue to furnish
without limitation cannot possibly be a material substance ;
and it appears to me to be extremely difficult, if not quite
impossible, to form any distinct idea of anything capable of

being excited and communicated in the manner that heat
was excited and communicated in these experiments, except
it be motion."

About the same time that Eumford's experiments were
published. Sir Humphry Davy showed that two pieces of
loe could be melted by rubbing them together in a vacuum
although everything surrounding them was at a temperature
bilow the freezing point. He did not, however, see that
since the heat could not have been supplied by the ice, for
;:;e absorbs heat in melting, this experiment afforded con-
ripsive proof of the dynamical nature of heat.
Though we may allow that the results obtained by

Rumford and Davy demonstrate satisfactorily that heat is

in some way due to" motion, yet they do not tell us to what
particular dynamical quantity heat corresponds. For
example, does the heat generated by friction vary as the
friction and the time during which it acts, or is it propor-
tional to the friction and the distance through which the
Tubbing bodies are displaced,—that is, to the work done

against friction,— or does it involve any other conditionel
If it can be shown that, however the duration and all other
cond'tions of the experiment maybe varied, the same amount
of beat can in the end be always produced when the same
amount of energy is expended, then, and only then, can
we infer that heat is a fonn of energy, and that the energy
consumed has been really transformed into heat. This
Joule has done, and his experiments conclusively prove
that heat and energy are of the same nature, and that all

other forms of energy with which we are acquainted can be
transformed into an equivalent amount of heat; and this is

the condition ultimately assumed by the energy employed
in doing work against friction and similar forces, which
energy was in Newton's time supposed to be lost.

Definition.—The quantity of energy which, if entirely

converted into heat, is capable of raising tlie temperature of

the unit mass of water from 0° C. to 1° C. is called the

mechanical equivalent of heat.

One of the first who took in hand the determination of

the mechanical equivalent of heat was S^guin, a nephew of

Montgolfier. He argued that, if heat be energy, then, when it

is employed in doing work, as in a steam-engine, some of the

heat must itself be consumed in the operation. Hence he
inferred that the amount of heat given up to the condenser

of an engine when the engine is doing work must be less

than when the same amount of steam is blown through the

engine without doing any work. S^guin was unable to

verify this experimentaUy, but in 1857 Uirn succeeded, not

only in showing that such a difference exists, but in

measuring it, and hence determining a tolerably approximate

value of the mechanical equivalent of heat.

In 1839 S^guin endeavoured to determine the mechanical
equivalent of heat from the loss of heat suffered by steam
in expanding, assuming that the whole of the heat so lost

was consumed in doing external work against the pressure

to which the steam was exposed. This assumption, how-
ever, cannot be justified, because it neglected to takn

account of work which might possibly have to be done
within the steam itself during the expansion.

In 1842, Mayer, a physician at Heilbronn, published aia

attempt to determine the mechanical equivalent of heat

from the heat produced when air is compressed. Maye'i

made an assumption the converse of that of S^guin,

asserting that the whole of the work done in compressing

the air was converted into heat, and neglecting the

possibility of heat being consumed in doing work witliin

the air itself or being produced by the transformation cf

internal potential energy. Joule afterwards proved (see

below) that Mayer's assumption was in accordance with

fact, so that his method was a sound one as far as experi-

ment was concerned, and it was only on account of the

values of the specific heats of air at constant pressure and
at constant volume employed by him being very inexact

that the value of the mechanical equivalent of heat obtained

by Mayer was very far from the truth.

Passing over Colding, who in 1843 presented to the

Royal Society of Copenhagen a paper entitled " Theses

concerning Force," which clearly stated the " principle of

the perpetuity of energy," and who also performed a series

of experiments for the purpose of determining the heat

developed by the compression of various bodies which entitle

him to be mentioned among the founders of the modem
theory of energy, we come to Dr Joule of Manchester, to

whom we are indebted more than to any other for the

establishment of the principle of the conservation of energy

on the broad basis on which it now stands. The best

known of Joule's experiments was that in which a brasa

paddle consisting of eight arms of complicated form

arranged symmetrically round an axis was made to rotate

in a cylindrical vessel of water containing four fixed vanea.
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which allowed the passage of the artns of the paddle but

prevented the water from rotating as a whole. The paddle

was driven by weights connected with it by strings which

passed over friction rollers, and the temperature of the

water was observed by thernionioters which indicated -„ Lth

of a degree Fahrenheit. Special experiments were made to

determine the work done against resistances outside the ves-

sel of water, which amounted to about -006 of the whole, and

corrections were made for the loss of heat by radiation, the

buoyancy of the air affecting the descending weights, and

the energy dissipated when the weights struck the floor

witli a finite velocity. From these experiments Joule

obtained 772-692 foot-pounds in the latitude of Manchester

as equivalent to the amount of heat required to raise 1 Di

of water through 1° Fahr. from the freezing-point. Adopt-

ing the centigrade scale, this gives 1390'846 foot-pounds

as the mechanical equivalent of heat.

With an apparatus similar to the above, but smaller, made
of iroi and filled with mercury. Joule obtained results vary-

ing from 772'814 foot-pounds when driving weights of

about 68 Bi. \7ere employed to 775-352 foot-pounds when
tlia driving weights were only about 19|- &. By causing

two conical surfaces of cast-iron immersed in mercury and
contained in an iron vessel to rub against one another when
pressed together by a lever. Joule obtained 776'045 foot-

pounds for the mechanical equivalent of heat when the

heavy weights were used, and 774-93 foot-pounds with the

small driving weights. In this experiment a great noise

was produced, coiTesponding to a loss of energy, and Joule

endeavoured to determine the amount of energy necessary

to produce an equal amount of sound from the string of a
violoncello and to apply a corresponding correction.

The close agreement between the results of these experi-

ments, differing widely as they do in their details, at least

indicates that " the amount of heat produced by friction is

proportional to the work done and independent of the

nature of the rubbing surfaces." Joule inferred from them
that the mechanical equivalent of heat is probably about

772 foot-pounds, or, employing the centigrade scale, about

1390 foot-pounds.

Previously to determining the mechanical equivalent of

heat by the most accurate experimental method at his

command. Joule established a series of cases in which the

production of one kind of energy was accompanied by a
disappearance of some other form. In 1840 he showed that

when an electric current was produced by means of a

dynamo-magneto-electric machine the heat generated in the

conductor, when no external work was done by the current,

was the same as if the energy employed in producing the

current had been converted into heat by friction, thus show-
ing that electric currents conform to the principle of the

conservation of energy, since energy- can neither be created

nor destroyed by them. He also determined a roughly ap-

proximate value for the mechanical equivalent of heat from
the results of these experiments. Extending his investiga-

tions to the currents produced by batteries, he found that

the total voltaic heat generated in any circuit was pro-

portional to the n-amber of electrochemical equivalents

electrolysed in each cell multiplied by the electromotive

force of the battery. Now, we know that the number of

electrochemical equivalents electrolysed is proportional to

the whole amount of electricity which passed through the
circuit, and the product of this by the electromotive force

of the battery is the work done hj the latter, so that in

this case also Joule showed that the hsat generated was
proportional to the work done.

During his experiments on the heat produced by electric

currents. Joule showed that, when a platinum wire was
heated by the current so as to emit light, the heat generated
in the circuit for the same amount of work done by the

8—10

battery was leiis than when the wire was kept cold, proving

that when light is produced an equivalent amount of some
other form of energy must disappear.

In 1844 and 1845 Joule published a series of researches

od the compression and expansion of air. A metal vessel

was placed in a calorimeter and air forced into it, the

amount of energy expended in compressing the air being

measured. Assuming that the whole of the energy was
converted into heat, wheu the air was subjected to a pressure

of 21 '5 atmospheres Joule obtained for the mechanical

equivalent of heat about 824-8 foot-pounds, and when a

pressure of only 10-5 atmospheres was employed the result

was 79G-9 foot-pounds.

In the next experiment the air was compressed as before,

and then allowed to escape through a long lead tube im-

mersed in the water of a calorimeter, and finally collected in

a bell jar. The amount of heat absorbed by the air could

thus be measured, while the work done by it in expanding

could be readily calculated. In allowing the air to expand

from a pressure of 21 atmospheres to that of 1 atmosphere

the value of the mechanical equivalent of heat obtained was
821-89 foot-pounds. Between 10 atmospheres and 1 it was
815-875 foot-pounds, and between 23 and 14 atmospheres

761-74 foot-pounds.

But, unlike Mayer and S^guin, Joule was not content

with assuming that when air is comjiressed or allowed to

expand the heat generated or absorbed is the equivalent of

the work done and of that only, no change being made in

the internal energy of the air itself when the temperature is

kept constant. To test this two vessels similar to that used

in the last experiment were placed in the same calorimeter

and connected by a tube with a stop-cock. One contained

air at a pressure of 22 atmospheres, while the other was ex-

hausted. On opening the stop-cock no work was done by the

expanding air against external forces, since it expanded into

a vacuum, and it was found that no heat was generated or

absorbed. This showed that Mayer's assumption was true.

On repeating the experiment when the two vessels were

placed in different calorimeters, it was found that heat was

absorbed by the vessel containing the compressed air, while

an equal quantity of heat was produced in the calorimeter

containing the exhausted vessel The heat absorbed was

consumed in giving motion to the issuing stream of air, and

was reproduced by the impact of the particles on the sides

of the exhausted vessel.

^

The more recent researches of Dr Joule and Sir William

Thomson {Phil. Trans., 1853, p. 357, 1854, p. 321, and

1862, p. 579) have shown that the statement that no

internal work is done when a gas expands or contracts is

not quite true, but the amount is very small in the cases

of those gases which, like oxygen, hydrogen, and nitrogen,

can only be liquefied by intense cold and pressure. It is

worthy of note that mixtures of nitrogen and oxygen

behaved more like theoretically perfect gases than either of

the gases alone.

For the other contributions of Joule to our knowledge of

energy, and for those of Sadi Carnot, Kankine, Clausius,

Helmholtz, Sir William Thomson, James Thomson, Favre,

and others, we must refer the reader to the articles on the

several branches of physics, especially to Heat.

Though we can convert the whole of the energy

possessed by any mechanical system into heat, it is not in

' Joule's papers will be found scattered ttrongh the Philcsophical

Magazine from 1839 to 1864 ; also in the Memoirs of the Manchester

Society (2) vii. viii. \x. and (3) i. ; the Proceedings of the Manchester

Society, 1859-60, 175 ; Phil. Trans., [1850] i. 61, [1853] 357,

[1854] 321, [1859] 91, [1859] 133, [1863] 579 ; Proceedings of Roy.

Soc, vi. 307, vi. 345, viii. 41, 178, viii. 355, viii. 556, viii. 664,

ix. 3, i,T. 254, ix. 496, x. 602 ; and tjie lieportt of the British Aaao-

ciaiion [1859] u. 12, and [1861] 'i. 83.

^ ill. — 27
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our power to perform the inverse operation, and to utilize

the whole of the heat in doing mechanical work. Thus wa

eco that difTercnt forma of energy are not ecjually valuable

for conversion into work. The energy of a system should

be measured by the amount of work it can do under the

most favourable conditions which can be imagined, though

we are not necessarily capable of realizing them. The

ratio of the portion of the energy of a system which can

under given conditions be converted into work to the

whole amount of energy present is called the availability

of the energy. If a system be removed from all com-

munication with anything outside of itself, the whole

amoUnt of energy possessed by it will remain the same,

but wiU of its own accord tend to undergo such trans-

formations as will diminish its availability; for since

work is done only when energy undergoes transforma-

tion, every change which it is allowed to undergo of its own
accord deprives us of one opportunity of deriving useful

work, that is, of converting a portion of the energy into

the particular form we desire. This principle, known as

the principle of the dissipation of energy, was first pointed

out by Sir WOliam Thomson in the Philosophical Magazine

for April 1852, and was applied by him to some of the prin-

cipal problems of cosmical physics. Though controlling all

phenomena of which we have any experience, the principle

of the dissipation of energy rests on a very different founda-

tion from that of the conservation of energy ; for while we
>;a:. conceive of no means of circumventing the latter

principle, it seems that the actions of intelligent beings are

subject to the former only in consequence of the rudeness

of the machinery which they have at their disposal for con-

trolling the behaviour of those portions of matter in virtue

of the relative motions or positions of which the energy

with which they have to deal exists. If we have a weight

capable of falling through a certain distance, we can employ

the system consisting of the earth and weight to do an

amount of useful work which is less than the potential

energy possessed by the system only in consequence of the

friction of the constraints, so that the limit of availability

in this case is determined only by the friction which is

unavoidable. Here we have to deal with a system with

wliich we can grapple, and whose motions can be controlled

at will. If, on the other hand, we have to deal with a

system of molecules of whose motions we become conscious

only by indirect means, while we know absolutely nothing

either of the motions or positions of any individual

molecules, it is obvious that we cannot grasp single

molecules and control their movements so as to derive

work from the system. All we can do, then, is to place the

system under certain conditions, and be content with the

amount of work which it is, as it were, willing to do under

those conditions. It is well known that a greater pro-

portion of the heat possessed by a body at a high tempera-

ture can be converted into work than in the case of an equal

quantity of heat possessed by a body at a low tempera-

ture, so that the availability of heat increases with the

temperature.

Clerk Maxwell supposed two compartments, A and B,

to be filled with gas at the same temperature, and to be

separated by a partition containing a number of trap-

doors, each of which could be opened or closed without

any expenditure of energy. An intelligent creature, or

"demon," possessed of unlimited po'.vers of vision, is placed

in charge of each door, with instructions to open the door

whenever a particle in A comes towards it with jnore than

a certain velocity V, and to keep it closed against aU
particles in A moving with less than this velocity, but, on

the other hand, to open the door whenever a particle in B
approaches it with less than a certain velocity v, which is

not greater than V, and to keep it closed against all

particles in B moving with a greater velocity than this.

By continuing this process every unit of mass which enters

B will carry with it more energy. than each unit which
leaves B, and hence the temperature of the gas in B will be

raised and that of the gas in A lowered, while no heat is

lost and no energy expended, so that by the application

of intelligence alone a portion of gas of uniform pres-

sure and temperature may be divided into two parts, in

which both the temperature and the pressure are different,

and from which, therefore, work can be obtained at the

expense of heat. If the gas do not liquefy, there seems no
limit to the extent to which this operation may be carried,

by increasing V and diminishing v, except that v cannot be

made less than zero, which corresponds to the whole of the

energy being abstracted from the gas in A and given to

that in B. This shows that the principle of the dissipation

of energy has control over the actions of thoae agents only

whose faculties are too gross to enable them to grapple with

those portions of matter in virtue of the relative motions

or relative positions of which the energy exists with which
they are concerned.

In April 1875 Lord Rayleigh published a paper in the

Philosophical Magazine on " the work which may be
gained during the mixing of gases." In the preface to

the paper Lord Rayleigh says, " Whenever, then, two gases

are allowed to mix without the performance of work, there

is dissipation of energy, and an opportunity of doing work
at the expense of low temperature heat has been for ever

lost." He then shows that the amount of work obtainable

is equal to that which can be done by the first gas in

expanding into the space occupied by the second (supposed

vacuous) together with that done by the second in

expanding into the space occupied by the first. In the

experiment imagined by Lord Rayleigh a porous diaphragm
takes the place of the partition and trap-doors imagined by
Clerk Maxwell, and the gases sort themselves on account of

the difference in the velocities of mean square of molecules

of the different gases. When the pressure on one side of the

diaphragm is greater than that on the other, work may be

done at the expense of heat in pushing the diaphragm, and
the operation continued until the gases are uniformly

diffused. There is this difference, however, between this

experiment and Clerk Maxwell's, that when the gases

have diffused the experiment cannot be repeated, and it is

no more contrary to the dissipation of energy than is the

fact that work may be derived at the expense of heat when
a gas expands into a vacuum, for the working substance is

not finally restored to its original condition ; while Clerk

Maxwell's experiment may be supposed to be continued

and work obtained till the whole of the gas has been

reduced to the absolute zero of temperature, and the ex-

periment may be repeated by again heating the gas. Inde-

pendently of Lord Rayleigh, Jfr S. Tolver Preston, in

November 1877, called attention to the work which may
be done at the expense of heat during the diffusion of

gases, and the bearing of this upon the dissipation of

energy (see Nature, Nov. 8, 1877).

In these experiments the molecular energy of a gas is

converted into work only in virtue of the molecules being

separated into classes in which their velocities are different,

and these classes then allowed to act upon one another

through the intervention of a suitable heat engine. If we
could carry out this subdivision into classes as far as we
pleased we might transform the whole of the heat of a

body into work. The availabUity of heat is limited only

by our power of bringing those particles whose motions
constitute heat in bodies to rest relatively to one another ;

and we have precisely similar limits to the availability of

the energy due to the motion of visible and tangible

bodicd.
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If a battery of electrDmotivo force E maintain a current

C in a conductor, and no other electromotive force exist in

the circuit, the whole of the work done will bo converted

into heat, and the amount of^work done per second will bo

EC. If R denote the resistance of the whole circuit, E = CR,
and the heat generated per second is C-R. If the current

drive an electromagnetic engine, the reaction of the engine

will produce an electromotive force opposing the current.

Suppose the current to be thus reduced to C. Then the

work done by the battery per second will bo EC or CG'R,

while the heat generated per second will be C'^R, so that

we have the difference (C - C')C'R for the energy cousumed

in driving the engine. The ratio of this to the whole work
C —

C

done by the battery is —p— , so that the efficiency ia

increased by diminishing C. If we could drive the engine

so fast as to reduce C to zero, the whole of the energy of

the battery would be available, no heat being produced in

the wires, but- the horse-power of the engine would be

indefinitely small. The reason why the whole of the

energy of the current is not available is that heat must
always be generated in a wire in which a finite current is

flowing, so that, in the case of a battery in which the whole

of the energy of chemical affinity is employed in producing

a current, the availability of the energy is limited only on

account of the resistance of the conductors, and may be

increased by diminishing this resistance. The availability

of the energy of electrical separation in a charged Leyden
jar is also limited only by the resistance of conductors, in

virtue of which an amount of heat is necessarily produced,

which is greater the less the time occupied in discharging

the jar. The availability of the energy of magnetization is

limited by the coercive force of the magnetized material, in

virtue of which any change in the intensity of magnetization

is accompanic(^ by the production of heat.

Since the motion of the ^centre of mass of a system is

unaffected by any actions taking place between the parts

of the system, it is plain that a system considered by itself

cannot be said to possess energy in virtue of the motion
of its centre of mass, and in estimating the energy of the

system at any instant we may therefore treat this point as

fixed, and consider only motions relative to it. Thus any
motion of rotation we may consider to take place about an
axis through the centre of mass. Now, if a system be
not acted upon by any forces from without which have a
moment about this axis, the product of the angular velocity

of the system and of its moment of inertia about the axis

of rotation will remain unchanged. Hence if we increase

the moment of inertia we shall diminish the angular

velocity in the inverse ratio, and therefore diminish the

energy of rotation in this ratio, since the latter is propor-

tional to the moment of inertia and the square of the

angular velocity. If, then, we have a material system
moving in the most general manner possible, we shall

reduce its kinetic energy to a minimum by causing such
actions to- take place between the parts of the system as

will make its moment of inertia about the invariable line

as great as possible, and then changing the relative motions
of the parts in such a manner that they move as if they

were rigidly connected with one another. The motion of

the system will then be a simple rotation with its kinetic

energy as small as possible, and the greatest amount of

energy will thus have been transformed.

In all the cases we have examined there is a general

tendency for other forms of energy to be transformed into

heat on account of the friction of rough surfaces, the
resistance of conductors, or similar causes, and thus to lose

availability. In some cases, as when heat is converted

into the kinetic energy of moving machinery or the

potential energy of raised weights, there seems to be an

ascent of energy from the less available form of heat to the
more available form of mechanical energy, but when this
takes plate there is always, accompanying it, a quantity of
heat which passes from a body at a high temperature to
one at a lower temperature, thus losing availability, so that
on the whole there is a degradation of energy. Thus
Thomson's second law of thermodynamics, which states that
" it is impossible by means of inanimate material agency to

obtain work by cooling matter below the temperature of
the coldest body in the neighbourhood," appears to be
generally true, except when this work is obtained at the
expense of some other condition of advantage, as, for

example, that possessed by air at a higher pressure than
the surrounding atmosphere, or by different kinds of matter
which are separate and tend to diffuse, and then the work
having once been obtained, the system cannot be restored
to its original condition without the degradation of energy
from some other source, even though the heat converted
into work be restored to the working bodies.

It is sometimes important to consider the rate at which
energy may be transformed into useful work, or the horse-
power of the agent. It generally happens that to obtain
the greatest passible amount of work from a given supply
of energy, and to obtain it at the greatest rate, are conflict-

ing interests. We have seen that the efficiency -of an
electromagnetic engine is greatest when the current is

indefinitely small, and then the rate at which it works is

also indefinitely small. Jacobi showed that for a given
electromotive force in the battery the horse-power is

greatest when the current is reduced to one-half of what it

would be if the engine were at rest. A similar condition
obtains in the steam-engine, in which a great rate of
working necessitates the dissipation of a large amount of
energy through the resistance of the steam-pipes, kc. The
only way to secure a high degree of efficiency with a great
horse-power in the case of the steam-engine is by increasing
the section of the steam-pipes and the areas of the steam
ports. ' The efficiency of an electromagnetic engine cannot
bS greater than one-half when it is working at its maximum
horse-power, but we may obtain any fixed rate of working
we please with a given degree of efficiency by diminishing
the resistance of the battery and conductors until the
maximum horse-power of the engine exceeds that at which
it is to be worked by a sufficient amount.- (w. g.)
ENFANTIN, Baeth^lemy Prosper [Lb PiiRE Enfan-

-Tin], (1796-1864), one of the founders of Saint-Simonism,
was born at Paris, February 8, 1796. He was the son of

a banker of Dauphiny, and after receiving his early

education at a lyceum, was sent in 1813 to the Ecole
Polytechnique, In March 1814 he was one of the band of

students who, on the heights of Montmartre and Saint-

Chaumont, attempted resistance to the armies of the allies

then engaged in the investment of Paris. In consequence
of this outbi^ak of patriotic enthusiasm, the school was
soon after closed by Louis XVIII., and the young student
was compelled to seek some other career instead of that, of

the soldier. He first engaged himself to a country wine-
merchant, for whom he travelled in Germany, Russia, and
the Netherlands. In 1821 he- entered a banking-house
newly established at St Petersburg, but returned two years
later to Paris, where he was appointed cashier to the Caisse
Hypoth^caire. At the same time he became a member of
the secret society of the Carbonari. In 1825 a new turn
was given to his thoughts and his life by the friendship

which he formed with Olinde Rodriguez, the favoured
disciple of Saint-Simon. Introduced by Rodriguez to the
master^ who was then near his end, he ardently embraced
his doctrines and schemes of social, political, and religious

reformation. With Rodriguez he received the last in-

structions of Saint-Simop, and the two were entrusted
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with the propngation and devc-loiuneiit of his system.

Their first stop was the establishment of a journal, entitled

Le Froduclcur, and of a limited liability company fur its

Bupport. This journal had for its motto " The Golden Age,

hitherto placed by blind tradition in the past, is before us."

Enfantin contributed largely to its pages; and setting forth

in it not only tho doctrines of his master, but also new

views of his own, he gave offence to some of his supporters,

and in the course of 1826 the journal was discontinued.

He had now become known, and had found influential

adherents in some members of the Liberal party, among

them Blanqui, Bazard, Duveyrier, Pereire, Auguste Comte,

Michel Chevalier, and Pierre Leroux. Before the close of

1828 they had their public meetings and lectures, not in

Paris alone, but also in many provincial towns. Tho

revolution of July (1830) brought a now freedom to the

Bocialiat reformers, and they did not fail to avail them-

selves of the occasion. A proclamation was issued demand-

ing the community of goods, the abolition of the right of

inheritance, and the enfranchisement of women. Enfantin

now resigned his office of cashier, and devoted himself

wholly to his cause. He obtained the support of the Glohe

newspaper, made appeals to the people by systematic

preaching, and organized centres of action in some of the

principal cities of Franco. The headquarters in Paris were

removed from the modest rooms in the Rue Taranne, and

established in large halls near the Boulevard Italien.

Bazard and Enfantin were proclaimed " P^res Supremes."

This union of the supreme fathers, however, was only

nominal. A divergence was already manifest, which

rapidly increased to serious difference and dissension.

Bazard had devoted himself to political reform, Enfantin to

social and moral change; Bazard was organizer and governor,

Enfantin was teacher and consoler ; the former attracted

reverence, the latter love. A hopeless antagonism arose

between them in reference to the proposal of Enfantin to

supersede the formula of Saint-Simon, which was in sub-

stance " the greatest good of the greatest number," by

another thus worded—" To each one according to his

capacity, to each capacity according to its works." The
breach was widened by Enfantin's announcement of his

theory of the relation of man and woman, which would sub-

stitute for the " tyranny of marriage " a system of " free

love." Bazard now separated from his colleague, and in

his withdrawal was followed by all those whose chief aim

was philosophical and political. Enfantin thus became sole

" father," and the few who were chiefly attracted by his

religious pretensions and aims still adhered to him. New
converts joined them, and Enfantin assumed that his

followers in France numbered 40,000. He wore on his

breast a badge with his title of " P^re," was spoken of by
his preachers as " the Kving law," declared, and probably

believed, himself to be the chosen of God, and sent out

emissaries in quest of a woman predestined to be the
" female Messiah," and the mother of a new Saviour. The
quest was very costly and altogether fruitless. No such

woman was discoverable. Meanwhile believers in Enfantin

and his new religion were multiplying in all parts of

Europe. His extravagances and success at length brought

down upon him tho hand of the law. Public morality was

in peril, and in May 1832 the halls of the new sect were

closed by the Government, and the father, with some of his

followers, appeared before the tribunals. He now retired to

his estate at Menilmontant, near Paris, where with, forty

disciples he continued to carry out his views. In August of

he same year he was again arrested, and on his appearance

n court he desired his defence to be undertaken by two
women who were with him, alleging that the matter "as of

special concern to women. This was of course refused.

The trial occupied two days and resulted :d a verdict of

guilty, and a sentence of imprisonment for a year with a
small fine. This prosecution was the death-blow to the

new Bociety, which soon became extinct. Enfantin was
released in a few nlor^ths, and then, accompanied by some
of his followers, he went to Egypt. He stayed there two
years, and might have entered the service of the viceroy if

he would have priifessed himelf, as a few of his friends did,

a Mahometan. On his return to France, a sadder and
practically a wiser man, he settled down to very prosaic

work. He became first a postmaster near Lyons, and in

1841 was appointed, through the influence of some of his

friends who had ri.sen to posts of power, member of a
scientific commission on Algeria, which led him to engage
in researches concerning North Africa and colonization in

general. In 1845 he was appointed director of the Paris

and Lyons railway. Three years later he established, in

conjunction with Duveyrier, a daily journal, entitled Le
Credit, which was discontinued in 1850. He was after-

wards attached to the administration of the railway from
Lyons to the Mediterranean. Father Enfantin held faflt

by his ideal to the end, but he had renounced the hope of

giving it a local habitation and a name in the degenerate

obstinate world. His personal influence over those who
associated with him was immense. " He was a man
of a noble presence, with finely formed and expressive

features. He was gentle and insinuating in manner, and
possessed a calm, graceful, and winning delivery" {Oent.

Mag., Jan. 1865). His evident sincerity, his genuine

enthusiasm, gave him his marvellous ascendency. Not a
few of his disciples have since ranked amongst the most
distinguished men of France. He died suddenly at Paris,

September 1, 1864.

Amongst his works are

—

Doctrine de Saint-Simon (written ia

conjunction with several of his followers), published in 1830, and
several times republished ; £conomie politique el Politique (1831);
Correspondance politique (1835-1840) ; Correspondanee philosophiqut
et rcligieuse (1843-1845); and Za Vie iternelle passte, prisente,

future (ISGl). A large number of articles by his hand appeared in

Le Produdeur, L'Organisateur, Le Globe, and other periodicals. He
also wrote in 1832 Le Livre Kouveau, intended as a substitute for

the Christiau Scriptures, but it was not published.

ENFIELD, a market town of Middlesex, is situated ten

miles N.E. of London. A large number of its inhabitants

are employed in the royal small arms factory at Enfield

Lock, where the rifle now manufactured, however, is not the
" Enfield," but the Martini-Henry. Enfield has the remains

of an ancient royal palace, ''n which Edward VI. kept his

court, and where Elizabeth vested on her way to London in

order to assume the crown. Near to it is Enfield chase,

disforested in 1799 and divided between various parishes

and the Crown, and now occupied by several country seats

of the more opulent traders of London. The population of

Enfield in 1871 was 16,054.

ENFIELD, a town of the United States, in Hartford

CO., Connecticut, is situated on the Connecticut river, and
on the railway from Hartford to Springfield, 14 miles N.

of Hartford. It is connected by a bridge with Suffield,

and two miles further down the river there ia a bridge by
which the railroad crosses to Windsor-Locks. Enfield has

a large carpet factory and extensive powder mills. It

contains a community of Shakers, who are noted for their

stock-raising and their culture of seeds. The population

in 1870 was 6322.

ENFIELD, William (1741-1797), a dissenting divine,

noted for the number and variety of his literary works, was
born at Sudbury in 1741. He received his education at

the dissenting academy at Daventry, under the care of Dr
Ash worth, where he passed through the usual curriculum

of 2ve years. Immediately afterwards he was chosen

minister of the congregation of Benn's Garden, Liverpool,

in 1763. During his residence in Liverpool ho published
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two volumes of eermons (1768-1770), as well as a collec-

tion of hymns and family prayers, wUicli raet with a very

favourable reception. In 1770 he was appointed tutor and

lecturer on the belles-lettres at Warrington academy, an

office which he held till the dissolution of the academy in

1783. On accepting it he obtained the degree of Doctor

of Laws from the university of Edinburgh. Simultaneously

with his tutorial appointment ho held the pastoral charge

of the dissenting congregation of Warrington. After an

interval of two years spent in private tuition, he was chosen

pastor of the dissenting (Unitarian) congregation of

Octagon Street, Norwich, where he remained till his death,

which took place November 3, 1797, in the 57th year of

his age. Of the works of Dr Enfield a considerable

number are mere compilations, in which no higher quality

is displayed than the taste which dictated the selection.

To this class belong the Preacher's Birectoty (1771), the

English Preacher (1773-1), the Speaker (1775), and

others. ' The last named work, aii elocutionary manual,

has passed through numerous editions, and Enfield's name

is better known in connection with it than through any of

his other works. Among his original works, however, and

especially those published or written at the close of his life,

there are some that display considerable powers of thought

and great elegance of expression. His posthumous sermons

on the principal characters of the Old and New Testaments

not only evince the author's ability as a commentator, but

show profound insight into the ethics of history. In

theology he was a Socinian. At the recommendation of

Dr Bagot, bishop of Norwich, he published an abridg-

ment of Brucker'3 History of Philosophy, in 2 vols. 4to.

He also wrote a work, entitled the Institutes of Natural

Philosophy, Theoretical and Experimental, 4to, 1783,

besides a variety of occasional pamphlets and sermons.

His last literary employment was in writing for his friend

Dr John Aikin's Biographical Dictionary. More than half

the lives in the first volume of that work are from his pen.

ENGADINE (the ancient Vallis Eniatina or (Enigadena,

German Engadin, Italian Engadina), the valley of the Inn

from its source to the Austrian frontier at Martinsbruck,

a distance (by road) of about 65 miles. It is divided

politically into two districts, the Upper and Lower
Engadine, and four circles, which form part of the

Gotteshausbund, one of the three leagues comprised in

canton of Grisons, Switzerland,

The Upper Engadine has only one circle, whose chief

village is Samaden. It consists of the valley of the Inn

with its tributaries. The river flows through a long and
straight trough, about 30 miles in length, and varying

from a mile to half a mile in breadth, lying between lofty

mountains, at a mean height of 5500 feet above the sea,

being, after the Avers and Spol valleys, the highest inha-

bited region of central Europe. Unlike most Alpine

valleys the Engadine is closed at its head only by a low
bank. The Maloya Pass (5942 feet) is hardly' 100 feet

above the lake of Sils. The lakes of Silvaplana and St
Moritz lie at nearly the same level. Samaden (ad sum-
mum CErii) stands at the junction of the Inn and its

first considerable tributary the Flatzbach. This stream
drains the principal glaciers of the Bernina chain, the

largest glacier group in eastern Switzerland, remarkable
for its closely-clustered summits, the highest of which,

Piz Bernina, attains a height of 13,294 feet. Beside

the Flatzbach runs the road to the Bernina Pass (7658
feet), leading into the Val Tellina. It passes Pontresina,

a village of late years much frequented in summer by
travellers of all nations. Its name has been assumed to be
a trace of the presence of Saracens in this part of the Alps
(Pons Saracenorum). Another and more plausible deriva-

tion (Pons Rhsetise) has been suggested.

The valley below Samaden is for some distance level and

uniform, and studded with flourishing hamlets. Tho
boundary between the two Engadines lies between Scaufa

and Zernetz, in an uninhabited part of tho valley.

Owing to its great elevation, the scenery <jf the Upper
Engadine has a bleak northern aspect. Pines and larches

alone flourish, garden vegetables are grown only in sunny

spots, and there is no tillage. The Alpine flora, howev«r,

is very rich and varied, and the Upper Engadine has been

called " a paradise for the botanist." Snow always lies low

on the mountain sides, and often falls even in the valley in

the month of August. Hence the climate is described in

the proverb—" Nine months winter and three months cold

weather." The mean annual temperature is 36-5"' Fahr.,

that of the summer mouths SO-S" Fahr., of the winter

17'5° Fahr. The villages are built entirely of stone. The

houses are large and roomy, a cattle stable being often

included under tho same roof. The small deeply-set

windows bear witness to the severity of the climate.

Those of the lower story are protected with iron gratings,

a precaution tho character of the people does not justify.

An abundant use of paint and whitewash gives many of

the dwellings an almost Dutch air of cleanliness, and tho

window-sills are usually decorated with carnations and

other bright flowers.

The Lower Engadine is divided into three circles.

Schuls is the chief village ; next in importance is Zer-

netz, which stands at the junction of the Inn and Spol.

The latter stream issues from Val di Livigno, the only

inhabited valley north of the Alps belonging to Italy. At

this point the Inn flows for a few miles due N. through a

wooded defile before resuming its N.E. course. From
Suss to Finstermunz it runs in a deep channel, while the

villages lie high on terraces on the mountain sides, cut off

from one another by deep ravines, through which descend

streams from the glaciers of the Silvretta (Silva Ehaetife)

range on the N. and from the wild dolomite ridges of the

Scarlthal on the S. In the recesses of the latter bears are

still found. The villages of the Lower Engadine are not

so well built as those of the upper valley, and the inhabi-

tants are said to be less energetic and more ignorant than

their neighbours.

Below the village of Schuls, on the left bank of the Inn,

lie the baths of Tarasp, much resorted to by North
Germans. The springs to which they chiefly owe their

repute are saline-alkaline in character.

One of the highroads into Italy has since early times

passed through the Upper Engadine. The Romans used

the Bernina Pass in conjunction with the Julier. In tlie

Middle Ages this route was the most frequented between
the Mont Cenis and the Brenner, and was chosen by
travellers who wished to avoid the Milanese territory and
the Spanish troops. In recent years the old mule-track

over the Bernina Pass has been converted into a military

road, and the internal communications of the country have

been opened up on all sides. Roads have been made over

the Albula, Fluela, and Ofen Passes, and the villages of the

Lower Engadine, previously almost inaccessible on wheels,

have been united by a good road both to the upper valley

and to Tyrol.

The population of the valley at the last census (1870)

was 9756, of which 8402 are Protestants and 1335 Catho-

lics. The Catholics are found chiefly at Tarasp and in the

secluded glens of Samnaun and Sampnoir on the Tyrolese

frontier. The people are industrious, frugal, and aUve to

their own interests, and at the same time more independent

in manner, and less courteous to strangers than those of

central Switzerland. With the exception of Tarasp, which

is mostly German, the whole district is " Puoraantsch." The
language is a dialect known as " Ladin," nearly allied to
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,that spoken in tbo Tyrulese valleys of Groden, Abtei, and

Enneberg. It has a scanty literature, consisting of a trans-

lation of the Bible, some prayer and hymn books, and one

newspaper, the Fof/l d'Engiadina, printed once a week at

Samaden. German is now taught in all the schools of the

valley. The wealth of the inhabitants consists in their hay

pocadows and pastures. The lower Alps feed large herds

of cows, the upper are let to Bergamasque shepherds, who
travel thither every summer v/ith their flocks. A consider-

able trade is also carried on in Italian products and Val

Tellina wines, in which the Engadiners serve as carriers.

Formerly niany of them used to emigrate to different parts

pf the world, where they found employment, especially as

pastry-cooks. Of late years the sudden influx of strangers

has changed the picturesque villages into groups of hotels,

and diverted the inhabitants from their former pursuits.

The iron springs of St Moritz, the cause and centre of the

immigration of summer visitors from all parts of Europe,

have been known since the IGth century. They had been

steadily resorted to by Germans and Italians since the days

of Paracelsus, though it was not till the present century

that any bath-house was erected for the convenience of the

guests, who found sufficient accommodation in the village.

The waters are highly charged with alkaline salts and
carbonate of iron, with a small proportion of phosphoric

jcid, and traces of iodine, bromine, &c. Their influence, in

combination with mountain air, is extremely beneficial in

cases requiring strong tonic treatment.

See Coxc, Travels in Switzerland ; TlieobaU, Naiurhilde aus den
Jlhiilisehcn Alpcn ; Ball, Central Alps; Jlrs H. Freshiield, A
Summer I'our in the Orisons ; Caviczcl, Engadine ; Lechner, Piz

Cnnguard ; Dr Buiney Yco, A Season at St Moritz (for mcJical

011(1 botanical information) ; Fortuiyhtbj Remew, No. cxi., new
series. (D. W. F.)

ENGEL, Johanna Jakob (1741-1802), a German
writer, chiefly distinguished as a dramatist, was born at

Parchim, in Mecklenburg, on the 11th September 1741.

His father was a clergyman, and he himself studied for the

church, though he did not enter upon the clerical profession.

He studied at Rostock and Biitzow, and afterwards at

Leipsic, where he took his doctor's degree in 17G9. In the

same year he produced his first drama, Der dankbare SoJin,

which was received with marked approval. In 1776 he

was appointed professor of moral philosophy and belles-

lettres in the Joachimsthal gymnasium at Berlin, and a few

years later he became tutor to the Prussian crown-prince,

afterwards Frederick William III. The lessons which he

gave his royal pupil in ethics and politics were published in

1798, with the title Fiirsleiispiegel, and furnish a favourable

specimen of his powei"s as a popular philosophical writer.

In 1787 he was admitted a member of the Academy of

Sciences of Berlin, and in the same year he became director

of the royal theatre. In the latter situation he was not

successful, owing chiefly to an infirmity of temper, and he

resigned it in 1794. For some time he resided at Schwerin,

h\ifc on the accession of his former pupil Frederick William

III. to the throne he was invited to return to Berlin, and
received a pension. He died while on a visit to his native

place on the 28th June, 1802.

Besides numerous dramas, some of which had a con-

siderable success, Engel was the author of several valuable

works on Ksthetical subjects. His Anfangsgrunde einer

Theorie der Dichttmgsarteii (Leipsic, 1783) was one of the

earliest works on the theory of poetry produced in

Germany, and showed fine taste and acute critical faculty,

if it lacked the loftier qualities of imagination and true

poetic insight. The same excellences and the same defects

were apparent in his Ideeii zu einer Mimik (2 vols.

Leipsic, 1 785) written in the form of letters. His Philosoph

fiir die Welt (Leipsic, 1788) consists chiefly of dialogues on
men and morals, written jr? an attractive style, and con

taining much just reflection and criticism. His last work,

a romance entitled Lorenz Stark (Leipsic, 1795), though
its plot was weak, achieved a great success, in virtue of the

jmrity of its style, the marked individuality of its characters,

and the interest of its dialogues. Engel's Sdmmllicke
Schriften were published in 12 volumes at Berlin in

1801-6, and a new edition of them anoeared at Frankfort

in 1857.

ENGELBRECHTSDATTER, Dorthe (1634-1716), a

Norwegian poetess, who enjoyed a very wide reputation

throughout Scandinavia and over Germany during th» first

half of the 18th century. She* was born at Bergen in

January 1634; her father, Engelbrecht Jorgensen, was
originally rector of the high school in that city, and after-

wards dean of the cathedral. In 1652 she married

Ambrosius Hardenbech, a theological writer famous for

his flowery funeral sermons, who succeeded her father at

the cathedral, when the latter died in 1659. By the

poetess Hardenbech had five sons and four daughters. In

1678 her first volume appeared, Sjcelens aanddige Sangoffer^

(The Soul's Spiritual Offering of Song), published at

Copenhagen. This volume of hymns and devotional

pieces, very modestly brought out, had an unparalleled

success, and surpassed in popularity every similar collection

of that age. The fortunate poetess was invited to

Denmark, and on her arrival at Copenhagen was presented

at court. She was also introduced to Thomas Kingo, the

father of Danish poetry, and the eminent pair greeted one

another with a brace of improvised couplets, which have

been preserved, and of which the poetess's reply is incom-

parably the neater. The next fifteen years of her life were

extremely unhappy. In 1683 her husband died, and
before 1698 she had buried all her nine children. In the

midst of her troubles appeared her second work, the

Taareoffer (Sacrifice of Tears), which is a continuous

religious poem in four books. This was combined with

the Sangoffer, and no less than three editions of the united

works were published before her death, and many after it

In 1698 she brought out a third volume of sacred verse,'

Et kristeligt Valet fra Verden (A Christian Rejection of the

World), a very tame production. In her old age she was

honoured by a visit from the great poet of her time, Pet'ef

Dass, who made the laborious journey to Bergen merely to

see her. She died, agedeighty-two, in 1716. The first verses

of Dorthe Engclbrechtsdatter are the best ; her Sangoffer

was dedicated to Jesus, the Taareoffer to Queen Charlotte

Amalia ; the change is significant of her different position

in the eyes of the world. She is, all through, a dull and

tiresome writer, but her immense fame among her contem-

poraries, and her merit as one of the earliest writers of

verse in modern Norway, give her a position in literature.

ENGHIEN, Louis-Antoine-Henki de Bouebon-
CoNDE, Due d' (1772-1804), was the son of Henri-Louis-

Joseph, prince of Cond^, and of Louise-Marie-Th^rfese-

Bathil.le d'Orleans, and was born at Chantilly on the 2nd
August 1772. He was educated privately by the Abb^
jSIiUot, and was trained in the art of war by his grandfather

the prince of Cond6, with whom he was present at the

battle of St Omer in 1788. In 1789 he, along with tne

other' members of his family, went into exile. In 1792 he

joined the royalist forces under his father in Flanders, and

on the dissolution of this army he served under his grand-

father, and specially distinguished himself at the battle o<

Berstheira in 1793. In 1794 he was made knight of the

order of St Louis, and from 1796 to 1799 he commanded
the vanguard of his grandfather's forces. When these

were disbanded in 1801, he contracted a private marriage

with the Princess Charlotte, niece of Cardinal de Rohan,

and took up his residence near Ettenheim in Baden. Being

suspected of concocting a plot against Naooleon Bonaparte,
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SLies were placsd to watch his movementH, who reported,

it is said falsely, that he was in the habit of making

frequent secret journeys along with General Dumouriez.

Bonaparte therefore thought it uecesaary to seize his

papers, and on the 14th March 1804 caused his chateau to

be surrounded by 400 gendarmes, who took the duko

prisoner, and conducted him to Strasburg. After being

brought to Paris on the.20th March, he was conducted to

Vincennes, where he was tried by court martial, and with-

out being found guilty of any definite charges, was on the

morning of the 21st at four o'clock condemned to death as

a traitor. Half-an-hour afterwards he was led out to

execution, and as soon as he was dead he was thrown into

a grave, which, in anticipation of his sentence, had been

prepared beforehand. Upon Napoleon's conduct in these

arbitrary proceedings various interpretations have been

put, but there are scarcely materials for forming a decisive

iudgment. It was in reference to the execution of the

Due d'Enghien that Fouchd made the remark which haa
passed into a proverb :

" It was worse than a crime ; it

was a blunder." After the Restoration the remains of the
duke wore removed to the chapel of the castle at Vincennes.

ENGINEERING—the art of designing and construct-

ing works—embraces a very wide range of subjects, and
the different departments into which the profession is now
divided do not admit of very strict definition ; but it may
be mentioned that civil engineering includes the design
and construotion of canals, river navigations, harbours,

docks, roads, bridges, railways, lighthouses, water supply,

irrigation, sewerage, gas supply, telegraphs, &c.; meclianiail

engineering includes machinery, mill-work, steam-engines,

iron shipbuilding, agricultural implements, &c ; mining
engineering includes the working and raising of coal, iron,

lead, copper, &c., and other minerals; and military engin-

eering includes fortifications, gunnery, artillery, telegraphy,

&c., as applied in warfare.

ENGLAND
PART I.—GEOGRAPHY AND STATISTICS.

I. Situation.—Soil and Climate.—Political and
Civil Divisions.

1 Situa- TT^ NGLAND, comprising, with Wales, the southern
I Hon. Pj portion of the island of Great Britain, extends from

49° 48' to 55° 45' N. lat., and from 1° 45' E. to 5° 44' W.
long., and covers an area of 68,320 square miles. It

corresponds in latitude with Northern Germany and the

Netherlands. In shape it is nearly triangular; and owing

to its being surrounded by the sea on all sides, except for

a distance of about seventy miles on the Scottish border,

it has a most extensive coast-line. The seas which encircle

it are the German Ocean or North Sea on the E., and the

Atlantic Ocean on the W. and S., the latter receiving in

some of its parts the names of the Irish or St George's

Channel, and of the English Channel. The coast is much
indented, more particularly on the Atlantic side, the total

length, following the indentations, being estimated at over

2000 miles.

Physical There are few countries more diversified in physical struc-

itruc- ture, or in soil, climate, and natural scenery, than England,
(are. As regards physical structure, it has been truly described

to be in itself " an epitome of the geology of almost the

whole of Europe." Nearly all the formations of the earth's

crust, from the Silurian upwards to the most recent, are to

be found, in layers more or less thick, in diflferent parts of

England. The lowest geological formations, known in

general as Primary or Palasozoic, are met witli principally

in the north and north-west of England, in the counties of

Cumberland and Westmoreland, and in North Wales. The
rocks of Cumberland and North Wales, belonging to the

Lower Silurian formation, consist mainly of slaty and gritty

strata, interbedded with various kinds of felspathic lava

and volcanic ashes, accompanied by numerous bosses and
dykes of greenstone, quartz-porphyry, and other igneous

rocks. These latter contribute greatly to give rise to that

peculiar mountainous aspect which distinguishes these dis-

tricts. The next geological formation, above that of the

Silurian, is found in the Old Red Sandstone, and the so-

called Devonian rocks, which occupy extensive tracts in

Devonshire, Cornwall, South Wales, Herefordshire, and
Worcestershire. Above these strata comes the Carboni-

ferous Limestone, composed entirely of sea-shells, encrinites,

and other organic remains, which formation, stretching from
South Wales through the south-west of England into Derby-
shire, attains in parts a thickness of 3000 feet and more.

Next above the Carboniferous Limestone cume the strata.

all-important to Eijgland, known as the Coal Measures, a

term originally used by the miners. The beds of coal, solid

basis of England's modern supremacy in arts, manufactures,

and, to some extent, political power, lie upon a peculiar

stratum, which generally, but not always, is of the nature

of fire-clay. Coal itself is well known to consist of

mineralized vegetable matter, the intermingled shales and
sandstones still showing the impressions of trunks of trees,

ferns, and reed-like plants, and it is supposed that this

fire-clay was the original soil upon whii:h grew the priceless

treasure.

The Coal Pleasures are covered by the Permian rocks Geoio-

of England, which complete the geological formation to ?'<'^'

which the name of Palaeozoic or Primary strata has been '^'^'"'S^

given. " During the time they were forming," says

Professor Ramsay, " this part of the world suffered many
ups and downs, accompanied by large denudations ; but

at the close of the Permian period, a disturbance of the

strata on the greatest scale put an end to this great

Palaeozoic epoch over all our area, and much more besides,

and from the Permian beds downwards to the Cambrian
strata a large part of what is now England was heaved up
and formed dry land, to be again wasted and worn away
by sea-waves and rivers, and all the common atmospheric

agencies. This old land in great part consisted of what we
now know as Wales, and the adjacent counties of Hereford-

shire, Monmouthshire, and Shropshire, of part of Devon
and Cornwall, and probably the Pennine chain, and all the

mountainous parts of Scotland. Around old Wales, on

three sides of Cumberland, and probably all round and
dver great part of Devon and Cornwall, the New Red Sand-

stone was deposited. Part at least of this oldest of the

Secondary rocks was formed of the waste of the older

Paleozoic strata that had then risen above the surface of

the water."

If, in the physical structure of England, the Primary Pre-

strata form a highly important element as containing the 'j,'^''".

Coal Measures, the more immediate nature of the soil is ^

determined by the Secondary and Tertiary formations.

Among the Secondary strata, none are morp interesting

than the so-called " Wealden series " of southern England.

Geologists are agreed upon the fact that the Wealden and
Purbeck beds represent the delta of an immense river,

equal in size to the modern Ganges or the Mississippi, the

waters of which carried down to its mouth the bodies of

huge reptiles and mammalia now extinct, or (he semblance
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of which is to bo found only in the tropical regions. But

if this much is ascertained, by the evidence of organic

remains found in abundance in Kent and Sussex, there is,

and in all likelihood ever will be, complete ignorance as to

the shape and extent of the continent which this great river

drained, and of which England then formed a part.

Professor Kamsay surmises that " in size it must have been

far larger than Europe, and probably as large as Asia, or

the great continents of North or South America."

Mien- The formations of the Tertiary or Eocen^ period lie all

lions of over England, tlie most recent being represented by the

alluvial beds of Norfolk, Suffolk, and South Hampshire, and

of the basin of the Tliames. The whole of the east coast

of England, and a great part of the south coast, not only

bear the mark of the most recent geological changes that

have taken place in this country, but are affected by a con-

tinuation of them to this day. A long extent of coast-line

constantly undergoes alterations, in some instances the land

gaiaiag upon the sea, and in others, rather less numerous,

the sea upon the land. The whole of Romney Marsh, in

Kent, embracing upwards of 24,000 acres, formerly con-

stituted an arm of the sea, where vessels rode in deep water,

carrying produce to ports which are no more in existence.

Lydd, or, as it is called in old records, Hlyda, and.Romney,
though maritime still in name, retaining some of the ancient

privileges of the Cinque Ports, have become, through

changes in the coast-line, small inland towns ; and the same

has been the fate of Rye, Winchelsea, and other places in

that district. Again, the Isle of Thanet, in the north-

lastern corner of Kent, has ceased to be an island at all

but in name. The wide estuary of the sea, separating it

from the mainland, and through which ships in compara-

tively recent times sailed from the English Channel into

the Thames, using it as the shortest road from the south

to London, has entirely disappeared, leaving barely a rill

of water to m?.rk its former existence.

If the sea retreated on some parts of the coast, it

jncroached, and is encroaching, on the firm land over a

considerable extent of other coast-line on the German Ocean,

at well as on the English Channel. Ravenspur, once an im-

portant town of Yorkshire, where Bolingbroke, afterwards

Henry TV., landed in 1399, is now submerged by the sea

waves ; and Eccles-by-the-Sea, Cromer, and other ancient

porta in Norfolk have met with the same fate. It is a com-

mon occurrence for the pedestrian who rambles over the

Kentkh hills bounding the narrower parts of the English

Channel, to find that the path he is following suddenly

comes to an end at the edge of the cliff, interrupted by a

vertical precipice towards the shore. The process of

destruction, slow in some places, is so rapid in others that

it can be traced from month to month, and even from week
to week—the incessant roll of the tides washing away the

soft Eocene strata forming the base of the cliffs, and leaving

the summits to roll over into the sea. It is the same in

Yorkshire as in Kent. Over a distance of thirty-six miles,

between Bridlington and Kilnsea, says Professor Phillips,

" the materials which fall from the wasting cliff are sorted

by the tide ; the whole shore is in motion ; every cliff is

hastening to its fall ; the parishes are .contracted, the

churches wasted away." Many cliffs of the east coast, from
the Humber to the mouth of the Thames, are suffering from
this destructive action of the sea, in some places at an
average rate of from 4 to 5 vards a year, or a quarter of a

mile in a century.

In conformity with the geological structure of England,

its mountains lie in the north and west, falling into undu-
lating ground in the centre and towards the south, and
leaving the eastern districts, bordered by the German
Ocean, a uniform plain. The mountains of England may
bo looked upoc as one principal chain, often interrupted,

however, and with endless ramifications, stretching from

the Scottish border, in Northumberland, down to the

western end of Cornwall, jutting out there into the

Atlantic. The chain, traced in this direction, commences
v/ith the Cheviot Hills, the highest summit of which is

Cheviot Peak, in Northumberland, 2676 feet above the

level of the sea. Stretching south-westward, the chain

next merges into the mountain ranges of Cumberland and
Westmoreland, comprising Skiddaw, 3022 feet, Helvellyn,

3118 feet, and Scawfell, 3208 feet above the level of the

sea. Within these ranges lie the only notable lakes of

England, the largest of which, however, Windermere, does

not cover more than eight square miles. After sending out

numerous branches eastwards into the county of York, the

chain sinks to modest elevations in Lancashire and Cheshire,

but rises again in Wales, where it attains its greatest height

in the summit of Wyddva, the pinnacle of the Snowdon
range, 3571 feet above the sea. Partly lost in the Bristol

Channel, and partly ramifying through Gloucestershire,

Wilts, and Somerset, the chain next rises into high table-

land in Devonshire—Dartmoor Forest, averaging an eleva-

tion of 1500 feet above the sea-level, forming its most ele-

vated portion. The chain gradually declines from
Dartmoor to the Land's End, and becomes also more con-

tracte I in that direction. From the Dunkerry Beacon, on

Exmoor, 1668 feet above the sea, the mountain range goes

sinkiug on to Carnwarth, in Cornwall, 849 feet; to Cara
Brea, 697 feet ; and, finally, to the famous headland of

Bolerium, the granite masses of which oppose the ever-

surging waters of the Atlantic, but rise only about 60 feet

above them.

Essentially dependent on the configuration of the chain

of mountains traversing England is that of its rivers. As
the mountainous regions are in the west, the principal

rivers flow away from them, towards the east, with but few
exceptions. Surrounded by the sea, and with a moist

atmosphere, England has a comparatively large number of

rivers, though none of them of great length, their course

being in most instances the shortest allowed by the con-

figuration of the island. At the head of English rivers,

with acknowledged supremacy over the rest, stands the

Thames. It drains an area of 6160 square miles, exclusive

of its lower estuary, calculated to embrace an additional

drainage of about 4000 square miles. Next, in extent of

area of drainage, come the Trent and Ouse, the joint

waters of which form the Humber, carrying off the rain-

fall from 9550 square miles of land, or about one-sixth -of

the whole of England. The Witham, the Welland, the Nen
and their tributaries, flowing into the old estuary of the

Wash, drain together an area of 5850 square miles. In

comparison with the drainage area of tliese rivers, run-

ning principally from east to west, that of currents fol

lowing an opposite direction is small; but several of them

are nevertheless of great commercial and industrial im-

pnrtauce. Foremost among these westerly-flowing rivers

stands the Severn, the course of which is only a short

distance from the head of the Thames, the watershed being

formed here by the narrow Oolitic escarpment of the

Cotswold hills. The Severn drains an area of 8580 square

miles, being more than that of all the other westward-

running rivers together. Next to it stand the Mersey,

which, with its sea-estuary, drains 1750 square miles, the

Avon, which drains 1210 square mUes, and the Eden, which

drains 995 square miles of land. In Camden's Britannia,

published, in 1605, therff is a list enumerating 553 rivers

and streams, with separate names, in England and Wales;

but it cannot be said that there are, at the utmost, more

than fifty rivers that can properly be described as navigable.

The former importance of the rivers of England, connected

with each other by a vast network of canals, for inland
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navigation, has Buffered much eiace tha introductioQ of

railways ; still they continue of great benefit for cheap, if

alow, communication. Of the highest commercial value

still are the Thames, the Humber, the Mersey, and tha

Severn, but these four principal English rivers derive their

importance mainly, if not entirely, from being arms of

the sea.

Affected by its insular position, with no part of its land

more than a hundred' miles from the sea, and perhaps

equally as much—though modern scientific investigation

lias not quite set this matter at rest—by that most remark-

able current of the ocean known as the Gulf Stream, the

climate of England is much milder than that of any other

country in the same latitude on the continent of Europe, or

in America. The mean annual temperature of England in

recent years has been 49 '7°,—that of summer averaging

60-8% and that of winter 39-5°. The principal cause of this

very high as well as very equable temperature, contrasting

to a marvellous extent with that of other countries in like

latitude, such as, for example. Northern Canada, is generally

ascribed, -with but few dissenting opinions, to the constant

flow of heated water bathing the western shore of the island.

The vast current of the Gulf Stream, originating within the

land-locked area of the Gulf of Mexico, where the tropical

eun is heating the waters as in an immense cauldron, after

running for some distance eastward into the open ocean,

then turns direct to the north-east, so that the first land it

meets with, and which feels its effect, is the shores of

Ireland and England. The actual amount of heat so given

to England must be enormous, since the temperature of the

Gulf Stream is at least 8° above that of the surrounding

waters of the North Atlantic. A recent scientific traveller,

making experiments in a voyage from England to the

United States, found that, while in the Gulf Stream the

water was at sunrise always not less than 4° above the

temperature of the air, by a sudden change, on quitting

the north-easterly current, the temperature of the waves
Was found to be, on the average, 4° below that of the air.

England is thus in the position ef a great hot-house, kept

above the surrounding temperature by never ending cur-

rents of warm air.

infaii. But it is not warmth alone, but moisture, which the Gulf

Stream gives to England. Here, as in the greater part of

western Europe, the prevailing winds are from the south-

west, bringing with thera the warm, moist air of the great

Atlantic current, and discharging it in rainfall all over the

land. This is strikingly shown in the statistics of rainfall

in England, which prove it far higher in the western than
in the eastern counties, and greatest in those parts where
the moist Atlantic air-currents are unimpeded by mountain
ranges. In the extreme south-west, in Cornwall, from 22
to 47 inches of rain fall every year, and the average may
be taken at 36 inches ; while in the adjoining county,

Devonshire, a little further inland, the average is but 32
inches. However, the high range of the Dartmoor hills

causes a much greater variation in the amount of rainfall in

the latter county than in the former ; for while no less than
52-33 inches fall on the summit of Dartmoor, only 19'87

inches fall at Sidmouth, lying sheltered to the west. The
same is the case further east, in Somersetshire, where 3G'76
inches of rain fall annually at West Harptree, facing the
Bristol Channel, while only 19 inches fall at Taunton, shut
off from the moist gulf current by the Exmoor range. So
it is everywhere, all over England, with the general result

that in the west, and more especially the southern parts of

it, there is more rainfall than in the east, the variations also

being much less in the latter districts. In Dorsetshire the
annual rainfall varies from 18'45 inches at Abbotsbury to

2905 inches at Blandford, and in Wiltshire from 18-14
inchesat Chippenham to 25 20 inches at Salisbury. Further

8—10»

eastward, in Hampshire, the variation is from 16-51 inches

at Aldorshot to 26-90 inches in Woolmer Forest ; while in

Sussex, nearer the sea, it is from 18-18 inches at Hastings

to 32-79 inches at Chichester. In the metropolitan counties

of Middlesex, Kent, and Surrey the variations are no

greater than from 16-22 inches at Ilampstead to 28-90

inches at Cranbrook. The highest rainfall anywhere yet

ascertained in England and Wales was at Beddgelert,

Carnarvonshire, where it reached the enormous amount ofi

101-58 inches in the year 1870. Lying on the western

slope of the highest summit of the Snowdon range, close

to the Atlantic, the little village received a surcharge of

the moist air of the Gulf Stream.

Co-operating iu their influence, climate and geological Soli tut.

formation have given England a soil moderately fertile, yet fertilltj

adapted on the whole more for pasturage than for agricul-

ture. In Wales, and other parts of northern and western

England through which stretch the principal mountain

ranges, the Silurian rocks, covered on their upper surface

chiefly with hard gritty and slaty material, difficult to decom-

pose by atmospheric action, form but little soil, bo that the

ground must to a large extent remain untilled, leaving it at

the same time well adapted for pastoral purposes. Again,

through the inland counties, from Northumberland to

Derbyshire, there runs another long tract of hilly country,

composed of carboniferous rocks, so constituted as to be

unfit for ordinary agriculture, except where intersected by
stream-fed valleys. Further east come the bleak moorlands

of Yorkshire, which, barren in their nature, are being

surrounded and intersected by some of the most fertile

tracts in England, extremely well cultivated and thickly

inhabited. On the whole, it may be said that while much
of the high-lying ground is fit only for pastoral purposes,

the low lands are more or less fertile, the extreme moisture

of the air having caused the complete disintegration even

of such old geological formations as those of the Red
Sandstone. It is a somewhat singular fact that nearly all

the districts of England, where fruit-trees are grown in

large quantities, lie chiefly upon red rocks, sometimes of the

Old and sometimes of the New Sandstone strata. There
cannot be a doubt, however, that, on the whole, the soil of

England would be very barren, repaying poorly the labours

of the husbandman, but for the vast cover of warmth and
moisture received from the waters of the Atlantic, which
favours it as the sun of more southerly regions, and makes
its fauna and flora equal to those of any country in the

temperate zone.

The physical aspect of England has had little to do with Civu

its civil divisions, which are somewhat arbitrary, and "'^'°°

remote in their origin. The division of the country into

tythings, hundreds, and counties is generally attributed,

on the authority of lugulphus, to King Alfred, but it is

more probable that he only systematized what already

existed, in the general survey which was taken during hia

reign. English county names occur in history before the

extinction of the Heptarchy, some of the smaller kingdoms of

which, as Kent, Sussex, and Essex, became counties under

the new political settlement. At the same time, the kingdom
of Wessex was composed of counties with still existing

names, Berkshire, Hampshire, Wiltshire, and Somersetshire.

Under King Alfred's re-arrangement, virtually that of the

present day, as far as the larger divisions are concerned,

physical boundaries were frequently disregarded, which had
its cause probably in the existence of the older political

borders, such as those existing during the heptarchy. On
the east coast of England, the divisions generally conform

with the physical features : the Tyne, Tees, Humber,
Wash, Yare, Stour, and Thames separate the counties

of Northumberland, Durham, Yorkshire, Lincolnshire,

Norfolk. Suffolk, Essex, and Kent. The same, however,

VIIL — 28
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ia not the case on the south and south-west coast, the

smaller rivers of which were disregarded in fixing the

borders of Kent, Sussex, Hampshire, and Devon. Again,

the east-running Thames divides counties from its mouth

almost up to its source ; while the westerly Severn forms

flot a single boundary, even for a short distance, from

its spring down to its sea estuary. Finally, the dividing

line between England and Scotland is mainly artificial in

the west, while in the east are the natural boundaries of

the Twciod and the Cheviot Hills.

Counties
Modern legislation has made few changes in the ancient

Md him- divisions of England into counties, or shires, and hundreds,

dreds Each of the forty counties of England and twelve counties

of Wales is still primarily divided into hundreds, although

the borders thus formed are little more than nominal, the

hundreds having become practically extinct as an adminis-

trative subdivision. Originally signifying a district con-

taining a hundred families, the division lost its meaning

entirely with the unequal increase of population, and at

present, while some hundreds count their population by

hundreds of thousands, others have not gone far beyond

the number that gave rise to the name. At the census of

1871 the number of hundreds, or their equivalents, for

which the population was separately shown was 818. In

naming the subdivisions corresponding to hundreds, the

ancient word " wapentaite " is still adopted officially as re-

gards the counties of York, Lincoln, and Nottingham,

—

Yorkshire, exclusive of the city of York, and Lincolnshire

being each divided into three parts, consisting of a given

number of wapentakes. In Cumberland and Westmoreland

the hundreds are called " wards," while in Kent they are

grouped into " lathes," and in Sussex into " rapes."

Bo- Intimately connected with the division into hundreds i"i

roughs, former times was that into boroughs. The old Saxon

borough, in fact, was nothing more than a hundred, or a

group of hundreds, encircled by a moat, a stockade, or a

wall. All the inhabitants of the borough, or burgesses,

were freemen, bound to each other as neighbours, sharing

common burthens, and responsible for each other to sur-

rounding communities. As the boroughs grew in size and

importance, the hundred lost its former significance ; still

for a long time the original principle was kept in view of

having the same subdivision, organization, and government

for tovm and country populations. JIany of the ancient

boroughs have now fallen into decay, while new boroughs

sprang up in many parts of the country with the rapid pro-

gress of population which commenced after the middle of

the last century. In 1835 a great change was made in

their constitution, and the limits ofmany were enlarged by

the adoption of new boundaries. The change was the

result of the labours of a parliamentary commission

appointed "to inquire into municipal corporations."

Manj, The parliamentary commissioners experienced, at the

cipal outset of their work, considerable difficulty in ascertaining
corpora- the exact number of corporate bodies in England and IVples.
tions. j^cting upon the best information they were able to collect,

they visited and instituted inquiries in 285 places. It was
found that 16 of them contained 'corporations of an exclu-

sively manorial character; that 89 could claim to be
properly boroughs ; and that the remainder, 178 in number,
required legislation to settle their rights and privileges.

The latter, accordingly, were placed under the operation of

tiie Municipal Corporation Act, 5 and 6 Will. IV. c. 76.

Subsequently to the passing of this Act, two more old

boroughs, Ashton-under-Lyne and Hartlepool, were brought

under its provision by the grant of new charters.

It was provided for by section 141 nf the Municipal Cor-

poration Act that any towns, on the petition of the in-

habitant householders, may have granted to them charters

of incorporation if Her Sla.jesty, by the advice of the Privy

Council, shall think fit to accede to the request. The
number of towns which thus obtained charters has since

1835 been 45; but the provisions of the Act were not
universally adopted, and to thLs day a number of towns,

some of considerable importance, arestQl without municipal
organization. At the census of 1871, the total number of

municipal boroughs was 224, containing more than one-

fourth of the population of England and Wales.

Claiming high rank among the municipal cor[ioration8 of Cinque

England, and forming one of the most ancient and celebrated '''"**

subdivisions, or jurisdictions, of the country, are the
Cinque Ports. The Cinque Ports existed as self-governing

boroughs from a very early time, though the exact date of

their incorporation is not known. It in stated in Jeake's

Charters of the Cinque Ports that in the records of the

town of Rye there is a memorandum that " the five Ports

were enfranchised in the time of King Edward the Con-
fessor." The five ports originating the title were Hastings,

Ilomney, llythe, Dover, and Sandwich. To these were
added the so-called " ancient towns " of Itye and Winchelsea,

which were placed, as regards rights and privileges, on the

same footing as the original Cinque Ports. Each of the

seven towns, with the exception of Winchelsea, had one or

more "members," or " limbs," placed under the mantle of

its privileges, very important for many centuries, one of

them being an almost entire exemption from taxes levied

by the king. In early times these " members " were in a

great measure dependent from their respective ports, but

the old connection has long ceased. Most of the old

"members" are at present corporate towns, and therefore

completely independent, and only the few that are not

remain under the niuiiici[)al jurisdiction of their parent

ports. The still existing privileges of the Cinque Ports,

including jurisdiction of the south coast from Seaford in

Sussex to the mouth of the Thames, are of no great im-

portance, but they are favoured by a large share of parlia-

mantary representation. (See also vol v. p. 786.)

Unlike the civil divisions of the country, those formed Parlii-

for parliamentary representation are mainly of recent date, nientuy

Vast changes in the character of this representation—the
""'^'°"*

origin of which is involved is much obscurity—were made
by the Reform Bill of 1832; and others, scarcely less im-

portant, by the statute of 30 and 31 Vict. c. 102, known as

the Ruform Act of 1867. By the latter Act, the existing

franchise was not only much enlarged, but new divisions of

counties were made for electoral purposes, while the limits

of many boroughs were extended, new ones created, and old

ones excluded from the list. The new parliamentary

boroughs created by the Act of 1867 were Burnley, Chelsea,

Darlington, Dewsbury, Gravesend, Hackney, Hartlepool,

Middlesborough, Staleybridge, Stockton, and Wednesbury

;

a representative was also given to the university of London,
and additional ones to Birmingham, Leeds, Liverpool,

^Manchester, Merthyr Tydfil, and Salford. On the other

hand, 4 boroughs were disfranchised immediately by the

Act, and 7 more in 1868, the year after its passing, while

S6 were reduced to one representative instead of two. In

the new division of counties made by the Reform Act of

1867, Cheshire and Lincolnshire were separated into North,

Mid, and South ; Devonshire and Derbyshire into North,

South, and East; Essex into North-East, North-West, and

South ; Norfolk into West, North-East, and South-East

;

Somersetshire into East, Jlid, and West ; and the West
Riding of Yorkshire into North, Mid, and South; with

minor alterations. These re-arrangements of parliamentary

representation were more than justified by the changes of

population brought about by time. Within the parlia^

mentary boroughs the population increased 16'1 per

cent, from 1851 to 1861, and 23-3 per cent, from 1861-

71 ; while outside them the increase was only 8'9 per
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cent, in the first, and 5 '5 per cent, in the second decennial

period.

Much less systematic than the parliamentary are the

judicial divisions of the country. There is in all of them

a striking want of coherence, even as regards the adrainis-

tralion of the law. The circuits of the judges do not con-

sist of any definite number of the county-court circuits, nor

are the county-court circuits aggregates of the petty sessional

divisions. For the purposes of assizes and jail delivery,

there are in England eight circuits of the judges, besides

the jurisdiction of the central criminal court in London.

The eight circuits of the judges have received the names of

the Home, Midland, Norfolk, Oxford, Northern, Western,

North Wales, and South Wales circuits, indicating the

counties which they embrace. Based chiefly on the old

boundaries of hundreds, all tho counties of England and

Wales have divisions for the purposes of special and petty

sessions. By the authority of various Acts of Parliament,

the. justices at quarter sessions are allowed to alter and re-

arrange these sessional divisions, making them conformable,

if so inclmed, to the boundaries of poor-law unions. The
last census returns show that in 1871 there were 700
sessional divisions in England and Wales, besides 193

boroughs with petty sessions, 97 of the latter having also

separate quarter sessions. For police purposes there were,

at the same time, 622 divisions, including 167 boroughs

possessing independent police control.

Quite as early as the division of the country into
!io3tical hundreds was that into ecclesiastical districts. But they
'^^°'"'

varied much, both in number and extent, up to the time

of the Keformation, and there have been constant altera-

tions up to the present time. The ancient division of the

land for ecclesiastical purposes was exclusively into parishes,

oi' districts containing a church ; but as the population went

on increasing, and additional places of worship came to

be erected, some portions of the old parishes were generally

assigned to the newly formed districts. First knos^
simply as chapelries, these districts gradually acquired

boundaries as definite, and as fully recognized by law, as

those of the parent parish. In recent years, the term parish

has acquired a rather uncertain meaning, being used in a

twofold sense,—the clergy adhering to the ild signification

of ecclesiastical district, while the poor-law authorities make
it the designation of boundaries separately rated for tho

relief of the poor. In the census returns for 1871, the

term " civil parish " was adopted for the poor-law parish, to

distinguish it from the ecclesiastical parish. The exact

numbt; of ecclesiastical parishes was not ascertained at the

census of 1871, which only refers to "ecclesiastical

district's," 3000 in number ; and in the absence of other

official information, it is difficult to calculate it, the more
so as new parishes are being constantly formed by the
action of the Ecclesiastical Conimission, established in 1836,
by Act 6 and 7 Will. c. 77. According to estimates based on
the returns of the Clergy List, there are at present about
13,500 ecclesiastical parLslies in England and Wales. They
are grouped in 728 rural deaneries, with further division

into 78 archdeaconries, ?0 episcopal dioceses, and 2 archi-

'episcopal provinces.

Besides the divisions already enumerated, there are vari-

lous others of minor importance, or not in frequent use.

Of this character are the so-called lieutenancy subdivisions,

established io carry out the laws affecting the militia.

Within the Lv>undaries thus formed, lists are kept contain-
ing the names of all men liable to serve, under certain cir-

cumstances, in the militia of England and Wales, so as to

keep the force in permanency. A subdivision of another
kind is that of the country into highway districts. These
divisions were constituted under the Act 25 and 26 Vict.

ft 61, which gave oower to justices in general, or quarter

sessions, to fprm special boundaries, consisting of parishes

and places not within the jurisdiction of other boards or

legal authorities, for tho better management of highways.
The Act came into effect in 1863, but its provisions, being

optional, were not widely adopted; it led to the formation

of not quite 500 highway districts. Their extent and
population was not given in the census returns of 1871.

In the introduction to the report on the census of

England and Wales, the registrar-general furnished a list

of the various divbions of the country, showing tlieir

complexity. He classed tho whole of the existing divisions,

including those made for tho .special purpose of taking the

census into five orders, as follows :

—

Order.

I. England.
Wales

Siit>dlTlslon3.
Number o*
Subdivisions

1

1

U
62
96

,042

II. Registration Divisions
Counries Proper .,

Parliamentary Counties and Divisions of Counties

III. Hundreds, 'Wapentates, Wards, Liberties, Sokes, \j ^
and Boroughs / '

Petty Sessional Divisions and Boroughs 893
Lieutenancy Subdivisions 621
Poor Law Unions 647
Registration Districts.! 628

IV. Registration Sijb-djstricts 2,195

V. Parishes, Townships, or Places with separate
j
,, ,,,

returns of population { '

Enumeration Districts 32,543

VI. Parliamentary Boroughs
Municipal Boroughs
Local Board Districts

Towns with Improvement Commissioners..
Other Large Towns ,

Highway Districts..

198
224
72'1

88
98

Ecclesiastical Districts...; 8,000

Gommenting upon the extraordinary amount of divisions

and subdivisions of England and Wales, the registrar-

general remarks that •' it is a peculiarity of this country

that nearly every public authority divides the country

differently, and with little or no reference to other divisions

;

each authority appears to be unacquainted with the

existence, or at least the work, of the others." He gives

at the same time his opinion that " one simple connected

series of' subdivisions of the country " would not only

simplify the census takings, greatly disturbed at present by
"the multiplicity, entanglement, and want of harmony in

the groups," but would still more be an aid towards

reducirig " the difficulties of local administration."

II. Area and Population.— Vitcfl Statistics.—Emigratiom.

Until the beginning of the present century, there existed

no other knowledge of the actual area and population of

the country but what was given in the vaguest estimates.

But there can be little doubt that tho population of Eng-
land and Wales was almost statioijary for centuries, owing

chiefly to want of intercommunication, which led to famines,

more or less severe—it being a common occurrence that,

while one county, with a good harvest, was revelling in

abundance, the people of the adjoining one were starving.

It is calculated, on the basis of a number of parish registers,

that in 1650 the population of England and Wales numbered

5,450,000, having probably risen less than half a million

during the lapse of a century. In the course of another

century, when there was a feeble commencement of road-

making, the increase amounted, probably, to close upon a

million, the calculated population of 1750 being 6,400,000.

From that time tegan a marked increase, and at the taking

of the first census, in 1801, it was ascertained that the
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population, living oti an area of 58,320 square miles, or

37,324,883 acres, numbered 8,892,536, being—if the

former estimates were approximately correct—an increase

of very nearly 2J- millions in little over fifty years. This

rate of increase was not only continued, but came to be

greatly exceeded in the present century.

Since the first census of 1801, regular enumerations of

the people of England and Wales have been taken every
ten years. The results of these enumerations are shown in

the subjoined table, giving the total numbers of the popu-
lation at each census, together with the absolute increase,

ind the growth p^r cent., during each decennial period:

—

Dates of

Enuiiiciation.
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DIvlalonn.

Englond
Wales

England and Wales

Persons to

an Inhabited
House.

5-4

4-9

5 '3

Persons
to an
Acre,

0-06

0-26

0-61

Acres
to n

Person.

1 -52

3-83

1-64

England and Wales are at present more densely popu-

lated than any country of Europe, except Belgium. Taking

the -wh'jle of tlie United Kingdom, the average density of

population in 1871 was 2G5 individuals per square mile
;

but whilo the proportion in Scotland was only 109, and

in Ireland 169 per square mile, in England and Wales

it was 389 inhabitants per square mile.

The growth of population leading to the present high

den? ity has been of comparatively recent date. A succinct

survey of it is given in the subjoined table, showing the

estimated population of England and Wales at the end of

June every fifth year from 1801 to 1876, and also for

1877, according to the returns of the registrar-general.

Years.
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estimated number ior tbo middle of each ot tlie same

years was as follows :

—

Veara.
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Division

of landed

property.

^fumber
of land-

owners

in 1873.

The British emigration of 1876 was made up of 73,.3!)6

persona-of English, 10,01*7 of Scottish, and 25,y7G of Irish

origin. Of the English emigrants, 34,612 went to the

United States, 6227 to British North America, 20,582 to

Australia, and 11,975 to other colonies and other foreign

countries. More persons of British origin returned from

the United States than went there in the year 1876, tho

number of emigrants being 54,554, and of immigrants

54,637. On the whole, it seems probable that the

emigration movement will not soon again rise to tho vast

dimensions it once assumed, and that, at any rate, it will

cease to be an important factor in the growth of the

Cnglish population.

III. Division of the Land.—Agriculture.

Till within the last few years nothing whatever was
known regarding the ownership of land in England, and
ividely differing estimates, none of them of any real value,

in the absence of all authentic facts, were brought forward

from time to time about the subject. Various attempts to

get officidl returns failed, till at (last the House of Lords

consented to an inquiry, which resulted in the publication,

in 1876, of a report in two volumes imperial quarto,

entitled Landowners in England and Wales: Return of

(he Owners of Land of One Acre and upwards in England
and Wales, exclusive of the Metropolis, with their Names,
Addresses, Extent of Lands, and Estimated Gros.f Rental.

Though the information put forth in this Bluebook,

referring to the year 1873, is not distinguished by great

accuracy, the returns regarding the extent and rental of

the land being based on the parish valuation lists, mostly

very defective, while large extents of land are not accounted

for at all, still the publication proved of the highest interest,

as containing the only actual facts known about the division

and ownership of the land.

The summary of the return published by the Govern-

ment, referred to frequently as the New Domesday Book,

showed that in the year 1873 there w^re in England and
Wales 972,836 owners of land, holding together 23,013,515
acres, of a gross estimated rental of .£99,382,301. The
subjoined table exhibits the number of landowners, under

thirteen classifications of 'ownership, the total extent of

lands held by each class, and the gross estimated rental :

—

Claaslflcation of Ownership.
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in Ireland. Tie proportion of owners of land to inhabited

houses is 1 to 4 in England, 1 to 3 in Scotland, and 1 to

14 in Ireland. In England, the average extent of land

held by each owner is 3^ acres 3 roods 30 perches, while it

is 143 acres 1 rood 6 perches in Scotland, and 293 acres 1

rood 32 perches in Ireland. The average estimated rental

of each owner of land in England is £102, 33., against

£141, 8s. in Scotland, and £195, 3s. in Ireland.

According to the New Domesday Book, about two-thirds

pf the landed property accounted for in the returns as

existing in England and Wales is held by 10,207 owners,

who, therefore, well deserve the old title of the " upper ten

thousand." The following proprietors outside the metro-

polis are returned in 1873 as either holding upwards of

50,000 acres, or having estimated rentals exceeding

£100,000 per annum :—

Proprietor.

Dnke of Northumberland

Duke of Devonslilre

Sir W. W. Wynn, Bart.

Duko of ClevdliLnd

Earl of Carlisle

::i

DaKe of Bedford
Earl of Lonsdale
Earl of Powis
Duke of RuMand..
Eail of Derby.,
Earl of Yarborough
Lorii Leconfield
Marquis of Auesbury
Earl Cawdor.
Sir Lawrence Pa!k. Barf..
Sir J W. Kamsden, Ban.

.

County

Northumberland
Del by. York (W R.), Lancaster, i

Sussex f
DenblRh, Montgomery, ilerJ->
onelh ]"

Dui liam. Salop
Cumberland. Nortbumbeiland,

)

York(N.R.) j
Bedford, CambrldKe, Devon
Wcstmoi-eland, Cumberland
Montgomery, Salop.

Leicester, Derby
Lancaster, Derby
Lincoln
Sussex, York (E, R.), CumbiTland.
Wilts. York (N.R)
Carmarthen, Pembroke
Devon
York, (W.R.)

181,el6

126,904

87.256

81,441

78,640

74 .096

67.457
60.531

67,0S2

56.4 71

65,272

54,615
63,362
51,517

10.109

Rental.

e
161.874

127,633

42,882

61,824

40,601

127.653
60.;i53

62.694

70,998
163.195

76,226
61.940
68.030

34,987
109,275

167,601

In some cases the estimated rental exceeds the income
derived from the property. The average estimated rental
value of the whole of the land is given at £3, Os. 2d. per
acre, which is thrice that of Scotland, where the average is

19s. 9d. per acre, and four and a half times as much as in

Ireland, where it is 13s. 4d. per acre. The comparatively
high rental of the land in England and Wales, combined
with the limited ownership of the soil, two-thirds being in
the hands of little over ten thousand persons, and the rest

divided among nearly a million, must have naturally the
greatest influence on the state of agriculture of the country.
To what extent this is the case, will be seen from the "Agri-
cultural Returns" annually published by the Government.

These returns, drawn up under a well-organized system,
on the basis of information regularly furnished by the
occupiers of the land to the officers of the inland revenue,
divide the whole of England, exclusive of Wales, into two
great districts, the first being called the Western or " the
Grazing division," and the second the Eastern or "the
Corn-growing division," viz.:

—

Grazing Counties.

Northumberland.
Cumberland.
Durham.
Vork, North and West

Ridings.

Westmoreland.
Lancashire.

Cheshire.

Derby.
Stafford.

Leicester.

Shropshire,

Worcester.
Hereford.

Monmouth.
Gloucester.

WUts.
Dorset.
Somerset.
Devon.
CorawalL

Corn Counties

York, East Ri<ling

Lincolnshire.

Nottingham.
Rutland.
Huntingdon.
Warwick.
Northam ptoiL

Cambridge
Norfolk.
Suffolk.

Bedford.

Bucks.
Oxford.

Berks.

Hants,
Hertford,

Essex.

Middlesex,
Surrey
Kent.
Sussex.

Although the number of counties is nearly tne satue in

each of these two groups, the total average is larger in the
grazing than in the corn division in the ratio of 53 to 47
per cent, of total acreaj;e under crops and grass in England,
The following tables furnish a concise account of the

acreage under crops and otherwise, together with the
number of live stock, in the two divisions of grazing and
corn-growing counties of England, according to the
Agricultural Kctums for the year 1677 :

—

Total acreage returned.

Wheat.
Barley .

Oats.,,,

Rye
Beam .

.

Peas. ,,

Total com crops..

Grazing Counties,

Acreage.
Per-

centage
of Total.

12,908,018 1 53 1

1,047,077
724,679
777,215
15,800

126,851

69,820

Potatoes

Turnips and swedes..
Mangold
Carrots

Cabbage, rape, &o.
Vetches, lucerne, &c

.

Grass \ , , ,

under jr"^/?,-
rotation. M°'"^°''''^y-

Total green crops

and grass

Bare fallow ,.

Permanent ( for hay ..

pasture j not for hay.
Flax
Hops
Orchards, &c
Woods, kc

Live Stock.
Horses, for agriculture.

Do,, unbroken, and
j

for breeding
j

Cattle
,

Slieep

Pig3

2.761,442

179,013
679,234
101,529

3,054
69,120

125,307

810,654
673,958

2,641,9S>9

251,459
2,033,187

5,208,654
2,845

8,502
122,499
676,139

365,664

171,075

2,621,282

9,697,359
1,028,734

Corn CcDntka

Acreage

35 1

36 2
52-2

3;i-5

27

22 8

37 8

58-9

45-4

29-2

21 1

39-2

29 8

50 4

59 7

481

43-6

02 8

G8 4

39-5

11 9

77

610

48

55 3

65-9

52-9

48-6

11,404,015

1,940,052

1,275,852
712,784
32,804

343,302
236,536

4,541,330

124,951
810,651
246,760
11,391

107,098
295,006

798, 70S

454,072

2,854,632

824,776
1,2(56,178

2,409,997
4,365

62.737
36,596

649,626

395,425

138,044

1,358,368

8,633,018
1,056,017

Per-
reiitrtgr

of Toi«l,

46 9

64 9

03 8

47 8

C7 5

73

77?

62-2

4il
54-6

70-8

78.9
60-8

70 2

49 8
40-3

519

56-4

37-2

31 6
eon
88-1

23
490

52

44-7

34 I

47 1

51 4

The following short statement gives a summary of the

preceding table, showing the percentage of the distri-

bution of the acreage for each division :

—

Acreage under-
Corn crops

.

Green crops

Clover and other gross
J
for hay

under rotation j not for hay .

Bare fallow

i

for hay
I not for hay

Permanent pasture

Grazing
Counties.

glowing
Countiea

Percentage
of Total
Acreage
In the

Division.

Perci ntagc
of Total
Acieoge
In the

Division,

21 4

9
6-3

5-2

]-9

15-7

40-4

39-8

14-0

7

4

2-8

10-6

21 1

In the returns of the census of 1871, before given, the

total area of England was stated at 32,590,397 acrtf;, and
that of Wales at 4,734,436 acres. In the Agricultural

Returns for the year 1877 it was reported that the total

acreage under crops, bare fallow, and gras;: had come to le

i 24,312,033 acres in England, and 2,731.159 .irrns in
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^Vales. Tims tbers were 8,278,364 acres, or about one-

fourth of the total, not accounted for in Iho Agricultural

Ueturns for England, and 1,043,327 acres, or about one-

third of the total, in those for Wales. Tho subjoined

tables exhibit the distribution of the acreage, and the

numbers of live stock, both for England and for Wales in

the year 1877.

Crops.

Corn croiis :

—

yVhcat
Rarley or bcre

Oats
Rye
Beans
Pease

Total of corn crops

Orcen crops :

—

Potatoes

Tuinips and swedes
Mangold
Carrots

Cabbage, kolil-rabi, and rape....

Vetches aud other green crops,

except clover or grass

Total of green crops

Clover, sanfoin, and grasses under
rotation :—For hay

Not for hay

Total of clover. &e

Permanent pasture or grass not broken
up in rotation (exclusive of heath
or mountain land) :—For hay

Not for bay...

Total of permanent pasture, &c.

Flax
Hops
Bare fallow or uncropped arable land .

Total acreage under crops, bare
fallow, and grass

Engtantl.

Acres.

2,987,129
2,000,531

1,489,999
48,604

470,153
306,356

7,302.772

303,964

1,495,885
348,289
14,445

176,218

420,373

2,759,174

1,609,357

1,128,030

2,737,387

3,239,365

7,618,651

10,858,016

7,210

71,239
676,235

24,312,033

Wales.

Acres.

100,226

147,212
239,298

1,455
2,979

3,508

494,678

42,942
70,813
7,713
376

1,305

6,386

129,535

207,012

144,785

351,797

399,194
1,353,089

1,732,283

28

22,838

2,731,159

Lire Stock.
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iiiiiicrala. The farlicst traces of its mineral riches appear

in the visits of men from the Mediterranean, v/ho braved

\'hc dangers of unknown seas to gather the tin of Cornwall.

Cornish tin still "holds the first place in the annual reports

on the "Mineral Statistics of the United Kingdom" drawn

up by the keeper of mining records ; but, though by no

means an unprolific source of riches, it has sunk far behind

a number of other minerals, unknown, even in name, at

the time the Phoenicians visited, in search of it, the island

of Britain. In the last of those annual reports the

mineral produce of Great Britain is summarized as follows,

in regard to quantities and value, under nineteen headings,

or classes, representing the produce of the year 1876 :

—

Coal
Iron ore

Copper ore

Tin ore'.

Lead ore

Zine ore

Iron pyritijs

Arsenic
Ilangauese
Oclire and umber
Wolfram
Fluor spar

Clays...;

Oil shales

Salt

Barytcs
Coprolitca

Gypsum
SuL Iry minerals, including

China stono

QuantltlcB.

133
16

Tons.

344,

,841,

79,

13,

79,'

23,

48,

4,

2,

3,

3,971,

610,

2,273,

23,

:,!58,

61,

Cwls.

766
83 14

252
688 9

096 6

613 8

809 14
223 1

96 17
805 4

23 10
337 10
123
783
256
51 18

150
741

46,670,668
6,825,705
317,186
600,923

1,218,078
90,142
43,870
28,092
9,783

4,473
172
230

744,224
3l9,853

1,136,628
24,479

625,000
18,571

13,750

Total value of minerals produced in 1 876 58,691,832

Under another calculation, the keeper of mining records

gives the following summary of the total value of minerals,
minerals together with metals, obtained from the mines of the United

Kingdom in 1876 :

—

Ccal £46,670,668
Metals, obtained from ores 18,668,818
Earthy and other minerals 2,887,367

Total

value cf

metals.

Total value £63,226,853

The metals obtained from ores are classified as follows,

according to quantities and value, in 1876 :

—

Metals.
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Increaso

in tbe

produc-

tion of

coal,

1855 to

1876.

DIslribu

tion of

work in

col-

lieries;

acci-

donta.

was disputed by other investigators, wLo expressed confi-

dence that the limit was 2500 feet, a depth already

reached in some existing mines. Greater still must be

the uncertainty regf.rding the possible or probable discovery

of other sources of motive power as substitutes for coal.

The opponents of the widely expressed theory that such

discoveries were not only possible, but of the very nature

of scientific progress, which having, quite recently, taught

mankind the high value of coal, was not likely to stop here,

found powerful support in Professor Tyndall, who insisted

that coal was the absolute monarch, present and future.

"I see no prospect," he wrote to Professor Jevous, "of any

substitute being found for coal as a motive power. We
have, it is true, our winds aud streams and tides ; and we
have the beams of the sun. But these are common to all

the world. We cannot make head against a natioo which,

in addition to these sources of power, possesses the power

of coal." Professor Tyndall" concludes with the somewhat

startling dictum that " the destiny ot this nation is not in

the hands of its statesmen, but of its coal-owners," adding,

emphatically, that, " while the orators of St Stephen's are

unconscious of the fact, the life blood of this couiitry ia

flowing away."

Professor Tyndall wrote this letter in 1866 ; and if, as

he and others thought, the " life-blood of this country "

was then flowing at too high a rate, it has been flowing

much faster ever since. In the ten years from 1856 to

1866, the .production of the coal mines of the United

Kingdom rose from 66,645,450 tons to 101,630,544, and
after another lapse of ten years, in 1876 it had risen to

13.3,344,766 tons. The gradual rise in production is indi-

cated in the subjoined table, which shows the quantities

and the value of the coal brought from the mines of the

United Kingdom every third year from 1855, when the

first accurate returns were published, to 1876 :

—

Tears.
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Dis-

covery

of iron

fliuelting

by "pit

Proflac-

tron of

pig iron,

1756 to

1854.

IVcduc-

tion of

pis iron,

1854 to

1876.

ENGLAND [iROK.

'

Iroa ore lies widely distributed all over England and
Wales, and though at present mainly raised in the northern

and western counties, and all the districts which contain

coal, the union with which alone gives it industrial value,

the geological strata containing it arc equally to bo found
in the south and elsewhere. The earliest use of the iron

Ore in England, before tiie important discovery of the

manufacture of pig iron by coal was known, was almost ex-

clusively in the southern counties, more particularly in

Sussex. " I Lave heard," says John Norden, the topo-

grapher, in his Survey of Middlesex, published in the latter

part of the 17th century, "that there are, or recently were,

in Sussex neere HO hammers and furnaces for iron."

William Camden, writing about the same time, adds that

Sussex "is full of iron mines in sundry places, where, for

the making and founding thereof, there be furnaces on
every side, and a huge deal of wood is yearly burnt."

Other writers refer to the burning of " cole," that is,

charcoal, in the iron loamifacture of the south of England.

The old iron manufacture came to an end towards the

middle of the 18th century, with the destruction of the once

plentiful woods and forests of England. However, the pro-

duction of iron in the country was still estimated in 1740
at 1?,350 tons, made in 59 "hammers and furnaces," being

less than half the number mentioned by John Norden as

existing in Sussex. Within the next few years the trade

Bank still lower, and was on.the point of being extinguished,

when at last the efforts of a number of enterprising men to

make use of " pit coal " for making iron were crowned with

success. Like most discoveries, this great oue, destined to

give a new course to the industrial and commercial history

of England, was not the work of one man, but resulted

from the labours of many ; still an important share of it

fell to the Darbya, father and son, the first of whom
established, in 1709, with the help of skilled Dutch work-
men, the celebrated Colebrookdale ironworks, in Shropshire.

The father did not reap the benefits of his great enterprise,

but the son was fully rewarded. He sat " watching the

filling of his furnace for six days and nights uninterruptedly,

and was falling into adeep sleep, when he saw the molten
iron running forth." In December 1756, the Colebrook-
dale iron works were " at the top pinnacle of prosperity,

tnaking twenty or twenty-two tons per week, and sold off

as fast as made, at profit enough."

At the date here given, the total production of pig iron

in England was probably about 225,000 tons a year, but
from that time it rose with extraordinai-y rapidity. It is

estimated that 68,300 tons were produced in the United
Kingdom in 1788, which amount had increased to 125,079
tons in 1796, and to 258,206 tons in 1806, a doubling in

ten years. The production had again doubled in 1825,
when if was 581,000 tons; and once more in 1839, in

which year it had risen to 1,240,000 tons. In 1848, the

total amount of pig iron produced was estimated to be over

two millions of tons; and in 1854, the first year for which
trustworthy statistics were gathered by the mining record

oflSce, the production surpassed three millions.

The following table exhibits the quantities and value of

pig iron produced in the United Kingdom in every third

year from 1855 to 1876 :—

Tears.
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Pr&du.

tloD of

tin.

53,667 tons. Of tliia total, 73,301 tons of ore were raised

iu England and Wales, producing 54,303 tons of lead.

More than one-half of the lead ore and lead produced iu

England came from the counties of Durham and North-

umberland, while two-thirds of the produce of Wales came
from Montgomeryshire and Cardiganshire. There were alto-

gether 392 lead mines in the United Kingdom in 1870, and
of this number 387 were in England and Wales. The mines

were very unequal in extent and produce. Derbyshire

contained 140 lead mines, producing 2441 tons of ore and

2149 tons of metal; while Durham and Northumberland

produced 23,285 tons of ore and 16,730 tons of metal in

28 mines.

D«iiPH The produce of the lead mines, after remaining stationary

of lea.J for many years, declined considerably from 1870 to 1876.
prwiuif

jjj (.jjg fifteen years from 1854 to 1868 the average annual

produce in the United Kingdom amounted to about 68,000

tons, valued at £1,400,000. The culminating point of

production was reached in the year 1870, with 73,420 tons,

valued at .£1,452,715, after which there was a steady falling

off, down to the amount of 1876. The decrease in the

home produce of lead was accompanied by an increase in

the imports of the metal, which amounted to C1,9S7 tons,

valued at £1,411,988, in 1874, and rose to 79,825 tons,

valued at £1,801,962, in 1875, and to 80,049 tons, valued

at £1,749,978, iu 1876. It will be seen that the imports

of lead are considerably larger than the home production.

Tin.— Next to lead in value, among the minor ores and

metals, stands tin. in 1870 there were raised 13,088 tons

of tin ore, producing 8500 tons of metallic tin, valued at

£675,750. Tin ore is found nowhere but iu Cornwall and
Devonshire, the famous mines of Cornwall, which attracted

foreigners thousands of years ago, producing the greater

part. At the end of 1876 there.were returned as existing

in England 135 tin mines, of which number 104 were in

Cornwall and 16 in Devonshire, the remainder consisting

not of " mines," in the ordinary sense, but, more strictly,

of "finding places," .situated on rivers and near the shore.

The number and produce of tin mines have suffered a

great decrease iu recent years. In 1872 there were raised

14,266 tons of ore, producing 9560 tons of metal, valued at

£1,459,990; in 1873, only 1,056.835 tons were raised.

producing 9972 tons of metal, valued at £1,329,766, and iu

1874 but 788,310 tons of ore, producing 9,9J2 tons of

metal, valued at £1,077,712. The year 1875 showed a
further falling off to 735,606 tons of ore, with 961 4 tons

of metal, valued at £806,200, upou which followed the 6rst-

mentioned still lower production of the year 1876. Dur-
ing the same period, the imports of tin, in blocks and
ingots, from foreign countries gradually increased. They
amounted to 166,840 cwts.. valued at £ 1 .154,578, in 1872,

and rose to 304,551 cwts., valued at £1,148.542, in 1876,

It will be seen that while the total quantity of tin imported

within the quinquennial period underwent a considerable

increase, the total value not only did not augment, but

actually decreased. The decline in price was probably one

of the main causes of the decline iu j)roduction of tin.

Produce Copper.—Next to tin in value, among the minor ores and
of metals, stands copper. The total product of copper ore
ccppei raised in the United Kingdom in 1876 was 79,252 tons, of

which 71,756 tons were the produce of England and Wales,

while 680 tons came from Scotland, and 6816 tons from
Ireland. The total amount of the metal produced from the

ores was 4694 tons, valued at £392,300, of which 4222 tons

were made in England and Wales, 33 in Scotland, and 419
in Ireland. There were at the end of 1876 copper mines
to the number of 101 in the United Kingdom,—England
and Wales possessing 93, Scotland 1, and Ireland 7, Only
the copper mines of England, and more particularly those

of Cornwall and Devonshire, are of any importaneo. At

the cud of 1876 there was one copper mine in each of the

counties of Cumberland, Cheshire, and Lancashire, 15 in

Devonshire, and 65 iu Cornwall, the latter producing
43,016 tons of ore and 3034 tons of metal. Even more
than lead and tin, the production of copper has been greatly

declining in recent years. In 1855 the total produce of

copper was as high as 21,294 tons, valued at £3,042,877
;

which amount had fallen to 15,908 tons, valued .it

£1,700,201, in 1800. In 1865 the quantity had fallen

to 11,888 tons, valued at £1,134,004; and in 1870 it had
further declinea to 7175 tons, valued at £551,309. Thus
the decline continued, with slight fluctuations, till the pro-

duction had reached the small amount of 1876. As with
lead and tin, the copper imports grew largely while the

production declined.

Zinc.—The remaining metallic ores—zinc, silver, and Prwliiw

gold—are but of trifling value. Zinc is found in fivecfz'ic-

counties of England and seven of Wales, which together

possess 53 miucs. There are 3' more mines in the Isle of

Man, and 1 in Scotland. In 1876, the total of zinc ore

raised was 23,013 tons, producing 6641 tons of zinc, valued
£158,011. The production of zinc trebled in quantity and
value in the sixteen years from 1852 to 1876. It amounted
only to 2151 tons, valued at £50,548, in 1862, and in 1872
had risen to 5191 tons, valued at £1 18,076. The increase in

production did not prevent a simultaneous increase in im
ports, which more than doubled iu the decennial period

from 1866 to 1870, amounting in the latter year to 29,327
tons, valued at £002,190, being more than four times the

amount of the home produce.

Silver and Gold.—Silver and gold, the so-called " pre- Prj.lu.*

cious" metals—though iron is infinitely more valuable under 'f si'vi-'

every point of view— form but imperceptible additions to^^^'S"'"*

the mineral wealth of the country. Of sdver, always found
in combination with lead ores, 483,422 ounces, valued at

£100,222, were raised in the year 1870 iu the United
Kingdom, and of gold, 293 ounces, valued at £1138. There
were, according to the returns of the mining record office,

two " gold mines " in the United Kingdom, the one in

Merionethshire, and the other in the county of Wicklow,
Ireland. The former, situated at CIpgan, produced 288
ounces, valued at £1119, in 1870. As for the Irish "gold
mine, its yield was just 4 ounces, worth £18. The
returns do not state the sum expended in raising the

4 ounces of Irish gold.

Sail ar,d Clays.— The sum total of England's mineral Prcoa-*

riches is completed by a variety of miscellaneous substances of salt

raised from the earth, such as salt, clays— including porce-
,

lain, potter's clay, and fire clay—coprolites, oil shales,

barytes, and gypsum. None of these are of much import-

ance except salt and clays. The centre of the salt produc-

tion is in Cheshire, at Northwich, Middlewich, Winsford,

and other places ; but there are also salt mines in Stafford-

shire and Worcestershire. In 1870 the total quantity of salt

raised amounted to 2,273,250 tons, valued at £1,130,028, of

which 854,538 tons, valued at £529,547, were exported to

foreign countries, chiefly to the United States and British

India. Of clays of all kinds, the total produce in 1876
was 3,971,123 tons, valued at £744,224. The finest of the

clays, known as kaolin, or porcelain clay, is the produce of

Cornwall and Devonshire, the former county raising

105,275 tons, and the latter 25,000 tons, in .1870. Of im-

portance next to it, as potter's material, is the " Poole clay"

of Dorsetshire, of which 72,105 tons were produced in 1876.

Raised in much larger quantities than both the kaolin and
the " Poole " are the fire-clays, the production of which in

the year 1876 amounted to 1,514,902 tons. The fire-clays

arc found chiefly in the north and west of England and in

South Wales. There were 171 fire-clay pits at the end of

1876, the lari'est number of them. 45, in Northumber-
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land and DurLam, and the next largest, 33, la South

Wales.

Miners.—In the census returns of 1871 there were

370,783 persons distinguished as " miners," the number

comprising 371,105 males and 5G78 females. At the

preceding census of ISCl there were 330,446 persons

enumerated as " miners," of whom 330,352 were males and

only 94 females Thus there was a total increase of 40,337

persons so designated, comprising 40,753 males and 5584

females, in the ten years from 1861 to 1871. There were

besides enumerated as " workers in stone and clay,"

152,673 at the census of 1871, comprising 149,567 males

and 3106 females. At the census of 1861 the total num-

ber of persons so classified was 144,773, so that there was

au increase of 7900 persons in the decennial period.

V. Textile Manufactures.'^—Fisheries.

Origin of There were two agencies, one moral and the other material,

*'•* thai gained for England its comparatively modern superior-

n'aiu'f
'ty in'manufactures. Long after textile and other industries

"ire"
^°"

had been flourishing in the leading states of the Continent,—

the Netherlands, Flanders, and France,—England remained

a purely agricultural and pastoral country, content to

export her riches in wool, and to import them again, greatly

enhanced in value, as clothing. Thus it remained till

religious persecution drove the flower of the industrial

population of the West of Europe away from the homes of

their birth; and, happy to find an asylum here, they

liberally repaid English hospitality by establishing their

own arts in the country, and teaching them to the

inhabitants. Thus religious liberty formed the noble

foundation of England's industrial greatness. Then came

the material agent, machinery propelled by steam. The

invention of the steam engine, following quickly upon that

of the carding machine, the spinning jenny, and other

ingenious machinery employed in textile manufactures,

gave an extraordinary impulse to their development, and,

with them, that of kindred branches of industry. At the

basis of all of them was England's wealth in coal.

•iwea. Cotton Maiiu/aclure.—ThjLt England, not possessing

Hons for the raw material, became the seat of the cotton manu-
•pinning

facture, was owing, in the first instance, to the ingenuity

of her inventors of machinery. Established as early as the

beginning of the 17th century at Manchester, the cotton

ma'nufacture made no progress for a long time, and

generation after generation clothed themselves in cotton

goods spun by Dutch and German weavers. It was not

till the latter part of the 18th century, when a series of

inventions, unparalleled in the annals of industry, followed

each other in quick succession, that the cotton manufacture

took real root in the country, gradually eclipsing that of other

European nations. But though the superior excellence of

their machinery enabled Englishmen to start in the race of

competition, it was the discovery of the new motive power,

drawn from coal, which made them win the race. In

1815 the total qua?-iity of raw cotton imported into the

United Kingdom was not more than 99 millions of pounds,

which amount had increased to 152 millions of pounds in

1820, and rose further to 229 millions in 1825, so that

there was considerably more than a doubling of the im-

ports in ten years. In 1830 the imports of raw cotton had

further risen to 264 millions of pounds, in 1835 to 364

millions, and in 1840 to 592 millions of pounds.

The following table shows the progress, with fluctuations,

'of the cotton trade, in the annual imports, the exports, and

the excess of imports of raw cotton during each, for every

fifth year from 1841 to 1876 :—

cotton.

' See also the separate articles on tlie different textile manufac-

tDtei.

Tears
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years of age,—the rest, 1 10,249, being abovo eighteen years.

Of the 259,729 females employed in cotton factories in

1874 there were 32,637 under thirteen years of age.

Tlie cotton factories were distributed as follows over

England at the end of 1874 :—

h

Counties.
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Number
of silk

factories.

Silk fac-

tories in

Gnglaud.

Tho iiroccding tablc« sliow that the chief Beat of the
woollen and wor.-ted niauufiicture is in Yorkshire, while
Lancashire stands second, but a long way behind. In the
western and some of tho midland counties where the trade
is carried on, it is on a very reduced scale, as the factories

have no power-looms. The eastern counties likewise havo
.at present but a very small share of tho trade, which is now
all but extinct in Korwich, tho most ancient manufacturing
town in tho kingdom, where a colony of Flemings settled

in the reign of Henry L, getting the long wool spun at tho
neighbouring market-town of Worstead, after which the new
produce was named. Tho once famous market town itself

has sunk to an obscure village.

Silk.—Compared with the manufacture of goods made
from cotton and wool, that of other textile fabrics is com-
paratively unimportant, the main articles being silk, flax,

and hemp. As far as the United Kingdom is concerned,
the manufacture of flax stands first among these minor
textile fabrics ; but taking England alone, the chief of them
is silk. There were in 1874 in the United Kingdom 818
silk factories, with 1,330,411 spindles and 10,002 power-
Inoms, employing 45,559 persons. Of this total, only 4
factories, with 220 power looms, employing 740 persons,
were in Scotland ; and but 2 factories, with 7 power-looms,
employing 400 persons, were in Ireland.

The following table shows the number of silk factories in

England, with the number of spindles and power-looms in

use, and the number of persons employed, at various periods
from 1850 to 1874:—

Team
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T)ie chief seat of the flax manufacture, it will be seen,

is in Yorkshire. It is a new bihnch of industry in

Leicestershire and the adjoining midland counties, where

it dtA not exist previous to 1870.

Hemp aiidJiite.—Among the minor textile manufactures,

hemp and jute come next to flax. The hemp manufacture

is o' comparatively recent date. There were but five hemp
factories iu the United Kingdom in 18G1, but they had

increased to Gl in 1874. Of these 45 were iu England,
1*2 in (Scotland, and 4 in Ireland. The English hemp
factories, situated mainly in Lancashire and the northern

counties, had in use 6448 spindles and 22 power-looms iu

1874, and gave employment to 3039 persons, of whom
1.074, or about one-half, were women. Of jute factories,

there were in the United Kingdom 110 in 1874, England

having 15, Scotland 84, and Ireland 11. The English

jute factories, distributed over the northern and midland

lil
counties, had in use 21,754 spindles and 927 power-looms

B^ in 1874, and employed 4933 persons, of whom 3423, or

HK nearly three-fourths, were women. In 1861 the whole of

^^P the jute factories of England employed only 107 persons.

Vloslery, Hosiery, Lace, and Shoddy.—There are enumerated in

face, aud parliamentary papers, and various official returns, a

fa!^
number of other existing factories, among them of hosiery,

'

lace, "shoddy," hair, felt, and slastic fabrics, The hosiery

factories of the United Kingdom employed 11,980, and the

lace factories 10,373 persons in 1874 ; but all the others

gave employment, in the aggregate, to less than 9000
workers. The hosiery factories were all in England, with

the exception of 4 in Scotland, employing 1006 persons.

In the English hosiery factories, 65 in number, nearly all

in Leicestershire and adjoining midland counties, there

were 10,914 persons employed in 1874, about one-half of

them women. The hosiery factories of England more than

doubled from 1861, when their number was 65, to 1874.

The. same was the case with the lace factories, which

increased from 186 in 1868 to 311 in 1874. Another

notable textile industry enumerated in the official returns

is that of " shoddy factories." There were of these

establishmeuts, 125 in the United Kingdom in 1874, all

of them in England, with the exception of some very small

Scottish ones, returned as employing together -7 persons.

The English shoddy factories, disper-sed in 1874 over York-

shire and Lancashire, with but a few in other counties,

had in use in that year 101,134 spindles and 1437 power-

looms, and employed 3424 persons, more than one-half of

them women. There was an increase in the shoddy

factories of Lancashire from 1868 to 1874, but a decrease

during the same period in those of Yorkshire.

Factory Supervision.—To protect the health of the people

employed in English manufacturing industries, and to pre-

serve them from accidents of all kinds, parliament passed in

recent years a numberof laws, known generallyas theFactory

Acts. In these Acts, the hours of labour are restricted,

more especially for young persons and women, who cannot

he set to work for more than 12 hours on any day, and not

for more than 60 hours per week. The due execution of

the Factory Acts is superintended by inspectors of factories,

appointed by the Government, who have to make to the

home secretary half-yearly reports, which are printed and
laid before parliament. In a recent report it is stated

that the laws passed are constantly more appreciated both

by employers of labour and by the workers, but that the

latter are subjected to much suffering through stagnation of

trade. The latter is ascribed mainly to foreign competition.

While there is doubtless truth in this view, there can be

equally little dcubt that other causfs have affected, and
continue to affect, English manufactui'ug industry.

Fisheries.—The stagnation of tradt which made itself

felt, in recent years, in the chief manufactures, operated

also upon the fisheries. It appears from official returns

that there was a gradual decrease in the number of fishing

boats, as will bo seen from the subjoined table, which gives

tut number of boats of which the tonnage was known, for

each division of the United Kingdom in the years 1872,

1873, and 1874:—

DivlsioilB.
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cannot be given

—

vnth foreign states and British coloniea

increased mure than seven-fold in llio course of fifty years.

Tlie following two tables exhibit the values of the

annual imiiorts, of the total annual exports of British homo
produce, and of the total imports and exports of the United

Kingdom—the latter including exports of foreign and

colonial produce—as v/ell us the proportions per head of

population, for every third year from 1864 to 1876 :

—

Years
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Frlncipal articles exported
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The total tonnage Iiere enumerated comprised both sail-

ing vessels and steamers. The number and tonnage of the

former is decreasing, and that of the latter increasing, to

such an extent that steam vessels appear likely to absorb

the whole international commerce of the country.

The following table of the principal ports of the country

summarizes the tonnage of vessels ii'ith cargoes which
entered and cleared coastwise, and from and to foreign

countries and British possessions, in 187G :

—

London
Lirerpool .

Newcastle' and North
and South Shields' ...

Cardiff'

Hull
Sunderland'
Southampton
Bristol

Swansea'
Newport'
Hartlepool'

Entered.

Tons.

9,074,519

6,380,217

1,481.874

671 209
1,691 328
303 820
992 447

1.087 602
567 741

508.474
452.159

Cleared

Tons

4.503 673
5.587.416

5.168 330

2,883,535
1.334 285
2.289 710
705 517
496 679
992 092

959 792
956 248

Total.

Tons.

13.578.192

11,967,633

6.650,204

3.554,744
3.025,613
2.593,530
1,697.964
1.584.281

1,559.833
1.468.266
1,408.407

These are almost exciusifety uiinerfti ports.

Touuago ihe subjoined table shows the total tonnage of the sail-
of vessels

j^g vessels and steamers registered as belonging to the

reeister
United Kingdom, at the end of each third year from 1861-

to 1876 :—

Years.
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than 95 miles, built at a cost of £840,925, but at tue

end of 1835 tbero were 293 miles, costing £5, G 48,531.

Thus, in the first five years of railway construction, from

1835 to 1830, the raileaga doubled ; while in the second

five years, from 1830 to 1835, it trebled. It quintupled in

the next five-yearly period, till the end of 1810, when
the total length of miles of railway in the kingdom had

come to be 1435, built at a cost of £41, 391,034,' as repre-

sented by the paid-up capital of the various companies.

The next five years saw again nearly another doubling of

length of lines, for at the end of 1845 there were 2441

miles of railway, created by a paid-up capital of

£88,481,370, Not far from a fresh trebling took place

in the course of the next quinquennial period, and at the

end of 1850 there were GG21 miles of railways, constructed

ai the cost of £240,270,745. Nearly all the railways

opened up to this date were main or " trunk" lines, con-

necting more or less busy centres of population, the traffic

between which was so krfi as to require double lines.

Unlike most European countries up to the present time,

Kuglaixd began railway building on a scale commensurate

with the importance of the new mode of intercommunica-

tion, the leaders of the great enterprise foreseeing clearly

the ultimate requirements of their work. It thus came to

pass that double lines were made the rule, and single lines

the exception. More recently, however, an increase has

taken place in the construction of the latter, owing to the

estension of short branches from the main lines.

The length of railway's open for traffic in the United

Kingdom, either with double or single lines, and the

amount of authorized capital, were as follows at the end of

each fifth year from 1856 to 1876 :

—

Years
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Not included in the above Bummary are season-ticket

holders, to the number of 394,427—345,056 in England

and Wales, 26,481 in Scotland, and 22,290 in Ireland—

the addition of which brings tho total number of passen-

gers to 538,681,722 in the year 1876.

The total receipts, the total working expenditure, and the

net receipts of the railways in each division of the United
Kingdom were as follows in the year 1876 :

—

!

Divisions
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The post-

office as a

Govern-

ment de-

part-

meut.

' Origin of

I tlie poat

lofilc
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tnercaae

of coiTe-

(i;'Ol:d-

fruca

from

1839 to

1876.

polis were abolislied. Further Acts in the same direction

followed, leading to the gradual extinction, by due compen-

Bation of the persons interested, of the old system, the

maintenance of tho roads being vested in " turnpike trusts

and highway boards," einpownred to levy local rates. The

revenue of these boards, outside the metropolis, amounted

to £2,302,869 in 1870, and had risen to over three millions

sterling in 1876.

VIII. Post and Telegraphs.

It is one of the main arguments of the advocates of the

purchase of all the railways by the state, that vast under-

takings, in which the whole nation is deeply interested,

ought not to be left to private enterprise, aiming at gain

chiefly ; and that such concerns not only can be, but mostly

are, better managed by the Government. The argument

rests on the post-office. On all sides it is admitted that

the creation and maintenance of the post-office as it now
exists, burthened with an immense amount of work besides

the mere carrying of correspondence, is a striking instance

of the successful interference of Government in commercial

affairs ; while it is difficult to imagi-no how the same result

could have been achieved by private persons. So general

is this belief that all the states not only of Europe, but of

the civilised world, have made tho English post-office their

model, closely imitating its whole organ izat I'm.

In its present form, the post-office is an .itirely modern

creation, though the first regular arrangements for despatch-

ing letters to all parts of the kingdom date back to the year

1635, when the "letter office for England and Scotland"

was established. But the system thus inaugurated, also

based upon a Government monopoly, /.jcisting as such to

the present time, remained long practically a private enter-

prise, the right of conveying letters and packets being let

by contract to privileged individuals, whose sole aim was

to make the greatest profit out of the undertaking. The
first radical reform of the system, which laid the foundation

of the present organization, was made by the Act I Vict. c.

32, confirmed July 12, 1837, which repealed all the old

enactments relating to the post-office in favour of an

entirely new legislation. This important Act was followed

by another, 2 and 3 Vict. c. 52, confirmed August 17,

1839, which established a uniform rate of postage of one

penny on inland letters, repealing at the same time the old

and much abused system of "franking" letters, exercised

by members of parliament and others since 1660. The Act
came into operation on the 10th of January 1840.

The vast increase in correspondence following upon the

new organization is shown in the subjoined table, v/hich

gives the estimated number of letters in 1839 and 1840,

and the ascertained number in quinquennial periods from

1841 to 1870, and for each of the six years from 1871 to

1876 in England and in the United Kingdom, together

with the average number of the letters to each person,

according to the returns of the postmaster-general :

—
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Post-

office

Bi>viiig.s

banks.

The money-order business transacted with the British

culonies and with foreign countries is about equal in im-

portance, but the latter showed a far greater expansion in

the years 1870 to 1876. The total number of colonial

orders in 1870 was 143,211, transmitting £600,981 ; and

in 1876 the number had risen to 145,838, but the amount

fell to £572,752. On the other hand, the total number

of foreign money orders rose from 47,431, transmitting

£172,983, in 1870 to 211,163, transmitting £612,925, in

1876. In the case of both colonial and foreign money

orders, the number and amount arriving from abroad are

far greater than those sent away.

Savings Banks.—Tlie post-office, besides issuing and

paying money orders, fulfils the duties of a national savings

bank, and also of an insurance institution, granting life

insurance policies and annuities. The post-office savings

banks, established by Act of Parliament in 1861, held a

total amount of £26,996,550, standing in the names of

1,702,374 depositors, at the end of 1876. The proportion

of depositors to population at that date was one to 15 in

England and Wales, one to 71 in Scotland, and one to 87

in Ireland. In the whole of the United Kingdom it was

one to 19. The average daily number of deposits in the

year 1876 was 10,347, and the average amount standing

to the credit of depositors, £15, 17s. Id. It is a notable

fact that, although the majority of depositors undoubtedly

belong to the labouring classes, including servants, the

transactions of the post-ofEce savings bank are much larger

in winter than in summer. The greatest number of deposits

in the year 1876 occurred on the 31st January, when it

reached 25,063, considerably more than double the average

daily number. There were 5448 post-offices open as savings

banks at the end of 1876. (See page 256 below.)

Life Assurance.—While the post-office savings banks

'jBice life proved a great success, ever growing, and evidently much
msur- appreciated by the public, the same cannot be said about
ance and

^j^g jjfg insurance and annuity department. It showed

some vitality in the first few years after its establishmont,

from 1865 to 1872, but aftpr this date both the insurance

and annuity contracts greatly declined. In 1872 the

number of life policies granted was 757, insuring £55,982 ;

while in 1876 the number had fallen to 270, insuring

£22,875. During the same period the number of annuity

contracts fell from 1057 in 1872 to 758 in 1876, the total

receipts in the latter year, both for immediate and deferred

annuities, not amounting to mora-'tnan £111,775. The
almost insignificant amount of the transactions Seems to

show that this department of the post-office has no vitality,

the field being already fully occupied by private enterprise.

Telegraphs.—Subsequent to the establishment of the

telegraph money order, the savings banks, and the insurance depart-
system. pjents, a business of immense importance was added to the

functions of the post-office in the control and management
of all the telegraphs of the kingdom. It was not without

much doubt and misgiving that parliament consented to

add to the Government monopoly of conveying letters that

of sending messages by electric wires ; but after loiig dis-

cussions in 1866 and 1867, the system was approved of

by the legislature the year after. An Act, 31 and 32 Vict.

c. 1 1 0, authorizing the purchase of all the telegraphs by the

Government, for the purpose of being added to the

machinery of the post-office, was passed in thesession of 1868,

receiving the royal assent on the 31st of July. It was
followed by another statute, 32 and 33 Vict. c. 73, estab-

lishmg the monopoly. The chief reasons for passing the

.Act of 1868 were given in the preamble, which declared

that " it would be attended with great advantage to the

state, as well as to merchants and traders, and to the public

generally, if a cheaper, more widely extended, and more
o;cpcditious system of telegraphy were established, and to

Post-

annui
lies.

Postal

that end [it is recommended that] the postmaster-general

be empowered to work telegraphs in connection with the
administration of the post-office." It was stated in parlia-

ment during the debates on the Act that, under the then
existing system of private telegraph companies, severely

competing with each other for the most remunerative busi-

ness, there were 700 towns in the kingdom having a surplus

service, each bein^ attended to by two, three, or more com-
panies, with offices close together, in the central parts

;

while, on the other hand, there existed 486 towns with no
telegraphic faciUtics, except, perhaps, that offered by the

nearest railway station. It was this fact which weighed,

more than any other, in giving the future control of the

telegraphs to the post-oflice, to be worked as a state

monopoly.

There were, when the Act of 18G8 was passed, 13 Transfer

telegraph companies in existence within the United King-°'.*"

dom, including several which owned submarine cables for
^^JJ*

"

international service. There were, besides, 83 railway com- gi apiig Ut

panies possessing electric telegraphs, for the use of the tin poet,

public as well as their own service. Altogether these 83 o''"^'-

railway companies had constructed for themselves 5157
miles of lines, comprising 16,191 miles of wire, with 1226
stations for public use; while the 13 telegraph companies

possessed 16,879 miles of land lines, made up of 79,646
miles of wire, besides 4688 miles of submarine cable, con-

taining 8122 miles of wire imbedded, with 2155 stations.

Under the Act of Parliament, only 3 telegraph companies,

the Electric, the British and Irish Magnetic, and the United
Kingdom Telegraphic, had specified sums allowed to them
for their property, and with all the rest the purchase money
had to be settled by agreement, if requisite through an
arbitrator appointed by the Board of Trade. It necessarily

took some time to settle these matters, which involved pay-

ment of over six millions sterling ; but the task was accom-

plished, on the whole, with remarkable rapidity; and on
the 5th of February 1870, the post-office commenced the

working of all the telegraph lines of the United Kingdom.
The vast increase of telegraphic communication immedi- Postal

ately after the new state organization, and its subsequent **!*•

progress, is shown in the .subjoined table, which gives the F^^
'

total number of messages forwarded from the year 1870— }87o to

commencing February 5—to the 31bt of March 1877, the 1876-77

last period comprising fifteen months, to bring, as pre-

viously explained, the postal accounts into uniformity with

the general financial accounts of the kingdom :

—

Year ended
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By the terms of the Act of 1868, establishing the Bystem

' of postal telegraphs, all tho railway companies retain the

privilege of transmitting messages relating to their own
service free of charge, on the wires running lalong their

lines. To the public a uniform rate of transmission is

charged, irrespective of distance. The charge was fixed,

provisionally, at one shilling for every twenty words, and

threepence for every additional word, tho natneg and

addresses of senders and receivers not being included in

the number. The payments were originally made in

postage stamps; but on the 1st of April 1870, distinctive

telegraph stamps for the prepayment of messages were in-

troduced. Forms of receipts for messages were brought

into use on the 1st of February of the same year, but it

was stated in the twenty-third report of the postmaster-

general, dated August 4, 1877, that up to that time "very

little use had been made " of this innovation by the public.

The subjoined table gives the total receipts and the net

revenue of the postal telegraphs, from their establishment,

on the 5th of February 1870, to the end of the financial

year 1876-77 :—

Tears ended 31st March.
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Surplus

aod de-

ficit

periods.

18G9-70, when ihe excess of revenue over expenditure

amounted to £6,°5C9,500, and the next largest in the

financial year 1844-45, when the excess of income over

expenditure was £6,342,436. On the other hand, the

greatest deficit showed itself in the financial year 1855-50,

when unforeseen war expenses brought the revenue below

the expenditure to the extent of £22,723,854. The fifteen

years froiU 18G3 to 1877 showed all, with the exception of

two, 1868 and 1809, a surplus of revenue over expenditure.

The following table gives the ofhcial account of the gross

sources of revenue of the United Kingdom for the financial

Senrces

.»f reve-

1876-77 y^^"" sndod March 31, 1877 :

—

Customs 19,922,000

Excise 27,736,000
Stamps 10,890,000
Land Tax and House Duty 2,532,000
Property and Incomo Tax ; 5,280,000
Post Office 6,000,000
Telegraph Service 1,305,000
Crown Lands (Net) 410.000
Miacellaneou.'i ;

—

£
Military and Naval extra Receipts,

and Proceeds of Old Stores sold ....

Amount received from the Revenues
j

of India on account of Charges for

British Troops
Interest on riililie Loans 654,572
Interest on the Purchase Money of

the Suez Canal Shares

Allowance out of Profits of Issue

received from Bank of England ..'

Saving on vote of credit for Ashantea
war

Other Miscellaneous Receipts ..

906,769

868,330

139,110

138,578

12,197

1,770,480

4,490,034

Total Revenue 78,565,036

Branches The following table gives the official account of the gross
of expen- expenditure of the United Kingdom for the financial year

I87T77 ^"^^"^ ^'^^'^'^ 2^' 1^^^ =-

Dcie. £ £
Interest and Management of the Per- | „, -r,- noo
manent Debt |

-I. »»».»«''

Terminable Annuities 5,374,198
Interest of Excherjuer Bills '03,912
Interest of Bank Advances for De- ) s 127

ficiency (

<>,iii

ITew Sinking fund 624,781

Interest on Local Loans
Interest, &c., on Exchequer Bonds (Suez).

Charges on ConsolidcUed Fund.
Civil List

Annuities and Pensions
Salaries and Allowances
Courts of Justice

Miscellaneous Charges

27,700,000
142,921

149,912

406,710
316,669
96,850

631.791
143,018

Supply Services.

-Army 15,251,355
Charges for troops in India 170,000
Army Purchase Commission 498,362
Navy 11,364,383
Ashantce Expedition.. 2,017
Miscellaneous Civil Services 13,333,851
Customs and Inland Revenue 2,766,279
Post-Office 3,159,218
Telegraph Service 1,141,000
Packet Service 850,890

1,595,039

48,537,355

Total Expenditure 78,125.227

. The surplus for the financial year 1876-77 amounted to

£439,809, being less than in any of the preceding five

years. In the budget estimates for 1877-78 the total

revenue was calculated at £79,020,000, and the total ex-

penditure at £78,794,044, leaving a surplus of £225,956.
About three-fourths of the total revenue of tlie United

Kingdom are derived from three sources of income—excise,

customs duties, and stamps. In the sixteen financial years

frcai 1861-62 the revenue from the excise increased greatly,

and that from customs declined, while that from stamps
increased moderately. The following table shows the

receipts from these main sources of revenue for every third,

year from 1861-62 to 1876-77 :—

Yeais ended
31«t HaicU.
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Income Tax.—The basis and principle of the system of

levying the national revenue is indirect taxation, or, as it

may very properly be called, voluntary taxation, since at

present no impost lies upon any article of prime necessity.

To this system the only exception is the income tax, which,

however, has many opponents, and is barely considered by

the legislature a permanent tax, as it has to undergo cou-

Btaiit changes, all tending to its repeal at a favourable

opportunity. Originally granted by parliament, against

great opposition, in 1798, as "an aid for the prosecution
j

of the war " against France, the old income tax was repealed

in lbl6. But it was re-imposed, under modified forms, in

18 '2, nominally for only three years, the amount being

fixed at 7d. in the pound. Subsequently parliament con-

sented to new prolongations, alternately of three years, of

one year, and of seven years ; and in the course of the

Crimean war, the impost was raised, first to 14d., and then

to IGd., in the pound. In 1857 the income tax was again

reduced to 7d., and in 185'8 to 8d., in tho pound. In the

following year it was once more raised to 9d., and to lOd.

in 1860 ; but was again reduced to 9d. in the pound in

1861, to 7d. in 1863, to Gd. in 1864, and to 4d. in 1865.

[n 1867 the tax was again raised to 5d., and in 1868 to

Od., but in the following year once more lowered to 5d.,

and in 1870 to 4d., in the pound. The tax was again

lirought up to 6d. in 1871, but lowered to 4d. in 1872, to

3d. in 1873, and to 2d. in 1874 Finally, in 1876 it was
once more raised to 3d. in the pound, but at the same time

restricted to incomes of over £150 per annum, with a de-

duction of £120 for all incomes between £150 and £400,
thus affecting mainly the so-called " upper " and " upper
middle " classes of the population. The total receipts of

the income tax amounted to £10,365,000 in the financial

year 18G1-62, and had sunk to £5,280,000, or littlo more
than one-half, in the year 1876-77.

An indication of the proportions of the revenue derived

from taxation in England, Scotland, and Ireland respectively

is given in the following table. The figures, which are for

the year ending March 31, 1877, do not include the post-

office returns, and in the case of the income tax are exclu-

sive of the returns from the incomes of Government
officials.

Ituvcuuu. 1870-77

Spirits

Malt
Wine and beer (customs) .

Excise licences

Tobacco
Tea and colTco

Land and house duty
Income tax
Stamps
Miscellaneous items

Total

Per head of population ....

Englund.

£
13,078,101

7,220,089
1,894,856

3,034,395
6,014,114
3,206,705

2,404,792
4,342,410
8,581,581

1,324,787

51,101,890

£2 1 8i

' Sco'Jund.

£
4,056,331
308,343
124,309
308,599
737,227
322,156
133,382
518,149

1,110,807

77,910

Ireland.

7,757,213

£2 3 62

£
3,507,985
451,950
211,078
205,503

1,024,234

394,644

269i889
589,173
10,208

0,004,724

£1 4 113

Expcudittire.—As the main sources of national revenue
»»e but few, so are the principal branches of expenditure.

Tliey may be reduced to three, namely,—first, the interest

and management of the national debt ; secondly, the
charges for the army and navy ; and thirdly, the cost of the
general government, entered in the financial accounts under
the headings of " Civil List," " Miscellaneous Civil

f^ervices," and other charges placed to the Consolidated
Fund. The following table exhibits the annual disburse-

ment under each of these three principal branches of

liiitioniil expenditure, during every third financial year from
IS61-<32 tolS7C-77;—

Flnanclall
Years ended
ISl.t WajclL
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The following table exhibits the amounts of capital of

tlie debt, distinguishing funded and unfunded, during each

of the sixteen years from 1861-62 to 1876-77 :—
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1

The nnmbers of the regular army, maintained for Bervice

in the United Kingdom, have varied much in the course of

the present century. In the year 1800 the total was 70,745 ;

and it rose to 106,331 in 1805, and to 112,518 in 1810.

AVithin the next three quinquennial periods, the number

decreased, that is, to 80,731 in 1815, to 61,116 in 1620,

and to 46,264 in 1825. In 1830 the number rose again.

to 48,094, but fell to 47,214 in 1835. There was another

rise to 50,476 in 1840, to 59,870 in 1845, and to 67,077

in 1850. lu 1855 the number had fallen once more to

49,342, but this was the lowest point it reached. The

strength of the army rose again to 89,507 in 1860 ; it stood

at 78,410 in 1865, and at 84,361 in 1870. There were

considerable fluctuations in the number of men maintained

for home service in each of the years from 1871 to 1876.

The number was 82,472 at the end of 1871, 94,402 in

1872, 101,145 in 1873, 'JS,719 in 1874, 92,386 in 1875,

and 96,275 in 1876. Of the total force in the United

Kingdom in 1876, there were 68,253 men in England and

Wales, 3895 in Scotland, 22,414 in Ireland, and, 1713 in

the Channel Islands.

The numbers of regular troops on colonial service were

gradually diminished in recent years. They were entirely

withdrawn from Australia and New Zealand, and partly

from British North America, a small force only being left

in Nova iScotia. The chief military stations left were

Malta, Gibraltar, the Cape of Good Hope, Ceylon, Bermuda,

and Hong Kong. The total number of the British forces

in India was given at 62,652 men of all ranks in the army

estimates of 1877-78.

The recruits for the regular army were raised as follows

from each of the divisions of the United Kingdom in the

years 1871 to 1873 :—

>)eser.-

k>ii3.

"Vears.
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Kamber 1877-78, voted by parliament, the total expenditure was

of ships fixed at £10,979,829, and in them the strength of the navy
(n com-

j^f jjjg United Kingdom, regarding ships in commission, waa
'°'*''°°'

reported as follows for December 1, 1876 :—

Stilpa In Commission.

Sea-going steamers :

—

Iron-clad line-of-battlo ships 4

Iron-clad frigates and corvettes 13

Other „ „ „ 30

Sloops and small vessels 65

Total seagoing steamers 112

Reserve steamers and sailing vessels :

—

First reserve steamers 9

Receiving and dep6t steamers 6

„ ,, ,, sailing vessels 13

Surveying steamers 3

Troop ships, steamers 5

Store ships, steamers 3

Tenders, steamers 38

„ sailing vessels 6

Coast-guard cruisers, steamers 4

„ ,, sailing vessels 20

Gunnery training vessels, and sloops, sailing , 9

Drill ships for the Naval Keserve 8

Total reserve steamers and sailing vessels. 136

Total navy 248

Aimour- The number of ships in commission here given form but

dad a small portion of the naval forces of the United Kingdom,
jhlps. especially of its by far most important division, the

armour-clad fleet. Together with the navy estimates for

the financial year 1877-78, there was issued a parlia-

mentary return, issued from the Admiralty, dated April 5,

1877, containing a list " of all ironclads, and date of their

first completion for sea." The return gives the names of

48 armoirr-clad vessels, 31 of them classified as "broadside

ships," 1 as a " ram," 14 as " turret ships," and 2 as " iron-

clads building."

Increase The whole of the armour-clad ships of the broadside class

of ar- completed previous to 1870 have no thicker armour than

^T" from 4| to 5J inches ; while those compkted from 1870 to

{alronf ^^^^ received armour of from 6 to. 8 inches thickness.

dads. This was increased in the broadside iron-clad of 1877, the
" Alexandra, " to from 8 to 12 inches thickness; and in

three not quite completed, to armour of from 8 to 10

and 11 inches. In the turret ships, a greater thickness of

armour was resorted to at an earlier date. The " Glatton,"

fcompleted in- 1872, was the first ship to receive armour of

from 12 to 14 inches in thickness, subsequently also given

to the " Devastation " and the " Thunderer ;
" while the

"Dreadnought" had 14 inches throughout. Surpassing

ill other ships in armour-thickness is the " Inflexible,"

under construction at the end of 1877, the central part of

which has from 16 to 24 inches, protecting 4 guns of 81

ton weight, the heaviest ever made for the British navy,

and exceeded only by a few made in England for two
Italian men-of-war.

The construction of unarmoured ships, while not yet

quite abandoned, is confined entirely to screw streamers,

built of iron or steel, designed for great speed, and with

very powerful engines. There were 9 ships of this class at

the end of 1877, 3 of them frigates and 6 corvettes. The
two largest frigates, the " Inconstant " and the " Shah,"

of 5700 tons, with engines of 7500 horse-power, were
reported at the date to be the swiftest ships of the British

navy.

The number of men provided for .the naval service of the

kingdom was 54,400 in the navy estimates 1877-78. They
were divided into 34,100 seamen and 6300 boys, 3000 of

the latter being under training, giving a total of 40,400
directly classified as "sailors." Besides them, for the ser-

vice of the fleet, were 14,000 marines—7000 afloat and

7000 on shore. Included in the number of 34,100 seamen
of the fleet, provided for in the estimates of 1877-78, were

160 flag officers, 30 officers superintending dockyards and
naval establishments, and 2889 other commissioned officers

on active service, being a total of 3079 officers for the

British navy.

XI. Religion and Edtication,

There is a singular want of authentic religious statistics Want
in England. While in nearly all other European countries of "•'•

the number of the population adhering to various creeds is ^.'"""1"

carefully ascertained at the periodical census takings, or Englaod
at other times, this has never been done in England,

except in a cursory manner. At the census of March 31,

1851, an enumeration took place of the number of places

of worship in England and Wales, and the attendance ol

persons therein on the preceding day, a Sunday; but the

information thus obtained, though valuable in some re-

spects, was not of the kind to alluw accurate conclusions

concerning the strength of the various religious bodies, it

being well known that the attendance .in churches and
chapels comprises many persons outside the creed to which
they adhere. The returns of the census of March 1851
were as follows :

—

Creeds.
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number of Protestant dissenters was estimated at 1,958,000,

or 10'89 per cent, of the popiilation ; and ten years after,

iu 18G1, the total number was calculated to have increased

to 3,090,000, being 15 '36 per cent, of the population.

There was an estimated further increase to 3,686,000, or

17 '38 per cent, of the population, in the number of

dissenters at the end of 1866 ; while the last calculations,

going down to the end of 1876, make it probable that at

this date the number had risen to 4,500,000, being not far

from 20 per cent, of the population. According to the

most reliable estimates, the dissenters did not constitute the

majority of the population in the year 1876 in any part of

England, but they possessed it in Wales. Next to Wales,

the greatest number of dissenters were in Monmouthshire,
Cumberland, Cornwall and Devon, Durham, and Yorkshire,

in all which counties they constituted more than a third of

i,he population. On the other hand, the dissenters were in

I small minority in nearly all the southern counties of

England, notably in Middlesex, Kent, and Sussex. In the

metropolis itself, the Protestant dissenters were estimated

to form about 10 per cent, of the population.

Under the Act of 1836, the registrar-general has to keep

a list of all the churches and chapels of the various dissent-

ing religious denominations wishing to be " licensed " for

the celebration of marriages. The number so entered was,

according to the " Thirty-Eighth Annual Report of the

Registrar-General" issued in 1877, no less than 122. The
following was the reported list of denominations :

—

Jieligiozcs Denominations in England and Wales.

Advents.
ApQstolicfl.

Armenian New Society.
Baptists, viz.,

BapttatB,
Cslvlnletic BAptlsts
General Baptiets.
General Dapllat New Connexion.
Old Baptietn.
Partlcnlar Bantlnls.
Presbyterian Baptlale.
Scotch Baptisln.
Bevcntli Day Baptiata.
Strict Bapduts.
Union Baptiata.
Unitarian Baptlatfl.

Baptizetl Believers,
Bclievt^fs in Christ.
bible Ciirlstians.

Bible Defeoce Association.
Brethren.
Calvinists.

Catholic atiij Apostolic Church.
Christadciphians.
Christians "who object to be othenvise

deslgnatetJ."

Christian Believers.
Christian Brethren.
Christian Eliasites.

Christian Israelites.

I'hi'istian Mission.
Christian Teetotallers.
' hristian "tempeiance Men.
Christian (Tniynista.
CliuiTh of Chnst.
Church of Pi-opress.
Cimrch of Scotland,
Church of the People.
Ciuntess of Huntingdon's Connc.\ion.
Disciples in Christ.

Disciples of Jesus Christ.
Eastern Orthodox Gicek Chiircli.
E'jiectics.

Fpiscopalian Dissenters.
Kranpelical Unionists,
followers of the Lord Jesus Chi i >t.

pi-ee Catholic Chhsllnn Ciinitli.
Fiee Chilstian Association.
F-ee Cliristiane.

Free Church.
Free Church (Episcopal).
Free Church of England.
Free Oospol and Chi ibtian Bretl.lcii
Free Gospel Ciiuroh.
Free Grace Gospel CItiistians.
Fioe Union Ciiurclr.
'Gorman Lutheran.
Oerman Roman Catholic,
lilassites.

Glory Band.
Greek Catholic.
Halifax Psychological Society
Hallelujuh Band.
Hope Mission.
Humanitarians.
iL.leFendcni Ceiijiioiifl Uefom trs.

Independenta.
Independent Unionists.
Inghaniites.
Israelites.

Jcu's.

Latter Day Saints.
Motaviuns.
Mormons.
New Cimrch.
New Jerusalem Church.
Orthodox Eastern ChlU'Ch.
Peculiar People.
Plymouth Brethren.
Polish Society.
Presbyterian Cimrch la England.
Piimitive Cliristians.

Piotnessionists.

Protestant Members of the Church of

England.
Protestants "adhering to Aiilcles of
Church of England, Ito 18 Inclusive,
but rejecting Order and Kituai."

Protestant Union.
Providence.
Quakers.
Ranters.
Recreative Religionists.
Reformed Cliuich of England.
Refoi-medPrcsbyteriansorCovcnantcrs.
Refomiers.
Revival Band.
Revivalists.
Roman Catholics.
Salem Society.
Sandemanians.
Second Advent Brethren.
Separatists (Protestant).
Society of the New Clllu'Ch.
Spiritu.al Church.
Swedcnboigians.
Temperance Church,
Testimony Congregational Church.
Trinitadans.
Unionists.
Unitarian Christians.
Unitarians,
United Brethren or Moravlitna
United Chiistlan Citurch
United Presbyterians.
Welsh Free Presbyterians.
Wealeyan Metiiodists, via,,

niethodlsta.
Neir Connexion TVeatevans,
Original Connezlon of Wealcyana.
Primitive Melhodlata.
Reiorm Free Chttrch of Wealeyan
Methodista,

Refiiye Methodista.
TeniprrnnCM Melhodlata.
United Free .Methodist Church.
Welsh Calvlnislic JWelhodista
Wealeyan Methodist Aaaociation.
"esleyan Reformera,
Wesleyna Reform Olory Band.
Wesleyans,

Working Man's Evangelistic Mission
Chapels

The total number of " licensed " churches and chapels
belonging to Protestant and other dissenters from the estab-
lished church was 20,480 on the 31st December 1875. The
number had fallen to 19,486 on the 31.st October 1877.

The numerically most important body of Protestant
dissenters is that of Wesleyan Methodists, founded in 1739
by the Rev. John Wesley, clergyman of the Church of
England. Subsequently to his death, in 1791, the com-
munity split into various subdivisions, of which 13 are
enumerated in the preceding list. The largest of these,
known simply as Methodists, or Wesleyan Methodists, had
on its roll 402,437 members at the end of 1876; and tha
next largest,, the Primitive Methodists, 181,081 members.
Of more or less importance, among the other bodies of
Protestant dissenters, are the Baptists, split into nearly as
many divisions as tha Wesleyan Methodists ; the Indepen-
dents, also known as Congregationalists ;

• the Unitarians;
and the Moravians. No authentic returns exist regarding
the number of persons adhering to any of the minor
Prctestant creeds reported by the registrar-general as exist-
ing in England and Wales.

More numerous than any single body of Protestant NumW
dissenters is that of Roman Catholics in England.. It is ofRonu^
stated by Hallam that in the reign of Queen Elizabeth the 9*'-'"^

Roman Catholics numbered one-third of the entire popula-
^'^^'

tion ; but the effect of the many repressive laws enacted
against them was that at the end of the 17 th century, when
the already referred to religious census of 1699 was taken,
the total number was only 27,696, being barely oue-half
per cent, of the population. It was estimated that the nnm-
ber of Roman Catholics in England had increased to 68,00r.
in 1767, being about 1 per cent, of the population, and thai
it stood at 69,400 in 1780, being less than 1 per cent. Oc
the basis of the marriage returns of the registrar-general,
the estimated number of Roman Catholics in England and
Wales was 284,300 in 1845, or 1-70 per cent, of the popu-
lation

; but within the next six years, when there was a
large immigration of Irish, the numbers rapidly rose, &nd
at the end of 1851 the total number of Roman Catholics
was calculated at 758,800, being 4-22 of the population.
The numbers kept rising tiU 1854, when there were
estimated to be 916,600 Roman Catholics in England and
Wales, being 4'94 per cent, of the population r but therf.

was a fall after this year, if not in numbers yet in percen-
tage. The calculated number was 927,500, or 4'61 per
cent., in 1861, and 982,000, or 462 per cent., in 1866.
It is estimated that in the middle of 1877 the number of
Roman Catholics in England and Wales had barely reached
one million, being a less percentage than in 1866, and
that about oue-half the number comprised natives of
Ireland, with their families. It would thus seem that
Roman Catholicism has not been progressive in England
for about a quarter of a century. However, the wealth of
the body increased very greatly during this period, owing
mainly to the secession of many rich persons, of both
sexes, to the church, which led to a vast increase of Roman
Catholic places of worship. They numbered 616 in 1853,
and bad risen to 1095 at the end of 1877, with a clergy
of 1892. The government of the Roman Catholic Church
in England and Wales is under 12 bishops ruling dioceses,

and 1 archbishop, head of the "province of Westminstfer."
The Established Church of England, to which adhere the Goveiiy

majority of the population --the estimated number of mem- ment

bers being 13i millions in the middle of 1877, leaving ?£*''*

about 11 millions to all other creeds—was governed, at ^f ^-.
the end of 1877, by 2 archbishops and 28 bishops, the land,

former at the head of two provinces, and the latter of as

many episcopal sees. There were as many as 21 bishoprics
at the beginning of the 8th century, which number was
thought insufficient at the time, for the Venerable Bp.de,
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Bome years before his death, in 735, exhorted King Egbert

to increase the sees by converting many monasteries into

cathedrals. However, the advice was not followed; and

at the period of the Conquest the number of sees was

Btill 21. . During the centuries that elapsed till the Refor-

mation, while the population increased from 1| to 4 mil-

lions of souLs, only two new bishoprics were formed, namely,

that of Ely in 1109, and that of Carlisle in 1133. In the

reign of Henry VIII. it was proposed to establish 20 new
dioceses, but only 6 came to be formed, one of which, that

of Westminster, had no long existence. Three centuries

again elapsed after the Reformation till any more sees were

founded, the first new creation being that of Ripon, estab-

lished in 1836. Eleven. years afterwards, in 1847, the

bishopric of Manchester was founded ; while the lapse of

another twenty years saw the establishment of two more

bishoprics in those of St Albans and Truro.

The following is a list of the thirty archiepiscopal and

episcopal sees of England and Wales—the latter arranged

in alphabetical order,—with date of their establishment, and

fixed incomes attached to them :

—
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185 S, of a parliamentaiy cummiBsion to inquire into tho

state of popular education, the report of which was issued,

rather tardily, in March 1861. Close upon the report

followed a minute of the Committee of the Privy Council

on Education, establishing a revised code of regulations for

elementary schools. The code, which was to conio into

operation on the 1st April 1862, decreed regular cxamina

tions of the pupils, payment by results, evening schools for

adults, and various other changes in elementary education,

tending to make it more general. But so far from giving

satisfaction, the new code raised a storm of opposition,

chiefly from the clergy, and had to be altered in some of

its most important provisions. In the session of 1870 a

statute of the highest importance was passed, which effected

little less than a revolution in the state of national ed\ica-

tion. By this statute, 33 and 34 Vict. c. 75, entitled " An
Act to provide for Public Elementary Education in England

and Wales," it was ordered that "there shall bel^rovidod

for every school district a sufficient amount of accommoda-
tion in public elementary sohrols available for all the

children resident in such district, for whose elementary

education efficient and suitable provision is not otherwise

3iiade." It was further enacted that all children attending

these " public elementary schools " whose parents were
unable, from poverty, to pay anything towards their edu-

cation, should be admitted free, the expenses so incurred,

with all others necessary to carry out the provisions of the

Act, to bd defrayed out of local taxation. Finally, it was
ordered that the whole administration of the new system

of public education should be placed under " school

boards," elected by the suflVages of all tax-payers, includ-

ing women, and invested with large powers, among them
that of compelling all parents, under severe penalties, to

give their children between the ages of five and thirteen

the advantages of education. The statute of 1870, proving

more beneficial even than expected at the outset, laid a

firm basis for universal education.

The gradual progress of public elementary education

during the course of a quarter of a century is shown in the

following table, which gives the total number of schools

under Government inspection, the total number of children

foi' whom accommodation was provided, and the average

number of children attending the schools, in every fifth

scholastic year, ended August 31, from 1850 to 1870; and
for each year thereafter to 1876.

1
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ECDool board taxation in tno whole of England and Wales

was 1 -STd. per pound sterling in the year 1874-75, and rose

to 3'43d. per pound in the year 1875-76.

Adult Education.—Though as yet unaffected by the in-

troduction of the system of compulsory education, there i.s,

nevertheless, a vast progress of general instruction visible

among the adult generation, as is proved by the constantly

growing numbers of persons able to sign their names to the

marriage registers. The annual numbers, carefully collected

by the registrar of births, deaths, and marriages, as among

the most noteworthy tokens of the educational condition of

the people, show that while in the quinquennial period

1841-45 there were in England and Wales 32-6 per cent,

of men and 48-9 per cent, of women who signed the

marriage registers with " marks," being unable to write,

the proportion very steadily decreased from period to

period, and from year to year, till it had fallen in 1871-75

*o 185 per cent, in the case of men, and to 25-2 per cent,

in the case of women. Thus there was in the thirty-five

years from 1841 to 1875 a decrease of 15-5 per cent, in

illiterate men and of 25-6 per cent, in illiterate women.

The proportion of males and females unable to write

varies greatly in the several counties of England and in

Wales, as will be seen from the following table, which gives

the percentage of both sexes who signed the marriage re-

gisters with "marks" in the year 1875, according to tha38th

annual report of the registrar-general, issued in 1877 :

—

CnUIlticS.

Westmoreland
Surrey
Middlesex
Rutlandshire
Hampshire
Northumberland...
Kent
Devonshire
Sussex
Lincolnshire

Cumberland
Gloucestershire

Northamptonshire.
Derbyshire
Berkshire
Cheshire
Yorkshire
Herefordshire .

Leicestershire

Lancashire

0.\-fordshire

Dorset

Wiltshire
Essex
Somerset
Nottingliamshirc .

Warwickshire
Durham
Cornwall
Worcestershire ....

South Wales
Huntingdonshire
Cambridgeshire ...

Norfolk
Buckinghamshire..
Shropshire

North Wales
Suffolk

Bedfordshire
Hertfordshire

Monmouthshire ...

Staffordshire

EngUnJ and AV:ili;

PerccntaRC of Persons signing
with "Marks."

9
11
12
12
13
13
15
15

15

16
16
16
17
17
17
18
18
18
19
19
19
20
20
20
21
21

22
22
23
24
25
25
'i5

25
25
26
26

27
27
30

12

13

10
11

21

12

17
10
14
23
17
18
21

12
27

23
15
23
34
14
15
15
15

17
26
26
31

25
25
36
20
17
20
21
25

S3
19
30
21

31

17 23

l,ni-ge as seems the proportion of male and female adults

atUl unable tn write in England, the registrar-general, ii

his 38th annual report, published in 1877, amved at the Educji»

hopeful calculation that " if instruction increases in future tional

years at the same arithmetical rate as it has done in the ^'"'^'

years from 1841 to 1875, then all the men will be able to

write in 38 years, and all the women in 31 yearsj'

XII. Crime and rauijcrism.

The wide-spread belief that increase of education 'will KumUr
lead to a decrease both of crime and pauperism receivessome "f crimi-

confirmation from thecrimiualand other Btatisticsof England
ig'j/'i''"

and Wales for more than a generation, though not to the n-j^,
full extent that might be desired. As regards crime, the

decrease of it, while of a fluctuating nature, was much less in

proportion than the increase of education, as shown by the

number of persons committed for trial before juries in

England and Wales and either convicted or acquitted.

The following table shows these numbers for every fifth

year from 1841 to 187') :

—

I

Veara.
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^Cumbers The total number of prisoners confined in the jails of the

»nd United Kingdom, under sentence either of juries or of
classes of gtjpgndiary and other magistrates, was 220,817 at the end
^'°""

of 1871, and rose to 220,887 in 1872, and 232,362 at the

end of 1873. Of the latter total, 165,142 were imprLsoned

in England and Wales, 33,419 in Scotland, and 33,801 in

Ireland. The classes of convicts confined in the prisons of

£ngland and Wales—including those imprisoned for debt,

and military deserters, under the Mutiny Acts—were as

follows at the end of the year 1873 :

—

Educa-
tion of

pri3oa-

era.

Classes of Piisnners.
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There were 590 workhouses and " unions" for the relief

(if paupers in England and Wales on the Ist of January

1849, and the number gradually rose till it reached 655

m 18G4, from which time it remained stationary till 18G9,

.when there was an amalgamation of several poor-law

unions. There were 650 workhouses and unions on the

1st of January 1877.

The paupers of 1877 comprised 92,806 returned as

" able-bodied," of which number 18,993 received in-door,

and 73,813 out-door relief. Of the remaining paupers,

035,544 in number, 138,198 received iudoor, and 497,310

out-door relief. Two-thirds of all the paupers were s;ine

adults, the other third comprising children under sixteen

years of ago, lunatics, and idiots. Among the adult in-door

paupers of 1877, the men formed the majority, but the

women were nearly three times as numerous as the men
among outdoor paupers. Aged persons, or widoWs,

deserted wives, and " unmarried mothers " with their

children, comprised the great mass of these out-door paupers.

Pauperism is far more costly than crime. The total

expenditure for criminals in the year 1873 was ^£585,021,

while that for the maintenance of paupers amounted to

'JE7,C92,1G9. The branches of expotiditure for criminals

in the year 1873, aud the average cost of each prisoner,

were as follows :

—

BruncIicB of Expcndltuie.

Ordinary Cii.Mtnr.x.

Jtup.iirs, furniture, fuel, and light,
i

rent, &c '

Ollicera' salaiios, allowances, and
i

pensions '

Prisoners' diet, clothing, &e

Total..

EXTRAOnDINARY ClIAnOES.
Repayment of money borroweil,

intciest, ic, new buililings, aJili-

tious, and alterations

Total orilinary and extraordinary.

Total
Expenditure.

£

112,414

236,751

153,339

502,504

S2,517

585,021

Arerim
Expcnditnrc
per Prisoner.

£ 8 d

6 7 1

13 7 9

8 13 6

28 8 3

4 13

33 1 7

Bipendi- The total amount raised by " poor rates ' so-called in

tore for England and Wales in the year 1873 was £12,657,943,

S'hf ^"'^ the amount expended £12,426,566. But of this

Boor. expenditure, not more than the sum of £7,692,169, before

mentioned, was employed directly for the relief of the poor,

the remainder, £4,734,397, going for other payments under

the poor laws, such as police rates, vaccination fees, and
disbursements of highway boards. The actual direct ex-

penses for the relief of the poor in the year 1873 were

under the following branches :

—

£
Cost of in-door maintenance ^ 1,549,403
Cost of out-doov relief 3,279,122
Workhouse loans repaid and interest thereon. 272,698
Salaries and rations of officers 893,218
Otiier exponsos connected with the relief of) ni* nsr

the poor |

^^'^>^'

Maintenance of lunatics in asylums or licensed
j yg. „,-

houses
i

'°">-'-'

Tot,al 7,690,325

"jTho average rate imposed by local taxation for the
' etual relief of the poor in 1873 was 5s. lid. in the pound
per head of population for the whole of the United King-
dom, while for England and Wales alone it was Gs. 7d. per
head of population, for Scotland Ss. 2d., and for Ireland
.5-1. 4d. Taking the percentage ratio to the whole popula-
tion, tax paying and not, the amount was 3s. 3d. per indi-

vidual for the United Kingdom, while the share for Eu''

land and Wales was 3s. 8d. per Lead, for Scotland 3ft. 5d.

and for Ireland 1b. 4d. per head of population.

The enormous cost of pauperism, and consequent heavy
burthen entailed upon taxpayers— deemed the harder a«

being very unequally distributed, the poorest parishes being

the highest assessed—led to many recent legislative

attempts to effect a remedy. Under the Poor-Law Amend-
ment Act of 4 and 5 Will. IV. c. 76, passed in 1834, a
somewhat complicated administrative machinery was formed
for the purpose, receiving the title of " Poor Law Commis-
sion ;" but it was superseded in 1847, by the statute 10
and 11 Vict. c. 109, which instituted the "Commissioners
for administering the La\.s for the Relief of the Poor in

England aud Wales." An Act passed two years after, 12
and 13 Vict. c. 103, abolished alike commissions and com-
missioners, establishing in their stead, a " a poor-law board,"

invested with extensive powers, its president having a

seat in the Cabinet Although by the Act itself, and the

institution of a new member of the Government, it was
sufficiently acknowledged that thequention of pauperism had
become una of the most momentous of the day, aud
although its working, under the direction of a very able

chief, gave general satisfaction, it was soon found that it

was faulty in many respects It was particularly so in not

recognizing that the system of maintaining the poor,

having been and remaining entirely local, could not be

dissevered from local government in general, and that the

necessary reform must be in this direction.

The admission of this fact led to the passing of another

statute, 34 and 35 Vict. c. 70, which obtained the royal

assent, August 14, 1871, known as the Local Government
Board Act The Act ordered the establishment of a Local

Government Board, as a ministerial department, to under-

take all the functions of the Poor-Law Board, abolished

henceforth, and, moreover, to superintend the execution of

all the laws relating to the public health, and to matters

connected with local government The new Local Govern-

ment Board began its functions in March 1871, its presi-

dent holding a seat in the Cabinet

Since its institution, the Local Government Board has

published annual reports, addressed to parliament, the

sixth of which was issued at the end of the session of

1877. Judging by this report, the action of the new
system for superintending the relief of the poor has been

very successful, there being a considerable decrease of the

expenditure for the actual maintenance of paupers. But
this was effected entirely by savings in out-door relief.

The respective charges for the maintenance of paupers in

workhouses and for out-door relief in 1871 and in 1876
were stated as follows in the report ;

—

Instlta

tiOB of

theliOO'

Goveni-

ment
Board.

AniUttI;

reporia>

oftlM
booid.

Years.
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the direct cost of maintenance of the poor is decreasing.

Thus in 1871, when the actual maintenance of in-door and

out-door paupers cost £893,600 more than in 1876, the

extra branches of expenditure were £357,000 less.

Pauper- There cannot be any reasonable doubt that the princi-

bm aihl pal remedy of pauperism must be sought in the general

ednca- education of the poor. That this is already taking eflfect,

^'^ under the salutary working of the Compulsory Education

Act of 1870, there are many symptoms. It is stated, in a

report of the inspectors of the London board schools, pub-

lished at the end of 1877, that the order and regularity

strictly enforced in their schools not only afifect the charac-

ter of the children, but that of the parents in the most

destitute social condition, including paupers receiving out-

door relief. " There are indications," says the report,

" that the parents are beginning to feel the wholesome in-

,
fluence of the schools. We are assured by teachers in the

very lowest neighbourhood that there is now much less

active opposition to their efforts to improve the children

than formerly, and a marked diminution in the violent

language and rough conduct which were at one time the

invariable accompaniments to a parent's visit to the school."

The education of their children, the report goes on to say,

is strikingly reflected in a " growing self-respect of the

parents," while all things " point unmistakably to a great

change for the better, which is being slowly yet surely

effected in the homes of the children through the influence

of board schools."

XIII. Hospitals and Charitalle Institutions.

Charity No country in the world is so rich in charitable institu-

andpau- tions of every description as England. ' The relations

perism. between the vast pauperism and the equally vast flow of

charity designed to remedy it have been keenly discussed

;

and while many insist that the latter is simply an offspring

of the former, there are others no less confident in main-

taining that the abundance of charity has given rise to the

very evil it was expected to cure. Probably the truth lies

midway between the conflicting arguments. If indigence

gave rise to charity, the excess of the latter could scarcely

fail in its turn to beget improvidence, and, with it, poverty.

There can be little doubt that, in modern times at any rate,

the immense multiplication of charitable institutions has

served to foster idleness among the lower classes in large

towns, and thus has swelled the ranks of hereditary pauper-

ism. Legislation has not remained ignorant of this fact,

and hence a large number of laws for regulating the uses

and abuses of charity.

\
The oldest of these regulations were made in the same

reign which laid the foundation of the poor-law, that of

Elizabeth. By the Act of 43 Elizabeth c. 4, passed in

1601, usually known as the Statute of Charitable Uses, a

rather wide definition was given of what was considered

to be within the realm of charity. It might be used,

declared the Act, " for relief of aged, impotent, and poor

people ; for maintenance of sick and maimed soldiers and
mariners ; for schools of learning, free schools, and scholars

in universities ; for repair of bridges, ports, havens, cause-

ways, churches, sea-banks, and highways ; for education and

preferment of orphans ; for relief, stock, or maintenance of

houses of correction ; for marriages of poor maids ; for sup-

portation, aid, and help of young tradesmen, handicraftsmen,

and persons decayed ; for relief or redemption of prisoners

or captives ; and for aid or ease of any poor inhabitants

concerning payments of fifteens, setting out of soldiers, and
other taxes." It is clear from the wording of this statute

that, at the time it was made, organized charitable

institutions were already numerous in England. In order

that they might he well managed, and their funds employed

for none but legitimate purposes, the Act ordered that

commissioners should be appointed by the lord chancellor,

four for each diocese, to act under the bishop, and " inquire

by a jury concerning charities." It does not appear that

much action was ever taken under the statute, cumbrous in

all its prescriptions, and it had fallen into disuse before the

middle of the last century, when it was gradually replaced

by other legislative enactments.

No general record of charitable institutions is known to

have existed until the close of the 18th century, when the

subject came to occupy the serious attention of parliament.

It manifested itself chiefly in the passing of a statute, 26

Geo. III. c. 58, generally called the Gilbert Act, which

gave orders " for procuring, upon oath, returns of all charit-

able donations for the benefit of poor persons in the several

parishes in England." The returns obtained under this Act

were examined and reported on by a committee of the

House of Commons, which sat in 178G and 1788, when it

appeared that out of 13,000 parishes and townships in

England and Wales, only 14 had omitted reporting their

charities. The aggregate annual income of those reported

upon amounted to £528,710, but it was generally held that

this sum was a gross understatement. Consequently, there

was more legislation, though at considerable intervals, on

the subject of charities. Under an Act of 52 George III.

c. 102, passed in 1812, stringent regulations were laid down
for ascertaining the nature and income of all the charitable

institutions in England ; but the Act was never properly

enforced, and remained to all intents and purposes a dead

letter. More effective, although limited in scope, was au

Act of 58 George IIL c. 91, passed in 1818, which ordered

an inquiry into the educational charities of England. It

was this statute which first instituted the " Charity Com-
missioners for England and Wales."

The actual functions of this board, in superintending all TLo

charities, and making annual reports upon them to parlia- ''°*"1 °'

ment, were defined by the Charitable Trusts Act of 1853, f^^J
to which amendments were passed in 1855, in 1860, and in aioneta.'

1 869. By these statutes," the " Charity Commissioners for

England and Wales" are invested with great powers, some

of them distinctly judicial in their nature, and the rest of an
administrative character. They may compel the trustees

and administrators of all endowed charitable institutions to

keep full accounts of their receipts and disbursements, and.

to forward them every year ; and they may likewise order

special inqurries into the circumstance of individual charities,

and enforce the production of all required information-

Possessed of such powers, the commissioners have been

enabled to publish a number of valuable annual reports,

beginning with the year 1852, on the number and character

of the net-work of charitable institutions spread all over

England, tending to alleviate misery and to promote greater

welfare, or at least designed to do so. Still these reports

are far from giving a complete picture of the vast extent of

organized charity, since the action of the Chailty Com-
missioners does not embrace any but endowed charities, and
i)ot all even of this class. Specially exempted from the

operations of the Charitable Trusts Act of 1853, and its

subsequent amendments, are the charities of the universities

and their colleges, those of Eton and Winchester, of (he

various cathedral foundations, of all friendly and benefit

societies, and of all institutions wholly maintained by
voluntary contributions. Among these and other exemp-
tions fall a number of charitable institutions as important

of their kind as ancient in origin—the Hospitals.

There can be little doubt that hospitals were, if not the

:

very oldest, at least among the most ancient, of English

charitable institutions. The earliest of these establishments

probably grew up in the time of the crusades, or soon after,

necessitated by the spread of new diseases, introduced by
the knights and their followers returning from the East
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How terrible were the ravages made by"some"*of these

diseases, such as leprosy, is shown by the fact that there

were counted in France, in the year 1225, upwards of 2000

hospitals, going by the distinctive name of " leprosoria."

England must have suffered, as well as France, from the

influx of the infectious maladies from the same source,

althougli the English crusaders were much less numerous,

and many of them belonged to a better class. Neither in

France nor in England any trace is left of the "leprosoria"

of the 13tli century, all the existing hospitals being of

more modern foundation.

(I,, The most ancient in the list of English hospitals is that

aldest of St Bartholomew, London, which had its origin in a

hoifpital. priory of the same name, founded by Rahere, a minstrel

of King Henry IL, about the year 1100. A quarter of a

century later, Rahere obtained from the king the grant of a

piece of waste ground, adjoining the monastery, where he

built and endowed a hospital " for a master, brethren, and
sisters, and for the entertainment of poor, diseased people

till they get well" At the dissolution of the monasteries,

in the reign of Henry VIII., St Bartholomew contained 100
beds, with one physician and three surgeons. The hospital

was refounded, on a new bnsis, in 1544, and incorporated

by charter in 1546. St Bartholomew, on account of its

age no lesia than of the excellency of its medical staff, 'con-

tinues to stand in the foremost rank of English hospitals,

as of the endowed charities of the country in general Its

average annual income, in recent years, amounted to about

£40,000, derived mainly from rents and funded property.

In 1876 St Bartholomew's Hospital had 5672 in-patients

and 19,576 out-patients, together with 153,905 other

patients attending for temporary medical and surgical atten-

dance, thus affording relief to 179,153 persons in the

course of the year.

Tlio fiv« The management of the oldest of English hospitals was
royalhos inited, in 1782, with that of four other charitable institu-

"itsls tions of the same kind in London, namely, Bethlehem, St

Thomas's, Christ's Hospital, and Bridewell The union was
effected under the Act 22 George III. c. 77, and from it

the joined institutions were called " the five royal hospitals,"

their superintendence being" placed under "the pious care

of the lord mayor of London." Only three out of the " five

royal hospitals," St Bartholomew, Bethlehem, and St

Thomas, now remain institutions in tho same sense, the

other two, Christ's Hospital and Bridewell,, having been
diverted entirely from their orginal design. Bethlehem
Hospital, like St Bartholomew's originally a priory,

founded in 1247, under the name of St Mary of Bethlehem,

by Simon Fitz Mary, sheriff of London, was given, with all

its revenues, by Henry VIIL in 1547, to the city of

London, as a hospital for lunatics. With the exception of

an institution of the kind previously founded in Granadaj

Spain, it was the first lunatic hospital in Europe, and as

such a'cqaired large fame, though for a long time not well

deserved, the unhappy inmates being treated more like

caged animals than human sufferers. . Bethlehem Hospital

had its first site in Bishopsgate Street, from which it was
transferred to Moorfields, in the city of London, in 1675,

and finally to its present place, St George's Fields,

Lambeth, in 1814. The income of Bethlehem Hospital in

the year 1876 amounted to £25,184. More wealthy than

Bethlehem, and with revenues equal to those of St

Bartholomew, is the third of the " royal hospitals," St

Thomas, likewise origiiially a priory, and converted into a

hospital in 1553. The old building, in Southwark, near

London Bridge, was levelled to the ground in 1862, to

make room for the South-Eastern Railway, when a new and
larger edifice was erected in Stangate, Lambeth, facing the

Houses of Parliament, and opened in 1871. Of the two

converted "royal hospitals," the first, Christ's Hospital,

Newgate Street, London, founded in 1553, ia solely devoted

to the education of upwards of a thousand boys, out ot

revenues of about £58,000 per annum ; while the second,

Bridewell Hospital, has become an industrial school, it«

annual income of nearly £15,000 being employed in the

training of 150 boys and as many gida, under a scheme
settled in 1860 by the "Charity Commissioners of

England and Wales."

There are no official statistics regarding either the total Rn»-

number of hospitals in England, or their revenues, the great ""'' "^

majority of these institutions being maintained by volun- 1,")*

tary contributions, and therefore, as previously mentioned,

by law exempt from the supervision of the Charity Com-
missioners. In a few provincial towns, such as Salisbury,

Cambridge, Bristol, Winchester, and York, there are

hospitals dating back to the first part of the 18th century,

and with more or less considerable revenues; but otherwise

the metropolis is the chief home of all these charitable in-

stitutions, both on account of its wealth, and in connexion

with the study of medicine necessarily demanding central-

ization. Besides the " royal hospitals " there are others

endowed and unendowed, possessed of large revenues.

Foremost among them stand Guy's Hospital, Southwark,

founded in 1721, which has an annual income from invest

ments of over £40,000, and relieves 5000 in-patients and

85,000 out-patients in the course of the year ; and the

London Hospital, established in 1740, and supported mainly

by voluntary contributions, which maintains 6300 in-

patients and 46,000 out-patients, at a cost of £44,700 per

annum. Among the other principal metropolitan hospitals

are that of Westminster, founded in 1719, with an annual

income of £13,000 per annum, relieving 2000 in-patients

and 20,000 out-patients ; St George's, at Hyde Park Comer,
opened 1733, disbursing £28,000 a year for 4000 in-

patients and 17,000 out-patients; and the Royal Free
Hospital, Gray's Inn Road, which spends £22,000 in

relieving annually 2000 in-patients and 26,000 out-patients.

There were altogether 115 hospitals in the metropolis at

the end of 1877, of which number 16 ranked as "general

"

hospitals, for the treatment of all diseases, while the rest

were devoted to special maladies or infirmities. . To aid io

the maintenance of all these institutions, involving an
aggregate expenditure of over a million sterling per annum,'

there has been made, since 1873, in the middle of June
an annual collection in most of the churches and chapels of

London, known as that of the " hospital Sunday." The
collection produced over £25,000 in June 1877, and no'

much less in the preceding years. The receipts of 1877
were distributed among seventy-six general and specia.'

hospitals, including four medical institutions and forty-

three dispensaries, the former receiving £22,747, and the

latter £2223. In -addition to the " hospital Sunday"
there was started in tbe metropolis, in 1875, a "hospital

Saturday " collection, made later in the year, the object

being to let the so-called working classes contribute tc

institutions maintained almost exclusively for their own
benefit; but the receipts in 1876 and 1877 were compara-

tively small, with large expenses of collection.

Endowed Charities.—While no authentic information

exists regarding the number and income o'f the charitable

institutions maintained by voluntary contributions, the

Charity Commissioners for England.and Wales have issued

from time to time, in their reports to parliament, accounts

of the financial state of the endowed charities placed jindei

their control Appended to one of these reports, issued in

June 1877, was a series of , tabular summaries, giving an

account of the income, both from landed property and
invested funds, of all the endowed charities under the super

intendence of the commissioners in England and Wale^
Of these the following is an abstract :

—
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bdowed
diaritiea

Ineacb

<]f the

eoiiuties.

Counties or Cltlea.

Enoiand.
Bedford
Berkshire

Buckingham
Cambridge
Cheater
Cornwall
Cumberland
Derby
Devon
'Dorset

Durham
Essex

Gloucester

Bristol (City .of)

Hereford ...^'.

Hertford

Huntingdon
Kent
Lancaster
Leicester

Lincoln

London (City of)

:

Chartered Companies.
Parochial Charities-...

Westminster (City of)...

.Middlesex

Monmouth
Norfolk
Northampton
Northumberland
Nottingham
Oxford
Rutland
Salop

Somerset
Southampton

,

Stafford
,

Suffolk

Surrey

Sussex
Warwick
Coventry (City of) .....

Westmoreland
Wiltshire

Worcester
York :

City of, and East Riding
North Riding
West Riding

Incoma of
Ctiarttit^s from
Rcai tsUle.

North Wales.
Anglesey
Carnarvon
Denbigh
Flint

Merioneth
Montgomery

South Walus.
Brecon
Cardigan
Carmarthen
Glamorgan
Pembroke
Radnor

Exclusive op Counties.
Diocesan Charities

Charities Administered
by Society of Friends.

General Charities

Totals .

£.

22,547
17,324
11,972
17,510
10,618

2,763
2,808

15,159
34,816
11,061

13,621
22,151

22,990
33,396

8,686
13,741

3,816

44,014
42,672
24,655
43,661

67,807

78,899
18,564

28,898

5,725
42,116

26,281

22,552
20,935

13,945

6,165
19,583

17,721
13,820
21,386
37,514
53,640

6,438
55,812
11,673

4,590
14,391

25,459

g. d.

15 5

16 2

1 1

7 10
13 10

6 8
4 4

9

4

17 11

6 8
7 3
7 7

10 4

2

9 1

8 10
13 8

12

3 1

10

6 2

3 8

6 8

8 10

19 11

5 3

3 9

5 9

28,105 12 3
9,626 16

58,472 3

1,806 17 2'

1,781 11 2

5,110 5 2

1,053 10 10
567 10 10

1,033 14 2

2,029 17
381 13
529 7

1,429 1

1,531 12
690 13

1,31S 1 9

17,185 11 2

390,795 1 5

1,558,250 19 1

Total IncoTie of
Endowed Charities.

£.

24,997
26,994
16.169

20,973
15,016

4,106
5,600

19,483
45,568
13,586

18,206
28,949

30,271
48,358

15,777
19,127
4,649

64,783
67,874
28,627

48,294

99,027
101,380
28,356

50,508
6,827

50,487
31,249
27,424
24,704
20,530
6,686

27,693
26,230
23,969

29,332
42,309

70,924

1^,478
63,376

15,553
7,469

21,341

37,627

a. d.

18 5

1 9
4 11

4 2

8 2

3 3

16 5

11

2 3

14 10

11 9

4

7 10
11 1

6 10

6 1

17 9

4 5
17 3

9 1

17 2

3

12

9 7

12

2 5

13 11

13 11

12 2

2 6

15 2

8 6

4 4

13
10
1 9
8 8

10 1

2 10
16 2

1 2

8 8

10
2

35,029 2

12,457 7 4

88,181 13

2,052
2,090 19
6,426 7

1,635 3

1,057 14

1,640 10

2,597 10 6

553 5 9

2,012 16 10
1,921 19 4

2,487 10 6
834 1 11

10,801 7 8

27,425 11 9

616,556 5 5

2,198,461 3 8

It will be seea from the preceding tabi^ that the endow-
ment of the mass of the charities is maiifly in land. The
total area of land belonging to the endowed charities at the
date of the report, June 1877, amounted to 524,311 acres,
which brought an annual rental of £1,443,177. Kent
charges and hxed annual payments for land produced a

further aura of £115,073, bringing the total income from
real estate up to £1,558,250. The annual income from
personalty in 1877 amounted to £640,-Jl3, produced from
£17,418,250 ol invested stock and £2,197,478 of othei

investments. Calculated at the rate of 4 per cent, interest,

the total revenue of the endowed charities of England and
Wales represented, in 1877, a capital of cloao upon fifty-

five millions sterling.

Under the provisions of the Charitable Trusts Act of

1853, the personalty of the endowed charities has to be
gradually transferred to the " Official Trustees of Charitable
Funds," consisting of two persons appointed by the lord

chancellor, who are invested with large powers both of

transferment and re-transferment. Under very slow but
steady progress, the work has been going on since the year
1854, and according to the twenty-fourth annual report of

the Charity Commissioners, issued in 1 877, the total sum
of stocks and investments held by the "Official Trustees"
at the end of 1876 amounted to £7,177,942, after deduct-
ing a sum of £837,430 as re-transferments.

The vastness of the work of the Charity Commissioners Divisiot

and " Official Trustees " is shown by the fact that the seven of chari-

millions sterling standing in the names of the latter at the ''*.'." *'

end of the year 1876 were divided in no less than 8244
°"^°'

separate accounts.

The annual income of upwards of two millions sterling

divided among the endowed charitable institutions of

England and Wales may be thus analysed as to origin :

—

Income of charities in London and Westminster, in'- £
eluding city companies 223,764

„ ,, other local charities 1,314,914
,, ,, general charities 654,783

Total 2,198,461

The principal objects to which this annual income is

devoted were stated as follows in the twenty-fourth annual
report of the Charity Commissioners, issued in 1877 :

—

Objects oi Endowed Cbaiities. Annual Income.

Education, including apprenticing, &o.... £754,728
Clergy and lecturers of Church of England 90,843
Other Church purposes 112,895
Nonconformists—chapels and ministers... 38,832
Parochial and other public uses 66,875
Asylums and almshouses 552,119
Hospitals and dispensaries 199,140
Distribution amongst the poor 383, 029

Classifi-

cation of

charities

as to

objects.

Total £2,198,461

Educational Charities.—It will be seen from the preced- Eduei-
ing statement that about one-third, of the total annual tionai

income of endowed charities of England and Wales is for charitiei

purposes of education. The sum probably represents but a
fraction of the actual amount devoted to education, since

the majority of the institutions promoting it depend either

wholly or in part upon voluntary contributions, and very
few of them are largely endowed. Among the more im-

portant charities for educational purposes are the Society
for Promoting Christian Knowledge, founded in 1698, the

income of which in 187.6 was £52,851, including legacies

of £16,000; the National Society, established in 1811
under which are 13,000 schools, which had an income of

£26,931 in 1876; and Dulwich College, founded by Edward
Alleyn in 1619, and reorganized by Act of Parliament in!

1858, which has an annual income of over £16,000. As''

before mentioned, the English universities and colleges, as

well as the schools of Eton and Winchester, together with
all cathedral foundations, are specially exempt from the
control of the Charity Commissioners, and no account ia

therefore given in the annual reports of their revenues.

Asyhims and Almshouses.—Wbile one-third of the annual
income of the endowed charities is for educational purposes,
one-fourth is for the maintenance of asylums and alms-
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Distriba*

tion of

charities,

and their

abiiQ-

daace.

houses. Those charitable iostitutions are numerous all over

Eogland, and many of them of ancient date, but the

iacomes of the majority of them are very small In the

metropolis alone there are over 100 asylums and almshouses,

and the total number of them in England and Wales is

considerably more than 1000. Among the most notable

of these institutions are the Charter House of London,

established in 1611, which has an annual income of

£25,000 ; the almshouses of the Mercer's Company, dating

back to 1393, endowed to the same amount ; and Morden
College, Blackheath, near Greenwich, founded 1695, with

revenues of over X10,000.

Dkiribulionof Charities.—There is a curious agglomera-

tion of endowed charitable institutions in many parts and

districts of England. Thus the small town of Baldock, in

Hertfordshire, has 17 charities; the village of Banstead,

Surrey, 21 ; and the city of Norwich, 28 ditierent charities,

mostly of ancient date. Probably a sort of competition for

becoming founders of charitable institutions, with the names

of the originators going down to posterity, existed in these

and many more small places for some period, which led to

their becoming rich in bequests, not always to the advan

tage of future generations, while other towns, some thickly

inhabited, remained without these foundations. It is stated

by the Charity Commissioners for England and Wales in

their fourth annual report, published in 1877, that great

reforms in the still existing irregular distribution of charities,

arising from endowments, are urgently required. " The
case of a parish," says the report, " has been brought to our

notice, which is in possession of parochial charities to the

value of upwards of £800 a year, the population of which

is at present 46, of which number it is believed that only

four or five sleep within the parish, and not one of whom
could properly come under the designation of poor." It is

estimated that the total amount raised annually for charit-

able purposes in England amounts to, if it does not exceed,

ten millions sterling—a sum strikingly indicative, in its

abundance, as of national kindnes.s, so of national wealth.

XIV. Savings and Wealth of the Population.

Origin of Giving Alms no Charity was the title given by Defoe to
savMgs a pamphlet, published in 1704, in which he recommended
^°^' the establishment of savings banks as a remedy for

patJperism, the cancer of which, he declared, was only

increased by charitable, institutions. The imaginative

author of Robinson Crusoe thought it quite possible that

parliament might order the nation to be thrifty, passing

Acts " which shall make drunkards take care of wife and
children, spendthrifts lay up for a wet day ; make lazy

feOows diligent, and thoughtless, sottish men careful and
provident." A long time elapsed before Defoe's wish for

savings banks was acted upon. In 1771 Francis Maseres, a

thoughtful philanthropist, carried a bill through the House
of Commons enabling rate-payers of parishes to establish

savings banks ; but the bill was thrown out by the Lords,

as revolutionary in its nature. Subsequently there were
several private efforts to effect the same end, which met,

however, with only trifling success. A savings bank for

the poor, under the ill-chosen name of " Benevolent Institu-

tion," was established by the Eev. Joseph Smith at Wend-
over, Buckinghamshire, in 1799, on the model of a Swiss

"caisse de domestiques," and a similar one by Mrs
Priscilla Wakefield at Tottenham, near London, in 1804-,

the title of the latter being that of "Charitable Trust."

But these institutions met with no support from the people;

and it was not before the year 1817, when parliament took

the subject in hand, and legislated upon it, that savings

banks took root in the country. The statute which effected

It was Act 57 George IIL c. 105 and 130, which placed all

the savin;'-* banks of England and Wales under the control

of the Government. In 1828 the Act was extended to

Ireland, and in 1835 to Scotland ; but in neither of these

divisions of the United Kingdom had it to any degree the

samo effect as in England. For various reasons, chief

among them ordinary banking facilities, savings banks

never flourished greatly in Scotland, while the poverty of

the country prevented them flourishing in Ireland.

The extension of savings banks in England, rather slow

at first, became very marked during the decennial period

from 1830 to 1840, and at the end of the latter year 552

of them had been established in the country, the total

deposits amounting to £21,036,190. Thenceforth the

deposits rose steadily one million every year until 1846,

when there came a period of decrease till 1849, followed by

a further increase which lasted uninterruptedly till 1861.

At the end of the latter year, the total deposits in the sav-

iilgs banks of England and Wales had risen to £36,855,508.

The deposits in Scotland at the same date amounted to

£2,537,963, and in Ireland to £2,153,004.

The following table shows the amount of deposits

received and paid back by trustees of the old savings

banks, in England and in Wales, during every third year

from 1864 to 1876, together with the sum of the total

capital at the end of each year, the whole exclusive of the

deposits in post-office savings banks :

—
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The total number of both old and post-office savings

banks open at the end of the year 1876 was 5912, and the

total number of depositors 3,195,761. At the 20th

November 1876 there were 1,493,401 accounts open with

the old savings banks in the United Kingdom, and the

amount owing to depositors was £43,283,700, being an

average of nearly £29 for each depositor. The amount

deposited in post-office savings banks at the end of 1876,

in the name of 1,702,374 depositors, was £26,996,550, an

average of £15, 17s. (see page 240).

It appears from the detailed annual returns of the old

savings banks, which, notwithstanding the wide-spread com-

petition of the post-office, still hold over 34 millions of

savings of the lowor classes, that these savings are made in

very unequal proportions throughout England and Wales.

They are largest, as may be- expected, in Middlesex, where

the deposits amounted at the end of 1876 to £5,347,217 ;

but Lancashire came very near it, with deposits of

£5,302,982. The county of York stood next, the deposits

at the date amounting to £3,960,754 ; while three more

counties showed deposits of over a million, namely, Devon-

shire, £1,950,303 ; Cheshire, £1,235,084 ; and Northum-

berland, £1,166,086. As a rule, the manufacturing coun-

ties of England show a far larger amount of savings, per

head of population, than the purely agricultural counties,

which may be sufficiently explained by the lowness of

wages in the latter. In two counties of England, Hunt-

ingdonshire and Rutland, there were no savings banks of

the old establishment in 1876 ; and the same was the case

in two counties of Wales, Anglesey and Merionethshire.

In Wales in general the savings are far below those in

England. There were in the old savings banks of Carnar-

vonshire only 702 depositors at the end of 1876, being

one in 152 of the population. The proportion at the same

date for the whole of England and Wales was one de-

positor in every 21 of the population, and for Wales alone

one in every 37.

Assessme7iis to Income Tax.—While the statistics of the

savings banks serve as valuable indications of the growth

of habits of thrift among the lower classes, they furnish

little or no information of the progress of national wealth.

It is naturally impossible to measure this progress with

any approach to accuracy, but fair estimates towards it

may be drawn from the income tax returns. Originally

instituted in 1799, to defray the expenses of the war against

France, the income tax was levied from that date till 1816,

when it ceased, the motion for its renewal having been

defeated in the House of Commons by a large majority.

The tax was re-imposed in'l 842, by Act 5 and 6 Vict. c. 35,

and renewed at intervals, but with constant changes in the

amount taxed per pound of income. In the first financial

year of its being levied, ended April 5, 1843, the total

annual value of property and profits assessed in England
and Wales was returned at £227,710,444 ; but the amount
sank to £221,101,717 in 1844, and £220,464,968 in

1845, while it reached again £227,863,132 in 1846.

There was a rapid increase, scarcely checked for a few

years, at intervals from this date for the next twenty years.

In the financial year ending 1848, the total annual value

of property and profits assessed to the income tax in

England and Wales had risen to £229,868,226, in 1851 to

£230,419,304, in 1854 to £256,333,899, in 1857 to

£261,069,680, and in 1860 to £282,312,309. The in-

crease from this time up to the financial period ended April

5, 1875—the last year for which returns have been pub-

lished in January 1878—is shown in the subjoined table,

which gives the total annual value of property and profits

assessed to income tax in England and Wales, as well as in

the United Kingdom, during each of the fifteen years from
1851 to 1875 :—

Years ended
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Growth of National Income.—The income tax returns

given in the preceding tables furnish important materials

for ascertaining, if only approximately, the national income
of England. They show, first of all, that it is not only grow-

ing, but growing at an enormous rate. This is conclusively

proved by the returns of the aggregate annual value of the

incomes assessed under schedule D, comprising the gains

derived from trades and professions, including in the same
the profits from such undertakings as mines, railways, canals,

and gas and water works. It is said, with truth, that

these incomes under schedule D are " the true gauge of the

prosperity of the nation ;" and if this be admitted, the

people of England are growing vastly in prosperity. In

the fifteen years from 1861 to 1875, the increase in the

annual value of the incomes of England and Wales taxed

under schedule D was no less than £147,805,566, being at

the rate of £9,857,704 per annum. In Scotland, during

the same period, the increase of incomes under schedule D
was at the rate of £1,209,298 per annum, and io Ireland

at the rate of £353,135; while in the whole of the United

Kingdom it was at the rate of £11,480,138 per annum.
Accumulated Wealth.—There have been many attempts

made to estimate the amount of capital, or of accumulated

wealth, of the country in recent times, and the rate at

which it is increasing. One of the most recent, as well as

most valuable of these estimates, was contained in an
elaborate paper by Mr Robert Giffen, head of the statistical

department of the Board of Trade, read before the Statisti-

cal Society of London on the 15th of January 1878. Tak-

ing the income tax returns, down to the year ended March
31, 1875, the latest for which particulars were published,

for the basis of his calculations, Mr Giflfen arrived at the

conclusion that " the total capital of the people of the

United Kingdom may be reckoned at a minimum of 8500
millions sterling," this being " the capitalized value of the

income derived from capital," or, in other words, the

accumulated wealth of the nation.

"It is a bewildering figure," says Mr GifTcn, "about eleven
times the amount of our national debt, which may thus be reck-

oned with all soberness as a fleabite. Nearly 7500 millions out
of this amount besides must be reckoned as income-yielding, only
the remaining 1000 millions being set down as the value of mov-
able property or the direct property of imperial or local authorities,

which does not yield any individual revenue. The suggestion may
perhaps be macfo that to some extent these are only figures in an
account—that the capital outlay on the soil, plant, machinery,
factories, and houses of England, or on the circulating capital of

English industry, would not come to so much. But in reply I

would say that, while tliere is no evidence one way or the other as

to what the outlay has been, while we shall never know what it has
cost from generation to generation, to give us all this inheritance,
the-9 is some justification for thinking that the values are stable

and not transitory. They fepresent an estate on which thirty-four
millions of people have facilities for production and distribution,
which must be equal all in all to the facilities existing anywhere
else, because they are constantly tried in the furnace of free trade,
and are not sustained by any adventitious means. If certain pro-
perties have acquired what is called a monopoly value, it is because
actual workers are able to pay the corresponding rent out of their
first earnings, and have ample wages and profit besides. In such
matters the property of a great country, like a factory or business,
must be valued as that of a going concern, and the monopoly value
which certain things acquire only enters into the question of the
distribution of the estate and its income."

As regards the growth of capital in the course of the first

three quarters of the present century, Mr Gifi"en's calcula-

tions showed that it had been going on at an ever-increasing
rate, the greatest increase taking place in the decennial
period from 1865 to 1875. The following table was pub-
lished by him as an approximate account of the capital

and property existing in the United Kingdom, distinguished
as assessed and not assessed to income tax, in each of

the years 1865 and 1875, given in millions of pounds,
with the, amount and percentage of increase in the ten
vsars :

—

Cnpltal and Property.
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there is no stoppage of accumulatioQ ; but that accumulation, on

the contrary, goes on at prcseot in most directions at an average

annual rate, or at a rate greater than the average.

Another eminent political economist and statistician, the late

Mr Dudley Baxter, who read a paper oh the " National Wealth of

the United Kin'^dom" before the .Statistical Society of London

on the 21st of January 1868, just ten years before Mr Giffen, took

a far less hopeful view than the latter about the constancy of increase

of the national wealth. He expressed bis belief that, while "the

income of England is the largest of any nation, and shows wonder,

ful good fortune and prosperity, we must not forget that it rests on

an unstable foundation. The turn of trade, or obstinacy and short-

sightedness in our working-classes, or a great naval war, may drive

us from the markets of the world, and bring down our auxiliary as

wcU as our productive industries." Mr Dudley Baxter wound up

his conclusions with an eloquent warning. " England's position,"

he exclaimed, " is not that of a great landed proprietor, with an

assured xevenue, and only subject to occasional loss of crops, or

hostile depredations. It is that of a great merchant who, by im-

mense skill and capital, has gained the front rank, and developed

an enormous commerce, but has to support an ever increasing host

of dependants. He has to encounter the risks of trade, and to face

jealous rivals, and can only depend on continued good judgment

aud fortune, with the help of God, to maintain himself and his

successors in the foremost place among the nations of the world."

XV. Government mid Laivs.

As England stand.s alone in the greatness of her wealth,

the extent of her commerce, and the vastness of her manu-
factures, so also does she hold a unique place among nations

as regards her government. Under the nominal form of

an hereditary monarchy, with restricted powers, tho nation

is actually governed by two Houses of Parliament, whose

laws, when assented to by the sovereign, form the statutes

of the realm. It has been already remarked in the article

Constitution and Constitutional Law that, in respect

of her government, " England differs conspicuously frommost
other countries. Her constitution is to a large extent un-

written, using the word in much the same sense as when
we speak of unwritten law. Its rules can be found in no

written document, but depend, as so much of English law

does, on precedent modified by a constant process of inter-

pretation." One of the most thoughtful of modern political

writers, the late Mr Walter Bagehot, sketched, in perhaps

fewer words than any other, the nature of this unwritten

and constantly modified constitution in its most recent

aspect. " The efficient secret of the English constitution,"

he says, "may be described as the close union, the nearly

complete fusion, of the executive and legislative powers.

According to the traditional theory, as it exists in all the

books, the goodness of our constitution consists in the

entire separation of the legislative and executive authorities

;

but in truth its merit consists in their singular approxima-

tion. The connecting link is the Cabinet. By that new
word we mean a committee of the legislative body selected

to be the executive body. The legislature has many com-
mittees, but this is its greatest. It uses for this, its main
committee, the men in whom it has most confidence. It

does not, it is true, choose them directly ; but it is nearly

omnipotent in choosing them indirectly." It is a striking

illustration of the fact of the constitution of England being

"unwritterl" that the Cabinet, though universally and un-

lisputedly admitted to represent the Government of the

country, remains utterly unknown as such both to the

written law and the legislature.' The names of the persons

who compose the Cabinet for the time being are never
officially announced, nor are there even any official records

of its meetings, or of the resolutions which may have been
come to at them by the members. Strangest of all, the

Cabinet, virtually nominated by the legislative body, 'and

depending for its existence on a majority of supporters in

it, has never yet been formally recognized by any Act of

Parliament.

A ithough the assumption of the executive by a committee
of ttie legislature is of comparatively modern date, forming,

as Lord Macaulay says, "the great English reX'olution of

the 17th century," the supremo authority of parliament is

of ancient date, forming a part of the common law of the

realm. " The power and jurisdiction of parliament," Sir

Edward Coke laid down the rule, " is so transcendent and
absolute that it cannot bo confined, either for causes or

persons, within any bounds." With equal emphasis, Sir

William Blackstone added that to parliament " that absolute

despotic power, which must in all governments reside

somewhere, is entrusted by the constitution of these king-

doms." In constitutional fiction, parliament consists of

three " estates of the realm," namely, first, the Lords

Spiritual, secondly, the Lords Temporal, and thirdly, the

Commons; but the more modern form of division is that

into two Houses, described as the Upper and Lower, or

that of the Lords and the Commons. (See Parliament.)

Strictly speaking, a member of the TJpper House is a

parliamentary representative equally with one of the Lower
House, but in ordinary language, representing, as often it

does, great facts, the title of "member of parliament" is

only given to members of the House of Commons.
The Upper House, or House of Lords, consists of a vaiy-

ing number of members as regards the representation of

England, but fixed with respect to Scotland and Ireland.

In the official " Roll of the Lords Spiritual and Temporal,"

issued at the commencement of the parliamentary session

of 1878, the number of members of the Upper House was

returned at exactly 500, the list comprising 5 members of

the royal family, 2 archbishops, 21 dukes, 19 marquesses,

113 earls, 24 viscounts, 24 bishops, 248 barons, 16 Scottish,

representative peers, and 28 representative peers of Ireland.

AU the peers of England, as well as those whose patent of

peerage is for the United Kingdom, have seats and votes

in the House of Lords, but the peers of Scotland and
Ireland are represented only by delegates, those for Scot-

land being elected for every new parliament and those for

Ireland for life.

The Government, through the sovereign, has an unre-

stricted power for creating new peerages, which at times

has been largely used for political purposes. During the

reign of Queen Victoria, up to the end of 1877, there were

created 151 new peerages under various administrations.

The 151 peers so created form at present more than one-

third of the House of Lords, deducting from its roll the

spiritual and representative members. Nearly three-fourths

of. the existing peerages have been created since the acces-

sion of the House of Hanover.

The actual functions of the House of Lords, as a branch

of the legislature, are not very clearly defined; but it is

generally assumed that it has a revising faculty over all bills

passed by the Cornmons, except those relating to the public

revenue and expenditure. As a rule, a very small number

of peers take part in the work of a session, and the ex-

tremely limited attendance is signified by the rule that three

membersare sufficient to form a quorum in theUpper House,

while there must be 40 in the Lower House. One of the

rea.wns of non-attendance of the members of the House of

Lords in former times was their special privilege of vot-

ing by proxy, which has now, however, fallen into disuse.

Most of the sittings of the Upper House are not only very

short, but irregular,- the custom being to adjourn " during

pleasure," which means that the lord chancellor, or the

deputy speaker, may, in the exercise of his discretion, two

other peers being present, take his seat on the woolsack,

and order business to proceed at any hour during the day.

Besides its legislative functions, the House is invested with

high judicial powers, forming the supreme court of appeal

in the realm.

If nominally inferior to the Upper House, the Lowef

House of legislature, or House of Commons, stands above
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it in actual power ajld authority. It is a power constantly

on {he increase, and tending to absorb all others, having

proved the most auspicious for Government.
" Whatever may have been the circumstances," saysDr Heam,

of Melbourne, in hie elaborate work on the government of England,
"which led to the gradual formation of parliamentary govemmeat,
the cause of its continuance is clear. In practical politics, as in

every other art, the great test of excellence is success. But in at

least British communities, the success of parliamentary government
does not admit of doubt. As Edward I. found the Bupplie.s

voted by the representatives of his burgesses more profitable than
the tollages at which he assessed their constituents, so experience

has shown to later sovereigns the great advantage to their govern-

ment of our modern system. Wliere in former times the only

remedy for misgovemment, real or supposed, was a change of

dynasty, the evil is now corrected at no greater cost than that of a

ministerial crisis. Where in former times serious evils were endured
because the remedy was worse than the disease, even trivial incon-

veniences now excite universal complaints, and meet with speedy
remedy."

Although politically omnipotent, the House of Commons
cannot prolong its own existence beyond seven years. The
average duration of parliaments in the present century has

been three years and eight months, a term almost exactly

coinciding with the average duration of Cabinets within the

period. The following table gives the dates at which the

parliaments of the United Kingdom—dating from the

union of Great Britain with Ireland, which took effect on
the 1st of January 1800—met and were dissolved :

—

Reign.
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being in 1876, under tlie premiership of Mr Disraeli, just

previous to his elevation to the peerage under the title of

earl of Beaconstield. All Cabinets yet formed included the

following nine members of the administration :— the prime

minister, the lord chancellor, the lord president of the

council, the chancellor of the exchequer, and the secretaries

cf state presiding over the departments of foreign affairs,

Ivar, India, the colonies, and homo affairs. To these nine

members there are usually added various others, most

irequently the first lord of the Admiralty, the postmaster-

general, the chief secretary for Ireland, and the president

of the IBoard of Trade. (See also the article Cabinet.)

The Cabinet does not constitute more thart about one-

'fourth part of the executive, or wbat is generally called the

Government. With every change of administration,

necessitated by the expressed will of the House of Com-
mons, from forty to fifty political heads of department have

to quit their places, to make room for men belonging to the

party which can claim a parliamentary majority. Besides

,the departments already mentioned, whose heads are

generally, or sometimes, included in the Cabinet, there are

others of great importance, such as the Committee of

iCouncil on Education, the Local Government Board, the

Office of Works and Public Buildings, and the various

departments for the collection of the national revenue, con-

feidered to form part of the Government, or, more correctly,

the administration. The chief officers of all these branches

cif the administration change with the Cabinet, with the

esception of the heads of the departments of the customs,

excise, stamps, and taxes, who hold permanent appoint-

inents. Subject to political changes likewise are the great

aw officers of the crown, the lord chancellor, attorney-

general, solicitor-general, and judge-advocate-general of

England, the lord-advocate and solicitor-general of Scotland,

and the lord chancellor, attorney-general, and solicitor-

general for Ireland. These, as all the other members of

the political administration, hold office "durante bene
placito," instead of, as the administrators of the law, or

judges, " quamdiu bene se gesserint."

I In closest contact with the constitution and government
of England, and similar to them in dearly every respect,

are its laws and their administration. Unlike most other

countries, England has no code of laws; nor would codifica-

tion be easily possible, seeing that the principles which
govern the national jurisprudence are, like those which lie

at the basis of the constitution, as much " unwritten," as
" written." Broadly, the whole body of laws may be
divided into two classes, namely, first, those springing from
immemorial usage, sanctified by judicial decisions, and,

secondly, those springing from parliamentary enactments.

The former, in their nature, take far deeper root in the na-

tional life than in the latter. This is expressed by the fact

that there were law exponents, or judges, long before there

were law-makers, or legislators. The most ancient of Eng-
lish courts, that of King's or Queen's Bench—in its correct

legal title, "the Court of the King before the King him-
belf," coram ipso rege—was far older than parliament itself,

for it can be traced back clearly, both in character and the

issence of its jurisdiction, to the reign of King Alfred. Not
much less ancient thau " the Court of the King before

the Kjng" was the Court of Chancery, which acted for

ages as the fountain of justice, the officina juslitice, forming
the origin of the courts of common law. The independence
of the Courts of King's Bench and of Chancery was
destroyed by the Judicature Act of 1871, exactly 1000
years after the accession of Alfred.

Tho Judicature Act of 1871, amended and enlarged in

1873, and itj operation from the 1st of November 1875,
made very important alterations in the administration of

justicp in England. By its provisions, aiming centrally at

a fusion of the judicature for the better distribution o(

judicial force, there was formed a single court, called the

"High Court," divided into five departments, called respec-

tively the Queen's Bench, the Chancery, the Common Pleas,

the Exchequer, and the Probate, Divorce, and Admiralty

divisions. It is in these divisions that is vested the admin-

istration of the law, while the " High Court," or, more fully,

tho " High Court of Justice," as such, can scarcely be said

to have any existence. It Ls, as one of the judges described

it soon after the passing of the Judicature Act, an tns

rationls,— that is, it exists only in theory, or in contempla-

tion of law.

At the head of the judicial administration of the kingdom,'Getwr»l

as at present constituted, stands the Lord High Chancellor of couru </

Great Britain, a political officer changing with the Cabinet, !"" •"*

presiding over tho supreme Court of Judicature, and form- ^" ^""

ing part also of the judicial committee of the Privy Coiincil,

sitting as a court of appeal. • There are annually about 100

cases heard and determined before the judicial committee

of the Privy Council, and seldom less than 300 cases "re-

maining for hearing " or in arrears, the number tending to

increase. All the judges of the divisions of the High Court

form part of the judicial committee of the Privy Council,

which has besides four special paid judges. President of

the first ef the five divisions of the High Court of Justice,

the Queen's Bench, is the lord chief justice of England,

under whom are four " puisne justices," while the second

division, the Chancery, is presided over by the Master of

the Rolls, who has at his side three vice-chancellors

administering law in the vice-chancellor's courts. Within

the Chancery division are the great seal patent office, and

office of the commissioners of patents for inventions, the

designs registry, and the trade marks registry. In the

third of tho divisions of the High Court, the Common
Pleas, the president has the title of lord chief justice, and

in the fourth, the Exchequer, that of lord chief baron, the

former having under him four " puisne justices," and the

latter four " puisne barons." Finally, in the fifth division,

that of Probate, Divorce, and Admiralty cases, there is one

president and one judge, with an admiralty advocate,

queen's proctor, and an admiralty proctor. (See also

Court, vol. vi., p. 516.)

Besides the great courts of law, which, like tho fore- Ciioilli

going, have jurisdiction all over the kingdom, there are a of cow*.

number of courts exercising local jurisdiction within coun- "' "**"

ties, boroughs, and other defined districts. Foremost among
the courts of local jurisdiction are tho.se of assize. The

great inconvenience of resort by suitors from distant parts

to tho seat of the central courts of law led, from a very

early period, to the appointment of justices " in eyre," or

itinerant judges, authorized to hear civil and criminal causes

within a prescribed circuit.

These circuits of assize, altered at various times, are at

present seven in number, denominated respectively the

South-Eastern or Home, the Midland, the Northern, tha

Oxford, the Western, the North Wales and Chester, and

the South Wales circuits. The South-Eastern or Home
circuit embraces the counties of Herts, Essex, Hunts, Cam-

bridge, Suffolk, Norfolk, Kent, Sussex, and Surrey, the

assizes being held at Hertford, Chelmsford, Huntingdon,

Cambridge, Ipswich, Bury St Edmunds, Norwich, Maid-

stone, Lewes, and Kingston; the Jlidland, the counties of

Bedford, Bucks, Derby, Leicester, Lincoln, Notts, North-

ampton, Rutland, and Warwick, vfith assizes at Bedford,

Aylesbury, Derby, Leicester, Lincoln, Nottingham, North-

ampton, Oakham, and Warwick ; the Northern, the coun-

ties of Cumberland, Westmoreland, Lancashire, Durham,

Northumberland, and York, the assizes being held at Car-

lisle, Appleby, Lancaster, Manchester, Liverpool, Durham,

Newcastle, York, and Leeds ; the Oxford circuit, the couu-j
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ties of Berks, Oxford, Worcester, Stafford, Shropshire,

Hereford, Monmouth, and Gloucester, the assizes being

held at Reading, Oxford, Worcester, Stafford, Shrewsbury,

Hereford, Monmouth, and Gloucester; and the Western

circuit, the counties of Hants, AVilts, Dorset, Devon, Coru-

wall, and Somerset, with assizes at Winchester, Devizes,

Dorchester, Exeter, Bodmin, and Taunton. The North

Wales and Chester circuit extends over Montgomery,

Merioneth, Carnarvon, Anglesey, Denbigh, Flint, and

Cheshire, assizes being held at Welshpool, Dolgelly, Car-

narvon, Beaumaris, Kuthin, Mold, and Chester; the South

Wales Circuit embraces Pembroke, Cardigan, Carmarthen,

Glamorgan, Brecon, and Radnor, with assizes at Haverford-

west, Cardigan, Carmarthen, Swansea, Brecon, and Pres-

teign. In every circuit there are at least two assizes held

every year, mostly in spring and summer ; but in the more
populous circuits there are also winter assizes. The appoint-

ments of the judges for the various assizes are made out in

the Chancery division of the High Court of Justice, the

custom being to let the selection take place by mutual

agreement among the members of the judicial bench.

Among the other local courts of jurisdiction deserving

notice are the Central Criminal Court of London, the

Middlesex Sessions, and the Surrey Sessions. The Central

Criminal Court, sitting at the Old Bailey, tries, as indi-

cated by its name, only criminal cases, the sessions, presided

over by a judge, taking place once every month throughout

the year. Different in organization from the Central

Criminal Court are the two metropolitan law courts, going
by the names of the Middlesex Sessions and the Surrey
Sessions. These courts, instituted, not only for the trial of

prisoners, but for various administrative purposes, such as

the licensing of public-houses, and the inspection of weights

and measures, are composed of county justices, or, as they

are commonly called, magistrates, presided over by a chair-

man and assistant judge. Similar in constitution to the

Middlesex and Surrey Sessions are the general and quarter

sessions of other counties. They are held in the first week
after March 31, Juno 24, October 11, aud December 28, it

being left to rhe decision of the county justices composing
them to fix the exact date when they are to commence,
with liberty to make such changes as shall not interfere

with the holding of the assizes. The county justices,

assembled in general and quarter sessions, have jurisdiction

in civil and criminal actions, except, as regards the latter,

cases of treason, perjury, and other heavy crimes.

By the Municipal Corporation Act of 5 and 6 William
IV. cap. 76, cities and boroughs in England and Wales
may have a system of magisterial judicature similar to that

of counties. The ordinary duties of county justices, out of

sessions, are performed for most cities and boroughs by
their mayors or other magistrates. By the same Act,

courts of quarter sessions may also be granted to cities and
boroughs. The sole judges of such courts are recorders,

empowered to take cognizance of offences in the same mau-
mer as courts of quarter sessions in counties, but with a
jurisdiction to levy county rates and to grant licences, or

to exercise any of the other powers vested in town councils.

The recorder, who must be a barrister of not less than five

years' standing, has to hold his court quarterly, or, if ne-

cessary, more frequently; and should there be an unusually

large number of cases to be tried, he may, with the sanc-

tion of the town council, form a second court, under the

presidency of an ** assistant barrister," approved of by the

Secretary of State for the Home Department.

It was long the opinion of writers on jurisprudence,

foreign and English, as well as of the public in general,

that one of the m(jst meriifest advantages of English law
was in its general adoption of trial by jury. In recent

times, however, a growing tendency has been manifested to

trust, at least in civil cases, more to the administration of

the law by judges than by juries. This tendency is strik-

ingly shown in the most important juridical statutes passed

lately, the Judicature Acts already referred to. There can
be no doubt that on this subject the legislature expresses

but public opinion, and that what is ordered by parliament

in respect to changes in the administration of the English

law is done by the will of the nation. (f. ma.)
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PART II.—HISTORY.

ENGLAND, tLe land of the Angles or English, is,

according to its etymology, the distinctive name of that

part of Britain in which, hy reason of the Teutonic conquests

in the fifth and sixth centuries, the Teutonic race and speech

became dominant. The name is in itself equally applicable

to the older home of the Angles in Germany ; but, though
cognate forms, as Anyeln, are to be found there, the exact

forms Anylia or Emjland do not seem to have been in use.

As applied to later settlements of Englishmen, settlements

made by men starting from Britain, it is used with direct

and conscious reference to the elder England. New
England implies Old England. The name is thus etymolo-

gically applicable to English settlements anywhere; histori-

cally it belongs to the great English settlement in Britain.

And, in its use for many ages past, it has not taken in the

whole of that part of Britain which is historically English.

Part of northern England was at an early time detached

from the English kingdom to form part of Scotland. And
again, from the part of England so detached, the English

tongue, and much of English blood, has further spread over

part of the proper Scotland. In modern usage then

England means somewhat less than the land which is

marked out by its strict etymology. It does not mean the

whole of the Teutonic part of Britain, but only that part of it

which has formed the kingdom of England smce the present

liue between England and Scotland was drawn. But in

any case it should be remembered that the name is a purely

political name. Britain is a certain part of the earth's

surface, with unchangeable physical boundaries. England,

Scotland, Wales, are political names of parts of Britain,,

which have had dififerent meanings at different times, accord-

ing as the part of Britain to which they have been applied

has been larger or smaller. It is also to be remembered
tliat these political names are comparatively modern.

England, for- instance, is not heard of by that name till late

in the tenth century. In fact it hardly could have been a

formal title, used in the country itself, till the many English

settlements in Britain had become one kingdom. It is not,

as we shall see, the oldest name for the Teutonic part of

Britain. But as the various En^jlish kingdoms were fused

into one, England became and remained the name of that

one. England then is that part of Britain which came and
remained under the direct rule of the king of the English.

It thus e.xclude3 Scotland, meaning by Scotland, as by
England, a greater and a smaller space at different times.

It also in strictness excludes Wales. Legal phraseology is

nob quite consistent on this head ; but the more accurate

description of South Britain is "England and Wales,"

rather than " England " only. Wales, first under its own
princes, then under the English kings, was long a depend-

ency of England rather than a part of England; and its

complete political incorporation with England has not alto-

gether destroyed its separate character.

England then is the name which certain historical events

caused to be applied to a part of the isle of Britain. The
history of England therefore strictly begins with the begin-

ning of those events which caused part of Britain to become
England. The history of England has no concern \^ith the

earli«r history of Britain, except so far as is needed to make
the working of those causes intelligible. Nor need it dwell
«n the earlier history of the English before they came into

IJritam further than is needed for the same end. The
liistoiy of I'ingland begins when the English first settled in

Britain. ]'>ut, in order to understand this settlement, some
account must bo given of the earlier condition both of the

tcttlcre tliemsolves and of the land in which they settled.

Britain in the fifth century, the time of the settlement Britain
which gave to so large a part of the island the name of in tho

England, was in a state unlike any other part of the world. *''^*'' '''"•j

The greater part of the island, all that is now called

England and Wales, with a considerable part of what is novi

called Scotland, had formed a Roman province, but had
been cut off from the empire by the act of the imperial
power itself. As the Roman legions had been a hundred
and thirty years earlier withdrawn from Dacia by Aurclian,
so they were in the early years of the fifth century with-
drawn from Britain by Honorius. The Teutonic invaders
therefore found in Britain, what they did not find in Gaul
or Spain, an independent people, who doubtless kept many
memories- and fruits of {heir long subjection to Rome, but
who had ceased to be actual Roman subjects. The people
whom the English found in the possession of this restored
and somewhat precarious independence were_ the Celtic The
people of the Britons. It is not here needful to determine HritonS

certain curious points of controversy, how far the purely
Celtic character of the inhabitants of Britain had been
modified by intermixture, either -with races earlier than
their own settlement or with Teutonic or other settlers

during the time of Roman dominion. All the probabib'ties

of the case would certainly go against the belief that the
Celts found the isle of Britain wholly uninhabited. That
they were the first Aryan settlers there can be no reasonable Qucstintf

doubt ; but, even in the absence of any kind of evidence, of earliey

we should expect that the first Aryan settlers would, in '"''»Wt-

Britaiu as elsewhere, find earlier non-Aryan settlers in
"" *'

possession of the land. One set of inquiiers have made it

highly probable that the cromlechs and other primjeval

remains, which used to be vaguely called Druidical, are

really the works of a race of inhabitants earlier than
the Celts. Another set of inquirers have, from the physio-
logical point of view, brought plausible arguments to

show, not only that such an earlier non-Aryan population
existed, but that it actually forms a perceptible element
in the present population of South Britain. It has been
argued that a large part of the population of the

j

border shires of England and Wales is in truth neither

English nor British, but comes of a non-Aryan stock
akin to the Basques of Gaul and Spain. So, on the
other band, it has been argued that a part of the eastern

coast of Britain had received Teutonic inhabitants earlier

than the conquest of Britain by the Romans. It has been
argued too, and in this case argued with undoubted
certainty, that, under the Roman occupation, soldiers and
other subjects and allies of the empire of various races, the

Teutonic race among others, settled in the Roman province

of Britain, and helped to form a part of its inhabitants.

>But, if all these doctrines are admitted in their fullest

extent, they in no way aflect the political history of

England. They simply prove that the British people whom
the English found in possession of the isle of Britain had,

like all other nations in all other times and places, had the

purity of their blood more or less affected by foreigr^

intermixture. They in nowise affect the fact that the

English invaders found in this island a people who, for all

practical and historical purposes, must be looked upon as

Celtic, a people in whom the dominant blood, and the

dominant national being, was undoubtedly Celtic. In the

eye of general history they must be looked on, as they were
in the eyes of their English conquerors themselves, as

Britons. They were Britons, modified no doubt in every

respect by their long subjection to Rome, but still essentially

a British, that is, a Celtic people. And it is further cleai
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that tlicy were a. |)eopl'^ who had buen less modi6ed by

Koraan influences than the inhabitante of the other

jirovincea of the empire. This is shown by the fact that

the ancient British language survived the Roman Conquest,

and still remains the language of a not inconsiderable part

of the isle of Britain. The mere fact of the existence of

the Welsh language shows that Roman influences could

not have been so strong in Britain as they were in Gaul

and Spain. The military conquest and the political

occupation were no doubt as complete in Britain, as in any

other province of the Roman empire ; but the moral and
social influence of Rome must have been less than it was
elsewhere. In Gaul and Spain the inhabitants adopted the

name, the feelings, and the speech of Rome, and handed

on their Roman speech to their Teutonic conquerors. The
di£Ference between the phsenomena of Britain and the

phsenomena of the continental provinces is plain at a

glance. The speech of Gaul and Spain at this day is

Latin ; the exceptions are only where the earlier languages

survive in obscure corners. In the lands which formed

the Roman province of Britain a Latin speech is now
nowhere spoken, nor is there any sign that a Latin speech

has ever been spoken as the popular language at any time

since the withdrawal of the Roman legions. The dominant
tongue is that of the Teutonic conquerors ; but part of the

island, a part somewhat more than a mere corner, keeps its

ancient British speech. The Roman tongue, dominant and
more than dominant in Gaul and Spain, has in Britain no
place at all.

Britain then, even if the Roman legions nad not been
deliberately withdrawn from it, was, at the beginning of

' the fifth century, in quite another case from the other

provinces of the empire. Mere conquest had been as

thorough as in any other frontier province ; for it must
not be forgotten that Britain was pre-eminently a frontier

province. As the whole of Britain was never subdued, the

part which was subdued always remained, like the lands on
the Rhine and the Danube, exposed to the attacks of the

stiU independent inhabitants of the island. But the usual

results of Roman conquest, social and national assimilation,

had been much less thorough than elsewhere even in the
frontier provinces. One main cause of this difference

doubtless was the geographical position of the country. A
large island, an island large enough to have a separate

being of its own, is far harder to incorporate or assimilate

than a land which is geographically continuous with the
ruling country. The history of the greater Mediterranean
islands proves this, and it is still more true of great oceanic
islands like our own. The British islands seem designed
to form one political • whole

; yet it has been found
impossible to unite Ireland with Great Britain in the same
way in which the diHerent parts of Great Britain have been
united with one another. Britain, the most distant and
geographically the most distinct of the provinces of Rome,
was felt to be, and was constantly spoken of as, another
world. In all ages and among all changes of inhabitants,

the insular character of Britain has been one of the ruling
facts of its history. Its people, of whatever race or
speech, whatever their political condition at home or their
political relation to other countries, have been before all

things pre-eminently islanders. This must be borne in
mind through the whole of British history. We are not
dealing with Celts, Romans, Teutons, simply as such, but
with Celts, Romans, Teutons, modified by the fact that they
dwelled in a great island, which was cut ofif in many ways
from the rest of the worid, and which acted in many things
as a separate world of itself.

The result of this insular position of Britain was shown
in many things. during the time of the Roman dominion.
It was remarked that no province of the empire was so

fertile in tyrants. That is to say, no |iart of tne empire Tli«

produced so many of those military chiefs who, by the ty***
favour of their armies, sometimes it would seem with the

good will of the inhabitants of the provinces, set them-
selves up as opposition emperors, in revolt r.^^ainst the

acknowledged prince who reigned in the Old or the New
Rome, at Milan or at Ravenna. The position of these

tyrants must not be misunderstood, as if they at all con-

sciously aimed at the foundation of national kingdoms.

Their object was not to lop off a province from the empire,

and to form it into an independent state. Their oVjject

was the empire itself, the whole if they could get it ; if not,

a.s large a share of it as their., forces would allow them to

hold. An emperor who ruled in Britain was anxious, if he

could, to rule also in Gaul, to rule also in Italy. But the

geographical necessities of the case stepped in, and often con-

fined the emperors who arose in Britain to a purely insular

dominion. That dominion was more easily won, and more
easily kept as a practically distinct power, than the dominion

of any of the continental provinces. It was again doubtless

due to the geographical position of Britain that it was the one

province of the West from which the legions were deliberately

withdrawn. They were withdrawn from one world to

another. The Pioman world, it seemed, might exist without

the dominion of the British world. The deliberate surrender

of Gaul or Spain or Africa would have been quite another

matter. Those lands had become in every sense members
of the Roman world, and the voluntary lopping oflF of any
one of those members would have been an act of suicide

which no one would -have dreamed of. With the great

island it was otherwise. While the other provinces were

cut off from the empire by open or disguised foreign inva-

sion, Britain was voluntarily given up. It was doubtless

given up through fear of foreign invasion, through a feeling of

inability to withstand foreign invasion; but not as the direct

result of foreign invasion itself. We may believe that suc-

cessive Teutonic inroads had so weakened the Romsm
power in Britain that it was felt hopeless to attempt to

keep the province any longer. But the actual Teutonic con-

querors of the island found the Roman legions already

gone. Britain was won by the English, not from Roman
legions or from Roman provincials, but from men who
had been Roman provincials, but who, on the withdrawal
of the Roman legions, had changed into an independent

British people. It is however to be borne in mind that

the independence in possession of which the Britons were
found by their English conquerors was an independence

which had been thrust upon them. No province of the

empire separated itself from the empire of its own free

will. Britain would have had, on every geographical and
national ground, more temptation so to do than any other

province of the West. But Britain did not, any more
than any other province of the West, seek for independence

of Rome. The forsaken people, left to themselves, cried to

their masters to come back to be their helpers ; but the

groans of the Britons fell in vain on the ears of Aetius.

He could deliver Gaul from the Hun ; he felt no call to

deliver Britain from the Pict or the Saxon. The inhabi-(

tants of the Roman province of Britain were left to defend

themselves how they could, against the incursions alike of

their neighbours in those parts of their island which Rome
had never subdued, and of the more dangerous Teutonic

invaders from beyond the sea. Thus forsaken by Rome,
they seem to have tried to keep up some shadow of a

Roman dominion among themselves. Their chiefs hure

Roman titles; a tradition of impmal succession was kept

up among the reputed descendants of the tyrant Maximna
So the first British prince whom history or legend brir.; /

into personal contact with the Teutonic invaders apper..,.

in the earliest versions of the tale, not as a British kini;.
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but as a Koman duke. Such is tho title which Vortigern

bears in that one meagre yet authentic narrative of English

conquest which we have from the hand of British Gildas.

But, however they might cling to Eoman shadows, the

people whom the English found in this island were

undoubtedly in every practical sense a British nation, a

revived British nation. And the fact that the invaders

had to deal with a nation, . and not with mere provincials,

had, beyond all doubt, a most important effect on the

progress and the nature of their c6nquest.

COontnist The land then in which the English conquerors settled,

mith and the people whom they found in possession of that land,
Mther

^^^ere thus in a wholly different condition from the lauds in

I^i^gg which the other Teufonic conquerors settled, and from the

«f the people whom they found in those lands. Here was one
tHDpire. cause which gave the English conquest of Britain a whoUy

different character from the Teutonic conquest of any other

of the western provinces of the empire. The difference may
in truth be summed up in a word ; it was not a conquest of

one of the provinces of the empire, but a conquest of a

land which had once been a province of the empire. And
if the condition of the land and people that were to be

conquered was thus unlike that of any land and people

elsewhere, the condition of those who were to be its con-

querors was at least as widely different from the condition

of those who were the conquerors of any of the continental

provinces. A large part of the difference lies in the

difference between a continental and an insular land.

When an island is conquered by new settlers, it can only

be by settlers from beyond sea, and a settlement from
beyond sea is likely to be in many things different from a
settlement which is made by land. This is part of the

difference, but it is far from all. 'Had the invaders of

Britain been exactly the same kind of people as the

invaders of Gaul or Spain, had the people of Britain been
in exactly the same position as the people of Gaul or

Spain, the mere fact that it was made by sea would
doubtless have given the conquest of Britain a special

character of its own. But the main difference lies deeper,

ifi the people of Britain were in a widely different position

from the people of Gaul and Spain, so the Teutonic con-

querors Oi Britain were in a position at least as different

from the Teutonic conquerors of Gaul or Spain,

florth- The enemies by whom the inhabitants of the forsaken
*re Bri- province were first attacked were indeed neither men of
"^ "®' another race nor invaders from beyond sea. The immediate

piered ' <Ja°g6r was- from the Celtic inhabitants of those parts of

jfBome. the island which the Romans had never' subdued. The
boundary of the Roman province had often fluctuated, and
the defence of the frontier had needed all the efforts of the
legions and the further protection of artificial bulwarks.
A line of forts, a massive dyke, a wall of stone strengthened
by towers, had been raised at different times at two different

points. The line of Hadrian marked the southern limit

from Solway to the mouth of the Tyne. The line of

Antoninus took in a larger territory as far as the firths of
Clyde and Forth. Severus fell back to the line of Hadrian.
Under Valentinian the victories of the elder Theodosius
carried the recovered Roman land of Valentia beyond the
line of Antoninus. In the last momenta of Roman
dominion the boundary again fell back; the defences of

Hadrian and Severus were again strengthened, and took
the form of that mighty wall on the ruins of which we still

gaze with wonder. But amid aU these changes there
remained to the north of the Roman province an inde-
pendent territory, of greater or less extent, which the
Roman confessed by his very defences that he was unable
to subdue. That its inhabitants, like the inhabitants of

the conquered part of the Lsland, belonged to the Celtic

race there can be no reasonable doubt ; but as to the

exact degree of their kindred with the people of southern
Britain many questions have been raised. On the whole
it seems most likely that they belonged to the same
.branch of the Celtic race as the southern Britons, and
that they differed from them chiefly as the unsubdued
part of any race naturally differs from the part which is

brought into subjection. In the later days of the Roman
power in Britain, these northern tribes, under the name of

Picts, appear as dangerous invaders of the Roman pro-

vince, invaders whose inroads were sometimes pushed eveii

into its southern regions. Along with them we hear of

tho Scots, a name which as yet means only the people -ol

Ireland. But about this time the Scottish name was
carried into Britain by a settlement of Irish Scots on
the north-western coast of the island, in the land known
as Argyle. The Picts of Britain, the Scots of Ireland,

appear as the first enemies whose attacks had to be
endured by the forsaken inhabitants of the former Roman
province. But it was not the Picts or the Scots by whom
the conquest of southern Britain was to be made. A
conquest at their hands could have had no other effect

than bringing the island back more or less thoroughly into

that of the state in which it had been before the Eoman
Conquest. Another fate was in store for the greatest of

European islands. The conquest of southern Britain was
to be made, but it was not to be made by any of the in

habitants of Britain. That great event, one of the greatest

in the histoiy of Europe and of the world, was to be the

work of Teutonic settlers from beyond the sea.

The Teutonic settlement in Britain must, in the general Genera!

history of Europe, be looked on as part of the great move- character

ment which drove so many of the Teutonic nations westward ?f
*''°

.

and southward. It was part, in short, of the general
settle-

wandering of the nations. But it had in many respects a menu ia

character of its own, which distinguishes it in a marked the em-

way from the other western and southern settlements of the P"^
Teutonic conquerors. We have already seen that the con-

dition of Britain and its inhabitants in the fifth century was
vridely different from the condition of Gaul or Spain. The
land had never been so thoroughly Romanized, and the

Roman legions had been withdrawn by a voluntary act of

the Roman government. Here we have one point of

difference ; we have also seen that there is another point

of difference in the mere tact that the invaders came by sea.

But the difference in the position and character of tho

invaders themselves was more important still. The great

mass of the Teutonic settlers who entered the empire by
land had already acquired some tinge of Roman cultivation.

They already knew something of the arts, the laws, and
the religion of Rome ; they served in the Roman armies ;

they received grants of land within the Roman dominions

as the reward of their services. Their princes were proud

to bear Roman titles of honour, military or civil. The
conquest was in many cases veiled under some form of

decent submission to the Eoman power. The Teutonic

chief, in truth a foreign invader, did not scorn to give his

occupation a show of legality by accepting some kind of

commission from the emperor. In short, in most of their

continental conquests, the Teutons were to the Romans, if

conquerors, yet al?o disciples. In most caseS they had

embraced Christio.Mty before their final settlement on

Roman ground. Where this was not the case, their conver-

sion speedily followed on their settlement.^ 'Where they

came as Christians, but as Arian Christians, they gradually

conformed to the Eoman standard of orthodoxy. Sooner or

' The Vandals and the East-Goths came to an end at a comparatively

early stage of their settlement, hefore they had assimilated ivith tha

Konians. The more permanent settlers, the West-Goths in Spain

and the Lombards in Italy, giadually became Catholic.

vin. — ^a
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later they excLangod their own speech for the speech of

Rome, and were gradually lost among the mass of the

Roman inhabitants. These prt>cesseg were quicker or slower

according to circunretances. They were quiclcer where the

Goths in Spain or the Burgundians in Gaul were altogether

isolated and cut off from their old homes. They were

slower where, as in the case of the Franks, the settlements

of the conquerors on Koman ground were continuous with

their former possessions in the unconqucred Teutonic land.

But sooner or later, more or less completely, the same

causes led to the same results. Wherever the Teutons

settled within the empire, thoy neither exterminated nor

assimilated the Roman inhabitants. They were in the end

assimilated by them, though, of course, in the process of

such assimilation, the Koman inhabitants themselves under-

went a certain degree of modification, greater or less, accord-

ing to circumstances. Thus both Franco and Italy are

Roman lands, with a certain infused Teutonic element.

But for the same reasons which made assimilation in Gaul
slower than in Italy, the infused Teutonic element is much
greater in France than it is in Italy,

different The case of the Teutonic tribes which settled in Britain

«r"f the
'^^ altogether different. They cams from lands which

Teutoniu had been altogether untouched by tlie Roman power, and
conquest

^j,g].g ^^q g^j^^^ ^jjg language, and the religion of Rome
Britian were altogether unknown. They had never been Roman

subjects, Roman soldiers, or even Roman allies. They had
received no grants from Roman princes, nor had their chiefs

been honoured with Roman titles. They were, in short,

altogetlier free from Roman influences. They had no share in

that reverence for Rome and all that belonged to her that

had so deep an effect on all who came within the range of

Jier magic power. They came not, like the conquerors of

the continental provinces, as disciples of a civilization which
they revered, but simply as destroyers of a civilization of

which they knew nothing. The conquerors of the con-

tinental provinces, themselves already half Romanized,
settled in lands which were still thoroughly Roman. The
conquerors of Britain, themselves untouched by the slightest

Roman influence, settled in a land where Roman influences

lad already begun to die out. From thia wide difference

in the circumstances both of conquerors and the conquered,

as compared with the circumstances of conqueror and con-

quered in other countries, it followed that the English con-

quest of Britain had a character altogether different from
the Teutonic conquest of any other Roman province. A
people wholly ignorant of Roman culture, coming by sea,

and therefore utterly cut off from their own homes, were

of themselves disposed to act as destroyers in a way in

which the Teutonic invaders elsewhere were not. They
were a,lso, as it were, compelled to act as destroyers by
the circumstances of the land into which they entered.

They met with an amount of resistance, of steady national

resistance, such as Goths, Franks, and Burgundians nowhere
met with. They had to win the land bit by bit by"hard
fighting ; their advance was often checked by victories on
the part of the Britons, or delayed by periods of mere ex-

haustion and inaction. Their conquest thus took a character

of extermination, of complete displacement of one people
by another, which was not taken by the Teutonic conquests
elsewhere. The English could not, like their fellows on
the continent, sit quietly down as the ruling order among
a people who for the most part easily submitted, and who
therefore kept their lives, their laws, their religion, and a
share of their property. The determined resistance of the
Britons made it a struggle for life and death on both sides.

On the one hand, it made death or personal slavery the.only
alternatives for the conquered within the conquered territory.

On the other hand, the gradual nature of the conquest
gave the conquered in one district every opportunity of

escaping into the districts which were still unconquercu. Exter»

There can be no reasonable doubt that the English conquest, mlnotm'

in those parts of Britain which were conquered while the
, ^J*^**

English Btill remained heathens, came as near to a conquest conqnix
of extermination, to a general killing or driving out of the

earlier inhabitants, as was possible in the nature of the case.

A complete physical extermination, the killing or driving

out of every individual of a whole people, is a thing which

cannot take place, except in the case of some utterly helpless

tribe attacked by a people immeasurably superior to them
in physical resources. Even in such cases it commonly
happens that the savage is not, strictly speaking,

exterminated by the civilized man ; he rather dies out

before him. StiU less could complete physical extinction

take place with a people in the condition of the Britons at

the English landing. In the course of the English con-

quest we may be sure that the alternative of death or flight

was the ordinary rule ; but we may bo equally sure that

the rule had its exceptions. The women could be largely

spared ; even men would sometimes be allowed to escape

death at the price of slavery. It might even happen that

here and there some of the conquered might make terms with

the conquerors, and might be admitted to their fellowship.

In all these ways it follows that, physically and genea-

logically, there is a British element in the English nation,

even in the most strictly Teutonic parts of England. No
nation is of perfectly pure blood, and the English nation

is no exception to the rule. The point is that the British

infusion was not large enough to have any perceptible effect

on the national being of England. The smaller Celtic

infusion was assimilated into the greater Teutonic mass. In

the sense of the physiologist or the genealogist, the English

nation is not purely Teutonic ; but then in their sense no

nation is purely anything. The point is that the English

people are as strictly Teutonic as the High-Germans are

Teutonic, or as the Britons themselves were Celtic. This The Bi^

or that Englishman may conceivably have had British fore-".**'' "*'»

fathers, as this or that High-German may conceivably have Britonj

had Slavonic forefathers, as this or that Briton may con-

ceivably have had Basque forefathers ; but to speak of the

Britons as the forefathers of the English nation as a nation

is as misleading as it would be to speak of the Slaves as the

forefathers of the German nation, or of the Basques as the

forefathers of the British nation. One nation displaced

another ; the English displaced the Britons. One system

of law, language, and religion gave way to another system

of law, language, and religion. The English swept away
all that was Roman or British from the soil of the land

which they made English, as thoroughly as the Saracens

swept away all that was Roman from the boU of Africa.

Yet we may be quite certain that in both cases some slaves

and renegades here and there conformed to the new state

of things. The only point is that they were not in such

numbers as to be of the slightest historical importance, not

in such numbers as to work any practical modification of

the general mass in which they lost themselves.

A new people thus settled in the land, a people who
displaced, as far as their complete conquest reached, its

earlier inhabitants. From each successive district that

was subdued all traces of the old state of things passed

away, except a few of the gigantic works of Roman
engineering skill. The old language passed away; English

displaced Welsh as the language of every district which

the English occupied. And the language of the con-

querors, in thus displacing the language of the conquered,

was hardly at all modified by it; a few Welsh and a
very few Latin words were all that crept into Englisb

at this stage. The old local nomenclature passed away,

except in the case of a few great cities and a few groafi

natural objects. London on the Thames and Gloucester
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on the Severn keep their British names; but the names

of the vast mass of the towns and villages of England

are purely English. The only e.xceptions are in the

districts which were won from the Eriton at a later stage

of conquest, and in those districts which, through the

working of later events, came largely to exchange their

English nomenclature for a Danish one. But the English

and the Danish nomenclature mark two successive waves

of Teutonic conquest ; they make one whole as opposed to

anything Roman or British. The change of nomenclature

shows how complete the change of occupants was ; the land

was settled and divided afresh, and each place received a

new name in the language of the new settlors. The settlers

brought with them their own territorial and tribal divisions,

their own laws or customs, their own religion. No feature

of piimitive English law or custom can be shown with the

i,)ightest probability to be derived from a Roman or British

i;i)urce. And nowhere, at this stage, within the conquered

districts did conquerors and conquered live on side by side,

c 1 eh making use of its own law, as so largely happened in the

Teutonic conquests on the continent. That English terri-

t trial divisions often represent the earlier divisions of the

conquered people is far more likely. The territory won
by a particular battle would naturally answer to the

territory of the tribe which was overthrown in that battle.

And where earlier divisions were made convenient by any-

thing in the physical conformation of the country, the same

reason which had already fixed the boundary would lead

the new settlers to fix it again at the same points as before.

But everything else passed away. Kent alone, of the great

divisions of south-eastern Britain, kept its name through all

ci inquests. But it passed on its name to a new race of

Kentishmen, Cantwaru, alien in blood, speech, law, and

faith to the British Cantii whom they displaced. That

the new comers were alien in faith is perhaps after all the

greatest and most important point of difference between the

English conquest and the other Teutonic conquests. Of all

the Teutonic conquerors of lands which were or had been

Roman, the English alone entered the land as heathens and
abode in it as heathens. The religious history of Roman
Britain is a most mysterious subject; but there can be no
doubt that there was an organized Christian church in the

island at the time of the English invasion. And, as far as

we can see, it would seem that, at least within the former

Roman province, the profession of Christianity was univer-

sal; there is no sign that aught of old British or "Roman
idolatry still lived on. On this Christian land and -this

Christian people came the destroying scourge of a heathen con-

qjest. Our one record of the time, the lament of Gildas,

b rings out this feature in the strongest light. As afterwards,

when the Christian English came under the scourge of the

Ljathen Dane, so now, when the Christian Briton came
Tiuder the scourge of the heathen English, the churches and
clergy were the foremost objects of the def.troying fury of the

invaders. During the first hundred and fifty years of Eng-
lish settlement in Britain, English conquest meant heathen

conquest ; English rule meant heathen rule. Christianity,

its ministers, its professors, its temples, were thoroughly

swept away before the inroad of Teutonic heathendom.

<5im- Ii ^^ these ways then the English conquest of Britain

parisoa Stands apart by itself, as something differing in all its main
•with the features from the common race of the Teutonic conquests

d D*
elsewhere. There are only two parts of Western Europe

ubiaii which present phsenomena which are at all like those of our

(twida. own island. These are those parts of Genmany which lie

on the left bank of the Rhine and on the right bank of the

Danube. There, as in Britain, a land that was Roman
ceased to be Roman. The speech, the laws, and the

manners of Germany displaced those of Rome. Thus far

the case of these lands resembles the case of Britain, ah<;'

is unlike the case of Italy, Spain, and the rest of Gaul.

But their case differed in this, that the Rhenish and

Danubian lands lay adjoining to the unconquered Teu-

tonic lands ; they were the lands which were specially

exposed to Teutonic inroads. The earliest inroads of the

invaders would naturally be of a more devastating kinJ

than those which followed. It would largely be in the

course of their earliest inroads that they picked up that

amount of Roman culture which made the second stage of

their inroads less devastating. And after all, the amount of

havoc could not have been equal to the amount of havoo

which was done in Britain, as most of the Roman cities

lived through the storm and kept their Roman names. And
in the lands west of the Rhine, in those German lands which

formed part of the Roman province of Qaul, the Tcutonio

invaders wore but winning back au old Teutonic land. It is

possible that some traces of Teutonic speech and feeling may
have still lingered on to make the progress of the invaders

more easy. And in these lands, above all, the Roman inha-

bitants had the fullest means of withdrawing into the unsub-

dued part of the province. As long as the Teuton was a
mere destroyer, they would naturally seek shelter in the lands

which were still untouched. As soon as he became only a
conqueror, and not a mere destroyer, they would find it

more to their interest to submit. In Britain it was not

tiU a much later stage, not tUl the greater part of liis con-

quests were made, that the Teutonic conqueror began to

carry on his conquests in such a fashion as to make it the

interest of the conquered to .submit rather than to flee.

Such then was the general nature of the Teutonic con-

quest of the greater part of Britain, the conquest which
changed so great a part of Britain into England. It was a

destroying conquest which swept away the former inhabi-

tants and their whole political system. It was specially a
heathen conquest, which utterly rooted up ChrLstianity from

a land where it must have already taken deep root. It

was a gradual conquest, spread over several centuries, a

conquest in which the conquerors had to win each step by
hard fighting against the earlier inhabitants. Lastly, it

was a conquest which never was completed, which never

spread over the whole island. Leaving for the present purely

political questions about homage and supremacy, it is plain

that there is a large part of Britain which remained un-

touched by the English occupation, and where the ancient

inhabitants, their language, laws, and manners stiU lived on.

And it may be added that, in some districts to which English

occupation did extend, in those conquests namely which

were the latest ia date, the character of the conquest greatly

changed from what it had been in its earlier stages.

It seemed well fuUy to set forth the nature of the con-

quest before giving any detailed account of the former con-

dition of the conquerors, or any direct narrative of their

conquest. Having cleared the ground from misconceptions,

it will be easier to tell the tale simply and clearly. The
Teutonic conquerors of Britain then were the Low-Dutch*

tribes from the border-lauds of Germany and Scandinavia,

the lands from the mouths gf the Elbe and the Weser.

Their dialects form a branch of the Teutonic speech distinct

from the High-Dutch dialects spoken to the south of them.

Their own speech must not be looked on as in any sense a

corruption of the High-Dutch, but as a perfectly independ-

ent and coequal branch of the great Teutonic family, as old

' Dutch is the English form of Theotiscus, tba tmor Latin namo
of the German nation, of which Deutsch in its varioas spelUnga

is the native form. Tiiis wider use of the word had hardly ceased la

America, and in England the name, with its two divisions of High
Dutch and Low- Dutch, was in familiar use down to the beginning dT

the last century.
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03 the High-Dutch, perhaps older. TheBe dialects, -which

in their system of letter-changes agree with tie ancient

Gothic and the Scandinavian rather than with the High-

Dutch, form the natural speech of the whole coast region

rtretching from Picardy to Denmark, and they have been

carried by conquest far to the east/ along the Slavonic,

Prussian, and Finnish coasts of the Baltic. But their irea

has been encroached on in different parts by French, by
Danish, and by High-Dutch, so that that form of the Low-

Dutch which is spoken in the kingdom of the Netherlands,

and which we now know specially as Dutch, is the only con-

tinental dialect of the whole group which is commonly
acknowledged as a national and literary language. Among
the tribes of this region, three stand out conspicuously in

the history of that conquest, the Angles, the Saxons,

and the Jutes.^ Each had its special and marked share

in the work. The Jutes, in all likelihood, formed the first

permanent Teutonic settlement iu Britain. The Saxons

and the Angles settled later ; but each of them occupied

a far larger part of the island than the Jutes. And each

of these last gave a name to the Teutonic settlements

as a whole. As soon as the. Teutonic settlers were so

far united as to bear a common name, the received name
on their own lips was English; on the lips of their Celtic

neighbours and enemies the received name was Saxon.

The reason for this difference iu nomenclature is plain.

The Angles occupied a greater share of the land than the

Saxons ; they therefore gave the national name to the united

people.^ But the Saxons were the first among the invaders

with whom the Celtic or Roman inhabitants of Britain

had to deal ; they therefore gave the Saxon name to the in-

vaders in general. This last fact at once brings us to the

actual history of the English conquest. If we cannot say

that the English conquest itself began, we may at least say

that the first steps towards it were taken, as soon as any Low-
Dutch invaders from be3'ond sea first attempted a settlement

by arms in Roman, or once Roman, Britain. This process,

it must be marked, stands wholly apart from questions

either as to the possible Teutonic origin of any of the tribes

whom the,Romans found, in Britain, or, as to possible

Teutonic settlements in the province made vjith the sanction

of the Roman authorities. This last process undoubtedly
happened in the case of soldiers of Teutonic race serving

in the Roman armies. But Teutonic .settlements, either

before the Roman (Occupation or under the Roman occupa-

tion, are something wholly distinct fron\ the Teutonic con-

quest either of a Roman province or of a lajnd forsaken by
Rome. Such settlements might make the Teutonic con-

quest more easy when it did come, but that is all that they
could do. Settlers of either of those classes became Roman
subjects, Roman provincials. The events which led to the

Conquest began when men of Teutonic race first settled or

tried to settle in the island, not as Roman soldiers or Roman
subjects, but as foreign invaders of the Roman land.

This work, which was not the English conquest, but which
was the first step towards it, the conquest which was merely

attempted and not carried out, seems to have begun in the

second half of the fourth century. Claudian bears witness

to the naval victories of the elder Theodosius, the father of

the renowned emperor of that name, who (367 a.d.) beat

' The Angles and the Saxons are plain enough ; there is a certain

degree of mystery about the Jutes, their name, and their origin. But
it is eno'"gh for our purpose that they were a third Teutonic people,

distinguishable from the Angles and Saxons.
• Engle, Angdcyn, Angli, are the usual names of the united nation,

Angli-Saxones, Angul-Seaxe, are sometimes found, especially in the

loyal style of the tenth century. Those forms are equivalent to Angli
;t Saxones, the nation formed by the union of the Angles and Saxons.

It is therefore the more correct description of the two ; but its employ-
ment in Knpland is always formal ; it clearly never passed into general

?*i3- *-^ *breijfu write-a it is somewhat more common.

back 'a Saxon invasion by sea. That is to say, an attempt
at Teutonic settlement was then made; but there was still

strength in the Roman power to hinder it. Had it been
otherwise, the history of English conquest in Britain would
have begun in the fourth centuiy instead of iu the fifth.

Incursions undoubtedly went on; the south-eastern coast of

Britain, the part specially exposed to Saxon invasion, got

the name o^ the Saxon Shore," and a Roman officer with the

title of Count had that shore under his special keej'ing.

But things took quite a new turn after the withdrawal of

the Roman legion^ from Britain. The lapd now lay open
to settlement in a way in which it had not done before.

It is now therefore that actual conquests, as distinguisliijd

from mere incursions and attempted settlements, begin.

Our materials for the history of this great event, an event

which is nothing short of the beginning of our national

history, at first sight seem scanty. Our only absolutely

contemporary notice is to be found in two meagre entries ip

the chronicle of Prosper of Aquitaine, which however assert

the main fact that Britain was brought under the power
of the Saxons about the middle of the fifth century.* Tho-

native writer who is most nearly contemporary, the Briton

Gildas, belongs to the next century, and was a witness of

ijome stages, though not of the earliest, of the work of con-

(juest. He is the earliest writer who gives us anything that

can be called a narrative, a narrative meagre enough, but

which helps us to some particular events and personaj names.

About the same time Procopius, without any direct notice of

the conquest, speaks of Britain as a land inhabited by Angles

and Frisians as well as Britons. The series of English

writers begins with Bseda, and goes on with the English

Chronicles, to which we may fairly add the fragments of

ancient English songs which lurk in the Latin of Henry of

Huntingdon. Of these Bseda himself did not write till

more than two hundred years after the beginning of the

Conquest, and the materials for his short narrative of the

Conquest itself seems to come at least as much from British

as from English sources. Our only details are those which
are preserved in the Chronicles and in Henry of Huntingdon.

The Chronicles in their present form do not date from an
earlier time than the reign of Alfred in the ninth century

;

but any one who studies them carefully will see that this

part of the record contains far older materials. The
narrative i? remarkably free from anything which has a
legendary sound. That its chronology may be largely

arbitrary is possible ; but that it is so is of itself an arbitrary

conjecture. The English at the time of their landing were

not wholly illiterate. They had their runic -alphabet,

and it is perfectly possible that the entries in the Chronicles

may come from an absolutely contemporary record.

Such a record, even if it marked the sequence of years

according to some reckoning of its own, must of course

have been adapted to the Christian reckoning by the com-

pilers of the Chronicles, and in such a process some
errors of detail may well have crept in. But there seems

no reason to suspect invention, falsification, or even

accidental error, on any great scale. The narrative wOl
bear testing ; the entries fit in with all that can be made
out from an examination of the country. They fit in

with the notices of the Welsh writers, and with all such

' The Limes Saxonicus or LitCus Saxonicum was first truly explained

by Dr Guest. It means, not a shore occupied by Saxons, but a boun-

diary against Saxons. It answers to the Danish, Slavonic, and Spanish

marches of the later empire, except that in the one case the enemy
was to be dreaded by land, and in the other case by sea.

* Prosper has two entries. The former says that " Hue tempestate

(the time of Constantino the TjTant, 407-411) prae valitudine Kom-
anorum, vires funditus atten'uatsg Britannia." The other says that,

some time before the death of Aetius in 454, " Britannise, usque ad lioo

tempus variis cladibus eventibu^que laceratx, in ditionem Sazounu
rediguntur."
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incidental sources of knowledge as we have. In tbia way
a narrative in considerable detail has been recovered by

the care and skill of Dr Guest. As for the notices in

Henry of Huntingdon, which evidently contain fragments

of lost poems, we must remember that a contemporary

poem may be just as good an authority as a prose writing.

Several poems are inserted in the Chronicles themselves in

undoubtedly historical times, in the tenth and eleventh

centuries. Other poems of those ages, sometimes, like the

song of Maldon, preserved in the original,, sometimes, like

the song of Stamfordbridge and the song of Waltheof at

York, preserved only in Latin fragments, are among our

best materials for military events. They go far more into

detail than the prose writers do. There seems then no

good ground for doubting the general trustworthiness of

the narrative which is preserved to us in the Chronicles, and

which we are occasionally able to enlarge from other

sources. It is, of course, only the earlier stages of the

Conquest' that can be made the subject of any controversy

at alt From the beginning of the conversion of the English

to Christianity, we begin to have contemporary materials of

one kind or another, till, in the time of .^Elfred, the

Chronicle itself becomes contemporary. It is only for

about a hundred and fifty years that we are left almost

•whoUy to judge of our materials by their internal evidence.

And surely a narrative like that of the Chronicles, no

tissue of wild and impossible legends, but a- steady business-

like series of entries, may very well have been handed
down for that length of time by means of runes, helped

here and there by a contemporary song.

Beltle- Our narrative then, put together from these various

moiit of sources, represents the Britons, after thB departure of the
the Jutes j^gman legions, as left without defence against the attacks

^ ' of their northern neighbours the Picts and Scots. They
apply for help to Aetius ; but the Koman general, busy

in the struggle with AttOa, has no leisure to do anything for

them. Their prince, who bears a name of which the most
familiar form is Vortigem, invites the help of the Saxons,

an unwise step enough, but one which has plenty of

parallels in history. The British prince, in the most

authentic record, is not a king but a duke. The Teutonic

leaders whom he invites are also ealdormen or heretogan,

not kings. They are the two brothers Hengest and Horsa.

Their landing is fixed by the Chronicle to the year 449
;

and, without insisting on this exact date, it is plain that the

Conquest miist have begun about the middle of the fifth

century. A warfare of nearly forty years, in which mary
battles are entered, established the first Teutonic kingdom
in Britain, that of Kent, the one land which never lost its

British name. Of the two brother leaders, Horsa is killed

in a battle with Vortigem in 455, after which Hengest

and his son .^sc assume the kingly title. In all this

there is nothing Uke romance ; it is a matter-of-fact kind

of history, which might be preserved by a runic chronicle,

which might almost be preserved by tradition. Once only

we have a touch which seems to come from a song, as

when in a battle in the year 473 the Welsh are said to have
"fled from the English like fire." The geography of the

story has been minutely examined, and it shows that the

tale is a sound and credible military narrative. Later

writers, English and British, have tricked out the story with

endless mythical details, and have carried the arms of

Hengest far beyond the narrow limits of Kent, to which
the Chronicle confines them. Modem critics have foiuid

materials for cavil in the names of the two brothers, and in

the number of the thirty-nine years of the reign of Hengtst.

Both points might easily be given up. The main fact is

the gradual conquest of a small corner of Britain after much
hard fighting with its British possessors. But there really

seems no reason why Hengest and Horsa might not be

names of real men as much as Wulf, Beon, and Leo. And
the years of Hengest's reign are, after all, one short of

the mystical forty.

In the British narrative, in the single Roman entry, of

these events, the Teutonic invaders arc called Saxons. In
the Chronicles they appear as Anyelcyn, Angle, Enyle,

Angles or English. They are so called, not merely in tlio

historical summary of the ninth century editor, bat in tho

entry (473) which has the earliest ring of all about it.

But when Bseda, and after him the Chronicler, gives a

short ethnological account of the invaders, they describe the

Teutonic conquerors of Kent neither as Saxons nor as

Angles, but as Jutes. As the Jutes then, in the very re-

cord of their conquest, are spoken of, on tho one hand as

Saxons, on tho other hand as English, it seems to foUow
that, from the very beginning, the Celtic inhabitants of

Britain called all Teutonic invaders Saxons, while the in-

vaders themselves from the very beginning used Angle or

English as their common name. The general use of tho

Saxon name by the Celts is only what we should have

looked for ; the wide use of the English name aoiong tho

Teutons themselves is a fact to bo noticed. It is at least

certain that, while the English name is often applied to

Saxons and Jutes, it would be hard to find any case where

an Angle calls himself, or is called in his own .tongue^ a

Saxon. We need not infer that the English narne had
become the common name of all the three tribes before they

•left Germany ; it certainly became so within no long time

after they settled in Britain.

We also see that, from the beginning, the Teutonic con-

querors spoke of their British enemies as Welsh or

strangers. The name is familiar in that sense both in

Britain and on the mainland, but it seems never to

be applied to any strangers, but those who were either

of Roman or of Celtic speech. And it would seem to be

applied only to those Celts who had come under the Roman
dominion. Our forefathers spoke of the Bretwealas in

Britain, of the Galwealas in Gaul, of the Rumwealas in

Italy ; but the name seems never to be appKed to the Scots

either in Ireland or in Britain. Like the word Slave, it

sank, in the language of the conquerors, to express bondage.

The masculine wealh sometimes, the feminine wylne much
more commonly, mean a slave in the secondary meaning of

that word. This difference of usage is again remarkable. It

falls in with the belief, natural in itself, that in the process of

conquest the few Britons who were spared were mainly

women. Again, Baeda and the Chronicler, as we have seen,

speak of the Teutonic conquerors of Britain as sprung from

three tribes only, the Saxons, Angles, and Jutes. It was

plainly only those three tribes, that is, chiefs of those tribes,

who founded kingdoms in Britain. But in all great migra-

tions various kindred tribes are sure to take a part, and it

would be rash to rule that no Low-Dutch people but those

three took a part in the enterprise. Procopius, for instance,

speaks, not of Angles and Saxons, but of Angles and
Frisians. We may well believe that Frisians, and other

tribes too, helped in the work. Possibly no one settlement

consisted wholly of men of any one tribe. It is enough

that all the royal races of the several kingdoms belonged to

the three stocks, Saxon, Anglian, and Jutish. It was then

by Saxon, Anglian, and Jutish settlers, or at all events by
settlers under Saxon, Anglian, and Jutish leaders, that the

greater part of Britain was changed into . England. But
the work was a slow one, and the way in which it was
carried out seems not to have been exactly the same in ail

parts. In the end seven or eight chief kingdoms were

founded. The old dream of a regular IIep(arj:hy has long

been exploded ; but it is certain that, among a crowd oi

smaller states, seven or eight stand out as conspicuous
among the rest, and as having something like a continuoixs
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history. The Jutes, the first to settle, occupied the

smallest part of the country. Their dominions took in only

Kent with perhaps for a while Surrey, and Wight with a

small part of the neighbouring mainland of Hampshire.

They were hemmed in on all sides by the Saxon settlements,

all of which bore the Saxon name. Suthsexe, Westsexc,

Easlsexe, have been softened in modern speech into Sussex,

Wessox, and Essex ; but the names are strictly not terri-

torial, but tribal. Westsexe and the rest are all of them
names, not of a land, but of a. people. The whole of the

Saxon settlements were made on the southern and south-

eastern coasts; and it was the West-Saxons only who at

any time carried their conquests to any distance inland.

The South-Saxon settlement came next after the Jutish

settlement in Kent. The date given to it is 477. The
most remarkable event in the process of conquest was the

storming of Anderida, now Povensey, in 491. The forsaken

walls of the Roman city still bear witness to the day when
jElle and Cissa slew all that were within, and when not a

Bret was left behind. But the South-Saxons found a
natural frontier to the north in the great wood of An-
derida. Their kingdom always remained little more than

a long strip of coast, cut off to a great extent from the

other kingdoms of Britain, and playing but a small

part ia their general history. It still keeps its name
and boundary as the modern county of Sussex. The
kingdom of the Gewissas or West-Saxons, founded to the

west of the South-Saxons, was destined to hold quite another

place in English and British history. Two Saxon ealdormen,

Cerdic and Cynrio, founded in 495 a settlement on the

coast of what is now Hampshire. That settlement grew
into the kingdom of England. Twenty-four years after

their first landing, the two Saxon ealdormen deemed their

position strong enough, and their conquests wide enough,

for them to assume the kingly title. Thus began the royal

line of the West-Saxons, which became the royal line of

England. The third Saxon settlement, that of the East-

Saxons, has no such definite date given to its foundation
;

but it certainly began not later than the first half of the

sixth century. Like Sussex, it never extended itself far in-

land ; but it derived some importance from its containing

two of the great cities of Roman Britain. One was Camu-
lodunum or Colchester ; the other was London. But
London, with its district of the Middle-Saxons, grew, by
virtue of its admirable position, to a greatness which gave

it a separate being. The city of ships, on its broad river,

remained as a great prize to be striven for by every con-

queror, rather than as a lasting and integral possession of

»".y one of the English kingdoms.

The settlements of the Angles, who in course of time

occupied a much larger part of the land to which they gave

their name than was occupied by the Saxons, have quite

another history from the kingdoms of which we have just

spoken. In Kent, in Sussex, in Wessex, the chief who leads

the settlement is himself the^founder of the kingdom. In
the case of Kent and Sussex, the kingdom never permanently
outgrew thebounds of the earliest conquests. Theboundaries

of Wessex advanced and fell back and advanced again

;

but they advanced by the process of bringing fresh con-

quests, newly won from the Briton, under the rule of the

already existing kingly house of Wessex. The Anglian

kingdoms grew in another way. We know, in some cases

at least, the names of their first kings ; but those first kings

do not appear as the first leaders of settlers from beyond
sea. It would rather seem as if a crowd of small settle-

ments, of the date and circumstances of whose foundation

we can say nothing, each doubtless ruled by its own
ealdorman or petty king, were gradually grouped together

into several considerable kingdoms. It is perfectly possible,

though there is no evidence for the belief, that some of

these original settlements may have actually been of earlier

date than the landing of Cerdic, of MWa, or of Hengest.
What is certain is that these Anglian states do not appear
as organized kingdoms till a later time than Kent, Sussex,

and Wessex. The chief Anglian powers were four. The
East-Angles occupied the laud to the north of the East- BoM-
Saxons, a land which the vast fen region to the west of it -AngUi.

made in those times, if not insular, at least peninsular.

North of the Humber arose two kingdoms, Bernicia and Bcmida.
Deira, whose union at a later time formed the mighty realm
of Northumberland, stretching from the Humber to the
Forth. Ida, who in 547 gathered together a number of

scattered Anglian settlements into the kingdom of Bernicia,

is the one Anglian prince during the first stage of conquest
who stands out with a personal being like that of the Saxon
and Jutish founders. From his fortress on the basaltic rock

of Bamburgh, overhanging the German Ocean, he ruled the

eastern seaboard from Tees to Forth. Of the founder of

the kingdom of Deira to the south of Bernicia we have no Deira,
such clear mention, nor do we know when or by what
means that kingdom won the possession which gave it its

chief importance. This was the former capital of Roman
Britain, Ehoracum, Eoforwic, or York." Of the process of

conquest in central England we know even less. We know
absolutely nothing of the circumstances under which the

land was won from the Briton. A crowd of Anglian tribes,

which kept more or less of separate existence till a very
late time, were gradually brought under the dominion of a
single Anglian power. This power, as growing up on the Growti
British frontier, took the name of Merce, the men of the of

mark or border, and the name of Mercia gradually spread ^l'^<^

over all central England. The date of the beginning of the
Mercian kingdom is fixed as late as 584. But this of

course does not mean a fresh settlement from beyond sea,

but simply the gathering together of several small settle-

ments so as to form one considerable power. The bound-
aries of the true Mercian kingdom may be traced by the

boundaries of the old diocese of Lichfield; but it could not

have reached to anything like this extent so early as 584.

Here then we have, among a crowd of smaller states, a Final

few kingdoms, seven or eight in number, which stand out predomi-

prominently, and fill a place in the hi.story of Britain. 5?"" "^

Among these again, a smaller number stand out at different
*'*"'

times as aspiring, with more or less of success, to the general

supremacy of the country. In all cases where a number
of kindred but independent states lie near together, a

supremacy of one kind or another is sure to come, either

by force or by consent, to some one among the number, in

which the rest are, more or less quickly, more or less

thoroughly, merged. Thus, in modern Europe, France
grew into Gaul, and Castile grew into Spain; thus in our own
day Piedmont has grown into Italy, and Prussia has gone
far towards growing into Germany. So in the end Wessex
grew into England ; but it was not till after many
struggles, many ups and downs, many changes of frontier,

that the house of Cerdic became the royal house over the

whole land. Three, or at most four, of the greater

Teutonic kingdoms in Britain became serious competitors

for the general supremacy over aU the settlements of the

race. Kent, small in geographical extent, had the start in

order of time, and was in many ways favoured by position.

But any effective supremacy on the part of Kent belongs

only to an early stage of English occupation ; the powers

among which the supremacy was really disputed were the

great Saxon kingdom of Wessex, the great Anglian king-

dom of Northumberland, formed by the union of Bernicia

and Deira, and the Anglian kingdom of Mercia, which

formed itself in the space between them. It would seem
that, sometimes at least, a supremacy of some kind on the

part of one kingdom over the whole or part of the rest was
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formally acknowledged ; and the cliief so recognized by-

common consent was known as a Breiwalda or ruler of

Britain.! Our knowledge on this subject hardly goes

beyond establishing the fact that such a supremacy was

lometimes acknowledged, without telling us anything in

letail as to its nature, or as to the way in which it was

)btained. It was not continuous ; there were times when
there was no Bretwalda. It fluctuated from kingdom to

kingdom, according to the accidents of war, policy, or per-

sonal ability. The fact that such a supremacy existed from

early times is chiefly important on account of what it after-

wards grew into. The tradition of a supremacy vested in

some one power clearly helped the West-Saxon kings in

gathering all the Teutonic kingdoms of Britain into the one

realm of England. It further combined with other influences

in suggesting the doctrine of an imperial supremacy over the

whole isle of Britain.

The establishment of these kingdoms at the expense of

the Britons forms the period of heathen conquest, which

we may reckon at about a hundred and sixty years. In the

course of that time, the English, at first established only on

the eastern and part of the southern coast, made their way
^ate II, step by step to the western sea. At the end of this period

'Ka?" ''^® whole of Britain was very far from being conquered
;

indeed English conquest was very far from having reached

its fullest extent ; but the English had become the

dominant race in South Britain. The Britons still kept a

large part of the land; but they held it only in de-

tached pieces. The English were the advancing people.

The Britons could not at the utmost hope to do more than

defend what they still kept. The work of conquest during

this period was mainly the work of Wessex at one end and
of the Northumbrian kingdoms at the other. Sussex, Kent,

East-Anglia, each gave the English race a Bretwalda ; but
these powers, as well as Essex, were geographically cut ofl'

from any share in the conquest after the first stage of settle-

ment. Wessex, on the other hand, whose later growth took

another direction, pressed boldly into the heart of Britain.

West-Saxon progress was indeed checked for a while by
British resistance under the famous Arthur. The legendary

renown which has gathered round Arthur's name ought not

to wipe out the fact that he met Saxon Cerdic face to face,

and by the rings of Badbury dealt him a blow which for a

while made the English invader halt.^ But from the

middle of the sixth century .West-Saxon advance is swift.

In 552 the second stage begins with the taking of Old
Sarum. Sixteen years later comes, doubtless not the first,

but the first recorded, fight of Englishman against English-

man. The fight of Wibbandiin (Wimbledon) made Surrey
West-Saxon, and cut off Kent from all hope of further ad-

vance. In 571 the West-Saxon border, under the Bretwalda
Ceawlin, stretched far beyond the Thames, as far north as

the present Buckingham. Still no English conqueror had
reached the sea between Britain and Ireland. From Dun-
barton to the south coast of Devonshire, the British occupa-

tion of the western side of the island was still unbroken.
Aquse Soils, Corinium, Qlevum, Uriconium, and, greater

than all, Deva on her promontory, were still British

strongholds. They had not yet changed into Bath,

Cirencester, Gloucester, Wroxeter, and Chester. The next
object of the advancing English was to break this line, to

reach the sea, and, if not wholly to subdue the British in-

habitants of the west coast, at least to break their continu-

ous power into fragments which might be more easily

' It may be, as Mr Kemble suggests, that the truer form is Bryten-
toetUda, and the truer meaning "wide rujer." But if so, it is true
only etymologically. In the two or three places where the name is

used, it is used, Rightly or wrongly, to mean "ruler of Britain."
• Dr Guest has shown that " Mons Badonicua "

is not Bath, or any-
where eUa but Badbury in Dorset.

overcome. In 577 Ceawlin took Bath, Gloucester, and Cou-

Cirencester, and carried the West-Saxon border to the ''""'f'*

estuary of the Severn, the future Bristol Channel. The
"^^

British dominion was thus split asunder. Wales and
Strathclydc, to use the geographical names of a time a little

later, still formed a continuous whole. But they were now
cut oflF from all connexion with the Britons in the great

south-western peninsula, the peninsula of West-Wales, from
the northern Axe to the Land's End. To break through the

line at another point, to seize Deva and to carry the West-
Saxon arms to the north-western sea, was the next object.

In this Ceawlin failed ; but his expedition of 583 estab-

lished a long strip of English territory along the Severn
valley. Wessex thus seemed to be growing into the great

power of central, as well as of southern, Britain., But the

second great blow which was to cleave the British dominion
into three, as it had been already cloven into two, was not

to be dealt by Saxon hands. A great power had now growu
up in the north. At various periods before and after tht

English conquest, things looked as if the supreme power ^^"'j"**

was to be fixed in the northern lands, in the city by the

Ouse and not in the city by the Thames. Eboracum had
been in Roman days the capital of Britain. The once im-

perial city was now the head of a great realm, formed by
the union of Bernicia and Deira under their conquering

king iEthelfrith. In 603 a victory over the Scottish king

JEgdern at Dcegsanstan secured his power to the north.

Some years later he broke through the line of unconquered

British territory ; he smote the Britons under the walls of

Deva, and left those walls, like the walls of Anderida, de- Taking

solate without an inhabitant. The English conquest of °^ ^J^ .

Britain, if not yet completed, was now assured. The British
J^^^

power, which five and twenty years before had stretched

uninterruptedly along the whole west coast, was now broken

into three parts. Through western and central Britain the

boundaries were still very fluctuating. While ./Ethelfrith

smote Deva, lands near to his own capital, the land of

Elmet and Loidis, the modern Leeds, was still unconquered

British ground. The dominion of Wessex north of the

Thames and Avon had rather the character of an outlying

territory stretching into a hostile land, than of the compact

dominion which the West-Saxon kings held over Hamp-
shire, Wiltshire, and Berkshire. Moreover the two great

powers of the north and the south were now brought into

rivalry and collision. iEthelfrith had done what Ceawlin

had failed to do ; and between Northumberland and Wessex
a third great power had arisen, which in a few years was
to show itself the equal of either. The West-Saxon had
reached the western sea at one point ; the Northumbrian

had reached it at another point. But the greater part of

the western conquests of both were to go to swell the

Mercian power which had just come into being. And besides

aU this, a revolution had begun which was to work the

greatest of all changes. The victory of iEtheUrith was the

last great blow dealt by the heathen English to the

Christian Britons. When it was dealt, Northumberland,

Wessex, Mercia, Sussex, and East-Anglia were still heathen.

But Kent and Essex had already embraced the gospel

York and Winchester still knew no worship but that of

Woden ; but the altars of Christ had already risen once

more in Canterbury and London.

The time of heathen conquest thus ends with the first years

of the seventh century. The introduction of Christian"ty

among the English was so great a change, it gave so diS'erent

a character to all the events that followed, that this would

seem to be the''most fitting point in our story to stop and

attempt a picture of the general state of things in Teutonir.

Britain during the first century and a half after Teutoniij

conquest began. The introduction of a new religion diii
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Sffoc'.T of not stop warfare, whether oetween Englishman and Briton

Chiia- or between Englishman and Englishman. It did not stop
*'*""^' aggressive conquest at the coat of cither kinsmen or

strangers. But it so far humanized its new converts that

warfare ceased to bo exterminating. Conquest now meant
poiitical subjugation and, for a while, social degradation.

It no longer meant the more frightful alternatives of death,

flight, or personal slavery. The lands won by the English

up to this date must be looked on as having become purely

Teutonic. The Britons were swept away as nearly as a

people can be swept away. The lands conquered after this

time must be looked on as lands in which the dominant
Teuton has largely assimilated his Celtic subjects. The
process has gone on from that day to this, and it goes on

Btill, Kent, the south-eastern peninsula, has been purely

English for fourteen hundred years. Cornwall, the south-

western peninsula, has become fully English, even in

speech, only within the memory of a generation which has

hardly passed away. Thus, in the hundred and fifty-eight

years which passed between the landing of Hengest and
the victory of Jithelfrith, a large part of Britain had
received another language, another religion, another

system of law. Old things had passed away ; all things

had become new. In the whole eastern part of the island,

from the Forth to the English Channel, and through a great,

though still somewhat undefined, central region, reaching

at two points to the western seas, the Koman and the

Briton had gone, and the Teuton had taken their place.

The three Low-Dutch tribes brought with them their form
of the common Teutonic language. Into that language a
few Roman and a few British words crept from the begin-

ning. British slaves, British women, brought in a few
humble words of domestic life. A few of the great works
of Roman civilization, such as the conquerors had never
seen in their own land, struck them with awe and wonder.
For these they had no names in their own tongue; they
therefore kept their Latin names in the English tongue.
The words street, port, Chester, thus came into our language.
Many of the great natural objects, most of the rivers, a few
of the hills, kept their earlier names ; so did a few great

cities. With these few exceptions, the vocabulary of the

tongue which our fathers brought with them remained un-
touched. It was enriched by a few new words to ex-

press new ideas, and that was all. Nothing happened
till far later times to make any change in its character, its

grammatical construction, its general stock of words. We
brought with us our language, and with our language we
brought with us the earliest monuments of its literature.

We brought with us our English Iliad in the primaeval

Song of Beowulf ; wo brought with us our Homeric
catalogue in the Song of tha Traveller. Whether they were
written or unwritten, whether they lived only in the memory
or were graven with the primeval runes, those songs were
the work of Englishmen in days before a rood of British soil

had become England. Nor need we doubt that the deeds
of Hengest and Cerdic had already been graven on the
prinijeval beech,i while yet Englishmen knew no speech but
English, and worshipped no god but Woden and his fellows.
Before the Roman made his second appearance in this
island, the national literature of Englishmen, the local litera-

ture of England, had begun.
We thus brought with us into Britain that form of the

common Aryan speech which had grown up among the
tribes of northern Germany. Wherever, during the first

hundred and fifty years of the English settlement, the
English arms reached, there the tongue of Rome and the
tongue of Britain passed away. Their place was taken by

B^^.ku^A book are the sarae word, just like the two sense's of the
«<«ii,i.,r. Write 13 equate with the High-Dutch r^si-^n, just Lke
>*••« with C<tT<it.

the speech which, with the changes that fourteen hundred
years have wrought in it, still abides the speech of England.
It. has changed, as all other languages have changed. It

has, like all other languages, bo changed that its older

forms cannot now be understood without special study; but
it has never lost its unbroken personal being. The English
tongue has never been displaced by any other tongue, as

the tongue of the Briton was displaced by the tongue of the
English. It has lived on, spoken in different local forms
in diflFerent parts of the land, changing from age to age,

losing old inflexions, taking in new words ; but it has
changed simply as the nation itself has changed, without
ceasing to be one and the same English nation ; it haa
changed, as each man in the nation himself changes in his

passage from childhood to old age, without ceasing to be
the same personal being in old age which he was in childhood.

And, with our form of the common Ar3'an language
we brought with us our form of another common Aryan
possession, which still abides, also unchanged in its personal
identity, never displaced to make way for any other system,
but which has gone through even greater and more constant
changes than our spoken language. We brought with us
our own political and social system ; that is, the form which
the political and 'social system common to the whole Aryan
family had taken among the tribes of northern Germany.
A germ of political and social life was brought into Britain

in the keels of Hengest, which, changing from genera-
tion to generation but never itself exchanged for any other

system, borrowing from foreign sources but assimilating

what it borrowed with its own essence, changing its out-

ward shape but abiding untouched in its true substance, haa
lived and grown through fourteen hundred years into th.5

law, the constitution, the social being, of England.
The earliest law or custom of England was the law or

custom of the old homes of the English settlers, with such
modifications as the settlement in a land beyond the sea

could not fail to bring with it. These modifications, as »

moment's thought will show, must have been considerable.

A conquest by land need not involve anj sudden change
;

it does not necessarily place the conqueror in any wholly
new set of circumstances. It may well be a mere territorial

advance, a mere addition of field to field, in which the last

won territory does not call for any different treatment
from the older territory immediately behind it. But ir

conquest by sea implies a breach of continuity ; the old land

is necessarily forsaken, and a fresh start has to be made iu

a new one. The political society of the old home may be
reproduced in the new ; but it is reproduced rather than
continued, and it can hardly be reproduced without some
measure of change. And a settlement made bit by bit, each
step being won by hard fighting, such as was the English set-

tlement in Britain, will be affected by all such influences as

are likely to be strengthened by constant fighting for the

possession of a new country. And in such a case, when the

nation is an army in active service, when the chiefs of the

nation are the leaders of that army, the influences which
are most likely to be strengthened are those which tend in

the direction of national unity. Or, what is almost the samt
.thing, they are the influences which tend to strengthen the '

authority of the chiefs by whom the national unity 13

represented.

The political and social state of the Low-Dutch tribes at

the time of their settlement in Britain was still essentially

the primitive -Teutonic democracy, the state of things

described by Tacitus, and which still exists, modified of

course in the lapse of ages, but untouched by any violent

change, in some of the smaller and more primitive cantons
of Switzerland. The family is at the root of everythin"
The/a'(/e of land,,the portion supposed to be enough for the
inaj'itenauce of a single family, is tlie lowest territorial unli
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The' enlarged family, iu Greek and Latin phrase the gens,

gracing by natural descent or by artificial adoption to a

common forefather, real or imaginary, divine or human, is

the lowest political unit. 'As in ancient Greece and Italy,

It constantly bears the name of such supposed forefather.

The /Escingas, the Scyldingas, a crowd of other such names,

marked in Teutonic, just as in Greek, by the patronymic

ending, are sometimes recorded in history or legend, some-

times simply left to be inferred from the local nomenclature

of England and other Teutonic lands. The territory,

originally the common territory, of such an enlarged or

artificial family, formed the lowest territorial division, the

mark or township. The cultivated land of each gens was
fenced in by a boundary line of untilled land, forming the

mari in the strictest sense. The township then and its inha-

bitants formed the lowest political unit, an unit having its

town assembly and its own political organization. Such a

political unit still forms the gemeinde, the commnne, of

hther lands. This unit has been exposed in England to

influences which have altered its character more tho-

ioughly than it has been altered anywhere else. An
ecclesiastical influence has changed the original mark into

the half civil, half ecclesiastical parish An influence of

another bind changed the primitive commuTiity, holding its

common land by its own right, into a body of tenants

holding their land of a lord. The township which had
passed through such a change became a manor.

It must always be remembered that, in the primitive

polity, each larger group is formed by bringing together

several of the smaller. Several '^eiito brought together

formed iu the Roman system the curia, answering to the

Attic <^/)arpi'a and the Spartan i.^-q. The Teutonic counter-

part of this group is the hundred. The name must in its

beginning have meant a real hundred of some kind; but

such names soon lose their proper force, and are used in a

purely conventional sense. The hundreds of England are

familiar as geographical divisions ; but their traditional

organization, administrative, judicial, and military, is fast

passing out of memory. When the English first landed iu

Britain, and for ages after, that organization was fresh and
vigorous. But it is quite possible that, even before the

voyage of Hengest, the mere name of hundred had become
purely conventional, and had ceased to imply an actual

hundred of any kind.

As a group of j'erito formed a curia, so a group of cvrice

form a tribe. In the Teutonic nomenclature, the territory

of the tribe is the gd, gau, ]ieod, or scir, in modern English

s/dre, the pagusoTscira of Latin writers, G4 organ, a name
familiar in Germany, but whose existence can only just be

proved in England, is doubtless the elder name. Shire,

from shear, does not mean a group of lesser units,

but in strictness a division, something shorn off from

a greater whole. Both names are historically true. Of
the existing shires of England some are really primitive

gas, settlements of tribes, while others are in strictness

shires, artificial divisions formed at a later time in imitation

of tho primitive gd. Tho West Saxon shires are primitive

f/ds, and two at least, those of the Sumorsastas and the

Dorsastas, still keep tho ancient tribal names. But the old

tribal divisions of Mercia were wiped out in the Danish
conquest of the ninth century. In tho process of English re-

conquest the land was mapped out afresh into shires, strictly

so called, shires grouped conveniently round a central town,
and bearing the name of that town instead of the name of

tho ancient tribe. The shire, it is needless to say, is still a
living thing throughout England, and from England it has
spread itself, commonly under the French name county,

through all lands ruled, settled, or influenced by England.
The gd was the lowest group which could exist ae a really

al.^tinc^ political power._ The uiar]j and the hundred, like

«—12

the gens and the curia, du not, at least in ^ the finished

system, whether Teutonic or Greek and Italian, aspire to

tho character of an independent state. The gd, like the

tribe, might do so. The gd might bo wholly independent

;

it might be dependent on some stronger neighbour ; it might
be incorporated into a kingdom, and sink into one of its

geographical divisions. But in any case it kept its full and
separate organization, its assembly with judicial, adminis-

trative, and legislative power, its chief bearing the title of

Ealdorman or Alderman in peace, of Jlereloga, Uerzog—the

oTparnyoi of the Athenian tribe—in time of war. Tho
alderman stood, like the territory of which he was the chief,

in various relations. He might be an independent or a

vassal prince ; he might, by the incorporation of his gd with

a kingdom, have sunk into a mere magistrate, appointed by

the king and assembly of the whole kingdom. But the

organization of the gd or shire remained in either case. So
tho Kamnes and Titienses were independent tribes, occupy-

ing their several hills. They joined together, to become
the tribes whose union formed the earliest Rome.
A system of gds or shires is thus the oldest lully

developed form of the Teutonic polity. The process ol

grouping independent gds into a yet greater division was
gradual, and went on much faster in some parts than others.

The union of gds formed a rice or kingdom ; the '"hief ol

the group thus formed was a cyning oihing. Wh?t,lt may
be asked, was the difference between king and ealdorman ?

The question is a hard one ; but one point of difference

seems plain. The ealdorman was a ruler in peace and a

captain in war. The king was more. Among the English at

least, the kingly houses all claimed descent from the blood

of ';he gods. Every king was a son of Woden. A vague
reL'gious reverence thus gathered round the king, in which
the ealdorman had no share. He was also the head of the

highest political aggregate which the ideas of those days had
reached. He was, as his name implies, the head of the kin,

the nation. The rule of the ealdorman was tribal, and
merely earthly ; the rule of the king was national, and in

some sort divine.

Kingship then, the leadership of a nation, was, in the Nature

ideas of those days, an office and not a property. As an of ""8

oflSce, it demanded qualifications. It demanded in truth the ° '^

highest qualifications, the qualifications needed i'j oue who
was to be the leader of his people in peace and in war.

Such an oflSce could not be trusted to the chances of any
law of strict hereditary descent. Or rather, the notion of

any law of strict hereditary descent was a thing v. bicb had

not yet presented itself to men's minds. Kingship then

was elective ; the leader of the people became such only by
the choice of the people ; but the right of choice was not

wholly unlimited ; the king, so custom and tradition taught,

must come of the stock of Woden. But within that stock

one member of it was as sacred, as kingly, as another. The
son of a deceased king would doubtless be his most obviou.s

successor, if there was nothing specially to suggest another

choice ; but he had no further claim beyond any other

man of his house. Traditional rule dictated that the

choice should be made from the royal house ; reason

dictated that it should fall on the worthiest of the roya!

.house. The union of these two feelings led to that mixture

of election and hereditary succession which we find among
the ancient English, as among most other nations at the

same stage. The king is chosen ; but he is chosen, undef

all ordinary circumstances, from the one kingly line. He is

not chosen as the heir or the representative or the next of

kin of the former king. He is chosen as that one of the

kingly house whom the people think fit to choose. He is

chosen from the house ; therefore kindred in the female line

goes for nothing. The son of a king's daughter does ni't

belong to the kingly house ; he is therefore not cligiblefor

VllI - .55
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tli9 kingly office. But the. most distant kinsman in the

malo line is as much one of the kingly stock as the king

himself, and the choice of the nation may fall upon him.

There is no point in our early constitution which is more im-

portant to insist on than this. Nothing has led to more and
greater misconceptions than carrying back the legal theories

of later days into earlier times, than fancying that every

prince was an usurper who.se succession to the crown did

liot take place according to rules which he and those who
chose him had never heard of, and would not have under-

stood.

The mstitution of kingship came in gradually among the

Teutonic nationj, and its growth was much slower in some
parts than in others. In the time of Tacitus, kingship was
clearly far from universal. By the time of the Wandering of

the Nations, when scattered tribes had begun to gather to-

gether in greater masses, it was clearly the rule. Among
the Saxons its growth was specially slow. Among the Old-

Saxons who stayed behind in Germany it never came in at

all. So both the Saxon and the Jutish leaders came to

Britain, not as kings, but as ealdormen or Heretogan. They
were of the stock of Woden, and were therefore qualiCed for

kingship ; but they did not take the kingly title till they

had made a firm settlement in the country. The institution

of kingship seems to have grown up in different ways in

different parts of England. From all that we can see of the

Anglian kingdoms, they were formed by the union of

several states into one greater kingdom. In such a case the

-ealdormen or kings of the incorporated states might go on
Bnder the superiority of the common king; but the king
sank into the imder-king, kingly in descent, kingly in office

among his own people, but owning the external authority

of the common king. In Wessex the course of things was
otherwise. There too we find several kings at once; but
all are, not only of the stock of Woden, but of the house
of Cerdic. There was moreover always one head king
over the whole West-Saxon nation. Something of the same
kind seems to have been the rule in Kent. We see, though
dimly, signs of a separate, and doubtless subordinate, king-

dom of the West-Kentishmen.

SnrU Among the Eiigli.sh conquerors of Britain we see from
•nd the beginning the same elements of political life which we

see among the other Teutonic nations, and which were doubt-
less parts of the original Aryan inheritance. The inhabit-

ants ot the land fall into two great classes, the free and the
unfree, classes each of which is again capable of subdivision.

Every freeman is a citizen and a soldier; he is, or may be,

a landowner ; he has his place in the army, his voice in

the assembly. But all freemen are not equal in rank and
honour. There is a broad distinction, a distinction so old

that its beginning cannot be traced, between the man who
is simply free and the man who is not only free but noble.

This distinction is expressed in different Teutonic dialects

by the rhyming names eorl and ceorl, jarl and karl, in

modern English form, earl and churl. These two last

•words have in modern use changed their meaning. In
their oldest sense they answer to the modern phrase gentle

smA' simple. It is impossible to say in what the privileges

of the eorl consisted, nor is there anything to show that
they were oppressive. But the distinction was broadly
drawn, and the birth of the eorl clearly entitled him to

special respect and honour, if to nothing more. And such
special re.spectand honour would, in the common course of

things, give the eorlas a preference for all oflBces and dis-

tinctions, whether honorary or substantial, which either

king or people had to bestow. The unfree class again
were clearly not on a level in all times and places. The
actual slave, the thrall, the ipeou', is found everywhere.
The class is formed and recruited in two ways. The cap-

five taken in war accepts slavery as a lighter doom than

thurU

death ; the freeman wh/> is guilty of certain crimes is de-

graded to the state of slavery by sentence of law. la
either case the servile condition of the parent is inherited by
his children, and the slave class goes on increasing. The
existence of other classes between the absolute slave, the

mere chattel of his master, and the full freeman, with his

place in the army and his voice in the assembly, is possible

and frequent, but not universal It was a natural position

either for the enfranchised slave, for the foreign settler, or

for the conquered enemy who was admitted to more
favourable terms than usual. Out of such cases there

might easily arise a class, personally free, but not possessed

-

of the full political rights of freedom. There might indeed

be many stages of imperfect freedom or mitigated bondage
between the personal slave and the free churh To some of

these intermediate ranks the slave might rise or the freeman
might sink. But such a class, though often found, is not a
necessary element in Teutonic societj'. But the eorl, the

churl, and the thrall, are found everywhere. They are

taken for granted ; and legend represented the three classes

as called into being by separate acts of the creative power
of the gods. All these, as essential elements of Teutonic

society, are found among our forefathers from the beginning.

But in all Teutonic societies another principle was at

work, which began very early to change the nature of

primitive Teutonic society. That society was a community,
a community which, like all other communities, admitted

distinctions of rank, wealth, and office, but where each

man, earl or churl, held his place strictly as a member of

the community, bound by its laws, and owing to it his

duties in war and in peace. The Teutonic community
differs from the Greek or Italian city in so far as it is not

fenced in with walls, but has its inhabited places spread

over the whole of its territory. But its leading political

conception is essentially the same. The king or ealdorman
is clothed with the authority of a leader. The earls have

their privileges, in whatever those privileges may consist. In

the assembly the king and the earls may consult and propose,

while the simple freemen merely say yea or nay. But each

discharges his duty in his higher or lower place strictly as

a member of the community. His duty, his allegiance, is

due to the whole society, not to any particular member of

it. This primitive system was from a very early time

broken in upon by the practice of personal commendation Oommai,-

to a lord. Such commendation was in its beginning strictl}- <i<»'"«.

military. In the primitive community the army is simply

the nation under arms. Each man discharges his duties in

war, like his duties in peace, in obedience to the law of the

society of which he is part. But at a very early time—for

the picture stands out distinctly in Tacitus—successful and
popular leaders began to gather round them a band of

special followers, devoted by a personal tie to themselves.

Where the chief led they followed. The tie was mutual.

For the chief to forsake his followers, for the followers

to forsake their chief, was alike shameful A personal tie

thus arose between man and man, alongside of the political

tie which bound each member of the community to the com-
munity itself. The king, ealdorman, or other chief, became
something more than the magistrate and captain of the com-
munity. He became the peruonal lord of some particular

men among its members. They became his men, bound to

do him personal service. He became their hlaford, lord,—in
the primitive meaning of the V!OtA, loaf-giver,—who was to

reward the service which they rendered to him. The new
principle spread, and gradually made its way into every

relation of Teutonic society. The personal following of the

king, his gesiSas cr companions, his fegnas or servants,

grew into a nobility of office. Thus arose the nobility of

the (hegiis, which gradually supplanted the older nobility

of birth, the 9obilitv of ^he xirU Tlie crowth of Jlie
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royal power, and the growth of the importance of the

thegnliood, naturaHy went hand in hand. A power like

that of kingship, when once establi.shed, is sure to grow.

It is specially sure to grow in a period of conquest. Tiie

king and his personal followers are likely to be foremost in

warfare ; and each increase of territory increases the power

and dignity of the king, and therewith raises the condition

of liis followers. We see the institution of thegnhood in

full force at an early stnge of the Teutonic settl«ment in

Britain. We may feel sure that the Teutonic settlement

In Britain greatly served to strengthen it. And we cannot

doubt that the change from the nobility of office to the

pobility of birth greatly affected the position of the churl

or simple freeman. By breaking down a barrier which was

purely a barrier of birth, it made it easier for individual

churls to rise to a higher rank. But by gradually confining

office and power and influence to the king's personal follow-

ing, it tended to degrade the position of the churls as a

class.

This relation of a man to his lord might be on any scale.

It might be contracted between men of any rank, between

weaker and a more powerful king, between a poorer and

a richer churl, or between men of any of the intermediate

ranks. In its higher degrees the relation was political ; in

its lower degrees it was purely social. It spread alike up-

wards and downwards, till it became the rule and not the

exception. It came to be looked on as the business of every

man to seek a lord, and at last the lordless man had legal

disadvantages. Still the relation between a man and his

lord, the voluntary commendation of a man to his lord, was

in itself a relation purely personal, and had nothing to do
with the holding of land. But the two things might easily

be brought into connexion with one another. And as the

practice of commendation grew, analogous changes gradually

affected the tenure of land. In both cases the personal

relation grew at the expense of the public relation. The
community lost, and the individual gained,

lure The land of a Teutonic community is primarily the
JaDd. property of the community itself. It is folklatid, ager

jmblicus, the land of the people. But here, as everywhere

else; private property in land gradually arose ; that is, the

community granted out parts of the common possession to

its individual members. The pictures of Cresar and Tacitus

show that, in the time between them, the institution of

private property in land had already made some advances.

When it has once begun, it is sure to advance. It would

specially advance with every conquest ; each man would

claim to have his personal share of the soil which he had

ilk- helped to win. Thus, alongside of ihs folkland, the land

adnndof the community, grew up the private estate, the edel,

"* odcd, or allod. This is land which is a man's very own,

the gift of the community, held according to the laws of

the community. It is not the gift of this or that man,

owing any service to this or that man. As the king's

power grew, as he came to be looked on more and more as

the representative of the community, the land of the com-

munity came step by step to be looked on as his land. In

the sis hundred years between the English conquest of

Britain and the Norman conquest of England, the/ott/ajic/,

the ager publicus, passed into terra regis, the land of the

king. As the community could at all times grant away its

own land, the doctrine gradually grew that the king, the

Lead of the community, could grant it away also. In the

first stage he granted it only with the assent of the com-

munity ; in a later stage he came to dispense with that

assent. Land thus booked, granted by a written document,

to whomever the king would, but of course mainly to his

personal followers, became bookland. The lord was the

giver of bread to his man, and the land of the community was

the nohlest form of bread that he could give hira. And, as

things went on, ho might sometimes grant him more than
the land itself. The primitive community, great or small,

from the township to the nation, had the righ ts of a commun-
ity; it had judicial and administrative powers. From those
powers it might be deemed a privilege for the royal grantee Orii^n

to be exempted. Ho might be clothed with exceptional nimion

judicial powers within his own lands; the next stage woulc)

be for those powers to spread themselves over the lands o(

his neighbours. The privileged landowner within a com
munity might grow to be the lord of the community. The
township might grow into the lordship ; its free assembly
might grov/ into the court of the lord ; the land itself, so

much of it as escaped the lord's clutches, might be declared

to be held under the lord. In the fictions of lawyers things
are commonly turned about. The exception is declared to

be the rule, and the rule to be the exception. If the com-
munity contrives to save any fragments of its ancient rights

from the grasp of the lord, those fragments are at last judi-

cially declared to be held only by the lord's grant. If no
grant can be found in real history, legal ingenuity will be
ready to assume one.

All land was by immemorial custom burthened with three Xhe

duties. Tc the repair of bridges and the repair of trinoda

fortresses all land w.13 bound to contribute. And the duty
''*""*•

of every member of the community to serve lu arms when
called on for the defence of the community was so far a
charge \ipon the land that a certain amount of land had to

supply a certain number of men. But this is not military

service in the later sense ; the land is not held of a lord

by a military tenure; the personal duty of serving in the

fyrd, the militia of the community, is not a duty paid by
the man to his lord, but by the member of the community
to the community itself. The primitive militia of the com-
munity and the personal following of the lords form two
distinct elements, which often appear as distinct in the
records of early warfare. The strictly military tenure, the

holding of land from a lord on condition of doing him
military service, does not concern us as yet.

The English settlers in Britain thus brought with them inflnenej

all the elements of Teutonic society as they stood in their of th»

day. The distinction of earl, churl, and theow went on in
'^^sular

Teutonic Britain as they had gone on in Germany from time '^""l""'-

immemorial. Marks, hundreds, gds, arose on the conquered
soil of Britain, as they had already arisen on the ancestral

soil of Germany. But the circumstances of the conquest
could not fail to hasten the process by which the smaller

communities were gradually gathered into the larger. That
the genlfs settled by marks is plain from nomenclature;
and, much as in Greece the same Doric tribes helped over
and over again to found distinct Doric settlements, so settle-

ments of the same gens formed in distant parts of England
bore the same name. The gens of the Wellingas, for

instance, appears at Wellington in Somerset, at Wellington
in Shropshire, and at Wellingborough in Northamptonshire.
But the mark never could have had the same importance
in England which it had in Germany. Such a settlement

could never maintain itself alone in a country which was
being conquered bit by bit. Every settlement must from
the beginning have relied on the help of its neighbours, alike

for further conquests and for the defence of what it had
already won. Everything must have tended to closer union
among the communities which grouped together to form
the hundred, the gd, and the kingdom. The gd must, from
the first, have been the lowest group capable of real separate

being. And in Wessex at least, each gd, as it was formed,

was placed under the rule of an under-king of the royaJ

house. In central England the gds, each doubtless under its

separate king or ealdorman, often remained really distinct

till they were swallowed up by the growing power of Mercii
All these groups, greater and smaller, mark or town'
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aiiip, hundred, go. or shiro, and kiii^jdom, kept the

constitution of the primitive community, modified by

Buch changes as change of circumstances could not fail

to bring with them. So far as we can get any glimpses

of any of them, we see in all alike the same elements.

There is in all the presiding chief, the leading men propos-

ing and debating, the whole body of freemen saying yea or

nay to their proposals. The chief change was one of the

highest practical moment, but which was not the result of

any sudden revolution, or even of any enacted law.

Democracy may change into oligarchy by the mere working

of the laws cf time and space. Tho simple freeman may
have the same right to appear in the assembly of the king-

dom which he has to appear in tho assembly of his own town-

ship. But he is far from being so likely to be found there.

Mere distance settles the question. Only the more wealthy

and the more zealous will go long journeys to take a part

in public affairs. Thus the assembly, popular and unlimited

in its theoretical constitution, silently narrows till it

becomes an assembly of the chief men, with such only of

the common freemen as live near the place of assembly or

are drawn to it in greater numbers than usual on some

occasion of special excitement. The assembly of the king-

dom, the Witenagemot or Meeting of the Wise, gradually

took this character. There was no need to shut the mass

of the people out : they shut themselves out. In the

Scirgemit, the assembly of the shire, we see the working of

the same law. Attendance has to be enforced by law ; at

least a minimum number for each district is fixed. This

practically comes to. confining the assembly to those who
are specially summoned; for a special summons to certain

members is always found to lead in the end to the ex-

clusion of those who are not summoned. In this way,

•without any formal change, by the mere working of natural

causes, the popular character of the primitive assemblies

died out. It died out of course more thoroughly in the

higher assemblies than in the lower. The great assembly

of the kingdom, in theory the gathering of all the 'freemen

of the kingdom, shrank up into an assembly of the king's

thegns, subject to the appearance of more numerous bodies

of men on specially stirring occasions, and to the presence

of the citizens of the town where the assembly was held,

•when it was held in a town. This will always happen
whenever the assembly of a large country is primary and
not representative. The mor« purely democratic its consti-

tution, the more sure is it to shrink up into oligarchy. But
it is well to remember that, as long as our national assem-

blies kept any traces of their primitive shape, those great

meetings which chose and deposed kings, which made and
repealed laws, which made war and peace, were, in theory at

least, meetings not of this or that class, "but of the nation.

In the last paragraph we Jiave been carried on somewhat
beyond the date which we had reached in our narrative,

somewhat beyond the period of heathen England. In so

doing we have incidentally made mention of towns. The
origin of the English towns certainly comes within the

period with which we are immediately dealing. Than that

origin no part of our subject is more obscure. But one

n.gative point we may assort with full confidence; there is

n . trace of any possession, of any law or custom or office,

v/hich the cities and boroughs of England have inherited

irom the older municipalities ot Rome. Whatever likeness

may bo seen between the two is due, beyond all doubt, not

to direct derivation, but to the eternal law according to

which like causes produce like results. In the primitive

Teutonic system, in the system reaching from the mark up
to the kingdom, there was no place for walled towns. The
early Teuton looked on the walled town as a prison. When
iu after times strictly English towns arose, their position

*va.i wholly different from that of tho Roman towns. The

Roman town was the centre and mistress of everything

within its own range. The city was a commonwealth ; the
surrounding country was little more than a subject district.

Without a city there could, in Greek and Roman ideas, be
no organized political or social life. In the Teutonic system,

on the other hand, towns were wholly unknown, and they

have never in any Teutonic country come to fill the place

which they have always filled in southern Euiope. The
difference between English social life and that of the

southern part of tho European continent, the shrinking of

the Englisli upper classes from town life in any shape but

that of the capital of the kingdom, dates from the very be-

ginning of our history. In southern Europe the city is an

essential of life; in England it is a kind of accident. When
English towns did arise, they were simply districts where

houses stood thicker together than elsewhere. The town
waa a nuik, a hundred, perhaps a shire, in which more
men lived within a smaller space than they lived in other

marks, hundreds, or shires. But the question here arises,

When did the English conquerors of Britain begin to occupy
walled towns at all 1 It is certain that in many cases the

Roman town was simply forsaken by its English conquerors.

At Pevcnseyand Silchester the inhabitants wereslaughtcred,

and the walls left standing empty for ever. It is equally cer-

tain that in other cases, as at Bath and Chester, the Roman
walls, after standing empty for a while,—in the case of Ches-

ter for the ascertained period of three hundred years,—were
again inhabited by settlements of Englishmen. The ques-

tion is whether this last was the case with all the Roman
sites which were won during the time of heathen conquest

and which became English towns in later times, or whether
any of them were continuously inhabited, and simply passed

from British to English occupiers. It is quite certain that

in some cases the period of desolation, if there was any,

must have been short. If London, Canterbury, York,
Lincoln, Colchester, ever stood void and forsaken, they must
have been settled afresh very soon. Some at least of them
were again inhabited cities at the end of the sixth century,

London'and York, above all, would doubtless hold out long

after all the surrounding country had been subdued. They
may have held out till the conquerors had laid aside some-

what of their first rudeness, and had learned to see that a

city and its walls were a valuable possession. In some
then of the greatest cities we may believe that their con-

quest was comparatively late, and that, when they were
conquered, they immediately became dwelling-places of the

conquerors. It may then well be that there never was a

moment when the walls of Eboracum, thewalls of Augusta

—

the old city once called London and afterwards to be called

London again—ceased to gird in the dwelling-places of

man. The point is that the connexion between Eboracum
and Eofonoic, between Augusta and Lundenbyrig, is a con-

nexion purely geographical. The Briton went out, apdthe
Englishman came in. The rulers and the people of the

Teutonic commonwealth had no political succession from

the rulers and people of the Romau commonwealth which
.had once occupied the same soil.

Of English law during this time we nave no contemporary!

monuments. But law in its first form is the same as

custom; the earliest written codes are simply the customs

of the time set down in writing. We have no written

English laws till after the introduction of Christianity ; the

oldest written code bears the name of the first Christian

king. But the dooms of .iEthelberht, and the dooms o'

much later kings, are, in all those points which are no',

clearly modified by Christianity, good evidence for the lawo

or customs of heathen times. Our oldest laws set before

us a society in which the position of the king is well marked,
and where he summons his people to him, doubtless to ths

general assembly of his realm. The cl.isscj of eorl^ ctorl.
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mid peou) are plainly mpritccl' 0! tLe thefju, in the earliest

Code of nil, there is no mention. We havt mciitioihalso of the

classes intermediate between the freeman and the slave,

the liel namely and the esne. But we see no signs of a

society containing men of distinct nationalities ; there is

nothing answering to the mention of the Jtomans in the

codes of the continental Teutons, or to the mention of the

Welsh in other English codes which were drawn up at a

later time and under other circumstances. The first

Kii^lish laws are drawn up for a purely Teutonic people,

keeping their old Teutonic customs. Two of the most

; characteristic features of ancient English law are there in

their fulness. Every man has his value; but his value

dilfers according to his rank. Every freeman's oath is

worth something ; but the oath of the carl is worth more
than the oath of the churl. Death or injury done to any
nun has its penalty ; but the penalty is higher or lower

according to the rank of the person injured. In short, in

111! the early codes, in England and elsewhere, the state has

already step[)ed in to regulate and modify the natural

desire for vengeance on the part of the injured person or

his kinsfolk. The natural avenger of the slain man seeks

for the blood of the slayer ; the state steps in and persuades

him, in Teutonic England no less than in Homeric Greece,

to accept of a money payment instead of the gratification

of his vengeance. The right of a man in a slate of nature

to do himself justice with the strong arm, thsf'tfhJe or /euj
—the source of the private war and the duel of later times

—is not wholly set aside ; but it is regulated and modified,

and confined to certain extreme cases. The state in all such

oases steps in as a mediator between the wrong-doer and
the man who seeks to avenge himself upon the wrongdoer.
It takes the right of punishment out of his hands into its

own. The later legal doctrine that a wrong done to any
member of the community is a wrung done to the com-
munity itself, and to the king as its head, has not yet been
reached. A crime. done against the king is more heavily

punished than a crime done against another man; but that

is simply because the king fills the highest place in the long

jgradation of ranks. The first notion of a crime against the

state as such seems to come out in that venerable enact-

ment which looks like the origin of one branch of our

modern privilege of parliament—" If the king his people to

liim call, and to them then man evil do. twofold bot and
to the king fifty shillings."

••^ The language, the laws^and^the constitution which the
mlonic English settlers in Britain brought with them from their
'S'"" older homes were in the course of ages to undergo many

changes ; the newer forms were to part away widely from
the older!; but all was to be gradual growth, gradual

change; there was to be no sudden revolution, no supplanting

of one torigue by another tongue, of one law by another law.

But the 'English had brought with them from their older

L<mies adother possession which was to pass utterly away,

a system which was to be thoroughly supplanted by a rival

system of foreign birth. With their language and their

laws tlfey had brought with them their religion ; and while

their language apd their laws were to abide, their religion

was tf. pass away' The old religion of the English was,

Jike their language and their laws, that form of the common
Aryan heritage which had grown up among the people of

northern Germany. The old Teutonic faith is best known
to us in the jioetry and legends of that branch of the race

ivhich clave to it longer than the rest, in the Eddas and
agas of the Northmen of Scandinavia. Our system wag

/Ibubtless essentially the same as theirs, though, as it was
laid aside by both High and Low Germans earlier than it

Was in Scandinavia, it may never have reached among them
'hc'same full iwctic devclopmeat .which it reached in more I

northern lands,' The names of the chief goaa, Woden
Tliunder,^ Erigga, and the rest, are the same with onlj

dialectic differences. The name of one of our old gods is

of special interest ; the great Aryan power of the sky, Zeus
himself, appears among us, though with lessened honours,
under the English form of 2'tw^ He, with his fellows,

gives his name to a day of the week; and his name, like

that of his fellows, may be traced in the local nomenclature
of our laud. Of that laud the Teutonic gods took full

possession along with their worshippers. The creed of the
Roman aud the Briton passed away with those who pro-

fessed it. The still unconquered Welsh never thought of

undertaking the work of missionaries among the conquerors
and destroyers of their brethren. And they would have
had small chance of being hearkened toby those conquerors
and destroyers, if they had undertaken such a task. It was
otherwise when a new light came from lands beyond tho
sea, between whose people and ours there reigned no such
mutual scorn and hatred. And above all things, it was
otherwise when the call to a new faith came directly from
the capital of the western world. The English folk were
first called on to cast aside the faith of Woden and to

embrace the faith of Christ by men who came on that

errand from Rome herself, at the bidding of the acknow-
ledged father of Western Christendom.

The conversion of the English to Christianity was not Conv«5

only one of the great turning-points in the history of '*'°° °£
England; it was one of the great turning-points in the, f j''

history of Christianity itself. It was, as far at least as the chris-

West is concerned, a conversion of a kind that was tiauitj

altogether new. Christianity is historically the religion of

the Roman empire ; wherever the influence of Rome, East
or West, has spread, there Christianity has been dominant

;

beyond that range it has taken little root. The Teutonic
conquerors of the continental provinces accepted the religion

of. the empire as they accepted its laws and language. At
the end of the sixth century, all the subjects,- all the western
conquerors of Rome, were Christian. Heathendom took iii

only the lands, like Scandinavia and Germany beyond the
Rhine, which had never formed part of the empire, together
with the one Western land which had wholly fallen* awao
from the empire. The conversion of England was the first

strictly foreign mission of the Western Church. It was tho
first spiritual conquest of a people wholly strange, a peopl"
who Btoou in no kind of relation to Rome and her civiliz9'

tion. It was iLc first act of a long seiies c^f spiritual°con-

quests which gradually brought all Europe within the pale
of the Church. And it was more than the first act of
the series ; it enlisted in the missionary work the people
who were to send forth the most successful apostles to
other lands. The conversion of England directly led to

the conversion of heathen Germany and Scandinavia.

Gregory, who was so anxious for the soul of Trajan, v/as

himself a spiritual Trajan, enlarging his spiritual empire by
conquests more lasting than the earthly conquests of Trajan
himself. The conversion of the English to Christianity

carried with it the readmission of Britain into the genera)

world of Europe. Throughout the fifth and sixth centuries

the notices of the affairs of Britain in continental writers

are rare and meagre beyond expression. They stow thai

Britain had fallen back into the isolation of the days before
Caisar; it had again become an unknown world, a world
about which any kind of fable might be pi.fely uttered
Such rare intercourse as that world had with the Roman
world was through the Teutonic masters of Gaul, the
Franks. And it may be taken as a sign that, in the latfei

' punffir, piinor, in luodem form Tliunaer, is the true English

name. The more familiar (orm Thar is, lil;e most Scandiaaviai
forms, a ooutractiou. Thursday is for Dumlicsda'^
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years of the sixtii century, Kent at least must have been

striving to bring itself within tbo European circle, when
we find its king ^thelborht married to a Christian wife,

the daughter of a Prankish king. It is to be noticed how-

ever that neithi^r the queen herself nor the Frankish bishop

whom she brought with her seem to have directly done

anything for the conversion of the king or his people.

That work could be done by nothing short of the majesty

of Rome.
One point which cannot be too strongly insisted on at

this stage is that the Church of England which was founded

by Augustine has nothing whatever to do with the early

British Church. In after times certain British dioceses

aubmitted to English ecclesiastical rule, and that is all.

The Christianity of England did not come wholly from any

single source ; and one of the sources from which it came
was found within the British islands. But that source was
not a British souico. The Roman planted; the Scot

No watered ; but tbe Briton did nothing. He not only did

pritish nothing; ha refused to do anything; he would have
Share, nothing to say to Augustine's invitation to join in preaching

the gospel to the heathen English. Theologians may dis-

pute over the inferences which may be drawn from the

fact ; but the historical fact cannot be altered to please

any man. The Church of England is the daughter of the

Church of Rome. She is so perhaps more directly than

any other Church in Europe. England was the special con-

quest of the Roman Church, the first land which looked up
with reverence to the Roman pontiff, while it owed not

even a nominal allegiance to the Roman Cssar.
The COD- fpijQ conversion of the English was gradual, and, on the

erad'ual
"'^'*'^> peaceful. Christianity was nowhere forced on an
unwilling people by fire and sword, as was done in some
laicr conversions. We find wars between Christian and
heathen kingdoms in which religion is clearly one great

animating pause on both sides ; but we do not hear of

persecutions or wars of religion within the bosom of any
kingdom. Asarule, the king is cpnverted first. The great

men follow, perhaps in duty bound as his thegns. Tbe
mass of the people follow their leaders. But all is done
without compulsion ; if conversion was not always the result

of argument, it was at least the result of example. This

may perhaps show that the old religion sat somewhat
lightly on its votaries, and iu some cases the new religion

seems to have sat somewhat lightly on its converse. The
Christian king sometimes had heathen sons, and their

accession was followed by a relapse. But, in the space of

about a hundred years, all the English kingdoms had be-

come Christian. Tbe men of Wight in their island, and
the men of Sussex isolated between the sea and the great

wood, were the last to cleave to the idols of their fathers.

The seventh century was the great time of struggle between
the two religions. It was also the time when Mercia
first stood forth as an equal rival with Northumber-
land, Wessex, and Kent. Kent soon sinks into a secondary
rank, and leaves the first place to be disputed between
the'three other great powers. At the beginning of the
period when the first Roman missionaries came, in 597,
the Bretwaldadom, which had been held by jElIe of Sussex
^nd Ceawlin of Wessex, was held by jEthelberht of Kent.
He is expressly said to have been supreme over all the
kingdoms south of the Humber. That this supremacy was
not a mere name is shewn by the fact that his safe-con-

duct held good when Augustine crossed the still heathen
land of Wessex to confer with the British bishops on the
banks of the Severn. Under .^thelberht, tbe Kentish
Church was planted by Augustine, and from Kent the new-
teaching spread over Essex and East-Anglia. From Kent
.too came the first conversion of Northumberland, and with
it of Lindesey, by the preaching of Paulinus under the

powerful BretwaldaEad wine o( ueira. That king had, before Tj'e'

his conversion, conquered the Welsh kingdom of Loidis and
,

."'

Elmet, and had made Northumberland the first power in /.jj

Britain. His first rivalry was with AVessex, which he wal

brought to acknowledge his supremacy. After his conver-

sion he had to endure the more dangerous enmity of two
powers which united against him on dilferent grounds,

The Teutonic conqueror was hateful to the Briton Ca;dwalliv

whose kingdom of Strathclyde, cut off from his southero

countrymen by the victory of jEthelfrith, was still a power-

ful state. The Christian convert was hateful to the

heathen Penda, under whom Mercia first became great.

Before the two Eadwine fell at Heathfield in 633, and with

him fell for a moment the Christianity and the power of

Northumberland. The new power of Mercia giew equally

to the south at the expense of Wessex. But this first

burst of Mercian power was not to be lasting. Before

long Northumberland was again united, powerful, and
Christian, under the Bernician Bretwaldas, and her power
and religion were first restored for a while by Oswald the

saint. He overthrew his British and Christian ei,fcmy at

Ileavenfield in 635. This is a date of importance. In
some sort it marks the completion of the English conquest.

Much British land was still to be n'on by hard fighting

;

but Csedwalla was the last British prince who could wage
aggressive and dangerous warfare against an English

rival. Against his heathen and English enemy Oswald
was less successful. He too, like Eadwine, fell before

Penda at Maserfield in 642. A time of confusion and
division followed, but under Oswiu, the next Bretwalda,

Northumberland rose again. In 654 Penda fell before him
at Winwedfield, and the armed strife between Christianity

and heathendom was at an end. The second conversion of

Northumberland, and the conversion of Jlercia which Conn

followed the fall of Penda, were chiefly the worK of the

Scots. That name, it must be remembered, though it does

not shut out the Scottish colony in Britain, primarily means
tbe original Scots of Ireland. Columba and his successors

in their holy island linked the two together, and both

were zealous in the missionary work, both in Britain and
on the continent. But, though a large part of England
thus owed its Christianity to the Scots, yet the special

Scottish usages didjiot abide in the churches of Northum-
berland and Mercia. After much debating, the Bret-

walda Oswiu adopted, on behalf of his people, the usages

of Rome and Kent. Meanwhile Wessex had been converted Conve

by an independent mission from the Franks of Gaid under ^J?"
"

its apostle Birinus. The heathendom of Sussex gave way in
gussei

681 to the preaching of the Northumbrian Wilfrith, and a and

few years later the men of Wight, the last abiding-place Wight

of the old gods, were partly converted by Wilfrith, partly

slaughtered by the West-Saxon Ceadwalla. All England

was now Christian ; and the English Church -nas finally

organized between 668 and 690 by Theodore of Tarsus.

The Roman, the Scot, and the man of the East, thus all

worked together to bring the English conquerors of Britain

within the pale of the Christian Church, and thereby within

the general world of Europe.

There is something wonderful in the way in which

Christianity fitted itself in, so to speak, to the old Teutonic

institutions of England. The change in men's thoughts,

the change in their ways of looking at most things, must
have been great ; but there is no sudden break. The old

political and social state goes on ; the old laws and institu-

tions are not abolished ; they are hardly modified ; all

that happens is that many new laws are inserted among
the old. But the laws bear the old character. The old scale

of ranks is enlarged to take in some new members, in the

form of the various degrees of the Christian priesthood.

Sonje new crimes are forbidden : some new observances are

sion c

Merd!
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Addition enjoined ; but the spfrit of the law, the nature of the
(o the penalties, the manner of their execution, remains the same,
eldor le- .^.^^ various ranks of the clergy have their value, in

' Teutonic fashion, along with the various ranks of the laity.

Churches arose, and the fabrics, with their ministers and

their property, were placed under the protection of the law.

Provisions against idolatrous practices are found ; but the

old faith passed away so easily that but little legislation of

this kind was needed. The land received a new geo-

graphical division in the form of ecclesiastical provinces

and dioceses ; but these commonly followed the existing

civil geography. The extent of the bishop's diocese coin-

cided with that of some kingdom or principality, and, as

the ecclesiastical divisions underwent, till quite late times,

much less change than the civil ones, the boundaries of

the dioceses are our best guides to the boundaries of the

old kingdoms and ealdormanships. Nowhere was the

Church more thoroughly national than in England. The
old assembly of the shire received . the bishop as a new
chief, along with the r.ncient ealdorman, and the two sat

together jointly to hear matters which the more minute
jurisprudence of a later time divid"Bd into causes eccle-

siastical and causes temporal. Bishops, abbots, and other

ciiurchmen, became prominent in the counsels of kings

and in the assemblies of the nation. A century or

two later, we even find them leading the national armies

to battle. Through the whole native history of England,

we find no traces of any of the controversies between
Church and State which show themselves in later times.

Jn truth, Church and State did not exist as two distinct

bodies ; they hardly existed as two distinct ideas. As the

urmy was the nation in its military aspect, so the Church
K-as the nation in its religious aspect. The leaders of the

body might be different according to the matter in hand

;

but the body itself was one.

This strongly national character of the ancient English
Church naturally followed on the time and manner of the

conversion of the English nation. The English were, not

like the Teutonic conquerors on the continent, in whose
eyes the Church was a Roman institution,, alongside of

pther Roman institutions. .In Gaul and Spain, for some
generations after the Teutonic conquest, ecclesiastical

power and office remained in the hands of the conquered.
Tn some later conversions the Church was a foreign insti-

tution through an opposite cause. It was an institution

forced on the people by their conquerors. In England
heither of these causes of separation had any being. The
English of their own frse will accepted the creed of foreign

teachers ; but the Church was not to them a foreign insti-

tution. The first two or three bishops of each see were
necessarily strangers ; but as spon as Englishnjen were
found fitted for such oflices, they held them to the exclusion
of strangers. It is hard to find a foreign prelate in England
between Theodore of Tarsus and Robert of Jumi^ges.
Again, when England was converted, the privileges of the
clergy as an order, the powers of the bishop of Rome as

their head, were things which were still in their infancy.

The claims made by the clergy and the popes in the
eleventh, twelfth, and thirteenth centuries would have
been unintelligible either to ^thelberht or to Augustine.
There- was nothing in England to part off the clergy, as

% body having feelings and interests distinct from the rest

of the nation. There was nothing to tempt the Roman
bishops, subjects as they still were of the Roman emperors,
to put forth the claims of an Hildebrand or an Innocent.
There was nothing to make them- claim from the newly
founded English Church anything beyond the reverence
due to a parent from a child who has already reached full

age.

Jr. khott^ if we liiuu tUroui;b pnt„:carly.li5:--j ajid s:ok

for changes in the law itself—as distinguished from legisl*

tion on new subjects—which can be said to be directlj

owing to the change of religion, we shall find few indeed.

It is indeed very likely that the power of bequeathing I'ower

«

property by will was introduced by the Roman clergy, bequest

There is a remarkable reference to the practice which
implies as much ; ' and we know that the wills of dead men
were a matter which the clergy took largely into their own
hands, and which became in the end a subject for the
specially ecclesiastical jurisdiction. Yet the power of

willing may have grown up in England, just as it did at

Rome, In the beginning a will is an exceptional act.

The testator prays the community to allow his goods to be
dispo.sed of in a particular way. The confirmation

gradually becomes matter of form ; at last it is altogether

dispensed with, and the power of bequest, once a privilege

granted in a particular case, becomes the common right of

every man. Still there is a strong likelihood the other way,
and it may well be that the power of bequest has really

been transferred from the Roman law to that of England
Only, if so it be, it must be remembered that it is no
heritage from the inhabitants of the Roman province of

Britain. It is something which was brought in afresh, as

part of the ecclesiastical system of Gregory and Augustine.

Another novelty in our law, which was directly owing Corporat

to the conversion, was the institution of ecclesiastical P'Qpept*

property. This is plain on the face of it. Nothing could
be given for the support of the new religion till the new
religion had been accepted. But the institution of ecclesi-

astical property involved something moie than this. If it

did not from the beginning imply the legal doctrine of

corporate property, it at least soon grew into it. This
doctrine is something wholly distinct from the primitive

communal property. It presupposes the intermediate stage

of private ownership. The land is first cut off from the

common possession to form the particular possession of this

or that person. Then, by a legal fiction, several persons

are clothed with the attributes of a single person, and the

artificial being called a corporation appears. Such corpora-

tions were quite familiar to Roman law ; but it is incon-

ceivable that any such subtlety should have been thought

of in primitive Teutonic times. The king or ealdorman
who gave lands to this or that church,—commonly under
the formula of giving to God, or to such and such a saint,

—

if he did not at once create, at least paved the way for, all .

the fictions apd subtleties of law with regard to corporations

of all kinds, lay and spiritual, aggregate and sole.

It was also doubtless owing to direct Christian influence urdeal

that the early jurisprudence of England came to differ in and

one singular point from that of other Teutonic nations. ""S^' '^

The wager of battle, an original Teutonic institution, one '^ *"

which was brought again into England in later times, seems

to have been altogether disused between the conversion

and the Norman conquest. It has an English name, the

ornest, but it is quite unknown to English law or English -

usage. Its place is taken by the diruCt appeal to the judg-

ment of God in the form of the ordeal. The divine power,

it was held, would directly interfere to save the innocent

and to punish the guilty. We need not suppose that the

ordeal itself was an invention of Christian teachers. The
same idea may be found in many customs in other parts

of the world. But it must be owing to direct Christian

teaching that the judgment by hot iron or hot water

altogether drove out the more warlike appeal to the judg.

' Tlie Norm.ia writer William of Poitiers (p. 123 Giles) malies
Harold thus answer William's claim by Eadward's bequest :—Ab eo
tempore quo beatus Augustinus in banc venit regionem, communem
gentis bujus fuisse consuetudinem donationem, quam in ultimo fine

6U0 quis fccerit. earn ratam habere." It is au odd quarter to go to fo*

a itatcnicnt of English law, but its soundness' cau hardly be doubted.
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ment of battle, so that tliis last came in again in after

times in the guise of a foreign innovation.

But, small as were the direct legal or political changes

'which it wrought, the conversion of the English, oven
' potting aside its purely theological and spiritual side,

was the greatest event ' in the history of our nation.

The effects which it wrought were great and manifold.

"The Roman missionaries brought with them a new learn-

ing, a new culture. The little influence which Home
had on our language and laws, before the great continental

infusion of later times, was due far more to the days of

the conversion than to the days of the first conquest.

Our forefathers translated a great number of ecclesiastical

terms, some of which we have come again to use in a Latin

shape. Still, as new things must have new names, the

Roman missionaries brought into our language a good

many Latin words to express ecclesiastical ideas, and

seemingly a few other words, expressing other objects of

Roman culture. Here was a second Roman infusion into

our Teutonic speech. It was an infusion far greater than

the handful of Latin words which we picked up in the

course of the first conquest ; but it was still an infusion

which in no way affected the purity of our native vocabu-

lary. Some foreign things kept their foreign names ; but

no native thing changed its native name for a foreign one.

The effect on language was in short much the same as

the effect on law. There was no break, no change ; only

certain new elements were adopted and assimilated by the

old:

TtB^a.ou Rut if the conversion wrought but little change in the

ISteoi- English tongue, it breathed a new literary life into the
*"* English people. The missionaries brought with them the

whole learning of their time, and, above all, the use of the

Latin language. Latin, it must be remembered, was still,

not merely the literary tongue, but the common every-day

speech of Western Europe. The dialects which grew into

the Romance languages had doubtless already begun to form

themselves ; but no one looked on them as anything but

vulgar dialects of Latin ; no one thought of committing

them to writing, or of using them for any serious purpose.

A people who knew no Latin were cut off from all inter-

course with the civilized world of the West ; a people

among whom Latin was cultivated at once formed part of

that world. From the coming of Augustine, "book Latin "

again took its place among the languages of Britain.*

But happily it always remained "book Latin." It never

displaced the native Teutonic speech on the lips of men

;

it never even shut out the native speech from the rank of

1 cultivated language possessing a written literature. Or
father, the general intellectual impulse which followed on

the conversion, while it first g'we us :i Latin literature, also

f rst made our English written literature. We learned to

'use a more convenient alphabet than the runes, a more con-

venient writing material than the beech. English was, what
the Romance languages were not as yst, so far apart from
Latin that the two languages, the two literatures, could

live side by side. One point only is to be regretted. It

is at once the strength and the weakness of the Latin

Church, and one of her i)oints of contrast with the Churches
of the East, that, wherever her system is accepted in its

fulness, she imposes the tongue of Rome as the one
tongue of religious worship. Like crowds of other laws

and usages, good and bad, this usage came about of itself,

without any set purpose ; it was only when it was objected

to in after times that arguments were sought for to defend

' The Chronicles at the very beginuing say, " Her synd on bam
iglande fif gej)e6du—.Snglisc, Brytwykc, Scottyso, Pihttisc, and

Bocladen." This translates Baeda's list " Angloram videlicet, Brit-
tonura, Scottonim, Pictorum, et Latioorum, qute meditatione scriptu-
laraia CKterU onmibus eat fa£ta conunoius.''

it. It was in England that the practice began of havin"
divine service in a tongue not underatanded of the people.
That is to say, England was the first country of wholly
fouign speech which the Roman Church had to deal with.
It had not come into any man's head to translate the mass
or the lectionary into the dialects of Gaul or Spain. Indeed
we may be sure that the time for such a step was not
yet come ; the ecclesiastical Latin was doubtless at least as
intelligible then as the English of the sixteenth century is

now. Thus men who were accustomed only to Latin in

public worship went on using it, even in a countty where
the same reasons which pleaded for the use of Latin at

Rome pleaded no less strongly for the use of English. But
this was the only error ; the native tongue was in no way
discouraged as the tongue either of devotional writ or of
translations or paraphrases of Scripture. A noble Christian
literature soon grew up in the English tongue. The only
thing to be lamented is that its growth must have put the
older heathen literature under a cloud. The songs which
record the English conquest live only in Latin fragments,
and Beowulf himself has been taught to utter Christian
phrases, if only with stammering lips.

The two ends of England contributed to the growth of the Csedinw

new English literature. Our Christian English poetry is of ''"^

Deira; our English prose is of Wessex; our Latin litera-
^*^

ture, our earliest history in literary shape, is of Bemicix
Csedmon of Streoneshalh led the way, the first of our Eng-
lish sacred poets, he who, a thousand years before Milton,
dealt with Slilton's theme in Milton's spirit—he who sang
the warfare of Hebrew patriarchs with the true ring of a
Teutonic battle-song. Next came Bajda of Jarrow, the first

who recorded English history in Latin prose, and who,
amid a crowd of Latin writings, did not forget the ren-

dering of the gospel into the tongue of his own people.

For Ca;dmon there might Lave been a place in the older
state of things ; for Basda there could have been none.
Csdmon, born while parts of England were still heathen,
might have been a heathen bom ; he might, in the self-

same spirit, with little more than tV.e change of names, have
sung of Woden and Loki instead of Christ and Satan ; ho
might have told t'ne tale of Ida warring with the Briton
instead of the tale of Abraham warring with the kings of

Caanan. But Baeda is the direct offspring of the great
religious change. The monk, the student, who never struck

a blow in battle or raised his voice in the assembly of shire

or kingdom, was a now character among Englishmen. Yet
Boeda is English too ; he is no stranger to us ; he is the man
of our own race, as the man of our race might now become
under a state of things so far removed from the thoughts
of tlie olden time. Of English prose, though in a sense it

begins .with Bsda, the true and full growth is later. Its

founder is the king who was at once the judge, the captain,

and the teacher of his people, West-Saxon jElfred himself.

We may also safely say that it was with the conversion Effect

to Christianity that the first rudiments of art were brought '" "'

back into Britain. As heathen Rome taught her culture

to the Briton, so Christian Rome taught her culture to the

Englishman How far the monuments of Roman skill were
designedly swept away it might be hard to say. Most
likely there was no design in the matter. Much would
perish in the ordinary course of barbarian havoc, and there

was no English Theodoric to guard what escaped. It is a
speaking fact that a Roman column standing in its place

is a thing unknown in Britain. We may be sure that the

art of stone building was unknown to the heathen English
in their old homes ; nor was there anything in the circum-

stances of their settlement in their new homes to lead their

thoughts in that direction. Architecture, and with it thf

other arts, painting, music, and the rest, came in again iN

the wake of ine Church. Churches were built in the styla
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itrhicii was then usual in Italy, churches of brick or stone

with round arches. Sometimes a lloman ruin was still

able to be repaired ; more commonly it supplied materials

for a new building. When the tall bell-towers came into

fashion in Italy, they were imitated in England also.

Thus arose, in England as elsewhere, that early round-

arched style, based directly on Italian models, which formed

the usual style of all western Europe till the eleventh cen-

tury. The art of those days was mainly ecclesiastical.

[Houses were commonly, most likely always, of wood till

the coming of the Normans. The Koraan military works

Beem hardly to have been imitated till the great a;ra of fortj-

pcation in the tenth century.

With the new religioa the land redeived a wholly new
class of mankind, utterly unknown to tho heathen Teutons,

the class of men and women devoted to the religious life.

Monasticism forms a marked feature in some pagan

systems ;• but it had no place in the old Teutonic religion.

iWe had not so much as anything that answered to tho

[virgins of Vesta. But Teutonic monasticism took a charac-

ter of its own. Monasteries became- private inheritances
;

the distinction was not always very accurately drawn
between the ordained monk and the secular priest, between

the unordained monk and the laymaiu Celibacy was
doubtless essential to the very laxest form of the monastic

life ; but we shall look in vain in the early monasteries of

(England for any very strict observance of the rule of Saint

IBenedipt. There was room however in them alike for the

ascetic scholarship of Bfeda and for the ruder zeal which
led a crowd of men and women of all ranks, among them
kings' daughters and even reigning kings, to forsake the

world to embrace the religious life. A large proportion of

the native saints of the English calendar were supplied by
those kingly houses whose pride had once been to be sprung

of the blood of the gods of heathendom,
ll^ffects This last idea had of course wholly to change its shape
on the under the influence of the new faith. The pedigree was

cofk'nff^
^°^ forgotten ; Woden was still the forefather of all the

4«l«ip. kingly houses. But Woden was now found out to have

been a mere mortal hero, tho descendant of Noah in such
and such a generation. We may suspect that one effect of

Christiaifity was to lessen the reverence for the kingly stock

as such, to strengthen the elective element, and to make it

easier to choose kings who were not of kingly descent.

The analogy alike of the Roman emperors and of ecclesiasti-

cal officers of all kinds would work the same way. But
kingship, as an oflBce, was in Christian hands clothed with

a higher majesty, and became an object of deeper reverence.

Jf one form of sanctity was taken away from the son of

Woden, he gradually obtained another in his new character

of the Lord's Anointed. At least from the eighth century,

perhaps from an earlier time, English kings began, as the

emperors had long, been, to be admitted to their office with

ecclesiastical ceremonies, among which the rite of unction

held the chief place. The king thus became in some
measure a sharer in the sanctity of the priesthood. He
was clothed in sacred vestments, and enjoyed sacred

privileges beyond the laympn of ordinary degree. But this

only brought out more strongly his position as holding an
office according to law. The priest, the abbot, the bishop,

was chosen and admitted to his office according to a known
law; According to the same law, he might, in case of

demerit, be deposed from his office. So it was with the

kingly office. The greater the mysterious sanctity that was
phed over the kingly office, the more was his person shorn

©f all mysterious sanctity. He held a sacred office; but that

sacred office might, like any other office, be taken away
from an unworthy holder. On the other hand, the growing
practice of personal commendation stepped in to restore the

balance, and to strengthen the king's personal authority.

8—iai»

lie became the personal lord of all the chief men in his

kingdom. They were bound to him by a voluntary tie of

personal faith and honour. But these two growing notions,

which made the king, on the one hand a personal lord, on

the other hand an ecclesiastical officer, worked together

somewhat to wipe out Die older idea of the king as the

head of the people, the chief, the judge and captain o^

the community, commanding obedience directly as the hea^

of the state, without any need either of religious consRcra-

tion or of personal allegiance.

But if the new religion thus modifiea the older ideas of

kingship, and tended on the whole to strengthen the kingly

power, it affected the national being of the English people

in a yet more direct way. In fact, it created that national

being. Hitherto there had been no tie to bind together

the various Teutonic kingdoms in Britain, except the preca-

rious and fluctuating tie of the Bretvvaldadom. Had the

Bretwaldadom been permanent, it might have gradually

fused all the Teutonic settlements into one nation. In the

form which it actually took, it was a mere momentary
superiority of one kingdom over others, which was naturally

irksome, and was thrown off as soon as might be. The
Church sowed the seeds of a truer national unity by accus-

toming Englishmen from different kingdoms to act together,

and to acknowledge a common head. England haa

national synods long before she had national parliaments!

Her kingdoms acknowledged a common primate long before

they 'acknowledged a common king. The original scheme Tb4 lirfl

of Gregory would have divided Britain into two ecclesiasti- '^''*''**

cal provinces of qfiuch the same extent. York was to have 1,^,^
taken in all Scotland ; but the claim of York to ecclesiasti-

cal jurisdiction over Scotland was always precarious, com
monly nominal, and it was in the end formally abolished.

The regular succession of archbishops of York began latel

than that of Canterbury, and the northern primate, some-

times with one or two suS'ragans, sometimes with none at

all, never practically held the same metropolitan position aa

the archbishop of Canterbury. This last became, long

before any kin^ could so call himself, the "head of Angle-

kin," ^ the chief of the English nation, irrespective of

political divisions. And such an influence was purely

national. It gave no political importance to the secondaiy,

soon to become the dependent, kingdom of Kent. It

worked however when Kent had been merged in Wessex.

to help the advance of Wessex, and to settle the general

headship of England in the south. And, in the same
way, the position of the see of York, which in practice

was not so much an archbishopric as a great and powerful

independent bishopric, doubtless did much to strengthen,

the general tendency of Northumberland to keep up »
being distinct from that of southern England.

Thus, before the end of the seventh century, Teutonic and
heathen England had embraced a new creed, and with that

creed it had received those changes in thought, law, and

custom which could not faQ to follow on such a conversion.'

One change above all afi'ects the general history. Warfare

still goes on, warfare alike with the Britons and with

Englishmen of other kingdoms ; but warfare no longer im-

plies extermination. Where the heathen conqueror carried

mere slaughter and havoc, the Christian conqueror was

satisfied with political subjection. The overthrow of Deva
by ^thelfrith may well have been .the last case of mer"

destruction. The greatness and fall of Penda form part of

the history of the conversion ; his reign was the armed

' In the poem on the martyrdom of ^Ifheah in the Chrouicleft..

1011, tho archbishop is called—
" tie J>e oei waa heafod

Angelcynnes

And cri3tendome.s."

VIII. — 36
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resistance of licatlienJom to the new faith. Hia alliance

with CiEdwalla gave the Rriton his last chance of greatness

it the cust of the Teutonic intryJer. When Ciedwalh and

IVnda had l>oth fallen before the sword of the Northum-

brian Bretwahlas, two questions were solved. The Teuton

and not the Celt was to be dominant in southern Britain
;

but the rule of the Teuton was to be a Cliristian and not a

heathen rule. Put a third question, wiiich of the Teutunic

powers iu Britain should become the head of Britain, was

still undecided. Tiiis question took more than a hundred

yoaf to settlft, and it was at last settled in a way which

was hardly to be looked for. During the greater part of

the seventh and eighth centuries the struggle seemed to lie

wholly between Northumberland and Mercia. VVessex seems

to have given up all herschemesof aggrandizement in central

Britain. She gradually loses her dominion north of the

Thames; it is sometimes more than she can do to maintain

lier owa independence against Jlcrcian supremacy.
_
But

all the while she is gradually extending her dominion at

the expense of the IJritons to the west. She is also, in

the latter part of the period, establishing a supremacy

over the smaller English kingdoms to the east. The

Wesseir of 800 a.d. was a state of a wholly different

shape on the map from the Wessex of COO a.d. Tie

West-Saxon kings, from the seventh century onwards,

ruled over a realm of quite a different character from any

of the earlier English kingdoms. Their western conquests,

from the northern Axe to the Tamar, made them, now that

the days of mere slaughter and havoc were passed, masters

of a realm which contained British as well as English sub-

jects. In the laws of Ino (G75-693) we find the picture

of a laud in which the Britons are under the full protec-

tion of the law, but in which they form a distinct class,

marked as inferior to the dominant English. The

Welshman's oath and the Welshman's life both have their

value ; but they are rated at a less value than the oath and

the life of an Englishman of the same rank. When we turn

to the laws of J^'lfred (878-901), no trace of any such dis-

tinction is left. He legislates for a purely English realm.

That is to say, the Welsh within the West-Saxon kingdom

had, in the course of those two hundred years, become natur-

alized Englishmen. The impassable barrier of creed which

divided the Christian Briton from the heathen Teuton had now

passed away. There was nothing to binder the conquered,

when once admitted to legal protection, from gradually

adopting the tongue and manners of their conquerors.

"AiUince The same work must have been going on along the

of Jlercian frontier also ; but here we have not the means of

*•*"'*• studying it in the same detail. During these hundred and

fifty years the Mercian kings spread their dominjoa a long

way westward of the boundary stream of the Severn. But

we hear far more of them as warring, often as conquerors,

agamst the English powers to the north and south of them.

But at the beginning of tlus period Northumberland still

remains the greatest power of Britain. For a while after

the death of Penda her supremacy was undoubted. Mercia

then again became uidependent, and under Wulfhere (657-

575) and his successor ^Ethelred (G75-703), who died a

monk, pressed far towards the dominion of southern as well

M of central England. Meanwhile, Ecgfrith of Northum-

berland (G70-685) was pressing on to the further north,

as the West-Saxon kings were to the extreme west.

Northumberland, it must be remembered, reached to the

Forth ; but to the west it was hemmed in by the British

land which stretched to the Clyde. This last Ecgfrith

incorporated with his dominions. Carlisle and its district,

a land which was in after days to become English again,

uow bee?*-; J English for a moment, as well as the land to

the -vast which was not to become English again. But

Ecgfriih fell in a war with the Picta beyond ihs Fo'-th, and

the dumiuion of Northumberland died with him. Tlie

northern land stdl remained for a while the chief neat of

learning and culture, the land of Caedmon and Boeda. But
its political power f'Al with Ecgfrith. The stoutest

Northumbrian kings of the eighth century could at most

keep their own borders against the Mercian, or ag;iin win

victories against the North Briton. Of the Bretwcldadom

of the seventh century they had no hope. Towards the

end of the eighth century Northumberland fell into a state

of confijsion and division, which made it an easy prey

for any enemy.
During the greater part of the eighth century everything

looked as if the chiet place in the island was destined for

Mercia. ^thelbald (716-757), OUa (757-796), and

Cenwulf (797-819), through three long reigns, taking in

more than a century, kept up the might and glory of their

kingdom. Meanwhile, in Wessex a series of valiant kings

pressed westward against the Briton, and bore up against

the Mercian. But to bear up was as much as they could

do. The fight of Burford in 752, under the AVest-Saxon

king Cuthred, secured the independence of Wessex; but it

secured only her independence ; her northern frontier was

finally cut short by Otfa. This last is the greatest name in

Merciah history. Though none of these Mercian kings are

enrolled on the list of Bretwaldas, yet the position of Offa ofla nai

was as great as that of any English king before the final Charles,

union of the kingdoms. In one way it was higher than

that of any of them. Offa held, not only a British, but an

European position. Britain was now again threatened with

annexation by a continental power. Charles the Great, not

yet crowned Casar and Augustus, but already virtual lord

of Fvome, exercised an influence in British affairs such as

no prince of the mainland had ever exercised since Honorius

withdrew his legions. That Englishmen, the famous

Alcuin (Ealhwine) at their head, held high places at his

court and in his favour was simply part of the wise

encouragement which he held out to learning and merit

everywhere. But the great Frankish king exercised direct

influence, if not supremacy, in several parto of our island.

The Scots are, at least by his own annalist, counted

among his homagers. Northumberland took back a king at

his bidding. A banished West-Saxon prince learned in his

school the art of founding empires. But with the great

king of the Mercians Charles corresponded as an equal. War
was once threatened, but only threatened, between the great

potentates of the island and of the mainland. In the next

reign Cenwulf found it needful to put it clearly on record

that neither the bishop of Kome nor the emperor of Rome
had any jurisdiction iu his realm of Mercia. These dealings

with the continental enjpire should be marked, both oa

their own account and because of the light which they

throw on some later passages in British history.

Charles, lord of the western world of Home, was not

fated to become lord of the island world of Britain. But

a nearer approach to that character than had yet fallen to

any English prince was in store for the friend and pupil of

the great emperor. West-Saxon Ecgberht went back from

the Frankish court to do in Britain as nearly as he could

what Charles had done in Germany and Gaul. He went

back to become the eighth Bretwalda, and more than a

Bretwalda. The day of Northumberland and the day of

Mercia had passed ; the day of Wessex had come. The

single reign of Ecgberht (802-837) placed her for ever at

the head of the powers of Britain. Immediate king only

south of the Thames, Ecgberht stretched his overlordship

to the Forth, and, what no Bretwalda had done before himf

he handed on his dominion to his successors. But the

dominion of Ecgberht must not be mistaken for a kingdom

of all England. He was king of the West-Saxons ; onca

only does he call himself King of the English. But the
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kingdoms of Kent, Sussex, and Essex were now, as tiis

West-Saxon sbirss had once been, ruled by under-kings of

the West-Saxon house. In Mercia, Northumberland, and

East-Anglia native kings' ijtill reigned, but they held their

crowns as the men of the West-Saxon overlord. And in

neither was the West-Saxon supremacy a mere precarious

dominion, like that of the earlier Bretwaldas. Both rela-

tions were steps towards more perfect incorporation ; they

were stages iu the process by which Wessex grew into

England,

The name of England is not yet found in any con-

temporary writer. It came into use in the course of the

next century. In truth, the oldest name for the Teutonic part

of Britain is not England, but Saxony. This is only what
was to be looked for. The lands won by the Teutons would

first receive a common name from the Celts of the island,

and that name, according to their usage, would naturally be

Saxony. The Teutonic settlers themselves would not give

their country a common name till they had reached some
degree of political unity ; but when they gave it a name,

that name was naturally England. England, in short, as a

political unity, began to be formed in the ninth century; it

received its name in the tenth. Now that the various

English kingdoms are brought so closely together, we
begin to feel the need of a geographical name which may
take them all in. Some name is needed, some name was

doubtless soon felt to be needed, to distinguish the English

kingdoms now united under West-Saxon supremacy from

the other parts of the island. The position of Ecgberht

could not be so well described as by calling him
king of the West-Saxons and lord of all England. Lord

of all Britain he was not, though he came nearer to being

80 than any prince before him. West-Wales, if not actually

incorporated, was brought into thorough dependence, and

the princes of North-Wales—that is, Wales in the modern
Oense-^were brought to acknowledge the West-S.ixon

supremacy. The Welsh of Strathclyde, the Picts, and the

Scots, remained independent and untouched.

Thus, though a kingdom of England was not yet formed,

the greatest of all steps had been taken towards forming

it. ' But the work of Ecgberht had stood but for a little

while when it seemed to be swept away for ever. Yet while

it seemed to be swept away, it was in truth both quickened

and strengthened by an event which forms one of the great

landmarks in our story, an event which has no parallel

since the first settlement of the English in Britain. The
English conquest was in some sort wrought over again.

Christian Britain was again attacked by heathen invaders,

and a large part of it was again brought under heathen

rule. The West-Saxon supremacy seemed to vanish away
;

the West-Saxon kingdom itself was for a moment over-

come. But the blows which overcame kingdom and
supremacy did in truth only enable Ecgberht's successors

^gain to do Ecgberht's work more thoroughly.

The dominion of Ecgberht passed to his son j^thelwulf

(837-858), and from him to four of his sons in su'cceosion,

/Ethelbald, jEthelberht, iEthelaed (858-871), and the more
famous yElfred (871-900). This succession involves a

constitutional point ; for we hear of a will of .^thelwulf,

confirmed by the Witan, by which the order in which his

^ons were to succeed to the crown was arranged beforehand.

There is in this no formal surrender of the right of the

nation to choose its king; for the confirmation by the Witan
was equivalent to a conditional election in advance. But
that the crown could be made the subject of bequest in any
shape shows the growth of a whole crowd of ideas which
had rio place in the elder Teutonic system. We are, to say

the least, on the way towards the doctrine that the leader-

ehip of men is not an. office but a property. This is the

Irst case of any attempt to settle the succession beforehand.

and, as in mo.4t other cases afterwards, the attempt failed.

The sons of yEthehvi'df succeeded; but they did not succeed

in the order marked out by their father's will. Anothef

point which marks the increasing intercourse between

England and the mainland is the fact that ./Ethelwulf

made the pilgrimage to Rome. Jlore than one king had
given up his crown, and had ended his days at Rome ; but

this is the first case of a reigning king thus absenting him-

self from his kingdom. On his return also he married a

foreign wife, Judith the daughter of Charles the Bald.

This is. the first recorded case of the kind since the marriage

of ^thelberht of Kent ; and we shall find only one more
in the whole line before the Norman Conquest. As long as

England remained purely England, the mothers of English

kings were Englishwomen.
Another point with regard to the succession should be.

noticed. On the death of yEthelred, jElfred succeeded,-

though jEthelred had children living. This is of course

simply an instance of the general law of choosing from the

royal house, but of choosing only one who was personally

qualified to reign. Minors were therefore passed by, as a

matter of course, in favour of a full grown uncle or other

kinsman. The children thus shut out might or might not

be chosen at some future vacancy. The right of iElfred

to his crown was not disputed in his own day, nor Las he

commonly been branded by later historians with the name
of usurper. But it is well to hear in mind that his

succession was of exactly the same kind as that of sorno

later kings to whom the name of usurper has been freely

applied. In all such cases the mistake comes from for-

getting that the strict laws of succession to which we
have been used for the last two or three centuries were

altogether unknown in the earlier stages of our constitution.

But the main history of England during these reigns, The 'Dv^

and indeed for a long time after, gathers round the succes- -st >n»>

sive Danish invasions. Christian England was now """"^

attacked by the heathen Daneii, as Christian Britain had
been attacked by the heathen English. But the results in

the two cases were widely different. The Danes were not

a people altogether foreign to the English ;_ they were of

kindred race, and spoke a kindred tongue. Had their in-

roads begun when the settlements of the Angles, Saxons,

and Jutes were still new, they might have passed for a

fourth branch of the same stock, come to share the spoil

with their kinsfolk. As it was, their nearness in blood and

speech made them disposed to accept a new religion at the

hands of the English, and in the end to merge their own
national being in that of the English, in a way in which the

English themselves had been in no way disposed to do

towards the wholly foreign races among whom they settled.

The Danish invasions of England were part of a general

movement which about this time began to carry the adven-

turous people of Scandinavia into all parts of Europe. Of

the three great kingdoms into which they settled down

about this time, Sweden had little to do with Western

Europe ; the advance of that power was to the east. But

the people of Norway and Denmark ravaged everywhere,

and settled in many places, along the coasts of Germany,

Gaul, and the British islands. The Northmen founded

powerful states, which have an occasional connexion with

English history, in Ireland, Orkney, and the Western

Islands ; but the Scandinavian settlements in England itself

were almost wholly Danish in the stricter sense.^ Their

' That there were in northern England Northmen, as distinguished

from Danes, appears from the record of the commendation of 024 in

the Winchester Chronicle. The name Korlhmm, at an earlier time,

meant the Scandinavian nations generally ; it is now specially used

to mean the mep of Norway. The Danes settled on the eastern coast

of Northumberland and East-Anglia; the Northmen would seem to

have made their way into western Yorkshire by way of Cji ceriand
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Ti:roe invasions fall naturally into three jjeriods. TLere is first a
6t«ge«of tinio of mere plunder; secondly, a time of local settlement,
DaiMsli

^^,[j(,,j DanisL dynasties are set up iu certain parts of

'Knghiid; lastly, when England, Denmark, and other

European powers had grown into something more of definite

Rhape and order, wo find an attempt, and for awhile a suc-

cessful attempt, to place a king of all Denmark on the

throne of a kingdom of all England. Of these periods it

is the first two only with which we are concerned at this

stage, and these two have their exact parallels in the two

stages of English invasion in Britain. The firit recorded

inroad of the Danes in any part of England is placed in

Northumberland in 789 ; but it was not till the latter years

of the reign of Ecgberht that their incursions became

formidable, at least in southern England. They plundered

both in Kent and in Wessex, and they leagued themselves

with the West-WelsL to meet a common defeat at the hands

of the Bretwalda.

The actual settlements did not begin till the reign of

jEthelred. In 870 the Danes, after ravaging various parts

of Northumberland and Mercia, and setting up a puppet

king in Bernicia, occupied East-Anglia, whose king, the

famous local saint Eadmund, died a martyr. Then came
their first great invasion of Wessex, and the battles of the

last days of ^Ethelred and the first days of jElfred. Then
(874-888) Northumberland and Mercia came altogether into

the power of the Danes. For a moment they overran

Wessex itself, and the realm of Alfred was confined to the

isle of Athelney. But the spirit of the great king oevsr

failed, and that of his people rose again. The Danes were
driven from Wessex, and the peace of Wedmore settled the

relations between the West-Saxon king and the Danes of

East-Anglia. A line drawn from north-west to south-east

divided Mercia into two parts. The south western fell to

the West-Sason, the north-eastern to the Dane. The
Danish king Guthrum embraced Christianity, and became a

precarious and dangerous vassal of the West-Saxon overlord.

His actual kingdom lay in East-Anglia ; the chief power
in Danish Mercia lay in the confederacy of the five

boroughs, Lincoln, Leicester, Nottingham, Derby, and
Stamford. In all these the Danish settlers seem to have
formed a patrician order, holding the English inhabitants

in bondage. Deira, with York for its capital, formed a
Danish kingdom. In Bernicia English princes still reigned

under Danish overlordship. In a large part both of

Northumberland and Mercia the land was divided among
Danish owners, and not a few places received new Danish
names. It might have seemed that the Danish conquest of

more than half England was only less thorough than the

.' EnglisL conquest of Britain itself.

But in truth the Danish occupation of northern and
eastern England did but make ready the way for the more
thorough incorporation of those lands with the West-Saxon
kingdom. Ecgberht had established his supremacy over
the English powers in those lands, But it was the
supremacy of an external master. The Danish settlements

gave the West-Saxon kings a wholly new character.

Unless we reckon the tributary kingship of Bernicia, all

the ancient English kingdoms, with their royal houses,

were swept away wherever the Danes established their

power. The West-Saxon kings remained the only
champions of Christian faith and English nationality,

rhey were now Kings of the English, and they alone.

Wark also that, by the treaty between Alfred and Guthrum,
while the West-Saxon king lost as an overlord, he gained
is an immediate sovereign. The actual West-Saxon
dominion, as distinguished from mere West-Saxon
supremacy, again reached far beyond the Thames. English
Mercia was ruled under yElfred by an ealdorman of the old

royal stock, the husband of his daughter the renowned

il']tbeinsed. Tlie Lord and Lady of tho Mercians held a
place intermediate between that of an uuderking and au
ordinary ealdorman. At the other end of Wessex, Kent
and Sussex were completely incorporated, and ceased to bo

even distinct apanages. The West-Saxon supremacy waa
more fully established in Wales, and at last, in 893, even

tho Danes of the north acknowledged it. ./Elfrcd had thus,

in name at least, won back the ovei lordship of Ecgberiit,

combined with an enlarged immediate kingdom. As that

immediate kingdom took in by far the greater part of

Saxon England, and little or nothing that was not Saxou,

ho sometimes bears, neither tho narrower stylo of King
of the West-Saxons nor the wider style of King of tho

English, but the title, almost peculiar aud specially

appropriate to himself, of King of the Saxons. His

overlordship over the heathen Danoe was doubtless far

less firmly established than Ecgberht's overlordship iiad

been over their Christian predecessors. But now, in tho

eyes of the Christian inhabitants of Northumberland
and Mercia, the West-Saxon king was no longer a stranger

and a conqueror. He had become the champion of tlieir

race and faith against their heathen masters. In that

character .Alfred himself hardly appeared. The last

years of his reign were chiefly taken up in defending

Wessex and English Mercia against new Danish inva-

sions from without. But this Christian and English Scconrf

championship is the distinct characteristic of the kings ''^""<*

who follow him, of his son Eadward the Unconquered "y^j^^^j^

(901-925), of his grandsons .Ethelstan (925-940), Eadmund
(940-946), and Eadred (946-955). Under them Wessex
grew into England, and the Oferlordship grew into tho

empire of Britain. Eadward waged the war in partnership

with his sister the Lady of the Mercians, who ruled alone Plate fl

after the death of her husband, and whose territory was on

her death fully incorporated with Wessex. The son and
tho daughter of .Alfred gradually advanced their frontier,

winning battles, fortifying towns, till Eadward, King of the

English, held all England south of the Humber as liis

immediate realm. His overlordship was more fully Tho

admitted by the Welsh and the Northumbrians, and it was kingdoni

acknowledged for the first time by the Scots and the °f

Strathclyde Welsh, who in 924 chose the English king as j^ra^
father and lord. Under jEthelstan Northumberland was

incorporated, and the immediate realm of the one king of

the English reached to the Forth. Still both he aud liis

two successors had to fight against endless revolts and

rival kings in Northumberland. The Danish land was

won and lost and won back over aud over again, till at

last under Eadred Northumberland was finally incorpo-

rated, and ruled, sometimes by a single earl, sometimes by

two, of the king's appointment. The kingdom of England

was now formed.

The first half of the tenth century thus gave the West- The

Saxon kings a position in Britain such as no English kings imperwl

of any kingdom had held before them. Dominant in
"""^

their own island, claiming and, whenever they could,

exercising a supremacy over the other princes of the

island, their position in the island world of Britain wna
analogous to the position of the Western emperors in con-

tinental Europe. It was in fact an imperial position. As
such it was marked by the assumption of the imperial

titles, monarcha, imperator, basileus. Augustus, and even

Caesar. These titles were meant at once to assert the

imperial supremacy of the English kings within their owii

world, and to deny any supremacy over Britain on the part

of either of the lords of the continental world. When we
remember that some both of the Teutonic and Celtic princes

of Britain had been the men of Charles the Great, the

denial of all supremacy in the Cssars of the mainland was

not needless. Indeed that denial was formally made over
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and over again at various times down to tlio reign of

Henry VIII.

H«!a. On the other hand, wo see during these reigns the
lions to beginning of the process wliich fixed the modern frontier of

England to the north. The Picts and the Scots of Britain

now formed what, as regarded their southern neiglibours,

was a single great kingdom north of Forth and Clyde. In

tha great fight of Brunanburli in 936 the Scots joined tlie

Danes against /Ethelstan, and shared in their defeat.

After that time the relations of the Scottish kings to the

English overlord seem for a long while to have been

friendly. During this period the Scottish power began to

make its way south of the two great firths. In 945
Eadraund conquered Cumberland. It might not be easy to

say exactly what territory is meant by that name ; but it

was clearly the whole or a part of the ancient Strathclydo.

It most likely took in Carlisle and its district, which had
not been under direct English rule since the days of

Ecgfrith. This territory Eadmund bestowed on Malcolm
king of Scots, distinctly as a territorial fief. This is

perhaps \,\m earliest case of a grant of that kind in our

history. It is something different from the commendation
of either Scots or Britons to Eadward in 924. The northern

kingdom of the Britons now became the ordinary apanage

of the heirs of the Scottish crown. The Scottish royal

house, if not the actual Scottish kingdom, thus obtained a

great establishment south of the firth of Clyde, and soon

afterwards the Scottish kings themselves made their way
south of the Forth. In the reign of Eadred, Edinburgh, the

border fortress of Northumberland to the north, became a

Scottish possession. It is not clear on what terms this

acquisition was made, or whether it was made in war or in

peace. It is at least as likely, under the circumstances of

the time, that it was a peaceful grant. But in any case it

was the beginning of tho process which brought the lands

between Forth and Tweed into tho possession of the

Scottish kings, and which thereby turned them into English

kings of a northern England, which was for a while more
English than the southern England itself.

Lesisia- This period of war and conquest was also a period of
uoa. legislation and intellectual advancement. In .^Elfred we

have the noblest name in all English history, the name of

him who united more and more varied virtues than any
other recorded ruler. The captain of his people, he was
alsD their lawgiver and their teacher. His laws, the first

that can be called a code, laws drawn up by himself and
then submitted by him to the approval of his Witan, mark,
as we have seen, when they are compared with those of

Ine, a time when the distinction of Englishman and Briton

had passed away from the West-Saxon kingdom. They
are remarkable aho for the great mass of scriptural and
other religious matter which is brought in whole into their

text. The laws of Eadward, of ^thelstan, and of Eadmund
follow, and among them we have the text of the treaty

between jElfred and Guthrum, the earliest diplomatic in-

strument in our language.. In all these laws we may trace

the growth of the various new ideas which have been
already spoken of as having gradually made their way into

the older Teutonic system. The king grows greater and
greater. Already a sacred, and fast becoming an imperial

personage, he is something widely different from the old

kings who ruled only over Wight or half of Kent. The
increase of his dignity, the increase of the extent of his

dominion,' raise him at every step above the mass of his

people. And as the kingdom grows, the right of the

ordinary freeman to a place in the general assembly of the

nation becomes more and more shadov;y. That assembly
fihrinks more and more into an assembly of bishops,

ealdormen, and king's thegns, made ever and anon more

splendid by the appearance of vassal princes and kings.

As the king grows in greatness, his immediate followers

grow also. The old nobility of the earls is finally sup-

planted by tho new nobility of tho thegns. The result of

this change is the general depression of the churls as a
class, while it becomes easier for this or that churl to raise

himself to thcgn's rank. On the other hand, the lowest
class of all begins to Lavo its lot lightened. The spirit of

Christianity, if it does not yet venture to preach tho
emancipation of the slave, brings in provisions which lessen

tho rigour of the ancient law. And we now find the first

of a series of well meant, though for the most part vain,

attempts at least to hinder the slave from being sold out of

his native land. Commerce and discovery are fostered.

Thegn's rank is held out as a reward to the successful

trader by sea. Intercourse with foreign countries becomes
closer and closer. No foreign wife shares the throne of the
basileus of Britain ; but the sisters of glorious .^thelstan

are given in marriage to the greatest princes of Western
Europe. It was a great age for England, an age of great

men and great events. The line of our hero kings, of

Eadward the Unconquered, of .(Ethelstan the Glorious, and
of Eadmund the Doer-of-great-deeds, is only less famous
than it should be, because even their names must yield to

the unequalled glory of their grandfather and father.

Towards the end of the period we see, for the first time in

English history, the person of a great minister, the wiso
counsellor of wise kings. Our first recorded statesman
who was not a king is, as might be looked for in that age,

a churchman, the great Dunstan, the guide of Englanrl
through many stirring years of war and peace. The Churd;
had made the English a nation ; a great churchman ivas

now foremost in making England a kingdom. A kingdom
she now became, not yet indivisible, but still one. But
one and strong and glorious as England stood in the central

years of the tenth century, her unity and strength and glory

were bought in no small degree by the loss of the ailcieut

freedom of her people.

In literature this was a time which saw nothing short of

the beginning of English prose. For a long time, as wo
have seen, the special home of learning and culture in

England was in the north. Wessex had her scholars too,

Kinglne's kinsman Ealdhelm at their head ; but the land
of Bseda took the lead. In the confusions of the latter years

of the eighth century the light of Northumbrian learning

seems to have died out
;

yet even at the time of ./Elfred's

accession the great king places the greatest lack of learning

south of the Thames. In the interval of peace between
the wars at the beginning and the wars at the end of hia

reign, .iElfred largely devoted himself to wipe out this stain.

He was himself the first English prose writer on a great

scale ; but his writings, in accordance with the modest and
practical bent of his mind, were no displays of original

genius, but translations, or rather paraphrases, of such

Latin works, both oii divine and on secular subjects, as

he thought were fitted for the improvement of his people.

But above anything that .Alfred wrote himself stands the*

really greatest literary work of his reign, the beginning of

the English Chronicle as it now stands. The fragmentary

chronicles of earlier times were put together ; the history of

B;eda and the records of other lands were pressed into the

service ; the work became contemporary in the minute and
brilliant narrative of .iElfred's own reign. From his day
it goes on, sometimes full, sometimes meagre, sometimes

a dry record of names and dates, sometimes rising to

the highest flight of the prose picture or of the heroic lay,

but in one shape or another never failing us, till the pea

dropped from the hand of the monk of Peterborough who
recorded the coming of Henry of Anjou. We, and we alone

among the nations of Western Europe, can read our own

Social
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story fiom Die bf^iniiing in our own toiiguo in wliich we
were born. But it must bo borne in mind tint, as we go

on, we shall find tbat the English Chronicle h not one

chronicle but many. Tlio record which began at the begin-

ning of Alfred waa in the eleventh century continued in

various monasteries, and the later parts of the several copies

muat be looked on, not as copies of a single work with

some places whera they differ, but as separate works which

Imve some matter in common. The tale is told in different

ways, with much difference of local feeling and even of

political creed. The dl.ffsrent chronicles stop at different

periods. That of Peterborough, as we have hinted, stops

suddenly in 1 1 54-.

England under jElfred was a land where foreign merit

was welcome, as under Charles the Great English merit had

been welcome in other lands. The Briton Asser, the Old-

SaxoQ John, the Prankish Qrimbald, received at the West-

Saxon court the same reception which Ealhwine had met
with at the hands of the mighty Frank. Learning now
prospered ; the monasteries were schools ; but the native

tongue flourished also. Of the wars of Eadward and
jEthelflfed the Chronicle gives us a full military narrative

;

in the following reigns the prose entries are meagre, but

we get in their stead the glorious lay of Brunanburh and
the shorter song of the deliverance of the Five Boroughs.

Ottostan. Towards the end of our present period, Dunstan, the great

statesman, began to appear as an ecclesiastical reformer.

His name is connected with the movement of the last half

of the tenth century for enforcing a stricter discipline on
the monasteries and for substituting monks for secular

priests in many cathedral and other churches. The English

clergy, even those who formed collegiate bodies, were fond

of the separate, and not uncommonly married, life of the

secular priest. This supposed laxity now gave way in

several episcopal churches to the strict Benedictine rule.

Hence came the usage, almost but not quite peculiar

to England, by which the bishop had, as his diocesan

council and the ministers of his own special church, a body
(if men who had professedly renounced all the affairs of this

world. That Dunstan shared in this movement there is no
doubt. But it would be hard to show from real history

that he was foremost in the movement ; and it is far more
certain that no merely ecclesiastical reform was the fore-

most object in Dunstan's policy. The unity and the

greatness of England wore the first objects of the statesman

whom Glastonbury gave to England.

Under Eadred the unity of England was formed. On
his death the newly-built fabric seemed to break in pieces.

The days of the grandsons of .iElfred, like the days of his

brothers, were days when brothers succeeded one another
after short reigns, and died for the most part childless.

When Eadred died, there was no other son of Eadward the

Unconquered to succeed him ; nor does there seem to have
been in the more distant branches of the royal family any
one likely to command the unanimous voice of the nation.

For a man who, though of kingly descent^ was not the son
of a king to come forward as a candidate for the crown
would hardly have been endured, escept in the case of one
who held a commanding personal position, such as was held
by no man in the realm save the mighty churchman.
England had therefore more than once during this age to
risk the woes which are denounced against the land whose
king is a child. And the realm so newly vraited risked
the dangers not only of minority but of division. The
young sons of Eadmund, passed by according to ordinary
rule on the death of their father, succeeded, for ,want of
better candidates, on the death of their uncle Eadred. The
elder, Eadwig, received Wosssx as his immediate kingdom

;

tho younger, Eadgar, reigned over Northumberland and

Slercia as under-king. The division was followed by a
period, short, confused, and obscure, but of the highest im-
portance both on its constitutional and on its ecclciiiastical

sidr. The facts which stand out without doubt are that

Eadwig was the enemy of Dunstan and that Eadgar was his

friend; that in 957 the kingdom of England was altogether

divided by the Mercians and Northumbrians declaring their

underking Eadgar full king in his own right ; that iu 059
tho kingdom was again united by the death of Eauwig and
the succession of Eadgar to the whole realm. But the causes

which immediately led to these events are told with every

kindof contradiction ; the characters of the actors are painted

in the most opposite colours. It is clear however that with

the accession of Eadgar the party of the monks triumphed.
It is clear also that under Eadgar's rule the land enjoyed
sixteen years of unparalleled peace and of unparalleled

prosperity. During his reign no word of foreign invasion

was breathed, and the two or three disturbances within the

island were of slight consequence. The well-known picture

of the lasileus of Britain rowed by eight vassal kings on
the Dee, even if some of its details may be legendary, at

least sets before us the popular conception of the dominion
of Eadgar the Peaceful On the other hand, when we turn

to the personal character of the two brothers, it is

dangerous to accept, without the closest examination, either

the crimes which the monks lay to the charge of Eadwig
or the crimes which the gleemen lay to the charge of

Eadgar. At no time in our early history did England hold

a higher position in the world iu general. And when Old-

Sa.xon Otto wore the 'crown of Rome, and West-Saxon
Eadgar, in some sort his nephew, reigned over the island

empire of Britain, the Saxon name had reached the highest

point of its glory.

The reign of Eadgar, there can be no doubt, did much
for the unity of England. By birth a king of the south,

he owed his crown to the men of the north. He strictly

preserved the distinct laws and customs to wliich the great

divisions of the kingdom, now beginning to be distinguished

as West-Saxon, Mercian, and Danish, were severally

attached. Commerce and intercourse with foreign countries

is encouraged. The ecclesiastical reform led to increased

splendour in ecclesiastical buildings, and the land was
covered with minsters built on a scale before unknown.
The kingdom thus built up and strengthened had presently

to undergo the shock of a disputed election for the crown.

Again the immediate royal family contained none but

minors, tho two sons of Eadgar, Eadward and .zEthelred. Reign 4
As far as we can see, jEthelred was supported by the party Ead-

of the monks and Eadward by their enemies. Dunstan "

therefore distinctly sacrificed his party to his country when
he brought about the election of Eadward, the elder of the

boys, whose minority would therefore be the shorter. His
short reign (975-979) was ended by his murder, done,

there can be little doubt, at the biddiug o^ liis step-mother

.iElithryth, the Elfrida of romance. Her young son jEthel-

red then entered on the saddest and most shameful reign

in our annals. His time of thirty-seven years (979-1016)

forms the most marked contrast to the short and vigorous

reigns of the heroes who opened the century. For the first

nine years of this unhappy time, Dunstan still lived ; lia

was taken away before the fulness of evil came. The main

feature of this time is the renewal of the Danish invasions,

which, after some years of mere plundering incursions, take

their third form, that of a distinct political conquest, tho

establishment of a Danish king on the throne of all England.

The constitutional lesson of this time is that, limited aa the

powers of an English king were by law, incapable as ho was

of doing any important act without the consent of his

Witan, the difference between a good and a bad king was

something which words cannot set forth. It yina foi lli6
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Witan to pass decrees ; but it was for the king to put them
in force ; and under .ffithelred nothing good ever was put

iu force. The unready king—that is the king without

rede or counsel—seems to have been incapable of any

Bettled or vigorous plan of action. He showed energy now
and then in needless and fruitless enterprises ; but under

him the kingdom never showed an united front towards

ihe common enemy. His only policy, the only policy of

his cowardly or traitorous advisers, was the self-destroying

policy of buying off the invaders with money. The
invaders are met at London, at Maldon, at Exeter, with the

highest valour and conduct on the part of the leaders and

people of particular cities and districts ; but it is always

isolated cities and districts which resist. Such local

efforts were naturally fruitless ; the local force is either

defeated by superior numbers, or, if victorious, it has,

through want of concert with other parts of the kingdom,

no means of following up its victory. Through a warfare

like this, carried on year after year, the nation at last lost

heart as well as its king. Local jealousies, hushed under

the vigorous rule of earlier kings, now rose again. It is

emphatically said that one shire would not help other.

Under such a reign the efforts of the best men in the land

were thwarted, and the places of highest power fell to the

worst men. The successive advisers of .^thelred appear as

a succession of traitors, who sold him and his kingdom to

the enemy. The last of them, Eadric, whom j9ithelred

made earl of the Mercians and married to one of his many
daughters, plays the chief part in the revolution which in

tba end placed the Dane on the English throne.

The staple then of the history of this time is loreiga

warfare, and that mostly warfare which takes the shape of

invasion of England. But this time is marked also by
foreign intercourse of another kind, intercourse which may
at the time have seemed of no great importance, but which
helped, together with the Danish invasions, to lead the way
to events greater even than the Danish conquest itself.

English political intercourse with other lands had hitherto

been mainly with the Franks in Germany and Gaul, and
with their successors in Germany, the Saxon emperors.

In the course of the tenth century, the new powers of France
and Normandy had sprung up in what had been the

western or Gaulish part of the Frankish dominion. The
king of the French at Paris was cut off from the sea by his

vassal the duke of the Normans at Rouen. While Nor-
mandy was a practically independent state, there could be
hardly any dealings, in war or in peace, between England and
France. But it was through its connexion with Normandy
that England became entangled in the affairs of France,

and the connexion between England and Normandy begins

under JEthelred. England and France might doubtless in

the end have become rival powers in some other way ; but
the way in which they actually did become rival powers was
through a chain of events of which we have now reached

the beginning. Two quarrels between .(Ethelred and the

Norman duke Richard were ended by a peace and a
marriage (1002) between. .lEthelred and Richard's daughter
Emma. Here was the beginning of the causes which led

to the Norman Conquest. Emma brought with her
Norman followers, some of whom were trusted with com-
mands in England. The kindred between the ruling
families of the two lands which came of the marriage' of

Emma led to increased intercourse between Normandy
and England, to Norman interference with English affairs,

to the settlement of Normans in England, to the claims
of Duke William and to the Norman Conquest. When
Normandy and England were under a common sovereign,

France became in some sort a neighbour and an enemy of
England. The rivalry between Normandy and France
led to a "rivalry between England and France,* and that

rivalry went on after Fiance had swallowed up Normandy.
Thus not only the Norman Conquest, and tho internal

changes which followed it, but the French wars of the four-

teenth and fifteenth centuries, and the long abiding enmity
between Englishmen and Frenchmen, have their direct

source in the events of the reign of .iEthelred.

This last series of Danish invasions began, in the form
of mere plundering incursions, in 980. In 991 a formid-

able invasion, Norwegian rather than Danish,.aud in which
the famous Norwegian king Olaf Tryggvcsson seems to

have had a share, was marked by two opposite events, each
alike characteristic of the time. Brihtnoth, the ealdorman
of the East-Saxons, died with his thegns around him in the

fight of Maldon, and his fall is recorded in one of the

noblest of Teutonic battle-songs. iEthelred's earl, as hi

calls himself in the song, met the invaders with steel; but
^thelred himself had no arms but gold. The year of

Brihtnoth's death was the very one in which the invaders

were for the first time bought off with money. In 994
came a great joint invasion under the two kings of the
north, Olaf of Norway and Swegen of Denmark. They
were beaten off by the Londoners, .^thelred again bought
peace ; Olaf, converted to Christianity, kept the peace and
vanishes from the story; but the war went on, if not with
Swegen himself, at least with his Danes. After eight years

of invasions, payments, brave local resistance, and inaction

and treason at head quarters, came the general massacre Masaacn

of the Danes in England on the day of Saint Brice in?[.^°'"'

1002. This of course does not mean the slaughter of all
""'

the men of Danish descent in England, but simply the

slaughter of those men of the invading host who had stayed

in England, under cover of a treaty. Then came in 1003
a more terrible invasion by Swegen in person, when Exeter

was betrayed to him by a Norman follower of the queen's.

A valiant resistance in East-Anglia checked the invasion al

the time, and Swegen himself did not appear again for some
years. In the next stage, in lOOG, the Danes first ravaged the

inland part of Wessex. In 1010 comes the invasion of

Thurkill ; and the battle of Ringmere near Ipswich marks
the last armed resistance. In 1013 Swegen came again.

All strength and all hope was now gone ;' .(Ethelred was Swegen

deposed^ and took refuge in Normandy, and the Danish sifknows

king was acknowledged as king—though native writers ''"'seu

choose rather to call him tyrant—over all England;

This Danish conquest of England, taking the form ot

a forced election of the conqueror, is something widely
different alike from mere plundering incursions and from
mere local settlements. It shows that we have got intc

the age of great powers. The king of an established king

dom adds another crown to the one which he has already,

and strives to give his conquest an outward show of

legality. Swegen's conquest is in this way almost a literal

foreshadowing of the more famous conquest of William
But Swegen's conquest was only for a moment ; he died

the next year ; his Danish host chose his younger sod

Cnutashis successor; the English Witan voted the restor-j

ation of ^thelred. In Denmark, it must carefully be

marked, Swegen was succeeded by his elder son Harold.

Cnut was chosen king over England only. A Danish
dynasty was to reign in England ; it was not yet ruled

that Denmark and England were to have a single king.

The war was now renewed between Cnut and Eadmuud,
Burnamed Ironside, one of the younger sons of iEthelred.

Englishmen had again a hero at their head, and, under hia

guidance, the whole state of affairs was changed. In thf

midst of this second war, in 1016, ^thelred died. A
double election took place ; Cnut and Eadmund weri

chosen to succeed by two distinct bodies of tne EnglisJ

Witan, Eadmund, it would seem,,was_chosen, at wich i
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moment, over the head and with the consent of his elder

brother ^thelstan.i A series of battles followed, in

y/hich Eadmund had decidedly the upper hand, till the last

fight at Assandun, that is, Ashington in Essex, was lost by

the treason of Eadric. The kingdom was divided ; Ead-

mund took the south with a formal supremacy ; Cnut took

the north. The division was hardly made when Eadmund
died mysteriously, by the practice of Eadric, as men
deemed. And now another and final election gave Cnut

the crown of the whole realm.

The personal character of Cnut, his gradual change from,

a barbarian conqueror into a king who stood beside

.Alfred in the memory of his people, makes him one of the

most interesting studies iu our whole history. But we
have hero to deal mainly with the political results of his

accession. England was now brought more closely than

ever into relations with other parts of the world. But
those relations took a shape which was altogether new and

nnexpected. Cnut was a conqueror, and his establishment

in England was a conquest, so far as that a foreign king

made his way to the English crown at the sword's point.

And, when he had worn the crown, he did not scruple to

secure it by the death or banishment of such Englishmen

as he thought dangerous to him, either on account of their

connfixion with the former royal house or on any other

ground. But, when he had once made himself safe on the

throne, there was nothing more of the conqueror about

him. England was neither oppressed nor degraded under

his rule. His government, his laws, were framed after the

pattsrn of those of the ancient kings. He sent home his

Danish army, keeping only a body of chosen guards, the

famous housecarls. These were the first standing army
known in England, a body of picked men, Danes, English-

men, or brave men from any- quarter. Cnut gradually

displaced the Danes whom he had at first placed in high

offices, and gave them English successors. He raised an
Englishman, the renowned Godwine, to a place second only

to kingship, with the new title of Earl of the West-Saxons.

In her foreign relations, England, under her Danish king,

Bie do- was ia no sense a dependency of Denmark. England was
TOinions. i\ie centre, Winchester was the imperial city, of a northern

empire, which rivalled those of the East and the West.

Cnut, it must be remembered, was chosen to the crown of

England first of all, while still very young. To that crown

he added the crown of Denmark, on the death or deposition

of his brother Harold. He won Norway, which had
revolted against his father, from its king Olaf ; and he

seems to have established his
.
power over part of Sweden

and other parts of the Baltic lands. But all these were

acquisitions made by one who was already " King of all

E.'iglandi"^ they were largely won by English valour,

and the complaint in Denuiark and elsewhere was that

Cnut made his northern kingdoms subordinate to England,

and preferred Englishmen rather than natives to high offices

in them. At home, after the first years of his reign, his

rule was one of perfect peace. In 1018 a Scottish victory

at Carham secured all Lothian to the Scottish king. This

was the carr3ring out of the work which had been begun
by the Scottish annexation of Edinburgh. Whether there

had been an earlier grant, or an earlier conquest, of

Lothian is uncertain. Of its Scottish occupation from

^ This ia merely a probability, not an ascertaiued fact ; but several

circumstances point to such a supposition, there is nothing to con-
tradict it, audit would explain several difficulties. See History of the

Norman, Conquest, i. 691, ed. 3.

2 Up to this time the title is always " King of the English," never
"King of England." Cnut uses the special style of "King of all

England," ."Eex totius Anglia;." This is not strictly a territorial

style : still less is it the style of a conqueror. The object is to distin-

guish his kingship over all England from his earlier divided kingship
«he» tJiB land wns parted between him and Eadmund.

this time there is no doubt. But in 1031 Malcolm of

Scotland, and two under-kings, the famous JIacbcth and
one described as Jehmarc, did full homage to the King gf

al' England. The northern king thus held his dominions
in three distinct forms. In Scotland proper he was simply
under the terms of the old commendation. Cumberland,
whatever extent of territory comes under that name, was
strictly a territorial fief. Lothian was an earldom heid
within the kingdom of England.

The position of Cnut, both as a man and as a kin.j,

derives a special interest from his being a convert to

Christianity. His father Swegen was an apostate. He
had been baptized in his childhood or youth ; but he cast

aside his new faith, and carried war into England as a
heathen conqueror. His son Cnut was baptized in the

course of his English wars, and he appears in English

history as a Christian king, a devout king, a special favourito

of the Church and her ministers. His laws are strong ou
all ecclesiastical points, and they contain—what was need-

ful in his day, but which had not been needful, in Wesser
at least, for some ages—a crowd of provisions for the

suppression of heathen worship. In Denmark he appeals

as completing the conversion of that kingdom which had
already begun. His newly born religious zeal led him, like

.iEthelwulf, to make the pilgrimage to Rome. His recep-

tion there by the pope, the emperor, and the Burgundian
king, helped to raise the position of England and her

sovereign in foreign eyes ; but it had no other political

result.

One change, the fruit of which was chiefly seen a little Cnnt't

later, was made by Cnut in the administration of the earls,

kingdom. As far as we can see, the rule had hitherto

been for each shire to have its own ealdorman. One
ealdorman sometimes held several shires, and the arrange

ment, at any rate under ./Ethelred, was confused and
fluctuating ; under Cnut it was organized in a new shape.

Four great chiefs were set over the four great divisions of

the kingdom, Wessex, East-Anglia, Mercia, and Korthum-
berland. The Danish title Jarl or Earl, hitherto used

only in Northumberland, was now substituted for ealdor-

man. We find also smaller earls of one or more shires
;

but it is plain that these were subordinate to these great

governors. Wessex, above all, received now for the first

time, in the person of Godwine, a governor distinct from
her king.

The relations between England and i^ormandy now get Relatiom

closer and more important. ./Ethelred had found shelter withNor

in the Norman court with his brother-in-law Duke Richard. ^^^^'S-

The young .(Ethelings, jElfred and Eadward, the sons of

.(Ethelred and Emma, were brought up at the court of their

uncle. But, strange to say, their mother Emma entered

into a second marriage with Cnut himself, who must have
been many years younger than she was. With Richard of

Normandy Cnut kept unbroken peace ; but Richard's more
adventurous son Robert asserted the rights of his cousins

and threatened— perhaps attempted—an invasion ofEngland

on their behalf. Robert presently died on his famous
pilgrimage. In the same year (1035), Cnut himself died,

still in the prime of life, after a reign of only eighteen

years from his final election..

Such a dominion as the northern empire of Cnut was
in its own nature ephemeral. Such a power can hardly

endure beyond the life of its founder. The dominions of

Charles the Great, geographically continuous and bound
together both by Roman and by Prankish traditions, could

not be kept under one ruler. JIuch less could the scattered

empire of great islands and peninsulas which Cnut had
brought under his power. Not only did his empire break

in pieces, but his kingdom of England was again, for tha

last time, divided. Of his empire he himsalf had decreed
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Uie partition. Ho had in some sort begun it in his life-

time. His sons had been sent to reigii as under-kings in

Denmark and Norway. As his successor in England he

named Harthacnut, his son by Emma, who at his death

was under-king in Denmark. But" the succession to the

English crown was disputed. Godwins and the West-

Saxons asserted the claims of Harthacnut, according to his

father's will. Mercia and Northumberland declared fur

Cnut's doubtful or illegitimate son Harold. A civil war

might have been looked for ; but a decree of the Witan

divided the kingdom between the tvfo candidates. Hartha-

cnut, now king of the WestSaxons, tarried in Denmark,

and left his English kingdom to the care of Emma and

Qodwine. Now, and not under Cnut, the West-Saxon

realm seemed to bo dealt with as a province of Denmark.

The otfonded subjects of Harthacnut voted the deposition

of their non resident king, and the crown of the whole

realm passed to Harold. Since that day England has been

an united kingdom. Its crown has often been disputed

and struggled for in arms ; but every claimant has been a

claimant of the whole kingdom. The division of England

between two kings has never been seriously proposed

since the deposition of Harthacnut. The very thought

of such a thing had altogether passed out of men's minds

before the end of the century with which we are now
dealing.

The divided reign of Harold and Harthacnut was

marked by an event which is told in as many and as con-

tradictory shapes as any event in our early history. But

it is certain that ^Elfred, the elder of the two iEtheliugs

who were living in banishment in Normandy, came over to

England to make an attempt on the crown. The case is

an exact parallel to the coming of the two Stewart pre-

tenders seven hundred years later. As .Alfred landed on

the south coast, his immediate design must have been on
the kingdom of Harthacnut ; but he came, in some way or

other, into the power of Harold. His Norman companions

were put to cruel deaths ; the .(Etheling himself was blinded,

and died soon after. Such dealings are quite contrary to

either the English or the Norman practice of the age. It

shows that the son of Cnut, unlike his father, retained the

full spirit of a Scandinavian pirate. That Earl Godwine
had a share in the crime was rumoured in his own day

;

but, as the tale is commonly told, it is absolutely impossible.

If his guilt mas asserted by some, it was carefully denied

by others ; he was tried on the charge, and was solemnly

acquitted; and, in the state of our evidence on the subject,

be is entitled to the benefit of that acquittal. The reign

of Harold was short. On his death in 10-10, Harthacnut

was chosen to the whole kingdom. A son of Emma,
therefore a half brother of the surviving iEtheling Ead-
ward, he sent for that prince to his court. But Hartha-

cnut proved as worthless and brutal as Harold, and his

reign, like Harold's, was short. On his death in 1042,

the English nation were thoroughly tired of Danish rule.

The memory of Cnut could not outweigh the infamy of his

two sons. There was still a Danish party, whose candi-

date was Swegen, the nephew of Cnut through his sister

Estrifi, a prince who afterwards ruled Denmark with

tonsummate prudence. But the English people had made
up their minds to go back to the oM kingly stock of

the West-Saxons. In two distinct elections the nation

chose the jEtheling Eadward, an unwilling candidate, recom-'

ffended by his birth. But at such a moment English and
kingly birth outweighed every other consideration. It

should be also remarked that Eadward, like so many other

kings, was chosen over the head of a nephew, who, according

to modem ideas, was the direct heir. This was another

Eadward, the son of his elder brother lladmund Ironside.

But he was far away in Hungary and none thought of him.

The election of Eadward was in some sort the

beginning of the Norman Conquest. The English nation

had chosen Eadward, who seemed an Englishman, rather

than Swegen, who seemed a foreigner. But Eadward was

in truth far more of a foreigner than Swegen. Born in

England, but taken to Normandy in his childhood, he was

in speech and feeling far more Norman than English. His

monastic virtues won him the reputation of a saint and the

title of Confessor, but no man could have been less fitted

to wear the crown of England in such an age. His reign

falls into two parts. Elected mainly by the influence uf

Godwine, Eadward married his benefactor's daughter, and

raised his sons to earldoms. But the greatness of the

West-Saxon earls was looked on with more or less jealousy

by central and northern England, or 'at least by the earls

who ruled over them. According to the division of Cnut,

Northumberland was ruled by the Danish Siw^ard, lleicia

by Leofric, seemingly a descendant of the ancient kings of

Jlercia. Leofric himself was, as a party leader, eminently

moderate and concihatory ; but the rivalry between his

house and the house of Godwine formed a marked feature

in the reign.

Meanwhile the king himself filled every place that ae

could with Norman favourites, who plotted against English

men of every district and party. Above all, the king' was

under the influence of the Norman Robert, a monk of

Jumieges, whom he raised successively to the bishopric of

London and the archbishopric of Canterbury. Theintiuence

of strangers was now at its height ; so was their insolence.

Against the king's foreign favourites no justice could be Lad.

Godwine and his sons took up arms in the cause of the

nation (1051). He was induced to abide by the decision of

a national assembly, by which he and his sons wero

banished. The power of the strangers now seemed secure.

William, duke of the Normans, a kinsman of Eadward

through his mother, visited Eadward ; and it was most likely

now that Eadward made to him that promise of the

succession to the crown on which William afterwards

founded his claim to succeed him. It seemed as if the

Norman conquest of England had been already brought

about without slash or blow. The king was Norman in

feeling ; he was suiTounded by Norman courtiers ; Normans

and other men of French speech held high oflices and great

estates. The peaceful succession of the Norman duke to the

English crown seemed far from unlikely. But all this was

only on the surface. It is needless to show that a king of

the English had no right to bequeath his crown. The

utmost that he could do was to recommend a candidate to

the Witan, and their choice was, under all ordinary cir-

cumstances, confined to the royal house. William, himself

might doubtless see through all this ; but his kindred tn

Eadward,'the bequest of Eadward in his favour, worthless a3

either was in point of English law, were advantages which

he well knew how to turn to his own purposes.

A peaceful conquest of this kind, had such a thing been

possible, would have been an unmixed evil. When tht

actual Norman Conquest came, its final results were on the

whole for good. But that was because the violent overthrow

of our national freedom did in efi'ect breathe a new life into

the nation. It called forth the spirit of Englishmen, and

step by step we won back more than we had lost. But

had the Normanizing schemes of the Confessor been

carried out, the ancient freedom would have been under-

mined rather than overthrown ; there would have been less

to call forth the full strength of antagonistic feelings, and

Euglaud might, without knowing it, have sunk to the level

of "continental states. It is therefore not only in the

patriotic view of the moment, but in the longest-sighted

view of general history, that we set down the ret.uni

of Godwine and his sons in the year after their banish-
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Return ment as ono of the groat events of our history. Tbey
ofOnd- came in arms; but the nation received them vi'itli all

'"""
gladness, and the army which the king had brought

together refused to fight against the deliverers. The
restoration of Godwino and his sons, and the banishment

of the archbishop and of a crowd of other Normans, was

decreed in a national assembly which was one of the most

memorable in English history. The old Teutonic constitu-

tion revived. At such a moment the Witenagem6t ceased

to be a mere gathering of the chief men of the realm. The

nation itself camo together. Such a name may fairly bo

given to an casembly mado up of the citizens of London

and of the two armies which had refused to fight against

one another. This is the most conspicuous among several

instances which show that, narrow as the constitution of

the national assembly had become in ordinary practice, the

rights of the common freemen were only dormant, and

could still be made' good whenever circumstances were

favourable for making them good. It should be noticed

also that this armed assembly of the nation took upon

itself to depose an archbishop, and seemingly to nominate

his successor. So to do was, there can be no doubt, fully

within the powers of an English national assembly. . But

the breach of all ecclesiastical rule, as ecclesiastical rule

was understood on the continent, was turned by Norman
cunning into another count against England and her

deliverers.

Ailmims- Godwine died the year after his retnrn, and his place in
tration jjjg kingdom was taken by his son Harold. His policy

Harold
^^^ °"® °^ conciliation. The king was allowed to keep his

personal favourites about him ; but the Norman influence

in public aflairs was stopped. On the other hand, Harold

cultivated the friendship of Germany, and many
Lotharingian churchmen were promoted in England. The
Welsh were now again formidable, having been united

under a vigorous prince named Gruffydd ap Llywelyn.

After some victories over other English commanders, the

Britons were at last brought to more complete dependence

by Harold himself, in a war in which Gruffydd was killed

by his own people. Earlier than this, the Northumbrian
earl Siward had overcome Jfacbeth, and had restored the

Scottish crown to JIalcolm, the heir of the former kings.

England thus, under the administration of Harold, held

a high place at home and abroad. Still there were.several

sources of weakness, all of which the Norman knew how to

make use of. When the Norman archbishop Robert was

deposed and banished, his English successor Stigand was
looked on at Rome as an usurper of the see. In the early

years ol Eadward, Roman influence had greatly grown in

England, and the canonical scruple about Stigand's appoint-

ment was shared by many at home. And when at last

Harold procured the acknowledgment of Stigand from Pope
Benedict X., matters were only made worse; for Benedict

himself was presently declared to be an usurper. It was
of more importance still that Harold himself was alleged to

have entered into some personal engagements with Duke
William. The tale, which comes to us only from the Norman
writers, is told with so much contradiction that it is im-

possible to get at the exact truth. The Normans gave out

that Harold was sent by Eadward to announce his bequest

of the crown to William, that he did homage to William,

engaged to marry his daughter, and promised to promote
his succession atEadward's death and to give him immediate
possession of the castle of Dover. This tale is altogether

impossible ; but it is very likely that Harold was ship-

wrecked' on the shore of Ponthieu and imprisoned by its

count Guy ; that ho was released by the interference of

Duke William; that, in return for this favour, he helped
him in his war with the Bretons ; that he promised—though
aa^flldar man than Duke William—to marry his daughter;

and that he did an act of formal homage to his intended

father-in-law and temporary military commander. Here is

most likely the germ of ti:e story, a story about which tbo

contemporary English writers are significantly silent, while

the Normans improve it into such forms as suited their own
purposes. It \» plain that the canonical question about

Stigand, and the story of Harold's oath, gave every oppor-

tunity, when the time camo, to represent the English as a

sacrilegious and schismatic people, and their ruler as a man
faithless to his oath.

While these sources of danger were growing up abroad, a

third source was growing up in England itself. The rivalry

between the West-Saxon and the Mercian, between the

house of Godwine and the house of Leofric, went on. The
character of Leofric himself is without stain ; but his son

AiUgar did not scruple to ally himself with the Welsh
against England. Outlawed and restored, he held his Bani«*i-

father's earldom of Mercia till his death, when it passed to ")*"' *

his son Eadwine. But, in the latter days of Eadward, all
""'''

the rest'of England was under the government of the sons

of Godwine. Of these Tostig had succeeded Siward in

Northumberland. He was a personal favourite of the king,

and his appointment may well have been King Eadward's

own act. In the last year of Eadward's reign the

Northumbrians deposed Tostig, and chose as their earl

Morkere, the brother of Eadwine. Rather than plunge the

country into a civil war, Harold confirmed the choice of the

Northumbrians. Tostig went into foreign lands to complain

of his brother, and to plot against his country. Harold

thus drew on himself the enmity of his brother, without

winning the gratitude of the sons of JEUgar.

Such were the threefold dangers which threatened Electloi

England when Eadward died, January 5, 1066, while the ?f

Witan were assembled at Westminster for the Christmas

least. Eadward was childless, and the question of the suc-

cession must have been in men's minds during the whole

of his reign. That he promised the crown to William at

the time of the duke's visit is, as we have seen, very likely.

But such thoughts passed away under the administration

of Harold. Eadward sent for his nephew Eadward from

Hungary, clearly designing him as his successor. Tho
younger Eadward came to England and died. He left two
daughters, and a son Eadgar, young and of little promise,

who was at Eadward's death the only male left in the royal

family. In such a strait, it was needful to look for a king

beyond the royal family. Eadward on his death had recom-

mended Harold to the choice of the electors, a recommenda-

tion which was willingly accepted. Harold was chosen

and crowned, taking care to avoid any question as to the

validity of the crowning rite, by having it performed,

not by Stigand, but by Ealdred archbishop of York. The
Northumbrians for a moment refused to acknowledge the

election of the new ting ; but he won them over hy his

presence and the eloquence of his friend Wulfstan bishop

of Worcester. It was most likely at the same time that he

tried to win the northern earls to his side by a inarriage

with their sister Ealdgyth. This was a direct breach of his

promise to William; and, as Ealdgyth was the widow of

Gruffydd of Wales, this last fact was made a further charge

against him by tho Normans.

Of the lawfulness of Harold's succession, ac:ordingto the

English la'w of the time, there can be no doubt. He was

nominated by the late king, regularly chosen, regularly con-

secrated. The Witan had always exercised a free choice

within the royal house, and the same principle would

justify a choice beyond the royal house, when the roya'

house contained no qualified candidate. Minorities had

been endured after the death of Eadred and after the death

of Eadgar. But then the only man in the land who hela

at all the same position as Harold now did was tho
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chuTchmin Dutistan. Jn fact the claims of Eadgar do not

r.eem to have been put forward at tho time. They begin

to be heard of at a later time, v/hen the notion of strict

hereditary right was growing. When Harold is blamed at

the time, it is not for disregarding the hereditary right of

Eadgar, .but for breaking his own personal engagement to

William. Whatever- was tbe nature of that engagement,

its breach was at most a ground of complaint against

Harold personally; it could give William no claim as

against the people of England. According to English

law, William had no shadow of claim. The crown was

not hereditary but elective ; and he was not elected to

it. Nor had he even any hereditary claim; for he was not

of the kingly stock of Cerdic. The alleged bequest of

Eadward was cancelled by the later bequest in favour of

Harold. The whole question was a personal question be-

tween William and Harold. A single act of homage done

by Harold to Williarj when in William's military service

could not bind Harold to refuse the crown which the

cation offered him. The engagement to marry William's

daughter was undoubtedly broken. To this charge we

have Harold's own answer : A King of the English could

not marry a foreign wife without the consent of his Witan.

CtoUDflof William then had no claim to the crown on any showing,

WUiUjD. either of natural right or of English law. But, by artfully

working together a number of points which had no real

bearing ou the matter, he was able to make out a plausible

case in lands where English law was unknown. His

kindred to Eadward, the alleged bequest of Eadward, the

alleged perjury of Harold, the alleged wrong done to

Archbishop Bobert and the other Normans, were able to

be worked into a picture which gradually won supporters to

William, first in his own duchy, and then beyond its bounds.

His own subjects, who at first listened but coldly, were

before long stirred to zeal in his cause. Foreign princes

encouraged him; to the Roman see above all it was the

best of opportunities for winning increased power in

England. Pope Alexander II., under the influence of his

archdeacon Hildebrand, afterwards the renowned Pope

Gregory VII., approved of William's claims. He was thus

able to cloke his schemes under the guise of a crusade, and
to attack England alike with temporal and spiritual

weapons.

wa- Thus doubly armed, the Norman duke set forth on his

liam'sin- enterprise against England. He had not a single partisan

^'°°^^in the country; but Tostig, the banished Englishman, was
' indirectly doing his work. For Tostig William was too

slow ; he betook himself to Harold Hardrada, the famous
king of Norway, and either stirred him up to an attempt on
England or joined him in an attempt which he had already

planned. Harold of England was thus attacked at once by
two enemies, either of whom alone it might be hard to

overcome. The Norwegian came first ; he landed in

Yorkshire, defeated Eadwine and Morkere at Fulford, and
on September 24 received the submission of York. Harold
of England on the morrow overthrew the Norwegian invader

at Stamfordbridge. Three days later the Normans landed

at Pevensey ; the English king marched southward ; the

northern earls kept back their forces, seemingly in the hope
of a division of the kingdom. On October 14, Harold, at

the head of the men of Wessex, East-Anglia, and part of

Mercia, met William and his host on the hill of Senlac.

After a hard-fought struggle, the Normans by a stratagem

made their way on to the hill ; the king was wounded by
an arrow and cut down by four Norman knights, and his

personal following was slaughtered around him. The first

step in the conquest of England was thus taken ; but the

work was far from being done. After the fall of Harold,

William had never again to fight a pitched battle ; tho

land was vrithout a leader, and therefore without union.

Local resistance was often valiant ; but it was only local

resistance, and the land was conquered bit by bit.

On the death of Harold, the Witan in London chose His dec

Eadgar to the vacant throne. But the Mercian earls failed ''.°° '^

him, as they had failed Harold ; and their treason hindered ^"

any general national resistance. Before the end of the year,

the newly chosen king and a large body of the chief men
of the realm found it expedient to submit to the invader.

Ho had then subdued the shires south of London, whose
forces had been utterly cut off at Senlac ; he had crossed

the Thames and threatened the city from the north. Ho
was now chosen king and crowned at Westminster ou
Christmas day. He was thus king by the submission of

the chief men, by the rite of coronation, and by
the absosce of any other claimant. But he was very

far from having full possession of the whole kingdom.
His actual authority did not go beyond the south-eastern

part of the country. His dominions certainly reached from
Hampshire to Norfolk. They probably took in Wiltshire,

Oxfordshire, and Northamptonshire, with an outlying post

in Herefordshire ; but the north, the south-west, and the

greater part of central England were still unsubdued.

The conquest of these gtiU independent districts was the Profjreaa

result of a series of local campaigns spread over about two °^ ^'®

years, from the beginning of 1068 to the beginning of 1070.
"

In 1067 WUliam visited Normandy, and the oppression of Plate 111

his lieutenants, his half-brother Odo, bishop of Bayeux and
earl of Eent, and "William "FitzOsbern, eail of Hereford,

stirred up revolts in Kent and in Herefordshire. The
Kentish revolt took the strange form of an alliance with a
foreign prince, Eustace count of Boulogne, who had Ixien

himself in William's service in his invasion. In Hereford-

shire the movement was more strictly national, though its

chief, Eadric, suruamed the Wild, who had never submitted

to William, did not disdain an alliance with his Welsh
neighbours. Eadric in fact held out till a much later

time; but the Kentishmen with their foreign allies were

subdued before William's return. At the end of the year

the king came back, and with the beginning of the next

year he betook himself to the conquest of what was still

unconquered. His first march was towards tho v>e?t,

where Exeter and the whole of western England were still

independent. They were first subdued in the spring of

1068 After a revolt in the next year, after two attempts

in successive years on the part of Harold's sons, •western

England was finally subdued in the course of lOGO.

Northern England, as far as the northern boundary of

Yorkshire, was first conquered in the autumn of 1068. An
attempt on Durham in January 1069 was defeated. York
and the North generally revolted more than once. In

September 1069 Swegen of Denmark sent a great fleet to

the help of the English, who were under the leadership of

Eadgar, Waltheof the son of Siward, earl of Northampton

and Huntingdon, and the other northern leaders. But, in

the course of the winter of 1069-1070, the -whole oi

northern and central England was finally conquered, Chester

being the last point to hold out. After this time there

were local revolts, but no very general resistance of any

large part of the country. Early in 1070 William reviewed

and dismissed his army at Salisbury. At the Easter feast

of the same year, being now full king over aU England, he

was again solemnly crowned by legates from Rome.

A distinction must be carefully dra-mi between the

resistance to William's arms in those districts which had

never submitted to his authority and the revolts which

happened after his power was fully established. The two

are however divided by a very short interval of time. In

the:^course of the summer of 1070 the fen-land^ wa* in
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revolt uiiJe? Ilcroward. That inaccessible district can

never Lavo fully submitted ; still the warfare there was a

new and distinct outbreak, and not a continuation of the

earlier warfare at Exeter, York, and Chester. The abbey

of Ely was the centre of resistance, and, in a country

which so often formed the last shelter of defeated parties,

it was defended for about a year. Earl Eadwine was slaiu

on his way to join the insurgents ; Morkere was in the

island at the time of its surrender, and was condemned to

a life-long imprisonment. Hereward alone, with a few

valiant followers, escaped by sea. He appears to have been

afterwards reconciled to William, and even to have served

him in his foreign wars. The manner of his death is

uncertain.

The war at Ely was the last patriotic warfare on the

part of the English against William. He wa* now undis-

puted master of England ; the nation had learned that

the time for national resistance was past, and that local

revolts could avail nothing. On the Welsh border he
established the great earldoms of Chester, Shrewsbury, and
Hereford, whose holders largely extended the power of

the English kingdom at the expense of the Britons.

Northumberland was entrusted to the care of a succession

of earls, first English, then Norman. But on this side the

frontiers of the kingdom were not at this time enlarged.

Rokjions But from the very beginning of William's conquest the
with northern frontier was a source of the deepest anxiety. The
Scotlana. banished English, and specially the royal family, found

shelter at the court of Malcolm of Scotland, who married
Margaret, the sister of Eadgar. Under cover of asserting

their rights, Malcolm cruelly ravaged northern England.
But in 1072 William himself entered Scotland and received

the homage of Malcolm at Abernethy. He had thus

succeeded to the empire, as well as to the immediate
kingdom, of his West-Saxon predecessors. In the next
year he employed English troops on the continent in

winning back the revolted county of Maine. In 1074 he
could afford to admit Eadgar. the rival king of a moment,
to his favour.

A revolt which took place in 1075 only showed how
firmly William's power was established, and how little

disposition there was on the part of the English to rise

against him. Two of his own earls rose against him. One,
Ralph earl of Norfolk, was an Englishman by birth; but
as he came over with William and served with him at

Senlac, he must have been banished under Eadward or
Harold. His fellow rebel, Roger earl of Hereford, was
the son of William's special friend William Fitz-Osbern.

These two revolted : but they had to trust mainly to the
help of Breton mercenaries or adventurers : Normans and
English were leagued against them. The revolt was
crushed ; Ralph escaped, Roger, like Morkere, spent the
rest of his days in prison. But their fall brought down
with them the last Englishman who held a secular post of
the first rank under William. This was Waltheof, formerly
the leader of the English at York, but who had submitted
again and had been received to the king's highest favour.

Besides his former earldoms of Northampton and
Huntingdon, he had received the earldom of Northumber-
land. That name now means so much of Bemicia as had
not passed to the Scottish kings; that is, the present county
so-called. Waltheof seems to have listened to the plans of

His brother earls ; but he took no part in their revolt, and
le even revealed the conspiracy to William. Yet he was
.he only one of the three whose life was taken. After a
long imprisonment, he was on May 31, 1076, beheaded at
Winchester. At no other time in William's long reign did
he send a political enemy to the scaffold ; and Waltheof
could hardly be called a political enemy. The Norman
courtiers and his own Nor-nan wife, the king's niece
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Judith, seem to nave called for his blood. By the EnglLsl|

he was looked on as a saint and martyr.

The last eleven years of William's reign arc lar richer in

continental than in English events. He was engaged ii,

wars with his French and Breton neighbours, and with hii

rebellious eldest son Robert. In Ens^land a Danish invasim

in 1075, in concert with the revolt of the carls, led ti)-a

sack of York, and to nothing further. In 1080 Walchcr,

bishop of Durham anJ earl of Northumberland, was killed

in a popular tumult. A revolt it could hardly be called;

but it was cruelly punished by the king's brother Bishop

Odo. After this we do not hear of so much as a tumult.

In 1086 an invasion from Denmark was again threatened

by the Danish king Cnut. His enterprise was stopped by

his death by the hands of his own subjects, which won him,

somewhat strangely, the honours of martyrdom and the title

of a saint. The next year, 1087, William himself died of

an accidental hurt received while burning the town of

Mantes in warfare with his neighbour and lord, Philip kin^

of the French.

The Conqueror was now gone, but ine taie of the Con.
quest is not quite over. One act more of the drama
is still to be told before we stop to consider the nature,

the cause, and the results, of this wonderful revolution.

By the dying will of WiUiam, Normandy passed to his

eldest son Robert ; England ho wished to bo the portion

of his second son William. William, surnamcd the Red,
was acknowledged and crowned without oppositinn. In

the next year (1088) almost the whole of the Norman
nobles rebelled on behalf of Robert. The king ap[ioalcd to

his English subjects. By their valour, seconded by tho

loyalty of the bishops, the Norman revolt was put down,

and the crown of the Red King was made safe. This was
the last time that Normans and English, (« such, met in

arms on English soil. The work of the Conquest had been

so thoroughly done that it could bear in a certain sense to

bo undone. The conquest made by the Norman liad been so

thorough that it was not disturbed even by English victories

over Normans. Within tweniy-two years after William's

landing, his son, the second Norman king, owed his crown
to the support of the native English against his own country,

men. Signs of distinction and jealousy between the t«o
races may be discerned for some time longer ; but tlie l;l.^t

open warfare between them was when the I^nglish dcfcndi'd

the throne of William Rufus against his Norman rebels.

Such is a short sketch of the leading events of the period charaet

which wo may call the period of the Norman Conquest. °!^^^
,

Looking at it simply as an event, it is most important to

bear in mind its gradual nature. Nothing can be further

from the truth than the notion that England passed at once

into the hands of the Normans after a single battle. Still

there is a sense in which it is not untrue to say that England

was conquered in a single battle. After the fall of Harold,

at all events after the northern earls withdrew their forces

from the service of Eadgar, the conquest of England was

only a question of time. Just as in the days of .^i^thelred;

there was no acknowledged leader ; and throughout that

age, under a worthy leader, the English peojilo could

do everything-; without such an one, they could do
nothing. There'was no man who could gather the whole

force of the nation around him There was no man who
could stand up as William's rival either in military or in

political skiU. Hence, after the one great battle, there was
no common effort. The West resisted valiantly ; the North

resisted valiantly ; but the resistance of each was isolated

without any intelligent concert. Help came from Denmark ;

but it was no avail when there was no generalship, ao

common plan, and when the Danish leaders were actuary

bribed by WillianL In all these ways the strength of tht
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coantry was frittered away. iElfred and Eadmund Ironside,

n^hether defeated or victorious, fouglit battle after battle.

They Were real leaders. After Harold fell in the first

oattle, there was no real leader left, and the first pitched

Battle was the last. Next to the fall of Harold and his

brothers in the first battle, William's greatest advantage

i^as the submission of London and of the chief men
feserabled in London. This enabled him to be crowned

king.at an early stage of the war, when not more than a

third of the country was in his actual possession. From
that time his government had a show of legality. The
resistance of the west and north was, in fact, as truly resist-

ance to an invading enemy as the fight on Senlac itself.

But, when William was once crowned, when there was no

other king in the land, resistance to him took the outward

form of rebellion. The gradual nature of the conquest,

together with William's position as crowned king at the

head of an established government, even enabled him to

turn the force of the conquered districts against those which

Were still unconquered, and to subdue England in some
measure by the arms of Englishmen Thus, within five

years from his landing, anything like real resistance had
come to an end. William was full king throughout the

land. The revolt of the earls met with no national sup-

port, and the tumult in which Bishop Walcher was killed

was a' mere tumult, caused by local and personal wrongs,

such as might have happened in any age. The one general

national impulse of a later date than the fall of Chester

was, as we have just seen, that which led the English people

to support that son of the Conqueror who appealed to thom
against that son of the Conqueror who was supported by
the Norman nobles,

iritle (rf But the Norman conquest of England was something
t'oTt- much more than the mere establishment of a Norman king
ffueror. qj. ^ Norman dynasty upon the throne of England. William,

we must always remember, did not give himself out as a con-

queror. The name Conqueror, Conqucestor, though applied

With perfect truth in the common sense, must strictly be
t.ikea in the legal meaning of purchaser or acquirer.

William clairoed the crown as the lawful successor of

Eadward. No doubt he would have been well pleased if

his title had been peaceably acknowledged. As his claim
was not acknowledged or taken notice of in any way, he
had, from his own point of view, no course left except to

make good his rights by force ; and, in a land where he had
no native partisans, the making good of his rights by force

meant the conquest of the land by a foreign army. The
peculiar character of the Norman Conquest conies from
this, that a legal claim to the croWa was made good through
conquest by a foreign army. William's accession was some-
thing quite ditierent from the mere peaceful succession of

a foreign king. It was also something quite difTerent from
a mere foreign invasion without any legal pretext at all,

We must here, in considering the effects of the Norman
Conquest, distinguish between those immediate effects

which are rather the form which the Conquest itself

took and those lasting effects which the peculiar nature
of the Conquest caused it to have upon the whole future
history of England. The peculiar nature of William's claim,

and the personal character of William himself. Lad the
deepest influence both on the character of the Conquest itself

OS an event, and on the character of its permanent results.

We may say generally of William that lie was a man
.-fflio United the highest military skill of his age with a
.oolitical skill which would have made him great in any age.

fle knew how to knit together a number of points, none of

»hich really proved anything, but all of which in one way
or another told in his favour, so as to give a plausible look
tiu a claim which had no legal or moral uTound -whatever.

He deceived others ; most likely lie deceived himself. He
was in no sort a vulgar oppressor, in no sort a contemptuoui
despiser of law and right. He never lost sight of a forma^
justice and of a more than formal piety. He was cruel,

in the sense of not scrupling at any severity which woulo
serve his purpose ; ho was not cruel, in the sense of taking

any pleasure in oppression for its own sake. He wjCs

guided strictly by the letter of the law, according to hia

reading of the law. In his own idea, he was not only

guided by justice, but he tempered justice with mercy. It

is certain that he often forgave those who revolted against

him ; it is also certain that he carefully abstained from
blood except in open battle. When he punished, it was
always, with the single exception of Waltheof, by some
penalty short of death. That the worse part of hia

character gi-ew at the expense of the better is not wonder
ful in such a career. Early in his reign he laid waste

Northumberland out of a cruel policy; later in his reign he
laid waste a large tract of Hampshire to form a forest for

his own pleasure. In his earlier days Exeter withstood
him, Le Mans revolted against him. Both those cities he
entered as a peaceful conqueror. In his last days he gave
Mantes to the flames, and enjoyed the sight, when he had
no wrong to avenge on the part of the people of Mantes,
but when he was simply stirred up to wrath by a silly jest

of their king.

The efTect of the peculiar position and character of His coif

William was that his settlement was in truth a territorial fisf^Hott

conquest veiled under legal forms. In William's reading
^,„t,

of the law, if he was not himself actually king from theofianrf
moment of Eadward's death, yet at least lie was the one
lawful successor to the kingdom. It was therefore treason

to fight against him, or to put any hindrance in the way of

his taking possession of the crown. The lands and goods
of traitors were confiscated to the crown ; therefore the lands

and goods of all who had opposed William, living or dead,

were confiscated to him. The crown lands—and" ia

William's reading of the law, ih^follland was crown land

—

of course passed to the new king. The whole foUdanJ
then, together with the lands of all who had fallen on
Senlac, including the vast estates of Harold and Lis

brothers, all passed to William, and was at his dispisaL

But, as no Englishman had supported his claims, as many
Englishmen had opposed him in arm.?, the whole nation

was involved either in actual or in constructive treason.

The whole soil of England then, except the property of

ecclesiastical corporations, was forfeited to the new king.

But William was not inclined to press his claims to the

uttermost ; at his first entry he allowed the mass of the

English landowners to redeem the whole or a part of

their possessions. Gradually, after each conquest of a

district, after each suppression of a revolt, more land came
into the king's power. That land was dealt with according

to his pleasure. It was restored, wholly or in part, to its

former owners ; it was granted away, wholly or in part, to

new owners, as William thought good in each particular

case. But in every case, whether a man kept his own land

or received land which had belonged to some one else, all

land was held as a grant from the king. The only proo

of lawful ownership was either the king's written grant, oi

else evidence that the owner had been put in possession by

the king's order. Of this process of confiscation and

regrant, carried out bit by bit during the whole reign of

William, Domesday is the record. We see that, in the

course of William's twenty-one years, by far the greater part

of the land of England had changed hands. We see further,

as we might take for granted in such a case, that by far

the greater part of the land which was granted to new owners

was granted to William's foreign followers. By {life eon

of William's reii;n all the greatest estates in England ha/1
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{>a3seii into the bands of Normans and other strangers.

But we see also that it is an utter mistake to believe that

KngHshmen were indiscriminately turned out of hearth and

home. A few ilnglishmen who had, in whatever way, won
William's .special favour kept great estates. A crowd of

Englishmen kept small estates or fragments of great ones.

In a vast number of cases the English owner kept his lands

as tenant under a Norman grantee. Altogether the actual

occupants of the soil must have been much less disturbed

than might have seemed possible in so great a transfer of

lands from one set of owners to another.

The special feature of this great transfer of land from

men of one nation to men of another is that it was done

gradually and under legal form. It was not a mere
scramble for what every man could get ; nor v/ns it like those

cases in the early Teutonic invasions when the lands of the

conquered, or a part of them, were systematically divided

among the conquering army. Every step in William's

great confiscation was done regularly and according to his

notion of law. There was no formal or general distinction

ibetweon Normans and Englishmen. Every man, Norman
or English, was dealt with according to his personal merits.

Every man, Norman or English, held his land only by a
grant from King William. No general change was made in

the tenure of land. The new owner got his land on the

same terms on which the old owner had held it. The new
owner was clothed with the same rights, and was burthened

with the same liabilities, as the old one. William took

lands here, and granted them there, according to the circum-

stances of each case. Most commonly .he took from
Englishmen and gave to Normans. But he took from
Englishmen and gave to Normans, not by virtue of any
legal distinction between Englishmen and Normans, but
because, it was, as a rule. Englishmen who incurred

forfeiture by resisting him, Normans, who deserved reward
by serving him.

Hisdi'- As William dealt with lands, so he dealt with offices,

posal of fije lyjQ processes were to some extent the same ; for most
* "'

' ceclesiastical and many temporal offices carried with them
land or rights over land. Gradually, and under cover of

law, the highest offices in Church and State were taken from
Englishmen and bestowed on Normans. At the end of

William's reign there was no English earl, but one English
bishop, and only a few English abbots. But this change
was not made all at once. In the appointment of earls

William brought in a new policy which reversed that of

Cnut. The great earldoms were broken up- There were
no more earls of the W^est-Saxons or of the Mercians, and
the earldom of Northumberland now meant only the

cfearl- modern county. Indeed AVilliam did not appoint earls at

tfoms; all, except in districts which were open to attack by land
or sea—districts, in short, where the earls would have to

play the part of marquesses. Kent, Norfolk, Northumber-
land, Chester, Shrewsbury, Hereford, were William's only
^arldoms. Each of these had a special duty of guardian-
jhip against the Briton, the Scot, the Dane, and any possible

gnemies from Gaul or Germany. At his coming he estab-

lished Norman earla in such parts of the earldoms of Harold
and his brothers as he thought needed defence. Elsewhere
[ie kept the English earls, and even appointed new ones, as

f,he circumstances of the time dictated. At last, ten years
jvfter William's coming, the last English earl was removed
,by the beheading of Waltheof. Other officens, sheriffs,

ptallers, and the like, were in the same way gradually
Qhanged. But smaller posts largely remained in the hands
of Englishmen. It has been noticed, as marking some
fraits in William's personal habits, that Eadward's English
huntsmen kept their places, but that all the new king's
cooks were strangers.

The same system was carried on with ecclesiastical offices

also, though in this case a greater degiee of caution wasoDitaliop

needed. The king might by himself, or at all events with "=* *™*

the consent of bis Witan, remove a sheriff, an earl, or any*^"^**
temporal officer : to remove a bishop or abbot needed, in

William's view, full ecclesiastical sanction. Throughout
William's reign, when a bishop died, a foreign successor was
found for him, and thoseEnglish bishops against whom any
canonical charge could be devised were removed without
waiting for their deaths. The same general rule was
applied to the abbots, though here the exclusion of Englist
men was not quite so strict. Though the greater number
of the newly appointed abbots were strangers, a few
Englishmen were appointed to abbeys even down to the

end of William's reign. In a series of synods held in

1070 by the papal legates, the new organization of the

English Church began. The two metropolitan sees were

filled hy foreigners. York was vacant in ordinary course

by the death of Ealdred ; it was bestowed on the Norman
Thomas of Bayeux. Canterbury was vacated by the

deposition of Stigand, and was bestowed on a far more
famous man, Lanfranc of Pavia, William's right band man
in the settlement of Church and State. Other sees were
filled in the same year, and gradually, as bishops died or

were deposed, Normans took their places. At William's

death, Wulfstan of Worcester was the only bishop of

English birth.

Of these changes in the possession of landed property Sonu
Domesday Book is the great record. This unique and <!")'•

invaluable document was drawn up in pursuance of a
de'iee jiassed in the Christmas assembly of lOSS-lOSG,
and the necessary survey was made in the course if the

first seven months of 1086. The immediate object of the

survey was a fiscal one, to insure that the tax on the land

known as Danegeld^ might be more regularly paid and
more fairly assessed. But William further took care to

have a complete picture of his kingdom drawn up. We
are told in all cases by whom the land was held at the time

of the survey, and by whom it had been .held in the time
of King Eadward. We are told what was the value of the

land at those two dates. This is the essence of the

inquiry ; but we also get a mass of statistics and a mass of

personal and local detail of evory kind. As a mere list of

landowners under Eadward and under William, it enables

us to trace the exact degree to which land had passed from
Englishmen to Normans. And the incidental notices of

tenures, customs, personal anecdotes, the local institutions

of districts and towns, are at least as valuable as the

essential parts of the survey. With their help we can see

England as it was in 1086 more clearly than we can see it

at any earlier time, more clearly than we can see it at any
later time for a long while after. And not the least

instructive thing about the survey is the light which it

throws on the general character of William's government,

the system of legal fictions, the strict regard to a formal

justice. William is assumed throughout as the lawful and
immediate successor of Eadward. The reign of Harold is

ignored. The grant of William is assumed as the one
lawful source of property; but there is throughout a clear

desire to do justice according to that doctrine, to secure every

man in his right, as William understood right, without any
regard to race or rank. Powerful Normans, AVilliam's own
brothers among them, are entered as withholding lands

wrongfully, sometimes from other Normans, sometimes

from Englishmen. Domesday, in short, may be set along-

side of the English Chronicle as one of the two great and

^ Tbe more correct name is Heretjeld, that is, a tax for the support

of a paid military force, Dancgeld is, in slrictDess, money paid to the

Danes as tlack mail by jEthelred and others. But, as both payments
were impopdar, the two names got confounded, and Danegdd becanM
he received name of the chief direct tix caid in those times.

I

I
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nnique sources of EnglisU historj'. They are possessions

whioli have no parallel elsewhere.

3- In llie constitution of England William made no formal

cliange, and the particular laws of his enacting -were few.

'?^ Tlio direct changes of his reign had some analogy to the
'

direct changes which followed on the introduction of

Christianity. No old institutions were abolished ; but some

new institutions were set up by the side of the old ones.

The old national assemblies went on, without any changO

in their formal constitution. The real change in their

character was not a formal, but a practical one. The

assembly which, at the beginning of William's reign, was

an assembly of Englishmen with here and there a Norman
had, before the end of his reign, changed into an assembly

of Normans with here and there an Englishman. The

assemblies, as before, were in ordinary times mere gather-

ings of the great men of the realm ; but, as before, on

special occasions, a vast multitude was brought together.

*B Thus, when Domesday was finished in 1086, William
"^"f gathered all the landowners of his kingdom, great and

small, whether his tenants-in-chief or the tenants of an

intermediate lord, and made them all become his men. No
one act in English history is more important than this. By
it William secured his realm against the growth of feudal

doctrines and their abuses. It established the principle

that, whatever duty a man-might owe to any inferior lord,

his duty to his sovereign lord the king came first. When
this rule was once established, the mightiest earl in'England

could never bo to William what William himself was to

his own lord the King of the French. This one act of the

wisdom of the Conqueror secured the unity of England for

ever.

jinges Of the few actual changes in the law which Williiam

made, the most part were mere ordinances enapted to meet

the iulmediate needs of the time. Thus, for instance, in

the appeal to the judgment of God, the English ordeal

and the Norman wager of battle were alike legalized and
regulated. Provisions were made for the safety of

William's foreign followers, especially by the singular law

of Murder and Eriglishri/,, according to' which, if an
unknown man was found dead, he was held to be a

Norman, unless he could be proved to be English. In

legislating against the slave-trade, William only fol-

lowed in the steps of former kings; but in wholly for-

bidding the punishment of death, ho acted on a personal

theory of his own. But it must be remembered that, in

William's jurisprudence, the substitutes for death were

mutilations which in modern ideas would be deemed worse

than death. Most of these provisions were in their own
.nature temporary. The chief permanent change in our law

which was duo to an actual ordinance of William was a

part of his ecclesiastical reformation, the separation of the

temporal and spiritual jurisdictions. Hitherto the bishop

and the earl had sat together in the Scirgemot, and had
heard both ecclesiastical and temporal causes. This was
how forbidden, and separate ecclesiastical courts began.

The strict forest law of William's reign must also have been

an innovation ; but it does not exist in the shape of a

code ; we know it only by the complaints of the con

temporary chronicles, and by the practice of later times.

In all legal matters the ancient assemblies and the ancient

forms went on ; nor was there any direct change in the

language of the law. English remained, as before, an alter-

native language with Latin. But from this time the use of

Latin gradually encroaches on the use of English. French
is not used till a much later time.

But the immediato and formal changes which followed
on William's coming were of small account when compared
W'ith the indirect, and far more important, changes which
came as it were of themselves as the natural result of his

coming. A revolution was gradually wrought in everything EITcct of

that touched the relations of the kingdom within and with- 1''® ^''"••

out. But it was a revolution of a strange kind It. was a
''"'^*'

revolution which seemed, if not to root up our ancient

institutions, at least practically so to transform them that

they might bo deemed to have in truth passed away. It

was a revolution which seemed to have broken down tho

spirit of Englishmen for' ever under the yoke of strangers.

But what that revolution really did was to call forth the

spirit of Englishmen in a stronger and more abiding shape,

and to enable us to win back under new forms the substance

of the institutions which seemed for a moment to havo

passed away. This will then be the best place to go

through the chief lasting results of the Conquest, and to

show how deeply, and in what ways, that event has

influenced our institutions and the general course of our

history down to our own day.

First of all, the Norman Conquest altogether changed tho o" foreign

European position of England. As soon as England was "^I"'"'"'.

ruled by a contipcntal prince who kept his dominions on

the continent, Britain ceased to be that separate world

which it had hitherto been. And, though after events

brought us back in no small degree to our older insular

character, yet Britain has never again become so completely

another world as it was in the older day. We have already

seen that it was through her connexion with Normandy
that England was first led into that rivailry with France

which has had so great an influence on our later history.

England took up the quarrel of Normandy, and ?ho carried

it on. on her own account after Normandy had gone over

to the other side. And, besides this special side of ouroncccI«-

history which is formed by the relations between England siasticaJ

and France, the Norman Conquest brought England in
''<^'""'°*-

every way into closer connexion with continental nations

generally. In ecclesiastical matters this took the form of

a far closer connexion with the see of Rome than had been

known before. The insular position of Britain had hitherto

made the English Church far more independent of the see

of Rome than the western churches generally. If the king

of the English was looked on as the emperor of another

world, the primato of all England was also looked on, and
was sometimes directly spoken of, as the pope of another

world. And it may be that the very fact that the English

Church was more directly the child of the Roman Church

than any other of the western churches may really have

helped to strengthen the independence of the island church.

It was pre-eminently a child. It was not a subject or a

servant, nor could it pass for a part of the Roman Church
itself. It was a child, but a child of fuU age, who owed

reverence indeed, but who no longer owed servile obedi-

ence. One great effect of the Conquest was to weaken

this insular independence, and to bring the insular Church

more nearly into the same position as the churches of the

mainland. ^In this, as in many other things, the Con-

quest did but confirm and hasten tendencies which were

already at work. The reforms of Dunstan's day marked

one step Romewards. Another, we may say, was marked

by the pilgrimage of Cnut. The zeal of a new convert

naturally filled the Danish king with a special reverence

for the chief seat of the religion which he had embraced.

The reign of Eadward, a special devotee of the Roman
Church, wrought still more strongly in the same direction.

In his day the interference of the Roman see in the affairs

of England becomes more marked and constant than ever.

But the great step of all was taken by William himself.

When he sought for apapal confirmation of his claim to the

crown of England, he went very far towards clothing the

pope with a power to dispose of that crown. In William's

own hands the rights of his crown were safe. When
Hildebrand himself called on him to do homage for hi9
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crown, he refused to do wnat no king of the English had

done before him. So, while the great struggle of investi-

tures was raging in Germany and Italy, William went on

in England and in Normandy investing bishops and abbots

with the staff, as the kings and dukes before him had done.

Nor did Hildebrand ever blame William for doing what

he branded as such deadly sin in his own sovereign the

emperor. Under William the old ecclesiastical supremacy

of the crown remained untouched; but it is none the less

true that two acts of his had a direct tendency to under-

mine it. The separation of the ecclesiastical and temporal

jurisdictions led the way to those claims on the part of

churchmen to be exempted from all temporal jurisdiction

which were unheeded in his day, but which became matter

of such important controversy under his successors. And,

though he himself firmly refused all homage for his crown,

yet, when he made tho pope a judge between himself and
Harold, he led the way for the day when his descendant

took his crown back again as a fief of the Roman see.

In other points also we see the way in which the

Norman Conquest opened a path for increased intercourse

crusades, between England and the continent. It was doubtless

mainly owing to the Norman settlers that England took the

share which she did in the crusades. The crusades were
primarily a Gaulish movement. Germany was less stirred

than Gaul, and Scandinavia was less stirred than Germany.
England, in her old insular state, could hardly have played

a greater part than Scandinavia. Again, with the accession

of a foreign lino of kings, foreign marriages become more
common. The settlement of foreigners in England which

began with the conquest and confiscations of William was fol-

lowed by the coming of settlers of a more peaceful kind, of

foreign merchants and of foreign scholars. And, if strangers

came to make Iheir fortunes in England, the general break-

ing down of barriers between nation and nation equally

opened the way for the advancement of Englishmen in other

lands. These were gradual and indirect results of the great

Norman revolution. But the Conquest itself, its confisca-

tions and its outlawries, led directly to an emigration of

Englishmen of quite another kind. Englishmen, chafing

under the yoke of the stranger, found their way to the ex-

Aremest bounds of Europe. They -took service under the

Eastern emperor, and remained the surest bulwarks of his

throne against the assaults of Turk and Frank alike.

With regard to the eflfects of the Conquest on English in-

stitutions, the Norman king stepped into the position of his

English predecessors. As king he claimed their rights, and
no more. But the circumstances of the Conquest worked in

every way to increase his power, and to provide him with new
means of influence and new sources of revenue. The notion

that William introduced a " feudal system " into England is

a delusion which shows utter ignorance both of the position

of William and of the general history of Europe. If by a
" feudal system " is meant the state of things in Germany
end Gaul, a state of things in which every great vassal

became a rival to the king, William took direct care that

no such " feudal system " should ever be introduced into

his kingdom. But if by a " feudal system " h meant
merely the holding of land by miUtary tenure, subject to

the burthens of reliefs, wardship, marriage, and the like,

though William certainly did not introduce such a " system "

ready made, yet the circumstances of his reign did much to

promote the growth of that kind of tenure, and of the whole
class of ideas connected with it. Such tendencies were
already growing in England, and his coming strengthened
them. Cinder him the doctrine that all land is a grant from
he crown became a fact. And, though he did not directly
innovate on the Old-English tenures, yet we can see that
the doctrine of military tenure began in his reign, and that
"t was put into a systematic shape, and carried out to its

William
hinders

feudal-

ism.

logical consequences, In the reign of his son. ' The Normaji
kings ruled in a twofold character ; they were all that their

English predecessors had been, and something more. The
Norman king was the chief of the state ; he was also the

personal lord of every man in his kingdom. In the one
character, he could call out the military force of the state;

in the other, ho could call on his tenants for the military

service due from their lands. As chief of the state, he levied

the ancient taxes due to the state ; as lord he levied the

new-fangled profits which, according to the new-fangled ideas,

were due to the lord from his tenants. In'short, William

brought in that side of feudal doctrine which helped- to

strengthen the crown, and kept out that, side which helped

to weaken it. The doctrine that a man was bound to

follow his immediate lord had destroyed the royal power in

other lands. William, by making himself the immediate

lord of all his subjects, turned that doctrine into the

strongest support of his crown.

This union of two sources of power in the Norman kings

made their rule practically despotic. But their very

despotism preserved English freedom. They had no tempta-

tion to uproot institutions which they found means to turn

into instruments of their power. They had no temptation

to abolish the national assemblies, in which they found little

check on their will, and in which they both displayed their

power and practically exercised it. The coming of William
practically changed the character of those assemblies ; it

gradually gave them a ngw constitution and a new name.

But there was no sweeping away, no sudden revolution ; all

was done gradually and by force of circumstances at parti-

cular times. Thus the forms of a free constitution went
on ; there is no break between the earliest national assem-

blies and the latest. " At some points of our history, the

freedom of England seems sometimes to slumber ; but it

never died. The seeming slumber under Norman despotism

led to the awakening of the thirteenth century. The
seeming slumber under Tudor despotisnj led to the awaken-
ing of the seventeenth.

The king was thus in possession of two sources of power,

of two sources of revenue. One source came by inheritance

from his English predecessors ; another came from the cir-

cumstances of William's conquest. He was both king and
lord of all men within his realm. To the English he was
in the first place king; to the Normans he was in the first

place lord. Each race had need of him, and the Norman
kings knew how to play off each race against the other. In
the first days of the Conquest, the king, if he was not the

friend of his English subjects, was at least not their worst

enemy. His power was some protection against local

oppressors.. BothWOliam Eufus and Henry I. were raised

to the throne by the English in the teeth of Norman
opposition. Gradually, as the two races drew together, as

in a word the Normans became Englishmen, neither race

needed the support of the king against the other, while both

alike felt the heavy yoke of his dominion. Instead of the

English people siding with the king against the Norman
barons, the Norman barons, changed into Englishmen, now
became the leaders of the English people against the king.

The greatest effect of the Norman Conquest is really to be

looked for, not in any sudden changes, least of all in any
great and immediate legislative changes, but in a complete,

though gradual, change of the administrative system, and
in such changes of the law as followed upon those changes

in the administration. And even the administrative

changes seldom took the foftn of the utter abolition of

anything old. They too rather took the form, sometimes

of setting up something new by the side of the old, some-

times only of increasing the importance of one old institu-

tion at the expense of another. Thus the national

assemblies themselves changed their character, and a variety
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uJtecUuf of institutiona were developed out of the uatioiial assemblies,

toe prac- by no cause so much as by the growth of the practice of
"'" ''

summons. Wherever it becomes usual specially to summon

particular members of an assembly, the first step is taken

towards the exclusion of all who are not so specially

summoned. In the great assembly at Salisbury, where all

the landowners of England became the " men " of the king,

we see the first germs of Lords and Commons. The Witan

are distinguished from the "land-sitting men." By the

Witan, so called long after the Conquest, we are doubtless

to understand those great men of the realm who were usually

summoned to every assembly. The vast multitude who

came to do their homage to the king were summoned only

for that particular occasion. The personal right of summons

is the essence of the peerage. It is the distinctive mark

round which all the other honours and privileges of the

peer have grown. The earls and the bishops of England,

by never losing their right to the personal summons, have

kept that right to personal attendance in the national

assembly which was once common to all freemen, but which

other freemen have lost. The House of Lords represents

by unbroken succession the Witan of the assembly of

Salisbury ; that is, it represents by unbroken succession the

old assemblies of the Teutonic democracy. Never did any

institution so utterly change its character. But the change

has been the gradual result of circumstances, without any

violent break. The " land-sitting men," on the other hand,

not summoned personaUy-or regularly, but summoned in a

jiass when their attendance was specially needed, gradually

lost the right of personal attendance, till in the end they

gained instead the more practical right of appearing by their

representatives. Thus grew the Commons. The steps by

which our national assemblies took their final shape do not

begin till a later time. But it is important to notice that

the first glimpse of something like Lords and Commons—

a

d'stinction which doubtless already existed in practice, but

•which is nowhere before put into a formal shape—dates
from the last years of the Conqueror.

The practice of summons thus gave birth to our final

parliamentary constitution. It gave birth also to a vast

number of administrative and judicial institutions, of which

we see traces before the Conquest, but which put on their

definite shape under the Norman kings. The practice of

summons produced the House of Lords. It produced also

the curia regis, the King's Court, out of which so many
institutions grew. The King's Court is properly the national

assembly itself ; but the name gradually came to be con-

fined to a kind of judicial and administrative committee of

the assembly. Even before the Norman Conquest, we get

a faint glimpse of a body of the king's immediate
counsellors, bearing the name of the Theningmannagemot.
Out of this body, to which was gradually attached the name
of curia regis, grew, on the one side the Privy Council,

and out of that the modern Cabinet, and on the other side

the courts of law. The Cabinet, our most modern political

institution, an institution so modern as to be unknown to

the written law, is the last growth of the principle of

summons. The Cabinet, the body to which in common use

we have latterly come to give the name of Government, is

simply a body of those privy councillors who are specially

Bummoned. Those who are not summoned stay away. All

the king's courts, administrative and judicial, grew in the

same way. They were committees of the national assembly,

which gradually grew into separate being and separate

powers, as the legislative, executive, and judicial branches of

government parted off more distinctly from one another.

Along with the practice of summons grew the importance

of those who were most specially and habitually summoned,
the great officers of the king's court and household. Soon
after the Conquest these officers began to rise into au

importance which they had never held before. They may xiiesreai
be divided into ofiicers of state and officers of the house- 'J'''<^i'''i»-

hold. The notion that offices in the royal household were
honourable is part of the general doctrine of the comitatua

and its personal service, the doctrine out of which grew tho

nobility of the thcgiis. Some of these offices were simply
old offices with new names. The staller became the con^

slahle, the bower-ihegn became tho chamberlain, the steward

kept his English name. Some of these posts became
hereditary and almost honorary. In some cases, as in that

of the chamberlain and the steward, a secondary office of

the same name grew up. Of greater importance and
interest are those officers into whose hands came the chief

powers of government under the king. Nothing is so

important under the Norman reigns as the exchequer. But
the exchequer is simply an old institution with a now
name, and the treasurer is simply an old officer with a new
name. The king's hoard or treasury must always have
had a keeper ; but the hoarder, under the Latin name of

treasurer, grew into increased importance in times when
the main object of government seemed to be to fill the

king's hoard. TLe hoard or treasury got the playful cauio

of exchefluer,^ and it grew into two departments of state,

admmistrative and judicial. The treasurer himself grew
into an officer of such power and dignity that, for a long

time past, his office has been put into commission among
several holders. And of these the chief has drawn in late

years to himself more than the power, though without the

dignity, of the old single-headed treasurer. The chancellor

again is found by that title under Eadward the Confessor,

and his office must have existed under some title as early as

there was any settled government at all. But it is under

the Norman kings that he gradually grew to great

importance and dignity, an importance and dignity wLicli

have been more lasting in his case than in the case of any

other of the great officials of those days. But the greatest

dignitary of the Norman reigns, the justiciar, really seems

to have been whoDy new. The name is first given to the

regents who represented William in his absence from

England ; and the office may well have grown up through

the need which was felt for some such representative when
the king visited his dominions beyond sea. The justiciar

appears as the first in rank among the great officers of state;

but while the chanceUorship, remaining a single office, grew,

the office of the justiciar was gradually divided among
many holders. Among them all those, great and small,

who administer justice in the king's name may claim to

have a share.

The modern judicial system of England begins, in sonic- The juJl

thing like its present shape, in the reign of Henry II. But cial sj-s-

its growth is one of the direct results of the Norman Con- '''"•

quest. The older judicial system is essentially local and

popular. The men of the township, ofJ;he hundred, of the

shire, come together under their local chiefs. The highest

judicial body of all, as well as the highest legislative body

of all, the assembly of the nation, comes together under the

chief of the nation, the king. At least as early as the reign

of .ffithelred we find examples of royal commissioners, like

the missioi the Prankish emperors and kings, who are sent on

the king's errand to the local courts. After the Conq'iest

this system grows, tiU in the end the local chiefs, the earl and

the bishop, are whoUy displaced by the king's judges. Thus

grew up the lawyers' doctrine that the king is the fountain

of justice. But the popular element survivfed in the various

forms of the jury. It is idle to debate about the invention

or introduction of trial by jury. The truth is that it nei'er

' The older names are fiscus Rnd thesaurus. Scaccarhnu or ex-

chequer was the established name by the time of fleDiy II. Jt comoa

from the parti-coloured cloth with which the table was coveroil,

which suggested the notion of a thess-board.

VflL — 33
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Cirigin of wa3 invented or introduced, that, even more than other
the jury, institutions, it emphatically grew. Its germ may bo seen

in all those cases, compurgation or any other, where a

Recogal- matter is decided by the oaths of men taken from the
•J""* community at large. The Conquest caused a step in

advance by the more constant employment of recognitions

taken on oath. Undei' Henry II. the practice was still

further strengthened ; but it was not till long after his day

that the modern idea of the jury was established, as no

longer witnesses but judges ot facts. When their judicial

character was fully established, that is, when in the reign of

Charles II. tliey ceased to be called to account for their

verdicts, the old popular character of the courts in a great

measure came back to them.

In this way justice became more centralized in England

than anywhere else. All the weightier causes came to bo

tried either in the king's own courts or by judges immedi-

itely commissioned by him. The local chiefs gave way to

the king's representetives. One local officer indeed gr w
into increased activity. This was the officer who in each

shire had always been specially the king's officer, tho

shire-reeve or sheriff, who looked after the interests of the

king, while the ealdorman or earl represented the separate

being of the shire. Under William, earls ceased to be

appointed, save where they had distinct military duties.

Under his successors earldoms gradually sank into merely
honorary dignities. But the sheriff was in the Norman
reigns the busiest of all officers ; for he had to collect and
bring in all that was due to the royal exchequer from the

endless sources of income by which it was fed.

Falkland The main political result of the Norman Conquest

I'/rrl"*'
^^"^ ^'^^ *" strengthen every tendency that was already

in being—and such tendencies have been powerfully at

work ever since the beginning of the growth of the
thegnhood—by which the king, his authority, his officers,

took the place of the nation and its authority. But
the older system was undermined rather than overthrown,
and tho course of our history has, to a great extent, given
us back the old institutions under other shapes. Thus, for

instance, there was a strong tend'jncy at work to turn the
folMand, the land of the nation, into the land of the king.

To this process the Conquest gavp the finishing touch. The
stroke by which the whole lay soil of England was held to

be forfeited to the Conqueror turned sW/olklaiid into terra
regis. From Domesday onward ih&/oUdand vanishes ; but
now that the crown lands are placed under the control of
parliament, as part of the national revenue, the terra rejis

has practically become folkland again. And while the
king, the highest lord, was thus encroaching on the nation,
that is, on the community which took in all others, smaller
lords were doing the like to the lesser communities which
made up the nation. Under the older system all grants of
sac and soc, that is, all grants to a particular person of any
special jurisdiction exempt from the ordinary local courts,
were in their own nature exceptional. As the new ideas
grew, the manor, as it was called by the Normans, finally

supplanted the township. Lawyers gradually found out
that the exceptiorral novelty was the original state of things.
Just as they ruled the king to be the fountain of justice,

because he had gradually taken the administration of justice
into his own hands, so they ruled that, wherever any rights
of the community had escaped the grasp of the lord, their
existence must necessarily be ovring to an unrecorded grant
of the lord. The ancient court of the people, the court
baron, was held to be the court of the lord. Here again
the evil has cured itself. The lord and his court have
become harmless ; but they remain as curious examples of
the way in which lawyers have read the history of England
backwards.

Both as regarded the greater lord and tho lesser, the

tendency of the ideas which the Norman Conquest strongly

confirmed was to put the notioa of property before tho
notion of office Kingship, the highest office in the common-
wealth, came to be looked on mainly as a possession. The
king of the people has now put on the character of the lord

of the land ; hia title gradually changes into a form which
better expresses this new position. The King of the English
gradually changes into the King of England. William him-
self is still almost always Rex Anglorum. But the new
territorial title now begins to creep into use, and from the be-

ginning of the thirteenth century it altogether displaces the
older style. But the new ideas did much more than merely
change the royal style. As soon as office had changed into

property, as soon as tho chief of the people had changed
into the lord of the land, the old rule that the king should
be chosen out of the one kingly house began to stiffen into

the doctrine of strict hereditary right. The general results

of the Conquest were all in favour of that doctrine; but the

circumstances of the reigns which immediately followed the

Conquest all told the other way, and helped to keep up the

elective character of the crown for some time longer. The
ancient doctrine died out very slowly, but it did die out in

tho end. And then lawyers found out that the crown had
been hereditary from the beginning, and ruled that the

king never died, and that the throne never could be vacant.

On the othor hand, as office was turned into property, so

property in land was turned into office, and carried with it

much of the likeness of a miniature sovereignty. The
doctrine of primogeniture also now naturally supplanted the

old principle of division of lands. No doctrine could be
more opposite to the old doctrine of nobility than the

doctrine which gave everything to a single son in the family.

In this way primogeniture has its good side. It gave us a
peerage ; but, in giving us a peerage, it saved ua from a

noblesse.

The immediate ecclesiastical effects of the Norman Con-
quest, those which in truth formed part of the process of

conquest, have been already spoken of. But the introduc-

tion of foreign prelates, and the closer relations with Rome,
worked in many ways. The foreign bishop naturally stood

at a greater distance from the native clergy than his English

predecessor had done. Moreover, the new theories as

to tie tenure of land turned the bishop into a baron,

hi'Ming as a tenant-in-chief of the crown. The bishop

became in his own diocese more of a lord and less of a

father, while he was often kept away from his diocese by
holding high temporal office. It gives a false view of the

case to say that the prelates grasped at high temporal office :

the case rather is that, in a time when education was chiefly

confined to the clergy, public business was mainly in the

hands of the king's clerks, and that they received bishoprics

as the reward of their temporal services. Under such bishops

the Church was secularized and feudalized. Ecclesiastical

livings were looked on less as offices with an endowment
for the maintenance of the holder than as benefices charged

with certain duties which might be discharged by deputy.

The relation of the parish priest to his bishop put on the

likeness of the relation between a man and his lord. At
the same time, the rage for founding monasteries, which

was at its height in Normandy at the time of the Conquest,

came into England with the Normans, and in the nest

century drew a fresh impulse from the foundation of the

Cistercian order. The love of exemptions of all kinds led

to a constant striving on the part of ecclesiastical bodies to

be exempted from the ordinary ecclesiastical jurisdiction.

This is shown, not only by separate monasteries, but even

by the cathedral chapters, especially where the place of tho

chapter was filled by a monastic body. And one immediate

result of the Conquest was the transfer of the seats of

several bishoprics from smaller towns to greater. This waa
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in accordance with the continental notion of a bish'op, by

which ho was looked on as primarily bishop of a city, whild

in English ideas he was rather the bishop, firjt of a tribe,

and then of a district. But this very change, one made

by the Norman bishops themselves, may well have helped

to bring about that separation between the bishop and

his church which dates from this time. The bishop who

had become a feudal lord, even when ho was not alto-

gether away from his diocese on the king's service, com-

monly fixed his dwelling-place in his rural castle rather

than in his palace in the city.

The social results of the Conquest were such as natu-

rally followed on the general transfer of the greatest

estates and highest offices of the country. The Conquest

itself, tho military occupation of William, was followed by

a peaceful immigration of Normans and other strangers

into England, especially into the merchant towns. London,

above all, received a crowd of citizens of Norman birth.

That these men, and the Norman settlers generally, turned

into Englishmen in a wonderfully short time is one of the

great features of our history. The causes are easy tc see :

with most men, if there be no special reason to the contrary,

place of birth goes for more than descent by blood, and the

stranger is gradually assimilated by the people among whom
he dwells. And in the case of Normans and English, we
can hardly doubt that original kindred went for something,

The Norman was simply a Dane who had adopted the

French tongue and some French fashions; he was easily

won back into the Teutonic fold. But the circumstances

of William's conquest, his pretended legal claim to the

crown and the whole system of legal fictions which grew

round that claim, helped largely to bring all classes of his

subjects together. The Norman settled in England was

driven to become in some sort an Englishman. He held

his estates of the King of the English, according to English

law. The fusion of the two races was so speedy that a

writer little more than a hundred years after the Conquest,

the author of the famous Dialogus de Scaccario, could say

that, among the free population, it was impossible to tell

who was of Norman and who was of English birth. That

is to say, the great nobles must still have been all but

purely Norman ; the lowest classes must have been all but

purely English. In the intermediate classes, among the

townsmen and the smaller landowners, the two races were

80 intermixed, and they had so modified one another, that the

distinction between them had been forgotten. We might

ObaDges say that the effect of the Norman Conquest was to thrust

in Bocial every class, save one, of the older English society a step

downwards. The churl, the simple freeman, had been
gradually sinking for a long time before the Conquest. In

the course of the century after the Conquest, he finally sank

into tho villain. On the other hand, if the churl gradually

sank to the state of villainage, the slave gradually rose to

it. The Norman Conquest, while thrusting down every

other class, undoubtedly helped to raise the most wretched

and helpless class of all.

But while the Normans wno settled in England changed

into Englishmen with remarkable speed, they of course, by
the very fact of their fusion, did much to modify the

chars 'jter of Englishmen. A way was now opened for all

that class of ideas which, for want of better names, may be

called feudal and chivalrous. Chivalry is rather French

than Norman ; and its development comes rather under

the Angevin than under the Norman kings. Still, so far

63 Normandy was influenced by France, so far as the

Korman Conquest opened a way for French influence, and,

vre may add, French kings, in England, so far this whole

class of ideas and feelings may b^ set down as results of

the Norman Conquest. But in England chivalry never

was really dominant. Teutonic notions of right and

rela-

tions.

common sense were never wholly driven out. For the man
unassisted by birth to rise was harder in some ages than in

others. There was no age in England when it was wlioUy

impossible.

The greatest of the outward changes which were caused

by the Norman Conquest was its effect on the language and
literature of England. In the matter of language, as in

other matters, the Conquest itself wrought no formal change.

Whatever change happened was the gradual result of the

state of things which the Conquest brought about. French

was never substituted for English by any formal act. Docu-

ments were written in English long after the Conquest

;

and, though the use of English gradually dies out in the

twelfth century, it dies out, not in favour of French, but in

favour of Latin. French documents are not found till the

thirteenth century ; they are not common till the latter part

of that century. As it was with institutions, so it was with

language. The old language was neither proscribed nor

forgotten, but a new language came in by the side of it.

William himself tried to learn English ; his son Henry, if no

other in bis family, understood English, and seems even to

have written it. Henry II. understood it, but seemingly did

not speak it. By the end of the twelfth century, English

seems to have been the most usual tongue among people of

all classes. It was the language of common speech and

of purely popular writings ; French was the more polite

and fashionable language, the language of elegant literature;

Latin was the language of learning. Every educated man
in the latter part of the twelfth century must have been

familiar with all three.

A foreign language was thus brought into England along- Changes

side of the native language, and it displaced the native in the

language for certain purposes. Such a state of things could Engl"''

not fail to have a great effect on the English language
"E^'ge

itself. That effect largely took the usual form of

strengthening tendencies which were already at work. The
two changes which took place were the loss of the old Lossofln.

inflexions and the infusion of foreign words into the ''«*'<'°»-

vocabulary. Neither of these processes began with the

Conquest ; the Conquest simply strengthened and quickened

them. The other Low-Dutch and Scandinavian tongues,

which were brought under no such influences as English

was by the Conquest, have lost their inflexions quite as

thoroughly as English has. Even the High-Dutch, which

keeps a comparatively large stock of infiexions, has lost a

large part of the forms which were once common to High

and Low. We may be sure then that we should have

lost our inflexions, or most of them, even if the Normans

had not come. Indeed, in one form of English, the dialect

of the North, the inflexions had largely given way already,
^

chiefly, it would seem, through the influence of the Danes.

But when English lost its place as a polite and literary

speech, when, though spoken by all classes, it was written

only for the lower classes, there was no longer any fixed

literary standard; the grammatical forms therefore became

confused and inaccurate. We see the change at once in

those parts of the Chronicles which were written in the

twelfth century. On the other hand, the Engl' a tongue

had taken in a few foreign words from the first combg of

the English into Britain. The Roman missionaries brought

in another stock. The Normans brought in a third. But

the third stock, like the second, consisted for a whilemainlj

of words which were more or less technical ; they were new

names for new things. Through the twelfth century the

two languages stood side by side, without either borrowing

much from the other. It was not tiU the thirteenth century

that French words came in to any great extent to express

things for which the English tongue had names already.

Thus the English tongue gradually put on its later cha-
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racter. It PEmaiued Teutonic iu its essence, Teutonic in

its grammatical forms. But it lost its inflexions, more

thoroughly than some kindred tongues, not more thoroughly

than some others. It also received a vast infusion of llo-

mance words into its vocabulary, an infusion far greater

in degree, but exactly the same in kind, as the Teutonic

infusion into the vocabulary of the Komance languages,

especially into French.

In literature, as distinguished from language, and aiso in

art, the Norman Conquest is one of the most strongly

marked epochs in our history. The breaking down of the

barrier between the insular and the continental world did

much for both. Learning had gone down again in England

tlirough the Danish invasions ; and Eadward the Confessor,

Hrith all his fondness for foreigners, did little for foreign

jcholars. Under William, and his son Henry things

altogether changed. The first two occupants of the see of

Canterbury after the Conquest were the two greatest

scholars of their day. Both of them were strangers in

Normandy no less than in England : Lanfranc came from

Lombard Pavia, Anselm from Burgundian Aosta. After

them England herself produced a goodly crop of scholars

among her children of both races. While the Chronicle

was still Wilting in our own tongue, a crowd of learned

pens recorded English history in Latin. Florence of

Worcester told the unvarnished tale of the early Norman

reigns in a chronicle which is English in all but language.

Henry of Huntingdon preserved to us large fragments of our

ancient songs in a Latin dress. William of Malmesbury

aspired to the character of a critical historian, a character

still more nearly reached somewhat later by William of

Newburgh. The statesmen historians of Henry' II. 's day

foUow, and lead us on to the monastic historians of the thir-

teenth century. Yet, after all, one would gladly exchange

much of the light which they give us for a continuation of

the English Chronicle in the English tongue.

Shaoga One form of influence on language was the almost com-

tn proper plete exchange of the Old-English proper names for a new
Vamea, ggt of names which came over with the Conqueror. The

strictly Norman proper names, those which the Normans

either brought with them from the North or had bor-

rowed from the Franks, are as truly Teutonic as the I^ng-

lish names ; a few names only were common to both

countries. But, just at the time of the Conquest, the

Normans were beginning to adopt scriptural and saintly

names, which were all but unknown in England. With

the Conquest' a new fashion set in, and the names, whether

Teutonic or saintly, which were in Norman use gradually

displaced the ancient English names. A few specially

royal and saintly names, like Eadward and Eadmund, alone

survived. Throughout the twelfth century we constantly

find the father bearing an English name, while the son has

one of the new fashion. This point is of importance. It at

once marks and hides the fusion of races. It helps us to

see thai many a man who was to all outward appearance a

stranger was in truth of genuine English descent.

Along with the change iii personal names came in

the use of hereditary surnames. Surnames, in the sense

of mere personal descriptions or nicknames, were already

common both in England and in Normandy. But the

hereditary surname, the name of the family handed on from

father to son, was at the time of the Conquest unknown in

England, and it was only just coming into use in Normandy.
The Normans brought the fashion into England, and the

circumstances of the Conquest gave it a fresh impulse.

While many of the Norman settlers brought with them the

surnames which they had already taken from their estates

or birth-places in Normandy, a crowd of men of both races

now took surnames from their estates and birth-places in

England. The fashion to some extent affected local nomen-

clature also. On the whole, the Norman Conquest made
but little change in this way. Few places, jf any, lost

their names. But some towns, castles, and monasteries of

Norman foundation received French names ; and a crowd of

English towns and villages did, as it were, take Norman sur-

names, by taking the name of a Norman lord to distinguish

them from other places of the same name.

In those days art is almost synonymous with architec-

ture, and the changes in that art which were wrought by
the Norman Conquest were great indeed. There was then

but little room for great displays of artistic architecture

anywhere but in churches. But in this, as in all periods of

genuine art, the style used for builflings of all classes was
the same. Up to the eleventh century all Western Europe
had built in one style, in that older form of the Roman-
esque or round-arched architecture which came direct from

Italy and was known as the mos Romanus. Its most

striking feature is the tall, slender bell-towers which in Eng
land are a sign of work not later than the eleventh century,

while in Germany they go on through the twelfth, and in

Italy they never went out of use at all. In the course of the

eleventh century several parts of Europe struck out new styles

of their own, which still keep the round arch, and which are

therefore properly classed as later varieties of the Roman-
esque type. One of these arose in Normandy, and was,

among other Norman fashions, brought into England by
Eadward in the building of his new church at Westminster.

After the Conquest the Norman style naturally became The Nor»

the prevailing fashion. One part of that fashion was the man

building of churches on a gigantic scale, such as had never ^'^'^

before been seen in England. This fashion led the Norman
bishops and abbots to pull down and rebuild most of the

minsters of England. The earliest Norman style was an

advance on the Primitive Romanesque in proportion and in

vigour of style, casting off the mere imitation of Roman
models which had lingered for so many ages. But in mere
amount of ornament it was certainly no advance. The en-

riched Norman style comes in later. However, Irom the

reign of William, one might perhaps say from th,e reign of

Eadward, the older style gave way to the new. The Primi-

tive models were now followed only in smaller and less

important churches, where the use of the slender bell-

towers lasted longer than any other feature. Yet the

Norman style, in supplanting the earUer English fashion,

was in' some measure influenced by it. The Norman
churches of England have some distinctly English features

of which there is no sign in those of Normandy.
We are told that great improvements in domestic archi-

tecture were brought in by the Normans ; but, when we
see the few Norman houses that are left to us, we may be

inclined to think that the chief change was the freer appli-

cation of stone to domestic work. It was only in houses

of the very highest class, as in kings' palaces, that there

was room for any great display of art. Such buildings

allowed of the great hall, with rows of columns and arches,

like those of a church. For municipal architecture there

was as yet no room in our island. But military architecture

took one of its greatest steps in this age. Fortification had

advanced in England from the hedge or palisade which Ida

built at Bamburgh to the wall of squared stones with -which

iEthelstan had surrounded Exeter. But the Norman castle,

name and thing, was brought in as something new in the

days of Eadward, and the land was covered with them in

the days of William. The massive square tower, of which

the Conqueror's Tower of London is the greatest example,

is one type. The shell -keep, the polygonal wall raised most

commonly on a mound of Englbh work, is another type.

In the days of our forefathers the castle was the very

embodiment of wrong and oppression. The Chronicle nevor

speaks of castle-building without some epithet of horroi.
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ir.i 03 One result of these changes in the art of fortification was
»j in Will-- largely to change the character of the warfare as well as the

'•"•'«• tactics of the age immediately following the Conquest. The
older warfare of England is a warfare of pitched battles.

Such is the warfare of JEUred; such is the warfare of

Erihtnoth and Ulfcytel and Eadmund Ironside. But the

warfare of the twelfth century is mainly a warfare of sieges.

The taking of towns and castles is endless; but between

Senlac and the wars of the thirteenth century wo hardly

meet with more than two great battles in the open field,

those of Tinchebrai and the Standard.

The changes'-in the character of warfare were accompanied

by a more general change in the art of war. An ancient

English array fought on foot ; the horse waa used only to

carry the warrior to the field. When the time for action

came, the king or ealdorman and all his following dis-

mounted. The old national weapon waa the sword, which

under Cnut was exchanged for the heavy Danish axe. The
English armies of the eleventh century consisted of two
classes, both footmen. The housecarls, the paid force, and
the thegns and other personal followers of the king, wore

coats of mail and carried shields, which could be made into a

kind of fortification called the shield-wall. They hurled jave-

lins at the beginning of the fight, and came to close conflict

with the axe. The irregular levies of the shires came armed
with axes, javelins, clubs, or any other weapons that they

eould bring. But there was no cavalry, and there were but

few archers. In the Norman system of warfare, cavalry

and archers are the chief arms. The mailed knights charge

on horseback with long lances raised high in the air; they

use the sword, and sometimes the iron mace, for close combat.

The infantry are mainly archers; the mounted archer is

rare. With the Conquest the Norman tactics naturally dis-

placed the English. The Englishman grasped the weapon
of his conqueror, and the fame of the English archers began.

Yet the Norman manner of fighting was itself to some ex-

tent influenced by English practice. The English archer,

though he had changed his weapon, was really the true heir

of the English axeman. In the fourteenth century, as in

the eleventh, the main strength of an English army lay in

its infantry. And, earlier than this, the old traditions of

English warfare were sometimes followed by the Normans
themselves. More than once in wars of the twelfth cen

tury we find kings and nobles getting down from their

horses and fighting on foot, axe in hand, like Cnut or

Harold.

'"'" We can now sum up the main results of the Norman Con-
*"^' quest. We can be hardly wrong in calling it the most im-

portant event in English history since the first coming of

the English and their conversion to Christianity. It was a

great and a violent change, a change which, either

in its immediate or in its more distant results, touched

everything in the land. Yet there was no break, no gap,

parting the times before it from the times after it. The
changes which it wrought were to a great extent only the

strengthening of tendencies which were already at work.

The direct changes which we may look upon as forming the

Conquest itself, as distinguished from its more distant

results, were done at once gradually and under cover of legal

form. No old institutions were uprooted, though some of

them were undermined by new institutions set up alongside

of them. The revolution which seemed to be the over-

throw of English freedom led in the end to its new birth.

Under an. unbroken succession of native kings, freedom

might have died out step by step, as it did in some other

lands. As it was, the main effect of the Conquest was to

call out the ancient English spirit in a more definite and
antagonistic shape, to give the English nation new leaders

iu tbo conquerors who were gradually changed into country-

men, and, by the union of the men of both races, to
win back the substance of the old institutions under new
forms.

Under the sons of the Conqueror England appears for

the first time in her new European character. Looking
at her simply as a power, without regard to the nationality

of her inhabitants, sbo now appears as an insular power
making conquests on continental ground. William llufus,

placed on the throne by the English people in opposition

to a Norman revolt, broke all his promises of good govern-

ment, and ruled as one of the worst tyrants in our history.

But it would be hard to show that he was an oppressor of

Englishmen as Englishmen. His rule was rather a tyranny

which pressed on all classes and all races, though the native

English would doubtless be the class which felt it most bit-

terly. Godless and vicious beyond all parallel before or

after, he was still a captain and a statesman, and no king

better knew how to make use of every art to advance the

power of his kingdom. He won a large part of Normandy
by force of arms ; and, when his brother Robert set forth

on the crusade, he obtained the whole duchy under cover

of a mortgage. Maine revolted and was won back ; a
purchase of Aquitaine was negotiated ; Rufus was believed

to have designs on the crown of France itself. A short

war was waged between Rufus and Philip of France, a war Warwiis
which now begins to put on the character of a war between France

England and France, rather than that of a mere war between
the duke of the Normans and his overlord at Paris. The
wealth and strength of England now for the first time

directly told in continental affairs. But the schemes of the

Red King were cut short by the stroke of an arrow in the

New Forest (2d August 1100). By an agreement between
William and Robert, if either died childless, his brother was
to succeed to his dominions. But at the death of Rufus,

Robert was far away on the crusade, and the English nation

had never paid much heed to any attempts to settle the

succession of the crown before a vacancy. Henry, the

youngest son of the Conqueror, the only one of his sons Electiot

who was the son of a crowned king and born on English of

ground, was unanimously chosen and speedily crowned. ""'^

An Englishman by birth, if not by descent, he further

married a wife who had some English blood in her veins,

and who, in the eyes of his subjects, passed for an English-

woman. This was Edith, the daughter of Malcolm of

Scotland, who at her marriage took the Norman name oJ

Matilda. The English king and the English queen wer^

mocked at by the Norman courtiers, who again conspired

to bring in the Norman duke. Again a son of the Con'

queror owed his crown to English loyalty. A second

Norman invasion of England foDowed. Robert landed at

Portsmouth, as Ids father had landed at Pevensey, but the

policy of Henry found means to send him and his host

away without fighting (1101). One of the usual agree-

ments was made, an agreement which had little chance of

being kept, by which again each brother was to succeed to

the dominions of the other in case of the failure of direct

heirs. But Robert was incapable of rul'ng his own
dominions ; a party in Normandy invited the King of the

English to save the duchy from anarchy. Two campaigns,

ending in the great fight of Tinchebrai (1106), brought

Normandy into the hands of Honry. Men at the time

looked on the day of Tinchebrai as the reversal of the day
of Senlac. Normandy was conquered by England, as

England had before been conquered by Normandy. Such
a view put forth only one side of the case; but from one

side it was true.

During the rest of Henry's reign there was perfect peace

in England ; but nearly the whole time was filled with

oontinentaj wars The warfare between France and
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England, of wLich there had been only a glimpse in the

daya of Rufus, now began in earnest. It is true that the

wars of Henry were waged wholly for Norman and not at

all for English interests, and Englishmen at home bitterly

complained of the taxes which were wrung from them for

wars beyond se(i. But it is none the less true that, in

their European aspect, they were English wars, and that

they tended to give the England of Henry a wholly different

position from the England of the days before the Conquest.

The later years of Henry were chiefly occupied in schemes of

dynastic policy on the contiilcnt. His only legitimate son,

the iEtheling William, to whom homage as his successor

had been done both in Normandy and in England, was
dro^vned in 1120. The king's daughter MatUda had been
married to the emperor Henry V. Strict alliance with

Germany formed part of Henry's policy, as it had formed
part of the policy of Godwine and Harold ; and the two
Henries, emperor and king, joined in warfare against Lewis
of France. On the death of the emperor, Matilda returned

to England, and, by an act without precedent either in his

kingdom or in his duchy, Henry procured that homage
should be done to his daughter as his successor. No more
striking comment can be needed as to the growth of the

new ideas of kingship. The crown was beginning to be so

thoroughly looked on as a possession that it was deemed
that it might pass to a woman. On the other hand,
no settlement could be more opposed to modern notions

of hereditary right. When homage was first done to

Matilda, Robert's son William, who, according to modem
notions, was the direct heir of the Conqueror, was still

living. In Normandy indeed he was his uncle's enemy,
and in England his claims seem never to have been heard
of. But, in the lack of legitimate male heirs, the choice

either of the king's natural son Robert or of his

Bister's son Stephen would have been much less opposed to

earlier ideas, both English and Norman, than the succession

of Matilda. The imperial widow was presently married to

Geoffrey of Anjou, a marriage clearly designed with a view
to the enlargement of the continental dominions of her
father's house.

King Henry died in 1135, leaving, as he deemed, the
succession to his daughter and her young son Henry. As
usual, an arrangement made before the vacancy was set

aside, and the choice of England fell on Stephen. The case

of the new king's election was not unlike the older and
more famous case of the election of Harold. In itself it

was perfectly good. Against it stood the fact that Stephen
had, with the rest of the chief men, sworn to the succession

of MatUda. Stephen then was a perjurer as regarded his

own soul; he was no usurper as regarded the nation. He
was accepted without opposition, and King Henry's son
Robert did homage to him with the rest. ,But Stephen, a
man of many winning personal qualities, was utterly unable
to reign in those times. RebeUions broke out; Earl
Robert asserted the rights of his sister in England, and
Normandy was conquered by her husband GeoflVey. The
empress landed in England (1139)/; she was chosen Lady
(1141)—the name Queen was not used ; but she was never
crowned. A civil war, a time of utter anarchy and havoc
raged, till (1153) another agreement of the usual kind was
made between StephbU and Matilda's son Henry, now duke
of the Normans. He had been brought over to England
as a child ; he had taken his share in the wars ; and it was
now agreed that Stephen should keep the crown for life,

and that Henry should succeed him. This time the agree-
ment took effect. When Stephen died in the next year,
Henry succeeded without opposition. Again a duke of the
Normans succeeded to the crown of England ; but Henry of
Anjou, by birth-place Henry of Le Mans, was far more than
duke of the Normans and king of the English. To the

lands of his mother's father he added the lands of his tather, Plata n
Anjou, Maine, and Toiiraine ; and a politic marriage gave
him a greater dominion still. The designs of William
Rufus npon the duchy of Aquitaine came to pass in another

way. The great dominion of Southern Gaul,. Poitou,

Aquitaine, and Gascony, had passed to Eleanor the daughter

of their- last duke. She married Lewis, the heir of the

crown of France, who almost immediately succeeded to the

kingdom (1137). For a moment France and Aquitaine,

Northern and Southern Gaul, the land of oil and.the land

of oc, were joined together. It might seem that a kingdom
of France, in the modem sense, was about to begin. But
the northern king and the southern duchess did not agree.

A canonical objection to the marriage was conveniently

found, and it was accordingly annulled. The divorced

queen at once married the young duke of the Normans
(1152). Her dominions came with her, and the prince

who now succeeded to the crown of England already held

the greatest power in Gaul, a power far greater than that of

his nominal lord at Paris. With that dominion he won
the undying hatred of the lord whose wife with her splendid

heritage had passed to him. The king of Paris was not

yet to be master of Southern Gaul. He was to be again

shut up in his inland dominion, while his mighty vassal held

the mouths of the great rivers and the fairest cities of the

land. As England under Cnut might seem to have become

part of a Scandinavian empire, so under Henry she might

seem to have become part of a Gaulish empire. The
strictly Norman period of the English history comes to an

end. Normandy and England have alike become parts of Enropeai

the dominions of a king who by female descent might be position

called either Norman or English, but who, both by birth " '""^

and by general character, was neither Norman nor English.

In ruling over a vast number of distinct states, widely

differing in blood, language, and everything else, ruling

over aU without exclusively belonging to any, Henry II.,

king, duke, and count of all the lands from the Pyrenees

to the Scottish border, was the forerunrjer of the eniJ)eror

Charles V.

It was during the reigns of the two sons and the grand- Fusion »r

son of the Conqueror that the chief steps were taken Normal

towards the fusion of English and Normans into one people, v" vav
or rather towards the change of Normans into Englishmen.

At the accession of Rufus the distinction was in ftill force

;

at the accession of Henry I. it is clearly visible. In the

course of Henry's reign it so far died out that, though it

was doubtless not forgotten, it was no longer marked by
outward distinction. The name of Englishman now takes

in aU natives of England, of whatever descent. A tale

of a general conspiracy to kill all the Normans soon

after the accession of Stephen proves, when it is examined,

to mean, just as in the case of the massacre of St Brice,

notadesign toslay everyman ofNorman descent in England,

but merely a design to slay a particular body of Norman
mercenary soldiers.^ Everything during these reigns tended

to draw the two races more nearly together; nothing tended

to keep them apart. The brutal tyranny of Rufus wronged

both races alike
;
yet men of native English descent could

rise even under him.^ The cold despotism of Henry at once

benefited and offended both races aUke. At one time of

his reign we meet with a complaint that he would admit no

Englishman to high office. When the complaint is tested,

1 See Uisiory of the Norman Conquest, vol. v. p. 281.

' The career of the crusader Robert the son of Godmne, whose history

will be found in William of Malmesbury and ii. the Scottish writer

John Fordun, who represents Turgot, is a case in point. So at

the accession of Henry I. there were several Englishmen holding

abbeys, one of whom, Godric of Peterborough, had been chosen bjr

the monks, who paid 'William Kufus a large sum for leave to cletA

freely.
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it is found that the exclusion extondod to natives of

England of both races, that the proforeiico was a preference

for absolute foreigners as such. The horrors of the anarchy

in Stephen's day fell on both races alike ; the foreign mer-

cenaries who laid wasto the land wore hateful to both alike.

We may safely say that, at the time of the accession of

Henry of Anjou, the man of Norman descent born in

England had, altogether in feeling and largely in speech,

become an Englishman.

None of these three reigns was a time of great legislative

changes, but the reigns of Rufus and Henry were the time

in wh)ch the new system of administration grew up. Un-
der Kufus the doctrine of military tenures, and of the

incidents consequent on such tenures, was put into

systematic shape by his rapacious minister Kandolf
Flambard, whom ho raised to the bishopric of Durham.
This man is distinctly charged with having lirst subjected

ecclesiastical property to these burthens, and there can bo

little doubt that it was he who la/id them on lay property

also. The evidence is this. Under the Conqueror we see

the germs and beginnings of certain usages, but nothing

more. At the accession of Henry they appear in a system-

atic shape as established usages, usages which Henry dots

not promise to abolish, though he does promise to reform

the abuses of them. The feudal burthens were a logical

deduction from the doctrine of military tenure. The land

is held of the lord on condition of certain services being

rendered. It passes from father to son ; but in order

that each successive tenant may strictly hold it as a grant

from the lord, the heir rnust receive it again. For the new
grant he must pay a relief, the price of the rdcvalio, the

taking up again, of the estate which has lapsed to the lord.

But it may be that the heir is from age or sex incompetent
to discharge the services due to the lord. In the case of

the minor heir, the lord takes the fief into his own hands
till the heir is of age to discharge them. The heiress can
never discharge them in person , she must discharge thorn

through a husband. But the interests of the lord require

that she shall marry only with his approval, lest she should

carry the fief into the hands of an enemy All these occa

sions were turned by the perverse ingenuity of Randolf
Flambard into means for increasing the royal revenue. Tb"*

"wardship,—that is, the temporary possession of the minor's

estate,—might be.granted or sold. So might the marriage of

the heiress. The lord might either sell her and her estate

for money, or else he might take money from the heiress

herself for leave to marry according to her own inclinations

So with bishoprics and abbeys ; Flambard found out that

they too were held of the king by mihtary service. During
the vacancy of the benetice, there was no one to discharge

the serWce ; the king therefore took temporary possession

of the ecclesiastical estate. And, as the new prelate could
not be chosen without the royal consent, the king might
prolong that temporary possession as long as he chose. All

these inferences were logically drawn out and sternly carried

into practice by the minister of Rufus. The utmost that

Henry pledged himself to do was to reform the grosser

oppressions of his brother's reign, and to limit his exactions

within some reasonable bounds. The claims themselves

went on, to the oppression and sorrow of successive genera-

tions of heirs and heiresses, till, as regards lay tenures, the
whole system was .swept away by the famous Act of

Charles II.

he Uws There is nothing to make us thmk that the innovations
f of Flambard were ever put forth in a legislative shape. At
'eiiry

.
j^jj events, no laws of William Rufus are extant. A book
is extant which calls itself the Laws of Henry ; but, like

the codes called the law of Eadward and William, it

IS rather a private compilation or law-book. It has a

certain valuij, as a witness to the state of the law in

Henry I.'s time; but it must not bo mistaken for h

collection of real statutes put forth by that king. It is

remarkable for the strongly English character of th^

jurisprudence described. There can be little doubt that

the compiler purposely gave his work as Eng'ish a char.ic-

ter as he could; but there is as little doubt that Henry
strove to give to his government, as far as he couhl,

at least the appearance of an English char.acter. In his

charter he grants to his people the law of King Eadward
—that is, the system of government which prevailed in

Eadward's reign—with his father's amendments. And, both

in the charter and in other documents of his reign, the time

of King Eadward is constantly taken as the standarc

Henry however kept the forests in his own hands, and
preserved the stern forest law of his father. The reign of

Henry is also memorable as the timo of the earliest extant

charters, both of the king and of other lords, granting new
privDeges to boroughs, often calling them into legal existence

for the first time. Thus the citizens of London are

exempted from various burthens of different kinds, and
from the jurisdiction of any but their own courts. They
have further the farm of all Middlesex—their subject dis-

trict—and the appointment of their own sheriff. In the next

reign or rather anarchy, the citizens of London appear dis

tinctly as a communio or commune.
But if this period was not marked by many formal changes

3n the law, the new administrative system grew stronger

and stronger. If the reign of Rufus systematized the

military tenures, the reign of Henry systematized the

exchequer and the great offices of state. A family of able

ministers begins with Roger, chancellor, justiciar, and bishop

of Salisbury, a family of the secularized churchmen of that

day, most of whom rose from the king's service to high

ecclesiastical office. Henry, a strict administrator of-justice,

looked no less narrowly after his own interests. Under
him we get the earliest pipe-roll of the exchequer, and a
wonderful document it is, showing how- many and how
strange were the sources of income which, flowed into the

hoard of a Norman king.

These reigns are also of the highest moment in ecclesiasti-

cal history. AYe now see what the ecclesiastical effects of

the Conquest really were. As we have seen, the tendency

of the time was to make bishoprics the reward of temporal

services, a practice which under Rufus easily sank into

direct simony. Yet Rufus himself, in a fit of sickness and
repentance, put a saint at the head of the English Church.

AfteraTacancy of four years (1089-1093) Anselm succeeded
Lanfranc in the see of Canterbury. Anselm was forced

into the office , but at this stage he showed no objection

whatever to the ancient English mode of investiture, by
which the prelate received his staff from the king, and
became his man. But, in such a reign as that of Rufus,

the tendencies of such a man as Anselm could not fail to

be Romewards. Rome might well seem to be the seat of

law, as opposed to the unlaw of the reigning king. The
quarrel began about the acknowledgment of a pope of dis-

puted title , It went on about various matters, tiU Anselm
crossed the sea to confer with Pope Urban. He remained

in banishment till the death of Rufus, and learned nt Bari

and at Rome that the laws of England were evil, that no

churchman ought to receive investiture from a lay lord or

do homage to a lay lord for the lands of his church. He
was recalled by Henry, and served him loyally during

Hobert's invasion. But he refused to do homage or to

consecrate the bishops whom the king had invested. A
second absence from England (1 103-1 lOG) followed, till a

compromise was made between the king and Pope Paschal.

The king gave up the claim to invest with tlio staff; but

the prelate was to do homage to t'"» ^•>l^ (or his land.'i.

Anselm then caiuo back.
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Tho controversy is a memorable one, not the least so

because Henry and Anselni are an almost solitary example

of a king and a bishop who could each maintain claims

which hf» held to be right without loss of temper or breach

of personal friendship. Anselm was a true saint. He
was no mere stickler for ecclesiastical jjrivileges, but a

denouncer of moral evil. One of bis canons again

denounces the slave-trade, and indeed denounces slavery

itself. Yet it is plain that through Anselm the power of

the Roman see in England greatly advanced, and he

laboured hard to forbid the English use which allowed

marriage to the clergy. Under his successors the claims of

Rome grew yet faster, and a succession of canons were

passed against the married clergy. Under the anarchy it

is not wonderful if the ecclesiastical power grew : it was

the only thing in the realm which kept any likeness of law.

Ecclesiastical synods took upon themselves to judge the

king; and the right of succession to the English crown

was argued in a solemn pleading before the court of Rome.
The doctrine of clerical exemptions grew ; it was held that

no clerk might be tried in a temporal court for any crime

whatsoever. Nothing did greater damage to Stephen than

his imprisoning two bishops, the famous Roger of Salisbury

and his nephew Alexander of Lincoln. On the other hand,

the ecclesiastical courts continued to draw to themselves a

large class of causes which concerned laymen. Nor was this

in those days altogether without a good side. The bishops'

courts had a bad name for corruption, that is, for letting off

offenders for money. But at least they were not bloody.

As they could not inflict death, so neither could they inflict

the horrible mutilations which were common, even in the

case of very trifling ofl"ences, in the courts of the king.

This period was also marked by the introduction of the

Cistercian order into England. Houses of this order, a

reform of the older Benedictine rule, never reached the

wealth and importance of the Benedictine houses ; but

they have added a special feature to English scenery. The
monks of this order habitually sought wild and lonely

spots ; the ruined abbey is most commonly Cistercian. At

the same time, we see the first beginnings of the university

system in England. ' Oxford, a flourishing borough, a strong

military post, a favourite seat of national assemblies, and

an occasional royal residence, now became for the first time

a seat of learning. The teaching of divinity began under

Robert PuUein in the days of Henry; that of law began

under Vacarius in the days of Stephen. This is really all

that we know of the beginnings of that great university;

but its growth must have been steady during the whole of

this century ; for at the beginning of the next the scholars

of Oxford were a numerous and important body.

The relations of England to the rest of Britain are of

considerable importance during this time. The marriage

of Malcolm and Margaret had most important results on

both countries. The Scottish kings became in truth English

kings, more truly English than the Normans and Angevins

who reigned in England. Their culture was English ; they

dwelled mainly in the English or Anglicized parts of their

dominions; strangers from England of both races were wel-

come at their court. This English influence began under

Malcolm ; after a period of struggle, it became fully

established under David. Malcolm invaded England more

than once, both in the days of the Conqueror and in those

of Rufus, and his last invasion saw also his death at

Alnwick (November 14, 1093). This invasion was

perhaps caused by an act of the king of the English

which may well have been dangerous to Scotland. Rufus

was the one king of his race who enlarged the actual

kingdom of England. He made Cumberland, meaning by

that name the old diocese of Carlisle, an integral part of

England ; ho peopled it with colonists from southern

England, and he rebuilt or repaired the local capital, which
became a strong fortress against Scotland. After Malcolm
came a time of struggles between the Scottish and the new
English party in Scotland, which was ended by Eadgar,
tho son of Malcolm and Margaret, being placed on the
throne by English help. Under his reign and those of

Alexander and David (1097-1153) the relations between
England and Scotland were close, and, as long as Henry of

England lived, perfectly peaceful. In Stephen's day
David asserted tho rights of his niece the empre.s8 ; he
twice invaded England ; he suffered a great defeat in the

battle of the Standard ; but he obtained the cession of the

newly won land of Cumberland, and also of the earldom of

Northumberland. Like Lothian at a former time, these

lands were to be held as English earldoms. Their possession

by tho Scottish kings was short ; but it doubtless tended,

along with other things, to make Lothian become more
directly a part of the Scottish realm.

Along the Welsh frontier the power of England greatly AfTmrso

advanced under the two Williams and under Henry. We Walee

may say, roughly speaking, that South \\'ales was conquered

at this time. But the conquest amounted to little more
than the settlement of Norman lords with a following of all

nations, who kept up from their castles an endless warfare

against the Welsh in their mountains. But one part of the

land was settled in another way. The southern peninsula

of Pembrokeshire, and seemingly the peninsula of Cower
in Glamorgan, were under Henry (1111) planted with a

Flemish colony, which may be fairly called the last of the

Teutonic .settlements in Britain. In the Flemish district

of Pembrokeshire the Britons and their tongue vanished as

utterly as they had done from Kent. Two of the chief

towns, Pembroke and Tenby, keep Welsh pames in a corrupt

form ; the rest of the local nomenclature preserves the

names of the Flemish leaders.

With the accession of Henry of Anjou a new period R«ign o*

begins. The purely English period has ended. The^'""^"
Norman period has ended also ; England and Normandy
are alike under the rule of the cosmopolitan prince from
Le Mans. Englishmen tried to see a native king in the

man who sprang through three generations of females from
the son of Eadmund Ironside.* And Henry was too wise to

refuse to listen. Whatever he was, he was not Norman, and
under him the last traces of dLstinction between men of

English and of Norman birth in England altogether died^

out. Of all the kings between the Conqueror and Edward the

First, he has the best right to the name of lawgiver. He
is not the author of any formal code ; but he is the author

of a greater number of actual enactments than any king

before him. His reign falls naturally into three parts.

The first is taken up with the restoration of order after the

anarchy. To this work the young prince of twenty-one,

who had already won a name beyond the sea, gave himself

with a good will. He was helped in the work by one of

the clerical statesmen of the age, Thomas the son of Gilberi

Becket of London, archdeacon of Canterbury and the

king's chancellor. Thomas is one of the great examples of

the fusion of Normans and English. Born in London ol

Norman parents, he appears throughout his career as n

passionate lover of his native land and his native city. Ha
was a favourite with the English people, nor is there a word

to show that he deemed himself,- or was deemed by them,

to be other than their countryman in the fullest sense.

King Henry and Chancellor Thomas worked hard tor ei£;ht

years to restore the rule of law. One great difficulty in

' See especially the deciication of the Gencalogia J}egum\y j^ilthelNid

of Ricvaux to Heury II. The king's pedigree is there traced up io

Adam, without any reference to his Anpcvin father or to his Norman
grandfather.
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their path was the new doctrine of the immunity of the

clergy from secular jurisdiction. These years wero a time

of comparative peace, broken chiefly by a war (1159) with

Lewis of France for the succession of Toulouse. Tiis war
was, as we shall presently see, of great importance in a

constitutional point of view ; and in it the chancellor's

functions, ecclesiastical and civil, did not hinder Mm from

showing himself in the third character of a stout man-at-

arms. At last, on the death of Archbishop Theobald

(1162), Henry committed the fatal mistake of raising his

great minister to the see of Canterbury, and the further'

mistake of expecting the new archbishop to remain his

minister. The step was in every way new ; other

, bishoprics had been used as rewards for temporal services;

the primacy had been reserved, if not always for saints, at

least for men whose character was not prominently worldly.

Most archbishops had been monks. And though, both

before and after the Conquest, archbishops of Canterbury

had been rulers of the realm in more characters than one,

no archbishop had ever held a post in the king's service

like that of chancellor. The see was forced upon Thomas

;

but, once archbishop, he put on the character of his new
office in all its fulness. As a mere deacon holding secular

office, he had been the king's most trusty servant ; now
become priest, bishop, archbishop, he threw up his secular

post, and became the champion of the ecclesiastical claims

His dis- in their most extravagant shape. Quarrels soon arose
putes between him and the king, quarrels which neither king

khig
^^^

"""^ primate carried on in the spirit of Anselm and
Henry I. Thomas showed himself violent and provoking

;

Henry showed himself mean and spiteful. The first great

quarrel arose out of the ecclesiastical claims ; for Thomas,
in his new position, tried to shelter even the most guilty

churchman from any punishment at the hands of the

temporal courts. The king caused a body of ordinances,

known as the Constitutions of Clarendon, to be drawn
up, which professed to state the law as it stood imder
Henry I. before the anarchy. They were certainly not,

as the ecclesiastical party called them, innovations of his

own; but it was only natural that they should seem
innovations to the ecclesiastical party. There was to be
no appeal to any power out of the realm without the king's

special leave. As a natural consequence, the clergy were
not to leave the realm without the king's licence. The
ecclesiastical courts were no longer to shelter ofi'enders

against the laws of the land. Advowsons were declared to

be lay fees. The baronial character of the estates of

bishops and abbots was distinctly asserted, and on this

followed, as a logical consequence, the rule that those estates

should pass into the king's hands during a vacancy.
Elections of prelates were to be made in the king's chapel,
with his consent. Another provision was added, not
wholly new, and which hardly touched the general question,
but which still marks the growth of the new ideas. The
villain was not to be admitted to holy orders without the eon-
sent of his lord. The ecclesiastical legislation of Henry II.

was, in fact, only a little more than a codification of the
practice of Henry I. ; it was only a little less than a fore-
stalling of the legislation of Henry VIII. It contained in-

novations on the practice of England before the Norman Con-
quest; but they were the innovations of Flambard, not of
Henry himself. But the attempt was premature. Thomas,
in a moment of weakness, assented to the Constitutions, and
then withdrew his consent. Henry, thus far in the right,
put himself in the wrong by raking up all kinds of forgotten
and frivolous demands against the archbishop. Thomas
lied from England and found shelter in France. It was the
interest of Lewis to support any enemy of Henry. A
weary time of dispute and intrigue followed, in which
Tbgmas was but feebly supported by the pope Alexander

8-lS

III. Henry sometimes threatened to acknowledge the

imperial autipope; sometimes he forsook his own posi-

tion ; once, men said at the time, he went so far as

himself to accept a legation from the pope. ' At last

the first quarrel was patched up (1170). Thomas came
back to England only to find a new and distinct

ground of quarrel. The king had caused his eldest sod

Henry to be crowned by Roger archbishop of York, to the

prejudice of the rights of the see of Canterbury. New
excommunications, new disputes, followed. At last four

knights in the king's service, mistaking a few hasty words
of their master, crossed from Normandy to England, and
slew the archbishop in his own church.

Thomas really died for the rights of the church of Can-
terbury, not for any more general principle. But the second

quarrel, as could not fail to happen, got mixed up in men's

minds with the first ; and the murdered archbishop was
looked on as a saint and as a martyr to the general

privileges of the church. The dead martyr was a more
dangerous enemy to the king than the living primate had
been. We now enter on the third period of Henry's reign,

a time of nineteen years, in which Henry had to struggle

against foes on every side, but chiefly against foes that were
of his ovra household. His overlord of France, his vassal of

Scotland, his own nobles, his wife and his own children, were

all arrayed against him. As far as England was concerned,

Henry was successful against all. The rebellion of the earls

and the Scottish invasion (1174) both failed. On the conti-

nent his fate was harder. The death of his eldest son, the

rebellion of the youngest, the loss of the city of his birth,

utterly broke down his spirit. At the age of fifty-six he

died (1189) at Chinon, far away alike from England and
from Normandy, a worn-out and broken-hearted man.

The great lawgiver was gone, and his dominions passed Reign of

to his rebellious son Richard. This king has in popular Richard

belief become one of the heroes of England. That he ^''
''.'V"

should ever have been looked upon as such, that he should .h^actei
by strangers have been so looked upon even in his own time,

shows how England had come to be looked on as the head

and centre of the vast dbminion of her kings. Personally

Richard, though born on English ground, was the least

English of all our kings. Invested from his earliest years

with his mother's Southern dominions, Richard of Poitou

had little in him either of England or of Normandy : he

was essentially the man of Southern Gaul. Twice in his

reign he visited England; to be crowned on his first acces

sion, to be crowned again after his German captivity. The
rest of his time was spent in his crusade, and in varioiis

continental disputes which concerned England not at all,

except so far as she had to pay for them. The mirror of

chivalry was the meanest and most insatiable of all the

spoilers of her wealth. For England, as a kingdom, all

that he did was to betray her independence by a homage

to the emperor, which formed a precedent for a more famous

homage in the next reign. His reign is an important one

in constitutional progress, but as such it was the reign of

his ministers and not of himself. One event towards the

end of his reign has been often misunderstood. A com-

motion was raised in London (1196) by William the son of

Osbert, known as William with the Long Beard, a fellow-

crusader and seemingly a personal friend of the king's,

William professed to be the champion of the poor against

the rick Out of this a romantic story grew that he wns

the champion of the English against the Normans. T?ae

writers of his own time show that he was deemed a mar(;yr

by his followers and a traitor by his enemies ; but they

give no hint that he was the champion of one race against

another. Nor do they give us any clue as to his own

descent, English or Norman. There is not a word in any

writer of the reian of Henry or Richard to make us think

Vni. — 39
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that the distinction between the two races was at all re-

membered in any hostile sense. Everything shows that

all the inhabitants of the kingdom were fast drawing

together, in opposition to men born out of tho realm,

whether in Normandy or anywhere else.

Richard died, as he had lived, far away from England and
Normandy, in a petty quarrel with a Southern vassal (1199).

Constitutional progress had gone on silently in his absence.

In the next reign freedom had to be won openly from a

tyrant by force of arms. No period of our history, save

those of the Conversion and the Conquest, is of greater

importance than the seventeen years of John. A popular

confusion has to be got rid of with regard to his secession

at the death of Richard. John, the youngest son of Henry,

was the only survivor of his brothers; but Geoffrey, the

third son of Henry, had left a son Arthur. Richard seems

at one time to have designed Arthur for his successor.

But his last bequest was in favour of his brother; and, even

without that bequest, all English precedent was in favour

of the brother rather than of the nephew. Arthur does not

seem to have had a single partisan either in Normandy or

in England. John was received as duke, chosen and
crowned as king, without opposition. But on tho continent

generally the new doctrine of hereditary right had made
much greater advances than it had in England. Anjou
acknowledged Arthur ; and Philip of France was led by an

obvious policy to receive his homage for all the continental

dominions of his uncle. But Arthur and his followers were

soon crushed by the king-duke (1202), and the disappear-

ance of Arthur left little room for doubt that he had been

put out of the way by his uncle. The king of the French
called into being a new jurisprudence out of the romances
of Charlemagne, and called on the twelve peers of France
to sit in judgment on their felon brother. Sentence of

forfeiture of all lands held of the French crown was pro-

Loss of nounced against John. The sentence was carried out by
Nor- an easy conquest of continental Normandy. The islands
Bandy, giave to their duke, and they have ever since remained

possessions of the English crown, keeping their local inde-

pendence and their ancient laws. £ia behalf of the duchy
John did not strike a blow ; but he led more than one expe-

dition to secure or to win back his southern dominions, and
the final result was that, of all the continental possessions

of Henry and Richard, Aquitaine alone remained to their

successors. The relations of England to the continent were
thus completely changed. Under Henry and Richard
England had been only one, though the greatest, among the
endless possessions of her king. Now that Normandy,
Maine, and Anjou became provinces of France, Aquitaine
became distinctly a distant dependency of England, To
the crown of France the gain was beyond words ; the king
was now a greater potentate than any of his vassals. He
had won back those old possessions of the French duchy
which had so long, cut off its dukes and kings from the sea.

To England the loss was the greatest of gains. It broke the

last tie which bound any part of the inhabitants of Eng-
land to any land beyond the four seas of England. If any-
thing was still wanting to wipe out every trace of distinction

between the descendants of those who a hundred and forJ;y

years earlier had been the conquerors and the conquere'd,

the French conquest of Normandy did the work. Every
man in England was now an Englishman, and nothing but
an Englishman. One question only has to be asked : Why
^id Normandy, the old foe of France, submit so tamely to

ft French conquest 1 The reason seems plain. Normandy
was a conquered land. With Henry I. the line of her
national dukes had ended. If the French king was a
stranger, he was not more a stranger than the king of

England and count of Anjou. The duchy really lost

nothing by passing from a state which might seem that of

a dependency, to become an integral portion, oft'^n a royal

apanage, of a kingdom of its own speech. Aquitaine, on the

other hand, foreign alike to England, Normandy, and France,

fouad its account in cleaving to the more distant sovereign.

The nobles were drawn to Franco by community of feeling

in many ways ; but the cities clave to the distant king, who
was their ally and protector rather than their master.

The English nation was now united : the smaller mass of

the conquerors had been received and assimilated by the

greater mass of the conquered. Events now thickly press

one upon another, and all of them tended to draw all the

sons of the soil closer and closer together. John, like

Richard, was born in England ; but, like Richard, he was
in feeling neither English nor Norman. He surrounded jonn t

himself with foreign counsellors and with foreign soldiers. q»i"T«!

He presently plunged into an ecclesiastical quarrel which *' •

showed the weak side of the ecclesiastical policy of the

Conqueror. It needed William himself to carry out

William's system. A disputed^ election to the see of

Canterbury gave Innotent III. an opportunity for putting

in a nominee of his own, and hia choice—it must have been

unwittingly^—fell on one of the foremost of English

patriots, on the first of the noble band who defied pope

and king alike on behalf of the freedom of England. The
candidate of the king and the candidate of the monks both

gave way to Stephen Langton. John had so utterly turned

away from him all the hearts of his people that none stood

by him, even when the pope took upon him to declare tlie

king of the English deposed from his crown, and to oflfer

that crown to the king of the French. In his despair John

became the man of the Roman pontiff, as hia brother had

become the man of the Roman Caesar. Archbishop Stephen

now came back to EngJand. The laws of king Eadward were

renewed. When John flew to arms, the barons and people

of England, with the primate at their head, swore to bring

back the ancient laws, the laws of Eadward, the laws of

Henry. Those names are now heard' for the last time.

John was constrained (1215) to sign the Great Charter ; and rheGre«

from that day Englishmen called for the observance of the
'-""^^

Great Charter, is they had hitherto called for the laws of

Eadward. By that charter resistance to the royal power

was legalized; in the struggle that followed it was the king

who was the rebel John had hardly sealed the charter,

when he sent to his overlord at Rome, and the pontiflf took

upon him to annul the recovered liberties and to denounce

suspensions and excommunications against those who had

won them. At the head of his foreign mercenaries, the

king laid waste his own dominions. The barons in despair

chose a new king, and offered the crown to Lewis of France.

Such a choice seems to us yet more strange than the Cicctio*

speedy submission of Normandy to Lewis's father. That ^f ^'^

the step was most unwise was presently proved; but at the

time it was intelligible alike to Normans and to English-

men. If Lewis was a stranger, so was John. Personally

Lewis promised far better than John, nor was it easy to

find any other available candidate. If not Lewis himself,

yet his wife, came by female descent of the royal stock

;

and the only likely competitor, the emperor Otto, was at

once closely allied with his uncle John and had shown thai

he could not keep the kingdoms which he had already.

But, even before John died, men began to feel that, in

inviting a French king, they had invited a French con-

quest. In a few months (1216) the death of John cut the

knot ; all English feeling turned to the side of his young Suwvs-

and innocent son. He was indeed a minor, but a minor sion al

was better than a stranger. Henry III. succeeded as a W*'"^

national king, and a burst of national feeling drove the

French out of the land, A long and weary time followed,

in which the freedom of England was slowly growing uii.
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till, fifty years later, the time came when it had to be again

asserted on the field of battle.

No time is richer than this in legal history. The
whole reign of Henry IL was a reign of legislation, and
the work was not interrupted even during the time of

the great struggle with the archbishop. In the year before

the promotion of Thomas to the primacy, king and

chancellor had dealt one direct blow at all feudal ideas.

In the war of Toulouse the scutage was first devised ; a

money payment was accepted instead of personal military

service. The money was of course spent in hiring

mercenaries; and it was largely by the help of mercenaries

that Henry subdued his rebels in England. But later in

his reign, by the Assize of Arms (1181), he regulated the

old constitutional force of the country, and enjoined that

every free Englishman should be ready to servo with the

weapons belonging to his rank. Other incidental notices

show us that much legislation was done *hile Henry still

had Thomas to his minister. But the ordinances of which

the text is preserved belong to a later time. The reign of

Henry is rich in charters to boroughs, several of which are

early enough in his reign to bear the signature of chancellor

Thomas. And a reference in the Constitutions of

Clarendon shows that, thus early in his reign, Henry had
begun that great step towards the development of jury

trial which is one of the special marks of his reign. By
the work of Henry and his chancellor the system of

recognition was organized, by which sworn men gave a

verdict, but as yet a verdict given from their owe know-
ledge. The great legal writer of Henry's reign, the justiciar

Randolf of Glanville, speaks of the recogniti6n as a special

gift of Henry to his people, and enlarges on its superiority

to the wager of battle. All this comes within the

chancellorship of Thomas ; and we shall do the cnancellor

great injustice, if we think wholly of his later ecclesiastical

character, and forget his services in the days when he was
the chief minister of one of our greatest kings. Of the

extant ordinances of Henry's reign, the oldest after the

charter issued at his coronation are the Constitutions of

Clarendon themselves (1164). The Assize of Clarendon

—

a wholly distinct document (1166)—and the Inquest of

Sheriffs (1170) came during the time of the quarrel with
Thomas. On these, after the death of Thomas, follows in

1176 the Assize of Northampton, in 1181 the Assize of

Arms, and in 1184 the Assize of the Forest.. AH these

bear witness to Henry's care, even when he was most
occupied with other matters, to preserve the peace of the

land, and to enable all his subjects to have justice done to

tiiem in the king's name. And in all, the mode of inquisi-

tion by the oath of twelve lawful men grows at each step.

The Assizes of Clarendon and Northampton have a special

reference to one of Henry's great measures, that by which
the visitation of the country by itinerant judges going regu-

lar circuits was finally established. It was not an invention

of his own; the visits of the king's judges had begun to

take a regular shape under Henry I. But it was Henry
II. who organized the whole system afresh after the

anarchy. It was he who finally established the specially

English principle that justice should be administered in

diflTerent parts of the kingdom by judges not belonging to

the particular district, but immediately commissioned by
the king. When the king's judges came and received the
inquisitions of the local jurors, though the complete modern
ideal of a judge and jury had not been reached, yet some-
thing had been reached which could grow into that ideal

wiLhout any one moment of change so great as the changes
wrought by Henry himself. By him the jury was applied to

all manner of purposes. The Assize of Arms was distinctly

a return to the old military system. It gave a new life to

XhQfyrd, the ancient mUitia, which had never gone out of

use, out which had been overshadowed by feudal levies on
the one hand and by the use of mercenaries on the other.

Each man was to have the arras which befitted the amount
of his property. It was by a jury that the liability of each
man to be ranked in such or such a class was to be fixed.

Even in the Assize of the Forest, an ordinance framed to

protect the most exceptional and most oppressive of all the
royal rights, the popular clement conies in. Sworn kni"hts
are appointed in each shire to protect those rights. Lastly,

when in 1188 the tithe was levied for the defence of

Eastern Christendom against Saladin, the liability of each
man to the impost was assessed by a local jury. In all

these ways the appeal to the oath of lawful men, as opposed
to any other form of finding out truth, was strengthened

by every step in the legislation of Henry.

Meanwhile the administrative system- which had beeq
growing up ever since the Conquest took firm root undet
Henry. We have a contemporary picture of it, drawn by
one of Henry's own officials, in the Dialogns de Scaccario.

This was the work of Richard, treasurer of the exchequer
and bishop of London, one of the family of oflScials founded
by Roger of Salisbury. Alongside of this, we have our
first strictly legal treatise, as distinguished from private

compilations and codes, in the work of the great justiciar

Randolf of GlanvUle. In short, we may say that under
Henry the legal system of England took a shape which it

has practically kept ever since. The endless changes of the

last seven hundred years are rather special amendments
of Henry's work than anything which can be said to start

altogether afresh from a new point. Strictly constitutional

advance rather belongs to the reigns of Henry's sons than
to that of Henry himself. Nor is this wonderful. Consti-

tutional advance commonly means the lessening of the royal

power, and acts which lessen the royal power do not often

issue from the free will of kings. In Henry's time, above
all, a time when law and order had to be restored after the

reign of anarchy, the momentary need was rather to

strengthen the royal power than to lessen it. Legal
reforms are often, as in this case, the free gift of wise
kings ; constitutional reforms have commonly to be
wrested from weak or wicked kings. But the legal reforms

of Henry supplied an element which largely entered into

the constitutional reforms of the next stage. Out of

Henry's favourite institution of recognitions on oath grew,

not only trial by jury, but also the House of Commona
By the time of Henry II. the force of circumstances,

especially the working of the practice of summons, had
gradually changed the ancient assembly of the whole nation

into a mere gathering of the great men of the realm. The
work which had now to be done, and which, in the space of

about a hundred yeai-s, was gradually done by a number of

instruments, conscious and unconscious, was io call into

being a second and more popular assembly alongside of the

assembly which had lost its popular character. To use

language which belongs to a somewhat later time than that

with which we are now dealing, the House of Lords already

existed ; the House of Commons had to be callea into being

alongside of it. The details of this great process of con-

stitutional growth mtxst be Urawn out by the strictly con
stitutional historian. All that can be done here is to call

attention to the main lines of the process and to its more
remarkable landmarks. And it may bo well from the

very beginning to give the warning that the two Houses ol

the English Parliament did not arise out of any theoretical

preference for two houses over one or three. The number
was fixed, like everything else in English history, by what
we are apt to call circumstances or accidents. Our whole

parliamentary system was eminently one which was not

made, but grew. Thus, for instance, it was onl^graduallv

established that the barons should be personally suramouea
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t(> the same house as the bishops and earls, while the knights

sliuuld ujjpear only by their rspreaentativcs along with

ihe smaller freeholders and the burgesses of the towns.

It is in the reign of Richard I. that wo begin to see the

first faint glimmerings of parliamentary representation.

The one object of the absentee king was to screw all the

money that he could out of the kingdom for which he cared

not. The object of his wise ministers, of Archbishop

Hubert among the first, was to gain the greatest amount

of money for their master with the least amount of oppres-

sion towards the nation. Under Hubert's administration,

clioseu bodies of knights or other lawful men, acting ia

characters which become more and more distinctly repre-

sentative, wore summoned for every kind of purpose. How
far they were nominated, how far freely elected, is not always

clear. It seems most likely that in one stage they were

nominated by the sheriff in the county court, while at a

later stage they were chosen by the county court itself. In

other words, the principle of representation was first

established, and then the next stage naturally was that the

representatives should be freely chosen. Summoned bodies

of knights appear in characters which are the forerunners

of grand jurors and of justices of the peace. They appear

also in a character which makes them distinctly forerunners

of the knights of the shire which were soon to come. A
chosen body of knights have to assess the imposts on each

shire. From assessing the taxes the next stage was to vote

or to refuse them. lu 1213 the sheriffs are called ou to

summon four discreet men from each shire, to come and
speak with the king about the affairs of the realm. 'WTaen

we have reached this stage, we have come very near to a

parliament, name and thing.

TTieGreat The reign of John, in short, is marked by common con-

Charter, sent as the time from which Englishmen date the birth of

their national freedom in its later form. From his day
men no longer asked for the observance of the laws of

Eadward. They asked for the observance of John's own
ciiarter, which was deemed to be nothing else than the

laws of Eadward in a new shape. By that charter all the

great principles of constitutional government were aflSrmed.

They were so fully affirmed as to be in advance of the

age ; only a few years later men shrank from affirming

them again with so clear a voice. Stephen Langton doubt-

less saw further than other men of his day ; but, if in one

or two points he claimed more than his generation was ready

for, the great mass of his legislation took root at once, and

80 prepared men for the final acceptance of all a generation

or two later. The Charter is the first solemn act of the

united English nation after Norman conquerors and Nor-

man settlers had become naturalized Englishmen. Of dis-

tinction of race or law there is not a word. The one dis-

tinction drawn is that between freeman and villain, and even

the villain has rights which the Charter protects. It ordains

nothing new, except the temporary provisions for its own
enforcement, provisions which give a legal sanction to the

natural right of resisting a king who rebels against the law.

Novel abuses are to be redressed ; new means of redressing

them are supplied ; but the old law of England, the law of

Eadward, the law of Henry, stands firm. But it is with

the strictly constitutional provisions of theCharter that we
are here most concerned. Eepresentation was already fast

growing np ; but it had hardly yet reached such a stage

that it could be ordained in legal form. But rules are laid

down out of which, even if it had not begun already,

representation in the strictest sense covld not fail shortly

to arise. The distinction which had been growing up ever

since the Conquest, and indeed before, between the Wiian
and the LanihiUing men now receives a legal sanction,

,T)ie practice of summons makes the distinction. Certain

great men. prelates, earls, and greater barons, are to receive

the personal summons. The rest of tlie king's tenatitg-in

chief are to be summoned only in a body. Here we have
almost come to a separation of Lords and Commons. But in

modern ideas those names imply two distinct houses ; and
it was not yet settled, it had not yet come into men's minds
to consider, whether the national council should consist of

one house or a dozen. But it is decreed in so many words
that the acts of those who came would bind those who stayed

away. On such a provision representation, and not only

representation but election of the representatives, follows

almost as a matter of course. The mass stay away ; a few
appear, specially commissioned to act in the name of the

rest. The Charter mentions only the king's tenants-in-

chief; so far had things been marred and feudalized by the

influence of the Conquest. But as the election could only
be made in the ancient county court, every freeholder at

least, if not every freeman, won back his ancient right.

If he could not come himself to cry Yea or Nay, he at least

had a voice in choosing those who could do so with
greater effect.

The point in which the legislation of the Charter seems Tie
to Lave been in advance of the age was with regard to the powo j«

power of the purse. The old threefold burthen, the trinoda tl'^P""'-'

nccessitas, seems, in the new feudalized state of things, to have
given way to the three cases in which the lord might law-

fully call on his man for an aid. These were his own
ransom from captivity, the knighting of his eldest son, and
the marriage of his eldest daughter. This right is allowed

to the king ; but he could call for money in no other case,

unless it was voted to him by the national council. Thia

was the old law, and in quite recent times both Thomas
of London and St Hugh, the Burgundian bishop of

Lincoln, had, in full assembly, withstood exactions on the

part of Henry and Richard. But, though both ancient

law and modern precedent were for the clause, men were
not ready for the direct assertion of its principle. The
clause was left out at the later confirmations of the Charter,

and the right was not again fully established tUl the end of

the century. The provisions which were temporary were
not the least important. Twenty-five barons were appointed

to carry them out, and, to show the advance of municipal

rights, among them was the mayor of London. H the king Resist

broke his oath, they were to call the whole commons of the ance >
kingdom to their help, and to constrain the rebel king by ^^^^

force. When John again rebeUed, his barons and people

drew the sword against him, and they were but carrying

out the letter of the law.

The main principles of constitutional government had Eiiropoaji

thus been established ; the old freedom had been won back positiou

in a new shape. England was England again. But the?^^""
European position of England had altogether changed.
The final outcome of Norman and Angevin rule in England
had been to make England an European and a continental

power, holding two Gaulish dependencies, the duchy of

Aquitaine and the insular Normandy. But the vast exten-

sion of the Angevin dominions before they were thus cut
short had brought England into connexion with most parts

of Europe. The daughters of Henry II., like the daughters

of Eadward the Unconquered, were married to princes in

distant lands, in Castile, Sicily, aud Saxony. This last

marriage, that of Matilda with Henry the Lion, gave the

old connexion between England and Germany a special

direction. During the dispute with the archbishop, Henry
was more than once tempted to forsake the obedience of

Alexander III., and to accept the pontiffs who were succes-

sively set up by the emperor Frederick. But the Saxon
marriage caused kings whose internal policy was distinctly

Ghibeline to appear in foreign lands as the allies of the

Guelf. Otto IV., the son of Henry the Lion and JIatilda,

was constantly at the court of his uncles, and he received
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from them earldoms and promises of kingdoma. It was ia

alliance with him that Englishman, German, and Fleming

stood side by side when all three were overcome by
the French king at Bouvines. In other parts of the empire,

we find Henry seeking a wife for his son John in Savoy,

and bringing a saint from Grenoble to rule at Witliara and
at Lincoln. But more than all, Englaad, as a power, began

at this period to take a direct share in the crusades. In-

dividual Englishmen of both races had fought in earlier

crusades, and had entered the service of the eastern

emperors. But Henry himself took the vow of a crusader,

and Richard carried that vow into effect. In foreign lands

the Poitevin count appeared as an English king, and his

followers, of whatever race or speech, were looked on as

Englishmen. The fame of England was thus spread

through all lands ;
yet it was in the reigns of Richard and

John that the crown of England was humbled as it never

was before or since. Richard became the man of the

emperor for his kingdoms; John became the man of the

pope. That he also offered to become the man of the

AJmohade Commander of the Faithful reads almost like a

piece of satire ; but the evidence on which the story rests

cannot be lightly cast aside.

Within the island world of Britain the power of England
rose for a moment under Henry II. to a greater height

than it had ever risen at any earlier time. Or we might
say that another island world, less only than Britain itself,

was brought into relation with the world of Britain, as the

world of Britain was brought into relation with the world

of Europe, The first Angevin king of England became
the first English lord of Ireland. The connexion between

the two islands had been growing close for a long time.

Shadowy tales are told of a dominion exercised by Eadgar
and by Cnut on the eastern shore of Ireland. It is more
certain that, under the two Williams and under Henry I.,

first the Danish settlers, and then the Irish 'themselves,

entered into spiritual relations with the see of Canterbury
which could hardly fail to grow into temporal relations with
the crown of England. One Irish king was, if not the

vassal, at least the attached friend, of Henry I. One of

the first acts- of Henry II. was to obtain a bull from the

one English pope, Hadrian IV., granting him the dominion
of the island of Ireland. But the conquest of the new
realm was begun only by private adventurers in II 69. For
one moment, in 1171, the conquest seemed to be a reality.

The Irish princes became the men of Henry, who pre-

sently granted the kingdom of Ireland to his son John.

But in. tsuth all that was done was to begin that long and
dreary tale of half-conquest and- local warfare which gave
Ireland five centuries of greater wretchedness than England
had endured iu the first five years of Norman domiuion.
As if from a feeling how unreal the claim was, the kingly
style granted to John was dropped by John himself; and,
till the reign of Henry VIII., the king of England took
from his precarious Irish dominion no higher title than
Lord,

On the Welsh frontier the endless warfare went on; but
this cannot be called a period of conquest. The armies of

Henry II. sufi"ered at least one defeat at the hands of the
Britons ; and the contemporary writer John of Salisbury
ventures to regret that England had not in his day a leader
like Harold to guard her frontier. Under John we find

the first connexion by marriage between the ruling houses
of England and Wales. A natural daughter of John was
married to the Welsh prince Llywelyn. From this time
the position of the Welsh princes changes, and they begin
to play a certain part in the internal affairs of England.
On the Scottish frontier Henry II, took back the earldoms
of Northumberland and Cumberland, which had been
yielded to David and his son. Presently the share taken

Special

8ion ol

WiUiam
tlio Uot

by William the Lion iu the revolt of the English barons

was avenged in 1174 by his defeat and captivity, and by
his acknowledgment of a supremacy of an altogether new
kind on the part of the English overlord. For the first

time, Scottish lords, as well as Scottish kings, did homage
to Henry ; and, for the first time also, Scottish castles were
placed in his hands. But when the chivalrous Richard
was selling everything, he sold back these newly acquired

rights. The relations in which the kingdom of Scotland,

the earldom of Lothian, and the territorial fief of what we
may now best distinguish as Scottish Cumberland, stood to

the English crown feU back to their former state, to form
materiab for a great controversy a hundred years later.

With regard to language, this period is one in which the

use of Latin becomes universal in all public documents
There are still a few English writs of the early days ol

Henry II., and the first known French document comes
from the hand of Stephen Langton in the year of the Great

Charter. The truth is that the men of this time were so

familiar wjth the use of all three languages, English,

French, and Latin, that it is rarely indeed that any writer

thinks it needful to mention which of the three a man
spoke at any particular moment. But it is clear that, by
the end of the 12th century, English was understood and
spoken by all classes. It is equally clear that a fashion

now set in in favour of French merely as a fashion.

Richard was altogether non-resident, and could have had
little influence on such matters. But John, and after him
Henry III., kept a foreign court in England. Though
born in the land, they were far more strangers than Henry
II. had been. Thus, at the very moment when French
had lost its position as the natural speech of one class of .

the inhabitants of England, it came to the front again as a
mere courtly speech, foreign to aU. In short, in regard to

language, as in regard to matters of fashion generally, the

Norman period was succeeded by a French period. But
neither French nor English was at this time the tongue of

solid literature, as distinguished from writings which are Litcra*

merely popular or merely courtly. Such writings were ture

severally English and French. But all the learned writings

of a learned age were in Latin. Neither in English nor in

French is there any original English history of this time,

unless we except the rhyming chronicles of Wace and Benoit

de Sainte More, which are writings essentially Norman,
though incidentally bearing on English matters. Our
Latin materials for the history of this time are abundant.

We have the so-called Benedict of Peterborough; we have Histo-

Roger of Howden and Gervase of Canterbury; we haveriansof

Ralph de Diceto and the critical William of Newburgh.
J|«'"'y

The quarrel between Henry and Thomas gave rise to an end- '

less crop of letters, lives, and documents of aU kinds. The
expedition of Richard I. .finds its place among the histories

of the crusades. And, while history was thus abundant,

legend was not wanting. The actual life of Geoffrey of Mon-
mouth belongs to the days of Henry I. and Stephen ; but it

was in the second half of the century that his writings began

to have a lasting influence. His wild fables of Arthur and

earlier British kings seem at the outside to have preserved

a few distorted scraps of genuine West-Welsh history. But
they gave birth to a vast legendary literature, Latin, French,

and English, which has done more perhaps than any
other one cause to make Englishmen forget that they were

Englishmen. And, beside history and legend,, there was
also at this time no lack of Latin literature of a more
general kind, such as the writings of John of Salisbury,

Peter of Blois, and the often misunderstood Walter Map or

Mapea, Among many others these may pass as some of

the chief ; but the literature of this age, of all classes, io

overflowing. Many of these writers were real scholars.
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well versed ia ooth sacred and profane learning. In

Giraldua we see something higher still. He was vain,

Bijitefiil, and careless of truth. But, as we see in William

of Malmcsbury and WiUiam of Newburgh the beginnings

)f historical criticism, so in Giraldus we see the first

approaches to something like scientific observation alike in

language and in natural history.

In the history of art this age is one of the greatest turn-

ing-points. It is the time of transition between the round

land the pointed arch, between the Romanesque and the so-

called Gothic style. The richer and lighter Norman stylo

of Roger of Salisbury was through the reign of Henry II.

gradually getting still richer and still lighter. The pointed

arch, first introduced in the vaults, then in the main arcades,

gradually spread itself into every part of the building. The
change in the form of the arch was at first unaccompanied
by any change in detail ; the Romanesque ornaments con-

tinued in use. Gradually they were changed for a system

of ornament which better suited the new constructive forms.

By the first years of the thirteenth century, the change was
complete; a style all but peculiar to England, quite peculiar

to England and Normandy, a style marked by the use of

untraceried lancets as windows, combined with the use of

purely Gothic detail, was fully developed. The stages of

the change may perhaps be best studied in the churches of

Canterbury and Lincoln. Along with the development of

architecture, there was an even more remarkable develop-

ment of sculpture. The carvers of the eleventh century
and of the first half of the tweKth could hardly represent

the human figure; and -when they attempted foliage, as in

capitals, it was rude and inartistic. The later years of the

twelfth century produced capitals almost rivalling the old

Corinthian types. The next generation struck out more
original, but equally perfect, forms of beauty. The sculp-

ture, strictly so called, of the thirteenth century, if it never
shook itself free from a certain amount of conventional stiff-

ness, if its artists had neither the modern artist's anatomical
science nor the old Greek's familiarity with the human
figure, was at least a vast advance on works of the times
immediately before them. English sculpture indeed leaped

in the thirteenth century to a point of excellence which it

found hard to keep.

Thenext.period in English history may be measured in

different ways, according to the point of view from which
that history is looked at. The English nation has now
taken its later form It has assimilated its Romance con-

querors, and in' so doing it has received a certain Romance
infusion in language, laws, and manners. The connexion
with Normandy has made England an European power.

The separation from Normandy has made England again

an Euglish power. The nation has now to struggle against

a new form of foreign invasion. Englishmen, of whichever
race, have to hold their own against the Poitevin and the

Savoyard. They have to wage the long struggle of the

thirteenth century at once against the king at home and
against the pope beyond sea. This time is marked by the

reign of Henry III. But the time of struggle is also a time
of constitutional progress, and under Edward I. the law and
constitution of England put on the essence of their later

form. Here then, in a purely constitutional view, is one
of the landmarks of our history, a landmark to be placed

alongside of the Conquest and the Great Charter. But
our former landmarks, the Conquest, the accession of

Henry II., the reign of John, were not merely constitutional

landmarks, but landmarks in the history of England as an
European power. This last the legislation of Edward I.

oan hardly be said to be. The next great European land-
mark is the beginning of the long wars between England
and France. - From the reign of John to the reign of

Edward III., the foreign relations of England hold &
secondary place as C3mpared with her constitutional pro-

gress. There are frequent wars with France ; but they are

rather the wars of the dnke of Aqnitaine than of the king
of England. Under Edward III. a wholly new state ol

foreign relations begins. The rivalry between England and
France, which had grown out' of the older rivalry between
Normandy and France and which had survived the separa-

tion of Normandy from England and its union with France,
now becomes, for a hundred years and more, the leading

feature in English lustory, one of the leading features in

European history. In this European a.spect, the period

which follows the claim of a French prince to the crown o£

England comes to its natural end when a king of England
claims the crown of France. We take then our present start

from the day when Lewis was driven out of England, and
we next draw our breath when Edward IIL invades France.

The reign of Henry III. was, down almost to onr own
day, the longest in our annals. The first forty years of it

are, on the whole, the dreariest time in our history. No
time of so great a length has so few events which stand out

as prominent landmarks. First comes the minority ol

Henry, the time when, notwithstanding the vigour of tho

great Earl Marshal, England was largely ruled by papal

legates. The homage of John had, according to feudal

principles, made the pope the guardian of his minor heir;

and it was not the policy of Rome to let that guardianship

be a mere name. The Charter is confirmed ever and ovex

again ; but, as we have seen, with the loss of some of its most
important clauses. In 1 227 the king declares himself of age;
presently he gets rid of his great minister Hubert of Borgh;
he fills the land with Poitevins and other kindred of hia

mother ; he drives his nobles, his brother Earl Richard at

their head, into discontent, and some of them into rebellion.

The new struggle of Englishmen against strangers haa

begun. A new phase opens when help comes from the

quarter from which it could least have been looked for,

when Englishmen find a leader against strangers in one
who was himself by birth a stranger. In 1238 Simon of

Slontfort first appears ; he receives the king's sister in

marriage, with the earldom of Leicester to which he had
an hereditary claim. Suspected at first as a foreigner, the

earl grows into the truest of Englishmen. A reformer from
the beginning, he gradually widens his basis, till he
becomes, above aU men, the leader of the people. Mean-
while the king's marriage with Eleanor of Provence brings

a second shoal of strangers to feed on the good things of

England. A border war is waged against France with

small good luck. In 1259 that war is ended by a treaty,'

by which Normandy is given up for ever, and the EngUsht

king keeps nothing on tlie -continent except part of the

Aquitanian heritage of the elder Eleanor. Meanwhile, during

part of this time, Aquitaine is placed under the rule of Earl

Simon, a ruler beloved of the cities and hated of the nobles.

Jleanwhile pope and king are draining the wealth of the

nation ; but their very extortions help the growth of

freedom. Parliament after parliament meets to- make
grants indeed, but in making grants to protect and to assert

its powers. In 1256, in 1257, new entanglements, new
forms of extortion arose, while Earl Richard, the oc.<

Englishman who was ever called to the' throne of the

CEEsars, passed into Germany to receive his almost nominal

kingship. The crown of Sicily was ofl"ered by Alexander

IV. to the king's younger son Edmund. More money is

demanded, more money is granted; but each grant leads to

a fresh demand, and at last the spirit of nobles and people

is thoroughly roused. Forty-two years after the accession

of Henry, we reach the first great landmark of hisjeigW

the famous Provisions of Oxford,
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By these provisions the royal power was practically put

in commission, very much as it had been by the Great

Charttr in the latter days of John. It is specially to be

noticed that at this stage the' king's eldest son Edward,

afterwards King Edward L, appears on more than one

occasion on the popular side. He and Simon were for

s while fellow-workers. But Henry, like John, rebelled

against the provisions which cramped his power, and about

the same time Edward was reconciled to his father. The

matters at issue between the king and his people were

now submitted to the judgment of the king of the

French, St Lewis himself. But Lewis, if a saint, was

also a.king. By the mise of Amiens (1264) he annulled

the Provisions of Oxford, as overthrovring the royal

authority ; but at the same time he decreed that the nation

should keep its ancient liberties. To men who held that

the Provisions of Oxford were, like the Great Charter, simply

a re-enactment of ancient liberties, such an award seemed

inconsistent on the face of it. There was now no hope but in

arms. The civU war now begins ; Earl Simon, a stranger by
birth, is the leader of the barons and people of England.

King Richard of Germany, who once seemed destined to hold

vhe place which Siinon had come to hold, was now lighting

o!) the side of his brother and fellow-king. So were the two
kings' sons, Edward of England and Henry of Germany.
Kings and kings' sons were overthrown at Lewes (May 13,

1264), and the royal authority passed into the hands of the

earl. By him, early in the next year, was held the great

Parliament, the first to which representatives of the

boroughs were summoned along with prelates, earls, barons,

and knights of the shire. But quarrels presently arose

between Earl Simon and his fellow barons. Edward, kept
for a while in ward with his father, escaped and gathered

an army. In the fight of Evesham (4th August 1265)
Simon was overthrown and killed, and was canonized, not

by the Rome which he had always withstood, but by the

popular voice of England. The war lingered at Simon's
castle of Kenilworth, and, as in the days of Hereward, in

the marshes of Ely. Peace was at last made (1267) ; and
the terms on which it was made, and the generally con-

ciliatory character of Edward's policy towards the

vanquished, already showed how much he had learned from
the uncle who had fallen before him, but whose work he
was destined to bring to perfection. The peace of the last

few years of Henry's reign seems wonderful after the storms
which had filled up the greater part of it. Edward could

leave the land in safety to go on the crusade ; and, when
his father died (1272) in his absence, his succession to the

crown was at once recognized and his peace proclaimed.

To say that he was the first king who reigned without
election is almost a question of words. At no time in our
history would there have Jjeen,' in such a case as this,

any chance of opposition to the eldest son of the last king.

What really shows how fast the new ideas of kingship had
advanced is the fact that Edward reigned for nearly two
years without coronation. Henry died November 16, 1272.
The reign of Edward was held to begin with his proclama-
tion four days later ; the doctrine that the king never dies

is a later device stiU. Edward was then in Sicily, nor
was his return a hasty one. He passed leisurely through
several parts of Europe ; he suppressed disturbances in his

duchy of Aquitaine, and was crowned seventeen days
after his arrival in England (August 19, 1274). Nothing
could show more clearly than this how fast the office con-

ferred by election and coronation was passing into the
possession handed on by simple hereditary succession.

The reign of Edward which thus began is one of the
most memorable in the whole course of English history.
It is vlore than an accident that he was the first king since
the Conquest who bore one of the ancient kingly names.

Under him we feel at once that the work is done, that all

traces of conquest, all traces of distinction of races, have
passed away. We have again an united English nation,

under a king English in name and in heart. For the first

time since the Norman came, England has a king whose
whole policy is thoroughly English, whose work seems in so

many ways a falling back on the work of the old native

kings, specially of the king whose name he bore. For the
first time since the Conquest, we have a king who is neither

surrounded by foreign favourites nor has his policy

directed to foreign objects. As duke of Aquitaine, Edward
could not avoid wars and controversies with France; but
wars and controversies with France were in his days
something altogether secondary. His objects were those

of the old West-Saxon kings, to be the lawgiver of

England, and, as far aa might be, to make England cOi

extensive with Britain. Still, like some other kings,

Edward has been misunderstood through not attending to

the chronology of his reign. His Scottish warfare, which
is perhaps the first thing which is suggested by his name,
takes up only the last nine years of a reign of thirty-five.

He had been king nineteen years before the controversy

as to the Scottish crown arose. So in the earlier part
of his reign the Welsh warfare, which in the popular con-

ception stands alongside of the Scottish warfare, has very
much the air of an episode in a time mainly given to

internal legislation. The reign naturally falls into two
divisions. In the first, from 1272 to 1291, internal affairs

are most prominent, though it also takes in the conquest of

Wales and some important dealings with France. In the

latter part, from 1291 to 1307, Scottish affairs are, or seem
to be, predominant. And yet it is during this time that

the greatest constitutional step of all is taken, and that
parliament distinctly assumes its later form.

The immediate occasions of the Welsh war arose out of

the disputes of the last reign. The Welsh prince Llywelyn,
who still held the north-western part of Wales by the title

of Prince of Aberffraw and Lord of Snowdon, had been
allied with Simon; his subjects had shared in the earl's

warfare, and he was himself betrothed to the earl's

daughter. Disputes arose out of Llywelyn's refusal to

meet the English king and do his homage. In 127C
he was declared to have forfeited his fiefs, and in the next
year he was constrained to surrender the eastern part of

his territory and to do homage for the rest. In 1282 a
revolt began, in which David, the brother of Llywelyn, who
had been hitherto in Edward's favour and was enriched

with English honours, seized the castle of Hawarden and
massacred all who were in it. The revolt was put down

;

the land was speedily conquered ; Llywelyn died in war

:

his brother was put to death as a traitor. The part of

Wales which had thus far kept its separate being as a

vassal state was now forfeited to the overlord. Through-

cut a great part oi the land English law was introduced.

Shires, with their system of administration, were formed;
boroughs were founded; castles were built to keep down
the malcontents. The pfincipality was designed to form
a separate apanage for a younger son of the English king

;

but, as Edward, the first English prince, succeeded to the

crown by the death of his elder brother, the title of Prince

of Wales has since commonly been borne by the eldest son

of the English king. The Welsh revolted again, even in

Edward's own time ; but their revolt was only for a moment.
Later revolts were of importance only when the malcontento

contrived to connect themselves with English rebels or with

foreign enemies of England. The general tendency of

things was to closer union between the kingdom and the

principality, down to the complete incorporation of Wales
with England in the sixteenth century.

Fourteen years passed between the conquest ol Wales and
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JEdward's first warfare with Scotland. la this interval

touch of the legislation of Edward's reign went on. He'
visited Gascony, and confirmed his power there ; and in

1290 ho freed England from the presence of the Jews.

The next year began those negotiations with Scotland which
led to war between the two kingdoms of Britain, to the

momentary conquest of Scotland, and to its final independ-
ence.

Rightly to understand this great controversy, we must
look back to the older relations in which the various posses-

sions of the Scottish crown stood to the crown of England.
Thess were threefold. Between Scotland proper and
England the relation was that degree of dependerice, what-
ever it might be deemed to be, which arose out of the old

[commendation to Edward the Elder. The special burthens
imposed by Henry II. had been withdrawn by Richard.

,Over Scotland proper the utmost claim that could be made
,wa3 that of a mere external supremacy, a supremacy older

than the feudal la^y and undoubtedly carrying with it none
of the recently devised feudal incidents. Scottish Cumber-
land, on the other hpud, was a territorial fief in .the strictest

sense, though again a fief older than the later feudal juris-

prudence. Lothian or northern Northumberland was in

strictness an earldom within the English kingdom, just as

Northumberland in the latest sense was when that earldom
too came for a while into the hands of the Scottish kings.

Here then, in strictness, were three distinct relations for

three different parts of the Scottish dominions. But it

had never been the interest of either side to define the

claims very Strictly. As long as the two kingdoms
were at peace, as they had been through a large part

of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, the English king
had been satisfied to receive the homage of the Scottish

kings, without defining very strictly for what territories or

on what terms it was rendered. In any case, English
interferencK Yn the internal affairs of any part of those

<lominions was unknown. The distinction between the
different tenures of Scotland, Strathclyde or Cumberland,
tnd Lothian, passed out of sight. It was remembered on
the English side that some kind of homage was due from
alL It was remembered on the Scottish side that the

kingdom of Scotland at least was.no territorial fief of the

crown of England. But whOe the relations of the two
kingdoms were in this uncertain state, the whole feudal

jurisprudence had grown up, and neither side could any
longer look on the matter in it's strict historical bearing.-

The difl'erent tenures of different parts of the Scottish

dominions were forgotten on both sides, and the -question

finally took the shape. Are the Scottish dominions, as a
whole, a fief of the English crown or-not? It- was hardly
possible that the question should take any other form

;

yet such a form altogether confused ancient rights and
distinctions. In claiming the ordinary superiority of a
feudal lord over the' whole Scottish dominions, Edward
claimed more than his historic right oyer the kingdom of

Scotland. He claimed less tharw his historic right over the
earldom of Lothian; But the confusion was natural and
unavoidable. It w.os only according to the ordinary work-
ings of human nature, that the full feudal claims should be
asserted on the one side, and that, on the other side, the
only question should seem to be between accepting or

denying them in their fulness. But it Ls eminently
juharacteristic of Edward's mind that, while his evident
policy was to seize every opportunity for bringing the
yiiole of Britain into a more perfect union, he should take
feare to be guided throughout by .the rules of at least a
formal justice.

His first attempt to unite the kingdoms was by the
obvious means of a uianiage between his son Edward and

the Scottish queen SLirgaret. This scheme was put anT!ieai»i

end to by the young queen's doalli. Then came the dis t^^"^

puted succession, a dispute which Edward- was in 129] '"'^"_''"

called on to decide. Such an opportunity was not to bspwardoi
lost ; Edward demanded to be first of all formally recognized ''EdwirtL

as superior lord of the crown which he was called on to dis-

pose of. He was so recognized ; the,claims of the competitors

were fairly heard before a mixed commission; and the judg-

ment given was strictly according to tlie laws of hereditary

succession, as they were now beginning to be understood.

The question between John Balliol and Robert Bruce was
a question between primogeniture and nearness of kin.

That question was in truth settled by the decision iu favour

of Balliol. . The crown of Scotland was assigned to the
candidate to whom it would have passed by the later law
either of England or of Scotland. The decision in truth

created that later law. The new king John at once
entered into a relation of homage which involved a more
complete dependence on England than any Scottish king
had ever before acknowledged. But, though it was to

Edward's manifest interest to have three weaker vassals

rather than a single powerful one, he at once rejected the

demand of Bruce and Hastings that the kingdom should be
divided. It must be rememberetl that all three competitors,

Bruce no less than Balliol and Hastings, though they held

Scottish estates and came by female descent of the Scottish

royal family, were essentially English barons, who felt no
kind of degradation in a renewed homage to their own
king. .But it is plain that they did not carry with them
the general feeling of what we must now begin to call the

Scottish people. The older names of things are now
strangely reversed. The English of northern Northumber-
land, so long under Scottish rule, had adopted the Scottish

name, and had learned to feela national patriotism, di.stiuct

from, and even hostile to, southern England. They were
the Scots from whom the English kings had to endure so

stubborn a national resistance. The true Celtic Scots, the

men of the highlands and islands, had in truth but little to

do with the matter. Whenever they had any share in the

disputes of the time, dislike to the king of Scots, the nearer

enemy, commonly drove them to the English side.

In 1292 John of Balliol received the Scottish crown as Reign of

a vassal of England. A claim which we may be sure was Joha

without precedent, but which was strictly according to the ^^"'o'-

rules of the feudal jurisprudence which had grown up, was
before, long brought to bear upon him. From the courts

of the vassal there was, according to that jurisprudence, an
appeal to the courts of the lord. Scottish subjects, dis-

satisfied with the justice which they got in the courts of

King John, appealed to the courts of King Edward. Just

as in the case of the arbitration, an opportunity was thrown
in Edward's way, .of which it was not in human nature to

refuse to take advantage. John,' having ackriowledged

himself a vassal, refused to do what was now held to be a
vassal's duty. He w:)6 presently found to be negotiating

against his lord with that lord's foreign enemies. That
war followed was not wonderful ; that, when John renounced

his allegiance, he was held to have forfeited his fief was
according to received feudal notions. The fief was
forfeited; the kingdom was conquered; the separate king-

dom of Scotland was abolished; it was incorporated with

England, and was meant to have some share of representa-

tion in that parliament of England to which Edward had
just given its perfect form.' In 1304 the whole island of Edwai-ri't

Britain, so far as its most northern parts could be said to'onq'-"*

be under the obedience of any one, was under the obe- ? v"
'"

dience of the English king.

In aU this Edward simply acted as any man would act in Bstimsts

his view of the case, ^e carried out the law as he imdcr- "f ^'^

stood is, Theru is thus far nothing to wonder at, nothing -on"*'-"*
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to blame. On the other hand, that the mass of the Scottish

people—defined as above—should resist hia claims was as

little to be wondered at, as little to be blamed. Each side

acted according to the ordinary workings of human nature

William in their several positions. The real greatness of William

vyaliaca.. Wallace is shown in the fact that he was essentially a

popular leader, one who kept up the heart of a nation whose

natural chiefs had forsaken it. On the other hand, oven

setting aside the charges of special cruelties, William

Wallace could not fail to seem, in the eyes of Edward and

of every Englishman, a rebel who had despised the offers of

mercy which were accepted by every one else. That an

English court condemned him as a traitor was iu no way
wonderful, in no way blameworthy ; that Scottish patriotism

revered him as a martyr waa as little wonderful, as little

blameworthy.

This first war of Edward with Scotland thus began with

the taking of Berwick in 1296, and ended with the taking

of Stirling in 1304. Meanwhile Edward was engaged m
disputes and warfare with France, which began at nearly

the same time as the Scottish war. The points in

controversy between France and England supply a striking

and instructive parallel to the points in controversy between

England and Scotland.

Aniiio- As the king of Scots was the man of the king of England,
gies be- so was tht duke of Aquitaine the man of the king of the
tween French. In both cases the vassalage was older than the
tnd Scot-

tish and "®^^ feudal jurisprudence. But the doctrines of that juris-

french prudence now began to be pressed against Edward himself.

Iispute3. A quarrel arose between Gascons, subjects of Edward, and
Kormans, now subjects of Philip of France. The quarrel

grew into a war which was waged by the subjects of the two

kings without any commission from their respective sove-

reigns. Edward, summoned to appear in the court of his

lord to answer for the doings of his subjects, did not deny
his obligation, though he appeared only by deputy. Pre-

sently his duchy was declared forfeited, by a process which
in England at least was deemed unjust; and it was in the

end recovered only by a negotiation and arbitration and a

doiji)le marriage. In this war, as in earlier French wars,

England had the alliance of Germany and of Flanders.

'And, as the same years saw the beginnings of the long

alliance between Scotland sind France, we may say that

we have come to the beginning of European arrangements

which lasted till very modern times.

War oj The second Scottish war, the war of Bruce, was quite

Robert distinct from the first, the war of Wallace. The interval
Bruce i,which divides them is short ; but the change of circum-

stances was enough altogether to change the conduct of

Edward. As long as the war took the form of resistance

to the establishment of his authority, his general clemency
was remarkable. Severity began only when the war took

the form of revolt against established authority. The con-

quest of Scotland had been completed in 1304. Robert
Bruce, the grandson of the original competitor, having lost

alt hope of Edward'i favour by the murder of his rival John
Comyn, revolted and assumed the Scottish crown in 1306.

In the next year, 1307, the cause of Bruce seemed again

iltogether hopeless, when things were changed by the death

of Edward on his march to Scotland. With the single ex-

ception of the execution of Wallace, the whole of Edward's
acts of severity in Scotland come within a single twelve-

month, from July 1306 to July 1307. After the death of

the great king and the accession of Edward II., the war
naturally lingered ; it was interrupted by truces ; and a

series of successes on the part of Robert Bruce were crowned
in 1314 by the overwhelming defeat of the English at

Bannockbiim. Than comes, from 1315 to 1318, the

attempt to establish Edward Bruce as king of Irehnd. For
tcnyeara follows a time of tnicea audof occasional invasions

8—13*

on both sides, till, after Edward had been deposed in 1327,

a peace between Scotland and England was concluded in

the next year, by which the independence of Scotland was
fully acknowledged. The old claims, of whatever kind or

over whatever territory, must bo looked on as being from

this time definitely given up. Scotland, iu the sense which
the word then bore, a sense which, with the exception of

the fluctuating possession of Berwick, is the same which
it bears still,^ must be looked on from henceforth as a'

kingdom absolutely independent of England. To carry

on tlie analogy already dra\vu between the relations of

Scotland to England and those of Aquitaine to France,

the treaty of Northampton in 1328 answers to the treatj

of Bretigny thirty-two years later.

The change in the fortune and character of the war with

Scotland which followed when Edward II. succeeded!

Edward I. was only part of the general change which

naturally followed on such a change of sovereign. The ruler,

lawgiver, and conqueror had passed away, to make roon

for a son who inherited none of these characters. Legis

lation and conquest come to an end ; constitutional progress

becomes indirect. Edward II. was ruled by favourites
;

that his earliest favourite. Piers Gaveston, was a foreigner

from Gascony doubtless tended to increase the usual dislike

to favourites ; but the fact was no longer of the same poll

tical importance as the predominance of foreign favourites

had been in earlier times. There was no longer any fear of

England again becoming the prey of the stranger. Still

the reign of Edward II. is, in some respects, a repetition of

the reign of Henry III. The national dislike to the favou-

rite led to an opposition to the king, which in 1310-1311
brought about the practical transfer of the royal power—in

imitation, it would seem, of the Provisions of Oxford—to

a body of prelates and barons, called the Ordainers. The
almost immediate recall of Gaveston, in defiance of the

new ordinances, led to a new Barons' War, in which the

king's cousin. Earl Thomas of Lancaster, appears rather as

a parody than as a follower of the great Simon. W^e now
reach the beginning of a series of political executions

which have no parallel in earlier days, but which from this

time disfigure our history for many centuries. The first

blood shed was that of Gaveston himself, in 1312. It waa

avenged ten years after by the execution of Thomas of

Lancaster. Meanwhile the strife between the king and hia

barons had gone on. A secont time,, in 1318, the royal

power was transferred to a council. Then came the choice ol

new favourites, the Despensers, father and son. They were

at least Englishmen, bearing a name which had been glo-

rious in former civil strife. But they were no less hated than

the stranger Gaveston. In a moment of recovered power

on the king's part follows the execution of Earl Thomas, a

martyr in the belief of his party no less than Simon himself.

Presently Edward has to meet with foes, not only in his

own house but in his own household. Dark and my.sterious

causes drew on him the deadly hatred of his own wife, and

gave him a rival in his -own son. In the revolution of

1326, the queen is the leader ; the favoiirites die in their

turn the death of traitors. The year 1327 opens with the

practical assertion of the highest right which the national

council in its new form had inherited from the earliest

times. By a solemn vote of the parliament of England,

the king was deposed, and his own son Edward was placed

on the throne. In earlier times the deposition of a king

in no way implied his murder, any more than the fall from

power of a great earl or prelate implied either his murder

or his legal execution. But the days of blood had now set

m ; before the end of the year the deposed king died by

> That ia, as resards the Engli:.b frontier. The relatioiiB betwecnv

Scotland and tha Scsndinavian island* do not connrra English history.

VTir. — so
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Helgn of a foul aasassination." The new king was still a minor, and
]Edward jjjg gfgt years of his reign were the reign of bis mother

Isabel and her favourite Koger Mortimer. Another revolu-

tioh was needed to break their power. In ) 330, with the

execution of Mortimer and the imprisonment of Isabel, the

real reign of Edward III. begins. And within a short space

the struggle with Scotland has again begun, to be merged
in a few years in the long abiding struggle between England
and France.

In a constitutional point of view, as well as in many
others, the period which we Lave just gono through may
be deemed the most important of all periods in Epk'.iah

history. It is the time during which our nation, our
laws, our language, finally assimilated whatever was to

be assimilated of the foreign elements brought in by the

Norman Conquest, and finally threw off whatever was to

be thrown off. At the beginning of the period we saw
the English nation debating between an Angevin and
a French king. At the end of it England, as England,
is a great European power, waging war on the continent for

the conquest of France. So it is with everything else.

It ia during this time that most of the things which
go to make up the national life put on their later form.

Above all things, this was the case with the great council

of the English nation. It is for constitutional historians

to trace the minuter details; the main outline may be
traced in the assemblies of the reigns of Henry III. and
Edward I. The name of the assembly had hitherto been fluc-

N«mo of tuating. During this period the name of Parliament became
Parha- gnally established. The name is a translation of an Old-
'"'"

' English phrase. The Conqueror is said in the English
Chronicle to have had " very deep speech with his Witan."
This deep speech, in Latin colloquium, in French parlemmt,
was the distinguishing feature of a meeting between king
and people; ia the end it gave its name to the assembly
itself. The constitution of the assembly, as defined in the
Great Charter, did not absolutely imply representation

;

but it showed that the fuU establishment of representation

could not be long delayed. The "work of this period was
to call up, alongside of the gathering of prelates, earls, and
other great men speciaUy summoned, into which the

Origin of ancient Witenagem6t had shrunk up, another assembly
tli8 Com- directly representing all other classes of the nation which

"'
- enjoyed political rights. This assembly, chosen by various

local bodies, communitates or universitates, having a quasi
corporate being, came gradually to bear the name of the
commons. The knights of the shire, the barons, citizens,

and burgesses of the towns, were severally chosen by the com-
muna or communifas of that part of the people which they
represented. Wo thus get the two houses of Lords and
Commons, of which we have seen foreshadowings getting

more and more clear from the days of the Conqueror on-

wards. But it was only gradually fixed that the mem-
bers of the national council should sit in two bodies,

and not in one or in more than two. The notion of

local representation, by which shires and boroughs chose
tepresentatives of their own communities, had to some ex-

tent to strive with another doctrine, that of the representa-

tion of estates or classes of men. The thirteenth century
was the age when the national assemblies, not only of Eng-
land but of most other European countries, were putting on
their definite shape. And, in most of them, the system of
estates prevailed. These in most countries were three

—

clergy, nobles, and commons. By these last were commonly
meant only the communities of the chartered towns, while
the noblesse of foreign countries answered to the lesser

barons and knights who in England were reckoned among
the commons. The English system thus went far to take
in the whole free population, rhile the estates of other

countries, the commons no less than the clergy and noblea,

must be looked on .as privileged bodies. In Engknd we
had in truth no estates ; we had no nobility in the foreign

serse. Such a nobility was inconsistent with the institu- NotuM
tion of peerage, which gradually grew out of the practice of i'>« !*«»»

personal summons. The English peerage is strictly official.
*^*'

Two official classes, bishops and earls, have always kept
their right of personal summons. With regard to others,

both lay barons and churchmen under the rank of the

bishops and chief abbots, it is plain that in the early

parliaments the king summoned very much whom he
would. It was only gradually that the right of sum-
mons was held, first to be vested for life in every mao
who had once been summoned, and afterwards to be
hereditary in his descendants. Thus was forme4 the

House of Lords, cpnsisting of certain lay members succeed-

ing by hereditary right, and of certain heads of eccksiasti-

cal foundations. The office of the peer, the office of

legislator and judge, passes by hereditary succession in the

one case, by ecclesiastical succession in the other. The
holder of the hereditary office was gradually clothed with
various personal privileges, but his children remained
unprivileged members of the general body of the commons.
So far as nobility exists at all in England, it is confined to

the person of the peer for the time being. But in truth

there is in England no nobility, no estate of nobles, in the

continental sense of those words.

Yet the continental theory of estates so far worked in the Phrase o i

development of our parliamentary system that the " Three ^"^
Estates of England" became a familiar phrase. It was

'^*''''"

meant to denote the lords, the commons, and the clergy iu

their parliamentary character. For it is plain that it wa."!

the intention of Edward I. to organize the clergy as a
parliamentary estate, alongside of the lords and commons.
This scheme failed, mainly through the xmwillingness of

the clergy themselves to attend in a secular assembly.

This left, so far as there were any estates at all, two estates

only, lords and commons. This led to the common mis-

take—a mistake of respectable antiquity—of fancying the

three estates to be king, lords, and commons. The eccle-

siastical members of the House of Lords kept their seats

there; but the parliamentary representation of the clergy

as an estate came to nothing. So far as the clergy kept

any parliamentary powers, they exercised them in tho two
provincial convocations. These anomalous assemblies, fluc-

tuating between the character of an ecclesiastical synod and

of a parliamentary estate, kept, from Edward I. to Charles

II., the parliamentary power of self-taxation. For a long

time lords andcommons taxed themselves separately. So did

the clergy ; so sometimes did other bodies. It was only very

gradually that the final constitution of parliament was settled.

That the barons should sit with the bishops and earls, that

the citizens and burgesses should sit with the knights,

were points which gradually settled themselves. And more
than once things looked ss if, besides separate assemblies

of the clergy, we might have had also separate atsemblies

of merchants and of lawyers. The great fact is that,

while at the beginning of the thirteenth century the name
and the constitution of the national assembly were still

unsettled, at the beginning of the fourteenth century we
had a regular parliament of Lords and Commons. Th>5

chief point which still remained unsettled was the position

of the estate of the clergy.

This seems to be tho general result of the constitutional Atnem-

growth of the thirteenth century, as traced out by our great ^''tjoal*

constitutional historian. Leaving the minuter details, we
j

[]'""'

may here mark some of the chief steps in the progress.

During the reign of Henry IIL assemblies were constantly

held, and their constitution is often vaguely described.

But in a great many cases phrases are used which, liowevci
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vague, imply a popular element. We read of knights, of

teiiants-in-chief, of freemen, sometimes even of freemen and
villains, sometimes, more vaguely still, of " uuiversi,"

"universitas Angli^E," and the like. In some cases we are

able better to interpret these vague phrases. For instance,

in 1224 each shire sends four knights chosen by the

"milites et probi homines." Whether these knights were

or were not to vote along with the magnates, they were at

all events to transact business with them. We must always

remember that in these times formal voting in the modern
sense is hardly to be looked for. lu 1254 we have a dis-

tinct case of two knights summoned from each shire by
royal writ. In the O.xford parliament of 1258 four knights

are orderetf to be chosen in each shire, who are to report to

another parliament within the same year. At that parlia-

ment, they seem to appear by the title of "Communitas
Bachelarise Angliae." It may be doubted whether this is

strictly a case of the knights acting as part of the parlia-

ment. Still every instance of the kind must have helped

to strengthen the growing doctrine of representation. From
this time the attendance of elected knights seems to bo fully

established, and along with the knights we find in many
cases distinct representatives of the clergy. It is in Earl

Simon's parliament of 1265 that we first find distinct

representatives of the boroughs. Each county sends two
knights, each city or borough two citizens or burgesses, and
the cinque ports four each. But this same parliament shows
how fluctuating the practice of summons still was. The

'earl, strong among the clergy, strong among the people at

large, was much less strong among the great men of the

realm. Besides summoning the citizens for the first time,

ha summoned a crowd of churchmen, regular and secular,

greater than appeared in any other parliament. But he
summoned only five earls, including himself, those namely
whom he could trust. We should call such a body a

packed parliament ; but for a long time every parliament

was a packed parliament. That is to say, some barons, some
abbots, were always personally summoned, some towns
wore always called on to send representatives; but the barons,

the abbots, aud the represented towns were by no means the

same in every parliament. This kind of irregularity is

always found till institutions have finally stifiened into

some particular shape. Our whole law and constitution

rests far more on precedent than on formal enactments,

and in unsettled times precedents are slow in establishing

themselves.

The parliament of 1265 was the model parliament, the

assembly whose pattern, in its essentjal features, set the

standard which was in the end followed, and which has

lasted till our own time.^ But the pattern which it set did-

not become the invariable rule till the great parliament of

1295. In the earlier parliaments of Edward I. the knights

aud citizens are often mentioned; but, on the other hand,

we meet also with the same vague descriptions as in earlier

times. But in 1295 Edward definitely adopted the model
which Simon has set him, and the summoning of knights,

citizens, and burgesses, though with great irregularity as to

' lu the great political poem which forms the manifesto of the
patriotic party nre two lines which have been often quoted :

—

*' Igitur communitas regni consulatur,

Et quid nniveisitas sentiat, sciatur."

But what follows shows tliat the duties of a popular sssemblj were
held to be, not to enact new laws, but to declare the old ones, and to
procure their better observance :

—

" Cui leges propriro maxima sunt not5>.

Nee cuncti provincix sic sunt idiotae,

Quiu sciant j)lu5 ca^teris regni sui mores,
Quns relinquunt posteris hii qui sunt prinreij.

Qui reguntnr legibus magis ipsas sciant

;

Quorum sunt in usibus plus peritae fiont,

Dt quia res ngitnr sua, plus curabunt,

I^t quo pax adquiritur sibi procarabunt,"

the places from which representatives were summoned, has
ever since been the rule. It was thus under Edward L that

parliament finally put on the essentials of its present form.

But we must still allow for irregularities in practice. It

docs not foUow that every enactment was always passed with

the consent of all the classes of which the parliament was
made up. A doctrine had come in that the king was the

legislator, that the votes of the parliament, or of any part

of it, were petitions which he could accept or reject, or

again that he might legislate on a petition from one house
or branch of the assembly apart from the others. The
national council had now won back its ancient constitution

as an assembly of the freemen of the realm, cither personally

or by representation. But it was only step by step that

it won back the full powers of the ancient Witenage-
in6t. There are some indeed which it still shrinks from
exercising directly, some which it shrinks from exercising

at all.

The reign of Henry III. was a reign of constant parlia^

mentary action, but it was not a time rich in legislation in

the strictest sense. The most direct case of change in the

law during Henry's reign was the abolition of the ordeal at

its beginning. This led incidentaUy to further changes in

judicial procedure, and it is one of the chief landmarks in

the development of the jury system. But it is in itself not

so much independent legislation as the application to Eng-
land of a decree of a General Council of the church. In

short the parliaments of Henry III. are less famous for

changing the law than for refusing to change it. The
famous saying " Nolnmus leges Anglise mutari " dates from
the council of Merton in 1236, when the barons refused to

agree to the proposal of the prelates for assimilating the law

of England to the civil and canon law in the matter of

children born before wedlock. By the former systems of

jurisprudence, the subsequent marriage of their parents

admitted them to the rights of legitimate birth. But the

barons chose to maintain the harsher rule of the common
law of England.

But, if the reign of Henry III. was not a time rich in

legislation, it forms an important stage in the growth of our

parliamentary life. The chief work of that reign was that

the first steps wore taken towards the practical establishment

of the doctrine set forth in the omitted clauses of the Great

Charter, the doctrine, in modern phrase, that the power of

the purse belongs to parliament. In Henry's day England
and her parliament had to wage a never-ending strife

against her two enemies, king and pope. The main duty

of the nation was to withstand the extortions of both alike.

The king was always asking for money ; the conditions of

a grant commonly were that the charters should be again

confirmed and be better observed. And gradually another

demand arises, that the great officers of state shall be

appointed, if not by parliament, at least with the assent of

parliament. But demands like these, demands for the

removal of aliens and the like, are all demandi. for the

reform of abuses and the execution of the old laws ; new
laws are never asked for. The Oxford Provisions of 1258

show the ideas of reform which were then entertained ; it

is not legislation, it is reform of bad administration, even

at the cost of transferring the king's authority to other

hands, which is asked for. Simon himself, the greatest

of constitutional reformers, was not a legislator. Hia

Parliament is famous, not for anything that it did, but for

what it was. Nor after Simon's fall do we meet with

much legislation strictly so caUed. The ordinances of

Kenilworth and Marlborough are ordinances for the settle-

ment of the kingdom, ordinances for the better observance

of the Charter and of the statutes of 1259. They are not

legislation in the strictest sense, the enactment of absolutely

new laws.
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T-egisla- On tho Other liand, the reign of Edward I., lik? the reign

lion at of Henry II., ia emphatically a time of legislation strictly
Edward gg called, as well as of constitutional progress. At no time

were so many memorable statutes passed. Edward's first

great act, tho first Statute of Westminster, in 1275, has

been described as " almost a code by itself." But it was
followed almost yearly by enactment upon enactment. The
statute de religiosis in 1279 forbade the alienation of lands

in mortmain without the consent of the superior lord. Ten
years later, after a mass of legislation in intermediate years,

came the statute quia empiores, which forbade subinfeuda-

tion. The holder of land could no longer grant it to be
held of himself ; he could alienate it only so as to be held

of the higher lord by the tenure by which he held it him-
self. Other statutes regulated the local administration, the

range of the ecclesiastical courts, almost every detail of

English law. At last, in 1297, the famous Confirmatio

P^pgj Cartarum was wrung from the king ; the power of arbitrary

matio taxation was surrendered; no tax is any longer to be
^arta-

]evied by the king without parliamentary sanction. That is

to say, tiose clauses of the Great Charter which were left out

in the confirmations under Henry III. were now restored

?nd put in force. As in all other things in these ages, we
must allow for what seems to us amazing irregularity of

practice. It does not foDow that, because a certain course

was ordained by law, therefore the law was always carried

out. But the principle was established, and it could always
be appealed to in case of any breach of the law. By the

end of Edward's reign, a national assembly, composed of

much the same elements of which it is composed still, was
acknowledged to possess what is practically the greatest of

parliamentary powers.

Parlia- The extreme legislative activity of this reign ia one of
mentary many signs that the immediate effects of the Norman.Con-

uxlr
"'^ quest had now quite passed away. A thoroughly united

nation, which had forgotten the foreign origin of certain

classes of the nation, could bear to have new laws enacted,

to have old institutions put into new forms. But the

particular form which the great constitutional triumph of

this reign took looks both forward and backward It looks

forward, as showing that we have reached what is really

modern history. The parliamentary power of the purse is

the ruling principle of aU later constitutional struggles.

Rut it also looks backward. An ancient Witenagem6t
possessed the power of the purse, like all other powers.
But in those days the power of the purse was a power of

secondary importance. In early times taxation never holds

the same prominent place in politics which it does after-

wards. But the rule of a series of kings in whose eyes
kingship was rather a possession than an office, in whose
eyes the kingdom was an estate out of which they had to

squeeze tho greatest possible income, had made it the most
needful thing of all to check the king's power of taking his

subjects' money. From this time each parliamentary
struggle takes the form of a bargain. The king wiU re-

dress such and such a grievance, if he receives such and
such a grant. By constantly pressing this new power, par-

liament, and above aU that house of parliament in which
tho power of the purse came to be specially lodged, has
gradually won back the powers of the older assemblies. It

no longer in form makes war and peace, or elects and de-

poses kings. It does not even in form elect or depose their

ministers. But the body which can grant or refuse the
means of carrying on the machinery of government has
gradually come to have, in an indirect way, the powers of

government once more in its own hands.
Another sign that the remembrance of old wrongs and

old distinctions of race had passed away is supplied by a
feature of these times which at first sight might seem to
prove the contrary. The reigns of the first two Edwards

are exactly the time when the French language was most
universally in use as the language of public acts. From this

time the laws of England begin to be written in French.
The truth is that the predominance of French at thia

period is no direct tradition of the days of the Norman Con-
quest. It is simply a sign of the fashion which made French
to be looked on as the most polite, as it certainly was the
most widely spoken, of Western languages. It was merely
a fashion; Edward and his nobles knew and spoke English
thoroughly weU.* But the fact that such a fashion could
take root showed that the use of the French language had
ceased to call up any memories of the conquest of England
by men whose tongue was French. If the use of French
called forth any hostile feelings on the part of Englishmen,
it was now, not as the speech of a forgotten conquest in their

own land, but as the speech of a rival nation beyond the
sea. And when French had come to be used simply aa a
matter of fashion, its-supremacy was doomed ; in the course

of the fourteenth century, English, modified as it was by the

indirect efi'ects of the Conquest, gradually won back its old

place as the dominant speech of England.
This age, so great in our political history, is of equal Patriot*

importance in the intellectual and religious development of "^hoKli

England. It was an age when difference as to theological
^^^

dogmas was still unknown in England, but when a strong

national opposition was growing to the exactions and
oppressions of the see of Rome. In the thirteenth century

there is no sign of any revolt against the national Churchj
the nation and the national Church are one in opposition to

the foreign enemy. The most remarkable feature of tho

reign of Henry in. is the union of all classes, barons, clergy,

and commons, in the conmion struggle against pope and
king. The series of patriot prelates which begins with
Stephen Langton is carried on in Archbishop Edmund the

saint—in Robert Grosseteste, saint, scholar, and philoso-

pher—in Walter of Cantelupe, a statesman of a Norman
baronial house. The first signs of anyjealousy felt towards

the national clergy do not begin till the great national strife

is over, and till some at least of the English. prelates had
given in to the new-fangled teaching at Rome. When, at

the papal bidding, the English clergy refused for a moment
to contribute to the needs of the English state, the great

Edward found the means to put them' beyond the n^e of

English law.

The intellectual activity of the' thirteenth century, ilie

great creative and destructive century throughout all

Europe and civilized Asia, was not small in England. It

was the age of the friars. As in the tweKth century the

Cistercians had appeared as a reform on the Benedictines,

so now the Franciscans, the Dominicans, and the other

mendicant orders, began a far more thorough reform of the

monastic system. The Cistercians in their wildernesses

might practise an 'ascetic discipline for the good of their

own souls; but they did little for other men. The rest of

the nation knew them chiefly as diligent growers of wooL
But the friars, carrjring the vow of poverty to the extremest

point, rejecting corporate as well as personal property, fixed

themselves by choice in the most squalid quarters of the

towns. They were confessors and preachers ;
presently

' When Walter of Hemingtargh (i. 337) records that Edward I.

spoke to the Turkish ambassadors in English, it nmst not be

taken, as it has sometimes been misunderstood, as if it meant that

Edward's speaking of English was something exceptionaL It wo<Ud

have had this meaning, if Edward had been speaking to an English-

man of low degree who was not likely to understand French. But

when Edward speaks English to Turks, and has his words interpreted

to them by some one who could translate from English into Turkish

or Arabic, it shows how familiarly English was spoken by Edward

himself and by those about him. So again, in the famous dialogue

between Edward and Roger earl of Norfolk, the play on the earl's

name Bigod, wMch is found both there and elsewhere, has no force in

any language but Englis''
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thej became schulars also, and tliey had a largo share in

the increased intellectual activity of the universities.

Oxford and Cambridge were now established seats of learn-

ing, thronged by crowds of masters and scholars. Up to

this time masters and scholars had lived where they could

and how they could. In the course of the thirteenth

eentury colleges began to be founded. That is, by the

bounty of some founder, societies of masters and scholars

were brought together as corporate bodies, holding a

house for their dwelling-place, and lands or other revenues

for their maintenance. The first beginnings of this system

were seen in Jlerton College in Oxford and Peterhouse in

Cambridge. The growth of these colleges, which in the end

came in a manner to swallow up the universities, is the

most distinguishing feature of the English universities, as

distinguished from those of other lands. But, though the

foundation of the colleges and the influence of the friars in

the universities were both fruits of the same movement, it

must be remembered that they were wholly distinct fruits.

The colleges of Oxford and Cambridge were not monastic

foundatioas, except in a few cases where a great monastery

established a college in one of the universities for the

education of its own younger members. Otherwise the

colleges were strictly secular, and religious vows carried

with them a forfeiture of membership. The colleges lived

on ; the intellectual as well as the religious life of the friars

was short. They presently fell away from their first love,

and became yet more corrupt than the older orders which
held a higher temporal position. But, while the first life

of the friars lasted, it was brilliant indeed. They wore en-

couraged by Robert Grosseteste ; the friar Adam Marsli

was the chosen adviser of Earl Simon. The friar Roger
Bacon was the wonder of his own day, a master of

knowledge beyond his day, and one who paid the penalty

of thus outstripping his fellows.

The thirteenth ceutury saw the growth of a new kind of

monastic order in the form of the friars. The early part of

the fourteenth century saw the fall of one of the great

military orders which had arisen in the enthusiasm of the

crusades. The Templars, the victims of Pliilip the Fair and
his puppet Pope Clement V., were suppressed in England
as elsewhere ; but it is something that, even in so bad a
time as the reign of Edward II., England had no share in

the torturings and murderings which marked the suppres-

sion of the order in France. The property of the Templars
was for the most part granted to the rival military order of

St John, which kept it till the general dissolution of

monasteries.

The literature of the thirteenth centsry was abundant in

all the three languages which were then in use in England.
The statesmen and historians of Henry II. 'a day now give

way to the monastic annalists. Pre-eminent over other

houses is the school of annalists of St Albans, and pre-

cmiueut among them is the patriotic historian Jlatthew

i'aris. lie writes of earlier times with little criticism;

he cannot be classed on this score either with William of

Jfalmesbury or with William of Newburgh. But he stands

at the head of all our annalists as a vigorous, outspoken,

narrator of contemporary history, not only in England but
in the world in general. He is a bold champion of the

popular side, a representative of the English Church and
nation against pope and king alike. But it should be noted
ihat all the monastic annalists take the popular side, with the

single exception of Thomas Wykes of Oseney, the one royal-

ist chronicler of his day. The civil wars called forth a mass
of literature in all three languages. The praises of Earl
Simon are sung in French and in Latin ; and the English
tongue now comes forth with a new mission, as the vehicle,

sometimes of satire, sometimes of panegyric upon the great

ones of the earth. The Englishman's right of grumbling

is immemorial, and from the thirteenth century onwardi

his grumbling has very commonly taken the shape of out-

spoken rhymes in his own tongue. But, in an historical and
political point of view, the most important work of the time

of the civil war is the groat political poem in Latin rhyme
which sets forth the platform of Earl Simon and the

patriots. A clearer and more vigorous assertion of popular

principles has never been put forth in any age. English

had hardly yet reached the dignity of being employed in

such a document as this ; but the native literature was ad-

vancing during the whole of the thirteenth centur}'.

Besides devotional works in prose and verse, it was used

in long continued poema on various subjects early in the

century. The Ormulum of Ormin is religious; the Brut
of Lajamon is legendary. It shows how the tales of Arthur
had, even in the minds of Englishmen writing in the English

tongue, supplanted the history of their own people.

Towards the end of the century our language was put to a
better use, in the form of rhyming chronicles, such as those

of Robert of Gloucester and the English version of Peter of

Langtoft. For a successor to the Peterborough Chronicler,

for an English history in English prose, we have still a long
time to wait.

In the department of art, the pointed arch, with the Architee-

details appropriate to that form, was now thoroughly ture of

established. In the time of Edward I. the long narrow
J*"'

'^'"^

window of the earlier part of the century began to be ex- andfour.
changed for the large window with tracery, different forms teentb

of which lasted as long as mediaeval architecture lasted at centurie*

all. But alongside of development in this way, the sculp-

ture of the early part of the century gradually gave way,

even early in the fourteenth century, to flatter and less

bold forms. In ecclesiastical architecture a new type of

church, long, narrow, and simple, quite unlike the

picturesque outlines of the older minsters, came in with the

friars. Houses began to be larger and more elaborate in

plan ; but the great change was in military architecture.

The massive donjons and shell-keeps of the Norman type

grew under the Edwards into castles of vast size and com- CastlMt

plicated arrangement, planned with great skill according to

the military needs of the time. The castle of Caernarvon,

begun by the first and continued by the second Edward,
shows what is called the Edwardian type of castle in its

highest perfection.

By this time the art of warfare in England had seem-

ingly changed altogether from what it had been before the

Normans came. And yet the change was after all more
seeming than real. In the Scottish wars the English array

of cavalry and archers, matched against the Scottish spear-

men, seemed to show that the English had altogether adopted

the tactics of their Norman conquerors. And so, as regards

the weapons in use, they had. But an English army still

kept its ancient character of having a national infantry as

its main strength. It was the preservation of England as

a military power that this was the case. We are now
coming to the days of chivalry, the days of brutal contempt

for aU classes of mankind outside the favoured pale, the days'

which, in warfare, went far to put mad personal enteqirise

instead of rational military calculation. England was not

wholly untouched by these foUies ; but she was far less deeply

touched by them than their native land of France. The
difference showed itself when the two nations were matched

together in a long and deadly struggle. The French wer«

in the end successful in war, because England had under-

taken a task beyond her powers or the powers of any othe)

nation, the task of subduing and holding a country greate,

than herself. But the English were invariably successful

even with much smaller numbers, in all the great battles.

The cause lay in the different constitution of their armies*

and the difference in the constitution of their armies lay
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deep in the difference of the political condition of the two
countries. In France political privilege was the exclusive

possession of the noblesse and the chartered towns. In

England freedom was the birthright of all above the villain,

and even the villain had many ways of reaching freedom

open to him. France therefore had a gallant cavalry in

her noblesse ; for infantry she had either foreign mercenaries

or an unwarlike rabble. In an English army the infantry,

furnished by the mass of the freemen, formed its main
strength, and, more than any other arm. won the great

battles. In the course of the fourteenth century, the

chivalrous type of warfare received a series of deadly blows

dealt by a trained infantry of burgjiers or yeomen. The
Flemings at Courtrai, the men of the Three Lands at

Morgarten, the men of the more extended League at

Sempach, the Scots at Bannockburn, the English at Crecy,

are all instances of the same law. Edward III., pre-

eminently the chivalroua king, helped to give chivalry its

death-stroke.

The
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Of hia reign the most prominent feature was the war
with France in which that death-stroko was dealt. It is a

war which may be looked at from two sides. On the part

of the king himself, it was less the warfare of an Engbsh
king than the warfare of a French prince seeking the

French crown. On the part of the English nation it was
distinctly a national war. The French influence on
England, as distinguished from the earlier Norman element

in England, the influence which had been going on ever

since the beginning of the thirteenth century, reached its

height in Edward the son of the Frenchwoaaan Isabel.

The follies of chivalry, follies so conspicuously French as

distinguished from either English or Norman, were now in

all their glory. We have reached the days of Froissart,

chronicler of knights and ladies. We instinctively feel

that Edward III. is less of an Englishman than Edward I.

But the nation is purely English. If anything was needed
to wipe out the last feeble memory of old distinctions, it

was the warfare which Englishmen waged in what was now
the French province of Normandy. But, in common
justice both to Edward and to his people, it must not be
forgotten that, though the French war was in form a war
waged to win the crown of France for an English king, it

was a war which neither king nor people could well have
Causes of avoided. Edward was goaded into the war by the cease-
»Ue war. 1233 attempts which the French king made on his duchy of

Aquitaine, and by the help which the French king gave to

the Scottish enemies of England.

In 1328 the French throne became vacant by the death

of Charles IV., the youngest son and last male descendant

of Philip the Fair. Edward claimed the crown in right of

his mother, the sister of the deceased king. The claim

found no support in France, and the crown passed to Philip

of Valois, the first cousin of Charles, and the next in succes-

sion to the male line. By this decision, just as by the

decision of the dispute for the- crown of Scotland, a
principle was settled, a principle which ever after made the

"rench law of succession different from that of England,

Gotland, and Spain. During the 341 years which had
passed since the election of Hugh Capet, every king of the

French had been succeeded by his own son, and in several

cases the succession had been made yet more certain by the

coronation of the son in the lifetime of his father. It thus

came about that both the notion of hereditary succession

^ opi>osed to election, and the notion of direct male suc-

cession as opposed to any other rule of succession, had, by
tliis time, taken firmer root in France than in any other

kingdom in Europa The result of a genealogical accident

was therefore supposed to spring from an ancient law of the

VvngJom As o new jurisprudence had been called up out

idward'
claim
to the

Trench

of the romances of Charlemagne to insure the forfeiture of

John, -so a new rule of succeBsion was called up out of the

ancient Prankish codes to bar the claim of Edward. We
now hear for the first time of the imaginary Salic law, which
was held to shut out females from the succession to the
French crown. According to modern English law, neither
Edward nor Philip was the heir ; there were females nearer
to the crown than either of them. But Edward's doctrine

was that, though a female could not herself inherit, yet her
son could inherit through her. He claimed as the male
person nearest of kin to the late king. Philip claimed in

the simpler character of the next in the male line, passing

by females altogether. The question was new ; but, as thf

French crown had never passed either to or through a female
the claim of Philip naturally seemed more in accordance
with earlier precedent. But, had the argument lain the

other way, had female succession been asserted by the
Frenchman and male succession by the foreign prince, we
may believe that the native candidate would have found
his way to the French crown aU the same. How little

these genealogical subtleties really went for was shown a

little later, when, in the dispute for the duchy of Britanny,

Edward appeared as the champion of male, nud Philip of

female succession.

When Edward's claim to the French crovni was rejected,

he did homage (1329) to hia rival for his Gascon duchy,
though with some reservations which might keep controversy

alive. Matters were hastened by a new Scottiih war. The
English lords who had held and lost estates in Scotland

were, by the treaty of Northampton, to receive them again.

This article had not been carried out, and in 1332 the dis-

inherited lords made an attempt on Scotland under Edward
Balliol, son of the former king John. Once by their own
forces, and a second time by English help, they succeeded

in placing their candidate on the Scottish thron.;. Ho re-

warded his allies by ceding southern Scotland to England,

and renewing the old dependent relation for the rest of the

kingdom. The state of war between England and Scotland

thus began again, and with far less show of reason on the

English side than there had been in the days of Edward I.

But the Scottish war led to consequences still more import-

ant than itself. Philip, ever on the watch for opportunities

against Aquitaine, gave help to the Scots (1337), as his

predecessor had done in the earlier war. It appears that

Edward now for the first time called himself King of France,

though the regular use of the title did not begin till three

years later. As in former wars with France, Edward formed

allianceswith the Flemish cities andwith the emperor Lewis;

and it was to satisfy the scruples of the Flemings, whose
land was a French fief, that he finally took the title of King
of France.! Then followed the first part of the War of a

Hundred Years, a struggle of twenty years, broken once or

twice by truces. This stage is famous for the naval victory

of Sluys in 1340, for the more famous land fights of Crecy'

in 1346 and Poitiers in 1356, and for the capture of Calais

in 1347. The captivity of King John of France at Poitiers

led to negotiations, and this first stage of the war ended

with the peace of Bretignyin 1360. By its terms Edward
renounced all claim to the French crown and gave up hk
French title. On tbe other hand, all his possessions on the

continent, both his hereditary dominions and his recent

conquests, Aquitaine, Ponthien, and Calais, were released

from all homage to the French crown. Calais may be said to

have been incorporated with England, and it was afterwards
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* The usual Latin title of the French kings had always been national

and not territorial: " Rei Franconim," not "Rex Francis." Bat,

as the territorial style ^•as now fully established in England, Edward
called himself " Rex Francis et Anglise." The territorial style waa

finally adopted by the French lings when the French crown passed to a

king of Navarre. The style .then became " Rex Francise et Navarra^"

till the ancieut title was revived in 1791. _
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represented m the English pavliament. Aquitaine, now
become independent of France, as Scotland bad become in-

dependent of England, was granted by Edward to his famous

son Edward the Black Prince, who kept his court at Bour-

deaux, now the capital of a .sovereign state.

The long alliance between France and Scotland against

England had now fairly set in, and the Scottish war went
on alongside of the French war. In 1346 the king of

Scots, David Bruce, invaded England and was taken

prisoner, as John of France was ten years later. In the

same year as this last event Edward Balliol surrendered

his claim to Edward of England, who presently invaded

Scotland in the new character of its immediate sovereign.

In 1357 David was released, and was described in the

treaty as King of Scotland. In later documents however the

title was not given either to him or to his successor Kobert,

the first of the Stewart kings. A desultory and occasional

warfare long went on, and the claims of the English kings,

either to the old superiority or, by the cession of Edward
Balliol, to the Scottish crown itself, are ever and anon put

forward. England had now, in the form of Scotland and
France, a standing enemy on each side.

The peace of Bretigny was not long kept. The English

rule in Aquitaine was, speaking generally, acceptable to the

cities ; but the French connexion was more to the taste

of the nobles. The prince of Aquitaine presently embroiled

himself in the affairs of Spain, supporting Pedro the Cruel

of Castile against his brother Henry. In 1367 he won the

splendid but useless victory of Navarete or Najara ; but

the cost of the expedition led to injudicious taxation in

Aquitaine. Though the principality no longer owed homage
to the French crown, those who deemed themselves

aggrieved appealed to the French king as superior lord.

Charles v., who had succeeded John in 1364, accepted the

appeal, and summoned the prince of Aquitaine to his court.

A new war began, which, often carried on with much
languor, often interrupted by truces, but not ended by any
formal peace, lasted till the treaty of Troyes in 1420. The
peace was clearly broken by the French, and Edward again

took up the title of King of France. But fortune now dis-

tinctly turned to the French side. The most striking event

of the war was the recovery and massacre of Limoges by
the prince of Aquitaine in 1370. The prince now came to

England to end his days more worthily as a patriotic states-

man. The war went on, till in 1374 all was lost save

Calais, the great southern cities of Bourdeaux and Bayonne,
and a few other points in the south. The last few years of

Edward's reign were a time of truce.

The change from the reign of Edward III. to that of

Richard II. is in some points like the change from the

reign of Edward I. to that of Edward II. The leading

events again touch the internal rather than the external

history. The internal history of the reign of Edward III.

is of the highest importance. But it is of an importance
wholly constitutional and social. It is not marked on the

surface by any striking internal events. In the reign of

Richard we have over again the same kind of internal

events which mark the reign of Edward II , but with the

addition of a great social struggle to which we have seen

no parallel in earlier times. But, if there is much in com-
mon in the two reigns, there is a marked difference between
the two men. Richard, if foolish and extravagant, was not
weak ; he had distinct political aims ; he .•seems to have
seriously designed the establishment of a despotic power in

the crown. His accession marks another stage in the
growth of the doctrine of hereditary succession. Richard,

the minor son of the Black Prince, succeeded his grand-

father without opposition, without any public mention of

any claims ou the part of his uncle3,^thc surviving sons of

the late king. In fact the dissatisfaction wliicTi was fIiowij

at a vague rumour that the young king's eldest uncle JJhn
of Gaunt, duke of Lancaster, had designs on the crown,

shows how men'.s ideas on snch matters had changed, not
only since the days of iElfred, but even since the days of

John In the reign which thus began foreign aff ira

become quite secondary. The wara both with France ur.d

Scotland go on, but they go on for the mo?;t part

languidly ; occasional raids alternate with truces. But the

very beginning of Richard's reign saw an actual French
invasion of England, in which the Isle of Wight was
ravaged and Hastings burned. The French war was ended,

as far as this reign is concerned, by Ricliard's second
marriage with Isabel of France in 1396, which was accom-
panied by a truce for twenty-five years.

The first marked internal event of Richard's reign was
the result of political, social, and religious causes which had
been busily at work during the reign of Edward. T)ie

immediate occasion of the famous outbreak of Richard's

time was a poll-tax which was laid on by parliament in

1380. The peasant revolt of the next year followed. The
spirit shown by the young king in the famous story of the

death of Wat "Tyler has often been dwelled on, as if it were
something exceptional. But Richard did not lack spirit

at any time; and at this time his spirit was chiefly shown
in making promises Which were not, and could not be,

carried out. The revolt was put down, and the rest of the Revolu-

internal history of the reign consists of disputes, not so *'?"''
"(

much between the king and the people or the barons m
general as among his uncles, his favourites, and his

ministers. One of Richard's favourites, Slichael de la Pole,

earl of Suffolk, deserves notice, less on his own account than

as one who, sprung from a merchant family at King.ston-

OD-Hull, rose to the height of power. Though he himself

fell from power and died in obscurity, yet he was in the end

the founder of a ducal house. We thus see that the con-

tempt for trade which had lately come in among the other

follies of chivalry was, after all, not very deep sot.

Richard's other chief favourite was Robert Vere, of the

house of the earls of Oxford, whom he raised to the rank

of marquess of Dublin, and at last to that of duke of

Ireland. Tlio year 1386 saw the fall of the favourites
;

and the impeachment of the earl of Suffolk by the Commons Impea.*

marks a constitutional stage. This time the accused ™^"i ^^

escaped with a slight punishment ; but, as in the times of

Richard'*

reign.

the CoiU':

raona.
Henry III. and Edward II., the royal authority was trans-

ferred to a council under the duke of Gloucester. The
next year the king attempted a revolution ; but a new
impeachment followed, on which both the favourites were

condemned to death as traitors in a parliament known as

the Wonderful and the Merciless ; but they escaped beyond

sea. In 1389 the king, by a sudden stroke, won back his

power. For a while his rule was constitutional and

seemingly not unpopular ; but he gradually aimed at

despotism. In 1397 he procuied the overthrow of his

uncle the duke of Gloucester and the chief of the nobles of

his party, contriving that all that was done openly should be

under le;,'al forms. Duko Thomas died in a mysterious way.

His chief adherent, the cari of Arundel, was beheaded. In

the next year, on occasion of a judicial combat between

Thomas Jlowbray, duke of Norfolk, and the king's cousin

Henry, duke of Hereford, the son of John of Gaunt.the

king arbitrarily banished both disputants, but promised

them the possession of their estates. But in breach of this

promise, when John of Gaunt died in 1399, Richard seized

on the inheritance of his son. He then chose this very

inopportune moment to go personally to settle the distuib-

ances of Ireland During his .absence Henry came back; Bichajxl

Richard, on his return, found himself generally forsaken, ^^^^'

and he wa.? prt.-.uutly deposed L.y parliament. The election
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ttt ITenry in his place was perfectly regular according to
aiicieut precedent. But two things again mark the growth
of the new ideas. Not only, as in the case of Edward II.,

was the deposed king made to resign, but Henry himself, in
claiming the crown, did not rely solely on his perfectly
\ood parliamentary title, but mixed up with it a vague
Uaim by hereditary right. He was " descended by right
iine of blood coming from the good lord King Henry III."

ifhis phrase makes it needful to explain a little more fully

the state of the royal succession, which becomes of such
importance in the next period.

Richard himself had, as wo have seen, succeeded without
.opposition, according to the doctrine of representation,

though in earlier times the choice of parliament would have
rather fallen on one of his uncles. The new ideas were car-

ried yet further when, under Richard, Roger Mortimer, earl

«f March, was declared presumptive heir to the throne. The
doctrines both of representation and of female succession

were here implied, as Roger was through his mother grand-
son of Lionel, duke of Clarence, second son* of Edward III.

In earlier times, whatever might have been thought of

Ilichard's own claim, such a claim as this "of Roger would
have seemed ridiculous while three sons of Edward, the

dukes John of Lancaster, Edmund of York, and Thomaa
of Gloucester, were all living. And in fact the claim of

Roger was not put forward at the deposition of Richard and
election of Henry ; but it was not forgotten, and later

events again gave it importance. Henry's own challenge by
descent from Henry III. was shrouded in purposed vague-
ness. He is commonly thought to have referred to a claim
of his own yet more strange than the claim of Earl Roger.
He was, through his moj^ier, the direct representative of

Edmund, earl of Lancaster, the second son of Henry IIL,
who, according to an absurd rumour, was really his eldest

son. Such a claim could hardly be put forward publicly
;

and Henry's vague words might be taken as meaning only
that he was the next to the crown in male succession. But
that any claim of the kind should have been thought of, when
Henry had a perfectly good right by parliamentary election,

shows how the ancient right of the nation freely to choose
its sovereign, at all events from among the members of the
royal house, was gradually dying out of men's minds.
The short and troubled reign of Henry IV. has commonly

led to forgetfulness of his earlier fame as a gallant and
popular prince, a pilgrim to Jerusalem, a crusader in Africa
and Prussia. The fourteen years of his reign are almost
wholly .filled with plots, civil wars, and the endless warfare
in Scotland and -France. Now again Wales becomes of im-
portance, througli the union of a Welsh pretender with, the
discontented party in England. In the early insurrections,
as in that of 1400, the name of the late king Richard was
used. The fate of the deposed king was never certainly
known

; but there seems no just ground for doubting that
!ie either died or was murdered soon after this first revolt.
That a pretended Richard appeared, that he was made use of
by Henry's French and Scottish enemies, was simply what
cofftmonly happens in .-^uch cases. The revolt of 1 400 was
hardly suppressed when it was followed by the more
dangerous revolt of Pwen Glyndw, who restored for a
while the old independence of North Wales, and acted in
concert with the French, the Scots, and the English rebels.
In fact, down to his death in 1415, he was never fully
subdued. His English allies, the Percies and Mortimers,
were defeated at Shrewsbury in 1403 ; and other plots and
revolts, in all of which the house of Percy had a hand, were
crushed in 1405 and 1408. At the time of Henry's death,

' Lionel was strictly the third ion of Edward III. ; but he waa the
Mcond of those who left descend.ints. As all the three elder eoas
of Fdward died before their father, John of Gaunt wa^ th<- eldest sur-
r.vm; son of Edw^ird at his f.-.ther'i death.

in 1413, there was a truce with Scotland ;'bm the 'tvar- in

France, which had goneDji during the whole of his reign,

Wd« being waged with a greater vigour than usual.

In 1406 the crown was settled by parliament on.Henry Etnle

and his sons ; and on his death his eldest son Henry sue- -'f""<

cceded without opposition. A new sera in the French war
at once began. France, under its weak or rather mad king
Charles VI., was torn in pieces by the factions of Orleans
and Burgundy. Henry IV. had, in the latter years of his

reign, employed the policy of playing off one party against

the other, and had given help to each in turn. The
war, which had gone on, though mostly in a. desultorj;

way, ever since the return of the Black Prince to Eng-
land in 1370, now began again in earnest under a king
who was one of the greatest of warriors and statesmen.

The character of Henry's enterprise is often misunderstood.

It is said that, whatever claim Edward III. might have had
to the crown of France, Henry V. could have none. It is

said that, according to Edward III.'s doctrine, by which
the right to the crown might pass through females to their'

male representatives, the rights of Edward III. had passed

to Roger of March. So, as a matter of genealogy, they,

certainly had ; and, as a matter ef genealogy, there was
doubtless an inconsistency in the use of the French title by
Henry IV. and Henry V. But the true way of looking at

the matter is that both the peafe of Bretigny and the truce

made in the latter years of Richard II. had been broken by
the French, that the war was going on at Henry's accession,

that it was just then being more vigorously pressed than it The in

had been for some time, and that all that Henry V. did was pressed

to throw the whole national power, guided by his own ^ ^"'

genius, into its vigorous prosecution. At his accession, his

only continental possessions were Calais and its small terri'

tory, and a small part of Aquitaine, including Bourdeaui
and Bayonne. In Henry's policy. Southern Gaul, which Charact

had been so nearly lost, becomes secondary. He puts for- °^ ^'
ward the treaty of Bretigny, as he also puts forward his P^''^^-

claim to the French crown ; but his real object seems to

have been the conquest of as large a continental territory

as possible, but in any case the conquest of Normandy. At
this distance of time, we see that such a scheme was neither

just nor politic. His own age did not condemn it on either

ground. He was checked for a moment, first by a Lollard

revolt, then by a conspiracy on behalf either of Richard or

of the earl of March. But in 1415 he was able to begin

his great enterprise. A negotiation, in which Henry
claimed, first the crown of France, then the whole continental

possessions of the Angevin kings, aild lastly the territory

ceded at Bretigny, naturally failed. He then crossed the

sea in 1415, took Harfleur, and won the battle of Agincourt. His cod-

The three next years saw his alliance with Duke John of l^^^^-

Burgundy, and completed the conquest of Normandy. In

1419 the murder of Duke John by the partisans of the

dauphin Charles drove Philip, the new duke of Burgundy,

and the whole Burgundian party, altogether to the

English side. Paris itself received Henry. Next year

(1420), by the treaty of Troyes, Henry gave up his title of

King of France. Charles VI. was to keep the French

crown for life ; Henry was to marry his daughter Katharine,'

to be declared his heir, and to be meanwhile regent of the.

kingdom. But the party of the disinherited dauphin still

held out, and the war went on in the centre of France,'

while the rule of Henry was established in the north and

soutL On August 31, 1422, Henry V. died, revealing the

true object of his policy by his last injunction that in no

case should peace be made, unless Normandy was ceded to

England in full sovereignty. The infant son of Henry and
Katharine, Henry VI., succeeded to the kingdom of England
and the heirship of France. Two months later, by tlie

death of his graudfatlier the Frcnch_kiMg, lie succeeded.
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according to the provisions of the treaty, to the crown of

France. His two kingdoms were intrusted to the regency

of his two paternal uncles, England to Humfrey duke

of Gloucester, and France to John, the great duke of Bed-

ford. The babe was king at Eouen and Paris, and cither

king or sovereign lord at Bourdeaux;"- but in the inter-

mediate land he had a rival in a third uncle, his mother's

brother, Charles VII.

A time of thirty years follows, in which the English were

gradually driven out of France and Aquitaine, till nothing

was left of the old heritage except the Norman islands, and

nothing was left of the new conquests except Calais and its

small territory. Even after Henry was dead, the great

regent was far stronger than the French claimant ; but

several causes, one after the other, joined to break the

English power on the continent. The mainstay of Eng-

land was the JBurgundian alliance. This r-zas iirst put in

jeopardy by the marriage of Duke Humfrey, the regent

of England, with Jacqueline, countess of Holland and
Hainault, and his attempt to get possession of her dominions.

Then, in 1429, came the wonderful career of the Maid,

Joan of Arc. She raised the siege of Orlflans ; she led

Charles to be crowned at Rheims, a ceremony which gave

Slim a certain advantage over h's uncrowned rivaL Her
intervention turned the tide for a while on the French side;

but Charles seemed quite unable to press his advantage,

and he did absolutely nothing for the deliverance of the

Maid when in 1430 she was taken prisoner, and was the

next year burned as a heretic and sorceress. Meanwhile
Henry was crowned in England in 1429 and in Paris in

1431. In the next year the death of the duchess of Bedford,

Bister of the duke of Burgundy, broke the tie between her

husband and her brother. At last, in 1435, at the peace

of Arras, Philip altogether forsook the English alliance.

Almost at the same moment the duke of Bedford died, and
from this time the English power in France gradually fell

back. Paris was lost in 1436. Presently comes a time of

truces and negotiations ; and in 1445, on the king's

marriage with Margaret of Anjou, Maine and Anjou were
surrendered. In 1449 Eouen was lost, and the second

French conquest of Normandy was completed in the next

year. In 1451 the French conquered all that was left to

England in the south, Bourdeaiix being the last town to hold

out. But here the tide once more changed for a moment.
The Aquitanian cities found that they had gained nothing

by their transfer to the nearer instead of the more distant

master. In 1453 John Talbot, the great earl of Shrews-
bury, came with an English force, and was welcomed
as a deliverer. He was slain at Castillon in July;

Bourdeaux was again taken by the French in October,

and the tie of thres hundred years which united Eng-
land and Aquitaine was broken for ever. Less striking

in the history of the world, the French conquest of

Aquitaine is, in the history of Western Europe, almost
as marked an epoch as the 'Turkish conquest of Constanti-

nople which happened nearly at the same moment. Two
great questions were decided by it. The Norman Conquest
mrst made England a continental power ; the succession of

the Angevins greatly increased her continental position.

That position now wholly passed away. England is now
again shut up within her own four seas. From .this time

she constantly takes a part in continental affairs ; but she
i^ona holds no continental possessions save such outlying posts

EiTl'^d
^^ Calais, Boulogne, Dunkirk, or Gibraltar. Calais she

»nd' '^^P'' for another century, partly no doubt because the

Ikiinco.

• ' After the peace of Bretigny, Edward III. chaDged his style of

Duke of Aquitaine to Lord. He was " Dominus Bibemise ct Aqui-
tanise. " When he again took np the title of King of France, it might
have hcen doubted whetlier Aquitaine remaiLed a distinct soTereiga
IfiidiLip ot SI as nieigcd in tlio kingdoni.

cessions made by France to Burgundy at Arras cut ofT

Calais from the French territory, and made Burgundy the

one continental neighbour of England. Again, the French French

conquest of Aquitaine is no less an epoch in the history of conquett

France itself. It completed the formation of France in the °f.Al"^'

modern sense. Ever since the twelfth century, the French "'°'

kings had been striving after dominion south of the Loire,

that is, after the union of Southern with Northern Gaul.
They gained their point for a moment by the marriage of

Lewis and Eleanor. They gained it again for a moment
by the susrender of Aquitaine to Philip the Fair. They
now gained it for ever. The whole relations between
England and France were now changed. There were to be
many later wars between the two kingdoms, and for a
while the old claims of England were always remembered
and were now and then asserted. But any serious hope of

an English conquest of France, or even of an English con-

quest of Normandy or Aquitaine, passed away when Bour-
deaux opened its gates to the French in 1453. From that

day the modem relations between England and France begiti.

The period of the Hundred Years' War was the time in InlcmaV
which what we may call the growth of England came to growth

an end. The nation in its later shape was fully formed at °^ ^"8-

the end of the thirteenth century. The great lines of its

later law and constitution have been already drawn. Dur-
ing the following period law and constitution have to take
their perfect shape at home, and the nation, now fully

formed, has to take its final position among the powers of

Europe. During this time England and the English people
became essentially all that they have been ever since. The
changes in later times have been great and important ; but
they have been changes of detail. In the thirteenth

century it was still by no means clear what was to be the final

shape of English institutions, what was to be the final

position of the English people at home and abroad. In
the fifteenth century all this had been fixed. The con-

stitution, the laws, the language, the national character, of

Englishmen had all taken a shape from which in their

main points they were never again to change. The Island

realm, with the character of islanders impressed upon its

people, with its political constitution and its social stats

differing from that of any other European nation, was by
the end of this period fully formed. When we have
reached the end of this period, we know what England is.

The personal character of the nation is now fixed. Up to

this time the history of the nation has been the record of

its growth ; our study has had somewhat of a physical

character. From this time our study is rather bio-

graphical ; our history ceases to be the record of the growth

of a nation ; it becomes the record of the acts of a nation

after it has taken its final shape.

In a specially constitutional aspect, the reign of Edward
III., the central time of the period with which we arc

dealing, is hardly less important than the reign of Edward
I. But its importance is of a different kind. The
earlier reign fixed the constitution of parliament ; it

decreed that in an English parliament certain elements

should always be present. It laid down as a matter of

broad principle what the essential powers of parliament

were. In the later reign, the essential elements of parlia-

ment finally arrange themselves in their several places and

relations to one another. The powers, rights, and

privileges of each element in the state, and the exact

manner of exercising them, were now fixed and defined.

The Commons are now fully established a3 an essentia!

element in parliament. It is further established that

prelates, earls, and barons are to form one body, that

knights, citizens, and burgesses are to form another. That
is to say, aa Uio.attcmpt to mako the clerpy act ai, a

vin. — 41
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ReUUons p&rliamentary estate came to notlilag, parliament now
of Lords detinitely took its modem form of an assembly of two
«ndCom- Jiouses, Lords and Commons. A statute of Edward II. in
monfl

J 222 distinctly asserted the right of the Commons to a
share in all acts which touched the general welfare of the

kingdom. But a distinction was for a long time drawn
between the older and the newer element in the assembly.

For a long time the doctrine was that the Commons
petitioned, and that their petitions were granted by the king
v/ith the assent of the Lords. This position of the Commons
as a petitionmg body is of the deepest importance, and
looks both forwards and backwards. Looking backwards,

it was an almost necessary result of the way in which
parliament had grown up. The Lords were, and the Com-
mons were not, representatives by direct succession of the

ancient sovereign assemblies of the land. It was for them
by immemorial right to advise the king and to consent to

his acts. The Commons had been called into being along-

side of them; they had no such traditional powers; they
could win them only step by step. Looking forwards, the

position of the Commons as a petitioning body was a source

of immediate weakness and of final strength. For a while

they simply petitioned ; not only might their petitions be
refused, but, if they were granted, they Lad no control over

the shape in which they were granted. If the king granted

a petition which involved any change in the law, it was
by royal officers that the petition was put into the form
of a statute after the representatives of the Commons had
gone back to their homes. Such a practice gave oppor-

tunity for many tricks. It was a frequent subject of com-
plaint that the petitions which were said to be granted, and
the statutes which were enacted in answer to them, were
Bomething quite different from what the Commons had
really asked for. This evil was first seriously checked in

the reign of Henry VI., when the practice was established

which still prevails, that of bringing in, instead of a mere
petition, a bill drawn in the form which the proposed

statute was intended to take. Again, as long as the Com-
mons were mere petitioners at whose request a law was
enacted, it might be held that the king was equally able to

enact at the request of some other petitioning body. Thus
we still find statutes sometimes enacted, without the petition

of the Commons, sometimes, for instance, at the petition

of the clergy So again, this same position of the Commons
as a petitioning body led to one distinction between them
and the Lords which has gone on. to our own times. In one
chief function of the ancient assemblies the Commons never

Judicial obtained a direct share. Parliament, like those ancient
powers assemblies, has always been the highest court of justice,

m^t"^
But its strictly judicial powers have always been exercised

by the Lords only. The Commons, by virtue of their

petitioning power, have become denouncers and accusers
;

but they have never become judges. By virtue of their

petitioning power, they began, as early as the reign of

Edward III., to denounce the ministers of the king, and to

demand their dismissal. In the Good Parliament of 1376,
and again in the parliament of Richard ten' years later,

this power grows into a regular impeachment of the
offenders, which is brought by the Commons as accusers
before the Lords as judges. Whenever the Commons have
taken part in action which was practically judicial, it has
always been under some other form. ' They have exercised
a somewhat arbitrary and anomalous authority in defence
of their own privileges. They have passed bOls of attainder
pd bills of pains and penalties ; but these take the form
of legislative acts. Strictly judicial functions like those of
theLords they have never claimed.

Position One effect of the growth of the Commons was to give a
«£ the niore definite position to the Lords. As long as there was
•»* only oue body, and thai a fluctuating body, membership

of the assembly could not be looked on as conferring any
definite slatus. None but the bishops and earls had any
nndjubted personal claim. Some abbots, some barons, were
always summoned; but for a long time Ihey were not
always the same abbots or the same barons, and the
memory of the old right of attendance on the part of the
whole free population had not altogether died away. So
long as this state of things lasted, no definite line could be
drawn between those who were members of the assembly and
those who were not. It was only when a new body arose by
the side of the old one, a body which confessedly repre-

sented all persons who had no place in the elder body, that

membership of the elder body became a definite personal

privilege. The vague and fluctuating gathering of the great

men of the realm now grew into a peerage of known
members, and possessing defined rights. The very change
which made the Lords, as we may now call them, sharers in

their powers in every way raised the position of the Lords
as a class. The peerage, with its several ranks and its de-
fined privileges, grew up in the reigns from Edward ILL to
Henry VI. It was gradually established that the king's writ
of summons, by which he called this or that man to give his
attendance in parliament, conveyed a perpetual right, not
only to himself but to his heirs. And now that the
peerage has taken this more definite character, we hear of
new and more solemn ways of admission to its ranks, such
as creations in parliament and by letters patent New
titles of peerage of foreign origin were devised. Edward
III. first created dukes, beginning with his own sons. The
duchy of Cornwall has ever since belonged of right to the
eldest son of the sovereign. Under Kichard dukes became
more common ; imder him too the title of marchio or
marquess, properly the lord or guardian of a march or
frontier, came to denote another honorary rank of peerage.

Under Henry VL another new rank of peerage first

appears, that of vicecomes or viscount, a word which had
hitherto meant the sherifi' of a county. All these new titles

were, as titles, purely honorary ; they expressed mere rank,

with no rights or duties but such as were eommon to the

whole peerage. The creation of these new titles completed

the change in the position of the earls, about whom some
trace of their original official character long hung. The
earldom now became a mere rank in the peerage, like any
other. The new dukes and marquesses were set above the

earls, while the viscounts were thrust in between the earls

and the barons. But both the old titles and the new kept

the same position as ranks in an official peerage, in a body
of legislators and jiidges, the temporal portion of which held

their seats by genealogical succession.^ But no nobility in

the foreign sense was, or could be, created. Because the ChUOn!::

peer was raised above other men as hereditary legislator of p^e'''

and hereditary judge, therefore his children remained, like
c"™™"*

other men, members of the general body of the Commons.
As the growth of the Commons at once raised and defined

the position of the Lords, so the general growth of the power

of parliament at once defined, and by defining strengthened,

the king's prerogative. It now became a question what

acts were lawful to the king without the consent of parlia-

ment, and what acts needed that consent. It is clear that,

^ " Genealogical succession," because the phrase- "hereditary snc-

cession " is, in the older use of the "word, applicable alike to the spiritual

and the temporal peers, at least as both classes stood till the union with

Scotland. In older language "jus hereditarium " means a right

handed on from one holder to another, whether the successor be the

son of the last holder, or a person chosen or appointed to succeed him

after his death. In this sense, the seats attached to the sees of

Canterbury, York, London, Durham, and Winchester, are still as

strictly hereditary as any earldom or barony. Bat that name cannot

apply to various modern forms of peerage, such as the elective peers

of Scotland and Ireland, to the rotatory bishops of Ireland now

abolished, to those bishops of England who snceced only by seniority,

or to the last newly created judicial peerages.
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wfienover prerogative was defined, it was at once limited

and strengthened. But the very strengthening was of the

nature of a^ limitation. A power which was directly or

Indirectly bestowed by parliament ceased to be a power

inhsient in the crown. The struggle was therefore a hard

one. The kings strove to hold their ground at every point,

and to escape from the fetters which the nation strove to lay

iipcn tjiem. When the Commons tried to make the king

dismiss evil counsellors or moderate the expenses of his

household, when they tried to regulate the oppressive right

iif purveyance, the king was apt to find a loop-hole in some

protest or reservation or saving clause. So the kings

strove to keep the jwwer of arbitrary taxation in their own

hands by drawing distinctions between customs and other

sources of revenue. So they strove to keep the power of

legislation without the consent of parliament, by drawing

a distinction between statutes and ordinances, and by

pretending to a right to suspend the operation of- statutes.

The claim to legislate by ordinance is closely connected

with the way in which all our legislative and judicial bodies

arose The parliament, the privy council, the courts of

justice, have all grown out of the ancient assembly. For

some while after the Conquest it is not always easy to see

whether the words ciiria regis mean the great council of the

nation or the smaller council of the king's immediate

advisers. The greater and the smaller council were aUke

fragments of the national assembly, and both alike derived

their special shape from the practice of personal summons.

If one body so formed had the right of legislation, it might

be argued that the other body so formed had it also. So

again, as the Commons grew, the form of their petitions,

praying that such and such an enactment might be made
by the king with the consent of the Lords, seemed to

recognize the king as the only real lawgiver. It might

suggest the thought that he could, if he would, exercise his

legislative powers, even though the Commons did not

petition, and though the Lords did not assent. A crowd of

loop-holes were thus opened for irregular doings of all

kinds—for attempts on the part of the kings to evade every

constitutional fetter—for attempts to reign without parlia-

ments, to impose taxes by their own authority, or to

legislate with the consent only of their ovm council or of

some other body other than a regular parliament. Every

point had to be struggled for over and over again. But by

the end of the fourteenth century we may say that the

constitution and the powers of parliament were, as far as

the letter of the law went, much the same as they are

now. But it took three hundred years more to secure the

observance of the letter of the law, while the two hundred

years that have followed have, by the side of the written

law, developed the unwritten constitution.

For the peculiar character of that unwritten constitution,

for the system by which a crowd of powers which the

Commons shrink from directly exercising are now exercised

by them indirectly, we have to wait for some ages. In

those days a power was either exercised directly or it was
HOt exercised at all. Thus one most important power which

was freely exercised by our most ancient assemblies, but

which modern parliaments shrink from directly exercising,

the power of making peace and war, was in the fourteenth

century in a very irregular state. Sometimes parliament

claims a voice in such matters ; sometimes the king seems

to thrust a control over them on an unwilling parliament.

That is to say, the kings wished to make parliament share

the responsibility of their acts. A parliament could hardly

refuse to support the king in a war which it had itself ap-

proved. The wars of Edward III., and his constant calls

for money, made frequent parliaments needful. Perhaps no
other series of events in our history did so much to strengthen

and define every parliamentary power. But it was mainly

by the petitioning position ef the Commons that all power has Growtt

thus been drawn into the hands of parliament. Any iL^tter °^ *•"•

might become the subject of a petition of the Commons. It
(jj. (jomn

followed that, as their petitions gradually grew into demands cume
which could not be resisted, every matter might become the

subject of legislation by the Commons. In their position

as petitioners lay their strength. They only petitioned,

while the king enacted and the Lords assented. But the

humbler position gave them the first word. The enacting

power of the king gradually came to be a mere power of

refusing to enact, a power which has long ceased to be
exercised The humble petitioners came to be the proposers

of cverjrthing, and so to bo the masters of everything. They
had the privilege of the prcErogativa tribits.

The power of parliament to settle the succession to thd

crown, that is, the ancient right of election in another shape,

comes more largely into play at a later period. We have

however one of the greatest instances of its exercise in the

deposition of Eichard and the settlement of the crown on

Henry IV. and his heirs. And twelve years before the

ancient doctrine was carried out in practice, it was

solemnly declared by Bishop Arundel and Thomas duke of

Gloucester, speaking in the name of parliament, that, by

an ancient statute, parliament, with the common consent of

the nation, had & right to depose a king who failed to

govern according to the laws and by the advice of his peers,

and to call to the throne some other member of the royal

family in his stead. Most certainly there never was such

a statute in the form of a statute ; but the doctrine simply

expressed the immemorial principle on which the nation

had always acted whenever it was needful. And the state-

ment that there was a statute to that efi'ect "was perhaps

simply an instance of the growth of the doctrines of the

professional lawyers. Jlen were beginning to forget that

the earliest written law was nothing more than immemorial

custom committed to writing. They were beginning to thin k

that, wherever there was law or even custom, it must have

had its beginning in some written, even if forgotten,

enactment.

After aU, nothing better shows the power of parlia- Attempt?

ment than the attempts which were often made by those in '"
"^J^-

pow«r to procure a packed House of Commons. Complaints ^^ **

were made that the sherift's returned knights of the shire

who were not really the choice of the electors, and that they

summoned, or failed to summon, boroughs to send burgesses,

according to their arbitrary will. Lastly, in the early days

of Henry VI., we find the rights of the electors restricted

by parliament itself. The constitution of the House of

Commons was clearly growing too popular for the ruling

powers, and it was thought needful to legislate in the inte-

rests of oligarchy. By the statute of 1429 the electors of

"small substance and of no value" were disfranchised, and

the right of voting was confined to those who had a freehold

of forty shillings yearly, a not inconsiderable amount at

that time. By another statute of the same reign (1444-

45) it is enacted that the knights chosen shall be " notable

knights or notable esquires, gentlemen by birth." This

enactment is instructive in many ways. It shows, what we

find to have been the case almost from the beginning, that

the knights of the shire were not always knights in the

strict sense. The electors were clearly trying to break

down aU distinctions of rank and birth, and an attempt is

made to enforce these distinctions by law. Happily no de-

finition of "gentlemen by birth" was or could be attempted.

This backsliding statute has therefore become a dead letter,

as its fellow has no less through the change in the value of

money.

The powers of parliament in this age, and the external

influences under which parliaments acted, cannot be better

ilhistatcd than by a comparison of the last two parlinmei.t*
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The Good of Edwaf.l [I[. The parliament uf 1.T76, which lived
i-arii«. ju nien'.s mpraories by the name of the Good Parliament,
^"°

' had the full support of the prince of Wales. It was
able to overthrow the king's ministers, to remove his

favourite Alice Ferrers from court, and to encumber him
with a council. A crowd of petitions of various kinds

were presented, some of them insistin;j on freedom of elec-

tion. The houses separated ; the prince died; all the acts

of the parliament were set at nought; most of them were re-

versed by a packed parliament the next year. Yet even this

packed parliament established some wholo=;omo doctrines,

nnd amongst others enacted that no .statute should bo made
at tlie petition of the clergy without the consent of the

Commons. The same alternation of reforming and re-

nctiouary parliaments is found under Hichard II. There

is no surer witness to the importance of any assembly or

other institution than the fact that the ruling powers find

it convenient to corrupt or pervert it.

John When wo turn to the rtJigioua, the nocinl, and the literary

yg aspect of this period, wo may lie amazed at the way in

which the three are all intertwined together, and in which
they all gather round a single man. Wo cnnnot write the

history of the fourteenth century in any of these aspects,

we cannot write tho history of the fifteenth as affected by
causes which had thoir beginning in the fourteenth, with-

out bringing in the name of John AViokliffe. As a man
who was employed in important negotiations with foreign

powers, he has earned hic place in any minute record oven
of the outward political history of his time. Hut it is in

thcto other three branches that he stands out as tho fore-

most figure of his time. But, while ho is prominent in all

three alike, it is his religious position which is primary.

Ilis influence on our social and literary history is secondary,

nnd acts wholly through his religious position. Wicklifl'e,

a renowned schoolman -and doctor of Oxford, a well

beneficed secular priest, and not unknown in the political

world, made himself the -centre and the mouth-piece of the

great need of his time. The fourteenth century saw the

beginn'.ng of a cry for a religious reformation in a wider
senso than a mere reform of the abuses of the moment.
Itoforms of that kind have been demanded, promised, and
indeed partly attempted, in almost every age. The day

Fiunda- of the monks was past when the day of the friars be-
tton of g^jij and now the day of the friars was past also. They
''" 'S"' too had fallen from their first love, and the abuses of the

mendicant orders formed one of the chief subjects of decla-

mation for the reformers of the time. The bounty of

founders now took another form. The foundation of

colleges in the universities went on briskly all through the

fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. Schools and hospitals,

chantries and colleges of priests attached to parish churches,

were largely founded ; but the foundation of monasteries

was now rare. Tho great foundations of William of

Wykeham at Winchester and Oxford, followed by thooe of

Henry VT. at Eton and Cambridge, form an rera in the

history of education in England.

It is singular that this new class of foundations was
largely helped by an act of legislation which might well

pass for spoliation of the Churcb. The fourteenth

century and the beginning of the fifteenth was a busy
time of legislation on ecclesiastical matters. The political

Btvife with the Roman see went on in full vigour, with all

the more vigour because the Roman see had in some sort

L-eased to be a Roman see. In the fourteenth century the
popes were no longer tho common fathers of Christendom,
ruling from the centre of Christendom. They bad forsaken
Rome for Avignon, a city close to the French border, and
where they were the tools of the kin;: of the neighbouring
r^altn. The^ popes of Rome had/ beeii>oppress_.r3.3nd

spoilers of England ; the popes of Avignon were her
political enemie.";, tho allies of her rivals in Uritain and on
the continent. When, later in tho century, Rome and
Avignon became the seats of rival popes, England was
naturally found on the side of the pope of Rome, France
and Scotland on the side li the pope of Avignon. Lut,
whether at Rome or at Avignon, the foreign ecclesiastical

Ijower had to bo Irejit in check. A series of statutes

designed to check papal encroachments marks the reign of

tldward III., and still more conspicuously marks the reigD

of Richard II. The statute of provisors checked the

interference of the popes with the disposal of English

benefices. The statute of prcemiinire denounced the

heaviest penalties against the unauthorized introduction of

papal bulls into the kingdom. Legislation of this kind
was indeed only repressing innovations ; it was bringing

the law back to what it had been in the days of King
Eddward and King V/illiam. Under the house of Lancaster,

tho spirit of opposition to the papal claims grew fainter, at

ail events on the part of the kings. In the appointment

of bishoprics especially, pope and king found it easy to play

into one another's handsj at the expense of the ecclesiastical

electors. ^leanwhile, from the reign of Edward III. Desig

onwards, opposition to the aggi'essious of the head of tho »8a<n-

Church abroad grew into a dangerous hankering after the "
"~churc

prope
possessions of the Church at home. In the later days of

Edward a strong party of the baronage, headed by John of

Gaunt, were zealous for ecclesiastical reform, in the sense

of confiscation of ecclesiastical property and of the exclusion

of churchmen from political office. In the reign of Henry
IV. a scheme was proposed in the Commons for the

general confiscation of ecclesiastical revenues. This storm Suppr

wai turned aside, but the hand of disendowment fell heavily siou o

in tlio next reign on one class of ecclesir^tical foundations, .'°.

though, as it turned out, greatly to the profit of another

class. The new colleges and other foundations were
largely endowed out of die revenues of the alien priories.

Those were monasteries in England which were dependent

on greater monasteries in Normandy or elsewhere beyond
the sea. During tho wars with France these alien houses

were looked on as outposts of the enemy, and in the reign

of Henry V, they were finally suppressed. By far the

greater part of their revenues went to the educational and
secular foundations which were growing up at Oxford,

Cambridge, and elsewhere. A king and a primate, both

of them of a piety unusual in that age, Henry V. and
Archbishop Chicheley, vrere the chief actors in this aliena-

tion of ecclesiastical revenues by the secular power.

Bui changes of this kind were not religious reformation

;

they were hardly ecclesiastical reform. It is plain that the

corruptions of the Church were growing; everything shows
the prevalence of a hard, secular, grasping spirit in

ecclesiastical relations. The primates of the fourteenth

and fifteenth centuries are, if we except the momentary
primacy of Thomas Bradwardine, an inferior race to those

of the thirteenth. Men cried, as they had ever cried, for the

reform of practical evils, and they now began to go much
further. They began to attack the whole ecclesiastical

system, and even the received doctrines of the Church It

was held that heresy was a crime at common law ; but, as

a matter of fact, religious dissent of any kind was rarely

heard of in England from the earliest times till the

fourteenth century. The most remarkable case in earlier

times was in the reign of Henry II., when a company of

foreigners, belonging to some of the sects of Southern

Europe, succeeded in making a single English proselyte.'

But the teaching of Wicklifl'e in the fourteenth century .i^^,.!,,,,

was the beginning of the religious changes of the sixteenth of. Wicl

century. Wickliffe, the founder of a sect which suffered ''ff*^'

much persecution. cin_ hardly be said to bavo been
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persecuted himself, His doctrines led directly to the

Tinlawfulness of the whole ecclesiastical system, and

specially to the unlawfulness of ecclesiastical property.

Those doctrines he sent forth his poor priests to teach

;

but he himself lived and died in quiet possession of the

rectory of Lutterworth. A reformer, theological, moral,

and political, he allied himself with John of Gaunt, as the

Puritans did in after times with Eobert Dudley, though the

duke's schemes of reform wore certainly of a more earthly

kind than those of the doctor. But this union came to an

end when another side of Wickliffe's teaching, one which

was doubtless not designed by Wickliffe himself, came

into notice. This age was beyond all others the age of

aocial change, or at least of events which led to the greatest

social change. Causes which had doubtless been working
long before came to a head under the joint influence of a

fearful physical stroke and of the new religious teaching.

We may safely set down the great plague of 1349,

known as the Black Death, as the greatest of all social

landmarks in English history.' While the chivalrous king

was keeping the feast of the foundation of the Order of

the Grarter, half the inhabitants of his kingdom were swept

away by the pestilence. The natural results followed.

We have seen that one of the gradual results of the Norman
Conquest was to fuse together the churls, the lowest class

of freemen, along with the slaves in the intermediate class

of villains. By this time personal slavery had pretty well

died out ; but villainage was still in full force. But
various causes—among them the frequent emancipation of

the villains—had called into being a class of free labourers

alongside of the villains. When the plague cut off so large

a proportion of the whole people, labour became scarcer,

and higher wages were naturally demanded. Parliament

after parliament, beginning in the very year of the Black
Death, tried, in the interests of the employers of labour, to

keep wages at their old rate. The Good Parliament itself

did not shrink from this selfish and impossible attempt.

The discontent caused by these statutes, the general

stirring of men's minds of which Wickliffe and the Vision

of the Ploughman are alike witnesses, led, under the

) preaching of some of Wickliffe's wilder and fiercer disciples,

to the great peasant outbreak of 1381, the insurrection

which has chiefly become famous through the story of Wat
Tyler. The young king, undoubtedly outstripping his

legal powers, promised freedom to all the villains. This

promise the next parliament not unnaturally refused to

confirm. Two results followed. Though the villains were
not at once emancipated, yet from this time villainage

gradually died out,-^ as slavery had already died out.

Keither institution was ever abolished by law ; but aU the

slaves gradually became villains, all the villains gradually

became freemen. By the end of the fifteenth century,

villainage was hardly known, except here and there on
ecclesiastical estates. The clergy had always preached the

emancipation of the villains as a good work. Yet they

were the slowest of all landowners to emancipate their own
villains. In this there is no real inconsistency. The
layman might do what he would with his own ; he might
dispense with services owing to himself. Those who were
at any moment the members of an ecclesiastical corporation

might be held not to have the same right to emancipate
their villains, that is, to make away with the rights of the
corporation itself.

"The other great result of the peasant uprising was to

associate in men's minds the two ideas of religious reforma-

tion and political, or rather social, revolution. Wickliffe
was himself as guiltless of the revolt of the villains as

Luther was of the Peasants' War or of the reign of the

Anabaptists. But in both cases the teaching of the more
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tnoderate reforsaer ba(J.3 real eonne-^'on witlLihe doings of

the reformers who outstripped him. , From this time
Lollardy, as the teaching of Wickliffe was called, was under
a cloud. It was held to be all one, not only,with heresy
but with revolution. Wickliffe himself died in peace; but

for the few years that he outlived the revolt, he lost all

political influence and political support. The reign ol

Richard was hostile to the ecclesiastical order at home and
abroad. Yet it produced in 1382 the first statute against

heresy, the penalties of which did not go beyond imprison-

ment. It was regularly passed
;
yet the Commons in the

next parliament expressly demanded that it should be
declared null. The first .statute for the burning of heretics

dirtes from the reign of Henry IV., from which time the

stake was their legal doom. But the number of heretics

to burn was not great. The most famous victim was Sil

John Oldcastle, Lord Cobham, who was hanged and burned
under Henry V. on a combined charge of treason and
heresy. Thus far the political character of Lollardy shows
itself. ,But through the rest of tho fifteenth century,'

though we ever and anon hear of a martyrdom, religious

dissent was so thoroughly discredited as to be of no poli-

tical importance.

Wickliffe was thus the direct, author of a religious change. Languogs

He was indirectly, if not the author, at least the uninten- ^^^ '''"'

tional abettor, of a social and political change. His place in
triumph

the history of English literature is at least equal to hisofEuglisb

place in religious and political history. He was the father over

of later English prose writing. Since the sudden close french,

of the Peterborough- Chronicle, English prose wi-iting

had never quite died out, but it had remained something
quite secondary by the side of EngUsh verse. But in

the fourteenth century the English language again won'

back its own place. Now that the English nation had
been formed again in its new shape, it was needful to pro.]

claim the fact to the world by some unmistakable outward
sign. That sign was found in the restoration of the national

language to its rights as the acknowledged speech of the!

land, and that restoration was brought about by the samei

cause which first showed the regenerate English nation iii

the character of a great European power. It was the French
war which completed the triumph of the English tongue.]

Ths men who had overcome the French enemy on his own
soil could not endure that the French tongue should remain

in use on the soil of England even as the speech of fashion.

In the course of Edward III.'s reign English displacedFrench

as the speech of education and as the speech of the courts of

law. Statutes are still drawn up in French, but speeches

in parliament are now in English. The ministers of the'

crown address the houses, and Henry of Lancaster claims

the crown, in the native speech of the land. At last, under^

Henry V., negotiations were carried on with France byj

ambassadors who knew not the French tongue. From this

time the use of French in public documents, an use which
still lingered till the end of the fifteenth century, was as.

mere a survival as the two or three formulae which arfj

couched in French still.

Thus after the ups and downs of three hundred years,

English was now again the acknowledged speech of Eng-

land, the one common speech of Englishmen of all ranks.

But the ancient tongue, in winning back its ancient place,

had greatly changed its ancient character. The two great

changes in language which the -effects of the- Norman Con-

quest had rather strengthened than begun, the loss of

inflexions and the constant introduction of foreign words,

had had more and more effect as the speakers of the two

tongues grew closer together, as the use of one or the other

marked no longer a national but merely a social distinction.

The English tongue which thus, in the course of tho

fourteenth century, won back its place from French, was a

form of English which had lost or corrupted most of the
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old grammatical forms, which had adopted a crowd of

foreign words, and which had even displaced many English

words to make way"for them. Still tho unbroken continuity,

the personal being as it were, of the native tongue remained

untouched. We may say that in one age French displaced

English, that in another ago English displaced French. But

the English tongue always remained the English tongue.

The tongue of Chaucer did not displace the tongue of

Beowulf; the elder form of the language changed into the

younger by gradual and imperceptible shades. Tho

fourteenth century was one of tho great periods of English

literature. The devotional vein which had never ceased, the

satirical vein which bad begun—most likely begun again

—

in the thirte'enth century, flowed together in the fourteenth

to form the great work, religious, moral, and social, of William

Langland, the Vision of Piers the Ploughman. And after

the English poet of the people soon came the English poet of

more courtly life and more courtly speech in the person of

Geoffrey Chaucer. And alongside tjf these more famous

names we have a considerable mass of verse, political and

satirical, on the events of the times. But while a hundred

years earlier compositions of this kind were written indif-

ferently in three languages, we have them now in two only;

they are written in Latin and in English, but never in

French. We have indeed one French chronicle of this

time, that which records the deposition and death of
' Richard ; but it is the work of a Frenchman. But it is now

that English prose comes to the front in the hands of

Wickliffe, in the form of his translation of the Bible and of

his countless popular tracts. From his time a series of

prose writers has never failed us. The English version of

the travels of Sir John Mandeville in the fourteenth century,

the theological writings of Bishop Reginald Peacock in the

fifteenth, carry on the' series from the days of the great

master. Prose history in English does not appear in the

fourteenth century, and it is of small importance in the

fifteenth. But that is tho case with our history generally.

The old series of the Latin historians of England is but

feebly represented in the fourteenth century, and it can

hardly be said to be represented at all in the fifteenth. The
great school of St Albans comes down to Thomas of Wals-

Ingham and Abbot Whethamstead. But we now look in

vain at St Albans for successors of Matthew Paris, as we
look in vain elsewhere for successors of William of Malmes-

bury or William of Newburgh.

Sam- It is therefore not too much to say that, in the course
<"»fy of this period, the period of the Hundred Years' War,

England finally took its modem shape. The essence

of the constitution, the main points of the law, the

dominant language, all took a shape which has since been

changed only in detail. In all these things the formation

of the England that was to be was brought to perfection in

this age. And if the remaining distinctive characteristic of

England was not brought to perfection in this age, the first

steps to it were already taken. The papal claims were

narrowly limited by law; ecclesiastical revenues were

lienated by authority of parliament; if strictly religious

reformation obtained no legal sanction, yet its seeds were

now for the first time sown in the heart of the people. And
if this was the age when the main features of English

political life put on their present form, it was no less so

with the main features of English social life. The dis-

tinguishing elements of English society, the peer as distin-

guished from the continental noble, the country gentleman,

the farmer, the free labourer—all of them elements so

specially English—all take nearly their present shape dur-

ing this time. Villainage, if not actually abolished, received-

its death-blow. The mingling of classes is shown even by
Ihs oligarchic statutes which tried in some measure to

hinder it. Esquires had long rejiresented bhires as well a»

actual knights. The rich citizen could buy a landed estate,

and in a generation or two his children counted an esquires.

The towns were growing in wealth and political importance,

but their internal constitutions wero getting narrower.

The law was administered by nearly the same .courts as it ia

now, and tho abundance of lawsuits kept all courts, great

and small, fiJly supplied with business. ThLs growth of

the law, the speciaUy English law, statute and common,
led to the rapid growth and increasing importance of the

class of professional lawyers, men who practised the statute

and common law of England, as distinguished from the

professors of tho law of Rome, civil and canon. Their

importance is shown in the fourteenth century, by a peti-

tion of the Commons that the practitioners of the law

might not be returned as knights of the shire ; it was more
terribly shovm towards the end of that century in the

bitter hatred towards the whole lawyer class which was
shown in the peasant revolt. But notwithstanding both

laws and lawyers, we find that powerful men, to say

nothing of the king himself, were often able to interfere

with the due administration of the law. But this fault i:'

common to all lands. What is speciaUy English is that,

though tho law was often broken, yet the law remained to

rebuke those who broke it, and to triumph over them in

the end.

Thus, on the whole, practical peace and order, as well as

constitutional freedom, steadily advanced during this age.

Not the smallest sign of its advance is the marked im-

provement in domestic architecture. The style which Advance

came in with the latter half of the fourteenth century and of <lo">"

went on in use during the fifteenth, is commonly looked w^L'
on as a decline from the style of the thirteenth and early

fourteenth century. Yet, even as appUed to churches, this

style is not without its own merits, and it is the charac-

teristic domestic style of England, Up to the end of tho

thirteenth century, we have but small remains of . houses,

houses as distinguished from castles and not built within

the walls of a town. But in the fourteenth and fifteenth

centuries England was covered with houses of all classes,

manor-houses, parsonages, houses of substantial yeomen, of

wood or stone according to their district, often excellent

examples of the architecture of the time, and witnessing to

the general state of security in the greater part of the

country. We at once contrast them with the houses of tho

same and of a much later date on the Scottish border and
in Ireland, where tho esquire and the priest still had to live-

for safety's sake in the pele-tower. This last is in truth

nothing but a continuation of the square Norman keep in

a smaller and ruder form. In short, in England security,

liberty, and political rights were spread over the whola
country. They were not, as in most other lands, confiijed

to the inhabitants either of fortified towns or of private

strongholds.

Three hundred and fifty years of struggle had thus mads
England once more fully herself after the great overthrow
of the Norman Conquest. In a formal narrative of English

history, our tale would now, as it draws nearer and nearer

tc our own time, be fittingly told in greater detail at eacli

stage. In a sketch like the present the opposite process

would seem to be no less fitting. We now know what
England is. She has made herself; she has won her
rights; she has now to defend, to secure, when needful to

reform ; she has no longer any need to create. The only

exception is vrith regard to her religious history. In other

respects all that has henceforth to be done is to keep,what
has already been gained. In the religious department
alone, there is still something to be gained, something, if

not to be created, at least to be put into a wholly new shape.
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This great period of three hundred and fifty years, broken,

as we have dealt with it, into several smaller periods,

this period of creative struggle, is followed by another

great period of about two hundred and fifty years.

This is still a time of struggle, but in political matters

of mainly defensive struggle, while in religious matters

the struggle is still, in a lower sense, creative. This

long period again falls into three smaller periods. The

first is the time of the civil wars of York and Lancaster, a

time during which the fabric of freedom which had been

built up with so much toil begins to yield, in outward

appearance at least, to the growth of an almost despotic

power in the crown. Then comes the time of Tudor

dominion, the time which, while it saw the greatest

development of royal power, saw also the great religious

change which was needed to complete the later character of

England. Lastly, there is the time of renewed stniggle,

political and religious alike, against the feebler despotism

of the Stewarts. Of these three periods, the first,

answering nearly tc the second half of the fifteenth century,

has little religious interest. In the second, answering

nearly to the sixteenth century, though the political interest

is great, the religious interest surpasses it. In the third

period, answering nearly to the seventeenth century, the

religious and the political interest go side by side. But

through the whole both of the sixteenth and seventeenth

centuries, it is the importance of the religious interest which

gives the period its special character. While, in political

matters, men are simply striving to preserve or to vrin back

an old freedom, in religious matters they are striving to

establish a wholly new freedom.

TheWars Beginning then, as before, with the most prominent out-

er the ward characteristics of the several periods, the feature which
'^*''

first strikes us is that the hundred years of foreign war are

followed by a period of about half the length, the chief fea-

ture of which is the great civil strife of the fifteenth century,

the strife between the houses of York and Lancaster, com-

monly known as the Wars of the Roses. It would seem as

if the failure of schemes of continental dominion on the part

of England had driven Englishmen to spend their energies

in biting and devouring one another at home. The fifty

years after the final loss of Aquitaine form a time which,

especially towards its end, is of much importance in other

ways. But this feature of constant civil war, war waged to

settle the disputed succession to the crown, is that which

gives to the time its most distinguishing character. Wars
with Scotland and with France go on very much as before.

One year there is a raid ; the next year there is a trijce. But
warfare of this kind is of little importance in a general view of

the period. All hope of the conquest or serious dismember-

ment of either of the hostile countries has passed away.

The origin of this great civil strife was to appearance purely

T'l&ims genealogical. The claim of Roger earl of March to succeed
oi the Richard II., by virtue of descent in the female line from an
house of

eitjgi. son gf Edward III., showed the new doctrines in

their extremest form. But all claims on this score had been
set aside by the repeated acts of parliament which gave

the crown to Henry IV. and his heirs. No title could be

better than that of the Lancasirian kings; and, amid the

glories of the refign of Henry V., the genealogical fancy

which was all that could be pleaded for the other family

seems gradually to have been forgottea But, just about

the time of the loss of Aquitaine, a number of circumstances

joined together to give a renewed importance to their

claims. Those claims had now passed to Richard duke of

York, who in the male line represented a son of Edward
III. younger than John of Gaunt, but who in the female line

represented the elder brother Lionel. The weakness of

Henry VI., sometimes growing into absolute imbecility, was

now manifest. His foreign queen and his ministers, the

dukes of Suffolk and Somerset, were unpopular on various

grounds, specially on account of the losses in France.

Duke Richard, on the other hand, was an able and popular

nobleman, who had won reputation both in France and in

Ireland. As long as Henry was childless, he might be

looked on as heir-presumptive to the crown. The only

possible competitor was the duke of Somerset himself.

Somerset represented a branch of the royal family which

was of doubtful legitimacy, that of the natural children of

John of Gaunt, who had been legitimated by Parliament,

but whose position as regarded the royal succession was not

clear.i In 1450 a popular insurrection under Jack Cade,

who called himself Mortimer, might pass for a sign that the

claims of that family were not forgotten. The duke of

Suffolk, impeached by the Commons, but not sentenced by

the Lords, had been irregularly put to death. Somerset

now remained as the unpopular minister, while Richard of

York was the leader of a popular opposition. The birth

of the king's only son in 1453 took away the duke's hope

of a peaceful succession, and in 1455 the civil war began.

The war of York and Lancaster, like the great war with

France, with its occasional lulls and truces, must be looked

on as really lasting, notwithstanding reconciliations, restora-

tions, and momentary reigns, from the time when the sword

was first drawn against Henry VI. to the time when it was
last drawn against Henry VII. One thing is to be noted

throughout, that, after every revolution, a parliament was

always found ready to condemn the defeated side, and to

acknowledge the rights of the conqueror. Thus, in the

early stage of the war, the duke of York was attainted in

1459. In 1460 the .victo.-y of Northampton put him in a

position to make good his claim to the crown. A com-

promise was brought about by the Lords, which sounds as if

it had been suggested by the treaty of Troyes. By their

award it was agreed that Henry should keep the crown for

life, but that the duke should displace the king's son in the

rank of heir apparent. Such an award implied the admis-

sion of the new doctyne of absolute hereditary right in its

extremest form. At the same time, it saved the personal

rights of the crowned king to whom the claimant had sworn

allegiance. But this so ;tlement on paper had no practical

effect. The queen and the lords of her party disregarded

it. In 1460 Duke Richard fell at Wakefield, and his claims

passed to his son Edward. The compromise was now set

aside on both sides. Henry had joined, or had been mads
to join, the queen's forces after the victory of Wakefield.

The Yorkist doctrine was that, by so doing, he had broken

the award, and had thereby forfeited the crown, which there-

fore passed to Edward. The claims of Edward were con-

firmed by a kind of popular election in London. After

his crowning victory at Towton followed his coronation,

and a fresh parliamentary settlement, which declared the

victor of Agincourt an usurper. The reign of Edward IV.

is now held to begin ; but the war was not yet over.

Margaret sought help in Scotland and France, and Scottish

help was bought by the surrender of Berwick. The war

began again iu 1463, and this stage of it maybe looked on

as ended by the Yorkist victory at Hexham in 1464. The

next year Henry was captured. But by this time Edward

had taken a step which led to the estrangement of his most

powerful supporters. His marriage with one of his sub-

jects, Elizabeth Grey, and the growing influence of her

family, the WoodviUes, began to ofl'end the house of Neville,

Darm 100
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^ The case of the Beaufort family, earls and dukes of Somerset, is

clearly stated by Lingard, iii. 357. The original patent of 1397 did

not in so many words except the succession to the crown, but it did

so by implication, by making the persons legitimated capable of all

dignities short of the crown, but making do mention of the crown

itself. In the later copies the crown wa.' expressly excepted
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Bestora- and its head Richard earl of Warwick. After a series of
Uonof almost unintelligible intrigues and insurfectiona, Edward
^^' was in 1470 driven out of the kingdom by an union between

Warwick and the king's awn brother, George duke of

Clarence. Henry VI. was now taken from prison and again

deJared king. The crown was settled by parliament on
him and his son, with remainder to Clarence. But in the
next year Edward came back ; Clarence again changed sides,

and the crown was secured to Edward by the fights of

Barnet and Tewkesbury. At Tewkesbury Edward the son
of Henry was killed; the death—we may feel sure that it

was the murder—of Henry himself followed. The
legitimate male line of Lancaster was now extinct ; no.

descendant of any one of the sons of Henry IV. survived.

There were foreign princes descended from John of Gaunt
in the female line, and among them the famous Charles
duke of Burgundy, who seems, among the other objects of

his ambition, to have sometimes dreamed of the English
crown for himself. Such claims were not likely to meet
with any support in England ; and Edward, by a stroke of

real policy, won Charles to his side by the hand of his sister

Margaret, and found shelter at his brother-in-law's court

during his exile. In England the hopes of the Lancastrian
party now turned in a new direction, to legitimated descend-

ants of John of Gaunt of the house of Somerset. That
house also was extinct in the male line; its representative

Wenry was Margaret, countess of Eichmond. Her young son,

• 'k^\°^
Henry Tudor, earl of Richmond, was now, in the lack of

any better claimant, looked on as the heir of Lancaster. It

is needless to say that no genealogical subtlety could be
held to give him any share in thz royalty which the choice

of the nation had conferred on the line of Henry IV. But
something of the sentiment of royal descent might be
held to have come to Henry in a strange way through his

father's mother. She was no other than Katharine of

France, the widow of Henry V., who married a Welshman
named Owen Tudor, in whose descendants the crovra of

England passed, by a strange genealogical accident, to the
ancient, stock of Britain.

Second For the remaining twelve years of his life 'Edward TV.
reign .of reigned witlwut any important disturbance at home. But
jy"* the members of the house of York had already begun to

turn one against another. The validity of Edward's
marriage, and therefore the legitimacy of his children, was
doubtful. Clarence was in any case the next in succession

after them, while, by the statute passed during Henry's
second reign, he had a claim before Edward himself. In
1478 this dangerous brother was condemned in parliament
on a vague charge of treason ; and he presently died, though
not by any public execution. The latter years of Edward
IV. were taken up chiefly with foreign policy and foreign

war, both of which were on rather a small scale. A Scot-

tish war from 1480 to 1482 is remarkable for the recovery
of Berwick. In continental politics Edward waa specially

busy. His policy took largely the form of planning foreign

marriages for his children, none of which were carried into

effect. Evei; before he was driven out in 1470, he was
trying to form alliances against France, especially with
Charles of Burgundy. But, though Charles sheltered Ed-
ward in his exile, he gave him no real support when in

1475 he actually began an invasion of France. Edward,
as well as Charles, was outwitted by Lewis XL The king
and his counsellors went home, without glory or conquest,
but with large bribes of French money.
The death of Edward in 1483 again, nominally at least,

gave the crowp to a minor Edward, the eldest son of the
wte king. The suspicions which had been vaguely raised

against John of Gaunt during the minority of Richard II.

became realities in the case of the ambitious untie o(

Edward V, This was Richard duko of Gloucester, tho

youngest son of Richard duke of York, who waa declared
protector of the young king. His protectorate was marked
by the illegal slaughter of several of the lords of the party
of the queen mother. Presently Richard's own adherents
claimed the crown for him. The claim was based on the
alleged invalidity of Edward IV. 's marriage. Some ventured
on the more improbable scandal that neither Edward nor
Clarence was really a son of Duke Richard, and that Richard
of Gloucester was his only real representative. A more
decent argument was found in the attainder of George of
Clarence, which, it was held, shut out his children from the
succession. An irregular kind of election, which however
professed to be made by the estates of the realm, called on
Richard to assume the crown. He was crowned instead of
his nephew ; and there can be little doubt that both Edward
and his brother Richard duke of York were made away
with, like Arthur in earlier days, at the bidding of their
uncle. The ancient custom of England would have spared
all these crimes. Richard, who had in other respects

many of the qualities of a good ruler, would doubtless have
been chosen on the death of his brother. As it was, his

crown was at once threatened by Henry of Eichmond, who
now passed for the representative of the house of Lancas-
ter. The aim of his party was to marry him to. Elizabeth,
daughter of Edward IV., who now represented the more
regular succession of the house of York. Richmond was
in banishment in Britanny. The first attempts of himself
and his partisans wei e crushed. At this stage of our history

everything turns on marriages and genealogies. The deaths
of Richard's queen Anne Neville and his son Edward
open a new stage in the tale. John earl of Lincoln, the
son of the king's sister Elizabeth duchess of Siiffolk, was
now declared the presumptive heir. But Richard now
designed a marriage with his own niece Elizabeth, to which
she and her mother seem to have consented. This plan
hastened the schemes of Richmond. He lauded, raised an Accesriot

army, and, helped by the treachery of the Stanleys and of Henij

Percies, he overthrew Richard at Bosworth, August 22, ^^
1485. Henry was crowned, and a parliament settled the
crown on him and the heirs of his body, and none other.

The new king clearly wished that his claims should be in

no way dependent on his intended marriage with Elizabeth.

Parliament, on the other hand, was clearly unwilling to
give its formal sanction either to a right of conquest or to

Henry's strange hereditary claim. Henry, in short, reigned

by a parliamentary title, by an election which followed his

coronation. In the next year however he carried out his

promise of marrying Elizabeth; and, before the end of the

year 1486, the birth of his eldest son, who, as the son of the

first British king of England, received the name of Arthur,

seemed to put the succession on a sure ground.

We are apt to look on Henry VII. as the founder of a Position

dynasty, and on his reign as marking the beginning of a of Henry,

new sera. Both views are true; but they must not be
allowed to put out of sight the fact that, till quite the end
of his reign, his throne was as insecure as that of any of

his predecessors. The civil wars were not yet ended; in

foreign lands Henry was looked on as a mere adventurer,

who had won the crown by the chances of one battle, and
who was likely to lose what he had won by the chances of

another. Hence he was, like Edward IV. in the same case,

specially anxious to establish his position among foreign

princes. To obtain, as he did at last, an infanta for his son,

even to give his daughter to the king of Scots, were in his

view important objects of policy. But those objects were

not attained till after he had strengthened his position at

home by successfully withstanding more than one enemy.

The revolts against Henry began early. Before the birth Revolt*

of his son, hs had to crush the first insurrection of Lord against

LoveU. "Tho ne:^t year enemies arose against him in
^''^
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ri'eiand. Tlicre tho rule of the elder dako of York had

been popular, and the Yorkist party had always been the

stronger. A claimant appeared, one Lambert Simnel, who
professed to be Edward earl of Warwick, son of George

duke of Clarence, the male representative of the house of

:York. Edward was indeed alive in the Tower, and was

lihown in public to prove the imposture. Yet Simnel was

crowned in Ireland, and was presently supported by John

carl of Lincoln, who had been himself declared heir presump-

tive under Richard. The impostor and his partisans landed

in England, and were overthrown at Stoke-upon-Treut. In

1492 another and more dangerous claimant, who professed

to be Richard duke of York, the son of Edward IV., and

whose real name was understood to be Perkin Warbeck,

appeared also in Ireland. His cause was taken up by more

than one foreign potentate, by James IV., king of Scots,

and by Margaret, the duchess dowager of Burgundy, who,

if he was what he pretended to be, was his own aunt. He
made more than one attempt at invasion, some of them in

company with the king of Scots. Meanwhile, early in

1497, the men of Cornwall rose and marched as far as

Blackheath, close to London. There they were defeated

;

but when, a few months later, Perkin landed in Cornwall,

he found enough support there to besiege Exeter. But he

shrank from a battle with the royal army ; he submitted to

the king, and was put to death in the next year, 1499.

Immediately afterwards followed the beheading of Edward
of Warwick. , From this time, for the last ten years of his

reign, Henry reigned in safety.

The wars with France still lingered on, and in 1493
.;Henry had actually undertaken the siege of Boulogne. The
enterprise was however ended by a treaty of peace. After

Henry's throne was secured by the deaths of Perkin and of

Edward of Warwick, his European position speedily rose.

In 1501 Katharine of Aragon was married to Arthur, and,

on his death in the next year, she was contracted to his

younger brother Henry. Earlier in this year, 1502, a

treaty of peace was concluded with Scotland, which was
followed in 1503 by the marriage of James king of Scots

and Henry's elder daughter Margaret. This marks an sera

in the relations between England and Scotland. Up to

this time, ever since the enterprise of Edward Balliol, there

had been constant warfare, interrupted only by truces. Now,
for the first time, a peace, strictly so called, was concluded.

All claims either to the crown of Scotland or to a superiority

over it on the part of England must be looked on as being

finally given up. There was still more than one war
between England and Scotland before the union of the

crowns ; but the state of constant warfare broken only by
truces now comes to an end.

lu 1509 Henry VII. died. His eldest surviving son,

Henry VIII., who now united the claims of York and
Lancaster, succeeded without a breath of opposition. He
was the first king since Richard II. who reigned by an

.undisputed title; and he was, strangely enough, the last

king who was formally elected in ancient fashion in the

ceremony of his coronation. With him, rather than with

his father, a new period opens; or, more - accurately still,

the new period opens with' the second period of Henry
VII.'s reign, after all opposition to his title had passed

away. When the first Tudor king felt himself safe, the

Tudor despotism began. Under the second Tudor king
that despotism allied itself with ecclesiastical change, and.

the sixteenth century put on its most characteristic aspect.

' It was during this period that England came within the

range of those general causes of change which were now
beginning to affect all Europe. The revival of learning, as

it is called, was now spreading from Italy into other lands.

The throe, great inventions which in the course of the

fifteenth century affected the general state of mankintT, gun
powder, printing, and the compass, began in the course of

the second half of that century to do their work on England
also. The Wars of the Roses differ widely, in their military

character, from the civil wars of earlier times. The personal

displays of chivalry in the field, as well as the older style

of fortification, both became useless before the new engines
of destruction. But, above all. things, it was during this

time that, in most parts of Europe, tho chief steps were
taken towards that general overthrow of ancient liberties

which reached its highest growth in the sixteenth century.

Europe was massing itself into a system of powers, greater in

extent and smaller in number, than heretofore. The masters

of these powers were learning a more subtle policy in foreign

affairs than those who went before them, and they were
beginning to rest their trust at home on standing armies.

We have reached the time of Lewis XL and of Ferdinand
of Aragon. While France had grown by the annexation of

nearly all its vassal states, and of some states which were
not its Vassals, the new power of Spain was growing up, to

develop in the next period into the gigantic dominion of tho

house of Austria. Italy, with the mass of its small common-
wealths grouped together among a few larger states, some
princely, some republican, becomes during , this age the

battlefield of the rival powers. This new state of things

was not without its influence on England, though oui

insular position saved us from being so completely carried

away as the continental nations. The power of the crown Growth

grew to a pitch which was altogether unknown at any earher of the

'

time except under the Conqueror and his immediate succes- ™5'

sors. Parliaments become more servile; sometimes they are

dispensed with altogether. Arbitrary acts on the part of the

crown are perhaps not more common than in earlier times

;

but they take a new character. When law is generally

weak and is easily broken, the king's breaches of the law

do not seem very different from breaches of the law on the

part of other men. When the king has become powerful

enough to enforce the law on other men, but fails to

observe the law in his own acts, the fault is of another kind.

It is no longer general lawlessness, but deliberate arbitrary

rule.

It was to this state of things that England was tending ciinmct)

during the whole of this time. The stir of civil war of the

alternated with the repose of despotism. It might almost ^^"
°J^

be said that the two went on side by side ; for the Wars
of the Roses were not a period of anarchy like the wars of

Stephen and Matilda. 'The crown was fought for by con-

tending princes at the head of great armies ; but there was

little or nothing of the wasting local and personal warfare

of the earlier time. Except where the actual strife was

waging, things went on much as usuah The king in

possession was obeyed wherever his enemies were not in

military occupation. After each revolution a parliament

was ready to approve the change, to acknowledge the con-

queror, to regulate the succession according to his pleasure,

and commonly to attaint the defeated prince and his

supporters. It marks that the age of revolution was

drawing to an end when the famous statute of Henry VII.

declared that no man would be called in question for

adhering to a king in possession, be his title good or bad.

The care taken by every claimant of the crown to obtain

a parliamentary acknowledgment of his right was at once

a homage paid to the formal authority of parliaments and

a heavy blow struck at their moral weight. The parlia-

ments of this time were fast losing the spirit of the elder

parliaments. The number of the temporal lords was

lessened by battles, executions, and banishments. The
spiritual lords had become more thoroughly servants of the

crown than at any time sineB the twelfth century. The

lower house had also undergone a change. In one sense

Vlil. •—
4 2
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its position had risen. The place of representative of a

city or borough was now sought for by men who were not

actual citizens or burgesses. And, owing to the restric

live statute of Henry VI. and to the change in the con-

stitutions of the boroughs, both knights and burgesses

were now chosen by less popular constituencies than those

who chose them in earlier times. Yet, low as parlia-

ments had fallen from* their ancient standard, they still

kept virtue enough for kings to dread them. Every

king of this age who deemed himself safe on his throne

tried to reign without a parliament. During the first reign

of Edward IV., parliament met, formally at least, with one

exception, every year. In the latter part of his reign five

years passed without a jiarliament. So it was with Henry
Vn. Parliaments were frequent while insurrections were

frequent. The last eleven years of Henry's reign saw
only a single parliament. On the other hand, Kichard

m., whose throne was not safe during a moment of his

short reign, was the least unconstitutional king of this

period. He had time only for a single parliament, but

that was a parliament rich in legislation, and which passed

one great law restraining a special abuse of royal power.

Edward IV., in the times when he dispensed with parlia-

ments, brought in a practice of gathering what were called

benevolences, gifts to the crown which were nominally free-

will ofi'erings, but which it was dangerous for the subject

to refuse. These benevolences were expressly declared

illegal by the statute of Kichard. But Kichard himself

broke his own law ; and later kings found it convenient

to follow his practice rather than his legislation. And
when the statute of Richard was quoted against them, they
were not ashamed to plead that the act of the' usurper was
of itself null.

Compari- This then was the time of trial for England and her

Itoehmd
'titjerties. She and they were now full grown, and their

withcon- strength had to be proved. Her probation went on for

tinental more than two hundred years; but now it began. In the
eountries. end the nation and its liberties proved too strong for the

kings. Parliaments were bullied, packed, and corrupted;

their sittings were stopped for years togetherj but they were
never abolished. The great laws which secured freedom
were often broken, but they were never repealed or set

aside. At the beginning of this period the distinction

between an absolute and a limited monarchy was as clearly

drawn out by a minister of Henry VI. as it could be by
any modem political writer. And, if the practice did not
always conform to the model traced by Sir John Fortescue,
the law always did. The old principles of freedom were
never so utterly forgotten, never so utterly trodden under
foot, that they could not be called to life again when the
favourable moment came. In this, it is plain, the history

of England differs from the history of France, of Spain,
of most continental countries. And certainly one reason
for the difference was that they were continental countries,

while England is insular. Constant rivalries, constant
warfare with immediate neighbours, gave better pretests
for the maintenance of standing armies than could be found
in England. The only immediate neighbour of England
was Scotland. And the wars with Scotland, though work-
ing constant damage to the border shires, were not so dan-
gerous to the kingdom in general that either prince or people
would have dreamed of keeping up a standing army on their

account. And, after Henry VII.'s treaty, war with Scot-
{and ceased to be the regular state of things. Our kings
therefore, without a standing army, could not utterly root
out freedom as their continental brethren did. In the worst
times they were driven to summon parliaments from time
to time, and those parliaments now and then showed traces
of the old spirit. Still from this time onward the adminis-
tration becomes highly arbitrary. The king and his council

were guilty of constant illegal interference with the liberty of

the subject. The court of Star-Chamber, an offshoot from
the Privy Council and so from the old curia regis, though
sometimes useful in punishing offenders who were too strong

for the ordinary course of law, became a terrible engine of

oppression. It is characteristic of the time that judicial

torture, unknown at all times to English law, and unknown
to English practice at all times before the fifteenth century
and after the seventeenth, now began to be freely used. But
it was used in every case by a special and illegal exercise of

prerogative. No man was ever tortured to extort confes-

sion in any of the regular courts of English law.'

The age which brought in the rack could hardly fail to

be a merciless age. In fact the civil struggles of each age

had, from the twelfth century onwards, been getting more Frequeoi

and more bloodthirsty. During the Wars of the Roses each eiecu

revolution, each battle, was followed by something that *''"'*'

might be called a massacre, by a general slaughter of the

leading men on both sides. On the other hand, the

slaughter was mainly confined to the leading men. But
the murders or executions wrought at every stage of these

wars undoubtedly had a political effect in lessening the

numbers of the old nobility to a degree which mere slaughter

in battle could never have done. In this age too began the

general practice of attainder by Act of Parliament. That
La, a man is placed by a legislative act in the same position

as if he had been convicted after a regular triaL This Acts ot

process was now freely used, not only against the living, attaiDd*

but sometimes against the dead. The main object in the

latter case was of course the confiscation of the estate of the

attainted person. It at first sight seems singular that

the man who stands out as the foremost actor in the

cruelties of this time was the man -who was also fore-

most as a scholar and patron of learning. This was John
Tiptoft, earl of Worcester, who in the one character was
bewailed by Caxton. while in the other he gained the popu-

lar surname of the Butcher. But Tiptoft brought his learn-

ing from Italy ; he was in fact the first-fruits of the Italian

Renaissance in England. And the Italian Renaissance, if

it was a school of taste and learning, was hardly a school of

either justice or mercy. Arbitrary power cruelly exercised

can easily exist alongside of learning and refinement. This

truth England began to learn in the present period. It

learned it yet more thoroughly in the next.

The Italian studies of the earl of Worcester were certainly

not shared by many of the contemporary nobles. Yet
before this time, Humfrey duke of Gloucester had appeared

as a patron of learning, and the foundation of colleges in

both universities went on through the whole of the fifteenth

century. But the new learning, as it was called, that wider The ne»

field of study of which Greek learning was the most easily learainft

recognized outward badge, hardly took root in England till

quite the end of this period, under Henry VII. Caxton

had already begun to print under Edward IV., at a time

when the native literature of England had sunk lower than

it ever sank before or after. Yet signs were not wanting

that the practice of writing, and writing in English, was

now widely spread. The Paston Letters, which let us into

the inmost life of a knightly family of Norfolk, are worth

any amount of courtly Latin. But they are hardly litera-

ture. Jlediaeval art too now entered on its latest phase imme-
diately before its final overthrow. The architectural style of

this time loses the aspiring lines of earlier times, and gives

U5 instead a lavishness and intricacy of ornament, such as

we see at St George's at Windsor and in Henry VII.'s chapel

' Torture strictly so called, torture to bring the •prisoner to confess,

was never known to English law. It must not be confounded either

with the painful form of death which formed the penalty of treason,

or with the peine—more accurately j3risone—/ori« et dure, tlje prc3Bir.a

I to death, which was the fate of those who refused to plead.
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very.

ai Westminster; But iLt urcliitectural details are still for

the most part pure. It is in tombs and woodwork that tlie

Eenaissaiice details first creep in, and that Lardly till the

reign of Henry VIII. But, just at tlie end of this period

and the beginning of the next, English domestic architecture

reached its highest perfection. Houses had now quite out-

stripped the alternatives of the period immediately before,

when the choice lay between the fortress and the simple

rianor-house. In the latter part of the fifteenth century

aod the beginning of the sLfteenth, we come to palaces, as

di.'itingviished from castles. Vast houses arose, where fortifi-

cation was quite secondary or in truth had come to be a mere

survival, and whore we see the true English style just

before it became corrupted. From Haddon Hall the series

goes on, till in days which chronologically belong to our

next period, we get such piles as Cowdray, Hampton Court,

and the unfinished castle of Thornbury. These are build-

ings of the reign of Henry VIII. ; but the architectural

periods cannot be made exactly to fit in wiVa. the more
obvious divisions of our history. The buildings of Henry
VIII.'s reign must be classed with those of the fifteenth

century, rather than with those of the latter half of the six-

teenth. The Renaissavce did not affect architecture, as dis-

tinguished from furniture and decorations, till the time of

Edward VI.

.m- While two of the three great discoveries were causing a

jrce revolution in the worlds of warfare and literature, the third,

the compass, was no less doing its work in its own region.

Under Edward and Richard the commerce of England
advanced swiftly. From the north-western seas it was now
spread over the whole Jlediterranean. At no time did it

make greater advances than under Edward IV., who was a

considerable merchant in his own person. In Henry VII.'s

days the New World was thrown open to the adventurers

of the Old. As far as mere discovery went, England had,

before the end of the fifteenth century, her full share in the

work through the American discoveries of Sebastian Cabot,

very of But, as far as England was concerned, it was as yet mere
aierica. discovery. The time for English settlements beyond the

ocean, or even for English enterprise in those distant waters,

bad not yet come. The path towards them was shown, and
that was all.

We have seen that the civil wars really end, and that the

time of imrestrained Tudor domination begins, in the

middle of the reign of Henry VII. His later rule was the

rule of a despot, who strove as far as might be to reign

without a parliament. His desire to be independent of

his people led to that rule of grasping avarice which has

caused his rule to be chiefly remembered for the endless

shifts by which his greed of money was satisfied. His reign

is important chiefly as leading the way to the more brilliant

time which followed, a time which can be understood only

if we throw ourselves into the point of view from which
men looked vipon it at the time. The next king, Henry
VIII., began his reign in two characters which at once

marked it off from any reign since that of Henry V., we
might almost say from any reign since that of Edward III.

After a long time during which the strength of England had
been wasted in deciding in arms between rival pretenders to

the crown, England had again a king whose title was undis-

puted, and who led Englishmen to conquest beyond the sea.

That was the first aspect in wliich Henry VIII. appeared
to -England and to Europe. The real historical charac-

teristics of his reign are different. The special features of

his reign are the working of a despotism of a very peculiar

kind, and the application of that despotism to work a great

ecclesiastical revolution. But, though this last is the
special characteristic of the age and the reign of Henry, yet
it did not become a characteristic of his reign till ho had

already been many years on the throne. 'The acts" which

his name first suggests to the popular mind, the suppression

of monasteries and the beheading of wives, do indeed effec-

tually distinguish his reign from any other ; but they are

features which belong to the latter years of his reign only.

They no more make up the whole of Henry's reign than the

Scottish wars make up the whole of the reign of Edward I.

Duriag the greater pait of Henry's reign the characteristic

feature of the time seemed to be the unusually high place

which England held in the general affairs of Europe.

There wrls much in the general character of the age which

helped to give England this special European importance..

It was a transitional age ; new ideas had come in, but the old

ideas had not been wholly forgotten. The powers of Europe
were now beginning to put on some approach to tht

shape and the relations to one another which they kept down
to very modern times. We have come to the beginning of

the long rivalry between Franco and the house of Austria.

France had, on different grounds, heredkary enmities both

with the empire and with the houses of Burgundy and
Aragon. The pretensions of the French kings to tho

kingdom of Naples and the duchy of Milan were the chief

cause of the long struggles in Italy in which all the neigh-

bouring powers had their share. Tlonry stood apart, and
was eagerly sought by all as ally or as arbiter. Here is a

whoUy new state of things, the beginning of that wider

system of European policy which deems that no European
state is whoUy without interest in the affairs of any
other. We are on the road to the days of the doctrine

of the balance of power. Ou the other hand, the old

enmity between England and France had not died out, nor

had the old grounds for that enmity been forgotten. The
memories of the days of Edward III. and flenry V. are at

this time strangely mingled up with political ideas which

might be a century or two later. Henry is called in as the

arbiter of Italy and of Europe. He is the defender of the

pope and the enemy of the Turk. He dreams of the

empire for himself, and of the papacy for his great

minister. Negotiations and changes of side are endless. \Varain«(

Of the two successive kings of France, Lewis XII. and alliance

Francis I., he is alternately the friend and the enemy. ofHet:'

He has wars with both
;
yet he becomes the brother-in

law of Lewis and the sworn brother of Francis. When
the empire and the powers of Castile, Burgundy, and

Aragon were all united in the person of Charles V., the

old alliance between England and Burgundy, and the far

older alliance between England and the empire, united

Charles and Henry for several years against Francis.;

Henry's very failure to obtain the imperial crown seems not

so much to have embittered him against the successful

candidate as to have tamed his thoughts towards the crown

which he professed to claim by hereditary right. From
1519 to 1525, Henry and his imperial nephew seemed

steady friends. From about this time till quite the end of

Henry's reign, foreign affairs are almost sunk in- the sur-

passing interest of events at home. But, as those events

depended on the divorce of the emperor's aunt, the friendship

of England at this stage leaned to Francis against Charles.

But, amidst all these shiftings of friendship and enmity,

the only real warfare in which England either did oi

suffered anything was waged with the two old enemies,

France and her firm ally Scotland. The two periods of

really active warfare under Henry come at the two ends of

his reign. From 1512 to 1514 was a time of war, a time

of victory on the part of England. The one year 1513

saw the defeat of the invading Scots at Flodden, and the

conquest of Terouanne and Tournay by the king of England

in person, with the emperor-elect as his ally, almost as bis

mercenary. All this within the space of a few wee^r

seemed to bring back the most triumphant days of Edward
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TfT. Again in 1522 and 1523 Scotland "and France were

l)Oth successfully invaded. Eighteen years later, in 1541,

the Scottish wars began again ; two years later England

and the empire wei'c again allied against France and

Scotland. In 1544 England was again successful over both

enemies: while the king in person took Boulogne, -his

brother-in-law burned Edinburgh and laid waste Scotland,

(lafar a,s came under his power, with a barbarity which can

(;ertaiiily not be laid to the charge of Edward I. It ia

\ocrtain that England in the end gained nothing by either

the negotiations or the warfare of the reign of Henry.

But they are enough to account for the fact, which to us

seems so strange, that Henry was, on the whole, popular

during his life, and that his memory was cherished after

his death. He was the last native king who in his own
person waged war, and that successful war, on the mainland.

His victories were useless; but they were victories; and, as

such, they fed the national imagination. After the dreary

timo.of the civil wars, England again stood forth as a great

power, a conquering power, a power in some sort greater

than it had over been before. To the conqueror much was
forgiven in the way of wrong doing at home. More still

|was forgiven to the king who at last accomplished the work
./Which Henry 11. had begun but was not able to finish.

The traditions of arbitrary power and unscrupulous

shedding of blood had been handed on to Henry by hLs

predecessors, as far back as his Yorkist grandfather. It

\was the peculiar direction which was given to despotism

nnd slaughter in the latter part of his reign which was
wholly his own. The darkest side of Henry's character camo
more and more into prominence in his later years; but his

rule was arbitrary, and on occasion bloody, from the

beginning, lib could from the beginnihg put men to

death, either to gratify a popular cry or to shield himself

from purely imaginary dangers. Empson and Dudley, the

ministers of his father, had fully deserved the hatred of

the people ; but their execution, almost the first act of

Henry's reign, could be justified on no possible ground of

law. In the midst of Henry's French wars, in 1521, Edward
Stafford, duke of Buckingham, was put to death, rather be-

cause his royal descent was deemed to make him dangerous

than on account of any proved crime. But, in these and

in all Henry's acts, wo see that attention to form?.l legality

jwhich is the special characteristic of his reign. At uo time,

imless during the first years of the Conquest, was so much
wrong done under legal form, and the Conqueror at least

'did not send those whom he despoiled to the scaffold. It

jwould bo going a great deal too far to say that all Henry's

(lets could be justified by the letter of the }aw of England
;

but it may tje fairly said that he could always plead either

law or precedent. For his worst acts he was always able

to .show at least some pretence of legal sanction ; his

tyranny never became a reign of mere violence. In his

days law emphatically became unlaw. Parliaments legis-

lated as he thought good; judges and juries gave suchjudg-

inents and verdicts as ho thought good ; and, when their

a-etion was too slow, parliament was ready to attaint, even

Vfithout a hearing, any one whom the king wished to de-

stroy. When Henry's mind turned to ecclesiastical change,

parliaments and convocations alike were ready to shape the

creed of the nation according to the caprice of its ruler.

That such a tyranny could in this way be carried out,

liovcr by mere force, often under strictly legal forms, makes
Jlio character Loth of the man and of the time a study of

B])ccial interest. It is a time which specially deserves and
needs an historian.^ Here nothing more can be done than

to trace its mott general features.

Tiio Iiistoriaii li.ns been found—though the history is not generally
(TBcfKiiljIe, and ii not complete—in Mr lirewcr, who has traced the
*l»''V_of_« hir^c pail oi'^Hi-iry'i rcijjn in the I'refaccsjo the Calendars

The ecclesiastical work of Henry's reign was not religious

reformation in the sense in which those words would have
been understood by Wickliffe or Luther. Henry now and
then, in the endless shiftings of hLs course, looked in the
direction of the German Eoformers, but it was rather for

political than for religious ends. One or two of his theolo-

gical productions at one stage do indeed show a slight Pro-

testant tendency on one or two points.^ But this was only
for a moment ; Henry's later legislation went towards the

establishment of the most rigid orthodoxy, according to

the Roman type, in all matters of dogma. To the end of his

days Henry and his prelates, Cranmer conspicuously among
them, took care to send to the flames any who swerved in

the least degree from the received doctrine of transubstantia-

tion. Henry's scheme was to carry out in its fulness that

after which earlier kings had so often striven, the complete

emancipation of England from the power of the Roman seC;

and the transfer of the highest ecclesiastical jurLsdiction to

the crown. In this he did little more than put into a more
distinct shape the authority which the Conqueror had ex-

ercisod,and which Henry II. had striven to win back. The
ancient kings had allowed the authority of the pope to be

exercised only so far as they thought good ; Henry threw

it off altogether. The acts of 1534, which swept away the

Roman supremacy, were the climax of the legislation which
had been begun in the Constitutions of Clarendon, and which

had been carried on in the statutes of Provisors and of prcR-

munire. A few special points of Henry's legislation which

were likely to give special offence lasted only during his own
reign and that of his son. Such were the title of Head of

the Church, and that personal iurisdiction in ecclesiastical

matters which Henry claimed to exercise either by himself

or though his vicar-general. Such again were the com-

missions from the crown which were taken out by bishops

under Henry and Edward. These things formed no essen-

tial part of the royal supremacy. They were abolished under

Mary, and they were not re-established under Elizabeth.

The essence of the change which Henry wrought was the

aboUtion of all foreign jurisdiction within the island realm.

And it must not be forgotten that, though the Roman bishop

was chiefly aimed at, the Roman emperor was aimed at also.

It was not without reason that the ancient imperial style of

England now reappears. Since the Conquest the use of

that style had been rare, and the instances of its use always

mark some special need of the time. Its increased fre-

quency imder Henry marks a special need° of his time.

When the imperial power was in the hands of Charles V.,

and when Charles V. was an enemy, it was not without

reason that it was declared that the kingdom of England

was an empire, and that its crown was an imperial crown.

Separation from the see of Rome was not meant to cany
with it any change of doctrine, or to imply any breach of

communion with the Churches which remained in the Roman
obedience. It was strictly a scheme of ecclesiastical inde-

pendence, and no more. But the acts of Henry put on a

peculiar character from the circumstances which led to his

ecclesiastical changes, and from the way in which many of

them were carried out. And, when ecclesiastical change

had once begun, it could not fail to ally itself with other

influences, however little such alliance formfed any part of

the scheme of Henry himself.

In strictness of speech, the English Reformation, if by

those words we understand changes in doctrine and ritual,

is quite distinct from Henry's assertion of the ecclesiastical

of State Papers. The general character of Henry is well sketched by

Hallara, who prophesies beforehand against some modern delusions.

- As for instance, in the " Book of Articles," and the "Godly and

rious Institution of a Christian Man," put forth in 1536. Here is

a certain amount of wavering as to the number of sacraments. That

is about the whole advance in a Protestant direction; the sir article*

of 1541 cnforce_the Roman theology on pain of death.
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independence of England. In idea the two things stand

quite separate. Practically the two form two stages in a

great series of cause and effect. The system of Henry has

been epigrammatically described as Popery without the Pope.

And the experience of a few years showed that Popery with-

out the Pope was a visionary scheme. But the various

stages which are often confounded under the one name of

" the Eeformation" must be carefully distinguished. There

was not in England, as there was in some foreign countries, a

particular act of a particular year which might fairlybe called

"the Reformation." In England, if the formula "The Refor-

mation " has any meaning at all, it means the whole period

of ecclesiastical change which was spread over a time of

about forty years. It was a time of constant change, of

change backwards and forwards ; its result was that,

by the middle of the reign of Elizabeth, there was an

established state of things wholly different from the

established state of things which there had been in the

middle of the reign of Henry VIII. But in the develop-

ment of the ecclesiastical constitution of England, just as

in the development of her political constitution, there was

no moment when an old state of things was altogether swept

away, andwhen a whollynewstateof things was set up in its

place. The ecclesiastical development was far swifter, far

more violent, than the political development, but the two
were essentially of the same kind. Both were brought

about by the gradual working of causes and their effects.

As the political development of England was something

wholly unlike the violent change of the French Revolution,

so the ecclesiastical development of England was wholly

unlike the violent change of the Reformation in the Swiss

Protestant cantons.

The Eng- The English Eeformation then, including in that name
.ish Re- the merely ecclesiastical changes of Henry as well as the
forma- more strictly religious changes of the next reign, was not

»in'sfrom
'"^ ^'^ beginning either a popular or a theological movement,

iibove. In this it differs from the Reformation in many continental

countries, and especially from the Eeformation in the

northern part of Britain. The Scottish Eeformation began
much later; but, when it began, its course was far swifter

and fiercer. That is to say, it was essentially popular and
essentially theological. The result was that, of aU the

nations which threw off the dominion cf the Eoman see,

England, on the whole, made the least change, whilst

Scotland undoubtedly made the most.' In England change
began from above. But there is no reason to doubt that

the acts with which the period of change began received

the general approbation of the nation. It is plain that

there was no general desire among Englishmen for strictly

theological change. The old LoUard teaching, which had
never quite died out, began to be of increased importance
in the early days of Henry. There can be little doubt that

Effects of this revival of strictly theological dissent was part of the
the new same general movement which gave life to the new learning.

:
(yarning,

p^i. j. j^g jjjg^ qJ ^j^q j^g^ learning, the English friends of

Erasmus, Colet and More, with their patron Archbishop
Warham, were not, strictly speaking, theological reformers.

They aimed at general enlightenment and at the reform of

practical abuses and superstitions ; but they designed no
change in dogma or ritual. Their more strictly intellectual

movement merged in the wider theological movement ; but
in the beginning they were so far distinct that the author of

Utopia showed himself in the strangely incongruous cha-

racter of a persecutor. The small party of theological reform
undoubtedly welcomed the changes of Henry, as being likely

' On the whole, because, in some points of sacramental doctrine and
ritual, the Lutheran Churches, especially in Sweden, have ii.ade less

change than the Church of England has. But nowhere did the
general ecclesiastical system go on with so little change as it did in
England.

in the end to advance their own cause; but the mass of the Tlie

nation was undoubtedly favourable to Henry's system ofn.itionrot

Popery without the Pope. For three hundred years the pop"y

popehad been the standing grievance of Englishmen, and "^^p"*^

they wore now rejoiced to get rid of him altogether. They
were glad too to get rid of gross practical abuses, to reform

the corruptions and oppressions of the ecclesiastical juris-

diction, to bring the clergy thoroughly under the power ol

the law. But they wore attached to their old religious

customs and ceremonies, and they had no love for new
dogmas. In all tliis Henry and the mass of his people

went heartily together. There were of course dissentients

on both sides, men who wished for no change at all and
men who wished for far greater changes. But there can

bo no doubt that the mass of the nation was satisfied witli

what their king gave them, ecclesiastical independence

without theological change. On these points, the great

body of Henry's statesmen and prelates were of one mind.

Cranmer and Gardiner accepted and carried out the same position

systsm. We can discern then, as at all other times, two of Gran-

parties with opposite tendencies; but they are merely ">"*"''

opposite tendencies; there is no open breach. We are " "*'

tempted to think that there was from the beginning an

organized Catholic and an organized Protestant party.^

But this is the idea of a later time. The mass of the nation

and the great body of the leading men were substantially

of one mind. There was a party favourable to more change

and a party favourable to less, but both accepted the degree

of change that was given them. A few zealots were

embowelled for denying the supremacy; a few zealots were

burned for denying transubstantiation. The great body of

the nation, the great body of its representatives and its

leaders, accepted transubstantiation and the supremacy

together. Nor is there any need to charge either Cranmer
or Gardiner with hypocrisy. No broad line was yet drawn,

such as was drawn afterwards. Men obeyed and ad-

ministered the ecclesiastical law, though they might wish

it to be in some things different, just as men in all ages have

obeyed and administered the temporal law, though they

may have in some things wished it to be different. In truth

Cranmer and Gardiner alike were trying to work a system

which could not be permanently worked. They were trying

to reconcile two things which could not be permanently

reconciled. At last it became clear that Popery without

the Pope would not work, and that men must take one side

or the other. When it came to this, men in the position

of Cranmer and Gardiner had to choose a side, and they

chose opposite sides. Still, among all changes, under Henry,

under Edward, under Mary, under Elizabeth, the mass of

the nation conformed to every change. Again there is no

need to charge them with hypocrisy. They obeyed the law,

whether wholly approving it or not. A few on each side

had consciences so susceptible that they deemed it their

duty to defy the law. Among the mass of the nation some

might be inclined one way and some another : but they felt

no call to court martyrdom on either side.

For it must be borne in mind throughout that as yet tne

idea of religious toleration, though it had presented itself

to the mind of More as a matter of philosophical specula,

tion, was unknown in Europe in any practical shape.

Everywhere the dominant party, whichever it might be,

forbade, and that in most cases under pain of death, the

practice of any religion except that of the dominant party.

Those who clave to the old religion forbade the practice of

the new; and the professors of the new doctrines, the

moment they had the power, forbade the practice of the old.

So in England, through the whole period of Eeformation,

' These hames are used, without any attempt at theological accuracy,

as those which will most generally he understood, to point out the two

opposite tendencies which at this sta?e wore no more than tcndenci.a.
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the existing system, whatever it was, was the only system

that wa8 allowed. Every other form of worship was for-

bidden under penalties, heavier or lighter. And there was

always some form or degree of theological error v/hich sent

its professors to the flames. And, besides burnings for

heresy, as heresy was understood at each successive stage,

this period of English history is especially distinguished for

the cloaking of what was really religious persecution under

the guise of punishment for political offences. During the

reign of Henry, every man who would now be deemed a

conscientious Catholic was liable to die the death of a

traitor. Every man who would now be deemed a con-

scientious Protestant was liable to die the death of a

heretic. Under Edward and Elizabeth the standard of

belief was changed, so changed that only a few extreme sec-

taries were now in danger of the flames. But the diflfer-

ence simply was that the line was drawn at a different point.

Those who went beyond that point were burned by those

who a few years before might have been burned themselves.

Aiimlnis- For twenty years after his accession, Henry was famous,
irationof not only for strict orthodoxy of dogma, but for special

" ^^' devotion to the Roman see. He had received a learned

education, and he believed himself to bo a special master

of theology. His writiugs in that character, as a defender

of Roman doctrine against Luther, won him in 1521 the

title of Defender of the Faith, •vhich by a singular irony

was conferred by Leo X. Through all this first period of

his reign, the series of ecclesiastical statesmen still goes on.

For fourteen years, from 1515 to 1529, ecclesiastical

statesmanship was in truth at its highest pitch in the

person of Thomas Wolsey, archbishop, cardinal, and
chancellor. During the administration of this famous man,
we are instinctively reminded of the joint rule of an earlier

Henry and an earlier Thomas ; but the fate of the two great

chancellors was vridely different. No EngUsh 'minister

before Wolsey, and few after him, ever attained so great an
European position. He dreamed of tho popedom, while

his master dreamed of the empire. In his home adminis-

tration Wolsey carried out the policy which had become
usual since Edward IV., and summoned parliament as

seldom as possible. On the other hand, his administration

of justice won the highest general confidence", and his hand
was far from heavy on the maintainers of the new religious

doctrines. On the whole his position is rather European
than English. He is the mmister of Henry in his earlier

character as warrior, conqueror, and arbiter of Europe.
He is more like the great cardinals who ruled in other lands
than anything to which we are used in England. The
purely English work of Henry's reign was done by the

hands of men of another kind. The jera of the lay states-

men now begins in the mightiest and most terrible of their

number, Thomas Cromwell. From this time tho highest

offices are still occasionally held by churchmen, even as late

as the middle of the seventeenth century. But the holding

of office by, churchmen now becomes exceptional ; lay ad-
ministration is the rule.

There is no need to go through the endless tale of

Henry's marriages, divorces, and beheadings of wives,

ftxcept so far as they hare a political or ecclesiastical

bearing. The mere number of Henry's wives is unparalleled
In our history, and has not many parallels in any history

;

and the king was, to say the least, unlucky, who, out of six

wives, found himself obliged to divorce two and behead two
ethers. But, even in these matters, the peculiar character

of Henry's tyranny stands forth. Everything is done with
some show of legal form. When he wishes to get rid of a
wife, or to exchange one wife for another, the first is

divorced or beheaded by some process which has at least

Uie show of legal authority.

" 2fon nisi legitime Milt nuhere."

Of all Henry's doings in this way, the long stoiy of the EfTetu
divorce of Katharine of Aragon is the first, and the most Katha-

remarkable in its historical bearings.' We may pass by '
i"''*

details and points of controversy ; but it ih plain that the
'^'''"'*'

validity of the marriage of Henry and Katharine was on
any showing doubtful, and that doubts had been from
time to time raised on the point before tho great con-
troversy arose. It is further plain that it was most desir-

able for the kingdom to have au heir whose legitimacy could
not be called in question. It is also plain that it is quite
in the character of Henry, if he wished to get rid of

Katharine and to marry Anno, to seize upon every shadow
either of political expediency or of canonical subtlety which
might help him to put a fair show on the course to which
his own fancy led him. What he did he would do with
some shadow of legal right, even though such shadow of

legal right was to be had only by devising a new juris-

prudence, by upsetting the relations of Church and State as

they were then understood, by jeoparding the relations of his

kingdoms with foreign powers, and by shedding any amount
of innocent blood, provided always that it cOuld be shed
in legal form. It^s enough for our purpose that Henrys
wish to put Anne in the place of Katharine led to tho

endless disputes as to the validity of Katharine's marriage,

and, as its first great result in England, to the faU of tho

great cardinal in 1529, followed by his death in the next

year. Events now follow fast on one another. In 1531,
by one of the meanest tricks that ever king played, the
whole estate of the clergy was held to have fallen into a
prcemunire by admitting the legatiue authority of Wolsey,
which he had exercised with the king's full sanction. Their

pardon was bought only by an enormous subsidy, and by
acknowledging the king as Supreme Head on earth of the YixXe of

Church of England, a form of words now heard for the.Snprtne

first time. In 1532, when all hope of a favourable sen-''^*^

tence from Eome had passed by, Henry is believed to

have privately married Anne. In 1533 the death of Arch-

bishop Warham made room for the promotion of Thomas
Cranmer to the see of Canterbury, a promotion which was
still made by papal authority. The first act of the new
primate was to hold a court which declared tho marriage

of Katharine null and the marriage of Anne lawful
Then camo the great legislation of the year 1534. by
which the papal authority was wholly abolished, while the Alolitioi

Act of Submission on the part of the clergy subordinated C parai

all ecclesiastical legislation within the kingdom to tho royal a"ilio'it.»

will The succession to the crown was settled in favour

of the issue of Anne, to the exclusion of the issue of

Katharine, and the punishment of treason was denounced
against aU who refused to swear to the succession so or-

dained. The title of Supreme Head of the Church, already

voted by the clergy, was now bestowed by parliament,

and full ecclesiastical powers were annexed to it. Tliese

powers were allowed to be exercised by deputy, and in 1535
Cromwell was made vicegerent for the king in ecclesiastical

matters, with precedence in the ecclesiastical convocatioa

over the metropolitan himself. On the other hand, a

strict statute was passed for the suppression of heresy.

The scheme of Henry was now fully established; tl-.e

religion of England was Popery vidthout the Popi.

It was only in an indirect way that such a change as this

could give any encouragement to the professors of the re-

formed doctrines. It was only in a stiU more indirect way
that it could tend to the establishment of reli^'ious toleration

or the acknowledgment of liberty of conscience. Still,

however indirectly, the first steps were now taken towards

change in the received doctrines of the Church, and towards

the toleration of dissent from those doctrines. So great a

change could not fail to lead to further changes, and tlio

nest six years of Henry's reign were a time in whicii all
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the influences at work were in the directioni of further

change. It was the time of the administration of Crom-
well, and of the highest influence of Cranmer. The

eatb'if new state of things was ushered in by the beheading of Sir

oreand Xhomas More and of John Fisher, bishop of Kochester.
'^"' No greater mockery of all the forms of justice was ever

done in any age or in any land. But the execution of

these two worthies calls for a special notice on account of

the great constitutional point which it involves. They
were called on to swear both to the succession to the crown,

as settled on the issue of Anne, and also to the preamble

of the act which declared the marriage of Katharine

invalid. This latter oath involved a theological pro-

position of which their consciences disapproved ; to the

succession they wero perfectly ready to swear. That is to

say, More, the great thinker of his generation, utterly cast

ore's aside the whole figment of hereditary right. In his view
jctrlae the children of Henry and Anne' would bo illegitimate

;

''"' but, in his view, it was within the power of parliament to

settle the crown on the king's illegitimate children or on

any persons whatsoever. To the succession therefore, which
was all that was of any practical moment, he would swear;

to a proposition which he held to be doctrlnally false he
would not swear. On these grounds Henry sent his wisest

and greatest subject to the scaffold,

•oin- Cromwell's reign of terror, as it has been well called, now
'f ' sets in. It is specially remarkable for the constant use of

iiTor°
^"'^ '^^ attainder, acts sometimes passed without giving the

accused person the opportunity of making any defence.

Not that in Henry's reign a defence went for anything,

even when the regular forms of trial by a man's peers were
observed. It was deemed for the king's honour that those

whom the king accused should be convicted, and the Lords
or the jury convicted accordingly. In more than one case,

entries were found in Cromwell's papers, directing that such
and such a person should be " tried and executed." Mean-
while new treasons and other crimes were invented. Martyrs
were made on both sides ; the supposed traitor and the

supposed heretic were sometimes drav/n to death on the

same hurdle. Two of the martjrdoms of this period de-

serve special notice. In one case at least, but seemingly
in one only, the penalties of heresy were held to attach to

the denial of the king's supremacy. For this crime a friar,

Forrest by name, was burned with special circumstances of

brutal mockery. On the other side, the case of Lambert
ill 1538 well illustrates both the new jurisprudence and the

peculiar position of some of the actors at the time. The
men who were afterwards burned themselves were the fore-

j"ing most in burning others. Lambert was denounced by Taylor
_^!tm- an^ Barnes, and condemned by Cranmer, for the denial of

transubstantiation. He appealed to the king in his charac-
ter of Head of the Church. Henry heard the cause in person,

' and, when his own arguments and those of Cranmer failed

to convince the heretic, he was sentenced to the stake by
the voice of Cromwell.' About the same time a general
pereecution took place of all who were guilty of having the
blood of kings in their veins. Margaret countess of Salis-

bury was the daughter of George duke of Clarence, the
mother of Reginald Pole. Pole was in theology the very
opposite to Henry. As the system of Heniy was Popery
without the Pope, so Pole might be said to bo inclined to
the Pope without Popery. With a distinct leaning to the
Reformers on some strictly theological points, he was a zealot
for the papal supremacy. On this point, and on all the

' A modem writer thus comments on the death of Lambert :
— " In

a country -which -waa governed by law, not by the special will of a
despot, the supreme magistrate was neither able, nor desired, so long
as a law remained unrepealed by parliament, to suspend the action of
U. This singular argument fo'-^ets. .imoiig serf a) other things, the
tfiyai prerogative of merry

practical points which flowed frum it, Pole was a Ti^oroua
disputant against his royal kinsman. But he was bej-ond
the sea, safe from the grasp of Henry, Cromwell, or
Cranmer. The head of his aged mother, sentenced to die

by act of attainder, paid the penalty of his crime.

This last deed of blood was specially Henry's own. Tlie

attainder of the countess was indeed passed while Oromwcll
was still in power, but she was not put to death till after

his fall. But the deaths of particular persons seem but a

small matter beside the great revolution which Cromwel'
wrought over the whole face of the country by his grea.

work of the suppression of the monasteries. This work in

deed incidentally supplied him with not a few porsonSA
victims. That the power of the state was supreme, as over

everything else, so over ecclesiastical foundations, no man in

England could doubt. Monasteries had beer^ suppressed
on occasion from the earliest times. Special attention has
been already called to the suppression under Henry V.

;

and during Henry's own reign Wolsey had suppressed a
considerable number of small monasteries to supply endow-
ments for his coUeges at Ipswich and Oxford. A general

suppression of all the monasteries in the kingdom was
clearly within the power of parliament, and strong reasons

might have been brought for such a course. We must
however remember that at this stage Protestant objec-

tions to the monastic life do not apply. Henry, while
destroying the monasteries, enforced the obligation of the
chief monastic vow. But it might well be argued that

tho number and wealth of these institutions were excessive,

that they had ceased to fulfil their original purposes, that

on any showing they needed a sweeping reform, and that

possibly reform could not be carried out without supprcs

sion. For the measure itself then much might be said.

The way in which it was carried out was characteristic of

Henry VIII. Mere violence was inconsistent with his

character ; something of tho form of law must be had. In

1536 the smaller monasteries were regularly suppressed by
act of parliament, a course against which nothing can bo

said. But the greater monasteries were surrendered one

by one into the king's hands by their actual occupants, an
act of most doubtful legality. "Where a surrender was
refused, as at Reading, Colcliester, and Glastonbury, tho

abbots were ordered, according to Cromwell's foi-mula, to

be " tried and executed " on such charges as were thought
good. In these cases, by a strange construction of law, the

monastery was held to fall by the attainder of its abbot.

The suppression was justified by the reports of visitors, which
in most cases charged the monks with crimes of various

kinds. No one will believe that such a report was either

wholly true or wholly false ; but it is to be noted that

monasteries which were reported to be wholly blameless,

and for whose preservation the visitors themselves pleaded,

were siippressed with the rest. It is to be further noted

that, where abbots and priors surrendered easily, of what-

ever crimes they had been accused, their compliance was
rewarded either with considerable pensions or with church

preferment.* Of no monastery in England was a worse

character given than of the priory of Christ Church at

Canterbury, that which was attached to the metropolitan

church. Yet, when that church was refounded as a secular

chapter, Henry and Cranmer chose most of the canons and
other officers of the church out of the body cf men who
had just before been branded vnth the blackest crimes. In

the suppression under Henry V., nearly the whole of tho

confiscated revenues was applied to works of general

' Thus the last abbot of Peterborough became the fiivt bishop,

and the prior of St Andrews at Northampton, who, in the act of

surrender, had drawn a darlc picture of the doings of himself and hi?

monks, bc^aroe the first dean.
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usefulness, chiefly to the great educational foundations

vhicL were then rising. In the suppression under Henry
VIII., by far the greater part of the vast revenues of the

monastic houses was squandered or gambled away among
Senry's courtiers. Churches and churchyards were granted

to private men, to be destroyed or desecrated at their

pleasure. The tithe which the monasteries had taken to

themselves, to the great wrong of the parish priests and their

flocks, was now seized with their other property, and was
granted away to lay rectors. Cranraer, who gave up
several estates of his see to the king, did not scruple to

receive grants of lands and tithe for the enrichment of his

own family. Only a small portion of the monastic revenues

was saved for public purposes of any kind. A little was spent

on the defence of the coasts. Of a magnificent scheme
for the foundation of new bishoprics, a small part only

was carried out in the foundation of six slenderly endowed
sees. Those cathedral churches which had been served by
monks, and which therefore came into the king's hands
with the other monasteries, were, with the exceptions of

Bath and Coventry, refounded as churches of secular

canons. Henry also gained the reputation of a benefactor

in both universitie"). At Oxford his claim rests on several

suppressions and refoundations of the college which had
been begun by Wolsey, and on his charging the chapters of

Oxford and Westminster with the maintenance of certain

professors. At Cambridge the like reputation was gained
by rolling several small colleges into one large one. The
statutes of Henry's various foundations, drawn up in some
cases by his own hand, breathe a spirit of piety and zeal

Vorthy of Alfred or St Lewis. Here again there is no
need to suspect conscious hypocrisy. It only makes the

character of Henry a more wonderful moral study. Besides
the suppression of monasteries, a great deal of wealth, to

be squandered in the like sort, was brought in by the
destruction of shrines and by the seizure of the movable
ornaments of many churches which were not suppressed.

On the other hand, most of the inmates of the suppressed
monasteries' received pensions, small in many cases, but
enough for their maintenance ; and these pensions seem to

have been honestly paid. With the usual long life of

annuitants, somS of them stUl received their pensions in

the reign of James I.

The foundations and refoundations just spoken of went
on to the very end of Henry's reign. An Act of 1545
placed the secular foundations, the colleges and hospitals,

at his mercy ; and he destroyed, refounded, or left un-
touched, according to his pleasure. But the two great
suppressions, the suppression of the greater and of the
'esser monasteries, were all done under the rule of Crom-
well, and in his time came their immediate political results.

It is not easy to say what was the general feeling of the
nation towards the suppressed monasteries. It- doubtless
differed widely in different places, according to the character
of particular houses. It is certain that in 1536 the whole
north of England rose in revolt on occasion of the sup-
pression of the lesser monasteries. This revolt, called the
Pilgrimage of Grace, was distinctly a religious movement

;

but it was a political movement as well. We seem to have
gone back to the days of Edward the Confessor, when we
find the northern insurgents demanding that no man north
of Trent should be compelled to appear in the ordinary
course of justice anywhere but at York. They demanded
also the holding of a parliament at York, which Henry pro-
mised, but neglected to summon. The revolt began again,
and it was suppressed with a large amount of hanging,
beheading, and burning of the abbots, lay lords, ladies, and
others who were concerned. A Lord President and Council

' AU perhaps, except the nuns of the lesser monasteries, who irere

Bsiit aw:iy wilii only a gown apiece.

of the North were now appointed to keep that "dangcrou»

region in order.

But after all, in Henry's reign it is the marriages, tlia

divorces, and the beheadings of hLs several queens wiiich

form, if not the causes, at least the occasiona, of the greatest

changes. Henry's dissatisfaction with one marriage had led

to the fall of Wolsey and the rise of Cromwell ; his dissatis-'

faction with another marriage led to the fall of Cromwel
himself. England and Europe had been turned upside

down in order that Henry might marry Anne Boleyn. 'Three,

years after her marriage, she was got rid of by the twofold!

process of a divorce pronounced by Cranmer which declared

the nullity of her marriage, and of a conviction for adulterjl

by the House of Lords which implied its validity. Anue"
was beheaded, and the next morning Henry, acting, as we
have been told, from the severest principles of pubhc duty/
married her maid Jane Seymour It was now made treason-

able to assert the validity of Anne's marriage, as before it had
been treasonable to deny it. Anne's daughter Elizabeth was
declared illegitimate, as Katharine's daughter JIary had been
declared illegitimate, and the crown was settled on the issue

of Jane only. The new queen, by unusual good luck, died, Jane Se

neither divorced nor beheaded, at the birth of her only child, mour.

Henry's only legitimate son, the future Edward VI. Ex-
cept as regards the succession of the crown, all this is little

more than an episode. Henry's fourth marriage was of

greater political importance. Katharine, Anne, and Jane
had been at least his own choice. Anne of Cleves was
chosen for him by his vicegerent. Her marriage was part Marria;

of a pohtical scheme for an union between Henry and the of Audi

Protestant princes of Germany against the emperor. ?'^^''V

Cromwell, it is plain, went further than the king approved
J.^!^,.

in advances towards these heretical allies, and the queen suits.'

whom he found for Henry among them found no favour in -

Henry's eyes. Cromwell had in fact chosen his time badly
for any advances in a Protestant direction. While his

negotiations with the German princes were going on, the

statute of six articles was passed by the parliament of 1539,
which enforced the old belief under the deadliest penalties;

The marriage took place at the very beginning of 1540. In
the course of the year Cromwell was created Earl of Essex,

arrested, attainted without a hearing, and beheaded. In Fall as

the interval between his attainder and his execution, the cxecuti

marriage which he had brought about was annulled by °^ .*?'""'

convocation, and on the day of his beheading Henry
married his fifth wife, Katharine Howard.

The administration of Cromwell, remarkable as it is id
other ways, derives its greatest constitutional importa.nce

from the new relations between crown and parliament
which now begiiL Wolsey, after the example of Edward
IV. and Henry VII., had shrunk from - meeting the

assembly of the nation. Under his rule parliaments were
summoned as seldom as might be. Cromwell, on the other

hand, never feared to face parliament. From the time of

his accession to power till the end of Henry's reign, parlia-

ments'.were constantly held. And from this time, a prac-.

tice which had been already followed sometimes rose int>.

special importance. The king's powers of prorogation and
dissolution of parliament now come into notice. The
early parliaments met; they did the business for which,

they were summoned, and then they went home again

The prolongation of the life of the assembly beyond the

time of its session was not thought of. Each meetirjg

implied a new election of the House of Commons. But- it

was gradually found that a parliament which suited the

king's purposes might be kept in being by prorogations

from one session to another. This practice began to be-

used under Henry VI. and Edward IV., in which last'

reign the practice became usuul; under llemy VIII
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it liecame systematic. Some of his parliaments lived

in this way for four succx;ssivo years. Crora^voll was

thoroughly master of the art of packing and managing

parliaments, an art to which the succeeding reigns added

the practice of summoning members from a crowd of petty

places, with the express object of securing subservient re-

turns. The parliaments of Henry's time passed, though not

always without opposition, whatever the king wanted, even

to the act which gave the king's proclamation, with certain

exceptions, the force of a statute. But in the fact that

parliaments for a while became so slavish lay the hope of

Effects of the final revival of freedom. It was under the despotism

Heniys of Henry exactly as it had been under the despotism of the

despot- Conqueror. There was no need to abolish institutions

*^' which could so easily be turned to *ork the despot's will.

There was no need seriously to encroach upon their formal

powers. The institutions and their powers thus remained,

to be again quickened into full life in the seventeenth

century, as they had before been quickened in the

thirteenth century. Had Henry met with a stronger

parliamentary opposition, our liberties might have passed

away, like the liberties of the lands which went to make

up the monarchies of France and Spain. Parliaments

went on, because parliaments voted whatever the king

wished. Juries went on, because they convicted whomever

the king wished. But, because they were allowed to go

on, a time came when parliaments learned to pass measures

which kings did not wish to have passed, and when juries

learned to acquit men whom kings wished to destroy. In

this way, as William the Conqueror in one age, so Thomas

Cromwell in another, may be looked on as the indirect

preserver of English freedom.

Dealings After the fall of Cromwell the reign of Henry loses much
»"'^ of its interest; or at least the interest is, as at the beginning
ScotlMiil.

^£ y^ reign, again transferred to the wars with France and

Scotland. But these wars, with their momentary successes,

are of little importance, except that in the course of the

Scottish war *e see the beginning of the train of events

which sixty years later imited the English and Scottish

crowns. James V. of Scotland, it must be remembered,

was Henry's nephew, the son of his sister Margaret.

According to genealogical notions, he was next in succession

to the crown after Henry's own children. The prospect of

this contingent succession was dangled by Henry before the

eyes of James. And when James died, leaving an infant

daughter, the famous Queen Mary, Henry's schemes now
took the form of a marriage between her and his son Edward.

Scheme This was exactly the same scheme which had been proposed
of union, ^y Edward I. when Scotland had an earlier child queen.

In neither case did the scheme bear immediate fruit. The
V marriage of Edward and Mary formed one of the terms of

n momentary peace between England and Scotland in 1543.

But the war began agani, and was carried on, in connexion

with the reforming party in Scotland, both during this reign

and during the early years of the next, with the avowed
object of bringing about the marriage. It is needless to say

that the marriage was never carried out. But Mary came
to be, on other grounds, a claimant of the crown of England,

and her son came to possess it.

During these later years of Henry, no commanding figure

stands out like those of Wolsey and Cromwell. Henry
himself, towards the end of his reign, lost much of his

energy. Martyrdoms on both sides still went on, though, as

compared with the slaughter of later times, they were rare

on both sides. There is yet no open change ; but the gap

between the two parties gets wider and wider. Katharine

Howard, married in 1540, was beheaded early in 1542.

In the next year Henry marriod his last wife, a third

Katharine, commonly called Katharine Pan, but who was

8—14

then the widow of Neville Lord Latimer. Her leaning was

to the new doctrines, and at one time she was in dfinger on

their account. On the whole, the tendency was now in

favour of change. Things seemed to sway backwards and

forwards between Bishop Gardiner and the duke of Nor-

folk on one side and Cranmer and Edward earl of Hertford,

a brother of Queen Jane Seymour, on the other side. At
the moment of Henry's death the reforming party had the

greater influence. The last who were se.itenced to die in

his time were Norfolk himself and his son the famous

earl of Surrey. The sou perished; the father was saved by

the king's death. But though the reforming party had

politicaUy the upper hand, no step was taken as long aa

Henry lived in the direction of strictly religious reformation.

The most important question during these later years The roc-

was the settlement of the succession. By a statute passed cession,

in 1544, the crown was to pass to Henry's three children

in order, Edward, Mary, and Elizabeth. Both the king's

daughters had been declared illegitimate ; but now, without

any reversal of their illegitimacy, they were placed in thu

succession to the crown. On no theory could Mary and Crown

Elizabeth both be legitimate; the law had declared that entaUtr'i

neither of them was. The point is of importance, bccaus^c
^^^j^..

in truth neither Mary nor Elizabeth reigned by any right of
childre.t

birth, but by a purely parliamentary title. But the statute

went on further to bestow on Henry a power which never

was bestowed on any other king before or after. In default

of the issue of his own children, the crown was to pass to

such persons as he might himself appoint by his last will,

signed with his own hand. By his last will he exercised

this power by leaving the crowii in remainder to the issue

of his younger sister, Mary the French queen, who, after

the death of Lewis XII., had married Charles Brandon,

duke of Suffolk. He thus passed by the queen of Scots

and the other issue of his elder sister Margaret. Thellmryt

provisions of this will become of great importance at a later ^ill-

time; and it shows on what small accidents great qiiestions

may depend, that it is matter of controversy whether the

will was signed by the king's own hand, according to the

statute, or whether it was merely signed with a stanip._

In this memorable reign then, though no strictly religious

reformation was ^vrought, yet a step was taken which made

religious reformation inevitable. One marked feature of the

fully developed English character was now added. England

was from this time, with a momentary interruption, the

enemy of the Koman see. But the reign of Henry helped

in another way towards the welding together of the whole

isle of Britain. Wales was now fully incorporated with the Incorr<'--

kingdom of England. It was brought wholly under English ^"''^^^

law and was fully represented in the English parliament.

Ireland too was brought into more complete submission

than it had ever been before, and in 1542 Hem-y exchanged

his title of Lord of Ireland for that of King, or, as an Irish [^^'"";;_'

Act words it, " King and Emperor of the realm of England 8"'

and of the land of Ireland." Ireland was a dependent

kingdom ; still from this time it wa-s a kingdom attached

to the crown of England, and by making it such a, distinct

step was taken towards the union of the British islands.

On the reigu of Henry followed the reigns of his three

children in succession, according to the order laid down io

the statute of 1544. The marked historical feature of these

reigns is that they are the time of strictly religious

reformation. It was found that the middle system of

Henry could not last, that the English Church and nation

must throw in its lot with one side or the other in the great

controversy of the age. Under Edward the religious

reformation was wrought. Under Mary, first the work of

Edward, and then the work of Henry, was undone, and the

authority of the Uoniau see was again admitted. Under
VIIL — 4-i
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Elizabeth tho work botli of Henry and of Edward was done

again. Her reign, four times the length of tlio two reigns

of her brother and sister, is the time when the religious

position of England took its final form. The national

Church was organized in its essential features as it still

remains. And, before the end of her reign, the two parties,

those who thought change had gone too far and those who
thought that it had not gone far enough, had ceased to be

'mere parties within the same body. They had become

distinct bodies of separatists on either side of the nation.il

Church. The reign of Elizabeth saw the beginnings of the

lloman Catholic body on the one side and of the Protestant

dissenters on the other. As yet both dissentient bodies

existed only as objects of persecution. A main feature of

the later religious history of England has been the steps by
which, first the Protestant dissenters, .ind then the Roman
Catholics, have been admitted to full equality with the

members of the national Church.

The political history of these reigns, domestic and
foreign, is of high importance, but it depends in a large

measure on the religious history. It was mainly owing to

religious causes that the enmity towards France, so strong

in earlier times, bo strong again in later times, was during

this period exchanged for a temporary enmity towards Spain.

And during the reign of Elizabeth we see the beginnings

of that alliance between certain religious parties and certain

political parties which forms the leading feature of the

history of the seventeenth century. In truth, it was during

this time that orgaiiized parties, either religious or political,

liad their beginning. In a certain sense there have been

Whigs and Tories from the beginning. We can see the

existence of different political opinions, of different theories

as to the relation of the crown and people, in days before

tlie Norman Conquest ; and in every civil war, in the wars

of the thirteenth century above all, distinct political parties

stand forth and meet one another in arms. But it can
hardly be said that such parties lasted beyond the immediate
occasion, or that the party of one age was connected by
direct succession with the party of an earlier age. But from
the days of Elizabeth the political and religious parties of

later times can be distinctly traced. From her time they
have an unbroken succession; from her time they have the

special characteristic of being parliamentary parties.

The six years' reign of the young son of Henry VIII.
might almost be called a revolutionary period throughout.

Its beginning marks a stage in the history of kingship in

England. Edward VI., succeeding bj the express terms of

an act of parliament, was the first kiug at whose accession

the last traces of the ancient popular election were dis-

pensed with. He was a minor, and his authority was
Btrnggled for by a knot of ambitious men, all of whom had
risen into importance during the late reign. The kind's

uncle, Edward earl of Hertford, named by Heniy as one
member of a council of regency, contrived to make himself

duke of Somerset and sole protector. Finding a rival in his

younger brother Thomas, he, Crorawell-fashion, procured
his attainder without a hearing. In 1549 he himself fell

before the arts of John Dudley, earl of Warwick and duke
of Northumberland, the son of the notorious agent of
Henry VII., the father of the notorious favourite of

Elizabeth. Somerset was partly restored to favour in 1550
;

but in 1551 came his trial and execution, strange to say
on a charge of felony, though a political felony, and not of

treason. The remaining two years of the reign of Edward
are the reign of Northumberland. His last act was to per-
suade the young king to do without parliamentaiy authority
what his father had done by parliamentary authority, and to

eettle the succession to the crown by will. By this illegal

^nitniment he disinherited both hit sisters, and named Jane
IQlc; a.-; his successor. As a granddaughter of i'c.s FrcuLU

queen Mary, Jane was in the line named by Heniy in ca.sc Motni*'-

of the failure of his own children; but her immediate promo- *"'J' '"

tion was due to her being the wife of a son of Northum- ""

berland. Jane, proclaimed by tho council, was rejected by
the nation, and JIary, whose parliamentary title was
undoubted, was raised to tho throne by a popular movement. Acci^«i.

Northumberland of cour.se paid his forfeit with his head ;
of Mar)-

but the execution of Jane herself, not at the time, but
after a later revolt in which she had no share, was an act

of needless harshness.

England under Edward altogether fell from the great

European position which .she had held under Henry. The
chief foreign events of the time are the war with Scotland, the Ifelatioi

useless and barbarous havoc done by the protector, and the *''''

peace both with Scotland and with France by which Boulogne V'^
was restored. But the real character of the reign is marked i^nj

by its ecclcsifistical ch.ingcs, changes which are largely

mixed up with a .social revolution which was now going ou.

The strictly religious changes began with the promulgation i

of a Book of Homilies in the first year of Edward. It

marks the state of things at the time that one of these

homilies, which are still to this day set forth by authority

to be read in churches, was the work of Edmund Bonner.

The homilies were followed in 1548 by a form for the ad^'

ministration of the communion in English, and in 1549 by
the publication of the complete English Prayer-Book and
an act allowing the marriage of tho clergy. This first Tlie

Prayer-Book of Edward marks the first stage of the religious Engliih

Reformation. It is a purely English stage ; the influence |'''^y^'*

of Rome has been cast aside ; the influence of continental '*°

Protestantism has not yet come in. But some of the foreign

Reformers were before long invited to England, and their

presence soon made itself felt. In 1552 the Prayer-Book

was revised in a more distinctly Protestant direction.

Before this, in 1551, a Book of Articles of Religion, forty-

two in number, were put forth. The Prayer-Book and the

Book of Articles represent two sides of the Reformed
English Church. The Prayer-Book, chiefly formed out of

ancient service-books, remained, even after the changes of

1552, a link with the older state of things. The Articles, n,.

even after some changes in the time of Elizabeth, form a Articlefc.

manifesto on behalf of the new state of things and a link

with the Reformed Churches in other lands. Tho
Prayer-Book and the Articles have ever since been severally

the watchwords of two parties within the Church. It is

not too much to say that there has ever since been a
party which has loved the Prayer-Book and endure.d

the Articles, and a party which has loved the Articles and
endured the Prayer-Book. By tho end of PMward's reign,

the Engli.sh Church stood by itself, retaining the old fabric

of ecclesiastical government, with a .service-book chiefly

drawn from ancient sources, but with a system of doctrine

breathing the spirit of the more thorough-going Reformers of

the continent. Had Edward lived, further changes would

probably have followed. As it was, the reaction under Maiy
opened the way for the final settlement under Elizabeth.

The position of the prelates who clave to the old system

during Edward's reign should be carefully noticed. Th^y
neither resigned their sees nor refused obedience to tho

new law. It does not appear that any bishop declined the

use of the first Prayer-Book. Gardiner and Bonner were TTie

imprisoned and deprived of their sees on various pretences, bishop*

as were several bishops later in the reign for refusal to "^'J^
comply with various orders, some of which certainly had

no parliamentary authority. A large body of the prelates

and others were dissatisfied with the changes that were

made ; but there was not only no separation, there was no

disobedience to the law. More than one bishop who appears

as a persecutor in Msry's reign had gone considerabla

leuijtlis under Edward. And, oi there was little non-coa-
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f.irmity, taerc was littie persecution in tHis reign. The

L.idy -M.irj-, protected by the emperor, continued tlie private

use of the old service. Tho heresy statutes were abo-

lished ;
yet Cranmer found' means, under cover of tho

common law, to send to tho Hames one Englishwoman and

one stranger who ventured to go further in the way of

novelty than himself.

But, besides ecclesiastical reform, this reign was beyond

all other times the ti e of ecclesiastical spoliation. It was

even more distinctly so than the reign of Henry. The sup-

pression of tho monasteries, the destruction of the shrines,

were at least acts of policy. But in Edward's reign the

possessions of the Church were simply thrown to be

scrambled for by the courtiers. One of the first acts of the

reign, the suppression of those colleges, chantries, and the

like, which Henry had spared, was nt least done in legal

form. But, during the rest of Edward's time, Somerset,

Northumberland, and the rest simply seized on whatever

they thought gnod. The nearest approach to legal form in

such aises was the show of an exchange by which a valuable

estate was exchanged for a paltry rectory. And, as far as

the courtiers were concerned, everything went to enrich

priv.ite men. The one act in which the public good was at

all thought of came from the king himself. Edward, of his

own act, applied a part of the revenues of the suppressed

colleges and chantries to the foundation of that great

system of grammar schools which still bear his name.

Tho legislation of this veign presents some good points.

Many of tho newly created treasons of the late reign were

abolished, and two witnesses were made necessary on trials

for that crime The act which gave the king's proclama-

tion the force of a statute was repealed. On the other

hand, there was the severe Statute of Vagabonds, which

went beyond even the old Statute of Labourers. This reign

too was marked, like those of Richard II. and Henry VI.,

by popular revolts. One grievance was the throwing land

out of tillage and taking it into pasture. This was laid

speci illy to the charge of the grantees of the monastic lands,

who were found to be in most respects harder landlords

than the monks had been. Risings of the lower people

took place, both in the eastern counties where the Reformed
doctrines were popular, and in the West where the religious

changes were disliked. The western iTisurrection broke out

on the first use of the new Prayer-B >ok. The insurgents

demanded the continuance of the old service and a partial

restoration of the monasteries. This last demand perhaps

points to the state of feeling into which the various currents

for and against the monastic orders had at last settled down.

The popular belief clearly was that, in the former state of

things, there had been more monasteries than enough, but

that the country had not gained by sweeping them away
altogether. It was eminently characteristic of the time

that this revolt of Englishmen was put down by the help of

'German and Italian mercenaries.

The reign of Edward was followed by another reign, yet

shorter than his own, but not less memorable. The nine

daj-s wonder of Jane's reign was followed by the five years

of ilary. It is singular that, though the crown of Eng-
!nnd had so often passed to claimants whose descent was
wholly in the female line, yet England had never before seen

a crowned queen. The empress Matilda was never crowned,

and she bore no higher title than Lady. The novelty gave rise

to some cavil, and it was found needful at a later stage of

Mary's reign for Parliament to declare that a queen of

England possessed all the rights and powers of a king.

This first female reign was the time which finally settled

the religious position of England. There can be little

doubt that throughout Edward's reign the mass of the
people were still attache^ to the system of Henry, that they_

did not wish for the religious cnanges of Edward's reign, EfTe^r

but that they had not the slightest wish to bring back the M^o
spiritual dominion of Rome. They were for the mass, but "'»*

not for the pope. The reign of Mary taught them that the

middle system would not work, that one side or the other

must be taken, that the mass could not be had without the

pope. Furthermore, men learned to connect both mass and
pope with a political alliance which they hated, and witbi

a persecution different both in kind and in degree from
anything which England had before seen. As for Mary Th«

herself, it is as impossible to deny her many personal midiii*.

virtues as it is to deny her share in a persecution which,
'^-'"^

whoever may have been its advisers, she at least did nothing licibir
to stop. But her personal position had much to do with

the course of events, religious and political. She was the Person*

only person in the realm who was bound, not only to the I"""'""

ancient faith and ritual, but also to the supremacy of " '"'

Rome. The supremacy of Rome was inseparably con-

nected with the validity of her mother's marriage and
the legitimacy of her own birth. As it was, she was
simply queen by act of parliament. She naturally wished

to be queen as the legitimate daughter of her father. 4.nd,

if she was bound to Rome, she was no less bound to

Spain. The emperor had been her firm and her only friend,

whose influence had secured her life and her freedom c f

worship. Another sovereign might have restored the

ancient worship with the assent of the greater part of tb«

nation ; but, with Mary as queen, the restoration of the

ancient worship meant spiritual submission to Rome and
political subserviency to Spain ; and in this the nation was
not prepared to follow her.

•The ecclesiastical changes of Mary's reign began at tne

beginning. She caused the old services to be used on
several occasions before their restoration by law, and, by
virtue of the ecclesiastical supremacy which she inherited

from Henry and Edward, she caused the bishops who had
been deprived during the late reign to be restored to their

sees. Foremost among these was Stephen Gardiner, bishop StepUet

of Winchester, who became the queen's chancellor and chief Gandio*.,

adviser There seems reason to think that his share in th?

persecution has been greatly exaggerated. It is certain that

his conduct in secular matters was that of a patriotic, and

even a constitutional, statesman. A parliament shortly met,

which declared the validity of the marriage of Henry and
Katharine and the legitimacy of their daughter's birth.''

The ancient worship was restored, and some special enact- Tho <•??"

ments of the two late reigns were repealed ; but the worship

ecclesiastical power of the crovra was in no way touched, restored

and nothing was said of the restoration of thepapal authority.

The middle system of Henry was thus restored, but only

for a moment. The next great question was that of the

queen's marriage. Gardiner and her English advisers

favoured her marriage with Edward Courtenay, earl of The

Devonshire, whose parents had been among the victims of lueen'*

Heniy, and who was descended from one of the daughters ""'rr'**.

of Edward IV. But Mary's fixed purpose from the begin-'

ning was to marry her Spanish kinsman Philip. Sir Thomas
Wyatt and the duke of Suffolk, father of the imprisoned

Jane, took arms to hinder the marriage ; but their enterprisa

led only to their deaths and to thoseof Jane and her husband.

More interesting in the history of our institutions is the

fact, almost unparalleled in these times, that one of the

accused persons, Sir Nicholas Throckmorton, was acquitted

by the jury that tried him. His life was saved ; but be

remained for a while in prison,' and the jurors, according

to a custom which was not left off till more than a cen-

tury later, were fined. In the next year, 1554, the queen's

marriage with Philip, already king of Naples, took place.

This first husband of a reigning queen was made king of

England and'of Mary's other kingdoms for her life. In the
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no.xtyear, by lUo abdication of Charles) V., Philip succeeded

to tho Si)aiiish, Italian, and Burgundian possessions of his

father. Tho differenco between the position of Philip and

that of Charles is to bo noticed. Charles V. was emperor

;

nlliance with an emperor was simply the continuation of a

policy older than tha Norman Conquest. But Philip was

not emperor ; liis policy was not imperial but Spanish.

The marriage made England for a moment, in an European

point of view, a mere tool of Spain. At home it no doubt

strengthened the movement for complete reconciliation with

Home, and for the persecution of those who, after being

dominant in the last reign, were deemed heretics in this.

In the year of Mary's marriage Reginald Pole, now
cardinal, came back to England as legate, and the Lords

and Commons of England knelt to receive his absolution

for the national schism. He confirmed by papal authority

various acts done during the time of the separation, and it

does not appear that the ordinations of bishops and priests

which had been made during Edward's reign were ever

tailed in (juestion. And, to quiet a doubt which made
many minds uneasy, the actual owners of church lands were

confirmed in their possession. An act of parliament

followed, by which the papal authority was restored

as it had stood before the changes of Henry. Gardiner

and Bonner, the strenuous opponents of the pope in

Henry's days, and Thirlby, who had gone a long way
with the changes under Edward, were now bishops of a

Church in full communion with Rome. That is doubtless,

they had seen that, at all events with a Spanish king con-

sort, the middle system could not be "kept, and that those

who clave to the mass must accept the pope with it. From
this time we have two distinct religious parties, the party

of the pope and the party of the Reformation. These last

were now deemed heretics, and the old heresy laws were

Tli« per- revived for their destruction. In 1555 the persecution
»ecution. began, and it lasted till the end of JIary's reign. It

differed from the two-edged persecution of Henry's reign

* in two points: Henry's victims of either faith were com-

paratively few, and they were mostly persons of some
importance. In the three years of the persecution of Mary,

more victims were burned than in all the reigns before and
after put together. And it was a persecution which, as far

'as the laity were concerned, fell mainly on victims whom
Henry would have scorned to destroy, on the poor, the

lialt, and the blind. No layman of any distinction suffered
;

but on the Reformed clergy the hand of the destroyer fell

heavily, five bishops perished. Of these were Ridley

and Latimer—true martyrs on one side, as Jlore and Fisher

on the other—Hooper, the professor of a straiter sect of

Protestantism, and the less famous Farrar of St David's.

3umjng The primate followed tlie next year. He had been lawfully
Qf Cm-- condemned to death for his treason in the usurpation of

Jane ; and his execution under that sentence, though it would
have been a harsh measure, would have been a small matter
compared with many an execution of the days of Henry.
He was spared, probably in mercjy; but he was spared only

to bring on Mary and her government the deeper infamy
of burning one who had recanted his heresies. The
persecution was throughout more the work of the council

—

by whom Bonner was blamed for slackness— than of the

bishops. No one was more zealous for slaughter than
William Paulet, marquess of Winchester, one of the new
men who conformed to every change, and who died in

lionour under Elizabeth. After the burning of Cranmer,
and not till then, though the see had been for some while
vacant by his deprivation, Pole succeeded to the see of

Canterbury, the last archbishop in communion with Rome.
The last days of Mary showed tire impolicy of the

S;)atiish match. Strange to say, one of the first acts of

Vhilin, so prc-cmineutly tho Catholic kins, was a war with

the pojie, Paul IV., in his temporal character. Henry o^

France broke his truce with Spain, and encouraged Englisl/

ti aitors to attempt the betrayal of Calais, and to make aul

actual landing in England. Mary declared war in 1557,
and English troops shared in the victory of St Quintin.

But at tlie beginning of tho next year, the last of Mary's
reign, the French took Calais, and England ceased to be a
continental power. She has won back that character in
later times by the momentary possession of Dunkirk and
the more lasting possession of Gibraltar; but the last relic I-oss o

of the conquests of Edward III. now passed away, as the ''"'"'*•

last relics of the inheritance of Eleanor had passed away
105 years before. For a few months Mary bore up against

sickness and neglect, against sorrow and national discontent

On November 17, 1558, she died, and the cardinal foUowet'

her having been for a few. hours the subject of Elizabeth.

This last fact brings us to the great reign which ends the r.eig»

period with which we are now dealing. Under Elizabeth ''•''"-

that which was wanting to complete the character of England '"^"''

and of Englishmen was- added. The religious character of

the nation was now fixed ; and its religious character had no
small share in fixing its political position at home and
abroad. The national Church retained so much of the Positk

middle system of Henry as to hold in some sort a middle °^ '.'*

iilace between Rome and the Protestant Churches of the 1^^''°";

contment. But this middle position at no time extended
to more than strictly religious points of doctrine, discipline,

and ceremony. As a nation, as a power, England has been
essentially Protestant from the time of Ijlizabeth. But the

fact of the middle position of the English Church led to the

formation of religious bodies at home which parted off from
it in opposite directions. And from Elizabeth's day onwards
the party of further religious reform has also been the

party of political freedom. The Puritan party, it must be Begin-

remembered, had no more notion of toleration than any nings (

other party of those days. Its object, like that of every "'*^''

other party, was not the mere toleration, but the exclusive

establishment, of its own system. But, on the one hand,

every change, every debate, helped to bring about religious

toleration in the end. And, as the Puritan movement was
largely a movement against arbitrary authority, it was
necessarily a movement in favour of freedom. But in

England a movement in favour of freedom did not mean
the establishment of anything new, but the restoration of

what was old. It meant the carrj'ing out of existing laws

which Tudor despotism had trampled under foot. In any
new legislation that might be needed, it meant the falling

back on the old constitutional principles which had been

always acknowledged, if not always carried out in practice,

from Edward I. to Henry VL Politically the struggle of

the seventeenth century, which had its root in the controver-

sies of the sixteenth^ was the repetition of the struggle of

the thirteenth. Even in the religious element in both cases

there is a likeness. Earl Simon and his friends did not

swerve from the received orthodoxy of their day ; for the

time for strictly religious controversy had not yet come. But
they were none the less the Puritans of their own day, A
revived spirit of independence marks the parliaments of

Elizabeth, and marks them in proportion as the Puritan

clement grows stronger. Elizabeth loved arbitrary power

as well as any sovereign that ever reigned ; but she knew
that one condition of 1 olding any power was to know how.

to yield, and, when she yielded, she yielded gracefully.

AN'hatever may have been Elizabeth's personal religious Ecclesi'

convictions, there can be little doubt that the middle system a^tical'

of Henry was that to which she was herself inclined. But '•"""S*'

she found that its complete restoration was impossible. If

it had ever been possible, it was impossible now, after the

reconciliation with Rome and tho persecution. .Her reform"
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was therefore obliged to be, not a return to the system of

her father,' but a return, with some modifications, to the

system of her' brother. The sscond service-book of his

roign was taken as the standard; but some changes were

made, the first of several successive changes, all of which

have been in the direction of a return to the first book. It

was Elizabeth's policy to make her new system as little

olTensive as might be to those who still preferred the old

state of things. She refused the title of Head of the

Church which was offered to her by parliament, and which

had been borne by Henry, by Edward, and by Mary up to

the reconciliation with Rome. She caused some passages in

tl«3 prayer-book, which were specially offensive to the papal

party, to be left out. The forty-two articles of Edward
were not enforced in the earlier years of her reign, and when

they were enforced, they were cut down to tiiirty-nine.

One favourite doctrine of the Reformers, the lawfulness of

marriage in the clergy, Elizabeth could never be brought

to sanction by any legal enactment. The practice was

eimply winked at during the whole of her reign, and was

not legalized till the reign of her successor. On the other

liand, the anti-papal legislation of Henry was restored in its

substance ; but the refusal of the oaths, which under

Henry had carried with it the pains of treason, in

Elizabeth's first legislation carried with it only loss of office.

But we are met at the very beginning with the fact that

the changes under Elizabeth, less violent in every way than

the changes of Henry and Edward, met with a much more

decided opposition from the bishops than the changes of

Edward and Henry had met with. Prelates who had gone all

lengths with Henry, who had gone a considerable way with

Edward, refused the oath of supremacy under Elizabeth.

One only of the existing bishops conformed, Kitchen of

Llandaff, who had kept his see through all changes. The
reason doubtless was that the rest had seen the hopeless-

ness of the middle system, that they hid cb ^^cn their «ide

with the papacy, and that they coul I lot either in con-

science or in decency change again. The mass of the

clergy conformed ; so did the great body of the laity,

including some of the lords who had voted in parliament

against all Elizabeth's changes. In the early years of

Elizabeth, though there were two discontented parties in

opposite directions, and though some still practised the old

rites in secret, there was no open separation either way
Elizabeth always professed that she did not force the con-

science of any one, but that the English service was
established by law, and that the law must be obeyed. And
there doubtless were still many who were ready to conform

without approving, just as they were ready to obey the law

on any other subject, even though they might wish the law

to be altered. It has even been said that, when Pope Pius

IV. made overtures to the queen, he offered to admit the

use of the English service-book on condition of his

Rnpreniacy being acknowledged.* Such a compromise
would have put the English Church in the same position as

the bodies known in the East as United Greeks and United
Armenians, who admit the papal authority, but keep their

own national usages. But the pontiffs before and after

Pius, Paul IV. and Pius V., dealt with Elizabeth in another

fashion. In their eyes, and in the eyes of all the extreme

supporters of papal claims, she was not only schismatic and
heretic, but an usurper of the English crown.

On this last point much of the history of this reign

turns, both domestic and foreign. According to English

f ^ Tin- evidt'iice on Avhiclt this statement is made will be found .it

length in Hook's Lives of the ArdiJiishops, viii. 321. It is certainly

not sui ti eviJcnco as would be needed to assert tlie fact with any
I>ositivenes3 ; but the t.ile is not very unlikely in 1560, though it

^uould bo quite out of place in 1570. The deliberate invention of the
story, unless pcrlmps .it a much later time, would really be more
uiiiilii-lr tli.in thi' ^torv iLself.

law, nothing could be better than Elizabeth's parliamentary
title, a title cpiite independent of the canonical legitimacj
of her birth. But, according to the papal theory, she was
illegitimate, and, according to the hereditary theory, het
illegitimacy excluded her from the crown. On this show-
ing, the lawful queen was Mary of Scotland, who, at the
beginning of Elizabeth's reign, was the wife of the dauphin,
soon afterwards Francis II., king of France. Francis and
Mary took the titles of king and queen of England and
Ireland ; and Jlary^ whether at the court of France, on
the throne of Scotland, or in her prison in England, was
the centre of all the hopes and all the conspiracies of the
Roman party. This is not the place to go through her
story, closely connected as it is throughout with English
history. As regards the succession, it is clear that, by the
will of Henry VIII., the claim of the house of Suffolk was
undoubted. But it was a kind of claim which needed a
claimant of position and ability, like Richard of York in

former times, to assert it. The house of Suffolk, on the
other hand, was under a cloud, through a series of low or
doubtfid marriages. Their claim therefore passed out of

notice. The queen obstinately refused to name any
successor, or to allow any successor to be named; and all

claims might be looked on as set aside by an act which
made it treasonable to maintain any one to be the lawful
successor except the queen's own issue. In this state of
things, men's minds naturally turned to the Scottish line,'

which had at least hereditary descent in its favour. After
the death of Mary the religious objection no longer applied,

and James, her Protestant sou, succeeded on Elizabeth's

dsath, without the slightest opposition from any party.

The house of Stewart however came in without any shadow
of parliamentary title, and directly in the teeth of the par-

liamentary title of the house of Suffolk, if the will of

Henry VIII. is to be looked on as valid and unrepealed.

The quiet of the first eleven years of Elizabeth's reign

was broken in 1569 by a rising in the North in favour of

the old religion. This was not a mere popular movement,
like the western and eastern revolts of Edward's reign.

Its leaders were the greatest nobles of northern England,
the earls of Northumberland and Westmoreland. It was,

in short, the Pilgrimage of Grace over again. The insur-

rection was put down with a good deal of bloodshed, but
not till mass had been again sung in Durham abbey. In
the next year, 1570, the bull of excommunication and
deposition pronounced by Pius V. changed aU Elizabeth's

relations at home and abroad. From this time the English
Roman Catholics, from a party dissatisfied with change,

become a distinct and a persecuted religious body. In the

next year the Puritan movement for further change in the

church took a more definite shape in the motions of Strick-

land in the House of Commons. About the same time the'

first separate Puritan congregations began to be formed.

From this time the queen and her ecclesiastical system had
to 'struggle with enemies on both sides, and to deal out

persecution in different measures against both. A terribh

engine for this purpose was the special creation of the reigr

of Elizabeth, the Court of High Commission. The queen, a,'

Supreme Governor of the Church, appointed commissioners,

clerical and lay, to exercise the somewhat undefined powers

of her ofiice. Alongside of the Star-Chamber a kindred

power arose, to bring men's souls and bodies into sub
mission. And meanwhile a few men who ventured on

specially daring speculations, and whose tenets were cort

deraned alike by Roman, Anglican, and Puritan orthodoxy,

were still sent to the flames. The Roman martyrs were

many; but in their case religious and political disputes were

hopelessly mixed up. Conspirators against the queen's life

or crown could not be allowed to escape on any pretence of

rsligious dut^. On the other hand, acts of simi>le religious
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worship wero made ciipiinal, though liable to tlio fate of

treason and not of heresy. Plots of all kinds went on till

the execution of Mary Stewart in 1587. After that time

there was less material for plots ; but the persecution went

on on both sides. But by this time the foreign relations

of the kingdom had become even more important than the

condition of things at home.

At the death of Mary Tudor, England was at war with

France and in close alliance with Spain. This state of things

lasted during the early part of Elizabeth's reign. She helped

the French Protestants; but she concluded peace in 15C4.

During the rest of her reign the old enmity towards France

died out. Elizabeth was at one time almost ready to accept a

Catholic hu.sband; at another time she again encouraged the

French Protestants. But the accession of Henry of Navarre

made France and England friends. Henry and Elizabeth had

a common enemy. As enmity against France died out, so

friendship for Spain died out also. Philip, Elizabeth's first

suitor, gradually changed into her most dangerous enemy, the

assertor of the claims of Mary,and,after her death, herwould-

Le avenger, and moreover the assertor of the claims of his

own daughter as a remote descendant of John of Gaunt. The
Armada, the dealings of England with the insurgents in

the Netherlands, the expedition to Cadiz, are all events

which stand out on the surface of English history. England
now stood out as the great Protestant power of Europe, the

maintainor of the Protestant cause everywhere. In short,

the reign of Elizabeth finally gave to England and English-

men their special religious character, as earlier times had
given them their special political character. That special

political character, overshadowed for a while by Tudor
despotism, showed itself again towards the end of her lelgi..

The England of the seventeenth century, free and Protest-

ant, was now fully formed The course of the century of

which Elizabeth only saw the opening was to win back

the freedom of England, to confirm the national Protes-

tantism, and to take the first steps towards that religious

toleration on both sides of which the age of Elizabeth had
not dreamed.

But another feature in the character of England was
added in the reign of Elizabeth. If England now took up

a.now and definite position as an European power, the first

steps were also taken towards making her more than an

European power. In the days of Edward and Mary English

commerce and maritime enterprise had a new range opened

to them by the beginning of intercourse with Russia. That

nation, great in earlier days on the Euxine, was now shut

out from all southern and wes'ern outlets, and access to her

one haven of Archangel could be had only by the Frozen

Of:ean and the 'NMiite Sea. Under Elizabeth maritime

eriterprise, commercial and warlike, took a far wider range.

American colonization did not as yet begin ; Indian do-

niui^n was yet more distant ; but it was in these times that

the first steps were taken towards both. The seamen of

England now broke into the preserved maritime empire of

Spain, and gave the land which was to give birth to Wash-
ington a name in honour of their o\vn virgin queen. The
nierchants of England, chartered as usual as a company,
now first made their way to the great Indian continent, to

behold, under the rule of Akbar, that religions toleration

which Elizabeth denied to Catholic and Puritan. It is hard

for us to conceive the efi'ect which was made on men's minds
by a change which was practically an enlargement of the

oounds of the physical world. If it is absurd to set up
the great seamen of Elizabeth's day, Drake and Gilbert and
Cavendish and Raleigh, as though tjiey were faultless heroes,

it is equally unfair to decry them as mere pirates. They
Were the natural creation of a new state of things. It was
ti-t theoretically justifiable, but it was in no wny wonderful,

if men of all nations deemci that, ia new and baiburoui

lands and seas, they were set free from the obligations d
public law which bound them in their European homes.

But one stain, deeper and more lasting, dates from
Elizabeth's days. At homo personal slavery had long been

forgotten, and the last traces of villaiimge can now be dia-

cerned only by the most prying eyes. The distant enterprises

of England now brought back in a new shape the shame of

our earliest days. The kidnapping and selling of negroes

now became a chief branch of English commerce. And it

must not be forgotten that, till the humane decisions of the

last century, the negro, like the British captive or the

English criminal of ancient times, was as much a slave ou
the soil of England as he was ou the soil of America.

The completed national character of England dates from
the days of the Tudors, and mainly from the reign of

Elizabeth. From this time, in dealing with the actors in

English history, we seem, more thoroughly than in any
earlier time, to be dealing with men who are in all things

our own fellows. One main cause of this is that the

language of the sixteenth century is the earliest form of

English which an ordinary modern reader can understand

without an effort. The handwriting of the sixteeenth

century is harder to read than the handwriting of any age

before or since. The spelling of the sixteenth century is

more chaotic and unreasonable than the spelling oi any age

before or since. But the language itself, when taken out

of its uncouth clothing, is in the main intelligible, even to

those who have not made language a special study. The
philologer sees that the language of the nineteenth century

is the same, by unbroken personal unity, as the language

of Luo fifth century. He sees that the changes which dis-

tinguish the language of the nineteenth century from the

language of the fifth century were fully accomplished by the

fourteenth. But all this is for the philologer. The ordi-

nary reader, who reads merejy for the matter or the style'

of his book, cannot understand the language of the fifth

century at all; he can understand the language of the four-

teenth century only with an effort. But the language of

the sixteenth century is clear to every one who reads with

decent attention. It is near enough to the speech of our,

own times to be understood ; it is far enough removed from

the speech of our own times to have an archaic flavour,

venerable or quaint according to the matter in hand and
its treatment. The literature of tVift sixteenth century gives

us the earliest English writings in prose and verse which

we read simply as literature. Spenser and "Shakesperft

Hooker and Raleigh, stand to us in a different relation from

C«dmon, or even from Chaucer. And, greater than all, the

sixteenth century has given us, in our national prayer-

book, in our national translation of the Bible,* models of

the English tongue which, as long as they survive, will

survive to rebuke its corrupters. For them we have to

thank the reigns of Henry and of Edward. Henry first

gave his people the Scriptures in their o^ti tongue, and
then restricted their use. But his gift went for more than

his restriction. From t'jat day to this, the English Bible

has been the only literary, as well as the only religious,

food of millions of Englishmen. The Puritan lived in the

English Bible, as the medieval scholar had lived in the

Latin Bible. That two great works of sixteenth century

English have been familiar tons ever since, while no earlier

writing has been commonly known in the like sort, is

' The authorized version, as it stands, is, as every one Un'nv!, a

work of the seventeenth century, not of tlie si.vtecnth. But it wa*

the work of men whose minds had been formed in the sixteeiitU

century, and the translation of the sixteenth century was taken as ii-i

groundwork. Whenever it departs from that model, however inn- li

it may gain as a more accurate representation of the original, it loses

as a piece of- Enshsh and English rhythm. Compare the Psalius iii

the trinslatiou of iJcury'ii Jay and in that of the days uf Jamta. .
'
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doubtless onegraat reason wliy the Englisli of the sixteenth

century is the earliest English which is commonly intel-

ligible. But this is not the only reason. The reign of

Elizabeth is in itself the most marked epoch in English

literature. The stirring of men's minds which led to the

great political and religious events of the age led also to

the sudden burst of a whole literature in verse and prose.

In the sixteenth century the English drama began, modern

English theology began, the writing of history in the

modern sense and in the English tongue began. And with

the beginning of a school of new writers came a time of

Hore diligent care towards our ancient writers. The fanatic

religionists and greedy spoilers of Henry and Edward's

days had destroyed ancient records and chronicles by

wholesale. The hand of Elizabeth's first primate, the re-

no^vned Matthew Parker, was stretched out to save instead

of to destroy, to publish instead of to tear in pieces. To

his pious care more than to that of any other man, we owe

it that the ancient history of England can be read and

written.

And, as it was with language, so it was with everything

else which goes to make up the national life. Its modern
brm is now completed. We feel that the men of

Elizabeth's day, her statesmen, her warriors, her poets, and

her divines, are men who come near to ourselves in a way
which the men of earlier times cannot do. A gap of more
than a generation, of more than two generations, seems to

part Wolsey from Burghley. The main features of English

social life had really been fixed in the fifteenth century

;

they do not thoroughly come home to us till the sixteenth.

We see this in its outward form in the houses of

Elizabeth's reign. They are the earliest houses, great or

small, in which a modem Englishman of any class can live

with any degree of modem comfort. In point of style, they

have fallen away from the models of the early part of the

century, The architecture of this age is primarily domestic.

For ecclesiastical art there was little room in a time

when more churches were pidled down than were buOt.

Repairs were commonly done in a rough and clumsy fashion.

StiU thereare a few ecclesiastical buildings, ranging from
Edward VI. to James I., such as the tower of Probus in Corn-
wall and the choir of Wadham College chapel, in which the

older style is stiU faithfully carried on. The revived Italian

style was brought in by Protector Somerset ; but, as

applied to whole buildings, the fashion did not take ; the

details became a strange mixture of corrupt English and
corrupt Italian ; but the outlines are purely English. The
Elizabethan houses, with their endless shifting of gables,

are often actually more picturesque in outline than the
houses of the beginning of the century. They are more
distinctly houses ; the features handed down by tradition

from the castle no longer linger, even as survi vals. And
they are of all sizes, palaces, manor-houses, burgher dwell-
ings in towns, solitary farm-houses, cottages in the village

street. And they are of all materials, stone, brick, or
timber, according to the district. They are the houses of

an age when law was fully established, and when the
different ranks of society, though the distinctions between
them were far more sharply drawn, were essentially the
same as they are now.

The objects of the bovmty of founders were now
necessarily changed ; but their bounty was by no means
worn out. Mary restored several monasteries, which were
again suppressed by Elizabeth. Mary also restored a great

Pluniler part of the alienated bishops' lands. The plunder of the
ofbisliop- bishops also went pn all through Elizabeth's reign, and
""^ Burghley, Hatton, and Raleigh, and other statesmen and

courtiers, made themselves great fortunes at the expense of

the Church. But all was not spoliation in this age. Mary
cad Elizabeth restored some of the collciTalo churches

which had been suppressed under Edward; the foundatior

of colleges in the universities went on under both sistera;

and this was a special time for the erection of schools nrfd

hospitals. Even Leicester has left a memori.-il of this kind

behind him. And it may pass for a kind of charitabfo

foundation on the part of the nation itself, when by
statute of Elizabeth a public provision was first made f<>

the relief of the poor.

England and the English people are thus thoroughly

formed in the shape which they have kept to this day. Their

political constitution has lived through its time of trial,

ready to come forth again in its fidl strength. The
religious character of England is fixed ; her European posi-

tion is fixed also. She has become wholly insular, ready

to play in European politics the special part of an insular

power. At home Wales 'is incorporated ; Ireland, now a
kingdom, is brought more nearly than ever under the rula

of its queen. The time has now come for a nearer and a
friendly union with the other kingdom which hitherto has
divided the isle of Britain with England. The lack of

direct descendants of Henry, the ill luck of the descendants

of his sister Mary, carried the English crown to the de-

scendants of Margaret, and called the king of Scots to the

English throne. The union of the crowns led, as a necessary

though not an immediate effect, to the union of kingdoms,

to the time when England and Scotland, political name.1,

so long rival and hostile names, were merged in the common
geographical name of Great Britain.* (e. a. f.)

The defeat of the Spanish Armada in 1588 had been

the final victory gained on behalf of the independence of

the English church and state. The fifteen years which
followed had been years of successful war; but they bad
been also years during which the nation had been pre-

paring itself to conform its institutions to the new circum-

stances in which it found itself in consequence of the great

victory. When James arrived from Scotland to occupy the

throne of Elizabeth he found a general desire for change.

Especially there was a feeling that there might be some
relaxation in the ecclesiastical arrangements. Roman
Catholics and Puritans alike wished for a modification of

the laws which bore hardly on them. James at first

relaxed the penalties under which the Roman Catholics

suffered, then he grew frightened by the increase of their

numbers and reimposed the penalties. The Gunpowder
Plot (1605) was the result, followed by a sharper persecu-

tion than ever.

The Puritans were invited to a conference with the king

at Hampton Court (1C04). They no longer asked, as many
of them had asked in the beginning of Elizabeth's reign, to

substitute the Presbyterian discipline for the Episcopal

government. All they demanded was to be allowed permis-

sion whilst remaining as ministers in the church to omit the

usage of certain ceremonies to which they objected. It

was the opinion of Bacon that it would be wise to grant

their request. James thought otherwise, and attempted to

carry out the Elizabethan conformity more strictly than it

had been carried out in his predecessor's reign.

In 1G04 the Commons agreed with Bacon. They
declared that they were no Puritans themselves, but that,

in such a dearth of able ministers, it was not well to lose

the services of any one who was capable of preaching the

gospel. By his refusal to entertain their views James

* James I. was very fond of calling himself " King of Croat Biil.-iiu,"

a geographical description which reminiis one of Ciuit's " King of all

England." And the same style was freely used by his successon

But the Icingdora of Great Britain did not really lie^in till Anne's Act
of Union. The mora accurate, though rarer, Btyle ct the .Stewart* ia

"Kiug of EnKland, Scotland. France, and Ireland."
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placed himself in opposition to tba Commons in a matter
which touched their deeper feelings. As a necessary con-

sequence every dispute on questions of smaller weight
assumed an exaggerated importance. The king had re-

ceived a scanty revenue with his crown, and he spent freely

what little he had. As the Commons offered grudging sup-
plies, the necessity under which he was of filling up the
annual deficit led him to an action by which a grave con-
stitutional question was raised.

From the time of Richard II. to the reign of Mary no
attempt had been made to raise duties on exports and im-
ports without consent of parliament. But'Mary had, under
a dpecious pretext, recommenced to a slight extent the evil

practice, and Elizabeth had gone a little further in the same
direction. In 1606 a merchant named Bate resisted the
pajTient of an imposition—as duties levied by the sole

authority of the crown were then called. The case was
argued in the Court of Exchequer, and was there decided
iu favour of the crown. Shortly afterwards new impositions
were set to the amount of .£70,000 a year. When parlia-

ment met in 1610 the whole subject was discussed, and it

was conclusively shown that, if the barons of the exchequer
had been right in any sense, it was only in that narrow
technical sense which is of no value at all. A compromise
attempted broke' down, and the difficulty was left to plague
the next generation. The king was always able to assert
that the judges were on his side, and it was as yet an
acknowledged principle of the constitution that parliament
could not change the law without the express consent of
the crown, even if, which was not the case in this matter,
the Lords had sided with the Commons. James's attempt
to obtain further supplies from the Commons by opening a
bargain for the surrender of some of his old feudal preroga-
tives, such as wardship and marriage, which had no longer
any real meaning except as a means of obtaining money in

an oppressive way, broke down, and early in 1611 James
dissolved his first parliament in anger. A second parlia-

ment, summoned in 1614, met with the same fate after a
session of a few weeks.

The dissolution of this second parliament was followed
by a short imprisonment of sortie of the more active mem-
bers, and by a demand made through England for a
benevolence to make up the deficiency which parliament
had neglected to meet. The court represented that, as no
compulsion was used, there was nothing illegal in this pro-

ceeding. But as the names of those who refused to pay
were taken down, it cannot be said that there was no
indirect pressure.

The most important result of the breach with the parlia-

ment of 16H, however, was the resolution taken by James
to seek refuge from his financial and other troubles in a
close alliance with the king of Spain. His own accession
had done much to improve the position of England in its

relation with the Continental powers. Scotland was no
longer available as a possible enemy to England, and though
^n attempt to bind the union between the two nations by
freedom of commercial intercourse had been wrecked upon
the jealousy of the English Commons (1607), a legal
decision had granted the status of national subjects to all

persons born in Scotland after the king's accession in
England. Ireland, too, had been thoroughly overpowered
at the end of Elizabeth's reign, and the flight, of the earls of
Tyrone and Tyrconnnel in 1 607 had teen followed by the
settlement of English and Scottish colonists in Ulster, a
measure which, in the way in which it was undertaken,
Wwed the seeds of future evils, but undoubtedly conduced
fo increase the immediate strength of the English Govern-
taent in Ireland.

Without fear of danger at home, therefore, James, who
ta king of Scotkud had taken no pari iu Elizabeth's quarrel

with Philip IL, not only suspended hostilities immediately

on his accession, and signed a peace in the following year,

but looked favourably on the project of a Spanish alliance,

in order that the chief Protestant and the chief Catholic

powers might join together to impose peace on Europe, in

ihe place of those hideous religious wars by which the last

century had been disfigured. In 1611 circumstances had
disgusted him with his new ally, but in 1614 he courted

him again, not only on grounds of general policy, but

because he hoped that the large portion which would accom-
pany the hand of an infanta would go far to fill the empty
treasury.

In this way the Spanish alliance, unpopular in itself, was
formed to liberate the king from the shackles imposed on
him by the English constitution. Its unpopularity, great

from the beginning, became greater when Raleigh's execu-

tion (1618) caused the Government to appear before the

world as truckling to Spain. The obloquy under which

James laboured increased when the Thirty Years' War broke

out (1618), and when his daughter Elizabeth, whose

husband, the Elector Palatine, was the unhappy claimant to

the Bohemian crown (1619), stood forth as the lovely symbol

of the deserted Protestantism of Europe. Yet it was not

entirely in pity for German Protestants that the heart of

Englishmen beat. Men felt that their own security was at

stake. The prospect of a Spanish infanta as the bride of

the future king of England filled them with suspicious

terrors. In Elizabeth's time the danger, if not entirely

external, did not come from the Government itself. Now
the favour shown to the Roman Catholics by the king

opened up a source of mischief which was to some extent

real, if it was to a still greater extent imaginary. ^Vhethe^

the danger were real or imaginary, the consequence of the

distrust resulting from the suspicion was the reawakening

of the slumbering demand for fresh persecution of the

Roman Catholics, a demand which made a complete recon-

ciliation between the crown and the Ijower House a

matter of the greatest difficulty.

In 1621 the third parliament of James was summoned
to provide money for the war in defence of his son-in-law's

inheritance in the Palatinate, which he now proposed

to undertake. But it soon appeared that he was not

prepared immediately to come to blows, and the Commons,
voting a small sum as a token of their loyalty, passed to

other matters.

Indolent in his temper, James had been in the habit of

leaving his patronage in the hands of a confidential

favourite, and that position was now filled by George

Villiers, marquis and aftenvards duke of Euckingham.

The natural consequence was that men who paid court to

him were promoted, and those who kept at a distance from

him had no notice taken of their merits. Farther, a

system of granting monopolies and other privileges had

again sprung up. Many of these grants embodied somo

scheme which was intended to servo the interests of the

public, and many actions which appear startling to us were

covered by the extreme protectionist theories then in vogup:

But abuses of every kind had clustered round them, and

in many cases the profits had gone into the pockets ol

hangers-on of the court, whilst officials had given their

assistance to the grantors even beyond their legal powers.

James was driven by the outcry raised to abandon these

monopolies, and an Act of Parliament in 1624 placed the

future grant of protections to new inventions under tho

safeguard of the judges.

The attack on the monopolies was followed by charges

brought by the Commons before the Lords against persons

implicated in carrying them into execution, and sub-

sequently against Lord Chancellor Bacon as guilty of

corruption. The sentence passed by the Lords vindicated
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the right of parliament to punish officials who had enjoyed

the favour of the crown, which had fallen into disuse since

the accession of the House of York. There was no open

contest between parliament and king in this matter. 13ut

the initiative of demanding justice had passed from the

crown to the Commons. It is impossible to overestimate

the effect of these proceedings on the position of parlia-

ment. The crown could never again be regarded as the

sun of the governmental system.

When the Commons met after the summer adjournment

a new constitutional question was raised. The king was

at last determined to find troops for the defence of the

Palatinate, and asked the Commons for money to pay

them. They in turn petitioned the crown to abandon the

Spanish alliance, which they regarded as the source of all

the mischief. James told them that they had no right to

discuss business on which he had not asked their opinion.

They declared that they were privileged to discuss any

matter relating to the commonwealth which they chose to

take in hand, and embodied their opinion in a protest,

which they entered on their journals. The king tore the

protest out of the book, and dissolved parliament.

Phejour- Then followed a fresh call for a benevolence, this time
ley to more sparingly answered than before. A year of fruitless

'* diplomacy failed to save the Palatinate from total loss.

The ill-considered journey to Madrid, in which Prince

Charles, accompanied by Buckingham, hoped to wring from

the Spanish statesmen a promise to restore the Palatinate

in compliment for his marriage with the infanta, ended

also ill total failure. In the autumn of 1623 Charles re-

turned to England without a wife, and without hope of

regaining the Palatinate with Spanish aid.

Tae He came back resolved to take vengeance upon Spain.
French fjjg parliament elected in 1624 was ready to second him.

'* aucv.
jj. ^Q(.g^ some supplies on the understanding that, when
the king had matured his plans for carrying on the war, it

should come together in the autumn to vote the necessary

subsidies. It never met again. Charles had promised

that, if he married a Roman Catholic lady, he would grant

no toleration to the English Catholics in consideration of the

marriage. In the autumn he had engaged himself to marry
Henrietta Maria, the sister of the king of France, and had
bound himself to grant the very conditions which he had
declared to the Commons that he never would concede.

Hence it was that he did not venture to recommend his

father to sumrflon parliament till the marriage was over.

But though there was but little money to dispose of, he

and Buckingham, who, now that James was sick and
infirm, were the real leaders of the Government, could not

endure to abstain from the prosecution of the war. Early

in 1625 an expedition, under Count Mansfeld, was sent to

Holland, that it might ultimately cut its Way to the

Palatinate. Left without pay and without supplies, the

men perished by thousands, and when James died in

March, the new king had to meet his first parliament

btlrthened by a broken promise and a disastrous failure.

"The first When parliament met (1625) the Commons at first con-

K*" °f tented themselves with voting a sum of money far too
ar esi.

g^jj^jj [q carry on the extensive military and naval operation

in which Charles had embarked. When the king explained

iis necessities, they intimated that they had no confidence

in Buckingham, and asked that, before they granted further

supply, the king would name counsellors whom they could

trust, to advise him on its employment. Charles at once

dissolved parliament. He knew that the demand for

ministerial responsibility would in the end involve his own
responsibility, and, believing as he did that Buckingham's
arrangements had been merely unlucky, he declined to

sacrifice the minister whom lie trusted.

Charles and Buckiugh<«m did their beal to wio back

«—

I

popularity by strenuous exertion. They attempted to found

a great Protestant alliance on the Continent, and they sent

a great expedition to Cadiz. The Protestant alliance and
the expedition to Cadiz ended in equal failure. The second

parliament of the reign (1626) impeached Buckiugham for

crimes against the state. As Charles would not disniis*

him simply because the Commons were dissatiafied with

him as a minister, they fell back on charging him with

criminal designs. Onci2 more Charles dissolved parliament

to save Buckingham. Then came fresh enterprises and,

fresh failures. A fleet under Lord Willoughby was almost

ruined by a storm. The king of Denmark, trusting to

supplies from England which never came, was defeated at

Lutter. A new war, in addition to the Spanish war, broke

out with France. A great expedition to Rh6, under

Buckingham's command (1627), intended to succour the

Huguenots of Rochelle against their sovereign, ended in

disaster. In order to enable himself to meet expenditure

on so vast a scale, Charles had levied a forced loan from hia

subjects. Men of high rank in society who refused to pay
were imprisoned. Soldiers were billeted by force in pri-

vate houses, and military ofiicers executed martial law on

civilians. When the imprisoned gentlemen appealed to the

King's Bench for a writ of habeas corpus, it appeared that

no cause of committal had been assigned, and the judges

therefore refused to liberate them. StiU Charles believed

it possible to carry on the war, and especially to send relief

to Rochelle, now strictly bloekaded by the French Govern-

ment. In order to find the means for this object ho

summoned his third parliament (1628). The Commons at The P«-.v.)

once proceeded to draw a line which should cut off the tion of

possibility of a repetition of the injuries' of which they ^'S'"'-

complained, Charles was willing to surrender hia claim to

billet soldiers by force, to order the execution of martial

law in time of peace, and to exact forced loans, bene-

volences, or any kind of taxation, without consent of

parliament; but he protested against the demand that he

should surrender the right to imprison without showing

cause. It was argued on his behalf that in case of a great

conspiracy, it would be necessary to trust the crown with

unusual powers to enable it to preserve the peace. The
Commons, who knew that the crown had used the powers

which it claimed, not against conspirators, but against the

commonwealth itself, refused to listen to the argument, and

insisted on the acceptance of the whole Petition of Jlight, in

which they demanded redress for all their grievances. 'I'he

king at last gave his consent to it, as he could obtain

money in no other way. In after times, when any real

danger occurred which needed a suspension of the ordinary

safeguards of liberty, a remedy was foimd in the suspension

of the law by Act of Parliament ; such a remedy, however,

only became possible when king and parliament were on

good ternjs of agreement with one another.

That time was as yet far distant. The House of Com- Disr«i«

mons brought fresh charges against Buckingham, v\ hose "j'^^'^^

murder soon after the prorogation removed one subject of j,jjtj„,,

dispute. But when they met again (1629) they had two

quarrels left over from the preceding session. About a

third part of the king's revenue was derived from customs

duties, which had for many generations been granted by

parliament to each sovereign for life. Charles 'held that

this grant was little more than a matter of form, whilst

the Commons held that it was a matter of right. But for

the other dispute the difficulty would probably have been

got over. The strong Protestantism of Elizabeth's reign

had assumed a distinctly Calvinistic form, and the country

gentlemen who formed the majority of the House of

Commons were resolutely determined that no other theology

than the Calvinistic should be taught in England.
_
In the

last few vears a reaction against it had arisen, especially iu

VUL — 44
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tlio uiiivci'.sities, and those who adopted an unpoinilur creed,

and \vl>o at the same time shoivcd tendencies to a more
ceremonial form of ivorahip, naturally le/i back on the sup-

port "f the crown. Charles, who might reasonably have
cxerti-d himself to secure a fair liberty for all opinions,

promoted these unpopular divines to bishoprics and livings,

and th» ilivincH in turn exalted tho royal prerogative above
parliamentary rights. He now proposed that both sides

B'lou'd Veep silence on tho points -in dispute. The
Commons rejected his scheme, and prepared to call in

questicii the most obnoxious of the clergy. In this irritated

temper thty took up the question of tonnage and poundage,
and in'itead of confining themselves to the great public ques-

tion, they cuHtJ to ihe bar some custom-house officers who
happened to have seized the goods of one of their members.
Charles declared that the seizure had taken place by his

orders. When they refused to accept the excuse, he dis-

solved parliament, but not before a tumult took place in

the lit>M<;e, aii'I iLe speaker was forcibly held down in his

chair whilst resolutions hostile to the Government were put
to the vote.

I'or elevfen yeara no parliament met again. The extreme
action of the Lower House was not supported by the
people, and the king had the opportunity, if he chose to

use it, of putting himself right with the nation after no
long delay. But he never understood that power only
attends sympathetic leadership. He contented himself with
putting himself technically in tho right, and with resting

his case on the favourable decisions of the judges. Under
any circumstances, neither the training nor the position of

judges is such as to make them fit to be the final arbiters

of political disputes. They are accustomed to declare what
the law is, not what it ought to be. These judges, more-
over, were not in the position to be impartial. They had
been selected by the king, and were liable to be deprived

of their office when he saw fit. In the course of Charles's

reign two chief justices and one chief baron were dismissed

or suspended. Besides the ordinary judges there were the

extraordinary tribunals, the court of High Commission
nominated by the crown to punish ecclesiastical offenders,

and the court of Star Chamber, composed of the privy

councillors and the chief justices, and therefore also

nominated by the crown, to inflict fine, imprisonment, and
even cor[)oral mutilation on lay offenders. Those who rose

up in any way againsi the established order were sharply

punished.

The 'varsh treatment of individuals only calls forth re-

sistatieu when constitutional morality has sunk deeply into

the iiopular mind. The ignoring of the feelings and pre-

judices of large classes has a deeper effect. Charles's foreign

policy, and his pretentious claim to the sovereignty of the

British sea.s, demanded the support of a fleet, which might
indued be turned to good purpose in offering a counterpoise

to the growing navies of France and Holland. The in-

creasing estrangement between him and the nation made
,hini avei'se to the natural remedy of a parliament, and he
reverted to the absolute practices of the Middle Ages, in

order that he might strain thorn far beyond the warrant of

precedent to levy a tax under the name of ship-money, first

on tho port towns and then on the whole of England.

Payment was resisted by John Hampden, a Buckingham-
bliire squire ; but the judges declared that the king was in

the right (1G38). Yet the arguments used by Hampden's
lawyers sunk deeply into the popular mind, and almost
every man in England who was called on to pay the tax

looked upon tha king as a wrong-doer under the forms of
law.

Any Governaiont which, from want of sympathy with the
feelings of the masses, offends the sense of right by the
levy of tiicis for which it docs not venture to ask their

consent, is also likely to treat with unfeeling harshness the

religion of thinking men. So it was in the reign of Charles.

He gave authority to William Laud, since 1633 archbishop

of Canterbury, to carry out his design of reducing tht

English Church to complete uniformity of ceremonial. The
practice in most churches differed from the laws under

which public worship was intended to be guided. Laud
did his best to carry out the letter of the law, under the

belief that uniformity of worship would produce unity of

spirit, and in some cases he explained away the law in the

direction in which he wished it to be bent. The com-

munion table was removed from the centre of the church

to the east end, was spoken of as an altar, and was fenced

in with rails, at which communicants were expected to

kneel. At the same time offence was given to the Puritans

by- an order that every clergyman should read the

Declaration of Sports, in which the king directed that no
hindrance should be thrown in the way of those who wished

to- dance or shoot at the butts on Sunday afternoon.

Many of the clergy were suspended or deprived, many-

emigrated to Holland or New England, and of those who
remained a large part bore the yoke with feelings of ill-

concealed dissatisfaction. Suspicion was easily aroused

that a deep plot existed, of which Laud was believed to be

the centre, for carrying the nation over to the Church of

Homo, a suspicion which seemed to be converted into a
certainty when it was known that Panzani and Con, two
agents of the pope, had access to Charles, and that in, 1637

there was a sudden accession to the number of converts to

the Papal Church amongst the lords and ladies of the court

The rising feeling may be traced in the poems of Milton.

L'Allegro and // Penseroso—probably written in 1632

—

are full of thoughts which denote him to have been at that

tinle of no special school. The Comns, written in 1634 ia

stamped with the impress of the Puritan ideal without the

Puritan asperity; whilst the Lycidas, in 1637, contains

lines directed aggressively against the system of Laud aa

serving merely as a stepping-stone to Rome.
In the summer of 1638 Charles had long ceased to reign

in the affections of his subjects. But their traditionary-

loyalty had not yet failed, and if he had not called on them
for fresh exertions, it is possible that the coming revolutioD

would have been long delayed. Men were ready to shout

applause in honour of Puritan martyrs like Prynne, Burton,

and Bastwick,- whose ears were cut off in 1637, or in honour

of the lawyers who argued such a case as that of Hampden,
But no signs of active resistance had yet appeared.

Unluckily for Charles, he was likely to stand in need of

the active co-operation of Englishmen. He had attempted

to force a ' Vfi Prayer-Book upon the Scottish nation. A riot

at Edinburgh in 1637 quickly led to national resistance, and
when in November 1638 the General Assembly at Glasgow-

set Charles's orders at defiance, he was compelled to choose

between tame submission and immediate war. In 1639 he

gathered an English force, and marched towards the border.

But English laymen, though asked to supply the money
which he needed for the support of his army, deliberately

kept it in their pockets, and the contributions of the clergy

and of official persons were not sufficient to enable him to

keep his troops long in the field. The king therefore

thought it best to agree to terms of pacification. Mis- "•'^m S«o

understandings broke out as to the interpretation of the '*^ **

treaty, and Charles having discovered that the Scotch were

intriguing with France, fancied that England, in hatred of

its ancient foe, -would now be ready to rally to his standard.

After an interval of eleven years, in April 1640 he once

more called a parliament.

The Short Parliament, as it was called, demanded ^*^
redress of grievances, the abandonment of the claim to le-vy p^jjl

Lhip-money, and a complete change in th? ecclesioslical a.cit*
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eyatom. Charles tnought that it would not be worth

while even to conquer Scotland on such terms, and dis.solvod

parliament. A fresh war with Scotland followed. Wcnt-

worth, now earl of Strafford, became the leading adviser of

the king. With all the energy of his disposition he threw

himself into Charles's plans, and left no stone unturned to

furnish the new expedition with supplies and money. But

no skilfulness of a commander can avail when soldiers are

determined not to fight. The Scotch crossed the Tweed, and

Charles's army was well pleased to fly before them. In a

short time the whole of Northumberland and Durham were

in the hands of the invaders. Charles was obliged to

leave these two counties in their hands as a pledge for the

payment of their expenses ; and he was also obliged to

summon parliament to grant him the supplies which he

needed for that object.

When the Long Parliament met in November 1G40, they

were in a position in which no parliament had been before.

Though nominally the Houses did not command a single

soldier, they had in reality the whole Scottish army at

their back. By refusing supplies they would put it out of

the king's power to fulfil his engagements to that army,

and it would immediately pursue its onward march to

claim its rights.

Hence there was scarcely anything which the king could

venture to deny the Commons. Under Pym's leadership,

they began by asking the head of Strafford. Nominally he

was accused of a number of acts of oppression in the north

of England and in Ireland. His real offence lay in his

attempt to make the king absolute, and in the design with

which he was credited of intending to bring over an Irish

army to crush the liberties of England. If he had been a

man of moderate abilities he might have escaped. But
the Commons feared his commanding genius too much to

let hira go free. They began with an impeachment.
DifEculties arose, and the impeachment was turned into a
bill of attainder. The king abandoned his minister, and
the execution of Strafford left Charles wrthout a single man
of supreme ability on his side. Then came rapidly a suc-

cession of blows at the supports by which the Tudor
monarchy had been upheld. The courts of Star Chamber
and High Commission and the Council of the North were

abolished. The raising of tonnage and poundage without

a parliamentary grant was declared illegal. The judges

who had given obnoxious decisions were called to answer

for their fault, and were taught that they were responsible

to the House of Commons as well as the king. Finally, a

bill was passed providing that the existing House should

not be dissolved without its own consent.

It was clearly a revolutionary position which the House
had assumed. But it was assumed because it was
impossible to expect that a king who had ruled as Charles

had ruled could take up a new position as the exponent of the

feelings which were represented in the Commons. As long

as Charles lived he could not be otherwise than an object

of suspicion ; and yet if he were dethroned there was no

one available to fill his place. There arose therefore two
partiijs in the House, one ready to trust the king, the other

disindined to put any confidence in him at all. The
division was the sharper because it coincided with a
difference in matters of religion. Scarcely any one wished

to see the' Laudian ceremonies upheld. But the members
who favoured the king, and who formed a considerable

minority, wished to see a certain liberty of religious

thought, together with a return under a modified Episcopacy

to the forms of worship which prevailed before Laud had
taken the church in hand. The other side, which had the

majority by a few votes, wished to see the Puritan creed

prevail in all its strictness, and were favourable to the

icstablishmcnt of the Proabyteriaii discipline. The king,

by his unwise action, tnrew power into the hands of his

opponents. He listened with tolerable calmness to tlieir

Grand Remonstrance, but his attempt to seize the five

members whom he accused of high treason made a good
understanding impossible. The Scottish army had been
paid off some months before, and civil war was the on'"
means of deciding the quarrel.

At first the fortune of war wavered, jidgehill was aTliecivii

drawn battle (1642), and the campaign of 1G43, though it war.

was on the wholfe favourable to the king, gave no decisive

results. Before the year was at an end parliament invited

a new Scottish army to intervene in England. As an in-

ducement, the Solemn League and Covenant was signed by
all Parliamentarian Englishmen, the terms of which were
interpreted by the Scotch to bind England to submit to

Pre.sbyterianism, though the most important clauses had
been purposely left vague, so as to afford a loophole of

escape.

The battle of Marston Moor, with the defeat of the Presty-

Royalist forces in the north, was the result. But the battle teriars

did not improve the position of the Scots. They had been ™'lj"{«-

repulsed, and the victory was justly ascribed to the English

contingent. The composition of that contingent was such

as to have a special political significance. It leader was
Oliver Cromwell. It was formed by men who were fierce

Puritan enthusiasts, and who for the very reason that the

intensity of their religion separated them from the mass of

their countrymen, had learnt to uphold with all the energy

of zeal the doctrine that neithev church nor state had a
right to interfere with the forms of worship which each

congregation might select for itself. They were commonly
known as Independents, from the communities which had
sprung up under the name of Separatists in the reign of

Elizabeth, and which maintained the principle of congrega-

tional independence ; though many other sects found a

place in their ranks.

The principle advocated by the army, and opposed by Comprs-

the Scotch and the majority of the House of Commons, liension

was liberty of sectarian association. Some years earlier, '^'"r

under the dominion of Laud, another principle had been

proclaimed by Chillingworth and Hales, that of liberty of

thought to be maintained within the unity of the church.

Both these movements conduced to the ultimate establish-

ment of toleration,—the one by permitting those to worship

as they saw fit whose faith was too definite to enable them
to be content with -outward forms by which their particular

belief was not clearly expressed, the other by allowing

those whose charity was greater than their polemical zeal to

find a common ground to worship side by side with others

whose beliefs did not entirely coincide with their own.

For the present the Independents were to have their way. Over-

The Presbyterian leaders, Essex, and Manchester, were thro*; <>'

not successful leaders. The army was remodelled after *'

Cromwell's pattern, and the king was finally crushed at

Naseby (1645). 'The next year (1646) he surrendered to

the Scots. Then followed two years of fruitless negotiation,

in which after the Scotch abandoned the king to the English

parliament, the army took him out of the hands of the

parliament, whilst each in turn tried to find some basis of

arrangement on which he might appear to sit on the throne

without again misdirecting the' government. Such a basis The

could not be found, and when Charles stirred up a fresh second

civil war and a Scottish invasion (1648), the leaders of the <=-^'i''"»

army vowed that, if victory was theirs, they would bring

him to justice. To do this it was necessary to drive out a

large number of the members of the House of Commons,
by what was known as Pride's Purge, and to obtain from
the mutilated Commons the dismissal of the House of

Lords, and the establishment of a high court of jii<:tico,

before which the king was brought to trial, and sciiionoe.1
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rxeon- to deatli. He was beheaded on a scafTold outside the
tlon of windows of Whitehall (1049).

Th Com'
The governmont setup was a government by the corn-

con- niittees of a council of state nominally supporting themselves

.wealth, on the House of Commons, though the members who still

retained their places w^re bo few that the council of state

was sufficiently numerous to form a majority in the

House. During eleven years the nation passed through

many vicissitudes in its forms of government. These forms

take no place in the gradual development of English

institutions, and have nfever been referred to as afibrding

precedents to be followed. To the student of political

science, however, they Lave a special interest of their own,

as they show that when men had shaken themselves loose

from the chain of habit and prejudice, and had set them-

selves to build up a political shelter under which to dwell,

Ihey were irresistibly attracted by that which was permanent
ia the old constitutional forms of which the special develop-

ment had of late years been so disastrous. After Cromwell
had suppressed resistance in Ireland (1649), had conquered

Scotland (1C50), and had overthrown the sen of the late

king, the future' Charles II., at Worcester (ICJil), the

value of government by an assembly was tested and found
wanting. After Cromwell had expelled the remains of the

Long Parliament (1G53), and had set up another assembly
of nominated members, that second experiment was found
equally wanting. It was necessary to have recourse to one
head of the executive government, controlling and directing

Tho Pro- its actions. Cromwell occupied this position as Lord Pro-

tectorate, tector. He did all that it was in his power to do to prevent
his authorityfrom degenerating into tyranny. He summoned
two parliaments, of only one House, and with the consent of

the second parliament he erected a second House, so that he
might have some means of checking the Lower House
without constantly coming into personal collision with its

authority. As far as form went, the constitution in 1658,
80 far as it differed from the Stuart constitution, differed

for the better But it Buffered from one fatal defect. It

was based on the rule of the sword. The only substitute

for- traditional authority is the clearly expressed expression

of the national will, and it is impossible to doubt that if

the national will had been expressed it would have swept
away Cromwell and all his system. The majority of the
upper and middle classes, which had united together against

Laud, was now re-united against Cromwell. The Puritans
themselves were but a minority, and of that minority con-

niderable numbers disliked the free liberty accorded to the
sects. Whilst the worship of the Church of England was
proscribed, every illiterate or frenried enthusiast was
allowed to harangue at his pleasure. Those who cared
little for religion felt insulted when they saw a Government
with which they had no sympathy ruling by means of an
army which they dreaded and detested. Cromwell did his
best to avert a social revolution, and to direct the energies
of his supporters into the channels of merely political change.
But he could not prevent, and it cannot be said that he
wished to prevent, the rise of men of ability from positions

of social inferiority. The nation had striven against the
arbitrary government of the king ; but it was not prepatsd
to^ shake off the predominance of that widely spreading
aristocracy which, under tho name of country gentlenien,
had rooted itself too deeply to be easily passed by. Crom-
well's rule was covered with military glory, and there can
bo no doubt that he honestly applied himseK to solve
domestic difficulties as well. But he reaped the reward
of those who strive for something better than the genera-
tion in which they live is able to appreciate. His own
faults and errors were remembered against him. He tried
in vain to establish constitutional government and religious
toleration. When he died (1658) there remained branded

on the national mind two strong impressions which it tool
more than a century to obliterate—the c'.read of the
domination of a standing army, and abhorrence of the "vin
name of religious zeal.

The eighteen months which followed deepened the im- 'Tw

pression thus formed. The army had appeareji a hard "'"'^''^-

master when it lent its strength to a wise and sagacious

rule. It was worse when it undertook to rule in its own
name, to set up and pull down parliaments and Govern-
ments. The only choice left to the nation seemed to be
one between military tyranny and military anarchy.

Therefore it was that when Monk advanced, from Scotland
and declared for a free parliament, there was little doubt
that the new parliament would recall the exiled king, and
seek to build again on the old foundations.

The Restoration was effected by a coalition between the Tlie Re-

Cavaliers, or followers of Charles I., and the.Presbyteriansi'o^rt'oi

who had originally opposed him. It was only after the
nature of a great reaction that the latter should for a
time be swamped by the former. When the Long Parlia-

ment of the Restoration met in 1661, the Act of Unifonnity
entirely excluded all idea of reform in the Puritan direc-

tion, and ordered the expulsion from their benefices of

all clergymen who refused to express approval of the

whole of the Book of Common Prayer (1662). A previous

statute, the Corporation Act (1661), ordered that aD
members of corporations should renounce the Covenant and
the doctrine that subjects might in any case rightfully use

force against the king, and should receive the sacrament

after the forms of the Church of England. The object

for which Laud had striven, the compulsory imposition of

uniformity, thus became part of the law of the land.

Herein lay the novelty of the system of the Restoration. Trospwa

The system of Laud and the system of Cromwell had both *' toleru-

been imposed by a minority which had possessed itself of the
''°°'

powers of government. The new uniformity was imposed
by parliament, and parliament had the nation behind it.

For the first time, therefore, all those who objected to the

established religion sought, not to alter its forms to suit

themselves, but to gain permission to worship in separate

congregations. Ultimately, the Dissenters,- as they began
to be called, would obtain their object. As soon as it

became clear to the mass of the nation that the dissenters

were in a decided minority, there would be no reason to

fear the utmost they could do even if the present liberty

of worship and teaching were conceded to them. For the

present, however, they were feared out of all proportion

to their numbers. They counted amongst them the old

soldiers of the Protectorate, and though that army had

been dissolved, it always seemed possible that it might

spring to arms once more. A bitter experience had taught

men that a hundred of Oliver's Ironsides might easily

chase a thousand Cavaliers ; and as long as this danger was

believed to exist, every efifort would be made to keep

dissent from spreading. Hence the Conventicle Act

(1664) imposed penalties on those taking part in religious

meetings in private houses, and the Five Mile Act (1665)

forbade the expelled clergyman to come within five miles

of a corporate borough, the very place where he was most

likely to secure adherence, unless he would swear his

adhesion to the doctrine of non-resistance.

The doctrine of non-resistance was evidently that by Doctrias

which, at this time, the loyal subject was distinguished "^f ?<"^

from those whom he stigmatized as disIoyaL let even

the most loyal found that, if it was wrong to take up'

arms against the king, it might be right to oppose him in

other ways. Even the Cavaliers did not wish to see

Charles IL an absolute sovereign. They wished to re-

construct the system which had been' violently interrupted

by the events of the autumn of 1641, and to found govern-

resist-
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tnent on the co-operation between king and parliament,

without defining to themselves what was to be done if

the king's conduct became insuflFerable. Openly, indeed,

Charles II. did not force them to reconsider th«ir position.

He did not thrust members of the Commons into prison,

or issue writs for ship-money. He laid no claim to taxa-

tion which had not been granted by parliament. But he
was extravagant and self-indulgent, and he wanted more
money than they were willing to supply. A war with the

«T>»5r'/ Dutch broke out, and there were strong suspicions that
Uuuli Charles applied money voted for the fleet to the main-
'^' tenance of a vicious and luxurious court. Against the

vice and luxury, indeed, little objection was likely to bo

brought. The over-haste of the Puritans to drill England
into ways of morality and virtue had thrown at least the

upper classes into a slough of revelry and baseness. But
if the vice did not appear objectionable the expense did,

and a new chapter in the financial history of the Government
was opened when the Commons, having previously gained

control over taxation, proceeded to vindicate their right

to control expenditure.

ThtCo-n- As far, indeed, as taxation was concerned, the Long
monsa'm Parliament had not left its successor m-uch to do. f^he

over'ex*
^^holition of feudal tenures and purveyance had long been

pendi- demanded, and the conclusion of an arrangement which
tura. had been mooted in the reign of James I. is only notable

as affording one instance out of many of the tendency of

a single class to shift burdens off its own shoulders. The
predominant landowners preferred the grant of an excise

which would be taken out of all pockets to a land-tax which
would exclusively be felt by those who were relieved by
the abolition of the tenures. The question of expenditure

was constantly teUing on the relations between the king

and the House of Commons. After the Puiitan army had
been disbanded, the king resolved to keep on foot a petty

force of 5000 men, and he had much' difficulty in provid-

ing for it out of a revenue which had not been intended

by those who voted it to be used for such a purpose.

Then came the Dutch war, bringing with it a suspicion that

some at least of the money given for paying sailors and
fitting out ships was employed by Charles on very different

objects. The Commons accordingly, in 1665, succeeded in

enforcing, on precedents derived from the reigns of Richard

n. and Henry IV., the right of appropriating the supplies

granted to special objects ; and with more difficulty they

obtained, in 1 666, the appointment of a commission em-
powered to investigate irregularities in the issue of moneys.

Such measures were the complement of the control over

taxation which they had previously gained, and as far as

their power of supervision went, it constituted them and
not the king the directors of the course of government. If

this result was not immediately felt, it was because the

king had a large certain revenue voted to him for life, so

that, for the present at least, it was only his extraordinary

expenses which could be brought under parliamentary

control Nor did even the renewal of parliamentary

impeachment, which ended in the banishment of Lord
Chancellor Clarendon (1667), bring on any direct collision

with the king. If the Commons wished to be rid of him
because he uphold the prerogative, the king was equally

desirous to be rid of him because he looked coldly on the

looseness of the royal morals.

The gr,eat motive power of the later politics of the reign

was-to be found beyond the channel To the men of the

days of Charles II. Lewis XFV. of France was what
Philip IL of Spain had been to the men of the days of

Elizabeth. Gradually, in foreign policy, the commercial
emulation with the Dutch, which found vent in one war in

the time of the Commonwealth, and in two wars in the

time of Charles II., gave way to a dread, rising into hatred,

of the arrogant potentate who, at the head of the mightiest
army in Europe, treated with contempt all rights which
came into collision with his own wishes. Nor was Lewis
XIV. merely to be feared as a military or political

opponent. Even when he was on bad terms with the
pope ho was a warm upholder of the Papal Church, and
Protestants began to ask whether their religion would long
be safe if other states succumbed to his arms. Soon, too,

suspicions arose that there were those in England who
might be glad to use his assistance for the overthrow of
Protestantism at home.

In fact, the danger was to the full as great as it was
imagined to be. The king was as much a Boman Catholie as
he was anything at aU, and in his annoyance at the inter-

ference of the Commons with his expenditure he thought
it a fine thing to lead an easy uncontrolled existence as
the pensioner of the great king. In 1670 the secret

treaty of Dover was signed. Charles was to receive from
Louis X200,000 a year, and the aid of 6000 French troops,

to enable him to declare himself a convert, and to obtain
special advantages for his religion, whilst he was also to
place the forces of England at Lewis's disposal for his

purposes of aggression on the Continent.

Charles had no difficulty in stirring up the commercial Second.

jealousy of England so as to bring about a second Dutch ^"tch

war (1672). The next year, unwilling to face the dangers
]^e-lara-

of his larger plan, he issued a Declaratior of Indulgence doa of la

(1673). By a single act of the prerogative the king culgence

suspended all penal laws against Eoman Catholics and
dissenters alike.

The cavalier parliament had been gradually drifting The De-

into opposition to the crown. But to the end it was true claration

to its resolution to retain the political predominance of "gj"/"'*

the English Church. It dreaded the Roman Catholics, with*
It hated and despised the disseaters. Under any ciroum- drawni

stances an indulgence would have been most distasteful

to it. But the growing belief that the whole scheme was
merely intended to serve, the purposes o£ the Roman
Catholics converted its dislike into deadly opposition.

Yet it resolved to base its opposition upon constitu-

tional grounds. The right claimed by the king to suspend
the laws was questioned, and his claim to special authority

in ecclesiastical matters was treated with contempt. The
king gave way, and withdrew his declaration. But no
solemn Act of Parliament declared it to be illegal, and in

due course of time it would be heard of again.

The Commons followed up their blow by passing the The Test

Test Act, making the reception of the sacrament accord- ^-"^

ing to the forms of the Church of England, and the

renunciation of the doctrine of transubstantiation, a neces-

sary qualification for office. At once it appeared what a
hold the members of the obnoxious church had had upoi*

the administration of the state. The lord high admirai,

the lord treasurer, and a secretary of state refused to

take the test. The lord high admiral was the heir to

the throne, the king's brother, the duke of York.

Charles, as usual, bent before the storm. In Danby he Danbj-i

found a minister whose views answered precisely to the ministry.

views of the existing House of Commons. Like the Com
nions, Danby wished to silence both Roman Catholics and
dissenters. Like the Commons, too, he wished" to embark
on a foreign policy hostile to France. But he served a

master who regarded Lewis less as a possible adversary

than as a possible paymaster. Sometimes Danby waa
allowed to do as he liked, and the marriage of the

duke of Yoi-k's eldest daughter Mary to her cousin the

prince of Orange was the most lasting result of his admin-

istration. More often he was obliged to follow where
Charles led, and Charles was constantly ready to sell the

neutrality of England for large sums of French gold. At
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las\. oao or tncso negotiations was detected, and Danby,
who \'^as supposed to be the author instead of the unwilling

insirumeiit of the intrigue, was impeached. In order to

save his minister, Charles dissolved parliament (1C78).

Charles could not have chosen a more unlucky time for

his own quiet. The strong feeling against the Roman
patholics had been quickoiicJ into a flame by a great im-

posture. The invsntors of the so-called Popish plot charged

the leading English Roman Catholics with a desigu to

murder the king. Judges and juries alike were maddened
with excitement, and listened greedily to the lies which

poured forth from the lips of profligate informers. Inno-

cent blood was shed in abundance

The excit'^mont had its root int''D uneasy feeling caused

by I he knowledge that the heir to the throne was a Roman
Ciith ,lic. Three parliaments were summoned and dissolved.

lu each parliament the main question at issue between

the Commons and the crown was the Exclusion Bill, by
which the Commons sought to deprive the duke of York
of his inheritance ; and it was notorious that the leaders of

the movement wished the crown to descend to the king's

illegitimate son, the duke of Monmouth.
The principles by which the Commons were guided in

these parliaments were very different from those which
Jiad prevailed in the first parliament of the Restoration.

Those principles to which that party adhered which about

this time became known as the Tory party had been
formed under the influence of the terror caused by militant

Puritanism. In the state the Tory inherited the ideas of

Clarendon, and, without being at all ready to abandon the

claims of parliaments, nevertheless somewhat inconsis-

tently spoke of the king as ruling by a divine and inde-

feasible title, and wielding a power which it was both

impious and unconstitutional to resist by force. In the

church he inherited the ideas of Laud, and saw in the

maintenance of the Act of Uniformity the safeguard of

religion. But the hold of these opinions on the nation had
been weakened with the cessation of the causes which had
produced them. In 1G80 twenty years LaJ passed since

the Puritan army had been disbanded. Many of Crom-
well's soldiers had died, and most of them were growing

old. The dissenters had shown no signs of engaging in

plots or conspiracies. They were known to be only a

comparatively small minority of the population, and though
they had been cruelly persecuted, they had sufi"ered with-

out a thought of resistance. Dread of the dissenters,

therefore, had become a mere chima2ra, which only those

could entertain whose minds were influenced by prejudice.

On the other hand, dread of the Roman Catholics was a
living force. Unless the law were altered a Roman
Catholic would be on the throne, wielding all the resources

of the prerogative, and probably supported by all the

resources of the king of France. Heiice tho leadiiig piiu-

ciple of the Whigs, as the predominant party was now
called, was in tho state to seek for the highest national

authority in parliament rather than in the king, and in the

church to adojit the rational theology of ChiUingworth
nnd Hales, whilst looking to the dissenters as allies against

the Roman Catholics, who were the enemies of both.

Events were to ahon Ih.rt it was a wise provision which
led the Whigs to seek to exclude the duke of York from
the throne. But their plan suff'ered under two faults, the

conjuuctiou of which was ruinous to them for the time.

In the first place, their choice of Monmouth as the heir

was infelicitous. Not only was. he under the stain of

jllegitini'icy, but his succession excluded the future succes-

sion of Mary, whose husband, the prince of Orange, was
tho hope of Protestant Europe. In the second place,

yr.istic remedies are never generally acceptable when the
T.lto be remedied is stiU iu tlie future When in the

third of the short paruameiits held at Oxford the Whigs '

rode armed into the city, the nation decided that the future

danger of a Roman Catholic succession was incomparably
less than the immediate danger of another civil war.

Loyal addresses poured in to the king. For the four

remaining years of his reign he ruled without summoning
any parliament. Whigs were brought before prejudiced

juries and partial judges. Their blood flowed on the

scafi'old. The charter of the city of London was confis-

cated. The reign of the Tories was unquestioned. Yet
it was not quite what the reign of the Cavaliers had beer •

in 1660. The violence of the Restoration had been
directpd pr;ma;;ly against Puritanism, and only against

certain forms of government so far as they allowed Puritans

to gain the upper hand. The violence of the Tories was
directed against rebellion and disorder, and only against

dissenters so far as they were believed to be fomenters of

disorder. Religious hatred had less part in the action of

the ruling party, and even from its worst actions a wise

man might have predicted that the day of toleration was
not so far oS' as it seemed.

The accession of James II. (1685) put the views of the pirai

opponents of the Exclusion Bill to the test. A new ye; rj

parliament was elected, almost entirely composed of decided of itf

Tories. A rebellion in Scotland, headed by the earl of "'^ *

Argyll, and a rebellion in England, headed by the duke of
^'°"-

Monmouth, were easily suppressed. But the inherent

diiticulties of the king's position were not thereby over

come. It would have been hard, in days in which
religious questions occupied so large a space in the field of

politics, for a Roman Catholic sovereign to rule successfullj

over a Protestant nation. James set himself to make i^
in his case, impossible. It may be that he 'did not con-

sciously present to himself any object other than fair treat-

ment for -his co-religionists. On the one hand, however,

he alienated even reasonable opponents by offering no
guarantees that equality so gained would not be converted

into superiority by the aid of his own military force and
of the assistance of the French king ; whilst on the other

hand he relied, even more strongly than his father Lad
done, on the technical legality which exalted the preroga-

tive in defiance of the spirit of the law. He began by
making use of the necessity of resisting Monmouth to

increase his army, under the pretext of the danger of a
repetition of the late rebellion ; and in the regiments thus

levied he appointed many Roman Catholic oflScers who had
refused to comply with the Test Act. Rather than submit
to the gentlest remonstrance, he prorogued parliament, and
proceeded to obtain from the Court of King's Bench a
judgment in favour of his right to dispense with all

penalties due by law, in the same way that his grandfather

had appealed to the judges in the matter of the post-natL

Bi»l iiol oulj wao iL^j question put by James II. ci far

wider import than the question put by James I., but he
deprived the court to which he applied of all moral
authority by previously turning out of office the judges"

who \\i.:-a lildy to disagree with him, and by appointing

new ones who were likely to agree with him. A Court of

High Commission of doubtful legality was subsequently

erected (1686) to deprive or sUspend clergymen who made
themselves obnoxious to the court, whilst James appoL-ted

Roman Catholics to the headship of certain colleges at

Oxford. The legal support given him by judges of his

own selection was fortified by the military support of an
army collected at Hounslow Heath ; and a Roman
Catholic, the earl of Tyrconnel, was sent as lord-deputy

to Ireland (1687) to organize a Roman Catholic army on
which the king might fall back if his English forces proved

insufficient for his purpose.

Thus fortified, Jauies issuea a declaration of indulgence
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(1C87) granting full religious liberty to all his subjects.

Tho belief that the grant of liberty to nil religions was

only intended to serve as a cloak for the ascendency of one

was so strong that the measure roused the opposition of all

those who objected to see the king's will substituted for

the law, even if they wished to see the Protestant dissenters

tolerated. In spite of this opposition, the king thought it

possible to obtain a parliamentary sanction for his declara^

tion. The parliament to which he intended to appeal was,

however, to bo as different a body from the parliament

which met in the first year of his reign as tho bench of

judges which bad approved of the dispensing power had

been different from the bench which existed at his acces-

sion. A large number of the borough members were in

those days returned by the corporations, and the corpora-

tions were accordingly changed. But so thoroughly was

the spirit of the country roused, that many even of the now
corporations were set against James's declaration, and he

had therefore to abandon for a time the hope of seeing it

accepted even by a packed House of Commons. All, how-

ever, that he could do to give it force he did. He ordered

the clergy to read it in all pulpits (1688). Seven bishops

wno presented a petition asking him to relieve the clergy

from the burthen of proclaiming what they believed to be

illegal were brought to trial for publishing a seditious libel.

Their acquittal by a jury was the first serious blow to the

system adopted by the king.

Another event which seemed likely to consolidate his

power was in reality the signal of his ruin. The queen
bore him a son. There was thus no longer a strong pro-

bability that the king would be succeeded at no great dis-

tance of time by a Protestant heir. Popular incredulity

expressed itself in the assertion that, as James had attempted

to gain bis ends by means of a packed bench of judges and
a packed House of Commons, he had now capped the

series of falsifications by the production of a supposititious

heir. The leaders of both parties combined to invite the

prince of Orange to come to the rescue of the religion and
laws of England. He landed on November 5 at Brixham.

Before he could reach London every class of English society

had declared in his favour. James was deserted even by
his army. He fled to France, and a convention parliament,

summoned without the royal writ, declared that his flight

was equivalent to abdication, and offered the crown in joint

Bovereignty to WiUiam and Mary (1689).

The Revolution, as it was called, was more than a mere
change of sovereigns. It finally transferred the ultimate

decision in the state from the king to parliament. What
parliament had been in the 15th century with the House of

Lords predominating, that parliament was to be again in

the end of the 17tli century with the House of Commons
predominating. That House of Commons was far from
Ji^sting on a wide basis of popular suffrage. The county

rotors were the freeholders ; but in the towns, with some
important exceptions, the electors were the richer inhabit-

ants who formed the corporations of the boroughs, or a

body of select householders more or less under the control

of some neighbouring landowner. A House so chosen was
an aristocratic body, but it was aristocratic in a far wider

sense than the House of Lords was aristocratic. The trad-

ing and legal classes found their representation there by
the side of the great owners of land. The House drew its

strength from its position as a true representative of the

efl'ective strength of the nation in its social and economical
organization.

Such was the body which firmly grasped the control over

every branch of the administration. Limiting in the Bill

of Rights the powers assumed by the crown, the Commons
declared that the king could not keep a standing army in

tiuio. o£ uDacn wi'tbiiiit consent of parliament : and they

made that consent effectual, as far as Icgiulation could go,

by passing a ilutiny Act year by j'car for twelve months
only, so as to prevent the crown from exnrcising military

discipline without their authority. Behind these legal con-

trivances stood tho fact that the army was organized in tho

same way as the nation was organized, being officered by
gentlemen who had no desire to overthrow a constitution

through which tho class from which they sprung con-

trolled the government. Strengthened by the cessation

of any fear of military violence, the Commons placed the

crown in financial dependence on themselves by granting a

large part of the revenue only for a limited term of years,

and by putting strictly in force their right of appropriating

that revenue to special branches of expenditure.

Such a revolution might have ended in the substitution Can»es in

of tho despotism of a class for the despotism of a man. favonr <t

Many causes combined to prevent this result. The land- ''°*^

owners, who formed the majority of the House, were not

elected directly, as was the case with nobility of the French

States General, by their own class, but by electors who,

though generally loyal to them, would have broken off from

them if they had attempted to make themselves masters

of their fellow-citizens. No less important was the almost

absolute independence of the judges, begun at the begin- indepi-nd-

ning of the reign, by tho grant of otlice to them during good enct oi

behaviour instead of during the king's pleasure, and finally t*"*

^^
secured by the clause in the Act of Settlement in 1701, •" *"

which protected them against dismissal except on the joint

address of both Houses of Parliament. Such an improve-

ment, however, finds its full counterpart in another great

step already taken. The more representative a Govern-

ment becomes, the more necessary it is for the well-being Libertv f

of the nation that the expression of individual thought writinc

should be free in every direction. If it is not so the
.

Government is inclined to proscribe unpopular opinion,

and to forget that new opinions by which the greatest

benefits are likely to be conferred are certain at first to

be entertained by a very few, and are quite certain to

be unpopular as soon as they come into collision with

the opinions of the majority. In the Middle Ages the

benefits of the liberation of thought from state control

had been secured by the antagonism between church

and state. The Tudor sovereigns had rightfully asserted

the principle that in a well-ordered nation only one supreme

power can be allowed to exist ; but in so doing they had

enslaved religion. It was fortunate that, just at the

moment when parliamentary control was established over

the state, circumstances should have arisen which made the

majority ready to restore to the individual conscience that

supremacy over religion which the medieval ecclesiastics

had claimed for the corporation of the universal church.

Dissenters had, in the main, stood shoulder to shoulder

with churchmen in rejecting the suspicious benefits of

James, and both gratitude and policy forbade the thought

of replacing them under the heavy yoke which had been

imposed on them at- the Restoration. The exact mode in

which relief should be afforded was still an open question.

The idea prevalent with the more liberal minds amongst

the clergy was that of comprehension,—that is to say, of so

modifying the prayers and ceremonies of the ihurch as to

enable the dissenters cheerfully to enter in. Ihe scheme

was one which had approved itself to minds of the highest

order,—to INIore, to Bacon, to Hales, and to Jeremy Tayloc

It is one which, as long as beliefs are not very divergent,

keeps up a sense of brotherhood over-ruling the diversity

of opinion. It broke down, as it always will break dcfwn

in practice, whenever the difference of belief is so strongly

felt as to seek earnestly to embody itself in diversity of

outward practice. The greater port of the clergy of the

church felt that to surrender their accustomed loiciularicd

speakiaft.
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as to eurrenJer eomewLat of tha belief which those for-

Juularies signified, while the dissenting clergy were equally

reluctant to adopt the common prayer book even in a

Tii9 Tt. modified form. Hence the Toleration Act, which guaran-

I»r«tioa teed the right of separate assemblies for worship outside

<*-'• the pale of the church, though it embodied the principles

of Cromwell and Milton, and not those of ChilUngworth

and Hales, was carried without difficulty, whilst the pro-

posed scheme of comprehension never had a chance of

success (16S9).

The choice was one which posterity cau heartily approve.

However wide the limits of toleration be drawn, there will

always be those who will be left outside. By religious

liberty those inside gain as much as those who are without.

From the moment of the passing of the Toleration Act, no

Protestant in England performed any act of worship except

by his own free and deliberate choice. The literary spokes-

man of the new system was Locke. His Letters concerning

Toleration laid down the principle which had been main-

tained by Cromwell, with a wider application than was

possible in days when the state was in the hands of a

mere minority only able to maintain itself in pov.'er by con-

stant and suspicious vigilance.

The Test One measure remained to place the dissenters in the
Ac\ re- position of full membership of the state. The Test Act
twocl. excimjed them from office. But the memory of the high-

handed proceedings of Puritan rulers was still too recent to

allow Englishmen to run the risk of a reimposition of their

yoke, and this feeling, fanciful as it was, wtis sufficient to

keep the Test Act in force for years to come.

Li 'Tfy Ide complement of the Toleration Act was the abolition
•' '''« of the censorship of the press (1695). The ideas of the
*""'' author of the Areopagitica had at last prevailed. The

attempt to fix certain opinions on the nation which were

pleasing to those in power was abandoned by king and
parliament alike. The nation, or at least so much of it as

oared to read books or pamphlets on political subjects, was
acknowledged to be the supreme judge, which must there-

fore be allowed to listen to what councillors it pleased.

This new position of the nation made itself felt in

various ways. It was William's merit that, fond as he was

of power, he recognized the fact that he could not rule

except so far as he carried the good-will of the nation with

him. No doubt he was helped to an intelligent perception

of the new situation by the fact that, as a foreigner, he

oared far more for carrying on war successfully against

France than for influencing the domestic legislation of a

country which was not his own, and by the knowledge

that the conduct of the struggle which lasted till he was
able to treat with France on equal terms at Ryswick

(1697) was fairly trusted to bis hands. Nevertheless these

yeairs of war called for the united action of a national

government, and in seeking to gain this support for him-

self, he hit upon an expedient which opened a new era in

constitutional politics.

:^gin- The supremacy of the House of Commons would have
ringof Ijeen an evil of no common magnitude, if it had made
mbujet government impossible. Yet this was precisely what it

laeiit^
threatened to do. Sometimes the dominant party in the

.House pressed with unscrupulous rancour upon its

'opponents. Sometimes the majority shifted from side to

side as the House was influenced by passing' gusts of

passion or sympathy, so that, as it was said at the time, no
man could foretell one day what the House would be
pleased to do on the next. Against the first of these

dangers William was to a great extent able to guard, by
the exercise of his right of dissolution, so as to appeal to

the constituencies, which did not always'share in the pas-

eians of their re proscntatives. But the second danrer could

OQt be met in this way. The only cure for waj v.-ardncss

is responsibility, and not only was this precisely wliat tho

Comiftons had not learned to feel, but it was that which it

was impossible to make them feel directly. A body
composed of several hundred members cannot carry on
government with the requisite steadiness of action and

clearness of insight. Such work can only fitly be intrusted

to a few, and whenever difficult circumstances arise, it is

necessary that the action of those few be kept in harmony
by the predominance of one. The scheme on which

William hit, by the advice of the earl of Sunderland, was
that which has since been known as Cabinet government.

He selected as his ministers the leading members of the

two Houses who had the confidence of the majority of tho

House of Commons. In this way, the majority felt' an

interest in supporting the men who embodied their own
opinions, and fell in turn under the influence of those who
held them with greater prudence or ability than fell to the

lot of the average members of the House. All that

William doubtless intended n'as to acquire a ready instru-

ment to enable him to carry on the war with success. In

reality he had re founded, o.n a new basis, the government

of England. His own personal qualities were such that

he was able to dominate over any set of ministers ; but

the time would come when there n"ould be a sovereign of

inferior powers. Then the body of ministers would step

into his place. Thj old rude arrangements of the iliddla

Ages had provided by frequent depositions that an

inefficient sovereign should cease to rule, and those

arrangements had been imitated in the case of Charles L
and James II. Still the claim to rule had, at least from

the time of Henry III., been derived from hereditary de-

scent, and the interruption, however frequently it might

occur, had been regarded as something abnormal, only to

be applied where there was an absolute necessity to prevent

the wielder of executive authority from setting at defiance

the determined purpose of the nation. After the Revolu-

tion, not only had the king's title been so changed as to

make him more directly than ever dependent on the

nation, but he now called into existence a body which

derived its own strength from its conformity with the

wishes of the representatives of the nation.

For the moment it seemed to be but a temporary Unruli-

espedient. When the war came to an end the Whig party ^^"_^°[_

which had sustained William in his struggle 'with France

split up. The dominant feeling of the House of Commons
'

was no longer the desire to support the crown against a

foreign enemy, but to make government as clieap as

possible, leaving future dangers to the chances of the

future. William had not so understood the new invention

of a united ministry aa binding him to take into his service

a united ministry of men whom he regarded as fools and

knaves. He allowed the Commons to reduce the army to

a skeleton, to question his actions, and to treat him as if he

were a cipher. But it was only by slow degrees that he

was brought to acknowledge the necessity of choosing his

members from amongst the men who had done these

things.

The time came when he needed again the support of the The

nation. The death of Charles IL, the heirless king of the SpacsB

huge Spanish monarchy, had long been expected. Since 'j'^""'

the peace of Ryswick, William and Lewis XIV. had come

to terms by two successive partition treaties for a division

of those vast territories in such a way tnat the whole of

them should not fall into the hands of a near relation

either of the king of France or of the emperor, the head

of the house of Austria. ^Vhen the death actually took

place in 1700, William seemed to have no authority in

England whatever ; and Lewis was .therefore encouraged

to break his engagements, and to accept the whole of the

Spanish inheritance for his grandtun, v.ho bccimo I hilip

the Com
mom.
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V. of Spain. William saw clearly that such preaominance

of France in Europe would lead to the development of

pretensions unbearable to other states. But the House of

Commons did not see it, even when the Dutch garrisons

wore driven by French troops out of the posts in the

Spanish Netherlands which they had occupied for many
years (1701).

William had prudently aone all that he could to con-

ciliate the Tory majority. In the preceding year (1700)

he had given office to a Tory ministry, and he now (1701)

gave his assent to the Act of Settlement, which secured

the succession of the crown to the house of Hanover to the

exclusion of all Roman Catholic claimants, though it

imposed several fresh restrictions on the prerogative.

William was indeed wise in keeping his feelings under

control. The country sympathized with him more than

the Commons did, and when the Housb imprisoned the

gentlemen deputed by the freeholders of Kent to present

a petition asking that its loyal addresses might be turned

into bills of supply, it eimolv advertised its weakness to

the whole country.

Th? rpception of this Kentish petition was but a fore-

taste of the discrepancy between the Commons and the

nation, which was to prove the marked feature of the

middla of the century now opening. For the present the

House was ready to give way. It requested th? king to

enter into alliance with the Dutch. William went yet further

in the direction in which he was urged. He formed an

alliance with the emperor as well as with the States General

to prevent the union of the crowns of France and Spain,

and to compel France to evacuate the Netherlands. An
unexpected event came to give him all the strength he

needed. James II. died, and Lewis acknowledged his son

as the rightful king of England. Englishmen of both

parties were stung to indignation by the insult. William

dissolved parliament, and the new House of Commons,
Tory as it was by a small majority, was eager to support

the king. It voted men and money according to his

wishes. England was to be the soul of the Grand Alliance

against France. But before a blow was struck William

was thrown from his horse. He died on March 8, 1702.
" The man," as Burke said of him, " was dead, but the

Grand Alliance survived in which King William lived and
reigned."

Upon the accession of Anne, war was at once commenced.

The Grand Alliance became, as William would have

wished, a league to wrest the whole of the Spanish

dominions from Philip, in favour of the Austrian archduke

Charles. It found a chief of supreme military and
diplomatic genius in the duke of Marlborough. His
victory at Blenheim (1704) drove the French out of

Germany. His victory of Ramillies (1706) drove them
out of the Netherlands. In Spain, Gibraltar was captured

by Rooke (1704) and Barcelona by Peterborough (1705).

Prince Eugene relieved Turin from a French siege, and
followed up the blow by driving the besiegers out of Italy.

At home Marlborough, caring nothing for politics, at

first gave his support to the Tories, whose church policy

was regarded with favour by the quten Their efforts

were directed towards the restriction of the Toleration Act

within narrow limits. Many dissenters had evaded the

Test Act by partaking of the communion in a church,

though they subsequently attended their own chapels. An
Occasional Conformity Bill, imposing penalties on those

who adopted this practice, twice passed the Commons
(1702, 1703), but was rejected by the House of Lords, in

which the Whig element predominated. The church was
served in a nobler manner in 1704 by the abandonment
of first-fruits and tenths by the queen for the purpose of

raising the pittances of the poorer clergy. lu 1707 a piece

of legislation of the highest value was carried to a success-
ful end. The Act of Union, passed in the parliaments Unian
of England and Scotland, joined the legislature of the two with

kingdoms and the nations themselves in an indissoluble Scotland

bond.

The ministry in office at the time of the passing of the Unitel

Act of Union had suffered important changes since the Whig

commencement of the reign. The Tories had never been '^""''Tf''

as earnest in the prosecution of the war as the Whigs ; and
Marlborough, who cared above all things for the prosecution

of the war, gradually replaced Tories by Whigs in tha
ministry. His intention was doubtless to conciliate both
parties by admitting them both to a share of power ; but
the Whigs were determined to have all or none, and in

1708 a purely Whig ministry was formed to support the

war as the first purely Whig ministry had supported it in

the reign of William. The years of its power were the

years of the victories of Oudenarde (1708) and of

Malplaquet (1709), bringing with them the entire ruin of

the military power of Lewis.

Such successes, if they were not embraced in the spirit Growi.-^g

of moderation, boded no good to the Whigs. It was unpopu-

known that even before the last battle Lewis had been ?^'^
"

ready to give up his grandson, and that his offers had been w'higs.

rejected because he would not consent to join the allies in

turning him out of Spain. A belief spread in England
ihai Marlborough wished the endless prolongation of the

war for his own selfish ends. Spain was far away, and,

if the Netherlands were safe, enough had been done for the

interests of England. The Whigs were charged with

refusing to make peace when an honourable and satis-

factory peace was not beyond their reach.

As soon as the demand for a vigorous prosecution of

the war relaxed, the Whigs covdd but rely on . their

domestic policy, in which they were strongest in the eyes

of posterity but weakest in the eyes of contemporaries. It

was known that they looked for the principle on which

the queen's throne rested to the national act of the

Revolution rather than to the birth of the sovereign as the

daughter of James II., whilst popular feeling preferred,

however inconsistently, to attach itself to some fragment of

hereditary right. What was of greater consequence was

that it was known that they were the friends of the dis-

senters, and that their leaders, if they could have had their

way, would not only have maintained the Toleration Act,

but would also have repealed the Test Act. In 1709 a

sermon preached by Dr Sacheverel denounced toleration

and the right of resistance in tones worthy of the first days

of the Restoration. Foolish as the sermon was, it was but

the reflection of folly which was widely spread amongst the

rude and less educated classes. The Whig leaders unwisely

took up the challenge and impeached Sacheverel. The

Lords condemned the man, but they condemned him to an

easy sentence. His trial was the signal for riot. Dissent-

ing chapels were sacked to the cry of High Church and

Sacheverel. The queen, who had personal reasons for dis-

liking the Whigs, dismissed them from office (1710), and a

Tory House of Commons was elected amidst the excite- Tory

ment to support the Tory ministry of Ilarleyand St John, mm'stry

After some hesitation the new ministry made peace peace of

with France, and the treaty of Utrecht, stipulating for Utreclit

the permanent separation of the crowns of France and

Spain, and, assigning Milan, Naples, and the Spanish

Netherlands to the Austrian claimant, accomplished all

that could reasonably be desired, though the abandon-

ment to the vengeance of the Spanish Governrjent of onr

Catalan allies, and the base desertion of our Continental

confederates on the veiy field of action, brought dishonour

on the good name of England. The Commons gladly

welcomed the cessation of the war. The approval of th.o
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Lords had been secured by the creatioa of twelve Tory

peers. In home politics the new ministry was in danger

of being carried away by its more violent supporters. St

John, now Viscount Bolingbroke, with unscrupulous auda-

city placed himself at their head. The Occasional Con-

formity Bill was at last carried (1711). To it was added

the Schism Act (1714), forbidding dissenters to keep

schools or engage in tuition. Bolingbroke went still

further. He engaged in an intrigue for bringing over the

Pretender to succeed the queen upon her death. This wild

conduct alienated the moderate Tories, who, much as they

wished to see the throne occupied by the heir of the ancient

line, could not bring themselves to consent to its occupation

by a Catholic prince, even if his birth marked him out for

sovereignty. Such men, therefore, when Anne died (1714)

joined the Whigs in proclaiming the elector of Hanover
king as George I.

The accession of George I. brought with it the predomin-

ance of the Whigs. They had on their side the royal

power, the greater part of the aristocracy, the dissenters,

and the higher trading and commercial classes. The
Tories appealed to the dislike of dissenters prevalent

amongst the country gentlemen and the country clergy,

and to the jealousy felt by the agricultural classes to-

wards those who enriched themselves by trad Such a

feeling, if it was aroused by irritating legislation, might
very probably turn to the advantage of the exiled house,

especially as the majority of Englishmen were to be
found on the Tory side. It was therefore advisable that

Government should content itself with as little action

as possible, in order to give time for old habits to wear
themselves out. The landing of the Pretender in Scotland

(1715), and the defeat of a portion of his army which had
advanced to Preston,—a defeat which was the consequence
of the apathy of his English supporters, and which was
followed by the complete suppression of the rebellion,

—

gave increased strength to the Whig Government. But
they were reluctant to face an immediate dissolution,

and the Septennial Act was passed (1716) to extend to

seven years the duration of parliaments, which had been
fixed at three years by the Triennial Act of William and
JIary. Under General Stanhope an effort was made to

draw legislation in a more liberal direction. The
Repeal of Occasional Conformity Act and the Schism Act were
Occasion- repealed (1719); but the majorities on the side of the
al Con- Government were unusually small, and Stanhope, who

Act and '^'o^ld willingly have repealed the Test Act so far as it

Schism related to dissenters, was compelled to abandon the pro-
Act, ject as entirely impracticable. The Peerage Bill, intro-

Peerage duced at the same time to limit the royal power of creating
Bill. peers, was happily thrown out in the Commons. It was

proposed partly from a desire to guard the Lords against

such a sudden increase of their numbers as had been forced

on them when the treaty of Utrecht was under discussion,

and partly to secure the Whigs in office against any change
;.n the royal councils in a succeeding reign. It was in fact

conceived by men who valued the immediate victory of

their principles more than they trusted to the general good
sense of the nation. The Lords were at this time, as a
matter of fact, not merely wealthier but wiser than the

Commons ; and it is no wonder tbat, in days when the

Commons, by passing the Septennial Act, had shown tkeir

distrust of their own constituents, the peers should show,
by the Peerage Bill, their distrust of that House which was
elected by those constituencies. Nevertheless the remedy
was worse than the disease. A close oligarchy would not
only have held a dominant position for some twenty or

thirty ye.ar.s, during which it would really be fit to exercise

authority, but would have been impenetrable to the force

ci public opinion when the time came that a public opmion

worthy of the name was formed. It is essential to
the permanence of an Upper House that it should be
unable to set at defiance the will of the nation expressed
by its representatives ; and without the power of creation

the House of Lords might easily have attempted to do this

till there was no alternative to a violent alteration of the

constitution.

The excitement following on the bursting of the South
Sea Bubble, and the death or ruin of the leading ministers,

brought Walpole to the front (1721). As a man of

business when men of business were few in the House of

Commons, he was eminently fit to manage the affairs of

the country. But he owed his long continuance in office

especially to his sagacity. He clearly saw, what Stanhope
had failed to see that the mass of the nation was not fitted

as yet to interest itself wisely in affairs of government, and
that therefore the rule must be kept in the hands of the

upper classes. But he was too sensible to adopt the coarse

expedient which had commended itself to Stanhope, and
he preferred humcuring the masses to contradicting them.

The struggle of the preceding Century had left its mark
in every direction on the natio^ development. Out of

the reaction against Puritanism had come a widely-spread

relaxation of morals, and also, as far as the educated class

was concerned, an eagerness for the discussion of all social

and religious problems. The fierce excitement of political

life had stirred up the fountains of thought, and the most
anciently received doctrines were held of little worth until

they were brought to the test of reason. It was a time

when the pen was more powerful than the sword, when a

secretary of state would treat with condescension a witty

pamphleteer, and when such a pamphleteer might hope,

not in vain, to become a secretary of state.

It was in this world of reason and literature that the

Whigs of the Peerage Bill moved. Walpole perceived

that there was another world which understood none of

these things. With cynical insight be discovered that a

great Government cannot rest on a clique, however distin-

guished. If the mass of the nation was not conscious of

political wants, it was conscious of material wants. The
merchant needed protection for his' trade ; the voters

gladly welcomed election day as bringing guineas to their

pockets. Members of Parliament were ready to sell their

votes for places, for pensions, for actual money. The
system was not new, as Dauby is credited with the discovery

tbat a vote in the House of Commons might be purchased.

But with Walpole it reached its height.

Such a system was possible because the House of

Commons was not really accountable to its constituents.

The votes of its members were not published, and still less

were their speeches made known. Such a silence could

only be maintained around the House when there was little

interest in its proceedings. The great questions of religion

and taxation which had agitated the country under the

Stuarts were now fairly settled. To reawaken those ques-

tions in any shape would be dangerous. Walpole took good
care never to repeat the mistake of the Sacheverel triaL

When on one occasion he was led into the proposal of an
unpopular excise he at once drew back. England in his days
was growing rich. Englishmen were bluff and independent,

in their ways often coarse and unmannerly. Their life was
the life depicted on the canvas of Hogarth and the pages

of Fielding. All high imagination, all devotion to the

public weal, seemed laid asleep. But the political instinct

was not dead, and it would one day express itself for better

ends than an agitation against an excise bill or an outcry

for a popular war. A Government could no longer employ
its powers for direct oppression. In his own house and in

his own conscience, every Englishman, as far as the Govem-
meut was concerned, was the master of his destiny. ^By
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and by the idea would dawn on the nation that anarchy is

as productive of evil as tyranny, and that a Government
which omits to regulate or control allows the strong to

oppress the weak, and the rich to oppress the poor.

Walpole's administration lasted long enough to give

room for seme feeble expression of this feeling. When
George T. was succeeded by George 11. (1727), Waliiolo

remained in power. His eagerness for the possession of

that power which he desired to use for his country's good,

together with the incapacity of two kings born and bred in a

foreign country to take a leading part in English afi'airs, com-

pleted the change which had been effected when William for

the first time entrusted the conduct of government to a united

Cabinet. There was no,w for the first time a prime

minister in England, a person who was himself a subject

imposing harmonious action on the Cabinet. The change

was so gradually and silently effected that it is difficult to

realize its full importance. So far, indeed, as it only came
about through the incapacity of the first two kings of the

hoose of Hanover, it might be obliterated, and was in fact

to a great extent obliterated by a more active successor.

But so far as it was the result of general tendencies, it

could never be obliterated. In the ministries in which

Somers and Montagu on the one hand and Harley and St

John on the other had taken part, there was no prime

minister except so far as one member of the administration

dominated over his colleagues by the force of character and
intelligence. In the reign of George III. even North and
Addington were universally acknowledged by that title,

though they had little claim to the independence of action

of a Walpole or a Pitt.

The change was, in fact, one of the most important of

those by which the English constitution has been altered

from an hereditarymonarchy with a parliamentary regulative

agency to a parliamentary government with an hereditary

regulative agency. In Walpole's time the forms of the

constitution had become, in all essential particulars, what
they are now. What was wanting was a national force

behind them to give them their proper work.

The growing opposition which fiually drove Walpole
from power was not entirely without a nobler element than
could be furnished by personal rivalry or ignorant distrust

of commercial and financial success. It was well that

complaints that a great country ought not to be governed
by patronage and bribery should ba raised, although, as

subsequent experience showed, the causes which rendered

corruption inevitable were not to be removed by the

expulsion of Walpole from office. But for one error,

indeed, it is probable that Walpole's rule would have been
further prolonged than it was. In 1739 a popular excite-

ment arose for a declaration of war against Spain.

Walpole believed that war to be certainly unjust, and
likely to be disastrous. He had, however, been so

accustomed to give way to popular pressure that he did
not perceive the difference between a wise and timely
determination to leave a right action undone in the face

of insuperable difficulties, and an unwise and cowardly
determination to do that which he believed to be wrong
and imprudent. If he had now resigned rather than
demean himself by acting against his conscience, it is by
no means unlikely that he would have been recalled to

power before many years were over. As it was, the

failures of the war recoiled on his own head, and in 1742
his long ministry came to an end.

After a short interval a successor was found in Henry
Pelham. All the ordinary arts of corruption which
Walpole had practised were continued, and to them were
added arts of corruption which Walpole had disdained to

practise. . He at least understood that there were certain

priuciules in accordance with which he wished to conduct

public affairs, and he had driven colleague after colleague

out of office rather than allow them to distract his mctLod
of government. Pelham and his brotbcr, the cowardly
intriguing. duke of Newcastle, had no [ninciples of govern-
ment whatever. They offered place to every man of
parliamentary skill or influence. There was no opposition,

because the ministers iiuvci attempted to do anything
which would arouse opposition, and because they wcro
ready to do anything called for by any one who hud (.oner

enough to make himself dangerous; and in 1743 they
embarked on a useless war with France in order to please

the king, who. saw in every c.immotiou on the Ci^ntJueut

Sumo danger to his beloved Hanoverian jiossessions.

At most times in the hi.story of England such a ministry
would have been driven from office by the roused outcry
of an offended people. In the days of the Pelhams,
government was regarded as lying too far outside the all-

important private interests of the community to make it

worth while to make any effort to rescue it from the

degradation into which it had fallen
; yet the Pelhams had

not beeu long in power before this serene belief that the
country could get on very well without a government in

any real sense of the word was put to the test. In 1745
Charles Edward, the son of the Pretender, landed in TLo
Scotland. He was followed by many of the Highland .^''^K

clans, always ready to draw the sword agaiogt the con-
^'^^^^'^^

stituted authorities of the Lowlands; and even in the
Lowlands, and especially in Edinburgh, he found
adherents, who still felt the sting inflicted by the sup-
pression of the national independence of Scotland. The
English army was in as chaotic a condition as its Govern-
ment, and Charles Edward inflicted a complete defeat on
a force which met him at Prestonpans. Before the end of

the year the victor, at the head of 5000 men, had advanced
to Derby. But he found no support in England, and the
mere numbers brought against him compelled him to

retreat, to find defeat at Culloden in the following year
(174G). The war on the Continent had been waged with
indifferent success. The victory of Dettingen (1743) and
the glorious defeat of Fontenoy (1745) had achieved no
objects worthy of English intervention, and the Peace of

Aix-la-Chapelle put an end in 1748 to hostilities which
should never have been commenced. The Government pur-

sued its inglorious career as long as Henry Pelham lived.

He had at least some share in the financial ability of Wal-
pole, and it was not till he died in 1754 that the real diffi- Death of

culties of a system which was based on the avoidance of P'=lliam.

difficulties had fairly to be faced.

The change which was needed was not such as was to Moral

be expected from any mere re-adjustmeut of the political "nd reli-

machine. Those who cared for religion or morality had K'ou' at-

- , . .
° . 1.1 mospoerr

forgotten that man was an imaginative and emotional

being. Defenders of Christianity and of deism alike

appealed to the reason alone. Enthusiasm was treated

as a folly or a crime, and earnestness of every kind was
branded with the name of enthusiasm. The higher order

of minds dwelt with preference upon the beneficent wis-

dom of the Creator. The lower order of minds treated

religion as a kind of life-assurance against the inconve-

nience of eternal death.

Upon such a system as this human nature was certain Wesley

to revenge itself. The preaching of Wesley and Whitfield ™d
appealed direct to the emotions. They preached the old

WliitfieiOj

Puritan doctrine of conversion, and called upon each in-

dindual not to understand, or to admire, or to act, but
vividly to realize the love and mercy of God. In all this

there was nothing new. What was new was that Wesley
added an organization, in which each of his followers un-

folded to one another the secrets of their heart, and became
accountable to his fellows. Large as the numbers of the
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Weslcvans ultimate!v became, their influence is not to be
measured "by tbeir numbers. The double want oi the age.

the want of spiritual earnestness and the want of organizea

coherence, would find satisfaction in many way.s which
would have seemed strange to Wesley, but which were,

nevertheless, a continuance of the work which ho began.

As far as Govcrniuent was concerned, when Henry
Pelliam died (1754) the. lowest depth of baseness seemed
to have been reached. ThB duke of Newcastle, who suc-

ceeded his brother, looked on the work of corruption with
absolute pleasure, and regarded genius and ability as an
awkward interruption of that happy arrangement which
made men subservient to flattery and money. Whilst he
was in the very act of trying to drive from office all men
who were possessed of any sort of ideas, he was surprised

by a great war. In America, the French settlers in Canada
and the English settlers on the Atlant(c coast were falling

to blows for the possession of the vast territories drained

by the Ohio and its tributaries. In India, Frenchmen and
Englishmen had striven dhring the last war for authority

over tlie native states round Pondicherry and Madras,

and. the conflict threatened to bTeak out anew. When
war commenced in earnest, and the reality of danger came
Lome to Englishmen by the capture of Minorca (1756),
there arose a demand for a more capable Government
than any which Newcastle could offer. TerriBed by the

storm of obloquy which he aroused, he fled from oflSce. A
Government was formed, of which the soul was William
Pitt. Pitt was, in some sort, to the political life of Eng-
lishmen what Wesley was to their religious life. He
brought no now political ideas into their minds, but he
ruled them by the force of his character and the example
of his purity. His weapons were trust and confidence. He
appealed to the patriotism of his fellow-countrymen,

to their imaginative love for the national greatness, and he

did not appeal in vain. He perceived instinctively that a

large number, even of those who took greedily the bribes

of Walpole and the Pelhams, took them, not because they

loved money better than their country, but because they

had no conception that their country had any^eed of them
at all. It was a truth, but it was not the whole
truth. The great Whig families rallied under Newcastle
and drove Pitt from office (1757). But if Pitt could

•not govern without Newcastle's corruption, neither could

Newcastle govern without Pitt's energy. At last a com-
promise was effected, and Newcastle undertook the work
of bribing, whilst Pitt undertook the work of govern-

ing-

The war which had already broken out, the Seven Years'

War (1756-1763), was not confined to England alone. By
the side of the duel between France and England, a war
was going on upon the Continent, in which Austria—with

its allies, France, Russia, and the German princes—had
fallen upon the new kingdom of Prussia and its sovereign

Frederick II. England and Prussia, therefore, necessarily

formed an alliance. Different as the two Governments
were, they were both alike in recognizing, in part at least,

the conditions'* of progress. The generations which have

succeeded the generation of Pitt and Frederick have
learned gradually the necessity of seeding strength from

Jjie embodiment of popular feeling in a representative

fissembly, and of seeking order from the organization of

scientific knowledge. Even in Pitt's day England, how-
ever imperfectly, rested its strength on the popular will.

Even in Frederick's day Prussia was ruled by adminis-

trators selected for their special knowledge. Neither
France nor Austria had any conception of the necessity

of fulfilling these requirements. Hence the strength of

Kngland and of Prussia. The war seems to be a mere
btruggle for territory. There is no feeling in cither Pitt

or Frederick, such as there was in the men who conteudvd

half a century later agaiast Napoleon, that they were

fighting the battles of the civilized world. There is sonifc-

thtng repulsive as well in the enthusiastic nationality of

Pitt as in the cynical nationality of Frederick. Pitts

sole object was to exalt England to a position in which she

might fear no rival, and might scarcely look upon a second.

]5ut in so doing he exalted that which, in spite of all that

had happened, best deserved to be exalted. The habits of

individual energy fused together by tho inspiration of

patriotism conquered Canada. The 'unintelligent over-

regulation of the French Government could not maintain

tho colonies which had been founded in happier times.

In 1758 Louisburg was taken, and the mouth of the St

Lawrence guarded against France. In 1759 Quebec fell

before Wolfe, who died at the moment of victory. lu the

same year the naval victories of Lagos and Quiberon Bay
established the supremacy of the British at sea. The
battle of Plassey (1757) had laid Bengal at the feet ol

Clive ; and Coote's victory at Wandewash (1760) led to

the final ruin of the relics of French authority iu southern

India. When George II. died (1760), England was the

first maritime and colonial power in the world.

In George III. the king once more became an important Georj«

factor in English politics. From his childhood he had been "^

trained by his mother and his instructors to regard the break-

ing down of the power of the great families as the task of hb
life. In tills he was walking in the same direction as Pitt

was walkijig. If the two men coidd have worked together

in the same direction, England might have been spared

many misfortunes. Unhappily, th-e king could not under-

stand Pitt's higher qualities, his bold coufidence in the

popular feeling, and his contempt for corruption and

intrigue. And yet the king's authority was indispensable

to Pitt, if he was to carry on his conflict against the great

families with success. When the war came to an end, as

it must come to an end sooner or later, Pitt's special pre-

dominance, derived as it was from his power of breathing

a martial spirit into the fleets and armies of England,

would come to an end too. Only the king, with his hold

upon the traditional instincts of loyalty and the force of

his still unimpaired prerogative, could, in ordinary times,

hold head against the wealthy and influential aristocracy.

Unfortunately, George III. was not wise enough to deal

with the diflSculty in a high-minded fashion. With a well-

intentioned but narrow mind, he had nothing in him to

strike the imaguiation of his subjects. He met influence

with influence, corruption with corruption, intrigue with

intrigue. Unhappily, too, his earliest relations with Pitt in-

volved a dispute on a point on which he was right and Pitt

was wrong. In 1761 Pitt resigned office, because neither Pitt"? re-

the king nor the cabinet were willing to declare war against ''gnatwo

Spain in the midst of the war with France. As the war

with Spain was inevitable, and as, when it broke out in

the following year (1762), it was followed by triumphs for

which Pitt had prepared the way, the prescience of the

great war-minister appeared to be fully established. But

it was his love of war, not his skill in carrying it on, which

was really in question. He would be satisfied with nothing

short of the absolute ruin of France. He would have

given England that dangerous position of supremacy -

which was gained for France by Lewis XIV. in the

17th century, and by Napoleon in the 19th century.

He would have made his country still more haughty and

arrogant than it was, till, other nations rose against it,

as they have three times risen against France, rather than

submi-t to the intolerable yoke. It was a happy thing for

England that peace was signed (1763).

Even as it was, a spirit of contemptuous disregard of Bute ««-_

the rights of others had been roused, which would not be G'e''^Uw
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easily allayed. Tlie king's premature attempt to secure a

prime minister of his own choosing in Lord Bute (1761,)

came to an end through the minister's incapacity (17C3).

(xeorge Greuvillc, who followed him, kept the king iu

leading-strings in reliance upon his parliamentary majority.

Something, no doubt, had been accomplished by the in-

corruptibility of Pitt. The practice of bribing members of

parliament by actual presents in money came to an end,

though the practice of bribing them by place and pension

long continued. The arrogance which Pitt displayed

towards foreign nations was displayed by Grenville towards

cksses of the population of the British dominions. It was

tnough for him to establish a right. H-e never put him-

self in the [losition of those who were to sufl'er by its being

put ill force.

' The first to suffer from Grenville's conception of his

duty were the American colonies. The mercantile system

which had sprung up in Spain in the IGth century held

tliat colonies were to be entirely prohibited from trading,

except with the mother country. Every European country

had adopted this view, and the acquisition of fresh colonial

dominions by England, at the peace of 17G3, had been

made not so much through lust of empire as through

love of trade. Of all English colonies, the American were

the most poi)ulous and important. Their proximity to the

Spanish colonies in the West Indies had naturally led to

a contrabrand trade. To this trade Grenville put a stop,

IS far as lay in his power.

Obnoxious as this measure was in America, the colonists

had acknowledged the principle on which it was founded

too long to make it easy to resist it. Another step of Gren-

ville's met with more open opposition. Even with all the

experience of the century which followed, the relations

between a mother country and her colonies are not easy

to arrange. . If the burthen of defence is to be borne in

common, it can hardly be left to the mother country to

declare war, and to exact the necessary taxation, without

the consent of the colonies. If, on the other hand, it is

to be borne by the mother country alone, she may well

complain that she is left to bear more than her due share

of the weight. The latter alternative forced itself upon the

attention of Grenville. The British parliament, he held,

was the supreme legislature, and, as such, was entitled

to raise taxes in America to support the military forces

needed for the defence of America. The Act (1765) im-

posing a. stamp tax on the American colonies was the

result.

As inight have been expected, t^e Americans resisted.

For them, the question was precisely that which Hampden
iiad fought out in the case of ship-money. As far as they

were concerned, the British parliament had stepped into

the positioii of Charles I. If Grenville had remained^in

office he woiild probably have persisted in his resolution.

He was driven from his post by the king's resolution no
longer to submit to his insolence.

A new ministry was formed under tlie marquis of

Ilockingham, composed of some of those leaders of the

Whig aristocracy who had not followed the Greuville

ministry. They were well-intentioned, but weak, and

without political ability ; and the king regarded them

with distrust, only qualified by his abhorrence of the

• ministry which they superseded

As soon as the bad news came Irom America, the

ministry was placed between two recommendations. Gren-

ville, on the one hand, advised that the tax should be

enforced. Pitt, on the other, declared that the British

parliament had absolutely no right to tax America, though

he held that it had the right to regulate, or in other words

to tax, the commerce of America for the benefit of the

British merchant aud manufacturer. Between <he two

the Government took a middle course. It obtained from
parliament, a total repeal of the Stamp Act, but it also

passed a Declaratory Act, claiming for the British parlia-

ment the supremo power over the colonies in matters of

taxation, as well as in matters of legislation.

It is possible that the course thus adopted was chosen
simply because ' it was a middle course. But it was pro--

bably suggested by Edmund Burke, who was then Lord
Buckingham's private secretary, but who for some time to

come was to furnish thinking to the party to which he

attached himself. Burke carried into the world of theory

those politics of expediency of which Walpole had been

the practical originator. He held that questions of abstract

right had no place in politics. It was therefore as absurd

to argue with Pitt that England had a right to regulate

commerce, as it was to argue with Grenville that England
had a right to levy taxes. All that could be said was
that it was expedient in a wide-spread empire that the

power of final decision should be lodged somewhere, and
that it was also expedient' not to use that power in such

a way as to irritate those whom it was the truest wisdom
to conciliate.

The weak side of this view was the weak side of all

Burke's political philosophy. Like all great innovators,

he was intensely conservative where he was not an
advocate of change. With new views on every subject

relating to the exercise of power, he shrunk even from
entertaining the slightest question relating to the distribu-

tion of power. He recommended to the British parliament

the most self-denying wisdom, but he could not see thai

in its relation to the colonies the British parliament was so

constituted as to make it entirely unprepared to be either

wise or self-denying. It is true that if he had thought out

the matter in this direction he would have been led further

than he or any other man in England or America was at

that time prepared to go. If, the British parliament was

unfit to legislate for America, and if, as was undoubtedly

the case, it was impossible to create a representative body
which was fit to legislate, it would follow that the

American colonies could only be fairly governed as

practically independent states, though they might possibly

remain, like the great colonies of our own day, in a position

of alliance rather than of dependence: It was because the

issues opened led to changes so far greater than the

wisest statesman then perceived, that Pitt's solution, logi-

cally untenable as it was, was preferable to Burke's. Pitt

would have given bad reasons for going a step in the right

direction. Burke gave excellent reasons why those who
were certain to go wrong should havo the power to go

right.

Scarcely were the measures relating to America passed

when the king turned out the ministry. The new minis-

try was formed by Pitt, who was created Lord Chatham

(1766),: on the principle ^of bringing together men who
had shaken themselves loose from any of the different

Whig cliques. Whatever chance the plan had of succeed-

ing was at an end when Chatham's mind temporarily gave

way under stress of disease (1767). Charles Townshend,

a brilliant headstrong man, led parliament in the way
which had been prepared by the Declaratory Act, and

laid duties on tea and other articles of commerce entering

the ports of America

It was impossible that the position thus claimed by the

British parliament towards America should affect America
alone. The habit of obtaining money otherwise than by
the consent of those who are required to pay it would be
certain to make parliament careless of the feelings a-,i

interests of that great majority of the population at Uob-.-s.

which was unrepresented in parliament The resistance of

America to the taxation imposed was therefore not with-
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out benefit to the natives of the mother-country. Already

there were signs of a readiness in parliament to treat even

the constituencies with contempt. In 1763, in the days o[

the Gronvillo ministry, John Wilkes, a profligate and

scurrilous writer, had been arrested on a general warrant,

—that is to say, a warrant in which the name of no indi-

vidual was mentioned,—as the author of an alleged libel on

the king, contained in No. 45 of The North Briton. He
was a member of parliament, and as such was declared by

Chief Justice Pratt to bo privileged against arrest. In

1708 he was elected member for Middlesex. The House

of Commons e.tijclled him. He was again elected, and

again expelled. The third time the Commons gave the

seat to which Wilkes was a third time chosen to Colonel

LulrcU, who was far down in the poll. Wilkes thus

became the representative of a great constitutional prin-

ciple, the principle that the electors have a right to choose

their representatives without restriction saving by the

regulations of the law.

For the present the ccntentionof the American colonists

and of the defenders of Wilkes at home was confined within

the compass of the law. Yet in both cases it might easily

pass beyond tlwt compass, and might rest itself upon an

appeal to the duty of Governments to modify the law and

to enlarge the basis of their authority, when law and

authority have become too narrow.

As regards America, though Townshend died, the

Government persisted in his policy. As resistance grew

stronger in America, the king urged the use of compulsion.

If he had not the wisdom of the country vu his side, he

had its prejudices. The arrogant spirit of Englishmen

made them contemptuous towards the colonists, and the

desire to thrust taxation upon others than themselves made
the new colonial legislation popular [n 1770 the king

made Lord North prime minister. He had won the object

on which he had set his heart. A new Tory party had
sprung up, not distinguished, like the Tories of Queen
Anne's reign, by a special ecclesiastical policy, but by their

acceptance of the king's claim to nominate ministers, and
60 to predominate in the ministry himself.

Unhappily the Opposition, united in the desire to con-

ciliate America, was divided on questions of home policy.

Chatham would have met the new danger by parliamentary

reform, giving increased voting power to the freeholders of

the counties. Burke from principle, and his noble patrons

mainly from lower motives, were opposed to any such change.

As Burke had wished the British parliament to be supreme

over the colonies, in confidence that this supremacy would

not be abused, so he wished the great land-owning connec-

tion resting on the rotten boroughs to rule over the unre-

presented people, in confidence that this power would not

be abused. Amidst, these distractions the king had an

easy game to play. He had all the patronage of the

Government in his hands, and beyond the circle which was

influenced by gifts of patronage he could appeal to the

ignorance and self-seeking of the nation, with which, though

lie knew it not, he was himself in the closest sympathy.

No wonder resistance grew more vigorous in America.

In 1773 the inhabitants of Boston threw ship-loads of tea

into the harbour rather than pay the obnoxious duty, In

1774 the Boston Port Bill deprived Boston of its com-

mercial rights, whilst the Massachusetts Government .Bill

took away from that colony the ordinary political liberties

of Englishmen. The first skirmish of the inevitable war

was fought 0'; Lexington in 1775. In 1776 the thirteen

colonies united in the Congress issued their Declaration cf

Independence. England put forth all its strength to beat

down resistance. She increased her armies by hirelings

bou'^ht from the' German princes. But not only did no

military genius appear on the Enalish side, but the

distance across the Atlantic was so great, and the immcnEo
spaces of even the settled part of the American continent

wer" so large, that it was impossible to efl'ect that conquest

which seemed so easy at a distance. The difTicultics of

the Americans, too, were enormous, but they had tte advan-

tage of being at home ; and in Washington they found a
leader worthy of the great cau.se for which he fought. In

1777 a British army under Burgoyne capitulated at

Saratoga ; and in the same year France, eager to revenge

the disasters of the Seven Years' War,, fonned an alliauc*

with the revolted colonies as free and independent statcu

and was soon joined by Spain.

Chatham, who was ready to make any concession t<;

America short of independence, and especially of indeperid

ence at the dictation of France, died in 1778. The wai

was continued for some years with varying results ; but it

1781 the capitulation of a second British army undo
Coinwallis at York Town was a decisive blow, which

bro'ight home to the minds of the dullest the assurance

that the conquest of America was an inipossibility.

Before this event happened there had been a great

change in public feeling in England^ The increasing

weight of taxation gave rise in 1780 to a great meeting of

the freeholders of Yorkshire, which in turn gave the signal

for a general agitation for the reduction of unnecesEcry ex-

pense in the government. To this desire Burke gave

expression in his bill for economical reform, though he was
unable to carry it in the teeth of interested opposition.

The movement in favour of economy was necessarily also a

movement in favour of peace ; and when the surrender of

York Town was known (1782), Lord North at once

resigned office.

The new ministry formed under Lord Eoclcingham Tbe

comprised not only his own immediate followers, of whom second

the most prominent was Charles Fox, but tbe followers of .

'^ "^'

Chatham, of whom Lord Shelburne was the acknowledged njinJBiry.

leader. A treaty of peace acknowledging the independence

of the United States of America was at once set on foot ;

and the negotiation with France was rendered easy by the

defeat of a French fleet by Rodney, and by the failure of

the combined forces of France and Spain to take Gibraltar.

Already the ministry on which such great hopes had .Straggle

been placed had broken up. Rockingham died in July between

1782. The two sections of which the Government was
^ ^"^

composed had different aims. The Rockingham section, ^^d f^,^

which now looked up to Fox, rested on aristocratic con-

nection and influence ; the Shelburne section was anxious
*

to gain popular support by active reforms, and to gain over

the king to their side. Judging by past experience, the

combination might well seem hopeless, and honourable

men like Fox might easily regard it with suspicion. But
Fox's allies took good care that their name should not be
associated with the idea of improvement. They pruned

Burke's Economical Reform Bill till it left as many abuses

as it suppressed ; and though the bill prohibited the

grant of pensions above £300, they hastily gave away
pensions of much larger value to their own friends before

the bill had received the royal assent. They also opposed

a bill for parliamentary reform brought in by young

William Pitt. AVheu the king chose Shelburne as prime

minister, they refused to follow him, and put forward the

incompetent duke of Portland as their candidate for the

office. The struggle was thus renewed on the old ground)

of the king's right to select his ministers. But while the

king now put forward a minister notoriously able and

competent to the task, his opponents put forward a man
whose only claim to office was the possession of larg»

estates. They forced their way back to power by means

as unscrupulous as their claim to it was unjustifiable.

They formed a coalition with Lord North whose iK>liUc»
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TLe coa-* and character they had denounced for years. The coali-

lltioD tion, as soon as the peace with America and France had

been signed (1783), drove Shelburne from OfRce. Tho

duke of Portland became tho nominal head of tho Govern-

ment, Fox and North its real leaders.

Such a ministry could not afford to make a single blun-

der. Tho king detested it, and tho assumption by the Whig
houses of a right to nominate the head of tho Government

without reference to the national interests could never be

popular. The blunder was soon committed. Burke, hating

wrong and injustice with a bitter hatred, had descried in

Tiie indi.i the government of British India by the East India Company
i^iJ' a disgrace to the English name. For many of the actions of

that government no honourable man can think of uttering

a word of defence. The helpless natives were oppressed and

robbed by the Company and its servants in every possible

way. Burke drew up a bill, which was adopted by the

coalition Government, for taking all authority in India out

of the hands of the Company, and even placing the

Company's management of its own commercial affairs

under control. The governing and controlling body was

naturally to be a council appointed at home. Th3 question

of the nomination of this council at once drew the whole

question within the domain i-f party politics. The whole

patronage of India would be in its hands, and, as parlia-

ment was then constituted, the balance of parties might

be more seriously affected by the distribution of that pa-

tronage than it would be now. When, therefore, it was
understood that the Government bill meant the council

to be named in the bill for four years, or, in other words,

to be named by the coalition ministry, it was generally

regarded as an unblushing attempt to turn a measure

for the good government of India into a measure for

securing the ministry in office. The bill of course passed

the Commons. When it came before the Lords, it was throv/n

out in consequence of a message from the king that he
would regard any one who voted for it as his enemy.

Pitt's The contest had thus become one between the influence
jiiiuistoi of the crown and the influence of the great houses. Con-

stitutional historians, who treat the question as one of

merely theoretical politics, leave out of consideration this

essential element of the situation, and forget that, if it

was wrong for the king to influence the Lords by his mes-

sage, it was equally wrong for the ministry to acquire for

themselves fresh patronage with which to influence the Com-
mons. But there was now, what there had not been in the

time of Walpole and the Pelhams, a public opinion ready

to throw its weight on one side or the other. The county

'members still formed the most independent portion of the

representation, and there were many possessors of rotten

boroughs who were ready to agree with the county mem-
bers rather than with the great landowners. In choosing

Pitt, the young son of Chatham, for his prime minister,

as soon as he had dismissed the coalition, George III.

gave assurance that he wished his counsels to be directed

by integrity and ability. After a struggle of many weeks,

parliament was dissolved (1784), and the new House of

(Commons was prepared to support the king's minister by
^a large majority.

As far as names go, the change effected placed in office

the new Tory party fot an almost uninterrupted period of

forty-six years. It so happened, however, that after the

first eight years of that period had passed by, circum-

stances occurred which effected so great a change in the

composition and character of that party as to render any
statement to this effect entirely illusive. During eight

years, however, Pitt's ministry was not merely a Tory
ministry resting on the choice of the king, but a Liberal

ministry resting ou naticmaLsupport and-upou advanced
political kuowleilg^'.

The nation whiuli Pitt had behind him was very different Matcriai

from the populace which had assailed Walpole's Excise progrfiBn.

Bill, or had shouted for Wilkes and liberty. At the
beginning of the century the intellect of thoughtful
Englishmen had applied itself to speculative problems of
religion and philosophy. In the middle of tho century it

applied itself to practical problems affecting the employ-
ment of industry. In 177G Adam Smith published the

Wealth of Nations. Already in 17G2 tho work of

Brindley, the Bridgewater canal, tho first joint of a net-

work of inland water communication, was opened. In
1767 Hargreaves produced tho spinning-jenny; Arkwright'a
spinning machine was exhibited in 1768 ; Cromptoii's mule
was finished in 1779 ; Cartwright hit upon the idea of the

power-loom in 1784, though it was not brought into

profitable use till 1801. The Staffordshire potteries had
been flourishing under Wedgwood since 17 03, and the

improved steam-engine was brought into shape by Watt in

1768. During these years the duke of Bedford, Coke of

Holkham, and Piobert Bakewell were busy in the improve-

ment of stock and agriculture.

The increase of wealth and prosperity caused by these

changes went far to produce a large class of the population

entirely outside the associations of the landowning class,

but with sufficient, intelligence to appreciate the advantages

of a government carried on without regard to the

personal interests and rivalries of tho aristocracy. Tho
mode in which that increase of wealth was effected was
even more decisive on the ultimate destinies of the country.

The substitution of the organization of hereditary monarchy
for the organization of wealth and station would ultimately

have led to evils as great as those which it superseded. It

was only tolerable as a stepping-stone to the organization

of intelligence. The larger the numbers admitted to in

fluence the affairs of state, the more necessary is it that

they respect the powers of intellect. It would be ' foolish

to institute a comparison between an Arkwright or a
Crompton and a Locke or a Newton, But it is certain

that for one man who could appreciate the importance of

the treatise On the Human Understanding or the theory of

gravitation, there were thousands who could understand the

value of the water-frame or the power-loom. The habit of

looking with reverence upon mental power was fostered in

no slight measure by the industrial development of the

second half of the 18th century.

The supremacy of intelligence in the political world was, Pitt's

for the time, represented in Pitt. In 1784 he passed an IndiaBUI

India Bill, which left tho commerce ^nd all except the

highest patronage of India in the hands of the liiast India

Company, but which erected a department of the home
Government named the Board of Control to compel the Com-
pany to carry out such political measures as the Government
saw fit. A bill for parliamentary reform was, however, TTis

thrown out by the opposition of his own supporters in parlia- scheme o«

ment, whilst outside parliament there was no general desire
J|"J^'

for a change in a system which for the present produced reform,

such excellent fruits. Still more excellent was his plan of His .leal

legislation for Ireland. Irishmen had taken advantage of i"P! ^""<

the weakness of England during the American war to
^"''"'

enforce upon the ministry of the day, in 1780 and 1782,

an abandonment of all claim on the part of the English

Government and the English judges to interfere in any way
with Irish affairs. From 1782, therefore, there were two

independent legislatures within the British Isles,—the one

sitting at Westminster and the other sitting in Dublin.

With these political changes Fox professed himself to be

content. Pitt, whose mind was open to wider considera-

tions, proposed to throw open commerce to both nations by

removing all the restrictions placed on the trade of Ireland

with England and with the re£t of the wo'-ld. The opposi-
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tioa of the Eriglish parliament was only removed by conces-

sions continuing some important restrictions upon Irish ex-

ports, and by giving the English parliament the right of ini-

tiation in all measures relating to the regulation of the trade

which was to be common to both nations. The Irish parlia-

ment took umbrage at the superiority claimed by England,

and threw out the measure as an insult, which, even as it

stood, was undeniably in favour of Ireland. The lesson of

the incompatibility of two co-ordinate legislatures was not

thrown away upon Pitt.

Conmier- In 1786 the commercial treaty with France opened that

cial' country to English trade, and was tiie first result of the
'''^'y theories laid down by Adam Smith ten years previously.

France '^^® ^'^^^ attack upon the horrors of the slave-trade was
made in 1788 ; and in the same year, in the debates on the

'HioBe- Regency Bill caused by the king's insanity, Pitt defended
gency against Fox the right of parliament to make provision for
B'"' the exercise of the powers of the crown when the wearer

was permanently or temporarily disabled from exercising

his authority.

The king When the king recovered, he went to St Paul's to return

«tst thanks, on the 23d of April 1789. The enthusiasm with
faul s. which he was greeted showed how completely he had the

nation on his side. All the hopes of liberal reformers were

now on his side. AH the hopes of moral and religious men
were on his side as well. The seed sown by Wesley had
grown to be a great tree. A spirit of thoughtfuluess in

religious matters and of moral energy was growing in the

nation, and the king was endeared to his subjects as much
by his domestic virtues as by his support of the great

minister who acted in his name. The happy prospect was
soon to be overclouded. On the 4th of May, eleven days

after the appearance of George III. at St Paul's, the French
States General met at Versailles.

The By the great mass of intelligent Englishmen the cnange

Revoiii- was greeted with enthusiasm. It is seldom that one nation

tion. understands the tendencies and difficulties of another ; and
the mere fact that power was being transferred from an
absolute monarch to a representative assembly led super-

ficial observers to imagine that they were witnessing. a mere
repetition of the victory of the English parliament over the

Stuart kings. In fact, that which was passing in •France

was of a totally different nature from the English struggle

of the 17in'century. In England, the conflict had been

carried on for the purpose of limiting the power of the

king. In France., it was begun in order to sweep away
au aristocracy*iu church and state which had become bar-

barously oppressive. It was not therefore a conflict touch-

ing simply on the political organization of the state. The
whole social organization of the country was at stake, and
the struggle would be carried on at every point of the

territory, and would involve every class of society. In
such a conflict, therefore^ there was nothing necessarily

antagonistic to the maintenance of the most absolute royal

power. If there had been a king on the throne who had
understood the needs of the times, and who could have
placed himself without afterthought at the head of the

national movement, he would have been stronger for all

good purposes than Lewis XIV. had ever been. Un-
happily, it was not in Lewis XVI. to do anything of the

kind. Well intentioned and desirous to effect the good of

Ills people, he was not clear-headed enough to understand
Luw it was to be done, or strong-willed enough to carry

out any good resolutions to which he might be brought.

The one thing impossible for a king was to be neutral in

the great division which was opening in French society
;

and Lewis was too much a creature of habit to throw off

the social ties which united him to the aristocracy. It

Hras the knowledge that the king was in heart on the wrong
tide thai made Lis continuance to rule impossible. Un-

doubtedly the best thuig that the French could have dona
after the king's leanings were known, would have been to

dethrone him. But this was not a step which any nation

was likely to take in a hurry ; and the constitution drawn
up by the States General after it passed into the form of

the National Assembly was necessarily grounded or

suspicion. The one indispensable requisite for the workiaj,

of a constitution ia that it shall bo possible to maintain a

certain degree of harmony between the variona func

tionaries who are intrusted with the work. Such a

harmony was impossible between Lewis and the Frenc)

nation. Amongst the higher order of minds there might
be a desire for liberty, and the word liberty was on the

lips of every ona But the thought of liberty was rarelj

to be found. It was by the passion of equality that the

nation was possessed. For the new spirit it was necessary

to find new institutions. The old ones had broken dowp
from absolute rottenness, and if they had been other thai

they were, they were certain to be used on the anti

national side. The force must be given to the nation, noi

to the aristocracy—not to the king, the ally of the

aristocracy. Yet all this had to be done when the mass
of the nation was rude and uneducated, ignorant an^
unversed in political life to the last degree, and when, too,

it had been taught by the long course of monarchia'

government to see force placed above right, and was thera'

fore all the more inclined to solve its difficulties by force

What wonder, therefore, if violence took the place of

argument, if mob-rule stepped in to enforce the popular

over the unpopular reasoning, and the king soon found that

he was practically a prisoner in the hands of his subjects.

In proportion as the French Revolution turned away Englm
from the path which English ignorance had marked out for feeling

it, Englishmen turned away from it in disgust. As they

did not understand the aims of the French' Revolutionists,

they were unable to make that excuse for even so much of

their conduct as admits of excuse. Three men, Fox.

Burke, and Pitt, however, represented three varieties of

opinion into which the nation was very unequally divided.

Fox, generous and trustful towards the movements of View u

large masses of men, had very little intellectual grasp of ^ »»-

the questions at issue in France. He treated the struggle

as one simply for the establishment of free institutions

;

and wheu at last the crimes of the leaders became patent

to the world, he contented himself with lamenting the

unfortunate fact, and fell back on the argument that

though England could not sympathize with the French

tyrants, there was no reason why she should go to war
with them.

Burke, on the other hand, while he failed to understand cf Bui*

the full tendency of the Revolution for good as well as for

evil, understood it far better than any Englishman of that

day understood it. He saw that its main aim was
equality, not liberty, And that not only would the French

nation be ready, in pursuit of equality, to welcome any
tyranny which would serve its purpose, but would be the

more prone to acts of tyranny over individuals from the

complete remodellingof institutions, with the object of giving

immediate effect to the will of the ignorant masses, which

was especially liable to be counterfeited by designing and

unscrupulous agitators. There is no doubt that in all this

Burke was in the right, as lie was in his denunciation of

the mischief certain to foUow. when a nation tries to start

afresh, and to blot out all past progress in the light of

simple reason, which is often most fallible when it believes

itself to be most infallible. Where he went wrong was in

his ignorance of the special circumstances of the French

nation, and his consequent blindness to the fact that the

historical method of gradual progress was impossible where

iustitutious had become eo utterly bad as they were ia
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France, and that consequently the systcin of starting afresh,

to which he reasonably objected, was to the French a

matter not of choice but of necessity. Nor did he see that

the passion for equality, like every great passion, justified

itself, and that the problem was, not how to obtain liberty

in defiance of it, but how tjo to guide it as to obtain liberty

by it and through it.

Burke did not content himself with pointing out

speculatively the evils which ho foreboded for the French.

He perceived clearly that the effect of the new French

principles could no more be confined to French territory

than the principles of Protestantism in the 16th century

could be confined to Saxony. He knew well that the

appeal to abstract reason and the hatred of aristocracy

would spread over Europe like a flood, and, as he was iu

the habit of considering whatever was most opposed to the

object of his dislike to be wholly excellent, he called for a

crusade of all established Governments against the anarchi-

cal principles of dissolution which had broken loose in

France.

Pitt occupied ground apart from either Fox or Burke.

He had neither Fox's sympathy for popular movements
uor Burke's intellectual appreciation of the immediate

tendencies of the Revolution. Hence, whilst he pronounced

against any active interference with France, he was an

advocate of peace, not because he saw more than Fox or

Burke, but because he saw less. He fancied that France

would be 80 totally occupied with its own troubles that

it would cease for a long time to be dangerous to other

nations. A resolution formed on grounds so hopelessly

futile was not likely to stand the test of time.

Even if France had been spared the trial of external

pressure, it is almost certain that she would have roused

resistance by some attempt to maintain her new principles

abroad. When the king of Prussia coalesced with the

emperor in 1792 to force her to re-establish the royal

authority, she broke out into a passion of self-asserting

defiance. The king was dethroned, and preparations were

made to try him for his life as an accomplice of the

invaders. A republic was proclaimed, and in its name
innocent persons, whose only crime was to belong to the

noble class by birth and feeling, were ma-ssacred by hun-

dreds. The grim suspicion which cIotBed itself with

cruelty in the capital became patriotic resistance on the

frontier. Before the end of the year the invasion was re-

pulsed. Savoy occupied, the Austrian Netherlands overrun,

and the Dutch republic threatened.

Very few Governments in Europe were so rooted in the

affections of their people as to be able to look without

terror on the challenge thus thrown out to them. . The
English Government was one of those very few. No mere
despotism was here exercised by the king. No broad im-

passable line here divided the aristocracy from the people.

The work of former generations of Englishmen had been

too well done to call for that breach of historical continuity

which was a dire necessity in France. There was much
need of reform. There was no need of a revolution. The
whole of the upper and middle classes, with few exceptions,

clung together in a fierce spirit of resistance ; and the mass

of the lower classes, especially in the country, were too

well off to wish for change. The spirit of resistance to

revolution quickly developed into a spirit of resistance to

reform, and those who continue'd to advocate changes more
or less after the French model were treated as the enemies

of mankind. A fierce hatred of France and of all that

attached itself to France became the predominating spirit

of the nation.

Such a change in the national mind could not but affect

the constitution of the Whig party. The reasoning of

Burke would, in itself, have done little to effect its disrup-

tion. But the great landowners, who contributed so strong

an element in it, composed the very class which had most
to fear from the principles of the Revolution, llie old

questions which had divided them from the king and Pitt

in 1783 had dwindled into nothing before the appalling

question of the immediate present. They made themselves

the leaders of the war party, and they knew that that party

comprised almost the whole of the parliamentary classes.

What could Pitt do but surrender 1 The whole of the

intellectual basis of his foreign policy was swept away whea
it became evident that the Continental war would bring

with it an accession of French territory. He did not

abandon his opinions. His opinions rather abandoned him.

A wider intelligence might have held that, let France gain

what territorial aggrandizement it might upon the Con-
tinent, it was impossible to resist such changes until the

opponents of France had so purified themselves as to obtain

a hold upon the moral feelings of mankind. Pitt could

not take this view
;

perhaps no man in his day could be

fairly expected to take it. He did not indeed declare war
against France; but he sought to a set a limit to her con-

quests in the winter, though he had not sought to set a

limit to the conquests of the coalesced sovereigns in the

preceding summer. He treated with supercilious contempt

the National Convention, which had dethroned the king

and proclaimed a republic. Above all, he took up a declar-

ation by the Convention, that they would give help to-ill

peoples struggling for liberty against their respective

Governments, as a challenge to England. The horror

caused in England by the trial and execution of Lewis XVI.

completed the estrangement between the two countries, and

though the declaration of war came from France (1793), it

had been in great part brought about by the bearing of

England and its Government.

In appearance the great Whig landowners gave their sup- Pitt

port to Pitt, and in 1794 some of their leaders, the duke ^°^^^^'

of Portland, Lord Fitzwilliam, and Mr Wyndham, entered
^vkig's",'^

the cabinet to serve under him. In reality it was Pitt who

had surrendered. The ministry and the party by which

it was supported might call themselves Tory still. But

the great reforming policy of 1784 was Entirely at an end.

Strong as it was, the Government did not know its own Violenc*

strength. It saw sedition and revolution everywhere. It ^^^^^"^^

twisted loosetalk into criminal intent. It coveredthe country
^^y^^^

with its spies. The slightest attempts to concert measures

for obtaining reform were branded as revolutionary

violence. Men who would otherwise have been content with

declaiming iu favour of reform were goaded into actual sedi-

tion. The Government sought and obtained additional

powers from parliament. Fine, imprisonment, and trans-

portation were dealt out by the law courts in lavish mea-

sure. The Reign of Terror in France was answered by

a reign of violence in England, modified by the political

habits of a nation trained to freedom, but resting on the

same spirit of fear and intolerance. In November 1794

an attempt was mads actually to shed blood. Hardy,

Home Tooke, and Thelwall were brought to triaj, on a

charge of high treason, for issuing invitations to a national

convention intended to promote changes of the greatest

magnitude in the government. Happily the jury refused

to see in this certainly dangerous proceeding a crime

worthy of death, and its verdict of Not guilty saved the

nation from the disgrace of meting out the extreme penalty

of high treason to an attempt to hold a public meeting

for the redress of grievances.

The public feeling, in fact, regained its composure

sooner than the ministry. The upper and middle classes

became conscious of their own strength; and though

reform and reformers were as unpopular as ever, the instru-

ments by which reform might be gained hereafter were Icffc
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untouched for the use. of a future generation. The Sedition

and Treason Bills, passed in 1795, were limited in their

duration, and were never actually put in force.

In the meanwhile, Pitt's management of the war was
leading, as far as the Continent was concerned, to failure

after failure. Nothing else was possible. He had none of

the abilities of a war minister, and his system of sending

detached expeditions to various points was not calculated

to attain success. Nor is it likely that, even if he had
been more competent in this respect, he would have accom-

plished anything worthy of the efforts which he put forth.

It has been said that if he had roused the passions of men,

and had proclaimed a holy war upon the Continent, he

would have had a better chance of gaining his ends. But
passions cannot be artificially excited, and a holy war pre-

supposes a cause which, if it is not holy in itself, will at

least be supposed by men to be so. Except under special

circumstances, however, it was impossible to rouse enthu-

siasm against the French republic. Toulon might be

succoured and abandoned in 1793 ; La Vendue might have

fallacious hopes held out to it in 1794. Frenchmen who
were shocked at the habitual employment of .the guillotine

were yet not inclined to rise at the bidding of a foreign

invader against a Government which at all events stood

manfully up for the integrity of French territory, whilst

the long habit of submission to absolute rule had made
the nation slow to take the conduct of affairs into its own
hands. The middle classes on the Continent too were on
the side of the peasants, and looked to French principles

if not to French armies as offering an amelioration of their

lot. The Austrian Netherlands, regained from France in

1793, were reconquered by France in 1794; and a British

force under the duke of York did nothing to avert the

misfortune. The land was annexed to the territory of the

French republic. Early in 1795 the Dutch Netherlands
were revolutionized and constituted into a republic in

alliance with France. In the same year Prussia made
peace with France. Austria continued the contest alone,

receiving large sums of money from England, and doing
very little in return.

If England could do little for the Continent, she could

do enough to insure her own safety. Howe's victory of

the 1st of June (1794) inflicted the first of a long series of

defeats on the French navy. An attempt in 1795 to sup-

port the French royalists by a landing in Quiberon Bay
ended in failure, but Ceylou and the Cape of Good Hope
were taken from the Dutch. The war, however, had become
so expensive, and its results were evidently so small,

that there was a growing feeling in England in favour of

peace, especially as the Eeign of Terror had come to an
end in 1794, and a regular Government, the Directory, had
been appointed in 1795. Accordingly, in 1796 Lord
Malmesbury was sent to France to treat for peace; but the

negotiation was at once broken off by his demand that

JFrance should abandon the Netherlands.

The French Government, buoyed up by the successes

of General Bonaparte, who was driving the Austrians out
of Italy, resolved to attempt -nn invasion of Ireiund. In
December a French fleet, with Hoche on board, sailed for

Bantry Bay. Only part of it arrived there, and retreated

without efiecting anything. A smaller force, landing in

Pembrokeshire, was reduced to surrender.

The French attempted to renew the enterprise in the
following year. Spain was now in alliance with France,
and it was proposed that a Spanish fleet should join the
French fleet and the Dutch fleet for a joint invasion.
Jervis defeated the Spanish fleet at St Vincent, and Duncan
defeated the Dutch fleet at Camperdown (1797). During
the same year "a.mutiny in the fleet at Spithead and St
Helens was quieted by concessions to the reasonable com-

plaints of the sailors; whilst an unreasonable mutiny at the
'

Nore was suppressed by firmness in resistance. A renewed

attempt to negotiate peace at Lille had ended in faUure,

because, though the English were this time ready to

abandon the Netherlands to France, they were not ready to

give back the Cape of Good Hope to the Dutch and

Trinidad to Spain. Before the end of the year England

had no ally in Europe excepting Portugal. Bonaparte had
dictated to Austria the treaty of Campo Formio.

Isolated as Great Britain was, there was less inclination'

to make peace in England in 1798 than there had been in

1795. In proportion as France fell into the hands of the

less violent but more corrupt of the Revolutionists, the

enthusiasm which her proclamation of principles had once

created among.=;t the class excluded from political power

died away; whilst the antagonism aroused by mere mili-

tary conquest under the conduct of the rapacious Bonaparte

was on the increase. The attempt at invasion had roused

the national spirit to stubborn resistance ; v/hilst the

Government itself, warned by the failure of the proceed-

ings against Hardy and his associates, aiid freed from the

blind terror which had made it violent during the first

years of the war, was able to devote its energies unre-

servedly to carrying on hostilities.

If, however, a French invasion had ever been anything State of
more than a dream, it was because there was one quarter lielaud..

in which miogovernment had created a state of circum-'

stances by which it was absolutely invited. At the end

of 1794 Lord Fitzwilliam had been sent to Ireland as lord-

lieutenant, and had set his face against the vile jobbery

through which the leaders of the Protestant minority

governed Ireland, and had thrown himself warmly into the

encouragement of Grattan's scheme for the admission ol.

the Catholics to political power. The aggrieved jobbers

gained the ear of the king, and in 1795 Fitzwilliam was'

recalled. Then ensued a scene which has no parallel even

in the organized massacres of the French Kepublic. The
Catholics joined in a society called the United Irishmen, to

enforce their claims, if need be by an alliance with France,

and the establishment of an independent republic. Deeds
of violence preluded any actual attempt at insurrection.

The Protestants, under the name of Orangemen, gathered

to the support of the Government as yeomanry or militia^

men. Before long these guardians of the peace had spreacll

terror over all Catholic Ireland. By the lash, by tor-

ture, by the defilement of chaste and innocent women,'

they made their predominance felt. It was in 1796,

in the very midst of these abominable horrors, that

French ships had appeared but had been unable to land

troops in Bantry Bay. Nevertheless, though no assistance ThelriaO

was to be had, the United Irishmen rose in rebellion in rebellJja.

1798. The rebellion was suppressed, and again the

militiamen and volunteers were let loose to establish order

by massacre and violence. Fortunately, the English

Government intervened, and a new lord-lieutenant, the

marquis of Cornwallis, was sent over to Dublin. The
raging Protestant aristocracy was held back from further

deeds of cruelty and vengeance, and law and order were

established so far as it was possible to establish them in a

land so torn by hostile factions.

Pitt rose to the occasion. He planned a great scheme The

of union between the two nations (1799). There was to Unioi

be one parliament for Great Britain and Ireland, as there

was one parliament for England and Scotland. The.

jobbers who filled the seats in the Irish House of

Commons, and who voted in the name of a people whom
they in no sense represented, joined the few members
who from a sense of patriotism refused to vote away so

easy a source of wealth and influence. Pitt bought tho

votes which he could not command, and the Irish i>arlia-
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mcut, on these ignoble terras, consented to extinguish itself

<1800) It depended on the English Government whether

this change, by which Ireland lost the semblance of

national indoiiendence, should be followed by a step in

advance for that country in a serious attempt to diminish

the evils of Protestant supremacy. That stop Pitt had

pledged himself to take, and in 1801 he had prepared a

measure for admitting the Catholics to political power.

The king stood in the way, und Pitt resigned otTico rather

than forfeit his word.

The year which witnessed Pitt's failure in domesticlegisla-

tion also witnessed his failure in military effort. In 1798

Bonaparte sailed for Egypt with the intention of setting up

a French dominion in the East. The fleet which conveyed

him was annihilated after his landing by Nelson at the

battle of the Nile. Pitt seized the opportunity of the

great general's absence from Europe to organize a second

coalition against France. In the campaign of 1799 Italy

was regained. Irom Fiance, and in the East Bonaparte was

driven back from Acre by the Turks headed by Sir Sidney

Smith. The news of French disasters brought him hurriedly

back to Europe, but before ho could take part in the war

Massena had defeated the coalition at Zurich. A coup

d'etat, however, placed Bonaparte, under the name of first

consul, in practical possession of absolute power; and in

the following year his great victory at Jlarengo (1801),

followed up by Moreau's victory of Hohenlindeu, enabled

him to dictate as a conqueror the treaty of Lun^ville, by

which Frnnco entered once more into possession of the

frontier of the Rhine. By this treaty not only was

England again isolated, but she found herself exposed to

new enemies. Her enforcement of the right of search to

enable her ships to take enemies' goods out of neutral

vessels exasperated e\en friendly powers, and Russia was

joined by Sweden and Denmark to enforce resistance to the

claim. It was under these circumstances that Pitt's resig-

nation was announced.

The successor of the great minister was Addington,

whose mind was imbued with all the Protestant prejudices

of the king, which were, it must be owned, the Protestant

prejudices of the nation. He had neither force of char-

acter nor strength of intellect. Nelson's victory at Copen-

hagen, which crushed the naval power of Denmark and

broke up the Northern Alliance, and the landing of Aber-

cromby in Aboukir Bay, followed by the victory of Alex-

andria and the consequent evacuation of Egypt by the

French, were events prepared by the former adminis-

tration. Addington's real work was the peace of Amiens

(1802), an experimental peace, as the king called it, to .<iee

if the first consul could bo contented to restrain himself

within the very wide limits by which his authority in

Europe was still circumscribed.

In a few months England was made aware that the ex-

periment would not succeed. Interference and annexation

became the standing policy oi the new French Government.

England, discovering how little intention Bonaparte had of

earning out the spirit of the treaty, refused to abandon

Malta, as she had engaged to do by the terms of peace.

The war began again, no longer a war against certain

principles, and the extension of dominion resulting from

the victory of those principles, but against aggressive des-

potism, wiehling military force, conducted by consummate
military genius, and setting at naught the rights of popu-

lations as well as the claims of rulers. This time the

English nation was all but unanimous in resistance. This
time its resistance would be sooner or later supported by
all that was healthy in Europe.

The spirit of England was fully roused by the news
that Bonqparte was preparing invasion. Volunteers were
enrolled in defence of the country. There was a general

ENGLAND 3Ga

belief that the prime minister was not equal to the crisis.

Addington retired, and Pitt again became prime ministei

(1804). He would gladly have joined Fox in forming an

administration on a broader basis than hia former one.

But the king objected to Fox, and some of Pitt's old friends

refused to desert the proscribed statesman. Pitt became
the head of a ministry of which he was the only efficient

member.
Englacd was strong enough to hold her own against

Bonaparti!, who was now Napoleon, emperor of the French

(1805). Ts^elson crushed the combined French and Spanish

Beets at Trafalgar, paying with his own life for a victory

which put an end to the French naval power for the

remainder of the war. The iron of Napoleon's tyranny

had not yet entered into the Continental nations sulTiciently

to rouse them to a truly popular resistance. A third coali-

tion ended in as complete a disaster as that in which the

first and siicond had ended. Austria lost a large part of

her force in the capitulation of Ulm, and the Austrian and
Russian armies were overpowered at Austeilitz. To effect

these victories the force which threatened the invasion of

England would necessarily have been withdrawn, even if

the result of the battle of Trafalgar had not made the

enterprise hopeless. Pitt died shortly after receiving the

news of the disasters of his allies (180C).

Pitt's death forced the king to accept a Ministry of

which Fox was a member. This ministry of All the

Talents, as it was called, was not successful in the

conduct of the war. Its year of office was the year ia

which Prussia was crushed at Jena, and it dissipated

the strength of the English army in unimportant distant

expeditions, instead of throwing it upon one spot to aid

Prussia or Russia. Its great title to fame is the aboli-

tion of the slave trade. Fox's death deprived the ministry

of its strongest member, and in the following year an
attempt on its part to admit Roman Catholics to the

naval and military service of the crown drew from the

king a demand for an engagement never to propose any

concession to the Catholics. They refused to make any
such promise, and were summarily ejected from office. The
king's firm stand was popular in England. The reaction

against the French Revolution no longer demanded the

infliction of penalties upon those who promulgated its

doctrines; but a spirit bad been produced which was

inexorable against all attempts to effect any change for

the better. A spirit of blind, unreasoning conservatism

had taken the place of the enlightened Toryism of Pitt's

earlier days.

The new ministry (1807), under the nominal leadership

of the duke of Portland, had to face Napoleon alone. The
battle of Friedland and the peace of Tilsit left him master

of the greater part of the Continent. Prussia and Austria

were already stripped of territory; and as protector of the

C'Qiifederation of the Rhine, Napoleon ruled in Germany.

Italy was directly subjected to his power. Unable to

make war upon England by his fleets and- armies, ho

attempted to .subdue her by ruining her commerce. By
the Beriin decree (1807), he declared the whole of the

British islands to be in a state of blockade, though he had

not a single ship at sea to enforce his declaration. Ho
declared all British manufactured goods prohibited wherever

his power reached, and excluded from his dominions even

neutral ships which had touched at a British port. The

British Government, instead of leaving Napoleon to bear

the odium of this attack on neutral commerce, retaliated

by Orders in Council conceived in the spirit of his own

measure. They declared that all vessels trading with

I

France were ILible to seizure, and that all such vessels

clearing from a hostile P'.rt must touch at a British port

! to pay customs duties. Napolcoa answered by the Milan
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decree, foibiclding neutrals to trado in any article imported

from any part of the British dominions. The Orders in

Council cost England a war with America. The Berlin

and Milan decrees contributed largely to the overthrow of

Napoleon's power. Every poor man who was debarred

from the means of providing sugar or cloth for his family

felt the grievance. The French Republic had declared war

against the nobles and the higher classes ; Napoleon de-

creed an oppression which was bitterly felt in every

cottage.

Tiio Pen- In pursuit of his design of forcing the Continental

insular gygtem, as he termed it, on Tortugal, Napoleon sent Junot
*"

to occupy Lisbon, and dethroned the king in 1807. In

1808 he seized on the royal family of Spain, and offered

the crown to his brothc;r Joseph. When the Spaniards

resisted, the English Government sent troops to the

Peninsula. Defeated at Vimeira, Junot was allowed to

evacuate Portugal. Napoleon came to the rescue of his

lieutenants in Spai'i, and though he retired wrthout effect-

ing the expulsion of the English, Sir John Moore was

slain at Corunna (1809) after inflicting a repulse on the

French, and his army was shipped for England. In the

summer Wellesley landed in Portugal. Thanks to a fresh

aggressive war of Napoleon against Austria, he was able to

make his footing sure, though the English ministry sent

large forces to perish in the marshes of Walcheren, which

might have been better employed in supporting Wellesley

at the time when he was driven to retreat before superior

nuBibers after the fruitless victory of Talavera.

In 1810 Wellesley, now known under the name of

V/cllington, beat back the masses of the French forces

imder Massena from behind the lines of Torres Vedras.

Wellington's resistance was great as a military exploit. But

it was far more than a military exploit. It would have

been of little avail to linger, however safely, in a corner of

Portugal unless he were sure of better allies than the

wretched Spanish soldiers who had looked on whilst he

fought for them at Talavera. Wellington saw clearly that

there is no ally so strong as the arrogance and injustice of

an euemy. His firm hope was that Napoleon would ruin

himself, and his hope did not deceive him. In 1812

Napoleon wrecked his finest army on the snows of Russia.

Wellington had breathing space to issue forth from

Portugal, to seize the frontier fortresses of Ciudad Rodrigo

and Badajos, and to win the battle of Salamanca. In 1813

Oermany rose against its oppressor. The victory of.Leipsic

drove the despot over the Rhine, and the victory of

Vittoria drove his lieutenants over the Pyrenees. The
peoples of Europe were against him. In 1814 he was

driven into exile at Elba. Wellington's last victory in this

war was wen at Toulouse after the abdication of the

emperor. In 1815 the emperor returned and seized the

throne once more. England and Prussia were the first in

Patile of the field, and the crushing blow at Waterloo consigned him
Water- to a life long exile at St Helena.
loo. fi^g ,^,jj^ ^yJ^Ij America, begun in 1812, bad been caused
Ainen-

jjy jjjg pressure of the Enijlish naval force on neutral com-

merce under the Orders in Council, which the British

Government refused to witlidraw till it was too late, and
by its claim to impress British seamen when serving on

board American ships. The war was brought to an end
by the treaty of Ghent (1814).

yjrst After a long war the difficulties of the victors are often

year* of greater than thu.«e of the conquered. The conquered have
jie.ice. their attention directed to the rej)aration of losses, and are

inspired by a patriotic desire to submit to sacrifices for the

take of tlieir country. The victors are in the frame of

mind which expects everything to be easy, and they have
been accustomed to direct their energies to the business of

ovarjiowcring foreign enemies, and to hide their eyes from

the constant watchfulness required by the needs of the
population at home. The war out of which England had
come was more than ever calculated to foster this tendency

to domestic inaction. To the governing classes despotism,

revolution, and reform were almost synonymous. Ministries

had .succeeded one another : Perceval followed Portland in

1809, and Liverpool followed Perceval in 1812. They
were all alike in abhorrence of the very idea of change, in

the entire abandonment of those principles of active and
intelligent government by which Pitt, whose followers they

professed to be, had been always inspired. The supremacy
of the proprietors of land, and absolute resistance to reform,

were accepted as the rule of government. It made no
difference that the king had become permanently insane in

1810, and that the base and sensual prince of Wales

became regent in 1811, till he ascended the throne in 1820
as George IV.

The wrongs of the propertied classes could make tliem- Strife of

selves heard. In 1815 a corn law had been passed pro- ^'s"''*-

hibiting the import of corn till the price was above 8O3. a

quarter In 1816 the ministry were compelled to submit

to the repeal of the property tax, and abandoned the malt

tax without pressure. In the meanwhile the agricultural

and industrial poor were on the verge of starvation. It

would be absurd to draw too close a comparison between

the position of the English upper classes at this time and
of the French upper classes before the Revolution. But
there was the same tendency to use political power as a
support for their own material interests, the same neglect

of the wants and feelings of those who had none to help

them. Those in authority were naturally startled when,

at a time when mobs driven to desperation were breaking Demand

machines and burning ricks, Cobbett in his Weekly Politi- for P"-

cal Register was advocating universal suffrage and annual
''*™*°^'

parliaments. The revolution struck down in France ^^^^
appeared to be at the doors in England.

In great part, no doubt, the misery was brought about

by causes over which no Government could have had any
control,—by the breaking up of the irregular channels

through which commerce had flowed during the war. But
it was in great part, too, owing to the incidence of the pro-

tective system to which the Government, widely departing

from the track marked out by the early steps of Pitt, was

giving effect with the full support of the manufacturing as

well as the landowning class.

A riot in London (1816), and a missile thrown at the Repre«-

carriage of the prince regent, roused in parliament asme- *"" ""•*"

thing like the repressive violence of 1794. Even the

brilliant Canning, the ablest of the disciples of Pitt,

declaimed against the parliamentary reform which was now
asked for in so many quarters. Acts, of which the suspen-

sion of the Habeas Corpus Act was the most severe, were

passed to strengthen the hands of the ministry. Seditious

meetings, mingled with real or imaginary projects of insur-

rection, kept the alarm of the upper classes on the stretch.

But, as in 1794, juries were .suspicious of evidence fur-

nished by spies, and refused to convict on insuCScient

proof.

The strife between classes culminated in 1819. Large

meetings in the open air were held in the great towns, aud

inflammatory speeches were freely addressed to them.

Some of the speakers were arrested. At Stockport the

constable in charge of one of the prisoners was attacked

and shot. Birmingham, a great unrepresented town, elected

a " legislatorial attorney." A large meeting was summoned

at Manchester, another great unrepresented town, to follow Tiie

the example. The meeting was declared by the magistrates Mancht*^

to be illegal, and another meeting was accordingly sum- '^^^

moned for the undoubtedly legal purpose of petitioning
'

for parliamentarj- reform. On the appointed day thousondt
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poured in from the surrounding districts. These men had

been previously drilled, for the purpose, as their own leaders

asserfp.d, of enabling them to preserve order,— for the pur-

jiose, the magistratea suspected, of preparing thorn to take

jiart in an armed insurrection. A fruitless attempt by the

liiagistrates to arrest a popular agitator named Hunt as he

was preparing to address the crowd was followed up by a

charge of ciivalry. Six persons were killed, and a far larger

number were wounded in the onslaught. The Manchester

jnassacre divided the kingdom into opposite camps. The
nso of military violence roused a feeling which struck a

chord of old English feeling inherited from the days when
Oliver's dragoons had made themselves hated. Large
meetings were held to protest, and were addressed by men
who hud but little sympathy with the previous agitation.

Parliament replied by enacting new laws, known as the Six

Acts, in'restraint of sedition, by sharpening the powers

of the administratoi-s of justice. The Government took up
the same antagonistic position against the right of English-

men to meet for political purposes which had been taken

up in the days of the Reign of Terror. But the very fact

that there was no reign of terror on the other side of

the Channel weakened its hands. The intelligence of the

country was no longer on their side. Lord Sidmouth, the

Addington who had made so inefficient a prime minister,

was not the man to gain support as home secretary for a

policy of severity which was only the disguise of weakness
;

and Lord Castlereagh, to whom was intrusted the manage-
ment of foreign affairs, had disgusted all generous minds
liy his sympathy with despotic rule upon the Continent.

Soon after George IV. became king, on the death of his

father in 1820, the alienation of the people from the

Governmeut was marked by the indignation aroused by
the attempts of ministers to pass a Bill of Pains and
Penalties depriving the new queen of her rights as the wife

of the sovereign on the ground of the alleged immorality

of her conduct. Even those who suspected or believed

that her conduct had not been blameless, were shocked at

an attempt made by a king whose own life was one of

notorious profligacy, and whose conduct towards his wife

had been cruel and unfeeling, to gain his own ends at the

expense of one whom he had expelled from his home and
had exposed to every form of temjitation. The failure of

the ministers to carry the Bill of Pains and Penalties was
a turniug-point'in the history of the country. The exist-

ing system lost its hold on the moral feelings as well as on

the intelligence of the nation. For Bome time to come,

sympathy with parliamentary reform would be confined to

the ranks of the Opposition. But ia 1822 the dcath-of

Lord Castlereagh, who had recently become Lord London-
ilerry, and the retirement of Lord Sidmouth, placed Can-

ning in the secretaryship for foreign affairs and Peel at the

home office.

Canning carried the foreign policy of tue country in a

new direction. The desire for peace liad led the ministry

to support the Holy Alliance, a league formed between the

absolute sovereigns of the Continent for the suppression in

common of all popular movements. Canning broke loose

from these old traditions. He made himself loved or hated by
offering, without purpose of aggression or aggrandizement,

aid or countenance to nations threatened by the great des-

potic monarchies; and he thus to some extent placed limits

on the power of the military despotisms of Europe Far
more cautious and conservative than Canning, Peel took up
the work which had been begun by Romilly, and put an end
to the barbarous infliction of the penalty of death for slight

offences. After Canning's short ministry, followed by his

death (1827), Peel, after consenting to the abolition of the

Test and Corporation Acts, passed a bill, in conjunction

T7itb the new prime minister the duke of Wellington, to

admit Catholics to a seat in parliament, thus carrj'iug out

Pitt's great plan, though sadly late. From 1823 to 1828
Huskisson, as president of the Board of Trade, had been

at work loosening the bonds of commercial restriction, and
thus carrying uut Pitt's policy in another direction.

Such changes, however, were only an instalment of tho.se

which were demanded by the now ripened public opinion

of the country ; and as the ministers had not been the

initiators of the late concessions to Catholics and dissenters,

they failed to obtain any enthusiastic support from reform-

ers; whilst the fact that the concessions had been made
alienated the opponents of reform. On the death of George

IV. and the accession of William IV. (1830), a new minis-

try, a combination of Whigs and Canningites, came into

office under Lord Grey.

After a struggle lasting over more than a year, parlia-

mentary reform was carried in the teeth of the opposition

of the House of Lords. The franchise was so arranged as

to give a very large share of influence to the middle classes

of the towns. But though the lajidowning aristocracy was
no longer supreme, it was by no means thrown on the ground.

Lords and gentlemen of large estate and ancient lineage had
taken the lead in the reforming cabinet, and the class which
had the advantages of leisure and position on its side Would
have no difficulty in leading, as soon as it abandoned the.

attempt to stand alone. Fortunately, too, at the tinte

when the institutions of our country were refounded on a

broader basis, science had long taken a form which im-

pressed the minds of the people with a reverence for know-
ledge. Mechanical invention, which had accomplished

such wonders in the middle of the 18th century, entered

upon afresh period qf development when the first passenger

railway train was dragged by a locomotive in 1830.

Mental power applied to the perfecting of manufacture is

not in itself higher than mental power applied in other

directions, but it is more easily understood and more readily

respected. Experience taught large masses of men to sub-

mit to the guidance of those who knew what they did not

know. Amongst statesmen, too, the shock to the old

order produced an open mind for the reception of new
ideas, and the necessity of basing authority on a wider

foundation produced a desire for the spread of education,

and gave rise to a popular literature which aimed at inter-

preting to the multitude the thoughts by which their con-

duct might be influenced.

The first great act of the reformea parliament bore the

impress of the higher mind of the nation. The abolition

of slavery (1833) in all British colonies did credit to its

heart ; the new poor-law (1834) did credit to its under-

standing. An attempt to strip the Irish established church

of some of its revenue?, broke up the ministry. There were

diff"erence3 amongst the members of the Government, and

those differences were echoed in the country. The king

was frightened at the number of changes demanded, dis:

missed his ministers, and intrusted the formation of a new
Government to Sir Piobert Peel. The new Government

abandoned the title of Tory for the title of Conservative.

It was the last time that the sovereign actively interfered

in the change of a ministry. The habits of parliament had

been much changed since the days of the Regency Bill of

1788, when it was acknowledged by all that a change of

ministry would follow the announcement of the accession

of the Prince of Wales to power, without any correspond-

ing change in the political temper of parliament. Sinecure

appointments had recently been lopped away with an unspar-

ing band, and the power of corrupting members of parlia-

ment had been taken away. The character of the members

themselves had risen. They were more deeply interested

in political causes themselves, and were too clearly brought

under the full light of publicity to make it possible for them
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lo becomo amenable to those evil influences to which their

fathers had succumbed.

The new minister dissolved parliament. The increase

m the numbers of his followers showed that the country

aad to some extent taken alarm. But ho could not com-

mand a majority, and he resigned office in favour of Lord

Melbourne (1835). The Melbourne ministry signalized its

accession to office by the reform of the municipal corpora-

• tions. Then came the lowering of the stamp duty on news-

papers and the Tithe Commutation Act (1836), benefiting

the landholders and the clergy alike. The foundation was

laid of many a beneficial change.

The accession of Queen Victoria (1837) did not cut short

the tenure of power of the ministry. But the condition of

the manufacturing poor was deplorable, and it gave rise to

the Chartist agitation for admission to equal political

rights with the middle classes. A large body of Chartists

threatened an appeal to physical force, and the terror pro-

duced by these threats swelled the tide of Conservative re-

action. The niini';vry sufl'ered, too, from alack of financial

ability. They were bold enough where they saw their way.

The introduction of the penny postage (1840) was a daring

rstep iu the face of embarrassed finances, though it might be

supported by the success of the lowering of the news-

l)aper stamp duty in 1836. In 1841 ministers produced

free trade measures as the best remedy for existing evils.

But they were already discredited by past ill success in the

management of the exchequer, and the hostile majority in

the new parliament which carried Peel to power was the

expression as much of want of confidence in their ability

is of djslike of their measures.

The Conservative ministry followed in the steps of its

predecessors. An income-tax was once more laid on (1842)

to enable the prime minister to reduce the duties on im-

ports. With respect to corn, he imposed a sliding scale

of duties, which shut out foreign corn in seasons of low

prices, and allowed it to come in in seasons of high prices.

Outside parliament a great association, the Anti-Corn-Law

League, with Richard Cobden as its principal spokesman,

poured forth unanswerable arguments on behalf of the

entire freedom from duty of imported food. It was

a fortunate circumstance that the free-trade doctrines won
tteir way by degrees. Victories are not won by reason

alone, and it is no wonder that after a parliament in which

the landowners were more than usually strong had deprived

the manufacturers of protection, the manufacturers dis-

covered that the arguments which had been found good in

their case would also hold good in the case of the land-

owners, especially after they had learnt from their own ex-

perience that prosperity was likely to result from the

change. At last Sir Robert Peel, shaken by argument and

moved by the difficulty of providing for an Irish famine,

proposed and carried the repeal of the corn duties (1846).

Peel's resolution broke up his party, and made his retire-

ment from office inevitable. Lord John Russell, who suc-

ceeded him, completed the system which Peel had estab-

lished. The markets were thrown open to foreign as well

as to colonial sugar (1846), and the repeal of the naviga-

tion laws (1847) enabled the merchant to employ foreign

ships and seamen in the conveyance of his goods ; and after

the short ministry of Lord Derby (1852), another sweeping

abolition of duties was carried by Mr Gladstone as

chancellor of the exchequer in the ministry of Lord

Aberdeen (1853).

The changes in the direction of free trade were accom-

panied by a large number of other changes which have left

their mark on the statute-book and on the habits of the

people. There is no mistaking the tendency of this great

era of legislation under the influence of the reform by

HV'hich the balance of power had swayed over to the middle

classes in 1832. The idea wnich was steadily making its

way was the idea of testing all questions by the interest of

the nation as a whole, and of disregarding in comparisor
the special interests of particular classes It was this idea

which lay at the root of the Rcientific doc! tine on wLiclj.

the free traders founded their practice, and which com
mended that practice to imaginations as well as to the

desires of the mass of the population.

This combination of thought with popular movement
towards equality was but one of the manifestations of that

greater movement which had been passing over Europe
ever since the beginning of the French Revolution. It waa
assisted by the character of the material progress of the
time. When the soil of the country was covered with a
network of railways, when the electric telegraph began to

come into use, and all parts of the country were brought
into closer connection with one another, when the circula

tion of books and newspapers became more easy and more
rapid, the sense of unity grew stronger with the growth of

the means of communication. Nor was it only the sense

of the unity of the various parts of the country which was
growing. Class drew nearer to class, and the wants, the

desires, and the prejudices of each were better understood

than they had formerly been. Slowly but surely the

influence of education spread. The duty of legislating

for the benefit of the weak and the poor was better under-

stood, tempered by an increasing understanding of the evib
of interference with liberty of action. In tlie midst of the

tendency to equality, the old English belief in the virtue of

liberty was strengthened by the knowledge imparted by a
more scientific conception of human nature.

It was impossible that this change should pass over the Furtlic

national mind without giving rise to a desire to include reform

the working class in that body of electors in whose hands proposwi

political power was ultimately placed. Before the end of

Lord John Russell's ministry, a new Reform Bill had been
introduced by the Government (1852), but it did irot pass

into law. Soon after Lord Aberdeen's accession to office

the mind of the nation was too completely taken up with

foreign affairs to attend to organic changes at home. The
attack upon Turkey by the emperor of Russia was resisted

by the allied forces of England and France. England was
jealous of Russian advancement in the East ; and in the

hands of the emperor Nicholas the government of Russia

was a military despotism so brutal, and was so heavily laid

in the scale in opposition to all liberal progress on the

Continent, that England and France might well have been
regarded as fighting the battle of Europe as well a-s

contending in their own cause. The invasion of the

Crimea and the victory of the Alma were followed by the The

siege of Sebastopol and the successful defence of the heights Crin.e&a

above Inkerman (1854). Inexperience in war left the
^*''''

English army especially exposed to hardships in the winter
;

and when operations were resumed in the summer, it was
far outnumbered by its French allies, who consequently

gained the greater part of the credit of the capture of

Sebastopol (1855). In the following winter mistakes had
been corrected, and the condition of the English army was

worthy of the nation which sent it forth. The peace which
was signed at Paris (1856) deorived it of the opportunity

of showing its powers. The terms, so far as they imposeo
restrictions upon Russia, have not proved of any permanent
value ; and the idea which then prevailed that the Turks
were likely to advance in the course of political and social

improvement was without any corresponding basis in the

region of facts. ,It was quite right that the settlement of

the unhappy regions commonly known as Turkey in Europe
should be taken up as European rather than a Russian

duty, but it is a duty the distractions or jealousies of Euro,

pean powers left unfulfilled, till Russia at last stepped
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forward to repair their omissions. The indirect results

of the Crimean war are to be found in the removal of the

jpresaure with which Russia had weighed on the nations

of the Continent; and it may perhaps be fairly argued

that the subsequent happy formation of a united Italy and a

united Germany were in part rendered possible by the suc-

cess of England, and Franco under the walls of Sebastopol.

For some time after the Crimean war the business of

legislation proceeded without any very great shocks. The

The suppression of a vast military rebellioh in India (1857)
Indian was followed by the assumption of the direct authority
tatttiay. ^y^^ India by the crown. Though one or two attempts

»Prosre63 were made to effect an electoral reform, they were wrecked
••f the oa the apathy or hostility of the nation, and there was
-«rorin general acquiescence in the course pursued by Lord
^uenion.

p^imerston's ministry (1859), which, after one half-hearted

attempt, refused to proceed further with the measure which

it had proposed; whilst a succession of financial improve-

ments were carried out by Mr Gladstone, his chancellor of

the exchequer. On Lord Palmerston's death (1865), the

new Government, with Earl Russell at its head and Mr
Gladstone as the leader of the House of Commons, proposed

1 measure of reform, and resigned on failing to carry it

(1866). Lord Derby succeeded, and Mr Disraeli intro-

duced an elaborate and complicated measure in the House rin

of Commons. By this time the feeling of the workiug «''™"<^

class had risen, and the necessary impulse was thus given
jj^u"""

to the House. The measure was modified and amplified,

and became the law of the land (1867). The working class

took its place by the side of the middle and ujipcr class.

As in 1832, a new spirit was breathed into legislation.

The first parliament elected under the new system (1808) GI.kUIod*

gave a majority against the opinions of the Conservative """iitrj

ministry. Mr Gladstone became prime minister. The

Irish Episcopal Church was disestablished, and the Irish

land laws reformed. The ballot was applied to parlia-

mentary elections, a ijcw and improved system of elementary

education was set on foot, and the practice of purchasing

promotions in the army abolished. But no amount of zeal

for improvement will make Englishmen hasty to forget the

need of caution and moderation. The time came when tho

nation was no longer in a reforming mood. Interests ot

classes and trades were able to make themselves hoard,

Personal ill-feeling was roused by some members of th<S

ministry, and a new parliament showed a large majority in

support of a Conservative ministry (1874). It would not

be in place here to discuss the difficultios of tho present or

the prospects of the future. (s. E. o.)
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Welsh, the name, 269

Wesleyansf 355.

Wessei, 270, £82, 284

Whigs. 350, 353, 364, 359, 36L
WIckiiffe, 324.

Wilkes, 358.

William tho Conqncrof, 2SS-

301.

William Rnfus, 229, 301, 303

William and Mary, 35},

William IV, 365.

William the Lion. 30D.

Wltenagcmiit, 276.

Wolscy. 331.
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TABLE OF Sovereigns of E:»gland from the Nokman Conquest, and principal Officers of State fhoh

THE Accession of the House of Stuart.
Sovereigns.

William I. (Conqueror)... 1066
William II. (Rufua) 1087
Henry 1 1100
Stephen 1135
Henry II 1154
lUichard 1 1189
John 1199
Henry III 1216
Edward 1 1272
Edward II 1307
Edward III 1327
Richard II 1377

Heniy IV. 1399
Henry V 1413
Henry VI 1422
Edward IV 1461
Edward V 1483
Kichardlll 1483

Henry VII 1485
Henry VIII 1509
Edward VI 1547

Mary 1553
Elizabeth 1558
James I. 1603

Charles 1 1625
Interregnum 1649

Charles II 1660
James II 1685
William III. and 11 iry... 1689
Annj 1702
George I. .. . ..1714

George II.. .. 1727
George III ^. . ..1760

George IV. 1820
William IV 1830

Victoria 1837

Loud Chancellors (C.) or Lord Keepers (L.K.).

1603.

1617.

Sir T. Egerton, L.K., cr.

Lord tUesmeie 1603, and
Viscount Brackley 1616.

Sir F. Bacon, L.K., cr.

Lord Verulam 1618, and
St .Albans 1621.

1621. J. Williams, Bishop of

Lincoln, L.K.
1625. Sir T. Coventry, L.K., cr.

Lord Coventry 1C28.

1640. Sir J. Finch, L.K., cr.

Lord Finch 1640.

1641. Sir E. Lyttelton, L.K.,

cr. Lord Lyttelton 1641.

1645. Sir R. Lane, L.K.
1649. Interregnum.
1660. Sir E. Hyde, C, or. Lord

Hyde 1660, and Earl of

Clarendon 1661.

1667. Sir 0. Bridgeman, L.K.
1672. Earl of Shaftesbury, C.

1673. SirH. Finch, L,K.,cr. Lord
Finch 1674, C. 1675, or.

Earl of Nottingham 1681.

1682. Sir F. North, L.K., cr.

Lord Guilford 1683.

1685. Lord Jeffreys, C.

1690. Sir J. Maynard and others,

commissioners.

Sir J. Trevor and others,

commissioners.
. Sir J. Somers, L.K., C,

cr. Lord Somers 1697.

1700. Sir N. Wright, L.K.
1705. W. Cowper, L.K., cr. Lord

Cowper 1706, C. 1707.

1710. Sir T. Trevor and others,

commissioners.

1710. Sir S. Harcourt, L.K., cr.

Lord Harcourt 1711, C.

1713.

1690.

1693.

1737.

1756.

1714. Lord Cowper, C.

1718. Sir R. Tracy and others,

commissioners.

1718. Lord Parker, C, cr. Earl of

Macclesfield, 1721.

1725. Sir J. Jekyll and others,

commissioners.

1723. Lord King, C.

1733. Lord Talbot, C.

Lord Hardwicke, C, cr.

Earl of Hardwicke 1754.

Sir J. Willes and others,

commissioners.

1757. Sir R. Henley, L.K., cr.

Lord Henley and C. 1760,
Earl of Northington,1764.

1766. Lord Camden, C.

1770. C. Yorke, C.

1770. Sir S. S. Smythe and
others, commissioners.

1771. Lord Apsley, C, succeeded
as Earl Bathurst 1775.

1778. Lord Thurlow, C.

1783. Lord Loughborough and
others, commissioners.

1783. Lord Thurlow, C.

1792. Sir J. Eyre and others,

commissioners.

1793. Lord Loughborough, C,
cr. Earl of Rosslyn 1801.

1801. Lord Eldon, 0.

1806. Lord Erskine, C.

1807. Lord Eldon, C.

1827. Lord Lyndhurst, C.

1830. Lord Brougham, C.

1834. Lord Lyndhurst, C.

1835. Sir C. C. Pepys and others,

commissioners.

1836. Lord Cottenham, C.

1841. Lord Lyndhurst, C.

1846. Lord Cottenham, C.

1850. LordLangdale and others,

commissioners.
1850. Lord Truro, C.

1852. Lord St Leonards, C.

1852. Lord Cranworth, C.
1858. Lord Chelmsford, C.
1859. Lord Camcbell, 0.

1861. Lord AVestbury, 0.
1865. Lord Cranworth, C.
1866. Lord Chelmsford, 0«
1868. Lord Cairns, C.

1868. Lord Hatherley,C.
1872. Lord Selbome, 0.
1874. Lord Cairns, C.

Lord Treasurers or First Loeds of the TnEASURr.

[The title was at first Lord Treasurer, unless when the Treasury
was put in commission. Ultimately special rank was giveu to oue ol

the commissioners as First Lord of the Treasury. From the time of

the earl of Essex (1679) the names given are those of First Lords, with
the exception of the three printed in italics.]

1603. Lord Bucklmrst, er. Earl
of Dorset 1604.

1608. Earl of Salisbury.

1612. Earl of Northampton and
others, commissioners

1614. Earl of Suffolk.

1618. Archbishop Abbot and
others, commissioners.

1620. Sir H. Montagu, cr. Vis-

count JIandeville 1621.

1621. Lord Cranfield, cr. Earl of

Middlesex 1622.

1624. Sir J. Ley, cr. Lord Ley
1625, and Earl of Marl-
borougli 1626.

1628. Lord Weston, cr. Earl of

Portland 1633.

1635. Archbishop Laud and
others, commissioners.

1636. W. Juxon, Bp. of London.
1641. Sir E. Lyttelton andothers,

commissioners.

1643. Lord Cottington.

1649. Interregnum.

1660. Sir E. Hyde and othei-s,

commissioners.
1660. Earl of Southampton.
1667. Duke of Albemarle and

others, commissioners
1672. Lord Clifl'ord.

1673. Viscount Dunblane, cr.

Earl of Danby 1674.

1679. Earl of Essex.

1679. Lord Hyde, cr. Viscount
Hyde 1681, Eail of Ro-
chester 1682.

1684. Lord Godolphin.

1687. Lord Bellasyse.

1689. Earl of Monmouth.
1690. Sir J. Lowther.
1690. Lord Godolphin.
1697. C. Montagu.
1699. Earl of Tankemlle.
1700. Lord Godolphin.

1701. Earl of Carlisle.

1702. Lord Godolphin.

1710. Earl Paulett.

Secretaries of State.

1711. Earl of Oxford.
1714. Bukc of Shrewsbury,
1714. Earl of Halifax.

1715. Earl of Carlisle.

1716. Sir R. Walpolc.
1717. Lord Stanhope.
1718. Earl of Sunderland.
1721. Sir R. Walp"l^.
1742. Earl of Wilmington.
1743. H. Pelham.
1754. Duke of Newcastle.
1756. Duke of Devonshire.
1757. Duke of Newcastle.
1762. Earl of Bute.

1763. G. Grenville.

1765. Marquis of Rockinglum
1766. Duke of Grafton.

1770. Lord North.
1782. Marquis of Rockingliank
1782. Earl of Shelburne.
1783. Duke of Portland.
1783. W. Pitt.

1801. H. Addington.
1804. W. Pitt.

1806. Lord Grenville.

1807. Duke of Portland,
1807. S. Perceval.

1812. Earl of LiverpooL
1827. G. Canning.
1827. Viscount Goderich.
1828. Duke of Wellingtoa
1830. Earl Grey.

1834. Viscount MelbourOBi
1834. Sir R. Peel.

1835. Viscount Melbouiua,
1841. Sir R. Peel.

1846. Lord J. RusselL
1852. Earl of Derby.
1852. Earl of Aberdeen.
1855. Viscount Palmerston
1858. Earl of Derby.
1859. Viscount Palmereton
1865. Earl Russell.

1866. Earl of Derby.
1868. B. Disraeli.

1868. W. E. Gl.idslone.

1874. B. Disraeli, cr. Earl fl

Bcacousfield 1876.

[The Substitution of two socretaries for one was the consequence of the increase of business. There was no distinction of departments,

each secretary taking whatever work the king saw fit to entrust him with. During the reigns of the first two Stuarts, however, there was a

tendency to entrust oue secretary with the correspondence with Protestant states and their allies, and the other mth the correspondence with

Catholic states. Probably in the reign of Charles II., and certainly as early as 1691, two departments, the Northern and the Southern,

were instituted. The secretary for the former took the Low Countries, Germany, Denmark, Sweden, Poland, and Russia. The secretary for

;he latter took France, Switzerland, Italy, Spain, Portugal, and Turkey. Home affairs we;-e common to both. Ireland and the Colonies fell

to the former seeretary. Even when the departments were changed to Home and Foreign, and subsequently still further divided, the divisicu

was a laere matter of convenience. Every secretary can still carry on business in the department of an:^th/- without a fresh appointment.J

1603. Sir R. Cecil (cr. Lord Cecil 1603, Viscount Cranbome 1604, Earl of Salisbury 1809).

1612. Vacant.

1614. SirE. Winwood.
1615.

1618. Sir R. Nannton.
1619
1623. Sir E. Conway, or.

Conway 1625.
1625
1625
1628. Viscount Dorclie^r.
S6?2. Sir F. Wlndcbaiik.

Lord

Sir T. Lake.

Sir G. Calvert

Sir A. Morton.
Sir J. Coke.

1640.
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Sechetabibs of State—continued.

1674.

1678.

1680.

1681.

1683.

1684.

1684.

1683.

1689.

1690.

1692.

1694.

1695.

1697.

1700.

1701.

1702.

1704.

1706.

1708.

1710.

1713.

1714.

1717.

1718.

1721.

1724.

1730.

1742.

1744.

1746.

1746.

1746.

Sir J. Williamson.
Earl of Sunderland.

Lord Conway.
Earl of Sunderland.

Earl of Shrewsbury.
Viscount Sidney.

Sir J. Trenchard.

Sir W. TrumtuU.
J. Vernon.
Sir C. Hedges.

Earl of Sunderland.

Lord Dartmouth, cr. Earl
of Dartmouth 1711.

W. Bromley.
J. Stanhope.
Earl of Sunderland.
Earl Stanhope.

Viscount Townshend.

Lord Harrington.
Lord Carteret.

Earl of Harrington.
Earl Granville.

Earl of Harrington.
Earl of Chesterfield.

Sir L. Jenkins.

S. Godolphin.
Earl of Middleton.
Viscount Preston.

Earl of Nottingham.

Earl of Shrewsbury.

Earl of Jersey.

Earl of Manchester.
Earl of Nottingham.
K. Harley.

H. Boyle.

H. St John, cr. Viscount Boling-

broke 1712.

Viscount Townshend.
J. Addison.
J. Craggs.

Lord Carteret.

Duke of Newcastle.

1748.

1751.

1754.

1755.

1756.

1761
1761.

1762.

1763.

1765.

1766.

1766.

1768.

1768.

1768.

1770.

1771.

1771.

1772.

1775.

1776.

1779.

1779.

1782.

1782.

1782.

1783.

1783.

1783,

1789.

1791.

Duke of Bedford.

Earl of Holdemess.

. Earl of Bute.

G. Grenville.

Earl of Halifar.

Duke of Grafton.

Duke of Richmond.
Earl of Shelbumo.

Sir T. Robinson.
H. Fox.

W. Pitt.

Earl of Egremont.

Earl of Sandwich.

H. S. Conway.

Earl ofHillsborough, Colonies.

Earl of Rochford.

,

Viscount 'Weymouth.

Earl ofDartmouth, CoZ{)ni««.

Viscount Weymouth.
Lord G. S. Gcrmaine,
Colonies.

Earl of Hillsborongh.

W. Ellis, Colonies.

Home Department.

Esrl of Shelbumo.
Lord Grantham.-

Lord North.
Marquis of Carmarthen.

Earl of Sandwich*
Earl of Halifax.

Earl of Sulfolk.

Viscount Stormont.

W. W. Grenvillo.

H. Dundas.

Foreign DtpartiMnt.

C. J. Fox.

T. Townshend.
C. J. Fox.
Earl Temple.
Lord Sydney.

Lord Grenville.

1794.

1801.

1803.

1804.

1805.

1806.

1807.

1809.

1809.

1812.

1822.

1827.

1827.

1828.

1830.

1833.

1834
1834.

1835.

1839.

1839.

1841.

1845.

1846.

1852.

1852.

Home Department.
Duke of Portland.

Lord Pelham. .

C. P. Yorke. .

Lord Hawkesbury. .

Earl Spencer. .

Lord Hawkesbury.
R. Ryder.

Viscount Sidmouth. .

R. Peel. .

W. S. Bourne. .

Marquis of Lansdowne.
R. Peel. .

Viscount Melbourne.

Viscount Duncannon.
H. Goulbum. . .

Lord J. RusselL >

Marquis of Kormanby.
Sir J. Graham. .

Sir G. Grey. .

S. H. Walpole.
Viscount Palmerston.

Foreign Department.
Lord Grenville.

Lord Hawkesbury.

Lord Harrowby. .

Lord Mulgrave.
C. J. Fox. .

G. Canning. .

Earl of Bathurst. .

Marquis Wellesley.

Viscount Castlcreagh

G. Canning. .

Earl Dudley .

Earl of Aberdeen. .

Viscount Palmerston.

Duke of Wellington.

Viscount Palmerston.

Ead of Aberdeen. .

Viscount Palmerston.
Earl of Maimesbury.
Lord J. E,ussell.

1855.

1855.

1855.

1858.

Home Department.
Sir G. Grey.

S. H. Walpole.

Foreign Department.

Earl of Clarendon. .

Earl of Maimesbury.

Colonial Department.

S. Herbert. .

Lord J. Russell.

H. Labouchere.

Lord Stanley.

War and Colonial Department.

H. Dundas.
Lord Hobart.

Earl Camden.
Viscount Castlereagh.

W. Windham.
Viscount Castlereagh.

Earl Bathurst.

Viscount Goderich-
W. Huskisson.
Sir G. Murray.
Viscount Goderich.

E. G. S. Stanley.

T. Spring Rice.

Earl of Aberdeen.
Lord Glenelg.

Marquis of Normanby.
Lord J. Russell.

Lord Stanley.

AV. E. Gladstone,

Earl Grey.

Sir J. S. PakingtOB.

Duke of Newcastle.

War Department.

Lord Panmure.

J. Peel.

1858.

1859.

1859.

1861.

1863.

1864.

1865.

1866.

1867.

1868.

1870.

1874.

1878.

Home Department.
S. H. Walpole.
J. T. H. Sotheron-

Estcourt.

Sir G. Comewall
Lewis.

Sir G. Grey. .

S. H. Walpole.

H. A. Bruce.

R. A. Cross. .

8-15

Foreign Department.
Earl of Maimesbury.

Lord J. Russell, cr. Earl

Russell 1861.

Earl of Clarendon.

Lord Stanley.

Earl of Clarendon.

Earl Granville.

Earl of Derby. .

Marquis of Salisbury.

Colonial Department.

Sir E. G. E. L. Bulv,er

Lytton.

Duke of Newcastle.

Earl Cardwell. .

Earl of Carnarvon.

Duke of Buckingham.

.

Earl Granville. .

Earl of Kimberley.

Earl of Carnarvon.

Sir M. Hicks Beach. .

War Department.

J. Peel.

S. Herbert, cr. Lord
Herbert 1861.

Sir G. C. Lewis. , .

Eai-1 de Grey and Ripon.

J. Peel.

Sir J. S. Pakington.

E. Cardwell.

G. Hardy. .

F. A. Stanley. .

India Department.

Lord Stanley.

Sir C. Wood

Viscount Cranbome.
Sir S. H. Northcote.

Duke of Argyll.

Marquis of Salisbury. I

G. Hardy, cr. Visf.i

Cranbrook, 187&_J
VIII. _4j
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ENGLAND fCHnECB,

V

ENGLANT), The CHnncn oi', is that, portion of the

aiiivorsal church of Christ located in England, having for

Its ministers bishops, priests, and deacons (see Preface to

Ordinal), and being legally and historically continuous with

the church of he most ancient times. The Church of

England claims to be a " true and apostolical church, teach-

ing and maintaining the doctrine of the apostles" (canon

iii). It acknowledges the supremacy of the crown, as that

to which " the chief government of all estates of the realm,

whether ecclesiastical or civil, in all causes doth appertain"

(art. 37). It is established, or recognized by the law as the

hational church, and endowed—that is, the gifts of land or

tithes made to it in ancient times are secured to it by the

law. The Church of England has always had a national

character. In mediajval Acts of Parliament it was called

by the same name as at present, and was never identical

with the Church of Rome, which was usually described as

the court (curia) of Rome. In the 16th century, by a series

iof measures passed by the three estates of the realm, its

vassalage to Rome was broken off, since which time the

Koman court has maintained a hostile attitude towards it.

The Church of England does not assume the right of con-

demning any national church (art. 34). It grounds itself

on Holy Scripture and the three creeds (articles 6 and 8).

It is Protestant, as sympathizing with the protest made in

Germany against the errors of Rome, and Catholic, as claim-

ing to be a portion of the universal church of Christ (25

Henry VIII., ch. 21, § 13 ; I Eliz., ch. 1).

I. Historical Sketch.—British Period.—Christianity was

planted in Britain at an early period after its first promul-

gation. If we reject the traditions which assigned the 6rst

preaching of it there to the apostle Paul, or to Joseph of

Ariraathea, there is nevertheless a high probability that its

origin in Britain was due to the intercourse of that country

with the East, established in the first place by the

Phoenicians, and continued by the colony planted by them

at Marseilles. Glastonbury, according to William of

Jilalmesbury, was the oldest church in Britain, and the tra-

ditions of Glastonbury are all of an Oriental character.

Eloreover, the eastern method of computing Easter, long

etained by the British church, while it was strongly re-

pudiated by Rome, points conclusively to the Oriental origin

of the former. The history of the conversion of King

Lucius, adopted by Ussher, is now universally rejected as

unauthentic; but that the church in Britain had, by the endof

the 3d century, made a considerable number of converts, the

records of the persecution under Diocletian afford evidence.

Constantine, then governor of Britain, received the edict

of persecution, and proceeded, though unwillingly, to exe-

cute it, and to " pull down the churches" of the Christians

i(Lactantius). It was in this persecution (303) that Alban,

!a Roman soldier, suffered death at Verulam for sheltering a

Christian priest, and Aaron and Julius at Caerleon-on-Usk.

'a still stronger evidence of the existence and vitality of the

British church is,supplied by the fact that three British

Bisbobs (Eboriua of York, Restitutus of London, and
Adelfius) were present at the council of Aries (314), and
subscribed the canons. It is also, highly probable that

British bishops were present at the general council of Nicaea.

They appear to have been summoned to the synods of

Sardica (347) and Rimini (3G0). Towards the end of the

4th century, Pelagius, who is known.to have been a native

of Britain, and Celestius, a monk of the Scotic or Irish race,

brought the British church into notoriety by their heretical

teachingi and theii controversies with Augustine and
Jerome Both Pelagius and Celestius passed into the East,

but their doctrines appear to have spread in Britain, -and

accordinglj two French bishops (Germanus and tiupus)

were sent by the synod of Troyes to counteract these errors.

At asynod held at Verulam (429) the erroneous doctrines of

Pelagius were repudiated. Gennadins (Ca<a/. /i«-tpj Icclen.)

mentions Fastidius, a British bishop, as havini; about thi»

time composed several useful works ; and Ninian, a native

of l^forth Wales, Ls said to have gone on a mission to th?

heathen Picts in the south of Scotland, and to have founded

several churches among them. Patrick, the apostle of

Ireland, was also a native of Britain, but the whole of hid

career is so obscured by contradictory legends that it i»

hard to ascertain anything reliable about him. One eflfect

of the influence of the French bishops Germanus and
Lupus on the British church was the introduction into it

of the Galilean liturgy, which differed in many points from
the Roman. Some of these differences were afterwards

adopted by the Roman Augustine in settling the use for

England, so that the worshipof the English Church has never

been identical with that of Rome. As the Roman power
was withdrawn from Britain, and the people, untaught to;

defend themselves, fell victims to the inroads of various

heathen invaders, the remains of the Christian church in

the land were driven either into the far west, or into the

mountains of Wales, and during the 5th and 6th centuries

Britain became again substantially, but not entirely, a

heathen country.

Saxon Period.—The story which relates how Gregory

the Roman bishop was moved to send the Benedictine

monk Augustine and his 40 companions on a mission to the

Anglo-Saxons is one of the most familiar in church

history (597). Bertha, the French-born queen of Kent,

being a Christian, was the great support of the monks, but

the relics of the old Christianity of the land were also an

important help to them. Two Christian churches (at

least) were in existence close to the walls of Canterbury^

A large number probably of the Christianized Roman-
Britons existed as a subject population. The traditions of

Christianity survived. Hence the rapid success of Augus-

tine and his companions, in spite of the distant and som&i

what hostile attitude assumed by the leaders- of the Britisli

church towards them. Thus the southern and centra)

parts of Britain were rapidly reconverted to the faith.

There were bishops at Canterbury, London, and Rochester.

The conversions of Northumbriaand Mercia, the north and
east, followed, chiefly through the labours of Paulinus, who
had accompanied as chaplain the Kentish princess Ethel

burga to the kingdom of her husband Edwin of North-

umbria. Meanwhile, concurrently with the work of these

Roman missionaries, the monks of lona—the monastery

established in one of the western isles of Scotland by

Columba, a disciple of St Patrick—had done much in the

conversion of the south of Scotland and north of England
Among these Aidan was conspicuous for his zeal and

devotion. The teaching of the Scotch missionaries was 11

accordance with the old British type of Christianity, from

which their religion was derived, while the Roman clergy

held different customs as to the time for celebrating Easter,

the tonsure, the manner of baptism, and other matters.

To effect if possible an agreement, a conference was held

at Whitby (664), in which Colman on the one side an^

Wilfrid on the other took a principal part. The Roman
party gained the advantage, and the British peculiarities

were gradually merged in the greater power and vigour of

the Roman system. In 668 Theodore, a Greek, wis conse-

crated archbishop of Canterbury by Pope Vitalian. Nearly

the whole of the island was now Christian, and all parts oi

it recognized and submitted to Archbishop Theodore. His

administratioa of the church was marked by great vigoui

and wisdom. He was especially solicitous to promote

learning. At a synod held at Hertford (673) the Easter

dispute was settled, and various canons for the regulation

of the church agreed upon. A large number of new sees

were also founded by- Theodore, and a very useful worK
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K-as dono by LIm in the foundation and settlement of parish

churches, aad thj arrangement that a portion of the tithes,

previously paid by the Saxon thanes to the bishop and the

cathedral, should be pa^d by them to the priest of their own
church. Thus Archbishvip Theodore may be said to have

been the founder of the national church of England. The his-

tory of this period and part of the following century is related

in great detail by Bsda or BeJe, a monk of Jarrow, who
took much pains to collect his materials, and is a thoroughly

trustworthy writer. Though hibiself a monk, Bede speaks

very strongly against the multijJication of monasteries,

and of the dissolute lives often led in them (Letter to

Egbert). In the year 736 Egbert, iiishop of York, obtained

the pall from Rome, and was thus constituted a metropolitan

with the three Northumbrian bishops as his suffragans. In

747 a synod of the bishops of the southern province was

held at Cloveshoe, and a body of canons was agreed upon,

regulating many points of doctrine and practice. Among
oOier things, it was ordered that the clergy should teach

the people the creed and the Lord's Prayer in the vulgar

tongue (into which they had been translated by Bede),

aiirl explain to them the nature of the sacraments. The
second canon of this synod indicates a complete independ-

ence in the English Church, and implies a censure on any
who ventured to appeal to Eome, as had been lately done

by Wilfrid. The Saxon church at this period was one of

the most flourishing in Europe. It sdnt out missionaries

to Germany ; it produced poets of considerable power, as

Aldhelm ; it furnished to Charlemagne the most learned

and efficient of his instruments for the revival of learning

in Alcuin of York. Synods were continually held to regulate

matters of discipline, and though the acquirements of the

clergy were but slender, yet they were probably equal, if

not superior, to those of the clergy of other churches of

the day. But this happy state of things was rudely inter-

fered with by the irruptions of the pagan Danes. These

barbarous enemies seem to have directed their attacks

specially and designedly against the monasteries and
churches, either out of peculiar hatred to the Christian

faith, or because they expected to find these religious

houses the special receptacles of treasure. Thus the great

Benedictine abbeys of Winchester, Peterborough, Bardney,

Croyland, and all the grand foundations of Northumbria,

were utterly ruined by them, the monks massacred, the

buildings burned to the ground ; and so complete was the

overthrow of monastic establishments by these savages,

that not until the time of Dunstan, towards the end of the

10th century, could monasticism be restored in England.

The reign of Alfred was a real boon to the church, not only

as breaking the power of the Danes, but as introducing a

strong stimulus to the cultivation of learning. Whether
Alfred is to be regarded as the founder of the University of

Oxford or not, he certainly established schools, and induced

learned men to visit the country. Among these was John
Scotus, sumamed Erigena. Erigena is perhaps the most re-

markable figure in the whole of the dark ages. He was
nearly, if not altogether, a pantheist in religion. He wrote

both against predestination and the gross material view of

the eucharist then beginning to be set forth by Radbert.

His book on this subject still survives under the name of

Ratramn. He passed from the court of Charles the Bald

to that of Alfred, where he was in high in favour. It may
be gathered from this that his opinions were not unaccept-

able to the king, and this is one of the many indications

that the early English Church did not accord with the

Roman in the materialistic doctrine of the eucharist.

Alfred's own literary labours were considerable. His trans-

lations of Gregory's Pastoral Care, Boetius's Consola-

tion, and Bede's History were all calculated to help his

clergy iu advancing in learning, and in a more especial

manner was this the case with his translations of various

parts of the Latin version of the Scriptures into the verua

cular tongue. After their decisive defeat by Athelstan

(938), the Danes in England generally began to embrace

Christianity, which prepared the way for its reception by
the second great series of invading bodies towards the end
of the century. The regulation^ made by Athelstan greatly

stimulated the "increase of parish churches. Priests were

to be legally entitled to the rank of thanes, and a churl or

franklin might reach the Witenagemot if, among other

couditions, he had a church with a bell-tower on his estate.

Accordingly, there is evidence that about this time the

number of parish churches was very considerable, there

being in Lincolnshire alone upwards of two hundred. The
monastic system was in complete abeyance, and all those

who desired to become clerks were attracted in this direc-

tion. It was the great work of Dunstan, a Glastonbury,

monk, who rose to be archbishop of Canterbury (959), 16

imdo as far as possible this wholesome state of things. He
commenced a crusade against the married clergy, and in

favour of celibacy and the coenobitic life. Ho built and
endowed about forty monasteries, and at most of the

bishops' sees compelled the secular clergy, who had formed
the chapter, to retire in favour of the regulars, who were
then constituted the chapter of the cathedral church. This

connexion of the cathedrals with monasteries was a special

peculiarity of the English Church. The doctrine of the

Church of England at this period may be fairly gathered

from the v^ritings of the Abbot jElfric, which were approved

by Sigeric, archbishop of Canterbury. iElfric was the

author of an English grammar and dictionary, and he wrote

two volumes of sermons or homilies, which are in great part

translations from the fathers of the church. In these the

eucharist is explained, not as involving any material change

in the elements, but as conferring the spiritual presence.

At this time the clergy were obliged to possess a consider-

able number of books, and to expound the gospel every

Sunday to the people in English, and the creed and the

Lord's Prayer as often as possible. During the sad times

which followed, church services were everywhere interrupted

and the clergy dispersed. Archbishop Elphege fell a victim

to the heathen Danes, but when at length King Canute de-

clared himself a Christian, things rapidly assumed a more
promising aspect for the churcL The laws of King Canute
are even of a remarkably pronounced Christian tone.

When in 1042 the English family was restored to the

throne, the church was at its highest point of power and
influence. But Edward's long residence in Normandy led

him to introduce many foreign prelates, and found alien

priories, a policy which not only prepared the way for the

great change which was now to come upon the church, but

was the cause afterwards of many scandals and abuses.

Mediaeval Period.—At the time of the Norman Conquest

there were about 4500 parish churches in England, besides

numerous monasteries and the cathedral churches of the

sees. The number of clergy is doubtful, but it is conjec-

tured that the small number given in the survey (1600)

may be accounted for by the fact that when a church is

mentioned the priest belonging to it is implied (Sir H.

Ellis). By various laws and directions of the English

kings, the clergy had acquired a right to the tithe of all

movable goods ; and the gifts of the faithful had enriched

the church with lands to the amount of about three-tenths

of the whole property of the country. The priest took rank

with the thane; the bishcp ranked with the ealdorman, and

presided jointly with him over the shire-gemot. The cor-

rectional police of the whole population was in the hands

of the cTiurcL Civil and ecclesiastical causes were heard

in the same courts, and synods adjudicated in cases of

property when the rights of the church were concerned.
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This powerful corporation paid only a doubtful and undet

fined allegiance to Rome, and was not at all in the condition

of vassalage in which most of the Continental churches

were. It was iu order to gain this vassalage from the

English Church that the pope was induced to grant to

Duke William the licence which sanctioned his attack upon
England. The Conquest thus assumed almost as much of

an ecclesiastical as a secular character. Hence the hard

measure meted out to Saxon bishops and abbots. Hence
the completion of Dunstan's work in enforced clerical

celibacy and the exaltation of monasticism. Hence the

complete separation of the civil and ecclesiastical jurisdic-

tions, and tho exceptional immunities given to churchmen.

The conqueror was crowned, not only by the archbishop of

Vqrk, bu t also by two Roman cardinals as legates of the

pope. These emissaries joined in a council with the

Norman-English bishops (1070), authorizing, on the part

of the pope, the deposition of the English primate and
other bishops, and the spoliation of the monasteries, and

effecting the complete subjection of the English Church to

Rome. The establishing of the papal sovereignty over the

English Church, and the settling of the Romish system in

England, was entrusted to Lanfranc, a Lombard by birth,

and lately abbot of Caen in Normandy. This very able

man, becoming archbishop of Canterbury, contrived to

overpower the rival claims of Thomas, archbishop of York,

aiul, aided by the pope's authority, to rule with absolute

sway over the English clergy. A vast increase of vigour

was everywhere soon discernible in the Church of England.

The Norman prelates, skilled in architecture, erected those

grand cathedrals which still in many places remain to do
honour- to their taste and munificence. The sees were

generally transferred from the small places, in which they

had been located by the English, to towns which had
grown into greater importance and population. Thus
Dorchester gave place to Lincoln, and Thetford to Norwich.

All places of trust and dignity in the church were soon in

the hands of foreigners. Yet Lanfranc could not effect

the complete supremacy of the monastic system. In the

new foundation of Lincoln, secular canons were established

as the chapter rather than monks, and about half the

cathedrals of England retained this' constitution. King
William also soon showed signs of resistance to the claims

of that imperium in imperio which his policy had created.

He refused fealty to the pope on the ground that none of

his predecessors had paid it. He claimed for himself the

right of deciding between the rival claims of popes, and

that no canons should be promulgated by the clergy with-

out his consent—the very claim which, after nearly five

centuries of contention, the clergy themselves admitted in

the time of Henry VIII. The sagacity of the Conqueror

must soon have discovered- that he had introduced into

the land an influence of necessity antagonistic and danger-

ous to the kingly authority. The name of Anselm, the

successor of Lanfranc as primate, is famous in English

church history as having boldly maintained a contest,

during two reigns, for the privileges of the church, not only

against the king, but also against the bishops and clergy,

who were all ready to yield to the royal claims. The
issue of this contest (1107) was that the crown was
obliged to abandon its ancient right of investing the

bishop in the jurisdiction of his see by the gift of, the

ring and crozier, accepting in lieu of that merely his

homage for his temporalties, that henceforth the church
was to be free to hold synods and enforce discipline, and
that appeals were to lie to Rome. To Anselm thus must
be allowed the credit (if it be a credit) of having emanci-
pated the church from feudalism to the state and trans-

ferred its feudalism to Rome. It is hardly to be wondered
at that his successor William of Corbeil, in order to make

this supreme authority of Rome more available for the

purposes of his administration, consented to accept the

appointment of legate of the pope (1125). There remained

for the completion of the system two other points to be

fought out under succeeding primates, viz., the exemption

of clerks from the civil jurisdiction, and the right of the

pope to nominate bishops in spite of the crown. During
this century the Roman Church was at the height of ita

power and influence, the celibacy of the clergy, strenuously

pressed by Rome, was becoming the rule rather than the

exception, and a great revival of monasticism had given

birth to divers orders in which the lax discipline of the

old Benedictines was replaced by an ascetic strictness.

Of these the most famous was that of the Cistercians or

white monks, which was introduced into England in 1128,

and. which soon numbered 30 houses in England, some of

which were conspicuous for their magnificence and beauty.

The settlement of the Cistercians in England not cnly gave

an immense impetus to monasticism, but it introduced into

the church of the land a principle most disastrous in its

after effects to the discipline and well-being of the church.

The Cistercians were, by the charters granted to them by
the pope, to be exempt from all episcopal visitation and
control. They were only amenable to the rule of abbots of

their own order. This exemption was naturally destructive

of all discipline, and it was a privilege so greatly coveted

by houses of other orders that they stopped at no deceit or

forgery of documents in order to obtain it. St Albans was
the first great Benedictine abbey that obtained this privilege.

Many others were occupied in a continued struggle for it.

The military orders and their affiliated houses enjoyed it.

The exemption of the abbey from episcopal control carried

with it the exemption of the churches, often numerous,
which were connected with the religious house by its hav-

ing become possessor of their tithes. Hence sprang the

greatest disorders and difficulties, resulting, in fact, in the

abeyance of all order, and the grievous licentiousness of

many religious houses. That which ecclesiastics were
striving after in the matter of church laws, the laity were
encouraged to endeavour to obtain in the matter of civil

laws. The privilege of being tried only in church courts,

and being amenable only to church censures, was claimed

for all connected with the church. To obtain this right,

laymen took some degree of minor orders, or entered into

the service of some ecclesiastic As all such could plead
" benefit of clergy," and, in fact, obtain a practical immunity
from law, the greatest abuses prevailed. William of New-
berry tells us that hundreds of murders were committed by
" clerks," for which no punishment was exacted. To abate

this scandal was the great work of King Henry U., the

most able of the early sovereigns of England, and the

founder of that judicial system which has borne such good
fruit. To uphold it was the work of Thomas Becket, arch-

bishop of Canterbury. By the Constitutions sworn to at

Clarendon (1164) a sort of compromise was made. Clerks

accused of crimes were obliged to plead in the courts of

common law, but, on proving their clerkship, were to be

proceeded against in courts Christian, under the surveillance

of the lay authority. Should they plead guilty, they were

to be dealt with by the lay courts. The same Constitutions

enacted that there should be an appeal from the archbishop

to the king, which should be final, thus cutting off the ap-

peal to Rome. Bishops were to be elected by the clergy,

but subject to the approval of the king. The power of ex-

communication and interdict was also limited, and the

king had the revenues of all vacant bishoprics given to him.

These Constitutions, which appear so favourable to the cause

of the crown, did not, in fact, settle the dispute. The arch-

bishop at once repudiated them. The pope declared them
void, and the issue of the struegle was, in the event, in
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favour of the claims of the clergy. In the miserable reign

of John, a vigorous pope claimed and obtained the right of

nominating to the primacy and sees of England, without

any regard to the king or the national church. The country

was subdued by the savage expedient of an interdict, which

the superstition of the age did not allow it to disregard;

and the king, at length completely prostrate at the feet of

the pope, made a shameful cession of his kingdom, and re-

ceived it back as a fief of the church. The pope, having

achieved the right to dispose of English bishoprics, now
claimed the tight of disposing of English benefices, which

were granted in great numbers to Italians and other

foreigners, who never troubled themselves to visit the

church assigned to them, but merely received the revenue

through an agent. The degradation and disgrace of the

Church of England reached its extreme point during the

long and inglorious reign of Henry III., when the first

symptoms of reaction began to manifest themselves. The
most famous scholar of his day, Robert Grosseteste, bishop

of Lincoln, after being long a strong supporter of the papal

claims, became their outspoken opponent. The extreme

vigour and fearlessness of his character, and the high re-

putation he enjoyed, enabled Grosseteste first to break down
the claims for exemption from episcopal control set up by
tho monastic bodies, then to bring under his control the

chapter of his. cathedral church, and finally to refuse to

admit a nominee of the pope to a stall in Lincoln. For

this last act of independence he was excommunicated, but

he utterly disregarded the sentence, declared that in acting

as he had done the pope was no better than antichrist, and
encouraged the English to assert the nationality of their

ehurch and to disregard the claims of Rome. At the same
time, violent popular tumults were excited against the

iforeign incumbents, and remonstrances were poured into

|Rom9 from the barons and chief men against the injustice

inflicted on the English Church. At the synod of Merton,

held in 1255, the claims of the church to a special and
dominant jurisdiction were pressed to their highest point.

The vigorous administration of Edward I. introduced

^various checks to the growing power of the clergy. Parlia-

ment had now become a reality, and was able to contend

,with and check the church synods, which about the same
time were reinforced in strength by the admission of repre-

sentative proctors from the clergy. The Statute of Mort-

main (7 Edward I. c. 2) restrained the acquisition of lands

by the church. That of circumspecte agatis limited the

claims made at Merton. The inability of the clergy to

refuse taxes to the crown, even wheo they were supported

by a papal bull, was clearly demonstrated (1297), and a

bishop of Worcester, who had ventured to accept a grant of

the temporalties of his see from the pope, was obliged to

renounce the bull and submit to a fine of 1000 marks. At
the parliament of Carlisle (1305) stringent regulations were

made with the view of checking papal exactions, and the

provisor statutes of Edward III. effectually limited the

papal power of disposing of English benefices. The
prcemtinire statute (16 Richard II. c. 5) opposed a firm

carrier to papal claims ; and had not the necesisities of the

bouse of Lancaster obliged its princes to court the church,

and the confusions of the Wars of the Roses supervened, it

fs probable that the teaching of Wickliffe would have

inaugurated in England as complete a revolt from Rome as

that witnessed in the 16th century. The immense power
and wealth enjoyed by the Church of England during the

Middle Ages, and its complete freedom for self-regulation,

did not preserve it from great shortcomings and corruptions.

A continuous catena of satirists and censors, from William
of Malmesbury to Dean Colet, have brought the most
grievous charges against the mediaeval clergy, on the

grounds of simony, n,egligence of duty, and licentiousness.

In 1250 Bishop Grosseteste, before the council of Lyons,
spoke of the clergy of that day in terms which are
absolutely appalling. In the 15th century the letter of

Pope Innocent to Cardinal Morton describes the regulars in

England in language almost as strong as that employed
afterwards by Bale and Foxe. It may, however, not unfairly

be alleged that these general charges are of far too sweeping
a character. To the student who looks a little deeper, there
are many evidences of simple and earnest devotion dis-

cernible in the mediaeval church. The establishment of the
inendicant orders in the 13th century produced at first a
great revival of religion in the church. Many of the chief

towns had been utterly neglected by the clergy; and the
country villages were mostly dependent on the chance
ministrations of a monk of some neighbouring monastery,
which had absorbed the tithes of the parish under pretence
of supplying its spiritual needs. The Franciscans, obliged
by their rule to tend the sick and suffering, ministered
among a population scourged by leprosy and decimated by
epidemics ; the Dominicans, or preachers, brought into use a
more attractive and homely style of sermon, and conveyed
instruction to many utterly dark places. Yet the corrup-

tion of the friars by worldly influences was very speedy,
and when iu the 14th century William Langland and John
WickliS"e wrote, it was specially against the friars that their

attacks were directed. The great work of Wickliffe was
to raise a protest against Rome, to oppose the prevailing

superstitions on the eucharist, and to give to his country-

men a vernacular version of the Scriptures. His writings

were not altogether free from a communistic tinge, but they
were of immense value in recalling the minds of the men of

his age to scripture truth, and the vast efl'ect they produced
was not only perceptible in his own time, when it was said

by the chronicler Knighton that every other man was a

Wickliflist, but was also perceptible 150 years later, at the

beginning of the English Reformation. There must have
been, therefore, preachers or teachers of his views during
all this time, though obscured and concealed on account of

the persecutions which fell upon the Lollards. Indeed, did
space allow it, an under-current of simple scriptural faith

might be traced all through the mediaeval period, while the

rulers of the church, in a spirit of thorough worldliness,

were sanctioning every gainful form of superstition, and
were in too many instances given to luxury and licence. In
the 16th century all the old devices for upholding the faith

seemed to be drooping and ready to die. The monastic
system had fallen into utter disrepute, and for 150 years

but six monasteries had been founded in England. The
friars, changed from being preachers into pedlars and sturdy

beggars, had a bad reputation everywhere. Pilgrimages

had become mere promenades for amusement and licence.

Relics vying with each other in grotesque pretensions were

a mere subject of ridicule to all but the most ignorant.

Meanwhile the traffic in indulgences had shocked the moral

sense even of that corrupt age; and a series of popes, either

soldiers, sceptics, or men cf pleasure, had not availed to

recommend the system of which they were the htdds. In
England the bishops were almost universally either states-

men, lawyers, or diplomatists. The clergy had absolutely

abdicated the preaching function and the pastoral care, and
contented themselves with a meagre circle of routine duties."

When, in cathedrals or on high occasions, sermons were

preached, the audience was destined to hear nothing but the

ingenious subtleties of Aquinas or Scotus, portions of

whose writings were often taken for a text. The church

seemed to be threatened with an absolute collapse, unless

some renovating power could be brought to bear upon it.

Reformed Period.—In this state of weakness and corrup-

tion, the accession to the throne of England of a young and

vigorous sovereign (1509) gave an impulse towards im-
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provement in butli oliurch and stato. The tastes of Henry

VIII. were dooidedly ecclesiastical. He had been well edu-

cated, and was very fairly learned. He had chosen for his

chief niiilislor a churchman who had raised himself by

ability I'roin a low origin, and who entertained the highest

Views of the prerogatives of learning, and the value of edu-

cation, while he was hampered by no SHperstitious reverence

for effete institutions, nor prepared to condemn and punish

as heresy every departure from commonly received opinions.

The conjuncture seemed favourable for such a reformation

as was desired by Erasmus, Thomas More, and John Colet,

iWho were then living much together, and endeavouring by

lectures and writings to bring about some resurrection of

learuing and intellectual life from the death-like trance in

which thoy were lying. How far the plans of the educa-

tional reformers might have proved successful cannot be

judged, for the opportunity for calm measures rapidly

passed away, The Kason monk Luther threw down the

gauntlet before tlie pope, and proclaimed internecine war.

This scattered the ranks of the educational reformers, turn-

ing some of them into fierce persecutors, and placing even

the relentless satirist Erasmus, the determined foe of the

monkish superstitions, on the side of those whom he had

BO violently assailed. Luther's Treatise De Babylomca
taptivitate Ecdesiae was published in 1520, and by the next

year there is abundant evidence, not only that it was well

kuoivn iu England, but that it had produced much effect.

In thQtyearboth Archbishop Warham and Bishop Longland

write to Cardinal Wolscy, urgently calling upon him to

take some steps for the suppressing of the growing

Lutheranism of Oxford. Wolsey, thus constrained to act,

went through the pageant of a public burning, at St Paul's,

of all the Lutheran books which couid be collected, some
time in August 1521. In the same month (A\igust 25)

came forth King Henry's treatise against Martin Luther
{^Amriio Septem Sacramentorum advevsua Marlinwn
Llitherum, edita ab invictissimo Anglim et Francice rege et

domino Ilihernice, Henrico, ejus nominis octavo). ' This

attack, which was very violent, and which elicited equal

violence in reply, produced a complete schism between the

literary reformers of England and the religious reformers

of Germany and Switzerland. Two of the former, Bishop
Fisher and Sir T. More, joined in the conflict, the latter

with somewhat disgraceful violence, while the king, flattered

by the title of Defender of the Faith conferred on him by
Pope Clement, was enlisted as a thorough-going partisan

against the Lutherans. There is reason to believe, how-
ever, that this was not the case to anything like the same
extent with Cardinal "Wolsey. In 1523 he distinctly

refused to send a commission to Cambridge to drive out

Lutheranism. In his splendid structure and grand concep-

tion of Cardinal College, which was fast growing towards

completion in Oxford, he nominated as fellows a band of

Cambridge men who were known to be pronounced
Lutherans. This great man seems to have believed in the

power of truth to defend itself, and to have been thoroughly

averse to coercive punishments for heresy. But in this he

stood nearly alone, and the march of events soon transferred

to a party of Englishmen that bitter hatred which had
been conceived by the king. Sir T. More, and the bishops

against the followers of Luther. In 1526 William
Tyndale, by birth a Gloucestershire man, by education

connected with both Oxford iind Cambridge, published his

first two editions of the New Testament in English at

Worms, The English bishops, who knew that Tyndale had
been in communication with Luther, immediately took
steps for hindering the circulation of these books in

England. Many were burned at Cheapside (1527); but
the supply was by no means stopped, and in addition a
large number of English works, printed abroad, and all

breathing the extreme violence and thoroughness of Luther'i

spirit, made their way into England. Sir Thomas More
was selected by the bishops as the champion of orthodoiy^

and urgently pressed to undertake the refutation of thea«

books. Hence commenced the controversy between him,

Tyndale, Fryth, and Barnes, which continued for some
years. Sir 'Thomas More was specially angered by a clovei

but somewhat scurrilous brochure, entitled The Supplication !

of Beggars, written by Simon Fish, a quondam lawyer oii

Gray's Inn, in which the doctrine of purgatory i»

mercilessly satirized. To this he replied in the Supplica-

tion of Souh, an imaginary appeal of the souls in purgatory

against the new doctrines, which were likely to leave them
bereft of the aid of prayers and masses. Meanwhile the

unfortunate divorce case had proved the ruin of Cardinal

Wolsey; and Sir T. More, succeeding him as chancellor, had
used his power, with the full concurrencs of the king and
the bishops, to bring many of those who held with Luther
or Tyndale to the stake. But while the authorities were
thus embittered against reformation which, under other

circumstances, they might have treated more favourably,

there had been steadily growing since the commencement
of the reign a feeling of bitter dislike and exasperation qf

the laymen against the clergy, which was destined to pro.

duce very remarkable results. This had been fostered b/,

several causes, among which the determined attempt made
by the clergy to resist an enactment of parliament designed

to restrict the privilege of benefit of clergy (4 Henry VIII.'

c. 2) was onet Another was the case of Richard Hunue, a

merchant tailor of Loudon, committed to prison by the

bishop, and found hanging dead in his celL His murder
was freely attributed to the bishop's commissary, and the

fact of his dead body having been burned on the plea of

heresy increased the odium excited by this suspicion. That
the king shared in the prevailing feeling is evident by his

severe treatment of convocation for their trial of Dr Standish,'

who had justified the Act of Parliament directed against the

privileges of the clergy. On this occasion (1516), Henry
is said to have clearly claimed and explained that supre-

macy over the church which was afterwards conceded to

him (Keilway's Reports). But that which most tended to

exasperate the laity against the clergy at this period was,

without question, the state of the church courts, and the

vexatious disciplinary proceedings to which, on the informa-

tion of any disreputable person, the laity were constantly

subjected. The evil was admitted by some of the bishops,

but it seemed as if they were powerless to remedy it. Arch
bishop Warham had called upon his convocation to help

him in the matter, but Wolsey unwisely interfered, desiring

to show his supreme power as legate. He afterwards sum-

moned the convocations of the two provinces to meet as a

legatine synod (June 1523) to treat of the reformation

both of the laity and the clergy. Nothing, however, was

dona to remedy the crying grievance, and the laity deter-

mined to take their cause into their own hands. There were

thus two elements at work in the country at this period

likely to produce important changes in the ecclesiastical

system, viz., the rapid development in England of the re-

ligious opinions of the foreign reformers, and thegrowing feel-

ing of bitterness entertained by the laity against the clergy.

To these was added, before the meeting of the famous parUa

ment of November 1529, another very important factor, in

the disappointed and angry temper of the king. Henry,

who had imagined that his will must needs be law, had
found himself thwarted in the matter of his divorce by the

pope and the Roman curia; and the abortive termination

of the trial at the legatine court of Blackfriars had roused

him to fury. His anger was directed first of all against

Wolsey, but he was inclined to be harshly disposed also

against the whole of the clerical body, while he alreadjr
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contemplated taking vengeance on the pope by the extremest

legal enactments. Thus a state of feeling bad been gener-

ated in England altogether different from that which had
existed beforo Luther began to write, and when merely

educational and literary reforms were contemplated. More
violent and trenchant reforms seemed to be required,

and these were now to find expression in the work of the

parliament and convocation of 1529. In the first session

of this parliament three measures affecting *he revenues

and fees of the clergy were passed, and Bishop Fisher, who
assumed a very high tone in defending his order, was

complained of by the Commons and censured by the king.

The clergy saw themselves seriously threatened, and when,

after Wolsey's fall, the whole of the clerical body was

declared by the judges to have incurred the pena'ties of the

praemunire statute, the convocations, acting for their

brethren, were ready to purchase immunity by the sacrifice

of very large suras. But the king, not satisfied with this,

demanded more from the clergy than a mere money pay-

ment. He demanded of them their acceptance of his

claim to supremacy over the church, which was in fact a

distinct renunciation of their allegiance to Rome. After

much disputing as to the terms, this was at last agreed to

by the two convocations (February and May 1531), but

with the saving clause

—

As far as is permitted by the law of

Christ. When the Act of Parliament which embodied this

acknowledgment of the clergy came afterwards to be drawn,

this saving clause was omitted. From the moment when
the clergy agreed to accept the royal supremacy, the rupture

with Rome went on apace, and was embodied and carried

out in one statute after another. The clergy who had
yielded to the menaces of the priemunire law were soon

compelled,' by an attack brought upon them by the extreme
unpopularity of the church courts, to concede another very

important point. On March 18, 1532, the Commons pre-

sented to the king- an address specially directed against the

ordinaries, or those of the clergy who possessed jurisdiction,

but bringing also many heavy charges against the whole of

the clergy. The answers drawn up by convocation satisfied

neither the king nor the Commons, and the convocation was
called upon to promise that from henceforth no new canons

should be made or promulgated without the king's consent,

that a review of all the old canons should take place by a
body of commissioners, and that only those ratified by the

king should hold good. This complete surrender of the

whole code of church lav/ into the king's hands was to a
certain exteat evaded by the clergy, but substantially they

agreed to the king's requirements (May 16, 1532). Hence-
forth no convocations could be summoned but by the king's

writ, no church law could be made but such as the king

approved, and the old.canoijs were to be subjected to review.

This important transaction, known as the Sub7nissiott of the

Clergy, may be considered as the- supplement to their ac-

knowledgment of the royal supremacy, and as completing
their rupture with Rome. The acts of the convocation

which followed—the petition against the payments exacted
from them by the pope, the formal renunciation of the

supremacy claimed by him-—were natural sequents of the
other. Meantime the parliament went rapidly forward in

the work of breaking off the fetters of Rome, and securing

the independence of the national church. In the session

of 1533 was passed the famous statute for restraint of ap-
peals, which, grounding itself upon historical precedent,

makes all ecclesiastical appeals from henceforth terminable
•within the kingdom (24 Henry VIII. c. 12). Other acts

embodied the concessions made by the clergy (25 Henry
VIII. c. 19), made illegal papal appointments to bishoprics

^25 Henry VIII. c. 20) and papal dispensations (c. 91),
and enacted the royal supremacy in the strongest terms (26
Usury VIII. c. I and c. 13). The last work of this re-

markable parliament was to give to the kijig all monasteries

of less value than £200 a year, and all others which within

a year after the passing of this Act (February 153G) should
be surrendered to him. The way towards this measure

—

which was revolutionary, not only in its religious, but also

in its social aspect—had been paved by the proceedings of

Cardinal Wolsoy in providing a foundation for his contem-
plated colleges. A papal bull had authorized the suppres-

sion of forty of the smaller religious houses for this purpose.

Wolsey had only imitated the example of Chicheley,

Waynflete, and Wickham, and it was suggested to the king,

by Thomas Cromwell, that he could not be wrong in follow-

ing these eminent churchmen. Cromwell had been
secretary to the cardinal, and had distinguished himself by
advocating his cause after his fall. For some time past

ho had been the principal adviser of Henry in all the

measures taken to free the land from Rome, and the most
remarkable use which the king had made of the ecclesiasti-

cal supremacy conferred upon him by the clergy and thft

parliament was to apjioint Cromwell his vicar-general, with
full powers to exercise the undefined authority belongin'gto

the royal supremacy over all churchmen and churches. By
virtue of this power Cromwell had made a visitation of the

monasteries by means of certain commissioners; and a report

strongly censuring their state, both moral, disciplinary, and
financial, had been presented to parliament. On the

strength of this report, the Act suppressing all the smaller

religious houses of friars, canons, monks, and nuns wa&
passed. The larger houses were destined soon to foDow,

for a Tebelliori having been excited in the north by the

suppression of the smaller houses, the opportunity of itf

suppression was made use of to induce the greater abbeys
to surrender, in the hope of thus 'escaping inquiry into their

complicity in the rising. An Act confirming these surrenders

was passed (1539), and the king thus became possessed of

the whole monastic wealth of England both in movables
and lands. A court called the Court of Augmentations was
established to regulate the transfer. Small pensions were
assigned to the monks and nuns thus forcibly driven into

secular life, and the remainder of the sum, amounting in

modern value to not less than £38,000,000, was expended
in various ways. Six new sees were founded, eome
grammar schools were established, some forts built, but the
greater part of the money was given with reckless pro-

digality to the courtiers. While the suppression of the

monasteries was in progress, many acts were done tending

to establish the new state of things, and to complete the

revolt of the Church of England from the dominion of

Rome. The king had pressed the acknowledgment of hia

supremacy, and had sacrificed, in doing this, many victims,

and among them, t-.voof the most eminent men in England,

Bishop Fisher ai. 1 Sir Thtiuas More (1535). In 1536 the

first authoritative stateilient of reformed doctrine was made.
Ten articles were drawn up by the king and accepted by
the convocation of the clergy, which speak only of three

sacraments, declare that the whole Christian faith is to ha
found in the Bible, and disparage the worship of images^

the invocation of saints, and the belief in purgatory. In

the following year (1537), a larger body of reformed teach-

ing was put forth in a book sanctioned by authority, called

The Institution of a Christian Man. But that which
tended most of all to the rapid spread of reformed doctrine

was the publication of the Bible in English. In '1530 the

king had promised that this should be conceded. In 1534
the convocation, at the instance of Archbishop Cranmer, had
reminded him of his promise, and petitioned for its fulfil-

ment. But there was no immediate prospect of this coming
about. Consequently Cromwell, whose political life was
staked on the progress of the Reformation, employed Miles

Coverdale, in concert with Tyndalo in Oermany, to maka
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and print a translation of the Scriptures from the Latin

Iiad. Qorman versions of them. This was published in

England (October 1535), and though not formally approved,

was tolerated by the king. Another version, which
embodied all Tyndale's translations, appeared in 1537
(Matthew's Bible), and in 1538 Cromwell ventured to in-

sert in a body of injunctions, issued by him for the direc-

tion of the clergy, an order that each parish should procure

A copy of what was called the Great Bible. This referred

to an edition not yet published, which came forth in the

following year (1539), and iu the next (1540) was re-

published with a preface written by Archbishop Cranmer.

The English Bible being thus fairly launched iu the country,

the attempts made by the reactionary party to check the

advance of reformed opinions all proved abortive. The
king vacillated strangely between one influence and the

other. In 1539 he was himself the author of a law intended

to uphold the old faith with extreme severity. Under this

the punishment of death was decreed against all who re-

fused to acknowledge the doctrine of transubstantiation .

and very rigorous penalties against five other proscribed

opinions. The fall of Cromwell soon followed, and the

reactionary party oeemed for a moment to have triumphed.

But the influence of Archbishop Cranmer with the king

could not be overthrown, and further progress in reforma-

tion was soon to be discerned. The law of Six Articles was
modified and ^pwed to lie dormant ; the service-books

were reviewed and amended by convocation; the litany

was published in English ; the king himself put out

an English primer, in which the strongest statements are

made as to the desirability of having prayers and services in

English. In fact, an English prayer-book and an English
service for the mass were both in course of construction by
convocation when King Henry died (1547). By his will

he nominated sixteen councillors to administer aflairs during

the minority of his soa Edward VI., and in this council the

reforming or Protestant element soon had complete sway.

A. book of homilies containing reformed doctrine was
ordered to be read in all churches. In 1548 a service in

English was published to be appended to the Latin service

of the mass, and provision was made in this for the recep-

tion in both kinds by the laity. In 1549 an English

prayer-book, carefully drawn up from the old service-books

pf a body of divines, accepted by convocation and parLa-

ment, was given to the church, and the use of it was made
Compulsory by an Act of Uniformity. Images were soon

terooved from churches, altars taken away to be replaced

by tables, and Archbishop Cranmer, zeaToiisly bent on the

^ork of reformation, earnestly invited all the most distin-

guished foreign Eeformers to visit England, that, if possible,

the lovers of reformation might agree to a confession of faith,

|to be opposed to the confession of the Eomish Church
then being formulated and settled at the CouucU of Trent.

Many of the foreigners thus invited did in fact visit

England, and their influence was very considerable. With
their help a body of 42 articles was drawn up by the

English divines, which, having been approved by convoca-

tion and sanctioned by the king, the clergy were called

upon to subscribe. In 1552 was published a second prayer-

_book, which, with some additions, and a considerable

retrenchment of the first book in the matter of ceremonial,

; had altogether a much more Protestant character than its

I predecessor. The ordinal was also a second time reformed.

The extreme rapaciousness of the chief men of the state at

this period led to a seizure of church property, which
greatly impoverished and kept back the growth of the
church in after years. The impropriate tithes, which in

very many cases had been acquired by monasteries, went,

at their suppression, into lay hands, and no suitable provi-

iion was mads for the remuneration of the clergyman of

the benefice. Hence the clergy for a long period were of n

low social grade, and very few of them competent through

learning to become preachers. AVhen, on the death of

Edward (1553), Queen MsCry succeeded him, the majority

of the clergy accepted without hesitation the re-establish-

ment of the old superstitions. There was, however, a
certain number, estimated variously from 1500 to 3000,
who were incapacitated from doing this. These were the

clergy who had taken advantage of the enabling law, passed

in the last reign, to contract matrimony. These clergy

were now everywhere expelled from their benefices, and
some of them were harshly treated. About 800 of the laity

and .clergy who favoured reforming views, foreseeing the

danger to be apprehended from the queen, escaped at her

accession to various towns on the continent ; the remainder

of like views in England soon found their way into prison,

until it should be determined what policy to adopt towards

them. There is reason to believe that Bishop Gardiner,

who was Mary's chief adviser at the beginning of her reign,

was in favour of a lenient policy, and that Cardinal Pole,

who arrived in England as papal legate (November 1554),

was also opposed at first to harsh measures. But the

temper of the prince whom Mary had married, as well as

her own, were both favourable to persecution, and it was

determined in the council to proceed to the extremest

measures sanctioned by the law against the so-called here-

tics. A commission of bishops was opened (January 1555)

for the trial of heretics. On February 4 was burned for

alleged heresy at Smithfield Mr Rogers, prebendary of St

Pauls ; on February 8, at Coventry, Mr Saunders, rector of

All Hallows Bread St. ; on February 9, Hooper, bishop of

Gloucester, at Gloucester, and on the same day Dr Taylor,

rector of Hadleigh, at that place ; on March 30, Far;^r,

bishop of St David's, at Carmarthen. On October 16

Bishops Ridley and Latimer were burned at Oxford, and

finally at the same place, on March 22, 1656, was burned

Archbishop Cranmer, for 23 years the primate of England.

These executions of leading divines were accompanied by

those of others, many of whom were illiterate persons, many
also women. In the year 1555 were burned 75 ; in 1556,

83 ; in 1557, 77 ; in 1558, 51,—making a total of 286 in

four years. So far, however, was this savage persecution

from exterminating the reforming spirit from the church

that, when, on the welcome death of Queen Mary (1558), a
new queen who favoured the reformation succeeded, the

whole of the clergy of England, with the exception of 189.

accepted the change. The chief danger to the Church of]
JEngland now arose, not from the cruelty of the Romanists,

/

who were henceforth kept down with a strong hand, but

from the contemptuous and insubordinate spirit developed

among some who held reforming views. During their so-

journ abroad the English exiles had become familiar with a
type of reformed religion diS'erent from that which had

'

been adopted by their own church, and they endeavoured

to press this upon the acceptance of the Church of England.

It was seen that no change of importance, and certainly

none in the Protestant direction, was to be expected in the

formularies of that church. "The queen was a lover of

ceremonial The primate (Parker) was a moderate man,

but with no tendency to favour the foreign reformers, and

inclined to exact obedience to law. The prayer-book was

reviewed, but the only alterations made in it tended rather

in the direction of increased ceremonial. The disciples of

the foreign reformers, who soon obtained the name of

Puritans, could not for a time believe that the ceremonial

would be really enforced against them with vigour. But

the queen was determined to compel the bishops to exercise

discipline. When the Puritans discovered this, some of

them formally separated from the church (1566) ; many
more deliberately set themselves to devise plans for cvadt
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ing the laws and still keeping their benefices. The ministers

who acted thus were strongly supported by a numerous
party in the House of Commons, and only the untiring

vigour and courage and the unfailing popularity of the

queen saved the church from disruption. On the one hand
Elizabeth constrained the bishops, often with the roughest

menaces, to act. On the- other she exercised a most

dictatorial authority over parliament, and prevented its in-

terference. Yet all this time the chief supporters of the

Puritans were among her own favourites and ministers,

Lord Leicester and secretary Walsingham being the most

conspicuous. So imperiously did the queen treat the chief

ministers of the church, that at her demand the Star

Chamber suspended the primate Grindal from the exercise

of his office, and kept him in this enforced inaction till

near his death. His offence was that he refused to obey

the queen's orders to put down certain meetings and exer-

cises of clergy and laity which were called prophesyings,

and which were judged by the queen to have a tendency to

encourage Puritanism. In the next primate. Archbishop

Whitgift (1583), the queen found a man after her own
mind—an unsparing disciplinarian, without the least

tendency to undervalue the requirements of his position.

Under Whitgift the subscription test was applied much more
thoroughly than before, and in consequence the number of

dissenters increased, while a complete conformity was pro-

duced in the church. The Puritans, despairing of obtain-

ing legislative relief, and soured and embittered by the

harsh treatment which they often experienced from the

courts of ecclesiastical commission, allowed themselves to

fall into the unjustifiable practice of writing railing libels

against the bishops and clergy. These, which were known
by the name of the Mar-Prelate libels, from a nom de

1 plume assumed by one of the writers, became most bitter

and fierce about the time of the great danger of the country
' from the Spanish Armada (1588). They were at length

put down, and the writers of them punished with

much severity ; and by a law passed in 1593, which, making
Puritanism an ofi"ence against the statute law, put the

punishment of dissenters into the hands of the common law

judges, the resistance to the church was well-nigh over-

come. The chief of the Puritans now quitted England.

The last ten years of Elizabeth's reign were comparatively

free from religious contentions, and the church grew and
flourished. In 1563 a review of the 42 articles agreed

upon under Edward VI. had issued in the number being

reduced to 39, the introduction of some new matter, and
the exclusion of some previously adopted. The amended
articles were accepted by the convocation of Canterbury

and representatives of that of York, and, being ratified by
the queen, were ordered to be subscribed by the whole of

the clergy. An Act of Parliament making this compulsory

was passed 1571. A second book of homilies was also

now sent out by the convocation for the use of the clergy,

and continual efforts were made to improve the learning of

the parochial clergy, and to provide a larger supply of

ministers competent to preach. During the reign of

Elizabeth the theology of the church of England in its re-

formed state acquired form and substance. Jewel's great

work (The Apology) stated its case as against the Romanists.

Whitgift, Bancroft, Hooker, and Bilson defended its teach-

ing and discipline against the Puritans. The ground taken

fby
this latter class of writers became gradually higher,

until at length a divine right and claim were demanded for

episcopacy. These higher views were readily accepted by the

new sovereign James 1, who, himself a theological writer,

and thoroughly alienated from the Presbyterians by the

rough treatment^he had received at their hands, was ready

to accord high authority to the church as he demanded it

for the throne. His absolutist views of government soon

8-1.5*

embroiled him with the parliament, and the church shared

in the unpopularity of the monarch. At the commencement
of the reign of James, the Puritans entertained great expec-

tations of obtaining changes favourable to their views. A
petition, signed by nearly a thousand ministers who held with

them, had been presented to the king, and a conference was
arranged to bo held at Hampton Court (January 1604) to

consider the points in dispute. Very small changes were

the issue of this conference. It afforded an opportunity

for the king to exhibit his theological skill, and to threaten

the Puritans that they must expect rough treatment if they

did not conform. Severe measures followed. Bancroft, the

new primate (December 1604), demanded not only the act

of subscription to the formularies, but a declaration from
the clergy that they made it ex animo. Through this many
were deprived. Under Abbot, who succeeded him (1610),
Calvinistic opinions were much favoured in the church, and
the king, who at that time appeared to hold these views,

sent four English divines to represent him at the synod of

Dort (1618). But towards the latter part of the reign a
change both in politics and in the theology which found

favour is very apparent. Arminian opinions began now to

be freely advocated by divines, and the parliament, which

was strongly opposed to these opinions and to the mildet

treatment of Romanists with which they were accompanied,

began to make fierce personal assaults on the chief main-

tainers of them. Thus Bishops Neile and Harsnet, andJIi
Montagu, one of the king's chaplains, were attacked by the

House of Commons. The accession of Charles, who waa
more strongly imbued with the opinions so distasteful to -^
parliaiilent than even his father, while it encouraged the

court divines to bolder flights, made the temper of parlia-
'

ment more hostile both to them and the king. The angry

dissolution of the parliament in 1629 was followed by an

organized attempt on the part of the church rulers to preach

up absolutist doctrines and the divine right of kings. The
king's trusted adviser, Laud, was at the same time the auto-

cratic ruler of the church, having, through the courts of

High Commission and Star Chamber, an absolute power
over both clergy and laity. Laud aspired not only to exact

conformity, but to regulate the opinions and teaching of the

whole body of clergy after the court pattern. He at the

same time sought to improve the solemnity and decency of

public worship, and to introduce many much-needed reforms

into, the church. But his measures were often taken with-

out regard either to policy or justice, and, in consequence, a

vast store of unpopularity was accumulated against him,

which found vent when, early in 1640, during the sit-

ting of the Short Parliament, a convocation met, and pro-

ceeded under royal licence to make canons. An unfortun-

ate mistake in the hasty wording of a canon, which, leaving

an " &c." in the list of church officers to whom obedience was

to be sworn, seemed to suggest the possibility of a trap

laid for the unwary, caused a general ferment throughout the

country. The unwise policy of continuing the convocation

after the dissolution of parliament, in order that it might

grant the king a benevolence, added fuel to the fire, and
when, in November 1640, the Long Parliament met, a most

violent attack was at once made on Archbishop Laud and

'the clergy generally. Laud and two other bishops were

committed to the Tower, awaiting articles of impeachment;

the bishops were expelled from the House of Lords, the

court of High Commission was taken away, and committees

were appointed both in parliament and in the country to deal

with the numerous petitions presented against the clergy.-

Soon the king and parliament were at open war, and the

severest measures were directed against the clergy, who
were mostly loyal to the king. In 1643 met an assembly

of divines at Westminster, to which was committed the task

of recasting the whole of the formularies and constitution ofi

VUL —^5
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tlie church. . They issueJ a duectory jor public worship,

the use of which was enforced hy law, while that of tho

Common Prayer was forbidden under severe penalties. Tho

taking of the Scotch Solemn League and Covenant was en-

forced on all persons, and those clergy who refused it were

at once deprived ; others were ejected from their benefices

by tho committees established in various parts of the

country, whose jurisdiction was summary and irresponsible.

By these means a large proportion of the Episcopal clergy

of England were ejected during the times of Presbyterian

ascend'ency. Their archbishop had been beheaded as a

traitor (1645), and many of their leading divines were in

prison. Under Cromwell and the Independents the condi-

tion of the clergy did not improve. A body called the

triers was appointed to test the qualifications of all

ministers, and to exclude those judged unfit. In 1655 a

very severe law forbade the clergy to use the Common

Prayer in private houses, or to act as tutors or schoolmasters.

They were thus reduced to tho greatest distress and misery.

The long-continued oppression to which the clergy had to

submit during the Rebellion and Commonwealth naturally

disposed them to harshness against the nonconformists at

the restoration of the monarchy (1660). They resisted the

demands upon them for concessions on the Puritanical side

made at the Savoy Conference, and in the review of tbe

prayer-book by convocation which followed, the changes

made were by no means such as were likely to render it

more acceptable to the objectors. Yet to this prayer-book a

severe Act of Parliament required an immediate and uncon-

ditional assent and consent, as the condition of ministering

in the church, requiring at the same time that all those who

had not received episcopal orders should seek them, and that

^ a declaration against the Covenant and a promise of non-re-

Bistance should be made. The effect of these requirements

was to eject fronj ministering in the church about 2000

ministers (1662). The ejected were followed up and per-

secuted by various harsh measures, making it illegal for them

to hold conventicles,—the parliament acting, as it seemed,

from vindictive feeling, the king desiring to drive the non-

conformists to despair, that they might seek from him the

exercise of a dispensing power which he assumed to possess.

His real object was to legalize Romanism, and in fact to

carry out precisely the same policy which his brother after-

wards adopted. The Protestant nonconformists for the most

part refused to assist this policy, even to relieve themselves

from persecution; aod when James at length published the

declaration for liberty of conscience (1687), they were found

rather on the side of the church which had dealt harshly

with them than on tha': of the king wbo offered them gifts.

(The trial of the seven bishops for withstanding the royal

will, and upholding the supremacy of law, made the church

immensely popular in the country. At the Revolution, by

far the greater number of clergy elected to transfer their

allegiance to 'William, but nine bishops and over 400 clergy

refused the oaths. Among the bishops was the primate

(Bancroft) and Bishop Ken, the most saintly prelate of his

day. These seceders formed a separate church ; they were,

however, weakened by intestine quarrels, and, never obtain-

ing any general support, they disappeared towards the end

of the century. Among them were some of the most

learned divines of the English Church, and their secession

,
was a great blpw to the church, which soon showed signs of

running into an extreme latitudiuarianism. The bitter

feuds which prevailed between the two houses of the

southern convocation all the time of William and Anne
were due chiefly to political causes, the lower house being

for the most part Jacobites, while the bishops were Whigs.

It was mainly on this ground that in ] 717 the Government
suspended the action of convocation, which did not meet
ftgain for business until recent times.

During the 18th century a general remissness and negli-

gence prevailed throughout the Church of England. Many
of the clergy were Arians in their views; the sacredness of

their office was but little recognized ; the services in many
churches were negligent and infrequent. The first reaction

came from a band of earnest young clergymen and

Btudents at Oxford, of whom the two Wesley.'* and Whit-

field are the best known. These men became travelling

preachers, endeavouring to carry to every part of the land

a stirring religious appeal. Their success was marvellous.

Gradually their converts were organized, and arrangements

made lor their continued instruction. The church did

not readily lend itself to tho movement, and the new
societies stepped aside from it into ground of their own.

Whitfield became the leader of the Calvinistic Methodists,

and the two Wesleys of the larger body, which favoured

Arminian views. The Methodist movement had operated

very strongly on the English clergy, and towards the end

of the century a considerable section of them, distinguished

for their zeal and earnestness, were known as tbe Evan-

gelical School. By their exertions the Church Missionary

Society, designed to spread Christianity in Africa and the

East, was founded ; Bible and tract societies, Sunday

schools, and other agencies were established. In the 19th

century the growth of the Church of England has been

remarkable. The school of Oxford Tract writers, which

began to attract notice about 1838, gave prominence to

the sacramental system and corporate powers of the church,

and enlisted a new class of energies in its service. The

zeal for building and restoring church fabrics has been so

strong that within a period of thirty years a sum of

jE.30,000,000 is known to have been contributed for this

purpose. At the same time the church has aided materially

in furnishing schoolhouses for all the villages in England,

and in numberless other works of utility and charity. Its

colonial and missionary episcopate now amounts to 60 j

while the daughter church in America has nearly the same
number of prelates. The extension of the home episcopate

is also proceeding, but at a slower rate. The two new sees

of St Albans and Truro were established in 1877. The
church of England can now number, as affiliated to her and

accepting her use, a body of nearly two huijdred prelates.

In England her clergy amount to about 20,000 ; while,

notwithstanding the complete toleration accorded to all

dissenters since the Revolution, it is probable that con-

siderably more than half the population of the country still

acknowledges allegiance to the ancient church.^

II. Fonnidaries and Doctriites.^—The formularies of the

English Church are translations in part from Latin and
Greek rituals, which have been used fourteen or fifteen

hundred years in the Christian church, and in part from
the service book called the Consultation of Hermann,
archbishop of Cologne, published in 1543. This was the

work of Bucer and Melanchthou, but was grounded on a
book previously published by Luther. Some portion of the

formularies is tho original composition of English divines.

Morning and Eveyiing Services.—These were chiefly com-
piled from the ancient services used at the Seven Hours
of Prayer (nocturn-lauds or matins, prime, tierce, sext}

nones, vespers, and compline). The services prescribed

for these hours, after being shortened, had been bro"nght

together in abook called the Breviary (1073-1086). From,

the Breviary the English form was translated, tbe morning
service being an abridgment of those prescribed for

nocturn-lauds and matins, the evening of those prescribed

for vespers and compline. The sentences, exhortation^

confession, and absolution, which did not appear in the
first reformed prayer-book, but were' added in the second,

._ »

' Trastftorthy recent st.^tistics are not fortlicomiiiu,
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were probablj' suggested by the forms adopted by some
of the Reformers. But the language of these also is care-

fully adopted from old liturgies. In place of the numerous

short lections of the old services, which were sometimes

taken from Scripture and sometimes from the legends of

saints, two chapters of Scripture were appointed to be read

at each service, by ^hich both the Old O'estameut and the

New were read through in regular course. Several

occasional prayers and thanksgivings have been added for

use in the morning and evening services at the different

reviews of the prayor-boolv. The lUatiy provided to be

used, in addition to the morning and evening service, on

Sundays, Wednesdays^ and Fridays, was a translation of

a very ancient form of service, which had been said

processionally in the church ever since the time of St

Chrysostom. The Englis;h litany was translated by Cran-

mer, at the desire of Henry VIII., in 1544. Cranmer cut

out such of the old invocations as did not accord with his

reforming views, and inserted several portions from the

litany issued in 1543 by Hermann, archbishop of Cologne.

The form now used in the English Church Las been slightly

altered from that put forth in 1544. Comimmion Service.

—The service to which by far the greatest importance was

attached in the ancient church was tliat for holy com-

munion, or the mass, as it came to be called from the last

word of the Latin form. This is properly designated the

liturgy or the service par excellence. The ancient Galil-

ean liturgy had been adopted by the early British church,

and was found in use iu Britain when Augustine came
from Rome. Augustine, by permission of Pope Gregory,

grafted some particulars of it on the Roman use which he

introduced, .and thus created an English liturgy, which,

however, was not uniform throughout the land, but varied

in different districts. This English liturgy was revised

ar.d reformed by Osmund, bishop of Salisbury, in 1087.

The Saruni Use, thus created, was the ordinary eucharistic

office for the English Church up to the time of the Refor-

mation, but there existed also other uses, as those of York,

Hereford, Exeter, Lincoln, Bangor, Aberdeen. One of

the earlfest measures taken in the reign of Edward VI.

was to issue a communion office, which, leaving un-

touched the ancient Latin service, added to it an
English service, by which communion was to be minis-

tered to tlie people in both kinds (1548). This service

was quickly superseded by the one contained in the.

prayer-book of 1549, which was put forth, not as an
addition to, but as a substitute for, the ancient Latin

service. It was principally a translation of the Latin

service, but contained also some additions taken from
Hermann's Conmllation. In 1552 the English communion
service was rearranged and considerably altered, the recital

of the ten commandments with the kyrie eleison being
introduced, the words of administration altered, and other

changes made to give it a more Protestant character. At
the review of the prayer-book after the accession of

Elizabeth, some changes were again made, and also at the last

review in 1661. The English communion office as it stands

at present is taken principally from the ancient liturgies,

but also to a very considerable extent from reformed

sources. The baptismal offices were compiled partly from
the ancient forms, but chiefly from the offices in Archbishop
Hermann's Consultation. The office for adult baptism was
added in 1661. The Catechism.—This is altogether an office

of the Reformati-on, no such form being found in the ancient

service-books. The earlier part of the Catechism was
originally inserted in the office for confirmation. The latter

part, explaining the sacraments, w:is added after the

Hampton Court conference, in compliance with the desire

of the Puritans, and is the composition of Dr Overall, then

dean of St Paul's. Servicefor Confirmation.—T!\\\& service

was Drought into its present form at ICCl, being then

separated fron , the Catechism, with the previous explanatory

rubric turned into a preface. It is duo, as most of the

English prayer-book, partly to the ancient Sarum office and

partly to the Consvliation of Archbishop Herniaim. Order

of 3falrimony.—This service is taken almost entirely from

the ancient office in the Sarum manual, as also is the office

for the Visitation of the Sick. In 1552, when the practice

of reserving the elements was forbidden, the service for the

Communion of the Side was added. The order for Burial

of the Dead is a substitution for the mcdi;cval offices of com-

mendation, burial, mass for the dead, and office for the dead.

It has bce-n much changed at the several revisions of the

prayer book. The service for the Churching of Women is

mainly derived from the medieval office. The Commination

Service is made up of the address composed by the Refor-

mers, and the prayers and suffrages anciently used »_ the

church on the first day of Lent. The Forms of Prayer to

he used at Sea were composed by Bishop Sanderson in 1601.

The Ordinal did not form a part of the prayer-book of

1549, but was composed under the authority of a special

Act of Parliament, which empowered six bishops and six

other divines to draw up a fitting ordinal. This was pre-

sented to the council, February 28, 1550, and authorized.

It was reviewed on the formation of the second prayer

book (1552), and considerably altered, and it was then

appointed to form part of the prayer-book. The prayers

are almost entirely new compositions, but the general

arrangement of the services and the form and manner of

conferring holy orders is the same that has been used for

many centuries.

The Doctrines of the English Church may be gathered

to a great extent from the prayer-book, inasmuch as it

was the custom of the Reformers, who compiled that

book, to introduce into all the services some words of

exhortation and teaching as to the nature of the service

;

but it is more fuUy set forth and explained in the

Articles and Homilies. The authority of these two books

may be regarded as the same, inasmuch as the articles

formally recognize and sanction the two books of homilies

(art. 35). The first book of Homilies was set forth im-

mediately after the accession of Edward VI., and authorized

by his injunctions to be read in all churches at the mass.

It was distributed to the different parishes by the royal

visitors, together with an English version of the paraphrase

of Erasmus. These homilies were probably mainly the

work of Cranmer. The second book of homilies was set

out with the sanction of convocation in 1562, but was not

sanctioned by the queen for nearly a year afterwards. It

was due, in part at least, to Bishop Cox, who wrote the pre-

face to the volume, and was designed not to supersede but

to supplement the earlier volume. The Articles, now in

number 39, were originally 42. They were drawn up in

the years 1551 and 1552 under the superintendence of

Archbishop Cranmer and Bishop Ridley. These prelates
'

made drafts of the articles proposed, and sent them to vari-

ous divines of eminence, both English and foreign, inviting

their suggestions thereon. The foundation cf these drafts

was a paper of articles agreed upon between Archbishop

Cranmer and certain Lutheran divines who were in England

in 1538, with a view of inducing Henry VIII. to adopt the

Augsburg Confession. These were drawn as nearly as

possible in the terms of the Augsburg Confession, and hence

the resemblance between the articles of the Church of

England and those of Augsburg. The 42 articles are sup-

posed to have been approved by convocation in 1553, and

OJ-dered to be offered to the clergy for subscription. Theyr

were originally publish"! together with a Catechism, drawn

up by Bishop Poynet. Dn the accession of Elizabeth tha

bishops were anxious to republish, ihu attidea as & coaMei!
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Statement to the dogmatic decrees of tlie Couucil of Trent.

They were reviewed by the two houses of the .convocatioa

of Canterbury and some members of the northern convoca-

tion in 1563, and having been reduced to 39, and some

additions and alteratipns made in them, were ratified by

the queen, and subscribed first by the convocations, and

then by all the clergy. In 1571 an Act of Parliament

was passed making subscription to the articles necessary for

all clergy as the condition of holding benefices ; and the

articles were again revised by convocation, and republished

both in Latin and English. Together with the homilies

and prayer-book, they form a complete exposition of the

tenets of the English Church on all the main points both

cf doctrine and of discipline.

III. Constitutional Status.—The Church of England, or

the Spiritualty, is one of the estates of the realm, and has

an integral part in all legislation. It was on the ground of

this constitutional position of the spiritualty that the

famous protest was made, in 1641, as to the proceedings in

the House of I^ords in the absence of the bishops. This is

pronounced by Mr Hallam to be in accordance with the

plainest principles of law (Const. Hist., i. 553). The
church is accepted by the state as the religious body in

England, which is the legitimate possessor of all property

set apart and devoted to religious uses, except the rights of

some other religious body be specially expressed. It is

the possessor of the ancient religious fabrics of the land

and of .the cemeteries attached to them. Its rights are

carefully guarded by law, the incumbent of each parish

being a corporation solo with certain duties and privileges.

This position of the church towards the state is called its

Establishment. It has arisen not from any definite Act of

Parliament or the state, but from the gradual interpenetra-

tion of the state by the church, and from their having

mutually grown up together.

The organization of thii church in Englandv was anterior

to that of the state. When the country was still divided

into separate kingdoms, the church had become one

throughout the land, and looked generally to a common
centre. This had been the work of Archbishop Theodore

(668), who, by subdividing dioceses and establishing parish

churches, had given form to the Christianity of the country.

The church thus settled adapted itsell to the civil organiza-

tions. The mark, vicus, or township became the sphere of

duty of a single priest, the kingdom the diocese of a bishop,

the whole land the province of the metropolitan ; the rival

archbishops head rival nationalities ; the greater dioceses

are divided oh the lines of the earlier under-kingdoms ; the

shires become the archdeaconries, and the hundreds the

deaneries of a later age. The archdeacon or bishop presided

with the ealdorman and sheriff in the shire-mot ; the parish

priest led his people to the hundred-mot; the Witenagemot

had its most distinct and permanent constituent in the
' clergy, bishops, and abbots. The church in England

had thu.s from the very first a territorial organization,

the land was divided and parcelled out to it, or rather

by it. As the nation grew towards unity the territorial

ckims of the church became only the more firmly fixed ; ite

right to endowments, which had in the first place been

voluntarily given, was ratified and confirmed. The church

was not endowed any more than established by any definite

act of the state, but growing up together with the state it

obtained sources of revenue from the piety of the faithful,

—

its position and its revenues being, not created, but defended

and secured by law. The Church of England has always

had the constitutional power, recognized by the law, of

meeting in synod to discuss and settle matters touching

the spiritualty,—the metropolitan of each province having

his separate synod. After the Conquest, when secular and

spiritual things were carefully divided one from the other,

the metropolitan summoned the synod by his own authority,

and it consisted merely of his suffragan bishops, with the

prelates—that is to say, deans, abbots, archdeacons—with-

out any representatives of the parochial clergy. These first

appeared in a legatine synod at Westminster in 1255, but
it was not till the time of Edward I. that the synods ot
the Church of England acquired that special organization

which they have preserved ever since. The necessity that

the clergy were then placed under of yielding to the king's

heavy demands for taxes was the cause of the introductioa

of the representative system into the church. In the

presence of more rigid demands for money payments, it

was felt that those upon whom the taxes fell must have a

voice in voting them. Accordingly the clergy of each

diocese were now called upon to elect two proctors to sit in

convocation. The first summons of elected representatives

of the clergy to convocation bears date 1279. In 1295 the

king, thinking that these representatives of the clergy sit'

ting actually in parliament would be more amenable to

pressure that when they sat in a house of their own, ordered

two clergy from each diocese to be summoned to parlia^

ment. But the clergy shrank from this, and it soon fell

into disuse. The convocations thus constituted unde*
Edward I. consisted in each of the two provinces of Can*
terbury and York, first of the metropolitan, who was
president; next of all diocesan bishops; then of all prelates,

—that is to say, dignified clergy, deans, archdeacons,

abbots; lastly, of representatives chosen by the chapters of

the cathedrals and th« clergy of the diocese. The numbera
of these have varied at different times, and may be changed
at the will of the president These convocations voted all

the money payments of the clergy to the crown, and alscq

before the time of Henry VIIL, legislated for the clergy by
canons without any check from the state. But in 1532
these bodies were constrained, by the great danger in whieh
they then stood, to accept whatwas called the Submission of

the Clergy to the crown. By this the archbishops abandoned
their right of summoning their convocations independently,

and undertook only to summon them on receiving the writ

of the crown. They undertook also not to promulgate any
canons sa.ve those which were ratified by the crown. This

act of the clorgy was embodied in an Act of Parliament and

made law (1534), and it is under this law that the con-

vocations of the two provinces have since met and acted.

Their consti^.utional position at present is to be the advisers

of the crown and parliament in all things spiritual and

ecclesiasticol, but they have no legislative power save in so

far as what they have agreed upon may be made the sub-

stance of an Act of Parliament. The convocations have

thus in many instances procured their determinations to

become the law of the land, as, notably in the Act of Uni-

formity of 1662, and recently in the Shortened Service Act
But convocation may not only thus indirectly make statute

law ; it may also make, with the consent of the crown,

canons which bind the clergy where they are not contrariant

to statute law. The canon does not in any way come
before parliament, but merely requires the 'royal licence and
approval to become valid. It was thus that the body of

canons by which the clergy are at present governed were

made in 1C04. The meetings of convocation have always

coincided with thoso of parliament, and only in two
instances, in 1584 and 1640, has either convocation sat

after the rising of parliament In several instances the

northern convocation, being the smaller, has consented to

send representatives to the southern, and thus to constitute

one synod. The convocations do not in reality consist of

two houses, though they are thus divided for the purposes

of discussion and voting, but only of one house each, the

lower clergy being in fact the assessors of the bishops. In

1664 the clergy abandoned tlieir right of taxing themselves
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In their convocations, and became subject to the general law

of the land in this matter. In view of this concession they
obtained the right of voting for members of parliament. In
1717 the lower house of the Canterbury convocation show-
ing, as was thought, a turbulent spirit and a tendency to

oppose the house of Hanover, the action of convocation
was suspended, and it remained silent for one hundred and
thirty-five years. The unconstitutional and oppressive

character of this enforced silence of the spiritualty produced
much discontent, and led in modern days to an organized

attempt to overcome it. As convocation still continued to

meet as a formality, and then to be immediately prorogued,

opportunity was taken of its meeting, in February 1852, to

present to the lower house a large number of petitions pray-
ing for the revival of its action. They voted, an address
to the upper house enforcing the prayer of these petitions,

end were allowed to present it. The action of this long
inanimate body thus recommenced, and, the Government
not seeing fit to oppose it, has gone on with increasing

vigour ever since. The constitutional status of tho Church
of England has been considerably affected by various

measures passed since the Restoration. The chief of these

are the Toleration Act of William and !Mary, the Act of

Union with Scotland of Queen Anne, the Eoman Catholic

Emancipation Act, and the Jewish Disabilities Removal Act.

Through the operation of these Acts the two houses of the

legislature no longer consist entirely of members of the

Church of England, although their right to legislate for

that church remains the same. The efi'ect of this is very
perceptible in the course of modern legislation. The Church
of England can no longer levy a compulsory rate on all

occupiers for the maintenance of the church fabrics, as

formerly. The exclusive right of performing the marriage
service has also been taken from her, the completest equality

between the religious bodies existing within the state being
aimed at. This, so far as is consistent with the preserva-

tion of a certain prerogative to the church, as the church of

the sovereign and one of the estates of the realm, and of

the ancient church endowments, may be said to be the

accepted principle of modern legislation.

rV". Law.—The Church of England is governed by a
system of jurisprudence made up of three elements,—the

Common Law, the Canon Law, the Statute Law. The
first consists of customs, precedents, and judicial records

;

the second of all canons passed or accepted by English

synods, which are not " contrariant to the laws, statutes,

and customs of the realm," and which, if passed after the

Act ot Submission of the Clergy, 1534, have received the

sanction of the crown ; the third of Acts of Parliament

relating to the church. Of these there is now a very large

number. The laws relating to the church being of a mixed
character, the judicial administration of those laws is

assigned to various tribunals, some of a purely ecclesiastical

kind, some of a purely secular kind, and some in which the

ecclesiastical and secular elements are combined. All

questions of civil rights are within the jurisdiction of the

secular courts. Questions touching the orthodoxy of the

clergy, their conduct in their ministrations, and their morals

are subject to the jurisdiction of the bishops, with the right

of appeal from a lower to a higher court, and ultimately to

the sovereign in council. The ordinary ecclesiastical

tribunal of first instance is the consistory court of esch

diocese. Of this the bishop is judex ordinarius, but he
does not preside in it in person, but by his chancellor. In
the case of criminal offences charged against any of the

clergy, the bishop's mode of proceeding is regulated by
recent legislation, which has substituted another tribunal

for the ancient diocesan court. This is contained in the

Act 3 and 4 Vict., c. 86, entitled " An Act for better en-

forcing Church Discipline." Under this Act the bishop

may either proceed against the accused clerk himself, by
issuing a commission to five persons to inquire whether
there is a case, and then if this is found, proceeding to try
it with three assessors; or he may send the case at once to

the provincial court, where it wUl be tried before the Dean
of the Arches. A further regulation of procedure in ths
case of clerks charged with ofiences against the rubrics o)

the prayer book has been made by the Public Worshic
Regulation Act of 1876.

See Bede, Opera, ed. J. A. Giles, Oxod, 1843-5 ; Ussher, Eeclea.
Uritann. Aniiquitatcs (ed. Elrington), Dublin, 1841-62 ; Stilling-
fleet, Origines Britannicoe {ed. Pantin), 2 vo1s.,Oxod,1842; ChurtoD,
Early English Church (Eng. Lib.), 1841; Soames, Latin Church
during Anglo-Saxon Times, 1848 ; Jeremy Collier, Ecclesias-
tical History of Great Britain (ed. Barham), 9 vols.; 1840

;

Thomas Fuller, Church Bistory of Britain to 1648, 3 vols., 1837;
Inett, History, of English Church, 2 vols. ; D. Wilkins, Concilia
Magnce Britannice, i vols., 1737 ; Foxe, Acts and Monuments of
Christian Martyrs (ed. Cattley), 8 vols., 1841 ; Nic. Sander, He
Originc et Progressu Schismatis Anglicani (ed. Eicliton), Col. Agr.,
1585 ; Burnet, History of the Reformation (ed. Pocock), Oxford,
7 vols., 1865 ; Strype, Historical and, Biographical Works, 27 vols.,

Oxford, 1822-28;. Heylin, Ecclesia Bestaurata, 1674; Dodd,
Church History of England, with notes by Tiemey, 5 vols., 1840 ;

H. R. Maitland, Essays on Reformation, 1849 ; Hook, Lives of
Archlishops of Canterbury, 9 vols., 1860-76 ; Massingberd, History
of the Reformation (Eng. Lib.), 1842 ; J. H. Blunt, History of th»
Reformation, 1860, and Annotated Prayer Book, 1867; Soames,
History of the Reformation, 4 vols., 1826 ; Perry, History of Church
of ETigland, 3 vols., 1862-4, and Student's Manual of English
Church History, 1878 ; James Anderson, History of the Church
of England in tlie Colonies, 3 vols., 1856; Proctor, History of
the Prayer Book; Cardwell, Documentary Annals of Church of
England—History of- Conferences—Synodalia, 5 vols., 1839-42;
Blunt and Phillimore, Law of the Church of England, 2 vols.;

Clausnitzen, Gottesdicnst, Kirchenverfassung, und Oeistlichkeit der
lischoflichen englischen Kirche, Berlin, 1817 ; G. Weber, Oeschichte
der akatholischcn Kirchcn u. Sekten in Orossbritannien, 1845-53 ;

and J. L. Funk, Organisation der englischen Staatskirche, Alten-
burg, 1829. (G. G. P., y
ENGLISH BIBLE. The history of the vernacular

Bible of the English race resolves itself into two distinctly

marked periods,—the one being that of Manuscript Bibles,

which were direct translations from the Latin Vulgate, the

other that of Printed Bibles, which were, more or less com-
pletely, translations from the original Hebrew and Greek
of the Old and New Testaments.

The Manuscript Bible.

As far back as the English language can be followed,

there are traces of the work of English translators of the

Scriptures. 1 St Aidan, bishop of Lindisfarne in the first

half of the 7th century (died 651 A.D.), is said by Bede to

have employed those who were about him, laymen as well

as clergy, in reading and learning the Scriptures, espe-

cially the Psalms ; and the lajmien of Northumbria were
not likely to understand any but their native tongue. A
little latfer Caedmon, a lay monk of Whitby (died 680),

whose gifts as a poet had been discovered while he was a

cow-herd on the neighbouring downs, composed a metrical

version of several parts of the Old and New Testaments

from English translations which had been made for him by
monks who understood the Latin Vulgata Rather later

still, Eadfrith, bishop of Lindisfarne (died 721), is said,

on some authority known to Archbishop Ussher
(
Works,

xii. 282), to have translated most of the books of the

Bible ; and similar traditions are handed down respect-

ing the Venerable Bede (died 735), Alcuin (died 804),

and King Alfred (died 901). The earliest relic of such

work that actually remains extant is an English Psalter,

' There seem indeed to have been copies of a vernacular version in

the earlier language of the country, for Gildas writes iu the begin-

ning of his history that, when English martyrs gave up their lives

for Christianity during the Diocletian pereecution iu the beginning of

the 4th century, " all the copies of the Holy Scriptures which could

be found were burned in the streets."
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the first fifty Psalms of which are in prose and the rest in

verse, which was translated by St Aldhelm, long abbot of

Malmesbury, and at his death (709) bishop of Sherborne,

arid of which a copy is preserved in the National Library
at Paris. This Psalter was printed at Oxford, uuder the

editorsliip of Thorpe, in 18ii5, and is one of tho earliest

monuments of the English- language.

Next in date comes a volume known as the Lindisfarne

or St Cuthbert's Evangelistarium. This beautiful volume,
which formerly belonged to the dean and chapter of

IJui'hain, but is now preserved in the British Museum (Nero
]). iv.), was written in Latin by Eadfrith about 680, and
illuminated by Ethelwold, afterwards (721-740) bishop of

Lindisfarne. At a later date au interlinear English trans-

lation was added by Ealdrcd, probably the monk who
:ifterwards became (957-9GS) bishop of Chester-le-Street.

The Lindisfarne Gosjiels were edited, with a learned intro-

duction, by Bouterwck in IB-OT, and also by Stevenson and
Waring for the Surtees Society in 1854:-65.

Of a little later date is a similar volume, known as the

Uushworth Gospels, which is preserved in the Bodleian

Library (Auct. D. 2, 19). This manuscript was 'originally

written in Latin by MacRegol, an Irish scribe, about

820, and the interlinear English version was added about

80 or 100 years afterwards by a scribe named Owen and a
priest of Harewood named Fa;rmau. The three later

gospels are so nearly identical with those of the Lindisfarne

book as to .sliow that the translation contained in the latter

represents a publicly circulated version. The Eushworth
Gospels have also been printed by the Surtees Society.

There was in circulation, too, in the 10th century, a
translation of the first seven books of the Old Testament,
which had beeu made by iElfric, who" was during the later

part of his life (994-1005), archbishop of Canterbury.

These seven books were probably, however, part only of a

much larger work, for translations of the books of Kings,

Esther, Job, Judith, the Maccabees, and of the four gospels,

also exist, which are of the same date, and are supposed to

be from the same pen. Copies of the Heptateuch exist in

the British Museum (Claud. B. iv.), and in the Bodleian

Library (Laud 509),' a copy of the gospels being jireserved

in the Library of Corpus Christi College, Cambridge. The
Heptateuch was printed by Edward Thwaites in 1C98.

In addition to the above, there are also many copies of

the " Anglo-Saxon " Psalter and of the Gospels in the British

Museum, in theJibraries of Oxford and Cambridge, and
elsewhere, some of which are written in between the lines

of the Latin, and others of which are, like ^Elfric's

Heptateuch, <fec., independent works. Such manuscripts

are found of as late a date as the end of the 12 th century,

showing that the more ancient form of the English language

was in use long after the Norman Conquest, and even when
the transition was far advanced from " Anglo-Saxon " to

the mediteval English of Chaucer. The general character

of the older English may be seen by the following specimen,

taken from ..lElfric's Heptateuch, the comparison with

modern English being made easy by a parallel version :

—

Gen. XXXvn. 5-11

fiunnc in mona it ondK'Ofun
htconun. & eallo abugoniae. llm
he tilt Ilia ixdvi- & liib Lrotlinim
rchtii, tlia tlueatotly be fa;(ler hine,

A cwaitii, Hwat uccal Hub awefea
bcon thu mu gcsawc V Sceolon
wo al>U(^'uii tlic, it: ii thiu uiodur
& tliiiie KtlJiotiiru y WitoaUce
111.1 gebroLlilu yjsoUon bwitlic.

sun and muon and eleven
btare, and all bowed to me. When
he that hia father aiiU liib b.etUren
told, then thieatciied Lib lather l.llll«

and (juoth, What bliall thla dream
he that thou bawebt ? Shah
wc how to thee, 1 and Ihino mother
and Ihhie brethren ? Wlierefore
liib brethren were angry with

Te.vth Century
. hine hatedou the swithor. A

he cwseth to him, Gehirath min
swefen the me msette. Me thuhte
tht we bandon sceafas on cecere,

& tht min sceaf arist, & stode
uitrlhle omiddan eowrum sceafum,
& eowic gilmas stodon ymbutan
Ac abugon to minum sceafe.

Tlia cwaedon his gebrothru,
Cwist thu ? bist thu uie
cyning, oththe beoth we thine
Ijyi- men ? Witodlice thurh this
^wefn & tharh thtis spneca hig
hine hatedon, & ii.'efdon andfln to
him. Other swefen hine maifte
A he rehte tlit hia brothium, &
cwtb, Ic geseah on Bwefne swi^w

Modern
. him hated tiie more. And

he quoth to them. Hear my
dream tliat me met. Me thought,
that we liouiiden sheaves in the acre

and that mine sheaf aiised, and stood

upright amid your sheaves,

and your yelms [bundles] atood about
' and bowed to mine sheaf.

Then said his brethren,
Sayest thou? becst thou our
king, eitiier be we thine

hire-men ? Whei^fore through his

dream and thiough his speeches they
him hated and had anger to

him. Other dream him met,
and he told that his brethren, and
quoth, I saw Id a dream us it were

The English which was spoken before the Conquest un-
derwent much change, however, during tho reigns of the
Norman and Angevin kings ; and although the reproduc-

I
lion of the older translations shows that there were some
Englishmen who still insed their language in its ancient
form, yet there can be no doubt that many of the old words
had become obsolete by the time of the Plantagenets, and
that the vernacular tongue of the country had been so
altered by its contact with the French spoken by the upper
classes as to make new translations . of the Scriptures

necessary. Of such new translations Archbishop Cranmei'
writes in hLs preface to the authorized version of 1540.
The Holy Bible was, he says, " translated and read in the

Saxons' tongue, which at that time was our mother tongue,"

many hundred years before the date at which he was writ-

ing, •' whereof there remaiueth yet divers oopies, found in

old abbeys, of such antique manper of writing and speaking
that few men now been able to read and understand them.
And when this language waxed old and out of common
usage, because folk should not lack the fruit of reading it

was again translated into the newer language, whereof yet

also many copies remain, and be daQy found." Sir Thomas
More also wrote that " the whole Bible was, long before

WickliiiVsdays, by virtuous aSid well-learned men, trariskted

into the English tongue, and by good and godly people

with devotion and soberness well and reverently read"

(More's Dial., iii 14). Similar evidence is given by Foxe
the martyrologist, who says in his dedicttion to an edition

of the Anglo-Saxon gospels, " If histories be well examined,

we shall find both before the Conquest and after, as well

before John Wickliffe was born as since, the whole body of

the Scriptures by sundry men translated into our country

tongue." But as of the earlier period so of this, there are

none but fragmentary remains, the " many copies " which
remained when Cranmer wrote in 1540 having doubtless

disappeared in the vast and ruthless destruction of libraries

which took place within a few years after that date.*

There are, however, two English versions of the Psalter still

remaining which were made early in the 14th century,

together with many abstracts and metrical paraphrases ot

particular books of the Bible, translations of the epistles

and gospels used in divine service, paraphrases of gospel

lessons, nanatives of the Passion and Resurrection of our

Lord, and other means for familiarizing the people with

Holy Scripture. It was also the custom of mediieval

preachers and writers to give their own English version of

any text which they quoted, not resorting as in later times

to a commonly received translation ; and a very curious

illustration of this fact is found in the prologue to the

WicklifEte Bible, where, of the many quotations made from
the Scriptures, none are taken from the English version to

which it forms the preface, but all are translated directly

from the Vulgate. The same fact is observable in the

works of Chaucer and of Wickliffe himself, neither of

them using the Wickliifite version, though their works con-

tain numerous quotations from Scripture translated into

English.

^ Bale writes in 1549, " I judge this to be true, and utter it with
heaviness, that neither the Britons under the Komans and Cazous, nor

yet the English people under the Danes and Normans, had ever such

damage of their learned monuments as we have seen in our time"
(Bale's Declaration upon Leland's Journal), About that time, PTjong

hundreds of other libraries, those of the city of London and of the uni-

versity of Oxford entirely disappeared, the very book shelves of the

latter being sold for firewood.
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Of the two Paalters mentioned above, the earlier one wa3

translated by William de Schorham, who was vicar of Chart

Sutton in Kent in the year 1320. Ono copy ia preserved

in the British Museum (Add. MS. 17,376), and two others

are in the library of Trinity College, Dublin. The other

version was made by Richard KoUe, a chantry priest and

hermit of Hampble, near Doncaster (died 1349). Among
many works that he \7r0te was a Latin commentary on the

Psalms, and on his being persuaded to re-write this in

English, an English version of the Psalms was incorpor-

ated with it in the same way as the Latin had been in

the original work. " In this werke," wrote the author

—

"I seke no straunge Ynglys, but lightest and communest,

fc swilk is moste lyk unto the Latjne, so that thai yt knawes

noght ye Latyne be the Ynglys may com to many Latyno wordis.

In ye translacion I felpghe the letter als-mekille as 1 may, and ther

I fynd no propre Tnglys, I feloghe ye wit of ye wordis, bo that

thai that schulen rede it them thar not drede erryng."

The commentary of Hampole, as the author is frequently

called, was very extensively circulated, and many copies of

it exist. It was also printed at Cologne in the year 1536.

Treading worthily in the footsteps of these . and many
other worthy predecessors, come the translators of the two

noble 1 4th century versions, which were long regarded as

the exclusive work of John Wickliffe, and were thus always

associated with his name (see Wickliffe). The first of

these two versions was completed about 1384, the year Of

Wickliffe's death, and may be distinguislied by the names

of the principal translators, as Hereford and Wickliffe's

version. The second was completed about 1388, and for

the same reason may be called Pnrvey's version.

The Wickliffe's earliest work was of the same nature as that

Htreford of Rolle, being a commentary on the book of Revelation,

*"^
. which he is supposed to have written in 1352. This was

^1^^^'^ followed in 1360 by a commentary on the gospels, consist-

1384.' ing chiefly of passages from the fathers translated into

English and placed beside an English version of the gospels.

It is this translation of the gospels alone which can be cer-

tainly identified as the work of Wickliffe in the Bible which

goes by his name ; but Sir Frederick Madden says, in his

preface to the Wickliffite versions, that the Epistles, Acts,

and Apocalypse " might probably be the work of Wickliffe

himself; at least the similarity of style between the gospels

and the other parts favours the supposition." The Old

Testament and Apocryphal boob? v. d_e translated principally

by Nicolas de Hereford, of Q^^een's College, Oxford, at one

time vice-chancellor of the university, and afterwards a

canon of Hereford. It is to be observed, however, that the

translation of the Psalms in Hereford's Old Testament is

undoubtedly based upon that of the Hampole Psalter. The
original manuscript of Hereford's translation, with his

alterations and corrections, is preserved in the Bodleian

Library (Bodl. 959). It extends only as far as Baruch iii.

19, and it is supposed that his work was interrupted iu the

middle of the year 1382 by a summons to appear before

convocation in London, and by a subsequent appeal which

he made to Rome, and which ended in an imprisonment

there. A contemporary copy of his manuscript also exists

in the Bodleian (Douce 369), which shows the further

growth of this version. At the place where Hereford left

off, a note is inserted stating the fact in Latin, " Explicit

translationem Nicholay de Herford," and the remaining

books of the Old Testament, Ezekiel, Daniel, the twelve

minor prophets, and the two books of Maccabees, are added

by another and unknown hand. The Bible was theii com-

pleted by extracting the text of the gospels from Wickliffe's

>comraentary, and adding to it a new translation of the rest

of the New Testament. Copies of this Bible are rare, far

the greater number of the copies of the " Wickliffite Bible ''

being of the later version, now to be described.

Although there is enouah verbal resemblance between

this later version and that of Hereford and Wickliffe to

suggest that it is a revision of the latter rather than a new.

translation, the account given of his work by Purvey him-

self says nothing about such a revision, and represents it as

an independent version. ,

"For these reasons and other," ho wrote in his prologue or

preface, " with common charity to save all men in our realm which
God will have saved, .1 simple creature hath translated the Bible

out of Latin into English. First, this simple creature had much
travail, with divers fellows and helpers, to gather many old Bibles,

and other doctors, and common glosses, and to make one Latin
Bible some deal true : and then to study it of the new, the text

with the glosp and other doctors as he might get, and specially

Lyra on the Old Testament that helped him full much in this work :

the third time to counsel with old grammariana and old divines of

hard words and hard senses how they might best be understood and
translated : the fourth time, to translate as clearly as he could to

the sense, and to have many good fellows and cunning at the cor-

recting of the translation.

"

These words imply a labour of some years, and as

Purvey makes no allusion whatever to any other translation

of his own time, it is reasonable to suppose that he went to

his task without any knowledge that a similar work was
being done by contemporaries. But although he says rnuch

in his prologue respecting the manner in which his work of

translation had been done. Purvey gives no information

respecting the date at which he was writing. He lived on

as late as the year 1427, leading an unsettled life, and
suffering imprisonment for his opinions, which he recanted

at Et Paul's Cross in 1400; but it is supposed that his

translation was completed by about the year 1388. About
150 copies of Purvey's version are known to be still ia

existence, some of them beautifully illuminated and beauti-

fully bound, but they all appear to have been written before

1430.1

The following specimen of the later version (John xi
1-13) will show that its language is not very far .removeji

from that of the j^esent day :

—

"And ther was a sijk man, Lazarus of Bethanye, of the castel

of Marie and Martha hiso sistris. And it was Marye, which
anoyntide the Lord with oynement, and wipte hise feet with hir

heeris, whos brother Lazarus was sijk. Therefor hise sistris senten

to hym, and seide, Lord, lo ! he whom thou louest is sijk. And-
Jhesus herde, and Eoide to hem, This syknesse is not to the deth,

but for the glorie of God, that mannus sone be glorified bi him.
And Jhesus louyde Martha and hir sistir Marie, and' Lazarus.

Therfor whanne Jhesus herde that he was sijk, thanne he dwellida

in the same place twei dales. And after these thingis he seide to

hise disciplis. Go we eft in to Judee. The discipHs seien to hym,
Maistor, now the 'Jewis soughten for to stoone thee, and eft goist

thou thidir ? Jhesus answerde, whether ther ben not twelue ouria

of the dai ? If ony man wandre in the dai he hirtith not, for ha
seeth the light of this world. But if he wandie in the night, he
stomblith, for light is not in him. He seith these thingis, and
aftir these thingis he seith to hem Lazarus cure freend, slepith,

but T go to reise hym fro sleep. Therfor hise disciplis seiden :

Lord, if he slepith, he schal be saaf. But Jhesus hadde seid of his

deth ; but thei gessiden that he seide of slepyng of sleep. Thauna

.

therfor Jhesus seide to hem opynli, Lazarus is dead ; and Y hauo

ioye for you, that ye bileue, for Y was not there ; bui; go we to

hym."

This was the latest English dress in which the Holy

Bible appeared during those seven centuries or more in

which it was a reproduction of the Latin Vulgate, and

before the invention of printing was brought to bear on

the circulation of the Scriptures.

• The earUer and the later of these two " Wickliffite " versions ol

the Bible were printed in parallel columes in four quarto volumes in

1850, under the editorship of the Rev. Josiah Forshall and Sir Frederio

Madden. Previously to that time the New Testament of Purvey had

been printed by the Kev. John Le*i», in folio, in 1731, and again by
the Rev. H. H. Baber, in quarto, in 1810 ; it was also printed in

Bagster's English Bexapla, in 1841. Of the earlier vei-sion the Song

of Solomon was printed, and many detached portions of other book*,

in Dr Adam Clarke's Commentary in 1810, and the New Testament

by Mc Lea Wilson in 1848.
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The Printed Bible.

It is singular that while France, Spain, and Italy each
possessed vernacular Bibles before Henry VIIL began his

reign, and Germany had seventeen editions of the Scriptures

printed and widely circulated in the German language
'before Luther was known, yet no English printer attempted

to put the familiar English Bible into type. No part of

the Bible was printed in English before 1526, no complete

Bible before 1535, and none in England before 1538.'

The first-fruits of the printing press as regards the

English Bible were the New Testament and the Pentateuch

of William Tyndale (1484-1536), which were translated

and printed abroad between the years 1524 and 1530.

Demaus, in his life of Tyndale, gives reasons for coming to

the conclusion that he first formed the intention of trans-

lating the Bible "about the end of 1522 or beginning of

1523" (Demaus's Life of Tyndale, p. 63, n.), at which
time he was engaged, as a clergyman of the mature age of

thirty-eight, in teaching the children of Sir John Walsh of

Little Sodbury, in Gloucestershire, the eldest of whom was
only six or seven years of age {ibid. p. 37). Early in 1523
he left Sodbury and went up to London, where he was
engaged for six months as chantry priest to the family of

Humphrey Monmouth, a city merchant, whose residence

was near the Tower. About the end of 1523 Tyndale
endeavoured to obtain a home in the household of the

learned Tunstall, then bishop of London, it being the custom
for bishops of those days to surround themselves with a
email court of scholars, chaplains, and assistants, who were
maintained out of the revenues of their sees. The bishop

was already overburdened, however, with dependents, and
though Tyndale carried a translation of an oration of Isocrates

in his hand as evidence of his Greek scholarship, he said

nothing about his contemplated translation of the New
Testament ; and being, as he says, " evil-favoured in this

world, and without grace in the sight of men, speechless

and rude, dull and slow-witted," it is no wonder that the

bishop recommended him kindly " to seek in London,
where he said I could not lack a service," such as that in

which he had lalready been engaged. Thus it happened
that Tyndale left England &nd went to Germany early in

the year 1524, an unknown, an unsuccessful, and a dis-

appointed man, and yet one whose work during the next

two years was to be honoured by every succeeding genera-

tion of his countrymen, and to give his name a conspicuous

place among those of the Reformers (see Tyndale).
The six months which Tyndale had spent in Monmouth's

house were probably occupied in preparing himself for his

greater undertaking by the translation of the Enchiridion

of Erasmus, and " another little treatise," which he left in

charge of the merchant. On landing at Hamburg he
" got him straight to Luther " at Wittenberg, according to

the unanimous testimony of his contemporaries, and there

the work of translation must have been commenced im-

mediately; for notwithstanding a long journey by land to

Cologne, a sufficiently long residence there for the printing

of St Matthew and St Mark in one edition, a removal to

Worms and the time occupied there in printing another

edition of the whole New Testament, the translation was
widely circulated in England within less than two years of

Tyndale's arrival in Germany. Whether he was in any
way assisted by Luther is still a disputed point, as, although
Tyndale translated and adapted Luther's prefaces to the

several books, and also many of his marginal annotations

or " glosses," this does not necessarily indicate any personal

influence of the great Reformer, and there is no historical

evidence to show that there was any intercourse between

' It Bhoald be mentioned, however, that the popular Oolden Legend
eorlaiued nearly tlie whole of the Pentateuch aud the Gospel Dairative

Id English, .ind that this was printed by Coxtou iu ) 193-

tnem. AVhat is more certain is that Tyndale was asBJBted

by a Franciscan friar named William Roye, and by "a
faithful companion " whose name he does not give, " till

that was ended which I could not do alone without one
both to write and to help me to compare the texts together."

When the work of translation was sufficiently advanced, or

when it was completed, Tyndale and Roye removed to

Cologne, where it was put to press by Peter Quentel,

that printer being chosen perhaps of aU in Germany
because his partners the Byrckmans were booksellers in

London, and would thus be able to set the book in circular

tion. The printers began an impression of 3000 in a small

quarto size, but the printing had only proceeded as far as

the tenth sheet, when any further progress was prohibited

by the authorities of the city, Tyndale and Roye being

considered as " two English apostates who had been some
time at Wittenberg, " and whose work could not but there-

fore be an evil one. The two Englishmen managed, how-

ever, to escape higher up the Rhine to Worms, where

Luther's influence was much stronger than at Cologne, and

they succeeded in carrying with them some, or all, of the

20,000 or 30,000 sheets which had been printed. Instead

of completing Quentel's work, Peter Sthoeffer the Worms
printer was employed to print another impression of 3000
in a small octavo size, without prefaces to the books or

annotations in the margin, and only having an address "To
the Reder " at the end in addition to the New Testament

text itself. Both impressions arrived in England early in

the summer of 1526, less than two years after Tyndale had

quitted its shores, and were put into circulation with more

or less secrecy as opportunity offered. The imperfect or

quarto impression printed at Cologne is sometimes spoken

of by contemporaries as " Matthew and Mark in English"

or "the chapters of Matthew;" and Dr Robert Ridley^

uncle to Bishop Ridley, writes of "the common and vulgar

translation of the New Testament into English, done by Mr
William Hichyns otherwise called Mr W. Tyndale, and friar

William Roye," distinguishing the two impressions by men-

tioning " their commentaries and annotations in Matthew
and Mark in the first print, as well as their preface," or

address to the reader, " in the second print" (Demaus's

Life of Tyndale, p. 105). But both these impressions are

now so rare that of the first only sixty-two pages of one

copy are known (Brit. Mus., Grenv. 12,179), and of the

second only one imperfect copy, which is in the library of

St Paul's Cathedral, and one perfect copy which is in that

of the Baptist college at Bristol. Tyndale's work was,

however, reprinted surreptitiously at Antwerp three times

before 1528, and again under the editorship of George

Joye,^ one of his former friends, in August 1534. In

November 1534 Tyndale himself brought out a revised

edition, with translations added of all the Sarum Epistlea

and Gospels which were taken from the Old Testament and

the Apocryphal books, this edition being also printed at

Antwerp by Martin Emperour. In the following year

Tyndale once more set forth a revised edition, " fynesshed

in the yere of cure Lorde God a.m.d. and xxxv. ;" and this.

is supposed to have been revised by him while in prison in

the castle of Vilvorde, being the last bf his labours in con-

nection with the English Bible. His execution took place

on October 6, 1536, and about the same time a small folio

reprint of his revised edition of 1534 was brought out in

' Joye was a rival translator, and although he and Tyndale had oucc

been friends, they afterwards wrote against each other in exceedingly

bitter language. Joye published an English Psalter at Strasburg ia

1530, a translation of Isaiah iu 1531, and one of Jeremiah in 1534.

Tyndale says that he had printed two leaves of a translation of Genesis

and sent copies of it to the king and queen, with a request that he

might receive licence to go through the whole Bible. But although h»

survived until 1553, J-'ie'e aanw does not appear again iu association

with tlM woi;k o( truKlatioa.
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England by Bertbelot, U'e kings printer.' In later years

twenty-nino editions of Tyndalc's New Testament were
published, without reckoning modern reprints.

Tlaree yea-.s and h half after the publication of his

fnglish Nsw Testament, on January 17, 1530, Tyndale
publinhed his f.ngliali Pentateuch. That he did not know
anything of Hebrew v hen ho left England in 1524 seems

certain (Eadie's Eiiff, HiMe, i. 208), while translation of the

Iife\^ Testament and f.oeing it through the press in less than

.two )'oars could sca'cely have left him time for acquiring a

knowledge of it be/ore 152G. In May 1528 he published

two works, The rnrabU of the Wicked Mammon and 2'he

OheJieiice of a Cnristiaii Man, and was at the same time

engaged in writing The Practice of Prelates, a work of

considerable .size Between the middle of 152G and the

jiniddle of 1529 it was impossible for any man so fully

employed to learn Hebrew so thoroughly as to be able to

prdduce at the end of that time an original translation of

the Pentateuch, and the opinion that Tyndale did so cannot

be maintained in the face of such historical facts. Frith,

who joined him at Marburg in 1528, may have been a

Hebrew scholar, and from him Tyndale may have received

assistance in the work. But Foxe states that when Tyndale
liad completed his translation, he was shipwrecked on the

5oast of Holland, losing it and all his books, that he sailed

by another ship to Hamburg, and that tliere Coverdale
" helped him in the translating of the whole five books of

Woses, from Easter till December, in the house of a worship-

ful widow, Jlistress Margaret Van Emmerson, 1529 A.D.,

ft great sweating sickness being at the same time in the

town. So having despatched his business at Hamburg he

Returned afterwards to Antwerp again." (Foxe's Ads and
'ifon., V. 120, ed. 1846.) But there is so much in com-

tnon between the language of Tyndale's Pentateuch and
that of his predecessor Purvey, that it is evident the old

English Bible, already so familiar to Englishmen, was made
the foundation of the new work. Tyndale himself may
have had sufficient kno\\ledge of Hebrew to have corrected

eome of the more glaring errors of the Wickliffite version,

especially by the help of Luther's German Bible ; or he

Imay, as Foxe alleges, laave been assisted by Coverdale, who
had a competent acquaintance with the language. How-
ever this may have been, the English Pentateuch was so

r-tpidly placed in the printer's hands, notwithstanding

Tyndale's other literary occupations, that it came from the

press with the colophon " Emprented at Jlai-lborow, in the

land of Hesse, by me, Hans Luft, the yere of oure Lorde

wcccccxxx., the xvii. daye of January," and was shortly

afterwards put in circulation in England. Of this work
several copies are still in existence, but the only perfect one

known is in the British Museum. In the following year

Tyndale published a translation of Jonah, the only copy
known of which is in the library of the marquis of Bristol

ftt Ixworth ; and in 1534 he brought out a revised edition

W the book of Genesis, which was the last of his labours in

onnection with *hc Old Testament.

Meanwhile a complete English Bible was being pre-

pared by Miles Coverdale (1485-1565), an Augustinian

friar who was afterwards for a few years (1551-1555)
oishopof Exeter. As the printing of the whole Bible must
pave occupied the printers for many months,- and probably

jilid occupy them for several years, and as that printing was
finished on October 4, 1535, it is evident that Coverdale

tnusl have been engaged on the preparation of the work for

the press at almost as early a date as Tyndale. There is,

' Tlio type .TDil tlio wooilriil border of tli« lille-pago viero immedi-
ttrly .iftcrwanls usot! hy ilerthclet in printinc the Insttlution of a
Vhriihaii .V.iii, a work of coiiMjer.TljIo size, which was published in

July l.")3r. T.'.j only cipvV;no«:i of tUii eJuioD of Tyndale's trail .la-

t:vn IS 111 the L'jiUcian Library,

inaeed, a correspondence 'extant between Cromwell when
he was secretary to Wolsey and Coverdale when he was

resident at the Augustinian priory at Cambridge, which

shows that the work was in hand in the year 1527. But
the book was printed abroad, and Foxe's statement shows

that Coverdale was at Antwerp in 1529, so that probably

the greater part of the translation was made, like that of

Tyndale, out of England. Mr Henry Stevens has pointed

out that, in a biographical notice of Emanuel Van Meteren

appended to his history of Belgium by Simon Ruytinck,

the latter states that Jacob Van Meteren, the father of

Emanuel, had manifested great zeal in producing at

Antwerp a translation of the Bible into English "for the

advancement of the kingdom of Christ in England, and for

this purpose he employed a certain learned scholar named
Miles Coverdale." As Van Meteren had been taught the

art of printing in his youth, it seems very probable that he

exercised his zeal in the matter by undertaking the cost of

printing the work as well as that of remunerating the trans-

lator. The woodcuts in Coverdale's Bible, but not the

type, have been traced up to James Nicolson, printer in St

Thomas' Hospital in 1535, and Sir Stevens connects him
with the book and with Van Meteren in the following

manner :
" The London bookbinders and stationers, finding

the market filled with foreign books, e:=pecially Testaments,

made complaint in 1533-34, and petitioned for relief; in

consequence of which a statute was passed compelling

foreigners to sell their editions entire to some London
stationer, in sheets, so that the binders might not suffer.

This new law was to come into operation about the begin-

ning of 153.5. In consequence of this law, Jacob Van
Meteren, as his Bible approached completion, was obliged

to come to London to sell the edition. We have reason to

believe that he sold it to James Nicolson of Southwark,

who not only bought the entire edition, but the woodcuts,

and probably the punches and type ; but if the latter, they

were doubtless lost in transmission, as they have never

turned up in any shape since. All the copies of the Cover-

dale Bible in the original condition, as far as we know, havo

appeared in English binding, thus confirming this law of

1534." {Caxton Celehr. Catal., pp. 88, 89.) It is now;

evident that Coverdale refers partly, at least, to Jacob Van'

Meteren when he says in his dedication :
" Trusting in Hii>

infinite goodness that He would bring my simple and rude

labour herein to good effect, therefore, as the Holy Ghosl

moved other men to do the cost hereof, so was I boldened

in God to labour in the same." But although the discovery

of Ruytinck's statement seems to show conclusively thai

Coverdale completed his translation, after Wolsey's fall, a)

the cost of Van Meteren, and at Antwerp instead of Cam-

bridge, ho so far picked up the semi-official clue which hs

had dropped for a time that he published it with a dedica>

tion to King Henry VIIL, which occupies five pages, and is

subscribed "youre Grace's humble subiecte and daylyo

cratour, Myle.^ Coverdale."

This first ol" all printed Engli-sh Bibles is a small folio

volume measuring 1
1
1 by 8 inches, aud bears the title—*

" Biblia. The Bible, that is, the Holy Scripture of tha

Olde and New Testament, faithfully and truly translated

out of Douche andLatyn in to Englyshe, m.d.xxxv.," with

the texts 2 Thes. iii. 1, Col. iii. 16, Josh. i. 8 under-

neath. The colophon is "Prynted in the yeare of our

Lord M.D. XXXV., and fynished the fourth daye of October."

The title page was, however, for some reason cancelled imme»

diately, and only one perfect copy of it is known. The new

title page with the same date, 1535, merely says, " fayth-

' fully translated in to Englyshe, " omitting the words " and

truly" and " out of Douche and Latyn." A second edition

in folio, "uev.-ly ovcrsene and corrected," was printed !•/

Nicolson, with Endish type, in 1537; and iLn, in^t'is

VIIL . «
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1537.

came year, a third edition in quarto. On tile title-page of

the latter were added the words, "set forth with the

Kynge's moost gracious licence."

The words at first printed on the title-page, and sub-

sequently cancelled, had been doubtless placed there by
mistake. In hia dedication to the king, Coverdale says,

" I have with a clear conscience purely and faithfully trans-

lated this out of five sundry interpreters, having only the

manifest truth of the Scriptures before mine eyes." These
" five interpreters " would naturally be Bibles in Hebrew,
Greek, Latin, German, and English,—the English being

that with which Coverdale must long have been familiar,

the WicklifBte version, together with the recent translations

of Tyndale.1

It should be added that Coverdale's Bible was the first

in which the non-canonical books were collected out of

the body of the Old Testament and placed by themselves

at the end of it under a separate title. Coverdale entitled

them " The Volume of the Book called Hagiographa," but
• this was changed to " Apocrypha " in the Great Bible of

1549,

M.it- The large sale of the New Testaments of Tyndale, and
tliew's the success of tUoverdale's Bible, showed the London book-
Bible, sellers that a new and profitable branch of business was

opened out to them, and they soon began to ^vail them-
selves of its advantages. Eichard Grafton and Edward
Whitchurch, afterwards the king's printers, were the first

in the field, bringing out a fine and full-sized folio in 1537,
the same year in which Coverdale's second edition appeared,

"truely and purely translated into English by 'Thomas
Matthew." This volume was prepared for the press at

Antwerp by " John Rogers alias Matthew," who was for

some time (1534-1548) chaplain to the Jterchant Ad-
venturers there, whose wife, Adriana Pratt, was a rela-

tive of Jacob Van Meteren, and who returning to England
in 1548 became canon of St Paul's, and was the first of the

sufi'erers at Smithfield in the reign of Queen Mary. It was
not, however, " translated by Thomas IMatthew,"

but was a compilation from the translations of Tyndale and
Coverdale, made under the editorship of Rogers, who revised

them to some extent before sending them to press. The
Pentateuch was printed from Tyndale's translation of 1531

;

and the books from Joshua to the end of Chronicles are

said to have been translated by Tyndale also—a tradition

corroborated by internal evidence (Westcott's &i(j. Bible,

p. 224)—and to have been left by him in the hands of

Rogers. From Ezra to Malachi the translation is taken
from Coverdale, as is also that of the Apocryphal books.

The New Testament is a revised copy of Tyndale's edition

of 1535. Thus, as the book consists of 1100 pages, more
than half, or 600 pages, must be assigned to Tyndale, and
the remaining 500 pages to Coverdale.

It is probable that the Matthew Bible was printed by
&.ntwerp booksellers as a speculation, in the same manner
as the New Testament had been brought out under the
editorship of Joye by the " widowe of Christoffel of End-
hoven," in 1534. But while it was at the press, Grafton
and WTiitohurch appear to have stepped in with an offer to

purchase the work, their initials being found on a title-page

which is placed before the prophecy of Isaiah. This view

' The atove conclusion is not at all contradicted by Coverdale's
etatement in liis address to the reader, that " To help me therein I have
had sundry translations, not only in Latin, but also of the Dutch"— or
German—"interpreters,whom, because of their singular gifts and special
diligence in the Dible, I have been the more glad to follow for the
most part, according as I was required." He thinks it quite un-
uecessary to say that he translated directly from the Hebrew and
Greek, but adds, that he was far from rejecting all help and guidance
as to the meaning of Hebrew and Greek words, gladly and humbly
looking to see how others had iufei-jireted the words into I.ntin and
German.

is confirmed by the fact that in the following year, 1538,
there was "Imprynted at Antwerpe by Matthew Crom " a
New Testament in which the text of Coverdale was used,

with the prologues of Tyndale,—a concordance, some anno-

tations, and nearly 200 woodcuts being added by the enter-

prising printer. In whateli-er way the Matthew Bible

originated, the edition of 1500 copies was purchased by
Grafton for the sum of £500, equal to about jCGOOO of

modern money; and, having obtained leave to place on the

title-page " Set forth with the King s most gracyous

licence," he and his partner published it in the summer of

1537
Grafton was afraid that rivals would step m and deprive

him of the profits which he expected. , He therefore

entreated Secretary Cromwell that the sale of bis Bible

might be expedited by compelling every abbey to take six

copies. He also complained that there were " Dutchmen
dwelling within the realm, who can neither speak good

English, nor write none, who yet will both print and correct

such an edition, and who are so covetous that they will not

bestow twenty or forty pounds on a learned man as editor."

Perhaps the rival edition which he really feared may have

been one which was published in 1539 by "John Byddell for

Thomas Barthlet," with Richard Taverner, " a learned man, Tai

as editor." This was, in fact, what would now be called acr's

" pirac}'," being Grafton's "Matthew Bible" revised by ^j^
Taverner, a learned member of the Inner Temple, who had
been one of Wolsey's students at Christ Church, and although

a layman, had occasionally preached from the university

pulpit. Taverner made many alterations in the Matthew
Bible, and the rapidity with which he edited the work
indicates that he must have used a Bible already annotated

by himself as the basis of his labours.^ Tavemer's Bible

was printed in folio with " Cum privilegio ad imprimendum
solum " on the title-page, and it v;as at the same time printed

in quarto. In the same year folio and quarto editions of

the New Testament alone were published, and in the

following year, 1540, the New Testament in duodecimo.

The Old 'Testament was reprinted as part of a Bible of

1551, but no other editions are known than those named.
It will havg been observed that the translations of Holy

Scripture which had been printed during these fourteen

years (1520-1539) were all made by private men and
printed without any public authority. Some of them had
indeed been set forth by the king's licence, but the object of

this is shown by a letter of Archbishop Cranmer to Secretary

Cromwell, requesting that it might be given to Matthew's

Bible. It is " that the same may be sold and read of every

person, without danger of any act, proclamation, or

ordinance heretofore granted to the contrary, until such

time that we, the bishops, shall set forth abetter translation,

which I think will not be till a day after doomsday." This

letter was written on August 4, 1537, and the impatient

words at the end refer to an authorized version which had

been projected several years before, and which was, in fact,

at that very time in preparation, though not proceeding

quickly enough to satisfy Cranmer.

In the year 1530 Henry VIIL issued a commission of

inquiry respecting the expediency and necessity of having
" in the English tongue both the New Testament and the

Old," the commission consisting of Sir Thomas More, the

two archbishops, and the bishop of London, together with

seventeen other " discreet and well-learned personages

"

taken from the two universities and " other parts of hia

realm," whose names are recorded, together " with many
more learned men of the said universities in great numbe
assembled then and there together" (Wilkins's Cone, iiL

- Such Bibles of early date are not uncnnimon ; or.c is now before Ihi

writer which is full of Hebrew, Greek, and Latin notii.i.
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737). Thia'commiasion, wiiich included Hugh and. William

Latimer among its members, reported against the expedi-

ency of Betting forth a vernacular translation until there

was a more settled state of religious opinion, but states that

the king " intended to provide that the Holy Scripture shall

be, by great, learned, and Catholic persons, translated into

the English tongue if it shall then seem to His Grace con-

venient to be " {ibid. 740). The convocation of Canterbury

refreshed the royal memory on the subject by petitioning

the king on December 19, 1534, " that His Majesty would

vouchsafe to decree, that the Scriptures should be translated

Into the vulgar tongue by some honest and learned men, to

^e nominated by the king, and to be delivered to the people

according to their learning" (ibid. 770). It was doubtless

(n response to this petition that the measures were taken

of which a very slight historical record remains in some

notes of Ralph Morrice, Cranmer's secretary. " First," he

eays, the archbishop " began with the translation of the

New Testament, taking an old English translation thereof,"

»—the WickliiJite probably, for Tyndale's was only eight

j^ears old,—"which he divided- into nine or ten parts, caus-

ing each part to be written at large in a paper book, and

then to be sent to the best learned bishops and others, to

l;he intent that they should make a perfect correction

thereof And when they. had done, ho required them to

§end back their parts so corrected unto him at Lambeth, by

a day limited for that purpose ; and the same course, no

question, he took with the Old Testament." (Camd. Soc.

W'an: of He/., p. 277.) A letter from Bishop Gardiner to

Cromwell is preserved among the state papers, dated June

10, 1535, in which the former writes that he had translated

St Luke and St John for his portion of the work, and that

he had expended great labour upon them ; and of the rest,

with the exception • of Stokesley, bishop of London," when
the day came," says Morrice, " every man sent to Lambeth
their parts corrected." Some further steps of revision and

preparation for the pres? would no doubt be taken, and the

subject was again before convocation in 1536 (Burnet's Be/.,

L 314 ; Pococke's ed. 1865) ; but, as in the case of later re-

visions of the Bible, the detailed history is lost to us.-^all

that is known further relating to the printing,

nio an ^°^ reasons not now known, it was determined that this
' (fcorized authorized version should be printed by Francis Regnault,
' "i^? the Paris printer, who provided most of the service-books

that were used in England. At the request of Henry VIII.,

" noster carissimus frater," a licence was granted to

Eegnault for this purpose by Francis the French king,

while Coverdale and Grafton were sent over in 1537, the

one as a learned editor the other as a practical printer, to

superintend the work as it passed through the press. Por-

tions of the printed sheets were sent home by Bonner who
was then ambassador at the court of Paris, as ambassador's

baggage, and were thus conveyed out of France free from

any difiRculties with the French authorities ; but when the

iprinting was far advanced, on December 17, 1538, its

further progress was interdicted by the inquisitor-general,

and orders were given to seize the whole of the impression.

Coverdale and Grafton left Paris quickly, leaving a great

number of finished sheets, which were condemned to be

burned i;i the Place Maubert ; but, through the connivance

of the officer appointed to see this done, the whole of them
were sold to a haberdasher as waste paper, and " fgur great

dry vats" fuU of them sent over to England. As the

licence to print them had been given at the special request

of Henry VIII., it is probable that the escape of the men
and the books was facilitated by the civil authorities to

prevent any unpleasantness with the English king. A short

tirn& afterwards the types, printing press, and workmen
followed the printed sheets, and the volume which had
been begun in Paris in l.')37 was completed in London, the

colophon stating that it was " Fynisshed in Apryll, Annot

M.ccccc. XXXIX. It is a splendid folio " Bible of the largest

volume," and.was distinguished from its predecessors by
the name of " The Great Bible." The title-page describea

it as " The Byble in Englyshe, that is to aaye, the content

of all the Holy Scripture, bothc of the Olde and Newe
Testament, truly translated after the veryte of the Hebreuu

and Greke texts by ye dylygent studye of dyverse excellent

learned men, expert in the forsayde tongues. Prynted by

Rychard Grafton and Edward Whitchurch. Cum privilegio

ad imprimendum solum, 1 539." This was the first of seven

editions of this noble Bible which issued from the press

during the years 1539-41,—the second of them, that of

1540, having the important addition "This is the Byble

apoynted to the vse of the churches " on the title-page.

Seventy years afterwards it assumed the form ever since

known as the " Authorized Version,-" but its Psalter is stili

embedded, without any alteration, in the Bock of Common
Prayer.

The " Great Bible " was, however, a dignitaiy among
books, its size and its {>rice (about £6 of modem money)

making it comparatively inaccessible as a home volume

for private use. The demand for the vernacular Scriptures

which the supply of them had caused was at the same time

so enormous that before the end of Edward VT.'s reign 26

editions of folio and quarto Bibles, and about double that

number of editions of New Testaments, had been printed.

This demand for household Bibles was effectually and unex-

pectedly met by one on the production of which the English

refugees were engaged at Geneva during the last year of The

Queen Mary's reign and the beginning of the reign of Queen gj^*'*"

Elizabeth, and which became the household Bible of the iggo^,

English middle classes for at least two generations. The
Geneva Bible was not an original translation, but a revision

of the Great Bible by Hebrew and Greek scholars, who were

quite competent to compare the English translation with

the original. It was begun in 1558 when Coverdale was

at Geneva, and his ample experience was no doubt enlisted

in the work ; but after his return to England in the middle

of 1559, the responsible editors were William Whittingham,

afterwards lay dean of Durham, Anthony GUby, after-

wards for a short time dean of Christ Church and then pre-

bendary of St Paul's, and Thomas Sampson, afterwards

dean of Christ Church. The revisicto was carried on with

such industry that the printing of the Bible was finished in

April 1560. It became popular immediately on account of

its handy size, usually that of a small quarto, and of its being

printed in a readable Roman type instead of black letter.

It also contained a marginal commentary, which proved a

great attraction to the Puritans ; and, above all, an improve-

ment which Whittingham had already introduced into an

independent English New Testament which he had pub-

lished in 1557 was also introduced into the Bible of 1560,

that of dividing the chapters into verses. Like all Bibles

hitherto printed, and nearly aU that were printed until the

latter part of the 17th century, the Geneva Bible contained

the Apocrypha, but copies are occasionally found from

which it was omitted by the binder.^ The popularity of

^ The Geneva Bible has often heeu called the " Breeches " Bible from

the trauslation of Gen iii. 7, " They sewed fig leaves together and made
themselves breeches," But this had been familiar long before, in

Caxton's Golden, Legend and in the "WickUffite Bible. An edition of

M,<itthew'8 Bible, printed in 1551, is similarly called the " Bug " Bible,

from the reading in Ps. xci. 5, " So that thou shalt not nede to be

afrayed for any bugges by night ;" but Coverdale's and Tavemer'a Bibles

use the same word, equivalent to the modem " bogie." A Bible ol

1631 hasjjeen called the "Wicked Bible," because theimportant little

word " not " is left out of the Seventh Commandment, an accident

which also happened in a German Bible of the last century ; and

another almost as wicked a volume is a small pearl Bible of 1653, 'n

which St Paul is made to ask " Know ce not that the unrightaaus

shall inherit the Kipgdom of God %
"
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this Biblo was so great that about 200 editions of it in

various sizes from folio downward were published, often

with the Prayer Book and metrical Psalms appended ; and

it gave way very slowly even before the present Authorized

Version, which is much superior to it. The first Biblo

printed in Scotland ^\as a folio reprint of the Geneva

version, " Printed in Edinburgh By Alexander Arbuthnot,

Printer to the Kinge's Maiestie, dwelling at ye Kirk of

feild, 1579."

Soon after the accession of Queen Elizabeth, when the

demand for Bibles was again pressing upon the printers,

Archbishop Parker organized a revision of the Great Bible

of 1539 by "able bishops and other learned men." The
work was undertaken by the archbishop himself, eleven

other bishops, and four deans and prebendaries, in 1563, the

plan of distributing it being precisely the same as that

adopted by Archbishop Cranmer. The rules upon which

they proceeded were these :

—

" 1. To follow the common English translation used in the

rfiurcheg, and not to recede from it, but where it varieth manifestly

from the Hebrew or Greek original. 2. To use sections and divi-

sions in the text as Pagnine in his translation useth, and for the

verity of the Hebrew to follow the said Pagnine and Munster
epecially, and generally others learned in the tongues. 3. To make
no bitter notes upon any text, or yet to set down any determination

in places of controversy. 4. To note such chapters and places as

contain matters of genealogies, or other such places not edifying,

with some strike or note, that the reader may eschew them in his

public reading. 5. That all such words as sound in the old trans-

lation to any offence of lightness or obscenity be expressed with
more convenient terms and phrases.'-'

Much labour was expended upon this revision, but the

printing was completed, and the volume, a large folio, was
ready for publication on October 5, 1568. Several editions

of it were afterwards published, but it may be doubted
whether it was ever cordially received. The Great Bible

of 1539 was used in many churches, and the Geneva Bible

was in almost every house; and although the 80th Canon
of 1603 enjoins that the Bishops' Bible shall be the only

one used in churches, it was never reprinted after 1606.

A quarto edition was brought out in 1569, and the New
Testament was several times printed separately.

The English Bible which is now recognized as the
' Authorized Version," wherever the English language is

spoken, is a revision of the Bishops' Bible, begun in 1G04
and published in 1611. It arose out of the conference

between the High Church and Low Church parties which
was held by James I. at Hampton Court in 1604, being
originally proposed by Dr Reynolds, president of Corpus
Christ! College, Oxford, the leader and spokesman of the

LowChurch party, and subsequently on the committeewhich
revised the translation of the Prophets. No real opposition

was offered to the proposal, and the king cleverly sketched

out on the moment a plan to be adopted. He " wished
that some special pains should be taken in that behalf for

one uniform translation, and this to be done by the best

learned in both universities ; after them to be revised by
the bishops and the chief learned of the church ; from them
to bo presented to the Privy Coimcil; and lastly, to be
ratified by his royal authority. And so this whole church
to bo bound upon it, and none other." 'He also particularly

desired that no notes should be added by way of comment
in the margin. The appointment of the revisers was a
work of much responsibility and labour, and five months
elapsed before they wero selected and their respective por-
tions assigned to them ; but the list of those who began the
work, and who, with some few changes in consequence of
deaths, brought it to a happy conclusion, shows how large
an amount of scholarship was enlisted. It includes Bishop
Andrev.'cs, who was familiar with Hebrew, Chaldee, Syriac,
Greek, Latin, and ten other languages; Bishop Overall; Dr
Saravia; Bedwcll, th« greatest Arabic scholar of EuroDe;

Sir Henry Savile, the most learned layman of his time ; and,
to say nothing of others well known to later generations,

nine who were then or afterwards professors of Hebrew or
of Greek at Oxford or Cambridge. It is observable also

that they were chosen without reference to party, at least

as many of the Puritan clergy as of the opposite party being
placed on the committees, and among them lleynolds and
Chaderton, two of the four who had represented those

clergy in the Hampton Court conference. The following

list, taken from the General Introduction to Blunt'a

Annotated Bible, is drawn up in such a way as to show the
academical or other position which each of them occupied,

and the particular part of the work on which they were
engaged ; but other scholars also were invited to take the

subject up in their private studies, and to communicate with
Andrewes at Westminster, or with the professors of Hebrew
at Oxford and Cambridge.

Books. Writers.

Andrewes .

Overall
Saravia
CierliO

Layfield ....

Teigh
Buricigh ....

King
Tiiomson ....

Be.dwell

Lively
Richardson

.

Ciiaderton ..

Dillingham
Harrison
Andrewes...
Spalding

i

Byng
I Harding
Reynolds....
Holland
Killey
Smith
Brett
Fareclowe,..

Dupoit
Braithwaite.
Radcliffe,

Waid ...„

Downee..
Bois
Ward
Ravis
Abbot ....

Montagne...
Thompson...
Savile

Perin
Harrys
Harmer
Barlow
Hutchinson
Spencer
Fenton
Rabbelt
Sandenton...
DakiiL

Best knovm as.

Bishop of Winchester
Bishop of Norwich
Prebendary of Westminster,
One of the Six Preachers
Rector of St Clement Danes .'.

Archdeacon of Middlesex
Fellow of Chelsea College
Bishop of London
Clare Hall, Cambridge
Vicar of Tottenham
Reg. Prof, of Hebrew
Master of Trinity„
Master of Emmanuel
Rector of Dean Beds
Vice- Master of Trinity
Master of Jesus Coil
Fellow of St John's - ;

Archdeacon of Norwich.-
Reg. Prof, of Heb. and Pres. of Magd
President of Coi-pus Chrlsti
Rector Exeter Coll., and Reg. Prof. Divinity
Rector of Lincoln Coll

Bp. of Giouc. (author of Preface)
Fellow of Chelsea College
Provost of Chelsea College
Master of Jesus Coll. and Preb. of Ely
Master of Gonville and Caius...

Fellow of Trinity
Master of Sidney Sussex '.

Regius Professor of Greek
Prebendary of Ely
Prebendary of Clilchester
Bishop of London
Archbishop of Canterbuiy
Bishop of Winchester '

Dean of Windsor »
(Sir Henry) Warden of Merton .-..

Reg. Prof. Greek
Reg. Prof, of Greek, and Warden of Wlncb...

Bishop of Lincoln
Preb. St John's, Oxford;
Fellow of Corp. Chrlsti, Cambridge .

Prebendary of St Paul's

Rector of St Vedast's, London
Archdeacon of Roeiiester

Gresham Professor of Divinity.

President

,
President

,
President.

,
President.

President

^O

When this large body of scholars were set down to theit

work, a set of rules was drawn up for their guidance, whicb

has happily come down to modern times among the very

few recoriis that remain of this great undertaking- By
whom they were framed is not known, but it is probable

that they were well sifted, and passed through several hands

before they reached the exact shape in which they wero

eventually acted upon.

"1. The ordinary Bible read in the church.'commonly called th?

Bishops' Bible, to be followed, and as little altered as the truth of

the original will permit. 2. The names of the prophets and the holy

writers, with the other names of the text, to be retained, as nigh a^

may be, accordingly as they were vulgarly used. 3. The old ecclesi

astical words to be kept, videlicet, the word church not to he trane

lated congregation, ka. i. When a word hath divers significations,

that to be kept which hath been most commonly used by the most
of the ancient fathers, being agreeable to the propriety of the plaee

and the analogy of the faith. 5. The division of the chapters to be
altered cither not at allj or as little as may be, if necessity so re-

quire. 6. No marginal notes at all, to be affixed, but only for tha

explanation of the Hebrew or Greek words which cannot, withoot
some circumlocution, so briefly and fitly be expressed in the' text;

7. Such quotations of places to be marginally set down, as shall

serve for the fit references of one ecripture to another. 8. Every
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jiarticulnr ninn of cacli coni]iaiiy to tnkc the some clinptor or ciinji-

tcis ; ami linviris tinnslnted or nmrnJcJ tlioni M.-vcrally by liiiii'Mlf,

wliLTC lie tliinkftli yooil, nil to iuc.it toi^'ftiior, confer wliat tlicy

have done, nml n;,'rc;e for tlicir parts wli.-it slniU stand. 9. As any

jno coni|iMny lintli Jispatclied any one Ijook in tliia manner, they

slmll send it to llic rest, to be considered of sc/rions'y and jndiciously
;

for bis majesty is very carefnl in this point. 10. if any company,

upon the review of the book so sent, doubt or dillcr ujiou any ]dnee,

to send them word thereof, note the place, and withal send the

icasons ; to which if they consent not, the dilference to be eoni-

ponnded at the gencnd nicetin;,', wliieh is to be of the chief jpcisOns

of caeh company, at the end of the work. 11. M'lien any place of

special obscurity is doubted of, letters to be directed by nuthoiity,

to send to any learned man in the Ia?id for his judgment of sueh

n place. 12. Letters to be sent from every bishop to the rest of his

clergy, admonishing them of this translation in hand, and to niove

and charge as many as, being skilful in the tongues, and having
taken pains in that kind, to send his particular observations to the

company, either at Westminster, Cambridge, or Oxford, according

ns it H.as directed before in the king's letter to the archbishop. 13.

'I1ie directors in each com]>any to be the deans of Westminster and
Chester for that place, and the king's professors in Hebrew and
Greek in either university. H. These translations to be used, when
they agree better with tho text than the Bishop's Bible, viz.,

Tyndid's, Mathew's, Coverdale's, AVhitchurch's, Geneva. 15.

liesides the said directors before mentioned, three or four of the

most ancient and grave divines in either of our universities, not

employed in translating, to be assigned by the vice-chancellor,

iipou conference with the rest of the heads, to be overseers of the

translations, as well Hebrew as Creek, for the better observation of

the fourth rule above specified."

That the work was carried on in the spirit of these rules

is shown by the quaint but instructive docutnent which

was appended to the Bible as a preface on its completion.

It " hath cost the workmen, as light as it seemetb, twice

seven times seventy-two days and more : matters of such

weight and consequence are to be speeded with maturity :

for in a business of moment a man feareth not the blame

of convenient slackness. Neither did we think much to

consult the translators or commentators, Chaldee, Hebrew,
Syrian, Greek, or Latin, no nor the Spani.sh, French, Italian,

or Dutch. Neither did we disdain to revise that which we
had done, and to bring back to the anvil that which we had
hammered; but having and using such great helps as were

needful, and fearing no reproach for slowness, nor coveting

praise for expedition, we have at length, through the good
Imnd of tlie Lord upon us, brought the work to that pass

you see." That work occupied the six committees for four

or five years, some parts being brought back tothe'anvil to

be hammered as much as fourteen and some as much as

seventeen times. But at length it passed into the hands
of the priuteis, and came from the press of Robert Barker,

tho king's patentee, in two contemporary issues of folio

volumes, se[)arately composed and printed for the sake of

speedy production, in the year 161L Since that time

many millions of this translation or revised translation

liave been printed, and the general acceptance of it by all

English-speaking people of whatever denomination is a
testimony to its excellency.

One principal reason why the English Bible in this last

form gives .luch general satisfaction to the Euglioh ear is

|thatit speaks inalangnage of its own which is conventionally

leceived as a Biblical tongue—a language which is

thoroughly English, and which is yet separated by its

archaic form from tho colloquial English of every-day use

on the one liand, aiid from the literary English of most
other books on the other. This archaic language is not,

however, that of Elizabethan and Jacobean times, as is

sometimes alleged. Its genealogy is to be traced up in a
direct line through every state of Biblical revision to the

Latin Vidgate, and the common English ancestor of every
such revision is the WicklifKte Bible of the 14th century.

iTliis may be seen clearly by placing a passage from the

WicklifHte New Testament, in modern spelling but in no
»thcr way modernized, beside the same passage taken from
the Bible in common uso,'

I.tKn XVI. 19-11.
Fourteenth Ccnlvry Vtnion Autti'}ri:e,t \'triion

In Moilrrn S/ietlln'j, WJio in tite,

'riici'C wfla a Mrli m.nn, jind wnn There was a reilniii ilcli ninn. wlilcll IfO
clothed In pnrplo nnd wliitc Rilk, clotlicd ht pmidu niul tin? linen,
and nte eveiy day alilnlligly ; mid fjircd siiiiiptu.-Ui'Iy eveiy day*
nnd there «n» n beeifav, and there was a certain hr^aar
I.a^niu3 by name, that lay Jinmcd Laiati.n. whiih \».-n laid.

nt Ms pate. I^ill t)1 hulls, and at his g.ito. full of nuiea, uiid
lONCted to he ftillilUd of dettlriiiR to l-t- fed with
the Cl'linihs tlint fallen down tlie Cl-llinhi which fell

fioin the ileh tnan's hnaid : from tho ilch man s tabic;
and no innll (tnvc to linn

;

but hoiindn eainc nnd licked moreover tlic doss came nnd llek^
Iii5 hulls. .\lidltu.T3 Itis soles. And it tnnic to
dt)nu that the becjjar iifcd, pass thai tile tejrear died,
anil Has boilie of angels into and Miis c.nrried by the angels Illlrt

.\bi.Thiinj'8 bosom : .\iul tiio Abinhani's bosoiii : tlie

1 eh man was dead nKo mill
was bulled in hell. And
he inlsed his ejes when ho
was in toi;neiit3. and saw
Abialiam afar, nnd Lazarus
In his bosom. And he eiicd
and said. Father Abinhain.
liave niercy on me. nnd selul
LaziiMiN. that he dip tho
end of his tlneer in water,
to cool my louciie ; for I

nni tornici.tid in tiii) tiaine.

And AbrRlnim said to him.
Son. havo mind, for thou
il/isl IcoeUed P'i.kI thins
In tliy life, nnd Lnznius also
e\U Ihinpi: bi.t lie Is now
coinfoitcd, and thou ait tor-
mented. And In till

these thln^t. n eieat dark
plnre Is establisiied

betwixt us and ]ou ; that the,
that would fro-n henrc pass
to you may not ; nelllier

fiom thence pass owy hither.
And he said, llien 1 pray
thee. Father, that thou
send him into the iioiiso

of my father: for I liave fl^o

brethren ; that he witness to
them, lest also they come
Into this place of loiinenLs.

And Abraham said to liim.

They have .Muses iin.l tlie prophits:
hear they llieni. And he said.

Nay, Father Abraham, but
If any of dead men j;o to

them, they sliall do penance.
And he said to him. If they
hear not Jloses and the prophets,
neither If nny of dead men
ilsc fl;;>iln, tlley should bel:cvo

to him.

rieh man also dud and
was burled ; and in hell

he lilt up Ms e> vs. being
In torments. Diid seel it

Abiuhain afar off. and Lnzntlbt
In his bosom. And he cried
mid said. Father Abraham,
liavc mercy on me. and scinl

I.nzni'Ufl. I hat he may dip tho
tip of Ills tii'per in water,
and cool my tonpiie ; for I

om toimenlcd In this flame.
but Abraham said.

Son, icmeinbcr tiint thou
in thy lifetime rercivedst tity

pood til n,:s. aad llUcwisc U:rjtni|
tvil thing's: l>iit now he Is

(cmfoited, and then art tur-

lilentcil. .\iid beside all

Mils, between us and yi-u

theie Is a Kie.it cull trxcd:

bo that tluy wliieli would p-isa

fic.m lienee to you cannot ;

neither can tlley pass to us
v\hieii would come fiom thence*
Then he said. I pray Liiec

therefore, I'atlier, that tlioa

wouldesr send litm to in)

fatllel*s house . for I have five •

bieihren; that he niAy testify unto
them. Icst they also Cuine
Into this plnee of torment.
Abiaham auith unto him,
Tliey have Meses and the prophets ;

let them liear them. And he sjid,

Kay. 1 jiher Abiali.iiu, but
If one went unto them from tllu dcau
they will lepent.

And he I'ald unto liiin. If they
licar nut Moses and the piophels
tlellher will they be persuaded,
thoUo'li oue lose from the

dead.

That this remarkable continuity of expression has groat

practical value is shown by the fact that the only other

English Bible which has ever lived beyond one edition, that'

of the Roman Catholics, has been imperceptibly approxi-

mating to the Authorized Version at every revision that it;

has undergone, since the original publication of the New
Testament at Rheims in 15S2, and the Old Testament au

Douay in IGIO. Nor, it is satisfactory to add. has thoi

tender hand with which the Old English of the Bible has

been touched in the course of revision led to any sacrifica

of sound translation. Modern scholarship may be able to

introduce some improvements making the version of still

greater value, but upon the whole it already stands pre-

eminent for its accurate representation of tho original

Hebrew and Greek, and may challenge favourable compari-

son in this respect w^ith the Scptuagiut, with the Latiu

Vulgate, or with any other version.

The question of revision of the Authorized Version liaS

been frequently discussed, but it is only in very recent

times that anything has been done which appears to call

for particular mention here. In February 1870 the con-

vocation of Canterbury, at the instigation of the bishop of

Winchester, Dr Samuel Wilberforce, appointed a committea

to consider the subject, which three months afterwards re*

ported in the following terms :

—

" 1. Tiiat it is desirable that a revision of the Authorized Version

of the Holy Scriptures be undertaken. 2. That tho revision bo so

conducted as to comprise both marginal renderings, and such emen-

dations as il; may be found necessary to insert ni the te.xt of tits

Authorized Version. 3. That in the above resolutions wo do nob

coiitemplato any new translation of tho Bible, or any .alteration of

the language, except where, in the judgment of the most competent

scholars sucU^cliaiigo u necessary, i,*.Tliat in such. necessary
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rhaiiges the style of tlie language employed in the existing version

be closely followed. 5. Tliat it is dcsirahle that Convocation

should nominate a body of its own niendjeis to undertake the woik
of revision, who shall be at liberty to invite the co-op^^ation of any
eminent for scholarship, to whatever, nation or religiousJbody_they
J(my iMlong."

The; report was adopted," and two companies were formed

for the revision of tbe Authorized Version of the Old and

New Testaments respectively, consisting of members of

convocation and otlier distinguished Biblical scholars.

During the eight years that iiave elapsed since their

ajJi^ointment the two companies have devoted themselves

assiduously to the discbarge of the task assigned them,

aii(J it is understood that their work is now (1878)
approaching completion, but no part of the new revision

lias yet been published.

There. is slill much to be learned respecting the bibliographic.il

Jiistory of the English Rible, but several useful works have ajipcared

among the many that have been been written on the subject. The
earliest attempt was An Historical Account of the scvcyal English
^Translations of tiic Bible, iLc., by Anthony Johnson, 1730. This
was followed in 1731 by Lewis's Complete Hislonj of the several

Translations of the Holy JiiOlc and New Testament into English,

vhich was, until recently, the st.andard work on the suljject.

Archbishop Kewcomc wrote An Historieal View of the English Bihli-

lal Translations, Ac, with a list of the various editions from 1526
to 1776, which was published at Dublin in 1792. In 1S21 Arch-
le.icon Cotton brought out A List of Editions of the Bible and 2'arts

l/icrcof in English, from the year 1505 to 1S20, which has been
republished in a correc,ted and enlarged form, and is a work of much
value. The Annals of the English Bible, by Christopher Anderson,
printed in two volumes in 1845, was a well-meant attempt to give

complete view of the subject, but is exceedingly diffuse, and is

ficient in critical value. Far the most valuable account e.xtant

f the Manuscript English Bible is that which forms the preface to

JTorshall and Maddcn's edition of tlie Wicklifiite Bible, publislied at

the Clarendon Press in 1350. Taking equally authoritative posi-

tions as regards the printed English Bible are Westcott's General
Viciv of the History of the English Bible, 1S6S, and the exhaustive
Jiccount given of the Authorized Version of 1611 in the introduction

JO Scrivener's Cambridge Paragraph Bible, 1873. Jlore recently

lias appeared, in two volumes, Eadie's The English Bible: an Exter-

nal and Critical History of the various English Translations of
Scripture, 1876, which is the fullest popular account extant of the

whole subject. The most comidcte list of printed English Bibles
B, liowevcr, that contained in The Bibles in the Caxlon Exhibition,

py Hemy Stevens, 1378, where much v.aluable bibliograjdiical in-

tbrmation on the subject is to be found. (J. H. BL.)

ENGLISH LANGUAGE. In its widest sense, the

n;ime is now conveniently used to comprehend the language

vf the English people froni their settlement in Britain to

flie present day, the various stages through which it has

|»assed being distinguished as Old, Middle, and New or

Modern English. In works yet recent, and even in some
ttill current, the name Eii'jlisli is confined to the third, or

At most extended to the second and third of these stages,

eiuce the language assumed in the main the vocabulary and
grammatical forms which it now presents, the oldest or

inflocted stage being treated as a separate language, under

the title of Anglo-Saxon, while the transition period which

bonnects the two has been called Semi-Saxon. This view.

had the justification that, looked upon by themselves, either

ns vehicles of thought or as objects of study and analysis.

Old English, or Anglo-Saxon, and Modern English are, for

all practical ends, distinct languages,—as much so, for ex-

ample, as Latin and Spanish. No amount of familiarity

xvith Modern English, including its local dialects, would
Enable the student to read Anglo-Saxon, three-fourths of

Uie vocabujary of which have perished and been recon-

jtructed within SOO years j^ nor would a knowledge even
pf these lost words give liim the power, since the

~rammatical system, alike in accidence and syntax, would be
iitirely strange to him. Indeed, it is probable that a

' A careful examination of several letters of Bosworlh's Anglo-S.TXon
Dictiouary gives in 2000 words (in«buling deiivatives and eonipounds.
Jilt tx/Iudiiij orthojiajiliie variants) 535 which still exist as modern
tnglieli words..

Inodern Englisliman would acquire tlie power of readlnij

and writing French in loss time than it would cost him to

attcin to the same proficiency in Old English so that if

the test of distinct languages b'e their degree of practical

difference from each other, it cannot be denied that "Anglo-
Saxon " is a distinct language from Modern English, But

when we view the subject historically, recognizing liC fact

that living speech is subject to continuous change iii certain

definite directions, determined by the constitution and cir-

cumstances of mankind, as an evolution or development of

which we can trace the step.s, and that, owing to the

abundance of written materials, this evolution appears so

gradual in English that we can nowhere draw distinct lines

separating its successive stages, we recognize these stages as

merely temporary phases of an individual whole, and speak

of the English language as used alike by Cynewulf and by
Tennyson, just as we include alike King Alfred and Mr
Bright as members of the English race.- It must not be

forgotten, however, that in this wide sense the EnglisJi

language includes, not only the literary or courtly forms of

speech used at successive periods, but also the popular and,

it may be, altogether unwritten dialects that exist by their

side. Only on this basis, indeed, can we speak of Old,

Middle, and Modern English as the same lanrjunye, since

in actual fact the precise dialect which is now the cultivated

language, or " English " par excellence, is not the descend-

ant of that dialect which was the cultivated language or

English of Alfred, but of a sister dialect then sunk irt

obscurity,—even as the direct descendant of Alfred's

"Englisc" is now to be found in the neglected and non-

literary rustic speech of Wiltshire and Somersetshire:

Causes which, linguistically considered, are external and
accidental, have shifted the political and intellectual centre

of England, and along with it transferred literary and
courtly patronage from one foiTn of English to another ; if

the centre of influence had happened to be fixed at York
or on the banks of the Forth, both would probably have

been neglected for a third.

The English language, thus defined,- is not "native"

to Britain, that is, it was not found here at the dawn
of history, but vras introduced by foreign immigrants at

a date many centuries later. At the Roman Conquest
of the island, the languages spoken by the natives belonged

all (so fat as is known) to the Celtic branch of the Aryan
family, modern forms of v.-hich still survive in Wales,

Ireland, the Scottish Highlands, Isle of Man, and Brittany,

while one has quite recently become extinct in Cornwall.

Dialects allied to Welsh and Cornish were apparently

spoken over the greater part of Britain, as far north as the

Firths of Forth and Clyde ; beyond these estuaries and in

the isles to the west, including Ireland and Man, dialects

akin to Irish and Scottish Gaelic prevailed. The dialect

of the Picts in the cast of Scotland, according to recent in-

quiries, presented characteristics uniting the British or

Cymric with the Gaelic division.-' The long occupation of

South Britain by the Romans (43-409 a.d.)— a period, it

must not be forgotten, equal to that from the close of tho

Middle Ages to the present day, or to the w-hole duration

of Jlodern English—familiarized the pj-ovincial inhabitants

with Latin, which was probably the ordinary speech of the

2 The practical convenience of having one name for what was the same
thing in various stages of development is not afFcLtcil by the proba-

bility that (Mr Freeman notwilli^t.-uidiiig) Englc and Enylisc ivere, at

an early ]3"viod, jiU applied to llie whole of our Teutonic anccstoi-s in

Britain, but only to a i)art of tbcin. The diah-rls of Engtc and Scaxan

w-ere alike old forms of what was afterwards Kn,^'lish .speech, and

so, vieweil in relation to it. Old Enylish, -whatever their .;ontcnii>orDry

names ntiglit be.
' As to the place of the Pictish, see Dr AV. F. .SkeneV/'oiir Ancirnt

Bools of ll'.i/ej, I. vii., viii. Prnf. Pdivs .says "the I'icts Mr .'^kene

notwitlislnndiun, were prob.ably Kyiuiicc^lllc^than Coidclie. "— Welsh

VhU^l-j'J, p. !?>
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towns. Gildas, writing nearly a century and a naif after

the renunciation of Houorius, addressed the British princes

in that langunge ;' and the linguistic history of Britain

might have been not difTerent from tliat of Gaul, Spain, and
the other provinces of the Western Empire, where a rustic

Latin giving birth to a neo-Latinic language finally super-

seded the native one except in remote and mountainous
districts,^ when the course of events was entirely changed

by the Teutonic conqueKts of the fith and Gth centuries.

The Anglos, Saxons, and their aUies belonged to the Teu-

tonic or Gothic branch of the Aryan family, represented in

modern times not only by the English and their colonics,

but by the populations of Germany, Holland, Denmark,
and the Scandinavian peninsula, and found at the dawn of

history located between and about the estuaries and lower

courses of the Rhine and the Weser, and the adjacent

coasts and isles. For more than 1000 years the Teutonic

or Gothic stock has been divided into the three branches

of the Low German, High German, and Scandinavian, of

which the former represents the original stoek, the two

others being ofl'shoots to the south and north respectively.

To it also belonged the Moeso-Gothic, the tongue of certain

Germans who, passing down the Danube, invaded the

borders of the empire, and obtained settlements in the

province of Moesia, where their language was committed to

writing in the 4th century ; its literary remains are of

peculiar value as the oldest specimens, by several centuries,

of Teutonic speech. To the Low German division also

belonged the dialects of the invaders of Britain. As we
have no specimens of the language of these tribes for nearly

three centuries after their settlement in this island, we
cannot tell to what extent they agreed with, and diflered

from, each other; nor can we be sure whether the dif-

ferences actually found at a later period, when we have

opportunity of comparison, between northern and southern

English, were due to original diversity, or to subsequent

differentiation. However, as the dialectal differences

afterwards discernible corresponded in the main to the areas

historically assigned to Angles and Saxons respectively, it

may be assumed that there was some difference of dialect to

begin with, that of the Saxons being more closely allied to

the Old Saxon of the Continent, of which Dutch is probably

the nearest living representative, and the Angle dialect

having more affinity with the Frisian, and through that

with the Scandinavian. At the present day the most
English or Angli-form dialects of the Continent are those

of the North Frisian islands of Amrum and Sylt, on the

west coast of Schleswig. It is well known that the greater

part of the ancient Friesland has been swept away by the

encroachments of the North Sea, and the disjecta membra
of the Frisian race, pressed by the sea in front and
encroaching nationalities behind, are foimd only in isolated

fragments from the Zuyder Zee to the coasts of Denmark.
Of the Ge^tas, E6tas, or " Jutes," who, according to Bjeda,

formed the third tribe along with the Angles and Saxons,

it is difficult to speak linguistically. In the opinion of the

present writer, the speech of Kent has ever been a tjrpically

southern or " Saxon " one, and at the present day its

popular dialect is identical with that of Sussex, one of the

old Saxon kingdoms ; that of the Isle of Wight differs in

no respect from that of Hampshire, nor does it show any
special connection with that of Kent. Mr Henry Sweet

has, however, shown' that Kentish as early as the 8th ceu-

' The works of Gildas in the original' Latin were edited by Mr
Stevenson for the English Historical Society. There is an English trans-

lation in Six Old English Chronicles in Bohn's Antiquarian Library.

' As to the continued existence of Latin in Britain, see further in

Khys'a Lectures on Welsh Philology, p. 226-7.
' " Diiilccts and Prehistoric Fgrms of EagUsh," Transactims of Ike

Philoltigical Socictij for 1875-6, p. 643..

tury aiffered from West-Saxon in one or two points of

vowel pronunciation, and that the distinction was maiutaiiied

as late as the 14th ; though it carmot be said to have
therein approached more closely to the northern dialect,

which ought to have been the case had Bseda's "Gedtas"
been Jntlanders.

As it was amongst the Angcl-cynn or Engle of Northum
bria that literary culture first flourished, and an Angle or

Englisc dialect was the first to be used for vernacular

literature,'' Englisc came eventually to be a general name for

all forms of the vernacular as opposed to Latin, &c.; and
even when the VVestSaxon of Alfred became in its turn

the literary or classical form of speech, it was still called

Englisc or English. The origin of the name Anglo-Saxon
is disputed, some maintaining very positively that itmean-s

a union of Angles and Saxons, others (with better founda-

tion) that it meant English Saxons, or Saxons of England,
as distinguished from Saxons of the Continent, Its modern
use is mainly due to the little band of scholars who in the

16th and 17th centuries turned their attention tc the long

forgotten language of Alfred and .iElfric, which, as it

diflered so utterly from the English of their own day, they

found it convenient to distinguish by a name which was
applied to themselves by those who spoke it.^ To them
" Anglo-Saxon " and "English" were separated by a gulf

which it was reserved for later scholars to bridge across,

and show the historical continuity of the English of all ages.

As already hinted, the English language, in the wide sense,

presents three main stages of development—Old, Middle,

and Modern—distinguished by their inflexional character-

istics. The latter can be best summarized in the words of

Mr Henry Sweet, in his Histortj of English Sounds fi "Old
English is the period oifull inflexions {name, gifan, cam).
Middle English of levelled inflexions (naame, given, caare),

and Modern English of lost inflexions 'name, give, care —
nam, giv, car). We have besides two periods of transition,

one in which nama and name exist side by side, and an-

other in which final e [with other endings] is beginning to

drop." By lost inflexions it is meant that only very few

remain, and these mostly non-syllabic, as the -s in stone.?,

the -ed in loved, the -r in their, as contrasted with the Old
English st4n-as, \ui-od-e and Inf-od-on, p^-ra. Each of

these periods may also be divided into two—an early and
a late ; but from the want of materials this division may
be waived in regard to the first. We have thus the follow-

ing divisions, with the approximate dates, which, however,

varied considerably for different dialects and parts of the

country :

—

Old English or Anglo-Saxon to 1100
Transition Old English, or " Semi-Saxon".... 11 00 to 1200
Early Middle English, or " Eariy English" ...1 200 to 1300
Late Middle English 1300 to 1400
Transition Middle English 1400 to 1485
Early Modern English, "Tudor English "....1485 to 1611
Modern English.. 1611 onward.

Many writers carry the Transition Old English down
to 1250, Early Middle English thence to 1350, and
Late Middle English 1350 to 1485, absorbing the Second

* See also Earle's Philology of the English Tongue, p. 25.
" ^thelstan in 934 calls himself in a charter " Ongol-Saxua cyniii)?

and Brytoenwalda eallss thyses iglandes ; " Eadred in 955 is " Anguj-

seaxna cyning and casere totius Britannias," and the name is of frequent

occurrence in Latin documents. These facts ought to be remembered
in the interest of the scholars of the 17th century, who have been

blamed for the use of the term Anglo-Saxon, as if they had invented

ft. By " Anglo-Saxon " language they meant the language of the

people who sometimes at least called themselves "Anglo-Saxons.''

Even now the name is practically useful, when we are dealing with

the subject per se, as is Old English, on the other hand, when tve arc

treating it historically or in connexion with English as :i whole.
* Transactions o/the Philological Society, 1873-4, p. 620^
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Transition period. But the division given above, which
was, I believe, first proposed by Mr Sweet, represents better

the development of the language.

The Old English, or Anglo-Saxon tongue, as introduced

into Britain, was highly inflexional, though its inflexions

were not so fuU as those of the older Moeso-Gothic, and
considerably less so than those of Greek and Latin

during their classical periods. They corresponded on the

whole to those of modern literary German, though both in

nouns and verbs the forms were more distinct ; for example,

the German guten answers to three Old English forms,

—

,g6dne, godum, godan ; guier to two—gddre, gidra ; liebten to

two,—lu/odon and iufedeiu Nouns had four cases, Nomina-
tive, Accusative (not always distinct). Genitive, Dative, the

latter used also with prepositions to express locati 'jq, instru-

mental, and most ablative relations; of a distinct instru-

mental case only vestiges occur. There were several

declensions of nouns, the main division being that known
in Teutonic languages generally as strong and weak,—

a

distinction also extending to adjectives in such wise that

every adjective assumed either inflexion as determined by
associated grammatical forms. The first and second

personal pronouns possessed a dual ; the third person had
a complete declension of the stem he, instead of being made
up as now of the three seen in he, she, they. The verb dis-

tinguished the Bubjunctive from the indicative mood, but
had only two inflected tenses, present and past,—the former
also used for the future, the latter for all the shades of past

time. The order of the sentence corresponded generally to

that of German. Thus from King Alfred's additions to his

translation of Orosius :—Donne fy ylcan daoge hi hine to

faem ade beran wyllaS, fonne todaelatS hi his feoh. faet faer

to lafe bis tefter fisem gedrynce and fsem plegaa on fif o8t5e

syx. hwilum on ma. swa swa faes feos andefn biS. " Then
the same day [that] they him to the pile bear will, then
divide they his property that there to remainder is, after

the drinking and the sports, into five or six, at times into

more, according qs of the property the value is."

The poetry was distinguished by alliteration, and the

abundant use of figurative and metaphorical expressions,

of bold compounds and archaic words never found in prose.

Tlius in the following lines from Beowulf :

—

iStni^t w»s sii,ii-ii,h, stig wisode
G'umum set^aedere. gu'S-hyiae scia

Heard Aond-locen. Aring-ireti scir

Song in iearwum, pa, hie to sele furtSum

In hyra jrry're jre_atwum, <7angan cwomon.^

The street was stone-variegated, (it) pointed the path
To (the) men together ; the war-maUcoat shone,

" Hard hand-locked. The ring-iron sheer (bright ring-

mail)

Sang in their cunning-trappings, as they to hall forth

In their horror-accoutrements to go came."

The Old English was a homogeneous language, having
very few foreign elements in it, and forming its compounds
and derivatives entirely from its own resources. A few
Latin appellatives learned from the Romans in the German
wars had been adopted into the common Teutonic tongue,
and are found in English as in the allied dialects. Such
were strcete, street (via strata), camp, battle, cdsere, Csesar,

mil, mile, pin, punishment
;

perhaps cyrice, church,
hiscop, bishop, Imden, Latin language, cese, cheese, hntor,

butter, pipor, pepper, olfend, camel {elephantus), pund,
pound, yncc, inch (uncia), and a few others. The relations
of the first invaders to the Britons were to a great extent
those of destroyers ; and with the exception of the proper
names of places and prominent natural features, which as
is usual were retained by the new population, few British

' Thorpe's Beowulf, I. 645.

words found their way into the Old English Among thcsa

are named broc, a badger, brec, breeches, ciut, clout, pdll
pool, and a few words relating to the employment of field

or household menials. Still fewer words seem to have
been adopted from the provincial Latin, almost the only
certain one being castra, applied to the Roman towns, which
appeared in English as coestre, ceasler, now found in com-
position as -caster, -chester, -cester. The introduction and
gradual adoption of Christianity, brought a new series of

Latin words connected with the offices of the church, tha

accompaniments of higher civilization, the foreign produc-
tions either actually made known, or mentioned in tlie

Scriptures and devotional books. Such were myneler
(monasterium), oelnusse (eleemosyna), candel (candela),

turtle (turtur), fie (ficus), cedar (cedrus). These words,

whose number increased from the 7th to the 10th century,

are commonly called Latin of tlie second period, the Latin

of the first period including the Latin words brought by
the EnglLsh from Germany, as well as those picked up in

Britain either from the provincials or the Welsh, which have'

not hitherto been separated from them. The Danish
invasions of the 8th and 10th centuries resulted in die

establishment of extensive Danish aud Norwegian popula-

tions, about the basin of the Humber and its tributaries,'

and above Morecambe Bay. Although these Scandinavian

settlers must have greatly affected the language of their

ovra localities, few traces of their influence are to be found
in the literature of the Old English period. As with tlie

greater part of the words adopted from the Celtic, it was
not until after the dominion of the Norman had overlaid all

preceding conquests, and the new English began to emerge
from the ruins of the old, that Danish words in any number
made their appearance in books, as equally native with the

Anglo-Saxon.

The earliest specimens we have of English date to tha

end of the 7th century, and belong to the Anglian or

northern dialect, which, under the political eminence of

the early Northumbrian kings from Edwin to EcgfriS,

aided perhaps by the learning of the scholars of lona, first

attained to literary distinction. Of this literature in its

original form mere fragments exist, one of the most in-

teresting of which consists of the verses uttered by Baeda

on his deathbed, and preserved in a nearly contemporary
MS. :—

Fore there neid-faerae . naemg uuiurtliit

thonc-anotturra . than him tharf sie,

to ymb-liycggannse . aer his hin-iongae,

huaet his gastae . godaes aeththa yflae%

aefter deoth-daege . doemid uueorthae.

Before the inevitable journey no one becomes
More thought-pradent than he has need, ^

To ponder, ere his hence-going,
VVhat, to his ghost, of good or of ill,

After death-day, deemed shall be.

But our chief acquaintance with Old English^is in its

West-Sason form, the earliest Hterary remains of which date

to the 9th century, when under the political supremacy of

Wessex and the scholarship of King Alfred it became the

literary language of the English nation, the classical

"Anglo-Saxon." If our materials were more extensive, it

would probably be necessary to divide the Old English into

several periods ; as it is, Mr Sweet, who has laboured chiefly

in this field, has pointed out considerable differences between

the " early West-Saxon " of King Alfred and the later

language of the 11th century,- the earlier language having

numerous inflexional and phonetic distinctions which are
" levelled " in the later, showing that the tendency to pass

from the synthetical to the analytical stage existed quil3

'See Mr Sweet's preface to his edition of King A l/red's West-Sa3ion

Version of Qregory's Pastoral Care, Early English Teit Society,

1871-2.
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independently of the Norman Conquest. The northern

dialect, whose literary career had been cut short in the 8th

century by the Danish invasions, reappears in the 10th in

the form of glosses to the Latin gospels and the Ritual of

Durham, where we find that in the process of inflexion-

levelling it has, owing to the confusion which had so long

reigned in the north, advanced far beyond the sister dialect

of the south, so as to be already almost Transition English,

or " Semi-Saxon."

Among the literary remains of the Old English may be

mentioned the epic poem of Beowulf, the original nucleus

of which has been supposed to date to heathen and even

Continental times, though we now possess it only in a later

form ; several works of Alfred, two of which, his translation

of Orosius, and of The Pastoral Care of St Gregory, are

contemporary specimens of his language ; the theological

works of .iElfric (including translations of the Pentateuch

and the gospels) and of Wulfst4n ; the poetical works of

Cynewulf ; those ascribed to Caedmon ; the Anglo-Saxon

Chronicle ; and many works both in prose and verse of

which the authors are unknown.
The earliest specimen's, the inscriptions on tne Huthwell

and Bewcastle crosses, are in a Runic character ; but the

letters used in the manuscripts generally are a British

variety of the Roman alphabet which the Anglo-Saxons
found in the island, and which was also used by the Welsh
and Irish.* Several of the letters had in Britain developed

forms, and retained or acquired values, unlike those used

on the Continent, in particular bp5pfc(dfgrBt). • The
letters k q z were not used, q being represented by cw ; u or

v was only a vowel, the consonantal power of v being repre-

sented as in Welsh by f. The Runes called thorn and wen,

for which the Roman alphabet had no character, were at first

expressed by th, S (a contraction for b& or bh), and v or

u; but at a later period the characters ]> and p were revived

from the old Runic alphabet. Contrary to Continental

usage, the letters c and 5 (g) had only their hard or guttural

powers, as in the neighbouring Celtic languages ; so that

words which, when the Continental Roman alphabet came
to be used for Germanic languages, had to be written with

k, were in Old English written with c, as cirice = kirlce.

The key to the values of the letters, and thus to the pro-

nunciation of Old English, is also to be-found in the Celtic

tongues whence the letters were taken.

The Old English period is usually considered as terminat-

ing about the year 1100,—that is, with the death of the

generation who saw the Norman Conquest. The Conquest
established in England a foreign court, a foreign aristocracy,

and a foreign hierarchy.^ The French language, in its

Norman dialect, became the only politemedium of intercourse.

The native tongue, despised not only as unknown but as

the language of a subject race, was left to the use of boors

and serfs, and except in a few stray cases ceased to be written

at all* The natural results followed. When the educated

generation that saw the arrival of the Norman died out, the

language, ceasing to be read and written, lost all its literary

words. The words of ordinary life whose preservation is

independent of books lived on as vigorously as ever, but

the literary terms, those thatrelated to science, art, andliigher

culture, the bold artistic compounds, the figurative terms of

poetry, were speedily forgotten. The practical vocabulary

* See on tliisRlfj'S, Lectures on Welsh PhiIolor(T/j v.

' For ii discrimiuating view of the effects ot the Norman Conquest
on the English Language, see Freeman, Norman Conqmst, ch. xxv.

' There is not the least reason to suppose that any attempt was
made to proscribe or suppress the .native tongue, which was indeed
used in some official documents addressed to Englishnisn by the Con-
queror himself. Its social degradation seemed even on the point of

coming to an end, when it was confirmed and prolonged for two cen-

t tries more by the accession of the Angevin dynasty, under whom
t<-erythiDS Prfnch received a fresh iiupetua.

shrank to a fraction of its former extent. And when, genera-

tions later, English began to be used for general literature,

the only terms at hand to express ideas above those of every

day life wera to be found in the French of the privileged

classes, of whom alone art, science, law, and theology had
been for generations the inheritance. Hence each successive

literary effort of the reviving English tongue shows a larger

adoption of French words to supply the place of the forgotten'

native ones, till by the days of Chaucer they constituted a
formidable part of the vocabxilary. Nor was it for the time

being only that the French words affected the English

vocabulary. The Norman French words introduced by the

Conquest, as well as the Parisian French words which

followed under the early Plantagenets, were, the bulk of

them, Latin words' which had lived on among the people of

Gaul, and, modiQed in the mouths of succeeding genera-

tions, had reached forms more or less remote from their

originals. In being now adopted as English, they supplied

precedents in accordance with which other Latm words

without limit might be converted into English ones, when-
ever required ; and long before the Renaissance of classical

learning, though in much greater numbers after that epoch,

these precedents were eagerly followed.

While the eventual though distant result of the Norman
Conquest was thus a large reconstruction of the English

vocabulary, the grammar of the language was not directly

affected by it. There was no reason why it should,—we
might almost add, no way by which it could. While the

English used their own words, they could not forget their

own way of using them, the inflexions and constructions

by which alone the words expressed ideas,—in other words,

their grammar ; when one by one French words were intro-

duced into the sentence they became English by the very

act of admission, and were at once subjected to all the

duties and liabilities of English words in the same position.

This is of course precisely what we do at the present day :

telegraph and telegram make participle telegraphing and
plural telegrams,' sxiA "scrumptious," adverb " scrump-

tiously" precisely as if they bad been in the language for

ages.

But indirectly the grammar was affected very quickly.

In languages in the inflected or synthetic stage the termina-

tions must be pronounced ' with marked distinctness, as

these contain the correlation of ideas ; it is all-important to

hear whether a word is bonus or bonis or bonas or bmios.

This implies a measured and careful pronunciation, against

which the effort for ease and rapidity of utterance is con-

tinually struggling, while indolence and carelessness con-

tinually compromise it. There has been an increasing

tendency in English, as in other languages, to give each

word one main accent, at or near the beginning, and to

suffer the concluding syllables to fall into obscurity. We
are familiar with the cockney winder, safer, holler, Sarer,

Sunder, for windotc, sofa, hollo, SaraA, Sunday, the various

final vowels sinking into an obscure neutral one convention-

ally spelt er. Already before the Conquest, forms originally

hafu, sella, tnnga, appeared as hate, selle, funge, with the

terminations levelled to obscure e, but during the illiterate

period of the language after the Conquest, this careless

obscuring of terminal vowels became universal, all

unaccented vowels in the final syllable (except i) sinking

into e. During the 12th century, while this change was

going on, we find a great confusion of grammatical forms,

the full inflexions of Old English standing side by side in
•

the same sentence mth the levelled ones of iliddle English.

It is to this state of the language that the names Transitioii

and Period of Confusion (Dr Abbott's appellation) point ; its

appearance, as that of Anglo-Saxon broken down in its

endings, had previously given to it the suggestive if not

strictly logical title of Semi-Saxon. By most writers the

VIIL — so
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close of the perloi lias been bi'ougLt down to 1250; but
very shortly after 1200 in the south, and considerably

before it in the north, the levelling of inflexions was com-
plete, and the language possessed of a tolerably settled

system of new grammatical forms, the use of which marks
Middle ^English.

Although the written remains of the Transition Old
English are few, sufficient exist to enable us to trace the

course of linguistic change. Within two generations after

the Conquest, faithful pens v.'cre at work transliterating the
old homilies of yElfric, and other lights of the Anglo-Saxon
Church, into the neglected idiom of their posterity. Twice
during the period, in the reigns of Stephen and Henry II.,

/Elfric's gospels were similarly modernized so as to be " un-
derstanded of the people." And shortly after 1100
appeared the great work of the age, the versified Chronicle
of Layamon, or Lawi'inan, a priest of Ernely, on the

Severn, who, using as his basis the French Brut of Wace,
expanded it by additions of his own to more than twice the

e.xtent: his work of 32,250 lines is a mine of illustration

for the language of the period. While these southern re-

mains carry on in unbroken sequence the history of the
Old English of Alfred and /Elfnc, the history of the
northern English is an entire blank from the 11th to the

13th century. The stubborn resistance of the north, and
the terrible retaliation inflicted by William, apparently
effaced northern English culture for centuries. If anything
was written in the vernacular in the kingdom of Scotland
during the same period, it probably perished during the
calamities to which that oountry was subjected during the
half century of struggle for independence. In reality,

however, the northern English had entered its Transition
or " Semi-Saxon" stage two centuries earlier ; the glosses

of the 10th century show that the Danish inroads had there
anticipated the results hastened by the Norman Conquest
in the south. Meanwhile a dialect was making its appear-
ance in another quarter of England, destined to overshadow
the old literary dialects of north and south alike, and
become the English of the future. The Mercian kingdom,
which, as its name imports, lay along the marches of the
parlier states, and was really a congeries of the outlying
members of many tribes, must have presented from the
beginning a linguistic mi.xture and transition ; and it is

probable that more than one intermediate form of speech
arose within its confines, between Lancashire' and the
Thames. But the only specimen of such we can with some
degree of certainty produce comes towards the close of

the Old English period, in the gloss to the Kushworth
Gospels, which, so far as concerns St Matthew, and a few
verses of St John xviiL, is probably in a Mercian dialect.

At least it presents a phase of the language which in

inflexional decay stands about midway between the
West-Saxon and the Northumbrian glosses, to which it is

yet posterior in time. But soon after the Conquest we
fmd an undoubted midland dialect in the Transition stage
ifrora Old to Middle English, in the south-eastern part of
'ancient Mercia, in a district bounded on the south and
south-east by the Sason Middlesex and Essex, and on the
east and north by the East Anglian Norfolk and Suffolk
and the Danish settlements on the Trent and Humber. In
this district, and in the monastery of Peterborough, one of
the copies- of the Old English Chronicle, transcribed about
1120, was written up by two succeeding hands to the
death of Stephen in 1154. The section from 1122 to
1131, written in the latter year, shows the same confusion
as in Layamon between Old English forms and those of a
still simpler Jfiddle English, impatient to rid itself of the
inflexional trammels which were still, though in weakened
forms, so tightly hugged south of the Thames. And in
111? concluding seoticn written in 1154 ve find Middle

English fairly started on its career.'' A specimen of this

new tongue will best show the change that had taken
place.

1140 A.D.

—

And te eorl of Anga2U ward ded, and his

Bune Henri too to fe rice. And te cuen of France to-daelde

fra ))e king, and scai coot to fe iunge eorl HenrL and he
toe hire to wine, and al Peitou mid hire, fa ferde he mid
micel f»rd into Engleland and wan caatles

—

and te king
ferde agenes hi>re mid micel mare ferd. fofwsethere

fuhtten hi noht. oc ferden fe aiicehiscop and te wise men
botwux heom, and makede that sahte that te king sculde

ben lauerd and king wile he liueda and xfter his daei

ware Henri king, and he helde him for fader, and he him
for sune. and sib and ssehte sculde ben betwyx heowi,

and on al Engleland.*

With this may be contrasted a specimen of southern

English, at least 25 years later (Hatton Gospels, Luke i. 46).'

Da cwa:;S Maria : Min sanle mersed drihten, and min gast

ge-blissode on gode minen haelende. For fam fe he ge-

seah his finene eadmodnysse. SoSlice henen-for8 me
eadige seggeS alle cneomesse ; for fam fe me mychele
ping dyde se fe mihtyg ys ; and his name is halig. And
his mildheortnysse of cneornisse on cneomesse hine on-

draedende. He worhte maegne on hys earme ; he to-daelde

fa oformode, on moda heora heortan. He warp fa rice

of setUe, and fa eadmode he up-an-hof. Hyngriende he

mid gode ge-felde, and fa ofermode ydele for-let. He
afeng Israel his cnibt, and gemynde his mildheortnysse

,

Swa he sprsec to ure faederen Abrahame, and his saede

on a weorlde.

The Middle English stage was pre-eminently the

Dialectal period of the language. It was not till after

the middle of the 14th century that English obtained

official recognition as a language. For three centuries,-

therefore, there was no standard form of speech which

claimed any pre-eminence over the others. The writers of

each district wrote in the dialect familiar to them ; and
between extreme forms the difference was so great as to

amount to unintelligibility ; works written for southern

Englishmen had to be translated for the benefit of tho

men of the north :

—

^

" In sotherin Inglis was it drawin,

And tumid ic haue it till ur awin
Langage of fe northin lede

That can na nothir Inglis rede."

Cursor Mundi, 20,064.'

Three main dialects were distinguished by contemporary

writers, as in the often-quoted passage from Trevisa's trans-

lation of Higden's Polychronicon completed in 1387 :

—

" Also Englysche men hadde fram fe bygynnynge

f re maner speche, Souferon, Norferon, and Myddel speche

(in fe myddel of fe lond) as by come of fre maner people

of Germania Also of fe forseyde Saxon tonge, fat

ys deled a fre, and ys abyde scarslyche wif feaw

uplondysche men and ys gret wondur, for men of fe est

wij) men of J)e west, as hyt were under fe same part of

heyvene, acordef more in sounynge of sfeche fan men of

fe norf wif men of fe souf ; ferfore hyt ys fat Mercii.'

))at buf men of myddel Engelond, as hyt were parteners of

fe endes, undurstondef betre fe syde longages Norferon
and Souferon, fan Norfern a'nd Soufern undurstondef

oyfer ofer."

The modern study of these Middle English dialects,

initiated by Mr Gamett, and elaborated by Dr Richard
Morris,^ has shown that they were readily distinguished by

^ Karle, Two of the Saxon 0tronicles parallel^ 1865, p. 265.
* Skeat, Anglo-Saxon and Northumbrian OospeU, 1874.
' See his Earlj/ English Alliterative Poems, for the Early EnRlisi

Text Society, 1864 ; Historical Outlines of English Accidence, lIcP;
and Elementary Lessons iti Historical Englifk Grammar 1874.
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the conjugation of the present tense of the verb, which in

typical specimens was as follows :

—

Soulhmi.

Ich singe. We siugej>.

pou singest. »e singep.

He singep. Hy singeb.

Midland.

Ich, I, singe. We singen.

pou singest. je singen.

He singef. Hy, thei, singen.

Northern.

Ic, I, syng(e). We syng(e), We fat syuges.

pu synges. je syng(e), je foules syngas.

He synges. Thay syng(e), Men synges.

Of these the southern is simply tlie old West-Saxon, with

the vowels levelled to e. The northern second person in

-es is older than the southern and WestSaxon -est ; but the

es of tho third person and plural is derived from an older

eth, the change of -th into -s being fouiid in progress in the

Durham glosses of the 10th century. In the plural, when

accompanied by the pronoun subject, the verb had already

dropped the inflexions entirely as in Modern English. The

origin of the -en plural in the midland dialect, unknown to

Old English, has been a matter of conjecture ; most pro-

bably ik is an instance oiform-levelling, the inflexion of the

present indicative being assimilated to that of the past, and

the present and past subjunctive, in all of which -en was

the plural termination. In the declension of nouns, adjec-

tives, and pronouns, the northern dialect had attained

before the end of the 13th century to the simplicity of

Modern English, while the southern dialect still retained a

large number of inflexions, and the midland a considerable

number. The dialects differed also in phonology, for wlrile

the northern generally retained the hard or guttural values

of k, g, so, these were in the two other dialects palatalized

before front vowels into cA, j, and sh. Kyrk, cldrcli'' or

church; hryg, bridge; scryke, shriek, are examples. The
original d in std7i, mdr, preserved in the northern stane,

mare, became o elsewhere, as in stone, more. So that the

north presented the general aspect of conservation of old

sounds with the most thorough-going dissolution of old in-

flexions ; the south, a tenacious retention of the inflexions,

with an extensive revolution in the sounds. In one import-

ant respect, however, phonetic decay was far ahead in the

north : the final e to which all the old vowels had been

levelled during the Transition period, and which is a

distinguishing feature of Middle English in the midland

and southern dialects, became mute, i.e., disappeared, in

the northern dialect before the latter emerged from its

three centuries of obscuration, shortly before 1300. So
thoroughly modern did its form consequently become that

we might almost call it Modern English, and say that the

Middle English stage of the northern dialect is lost. For
comparison with the other dialects, however, the same
nomenclature may be used, and we may class as Middle

English the extensive literature which northern England
produced during the 14th century. The earliest specimen

is probably the ^Metrical Psalter in tho Cotton Library,^

copied during the reign of Edward 11. from an original of

the previous century. This is followed by the gigantic

versified paraphrase of Scripture history called the Cm-sor
Mundi,^ also composed before 1300. The dates of the

numerous alliterative romances in this dialect cannot be

determined with exactness, as all survive in later copies,

but it is probable that many of them are not later than
1300. In the 14th ceutury appeared the theological and
devotional works of Richard Rolle the anchorite of

' Eilited for tlie Suiteei Society, \>y Rev. J. Stevenson.
• Bliteil for the Early EjiglisU Text Society, by Rev. Dr Morria.

Hampole, Dan Jon Gaytrigg, William of Nassington, ana

other writers whoso names are unknown ; and towards tho

close of tho century, speciineus of the language also appear

from Scotland both in public, documents and tho poetical

works of John Barbour, whose language, barring minute

points of orthography, is identical with that of the contem-

porary northern English writers.

In the southern dialect, tho work of Layamou was suc-

ceeded at an interval estimated at from 15 to 25 years by

the Ancren Jiiivle or " Rule of Nuns," written for a small

sisterhood at Tarrant-Kaines, in Dorsetshire, in which we

find the Middle Engli.^h stage fully developed, and also re-

cognize a dialectal charactjristic which had probably long

prevailed in the south, though concealed by the spelling, in

tho use of V for /, as valle, fall, vordonne, fordo, vorto, for

to, veder, father, wont, from. Not till later do we find a

recognition of the parallel use of z for s. Among the

writings which succeed. The Owl and the Nightingale of

Nicholas de Guildford of Poi tesham in Dorsetshiro,-about

1250, the Chronicle of Robert of Gloucester, 1298, and

Trevisa's translation of Higden, 1387, are of chief import-

ance in illustrating the history of southern English. The

earliest form of Langland's Piers Ploxtghman, 1362, as pre-

served in the Vernon MS., appears to be in an intermediate

dialect between southern and midland.^ The Kentish form

of southern English seems to have retained specially archaic

features ; five short sermons in it of the middle of the 13tb

century have been published by Rev. Dr Slorris ; but the

great work illustrating it is the Ayenbile of Imvyl (Remorse

of Conscience), 1340,* of which we are told bv its author

Dan Michel of Northgate, Kent

—

" pet ]iis boc is y-write mid eugliss of Kent ;

pis boc is y-mad uor lewede men,

Vor nader, and uor moder, and uor oper ken.

Ham nor to berje uram alle manyere zen,

pet ine hare inwytte ne bleue no uoul wen."

In its use of v {u) and 2 for/ and s, and its grammatical

inflexions, it presents an extreme type of southern speech,

with vowel peculiarities specially Kentish ; and in com-

parison with contemporary midland English works, it looks

like a fossil of two centuries earlier.

Turning from the dialectal extremes of the Middle

English to the midland speech, which we left at the closing

leaves of the Peterborough Chronicle of 1154, we find a

rapid development of this dialect, which was before long to

become the national literary language. As was natural in

a tract of country which stretched from Lancaster to Essex,

a very considerable variety is found in the documents which

agree in presenting the leading midland features, those of

Lancashire and Lincolnshire approaching the northern

dialect both in vocabulary, phonetic character, and greater

neglect of inflexions. But this diversity diminishes as we

advance. The first great work is the Ornndwn, or metrical

Scripture paraphase of Orm or Ormin, written about 1200,

it it generally assumed, in Lincolnshire or Notts, though

there is much to be snid for the neighbourhood of Ormskirk

iu Lancashire. Anyhow the dialect has a decided smack

of the north, and shows for the first time in English litera-

ture a large percentage of Scandinavian words, derived from

the Danish settlers, who, iu adopting English, had preserved

a vast number of their ancestral forms of -speech, which were

in time to pass into the common language, of which they

now constitute some of the most familiar words. Blunt

bull, die, dwell, ill, kid, raise, same, thrive, wand, wing,

3 The Vision of William conceriiiug Piers the Plovghvian exUt*

iu tliree different recensions by the author, aU of which have b»e»

edited for tlie Early English Text Society by Rev. W. W. Skeat

Edited by Rev. Dr Jlonis for Early English Text Society, in ]86d.

° See a list in Wr Kington Oliphant'a Smtrccs of Standard ErgluK,

p. 97, a work in which the history of Middle English is adniiraUy

developed.
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aro words fnnii this source, whicli appear first in tLe work
of Orm, of w'hicb the following lines may be quoted :—

" pe Judewissbe folkess boo
hemm se^de,patt hemm birrde

Twa bukkes samenu to fe preost

att kinko dure brinngenn
;

And tej3 |)a dideuu blifelij,

swa suram ]>e boc Lcmm taLhlu,

And brohhtenn twej^cun biikkcsjj (laer

Drilibtin ]>aerwij)p to lakeiin.

And att te kirrke-dure toe

pe lu'cost ta twejjonn bukkess,

f And o Jiatt an he le33de pa;r

all pejjre sake and siune,

And l(5t itt eornenn forJ)wi|'|) all

lit inntill wilde wesste ;

And toe and snaj) patt operr bucc
Drihhtin paerwipp to lakenn;

All jiiss wass dou forr here ned,

And ec forr ure nede
;

For hemm itt halip biforenu Godd
to clennssenn hemin of sinne

;

And all swa maj; itt hellpenn pe
jiff patt tu willt [itt] foUjheim.

jiff patt tu willt full innwarrdlij

wipp fulle trowwpe lefenn

All patt tatt wass bitacnedd fair,

to lefenn atid to trowwenn."

White's Ormulum, I. 1324.

The author of the Ormulum was a phonetist, and
employed a special spelling of his own to represent not
only the quality but the quantities of vowels and concon-
ants,—a circumstance which gives his work a pecniiar

value to the investigator.

Tiiirty years after the Ormulum, the east midland rhymed
Story of Genesis and Exodus''- shows us the dialect in a
more southern form, with the vowels of modern English.

In 1258 was issued the celebrated English proclamation
of Henry III., or rather of Simon de Montfort in his

name, which, as the only public recognition of the native

tongue between William the Conqueror and Edward III.,

has been spoken of as the first specimen of English. It

runs

—

" Henri furj godes fultume king on Engleneloande.
Lhoauerd on Yrloander. Duk on Normaat^ie on Aquitaine

and corl on Aniow Send igretinge to alle hise holde
ilaerde and ileawede on Huntendoneschire. pastwiten je wel
alle past we willcn and vnnea past pst vre raedesmea alle

oper pe moare dasl of heom piet beop ichosen purj us and purj

p£et loandes folk on vre kuneriche. habbej) idon and schullen

don in pe worpnesse of gode and on vre treowpe. for pe

freme of pe loande. purj pe besijte of pan to-foren-iseide

redesmen. beo stedefKst and ilestinde in alle pinge a buten
sende. And we hoaten alle vre treowe in pe treowpe feet

heo vs ojen. poet heo stedefa^stliohe healden and swerien

to healden and to werien po isetnesses paet beon imakede
and beon to makien purj pan to-foren iseide rsedesmen.

oper purj pe moare dsel of heom alswo alse hit is biforen

iseid. And peet ashc oper helpe pait for to done bi pan
ilche ope ajenes alle mim. Kijt for to done and to foangen.

And noan ne nimo of loande ne of ejte. wherpurj pis

besijts muje beon ilet oper iwersed on onie wise. And
jit oui oper onie cumen her onjeaes ; we willen and hoaten

poet alle vre treowe heom healden deadliche ifoan. And
for pojt we willen paet pis beo stedefKst and lestinde ; we
eendeu j5W pis writ open iseined wip vre seel, to halden a-

manges jew ine hord. Witnessc vs seluen set Limdene. pane
Ejtetenpo day. on pe Monpe of Octobre In pe Two-aud-

fowertijpe jeare of vre cruninge. And pin wcs idnn .iL>tfi)rivi

vre isworene redesmen
" And al on po ilche worden is Lsend in to seurihco opre

shcire oner al paere knueriche on Eugleueloande. and ek lu

tel Ireloiide."

As to the dialect of this document, it is more southern

th.an anything else, with a slight midland admixture, ami
represents no doubt the Loudon .speech of the daj

.

London being ia a Saxon county, and contiguous to the

Saxon Kent and Surrey, had certainly at first a southern

dialect; but its position as the capital, as well as its

proximity to the midland district, made its dialect more and
more midland. Even in Chaucer, hov.ever, it has still

southern features, for Chaucer's language is well known to

be more southern than standard English eventually became.

Iiillexionally, the proclamation is much more archaic than
the Genesis and Exodus or Ormulum; but it closely

resembles the old Kentish Sermons and Proverbs of Alfred
in the southern dialect of 1250.

In the writings of the second half of this century, the

language becomes rapidly more modern in aspect, till we
arrive about 1300 at the name of Robert of Brunne in south

Lincolnshire, with whom we pass froni the Early to the Later

Middle English. Different tests and different dates have
indeed bepu proposed for subdividing the Middle English,

but the must important is that of Mr Henry Nicol, based

on the discovery that in the 13th century, as in Ormin,
the Old English short vowels in an open syllable still retained

their short quantity, as ndma, over, mele ; but by the

beginning of the 14th century they were lengthened

to na-me, o-ver, me-te, a change which has also taken

place at a particular period in all the Teutonic, and even

the Romance languages, as in bud-no for bo-num, cci-ne

for cd-nem, &c. The lengthening of the penult left the

final syllable by contrast shortened or weakened, and paved

the way for the disappearance of final e in the century

following, through the stages na-me, nd^me, na-m', nam,
the one long syUable in nam{e) being the quantitative

equivalent of the two short syllables in nd-me; and thus

came the idea that mute e makes a preceding vowel long,

the truth being that the lengthening of the vowel made
the e mute. The late Middle Engli.sh produced the prose

of Mandeville aud Wycliffe, and the poetry of Chaucer,

with whom it may be said to have culminated, and in

whose writings its main characteristics as distinct from Old
and Modern English may be studied. Thus, we find final

e in full use representing numerous original vowels and
terminations as

Him thought^ that his hertfe woldfe brekfe,

in Old English—
Him puhte paet his heorte wolde brecan,

which may be compared with the modern German

—

Ham dauchte dasz sein Herze woUte brethen.

In nouns the -es of the plural and genitive case is still

syllabic

—

Reede as ths berstl-es of a sow-es eer-es.

Several old genitives and plural forms continued to exist,

and the dative or prepositional case often has a final e.

Adjectives retain so much of the old declension as to have

-6 in the definite form and in the plural

—

The tend-re cropp-es and the yong-e sonne.

And smal-e fowl-es maken melodie.

Numerous old forms of comparison were in use, which have

not come down to Jlodern English, as hcrrc, fetre, lenger,

Ae^< = higher, farther, longer, highest In the pronouns,

ich lingered alongside of I; ye was only nominative, and yov.

objective ; the northern ihei had dispossessed the southern

hy, but her and hem (the modern 'em) stood their ground
' Eilited for the Early Kiigllsli TexfSociety by Dr Mimis, 1865. I

against their and them. The verb is / liv-e. thou lov^st.
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he lov-tth ; but in the plural lov-en is interchanged with
\ov-e, as rhyme or euphony requires. So in the plural of

the past vie love-den or love-dc. The infinitive also ends in

en, often e, always syllabic. The present participle, in

Old English -ende, passing through -inde, has been con-

founded with the verbal noun in -ynge, -yng, as in Modern
English. The past participle largely retains the prefi.\: y-

or i-, representing the Old English ye-, as in i-ronne, y-don,

run, done. Many old verb forms still continued in

existence. The adoption of French words, not only those

of Norman introduction, but those subsequently introduced

under the Angevin kings, to supply obsolete and obsolescent

English ones, which had kept pace with the growth of

literature since the beginning of the Middle English period,

had now reached its climax; later times added many
more, but they also dropped many that were in regular use

with Chaucer and his contemporaries.

Chaucer's great contemporary, William Langland, in his

Vision of William concerning Piers the Ploughman, and his

imitator the author of Pierce the Ploughman's Crede (about

1400) used the Old English alliterative versification for

the last time in the soutL Rhyme had made its appear-

ance in the language shortly after the Conquest—if not

already known before; and in the south and midlands it

became decidedly more popular than alliteration; the

latter retained its hold much longer in the north, where

it was written even after 1500 : many of the northern

romances are either simply alliterative, or have both

alliteration and rhyme. To these characteristics of northern

and southern verse respectively Chaucer alludes in the

prologue of the " Persone," who, when called upon for hia

tale, said

—

" But trusteth wel ; I am a sotherne man,
I cannot geste rom, ram, ruf, by my letter,

And, God wote, rime hold I but litel better :

And therfore, if you list, I wol not glose,

I wel you tell a litel tale in prose."

The changes from Old to Middle English may beijummed
np thus :—Loss of a large part of the native vocabulary, and
adoption of French words to supply the blank ; not infre-

quent adoption of French words as synonyms of existing

native ones ; modernization of the English words preserved,

by vowel change in a definite direction from back to front,

and from open to close, a becoming o, o tending to oo, u to

ou, ea to e, e to ee, ee to i, and by advance of consonants

from guttural to palatal ; obscuration of vowels after the

accent, and especially of final a, o, u to ?; consequent con-

fusion and loss of old inflexions, and their replacement by
prepositions, auxiliary verbs, and rules of position ; aban-

donment of alliteration for rhyme ; and great development

of dialects, in consequence of there being no standard or

recognized tjrpe of English.

But the recognition came at length. By the reign of

Edward III, French was so little known in England, even

in the families of the great, that about 1350 "John
Cornwal, a maystere of gramere, chaungede fe lore in

gram ere scole and construccion of \i.e., /rom] Freynsch into

Englysch;"' and in 1362-3 English by statute took the

place of French in the pleadings in courts of law. Every
reason conspired that this " English " should be the mid-

land dialect. It was the intermediate dialect, intelligible,

as Trevisa has told us, to both extremes, even when these

failed to be intelligible to each other ; in its south-eastern

form, it was the language of London, where the supreme
law courts were, the centre of political and commetciui
life ; it was the language in which the WyclifSte versiona

had given the Holy Scriptures to the people ; the language

in which Chaucer had raised English poetry to a height of

' Trevisa, Tranalalion of Higdens Polychronxcon.

excellence admired and imitated by contemporaries and
followers. And accordingly after the end of the 14th

century, all Englishmen who thought they had anything to

say worth listening to said it in the midland speech.

Trevisa's own work was almost the last literary effort of

the southern dialect ; henceforth it was but a rustic patois,

which the dramatist might use to give local colouring to

his creations, as Shakespeare uses it to complete Edirar's

peasant disguise in Lear, or which 19th century research

might disinter to illustrate obscure chapters in the history

of language. And though the northern English proved a

little more stubborn, it disappeared also from literatuje in

England ; but in Scotland, which had now become politjially

and socially estranged from England, it continue™ its

course as the national language of the country, atta^i^g in

the 15th and 16th centuries a distinct development and
high literary culture, for the details of which readers are

referred to the article on Scottish Langtjagk
The 15th century of EngUsh history, with its bloody

French war abroad, and Wars of the Eoses at home, was a

barren period in literature, and a transition one in language,

witnessing the decay and disappearance of the final e, and
most of the syllabic inflexions of Middle English. Already

by 1420, in Chaucer's disciple Hoccleve, final e was quite

uncertain ; in Lydgate it was practically gone. In 1450
the writings of Pecocke against the Wycliffites show the

verbal inflexions in -e« in a state of obsolescence ; he has

still the southern pronouns her and hem for the northern

their, them:—
" And here-ajens holi scripture wole fat men schulden

lacke fe coueryng which wommen schulden haue, & thei

schulden so lacke bi pat fe heeris of her heedis schulden

be schorne, & schulde not growe in lengfe doun as

wommanys heer schulde growe
"Also here-wipal into pe open sijt of ymagis in open

chirchis, aUe peple, men & wommen & children mowe come
whanne euere fei wolen in ech tyme of fe day, but so
mowe pei not come in-to pe vce of bokis to be delyuered to

hem neiper to be red bifore hem ; & perfore, as for to

soone & ofte come into remembraunce of a long mater bi

ech oon persoon, and also as forto make pat pe mo
persoones come into remembraunce of a mater, ymagis &
picturis serven in a specialer maner pan bolus doon, pou^

in an oper maner ful substanciali bokis seruen better into

remembrauncing of po same materis pan ymagis & picturis

doon ; & perfore, pouj writingis seruen weel into remem-
brauncing upon pe bifore seid pingis, jit not at pe ful

:

Forwhi pe bokis han not pe avail of remembrauncing now
seid whiche ymagis han."^

The change of the language during the second period of

Transition, as well as the extent of dialectal differences, is

quaintly expressed a generation later by Caxton, who in the
prologue to one of the last of his works, his translation of

Virgil's Eneydos (1490), speaks of the difliiculty he had in

pleasing all readers :

—

" I doubted that it sholde not please some gentylmen,
whiche late blamed me, sayeng, y' in my translacyons I
had oner curyous termes. whiche coud not be vnderstande
of comyn peple, and desired me to vse olde and homely
termea in my translacyons. And fayn wolde I satysfy

euery man ; and so to doo, toke an olde boke and redde
therin ; and certaynly the englysshe was so rude and brood
that I coude not wele vnderstande it. And also my lorde

abbot of Westmynster ded do shewe to me late certayn

euydences wryton in olde englysshe for to reduce it in to

our englysshe now vsid. ' And certaynly it was wreton in

suche wyse that it was more lyke to dutche than englysshe

;

I coude not reduce ne brynge it to be vnderstonden. And

' Skeat, Specimeni of English Literaturt, p. 49, 54.
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certaynly, our langage now vsed varyeth terre from that

whicho was vsed and spoken whan I was borne. For we
englyashemen ben borne vnder the domynacyon of the

mono, whiche is neuer stedfaste. but euer wauerynge, wcs-

yuge one season, and waneth and dycreaseth another season,

And that comyn englysshe that is spoken in one shyre

varyeth from a nother. In so much that in my days hap-

pened that certayn marchauntes were in a shipe in tamyse,

for to haue sayled outr the sea into zelande, and for lacke

of wynde thei taryed atte forlond, and wente tolande for

to refrcshe them. And one of theym named shcffelde, a

mercer, cam in to an hows and axed for mete, and specy-

ally he asyd after eggys, And the goods wyf answerde,

that she coude spoke no frenshe. And the marchaunt
was angry, for he also coude speke no frenshe, but wolde

haue hadde egges ; and she vuderstode hym not. And
thenne at laste a nother sayd that he wolde haiie eyren

;

then the good v<jl sayd that she vnderstod hym weL Loo !

what sholde a man in thyse dayes now wrjte, egges or

eyren 1 certayuly, it is harde to playse euery man, by
cause of dyuersite & chaunge of langage. For in these

dayes, euery man that is in ony reputacyon in his countre

wyll vttor his comynycacyon and maters in suche maners

& termes that fewo men shall vnderstonde theyni. And
som honest and grete clerkes haue ben wyth me,- and
desired me to wryte the moste curyous termes that I coude

fynde. And thus bytwene playn, rude, and curyous, I

stands abasshed ; but in my Judgements, the comyn termes

that be dayli vsed beu lyghter to be vnderstonde than the

olda and auncyent englysshe."

In the productions of Caxton's press, we see the passage

from Middle to Slodern English completed. The earlier of

these have still an occasional verbal plural in -)i, especially

in the word they ben; the southern her and herti of Middle

English vary with the northern and Modern English their,

them. In the late works, the older forms have been practi-

cally ousted, and the year 148.5, which witnessed the

establishment of the Tudor dynasty, may be conveniently

put as that which closed the Middle English transition, and
introduced Modern English. Both in the completion of

this result, and in its comparative permanence, the printing

press had an important share. By its exclnsive patronage

of the midland speech, it raised it still higher above the

sister dialects, aud secured its abiding victory. As books

were multiplied and found their way into every corner of

the land, and the art of reading became a more common
acquirement, the man of Northumberland or of Somerset-

shire had forced upon his attention the book-English in

which alone these were printed. This became in turn the

model for his own writings, and by and by, if he mads any

pretensions to education, of his own speech. The written

form of the language also tended to uniformity. In previ-

ous periods the scribe made his own spelling with a primary

aim at expressing his own speech, according to the particu-

lar values attached by himself or his contemporaries to the

letters and combinations of the alphabet, though liable to

disturbance in the most common words and combinations

by his ocular recollections of the spelling of others. But
after the introduction of printing, this ocular recognition

of words became ever more and more an aim ; the book

addressed the mind directly through the eye, instead of

circuitously through eye and ear ; and thus there was a

continuous tendency for written words and parts of words

to be reduced to a single form; and that the most usual, or

through some accident the best known, but not necessarily

that which would have been chosen had the ear been

called in as umpire. Modern English spelling, with its

rigid uniformity as to individual results and whimsical

caprice as to principles, is the creation of the printing-office,

the victory which, after a century and a half of struggle,

mechanical convemence won over natural habits. Besides

eventually creating a uniformity in writing, the introduction

of printing made or at least ratified some important

changes. The British and Old English form of the Roman
alphabet has already been referred to. This at the

Normaii Conquest was superseded by an alphabet with

the French forms and values of the letters. Thus Jc took

the place of the older c before e and i ; qu replaced co ;

the Norman to took the place of the wen (p), <kc. But
there were certain sounds in English for which Nornmii

writing had no provision ; and for these, in writing

English, the native characters were retained. Thus the

Old English g (5), beside the sound m yo, had a guttural

sound as in German ta^, Irish mayh, and in certain

positions a palatalized form of this approaching y as in

you (if pronounced with aspiration hyoti or ghyoxx). These

sounds continued to be written with the native form of

the letter as iivj, ^yar, while the French form was used

for the sounds in go, age,—one original letter being thus

split into two. So for the sounds of ih, especially the

sound in thai, the Old English tliorn ())) continued to be

used. But as these characters were not used for French

and Latin, their use even in English became disturbed

towards the 15th century, and when printing was intro-

duced, the founts, cast for Continental "languages, had no

characters for them, so that they disappeared entirely,

being replaced, j by yh, yh, y, and
J)

by ih. This was a

real loss to the English alphabet. In the north it is

curious that the printers tried to express the formis rather

than the powers of these letters, and consequently j was

represented by z, the black letter form of which was
confounded with it, while the )> was expressed by y,

which its MS. form had come to approach or in some cases

simulate. So in early Scotch books we find zellow, ze, yat,

yem, = yelloto, ye, tliat, them.

JIoDERN EsoLisH thus oates from Caxton. The
language had at length reached the all but inflexionless

state which it now presents. A single older verbal form, the

southern -elk of the third person singular, continued to be

the literary prose form throughout the 16th century, but the

northern form in -s was intermixed with it in poetry (where

it saved a syllable), and must ere long, as we see from

Shakespeare, have taken its place in familiar speech. Tlie

fuller an, none, mine, thine, in the early part of the 16th cen-

tury at least, were'used in positions where their contracted

forms a, no, my, thy are now found. But with sucli

minute exceptions, the accidence of the 16th century was

the accidence of the 19th. While, however, the older

inflexions had disappe.ared, there was as yet no general

agreement as to the mode of their replacement. Hence
the 16th century shows a syntactic licence and freedom

which distinguishes it strikingly from that of later times.

The language seems to be in a plastic, unformed state,

and its writers, as it were, experiment with it, bending

it to constructions which now seem indefensible. Old

distinctions of case and mood have disappeared from noun

and verb, without fashion having yet decided what pre-

positions or auxiliary verbs shall most fittingly convey

their meaning. Ths laxity of word-order which was per-

mitted in older states of the language by the formal

expression of relations was often continued though the

inliexions which expressed the relations had disappeared.

Partial analogy was followed in allowing forms to be

identified in one case, because, in another, such identifica-

tion was accidentally produced, as for instauce the past

participles of toriie and iahe were made iiirole and tool;

because the contracted participles of hind and break were

bound and Irnle. Finally, because, in drojiping inflexi<ius,

the former distinctions even between parts of speech had

dis.appeared, so that iron, e.g., was at once noun, adjective,.
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and verb, <tfean, adjective, verb, and adverb, it appeared as

if any veord -whatever might .be used in any grammatical

relation, where it conveyed the idea of the speaker. Thus,

as has be>n pointed out by Dr Abbott, " you can happy
your friend, malice or foot your enemy, or fall an axe on

his neck You can speak and act easy, free, excellent, you
can t^lk (Afair instead of beauty (fairness), and a pale in-

stead of a paleness. A he is used for a man, and a lady is

described by a gentleman as 'the fairest she ho has yet

beheld.' An adverb can bo used as a verb, as ' they

askance their eyes ; ' as a noun, ' the bachvard and abyss

of time ;' or as an adjective, a ' seldom pleasure.' "' For,

as he also says, " clearness was preferred to grammatical

correctness, and brevity both to correctness and clearness.

Hence it was common to place words in the order in which

they came uppermost in the mind without much regard to

syntax, and the result was a forcible and perfectly

unambiguous but ungrammatical sentence, such as

The prince that feeds great natru-es they will slay him.
£cn Joiison.

or, as instances of brevity,

Be guilty of my death since of my crime.

SJidkes^care.

It cost more to get than to lose in a day.
Ben Jonson."

These characteristics, together with the presence of words
now obsolete or archaic, and the use of existing words in

senses different from our own, as general for specific, literal

for .metaphorical, and vice versa, which are so apparent to

every reader of the 16th century literature, make it useful

to separate Early Modern or Tudor English from the

subsequent and still existing stage, since the consensus of

usage has declared in favour of individual senses and con-

structions which are alone admissible in ordinary language.

The commencement of the Tudor period was contempo-
raneous with the Renaissance in art and literature, and the

dawn of modern discoveries in geography and science. The
revival of the study of the classical writers of Greece and
Rome, and the translation of their works into the vernacu-

lar, led to the introduction of an immense number of new
words derived from these languages, either to express new
ideas and objects, or to indicate new distinctions in or

groupings of old ideas. Often also it seemed as if scholars

were so pervaded with the form as well as the spirit of the
old, that it came more natural to them to express them-
selves in words borrowed from the old than in their native

tongue, and thus words of Latin origin were introduced
even when English already possessed perfectly good equi-

valents. As has already been stated, the French words of

Norman and Angevin introduction, being principally Latin
words in an altered form, when used as English supplied
models whereby otlier Latin words could be converted into

English ones,' and it is after these models that the .Latin

words introduced during and since the 16th century have
been fashioned There is nothing in the form of the words
procession and progression to show that the one was used in

England in the 11th, the other not till the 16th century.

Moreover, as the formation of new words from Latin has
gone on in French as weU as in English since the
Renaissance, we cannot tell whether such words, e.g., as

persuade and persuasion, were borrowed from their French
equivalents or formed in England independently. With
some words indeed it is impossible to say whether they
were formed in England directly from Latin, borrowed from
contemporary late French, or had been in England since

the Norman period ; even photograph, geology, and telephone

have the form that they would have had if they had been

* A Sliakspearian Grammar, by E. A. Abbott, JM.A. To this book
ire nre largely iadebted for its admirable summary of the characters
of Tudor English.

living words in the mouths of Greeks, Latins, French, and
English from the beginning, instead of formations of the

19th century.^ While every writer was thus introducing

new words according to his idea of their being, needed, it

naturally happened that a large number were not accepted

by contemporaries or posterity ; a portentous list might ba
formed of these mintages of the 16th and 17th centuries,

which either never became current coin, or circulated onlj

as it were for a moment.
The voyages of English navigators in the latter part of

the 16th century also introduced a considerable number of

Spanish words, and American words in Spanish forms, of

which potato, tobacco, cargo, armadillo, alligator, galleon

may serve as examples.

The date of 1611, which coincides with the end of

Shakespeare's literary work and the appearance of the

Authorized Version of the Bible (a compilation from the

various 16th century versions), may be taken as marking
the close of Tudor English. The language was thenceforth

Modern in structure, style, and expression, although the

spelling did not settle down to present usage till about
the Restoration. The distinctive features of Modern
English have already been anticipated by way of contrast

with preceding Stages of the language. It is only

necessary to refer to the fact that the vocabulary is now
much more composite than at any previous period. The
immense development of the physical sciences has called

for a corresponding extension of terminology which has

been supplied from Latin and especially Greek ; and
although these terms are in the first instance technical,

yet with the spread of education add general diffusion of

the rudiments and appliances of science, the boundary line

between technical and general, indefinite at the best, tends

more and more to melt away, in addition to the fact that

words still technical become general in figurative or

metonymic senses. Ache, diamond, stomach, comet, organ,

tone, ball, carte, are none the less familiar because once

technical words. Commercial, social, artistic, or literary

contact has also led to the adoption of numerous words
from modern European languages, especially French,

Italian, Portuguese, Dutch (these two at a less recent

'

period) : thus from French soiree, seance, depot, debris,

programme, prestige ; from Italian bttst, cartoon, concert,

regatta, ruffian ; from Portuguese caste, palaver ; from
Dutch yacht, skipper, schooner, sloop. Commercial inter-

course and colonization have extended far beyond Europe,

and given us words more or fewer from Hindu, Persian,

Arabic, Turkish, Malay, Chinese, and from American,

Australian, Polynesian, and African languages.^ More
important even than these perhaps are the dialectal words

that from time to time obtain literary recognition, restoring

to us obsolete Old English forms, and not seldom words of

Celtic or Danish origin, which have been preserved in local

dialects; and thus at length find their way into the standard

language. As to the actual proportion of the various ele-

ments, it is probable that original English words do not

now form more than a third or perhaps a fourth of the

total entries in a fuU English dictionary ; and it might

seem strange, therefore, that we stiU identify the language

with that of the 9 th century, and class it as a member of

the Low German division. But this explains itself, when
we consider that of the total words in a dictionary only

a small portion are used by any one individual in speaking

or even in writing; that this portion includes all or nearly

aU the Anglo-Saxon words, and but a small fraction of

' Evangelist, astronomy, diahgne, are words that have so lived, cf

which their form is the result. Fhotograph,- lie, take this form as if

they had the same historj

^ See extended lists of the foreign words in Engli.'h in Dr Moni8'»l

Historical Outlines of English Accidence, p. 33.
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the others. The latter are ia fact almost all tiamu,—the

rast majority names of things (nouns), a smaller number
names of attributes and actions (adjectives and verbs),

and, from their very nature, names of the things, attributes,

and actions which come less usually or very rarely under

our notice. Thus in an ordinary book, a novel or story,

the foreign elements wiU amount to from 10 to 15 per

cent, of the whole ; as the subject becomes more recondite

or technical their number will increase ; till in a work on
chemistry or abstruse mathematics the proportion may be

40 per cent. But after all, it is not the question whence
words may have been taken, but how they are used in a
language that settles its character. If new words when
adopted conform themselves to the manner and usage of

the adopting language, it makes absolutely no difference

whether they are transferred from some other language,

or invented off at the ground. In either case they are

Jiew words to begin with ; in either case also, if they are

needed, they will become as thoroughly native, i.e., familiar

from childhood to those who use them, as those that possess

the longest native pedigree. In this respect English is still

strictly the same language it was in the days of Alfred

;

and comparing its history with that of other Low German
dialects, there is no reason to believe that its grammar or

structure would have been different, however different its

vocabulary might have been, if the Norman Conquest had
never taken place.

The preceding sketch has had reference mainly to the

inflexional changes which the language has undergone;
distinct from, though intimately connected with these (as

where the confusion or loss of inflexions was a consequence
of the weakening of final sounds) are the great phonetic
changes which have taken place between the 8th and 19th
centuries, and which result in making modern English
words very different from their Anglo-Saxon originals, even
where no element has been- lost, as in words like stone,

mine, doom, day, child, bridge, shoot, A.-S. stdn, min, dom,
doeg, did, brycg, sceot. The history of English sounds has
been treated at length by Mr A. J. Ellis and Mr Henry
Sweet 1 (with whose results those of Dr Weymouth ^ should
be compared); and it is only necessary here to indicate the

broad facts, which are the following. (1) In an accented
closed syllable, original short vowels have remained nearly

unchanged; thus the words at, men, bill, God, dust, are pro-

nounced now nearly as in 0. E., though the last two were
more like the Scotch o and North English u respectively,

and in most words the short a had a broader sound like

the provincial a in man. (2) Long accented vowels and
diphthongs have undergone a regular laut-verschiebung or
shift towards higher and more advanced positions, so that

the words bdn, Itcer, soece or sece, stol {i.e., bahn or bawn,
Jier,sdk 3,nd saik, stole) are now bone, hair, seek, stool; while
the two high vowels ii { = oo) and i {ee) have become diph-

thongs, as hus, scir, now house, shire, though the old sound
of u remains in the north (hoose), and the original i in the

pronunciation sheer, approved by Walker, " as in machine,
and shire, and magazine." (3) Short vowels in an open
syllable have usually been lengthened, as in nd-ma, co-fa,

now name, cove; but to this therp; are many exceptions.

(4) Vowels in terminal unaccented syllables have all sunk
into short obscure e, and then, if final, disappeared; so oxq,

seo, toudu, became ox-e, se-e, wood-e, and then ox, see, wood;
o.van, lufod, now oxen, loved, lov'd; writan, loriton, later

writ-en, torit-e, now write, i.e., tmt. (5) The back con-

' See list of works at the end of this article. Au impoit'aut work
by Mr Ileiiry Nicol, on the history of " Freuch Sounds in English,"
is in course of publication for the Philological Society.

' On. Early English Pronunciation, &c., by R. F. Weymouth,
D.Lit., M.A., Lonilou, 1S74, and paper On "Here" and "There"
i,i Chaucer, Phil. Soc, 1S77.

sonants, «, g, sc, in connection with front vowels, have often

become palatalized to ch, j, eh, aa circe, ryeg, fiic, now
church, ridge, fisli. A final g has passed through a guttural
or palatal continuant to w or y, forming a diphthong or

new vowel, as in boga, laga, doeg, heg, drig, now bow, law,

day, hay, dry. W and h heve disappeared before r and I,

as in write, wlisp; h final {=gh) has become /, k, w, or
nothing, as ruh, hoh, boh, deah, heah, now rough, hough,
bough, dough, high = ruf, hole, bdw, do, hi. R after a vowel
has practically disappeared in standard English, or at most
become vocaUzed, or combined with the vowel, as in hear,

bar, more, her. These and other changes have takeu place

gradually, and in accordance with well-known phonetic

laws; the details as to time and mode may be studied in the

special works already named. It may be mentioned that

the total loss of grammatical gender in English, and the

almost complete disappearance of cases, are purely phonetic

phenomena. Gender was practically (whatever its remote

origin) the use of adjectives and pronouns with certain

distinctive terminations, in accordance with the kind of

nouns to which they were attached; when these distinc-

tive terminations were uniformly levelled to final e, or other

weak sounds, and thus ceased to distinguish nouns into

kinds, the distinction into kinds having no other existence

disappeared. Thus when \oet gode hors, pone godan hund,

fa godan b6c, became, by phonetic weakening, fe goodc

hors, fe goode hownd, pe goode boke, the words horse, hound,

book were no longer different Jdnds of nouns
;
grammatical

gender had ceased to exist. The concord of the pronouns

is now regulated by rationality and sex, instead of gender,

which has no existence in English, The man who lost hi*

life ; the bird which built its nest.

Our remarks from the end of the 14th century have been
confined to the standard or literary form of English, for

of the other dialects from that date (with the exception of

the northern English in Scotland, where it became in a

social and literary sense a distinct language), we have no
history. We know, however, that they continued to exist

as local and popular forms of speech, as well from the fact

that they exist still as from the statements of writers

during the interval. Thus Pattenham in his Arte oj

English Poesie, 1589, says

—

" Our maker [i.e., poet] therfore at these dayes shall not follow

Piers Plowman, nor Gower, nor Lydgate, nor yet Chaucer, for their

language is now not of use with us : neither shall he take the
termes of Northern-men, such as they use in dayly talke, whether
they he noble men or gentle men or of their best clarkes, all is a

[ = one] matter ; nor in effect any speach used beyond the river of

Trent, though no man can deny but that theirs is the purer English
Saxon ot this day, yet it is not so Courtly nor so currant as our
Southeme English is, no more is the far Westeme mans speach :

ye shall therefore take the usual speach of the Court, and that of

London and the shires iying about London within Is myles, and
not much above. I say not this but that in every shyre of England
there te gentlemen and others that speake but specially write as

good Southeme as we of Middlesex or Surrey do, but not the com-
mon people of every shire, to whom the gentlemen, and also their

learned clarkes do for the most part condescend, but herein we are

already ruled by th' English Dictionaries and other bookes written

by learned men."

—

Aricr's Reprint, p. 157.

In comparatively modem times, there has been a revival

of interest in these long-neglected forms of English, several

of which, following in the wake of the revival of Lowland
Scotch last century, have produced a considerable literature

in the form of local poems, tales, and " folk-lore." In

these respects Lancashire, Cumberland, Yorkshire, Devon-

shire, and Dorsetshire, the " far north " and " far west
"

of Puttenham, where the dialect was felt to be so inde-

pendent of literary English as not to be branded as a vulgar

corruption of it, stand prominent. More recently the

dialects have been investigated philologically, a department

in which, as in English philology generally, the name o£

Richard Garuett takes the lead. TUa work lias been
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tjrirried out zealously by Prince Louis Lucien Bonaparte,

ilr A. J. Ellis, and the Rev. W. W. Skeat, to whom is

due the foundation of a Dialect Society for the investiga-

tion of this branch of philology. The researches of Prince

L. L. Bonaparte and Mr Ellis have resulted in the classi-

fication and mapping of the existing dialects.^ They recog-

nize a Northern dialect lying north of a line drawn from
Morecambe Bay to the Humber, which, with the kindred

Scottish dialects (already investigated and classed),^ is

the direct descendant of early northern English, and a

South-western dialect occupying Somerset, Wilts, Dorset,

Gloucester, and- western Hampshire, which, with the

Devonian dialect beyond it, are the descendants of early

southern English and the still older West-Saxon of Alfred.

This dialect must in the 14th century have been spoken

everywhere south of Thames ; but the influence of London
caused its extinction in Surrey, Sussex, and Kent, bo that

already in Puttenham it had become " far western." An
East Midland dialect, extending from south Lincolnshire

to London, occupies the cradle-land of the standard English

speech, and still shows least variation from it. Between
and around these typical dialects are ten others, representing

the old Midland proper, or dialects between it and the

others already mentioned. Thus " north of Trent " the

North-western dialect of south Lancashire, Cheshire, Derby,

and Stafibrd, with that of Shropshire, represents the early

West Midland English, of which several specimens re-

main ; while the North-eastern of Nottingham and north

Lincolnshire represents the dialect of the Lay of Have-
lok. With the North Midland dialect of south-west

Yorkshire, these represent forms of speech which to the

modern Londoner, as to Puttenham, are still decidedly

northern, though properly intermediate between northern

and midland, and preserving interesting traces of the

midland pronouns and verbal inflexions. There is an

Eastern dialect in the East Anglian counties ; a Midland
in Leicester and Warwick shires ; a Western in Hereford,

Worcester, and north Gloucestershire, intermediate between

south-western and north-western, and representing the

dialect of Piers Plowman. Finally, between the east

midland and south-western, in the counties of Buckingham,

Oxford, Berks, Hants, Surrey, ahd Sussex, there is a dialect

which must have once been south-western, but of which

the most salient characters have been rubbed oflf by
proximity to London and the East Midland speech. In east

Sussex and Kent this Soidh-eastern dialect attains to a

more distinctive character. The Kentish form of early

Southern English evidently maintained its existence more
toughly than' that of the counties immediately south

of London. If we can trust the fidelity of the dialect

attributed to Edgar in Lear, it was still strongly marked
in the days of Shakespeare. In the south-eastern corner

of Ireland, in the baronies of Forth and Bargy, in county

Wexford, a very archaic form of English, of which speci-

mens have been preserved,* was still spoken in the pre-

sent century. In all probability it dated from the first

English invasion. In many parts of Ulster forms of

Lowland Scotch dating to the settlement under James I.

are still spoken ; but the English of Ireland generally

seems to represent 16th and 17th century English, as in

the pronunciation oifea, wheat {lay, whait), largely affected

of course by the native Celtic. Beyond the limits of the

' Ses description and map in Trans, of l-'ldlol. Soc, 1S75-6, p. 570.
' The Dialect of the Southern Counties of Scotland, its Pronunci-

ation, Orammar, and Historical Relations, with an Appendix on the

present limits of the Gaelic and Lowland Scotch, and the DiaUctal
Divisions of the Lowland Tongue; and a Linguislical Map of Scot-

land, by James A. H. Murray, London, 1873.
' A Olossary {with some pieces of Verse) of the Old Dialect of tlie

English Colony of Forth and Bargy, collected by Jacob PocId,
edited by W. Eames, B.D., London, 1S67.
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British Isles, English is the language of extensive regions,

now or formerly colonies. In all these countries the
presence of numerous new objects and new conditions of

life has led to the supplementing of tl>e vocabulary by the
adoption of words from native languages, and special

adaptation of English words. The use of a common
literature, however, prevents the overgrowth of these local

peculiarities, and also makes them familiar to Englishmen.
It is only in the older states of the American Union that

anything like a local dialect has been produced ; and even
there the so-called Yankee dialect, and Americanisms,
are much more archaic English forms which have been
lost or have become dialectal in England than a develop-

ment of the American soil

The steps by which English, from being the language of

a few thousand invaders along the eastern and southern
seaboard of Britain, has been diffused by conquest and
colonization over its present area form a subject too large

for the limits of this article. It need only be remarked
that vrithin the confines of Britain itself the process is not
yet complete. Representatives of earlier languages survive

in Wales and the Scottish Highlands, though in neither

case can the substitution of Eiiglish be remote. In Ireland,

where English was introduced by conquest much later,

Irish is stiU spoken in patches all over the country ; though
English is understood, and probably spoken after a fashion,

everywhere. At opposite extremities of Britain the Cornish

of Cornwall and the Norse dialects of Orkney and- Shet-

land died out very gradually in the course of last century.

The Manx, or Celtic of Man, is even now in the last stage

of dissolution ; and in the Channel Isles the Norman
patois of Jersey and Guernsey have largely yielded to

English within the last thirty years.

The accompanying table (page 402) will graphically repre-

sent the chronological and dialectal development of English.*

Various names have been proposed for the different stages

;

it seems only necessary to add to those in the table the de-

scriptive names of Dr Abbott, who has proposed {How (o

Parse, p. 298) to call the Old English, or Anglo-Saxon, the
" Synthetical or Inflexional Period ;" the Old English Tran-

sition (Late Anglo-Saxon of Mr Skeat), the " Period of Con-

fusion;" the' Early Middle English, "Analytical Period"

(1250-1350); the Late Middle English, " National Period "

(1350-1500); the Tudor English, " Period of Licence;"

and the Modern English, " Period of Settlement."

As the study of English has made immense advances within the

last twelve years, it is only in works recently published that the

student will find the subject satisfactorily handled. Among those

treating of the whole subjecfor parts of it may be mentioned

—

A
History of English Rhythms, by Edwin Guest, London, 1838; the

Philological Essays of Richard Gamett [1835-1848], edited by his

son, London, 1359; The Enqlish Language, by K. G. Latham,
5th ed., London, 1862; Origin and History of the English Lan-
guage, by G. P. Marsh, London, 1862; Lectures mi the English

Language, by the same. New York and London, 1863; Historisch?

Grammatik der englischen Sprache, by C. F. Koch, Weimar, 1863,

&c. ; Englisdie 'Grammaiik, by Kduard Matzner, Berlin, 1860-6.'i

(an English translation by C. J. Grace, LUB., London, 1874); Th:

Philology of the English Tongue, by John Karle, M.A., Oxford, 1866;

Comparative Grammar ofthe AngIo-SaxonLanguage,hy'F. A.il&Tch,

New York, 1870; Historical Outlines of Englisli Accidence, by the

Kev. R. Morris, LL.D., London, 1873; Elementary Lessons in Histo-

rical English Grammar, by the same, London, 1874; The Sources

of Standard English, by T. L. Kington Oliphant, M.A., London,

1373; Modem English,hyV.'iiA\\, London 1873; A Shakespearian

Grammar, by E. A. Abbott, D.D., London, 1872; How to Parse,

by the same, London, 1875; Early English Pronmiciation, kc,

by A. J. Ellis, London, 1869-75, and still in progress; The History

of English Sounds, by Henry Sweet, London, 1874; King Alfred's

Translation of Gregory's Pastoral Care, by the same, Early Eng.

Text Soe., 1871-72; 0,t Dialects and Prehistoric Forms of English,

by the same, Philolog. Soc, 1877; as well as many separate papers

by various authors in the Tratisactions of the Philological Society, and

the publications of the Early English Text Society.

« Broueht before the Philological Society in January 1876.

vin. — 51
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ENGLISH LITERATURE
I. A nglo-Saxon Period, 596-1066.—The early history

'^^ of litei-ature in England might lend some counten-

ancf! to the theory that the development of a nation's

literature is, at bottom, bat a chapter of its religious his-

tory. While the religion of cur fathers was in the main a

rudfj awe-struck worship of the forces of nature, litera-

ture either had no existence for them, or was in a state

not less elementary, consisting of a few songs and
oracles, and nothing more. With the advent of the

religion of Christ—the only faith which at once recog-

nizes the original dignity of human nature and repairs its

fall—came an intellectual as well as a spiritual awaken-

ing to the Teutonic nations—for into such the original

tribes or clans of the invaders had now grown—that were

planted in the old provinces of Roman Britain. Fortified,

by gospel precept for the present life, and thrilled with

the hope of the life to come, the Saxon mind, released from

disquietude, felt free to range discursively through such

regions of human knowledge as its teachers opened before

it, and the Saxon heart was fain to pour out many a rude

but vigorous song. Pope Gregory himself, who, according

to the old phraseology, sent baptism to the English, is said

indeed to have spoken disparagingly of human learning.

But the missionaries could not fail to bring with them from

Rome the intellectual culture of the countries bordering on

the Mediterranean, so far as it had survived the fall of the

Western empire and the irruption of the barbarians. The
Roman alphabet, paper or parchment, and pen and ink,

drove out the Northern runes, the beechen tablet, and the

scratching implement. The necessity of the preservation,

and at least partial translation, of the Scriptures, the varied

exigences of the Catholic ritual, the demand for so much
knowledge of astronomy as would enable the clergy to fix

beforehand the date of Easter, all favoured, or rather com-
pelled, the promotion of learning and education up to a
certain point, and led to continual discussion and inter-

change of ideas. Gratefully and eagerly our forefathers

drew in the warm and genial breath which came to them
from the iutenser life and higher enlightenment of the

south. Beda dates his history by the indictions of the

Eastern emperors ; and while in practice he obeyed his

native king descended from Woden, in theory he recognized

the larger and more rational sway of the Ctesar enthroned

at Constantinople.

On a closer examination, wq find that, there were two
principal centres, during the first two centuries after the

conversion, where learning was honoured and literature

flourished. These centres were Wessex and Northumbria.
For although Christianity was first preached in Kent, and
the great monastery at Canterbury was long a valuable

school of theology and history (witness the liberal praise

awarded by Beda to Abbot Albinus in the preface to his

Ecclesiastical History), yet the limited size of the kingdom,
and the ill fortune which befell it in its wars with Mercia
and Wessex, seem to have chocked its intellectual growth.

When we have named the oldest form of the Saxon
Chronicle,—that represented by the Parker MS. "R,—and
the not very interesting works of Abbot yEUric, there is

tittle left in the shape of extant writings, dating before the

Conquest, for which we have to thank the men of Kent.

But in Wessex and Northumbria alike, the size of tlie

territory, the presence of numerous monasteries, perhaps
also the proximity of Celtic peoples or societies endowed
with many literary gifts,—the Britons in the case of

Wessex, the Culdees of lona in the case of Northumbria,—
co-operated to produce a long period of literary activity, the

monuments of which it must now be our endeavour briefly

to review and characterize.

But before we consider the Anglo-Saxon literature which
was founded on Christianity, the question whether any

Anglo-Saxon literature exists of date prior to the conver-

sion demands an answer. It was formerly thought, that

the important poem of Beowulf was in the main a pagan

work, and must have been produced before the Angles and
Saxons quitted their German homes ; but closer investiga-

tion has shown that it is permeated almost everywhere by
Christian ideas, and that it cannot bo dated earlier . than

the first quarter of the 8th century. But two poem»
remain, presenting problems of great difficulty, many of

which have not yet been satisfactorily solved, which so far

as appears must have been composed in Germany while our

forefathers were stiU in their German seats. These are ,

The Traveller's Song and Deor's Complaint. In the first, Tlie Tb

Widsith, a poet of Myrging race (the Itlyrgings were a tribe ^'^""*

dwelling near the Eider), recounts the nations that he had '' ,

visited as a travelling gleeman, names the kings who ruled

over them, and singles out two or three whoso open-handed

generosity he had experienced, and to whom he accordingly

awards the tribute of a poet's praise. This poem may per-

haps be dated from the second half of the 6th century.

Though written in or near Anglen, after the migration of

most of the Angles to Britain, the language of the poem
seems, to have been accommodated to the ordinary West-

Saxon dialect, for in this respect it differs in no degree from

the other poems which stand before and after it in the

Exeter Codex. Deor's Co7nplaint mentions Weland, the Deor's

Teutonic demi-god corresponding to Vulcan, Theodric, *^'"?'-

Eormanric, &c. ; it is the lament of a bard supplanted by ^'
^""^

a rival in his lord's favour. In date it is probably not far

distant from the Traveller's Song.

We may now return to the literary development in

Wessex. Christianity was introduced into Wessex by
Bishop Birinus in 631, and spread over the whole kingdons

with marvellous celerity. The bishop's see was fixed at

first at Dorchester, near Oxford ; thence it was moved to

Winchester ; before the end of the century it was necessary

to carve out another bishopric farther to the west, and the

see was fixed at Sherborne. Winchester, Malmesbury, and
Glastonbury were great and famous monasteries early in

the 8th century. The heroic Winfrid (better known as St

Boniface), trained in a monastery at Exeter, could not rest

contented that Wessex should have received the faith, but

carried Christianity to the Germans. Great spiritual

fervour, ardent zeal, great intellectual activity, seeins to

hav» prevailed in every part of the little kingdom. The
interesting letters of St Boniface give us tantalizing

glimpses of a busy life, social and monastic, in the west of

England, no detailed picture of which it is nov/ possible to

reconstruct. The most distinguished known writer was St

Aldhelm, a monk of ilalmesbury, and, for a few years

before his death in 709, bishop of Sherborne. His extant

works in Latin are chiefly in praise of virginity, that form

of self-mastery which, difficult as it was for a people

teeming with undeveloped power and unexhausted passion,

included, he might think, and made possible every other

kind of self-mastery. The Saxon writings of St Aldhelm

are lost, unless we accept a conjecture of Grimm that he

was the author of Andreas, one of the poems in the

Vercelli Codex. Cynewulf, the author of Crist, Elene, and

Juliana, though to us unhappily no more than a name,

was a poet of no mean powers. Jlr Kemble was disjjosed

to identify him with an abbotof Peterborough who lived
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in the 11th century; but it is far more probable,—whatever

weight we may attach to Grimm's hypothesis that he was

a pupil of St Aldhelm,—that Cynewulf was a West-Saxon

ivriter, and lived in the first half of the 8th century.

<'riit is a poem of nearly 1700 lines, incomplete at the

beginning. When first edited by Jlr Thorpe along with

the other contents of the Exeter Codex, it was believed to

be a string of disconnected poems. Dietrich was the first

who pointed out the internal connection of these, and

showed that they constituted one organic whole. Cynewulf

seems to revel in the task of expressing in his mother

tongue the new religious ideas which had come to his race.

Beginning from the Annunciation, he expatiates on the

various and inestimable benefits which Christ by his

incarnation bestowed on men, concluding with a vivid

picture of the last great day ot account. The key-note of

the poem seems to be found in the 15th canto, v/here the

siz " leaps," or movements, of Christ are enumerated :—the

first, when He became incarnate; the second, when He was

born ; the third, when He mounted on the cross, and so on.

The name "Cynewulf" is given in runes iu the 16th

canto ; it occurs in the same way in the other poems
attributed to this writer. £leiie is the legend of the dis-

covery of the true cross at Jerusalem by the empress

Helena, the mother of Constantine ; Juliana is the story

of the martyrdom of the saint so named, under Maximian.

Gnthlac, a free version of the Latin life of St Guthlac (who

died in 714) by Felix, a monk of Croyland, is probably

the work of a Mercian writer, whose language was altered

by a West-Saxon transcriber into conformity with that of

the poems already mentioned. Andreas, a poem of more
than 1700 lines, ascribed by Grimm, as we have seen, to

St Aldhelm, but at any rate a West-Saxon poem of the 8th

century, is founded on an apocryphal Greek narrative of

the " Acts of Andrew and Matthew." The first-named

apostle, after rescuing the second from confinement in a

barbarous land named Mermedonia, and working numerous
miracles of an amazing character, converts the entire nation,

and departs after committing them to the charge of a nious

bishop named Plato.

All the poems hitherto named, and indeed the great

mass of Anglo-Saxon poetry, are written in that alliterative

metre which was the favourite rhythm of the whole

Teutonic north, and of which one variety may be seen iu

the famous poems of the Edda. Each line is in two
sections, balanced the one against the other, and containing

usually from four to eight syllables and two accents. The
general rule of the metre is that the two accented words

in the first section, and one of those in the second section,

begin upon the sayne letter, if a consonant, but, if the

accented words begin with vowels, then upon different

letters.

The preponderance of opinion is now in favour of

ascribing to Beoioxdf, the most important surviving monu-
ment of Anglo-Saxon poetry, a West-Saxon origin, and a

date not later than the middle, nor earlier than the first

decade, of the 8th century. Yet th* difficultj' of the

problem may be estimated from the facts, that Thorkelin,

the first editor, described Beoioidf as a " Danish poem,"

N that Mr Kemble, wrongly identifying the Geatas with the

Angles, believed it to have been composed in Anglen before

the migration, and brought over to Wessex before the end
of the 5th century, and that Mr Thorpe considered it to

be merely a translation of a Swedish poem of the 11th
century. Notwithstanding this discrepancy, the general

view taken above is that of Grein, Miillenhoff, and other

eminent scholars, and we are convinced that the further

investigation is carried the more firmly will its soundness
1)6 established. Founded on a single MS., which, as
originally written, was full of errors, and now is much

defaced, the text of Beowulf can never, unless another MS.
should be discovered, be placed on a thoroughly satiafactory

footing ; much, however, has been done for its improve-

ment by the labours of German and Danbh critics. The
general drift of the poem ia to celebrate the heroic deeds

of Beowulf, who, originally of Swedish race, was adopted
by the king of Gautland, or Gotland (as the southern

portion of Sweden is still called), and brought up with his

own sons. Hearing that the Danish king Hrothgar ia

harassed by the attacks of a man-eating monster called

Grendel, he sails to Zealand to hLs aid, and after various

adventures kills both Grendel and his mother. After this

Beowulf is chosen king of Gotland, and reigns many years

in great prosperity, till in his old age, undertaking to fight

with a fiery dragon that has been making great ravages

among his subjects, he succeeds in killing it, but receives a

mortal injury in the struggle. The burning of his body,

and the erection of a huge mound or cairn over his ashes,

as a beacon " easy to be seen far ofT by seafaring men,"
conclude the poem, and form a passage of remarkable

beauty.

Towards the end of the 8th century the descents of the

piratical heathens known by the general name of Danes,

but probably boni for the most part in Scandinavian
countries lying to the north of Denmark, began to plague

the English coasts.- These destroying savages resembled

the modern Turks in possessing fine military qualities, and
above all indomitable courage ; they were also like the

Turks in this respect that, wherever they set their foot,

progress of every kind was arrested, culture was blasted,

and the hopes of civilization died away. Fortunately they

were not, like the Turks, absolutely deaf to the voice of

the Christian missionary, though their natural brutishness

made them difficult to convert and prone to relapse. With
incredible pains, and a charity that nothing could disgust

or deter, the church gradually won over these Scandinavian

Calibans to the Christian creed; and when once converted

their immense natural energy and tenacity were turned into

right and beneficial channels, at least in great measure.

But for 230 years,—from the sack of Lindisfarne to the

accession of Canute,—the so-called Danes were the curse of

England, destroying monasteries and the schools maintained

by them, burning churches and private houses, making life

and property everywhere insecure, and depriving the land

of that tranquillity without which literature and art are im-

possible. After a long prevalence of this state of things,

society in Wessex having been, one would think, almost

reduced to its first elements, Alfred arose, and after AJfre*

obtaining some successes in battle over the Danes, lead-

ing to a treaty and the conversion of part of them to

Christianity, obtained a period of peace for his harassed

and dejected countrymen. History tells us how well he
wrought to build up in every way the fallen edifice of

West-Saxon society. Among his labours not the least

meritorious was his translation of Beda's Historia

Hcclesiastica, Pope Gregory's work Be Cura Pasiorali, the

famous treatise of ^oethius De Consolaiione, and the

Universal History of Orosius. He also founded several

schools, and made a beginning in the work of restoring

monasteries.- Yet in spite of his generous efforts, the evils

caused by the Danes could not be repaired. A sort of

blight seemed to have passed over the Anglo-Saxon genius;

the claims of material existence suddenly seemed to engross

their thoughts, perhaps because their sufferings had taught

them that, however it may be with individuals, for nations

all higher developments must have a basis of material

prosperity to rest upon. Now and then a great man a].-

peared, endowed with a reparative force, and with a courage

which aimed at raising the fallen spirit of the people, and

turning them back again into the old paths of nobler.c:53.
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Such a man was St Dunstan, who fought with a giant's

strength against corruption, sloth, anil ignorance, and was

ever faithful to the interests of learning. There is in the

Bodleian Library a little volume, probably written in hi&

own hand ; it is a sort of common-placo book ; the

frontispiece is a drawing of the saint prostrated at the feet

;!)f the throned Christ, executed by Dunstan himself;

among the contents of the volume are—a grammatical

I realise by Eutychiua, with extremely curious Welsh glosses,

jiart of Ovid De Arte Amandi with similar glosses, and

lessons, in Latin and Greek, taken from the Pentateuch and

'ihe prophets. But his work was undone during the

• iisastrous reign of Ethelred IL, at the end of which the

Danish power established itself in England. Under Edward

ho Confessor, French influences began to be greatly felt.

The two races of the Teutonic north had torn each other

10 pieces, and the culture which Saxon had been able to

'impart to Northman was not suflficient to discipline him
linto a truly civilized man. England, though at a terrible

tost, had to be knit on to the state-system of Southern

Europe; her anarchy must give place to centralization;

ter schools, and her art, and her architecture be remodelled

by Italians and Frenchmen ; her poets turn their eyes, not

towards Iceland, but towards Normandy or Provence.

Turning now to the other literary centre, the Northum-

brian kingdom, we find that impulse and initiation were

due to more than one source. In the main, the conversion

of the Angles north of the Tees, and the implantation

among them of the germs of culture, are traceable to lona,

and, indirectly, to the Irish Church and St Patrick. From
Ireland, in the persons of St Columba and his followers,

was wafted to the long low island surrounded by the

mountains of the Hebrides, a ministry of light and civiliza-

tion, which from the 6th to the 11th century diffused its

blessings over northern Europe. Oswald, .non of the

Bernician king Ethelfrid, was driven out of Northumbria
after his father's death by Edwin of Deira, and took refuge

aniong the northern Picts. He embraced Christianity

through the teaching of the monks of lona or some
monastery dependent on it ; and when he became king of

Bernicia in 634, one of his first thoughts was to send to his

old teachers, and ask that missionaries might be sent to

instruct his people. Aidan accordingly came from lona
and founded a bishop's see at Lindisfarne, or Holy Isle.

Hence issued the founders of the monasteries of Hexham,
Coldingham, Whitby, and many other places. The actual

representatives of the monks of lona returned after

some years to their own country, because they would not
give way in the dispute concerning Easter ; but the
civilizing effects of their mission did not pass away. The
Bchool of piety and learning which produced an Aidan, an
Adamnan, and a Cuthbert deserved well not of England
only but of humanity Adamnan, abbot of lona about
the year 690, has a peculiar interest for us, because a long
extract from his work on the holy places is incorporated by
I'leda in his Ecclesiastical History. He also wrote a life of

bis founder, St Columba, printed by Canisius and in the

Florilegium Insidce Sanctoriim. To the encouragement of

Bishop Aidan we owe • it that Hilda, a lady of the royal

house of Deira, established monasteries at Hartlepool and
Streoneshalch (afterwards Whitby) ; and it was by the
monks of Streoneshalch that the seed was sown, which,
I'alling upon a good heart and a capacious brain, bore fruit

in the poetry of Ca;dmon, the earliest English poet. We
need not repeat the well-known story of the vision, in which
the destined bard, then a humble menial employed about
the stables and boat-service of the monastery, believed
Ihqt an injuuction of more than mortal authority was laid

upon him, to " sing of the beginning of creation." The
impulse having beep once commuuicaterl, Credmon, as Beda

informs us, continued for a long time to clothe in his native

measures the principal religious facts recorded in the

Pentateuch and in the New Testament. Is the work

commonly known as Cajdmon'a Paraphrase identical with

the work described by Beda? Have we in this paraphrase

a genuine utterance of the 7th century f The ansv/ers to

these questions are still involved in doubt, and to enter

upon the discussion which they presuppose would ba

foreign to our present purpose. We will merely say that

the unique MS. of the Paraphrase, which is of the lOtli

century, contains no indication whatever of authorship, and

that it opens in a manner different from the prologue made

by the real Cicdmon, of which we have a Latin version in

Beda and an Anglo-Saxon version in Alfred's translation

of Beda. On the other hand, the portion of the IIS.

which is written in the first hand agrees tolerably well in

its contents with the real work of Ca;dmon, as Beda

describes it. The portion of the MS. which is written in

the second hand is probably of much later date ; soma

critics have not hesitated to designate its author as tho

" pseudo-Cajdmon." The opening cantos of the Paror

phrase, which treat of the rebellion of the angels and tha

fall of man, are allowed by general consent to be those'

most vividly expressed, and most characterized by poetical

power. It is here that bright strong phrases occur, which,

as is believed, Milton himsejf did not disdain to utiliz",

and his known acquaintance with Francis Junius; the

then possessor of the Caedmon MS., seems to lend some

countenance to the belief.

Hitherto the influences in Northumbria tending to

culture have been found to be only indirectly Roman ; the

immediate source of them was lona. But when we come

to the Venerable Beda, the great light of the Northumbrian

church, the glory of letters in a rude and turbulent age,

nay, even the teacher and the beacon light of all Europe

for the period from the 7th to the 10th century, we find

that the fountain whence he drew the streams of thought

and knowledge came from no derivative source, but was

supplied directly from the well-head of Christian culture.

Benedict Biscop, a young Northumbrian thane, much
employed and favoured in the court of Os^vy, abandoned

the world for the church, and travelling to Rome resided

there several years, diligently studying the details of

ecclesiastical life and training, and the institutes of litur-

gical order. Returning to England in 668, with Theodore,

the new primate, and the abbot Hadrian, he brought into

Northumbria a large number of books, relics, and pther

ecclesiastical objects, and, being warmly welcomed by King

Egfrid, founded a monastery in honour of St Peter on

land granted by the king at the mouth of the Wear. That

the other great apostolic name venerated at Rome might

not go without due honour, he built a second monastery

soon afterwards in honour of St Paul at Jarrow on th(-

Tyne, seven miles from Wearmouth. After the founder's,

time the two monasteries were usually governed by one

abbot. When only seven years old, Beda, like Orderic m
a later age, was brought by his father to Jarrow, and given

up to the abbot to be trained to monastic life. The rest

of his life, down to the year 731, was passed in the

monastery, as we know from his own statement ; in 735 ho

died. His works, which have several times been edited

in a complete form abroad, but never yet in his own
country,may be grouped under five heads—1, Educational

;

2, Theological; 3, Historical ; 4, Poetical ; 5, Letters. To
the fi^-st class belong the treatises De Orthographia and

De Arte Metrica, the first being a short dictionary, giving

the correct spelling and the idiomatic use of a considerable

number of Latin words, with (in many cases) their Greel;

equivalents,—the second a prosody, describing the principe:

classical metres, witVi e^^anplea. De Natura Rerum is a
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cosmogony and cosmography, with numerous diagrams and

maps. A number of treatises, of which the most important

are De Ratione Temportim and De Eatione Computi, fall

under the same head ; their general object being to eluci-

date all questions connccteC with the ecclesiastical calendar

and the right calculation of Easter. Under the second

head, that of theological works, fall his Hxpodtiones on

St Mark's and St Luke's Gospels, on the Acts, and other

books of the New Testament, his homilies, forty-nine in

number, and a book of Prayers, chiefly made up of verses

taken from the Psalms. Under the head of " Historical

lives of five abbots of Wearmouth and Jarrow, a life of

St Cuthbert, another of St Felix, bishop of Nola, and a

Martyrology, which has several times been printed. The
Ecclesiastical History opens with a preface, in which, in

that tone of calmness and mild dignity which go far to

make a perfect prose style, Beda explains in detail the

nature and the sources of the evidence on which he has

relied in compiling the work. A short introduction then

sketches the general history of Britain from the landing

of Julius Ctesar to the coming of Augustine, giving

special details respecting the martyrdom of St Alban
under Diocletian, and the missionary preaching of St

Germanus of Auxerre in the 5th century. From the

landing of Augustine in 596 to the year 731, the progress

of Christianity, the successes and the reverses of the church

in the arduous work of bringing within her pale the

fiercely v/arring nations of the Heptarchy, are narrated,

fully but unsystematioally, for each kingdom of the

Heptarchy in turn. A short sketch of " Universal

History," forming the latter portion of the De Ratione

Temporum, has been treated by the editors of the Momi-
menta Hist. Brit, as if it were a separate work, and printed,

with the title De Sex jEtatibvs Mundi, in that useful but
unwieldy volume. Among the poetical works are a life

of St Cuthbert in Latin hexameters, a number of hymns,
most of which are written in the lively iambic metre of

which a familiar instance is the hymn beginning " Yexilla

regis prodeunt," a poem on Justin Martyr in a tro-

chaic metre, and another in hexameters on the Day of

Judgment. This last seems to have been much admired

;

Simeon of Durham copied it entire into his history. The
versification of this remarkable poem has considerable

merits ; in that respect it is not more than three hundred
years behind Claudian. But when we come to the spirit

of the poem, and think of the moral atmosphere which it

implies, and aims at extending, we see that ten thousand

j^eai's would not adequately measure the chasm which
divides the monastic poets from the last " vates " of heathen

jRome. For the key-note of Beda's poem is the sense of

sin ; whatever is expressed by the words compunction,

penance, expiation, heart-crushing sorrow for having

offended God, trust in the one Eedeemer, pervades all his

lines ; and we need not say how alien is all this to the

spirit of the poets, who, with little thought of individual

and personal reformation, staked their all in the future

upon the greatness and stability of Rome. " Tu regere

imperio populos, Romane, memento." The letters, most
of which are merely the dedications and addresses prefixed

to some of his works, refer little to contemporary events
;

two or three, however, are of great interest.

At the time when Beda died (735), the Angles of North-

umbria we're beginning to lay aside the use of arms, and
zealously to frequent the monastery schools ; among their

princes, as among those of Wessex, some were found to

exchange a crown for a cowl and a throne for a cell. But
a reaction set in

;
perhaps some had tried asceticism who

had no vocation for it ; and after the middle of the

century Northumbrian history is darkened by the frequent

record of dissension among the members of the royal house,

civil war, and assassination. On this state of things came
the ravages of the Northmen, and made it incurable

Lindisfarne, with all its treasures and collectioufl, waf
dest.oyed by them in 793. This is but a sample of tin

havoc wrought by those barbarians
;
yet for a long time

many monasteries escaped ; and, in particular, that <)i

York was a centre of learning far on into the 9th century,

probably till the disastrous battle occurred before York,

described in the Saxon Chronicle under 867. • At this

monastery Alcuin was educated, and when grown up he
had charge of its school and library. In 780 he was sent

on a mission to Rome ; on his return, at Parma, he fell in

with the emperor Charlemagne, who invited him to settle

at Aix-la-Chapelle, at that time the chief imperial residence,

to teach his children, and aid in the organization of educa-

tion throughout his dominions. Having obtained tha

permission of his superiors at York, Alcuin complied with

the request ; and from that time to his death, in 804,

resided, with little intermission, either at the imperial

court or at Tours. Alcuin's letters, though the good man
was of a somewhat dry and pedantic turn, contain much
matter of interest. His extant works are of considerable

bulk ; they are chiefly educational and theological treatises,

which for lack of vigour or originality of treatment have

fallen into complete oblivion. What is still of value in

the works of Alcuin is, besides the letters, the lives of

St Willibrord, the English apostle of Friesland, St Vedast,

and St Richer.

After the death of Alcuin, the confusion in Northumbria
became ever worse and worse, for the Danes forced their

way into the land, and many years passed before the two
nations could agree to live on friendly terms together side

by side. But for the Durluim Gospels, a version in

the Angle dialect of the four gospels, and a few similar

remains, the north of England presents a dead blank to

the historian of literature from Alcuin to Simeon of

Durham, a period of more than three hundred years. In
the south, as we have seen, the resistance to the intrusion

of the barbarian element was more successful, and the

intellectual atmosphere far less darL The works of

.(Elfric, who died archbishop of Canterbury in 1006, are iElW't

the last subject of consideration in the present section.

They are chiefly interesting because they show the growing

importance of the native language. .iElfric's Homilies are

in Anglo-Saxon ; his Colloquy is a conversation on common
things, in Latin and Anglo-Saxon, between a master and
his scholar; his Grammar, adapted from Priscian and
Donatus, has for its object to teach Latin to Anglo-Saxons ;l

its editorial and didactic part is therefore in Anglo-Saxon.

The annals of public events, to which, as collected and

arranged by Archbishop Plegmund at the end of the 9th

century, we give the name of the Saxon Chronicle, cow-'

tinued to be recorded at Canterbury in the native language

tUl about the date of the Conquest ; aftsr that time the

task passed into the hands of the monks of Peterborough,

and was carried on by them for nearly a hundred j'ears.

A work of collecting and transcribing the remains of the

national poetry began, of which the priceless volume known
as the Exeter Codex, given by bishop Leofric to the library

of Exeter cathedral in the reign of Edward the Confessor,

is the monument and the fruit. The collection contained

in the manuscript discovered about fifty years ago at

VerceUi was probably made about the same- time. In

these two collections are contained the works of Cynewulf,

the Travellers Song, Gu-thlac, Andreas, the poem on the

Phcenix, <fec. Being thus made more widely known, the

ancient poems would soon have found imitators, and a

fresh development of Anglo-Saxon poetry would have been

the result. Had there been no violent change, £nglan<l

would by slow degrees have got through with the task ul
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assimilating and taming the Northmen ; and, in spite of

physical isolation, would have participated, though probably

lagging far behind the rest, in the general intellectual

advance of the nations of Europe. The tissue of her

civilization would have been, in preponderating measure,

Teutonic, like that of Germany ; but it would have lacked

1 he golden thread of the " Holy Roman Empire," which

brought an element of idealism and beauty into the plain

texture of German life. For good or for evil, the process

of national and also of intellectual development was to be

altered and quickened by the arrival of a knightly race of

conquerors from across the channel.

n. A7ifflo-2forman Period, 1066-1215.—The llih cen-

tury is remarkably barren in great names and memories

•which captivate the imagination ; it was, however, an

advance upon the lOtb, which Baronius has described as

the central and worst period of intellectual darkness. In

England, for about 150 years after the Conquest, there was
;io unity of intellectual life ; in political life, however,

'ihe iron hand of the Conqueror compelled an external

oniformity, by the universal exaction of homage to him-

self. The strength of the Norman monarchy, the absence

of religious differences, and, after a time, the loss of Nor-

mandy, were causes working powerfully in aid of the con-

ciliation and interfusion of the different elements of the

population. But at first it was as if three separate nations

were encamped confusedly on British soil,—the Normans,
the English, and the Welsh. The clergy, as a fourth power,

of all nationalities or of none, became,—by its use of Latin

as a common tongue, by preaching a common faith and
teaching a common philosophy, and as representing the

equality and charity which are among the essential features

of Christianity,—an ever present mediating influence tend-

ing to break down the partitions between the camps. The
intellectual state and progress of each nation, down to and
a little beyond the end of the 12th century, must now be

briefly discussed.

1. Normans.—In less than two centuries after the

Northmen under Rollo had settled in Normandy, they had
not only exchanged their Teutonic speech for the language

of France, but made,—with French, as the medium of

expression,—remarkable literary progress, In this progress

the Normans settled in England participated to the full.

Itrolii It is probable that the Turoldus, who, availing himself of

earlier Frankish lays and chronicles, composed towards the

end of the 11th century the noble heroic poem called the

Chanson de Roland, was an abbot of Peterborough, son of

the clerk of the same name who was the Conqueror's

preceptor. From the reign of Henry I., though the names
of several writers are known, little of importance has come
down to us. The treatise on politeness called Urbanus,
attributed to Henry himself, is in all probability the com-
position of a later age. The works of the hapless satirist,

Luc de la Barre, aie not extant, and Evrard's translation

(1130) of Cato's Disticha into French verse is not a note-

worthy performance. The reign of Stephen, though con-

fusion and civil war prevailed over a great part of England,
witnessed an extraordinary outburst of literary activity.

Of the historians who shed a lustre on this reign we shall

speak in a different connexion ; but it was also memorable
for its French poets. Guichard of Beaulieu, a cell of St
Alban's (1150), produced a poem in Alexandrines of somo
merit, on the vices of the age; Geoffrey Gaimar (1140)
wrote his lively Estorie des Englcs (a chronicle of the
Anglo-Saxon kings) ; and Benbit de Ste More, either in

this reign or early in that of Henry XL, produced a vast
poem on the History of the War of Troy, which seems to

have been the original exemplar on which the numerous
" Troy-books " of tater generatii,ija were modelled. The

family of Benoit was of Norman extraction, but settled

in England. Under Henry II., whose ceaseless and
enlightened energy stimulated production wherever it was
exerted, French poetry' took an ever bolder sweep. Robert
Wace, a native of Jersey nnd a clerk of Caen, composed
about 1155 his famous Brut d'Angleterre, a history of the

kings of Britain from Brutus to Cadwallader, founded on
the Historia Brilonum of Geoffrey of Moninouth. Again,

when Henry had commissioned Benoit to write a metrical

history of the dukes of Normandy, the quick-witted

Wace anticipated his slower rival, and produced in 1160
the first part of the Roman de Rou, treating of the same
subject.

Thus far we have considered the Anglo-Norman poets

chiefly as chroniclers ; we have now to regard them as

romance writers. It is true that in their hands history

slides into romance, and vice versa ; thus the Brut
d'Angleterre may be regarded as historical in so far as it

treats of the series of British king.s, mythical as that series

itself may be, but as a romance in most of that portion of

it which is devoted to the adventures of Arthur. We here

enter upon a wide field ; the stores of Arthurian,

Carlovingian, and general chivalrous romance suggest

themselves to the mind ; a thousand interesting inquiries

present themselves ; but the limits traced for us prescribe

a treatment little more than allusive; that is, French

romance can only be described in virtue of the stimulating

and suggestive effect which it had on English writers. This

effect was produced in a measure by great poems like the

Alexandreis (1200), by the original French romances on

Charlemagne and his peers, and by that on the ihird

crusade and the prowess of King Richard. But the

romances relating to Arthur, doubtless on account of the

extent to which they really sprang from British soil, were

those which most profoundly stirred the English mind. It

is not difficult to trace the steps by which the legend grew.

Gildas, writing in the 6th century, knows of Arthur's

victory at Mount Badon, but does not name him. Nennius,

whose date is uncertain, but who should probably be

assigned to the 9th century, mentions the same victory as

one of several which were gained by " the magnanimous
Arthur " over the Saxou invader. Three centuries pass,

and the story comes to us again, greatly amplified, in the

British History oi Geoffrey of Monmouth (1126). This

history, Geoffrey assures us, was founded upon a book iv

the Breton language, brought over from Britanny by an

archdeacon of Oxford. Ritson scouted the assertion as

fictitious, yet it was probably, true ; and the supposition

of a Breton origin for his history is exactly what would best

account for the great development which we find the

Arthur legend to have now attained, in comparison with

the age of Nennius. For Britanny was the fruitful parent

of numberless forms of imaginative fiction,—a trait noticed

by Chaucer :

" These olde gentil Bretons in their daies,

Of divers (^ventures maden laies ;"

and what character would the Breton bards be more likely!

to embellish than that of the hero king, who, during and

before the migration of their forefathers, had made' such a

gallant stand against the Saxon? Yet, though Geoffrey

has so much to tell us of Arthur, he is silent about the

Round Table. That splendid feature of the legend first

appears in the Brut of Wace, and was probably derived

from Breton poems or traditions to which Geoffrey ha(| not

access. Layamon reproduces it, with additional details, in

his version of Wace, Other branches of Arthurian

romance, especially those relating to Tristan and Perceval,

became about this time widely popular; it is to thi^»

period also that the Chevalier du Lion of Chr^tier

de Troyes belongs. Suddenly there is a great cliaoge. .-1
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cycle of romance, which till now had breathed only of

revenge, slaughter, race-hatreds, unlawful love, magic, and
witchcraft, becomes transformed iu a few years into a series

of mystical legends, symbolizing and teaching one of the

profoundest dogmas of the Catholic creed. This strange

effect was produced by the infusion into the Arthur legend

of the conception of the Saint Graal, the holy vessel used

by Christ at the Last Supper, and containing drops of his

blood, which Joseph of Arimathea was said to have brought
into Britain. This transformation seems to have been
executed by Walter Jlap, the remarkable Welshman whose
genius decisively colours the intellectual history of the last

forty years of the 12tb century. Map is said to have
written a Latin history of the Graal, which is not now
extant; yet from it all the authors of the French prose

romances on Arthur and the Saint Graal which appeared
between 1170 and 1230—Robert de Borron, his kinsman
H^lie, Luc de Gast, and Map himself—profess to have
translated their compositions. The chief of these works
are the Saint Graal, jiferliii, the Qnest of the Saint Graal,

Lancelot, Tristan, and ilort Artur In all, to " achieve

the Saint Graal," that is, to find or see the holy vessel

which, on account of the sins of men, had long since

vanished from Britain, is represented as the height of

chivalrous ambition ; but among all Arthur's knights, only

Sir Galahad, the son of Lancelot, is sufficiently pure in

heart to be favoured with the sublime vision. English
versions, more or less literal, of these romances, among
which may be named the works of Lonelich and Sir

Tliomas Malory, and the alliterative poem of Joseph of
Arimathie, attest the great and enduring popularity of the
Graal form of Arthurian legend.

2. After a long period of silence, the bardic poetry of

Wales broke out, just when the independence of the nation
was about to be extinguished, into passionate and varied
utterance. The princes who struggled successfully against
the attacks of Henry II. found gifted bards—Gwalchmai,
Elidir, Gwion, &c.—to celebrate in fiercely patriotic strains

their imperfect triumphs. A translation of one of

Gwalchmai's odes may be found, under the title of the

Triumph of Owen, among Gray's poems. Supposed
" Prophecies of Merlin," a sample of which may be seen

in the strange work of Geofl!"rey of Monmouth, fed the

'popular belief that Arthur yet lived, and' would return one
day to Wales as a deliverer. Both the Triads and the

Mabinogioii refer in part to Arthur, but from different

stand-points. In the Triads such mention as there is of

him represents him as a British king, doing battle with the

foes of his race, and full of a sententious wit and wisdom.

In the Mahinof/ion the indigenous Welsh view is over-

powered by that of the Norman trouvferes ; we have the

Arthur, not of history or tradition, but of chivalry ; the

mysterious Saint Graal proves as attractive to the Celtic as

to the Teutonic imagination. Three of the romances by
Chretien de Troyes appear in a Welsh dress among the

tales of the Mahinogion. After the loss of independence
under Edward I., the importance and originality of Welsh
literature appear to have progressively declined.

3. The English-speaking portion—that is, the great

mass—of the population, down to the reign of John, has
left few literary traces of its existence. Whoever wished
to move amongst the educated and cultured classes, and to

associate with persons of rank, authority, or influence,

found it necessary, though he might be descended from
Alfred himself, to speak French in good society, and to

write in French whatever he wished good society to read.

From the Conquest to 1200, the industry of the most
lynx-eyed antiquary has discovered—with the exception of

the continuation of the Saxon Chronicle—no literary record

in English beyond a few short fragments, euch as the lines

preserved as a part of Canute's rioug by ThoiuaH of Ely, tLi>

prophecy of Here, and the hynni of St Godric. The con-

tinuation beyond the Conquest of the Saxon Chronicle was
made by the monks of Peterborough. It is not complete

for the reign of Stephen, passing over several years sub

silentio : but it records the accession of Henry II. iu 1154,
and then ends abruptly. The writer or writers were
perhaps unable to stand up any longer against the then

universal fashion of employing Latin for any serious prose

work. Moreover, as the Anglo-Saxon was no longer taught

in schools nor spoken in the higher circles of society, it

had lost much of its original harmony and precision of

structure ; and " when the annalist found himself using

one inflexion for another, or dropping inflexions altogether,

he may well have thought it high time to exchange a

tongue which seemed to be crumbling and breaking up,

for one whose forms were fixed and its grammar rational.

Little did the down-hearted monk anticipate the future

glories which, .after a crisis of transformation and fusion,

would surround his rude ancestral tongue."

i

A few years after the beginning of the 1.3th cen- Laj»

tury we have to note the appearance of an important '"""•

and interesting work in English,—Layamon's J!rut. But
it can scarcely be said to belong to English literature,

unless Beowulf and Judith be similarly classified, for the

language is almost as purely Teutonic as in these. In the

older version of the Brut not more than fifty words of

Latin or French origin have been fuund ; and of these

several were in common use in England before the Con-

quest. The Brut is strictly a monument of the age of

transition. We need not, with some writers, call tin?

language " semi-Saxon ;
" it is certaiuly English, and, from

a particular point of view, purer Euglish than we speak

now ; but it is not that form of English which, from first

to last, has been the instrument employed to build up
English literature. That form, as we shall see in the next

section, was determined and conditioned by the necessity

of effecting a compromise between the speech of ths

governors and that of the governed, so that the new
standard English should remain, as to its grammatical

framework, comparatively intact, while admitting to its

franchise, and enrolling among its vocables, an indefinite

number of foreign recruits.

The work of Layamon is a translation, but with very con-

siderable additions, of Wace's Brtit d'Aiigleterre. The
most interesting of these additions (the sources of which

have not been as yet pointed out) constitute an expansion

of the legendary history of Arthur. Layamon was the

parish priest of Ernley-ou-Severn (now Areley Piegis), a re-

mote Worcestershire village, far from the capital or any,

large city. At such a place Norman influence would be at

a minimum ; the people would go on from one generation

to another, living and speaking much as their fathers did

before them ; and we may suppose that, finding some in-

dications of literary taste and poetic feeling among mem-
bers of his flock, the good Layamon took this way of

gratifying them. But it must be carefully observed that

in the Brut, although the language is English, the poetical

atmosphere, the intellectual hori/on, and even the cast of

diction, are Norman-French. The rich iioutic vocabulary of

the Anglo-Saxon poets, traceable as late a.s the reign of

Edgar, has vanished beyond recovery. Not one of the in-

numerable poetic compounds relating to Ijattle and victory

which are found in Beowulf, Andreas, &c., occurs in tho

duller pages of the Brut. Words expressive of jurisdiction

and government, of which the Anglo-Saxon, whDe the

native race was dominant, had a great variety, are in the

Brut, if used at all, borrowed to a large extent from French.

' Arnold's Manual of IS^"'-:sh Litc^atuTc
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mstory Tho labours of the clergy and monks during all this

«n<t Phi- period wcio applied with unwearying diligence and signal
loMphy.

gmjgggg to the building up of a Latin literature. In the list

of chroniclers occur the well-known names of Florence of

Worcester, William of Malmesbury, and Henry of

Huntingdon. Many histories of particular monasteries were

written, and have recently to a large extent been made
accessible, through the labours of editors employed under

the superintendence of the Master of the Rolls. St Anselm,

archbishop of Canterbury in the reigns of William II. and

Henry I., employed his great metaphysical and dialectical

powers in the endeavour to establish a harmony between

reason and faith. Tho scholastic philosophy, technically

speaking, began with Peter Lombard and his Book of

Sentences (1151) ; from the university of Paris it spread all

over Europe ; and in the next period it will be seen that

several of the most eminent schoolmen were natives of tho

British Isles. The works of our countryman, John of

Salisbury, who studied and resided much at Paris about the

middle of the century, throw a curious light on the tenets

land mutual relations of the scholastic sects.

in. Amalgamation of Races.—Commencements of English

Literature, 1215-1350.—The course of events in this

period, as bearing upon literature, may be thus described.

The fortunate loss of Normandy in 1204 brought the ruling

classes and the commonalty of England closer together, put
nu end to the transmarine nationality and domicile of the

former, and gave a common political interest, in relation to

the outside world, to all the dwellers on English soil. Thus
two out of the four nations, which we spoke of in the last

section as encamped side by side on British territory, were

poon in a fair way of being fused into one. The third

—

the Welsh—losing in 1292 its political independence, lost

also with it the pretension, and almost the desire, to main-

tain a separate literature. Still, however, in spite of com-
mon interests, and the ever-growing multiplicity of the ties

of blood between the two, Norman and Englishman
continued each to speak his own language. Layamon,
about 1205, and Ormin, iGfteen or twenty years laier,

write for the English-speaking majority which understands

little or no French ; from French their language is just as

alien as the Flemish of the present day. The first great

step towards that blending of tongues which Was to crown
the blending of families already commenced was taken

when the English writers and translators of the 13th
century (the terms are almost synonymous), began to admit
freely into their writings an unlimited number of those

generally intelligible French words of which the stock was,

thfough closer intercourse between the governors and the

governed, perpetually on the increase. Of this practice

Robert of Gloucester and Robert Manning are conspicuous

examples. In spite of this approximation, we shall find

that strenuous efforts were made, by or on behalf of the

upper classes, to retain French as the common literary

language, and keep English in tlje position of a popular

dialect, useful for the common purposes of life, but not

vivified by genius or polished by contact with refined lips.

Of this effort Robert Grosseteste, bishop of Lincoln,

may be considered the centre. It broke down, however,
against the force of circumstances. First, as fast as good
French books were produced, Englishmen translated them,
and the translations probably found ten readers for one
who could enjoy the originals ; secondly, the wars between
England and France which broke out in 1338, and in which
the English-speaking archers—the back-bone of the stout

yeomanry, now, alas ! no more, which then covered the

land—won the chief share of glory, must have greatly

tended to discredit among Englishmen of all classes the

tongue of their enemies. Treviaa saya that the popular

rage for speaking French which had existed before the

"grete deth " (the plague of 1348), was since then
" soradcle chaunged." Though he naturally refers to a

date still fresh in every one's memory, tho change could

have had nothing to do with the plague ; it was probably,

as conjectured above, the effect of the French war. By
tho middle of the 14th century the industry of the

translators had produced a great body of English composi-

tions, coloured everywhere by French thought, and studded

with French words; the preaching of the friars had for a

hundred years been working in the same direction, i.e., to

break down tho partition not only between the races but

between the tongues ; tho war suddenly gave to English

an enormous advantage over its rival in respect of

popularity ; it need not therefore surprise us to find, as we
shall find in the nest period, a great native writer choosing

English for the instrument of his thought, and founding

English literature upon an imperishable baois.

In the last section we saw that Latin, the language of tne

clerical community, was holding its ground vigorously and

successfully against the different forms of vernacular speech

current in England. While these last remained in a rude

and unsettled condition, it was inevitable that Latin should

enjoy this superiority. But the French language was ever

growing in importance ; its grammatical forms were by

this time tolerably settled, and its modes of derivation

fixed ; it was a spoken tongue, and the Latin was not.

Hence, about tho date of Magna Charta (1215), French

begins to appear in our public instruments, Latin having

been the documentary language since the Conquest ; about

1270 it begins to supersede Latin as the language of

private correspondence. Latin thenceforward was less and

less used as the language of poetry, the vehicle of satire,

or the voice of piety ; French took its place. The

theologian, the philosopher, and the annalist alone

remained faithful to Latin, the third more out of habit

perhaps, and because he had inherited the great works of

the past, the histories of Beda, Florence, &c., than because

his work could not have been competently performed in

French. To this period belong the important chronicle of

Matthew Paris, who died in 1259, that of Nicholas Trivet, M«tth«i

and the Polychronicon (or at any rate the earlier portion *™'-

of it) of Ranulf Higden. Great developments of the

scholastic theology were made in this period, chiefly by

the new orders of friars founded about its commencement,

the children of St Francis and St Dominic. Two of the

most celebrated of the Franciscc n writers. Duns Scotus

and William of Occam, were natives of the British isles;

they were respectively the chiefs of the realists and

nominalists, the parries representing among the school-

men Platonic and Aristotelian theories. Robert Holcot,

a distinguished Dominican writer and a nominalist, was

carried off by the plague of 1348.

Philosophy now for the first time, in the person of

Roger Bacon, devotes herself systematically to the study

of nature and its laws This great man, the chief part of

whose long life was spent in the Franciscan friary at

Oxford, died in 1292. The main plan of his principal

work the Opus Majus, was—in the words of Dr

Whewell—" to urge the necessity of a reform in the mode

of philosophizing, to set forth the reasons why knowledge

had not made a greater progress, to draw back attention to

sources of knowledge which had been unwisely neglected,

to discover other sources which were yet wholly unknown,

and to animate men to the undertaking by a prospect of

the vast advantages which it offered." But the subsidiary

aids which physical science requires were wanting to him,

and in that rude age could only be obtained with extreme

difficulty Mathematical instruments were terribly exi)cn-

sive ; table.' were scarcely to be had ; books were both

vril. _ <;?
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rare and costly. That Lc discovered so much as he did—
chieQy in chemistry and optics—is a thing to wonder at.

•Vague reports of these discoveries circulating among tho
ignorant populace caused Roger Bacon to be deemed a
conjuror or necromancer; tho chap-books and lowcomediea
i,>f the reign of Elizabeth represent him exclusively in this

light.

In the reign of Henry III. a strong effort was made to

make French the exclusive literary language of the Engli.sh

people. It was a stnaggle between tho tongue of tho

*ipi)cr class and the tongue of tho middle class, llobert

Grosseteste, tho admired and venerated bishop of a great

see, was surrounded by ecclesiastics cf rank, and in constant
intercourse with earls and barons. All such persons would
speak French ; those that were laymen would stand in

great need of spiritual and moral instruction, and this could
not well be conveyed to them in any language but their

own ; it was quite natural, therefore, that the bishop
should encourage the writing of French treatises ; and it

is probable that he sincerely thought the English tongue
not to be worth cultivating for the purposes of literature.

He may be excused for holding this opinion, if tho only
specimens of it which he had seen on paper were such as

the Ormulum, or even as Layamon's Brut. A French
work, the Manuel de Feche, treating of the decalogue and
the seven deadly sins, which are illustrated with many
legendary stories, was formerly ascribed to Grosseteste

—

it is now known to have been the work of William of

Wadduigton; yet if the .statement be true, that it is

a version of a little known Latin treatise, there remains a
probability that the bishop, in pursuance of a general plan
of action, encouraged Waddington to make his versioa To
the Chaslel d'Amour,3.ifioTk of devotion dwelling on the
mode of the miraculous incarnation of the Eedeemcr,
GrossetBste's claim seems to be better founded; if he did
not write it, he certainly caused it to be written. The
same despair of making anything of English, or the same
connexion with a circle of readers in the upper ranks of
society, led Peter Langtoft, a canon of Bridlington, in spite
of his Mnmistakably English name, to write in French a
rhyming chronicle of English history, which he brings down
to 1307. Other cases might be mentioned; in fact, as
Warton says, "anonymous French pieces both in prose and
verse, and written about this time, are innumerable in our
manuscript repositories." There were French originals of
Guy nf Warwid; Bevis of Ilamtow), and many other
roi^ances, although few of them aro now extant.

But if the attack was vigorous, tho defence was sturdy
and persistent,.with a tenacity which spoke of final victory.
Ormin's rhythmic gospels (supposed to have been written
about 1225), though the orthography proceeds upon a
theory, and is so far interesting, presents, it must be
admitted—owing to the strangeness of the spelling, the
want of rhyme, and the paucity of words of Latin origin
a barbarous, almost repulsive, aspect to the reader.

°
The

war of the barons in Henry IIL's reign, in which the cause
of Leicester and other French-speaking aristocrats was taken
up by the mass of the people with unmeasured enthusiasm,
certainly had the effect of introducing a number of French
words into the popular speech. This may be gathered from
the remarkable English ballad on the battle of Lewes
(1264), written by a partisan of Leicester, the phraseology
of which is marked by almost the same proportion of words
of French origin as prevails in modern English. Moreover,
the movement of the verse is vigorous and free, and such
as befits a language that is fast rising into importance, and
has a gi-eat destiny before it. In the reign of Edward L
appeared the English rhyming chronicle of Robert of
Gloucester. The early portion of it is founded on Waco's
£nit, but the author continues the history down to 1272,

the date of Edward's accession. Robert is a plodding dull

writer, but his work proves that he knew of a considerable

class of persons who knew no French, yet were capable of

deriving pleasure from literature ; it is for this class that

his somewhat ponderous poem was intended. The pretty

poem describing a contest between an owl and a nightingale

{date about 1270) is in the dialect of the south of England.
It is no translation, but seems to have been suggested by
passages in tho Roman de la Rose. Many English

romances, e.<j., Ilavelol:, King Horn, King Alexander,

Richard I., Guy of Warwick, &c., date from the reign of

Edward L, or, say, from the last twenty years of the

13th century. Most of these are translations from
the French ; in the case of IJavdok, however, this remains
to be proved, no French version (other than the sketch,

much earlier in date, given in Gaimar's Estorie) being now
extant There is a French version of King Horn, but it

differs greatly from the English romance, and there is good
reason for believing that tho English poem is the earlier of

the two. Both Ilavdok and King Horn are founded on
Anglo-Danish traditions current in the east of England ; on
this account, and in consideration of the long intellectual

blight which the Danish inroads produced in those parts of

the country, they are extremely interesting and valuable.

They abound in French words, and on reading them we feel

that a language which has become so fluent, flexible, and
accommodating cannot but make its way and attain to pre-

dominance.

Perhaps the works of no single writer contributed so

much to this result as those of Robert Manning, or, as he JianDiijg

is also called, Robert of Brunne. Robert was a monk of

the order founded by St Gilbert of Sempringham ; his

monastery was in South Lincolnshire. He belongs to the

reigns of Edward II. and Edward III. ; the date of his

death is unknown ; but it was probably about 1340. He
executed a new version of Wace's Brut in octosyllabic

rhyming verse, and added to it a translation of the French
rhyming chronicle of Peter Langtoft, mentioned in a
previous paragraph. He also translated Waddington's
Manuel des Pichcs, adding many characteristic and lively

passages which make his version much more entertaining

than the original work. To all these labours the good
monk was impelled, not by the love of fame, which would
have been more easily gratified if he had written in French,

but by the benevolent desire to give his lay friends and
acquaintances something pleasant to read and talk about,

—

" For to haf solace and gamen,
In fulauschip when tha sit samen [together]."

We Lave found that by degrees men of better, or at least

equal, mark have taken to writing in English, as compared
with those who preferred French ; for instance, Robert
Manning is at least equal as a versifier to Peter Langtoft.

In the next section will be described the rise of Chaucer,

Langland, and Gower, and the final victory of the native

speech.

IV. Early English Literature, 1350-1477 —The period

at which we have arrived comprises about 120 years, end-

ing at the date of the introduction of printing into England.

During all this time tho scholastic philosophy reigned

undisturbed at the universities. Wickliffe, so far as his

methods of argument and reliance on logic were concerned,

was as much a schoolman as the friars who contended

with him. The time was not yet come when a churchman
would be found, like Colet, to decry the scholastic methods,

and rely on literature rather than on logic. Wickliffe's first

attacks upon the established order were directed, not

against doctrine, but against the encroachments of the

church upon the state, against the holding of temporal
" lordship " or authority by ecclesiastical persous, aud
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against the claim asserted by the Pope to receive " Peter's

pence," or an equivalent, from the English nation. These

views he was said to have borrovred from Marsilius of

Padua and John of Gaudun ; but in truth such Ghibeline

Bcntiments were so common in France and Germany, as

well as Italy, that it is needless, in Wickliffo's case, to attempt

to trace them to particular authors. Afterwards he

broached some singular opinions on several abstruse points

of metaphysics, which led to " determinations " or treatises

being published against him by John Kyningham, a

Carmelite, and John Tyssington, a Franciscan. Lastly, ho

aroused a theological storm, about 1380, by reviving some-

thing like the condemned heresy of Berengarius on the

mode of the presence of Christ in the sacrament. Replies

were written by Wynterton, Wells, Berton, and others. A.

lynod met in London and condemned Wicklifle's doctrine

;

he died at Lutterworth soon afterwards. The whole com-

plex controversy which he had stirred up was taken in

hand, some years later, by a man of vast ability and
learning, Thomas Walden the Carmelite, one of the English

theologians who took part in the council of Constance.

Walden's Doclrinale Fidei has been more than once printed

on the Continent.

All the writings hitnerto described were in Latin. But
Wicklift'e, on the principle " Flectere si nequeo superos,

Acheronta movebo," resolved to carry the conflict into a

more spacious arena, and to appeal to popular sympathy
by writing in the language of the 'people. He preached

and circulated many English sermons ; he organized his

" pore priestes " as a body of itinerant preachers ; assisted

by his followers he put into circulation an incredible

.number of English tracts, directed against abuses in

discipline, and what he deemed errors in doctrine. Lastly,

he caused to be made a complete English translation of the

<VuIgate Bible, and himself, in aU probability, took a con-

siderable share in the work. His efforts, seconded by those

of his principal adherents, such as Herford, Repington,

Purvey, <tc., gave rise to the sect of the Lollards, which must
have rapidly grown into importance, since it received marked

,notice in the poetry (written probably between 1380 and
1390), of both Chaucer and Gower. The famous Act " De
heretico comburendo" of 1401, and the rigid inquisitorial

measures instituted by Archbishop Arundel, and carried

on by Chichely, drove LoUardism beneath the surface of

society and from the pages of avowed literature. Yet,

though repressed, the spirit of discontent survived. Many
[..ollards were burnt so late as in the first year of Henry
VIII. ; and the rain of pamphlets and ballads against the

church and the clergy, which burst forth as soon as the

king was ascertained to be hostile to them, was a sufficient

indication of the pent-up hatred which filled the breasts of

thousands.

The career of Pecock, bishop of Chichester, may be
regarded as an incident of LoUardism. Feeling sore and
uneasy under the attacks which men, many of whom were
undeniably earnest and moral, were making on the clergy

and their doings, Pecock wrote "in English The Repres-

sor of over-much loyiiiTge \hlaming'\ of the Clergie. He
thought that the time for appealing to authority was gone
by, and that the'Lollards could only be reconciled to the

church by proving that her precepts and her ritual were
iu themselves reasonable. In short, he made the reason

of tlie individual the judge of the goodness, or otherwise,

of what tbu church did and commanded. On this ground
his brother bishops could not follow him ; his books were
condemned at a synod held in 1457, and he was deposed
from his bishopric.

English literature in the full and proper sense, of

which we saw the beginnings in the cumbrous alex-

andrines of Robert of Gloucester, and the more pleasing

and successful writings of Manning, asserts itself in this

period as a growth of time, destined to have thenceforward

an independent being and a powerful influence. It 18

interesting to note that two distinct and rival ten-

dencies now make their appearance, which may be de-
,

scribed as the Teutonic affinity and the Franco-Latin

affinity. The sturdiness and .self-reliance of the old Saxon
blood led many Englishmen to undervalue the culture

of the day, which came from the >South, and to look

lovfngly towards the old Teutonic rock from which they

were hewn, in the faith that true light and deliverance

were to bo found there. Of this>tendency Langland is the

chief representative in the 14th century. He employs the

old rhythm of the Teutonic nations,—alliteration ; he

rejects French models, and studies not French poets ; the

homely kindly lifo of the English lower and lower-middle

classes is what he loves to depict ; the covetousness and
ambition of the foreign ecclesiastics who absorb English

prelacies he is never tired of denouncing. The whole

body of alliterating poets,—and recent investigation has Alliter«»

shown that their number was considerabAj even down to '"'^

the 16th century, the last known alliterative piece is P"^'*"

by Dunbar,—represent, with Langland, this Teutonic

afilnity. Chaucer, Gower, Lydgate, and the writers who
formed themselves upon them, represent the Franco-Latin

affinity. Endowed with a more receptive temper and finer

perceptions than the men of the opposite school, Chaucer
opened his large heart and capacious intelligence to all

forms of excellence within his reach ; and a man so minded
could not fail to see that what had been written in French

and Italian far outweighed what had hitherto been

written in English or German. Neither could his more
cultivated ear fail to prefer the rhyme of the South to

the alliteration of the North. " I am a Southron man," he

says under the mask of the Persone

—

" I cannot gcste, rom, ram., ruf, by my letter;"

that is, I cannot write alliterative poems like Langland.

Wherever good words were to be had, Chaucer appropriated

them, whether their origin were Saxon or Romance; wher-

ever he found a good poem, he imitated it, often bettering

the instruction. This veracity of the intellect, this large-

mindedness, were the cause that our early literature was
laid on broad foundations, and contributed not a little to

the many-sided and sympnihctic character of our language.

The labours of Tyrwhitt and Warton, and in our own
day of Sandras and Ten-Brink, have laid bare the sources

whence the genius of Chaucer drew its materials and Chmw«ft

derived its kindling suggestions. The old notion that his

earliest writings show the influence of the Provencal poetry-

has been abandoned on more accurate inquiry. The
Complaynt of the Dethe of Pile, which is among the

earliest, if not the earliest, of the extant compositions, is

saturated with the French spirit. The great work of his

early youth was the translation of the Jiomati de la Hose

of Lorris and Meung,—a poem, be it remembered, not the

growth of Normandy, but of France proper, not the work
of trouveres, but of French poets. This transformation

and sublimation of the romance of the earlier into the

dream and allegory of the later Jliddle Ages, originated by
the genius of Lorris, was eagerly adopted by Chaucer,

most of whose pieces, prior to the great work of his life,

the Canterbury Tales, were cast in the allegorical mould.

This is the case with the Assembly of Foules, where the

gentle " formel eagle " is believed to represent Isabel,

daughter of Edward III., betrothed in 1364 to Engelram

de Couci, as the formel is in the poem to the " royal

tercel." Again the Boke of the Duchesse, on the death

of Blanche, duchess of Lancaster, in 1369, is, in form, a
vision seen in a dream ; it is also full of actual borrowings

from the French poets Lorris, Meung, ar.d JIach.iult. The
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mannerism of the French poets is also present in the

Court of Love and the House of Fame, compositions

v/hich probably belong to Chaucer's middle life. Even in

the Legends of Goode Women, a work of hia later years,

many passages, particularly the beautiful lines rehearsing

his annual worship of the daisy, are significant of the

degree in which his mind was still imbued with the grace-

ful and fanciful conceptions of the French poets.

But the sunny south produced in that age other poets

beside the French, poets the force and melody of whose
writings caused the glory of Lorris and Machault to wax
pale in comparison. Chaucer must have become acquainted

with Boccaccio at an early age, for in the Assemhly ofFoules,

written when he'was only twenty-four or twenty-five, several

stanzas are translated from the description, in the Thcseide

of tha Italian poet, of the garden of Queen Nature. With
Petrarch he is believed on reasonable grounds to have

become acquainted during his visit to Italy in 1373; the

charming allusion to the " laureat poete," in the prologue

to the " Clerke's Tale," is familiar to every reader. Dante,

whom ho calls " the grete poete. of Itaille," supplied him
with a vision in the " House of Fame," and with the

materials of one of the tragedies in the " Monke's Tale,"

the story of Count Ugolino. But it was to Boccaccio that

his obligations were the largest; from his FilosCralohe

translated, though with many additions and alterations, his

Tfoyhis and Cryseyde; the " Knighte's Tale " is in the main
a translation of the Theseide, and two or three other Cantef-

bury Tales are more or less close renderings of stories in

the Decameron. Italian was then in a far more advanced
stage, one better suited for literary purposes, than English

;

and it must be set down as undoubtedly due to his Italian

fitudies that in Chaucer's hands our language,—which
seventy years before had appeared as a barbarous dialect

in the mouth of Robert of Gloucester, and, even as used by
Langland, Chaucer's contemporary, is harsh and crabbed,

—

was proved to be rich in sweetness and harmony, no less

than in force.

After all, had Chaucer done no more than has been
already indicated, though he would have deserved credit

for polishing and regularizing the language, and would
have left models of style for later ages to imitate, he would
not have earned the praise of a great and immortal poet.

In this category, however, he is definitively placed, in virtue

of the original portions of the Canterbury Tales. Not only

is the Prologue the work of a great literary artist, drawing
from nature with an incomparable force, sureness, and
freedom of hand, but the whole series of linking passages,

besides many of the tales, which, though the materials are

old, are transfigured by the treatment they receive, attest

the presence of a masterly intellect and an unfailing

imagination. He "saw life thoroughly and saw it

whole ;
" his somewhat keen and caustic temper opened his

eyes to the tricks of hypocrites and pretenders, which
his manly straightforwardness made him expose without

ceremony; on the other hand, the noble and really superior

cast of his character placed him in full sjnnpathy with

those who in heroic self-denial were following under his

eyes the counsels of perfection. Over against the portraits

of. Monk, Friar, and Pardoner in the Prologue, may be set

thtfilegend of Sainte Cecile, the " Man of Lawe's Tale," and
the exquisite opening stanzas of the " Prioress's Tale." In
that peculiar combination of great force of handling with
prace and versatility, on which the availability and effect of

poetic genius so largely depend, Chaucer may be placed in

a trio with Shakespeare and Pope, and no fourth name in

English literature can. from this point of view, he raised

to their level.

Coming to speak of Gower after Chaucer, we descend,
6 we cow clearly see, through an enornious interval ; but

this difltanco was not .so apparent to their contemporaries
and immediate successors. "Ancient Gower" was a
favourite with Richard II., and was also prudent enough
to pay his court betimes to the young Duke of Lancaster,
soon to be Henry IV. His Confesaio Amanlis is coloured
by all the profanity and much of the cynicism which
belong to Jean de Meung's portion of the Roman de la

Hose. It may be observed, in pasbi-ag, that the Roman
was the product of a kind of minor renaissance, or revival

of ancient learning. The Somnium Scipionis of Macrobiua
gave the dream-form, and Ovid's Ars Amandi supplied an
abundant store of amatory details; From this last, and
from others of his poems, the counsels and warnings to

lovers, with which the Roman, the Confessio Amanlis, and
many another popular poem of that day was stocked, were,

partly by suggestion, partly by direct translation, derived.

That the Ars Amandi should come to spread so wide an
influence was a fact of no good omen to the morals of
Europe. Refinement, even when little more than external,

seems to exercise an invincible attraction on the human
mind. The wit and suppleness of the Greek intellect,

the polished luxury of the Roman empire, dazzled more
and more the semi-cultivated society of Europe, and
created a paganizing fashion, of which the moral results

were often deplorable. Numbers even of ecclesiastics were
carried away ; bishops prided themselves on their elegant

sym.posia; abbots, "purple as their wines," thumbed
Anacreon instead of their breviaries ; and in spite of

Savonarola and other reformers from within, no efifectual

check appeared for these evils till it was supplied by the

rude blasts of the Reformation.

Dan Lydgate, the monk of Bury, was a loyal admirer and l.ydgaw

follower of Chaucer ; and if the practice of poetry could

make a perfect poet, he should stand, in virtue of his

innumerable compositions, among those of the highest rank.

But the language,—already rich and various, but unsettled

in form and deficient in precedents,—escaped out of his

control ; to bend and tame it efi"ectually while in such a
condition required the strength of an intellectual giant,

such as Chaucer was, but Lydgate certainly was not. We
know that Chaucer took the greatest pains with hia

metre

—

" So praye I to God, that none miswrite thee,

Ke thee mysmetre for defaut of tonge :"

but Lydgate, though, to recommend his mediocre thoughts,

he should have taken much greater pains, took in fact

much less. Perhaps some crude theory of poetic inspira-

tion misled him, as it misleads poets of our own day, whose

roughness and obscurity yield as unsatisfactory results as

Lydgate's roughness and mediocrity. The materials for

his more important productions were chiefly French and

Latin works of his own day, or not much earlier' in data

Thus his Falls of Princes is from a French metrical

version of Boccaccio's Latin prose work, De Casibus

Illustrium Virorum, and his Troy-book is founded on the

Historia Trojana of Guide di Colonna, a Sicilian jurist of

the 13th century. Lydgate's admiration for Chaucer was

undoubtedly sincere, and he probably attempted to imitate,

the best points of Chaucer's style. If yet to a great

extent he failed, this was perhaps due, not merely to the

carelessness to which we have before adverted, but also to

the influence of the barbarous writers of alliterative verse,

whose activity at this period we described in the early part

of this section. Alliterative rhythm is accentual, heroic

rhythm is syllabic. An alliterative verse may have a

varying number of syllables, but must have four accents

;

an heroic verse may have a varying number of accents,

but must contain ten, or at most eleven, syllables. Of

course the variation in either case is confined within certain

limits, and the rules themselves are not without exceptions

;
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bat into these details we have not space to enter. Suffice

it to say, that the reason why there is so much halting

metre in Lydgate, Hawes, Barclay, Harding, Juliana

Bemers, and other versifiers of the 15th and 16th centuries,

would seem to be that, unhke Chaucer, they indulged in

much of the syllabic licence of the alliterators, while yet

they were not goths enough to adopt their rhythm alto-

gether. Between the Teutonic and Franco-Latin stools,

80 to speak, they fell to the ground.

A recent writer, to whose labours the history of English

literature is much indebted,* desiring to mark pictur-

esquely the appearance of an art wiJich he thought was

destined to give the death-blow to mediaeval superstition,

has said that "in the year of the condemnation of Reginald

Pecock for declaring that all truth would bear the test of

reason and inquiry, John Fust or Faust and Peter

Schfflffer printed a magnificent edition of the Psalter." This

shows how easily an attractive antithesis may become a

trap for the unwary. The statement made in the protasis

of the above sentence is untrue, and that in the apodosis

irrelevant. Pecock was not condemned for " declaring

that all truth would bear the test of reason and inquiry "

(which of course his opponents believed as well as he), but

for maintaining, along with other novel opinions, that

reason was a better guide than authority as to the matter

of revealed religion. Doubtless many would agree with

Lim, but this is a very diflerent proposition from the

other. Nor again was the appearance of Fust's Psalter an
epoch in the history of printing, as the coincidence of dates,

to be worth noticing, would require, for it was both pre-

ceded and followed by the production of more important

works.

Inren- Yet it would not be easy to overrate the effect produced
Hon of py (jjg invention of printing on the development of litera-
*"° '""

ture, and the diflusion of those complex influences and
arrangements which we call civilization. Language and
its devices, as Horno Tooke showed in his Diversions of
Purley, exist but to promote the rapid interchange of

ideas between man and man ; and the device of printing

is a further long step in the same march, and a part of

the same endeavour. By means of it, books reached in

five years countries which before they had not reached

in twenty, add readers were multiplied a hundred fold.

Through it the speculations of scholars and the theories of

philosophers could be quickly brought before the whole
body of learned men and philosophers in Europe ; hence

arose counter speculations and adverse theories, which
again obtained publicity with the same rapidity as the first,

and to this process there was no limit. Poetry, as being
one of the more spontaneous growths of the human mind,

—

the child of passion and imagination, not of controversy,

—

owed comparatively little to the new invention. The
literaiy annals of Spain furnish us with the names of

more then a hundred poets who adorned the long reign of

John XL of Castile, ere printing came into being ; while

for a century after the discovery, the poetic art was in a
feeble and inert condition, both in Spain and England.

On the other hand, historical studies of all kinds, since-

they flourish in proportion to the facilities given of collect-

ing facts and materials,—and printing greatly enhanced
these facilities —received a sudden and highly beneficial

impulse.

The first t)00K certainly known to have been printed in

England is the Didei and Sayings of the Philosophers, a

translation from the French ; this was printed by Caxton
in 1477, within the precints of the abbey of Westminster.

l"he monks of St Alban's soon set up a printing-press in

their great monastery ; and Oxford and Cambridge quickly

• Frof. H. Morley

followea suit. For fifteen years more_ Caxton laboured

diligently in his vocation, and at hw death in 1492 left tho

art of printing firmly established in England. An examin-
ation of the list of woiks which he printed shows what
branches of literature were most in esteem in the English
society of his day. Professor Craik enumerates forty-five

works, which comprise all Caxton's more important typo-

graphical performances. Of these, thirteen are religious

and devational, twelve are works of romance and chivalry

or other prose fiction, seven are historical or legal works,

five are English versions of classical authors, five hand-

books or didactic works, and three editions of English
poets. To. the first class belong the Golden Legend (a

translation of the collection of lives of saints under that

name compiled by Jacobus de Voragine), a Zifer Festivaliii,

or guide to church festivals, a Life of Saint Wynefrid, and
several pious books translated from the French. Under
the second head fall Malory's English version of the great

French prose romances of Arthur, the Ryal Book, a " Troy-
book" translated from the French of Eaoul Le Fevre, the

Booh of Feats of Arms, and the Hislorye of Reynard the

Foxe, translated from the Flemish. To the historical

section belong Trevisa's version of Higden's Polychronicon,

the Chronicles of England by Fabyan, and the statutes

passed in the first year of Richard III. Among the
classics offered to the English public were versions of the

^neid and of Cicero DeSeneclute and Z)eJ»tic2<ia, translated

from French versions, and Chaucer's rendering of Boethius's

De Consolatione Philosophice. The handbooks contain

the Moral Proverbs of Christine de Plsan, a Bo/ce of Good
Manners, a Bolte for Travellers, &c. The English poets,

editions of parts of whose works were printed by Caxton,
were, as was to be expected, Chaucer, Qower, and Lydgate.

In the period ending with 1350, we saw that the plant

of English Lterature, though putting out some vigorous

offshoots, in the poems of Nicolas of Guildford and Robert
Manning, was still struggling with great linguistic difii-

culties, so that it remained uncertain whether, like Flemish
literature in Belgium, it would not have to content itself

with appealing to the humbler classes of the people, and
leave to France the office of ministering to the intellectual

and imaginative wants of all cultivated persons. In 1470
this doubt remained no more ; the question had been
finally settled in favour of native genius. England had
now a literature in her own speech of which she might be
proud,—authors whose manner and phraseology supplied

models to allied but less advanced nationalities. James I.

of Scotland, who was killed in 1436, speaks in the King's

Quhair of the trio of English poets m terms of reverence

comparable to those which Chaucer himself, in Troylus and
Cryseyde, had used of the great poets of antiquity. But
this success had only been gained by the wise exercise of

that talent for compromise which we English, even to

this day, are said to possess almost to a fault. English

literature was to employ a language which in its structure

and grammar indeed was Teutonic, but was to admit
without scruple into its vocabulary thousands of French
words which the upper classes, the descendants of the

Norman invaders, were in the habit of using It seemed

as if both language and people were destined to hold a
position midway between the European nations of Teutonic

and those of Latin origin, to be interpreters between the

one and the other, and thus to facilitate, for the numerous

communities which in due time the English race was to

plant over the world, the comprehension of the Ibonghta

and the appreciation of the ideals of both.

V. Period of the Renaissance and. the ReformaiioTi,]

1477-1579.
—

"The decline of the scholastic philosophy in

England in the 15th century, as indeed in every otbet
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country of Europe, was noticed ia the last section. A
new interest seized upon all the more lively intelligences,

—that of recovering what, having passed into oblivion,

might still be recoverable of the works cf the ancients,

as well as of appropriating thoroughly what was already

known. In Latin literature the chief works had long been

known ; Virgil, Ovid, and even many of the works of

Cicero, had for ages been the delight of scholars and the

food of poets. But even in respect of these, the greater

fniblicity which the multiplication of copies by the printing-

press gave to them led to innumerable questions being

stirred, which till then had lain comparatively dormant.

The problems of textual, philological, and literary criticism,

which the careful study of an author suggested to an

acute mind, were taken up with eagerness by a large and

ever-i'icreasing circle of students. But it was Greek learn-

ing, because of the comparative newness of the field, and

the inconceivable value of the treasures which it hid, that

awakened the most intense and passionate interest. The
story of the revival of Greek studies in Italy, towards the

end of the 14th century, is as exciting to a sensitive intellect

osanyromance. Gradually thscontagionof the learnedfrenzy

which created a hundred academies and literary societies

in the Italian cities spread itself across the Alps. England

•was but a very little, if at all, behind France. The steps

ty which a change of so much importance to L'terature

was effected seem to be worth tracing with some minute-

ness. Without lingering over the names of Gray, Phrea,

and Vitelli, by each of whom something was done towards

promoting Greek study at Oxford, we will begin with

Linaci'e's master, William Selling. An Oxonian, and a

monk of Christ Church, Canterbury, Selling conceived a

fervent desire to partake of the intellectual banquet pro-

vided in the schools of Florence, whore the great Lorenzo

W68 then ruling the republic ; and about the year in which

Sir Thomas More was born (1480) he travelled into Italy,

and attended for some time the lectures of that prodigy of

learning and talent, Angelo Politiano. Wlile in Italy he

karut to read and speak Greek, and collected a number of

Greek MSS. ; but unluckily, soon after his return with

j these to England, tliey were destroyed by an accidental

I fire. Thomas Linacre, a Derbyshire boy, had Selling for

his master at the Canterbury school ; his capacity and zeal

for study were great, and when Selling was sent on a

mission into Italy by Henry VII. in 1486 or 1487, he

took Linacre with him, and left him studying Greek under

PoUtiano at Bologna. In these studies William Grocyn,

an older man than Linacre, is mentioned by contem-

poraries as his "sodalis." Having been for many years

a fellow of New College, he visited Italy between 1480

and 1490, and studied chiefly at Florence, under Demetrius

Chalcondyles and Politiano. " Grocyn," says George Lilye,

" was the first who publicly lectured on Greek literature

at the university of Oxford, to crowded audiences of young

men." Grocyn was a somewhat hard, dry man; an Aristo-

telian, not a Platonist. Plato he regarded as a man who
uniltiplied words, but in Aristotle he saw the founder of

real science. His lectures seem to have been delivered'

between 1491 and 1500. Grocyn left no works behind

bim ; but Linacre, who probably began to lecture in Greek

wlieu Grocyu ceased to do so, was a voluminous author

and editor. To him we owe editions of the principal

v\;orks of some of the Greek medical writers, and a Latin

grammar, which was superseded in a few years by the

more symmetrical Breviariam of WiUiam Lilye, commonly
chilled Lilly s Grammar. An anecdote related of Linacre

illustrates the enthusiasm for letters, mingled with a dash

of pedantic absurdity, which characterized tho age. When
about to leave Italy and return to his native country, he
erected at Padua an altar, which lie dedicated to the genius

of Italy ; he crowned it with flowers, and burned incense

upon it. More, born in 1480, learnt Greek under Linacre

at Oxford, in about the years 1496 and 1497. His I^ro

gymnasmata and EpvjrarM (tho latter written conjointly

with William Lilye) are the work of a man deeply imbued
and inflamed with the classical spirit. The celebrated

Dean Colet, whose eminent services to literature a&d
education have been of late years examined and recorded

by Seebohm, Lupton, and others, studied Greek in Italy

a few years later than Grocyn and Linacre. He lectured

at Oxford after 1497 on the epistles of St Paul (in Greek),
and at St Paul's, London, of which he was dean, on the

Hierarchies of Dionysius. The letters of Erasmus present

in the clearest light the " perfervidum ingenium " of this

remarkable man, who, as the founder of St Paul's school,

may be said still to live and work among us. This school

he opened in 1510, appointing William Lilye its first head-

master. Lilye himself was no common man. In youth
he had traveUed to the Holy Land, and on his return took
up his abode at Rhodes, and made himself master of the

Greek language. Polydore Vergil even says that Lilye

was the first Englishman who ever taught publicly " per-

fectas literas," by which he appears to mean the Greek
authors, but this is certainly a mistake. For the scholars of

St Paul's school, Richard Pace, another Oxford man, wrote,

at Colet's request, a pleasant discursive treatise called De
Fruciu qui ex Doctrina percipilur (1518), in which are

introduced some interesting details respecting the learned

men of that day. William Latimer, a priest and an Oxford
man, is continually mentioned in the letters of Erasmus
and his contemporaries as a scholar of vast erudition and
especially conversant with Greek. But he was diffident,

and perhaps indolent, and declined the task of teaching

Fisher Greek, whi«h Erasmus urged him to undertake.

It is a lamentable fact that after this brilliant opening

of the study of the humanities at Oxford, the dawn was
overcast, and a dismal reaction set in. Erasmus tells us that,

about 1518, a body of brutal obscurantists appeared in the

university, who, calling themselves Trojans, attempted by
ridicule and petty persecution to discourage the study of

Greek. It was on this occasion that More wrote his Epistle

to the University (1519), complaining that the party of the

barbarians was not put down. The king was induced to

interfere, and the nuisance was after a while suppressed.

At Cambridge, though the study of Greek appears to have
been introduced later than at Oxford, it was carried on

without check or discouragement, and was supported by
endowments at an earlier period than at the sister univer-

sity. The excellent Fisher, bishop of Rochester, who
was ctianceUor of the university of Cambridge from 1501

to 1517, and in that time founded, or helped to found,

the colleges of Christ's and St John's, promoted Greek
learning with all his energy. He invited Erasmus down
to Cambridge in 1511, and procured for him, first, the

Lady Margaret professorship of divinity, and afterwards

the chair of Greek. He was succeeded by a scholar of

some celebrity, Richard Croke, who, after being educated

for twelve years at foreign universities, at the expense of

Archbishop Warham, returned a most accomplished Greciau,

and settled at Cambridge. The archbishop just named,

the last before the change of religion, was a prelate of

great enlightenment and unfailing generosity. Erasmus,

who received from him an annual pension and frequent

gifts, is never weary of extolling to his correspondents the

"sanctissimi mores," the love of letters, integrity, and
piety of the English primate. Towards the middle of the

century Sir John Cheke, as Milton says, " taught Cam-
bridge and King Edward Greek ;

" his friend Sir Thomas
Smith was also a great promoter of learning.

From the suppression of the monasteries in 15.'?'» *a
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the end of his reign, the violence and brutality of Henry

VIII. exercised a baneful effect on the progress of learning.

Instead of conferring together about the Greek particles,

Oxford men were obliged to consider what they should

think and say about the king's divorce. The fate of Jlore,

the finest scholar at Oxford, and a writer of European

reputation, of whom Charles V. said to the English ambas-

sador, " We would rather have lost the best city of our

dominions than such a worthy councillor," dispirited and

alarmed all English men of letters. In such dangerous

times wariness, quietness, unobtrusiveness, must have

seemed to be the one way of safety. When the tyrant

died, men breathed indeed more freely ; but the rapacity

and indifference to letters of Protector Somerset's govern-

ment must have filled all university men with the feeling

that the tenure of their endowments was anything but

secure, and such a state of mind is not good for the pur-

suits of learning. Under JIary there was some revival

of literary activity ; a collection was made and published

of the English works of Sir Thomas More ; and new
editions of Gower and Lydgate were printed. Warton

truly observes, that "when we turn our eyes from [this

reign's] political evils to the objects which its literary

history presents, a fair and flourishing scene appears."

On the othef hand, the compulsory revival of the scholastic

philosophy at the universities, which involved, as wc are

told, the depreciation of the new learning, was an un-

pleasant feature of the times. There is a well-known

passage in Ascham's Schoolmaster, where, speaking of

Cambridge in Jlary's time, he says, that " the love of good

learning began suddenly to wax cold, the knowledge of the

tongues was manifestly contemned ; the truth being," he

goes on to say, " that plans were laid by the university

authorities to Isring back the works of Duns Scotus, and
all the rabble of barbarous questionists," into the academi-

cal course, in the place of Aristotle, Plato, Cicero, and
Demosthenes. To throw contempt on Nthe schoolmen,

—

though it was not confined to the Protestants, for More,

Erasmus, Colet, Pace, and many other Catholics had
expressed more or less of a similar avefeion,—yet was
characteristic of them, for their theologians without excep-

tion rejected the Schola. Therefore Gardiner and Bonner

appear to have resolved to force scholasticism on the young
men of their day, simply because they did not like it.

Yet at Oxford things cannot have been so bad, for it

was in this reign that Trinity College was founded by Sir

Thomas Pope, a zealous Catholic, " in the constitution of

which the founder principally inculcates the use and
necessity of classical literature, and recommends it as the

most important and leading object in that system of

academical study, which he prescribes to the youth of the

new society. For, besides a lecturer in philosophy ap-

pointed for the ordinary purpose of teaching the scholastic

sciences, he establishes in this seminary a teacher of

humanity." ' The accession of Elizabeth brought another

change. The schoolmen were again ejected, and with

contumely, from English seats of learning. By a singular

irony of fate, the name of the owner of one of the brightest

and most penetrating intellects ever given to man, Duns
Scotus, came to be used, in England, as a synonym for a
blockhead. Polite literature was now so exclusively culti-

vated that it destroyed philosophy. The old systems were

discredited, but no new system was adopted in their place.

Nor has philosophical speculation ever recovered in England
that high place in the hierarchy of the sciences which is

its due. In the first twenty years of the reign of Elizabeth

though exact scholarship did not flourish much, there was
a great and very beneficial activity in the work of making

' Wiiton.

translations from tne classics. The names of Golding,

North, Phaicr, Marlowe, and Stanihurst indicate the

authors of the chief of those. Fairfax and Harrington

translated the master-pieces of Tasso and Ariosto. But
for the ample store of fresh materials thus supplied, the

genius of Shakespeare, who had not a university education,

must have displayed itself under comparatively restricted

forms.

Little need be said of those inferior descriptions of

poetry which this period produced. Stephen Hawes, in

his Pastime of Pleasure, endeavoured, but with very

imperfect success, to effect that blending of allegory with

romance which was to be the brilliant achievement of

Spenser. The mind of Alexander Barclay seems to havo

been swayed by that Tettonic affinity of which we spoke

in a former section ; ho turned to Sebastian Brandt rather

than to Petrarch, and preferred the grotesque humour of

the Narrevschiffe to the sonnets on Laura. In Skelton,

almost the only poet of the first twenty years of Henry
VIII. 's reign, the coarser fibres of the English nature are

offensively prominent. His fondness for alliteration, and

indifference to the syllabic regularity of his verse, show
that he too belonged to the Tcutonizing party among
the English writers, and tha.t he may be affiliated to Lang-

land and the other alliterators of an earlier age. He occa-

sionally wrote some pretty little lyrics,—witness the

musical lines To Maistress Marrjary Wenttoortk,—but buf-

foonery and a coarse kind of satire were what Kis nature

prompted him to, and in these ho excelled. His attacks

on Wolsey's pride, luxury, and sensuality are well knov.a,

nor can it be said that they were not deserved; still, as

proceeding from an incontinent priest, they remind us

unpleasantly of "Satan reproving sin." The macaronic

verse in which this poet delighted, a farrago of Latin

words, classical and barbarous, French words, cant expres-

sions, and English terms clipped or lengthened at pleasure,

was called by our ancestors, for many years after his death,

" Skeltonical
;
" but Warton has shown that he did not

invent it, but that it was in common use in his time both

in Italy and in France. The end of the reign of Henry
VIII. was illustrated by the poetry of Surrey and Wyatt. Surrej-

These two writers, having resided long in Italy, and learnt,

like Chaucer, justly to appreciate the greatness of Italian

literature, which none of their countrymen since Chaucer

seemed able to do, " greatly polished," as Puttenham says,

"our rude and homely manner of vulgar poesie from that

it had beeu before, and for that cause may justly be saj'd

the first reformers of our English metre and style." To
Chaucer's heroic verse Surrey restored the syllabic regu-

larity which it had lost in inferior hands, and stripping it

of rhyme, he for the first time jroduced English blank

verse. Into this rhythm he translated part of the ./Eneid.

He shares with Wyatt the credit of having naturalized

the sonnet in English literature.

In Scotland there arose in this period several poets of

considerable mark, all of whom, in respect of their turn of

thought and the best features of their style,-may be pro-

perly affiliated to Chaucer. Henryson wrote in "rhyme
royal "—Chaucer's favourite metre—the Testament of Fain
Creseyde, a sort of supplement to Chaucer's Troylns ana

Cryseyde. In the poetical remains of Gawain Douglas,

bishop of Dunkeld, there is much melody and sweetness.

In the poems of Dunbar tlie influence of Chaucer is

especially noticeable. The Thistle and the Rose and the

Golden Terge are poems of the same class as the Assemhty

0/ Foules and the Covrt of Love ; the allegoric form, and

the machinery of dream and vision, are employed in both.

Sir David Lyndsay began by being a great admirer and

imitator of Chaucer, but the "rcutonic affinities of his mind

waxed uver stronger, and he ended by gaining great
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temporary fame as the author of coarae and ribald satires,

directed against the abuses of bis day, especially those

which deformed the church. Ilia latest work, a Dialoy

toiicerniny the Monarch!:, appeared in 1553.

In the article UitAMAit was described how the modern

drama grew up under the shadow of the church, and

an attempt was made to convey a clear notion of the

mode in which the ancient miracle plays were performed.

As the people grew richer and more numerous, and the

arts of life were improved, and experience suggested ways

of correcting blemishes and adding fresh splendour to the

spectacle, these plays were exhibited with ever increasing

pomp. Yet, at the same time, the lay spirit getting hold

of them more and more, and the religious laxity of the

Renaissance attacking the clergy, we find those which date

from the I,5th century not only grotesque, but gross to

the last degree. Their composition in many parts betrays

a scandalous accommodation or condescension to the

brutality or pruriency of the hearers. Take for instance,

• the scene called " The Bridal of Mary and Joseph

"

in the Coventry Mysteries. . To interest masses of ignor-

ant people it may have been necessary to be simple,

broad, and outspoken ; but it could not have been neces-

sary to introduce a heap of filthy jokes, not found in

their original, gathering round the mystery of the Incar-

nation, for the sake of raising a horse-laugh, and cover-

ing the cheeks of the country girls with blushes. It

must be remembered that the entire system of language

and allusions in these playa is contemporary. Mary's

kinsman, Abizachar, is a medieval bishop, with his court,

his sumpnours, and his apparitors ; the whole thing is

racy of the soil, and redolent of the national humour
;
you

are no more transported into Palestine than a travestie of
" Medea " transports you into Greece. The moral efTects

upon juvenile spectators of so much loose talk, conveyed
to them as it was with a sanctioji (for a religious aim was
always professed, and indeed as a rule sincerely enter-

tained in these e.\hibitions), cannot have been of an improv-

ing nature.

M.r.icle Besides the great serial plays, such as The Chester— The
pi-'V"^ Coventry—and the Townley Mysteries, in the successive

scenes 'of which all the principal truths and doctrines of

religion, beginning with the creation, and ending with
" Doomsday," were represented, a demand arose for special

plays, treating of the life, or the miracles, or the martyrdom
of some favourite saint. Such were The Conversion of St

Paul, Si Mary Magdalen, and St Anne, which may be

seen in a MS. in the Bodleian library. These were some-

times performed in the churches, on the festival of the

saint celebrated in them, sometimes in the halls of royal

palaces or colleges, sometimes again within the precincts

of inonasteries. Gradually something more refined, more
in the fashion, than any miracle play, was called for at

courts and colleges. Then arose the moral plays, in

which the allegorical treatment and metaphysical refine-

'ments which were of the taste of the age were applied to

dramatic entertainments. Saints and angels were dis-

carded ; and virtues, vices, and abstract notions of various

kinds took their place as the dramatis personoe. The
devil of the miracle plays, who had more and more become
a grotesque and comic character, at least in many of them,

appeared as the "vice" or "iniquity" of the moral plays,

and introduced into them also a corresponding comic
element ; this " vice," as is well known, was gradually

transformed into the clown of the modern stage. Skelton

wrote two moral plays, one called Tlie Nigramansir, which
was performed before Henry VII. and his court at Wood-
stock, the other Mngnyfycence. A more ambitious effort

w.i'! the Satyrc c,f Thrie Estaits, by liiiidsny; this euormous
f.oral play was acted before the Scottish court in 1535,

and occupied nine hours in the representation. The
dulness and tediousness of plays of this kind, owing to thb

want of human interest, prevented them from holding

their ground against the more natural form of the drama
which the imitation of the ancients soon introduced

;
yet

Jlr Collier, in his History of Dramatic Poetry, has showa
that moral plays continued to be written down to the very

end of the reign of Elizabeth. Translations and imita-

tions of the plays of Plautus and Terence paved the way
for the reign of a purer taste. Sixteen years after it had
vtituessed The Nigramansir, the English court waf.

refreshed by "a goodie comedie of Plautus," probably

through the instrumentality of Sir Thomas More, who was
then in high favour with Henry. The interludes of Joha
Heywood, court-jester to the same king, were another step

in advance The personified qualities are here dropped,

and persons take their place ; these persons, however, are

not yet individuals, but representatives of classes, "a
pedlar," "a palmer," tc. The earliest proper comedy that

has yet been discovered is the Ralph Roister Doister of

Nicholas Udall, the head master of Eton College. Iitudall,

this play, written to be performed by his scholars, Udall

imitates so far as he can the style and manner of Terence

It is divided into acts and scenes, and is written in hol>

bling ale.xandrine rhyming lines, which, as containing

twelve syllables, i.e., six feet, he obviously thought were

the nearest English reproduction of the iambic trimeter.

He did not see that the movement of our heroic blank

verse, in spite of its being shorter by two syllables,

represents more faithfully than any other English metre

the movement of the iambic trimeter; while such rough

alexandrines as his only recall the Saturnian verse of

Naevius. The recognition of the fact that for the English

drama the proper metre is the blank verse of ten syllables

was due to the finer perceptions of Sackville, who, with gacV

Norton, produced the tragedy of Ferrex and Forrex, or ^ilU

Gorbodue, in 1561; this, the earliest regular tragedy that

has been discovered, was played before Queen Elizabeth,

in the hall of the Inner Temple. For some years the

drama continued to be beholden to the hospitality of the

court, or some legal society, or educational institution

(Gray's Inn, Lincoln's Inn, St Paul's school, &c.), for the

local habitation where it might display its illusions. But
as the popular delight in such exhibitions increased at this

time faster than the Puritanic aversion to them (although

this also was gaining ground, as we shall see), it was in-

evitable that - the stage should cease to be movable and

migratory, and establish itself in a permanent home. The
first public theatre was opened at Blackfriars in 1575 ; the

histrionic art became a recognized profession ; many other

theatres sprang up before the end of the century ; Italian

plays were adapted, Latin plays translated, episodes of

English history dramatized ; and, on the whole, a kind o'

dramatic atmosphere was generated in the English metro-

polis, highly favourable to the career of a great artisi,

should such a one appear.

More's philosophical fiction of Utopia, imitated from,

Plato's Atlantis, appeared in Latin in 1516; it is the

picture of an ideal commonwealth. The Governour, by

Sir Thomas Elyot, was also intended to be a political

treatise ; but under the despotism of Henry the subject

was ioo dangerous, and the author confines himself almost

entirely to questions connected with education. 'The

earliest good English prose, in Mr Hallam's opinion, ' is

found in Sir Thomas More's History of Henry V., which

appeared in 1513. But the curious treatise by 'Sii

John Fortescue, written more than thirty years before,

the Difference betiveeii an Absolute and a Litnit^d Monarctiy^

is really very good English, and contains tew words that ait

not now iu use; if i' were divestea of itsi barl)arout
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orthography, this would bo at once manifest. Our prose

style was much improved by the various works of Roger
Ascham, who taught Latin to Elizabeth, and held learned

conversations with Lady Jane Grey.

The religious convulsions' by" which the country was
shaken to its centre during this period are of little direct

interest to the historL-xn of literature ; for the lines of

literary development which the activity of preceding ages

had marked out were not seriously deflected, nor did the

theological sontroversy produce on either side works
which, like Hooker's Ecclesiastical Polity or Bossuet's"

Variations, may claim, on account of perfection of style or

power of treatment, a permanent place in literature. The
Reformers of Henry the VIIL's reign were the heirs and
cuntinuators of " LoUardy," but joined to it, from the

armoury of Luther and Calvin, new views onpredestinati. n,

the futility of works, justification by faith alone, and the

final assurance of the elect, which had indeed a practical

bearing of the most important kind, but were not set

forth by oiir native writers in particularly forcible terms

or attractive forms. William Tyndale, who carried on a

long and acrimonious controversy with Sir Thomas Jlore, is

perhaps the most important writer on that side. Cranmer's

writings show much learning, considerable grasp of in-

tellect, and a certain beadth of style; they are deficient,

however, in sincerity and manliness. The hoinely wit

and rough satirical power of Latimer are well illustrated

in many of his sermons. He, and most of the English

Reformers, exemplify in a marked way the Teutonic

afiSnity of which we have more than once spoken ; the

desire to be sturdily independent, coupled with a sense of

teeming latent energy,—of a potentiality of great achieve-

ment on this side and on that,—indicate in them at once

the strength and the blemish of the Teutonic genius.

After the accession of Elizabeth, the leading men among
the clergy, refusing to take the oath of supremacy, were

for the most part driven into exile, and for many years

waged war, in heavy treatise or light pamphlet, against

the new settlement of religion. The names of Sander,

Harpsfield, Harding, Stapleton, and many others occur in

this connexion. But as they wrote for the most part in

Latin, for the sake of Continental readers, their efforts

produced little effect, and are now scarcely remembered.

Jewel, the Protestant bishop of Salisbury, who had been

in exile at Strasburg under Mary, and contracted a close

friendship with Peter Martyr, wrote an Apology (1562)
in reply to these disputants, from whom the work drew

forth loud charges of inaccuracy and unfairness of quota-

tion. The Apology was in Latin, but the Defence of
the Apology, written in answer to Harding, was in

English. The laborious exercise of thought on these

topics, and the warfare with pen and tongue which was the

result, could not fail to increase the elasticity and enlarge

the adaptivity of the language, and so far tended to

improve it as an organ of literature.

VT. The Old Civilization in conflict with Puritanism,

1579-1660.—Regarding the position of the Roman see in

the Christian church as a "separable accident," the accept-

ance or rejection of which made no essential difference, the

literary men of the latter part of the reign of Elizabeth,

while rejecting, chiefly on political grounds, the authority

of that see, had no quarrel in otlicr respects with the

religion which had come down to them from their fore-

fathers, nor with the forms of civilization and efforts

towards a higher culture which that religion had encouraged.

F5oth in Spenser ami Shaki^spearo v.-c notice a decided re-

pugnance towards Koinf, and' a dispnbition to deny her

claim to obedience /^compare the dcscriplioii of Due^cs in

the Faerie Queeue. and the d^nuiiciatidu of papal power put

by Shakespeare in the moutu of King John) ; but with thi*

exception they belong to the old school ; they might havi

been Englishmen of fifty years before, instead of twenty oi

thirty years after, the Reformation. This has been pointed

out in detail by Mr Thornbury and others in. the case ol

Shakespeare ; they have shown how alien the notions o!

Puritanism were to his heart and mind, except in the ons

point of opposition to Rome. Spenser's description of thq

house of C'celia, and his invective against the Blatant

Beast, not to refer to many other passages, show that tha

same thing held good of him. But it is not our object to

dwell on this ; the point to which we would call attention

is, that the poets and dramatists of this period, as well aa

a large body of the clergy, clave heartily to the civilizatioii

and culture which they had inherited from the past. To
this form of civilization the Puritan or ultra-reforming

party, which began to show its strength under the lax rule

of Archbishop Grindal, was radically opposed. The culture

which had gathered treasures from every side, and

welcomed all that was good and beautiful in paganism, was
tainted and abominable in their eyes. To them it seemed

that a Christian society should be exclusively formed and
built up on models furnished by the Old and New Testaments.

To come to the particular tendencies of Puritanism witT

which vre have now to do,—it looked with sour displeasure

on the English poetry and drama of the day, and, according

as it possessed power, suppressed them. What meant these

loose and profane sonneteers by writing about theii

mistresses in language that was little short of idolatrous,

and celebrating Bacchus, Venus, and Apollo in terms which

could hardly be acquitted of blasphemy "i Why, if thej

must rhyme, could they not compose comfortable hymns oi

Zion, and if they must have music, sing the Psalms oi

David t Expression -was given to these sentiments in a

pamphlet breathing a spirit of comparative moderation,—

.

the School of Abuse of Stephen Gosson (1579). Sir Philip

Sidney in his able reply, the Defence of Poesy, vindicated

the legitimacy of the taste for literature and art whicl^

Englishmen had inherited from their forefathers. Again,"

innumerable allusions in the works of the dramatists oi this

and the next reign, including Shakespeare, prove the

animosity which subsisted between them and the Puritan3,_

whom they rightly regarded as the implacable enemies oB

their art. On the outbreak of civil war the Puritans,' gaia-^

ing the upper hand in London, immediately shut up the

theatres. It is not, therefore, without reason that we have

characterizsd the epoch which we are considering as

that of the " conflict between Puritanism and the old

civilization."

Poetry, which does not, like the drama in its more

developed stages, require auy local establishment in order

to produce its effects, pursued its flight in defiance of

Puritan censure. It was not, hovcever, unaffected by it.

The disapproval of him and his works, entertained by a

large section among the most virtuous of his countrymen,

irritated the poet by its exaggeration, and often made hin>

out of recklessness import an additional degree of licence

into his language. Yet morality was in the end the gainer.

For in spite of narrowness, and exaggeration, and occasionaj

hypocrisy, there was real earnestness and virtuous intentiot)

in the great body of the Puritans ; and to these qualities

society eventually did homage by refusing to tolerate, in

poetry at least, what was openly and scandalously immoral.

In spite of one or two who leap over thc.line, poetry in thd

18th century, and still more in the 19th, has not permitted

her votaries to write as thoy please, but 'las prescribe!', ti>

them measure and seemliness. This may indeed be

attributsd to the increasing refinement of European lifo.

but that rf-fiirrnent itself, so far as it is moral, is *o c: large-

extent tiip work of the Puritan sjjirit.
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Without further preface let us turn to the consideration

of that amazing phenomenon, the literature of the

j;i,7a. Elizabethan age. Many circumstances, many slowly

lethan elaborated changes, had prepared the way. The cautious

litera- peace-policy of Elizabeth, her wise love of economy, and
*'"'*•

-her caro to surround herself with able counsellors, produced

their natural fruits in a state of general prosperity never

experienced before. Every adventurous and inquiring

mind -was stimulated by the reports continually arriving of

the discovery of " islands far away," of riches and beauty

which the earth had hitherto veiled from her children

revealed to wondering eyes in America and the East, of

inventions which enlarged the power, and discoveries which

widened the knowledge, of man. Again, the greatly

augmented use of the language as a literary instrument,

consequent upon the religious dissensions now temporarily

silenced, had, as already explained, made ifc a much fitter

organ for thought than it had been in tha reign of Henry

VIII. Lastly, the powerful influences now pressing in

from abroad must be duly weighed. The genius of Arioato

had clothed mediaeval romance in a splendid garb, which,

for the first time since the 13th century, made the subject

attractive to cultivated minds. Tasso's epic, with its

sustained grace and sweetness, had shown how the shades

and half-shades of sentiment in which refined spirits delight

can bs expressed by corresponding nuances of language.

Certain eminent writers in France, especially Du Bellay

and Konsard, had consecrated considerable powers and

incessant activity to tha work of reforming the language

and literature of their own country through the concentrated

study and fearless imitation of ancient models. Consider-

ing all these various elements, we shall be better able to

understand how, given a gorgeous imagijiation like that of

Spenser, and a mind of universal range like that of Shake-

speare, these writers were able to place that enormous

difference between themselves and their predecessors which

separates the Faerie Qneene from the Pastimje of Pleasure,

and the comedies of Shakespeare from those of Still and

Udall.

Without stopping to criticise, and reserving the drama
for separate consideration, we must endeavour by a brief

description to convey some notion of the poetical exuber-

Bpenser. ance of the Elizabethan era. Spenser's Faerie Queene, a

'colossal fragment of a stiU more colossal design, relates

pstensibly the romantic adventures of brave knights and
fair ladies j but every incident has an allegorical meaning,

and the propagation of the several moral virtues is the

professed object of the entire work. The well-known

stanza which he invented, consisting of nine lines, ihe last

an alexandrine, with three rhymes, is so skilfully con-

structed and so well adapted to our language, that it

has been frequently employed since, with marked suc-

cess, by eminent poets. Burns used it for the Cotter's

Saturday Night, and Byron for Childe Earold. The
rhymes in it are better arranged than in the standard metre

of Italy, the ottava rirna, because the distribution is such

as to bind the whole structure better together, and to avoid

that palpable break between the first six lines and the

concluding couplet which is noticeable in the stanza of

Tasso and Ariosto. Again, the extra syllables in the ninth

line seem exactly to counterbalance the risk of monotony
which the additional line would otherwise entail The
sonnets of Shakespeare, if we accept the acute interpreta-

tion of Mr Simpson, indicate the influence of some aristo-

cratic friend of the poet, who, having travelled much in

Italy and formed the acquaintance of members of the
learned "acadetaes" for which Italian cities were then
famous, had learned from them those Platonizing specula-
tions about love and its kinds—the vulgar, the civil, "the
cLivahous,and the ideal love—which are partially repro-

duced in the sonnets. Among Shakespeare's other poema
the chief were Venua and Adonii and the Rape of Lucreece,

pieces remarkable for their luscious melody and ornate

elegance. The classical and mythological themes attest at

once the receptivity of the intellect of Shakespeare, a

country-bred youth who had studied at neither university,

and the strength of the Renaissance movement, from which

no mind, even the most powerful, could then hold itself

aloof. Of the same class is Marlowe's beautiful poem of

Ilero and Leander, translated from the Greek of the pseud o-

Musaeus. George Chapman produced, about 1601, a com-

plete translation of the Iliad in long fourteen syllable lines.

It was the first time that this feat had been accomplished

in any modern language ; and the fact well typifies the in-

tensity of force with which the English intellect was now
working in every direction. Eobert Southwell, the Jesuit, s<mt

put to death by the Government in 1696, left behind him woU.

a few religious poems of great beauty. He is by some con-

sidered the first of the metaphysical school of poets ; but

the credit (or discredit^ of that leadership rather belongs to

Donne. Marston, Hall, and Gascoigne (the author of the

Steel Glass) may be regarded as the founders of English

satire. Sir Philip Sidney, the ornament of Elizabeth's

court, wrote sonnets and songs, which, though imitated

from Italian and Spanish models, were freighted by his

powerful mind with a burden of thought and passion not

to be found in the originals. The attempts of Daniel and

Drayton in the epic style
(
Wars of the Hoses, Barons' Wars),

were failures ; but wherever we meet with many ventures,

it cannot be but ' that some will fail. Of such poems as

Warner's Albion's England, or Drayton's Poly-Olbion, or

Tusser's Five Hundred Point) of Husbandry, it is

unnecessary to speak.

The class of poets to whom Johnson attached the name Poetry o»

" metaphysical," while Milton calls them " fantastics," in- conceit

eludes Donne their founder, Cowley, Crashaw, Cleveland,

and several others. In date they belong rather to the

reigns of James L and Charles I. than to that of Elizabeth.

They are distinguished by their fondness for " conceits,"

or intellectual tours deforce, the general aim of which was

to gain credit for ingenuity, and a deep insight into the

nature of things, by tracing resemblances or analogies

between objects apparently remote and diverse. This

poetry of conceit, which nearly corresponded to the estilo

cidto of Spain, is usually said to have been invented by the

Neapolitan poet Marini, author of the So&petto di Erode,

and by him propagated in France, whence it came to Eng-

land. It was merely another development of that tendency

to the mystical in thought and the far-fetched in language,

characteristic of the Gothic ages, which we have seen more

fully exemplified in the countless allegories and moral plays

of previous periods. In Donne the style is insufferable

;

" conceits " are strewn about his pages like puns about the

conversation of a punster, and they are not half so amusing.

Cowley, on the other hand, was a true poet ; the daring Cowley,

flights of his fancy, the tenderness of his feelings, and the

grace and profoundness of his musings, still rescue much

that he wrote from oblivion. Composing, in imitation of

Pindar (though he did not really understand the Pindaric

metres), irregular passages of song which he called

" Pindariques," he gave the first example of a class of poems

which comprises performances so memorable as the

Alexander's Feast of Dryden and the Bard of Gray.

Crashaw, the translator of the Sospetto di Erode, is in the

highest degree a worshipper of the far-fetched. He is the

author of the celebrated line, describing the miracle of Cana

in Galilee,

—

Lympha pudica Deum vidit, et erubuit.

The conscioun water saw her God, and blushed.

Edmund Waller, though his earliest writings betray aB
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ffinity to tho fantastic school, mixed too much in the

world, and had too much good taste and good sense,

to go very far with them. He is the English song-writer

par excellence ; his is the only name which we can think of,

when Burns is cited for Scotland and Birangor for France.

His manner was so good and his style so clear that Drydon

calls him the " father of English numbers," and declares

that but for him " none of us could write." Pope allows

to Waller smoothness, but ascribes much more tc* the in-

fluence of Dryden himself

:

" Waller wai smooth, but Dryden taught to join

The varying verse, the full resounding line,

The long majestic march, and energy divine."

in the last section we noticed the rise of true comedy

and tragedy, and gave the date of the building of the first

regular theatre at the Blackfriars. Keturning to the subject,

we propose to examine the commencements of the

Elizabethan drama in somewhat more' detail, treating (1)

of the actors, (2) ,of the plays which they, performed, (3) of

- the stages which they had at their disposal, including under

this head their resources of scenery and a.tage effect.

1. From an early period of the reign we find frequent

mention of companies of players travelling from town to

town, and performing in the town-halls, under the sanction

of, and with remuneration from, the respective corporations,

such of the plays which they bad brought as might seem

suitable to the audience expected. It is noteworthy that

every such company announced itself as "the servants " of

my lord this, or the earl of that, and indeed were really

such ; had they given themselves out for an independent

body of players, the stern, laws against vagabondage' then

prevailing would have made them at once amenable to the

sliarp jurisdiction of the local magistrates. ' Thus we read

of the servants of the Lord Strange, those of the earls of

Leicester, Warwick, Derby, &c. These noblemen en-

rolled the bands of players among their retainers, and pro-

bably maintained and gave them wages for a part of the

year, but allowed them at other times, under the patronage

of their high names and with licences under their hands, to

make a living by entertaining the public. It was the

servants of the earl of Leicester who in 1574 obtained from
the queen a writ under the privy seal, authorizing them to

perform "comedies, tragedies,- interludes, stage-plays, and
such other like as they have already used and studied, or

hereafter shall use and study, as well in the city of London
as throughout the realm of England." But when the

players prepared to avaif theriiselves of their privilege, a

conflict of authorities became apparent. The mayor and
corporation of London asserted their right of control over

all dramatic performances within the limits of the city, and
issued orders providing, amongst other things, that the

players whom they might license should contribute half

their receipts to charitable purposes. Probably a portion

of the corporation was, even at this early period, actuated

by Puritan sentiments. The poor players, who under such

regulations would have soon found their occupation gone,

or at any rate unremunerative, turned their eye to the

vacant space between St Paul's and the river, where stood

the ruins of the great convent and church of the Black

Friars (Dominicans). On this site, which was outside the

jurisdiction of the. city, they established the first theatre by
converting to their purpose some of the dilapidatedbuildings.

Years passed ; the number of the players increased ; and
in 1589, as we, learn from a. curious memorial which
they addressed in that year to the privy council, they were
sixtcan in number, " all of them sharers in the Blackfriars

^lay-house." The twelfth name subscribed to this list was
fhat of William Shakespeare ; the ninth that of the
dramatist George Peele. These facts show that that
"separation "f powers," which, in the drama as in nolitics,

is the fruit of an advancea experience, did not then exist.

The offices of lessee, stage-manager, actor, and play-writer

were all combined in these early players. ' They owned tho,

theatre in which they acted, furni.shed their own stage,

choso their own plays, and, to a greater or less extent,

wrote them. After having received the royal licence in

1574, this company ceased to bear tho name of the earl of

Leicester, but described themselves as " Her M.ajesty's poor

playtsrs." The trace of this early connection with the court

still remains in the appellation " Theatre Royal," assumed
by several of the older London theatres.

2. With regard to the nature of the dramatic performances,

these included, besides those specified in the licence to the

Blackfriars Company, moral plays and histories. Under
the general description of moral play we may include those

that were written with a controversial purpose, either for

or against the Reformation, such as the plays by Bishop
Bale, Lusty Juvenilis, Every Man, ^-c. Quite a num-
ber of such pieces wore put on the stage by the Catholics

after the accession of Elizabeth, with the view of turning

the new state services into ridicule ; these drew down a

special prohibition from the Government. Many dramas,

called sometimes tragedies, sometimes histories, were on
classical subjects, such as Catiline's Conspiracies (by Stephen
Gosson, who afterwards wrote vehemently against the

stage), Cnpid and Psyche, Ptolemy, and plays on the lives

of Pompey and Cjesar. The audience being limited, the

companies of players numerous, and the expense of scenery

and dresses trifling, novelty in the pieces represented became
the predominant source of attraction ; hence the extraordinary

variety of plays produced at this early period. Scriptural

subjects were popular ; thus among the earliest printed

plays are Nash's Christ's Tears over Jerusalem, and Peele's

David and ' Bethsabe. "Histories" dealt often with
personages and events of the ancient world. But they also

presented in dramatic forms passages from the story of

England, many of which, by tradition and continual dis-

cussion, still lived in the memory, and vividly stirred the

feelings of the people ; and it was natural that dramas of

this class, as they came to be planned with more art and
composed' with greater power, should transcend in interest

the dramas with classical plots, and appropriate the name
of "histories" to themselves. One of the earliest of these.

The Famoris Victories of Henry V., was acted about 1580
;

Shakespeare founded on it one of his historical plays. The
history of Edward IT: by Marlowe, Greene's James IV.,

and Peele's Edward I. all date somewhere about 1590;
the older play of Kinff John appeared in 1591 ; and the

original plays which, refashioned or retouched by the hand
of Shakespeare, como before us as the three parts of

Henri/ ^I-i seem to have been produced between 1590
and 1595.

Before the time when Shakespeare began to write for the

stage, it may be said that several respectable or even re-

markable tragedies had appeared, that some good and
flowing historical dramas had been written, and that a
great variety of interludes, approaching in character to our

farces, and not deficient in wit and drollery, had been pro-

duced. To prove the above assertion as to tragedy, it

would be enough to adduce Marlowe's powerful plays, Dr
Faustxis and Thmhurlaine the. Great,—the first strong to

move the tragic passions, the second dazzling and astonish-

ing us by its soaring rants and gorgeous rhetoric. The
clever interludes of John Heywood would alone sustain

what we have stated as to pieces of that description. In
comedy, on the other hand, very little had been achieved.

Of those that were in prose, like Gascoigne's Sup-poses and
Nash's Pierce. Penniless, the rough uncouth language was
unrelieved by any wit that could pass muster in a later age.

No comedies in verse Superior to those of Greene can per-
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'hapa be named ; and these are disfigured by every kind of

literary fault.

3. With regard to the stage itself, the building of the

first theatre in London has been already described. But
for many years previously temporary theatres had been
made out of the court-yards, with their surrounding

galleries, of London inns, e.g., the Belle Savage in Ludgate
Hill, the Red Bull in Bishopsgate Street, and the Cross

Keys in Qraccchurch Street. It is to the second of these

that Qosson alludes in his School o/Abuse (1579), vphen ho
speaks of " the Jew shown at the Bull," and goes on to

'.escribe it so as to make it clear that this was an old play

«vith a plot resembling that of the Merchant of Venice. If

any one desires it, he may still help his imagination to

picture the scene, by going into the court-yard of one of

the few old city inns still left, the "Four Swans'' in

Bishopsgate Street for instance, and imagining a stage

srected at one end, the galleries crowded with aristocratic

spectators, seated or standing, and the open space below
filled with play-goers of the common sort, admitted at the

charge of one penny, and with the canopy of heaven above
their heads. Five of these theatrical inns were turned into

play-houses between 1570 and 1630. The company that

owned the Blaekfriars Theatre erected a new one called the
Globe in Ibdi on the Bank-aide, a position corresponding
to one on the present Thames embankment ; this, being for

'Bumraer use, was not roofed in. A play-house called " The
.Theatre " was built at Shoreditch, outside the city liberties,

little, if at all, after the time at which the Blaekfriars house
was opened ; near it stood the " Curtain." Other theatres,

the Swan, the Hope, the Rose, ifec, rapidly sprang up ; and
it is estimated that not fewer than 200 licensed play-houses
existed in differetit parts of London at the end of the reign
of Elizabeth. All this time the players continued to

desiguato themselves, and to be, the servants either of the
queen or of some nobleman ; without such protection they
;ould not have exercised their function either safely or pro-
fitably. In these primitive theatres no scenery was used

;

that was first introduced by Davenant after the Restoration.
A curtain then, as now, met the spectator's eye on entering;
it was slowly drawn up, and he saw a stage strewn with
rushes, the side walls hung with arras ; a large board with
a name painted on it, "Westminster," "Corinth," "Messina,"
&c., informed him where the scene of the play to be per-

formed was laid ; imagination did all the rest. When a
battle was to bo fought, "two armies fly in represented
with four swords and bucklers, and then what hard heart
will not receive it for a pitched field 1

"i

Bbakt- Amidst such rude surroundings, and with such imperfect
speare. ' appliances, the mighty genius of Shakespeare was fain to

live and act. It has been observed that English comedy
was less advanced at the time of his coming up to London
(about 1586) than the other dramatic forms; and it is in
comedy accordingly that his early triumphs were won, and
his extraordinary superiority to all his predecessors most
signally demonstrated. Love's Labour's Lost and T/ie

Comedy of Errors were probably his first essays ; they
were followed by Midsummer Night's Dream, Two Gentle-
men of Verona, &c. The versification of dramatic dialogue
had been thoroughly reformed by Marlowe, whose sense of
rhythm was exquisite; English blank verse had been
wrought into a fine and fitting material, ready to receive
whatever impression a gifted dramatist might stamp upon
it. But Marlowe was no meditative observer of human life,

no accurate discarner of human motives. The language,
therefore, that he puts in the mouth of his different p°erson-
ages does not greatly vary ; they are all apt to take to

' Sidney's Defence of Poesie, quoted by Charles Knight in his
&Mk.tj>cret <» Dio^ravhu.

ranting on the least provocation. Shakespeare added to

Marlowe's skiU of composition a power of characterization

which no dramatist, ancient or modern, ever surpassed. To
this power, as its fitting accompaniment, was joined a gift

of modulation, by which the language assigned to each char-

acter was made suitable to it and to no other, and this with

a truth and naturalness which the readers and spectators

of every following age have recognized. Again, turning,

like Chaucer, with eager longing to the refining influences

which came from the south, ho adjusted and polished his

dialogue with the utmost care, till to the swiftness and
evenness of movement which he might have learnt from
Marlowe he united much of the easy grace of Ariosto and
of the sweetness of Tasso. He probably read an immense
number of Italian novels, either in the original or in

translations ; many of his comedies are founded upon
such tales. Thus prepared, he could with safety, as in

Merry Wives of Windsor, deal with home scenes, and a plot

of his own invention, without running any risk of falling

into the coarseness and vulgarity of Gammer Gxirlon,

George-a-Greene, and hundreds of other pieces, written by
men in whom the Teutonic affinity of the race predominated
unchecked. To these qualifications Shakespeare added a
sound dramatic judgment, which, as was natural, improved
with years and experience, teaching him what to seek and
what to shun, so as to secure that popularity which is the

test of dramatic excellence. As an acting play. The Tempest,

written near the end of his career, is far superior to Love's

Labour 's Lost. But to the last he did not attain to supreme
excellence in this direction; the unity of action, necessarily

sacrificed in the histories, is not always preserved in dramas
where its retention would have been easy ; nor is that sub-

ordination of inferior parts to the central action, which
dramatists of less power have often successfully managed,
always duly attended to by Shakespeare.

Of neither the comedies nor the tragedies of Shakespeare
can it be said that they are in a special sense " dramas of

character." The boasting soldier^ the lying traveller, the
religious hypocrite, the scheming matron, the ambitious
tyrant, and many other clearly marked types, are not
pourtrayed for us in the plays of Shakespeare with that

sharpness of outline which they present in the works of

Plautus, Moliere, and Alfieri. 'The cause may perhaps be
sought in the absence from Shakespeare's mind of all ex-

aggeration, .and in the fact that without some slight

exaggeration these striking dramatic types which take hold
on the memory and the imagination cannot be produced.
Shakespeare saw men as they are, and so described them j

and the consequence is that, although neither Macbeth nor
Richard III. exhibits the stock character of the "ambitious
tyrant," each displays a special form of ambition, modified,
as always happens in real life, by many concomitant
qualities and aims, to trace the lineaments of which will

reward in a high degree the pains of the literary analyst.

It is this quality of essential truth of presentation whicli

has gathered round our Shakespeare's dramas the instruc-

tive and beautiful criticism of a Gervinus, the interpreta-

tions of a Goethe, and the historic faculty of a Guizot or a

Villemain.

In the exhibition of tragic passions, and in the range oj

the appeal which they make to the moral sentiments of an
audience, Shakespeare's tragedies have never been surpassed.'

Considered as acting plays they are of varying excellence.

In Othello and Romeo and Juliet, both founded on Italian

novels, the incidents move on in a swift and well-combined

sequence, which, from this pjoint of view, leaves nothing to
be desired. Hamlet, though from tradition and habit it

always attracts large audiences, is better suited for the
closet than the stage ; the drag of the third and fourth acts,

is undeniable. In none of the tragedies is there anu
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attempt to preserve the unity of time except in Romeo and

Juliet ; here the action is powerfully and successfully con-

centrated. The Roman plays, based on Plutarch's Lives,

though they abound in passages of great power and beauty,

are not so constructed as to produce the highest dramatic

effect

When we turn to the other dramatists, Shakespeare's con-

temporaries and successors, the one point about them all

that most strikes us is, their amazing exuberance. The
English genius, as M. Tainein substance remarks, is naturally

abundant and full of force ; if left to itself, it attends more

to quantity than to quality ; it is daring and enterprising,

«ind knows not when it is overmatched, as English soldiers

«*re said not to know when they are beaten. Of this

uational vigour a large proportion was in the Elizabethan

times directed to literature, and particularly to the stage.

The development of the drama had now gone on without

Any notable check for many generations. All the artistic

faculty of the country which before the Reformation had

applied itself to other arts, such as decorative architecture,

painting, and sculpture, now, when the scope for the exercise

of these was suddenly reduced to the narrowest limits,

tended to seek and find a refuge in the Thespian art. Space

does not permit of our noticing these dramatists in any but

the briefest manner. Ben Jonson, proud of his learning

end his university education, invented most of his own
plots, and plumed himself on his strict observance of the

unities. In the plays of Beaumont and Fletcher the influ-

ence of the Spanish drama, the glory of which had been

carried to a great height by Calderon and Lope de Vega,

is noticeable. The intensity of Massinger and the pathos

of Ford, amid much that is grotesque or repulsive, preserve

their dramas from entire oblivion. Other names are those

of Webster, Chapman, Heywood, Dekker, Marston,

Middleton, and Rowley. The plays of Shirley were at the

height of their popularity when, after the breaking out of

the civil war, the theatres were closed by order of the

parliament. This order is the overt act of Puritanism, by
which, after having first complained of, then protested

against, then furiously denounced, the abuses of the stage,

it proceeds, now that it has got the handling of the civil

sword, to remove both use and abuse by force. The
violent language of Prynne in the book (1633) to which he
gave the title of Histriomastix (a barbarous compound
signifying " the player's scourge "), though at the time
ci-uelly punished by the Star Chamber, told of a great and
increasing force of public opinion behind him, of which he
was but the mouth-piece. Puritanism, by the order of

suppression, at once avenged the insults and ridicule with
which the dramatists had assailed it, and cut down a
vigorous scion which had grown up out of the root of the
ancient civilization. The drama was restored before
twenty years were over ; but it was a new creation, and
never won the people's love as the old Elizabethan drama
had done. It was an affair of courts and coteries, and was
almost shaken down by the blunt reproaches of one honest,

plain-spoken man, Jeremy Collier. Puritanism possessing

itself more and more of the popular conscience, the revival

of a national drama became impossible. Our theatres are

supported by the miscellaneous urban population which is

always to be found in great cities ; but as a nation we have
had no drama since the civil war.

In the • department of Fiction we have to note a new
transformation of the romance, by which it assumes the
form of pastoral novel. The tale of chivab-y, modified so
as to recommend a religious ideal by Walter Map and his
fellow yporkers, then passing into the love-story with
allegorical embellishments in the hands of Lorris, was
further changed by Sannazzaro, Montemayor, and other
Spanish and Italian writers, into the love-story with pastoral

and mythological embellishments. Here of course we trace

the influence of the classical revival ; allegory is dropped

as too cumbrous ; and a florid phraseology, culled from Iha

idylls of Theocritus, the miscellaneous works of Lucian,

and other classical or quasi-classical sources, takes its place.

The Arcadia of Sir Philip Sidney was suggested by

Sannazzaro's pastoral romance of the same name, but can

be read with more interest, because we see that it has been

made the vehicle by means of which a powerful mind makes

known its thoughts on many intricate and important ques-

tions, in metaphysics, political science, art, and social ethics.

But the prolixity of the work, together with its confused

arrangement, would always prevent it from attaining to

anything like the popularity which it enjoyed when, and

for some time after, it appeared. The Euphues of Lyly, a

kind of philosophical novel, written in an affected and

pedantic style, has, since the ascription to its influence by

Sir Walter Scott of the magniloquent bombast which he

puts in the mouth of Sir Piercie Shafton in the Monastery,

and considers to be characteristic of the conversation of

courtiers at that period, given rise to the term
" euphuism." Yet it must be allowed that Sir Piercie

Shafton's talk is quite a caricature of the language in

Euphues; of the two, it more resembles the high-flown

language that we meet with in Sidney's Arcadia. The
Mundus Alter et Idem of Hall (afterwards bishop of

Norwich) is a satirical romance, written from the clerico-

despotic point of view, in the aim of exhibiting the debase-

ment which the principle of democracy, if carried out con-,

sistently and over a long period, would, according to the

author's theory, bring upon both social and individual man.

One of the last and most pernicious delusions of the

infatuated community described in the book consists in

establishing " a perpetual parliament." Such were the

advisers, obeying whose fatal suggestions Charles I. reigned

eleven years without a parliament, and brought things to a
pass whence civil war was the only issue.

In the Ecclesiastical Polity of Richard Hooker, published Ho<*

near the close of the 16th century, a solid intellectual basis,

illustrated by great learning and the attractions of a grave

and majestic style, was for the first time given to the con-

ception of the via media, in which Anglican churchmen

believed they saw a secure shelter for moderate minds,

midway between Rome and the extreme forms of

Protestantism. The work is naturally directed rather

against the Puritans, who were numerous both in church

and state, and might eventually, as in fact they did, gain

the upper hand, than against the Catholics, whom the laws

already silenced and disarmed. The restiveness of the

Puritans under the existing laws and church ordinances,

which, as they thought, left religion insufiiciently reformed,

suggested to Hooker an inquiry into the nature of laws, and

the grounds of their binding force ; this is the subject of

the celebrated disquisition in the first' book. The Puritans

were not convinced, and the struggle between them and the

Anglicans went on increasing in violence, until, after the

outbreak of war, the ascendency of the Puritan element in

the Lower House, and the secession of most of the peers to

Oxford, enabled its enemies temporarily to suppress the

established church. During the suppression, a work of

great ability, entitled A Discourse on the Liberty of Pro-

pJiesyinrj (1647), appeared from the pen of Jeremy Taylor.

Fifty years have made a great difi"erence ; the champion of

Anglicanism no longer insists on obedience, but pleads for

toleration ; if only the Church of England could be estab-

lished again in certain districts, he would be willing to see

the worship of many different sects, provided that they all

agreed to accept the Apostles' Creed as a common standard,

carried on in other parts of the country. The lapse of a

few years restored to the church its former status without
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any damaging concessions, and the question of toleration

was laid by till the Revolution.

The scholastic philosophy foil, as we have seen, at the

chavgo of religion ; and for some time nothing took its

place. When philosophical studies were revived, they took

a new dii-ection, and were pursued in a new spirit. The

old philosophy, summing up the wisdom of Greece and that

of the Christian schools, said to the student, " Know God,

know thyself ; from this twofold knowledge learn what is

duty ; that done, investigate at discretion either nature or

the world of ideas." In practice, however, a dry logic and

metaphysic, encumbered with technicalities, formed the sole

intellectual pabulum provided for most students of philo-

sophy. The new doctrine, introduced by Bacon, said,

" Know Nature, and for that purpose study thy own mind,

and discover the criteria by which nature's ways may be

tested ; the knowledge so gained will be power, which, well

used, will enrich and adorn human life." Mr Hallam, re-

presenting the general English opinion, calls Bacon " the

father of modern science ;
" but his claim to the title is

disputed both by the French aud by the Italians. However
this may be, it is certain that he very early conceived the

idea of working out a new and complete system of. philo-

sophy ; and to a juvenile work unfolding his project in

outline, which seems to have been written about 1584, he
gave the title Temporis Partus Maximus, the greatest birth

of Time. The phrase sounds arrogant, but was not really

so ; all that Bacon_ meant to say was, that the new doctrine

was the inevitable outcome of a time now ripe for its recep-

tion,—the growth of the Zeit-geist, to use a modern phrase,

—and that it was impossible to overstate its importance and
potency. But his life was too much taken up with active

labours at the bar, on the bench, and in the council-

chamber, to permit of his carrying his vast plans into execu-

tion. All that we possess of his philosophy is contained
in the Advancement of Learning (1605), the Instauralio

Magna (1620), and the De Augmentis Scientiarum (1623).
The Instaziratio is a colossal programme of his philosophy
in six divisions, of which only the second, the " Novum
Organum," is worked out, and that not completely. The
" Novum Organum " was designed to be the new logic of

induction, which Bacon regarded as the mind's proper in-

strument in utilizing the fruits of experience. " Experience
and observation are the guides through the Baconian philo-

sophy, which is the hand-maid and interpreter of nature."'

Nevertheless the particular instrument which he invented,

the method of instances, is too cumbrous for practical use,

and in fact never has been employed in physical inquiries.
" If we have not tried it," says Mr Ellis, in one of his'ex-

peedingly able introductions to the works of Bacon, " it is

because we feel confident that it would not answer. We
regard it as a curious piece of machinery, very subtle,

elaborate, and ingenious, but not worth constructing,

because all the work it could do may be done more easily

another way." It is not in virtue of his method, which
will not work, nor on account of special contributions to
any branch of physical science, for none such exist, that so
high a place among philosophers is assigned to Bacon by
his countrymen. It is rather on account of the lofty

enthusiasm which animates his writings, and makes him
appear in them as the hierophant of Nature, eloquently-

pleading against the neglect of her worship.
The edifice of Christian philosophy lay in ruins, as we

have seen, from the time of the Renaissance ; Bacon offered
a partial substitute, designed to endow man with power over
nature ; it was left for Hobbes, his assistant and disciple,

to make an attempt to occupy , the whole of the ancient
field of thought. He desired to instruct mankind as to the

U:ilIatjQ.

origin, nature, and value of their conceptions respecting

God and themselves, to investigate the moral nature of man,
and to define the forms of guidance and of conduct best

suited for a being so constituted iii mind aud heart. His
principal work was published in 1651 under the title of

Leviathan. The fundamental principle from which he starts

is, that every thought which can arise in the mind of man
is a " representation or appearance of some quality of a

'\)odj without us, which is commonly called an object."
" There is no conception," he proceeds, " in a man's mind
whifh hath not at first, totally, or by parts, been begotten

upon the organs of sense. The rest are derived from that

original." The doctrine of innate ideas, and every sugges-

tion that it is possible for man to obtain real knowledge
otherwise than through the reports of the senses, are by
this preliminary tenet rejected. He proceeds, with the

utmost acutcuess, and a power of close and sustained

observation which is truly admirable, to analyse the more
important conceptions concerning God, time, infinity, sub-

stance, (Src., w-hich find a harbour within the mind. His
explanations and definitions on all these heads bear, 'as

might be expected from his primary tenet, a strong

materialistic impress. He is also a nominalist ; all objects,

according to him, exist singly and separately ; the only

universal is the name given to a number of objects which
agree in certain given respects ; the "belief in the existence

of universals as ideas he rejects, not as erroneous but as

absurd ; nothing exists for him between, or besides, the

object, and the human faculties perceiving and naming it.

Of the belief in a God he says that " by the visible things

of this world and their admirable older a man may conceive

there is a cause of them, which men call God, and yet not

have an idea or image of Him in his mind." " As God is

incomprehensible, it follows that we can have no conception

or image of the Deity ; and consequently all His attributes

signify our inability or defect of power to conceive anything

concerning his nature, and not any conception of the same,

excepting only this, that there is a God." In spite of

statements of this kind, which are obviously capable of

being taken in a good sense, it has been customary- to regard

Hobbes as an atheist. The cause is found in the complete

inadequacy of his system of morals to make good what
might be wanting in his speculative tenets. It is not the

omissions and one-sidedness of his metaphysics alone, but

it is these, coupled with the perversions in 'his moml
philosophy, which have afiixed to his name a reputation for

atheism. The doctrine of the existence of God, even

attenuated to the form wliich we have seen above, might
have been sufficiently integrated by a sound doctrine re-

specting the human conscience, the best witness for God,
according to the general belief, that it is in man's power to

appeal to. But when we examine Hobbes's teaching on

moral matters, we find it full of paradox and absurdity.

Every passion and feeling which can move the human heart

is, according to him, the more or less disguised offspring of

self-love. He scoffs at the very notion of free-will. The
warnings of conscience are merely the fear of something

disagreeable happening to ourselves, if we proceed in a

particular line of conduct towards our neighbours. Justice

and virtue are chimeras ; that is just which is commanded
by the laws, or which a man lias covenanted to do ; that is

virtuous which fends to the general well-being of the com-

munity in which we move.

Hobbes's views on civil society and government were first

given to the world in his Be Give (1647) ; but this was

afterwards incorporated in the Leviathan. The state of

nature, he holds, is a state of war; each man has, until he

is restrained, a natural right to take everything around him

for his own use ; every other man has an equal right ; war

is therefore inevitable. But men find that ii» the long-run
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peace conduces to their enjoyment more than war ; they are

willing, therefore, that the natural right which each

{possesses should be abridged, and with this end in view

they enter into a covenant under which a government is set

up over them, charged with maintaining peace, and attend

ing to their welfare in other ways. After this has been

done, the subjects cannot change their government without

its consent There are three possible forms of government,
— monarchy, aristocracy, democracy,—in each of which the

sovereign power cannot be limited or divided. He appears

to have thought the limited monarchy of England a vicious

form, which events had shown to be practically untenable,

the division of power between sovereign and democratic

assembly having led to civil war. Of the three forms he

much prefers monarchy, that is, absolute monarchy. He
thinks it even more important that the sovereign should

not be hampered by any opposition on the part of the

priesthood, than that he should not be disturbed by the

democracy. Accordingly he insists that the state and the

church should be the same body under different aspects, the

sovereign of the one being also the supreme head and ruler

of the other The sovereign, if he be a Christian, is to

determine what religious dogmas shall be taught by the

cleigy, and to be the judge in the last resort on questions

affecting those dogmas. " This," as Mr Hallam observes,

"is not very far removed from the doctrine of Hooker, and
still less from the practice of Henry VIII."

There is ample evidence that the philosophy of Hobbes
exercised a baneful influence on the morality of a large

number of educated men in the last half of the 17th century.

But for his love of paradox, this influence would doubtless

have been still greater. In an eloquent peroration, Mr
Hallam thus sums up his examination of the political and
ethical mriiings of the philosopher of Malmesbury :

—" The
political system of Hobbes, like his moral system, of which,

in fact, it is only a portion, sears up the heart. It takes

away the sense of wrong, that has consoled the wise and
good in their dangers, the proud appeal of innocence under
oppression, like that of Prometheus to the elements, uttered

to the witnessing world, to the coming ages, to the just ear

of heaven. It confounds the principles of moral approbation,

the notions of good and iU desert, in a servile idolatry of

the monstrous leviathan it creates, and after sacrificing all

right at the altar of power, denies to the Omnipotent the
prerogative of dictating the laws of His own worship."^

VII. Reaction and Counter-Action, 1660-1700.—At the
Restoration, the king and his personal friends, who had
lived abroad during the Commonwealth and Protectorate,

brought to England a sense of fitness in things literary, and
nn aversion to what was grotesque and exaggerated in style,

which they had picked up in the polished society of the
French salons. In poetry, perhaps, no reform was needed.
The prevalence of good taste and good sense, assisted by
the example of Milton, who in his juvenile poems scorned
to use the " new-fangled toys " of the fantastic poets, had
already condemned the school which delighted in " con-
ceits." There is a purity of form in the odes of Waller, in
the works of Denbam, and even in much that in his later

years came from the pen of Cowley, which prevented ex-
ception being taken to them on the score of refinement.
With regard to prose style and the drama the case was
diff"erent. When men looked back for twenty years and
more to the theatre as it was before the troubles, and re-

membered the plays of Jonson and Shirley, they felt that
there was much need of a change. The gay young rone
of Jonson's plays is a coarse, brutal, and insupportable
personage ; his "clenches" and sallies are not wit, but the

' LUtrulwc of E>LTmt vol. iii.

noisy outcome of a superficial cleverness, aided by a now
of animal spirits. The easy badinage and -wellmanagcd
douhle entendre of the French comic stage Vfere new
phenomena, of which that of England had never had the
least conception. Nor, in tragedy, was there any inclina-

tion to return to the piled up agony—"horror on horror's

head "—of the plots of Ford and Fletcher. Comcille had
shown that the sentiments of honour and Icvo in their

chivalrous intensity, when exhibited as in conflict with the
harsh demands of circumstance and the world, are capable of
producing the finest tragic situations. Dryden's heroic plays
(The Indian Emperor, The Conquest of Granada, (tc.) were
up to a certain point imitations of Corneille ; the extent
to which they are sensational and crowded with incident
was a feature taken from the theatre of Spain. The verse

is rhymed in imitation of his French models : and in more
than one of his prefaces or essays Drydcn ably urged the
claims of " his long loved mistress. Rhyme," as an indispen-

sable decoration without which the requisite weight and
dignity of the tragic style could not be attained, In the
article on the Drama (vol. vii. p. 434), notice has been
taken of the chief works, both in tragedy and comedy, pro-

duced by our dramatistsbetween the Restoration and the
end of the century." Dryden, whose power and insight grew
with advancing age, recognized, after devoting himself to

the heroic style for years, the superiority of Shakespeare,
abandoned rhyme, and produced in 1690 his finest play
Don Sebastian. But it was then too late to arrest the
decay of the drama. The Dutch king who then sat on the
Stuart throne, the Dutch army which had placed him there,

the exultation of the Whigs and the dissenters, were all so
many indications that the Teutonic element in the English
mind was again in the ascendant. And the ascendency of

the Teutonic element, then still more than in previous ages,

on account of the gulf which had been established between
the Teutonic and Latin races by the Reformation, implied
the predominance of an energy which preferred strength to

grace, the useful to the beautiful, industry to art. All
these impulses were of course only confirmed by the
religious and moral views which arc grouped under the
general name of Puritanism. The drama, therefore, being Eecliua

in opposition to the prevailing spirit, fell ever lower and of the

lower ; and though momentarily uplifted, in later times, drama,

by the genius of a Goldsmith or a Sheridan, it has never
regained its hold upon the nation. A modern critic has
compared our drama, commencing with the Elizabethan
age and ending with the present day, to a huge pyramid
which stands on a broad and magnificent base, dwindles
continually, and ends in nothing. Even at this day, there

is still too much of the Puritan temper in general society to

admit of the success of any proposal in parliament tending
to the encouragement and support of the drama by the state,

as a department of national culture.

The prose style of the French writers was, at the time
of the Eestoration, much superior to ours. We had no
one to oppose to Segrais, Fontenelle, Balzac, Voiture,

Menage, and Bouhours, to select only the principal names
among the French critics and beaitx esprits. Nor was this

superiority of our neighbours sensibly diminished tiU the
next century, when Addison, Steele, and Swift redressed

the balance. Yet it must be conceded to Dryden that the

prose of his numerous essays, prefaces, and dedications,

prefixed or subjoined to his published plays (especially the
Essay on Dramatic Poesy), is incomparably more polished

and more effective than any of the rude attempts at criticism

which our writers had hitherto attempted. There is, how-
ever, a certain wildness clinging to Dryden's style, in spite

of his efforts to improve it, and in spite of his wit and the

promptitude of his vivacious intellect : one never feels

quite secure against the occuiience of a solecism. Hobbes's
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fetyle is more unexceptionable; he had resided much in

Franco, and consorted vVith French literati, and thus

learned the charm of a perfectly clear and simple way of

writing. Among the divines of this age there was much
eloquence, much richness and force, but little good style.

Nothing can be more copious than Taylor, but it is a

cloying manner ; his facility of speech and coining imagina-

tion are masters of him, not he of them. Isaac Barrow,

ivho died in his forty-seventh year in 1677, seems to be the

best of them ; he has more self-command than Taylor,

more earnestness than South, and more dignity than Baxter.

Against Tillotson's style no particular objection can be

urged, except that it does not prevent his Sermons from

being dull and dry.

In the Pilgrim's Progress of John Bunyan (1684) the

5tyle, without being elevated or distinguished, is plain and
manly. It is of course free from pedantry, which cannot

be where there is no learning ; but it is also free from

affectations, and—almost always—from vulgarity. It is

interesting to observe in this,—the most popular English

work of the century,—the revival of the old allegorical way
of writing which was so much relished in the age of Chaucer.

Jlr Hallam remarks that there is some inconsistency or

defectiveness of plan ; the persecution of the pilgrims in

the city of Vanity, and the adventure of the cave and the

two giants, might with ^equal propriety, so far as the

allegorical meaning is concerned, have been placed at any
other stage of the pilgrimage. This is true ; but it is only

saying that in these passages the tale overpowers the

allegory; consiaered as incidents in the tale, they could not

have been better placed than where they are.

In the heyday of reaction against the hypocrisy and
violence of the Puritans, it may be imagined that neither

they nor their principles found any quarter. A long satire

Ifoai. in doggerel verse, the Iludihras of Samuel Butler, one of

iamf the best second-rate poets of the day, was especially devoted

to their discomfiture. The general texture of this poem is

^oose and careless; ^he versification, as a rule, too un-

polished to invite to a second reading ; still there are

epigrammatic couplets and sarcastic descriptions in it which
will be remembered while English literature endures.

Denhara, best known as the author of the pretty descriptive

poem of Coopers Hill, wrote riiany pieces in the spirit of

the reaction, which in him, as in Davenant and others, went
to the length of identifying Puritanism with Christianity,

and rejecting both together. Such at least seems the

natural conclusion to be drawn from a perusal of Denham's
strange poem entitled Tlie Progress of Learning. In
Dryden's poetry the temper and policy of reaction are

exhibited with great distinctness. At first, and for many
years after the Restoration, his attacks are chiefly upon the

political side of Puritanism; he rings the changes on
" rebellion," " faction," " disobedience," and " anarchy."

In Abmlom and Achito-chel (1681) he argues, with that

skill of ratiocination in metre which never forsakes him,
against the tenets of democracy and the absolute right of a
majority :

—

" Nor is the peojjlo's judgment always ti'ue
;

The most may err an grossly .is the few."

In Threnodia Attgustalis he talks of " senates insolently

loud;" and in the Hind and Panther (1687) cleverly

presses home against the clergy, who were grumbling at

the arbitrary acts of James II., their own declared principles

of " passive obedience " and " submission for conscience'

sake." In middle life Dryden began to take a lively

interest in the controversy on the grounds of religious belief
;

we see him in the Religio Laid (1681) perplexing himself
with the endeavour to ascertain the limits of the province
of authority and that of jirivate judgment. Waiving the

question as to the entire sincerity, or rather disinterested-

ness, of his conversion, we find him, after that event, ex-

emplifying the reaction against Puritani.^m in an extreme

degiie ; as he had magnified the authority of the prince in

the political sphere, so now he magnifies the authority of

the church in the religious sphere. The Hind and Panther,

as all the world knows, is a theologico-political dialogue,

disguised under a thin, a very thin veil of allegory, on some
of the questions debated between the churches of Rome and
England, and also on some of the political theories then in

vogue.

As for the drama, the mere fact of its revival was a part

of the reaction against Puritanism. In the coarse play of

The Poundheads, or the Good Old Cause, by JIrs Aphra
Behn, which came out shortly after the Restoration, some
of the great Commonwealthsmcn are exhibited on the

stage, of course in an odious light. Dryden kept clear,

in his drama.s, of scurrilities of this kind, probably because

he himself had been brought up among Puritans. In the

famous play of Sir Courtly Nice (1685) by Crowne, the

character of the Whig-Puritan, Mr Testimony, is a com-
pound of hypocrisy, knavery, and cowardice. Yet at the

time when this play was represented, the party of the

counter-action, represented now by the names of Whig
and dissenter, was already so strong that Crowne could say
of them in his dedication to the duke of Ormond,—" There'

were no living, if some great men, elevated not only in'

quality but understanding above the rest of the world, did-

not protect us [the dramatists] from those barbarians,^

because they know us." After the Revolution there was
a truce ; the comedies of Congreve and Wycherley have Coir

no political bearing. The comic stage was hardly, if at er^n.

all, employed for party purposes till the reign of Queen
Anne, when the strong high-church temper which prevailed

in the country caused the revival of Sir Courtly Nice

(1711). A few years later Cibber, in his play of the

Nonjuror, imitated from Moli^re's Tartufe, attacked the

nonjurors and the Catholics in the interest of the

Hanoverian succession. As altered by Bickersteth, the

same play appeared soon afterwards with the title of The
Hypocrite ; here dissent is attacked in the persons of Dr
Cantwell and !Mawvvorm.

In political philosophy the reactionary spirit was repre-

sented by Sir Robert Filmer, who, in his Patriarcha (1680),

argued that legitimate kings inherited the absolute power
over their subjects, which he assumed Adam and the patri-

archs to have possessed and exercised over their families.

This doctrine was opposed by the republican Algernon

Sidney, and also by Locke, whose admirable Treatises on Lockf

Government appeared in 1688. Though not indisposed to So*'ei^

admit that the monarchical constitution of existing kingdoms
""

was originally imitated from the patriarchal rule, which in

the infancy of society is known to have existed, nay, which

still exists in families and clans, Locke denied that this

imitation implied any devolution of right or power; the

origin of civil right he sought, like Hooker, in a contract,

expressed or implied, between the governors and the

governed, which bound the one to govern on certain

prescribed terms, that is, according to law, and the other

to obey tlie lawful commands of the government. It it

well known that this doctrine of an original contract found

its way into that celebrated state-paper, the Declaration of

Bights, in which it is asserted that James II. had
" endeavoured to subvert the constitution of this kingdom,

by hreaking the original contract betwaen king and people."

In' other departments of literature, as well as political

philosophy, the counter-action strongly assorted itself.

Milton, v" on evil tongues though fallen, and evil time.«,"

knew that he should " fit audience find, though few," whin
at the close of life ho gave his lon;,'-promised service to Iho

epic muse, and tang " an elabuiiita song lo generations."
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The Paradise Lost is indisputably tLe work of a great and

lofty mind,—of a mind armed by nature with an astonish-

ing moral energy, and equipped with powers' of imagination

and conception suitable to the charge of a vast enterprise.

This is the more apparent, because the diction of the poem
certainly falls below the standard of purity and evenness

which the best writers of the day had reached, while the

peculiar nature of his subject involved Milton in the

greatest difficulties. A number of awkward and ill-sound-

ing words, the use of which would fix the note of pedantry

on any one else than Milton, were formed by him from the

Latin, and freely employed in the Paradise Lost; how
Injudiciously, the mere fact that not one of them has held

its ground and come into common use is sufficient to prove.

The subject,—belonging neither to history nor legend, so

that details could not be supplied by tradition, and could

only be invented at the imminent risk of profaneness,—was

baffling by its very grandeur and simplicity. It did not

in itself present a sufficiency of changes and incidents to

furnish out the material of a long epic composition ; hence

Milton was obliged to have recourse to episodes, with which

nearly half the poem is taken up. It is noteworthy how
weighty and dignified a rhythm blank verse becomes in his

hands. Never, as used by him, does it even tend to be the

dull, insignificant, tiresome metre which it was in the hands
of later writers, e.g., Thomson, Young, and even Words-
worth, in their negligent hours. Milton, in whose eyes the

Cavaliers of the Restoration were

—

" The sons

0£ Belial, flown with insolence and wine,"

neither wished nor expected to be read at court. Forty

years later, when counter-action had accomplished the Re-

volution, and Whiggism had secured much of the ground
from which its parent Puritanism had been contemptuously

thrust back, Whig critics like Addison found no difficulty

in gaining a hearing, when they pressed upon general

society the consideration of the surpassing claims of the

Paradise Lost to the admiration of Englishmen.

In the department of history, the reaction produced, in

Clarendon's History of the Rebellion, a masterly and endur-

ing work. The writers of the counter-action were also busy
in this field ; and Burnet's History of the Reformation

(1679) was thought to lend so much support to Protestant

and liberal principles that he received the thanks of the

House of Commons for writing it.

The materialistic empiricism of Hobbes gave place in this

period to what has been called the sensistic empiricism, or

sensationalism, oi, Locke. Inasmuch as this philosopher

struck two important blows at principles which the Whig-
Puritans detested,—at the principle of authority,, by
deriving all human knowledge from experience, and at the

doctrine which ascribes reality both to the accidents, or

sensible qualities, of objects, and to the substances in which
they are supposed to inhere, by (with Descartes) awarding
mere subjectivity to accidents, and relegating substance to

the region of the unknowable,—he may properly be regarded
as the philosopher of the counter-action.

The first book of the Essay on the Human Uitderstanding

(1689) is devoted to the endeavour to disprove the doctrine

of innate ideas. Yet, when we proceed to examine Locke's

own view of the origin of our knowledge, it would appear
at first sight that he admits one source which is independent
of the reports of sense. Our knowledge, he says, is made
up partly of ideas of sensation, partly of ideas of reflection.

These last are supplied to the mind by its own operations

;

we know that we think, believe, doubt, will, love, kc. Now,
if these operations were assumed. to have any other basis

than sensible experience, ideas of reflection might be a
source of knowledge independent of the senses. But as his

argument orocceds. it is e\ident iLat Looke h.id no such

meaning. All such mental operations, in his view, are de-

pendent on the mind's having previously been supplied wltl

ideas by the senses. " In time the mind comes to reflecl

on its own operations about the ideas got by sensation, and

thereby stores itself with a new set of ideas, which I call

ideas of reflection." This and many similar passages are

decisive as to Locke's belief, that there is but one original

gate of ideas, viz., the senses. The mind at birth is

a tabula rasa, or, to use his own illustration, a " sheet of

while paper ; " whatever knowledge it afterwards acquires

is written on it by the finger of experience. This denial of

a priori knowledge was not effectually confuted till the rise

of Kant, near the close of the 18th century. It followed

from Locke's principles that belief in revealed religion

(which in his case was perfectly sincere) was simply and

entirely a question of external evidence. If the evidence

for the truth of the alleged fact or doctrine appeared

sufficient, the mind would accept it ; if not, reject it ; but

no principle inherent in its own constitution could be

appealed to in either case to aid its judgment; for

on Locke's system no such principles existed.

VIIL The Age of Qxteen Anne, 1700-1729.—Weary of

life, Dryden had descended into the tomb; and his mantle

had fallen on no poet. Grateful for support manfully

rendered when all the world was against him, he had, in

some moving and musical lines, designated in Congreve the

successor to his fame—
" Let not the insulting foe my fame pursue,

But .shade those laurels which descend to you :

"

but that cold man of fashion never rose above the point

which he had reached in the Mourning Bride. A poet,

however, appeared before long, but he was a Whig poet

;

that is, he represented respectability, common-sense, and

th& juste milieu;—the cause which fires the blood, the ideal

which kindles the imagination, were strange to him. This

was Addison, whose Campaign (1704), an heroic poem on AdJisoo.

the battle of Blenheim, is much in the style of that portion

of Dryden's Annus Mirabilis which describes the duke of

York's victory over the Dutch fleet, but is written with

more care and more concentration. To the production of

Cato, a tragedy which observes the rules, and aims at

exhibiting the lofty grandeur and the devotion to principle

of the Roman character, Addison seems to have been in-

duced partly by his protracted stay in Italy (where his

attention was engrossed by classical monuments, and turned

with indiff'erence from mediaeval), partly by the desire to

win laurels in the field where Corneille and Racine had

shone with such distinction, and to show that an English

dramatist could be as correct as they. No other poem of

note, with the single exception to which we shall presently

refer, was written in the reign of Anne. The innumerable

verses composed by Swift were written rather to give vent

to his spleen, and exercise his misanthropic humour, than

under the presence of any motive which ordinarily influ

enees poets. Parnell wrote one or two didactic pieces, and

Rowe some pastoral ballads, which are not without merit.

Defoe's satirical poems^ The Trne-Borti Eiiglishman and

the Ode to the Pillory, possess the interest which the in-

domitable character and caustic humour of the man impart

to them. As a dissenter, he felt properly grateful to the

Dutch prince, one of the first acts of whose reign was to

establish a legal toleration, and was equally indignant with

the clergymen and gentlemen of England, who, though glad

to be rid of James IL, felt sore at the thought that the Re-

volution was effected by foreign regiments. This feeling

led to a temporary insistance in society on the factthat a

man was an Englishman born ; and it is this insistance

which Defoe assails with homely but effective ridicule in the

Trne-Bnrn Englhhman. The Odt to the Pillory was
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written wLilo its author lay in prison, awaiting his public

exj-osure in that " state machine " for having written The

Shmtest Way with the Dissenters. This was an ironical

pamphlet, occasioned by the disgust with which Defoe was
inspired by the conduct of the wealthy dissenters in

London, who occasionally conformed to the worship of the

establishment in order to qualify themselves under the Test

Act for holding office. Defoe recommends the passing of

an Act by which a dissenter attending a conventicle shall

be made punishable by death or imprisonment for life.

Many of the clergy took the pamphlet seriously, and
approved of it ; when it was discovered that the advice

was ironical, the e.'jasperation against Defoe was so great

that it resulted in his being condemned to pay a heavy fine

and to stand in the pillory. The Ode has a nervous

strength, almost dignity, of style, which can seldom be

asserted of the writings of Defoe. Referring to this

incident, Pope, whose Catholic rearing made him detest

the abettor of the Revolution and the champion of William

of Orange, wrote in the Duuciad—
" Earless on high stands unabash'd Defoe"

—

though ho knew that the sentence to the pillory had long

ceased to entail the loss of ears.

The exceptionally remarkable poem to which reference

was made in the last paragraph was Pope's Essay on
Criticism, which appeared in 1711. Of aU such poems
the Ars Poetica of Horace is the original models—a model,

it may be added, which has never been surpassed. The
classical taste, and the desire to conform to the ancient

rules, which had obtained a complete ascendency in the

literary* circles of France during the reign of Louis XIV.,
were now almost equally prevalent in England. Boileau's

^pttresiir I'Art Poetique, and the critical writings of Bossu,

Bouhours, Dacier, and Sarasin, led to the appearance in

England of such works as Roscommon's Essay on Translated
Verse, Sheffield's two Essays, on satire and on poetry, and
the critical attempts, in prose, of Rymer and Dennis. The
receptivity and power of Pope's intellect were naturally

employed at an early period of his career on a line of

thought, in literature and art, which interested so many
able minds, and was, so to speak, in the air. He lays down
in the Essay rules for the guidance of critics in judging,

which, he contends, they are as much bound to observe as

poets are to follow the' rules of art in writing The
acuteness of observation, the terseness of definition, the

brilliance of wit, and the keenness of polished invective

which distinguish the Essay, render it, though containing

little that is absolutely new, a composition of which English

literature may well be proud.

But the chief literary achievements of this period were

expressed in prose. Prose is the medium which befits the

seeuhcm rationalisticum which is now opening, an age in

which men do not trouble themselves about new ideas, but

reason and debate upon those which have been already

manifested. Ideas possess themselves of the whole man,

and impel him to remodel his life in accordance with them.

Tlie idea of the theocratic republic, growing into distinct

shape in the minds of Milton, Cromwell, and other

Puritans, drove them to march through war, regicide, and
revolution towards its accomplishment. The idea of

hereditary monarchy, ruling by virtue of a right of which
the origin is lost in the mists of a venerable antiquity, and
is therefore assumed to be divine, animated the Jacobites

of 1700, as it animates the French legitimists of our own
day. But neither of these two ideas had, after turning

England upside down, succeeded in establishing itself ; the

country had acquiesced perforce in a compromise. The
partisans of the theocratic republic were forced to put up
with king, constitution, law, and an Erastian church ; never-

theless they were tolerated, and even allowed to write and
preach what they pleased, so long aa they did not opeuly

advocate sedition. The partisans of hereditary monarchy
weru forced to accept a king, and then a queen, and then

a whole dynasty, whose rights had no older or more sacred

origin than the Acts of Settlement of 1689 and 170] ; still

some deference was paid to their cherished sentiments,

inasmuch as the new stock of royalty was not sought from
an alien tree, but was a scion, though not the legitimate

scion, growing from the old Stuart trunk. With this make-
shift English loyalty was fain to be content. Thus on both
sides the consistent theorists, the men of an idea, were
discountenanced ; and the via media in politics and religion,

since it seemed to be the only practicable path, was more
and rilore frequented by men of sense. 'Then a host of

reasoners and debaters arose, bent upon showing, not that

the compromises were logically sound, which they could

not do, but that the extremists were dangerous fools.

Moreover, since the compromise might be held and viewed

from opposite sides, endless debate was possible, and
actually arose, as to the right way of viewing it, whether
mainly as a concession to Lbertyand democracy, or mainly

as the guarantee of order and conservatism. In contests of

this kind the pens of many able writers were engaged in

the reign of Anne ; we may mention in particular Swift,

Steele, Addison, and Arbuthnot. We will briefly examine
their chief performances, first in general literature and then

in theology and philosophy.

Swift, appointed to the deanery of St Patrick's in 1713, Swin.

was generally believed to have no faith in revealed religion,

but to adhere to what we have called "the compromise"
for the sake of what he could get by it. On the night

before his installation, a copy of verses was affixed to the

door of St Patrick's cathedral, containing these amongst
other lines :

—

" This place he got by wit and rhyme,
And other ways most odd;

And might a bishop be,—in time.

Did he believe in God."

" Look down, St Patrick, look, we pray,

On this thy church and steeple
;

Convert thy dean on this great day.

Or else, God help the people."

This reputation for unbelief was acquired through the

publication of The Tale of a Tub (1704), in which' Swift
employed the unequalled resources of his scornful wit in

satirizing the extreme parties, the consistent doctrines,

which the Revolution had discomfited. In the celebrated

apologue of Peter, Martin, and Jack (by whom we may
either understand Catholicism, Lutheranism, and Calvinism,

or the Church of Rome, that of England, and the Puritans),

it is hard to say whether the assault on Peter's knaverr
and mendacity, or on Jack's fanatical folly, be the more un
sparing. Of Martin, who represents rational religion

moderation, common-sense,—in a word, the compromise,—
Swift has only expressions of approval. But we know
that what men feel to be a compromise, they cannot heartily

love ; and it is therefore only in conformity with what we
should expect, to find that for every page given to the

commendation of Martin, at least twenty are employed in

reviling Peter or ridici ling Jack. Hence the general effect

of the work as a whole is that of an attack on Christianity

;

and on this account its perusal was much recommended by

Voltaire.

But there were other upholders of " the compromise "

who had nothing of Swift's cynical temper, nay, who were

conspicuously warm-hearted, eager, and generous. Such a

man was the Irishman Richard Steele. He seems to have ^Steatb.

been descended from one of those Cromwellian adventurers

who were rewarded for their services to the Puritaa
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commonwealth by grants of land at the expense of the Irish.

It was natural, therefore, that his political sympathies

dhould be of an Orange hue, and that he should regard

William IIT. as the greatest of deliverers, the most benefi-

-,ent of conquerors. For, but for the battle of the Boyne,

it cannot be doubted that the confiscations of previous

feigns would have been in great measure reversed, and the

native Irish resettled on their own soil ; in which case

families of English origin and of recent importation, like

that of Steele, would have fared but badly. Hence in his

Christian Hero' (1701), written while he. was in the

army, and again in the Taller, Steele launches forth

into glowing panSgyrics on his Dutch hero, which would
t.ave satisfied Lord Macanlay himself. The foundations

iising secure, Steele, whose education was English (he was
it the Charterhouse and at Oxford along with Addison),

employed his voluble argumentative tongue qnd his racy
' Hibernian humour to improve the superstructure. Mild

reasoning, gentle ridicule, harmless banter, might, he

thought, be used with eflFect to assuage the rancour of old

animosities, soften the asperity of party spirit, expose the

weak side of vanity, and introduce a temper of " sweet

reasonableness " into all social relations. Availing himself

of the advantages which his position as conductor of the

Government Gazette gave him for obtaining early news,

Steele started the Tatler in 1709, with the view of enter-

taining with instructive and amusing gossip the readers

whom the promise of news from the seat of war had already

attracted. The imaginary editor, Isaac Bickerstaif (the

name was borrowed from Swift, who had employed it in

liis ironical controversy with Partridge the almanac-maker),

dates his ^ communications from various coffee-houses

\ccording to their subject matter. Addison, who was at

the time in Ireland, soon discovered the authorship of the

Tatler, and was enlisted with joy by Steele as a contributor.

It was succeeded by the Spectator (1711-1713), planned

by the two friends in concert, with the same general objects

aa the Tatler , but with better machinery. Almost at the

;n,e opening, in No. 3, Addison wrote a clevef vindication of

(BpoC, the revolution-compromise, which the Jacobite leanings of
:*ator ^onie among the ministry appeared at the time to place in

jeopardy. With this exception, political questions are

scarcely mentioned by the Spectator, who in his character

of a mild censor of manners, " pietate gravis ac meritis,"

affects to stand aloof from the strife of party, and by ex-

postulation and advice, undertakes to reform society.

" The Tatler and Spectator were published," says Dr
Johnson, " at a lime when two parties, loud, restless, and
tiolent, each with plausible declarations, and each perhaps

without any distinct termination of its views, were agitat-

ing the nation ; to minds heated with political contest

tliey supplied cooler and more inoffensive reflesions : and
it is said by Addison that they had a perceptible

influence upon the conversation of that time, and tauglit,

the frolic and the gay^ to unite merriment with decency."

By turning to fresh intellectual fields the minds of the

upi,)er classes— the people in good society— to whom the

theatre was now a forbidden or despised excitement,

Addison and Steele did without doubt allay much restless-

ness, still or amuse many feverish longings. Its ideals

discred\ted or found impracticable, the English mind, dis-

enchantv.d and in heavy cheer, took up with languid in-

terest these pleasant chatty discoursings about things in

general, and allowed itself to be amused, and half forgot its

spiritual perplexities. Nothing was settled by these papers,

nothing really probed to the bottom ; but they taught, with
much light grace and humour, lessons of good sense and
•nutual tolerance ; and their popularity proved that the

lesson was relished. ?- The characterization which we meet
with in the Spectator _ has been justly admired. Sir Roger

ae Coverley is aacxcellent typo of the English country

gentleman of that day—unintelligent and full of prejudices,

but manly, open-hearted, and conscientious. The mercan-

tile classes are represented, less adequately, yet in a digni-

fied and attractive manner, by Sir Andrew Freeport.

Captain Sentry, as the representative of the army, is not

so satisfactory ; compare him with Uncle Toby and Corporal

Trim in Sterne's Tristram Shancli/ and the contrast between
a dull, wooden figure, and personages who bring the life of

the British array in Flanders exactly and vividly before our
eyes, is immediately apparent.

The theological controversies of the period were carried

on chiefly between deists and churchmen on the one hand,
and nonjurors and oath-takers on the other. There will

always be able men to whom revealed religion will not com
mend itself, because demonstration of its truth is in the

nature of things impossible, and the portal through which
conviction must be reached is too lowly for many to enter.

In this age of reasoning, the English writers who followed

Hobbes in eliminating the supernatural from Christianity

considered it to be their duty to exhibit their proofs in the

clearest and most systematic manner. Thus arose the

school of English deists. Toland, the author of a good life

of Milton, led the way with Christianity not Mysterious

(1702). Tindal followed with Christianity as Old as the

Creation, in which an attempt is made to identify Christ

with Crishna, and to evaporate the Christian religion into

a solar myth. Collins, in his Discourse on Free-Thinking',

took the line of impugning the trustworthiness of the text

of Scripture. He was answered by Dr Eichard Bentley in

a tract called Phileleuthervs Lipsiensis, in which it is main-

tained that the text of the Greek Testament is on the whole
in a sounder state than that of any of the Greek classical

authors. Berkeley combated free-thinking in the philo«

sophical dialogue of Alciphron, Bishop Butler, and after-

wards Warburton, contributed important works to the same
controversy.

In philosophy the trains of thought which Hobbes and
Leibnitz had pursued were either further developed, or led

to opposing reactions. Hobbes's selfish theory of morals,

and his disposition to leave out the idea of God from his

system of the universe, found resolute opponents, not only
in Clarke and Berkeley, but also in Shaftesbury,, the noble

author of the Characteristics. The treatises composing this

work were published at various times between 1708 and
1713. Shaftesbury maintains the disinterested theory o'

morals, but rather in a rhetorical way than with mucl
solidity of argument , he derives virtue, beneficence, and
compassion, not, as Hobbes had in each case done, from
a source tainted by self-interest, but fronl the delight which
the mind naturally takes in actions and feelings conform-

able to its own unperverted nature. In his general reason-

ings on the constitution of nature and of man, Shaftesbury

is an optimist ; but his optimism acquires its serenity at

the cost of surrendering the distinction between good and

evil, virtue and vice. Like Pope (who, indeed, in the Essai)

on Man, versified and condensed freely the glowing rhetorit.

of the Characteristics), Shaftesbury

"Accounts for moral as for natural things :"

the Deity' whom he celebrates in eloquent periods is not

a being who hates moral evil while permitting it, but one

from whose elevated point of view that which seems to us

worthy of reprobation must appear as necessary to the

working out of a vast scheme of paternal government.

These views -bear .a considerable resemblance to the

hypothesis more cautiously put forward by the late

Professor Mansel, and at once combated by Mr Mill and
Professor Goldwin Smith, which suggested that man's

I
ideas of justice and injustice, right and wrong, were per«
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Laps cutircly JifTeicnt in kind from tiioso which existed in

the mind of God. It is obvious that tho Supreme Being

of the CharacUvislics, in whose eyes tho excesses of the

Reign of Terror would be merely a hurricane purifying the

moral atmosphere, and who would sec " with equal eye
"

" A licio perish or a sparrow fall "

—

Las little in common with the God of the New Testament,

whoso absolute rejection of iniquity is the very basis on

which revealed religion is built, and in whose eyes the

least of his reasonable creatures is " of more value than

inany sparrows." This dissonance between Christianity

and his own system was evident to Shaftesbury himself,

and led him to speak disrespectfully of the former in

various places of his writings. Ho is accordingly classed

by Leland among deistical writers. Pope, less clear-

sightedj would not admit that the philosophy of tho Essay

on Man (which is precisely the same as that of Shaftesbury)

was in any way repugnant to "Christianity ; and Warburton

argued laboriously on the same side. Nevertheless, in his

Uiiivcrsal Prayer, Pope implicitly retracted the main tenet

of tho longer poem ; and posterity has held that Crousaz,

tho assailant of the Essay, understood its real bearing

better than Warburton its defender,

ftcctci!. Disturbed at the thought of the predominance whichW the spread of Locke's sensationalist philosophy might be

expected to give to the material interests of man, yet not

choosing to revert to any of the old systems which let in

the principle of authority, Berkeley conceived the strange

idea of denying the validity of tho inferences made by
every perceiving mind concerning the objects perceived.

Ho denied the existence of matter, or material substance,

which is merely the name given by philosophers to the

"something" which underlies and supports the sensible

qualities of an object. The objects themselves, he admitted,

are real ; tho ideas which the mind forms concerning them
are also real; moreover, these ideas constitute for man
the sole road to the knowledge of the objects. Instead of

holding with Locke that the objects, by the impressions

which they make on the senses, engender ideas, he held that

the ideas implanted by the Creator in the human mind teach

it all that it can possibly know about the objects. This

ideal philosophy, having a merely subjective base—growing
neither out of tradition nor experience-'—might obviously be
twisted to the vindication of any system of opinions what-

ever. Hume, therefore, as we shall see in the next section,

had not much difficulty in reducing it ad absurdt'jn, by de-

veloping further the sceptical theory from which it started.

In France and Spain, Lesagc and Lazarillo de Tormes
had already won laurels by writing humorous tales of fiction

ill prose. Defoe, with us, was tho first of a series in

which he has had so many brilliant successors, by com-
posing Robinson Crusoe (1719). Many other fictitious

tales, in all which he aimed at the appearance of being a

truthful narrator of faots, followed from the same facile

pen. But in the texture, of these, as in the mind that

produced them, there was something coaree and homely
;

they could not supplant for refined readers the high-flown

romances of France. That was reserved for the sentimental

fcovels of Richardson ; similia similibus eurantur.

IX. The Triumph of Compromise, 1729-1789.—in the

early part of this period, Pope, who died in 1714, was still

the great literary force ; for most of the remainder of it,

ILat honour belonged to Samuel Johnson. Nothing can
more strongly demonstrate tho vitality of the political prin-

ciples which triumphed at tUe Revolution th.-in the fact

that both these great men-, though in secret theyf abhorred
flic compromise, had no choice but to acquiesce in it. Pope,
V'hose rrrounds of dislike were both rclificus and political,

indemnified himself for his acquiescence by ni.iiiy a sconifiit

gibe and bitter sarcasm levelled at the German family which

had stated itself on the Stuart throne. Witness the mock-

ing adulation of the opening lines of the epistle to Augustus

(George II.), or the scathing satire with which he pursuci'

the memory of QucJn Caroline both iu the Dunciud and

tho Epilogue to the Satires, though he knew, and even

admitted in a note, that that princess in her last moments
" manifested the utmost courage and resolution." Johnson,

whose objection to the compromise was almost wholly

political, was an arrant Jacobite in feelingrto the end of his

days. One of his, earliest productions, the jlIa7~nior

Norfolciense, is a clever and cutting Jacobite squib. Allu-

sions in his satire of London (1738) show the same political

colour, and probably had much to do with the sympathizing

approval which Pope expressed for the unknown poet, who,

he said, would soon be detcrri. And although, after he

had accepted a pension from George III., he could not

decently, as he smilingly admitted to Boswell, " drink

King James's health in the wine that King George gave

him the money to pay for," yet the old feeling lurked in his

mind, and found violent expression in a recorded convei-sa-

tion as late as 1777. " He had this evening . .
'. ... a

violent argument with Dr Taylor as to the inclinations of

the people of England at this time towards the royal family

of Stuart. He grew so outrageous as to say that,' 'if

England were fairly polled, the present king would be senC

away to-night, and his adherents hanged to-morrow.' '/^

But, in general, the compromise met with inward no less

than outw^ard assent on the part of all the leading minds of

the nation, literary men and divines equally with statesmen.

For the first part of the period, the resolute common sense

of Walpole, and the moderate churchmanship of Warburton,
accurately rejjresonted the English mind. The defect of a
compromise is, as was said in the last section, that it does

not kindle enthusiasm ; under it politics and politicians are

apt to grow dull and vapid. Such a state of things pre-

vailed at the time of the rising of 1745, when the young
Pretender was not very far from succeeding, from sheer

inertness on the part of those concerned in upholding- the

Revolution settlement. Soon afterwards there was a change.

Young men grew up, before whose eyes floated visions of

an expanding empire ; the rapid advai'ice of the American
colonies, the success of Englishmen in India, on both which
fields France was then our rival, stimulated the genius of

the elder Pitt, and furnished themes for the eloquence of

Burke. Then the value of those principles of political

liberty which had been consolidated at the Revolution came
to be understood. Through these Pitt achieved in the

Seven Years' War his memorable triumph over the abso-

lute monarchies of France and Spain ; and at the Peace of

Paris (1763) England stood at the greatest height of

national glory which is recorded in her history. Yet the

brilliant scene was soon overcast. A Toryism without

ideas, which was but in fact the portion of Revolution-

Whiggism which refused to move with the times, aided by
the personal influence of a narrow-minded, illiberal king,

got possession of the administration, and immediately

everything went wrong. The American war succeeded, and
neither the authority of Chatham nor the enlightenment of

Burke and Wyndham could prevent its ending in disaster.

Soon after the Peace of Versailles the younger Pitt, then a

sincere ^Vhig, came into power. He applied himself with

great skill and industry to the work of binding firmly

together that inheritance of empire,—still sufficiently ample,

—which the peace had left us, when in the middle of his

task he was suddenly confronted by the portentous outbreak

of the French revolution.

This period witnessed the foundation of the science of

political economv by Adarii Smitli,\ who.'Je nicmnrabl*
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Inquiry inlo the Nature and Causes of the Wealth of

Nations appeared in 1776. It also produced several

eminent historians and philosophers, of whose works some
notice will be taken presently. In other departments of

literature, after the death of Pope, it was but poorly distin-

guished. Gray will be long remembered for the beauty

and melody of some of his pieces,—the Elegy in a Cotmlry

Vhurchi/ard, the Bard, and the Progress of Poesy. In the

elegant poems of Goldsmith occur passages of sentiment,

e.g., the famous lines " 111 fares the land," &c., which read

like anticipations of Rousseau. The satires of Churchill,

though vigorous and pointed, are founded upon no intelli-

gible principle ; they have no univensal character, like

those of Pope, nor do they represent any definite political

or religious view ; rather they are dictated by mere

national prejudice (e.g., the Prophecy of Famine, a tirade

against the Scotch), or by vulgar partisanship,—the eternal

animosity of the outs against the ins. The Rosciad was

a satire upon a stage sunk so low' as not to be worth

satirizing. There is much sweetness and grace in the

verses of Shenstone ; they formed part of the intellectual

food which nourished the strong soul of Burns. CoUins's

(Me to the Passions, so much praised by our grandfathers,

is gradually passing out of ken. The Night Thoughts of

Young demand our notice, as the work of a man of large

intellectual capacity, though of ignoble character. His
meditations, though they never pass into the mystical or

transcendental stage, are just and edifying ; in applying

them he displays a rich sermonizing vein ; but a flavour of

cant hangs about his most ambitious efiorts. Beattie's

Minstrel, a poem in the Spenserian stanza, deserves a

passing word of commendation ; it unites manly dignity to

Qowper. refinement and delicacy of feeling. Cowper, ever on the

brink of insanity, resorted to literature in order to prevent

bh mind from preying on itself. An amiable piety makes
his Task, a long moralizing poem in blank verse, attractive

to many minds ; from the mer& literary point of view, it

must be allowed to be a feeble production. As he gained

more confidence in himself, he developed a curious sort of

mild feline humour, which appears in tlie delightful ballad

of John Gilpin, and in several shorter pieces. The strength

which had been wanting all hi.s life came to him near its

close, and inspired him to write those stanzas of wondrous
majesty and beauty which have the title of The Castaway;
—unhappily it was the strength of spiritual despair.

Beyond the Tweed, as Johnson was sinking towards the

grave, and when the voice of English poetry had almost

ceased to sound, a man of genius was coming to maturity,

whosB direct and impassioned utterances, straight from the

heart of nature, were to reduce the frigid imitators of Pope
to their proper insignificance, to startle the dull worshippers

of the coHventional, and to prepare the English-speaking

world for that general break-up of formulas which the

tempest of the French Eevolution was about to initiate.

Robert Burns was a native force ; no foreign literature

moulded him, no influence of Continental thought either

made or marred him. He had the education of a Scottish

peasant, and his self-culture docs not appear to have con-

sisted in much more than reading Pope and Shenstone, the

Spectator, Sterne's novels, and a few other popular bocks.

Hia natural powers were of the finest and highest order.

Truly writes his countryman, the late Professor Craik ;

" Burns's head was as strong as his heart ; his natural

sagacity, logical faculty, and judgment were of the first

order ; no man, of poetical or prosaic temperament, ever

had a more substantial intellectual character." The man
being such, and such the equipment with which education

and circumstance had furnished him, we observe with in-

terest that he came into serious collision, on becoming com-
jJeto nia^tpr of his powers, with the religious system,—that

of the Presbyterian Kirk of Scotland,— in which he had
been brought up. It neither awed, nor attracted, nor con-

vinced him. He never wrote more powerfully, or with a

more searching humour, than when employed in exposing
the hypocrisy and fanaticism of certain of its ministers.'

If he had friends among them, it was among the
" Moderates," a party corresponding to the Broad Church
clergy of the present day, whom their colleagues in the
Presbyterian ministry regarded with undisguised abhorrence.

Religion, therefore, established no control over him ; and
unhappily this splendid nature found no resource in philo-

sophy, noi' moral strength within, which could avail to save
him from the tyranny of his passions. " Vina, Venus,"-

two out of the three banes spoken of by the Roman
epigrammatist,—undermined too soon that stalwart frame,
and silvered that glorious head. He died in his thirty-

seventh year in 1796, leaving behind him, besides a few
longer pieces, more than 200 songs, among which may bo
found gems of pathos, melody, and beauty, which any nation
might be proud to wear in its intellectual coronet.

In the history of the drama during this period, the most
noteworthy feature is the return of Shakespeare to the stage,

brought about, soon after the middle of the century, by the
reverent zeal of Garrick. When Drury Lane theatre was
opened in 1747, chiefly for the performance of Shakespeare's
plays, Johnson wrote the celebrated Prologue which was
delivered on the occasion, describing the great dramatist' as

"exhausting worlds and then imagining new," as spurning
the " bounded reign " of real existence, and forcing time
to " pant after him in vain." Comedy, no longer gross, had
become commonplace. From this reproach the two admir-
able plays of Goldsmith, She Stoops to Conquer and The
Good-Natured Man, temporarily freed it ; nor could it be
justly imputed during the period of Sheridan's connection Sherfo

with the stage, from 1775 to 1780. But the wit that dan.

blazes,—the fun that sparkles,—in the scenes of the
Rivals and the Critic, are of no purely English growth.
Sheridan's Irish birth and Celtic temperament must be
largely credited with the brightness and permanent attrac-

tiveness of his plays.

Prose fiction, which more and more came to supply that
kind of intellectual distraction which had before been
sought in the drama, and, aided by the printing press, to

difi'use its blessings (if they are blessings) to strata of the
population which the drama had never reached, was
employed in this period by several writers of rare ability.

Fielding's Tom Jones and Amelia, Richardson's Clarissa

Harlowe and Sir Charles Grandisun, made the same kind
of stir in general society that had "been caused by Dryden'a
heroic plays some eighty years before. An ingenious
French critic (Philarite Chasles) has attempted to trace in

the works of these writers the conflict, though much trans-i

formed, of the Puritans and Cavaliers of an earlier age.

Lovelace, he thinks, represents the insolent temper and
disregard for morality of the aristocratic Cavaliers ; Clarissa,

his victim, the daughter of a virtuous middle class family,

exhibits the substantial rectitude of that " good old cause,"

which licentious courts could persecute but could not sub-

due. Fielding, the aristocrat, recalls and continues the
jovial recklessness of the men of the Restoration

;

Richardson, the plebeian, is in the line of Milton, Penn,
Fox, Bunyan, and other witnesses. Yet these resemblances
are after all superficial. It is true that Fielding cannot
help writing like a gentleman, and a member of an ancient

house ; while Richardson, though he is fond of giving titles

to his characters, betrays perhaps by his serious^ie.'s his

breeding among the upper and most respectable classes of

the proletariate. But when we look more closely, we find

' " Holy Willie s Prayer," "The Holy Fair." &c.
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that both Fielding and Hichardsoii adhere firmly to the Re-

volution-compromise, both in religion and politics,—and the

one quite as much as the other. Fielding is as zealous a
Protestant as Bunyan or Baxter; and the doctrine of non-

resistance was rejected by him as warmly as by the Whig
prosecutors of Sacheverell. llichardson, again, is neither a

republican nor a nonconformist. He finds no objection,

mi the score of tolerance and latitude, to the church of

purnet, Tillotson, and Hoadly ; and the hereditary

presidency which the Act of Settlement had vested in the

flanoverian family was too feeble and inoffensive to excite in

the breast of the most zealous of Whigs fears of the pre-

bonderance of the regal power in the constitution. Both
Richardson and Fielding are entirely satisfied with the

political and religious constitution of the land they live in.

Dismissing such fancies, let us consider what were the

actual occasions which led to the production of Pamela and
the novels which followed it, and in what relation they

Btand to preceding literary work. They were in the main
at once tJie symptoms and the developing causes of a reac-

tion against the sentimental romances with which ladies and
gentlemen had stuffed their heads and beguiled their time

in the 17th and in the early part of the 18th century. A
list of the chief works of this kind of literature is to be
found in Addison's amusing paper on Leonora's library

(Spectator, No. 37) ; it includes Sidney's Arcadia, the Grand
Cyrus, Cassandra, Pharamond, Cleopatra, &,c., the works
named being all translations from the French romances of

Scudery and Calprenede. The excessive popularity of this

kind of reading is intimated by Addison when he says (No.

92), adverting to letters which he has received in relation

to his project of forming a perfect " lady's library,"

that he has been " advised to place Phar.amond at the

head of his catalogue, and, if he thinks proper, to give the

second place to Cassandra." In the character of Leonora
herself, Addison mildly ridicules the sentimentality, affecta-

tion, and unreality which such reading, carried to excess,

engenders. Eichardson, whose father was a Derbyshire-
joiner, and who was brought up to the trade of a printer,

in which he persevered all his life and prospered, had
reached his fiftieth year when he was requested by two
London booksellers to write for publication'' a series of

Familiar Letters, for the instruction of persons who did

cot know how to express themselves properly in writing

about the ordinary affairs of life. He consented, but pro-

posed to give a moral and improving turn to the instruction

to be communicated; to this the booksellers at once agreed.

While he was writing model letters giving advice to young
women going out to service, the incidents of a story which
had come within his own experience occurred to his mind,
ft seemed to him that this story, if told by way of letters,

" in an easy and natural manner, suitable to the simplicity

of it, might possibly introduce a new species of writing
that might turn young people into a course of reading
different from the pomp and parade of romance writing,

and, dismissing the improbable and marvellous, with which
novels generally abound, might tend to promote the cause
of religion and virtue." The heroine of his tale was a

simple country girl, without book learning, but strong in

virtue and honesty of heart, to whom he gave the name
Pamela (one of the two princesses in Sidney's Arcadia), as

if to show that, to quote from Emerson, " the life of man
is the true romance, which, if it be valiantly conducted,
will yield the imagination a higher charm than any fiction."

Pamela's virtue is assailed by the j'oung libertine in whose
house she is living as a servant ; she resists him, and her
"virtue" is "rewarded" (this is the second title of the
book) by the honour and glory of marriage with this repro-
bate, who, being a fine gentleman, and stooping to a union
« ith a " lass of low degree," atones for all past shortcomings

by this amazing condescension. The book was well

received ; Pope, then declining towards the tomb, praised

it as " likely to do more good than twenty volumes of

sermons." 'There was, however, a strain of vulgarity in the
manner in which the catastrophe of this romance of real

life was narrated ; and this defect was noted by the eagle

eye of Fielding. As a burlesque upon Pamela, he wrote

(1742) the Adventures of Joseph Andrews. Joseph is a
virtuous footman svho resists the improper advances of the
titled lady in whose service he is ; this of course was mere
jest and caricature; in the end Joseph, instead of, like

Pamela, marrying out of his condition, is wedded, as

common sense would dictate, to a pretty modest girl of his

own rank. The bent of his own powers, and the suitable-

ness of this new field for their employmtnt, must have
been revealed to Fielding while writing Joseph Andrews.
Till now it had been his ambition to shine as a dramatist,

and he had produced some plays of no inconsiderable merit

;

but soon after the appearance of his first novel he quitted

the stage and gave up the remainder of his life, so far as it

was not engrossed by the duties of a zealous police

magistrate, partly to the production of essays on social

topics, partly to novel-writing. Tom Jones (1749) is

allowed to be his master-piece ; it is one of the finest pieces

of character-painting to be found in the whole range of

literature. Yet it must be understood that Fielding's char-

acters belong to a social medium from which the ideal and
the heroic are shut out by the conditions of its existence

;

the " compromise" which England had accepted repressed

enthusiasm and a high strain of virtue in every direction
;

no creations, therefore, possessing the immortal interest of

some of those in Don Quixote could be expected from him.

who has been sometimes called the "English Cervantes."

But taking them as they are, the characters of Tom Jones
and Blifil, of Thwackum and Square, present us with
inimitable types. Tom Jones, as the generous, manly
youth, whom passion hurries into vice, but good feeling and
innate rectitude never fail to rescue, is contrasted with the

artful hypocrite Blifil, whose outward demeanour pays a

homage to virtue which his secret practices and desires

undo. Thwackum, the pedagogue, shows what comes of a

pedantic learning which has nothing of the largeness of

true culture ; Square, the thinker, exhibits the moral

decadence that results from a grovelling philosophy. In
1748 Richardson published Clarissa Harlowe, and in 1753
Sir, Charles Grandison; both these novels are in the

epistolary form. Clarissa soon obtained a European repu-

tation, the sentimental metaphysics which constitute s&

large a portion of it being exactly to the taste of a large

number of readers in France and Switzerland. Rousseau

adopted the style, while corrupting the principles, of tlie

English author, when he wrote his Nouvelle Heloise. The
casuistry of love and seduction is interminable ; so also is

the novel of Clarissa , yet perhaps no reader who had
launched fairly into it ever put the book down unfinished.

It excites a deep tragic interest which no formal tragedy

produced in England had awakened for several generations

;

the noble Clarissa, dying because she cannot brook a stain

which yet touched not her will, nor came near her con-

science, is a spectacle pathetic and touching in the extreme.

The chivalrous, but provokingly perfect. Sir Charles

Grandison was the character created by Richardson as a

kind of contrast to, and compensation for, the ai-istocratic

villain, Lovelace. His embarrassing situation between two

lovely women who both adore him, and both of whom he

loves, the English Harriet and the Italian Clementina,

—

though in the brief telling it seems absurd,— is managed in

the novel with so much art and vraisemhlance as to inspire

the reader during seven volumes with a genuine perplexity

and solicitude. His abrupt half-declaration to Harriet—
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" Honour forbids 5ie
;
yat honour bids me ;—yet I cannot

be unjust, ungenerous, selfish ! "— is a delicious morccau

which can never fail to captivate, and fill with aitendrisse-

ment, souls of sensibility. After Richardson and Fielding

, came Smollett, with his Roderick Random and Humphrey
Clinker, novels of coarser mould, and Sterne with Tristram

Shandy and the Seniimental Journey. As works of humour,

which contain also several admirable and minutely drawn

pictures of character, the two last-named works, or at any

rate Tristram Shandy, stand alone in our literature ; but

they are not in the proper sense of the term novels. It is

interesting to note that Sheridan borrowed some of his most

popular characters from the novelists ; Charles and Joseph

Surface are evident copies of Tom Jones and Blifil ; while

Tabitha Bramble and Sir Ulic Mackllligut are no less

manifestly the originals of Mrs Malaprop and Sir Lucius

O'Trigger. These are not the only resemblances ; in fact

Humphrey Clinker is the mine out of which Sheridan dug
The Rivals. Nothing was more common, in the drama of

the Elizabethan age, than for the play-wrights to take their

plots from novels. But in the present case we note a

difference in the mode of procedure, which is a marked tes-

timony to the increased relative importance of the novel.

The Elizabethan dramatists borrowed only names and
incidents ; they created- their characters. The Georgian

dramatists often borrowed their characters ready made from

the pages of the novels, now glowing with a warmer life

and richer colouring than their own. To the novels already

mentioned Goldsmith's Vicar of Wahefleld (1766) must be

added,—the book which first drew Goethe's attention to

English literature, and disclosed the hitherto unsuspected

idyllic'aide of the existence of the good Protestant village

pastor. To pass over inferior writers (Frances Burney,

Henry Mackenzie, &c.), enough has been said to show that

England, after the middle of the 18th century, obtained a

school of. novel-writers of her own, and shook herself free

from the trammels alike of French classicism and French
romanticism ; nor have the able writers who then came into

prominence ever wanted worthy successors down to the

present day.

Tie luminous intellect of Voltaire had, in the Essaitur

les Moeurs, cast a fresh light on history, which was soon

reflected in the writings of English students in this field.

In the preface to the Essai, Voltaire said that the question

was no longer to inform the world " in what year a prince

who did not deserve to be remembered succeeded another

barbarian like himself, in the midst of a rude and coarse

nation." Henceforth it would be the business of a
historian to seek out, amidst the throng of recorded events,

" that which deserves to be known by us,—the spirit, the

manners, the usages of the principal nations." Not believ-

ing in Christianity, and looking to intellectual and literary

culture as the great means of human progress, Voltaire

naturally regarded the history of the first ten centuries of

our era as " no more deserving of being known than the

history of the wolves and the bears ;
" feudalism and the

Middle Ages filled him with disgust j it was only when he
came to the Renaissance, with its revival of learning, its

tolerance of theological differences, and its love of polish,

that he seemed to find anything worth writing a history

'about. Hume, composing a /?ts«oryo/^?j(7?anQ( (1754) under
the influence of ideas not very dissimilar to those of Voltaire,

find commencing with l,he Stuart period, was not likely to

write favourably of the Puritans, who were neither tolerant

nor polished. His work accordingly gave much offence to

the Whig party, which had inherited the political tradi-

tion* of Puritanism. Robertson's historical pictuires,—of

Scotland, of Charles V., and of the settlement of America,
^-did not, ercept incidentally, go back beyond the period

of the Rennis.iance ; the actions of men who lived before

that age seemed to him scarcely on a par with the " dignity
of history." Gibbon's great work, the Decline and Fall of
the lioman Empire, is designed to trace the gradual political

debilitation of the empire, and the extinction of letters and
arts through the ravages of the barbarians ; thence passing
with a firm and vigorous step through the long night of bar-

barism he dilates with eloquence and delight on the story ot

the rekindling of the flame of learning, and the renewed ap-

preciation of beauty and refinement, which characterized

the Ital ian Renaissance of the 1 4th and 1 5th cen tunes. We
see that the historians of the 18th century, our own among
the number, regarded the early and middle ages of our era

as the province of the antiquary and the annalist rather than

the historian proper,—who, if he dealt with them at all

should despatch them in brief summaries, in which, assum-
ing an air of great superiority, he should try the men of the

9th or any other early century by the prevalent ideas of

the eighteenth. Obviously, in the age in which we live,

we have "changed all that;" the age of the Renaissance

no longer presents itself to our eyes with such an over-

powering lustre ; and research into the motives and cast of

thought of a Charlemagne or a Henry II. seems to us no
longer beneath the " dignity of history."

In theology, one very remarkable work belongs to this

period,— Butler's Analogy of Religion to the Constitution

and Course of Nature (1736). This is an apologetic work,

and may perhaps be regarded as the last word in the

deistical controversy. Butler, whose caution and fairness

of mind are truly admirable, and who does not pretend

that the inquiry which he institutes leads to more than

probable conclusions, argues in this work that it is just as

difficult to believe nature to have proceeded from and to be

ruled by God, as to admit that Christianity has a divine

origin. This line of reasoning, though cogent as against

the deists, most of whom admitted a divine author of

nature, is obviously insufficient to meet the scepticism of

the present day, which, embracing the theory of evolution,

either rejects the belief in a First Cause altogether, or

declines to examine it, as lying beyond the scope of the

human faculties. The Sermons of Bishop Butler, in which

he established against Hobbes the fact of the existence in

the human mind of disinterested affections and dispositions

pointing to the good of others, belongs rather to the depart-

ment of philosophy than that of theology.

The philosophical speculations of this period may be PhiIo»

described as a series of oscillations round Locke's Essay of
'"phy

the Human Understanding,—Hume taking Locke's prin-

ciples, and turning them into a theory of scepticism; Hutche-

son starting the theory of a new " sense" never dreamed oj

before, the moral sense ; Hartley and Priestley developing

Locke's sensationalism into materialism ; while the Scotch

school (Reid, Beattie, Dugald Stewart), recoiling from the

consequences of Locke's system, attempted to smuggle
" innate ideas " back into philosophy under the names of

"common sense," "instinctive judgments," "irresistible

beliefs," and so forth. Such brief examination of these

writers as our limits allow will make our meaning clearer.

Locke's system, says Dugald Stewart,^ in making sensa-

tion and reflection the sources of all our simple ideas, led

him " to some dangerous opinions concerning the nature of

moral distinctions, which he seems to have considered as

the offspring of education and fashion." How Berkeley

combated the tendencies of Locke's principles we have

already seen. Hiitcheson, an Irishman of great acuteness,

who was appointed to a philosophical chair at Glasgow in

1729, unwilling to adniitthat our moral ideas had no other

ultimate source than sensation, yet wishing to conform as

much as possible to Locke's terminology, "referred the

1 Outlina of Moral Philosvphy, ed. by M'Cosh, p. 49.
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" origin of our moral ideas to a particular power of percep-

tion, to which he gave the name of the moral sense." ^ But

this was to use the word " sense " in a different meaning

from what it had ever borne before; inasmuch as the

objects of this so-called sense, being the qualities of moral

actions, must bo of necessity incorporeal, intangible, and

imperceptible, and, as such, totally unlike the objects of the

faculties commonly called senses, viz., sights, sounds, smells,

tastes, &c. Nor was anything gained for the independence

and immutability of morality; for it was argued by com-

mentators on Hutcheson that, if the moral faculty wore a

"sense," then the qualities perceived by it, like the

secondary qualities of material objects perceived by sensa-

tion and reflection, must be understood as subjective not

objective, as existing iu and for the perceiving mind alone,

and not inherent in the actions themselves, which would

thus become colourless and neutral. i.e., destitute of moral

character.

A return upon scepticism was a frequent incident in the

history of the Greek schools of thought, especially when the

principles of opposing systems had been put forth with un-

usual warmth, and their supporters had found reconcilia-

tion and the explanation of differences out of the question.

An example of this, in the history of English thought, is

Oome. furnished by the case of Hume. Provoked by the

extravagant paradoxes of Berkeley, who had ecclesiastical

and professional reasons for trying to convince men that

material objects had no reality,—mind was everything,

—

since the mystical and unnatural state of mind so

engendered would favour the reception of any theology the

philosopher might afterwards desire to implant,—Hume
undertook to prove that mind had no real existence any
more than matter, or that, if it had, such existence could

not be proved. When I talk of "my mind," he said, how
do I know that there is anything really existent which
corresponds to the words? By the impressions and sensa-

tions of which I am conscious 1 But these only prove

themselves ; no one of course denies them ; I only deny,

at least I say you cannot prove, the existence of an entity

in which these impressions inhere, and to which you give

the name of "mind." If there was no flaw in such reason-

ing, philosophy was brought to a stand, and no certainty

of .any kind was attainable by the human faculties.

Before the Scotch school and the great Immanuel Kant
appeared to challenge these conclusions, David Hartley, in

Lis Observations on Man (1749), espoused the tenets of

Locke, and applied all his ingenuity to explaining the

origin of as much of our knowledge as he could with any
plausibility so treat, by referring it to the physical principle

of the " association of ideas."

In the treatise already referred to, Hume declares that

•he does not wish to undermine or even to combat any
man's belief ; his aim was only to demolish bad logic, to

expose the emptiness of alleged proofs of the divine govern-

,
ment which were no proofs at all, and to make men see

that " belief is more properly an act of the sensitive than

of the cogitative part of our nature." The line of thought
suggested by this and similar expressions appears to have
been taken up and eagerly pursued by Keid, who, in his

Inquiry into the Human, Alind upon the Principles of
Common Sense (1764), maintains that a large, and not the

least important part of our knowledge is acquired, not, as

Locke asserted, through sensation and reflection, but by
means of immediate and instinctive judgments, in forming
which the cojmnon sense of all mankind is at one. The
mural faculty, according to Reid, judges of right and wrong
in this instinctive v.'ay ; it is a branch of cdmmon sense.

Beattie, who was a better poet than he was a philosopher,

Dugald Stewart.

pushed Reid's theory to an extreme which bordered on tlio

ridiculous, including among the " irresistible " and
"neoessary" beliefs of the human mind a number of
notions which are reaOy of a historic and derivative charac-
ter. Dr Priestley, the discoverer of oiygen, adopting the
system of Locke as a basis, wrote on Matter and Spirit,

criticised the phOosophy of Reid, and discussed the tenet

of philosophical necessity ; a strong materialistic bias per-

vades his writings. A greater thinker than any that
Europe had witnessed since Descartes, now arose in

Germany. This was Kant, whose ambition it was to put i
period to the desolating prevalence of scepticism, and
deliver philosophy from the instability and uncertainty by
which it had been long beset. His Critique of t/ie Pure
Reason appeared about 1781. Against Locke, he showed
that the mind can form neither conceptions nor judgments
without the prc-existence in the thought of the absolute and
universal ideas of time, space, unity, cause, being, &c.,—

%

which ideas proceed from the intelligence itself, without
any action being exerted on the organs of sensation. They
are a priori, 'that is, prior to sensille experience ; they

belong to the pure reason, and may be regarded as the forms
of our knowledge,—forms which the understanding applies

to the material furnished by perceptions. He does not,

however, allow that these ideas, though a priori, have any
objective character; and for this metaphysical subjectivism

he has been strenuously assailed by the Platonizing and
orthodox schools of the present day. Against the material-

ists he maintains, in the Critique of the Practical Reason,

that the " moral motive," or principle, which the intelligence

(called in this aspect the practical reason) furnishes us with

for the direction of our will, is immutable,—absolute,

—

necessary,—given a priori by the reason, and presenting

to us the supreme and universal good as the final end of our
e.^istence, our desires, and our efforts. This motive is duty,

or the moral obligation imposed on the human will by a
power above it, which, consequently, is not man himself.

To the knowledge, therefore, derived from the practical

reason, Kant ascribes an objective character, which, as we
saw, he denied to the forms of the pure reason. This law

of duty supposes liberty in man as the very condition oi

the obligation which it imposes on him. Here of course

Kant is at variance with the necessitarians and materialists

There being a necessary connection between virtue, i.e., the

obedience to duty, and the supreme good which it seeks, yet

this connection being only partially realizable in this life,

Kant infers the reality of a future life and the immortality of

the soul. And, in view of our powerlessness to bring about

this harmony between happinessand virtue, he infers the

existence of a First Cause, infinitely powerful, just, and
wise, which will establish it hereafter. The colossal system

of Kant was known to Dugald Stewart (whose first worki:

Outlines of Moral Philosojiky, appeared in ] 793), but only

through the medium of an imperfect Latin translation
;

from this cause, probably, he is thought to have failed tn

do full justice to it. Dugald Stewart, who was appointed

to the chair of moral philosophy at Edinburgh in 1785,

was the master of a clear and charming style, which mado
his lectures the delight of a large circle of pupUs. Among
these were numbered not a few, in the spheres both ot

thought and action, who have left their mark on the ago

and the society to which they belonged,—Brougham, Lortl

Palmerston, Lord Russell, Francis Horner, Lord Lansdowne,

Jeffrey, Sir Walter Scott, Sydney Smith, James Mill,

Alison the historian, and Dr Chalmers,—a varied and

brilliant auditory for one professor to have lectured to and

influenced in his day. One of the most interesting of

Stewart's numerous works is his Dissertation concerning the

Prarjress of Metaphysical, Ethical, and Political Philosophy

iiHce the Revival of Letters in Europe, In his OiUlinet
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(the work abovo mentioned 1, he argued, keepnig generally

to the lines of Butler and Hutcheson, that there is a moral

faculty in man, that it is guided by duty not by interest,

and that these two are not in the present state of the

world identical, nor are the feelings that are inspired by

actions prompted by the one the same as those which are

suggested by actions prompted by the other. Eight and

wrong, he thinks, must bo held to be intrinsic qualities of

actions, and not merely modes of the mind observing those

actions. Everywhere he is firm and explicit on the

immutability of moral distinctions. In fact, in its general

outcome his ethical philosophy resembles pretty closely

that of Kant ; but it is not thought out with the same
rigour of logic, nor founded on as searching a psychological

analysis, nor expressed in as exact a terminology, as belong

to the writings of the philosopher of Konigsberg.

X. The French Revohition, 1789-1832.—Probably there

was not a single gifted mind in any country of Europe upon
which the tempest of the French Revolution did not come
with a stimulating or disturbing influence. Young men

—

hasty counsellors ever, from the days ofEehoboam,—thrilled

with hope and flushed with excitement, announced and
believed that a golden age had opened for mankind.

Wordsworth hastened from Cambridge in 1792 to France,

where he lived more than a year, and formed some Girondist

icquaintances ; Coleridge invented a scheme for an ideal

community which was to form a model settlement, to be

conducted on principles of pantisocracy, on the banks of the

Susquehanna ; Southey nearly got himself into trouble by
publishing Wat Tyler, a dramatic sketch of an inflam-

matory and seditious character. On the other hand, the

young Walter Scott looked with shrewd, clear eyes on the

tumultuous scene, and was not tempted to throw himself

into the vortex ; for him the treasures of Europe's mighty

past were real and precious, and not to be bartered for any
quantity of visionary hopes and fairy gold. Soon the pro-

ceedings of the Revolutionists made it clear enough that

human nature and human motives were not changed ; and
the ranks of reaction were rapidly filled. In England an

immense efi"ect was produced by the appearance of Burke's

Reflections on the French Revolution in 1791. The sympa-

thizers with the French republicans dwindled in number so

fast, that at the end of the century, as it was sportively

said, the whole of the opposition to Pitt's Government in

the House of Lords went home from the debate in a single

hack cab. Wordsworth, Southey, and Coleridge changed

round to the Conservative side. The appearance in Franco of

the Geniedu Christianisme (1802) by Chateaubriand marked
the commencement of the great continental reaction. The
public policy of England became essentially conservative

;

she endeavoured to prop up all the old monarchies on

the Continent, whether they deserved to live or not ; she

harboured thousands of French priests ; she supported the

temporal power of the pope. A remarkable dissonance

hence arose between the policy of the country and soine of

the finest notes in its literature. "While the English aristo-

cracy was putting forth its full strength to combat
Jacobinism by land and sea, the spirit of revolution

breathed from the pages of Shelley and Byron. The war
with Napoleon was waged with the approval of the great

majority of the nation ; but the able critics and publicists

who conducted the Edinburgh Review (started in 1802)
were vehemently opposed to it, and would, if their influence

had prevailed, have withdrawn the sword of England from
the contest at least ten years before Waterloo.

The romantic poems of Scott {Lay of the Last Minstrel,

Marmion, LaJij of the Lake, <fec.) were popular because

they were in sympathy with the return (now strongly pro-

<:ouuccd^ of the Eur>i'san miud towards chivalry, feudalism,

and the medisevai spirit. The worKs of the llenaissauca

were no longer praised ; its art was held to be imitative or

debased, its refinement to bo superficial, its enthusiasm

factitious. Taking its cue from Rousseau, all the world

was thirsting, or protending to thirst, after nature and
simplicity ; tho naivete and spontaneity, real or imagined,

of the "ages of faith " seemed incalculably better than the

finesse and self-consciousness of modern times. Working
this vein somewhat too long, Scott was at last outshone in

it by Byron, whose romar.'Jc tales {Bride of Abijdos, The
Corsair, The Giaour, iic.) were still more remote from the

dulness and conventionality of ordinary life than those of

Scott. In Childe Harold, a poem finely but unequally

versified in the Spenserian stanza, the noble poet described

himself,—for no one ever doubted that he was himself " the

great sublime he drew,"—travelling through Spain, Italy,

and Greece, a prey to melancholy discontent, brooding over

the perishing relics of departed greatness, but unable to

utter any formula potent for its re-creation other than vague
cries for the bursting of all fetters which repress the spirit

or the limbs of men. The increasing moral disorder of

Byron's mind is marked by the appearance of Don Juan,

a long rambling poem, written after his wife had left him,

and he had gone to the Continent in 1816, never to return.

In 1823 he joined the Greek insurgents who had taken

arms to throw off the Turkish yoke. He landed at Misso-

longhi, spent large sums of money, but effected nothing of

importance ; and in April 1824 he was cut off by a fever.

Shelley is a striking illustration of the influence which SlieUrj

the revolutionary literature of that age possessed in mould-
ing or modifying human character. His own earliest

recollections dated to a time when all ranks of English

society were animated by feelings of horror and detesta-

tion at the French " Terror," and in no mood to embrace
any revolutionary sentiment, or even give a hearing to any
novel opinion. Yet the mind of Shelley—nursed upon the

sceptical suggestions of Hume, the Utopian speculations of

Godwin, and the antinomian dreams of Rousseau, and
pushing to extremes, from the fervour of a nature in which
prudence and diffidence found no place, all that he read

—

was in a state of high revolt, even in his college days,

against all that was held sacred by other men. Sent away
from Oxford, he fell in with the brighk high-spirited

Harriet Westbrook, and induced her to marry him. But
all bonds; including those of matrimony, which fettered the

free inclinations of the mind, Shelley had taught himself '.

to regard as a tyranny to be withstood. He grew tired of

Harriet, formed a connexion of free love with Mary God-
win, and deserted his hapless wife, who, two years after-

wards, committed suicide. Whether Shelley would ever

have brought his wild actions and wilder thoughts under

any discipline it is impossible to tell, for he was cut off by

a sudden and early death. His poems display the most

perfect and wonderful mastery of the resources of the

English language for the purposes of imaginative expres-

sion that has ever been attained to aniong our poets. As

Pope and Drydeu gave ns logic in metre, so Byron and

Shelley gave us rhetoric in metre. Splendid pieces of

declamation may be found in the Childe Harold and " Isles

of Greece" of the one poet, and in the Hellas and Revolt

of Islam of the other. The " Sky-lark," and some other

poems, considered as creations of the pure imagination,

have surely never been surpassed.

Au accidental circumstance,—the finding of an old

unfinished MS. in a forgotten nook of a cabinet,—turucd

Sir Walter Scott into the path of prose fiction, in which

his strong memory and ine.xhaustible imagination, joined

with a gift for picturesque description, and the faculty,

within certain limits, of creating and presenting living

types of character eminently qualified him to excel. Thuo
V1U-S5
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was given to the world the long and splendid series of

uovsls, commencing with Waverley and ending (when his

mind had partially given way) with Casile Dangerous. Wo
do not forgot that a living French critic, whose admirable

style makes even his paradoxes attractive, treats tho

Waverley Novels with little ceremony; they wore taken,

he says, for faithful copies of tho antique world in Europe
at a time when people knew no better ; now we go to the

original sources of information, and find that he distorts

everything. But, in tho first place, so far as the Waverley
Novels consist of the skilful evolution of plots invented by
the author, and of the contrasted play of characters created

by him,—and not of historical pictures,—this criticism

does not touch them at all. In Peveril of the Peak, for in-

stance, where a peculiar zest attaches itself to the love of

Julian Peveril for Alice Bridgenorth on account of tLe

political and religious differences which divide their fathers,

though Scott might be proved to have omitted some im-

portant features in his historic sketch of the Restoration,

still the deep attraction of the story would not Ipse its

charm. So again, in Ivanhoe, although the repulsion

between Saxon and Norman—the concrete picture of which,

presented in this novel, so deeply impressed the historian

Thierry—be to some extent au exaggeration of the feelings

which actually prevailed between the two races under
Richard I., yet neither does this inaccuracy affect the sub-

stantial truthfulness and instructiveness of the historic

tableau, nor, if it did, would the tragic passages which
describe the siege of the castle of Front-de-Boeuf exercise an
inferior fascination. But, secondly, the real meaning of M.
Taine's charge is, not that Scott has mis-read history, but
that he has not read it from the special philosophical stand-

point of M. Taine. He did not read it in the conviction

of the relativity of all events, nor regard it simply as the

ifivolution of tho Welt-Geist, nor believe that human society,

through the stages of theology and metaphysics, advances
inevitably to the bourn of positive science. But it remains

to be proved whether these views of history will not prove

more ephemeral than the simpler conceptions which pos-

sessed the mind of Sir Walter Scott.

Bdin. Reference was made above to the commencement of the
Inirgh Edinburgh Eei'ieiv in 1802. The tendencies of thought
Boview which distinguished its founders were of so remarkable a

character,—exercised so marked an effect on the philosophy,

the legislation, and even tho literature of their times,—and
are still so influential, that some attempt to analyse and
describe them must bo made. There were varieties of

opinion among the writers for this celebrated review from
the first ; amongst them were mere Whigs and mere
literary critics, but tl>at which gave it a backbone was its

being partially the organ of a party, known some years

later by the name of " Philosophical Radicals." This
school took its philosophy from Locke, Bentham, and Adam
Smith. It held that the old systems which admitted the

jjrinciple of authority were for ever ruined and discredited,

that, as government was an affair of contract, so religion

n'as an affair of evidence, and that, since the same evidence

was estimated differently by different minds, tho right

course was, to confine religion within the domain of the

individual conscience, tolerating all forms of it not anti-

social, but giving political prominence to none. Coleridge,

in an eloquent work published in 1829,'- supported the

theory of a national church, not as the channel for teaching

religious truth, but as providing a machinery for diffusing

culture and enlightenment, as well as teaching morality by
example, through the length and breadth of the land.

This view was too Platonic for the school we are now con-

sidering—which, however, did not attack the alre'idy

SonsiUution of Church auid SUie.

j.MOI>F,iiS.

existing established church, but contented itself with iusiet-

ing that its clergy should bo vigilantly controlled by the

state, lost they should teach principles or practices incon-

sistent with the general good. Churches they regarded as

decrepit and perishing institutions; it was the state which,

in their eyes, flourished in immortal youth; and their

hopes of future good were involved in the development of

civilization under its auspices. Thoy believed in the gradual

advance and perfectibility of the race through the operatioa

of wise institutions, furthering the free play of all the

human faculties, while guaranteeing tho order and stability

of society. The happiness that would thence arise, consist-

ing in tho realization of " the greatest good of the greatest

number," they regarded as the satisfaction of enthusiasm

and the goal of effort. To political economy, that eminently

lai/ study, and to the development of physical science, they

looked for the measures and the means requisite for the

attainment of this happiness. Moreover, since, from their

point of view, there was nothing absolute in moral sanctions,

it was ridiculous for a nation to hamper itself by adherence

to engagements contracted by a former generation, on the

plea of national honour, if such adherence was prejudicial

to the interests of the living. Views of this kind, begin-

ning even then to be propounded, drew from Burke the ex-

clamation that the " age of chivalry was past," and that
" that of sophists, economists, and calculators had suc-

ceeded." The study of social grievances, and of the meana
of removing them, assumed a prominent place among their

objects, and gave rise to much laudable and beneficial

activity. On humanitarian grounds they supported the

agitation against slavery which Christian philanthropists

like Clarkson and Wilberforce had commenced from a

religious motive. Senior occupied himself with the evils

of the old poor-law ; Francis Horner became a great

authority on finance ; Sir Samuel Romilly took up the

reform of our criminal jurisprudence ; Eicardo, J. S. Mill,

and M'Culloch studied the laws of the creation and dis-

tribution of wealth, and demonstrated the impolicy of re-

strictions on trade. Tho benefits of national education

began to be seen and enforced ; and Lancaster and Bell

entered upon useful labours connected with the organiza-

tion of schools and the supply of teachers. Harriet

Martineau wrote popular tales, and Elliott " Corn-law

Rhymes," in order to indoctrinate the multitude with sound

views on economical questions. In short, all the good was
done or attempted which men starting from the basis of

empirical philosophy could do or attempt ; whatever was
outside the range of that philosophy was neglected.

There is something rather saddening in the contemplation

of the careers of most of the eminent literary men of this

epocL Byron and Shelley were cut off in the ficwer of

their days ; Southey's dvertasked brain gave way some
years before his death, and the same fate befell Ireland's

gifted singer, Thomas Moore. Scott, g.-uine,d through too

much haste to be rich, literally worked himself to death to

clear off the mountain of liability which his implication in

Ballantyne's failure had thrown upon lam. Coleridge,

though ho lived to old age, had weakened a will originally

irresolute, and shattered nerves origirially over-sensitive by
the fatal practice of opium-eating ; in the time of grey

hairs he subsided into a dreamy talker about "sum-in

iect" and " om-in-ject."^ "Wordsworth alone preserved to

the last an unimpaired sanity of mind and body, for which

he might thank the simplicity and serenity of his life in

Westmoreland, where he settled on his return from France.

Rapt in profound meditaiion, he communed among the

mountains with tho spirit of the universe ; and the beauty

of the crag, the tarn, the flower, transmitted itself, througb

• Carlvle's Li/e oj Sterling.
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th'j lips of ualure's poei-pi-iest, into verso of wondrous

melody. When the period of inspiration was past, ho

quietly conformed to the religion and politics of his neigh-

biurs, and wrote much in support of them ; but these later

works are pitched in a lower key.

Since the death of Scott, tho power of literature, cora-

luued with journalism, has been continually on the rise.

The novelists, while describing, have modified our social

customs ; the essayists have been instrumental in bringing

aliout political reforms ; the poets have stirred,—generally

to thoughts and desires of change,—the impressible hearts

of the young. The power of art over the human mind, and

its inlliience in determining the aspects of life, have been.

in all English-speaking countries, declining, while that of

literature has been advancing. Whether this particular

distribution of tho master-influences that affect mankind
will continue to prevail, or whether art is destined to regain

among us a portion of its early power, and the sway of

literature to be correspondingly restricted, is a question

which tho future must decide.

See Hallam's Tntrodnclion to the Lilcmtuiv of Europe; Walton'?
Ilistm-y of Enylish Poetry; Jlorley'a Enqlish lyritcra; Greln's
Bibliothck der Angel-silcliJiischen Pocsie; the Benedictine Histoire
Lititraire de la France, with its continuations; Prof. "Ward's His-
tory of Dramatic Literature ; Collier's History of English Dramatie
Poetry; Knight's Shakspcre: a Biography; Spence's Anecdotes;
Coleridge'.s Literary Eemaimr. (T. A.)
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ENGRAVING. The verb engrave is au old French
word adopted by the English language, iu which it bears

at the present day but one signification, that of marking
by incision. In old English the word was used in other

senses, with which we need not now trouble. the reader, and
the verb engraver in modern French, used for a boat when
she runs her keel into the beach or for a cart when its

wheels stick in the mud of a road or the sand of a river, is

a dififerent word, being derived from greve, the sands of sea

or river, which comes from the Provengal grava, the bed
of a torrent, and is nearly related to the English gnivel.

Our English verb to engrave belongs to a large family of

words in many Western languages, the Anglo-Saxon form

grafan being remarkable for its similarity to the Greet
ypdcf>€i.v. Littr6 a'tfirms that the Latin words scribere and
sn-obs are also etymologically related to the verb gi'aver,

And it is evident that there is a close connection between
savbs, a furrow, and the hollow cuttings produced by an
engraver with his tools. The grave in which the dead are

buried is also connected with these words both by its

meaning and its etymology. The idea of a furrow or

cutting is essential to engraving, much more essential than
any artistic idea. The rudest mark which is cut into the

substance of anything is really an engraving, whilst the
most admirable drawing which does not cut into the surface

is not engraving at all. When Old Mortality deepened

the inscriptions ou the tombstones of the Covenanters b«
was strictly doing engraver's work, though of a coarse

kind. In like manner the peoples of remote antiquity

who chiselled their writing and drawing on slabs of stone,

were iu the strictest sense engravers, though the connection

between their rude performance and the refined workman-
ship which is bestowed on a modern vignette may not at

first sight be very obvious. On the other hand, a

lithograph is not an engraving, neither is a photograph,

nor a photographic autotype ; but tho applications of

photography which are known as heliogravure and
pkotograviire are really engraving, because in these

processes the surface of the metal platokis eaten into or

lowered. For the same reason etching may be correctly

included under the generic term engraving, and an etcher

is called in French a graveiir ct, I'eatcforie, an engraver by
means of acid.

Engraving may then be defined as writing or drawing in

which the marks are produced by removing a portion of

the substance on which the writing or drawing is made,
instead of by simply staining or discolouring it as ink and
lead pencil do, or covering it with an opaque or transparent

pigment as in oil-painting.

The idea of multiplication by printing, or by casting (as

in seal engraving), is a mere accidental suggestion and not

nn essential part of the art. Engraving preceded printing-
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ilia IS fctill much used witbout any connection with

printing, as in the chased ornamentation of silver plate,

lii-e-arms, jewellery, and other objects of luxury.

It is our intention, in the present article, to confine

ourselves strictly to engraving as one of the fine arts. Its

present position is almost universally secondary to paint-

ing. The engraver, in the fine arts, is almost invariably

occupied in translating the works of painters, as by his

intervention they can afterwards, at least in translation, be

widely disseminated by the press.

There are several different varieties of engraving, tlie

chief of which are—(1) Line engraving on metal plates,

usually of copper or steel, in which the line is always

incised
; (2) Etching, usually on metal, in which the lines

are corroded by means of acid
; (3) Mezzotint, in which

there are no lines whatever, but only shades produced by

roughening the surface of the metal ; and (4) Woodcut, in

which the lines which print black have to be left in relief,

whilst the surface round them is cut away.

These primary technical conditions have an irresistible

influence even upon the mental qualities exhibited in the

different kinds of engraving. Each kind is favourable to

certain mental states, and unfavourable to others, each

being in itself an artistic as well as a technical discipline.

A line engraver will not see or think like an etcher, nor

an etcher like an engraver in mezzotint ; and the con-'

sequence of this difference is that the manner in which a

line has to be cut has a great influence in determining the

direction of artistic taste and feeling. Nor is this influence

confined to the engravers themselves. The enormous

multiplication of their works by printing makes engravers

only second to writers in their power over public taste,

which they can refine or vitiate by spreading refined or

vulgar interpretations of pictures.

Engrav- There is no inherent reason why engraving should be
Ing iude- xLied only to translate painting. The early engravers were
pendent

pf^gj^ original artists who worked out designs of their own,

[^g but in course of time a commercial reason prevailed over

originality. It was found that a well-known picture

assured the sale of an engraving from it beforehand,

whireas an engraving which stood entirely on its own
merits came into the world without advantages, and had its

own way to make. Besides this, the engraver who copied

a picture saved himself all the trouble of thinking out and
composing the design, which he found ready to his hand.

The same reasons have prevailed against original etching

in our own day. There has been a great revival of etching

^
during the last fifteen or twenty years, especially on the

Continent, and many artists have acquired very great skill

in this mode of engraving. It was hoped, at first, that

they would employ their skill upon original works, but the

convenience, both of publishers and etchers, soon led them
to employ etching, as engraving had been employed before,

almost exclusively in translating pictures. We cannot but

deplore this subordination of engraving to painting ; and
when we recur to the great engravers of past times who
composed and invented their own works, it is with a feel-

ing of regret that they have left so very few successors.

Although we mentioned the four chief kinds of engrav-

ing in the order of what is usually considered to be their

relative importance, putting line engraving in the first place

and woodcut in the last, this is not the chronological order

of their discovery. AVoodcut is the oldest kind of engrav-

ing from which impressions were printed, and must there-

fore be taken first in a paper of this kind, which proposes
to deal onlv with engraving for the press.

Wood Engraving.

It 13 natural that wood engraving should have occurred
first to the primitive raind, because the manner in which

woodcuts are printed is the most obvious of all the Kiniw
of printing. If a block of wood is inked with a greasy inlt

and then pressed on a piece of paper, the ink from the

block will be transferred at once to the paper, on vrhich

we shall have a black patch exactly the size and shape of

the inked surface. Now, suppose that the simple Chinesa
who first discovered this was ingenious enough to go a

step further, it would evidently occur to him that if ono ol

the elaborate signs, each of which in hLs own language stood
for a word, were drawn upon the block of wood, in reverse,

and then the whole of the white wool suflTiciently cut away
to le5,ve the sign in relief, an image of it might be taken on
the paper much more quickly than the sign could be copied

with a camel-hair brush and Indian ink. No sooner had
this experiment been tried and found to answer than block-

printing was discovered, and from the printing of signs to

the printing of rude images of things, exactly in the same
manner, the step was so easy that it must have been made
insensibly. Wood engraving, then, is really nothing but
that primitive block-cutting which prepared for the printer

the letters in relief now replaced by movable types, and the

only difference between a delicate modern woodcut and ths

rude letters in the first printed books is a difference of

artistic skill and knowledge. In Chinese and Japanese

woodcuts we can still recognize traditions of treatment

which come from the designing of their written characters.

The main elements of a Chinese or a Japanese woodcut,

uninfluenced by European example, are dashing or delicite

outlines and markings of various thickness, exactly such as

a clever writer with the brush would make with his Indian

ink or vermilion. Often we get a perfectly black blot, ex-

quisitely shaped and full of careful purpose, and these

broad vigorous blacks are quite in harmony with the kind

of printing for which wood engraving is intended.

It has not hitherto been satisfactorily ascertained whetner Tbs ti

wood engraving came to Europe from the East or was re- Heat £

discovered by some European artificer. The precise date f°P**'

of the first European woodcut is also a matter of doubt,

but here wo have certain data which at least set limits to

the possibility of error. European wood engraving dates

certainly from the first quarter of the 15th century. It

used to be believed that a cut of St Christopher, very

rudely executed, and dated 1423, was the Adam of all our

woodcuts, but subsequent investigations have shaken this

theory. There is a cut in the Brussels library, of the Virgin

and Child surrounded by four saints, which is dated 1418,
but the composition is so very elegant and the drawii)g so

refined and beautiful, that one has a difficulty in believing

the date, though it is received as authentic. The Virgin

and Child of the Paris library is without date, but is sup-

posed, apparently with reason, to be earlier than either of

the two we have mentioned ; and M. Delaborde has proved
that two cuts were printed in 1406. The Virgin and Child

at Paris may be taken as a good representative specimen of

very early European wood engraving. It is simple art, but
not bad art. The forms are drawn in bold thick lines, and
the black blot is used with much effect in the hollows and
recesses of the design. Beyond this there is no shading.

Rude as the work is, the artist has expressed exquisite

maternal tenderness in the pressure of the Virgin's check to

that of the Child, whilst the attitude of the Child itself,

with its foot in its hand and its arm round the mother's

neck, is most true to nature, as is the pose of the othej"

foot against the mother's arm, and also the baby-like bend-

ing and twisting of the legs. The Virgin is crowned, and
stands against a niche-like decoration with pinnacles as

often seen in illuminated manuscripts. In the woodcut
this architectural decoration is boldly but effectively drawn.

Here, then, we have real art already, art in which appeared

both vigour of stvle and tenderness of feeling.

WOOlll
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The very earliost wood engraving consisted of outlines

and white spaces with smaller black spaees, but shading is

rare or absent. Before passing to shaded woodcuts we
may mention a kind of wood engraving practised in the

middle of the 15th century by a French engraver, often

called Bernard Milnet, though his name is a matter of

doubt, and by other engravers nearer the beginning of that

century. This method is called the crible, a word for

which there is no convenient translation in English. It

means, riddled luith small holes, as a target may be riddled

with small shot. The effect of light and dark is produced

in this kind of engraving by sinking a great number of

round holes of difl'erent diameters in the substance of the

wood, which, of course, all come white in the printing ; it

is, in short, a sort of stippling in white. When a more

advanced kind of wood engraving had become prevalent the

crible was no longer used for general purposes, but it was

retained for the grounds of decorative wood engraving,

being used occasionally in borders for pages, in printers'

marks, and other designs, which were survivals in black and

white of the ancient art of illuminating. Curiously

enough, this kind of wood engraving, though long disused

for purposes of art, has of late years been revived with ex-

cellent effect for scientific purposes. It is now the accepted

method of illustration for astronomical books. The black

given by the untouched wooden block represents the night

sky, and the holes, smaller or larger, represent in white the

stars and planets of lesser or greater magnitude. The pro-

cess is so perfectly adapted to this purpose, being so cheap,

rapid, and simple, that it will probably never be superseded.

The objections to it for artistic purposes are, however, so

obvious that they were soon perceived even by the

untrained critical faculty of the earlier workmen, who
turned their attention to woodcut in simple black lines, in-

cluding outline and shading. In early work the outline is

! firm and very distinct, being thicker in line than the

shading, and in the shading the lines are simple, without

cross-hatohings, as the workmen found it easier and more
natural to take out a white line-like space between two

parallel or nearly parallel black lines than to cut out the

twenty or thirty small white lozenges into which the same
space would have been divided by cross-hatchings. The
early work would also sometimes retain the simple black

patch which we find in Japanese woodcuts, for example, in

the Christmas Dancers of Wohlgemuth all the shoes are

black patches, though there is no discrimination of local

colour in anything else. A precise parallel to this treat-

ment is to be found in a Japanese woodcut of the Wild
Boar and Hare given by Aim6 Humbert in his book on
Japan, in which the boar has a cap which is a perfectly

black patch though all other local colour is omitted. The
similarity of method between Wohlgemuth and the

Japanese artist is so close that they both take pleasure in

drawing thin black lines at a little distance from the patch

and following its shape like a border. In course of time,

as wood engravers became more expert, they were not so

careful to spare themselves trouble and pains, and then

cross-hatchings were introduced, but at first more as a

variety to relieve the eye than as a common method of

shading. In the 16th century a simple kind of wood
engraving reached such a high degree of perfection that

he best work of that time has never been surpassed in its

own way. We intend very shortly to render full justice to

the highly developed skill of modern wood engravers ; but
it is undeniable that in the 16th century the art stood more
oa its own merits than it does now, respected itself more,

ami affirmed itself without imitating other arts.

Wood engraving in the 16 th century was much more con-

ventional than it is in the present day, and this very con-

ventionalism enabled it to express what it had to express

with greater decision and power. The wood engraver in

those days was free from many difficult conditions which
hamper his modern successor. He did not care in the least

about aerial perspective, and nobody expected him to care

about it ; he did not trouble his mind about local colour,

but generally omitted it, sometimes, however, giving it here

and there, but only when it suited his fancy. As for light-

andshade, ho shaded only when he wanted to give relief,

but never worked out anything like a studied and balanced

effect of light-and-shade, nor did he feel any responsibility

about the matter. AVhat he really cared for, and generally

attained, was a firm, clear, simple kind of drawing, con-

ventional in its indifference to the mystery of nature and
to the poetic sentiment which comes to us from that

mystery, but by no metns iudiffcrent to fact, of a decided

and tangible kind. Th& wood engraving ofthelCtb
century was a singularly positive art, as positive as carving

;

indeed, most of the famous woodcuts of that time might
be translated into carved panels without much loss of char-

acter. Their complete independence of pictorial conditions

might be illustrated by many examples. In Diirer's Salu-

tation the dark blue of the sky above the Alpine mountains

is translated by dark shading, but so far is this piece of

local colour from being carried out in the rest of the com-

position that the important foreground figures, with their

draperies, are shaded as if they were statues in plaster of

Paris. Again, the sky itself is false in its shading, for it is

without gradation, but the shading upon it has a purpose,

which is to prevent the upper part of the composition from

looking too empty, and the conventionalism of wood
engraving was so accepted in those days that the artist

could have recourse to this expedient in defiance alike of

pictorial harmony and of natural truth. In Holbuiu's

admirable series of small well-filled compositions, the

Dance of Death, the firm and matter-of-fact drawing is

accompanied by a sort of light-and-shade adopted simply

for convenience, with as little reference to natural truth as

might be expected in a stained-glass window. There is

a most interesting series of little woodcuts drawn and
engraved in the 16th century by J. Amman as illustrations

of the different handicrafts and trades, and entitled The
Baker, The Miller, The Butcher, and so on. Nothing is

more striking in this valuable series than the remarkable

closeness with which the artist observed everything in the

nature of a hard fact, such as the shape of a hatchet or a

spade ; but he sees no mystery anywhere—he can draw
leaves but not foliage, feathers but not plumage, locks but

nut hair, a hill but not a landscape. In the Witches'

Kitchen, a woodcut by Baldung Griin of Strasburg, dated

1510, the steam rising from the pot is so hard that it has

the appearance of two trunks of trees denuded of their

bark, and makes a pendant in the composition to a real

tree on the opposite side which does not look more

substantial. The clouds of steam round about the jet are

like puddings. Nor was this a personal deficiency in

Baldung Griin. It was Diirer's own way of engraving

clouds and vapour, and all the engravers of that time

followed it. Their conceptions were much more those of

a carver than those of a painter. Diirer actually did carve

in high relief, and Griin's Witches' Kitchen might be carved

in the same manner without loss; indeed it has the appear-

ance of an altorilievo with the ground tinted darker than

the carvings. When the engravers were rather draughts-

men than carvers, their drawing was of a decorative

character. For example, in the magnificent portrait of

Christian III. of Denmark by Jacob Binck, one of the,

v^ry finest examples of old wood engraving, the face and

beard are drawn with few lines and very powerfully, but

the costume is treated strictly as decoration, the lines ol

the patterns being all given, with as little sbading aa
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possible, and what sharling there is is simple, without
cross-hatching.

The perfection of simple wood engraving having been
attained so early as tho IGth century, the art became
extremely productive, and has been so ever since. During
tho 17th and 18th centuries it still remained a compara-
tively severe and conventional form of art, because the

workmen shaded as much as possible cither with straight

lines or simple curves, so that there was never much
appearance of freedom. Modern wood engraving is quite

a distinct art, being based on different principles, but
between the two stands the work of an original genius,

Bewick, who cannot be overlooked. He was born in 1753,
and died in 1828. Although apprenticed to an engraver
in 1767, he was never taught to draw, and got into ways
and habits of his own which add to the originality of his

work, though his defective training is always evident. His
work is the more genuine from his habit of engraving his

own designs, which left him perfect freedom of interpreta-

tion, but the genuineness of it is not only of the kind which
comes from independence of spirit, it is due also to his

fidelity to the technical nature of tho process, a fidelity

very rare in the art. The reader will remember that in

wood engraving every cutting prints white, and every space
^dt untouched prints black. Simple black lines are
obtained by cutting out white lines or spaces between
ihem, and crossed black lines have to be obtained by
laboriously cutting out all tho white lozenges between
them. In Bewick's cuts white lines are abundant and are
{often crossed, but black lines are never crossed ; he is also

quite willing to utilize the black space, as the Japanese
Vvood engravers, and Diirer's master Wohlgemuth used to

do. The side of the frying-pan in the vignette of the Cat
and the Mouse is treated precisely on their principles, so

precisely indeed that we have the line at the edge for a
border.

^
In the vignette of the Fisherman, at the end of

the twentieth chapter of the Memoir, the space of dark
Khade under the bushes is left quite black, whilst the
leaves and twigs, and the rod and line too, are all drawn
in pure white lines. Bewick, indeed, was more careful in

Lis adherence to the technical conditions of the art than
any of the primitive woodcutters except those who worked
in crible and who used white lines as well as their dots.

Such a thing as a fishing-net is an excellent test of this

disposition. In the interesting series by J. Amman
illustrating the crafts and trades of the 16th century, there
is a cut of a man fishing in a river, from a small punt, with
a net. The net comes dark against the light surface of

the river, and Amman took the trouble to cut a white
lozenge for every mesh. Bewick, in one of his vignettes,

represents a fisherman mending his nets by the side of a
stream. A long net is hung to dry on four upright sticks,

but to avoia the trouble of cutting out ' the lozenges,

Bewick artfully contrives his arrangement of light and
shade so that the net shall be in light against a space of
black shade under sonje bushes. This permits him to cut
every string of the net in white, according to his practice
of using the white line whenever he could. He used it

with great ability in the scales of his fish, but this was
simply from a regard to technical convenience, for when
lie engraved on metal he marked the scales of his fish by
black lines. These may seem very trifling considerations
to persons unacquainted with the fine arts, who may think
that it can matter little whether a fishing-net iz drawn in
black lines or in white, but the fact is that the entire
destiny of wood engraving has depended on preserving or
rejecting the white line. Had it been generally accepted
OS it was by Bewick, original artists might have followed
Ills example in engraving their own inventions, because
then wood engraving would have been a natural and com-

paratively rapid art ; but since the black line has been
preferred the art has become a handicraft, because original

artists have not time to cut out thousands of little white
Kpaces. The reader may at once realize for himself the

tediousness of the process by comparing the ease with
which one writes a page of manuscript with the labour

which would be involved in cutting away, with perfect

accuracy, every space, however minute, which the pen had
not blackened with ink.

The two centuries in which wood engraving hasdevelofied
itself most remarkably are the IGth and the 19th. Wc
have described tho character of 16th century work, which
was easy, as the work of that time had a limited purpose
and a settled character. It may not appear so easy to

describe the various and unsettled work of our own time,

but it is animated by a leading idea, which is universality.

Wood engraving in the 19th century has no special

character of its own, nothing like Bewick's work, which
had a character derived from the nature of the process ; but
on the other hand, the modern art is set to imitate every
kind of engraving and every kind of drawing. Thus we
have woodcuts that imitate line engraving, others that
cojiy etching and even mezzotint, whilst others try tQ

imitate the crumbling touch of charcoal or of chalk, or the
wash of water-colour, or even the wash and the pen-line

together. The art is put to all sorts of pui-poses ; and
though it is not and cannot be free, it is made to pretend
to a freedom which the old masters would have rejected as

an affectation. Rapid sketches are made on the block with
the pen, and the modern wood engraver sets himself

patiently to cut out all the spaces of white, in which case

the engraver is in reality less free than his predecessor in

the 16th century, though the result has a false appearance
of liberty. The woodcut is like a polyglot who has learned

to speak many other languages at the risk of forgetting his

own. And, wonderful as may be its powers of imitation,

it can only approximate to the arts which it imitates; it

can never rival each of them on its own ground. It can

convey the idea of etching or water-colour, but not their

quality ; it can imitate the manner of a line engraver oq
steel, but it cannot give the delicacy of his lines. What-
ever be the art which the wood engraver imitates, a practised

eye sees at the first glance that the result is nothing but a
woodcut. Therefore, although we may admire the supple-

ness of an art which can assume so many transformations,

it is certain that these transformations give little satisfactioij

to severe judges. We are bound, however, to acknowledge
that in manual skill and in variety of resource modern
wood engravers far excel their predecessors. A Belgian
wood engraver, St^phane Pannemaker, exhibited at the P^inniw

Salon of 1876 a woodcut entitled La Baigneuse, which 'r^'<«&

astonished the art-world by the amazing perfection of its

method, all the delicate modelling of a nude figure being
rendered by simple modulations of unbroken line. Both
English and French publications abound in striking proofs

of skill. The modern art, as exhibited in these publica-

tions, may be broadly divided into two sections, one
depending upon line, in which case the black line of a pen
sketch is carefully preserved, and the other depending upon
tone, when the tones of a sketch with the brush are trans-

lated by the wood engraver into shades obtained in his own
way by the burin. The first of these methods requires

extreme care, skill, and patience, but makes little demand
upon the intelligence of the artist; the second leaves him
more free to interpret, but he cannot do this rightly with-

out understanding both tons and texture. The wood-cuta

in Dor6's JDon Quixote are done by each method alternately,

many of the designs having been sketched with a pen upor
the block, whilst others are shaded with a brush in Indian

ink and white, the latter being engraved by interpreting
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the sbadcs of the brush. In the pen drawings the lines

ire Dora's, in the brush drawings the lines are the

engraver's. In the nigbt . scenes M. Pisan has usually

adopted Bewick's system mS. white lines, the block .being

left untouched in its blackness wherever the eflFect permitted.

Modern English wood engravjng shows to great advantage

in such newspapers as th.^ Illuslraled London Neivs and the

Graphic, the best of their kind in the world, and also in

vignettes for book illustration, which English artists usually

execute with delicacy and taste. A certain standard of

vignette engraving was reached by Mr Edmund Evans in

Mr Birket Foster's edition of Cowper's Task, which is not

likely to be surpassed in its own way, either for delicacy

of tone or for careful preservation of the drawing. An
Important extension of wood engraving in modern times

has been due to the invention of compound blocks.

Formerly a woodcut was limited in size to the dimensions

of a block of boxwood cut across the grain, except in the

primitive condition of the art, when commoner woods v/ere

used in the direction of the grain ; but in the present day

many small blocks are fitted togther so as to form a single

large one. They can be separated or joined together again

at will, and it is this facility which has rendered possible

the rapid production of large cuts for the newspapers, as

many cutters work on the same subject at once, each taking

his ov/n section,

•"rocess The process of modern wood engraving may be briefly

)f described as follows. The surface of the block is lightly
™jdern, ivhitened with Chinese white so as to produce a light

Tmius" ysl'owish grey tint, and on this the artist draws either with

ft pen if the work is intended to be in line, or with a hard
pointed pencil and a brush if it is intended to be in shade.

If it is to be a line woodcut the cutter simply digs out the

whites with & sharp burin or scalpel (he has these tools of

various shapes and sizes), and "that is all he has to do ; but

i'f the drawing on the wood is shaded with a brush, then

the cutter has to work upon the tones in such a manner
that they will come relatively true in the printing. This

is by no means easy, and the result is often a disappoint-

ment, besides which the artist's drawing is destroyed in

the process, so that it is now customary to have the bloek

photographed before the engraver touches it, when the

drawing is specially worth preserving. This was done for

Mr Leighton's illustrations to Romola.

Copper and Steel Plate Engraving.

Engraving on plates of copper and steel is the converse

of wood engraving in method. In line engraving it is the

line itself which is hollowed, whereas in the woodcut, as

we have seen, when the line is to print black it is left in

relief, and only white spaces and white lines are hollowed.

There was no difficulty about discovering the art of line

sngraving, which has been practised from the earliest ages.

Pfeiiis. The prehistoric Aztec hatchet given to Humboldt in Mexico
toric en- was just as really and truly engraved as a modern copper-
:a-avin* plate with outlines after Flaxman or Thorwaldsen ; the

Aztec engraving is of course ruder than the European, but
it is the same art. The important discovery which made
line engraving one of the multiplying arts was the discovery
how to print an incised line, which would not occur to

every one, and which in fact was hit upon at last by
accident, and known for some time before its real utility

was suspected. Line engraving in Europe does not owe
its origin to the woodcut, but to the chasing on gold-

smiths' work. If the reader will look at any article of

jewellery in which the metal is ornamented with incised

designs, he will there see the true origin of our precious

Diirers and Marcantonios. The history of the first plate-

printing is as follows. The goldsmiths of Florence in the

middle of the lalh century were in the habit of ornament-

ing their works by means ot engraving, after which they

filled up the hollows produced by the burin with a black

enamel made of silver, lead, and sulphur, the result being

that the design was rendered much more visible by' th^

opposition of tho enamel and the metal An engraved

design filled up in this manner was called a niello, and our

modern door-plates are really nielli also, for in them too

tho engraved linos are filled with black. The word comes

from nigcUum, and simply refers to the colour of the

enamel. Whilst a niello was in progress the artist could

not see it so well as if the enamel were already in the

lines, and on the otlier hand, he did not like to put in tho

hard enamel prematurely, as when once it was set it could

not easily be got out again. He therefore took a sulphur

cast of his niello in progress, on a matrix of fine clay, and

filled up the lines in the sulphur with lampblack, thus

enabling himself to judge of the state of his engraving.

At a later period it was discovered that a proof could be

taken on damped paper by filling tho engraved lines wntb

a certain ink and wiping it off the surface of the plate,

sufficient pressure being applied to make the paper go into

the hollowed lines and fetch the ink out of them. This

was the beginning of plate piinting, but nobody at first

suspected the artistic and commercial importance of the

discovery. The niello engravers thought it a convenient

way of proving their work, as it saved the trouble of the

sulphur cast, but they saw no further into the future.

They went on engraving nielli just the same to ornament

plate and furniture ; nor was it until the next century that

the new method of printing was carried out to its great and'

wonderful results. Even in our own day the full import-

ance of it is only understood by persons who have made
the fine arts a subject ot special study. There are,

however, certain differences between plate printing and ArtisUo

block printing which aft'ect the essentials of art. When import

paper is driven into a line so as to fetch the ink out of it, *°*^^ °'

the line may be of unimaginable fineness, it will print all Ljntiihg

the same ; but when the paper is only pressed upon a raised

line, the line must have some appreciable thickness, so that

the wood engraving can never be so delicate as plate

engraving. Again, not only does plate printing excel block

printing in delicacy ; it excels it also in force and depth.

There never was, and there will never be, a woodcut line

having the power of a deep line in a plate, for in block

printing the line is only a blackened surface of paper,

whereas in plate printing it is a cast with an additional thick-

ness of printing ink.

Having limited ourselves in this article to engraving for

the press, we do not stay to enumerate the niello engravers,

but pass at once to the art of line engraving for prints

;

and first let us describe the process, which is as simple in

theory as it is difficult in practice. The most important

of the tools used is the burin, which is a bar of steel with

one end fixed in a handle rather Ijke a mushroom with one

side cut away, the burin itself being shaped so that the

cutting end of it when sharpened takes the form of a

lozenge. Burins are made in many varieties to suit in-

dividual tastes and the dififerent uses to which they are

applied, but most burins resemble each other in presenting

the shape of a more or less elongated lozenge at the end

where they are sharpened. The burin acts exactly like a

plough : it makes a furrow and turns out a shaving of

metal as the plough turns the soil of a field. The burin,

however, is pushed while the plough is pulled, and this

peculiar character of the burin as a pushed instrument at

once establishes a wide separation between it and all the

other instruments employed in the arts of design, such as

pencils, brushes, pens, and etching needles. The manual

difficulty which has to be overcome by the engraver is ia

makiu" himself master of the burin, and in ortler to
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accomplish this he is obliged to go through a great deal of

simply manual practice in cutting lines. The beginner

learns to cut straight lines and curves of various degrees of

depth, and to cross them so that the interstices may form

squares, lozenges, triangles, &c. These exercises, after long

practice, give a degree of manual skill which has been often

misemployed in ingenious trifling, to the dettiment of true

artistic quality, so that laborious men have wasted their

time in cutting patterns like woven wire, and carefully

inserting a dot in the middle of every lozenge or square.

Whilst avoiding this error, which has been the bane of

engraving, the student should train his hand and eye by

copying portions of good prints directly on the metal, as

a modern engraver cannot work in ignorance of the

language of his art, though he may employ it in his own
way afterwards. It i.s, however, unfortunately true that

set methods, which may be called the business of engraving,

have a tendency to become much more predominant than

in the sister art of painting, so that real originality

expresses itself much less frequently with the burin than

with the brush.

Elements The elements of engraving with the burin upon metal
of burip \vill be best understood by an example of a very simple

inc"n
'^'"'i' ^^ '"i *^s engraving of letters. The capital letter B

Bictj]. contains in itself the rudiments of an engraver's education.

As at first drawn, before the blacks are inserted, this letter

consists of two perpendicular straight lines and four curves,

all the curves differing from each other. Suppose, then,

that the engraver has to make a B, he will scratch these

lines very lightly with a sharp point or style. The next

thing is to cut out the blacks (not the whites, as in wood
ingraving), and this would be done with two different

burins. The engraver wonld get his vertical black llae by

4 powerful ploughing with the burin between his two
preparatory first lines, and then take out some copper in

the thickest parts of the two curves. This done he wonld

then take a finer burin and work out the gradation from

the thick line in the midst of the curve to the thin

extremities which touch the perpendicular. When there

is much gradation in a line the darker parts of it are often

gradually ploughed out by returning to it over and over

again The hollows so produced are afterwards filled with

printing ink, just as the hollows in a niello were filled with

black enamel ; the printing ink is wiped from the smooth
surface of ihe copper, damped paper is laid upon it, and
driven into the hollowed letter by the pressure of a rolling

cylinder ; it fetches the ink out, and you have your letter

B in intense black upon a white ground.

When the surface of a metal plate is sufficiently polished

{,0 be used for engraving, the slightest scratch upon it will

print as a black line, the degree of blackness being propor-

tioned to the depth of the scratch. Most readers of these

pages will possess an engraved plate from which 'visiting

cards are printed. Such a plate is a good example of some
elementary principles of engraving. It contains thin lines

and thick ones, and a considerable variety of curves. An
elaborate line engraving, if it is a pure line engraving and
nothing else, will contain only these simple elements in

different combinations. The real line engraver is always
engraving a line more or less broad and deep in one direc-

tion or another ; he has no other business than this.

Wo may now pass to the early Italian and early German
prints, in which the line is used with such perfect

simplicity of purpose that the methods of the artists are as

legible as if we saw thjm actually at work '

It may be well to say something here about the accessibility of ex-
niniiles. Any one living in London c.in study engraving at its sources
to the fullest eitent in fine impressions belonging to that little-appre-
fi.ileil trensure-house, the print-room of the British Museum, but the
iliiriculty is for studunts who live in the Tirovjnces or in distant colouies.

The student may soon understand.the spirit ana tccunical

quality of the earliest Italian engraving by giving hi»

attention to a few of the series which used erroneously to

be called the Playing Cards of Mantcgna. " The series,"

says Professor Colvin, " consists of fifty pieces, divided into

sets of ten each. Of these five sets, each is marked with
an .initial letter. A, B, C, D, E, and every print of the

series carries besides an Arabic numeral, 1, 2, 3, up to 50.

Only the numerical order, which shows how the series ia

meant to be arranged and studied, reverses the alphabetical

order which corresponds with the respective dignity of the

subject ; thus Nos. 1-10 are lettered as class E, Nos. 11-20
as class D, and so on. This number, fifty, and this

plan of subdivision by tens, are quite inconsistent with the

supposed destination of the series as playing-cards ; and
so also are the subjects of the series. They represent a

kind of encyclopaedia of knowledge, proceeding upwards
from earthly to transcendental things,—first, the various

orders and conditions of men ; second, the nine muses and
Apollo ; third, the seven liberal art.s, with poetry, theology,

and philosophy added to complete the group of ten ; fourth,

the four cardinal and three theological virtues, with three

singular personifications or geniuses added to complete ten

—a genius of time, a genius of the sun, and a genius of

cosmos, the world ; fifth, the planets, in their mythological,

astrological, and astronomical signification, with the three

outer spheres added to make up the ten—viz., the eighth,

or sphere of the fixed stars, the Primum Slobile, or inclosing

sphere, which by its rotation imparts rotation to the rest

within, and the Prima Causa, or empyrean sphere, the

unrerolving abiding place of Deity The Reries is, therefore.

Tills diififiuity has been overcome of late years by tiie perfection to

which M. Araand Durand has brought the art of photographic engraving

originally invented by Niepce, and now called heliogravure. By means
of this a new plate cau be produced from an impression of an old

engraving without touching the print, and so perfect that the impres-

sions yielded by the new plate can only be distinguished from oM
prints by an expert, and not always with certainty by him, so that

they have to be marked on the back to prevent fraud. M. Amand
Durand has made it his principal business to reproduce engravings by
the old masters ; so th.it the provincial or colonial student may now
possess in his own cabinet a selection of the best examples. One
thing only it is necessary for him to bear in mind. There are two
sorts of heliorjravure,— that which prints Eke a copper-plate and that

which prints like a woodcut. Both are used for book illustration,

and indiscriminately, so that the student will often meet with a plate-

engraving which has been reproduced to print like a woodcut, and
whenever he does so he ought not to pay the slightest attention to it,'

for no plate-engraving can ever be reproduced as a woodcut without

the loss of its finest technical qualities. :A plate so reproduced will

no doubt retain its composition and expression, though even the ex-

pression may often lose a little from the greater coarseness of the

lines ; but all its quality as workmanship, all the delicacy of the

manual art, is sacrificed, merely that it may be printed more cheaply.

The student should therefore resolutely turn away from all typographic

heliogr.ivures after engraved plates, and confine his attention to tliose

which are printed as the original plates were printed, a matter which

he can easily ascertain for himself by seeing that there is a plate mark,

the colourless mark produced by the edges of the plate upon the paper.

M. Amand Durand has published many copies from engravings by dif

fererit old masters, including complete sets from the original works ol

Vandyke, Paul Potter, Claude, and Albert Diirer. Such reproductions

as these are really available for purposes of study, but the quantity ol

different photogr.iphic processes invented of late years has inundate*

the market with the most various kinds of more or less defective re-

productions, which the student ought carefully to ayoid. And how.

ever perfect the process may be, all reproductions on a reduced scah

should be rejected at once by students, for the manner of woikinj

adopted by a true master depends always upon the scale of his en-

graving. Diirer will put more into a large plate than into a little

one ; and when a large plate by Diirer is reduced by a photographic

process, the reduction, by its microscopic abundance of detail, conveye

a false idea of Diirer's practice as an artist. The reductions of old

engiavings which are now so freq\iently used for book-illuslrations arc

more injurious than helpful to any right appreciation of engraving

Reduction is good only when the artist worked with a view to it, as it

now often r^0T\° in dr.Twing^ intended to be reproduced photographjcall;

with :i foreseen diminution cf scale.
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as the moit recent critics have called n, a moral and

(jilucational series, or instructive picture-book."

We have not space to enter into the controversy about

the origin of these engravings. They are supposed to be

Florentine ; they are certainly Italian ; and their technical

manner is called that of Baccio Baldini, of whose biography

nothing is known. But if the history of these engravings

i^ obscure, their style is as clear as a style can be. There

is not room fur a moment's doubt about the artist's con-

ception of his art. In all these figures the outline is the

ijiain thing, and next to that the lines which mark the

leading folds of the drapery, lines cmite classical in purity

of form and severity of selection, and especially character-

istic in this, that they are always really enguaver's lines,

such as may naturally be done with the burin, and they

never imitate the freer line of the pencil or etching needle.

As for shading, it is used in the greatest moderation with

thin straight- strokes of the burin, that never overpower

the stronger organic lines of the design. Of chiaroscuro,

in any complete sense, there is none. The sky behind the

figures is represented by white paper, and the foreground

is sometimes occupied by fiat decorative engraving, much
nearer in feeling to calligraphy than to modern painting.

Sometimes there is a cast shadow, but it is not studied,

and is only used to give relief. We may observe that in

this early metal engraving the lines are often crossed in

the shading, whereas in the earliest woodcuts they are not

;

the reason being that when lines are incised they can as

easOy be crossed as not, whereas, when they are reserved,

the crossing involves much labour of a non-artistic kind.

Here, then, we have pure line-engraving with the burin,

that is, the engraving of the pure line patiently studied for

its own beauty, and exhibited in an abstract manner, with

care for natural form combined with inattention to the

effects of nature. Even the forms, too, are idealized,

especially in the cast of draperies, for the express purpose

of exhibiting the line to better advantage. Such are the

characteristics of those very early Italian engravings which
were attributed erroneously to Mantegna. When we come to

Mantegna himself we find a style equally decided. Draw-
ing and shading were for him two entirely distinct things.

He did not draw and shade at the same time, as a modern
chiaroscurist would, but he first got his outlines and the

patterns on his dresses aU very accurate and right, and then
threw a veil of shading over them, and a very peculiar kind
Icf shading it was, all the lines being straight and all the

shading diagonal. This is the primitive method, its pecu-

liarities being due, not to a learned self-restraint, but to a
combination of natural genius with technical inexperience,

which made the early Italians at once desire and discover

the simplest and easiest methods. But whilst the Italians

were shading with straight lines the Germans had begun to

use curves, and as soon as the Italians saw good German
work they abandoned their old stiff practice and tried to

give to their burins something of the German suppleness.

The characteristics of early metal engraving in Germany
are seen to perfection in Martin Schongauer and Albert
Durer, who, though wdth striking differences, had- many
points in common. Schongauer was the earlier artist of

the two, as he died in HSS; whilst the date of Diirer's

death is 1528, just forty years later. Schongauer was
tjherefore a whole generation before Diirer, yet scarcely

inferior to him in the use of the burin, though Diirer has
a much greater reputation, due in great measure to his

Angular imaginative powers. Schongauer is the first great

German engraver who is known to us by name, but he was
preceded by an unknown Geraian master, whom we now
call the master of HG6, who had Gothic notions of art (in

strong contra-st to the classicism of Baccio Baldini), but
yiiisd ihu baiiu skilful!, in his own way, conceiving of line

8-17*

and shade as separate elements, yet shading with an

evident desire to follow the form of the thing shaded, and

with lines in various directions. Schongauer's art is a

great stride in advance, and we find in him an evident

pleasure in the bold use of the burin. Outline and shade,

in Schongauer, are not nearly so much separated as in

Baccio Baldini, and the shading, generally in curved lines,

is far more masterly than the straight shading of JIantegna.

Diirer continued Schongauer's curved shading, with in-

creasing manual delicacy and skill ; and as he found him-

self able to perform feats with the burin which amused

both himself and his buyers, he overloaded his plates

with quantities of living and inanimate objects, each of

which he finished with as much care as if it were the most

important thing in the composition. The engravers of

those days had no conception of any necessity for subordi-

nating one part of their work to another ; they drew, like

children, first one object and then another object, and so

on until the plate was furnished from top to bottom and
from the left side to the right. Here, of course, is sin

element of facility in primitive art which is denied to the

modern artist. In Diirer all objects are on the same plane.

In his St Hubert, the stag is cjuietly standing on the

horse's back, with one hoof on the saddle, and the kneeling

knight looks as if he were tapping the horse on the" nose.

Diirer seems to have perceived the mistake about the stag,

for he put a tree between us and the animal to correct it,

but the stag is on the horse's back nevertheless. This

ignorance of the laws of effect is least visible and obtrusive

in plates which have no landscape distances, such as The
Coat of Arms with the Death's Head and The Coat of Arras

with the Cock. Diirer's great manual skill and close

observation made him a wonderful engraver of objects

taken separately. He saw and rendered all objects; nothing

escaped him ; he applied the same intensity of study to

everything. Though a thorough student of the nude.

(witness his Adam and Eve, and other plates), he would

pay just as much attention to the creases of a gaiter as to

the development of a muscle ; and though man was his

main subject, he would study dogs with equal care (see the

five dogs in the St Hubert), or even pigs (see the Prodigal

Son) ; and at a time when landscape painting was unknown
he studied every clump of trees, every visible trunk and

branch, nay, every foreground plant, and each leaf of it

separately. In his buildings he saw every brick like a

bricklayer, and every joint in the woodwork like a car-

penter, 'rho immense variety of the objects which he

engraved was a training in suppleness of hand. His lines

go in every direction, and are made to render both the

"undulations of surfaces (see the plane in the Melancholia)

and their texture (see the granular texture of the stones

in the same print).

Erom Diirer we come to Italy again, through Marc

antonio, who copied Diirer, translating more than sixty of

his woodcuts upon metal. It is one of the most remark-

able things in the history of art, that a man who had'

trained himself by copying northern work, little remover

from pure Gothicism, should have become soon after-

wards the great engraver of Raphael, who was much
pleased with his work and aided him by personal adviceJ

Yet, although Raphael was a painter, and MarcantoniO|

his interpreter, the reader is not to infer that engraving

had as yet subordinated itself to painting. Raphael him-

self evidently considered engraving a distinct art, for he

never once set JIarcantonio to work from a picture, but

always (much more judiciously) gave him drawings, which

the engraver might interpret without going outside of hi*

own art ; consequently Marcantonio's works are always

genuine engravings, and are never pictorial. Marcantonin

i was an engraver of remarkable r,ower. In him the reoj

VIII. — S6
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pure art of line-engraving reached its maturity. He retained

much of tiie early Italian manner in his backgrounds,

where its simplicity gives a desirable sobriety ; but his

figures are boldly modelled in curved lines, crossing each

other in the darker shades, but left single in the passages

from dark to light, and breaking away in fine dots as they

approach the light itself, which is of pure white paper. A
school of engraving was thus founded by Raphael, through

Marcantonio, which cast aside the minute details of the

early schools for a broad, harmonious treatment.

We cannot here give a detailed account of the northern

and southern schools of line-engraving, which, after Durer

and Marcantonio, developed themselves with great rapidity

and were ennobled by many famous names, but although

we cannot give lists of these, we may direct the student to

a school of engraving which marked a new development,

the group known as the engravers of Rubens. That great

painter understood the importance of engraving as a means

of increasing his fame and wealth, and directed Vorster-

man and others, as Raphael had directed Marcantonio.

The theory of engraving at that time was that it ought

not to render accurately the local colour of painting, which

would appear wanting in harmony when dissociated from

the hues of the picture ; and it was one of the anxieties of

Rubens so' to direct his engravers that the result might be

a fine plate independently of what he had painted. To
this end ho helped his engravers by drawings, in which

he sometimes went so far as to indicate what he thought

Voraier- the best direction for the lines. Rubens liked Vorster-
m&u ami man's work, and scarcely corrected it, a plate he especially
other en-

approved being Susannah and the Elders, which is a learned

Rubens. P'ece of ivork well modelled, and shaded everywhere on

the figures and costumes with fine curved lines, the straight

line being reserved for the masonry. Vorsterman quitted

Rubens after esecuting fourteen important plates, and was

succeeded by Paul Pontius, then a youth of twenty, who
went on engraving from Rubens with increasing skill until

the painter's death. Boetius a Bolswert engraved from

Rubens towards the close of his life, and his brother

Schelte a Bolswert engraved more than sixty composi-

twns from Rubens, of the most varied character, including

hunting scenes and landscapes. This brings us to the

engraving of landscape as a separate study. Rubens
treated landscape in a very broad comprehensive manner,

and Schelte's way «f engraving it was also broad and com-

prehensive. The lines are long and often undulating, the

cross-hatchings bold and rathei: obtrusive, for they often

substitute unpleasant reticulations for the refinement and
mystery, of nature, but it was a beginning, and a vigorous

beginning. The technical developments of engraving under

the influence of Rubens may be summed up briefly as

follows :—1. The Italian outline had been discarded as

the chief subject of attention, and modelling had been

substituted for it; 2. Broad masses had been substituted

for the minutely finished detail of the northern schools

;

3. A system of light and dark had been adopted which was

•not pictorial, but belonged especially to engraving, which it

rendered (in the opinion .of Rubens) more harmonious.

The history of line-engraving, from the time of Rubens
to the beginning of the 19th century, is rather that

of '".e vigorous and energetic application of principles

alreadv accepted than any new development. From the

two jources we have already indicated, the school of

Raphael and the school of Rubens, a double tradition

flowed to England and France, where it mingled and
directed English and French practice. The first influence

on English line-engraving was Flemish, and came from
Rubens through Vandyke, Vorsterman, and others ; but the

English engravers soon underwent French and Italian

influences, for although Payne learned from a Fleming,

Faithorne studied in France under the direction of Philippe
de Champagne the painter, and Robert Nanteuil tbi;

engraver. Sir Robert Strange studied in France under
Philippe Lobas, and then five years in Italy, where he
saturated his mind with Italian art. French engraveri
came to stay and work in England as they went to study
in Italy, so that the art of engraving became in the 18tb

century a cosmopolitan language. In figure-engraving

the outline was less and less insisted upon. Strange
made it his study to soften and lose the outline. Mean-
while, the great classical Renaissance school, with Gerard
Audran at its head, had carried forward the art of model-
ling with the burin, and had arrived at great perfection of

a sober and dignified kind. Audran was very productive

in the latter half of the 17th century, and died in

1703, after a life of severe self-direction in labour, the

best external influence ho underwent being that of the

painter Nicolas Poussin. He made his work more rapid

by the use of etching, but kept it entirely subordinate tc

the work of the burin. One of the finest of his large

plates is St John Baptizing, from Poussin, with groups of

dignified figures in the foreground and a background of

grand classical landscape, all executed with the most
thorough knowledge according to the ideas of that time.

The influence of Claude Lorrain on the engraving of land-

scape was exercised less through his etchings than Lis

pictures, which compelled the engrav i to study delicata

distinctions in the values of light and -ark. In this way,

through WooUet and Yivaris, Claude exercised an influence

on landscape engraving almost equal to that of Raphael and
Rubens on the engraving of the figure, though he did not,

like those painters, direct his engravers personally.

In the 19th century line-engraving has received both Line eo

an impulse and a check, which by many is thought to graring

be. its death-blow. The impulse came from the growth ',°q,*L*

of public wealth, the increasing interest in art and the century
increase in the commerce of art, which now, by means of

of engraving, penetrated into the homes of the middle
classes, as well as from the growing demand for illustrated

books, which have given employment to engravers of first-

rate ability. The check to line-engraving has come from
the desire for cheaper and more rapid methods, a desire

satisfied in various ways, but especially by etching and by
the various kinds of photography. Nevertheless, the

19th century has produced mqst highly accomplished

work in line-engraving, both in the figure and in land-

scape. Its characteristics, in comparison with the work Charao

of other centuries,are chiefly a more thorough and delicate teristic»

rendering of local' colour, light and shade, and texture. °^
.

The elder engravers could draw as correctly as the ^ork"
moderns, but they either neglected these elements or

admitted them sparingly, as opposed to the spirit of their

art. If you look at a modern engraving from Landsecr,

you will see the blackness of a gentleman's boots (local

colour), the soft roughness of his coat (texture), and the

exact value in light and dark of his face and costume

against the cloudy sky. Nay more, you will find every

sparkle on bit, boot, and stirrup. Modern painting pays

more attention to texture andchiaroscurothan classicalpaint-

ing did, so engraving has followed in the same directions.

But there is a certain sameness in pure line-engravin p,

which is more favourable to some forms and textures tha i

to others. This sameness of line-engraving, and its costl; -

ness, have led to the adoption of mixed methods, which

are extremely prevalent in modern commercial prints froii i

popular artists. In the well-known prints from Boiii i

Bonheur, for example, by T. Landseer, H. T. Ryall, aric I

C. G. Lewis, the tone of the skies is got by machine-ruling,

and so is much undertone in the landscape ; the far of the

animals is all etched, nnd so arc the foreground plants.
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rround.

^he real burin work being used sparingly -wliere most
fiivourablo to texture. Even in the exquisite engravings

after Turner, by Cooke, Goodall, Wallis, Miller, Wiilmoro,

and others, who reached a degree of delicacy in light and

9'jado far surpassing the work of the old masters, the

engravers have recourse to etching, finishing with the

burin and dry point. Turner's name may be added to

those of Raphael, Eubens, and Claude in the list of

painters who have had a special influence upon engraving.

The speciality of Turner's influence was in the direction of

delicacy of tone. In this respect the Turner vignettes to

Roger's poems were a high-water mark of human attain-

ment, not likely ever to bo surpassed.

Pure line-engraving is still practised by a few artists in

England and France. In England, Mr Jeens is a direct de-

scendant of the great line engravers, and will take high rank

in the future by the perfection of his drawing and the good

taste with which he has used the burin in shading. In

France, the lovers of line-engraving have endeavoured to

keep it alive by organizing themselves into a society for its

encouragement. The most recent direction of the art, in

. the works of Ferdinand Gaillard, is a return to studied

outline, but in combination with the most elaborate

modelling. In his St Sebastian the outline is studied and

marked with careful firmness throughout, and the modelling

is thoroughly worked out in minute touches and fine lines,

giving powerful relief without any but the most delicate

chiaroscuro.

Etcldng.

We mentioned etching amongst the causes which have

operated destructively on line-engraving. The chief

difference between the two arts is that in line-engraving

the furrow is produced by the ploughing of the burin,

whereas in etching the copper is eaten away by acid. The
English word is merely an Anglicized form of the Dutch
etsen, which has the same origin as our verb to eat, con-

sequently, unless there is corrosion, or eating away of

substance, there is no etching. The word is vulgarly and
most erroneously used for pen drawing.

To prepare a plate for etching it is first covered with

etching-ground, a composition which resists acid. The
qualities of a ground are to be so adhesive that it will not

quit the copper when a small quantity is left isolated

between lines, yet not so adhesive that the etching point

cannot easily and entirely remove it ; at the same time a

good ground will be hard enough to bear the hand upon it,

or a sheet of paper, yet not so hard as to be brittle. The
best is that of Abraham Bosse, which is composed as

follows :—Melt two ounces of white wax ; then add to it

one ounce of gum-mastic in powder, a little at a time,

stirring till the wax and the mastic are well mingled ; then

add, in the same manner, an ounce of bitumen in powder.

There are three different vfays of applying an etching-

ground to a plate. The old-fashioned way was to wrap a

ball of the ground in silk, heat the plate, and then rub the

ball upon the surface, enough of the ground to cover the

plate melting through the silk. To equalize the ground a

dabber was used, which was made of cotton-wool under

,
horsehair, the whole inclosed in silk. This method is still

used by many artists, from tradition and habit, but it is

far inferior in perfection and convenience to that which
we will now describe. When the etching-ground is melted,

add to'it half its volume of essential oil of lavender, mix
well, and allow the mixture to cool. You have now a

paste which can be ipread upon a cold plate with a roller;

these rollers are covered with leather and made (very care-

fully) for the purpose. You first spread a little paste on a

sheet of glass (if too thick, add more oil of lavender and
piix with a palette knife), and roll it till the roller is quite

equa'lly charged all over, when the paste is easily transj

ferred to the copper, which i.s afterwards gently hoatcu to

expel the oil of lavender. In both these methods of

grounding a plate the work is not completed until tht

ground has been smoked, which is effected as follows.

The plate is hold by a hand-vice if a small one, or, 'f large,

is fixed at some height, with the covered side downwarda
A smoking torch, composed of many thin bees-wax dips

twisted together, is then lighted and passed repeated!}

under the plate in every direction, till the ground ba>

incorporated enough lampblack to blacken it. The thirtj

way of covering a plate for etching is to apply the

ground in solution as collodion is applied by phota
graphcrs. Tho ground may be dissolved in cliloroform

or in oil of lavender. The plate being grounded, it!^

back and edges are protected from tho acid by Japan
varnish, which soon dries, and then the drawing is traced

upon it. The best way of tracing a drawing is to use sheet

gelatine, which is employed as follows. The gelatine is

laid upon tho drawing, which its transparence allows you td

sea perfectly, and you trace the lines by scratching the

smooth surface with a sharp point. You then fill these

scratches with fine black-lead, in powder, rubbing it in witli

the finger, turn the tracing with its face to the plate, and
rub' the back of it with a burnisher. The black-lead from

the scratches adheres to the etching ground and .shows upon
it as pale grey, much more visible than anything else you
can use for tracing. Then comes the work of the etching-

needle, which is merely a piece of steel sharpened more or

less. Turner used a prong of an old steel fork which did

as well as anything, but neater etching-needles are sold by
artists' colourmakers. The needle removes the acid and
lays the copper bare. Some artists sharpen their needles

80 as to present a cutting edge which, when used sideways,

scrapes away a broad line ; and many etchers use needles

of various degrees of sharpness to get thicker or thinner

lines. It may be well to observe, in -connection with this

part of the subject, that whilst thick lines agree perfectly

well with the nature of woodcut, they are very apt to giv

an unpleasant heaviness to plate engraving of all kind.'

whilst thin lines have generally a clear and agreeable ap
pearance in plate engraving. Nevertheless, lines ot:

moderate thickness are used effectively in etching when
covered with finer shading, and very thick lines indeed were

employed with good results by Turner when he intended to

cover them with mezzotint, and to print in brown ink,

because their thickness was essential to prevent them from

being overwhelmed by the mezzotint, and the brown ink

made them print less heavily than black. Etchers differ in

opinion as to whether the needle ought to scratch the

copper or simply to glide upon its surface. A gliding needle

is much more free, and therefore communicates a greater

appearance of freedom to the etching, but it has the incon-

venience that tho etching ground may not always be entirely

removed, and then the lines may be defective from

insuflicient biting. A scratching needle, on the other hand,

is free from this serious inconvenience, but it must not

scratch irregularly so as to engrave lines of various depth

The biting in former times was generally done with a mix

ture of nitrous acid and water, in equal proportions ; but ii.

the present day a Dutch mordant is a good deal used, which

is composed as follows :—Hydrochloric acid, 100 grammes
;

chlorate of potash, 20 grammes; water, 880 grammes. To
make it, heat the water, add the chlorate of potash, wait

till it is entirely dissolved, and then add the acid. The
nitrous mordant acts rapidly, and causes ebullition; the

Dutch mordant acts slowly, and causes no ebullition. The
nitrous mordant widens the lines; the Dutch mordant bites

in depth, and does not widen the lines to any perceptible

degree. The time required for both depends upon
temperature. , A mordant bites slowly when cold, and more
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and more rapidly when hea'.ed. To obviate irregularity

caused by difference of temperature, the writer of this paper

has found it a good plan to heat the Dutch mordant

ftrtificially to 95° Fahr. by lamps under the bath (lor which

a photographer's porcelain tray is moat convenient), and
keep it steadily to that temperature ; the results may then

be counted upon ; but whatever the temperature fixed upon,

the lesults will be regular if it is regular. To get different

degrees of biting on the same plate the lines which arc to

be pale are " stopped out" by being painted over with Japan
varnish or with etching-ground dissolved in oil of lavender,

the darkest lines being reserved to the last, as they have to

bite longest. When the acid has done its work properly

the lines are bitten in such various degrees of depth that

they will print with the degree of blackness required ; but

if some parts of the subject require to be made paler, they

can be lowered by rubbing them with charcoal and olive

oil, and if they have to be made deeper they can be rebitten,

or covered with added shading. Rebiting is done with the

roller above mentioned, which is now charged very lightly

with paste and rolled over the copper with no pressure but
its own weight, so as to cover the smooth surface, but not

fill up any of the lines. The oil of lavender is then expelled

as before by gently healing the plate, but it is not smoked.

The lines which require rebiting may now be rebitten, and
tlie others preserved against the action of the acid bystopping
out. These are a few of the most essential technical points

in etching, but there are many matters of detail for which
the reader is referred to the special works on the subject.:

The two countries in which etching has been most prac-

tised are Holland and France. It has also been successfully

practised in Italy, Germany, and England, but not to so

great an extent. It has resembled line engraving in receiv-

ing a powerful impulse from celebrated painters, but
whereas with the exception of Albert Diirer the painters

have seldom been practical line engravers, they have
advanced etching not only by advice given to others but by

<i«flaenco the work of their own hands, Rembrandt did as much for
jfRem- etching as either Raphael or Rubens for line engraving;
*ranJt

jj,j^ jjj landscape the etchings of Claude had an influeuce

Jlaude. which still continues, both Rembrandt and Claude being

practical workmen in etching, and very skilful workmen.
And not only these, but inany other eminent painters have
practised etching successfully, each in his own way.
Ostade, Ruysdael, Berghem, Paul Potter, Karl Dujardin,

etched as they painted, and so did 'a greater than any of

them, "Vandyke. In the earlier part of the present century

etching was almost a defunct art, except as it was employed
by engravers as a help to get faster through their work, of

which " engraving." got all the credit, the public being
unable to distinguish between etched lines and lines cut

The re ^'th the burin. During the last fifteen or twenty years,

'ilh'
"' l'°^6ver, there has been a great revival of etching as an in-

dependent art, a revival which has extended all over Europe,
though France has had by far the largest and most import-

ant share in it. It was hoped, at the beginning of this

revival, that it would lead to the production of many fine

Driginal works ; but the commercial laws of demand and
supply have unfortunately made modem etching almost
entirely the slaVe of painting. Nearly all the clever etchers

5f the presen* day are occupied in translating pictures,

.vhich many of them, especially Unger, Jacquemart,
Plameng, and Rajon, do with remarkable ability, even to

-he very toneh and texture of the painter. The comparative
rapidity of the process, and the ease with which it imitates

the manner of painters, have caused etching to be novtvery
generally preferred to line engraving by publishers for the
translation of all pictures except those belonging to a severe
and classical style of art, for which the burin is, and will
always remain, better ad4t)ted than the etching-needle.

Yet, notwithstanding the present commercial predomt«
nance of etching from pictures, there are still some artistu

and emineat amateurs who have cultivated original etching

with success. Mr Seymour Haden, Mr Whistler, Mr Samuel
Palmer, and others in England, MM. Bracquemond, Dau
bigny, Charles Jacque, Appian, Lalanne, and others on tht

Continent, besides that singular and remarkable geniuE

Charles M(5ryon, have produced original works of very

various interest and power. Etching clubs, or associations

of artists for the publication of original etchings, have been

founded in England, France, Germany, and Belgium, The
real difficulty of the art, and its apparent facility, have led

to much worthless production, hot this ought not to makf i

us overlook what is really valuable.

The following is a brief analysis of different styles of etch-

ing. 1. Fu7-e Line—.As theto is line engraving, so there is

line etching; but as the etching-needle is a freer instrument

than the burin, tie line has qualities which differ widely from
those of the burin line. Each of the two has its own charm
and beauty; the liberty of the one is charming, and the re-

straint of the other is admirable also in its right place. In

line etching, as in line engraving, the great masters purposely

exhibit the line and do not hide it under too much shadiaig.

2. Line and Shade.—This answers exactly in etching to

Mantegna's work in engraving. The most important lines

are drawn first throughout, and the shade thrown over them
like a wash with the brush over a pen sketch in indelible

ink. 3. Sliade and Texture.—This is used chieSy to imitate

oil-painting. Here the line (properly so called) is entirely

abandoned, and the attention of the etcher is given to tex-

ture and chiaroscuro. He uses lines, of course, to express

these, but does not exhibit them for their own beauty;

on the contrary, he conceals them;

Of these three styles of etching the first Is technically the

easiest, and being also the most rapid, is adopted foi

sketching on the copper from nature ; the second is the nex<

in difficulty ; and the third the most difficult, on account

of the biting, which is never easy to manage when i(

becomes elaborate. The etcher has, however, many re'

sources ; he can make passages paler by burnishing them,

or by using charcoal, or he can efface them entirely with

the scraper and charcoal ; he can darken them by rebiting

or by regrounding the plate and adding fresh work ; and
he need not run the risk of biting the very palest passages

of all, because these can be easily done with the dry point,

which is simply a well-sharpened stylus used directly on
the copper without the help of acid. It is often asserted

that anyone can etch who can draw, but this is amistakea
assertion likely to mislead. Without requiring «o long an
apprenticeship aa the burin, etching is a very difficult art

indeed, the two main causes of its difficulty being that the

artist does not see his work properly as he proceeds, and that

mistakes or misfortunes in the biting, which are of frequent

occurrence to the inexp'erienced, may destroy all the

relations of tone.

Aquatint.—This is a kind of etching which successfully

imitates washes with a brush. There are liiany ways o'

preparing a .plate for aquatint, but the following is th\

best. Have three different solutions of rosin in rectiGeii

alcohol, making them of various degrees of strength, but

always thin enough to be quite fluid, the weakest solution

being almost colourless. First pour the strongest solution

on the plate. When it dries it wiU produce a granulation

;

and you may now bite as in ordinary etching for your
darker tones, stopping out what the acid is not to i/p^tate

upon, or you may use a brush charged with acid, per-

chloride of iron being a very good mordant for tha pur-

pose. After cleaning the plate, you proceed with the

weaker solutions in the same way, the weakest giving the

(finest granulation for skies, distances &c. The proces
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requires a good deal of stopping-out, and some burnisliing,

scraping, <Sic., at last It has been employed very success-

fully by M. Brunet Debaines in his plates from Turner,

especially in Agrippina landing with the Ashes of Ger-

manicus. Aquatint may be efi'ectively used in corabinar

tiou with line etching, and still more harmoniously with

ioft ground etching in which the L'ne imitates that of the

fead pencil

Tne natural tendency of the three kinds of engraving we
have studied is from line to shade and from shade to

texture, The perfection of line is seldom maintained when
the attention of artists has been directed to the -other

elements, for line is a separate study. Shade is its

enemy, but line may still survive under a veil of half shade.

When chiaroscuro becomes complete the delicacy of line,

which is an abstraction, is nearly lost; and when texture

becomes an object also, the line is lost altogether. This

appears to be the natural law of development in the graphic

arts, and it is an approach to nature, which is all shade and
texture without line; yet the pure line is a loss in art, from
its ready expression of the feeling of the artist, and a loss

for which more natural truth is not always a compensation.

Mezzotint,

Of all the kinds of engraving, mezzotint comes nearest to

nature, though it is far from being the best as a means of

artistic expression. It is said to have been invented by
Prince Rupert, or by Lewis Siegen, a lieutenant in his

sefrvice, in or about the year 1611, and to have been
suggested by the rust on a weapon which a soldier was
cleaning. The plate is prepared (before any design is made
upon it) by means of an instrument like a chisel, with the

edge ground into the segment of a circle like the rocker of

a cradle, and so engraved as to present when sharp about
100 or 120 small teeth. This cradle is rocked from side

to side with the hand, and every tooth makes a small dent

in the copper, and raises a corresponding bur. The whole
surface of the plate is gone over with this instrument about
eighty times, in different directions, before it is in a fit con-

dition to be worked upon. When suflBcieutly prepared it

presents a fine soft-looking and perfectly even grain, and if

in this state a proof is taken from it by the usual process

of copper-plate printing, the result is nothing but the
richest possible black. The engraver works from dark to

light -by removing the grain with a scraper, and exactly in

proportion as he removes it the tint becomes paler and
paler. Pure whites are got by scraping the grain away
entirely, and burnishing the place. As the process is from
dark to light, the engraver has to be very cautious not to

remove too much of his grain at once. He proceeds

gradually from dark to half-dark, from half-dark to middle-

tint, from middle-tint to half-light, and from haK-light to

light. He has nothing to do with line, but thinks entirely

of masses relieved from each other by chiaroscuro. When
the work is good the result is soft and harmonious, well

adapted to the interpretation of some painters, but not of

all. As the art has been most practised in Engknd, some
jof its most successful work has been employed in the tran-

slation of English artists. More than a hundred engravers

in mezzotint employed themselves on the portraits of Sir

Joshua Reynolds, and the best of their works are now
.valued as the classics of the art, which is connected with
the name of Reynolds just as line engraving is connected
|with that of Raphael. Turner and Constable's landscapes

were also admirably engraved in mezzotint by Lupton and
others. Turner himself being a good mezzotint engraver,

thougli he practised the art little. Mezzotint engraving is

still practised in England with great skill by Cousens and
others, and would uo doubt bp more resorted to th.in it is

if the plates yielded larger editions, but unfortunately they

soon show signs of wear.

Dry point is really nothing but mezzotint in lino As
the point of the stylus makes its scratch on the copper, it

raises a bur, which retains the ink in the printing just as the

bur from the cradle does in mezzotint. The bur of dry

point also wears away fast, and yields but few impressions.

Copper, steel, and zinc are the metals chiefly used toi

engraving. Steel is less employed than formerly, because

copper is now covered with a coat of steel by the electrc

type process, which enables it to resist printing indefinitely,

as the steel can be renewed at will. Zinc is similarl;^

coated with copper, and sometimes used for small editions:

AurnoBiTiES.—A real knowledge of engraving can only be at-

taiaed by a careful study and comparison of the prints themselves,

or of accurate facsimiles, so that boots are of little use except al

guides to prints when the reader happens to be unaware of theii

existence, or else for their explanation of technical processes. 'l'h\

department of art-literature which classifies prints is called Iconc*

graphy, and the classifications adopted by iconographcrs are of thl

most various kinds. For example, if a complete book were writtel

on Shakespearian iconography it would contain full information

about all prints illustrating the life and works of Shakespeare, and

in the same way there may be the iconography of a locality or ol

a single event. The history of engraving is a part of iconography,

and there are already various histories of the art in different lan-

guages. In England Mr W. Y. Ottley wrote an £arty History oj

Engraving, published in two volumes 4to, 1816, and began what
was intended to be a series of notices on engravers and their works.

Mr H. Ottley has also written upon the same subject. The facili-

ties for the reproduction of engravings by the photographic pro-

cesses have of late years given an impetus to iconography. One of

the most reliable modern writers on the subject is M. Georges

Duplessis, the keeper of pcints in the national library of France,

He has written the History of Engraving in Fraruie, and has pub-

lished many notices of engravers to accompany the reproductions

by M. Amand Durand. He is also the author of a useful little

manual entitled Les Uerveilles de la Gravure Count de Laborde

collected materials for a history of wood-engraving, and began to

publish them, but the work advanced no farther than a first num-
ber. Jansen's work on the origin of wood and plate engiaving, and
on the knowledge of prints of the 15th and 16th centuries, was

published at Paris in two volumes 8vo in 1808. Didot's Esaat

typographique et iibliographique stir Vhistoire de la gravure sur boia

was published in Paris (8vo) in 1863. A Treatise on. Wood Engrav-^

ing, by John Jackson, appeared in 1839, and a second edition of

the work in 1861. A good deal of valuable scattered information

about en^gravingis to be found in the back numbers of the principal

art periodicals, such as the Gazette des Beaux-Arts, VArt, and the

Portfolio. In the year 1877 Professor Colvin published a series of

articles in the Portfolio on "Albert Diu-er, His Teachers, His Rivals,

and His Followers," which contain in a concentrated form the

main results of what is known about the early engravers, with

facsimiles from their works. Professor Euskin has also published

a volume on engiaving, entitled Ariadne Florentina, in which the

reader will find much that is suggestive ; but he ought to be on his

guard against certain assertions of the author, especially these two,

— (1) that all good engraving rejects chiaroscure, and (2) that etch'

ing is an indolent and blundering process at the best. The illustra:

tions to thisvolume are of unequal merit : the facsimilesfrom Holbeii

are good ; the reductions of early Italian engravings are not good.

The reader will find information about engraving, and many fap

similes of old woodcuts, in the different volumes by Paul Lacroix or

the Middle Ages and the Kenaissance, published by Firaiin Didot.

the information may be relied upon, but the facsimiles, though

effective, are not always perfect. Eoret's Collection de Mamicls/or-

mant ime Encyclopedic des Sciences et des Arts contains a pocket

volume on engraving which is full of useful practical information,

and another similar volume on plate-printing, also very useful tc

engravers on metal, who ought always to understand printing ; thesf

volumes may be had separately. Etching has been the subject ol

several different treatises. The oldest is that of Abraham Bosse,

published at Paris in 1645, 8vo, and in 1701, 12mo. The levival

of etching in our own day has been accompanied by the publication

of various treatises. The first was a short account of the old process

by Jlr Alfred Ashley ; then came the French brochure of M.
M^xime Lalanne ; then Etching and Etchers (450 pages, in the stereo-

typed editionlby the writer of this article, and a smaller treatise, The
Etcher's handSook, by the same. These were followed by another

short French handbook, that of M. Martial. For information about

the states of plates, their prices, their authenticity and history,

the student ought to consult the best catalogue-makers, such as

Bartsoh, Claussin, Charles Blanc, &c. The literature of pnon-Mug
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is now rapidly increasing in consequence of tlie new proccases_ of

reproduction, and the great engravers of past times are becoming

much better known. Works on the subject frequently apjicar,

not only in England and France, but also in Germany, wliilat

Holland and Italy bring their contributions to general iconography.

In consequence of this rapid extension of studies on the subject,

any attempt at a universal bibliography of works about engraving

would soon become obsolete or incomplete. (P. G. H.)

ENGUERA, a town in the province of Valencia, in

Spain, is situated in a mountainous district 32 miles S.S.W.

of Valencia and 12 miles W.N.W. of San Felipe. Olives

and mulberries abound in the surrounding country. In

the town there are a convent and a hospital. It possesses

woollen mills, and has also a considerable general trade.

Population, 5700.

ENKHUIZEN, a seaport town of the Netherlands, in

the province of North Holland, situated on the Zuyder Zee,

28 miles N.N.E. of Amsterdam. Its principal buildings

are the town-house, the Wcsler-Kerk, the orphanage, the

church of the Old Catholics. The town-house, erected in

1588, is adorned with allegorical paintings by Gerard do

Lairesse, Houbraken, and Van Neck ; one of its chambers

is hung with fine tapestry of Louis XIV.'s time, and

the burgomaster's room contains a chef d'osuvre by

Ferdinand Bol. The industrial establishments comprise a

foundry, several sugar refineries, and one of the largest

factories in Europe for the manufacture of buoys ; and

there is a trade in wood, butter, and cheese. At the

beginning of the 17th century the town numbered 40,000

inhabitants, and sent 400 vessels to the herring fishery

;

but the harbour is now rendered nearly useless by accumu-

lations of sand, the fishing smacks do not number more

than a dozen; and the population in 1869 was only 4925.

The nucleus of Enkhuizen was formed by a few houses (Enkele

huizen; built about 1000 A.D., and it was still an open village in

1279. In spite of numerous military vicissitudes, and a great flood

which happened in 1514, it rapidly advanced, and under Spanish

rule became a strongly fortified and beautifully built town. It

was, however, the first of the cities of Holland to open its gates to

William the Silent, in 1572. During the 17th century it began to

decay, and in the 18th it sank to its present position.

ENLISTMENT, as defined in the annual Mutiny Act

(39 Vict. c. 8), consists in the recruit answering^the ques-

tions put by the person authorized to recruit or to enrol

under the Reserve Force Act or to enlist under the Militia

Reserve Acts, and in Lis accepting the enlisting money with

the accompanying notice. The recruit is then entitled to

be billeted, and must, in not less than twenty-four and not

more than ninety-six hours, appear before a magistrate

(who is not a military ofEcer) to be attested as a soldier or

10 object to his enlistment. If the recruit objects and
batisfies the magistrate that the enlistment was irregular,

he is discharged, and the matter reported to the military

authorities; if the recruit objects, but the enlistment was

regular, he must repay the enlisting money and any pay or

allowances he may have received, and 203. of smart money,

ind.is then discharged. If the recruit does not object, or

tannot pay the money, the questions in the form of

attestation are again put by the magistrate, who also

i'dministers the oath of allegiance. If the recruit does not

appear, he may be punished as a rogue or vagabond.

Before this attestation the recruit is not subject to court-

martial, but fraudulent conduct followed by attestation

is punished either by the justices of the peace or by the

district or garrison court-martial. Every attempt by an

undischarged soldier or volunteer to re-enlist is punishable

as desertion; but in the case of militiamen the penalty is

generally a stoppage of Id. or 2d. of weekly pay for a

certain period. It is from the date of attestation that the

period of service for pension or discharge runs. The
above provisions apply to enlistment in the United King-

dom of natural born subjects. The Mutiny Act makes

special provision for enlistment abroad and for the enlist

ment of negroes or coloured persons who are not sub-

jects of Her Majesty by birth, or who have been con-

demhed as prize under the Slave Trade Acts. ,A master

wishing to recover an apprentice or indentured labourer who
lias enlisted must claim him within a month after enlist-

ment. The apprentice is not only punished for wrongful

enlisting, but remains liable to serve in the army at the

end of his apprenticeship, and indeed may be punished as

a deserter if he does not deliver himself up as a recruit.

Much the same rules will be found in the Marine Mutinj
Act. The enlistment oath for the militia is contained in

the Militia Service Act, 36 and 37 Vict. c. 68, The period

of service implied in enlistment is now regulated by the

Army Enlistment Act, 1870, 33 and 34 Vict. c. 67,

repealed as regards compulsory general enlistment by tha

Mutiny Act, 1876, Long service is always for twelve

years. Short service in the cavalry, artillery, and engineers

is eight years army and four years reserve ; in the infantry

and army service corps, sis years army and six years

reserve. For the army hospital corps and the colonial

corps there is no short service. In 1870 it was said that

this scheme would require 322,449 recruits aimually, and

that in eight years a reserve of 81,811 would be created.

The average enlistment is only about 20,000, but this ia

largely accounted for by the inducements given to enter the

militia. In early times attendance at the posse comitat-u»

was enforced by the penalty of cuhertage, or turntail, viz.,

forfeiture of property and perpetual servitude. The
organization of this levy will be found in the Assize of

Arms (27 Hen. II.) and the Statute of Winchester (13

Edw. I.), which apply to all men between the ages of

fifteen and sixty. Bj a later Act (4 and 5 Philip and

Mary), commissioners of musters were appointed. When
the feudal system of escuage was on the wane, Edward
III. introduced a custom of " indenting " with private

persons to furnish soldiers at certain rates of wage. Many
of such indentures of Henry V.'s time, printed in Hunter's

Critical and llisiorical Tracts, voL i., appear to be agree-

ments for one year in consideration df gages et regards, br

pay and bounty, at certain rates, 6d. a day for an archer

and Is. for a man at arms. The parties agree about

sharing the gaignes de guerre, prisoners and booty. A
quarter's wages, called prest money, is paid in advance.

Not till the time of Henry VII. was " coat and conduct

money " added to this mere bounty on joining. From time

to time general pardons were given to all felons who- would

serve in the army, and even so late as 1703 a statute freed

all insolvent debtors who would serve. The Welsh,

Cornish, and Irish made up a large proportion of tho

recruits of the early English armies. (See also Aemy,
vol. ii. p. 574).

ENNIS, a municipal and parliamentary borough aud
market-town of Ireland, the capital of the county of Clare,

province of Munster, is situated on the Fergus, about 25
miles W.N.W. from Limerick, with which town and
Athenry it is connected by railway. Ennis has breweries,

distilleries, and extensive flour mills ; and in the neigh-

bourhood there is a valuable limestone quarry. The prin-

cipal buildings are the Roman Catholic chapel, which is the

cathedral of the diocese of Killaloe ; the parish church,

formed out of the ruins of the Franciscan abbey, founded

in 1240 by Donogh Carbrac O'Brien ; the court-house, a

nunnery, and a school on the foundation of Erasmus
Smith. On the site of the old court-house a colossal statu©

in white limestone of Daniel O'Connell was erected in 1866.

The interesting ruins of Clare Abbey, founded iu 1194 by

DoneU O'Brien, king of Munster, are half-way between

Ennis and the village of Clare Castle. Ennis retornS •

member to parliament. Population in 1871, 6503.
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"ENNISCORTHY, a markottown of Wexford county.

Ireland, 13 miles N.N.W. of Wexford, on the side of a steep

liill above tlie Slaney, whieh hero becomes navigable for

barges of a large size. It is on the lino of railway between

Dublin and Wexford. It possesses tanneries, breweries,

flour mills, a woollen factory, and a distillery. Ennis-

corthy was taken by Cromwell in 1649, and in 1798 was

stormed and burned by the rebels, whoso main forces

encamped on an eniinonco called " Vinegar Hill," which

overlooks the town from the cast. The old castle of

Enniscorthy, a massive square pile with a round tower at

each corner, is one of the earliest military structures of

the Anglo-Norman invaders. Population in 1871, 5594.

ENNISKILLEN, a municipal and parliamentary

'borough and market t'own of Ireland, capital of the county

of Fermanagh, province of Ulster, is situated on an island

in the strait or river which connects the upper and lower

lakes of Lough Erne, 102 miles N.W. from Dublin and 22

miles from Clones by railway. The town occupies the

whole island, and is connected with two suburbs on the

mainland on each^sido by two bridges. It has a brewery,

two tanneries, and a small manufactory of cutlery, and a

considerable trade in corn, pork, and flax. The chief public

buildings are the parish ohurch, the Koman Catholic

chapel, the Presbyterian and Methodist meeting houses, the

county ceurt-house, the town-hall, the royal school founded

\yy Charles I., and the infirmary. In 1689 Enniskillen

(defeated a superior force sent against it by James II.;

.and part of the defenders of the town were subsequently

formed into a regiment of cavalry, which still retains the

name of the' Enniskillen Dragoons. The town returns a

member to parliament. Population in 1871, 5836.

ENNIUS, Q. AlthoughEnniusis known to us only from

fragments cf his writings and from ancient testimony, yet

there is sufficient evidence from both sources to justify us in

assigning to him a position of great eminence and influence

in Koman literature. Although not the creator of that

literature, for he is later in date, not only than Livius

Androuicus and Naevius, but than Plautus, yet he did

more, than any of the early writers to impart to it a

character of serious elevation, and thereby to make it truly

representative of Rome. The influence of Nicvius was
little felt by subsequent writers ; and, .although the works of

5^lautushaveenjoyed a happier fortune than those of Euuius,

yet Latin comedy was essentially an exotic product, and
stood in no direct relation to Roman life, nor to the deepest

and most permanent moods of the national mind. On the

other hand, both Lucretius and Virgil may be regarded as

inheriting the spirit of Ennius ; and in many fragments

of his various works we recognize his affinity,with the

genius of Roman history, oratory, and satire.-

The circumstances of his life naturally fitted him to

become the chief medium of contact between the art and
intelligence of Greece and the practical energy and com-
manding character of Rome. He was born among the

Calabrian mountains (" Calabris in montibus ortus") in the

small town of Rudias, in the year 239 B.C., one year after

the date of the first dramatic representation of Livius

Androuicus, and two years after the end of the first Punic
war. Oscan was the language of the district in which
Jludiae was situated ; but, as it is called by Stral)o ''E\X»?ns

jro'Ais, and as Ennius is spoken of as "semi-Grrecus," Greek
was probably the language in common use among the

Cultivated classes. Since the subjugation of Italy, and the

settlement of Roman and Latin colonies in the conquered
districts, the knowledge of Latin must have been spread

among the allies who sent their contingents to the Roman
irmies. Ennius testified to his appreciation of the intellec-

tual gain derived from the possession of variuus Lnj;u.-iges
j

by usiug, in reference tu his knowledge of Oscan, Greek,
I

and Latin, the expression tiiat " he had three hearts

(Gel!, xvii. 17), the word "cor" being used by him, a.s b
many other Latin authors, as the seat of intelligence

Through the access which these languages gave to the idea

and sentiments of which thoy were the organs, Enniuf

was able to combine the culture of Greece, the fresh feeling

and inspiration of Italy, the elevated mood and " imperia

patriotism of Rome," in laying the strong foundation 6i the

national literature.

He is said , (Serv. on yEii. vii. G91) to have claimed

descent from one of the legendary kings of his native

district, the " Messapus equum domitor" who is introduced

by Virgil (in recognition of the poetical fame of his roputcc'

descendant) as coming to the gathering of the Italian clans

accompanied by his followers, chanting their nativesongs,

—

'Ibant seqiiati numero rcgemque cancbaiit."

This consciousness of ancient lineage is in aecordancf

with the' high self-confident tone of his mind, with his

sympathy with tho dominant genius of the Roman republic,

and with his personal relations to the members of her great

families. The exemption from war which his native

district' enjoyed during the first twenty years of his life

afforded him leisure to acquire the culture which hf
turned to use in later life ; and the vicinity of Tarentum
afforded him favourable opportunities for faniiliarizing

himself with tho dramatic art of Greece. But of liisearlj

years nothing is directly known, and we first hear of hiir

in middle life as serving, with the rank of centurion, in

Sardinia, in the year 204 B.C., where he attracted the

attention of the Qu.-estor Cato, and was taken by him tr

Rome in that year. This personal service in the second
Punic war, tho most momentous struggle in which Rome
was ever engaged, must have deepened his interest in the

national fortunes, and contributed to that knowledge of

men, and especially of the soldierly char.acter, which was
afterwards largely displayed in his epic and dramatic
poetry. As Cato made it a reproach to M. Fulviuf
Nobilior that he had taken Ennius, after he became known
as a poet, along with him in his /Etolian campaign
(Cicero, Tnsc. Disp., i. 2). we may perhaps mfer that it was
the personal qualities of tho man rather than the genius
or culture of the puet which recommended the Messapian
soldier to his regard.

From tho time of his arrival in Rome till his death in
'

169 u.c, he devoted himself actively to various kinds of

literary production, and probably to giving instruction

in Greek, for which a great demand existed among the

families of more liberal ideas among the Roman aristocracy.

He lived on the Aventine, " in a plain and simple way,
attended only by a single maid-servant " (to quote the words
of Jerome in his continuation of the Eusebian Chronicle),

and enjoying ^lie friendship of the foremost men in the

state, such as the great Scipio and M. Fulvius Nobihor,
the conqueror of jEtolia. So strong was the bond of friend

ship which united him to tho former of these men, tha^

a bust of the poet was placed after death in the tomb of

Ihe Scipios, between those of the conqueror of Hannibal
and the conqueror of Antiochus. He accompanied M.
Fulvius Nobilior. in his .^tolian campaign, in the year 189
B.C., and was present at the capture of Ambracia, which
formed the subject of one of his dramas. The represent*

tion of this drama probably took place at the celebratiot

of the general's triumph two years later. Through th«

in.lucnco of his son, the jioet obtained the privile^ c\

Roman citizenship, a fact commemorated by him in a Mat

of the Annals—
" Nos sumu' Romam qui (uvimns ante RuaJa

i1b died at the age of 70, immediately after producing
tno ira^jeaj o> ThveMes.( In the la-st boolj of hia epic
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poem, in which he seoma to have given various details

of his personal history, he mentions that he was in his

67th year at the date of its composition. He compared

himself, in contemplation of the close of the great work

of his life, to a gallant horse which, after having often

won the prize at the Olympic games, obtained his rest

when weary with age. A similar feeling of pride at the

completion of a great career is expressed in the memorial

lines which he composed to be placed under his bust after

death,— '' Let no one weep for me, or celebrate my funeral

with mourning ; for I still live, as I pass to and fro

through the mouths of men."

From the impression stamped on his remains, and from

the testimony of his countrymen, we think of him as a

man of a robust, sagacious, and cheerful nature (Hor. Ep.

ii. 1,50; Cic. De Sen. 5); of great industry and versatility
;

combining imaginative enthusiasm and a vein of religious

mysticism with a sceptical indifference to popular beliefs

and a scorn of religious imposture ; and tempering the

grave seriousness of a Roman with a genial capacity for

enjoyment (Hor. Ep. i. xix. 7). We may realize the nature

of his relation to such men as Fulvius Nobilior, and his

personal bearing towards them, by a passage quoted from

his Annals (Gell. xii. 4), in which he is said, on the authority

of the grammarian ./Elius Stilo (a contemporary of Lucilius,

and one of Cicero's teachers), to have drawn his own portrait

under the figure of a confidential friend of the Roman
general Servilius. This friend is introduced as being

Bent for by Servilius during a battle, and is described as

one " whom he (Servilius) gladly made the sharer of his

table, his talk, and his cares, when tiredout with speaking

on great affairs of state in the broad forum and august

senate,—one with wliom he could frankly speak about

serious matters or jest about trifles,—to whom he could

aafely confide all that he cared to utter, with whom he had

much hearty entertainment alone and in society,—one whose

nature could never be prompted to any baseness through

levity or malice,—a learned, loyal, pleasant man, contented

and cheerful, of much tact and coiirtesy, choico in his

language, and of few words, with much old buried lore,

with much knowledge of men, and much skill in divine

and human law,—who knew well when to speak and
when to be silent."

His career as a writer began at a great epoch of the

national life, the end of the second Punic war. The self

confident and triumphant spirit produced by the successful

result of that struggle may be discerned in the exuberant

vitality and animal spirits of the comedies of Plautus,

whose period of most vigorous production falls in the years

between the end of the war and his death in 184 B.C.

Morenearly contemporary with Ennius was Caecilius Statins,

the Insubrian Gaul, whom Roman critics ranked as a greater

comic dramatist than Plautus or Terence. If weight may
be attached to the phrase iu which Horace repeata the

criticism of the Augustan age,

—

"Vincere Caecilius gravitate,"

he must have resembled him in temper also more than the
older dramatists. Till the appearance of Ennius, Roman
literature, although it had produced the epic poem of

Naevius and some adaptations of Greek tragedy, had been
most successful in comedy. Naevius and Plautus were
men of thoroughly popular fibre. Naevius suffered for

his attacks on members of the aristocracy, and, although
Plautus carefully avoids any direct notice of public matters,

yet the bias of his sympathies is indicated in several pass-

ages of his extant plays. Ennius, on the other hand, was
by temperament in thorough sympathy with the domi-
oant aristocratic element in Roman life and institutions.

Lader his influence literature became less suited to the

popular taste, more specially addreesed to a limited and
cultivated class, but at the same time more truly expressive

of what was greatest and most worthy to endure in the
national sentiment and traditions. With the many-sided
activity which characterized him, he attempted comedy, but
with so little success that, in the canon of Volcatius Sedi-

gitus he is mentioned, solely as a mark of respect " for

his antiquity," tenth and last in the list of comic poetu.

The names of only one or two of his comedies are known.
He may be regarded also as the inventor of Roman satire,

in its original sense of a "medley "or "miscellany,"although

it was by Lucilius that the character of aggressive and cen-

sorious criticism of men and manners was first imparted to

that form of literature. The word " satura" was originally

applied to a rude scenic and musical performance, exhibited

at Rome before the introduction of the regular dram;i.

The saturas of Ennius were collections of writings on vari-

ous subjects, and written in various metres, and contained ii-i

four or, perhaps, six books. Among these were included

metrical versions of the physical speculations of Epichar-

mus, of the gastronomic researches of Archestratus of Gela
(" Heduphagetica"), and, probably, of the rationalistic

doctrines of Euhemerus. It may be noticed that all these

writers whose works were thus introduced to the Romans
were Sicilian Greeks. Original compositions were also con-

tained in these satarae, and among them the panegyric on

Scipio, to which Horace refers in the phrase " Calabrae

Pierides" (Od. iv. 8, 22). The satire of Ennius seems to

have resembled the more artistic satire of Horace in its

record of personal experiences, in the occasional introduc-

tion of dialogue, in the use made of fables with a moral

application, and in the didactic office which it assumed.

But the chief distinction of Ennius was gained in tragic

and narrative poetry. He was the first to impart to the

Roman adaptations of Greek tragedy the masculine dignity,

pathos, and oratorical fervour A-hich continued to animate

them in the hands of Paouvius and Accius, and which,

when set off by the acting of .(Esopus, called forth,

vehement applause, in the age of Cicero. The titles of

about twenty-five of his tragedies are known to us, and a
considerable number of fragments, varying in length from
a few words to about fifteen lines, have been preserved.

These tragedies were for the most part adaptations and,

in some cases, translations from Euripides. One or two
were original dramas, of the class called "prstextatae," i.e.,

dramas founded on Roman history or legend. The heroea

and heroines of the Trojan cycle, such as Achilles, Ajax,

Telamon, Cassandra, Andromache, were prominent figures

in some of those adapted from the Greek. Several of
the more important fragments are found in Cicero, who
expresses a great admiration of the manly fortitude or

dignified pathos (" O poema tenerum et moratum atque
moUe ") of the passages which he quotes. Although it is

more difficult to judge, from unconnected fragments, of the

genius of a dramatic than of any other kind of poet, yet in

these remains of the tragedies of Ennius we can trace indica-

tionsof strong sympathy with the noblerandbolderelements
of character, of vivid realization of impassioned situations,

and of sagacious observation of life. The frank bearing,

fortitude, and self-sacrificing heroism of the best type of

the soldierly character find expression in the persons of

Achilles, Telamon, and Eurypylu3; and a dignified and pas-

sionate tenderness of feeling makes itself heard in the lyrical

utterances of Cassandra and Andromache. The language
is generally nervous and vigorous, occasionally vivified

with imaginative energy. But it flows less smoothly and
easily than that of the dialogue of Latin comedy. It shows
the same tendency to aim at effect by alliterations, asson-

ances, and plajB on words. The rudeness of early art

is most aoparent is tho inequality of the metrps i"
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•which both the dialogue and the " recitative " are com-
posed.

But the work which gained him his reputation as the
Homer of Rome, and which called forth the tribute

of affectionate admiration from Cicero and Lucretius, and
that of frequent imitation from Virgil, was the Annates,

a long narrative poem in eighteen books, containing the

record of the national story from mythical times to the years
during which the poem was written. Although the
whole conception of the work implies that confusion of
the provinces of poetry and history which was perpetuated
by later writers, and especially by Lucan and Stilus, yet
it was a true instinct of genius to discern in the idea of
the national destiny the only possible motive of a Roman
epic. The execution of the poem (to judge of it by the
fragments, amounting to about six hundred lines, which
have been preserved) although rough, unequal, and often

prosaic, seems to have combined the realistic fidelity and
freshness of feeling of a contemporary chronicle with the

vivifying and idealizing power of genius. He prided

himself especially on being the first to form the strong

speech of Latium into the mould of the Homeric hexameter.
And although it took several generations of poets to beat
their music out to the perfection of the Virgilian cadences,

yet in the rude adaptation of Ennius the secret of what
ultimately beeame one of the grandest organs of literary

expression was first discovered and revealed. The inspiring

idea of the poem was accepted, purified of all alien material,

and realized in artistic shape by Yirgil in his national

epic. He deliberately imparted to that poem the charm
of antique associations by incorporating with it much of
the phraseology and sentiment of Ennius. The occasional

references to Roman history in Lucretius are evidently

reminiscences of the Annals'. He as well as Cicero speaks
of him with pride and afi"ection as "Ennius noster." Of the

great Roman writers Horace had least sympathy with,

him
; yet he testifies to the high esteem in which he was

held during the Augustan age. Ovid expresses the grounds
of that esteem when he characterizes him''as

"Ingenio miHrimus, arte rudis."

A sentence of QuintOian expresses the feeling of rever-

ence for his genius and character, mixed with distaste

for his rude workmanship, with which the Romans of the
early empire regarded him :

—" Let us revere Ennius as we
revere the sacred groves, hallowed by antiquity, whose
massive and venerable oak trees are not so remarkable for

beauty as for the religious awe which they inspire"
{Inst. Or. X. L 88). From his own application of the
epithet "sanctus" to poets, which may be compared to the
application by Lucretius of the same word to the great
discoverers in philosophy, and to the " pii vates " of Virgil,

we may learn something of the earnest spirit in which
he wrote for his countrymen the great story of their fathers'

deeds.
" Asplcite, cives, senis Enni iraagiri' formam

;

Hie vestrum panxit maxima lacta patrum."

The best edition of his fragments is that of Vahlen, published
in 1854. The remains of his tragedies are edited also in Eibbeck's
Tragicorum Latinorum Reliquioe, published in 1852. These
remains are critically discussed in the liomische Tragodie of the
same author, published in 1875. (W. Y. S.)

ENOCH. Four persons of this name are mentioned in

the Old Testament Scriptures. The first was the eldest
son of Cain, who called a city which he built by the sam«
name as his first-born (Gen. . iv. 17). In the English
Authorized Version Enoch appears, in the form Hanoch, as
the name of the eldest son of Reuben (Gen. xlvi. 9) and of
a son of Midian (Gen. xxv. 4). The name is most familiar,
however, as that of the son of Jared and the father of
Methusaleh, whose life is told in Gen. v. 18-24, and

further illustrated in Heb. xL 5. The evident meaning of

the two passages taken together is that Enoch, after a life

of close intercourse with the spiritual world, which lasted for

3G5 year.<!, was translated to heaven without dying. The
symbolic meaning of the numbers connected with hia life

has not escaped notice. He was " the seventh from
Adam " (Jude 14), and this has been held to typify his
perfection. On the fact that his years are the same in

number as the days of an oirdinary solar year a mythical
interpretation of the story of his life has been offered which
seems more ingenious than sound. According to this,

Enoch is the god of the new year. The year " is not " at
the end of 365 days, but is immediately renewed. Enoch's
chief importance in Old Testament history consists in the
fact that along with Elijah he is a palpable witness to the
doctrine of immortality. Later traditions, founded pro-
bably on the apocryphal book which bears his name, re-

present him as the inventor of arithmetic and astronomy.
On the book of Enoch, see Apooalyptio Liteeatuee, vol.

ii. p. 175.

ENOS (the ancient .lEnos), a seaport town in the

metropolitan province of European Turkey, vilayet of

Adrianople and sandjak of Gallipoli, is situated on the

south side of the Gulf of Enos, 38 miles N,W. of

Gallipoli and 80 miles S.W. of Adrianople. It is connected
with Adrianople by the river Maritza, and for a long time
has been its principal seaport ; but on account of its harbour
having become partially choked by a sandbank, and the

fact that Adrianople is now connected by rail with the

neighbouring port D6d6-Agatch, its trade is gradually

declining. The deposits which have accumulated in the

harbour are the cause of fevers which at certain periods

almost decimate the population. Population about 7000.
ENRIQUEZ GOMEZ, Antonio, the name finally

adopted by a Spanish dramatist and poet, who was the son

of Don Diego Enriquez Villanueva, a converted Portuguese
Jew, and during the first part of his public life was known
as Enrique Enriquez do Paz. He was bom in Seville, pro-

bably between 1600 and 1602, and obtained a classical

education. His twentieth year was hardly out when he
entered the army, and his military services procured him,

not only the rank of captain, but also admission into the

Portuguese order of San Miguel de Avis. About 1629 a

number of comedies from his pen were represented in the

theatre of Madrid, the Cardinal de Alhornoz and I'ernan

Mendez Pinto being especially applauded; and he was
probably stiU in the capital in 1635, when there appeared

his Fama 2^osiunia d la vida y muerie de Lope de Vega.

Fear of persecution on account of his suspected Jewish

proclivities seems to have led him to leave Spain in 1636 ;

and in 1638 we find him in France, where he remained for

eleven years, became councillor and majordomo to Louis

XIII., and" continued assiduously to write and publish.

Shortly after 1656 he- settled in Amsterdam, and in the

religious tolerance of that city made open avowal of his

Judaism, and thus had the honour of appearing in efiigy in

the great avto-da-fe celebrated in Seville on April 14, 1660.

The date of his death is not known, but it was probably not

many years later. He had at least one son, Diego Enriquez

Basurto, who in 1649 published at Rouen El triumpho

de la virtud y padencia de Job. As s writer Enriquez

is characterized by ready invention and a " fatal facUity " of

execution; and especially in his later works his style is full

of extravagances. His Academias morales de las Iftisas,

Bordeaux, 1642, contains, besides three other comedies, A
la que obliga el honor, which was the foundation of

Calderon's -Medico de,su honor. El siglo pitagorico y vida

de don Gregorio Guadana, Rouen, 1644, 1647, and 1687

(reprinted at Brussels by F. Foppens in 1727, and by
Rivadeneyra in torn, xxxiii. of his Biblioteca de Autores
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espanoles), is a series of satirical nketches in prose and verse,

which partake of the character of the picaresque romance.

La culpa del primer ptregrino (Iloucn, \&ii ; Madrid,

1735), a mystical poem ; Luis dado de Dios a Anna (Paris,

1645), presenting the author's views on political matters
;

Poliiica Angelica (Rouen, 1C47); La torre de Bahilonia

(Rouen, lfi47 ; Madrid, 1G70), containing the two parts of

Fernan Mendez Pinto ; Samson Nazars}io, a heroic poem
;

and several comedies not mentioned above, complete the

list of Enriquez'a acknowledged writings. Adolfo do
Castro, however, in his notes to Gil Bias, advanced the

opinion that the comedies usually attributed to Fernando
de Zarate were really the production of Enriquez Gomez,
who had merely adopted the shelter of a pseudonym to

facilitate the introduction of his works into Spain. His
principal authority was the following entry ja the Index
£x'purgatoriiis :

" Don Fernando de Zarate (is Antonio
Enriquez Goijtiez)—His comedy, £1 capellan de la Virgeu,

San Ildefonso, is prohibited;" and the fact that almost

nothing was known about Zarate lent a strong show of

probability to his theory. The matter has since been
eagerly debated. Mesonero Romanos, editor of vol. i. of

the Dramaticos posleriores a Lope de Vega {i.e., vol. xlvii.

of Rivadeneyra's Bibliotcca), though at first he adopted
Castro's opinion, has since become its vigorous opponent;
and Barrera makes out a very strong case in favour of the

historical individuality of Zarate, alleging, among other

arguments, that the subjects of the plays ascribed to him,
El gran septdcro de Crista, Santa Maria Magdalena, (fee,

are not such as were likely to be treated in his later years

by the Jewish poet, that autograph manuscripts of Zarate

exist in various collections, and that the style and methods
of the two writers are perceptibly distinct.

' See Jose Amador de los Rios, Estiidios Jiistoricos, kc, sohre los

Judios de Espaila, Madrid 1848 ; Schack, Gcschichie der dram.
Lit. uiid Kiuist ill Spaniai, 1849 ; Kayserling, Scphardim, Leipsic,

1859 ; Bari'era, Catalogo del Tcalro Antigua Espanol, Jladiid, 1860.

ENSCHEDE, a town in the Overyssel province of

Holland, is situated near the Prussian boundary, about 45

miles S.E. of ZwoUe, at the junction of three railways. Its

principal industry is the spinning and weaving of cotton,

in which six Spinning mills and thirteen steam-power looms

are employed. Two-thirds of the town was destroyed by
fire on the 7th May 18G2, but was very soon rebuilt.

Population in 1875, 5291.

ENTAIL (from tailler, to cut) really means a limited

succession—one cut out by the will of the maker of the

entail from the ordinary legal course of succession. The
derivation of the word from talis (tales hasredes qui in tenore

investiturje contineantur) is now abandoned. But, as an
existing social institution, entail has also generally involved

more or less restriction on the proprietary powers of the

heirs succeeding to the subject of entail. The policy of

entails has therefore been keenly discussed.^ The attempt
to settle the matter on legal principles entirely failed. On
the one hand, in the language of the civil law, unusquisque

eat rei sues moderator et arbiter. This was said to imply
an unlimited right to dictate the conditions on which an
estate was to \>i enjoyed after the death of its owner. On
the other hand, it was argued that on death the ownership
must change, and that the restrictions imposed on heirs of

entail were inconsistent with the nature of property. These
legal conceptions are themselves merely the products of

diflferent states of society. A powerful and learned writer-
has recently shown that the notion of absolute and exclusive
private property is of quite modern date ; and it may be

' See J. R. M'CuUoch's not« xix. to his edition of Wealth oj
Nations, 1823, afterwards republished as Treatise on the Succession
to Properly vacarit hy Death, London, 1848.

' Vr. de Lav^ileye, in h-s De la proprUU it ic it; 'cniej /. :ailiiC!
I'iil.-., 1S74.

' '

added that the power of testamentary disposition was uil*

known in primitive times, and has only been very gradually

admitted. In most civilized countries, bo far as concerns

the creation of perpetuities, it is now being curtailed iu

obedience to those considerations of social expediency which

alone can decide the question of entails. Conservative

philosophers have maintained that the hope of founding a

family and an estate which will together be immortal is so

great an incentive to the higher forms of industry that the

state cannot afford to do without it. But the irresistible

answer is that if you give this powerful motive to the

founder of a perpetuity, you take it away from every suc-

ceeding generation of his descendants. They are born to

wealth which their idleness will not dissipate, and possibly

to social distinction which has not been earned by, their

exertions. Besides, it is not disputed that perpetuities are

opposed to the interest of the state in the annual produce

of the soil, which they jAiice extra commercium. These evil

consequences of entails have been vividly described by

Blackstone' in a passage borrowed ' without acknowledg-

ment from Bacon :*— " Children grew disobedient when
they knew they could not be set aside ; farmers were ousted

of their leases made by tenants in tail ; for, if such leases

had been valid, then under colour of long leases the issue

might have ' been virtually disinherited ; creditors were

defrauded of their debts ; for if tenant in tail could have

charged his estate with their payment, he might have also

defeated his issue by mortgaging it for as much as it was

worth ; innumerable latent entails were produced to deprive

purchasers of the land they had fairly bought—of suits in

consequence of which our ancient books are full ; and
treasons were encouraged—as estates-tail were not liable to

forfeiture longer than for the tenant's life." It is, indeed,

obvious that, even if we assume heirs of entail as a class

to have been keenly alive to the duties or the true interests

of ownership, they had no power to improve their estates or

to assist their tenants in doing so. But even if entailed

estates were managed so as to yield the greatest possible

amount of produce, it would still be a misfortune, and a

complete answer to the argument we have been considering,

that the land, so far as entailed, would be beyond the

most ambitious hopes of the mercantile and manufacturing
community. Perpetuities have, however, been defended
ob the perfectly distinct principle, not economical (in the

narrower sense), but broadly political, that they are

essential to the permanent well-being of an aristocracy. It

is i npossible here to discuss the advantages resulting from
the existence of an aristocratic caste, whether invested with

the hereditary privilege of legislation or regarded merely as

contributing to political life an element of safety and
independence and culture and historical continuity. These
advantages, if they be facts, do not seem to be necessarily

connected ^vith any particular system of land-laws, and in

certain circumstances a system of perpetuities might
possibly impoverish and degrade a real aristocracy. But
it is certainly true that in the past the two institutions are

found in very close connection. Perhaps, in this view, the

earliest type of an entail occurs when, out of the common
property of a tribe or other primitive organization, some
lands are given to a family who hold a public office or

exercise definite hereditary functions. In later times the

connection is sufficiently illustrated by the Carlovingian

institution of mnjoratus, which spread through France and

Italy and Spain, and which, like so many other Carlovingian

ideas, was reproduced by Napoleon in the tawdry magnifi-

cence of the imperial degrees of 1808.* The strong feeling

' Commentaries on the Laws of England, ii. 7, p. 116, Sweet's

edition, 1844.
« " On the '7se of the Law," Works (Shedding 3 ed.). ril 490.

' ^^e^ll:^ JttjxrO'ire de Jurisprudence, tcmc vii. p 700
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ffliicli associates the land wita its hereditary owners nas

(onnd expression in the well-known lines

—

" Sliades tliat to Bacon cor''l retreat afford

Become tlic portion of a Doohy lorJ,

AncWIemsIcy, once proud I5uckin;^Iiam's dcli^Lt,

Slides to a scriv'ncr and a city knight."

Hence, also, the various suggestions which have been
made of a downward and an upward limit to the property

which should be required for a lawful entail of certain

dignities. In his essay on Popular Discontents Sir

William Tcnaple proposed, and Dr Johnson applauded the

proposal, that every baron »should have at least X4000,
every earl jEGOOO, and every duke £8000 worth of land.

This -idea has frequently been realized in practice. In
Prussia an entail was incompetent except of subjects above'

.£400 in net annual valne ; in Denmark the estate must be
at least 200 tonder of hard corn, or 2000 acres in extent

;

.-ind under the Napoleonic system the dotation, of the

proposed entail, whether proceeding from the Government
or from the applicant himself, was always carefully fixed

by the Conseil du sceau des litres, with reference to the

title or dignity which it was intended to preserve. A
prince of the imperial blood or a grand dignitary was
entitled to call his house a palais, princes of the empire
and dukes had to content themselves with /lotel, and so on.

The same principle appears in the canon of construction

laid down by the old Italian law, that a majoratus of such

subjects as palatium, turris. '-.astrum, and even ajdificium

waa easily presumed.' Indeed, kingdoms have been the

subject of entail, and thus the law of entail has supplied

the key to more than one political situation. Such was
the great controversy " de vanitate h:eredum regre-

dientium," whether according to the doctrine of reversion

oT-rtf/redient-crhen, on the failure of heirs male, and in the

absence of any jiartum confraternitatis taking the estate to

nnother family, a fee-simple estate remained in the last

substitute, or whether the estate returned to the heirs of

the entail. This question arose in 1790 between Maria
Theresa and the elector of Bavaria ; the former was
victorious 'by force of arras against the general opinion of

lawyers. It was also discussed all over Europe in the

llochsteden case. The crown of Spain was the type of the

regular mayorazgo in that country—the inalienable estates

descending to the eldest and nearest heir by blood (natu

major), with right of representation and without preference

of males. Again, the relation between the crown and the

entailed estates of subjects has produced a number of

elaborate rules with respect to the jitstie causes of

interference by the state, and has thus profoundly influenced

the history of Europe. An Italian majoratus, for instance,

might include such subjects as jus honorificum, patronatus,

corameuda militaris, feudum habens administrationem:

from all these monks were by the common law excluded
;

and all of them were forfeited to the flsc, either absolutely

or for a time, by the blasphemy, heresy, or treason of the

heir in possession. The entail, therefore, has always been

much more than a family settlement or a system of land
tenure. In modern Europe there have not been many
forms of hereditary aristocracy without some form of entail

But it by no means follows that the influence of perpetuities

upon the aristocracy has been beneficial. The introduction

of post obit bonds, and the law of Eugland relating to the

protection of infants against unconscionable bargains, sug-

gest some reflections of a different kind. It will appear in

this article that public opinion has generally condemned
entails, and tl-at they are being rapidly abolished through-
out Europe.

The speeches of Isxus and Demosthenes show that in

' Jnaniiii Tuire, De successioiie in Mnjoratibus it Primogenituris,
Vuris. 1(192.

'

Greece many di/Ticult questions had risen with regard tt

the power of a testator to substitute one heir after another
;

but the earliest definite legal forms of entail were those
which appeared under the later Roman law relating to Jidti

commtssa, or trusts. The fidei commissum was originally

a trust conveyance introduced for the purpose of evading
such disabilities as the le.x Voconia imposed on -women to

take directly under a will. The trustee, or /iduciarins, was
after the time of Augustus liable in a personal action at the
instance of the beneficiary, or hares fidaciarius. This form,

however, was soon converted into a long nomination or

substitution of heirs, to which clauses prohibiting alienation

were added. The most common clauses were such as " ne
cum fundum vendatis," " ne ex nomine famili^ alienaretur."

One well-known form also prohibited mortgages, and
emphatically declared that the settled estates should remai7>
" firmas meis filiis et nepotibus per universum tempus," and
tliat all contrary deeds should be void and null. On this

deed Sccevola expressed the opinion that a security over
the rents was not a contravention.^ For some centuries

the law recognized such entails as valid in perpetuity; but
by Novel 159,^ " Ut restituliones in uno gradu subsistapt,"

their validity was confined to the first four generations.

The Jus emphyleulicum limited to hieredes sui, which was
granted to coloni, formed the type of the tenure by hereditary

lease, bail hereditaire, which is still common in Europe.
Among others may be mentioned the a/oratnenio of

Portugal, in which the superior is named directo stnhor, and
the vassal or tenant foreiro ; the contratto di livello and
bent libellari of parts of Italy ; the emphiteusis transitoria

ad quoscunque ex pacta et providentia concedentis, the tenure
of monastery landd, in the old Roman states ; the erbleike

and landsiedelgiiter of Bavaria (" allodified" in 1848) ; the

beklem-regt of Griiningen, subject to the propinen, or fine,

on renewal; the erb-pacht of several German districts; the

quevaises and domaine congeable of the west of France
;

most of which, indeed, have become fee-simple estates,

but were at one time inalienable. The differences between
emphyteusis and feu are well brought out in an essay

Du prohibita rerum alienalione by the Dutch jurist Sande,
LeovardiK, 1657. This and the tenure on which the
limitanei milites held their agri limitrophi as a sup-

sidium adversus rebelles naturally introduce us to the feuda
gcntilitia of the feudal law in which the benefice was
granted out to a vassal and his heirs, who could not alienate

without the superior's consent, because on the failure of

these heirs the feu returned to the superior. Indeed, the.

vassal could not alter the succession ; and hence, as Sir

Thomas Craig observes, " sine superioris consensu vix tal'liae

locus esse potest."^ The principle of limitation is here of

course entirely opposed to that of the Ro.man law, which

affirmed the right of a testator to name his heirs in per-

petuity. It was a feudal maxim, " Solus Deus potest

faccre ha;redem ;"'' and the limitations on the vassal's right

arose, not from his own act, but from the reserved estate

of superiority and the tenor of liis charter in the lands.

The feudal law also favoured male heirs, and required that

one heir only should succeed.

It appears from the laws of Alfred (c. 37), that entails

were known before the Norman feudal law had beea

domesticated in England. " Si quis terrara haereditariam

habeat, earn von vendat a cognatis h.-credibus suis, si illi

viro prohibitum sit, qui earn ab initio acquisivit, ut ita

facere uequeat." These grants which could not be alienated

from the lineage of the first purchaser were also known aa

' D. xxxl. De legatis ct fidei commiiisis, tt. G9-83. C. vi. De fidei

coniniissis, t. 4.

' See a note on this Novel, Gibbon, viii. SO.

' ii. 16, De succcssione tnlliata, § 12.

' See Mr Charles Butler's note 191a to Cohe <m LiitUton,
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ftuda cona ilioiuila, DBcause if Ibe donee had no heirs of

his body the estate reverted to the donor. This right of

reversion being constantly evaded by a sale and repurchase

on the birth of issue, the famous Statute of Westminster

the Second, de donis conditionalihns, 13 Edw. I. c. 1, vk-aa

(jassed, which provided that the will of the donor should be

lObscrved, and that no alienation by the donee should pre-

sent the operation of the condition. Thus was created the

fee-tail, or feudiim iallialum, of English law—a strict and

(jracticuUy perpetual entail. The power of alienation was

^•cintroducod by the judges in Taltarum's case (Year Book,

12 Edw. IV. 19) by means of a fictitious suit or recovery

-vhich had originally been devised by the regular clergy for

evading the statutes of mortmain. A full account of the

mysteries of prascipe and vouching, and of another ficti-

tious process of fine (finalis concordia) and proclamation,

will bo found in Blackstone, ii. 7, and Mr Knowler's argu-

ment in Taylor and Horde, 1 Burr. GO. These forms were

abolished by an Act passed in 1833 ; and now every tenant

in tail, at least while there is a possibility of issue, may
bar even his issue by executing a deed and enroUingit in

the Court of Chancery, but not by will. This right is

available to creditors. The erroneous notion of heir land,

however,—of something which must perpetually descend
from father to .son,—still lingers in some country districts

of England. By the common form of marriage settlement,

the eldest sen and the other sons of the marriage are made
tenants in tail. Where the parent or some other person
enjoys a life interest under the settlement, he is called the

protector of the settlement, and his consent is required to

the barring of the entail by the first tenant in tail. Thus,

except in the case of estates tail granted by the crown as a

reward for public services (see 34 and 35 lien. VIII., c-

20), land in England cannot now be tied up for a longer

period than the lives of persons in existence and twenty-

one yeai-s thereafter. The rigid law of forfeiture which
was applied in the time of Henry VIII. to estates tail was
repealed by the Act 33 and 34 Vict. c. 23, which provides

that no conviction of treason or felony or verdict oifelo de
se shall cause any attainder or corruption of blood or anj
forfeiture or escheat.

In Scotland, where for several centuries feus remained
inalienable beyond one-half of their extent, where the

feudal aristocracy often violently resisted the approach of

creditors or apprisers, and where the dawning of commerce
was very late, statutory authority was not given to entails

until the year 1685.' As Sir George Mackenzie said in

one of his pleadings, " the honour of the country standeth

more by ancient families than by merchants." The word
entail, indeed, is often used before the 15th century, but

generally in the sense of a simple destination alterable bj
every heir in possession. Thus Sir James Balfour informs

us that " infefmeut of tailzie" is considered lawful and
not prejudicial to the king's soul and conscience, and
explains that the entail might at any time be broken by
resignation in favour of heirs whomsoever. The earliest

prohibition denoii alienando occurs in 1489. After this it

waS'attempted to protect the rights of substitute heirs by
the diligences of inhibition and interdiction ; and at last,

in the early part of the 17th century, Sir Thomas Hope,
who revised the Calderwood entail, introduced the well-

known irritant and resolutive clauses, declaring void deeds

in contravention of the entail and the right of the con-

travening heir. Cromwell, with his usual sagacity,

appointed a committee to consider the legal destruction of

entails; but in the celebrated Stormonth case in 16G2, one
of the clauses just mentioned was held to be valid at com-

' Dahymple'a Essan (moriis a General Uieten q/Fmdul Properly,
1757.

mon law against creditors, who, however, Lad got notice of

it from the title-deeds. Much doubt was felt about.the

soundness of this decision. The first 15o.\biirgh entail Lad
been addressed to the ejvereign, as if to invoke special

protection. The aristocracy were alarmed by the forfeitures

for treason which tooK place under Lauderdale's admiiiLs

tration; and accordingly the statute of IGS-J *v.is passed,

which until 1?48 remained i\i& fonvdul'mn ol the Scotch

law of entail. It adopts the style suggested by Hope
(a prohibition of sales, mortgages, and alterations of

succession, with irritant and resolutive clauses), and
provides that if the deed of entail be recorded in the

register of tailzies, and if notice of the conditions be ako
given in the titles of the estate, the entail is to Lave
perpetual validity. The heir in possession remained
nominally proprietor, but his powers of management were

in reality not much more extensive than those of a

liferentcr. The statute applied to almost everything in the

nature of a heritable subject. Jedburgh cross, for instance,

was entailed ; so was the office of heritable usher ; even

the smallest properties (e.(/., a lodging in Edinburgh, pan
lenemenli in Forfar, a single field in the Haughs of Clyde)

were sometimes tied up. But it did not apply to the

entails of money and household furniture, which had nof

been uncommon in earlier times. It has been wel.

described as a "padlock on the plough;" and the security

from forfeiture (except of the life-interest of the traitor)

which the Scotch Estates fancied the/ had secured by the

Act 1690, c. 33, was taken away by the Act 1708, c 21,

which attempted to assimilate tlie laws relating to trea.son

in the two countries. The feudal maxim "tantum facit

quis delinquendo quantum alienando" may have made
rebellion more stubborn; but it is impossible not to agree
with the Scotch statute, that "it is just that every man
siiflTer for his own fault, and not the innocent with or foi

the guilty." The Enjlish law of forfeiture, on the other
hand, proceeds on the Ciceronian principle "ut caritas

liberorum amiciores parentes reipublicEe redderet " {Ad
Brutum, 1 2). 2 The only interests saved from forfeiture

under an English entail were those of remaindet-men ; but
as a Scotch entail has no remainder-men, the forfeiture of

Scotch estates was for a time comjjlete. The judges and
the commissioners of forfeited estates took very difJerent

and very warm views of the matter. After the first

Jacobite rebellion, however, a compromise was effected in

the case of Gordon of Park, according to wliich only the

right of the traitor's issue was taken away. Meanwhile

the entail system was found to weigh heavily on agricul-

ture ; the amount of litigation to assert or to control the

rights of the proprietors was excessive ; the judges, chiefly

members of the aristocratic class, at first benignant towards

perpetuities, had begun to apply those strict tests of

language as distinguished from intention which have since

furnished some of the most ludicrous and not the most

creditable eS'orts of judicial interpretation ; and at last,

through the efforts of the Faculty of Advocates led by Mr
Lockhart, the Montgomery Act (10 Geo. III. c. 51) was

passed, which gave some relief to heirs in possession in sucli

matters as building and improving leases, expenditure on

permanent improvements, and exchanges. It was followed

after a long interval by the Aberdeen Act (5 Geo. IV. c.

87), which conferred powers of charging provisions to a

limited amount for husbands, wives, and children ; and

after a select committee of the Commons had reported op

the subject of Scotch entail (Par. Pap. vii. IS28), by the

Rosebery Act (6 and 7 Will. lY. c. 42, amended by 1 and

2 Vict. c. 70, and 4 and 5 Vict, c, 24), which enlarged

' Si-e Considerations on the Imw of For/eCture for lli^h Treason,

by llr Cliailcs Yorke, r.ondoii, \1\S,
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the powers of excambion, or exchange. Tho suggestion

made iiv -182 J to throw entailed estates into judicial

management by an action of cognition and sale was

fortunately abandoned. In 1840 an Act (3 and 4 Vict. c.

48) permitted the granting of sites for churches, schools,

manses, and teachers' houses. At last, an aocomplisbod

lawyer, Lord Eutherfurd, framed and passed the compre-

hensive Act, U and 12 Vict. c. 3G, which still boars his

name, and which has abolished perpetuities in Scotland and

introduced a System of greater freedom than that of strict

settlement in England. This Act not only increases the

power of charging entailed estates with improvement debts

and provisions, of feuing, *nd of sale to pay off debt, but

it introduces a right to disentail to be exercised for some

time after the passing of the Act with certain consents,

but whicli practically gives an estate in fee-simple to every

entailed proprietor born after 1848. This Act, which also

applies for the first time the principle of the Thellusson

Act to land in Scotland, has been usefully enlarged by the

following Acts—16 and 17 Vict. c. 94, 31 and 32 Vict. c.

84, and 38 and 39 Vict. c. 61,—the last of which con-

tains a liberal definltLon of permanent improvenients. In

1847 it was estimated that one-half of the land in Scotland

was under entail; in 1827 the proportion was stated at

one-third, the number of separate entails being about

1600. Since 1848, 616 deeds of entail, including re-

entails, 435 instruments of disentail, and 105 deeds of

eycambiou have been recorded (Treatise on the History

<uid Law of Entails in Scotland, by E. D. Sandford, 2d
ed. 1842; see also the text-books on conveyancing, minor

•works by'Fergusson, Irvine, and Duff, and two essays by
Lord Karnes). '^

^^ _^ _
From a very early time' the Roman law of entail, or

"substitution graduelle," was received in France. The
very phrase of the digest, " ne de nomine exiret," was in

common use. Insinuation, or recording in the books of a

Prevote Royale, or Bailliage Royal, was necessary to bind

creditors. The institute, greve (gravaius), could by' a

hypotheque suhaidiaire charge the estate with a provision

for his wife. In 1747 the Chancellor D'Aguesseau, after

collecting the opinions of all the local parliaments on the

subject, passed the Ordonnances of Orleans and Moulin,

which prohibited perpetual substitutions, but permitted

them for two degrees (see Questions concernant les Sub-

stitutions, 1770 ; also Pothier's CEuvres Postlmmes, torn,

v., and art. "Subs. Fidei-commissaire " in Merlin, xiii.

G7). Substitutions of every kind were abolished by section

890 of the Code Napoleon, but at the same time, as was
explained above, the emperor attempted to revive the

system of majorats, or entails of subsidized dignities. He
says his object is " non seulement d'entourer notre trone

de la splendeur qui convient \ sa dignit(5, mais encore, de
nourrir au coeur de nos sujets une louable Emulation, en

perp^tuant d'illustres souvenirs, et en conservant aux &ges

futurs I'image toujours pr&ente des rfeompenses qui sous

un gouvernement juste suivent les grands services rendus

i I'etat " (Imperial Decree of 1st March 1808). All the

dukes, barons, counts, and chevaliers, and the others who
obtained majorats, had to make the following oath :

—" Je

jure d'etre fidele a I'empereur et h, sa dynastie, d'obdir aux
constitutions, lois, et riglemens de I'erapire, de servir sa

majesty en bon, loyal, et fidfele sujet, et d'tilever mes enfans

dans les memes sentimens de fid^lit^ et d'ob^issance, et de
marcher & la d(5feB8e de la patrie toutes les fois que le

territoire sera menac^, ou que sa majesty irait ii I'armde."

' Acturial formula for the values of interests under entails will be
found in Considerations on Pecuniary Interests, <fcc., ty Spencer
Thomson, Edin., 1870. For the legal principles of valu.ition under
the Act of 1875, see case of Wilson ». De Vnrte, Oec. 19, 1877, in the
Court of Session,

The estates of these mnjorats were subject to inspection' 1*7
agents conservateurs. Tho mansion-house waa to be at leaia
2 per cent, of the value of the estate. The later FrencR
laws relating to substitutions are those of 12th May 1835,
prohibiting all future substitutions, and 7th May 1849.

It has already been pointed out that tho Spanish crown
was a majorat, subject to the quaint condition, seyendo
home para ello, that the heir should be a fit and proper
person. The inalienability of tho domain of the sovereign
(except to provide an apanage for tho younger members of
the reigning family) and of tho greater peers was almos*
part of the common law of Europe (Sande, De proh. rer
alien.) But in Spain there was an unusual complexity of
entails,— regular and irregular, substantial and habitual,
ikc, varying with tho elements of linea, gradus, sexus, and
ajtas. The linea de agnacion limitada was equivalent to
tho English tail male

' special. The propriedad was not
forfeited for treason, except in cases of special enormity,
as when the Communeros rose against Charles I. A unique
species of entail is the linea de qualidad, confined to such
as obtain a certain qualification, e.g., doctor, &c. There
was also the singular elective entail, in which a right to
choose the heir was given to some one outside the family.*
This resembles the patron of an Italian majorat. Sir Geo.'
Mackenzie mentions that in the original Duudaa entail a
discretionary power was given to friends (Treatise on
Taillies). Wherever a title was connected with lands, the
consent of the crown was required to the creation of a
majorat. The principle of succession was that at every
devolution the nearest heir to the original testator should
be selected (proximitas gravantis non gravati).' In Italy
a very similar state of matters existed ; the Koman 'phra.su

" quia volo ut bona mea remaneaut in familia mea*" seem
to have become words of style.

In Portugal the pirasos de vita, or inalienable right of
primogeniture for three generations, was abolished by the
Act of 19th May 1863.

Denmark still retains much more perfect entails. ' There
the sa'degaard, or family seat, including the hovedgaard,
or manorial demesne, and the bonder gods, or portion

occupied by small farmers, is frequently entailed either as

(1) the stamhuse, a perpetual entail of both heritable and
movable estate, which the crown sometimes graciously

allows to be converted into money trusts, or (2) the 32
baronial fiefs all created sines the establishment of absolute

governmenc in 16G0, and which on failure of heirs revert

to the crown. • Ever since the teaching of the economist
Pontoppidan, followed up by the practical efforts of

Bernstorff and Struensee, and in the present century by
the agitation of the Bondevenner, or Radical Left of the

Rigsdag, there has been a tendency to bring land mors
completely into commerce. The constitution of 1849,
indeed, prohibits the creation of new entails. By Bishop
Mourad's bill of 18G1, drawn by the jurist Larson, the

powers of selling the entailed bonder gaarde were extended

much beyond the principles of foestetvang, or obligation to

lease for two lives. Count Frijs and the landowners'

party then began the voluntary conversion of the tene-

mented farms into freeholds ; and in 1869 Hansen carried

his expropriation bill, which prohibits new estates for life,

and provides a machinery for compensation at the expiry

of existing interests. In Sweden, although primogeniture

and even favour to male issue is unknown, there are still

entails, although no new ones can be created.

' Molin.i, Ve Rispanorutn Priiiiogenitm-um Ongme et Natura, 1672i
* The French constitution of Bayonne (1808) aholished majorat!

producing less than 5000 or more th.an 20,000 piastres.

* There is also the Arve foeste, or entailed lease to the tenant and hit

heirs for ever, escheating to the owner on failure of heirs, aDd \vithoa|

powers of sale or mortgage.
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The old hereditary male fiefs, sanjak or begiik, ziaineC

and timars, originally granted by the Ottoman rulers, have

now entirely disappeared. These grants were indivisible

and inviolable, and formed a species of Government entail.

The possessor of the begiik was in the Turkish-spenking

provinces called dere-beg, lord of the valley; in the Arab

districts {e.g., Syria and Irak) he was called ameer, or

governor. Theerazii/e min'r/e, or imlak (crown) lands, held

from the crown, still require public authority for most acts

of full ownership. (See the law of 7 th Kamazan 1274, or

19th April 1S57, which, slightly modified, forms at present

the code of land title in Turkey in Europe.) It is a

fundamental prijiciple of Mahometan law that all land

belongs to the sultan as the gift of God, and is therefore to

be used justly.

The land-legislation of Prussia during the present

century is so often quoted that this sketch would not be

complete without some reference to its provisions on the

subject of, entails. By the 5th clause of the edict of

October 9, 1807, the practice of settling estates by

hereditary . leases (afterwards abolished) was continued;

while the 9th clause provided that feudal entails and/idei

commissa might be unsettled by family agreement. The

Prussian fidfi commissum may bo constituted in every

object of property yielding annual returns without waste

of substance ; and so an entail of certain movables is com-

petent. The Prussian tenant for life can let on lease, and

charge the land with annuities for his diughters, and can

gratuitously dispose of his life-interest. The Hessian law

compels him to charge .the . fee with provisions to his

younger sons. Tiie sale of useless land has always been

permitted, but otherwise i. a public Act of expropriation

must be got, or a decision of the whole family council.

Two next heirs in remainder may, however, by their con-

sent give effect to an exchange. The charges to which a

fidei commissum, is subject are the debts of the founder,

expenditure by the tenant for the abolition of real charges,

for embankment dues, flood-rates, rebuilding, and for

bringing worn-out land again into cultivation. The

succession is usually limited to male persons ; and monks
and dishonoured persons are specially excluded. In the

Rhine Provinces and many parts of North Germany, ^rfej

commissa were . abolished on the introduction of French

law without compensation to the heirs in remainder.

They were subsequently re-established, but the 38th section

of the Land Rights of the German people (1848) provides

—

" Fidei commissa are to be abolished. The form and con-

ditions of such abolition are to be determined by the

legislation of each state.". . Distinct from Jidei commissa

there are in Germany many ancient customary entails, not

usually restricted to male heirs, and terminable by agree-

ment of the occupant with the next heir. There was also

power to sell in circumstances of necessity subject to pre-

emption by the next heir. Manv of these estates rest on

family " bye-laws."

On the whole subject see Reports ly H.M. Comtds on Sjjstctns of

Land Tenure, 1870. (W. C. S.)

ENTOMOLOGY. See Insects.

ENTOZOA, from «Vtos, within, and tfiov, an animal, a

name"applied to internal parasites. See Parasites.

ENTRECASTEAUX, Joseph-Antoine Bruni d'

(H^39-1793), a celebrated French navigator, was born at

Ail in 1739. He entered the navy at the age of fifteen.

At the commencement of the war in 1778 he commanded
a frigate of 32 guns, and by his clever seamanship was

successful in . convoying a . fleet of merchant vessels from

Marseilles to the Levant, although they were attacked by
two pirate vessels, each of : which was larger than his own
ehip. In 1785 he was appointed to the coiiamand -of the

French fleet in the East Indies ; and in 17S7 he wa3

named governor of the ^Mauritius and the Isle ot Bourbon
While in command of the East India fleet, he made a

voyage to China, an achievement which led the French

Government to select him to comm^id an expedition in

search of La P^rouse, of whom nothing had been heard

since February 1788. Entrecasteaux failed to obtain any

tidings of him, but in the course of his search he made
important geographical discoveries. He traced the

outlines of the eastern coast of New Caledonia, discovered

many fine ' harbours and roadsteads on the south of

Tasmania, and touched' at more than 300 places on the

south-west coast of New Holland. While near the island

of Java ho was attacked by Scurvy, and died 20th July

1793. There are three narratives of his voyages:—the

first by De La Billardiire, Paris, 1800, the second by De
Rossel, Paris, 1808, and the third by De rr6minvillc.

Brest, 1838.

ENZIO, king of Sardinia (1225-1272), who played a

great part in the conflict between the. empire and the

papacy in the first half of the 13th century, was one of the

natural sons of the emperor Frederick II. by his mistress

the beautiful Bianca Lancia. He was born at Palermo at

the close of the year 1225, the. same year in which his

father married as his second wife lolante of Jerusalem.

His name is conjectured to be a corruption of the German
" Hans." In his thirteenth year (he fought by his father's

side against the Lombards at the" battle of Cortenuova
;

and in the following year (1238) the emperor, in pursuance

of his determination to recover for the empire various

territories claimed as fiefs of the Holy See, married Enzio
to Adelasia, the widowed heiress of Sardinia and Corsica,

and at the same time conferred- on him the title of king of

Sardinia. He also received the honour of knighthood frpm
his father. In -May 1239 he was declared vicar imperial

in the north of Italy, and took • command of the German
and Saracen troops in the imperial army. From this time

Enzio was his .father's right hand in war. He at once
entered the March of Ancona; and so formidable to the

papacj' were .his achievements that the nioSt distinguished

soldier-cardinal,-' John of'Colonna, was .Bent against him.

Before the end of the year the pope, Gregory. IX., excom-
municated Frederick and iis son ; and a crusade against

them was soon after .preached. This beating of the

"drum ecclesiastic," -.however, did not scare them from
their purpose. In 1241 Enzio was entrusted with the com-
mand of the fleet, and in' this post' he added to his already

high reputation by a victory over the Genoese. The pope
having convoked a council at Rome, the prelates were
flocking to it in large numbers in defiance of the emperor's

remonstrances and commands. They'were conveyed on

board a number of Genoese galleys; and this fleet Enzio,

in conjunction with the Pisans, encountered and defeated

near Jleloria (May 3). Three vessels were sunk and
nineteen captured. Amongst the captives were 'three

cardinal-legates, and many bishops and archbishops. The
booty taken was iminense, and included tfie vast sums of

money which the notorious Cardinal Otho had just collected

in England. The prelates were all taken to Naples, and
were kept in close confinement, bound with silver chains in

mockery. After the death of the -pope (August) Enzio
was sent with a large army to 'aid his brother Conrad,
king of the Romans, against the invading Tatar hosts. By
the .victory won by the two brothers of the house of

Hohenstaufl'en, near the Delphos, an affluent of the Danube,
Europe and Christendom were finally delivered from the
presence of these desolating hordes. Enzio was afterwards

sent into Lombardy, which was for several years the scene

of his chief exploits. In 1245 he was excommunicated
with the emperor by Pope Innocent I'V. Two years later

he besieged Parma, but was compelled to retire. He amy
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after besieged Coionna. In 1249 ho took tbo castle of

Arola, and on this occasion he s'lUied liis fair fame by

putting to death more than a hundred Guelfs of Reggio

who were taken prisoners there. At the head of the

Modenose, Enzio encountered the troops of Bologna, May
26, 1249, at Fossalta, and was wounded and taken prisoner.

He was consigned to perpetual imprisonment, and nothing

could move his captors to abate a jot of their rigour. On
one occasion he nearly succeeded in making his escape

concealed in. a cask, but was recognized by his golden hair.

"A captive at the ago of twenty-four," says Dean Milman,

"this youth, of beauty equal to his bravery,—the poet, the

musician, as well as the most valiant soldier and consum-

mate captain,—pined out twenty-three years of life, if not

in a squalid dungeon, in miserable inactivity." Enzio was

passionately loved by Lucia Biadagioli, a high-born maiden
of Bologna, who was given to him as a companion ; and
she made several unsuccessful attempts to restore him to

freedom. He was the best-beloved son of the emperor, who
would have given any sum for his ransom, and to whom
the loss of him was a life-long affliction. Nor was he less

idolized by his followers for his brave, honourable, and
generous character as a leader in war. Enzio died in con-

finement at Bologna, March 14, 1272. The Bolognese gave

him a magnificent funeral. His body was embalmed,

robed in scarlet, and lay in state for some days wearing a

golden crown and sceptre. It was then buried in the

church of St Dominic, and a marble tomb was erecte^ in

memory of the hero. History,'says Mr Kington {Uist. of

Frederick the Second, vol. ii. p. 289), does not record a

more sorrowful tale.

EON DE BEAUMONT, Chaeles Genevieve Louise

AuousTE Ande6 Timoth^e d' (1728-1810), commonly
known as the Chevalier d'Eon, a political adventurer, was

born at Tonnerre, in Burgundy, on the 5th October 1728.

He was the son of an advocate of good position, and after

a distinguished course of study at the College Mazarin, he

became a doctor of law by special dispensation before the

usual age, and adopted his father's profession. He com-

menced literary work as a contributor to Fr(5ron's Annee
Litteraire, and attracted notice as a political writer by two

works on financial and administrative questions, which he

published in his twenty-fifth year. His reputation in-

creased so rapidly that in 1755 he was, on the recommenda-

tion of the prince of Conti, entrusted by Louis XV. with a

secret mission to the court of Kussia. It was on this occa-

sion that he for the first time assumed the dress of a

woman, with the connivance, it is supposed, of the French

court. In this disguise he obtained the appointment of

leader to the empress Elizabeth, and won her over entirely

to the views of his royal master, with whom he maintained

a secret correspondence during the whole of his diplomatic

career. After a year's absence he returned to Paris to be

immediately charged with a second mission to St Peters-

burg, in which he figured in his true sex, and as brother of

the reader who had been at the Kussian court the year

before. He played an important part in the negotiations

between the courts of Russia, Austria, and France during

the Seven Years' War. For these diplomatic services he

was rewarded with the decoration of the grand cross

of St Louis. In 1759 he served with the French army on

the Rhine as aide de-camp to the Marshal de Broglie, and
was weundid during the campaign. He had held for some
years previously a commission in a regiment of dragoons,

and was distinguished for his skill in military exercises,

particularly in fencing. In 1762, on the return of the

Due de Nivernais, Eon, who had been secretary to his

embassy, was appointed his successor, first as resident agent

and then ar, minister plenipotentiary at the court of Great

'{riuin.' 1^'- had uot been long in this position when ho

lost the favour of his sovereign, chiefly, according to his

own account, through the adverse influence of Madame de

Pompadour, who was jealous of him as a secret corre-

spondent of the king. Superseded by Count Guerchy,

Eon showed his irritation by denying the genuineness

of the letter of appointment, and by raising an action

against Guerchy for an attempt to poison him. Guerchy,

on the other hand, had previously commenced an action

against Eon for libel, founded on the publication by the

latter of certain state documents of which be had posses-

sion in his official capacity. Both parties succeeded in

so far as a true bill was found against Guerchy for the

attempt to murder, though by pleading his privilege as

ambassador ho escaped a trial, and Eon was found guilty

of the libel. Failing to come up for judgment when called

on, he was outlawed. For some years afterwards he
lived in obscurity, appearing in public chiefly at fencing

matches. During this period rumours as to the sex of

Eon, originating probably in the story of his first

residence at St Petersburg as a female, iDogan to excite

public interest. Bets were frequently laid on the subject,

and an action raised before Lord Mansfield in 1777 for the

recovery of one of these bets brought the question to a

judicial decision, by which Eon was declared a female.

A month after the trial he returned to France, having

received permission to do so as the result of negotiations in

which Beaumarchais was employed as agent. The condi-

tions were that he was to deliver up certain state docu-

ments in his possession, and to wear the dress of a female.

The reason for the latter of these stipulations has never

been clearly explained, but he complied with it to the

close of his life. In 1784 he received permission to visit

London for the purpose of bringing back his library and
other property. He did not, however, return to France,

though after the Revolution he sent a letter, using the

name of Madame d'Eon, in which he offered to serve in the

republican army. He died in London on the 22d^May
1810. During the closing years of his life he is said to

have enjoyed a small pension from George HI. A post-

mortem examination of the body conclusively established

the fact that Eon was a man.
EOTVOS, J6ZSEF, Baeon (1813-1871), a distinguished

Hungarian statesman, author, poet, and orator, was born
at Buda on the 3d September 1813. He was educated

partly at his father's estate at Ercsi, in the megye or county
of Sz^kesfeh^rvir (Stuhlweissenburg), and partly in Buda,
where also he studied law and philosophy from 1826-31.
As early as 1830, Eotvcis commenced his literary career

by a translation of Goethe's Goetz von Berlichingen, followed

shortly afterwards by two original comedies and a tragedy

Boszil {Ixevenge), which showed a singular beauty of style.

In 1833, after having passed the requisite examinations at

Pozsony (Prcssburg), he began at the early age of twenty

his official career as a vice-notary, which position he held

for two years. He then went to Vienna, where he was

employed at the Hungarian chancellory ; here, however,

he only remained for a short time. In 1836 he commenced
a long journey with the object of visiting the chief towns
of Germany, Holland, France, and England, and did not

return to Hungary before 1837. Shortly after this he
was appointed to a seat in the district court of justice at

Eperies, which office he soon resigned, withdrawing to hi?

grandfather's estate at Sdlyi, where for some time he devoted

himself to literary studies. His dramatic works had mean-
while attracted the attention of the Kisfaludy society, of

which learned body he was elected a member in the year

1835. But he reached the zenith of his fame as an author

in the year 1838, when his novel Karthausi {The
6'aHAi;5w?i) appeared in the celebrated Arv'zJciJnyv (Inunda-
tion-Bool), of which he was himself the editor, and which
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wan published between 1838 and 1841 at Pestli, for the

benefit of the sufferers from the floods which devastated

that city in 1838. The articles comprised in this work,

which extended to five volumes, were contributed by vari-

ous distinguished literary men, amongst whom Ebtvos, as

having written the longest and most important article, occu-

pies a conspicuons place. In recognition of his literary

merit he was in 1839 elected a member of the Hungarian
Academy of Sciences. In the year 1840 Ecitvas, having

removed from Sdiyi to Buda, took his scat in the 'Upper

House 3f the Hungarian Diet, and idcntifiod himself with

the advanced political movement of that period, aiding his

eloquei.ce by his writings. Among the many important

works which emanated from his pen at this time, one
entitled A I'alu Jegyzvje {The Village Notary), which
appeared in 1845, demands especial attention. In this work
the author vividly depicts the abuses of the old system of

public administration in Hungary by county elections; and
the vigour of the narrative, combined with the humorous
and political character of the incidents related, have caused

it to be considered as one of the best national tales in the

whole circle of European literature. An English transla.

tion of this romance by Otto Wenckstern, with an introduc-

tion by F. Pulszky, to whom the original was dedicated,

appeared in 1850 ; and there is also an excellent German
translation by Count J. MailAth. The Notary was followed

in 1847 by an historical romance of the 16th century,

Magyarorszdg 1514 hen, translated afterwards into German
under the name of Bav.ernlcrieg ; this work struck the key-
note of that emancipation of the peasantry which was
virtually effected in 1848. In fact, the reforms which from
time to time were introduced into the Hungarian constitu-

tion must be in a great measure ascribed to the political

and literary labours of Eotvds. His work Reform was a

collection of articles which he had previously contributed

to one of the leading Hungarian newspapers, the Pesti

Hirlap.

Upon the formation of the first responsible Hungarian
ministry on the 15th March 1848, Baron Eotvbs received

the portfolio of minister of public instruction; but on the

28th September he was obliged to relinquish that post, in

consequence of the assassination of Lamberg, the Austrian

governor of Hungary. He then proceeded to Vienna, and
subsequently to Munich, returning to Pesth in 1851. Soon
after his return he published an important political treatise,

both in Hungarian and German, entitled A XIX. szdzad

uralkodo estmeineJc hefolydsa az dlladalovira {The Influewe

of the Ruling Id-eas of the l^th Century on the State). By
this work, and others of a similar tendency, he was instru-

mental in preparing the popular mind for those constitu-

tional changes which were afterwards so beneficially intro-

duced; and when, in 1867, the second Hungarian ministry

was called into existence, Ebtvos was again entrusted with
the portfolio of minister of public instruction. Already in

, the year 1855 he had been elected vice-president of the

Hungarian Academy of Sciences, and in 1866 he attained

the high honour of president. He died on the 2d February.
'1871, after a few weeks' illness, in the fifty-eighth year of

his age.

EPAMmONDAS, the most celebrated, general of

Thebes, born towards the close of the 5th century B.C.,

was the son of Polymuis, and belonged to a noble family.

Brought up in poverty, he was diligent in acquiring the
culture of the age, and became skilful in gymnastic exercises

and in playing the flute. For his intellectual education he
was chiefly indebted to I.ysis of Tarentum, a Pythagorean
exile. According to the account given by Plutarch, he
served on the Spartan side at the battle of Mantinea in

385 B c. along with Pelopidas, who having fallen apparently
mortally wounded during the engagement, was protected

by Epaminondas at the risk of his life. Some have sup-

posed this incident to have been the origin of a friendship

which is one of the most honourable and enduring in

ancient Greek history. Epaminondas was almost pa.st his

prime before he took any prominent part in public affairs.

He refused at first to co-operate in the revolution of 379

B.C., of v^hich his friend Pelopidas was one of the leaders,

owing to I^thagorean scruples as to the possible shedding

of innocent blood. But his desire to be freed from the

Spartan yoke was as keen as that of any of his fellow

citizens, and after the blow was struck he did Lis utmosli to

stir up the Theban youth to maintain their indepenjlence.

In .371 B.C. Epaminondas was one of the chief representor

tivcs of Thebes at the conference at Sparta where the

Athenians sought to Arrange a peace. He claimed the

right to sign the treaty for Bceotia, thus asserting the

supremacy of Thebes over the Boeotian cities. The claim

was not recognized by the representatives of the other states,

and as Epaminondas insisted on it, Thebes was excluded

from the treaty altogether. A Spartan invasion of Bceotia

under Cleombrotus immediately followed the rupture of

negotiations. With an army not one-half the strength of

that opposed to it, Epaminondas inflicted a crushing de-

feat upon the invaders in the celebrated battle of Leuctra

(371). He immediately set himself to consolidate the

position of Thebes by forming alliances and by weakening

Sparta. With the latter object in view, he supported the

founding of Megalopolis and the organization of Arcadia

as an independent government. In 369 he entered the

Peloponnesus, and took another important step towards the

weakening of Sparta by establishing the Messenians in

their own country, and founding the city of Messene on

Mount Ithome. On their return home Epaminondas and

Pelopidas were accused of having retained their command
beyond the legal period. Though there was no doubt that

they had broken the letter of the law, Epaminondas made
a spirited defence, which secured the acquittal of both. In

ihe spring of 368 Epaminondas was again in the

Peloponnesus, and detached Sicyon and Pellene from the

Lacedemonian alliance. On his return, however, he was

repulsed by Chabrias in an attack which he made upon
Corinth. Later in the same year he took part in the un-

successful expedition sent to Thessaly to deliver Pelopidas

from Alexander of Pherse, though he did not hold a

command, having been degraded owing to an impression

that he had not been sufficiently active against Sparta in

the previous campaign. In the nest year (367) he was

sent at the head of an army into Thessaly, and succeeded in

freeing Pelopidas without requiring to give battle. Mean-

while the relation of the Arcadians with Thebes had been

growing unfriendly, and all the eflforts of Epaminondas

could not prevent them from forming an alliance with

Athens. Matters were brought to a crisis in 363, when
the Theban governor of Tegea ai rested the representatives

of Arcadia, who had met there to conclude a peace with

Elb. Though the prisoners were released in a short time,

and an apology made for their arrest, the Arcadians

demanded the punishment of the governor. Epaminondas

replied that tts mistake lay not in the arrest but in the

release, and that he would come shortly and reduce the

Arcadians to reason. Accordingly in 362 he invaded the

Peloponnesus for the fourth time. A pitched battle was

fought at Mantinea, in which the Thebans were victorious,

but Epaminondas was mortally wounded. He was carried

out of the throng, and being told that he would die as soon

as the javelin was withdravrn from his wound, he did not

allow this to be done until he had heard that his army was

victorious and that his shield was safe. A column was

erected over his grave, which was made on the spot where

he feU.
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EPfiE, Charles-Michel, A.bb£ de l' (1712-1789)

celebrated for his labours in behalf of the deaf and dumb,

was born at Paris 25th November 1712, being the son

of the king's architect. He studied for the church, but

having declined to sign a religious formula opposed to the

doctrines of the Jansenists, he was denied ordination by

the bishop of his dioeese. He then devoted himself to the

study of law ; but about the time of his admission to the

bar of Paris, the bishop of Troyes granted him ordination,

and offered him a canonry in his cathedral. This bishop

died soon after, and the abb^, coming to Paris, was, on

account of his relations with Soanen, the famous Jansciiist,

deprived of his ecclesiastical functions by the archbishop

of Beaumont. About the same time it happened that he

heard of two deaf mutes whom a priest lately dead had
been endeavouring to instruct, and he ofl'ered to take his

place. The Spaniard Pereira was then in Paris, e.xhibiting

the results he had obtained in the education of deaf

mutes ; and it has been affirmed that it was from him that

Epde obtained his manual alphabet. The abb(5, how-

ever, affirmed that he knew nothing of Pereira's method;

and whether he did or not, there can be no doubt that he

attained far greater success than Pereira or any of his

predecessors, and that the whole system now followed in

the instruction of deaf mutes virtually owes its origin to

his intelligence and devotion. In 1755 he founded, for

this beneficent purpose, a school which he supported at his

own expense until his death, and which afterwards was
succeeded by the " Institution Nationale des Sourds Muets
k Paris," founded by the National Assembly in 1791. He
died 23d December 1789. In 1838 a bronze monument
was erected over his grave in the church of Saint Roch.

He published various books on his method of instruction,

but that published in 1784 virtually supersedes all others.

It ia entitled La veritable maniere d'insimire les sourds et

muets, confirmee par une longue experience. He also began

a Dictionnaire general des Signes, which was completed by
his successor, the Abb6 Sicard.

EPERIES, or Presova, in Hungarian Eperjes, a royal

free town of Hungary, capital of the vArmegye or county

of SAros, and situated on the left bank of the River Tarcza,

an affluent of the Theiss (48° 55' N. lat., 21" 15' E. long.),

143 miles northeast of Pesth. Next to Kaschau, Eperies

is the finest town in Upper Hungary, and has considerable

manufactures of cloth, wool, table-linen, and earthenware.

The principal trade is in wine, Itnen, cattle, and grain.

In the neighbourhood are the royal salt-works and mines

of S6vd,r and the chalybeate springs of Szemete. The
town itself is deficient in its supply of pure spring water.

Since the year 1807 Eperies has been the seat of a Greek

Catholic bishopric ; and it possesses an episcopal library, a

Catholic gymnasium, a normal high school, and an
evangelical district college. Among the principal buildings

are one Lutheran and four Roman Catholic churches, a

Jews' synagogue, a town-hall, and a county court-house.

The population in the year 1857 was 8916, but in 1870
it had increased to the number of 10,772.

Eperies was founded about the middle of the 12th century by a
German colony, and was elevated to the rank of a royal free to^^
in 1.347 by Louis ]. (the Great). It was afterwards fortified, and
received special privileges. On August 11, 16S5, it was taken from
the Turks by the Austrians under General Schulz. lu 1687 General

Caraffa erected a scaffold in the public square, upon which he de-

capitated, in a single day, thirty notables of the town. Eperies

became in 1768 the head-quarters of the confederation of Bai.

EPERNAY (the ancient AqucB Perennes), the chief town

of a French arrondissement in the department of the

Marne, is situated on the left bank of the Marne, at the

extremity of a beautiful and fertile valley on the line of

railway between Paris and Strasburg, 20 miles W.N.W. of

ChalouS; and 75 mil6.>» east of Pari*. Tha town is neatly

built, and in its suburlisarfc many handsome villas, inhabited

chiefly by rich v/ine merchants. It is best known as the
principal entrepot of the Champagne wines, which are kept
here bottled ii. extensive vaults in the chalk rock on which
the town is built. Among its other industries may be
named the spinning and weaving of wool, printing, stock-

ing-making, tanning,' brandy-making, and the manufacture
of chemicals. The principal buildings are the town-house,

in which is a public library with 15,000 volumes, the palace

of justice, the theatre, and the parish church, built in the

Italian style, and containing some fine stained glass

windows. The population in 1872 was 12,877.

Epernay was burned by Francis I. in 1545, to luevent Cliarles V.
obtaining po3.session of its wine stores. It resisted Henry of Na-
varre in 1592, and Marshal 13iron fell in the attack which preceded
its capture. In 1642 it was, along with Chateau-Thierry, erected
into a duchy, and assigned to the duke of Bouillon.

EPHEMERID.E, a remarkable family of Pscudo-

Neuropterous Insects, deriving the name from tc^Tjyutpo?, in

allusion to the very short Jives of the winged insects. In

some species it is possible that they have scarcely more
than one day's existence, but others are far longer lived,

though the extreme limit is probably rarely more than

a week. The family has very sharply defined characters,

which separate its members at once from all other neurop-

terous (or pseudo-neuropterous) groups.

These insects are universally aquatic in their preparatory

states. The eggs are dropped into the water by the female

in large masses, resembling, in some species, bunches of

grapes in miniature Probably several months elapse before

the young larvae are excluded. The sub-aquatic condition

lasts a considerable time : in Cloeon, a genus of smdll and
delicate species, Lubbock proved it to extend over more
than six months; but in larger and more robust genera

{e.g., Palingenia) there appears reason to believe that

the greater part of three years is occupied in prepara-

tory conditions. The larva is elongate. 'The head is rather

large, and is furnished at first with five simple eyes of nearly

equal size; but as it increases in size the homologues of the

facetted eyes of the imago become larger, whereas those

equivalent to the ocelli remain small. The antennae are

long and thread-like, composed at first of few joints, but

the number of these latter apparently increase at each

moult. The mouth parts are well -developed, consisting of

an upper lip, powerful maiidibles, ordinarily three-jointed

maxillary palpi, a deeply quadrifid labium or lower lip, and

three-jointed labial palpi. There are tkree distinct and large

thoracic segments, whereof the prothorax is narrower than

the others; the legs are much shorter and stouter than in the

winged insect, with monomerous tarsi terminated by a single

claw. The abdomen consists of ten segments, the tenth

furnished with long and slender multi -articulate tails, which

appear to be only two in number at first, but an inter-

mediate one gradually develops itself (though this latter is

often lost in the winged insect). Respiration is effected by

means of external gills placed along both sides of the

dorsum of. the abdomen and hinder segments of the thorax.

These vary in form : in some species they are entire

plates, in others they are cut up into numerous divisions,

in six cases traversed by numerous tracheal ramifications.

According to the researches of Lubbock and of the Messrs

Joly, the very young larvae have no breathing organs, and

respiration is effected through the skin. Lubbock traced

at least twenty moults in Cloeon; at about the tenth rudi-

ments of the wing-cases began to appear. These gradually

become larger, and when so the creature may be said, to

have entered its " nymph " stage ; but there is no condition

analogous to the pupa-stage of insects with complete meta-

morphoses. There may be said to be three or four different

modes of life in these larvie : some are fossorial. and form
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tubes in the mud or clay in which they live; others are

found on or beneath stones ; while others again swim and

crawl freely among water plants. It is probable that some

are carnivorous, either attacking other larvie or subsisting

on more minute forms of animal life; but others perhaps

feed more exclusively on vegetable matters of a low type,

such as diatoms.

When the aquatic insect has reached its full growth, it

emerges from the water or seeks its surface ; the thorax

splits down the back, and the winged form appears. But
this is not yet perfect, although it has all the form of a

perfect insect and is capable of flight ; it is what is variously

termed a "pseud-imago," "sub-imago," or "pro-imago."

Contrary to the habits of all other insects, there yet remains

a pellicle that has to be shed, covering every part of the

body. This final moult is effected soon after the insect's

appearance in the winged form ; the creature seeks a
temporary resting-place, the pellicle splits down the back,

and the now perfect insect comes forth, often differing

very greatly in colours and markings from the condition In

which it was only a few moments before. If the observer

take up a suitable position near water, his coat is often

seen to be covered with the cast sub-imaginal skins of

these insects, which had chosen him as a convenient object

upon which to undergo their final change. In some few
genera of very low typo it appears probable that, at any
rate in the female, this final change is never effected, and
that the creature dies a sub-imago.

The winged insect differs considerably in form from its

sub-aquatic condition. The head is smaller, often occupied

almost entirely above in the male by the very large eyes,

which in some species are curiously double in that sex, one
portion being pillared, and forming what is termed a
" turban ;" the mouth parts are aborted, for the creature

is now incapable of taking nutriment either solid or fluid
;

the antenna; are mere short bristles, consisting of two rather

large basal joints and a multi-articulate thread. The pro-

thorax is much narrowed, whereas the other segments
(especially the mesothorax) are greatly enlarged; the legs

long and slender, the anterior pair often very much longer

in the male than in the female ; the tarsi four- or five-

jointed ; but in some genera {e.g., OHgoneuria and allies)

the legs are aborted, and the creatures are driven help-

lessly about by the wind. The wings are carried erect

:

the anterior pair large, with numerous longitudinal fler-

vures, and usually abundant transverse reticulation; the

posterior pair very much smaller, often lanceolate, and
frequently wanting absolutely. The abdomen consists of

ten segments ; at the end are either two or three long

multi-articulate tails ; in the male the ninth joint bears

forcipated appendages ; in the female the oviducts terminate
at the junction of the seventh and eighth ventral segments.

The sexual act takes place in the air, and is of very short

duration, but is apparently repeated several times, at any
rate in some cases.

Ephemeridse are found all over the world, even up to high
northern latitudes. Pictet, Eaton, and others have given
us valuable works or monographs on the family, but the

subject still remains little understood, partly owing to the

great difficulty of preserving such delicate insects ; and it

appears probable they can only be satisfactorily investigated

as moist preparations. The number of described species is

less than 200, spread over many genera.

From the earliest times attention has been drawn to the
enormous abundance of species of the family in certain

localities. Scopoli, writing more, than a century "ago,

speaks of them as so abundant in one place in Carniola
that in June twenty cart-loads were carried away for

uianure ! Polymiiarcys virgo, which, though not found in

England, occurs in many parts of Europe (and ]& common

at Paris), emerges from the Water soon after sunset, and
continues for several hours in such myriads as to resemble

snov/ showers, putting out lights, and causing incon-

venience to man, and annoyance to horses by entering

their nostrils. In other parts of the world they have

been recorded in multitudes that obscured passers-by on

the other side of the street. And similar records might

be multiplied almost to any exent. In Britain, although

they are often very abundant, we have scarcely anything

analogous.

Fish, as is well known, devour them greedily, and
enjoy a veritable feast during the short period in which

any particular species appears. By anglers our common
species of Ephemera (vulgata and dania, but more espe-

cially the latter, which is more abundant) are known as the

" May-fly," but the terms " Green Drake " and " Bastard

Drake " are applied to conditions of the same species.

Useful information on this point will be found in Ronalds'a

Fly-Elshers Entomology, edited by Westwood.

A singular creature, with a carapace almost like that of

a miniature tortoise, originally described by Latreille as a
doubtful genus of Branchiopod Crustacea under the name
of Prosopistoma, of which two species are known (one occur-

ring in France, the other in Madagascar), is now almost

proved by Messrs E. & N. Joly to be the aquatic condition

of some insect of this family,

Ephemeridae belong to a very ancient t3rpe of insects,

and their fossil imprints are common, occurring even in

the Carboniferous formation. (b. m'l.)

EPHESIANS, The Epistle to the. Destination of
the Epistle.—The first and most important inquiry con-

nected with the epistle to the Ephesians has reference to

the persons to whom it was originally addressed; and this

inquiry again depends so much upon the reading of the

first verse of the epistle that, before proceeding further, it

is necessary to determine as far as possible what that

reading is. In the Authorized Version the epistle opens Extcni»l

with the words, " Paul, an apostle of Jesus Christ by the Eridenc

will of God, to the saints which are at Ephesus, and to the ^ ^
faithful in Christ Jesus." " At Ephesus " is the expres- ^[g,^_

sion in dispute. The two words are omitted by the first

hand of the Vatican and Sinaitic MSS., and by the second

hand of 67, a cursive MS. of the 12th century, whose
corrected text Griesbach considered much more valuable

than the text as it originally stood; but they are found in

all other MSS. and versions.

Strong as is the evidence arising from the combination

of the Vatican and the Sinaitic MSS., it would be difficult

to resist the singular amount of authority opposed to them,

were it not for passages from writers and fathers earlier

than the earliest of our existing MSS., which show that the

absence of the words was not only known to them, but

was so far accepted, as at least probably correct, that they

made it a ground of curious speculation with regard to the

particular method of designating Christians then employed

by the apostle. The earliest witness is Marcion, about Marcioo

the middle of the 2d century, although he deals only with

the fact. We gather Marcion's view from the language of

Tertullian. In his treatise Contra Marcionem (v. 11, 17),

the African father charges Marcion with having, contrary'

to the Veritas ecclesice, given a false title to the epistle,

designating it as the epistle to the Laodiceans, quasi et in

isto diligentisdmus explorator.^ Had Marcion read " at

Ephesus " in the first verse of the epistle, it would have

been impossible for him to falsify the title, changing it

into " the epistle to the Laodiceans." The change would

' The passages from Tertullian, as well as from the other fathers to

he Bubsequeotly quoted, will be found at length in most of the intro-

ductions to the New Testament in common ;ise. We take them from
the Con>peo(u3 of authorities in Tinchendorf's New Test., ed. viii.
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bave been at once refuted by the Opening words. It will

be observed that Tertullian does not accuse him of alter-

ing the text. Marcion therefore must have read without

"at Ephesiis," and must have urged that he vi-as led to

this conclusion by his diligent inquiries. It is difficult to

see why, in assigning such a reason for his view, he is

not to be believed. He could have no dogmatic interest in

adopting the one reading rather than the other. The
inferences are (1) that Marcion did not read " at Ephesus ;"

[2) that even in his time the epistle was generally regarded

as addressed to the Ephesians
; (3) that ho, as the result

of careful investigation, believed it to have been addressed

I

to the Laodiceans. It is more difficult to draw any con-

clusion from Tertullian's words as to the reading adopted

by himself. There is no doubt force in the argument of

Harless and others that, when determining any disputed

point with regard to the New Testament, his principles led

him to appeal to the authority of tradition and not to

critical considerations. But this was in cases where there

was a doubt. Here, with " at Ephesus " in the text, there

could be nop" ; and it is hardly possible to imagine that,

if he had these words before him, he should not, even while

resting upon the Veritas ecclesice as sufficient for his pur-

pose, have taken occasion from them to pour out upon the

heretic all the vials of his indignant scorn. Instead of

that he only speaks, however scornfully, of Marcion's great

diligence in inquiry, and refers to nothing but the '' title."

The inferences are (1) that in all probai)iiity Tertullian did

not read " at Ephesus," and (2) that he knew of but one

tradition in the church reaching back to the earliest times,

and unhesitatingly accepted by him, that the epistle had
been addressed to the Ephesians.

Orlgea. The evidence of Orlgen is important. In a catena con-

taining part of his lost commentary upon the epistle, that

eminent father is quoted as saying that " in the Ephesians

alone" has he found the words "to the saints that are;"

as inquiring into the meaning of the strange expression ; as

explaining it by the supposition that of those who are

made partakers of the " I am " it may fitly be said " They
are ; " and as confirming his interpretation by the words of

the same Paul, who Speaks in a similar manner elsewhere,

when he writes that " God has chosen the things that are

not to bring to nought the things that are." The inferences

ar^ (1) that Origen did not read "at Ephesus," or he

would not have commented as he does, and (2) that he

knew the epistle as one to the Ephesians.

'Sas'l Once more, Basil, about the end of the 4th century,

reasons in an exactly similar way, quoting without the ex-

pression in dispute, and adding that he had obtained the

reading " from those who had gone before him, and from

his own study of ancient MSS." The inferences in his case

are the same as in the case of the others already mentioned,

with this diflference, that the reading "at Ephesus" was
now generally accepted in the church.

It is unnecessary to refer to Jerome, while the evidence

of the Ignatian epistle, if it may be relied on, simply shows
that very early ia the 2d century a whole epistle, which
can hardly be any other thaji our present one (the longer

recension leaves no doubt upon the point), was believed to

have been written by St Paul to the Ephesian church.

Some slight force may be added to the testimony of

JIarcion and Basil by the consideration that both belonged
to Asia Minor, and that their sphere of labour was con-

tiguous to the district to one part or another of which the

epistle was sent "hy the apostle.

In the light of these considerations, the MS. authority
in favour of the omission of " at Ephesus " assumes a very
different importance from v^bat it might otherwise possess.

It is clear that in the first half of the 2d century there
were MSS. in circulation whi.b did not read the words:

and that, during the 4tli century, MSS. then considered
" ancient," which also omitted them, were at least regarded

as highly authoritative by distinguished men.
The internal evidence is even more decisive than the

external. Without the words the reading in question is

one of the most difficult of the New Testament. It is

almost impossible to give a satisfactory explanation of it.

It is at variance with the style of language always used by
the apostle on similar occasions. Jt cannot be explained

by the supposition that the dogmatic rendering of which
we have spoken was first given to the " are," and thai

then, for the sake of this, " at Ephesus " was dropped.

With "at Ephesus" in the text, such a dogmatic render-

ing could hardly have suggested itself, and the name of a

place was rather inserted to get rid of it. Finally, except

on the supposition that the epistle was addressed directly

to Ephesus, a supposition that few wiU accept, the history of

the insertion connects itself with that particular form of

the " circular letter " theory which is of all others the

most improbable, and most out of keeping with the character

of the apostolic age. On the other hand, the insertion of

the words was extremely natural They took the place of

nothing where something seemed obviously required. There

was no other city whose name would bo readily suggest

itself for insertion as that of Ephesus. It was the metro-

polis of the province. St Paul had spent there a longer

time than in any other city visited by him on his missionary

tours. It was to be expected that he should write to it.

The letter was no doubt read in Ephesus ; and, leaving that

city without any designation of its readers, it would, as it

spread thence to all parts of the Christian world, be supposed

to have been addressed to the church which was the great

centre of its circulation. These considerations, too, would

no doubt derive additional weight from the notice in 2

Tim. iv. 12, " Tychicus have I sent to Ephesus," compared

with Eph. vi. 21. Everything, in short, was in favour of

the insertion,—everything against the omission.'- On all

sides the strength of the argument -is irresistible; and we
conclude that the words " at Ephesus " form no part of the

genuine text of our epistle.

With the removal of the words " at Ephesus " from the Theoris

opening of the epistle, the way is cleared for the considera- of deatJ

tion of the question of its destination, Three main theories

require to be shortly noticed. (1.) The first is that the

recognized designation is correct. The absence of the

words we have found it necessary to eliminate does not of

itself prove that the epistle was not sent to Ephesus. It

forms a presumption against such a supposition, for St

,

Paul's practice is to name the churches to which he writes.

But it does not do more, is we have already seen, even

those fathers who did not read " Ephesus " in :. 1 accepted

the title " to the Ephesians." Such had been the tradition

of the church, and Marcion alone had questioned its correct-

ness. Great difficulties, however, oppose the reception of

this theory. Little stress can indeed be laid on the want
at the end of the epistle of the greetings so commonly sent

* It is probable tbat the form of tlie evidence now given is resisted

mainly becaxise of the impression that the insertion of Vat Ephesua"

makes easy a reading otherwise almost inexplicable. But this is not

the fact. The rendering is as difficult with the words "at Ephesus'

in the text as without them. The combination of the verb with th?

place named is then, indeed, easy enough, and it finds a parallel ir

Rom. 1. 7. But the difficulty lies elsewhere. It lies in the c'ombina'

tion of the simple xal ttihtoIs immediately following with this partis

cipial clause ; and that difSculty is in no degree touched by taking

" at Ephesus " into the text. In fact, the_ difficulty is thus rathef

increased, the only translation that can then be given, "To the saints

which are in Ephesus, and the faithful in Chiist Jesus," being ap

parently inadmissible. Could one only persuade himself to rendei

Kal by " also " when " at Ephesus " is dropped, all would be simple

" To the saints who are also faithful in Christ Jesus ; " but surely SI

Paul .iould not have spoken thus.
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by St Paul to different members of the cnur-Les iaown to

him. Such greetings are wanting also in the epistles to

Tbessalonica, although the apostle wrote to that city under

circumstances peculiarly calling forth his affectionate re-

membrance of his converts there. It is otherwise with the

indications contained in the epistle itself that its writer

was personally unknown to those to whom he writes, and

that they, on their part, knew of him and of his work

rather by the information of others than by actual

experience :
—" If so be that ye heard of the dispensation

of the grace of God which was given me to youward " (iii.

2), where the particles el ye cannot be understood as stat-

ing only the ground, without the introduction of doubt,

upon which the argument was proceeding (Alford), a use

of el ye not allowed by grammarians (Moulton's Winer, p.

561), and where the certainty wanting in the particle is

not given by the contest (as Meyer) ; " For this cause I

also, having heard of the faith in the Lord Jesus which is

in yourselves, . . . cease not to give thanks for you "' (L

15, 16), where the parallel passage in Colossians (i. 9

compared with L 6), contrasting the day when the apostle

6rst "heard"' of their knowledge of the grace of God in

truth with that when they first " heard " of that grace,

points out to us in a way not to be mistaken the sense in

which the verb is to be understood (Lightfoot, On the Col.,

p. 28). But St Paul could not have used such language in

reference to the Ephesians. He had laboured too long

among them, had been too successful in his ministry, and

had acquired too intimate a personal knowledge of their

condition, to have permitted him to speak thus either of

himself or them. Add to this the fact that in Eph. i. I

the apostle does not associate Timothy with himself,

although that disciple was well known to the church at

Ephesus, while he does mention him in the salutations

of the epistles to the Colossians and to Philemon written

at the same time, and the evidence is very strong that the

epistle before us was not, in the first instance at least,

addressed to the Ephesiau church.* (2.) Another theory,

generally associated with the name of Archbishop Ussher,

although hardly less connected with that of Beza,

has in later years found such general acceptance that it

may probably be regarded as at this moment the prevailing

view,—that the epistle is a circular letter, designed, not for

Ephesus alone, but for many churches of Asia or the

Peloponnesus or still wider districts. The modifications of

this theory have been extremely numerous, varying with

the adoption or rejection of the reading " at Ephesus " in

i. 1, as well as with the difficulties felt by those adopting

it as to the manner in which the epistle was to be cir-

culated. It is unnecessary to examine these theories

separately. They are, as a group, exposed to objections

which appear to be insuperable. 1. There is not the

slightest trace of the existence of such a theory in Christian

antiquity. 2. Had the apostle intended the epistle to be

a circular one, nothing would have been easier for him

than to say so. He does employ such a general designa-

tion in Gal. i. 2 and 2 Cor. i. 1 . The expression " the

* Another consideration worthy of notice is suggested to the writer

by a friend. In Eph. v. 1 the apostle calls upon his leaders to he

imitators of God. It is the only occasion on which he does so. Writ-

ing to those to whom he was personally known, be always calls upon

them to imitate himself, 1 Cor. iv. 16, -ii. 1; 1 Thes. i. 6; 2 Thes. iii.

7-9. The same friend (Mr A. Forbes, Aberdeen) suggests also, the

importance of comparing the tone of the Ephesian epistle with that

of St Paul's address to the Ephesian elders in Acts xx. From that

address we learn how he would have spoken," as he did speak, to

members of the Ephesian church—not "if ye have heard," or "when
ye read ye may understand," or " if so be that ye were taught in

him:" but "ye know;" "I have not shunned to declare unto you

the whole counsel of God ;"' "I kept hack nothing, but have showed

fou," &c.; "remember that I ceased cot to warn every one of you."

a"he difference in tone is ve,7 mark"'

churches of Asia" was familiar to him (1 Cor. xvi. 19,

comp. Rev. L 4). 3. No other name than Ephesus, except

Laodic-a, appears to have been at any time connected

with the epistle. Even this name, too, seems not to have
been placed in the text. The statement of Marcion, our

only authority for thus associating Laodicea and the epistle

with one another refers not to the text, but to the title.

4. The epistle' has distinct reference to particular personB

(i. 15, 16, vi. 22). 5, The idea of a number of copies

furnished to Tychicus with a fepace in blank for the name
to be filled in is entirely at variance with tDB simplicity of

the apostle and the character of the apostolic age. The
circular hypothesis, in any of the forms thus proposed, may
be abaadoued with little hesitation. (3.) There remains a
third theory which cannot be omitted, it adopts the

circular idea, but at the same time identifies the epistle to

the Ephesians with the epistle spoken of at CoL iv. 16 aa
" that from Laodicea." This theory has beeen adopted by;

Canon Lightfoot in the following words :

—

"The apostle wrote ^t this time a ciicular letter to the Asiatic

churches, which got its ultimate designation fiom the metropolitan

city, and is consequentlyknown to us as the epistle td the Ephesians.

It was the immediate object of Tychicus's journey to deliver copies

of this letter at all the principal centres of Christianity in the dis-

trict, and at the same time to communicate by woid of mooUi the

apostle's special messages to each (Eph. vi. 21, 22). Among'these
centres was Laodicea. Thus his mission brought him into the im-

mediate Leighbourhood of Colossse. But be was not chareed to

deliver another copy of the circular letter at Colossze itself, for

this church would be regarded only as a dependency of laodicea ;

and, besides, he was the bearer of a special letter from the apostle

to them. It was sufBcient, therefore, to provide that the Laoaicsati

copy should be circulated and read at Colossse."

Dr Lightfoot further expresses his belief that " educated

opinion is tending, though slowly, in this direction," and
that " ultimately this view will be generally received

"

(Colossians, p. 347). In the absence of Dr Lightfoot's as

yet unpublished arguments in favour of the view thus taken

by him, it is impossible to say whether he may be success-

ful in establishing i\ or not. But, in the meantime, it

seems liable, with the exception of that part- which

identifies the epistle to the Ephesians with the epistle

" from Laodicea " of Col. iv. 16, to all the objections which

we have urged against the circular hypothesis, together

with the additional difficulty of supposing that Tychicus,

starting with a number of copies of the letter in his hands,

should either leave his last copy at Laodicea,' or that, if

any remained, the Colossian church, instead of getting one

of them, should be instructed to procure its copy from

Laodicea. If, on the other hand, it be said that the words
" the epistle from Laodicea " are not a mere note of the

place whence the epistle might be procured, but that, in

one way .or another, they point to a special connexion

between the epistle 'and the city, it will foUow that the

former had a particular designation and was not circular.

The theories examined by us are all unsatisfactory. We
have to ask whether there is any other way of meeting the

difficulties of the case.

1. The first thing here arresting attention is, that whoUy

'

Gentile readers are presupposed in the epistle (ii. 11, 12 ;

iii. 1 ; iv. 17). Nor this alone. When St Paul speaks of

his apostleship, he speaks of himself with much greater

emphasis than usual as the apostle of the Gentiles (iii.

1-8). And, still further, in two highly important passages,

the force of which is lost in the Authorized Version, he

shows that he has the Gentiles in view, not in what they

become when they are brought to form part of the one holy

temple, of the one redeemed family, of God, but in what

they are when' regarded as distinct and separate from the

Jews:—"In whom evert/ building fitly framed together

groweth into a temple holy in the Lord" (ii. 21) ;* " For

' The word " building " her« is certainly not to ba onderstcej
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this cause I bow my knees unto the Fatl\cr fiom whom

every family in heaven and on earth is named " (iii. 14, 15).

it has been customary to say that in the church addressed

the Gentile elemetvt prevailed, and that hence the wants of

the Gentiles are mainly before the writer. But, in fact,

tharo is no trace of Jewish readers in the epistle, " not even

in ii. 15," and Dr Davidson, observing this, not unnaturally

grounds upon it the argument that, addressed to the

church at Ephesus, it must be later than St Paul's time,

because the apostle could not have left the Jewish

Christians unnoticed {Intr., i. p. 379).

May not the true conclusion be one of an altogether

different character ?—that our epistle to the Ephesians was

not addressed to a church at all. There was probably no

church at that time in Asia composed of Gentile converts

alone. All of them were mixed communities. The tone

of the epistle to the Colossians shows us that the errors

prevailing in Colossse were of a Judseo-Qnostic character,

and that the most powerful element in that church was

Jewish. It is not an unfair inference that this must also

have been the case in the neighbouring churches of Laodicea,

Hierapolis, and Ephesus. How then could St Paul, writ-

ing to any one of these churches, speak to it as if it were

wholly Gentile, as if the Jewish element had no existence

in it ? The true explanation seems to be, that we have in

the Ephesian epistle not an epistle to a church; that we
have an appeal to Gentile Christians as such ; that the

apostle ia thinking of his readers in that capacity, and not

as a merely constituent part of any local church whatever.

2. A second point claiming consideration is, that we have

no small reason to suppose that " the epistle from

Laodicea" of CoL iv. 16 is that before us. The authority

of distinguished critics can be quoted for this view (Grotius,

Wetstein, Hammond, Mill, Canon Lightfoot, &c.) ; and it

is not to be regarded as mere conjecture. We have seen

that Marcion, as the result of diligent inquiry, had come to

the conclusion that the epistle to the Ephesians ought to

have borne the name of the epistle to the Laodiceans. We
know also that a passage quoted by him from the latter is

found in the former (see in Tischendorf's New Test. Epb. i.

1), thus identifying the two epistles by their contents as

well as by their titles. We must give some weight to the

improbability that an epistle to which St Paul attached

such importance that he directed it to be passed on from

one church to another would be lost ; and, when we put

all these circumstances together, there seems every reason

to think that "the epistle from Laodicea" is no other

than our epistle to the Ephesians.

On these grounds, then, rests the suggestion which we
offer, 1 Adopting the idea that the epistle to the Ephesians

ia "the epistle from Laodicea" of Col. iv, 16, it seems to

with Meyer, Sclienkel (in loc), and probably Ewald (Geschichte,

vii. p. 243, &c), to apply to individual Christian churches as dis-

tinguished from the Catholic or universal church, embracing them all

in one great whole. -The "buildings" thought of are not simply
nwncrically different from one another ; they are different m kind.

They may be heavenly or earthly, Jewish or Gentile, kc. As such
tlicy are brought into Christ, and then they become parts of one holy

temple in Him. The same remark applies to the " every family " of

JU. 15.

' Since this article was written, the writer's attention has been

called to the fact that Ewald, in his Siehen Sendschreiben d. N. T. ,

1870, has adopted the same view of the destination of the epistle. He
had not done so in his Geschichte d. V. I. , and the writer was not

aware of the fact. Ewald, at the same time, attributes the epistle to

u discipl? and friend of the apostle, writing 70-80 a.d. He urges

that St Paul himself never wrote except to distinct churches (p. 157).

But that very circumstance would surely have led any one writing in

his name to adhere to the apostle's practice, and to avoid -exposing his

epistle to the suspicion which a departure fron i could not fjil to

awaken. Why, too, if the writer adopted fiom Col. iv.- 7 the idea of

aending the cpis'lo by Tychicus, does he not adopt from Col. i. 1 the

idea of uniting Timothy with himself in the salutation f

us that it was not intended to be an epistle to the church
of the last-named city. It was an epistle to the Gentilo
converts, as such, in the first place of Laodicea, in tho
second place of Colossa;.

_
The view now takei. derives much confirmation from the

light thrown by it upon some of the difficulties connected
with the epistle which no theory yet proposed has succeeded
in removing. (1.) It at once explains the want of those
local references which we should naturally expect in a letter
written to an organized community ; while, at the same
time, the persons for whom the letter is intended are a
sufficiently limited class to justify tho expressions of i. 15
and vi. 22. (2.) It explains the absence of any special

designation in i. 1, and relieves us from the necessity ol

supposing that there was a blank space left in that verse.

St Paul could hardly have inserted the name of a town
without leading to the false impression that he was writing
to its church (3.) It explains the fact that the name of a
place should have been pennitted to find its way into i. 1,

where no name originally stood. Had the epistle been in

tended for any church or churches, they, even though not
inserting their own names, would not readily have per-

mitted the insertion of another. They would have claimed
their own epistle. General Gentile readers, as not
organized, could not so easily do so. (4.) It explains the
remarkable expression of Col. iv. 1 6, " the epistle from
Laodicea." We might have expected " the epistle to the

Laodiceans." But what had been written was not an
epistle to the Laodiceans, and therefore it is not styled one.

It was an epistle to a particular section of Christians both
•in Laodicea and Colossse, and only sent to Laodicea first.

Hence the designation, " the eptetle from Laodicea." (5.)

It explains what has been found so inexplicable (David-

son, Intr., i. p. 381; Harless, Eplies. Brief, p. 40), that,

writing both to the Colossians and the Laodiceans by the

same messenger, the apostle should include the brethren in

Laodicea in a salutation of the epistle to Colossse, and
should enjoin an epistle meant for the Colossians to be read

to Laodiceans who had one of their own by the same hand.

He was not writing to the church at Laodicea ; therefore

let the church there have both its letter and its salutations

through the neighbouring church to which he was writing at

the moment. (6.) It explains the absence from the epistle

of all allusion to doctrinal error on the part of its recipients.

We see from the Colossian epistle how deep was the hold

of such errors at Colossne. In any circumstances it would
hardly be possible to imagine that similar errors did not

exist both at Laodicea and Ephesus ; and this conclusion

as to the first of these two cities is in the present instance

confirmed by the fact that the epistle to the Colossians,

filled vrith controversy as to doctrinal errors, was directed

to be read there. Again, therefore, their being left un-

noticed in our so-called epistle to the Ephesians seems to

be a proof that St Paul is not writing to the church of the

city addressed by him. Had he been doing so he would
naturally have taken its whole condition into account ; but

he is dealing with one portion of its community alone, and
with that portion mainly, if not only, upon one point of

interest. (7) It explains even to some extent tho difficult

words of i. 1, tois dyt'ots tois ovcriv koI TrtcrTois cc XptonJ
'Ij^o-ov. There appears to be but one meaning of which
these words are susceptible, " To the saints existing and
faithful in Christ Jesus." All other renderings proposed

either do injustice to the Greek, or make the apostle say

what it is not possible he should have said in conformity

with his general teaching. This, the rendering of Origen,

is natural and idiomatic. Its peculiarity is of course that

it makes the substantive verb of the original more than a ,

simple copula. It makes it a distinct predicate, pointing

out a characteristic of the condition of those addressed-
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They Lave a being, a place, a name ; they " are," they are

" existing," in Ciirist Jesus. The expression is undoubtedly

most peculiar, having probably no perfect parallel in the

New Testament. Yet it is there, and no reading that we
can adopt removes it. The view that wo have taken of the

destination of the epistle seems to some extent to offer an

explanation. There was a special propriety in reminding

the Gentile Christiana that they existed, that they had a

place, that they " were" in Christ Jesus. We see from the

whole tone of the epistle that this was the very point on

which they were perplexed. There was no doubt about the

Jewish Christians. It is taken for granted by the apostle,

and he repeats it more than once, that they were " near"

(ii. 13, 17). What he had especially to enforce is that the

Gentiles were " near " also. He did not require to say of

the former what it was so needful to say of the latter.

What he does say, indeed, might have been said equally of

both. Both, when believing, " were in Christ Jesus." But
the Words have a peculiar force when applied to Gentile

Christians who had been " strangers to the covenant of the

promise," and who had to be encouraged to feel with greater

depth and power than they yet experienced that they were

partakers of the full privileges of those -(vhowere fellow-

citizens with the saints and of the household of God.

There is thus an emphasis on the toTs ovcnv. The Gentile

Christians are not merely in Christ, but in Him they
" are." In Him they too have a real and genuine exist-

ence, such as those only have who are in covenant with
God.i

Object of II. Object of the Epislle.—This is much more definite
?pistlo.

jjjg^jj jj. jg often thought to be. The apostle has something

more precise in view than to set forth the glory of the re-

deemed and Christian standing of his readers (Meyer), or

to describe the life by which the Christian community is

marked (Schenkei), or to explain the ground, the coarse,

and the end of the Christian church (Alford). It is not

his purpose only to pour himself forth in adoring contem-

plation of the blessings received by us in Christ (Harless)

;

and it is far too little to say that he desires to strengthen

the faith and to encourage the hopes of those to whom he

writes (Gloag). Even Canon Lightfoot seems hardly to

give a special enough object to the epistle when he finds its

principal theme in " the life and energy of the church as

dependent on Christ" {On the Coloss., p. 329). These views

may be' all partially correct ; but they are not enough. In
this very setting forth of the greatness of the church, in this

description of her life, in this presenting of her to us in all

the ideal glory of her state as united to her Lord, the

apostle has a further and immediately practical aim—to

chow us that this ideal glory contemplated from the first

^ We are not without distinct examples of a use of tbe substantive

verb approacliing extremely near to this in the epistle to the Colossians,

written at the same time as the epistle to the Ephesians. In ii. 3,

ii. 10, and iii. 1 of that epistle the "are" and *'is*' are not to be con-

nected with "hidden," "fulfilled" (Authorized Version, "complete"), or

"sitting." These are all secondary predicates. The first predicate is

the substantive verb, to which the others are added. The treasures of

TOsdom spoken of "are" in Christ, and are "hidden;" the Colossian

Christians "are "in Him, and are "fulfilled;" Christ himself " is
"

when the things above are, and He is there "sitting" at the right

hand of God (comp. Lightfoot, in loc). Even in the Ephesian epistle

itself, we have something of a similar kind. The Authorized Version
of ii. 5 conveys a very imperfect idea of the Greek. The words there

used do not mean "by grace ye are saved," but "by grace ye are,

saved men." With such examples before us we need have less difficulty

In putting Origen's metaphysical meaning into the " are " of i. 1 ; nor
does there seem to be so much over-refinement in this notion as is

often Vaought. If the Aimighty chose /or Himself the name I am,
why may not His people be said to "be" in Him? All, however,
that we urge is, that such a use of the verb has more than ordinary
force when applied to Gentile believers. I am is a covenant title.

No one doubted that the Jews were within the covenant ; what needed
enforcement was fhit the Gentiles were not le-.s so.

the union of both Jews and Gentiles in equal enjoymea
of the privileges of God's covenant, that to the complete-

ness of the body of Christ the latter are as necessary as the
former, and that it is only when both are togel/tcr in Christ

that His fulness is realized and manifested. It is God's
eternal plan that all things shall thus be restored and
united in the Beloved: and, unless they are so, frankly,

freely, and fully, that plan will be defeated. Hence it is

that the apostle begins by describing in the loftiest language
that realizing of the Almighty's purpose formed before the

foundation of the world which was to be effected in "a"
(not " the," for it is the thought of God with which we are

dealing) " dispensation of the fulness of the seasons " (not
" times •), when He would " sum up," or gather together

under one head, " all things in the Christ, the things 1e

heaven and the things upon the earth " (L 3-10). Hence
it is that Israel "also" (i. 11), which had before hoped
in the Christ, had been made an inheritance in Him; but

not Israel alone, for the Gentiles "also " (koi v/ifis) had beer

made a similar inheritance, " sealed with the Spirit of thr

promise," and to the same end, "the praise of the glory

of God's grace" (L 10-14; comp. especially verses 12 and
14, and note the article before So'^jjs in verse 14). Ther&
fore he prays that the God of our Lord Jesus Christ, " the

Father of the glory," will reveal this knowledge fully

(iTnyviiiati) in them, that so they may understand the ex
ceeding greatness of His power which He wrought in

Christ, when He raised Him from the dead and made Him
to sit at His right hand in the heavenly places, constituting

him Head over all things to the one church which is his

body, the pleroma of Him whose pleroma is only reached

when all things in all are "fulfilled" in Him (i. 15-23),

This participation in the pleroma had been bestowed on
them. Gentiles though they were (i/iSs emphatic at iL l.J,

when they, in the same manner as the Jews (kui 17/xets, ii-.

3), had been quickened together with the Christ, been.

raised from the dead, and been made to sit together in the

heavenly places in Christ Jesus, this new and higher life

being nothing more than the execution of God's great

design (iu 1-10). The apostle next makes a practical

appeal to his readers, as Gentiles, calling on them to

remember their present a& contrasted with their former
state, especially in this respect, that the same Lord who
was the peace of the Jews was also their peace,^ that they
who had been afar off were now, as well as those who had
been nigh, united in one new man, having access in one
spirit to the one Father, and that now even they were
fellow-citizens with the saints, members of the- family of

God, resting on the one foundation on which every building

(not " the whole building" of Authorized Version), Gentile

as well as Jew, grows up a part, fitly framed to the other

parts, of one holy temple in the Lord (ii. 11-22). At this

point the apostle seems to have been about to address to

them the practical exhortation which meets us only at iv.

1, but he is again carried away by the thought of the great

mystery which fills his mind. He turns to it therefore

anew, only looking at it first as committed to him rather

than in its effects on them. Yet it is the same mystery as

that of which he had already spoken, that the Gentiles were
made fellow-heirs and fellow-memlsers of the body and
fellow-partakers (mark the repeated (rvv used with such
striking frequency in this epistle) of the promise in Christ

Jesus through the Gospel, and bursting forth into a prayer

to the Father, of whom every family (not "the whole
family " of Authorized Version) in heaven and on earth is

named, that Christ may dwell through faith in their hearts

in love, so that they may be fulfilled unto all .the fulness

' fip-fivriv ought to ts read a second time after the second *al of
ii. 17.
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pidod (Hi. 1-19). A doxology fuilows, where the singular

jjromiiicuce of the thought of the church in St Paul's mind
it this momont, shown by the mention of it before the

meutiuu of Christ, "in the church and in Christ .Jesus
"

(V. 21), ought not to escape the notice of the reader (iii. 20,
21).i Even at the beginning of chap, iv., where the prac-

tical exhortation, suspended for a time, is taken up, the

.ipostle has this unity that is in Christ still pressing upon

h.is thoughts; for he no sooner mentions the unity (verse 3)

than in the fulness of his heart he hastens to enlarge on

it ; and, recalling all the gifts which Christ had bestowed

upon His church, he speaks of them as given to secure

that we may "all," that is again, Jewish and Gentile

Christians, attain unto the unity of the faith and of the

knowledge of the Son of God, unto a full grown man, unto

the measure of the stature of the pleroma of Christ, from

whom the whole body, by means of its several joints

of supply, of which the Gentiles are one as well as the

Jews (mark the Wo-t^s d<jb^! of verse 16), maketh the in-

crease of the body unto a building up of itself in love (iv.

1-16).

It is not necessary to analyse further the teaching of this

fepistle, the remainder consisting of practical exhortations.

What has been said is sufficient to show that one great

thought runs through it all, not so much the glory of

Christ in Himself, as that glory realized in the church which

is His body, in which the scattered " buildings " are

united into one holy temple, the scattered "families" into

one great family, the scattered "joints of supply ''into one

strong and vigorous body ; and all this in Jesus Christ,

whose glory is only accomplished, only reaches its pleroma,

when this is done.

More, however, has to be said, for it is obvious that the

description thus given of the glory of the church is not

given for its own sake only It is neither a pious medita-

tion nor the splendid vision of an ecstatic hour. It has

all a practical bearing upon Gentile Christians. It is to

show them that their calling into the church is no

accidental, doubtful thing. It is a part of God's eternal

plan, the execution of which is essential to the accomplish-

ing of the glory of the Christ and of Himself in Him.
Whatever, therefore, was their past state of alienation, it

could only be temporary. They must have their full share

in the privileges of those who are one with God, must be

an integral portion of the one body of His Son. None can

be more near than they, for none in whom Christ is

revealed can be more near than others in whom the same
revelation has been made. Let them dispel their doubts,

rest in the assurance that He who is tho peace of Israel is

also their peace, and walk worthy of Him whose pleroma

they help to "fulfil."' The whole is the practical unfold-

ing and application of the thoughts v/hich filled the

apostle's mind in his epistle to the Colossians. The great

importance to be attached to the Ephcsian epistle in tho

construction of the Pauline system of doctrine will thus be

apparent. It presents to us the realizing of that dispensa-

tion of God which belongs to the fulness of all preceding

"seasons" (i. 10), which is to exhibit the exceeding riches

of His grace to all ages that are to follow, one succeeding

another, without end (ii. 7 ; mark the compound, not the

simple verb, ertpxci/icVoi;). It takes up everything that

went before ; and nothing can be added to what it con-

tains. It sets before us the completion of an edifice whose
foutidations had been laid in a past eternity, and which
was to stand for ever. It is especially tho storehouse of

truth connected with the church, using that word in its

most comprehensive sense, for it treats of all the most

The readiiij of the T. R. lias Ler<j asa.'j lo he t'.^em'.ocl by tha

important features ot her condition, her found.Ttioii,

spirituality, unity, organization, aim. The consequence is

that tho nature of the spiritual life is brought out in thifj

epistle to a wonderful degree. Nowhere in the writings

of St Paul is such frequent allusion made to the work of

the Spirit in the soul and in the church. It would seem
as if the apostle, feeling that in previous epistles he had
said all that he had to say of tho source and viedhua of

redemption, desired to dwell, before he closed his labours,

upon its appliealion, to contemplate fully not merely the

love of God and the grace of Christ, but the power of

the Spirit, as He enlightens, renews, seals, and fills the

heart.

III. Relation lo the Epistle to the Colossians.—We arc

thus prepared to examine the relation of our epistle to the

epistle to the Colossians. The complaint of De Wette
upon this point has been echoed by many later writers.

The resemblances between the two ejMstles are said to be

so great that the former must be regarded as a mere
verbose expansion of the lattev Even those by whom the'

authenticity of the Ephosiaii epistle is defended admit the

striking similarity ; but they find the explanation of it in

the fact that the two epistles were written at the same time,

when the same ideas were in the author's mind, and when
ho was writing to two churches in a similar condition. A
long succession of writers from Paley onwards have

adopted this line of defence, many of whom have at the

same time rather inconsistently admitted that the epistle

to the Ephesians shows no trace of the doctrinal errors

combated in that to the Colossians, and that what may be

called the doctrinal portion of the two epistles exhibits

differences at least as striking as the similarities. The real

explanation seems to lie in a wholly different direction, and

is to be found neither in attempting to weaken the force of

the similarities, nor in urging, while admitting them, that

the wants of tho readers were the same. The truth is that

there is no reason to doubt that the two churches of

Laodicea and Colossi, as might indeed from their

proximity to each other have been expected, were in a very

similar condition, both doctrjnally and practically, and that

the same great doctrines were in the apostle's mind when
he wrote to both. This consideration explains the

similarities which strike the reader ; while the difference^

spring not from difference of doctrine, but from the wholly

different and independent point of view from which the

same doctrines are looked at in each epistle. Thus Col. i

14 is much the same as Eph. i. 7; Col. i, 20 as Eph. i,

10, Col. i. 10 as Eph. i. 21; Col. i. IS, 19 as Eph. i. 22,

23; Col. ii. 13 as Eph ii. 5; Col. ii. 11 as Eph. ii. U;
Col. i. 20 as Eph. ii. 16; Col. i. 2?>, 26 as Eph. iii. 2, 3;

but a comparison of these passages will show that, what-

ever the resemblance bo, they have in each epistle a dis-

tinct purpose of thuir own : in that to the Colossians to

set forth the glory of Him in whom the whole church

lives ; in that to the Ephesians to show that this glory

cannot be fulfilled except by the bringing of all into unity

in His one church, so that there cannot be two separate

communities, but. only one body in Christ. In short, the

epistle to the Colossians is occupied with Christ himself.

Ill opposition to the JudreoGnostic errors prevailing in

Colossa3, and doubtless in Laodicea also, the apostle sets

forth in it Christ in His person, life, death, resurrection,

and exaltation in heaven. He is the true solution of

their religious perplexities. He is the one and only

Mediator between God and humanity, the one and only

principle of the divine life to which humanity is to be

brought. The epistle to tho Ephesians is occupied with

the church. In opposition to the arrogance of Jewish and

the fears of Gentile Christians prevailing in Laodicea, and

doubtless iu Cclo?ss; alw. the apcsllc sc'l3 forth is it the
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Uithen-

leity.

church in its unity.' It is tho one body of Christ, and the

Gentiles must be a constituent part of the body if the body

IS to be complete,— a part of the fulness, of the pleroma, of

Christ, if that pleroma is to be reached. They are not

therefore to suppose that, because they were once far off,

they are not now nigh, aa nigh as those who claimed, and

might appear, to have laeea always nigh in a sense peculiar

to themselves.

It will thus be observed that the two epistles of which

we speak are in the strictest sense complementary to one

another ; and we thus better understand how it was that

St Paul directed that the two should be read together

(Col. iv. 16). Without the other each was incomplete.

I?ut together they make up the complex thought, " I am
the vine, yo are the branches

;

" " Abide in me, and I in

you." Nor is it without interest to notice that this is not

a solitary instance of such a -relation between two different

books of the New Testament written by the same pen. A
similar relation exists between the gospel of St Luke and

the Acts of the Apostles, and between the gospel of St

John and the Apocalypse. In the first of each of the three

pairs we have Christ the head, in the second His body

which is the church. It will thus be seen, too, that, in the

absence of direct historical evidence we may be spared tho

inquiry as to which of the two epistles was written first.

All inquirers allow that the interval between them was

extremely short The chief point of interest is that in this

short interval the epistle to the Colossians is first in order

of thought, though not necessarily in order of time. The
inference of Harless from iv. 16 (Eplu Brief, Einl., p. 51)

that, supposing the Ephesian epistle to be " that from

Laodioea, " it must have been written before the epistle to

the Colossians, an order of writing which he rejects, may
be weakly founded, but it may also be correct. There is

nothing to hinder the supposition that with two aspects of

the truth in his mind, one of which is logically prior to

the other, the apostle might fir.st transfer to paper the last

of the two. Tho circumstances calling for it might at the

moment seem tc bo the most urgent. The priority of the

Colossian epistle in every respect worth speaking of will

still remain, although we allow the correctness of the

inference drawn by Harless from the verse referred to, and

the argument for the identity of the epistle to the

Ephesians with that " from Laodicea " will be unaffected

by the admission.

IV. Autkenticify of the Epislle.—It is only in compara-

tively recent times that doubts have been entertained upon

this point. Usteri, in his Paul. Lehrb., 1824, appears to

have been the first to express them, although he did not

hesitate to use the epistle for the purpose of his book.

The same doubts were afterwards more fully expressed by
Schleiermacher, in his Einleitiiny ins N.T., from whoso
oral lectures, according to Bleek (Introd. Clark's Transla-

tion, ii. p. 39), Usteri had received his views. De Wette

followed in successive editions of his Einleihmg, from 1843
onwards, not, however, deciding against the epistle, but

only questioning its authenticity on the ground of its want
of specific purpose, its dependence on the epistle to the

Colossians, its poverty of thought, and its divergence both

in teaching and stylo from the genuine epistles of St Paul.

He was followed by Baur in his Pauhis, 1845, and by

Schwegler in his Kachap. Ze'Ualt., 1845, these two critics

connecting the language of the epistle with the Gnostic and
Montanist heresies of the 2d century, and for the first time

unhesitatingly rejecting it. Ewald agrees with Baur and
Schwegler in denying the Pauline authorship of the epistle,

' A distinct intimation of the arrogance with which ihe Jewish

looked down upon the Geutilo Christians and of the contemptuous
language which they used concerning thera, ii aiTorded ty Eph. ii 13

(eotnp. Meyer n. fo_.

)

! Ohjf*.
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but takes the dale of its coiiiposition lurthcr back, ascribing

it to "an unnamed disciple and friend of the apo.slle"

desirous to speak in his spirit and name truths which St

Paul himself had been too m.uch occupied with other

things to utter (Gescliichte d. T. /., 1859, vii. p. 246-7).

Lastly, Hilgeiifeld may be mentioned, who in his Einleiluiig,

p. G69, iS:e.,'1875, gathering together the objections of his

predecessors, and adding one or two minor ones of Lis

own, assigns the epistle to the Gnostic times of the 2d
century, and supposes it to have been written by a

Christian of Asia belonging to the Pauline school, who was
desirous at once to regain for the apostle the alienated

affections of the Asiatic Christfans, and to compose the

differences between the Jewish and Gentile sectious of the

church.

Such being the state of tho argument against the

authenticity of tho epistle, it will bo .<!een that tho more
important objections have been already, by anticipation,

met in the previous positive statements of the article.

(1.) In particular, it onplit to be necessary to say little more
upon what has been generally felt to lio the most jiowerful of these,

the want of specilic aim bbtrayed by the epistle, and its dependence
upon the epistle to the Colossians. A specific aim, however
erroneously con'.cived, is distinctly attributed to it by its later

opponents ; and we iia\e only to comjare it a little more closely

with the epistle to the I'olossians iu order to see that, so far from
merely containing the teaching of tiiat epistle in an exiendcd form,

it exhinits thorough iudcjiendence. Its very resemblance to the

Colossian epistle makes this tLe more striking, be. ausc it shows ns

i:ot someiliing eniirely new, but that new use of old trnths which
is ofteu more difhcult to produce than what is wholly new. It is

not thus that the imitator or forger discovers himself To be able

to wield a great doctiinc in this way, to i)rcsent it to one's self and
others in ililferent lights, to apjdy it to varying circumstances, in-

dicates a full and original possession of it. An imitator would of

necessity have repeated what had becTisaid before, lie would hava
shown no originality or power in his treatment of the doclrin», and

we should have received at Ins lianas norliing but broken and
imperfect fragments of what he had not himself assimilated. Ko
traces of such weakness meet us here. Wc are in the piesence of a

master who has felt the fulnei^s of the truth proclaimed by him,

and who can see with his own eyes the dilTerent applications of

which it 13 susceptible. Careful attcniion, again, to the passages

quoted in support of the assertion that the Ephesian is not

merely a reproduction of the Colossian epistle, but one indicating

comparatire poverty both in ideas ni.d w rJs (su-h as Eph. iii. 15

compared with Col. ii. 19 • Eph i 17. 18 compared with Col. i. 9)

will show that the richness of thought and language is often on the

side of the former of the two. B.it Ihe irne answei to the objection

is to be found not in any attempt to exalt either epistle at the

expense of the other so much as in marking the independent
handling by both of the closely lelated trnlhs wilh which tli«y

deal. Both will then appear in ihe light in which even Haiir

was disposed to regard ihem, "twin brothers coining together into

the world " [.PpuIus, p. 455) ; and the question will no longer be one

of copying, but of authorship later than the apostolic age.

(2 ) This, accordingly, is the ohjecrion tba! aext meets us. It RelatMt

is urged that the episile to the Ephcians bears evident marks of to

having sprung up in the mi<l3t of the Cnuslic heresies of the Gnoslle

second century. The peculiar phraseolcgy of nianv parts of the ism

epistle is supposed to confirm this. Thus we are prepared by the

words of iv. 14 to suppose that the writer has false teachings in his

eye ; and when we find him speaking as he does of ''the mystery'

of God's will (i. 9, comp iii 4, 9. v 32, vi. 19), of the "pleroma"
that favourite term of the Gnostic systems (i. 23, iii. 19, iv. 13 ;

comp. iv. 10, V. 18(, of ihe " leon " of this world (ii. 2), the

"scons" (ii 7, iii. 9, 11), the "spon of the .tons" (iii. 211, of

"the prime of llie power of the air "
(ii. 21, of "the principalities

and the authorities in the heavenly places" (iii, 10, comj". i. 21, vi.

12>, of Ihe "knowledge" (iii. 19) and the "full knowledge" (i.

17. iv. 13) to which Christians are to come, and of the "manifold
wisdom of God" (iii. 21), the conclusion is considered inesistiole,

that we have in ail this an opposition to Gnosticism, and a dale

later tban the first century.. We shall not attempt to deny the

probability that there is a reference to Gnostic errors in expressions

such as these. To say that they were originally employed by the

apostle in order to unfold after Lis own manner the truth that he

had to proclaim, and that they were then, in speculative abuse,

made the foundation of, or essentiiil elements in. Gnostic systems is

unnatural. They are too peculiar, too different from the langincc

of St Paul in his earlier epistles, to permit such an explanatiui..

Kefereuce to wnat is kaown to u> as OnosUc ciror th.'ve must be \a
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hem ; and could ib lie shown that such terms came first into

existence with the Gnostics of the second century we should at once
pive up the argument. The whole question is thus one of date.

Had such ideas or words existence in the apostolic age ur Iiad they
not? Answer must be made in the affirmative. Some of tlio

expressions referred to, "mystery," "a;on," "knowledge," "full

knowledge," "wisdom," occur with remarkable frequency in St

Paul's undisputed epistles to the Romans, Corinthian.s, and Galatians.
" The prince of tlie power of the air " combined with " the world-

rulers of this darkness" (Eph. vi. 12) presents only an unmistak-

able parallel to "the prince of this world" la the gospel of St

John (xii. 31, xiv. 30, xvi. 11), a gospel which, in the present state

of criticism upon the point, it would be absurd to bringdown to

the middle of the second century. Speculations, again, regarding

the dilfcrent orders of the celestial hierarchy, in regard to its

thrones and dominions and principalities and powers, in regard also

to the worshipping of angels, can be traced to the very confines of

the apostolic age ; and from the masterly dissertation on the word
plcroma attached by Canon Lightfoot to his epistle to the

Colossians, it will bo seen what a high probability there is that that

word belonged to the apostoUc age itself (comp. Burton";. Lectures

oil the Gnostic Heresies, Lect. v.).

It thus appears that these Gnostic ideas were in circulation before

the apostolic age was out. That it was later before they were

combined and elaborated into the systems now known as the Gnostic

systems, and that the elaboration of these systems may itself have
been promoted by the use in the sacred writings of the terms men-
tioned, is no doubt true; but that is no proof that the ideas them-
selves did not possess at the earlier date a powerful hold over the

minds of men. If so, then the province of Asia was one of the

great centres of their influence. Its cities were the meeting jilace of

all eastern as well as western thought ; and in them, far more than
in Rome or Corinth or Thessalonica or Galatia, Gnosticism found
at once a home and a starting-point for further progress. What,
then, was an apostle to do when he went to places where such
thoughts prevailed, and where they were injuriously alfectiugthe life

of the church ? Exactly what St Paul did in the epistles to

Laodicea and ColossK. The new terms used by him came from the

new teaching made necessary by the places and the time. As he
thought of the wants of those to whom he wrote, he saw that the

truth committed to him could meet their more speculative errors,

conld satisfy their more speculative wants, as fully as it had met
and satisfied necessities of a still earlier and simpler kind. He
learned to see more clearly, to estimate more highly, the grandeur
of his trust. He hastened, therefore, with it to the rescue ; and,

like any one on whom a new vision of divine truth has dawned, he
<Ud it with an exuberance of language, with a power of expression,

with a swing of exultation, such as he had only on rare occasions

exhibited before. Nor only so. The very form of his teaching was
modified, and took traces of the speculations it was designed to

counteract. The spectacle is a most interesting one, and ought to

be most encouraging and quickening to Christian faitli. The truth

does not dilfor in tlie epistles to which we allude from what it was
in earlier eiiistlcs by tlie same author. But there is growth,

development. Tliere is a theoloqy in the proper sense of the term
even in the New Testament itself—a spur to theologians of every

age to adapt in like manner the eternal truth to the wants of their

own times, and to construct a theology which shall be living,

hecause, while founded on the great facts of the gospel, it is cast

in the mould which their times demand.
, (3.) Hilgeufold's view as to the harmonizing tendency of the

ei>istle, as to its clfcct in uniting opposing parties into one catholic

ciiurch, has also been substantially met. The epistle is throughout
addressed to one class of persons, not to two classes ; and there is

no allusion whatever to any factious spirit exhibited by the former.

That the church of Christ is one was surely a truth which sprang,

not oat of the controversies of hostile parties, but out of the teach-

ing of Oluist Himself in the gospels (comp. esp. .Tohn x.), and which
is nowhere more strenuously insisted on than in the acknowledged
epistles of St P.aiil (Rom. xii., 1 Cor. x. xi. xii.). The peculiarity

here is not in the thought itself, but in the mode in which the
thouglit is presented ; and the explanation of this is to be found in

the considerations already adduced.

(4.) Other objections to the authenticity of our epistles, such as its

aioj My6ixiva and its un-Pauline statements, may be passed over in
a few words. The former are certainly not more numerous than may
be expected when we remember the peculiar state of circumstances to

which the apostle addresses himself. The most important examples
of the latter are—ii. 20, ".apostles and prophets" as the foundation,the
citation in v. 14, which it is said cannot be identified, and the mode
in which justification is alluded to in ii. 8, while Hilgenfeld, not
Siitisfied with these examples from Baur, finds a proof that we have
Pauline disciple rather than St Paul himself before us in iii. 8,

" the least of all saints," instead of " the least of the apostles " as

inl Cor. xv. !>. It is hardly possible to follow such minute objec-

tions here. For the first compare 1 Cor. xii. 28 ; for the second
•wo mav compare Isa. Ix. 1, 2. and may remember the freedom with

8-18

which the Old Testament is often quoted in the New ; for the third
it maybe noticed that in a statement which Baur finds unfavourable
to Paulino authorship, Hilgenfeld finds a clear proof of Pauline dis-

cipleship (p. 677) ; and for tlie fourth that, in the verse in Corinthians
iinmediately jireceding that referred to, the apostle designates him-
self "an abortion," a much more humbling expression than "the
least of all saints." Those who allow force to what has been said

on the first three objections will not bo stumbled by such minoi
dilficulties. Those who refuse it will feel that what they considci
their unanswered objections are sufficient to justify their position^

Wc may omit further notice of them, and may simply urge upon
the point before us that, the field being thus cleared of the objec-

tions, we are thrown back upon what is really the. main ground
upon which the New Testament books are to be acce))ted, the
tradition of the church. It is quite a possible thing that in a
particular case, whether relatin" to the Old or New Testament, that
tradition may be incorrect. All fair criticism, therefore, is to be
welcomed ; but, when no good objection to an accepted opinion of

the church has been established, there is everything to lead us t(j

acquiesce in it with confidence. The early church was not so

thoughtless'upon these points as she is often said to have beeni
She guarded her treasures with great care, and was verj' watchful
lest anything should be placed amongst them in whose genuineness
she had not every confidence. Wliat the tradition of the church
is in the present instance is not doubted ; and it is unnecessary to

enter here into detail. The ordinary introductions to the New
Testament and the prologomena of the different commentators on
the epistle contain all the facts.

»

v. Occasion, Place, and Date of the Epistle.—It willj

not be necessary to say much upon these points. The
occasion was evidently afforded by the despatch of

Tychicus and Onesimus to Colossae (Col. iv. 7-9 ; comp.

Uph. vi. 21). By them St Paul would send letters to the

Colossian church and to Philemon, one of its members.
He embraced the opportunity of writing also to the

Gentile converts of Loadicea, and of the neighbouring

church at Colossse ; and that epistle, not being written to

a church, but being primarily intended for a section of the

Christian communities of the two cities, had no name of a
place inserted in it as the object of its destination. '^ In
this respect it resembles, and maybe regarded as a counter?

part of, the epistle to the Hebrews.

As to the place where it was penned, the question lies

between Rome and Ctesarea, for St Paul was a prisoner at

the time (iii. 1, iv. 20), and his imprisonment in one or

other of these two cities must be referred to. The ques-

tion has been decided by some in favour of Ca3sarea on such

grounds as the following :—that Cssarea was nearer Asia

than Pome was, and that thus the spiritual condition of

the Asiatic churches would be more easily known to the

apostle'' at the former than the latter city; that for the same
reason Onesimus, who we know from the epistle to Phile-

mon was met by the apostle in the place of his imprison-

ment, would be more likely to flee from his master to

Ca^sarea than to Rome ; that the words of the epistle to

Philemon " departed for a season" (v. 15) imply a shorter

absence than is involved in the thought of Rome, and there-

fore point M Caesarea, because it is not likely that St Paul

would have so many of his friends beside him at Rome as

he had when he wrote the three letters of which the

epistle to the Ephesians is one—Tychicus, Aristarchus,

Iilark, Jesus Justus, Epaphras, Luke (see the epistles);

because if the apostle wrote from Rome, Tychicus and
Onesimus would pass through Ephesus or Laodicea on

their way to Colossre, and we ought therefore to find Onesi-

mus commended to the church there, whereas, if the apostle

wrote from Caesarea, his two friends would be at Colossae

first, and Tychicus, leaving Onesimus behind, would proi

ceed thence alone; because the words "that ye also may
know" (vi. 21) lead to the inference that others had been

told of the apostle's state^ who can only be the Colossians,'

visited on the way between Caesarea and Ephesus; becauso

it would seem that the apostle intended at the close of hi?

imprisonment to visit Phrygia (Philemon i. 22), whereas

we learn from Phil. ii. 2'1 that at the close of the Roman
vin. — 59
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imprisonment he intended to visit Macedonia. In so far

as these considerations relate to the thought of a place

where information as to the state of distant churches could

most easily bo had, where friends would be most likely to

congregate, or in which fugitives would most readily seek

refuge, it is obvious that they are better fulfilled by Rome
than by Cajsarea. The idea again of visiting Macedonia

might be fulfilled by its being taken on the way to Asia.

No stress can be laid on the omission of the name of Onesi-

mus, and the meaning of vi. 21 does not seem to be that

ye " also," in addition to the Colossians, of whom nothing

had been said, " may know," but that ye, of whose state. I

have spoken freely as one thoroughly acquainted with it,

inay "also" know my state. The decisive argument, how-
fever, for Rome rather than Ca;sarea, as the place whence

the epistle was written, arises from the fact that all the

epistles known as those of the imprisonment must have

been written from the same place, and that this epistolary

activity is more naturally connected with Rome than with

Caesarea. In the former city the apostle had much greater

freedom than in the latter, both to receive intelligence and

to write to friends (Acts xxviii. 30, 31). Upon the whole,

the commonly entertained belief that our epistle was written

at Rome may be received without hesitation. If so, it was
written towards the close of the apostle's captivity in that

city, 63 A.D.

Literature.—In dealing with an epistle such as this it is un-
necessary to devote much space to the literature of the subject.

Any one desirous to study the epistle will gradually become
acquainted with it as he pursues his task. But references may be
made to the various Introductions to the New Testament by such
writers as De Wette, Bleek, Davidson, Hilgenfeld, Gloag, and to

the leading commentaries, those of Riickert, Harless, De Wette,
Stier, Meyer, Eadie, EUicott, Schenkel In Lange's B. Werk, Ewald
in an appendi.x to \ria Sicbcn Sendschreibcn d. N. T., Bleek. The
student wiU not fail to consult Baur in his Paulus, and the

Nachapost. Zcitalter of Schwegler. Nowhere will a larger amount
of valuable matter bearing on the epistle be found than in Canon
fjightfoot's Commentary on the Colossians, with its introduction and
appendices. (W. MI.)

EPHESUS, a very ancient city on the west coast of

Asia Minor. It was situate on some hills which rose out

of a fertile plain near the mouth of the river Cayster,

while the temple and precincts of Artemis or Diana, to the

fame of which the town owed much of its celebrity, were

in the plain itself, at the distance of about a mile. The
Bituation of the city was such as at all times to command
a great commerce. Of the three great river basins of

western Asia Jlinor, those of the Hermus, Cayster, and
Mseander, it commanded the second, and had ready access

by easy passes to the other two, besides being the natural

port and landing-place for Sardes, the capital of the Lydian

kings.

The earliest inhabitants assigned to Ephesus are the

mythical Amazons, who are said to have founded the city,

and to have been the first priestesses of the Asiatic

Artemis. With the Amazons we hear of Leleges and
Pelasgi as in possession. In the 11th century B.C., accord-

ing to tradition, Androclus, son of the Athenian king

Codrus, landed on the spot with his lonians, and from this

conquest dates the history of the Greek Ephesus. But
here the lonians by no means succeeded in absorbing the

races in possession or superseding the established worship.

Their city was firmly established on Coressus and Prion,

lietweeu which hills lies the city harbour ; but the old

inhabitants still clustered in the plain around the sanctuary

of Artemis. When, however, we call the deity of Ephesus
Artemis, we must guard against misconception. Really

she was a primitive Asiatic goddess of nature of the same
class as Mylitta and Cybele, the mother of vegetation and
the liurse of wild beasts, an embodiment of the fertility

»nd productive nower of the earth. She was represented

in art as a stiff erect mummy, her bosom covered with

many breasts, in which latter circumstance Guhl eeca

allusion to the abundance of springs which arise in the

Ephesian plain. The organization of her worship, too, of

which more below, was totally unlike anything Hellenic.

It was only by reason of their preconceived ideas that the

lonians found in this outlandish and primitive being a
form of Artemis their conductor. The entire history of

Ephesus consists of a long series of struggles between

Greek and Asiatic manners and religions, between the

ideas of the agora and the harbour and those of the

precincts of the goddess. This struggle can be traced

throughout in the devices of the Ephesian coin, the type

of the godde.5s which appears in it becoming at times

Asiatic, at times Hellenic, according to the predominant

influence of the period.

For centuries after the foundation of Androclus, the

Asiatic influences waxed and the Greek waned. Twice in

the period 700-500 B.C. the city owed its preservation

to the interference of the goddess,—once when the swarms
of the Cimmerians overran Asia Minor, and once when
Crccsus besieged the town, and only retired after it had
solemnly dedicated itself to Artemis, the sign of such

dedication being the stretching of a rope from city to

sanctuary. Croesus was eager in every way to propitiate

the goddess, and as at this time her first great temple was

building, on the plans of the architect Chersiphron, he

presented most of the columns required for the building as

well as some cows of gold. It is probable that policy

mingled with his piety, his object being to make Ephesus
Asiatic in character, a harmonious part of the empire he

was forming in hither Asia, and then to use the city as

a port and by such means counterbalance the growing

power of Miletus and other cities of the coast. The
mother-city of Ephesus, Athens, seems to have counter-

worked his projects by despatching one of her noblest

citizens, Aristarchus, to restore law on the basis of the

Solonian constitution. The labours of Aristarchus seem
to have borne fruit. It was an Ephesian follower of his,

Hermodorus, who aided the Decemviri at Rome in their

compilation of a system of law. And in the same genera-

tion Heraclitus, probably a descendant of Codrus, quitted

his hereditary magistracy in order to devote himself to

philosophy, in which his name became almost as great as

that of any Greek. Poetry had long flourished at Ephesus.

From very early times the Homeric poems had found a

home and many admirers there; and to Ephesus belong

the earliest elegiac poems of Greece, the war songs of

Callinus, who flourished in the 7th century B.C., and was
the model of Tyrtaeus. And yet that on the whole Croesus

was successful in-his schemes seems certain. When the

Ionian revolt against Persia broke out in the year 500 B.C.,

under the lead of Miletus, Ephesus remained submissive to

Persian rule ; and when Xerxes returned from the march
against Greece, he honoured the temple of Artemis, and
even left his children behind at Ephesus for safety's sake.

After the great Persian defeat, Ephesus for a time paid

tribute to Athens, with the other cities of the coast, and
Lysander first and afterwards Agesilaus made it their head-

ouarters.

In the year 356 B.C., on the same night on which

Alexander the Great was born, an incendiary named
Herostratus, wishing only to make his name famous, if even

by a monstrous crime, set fire to that temple of Artemis

which Chersiphron had planned, and which had been later

enlarged or even rebuilt by Pjeonius in the 5th century.

With the greatest eagerness the Ephesians set about its re-

construction on a still more splendid scale. The ladies of

the city sold their jewellery, and neighbouring cities sent

contributions, many of the massive columns being the gift
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of kings. Though Alexander the Great, after his victories,

offered to pay the whole cost of reconstruction, on condition

that he might inscribe liis name as dedicator on the pedi-

ment, his offer was refused. Tlie temple was rapidly com-

pleted, and was considered in after times the most perfect

model of Ionic architecture, and one of the uoven wonders

of the world. The recent excavations of Mr Wood have

enabled us to form a fairly exact notion of its details, as

will be seen below. The architect employed was Dinocrates,

and Scopas was one of tho sculptor." employed in the

decoration.

Alexander estaWished a democratic government at

Ephesus. Soon after his death tho city fell into the hands

of Lysimachus, who determined to impress upon the city

a more Hellenic character, and to destroy the ancient bar-

barizing influences. To this end he compelled, it is said

by means of an artificial inundation, the people who dwelt

in the plain by the temple to migrate to the Greek quarter

on the hill now ideatified as Coressus, which he surrounded

by a solid wall. He recruited the numbers of tno inhabi

tanta by transferring thither the people of Lebedus and

Colophon, and finally, in order to make the breach with

tho past complete, renamed the city after his wife Arsinoe.

But the former influences soon reasserted themselves, and
with the old name returned Asiatic superstition and Asiatic

luxury. The peojile were again notorious for "wealth, for

their effeminate manner of life, end for their devotion to

sorcery and witchcraft. After the defeat of Antiochus the

Great, king of Syria, by the Komans, Ephesus was honded
over by the conquerors to Eumenes, king of Pergamus,
whose successor, Attalus Philadelphus, worked the city

irremediable harm. Thinking that the shallowness of the

harbour was due to the width of its mouth, he built a mole
part-way across the latter ; the result, however, was con-

trary to his wishes, the silting up of the harbour with sand

proceeding now at a greater pace than before. The third

Attalus of Pergamus bequeathed Ephesus with the rest of

his possessions to the Komaa people, when it became the

Wt^-^^

flan of Ephesus (copied by penniasiOD from Wood's Discoveries at Ephesus, Longmans, ]876).

capital of the province of Asia, and the residence of the

proconsul. Henceforth Ephesus remained subject to the

Romans until the barbarian invasions, save for a short

period, Vhen, at the instigation of Mithradates, the cities

of Asia Minor revoked and massacred thfiir Roman
residents, The Ephesians even dragged out and slew those

Romans who had fled to the precincts of Artemis for pro-

tection,- notwithstanding which they soon returned from
ilieir new to their former masters, and even had the effront-

ery to state, in an inscription preserved to this day, that

their defection to Mithradates was a mere yielding to

superior force. Sulla, after his victory over Mithradates,

brushed awa7 their pretexts, and after inflicting on them a

very heavy fine, told them that the punishment fell far

ehort of their deserts. In the civil wars of the 1st century

B.";. the Ephesians were so unfortunate as twice to support

•ins unsuccessful party, giving shelter to, or being made use

of by, first Brutus and Cassius and afterwards Antony,

for which partisanship or weakness they paid very heavily

in fines.

All this time the city was gradually growing in wcaltli

and in devotion to the service of Artemi.s, a devotion which

had become quite fanatical at the time of St Paul's visit.

The story of his doings there need not be repeated ; the

supplement of them is, however, very suggestive,—the

burning, namely, of books of sorcery to a great value.

Addiction to the practise of occult arts was always general

in the city. The Christian church which St Paul planted

was nurtured by St John, and is great in Christian tradition

B' the nurse of saints and martyrs. It was, however, long

before the spread of Christianity threatened the cullus of

Artemis. , The city was proud to be termed neocorus, or

servant of the goddess. Roman emperors vied with wealthy

natives in b.vish gifts to her. mie Vibius Salutaris among
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the latter presenting a quantity of gold and silver images
to bo carried annually in procession. Ephesus contested
stoutly with Smyrna and Pergamua the honour of being
called the first city of Asia ; each city appealed to Rome,
and we still possess rescripts in which the emperofs
endeavour to mitigate thG.bitterness of the rivalry. The
Goths destroyed both city and temple in the year 2G2 a.d.;
and although the city revived, it never recovered its former
splendour. A general council of the church was held there
ill 341 ; but by the 15th century it had sunk into awretched
village, the name of which, Ayasaluk, is now known to bo
a corruption of the title of St John, Hagios Theologos.
The ruins of thfe temple, after serving as a quarry to the
beautifiers of Constantinople, the Turkish conquerors, and
the mediaeval Italians, were finally covered deep with mud
by tho river Cayster, and its true site was unsuspected
until the laborious excavations of Mr Wood were rewarded
with success in the year 1869.

The organization of tho temple hierarchy, and its customs
and privileges, retained throughout an Oriental and some-
what ascetic tinge. The priestesses of the goddess, termed
Melissae or bees, were virgins, and her priests were com-
pelled to celibacy. The chief among the latter, who bore the
Persian name of Megabyzus and the Greek title Neocorus,
was doubtless a power in the state as well as a dignitary
of religion. Besides these, there was a vast throng of
dependants who lived by the temple and its services,

—

theologi, who may have expounded sacred legends, hymnodi,
who composed hymns in honour of the deity, and others,

together with a great crowd of hierodulce who performed
more menial offices. The making of shrinjes and images
of the goddess occupied many hands. To support this

greedy mob offerings were flowing in in a constant stream
from votaries and from visitors, who contributed sometimes
money and sometimes statues and works of art. These
latter so accumulated that the temple became a rich
museum, among the chief treasures of which were the
figures of Amazons sculptured in competition by Phidias,
Polycletus, Cresilas, and Phradraon, and the painting by
Apelles of Alexander holding a thunderbolt. The temple
was alsoTichly endowed in lands, and possessed the fishery

of the Selinusian lakes, with other large revenues. But
perhaps the most important of all the privileges possessed
by the goddess and her priests was that of asylum.
Fugitives from justice or vengeance who reached her
precincts were perfectly safe from all pursuit and arrest.

The boundaries of the space possessing such virtue wero
from time to time enlarged. Mithradates extended them
to a bow-shot from the temple in all directions, and Mark
Antony imprudently allowed them to take in part of the
city, which part thus became ffee of all law, and a haunt
of thieves and villains. Augustus, while leaving the right
of asylum untouched, diminished the space to which the
privilege belonged, and built round it a wall, which stiU
surrounds the ruins of the temple at the distance of about
a quarter of a mile, bearing an inscription in Greek and
LaHn, which states that it was erected in the proconsulship
of Asirdus Gallus, out of the revenues of the temple.
Besides being a place of worship, a museum, and a
sanctuary, the Ephesian temple was a great bank.
Nowhere in Asia could money be more safely bestowed
than here ; therefore both kings and private persons placed
their treasures under the guardianship of the goddess.

The government of the city is a matter of some
obscurity. We know that for some time after its founda-
tion it was ruled by kings of the race of Codrus, and after-

wards by archons who belonged to the same stock. In the
time of Lysander it was under an oligarchy ; Alexander
re-established the democracy. We have the titles of
several magistrates in imperial times, but without exactly

knowing their functions Tho tumalt raised by Duneliuw
against Paul wa.s quelled by tho towu-clurk or recordel

(ypa/x/jLardj';). Inscriptions mention archons, strategi,

gynnasiarchs, ptedonomi, and Asiarchs, besides the religioua

functionaries ; but no doubt the chief power rested with
the senate and the demos.

The topography of Ephesus was but very imperfectly

known until the excavations conducted by Mr J. T. Wood
on behalf of the trustees of the British Museum during the

years 1863-74. He first explored the Odeum and the Great
Theatre situate in the city itself, and in the latter place

had the good fortune to find an inscription which indicated

to him in what direction to search for the temple, for it

stated that processions came to the city from the temple
by the Maguesian gate, and returned by the Coressian.

These two gates were next identified, and following up
that road which issued from the- Magnosian gate, Mr Wood
lighted first on the tomb of Androclus, and afterwords on

Scheme of Temple of Artemis or Diaua 'it Ephesns.

an angle of the peribolus wall of the time of Augustus.

He next found and excavated the site of the temple of

Artemis. He found remains of more than one temple

;

\hree separate floors being clearly distinguishable one

above the other. Of these the lowest consisted of a layer

of charcoal between two of putty. Tt is pro'table that this

was the floor of the temple of Crcesus's time, which

Chersiphron was said to have made with charcoal and
fleeces. Above this lowest floor were two others of marble,

which would seem to have belonged, one to the temple
burned by Herostratus, the other to that erected on its

ruins immediately afterwards. Of this latter building the

remains were sufficient to enable Mt Wood to restore if

with considerable accuracy, 'the dimensions of it, taken

at the lowest step of the flight which led up to the peristyle

on all sides, were 418 feet 1 inch by 239 feet 4| inches.

The number of the external columns was 100, their height

about 56 feet It is observable that the dimensions given

by Pliny seem to bo in every case incorrect. The most re-

markable fact about the columns is that many of them were
sculptured with figures in high relief to a man's height
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ahnvc the ground ; ono ^-ns, wo are tolJ, cliiselled by the

sculptor Scojiiis, and certainly tho existing fragments of

sculptured columns now recovered and preserved in tho

British Museum aro not the work of common hands. Tho

fragments of sculptured frieze found in the excavations

would seem to prove that tho frieze was adoincd with re-

presentations of Hercules, Theseus, and the Amazons. The

cvmaiiuTO was decorated with the conventional houey-suckle

o.-naiuent., intercepted by fine lions' heads. Tho roof was

covered with flat marble tiles. The whole edif.ce was

octastyle, having eight columns at tho ends, and dipteral,

jwith two rows of columns all round. Fragments were also

found which appear to belong to the 6th century B.C., and

fls some of these are parts of sculptured columns, it would

seem that tho temple of Chersiphron had set to the later

building the example of cutting reliefs on the main pillars.

Tlie best works on Ephesus are those of Guhl, Falkencr, Eniat

Curtius, and J. T. WooJ. The first of these writers h:is collected

Inost of the ancient authorities; the last lias been sucfcssful in lupo-

jrraphic.il researches. The accompanying plans are from his book,

Olid are inserted by his kind permission, and that of Messrs Long-

mans and Co., publishers. The first gives the general plan of the

city, and the road to the temple. -The second gives the scheme of

tho temple, the fragments of walls and columns found by Jlr

^V'ood in position being represented black. (P. G.

)

EPHORI. This name, which exactly corresponds with

the Greek episkopos, meaning bishon or overseer, was given

to certain magistrates in many Dorian cities of ancieixt

Greece. But the most prominent are the ephors of Sparta,

who, whatever may have been their origin, appear during

Ihe times for which we have historical knowledge as the

supreme power in the 5.tate, controlling alike its civil and
Inilitary administration. When in the 3d century B.C. the

complete humiliation of Sparta led the kings Agis III. and
bleomenes III. to resolve on restoring what they supposed

to be the ancient constitution, their first blow was directed

at the ephors, whom they charged with deliberate usurpa-

tion. According to their version (Plut., Cleom. 10) the

ephors owed their existence to the llessonian v,ars, which
rendered necessary the prolonged absence of the kings, who
Accordingly delegated to them their judicial functions; and
the subordinate powers thus given were gradually extended

Until they became virtually absolute. Another tradition

ascribed the institution of the ephors to Lycurgus him-

self. But if of Lycurgu.s we cannot be said to know
anything, the lays of Tyrtneus, which alone give us any
trustworthy info.-matioa about the Messenian wars, say

hothing as to the origin of the ephoralty. We can,

therefore do no more than trane the development of their

powers during the ages for which we have genuine his-

torical narratives.

Holding tho country strictly as an army of occupation,

the whole body of Spartans was formed internally into a

close oligarchy, all the members of which had the same
privileges and were subjected to the same discip'ine, with

the exception of the kings and the ephors. But the two
Heraclid kings,, as representing the two rival sons of

Arlstodemu.s, generally held each tho other iii check, and
thus added to the influence of the ephors. That the latter

were originally subordinate is made plain by the statement

of Xenophon (De Rep. Lac, 10), that there was still in his

time a monthly interchange of oaths, by which the kings

pledged themselves to govern according to the laws, while

the ephors on this condition undertook to maintain their

authority. The ceremony had in Xenophon's days lost its

meaning ; but it pointed clearly to a time when tho kings

had been predominant. It further shows that from the

first the ephors represented the whole body of the citiECns
;

and the mode of electing them, which Aristotle ridicules

us chilJiah, attests their popular character. The general

aisccublj might choose any ono for the office, without auv

qualification of age or property, and without scrutiny. The
restriction of their uumLjr to five had reference to tli".

polis or city of Sparta, and the four hamlets which with

it formed the stronghold of the Spartan oligarchy.

In their relations with the kings we find the ephor.s

gradually acquiring greater weight, and exercising their,

power more decisively. Herodotus (vi. 56) speaks of the

kings as still possessing the power of declaring war at

their own wilL But in the wars of which we have histori-

cal knowledge, not only h tho decision given by the ephors,;

who may or may not b'avo taken counsel with, the senate

and the assembly, but two of their number accompany the

kings, who thus become simply leaders of the army, acting

under the control of civil magistrates, until, after the unsuc
cessful expedition of King Agis again.st Argos in 417 B.C.,

a law was passed appointing ten commissioners to'a.tten'^

the kings in all their campaigns. The ephors- were still

further distinguished from all other citizens by the privilege

of exemption from the public discipline. They also kcp?

their seats on the approach of the kings, while custom.rcJ

quired the latter to riso if the ephors passed hy'. In" tha

relations of Sparta with foreign states generally we find

the public business carried on not. by the kings but. by the

ephors, who treat with ambassadors, determine the nunibec

of troops to be levied, decide on^their^destination, and.con*

elude treaties.

Of the five ephors, the first ill rank, probably as being

the first elected, gave his name to the year, like the Archon
J^ponymus at Athens. The whole college met in th«

Archoioii, which answered to the Athenian Prytaneion,

They exercised jurisdiction in all important civil suits,

criminal cases and capital olTenccs being carried before the?

senate. With this jurisdiction they combined a large

censorial power, which extended even to minute .details in

the life of the citizens. Their right of scrutiny into tho

conduct of magistrates they could exercise even during

their term of office. Not only could they depose such aa

they found unworthy, but they might summon the kiug.'i

before their tribunal, or bring a capital charge against them:

before the Spartan assembly. With the gradual slackening

of the system of public discipline, and with the increasing

licence which their position enabled them to assume, their

power became an intolerable burden, at least to the kings
,

and Cleomenes cut the knot by massacring the wholu
college, and abolishing the office.'

EPHOKUS, a Greek historian of Cumae in .^olisj

flourished about 408 B.C. His father's name was Demo,
philus or Antiochus; and he studied' along with Eudoxus
and Theopompus under the philosopher Isocratcs.

The chief work of Ephorus was a history of the wars be»

tween the Greeks and Persians, in which, like Herodotus, ho
introduced the description of foreign and barbarous nation^

in the form of episodes. Only a few disconnected frag,

ments of it have come down to us. According to the schemij

of Jfarx, the first book contained an account of the return

of the Heraclidaj into the Peloponnesus, and the change of

affairs consequent upon that event; the second was occupiti)

with the state of the rest of Greece ; and the third narrated

the departure of the Greek colonies to Asia. In these

three books he thus brought the history of Greece and
Asia down to that period when they began to assume a

peaceful aspect, probably a few years before the commence-
ment of the Median war. After this introduction be pro*

ceeded to describe separately each country which sub4

sequently became the scene of important transactions,-aiD

the fourth book Europe, in the fifth Asia and Africa ; iiiid

in the sixth he probably gave an account of the nation oi

the Pelasgi. The seventh book contained the most ancieni

traditionary notices of Sicily, and probably all he cou](J

collect respecting the original iohabitants of Ttaly andlhp
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adjarcnt islands. The ciglith book narrated tLe various

cliiugusof fortune to wliicli tliose nations had been subject

who iu snccesaipn held the supreme command in Asia,

ijamely, the Assyrians, Lydians, and Persians. The frag-

ments which remain refer principally to the history of

CVojsus. In the ninth book he described the origin,

clianges, and migrations of the Amazons, Scythians, and
other nations who inhabited the coasts of the Pontus and
those northern countries, whence, through Thraco and
Thessaly, he returned to Greece and its affairs. Then it

was that Ephorus reached the period when, like every

Greek historian, he imagined that the transactions of the

whole world became centred in the causes and events of

the Persian war; and then also he began to treat his

subject with more copiousness, for we find that, while in

his tenth book he had already brought down his history to

the times of Miltiadcs, about 490 B.C., in his eighteenth

book he had reached Dercyllidas, 399, and in his twenty-

fifth he had arrived at the battle of Mantinea, 3C2. The
part of the thirtieth book which gave an account of the

sacred war was compo.sed, not by Ephorus himself, but by
his son Demophilus. At the conclusion of the war Ephorus
took up the thread of the history, and continued it to the

Biege of Perinthus, 340 B.C. According to Diodorus
Siculus, the whole period treated of was 750 years.

For a more full description of the life of Ephorus, and a collection

of the fragments of his history which have been preserved, the
reader may consult Ephori Fragmcnta, by Meier Marx, 1815;
Cruuzer, Symbolik wid MyUiclogic der altcn Volker^ besonders der
Griechcn, 1819; Vossius, JJe Hisloricis GrmcU, 1651; and Ulrici,

Charaktcristik der anliken Historiographie, 1833,

EPHRAEM SYRUS, or Ephraim the Syrian, flourished

in the 4th century of the Christian era, acquired great

renown among his contemporaries, and has since been
esteemed one of the most celebrated fathers of the church.

So highly was he honoured that, according to the testimony
of Jerome {Script. Eccl., c. 115), his homilies were read in

many of the churches of Greece immediatelyafter the reading
of scripture. His name is almost never mentioned without
the prefix Mor or Mari (master). Of the events of his

life but little is known, and what has been handed down
to us is much lessened in value by an admixture of

apocryphal stories. The following is a translation of a
short memoir of Ephraem from a Syriac source. The
original is found in a 14th century MS., which is printed

by Assemani in the Roman edition of Ephraem's works.

"Tlie blessed Mor Ephraem was a Syrian by birth; his father
was of Nisibis, his niotlier of the city Amida. His father was
an idolatrous priest, and they lived in the time of Constantine
Victor [i.e. the Great]. His father expelled him from home because
he was not obedient to his wicked will; he therefore went and lived
with tlie holy Jlor Jacob, the bishop of Nisibis, and led an entire

life of godliness until the time of Jovian [when Nisibis was, in

363, surrendered to the Persians]. He then left that place and
iMtiie to the city Edessa, whore he received the gift of the Holy
Ghost, and abundantly supplied the church with the gifts and
doctrine of the Spirit. After a time he went to the desert of Egypt,
and from thence to Creaarea of Cappadocia to Basil, and received
from him the impasition of hands for the diaconate. Ho im-
mediately returned to Edessa, and ended his life there in the year
6S4 (of the Greeks), on the ninth day of Haziron ^June), that is,

in the year 373 of the advent of our Lord."

A much longer life, ako extant in Syriac, gives no more
historical data which can be relied on; and the so-called

testament or Will, which professes to contain curious auto-

biographical matter referring to hia religious history and
feelings, is of doubtful authenticity. A careful recension

#f the piece is given by Overbeck in his Opera Selecta. The
statement of the manuscript just quoted, that Ephraem was
born at Nisibis, has the authority of Sozomenus in its favour;

and Ephraem himself, in his commentary on Genesis,

refers to Mesopotamia as his native country. The Syrian

Bources are unanimous about the date of his death, and,

according to Dr Bickell, the dubiety of Riidigcr has arisen

from a misinterpretation, At Edessa Ephraem adopted a

mrnastic life, and is said to have dwelt in a cave near the
town. The story of his visit to Egypt is probably mythical.

Though the external facts of Ephraem's life are thus few
and doubtful, there is no question of the manner in which
he impressed his genius and spirit upon his own age, or of

the great value of his literary remains. His popularity amd
influence among the luxurious and refined peopile of Edessa
were very great. He wrote against Julian, and combated
the heresies of Bardesanes the Gnostic philosopher, of the

Arians and Sabellians, of the Manichaaans and Novatians.'

Whether he was acquainted with Greek or not is a matter
of dispute which can hardly be decided by his writings;

but Geiger has rendered it probable that he had come con-

siderably under Jewish influence, not a few words being
employed by him in an acceptation foreign to Syriac, but
well-known in the Hebrew of his time and country. His
works consist of commentaries, sermons, tractates, and
hymns. Of many the original Syriac appears to have

perished ; and they are only preserved in Greek, Latin,

Armenian, or Slavonic The greater proportion of the ser-

mons and tractates are composed in a metrical form, the verses

being of various measures—tetrasyllable, heptasyllabic,

or octosyllabic,—and arranged in strophes varying from
four to twelve lines. Rhyme and assonance are both

employed at irregular intervals, and, as Geiger has pointed

out in the Zischr. d. D. Morg. Ges., 18G7, a considerable

number of the pieces are alphabetical or nominal acrostics,

though the fact is sometimes disguised in the MSS. by the

misarrangement of the lines. That he has applied his verse

to such prosaic purposes as the refutation of heresy and the

inculcation of orthodoxy would seem of itself to make
heavily against Ephraem's reputation as a poet ; but it is

impossible to read some even of his most unpromising pieces

without admitting that he has a genuine poetic gift. Some
of his hymns on the death of children may rank %: pathos

and happy simplicity with the finest lyrics of their class

;

and there can be no doubt of the imaginative force of such

lines as the following :
—" For before that time Death by

this was made arrogant, and boasted himself of it, ' Behold

priests and kings lie bound by me in the midst of my
prisons.' A mighty war came without warning again?t the

tyrant Death ; and as a robber, the shouts of the foe sur-

prised him and humbled his glory. The dead perceived a

sweet savour of life in the midst of Hades ; and they began

to spread the glad tidings among one another that their

hope was accomplished." Several of the Nisibean poems
are impassioned odes on events in contemporary history, and

are thus of value to the historical student. The Repentance

of Nineveh partakes of the character of the epic.

The principal edition of Ephraem's works was prepared and pub-
lished at Rome under the patronage of the popes Clement XI.,

Clement XII., and Benedict XIV. It consists of three volumes of

Greek texts and three volumes of Syriac texts, with a Latin trans-

lation. The first vol., published in 1732, was edited by Joseph
Simon Assemani, the 4th and 5th (1737 and 1740) by Peti-us

Benedictus, the 6th (1743) by Benedictus (who died before it wa.i

completed) and Stephanus Evodius Assemani, and the 2d and 3d

(1743 and 1746) by .loSeph Simon Assemani. An earlier edition of

171 pieces in 3 folio volumes, edited by Gerhard Vossius, had appeared

at Rome in 1589, 1593, and 1598; and Edward Thwaites had pub-

lished a folio of Greek texts from Oxford MSS. in 1709. The
following are the principal modern contributions to our knowledge

of Ephraem and his works :—Spohn, Collalio iicrsionis syriaca,

quam Pcschiio vacant, cum fragtnentU in comm. Ejihrcumi obviis,

1785,1794; Hahn, Bardesanes Gnostiois, 1819; Hahn, " Ueber
den Gesang in der Svr. Kirche," in Staiidlin and Vater's Kirchen-

hislorisches Archie, 1823; Hahn and SiefTert, Chrcslomathia Sjjriaca

sire S. Ephraemi carmina scleda, 18'J5; Tschimer, "De Claris veteria

ecclesiiB oratoribus," in his Opiiscula aeademica, 1829; Pius Zingerle,

Ausgcwahlle Sehriften dcs heil. Kirchtnvaters Ephraem, Innsbruck,

1830-1833; Lengerke, De Ephraemi Syri arte hermencxdica, Kon-

igsberg, 1 S31 ; J. B. Morris, Select Works of St Ephraem the Syrian*
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EPERAIM, the younger son of Joseph, who received

the precedence over the elder (Manasseh) by the blessing

of Jacob, on the occasion when he adopted both into the

mimber of his sons in place of Joseph their father. Both,

accordingly, were the founders of tribes which bore their

'nareies, the intention of Jacob being that Joseph should

by this means have double the honour accorded to his

brethren. At the exodus from Egypt, the tribe of Ephraim,

of which he was the founder, numbered 40,500, while

that of Manasseh numbered only 32,200 (Numb. i. 32-35),

but in their wanderings the number of the former was
diminished by 8000. Their possessions in the very centre

of Palestine included most of what was afterwards called

Samaria. The proud and ambitious character of the tribe

is indicated in their demands as narrated in Josh. xvii. 14,

Judges viii. 1-3, xii. 1, and they were long jealous of the

regal honours of Judah ; but after the dismemberment of

the tribes, their rivalry was merged in that subsisting

between the two kingdoms.

EPICHARMUS (540-450 B.C.), a celebrated poet of

the old comedy, was bora in the island of Cos, where his

father Elothales was a physician, of the race of the Ascle-

piads. According to Diogenes Laertius, he was brought
to Megara, in Sicily, when only three months old ; but it

is more probable that he migrated thither, as Suidas asserts,

of his own accord at a later period After the destruction

of. Megara he removed to Syracuse, where at the court of

Hiero he spent the remainde.r of his days, dying, it is said,

at ninety years of age. From his protracted residence in

the island he is generally known in antiquity as a Sicilian

(Hor. Ep. ii. 1. 58). Epicharmus studied philosophy, it is

Eaid, under Pythagoras, for it is now generally admitted that

Epicharmus the Pythagorean, and Epicharmus the father

of the old comedy are identical. It was only after his

residence in Megara, a colony from the Isthmian Megara,
which disputed with Athens the invention of comedy,
that he turned his attention to that branch of dramatic
literature. His principal merit in this department seems
to have consisted in the exclusion of that vulgar buffoonery
which disgraced all previous comedies, and in the introduc-

tion of a regular plot in which the comus, or band of

revellers, sustained the dialogue, with which maxims
drawn from the Pythagorean ethics were liberally inter-

spersed.

'• Tho subjects of the plays of Epicharmus," says lliWUr [Dorians,
Iv. 7, 2) "were mostly mythological, i.e., parodies or travesties of
mythology, nearly iu the style of the satyrical drama of Athens.
Thus in the comedy of Biisiris Hercules was represented >n the
most ludicrons light as a voracious glntton; and he ?ras again
exhibited in the same character (with a mixture perhaps of satirical
remarks on the luxury of the times) in The Murriaye of Hebe, in
which an astonishing number of dishes was mentioned. He also,
like Aristophanes, handled politiral subjects, and invented comic
characters like the later Athenian poets. The piece called The
PlunAerinris, which described tlie devastation of Sicily in his time,
had a political meaning; and this was perhaps also the case with
The Islnmis : at lejust it was mentioned in this play that Hieron
had prevented Anaxilas from destroying Locri."

Of his comedies, which are generally written in trochaic

Jetrameters, thirty-five titles and a few fragments are still

Extant. The excellence of his dramatic style is proved by
the high estimation in which he is held by Plato (Thccct,

p. 152, e).

EPICTETUS (the word means " acquired," but no other

name has been handed down for him) was, according to.the

received account, born at Hicrapulls, a town in the south

west quarter of Phrygia. His life extends between a daie

slightly anterior and a date slightly posterior to the second

half of tho 1st century a.d. While young, he was one of

the slaves of Epaphroditus, a frccdmau and courtier of the

emperor Nero ; and while in that position, he managed
to attend tho lectures of JIusouius Kufus, an important
and esteemed teacher of the Stoical system during the reigns

of Nero and Vespasian. Epictetus was lame—whether
from birth or in consequence of an accident or of his

owner's cruelty is unknown ; he was also of w-eakly health.

That he was a free man in the later part of his life is

evident, but the means by which his liberty was obtained
are unrecorded. In the days of Domitian he was one of

the recognised votaries and perhaps professors of philo-

sophy ; and in the year 90, when that emperor, irritated!

by the support and encouragement which the opposition
to his tyranny found amongst the adherents of Stoicism,

issued an edict to all philosophers to quit Rome, Epictetus
was amongst those who withdrew into the provinces. Foe
the rest of his life he settled at Nicopolis, a town "of

southern Epirus, not far from the scene of the battle of

Actiuni. There for several years he lived, and taught by
close earnest personal address and conversation. Accord-
ing to some authorities he lived into the time of Hadrian,
he himself mentions the coinage of the emperor Trajatb •

His contemporaries and the next generation held his charac-
ter and teaching in high honour. According to Lucian>
the earthenware lamp which had belonged to the sage was
bought by an enthusiastic relic-hunter for 3000 drachmas^
He was never married. He wrote nothing ; but much of
his teaching was taken dowuVith affectionate care by his
pupil Flavins Arrianus, the historian of Alexander the
Great, and is preserved in two treatises, of the larger o£

which, called the Discourses of Epictdus ('EttiktiJtou Atarpi-

fiaCj, four books are still extant. The other treatise is a
shorter and has been a more popular work, the Manual or

Ey;(e(/DiStoi'. It Contains in an aphoristic form the mam
doctrines of the longer work. There exists a tolerably-

extensive commentary on the Maiival by Siniplicius.

The philosophy of Epictetus is stamped with an intensely

practical character, and exhibits a high idealistic type of

moralitv. He is an earnest, sometimes stern and some-)

times pathetic preacher of righteousness, who despises the
mere graces of a literary and rhetorical lecturer and the
subtleties of an abstruse logic. He has no patience with
mere antiquarian study of the Stoical writers. The problem
of how life is to be carried out well is the one question
which throws all other inquiries into the shade. " When
you enter the school of the philosopher, ye enter the room
of a surgeon; and as ye are not whole when ye come inj

ye cannot leave it with a smile, but with pain." . True
education lies in learning to wish things to be as they
actually are : it lies in learning to distinguish what is our
own from what does not belong to us. But there is oniy
one thing which is fully our own,—that is, our will or

purpose. God, acting as a good king and a true father,

has given us a will which cannot be restrained, compelled,

or'thwarted; he has put it wholly in our own power, so

that even he himself has no power to check or control it.

Nothing external, neither death nor exile nor pain nor any
such thing,. is ever the cause of our acting or not acting

;

the sole true cause lies in our opinions and judgments.
Nothing can ever force us to act against our will ; if we
are conquered, it is because we have willed to be conquered.
And thus, although we are not responsible for the ideaa

that present themselves to our consciousness, we are abso
lutely and without any modification responsible for the
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way in which wc use them. Nothing is ours besides our
will. And tho divine law which bids us keep fast what
is our own forbids us to inako any claim to what is not

oura ; and v/liilo enjoining us to make use of whatever is

given to us, it bids us not long after what has not been

given. "Two maxims," ho says, "wo must ever bear in

mind,—tlmt opart from tho will there is nothing either

good or bad, and tliat we must not try to anticipate or direct

events, but merely accept them with intelligence." We
must, iu short, resign ourselves to whatever fate and fortune

bring to us, believing, as the first article of our creed, that

tliere is a god, whoso thought directs tho universe, and

that not merely in our acts, but oven in our thoughts and
plans, wo cannot escape his eye. In the world, according

to Epictotus, tlie true position of man is that of member
(>f a great system, which comprehends God and men.

•Each human being is thus a citizen of two cities. He -is

in the first instance a citizen of his own nation or common-
wealth in a corner of the world; but ho is also a member
of tho great city of gods and men, whereof the city poli-

tical is only a copy hi miniature. AH men are the eons

of God, and kindred in nature with the divinity. For
man thougb a member in the system of the world is more
than a merely subservient or instrumental part ; he has also

within him a principle which can guide and understand

the movement of all the members ; he can enter into the

method of divine administration, and thus can learn—and
it is the acme of his learning—tho will of God, which is

the will of nature. Man, said the Stoic, is a rational

animal; and in virtue of that rationality he is neither less

fior worse than the gods, for the magnitude of reason is

estimated not by length nor by height, but by its judg-

ments. Each man has within him a guardian spirit, a god

within him, who never sleeps ; so that eren in darkness

and solitude we are never alone, because God is within,

and our guardian spirit. The body which accompanies us

is not strictly speaking ours ; it is a poor dead thing, which

belongs to the things outside us. But by reason we are

the masters of those ideas and appearances which present

themselves from without ; we can combine them, end sys-

tematize, and can set up in ourselves an order of ideas

corresponding with the order of nature.

The natural instinct of animated life, to which man also

is originally subject, is self-preservation and self-interest.

But men are so ordered and constituted that the individual

cannot secure his own interests unle.ss he contribute to the

common welfare. We are bound up by the law of nature

with the whole fabric of the world. The aim of the philo-

sopher therefore is to reach tho position of a mind which

embraces the whole world in its view,—«o grow into the

mind of God and to make the will of nature our own.

Such a sage agrees in his thought with God; he no longer

blames either God or man ; he fails of nothing which he

purposes and falls in with no misfortune unprepared; he

indulges neither in anger nor envy nor jealousy; he is

leaving manhood for godhead, and in his dead body his

thoughts are concerned about his fellowship with God,

The historical models to which Epictetus reverts are

Diogenes and Socrates. But he frequently describes an

ideal character of a m.issionary sage, the perfect Stoic—or,

as he calls hira, the Cynic. " The Cynic, " he says, "is a

messenger sent from God to men to show them the error

of their ways about good and evil, and how they seek good

and evil where they cannot be found." This missionary

has neither country nor home nor land nor slave ; his bed

is the ground ; he is without wife or child ; his only man-
sion is the earth and sky and a shabby cloak. It must

be that he suffer stripes ; and being beaten, he must love

those who beat him as if he were a father or a brother.

He must be perfectly unembarrassed in the service uf God,

not bound by tho common tics of life, nor entangled by
relationships, which if he transgresses ho will lose th«

character of a man of honour, while if ho upholds there

ho will c;ace to be tho messenger, watchman, and hcr»ld

of the gods. The perfect man thus described will not be

angry with tho wrong-doer ; he will only pity his erring

brother; for anger in such a case would only betray that

he too thought the wrong-doer gained a substantial bless-

ing by his wrongful act. instead of being, as ho is, utterly

ruined,

Tlie best edition of tho works of Kpictetua is tliat hy Scliweig-

hauser in 6 vols. 8vo, 1799-1800. There are at least two Engliali

translations,—an old one by Elizabeth Carter, and a recent version

by George Long. (W. W.)

EPICURUS, the founder of the Epicurean school of

philosophy, was born in tho end of 342 or the beginning

of 341 B.C., seven years after the death of Plato, His

father Neoclcs belonged to Gargettos, one of the small

villages of Attica, but had settled in Samos, not later

than 352, as one of the colonLsts sent out by the

Athenian state after tho conquest of tho island by
Timotheus in 360. In Samos, and also at T-eos, Epicurus

passed the early years of his life, probably assisting

his father, who was a common schoolmaster, possibly,

too, assisting his mother Archestrata in the practice

of her witchcraft—if we may believe doubtful tales.

At the age of 18 he went to Athens, where the Platonic

school was flourishing under the lead of Xenocrates, and

which Aristotle had recently quitted for Chalcis to avoid an

indictment for impiety. This visit to Athens, however,

was a short one, for in the next year (322) Antipater the

Macedonian punished the Athenians for their incipient

revolt by banishing about 12,000 of the poorer citizens to

distant shores. It was in connec'„.on with this event that

Epicurus joined hia father, who was now located at

Colophon. It seems possible that before this time he had

listened to some lectures from Nausiphanes, a Democritean

philosopher—perhaps also from others—but there is little

reason to suppose that he was much better than a petty-

teacher like his father. The first awakening of the philo-

sophic spirit was seen, it is said, when he asked his teacher,

as they read together in Hesiod how chaos was the first

of all things, " What then preceded chaos 1 " Stimulated

further by the perusal of some writings of Democritus,

Epicurus began to formulate a doctrine of his own ; and
at Mitylene and Lampsacus, where he spent several

years, he gradually gathered round him several disciples

who adopted his views with enthusiasm. In 307, the

year in which Demetrius Poliorcetes entered Athens and

restored to it an at least nominal freedom, Epicurus

returned to that city, which had now for a century and a

half been the recognized head-quarters of Greek philosophy.

Half his life was past ; for the remaining thirty-six years he

continued at Athens, with the exception of one or two visits

to his friends in Ionia The scene of his philosophic life

and teaching was a garden which he bought at the cost of

about £300 (80 minas). There he passed his days as the

loved and venerated head of a remarkable society, such as

the ancient world had never seen. Amongst the unmber
were Metrodorus, a bosom-friend of more energetic temper-

ament than Epicurus ; during their acquaintance, which

lasted till the death of Metrodorus seven years before his

friend, they only parted company for the space of six months.

Timocrates, a brother of Metrodorus, was another member

;

so were Polyaenus, a fair-minded and studious man, Hermar-
chus, a son of poor parents, who succeeded Epicurus as

chief of the school, Leonteus, and others. Nor were
women absent from the philosophic coterie. Themista, the

wife of Leonteus, was a friend and correspondent of

Eoicurus; Id^meneus,- another member, had married a
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Mster of Metrodorus ; and jretrodorus Liraself bad as his

consort Leontion, once a hetiera in Athens, but now the

mother of a boy and girl, for whose welfare Epicurus

made special provision in his will. That these were not

the only ladies in the society is possible enough, and it is

possible that the relations between the sexes—in this pro-

totype of Kabelais's Abbey of Thelime—were not entirely

what is termed Platonic. But there is on the other hand
scarcely a doubt that the tales of licentiousness which ill-

tempered opponents circulated regarding the society of the

garden arc groundless. The stories of the Stoics, who
sought occasionally to refute the views of Epicurus by an

appeal to his alleged antecedents and habits, v/ere no doubt

in the main, as Diogenes Laertius says, the stories of

maniacs. The general charges against him which they

endeavoured to substantiate by forged letters need not

count for much. Even when they tried to show that he

was not a citizen with full rights', that he was a plagiarist

of other men's wisdom, a correspondent of ladies whom
the aristocracy of the period held of dubious rank, an

Ignoramus, and a scandalous and abusive critic of his

opponents, they only exaggerated what, if true, was not so

heinous as they wished it to appear. Against them trust

worthy authorities testified to his general and remarkable

considerateness ; they pointed to the statues which the city

had raised in his honour, and above all to the numbers of

his friends, who were many enough to fill whole cities.

The mode of life in his community was plain. The
general drink was water, and the food barley bread ; half a

pint of wine was held an ample allowance. " Send me,"

says Epicurus to a correspondent, " send me some Cythnian
cljeese, so that, should I choose, I may fare sumptuously."

But though they lived together, Epicurus would not let

his friends throw all their property into the common.stock
;

that, he remarked, would imply distrust of their own and
others' good resolutions. The company was held in unity

by the siren-like charms of his personality, and by the free

sociality which he inculcated and exemplified. Though
lie seems to have had a warm affection for his countrymen,
it was as human beings brought into contact with him, and
not as members of a political body, that he preferred to

re;;ard them. He never entered public life. His kindli-

ness extended even to his slaves, one of whom, named
Mouse, was a brother in philosophy.

Epicurus died of stone in 270 B.C. In a letter to a
fiieiid, he speaks of the pleasure afforded to him in his

sufferings by the remembrance of happy hours spent in

leasoning on the questions of philosophy. He passed

away bidding his friends keep in mind the doctrines he
had taught them. By his will he left his property, con-

sisting of the garden, a house in !Melite (the south-west

quarter of Athens), and apparently some funds besides, to

two trustees for behoof of his society, and for the special

interest of some youthful members. The garden was set

apart for the use of the school ; the house became the

house of Herraarchus and his fellow-philosophers during

his life-time. The surplus proceeds of the property were
further to be applied to maintain a yearly offering in com-
memoration of his departed fathei, mother, and brothers,

to pay the expenses incurred in celebrating his own birth-

day every year on the 7th Gamelion, and for a social

gathering of the sect on the 20th of every month in

lionour of himself and Jletrodorus. Besides similar tributes

in honour of his brothers and Poly^nus, he directed the

trustees to bo guardians of the son of Poly.-cnus and the son

of Jletrodorus; whilst the daughter of the last-mentioned

was to be married by the guardian to some member of

the society who should be approved of by Hermarchus.
His four slaves, thiee men and one woman, were left their

freedom. His books pas»ed on to Herniaichu*.

Epicurus was a voluminous writer,—the author, it is

said, of about 300 works. He had a style and vocabulary

of his own. His chief aim in writing was plainness and
intelligibility, but his want of order and of logical preci-

sion considerably thwarted the realization of his purpose.

He pretended to have read little, and to bo the original

architect of his own system, and the claim was no doubt

on the whole true. But he had read Democritu.s, and it is

said Anaxagoras and Archelaus were also amongst his

mors favourite philosophical authors. His works, it is

said, were full of repetition,—which was natural enough

;

and critics profess to. have found in them some vulgarities

of language and faults of style. But at any rate they

were read and remembered, his pupils got them by heart,

and to the last era of Epicureanism they continued in full

authority. His chief work was a treatise on nature, in

thirty-seven books, of which fragments from about nine

books have been found in the rolls discovered at Hercu-

laneum, along with considerable treatuses by several of hia

followers, and most notably Philodemus. An epitome of

his doctrine is contained in three letters preserved by

Diogenes.

The Epicurean philosophy is traditionally divided into

the three branches of logic, physics, and ethics. But it

is only as a basis of facts and principles for his theory of

life that logical and physical inquiries find a place at all.

Epicurus himself had not apparently shared in any large

or liberal culture, and his influence was certainly thrown

on the side of those who depreciated purely scientific

pursuits as one-sided and misleading. " Steer clear of all

culture" was his advice to a "young disciple. In this aver-

sion to a purely or mainly intellectual training may be
traced a recoil from the systematic metaphysics of Plato

and Aristotle. With these writers the tendency was to

sacrifice the moral to the intellectual—to subordinate the

practical man to the philosopher. Ethics had been based
upon logic and metaphysics; more had been done to explain

the formation of a right judgment in matters of morality

than to explain or promote right action. But every-day

experience showed that no amount of merely intellectual

study is preventive of immorality, and that the systematic

knowledge of truth is one thing and right action is

another. It seemed to many as well as to Epicurus that

the philosophy of Plato and Aristotle led to an aristocracy

of intellect, but not to a commonwealth of happiness and
goodness. In this way a reaction set in against reasoning

and speculation
; people wanted to get back to common

sense and the feelings of ordinary men. In the second
place, Plato and Aristotle had constructed their moral
theories on the assumption that a state or a city existed

which both showed in the shape of its several institutions

how the individual man was expected to behave, and
threatened him with various penalties in case he attempted
to find out a way of action for himself. They could

accordingly give themselves the comparatively easy task of

showing how the individual could learn to apprehend and
embody in his own conduct the moral law which was
exhibited in the institutions of society. But experience had
in the time of Epicurus shown the temporary and artificial

character of the civic form of social life. It was necessary

therefore for Epicurus to go back to nature to find a more
enduring and a wider foundation for ethical doctrine, and
to decline the help that might be derived from a consider-

ation of the existing form of political union. It was no,

less necessary to go back from words to realities, to give

up reasonings and get at feelings, to test conceptions and
arguments by a final reference to the only touchstone of

truth—to sensation. There, and there only, one seems to

find a common and a satisfactory ground, supposing always

that all men's feelings give the same answer. Logic must
VIII. — 6o
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go, but so also must the state, as a specially-privileged and

eternal order of things, as anything more than a contriv-

ance serving certain purposes of general utility.

To the Epicureans the elaborate logic of the Stoics was

a superfluity. In place of logic wo find canonic, the

theory of the tests of truth and reality. The only ultimate

canon of reality is sensation and feeling ; whatever wo
feel, whatever wo perceive by any sense, that we know on

the most certain evidence wo can have to be real, and in

proportion as our fooling is clear, distinct, and vivid, in

that proportion aro we sure of the rea,lity of its object.

The truth of anything is measured by its vivid and effective

presence in consciousness. But in what that vividness

{ivapyeia) consists is a question which Epicurus does not

raise, and which he would no doubt have deemed super-

fluous quibbling over a matter sufTiciently settled by com-

mon sense. Besides our sensations, we learn truth and

reality by our preconceptions or ideas (TrpoXiji/^cis). These

pre the fainter images produced by repeated sensations,

Jhe "ideas" resulting from previous "impressions"

—

feonsations at second-hand as it were, which are stored up

Jn memory, and which a general name serves to recall.

These bear witness to reality, not because we feel anything

now, but because we folt it once ; they are sensations

registered in language, and again, if need be, trans-

latable into immediate sensations or groups of sensation.

Lastly, reality is vouched for by the imaginative appre-

hensions of the mind (tftavTaa-TLKal €iri/?oAai,'), immediate

feelings of which the mind is conscious as produced by
pome action of its own. This last canon, however, was of

dubious validity. Epicureanism generally stopped by affirm-

ing that whatever we efTectively feel in consciousness is

real ; in which sense they allow reality to the fancies of

the insane, the dreams of a sleeper, and those feelings by
which we imagine the existence of beings of perfect

blessedness and endless life. And similarly, just because

fear, hope, and remembrance add to the intensity of con-

sciousness, can the Epicurean hold that bodily pain and
pleasure is a less durable and important thing than pain

and pleasure of mind. Whatever we feel to affect us does

affect us, and is therefore real. Error can only arise be-

cause we mix up our opinions and suppositions with what
We actually feel. The Epicurean canonic is a rejection of

logic; it sticks fast to the one point that "sensatioi. is

sensation," and there is no more to be made of it. Sensa-

tion, it says, is unreasoning (aXoyo;); it 'must be accepted,

and not criticised. Reasoning can only come in to put

sensations together, and to point out how they severally

contribute to human welfare; it does not make them,

find cannot alter them.

In tjie Eiiicurean physics we have two parts,—a general

ptietaphysic and psychology, and a special explanation of

particular phenomena of nature. It is in this department
that we find exemplified the method of the founder. That
method consists in argument by analogy: we apply the

process which we have learned in some familiar instance

to explain and rationalize for our own satisfaction some
nbscure and distant process which we do not understand.
It is an attempt to make the phenomena of nature intelli-

jiole to us by regarding them as instances oa a grand scale

pf what we are already familiar with on a small. This is

ivhat Epicurus calls explaining what we do not see by
what we do see. It supposes us to know and compro-.
hend what we are familiar with, and assumes that to
explain is to substitute a process with which we are at
home for one which we cannot penetrate, but which, with-
)kt contradicting any of the phenomena, maybe conceived
to take place in a similar way.

In physics Epicurus foundoc upon Dcmocritus, and Lis
chief object was to abolith tho dualism bulweeu mind aijd

matter which is so essential a point in tiie systems Ol

Plato and Aristotle. All that exists, says Epicurus, ia

corporeal (to irai/ eo-Ti coj/ia) ; the intangible is non-existent,

or empty space. If a thing exists it must be felt, and to

be felt it must exert resistance. But all things are not

intangible which our senses are not subtle enough to

detect. We must indeed accept our feelings; but we must
also believe much which is not directly testified by sensa-

tion, if only it does not contravene our sensations and
serves to explain phenomena. The fundamental postulates

of Epicureanism are atoms and the void. We must believe,

according to him, that space is infinite, and that there is

an illimitable multitude of indestructible, indivisible, and
absolutely compact atoms in perpetual motion in this il-

limitable space. These atoms, differing only in size, figure,

and weight, aro perpetually moving with equal velocities,

but at a rate far surpassing our conceptions ; as they move,

they are for ever giving rise to new worlds; and these

worlds are perpetually tending towards dissolution, and
towards a fresh series of creations. This universe of ours

is only one section out of the innumerable worlds in in-

finite space ; other worlds may present systems very

different from the arrangement of sun, moon, and stars,

which we see in this. The soul of man is only a finer

species of body, spread throughout the whole aggregation

which wo term his bodily frame. Like a warm breath,

it pervades the human structure and works with it; nor

could it act as it does in perception unless it were corporeal.

The various processes of sense, notably vision, are explained

on the principles of materialism. From the surfaces of

all objects there are continually flowing thiri filmy images

exactly copying the. solid body whence they originate;

and these images by direct impact on the organism produce

(we need not care to ask how) the phenomena of vision.

Epicurus in this way explains vision by substituting for

the apparent action of a body at a distance a direct contact

of image and organ. But without following the explana-

tion into the details in which it revels, it may be enough
to say that the whole hypothesis is but an- attempt to

exclude the occult conception of action at a distance, and
substitute a familiar phenomenon.

This tendential character of the Epicurean physics

becomes more palpable when we look at his mode of

rendering particular phenomena intelligible. His purpose

is to eliminate all ideas by which the grander phenomena
of nature are popularly attributed °to Divine interference.

That there are gods Epicurus never dreams of denying

;

the 'feelings of human nature are too vivid which present

to our mind's eye beings of perfect blessedness and
unbroken tranquillity. But these gods have not on their

shoulders the burden of upholding and governing the

world. They are themselves the products of the order of

nature,—a higher species than humanity, "but not the

rulers of man, neither the makers nor the upholders of the

world. JIan should worship t'jem, but his worship is the

reverence due to the ideals of perfect blessedness ; it ought
not to be inspired either by 1 ope or by fear. To prevent

all reference of the more potent phenomena of nature to

divine action Epicurus rationalizes the processes of the

cosmos. He imagines all possible plans or hypotheses,

not actually contradicted by our experience of familiar

events, which will represent in an intelligible way the

processes of astronomy and meteorology. When two or

more modes of accounting for a phenomena are equally

admissible as not directly contradicted by known pheno-

mena, it seems to Epicurus almost a return to the old

mythological habit of mind when a savant asserts that the

real cause is one and only one. Thus, after several

hypothetical actout ts of how thunder may be brought

about, hs adds. " ThunJar may be '\xDlc-iiied iu mauy
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ather ways ; only let us have no iii) ths of flivino action

To assicii only a single cause for these ijUcnoinona, when

the fat's familiar to us suggest several, is insane, and is

iust the absurd conduct to hf expected from ijcuplo who
dabble in the vanities of astronomy " Wo need not bo

too curious to inquire how these celestial phenomena

actually do come about ; we can learn how they might havu

been produced, and to go further is to trench on ground

beyond the limits of human knowledge.

Thus, if Epicurus objects to the doctrine of mythology,

he objects no less to the doctrine of an inevitable fate, a

iiecessary order of things unchangeable and supremo over

the human will. " Better were it," he says, " to accept

all the legends of the gods than to make ourselves slaves

to the fate of the natural philosophers." Fatalism, which

was the doctrine of the Stoics, seemed to Epicurus no less

deadly a foe of man's true welfare than popular supersti-

tion. Eveu in the movement of the atoms he introduces a

sudden change of direction, which is supposed to render

their aggregation easier, and to break the even law

of destiny. So, in the sphere of human action, Epicurus

would allow of no absolutely controlling necessity. There

is much in our circumstances that springs from mere

chance, but it does not overmaster man. With a latent

optimism, Epicurus asserts that, though there are evils in

the world, still their domination is brief at the height,

and there are many consoling circumstances ; while, on the

other hand, it is easy to attain the maximum of pleasure.

The sphere of man's action is marked by self-determina-

tion , he need own no master. " Better," he says, " is

the misfortune of the man who has planned his way wisely,

than the prosperity of him who has devised foolishly."

In fact, it is only when w^ assume for man this indepen-

dence of the gods and of fatality that the Epicurean theory

of life becomes possible It assumes that man can, like

the gods, withdraw himself out of reach of all external

influences, and thus, as a sage, " live like a god among

men, seeing that the man is in no wise like a mortal

creature who lives in undying blessedness." And this pre-

sent life is the only one. With one consent Epicureanism

preaches that the death of the body is the end of every-

thing for man, and hence the other world has lost all its

terrors as well as all its hopes.

The attitude of Epicurus in this whole matter is antago-

nistic to science. The idea of a systematic enchainment of

phenomena, in which each is conditioned by every other,

and none can be taken in isolation and explained apart

from the rest, was foreign to his mind. When that idea

is embraced, then obviously the whole group of phenomena
must be taken into account in determining whether any

hypothesis will serve to explain a detached section. But
so little was the scientific conception of the solar system

familiar to Epicurus that he could reproach the astronomers,

because their account of an eclipse represented things other-

wise than as they appear to the senses, and could declare

that the sun and stars were just as large as they seemed

to us.

The moral philosophy of Epicurus is the heir of the

Cyrenaic doctrine that pleasure is the good thing in life.

Neither sect, it may be added, advocated sensuality pure

and unfeigned,— the Epicurean least of all. By pleasure

Epicurus meant both more and less than the Cyrenaics.

To the Cyrenaics pleasure was of moments ; to Epicurus

it extended as a habit of mind through life. To the

Cyrenaics pleasure was something active and positive ; to

Epicurus it was rather negative,— tranquillity more than

vigorous enjoyment. The test of true pleasure, according

to Epicurus, is the removal and absorption of all that

gi-ves pain ; it implies freedom from pain of body and

from trouble of mind. The linppmess of the Epicurean

was, it might almost seem, a grav« aud solemn pleasure—
^

a quiet unobtrusive tase of heart, but not exuberanco

and excitement. The Cyrenaic was a buoyant and self-

reliant nature, who lived in the light of a grander day

in Crcece; and he plucked pleasures carelessly and lightly

from the trees in the garden of life as he passed through

on his journey, without anxiety for the future, or regret

for the past. The sage of Epicureanism is a rational

and reflective seeker for happiness, who balances the claims

of each pleasure against the evils that may possibly ensue,

and trcadd the path of enjoyment cautiously, as befits "a
sober reason which inquires diligently into the grounds of

acting or refraining from action, and which banishes those

prejudices from which spring the chief perturbation of the

soul.'' rrudenlial wisdom is therefore the only means by

which a truly happy life may be attained ; it is thus the

chief excellence, and the foundation of all the virtues. It

is, in fact, says Epicurus,—in language which contrasts

strongly with that of Aristotle on the same topic
—

" a

more precious power than philosophy." Pleasure stiU

remains the end ; but the natural instinct which prompts

to take any opportunity of enjoyment is held in check by

the reflection on consequences. The reason or intellect

is introduced to measure pleasures—to balance possible

pleasures and pains—to construct a scheme in which

pleasures are the materials of a happy life. Feeling, which

Epicurus declared to be the means of determining what is

good, is subordinated to a reason which adjudicates between

competing pleasures with the view of securing tranquil-

lity of mind and body. But to do so is no easy task

;

it makes the search for pleasure almost an impossibility.

Epicurus io more clearly in the right when he expatiates

on the necessary interdopendence of virtue and happiness :

'' We cannot live pleasantly without living wisely and

nobly and righteously " Virtue is at least a means of

happiness, though apart from that it is no good in itself,

any more than mere sensual enjoyments, which are good

oniy because they may sometimes serve to secure health of

body and tranquillity of mind.

The theory of Epicurus has no direct utilitarian tone.

Its aim is the happiness of the individual. But its selfish-

ness is- tempered by friendship. The only duties which

Epicurus recognizes are those which have been freely

accepted on rational grounds, not from the compulsion of

appetite or of circumstances. Thus the ideal of Epicurean

society was the friendly circle. The family and the

state imposed, as he thought, obligations which lessened

the independence of man, and subjected him to externals.

" The -sage," he says, " will not marry and beget children,

nor will he take part in state afl'airs. Though holding

but little by many conventionalities, he will not assume a

cynical or stoical indifference to others ; he will not form

hard and fast judgments ; he will not believe all sinners to

be equally depraved, nor all sages equally wise." Friend-

ship—like the state in its first origin—is based upon

utility; but in it our relations are less forced; and though

its motive be utility, still one rnust begin the good -work

of well-doing, even as the husbandman first bestows his

labour and wealth upon the soil from which he hopes ona

day to receive fruit in return.

Even in the lifetime of Epicurus we hear of the vast

numbers of his friends, not merely in Greece, but in Asia

and Egypt. The crowds of Epicureans were a standing

enigma to the adherents of less popular sects. Cicero

pondered over the fact; Arcesilaus explained the secession to

the Epicurean camp, compared with the fact that no Epi-

curean was ever known to have abandoned his school, by

saying that, though it was possible for a man to be turned

into a eunuch, no eunuch could ever become a maiL But

the phenomenon was not obscure. The doctrine has many
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tnitLs, and attracts most natures in some of its parts, espe-

cially in an ago of religious scepticism. Besides, Epicure-

anism resembled a church more than a philosophical scliooL

It was not very systematic, bat very dogmatic. To develop

it would have been to destroy it, for its great point was

to hold fast to certain principles of common sense. The

dogmas of Epicurus became to his followers a creed em-

bodying the truths on which salvation depended ; and they

passed on from one generation to another with scarcely a

change or addition.

The immediate disciples of Epicurus have been already

mentioned, with the exception of Colotes. In the 2nd

century B.C. Apollodorus and Zeno of Sidon taught at

Athens. About 150 B.C. Epicureanism established itself

at Rome. Beginning with C. Amafinius, we find, the

names of Phfedrus and Philodemus as distinguished Epi-

cureans in the time of Cicero. But the greatest of its

Koman names was Lucretius, whose De Rermn Natura

embodies the main teaching of Epicurus with great exact-

ness, and with a beauty which the subject seemed scarcely

to allow. Lucretius is a proof, if any were needed, that

Epicureanism is compatible with nobility of soul. In the

1st century of the Christian era, the nature of the time,

with its active political struggles, naturally called Stoicism

more into the foreground
;
yet Seneca, though nominally

a Stoic, draws nearly all his suavity and much of his

paternal wisdom from the writings of Epicurus. The

position of Epicureanism as a recognized school in the 2nd

century is best seen in the fact that it was one of the

four schools (the others were the Stoic, Platonist, and Peri-

patetic) which were placed on a footing of equal endow-

ment when Marcus Aurelius founded chairs of philosophy

at Athens. The evidence of Diogenes proves that it still

subsisted as a school a century later, but its spirit lasted

longer than its formal organisation as a school. . A great

deal of the best of the Renaissance was founded on Epi-

cureanism.

The chief ancient account of .Epicuru3 is to be found in tlie 10th

book of Diogenes Laertius, in Lucretius, and in several treatises of

Cicero and Plutarch. Gassendi, in his De Vila, Jforibus, el Doctrina

EpicuH (lyyons, 1647), and his Synlagma Philosophim Epicuri,

h.i3 systematized the doctrine. The Vohmina Herciilanensia,i\M

first series of which in 11 vols. fol. was published between 1793

and 1855 at Kaples, and the second series of which, begun in 1861,

is still going on, contain numerous fragments of treatises by Epi.

curus, and several members of his school. The fragments of the

second and eleventh books have been edited after Rosini, by Orelli, T,

Gorapcrtz, iu his J/crl-uIavische Studien, and in recent contributions

to the Vienna -Academy (it/oi'.afsieric'i^f). has tried to evolve from

the fiofiuicDlc more approximation to modern empiricism than they

seem to contain. Cf. also G. Trezza, Epieiiro e VEpicureismo,

I'lotonce, 1877, and Zeller's Philosophy of l/ie Stoics, Epicm cans,

and Sceptics translated by Reichel. (W. W.)

EPI DAMNUS, an ancient city of Illyricura, was founded

oy a joint colony of Corcyreans and Corinthians towards the

close of the 7th century B.C., and from its admirable position

and the fertility of the surrounding country soon rose into

very considerable importance. The dissolution of its original

oligarchical government by the increasing power of the

democrats was one of the causes that contributed to bring

about the Peloponnesian war, in the course of which it soon

sank into a secondary position, and ultimately disappeared

altogether from the contest. In 312 B.C. it v.-as seized by

Glaucias, king of the Illyrians ; and about the close of the

war it was attacked by pirates, who were twice driven back

—on the second occasion by the timely arrival of assistance

from Rome. As the name Epidamnus sounded to Roman
ears like an evil omen, the alternative name of Dyrrachium,

which it probably received from the rugged nature of the

adjoining sea-coast, came into general use. In the later

history of the Roman republic Dyrrachium became famous
as the place where Pompey made the last successful resist-

anoo to the ri-sing fortunes of C*esar, who was at 'ength

compelled to transfer the thc.itre of war to another quarter.

At the end of the struggle between Antony and Augustus
it fell into the hands of the latter, and was by him made
ov«r to a colony of his veteran troops. Under the Lower
Empire it became the capital of Epirus Nova, and attained

remarkable prosperity. In 481 it was besieged by
Theodoric, the king of the East Goths ; and in the 10th

and 11th centuries it frequently had to defend itself against

the Bulgarians. The emperor Ducaa bestowed it aa a
duchy on Bryennius. In 1082 it was stormed by the

Norman Guiscard, v/ho in the previous year had defeated

the Greeks under their emperor Alexins ; and in 1185 it

fell into the hands of King William of Sicily. Surrendered

to Venice on the division of the Byzantine kingdom, it

afterwards broke loose from the republic. In 1273 it waa
laid in ruins by an earthquake ; but it soon recovered from

the disaster, and in the beginning of the next century it

appears as an independent duchy under Philip of Otranto.

The Turks obtained possession in 1503. See Dubazzo,
vol. vii. p. 553.

EPIDAURUS, a maritime city of ancient Greece, on the

eastern coast of Argolis, sometimes distinguished as ^ Upa
'Eniiaupoi, or Epidaurus the Holy. It stood on a small

rocky peninsula with a natural harbour on the northern

side and an open but serviceable bay on the southern ; and

from this position acquired the epithet of 8i'oTo/ios, or the

two-mouthed. Its narrow but fertile territory consisted of

a plain shut in on all sides except towards the sea by con-

siderable elevations, among which the most remarkable

were Mount Arachnaeon (the modern Arna) and Titthiom

The conterminous states were Corinth, Argos, Troezen, and
Hermione. Its proximity to Athens and the islands of

the Saronic gulf, the commercial advantages of its position,

and the fame of its temple of jEsculapius combined to make
Epidaurus a place of no small importance. Its origin was
ascribed to a Carian colony, whose memory was possibly

preserved in Epicarus, the earlier name of the city ; it

was afterwards occupied by lonians, and appears to have

incorporated a body of Phlegyans from Thessaly. The
lonians in turn succumbed to the Dorians of Argos, who,

according to the legend, were led by Deiphontes ; and from

that time the city continued to preserve its Dorian charac-

ter. It not only colonized the neighbouring islands, and
founded the city of .^Egina, by which it was, ultimately out-

stripped in wealth and power, but also took part with the

people of Argos and Troezen in their settlements in the

south of Asia Minor. The monarchical government intro-

duced by Deiphontes gave way to an oligarchy, and the

oligarchy degenerated into a despotism. When Procles the

tyrant was carried captive by Periander of Corinth, the

oligarchy was restored; and the people of Epidaurus con-

tinued ever afterwards close allies of the Spartan power.

The gsverning body consisted of 180 members, chosen from
certain influential families, and the executive was entrusted

to a select committee of artynce. The rural population,

who had no share in the affairs of the city, were called

KonVoSe?, or dusty feet. Among the objects of interest

described by Pausanias as extant in Epidaurus are the
image of Athena Cissasa in the Acropolis, the temple of

Dionysus and Artemis, a shrine of Aphrodite, statues of

yEsculapius and his wife Epione, and a temple of Hera,
The sits of the last is identified with the .chapel of St
Nicolas ; a few portions of the outer walls of the city can
bo traced ; and the name Epidaurus is still preserved by
the little village of Nea-Epidavros, or Pidhavro. About
five miles from the city stood a famous temple of

.^sculapius, in , beautiful valley in the heart of the
mountains ; and in its neighbourhood were buildings for

the accommodation and recreation of the patients who
flocked thither in ouest of health : so that the spot was
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practically a prototype of our modern watering-places.

The dAo-09, or iiiciosurc, was kept sacred from birth and

death ; but rooms wero provided in connexion with the

temple for tbe "incubation" of ordinary sick folk. A
festival in honour of ^sculapius was celebrated every

fourth year, nine days after the lathmian games at Corinth.

The institution acquired great wealth from the otTerlngs of

tliose who received or expected benefit from the god or his

priests ; and though it was plundered both by Sulla and

the Cilician pirates, it is evident from the character of tlio

ruins that it recovered its prosperity in tbe later Roman
.period. Antoninus Pius is especially commemorated on

account of the many buildings he restored or erected for

the service of the sanctuary. The site of tbe temple can

still be recognized ; the great theatre of Polyclitus is the

most perfect ruin of its kind in southern Greece ; and the

ground plan of the same architect's " Tholos " of white

marble is still to be seen.

See Kvplduiandcla ^fol•/c,ii.• CmtiiH, rdoponnesu9,i\.; Trans-

achci'is of Roy. Soc. of Lit., 2iid series, vol. ii.; Weclawski, Dc rebus

JipiiUivriorai'i, Posen, 1854.

EPIDAURUS, a city of the Peloponnesus on the east

coast of Laconia, distinguished by the epithet of Limera,

iwbich is explained as either the Wellhavened or the

hungry. It was founded by the people cif Epidaurus the

floly, and its principal temples were those of yEscuJapins

and Aphrodite. It was abandoned during tbe Middle

Ages ; and its inhabitants took possessio'n of the pioraontory

of Minoa, turned it into an island, and built and fortified

thereon the city of ]\Ionembasia (i.e., of the one entrance),

which became the most flourishing of all the towns in the

Morea, and gave its name, as corrupted by the people of

Western Europe, to tbe well known Islalmsey or Malvasia

wine. The rums of Epidaurus are to be seen at the place

now called Old !Monemvasia.

A third Epidaurus was situated in lUyricum, on the site

of the present Vecchia Ragusa ; but it is not mentioned
till the time of the civil wars of Pompey and Cresar, and
Las no special interest.

EPIGONI, a Greek word denoting simply $07is or

dtsandauts, but applied more particularly to certain

mythical chiefs who fought against Thebes. After the

terrible catastrophe which brought about the death of

lokaste (Jocasta) and the blinding of Qidipus, Eteocles

and Polynices, the sons of this ill fated pair, incurred the

wrath of their father, whom they cast out from his homo
to fight with poverty as well as blindness. The curse of

the aged king worked in the dissensions of the two
ibrotbers , and Polynices, driven into exile, made his way
to Argos, where Adrastus took up his cause. The result

was the enterprise which Attic tradition spoke of as tbe

expedition of the Seven Argive Chiefs against Thebes, but

which, according to the poets of the Thebais, involved as

large a gathering as that of the chieftains who assembled

to hunt the Calydonian boar or to recover the Golden
Fleece. This strife was fatal, as the prophecies of Melam-
pous had declared it must be, to all the chiefs engaged in it

with the exception of Adrastus, the seer Amphiaraus being

saved from death only by the opening of the earth, which
received him nlive with his chariot iuto her bosom. Thus
ended the first assault of the Argives against Thebes, an
assault 4 which answers closely to the first ineffectual

attempts of the Heraclids to recover their paternal in-

heritance in the Peloponnesus. As in the other tradition,

with which the Theban story was parallel, it was followed

l>v a second attack in the struggle known as the war of the

I'.pigoiii, or the children of the discomfited chiefs of tbe

foriLcr expedition. The doom of Thebes was now come,
and the Epigoni appeared, liko the Heraclids. vben their

noriod of enforced idleness is al .mi end. The Thebaus are

utterly routed by tbe Argives under Alcma^on, the sou of

Amphiaraus ; and the prophet Tiresias declares that there

is no longer any hope, as the gods have abandoned them.

The city is therefore surrendered, and Thersandrus, the

son of Polynices, is seated on the throne of Cadmus.

How far the poets of the Thebais, which treated of these

wars, may have imparted to their .subject the charm of our

Iliad or Odyssey, the scanty fragments of the poem, which

alone we possess, make it impossible to say ; but there can

bo no doubt that there were incidents in the struggle which

might be so treated as to win for it a title to the high

praise bestowed upon it by Pausanias (ix. !), 3).

EPIGRAMS. Nothing perhaps could be more hopeless

than an attempt to discover or devise a jdefinltion wide

•enough to include the vast multitude of little poems which

at one time or other Lave been honoured with the title of

epigram, and precise enough to exclude all others. Without

taking account of its evident misapplications, we find that

the name has been given— first, in strict accordance with its

Greek etymology from i-ntypa^jicif, to inscribe, to any actual

inscription on monument, statue, or building ; secondly, to-

verses never intended for such a purpose, but assuming for

artistic reasons the epigraphical form ; thirdly, to verses

expressing with something of the terseness of an inscription

a striking or beautiful thought ; and fourthly, by un-

warrantable restriction, to a little poem ending in a "point,"

especially of the satirical kind. The last of these has

obtained considerable popularity from the well-known

Hues

—

" The qualities rare in a bee that we meet
In an epigram never should fail;

Tbe boily should always be little and sweet,

And a sting should be left in its tail
'

—

which represent the older Latin of some unknown writer

—

"Omne epigranima sit instar apis : sit aculeus illi

;

Siul sua mella; sit et corporis exigui."

Attempts not a few of a more elaborate kind have beea

made to state the essential element of the epigram, and to

classify existing specimens ; but, as every lover of epigrams

must feel, most of them have been attended with very

partial success. Scaliger, in the third book of his Poetics,

gives a fivefold division, which displays a certain ingenuity

in the nomenclature but is very superficial : the first class

takes its name from mel. or honey, and consists of adulatory

specimens; the second from /et, or gall; the third from

acetum, or vinegar ; and the fourth from sal, or salt; while

the fifth is styled the condensed, or multiplex. This

classification is adopted by Nicolaus Mercerius in his Be
conscrihendo epigrammale, Paris, 1653 ; but he supple-

mented it by another of much more scientific value, based

on the figures of the ancient rhetoricians. Lessing, in the

preface to his own epigrams, gives an interesting treatment of

the theory, his principal doctrine being practically the same

as that of several of his less eminent predecessors, that there

ought to be two parts more or less clearly distinguished,—'

the first awakening the reader's attention in the same waj

as an actual monument might do, and the other satisfjinj

his curiosity in some unexpected manner. An attempt wa(

made by Herder to increase the comprehensiveness and pre.

cision of the theory ; but as he himself confesses, his classifi,

cation is rather Vague— the expository, the paradigmatic

the pictorial, the impassioned, the artfully turned, th(

illusory, and the swift. After all, if the arrangement accordi

ing to authorship be rejected, the simplest and most satis

factory is according to subjects. The epigram is one of th^

most catholic of literary forms, and lends itself to the expres

sion of almost any feeling or thought. It may be an' elegy, j

satire, or a love-poem in miniature, an embodiment o:

the wisdom of the ages, a bon-mot set off with a couple o:

rhymes.
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" I cannot tell tliee Who lies buried here ;

No man that know him followed by his bier ;

The winds and waves conveyed him to this shore,

Then ask the winds and waves to toll thee more."
ANONTMOtTB.

" Wherefore should I vainly try

To teach thee what my love will bo
In after years, when thou and I

Have both grown old in company,
If words are vain to tell thee how,
Mary, 1 do love theo now !"

AifONYMOPS.
*' Bruscus, cease our aching ears to vejc,

AVith thy loud railing at the softer sex ;

No accusation worse than this could be.

That once a woman did give birth to thee."

ACILIUS.

" Treason doth never prosper. 'What's the reason ?

For if it prospers none dare call it treason."

Harbikgton.

" Ward has no heart they say, but I deny it

;

Ha has a heart.and gets his speeches by it."

Rogers.

From its very brevity there is no small danger of the
epigram passing into childish triviality : the paltriest pun,
a senseless anagram, is considered stuff enough and to

spare. For proof of this there is unfortunately no need to

look far; but perhaps the reader could not find a better

ccUection ready to his hand than the second twenty-five of

the Ejiigrammatum Centurice of Samuel Erichius ; by the
time he reaches No. 11 of the 47th century, he will be
quite ready to grant the appropriateness of the identity

maintained between the German Sede, or soul, and the
German Esel, or ass.

Of the epigram as cultivated by the Greeks a detailed
account has been given in the article on the Anthologies,
those wonderful collections which bid fair to remain the
richest of their kind. The delicacy and simplicity of so

much of what has been preserved is perhaps their most
striking feature ; and one cannot but be surprised at the
number of poets proved capable of such work. In Latin
literature, on the other hand, the epigrammatists are com-
paratively few, and though several of them, as Catullus

and Martial, are men of high literary genius, too much of

what they have left behind is vitiated by brutality and
obscenity. On the subsequent history of the epigram,
indeed. Martial has exercised an influence as baneful as it

is extensive, and he may fairly be counted the far-off pro-

genitor of a host of scurrilous verses which he himself
would almost have blushed to write. Nearly all the

learned Lalinists of, the 16th and 17th centuries may claim
admittance into the list of epigrammatists,—Bembo and
Bcaliger, Buchanan and More, Sfroza and Sannazarius.
Melanchthon, who succeeded in combining so much of

Pagan culture with his Reformation Christianity, has left

us some graceful specimens, but his editor, Joannes Major
Jaochimus, has so little idea of what an epigram is, that

he includes in his collection some translations from the
Psalms. John Owen, or, as he Latinized his name,
Johannes Audoenus, a Cambro-Briton, attained quite an
unusual celebrity in this department, and is regularly dis-

tinguished as Owen the Epigrammatist, The tradition of

the Latin epigram has been kept alive in England by such
men as Porson, Vincent Bourne, and Walter Savage
Landor ; and at one at least of our universities there is an
annual prize for the best original specimen. Happily
there is now little danger of any too personal epigrammatist
suffering the fate of Niccolo Franco, who paid the forfeit of

his life for having launched his venomous Latin against Pius
v., though he may still incur the milder penally of having
his name inserted in the Index Expurgatorius, and find, like

John Owen, that he consequently has lost an inheritancH.

In English literature proper there is no writer like

Martial in Latin or Logau in German, whose fame ifl

entirely due to his epigrams ; but several even of those

whose names can perish never have not disdained this

diminutive form. The designation epigram, however, i^

used by our earlier writers with excessive laxity, and given

or withheld without apparent reason. The collection which
bears the title of One and thyrtye Epigrammei, wherein are

bryefly touched so many abuses that may and ouglU to he put
away : Compiled and Imprinted by Robert Crowley, 1550,
is of almost no literary value, consisting of rugged and in

many cases vulgar and pointless attempts at satire. Those
of Henry Parrot, published in 1613 aa Laquei ridiculosi,

or Springes to catch Woodcocks, are only not quite

as worthless, though, as far as the mere form goes, they

better deserve the name they assume ; for, according to the

author's poetical simile

—

" We make our epigrammes as men taste cheeJe)

Which hath his relish in the last farewell."

John Weaver's collection (1599) is of interest mainly be-

cause of its allusion to Shakespeare. Ben Jonson furnishes

a number of noble examples in his Underwoods ; and one
or two of Spenser's little poems and a great many of

Herrick's are properly classed as epigrams. Turberville le

just as graceful in this department as he is in everything

else ; but he has left one at least which is not without

value

—

" A miser's mind thou bast.

Thou hast a prince's pelf.

Which makes thee wealthy to thine heir,

A beggar to thyself,"

A few quaint specimens may be cuUed from the pages of

Thomas Fuller ; tiut most of the fifty-nine epigrams recently

published by Mr Grosart are poor affairs at the best

Cowley, Waller, Dryden, Prior, Parnell, Swift, Addisoa,

Johnson, Goldsmith, and Young have all been at times

successful in their epigrammatical attempts ; but perhaps

none of them has proved himself so much " to the manner
born " aa Pope, whose name indeed is almost identified with

the epigrammatical spirit in our literature. Few of our

modern poets have followed in his footsteps, and though

nearly all might plead guilty to an epigram or two, there

is no one who has a distinct reputation as an epigrammatist.

Such a reputation might certainly have been Landor's, had
he not chosen to write the best of his minor poems in

Latin, and thus made his readers nearly as select as hia

language.

The French are undoubtedly the most successful cul-

tivators of the " salt " and the " vinegar " epigram ; and

from the time of Marot downwards many of their principal

authors have earned no small celebrity in this department.

It is enough to mention the names of J, B. Rousseau,

Lebrun, Voltaire, Mannontel, Piron, and Chdnier, In

spite of Bapin's dictum that a man ought to be. content

if he succeeded in writing one really good epigram, those of

Lebrun alone number upwards of 600, and a very fair pro-

portion of them would doubtless pass muster even with

Rapin" himself. If Piron was never anything better, " paa

meme academicien," he appears at any rate in Grimm's

phrase to have been " tuie machine a saiUies, i epigrammes,

et k bon-mots." Perhaps more than anywhere else the

epigram has been recognized in France as a regular weapon

in lite ary and political contests, and it might not be alto-

gether a hopeless task to compile an epigrammatical history

from the Revolution to the present time.

While any fair collection of German epigrams will

furnish examples that for keenness of wit would be quite

in place in a French anthology, the Teutonic tendency to

the moral and didactic has given rise to a class but

sparingly represented in French. The very name of
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Sinhge'dkhte bears witness to this peculiarity, which 18 ex-

emplified equally by the rude prianieln, or prceameln, of

tbo I3th and 14th centuries and the polished lines of

Goethe and Schiller. liOgau published his Deutsche

Siringetichle Drey Tcmsmd in 1654, and Wernicke no fewer

than six volumes of Uehe.rschriften oder Epigranimata in

1C97 ; Kastner's iSmn^ef/icVj^d appeared in 1782, and Hang
and "VVeisseu's Epigrammatisd.. Anihologie in 1804.

Kleist, Opitz, Gleim, Hagedorn, Klopstock, and A. W.
Schlegel all possess some reputation as epigrammatists

;

Lessing is facile princeps in the satirical style ; and Herder

has the honour of having enriched his language with much
of what is best from Oriental and classical sources.

It is often by no means easy to trace the history of even

a single epigram, and the investigator soon learns to be

cautious of congratulating himself on the attainment of a

genuine original. The same point, refurbished and fitted

anew to its tiny shaft, has been shot again and again by
laughing cupids or fierce-eyed furies in many a frolic and

many a fray. During the period when the epigram was

the favourite form in Germany, Gervinus tells us how the

works, not only of the Greek and Roman writers, but

of Neo-Latinists, Spaniards, Dutchmen, Frenchmen,
Englishmen, and Poles were ransacked and plundered

;

and the same process of pillage has gone on in a more or

less modified degree in other times and countries. Very
noticeable often are the modifications of tone and expres-

sion occasioned by national and individual characteristics:

the simplicity of the prototype may become common-place

in the imitation, the sublime be distorted into the gro-

tesque, the pathetic degenerate into the absurdly senti-

mental^ or on the other hand, an unpromising motif may
be happily developed into unexpected beauty. A good
illustration of the variety with which the same epigram

may be translated and travestied is afforded by a little

volume published in Edinburgh in 1808, under the title of

Lu'cuiratioiis on the Epigram—
'Ei flit/ iiv fia6e7tf a Se? fl"a0€?i',

Kal fj.^ tradi'iv, Ka\hv ^v t6 ixaQiiV

'Ei Se Set Traduf a S* ^v fiaBuv^

T( Set fiaBiXv ; xph y^P na6e7y.

The two collections of epigrams most accessible to the English
reader aro Booth's Ejyigranxs, Ancient and Modern, 1863, and
Dodd's The Epigrammatists, 1870. In the appendix to the latter

is a pretty full bibliotjrapliy, to which the following list may serve
as' a supplement :—Thomas Corrffius, Dc toto eo pocmatis genere
guodejngramma dicitnr, Venice, 1569, Bologna, 1590; Cottunius,
De Conficiendo epigrammate, Bologna, 1632 ; Vincentius Gallds,
Opusmlum dc epigramma.te, Slilan, 1641; Vavassor, Ve epigram-
mate liber, Paris, 1669 ; Gedanke von deulschcn Epigrammatibus,
Leipsic, 1698; Doctissimorum nostra cetalc ilalorum epigrammata:
Flaminii Molece, Naugerii, Coital, Lampridii, Sadolcli, el aliorum,
cura Jo. Oagnoei, Paris, c. 1550 ; Brugike de Barante, Recucil dcs
plus belles ipigrammes des poetes franfais, 2 vols., Paris, 1698 ; Chr.
Aug. Heumann, Anlhologxa Latina; hoe est, epigrammata parlim a
priscis partim junioribus a poctis, Hanover, 1721 ; FayoUe, Aeon-
tologie ou dietionnaire d'ipigrammes, Paris, 1817; Geijsbeck, Epi-
grammatische Anihologie; Sauvage, LesguSpcs gaulcises: petit ency-
clopidie des meilleurs ipigrammes, itc, depuis Clement Marot jusqu'
aiuc poetes de nos jours, 1859 ; La r^riation et passe-temps des
tristes: reeueil d^ipigrammes et dc petits conies en vers riimprimS sur
Vidilioii dc Rouen 1595, &c., Paris, 1863. A large number of epi-

gi'ams and ranch mi.sceUaneou3 information in regard to their
origin, application, and translation is scattered through Notes and
Queries. A pleasant anonymous article on the subject is printed in
The Quarterly Revieio, No. 233.

EPILEPSY (from eVt', upon, and Xou/Jdi'o), to seize), syno-
nym, Falling SicTchcu. The term as generally understood is

applied to a nervous disorder characterized by a fit of sudden
loss of consciousness, attended with convulsions. There
may, however, exist manifestations of epilepsy ' much
less marked than this, yet equally characteristic of the
disease ; while, on the other hand, it is to be borne in
mind that many other attacks of a convulsive nature have
the term "epileptic" or " euileptiform " applied to them

quite erroneously, as they caa in no strictly scientific sens*

be held to be epilepsy.

Epilepsy was well known in ancient times, and was re-

garded as a special infliction of the gods, hence the names

morbus sacer, moi-btcs dims. It was also termed morbus

Ilerctdeus, from Hercules having been supposed to have

been epileptic, and morbus comitialis, from the circum-

stance that when any member of the forum was seized with?

an epileptic fit the assembly was broken up. Morbus ca-

duciis, morbiis lunaticus aslralis, morbus demoniacus, morbus

major, were all terms employed to designate epilepsy.

The forms which this disease manifests have been dif-

ferently described by different writers, but there are two

well-marked varieties of the epileptic seizure, either of which

may' exist alone, or both may be found to occur together in

the same individual. To these the terms epilepsia gravioi

and epilepsia mitior, le grand mal and le petit mal, ar6

usually applied. The former of these, if not the more

common, is at least that which attracts most attention, being

what is generally known as an epileptic fit.

Although in most instances such an attack comes on

suddenly, it is in many cases preceded by certain premoni-

tory indications or warnings, which may be present for a

greater or less time previously. These are of very varied

character, and may be in the form of some tsmporary

change in the disposition, such as unusual depression or

elevation of spirits, or of some alteration in the look.

Besides these general symptoms, there are frequently peculiar

sensations which immediately precede the onset of the fit,

and to such the name of "aura epileptica " is applied. In

its strict sense this term refers to a feeling of a breath of

air blowing upon some part of the body, and passing upwards

towards the head. This sensation, however, is not a

common one, and the term has now come to be applied to

any peculiar feeling which the patient experiences as a

precursor of the attack. The so-called " aura " may be of

mental character, in tho form of an agonizing feeling of

momentary duration ; of sensorial character, in the form

of pain in a limb or in some internal organ, such as th?

stomach, or morbid feeling connected with the special

senses ; or, further, of motorial character, in the form of

contractions or trembling in some of the muscles. When
such sensations affect a limb, the employment of firm com-

pression by the hand or by a ligature occasionally succeeds

in warding off an attack. The aura may be so distinct

and of such duration as to enable the patient to lie down,

or seek a place of safety before the fit comes on.

The seizure is usually preceded by a loud scream or cry,

which is not to be ascribed, as was at one time supposed,

to terror or pain, but is due to the convulsive action of the

muscles of the larynx, and the expulsion of a column of

air through the narrowed glottis. If the patient is stand-

ing he immediately falls, and often sustains serious injury.

Unconsciousness is complete, and the muscles generally

are in a state of stiffness or tonic contraction, which will

usually be found to affect those of one side of the body in

particular. The head is turned by a series of ierks towards

one or other shoulder, the breathing is for the moment
arrested, the countenance first pale then livid, the pupils

dilated, and the pulse rapid. This, the first stage of the fit,

generally lasts for about half a minute, and- is followed by
the state of clonic (i.e., tumultuous) spasm of the muscles,

in which the whole body is thrown into violent agitation,

occasionally so great that bones may be fractured or dis-

located. The eyes roll wildly, the teeth are gnashed

together, and the tongue and cheeks are often severely

bitten. The breathing is nijisy and laborious, and foam
(often tinged with blood) issues from the mouth, while

the contents of the bowels and bladder are ejected-'

The aspect of the patient iu this condition is shockius
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to witness, and the sight has been known to induce a

similar attaclc in an onlooker. This stage lasts for a

period varying from a few seconds to several minutes,

when the convulsive movements gradually subside, and

relaxation of the muscles takes place, together with partial

return of consciousness, the patient looking confusedly

about him and attempting to speak. This, however, is

soon followed by drowsiness and stupor, which may con-

tinue for several hours, when he awakes either apparently

quite recovered, or fatigued and depressed, and occasionally

ia a state of excitement which sometimes assumes the

form of mania.

Epileptic fits of this sort succeed each other with varying

degrees of frequency, and occasionally, though'not frequently,

with regular periodicity. In some persons they only occur

once in a lifetime, or once in the course of many years, while

in others they return every week or two, or even are of

daily occurrence, and occasionally there are numerous attacks

each day. According to Dr Reynolds, there are four times

as many epileptics who have their attacks more frequently

than once a month as there are of those whose attacks

recur at longer intervals. When the fit returns it is not

uncommon for one seizure to be followed by another within

a few hours or days. Occasionally there occurs a constant

succession of attacks extending over many hours, and with

such rapidity that the patient appears as if he had never

come out of the one fit. The terra sla(ns epilepticus :s

applied to this condition, which is sometimes followed with

fatal results. In many epileptics the fits occur during the

flight as well as during the day, but in some instances they

are entirely nocturnal, and it is well known that in such

cases the disease may long exist and yet remain un-

rpcognized either by the patient or the physician.

The other manifestation of epilepsy, to which the names
epilepsia mitior or le petit mal are given, differs from that

above described in the absence of the convulsive spasms.

It is also termed by some authors epileptic vertigo (giddi-

ness), and consists essentially in the sudden arrest of

volition and consciousness, which is of but short duration,

and may be accompanied with staggering or some alteration

in position or motion, or may simply exhibit itself in a

look of absence or confusion, and, should the patient

happen to be engaged in conversation, by an abrupt termin-

ation of the act. In general it lasts but a few seconds,

and the individual resumes his occupation without perhaps

being aware of anything having been the matter. In some
instances there is a degree of spasmodic action in certain

muscles which may cause the patient to make some

unexpected movement, such as turning half round, or

walking abruptly aside, or may show itself by some
unusual expression of countenance, such as squinting or

grinning. There may be some amount of " aura " pre-

ceding such attacks, and also of famtness following them.

The petit mal most commonly co-exists with the yrand mal,

but has no necessary connection with it, as each may exist

alone. According to Trousseau, the j-jetit mal in general

precedes. the manifestation of t\i& grand mal.hxxt some-

times the reverse is the case.

Although the above account represents the phenomena
asually observed in the two varieties of epilepsy, it is to

te noted that many cases occur exhibiting other symptoms
which cannot be included in such a general description.

Epilepsy appears to exert no necessarily injurious effect

upon the general health; and even where it exists in an
aggravated form is quite consistent with a high degree of

bodily vigour. It is very difl'erent, however, with regard

to its influence upon the mind ; and the question of the re-

lation of epilepsy to insanity is one of great and increasing

importance. Allusion has already been made to the occa-

eional occurrence of maniacal excitement as one of the re-

sults of the epileptic seizure Such attacks, to which tba

name of furor efAlepticus is applied, are generally accoia

panied with violent acts on the part of the patient, rendiT-

itig him dangerous, and demanding prompt measure') of

restraint. These attacks are by no means limited to the

more severe form of epilepsy, but appear to be even more
frequently associated with the milder form—the epileptie

vertigo—where they either replace altogether or immedi-

ately follow the short period of absence characteristic of

thLs form of the disease. ' Numerous cases are on record

of persons known to be epileptic being suddenly seized,

either after or without apparent spasmodic attack, with

some sudden impulse, in which they have used dangerous

violence to those beside them, irrespective altogether of

malevolent intention, as appears from their retaining no

recollection whatever, after the short period of excitement,

of anything that had occurred ; and there is reason to

believe that crimes of heinous character, for which the

perpetrators have suffered punishment, have been committed

in a state of mind such as that now described. The subject

is obviously one of the greatest medico-legal interest and

importance in regard to the question of criminal responsi-

bility, and it is nov/ justly receiving much greater attention

than formerly.

Apart, however, from such marked and comparatively

rare instances of what is termed epileptic insanity, the

general mental condition of the epileptic is in a large pro-

portion of cases un favour bly affected by the disease. There

are doubtless example^ (and their number according to

statistics is estimated at less than one-third) where, even

among those suffering from frequent and severe attacks, no

departure from the normal condition of mental integrity can

be recognized. But in general there exists some peculiarity,

exhibiting itself either in the form of defective memory, or

diminishing intelligence, or, what is perhaps as frequent, in

irregularities of temper, the patient being irritable or per-

verse and eccentric. In not a few cases there is a steady

mental decline, which ends in dementia or idiocy. It is

stated by some high authorities that epileptic women
suffer in regard to their mental condition more than men.

It also appears to be the case that the later in life the

disease shows itself the more likely is the mind to suffer.

Neither the frequency nor the severity of the seizures stem
to have any necessary influence in the matter; and the

general opinion appears to be that the milder form of the

disease is that with which mental failure is more apt to be

associated.

Epilepsy has ever been regarded as one of the most
formidable diseases that can afflict mankind, and much
labour has been bestowed upon the investigation of its

pathology. It must, however, be confessed that morbid
anatomy has hitherto failed to throw any satisfactory light

upon the real jiature of this disease. In the very rare in-

stances of persons dying in the epileptic fit, the 2^ost mortem
appearances presented by the brain are in general either

entirely negative, or of such indefinite character as cerebral

congestion, while, on the other hand, in chronic cases of

epilepsy, such lesions as atrophy and degeneration of brain

substance or vascular disease are frequently met with, but

are, as is well known, common to many other forms of ner-

vous disease, and are much more pirobably the consequences

rather than the causes of the epileptic attacks. The dis-

ease is commonly regarded as one of functional character.

It is impossible in this notice to refer in detail to the vari-

ous doctrines which have been held by physicians and patho-

logists upon the subject of the site of the lesion in epilepsy.

It is now generally admitted, as the result both of obser-

vation and experiment, that the upper part of the spinal

cord, including the medulla oblongnta. pons varolii, and

other ganglia at the base of the biaiu, are the parts atieclcd
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in epilepsy ; and it is supposed that a condition of

irritability or over-action of the ganglionic nerve cells in

these parts, which are concerned in controlling the vaso-

motor nerves, the muscles of respiration, and the mus-

cular system generally, is the immediate cause of a fit.

The fact, however, of the loss of consciousness and other

sensorial phenomena being the earliest occurrences in the

attack, preceding the convulsions, and in not a few in-

stances, as has already been observed, being the only indi-

cations present, is regarded by some as pointing to other

parts of the cerebral centres as being implicated in the

origination of the fit. The whole subject, however, is ^tiU

involved in obscurity. There are, nevertheless, certain

facts which have been brought to light in the investigation

of this disease which are of interest and importance as re-

gards its causation.

The influence of hereditary predisposition in epilepsy is

very marked. It is necessary, however, to bear in mind
the point so forcibly insisted on by Trousseau in relation

to epilepsy, that hereditary transmission may be either

direct or indirect, that is to say, that what is epilepsy in

one generation may be some other form of neurosis in the

next, and conversely, nervous diseases being remarkable for

their tendency to transformation in their descent in families.

Where epilepsy is hereditary, it generally manifests itself

at an unusually early period of life. A singular fact, which
also bears to some extent upon the pathology of this disease,

was brought to light by Dr Brown S^quard in his experi-

ments, namely, that the young of animals which had been

artificially rendered epileptic were liable to similar seizures.

In connexion with the hereditary transmission of epilepsy

it must be observed that all authorities concur in the

opinion that this disease is ono among the baneful effects

that often follow marriages of consanguinity. Further,

there is reason to believe that intemperance, apart altogether

from its direct effect in favouring the occurrence of

epilepsy, has an evil influence in the hereditary transmission

of this as of other nervous diseases. A want of symmetry
in the formation of the sknll and defective cerebral

development are not unfrequently observed where epilepsy

is hereditarily transmitted.

Age is of importance in reference to the production of

epilepsy. The disease may come on at any period of life,

but it appears from the statistics of Dr Reynolds and
others, that it most frequently first manifests itself between

the ages of ten and twenty years, the period of second

dentition and puberty, and again at or about the age of

forty.

Among other causes which are influential in the

development of epilepsy may be mentioned sudden fright,

prolonged mental anxiety, over-work, and debauchery.

Epileptic fits also occur in connexion with injuries of the

head and organic disease of the brain, as well as with a

depraved state of the general health, and with iriitations in

distant organs, as seen in the fits occurring in dentition, in

kidney disease, and as the result of worms in the intestines.

The epileptic symptoms traceable to these causes are some-

times termed sympathetic or eccentric epilepsy ; while, on
the other hand, many authorities refuse to designate attacks

thus brought about by the name epilepsy, unless the

symptoms exhibit a liability to return even after their cause

has been removed, which would seem to be sometimes the

case.

Epilepsy is occasionally feigned for the purpose of

extortion, but an experienced medical practitioner will

rarely be deceived ; and when it is stated that although

many of the phenomena of an attack, particularly the con-

vulsive movements, can be readily simulated, yet that the

condition of the pupils, which are dilated during the fit,

cannot bo feigned, and that the impostor seldom bites his

tongue or injures himself, deception is not likely to succeed

even with non-medical persons of intelligence.

The treatment of epilepsy can only be briefly alluded to

here. During the fit little can be done beyond preventing

as far as possible the patient from injuring himself while

unconsciousness continues. Tight clothing should be
loosened, and a cork or 'pad inserted between the teeth.

When the fit is of long continuance, the dashing of cold

water on the face and chest, or tho inhalation of chloro-

form, or, as has been recently proposed, of nitrite of amy],
may bo useful ; and in some cases, where there is great

congestion of the face and threatening asphyxia, blood'

lotting may be called for ; in general, however, the fit ter-

minates independently of any such measures. When the
fi'; IS over the patient should be allowed to sleep, and have
the head and shoulders well raised.

In the intervals of the attacks the general health of tho

patient is one of the most important points to be attended
to. The strictest hygienic rules should bo observed, and
all such causes as have been referred to as favouring tho

development of the disease should as far as possible be
avoided. Of medicinal remedies for epilepsy there are

innumerable varieties, but only a few deserve mention
as possessing any efficacy in controlling or curing the

disease. For no disease has a greater number of specifics

been vaunted and found to be useless. The metallic

salts, especially those of zinc, silver, and arsenic, are much
employed, and apparently with benefit in some cases, but
they seldom can be continued for any great length of time,

owing to their liability to produce evil effects upon tho

health. The two remedies which have been found most
serviceable are belladonna and bromido of potassium.

The former of these has the strong recommendation of

Trousseau, who advises its administration either as a pill

composed of the extract and powdered leaves, or in the

form of atropia in gradually increased doses, and continued

for a length of time. This drug certainly succeeds in

many cases in diminishing the number of the attacks, but

it has not yielded such encouraging results as have been

'attained by the other substance above mentioned, the

bromide of potassium, which is the remedy now generally

employed in the treatment of epilepsy. This salt, given in

from 10 to 30 grain doses three times a day, is generally

followed with some amelioration of the symptoms either in

regard to the severity or frequency of the attacks, and in a

few instances with apparent cure. Its employment, more-

over, can be persevered with for a long time with little

inconvenience. Some physicians combine with it an equal

proportion of the analogous salt, the bromide of ammonium,
while others employ belladonna along with the bromides,

and apparently with good effect, ks adjuvants to these

measures, counter-irritation to the nape of the neck by blisters

or setons is sometimes attended with benefit. (j. o. a.)

EPIMENIDES, a poet and prophet of Crete, was born

at Phasstus, or according to others at Qnossus, in the 7th

century before the Christian era. In the account of his

life as given by Diogenes Laertius (i. 12), it is impossible

to distinguish between what may be true and what is

obviously fabulous. When keeping his father's sheep one

day, he is said to have retired into a cave, where he fell

into a profound sleep which lasted fifty-seven years.

Returning home to the altered abodes of his family, he was

hailed as the especial favourite of the gods, and venerated

as the possessor of superhuman wisdom. He was invited

by Solon to Athens (about 596 B.C.), in order to give the

sanction of his sacred presence to the purification of the

city previous to the promulgation of the political code of

the great lawgiver. Having accomplished the desired

lustration by the performance of certain religious rites,

Epimenides was loaded by the Athenians witli wealth and

MIL,— 6
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honours. He refused, however, to accept their gifts, con-

tenting Limself with a branch of the sacred olive, ami the

eiactiou of a promise of porpotuat friendship between

Athens and Guossus. Tho death of Epimonides is said to

have taken place in Crete, although Sparta boasted of

possessing his tomb, and doubtless he may have travelled

into many different countries, if (as one tradition runs) he

attained the age of nearly three hundred years. He was

Baid to have written a poem on the Argonaulic expedition,

and several other poetical works, and there are grounds for

supposing that he may have done so ; but these, with a

variety of undoubtedly spurious prose treatises attributed

to him in ancient times, are now entirely lost. Epimenides

is supposed to be the Cretan prophet to whom St Paul

alludes in his epistle to Titus (i. 12).

6pIN/, L, a town of France, capital of the department

of Vosges, is situated on both sides of the Moselle, at the

foot of the Vosges chain of mountains, and on the railway

from Nancy to Belfort, 35 miles S.S.E. of Nancy and 200

E.S.E. of Parij. The town is tolerably well built, and in

its vicinity are some beautiful promenades. It was

formerly fortified, and has still the remains of an ancient

castle. Its principal buildings are the Gothic parish

church, the hotel of the prefecture, the communal college,

the barracks, and the departmental prison. It has also a

large public library, a museum of paintings and antiquities,

a chamber of commerce, and schools of design and music.

Its principal manufactures are woollen and linen fabrics,

earthenware, cutlery, paper, leather, and chemical products

;

and it has a considerable trade in horses, cattle, corn, wine,

and wood. Epinal originated towards the end of the 10th

century with tho founding of a monastery by the bishop

of Metz, who ruled the town till 1444, when its inhabitants

placed themselves under the protection of Charles VII.

In 1466 it was transferred to the duchy of Lotharingia,

and in 1766 it was, along with that duchy, incorporated

with France. It was occupied by the Germans on the 12th

October 1870 after a short fight, and until the 15th was
the head-quarters of General von Werder, The population

in 1872 was 10,938.

!6PINAY, Louise Florence P^TEONitLE de la. IjIve d'

(1725-1783), a French authoress, well known on account

of her lialsojis with Rousseau and Baron von Grimm,
and her acquaintanceship with Diderot, D'Alembert, D'Hol-

bach, and other French lilleraletirs, was born at Paris

in 1725. Her father, Tardieu d'Esclavelles, a brigadier

of infantry, was killed in battle when she was nineteen

years of age ; and in recognition of his services, the

Government arranged that she should marry her cousin

De la Live d'Epinay, on whom they bestowed the office of

farmer-general. The marriage was an unhappy one; and
according to her own version of the matter, she believed

that the prodigality, dissipation, and infidelities of her

liusband justified her in regarding herself as freed from all

the obligations implied in the conjugal bond. Conceiving

a strong attachment for J. J. Rousseau, she in 175G built

for him, in the valley of Montmorency, a cottage which she

named the " Hermitage ;" and there, notwithstanding the

lileasantries and gay remonstrances of his friends at his

forsaking the brilliant society of Paris, he sought for a time
:o enjoy the quiet and natural rural pleasures for which ha
jlways expressed a strong preference. Rousseau, in his

Confessions, affirmed that the attachment was all on her
jide ; but as, after her liaison with Grimm, he became her
i^itter enemy and detractor, not much weight can be given
io his statements on this point. In Grimm's absence from
France (1775-76), Madame d'Epinay continued, under the

superintendence of Diderot, the correspondence he hadbegun
n-ith various European sovereigns. She spent the whole
af her after life at the " Hermitage," enjoying the society

of a email circle of Htlerateurt, and occupying her spare

time chiefly in various kinds of literary composition. She
died 17th April 1783. Her Conversations d'A'milie, com-

posed for the education of her grand-daughter, the Comtesae
d'Epinay, wan crowned by the French Academy in 1783.

The Mcmoires et Correspondance de Mme. d'Epinay,

renfermant un grand nombre de Icltres inkliles de Grimm,
de Diderot, et de J. J. Rouseau, ainsi que des details, kc,
was published at Paris 1818. The Mcmoires are written

by herself in the form of a sort of autobiographic romance,

and although they contain much that is mere imagination,

and also a great deal of misrepresentation, they are of

great value f> a picture of the manners and habits of the

most eminent li^nchmen of the time. All the letters and
documents published along with the Memoires are genuine.

Many of Madame d'Epi nay's letters are contained in the

Correspondance de Vabbe Galiani (Paris, 1818). Two
anonymous works, Lettres a mon Fils (Geneva, 1758) and
Mes Moments Ileureux (Geneva, 1758), are attributed to

Madame d'Epinay.

EPIPHANIUS, St, a celebrated father of the church,

was born in the beginning of the 4th century at Bezanduca,

a village of Palestine, near Eleutheropolis. He is said to

have been of Jewish extraction. In Lis youth he resided

in Egypt, where, under the Gnostics, he began an ascetic

course of life ; and on his retur- to Palestine he became a

zealous disciple of the patriarch Hilarion, and eventually

the president of a monastery which ue founded near

his native place. In 367 he was nominated bishop of

Constantia, previously known as Salamis, the metropolis

of Cyprus—an office which he held till his death in 402.

Zealous for the truth, but passionate, bigoted, and
ignorant, he devoted himself to furthering the spread of

the recently established monasticism, and to the confutation

of heresy, of which he regarded Origen and his followers

as the chief representatives. The first of the Origenists

that he attacked was John, bishop of Jerusalem, whom
he denounced from his own pulpit at Jerusalem in terms

so violent that the bishop sent his archdeacon to request

him to desist ; and afterwards, instigated by, Theophilus,

bishop of Alexandria, he proceeded so far as to summon a

council of Cyprian bishops to condemn the errors of

Origen. His next blow was aimed at Chrysostom, the

patriarch of Constantinople, and a pretext was found in

the shelter which he had given to four Nitrian monks
whom Theophilus had expelled on the charge of Origenism.

Finding himself baffled by the authority of Chrysostom,

Epiphanius proceeded in extreme old age to Constantinople,

and endeavoured to subvert his influence at the court ; but

having presumptuously announced to the empress Eudoxia
that her son, who was then ill, would die unless she ceased

to favour the friends of Origen, he was immediately dis-

missed, and died on the passage home to Cyprus. At
his parting interviev/ with Chrysostom, he is said to have
expressed the hope that that patriarch ".would not die a

bishop ; " and Chrysostom, in retaliation, uttered a wish

that " he would never get back in safety to his own
country." As both these malevolent wishes were hter-

allj' accomplished, there is reason to suppose that the

story may have been fabricated after the event. Thi

principal works of Epiphanius are his Panarion, or treatisi'

on heresies, of which he also wrote an abridgment; hit

Ancoratus, or discourse on the faith; and his treatise on
the weights and measures of the Jews. These, with tw/i

epistles to John of Jerusalem and Jerome, are his onh'

genuine remains. He wrote a large number of works
which are lost. The best edition of his works is that of

the Jesuit Petavius, 2 vols, fol., Paris, 1622. In allusion

to his knowledge of Hebrew, SyrL^.c, Egyptian, Greek, and
Latin, Jerome styles Epiphanius Pentaploilos or Fiv&
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tougued ; but if his knowledge of languagoa was really so

extensive, it is certain that bo was utterly destitute of

critical and logical power. His early asceticism seems to

have imbued him with a love of the marvellous ; and his

rcligioua zeal served only to increase his credulity, so that

many of the most absurd legends in the early church have
received the sanction of his authority. His works are, in

fact, chiefly valuable from the quotations which they

embody.
EPIPHANY, Festivai, of. one of the clnof festivals of

the Christian church, kept on the 6tli of January, as the

closing day of the Christmas comraemoratioD, the English

"Twelfth Day." The name "Epiphany" (r/'ETncj^dicLa.

or TO 'E^ntjiavia, also 0eo<^aVia, and XpiTTorjidrta) marks it

out as a commemoration of the manifestation of Jesus

Christ to the world as the Son of God. This manifestation

has been variously interpreted ia diflerent sections of the

church. In the East, where, as its Greek name indicates,

the festival had its origin, it was associated with our

Lord's baptism as the " manifestation " of Christ as Son of

God by the voice from heaven and the descent of the Holy
Spirit From this connection the Epiphany became one

of the chief days for the baptizing of catechumens. The
water in the font was consecrated on this day, and bottles

of the sacred fluid were carried home by the faithful and
preserved till the day came round again. Baptism being

regarded as the illumipation of the soul (c^iuT-Hr/ids), this

day gained the title of "the lights," or the "day of lights"

(to ^uiTtt, 7j/xif)a TuJi/ 4>u)Tiin). The Epiphany was never

a day of baptism in the Western Church. This com-
memoration of Christ's baptism arose in the East before

that of His Nativity. From a forced interpretation of

Luke iii. 23, our Lord was supposed to have been baptized

on the thirtieth anniversary of His birth, and the two
events were commemorated on tae same day, January 6.

Other, manifestations were also associated with these two,

especially the displays of our Lord's miraculous power at

the marriage feast at Cana of Galilee, and the feeding of

the five thousand. It was not till the latter half of the

4th century that the Nativity had a distinct celebration in

the East on the 25th of December. In the Western
Church the two commemorations have always been
separated; and the Epiphany has been associated with the

visit of the Magi, or Wise Men of the East, to the infant

Saviour, almost to the exclusion of any other reference.

These mysterious strangers, who in process of time
developed into three kings, named Caspar, Melchior, and
Balthasar, descended respectively from Ham, Shem^ and
Japheth, being regarded as the first-fruits of the heathers

world to Christ, the festival obtained the designation

it bears in the English Common Prayer Book, " the
Epiphany, or manifestation of Christ to the Gentiles." In
the Latin Church it is known as "festum trium regum."
The popular name in Rome is la Beffana, a corruption of

the mediaeval " Bethphania," derived from the manifesta-

tion in the house (Hebrew, heth) at Cana if Galilee. The
earliest mention of the festival in the West is in the
account given by Ammianus Marcellinus of a visit paid by
Julian to a church at Vienne on this day (lib. xxi. c. 2).

It eventually took rank as a leading church festival,

.ibstinence from servile work, which had been enjoined by
the Apostolical Constitutions (lib. v. c. 13, lib. viii. c. 33),
was enacted by the emperors Theodosius II. and
Justiniatx, together with the suspjnsion of public games
and legal business. Another custom of the early church
was for the metropolitans at the Epiphany to announce to

their suffragan bishops the date of Easter and the other
movable feasts (Indictio Pasdialis) by letters known as
'' Festal Epistles." To describe the curious and picturesque
ru.stnms connected with this festival would carry us far

beyond our limits. They may be found in Hone's Every-
Day Booh and Year Hoolc, Chambers's Book of Days, and
Brand's Popular Antiquities. One custom deserves to be
particularized. The sovereigns of England on this day
make an oblation of gold, frankincense, and myrrh at the
altar of the Chapel lloyaL This is now performed by
deputy, but till comparatively recent times the offering

was made in person.

Bingham, Origiius, l)k. iJt. ch. iv. pp. 6-9 ; Augiisti, ffaTidhuch
dcr Christl. Archaol. vol. i. pp. 542^., and vol. ii. p. 376; Binterim,
DenJcivUrdigkeitcn, vol. V. part 1, pp. 310 jf. (E. V.)

EPIPHYTES. See Botany, voL iv. p. 94,

EPIRUS, or Epeirus, was that part of Northern Greece
whic'h stretched along the Ionian Sea from the Acroeer-

aunian promontory on the N. to the Ambracian gulf on
the S., and was conterminous on the lac.dward side with
lUyria, Macedonia, and Thessaly—thus corresponding to

the southern portion of Albania. The came Epirus

( H-Treipo^, or in the local dialects "ATrcipos) signified main-
land, and was originally applied to the whole coast south-

ward to the Corinthian gulf, in contradistinction to the

neighbouring islands, Corcyra, Leucas, &c. The country
is all more' or less mountainous, especially towards the cast,

where the Pindus chain, in its main- massif of Lacmon,
feeds the fountains of nearly all the great rivers of North-
ern Greece,—the Peneus, the Achelous, the Arachthus, and
the Aous. In ancient times it did not produce corn suffi-

cient for the wants of its inhabitants ; but it was celebrated,

as it has been almost to the present day, for its cattle and
its horses. According to Theopompus, a writer of the

fourth century B.C., the Epirots were divided into fourteen

independent tribes, of which the principal were the Chaones,
the Thesproti, and the Molossi. The Chaones, identified

by one theory with the Chones who dwelt on the Tarentine

gulf in Italy, inhabited the northern portion of the country

along the Acroceraunian shore, the Molossians the inland

district of which the lake of Panibotis or Yannina may be
regarded as the centre, and the Thesprotians the region

to the north of the Ambracian gulf. Aristotle places in

Epirus the original home of the Hellenes, though the com-
mon opinion among his countrymen traced them rather to

Thessaly. In any case Epirus, in spite of its distance

from the chief centres of Gr»ek thought and-action, and the

fact that its inhabitants were hardly regarded as other

than barbarians, exerted even at an early period no small

influence on Greece, by means more especially of the oracle

of Dodona. One of the earliest and most flourishing settle-

ments of the Greeks proper in Epirus was the Corinthian

colony of Ambracia, which give its name to the neighbour-

ing gulf. The happy results of the experiment appear to

have tempted other Greek states to imitate the example,
and Elatria, Bucheta, and Pandosia bore witness to the

enterprise of the people of Elis. Among the other towns
in the country the following were of some importance :

—

in Chaonia—Paljeste and Chimcera, fortified posts to which
the dwellers iu the open country could retire in time of

war ; Ouchesmus or Anchiasmus, now represented bj' Santi

Quarante, or r/ o-KaXa raJc 'Ayiwv Scipa^ra, the Harbour of

the Forty Saints ; Phoenice, still so called, the wealthiest of

all the native cities of Epirus, and after the fall of the

Molossian kingdom the centre of an Epirotic League
;

Buthroton, the modern Butrinto ; Phanote, well known
from its connection with the wars of the Romans ; and
Hadrianopolis, founded by the emperor whose name it bore

;

in Thesprotia—the Elean settlements already mentioned
;

Cassope, the chef lieu of the Cassopseans, the most power-

ful of the Thesprotian clans ; Ephyra, afterwards Cichy-

rus, a very ancient site, identified by Leake with the mon-
astery of St John three or four miles from Phanari, but by
Buvsian with the ruins on the hill of Kastri at the northern
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end of the Aclierusian Lake ; and in Molossia—Passaron,

where the kings were wont to take the oath of the constitu-

tion and receive their people's allegiance ; and Tecmon,

Phylace, and Horreum, all of doubtful identification. The

Byzantine town of Kogus is probably the same as the

modern Luro, formerly known as Oropus.

Hislary.—The kings or ratbur chieftains of the Molossians, who
ultimately extended their power over all Epinis, claimed to be de-

Bcended from Pyrrhus, son of Achilles, vvlio, according to the legend,

settled in tlie country after the sack of Troy, and transmitted his

kingdom to Molossus, his son by Andromache. The early history of

the djTiasty is very obscure ; but Admetus, who lived in the 5th

century B.C., has become famous for his hospitable reception of the

banished Themistocles, in spite of the grudge that he must have har-

boured against the great Athenian, who had persuaded his country-

men to refuse the alliance tardily offered by the Molossian chief when
their victory against the Persians was already secured. He was suc-

ceeded about 429 B.C. by his son or grandson, Tharymbas or

Arymbas I. who being placed by a decree of the people under tlie

guardianship of Sabylinthus, chief of the Atintanes, was educated

at Athens, and thus became at a later date the introducer of a

higher kind of civilization among his subjects. AJcetas, the next

king mentioned in history, was contemporary with Dionysius of

Syracuse (about 385 B.C.) and was indebted to his assistance for the

recovery of his throne. His son Arymbas II. (who succeeded

by the death of his brother Neoptolemus) ruled with prudence

and equity, and gave encouragement to literature and the arts.

To him Xenocrates of Chalcedon dedicated his four books on the

art of governing ; and it is specially mentioned that he bestowed

great care on the education of his brother's children. Troas, one of

his nieces, became his own wife ; andOlympias, the other, was mar-
ried to Philip of Macedon, and had the honour of giving birth to

Alexander the Great. On the death of Arymbas, his nephew Alex-

ander, the brother of Olympias, was put in possession of the throne by
the assistance of Philip, who was afterwards assassinated on occasion

of the marriage of the youthful king with his daughter Cleopatra.

Alexander was the first who boro the title of King of Epirus, and he

raised the reputation of his country amongst foreign nations. His

assistance having been sought by the Tarcntines against the

Samnites and Lucanians, he made a descent, 332 B.C., at Paestum,

near the mouth of the river Silarus, and reduced several cities of

the Lucani and Bruttii ; but in a second attack upon italy he was
surrounded by the enemy, defeated, and slain, near the city

Pandosia, in the Bruttian territory.

.ffiacides, the son of Arymbas II., succeeded Alexi.nder, and es-

poused the cause of Olympias against Cassander; but he was de-

throned by his own soldiers, and had hardly regained his position

when he fell, 313 B.C., in battle against Philip, brother of Cas-

sander. He had, by his wife Phthia, the celebrated Pyrrhus, and

two daughters, Deidamia and Troas, of whom the former married

Demetrius Poliorcetes. His brother Alcetas, who succeeded him,

continued the war with Cassander till he was defeated; and he was

ultimately put to death by his rebellious subjects, 295 B.C. The
pame of Pyrrhus, who next ascended the throne, gives to the history

jf his country an importance which it would never have other-

vise possessed; but for an account of his life we must refer to the

vrticle Pyrkhus.
Alexander, his son, who succeeded in 272 B.o. , attempted to seize on

lllacedonia, and defeated Antigonus Gonatas, but was himself shortly

afterwards driven from his kingdom by Demetrius. He recovered

it, however, and spent the rest of his days in peace. Two other

msignificant reif;ns brought the family of PjTrhus to its close, and

Epirus was thenceforward governed by a praetor, elected annually

in a general assembly of the nation held at Passaron. It impru-

lently espousecl. the cause of Perseus in his ill-fated war against the

Romans, 168 B.C. ; and it was consequently exposed to the fury of

the conquerors, who destroyed, it is said, 79 towns, and carried into

slavery 150,000 of the inhabitants. It never recovered from this

blow. At the dissolution of the Achcean league, 146 B.o., it be-

came part of the province of Macedonia, receiving the name Epirus

Vetus, to distinguish it from Epirus Nova, which lay to the east.

On the division of the empire it became the inheritance of the

emperors of the East, and remained under them until the taking of

Constantinople by the Latins, in 1204, when Michel Angelus Com-
nenus scif.ed on jEtolia and Epirus. On the death of Michel in

1216, these countries fell into the hands of his brother Theodore.

Thomas, the last of the direct line, was murdered in_1318 by his

nephew Thomas, lord of Zante and Cephalonia, and his dominions

were dismembered. Not long after, Epirus was overrun by the

Samians and Albanians, and the confusion which had been growing

since the division of the empire was worse confounded still. Charles

II. Tocco, lord of Cephalonia and Zante, obtained the recognition

of his title of despot of Epirus from the emperor Manuel Comnenus,
in the beginning of the 15th century; but his family was deprived

ol" their poss-ssion in 1431 by Amurath II. In 1440, Scanderbeg,

king of Albania, made himself master of a considerable part of

Epirus; but on his death it fell into the power of the Venctiane,
from whom it passed again to the Turks, under whose domination it

still remains.
Kauzo, "Kech. hist. Bur lea peoples qui a'^tabllrent en £plrc." In iS^t. dt

VAcad. des Jnscr., 1729; Wolfe, "Observations on the Gulf of Arta," In Jour.
Roy. Oeog. A'oc, 1834; Merlfeker. Ifarstellung det LaniUi und dtr Jiewofmer ton
£peiros, Kijniga., 1841; J. H. Skene, "Remarkable Localities on the Coast of
Jipll-us," In Juur. R. O. S. , 1848 ; Bowen, Atfios, Thestaty, and Eptrut, 1862 ; Hahn,
Attranestsche Sludien, 1854: Burslan, Oeogr. von (Jruchfnland^ vol. 1., 1806; Major
K. Stuart, '• On Phys. Geogr. and Nat. Resources of Epirus," in /. R. Q. 8., 186&;
GuUlo Cora, In Cotmoti Dumont, "Souvenirs do I'Adrlatlque, de I'^plre," Ac, lb
Rev. des Deux ifondes. 1872.

EPISCOPACY. By Episcopacy we understand taat

form of church organization in which the chief ecclesiastical

authority within a defined district or diocese is vested in

bishops {episcopi), having in subordination to them priests,

or presbyters, and deacons, and with the power of ordina-

tion. Of this form of government there are traces in

apostolic times ; eviaences of its existence become increas-

ingly frequent in the sub-apostolic period ; until when
the church emerges from the impenetrable cloud which
covers the close of the 1st and the beginning of the 2d
century, we find every Christian community governed by
a chief functionary, uniformly styled its " bishop," with

two inferior orders of ministers under them, known as
" presbyters" and "deacons." It may be regarded as an

established fact that before the middle of the 2d century

diocesan Episcopacy had become the rule in every part of

the then Christian world, and we have now to inquire when
and under what circumstances this form of government
arose, and with what amount of authority it is invested-

On these points the most opposite opinions have been

maintained. In the words of Dr Lightfoot (to whose
admirable dissertation " On the Christian Ministry,"

appended to his Commentary on the Epistle to the Philip-

plans, we, though differing from him in some points,

would once for all acknowledge our obligation), " Some
have recognized in Episcopacy an institution of divine

origin, absolute and indispensable ; others have represented

it as destitute of all apostolic sanction and authority."

Some, that is, regard it as of the de esse of a church, so

that uo Christian commtmity can have any right to claim

to be considered, in the true sense, a branch of the church

catholic if it have not episcopal organization. Others, on

the other hand, consider it as of the de bene esse of a church,

desirable to its good government, and to the maintenance of

evangelical truth and apostolical order, but not essential to

its existence. It will be our object in this article to review

the evidence as to the origin of Episcopacy afforded by

history, and to present the facts and the plain inferences

from them in a candid and dispassionate spirit,

I. In examining the question of the divine authority of

Episcopacy, we have to consider carefuUy what we mean
by the phrase. Do we intend that Episcopacy stands on

the same level as Baptism and the Lord's Supper as a

direct ordinance of Christ " generally necessary for salva-

tion ;" or do we mean that it was called into being by the

apostles and first teachers of the Christian church under

that most real, though perhaps to them insensible, direc-

tion of the Holy S jirit, to which their decisions and actions

are continually ascribed in the sacred record (Acts viii. 29,

X. 19, xi. 12, xiii. 2, xv. 28, xvi. 6, 7, xix. 21, xx. 23)!
Of the former opinion, though asserted as an unquestion-

able fact by many learned defenders of Episcopacy, we
may safely assert that there is not a trace in the New
Testament. That the episcopal organization of His church

was among the "things pertaining to the kingdom of

God " which formed the subject of the intercourse of

Christ and the twelve in the interval between His re-

surrection and His ascension is a mere hypothesis desti-

tute of the semblance of proof. Neither the Acts nor

the Epistles contain the slightest hint of any such autho-

ritative communication beinsr made before our Lord's
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•ascension, or of any direct revelation to that effect sub-

se(iuent to that event, binding on tlie church for all time.

The conclusion that would be naturally drawn from the

brief and scanty references to the organization of the

Christian ministry in Holy Scripture is that the apostles

were left free to act, under the direction of the Holy Spirit,

as they might from time to time judge to be most for the

good of the church. There can bo no question that this

was so in the appointment of tho seven whose office is

commonly identified with the Diaconate (Acta vi.) ; and,

though the evidence is less distinct, it appears to have been

the case with the Presbyterate (Acts xiv. 23), while the

authority of Timothy and Titus, in whom we see the first

adumbration of diocesan Episcopacy, is plainly represented

as delegated by the Apostle Paul with the view of carry-

ing out the arrangements which special circumstances ren-

dered desirable for the particular time and place. There

is certainly nothing in the apostle's language to either of

them to support the idea that by such delegation he was
carrying into eflfect a divine ordinance of perpetual obliga-

tion.

If.however, we interpret theexpression "divine authority"

in the larger sense, as including all that the apostles did, as

the holders of Christ's express commission—" as my Father

hath sent me even so send I you "(John xx. 21)—through

the inspiration Af the Holy Ghost, for the edification of the

church of which they were the divinely appointed governors

and propagators, there need be as little scruple in allowing

the divine authority of Episcopacy as there is in the case

of other ordinances of the Christian church, such as the

observation of the Lord's day, the baptism of infants, and

confirmation. An institution of which traces are seen in

apostolic times, and which is found prevailing throughout

the church in the age succeeding the apostles, and con-

tinuing everywhere without a break of continuity to the

16th century, and in most parts of Christendom to the

present day, cannot be looked upon as anything less than

the deliberate expression of the mind of the church.'* In
this quahfied sense we may safely adopt the verdict of

Hooker, "that if anything in the church's government,

surely the first institution cf bishops was from heaven,—was
even of God,—the Holy Ghost was the author of it,

and is to be acknowledged the ordinance of God no less

than that ancient Jewish regiment, whereof though Jethro

was the deviser, yet after that God had allowed it all men
were subject unto it, as to the polity of God not of Jethro"

{Ecd. Polit., bk. vii. c. v. § 2, 10).

II. 'The twelve apostles were the depositaries of Christ's

commLssion as the founders and governors of His church

(Matt. xvi. 19, xviii. 18, xxviii. 19, 20; Mark xvi. 15;
Luke xxiv. 47, 48 ; John xx. 21-23). In the Acts we
iind them its sole directors and administrators. The
whole ministry of the church was, in the germ, included

in the apostolate, from which it was gradually developed

as occasion required by the successive delegation of the

powers lodged with the apostles to other members of

the church, first as their substitutes and afterwards as

their successors. Thus the Christian ministry, as Canon
PLobertson has remarked {History of the Christian Church,
vol. i. p. 8), "was developed not from below but from
above," not by elevation, but by devolution. The first

delegation was to the seven, for the discharge of the secular

functions and lower spiritual ofiices for which the rapid

growth of the church rendered the apostles personally un-

equal. This was succeeded by the delegation of the duties

of teaching, government, and discipline to presbyters or

elders, especially in congregations (such as those planted by
Paul and Barnabas in Asia Minor) over which the apostles

were unable to exercise any coi'iunuous personal superin-

tendence (Acts xiv, 23). In Hooker's words, " the form

or regiment by them established at first was that the laity,

or people, should be subject unto a college of ecclesiastical

persons which were in every such city appointed for that

purpo.se" {Ecd. Polit., bk. vii. ch. v. § 1). It may be
desirable here to remove the confusion which may be pro-

duced by the ambiguous use of tho word " bishop,"

eTrio-KOTros, in tho New Testament. It happens in all

languages that in process of time the meaning of a word
changes. That which in one generation is a general term,

in the next contracts into a technical term, or a word which
designated one office becomes the title of another. It is so

with the word "bishop." In its fundamental sense of

an " overseer," " inspector," it was not originally a term of

office at all. When it appears as such in the New Testa-

ment, it is simply synonymous with " presbyter," the same
officer of the church being called indifferently by the one

or the other name. The " presbyters " or " elders " of the

Ephesian church summoned by St Paul to- meet him at

Miletus (Acts xx. 17) are in verse 28 designated by him
" bishops," or " overseers," of the flock. In the pastoral

epistles the words are used indifferently. Corresponding

directions are given to Titus concerning the ordaining

of " elders " (Tit. i. 5-7), and to Timothy for the ordination

of " bishops " (1 Tim. iii. 1-7), while the identity of

the two is further evidenced by the use of the term

"bishop" in Tit. i. 7, and "elders," 1 Tim. v. 17-19.

St Peter also, when exhorting the presbyters, as their

" brother presbyter " ((n;/^7rpco-/?i;Vfpos), to the zealous fulfil-

ment of their charge, speaks of it as " the work of an over-

seer,"or "bishop" {iTnuKOTTovvTK) (1 Pet. v. 1, 2.) The
titles continue synonymous in the epistle of Clement of

Rome {Epist, i. § 42, 44). That the offices were identical

in the apostolic age is also more than once asserted by St

Jerome, writing towards the close of the 4th century {e.g.,

" the apostle shows us plainly that presbyters and bishops

are the same .... it is proved most clearly that a bishop

is the same as a presbyter."

—

Epist. cxlvi. ; see also

Epist. Ixix ; and Ad Tit. i. 8), as well as by Chrysostom,

Theodoret, and others, and may be regarded as indisput-

able.

Any conclusion, therefore, drawn from the use of the

term " bishop " in the New Testament, as to the existence

of the episcopal office, would be fallacious. " Things,"

however, as Hooker has said, " are always ancionter than

their names," and letting go the name and coming to the

thing, indications may be discovered in the Acts and
pastoral epistles of something closely answering to a

localized episcopate in apostolic times. James, the Lord's

brother, occupies a position in the church at Jerusalem,

associated with and yet distinct from and superior to his

presbytery, and in some respects, at least in Jerusalem,

higher than the apostles themselves, which presents many
features of the diocesan episcopate of later times (Acts xii.

17, XV. 13, 19, xxi. 18; Gall 19, ii. 9, 12), and tends

to confirm the unanimous statement of early writers

that he was the first bishop of Jerusalem. .(Hieron., Da
Script. Eecles., ii.; Euseb., Hist. JSccl., ii. 1.) But in him
we have the only example of such an organization presented

in the Acts. As Professor Shirley has remarked {Apostolic

Age, p. 133), his position was in important Respects ex-

ceptional. Whether one of the twelve or no.t, he was
ranked with the apostles (Gal. i. 19), and his authority was
therefore inherent, not derived from them. And therefore

for years he remained the only Christian bishop.i We have

to pass on to the pastoral epistles of St Paul (the .latest

that proceeded from his pen) before we- again meet
with any clear traces of the existence' of Episcopacy.

The evidence of these epistles, however, is unquestion-

able, whatever the exact nature of the office to which

Timothy and Titus were designated by St Paul Whether
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permanent or temporary, whether their authority was that
of diocesan bishops, or, as was more probably the case, of

vicars-apostolic, it is certain that their power was a delegated
one,—that they were acting as the bubstitutes of the apostle,

and that their duties were in essence identical with those.of

the episcopate. In Dr Lightfoot's words, " they were in

fact the link between the apostle, whose superintendence
was occasional and general, and the bishop who exercised a
permanent supervision over an individual congregation."

If the " angels " of the seven churches addressed in the
early chapters of the Apocalypse could be certainly identi-

fied with bishops, we should have a further evidence of

localized Episcopacy in apostolic times of the highest value.

But this interpretation, though very generally accepted, is

not sufficiently free from question to bear the strain of

argument.

III. An almost impenetrable cloud hangs over the closing

years of the 1st and the opening of the 2d century. When
it begins to disperse we see an episcopal organization every-

where established, and working with a quiet regularity,

which gives no indications of its being a novel experiment,

still less of its having been imposed by superior authority

on a reluctant community. How is this momentous
change, without a countee-parfc in history, to be accounted
for? How, to adopt Professor Shirley's image, can we
bridge over " the immense chasm which divides the rudi-

mentary order of the churches planted by St taul from the
rigorously defined and universal Episcopacy which we find

described by Ignaitius 1 The more we look into the circum-
stances the more the marvel grows."

The solution of this problem which appears to satisfy the
various conditions most adequately is—that episcopal organi-

zation was developed gradually according to the require-

ments of different churches ; that, as Jerome more than once
distinctly asserts, it was called into being by the experi-

ence of the need of some coercive power to check dissen-

sions, repress rising heresies, and supplement the authority
of the rapidly diminishing body of the apostles ; and that,

takmg TertuUian as a trustworthy exponent of the tradi-

tions of the 3d century, its first appearance was con-
nected with the latest survivor of the Twelve, the
Apostle John. An examination of the early history of

the various churches founded in different parts of the
world during the 1st century indicates that the establish-

ment. of Episcopacy was not a single definite and formal
act proceeding from a central authority, such as the
apostolic council after the fall of Jerusalem, imagined with-

out sufficient evidence by Rothe, but a gradual and pro-

gressive development, advancing faster in some places than
in others, as the growth of the Christian community and
the increasing inability of the apostles personally to regu-

late the churches they had founded required. St Paul's

case presents a picture of what must have been occurring in

every part of the Christian world. The apostle had at first

to bear in his own person "the care of all the churches" (2
Cor. XL 28), i.e., of aU those which looked up to him as their

founder. His insufficiency to bear such a burden alone forced
itself upon him as these churches became more numerous.
Presbyters and deacons, as Epiphanius has remarked {Hoer.,

Ixxv. 6), could conduct the administration of a church for

a while. But occasions arose, as at Ephesus and Crete,
when the continuous presence of an authorized ruler

became essential to check serious mischief. Letters, how-
ever " weighty," could not compensate for the want of
personal influence. It was impossible for the appstle, evdh
when there was no restraint upon his liberty, to meet all the
claims upon him in his own person- He therefore dele-

gated his authority (whether temporarily or permanently
does not materially affect the question) to others who acted
by Lis commission, and who were charged among other

duties with the perpetuation of the Christian ministry

(1 Tim. iiL v. 22 ; 2 Tim. iL 2 ; Tit. L 5). We know from
his pastoral epistles that St Paul did this to meet the special

needs of the churches of Ephesus and Crete; and we may not
unreasonably believe that the same measure wa3 resorted to

by him as well as by the other apostles in other churches

where a similar emergency called for it. The language of

St Jerome, which has been so often unfairly employed to

weaken the cause of Episcopacy, when properly interpreted

points to this origin. He asserts that the episcopal office

was established as a remedy against schism, and to put a

curb upon the factious "spirit which, by the instigation of

the devil, had sprung up in various churches, notably in

that of Corinth. As long as the apostolic founder of a

church was living, and was able personally to interpose,

this need for a bishop's authority would not be felt. As this

resort closed, as it did very gradually, the development of

Episcopacy advanced, with a steady though uneven pro-

gress, until it became universal Jerome's oft-quoted state-

ment that the superiority of bishops to presbyters was
rather due to the custom of the church than to any actual

ordinance of the Lord, " ex ecclesise consuetudine magis

quam dispositionis Domiuicae veritate" (Hieron. in Tit. L

5), does not in any way contradict its apostolical origin,

which is indeed implied in the context of the passage, but

merely signifies that the institution does not rest upon
written words of Christ.^

If we further ask by v/hat authority it was decided that,

in Jerome's words {u.s.), " to root out the thickets of

heresies all the responsibility should be deferred to a single

person," the testimony of antiquity, scanty, it is true,

but adequate, affirms that this authority was apostolic,

and points to St John as its chief though not exclusive

source. TertuUian expressly asserts that "the order of

bishops, if traced back to its origin, will rest upon John as

its author" {Adv. Marcion., iv. 5). This statement is

confirmed by Clement of Alexandria, who relates that St

John, after his return to Ephesus from Patmos, on the

death of Domitian, was in the habit of making progresses

through the neighbouring districts, " in one place to

establish bishops, in another to organize whole churches,

in another to ordain individuals indicated by the Holy
Spirit " (Apud Euseb., Hist. Eccl., iii 23). Irenseus, the

disciple of Polycarp, whose authority on such a fact is indis-

putable, saya that his revered master had been " established

l3y apostles inAsia as bishop in the church of Smyrna" (Iren.,

iii. 3, § 4), a statement which is confirmed by TertuUian

{De Praescript.i 32). Polycarp is also distinctly mentioned

as bishop of Smyrna, together with Onesimus, bishop of

Ephesus, in the genuine letters of Ignatius. The names of

Papias of Hierapolis, Sagaris of Laodicea, and Melito of

Sardis, all contemporary bishops with Polycarp, supply
" irrefragable evidence of the early and wide extension of

Episcopacy throughout proconsular Asia, the scene of St

John's latest labours" (Lightfoot, u.s., p. 212), and, " unless

all historical testimony is to be thrown aside as worthless,

demonstrate that the institution of a localized episcopate

—

what Hooker calls " bishops with restraint," in contrast

with the " episcopate at large" exercised by the apostles

—

"cannot be placed later than the closing years of the 1st

century, and cannot be dissevered from the name of St

^ We mb.y compare the language of St Paul, 1 Cor. vii. 10, 12, "to
the married I command, yet not I, but the Lord ... to the rest speak

I, not the Lord,'' "where the contrast is not, as is sometimes supposed,

between the apostle speaking by inspiration and without inspiration,

but between the apostle's words and an actual " dictum " of our Lord
(Markx. 11). Dean Stanley remarks, "the natural distinction between

the sayings of Christ and the sayings of the apostles is here exempli-

fied,—Christ laying down the general rule, the apostles applying it to

the particular emergencies which arose out of the relatione of tho

particular chiu'ches with which they had to deal " (Corinthians, p. 110).
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John" {Ibid. p. 231). There is no reason for supposing

that this was the result of the deliberations of an apos-

tolic council, or that it was enforced by an authoritative

decree. The doubtful and somewhat legendary talo of

Hegcsippus, preserved in Eusebius, of the calling of such

a council at Jerusalem after the fall of the city and the

death of St James,—even if it be conceded that at that

late period any considerable number of the apostolic body
were alive, and wore within reach of such a summons,

—

expressly limits its purpose to the appointment of Symeon,
the son of Clopas, as a successor to St James. That this

gathering had in view so momentous a step as the estab-

lishment of Episcopacy as the form of government for the

church for all time is a more hypothesis, unsupported by
any ancient testimony or tradition. Neither ha.ve we
evidence for any definite decree proceeding either from an
apostolic council, or, if that be rejected as baseless, from
St John's individual authority. In the words of Dr
Lightfoot, U.S., p. 205,

—

" The evident utility and even pressing need of such an office,

Banctioned by tlie most venerated name in CliristendoM, would be
snflicicnt to secure a wide though gradual recaption. .Such a
reception, it is true, supposes a substantial harmony and freedom of

intercourse among the churches which remained undisturbed by th«
troubles of the times ; but the silence of history is not .it all un-
fnvourable to this supposition. In this w.iy, during the histoiical

blank which extends over half a century after the fall of Jerusalem,
Episcop.acy was matured, and the Catholic church consolidated."

The opening epoch is the only portion of the history of

Episcopacy over which any uncertainty hangs. After the

commencement of the 2d century, wherever we hear of the

existence of a local, church we find it, without any excep-

tion> and with hardly any variety, under the government of

a bishop, and that without any indication of there ever

having been a time when it was otherwise. The existing

bishop is usually spoken of as the successor of other

bishops reaching in unbroken line to apostolic times.

Episcopacy is everywhere uniformly established, and its

claim to an unbroken descent from the apostles is every-

where asserted, and nowhere called in question.

In the words of Dr Arnold, no prejudiced champion of

Episcopacy,

"The beginning of the 2d century found the church under the
government of bishops, many of whom derived th«ir a2ipointment
from tlie apostles themselves at only one or two removes,—that is to
say, they had been chosen by men who had themselves been chojen by
an apostle, or by persons such as Timotheus, in whom an apostle

had entertained full confidence" {Fragment on the Church, p. 124).

Irenseus, writing at the close of the 2d century, argues
for the apostolical purity of the faith of the Church of

Rome from the unbroken chain by which it was connected
with the apostles. " Linus was appointed by the apostles

themselves ; Anacletus succeeded Linus ; Clemens, Ana-
cletus ; after whom followed in regular succession Euaristus,

Alexander, Sixtus, Telesphorus, Hyginus, Pius, Anicetus,

Soter, down to Eleutherius (the bishop of his own day),

wjio holds the episcopal position twelfth in order from the

apostles" (lib. iii. c. 3, § 3).

The challenge given by Tertullian, a little later, to the
heretics of his day, to " produce the roll of their bishops
running do^vn in due succe.ssion from the beginning in such
a manner that that first bishop of theirs shall be able to

show for his ordainer or predecessor some one of the
apostles, or of apostolic men" {De Frcescript., c. 31), is

equally convincing. In the following paragraph, where,
after referring to the appointment of Polycarp at Smyrna
by St John, and Clement at Rome by St Peter, he pro-

ceeds—" This is the manner in which the apostolic church
hand down their registers, and exhibit those whom, having
been appointed to their episcopal seats by apostolic law."
Catalotrues of the bishops of almost all the earlier churches

arc in exigence. These may contain some doubtful names

;

but they may bo accepted as Batisf.actory evidence of the

belief, in the age nearest to that which they refer, that, in

the words of Hooker, " under them [the apostles], and by
their appointment, this order began, which maketh many
presbyters subject unto the regiment of some one bishop"
{Eccl. Polit., vii. 10).

Once established, the value, nay, ttie necessity, of

the episcopal form of government secured its permanence.
It was not only, as in its first beginnings may have been
its chief object, a remedy against schisms, and a safeguard

against heresies, but it was the outward symbol of the

unity of the church, and one of the most effectual methods
by which that unity was maintained. The individual

bishop was the visible representative of the corporate life

of the individuals making up a congregation. The maxim
of St Cyprian, " Ecclesia est in Episcopo" (Cyp., iv. Ep. 9),

was universally recognized. "They were the represen-

tatives of the church, and without them the church had
no existence ; those were not the prayers of the church,

that was not her communion which the bishop did not

either preside at or sanction" (Arnold, w.s., p. 124). The
bishop was regarde'd as the channel of divine grace, the

bond of Christian brotherhood. Episcopacy, moreover,

was not only the bond tying all the members of a church
into one body, but also that which united the scattered

churches into one organic whole. The collective episcopate

formed the system of "joints- and bands" by which the

body of the catholic church was, knit together. This idea

has been well expressed by the present bishop of Edin-
burgh, Dr Cotterill

—

"The episcopal office was the means of the confederatioiref ths
church, whether in the several provinces or throughout the world.
The office was not something isolated— the mere promotion of an
individual to certain functions ; it was and is the result and the
means of church feder.ation, connecting first of all each generation
with that which preceded, and then each bishop with the episcopal
body, and through it with the whole church, the functions of the
office being exercised in union with other members of the federation,

from whom mission is received, and in obedience to its laws, and
not according to the mere will of the individual. From these
considerations it is obvious that Episcopacy and organic unity are
entirely of the same essence (Charge to the Synod of the ZXocese of
Edinburgh, 1877).

The idea of Episcopacy thus set forth, as the unifying

instrumentality in the church of Christ, is that which
holds the prominent place in the estimate of the first

Christian writer in whom we have any detailed reference

to episcopal organization, St Ignatius of AntiocL In
his eyes the bishop represents the church, and is the centre

of unity to the body, a safeguard against disunion, and
a security for the maintenance of discipline and the

harmonious co-operation of its various constituents. With
Irenajus the idea of the bishop as the centre of unity

undergoes some modification. Heresy was the church's

danger in his day, as intestine strife had been its danger

in Ignatius's time. The unity of which Irenceus, like his

later contemporary Tertullian, regards Episcopacy as the

safeguard and guarantee is the unity of the faith. The
one undying episcopate, with its direct descent from the

apostles, was the assurance of the permanence of apostolic

truth. The bishop, as the successor of the apostles, was the

depositary of primitive truth, the inheritor of apostolic

tradition. " If you wish to ascertain the doctrine of the

apostles, you must apply to the church of the apostles."

The views of the necessity of Episcopacy expressed by
these early writers may seem to us sometimes overstrained,

and their language exaggerated. But to them these exalted

terms were most real. They were no more than the
natural expression of their experience of the strength and
safety derived from the organization which they most
certainly believed to be the gift to the church of her Great
Head. Whatever divergencies of view there may be ?,-»
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to the origin and authority of Episcopacy, and of its

general necessity, an unprejudiced survey of the early

history of the church will show how important a part it

piayed in the maintenance of its life and health, both in the

promotion of organic unity and the preservation of purity

of doctrine. " The constitution of the church is ordained

of God; but it is ordained because it is adapted for man."
Once established in the chief centres of national life, the

growth of Episcopacy was steady, and gradually covered

the whole surface of Christendom with its ramifica-

tions. By degrees a systematic organization sprang up, by
which neighbouring churches were grouped together for

the purposes of consultation and self-government. The
chief city of each district had the civil rank of the " metro-

polis," or mother city. . There the local synods naturally met,

and the bishop—styled "metropolitan," from his position

—

took the lead in the deliberations, as." primus inter pares,"

and acted as the representative of his brother bishops in

their intercourse with other churches. Thus, though all

bishops were nominally equal, a superior dignity and
authority came by general consent to be vested in the

metropolitans, which, when the churches became established,

received the stamp of ecclesiastical authority. A still

higher dignity was"assigned to the bishops of the chief seats

of government, such as Rome, Antioch, Alexandria, and
subsequently Constantinople ; and among these the bishop
of Rome naturally had the precedence. In primitive times

each city had its own bishop, with a number of " chorepi-

scopi," or country bishops subordinate to him, to take the

oversight of the smaller towns or villages of the district, as

their deputies. Whether these " chorepiscopi " were uni-

versally of episcopal rank is an unsettled question. It is

probable that no strict rule was observed on this point,

and that, in accordance with the duties they were called to

discharge, while some were bishqps in the strict sense of the

word, others had only received the orders of a presbyter.

Convenience dictated that the ecclesiastical divisions

should generally follow the civil divisions of the empire.

When Christianity became established under Constantine,

and the church and state represented different functions of

the body corporate, this rule was strictly followed out, in

accordacce with the new divisions of prefectures and dioceses

introduced by him. The term " diocese " was used in a
much more extensive sense than that to which it was after-

wards restricted. The empire was divided into four pre-

fectures:— 1, the East; 2, Illyria; 3, Italy; 4, Gaul,—each
comprising a varying number of dioceses, each diocese

containing within itself several provinces. Thus Asia,

one of the five dioceses of the prefecture of the East, in-

cluded ten provinces, and Pontus seven. The provinces

were in their turn subdivided into districts bearing the

designation of pai'cecMw (irapotKi'at), which answered to

dioceses in the modern sense of the term. Each of these
" pa.cechiEe " had its own bishop, who was subordinate to

the metropolitan, who had his see in the capital of the
province. These metropolitans were subject to the

authority of the bishop of the chief city of the political

diocese, who in the East was styled " exarch," in the West
"primate." A higher dignity still was assigned to the

chief bishops of the great cities of the empire, such as

Rome, Constantinople, Antioch, and Alexandria. To these,

with the addition of Jerusalem, the title of "patriarch,"
which had originally been common to all bishops, was more
immediately but not exclusively restricted after the Council
of Chalcedon, 451 a.d. In the West the title " patriarch "

was employed with greater latitude for metropolitan bishops
generally. Even so late as the II th century we find the
metropolitans of Aquileia and Grado so termed. (Mansi,
xvii.;341;''.xviii. 465, 499.) The occupants of these

erimatialilseeai-wera, also designated " urihLishops." The

term " oecumenical bishop " is sometimes found applied to

the bishops of Rome, while that of " oecumenical patriarch "

was assumed by the bishops of Constantinople, though mora
as a title of dignity than as implying any claims to univer-

sal authority. Theoretically all these primatial sees were
co-ordinate in authority, and were mutually independent
of one another. By degrees the bishops of the more im-

portant cities overshadowed their brethren, and exercised a

supremacy which, though rather due to custom than to re-

cognized claims, was increasingly acquiesced in from the

manifest advantage of having a strong central power which
could interfere in theological controversies or ecclesiastical

disputes, with an authority to which all would bow. The
gradual growth of the supremacy of the bishop of Rome
as the chief pastor in the Western Church, and the eccle-

siastical head of the imperial city, will be the subject of a
separate article.

The primitive rule was tliat, except m tne ca.se of

coadjutor bishops, each diocese, in the modern sen.se, should

have but one bishop, and that no bishop should have more
than one Mocese. Both rules were, however, in subsequent

times violated. When the Arian controversy was dividing

the Christian world, it was no uncommon occurrence for

one see to have two or three rival bishops, all denouncing

and excommunicating one another. At Antioch in the

latter half of the 4th century there were two orthodox

bishops, Paulinus and Meletius, recognized respectively

by the Western and the Eastern church, an Arian bishop

Euzoius, and a fourth of the Apollinarian sect. After the

rise of the Novatian schism many cities had both an ortho-

dox and a Novatian bishop. The vicious practice for one

bishop to hold a second see " in commendam " was of

gradual growth. Its origin was innocent. When a see

was vacant and there was a difiiculty about appointing a
successor, its oversight Vi-as commended temporarily to a
neighbouring bishop. The same was the case when a
bishop was suspended for crime, or when a diocese had
been so devastated by the inroads of heathen that its

Christian population was too small to demand the services

of a separate overseer. But that which began in necessity

was continued by covetousness, until it culminated in the

flagrant abuse which reached its height just before the

Reformation, when the revenues of several sees were
accuipulated on a single individual, who probably was
equally careless of the spiritual interests of all. Thus
Cardinal Wolsey was at the same time archbishop of York
and bishop of Durham and Winchester, and enjoyed the

wealthy see of Tournay in France.

The translation of a bishop from one see lo another waa
forbidden by the canons of the primitive church. The
only exception was where it was evident that the motive
could not be increase of wealth or temporal aggrandizement,

as when a bishop removed from a richer to a poorer see, or

from an easier to a more laborious one ; or when there

was the prospect of spiritual advantage to the church.

Thoifgh many instances of translation are found in early

times, they are usually exceptional cases, and it may be
safely asserted that until the growth of secularity and
covetousness in the hierarchy had made rich sees an object

of eager competition among prelates, the practice wa-s uni-

versally condemned as an act parallel to divorce, only to be

justified by the plea of necessity or benefit to the church.

It is unnecessary to trace the episcopate in the various

churches in communion with the see of Rome. With
hardly any, if any exceptions, the succession of bishops

reaches in an unbroken line to the.earliest ages of Christi-

anity. This is also true of the churches of the orthodox

communion in the East. Their episcopal pedigree exhibits

few if any gaps, and the integrity of the recoid is usually

beyond question.
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It will bo a more important tasic to examine the history
'

of the episcopate in those countries of Europe which re-

tained that form of church government after renouncing

the papal authority, as well as in America and the de-

pendencies of Great Britain, with the view of testing its

claims in each instance to what is known as " apostolical

succession," i.e., an uninterrupted line of episcopally con-

secrated prelates reaching up to the first ages of the church.

In England the primitive church, by whomsoever
founded (the Eastern theory is certainly baseless), was
undoubtedly Episcopal The names of three British

bishops, those of York, London, and Caorleon,i are found

.imong those who attended the Council of Aries in 314.

With the ancient British church, however, the later Epis-

copacy of England has no connection. The existing

Church of England is the lineal descendant of that planted

in Kent by St Augustine at the end of the 6tb century.

The descent -of her bishops is traced continuously by one

of the most honest and accurate of her living historians,

Professor Stubbs, in his Episcopal Succession in England.

The separation from the see of Rome caused no breach in

the lontmuity Archbishop Parker, from whom the pre-

sent Episcopacy descends, was consecrated December 17,

1559, by Bishop Barlow of Chichester (himself consecrated

by Archbishop Cranmer June 11. 1536), Scory of Hereford,

Coverdalo of Exeter, and Hodgkins of Bedford. The
ridiculous '' Nag's Head Fable,'' by which some unscrupu-

lous partisans have endeavoured to discredit the Anglican

succession, was long since repudiated by the Roman
Catholic historian Dr Lingard, and is now universally

regarded with the contempt it deserves.- See England
Church of, p. 370 of the present volume.

The episcopate of the Church of Scotland was at its

commencement rather missionary than diocesan. The first

bishops, St Ninian (died 432), St Palladius (died c. 4 35),

and St Serf and St Ternan, the disciples of the latter, were

missionaries among a heathen population, with no defined

dioceses. Each had his centre of operations in a monastic

establishment of which he had been founder,—St Ninian
at Candida Casa, i.e., Whithorn in Galloway, St Palladius

at Eordun in the Mearns. St Serf at Culross. St Ternan
probably at Upper Banchory— but it would be an anti-

cipation of a later organizatiorK.to speak of these places as

in any sense their episcopal sees. The first diocese of

which we have any knowledge was that founded by St

Kentigern (died CI 2), which embraced the field of labour

of St Ninian, and revived his decayed but scarcely extinct

church. At one time St Kentigern fixed his see at Iloddam
in Dumfriesshire, but it eventually became established at

Glasgow. The missionary character of his episcopate is

evident from the enormous size of his diocese. This,

coextensive with the kingdom of Rydderch, king of

Strathclyde, stretched from the Clyde to the Mersey, and
in breadth probably reached from sea to sea. In 729
Galloway was severed from it and became a separate

diocese, with its see at Candida Casa, Pecthelm, a deacon

of Aldhelni of Sherborne, and a friend of Bede, being the

first bishop. The Anglian succession of bishops at Candida
Casa lasted till the beginning of the 9th century, when
the ravages of the Northmen and the generally disturbed

state of the country put an end to it. In Celtic Scotland,

to the north of the Clyde, Episcopacy had still less of a

diocesan character. In the Celtic church, among the

' The latest and most trustworthy .anthorlty, the lamented Mr
A. W. Haddan, decides against the claim of Lincoln as the see of
the tliird bishop.

'The fullest account of Archbishop P,-irker's own consecration and
lliat of his consecrators will be fouml in the Ordtaum Sacrorum iti

'Ecclesia Anglicana Dcfeiisio, by the Kev. T. J. Bailey, which contains
Photozincographio copies of the actiial documents relatins to 'he
transacticu.

"Scot!" both of Ireland avid Scotland, the'organization

was distinctly monastic, not episcopal. The chief govern-

ment of the church was vested in the abbots of the principal

monasteries, to whom the bishops, necessary for the

perpetuation of the ministry, were subordinate. In fact,

in Celtic Scotland diocesan Episcopacy was non-existent,

and the church was under the government of the primatial

presbyter-abbot of lona. The bishops residing in that and

other monasteries, though superior to their abbots in

ecclesiastical order, were their inferiors in oflicial rank, and

were subject to their primatial authority. Nor had these

bishops any territorial jurisdiction. " An episcopal succes-

sion," writes Mr Grub, " was kept up, but it was not in

connection with any fixed seat or territory; it was a

succession of order alone, not of jurisdiction. Therj was

no diocesan Episcopacy, properly speaking,—no episcopal

rule at all. Each abbot was the head of his own
monastery, and over all was the successor of St Columba,

the primate of the Picts and Scots " {Eccles. Hist, of Scot-

land, vol. i. p. 139). On the union of the Picts and Scots

under one sovereign, the centre of ecclesiastical authority

was transferred, together with the relics of St Columba,

from lona to Dunkeld by Kenneth MacAlpine in 849,

and again to St Andrews about 906. The bishop of St

Andrews continued the only diocesan prelate, as bishop of

the Scots, till the reign of Alexander I., when, before

1115, the sees of Moray and Dunkeld were founded.

About the same time, the Cumbrian see of Glasgow, which

had become extinct during a long period of semi-barbarism,

the result of perpetual invasions, was revived by David

earl of Cumbria, in the person of John, consecrated

at Rome by Pope Paschal II., probably in 1117. It was

also under David, alter his accession to the Scottish

crown, 1129, that the episcopate received its most marked

extension in the foundation of the sees of Aberdeen, Ross,

Caithne.5s, Brechin, and Dunblane, and the restoration

of that of Candida Casa, in Galloway. The date of

the foundation of the see of Argyll is doubtful. It

has been placed not improbably c. 1200. The claims of

the archbishops of York to the primacy of Scotland, at no

tim?" very well grounded nor willingly allowed, were the

source of continual dissensions; and in 1188, William

king of the Scots obtained a bull from Pope Clement

III. declaring the independence of the Scotch Church

and its bishops of any see but that of Rome. Three

cerrturies, however, elapsed before Scotland secured a

metropolitan of her own, after several ineffectual attempts

to obtain the pall. In 1172 St Andrews was erected into

an archiepiscopal and metropolitan see ; and a few years

later, 1489, Glasgow also attained the same rank. The

episcopate having been thus completely organized, the

succession continued unbroken till the Reformation of the

16th century, when the canonical prelates were generally

.superseded. Protestant bishops were, however, continued

after a fashion, 1571-1574, although the canonical validity

of their consecration was in most cases exceedingly ques-

tionable, it being very doubtful whether the consecrators

themselves had been consecrated, and even whether some

of the new bishops had been episcopally ordained. " The

thirteen dioceses of the ancient church continued in 1578 to

exist in name, and most of them were filled by Protestant

ministers bearing the style of bishops, although hardly one

of them ventured to' exercise episcopal jurisdiction

"

(Grub, Eccl. Hist of Scotland, ii. p. 203). This shadow of

the episcopate speedily received a fatal blow. Titular

Episcopacy was declared abolished in 1581 by royal^

proclamation ; and though the base covetonsness of some

of the leadincr nobles prolonged its nominal existence for

a while in the scandalous system of " tulchan bishops," by

which men were appointed to sees on the express undt-t

VIII. ~
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standing that their emoluments, willi tLe exception oi

a small pension, should bo transferred to the lay patron,

it became virtually extinct. On the accession of James

VI. to the English throne. Episcopacy was again for

a short time revived in Scotland. The succession was

obtained from England, and the archbishop of Glasgow,

and the bishops of Brechin and Galloway, wore con-

secrated in the chapel of London House, October 21,

1610. The renewed overthrow of Episcopacy, and the

establishment of Presbyterianism during the Great Tte-

bellion of the 17th century, belong to general history,

and need not be entered on here. On the restoration

of Charles II. an unsuccessful attempt was made to re-

establish the episcopal form of government. By this time

all the bi.sbops who derived their succession irora those

consecrated in IGIO had passed away, with two exceptions
;

and it was resolved to obtain, a second time, the canonical

succession from the English Church. On the 10th of

December 1661, Sharp, Fairfoul, Hamilton, and Leighton

were consecrated in Westminster Abbey to the archiepisco-

pal sees of St Andrews and Glasgow, and the bi.shoprics of

Galloway and Dunblane, respectively. On the return of

these prelates to Scotland, they lost no time in consecratmg

bishops for the other vacant sees. Thus the Scottish

episcopate was restored to its full complement of two arch-

bishoprics, and twelve bishoprics—Aberdeen, Argyll,

Brechin, Caithness, Dunblane, Dunkeld, Edinburgh, Gallo-

way, the Isles, Jloray, Orkney, and Ross. It would be

beside the purpose of this article to enter into the causes of

the failure of this fresh attempt to establish prelacy in

Scotland, or to narrate the political events which led to

the renewed abolition of this form of church government

and the establishment of Presbyterianism as the national

religion of Scotland, or to speak of the civil disabilities

under which the Episcopal Church laboured till the passing

of the Act of Toleration in 1711, and, after the fresh

calamities resulting from the part taken by the bishops and

episcopal clergy in the rebellion of 1745, by the Relief Bill

of 1792. The condition of the Episcopal Church was for

a long time so depressed that no attempt was made to keep

up a regular system of diocesan government. Two bishops

without diocesan jurisdiction. Sage and FuUarton, were

privately consecrated in 1705 at Edinburgh; and two more.

Falconer and Christie, in 1709 at Dundee. Other similar

consecrations followed, but after a period of considerable

controversy between the advocates of diocesan Episcopacy

and the government of the church by a college of bishops
" at large," the former system was accepted by the members
of their communion, and is that under which the Episcopal

Church in Scotland is now administered. The existing

territorial divisions, each with its bishop, are (1) Aberdeen,

(2) Argyll and the Isles, (3) Brechin, (4) Edinburgh, (5)

Glasgow and Galloway, (6) Moray, Ross, and Caithness,

(7) St Andrews, Dunkeld, and Dunblane. The bishops are

appointed by the votes of their presbyters, and are all equal

in jurisdiction, one of their body being chosen by themselves

as "primus," for the purpose of convoking and presiding over

the meetings of the episcopal college. This system is about
to give place to that prevailing in the Episcopal Church
from primitive times, by the appointment of a metropolitan.

The most remarkable event in the history of the Scotch
Episcopal Church in modern times has been the gift

of the episcopal succession to the Church of America,
by the consecration of Dr Samuel Seabury as bishop of

Connecticut by the Scotch bishops at Aberdeen, August 3 1

,

17S4.

In Ireland, Episcopacy appears to have been coeval with
the introduction of the Christian faith. Before the
apostolic labours of St Patrick, 430-491 a.d., and the
brief mission of St Palladius by Pope Celestinus, e. 431,

there were bishops in Ireland whose names are recorded by
Ussher. The church planted by St Patrick, though cpiaco-

pal, had no diocesan organization. As in the daughter
Church of Scotland, the ecclesiastical system was monastic
and collegiate, not diocesan or parochial The bishops had
neither iooal jurisdiction nor regulative authority, and seem
to have existed si?Tiply for the purpose of ordination, which
was held to be their exclusive right. As at lona, thelri.sli

bishops were subordinate to the heads of the monastic
establishments to which they belonged, and that even when
that position was held by a female. At Kildare the bishop
was the nominee and functionary of the abbess St Bridget
and her successors. There being no limitation to the num-
ber of bishops, the order became multiplied far beyond the

utmost needs of the Irish Church, until there were almost
as many bishops as congregations. Having no sufTicicnt

employment at home, they wandered into other countries,

where by their irregular performance of their episcopal

functions great disorders were introduced, against which
several of the canons of the church councils of the 9tb

century were directed. Their ordinations were declared

null and void at the Council of Chalons in 813, and a still

more stringent rule was passed at that of Caicuith, 816,
forbidding any of the race of the " Scoti '' to celebrate

the sacraments or minister in any of the oflices of the

church. The Church of Ireland retained its complete
independence as a national church, free from the jurisdiction

or authority of Rome, till the early part of the 12th

century The archbishop of Armagh was the sole primate,

and by him all the bishops were consecrated. The first

introduction of Roman influence was due to the predatory

Danes, or " Ostmen," who had established themselves on
various spots of the seaboard. On their conversion to

Christianity they were naturally led to seek their chief

pastors, not from the native church of the country they

had invaded, but from their own Norman kindred in

England. " It was to the archbi.shops of Canterbury,

Lanfranc and Anselm, that the bishops of the Danish
cities—Limerick, Waterford, and Dublin—repaired for

consecration, and made profession of canonical obedience
;

and these bishops, though sometimes of Irish birth, were
generally persons who had been trained in English monas-
teries " (Robertson, Hist, of Ckrisliaii CInirck, v. 264).

This connexion with the Roman see through the English

Church, though at first limited to the Danish settlers,

was gradually extended and strengthened, until in 11 IS

we find Gilbert bishop of Limerick presiding over a synod

as papal legate, and using his influence to bring the Irish

Church into conformity with Roman customs. One
beneficial result of this intercourse with Rome was that

Ireland was partitioned out into territorial dioceses, with

bishops possessing local jurisdiction. A second primatial

see was also established- at Cashel, to which those ot

Dublin and Tuam were afterwards added. The loss of the

ancient independence of the Irish Church was sealed when
the grant of the palls for which St JIalachy, the strenuous

advocate for complete conformity to the Latin Church, had

so earnestly pleaded in his visits to Rome, 1137-1140, was
unanimously solicited of the pope by the national synod

held at Holmepatrick in 1148, and accepted at the hands

of the cardinal legate by the Irish metropolitan at the

synod of Kells in 1152. The conquest of Ireland by Henry

II. of England, to whom it had been granted by Pope

Hadrian IV., as " the head owner of all Christian islands,"

completed the subjection. A council convened by him

at Cashel in 1172 decreed that the Church of Ireland

should be reduced to the form of that of England ; and

Ireland was, chiefly through the influence of English.

ecclesiastics wiio were put into the highest dignities of the

church, gradually brought into the same conformity to
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the Charcli o( Rome as tlie other countries of tbe West.

With the view, hov/ever, of counteracting the growing

encroachments of the paiiacy, it became customary for the

Irish bishops, after election by their own chapters, to

receive consecration in England, in order that they might

renounce in person all claims prejudicial to the English

crown made by the Church of Rome. Tbe state of the

Church of Ireland during the Middle Ages was one of fierce

intestine discord. Its episcopal succession, however, con-

tinued unbroken. Nor did the Keformation cause any

breach in its continuity. The Irish parliament in 153G cast

off the papal supremacy and accepted that of the crown.

The bishops acquiesced in the change, and at the accos

sion of Elizabeth in 1560 all save two, appointed by Queen
Mary, took the oath of supremacy to tbe queen and

conformed to the reformed liturgy. Tbe line was pre-

served during the storm of tbe Great Rebellion ; at the

Restoration eight of the Irish bishops were still surviving.

Of these Bramhall was selected for the primacy, and by

him and his suflVagans two archbishops and ten bishops

were conspcrated to tbe vacant sees in St Patrick's, Dublin,

in 1G61. The churches of England and Ireland were

united by Act of Parliament in 1800. In 1833-34 the

episcopate v.'as much curtailed. Two of the archbishoprics

were reduced to bishoprics, and ten of the bishoprics were

merged in other sees. Finally, in ISGO, tbe Irish Church

was disestablished, and became, like the Episcopal Church

of Scotland, an episcopal church existing in the country,

not tbe established church of the country. Through all

these changes tbe episcopal succession has remained unim-

paired, and the Protestant episcopate can claim to be

regarded as tbe lineal representative of tbe ancient episco-

pate of Ireland. The Roman Catholic bishops in Ireland

derive their consecration from foreign churches,—those of

Spain, Portugal, and Italy,—-and therefore have no direct

connexion with the national Irish Church.

The churches of Scandinavia, including those of Sweden,

Norway, Denmark, and Iceland, were the only Christian

bodies which embraced the Lutheran doctrines that

preserved an episcopate through the stormy period of the

Reformation. Of these, the Church of Sweden alone can

put forth a claim to au unbroken succession, nor is this

claim quite beyond question. Tbe Scandinavian churches,

with their bishops, were originally subject to the see of

Hamburg or Bremen, of which their founder, tbe apostolic

Anschar of Corbey (who died 8G5) was the first occupant

In 1104 Lund in Schonen was chosen as the seat of a

new archiepiscopal see, to which all tbe Scandinavian

kingdoms and dependencies should owe allegiance. The
other kingdoms being displeased at their subjection to a

Danish prelate, a synod was held at Skenning in 1248,

under the presidency of the English cardinal, Nicholas

Breakspear, afterwards Hadrian IV, which gave a primate

to Norway, tbe islands, and Greenland, placed at Nidaros

(Drontheim), and provided for tba erection of a primacy

of Sweden, afterwards fixed in 1164 at Upsala. The epis-

copal system being thus established, the succession was

continued in the Scandinavian churches till the Reforma-

tion, when it was completely interrupted everywhere save

in Sweden During that period of disturbance all the

Swedish sees became vacant but two, and the bishops of

these two soon left the kingdom. The episcopate, however,

was preserved by Peter Magnusson, who, when residing as

warden of the Swedish hospital of St Bridget in Rome,
bad been duly elected bishop of the see of Westeraes, and

consecrated c. 1524. No official record of his consecration

can be discovered, but there is no sufficient reason to doubt

the fact ; and it is certain that during bis lifetime be was

acknowledged as a canonical bishop both by Roman Catho-

lics and by Protestants. In 1528 Mapnusson consecrated

bishops to fill tba vacant sees, and, assisted by one of these,

Magnus Sommar, bishop of Strengne.'.s, he afterwards con-

secrated the Reformer, La'.vrcnco Petcrron, as archbishop of

Upsala, Sept. 22, 1531. Some doubt has been raised as to

the validity of tbe consecr:.tion of Peterson's successor, also

named Lawrence Peterson, in 1575, from the insufficiency

of the documentary evidence cf the consecration of his

consecrator, Paul Justin, bishop of Abo. The integrity of

the succession has, however, been accepted after searching

investigation by men of such learning as Giabe and Routh,
and has been formally recognized by the convention of the

American Episcopal Church. The number of dioceses in

Sweden is now tivelve, including the archiepiscopal see oJ

Upsala, by the holder of which the bishops are, as a rule,

consecrated On a vacancy throe candidates are nominated

by the votes of the clergy of the diocese, of whom one is

selected by the king. The succession to the daughter church

of Finland, now independent, stands or falls with that of

Sweden.
Tba other Scandinavian churches—those of Denmark,

Norway, and Iceland,—though equally episcopal in form,

cannot produce any legitimate claim to the episcopal sue-

cession. Tbe Reformation was at first opposed by the

wholo episcopate. For this and other political charges, the

king. Christian III, in 1536-37 suddenly placed most of

the bishops under arrest, and compelled them to resign their

sees into his hands, to dispose of as he thought good. On
their engaging not to oppose the Reformation they were

indisposed to lead, these prelates were presented by him
to stalls in cathedral or collegiate churches, and, quietly

acquiescing in tbe new regime, created no schism from the

national establishment. They did not, however, take any

part in the consecration of their successors, which was per-

formed by Bugenhagen, Luther's friend and fellow-labourer,

at Copenhagen, September 2, 1537. The seven ministers

on whom Bugenhagen laid hands were caUed evangelical

superintendents, or bishops, and from these the existing

succession is derived. Bugenhagen drew up, by the king's

command, a scheme of church government for Denmark
and Norway. In the latter kingdom the pre -Reformation

bishops generally deserted their posts; two, Hans Reff of

Opsloe and Geblo Pedersen of Bergen, adopted the change

and retained their sees. In Iceland tbe last of the Roman
Catholic bishops authorised the first Protestant bishop,

ordained at Roeskild, to hold his office in succession to him-

self. It will be seen that the validity of the episcopal suc-

cession in these churches is very questionable. But it has

never been formally denied by tho Church of England, and

it has been accepted by Dodwell, Leslie, and Thorndike,

and its orders have been recognized by the Indian bishops

in tbe case of missionaries ordained by the Danish Church.

Another Protestant episcopal church is that of the

Moravians, or as they prefer to style themselves, the

diiitas Fratnim. Tbe Bohemian anti-Reformation swept

the church of the Brethren from their original seat to find

a refuge in Poland and Prussia. Here their ancient Epis-

copacy, derived in 1467 from th-e Austrian Waldenses, was

perpetuated in regular succession, until in 1735 one of the

two last surviving bishops, Jablonski, with the concurrence

of the other, Sitkovius, consecrated David Nitschmanntobe

the first bishop of the renewed church of the Brethren,

established at Herrnhut in Saxony. Two years later. May
20, 1737, Jablonski and Nitschmann consecrated Comit

' The whole subject of tbe Swedisli episcopate and the validity of

it3 Buccession will be found discussed in a series of papers—from

which our information is chiefly, drawn—characterized by fairness and

thoroughness of investijation, by the Rev. F. S. May, in the Colonial

Church Chronicle for 1861. We are also indebted to ilr May for a

clear statement of the history of the episcopate in the other Scandi-

navian churches, in papers read before the Church Congresses at Nor-

wick and Southampton.
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Zinzendorf as the secoud bishop of the Moravian church.

From these two the existing Moravian episcopate is derived.

A remarkable instance of a Roman Catholic episcopal

church not in communion with the papal see is. to bo

found in the so-called Jansonist Church of Holland. Tre-

served with difficulty through the tempestuous period of the

Dutch Reformation, when after fierce struggle the Protestant

faith obtained the ascendency it has ever since maintained

in Holland, the episcopate was in danger of dying out at

the beginning of the 18th century, through the refusal of

the papal authorities to allow consecrations to the vacant

see.s, in revenge for the resolute alherence of the church to

Jans.enist doctrines. The episcopate was indeed only saved

from extinction by the singularly opportune presence of a

duly consecrated bishop of Babylon (Dominique Marie
Varlet, previously vicar-general of Louisiana), who, having

been suspended unheard by a notoriously uncanonical

senteiicp, in consequence of his having manifested sympathy
with the oppressed Church of Holland, by administering

the trite of .confirmation during his sojourn at Amsterdam
'oil his. outward journey, had made that city his home, on
his, return to Europe in 1721, while waiting the result of

his appeal. Convinced that they had no hope of obtaining

a prelate from the papal court, the chapter of Utrecht met
and elected Cornelius Steenoven archbishop, April 27, 1723.

Jlore than a year having been spent in vain applications to

neighbouring diocesan bishops to perform the ceremony,

the newly-eiect^ed prelate was consecrated by the bishop of

Babyjon at Amsterdam, October 15, 1724. The act was
declared unlawful and execrable by Pope Benedict XIII.,

and all who had taken part in it were excommunicated. The
national church maintained a firm attitude, and on the death
of the new archbishop, within half a year of his consecration,

the chapter proceeded to the immediateelection of a successor,

Barchman Waytiers, who was also consecrated by the bishop
of Babylon, September 30, 1725. On the death of Waytiers,

May 13, 1733, before he could succeed in securing the

consecration of any suffragan, Theodore van Croon was
elected by the chapter, and received consecration from the

same hands, October 28 of that year. Once again, and for

the last time, on the death of this .archbishop, June 9,

1739, the bishop of Babylon was called upon to save the

Dutch episcopate from extinction by the consecration of

Peter John Meindaerts, October 18, 1739. The chapter of

Haarlem, whose imwillingness to offend the papal authori-

ties by electing a bishop had hitherto prevented the increase

of the episcopate, still nefusing to act, the new archbishop
took the matter into his own hands, nominated and con-

secrated a bishop to that see in 1742, and added a third

pember to the episcopal college in the person of the bishop

of Devjuter, consecrated in 1758. The succession has con-

tinued-unbroken from that time to the present day, though
in more than one instance its existence h.as hung precari-

ously on a single life. Each consecration has been followed

by a formal excommunication by the pope, and, all the

attempts to obtain reconciliation being repelled with insult,

blie church has at length settled down into the true Galil-

ean position of protest against ultramontanism whether of

lootrine or of discipline. (A. W. Haddan's Remains, p.

413; Neale's Janseuisl Clinrch of Holland.)

The national Church of Holland has been the instrument
of conferring the episcopate on the community known as
" Old Catholics," whose separation from the Church of

Rome, under the leadership of Dr Dbllinger, was occasioned
by the publication of the Vatican decrees relating to papal
supremacy and infallibility, passed at the so-called ceoumeni-
cal council of 1870. Dr J. H. Reinkens, the individual
chosen to be the first bishop of the new church at the
synod, consisting of priests and lay delegates, held at

Cologne, June 4, 1873, was consecrated on August 11 by

Mgr. Heykamp, the bishop of Deventer,—Archbishop Loos
of Utrecht, who Lad promised to administer the rite,

having died on the very day of the new bishop's election.

A second bishop, Edward Herzog, was consecrated for the

members of the Old Catholic body in Switzerland by
Bishop Reinkens at Rheinfelden in Aargau, September 18,

187G, having been previously elected by a synod assembled

at Olten.

^ The episcopate in the colonies and dependencies of the

English crown commenced with the consecration of Dr
Charles Inglis to the diocese of Nova Scotia, which took

pla;e at Lambeth, August 12, 1787, the same year which
had witnessed the foundation of the episcopate of the

American Church. Quebec was formed into a separate

diocese in 1793, and Nova Scotia was again subdivided by
the foundation of the sees of Newfoundland* in 1839,

and Fredericton (New Brunswick) in 1845. The original

diocese of Quebec has also been broken up by the establish-

ment of the sees of Toronto (1839), Montreal (1850), Huron

(1857), Ontario (1861), and Niagara (1875). These are all

suffragans to Montreal, the metropolitical Bee of the

Dominion of Canada. In 1849 the diocese of Rupert's

Land was formed out of the vast territories of the Hudson's

Bay Company. This has subsequently been constituted

metropolitical, having as its suffragans the bishops of

Moosonee (1872), Athabasca (1874), Saskatchewan (1874),

and the missionary bishop of Algoma (1873).

The next part of the British dependencies to receive the

episcopate was the East Indies. The see of Calcutta was

formed, to which Dr Middleton was consecrated at Lambeth
in 1814. The unwieldy diocese intrusted to his supervision,

including eventually all British subjects in India, Ceylon,

Mauritius, Australia, New Zealand, and Tasmania, has been

gradually broken up into more than twenty separate dio-

ceses, and the process of subdivision is continually going on.

India alone now remains under the metropolitan of

Calcutta, who has as his suffragans the bishops of Madras

(1835), Bombay (1837), Colombo (Ceylon) (1845), Labuan

(1855), Lahore (1878), and Rangoon (1878). The

diocese of Victoria (Hong Kong) was established in 1849,

that of the Mauritius in 1854, and of North China ia

1872.

The West India islands came first under epiocopal super-

vision in 1824, when the dioceses of Barbados and Jamaica

(now Kingston) were founded. In 1842 the diocese of

Barbados was divided into three by the formation of the

separate sees of Antigua and Guiana, and in 1861 the

Bahamas were revered from Jamaica and became the see of

Nassau. The bishopric of Trinidad was founded in 1872.

In 1836 Australia and the adjacent English dependencies

were withdrawn from the nominal supervision of the

bishops of Calcutta by the consecration of Dr W. G.

Broughton as first bishop of Australia (now Sydney).

New Zealand was erected into a separate see (now Auck-

land) in 1841, and Tasmania in 1842. The see of Sydney

has since-become metropolitical, containing the dioceses o(

Adelaide, ^Melbourne, Newcastle (all three founded in

1817), Perth (1857), Brisbane (1859), Goulburn (1863),

Grafton and Armidale (1867), Bathurst (1869), and

Ballarat (1875). The original diocese of New Zealand ,

is now divided into six under its own metropolitan, the

primacy being elective and not attached to any specified

see. These dioceses are Auckland (1869), Christchurch

(1856), Wellington, Nelson, and Waiapu (all three founded

in 1858), and Dunedin (1866). To these should be added
the missionary bislie\pric of Melanesia (1861). The Poly-

nesian island of Hawaii became the seat of the bishop of

Honolulu in 1861, the Falkland Islands were constituted a

see in 1870, and after many difficulties Madagascar received

the episcopate in 1874
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After the colony of tlio Cape of GoodTTopo )iad been in

British possession for mora than forty years, the episcopate

was granted to it. Bishop Gray was consecrated first

bishop of Cape Town on St Peter's Day 1847. This

energetic prelate lost no time in subdividing his enormous
diocese. The first new sees were those of Graham's Town
and Natal, founded in 1853. St Helena became a bishopric

in 1859, the Orange River Territory (now Bloemfontein) in

1863, Maritzburg in 18G9, Zululand in 1870, and rrotoria

(the Transvaal) in 1878. The diocese of Independent
Kaffraria (St John's) was founded by the Scotcli Episcopal

Church in 1873. We must not omit to mention the

missionary bishopric of Central Africa, or the Zambesi,

founded by the Universities Mission in 1861, of which the

lamented Charles Maclcenzie was the first bishop.

On the western coast of Africa, Sierra Leone was con-

stituted a diocese in 1850. In 1861 the Niger territory,

including Lagos and Abbeokuta, was taken from it as a

missionary diocese. On the seaboard between the two, the

republic of Liberia is ecclesiastically subject to a bishop of

the American church stationed at Cape Palmas.

In 1842 Gibraltar was made the seat of a bishop, whose
jurisdiction extends over the clergy and members of the

Church of England on the seaboard and islands of the

Jlediterranean, Archi^ielago, and Black Sea. In 1846 a
bishop was consecrated, under the title of bishop of

Jerusalem, to take oversight of the Protestant settlements

in Asia Jlinor, Egypt, Palestine, and Syria.

The episcopate of the Protestant Episcopal Church of

the United States of North America was originally derived
partly from the Episcopal Church of Scotland, partly from
that of England. As, however, the Scottish bii;hop3 trace

their succession to those consecrated by English bishops in

1661, the American Church may be regarded as a legiti-

mate daughter of the Anglican Church, with which she is

united in doctrine and discipline, and in legally authorized

communion. The first bishop of the American Church
was Dr Samuel Seabury, elected by the clergy of Connec-
ticut. The oalh of allegiance, with which the archbisTiop

had no poT7er to dispense without a special Act of Parlia-

ment, forming an inseparable obstacle to his consecration

in England, Dr Seabury had recourse to the Scotch
Episcopal Church, and was admitted to the episcopate at

Aberdeen, November 14, 1784, by vhe hands of the

bishops of Aberdeen, Ross, and Moray. Three years later,

the formal difficulty having been in the meantime removed,

Dr White and Dr Provoost, the elected respectively of the

conventions of Pennsylvania and New York, were conse-

crated at Lambeth on February 4, 1787, by Archbishops

Moore and Markham and Bishops Moss of Bath and Wells

and Hinchcliffe of Peterborough. There being now three

bishops in the American Church, the number held canoni-

:ally necessary under ordinary circumstances to a rightful

consecration, , though not absolutely essential to its

validity, they proceeded to consecrate others, the first being
Dr Madison for Virginia. By the beginning of the new
century the number of diocesan bishops had risen to seven,

and now (1878) it amounts to fifty-seven, to whom must be

added several missionary bishops consecrated for work
among the heathen. The right of electing a bishop is

vested, by the constitution of the American Church, in the

convention of the diocese, lay as well as clerical. Their

choice is submitted fo the general convention, if sitting, if

not, to the standing committees of the dioceses, and must
receive the sanction of the majority before the bishops can

consecrate. (e. v.)

EPISCO PIUS, Simon (1583-1 643), a distinguished theo-

logian (whose name in Dutch was Bisschop), was born at

Amsterdam on the 1st January 1583. In 1600 ho entered

the university of Leyden, where La took his master of arts

degree in 1G06. Ho afterwards studied theology under
Arminius, and Arminius's opponent Gomar ; but soon be-
coming a strong sympathizer with the Arminian doctrines,

ho, on the death of Arminius in 1609, left Leyden for
the university of Fraiieker. In 1610, the year in which
the Arminians presented the famous Remonstrance to the
States of Holland, he was ordained minister at Bleyswich, a
small village in the neighbourhood of Rotterdam ; and in
the following year he advocated the cause of the Remon-
strants at the Hague conference. In 1612 he succeeded
Gomar as professor of theology at Leyden, an appointment
which awakened the bitter enmity of the Calvinists, and,
on account of the influence lent by it to the spread
of Arminian opinions, was doubtless an ultimate cau.se of

the meeting of the Synod of Dort in 1618. Episcopius was
chosen as the spokesman of the thirteen representatives of

the Remonstrants before the synod ; but ho was refused a
hearing, and the Remonstrant doctrines were condemned
without any explanation or defence of them being per-

mitted. At the end of the synod's sittings in 1619, Epis-
copius and the other representatives were deprived of their

offices and expelled from the country. Episcopius retired

to Brabant, but ultimately went to France, and took up his

residence at Rouen. He devoted the most of his time to
the promotion by writings of the Arminian cause ; but the
attempt of Wadding to win him over to the Romish faith

involved him also in a controversy with that famous
Jesuit. After the death of the stadtholder JIaurice,

the violence of the Arminian controversy began to abate,
and Episcopius was permitted in 1626 to resume his duties
in the Remonstrant church of Rotterdam. He was after-

wardsappointed rector of the Remonstrant college at Amster-
dam, where he died in 1643. Episcopius maybe regarded
as in great part the theological founder of Arminianism.
Its principles were enunciated by Arminius, but in a frag-

mentary and somewhat tentative shape, and it is to Epis-
copius that the merit is due of having developed them info

a complete and distinctive form of belief, and of having
given them a widely extended and permanent 'influence.

Besides opposing at all points the peculiar doctrines of Cal-

vinism, Episcopius protested against the tendency of Calvin-
ists to lay so much stress on abstract dogma, and argued that
Christianity was practical rather than theoretical,—not so
much a system of intellectual belief as a moral power,

—

and that an orthodox faith did not necessarily imply the
knowledge of and assent to a system of doctrine which
included the whole range of Christian truth, but only the
knowledge and acceptance of so much of Christianity as

was necessary to efl"ect a real change on the heart and life.

The principal works of Episcopius are his Confcssio s. dedaralio
senlcnlice paslorum qui in fctdcralo Bclgio Rcmonslranta vocarUur
super prcccipuis articulis rcligionis Chrisliance (1621), his Apologia
pro Confessione (1629), and his uncompleted work Inslitudones Tlieo-
logicx. A life of Episcopius was written by Limborch, and one
\va3 also prefixed by his successor Curcellaeus to au edition of his
collected worlis pulilished in 2 vols. (1650-1665).

EPITAPH (en-iTcf^io;, sc. Xo'yos, from Ivl, upon, and Ta<^os,

a tomb) means strictly an inscription upon a tomb, though
by a natural extension of usage the name is applied to any-
thing written ostensibly for that purpose whether actually

inscribed upon a tomb or not. Many of the best known
epitaphs, both ancient and modem, are merely literary

memorials, and find no place on sepulchral monuments.
Sometimes the intention of the writer to have his produc-

tion placed upon the grave of the person he has commemor-
ated may have been frustrated, sometimes it may never
have existed; what he has written is still entitled to be
called an epitaph if it be suitable for the purpose, whether
the purpose has been carri-ed out or not. The roost obvious
external condition that suitability for mural inscription

imposes is one of rigid limitation as to length. An epitaph
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cannot in tlie nature of things extend to the proportions

that may be required in an elegy.

The desire to perpetuate the memory of the dead being
natural to man, the practice of placing epitaphs upon their

graves has been common among all nations and in all ages.

And the similarity, amounting sometimes almost to identity,

of thought and expression that often exists between epitaphs

(Written more than two thousand years ago and epitaphs

|Written only yesterday is as striking an evidence as literature

afifords of the close kinship of human nature under the

most varying conditions where the same primary elemental

feelings are stirred. The grief and hope of tlie Eoman
mother as expressed in the touching lines

—

Lngge fili bene qtiicscas

Water tua rogal to,

Vt me ad te recipias :

Vale !

find their echo in similar ihscriDtions in many a modem
cemetery.

Probably tne earliest epitaphial inscriptions that have
come down to us are those of the ancient Egyptians, written,

as their mode of sepulture necessitated, upon the sarcophagi

and coffins. Those that have been deciphered are all very

much in the same form, commencing with a prayer to a
deity, generally Osiris or Anubis, on behalf of the deceased,

whose name, descent, and office are usually specified. There
is, however, no attempt to delineate individual character,

and the feelings of the survivors are not expressed other-

wise than in the fact of a prayer being ofTered. Ancient
Greek epitaphs, unlike the Egyptian, are of great literary

interest, deep and often tender in feeling, rich and varied in

expression, and generally epigrammatic in form. They are

written usually in elegiac verse, though many of the later

epitaphs are in prose. Among the gems of the Greek
anthology familiar to English readers through translations

are the epitaphs upon those who had fallen in battle.

There are several ascribed to Simonides on the heroes of

Thermopylae, of which the most celebrated is the epigram

—

"Go tcU tlie Spartans, thou that passest by,
Tliat iere, obedient to their laws, we lie.

"

A hymn of Simonides on the same subject contains some
jines of great beauty, which may be regarded as a literary

epitaph :— ,'

*' In dark Th'cnnopyl.'e they lie ;

Oh deatli of glory, there to die 1

Their tomb an altar is, their nameb
A mighty heritage of fame

;

Their dirge is truimph.—Cankering riisl.

And time that turncth all to dust
Th.at tomb shall never waste nor hide.—

"

The tomb of W'arriors true and tried.

The fuU-voic'd praise of Greece around
Lies buried in that sacred mound :

Where Sparta's Iving, Leonidas,

In death eternal glory has.
'

In Lacedsemonia epitaphs were inscribed only upon the

graves of those who had been especially distinguished in

war ; in Athens they were applied more indiscriminately.

They generally contained the name, the descent, the demise,

o.nd some account of the life of the person commemorated.
It must be remembered, however, that many of the so-called

Greek epitaphs are merely literary memorials not intended

for monumental inscription, and that in thpse freer scope

is naturally given to general reflections, whUe less attention

is paid to biographical details. Jlany of them, even some
of the monumental, do not contain any personal name, as

in the one ascribed to Plato:

—

"I am a shipwrecked sailor's tomb; a peasant's there doth
stand:

iThus the same world of Hades lies beneath Doth sea and land."

Others again are so entirely of the nature of general re-

lections uppn death that they contain no indication of the

particular case that called them forth. It may do qucs*
tioned, indeed, whether several of this character quoted in

ordinary collections are epitaphs at all, in the semse of
bein^ intended for a particular occasion.

Koman epitaphs, in contrast to those of the Greeks, con-
tained, as a rule; nothing beyond a record of facts. Ttol
inscriptions on the urns, of which numerous specimens are

to be found in the British Museum, present but little*

variation. The letters D.M. or D.M.S. (Diis Manibm
or Diix Manibus Sacrum) are followed by the name of the

person whoso ashes are inclosed, his age at death, and
sometimes one or two other particulars. The inscription

closes with the name of the person who caused the urn to

'be made, and his relationship to the deceased. ' It is a

curious illustration of the survival of traces of an old faitk

after it has been formally discarded to find that the letters

D.M. are not uncommon on the Christian inscriptions in

the catacombs. It has been suggested that in this case

they mean Deo Maximo and not Diis Manibus, but the

erplanation would be quite untenable, even if there were

not many other undeniable instances of the survival of

])agan superstitions in the thought and life of the early

Christians. In these very catacomb inscriptions there are

many illustrations to be found, apart from the use of the

letters D. M., of the union of heathen with Christian senti-

ment (see Maitland's Church in ilie Catacombs). The
private burial places for the ashes of the dead were usually

by the side of the various roads leading into Rome, the

Via Appia, the. Via Flaminia, &c. The traveller to or

from the city thus passed for miles an almost uninterrupted

succession of tombstones, whose inscriptions usually began

with the appropriate words Siste Viator or Aspice Viatfr,

the origin doubtless of the " Stop Passenger, " which still

meets the eye in many parish churchyards of Britain.

Another phrase of very common occurrence on' ancient

Koman tombstones; Sit tibi terra levis,—Light lie the earth

upon thee,—has continued in frequent use, as conveying an

appropriate sentiment, down to modern times. A remark-

able feature of many of the Koman epitaphs was the terrible

denunciation they often pronounced upon those who violated

the sepulchre. Two impressive examples may be quoted:

—

" Male pereat, Inscpultus jaccat,

Non resurgat. Cum Juda partem habeal,

Si quis sepulcrum hunc violaverit.
"

The second is more refined but not less terrible in its male-

diction :

—

"Quisquis
Hoc Sustulerit aut laiserit

Ultimus Suorum moriatur."

Such denunciations were not uncommon in later times. A
well known instance is furnished, in the lines on Shake-

speare'? tomb at Stratford-on-Avon, said to have been

written by the poet himself :

—

" Good frend for Jesus sake forboare,

To digg the dust enclosed heare
;

Bleste be y« man y' spares thes stones

And curst be he y' moves my bones."

The earliest existing British epitaphs belonged to the

Roman period, and are written in Latin after the Roman
form. Specimens are to be seen in various antiquarian

museums throughout the country ; some of the inscriptions

are given- in Bruce's Roman Wall , and the seventh volume

of the Corpus Inscriptiomim Latinarum edited byHiibncr,

containing the British inscriptions, is the most valuable

repertory for the earlier Roman epitaphs in Britain.. The

earliest, .of course, are commemorative of soldiers belong-

ing to the legions of occupation, but the Roman form, wa?

afterwards adopted /or native Britons. * Long after thf

Roman form w^as discarded, the Latin language" continued

to be used, especially for inscriptions of a more public
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character, as being from its supposed permanenco tlio most
suitable medium of communication to distant ages. It is

only, in fact, witbin recent years tbat- Latin Las become
unusual, and the more natural practice has been adopted

of writing the epitaphs of distinguished men in the lan-

guage of the country in which they lived. While Latin

was the chief if not the sole literary language, it was, as it

matter of coarse, almost exclusively used for epitaphial in-

scriptions. The comparatively few English epitaphs that

remain of the lltb and 12th centuries are all in Latin.

They are generally confined to a mere statement of the

name and rank of the deceased following the words " Hie
jacet." Two noteworthy exceptions to this general brevity

are, however, to be found in most of the collections. One
is the epitaph to Gundrada, daughter of the Conqueror

(d. 1085), which still exists at Lewes, though in an im-

perfect state, two of the lines having been lost ; another is

that to William de Warren, earl of Surrey (d. 1089),

believed to have been inscribed in the Abbey of St Pancras,

near Lewes, founded by him. Both are encomiastic, and
describe the character and work of the deceased with con-

siderable fullness and beauty of expression. They are

written in leonine verse. In the 1 3 th century French began
to be used in writing epitaphs, and most of the inscriptions

to celebrated historical personages between 1200 and 1400
are in that language. Mention may be made of those to

Robert, the third earl of Oxford (d. 1221), as given in

Weever, to Henry III (d. 1272) at Westminster Abbey, and
to Edward the Black Prince (d. 1376) at Canterbury. In

most of the inscriptions of this period the deceased addresses

the reader in the first person, describes his rank and posi-

tion while alive, and, as in the case of the Black Prince,

contrasts it with his wasted and loathsome state in the

graye, and warns the reader to prepare for the same in-

evitable change. The epitaph almost invariably closes

with a request, sometimes very urgently worded, for the

prayers of the reader that the soul o( the deceased may pass

to glory, and an invocation of blessing,' general or specific,

upon all who comply. Epitaphs preserved much of the

same character after English began to be used towards the

close of the iiih century. The following to a member of

the Savile family at Thorehill is probably even earlier,

though its precise date cannot be fixed :

—

" Bonys emongg stonys iys ful

steyl gwyista the sawle wan-
deris were that God wy'.ethe.

—

'

that is, Bones among stones lie full still, whilst the

Boiil wanders whither God willetli It may be noted

here that the majority of the inscriptions, Latin and Eng-
lish, from 1300 to the period of the Reformation, that

have been preserved, are upon brasses. (See Brasses,

MSNUMENTAL.)
It was in the reign of Elizabeth that epitaphs in English

began to assume a distinct literary character and value,

entitling them to rank with those that had hitherto been
composed in Latin. There is one on the dowager countess

of Pembroke (d. 1621), remarkable for its successful use

of a somewhat daring hyperbole. It is usually attributed

to Ben Jonson, but there seems reason to believe that it

waa written by William Browne, author of Britannia's

P'tstorala i
—
" Underneath this marble hearse

Lies the subject of nil verse
;

Sydney's sister, Pembroke's mother ;

Death, ere thou hast slain another
Fair and leam'd and good as she.

Time will throw his dart at thee.

Marble piles let no man raise

To her name for after days
;

Some kind woman, born as she,

Reading this, like Niobe,
Sliall turn marble, and become
Both her mourner and her tomb."

If there be something of the exaggeration of a conceit

in the second stanza, it needs scarcely to be pointed out that

epitaphs, like every other form of composition, necessarily

reflect the literary characteristics of the age in which they

"were written. The deprecation of marble as unnecessary

suggests one of the finest literary epitaphs in the English

language, that by Milton upon Shakespeare :

—

" What needs my Shakespeare, for his honoured bones
The labour of an age in piled stones ?

Or that Ilia hallowed reliqucs should be hid
Under a slar-ypointing pyramid ?

Dear Son of Memory, great heir of fame.
What nccd'st thou such weak witness of thy name '

Thou in our wonder and astonishment
Hast built thyself a live-long monument.
For whilst, to the shame of slow-endeavouring art,

Thy easy numbers flow ; and that each heart

H.ith, from the leaves of thy unvalued book.

Those Delpliic lines with deep impression took
;

Then thou our fancy of itself bereaving,

Dost make us marble with too much conceiving
;

And so sepulchred, in such pomp dost lie.

That kings for such a tomb would wish to die."

The epitaphs of Pope are generally considered to possess

very great literary merit, though they were rated higher

by Johnson and critics of his period than they are now.

Two are quoted in most collections as, each in its own
way, a typical specimen. The first is on Mrs Corbet :

—

" Here rests a woman, good without pretence,

Blest with plain reason and with sober sense;

No conquests she, but o'er herself, desired.

No arts essayed, but not to be admired.

Passion and pride were to her soul unknown,
Convinced that virtue only is our own.
So unaffected, .so composed a mind;
So firm, yet soft; so strong, yet so refined;

Heaven, .is its pure«t gold, by tortures tried;

The saint sustained it, but the woman died."

The other, to Sir Isaac Newton, is not inscribed upon any

monument:

—

" Nature and Nature's laws lay hid in night

;

God said. Let Newton be I and all was light."

Objection has been taken to it as " savouring of pro-

fanity,"—a criticism which will be diff"erently estimated

by different minds.

Dr Johnson, who thought so much of Pope's epitaphs,

was himself a great authority in both the theory and prac-

tice of this species of composition. His essay on epitaphs

is one of the few existing monographs on the subject, and
his opinion as to the use of Latin had great influence.

The manner in which he met the delicately insinuated re-

quest of a number of eminent men that English should be

employed in the case of Oliver Goldsmith was characteristic,

and showed the strength of his conviction on the subject

(see Boswell's Life, vol. vi. c. 7). The arguments' in

favour of Latin were chiefly drawn from its inherent fitness

for epitaphial inscriptions and its classical stability. The
first of these has a very considerable force, it being ad-

mitted on all hands that few languages are in themselves so

suitable for the p'arpose ; the second is outweighed by con-

siderations that had considerable force in Dr Johnson's

time, and have acquired more since. Even to the learned

Latin is no longer the language of daily thought and life

as it was at the period of the Reformation, and the great

body of those who may fairly claim to be called the well-

educated classes can only read it with difficulty, if at all.

It seems, therefore, little less than absurd, for the sake of a

stability which is itself ia great part delusive, to write

epitaphs in a language unintelligible to the vast majority of

those for whose information presumably they are intended.

Though a stickler for Latin, Dr Johnson wrote some
very beautiful English epitaphs, as, for example, the follows

:ng on Philips, a musician ;

—
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'PliHips, whose toucli harmonious could remove

The pangs of guilty power or hapless lovo ;

liest here, distressed by poverty no more,

Here lind that calm thou gav'sl so oft before ;

Sleep undisturbed within this peaceful shrine

hu angels wake thee with ^ note like Ihhie!"

In classifying epitaphs various principles of division

raay be adopted. Arranged according to nationality they

indicate distinctions of race less clearly perhaps than any

other form of literature docs,—and thia obviously because

when under the influence of the deepest feeling men think

and speak very much in the same way whatever be their

country. At the same time the influence of nationality may
to some extent be traced in epitaphs. The characteristics

of the French style, its grace, clearness, wit, and epigram-

matic point, are all recognizable in French epitaphs.

Instances such as " La premiere an rendezvous," inscribed on

the grave of a mother, Piron's epitaph written for himself

after his rejection by the French Academy

—

" Ci-git Piion, lui ne fut jamais rien,

Pas meme Acadeniicien—

and one by a relieved husband, to be seen at Pire la Chaise'^

"Ci-git ma femme. Ah! qu'elle est bien

Pour son repos et pour le mien—

"

might be multiplied indefinitely. One can hardly look

through a collection of English epitaphs without being

struck with the fact that these represent a greater variety

of intellectual and emotional states than those of any

other nation, ranging through every style of thought from

the sublime to the commonplace, every mood of feeling

from the most delicate and touching to the coarse and even

brutal. Few subordinate illustrations of the wonderfidly

complex nature of the English nationality are more striking

than this.

Epitaphs are sometimes classified, according to their

authorship and sometimes according to their subject, but

neither division is so interesting as that which arranges

them according to their characteristic features. What has

just been said of English epitaphs is, of course, more true

of epitaphs generally. They exemplify every variety of

sentiment and taste, from lofty pathos and dignified eulogy

to coarse buffoonery and the vilest scurrility. The extent

to which the humorous and even the low comic element

prevails among them is a noteworthy circumstance. It is

curious that the most solemn of all subjects should have

been frequently treated, intentionally or unintentionally, in

a style so ludicrous that a collection of epitaphs is generally

one of the most amusing books that can be picked up.

In this as in other cases too it is to be observed that the

unintended humour is generally of a much more entertain

ing kind than that which has been deliberately perpetrjited.

It would be out of place to give here any specimens of a

class of epitaphs which—just because they are the most

amusing—are the most abundantly represented in all the

ordinary collections.

See Weever, Ancient Fancrall Monumenls, 1631. 1G61 (Tooke's

edit, 1767); Philip Labbe, Thesaurus epiiaphiorurn, Paris, 1666;

Thcalrum Furuhrc exlructum a Dodone Richea sen Ottone Aicher,

1675; Hackett, Select aixd Eemarkahle Epitaphs, 1757: De la

Place, Recueil d'ipilaphes, 3 vols., Paris, 1782 ; PuUeyn, Church-

yard (rleanings, c. 1S30; L. Lexvysohu, Sechzig Epitaphien von

Grabsleinen d. israelii. Friedhofes zu IVorms, 1S55 ; Pettigrew,

Chronicles of the Tombs, 1857 ; S. Tissington, Epiiaplis, 1857 ;

Robinson, Epitaphs from Cemeteries in Lojtdon, Edinburgh, <te.,

1859 ; Le Blant, Inscriptions Chritiennes dc la Gaule aniiriexires

an VIII' siecle, 1856, 1865 ; Blommaert, Gaillard, kc, Inscrip-

tions fuTieraires et monumentales de la prov. de Flandrc Orient.

Client, 1857, 1860 ; Inscriptions fun. et non. de la prov. d'Anicrs,

Antwerp, 1857-1860; Chwolson, Aehtzehn Ilehraischc Grahschriflen

aus d-:r Krim, 1859 ; J. Brown, Epitaj>hs, (Le., in Greyfriars

Churchyard, Edinburgh, 1867 ; H. J. Loaring, Quaint, Curious,

and Elegant- 'Epitaphs, 1872 ; Cansick, Epitaphs in Cemeteries and
Churches of St Pancr'as, 1872 ; Northend, Book of Epitaphs. New
York, 1873 ; J. R. Kippax, Churchyard Literature : Choice coll. of
A mtrican Epitaphs, 1S76. (W. B. S.)

EPITIIALAMIUM ^from cVt, and flaXa/io?, a nuptial

chamber), originally among the Greeks a song which was
sung by a number of bojs and girls at the door of the

nuptial chamber. According to the scholiast on Theocritus,

one form the KaTaKoi/zjjTiKoV, was employed at night, and
another, the ZitycpTiKuv, to amuse the bride and bride-

groom on the following morning. In either case, as was
natural, the main burden of the song consisted of invoca-

tions of blessing and predictions of happiness, interrupted

from time to time by the ancient chorus of Hymen hymenoce.

Among the Romans, a similar custom was in vogue, but

the song was sung by girls only, after the marriage

guests had gone, and it contained much more of what
modern morality would condemn as obscene. In the hands

of the poets the epithalamium was developed into a
special literary form, and received considerable cultivi.tion.

Sappho, Anacreon, Stesichorus, and Pindar are all regarded

as masters of the species, but the finest example presrrvcd

in Greek literature is the 18th Idyll of Theocritus, which

celebrates the marriage of Menelaus and Helena. Catullus,

Statins, Ausonius, Sidonius Apollinaris, and Claudian

are the authors of the best known cpitlialamia in clas-

sical Latin ; and they have been imitated by Buchanan,
Scaliger, Sannazarius, and a whole host of modern Latin

poets, with whom, indeed, the form was at one time

in great favour. The names of Ronsard, Malherbe, and
Scarron are especially associated with the species in French
literature, and Marini and Meta^tasio in Italian. Perhaps

no poem of the class has been more universally admired

than the epithalamium of Spenser, though he has found

no unworthy rivals in Ben Jonson and one or two of his

successors.

EPSOM, a market town in the county of Surrey, is

situated about 14 miles S.W. of London, on a branch of

the London and Brighton railway. The town is irregularly

built, but contains SQme handsome new houses. The
principal building is the parish church, a Gothic edifice,

rebuilt in 1825, the interior of which contains some fine

sculptures by Flaxman and Chantrey. Epsom has attained

a wide celebrity on account of its mineral springsand its

races. The former were discovered about 1618, and 'for

some time after their discovery, the town enjoyed a wonder-

ful degree of prosperity. After the Restoration, it was

often visited by Charles II., and when Queen Anne came

to the throne, her husband. Prince George of Denmark,

made it his frequent resort. Epsom gradually lost its

celebrity as a spa, but the annual races held on its downs
have arrested the decay of the towru Races appear t3

have been established here as early as James I.'s residence

at Nonsuch, but they did not assume a permanent character

until 1730. The principal races—the Derby and Oaks

—

are named after one of the earls of Derby, and his seat, the

Oaks, which is in the neighbourhood. The latter race was

established in 1779, and the former in the following year.

The spring races are held on a Thursday and Friday to-

wards the close of April; and the greatEpsom meeting takes

place on the Tuesday and three following.days immediately

before AVhitsuntide,—the Derby on the Wednesday and the

Oaks on the Friday. The grand stand, erected in 1829,

is 156 feet wide and 70 feet in depth, consists of three

stories, accommodating nearly 5000 spectators, and in-

cludes a saloon 108 feet by 34. The population of the

civil parish, in 1871 was 6276. /

EPSOM SALTS, the magnesice sulphas of pharmacy,

and the epsomite or hair-salt of mineralogical treatises, is

an hydrated magnesium sulphate, of the chemical constitu-

tion MgS0^.7H.iO, and isom-orphous with zinc sulphate

(see voL vi. p. 527), which it resembles in appearance.

The salt crystallizes in four-sided, right-rhombic, lustrous,

colourless prisms, which in the commercial article are.
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usually acicular in shape. It can be obtained also in

crystals o£ the monoclinic system.' It is very soluble, one

part dissolving in 0-79 parts of water at 18-75°C., and

lias a bitter, saline, and cooling taste. The salt is pre-

pared on the large scale by several methods, e.g., by the

treatment of the bittern of salt works with sulphuric acid

or ferrous . sulphate, by which the magnesium chloride of

'the liquid is converted into sulphate ; by acting on niag-

iiesite, the native magnesium carbonate, or on niagnesian

limestone, with sulphuric acid, preferably, ia the case of

the latter substance, after the removal of the calcium car-

bonate by means of hydrochloi'ic acid ; and, as in the

neighbourhood of Genoa, by the roasting of pyritous ser-

pentine,, subsequent exposure to the air and lixiviation,

peroxidization of ferrous salts by chlorine, precipitation of

ferric oxide by burnt lime or dolomite, and evaporation of

6£ the resultant solution of magnesium sulphate. The
5nineral waters of Seidlitz, Saidschiitz, Piillna, and of other

|)laces besides Epsom owe their potency to magnesium
feulphate. -. The salt occurs in fibrous crusts or botryoidal

masses in some limestone caves ; in gypsum quarries, as

a result of the action of the gypsum on magnesian lime-

stone ; and in the old workings of mines, where it is pro-

duced by the oxidation of pyrites in the presence of mag-

nesium compounds. As a hydragogue purgative, it is

in common use ; it is more especially valuable in febrile

diseases, in congestion of- the portal ^stem, and in

the obstinate constipation of painter's colic. To produce

diuresis, the drug is far less, frequently resorted to. It

possesses the advantage of exercising but little irritant

effect upon the bowels. In some cases, where full doses

have failed, the repeated administration of small quantities

has tieen found effectual. The chief application of Epsom
salts orJ'Epsoms" is for weighting cotton-cloth. As a

manure, magnesium sulphate has been chiefly employed

M a top-dressing for- clover-hay. The chlorides of mag-
nesium and sodium and salts of iron and ^ of calcium may
occur as impurities in Epsom salts.

EQUATION. The present article includes Determi-
nant and Theory of Equations ; and it may be proper

to explain the relation to each other of the two subjects.

Theory of Equations is used in its ordinary conventional

se'nse to denote the theory of a single equation of any
order in one unknown quantity ; that is, it does nut in-

clude-the theory of a system or systems of equations of any
order between any number of unknown quantities. Such
systems occur very frequently in analytical geometry and
other parts of mathematics, but they are hardly as yet the

'subject-matter of a distinct theory ; and even Elimination,

the transition-process for passing fiom a system of any
number of equations involving the same number of unknown
quantities to a single equation in one unknown'quantity,
hardly belongs to the Theory of Equations in the above
restricted sense. But there is one case of a system of

equations which precedes the Theory of Equations, and
indeed presents itself at the outset of algebra, that of a
system of simple (or linear) equations. Such a system
gives rise to the function called ai Determinant, and it is

by means of these functions that the solution of the equa-

tions is effected. We have thus the subject Determinant
as nearly equivalent to (but somewhat indre extensive than)

that of a system of linear equations ; and we have the other

subject. Theory of Equatipns, Tised in the restricted sense

above referred to, a»d as not including Elimination.

'

Determinant.

1. A sketch of the history of determinants is given

under Algebra; it thereby appears that the algebraical

function called a determinant presents itself inJiie aolu-

8—1!.

tion of a. system of simple equations, arid ws'Tiave terein

a natural source of. the theory. Thus, considering tie

equations"

ffi's +'b'y + d% — d'

,

a"x + b"y + i'z = d"t

and proceeding to solve them by the so-called methoa. 61

cross multiplication, we multiply the equations by factory

selected in such a manner that upon adding-the results th«

wliole coefficient of y becomes = 0, and the whole coefficien!

of z becomes =0; the factors in question are h'c" -h"c'

h"c-hc", he - h'c (values which, as at once seen, have tn?

desired property) ; we thus obtain an equation which con't

tains on the left-hand side only a multiple of x, and oa
the right-hand side a constant term ; the coefficient of^'^

has the value

a{h'o" - V'c") +aWc - li')^a'{M - Vc)

,

and this function, represented in the form

a ,
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tbeorem that a given arrangement can bo derived from the

primitive arrangement only by an odd number, or else only

by iui oven number of interchanges,—a theorem the verifica-

tion of which may bo easily obtained from the theorem (in

fact a particular case of the general one), an arrangement

can bo derived from itself only by an even number of

interchanges.] And this being so, each product has the

sign belonging to tho corresponding arrangement of the

columns; in particular, a determinant contains with the

sign + the product of the elements in its dexter diagonal.

It is to be observed that the rule gives as many positive

as negative arrangements, the number of each being

= 11.2. ..«.

The rule of signs may be expressed in a different form.

Giving to the columns in the primitive arrangement the

numbers 1, 2, 3...71, to obtain the sign belonging to any
Other arrangement we take, as often as a lower number
succeeds a higher one, the sign -, and, compounding
together all these minus signs, obtain the proper sign, +
or - as the case may be.

Thus, for three columns, it appears by either rule tnat

123, 231, 312 are positive; 213, 321, 213 are negative

;

and the developed expression of the foregoing determinant

of the third order is

= ab'c" - a5V + a'b"c - a'lcf'+ a"bd - n"b'c

.

3. It further appears that a determinant is a linear

function^ of the elements of each column thereof, and also

it linear function of the elements of each line thereof;

moreover, that the determinant retains the same value, only

its sign being altered, when any two columns are inter-

thanged, or, when any two lines are interchanged; more
generally, when the columns are permuted in any manner,

Dr when the lines are permuted in any manner, the deter-

minant retains its original value, with the sign + or -

iccording as the new arrangement (considered as derived

from the primitive arrangement) is positive or negative

according to the foregoing rule of signs. It at once fol-

lows that, if two columns are identical, or if two lines

lire identical, the value of the determinant is =0. It

may be added, that if the lines are converted into columns,

and the columns into lines, in such a way as to leave the

dexter diagonal unaltered, the value of the determinant

is unaltered : tho determinant is in this case said to be
transposed.

4. By what precedes it appears that there exists a

function of the n^ elements, linear as regards the terms of

each column (or say, for shortness, linear as to each column),

and such that only the sign is altered when any two columns
are interchanged; these properties completely determine the

function, except as to a common factor which may multiply

all the terms. If, to get rid of this arbitrary common
factor, we a.s3ume that the product of the elements in the

dexter diagonal has the coefficient-)- 1, we have a complete
definition of the determinant, and it is interesting to show
how from these properties, assumed for the definition of

the determinant, it at once appears that the determinant

is a function serving for the solution of a system of linear

equations. Observe that the properties show at once that

if any column is = (that is, if the elements in the column,

are each =0), then the determinant is =0; and further,

thai if any two columns are identical, then the determinant
is =0.

6. Reverting to the system of linear equations written

down at the beginning of this article, consider the deter-

minant

' The expression, a linear function, is here used in its narrowest
sense, a linear function vrithout constant tenn; what is meant is, that
tlie determinant is in reg.ird to the elements a, a', a", . . of any
column of line.thereof, a function of the form Aa + A'a' + A"a"+ • • .

,

without any term independent of a, a', a" , ,

,

a ,b ,c\ + y
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terms in the second and'ttiira lines are the like functions

?rath (a', 6', c) and (a", h", c") respectively.

There is an apparently arbitrary transposition of lines

and columns ; the result would hold good if on the left-

hand side we had written (o, /3, y), (a, (i' y), {a", (3", y"),

or what is the same thing, if on the right-hand Bide wo
^p.d' transposed the second determinant; and either of

these changes would, it might be thought, increase the

elegance of the form, but, for a reason which need not

be explained,^ the form actually adopted is the preferable

one.

To indicate the method of proof, observe that the deter-

ininant on the left-hand side, qua linear function of its

columns, may be broken up into a sum of (3^ = ) 27 deter-

minants, each of which is either of some such form as

±asy

where the term afiy is not a term of the a^Sy-deterrai-

nant, and its coefficient (as a determinant with two iden-

tical columns) vanishes ; or else it is of a form such as

±a;8V' a y b f c

a' , b' , c'

a", b", c"

that is, every term which does not vanish contains as a factor

the a6c-determinant last written down ; the sum of all

other factors ± a /3'y" is the aj8y-determinant of the formula;

and the final result then is, that the determinant on the

left-hand side is equal to the product on the right-hand

side of the formula.

7 Decomposition of a determinant into complementary

determinants.—Consider, for simplicit}'', a determinant of

the fifth order, 5 = 2 -i- 3, and let the top two lines be

a ,& i c f d f e

a' f b' f ti' , d' , e'

Ihen, if we consider how these elements enter into the

determinant, it is at once seen that they enter only through
• a b
the determinants of the second order ,' ,,

H
a ,

0'

can be formed by selecting any two columns at pleasure.

JMoreover, representing the remaining three lines by

a." , b" , c" , d" ,
«"

a'" , b'" , c"' , d'" , e'"

a"", b"", c"", d"", e""

it is further seen that the factor which multiplies the

determinant formed with any two columns of the first set

is the determinant of the third order formed with the com-
plementary three columns of the second set; and it thus

appears that the determinant of the fifth order ia a sum of

ill the products of the form

, &c., which

a, b c" , rf" , e"

d" , d'" , e'"

c"", d"", e""

the sign ± being m each case such that the sign of the

term ± a&' . c"cZ"'e"" obtained from the diagonal elements

of the component determinants may be the actual sign of

this term in the determinant of the fifth order j for the

,J)roduct written down the sign is obviously -J- .

Observe that for a determinant of the K-tn order,

taking the decomposition to be 1 -1- {n - 1), we fall back

upon the equations given at the commencement, in order

to show the genesis of a determinant.

8. Any determinant ,' ,, formed out of the elements of
-

. «, V
the original determinant, by selecting the lines and
columns at pleasure, is termed a minor of the original

determinant ; and when the number of lines and columns,

"The reason is the connexion with the correspoading theorem for the

iflOltipIication of two niatriw

or order of the determinant, is K — 1, tnen such determinant

is called a first minor ; the number of the first minors i>

= n", the first minors, in fact, corresponding to the several

elements of the determinant—that is, the coefficient thereif

of any term, lyhatever is the corresponding first minor.

The first minors, each divided by the determinant itself,

form a system of elements inverse to the elements of the

determinant.

A determinant is symmetrical when every two elements

symmetrically situated in regard to the dexter diagonal are

equal to each other ; if they are equal and opposite (that

is, if the sum of the two elements be =0), this relation not

extending to the diagonal elements themselves, which re-

main arbitrary, then the determinant h shew ; but if the

relation does extend to the diagonal terms (that is, if these

are each = 0), then the determinant is slcew st/mmeirical /

thus the determinants

]a,h,g
\h.b,/

-A, C
I

0, v.-ii
-V , 0, X
^,-\,

are respectively «ymmetrical, skew, and skew Bymmetrical.

The theory admits of very extensive algebraic develop-

ments, and applications in algebraical geometry and other

parts of mathematics; but the fundamental properties of

the functions may fairly be considered as included in what

precedes.

Theoey of Equations.

9. In the subject "Theory of Equations" the term^

equation is used to' denote an equation of the form'

x" - pj^x'^'^ . . . ±p„ = 0, where p^, p^.-.Pn are regarded

as known, and ^ as a quantity to be determined ; for short-'

ness the equation is written f{x) = .

The equation may be mimerical ; that is,' the "coeffi-

cients
_Pi, p^,. . p„ are then numbers,—understanding by

number a quantity of the form a + fti (a and (3 having any

positive or negative real values whatever, or say each of

these is regarded as susceptible of continuous variation

from an indefinitely large negative to an indefinitely large

Dositive value), and i denoting ^/~l

.

Or the equation may be algebraical ; that is, Ihe coefS-

cients are not then restricted to denote, or are not explicitly

considered as denoting, numbers.

I. We consider first numerical equations. (Real tneofy^

10 to 14; Imaginary theory, 15 to 18.)

10. Postponing aU consideration of imaginanes, we take

in the first instance the coefficients to be real, and attend

only to the real roots (if any); that is, p^, p.,,---PU are

real positive or negative quantities, and a root a, M
it exists, is a positive or negative quantity such that

a" -/>ja""i... ± ?>„= 0, or say, /(a) = 0. The fundamental

theorems are given under Aloebka, sections x., xiii., xiv^

but there are various points in the theory which require

further development.

It is very useful to consider the curve i/=f(x),—or,

what would come to the same, the curve Ay=f{x),—but it

is better to retain the first-mentioned form of equation,

drawing, if need be, the ordinate y on a reduced scale. For

instance, if the given equation be a;^ - 6x'^+ llx- 6'06 = 0,'

then the curve y = x^ - 6x^ + llx - (j'OQ is as shown in the

figure at page 501, without any reduction of scale for the

ordinate.

It is clear that m general y is a continuous one-valued

function of x, finite for every finite value of x, but becom-

ing infinite when x is infinite ; i.e:, assuming throughout

that the coefficient of x" is -i-1, then when a; = oo,

y = -f 00 ; but when x= -co, then y = -f co or - co
,

" The coefficients -were selected so that the roots might he ncari;

1, 2, 3.
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according as n is even or odd; the curve cuts any line

whatever, and in particular it cuts the axis (of x), in at

iQoat ft points ; and the value of x, at any point of inter,

section with the axis, ia a root of the equation /(a;) = 0.

If ^, a are any two values of x (a>j3, that is, a nearer

ij-oo ), then if f{p), /(a) have opposite signs, the curve

cuts the axis an odd number of times, and therefore at

least once, between the points a; = /3, a; = a; but if /(y3),

f (a) have the same sign, then between these points the

curve cuts the axis an even number of times, or it may
be not at all. That is, /(/3), /(a) having opposite signs,

there are between the limits /3, a an odd number of real

toots, and therefore at least one real root ; but /(/3), /(a)

having the same sign, there are between these limits an

even number of real roots, or it may be there is no real

toot. In particular, by giving to y3, a the values - co

,

+ 00 (or, what is the same thing, any two values suffi-

ciently near to these values respectively) it appears that

an equation of an odd order has always an odd number of

real roots, and therefore at least one real root ; but that an

equation of an even order has an even number of real

roots, or it may be no real root

If a be such that for a; = or >o (that is, x nearer to

+ 00) /(x) 13 always °+, and /3 be guch that fora;= or

<^ (that is X nearer to -00
)
/{x) is always -, then the

teal roots (if any) lie between these limits x = li, x = a;

and it is easy to find by trial such two limits including

between them all the real roots (if any).

11. Suppose that the positive value 8 is an inferior

limit to the difference between two real roots of the equa-

tion ; or rather (since the foregoing expression would
imply the existence of real roots) suppose that there are

not two real, roots such that their difference taken posi-

tively is = or < 8 ; then, y being any value whatever,

there is clearly at most one real root between the limits

y and y + 8 ; and by what precedes there is such real root

or there is not such real root, according'as /(y), /(y -1- 8)

have opposite signs or have the same sign. And by divid-

ing in this manner the interval /S to a into intervals each

of which is = or < 8, we should, not only ascertain the

number of the real roots (if any), but we should also

separate the real roots, that is, find for each of them limits

y, y + B between which there lies this one, and only this

oaei real root.

In particular cases it is frequently possible to a'Scertain

the ftumber of the real roots, and to effect their separation

by tflal or otherivise, without much difficulty ; but the

foregoing was the general process as employed by Lagrange
even in the second edition (1808) of the Traite de la

resolution des Equations Numeriques ;^ the detormina-

tioa of the limit 8 had to be effected by means of the
" equation of differences" or equation of the order |n(» - 1),

the roots of which are the squares of the differences of the

roots of the given equation, and the process is a cumbrous
and unsatisfactory one.

12. The great step was effected by Sturm's theorem
(183S)'—viz., here starting from the function /(,r), and its

first derived function f\x), we have (by a process which
is a slight modification of that for obtaining the greatest

common measure of these two functions) to foiaa a series

of functions
/W,/(^'), /.(a;)..../«(»;)

of the degrees «, ji -^ 1, ft - 2 respectiVely,-^th{' last

term f„{x) being thus an absolute constant. . These leai\ to

the immediate determination of the number of real roots (if

iiny) between.aijy two given limits /3, o; viz., supposing
>/3 (that is, a nearer to -f 00 ), then substituting suc-

^ The third etiition (1826) is a reproduction of that of 1808; the
"H adition has the date 1798, but a large part of the conteats is
WKSo from njemainof J767-68 and 1770-71.

cessively these two values In tfie series of functions, and
attending only to the signs of the resulting values, the

number of the change* of sign lost in passing from fi io a

is the required number of real roots between the two
limits. In particular, taking (3, a=-co,'-t-o3 respec"

tively, the signs of the several functions depend merely on

the signs of the terms which contain the highest powers ol

X, and are seen by inspection, and the theorem, thus givea

ftt once the whole number of real roots.

And although theoretically, in order to complete by a

finite number of operations the separation of the real roots,

we still need to know the value of the before-mentioned

limit' 8 ;
yet in any given case the separation may be

effected by a limited number of repetitions of the process-

The practical difficulty is when two or more roots are very

near to each other. Suppose, for instance, that the

theorem shows that there are two roots between and 10;

by giving to x the values 1, 2, 3, . . . successively, it might

appear that the two roots were between 5 and 6 ; then

again that they were between 5'3 and 54, then between

534 and 6'35, and so on until we arrive at a separation)

say it appears that between 5'346 and 5-347 there is ona

root, and between 5-348 and 5-349 the other root. Bud
in the case in question 8 would have a very small value;

such as -002, and even supposing this value known, the

direct application of the first-mentioned process would, ba

still more laborious.

13. Supposing the separation once effected, the deter,

mination of the single real root which lies between the two

given limits may be effected to any required degree ol

approximation either by the processes of Horner and
Lagrange (which are in principle a carrying, out of the

method of Sturm's theorem), or by the process of Newton,

as perfected by Fourier (which requires to be separate!}

considered).

First as to Horner and Lagrange. ' "We" know thai

between the limits
ft, a there lies one, and only one, real

root of the equation
; /(/3) and /(a) have therefore opposite

signs. Suppose any intermediate value is ^ ; in order to

determine by Sturm's theorem whether the root lies between

/3, 6, or between 0, a, it would be quite unnecessary to

calculate the signs oi/{6),f'(6,/2{&) • •• > •'"^^J ^^^ ^'g" "^^

f(0) is required ,' for, if this has the same sign as /(/?), then

the root is between fi, & ; ii the same sign as /(a), then the

root is between 6, a. We want to make increase from
the inferior limit /3, at which /(6) has the sign of /(/?), so

long as/(5) retains this sign, and then to a value for which
it assumes the opposite sign ; we have thus two nearer

limits of the required root, and the process may be repeated

indefinitely.

Horner's method (1819) gives the root as a decimal,'

figui-e by figure ; thus if the equation be known to have
one real root between and 10, it is in effect shown say

that 5 is too small (that is, the root is between 5 and 6) ;

next that 5 4 is too small (that is, the root is between 5-4

and 5-5); and so on to any number of decimals. Each
figure is obtained, not by the successive trial of all the

figures which precede it, but (as in the ordinary process of

the extraction of a square root, which is in fact Horner's

process applied to this particular case) it is given presump-.

tively as the first figure of a quotient; such value may be

too large, and then the next inferior integer must be tried

instead of it, or it may require to be further diminished

And it is to be remarked that the process not only gives

the approximate valne A of the root, but (as in the extrac-

tion of a square root) it includes the calculation of tha

function /(a) which should be, and approjumately is, ^=0.

The arrangement of the calculations ia very elegant, and
forms an integral part of the actual melhoa. It is to be

observed that after a certain number ox decimal placeiJiav*
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been obtained, a. good many more can bo found by a

mere division. It is in tlie. progress tacitly assumed tliat

the roots have been first separated.

Lagrange's method (17G7) gives tho root as a continued

fraction a + 7 - .... where a is a positive or negative
. 0+ +

integer (which may be = 0), but b, c, ... are positive

integers. Suppose the roots have been separated ; then

(by trial if need be of consecutive integer values) tho limits

may be made to be- consecutive integer numbers: say

tbey are a, a + 1 ; the value of x is therefore = a + , where

y Is positive and greater than 1 ; from tlie given equation

for !C, writing therein « = a + -
, we form an equation of

the same order for y, and this equation will have one,

and only one, positive root greater than 1 ; hence finding

for it the limits 6, 6 + 1 (where 6 is = or >1), we have

y=:6 + -, where z is positive and greater than 1; and so

on—that is, we thus obtain the successive denominators

b, c, d . , oi the continued fraction. The method is theo-

retically very elegant, but the disadvantage is that it gi^es

the result in the form of a continued fraction, which for

the most part must ultimately be converted into a decimal.

There is one advantage in the method, that a commensur-

able root (that is, a root equal to a rational fraction) is found

accurately, since, when such root exists, the continued frac-

tion terminates.

14. Newton's method (1711), as perfected by Fourier

(1831), may be roughly stated as follows. If a; = y be an
approximate value of any root, and y + h the correct value,

then/(y + A) = 0, that is,

and then, if h be so small that the terms after the second

may be neglected, /(y) + hf{y) = , that is, h^ - ^L or

the new approximate value is x = y- ^-^r ; and so on. as

often as we please. It will be observed that so far nothing

has been assumed as to the separation of the roots, or even

as to the existence of a real root
; y has been taken as the

approximate value of a root, but no precise meaning las
been attached to this expression. The question arises,

what are the conditions to be satisfied by y in order that

the process may by successive repetitions actually lead to

a certain real root of the equation ; or say that, y being

an approximate value of a certain real root, the new \;alue

y -— may be a more approximate value.

Referriug to the figure, it is easy to see that that if OC
represent the assumed value y, then, drawing the ordinate
dr to meet the curve in P, and the tangent PC to meet

tho axis in C, we shall have OC as tho new approximate

value of the root. But observe that there is here a real

root OX, and that tho curve beyond X is convex to the

axis ; under these conditions tho point C is nearer to X
than was G ; and, starting with C instead of C, and pro-

ceeding in like manner to draw a new ordinate and tangent,

and so on as often as we please, we approximate continually,

and that with great rapidity, to the true value OX, But
if C had been taken on tlie other side of X, where the

ci'rve is concave to the axis, the now point C might or

might not be nearer to X than was the point C ; and in

this case the method, if it succeeds at all, does so by acci-

dent only, i.e., it may happen that C' or some subsequent

point comes to be a point C, such that OC is a proper

approximate value of the root, and then the subsequent

approximations proceed in the same manner as if this

value had been assumed in tho first instance, all the pre-

ceding work being wasted. It thus appears that for the

proper application of the method we recjuire more than the

mere separation of tho roots. In order to be able to

approximate to la certain root a, = OX, we require to know
that, between OX and some value ON, the curve is always

convex to the axis (analytically, between the two values,

f(x) and /"(a;) must have always the same sign). When
this is so, the point C may'be taken anywhere on the proper

side of X, and within the portion XN of the axis ; and tho

process is then the one already explained. The approxima-

tion is in general a very rapid one. If we know for tho

required root OX the two limits OM, ON such that from

M to X the curve is always concave to the axis, while

from X to N it is always convex to the axis,—then,

taking D anywhere in the portion MX and (as before) C in

the portion XN, drawing the ordinates DQ, CP, and join-

ing the points P, Q by a line which meets the axis in D',

also constructing the point C by means of the tangent at

P as before, we have for the required root the new. limits

OD', OC ; and proceeding in like manner with the points

D', C, and so on as often as we please, we obtain at each

step two limits approximating more and more nearly to the

required root OX. The process as to the point D', trans-

lated into analysis, is the ordinate process of interpola-

tion. Suppose 01) = /3, 00 = a, we have approximately

f{P + h)=f (/?) + ^i&tLlM}^ whence if the root is /3 -h A

then h = («-/3)/(/3)

/(«)-/(^)
Returning for a moment to Homers method, it may be

remarked that the correction h, to an approximate value a,

is therein found as a quotient the same or such as the

quotient /(a)-f-/'(a) which presents itself in Newton's

method. The difference is that with Horner the' integer

part of this quotient is taken as the presumptive value of

A, and the figure is verified at each step. With Newton
the quotient itself, developed to the proper number of

decimal places, is. taken as the value of h ; if too many
decimals are taken, there would be a waste of work ; but

the error would correct itself at the next step. Of course

the calculation should be conducted without any such

waste of work.

Next as to the theory of imaginaries.

15. It will be recollected that the expression number
and the correlative epithet numerical were at the outset

used in a wide sense, as extending to imaginaries. This

extension arises out of the theory of equations by a proresii

analogous to that by which number, in its original most
restricted sense of positive integer number, was extended

to have the meaning of a real positii/fe or negative magni-
tude susceptible of continuous variation.

If for a moment number is understood in its most
restricted sense as meaning positive integer number, tha
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solution of a simplo equation leads to an extension

;

ax-b = 0, gives x = — , a positive fraction, and we can in

this manner represent, not accurately, but as nearly as we
please, any positive magnitude whatever; so an equation

ax + 1 = gives x= — , whicli (approximately as before)

represents any negative magnitude. We thus arrive at

the extended signification of number as a continuously

varying positive or negative magnitude. Such numbers

may be added or subtracted, multiplied or divided one by

another, and the result is always a number. Now from a

quadric equation we derive, in like manner, the notion of

a complex or imaginary number such as is spol'.n of above.

The equation ;<;'-+ 1=0 is not (in the foregoing sense,

number = real number) satisfied by any numerical value

whatever of x; but we assume that there is a number
which we call i, satisfying the equation i^ + 1 = ; and then

taking a and b any real numbers, we form an expression

euch as or + bi, and use the expression number in this

extended sense : any two such numbers may be added or

subtracted, multiplied or divided one by the other, and
the result is always a numbeV. And if we consider first

a quadric equation x'^+px + q = whcte ;> and j are real

numbers, and next.the lik^ equation, where p and q are

any numbers whatever, i'- can be shown that there exists

for X a numerical value which satisfies the equation ; or,

in other words, it car be shown that the equation has a

numerical root. The like theorem, in fact, holds good for

an equation of an} order whatever ; but suppose for a

moment that this was not the case ; say that there was a

cubic equation xi^ + px" + qx + r = 0, v/ith numerical coeffi-

cients, not satisfied by any numerical value of x, we should

have to establish a new imaginary/ satisfying some such

equation, and should then have to consider numbers of the

form a + bj, or perhaps a + bj + cj'^ (a, b, c numbers a + (ii

of the kind heretofore considered),—first v?e should be
thrown back on the quadric equation x- +px + q = 0, p and

q being now numbers of the last-mentioned extended form—iwn constat that every such equation has a numerical

root—and if not, we might be led to other imaginaries

k, I, &c., and so on ad infinitum in inextricable confusion.

But in fact a numerical equation of any order whatever
has always a numerical root, and thus numbers (in the fore-

going sense, nutfiber = quantity of the form a -I- /Si) form
(what real numbers do not) a universe complete in itself,

such that starting in it we are never led out of it. There
may very well be, and perhaps are, numbers in a more
general sense of the term ^quaternions are not a case in

point, as the ordinary la,W3 of combination are not adhered

to), but in order to have to do with such numbers (if any)

wo must start with them.

16. The capital theorem as regards numerical equations

thus is, every numerical equation has a numerical root ; or

for shortness (the meaning being as before), every equation

has a root. Of course the theorem is the reverse of self-

evident, and it requires proof ; but provisionally assuming
it as true, we derive from it the general theory of numerical

equations. .As the term root was introduced in the course

of an explanation, it will be convenient to give here the

formal definition.

A number a such that substituted for x it makes the

function x^ —^jX""' . . . ±^„ to be = 0, or say such that it

satisfies the equation f{x) = 0, is said to be a root of the

equation; that is, a being a root, we have

a" -^iffi"-! . . . ±;)„ = 0, or say f{a) = ;

and it is then easily shown that a-o is a factor of the

.function /(x), viz., that we have /(.r) = (« - u) f-^{x), where

/i(x) is a function a;"~' — fjO^""" . . . ± q^i of the order w - 1,

with numerical coefficients q^ q^ . . s„j.

In general a is not a root of the equation /i{x) = 0, but
it may be so—i.e., /j(«) may contain the factor x-a;
when this is so, /(a;) will contain the factor {x - a)^; writing

then/(«) = (a;-o)2/2(x), and assuming that a is not a root

of the equation /,(a') = 0, x = a ia then said to be a double

root of the equation /(x) = 0; and similarly /(x) may con-

tain the factor (x - o)^ and no higher power, and x = a is

then a triple root ; and so on.

Supposing in general that/(x') = («-«)" T(x) (a being

a positive integer which may be =1, (x- a)° the highest

power of x-a which divides /(x), and ^{x) being of

course of the order ?i - a), then the equation F{x) =
will iave a root b which will bo different from a; z-b
will be a factor, in general a simple one, but it may be

a multiple one, of F{x), and /{x) will in this case be

= (a; - a)''{x - h)^ $(x)
(fi

a positive integer which may be

= I, (x - b)^ the highest power of x-b in F{x) or /(x),

and <P{x) being of course of the order n-a-/3). The
original equation /(.c) = is in this case said to have a

roots each = a, /J roots each = 6 ; and so on for any other

factors (x - c)y, &c.

We have thus the theorem—A numerical equation of the

order « has in every case n roots, viz., there exist n num-
bers a, b, . . (in general all distinct, but which may ar-

range themselves in any sets of equal values), such that

fix) = {x- a)(x - h){x -c) . . . identically.

if the equation has equal roots, these can in general be

determined, and the case is at any rate a special one

which may be in the first instance excluded from considera-

tion. It is, therefore, in general assumed that the equa-

tion f[x) — has all its roots unequal
If the coefficients p^, p.2 • • are all or any one or

more of them imaginary, then the equation /(a:) = 0, sepa-

rating the real and imaginary parts thereof, may bj

written F{x) + i'^{x) = 0, where F(x), 'P{x) are each of

them a function with real coefficients ; and it thus appears

that the equation /(x) = 0, with imaginary coefficients, has

not in general any real root ; supposing it to have a real

root a, this must be at once a root of each of the equ*
tions F{x) = and ^x) = 0.

But an equation with real coefficients may have as well

imaginary as real roots, and we have further the theorem that

for any such equation the imaginary roots enter in pairs,

viz., a + /3i being a root, then a — /Jii will be also a root.

It follows that if the order be odd, there is always an odd
number of real roots, and therefore at least one real root.

17. In the case of an equation with real coefficients, the

question of the existence of real roots, and of their separa-

tion, has been already considered. In the general case of

an equation with imaginary (it may be real) coefficients,

the like question arises as to the situation of the (real or

imaginary) roots; thus, if for facility of conception we re-

gard the constituents a, /J of a root a + fSi as tae coordi-

nates of a point in piano, and accordingly represent the

root by such point, then drawing in the plane any closed

curve or " contour," the question is how many roots lie

within such contour.

This is solved theoretically by means of a theorem of

Cauchy's (1837), viz., writing in the original equation

X + iy in place of x, the function f{x + iy) becomes = P + iQ,

where P and Q are each of them a rational and integral

function (with real coefficients) of {x, y). Imagining the

point {x, y) to travel along the contour, and considering the

number of changes of sign from - to + and from -I- to -

of the fraction corresponding to passages of the fraction

through zero (that is, to values for which P becomes = 0,

disregarding those for which Q becomes = 0), the difference

of these numbers gives the number of roots within the

contour.
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Tt is important to remprk that the demonstration doea

hot presuppose the existence of any root ; the contour may
be the infinity of the piano (such infinity regarded as a

contour, or closed curve), and in this case it can bo shown

(and that very easily) that the difference of the numbers

of changes of sign i3 = n; that is, there are within the

infinite contour, or (what is the same thing) there are in all

n roots ; thus Cauchy's theorem contains really the proof

of the funJamental theorem that a numerical equation of

the nth order (not only has a numerical root, but) has

precisely n root?. It would appear that this proof of the

fundamental theorem in its most complete form is in prin-

ciple identical with Gauss's last proof (1849) of the theorem,

in the form—A numerical equation of the uth order has

always a root.*

But in the case of a finite contour, the actual determina-

tion of the difTerence which gives the number of real roots

can be effected only in the case of a rectangular contour,

by applying to each of its sides separately a method such

as that of Sturm's theorem; and thus the actual deter-

mination ultimately depends on a method such as that of

Sturm's theorem.

Very little has been done in regard to the calculation of

the imaginary roots of an equation by approximation; and
the question is not here considered.

18. A class of numerical equations which needs to be

considered is that of the binomial equations a:"-a =
{a = a + pi, a complex number). The foregoing conclu-

sions apply, viz., there are always n roots, which, it may be

ehown, are all unequal. And these can be found numeri-

cally by the extraction of the square root, and of an ;ith

root, of real numbers, and by the aid of a table of natural

eines and cosines.^ For writing

there is always a real angle X (positive and less than 2t),

.'i

such that its cosine and sine are = —7=„-
,
and

respectively; that is, writing for shortness Jci^+fi- = p, we
have a -f jSi = p (cos \-*-i sin k). or the equation is a;" =(X X \"

cos -r + i sin - »

«= cosA -f t sin \, a value of a; is = ^ p(cos +i sin
-J.

rhe formula really gives all the roots, for instead of X we
may write X + 2«jr. s a positive or negative integer, and

then we have
\+ 23w . . \ + 2STr\

y,(c n n I

which has the n values obtained by giving to « the values

0, 1, 2 . . . « - 1 in succession ; the rooti ai'e, it is clear,

represented by points lying at equal intervals on a circle.

But it is more convenient to proceed somewhat differently;

taking one of the roots to be Q, so that 6" = a, then assum-

ing X =• 6y, the equation becomes j/" - 1 = 0, which equation,

like the original equation, has precisely n roots (one of

them being of course = 1 ). And the original equation

i"_a = is thus reduced to the more simple equation

jc" - 1 = ; and although the theory of this equation is

included in the preceding one, yet it is proper to state it

separately.

The equation .-c" - 1 = has its several roots expressed

' The ear.ier deraonstrntions by Euler, Lagrange, &c., relate to the

ease of a numerical equation with real coeCBcieuts ; and they consist in

howing that such equation ha« always a real quadratic divisor, fur-

nishing two roots, which are cither real or else conjugate imaginaries

a-^iSt (see Laj^ange'a ^qiialions Nrimiriqites),

• The square root of a ->- /3i ran bo detevminert by the extraction of

(qnare roots of positive leal cumbeca, nithcut the trigouoiuetrical

tablcA..
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where <•> uiay be tnl-eir^iu tuc form i, w, oi*, . . • <

cos — + i sia ~; in fact, o> having thia value, any iiitegei
n

, cos -- + i sin — , and we thence have (<a*)'power <i»" IS =

cos 2nh + i sin 27ry!-, = 1, that is, w* is a root of the equation^

The theory will be resumed further on.

By what precedes, wo are led to the notion (a unmencal)

of the radical a "regarded as an «-vaUied function; an]^

one of these being denoted by '^i, then the series of values

8 ;y«, u C/a. . . .
«""' Vul or we may, if wo please, use

Hja instead of a » as a symbol to denote the »j-valued

function.

As the coefficients of an algebraical equation may be

numerical, all which follows in regard to algebraical equa^

tions is (with, it may be, some few modifications) appli-

caolo to numerical equations; and hence, concluding for the

present this subject, it will be convenient to pass on to

algebraical equations,

II. We consider secondly algebraical equations (19

to 34).

19. The equation is

and we here assume the existence of roots, viz., we assume

that there are ii quantities a, h, c , . (in general all of them

different, but which in particular cases may become equal

in sets in any manner), such that

or looking at the question in a different point of view, and

starting with the roots «, &, c . . as given, we express the

product of the ?i factors x-a, x-h,..m the foregoing

form, and thus arrive fit an equation of the order n having

the n roots a, b, c , , In either case we have

j)j= 2a, p„ = 'S.ab, . .p„— abc,

i.e., regarding the coefficients p^, j)^ • • Pn ^s gi^^i, then wa
assume the existence of roots a, h, c, , . such that 7),

=
2n, &c. ; or, regarding the roots as given, then we write

Pv P2' '^''J ^^ denote the functions 5(7, 2aft, <ic.

As already explained, the epithet algebraical is not used

in opposition to numerical; an algebraical equation is

merely an equation wherein the coeiTicients are not re-

stricted to denote, or are not explicitly considered as denot-

ing, numbers. That the abstraction is legitimate, appeals

by the simplest example; in saying that th e equation

x'^-px + q = Q has a root x=l{p+ Jp'^ - 4q), we mean

that writing this value for x the equation becom es an

identity, {l(p + vV " ^l)V - Pil 0' + Vi'^ - ^?)1 + 1
= 0; and the verification of this identity in nowise de-

pends upon p and q meaning numbers. But if it be

asked what there is beyond numerical equations included

in the term algebraical equation, or, again, what is the full

extent of the meaning attributed to the term—the latter

question at any rate it would be very difficult to answer;

as to the former one, it may be said that the coefficients

may, for instance, be symbols of operation. As regards

such equations, there is certainly no proof that every

equation has a root, or that an equation of the xth order

has n roots ; nor is it in any wise clear what the precise

signification of the statement is. But it is found that the

assumption of the existence of the n roots can be made

without contradictory results; conclusions derived from it,

if they involve the roots, rest on the same ground as the

original assumption ; but the conclusion may be indepen-

dent of the roots altogether, and in this case it is un-

doubtedly valid ; the reasoning, although actually con-'

ducted by aid of the assumption (and, it may be, most

easily and eleg.intly in this manner), is rcalij ajicU^iLpdetit
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of the assumption. In illustration, we observe that it is

allowable to express a function of ^ and j as follows,—that

is, by means of a rational symmetrical function of a and h

;

this can, as a fact, be expressed as a rational function of

a+h and ah; and if we prescribe that a + h and ab shall

then be changed into p and q respectively, we have the

required function of p, q. That is, we have F (a, /3) as a

representation of / {p, g), obtained as if we had p = a + b,

q = ah, but without in any wise assuming the existence of

the a, h of these equations.

20. Starting from the equation

a''-p^x''~^+ . . . '-x-a.x-b. kc.

or the equivalent equations p^ = 2a, <kc., we find

a"-7)jO!""i + . , —0,
J''-yi6"-i+ .'. -0;

(it is as satisfying these equations that a, b . . are

said to be the roots of a;"-pi»""'+ .. =0); and con-

versely from the last-mentioned equations, assuming that

o, 6 . . are all different, we deduce

^1 = 2a
, ^j - 2ab, &c.

and
a;"-j!>,K"-i + . ..—x-a.x-h. &c.

Observe that if, for instance, a = b, then the equations

o" - Pja""' -(-.. = 0, 6" — Pih"~^ -h . . . = would reduce them-

selves to a single relation, which would not of itself express

that a was a double root,—that is, that (x - a)^ was a factor

of x" — p^z"'^ + &.C.; but by considering h as the limit of

a + h, h indefinitely small, we obtain a second equation

na''-^-[n-l)pia''-'+ . . ,-0,

which, with the first, expresses that a is a double root
;

and then the whole system of equations leads as before to

the equations p^ — %a, (fee. But the existence of a

double root implies a certain relation between the co-

efficients; the general case is when the roots are all un-

equal.

We have then the theorem that every rational symmetri-

cal function of the roots is a rational function of the co-

efficients. This is an easy consequence from the less gene-

ral theorem, every rational and integral sjrmmetrical func-

tion of the roots is a rational and integral function of the

coefficients.

In particular, the sums of the powers 2a^, 2a', &c., are

rational and integral functions of the coefficients.

The process originally employed for the expression of

other functions 'S,a''bP, &c., in terms of the coefficients is to

make them depend upon the sums of powers : for instance,

2a°6'' = 2a°2a''-2a"+''; but this is very objectionable

;

the true theory consists in showing that we have systems

pf equations

Pi =2ffi,

IP2
= 2aJ

Pi" =2a«-^22a6.
I ^3 = 2aJ(!

,

;),Pj- 2a'6 + 32a5c,

pi^ -2a' + 32a«6-(-62a6<!,

where in each system there are precisely as many equa-

tions as there are root- functions on the right-hand side

—

e.g., 3 equations and 3 functions 2aZ'c, 2a^6, 2a'. Hence
in each system the root- functions can be determined

linearly in terms of the powers and products of the co-

efficients :

[%ab - p^,
\-S.a^ -p,'-2p,,
Sabc = ^3

,

:

2a'* = PiP, - 3P3 .

2a' = Pi' - ZpiPi + Zp3,

and so on. The older process, if applied consistently,

would derive the originally assumed value 2a6, ^p^t horn
the two equations 2a = p, 2a- = /)j^ - 2p2 ; i.e., we have
22.<i; = 2a.2a - Xa\ =/.,= - (p,^ - 2p^), - 2p^.

21. It is convenient to mention here the theorem that,

X being determined as above by an equation of the order

n, any rational and integral function whatever of x, or

more generally any rational function which does not be-

come infinite in virtue of the equation itself, can be

expressed as a rational and integral function of x, of the

order n- 1, the coefficients being rational functions of the

coefficients of the equation. Thus the equation gives x" a

function of the form in question; multiplying each side

by X, and on the right-hand side writing for sc" its fore-

going value, we have a;"+', a function of the form in

question; and the like for any higher power of x, and
therefore also for any rational and integral function of x.

The proof in the case of a rational non-integral function is

somewhat more complicated. The final result is of the

form ^p-. = I{x), or say <j>{x) - \li{x)l{x) = 0, where if>, \fi, I

are rational and integral functions; in other words, this equa-

tion, being true if only/(a;) = 0, can only be so by reason that

the left-hand side contains / {x) as a factor, or we must

have identically <^(x) - >li{x)l{x) = M{x)f{x) . And it is,

moreover, clear that the equation ^—^.
= l{x), being satisfied

if only f{x) = 0, must be satisfied by each root of the equa-

tion.

Prom the theorem that a rational symmetrical function

of the roots is expressible in terms of the coefficients, it at

once follows that it is possible to determine an equation

(of an assignable order) having for its roots the several

values of any given (unsymmetrical) function of the roots

of the given equation. For example, in the case of a
quartic equation, roots {a, b, c, d), it is possible 'to find an

eqaation having the roots ah, ac, ad, be, bd, cd (being there-

fore a sextic equation) : viz., in the product

(2/
- ab){y- ac){y^ad){y - bc){y -bd){y-cd)

the coefficients of the several powers of y will be sym-
metrical functions of a, b, c, d and therefore rational

and integral functions of^the coefficients of the quartic

equation ; hence, supposing the product so expressed,

and equating it to zero, we have the required sextic

equation. In the same manner can be found the sextic

equation having the roots (a - by, (a - c)^, (a - d)\

{b - cf, (b - d)\ (c - dy, which is the equation of difi"er-

ences previously referred to; and similarly we obtain the equa-

tion of diff'erences for a given equation of any order. Again,

the equation sought for may be that having for its n roots

the given rational functions </>(a) , <j>{b) , ... of the several

roots of the given equation. Any such rational function

can (as was shown) be expressed as a rational and integral

function of the order re- 1; and, retaining x in place of

any one of the roots, the problem is to find ij from the equa-

tions a;" -^iK""'... =0 , and 2/ = M(,x""' -(- MjO:""^ -f . . , or,

what is the same thing, from these two equations to elimi-

nate X. This is in fact Tschirnhausen's transformation

(1683).

22. In connexion with what precedes, the question

arises as to the number of values (obtained by permutations

of the roots) of given unsymmetrical functions of the roots,

or say of a given set of letters : for instance, with roots

or letters (a, b, c, d) as before, how many values are there

of the function ab + cd, or better, how many functions

are there of this form ? The answer is 3, viz., ab + cd,

ac + bd, ad+hc ; or again we may ask whether, in the case

of a given number of letters, there exist functions with a
given number of values, 3-valued, 4-valued functions, &c. 1

It is at once seen that for any given number of letters

there exist 2-valued functions; the product of the diflfer-

ences of the letters is such a function ; however the letters

are interchanged, it alters only its sign ; or say the two

values are A, - A . And if V, Q are symmetrical fanctions
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of tlie leLters, tlien tlie general form of such a function is

V + QA ; this has only the two values P + QA, P - QA .

In the case of 4 letters there exist (as appears above)

S-valued functions : but in the case of T) letters there does

not exist any 3-valued or 4-valued function; and the only

5-valued functions are those which are symmetrical in

regard to four of the letters, and can thus be cxiiressed in

terms of one letter and of symmetrical functions of all tho

letters. These list theorems present themselves in the

demonstration of tho non-existence of a solution of a

quintic equation by radicals.

The theory is an extensive and important one, depend-

ing on the notions of substitutions and oi groups.^

,23. Returning to equations, we have the very import-

ant theorem that, given the value of any unsynimetrical

(unction of the roots, eg., in the case of a quartic equation,

(he function abri-cd, it is in general possible to determine

fationa^lvi ths value of any^ similar^ function, such as

^ + h)' + (c + d}^.

The a 2>riori ground of this ttieorem may be illustrated

ty means fi( a numerical equation. Suppose that the roots

of a quartic equation are 1, 2, 3, 4, then if it is given that

ab'+"(:d= lij'this in- effect determines n,b to bo 1, 2 and

(,d to be 3,4 (viz. a= 1,6= 2 or a = 2,6= 1, andc = 3, rf = 4

or c = 3, d = i) or else «, & to be 3, 4 and c,d to be 1,2; and

it therefore in effect determines {a + b)^ + (r. + d)^ to be
= 370,' and not any other value; that is, (a + by + (c + d)'^,

4S having a single, value, must be determinable rationa.lly.

fi.nd we can in the same way account for cases of failure as

regards particular equations ; thus, the roots being 1, 2, 3, 4

as before, a-b = 2 determines rt to be =1 and 6 to be -2;
put if the roots had been 1, 2, 4, 16 then a-b= 16 does not

uniquely deterrainea, 6 but only makes them to be 1,16 or

2,4 respectively.

As to the a posteriori proof," assume, for instance^

t, = ab+cd, l/^
= (a + b)'' + ^c+d)\

t., = ac + bd, y^ = {a + cf + {h + df,
t'j^'ad + bc, y.j = (a + df + {b + cf:

jvill be respectively symmetrical functions of the roots of

tlie quartic, and therefore rational and integral functions of,

the coefficients ; that is, they will be known.

(Suppose for a moment that <j, t^t '3 ^rs "'^ known; then

Jl'A substitution is the operation by wliich we pass from the primi-

Ibie arrangement of ji lettei-s to anv otlier arrangement of tlie same

tBttrs : for instance, .tlie_;substitution ,—— ' means that a is to be
;~ (aucd

j

^KangecJ iiitoi,6.'6 iiito"<j^ into (i.^S .into^a, ^ubstitntiois m.ay, of

courst,, ibelrepri§?nteit by single letters a,/3 , . . ; ,-^J,=l, is the
\abcd ' ~ ^

substitution~wliicli leaves the letters unaltered.* Two or more substi-

fiitions may be compomKlotl together and give rise to a substitution;

i.c.\ performing upon the primitive arrangement first the substitution

^'and then upon the result the substitution a, we have tlie substitution

ti$. Substitutions are not commutative; thus, a$ is not in general = ^a;

but they are associative, a^.y— a.^y^ so that ^$y has a determinate

eheaning. - A' substitution maybe compounded any number of times

iBth itself, and we thus have tlie powers a', a? . . &o. Since the num-

)6ei:rof substitutions is limited, some power a" must be =1, or as this

jiiay be expressed every substitution is a root of unity. A group of

ftubstitutions is a set such tliat each two of them compounded together

in either order gives a substitution belonging to the set; every group
includes the substitution unity, so that we may in general speak of a

gi'oup, 1,0,3, • (the number of terms is the order of the group). The
whole system of the 1.2.3...?t substitutions which can be performed

upon'the n letters is obviously a group: the order of every other

f^roup, which can be formed out of these* substitutions is a submulti]ile

af'this number ; but it is not eonversely true that a group e.xists the

wttfei^* of which is any given submultiple of this number. In the case

t»f a*determinant the substitutions which give rise to the positive terms

form a'group the order of which is =41.2.3...re._ For any function of

'he jjr-letters, the whole series of substitutions which leave the value

*f the functions unaltered form a group; and thence also the number
•f -values ot tta functioal ia =1.2.3~-a divided by the order of the
.roup.

8- T^
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tne equations being linear in VvVi-Vi t^'ese ean be expressed
rationally in terms of the coefKcieiits and of /„ f.,J.^; that isj

Vv Vv y.s
^^i" to known. But observe furthe'r that jr, ia

obtained^as a function of ^„ f.,, f^ symmetrical as regards
f^J^; it can therefore be expressed as a rational function oi

'1 f^nd of ij + fj, f,/3, and thence as a rational function of

'1 and of /i-f/^-fi!^, t.'i + l^t^ + tj^, i^t.-f^; but these last

are symmetrical functions of the roots, and as such they
are expressible rationally in terms of the coenicieiits ; that
is, 2/, will be expressed as a rational function of /, and of

the coefficients ; or t^ (alone, not t^ or t^) being known,
//, will be rationally determined.

24. We now consider the question of the algebraical
solution of equations, or, more accurately, that of the
solution of equations by radicals.^

In the case of a quadric equation x^-px + q^O, -We can
by the assistance of the sign ^/( ) or

(
)i find an ex-

pression for a; as a two-valued function of tho coefficients

p, q such that substituting this value in the equation, the
equation is thereby identically satisfied ; it has been.found
that this exDrcssion is

and the equation is on this account said to be algebfaicafly
solvable, or more accurately solvable by radicals.- Or we
may by writing x=^~lp + z, reduce the equation to

f = \{p^- iq) viz., to an equation of the form z- = a, and
in virtue of its being thus reducible we say that tho
original equation is solvable by radicahs. And the questiou
for an equation of any higher order, say of tiie order w, is,

can we by means of radicals Cthat is by aid of the sign J// )

or
( )", using as many as -we please of such sign^nnJ

with any values of m) find an «-valued function (or any
function) of the coefficients which substituted for x in tha
equation shall satisfy it identically.'

It will be observed that the coeflicients ^7?JTafS"not
•explicitly considered as numbers, but even if they do
denote numbers, the question whether a numerical equa^

tion admits of solution by radicals is wholly unconnected
with the before-mentioned theorem of the existence of tha

n roots of such an equation. It does not even follow that

in the case of a numerical equation solvable by radicals the

algebraical solution gives the numerical solution, but this

requires explanation. Consider first a numerical quadrio
equation^ with imaginary coefficients. In the formula

x = ^(pd= Jp--4q), substituting for p,q their given

numerical valuef^, we obtain for x an expression of the form

x = a + pi^ Jy + Bi, where a, /3, y, 8 are real numbers. This

expression substituted iov x in the quadric equation'would
satisfy it identically, and it is thus an algebraical solution,

but there is no obvious a priori reason why Jy + hi should
have a value = e. + di, where c and d are real numbers calcul-

able by the extraction of a root or roots of real numbers;
however the case is (what there was no a priori right to

e.xpect) that Jy + Si lias such a value calculable by means

of the radical expressions ^/{ Jy" + &- '^y}: and hence the

algebraical solution of a numerical quadric equation does

in every case give the numerical solution. The case oLa
numerical cubic equation will be considered presently.

25. A cubic equation can be solved by radicals Taking
for greater simplicity the cubic in the reduced forii>

x^ + qx - r = 0, and assuming x = a + /), this will be a solui

tion if only ''6ab = q and u'' + b^ = r, equations which giv<?

{cfi -b^)- = r'^ --^jq^, a quadric equation solvable by radii

cals," and giving a^ - b? = Jr- — -^-/j^, a two-valued function

of the-coefficients : combining this with n^ -f- ?ii= r, w-e ha-ve

"*"=j( -H Vr'^ - -jVj^), a two-valued^funPtiDOi we tboii

have a by_ means of a cube root, -viz.,,
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a six-valued function of the coefficients; but then, writing

q = z- , wo have, as may be shown, a + b & three-valued

function of the coefficients; anda; = a + & is the required

solution by radicals. It would have been wrong to com-

plete the solution by writing

for then a + 1> would have been given as a Ovalued function

having only 3 of its values root?, and the other G values

being irrelevant. Observe that in this last process we make
no use of the equation 3ab = q, in its original form, but use

only the derived equation 21cfib'^ =
<f,

implied in, but not

implying, the original form.

An interesting variation ' of the solution is to write

z<=ab{a + b), giving a''6'(rt' -f i') = '• and 2a'^b'^ = q, or say

u'>j-b'^ = — , a'i'' = ^q and consequently

a3 = ?(r4- ^r^-M'), 6'' Hr- Jr'-M').

i.e , here o,', /'' are each of them a two- valued function, but

is the only effect of altering the sign of the quadric

radical is to interchange a', 6', they may be regarded as

each of them one-valued; a and b are each of them
Svalued (for observe that hero only a'^h^, not ab, is given)

;

and ab (a + b) thus is in appearaiveo a 9-valued function
;

but it can easily be shown that it is- (as it ought to be)

only 3-va!ued.

In the case of a numerical cubic, even when the co-

efficients are real, substituting their values in the cxpres-

eion

M')].

tliis may depend on an expression of the form IJy + Zi

where y and 8 are real numbers (it will do so if r- -lyjq^

is a negative number), and then we cannot by the extrac-

tion of any root or roots of real positive numbers reduce

.J/y-t-Se to the form c + d> , c and d real numbers ; hence
here the^ algebraical solution does not give the numerical

solution, and we have here the so-called "irreducible case"

of a cubic equation. By what precedes there is nothing

in this that liiight not have been expected; the algebraical

solution makes the solution depend on the extraction of

the cube root of — a number, and there was no reason for

expecting this to be a real number. It is well known that

the case in question is that wherein the three roots of the

numerical cubic equation are all real; if the roots are

two imaginary, one real, then contrariwise the quantity

under the cube root is real ; and the algebraical solution

gives the numerical one.

The irreducible case is solvable by a trigonometrical

formula, but this is not a solution by radicals : it consists

in effect in reducing the given numerical cubic (not to a

Cubic of the form z'^ = a , solvable by the extraction of a

Cube root, but) to a cubic of the form ir?-Zx = a, cor-

responding to the equation 4 cos ^6- 3 cos 6 = cos 3^ which
serves to determine cos 6 when cos 3^ is known. The
tlieory is applicable to an algebraical cubic equation; say

that such an equation, if it can be reduced to the form
4^3 -Zx = a, is solvable by " triscction"—then the general

cubic equation is solvable by trisection.

56. A quartic equation is solvable by radicals: and it

is to be remarked that the existence of such a solution

depends on the existence of 3-valued functions such as

ah + cd of the four roots (a, b, c, d) : by what precedes

ab -I- cfZ is the root of a cubic equation, which equation is

iolvable by radicals: hence ab + cd can be found by
fiidicals ; and since abed is a given function, ab and Cfiican

then bo found by radicals. But by what precedes, if ab

>e known then any similar function, say a + b, is obtain-

able rationally ; and then from the values of a + h and <ib

we may by radicals obtain the value of a or b, that is, an

e.vpression for the root of the given quartic equation : tne

cxpi-ession ultimately obtained is 4-valued, corresponding to

the different values of the several radicals which enter

therein, and we have thus the expression by radicals of

each of the four roots of the quartic equation. '' But wher^

the quartic is numerical the same thing happens as in th»

cubic, and the algebraical solution does not in every casO'

give the numerical one.

It will be understood from the foregoing explanation iis

to the quartic how in the next following case, that of the

quintic, the question of the solvability by radicals depends

on the existence or non-exi.stence of A;-valued functions of

the five roots {a, b, c,d,e) ; the fundamental theorem is the

one already stated, a rational function of five letters, if it

has less than 5, cannot have more than 2 values, that is,

there are no 3-valued or 4-valued functions of 5 letters

:

and by reasoning depending in part upon this theorem,'

Abel (1824) showed that a general quintic equation is not

solvable by radicals; and a fortiori the general equation of

any order higher than 5 is not solvable by radicals.

27. The general theory of the solvability of an^ equa-

tion by radicals depends fundamentally on Vandermonde's

remark (1770) that, supposing an equation is solvable by

radicals, and that we have therefore an algebraical expres-

sion of X in terms of the coefficients, then substituting for

the coefficients their values in terms of the roots, the ra-

suiting expression must reduce itself to any one at pleasure

of the roots a,b,e . . ; thus in the case of the quadric equa-

tion, in the expression x = \(p+ Jp^ - iq), substituting for

75 and 5 their values, and observing that (a + b^ — 4a5 =

{a-bY, this becomes x=\\a + b+ J(a-b)'^}, the value

being a or i according as the radical is taken to be ^ia~b\
or - (a - b).

So in the cubic equation x? -px'^ + qx-r = 0, if the

roots are a, b,c, and if <u is used to denote an imaginary cube

root of unity, ii>"-l-(i)-t- 1 = 0, then writing for shortness

p = a + b + c, L = «-f-(o/j-f (o^f, M = « 4- <u*6 + (i>c , it is at

once seen that LM, L^-)-JP, and therefore also (L^ - M')*

are symmetrical functions of the roots, and consequently

rational functions of the coefficients : hence

is a rational function of the coefficients, which when these

are replaced by their values as functions of the roots

becomes, according to the sign given to the quadric radical,

= L^ or JP-. taking it = L^ the cube root of the expres-

sion has the three values L,(uL,w2L ; and LM divided by
the same cube root has- therefore the values MjW^M.wM

;

whence finally the expression

i|>-r Vfi(L'-l- JP-f ^/(L^3Fp)}

has the three values

i{p+l. + li), lip + uL + u-N), iip + u^t + uU);

that IS., these are = a, b,c respectively. If the value M' had
been talien instead of L^, then the expression would hav^

had the same three values a, b, c. ComparLag the solution

given for the cubic 3^ + qx-r = 0, it will readily be seen

that the two solutions are identical, and that the function

r^ - ^q^ under the radical sign must (by aid of the rela-

tion p = which subsists in this case) reduce itself to

(L^ - M^)- ; it is only by each radical being equal to s
rational function of the roots that the final expression can

become equal to the roots a, b, c respectively.

28. The formulae for the cubic were obtained by La-
grange (1770-71) from a different point of view. Upon
examining and comparing the principal known methods foe
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the solution of algebraical equatious, Le found tLat they

all ultimately depended upon finding a "resolvent" equa-

tion of which the root is a + wb + v>-c + u?d +

,

. . , <o being

Dii imaginary root of unity, of tho same order as the

equation; e.;/., for the cubic tha root is a + wh + urc, u an

imaginary cube root of inity. Evidc.itly tho method gives

for L' a qnadric ecjuation, which is the "resolvent" equa-

tion in this particular case.

For a qnaitic the formulae present themselves in a some-

what diO'ert'nt form, by reason that 4 is not a prime

number. Attempting to apply it to a quintic, wo seek fi:.r

the equation of which tho root is {a + wb + urc + ai-'tl + lu^c),

o> an imaginary fifth root of unity, or rather the fifth

power thereof (a +wi + ui^c + u?d + w*e)^ ; this is a 24-valued

function, but if we consider the four values corresponding

to the roots of unity <u, w-, t)', w*, viz., the values

(rt + 10 ') + u\- + u'd -H ai'r)'
,

(n + arh + u>*C-yu rf-HwV)',

{(Hw-'i + o) c ( ojM + cu-i:)'

,

(a + u'^b -i- cu 'c f w'-d -^ (J c)°

,

any symmetrical function of tl^ese, for instance their sum,

('J a six-valued function of the roots, and may therefore be

determined by means of a sextic equatiou, the coefficients

ivhereof are rational functions of tho coefRcieuts of the

original quintic equation ; the conclusion being that tlio

solution of an equation of the fifth order is made to de

pend upon that an equation of the sixth order. This is, of

course, useless for the solution of the quintic equation,

wliich, as already mentioned, does not admit of solution

by radicals ; but the equation of the sixth order, Lagrange's

resolvent ssxtic, is very important, and is intimately con-

c-ected with all the later investigations in the theory.

29. It is to be remarked, in regard to the question ct

solvability by radicals, that not only the coefficients are

taken to be arbitrary, but it is assumed that they are

represented each by a single letter, or say rather that they

are not so expressed in terms of other arbitrary quantities

as to make a solution possible. If the coefficients are not

all arbitrary, for instance, if some of them are zero, a

aextic equation might be of the form xf^ + hx^ -f ex- + d=0,
and so be solvable as a cubic ; or if the coefficients of the

Bextic are given functions of the sis arbitrary quantities

a, ?', e, (/, e, /, such that the sextic is really of the form
{x- + ax + h){.':> + c.f^ + d.v'^ + e.c+/) = 0, then it breaks up
into the equations .i'^ -»- ax + I, = 0, x* + cx^ 4- dx- + ex +/= 0,

and is consequently solvable by radicals; so also if the

form is {x - ci){x - b){:c- c){x - d){x - e)(x -/) = 0, then
the equation is solvable by radicals,— in this extreme case

rationally. Such cases of solvability are self-evident; but

they are enough to show that the general theorem of the

non-solvability by radicals of an equation of the fifth or

any higher order does not in any wise exclude for such
oriiers the existence of particular equations solvable by
radicals, and there are, in fact, extensive tlasses of equa-

tions which are thus solvable; the binomial equations
y" - 1 = present an instance.

30. It has already been shown how the several roots

of the equation .r" - 1 = can be expressed in the form
2ST . 2ST

eos
~— -ft sin — , bvit the question is now that of the
n n *

algebraical solution (or solution by radicals) of this equa-
tiiiu. There is always a root = 1 ; if co be any other root,

Shen obviously w. <d-, . . . . lo""' are all of them roots;

r"- I contains the factor x-], and it thus appears that

u), <u-, . . . o)""' are the h - 1 roots of the equation

-"-'^v--'-t-...-ra;-H = 0;

« have, of course, u'""' 4- lu"" "
. . . + u> + \ = 0.

It is proper to distinguish the cases ii prime and h com-
posite; and in the latter case there is a distinction accord-

ing as the prime factors of n are simple or multiple. By
way of illustration, suppose successively n= 15 and n = 9 ;

in the former case, if a bo an imaginary root of »;'-]=
(or root of x' + x+l =0), and fi an imaginary root of

x"" - 1 = (or root of x^ + x^ + x- + x+l — 0), then u may
be taken =ap; the successive powers thereof, a/3, o'^/S^, /3^,

0/3', a-', /3, aff', a-(i\ /3', a, a^/i, (i", a/3', a^/^S are the roots

of x^* + x'^ , . . . + X + 1 = ; the solution thus depends on

the solution of the equations x^ -I =0 and x'-' - I =0. In

the latter case, if a be an imaginary rout of a;^- 1 = (or

root of x- + x+l=0), then the equation k^-1=0 gives

x^ - 1, a, or a^ ; x-' - 1 gives x = 1, a, or a- ; and the solu-

tion thus depends ou the solution of the equations 3.^- 1

= 0, j;'-o = 0, A'3-a^ = 0. The first equation has the

roots 1, a, a^ ;'if /J be a root of either of the others, say if

0' = a, then assuming 01 = /?. the successive powers at'e fi,

/?', a, a/3, a/3-, a-, a-/3, a-/3-, which are the roots of the

equation x^ *- ci .; . + x+l = 0.

fc thus appears that the only case which need be con

sidered ia that of n a prime number, and writing (as is

more usual) r in place of co, we have r, r^, t^, , . , r*~' as

the (;j - 1) roots of the reduced equation

K"-»-)-x»-2. . . . + S-H -0 ;

then not only ?•" - 1 = 0, but also r""' + r""' . . . -f r }- 1 = 0.

31. The process of solution due to Gauss (1801) depend.s

essentially on the arrangement of the roots in a certain

order, viz., not as above, with the indices of r in arith-

metical progression, but with their indices in geometrical

progression; the prime number n has a certain number of

prime roots jf, which are such that y""' is the lowest power

of
ff,

nhich is 1 to the modulus n ; or, what is the same
thing, that the series of powers I,

ff, ff- . . . ff'''\ each

divided by n, leave (in a different order) the remainders

1, 2, 3 . . . )t - 1 ; hence giving to r in succession the

indices \, c/, (/"^
. , . </"'", we have, in a ditTerent order, the

whole series of roots r, r^, r^ . . . r""'.

In the most simple case, n = 5, the equation to be solved

is X* + x^ + x- + x + l=0 ; here 2 is a prime root of 5, and
the order of the roots is r, r-, i-*, i'-'. The Gaussian pro-

cess consists in forming an equation for determining the

periods Pj," Pj, = r + r^ and r- + i^ respectively,— these

being such that the symmetrical functions Pj-f-P,,

PjPj are rationally determinable: in fact Pj-fP2= -1,

VJ", = (;• + ,-')()-2
-i- )•'), = 7-3 + )-^

-I- r= -f r\ =r^ + r* + r^ r'-,

= - 1. P], Pj are thus the roots of u- + u-\=0; and
taking them to be known, they are themselves broken up
into Rubperiods, in the present case single terms, r and r^

for Pj, )- and^)'' for P^; the symmetrical functions of

these are then rationally determined in terms of Pj and

P.,; thus )'-l-i-' = P,, )-.!-*=l, or r, r* are the roots of

«- - Pj'i -t- 1 = 0. The mode of division is more clearly

seen for a larger value of n; thus, for » = 7 a prime root

is = 3, and the arrangement of the roots is r, r^, r^, r^, r^, r'.

\Ve may form either 3 periods each of 2 terms, Pj, Pj, P,

= )•-«- J'**, r"^ + )'', r- * J^ respectively ; or else 2 periods each

of 3 term.s, P, , Pj = »• -n- -i- I'S
}-^ + i-^ + r^ respectively; in

each case the symmetrical functions of the periods are

rationally determinable : thus in the case of the two

peri ods Pj -I- P„ = - 1 , P. Po = ^ + r + r- + r'^ + i-^ + r^ -f_>-«,

= 2 ; and the' periods being known th<» symmetrical

functii'-ns of the several terms of each period are rationally

deteimined in terms of the periods, thus r-f )•-<- !-* = Pj,

r.i- + r.r -n--.)-* = P.,, r.r- 1.

The theory was further developed by Lagrange (1808),

who, applying hi? general process to the equation in ques-

tion, a-""' -i-
.-<;"-=

. . -f a- -f 1 = (the roots a, b, c , . being th^

several powers of r, the indicts in geometrical progression

as above), showed that the function (a -<- <u6 4- lu-c -I- .
.)**"'

wai in this case n ^ivcn function qf a- with. intc_^er co;
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efllcienks. Reverting to the before-mentioned particular

equation a;'' + a;'H.>;'^ + a;+ 1=0, it is very interesting to

coinijaro the process of solution with that for the solu-

tion of the general quartic the roots whereof are a, h, c, d.

Take <o, a root of the equation w'' - 1 = (whence w is = 1,

] , t, or - i, at pleasure), and consider the expression

the developed value of this is

„' „4 + J4+ c* + (Ji + 6(aV+ VcP] -V \2{.a-hd -H l-ca + cHb + d-ac)

'i-a{Ua^b-\-Vc+c^ + (Pa) + 1 2{,a-cd + b"da + c-ab -h d-bc)
}

+ u>'{6(a-i= + b'-c'- + oH- + d-a-) + i{a^c + bH + c'a + d'b) + 2iabcd}

'+<•»[ 4(rt''rf -h i'lft -h c'i + <Z%) -H2(a% + tVJ + cVa -KZVii)}

;hat is, this is a 6-valued function of a, b, c, d, the root of

I sextic (which is, in fact, solvable by radicals; but this is

aot hero material).

If, however, a, b,c, d denote the roots r, r^, r*, r^ of the

special equation, then the expression becomes

r^'+r^ + r + r'' + 60 +1) + 12[r-+ T* + r^ + r)

+ u {4(1+1 -1-1 +1 ) + 12{r* + r'' + r +r-)}

+ w^{6ir + r^-i-r* + i^)+ 4[r- + r* + r^ + r )}

viz., this is

1 completely determined value. That is, we have

(r + ai)'2 + wV-(-a.V)*= - l-h4uJ-H4a.'-16a.',

which result contains the solution of the equation. If

<o=l, we have (r-i-r'^ + r^-i-r^y =1, which is right; if

(o = - 1, then (j- + >•* - r^ - r')* = 25; if w = i, then we have

{r-'r^ + i (r--r^}}^= -15 + 20i; and if <a= -i, then

^r-r*-i ()-2-';-3)}<= -15 -20i; the solution may be

completed without difficulty.

The result is perfectly general, thus :

—

n being a prime

number, ?• a root of the equation x"~^ + a;""" , . . . + x + 1 = 0,

w a root of co""' -1=0, and
ff a prime root of </""'

i. 1

(mod. n), then

is a given function Mo-)-M,a) ... -I- M„_;(o''-= witti integer

coefficients, and by the extraction of (n- l)th roots of this

and similar expressions we ultimately obtain ?• in terms of

<D, which is taken to be known ; the equation a;" - 1 = 0, n

k prime number, is thus solvable by radicals. In particular,

if « - 1 be a power of 2, the solution (by either process)

requires the extraction of square roots only ; and it was

thus that Gauss discovered that it was possible to cou-

Bti-uct geometrically the regular polygons of 17 sides and

257 sides respectively." Some interesting dev(^lopments in

regard to the theory were obtained by Jacobi (1837) ; see

the memoir " Ueber die Kreistheilung, u.s.w.," Crelle,

t. XXX. (1846).

The equation i''-y-^-r^-^a; + 1 = has been considered

for its own sake, but it also serves as a specimen of a

class of equations solvable by radicals, considered by Abel

(1828), and since'called Abelian equations, viz., for the

Abelian equation- of the order d, if x be any root, the roots

are x, 6x, O-jt:^.'. . 0"~^x (Ox being a rational function of x,

and 6"X'=x); the theory is, in fact, very analogous to that

of the above particular case. A more general theorem

obtained by Abel is as follows :::^If the roots of an equa-

tion of any order are conneoted_together in such wise that

all the roots can "hi expressed rationally in terms of any

one of,' them, say x ; of, moreover, fe, 0,x being any two
of the roots,',we hava66x = 6.fe, the equation will be

solvable alaebraically. It is proper to refer also to Abel's

definitnifi,- o^ aa iiTeducible equation : -^ ar ^•equation

<px = {}, me coetticients of which are rational functions of

a- certain' number of known' quantities a, b, c .-. , is called

irreducible when- it is impossible to express its roots by an

.^u'^-V" V'-'

equation of an inferior degree, the coefficients of which are

also rational functions of a, i, c . . . (or, what is the same
thing, when <j}X does not break up into factors which are

rational functions of a^ b, c . .). Abel applied his theory

to the equations which present themselves in the division

of the elliptic functions, but not to the modular equations.

32. But the theory of the algebraical solution of equatiorui

in its most complete form was established by Galois (born

October 1811, killed in a duel May 1832 ; see hLs collected

works, Liouville, t. xl.. 1840). The definition of an irre-

ducible equation resembles Abel's,—an equation is re-

ducible when it admits of a rational divisor, irreducible

in the contrary case ; only the word rational is used in this

extended sense that, in connexion with the coefficients of

the given equation, or with the irrational quantities (if

any) whereof these are composed, he considers any number
of other irrational quantities called " adjoint radicals," and
he terms rational any rational function of the coefficients

(or the irrationals whereof they are composed) and of these

adjoint radicals ; the epithet irreducible is thus taken

either absolutely or in a relative sense, according 'to the

system of adjoint radicals which are taken into account.

For instance, the equation x^-\-x^ + x^-\rx+\ = Q; the left

hand side has here no rational divisor, and the equation

is irreducible; but this function is = (a;--t--ia;-f 1)^ — Jar',

and it has thus the irrational divisors a;- -1-^(1 -f 'J5)x + 1,

x-+l0- — s/5)x+l ; and tbe.se, if we adjoin the radical

J5, are rational, and the equation is no longer irreducible.

In the case of a given equation, assumed to be irreducible,

the problem to solve the equation is, in fact, that of find-

ing radicals by the adjunction of which the equation be-

comes reducible ; for instance, the general quadric equation

a;^ -t- pa; -^ 2 = is irreducible, but it becomes reducible,

breaking up into rational linear factors, when we adjoin the

radical J \if--q.

The fundamental theorem is the Proposition I. of the
" M^moire sur les conditions de r&olubilite des Equations

par radicaux ;" viz., given an equation of which a, b,c.. are

the m roots, there is always a group of permutations of the

letters a, b, c . . po-ssess'ed of the following properties :

—

1. Every function of the roots invariable by the substi-

tutions of the group is rationally known.

2. Reciprocally every rationally determinable function

of the roots is iuvai jable by the substitutions of the group.

Here by an invariable function is meant not only a

function of which the form is invariable by the substitu-

tions of the group, but further, one of which the value ia

invariable by these substitutions ; for instance, if the equa-

tion be tjiX = 0, then i{>x laa, function of the roots invariable

by any substitution whatever. • And in saying that a'func-

tion is rationally known, it is meant that its value is ex-

pressible rationally in terms of the coefficients and of the

adjoint quantities.

For instance, in the case of a general equation, the

group is simply the system of the 1.2.3 . . .n permutations

of all the roots, since, in this case, the only rationally

determinable functions are the symmetric functions of the

roots.

In the case of the equation a;""' . . . + x+l = 0, n a

prime number, a, b, c?. .k = r, r', r'". . :r'"J^ where g ia

a prime root of n, then the group is the cyclical group

abc...k,bc...ka,.., kab .'.j, that is; in this particular

case the number of the permutations of- the group_ is. equal

to the order of the equation.

This notion of the group of the original^equation, or of

tne group of the equation as varied by the adjunction of a

series of radicals, seems to be the _fundamenta' one in

Galoi.s's theory. But the problem of solution )ay radicals,

instead of beine the sole object of the theory, appears as the
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first liuk ol a long chain of questions relating to the trans-

formation and classification of irrationals.

Keturning to the question of solution by radicals, it

m\l be readily understood that by the adjunction of a

radical the group may be diminished ; for instance, in the

case of the general cubic, where the group is- that of the

six permutations, by the adjunction of the square root

which enters into the solution, the group is reduced to ahc,

bca, cab ; that is, it becomes possible to express rationally,

in terras of the coefficients and of the adjoint square root,

any function such as a-b + b-c + c-a which is not altered by

tho cyclical substitution a into b, b into c, c into a. And
heuce, to determine whether an equation of a given form

is solvable by radicals, the course of investigation is to

inquire whether, by tho successive adjunction of radicals,

it is possible to reduce the original group of the equation

80 as to make it ultimately consist of a single permutation.

The condition in order that an equation of a given prime

order n may be solvable by radicals was in this way obtained

—in the first instance in the form (scarcely intelligible with-

out further explanation) that every function of the roots

ajj, ^2 • • • ^..> invariable by the substitutions a;„t+i for x,,,

must be rationally known ; and then in the equivalent

form that the resolvent equation of the order 1 . 2 . . «, - 2

must have a rational root. In particular, the condition in

order that a quintic equation may be solvable is that

Lagrange's resolvent of the order 6 may have a rational

factor, a result obtained from a direct investigation in a

valuable memoir by E. Luther, Crelle, t. xxxiv. (1847).

Among other results demonstrated or announced by
Galois may be mentioned those relating to the modular

equations in the theory of elliptic functions ; for the trans-

formations of the orders 5, 7, 11, the modular-equations of

the orders 6, 8, 12 are depressible to the orders 5, 7, 11

respectively ; but for the transformation, n a prime number
greater than 11, the depression is impossible.

The general theory of Galois in regard to the solution

of equations was completed, and some of the demonstra-

tions supplied by Betti (1852). See also Serret's Cours

d'Algehre superieure, 2d ed.. 1854 ; 4th ed. 1877-78, in

course of publication.

,33. Returning to quintic equations, Jerrard (1835) estab-

lished the theorem that the general quintic equation is by
the extraction of only square and cubic roots reducible to

the form x^ + ax + b = 0, or what is the same thing, to

K^ + x + b = 0. The actual reduction by means of Tschirn-

hausen's theorem was effected by Hermite in connexion

with his elliptic-function solution of the quintic equation

(1858) in a very elegant manner. It was shown by
Cockle and Harley (1858-59) in connexion with the

Jerrardian form, and by Cayley (1861), that Lagrange's

resolvent equation of the sixth order can be replaced by a

more simole sextic equation occupying a like place in the

theory.

The theory of the modular equations, more particularly

for the case re = 5, has been studied by Hermite," Kro-

necker, and Brioschi. In the case n = 5, the modular

equation of the order 6 depends, as already mentioned, on

an equation of the order 5 ; and conversely the general

quintic equation may be made to depend upon this

modular equation of the order 6 ; that is, assuming the

solution of this modular equation, we can solve (not by
radicals) the general quintic equation ; this is Hermite's

solution of the general quintic equation by elliptic func-

tions (1858); it is analogous to the before-mentioned

trigonometrical solution of the cubic equation. The
theory is reproduced and developed in Brioschi's memoir,
" Ueber die Aufldsung der Gleichungen vom fiinften Grade,"

Math. Annalen, t. xiii. (1877-78).

34. The great modern work, reproducing the theories of

Galois, and exhibiting the theory of algebraic equations as

a whole, is Jordan's Trailedes Subslilulions el des Bqua-

tions Algcbriqws, Paris, 1870. The work is divided into

four books—book i., preliminary, relating to the theory

of congruences ; book ii. is in two chapters, the first

relating to substitutions in general, the second to substitu-

tions defined analytically, and chiefly to linear substitu-

tions; -book iii. has four chapters, the first discussing the

principles of the general theory, the other three contain-

ing applications to algebra, geometry, and the theory of

transcendents; lastly, book iv., divided into seven chapter.';,

contains a determination of the general typos of equation.?

solvaljlo by radicals, and a complete system of classification

of those types. A glance through the index will show the

vast extent which the theory has assumed, and the form

of general conclusions arrived at; thus, in book iii., the

algebraical applications comprise Abelian equations, equa<-

tions of Galois; the geometrical ones comprise Hesse's equa-

tion, Clebsch's equations, lines on a quartic surface having

a nodal line, singular points of Rummer's surface, hoes on

a cubic surface, problems of contact ; the applications to the

theory of transcendents comprise circular functions, elliptic

functions (including division and the modular equation),''

hyperelliptic functions, solution of equations by transcen-

dents. And on this last subject, Solution of equations by

transcendents, we may quote the result,
—" the solution of

the general equation of an order superior to five cannot be

made to depend upon that of the equations for the division

of the circular or elliptic functions
;

" and again (but with

a reference to a possible case of exception), " the general

equation cannot be solved by aid of the equations which

give the division of the hyperelliptic functions into an odd

number of parts." (t^- CA-)

EQUITES, an order of men in the commonwealth. ©I

Rome to which there is no exact parallel in modern times.

Their origin goes back to the earliestperiod ofRoman history.

During the reign of the kings they appear to have been of

noble birth, the younger branches of patrician families. This

we may infer from the statement of Polybius (vi. 20), that

the knights now are chosen according to fortune,—evidently

intimating that their selection had previously depended on a

different principle. Romulus is said to have divided them

into three centuries or "hundreds," each century being

chosen from one of the three old Roman tribes, the Ramnes,

Titles, and Luceres. Both Tullus Hostilius and Tarquinius

added to their number ; but, according to Livy, it was

Servius TuIIius (576 b.c.) who first organized them into

a distinct body, and compelled the state to contribute

annually to their maintenance. It is difficult to perceive

in what way we are to explain the statement of Livy

(i. 43), that ten thousand pounds of brass were given to

each for the purchase of a horse,—an enormous sum

when compared with that at which oxen and sheep were

rated in the table of penalties. Every eques, of course, was

bound to be provided with a good horse, and he may have

been obliged to replace it if lost through any casualty in war.

Its accoutrements, too, and a slave to take charge of .it,

were possibly all included in the sum. But whether,

when the censor ordered the knight to sell his horse, it

was the intention that the outfit money should be refunded

to the state, we have no means of determining. Livy

tells us also that the ces hordecmim or barley-money sup-

plied to each knight for the maintenance of hi3_ horse was

obtained by a tax on widows and orphans. This certainty

sounds strange, for it seems inconceivable tliat_ thcio

should have been such a large number of rich widows;

and even though the word vidua is explained to mean

every single woman, maiden as well as widow, the difficulty

still remains. Beyond the hordeai-ium the knights received

no pay.
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hi 400 B.C., during the siege of Veii, on account of the

want of sufficient cavalry, those who possessed the requisite

fortune offered tn provide horses at their own expense.

These new equitos, distinguished as equiles equo privato, in

opposition, to the equites equo publico, received regular pay,

but, as by'the very circunistancos of their origin they had

neither horse-nlQney {as equeslre) nor barley-money (ccs

hordearium), they, fo.rpjed a distinct body from the old

fquites, and had no share in auyof their peculiar privileges.

In'303 B.C. th^ censors Q. Fabius and P. Decius established

a law by which it was ordained that every fifth year a pro-

cession 0/ the equites should take place, and that those

who had niispoiiductcd themselves should be degraded

from their rapk. The procession (cquitum transveclio) took

place every year on the 15th of July (idibus Quintilibus),

the anniversary of the battle of Lake Regillus. The

knights in full equipment rode from the Temple of Honour

in the south of the city through the Porta Capena and

onwards past the temple of Castor and PoUus through the

Forum to tho CapitoL Their ranks were purged by the

censors, before whom they filed past on foot. If the

censor had no fault to find, he said to the eques, Iraduc

eqimm, lead on your, horse ; but if he was dissatisfied he

s,a.i&,yende equum, sell your horse, and the eques ceased to

belong to the order. This review bore the name of equilum

recognilio, or, , as. the Greek writers translate it, iTmiwv

iTTia-Ktipi'j. The equites evidently soon became a very power-

ful body in the state ; yet in 1S6 B.C. we find it allowed

as a reward to P. /Ebutius that the censor should not

'assign him a public horse, and thereby compel him to

serve as an. eques, against his will, r proving that the

duties must have been burdensome and -regarded by many
with distaste. In the later period of the republic the equites

increased in power andf consequence, and at the same

time graduallyi ceased' altogetherj to ba what their name
implied, the military service/ which 'they had" formerly

rendered being now obtained froin allies and auxiliaries.

To be an eques came to mean simply that a man was pos-

sessed of a certain amount of wealth without belonging to

the senatorial order. The judicial functions were transferred

from the senate to the body of equites by the Sempronian

law, passed by C. Gracchus about 123 B.C.; and a short

time afterwards they became the farmers of the public

revenues, by which they were enabled to amass immense

riches. They were deprived of their judicial powers by

Sulla ; but they now possessed too much influence in the

state to be excluded from the higher and more dignified

offices. After his death they were admitted to their

former power, which, however, they shared with the senate.

Towards the end of the republic, and under the emperors,

the fortune requisite for an eques seems to have been four

hundred sestertia, equal to about £3230 of our money;

and even at this time knights' horses were furnished by the

state, as we find by ancient inscriptions of that period.

The equites, who still in the reign of Augustus adhered

for the most part to the use of the simple iron ring, had

before the time of Pliny obtained the right of wearing the

golden ring formerly distinctive of the senatorial order.

Their dress was a tunic with a narrow purple stripe {tunica

angusliclavia), in contrast to the senatorial tunic with a

broad stripe {tunica laiiclavia). In 67 B.C. a peculiar

privilege was granted them by the Koscian law {lex Roscia

thealralis), which reserved fourteen rows in the theatre

behind the senatorial benches for their exclusive use.

Under the empire appears a class of equites distinguished

as singidares Angusti imperatoris, which has been the

subject of much debate. The Bi\i\x^t- singularis is by
some supposed to refer to their possession of a single

horse, and by others it is regarded as indicative of their

siugjjlar rank ; but Henzen explains it as equivalent to

parlicularis, because tney were attached to the service of

an individual. They formed a sort of body-guard to the

emperor, were stationed in Rome, and only under peculiar

circumstances wer6 called to serve outside of the city.

They appear to have consisted largely of foreigners, more
especially from the north of Europe : the names of Ger-

mans, Batavians, Frisians, Frisaevonians, Britons, Helvetians,

Dalmatians, Bessians, Thracians, llhatians, Pannoniana,

frequently occur. A considerable number are evidently

freedmen who have adopted the name of the reigning

emperor on their entrance into his service; but the advan-

tages of the position also attracted not a few of the Roman
citizens. At what time the corps was established is un-

known : Henzen thinks it '.was by one of the Flavian

emperors, as there is no mention of them under the Julian

and Claudian families, but they were certainly in existence

under Trajan. They disappear in the reign of Constantine.

Their relation to the auxiliaries was similar to that of the

praitorians to the Roman ariny proper. They were under
the command of the prefects- of the prajtorium, and occu-

pied two camps in the city;—one of which was at Torre

Pignattara, where their monuinents are frequently found.
See lladvig, " De loco Cicejgnis jii,Libro IV. de Republica," in

Opuscula Academica, vol. i., 1830; Muhlert, Dc cquitibus Emnanis,
Hild. 1830; Marquardt, Bistoria cquitum Jlomanonim, Berlin, 1840;
Zumpt, Uebor den rbmischcn RitlerslaTid, Berlin, 1840; Henzeu,
" Sugli equiti singolari degV imperatori Romani, in Annali dell'

Instil, di Corr. Arch, di Roma, 1850; Ggmont, Lcs chevaliers romaina
depuis Romulus jusqu'i. Galba, .1S5i ; Belot, Mist, dcs chevalier}

Tomains depuis le temps des roisjusqu' au temps dcs Gracques, 1867,
and Hist, des chev. rdm. depuis le temps des Gracques jusqu'd la

division de fempife-ramain, 1873; Kamsay, Manual of Roman
Antiquities, lOtli pdUion,'1876.

EQUITY^inits most general sense means justice ; in ita

most technical sense.it means a system of law, or a body
of connected legal principles, which Mve superseded or

supplemented the common law on the ground of their

intrinsic superiority. Aristotle {Ethics, bk. v. c. 10) defines

equity as a ^etter.^sort of jiistice, which corrects legal

justice where the laiter errs through -being expressed in a
universal forjn and not taking account of particular cases.

When the law speaks universally, and something happens
which is not according to the common course of events,

it is right that the law should be modified in its application

to that particular case, as the lawgiver himself would have
done, if the case had been present to his mind. Accord-
ingly the equitable man {iicuucri^) is he who does not push
the law to its extreme, but, having legal justice on his side,

is disposed to make allowances. Equity as thus described

would correspond rather to the judicial discretion which
modifies the administration of the law than to the

antagonistic system which, claims to supersede the law.

The part played by equity in the development of law
is. admirably illustrated in the well-known work of Sir

Henry JIaine on Ancient Law. Positive law, at least in

progressive societies, is constantly tending to fall behind
public opinion, and the expedients adopted for bringing it

into harmony therewith are three, viz., legal fictions, equity,

and statutory legislation. Equity here is defined to mean
" any body of rules existing ty the side of the original

civil law, founded on distinct -.principles, and claiming

incidentally to supersede the civil law in virtue of a superior

sanctity inherent in those principles." It is thus difi'erent

from legal fiction, by which- a new rule is introduced

surreptitiously, and under the pretence that no change has
been made in the law, and' from statutory legislation, in

which the -obligatory force of the rule is not supposed to

depend upon its intrinsic fitness. The source of Roman
equity -was the fertile theory of natural law, or the law

common to all nations. Even in the Institutes of Justinian

the distinction is carefully dra-wn in the laws of a country

between those which are peculiar to itself syid those which
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»atural reason appoints for nil maukiiiJ. Tlie cuiiiioxiou

ill Roman law between the ideas of equity, nature, natural

law, and the law common to all nations, and the influence

of the Stoical pUiiosophy on their development, are

fully discussed in the third chapter of the work we have

referred to. The agency by which these princijiles were

introduced was the edicts of the prastor, an annual procla-

mation setting forth the manner in which the magistrate

intended to administer the law during his year of ofiice.

Each successive prretor adopted the edict of his prede-

cessor, and added new equitable rules of his own, until the

further growth of the irregular code was stopped by the

Pr;etor Salvius Julianus in the reign of Hadrian.

The place of the praetor was occupied in English juris-

prudence by the lord high chancellor. The real beginning

of English equity is to be found in the custom of handing

over to that officer, for adjudication, the complaints which

were addressed to the king, praying for remedies beyond

the reach of the common law. Over and above the

authoricy delegated to the ordinary councils or courts, a

reserve of judicial power was believed to reside in the

king, which was invoked as of grace by the suitors wlio

could not obtain relief from any inferior tribunal. To the

chancellor, as already the head of the judicial system, these

petitions were referred, although he was not at first the

only officer through whom the prerogative of grace was
administered. In the reign of Edward III. the equitable

jurisdiction of the court appears to have been established.

For some account of this tribunal see Chancery and

Chancellor. Its constitutional origin was analogous to

that of the Star Chamber and the Court of Requests. The
latter, in fact, was a minor court of equity attached to the

lord privy seal as the Court of Chancery was to the

chancellor. The successful assumption of extraordinary or

equitable jurisdiction by the chancellor caused similar pre-

tensions to be made by other officers and courts " Not
only the Court of Exchequer, whose functions were in

a peculiar manner connected with royal authority, but the

counties palatine of Chester, Lancaster, and Durham, the

Court of Great Session in Wales, the universities, the city

of London, the Cinq;ie Ports, and other places silently

assumed extraordinary jurisdiction similar to that exercised

in the Court of Chancery." Even private persons, lords

and ladies, affected to establish in their honours courts of

equity.

English equity has one marked historical peculiarity, viz.,

that it established itself in a set of independent tribunals

which remained in standing contrast to the ordinary courts

for many hundred years. In Roman law the judge gave

the preference to the equitable rule ; in English law the

equitable rule was enforced by a distinct set of judges.

One cause of this separation was the rigid adherence to

precedent on the part of the common law courts. Another

was the jealousy prevailing in England against the

principles of the Roman law on. which English equity to a

large extent was founded.

When a case of prerogative was referred to the chancellor

in the reign of Edward III., he was required to grant such

remedy as should be consonant to honesty (honeslas). And
honesty, conscience, and equity were said to be the funda-

mental principles of the court The early chancellors were

ecclesiastics, and under their influence not only moral prin-

ciples, where these were not regarded by the common law,

but also the equitable principles of the Roman law were in-

troduced into English jurisprudence. Between this point

and the time when equity became settled as a portion of

the legal system, having fixed principles of its own, various

views of its nature seem to have prevailed. For a long time

it was thought that precedents could have no place in

equity, inasmuch as it professed in each case to do that

which was ju4 ; and we find this view maintained by cimi

mon lawyers after it h.adbeon abandoned by the professors

of equity themselves. Jlr Spence, in his book on the

Equitable Jitrisdiclioii of the Court of Cluinccnj, quotes a

case in the reign of Charles 11., in which Chief-Juatice

Vaughan said :

—

" I woiukr to lirar of citing of prcccilcnts in ni.ittor of cipiity, for

if tlicro be cfptity in n c.nsp, that c'luitv is nu universal tnitli, niid

there can be no prcceilcnt in it ; so that in any jirecedont that <-an

bo jiroducecl, if it be the -same with this c.vic, tlio reason and ctinity

is tlie same in itself ; and if tho picccJout bo not thu same case

with tliis, it is not to be cited.

'

But the Lord Keeper Bridgman answered :

—

" Certainly ]ircce(lents are very necessary and nseful to ns, for in

tliem we may find the reasons of the equity lo guide us, aivd bcsidi-s

tho authority of those who made tlicin is much to be ivgaided. Wo
shall suppose they did it upon great consideration and weighing of

the matter, and it would be very strange and very ill if we sliould

disturb and set aside wliat has been tlie course for a long series of

times and ages."

Selden's description is well-known:—" Equity is a roguish

thing. 'Tis all one as if they should make the standard for'

measure the chancellor's foot." Lord Nottingham in 1G7G

reconciled the aniient theory and tho established practice

bysaying that the conscience which guided the court was

not the natural conscience of the man, but the civil and

political conscience of the judge. The same tendency of

equity to settle into a system of law is seen in the recogni-

tion of its limits— in the fact that it did not attempt in all

cases to give a remedy when the rule of the common law

was contrary to justice. Cases of hardship, which the early

chancellors would certainly have relieved, were passed over

by later judges, simply because no precedent could be found

for their interference. The point at which the introduction

of new principles of equity finally stopped is fixed by Sir

Henry Maine in the chancellorship of Lord Eldon, who held

that the doctrines of the court ought to be as well settled

and made as uniform almost as those of the common law.

From that time certainly equity, like common law, has pro-

fessed to take its principles wholly from recorded decisions

and statute law. The view (traceable no doubt to the

Aristotelian definition) that equity mitigates the hardships

of the law where the law errs through being framed in

universals, is to be found in some of the earlier writings.

Thus in the Doctor and Student it is said

—

" Law m.akcrs take heed to such things as may often come,

and not to every particular case, for they could not though they

would ; therefore, in some cases it is necessary to leave tlie words

of tha law and follow th.at reason and justice requireth, and to that

intent equity is ordained, that is to say, to temper and mitigate tho

rigour of the law.

And Lord Ellesmere said

—

" The cause why there is a Chancery is for that men's actions

are so .. vers and infinite that it is impossible to make any general

law which shall aptly meet with every particular act and not fail in

some circumstances."

Modern equity, it need hardly bo said, does not profess

to soften the rigour of the law, or to correct the errors into

which it falls by reason of its generality.

To give any account, even in outline, of the subject

matter of equity within the necessary limits of this paper

would be impossible. It will be sufficient to say here that

the classification generally adopted by text-writers is based

upon the relation of equity to the common law, of which

some explanation in given above. Thus equitable jurisdic-

tion is said to be exclusive, concurrent, or auxiliarj'. Equity

has exclusive jurisdiction where it recognizes rights which

are unknown to the common law. The most important

example is trusts. Equity has concurrent jurisdiction
_

in

cases where the law recognized the right but did not give

adequate relief or did not give relief without circuity of

action or some similar inconvenience. And equity has
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aiwiVi'ary jurisdiction when the machinery of the courts of

law was unable to procure the necessary evidence.
" The evils of this double system of judicature," says the

reportof the late Judicature Commission, "and theconfusion

and conflict of jurisdiction to which it has led, have been
long known and acknowledged." A partial attempt to meet
the difficulty was made by several Acts of Parliament
(passed after the reports of commissions appointed in 1850
and 1851), which enabled courts of law and equity both to

exercise certain powers formerly peculiar to one or other of

them. A more comploto remedy was introduced by the

Judicature Act, 1873, which consolidated the courts of law
and equity, and ordered that law and equity should be ad-

ministered concurrently according to the rules contained in

the 26th section of tho Act. The 25th section lays down
certain legal principles in accordance with the general inten-

tion, and also declares that " generally in all matters not
hereinbefore particularly mentioned, on which there is any
conflict or variance between tho rules of equity and the

rules of the common law with reference to the same matter,

the rules of equity shall prevail" (e. e.)

ERARD, SiiiBASTiEN (1752-1831), a manufacturer of

musical instruments, distinguished especially for the im-

provements he made upon the harp and the pianoforte,

was born at Strasburg on the 4th April 1752. While a

boy he showed great aptitude for practical geometry and
architectural drawing, and in the workshop of his father,

who was an upholsterer, he found opportunity for the early

exorcise of his mechanical ingenuity. When he was six-

teen his father died, and he removed to Paris where he
obtained employment with a harpsichord maker. Here his

remarkable constructive skill, while it speedily excited the

jealousy of his master and procured his dismissal, almost
equally soon attracted the notice of musicians and musical
instrument makers of eminence. Before he was twenty-
five he set up in business for himself, his first workshop
being a room in the hotel of the Duchesse de Villeroi, who
gave him warm encouragement. Under her roof he con-

structed in 1780 his first pianoforte, which was also one
of the first manufactured in France, the instruments used
previous to that period in the houses of the Paris nobility

having been imported from Germany and England. When
hoard in the salon of his patroness, it quickly secured for

its maker such a reputation that he was soon overwhelmed
with commissions. Finding assistance necessary, he sent
for his brother, Jean Baptiste, in conjunction with whom
he established in the Rue de Bourbon in the Faubourg St
Germain a piano manufactory, which in a few years
became one of the most celebrated in Europe. On tho
outbreak of tho Revolution he proceeded to London, where
he established a factory similar to that in Paris. Return-
ing to the French capital in 1796, he introduced soon
afterwards grand pianofortes, made in the English fashion,

with several improvements of his own. In 1808 he again
visited London, where, two years later, he produced his first

double-movement harp. He liad previously made various
improvements in the manufacture of harps^ but the new
instrument was an immense advance upon anything bg'had
before produced, and obtained such a reputation that for

some time he devoted himself exclusively to its manufac-
ture. It has been said that in the year following his
invention he made harps to the value of £25,000. In
1812 he returned to Paris, and continued to devote him-
self with unwearied industry and unfailing ingenuity to
tlie further perfecting of the two instruments with which
his name is associated. It is needless to enumerate all

his improvements, especially as the more important of
them must be described in any account of the harp and
piano respectively. In 1823 he crowned his work by
prorjuciiig his model grand pianoforte with the double

escapement. The action of these instruments is admirably
adapted to convey every gradation of the player's touch to

tho strings, and on this account they have been much used

by pianists of eminence Erard died at Passy, on the 5th

August, 1831.

ERASMUS, Desiderius, waa born at Rotterdam on
the night of 27-8 October, and probably in the year

146G. The inscription on his statue, erected in his native

place in 1622, names the year 1467 ; but the epitaph on
his tombstone at Basel makes him 69 at the time of liis

death in July 1536, a reckoning which might be compatible

with cither year, 1466 or 1467. Tho latter year is ex-

cluded by Erasmus's own statements, wWch, though incon-

sistent, agree on the whole best with the year 1466
(see Ep. 51, append.) His father's Christian name was

Gerhard, of which Erasmus is meant for a Greek, and
Desiderius for a Latin, rendering. He had no propei

surname, not having been born in wedlock. His fathef

provided for his education as long as he lived, placing him
first as chorister in the cathedral school of Utrecht, and
afterwards removing him to Deventer, of which school the

celebrated teacher Alexander Hegius was at that time

master. But Erasmus was too young—he left Deventer

set. 13—to have come much under the instruction of the

head-master.

Both his father and his mother dying young, Erasmus
was left to the care of three guardians, who endeavoured

to force him into a convent. They sent him for three

years to a conventual preparatory school at Bois-le-

duc (Hertogenbosch), and afterwards so far overcame his

resistance that he entered upon the novitiate in a house

of the regular canons of St Augustine, at Stein, near Gouda.

He made his profession here in 1486, aet. 19 ; and was
afterwards ordained priest by the bishop of Utrecht.

Erasmus had no vocation for the devotional exercises of

convent life, and was disgusted with the society of the

monks,—coarse, ignorant, and illiterate. His aspiration

was to escape to some university where he might study.

From the very first, the love of letters was the one ruling

motive of his life. An unexpected chance brought him
deliverance. Henri de Bergues, bishop of Cambray, took

him to be his secretary. With the permission of the prior

of Stein, and the consent of the general of the order ani
of the ordinary, the bishop of Utrecht, Erasmus left the

convent. After a short stay with his new patron the

bishop of Cambray, and with funds sparingly supplied

by him, Erasmus entered the college of Montaigu in the "-^

university of Paris. Of the revolting economy of this

college in respect of food and lodging he has left a graphic

account in the Colloquies (Icthyophagia) :
' I carried

nothing away from it, " he says, " but a body infected with

disease, and a plentiful supply of vermin." Rabelais, it

will be remembered, has recorded a similar experience.

To eke out his scanty means he took pupils. With ono

of these. Lord Mountjoy, he came to England in 1497.

According to Anthony Wood, he spent three years, '1497 to

1499, in Oxford. Many of the biographers make him return

to Paris in 1498; but the chronology of this part of

Erasmus's life is confused. It is certain that he resided

some time in Oxford, having a room in a small Augustinian

house caQed St Mary's College, in New-inn-hall Lane, and

either there or in London made the acquaintance of the

few Englishmen who were distinguished for learning,

Colet, Grocyn, Linacer, Latimer, Sixtinus. In 1499 he

was again in Paris, then at Orleans, then at St Omer's in

the Netherlands, and for the next five years he seems to

have been continually on the move between France and Hol-

land, his longest sojourn being at Louvain. In these years

he had a hard struggle with poverty, supporting him<!olf

partly by pupils, partly by dedications He wrote and
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delivered a'Latiu oraUon on tUe occasion of the rocoiitiun

Qf the archduke Philip at ]!russels in 1504, for wliich

he got a handsome fee. In April 150G we find bim again

w England, first- in London, and becoming acquainted

with i^Iore and Warham, then at Cambridge, performing

the exercises for the divinity degree, and commencing

B. D'. " The Athente Cantabrigienses " of Cooper make
him take the degree of D.D. at the university, but this

is an erri)r. His stay in England was not long, as he

found opportunity to carry out a long cherished project of

a journey to Italy. Want of funds had hitherto been the

obstacle ;
" I have a h?na.'mg to visit Italy," he wrote in

1498, " but it is not easy to fly without wings." He was

engaged to escort the two sons of Baptista Boyer, physician

to Henry VIL, as far as Bologna. In September IjOG

|ie was at Turin, and took the degree of D.D. in that

lUniversity. He passed the winter of 1506-7 at Bologna,

where he, was witness of the triumphal entry of Julius II.,

and where he made acquaintance with Paulus Bombasius

and Scipio Carteromachus (Forteguerra). Here he obtained

» papal dispensation permitting him to lay aside the dress

•f his order, though the story of his being mistaken for

a -plague-doctor in consequence of wearing it is justly

dismissed by Drummond as a pleasant fiction. He visited

Venice, whore he stayed some time, for the purpose of

passing through the press of Aldus a second and greatly

enlarged edition of his Adagia. Here he was domesti-

cited in the.'house of Asulanus, and made the acquaintance

«f the circle of learned men who were clustered round

the Aldine press,—Marcus JIusurus, Aleander, Baptista

Egnatius, kc.

In 1508 he removed to Padua, where he spent the

frinter as tutor to Alexander Stewart, natural son of

James IV., king of Scotland. Father and son fell together,

not long after, at Flodden. In the early spring of 1509 the

tutor and pupil removed to Siena, and from Siena Erasmus
went on to Rome-. As his reputation had gone before him,

he was received wherever he came with marks of distinc-

Uon. But he learnt nothing from intercourse with the

Italian literati ; the Renaissance had already spent itself,

and Erasmus complains " In Italia frigent studia, fervent

bella." He had various offers of preferment, but a letter

from Lord Mnuntjoy announcing the death of the king of

England, April 1509, and magnifying the favourable

disposition of the young sovereign Henry VlII. towards

Erasmus, and towards learning in general, determined

his return to this country. From London, where he was

.the guest of Thomas More, and where he wrote his

'Encominm I\(orice, he moved to Cambridge, whither he

was invited by John Fisher, bishop of Rochester, and
lodged in Queen's College, of which Fisher was president.

( By Fisher's interest, he rtas appointed Lady Margaret's
* professor of divinity, and afterwards regius reader of
*" Greek. From his mention of the grammars of Chrysoloras

and of Gaza as the text books on which he lectured, it

may be inferred that the study of Greek was still in its

infancy in that university. Gibbon's sarcasm that "Eras-

mus learned Gretek at Oxford and taught it at Cambridge "

{Hist., ch. 6G) has just this foundation.

The stipends of those chairs^ere small, and Erasmus

refused to take fees from students mostly very poor. He
lived upon presents from wealthy ecclesiastics. Archbishop

iV'i'arhara was his principal patron. Erasmus says, " He
has given me a living worth a hundred nobles, and changed

it at my request for a pension of one hundred crowns.

Within these few years he has given me more than four

hundred nobles without my asking ; one day he gave me
one hundred and fifty. From other bishops I have received

inore than .one hundred. Lord Mountjoy has appointed

we tt pension of one hundred crowns," He got fifteen

angels from Colet for a dedication. TIei says, in the

Compendiuvi Vila', that if the promises made to him had
been performed ho would have passed the rest of his daya

in England. But in this he perhaps deceived himself.

At this period of his life, and till he was turned fifty, the
j^

agitation of locomotion, new places, and fre^ faces were

a necessity to him. An over-excited nervous sensibility .

was at the bottom of this feverish restlessness. In the

autumn of 1513 ho bade farewell to England, visited

Lord Mountjoy at the Castle of Ham in Picardy, of which

he was governor, and passed by the Rhine to Strasburg.

Here he made the aquaintance of Wimpheling, Sebastian

Brant, and the young Johann Sturm. He employed his

time on board the tow-boat by which he leisurely ascended

the river in correcting his "Commentarii de duplici copia,"

&.C., for a new edition. To Basel, which was to be the

home of his old age, he was attracted by the reputation

of its press. But he met with such a hearty welcome

from Froben and Amerbach, and found so agreeable a

circle of men of learning, that he passed the whole winter

1514-15 here. The bishop of Basel, Christoph von Uten-

heim, was so much pleased with him that he sought to

domesticate him in his house; he niadg the acquaintance

of Zwhigli and of Hans Holbein, and drew round him

a circle of young students fulT of ardour for learning,

and consequently of admiration for Erasmus,—Glareanus,

fficolampadius. Beer, Myconius, Sapidus, and, above all,

Beatus Rhenanus, who became his attached disciple and

biographer.

Though from this time forward Basel became the centre

of occupation and interest for Erasmus, yet for the next

seven years he was in constant movement, from Basel to

Flanders, thence to England in 1517, and back again to

Basel. Offers of church preferment in various countries

continued to be made to him. But his circumstances had"/

improved so much, by pensions, the presents which were

showered upon him, .and the sale of his books, that he was
|

now in a position to refuse all proposals which would I

have interfered with his cherished independence. Aware
j

how necessary it was, if he would maintain his literary

supremacy, to keep on good terms with the powerful in

church and state, and therefore cautious not to give

offence in word or act, he was yet most anxious to avoid

dependence on any individual. It suited him to be always

competed for, and never to sell himself. The^ general

ardour for the restoration of the arts and of learning

created an aristocratic public, of which Erasmus was

supreme pontiff. Luther .spoke to the people and the

ignorant ; Erasmus had the ear of the educated class. His

friends and admirers were distributed over all the coun-

tries of Europe, and presents were continually arriving from

small as well as great, from a donation of 200 florins,

made by Pope Clement VIL, down to sweetmeats and

comfits contributed by the nuns of Cologne {£p. 666)J

From England, in particular, he continued to receive sup-' '

plies of money. In the last year of his life, Cromwell

sent him 20 angels, and Archbishop Crammer 18. Though I

Erasmus led a very hard-working and far from luxurious

life, and had no extragavant habits, yet he could not live

upon little. The excessive delicacy of his constitution

exacted some unusual indulgences. He could not bear

the iron stoves of Germany, and required an open fire-

place, or a porcelain stove, in the room in which he worked.

He was afflicted with the stone, and obliged to be particulai

as to the wine he drank. The white wines of Baden oi

the Rhine did not suit him ; he could only dfink thoy.e ol

Burgundy or Franche-Comt6. No more "acceptable pre-

sent could be offered him than a cask of the licht-red wine

of th° Jura. He could neither eat nor bear the smell of

fish, " His heart," he said, " was Catholic, tut his stomabh \

VIIL — 65
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was Lutburasi." For his coustaut journeys be required two

horses, ono for himself and ono for his attendant. And
though ho was almost always found ia horse-tiesh by his

friends, the keep had to be paid for. For his literary

labours and his extensive correspondence be required one

or more amanuenses. He often had occasion, on his own'

business, or' on that of Froben's press, to send special

couriers to a distance, employing them by the way in col-

Jecting the free gifts of his tributaries.

Precarious as these means of subsistence seem, he pre-

ferred the independence thus obtained to an assured

position which would have involved obligations to a patron

or professional duties which his weak health would have

made onerous, lie accepted the diploma of D.D. from the

theological faculty at Louvain, but declined an offered

professorship, saying "he did not like teaching." The
duke of Bavaria offered to meet this objection by dispens-

ing with teaching, if he would only reside, and would have

named him on these terms to a chair in his new university

of Ingolstadt, with a salary of 200 ducats, and the rever-

Bion of one or more prebendal stalls. The archduke Ferdi-

nand offered a pension of 400 florins, if he would only

come to reside at Vienna, Adrian VI. offered him a

deanery (Ep. 859), but the offer seems to have been of a

possible and not an actual deanery. Offers, flattering but
' equally vague, were made from France, on the part of

the bishop of Bayeux, and even of Francis I, " Invitor

amplissimis conditionibus; offeruntur dignitates et episcopa-

tus; rexessemsijuvenisessem"(^/>.735). Erasmus declined

C b11, and about the end of the year 1520 settled permanently
< at Basel, in the capacity of general editor and literary

I adviser of Froben's press. He had a house of his own in

Lonvain, and as a subject of the emperor, and attached

to his court by a pension, it would have been convenient

to him to have fixed his residence there. But the bigotry

of the Flemish clergy, and the monkish atmosphere of the

university of Louvain, overrun with Dominicans and Fran-

ciscans, united for once in their enmity to the new classical

learning, inclined Erasmus to seek a more congenial home
in Basel. Here a freer spirit reigned, and here he had
already formed several fast friendships. But that which
had most influence upon his choice was the fact that Basel

had been made, by two enterprising publishers, Froben
and Johann Amerbach, the centre of the German book-

trade. The arrival of Erasmus was an event in Basel.

He had a public reception, and received addresses on the

part of the bishop and clergy, the municipality, and the

university. But to Froben his arrival was the advent of

the very man whom he had long wanted. Froben's enter-

prise, united with Erasmus's editorial skill, raised the press

of Basel, for a time, to be the most important in Europe.
The death of Froben in 1527, the final separation of Basel

from the empire, the wreck of learning in the religious

disputes, and the cheap paper and scamped work of the

Frankfort presses, gradually withdrew the trade from
Basel But during the eight years of Erasmus's co-opera-

tion the Froben press took the lead of all the presses in

Europe, both in the standard value of the works published
and in style of typographical execution. Like some other
publishers who preferred reputation to returns in money,
Froben died poor, and his impressions never reached the
splendour afterwards attained by those of the Estiennes, or
of Plantin. The series of the Fathers alone contains Jerome
(15 16-1 8), Cyprian (1520),Pseudo-Arnobius (1522), Athan-
asius (Latin, 1522X Hilarius (1523), Irensus (Latin, 152C),
Ambrose (1527), Augustine (1528), Epiphanius (1529),
Chrysostom on St Matthew (Latin, 1530;, Basil (Greek,
1532, the first Greek author printed in Germany), and
Origen (Latin, 1536). In these editions, partly texts,
partly translatious, it is impossible to determine the respec-

tive shares of Erasmus and Iiia many liclpers. TLe
prefaces and dedications are all written by him, and some
of them, as that to the Hilarius, are of importance for the

histoi^ as well of the times as of Erasmus himself. 0/
his most important edition, that of the Greek text of tht

New Testament, something will be said further on.

In this "mill," as he calls it, Erasmus continued to

grind for eight years, from his 53rd to his Gist year,

getting through in that time an amount of literary labour

to which most men in robust health would scarcely have

proved equal Besides his work as editor, he was alnay*

writing himself somb book or pamphlet called for by the

event of the day, some general fray in which he was com»

pelled to mingle, or some personal assault which it was
necessary to repol. He was himself painfully conscious

i

how much his reputation as a -WTiter was damaged by

this extempore production. " An author," he says, " should

handle with deliberate care the subject which he has

selected, should keep his work long by him and retouch it

many times before it sees the light. These things it has

never been my good fortune to be able to do. Accident

has determined my subject for me. I have written on

without stopping, and published with such precipitation

that changed circumstances have often compelled entire

re-writing in the second edition" (Bp. ad Botzkan.). Hf
was the object of those solicitations which always beset

the author whose name upon the title page assures the

sale of a book. He was besieged for dedications, and as

every dedication meant a present proportioned to the cir-

cumstances of the dedicatee, there was a natural tempta-

tion to be lavish of thein. Add to this a correspondence

so extensive as to require him at times to write forty

letters in one day. " I receive daOy," he writes, " letters

from remote parts, from kings, princes, prelates, and men
of learning, and even from persons of whose existence I

was ignorant." His day was thus one of incessant mental

activity, and he had acquired the power of working with

such rapidity that J. C. Scaliger, one of his detractors,

says {Oral. 2 pro Ciceroni) that he had been told by Aldus

that Erasmus did more work in one day than others did

in two. Under the heading " Herculei Laborea," in Tht

Adagia, he hints at the immense labour which this com-

pilation had cost him.' But hard work was so far froin

breeding a distaste for his occupation, that reading and

writing grew ever* more delightful to him (literarum assi-

duitas non modo mihi fastidium non parit. Bed voluptatem ,"

crescit scribendo scribendi studium).

In 1527 Johann Froben died, and the disturbances at

Basel, occasioned by the zealots for the religions revolution

which was in progress throughout Switzerland, began to

make Erasmus desirous of changing his residence. He
selected Freiburg in the Bfeisgau, as a city which was
still in the dominion of the emperor, and was free from
religious dissension. Thither he removed in April 1629,

He was received with public marks of respect by the

authorities, who granted him the use of an unfinished

residence which had been begun to be built for the late

emperor Maximilian. Erasmus proposed only to remain

at Freiburg for a few months, but found the place so suited

to his habits that he bought a house of his own, and
remained there six years. A desire for change of air—he
fancied Freiburg was damp,—rumours of a new war with
France, and the necessity of seeing his Ecclesiastes through

the press, took him back to Basel in 1535. He lived now
a very retired life, and saw only a small circle of intimate

friends. It was now that a last attempt was made by the
papal court to enlist him in some public way against the

Reformation. On the election of Paul III. in 1534, he
had, as usual, sent the new pope a congratulatory letter.

After his arrival in Basel, he received a complioentai;
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jiiswor, together with tlio nomination to tho deanery of

Devcntcr, the income of which was reckoned at 1500
jlucats. This nomination was accompanied with an intima-

tion that more was in store for him, and tliat steps would

be taken to provide for him the income, viz., 3000 ducats,

n'hich was necessary to qualify for the cardinal's hat. But
Erasmus was even less disposed now than he had been

before to barter his reputation for honours. His health

had been for some years gradually declining, and disease

hi the shape of gout gaining upon him. In the winter of

1535-6, he was confined entirely to his chamber, many
days to his bed. Though thus afflicted he never ceased

Ilia literary activity, dictating his tract On the Purity

of the Church, and revising the sheets of a translation of

Origcn which was passing through Froben's press. His

last letter is dated 2Sth June 1536, and subscribed " Eras.

Rot. segra manu." " I have never been so ill in my life

before as I am now,—for many days unable even to read."

Dysentery setting in carried him ofT 12th July 1536, in

his 69th year.

By his will, now preserved in the library at Basel, he

left what he had to leave, with the exception of some
legacies, to Boniface Amerbach, Johann Froben's son-in-

law, partly for himself, partly in trust for the benefit of

tho aged and infirm, or to be spent in portioning young
girls, and in educating young men of promise. He left

none of the usual legacies for masses or other clerical pur-

poses, and was not attended by any priest or confessor in

his last moments.
Erasmus's features are familiar to all, from Holbein's

many portraits or their copies. Beatus Ehenanus, " Summus
Erasmi observator," as he is called by De Thou, describes

^is person thus :
—" In stature not tall, but not noticeably

short ; in figure well built and graceful ; of an extremely

delicate constitution, sensitive to the slightest changes of

climate, food, or drink. After middle life he suffered from

the stone, not to mention the common plague of studious

iraen, an irritable mucous membrane. His complexion was

fair; light blue eyes, and yellowish hair. Though his

voice was weak, his enunciation was distinct; the expres-

sion of his face cheerful; his manner and conversation

polished, affable, even charming." It was this delicacy of

stomach, and not pampered appetite, that made him loathe

fish, and be fastidious as to his wine. His highly nervous

organization made his feelings acute, and his brain inces-

santly active. Through his ready sympathy with all forms

of life and character, his attention was always alive. The
active movement of his spirit spent itself, not in following

out its own trains of thought, but in outward observation.

No man was ever less introspective, and though he talks

much of himself, his egotism is the gonial egotism which

I takes the world into its confidence, not the selfish egotism

which feels no interest but in its own woes. lie says of

himself, and justly, " that he was incapable of dissimula-

tion" {Ep. 1152). There is nothing behind, no pose, no

I
scenic effect. It may ba said of his letters that in them
" tota patet vita senis." His nature was flexible without

being faultily weak He has many moods and each mood
,' imprints itself in turn on his words. Hence, on a superficial

.J
view, Erasmus is set down as the most inconsistent of

Q men. Further acquaintance makes us feel a unity of

i

character underlying this susceptibility to the impressions

L of the moment. His seeming inconsistencies are reconciled

to apprehension, not by a formula of the intellect, but by

the many-sidedness of a highly impressible nature. In the

words of Nisard, Erasmus was one of those " dont la gloire

a 6t6 de feeuucoup comprendre, et d'afflrmer peu."

J This equal openness to eveiy vibration of the environ-

ment is the key to all Erasmus's acts and words, and among
them to the middle attitude which he took up towards the

great religious conflict of his time. The reproaches of

party assailed him in his life-time, and have continued to

be heaped upon his memory. He was loudly accused by

the Catholics of collusion with the enemies of the faith.

His powerful friends, the pope, Wolsey, Henry VIII., the

emperor, called upon him to declare against Luther.

Theological historians from that time forward have per-

petuated the indictment that Erasmus sided with neither

party in the struggle for religious truth. The most

'

moderate form of tho censure presents hira in the odious

light of a trimmer; the vulgar and venomous assailant ia'

sure that Erasmus was a Protestant at heart, but withheld

the avowal that he might not forfeit the worldly advan-

tages he enjoyed as a Catholic. When by study of his

writings we como to know Erasmus intimately, there is

revealed to us one of those natures to which partisanship

is an impossibility. It was not timidity or weakness
which kept Erasmus neutral, but the reasonableness of his

nature. It was not only that his intellect revolted against

the narrowness of party, his whole being repudiated its

clamorous and vulgar excesses. As he loathed fish, so he

loathed clerical fanaticism. Himself a Catholic priest

—

"the glory of the priesthood and the shame"—the tons

of tho orthodox clergy was distastefiil to him ; the ignorant

hostility to classical learning which reigned in their colleges

and convents disgusted him. In common with all the /J
learned men of his age, he wished to see the power of the

clergy broken, as that of an obscurantist army arrayed

against light. He had employed all his resources of wit

aud satire against the priests and monks, and the super-

stitions in which they traded, long before Luther's name
was heard of. The motto which was already current in

his life-time, " that Erasmus laid the egg and Luther

hatched it," is so far true, and no more. Erasmus would
have suppressed the monasteries, put an end to the domina-

tion of the clergy, and swept away scandalous and profit-

able abuses, but to attack the church or re-mould received

theology was far from his thoughts. And when out of

Luther's revolt there arose a new fanaticism—that of evan-

gelism, Erasmus recoiled from the violence of the new
preachers. " Is it for this," he writes to Jlelanchthon

{Ep. 703), " that we have shaken off bishops and parties,

that we may come under the yoke of sucn madmen as Otto

and FarelV Passages have been collected, and it is an

easy task, from the writings of Erasmus to prove that he

shared the doctrines of the Reformers. Passages equally

strong might be culled to show that he repudiated them.

The truth is that theological questions in themselves had
no attraction for him. And when a theological position

was emphasized by party passion it became odious to him.

In 1521 he tvrites {Ep. 572) that he had not yet had time
j

to read Luther's pamphlets, so offensive to his refined taste
|

v'

was their coarse vulgarity and exaggerajed tone, as he .

had found on looking into them. In the words of Drum-
mond, "Erasmus was in his own age the apostle of

common sense and of rational religion. He did not care

for dogma, and accordingly the dogmas of Rome, which

had the consent of the Christian world, were in his eyes

preferable to the dogmas of Protestantism From
the beginning to the end of his career he remained true

to the purpose of his life, which was to fight the battle of

sound learning and plain common sense against the powers

of ignorance and superstition, and amid all the convulsions
'

of that period he never once lost his mental balance."

Erasmus is accused of indifference. But he was far

froia indifferent to the progress of the revolution. He
was keenly alive to its pernicious influence on the cherished

interest of his life, the cause of learning. " I abhor the

evangelics, because it is through them that literature is

everywhere declining, and upon the point of perishing."
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He had been born with the hopes of tho Renaissance, with

its anticipation of a new Augustan age, and had seen this

fair promise blighted by the irruption of a new horde of

theological polemics, worse than the old scholastics, inas-

much as they were revolutionary instead of conservative.

Erasmus never flouted at religion nor even at theology as

^ Buch, bitt only at blind and intemperate theologians.

But though Erasmus while lashing theologians respected

theology, he did not cultivate it. He barely acquiesced
in church dogma without being comnelled to investi-

gate it. His mind had no metaphysical inclination

;

he was a man .of letters, with a general tendency to

rational views on every subject which came under his

pen. His' was not the mind to originate, like Calvin,

a new scheme of Christian thought, lie is at his weakest
in defending free will . against Luther, and indeed he
can hardly be said to enter on the metaphysical question.

He treats the dispute entirely from the outside. It is im-
possible in reading Erasmus not to be reminded of the

rationalist of the 18th century. Erasmus has been called

the " Voltaire of the Renaissance." But there is a vast

difference in the relations in which they respectively stood
to the church and to Christianity. Voltaire, though ho
did not originate, yet adopted a moral and religious scheme
which he sought to substitute for the church tradition,

lie waged war, not only against the clergy, but against the
church and its sovereigns. Erasmus drew the line at the
first of these. He was not an anticipation of the 18th
century ; he was the man of his age, as Voltaire of his

;

though Erasmus did not intend it, he undoubtedly shook
the ecclesiastical edifice in all its parts; and, as Melchior
Adamussaysof him, "pontifici Romano plusnocuitjocando.
quam Lutherus stoniachando."

But if Erasmus was unlike the 18th century ratifinMist

in that he did not declare war against the church, but
remained a Catholic and mourned the disruption, he was
yet a true rationalist in principle. The principle that
reason is the one only guide of life, the supreme arbiter of

all questions, politics and religion included, has its

- earliest and most complete exemplar in Erasmus. He
does not dogmatically denounce the rights of reason, but
he practically exercises them. Along with the charm of style,

the great attraction of the writings of Erasmus is this

unconscious freedom by which they are pervaded.

It must excite our surprise that one who used his pen
80 freely should have escaped the pains and penalties which
invariably overtook minor offenders in the same kind.

,

For it was not only against the clergy and the monks that

he kept up a ceaseless stream of satiric raillery; he treated

nobles, princes, and kings, with equal freedom. No ISth
century republican has used stronger language than has
this pensioner of Charles V. "The people build cities,

princes pull them down ; the industry, of the citizens

creates wealth for rapacious lords to plunder; plebeian
magistrates pas's good laws for kings to violate; the
people love peace, and their rulers stir up war." Such
outbursts are frequent in one of his most popular books.
The Adagia. These freedoms are part cause of Erasinus's

popularity. He was here in sympathy with the secret sore

of his age, and gave utterance to what all felt but none
dared to whisper but he. It marks the difference between
1513 and 1GG9 that, in a reprint of the Juluis IJxdusiis
published in 1G69 at Oxford, it was thought necessary to
leave out a sentence in which the writer of that dialogue,

supposed by the editor to be Erasmus, asserts the right of
states to deprive and punish bad kings. It is difficult to
feay to what we are to ascribe his immunity from painful
consequences. We have to remember that he was removed
from the scene early (153G) in the reaction, before force was
fullv organised for the suppres-sion oft^Qrevolutioiv- And

his popular works, The Adagia ^^1500), The Collojuin

(1521), had established themselves as standard books in

the more easy going age, when power, secure in its un-
challenged strength, could afford to laugh with the laughers

at itself. At the date of his death (153C), the Catholic

revival, with its fell antipathy to art and letters, was only
in its infancy ; and when times became dangerous, Erasmus
cautiously declined to venture out of the protection of tha

empire, refusing repeated invitations to Italy and to

France. " I had thought of going to Besani;on," he said,

"ne non essem in ditione Caesaris "
(.£)?. 1299). In Italy a

Bembo and a Sadoleto wrote a purer Latin than Erasmus,
but contented themselves with pretty phrases, and were
careful to touch no living chord of feeling. In France it

was necessary for a Rabelais to hide his free-thinking

under a disguise of revolting and unintelligible jargon. It

was only in the empire that such liberty of speech as

Erasmus used was practicable, and in the empire Erasmus
passed for a moderate man. Upon the strength of an
established character for moderation he enjoyed an excep-

tional licence for the utterance of unwelcome truths ; and
in spite of his flings at the rich and powerful, he remained
through life a privileged person with them. No noblo

except Eppendorf, young and crack-brained, ever attemotcd

to call him seriously to account for his gibes.

But though the men of the keys and the sword let him
go his way unmolested, it was otherwise with his brethren

of the pen. A man who is always launching opinions mC»t
expect to be retorted on. And when these judgments were
winged by epigram, and weighted by the -name of Erasmus,
who stood it the head of letters, a wide-spread exasperation

was the consequence. Mr Disraeli has not noticed Erasmus
in his Quarrels of AzUhois, perhaps because Erasmus's
quarrels would require a volume to themselves. "So thin-

skinned that a fly would draw blood," as the prince of

Carpi expressed it, he could not himself restrain his pen
from sarcasm. He forgot that though it is safe to lash

the dunces, he could not with equal impunity sneer at thoso

who, though they might not have the ear of the public aa

ho had, could yet contradict and call names. And when
literary jealousy was complicated with theological differences,

as in the case of the free-thinkers, or with French vanity as

in that of Budoeus, the cause of the enemy was .espoused

by a party and a nation. The quarrel with Budaeus was
strictly a national one. Cosmopolitan as Erasmus was to

the French literati he was stiU the Teuton. Dolet calls him
"enemy of Cicero, and jealous detractor ' of the Frencli

name." The only contemporary name which could

approach to a rivalry with his was that of Budaeus (Bude),

who was exactly contemporary, having been born in the

same year as Erasmus. Rivals in fame, they were unHk-e

in accomplishment, each having the quality which the other

wanted. Budteus, though a Frenchman, knew Greek well.;

Erasmus, though a Dutchman, very imperfectly. But
the Frenchman Budaeus wrote an execrable Latin Style,

unreadable then as now, while the Teuton Erasmus charmed

the reading world with a style which, though far from good 1

Latin, is the most delightful which the Renaissance has left 1

us.

The style of Erasmus is, considered as Latin, incorrect,

sometimes even barbarous, and far removed from any

classical model. But it has qualities far above purity.

The best Italian Latin is but an echo and an imiti-

tion; like the painted glass which we put in our churches,

it is aa anachronism. Bembo, Sadoleto, and the rest

write purely in a dead language. Erasmus's Latin Jvas
|-

a living and spoken tongue. Though Erasmus .• had

passed nearly all his Kfe in England, France, and Germany,

he spoke not one of those three languages. His conversa-

tion was Latin ; and the language in which he' talked about
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jjommon things lie wrote. Hence tlie spontaneity and

naturalness of his page, its flavour of life and not of

books. lie writes from himself, and not but of Cicero.

Hence, too, he spoiled nothing by anxious rfevision in terror

lest some phrase not of the golden age should escape from

his pen. He confesses apologetically to Longolius {Ep.

'402) that it was his habit to extemporize all ho wrote, and

that this habit was incorrigible; " efTuudo verius quam
8cribo omnia." But he was quite alive to the beauty of

the Ciceronian periods of Berabo, Sadoleto, and Julius von

Pflug, whom ha calls "the three happiest stylists of our

day" {Ep., 1370), and "would learn to imitate them, but

he is too old " He complains that much reading of the

works of St Jerome had spoiled his Latin ; but, asScaligor

says {Scalig' 2"), "Erasmus's language is better than St

Jerome's." The same critic, however, thought Erasmus

would have done better " if he had kept more closely to

the classical models."

In the annals of classical learning Erasmus may bo

regarded as constituting an intermediate stage between

the humanists of the Latin Kenaissauce and the learned

men of the age of Greelc scholarship, between Politiano and
Joseph Scaliger. Erasmus, though justly styled by Muretus

( Varr. Lectt. 7, 15), " eruditus sane vir, ac multse lectionis,"

was not a " learned " man in the special .sense of the word,

—

not an " erudit." He was more than this ; he was the "man
of letters,"-fhe first who had appeared in Europe since the

fall of the Roman empire. His acquirements were vast,

and they were all brought to bear upon the life of

his day. He did not make a study apart of antiquity

for its own sake, but used it as an instrument of cul-

ture. He did not worship, imitate, and reproduce the

classics, like the Latin humanists who preceded him';

he did not master them and reduce them to a special

science, as did the French Hellenists who succeeded him.

He edited many authors, it is true, but he had neither the

means of forming a te.tt, nor did ho attempt to do so. In

editing a father, or a classic, he had in view the practical

utility of the general reader, not the accuracy required by
the guild of scholars. " His Jerome," says J. Scaliger,

"is full of sad blunders" {Scali'j' 2"). Even Julien

Gamier could discover that Erasmus " falls in his haste into

grierous error in his Latin version of St Basil, though his

Latinky is superior to that of the other translators" (Pref.

in 0pp. St Das.,\11\). It must be remembered that the

commercial interests of Frobon's press led to the introduc-

tion of Erasmus's name on many a title page when he had
little to do with the book, ^.y , the Latin Joxephns of

1534, to which Erasmus only contributed one translation

of 14 pages; or the Aristotle of 1531, of which Simon
Qrynajus seems to have been the real editor. Where
Erasmus excelled was in prefaces,—not philological intro-

ductions to each author, but spirited appeals to the interest

of the general reader, showing how an ancient book might
be made to minister to modern spiritual demands.

It has been the fate of Erasmus, as of so many great
writers, to be best known to posterity by one of his

slightest work's. Those who have read nothing else of

Erasmus have read his Colloquies. And a wider circle

still, who would not care to read the text of tJie Praise of
Folly, know of the book, because of the Kolbein illustra-

tions, which have preserved iij general Remembrance a
Latin jsn-d' -esprit which would otherwise have only beea
consulted by the curious. But Erasmus himself complained
ef " the caprice of fortune," which had made his Colloquies
his most popular work, a " book full of foolish things bad
Latin, and solecisms" (Ep. adUotz.).' 'ihsEncomiinnJ/criie
{Praise^ of Folly) was composed during his journey from
Iialy, and written out from his notes in seven days during
his stay in Thomas llorc's house in London. It was not

destined for publication, but a copy found its way into the

hands of the printers Badius at Paris, and came out in

1512, Within a few months seven editions were called

for, and Froben's reprint of 1515, consisting of 1800 copie."!,

was sold in a few weeks. Jlilton, in 1628, speaks of it as

being " in every one's hands " at Cambridge.

Of Erasriius's works, mostly hasty pamphlets, squibs, or

personal explanations, two are chiefly memorable,

—

The
Adagia and The Greek Testament. The first edition of the

Adagia (Paris, 1500) was only the germ of the book after-

wards known under that title. This first edition contained

800 proverbs. The last edition in Erasmus's life-time, 1536,
has more than 4000. Duplessis (Bibliogr. parfm.) enumer-
ates 49 editions of the original work, adding that hia

list is not complete ; and he does not mention the numerous
abridgments. It is a mere commonplace-book, or compila-

tion out of the Greek and Latin classics. The Italian fine

writers (Muretus) sneered at it as " rudis indigestaque

moles." But'it was just what the public wanted, a manual
of the wit and wisdom of the ancient world for the use of

the modern The collection was enlivened by commentary
in Erasmus's finest vein. Yet so established was the

book in the hands of the public that the Council of Trent,

unable to suppress it, and not daring to overlook it, ordered

the preparation of a castrated edition.

Of Erasmus's Greek Testament the same must be said,

viz., that it has no title to be considered as a work o'

learning or scholarship, yet that its influence upon opinion

was profound and durable. It contributed more to the

liberation of the human mind from the thraldom of the

clergy than all the uproar and rage of Luther's many
pamphlets. As an edition of the Greek Testament it has

no critical value. But it was the first (Edilio Pri»ceps,

Basilece ap. Jo. Frohenium, 151 C, folio), and it revealed

the fact that the Vulgate, the Bible of the church, was not

only a second-hand document, but in places an erroneous

document. A shock was thus given to the credit of the

clergy in the piovinco of litcratuie, equal to that which
was given in the province of science by the astronomical

discoveries of the 17th century. Even if Erasmus had
had at his disposal the MSS. subsidia for forming a text,

he had not the critical skill required to use them. Ho
had at hand two late Basel MSS., which he sent straight

to press, correcting them in places by two others. In

four subsequent reprints, 1519, 1522,1527, 1535, Erasmus
gradually weeded out tne many typographical errors oi

his first edition, but the text remained essentially such as

he had first printed it The Greek text indeed was but a

subordinate part of his scheme. The principal object ol

the volume was the new Latin version, the original being

placed alongside as a guarantee of the translator's good

faith. This translation, with the justificatory notes which

accompanied it, though not itself a work of critical scholar-

ship, became the starfing-poiut of modern exegcfical

science. Erasmus did nothing to solve the problem, but

if) him belong-i the honour of having first propounded it

For an account of the attacks which this publication

brought on its author, as well as for a notice of his many
literary and other controversies, the reader must be

referred to some of the special lives of Erasmus. And no

man of letters has had more numerous biographers. Beatus

Rhenanus prefixed a brief, but pregnant, memoir to his

edition of the Opera, Basilcx", l.^jO. The conimon founda-

tion of all the modern conipilalions on the life of Erasmus

is the sketch which Le Clerc, while he was superintending

the Leyden edition of the works, drew up, and published

in the Bibliotheqne Choisie, tome 5. ' Dr Jortin adapted

and enlarged Le Clerc in his Life of Eras^nns, 2 vols. 4to.,

Loud. 174S. f' Jortin has made," s.iys Sir. W. -Hamilton

{DiscnssloHK,-^. 218), "as. with his talents, ha could.hardl

l'
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fail to make, an amusing farrago out of- tlie life and writ-

ings of Erasmus, tbough not oven superficially versed in

the literary Iiisfory of the IGth century. He rarely

ventures beyond the text of Erasmus and Lo Clerc witliout

stumbling." Other lives are by Sa-nuol Knight, 8vo,

Cambr. 1726; Marsollier, 12mo, V-uls, 1713; Burigny, 2
vols. 12mo, Paris, 1752 ; Ad. Mullor, 8vo, Hamburg,
182S; Escher, in the Ilislonsches Taachenhach, 1843;
Erhard, in Ersch and Gruber's Eticydop&die, 1841; D.
Nisard, in Eludes. s%ir la Heiiaissaiice, 8vo, Paris, 1855;
Seebohm, in Oxford lifformers, 2ded. 1869 ; H. H. Milman,
8vo, Lond. 1870; Sticharfc, 8vo, Leipsic, 1870; Burand
de Laur, 2 vols., 8vo, I'ar. 1872 ; R. B. Drummond, 2 vols.

8vo, Lond. 1873 ; Gaston Feugiro, 8vo, Par. 1874 : A. R.
I'ennington, Svo, Lond. 1875 ; Kammel in Deutsche Dio-
jfraphie, 1877; besides those which are contained in tho
various biographical dictionaries from Bayle downwards.

With this abundance of choice, in which the same story

18 told by a score of writers in English, French, and
German, and in every variety of style, we can hardly say,

as Sydney Smitli did in 1812, that "a life of Erasmus is a
desideratum" (Life of S. Smith, p. 207). The brochures

on separate works of Erasmus, or single stages of his life,

are too many to bo here enumerated.
His works were published after his death in a collected

edition, 9 vols, fol., Basil. 1540. The only other edition
is the magnificent one edited by Le Clerc, 10 vols. fol.

Lugd. Bnt. 1703-6, which includes the Gi-cclc Testament,
the Paraphrasis, and the Adar/ia, as well as the Epislolce,

and smaller writings. It is provided with a good gene.-al

index in the last volume, and with an excellent special
index to the volume containing the epistles. (m. p.)

ERASiaS, Thomas (1524-1583), was born at Baden
in Switzerland on the 7th of September 1524. His family
name was Liebler or Lieber, Erastus being the Greek equi-

valent. In 1540 he went to Basel, and in 1542 ho entered
the university there as student of pTiilosophy and theology.
An outbreak of the plague in 1544 drove him to Bologna,
where he studied philosophy and medicine, taking his

doctor's degree in the latter faculty. His residence in Italy
listed nine years, part of the time being spent at the uni-

versity of Padua. Returning northwards in 1553, he for

some time held the post of physician to the counts of

llenneberg. In 1558 ho was appointed physician to the
Elector Palatine Otto Heinrich, and at the same time he
obtained the chair of medicine in the university of Heic^el-

berg. By Frederick IIL, who succeeded Otto Heinrich in

1559, he was made privy -councillor and member of the
church-consistory. Eminent both as a scientific and as a
practical physician, he at the same time took a profound
interest in the theological controversies of his day, and soon
became deeply involved in thom. While a student of
theology at Basel ho had heartily adopted the doctrines of
Zwingli, and ever afterwards was prompt to avail himself
of all the opportunities which his position afi'orded for ad-
vancing the views of the Zurich divines. At the instance
of the elector he took an active part in the sacramentarian
conferences held at Heidelberg in 1^60 and at Maulbrona
in 1564. In connexion with those conferences he published
a statement and vindication of the Zwinglian doctrine of the
Lord's Supper, which, on its being criticised on the Lutheran
side by Dr .lohn Jlarbach of Strasburg, he followed up with
a second defence (1565). Shortly after the settlement of
Erastus in Heidelberg, an efl'ort was made to introduce into
the church of the Palatinate a strict presbyterian constitu-
tion after the Genevan model. Erastus became the leader
of an influential opposition to this attempt. He made it

his business to counteract what he called the " excommuni-
:».tory fever" of the advocates of rigid discipline. In 15C8
hu 't/ata and circdlated in. manuaerljit 100 theses on the

subject of church censures, maintaining that exclusion from
participation in the sacraments is not a li-gitimate punifili-

ment for any ofl'enco whatsoever (Explicatio, ix., xxxL ).

A copy of the theses was sent to Zurich, and received with

some favour there, but from Geneva they elicited a vigorous

rejoinder by Bcza, which led to the preparation of a Com-

firmatio Tliesium, The efforts of Erastus and his friends

at Heidelberg in this matter met with littlo success, the

[iresbyterian disciplii»e being finally set up in 1570, with

hardly any modification of the Genevan strictness. Mean-
while Erastus had lost tho favour of the elector, and by a

correspondence with some of the Socinians of Transylvania

had brought himself under suspicion of being favourable

to their views. One of the first acts of the newly con-

stituted church court seems to have been a highhanded
excommunication of Erastus, on the ground of his suj)-

posed Unitarianism. The sentence was reconsidered and
removed in 1575, Erastus formally declaring that ne
ono could hold tho doctrine of the Trinity more firmly than

he. The court physician, however, found his position at

Heidelberg to be one of increasing discomfort. He accord-

ingly returned in 1580 to Basel, where he received an

appointment to the chair of ethics in 1583. He died on

Slst December of the same year.

Erast.is seems to have been much esteemed by his friends

for his amiabdity, candour, and probity. As an investi-

gator of nature, he was honourably distinguished by his

adherence to a sound inductive method. Most of the works

that appeared during his life time wore directed against the

fantastic notions of Paracelsus and his school {Disscrla-

tlonum de Medicina nova Phil. Paracelni partes qualuor,

Basel, 1572 ; De occultis pharmacorvm poiestalibus, Base),

1574 ; De auro jx>ta.hili, Basel, 1578, and other works).

That he was not in advance of his age in regard to witch-

craft is shown by his treatise De lamiis et strigibiia (Basel,

1578), iu which, he urges upon magistrates tho duty of

putting witches to death.

Tho work by which he is best tnown, though originally

written in 1568, and afterwards revised by himself, was first

published six years after his death (15Sy), by C'astelvetro,

who had married his widow. Its full title is Explicatio

qumstionis gravissimce vlrum ejccommunicutif), quatenui

religioncm iittolli'jenies et amplexante^ a sacrameutorum ush

proj>ler admissum faciuns arcef, mandato nitatur divhio an
excogitata sit ah hoTylnibus. In 75 theses he seeks to show
that excommunication is not a divine ordinance but a device

of men, and that the sins of professing Christians are to bg

punished by the civil magistrate wiih civil penalties, not by
pastors and elders denying access to the sacraments. Th»
sacraments, being means of grace, ought not to be withheld

from any one wishing to receive them. The punishment
of all offences belongs to the civil magistrate e:;c!u»ively.

The church has no power to make laws or decrees, still le.s3

to inflict pains and penalties of any kind. Its function is

simply to teach, exhort, convince, persuade. In Deut. iv.

8 it is implied that the laws and statutes of the Jewish

people were the most perfect possible. Tliat church there-

fore is most worthily and wisely ordered which comes

nearest to the constitution of the Jewish church. But in

the Jewish church we find no traces of two diverse judica-

tories concerning manners, the one civil, the other

ecclesiastical. No reason can be alleged why the Christian

magistrate at the present day should not possess tho same

power which God commanded the magistrate to exercise in

the Jewish commonwealth.
These views of Erastus were speedily adopted by various

eminent divines in England. In the Wtiatdiinfter Assembly

there was a distinct Era'^tian party, of which the most pro

minent member.'' were Sclden, Lightfuot, Coleman, ami
Whitelocko. After a controverrv of many months, U:
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which Selden, Culemao, Gillespie, and KuUierford were

the most prominent disputants, the proposition that "tho
Lord Jesus, as King and Head of His church, hath therein

appointed a government, in the hand of church-officers,

distinct from the civil magistrate" was finally carried, the

sole dissentient voice being that of Lightfoot. This pro-

position, with tho whole chapter " Of Church Censures" in

which it occurs, was intended and understood to contain a

complete rejection of Erastian principles, and in this light

it was regarded by the Erastians themselves. That chapter,

however (the 30th of the Confession), was never formally

ratified by the parliament.

The Anglican doctrine of " the royal supremacy in causes

ecclesiastical," it needs hardly be said, is not in any sense

derived from Erastus (see the 37th Article; also Hooker's

Eccl. Pol., b. viii. and Preface). In Scotland Erastianisra is

disowned by all Presbyterians. They hold, as against

Erastus, that there is "a Qovernment in the hand o/ church

officers distinct from the civil magistrate." It is well

known that serious differences have arisen as to some of

the practical effects of this anti-Erastian doctrine. The
history of these differences will be related elsewhere. (See

Scotland, CHQEGe of, and Fkee Church.)
An English translation of the Explicalio appeared

ononymously in 1659. A new translation, enriched with

an interesting preface, was published by the late Dr Robert

Leo (Edin., 1844).

ERATO, the inuse wtio presided over amatory poetry.

See Muses.
ERATOSTHENES, a celebrated astronomer and geo-

metrician of Alexandria, was born at Cyrene, 276 b.c.

His fame as an astronomer has cast into the shade his

other accomplishments, but in his own day he had some
deputation both as a poet and as. a grammarian, and he was

appointed superintendeut of the great Alexandrian library

by Ptolemy Euergetes. He died of voluntary starvation,

from grief on account of his blindness, 196 B.C. His works,

'with the exception of the Catasterismi, or catalogue of the

constellations, exist only in fragments. These have been

published by Bernhardy under the title Eratosthenica

(Berlin, 1822), and the remains of his poetical works have

been published separately by Hiller (Leipsic, 1872). For

an account of his astronomical and geometrical discoveries

Bee Astronomy, vol. ii. p. 748.

ERBACH, the chief town of a circle in Hesse- Darm-
st'idt, province of Starkenburg, is situated on theMiimling,

22 miles S.E. of Darmstadt. It has cotton and woollen

mills, lime and tile works, a tannery, and a manufactory

for arms. Wool and cattle fairs are held twice a year.

The castle contains interesting collections of Greek, Roman,
and German antiquities, and the armour and weapons of

many celebrated warriors. In the chapel are the stone

coffins of Eginhard son-in-law of Charlemagne and his

wife Emma Erbach has been for a long time the resi-

dence of the counts of Erbach, who trace their descent to

Eginhard, but the first authentic information regarding

them dates from the middle of the 12f.h century. Since

1532 they have held their title immediately from the

empire, and since 1541 have beeti hereditary cup-bearers.

They are now divided into three lines named according to

their places of residence, the Erbach-FUrstenau, Erbach-

Erbach, and Erbach Schonberg, who rank, not according to

the age of their descent, but according to the age for the

time being of the chief of their line. The countship lost

its independence in 1806, and is now incorporated with

Hesse. The population of Erbach in 1875 was 2663.

ERCILLA Y ZUNIGA, Alonso de (1533-1595), a

Spanish soldiBr and poet, was born in Jfadrid, August 7,

1533. On the death of his father, Fortunio Garcia do

Arcilla y Arteaga, a learned, and, travelled jurisconsult of

Biscayan- origin, who held high office under tte emperor
Charles V., his mother obtained a place in tho household

of the empress Isabella, and the boy was brought up as a

page to Philip, the heir-apparent. In this capacity "Ercilla

visited tho Netherlands, Germany,- and Italy, and was pre-

sent in 1554 at tho betrothal of his master to Mary of

England. Hearing while ho was in Londoa that an ex-

pedition was about to start for South America in order to

chastise the revolted Araucanians of Chili, he asked and
obtained permission to join the adventurers. In the war
which ensued he fought bravel}' and well ; but having
through an accidental quarrel with a comrade fallen under
suspicion of mutiny, he was condemned to death by his

general, Garcia de Mendoza, and only escaped, on the dis-

covery of his compaootive innocence, with a term of im-

prisonment. He returned to Spain in 1562, and in the

course of the next eight years visited Italy, France, Ger-

many, Bohemia, &c. At Madrid in 1570' he married

Maria de Bazan, connected with the Santa Cruz family

;

in 1570 he was made knight of the order of Santiago ; iu

1576 he was appointed chamberlain to the emperor
Rudolph II. ; and in 1578 he was employed by Philip

II. on a mission to Saragossa. After several years of

poverty and neglect, he.died at Madrid about 1595. His
principal and, indeed, his almost solitary' work is La
Araucana, a poem based on the events of the wars in

which he had been engaged. It consists of three parts,

of which the first, composed between 1555 and 1563, and
published in 1569, is a versified narrative adhering strictly

to fact and date; the second, published in 1578, is relieved

or encumbered by virions and .other romantic machinery

;

and the third, which appeared in 1590, contains, in addi-

tion to the subject proper, a variety of episodes relevant

and irrelevant. Of symmetry or proportion this so-called

epic is almost destitute ; but it is written in excellent

Spanish, and is -full of passages of vigorous and natural

description. Cervantes placed it on a level with some of

the best Italian poems of its class ; Voltaire spoke in warm
terms of certain portions ; and it is now acknowledged to

occupy an honourable position in Spanish literature. It

has been frequently reprinted,—at Madrid in 17,76 and

1828, and again in 1851, as part of Rivadeneyra's Billio-

teca. An analysis of the poem was given by Hayley in

h.\s. Essay on Epic Poetry, 1782; and another appeared

in CharaJclere der Vornehmslen Didder alter Nalionen,

Leipsic, 1793. A French abridgment was published by

Gilbert de Marlhiao in 1824 ; a German translation by

Winterling at Nuremberg, 1831; and a complete French

translation at Paris by Al. Nicolas, 1870.

See Baena, Diccionario de kijos ihistres de Madrid ; Ticlcnor's

Spanish Lit., yol. ii. ; Viardot, £tiidessur le IhMlre el Ics beaux arts

en Espagne.

ERDELYI, JXnos (1814-1868), an Hungarian poet and

author, was born in 1814 at Kapos, in the county of UngvAr,

and educated at the Protestant college of SArospatak. In

1833 he removed to Pesth, where, having attracted notice

by his poetical talents, he was, in 1839, elected member

of the-Hungarian Academy of Sciences. His literary fame

was much enhanced by his collection of Hungarian national

poems and folk-tales, Magijar Nepkoltesi Gyiljtemhiy,

Nepdalolc es Monddk (Pesth, 1846-47). This work, publish-

ed by the Kisfaludy Society, was supplemented by a dis-

sertation upon Hungarian national poetry, afterwards

partially translated into German by Stier (Berlin, 1851).

Erd^lyi also compiled for the Kisfaludy Society an extensive

collection of Hungarian proverbs

—

Magyar Kozmonddsok

Icbnyve (Pesth, 1851),—and was for some time editor of the

Szepirodahni Szemle (Eeview of Polite Literature). In 1848

he was appointed director of the national theatre at Pesth

;

but after 1849 he resided at his native town. lie 'lied
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on the* 23rd January 1868. The most important re'-.ent

work bearing his name is a collection of folk lore, publish-

ed the year after his death, entitled A Nep Kottiaiele.

n^pdalok, nepmesek es Ibzm'onddsok (Pesth, 1B69}. This
work contains 300 national songs, 19 folk-tales, and 73G2
Hungarian proverbs.

EUDMANN, OiTO L(nn£ (180i-18G9) n Gennaa
chemist, was the son of Karl Gottfried Erdmann, the physi-

cian who introduced vaccination into Saxony He was born
at Dresden April 11, 1804. In 1820 and the following year
he attended the lectures of the medicochirurgical academy
at Dresden, and in 1822 he entered the university of Leipsic,

where he remained three years, devoting himself princi-

l)ally to the study of chemistry. In 1824 he received

the degree of doctor of philosophy, and in 1825 that of

licentiate of chemistry. In 1827 he became extraordinary

;)rofessor, and in 1830 ordinary professor, of chemistry at
Leipsic, the duties of which office he continued todischargii

till his death at Leipsic, 9th October 1869. At Leipsic

Erdmann established a chemical laboratory, which became
the model of many similar institutions in Europe. He is

best known for bis discoveries regarding the qualities of

nickel, and of indigo and other dye stuffs. In 1828, in

conjunction with Werther, ho founded the Journal fur
technische und bkonomisc/ie Cheime, and later the Jonrnal/Ur
prachlische Chemie. He is also the author of Ueber das
Kickei (1827); Lehrbuch der Chemie (1828); Grundnss
der Waarcnl-imde (1833); and Ueber das sludium der
Chemie (1861).

EREBUS. This word, which denotes darkness, comes
probably from the same source as the Greek ipitpoi, to cover,

and opotjiri, a roof, and has by some been connected also with
the Hebrew Ereb, night, which reappears in Algarve. In
the Hesiodic Theogony, 123, Erebus is, with Nyx, the

night, the offspring of Chaos; and Erebus and Nyx become
the parents of .^ther and Hemera, the pure air and the day.

Ill the Odyssey Erebus becomes the abode of all the dead,

without reference to the character of their past lives ; and
from the Ihad it would foUow that this abode was within

the earth. It is a dreary and cheerless land, the inhabitants

of which have no strength either of mind or of body ; and
thus the idea of Erebus is distinguished from the notion

which assigned the righteous dead to Elysium and the

wicked to Tartarus. Achilles, who in Elysium inherits a

tearless life, declares in Erebus that he would rather toQ
as a peasant on the earth than be a king in that gloomy
abode of departed shades (Odys. jd. 489).

ERECHTHEUS, in Greek legend, apparently the same
as Erichthonius, was a local hero of Attica, with whom was
associated the belief of the Athenians in their ancestors

having sprung from the soil (see Autocuthones). But
the story of his birth is told generally under the name of

Erichthonius, who, in the form of a serpent, was the offspring

of Athena and Hephaestus, and was by the former handed
over in a closed basket to the three daughters of Cecrops,

Aglaurus, Herse, and Pandrosus, with a command not to

open it. When two of them, Aglaurus and Herse, opened it,

they became frantic and threw themselves from the Acropolis

of Athens. The scene of the opening of the basket is re-

presented on a Greek vase in the British Museum, from
which it is seen that the figure within it is not altogether

of the form of a serpent ( = Erichthonius), but has the head
and body of a boy, such as were ascribed to Erechtheus.

Radically the names of both are connected with the earth

(x6u>v). But while Erechtheus came to be looked upon as

a Erst ancestor, and associated with the introduction of

agriculture and other public benefits, his double, so to speak,

Erichthonius retained as a rule the character of a diemon
or semi-divine being.

J<:RETRL\. See Euu(ea.

ERFURT, a city of Prussian Saxony, and the capital of
an administrative district, is situated on the Gera,and on the
lino of the Thuringian railway, about midway between Gotho
ancl Weimar, which are 14 miles distant. It is irregularly
built, having no street or square worthy of mention, with
the exception of the Friedrich-Wilhelmsxjlatz, which con

riau of Erfm-t

1. Lazaretto.

2 AoKUStlnc Cliurcll

8. Oi^thannKe.
4. Great Hospital.
6. Hospital
6. Winter Tlieatra
7 Kftufmann'a CbUTCb.
8. Townhall.
9. Post Offlco.

10. Barflisser Church.
H. Martlosstm.

12 GoTei-nmeii Ilonse
13 Obelisk.

14. Chuich of St Sereins
is Cothedial.

IC. >IaInzcrhof.
17. Faclpry of Arma.
18. Seminary
19 Tvo)i (Summer Theafre)
20. RfEler Chnrch.
21. unitary School.

22. Prediger CUurch.

tains a monument to the elector Frederick Charles Joseph

of Mayence. Here are also situated the cathedral and the

church of St Severus. The cathedral, built between 1319

and 1351, is one of the finest ecclesiastical buildings Iq

Germanj.- It contains some very rich portal sculptures

and bronze castings, among others the coronation of Maria

by Peter Vischer. In one of its towers is the famous bell

called St Maria Gloriosa', which bears the date 1447, ard

weighs 270 cwt The name by which this bell is usually

known is Grosse Susanna, but this name properly belongs to

its predecessor, which was melted by a fire which had

attacked the tower. Among the other churches besides that

of St Severus may be mentioned the Brediger, the Regler,

and the Barfiisser. The only monustery now used is the

UrsuFine, which for sometime has contained an educa-

tional establishment. The Augustine monastery, in which

Luther lived as a monk, is now used as an orphange, under

the name of the Marlinsstift. The cell of Luther was

destroyed by fire in 1872 At one time Erfurt had a

university, whose charter dated from 1392; but it w.as

suppressed in 1816, and its funds devoted to other pur-

poses, among these being the endowment of an institution

founded in 1758, and now called the Royal Academy of

Practical Sciences, and the support of the library, which

now contains 60,000 vols, and ov^r 1000 manuscrijits.

Erfurt possesses a great number of educational establish'^
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merits,—a gymnasium, a normal seminary, a military school,

a school of art and architecture, a midwifery school, and a
commercial school It also possesses, besides the Martins-

stifl, two orphanages, a hospital, two infirmaries, and an
eye hospital. The most notable industry of Erfurt is the

culture of flowers and of vegetables, which is very extensively

carried on. -This industry had its origin in the largo gardens

attached to the monasteries. It has also woollen, cotton,

linen, and thread mills ; stocking, lace, tobacco, leather, and
chemical manufactories ; breweries and distilleries. Erfurt

was formerly the capital of Thuringia, and until 1873 was
a fortified town. It is said to have been founded about

the 5th century. It was made the seat of a bishop in 740,

but soon afterwards lost the dignity. In 805 Charles the

Great created it a market town, after which it rose rapidly

in importance. Although never strictly a free town, it for

a long time retained almost complete political mdependence.

In 1483 it renewed a protection league with Saxony, pledg-

ing itself at the same time to a yearly contribution of 1500
guilders. It attained the height of its prosperity about the

end of the 15th century, and is said to have then numbered
about 60,000 inhabitants. About the middle of the 17th

century it was annexed by force to the electorate of Mayence,
under which government it remained till 1802, when it

came into the possession of Prussia. In 1808 it was the

scene of the memorable interview between Napoleon and the

emperor Alexander of Russia. Here also in the spring of

1850 the Diet known as the Union's Parliament held its

jiittings. The population of Erfurt in 1875 was 48,025.
See Humbert, Les villes de Thuringe, 1870, and A. W. Fils,

Uohcnmcssungcn von dem Kreise Erfurt, tic (Ilmenau, 1865), an
extract from which is given in Petermann's Milthcilungcn, 1865.

ERGOT, or Spurred Rye, the drug ergota or Secale

eornutum (Germ. Mutterkorri ; Fr. Seigle ergote), consists

of the sclerotium of a fungus, Claviceps purpurea, Tulasne,

of the order Pyrenomycetes, parasitic on the pistUs of many
species of the Graminacew, but obtained almost exclusively

from rye, Secale cereale, L. In the ear of rye that is in-

fected with ergot a species of fermentation takes place, and
there exudes from it a sweet yellowish mucus, which after

a time disappears. The ear loses its starch, and ceases to

grow, and its ovaries become penetrated with the white

spongy tissue of the mycelium of the fungus, termed
originally by L^veill6 Sphacelia segetum. From the my-
cekum, at the expense of the substance of the ear, is de-

veloped the sclerotium or ergot, the Sclerotium clavus of

De CandoUe, and Spermoedia clavus of Fries. This, when
placed on damp earth, produces the third form of the

fungus, its outer cell layers becoming soft, and filiform

spore-bearing stalks about an inch in length being thrown
out. From the spares, as also from the conidia of the

mycelium stage, the mycelium may be again produced.

The drug consists of grains, usually curved (hence tiie

name, from the Old French argot, a cock's spur), \/hich

fl.re violet-black or dark purple externally, and whitish

with a tinge of pink within, are between ^ and H in. long,

and from 1 to 4 lines broad, and have two lateral furrows, a

close fracture, a disagreeable rancid taste, and a faint, fishy

odour, which last becomes more perceptible when the

powder of the drug is mixed with potash solution. Ergot

should be kept in stoppered bottles in order to preserve it

from the attacks of a species of mite, and to prevent the

oxidation of its fatty oO.

T)iB oil of ergot, which constitutes 30 per cent, of its weight,

aj)pears to consist mainly of palmitic acid, with some oleic acid.

Among other constituents the drug, according to Wenzell, con-

tains two bitter alkaloids, ergolin and echolin, and to the latter the

special medicinal virtues of the drug are due. From the investiga-

tions, however, of Prof. Dragendortf and Herr Padwissotzky, it appears

that 'Wenzeirs ergotin and ecbolin are not improbably identical

^fjth each otiier. • By those chemists the presence in ergot of the

Wlowiiig compounds lias been determined :

—

scleromucin, a slimy.

colloidal body, soluble in water, Insoluble In alcohol ; 2 to
3 per cent, of a tasteless and indorous principle, sclerotic acid, also
colloidal, soluble in watei and in 45 per cent, alcohol, and having,
exclusive of a small quantity of ash, the percentage com-
position—carbon 40, hydrogen, 5'2, nitrogen 4-2, oxygen 60-6

;

minute quantities of slightly active colouring matters, sclererythrin,
and scleroiodin, with sclcrokrystallin, sdcroxanthin, and other sub-
stances. The subcutaneous injection of from 0'02 to 0'04 gram, of
sclerotic acid causes in the frog a state of palsy, accompanied by a
peculiar swelling, which lasts six or seven days. (See Pluim. Joum.
and Trails., June 17, 1876, p. 1001.) Trimethylamiue, CaHjK, U
said to be obtained from ergot by distillation with potash, but neither
that body nor ammonia pre-exists as such in the drug.

The extract, tincture, infusion, ar.d powder of ergot are
all employed ir, medicine.' What is commonly termed
"ergotin" ia an extract first prepared by Bonjean, of Cham-
b^ry, whose name it often bears. By age the active

medicinal properties of ergot are gradually impaired, and
lost. The addition of 1 per cent, of acetic acid is said to

render the liquid preparations permanent. The poisonous
action of ergot on various animals has been shown by
Bonjean, Diez, Gross, Parola, Wright, and others. Thus
Tessier found that in pigs it caused first redness of the eye«
and ears, then coldness of the limbs and swelling of the
joints, and finally gangrene of the extremities and intestines,

and death during convulsions. Among the symptoms of
poisoning by ergot in man are nausea, salivation, dilatation

of the pupils, and subsequent injection of the conjunctiva,

some colic, occasionally diarrhoea, coldness of the skin,

vertigo, and convulsions. The name ergotism has been ap-
plied to the disease produced by the eating of food prepared
from ergotized rye. It appears to have been the cause of

many of the epidemics which in former times occurred in
Europe, the last of these being thought to have been that
which, at the close of the rainy season of 1816, visited

ijorraine and Burgundy. The disease is usually fatal, and
manifests itself in two phases, the spasmodic or convulsive

and the gangrenous In the former the first experiences

are irritation of the skin, coldness of the body, cramps and
numbness of the limbs, and pains in the head and back,

followed in from one to three weeks by gastralgia, giddi-

ness, fainting, convulsive movements of the muscles, and
other symptoms ; frequently the skin becomes spotted with
a vesicular eruption. Great exhaustion and craving for

food ensue. Examination of the body after death reveals

considerable Luflammation of the abdominal viscera. Gan-
grenous ergotism begins with weariness and pain of the

Umbs ; the skin grows duU in hue, and at length. diy

gangrene attacks the extremities, and when death does

not supervene the parts afi"ected are generally lost Dr E.

R. Squibb {Year Book of Pharmacy, 1874, p. 43) considers

it probable that the poisoning described as the result of

eating ergotized food could occur only among underfed

semi-scorbutic people, or under conditions not present in

cases ordinarily requiring treatment with ergot. For the

detection of the presence of ergot in rye Hour a small

quantity of the sample is mixed with ether, and a few

crystals of oxalic acid are added ; if the liquid after being

boiled and allowed to grow clear exhibits a red tinge, ergot

is present in the sample (Bbttger, Chem. Centralblatt, 3d
ser., ii. 624). Arrial, Beatty, Gibbon, and other experi-

menters have demonstrated that ergot diminishes the

frequency of the pulse. Its power of causing the contrac-

tion of the unstriped muscular tissue of the body appears

to be* due principally to its action on the sympathetic

system of nerves. It has been maintained by Brown
S^quard that it occasions first vaso-motor spasm, and
secondly vaso-motor paralysis. The powerful and persistent

contraation of the uterus to which it gives rise renders it

valuable as a prophylactic against hfemorrhage, and also,

according to some authorities, as a means of lessening the

after-pains. Before the completion of labour its u«
vTU.— 66
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is contra-indicated when there are obstacles to quick deli-

very; moreover, the drug may cause the rupture of

the uterus, or paralysis of the fcetal heart by pressure,

eo that it should be excluded from the available means of

inducing labour, and ought not to be administered even

Bo late as two hours before the birth. From some cases

that have been recorded, it would appear that, even in

large doses, the drug may have no effect as an ecbolic if

given in the early stages of gestation. Its influence on
animals during parturition is the same as that observed in

the human female. Ergot has been used generally as a
styptic, and has been recommended in amenorrhcca de-

pending on torpidity of the uterus, in chronic dysentery,

paraplegia, paralysis of the bladder, paralysis produced by
chronic myelitis, epilepsy, whooping-cough, headache, and
in obstinate intermittent fevers which are no longer bene-

fited by qumine and arsenic. The hypodermic injection of

extract of ergot was first employed for aneurisms by Prof.

Langenbeck of Berlin in 1869; and in 1872 Hildebrandt
showed its applicability in cases of fibroid tumours of the

uterus; it has further been found a rapid and effectual

remedy in haemoptysis, enteric hsemorrhage in typhoid, and
in varix and bronchocele. Unless injected in small quan-
tity it is apt to produce much irritation of the subcutaneous
tissue.

The earliest mention of ergot is said to occiu- in the writings of
Gigebert de Gremblour. The oxytoxio virtues of the drug, wkich
are noticed by Lonicer, a writer of the 16th century, seeiu to have
been known in France and Germany from a very remote period. It
was not, however, until the year 1807 that, through Dr Steams,
of Saratoga County, the importance of its properties was brought
grominently before the medical profession. The general recognition

1 Britain of its value as a therapeutic agent dates from about the
year 1828.

Bonjean, TraM dt VEi-gol de Seigte, Pails, 1845; Tulasne," M^molre 8ur TErgot
dea Glumac^es," Ann, Sci. Nat. Botan., 3d ser., t. xx., 1853; Still^, Thrrapeulics
and Afattffia Medica, vol. II., Pliilad. 18C8; FlUcklfrL-r and Hanbury, P/iarmaco-
ycap/iia, 1874; Wood, i4 Treatiseon Tlterapeul2cs,rhiiiiCi,l374; R\ngcT, Handbook-
of Therapetttics, 4tU ed., 1874; S. Wilson, "Ohscrvatiods and Expeiimcnls on
Ergot, " Pharm. Journ. and Trans., 1876, p. 625 tt seq. On tho therapeutics
of ergot important matter wili also be found In the various m^'dic^ti journals.

(F. H. B.)

ERIE, a city and port of entry, the capital of Erie co.,

Pennsylvania, is situated on Lake Erie opposite Presque
Island, about 120 miles N. of Pittsburg, 42° 8' N. lat.

and 80° 10' \V. long. Its streets are spacious and are

laid out with great regularity. The principal buildings are

the court house, the post office, the custom house, the opera

house, the union depot, the academy, the marine hospital,

the city hospital, and the orphan asylum. Erie has rail-

way communication with Buffalo, Philadelphia, and Pitts-

burg. Its inhabitants are engaged chiefly in various

kinds of iron manufacture, and it possesses large rolling

mills. It has also leather manufactories, a brass foundry,

petroleum refineries, and several large breweries. For
many of its manufactories a large supply of water is required,

and this is supplied from Lake Erie by powerful engines

which force it to the top of a tower 200 feet high, whence
it is distributed through the mains. The harbour, which
is formed out of the natural bay protected by a break-

water, is 3 J miles long, more than a mUe wide, and from
9 to 25 feet deep. The principal shipments are coal, iron,

and petroleum ; and the total value of imports from Canada
for the year ending 31st March 1877 was §297,392,
and of exports $64,921. For the same period, the number
of vessels in the coastwise trade was—entered, 279 steamers

with 255,106 tonnage, and 348 sailing vessels with 152,830
tonnage ; cleared, 268 steamers with 250,054 tonnage,

and 365 sailing vessels with 152,916 tonnage. It was at

Erie that Commander Perry equipped the vessels which in

1813 defeated the British fleet on Lake Erie. Erie was laid

out in 1795, was incorporated as a borough in 1805, and
received a city charter in 1851. The population in 1870
wae 19,64C.

ERIE, Lake. See St Lawrence.
ERIGENA, Johannes Scotus, one of the moot im-

portant thinkers of the Middle Ages, flourished during the

9th century. The date and place of his birth are still un-

determined. He was undoubtedly a native of the British

isles, but of which is quite uncertain. He has been

claimed for England by Gale, who thinks that the name
Erigena is derived from Ergene in Herefordshire ; for

Scotland by Mackenzie, who supposes him to have been

born at Aire ; for Ireland by Moore and the majority of

writers. Tho name Erigena, often written Jeru</ena, seems

to point to Ireland, leme, as the place of his birth or train-

ing ; Scotus may be thought to indicate that he was o<

Scottish extraction. As to the date of his birth, the best

authorities fix it about 800-810, but on grounds entirely

conjectural. Of his early education litl/e or nothing is

known. He appears to have studied in the best schools

of Ireland, and to have been destined for the church. It

is highly improbable, however, that he took orders as a

priest. Had he done so, some reference would be made to

tho fact by those who attacked his writings as unorthodox.

From his knowledge of Greek, and from a passage in a

certain MS. ascribed to him, it has been supposed that he

had travelled and studied in Greece. But the passage is

of doubtful authority, and the knowledge of Greek displayed

in his works is not such as to compel us to conclude that

he had actually visited Greece. That he had a competent

acquaintance with the Greek language is manifest from his

translations of Dionysius the Areopagite and of Maximns,
from the manner in which he refers to Aristotle, and froro

hia evident familiarity with neo-Platonist writers and the

fathers of the early church. Roger Bacon, in his severe

criticism On the ignorance of Greek displayed by the most
eminent scholastic writers, expressly exempts Erigena, and
ascribes to him a knowledge of Aristotle in the original

The only portion of Erigena's life as to which we possess

accurate information was that spent at the court of Charles

the Bald. Charles invited the philosopher to France soon

after his accession to the throne, probably in the year 843,
and placed him at the head of the court school

—

sckola

palaiina. The reputation of this school or college seems to

have increased greatly under Erigena's leadership, and th&

philosopher himself was treated with the greatest familiarity

and indulgence by the king. William of Malmesbury'a

amusing story illustrates both tie character of Scotus and

the position he occupied at the French court.

The first of the works known to have been written by
Scotus during this period was a treatise on the eucharist,

which has not come down to us. In it he seems to have

advanced the doctrine that the eucharist was merely sym-

bolical or commemorative, an opinion for which Berengarius

was at a later date censured and condemned. As a part oi

his penance Berengarius is said to have been compelled to

bum publicly Erigena's treatise. So far as we can learn,

however, Erigena's orthodoxy was not at the time suspected,

and a few years later he was selected by the famous Hincuiar

to defend the doctrine of liberty of will against the extreme

predestinarianism of the monk Gottshalk (Godeschalchus).

The treatise De Divina Predestinaiione, composed on this

occasion, has been preserved, and from its general tenor and
method one cannot be surprised that the author's orthodoxy

was at once and vehemently suspected. Scotus argues the

question entirely on speculative grounds, and starts with the

bold affirmation that philosophy and religion are funda-

mentally one and the same—" Conficitur inde veram esse

philosophiam veram religionero, conversimque veram
religionem esse veram philosophiam " {De Div. Fred., L 1).

Even more significant is his handling of authority end

reason, to which we shall presently refer. The work wa.s

warmly assailed by Floius and Prudentius, and was conv
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demned by two councils—that of Valence in 855, and that

i)i Langres in 859.

Erigena's next work waa a translation of Dionysius the

Areopagite (see Dro^fysI(Js) undertaken at the request of the

king. This also has been preserved, and fragments of a

commentary by Scotus on Dionysius havo been discovered

in MS. A translation of the Areopagitp's pantheistical

writings was not likely to alter the opinion already formed

as to Erigena's orthodoxy. Pope Nicholas I. was offended

that the work had not been submitted for approval before

being given to the world, and ordered Charles to send

Scotus to Rome, or at least to dismiss him from his court.

There is no evidence, however, that this order was attended

to. Erigeua appears still to have remained in favour.

The latter part of his life is involved in total obscurity.

The story that in 882 he was invited to Oxford by Alfred

the Great, that he laboured there for many years, became
abbot at Malmesbury, and was murdered by his scholars,

is apparently without any satisfactory foundation, and

doubtless refers to some other Johannes. Erigena in all

probability never left France, and Hauriiau has advanced

some reasons for fixing the date of his death about 877.

The works of Erigena that have come down to us are the

following:—(1) the treatise on predestination, first published

in 1650; (2) a commentary on MarcianusCapella, published

by Haurdau in 1861; (3) translation of Dionysius the

Areopagite, published in Floss's edition of Erigena, vol.

cxxii. of Migne's Patrologice Cursus Completus; (4) miscel-'

lanbous treatises, some stdl in M.S., e.g., the work De Visione

Dei, and the commentary on Dionysius, which has been

published iu Appendix ad Opera edda ab Any. Mdio,

Rom., 1871; (5) translation of St Maximus's scholia on
Gregory of Nazianzen, published in Gale's edition of (6)

the great work, De Divisione Naturw, ircpl (jtvaiuiv jxepiaixov.

Of this last work three editions have appeared—that of

Gale, Oxford, 1681, that by Schliitsr, 1838, and that by
Floss, 1853.

Erigena is without doubt the most interesting figure

among the Middle Age writers. The freedom of his

speculation, and the boldness with which he works out his

logical or dialectical system of the universe, altogether

prevent us from classing him along with the scholastics

properly so called. He marks, indeed, a stage of transition

from the older Platonizing philosophy to the later and
more riijid scholasticism. In no sense whatever can it be

affirmed that with Erigena philosophy is in the service of

theology. The above-quoted assertion as to the substan-

tial identity between philosophy and religion is indeed

repeated almost totidem verbis by many of the later

scholastic writers, but its significance altogether depends

upon the selection of one or other term of the identity as

fundamental or primary. Now there is no possibility of

mistaking Erigena's position : to him philosophy or reason

is first, IS primitive ; authority or religion is secondary,

derived. " Auotoritas siquidem ex vera ratione processit,

ratio vero nequaquara ex auctoritate. Omnis enim auo-

toritas, qutB vera rationo non approbatur, infirma videtur

esse. Vera autem ratio, qnum virtutibus suis rata atque

immutabilis munitur, nullius auctoritatis adstipulatione

roborari indiget" (De Div. JVaf., i. 71). F. D. Maurice,

the only historian of note who declines to ascribe a

rationalizing tendency to Erigena, obscures the question by
the manner in which he states it. He asks his readers,

after weighing the evidence advanced, to determine
•' whether he (Erigena) used his philosophy to explain away
his theology, or to bring out what he conceived to be the

fullest meaning of it." These alternatives seem to be
wrongly put. " Explaining away theology " is something
wholly foreign to the philosophy of that age ; and even if

we accept the alternative, that Erigena endeavours specula

tively to bring out the full meaning of theology, we are by

no means driven to the conclusion that ho was primarily

or principally a theologian. Ho does not start with the

datum of theology as the completed body of truth, requiring

only elucidation and interpretation ; his fundair.satal

thought is that of the universe, nature, to vav, or God, as

the ultimate unity which works itself out into the rational

system of the world. Man and all that concerns man aro

but parts of this system, and are to be explained by refer-

ence to it ; for explanation or understanding of a thing is

dctorminati-jD of its place in the universal or all. Religion

or revelation is one element or factor in the divine process,

a stage or phase of the ultimate rational lif6. The highest

faculty of man, reason, intellecius, iHleUeclualis visio, is that

which is not content with the individual or partial, but

grasps the whole and thereby comprehends the parts. In

this highest effort of reason, which is indeed God tb inking

in man, thought and being are at one, the opposition of

being and thought is overcome. When Erigena starts

-with such propositions, it is clearly impossible to under-

stand his position and work if we insist on regarding him
as a scholastic, accepting the dogmas of the church as ulti-

mate data, and endeavouring only to present them in due

order and defend them by argument.

Erigena's great -work, De Divisione Nolurm, is arranged in five

books. Thi3 form of exposition is that of dialo^e; the method of

reasoning is the syllogistic. The leading thoughts are the follow-

ing. Natura. (puj.s, is the name for the universal, the totality of

all things, containing in itself being and non-being. ' It is the

unity of which all special phenomena are manifestations. But of

this nature there are four distinct classes :—(1) that which creates

and is not created ; (2) that which is created and creates ; (3) that

which is created and does not create ; (4) that which neither

is created nor creates. The first is God as the ground or origin of

all things, the last is God as the final end or goal of all things, that

into which the world of created things ultimately returns. The
second and third together compose the created universe, which is

the manifestation of God, God in proccssu, Thcophania. Thus we
distinguish in the divine system beginning, middle, and end; but

these three are in essence one— the difference is only the conse-

quence of oiir finite compiehension. We are compelled to envisage

this eternal process under the form of time, to apply temporal dis-

tinctions to that which is extra- or supra-temporal. The universe

of created things, as we have seen, is twofold :—first, that which is

created and creates,—the primordial ideas, archetypes, immutable
relations, divine acts of will, according to which individual things

are formed; second, that which is created and does not create,

—

the world of individuals, the effects of the primordial causes, with-

out which the causes have no true being. Created things have no
individual or self-independent existence ; they are only in God ;

and each thing is a manifestation of the divine, thcophania, divina

apparitio.

God alone, the uncreated creator of all, has true being. He is

the true universal, all-containing and incomprehensible. The
lower cannot comprehend the higher, and therefore we must say

that the existence of God is above being, above essence: God
is above goodness, above wisdom, above truth. No finite predi-

cates can be applied to him j his mode of being cannot be deter-

mined by any category. True theology is negative. Nevertheless

the world, as the iheophania, the revelation of God, enables us so

far to understand the divine essence. We recognize his heing in

the being of all things, his wisdom in their orderly arrangement,

his life in their constant motion. Thus God is for us a Trinity—

the Father as substance or being (oJala), the Son as wisdom [iiiva-

uis), the Spirit as life {ii/ioyi^) These three are realized in the

universe—the Father as the system of things, the Son as the word,

i.e.. the realm of ideas, the Spirit as the life or moving force which

introduces individuality and which ultimately draws back all

things into the divine unity. In man, as the noblest of created

things, the Trinity is seen most perfectly reflected • intellectus

ivoii), ratio {\6-ioi), and sensus (Siaf^.o) make up the threefold

thread of his being. Not in man alone, however, but in all things,

God is to be regarded as realizing himself, as becoming incarnate.

The infinite essence of God, which may indeed be described as

nihilum, nothing, is that from which all is created, from which,

all proceeds or emanates. The first procession or emanation, as

above indicated, is the realm of ideas in the Phitonic sense, the

word or wisdom of God. These ideas compose a whole or insep.%.

rable unity, but we are able in a dim way to think of them as a

system logically arranged. Thus the highest idea is that of good-

ness; things are, only if they are good; being ivitliont wellbeing
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is nought. Essence participates In goodness—that which ia good

has being, and ia thereforo to be regarded as a species of good.

Life, again, is a species of essence, wisdom a species of life, and so

on, always descending from genua to species in a rigorous logical

fashion.

The ideas are the eternal causes, which, under the moving influ-

ence of the spirit, manifest tliemsclvea in their effects, tlie indi-

vidual created tilings. Manifestation, however, is part of the being

or essence of the causes, that is to say, if wo interpret the expres-

sion, God of necessity manifests himself in the world and is not

without the world. Further, as the causes are eternal, timeless,

so creation is eternal, timeless. The Mosaic account, then, is to be

looked upon merely as a mode in which is faintly shadowed forth

what is above finite comprehension. It is altogether allegorical,

and requires to be interpreted. Paradise and the Fall have no
local or temporal being. Man was originally sinless and without

distinction of sex. Only after the introduction of sin did man lose

his spiritual body and acquire the animal nature with its distinction

of sex. Woman is the impersonation of man s sensuous and fallen

nature; on the final return to the divine unity, distinction of sex

will vanish, and the spiritual body will be regained.

The most remarkable and at the same time the mojt obscure por-

tion of the work ia that in which the final return to God is handled.

Naturally sin is a necessary preliminary to this redemption, and
Scotus has the greatest difficulty in accounting for the fact of sin.

If God is true being, then sin can have no substantive existence;

it cannot be said that God knows of sin, for to God knowing and
being are one. In the universe of things, as a universe, there can
be DO sin ; there must be perfect harmony. Sin, in fact, results

from the will of the individual who falsely represents something as

good which is not so. This misdirected will is punished by finding

that the objects after which it thirsts are in truth vanity and
emptiness. Hell is not to be regarded as having local existence

;

it is the inner state of the sinful will. As the object of punish-
ment is not the will or the individual himself but the misdirection

of the will, so the result of punishment is the final purification

and redemption of all; even the devils shall be saved. All, how-
ever, are not saved at once ; the stages of the return to the final

unity, corresponding to the stages in the creative process, are numer-
ous and are passed through slowly. The ultimate goal is deijicalio,

theosis, or resumption into the divine being, when the individual
soul is raised to a full knowledge of God, and where knowing and
being are one. After all have been restored to the divine unity,

there is no further creation. The ultimate unity ia that which
neither is created nor crea tes.

Editions of the Dc Divisione Naiurat have been enumerated above.
The work has been very ably translated into German by Noack,
/. S. E. uber die EinUxilung der Natur, lerseizt und mil einer
Schlussahhandlunj, 3 vols., 1874-76. Monographs on his life and
works are numerous ; the best are St Rene Taillandier, Scot. Erigine
a la Phil. Scot., 1843 ; Chriatlieb, Leben u. Lehre d. J. S. E., 1860

;

Huber, /. S. E., 1861 ; Kaulich, Spekulalive System des J. S. E.,
1860 ; Stbckl, De Joh. Scoto Erigena, 1867. See also the general
works on scholastic philosophy, especially Haureau, Stockl, and
Kaulich. For English readers a most admirable resume is given by
Maurice, Meduevai Phil., pp. 45-79, (R. AD.)

EE.IGONE. In the Attic myth of Dionysus, Erigone is

the daughter of Icarius, who, having reoived from
Dionysus the gift of wine, shares it with some shepherds,

who, drinking it undiluted, fancy themselves poisoned, and
having murdered Icarius, throw his body into a well.

Guided by her dog Maira (the glistening one), Erigone

—

whose name, like that of Protogeneia (see Endymion),
denotes one born in early morning—discovers the crime, and
hangs herself. After her death she is said to have been
translated to the constellation which the Latins called Virgo.

ERINN.A, a Greek poetess, the contemporary and friend

of Sappho, was probably a native of Ehodes or the adjacent
island of Telos, and wa3 born about 630 B.C. Although
she died at the early age of ninetean, her poems were
amongst the most famous of her time. Of her best known
poem, called 'HXaxaTi? (the Lislaf), which contained 300
lines, only 4 lines are now extant. It was written in a
mixed dialect of Dorian and Eoiian. Three epigrams in
the Palatine anthology are also ascribed to her; but two of
these are possibly spurious. Another poetess of this name
^ said to have.flourished in the age of Demosthenes, but
her existence is matter of considerable uncertainty. The
Eriiina fragments were collected in Bergk's Poetce Lyrici
Creed (Leipsic, 1867).

ERINYES, the Greek name for the beings whom the

Latins called Furiae, Furies. They were especially the

avengers of iniquity, and, as such, acquired a character bo

fearful that those who had need to speak of them called

them the Eumenides, or merciful beings, to win from them
the pity which they were but little supposed to feel. The
name Erinyes cannot be explained from the Greek
language ; but in the Hymns of the Kig-Veda constant

mention is made of Saranyu, who there is the Dawn whose
light steals across the heaven, revealing the things of

darkness. Of this being the Vedic hymn-makers speak as

finding out the evil deeds done during the night, and
punishing the wrong-doer. But although for the Greeks,

who had forgotten the meaning of the name, they had put
on terrible attributes, the Erinyes still retained in their

Western home some of their ancient characteristics. Thus
for the toil-worn and suffering Oldipus, who unwittingly

finds himself in their sacred grove near Athens, they have
only a genial welcome. In the Vedic hvmns, again, Saranyu
draws the long threads of light across the sky. These
threads become in the hands of the Erinyes who bear her

name, and in those of the kindred Moerse, or Fates, the

threads of human destiny. The idea thus suggested was
drawn out more fully in the myths of the Teutonic Norns,"

or Weird Sisters, who are throe in number, as representing

the past, the present, and the future. In the later versions

of the Greek myth, the Erinyes were also said to be three,

their names, Alecto, Megsera, and Tisiphone, denoting

relentless hatred, jealousy, and revenge.

ERIPHYLE, in Greek mythology, the wife of the seer

Amphiaraus, whom the Argive chief Adrastus took with

him to Thebes, because a prophecy had said that that city

could not otherwise be taken. Not wishing to meddle in

a quarrel which was not his own, Amphiaraus was com-

pelled, by a promise which he had previously given to

Adrastus, to abide by the decision of Eriphyle ; and
Eriphyle had been bribed by Polynices, the son of

Qidipus, with the gift of the necklace of Harmonia, to

pronounce in favour of the expedition. Thus constrained

to go, the seer charged his sons to slay their mother if they

should hear of his death, and to march against Thebes.

The enterprise of Adrastus, known as the first Theban
war, failed, and the earth opening swallowed Amphiaraus

in his chariot. His son Alcmaeon upon this slew his

mother, whose Erinys gave him no rest untU he surrendered

to Phoebus the necklace of Harmonia and found out a spot

to dwell in on which the sun had never shone at the time

of Eriphyle's death. Such a place of banishment he found

on the islands called Qiniadse, which had grown up at the

mouth of the river Achelous from the deposits brought

down by its stream. Here he married Callirhoe, the

daughter of the river god, who causes his death at the hands

of the sons of Phegeus by insisting on his fetching her the

necklace of Eriphyle.

ERIS, in Greek mythology, a sister of the war-god Ares,

and in the Hesiodic theogony a daughter of Nyx, the night,

who is also the mother of righteous recompense, Nemesis.

In the Iliad Eris, or Strife, is described as insignificant at

first, but as swelling until her head touches the heavens.

In the legend of the Trojan war, Eris is the goddess who
at the marriage festival of Peleus and Thetis flings on the

table a golden apple, which is inscribed as a gift for the

fairest of the fair. The rivalry of the three deities—Hera,

Aphrodite, and Athena—for the gift is decided by the

Judgment of Paris, who, being appointed umpire by Zeus,

bestows it on Aphrodite. In the uEtieid she appears under

the name of Discordia.

ERIVAN, or Irwan, in Persian Rewan, a town of

Russian Armenia, at the head of a province of the same

i name, is situated 3430 feet above the level of the Blad'
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fiea, on the Zengui, Zanga, or Hmstan, an affluent of the

Araxes, about 171 miloa S.S.W. of Tiflis by road. The old

Persian portion of the town consists mainly of narrow

crooked lanes inclosed by mud walls, which eflectually con-

ceal the houses, and the modern Kussian portion is laid

out in long ill-paved streets. On a steep rock, rising about

600 feet above the river, stands the old Turkish fortress,

surrounded by ditches and earthen ramparts, and containing

within its area part of the palace of the ancient Persian

governors, a handsome but' greatly dilapidated mosque, a

Greek church of modern erection, a cannon foundry, and

barracks. One chamber, called the Hall of the Sardar,

bears witness to the former splendour of the palace by its

pictorial decorations, which include legendary and historical

scenes from the lives of Zal and Rustam, of Abbas- Mirza and

Nadir Shah. The finest, building in the city is undoubtedly

the mosque of Hussein Ali Khan, familiarly known as the

Blue Mosque from the colour of the enamelled tiles with

Which it is richly encased. At the mosque of Zal Khan
ft yearly passion play is performed illustrative of the

assassination of Hussein the son of AIL Besides the

episcopal church of St Sergius (Sourp Sarghis), the

Armenians possess five churches, a monastery, and a

seminary. Several hundred travellers can be accommodated
jn the new caravanserai ; and there is a club which in some
degree makes up for the absence of hotels. The bazaar,

though extensive, is poorly supplied with goods ; and the

only manufactures of the town are a little cotton cloth,

leather, earthenware, and blacksmiths' work. The fruits of

the district are exceedingly cheap, and noted for their ex-

cellence—especially the grapes, apples, apricots, and melons.

The surrounding country is richly watered by a system of

oanals connected with the Gokcha or Sevanga Lake and
the river Zengui. Armenians, Persians, and Tatars are

the main elements in the population, to which is added a

certain number of Russians and Greeks—making a total in

1874 of 30,000.

The origin of Erivan is altogether unknown. One pious
Armenian tradition recognizes in the name the joyful exclamation
of Noah at the reappearance of the dry ground

—

Erevan, it has shown
itself; another e.xplains it as equivalent to Erovantavan, the place
of defeat of Erovant II. of Armenia ; and a third identiiies it with
the name of Rewan Kul, who built a castle about 1412 on the spot
at the command of Shah IsmaU. The present fortress at any rate
was erected by the Turks in the 16th century, and since that time
the place has been of considerable celebrity. It was taken by the
Persians under Shah Abbas in 160i, besieged by the Turks for

four months in 1615, and reconquered by the Persians under Nadir
Shah in the 18th century. In 1780 it was successfully defended
against Heraclius of Georgia ; and in 1804 it resisted the Russians
under Prince Tsitsianoff. At length in 1827 Paskievitch took the
fortress by storm, and in the following year the town and province
were ceded to Russia by the peace of Turkmanchai. The successful
general was rewarded by the title of Count of Eriv4n (Erivanski).

A Tatar poem in celebration of the event has been preserved by
Bodenstedt in his " Thousand and One Days in the East."
/See J^r. Dnboi8 de Montpi^reux, Voyage autour du Caucase, vol. iii., 1839; Baron
Tliielman, Traitels in the Caucasus, &c., 1875; J. B, Telfer, Crimea and Transcau-
casia, 3876; J. Bryce, Transcaucasia and Ararat, 1877.

EllLANGEN, a town of Bavaria, in the district of Middle
Franconia, is situated at the confluence of the Schwabach
with the Regnitz, eleven miles N.N.W. of Nuremberg, and
on the railway between that town and Bamberg. It is sur-

rounded by walls, and divided into an old and new town,
the latter consisting of wide, straight, and well-built streets.

It possesses a large breweiy, the beer of which is in high
repute in Germany; and among its other industries are
stocking and glove making, glass and tobacco manufacture,
and cotton-spinning. It is, however, best known as the
seat of "a university founded by Frederick, margrave of

^ayreuth, who in 1742 established a university at Bayreuth,
out in 1743 changed its situation to Erlangen. A statue
>f this margrave, erected in 1843 by King Louis of Bavaria,
stands in the.market-place, facing the university buildings.

The university occupies the ancient palace of the Inargraves

of Bayreuth, and has faculties of arts, medicine, and
theology. At the beginning its endowments were small,

but they have latterly bccomo considerable, especially

through the benefactions of the margrave Alexander. The
number of students in attendance in 1876 was 429. Con-
nected with the university are a library containing 110,000
volumes and 1000 manuscripts, an infirmary, an eye

hospital, a maternity hospital, an anatomical museum, and
a botanic garden. Erlangen also possesses a gymnasium
and a commercial school. The town owes the foundation

of its prosperity chiefly to the French Protestant refugees

who settled here on the revocation of the Edict of Nantes
and introduced various manufactures. In 1017 Erlangen

was transferred from the bishopric of Wiirzburg to that of

Bamberg; in 1361 it was transferred to that of Bohemia;
it came into the possession of the counts of Nuremberg in

1400, of the margraves of Bayreuth in 1541, of Prussia in

1791, and of Bavaria in 1809. The pooulalion in 1875
was 13,597.

EBLAU (the Hungarian Hffer, Slavonic Jager, and Latin

Agria), a fortified town of Hungary, capital of the

virmegye or county of Heves, on the Erlau, or Eger, an
afiluent of the Theiss (47° 54' N. lat., 20° 22' E. long,), 67
miles E.N.E. of Pesth. Previous to 1803, Erlau was the

see of a bishopric founded by St Stephen, king of Hungary,
in the 11th century; in 1804 it was elevated to an arch-

bishopric. The town is situated in a valley surrounded by
hills covered with vineyards, the cultivation of which forma
the chief employment of the inhabitants ; the red wines from
this district are considered the best in Hungary, and are

largely exported to foreign countries. The other manufaci
tures consist of woollen and linen fabrics, hat and shoe

making, and leather dressing. The town is inclosed by old

walls and entered by six gates ; the streets are narrow, bus
embellished with several fine buildings, the principal o^

which are the cathedral, the archbishop's palace, a diocesan

lyceum with a library and observatory 172 feet high,' the

county haU, and two monasteries. Besides the cathedra],"

there are several other Roman Catholic churches,- also a

Greek and a Protestant church, and several schools. Erlau
was founded by King Stephen of Hungary, who resided

there in 1010. On an eminence above the tower stands

an ancient Turkish fortress, which was often besieged

during the constant wars between the Moslems and
Christians. In 1552 the town resisted the repeated

assaults of a large Turkish force ; in 1596, however; it

was given up to the Turks by the Austrian party in the

garrison. During the revolution of 1848-49, Erlau was
remarkable for the patriotic spirit displayed by its inhabi-

tants ; and it was here that the principal campaigns
against the Auslrians were organized. The population at

the census of 1870 numbered 19,150, chiefly Roman
Catholics.

ERLKONIG,, or Eel-King, a mythical character in

modem German literature, represented as a gigantic, bearded
man with a golden crown and trailing garments, who carries

children away to that undiscovered country where he him-

self abides. There is no such personage in ancient German
mythology, and the name is UnguisticaUy nothing more than

the perpetuation of a blunder. It first appeared in Herder's

Siimmen der Talker, 1778, where it is used in the transla?

tion of the Danish song of the Elf-King's Daughter as equij

valent to the Dan'sh ellerkonge, or ellekonge, that is, elver~

konge, the king of the elves; and the true. German word
would have been Elbkdiiig, or Elbenkonig, afterwards used

under the modified form of Elfenkonig by Wieland in his

Oberon, 1780. Herder was probably misled by- the fact

that the Danish word elle signifies not only elf, but also

alder-tree CGerm. Erie)- His mistake at any rate has beea
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perpetuated by both English and French translators, who
epeak of a " king of the alders," " un roi des aunes," and

find an explanation of the myth in the tree-worship of

early times, or in the vapoury emanations that hang like

weird phantoms round the alder-trees at night. The
legend was adopted by Goethe as tho subject of one of his

finest baUads, rendered familiar to English readers by the

translations of Lewis and Sir Walter Scott; and since then

it has been treated as a musical theme by Reichardt and

Schubert. See Notes and Queries, 4th series, vol. \7..

(1872).

ERMAN, Paul (1764-1851), a German physicist, was

born in Berlin February 29, 17G4. Ho originally iiiLended

to study for tho church, but his inclination towards i)hysical

science induced him to change his purpose, and he became

teacher of science at the French gymnasium in Berlin, and
afterwards at the military academy. On the foundation of

the university of Berlin in 1810 he became professor of

physics, an office which he held until his death, 11th

October 1851. In 180G he became a member of the

Academy of Physical Science. Ermau made various dis-

coveries of some importance in the departments of electri-

city, magnetism, optics, and physiology. His son, George

Adolph, stiU living (1878), is a well-known physicist and
geographer.

ERMINE (Mnstela erminea), a carnivorous mammal
belonging to tlie family j/jw/e/icte, orWeasels, and resembling
the other members of the family in the great length and
slenderness of its

body and the short-

ness of its limbs, to

which it owes the

peculiar snake-like
,

character of its mo-
tions. It usually

j _
measures 10 inches 3
in length exclusive

'

of the tail, which is
^

about 4 inches long,

and which becomes
bushy towards the

point. Its fur in

summer is of a reddish-brown colour aooye and white

beneath, changing in the winter of northern latitudes to

snowy whiteness, except at, tho tip of the tail, which at all

seasons is of a jet black colour. In Scottish specimens this

change in winter is complete, but in those found in the

southern districts of England it i^ usually only partial, the

ermine presenting during winter a piebald appearance. The
white colour is evidently protective, enabling the animals to

elude the observation of their enemies, and to steal unob-

served on their prey. It also retains heat better than a dark

covering, and may thus serve to maintain an equable tem-

perature at all seasons within the body. According to Bell

(British Quadrupeds, 2d ed, ), the change of colour is effected

" not by the loss of tho summer coat and the substitution of

a new one for the winter, but by the actual change of colour

in the existing fur." The ermine is a native of the northern

parts of both hemispheres, inhabiting thickets and stony

places, and frequently making use of the deserted burrows

of moles and other underground mammals. It is exceed-

ingly -sanguinary in disposition, and agile in its movements

;

it feeds principally on the rat, the water vole, and the

rabbit, which it pursues with unusual pertinacity and bold-

ness, hence the name stoat, signifying bold, by which it is

commonly known. It takes readily to the water, and will

even climb trees in pursuit of its prey. It is particularly

destructive to poultry and game, and has often been known
to attack the hare, fixing itself to the throat of its victim,

and defying all the efforts of the latter to disengage it.

Although among the fiercest, it is also cue of the most
playful of .;reatures, gamboling on the turf, turning somer-
saults, and performing the most grotesque antics, apparently
without other purpose than its own amusement la
approaching its prey even it indulges in the same playful

propensity, but it may then be done with the view of allaying

suspicion in its intended victim. The female brings forth

five young ones about the beginning of summer. The winter
coat of the ermine forms one of the most valuable ef commer-
cial furs, and is imported in enormous quantities from Nor-
way, Sweden, Russia, and Siberia. It is largely used for

mufTs and tippets, and as' a trimming for state robes, the jet

black points of tho tails being inserted at regular intervals

as an ornament. In the reign of Edward III. the wearing
of ermine was restricted to members of the royal family.

It now enters more or less plentifully into almost all state

robes, the rank and position of the wearer being in many
cases indicated by the presence or absence, and the disposi-

tion, of the black 'spots. In capturing the animal a trap

is used, consisting of a heavy stone slab, supported by a

slender stick, baited with flesh; no sooner does the ermine
begin to nibble at the bait than the delicate support gives

way, and it is crushed beneath the stone.

ERNESTI, JoHANN August (1707-1781), one of the

most illustrious philologists and theologians of the last

century. He was born August 4, 1707, at Tennstadt in

Thuringia, of which place his father, Johann Christoph

Ernesti, likewise a distinguished theologian, was pastor,

besides being superintendent of the electoral dioceses of

Thuringia, Salz, and Sangerhausen. After having received

bis first instruction in classics from his father, and in the

!,'ymnasiura of his native town, he was sent at the age of

sixteen to the celebrated Saxon cloister school of Pforta.

At twenty he entered the university of 'Wittenberg, and
tudied afterwards at the university of Leipsic. In 1730
he was made master in the faculty of philosophy. In the

following year he accepted the oflSce of conrector in tb«

Thomas school of Leipsic, of which J. M. Gesner was then
rector; and on Gesner's being called in 1734 as professor of

rhetoric to Gottingen, he succeeded him as rector. He was,

in 1742, named extraordinary professor of ancient literature

in the university of Leipsic, and in 1756 promoted to the

ordinary professorship of rhetoric. Here his reputation as

a scholar, and his rational treatment of biblical exegesis,

paved the way for his entrance into the theological facultj',

in which he received his doctor's degree in 1758. Through
the elegance of his learning, and his manner of discussion,

he cooperated with Baumgarten of Halle in disengaging

dogmatic theology from the scholastic and mystical

excrescences with which it was then deformed, and thus

paved the way for a revolution in theology. He died,

after a short illness, in his seventy-sixth year, September

11, 1781.

It is perhaps as much from the impulse which Ernesti

gave to sacred and profane criticism in Germany, as from
the intrinsic excellence of his own works in either depart-

ment, that he must derive his reputation as a philologist or

theologian. In conjunction with Gesner, he instituted a
new school in ancient literature, while with Semler he
partially co-operated in the revolution of Lutheran theology.

From the Reformation down to the latter half of the

18th century, Germany was far excelled by Holland in

the number and excellence of her philologists ; and it was
not until the appearance of Gesner and Ernesti, with their

somewhat earlier contemporaries, Cortius, Daniel Longolius,

and Jlichael Heusingerj that she could oppose above one oj

two rivals to the great critics of the Dutch schools. Gesner

and Ernesti, however, through the influence of their lectures

at the greater universities of Gottingen and Leipsic, through

the wider extent of their labours in philology, and stiU
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moro through the greater excellence of their moUiods, are

entitled to be held the founders of the new German school

'of ancient literature. Both, but especially Erncsti, detected

grammatical niceties in the Latin tongue, in regard to the

consecution of tenses, for instance, which had escaped

preceding critics. His canons are, however, not without

exceptions. As an editor of the Greek classics, Ernesti

deserves hardly to be named beside his Dutch contem-

poraries, Hemsterhuis, Valckenaor, Ruhnken, or his col-

league Reiske. The higher criticism was not even at-

tempted by Ernesti. But to him and to Gesner the praise

is due of having formed, partly by their discipline and

partly by their example, philologists greater than them-

selves, and of having kindled the national enthusiasm for

ancient learning.

As a theologian, Ernesti is far less conspicuous than as a

scholar, and his influence is not so marked either on his

contemporaries or on his successors. It is, indeed, chiefly

in hermeneutics that Ernesti has any claim to the char-

acter of a great theologian. But here his merits are

distinguished, and, at the period when his Institutio

Interpretis N. T. was published, almost peculiar to himself.

In it we find the principles of a general interpretation,

formed without the assistance of any particular philosophy,

but consisting of observations and rules which, though

already enunciated, and applied in the criticism of the

profane writers, had never rigorously been employed in

biblical exegesis. He admits in the sacred writings as in

the classics only one acceptation, and that the grammatical,

convertible into and the same with the logical and historical.

He therefore justly censures the opinion of those who
in the illustration of the Scriptures refer everything to the

illumination of the Holy Spirit, as well as that of others

who, disregarding all knowledge of the languages, would
explain words by things, and thus introduce into the holy

writings their peculiar glosses and opinions. The " analogy

of faith," as a rule of interpretation, he greatly limits, and
teaches that it can never alone aSbrd the explanation of

words, but only determine the choice among their possible

significations, and must always stand in need of philology

as an assistant. Every principle of his interpretation,

however, rests on the assumption of the inspiration of the

Scriptures, and he seems unconscious of any inconsistency

between that doctrine as usually received and his principles

of hermeneutics. It must be admitted that those of his

followers who have seen the inconsistency, and endeavoured

by one means or other to obviate it, have been more logical

than their master. In the higher criticism of the sacred

books Ernesti did nothing. In dogmatic he always

expressed great contempt of strict systematic theology;

and though he lectured for many years on the Aphorisms
of Neumann, it was rather in refutation than in support of

his text-book.

Among his works tlie following are the more important :—I. In
classical literature : Initia Dodrince Solidioris, 1736, 8to, many
subsequent editions ; Initia Ehetorica, 1730 ; eilitions, mostly
annotated, of Xenophon's Memorabilia (1737), Cicero (1737-39),
Suetonius (1748), Tacitus (1752), the Clouds of Aristophanes (1754),
Homer (1759-64), Callimachus (1761), Polybius (1764), as well as
of the Qu(fslura of Corradus, the Greek lexicon of Hedericus, and
the BiUiolhfca Latina of Fabricius (unfinished) ; Archccologia
Liileraria, 1763, a new and improved edition by Martini;
IToratius Tuncllinus de Particulis, 1769. II. In sacred litera-

ture: An'imv.ratoriiis, sivc Confutatio Disputalionis Muratoriance
de rcbtu Jiturgic's, 1755-58; Ncue Thcologischc Bibliolhck, vols. i.

to X. 1760-69, 8vo; Institutio Inlerprelis Nov. Test, 3ded., 1775,
8vo; Nexustc Theologische Bibliothek, vols. i. to x. 1771-75, 8vo.
Besides these, he published above a hundred smaller works in the
form of prefaces, academical dissertations, programmata, memori;e,
elogia, epistles, orations, translations, &c., many of which have
been collected in the three following publications :

—

Opusmla
Oralori'i. 1762, 2d edit. 1767, 8vo; Opuscula Pln!r,lnf,ica el Critica,

J764. 2d edit. I776, 8vo; Oj>uscuIa Theolorjica, UTo, 8vo.

ERNESTI, JoHANN Christian Gottlieb (1756-1802),
nephew of the preceding, a distinguished classical scholar
and critic, was born at Arnstadt, Thuringia, in 1756.
After attending the gymnasium of his native town, he
entered the university of Leyden, where he had the
advantage of his uncle's superintendence in his studies.
He obtained his master's degree in 1777, but continued
his studies till 1782. On the 5th June of that year he was
made supplementary professor of philosophy at his native
university ; and on the death of his cousin August Wilhelm,
he was in 1802 elected professor of rhetoric. He .died
on the 5th June of the same year, having discharged his
new professional duties for only five months.

His principal works are an edition of JEsopifabulm Gr. (1781),
Hcsychii glosses sacrot emcndationibus notisr/iie illustrator (1785),
Suidce et PhavOrini glossm sacra (1786), ililii Italici Punicorujn
Lihri Septemdcdm, etc., 2 vols. (1791 and 1792), Lexicon Techno-
logix Gra:corum rhetoriece (1795), Lexicon Technologice Roman-
orum rhetoriece (1797), and Cicero's Gcisl und Kunst (1799-1802).
He also edited some of his uncle's works.

ERNST, Heineich Wilhelm (1814-1865), an emi-
nent violinist and composer, was born at Briinn, in
Moravia, in 1814. He received his musical education at
the Conservatorium of Vienna, studying the violin under
Joseph Boehm and Mayseder, and composition under
Seyfried. At the. age of sixteen he made a concert tour
through various towns of south Germany, which was the
means of establishing his reputation as a violinist of the
highest promise. In 1832 he visited Paris, where he
found a warm reception, and continued to reside for several

years. During this period he formed that intimacy with
Stephen Heller of which a permanent memorial has been
left in their charming joint-compositions—the Pensees
Fugitives for piano and violin. In 1843 he paid his first

visit to London at the close of the musical season. The
impression which he then made on a limited circle was
more than confirmed during a longer residence in the
following year, when his rare powers as a violinist were
recognized by the general body of the musical pubUc.
Thenceforward he visited England nearly every year, until

his health entirely broke down imder the pressure of Ipng
continued neuralgic disease of a most severe kind, which
frequently incapacitated him from the exercise of his art.

The last seven years of his life were spent in retirement,

chiefly at Nice, where he died on the 8th October 1865.
As a violinist Ernst was distinguished for his almost
unrivalled executive power, for his loftiness of conception,

and for his intensely passionate expression. As a com-
poser he wrote chiefly for his own instrument, and his

Elegie and Oiello Fantasia rank among the most treasured

works for the violin. Ernst was a man of a singularly

generous nature, as was shown by the unfailing readiness

with which he gave his services for the benefit of his

brother artists.

EROS, in Greek mythology. Love or Desire. By later

poets he is represented as a son of Zeus and jGaia (the

Earth), or Aphrodite, or Artemis ; but in the Hesiodic

theogony he makes up, with Ohaos, Gaia, and Tartarus,

the number of self-existent deities, and as the most
beautiful of all the gods, he conquers the mind and will

of both gods and men. The name Eros answers to the

Vedic Arusha, a name applied to the sun, but only at his

rising. Arusha, like the Greek Eros and the Latin
Cupido, is spoken of as a child with beautiful wings.

ERPENIUS (original name, Von Erpe), Thomas
(1584-1624), a distinguished Orientalist, was bom at Gor-
cum, in Holland, September 11, 1584. After completing
his early education at Leyden, he entered the university of

that city, and in 1 60S took the degree of master of arts.

By the advice of Scaliger he studied the Oriental languages
whilst taking his course of theology; and he even then
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gave promise of great distinction in that department of

learning. He afterwards travelled in England, France,

Italy, and Germany, forming connexions with learned

men, and availing himself of the information which they

communicated. During his stay at Paris he contracted a

friendship with Casaubon, which lasted during his life,

and also took lessons in Arabic from an Egyptian, Joseph

Barbatus, otherwise called Abu-dakni. At Venice he

perfected himself in the Turkish, Persic, and Ethiopic

languages. After a long absence, Erpenius returned to

his own country in 1612, and on the 10th February 1G13
he .vwas appointed professor of Arabic and other Oriental

languages, Hebrew excepted, in the university of Leyden.

Soon after his settlement at Leyden, animated by the

example of Savary de BrSves, who had established an

Arabic press at Paris at his own charge, he caused new
Arabic characters to be cut at a great expense, and erected

a press in his own house. In 1619 the curators of the

university of Leyden instituted a second chair of Hebrew
in his favour. In 1620 he was sent by the States of

Holland to induce Pierre Dumoulin or Andre Rivet to settle

in that country ; and after a-second journey he was success-

ful in inducing Rivet to comply with their request. Some
time after the return of Erpenius, the States appointed him
their interpreter ; and in this capacity he had the duty im-

posed upon him of translating and replying to the differeat

letters of the Moslem princes of Asia and Africa. His
reputation had now spread throughout all Europe, and
several princes, the kings of England and Spain, and the

archbishop of Seville made him the most flattering offers;

but -he constantly refused to leave his native country. In

addition to the numerous works he had already published,

he was preparing an edition of the Koran with a Latin

translation and notes, and was projecting an Oriental

library, when at the early age of forty a contagious disease

cut short his life, November 13, 1624.

Among his works may be mentioned bis Grammalica Arabica,
published originally in 1613, often reprinted, and still in use

;

Rudimentm linguce Araiicm (1620) ; Grammalica Ebrma generalia,

1621; Oramniatica Chaldaica el Syra, 1628 ; and an edition of

Elmacinus's ffislory of the Saracens.

ERSCH, JoHANN Samuel (1766-1828), the founder of

German bibliography, was born at Gross Glogau, in Prussian

Silesia, June 23, 1766. In 1785 he entered the university

of Halle with the view of studying theology, but very soon
his whole attention became engrossed with history, biblio-

graphy, and geography. At Halle he made the acquain-

tance of Fabri, professor of geography ; and when the latter

was made professor of history and statistics at Jena, Ersch
accompanied him thither, and aided him in the preparation

of several works. He also devoted a large portion of his

time to the acquisition of modern languages, and became a

thorough proficient in French, Italian, English, Swedish,

and Danish, and in their respective literatures. In 1788
he published the Verteichniss aller anoiiymiscken Schriften,

as a supplement to the 4th edition of Meusel's Gelehrles

Deutsckland. The researches required for this work sug-

gested to him the preparation of a Reperlormm iiber die

AWgemeinen Deiitschen Joxirnale und andere periodische

Sammlungenfiir Erdbeschreibung, Geschichle, und die damil
verwaiidleii Wissenschaftai (Lemgo, 1790-92). The fame
which this publication acquired him led to his being
engaged by Schiitz and Hufeland to prepare, in connexion
with tYi^'vc Instilul der allgemeinen Liieralurzeilung, an
AUgemeines Repertorium , der LileraCitr, published in 8
vok. (Jena and Weimar, 1793-1809), which condensed the

literary productions of 15 years (1785-1800), and included
an account not merely of the books published during that

period, but also of articles in periodicals and magazines,

and even of the criticisms to which each book had been

subjected. While engaged in this great work he also pro-

jected La France liileraire, which was published at

Hamburg in 5 vols., from 1797 to 1806. In 1795 he went
to Hamburg to edit the lieue Hamburger Zeitung, founded
by Victor Klopstock, brother of the poet, but returned in

1800 to Jena to take part in the preparation of the AU-
gemeinen Liler'aturzeiinng. He also obtained in the same
year the ofEce of librarian in the university, and in 1802
was made professor of philosophy. In 1803 he accepted

the chair of geography and statistics at Halle, and in 1808
was made principal librarian. He here projected a Hand-
buck der Deulschen Literatur seit der Miite dea 1 8 Jahrh. hit

au/ die neueste Zeit (LetTp., 1812-14)and along with Gruber
the AUgemeine Encyklopddie der Wissenscha/len und
KUnsle, which he continued as far as its 18th volume.

He died at Halle 16th January 1828.

ERSKINE, Ebenezer (1680-1754), the chief founder
of the Secession Church (formed of dissenters from the

Church of Scotland), was the son of the Rev. Henry
Erskine, who at one time was minister at Cornhill, North
Durham, but was ejected in 1662 by the Act of Uniformity',

and, after suffering some years' imprisonment, was after tbr.'

Revolution appointed to the parish of Chirnside, Berwick.,

shire. Ebenezer was born on the 22d June 1680, mosl.

probably at Dryburgh, Berwickshire, as his parents wen
residing there for the greater part of that year. He entered

the university of Edinburgh in 1693, and took his M.A.
degree in 1697. He was licensed to preach in 1702, and ill

the following year was settled in the parish of Portmoak,
Kinross shire. There he remained for twenty-eight years,

after which, in the autumn of 1731, he was translated to

the West Church, Stirling. Some time before this, he along

with some other ministers was "rebuked and admonished''

by the General Assembly for defending the doctrines con.

tained in a book called the Marrow of Modern Divinity.

A sermon which he preached on lay-patronage before the

synod of Perth in 1733 furnished new grounds of accusa-

tion, and he was compelled to shield himself from rebuko
by appealing to the General Assembly. Here, however, the

sentence of the synod was confirmed, and after many fruit-

less attempts to obtain a hearing, ho and other three

ministers, Wilson, Moncrieff, and Fisher, were suspended

from the office of the ministry by the commission in Nov-
ember of that year. Against this sentence they protested,

and constituted themselves into a separate church court,

under the name of the Associate Presbytery. It'was not,

however, till 1739 that they were again summoned before

the Assembly, when appearing in their corporate capacity

they declined the authority of the church, and were

deposed in the following year. They received numerous
accessions to their communion, and remained in harmony
with each other till 1747, when a division took place in

regard to the nature of the oath administered to burgesses.

Erskine joined with the " Burgher" section, to whom he

became professor of theology. He continued also to preach

to a numerous congregation in Stirling tOl his death, which

took place on the 2d June 1754. Erskine was a very

popular preacher, and a man of considerable force of char-

acter ; and whatever opinion maybe held as to his disputes

with the Church of Scotland, it. must be admitted that he

acted throughout with an honesty and courage which are

worthy of all respect. The Burgher and Anti-Burgher sec-

tions of the Secession Church were reunited in 1820, and

in 1847 they united with the Relief Synod in forming the

United Presbyterian Church. Erskine's published works

consist chiefly of sermons. His Life and Diary, edited by

the Rev. Donald Eraser, was published in 1840.

ERSKINE, John, of Carnock (1695-1768), an eminent

writer on the law of Scotland and professor in the university

of Edinburgh, was born in 1695. His father, Lieutenantr
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Colonel_John Erskine, son of Henry, second Lord Cardross,

was ja ^qted Whig and zealous Presbyterian, wlio made
himself conspicuous at the Revolution by refusing to take

the oath of abjuration notwithstanding his strong attach-

ment to King William. John Erskine the younger was

admitted a member of the faculty of advocates in 1719.

Although he never enjoyed much practice at the bar, ho

acquired a high reputation as a sound and learned lawyer.

Tn 1737,,>be was appointed professor of Scots law in the

university of Edinburgh—a position -which he proved to be

peculiarly well fitted to adorn. In 1754 he publii>hed his

Principles of the Law of Scotland. He retired from his

chair^in ITG.? ; and during the remainder of his uneventful

life he occupied himself with the preparation of his great

work, the .institute of the Law of Scotland, which he did

not live id publis'j,^ He died at Cardross on the 1st March
1768.

Erskine'a 7?!s<iYu^^,--'although it does not exhibit the

grasp of principle which distinguished his great predecessor

Lord Stair, is &o conspicuous for learning, accuracy, and

sound good'sense, that it has always been esteemed of

the highest 'authority on the law of Scotland. On one

important I'jsranch indeed—commercial law—it is , very

defective^ ,cven when compared with Lord Stair's much
earlier work ; but at the time when Erskine wrote com-
merce had declined in Scotland, while the forfeitures con-

sequent on the rebellions of 1715 and 1745 had given a

great impetus to feudal conveyancing ; and the Institute

naturally reflects this state of society. • Nor does it pro-

fess to give a very extended exposition of criminal law ; but

on all* the other branches of Scottish jurisprudence it is,

even at the present day, the most trustworthy guide which

the student can find. The Prira«p/es, although published

first, is substantially an abridgment of the larger work, and
is in some respects superior to it. More concise and direct,

it gives an admirable exposition of the main principles of

the law in a perspicuous and interesting manner. It was
designed to supersede Sir George Mackenzie's Institutions

as the class text-book ; and it i^ a conclusive proof of its

excellence that it still retains this place in the university.

The Institute first appeared in 1773, and has repeatedly teen
republished. The best edition is the last (1871), by Mr Badenach
Nicolson, who has preserved the valuable and authoritative notes

of Lord Ivory's edition (1824-28).' The last (15th) edition of the
FriiKiplcs is admirably edited by Mr Guthtie (1874).

ERSKINE, John, D.D. (1721-1803), son of the above,

a minister of the Church of Scotland, was born on the 2d
June 1721. It was his early desire to enter the church;

and although, in deference to his father's wish, he studied,

law for a time after completing his course in arts at the

university of Edinburgh, he was eventually permitted to

follow his own inclination. He was licensed to preach by
the presbytery of Dunblane in 1743 ; and in May of the

following year he was ordained minister of the important
pai-ish of Kirkintilloch, near Glasgow. In 1763 he was
translatipd to Culross, in Fifeshire, from which he was re-

moved, rn 1758 to the New Greyfriars Cfeurch in Edin-
burgh -Jn 1767 this was exchanged for*" the collegiate

charge- of the Old Greyfriars Church, where he became the
colleague of Principal Robertson, the historian. Here he
remained until his death, which took place on January 19,
1803 «His writings consist chiefly of numerous controver-

sial pamphlets on theological subjects, and their contents
make it a matter of regret that he did not publish something
which was the result of more extended labour. He carried

on an extensive correspondence with' many distinguished
(men in England, on the Continent, and in America. His
sermons are clear, vigorous expositions of a moderate Calvin-
ism, in which metaphysical argument and practical morality
aTe happily blended. In church politics he was the leader

8—20

of tne evangelical party ; but his high character and the

benignity of his disposition secured for him the esteem of

his opponents and the friendship of their;! leader,* his

colleague Di* Robertson. > There is an excellent Life 'of

Erskine by Sir H. Moncrieff Wclwood (Edin.-^ISIS), |the

appendix to which contains a complete list of his numerous

writings.

ERSKINE, KALPii'(1685-1752),-brother of Ebenezer

Erskine, was born 18th March 1685. After studying at

the university of Edinburgh, he was licensed as a preacher

in 1709, and in 1711 was ordained as assistant minister at

Dunfermline. He homologated the protests which^'vhis

brother laid on the table of the Assembly after being re-

buked for his synod sermon, but he- did not formally with-

draw from the Establishment till^ 1737, He^\ was",al80

present, though not as a member, at the first meeting of

the Associate Presbytery. When the severance took place

on account of the oath administered to burgesses,/ he

adhered, along with his brother, to the Burgher section. He
died after a short illness on November 6, 1 752. His. works

consist of sermons, poetical paraphrases, and gospel sonnets.

The Gospel Sonnets have frequently appeared separately.

Ria Life and Diary, edited by the - Rev. D., Eraser, was

published in 1842,

ERSKINE, Thomas, Baeon (1750-1823), probably the

greatest forensic orator that Britain has produced, was the

third and youngest son of Henry David, tenth earl of

Buchan, and was born in Edinburgh on the 10th of January

1750. From an early age he showed a strong desire to

enter one of the learned professions ; but his father, whose

means had barely permitted him to alTord the expense of a

liberal education for his two elder sons—one of whom,
afterwards the well-known Harry Erskine, was studying for

the Scotch bar—was unable to do more than give him a

good school education at the High School of Edinburgh and

the grammar school of St Andrews. He attended the

university of St Andrews for one session, after which k
was decided that he should join the navy ; and in the

spring of 1764 he left Scotland to serve as a midshipman

onboard the "Tartar." His buoyancy of spirit and the

opportunity for study which ha had on board a man-of-war

reconciled him to his new mode of Ufe; but on finding,

when he returned to this country after four years' absence iu

North America and the West Indies, that there was little

immediate chance of his rank of acting lieutenant being

confirmed, he resolved to quit the service. He entered the

army, purchasing a commission in the 1st Royals with the

meagre patrimony which had been left to him. But promo-

tion here was as slow as in the navy ; while in 1770 he had

added greatly to his diSiculties by marrying the daughter

of Mr Daniel Moore, MP for Marlow, an excellent wife,

but as poor as himself. In these depressing circumstances he

happened to be quartered where the assizes were being held,

and lounging into court one day was invited to the bench by

his father's old friend Lord Mansfield. He -was told that

the barristers who were pleading were at the top of their

profession, yet he felt that he could do as well, if not betteiv

himself. He confided his plan to Lord Mansfield, who did

not discourage him, and to his mother, a woman of re-

markable determination of character, who strongly advised

him to quit the army for the law. Accordingly on the 26tb

April 1775 he was admitted a student of Lincoln's Inn He
also on the 13th of January following entered himself as a

gentleman commoner on the books of Trinity College,

Cambridge, but inerely that by graduating he •might. be

called two years ekrli'er. He placed himself as g. pupil

under Mr Buller, and when that eminent lawyer "waT ele-

vated to the bench, under Mr (afterwards Baron) Wood,

and was called to the bar on the 3d July 1778. His suc-

cess -was immediate and brilliant. An accident w"« the
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means of giving him his first case, Rex v. BaiUie, in which
he ai)pcared for Captain Eaillio, the lieutenant-governor of

Greenwich Hospital, who had published a pamphlet ani-

madverting in severe terms upon the abuses which Lord
Sandwich, the first lord of the Admiralty, had introduced

into> the management of the hospital, and against whom a

rule had been obtained from the Court of King's Bench to

show cause why a criminal information for libel should not

be filed. Erskine was the junior of five counsel ; and it

was his good fortune that the prolixity of his leaders con-

sumed the whole of the first day, thereby giving the advan-

tage of starting afresh next morning. He made use of this

opportunity to deliver a speech of wonderful eloquence,

skill, and courage, which captivated both the audience and
the court. The rule was discharged, and Erskine's fortune

was made. He received, it ia said, thirty retainers before he

left the court. In 1781 he delivered another remarkable

speech, in defence of Lord George Gordon—a speech which
gave the death-blow to the doctrine of constructive treason.

lu 1783, when the Coalition Ministry came into power, he
was returned to parliament as member for Portsmouth.

His first speech in the House of Commons was a failure
;

and he never in parliamentary debate possessed anything

like the influence he had at the bar. He lost his seat

at the dissolution in the following year, and remained out

of parliament until 1790, when he was again returned

'for PortsmoutL But his success at the bar continued

unimpaired. In. 1783 he received a patent of precedence.

His first special retainer was in defence of Dr Shipley, dean
of St Asaph, who was tried in 1784 before Mr Justice Buller

at Shrewsbury for seditious libel—a case memorable for

Erskine's bold yet dignified vindication of the indepen-

dence of the bar, and for the speech which he subse-

quently made before the court at Westminster against a

motion for a new trial. In 1789 he was counsel for Stock-

dale, a bookseller, who was charged with seditious libel in

publishing a'pamphlet in favour of Warren Hastings, whose
trial was then proceeding ; and his speech on this occasion,

probably his greatest effort, is a consummate specimen of

the art of addressing a jury. Three years afterwards he

brought down the opposition alike of friends and foes by

defending Thomas Paine, author of The Righla of Man—
lldlding tbat an advocate has no right, by refusing a brief,

to convert himself into a judge. As a consequence he lost

the pfiice 'of attorney-general to the Prince of Wales, to

ajjiich he had been appointed in 1786; the prince, however,

subsequently made amends by making him his chancellor.

Among Erskine's later speeches may be mentioned those for

Home Tooke and the other advocates of parliamentary

reform, and that for .Hadfield, who was accused of shooting

at the king. On the accession of the Grenville ministry

in 1806, he was made lord chancellor, an office for which

his training had in no way prepared him, but which he

fortunately held only during the short period his party was

in power. Of the remainder of his life it would be well if

nothing could be said. Occasionally speaking in parliament,

and hoping that he might return to office should the prince

become regent, he gradually degenerated into a state of

useless idleness. Never conspicuous for prudence, he

aggravated his increasing poverty by an unfortunate second

marriage. Once only—in his conduct in the case of Queen
Caroline—does he recall his former self. He died at

Almondel, Linlithgowshire, 17th November 1823, of inflam-

mation in the chest, caught on the voyage to Scotland.

, Erskine no doubt owed much to the period in which he

Jived. In another age his highest distinction would pro-

bably have-been the barren and evanescent reputation of a
successful verdict-getter. The political trials in which he
wa^ engaged not only handed him down to posterity as the

vindicator of- his country's .liberties, but byjnspirip^^ him

with the consciousness that he was defending his couniry
and its constitution as much as if he were speaking in

parliament or fighting in the field, developed, in a way that

no ordinary trial could have done, that impassioned

elotfuence arid undaunted courage which so often carried

audience and jury and even court along with him. As a
judge he did not succeed ; and it has been questioned
whether under any circumstances he could have succeeded.

For the office of chancellor he was plainly unfit ; but it is

difficult to believe that one who for so long was the

ornament of the bar of the King's Bench could have pre-

sided over that court without adding fresh lustre to his

name. As a lawyer he was well read, but by no meai)f<

profound. His strength lay in the keenness of his reason-

ing faculty, in his dexterity and the ability with which he

disentangled complicated masses of evidence, and above all

in his unrivalled power of fixing and commanding the
attention of juries. To no department of knowledge but
law had he applied himself systematically, with the single

exception of English literature^ of which he acquired a
thorough mastery in early life, at intervals of leisure in

college, on board ship, or in the -army. Vanity is said to

have been his ruling personal characteristic ; but those who
knew him, while they admit the fault, say that in him it

never took an offensive form, even in old age, while the

singular grace and attractiveness of his manner endeared
him to all with whom be came in contact.

In 1772 Erskine published Observations on the Prevailing Ahuset
in tfie British Army, a pamphlet which had a large circulation,

and in later life, Armata, an imitatiou of Gulliver's Travels. Hi?
most noted speeches have repeatedly appeared in a collected form.
There is a good account of his life in Lord Campbell's Chancellors,

and an interesting estimate of his character in Lord Abinger'a
retently published Memoir. (H. J. E. F.)

ERSKINE, Thomas, of Linlathen (1788-1870), a writer

on theology and religion, son of David Erskine, writer

to the signet in Edinburgh, and of Anne Graham, of the
Grahams of Airth, was born 13th October 1788. He was a
descendant of the earl of Mar, regent of Scotland in the reign

of James VI., a grandson of John Erskine of Carnock, and
anephew of the Rev. DrJohn Erskine, both noticed above.

After being educated at the High School of Edinburgh and
at Durham, he attended the literary and law classes at the

university of Edinburgh; and becoming in 1810 a member
of the Edinburgh faculty of advocates, he for some time
enjoyed the intimate acquaintance of Cockbum, Jeffrey,

Scott, and the other distinguished men whoso talents then
lent an unusual lustre to the Scotch bar. On the death of

his elder brother in 1816 he succeeded to the family estate

of Linlathen, near Dundee, and retired from the bar

—

occupying the chief portion of his subsequent life in the
management of his estate, in the intercourse of a few select

friends, and in the discussion—either by conversation, by
letters, or by literary publications—of those religious topics

which he considered to have a vital relation to man's highest

welfare. The writings of Erskine are perhaps deficient in

robustness of thought, but they are clothed in a graceful

style, and possess a certain originality and interest, due
chiefly to his strong earnestness, unaffected sincerity, and
fine moral insight. His theological views have a consider

able similarity to those of Frederick Denison Maurice, whc
acknowledges having been indebted to him for his first true

conception of the meaning of Christ's sacrifice. Erskine

had little interest in the " historical criticism" of Chris-

tianity, and regarded as the only proper criterion of its truth

its conformity or nonconformity with man's spiritual nature,

and its adaptability or non-adaptability to man's universal

and deepest spiritual needs. He considered the incarnation

of Christ as the necessary manifestation to fnan of an
eternal sonship in the divine nature, apart from which
_thoso filial qualities which God demands frcun man could
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4ave no sanction ; and by faith, as used in Scripture he

understood to bo meant a certain moral or spiritual con-

dition whicli virtually implied salvation, because it implied

the existence of a principle of spiritual life possessed of an

immortal power. This faith, he believed, could be properly

awakened only by the manifestation, through Christ, of lovo

as the law of life, and as identical with an eternal righteous-

ness which it was God's purpose to bestow on every

individual soul. During the last 33 years of his life

Mr Erskine did not engage in any literary efforts; He
spent the summer generally at Linlathen, and the winter

either at Edinburgh, Paris, Geneva, or Lausanne. On
the Continent he enjoyed the society of, among others,

Mdme. Vernet, the duchess do B.roglie, the younger

Mdpie. de Stael, and M. Vinet of Lausanne, and among

his-most intimate friends in this country were Edward

Irving, Frederick Maurice, Dean Stanley, Bishop Ewing,

Dr John Brown, and Thomas Carlyle. He exercised con-

siderable influence over the whole circle of his acquaintarice

by his unassuming earnestness in advocating his religious

views, and by, the rare qualities of his personal character.

He died at Edinburgh 20th March 1870.

His principal works are Remarks on the Internal Evidence for the

Truth of Revealed Religion, {1&'20), an Essay on Faith (1822), and

the Unconditional Freeness'of the Gospel (1828). These have all

passed through several editions, and have also been translated into

French. He is also the author of the Brazen Serpent (1831), the

Doctrine of Election (1839), several" Introductory Essays" to edi-

tions of Christian Authors, and a posthumous work entitled Spiri-

tual Order and Other Papers (1871). Two vols, of his letters,

edited by William Hanna, D.D., with reminiscences by Dean
Stanley and Principal Shairp, appeared in 1877.

ERYSIPELAS (a. Greek word, e/Dvo-iVeXas, probably

derived from tpv^pds, and ireXXa, skin)—synonyms, the

Rose, St Anthony's Fire—a disease characterized by diffuse

inflammation of the skin, attended with fever. Two kinds

of this disorder are recogiiized, namely,

—

traumatic ery-'

sipelas, which occurs in connexion with some wound or

external injury, and may thus affect any part of the body
where such lesion may exist ; and idiopathic erysipelas,

in which no connexion of this kind can be traced, but which

appears,to arise spontaneously, and most commonly affects

the face and head. They are, however, essentially the same
disease, and, as regards the latter variety, it is believed

by some authorities that an abrasion of the skin, generally

too trifling to attract attention, exists in almost every case

as the starting-point of the inflammatory action.

The question as to whether erysipelas is to be regarded

as an eruptive fever allied to scarlet fever, measles, &c., or

a local inflammatory disease of the skin, the fever being

secondary, has engaged ^ much attention ; and while the

weight of opinion appears to be in favour of the latter view,

the facts of the contagiousness of erysipelas, its occasional

appearance in an epidemic form, and the discovery in the

linflamed tissues of microscopic organisms {Bacteria) point

to the existence of a specific poison as giving peculiar char-

acters- to this form of cutaneous inflammation. The con-

tagiousness of erysipelas in its traumatic form is often illus-

trated in the surgical wards of hospitals, where, having once

broken out, it is apt to spread with great rapidity, and to

produce disastrous results, as well as in lying-in hospitals,

where its occurrence gives rise to the spreiid of a form of

puerperal fever of virulent character. It is not so certain

that the' disease in its idiopathic variety is contagious to

persons who have no wound or abrasion, and this form of

the complaint is in general excited by exposure to cold, a
predisposing cause being some deranged or lovir condition

of the general health.

• When the erysipelas is of moderate character there is

Bimply a redness of the integument, which feels somewhat
Lard and thickened,- and upon which there often appear

small vesications. This redness, though at first circum'

scribed, tends to spread and affect the neighbouring sound

skin, until an entire limb or a large area of the body may

become involved in the inflammatory process. There if

usually considerable pain, with heat and tingling in the

affected part. As the disease advances the portions of skin

first attacked become less inflamed, and exhibit a yellowish

appearance, which is followed by slight desquamation of

the cuticle. .The inflammation in general gradually dis-

appears. Sometimes, however, it breaks out again, and

passes over the area originally affected a seconel time. But

besides the skin, the subjacent tissues may become involved

in the inflammation, and give rise to the formation of pus.

This is termed joWeyOToreo2<« erysipelas, and -is much more

apt to occur in connexion with the traumatic -variety of

the disease.' Occasionally the affected parts
,
become

gangrenous. Certain complications are apt . to arise in

erysipelas affecting the surface of the, body, particularly

inflammation of serous membranes, snch &a.thejpericardium,

pleura, and peritoneum. .,_

Erysipelas of the face, the most 'common~fofm"bf the

idiopathic variety, usually begins with symptoms of general

illness, the patient feeling languid, drowsy, and sick, whila

frequently there is a distinct rigor followed with fever.

According to some observers, the fever is symptomatic of

inflammation already begun in the neighbouring lymphatic

vessels and glands before the appearance of the disease on

the skiry Sore throat is sometimes felt, but in general the

first indication of the local affection is a red and painful

spot at the side of the nose or on one of the cheeks or ears.

Occasionally it would appear that the inflammation begins

in the throat, and reaches the face through, the nasal fossae

The redness gradually spreads over the whole surface of

the face, and is accompanied with swelling, which in the

lax tissues of the cheeks and eyelids is so great that the

features soon become obliterated and the countenance wears

a hideous expression. Advancing over the scalp, the disease

may invade the neck and pass on to the trunk, b\it in

general the inflammation remains confined to the face and

head. While the disease progresses, besides the pain, tenJ

derness, and heat of the affected parts, the constitutional

symptoms are very severe. The temperature rises often to

105° or higher, and there is great gastric disturbance.

Delirium is a frequent accompaniment. The attack in

general lasts for a week or ten days, during which the in-

flammation subsides in the parts of the skin first attacked,^

while it spreads onwards in other directions, and after it

has passed away there is, as already observed, sonie flight

disquamation of the cuticle.

Although in general the termination is favourable, serious

and occasionally fatal results follow frorii inflammation of

the membj-anes of the brain, and in some rare instances

sudden death- has occurred from suffocation arising frorti

oedema glottidis, the inflammatory action, having spread

into and extensively involved the throat. One attack of

this disease, so far from protecting from, appears rather to

predispose to others ; and this fact is appealed to by those

physicians who deny that erysipelas is merely, one of the

eruptive fevers—such disorders, as is well, known, rarely

occurring a second time in the sanie individual.

Erysipelas occasionally assumes from the first a^violenS

form, under which the patient sinks rapidly, and instances

are on record where such attacks have proved disastrous to

several persons, who had been exposed to their contagion.

It is sometimes a complication in certain forms of exhaust-

ing disease, such as consumption or typhoid fever, and is

then to be regarded as of serious import. A very fatal form

occasionally attacks new-born infants, particularly in the first

four weeks of their lives. In epidemics of puerperal ftever

this form of erysipelas has been specially found to prevail-
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•The treatment of erysipelas is best conducted on tLe ex

pectant system. The disease in most instances tends to a
favourable termination; and beyond attention to the. condi-

tion of the stomach and bowels, which may rec^uire the use
of some gentle laxative, little is necessary in the way of

medicine. The employment of preparations of iron in large

closes is strongly recommended by many physicians. But
the chief point is the administration of abundant nourish-

ment in a light and digestible form. Of the many local

applications which may be employed, hot opiate fomenta-
tions, such as a decoction of poppy heads, will be found
among the most soothing. Dusting the affected part with
flour or powdered starch, and wrapping it in cotton wadding,
is also of use; or collodion may be painted over the in-

flamed surface to act as a protective.

With the object of preventing the spread of the inflamma-
tion, lines drawn with some caustic material (such as com-
mon lunar caustic) beyond the circumference of the inflamed

part have been supposed to be of use, but this plan often

fails. In the case of phlegmonous erysipelas complicating

wounds, free incisions into the part are necessary, (j. o. a.)

ERYTHRA), one of the Ionian cities of Asia Minor, was
situated on a small peninsula stretching into the Bay of

Erythra, at an equal distance from the mountains Mimas
and Corycus, and directly opposite the island of Chios. In
the peninsula excellent wine was produced. From the fact

that, in the naval battle fought by the Ionian confederates

before Miletus in 494 B.C., the Erythraeans had only eight

ships engaged, it is conjectured that Erythrae could not have
been a city of much importance. The Erythrseans appear
to have owned for a considerable time the supremacy of

Athens, but towards the close of the Peloponnesian war
they threw off their allegiance to that city. Erythrae was
the birth place of two prophetesses—one of whom; Sibylla,

is irientioned by Strabo as living in the early period of the

city; the other, Athenais, lived in the time of Alexander.

,The site of the city has been accurately ascertained, and
considerable remains of its most important buildings—in

eluding the acropolis, the theatre, and what is thought to be

the ancient temple of Hercules—have been discovered at

the modern Ritri.

ERYX, an ancient city and mountain in the west of

Sicily, six miles from' Drepana, and a short distance from

ithe sea shore. On the summit of the mountain stood a

celebrated temple of Venus, called from that circumstance

Erycina, under which name the goddess is frequently

mentioned .by the Latin poets. See Monte S. Giuliano.
ERZBROUM, Erzrdm, or sometimes Akzeroum, an

important town of Turkish Armenia, at the head of an ex-

tensive vilayet of the same name, the residence of a pasha,

and the seat of an Armenian patriarch and a Greek bishop,

as well as the centre of the fourth army corps, and one of

the miun strategical points on the TnrkoRussian frontier.

It is siviuated 6200 feet above the level of the sea; on the

southern edge of a wide valley, surrounded by mountains
of considerable elevation, about 4 miles from the Kara-Su
or western branch of the Euphrates, 140 miles S.S.E. of

Trebizond, To the east lies the Devi-Boyun, upwards of

8000 feet in height, and to the south-east 'the Polan-Duken.
the latter being the birthplace of a number of small
streamlets, which, after meeting in the town, flow N. to

tho Kara-Su. The streets of the town are for the most
part irregular, iinpaved, badly drained, filthy, and infested

with dogs ; and as the building material is mainly a dark-
grey volcanie stone cemented with mud, the general
appearance is dull and sombre. The roofs, with scarcely

an exception, are flat or dome-shaped, and covered with
a layer of earth and sward, on which it is no uncommon
thing to see a donkey grazing. A considerable proportion,

judeed, ot the ordinary dwelling-houses are formed by

making an extensive quadrangular excavation in the earth,

and covering in tho whole or a part of the area, so that
the roof is almost' on a level with the natural surfjice of

the ground. (The town is said to contain about thirty

kbans or caravan.saries, about as many mosques, a number
of Christian churches, and nineteen public baths ; but
none of those buildings are of much architectural pre-

tension, except the Armenian cathedral and the Shifteh

—

two graceful minarets near the citadel, belonging to an
ancient and striking edifice, of which a detailed account
may be found in Hamilton's Researches, in. Asia, 1842.
A large number of circular towers with conical tops give a
certain picturesqueness to the general view ; they are

popularly reputed to be the tombs of holy mfen who died

in the 14th century. The defences consist of an old brick-

built citadel near the centre of the town, an enceinte on
Vauban's principles with dry ditch and dilapidated walls,

several detached forts constructed since 1864, and a number
of outlying earthworks of no great strength. The outer

wall of the citadel having fallen into disrepair has been de-

molished. An excellent supply of water from Polan-Duken
is distributed by wooden pipes ta numerous fountains.

Situated as it is on the main route between the Black Sea
and Persia, Erzcroum has long maintained an extensive

trade ; and though on account of the unsettled state of the

country its commercial prosperity has declined since 1830,
Persia, England, Russia, and Germany think it worth while

to maintain consular agents in the town. The exports ara

wheat; goat and sheep skins, mohair, and a lessening

quantity of galls ; and tobacco from Persia, known a^

timbahi, furs from Russia, and Manchester goods are among
the main items of the transit trade. Since 1860 the road

from Trebizond has been greatly improved, and four-wheeled

fourgons accomplish the distance in eight or nine days.

The principal trades are tanning, morocco-dyeing, sheep skin

dressing, and the making of horse-shoes, nails, and iron,

brass, and copper utensils. In 1873 a building was erected by
two Armenian Catholics, Shabanian by name, to be used as

a distillery, sOap-works, and a macaroni manufactory, A
considerable number of the townspeople are owners of

sheep-farms or flocks in the mountain pastures; and a gtill

greater proportion keep sheep and cattle in the town, send-

ing them out daily under the charge of a common herdsman.

Tc a stranger it is a remarkablesight to watch the regularity

with which, as the herdsman passes in the morning, the

separate flocks and herdsjoin the main body, and the equal

regularity with which in the evening they turn aside to

their respective quarters. The climate is exceedingly severe,

and snow lies on the ground for about six months in the

year. As wood is scarce the usual fuel is tezek or dry cow
dung, the preparation of which is one of the most impor
tant tasks of th« farmer-citizen. In 1854 the population

of Erzeroum was estimated at 50.000, of whom 30,000 were

Turks, 5000 Orthodox Armenians, 2300 Catholic Armenians,

1200 Persians, 300 Greeks, 1200 Armenians, Georgians, an<J

Jews claiming to be Russian subjects, and 10,000 soldiers

More recent estimates give 100,000, 60,000, and 50,000.

Erzeroum is a town of great antiquity, and has been identified will

the. Armenian Garin Khalakh, the Arabic Kalikalah, and thi

Byzantine Theodosiofiolis of the 5th century, Its present name,
by some regarded as a corruption of Arx Momanorum, the " citadel

of the Romans,'' is more probably derived from Arsen-er-Rum, see^

ing that Arsen is known to have been the name of a town' in the

immediate vicinity. At the time of its capture by the Seljuka in

1201 Erzeroum must have been a mighty city, if the statement that

it lost 140,000 of its inhabitants forms even an approximation to

the truth. It came into Turkish possession in 1517. On July 9,

1829, it was captured by the Russian general Paskevitch, and the
Russian occupatron continued till the peace of Adrianople, 14th
September. In 1859 a severe earthquake occurred, by which about
4500 houses were destroyed, 9 minarets levelled with the ground,
and about 500 people killed. After suffering greatly from diseaie

i
and death, the town capitulated to the Russians in February 1S78.
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See Cnrzon, Eneroum and Armenia ; FlanJin ami Coste. /im^t.

jn I'erse, Paris, 1851 ; Wonteitli, Erzeronm and Kars, 1856 ;

Williams, Jl'ar Diary, 1877; C. B. Noiiuan, Arvienia and Hu
Campaign of 1877.

ERZGEBIRGE. a mountain chain of Germany, forming

tlie boundary between Saxony and Bohemia, and extending

in a W.S.W. direction from the Elbe to the Fichtelgebirge,

where the White Elster has its source. Its length from

E.N.E. to W.S.W. is over 100 miles, and its average breadth

about 25 miles. The southern declivity ia generally steep

and rugged, forming in some places an almost perpendicular

wall of the height of from 2000 to 2500 feet ; while the

northern, divided at intervals into valleys, sometimes of

great fertility and sometimes wildly romantic, slopes gradu-

ally towards the great plain of Northern Germany. The

central part of the chain forms a plateau of an average

height of more than 3000 feet. At the extremities of this

plateau are situated the highest summits of the range :—in

the south-east, Keilberg (4000 feet); in the north-east,

Fichtelberg (3980 feet) ; and in the south-west, Spitzberg

(3650 feet). Near Spitzberg, at the height of about 3300

feet, is situated Gottesgabe, the highest town in Germany.

Geologically, the Erzgebirge range consists mainly of

gneiss, mica, and phyllite. As its name indicates, it is

famous for its mineral ore* ° These are chiefly silver and

lead, the layers of both of which are very extensive, tin,

nickel, cojtper, and iron. Gold is found in several places,

and some arsenic, antimony, bismuth, manganese, mercury,

and sulphur.

ESARHADDON (Assur-akhi-iddina, "Assur gave

brothers ") succeeded his father Sennacherib as king of

Assyria, January 680 B.C. He had had to fight a battle

a few weeks previously against his elder brothers,

Adrammelech and Nergal-sharezer, who had murdered their

father, and after their defeat fled to Armenia. The murder

had probably been occasioned by the partiality shown by
Sennacherib for Esarhaddon, a curious record of which has

been preserved to us in a khid of will in which he bequeaths

to Esarhaddon various private property. Esarhaddon seems

to have been the ablest of the Assyrian monarchs ; he was
distinguished equally as a general and an organizer, and

under him the Assyrian empire attained almost its furthest

limits. His character, too, seems to have been milder than

that of most other Assyrian kings, and his policy was one

of conciliation. Babylon, which had been destroyed by
Sennacherib in 691 B.C., was rebuilt, and made the southern

capital. It was to Babylon, therefore, that Manasseh was
brought (2 Chr. xxxiii. 11). Esarhaddon's first object was

to strengthen his empire by overthrowing the rival monarchy
of Eg3rpt, and diverting the trade of Phoenicia to Nineveh.

Zidon was accordingly razed to the ground, and the Assyrian

arms carried as far as Cyprus ; Tyre and Carcheraish, how-
ever, rather than Nineveh, profited by the event. Egypt,

then under the Ethiopian Tirhakah, was invaded, the

Assyrians being supplied with water during their march
across the desert by the king of the Arabians. Memphis
and its treasures were captured, and Egypt as far as Thebes
was made an Assyrian province, and divided into twenty

satrapies. These twenty satrapies Herodotus has turned

into a dodecarchy, and connected with the twelve courts of

the Labyrinth built centuries before. The conquest of

Egypt had been preceded by two important campaigns.

One was against the Minni and the Medes, which secured

the north-eastern frontier of the empire ; the other was an
expedition which penetrated into the heart of Arabia, and
reflected the highest credit on the enterprise and military

genius of the Assyrian monarch. His armies marched a

distance of about 900 miles into the desert, traversing Uz
and Buz (Khazu and Batu), and reducing a large number
of Arab tribes to subjection. The object of both these

campaigns was clearly the same,—to spread terror among
the barbarous tribes on the frontiers, and to prevent them
from harassing the Assyrian provinces. Early in his reign

Esarhaddon had checked the southward march of theGimir-

rai, or Cimmerians, who had been driven from their old seats

on the Volga by the Scytbs. He defeated them under a

chief named Teuspa (? Teispes) in Khupuscia (near Colchis),

and drove tbem westward across the Halys towards Sinope.

About the same time Cilicia and the Dahoe were subdued,

as well as Eden, or Tel-Assur, south-east of Assyria.

Egypt had been aided in its struggle against Esarhaddon by
Tyre, which had revolted from Assyria in spite of the favour

shown to it. The town was at once blockaded ; and the

siege was still continuing when Esarhaddon died, in 6G8
B.C., after a reign of thirteen years, leaving behind him four

sons and one daughter. Two years previously, just after

his return from the Egyptian campaign, he had associated

his son Assur-bani-pal, or Sardanapalus, in the government

The fact was announced to an assembly of the people on the

12th day of lyyar, or April.

ESAU, or Edom, the father of the Edomites, was the son

of Isaac and Rebecca, and the elder twin brother of Jacob.

According to the narrative contained in Genesis, the name
Esau (hairy) was given to him on account of his hairy

appearance at his birth, and the name Edom (red) when he

sold his birthright to Jacob for a meal of red lentile pottage.

Esau, who was a hunter, having returned innished from

the chase, found Jacob enjoying a savoury dish, and

besought him to be allowed to share it. Jacob refused

this, unless Esau made over to him the privileges of the

elder son ; and, prompted by the pangs of hunger, the latter

immediately consented. Notwithstanding this,and although

by marriage with two Canaanitish women Esau had sepa-

rated himself from the pure blood of Abraham, he would

have received the covenant blessing from his father, had not

Jacob secured it through the deceit of personating Esau,

which, as his father was blind, he was able to accomplish

by imitating the hai^y appearance of his brother by means

of goat skins. Esau, on hearing what Jacob had done,

vowed to kill him, and the latter found it necessary to flee

to Mesopotamia. Soon afterwards Esau, to propitiate his

parents, married the daughter of Ishmael, but as they con-

tinued to be off"ended by the idolatrous practices of his

Canaanitish wives, he retired from his father's house and

took up his residence in Mount Seir. Here he learned that

Jacob was returning from Padanaram with his wives,

children, and flocks; but, whether propitiated by the humble

bearing of the latter or not, he not only refrained from exe-

cuting the vengeance he had sworn against him, but even

oflTered to escort him on his way. The two brothers after-

wards united in burying their father; but after that Esau
" took all his substance which he had got in the land of,

Canaan, and went into the country from the face of his

brother Jacob." Some modern critics regard the history of

Jacob and Esau as in a great degree, if not altogether,

mythical, and the recorded life of Esau as suggested very

much by the nature of the country inhabited by his

descendants, its history, and the relation of its inhabitants

to those of Canaan. The words "Esau" and "Seir" ety-

mologicaUy suggest a shaggy mountain-land. According

to Ewald {Gesck. d. V. Jsr. i. 336, 430, 494), the three

names Seir, Edom, Esau, indicate that an aboriginal race

calling itself Seir was first subjugated by Cacaanites

bearing the name of Edom, and then both Seir and Edom
by Hebrews bearing the name of Esau. Esau in its turn

was compelled to yield to a younger branch of the same

race, inferior in physical strength but superior in cer-

tain moral qualities. The Phcenicians have a parallel

legend about their progenitor Hypsuranius and the aborir.

ginal Usous (Esau).
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ESCHATOLOQY, or tlie " doctrine of last tilings," is a

theological term for ^the facts revealed in Scripture about

a future state, and the result of Christian speculation on

these facts.

The origin of the term is to be found in the phrases " the

last day," " the last times," and similar expressions adopted

by New Testament writers from ancient prophecy.^ It was

the universal feeling among primitive Christians that they

were living in the last period of the world's history. Their

conflict with surrounding paganism constituted the final

struggle between good and evil,^ and would be ended by
the appearance of Christ in visible triumph. The feeling

was natural, and not new. The Jews always believed that

the Messianic kingdom would be preceded by an unusual

manifestation of the hostile powers of heathenism.^ In

times of great national distress the excess of misery was

regarded as a sign of approaching deliverance ; and the

hopes of the nation were revived and its courage sustained

by apocalyptic visions, in which the future was depicted as

a time of undisputed triumph and unending prosperity. A
distinct class of literature—of which the prophecies of

Ezekiel and Zechariah afford partial examples —grew out of

this feeling, and from it has been mainly derived the form,

not only of Jewish, but also of Christian eschatology.

The central point of expectation having necessarily

ehifted, for those.who received Jesus as the Messiah, from

the first to the second advent, this event forms the focus

of the Christian doctrine,of last things. The expressions

common among the Hebrews to denote respectively the exist-

ing and the coming dispensations

—

aliii/ oItos, " this age,"*

oioji' fifWiay, " the coming age"—were adopted, with a'new
reference. They became" this life"and "the life to come," and
in later language "time" and "eternity;" and the aiui/, or age,

became confused with the Koa-fio'i,'-' or visible order of things.

With tHe momentous epoch that formed the dividing-point

between these two periods remained associated all 'that

ancient prophecy connected with the restoration of the

Hebrew monarchy. The apocalyptic literature which
began with the book of Daniel, and which belongs to the

post-exile period, had, it is true, already changed the form
of the primitive national hopes. The restoration had
become the resurrection ; the idea of judgment had been
enlarged to include the dead ; and the final consummation
was depicted, not as a mere distinction of the heatnen or

their subjugation to Jydaism, but as a universal catastrophe

in which all who had ever lived would" have their parts

But the mode of presentation had not changed, and the old

prophetic language was literally adopted, although the

sphere of its application had so infinitely extended.

Christian eschatology, then, is especially occupied with

the destinies of the church in the concluding act of the

world's drama. In formal treatises which trace the histori-

cal development of the opinion on the last things, they

we usually arranged under the heads—Second Advent,
Millennium, Resurrection, Judgment, Conflagration of the
World, and the State of the Blessed abd the Damned.

But experience taught the first generation of Christians to

postpone the moment of the realization of their hopes. The
second adyeht—which, however, as the fourth gospel beaches,

had alreadybeen spiritually realized—was delayed. Already

' ftf TJJ ((rxdrri y]u4pq, John vi. 39 ; ^ir* cVx^twv tuv xp^^*^^i
1 Pet. i. 20, &c. ; cf. ra (axi^Ta, Mat. xii. 45 ; see Is. ii. 2,
Mic, \v. 1; and cf. Actg ii. 17.

^ Seo Neander, Hist. Ch, Dnfimas, vol. i. p. 24" (Bohn's series.)
' Ps. ii,; cf. Rev. ii. 27: 2 Esd. xiii. 21.
* Alford's note on Matt. xii. 32. For similar expressions see Titus ii.

12, Mark x. 30, Gal. i. 4, Luke xx. 35. The Hebrew equiralenta

were r\\r] oViSJ and N3n a'fiS,

•Sea parable of tares, Matt, xiii., where the A. V. misses the point
of the parable by Iranslating both aidiv and Kitrftot " Ui'? world."
jlt Is the harvest, thea/civ or age, which comes to »u end, not the world.

when St Paul wrote to the Thessaionians, boikJ 'flad died

before the fulfilment of their desire, and the church was
troubled with fears lest they should awake from the death-

sleep too late for the divine appearing. A new epoch was
therefore introduced. The destinies of the individual from
the moment of departure from this life enter into the

inquiry, and the already boundless field of speculation is

increased by the addition of controversies about an inter-

mediate state, purgatory, and the limboes ' into which the

schoolmen partitioned hell. Nor is the area of theory sub-

stantially narrowed for Protestant theology, although it

limits the last things to four—death, resurrection, judg-

ment, end of the world, or more commonly, in practical dls

courses, to death, judgment, heaven, and hell.

The history of eschatology is in great measure the history

of "lawless and uncertain thoughts" on these matters.

The best notion of the extravagances allowed to speculation

is obtained by a glance at the concluding part of the

Summa Theologice, where Aquinas discusses these subjects.

Thirty questions (besides an appendix devoted to purgatory)

are proposed, each question being divided into several

articles, and each article supported and opposed by many
arguments. Then follows a conclusion, with the doctor's

remarks on his conclusion. We take a few of the proposi-

tions at random :
—"Whether souls are conducted to heaven

or to hell immediately after death ; " " Whether the limbus

of hell is the same as Abraham's bosom ; " " Whether the

limbus puerorum is the same as the limbus patrum;" or, pass-

ing over a few pages, " Whether the sun and moon will be

really obscured at the day of judgment ;
" " Whether the

fire which is to purge the world will be like in kind to

elemental fire ;" or again, "Whether all the members of

the human body will rise with it
;
" " ^Vhether the hair

and nails will reappear;" and so on to questions of age,

size, and sex.^

Of these and a thousand like inquiries modem thougnt

of course takes no notice. But there ore more tremendous

issues, which will never cease to engage the conscience and
reason of man. The ultimate fate of the lost has created

what has been called " a whirlpool of interminable contro-

versy, roaring in endless circles over a dark and bottomless

abyss."* " Only fragments of the dogma" are, as Neander
remarks, to be found in Scripture.' And of these by far

the greater number are poetical, and admit all the variety,

of interpretation possible to figurative language. The veryl

books which are most occupied with last things found their

way into the canon under protest.^" And it has been

remarked that, " in nearly every passage on which it is

attempted to found the eternal misery of the lost, there is

a less or greater diflSculty in settling the text, or in reach-

ing the conviction that we read as the author wrote."'' The
same uncertainty prevails all along the line of eschatological

thought. In every age the popular opinion has been both

more extravagant and more dogmatic than the expressed

formulas of the church.'^ It is, indeed, difficult to determine

* Limbus from an Italian word meaning lap.

^ Augustine devotes much space to inquiries of this kind, Civ. Dri^

xxii. 14, he. The reproduction of the hair, nails, &c., is affirmed by
Jerome from Matt. x. 30. See Hagenbach, Hist. Doct., i. 402.

*'Sir J. Stephen, Essays in Eccl. Biography, vol. :. 346.
* Hist. Christ. Dogm., i. 247 (Bohn's series).

'° The Apocalypse, Jude, and 2 Peter are classed by Eusebias with

the doubtful or contested books (Euseb., Hist. Eccl., b. iii. c. 25.)
" White, Life in Christ, p. 437. For English readers the confusion

is increased by the arbitrary mode in which the A. V. has dealt witL

many of the most important terms, such .".s altiiv, Kpicns, &c. See

some powerful remarks on this in a volume of sermons just published

by Canon Farrar, called Eternal Hope, p. 78, Preface, p. xxviii. 5j.,

and Excursus ii.

'^ Notice the reserve of the three great creeds—thedeliberatoexclusiou

of all pronounced opinion from the formularies of the English Church,

and the comparative freedom claimed eveu by Roman Catboli(<

(Nowman, Qrammar of A$'cnt, p. 417).
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what, at any one time the mind ot the church has been*

Reserve was viiso, but reserve has its dangers. Licence

was given to the unguided and uncontrolled popular

imagination to create and people its own heaven and- hell,

while poetry and art were permitted to seize on the unseen

future as their own domain, and, alas, to stamp their figured

expressions indelibly as literal truths on the minds of men.^

There are two listinct modes of treatment for these

difficult subjects. In the philosophy of them we meet with

the ever-recurrent antagonism between thePlatonic and Aris-

totelian systems.^ Thus the speculative argument on which

the schoolmen and Calvinists chiefly rely in support of a

theory of unending penalty for sin—that the violated

majesty of an Infinite Being demands infinite pain—is

founded on a sentence in Aristotle's ^/Ai«/ ^ while a gentler

creed appears with every revival of the Platonic philosophy,

which, as Neandor observes, extended its spiritualizing

influenceto eschatology as to other doctrines of " the

faith.*

But without entering on the region of pure speculation,

the New Testament itself discloses two entirely different

eschatological methods. The one is moral, spiritual, idealist,

employing outward forms only as symbols, viewing the

future rather in regard to development of character than as

a mode of existence. This is the |Christian as contrasted

with the Jewish method. The other follows the natural ten-"

dency of Hebrew thought. It is literal, material, sen-

euous. It delights in chronological arrangements of the

unknown future, and topographical arrangenients of the

unseen world. Missing the repeated warnings of Christ,

delivered both in parables and in express admonitions

—

warnings to prepare for a slow and gradual development of

His kingdom, and to leave "the times" in His Father's

keeping—this method aims in all its representations' at abrupt

catastrophe and at a consummation depending on startling

and supernatural surprises.*

These distinctive tendencies appear within' the New
Testament most prominently-—the one in the fourth gospel

the other in the Apocalypse. The Pauline theology

exhiolts theni side by side, showing their discordance in

ths absence of all attempt on the part of the apostle

fc. -leconcile them. Thus in his treatment of the resurrec-

Ifoii, in the one view it is the sudden appearing of Christ

which will begin the heavenly life for all, in the other

this life in Christ—begun already on e^rth—will attain its

perfection at the death of the individual. As the moment
of the second advent receded, the church's expectation

necessarily transferred the object of Christian hope—the
communion with Christ in the kingdom of glory— to the

earlier event, death ; but St Paul retains the old termino-

logy without endeavouring to adapt it to this change

<<•/. Phil. i. 22, 23, iii. 10, 11, with 1 Cor. xv. 52 /.;

1 Tbess. iv. 15, etc.). The same discordance is observable

in his treatment of the judgment and of the end of the

world. /In his use of terms and reference to times the

apostle follows his Jewish training. "The day of the

Lord," with all its prophetic associations as " day of judg:

ment," is preserved ; the sudden and -final award of wrath

or favour appears in its forensic form; and all is ended by
a separation between the heirs of eternal' life and the lost;

' The part played by poetry on these auhjects from the Apocalypse
dowDwaid has often distressedithoughtful people. But modern poetry

.

end the highest- literature of every department are on the side of
hberal and tolerant views.

"' See Aug., Civ. Dei, xxi. 13.
' Aquinas, Sum. TheoL, qu«est xcix.^art. 1 ;, Calvin, Instil., iii. 25.
*The first clear note of immortality in Hebrew literature is struck

in the Book of Wisdom, the work of an Alexandrian Jew. . The Origen-
ists, perhaps Scotus Erigena, and, in later times, some at least of the
Cambridge Platonists, rire examples of the statement above.

' "iVbrupt Supeniaturaiism." Keanaer, Hisi. Vhrist. Do~jm., 1. 249.

But the spirit of the apostolic teaching is independent of

this form. The idea that regards the development of the

higher life as a constant process varying in each '

indi-

vidual, but having its roots in the common life of the
church,—that looks on to the ultimate perfection as a unity
of all with the Redeemer in God, the whole •universe

having been gradually subdued by Christ to himself,'—this,'

which we may call the essentially Christian idea, is what
we receive as the innermost feeling of the man who, from
a Pharisee and a zealous upholder of the law, was called

to be a chosen instrument of the gospel. of.the favour of

God in Christ.

In the patristic period the conflict between the two rivai

systems is apparent in every detail. Here, as everywhere
else, the oppo.sition is marked in regard to the -duration of

punishment. But it rages most fiercely, perhaps, round the
doctrine of the millennium! The earthly reign of Messiah
was transferred from Jewish to Christian expectation. But
the Christian hope could not without inconsistency take a
Jewish form. Christ'3 kingdom of heaven refused to

realize itself 'as a period of sensual enjoyment, and the
poetic chronology of the apocalypse was soon found to have
raised difficulties of an insurmountable .kind which were
not diminished when a locality was sought for the promised
earthly reign. If it wa's found at Jerusalem before the
final judgment, how^could the expectations connected with
the second advent be fulfilled ? In the Apocalypse the

pompletion of the kingdom of God takes place in the New,
Jerusalem—the millennium appearing only as an interval of

rest after- the crisis of the conflict with Antichrist. Thus
a new decisive epoch is introduced, the consummation of

things having thus gradually receded from the incarnation,'

which was the focus of Jewish eschatology, to the second
advent, and .still further to the close of the millennial reignj

The later .interpretation, fixing the beginning of the

thousand years , kingdom at the incarnation, thougU
decidedly opposed to the Apocalypse, is a recurrence tf»

the primitive Jewish view. In accordance with this opinion^

the end of the world was very generally expected about tha

year 1000. Another view.dated the millennium from the

formal adoption of Christianity by the empire under Con-i

stantine, and caused the expectation of the end of things

which was so prevalent in the 14th century.^

The most important of aU the questions that"arise" ia

connection with eschatology, relates, of course, to the teach»

ing of our Lord. A true view of the future must be a
Theodioea. It must correspond to the highest human conJ

ception of the nature and character of God. The revelation

in and through Christ affords this highest conception; ; And
yet it is in the discourses of Christ himself that men find

the passages which seem to prove the doctrine most irrecon^

cilable with the insight He has elsewhere given into the

Divine heart.

Now, Christ was not-the first to " stamp ideas of immor-
tality on the minds of men under, the forms of heaven and
hell." "^ His gospel brought life and immortality to light, but

it was by illuminating obscure and completing partial truths.'

It is therefore most -important to ascertain ^what forms of

belief on these subjects He found existing.'

• Millenarians or Chiliasts were opposed by Origen and Jerome.
Augustine hesitated and changed his views about them. ' AU were ndt
equally gross in their conceptionff. The prophetic pictures of festivity

were the origin of the sensual notions. The apocalyptic literatui^'

Sibylline oracles, &c., encouraged them. Papias (\ien.,_Adv. Bcet^

V. 33) puts a fantastic predictioh into the mouth of Christ, on which
later writers enlarged. See Aug., Civ. Dei, xx. 7. The s]}€cific time

1000 years did not originate -with the Apocalypse. See Bleek's Introduc-

tion, and Neander,. Ch. Hist., ii. 496 (Bohn). Corrodi, Krilische Ge-'

schichhe des Chiliasmits, is quoted as the classical German boot on the

subject. The English reader will get a full and most interesting view in'

Irvine's lien Ezra,
' Rceoncilialion of Religion ami Sdencf., 'by Rev T. W. Fowle, p. 93
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Eternity of punishment is often assumed to be a truth of

natural religion,—an intuitive human belief. It would be
truer to say that in all races the first vague guesses at im-

mortality includo no thought of retribution at alL The
continued existence was "something between being and not

being." ' Man survived only as a shadow of himself. Intel-

lectually and morally he ended at death. Homer speaks

of life and form in Hades, but says there is no mind there

at all. The movement, freedom, joy of existence, ended
for the Greek at death. The best that could then happen
to him was to know that his body had been buried. All
else was featureless, lifeless, inane,—an existence without
even the excitement of the possibility of dying again. The
bourne once reached, not only was there no return, but no
further bourne remained to be aimed at. Thus the intense

consciousness of the apparent finality of death determined
the form of the earliest hopes of immortality when they
began to dawn. Progress did not enter into them; there

would be no discipline because nothing to exercise it on,

no change of condition, for this implies power of adapta-
tion if not of choice.

The primitive Hebrew conception was even less tolerable

than the Greek. Sheol,—translated by the LXX. Hades,
and by the Authorized Version, with curious impartiality,

thirty-one times " grave" and thirty-one times "hell,"^— was,
aa originally conceived, a vast subterranean tomb, with the
barred and bolted gates common to Hebrew tombs, in which
the ghosts (Eephaim) did not even flit about, but lay like

corpses in a sepulchre. No thought of retribution was
connected with this deep and gloomy under-world. It was
the common receptacle of all The distinctions there were
social or national, not moral. The only approach to a retri-

butive idea is found in the exile time, in an expression of
Ezekiel's, who locates the uncircumcised heathen in the
" sides of the pit," possibly the deepest and darkest part of
Shsol. (See Ps. Ixiii. 9, Lxxxix. 19, cxliii. 3, cvii. 18; Job
X. 20-22, xi. 8, iil 14, xxx. 23; Is. viL 11. xviii. 18 ; 1

Kings xi. 2 ; Ezek. xxxiL 23.)

This primitive idea had, by the time of Christ, developed
under influences of a very different kind. In the first glace,
the horror with which an ancient Hebrew had contemplated
death, because in Sheol he would be cut oflf from all com-
munion with the covenant God, was dissipated under the
truer religious feeling struggling into life in the later

Psalms and the book of Job.s At first it Lad been believed
that Jehovah's control did not reach to the under-world.
The King of Terrors was its only king. They who had
been God's sheep when alive, in Sheol had a new shepherd.
Death (Ps. xlix. 14, Perowne's translation). But truer
views of God's nature dissipated this horror, and pious
souls who despaired of redress in this life, began to look
even in Sheol for a manifestation of divine justice and a
proof of divine love. At length was grasped the hope of a
deliverance from the prison house of the dead, and the
doctrine of the resurrection crowned this hope, and gave a
definite shape to the eschatology of the Jews.*

The release f?om the under-world which the Jew contem-
plated in a bodily resurrection was found by Aryan thought
in a metempsychosis. According to Josephus {Bell. Jud.,
ii. 8, 14), this was also a doctrine of the Pharisees and the

* liOckc, The Reasonableness of CJiristianilJ/.

* Neither translation is .•(Itogetherh.appy. It was more than "grave,"
and though etymologically eqtiivalent to *'hell " (the hollow), it did not
gather any of the associations of hell till after the close of the canon.

• Ik. xixviii. 18 ; Ps. cxv. 17, vi. 56, xxx. 9. See on the develop-
meut of ideas of immortality in the Old Testament a treatise, Ueler die

AUtestainentlichen Vorstellimpcn vom Zustande nach dcm Tode, by
Bernhard Stade, Leipsic, 1877.

Ps. xvi. 10, Ixxiii. 23-26, cxxxix. 7-10; Job xix. 25. The aym-
bolic nso W Kvliiel of a, resuscit.T*ion to express a national deliverance
ihown the line along which this doclriiie was reached.

,

Essenea, and the notion of prc-existence has even been
traced in the New Testament.'' The idea of retribution has
now entered into eschatology, and there is a curious analogy
bet./een the Hebrew conception and Plato's. The Greek
philosopher leaves incurables to .suffer in the lower regions
(Hep., X. 615, cf. Pluido, 114), when other men have choice

of new lives.* So tlie Hebrews believed that the heathen
and unjust would remain in the death-sleep of Sheol, while
faithful Israel received back the soul in the resurrectio.i

(2 Mace. vii. 14, rf. Jos., Ant, xviii. 1, 3). In differer.~t

forms tliLs thought reappears in Christian eschatology.

Some find it in St Paul It was the origin of the belief in

a two-fold resurrection : the unjust, not being worthy to

participate when the saints awake at their Lord's second
coming, remain below till the final judgment.

But in the post-exile days—that veritable middle age of

Israel—other influences appeared. Intolerable wrongs
drove men to seek solace for themselves in visions of

paradise, vengeance on their foes in visions of hell. Now
appear the divisions of Sheol into receptacles for the good
and bad. Their origin is seen in the apocalyptic book of

Enoch. In chap. xxii. of that remarkable book, which, in

the permanence of its influence as well as its form, re-

sembles the Inferno of Dante,' the seer is shown the

"delightful places" where the souls of the good will be
collected till judgment, and the " separations " existing

between the just and unjust, "made by chasm, by water,

by light above it."^ And here first is express mention of
" the castigation and the torment of those who eternally

execrate and whose souls are punished and bound there for

ever." 9

Analogies have been found between the Greek Tartarus"
and the Hebrew hell, and the influence of the Western
mythology traced in the latter; but in order to supply
symbolism of torment of surpassing horror, no foreign

influence was necessary. Gehenna {i.e., the valley of

Hinnom or the sons of Hinnom) and its ghastly associations

were ready to supply images terrible beyond any that the

mind of heathen poet or philosopher had conceived.

Already known as the perpetual abode of corruption and
fire, " the place where lie the corpses of those who have
transgressed against Jehovah—and their worm shall not

die, neither shall their fire be quenched," it had become the

apt symbol of utter moral depravity and ruin. But it was
the unknown author of the book of Enoch who first saw it

as " the accursed of the accursed for ever," who first

placed in the dark ravine one of the mouths of hell, and
thus from an emblem of the moral ruin attending sin,

made it the actual place of punishment for sinners.^^

Henceforth Gehenna—hell—becomes known as a part

of Hades, or SheoL There is yet another place of torment

reserved for the final reception of fallen angels and wicked

men. It is the lake of fire and brimstone of the

Apocalypse. Its origin also appears in Enoch, though the

descriptions are too confused to allow of certain identifica-

' See Glanville's Lux Orientalis, and Dr H. More's Sivitie Dialogue*

on John ix. 2.

' Egypt appears to have been the common source of these ideas.

See Herod, ii. 123. Their influence on the views of Origen is well

known.
' Cf. Stanley, Jcmsh Church, iii. 372. ^ cf Luke xvi.

^ Lawrence's Translation. The expression in Daniel xiL 2, " Some
to shame and everlasting contempt," is much less explicit.

'" The participle Taprapuaa^ — having hurled into Tartanis, occurs
in 2 Pet. ii. 4. This is the only instancy of the use of the word either

in the LXX. or N. T. It should be remembered that the Greek Tar-
tarus was properly the prison-house of defeated gods or demi-gods,
and that its employment in the place cited as the dungeon for fallen

angels is in strict analogy.
'^ The precise topographical description of Gehenna in Enoch, which

the Palestine Exploration Survey has confirmed in detail, is another
likeness to Dante's mapped and measured hell. See Stanley, Jcipiik

Ch., iii. 373, note, and Jerusalem Recovered, p. 307.
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tlon of tho locality. It is situated to the wast near the
" mountain of metals," and has by some been referred to

the solfatara in South Jtaly.^ But more probably the

region is that of the Head Sea, to which Jiide refers by
name in his account of the fate awaiting the fallen angels.^

\Vheu in the Apocalypse the New Jerusalem is about to

descend from heaven, HelF itself with Death is cast into

this sulphureous lake— not only symbolizing the final dis-

appearance of all evil, but also the removal as far as possible

from the heavenly city of all the dread associations of the

dark valley of Hinnora.

On the other side of Hades was placed Paradise—a term

whoso origin is self-evident. Apocalyptic literature loved

to imagine a restored Eden, and fill it with all the delights

of sense—streams of milk and honey, twelve trees laden

with divers fruits, mighty mountains whereon grow lilies

arid roses (2.' Esdras ii. 19). Prophetical language

supplied "Other symbols of joy—especially the happy
banquet with the forefathers of the race (Luke xiii. 29,

zvi. 22, cf. Isa. xxv. 6, &c.). In later times long

controversies have turned on those localities ; the " minds

at once logical and sensuous ask questions, and the answers

are wildly conjectural)" and no one can yet decide whether

paradise,- Abraham's bosom, and the third heaven are

identical or different places.''"

Further extravagancies may be found in the Rabbinical

writings and in the many apocalypses which the early

church produced. The liraboes of patristic speculation

have their antitypes in the chambers (ioro;?!jo<!<arta) out of

which come to Esdras the querulous voices of the dead.^

In the Talmudic representations of hell there' is a fore-

shadowing of the Roman "purgatory.^ But we cannot

pursue Jewish eschatology into all its fanciful recesses.

Enough has been said to show that when our Lord came
he found the doctrines of last things presented in forms

already fixed, and the terms Gehenna, Paradise, &c., in

familiar and even proverbial use (Matt, xxiii. 15, cf. James
iii. C).

The popular views of a future state regard the use Jesus

made of current terms as a sanction of their literal mean-
ing. But from the very earliest Christian times another

interpretation has been given. It has been understood

that Christ treated popular religious terms as only the

symbols of 'a false creed can be effectually treated. Ho
rescued them for the servfce of the new and true. " He
took from their future and remote, in order to give them
a; present .and immediate,' force and aspect." He employed

ths familiar images of heaven and hell to impress on

men's conscieaces the supreme bliss of righteousness and
the awful misery of sin.'' If His words have been misap-

prehe'nded and misrepresented in this particular,- so were

they, even by the first disciples, in others (John xi. 13
;

Mark viii. 16, &c.).^ He taught on the principle of His

' In Euocli, however, this " flaming wonrb of hell " is apparently the

Jemporary place, Gehenna being the final aboJe of woe (Stanley, p. 374}.'
^.= Jude 6, ^(' See Renan, L'Aniichnsl, p. 333, note.'

i' The word -yttwa however does not appear in the Apocalypse.;

Hade^ has. quite- taken its place {cf, Luke xvi. 23).

^ See art. " Paradise, " iu Smith's Bib. Diet.
' 2 Esd. iv. 35 ; see Renan, Lis £vangUes, p. 357, note.

.?, If we may determine the Jewish view of Gehenna in the time of

out Lord froni the opinion of modern lahbis and their exegesis of the

Xalmud, endless tormentby no means formed part cf the doctrine;'"it

meant not a roSlerial and everlasting fiie, but an intermediate, a re-

medial, a ftietaphorical, a terminable retribution."— Farrar, Eternal

Hope, p. 81, and Excursus v.

.7 This view is very generally adopted with regard to the "worm"
of Gehenna, wliicli is interpreted to mean the gnawing of an evil con-

9c>ence. Unfortunately the fashion Set by Augustine of choosing what
lenns shall be literal and what metaphorical has prevailed. See Aug.,
Oiv. Dei, xxi. 9, " Let each one make his own choice, either assigning

the fire to the body and the worm to'tiie soul,— the one figuratively,

the olhwtealiy, orxassigning both really to the body.

«—20*

well-known saying, " lie that hath ears to hear, let hira

hear." 8

Special instances would take us to too great a length.

Christ's treatment of the resurrection, both with sceptics

and believers (Matt. xxii. 30-32 ; John xi. 25), wassucb
as to dislodge His hearers' thoughts from the accidents

(so to speak) of the great change, and fix them on its

moral and spiritual aspects. The same intention appears

also in His allusion to the judgment (John v. 25) ; while

in the one unmistakable reference to the future heaven,

He fastofK the hope of His followers entirely on the thought

of abiding communion with Himself (John xiv. 1-3).

There are still certain features of eschatological doctrine

which require notice. The notion of an Intermediate State

was generally prevalent during the first three centuries.

It was exactly analogous to the Jewish notion of a divided

underworld. The souls of the pious, says Justin (£). c.

Tryph., 5), take up their abode in a better,, those of the

wicked in a Worse place. Tertullian, however, believed

that the martyrs went direct to the bliss of heaven^—a view
probably founded on Rev. vii. 14, 15. The doctrine

changed its shape many times. It produced an Arabian

heresy combated by Qrigen, that both soul and body fall

into a death-sleep, from which they will not awake to thp

last day. Revived at a later time, under the name
Psychopanriychy, it was made the subject of a treatise by
Calvin. But the existence of an intermediate state re-

mains a dogma of the Eastern Church to this day. In the

'Western the doctrine of Purgatory gradually absorbed it.

The idea of a purifyiilg fire seems to have grown
originally out ef the belief in the general conflagration of

the world. This belief, wMch so much occupiesi . the

Sibylline books, came perhaps from the Stoic philosophy.'

It was supported by Deut. xxxiL 22, and though it finds

no place in the Apocalypse, had penetrated religious

thought before the composition of the second epistle of

Peter (2 Pet. iii. 7-12). The -early fathers agree in

. ascribing to this fire a purgative virtue, but with every

variety cf opinion as to the mode • of its operation.

Augustine first transferred it to Hades and the intermediate

state, thus laying the foundation for the view of purgatory

which Gregory the Great formulated ' into a dogma.

Distinction must always be made between the early puri-

fying flames, through which good and bad alike were

destined to pass, and the Roman purgatory, in which only
' those destined at last for heaven worked out the residue

of the temporal penalty for sin.'"
'

Reformed eschatology differs from that of the primitive

church in the absence of the intermediate state, from that

of Rome in the rejection of purgatory. Both these forms

of belief are felt to have mitigated in some degree the

doctrine of an endless hell, which in Protestantism is

brought more prominently into the foreground, the final

doom being fixed not now at the general judgment, but at

death, at which, without any authority from Scripture, the

popular creed supposes the.siimer's fate to be unalterably

determined.

Many attempts in different~quarters have been made tc

revive the milder creeds of the early church.'^ A touching

' Still a careful regard to His audience is baceable in His use ofapo-:

calyptic language about His second coming ; it is to Jews only,—ttit

twelve, or the High Priest, or the Sanhedrim, or Nathanael—the
" Israelite indeed,"— that he speaks.of cleft heavens, cloud chariots, and

attendant troops of angels. 'With the Roman
;
govcmor ha avoids

Jewish metaphors. , "r *,- -
> « Justin, Apol. i. 4 (, &c. See Renaiii 'tei SvangiUr, "p. 170, note;

where the Stoic authorities are given.

'"Authorities for the history of Purgatory will be found in Hag-

enbach and Neander. . ,-.--, i" Modem divines (at least in the English Chnrcb) have ^tned.KJ iw

_vise the ancient doctrines.
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account of them may be read in Mr Maurice's famous essay.

His own struggle to regain for the adjective aiuno? itn

ethical sense is well known. Perhaps' he took too little

account of the element of duration undoubtedly existing in

it The two senses pass imperceptibly into one another,

but the scriptural use, when not distinctly ethical, gives it

the sense of' indefinite not of endless duration.^ But
Mr Maurice vindicated, at least for English clergymen, a

perfect freedom on this subject ; and though in his own case

the claim was not allowed, his. opinion was confirmed by
the formal decision in the " Essays and Reviews" tase.

The result of this is apparent now throughout the think-

ing part of .Christendom ; the subject of eschatology, in con-

nexion with' the wider subject of immortality, is exercising

profound attention. Philosophy and science are equally

concerned in it with religion. ^ Theologians recognizing this

are in many different ways trying to reconcile the voice of

Scripture with the voices of science and philosophy.

Two prominent. attempts perhaps claim notice. The ad-

vocates of Conditional Immortality or Annihilation maintain,
from the letter of Scripture, destruction and not endless

sufiFering to be the destiny of the lost They take advan-.

tage of the doubt existing as to St Paul's doctrine of the
termination of the world in unity—whether by unbelievers
being completely annihilated, or by their being all finally

converted.^ The view that immortality is not inherent in

fallen human nature, but is the gift of God in Christ, has had
many supporters, and in this part of their system, the ad-
vocates of annihilation justly claim the authority of many
great names. But the details of their eschatology are some-
what confused and conflicting.* They claim, however, with
some doubt, Justin, Irenseus, Arnobius, andothers among
the fathers, and Dodwell,. Locke, Watts, Whately, &c.,

ftmong later writers.^ The. best account of the doctrine is

contained in .a remarkable volume by the Rev. E. White
called Zi/e in Christ.

The Universalists or Origenists maintain, in the language
of Acts iii. 21, a hope of the "restitution of all things.".

IhB hope is grounded not on the literal assertion of any one
text,—though as many are quoted in its favour as in that of

any other theory of the future,—but on the divine character

and purpose as revealed in Christ, and the implied failure

ef the redemptive work of the Saviour unless all for whom
He died ultimately partake of salvation. Between this and
the Augustinian system, which the great doctor candidly
confesses dooms the vast majority of men to endless perdi-

tion, there are of course many gradations of opinion.
Possibly Universalists are apt to quote in their'favour all

who in any degree show themselves, to use Augustine's
word, more merciful. Certainly a long list of illu.strious

names claim rank among them. Origen, of course, heads
it, though earlier fathers—Athenagoras, for instance—are
sometimes called in as witnesses of the milder creed. The

' Mr mite Rays that of the 90 subjects to -which it or its cognates
are applieil 70 are of a temporary nature. See on this subject farrar,
Eternal Hope, p. 79, and Excursus iii. He shows beyond dispute,
what scores of wi-iters (see e.g., Burnett, De statu mortuorum) h.id
shown before, that, though applied to some things which are endless,'
aitivioi does not in itself mean endless,

^ See Unseen Universe, pp. 263 sq.

^ See VMdereT, Pauline Theol, c. vii., andc/. Baur, Lifyand Works
of Paul, iii. 6, " Whatever he thought on the question, it must be
perfectly clear that if death is to be robbed of his last sting there can
be no eternal punishment."

For instance, as to the Lature and duration of the retributive
punishment which the wicked will undergo before destruction, the
time of the resurrection, and the principle on which those to be anni-
hilated will be doomed, &c.
'The language of the fathers, who adopted Scripture as they founa

ft, is frequently self-contradictory. " In the earliest of them, Justin
Martyr and IrenKus, are some well-known passages which seem clearly
to imply either the ultimate redemption or the total destruction of
Biimers."—Farrar, Eternal Hope, p. 155.

fate of those who'had died before Christ, andaf the heathen^

began at an early time to exercise the conscience of

Christians. The descent of Christ into hell was by< many-
believed to have had for its object the deliverance of souLa

from thence.* The Pastor of Hermas is understood to join

the elect with Christ in his benign ministry. Clement of

Alexandria, Theophilus of Antioch, Gregory of Nazianzen,

and Gregory of Nyssa, Diodorus of- Tarsus, Didymus of

Alexandria, Theodore of Mopseustia, even Jerome, Ambrose.
Scotus Erigena ; and in later times on the Continent,

Bengel, Neander, Oberlin, Hahn,' Tholuck, arid Hartensen
;

in England, among the Puritans, Jeremiah White and Peter

Story ; in the English Church, Jeremy Taylor, Dr H. More,
Thomas Burnet,' Richard Clark, Bishop Edmund Law,
Bishop Rust, William Law, and George Stonehouse ; and
many in more recent times still,*—are all to be ranked

among believers in a general restoration. A work by Mr
Andrew Jukes, The Restitution .of all Things, states the

doctrine, though with some peculiarity of scriptural inter-

pretation, very forcibly. Perhaps the reader of -that work
may think that it shifts the burden of proof from those who
resist to those who maintain the doctrine of an endless

hell.9
,

(a. s. a.)

ESCHEAT {escoeta), in Ecglish law, is the reversion of

lands to the next lord on the failure of heirs of the tenant.

" When the tenant of an estate in fee simple dies without

having alienated his estate in his- lifetime or by his will, and
without leaving any heirs either lineal or collateral, the

lands in which he held his estate escheat, as it is called, to

the lord of whom he held them" (Williams on the Law of
Real Property). This rule is explained by the conceptiba

of a freehold estate as an interest in lands held by the free-

holder from some lord, the king being lord paramount.'

(See Estate.) The granter retains an interest in the land

similar to that of the donor of an estate for life, to whom
the land reverts after the life estate is ended. As there

are now few freehold estates traceable to any mesne or in-

termediate lord, escheats, when they do occur, fall to the

king as lord paramount. Besides escheat for defect of heirs,

there was formerly also escheat propter delictum teneniis, or

by the corruption of the blood of the tenant through
attainder consequent, on conviction and sentence for treasoa

or felony. The blood of the tenant becoming corrupt by
attainder was decreed no longer inheritable, and the effect

was the same as if the tenant had died without heirs. The
land, therefore, escheated to the next heir, subject to the

superior right of the crown to the forfeiture of the lands,

—

in. the case of treason for ever, in the case of felony for a
year and a day. .All this has been abolished by the 33 and
34 Vict c. 23 (the Felony Act, 1870), which provides for

the appointment of an administrator to the property of

the convict. Escheat is also an incident of copyhold

tenure. Trust estates, by a recent Act are -orotected from
escheat

ESCHENBACH, Wolfram Von. See Wolfram.
ESCHENBURG, Johann Joachim (1743-1820) a

German litterateur, was born at Hamburg, 7th December
1743. After receiving his early education in his native

town, he studied at Leipsic. and Gottingeti: In 1767 he

was brought by the court-preacher Jerusalem to Bruns-

wick, arid through his influence he became a professor in

the Collegium Carolinum. He was also made an aulic

councillor, and senior of the Syriac college, and ultimately

' This was founded oil 1 Pet. iii. 19. See Pearson On the Creed,

and Burnet on Art. 3. Justin and Irenteus especially had this view.

but it was also general among the fathers.

^ Seehis book De Statu Mortuorum..
' e.g., Maurice, Milman, Sir J. Stephen, Lord Lyttelton, Kingsley,

Thomas Erskine of Linlathen, and Bishop Ewing.
' See for full account of opinions Farrar, Eternal Hope, pp. 155 sq.
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received the office of privy councillor or justice. Ha i$

best known by his German translations. of English works.

He published a series of German translations of the prin-

cipal English writers on testhetics, such as Brown,

Carney, Priestley, and Hiird; and Germany owes also to

him the first complete translatipn of Shakespeare's plays,

which, though ib is deficient in poetical merits, and some-

what too free, is still valuable on account of its general

correctness. He died on the 27th April 1820.

Besides editing, with memoirs, an edition of the later German
poets, he is the author olllandbuch der Claesichen Literatur (1783) ;

Eiilivurf einer Theorie %md, LitcratuT der schOnen WissenschafUn

(1783); Seispiclsammlung £».• Theorie und Literatur der schOnen

ffissenschaften (8 vols., 1788-95) ; Lehrbuch der IVisscnseha/ts-

kundc (1792); and Denkmd!er altdetttscher DiMkmist (1799).

Most of these worlts have passed-through Several editions.

ESCHENMAYER, Karl Adolf August von (1770-
1852) 'a German philosopher and., physicist, was born at

JSfuremberg 4th January 1770. After receiving his early

education at the Caroline' academy of Stuttgart, he entered

the university of Tubingen,- where he received the degree of

doctor of medicine. He practised for some time as a physi-

cian at Sulz, and then at -Kirchheiin, and in 1811 he was

chosen extraordinary professor of philosophy and medicine

at Tiibingen. In 1818 he became ordinary professor of

'practical philosophy, but in 1836 he resigned his professor-

ship, and took up his residence atrKirchheim, where, till the

close of his life, he devoted his whole attention to philo-

sophical studies. He died on the 13th November 1852.

The philosophy of Eschenmayer is. grounded primarily on

the Kantian metaphysics, and in many particulars his views

are identical with those of.ScheUing,but he'difi'ered from.hiro.

in regard to the knowledge of the 'absolute. He b'elieved

that in order to complete the arc of truth philosophy must
be supplemented by what he called "non-philosophy," a

kind of mystical illumination by, which was obtained a
belief in God that could not be reached by mere intellec-

tual effort. '. Thus beyond that system of truth which,

according to the three idea* of the true, the beautiful, and
the good, he divided into physics, aesthetics, and ethics, he
recognized a transcendental revelation given in the idea of

the holy. He carried this strong tendency to mysticism

into his physical researches, and was led by it to take a

deep interest in the phenomena of animal magnetism.. He
ultimately became a devout believer in demoniacal and
spiritual possession ; and his later writings ai;e all strongly

impregnated with this lower supernaturalism.

His principal works are

—

Die PhilosopTiie in ihrem Velergange
iur Nichtphilosophie, 1803 ; Versuch die scheinbare Magie des thier-

iscken Magnetismus aiis •physiol, undpsychisehen Gesetzen zu erhldreiiy

1816; System der Moralphilosophie, 1818; Psychologic in drei

Theilen, als empirische, reine, angewandle, 1822 ; Religionsphil-

osophie^ 3 vols., 1818-24 ; Die HegeVsche, jRcUgionsphilosophie

verglichen mit dem Chri^tl. Princip,, 1834 ; Der Ischariotismus un-
screr Tage, 1835 (directed against Strauss's Life of Jesus); Conflict

zivischen HimTnel und HoUe, an dem Damon eines besessenen Mad'
Chens beobachtet, 1837 ; Qrundriss der Naturphilosophiet 1832

;

Grundziige der Christl. Philosophic, 1840 ; and Betrachtungen iiber

der physischen Weltbau, 1852.

ESCHSCHOLTZ, Johann Friedrich, a German tra-

veller and naturalist, born November 12, 1793, at Dorpat,

where he died May 12, 1831. He was naturalist and
{(hysician to Kotzebue's exploring expedition during
1815-18. On his return, he was appointed professor of

medicine, and manager of the zoological museum of the

university at Dorpat, and in 1823-26 he accompanied
Kotzebue on his second voyage of discovery. Among
Eschscholtz's publications are the System der Akalephen,

Berlin, 1829, and the Zoologischer Atlas. The genus of

plants Eschscholtzia was named by Chamisso in honour of

the naturalist. For a figure of the first species described,

E. californica, see E, plate ii. in vol iv. of this work.

.ESCHWEGE, the head townof a' circle in the district

of Cassel, province of Hesse-Nassau, Prussia, is situatetl

on the Werra, end on the Bebra-Friedland railway,'aboiiii

28 miles south-east of Cassel. It consists of the old town

on the loft bank of the ^erra, the new town on the right

bank, and-Briickenhausen on a: small island connected with

the old and new town by bridges. It is a thriving manu-
facturing town, its chief industries being leather-makipgi

yarn-spinning, cotton and linen weaving, the manufacture

of liquors and'oil, and glue and soap boiling. It has two
ancient buildings, the Nicholas tower, built in 1455. and
the old castle. The population of Eschwege in 1875 was

7724.

ESCHWEILER, a town of Rhenish . Prussia, in the

government district of Ai.v-la-chapelle, is situated on.the

Indo, and on the Berg-Mark railway, about 8 miles E.N.E.

from Aix-la-chapelle. It possesses three large iron-rolling

mills, and among its other industries are the manufacture

of iron and tin wares, muslins, needles, and wire. In the

neighbourhood are some very valuable coal mines. The
population in 1875 was 15,540.

ESCOBAR Y MENDOZA, Antonio (1589-1(569) a

Spanish casuist, was a "descendant of the illustrious house

of Mendoza, and was born at ,Valladplid in 1589. He
was educated by the Jesuits, and at the. age of^fifteen

took the habit of that order. He soon becaine a famous'

preacher, and his facility w^s so great that for 50 'yearB

he preached daily, apd sometimes twice a day,- ^ Notwith-

standing his constant oratorical efforts, he was a voluminous

writer, and published altogether forty vols, in folio. His
first literary efforts were Latin verses in praise of St 'Igna-

tius Loyola and the Virgin Mary ; but he is best known
as a writer on casuistry. His ptincipal works are^^

—

Sum-
mula Casuum Conscientiae, several scripture, ctimmentariea,

Liber Theologice moralis, and Vniversce Theclogice nioralis

ProUemata. The first mentioned of these was'seVerely

criticised, by Pascal in the fifth and sixth of his Provincial

Letters, as tending to inculcate a loose system of morality.

It' contains the famous maxim that purity of .intention

may be a justification of actions which are contrary to-the

moral code and to human laws ; and its general tendency

is to find excuses for the majority of human frailties. His
doctrines were diapproved of by many Catholics, and were

mildly condemned by Rome. They were also ridiculed in

witty verses by Moliere, Boileau, and La Fontaine, and
gradually the name Escobar came to be used in France

as a synonym for a person who is adroit in making the

rules of morality harmonize with his own interests. Not-

withstanding the apparent looseness of his moral teaching,

Escobar is said to have been simple in liis habits, a strict

observer of the rules of his order, and unweariedly zealous

in his efforts to reform the lives of those with whom he
had to deal. He died 4th July 1669.

ESCORIA'L, or, as the name is not unfrequently given,

EscuRiAL, one of the most remarkable buildings in Europe,

comprising at once a convent, a church, a palace, and a

mausoleum. . It is situated on the south-eastern versant of

the Sierra de Guadarrama, on the borders T>i New Castile,

about 27 miles N.W. of Madrid, and immediately to the

north of the railway between Madrid and Avila. Its lati-

tude is 40° 35' N., its longitude 4' 1' W., and its height

'above the sea 3500 feet The surrounding country is a

sterile and gloomy wilderness exposed, to the cold and
blighting blasts of the Sierra. According to the usual tra-

dition, which there seems no sufficient reason to reject, the

Escorial owes its existence to a vow made by Philip II. of

Spain shortly after the battle of St Quentin, in which his

forces succeeded in routing the army of France. • The day
of the victory, August 10, 1557, was sacred to St Laurence,

and accordingly the building was dedicated to that saint
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and received the title of El real Momxtmo de San

LoraiM dd Escorial. The last distinctive epithet \yas

derived from the little hamlet in tlie vicinity which

furnished shelter, not only to the workmen, but to the

monks of St Jerome who were afterwards to be in posses-

sion of the monastery ; and the hamlet itself is generally

but perhaps erroneously supposed to be indebted for its

name to the scon're or dross of certain old iron mines. The
preparation of the plans and the superintendence of the

work were entrusted by the king to Juan BautLsta de

Toledo, a Spanish architect who had received most of his

professional education in Italj'. The first stone Tfas laid

in April 15G3 ;
and under the king's personal inspectioE

tlic work rapidly advanced. Abundant supplies ol

Views and PlaD of the Escorial.'

10. Chapel of St Maurice.
11 Chapel of the Rosary.
12. Tomb of Louisa Carlota.

13 Chapel of the Pa^orinia
14. Chapel of the Crista de la buena

muerte.
15. Chapel of the Eleven Thousand

Virgins.

16. Former Chapel of the Patroctnio.

17. Sacristy.

Pil*CE.

18. Principal court of the palace.

CmmcH.
1. Principal entrance and portico.

3. Court of the kings iPalio de los

reyes),
3. Vestibule of the church.
4. Choir of the seminarists.

6 Centre of the church and projec-
tion of the domo.

6. Greater chapel.
7. HiRh altar.

8. Chapel of St John.
9. Chapel of St Michael.

berroquena, a granite-like stone, were obtained in the

neighbourhood, and for rarer materials the resources of

both the Old and the New World were put under con-

tribution. The death of Toledo in 1567 threatened a
fatal blow at the satisfactory completion of the enterprise,

bat a worthy successor was found in Juan Herrera, Toledo's

fav&urito pupil, who adhered in the main to his master's

* Reduced from a large plan of the Escorial in the Biitislt Jtuseum,
^'MmasUrio del Esconal," published at Madrid ia 1876.

19. Ladies' tower.
20 Court of the masks.
21. Apartments of tlie royal chtldien.
22. Rovai oiatory.

23. Oialory where Philip II. diad.

Seminary
24. Entrance to seminary.
25. Classrooms.
26. Old philosophical hall.

27. Old theoloelcal hall.

28. Cliamber of secrets.

29. Old refectoiy.

30. Enlrance to the coUegs.
31. College yard.

COKVENT
82 Clock tower
33 Principal cloister.

34. Court of the evangelists.

35. Prior's cell.

36. Archives.
.37. Old church.
38. Visitors' hall.

39. Manusciiiit library.

40. Convent refectory.

designs. On September 13, 1584, the last stone of the

masonry was laid, and the works were brought to a ter-

mination in 1593. Each successive occupant of the Spanish
throne has done something, however slight, to the restora-

tion or adornment of Philip's convent-palace, and Ferdinand
did so much in this way that he has been called a second

founder. In all its principal features, however, the Escorial

remains what it was made by the genius of Toledo and
Herrera working out the grand, if abnormal desires of theii

dark-souled master
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Tho ground plan of the building is Staid to occupy an area

of 396,782 square foet, and the total area of all the stories

ivould form a causeway one metro in breadth and 95 miles

ill length. There are seven towers, fifteen gateways, and,

according to Los Santos, no fewer than 12,000 windows and
doors. The general arrangement is shown by tho accom-

panying plan. Entering by the main entrance the visitor

finds himself in an atrium, called the Court of the Kings

(
Patio de los Reyes) from the statues of the kings of Judah,
by Juan Bautista Monegro, which adorn the facade of the

church. The sides of tho atrium are unfortunately occupied

by plain ungainly buildings five stories in height, awkwardly
accommodating themselves to the upward slope of tho

ground. Of the grandeur of the church itself, however,
there can be no question : it is tho finest portion of the

whole Escorial, and, according toFergusson, deserves to rank
as one of the great Renaissance churches of Europe. It is

about 340 fSet from east to west by 200 from north

to south, and thus occupies an area of about 70,000 square

feet. The dome is GO feet in diameter, and its height at

the centre is about 320 feet. In glaring contrast to the

bold and simple forms of the architecture, which belongs to

the Doric style, were the bronze and marbles and pictures

of the high altar, the masterpiece of the Milanese

Giacomo Trezzo, almost ruined by the French. Directly

under the altar is situated the pantheon or royal mausoleum,
a richly decorated octagonal chamber with upwards of

twenty niches, occupied by black marble urnas or sarcophagi,

kept sacred for the dust of kings or mothers of kings.

There are the remains of Charles V., of Philip II., and
of all their successors on the Spanish throne down to

Ferdinari VII., with the exception of Philip V. and
Ferdinand VI. Several of the sarcophagi are still empty.

For the other members of the royal family there is a

separata vault, known as the Panteon de los Infantes, or

more familiarly by the dreadfully suggestive name of El
Pudridero. The most interesting room in the palace is

Philip II. 's cell, from which through an opening in the

wall he could see the celebration of mass while too ill to

leave his bed. The library, situated above the principal

portico, was at one time one of the richest in Europe, com-
prising the king's own collection, the extensive bequest of

Diego de Mendoza, Philip's ambassador to Rome, the spoils-

of the emperor of Morocco, JIuley Zidan, and various con-

tributions from convents, churches, and cities. It suffered

greatly in the fire of 1671, and has since been impoverished

by plunder and neglect. Among its curiosities still extant

are an ancient Koran, a Virgil of the lOth century, an
Apocalypse of the 14th, El libro de los juegos deAjedrez, or
" Book of the Games of Chess, " by Alphonso the Wise, and
the original Alcald ordinance. Of the Arabic manuscripts

which it contained in the 17th century a catalogue was
given in Hettinger's Promptuarium sive Bihliotheca Orien-

talis, and another in the 18th, in Casiri's Bihliotheca

'Arabico-Hispanica, 2 vols., Madrid, 1760-70. Of the

artistic treasures with which the Escorial was gradually en-

riched, it is sufficient to mention the frescoes of Peregrin

Tibaldi, Carbajal, Bartolome Carducho, and Lucas Jordan,

and the pictures of Claudio Coello, Titian, Tintoretto, Van
der VVeide, and Velasquez. Many of those that are mov-
able have been transferred to Madrid, and many others have
'perished by fire or sack. The conflagration of 1671, already

mentioned, raged for fifteen days, .and only the church, a
J)art of the palace, and two towers escaped uninjured. In
11808 the whole building was exposed to the ravages of the
iFrench soldiers under Houssaye. On the night of the 1st

of October 1872, the college and seminary, a part of the
palace, and the upper library -were devastated by fire

;

but the damage occasioned by this has in great measure
been repaired.

Tlie reader will TinJ a icniumttble aescription ol the cmotioiial

influence of the Escorial in Quinet's Kacanccs en Espagne; and for hisJ

torical and architectural details he may consult the following works:
—Fray Juan de San Geionimo, Memorias sobrc la Fundacian del

Escorial y su Fahrica, in the Coleccion de Documentos ineditos

para la Historia de Espafia, vol. vii. ; Hcrrera, Smnario y Ereve De-
daracion dc los Discnos y Esiampas de la Fah. de S. Lorenzo del

Escorial, JladriJ, 1589 ; Jose de Siguenza, Historia de la Orden dt

San Gerontjmo, Madrid, 1590, &c.; Cabrera, Felipe Seymido, 1619;
James Wadsworth, Farther Observations of tlic English Spanish
i'ilgrimc, London, 1629, 1630 ; llaiio Mazzorali de Cremona, Le realL

grandczze del Eseuriale, Bologna, 1648 ; De los Santos, Descripcioii

del real monasterio, &c., Madrid, 1C57 ; Andres Ximenes, DtJ
scripcion, &c., JIadrid, 1764 ;

Qucvedo, Historia del Real Mona-
sterio, kc, Madrid, 1849 ; Rotondo, Hist, artistica, &c., del

monasterio de San Lorenzo, Madrid, 1856-1861; Prescott, Life of
Philip II. ; Mrs Pitt Kyrne, Cosas de EspaTia, 1 868 ; Fcrgusson, Hist^

of the Modern Styles of Architecture, 1873.

ESDRAS, Books of. The books called Esdras third

and fourth in the sixth Article of tho Church of England

(15G3) have been more commonly known to English

readers since the publication of the Geneva Bible (1560) as

Esdras first and second. In the earliest Protestant edition

of the German Bible (where for the first time the apocry-

phal books were sharply separated from the canonical) these

two books of Esdras or Ezra stood first in the former class

(1530). Though neither of them was included by Luther

in his version of the Apocrypha published in 1534, they

both reappeared in Coverdale's English Bible (1535) at the

head of the list, and this position they have maintained in

all subsequent English translations. On the other hand,

they do not occur in the Complutensian polyglot (1514-17);
they were wholly excluded from the canon by the Council

of 'Trent (154G); nor did they appear in the Sixtine edition

of the Vulgate (1590). They were printed, however, in the

Clementine edition of 1592, along with the Prayer of

Manasseh, though merely as an appendix, and with a pre-

face to explain that they were permitted thus to appear

only because they had been occasionally referred to by the

fathers, and had found their way into some Latin Bibles

both written and printed. Though associated thus closely

in the vicissitudes of their later history, they have no such

intimate relationship to one another as is suggested by their

names. They differ widely in age, origin, theological

interest, literary and historical importance, and must accord-

ingly be treated as entirely separate works.

I EsDEAS, the Liber tertius EsdrcB of the Vulgate and
the thirty-nine Articles, is entitled in the Codex Vaticanua

and in modern editions of the LXX. "EaSpas a', but in the

Codex Alexandrinus simply 6 Upcvi;. With the exception

of chaps, iii., iv., and v. 1-6, it is a mere compilation from

the canonical work Chronicles-Ezra-Nehemiah. Chap, i.,

which gives an account of the celebration of the passover

under Josiah, and then continues the history to the destruc-

tion of Jerusalem in 588 B.C., follows verse by verse the

narrative of 2 Ch. xxxv. l-xxxvi 21. There are, indeed,'

numerous verbal discrepancies, which show that tho

writer had before him a Hebrew text somewhat differ-

ent from that which we now possess, or else' that

he made use of a Greek version other than the Alexan-

drian. Sometimes, too, he may seem to have delibe-

rately abridged or expanded the text that lay before

him ; but the fact that on the whole he depended oa
the Chronicler must be abundantly manifest to any reader,

and needs not be demonstrated here. The whole of the

canonical book of Ezra is next incorporated, but with an

interpolation and a dislocation. Chap. iL 1-14, telling of

the edict of Cyrus and the return of the Jews under
" Samanassar " or " Sanabassar," closely folloiys Ezra L In

like manner, chap. iL 15-25, telling how the woris at'

Jerusalem were interrupted by the interdict of Artaierxes,

though introduced at an earlier stage in the narrative, is

entirely derived from Ezra i v. 7-24. Chap. iiL".j5=y. C.
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relating how the young Zerubbabel gained the ear of Darius,
and successfully reminded him of a forgotten vow to

rebuild Jerusalem and the. temple, and to restore the holy
vessels and permit the return of the citizens to their places,

is, as has already been indicated, either an original contribu-

tion or one derived from some source which is no longer
accessible to us. Chap. v. 7-70, containing the list of

those who returned with Zerubbabel under " Darius,"with

an account of the progress of the temple under " Cyrus,"
and of the subsequent interruption " for the space of two
years," until Aie reign of " Darius," is derived from Ezra
iL 1-iv. 5. Chap.9. vL and vii., corresponding to Ezra v.

and vi., relate hov? the work v/as resumed under Darius, and
completed in the sixth year of his reign. Chap. viii. 1-ix.

56 repeats the narrative of Ezra viL-x., and chap. ix. 37-55
that of Neh. vii. 73-viii. 13.

The abruptness which characterizes the book as we now
Lave it, both in its beginning and at its close, suggests the

idea that possibly it may be merely a fragment of some
larger compilation t"o which reference is perliaps made in 2

Mace. ii. 13. In its present form it has little to distinguish

it as a composition from the work of the' Chronicler, of

which it is virtually an incomplete abridgment. The
special object which the compiler may have had in view is

indeed not easily conjectured. Some writers think they

can discover a twofold purpose,—to give prominence to the

new story about Zerubbabel, and to remove chronological

difficulties which are raised by the canonical book of Ezra.

If the latter was indeed part of his aim, he has been
singularly unsuccessful. Far from obviating any of the diffi-

culty caused by the Chronicler's having apparently intro-

duced Artaxerxes Longimanus and Xerxes between Cyrus
and Darius Hystaspis, he has landed himself in new and
glaring inconsistencies (comp., e.ff., ii. 10, 14, with iv. 44).

A more likely hypothesis is that his design was to give to

the public something more readable than the bald and
literal Alexandrian translation. Critics arc not unanimous
upon the question whether he took his work directly from
the Hebrew or from the present LXX. version. The
majority are ia favour of the former view; but Keil has

the influential support of Schurer (in Herzog's Encydopddie,

i. 497, 1877) in the latter opinion. It is uncertain where

he wrote. Egypt and Palestine have both been suggested,

but without adequate data for a definite conclusion. Who-
ever he was he had a good command of Greek, nor was he

ignorant of Hebrew. As for the date of the work, all we
know is that it was already in existence and in repute in

the time of Josephus That historian has unfortunately

followed its order of events in preference to that of the

canonical Chronicler, and so has brought his narrative into in-

extricable confusion in all that relates to the Persian period.

Unmistakable references to the work as authoritative

are to be met with iu Clement of Alexandria, in Cyprian,

in Athanasius, and in Augustine {De Civ. Dei, xviiL 36).

Jerome, on the other hand, in his preface to Ezra and
Nehemiah (which is to be found in all modern edi-

tions of the Vulgate), has condemned both books of

Esdras as "somnia" and "procul abjicienda." It does

not occur in any list either of canonical or of " ecclesi-

astical " writings.^ Nor does its place in the Alexandrian

canon seem to have been altogether undisputed. For it does

not occur in oil Latin Bibles presumably derived from the

LXX.; and towards the beginning of the 16th century it was

believed not to exist at all in Greek, so rare had it become.

' Unless by i Ttoimnr or Paslor of Athanasius (Epistola feslalis),

flugo a S. Caro, and others this book le iieant. But it is more pro-

bable that the " Shepherd " of Hermas .s intended. See De Wette-

Schrader, £inJ. sec. 31, note b. By Augustine's "Esdr^ libriduo"'

(De DoclT. Chr. ii. 8) we are probably to understand our Ezra and
Nehemiah ; but compare De Civ. Dei, Lc.

2 EsDRA3, the liber qnartus Esdrae of the Vulgate*
(Ezra, Nehemiah, and 1 Esdras being the other three),

was originally written in Greek,' and probably entitled

djroKaXui^i; "EcrSpa (so Fritzsche ; but Hilgenfeld argues

for 'Efpas o Trpo^Tjnj;). With the exception of incon-

siderable fragments, the original (Greek) text has been
lost ; but numerous ancient translations still testify to the

widespread popularity which the work enjoyed during the

earlier centuries of the Christian era. Five distinct ver-

sions are now known to scholars,—the Latin, Syriac,

Ethiopic, Arabic, and Armenian. Of these the Latin ia (he

oldest and the best. In most of its MSS., and in all tho

eastern version.s, the first two and the last two chapters of

the received Vulgate text are omitted; and eighty-three

verses are inserted between vii. 35 and vii. 36. The
genuineness of these verses cannot be doubted : they were
known to Ambrose, Vigilantius, and Jerome, and in 1875
were rediscovered by Bensly in a MS. of the 9th cen-

tury. The four chapters just mentioned Fritzsche proposes

to call the fifth book of Ezra. They are certainly dis-

tinct from the original 2 Esdras, and are by general consent

assigned to a Christian authorship .of or near the 3d
century.

The apocalyptic character of 2 Esdras has already been
indicated (vol. ii. p. 175-6). Its seven visions all have refer-

ence to the future of Jerusalem, the central question being
whether and when the city is to be restored and its enemies
punished. The fifth vision (xi. 1-xii. 51) is of chief im-

portance to the critic ; his conclusions upon the date and
origin of the book must depend almost entirely upon his in-

terpretation of the symbolical eagle, the wings, the feathers,

and the heads there described. According to Laurence,

C. J. van der Vlis, and Liicke (2d edition), the vision is

to be explained as having reference to the whole course

of Roman history from Romulus to Julius C;esar. The
three heads are Sulla, Pompey, and Csesar; and the work
was composed about the time of the assassination of the

last-named. Hilgenfeld, in his earlier interpretation of the

vision (1857), referred it to the Ptolemies; but in 1867 ho
substituted the Seleucidse, while adhering to his original

opinion that the three' heads are Csesar, Antony, and
Octavian, and that the work was written immediately after

the death of Antony. The majority of modern critics be-

lieve that Rome under the empire is intended ; but there

are numerous difierences as to the details of this interpre-

tation. Gutschmid and some others identify the three

heads with Septimius Severus, Caracalla, and Geta, thus

placing the date of the composition of this part of the work
as late as the year 218 a.d.* But the more general opinion

since Corrodi (1781) has been that the three Flavian em.
perors, Vespasian, Titus, and Domitian, are intended by
that symbol. Corrodi himself and Ewald assign the book
to the reign of Titus ; Volkmar, Langen, and Renan to that

of Nerva; and Gfrbrer, Dillraann, Wieseler, and Schurer to

that of Domitian. On the whole, it may be said that there

is a growing consensus of opinion in favour of a date some-
where between 81 and 97 a.d.

As upon the question of date, so upon tUe question of

authorship, critics are now more nearly agreed than

formerly in the belief that the book belongs to the Jewish
cycle of apocalyptic literature, and that its author was pro-

bably a Pharisee, and possibly one who may have fought on

the walls of Jerusalem in the final struggle. It is, indeed,

' Though it begins there with the words "Liber Esdrse prophctiB

secundus." In the Syriac, Arabic, and Ethiopic versions it is styled

Vm first of Ezra. In the Armenian it is the ihird.

^ Ewald is almost alone in claiming for it a Hijhrew original (Gesch.

vii. 69). See also Derenbourg, Jiemie critique for 1876, p. 132.

* Gutschmid agrees witli Hilgenfeld as to the date of tlie rest of th*

work.
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istrongly, even fiercely/Jewisli inits sympathies; and it"

is not a little remarkable that it should have made so little

impression, upon the Je.wish mind, while by the Christians,

on the other hand, it was received with' great respect, and

was indebted to them for its preservation. It has not passed

tlirough .their hands without alteration. The insertion of

tho'word " Jesus "
iii chap. vii. 28 may he mentioned as an

instance of the changes it has undergone.
(^

By the author of the epistle of Barnabas (cliap.'xii.), by

Clement of Alexandria {Strom, iii. IG), by Tertullian

{De hab. ninl., 3), and by Ambrose {De Bono Mortis,

•chap, x.-xii.), 2 Esdras Ls referred to as prophetic scripture.

The unfavourable judgment of Jerome upon both books of

Esdras is on the other hand repeated with special emphasis

with regard to this in his treatise against Vigilantins. The

work was never included in any list of canonical or " eccle-

siastical " writings, nor did it generally appear in MS. Latin

Inbles. It was printed, however, in Pfister's Bamberg Latin

Bible (1460), and frequently thereafter. To this circum-

stance, doubtless, it owes its somewhat too high position,

both in the Protestant and in the Romish Apocrypha. It

may be interesting to notice that Columbus drew from

chap. vi. 42 one of the arguments by which he supported

his cause in the conference of Salamanca in 1487 (Navarrete,

Coleccioit, ii. 2G1)'

It cannot be doubted that 2 Esdras.has exercised con-"

siderable influence on the course of Christian thought,

especially on eschatological subjects ; but in cases of real

coincidence between its "teaching and that of Paul, the

honour of priority is now very generally conceded to the

canonical writer. The work is of great authority in some

Oriental churches; and it has been a special favourite with

many Western mystics, such asSchwenkfeld and the QiLce

famous Antoinette Bourignon.'

Tischendorf, .in , hii Apocali/pses Apocr!/pha;,'~^][>v\nts'a,

Creek Apocalypse of Esdras, which is to be distinguished

from 2 Esdras.,' It seems to date from the 3d century of

the Christian era, and to belong originally to the Christian,

cycle (see .vol. ii. p.'179;>

Til (^ best commentary on l^Esilr.i.? is'tliat^f or F. Fritzscho^iii'

the Excgdischcs HavMuch (Leipsic, 1851). See also hia critical

edition of the text (Libri apocrtjphi Vclcris Tcstaircnti grcccc cum
commcntario cnttco (Leii).sic,]871 ); De-Wctte-Schrader, Einlcilung,

Beets. 363-4 (1869), Scliureriu Uerzog's Ewycloiiadte.i. 496(1877).

1—There have* been several critical editions of tlni Latin text of 2

Esdras, tbe earliest having been those of Fabricius (1741) aiidSaba-

tier (1751). Laurence was the fust editor of the Ethiopic version

(Oxford, 1820), Ewald of the Arabic (Gottingen, 1863), and Cerianl

of the Syriac (.Milan, 1868). The Vatican codex of the Arabic lias

now for the first time been edited by GiUlcineister (Bonn, 1877).

The Armenian is to be found in tlie Armenian Bible (Venice, 1805).

The latest editions of the Latin are those of Hilgenfeld (1869) ami
«f 0. F. Fl'itzsche {Libri Apocryphi^ as above). A good account
^of the work, with an almost exhaustive catalogue of the modern
[literature of the subject, is given by Schiirer in his Kcutcslamentlichc

'Zcilgcschichtc (Leipsic, 1874). In 1875 Bciisly published the results

of an examination of the Amiens JIS., which dates from the 91h
century The missing fragment has also been found in a Spanish
JIS. (sec Camhridg': Journal of Fhilologt/, 1877). See also Keuan,
Zcs Evangilcs (Paris, 1877), and Urummond, The Jcu-ish Messiah,

(London. 1878). (J. S. BL.)

_ ESHER,~a"village andparish in the county of Surrey,

England, is situated about 15 miles S.W. of London. Near-

it is Claremont Palace (built by the great Lord Clive),

formerly the residence of the Princess Charlotte, and more
recently of Louis Philippe and his family. Of the mansion
house .of Esher, iff which Cardinal Wolsey resided for three'

or four weeks after his sudden fall from power jn 1529, only

the gatehouse no.w remains.' A new mansion was erected

in 1S03, Esher church contains some fine memorials, and
one of its three bells is said to have been brought from San
Domingo by Sir Francis Drake, The population of the

parish in.l
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ESHREF, or Asiiref, a town of Persia in the provinca

of JIazandcran, about 50 miles west of Astrabad, and S
niiles inland from the Caspian Sea. Alt lies in a hollow of

the mountains richly embowered with cypress, ofange, and
melon trees. The inhabitants, who number about 5000 oi

6000, comprise, according to Napier, the descendants of a

Georgian colony introduced by Shah Abbas Sefawi, some
families of Talish and Tats (the former a Turkish, the second

a Persian tribe), and a number of Godars, a peculiar pariah

race, possibly of Indian origin. Foreign trade, especialljj

with Constantinople and Astrakhan, is'carried on by meant
of the port of Mashhad-i-Sar, about 50 miles^to the N.WL,
the exports being cotton, sugar, and cutlery, and the imi

ports iron vessels and crockery. The principal buildings

are the two dilapidated royal palaces. They were built ia

a stylo of great magnificence by Shah Abbas, and aftet

a conflagration were restored by Shah Nadir, the-conqueroB

of Delhi. The third palace of Sefiabad, situated on. aa
eminence above the town, has been replaced by a_ modern
building in the European style.'

For details see Erinncrungc-i aus clem Lcben dcs K.Taissisf^m
Gen. -Lieut. Johann ton Blaramhcrg, 1874, quoted in Petermana'*
MUtheil., 1875; and Napier's " Diary of a Tour, in Khorassan,"
ia Jo urn. of Roy. Gcog. Soc, 1876.

ESKI-DJUMA,orEsKi-DjUMirA7a town of Buigana.'in.

the sanjakof Rustchuk, about -22 miles west of Shumla, oa
the northern slopes of the Binar-daglit .~i.'It lias several'

mosques and baths, and derives great local importance fron»

its fairs, of which the greatest, in May,' is attended by a vast

concourse o£ merchants from north and south, and display^

a variety of German, French, Swiss, and Russian goods.'

See Hilberg, "i\'nc7j Eski Djumaia, mil BcrCcht Uher die Mcsse'roTl
Eski- Djumaia. im Uai^l&IQ^vons.'iExc.USr.XEdmundjZcchy,
Vienna, 1876,' '

,ESKIL.STUNA"ra'tot\*n^f'Sweden'iirtD"egovemmenfo(
Sodermanland, anddistrictof Nykoping, oil the Hjelmar-Aaj
which unites Lake Hjelmar^with Lake Malar?" It is the.

principal centre of Swedish' manufacturing industry, pos-

sessing a royal musket-factory,^ engineering works,' cutlery

establishm.ents, needle factories,' dye-works, and tanneries.'

The place is mentioned in the 13th' century,"'aiid is said {fl

derive its name from an English''missionary calle4 E.skil

who suffered martyrdom and .was, buried on the^spot- It!

rose into importance J'ti
' the" reign, of Charles ,X.,'who(

bestowed on it considerable privilege^ 'ind gave 'the firsB

impulse to its manufacturing activity. Population 6130.

ESKIMO, Eskimos, or Esquimaux, the name applied

by European ethnologists to a large number of cognate but

widely separated tribes, which are scattered along the coasts

of the arctic regions of America and Asia .. The Danish form
of the word has recently supplanted the older French form.

The name is a corruption of the Abenaki Indian Eskimal-

sic or the Ojiba Askimcg, both terms meaning "those
who eat raw flesh." The native name is Innuit—^a word
signifyin,g, as names of,, savage tribes frequently do, "Tlie

people. The Eskimo constitute a very homogeneous race,

and are the widest spread aboriginal people in the world.

They are entirely unknown in Europe, being confined to the

arctic coast of America, and a small portion of the Asiatic

shore of Behring Strait. On the American shores they

are found, in broken tribes, from East Greenland to tha

western shores of Alaska,—never far off the coast, or south'

of the region where the winter ice allows seals to congregate

in large numbers .., They thus stretch for 3200 miles frctm'

S. E. to S.W. ;^a'nd though in all likelihood they have
little intercourse with each other, yet, judging from th(»

traditions,, the separate tribes must hav'e maintained theit

present characteristic language and mode of life for at least

1000 years.' "''Most probably, like the rest of the aborigine
of the New World, they came from Asia at .some very
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remote period. TIio N.W. Amerlcaa Coast Indians, whose

modes o£ life are much the same as the Eskimo, bear a

et^'iking resemblance to tbom in appearance. The Eskimo
may thus have been fishing Indians, who formerly lived on

the banks of the great rivers which flow into the Polar

Ocean, and Were gradually driven seaward by the more
southern Indians, Etgainat whom they to this day maintain a

violent enmity. In the course of their migrations they

arrived in Urinuell Land, crossed Smith Sound, not further

north than Cape Union, according to Nares, then advanced

gradually southward along the west coast of Greenland,

doubled Cape Farewell, and spread up the east coast as far

north as man has yet reached. They may have rounded,

with the musk ox and the lemming, the north end of

Greenland, but the probabilities are in the direction indi-

cated Even .on hunting expeditions they rarely with-

draw more than 20 miles from the coast, and only in

very exceptional cases'30 miles. Save a slight admixture

of .European settlers, they are iha only inhabitants of both

sides of Davis Strait and Baffin's Bay. They extend

as far' south as about 50° N. lat. on, the eastern side of

America 'and in the west to 60° on the eastern shore of

B.ohring Strait, w^hile 55° to 60° are their southern limits

on the shore .of Hudson's Bay. Throughout all this range

no other tribes intervene, except in two small spots on the

coast of AVest'ern America, where the Kennayan and
Ugalenza Indians come down to the shore for the purpose

of fishing. The Aleutians are closely allied to the Eskimo
in Labitsand language, though their ciilture is somewhat
more highly developed. Kink divides them into the

following groups, the most eastern of which would have
to travel nearly- 5000 miles to reach the most western.

1. The East Greenland Eskimo, few iti number, every

year advancing further sqXith, and having intercourse with

the next section. 2. The "West Greentanders, civilized,

living under ths Danish crown, and extending from Cape
Farewell to 74° N. lat. 3. The Northernmost Greenlanders

—^^the Arctic Highlanders of Ross—confined to Smith,

Whale, Murchison, and Wolstenholrae Sounds, north of the

Melville Bay glaciers, not extending to the western shores

of the former strait, nor within the memory of man having
any-iutercourse with those south of them. They are very

isolated, hp.ve greatly decreased -of late years, did not until

Cecently possess the' kayak or skin-covered canoe, the

umiak or open skin bcjat, or the bow and arrow, ,are bold

liunters,' pagans, and are perhaps the ftidst typical of the Es-

kimo in Greenland ; they have not of recent ytars greatly

decreased, though at present they" do not number more
than 200.'! .

4..' The Labrador Eskimo,' mostly civilized.

5. The Eskimo of the middle regions, occupying the coasts

froln Hudson's Bay to Barter Island, beyond Mackenzie
River^-p.erhaps comparativelya rather heterogeneous group,

inhabiting a stretch of country 2000 miles in length and 800
inhreadth. 6. The Western Eskimo, from Barter Island to

the western limits in America. They differ somewhat from
the other groups in various habits, such as the use of the

baidar or double-manned skin-covered canoe, in the clothing

of' the men, in their labrets, and in the head-dress of the
women. They are allied to the Aleutians and the Indians
of Alaska, 7. The Asiatic Eskimo or Tuski, who are again'

nearly allied to the Namollo and Itelmes... Nona of the

Arctic tribes of Europe or Asia have the slightest con-
nexion with them. Of all the Eskimo those of Greenland
and Labrador are the best known ; the- others are known
but partially.

' A party cr EAiiuo from the western side of Smith Sound, al>out

Cape Isabella, crossed over in an umiak and five kayaks, about five

years before the survivor% of the crew of the " Polaris " wintered
tliere in 1872-3. They introdnced the use of the bovf and arrow,
hitherto IUlkno^vD among the "Arctic Highlanders.-"

Appearance and Dicss.—The Eskimo are not so small as

they are usually represented, their height—5 feet 4 inches

to 5 feet 10 inches, and in rare cases even 6 feet—being

quite up to the average of the coast Indians. Their dress,

however, gives them a dwarfish appearance. Both men
and women are muscular and active, the former often in-

clining to embonpoint, and both having a pleasing, good-

humoured, and not unfrequently, even handsome cast of

countenance, apt to break into a " grin " on very small

provocation. The face is broadly oval, flat, with fat cheeks

;

forehead not high, and rather retreating ; teeth good, though,

owing to the character of the food, worn down to the gums
in old age; nose very flat ; eyes rather obliquely set, small,

black, and bright ; head largish, and covered with coarse

black hair, which the women fasten up into a top knot ou

their crown, and the men clip in front and allow to hang
loose and unkempt behind. Their skulls are of the meso-

cephalictype, the height being greatei: than the breadth
;

according to Davis, 75 is the index of the latter and 77 of

the former. Some of the tribes slightly compress the

skulls of their new-born children laterally (Hall), but this

practice is a very local one. The men have usually a slight

moustache, but no' whiskers, and rarely any beard. The
skin has generally a " bacony " feel, and when cleaned of

the smoke, grease, and other dirt—the accumulation of

which varies according to the age of the individual—is only

so slightly brown that red shows in the cheeks of the

children and young women. The people soon age, how-
ever. Their hands and feet are small and well formed, and,

as a rule, they have a more pleasing appearance than all

except the best-looking Indian tribes. The women and
children dress etitirely in skins of the seal, reindeer, bear,

dog, or even fox, the first two being, however, the most
common. The men and women's dress is much the same.

The jacket of the men has a hood, which in cold weather

is used to cover the head, le ving only the face exposed;

it must be drawn over the head, as it has no opening in front

or behind. The women's jacket has a fur-lined "amowt"
or large hood for carrying a child, and an absurd looking

tail behind, •which is, however, usually tucked up. The
trousers are either tight or loose, and are fastened into

boots made of prepared seal skin, very ingeniously and
neatly made. The wom en's trousers are usually ornamented
with eider duck necks, or embroidery of native dyed
leather; their boots, which are. of white leather, or (in

Greenland) dyed of various colours, reach over the knees,

and in some tribes are very wide at the top, thus giving them
an awkward appearance and a clumsy waddling walk. In

winter there ate two suits of clothes of this description,

one with the hair inside, the other with it outside. They
also sometimes wear shirts of bird-skins, and stockings of

dog or young reindeer skins. The boots require to be

changed when wet, otherwise they would freeze hard in

cold weather. Their clothes are, like all the Eskimo articles

of dress or tools, very neatly made, fit beautifully, and are

sewn with " sinew-thread,'' with a bone needle if a steel

one cannot be had. In person the Eskimo are usually filthy,

wateT not often coming in contact with them unless acci-

dentally. The children when very young are, however,

sometimes cleaned by being licked -with their mother's

tongue before being put into the bag of. feathers which

ser^ es as their bed, cradle, and blankets.

Bwel'diiga, Occupations, Characteristic Implements, and
Food.—r-In summer the Eskimo live in conical skia tents,

and in winter usually in half-underground huts (igloos)

built of stone, turf, earth, and bones, entered by a long

tunnel-like passage, which can only be traversed on all

fours. Sometimes, if residing temporarily at a place, they

will erect neat round huts of blocks of snow with a 'leet

of ice for a -window. These, however, though comijiiobls
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iu the winter, become damp and dripping in tho spring,

and are then deserted. In the roof are deposited their

spare harpoons, &c.; and from it is suspended tho steatite

basin-lilce lamp, tho flames of which, the wick being of

moss, serves as fire and light. On one side of tho hut

is the bench which is used as sofa, seats, and common
sleeping place. The floor is usually very filthy, a pool of

blood or a dead seal being often to be seen there. Ventila-

tion is almost non-existent ; and after the lamp has blazed

for some time, the family having assembled, the heat is all

but unbearable ; the upper garment must be taken off, and
the unaccustomed visitor gasps half asphyxiated in the

mephitic atmosphere. In the summer the wolfish-looking

dogs lie outside on the roof of the huts, in the winter in

the tunnel-like passage just outside the family apartment.

The Western Eskimo build their houses chiefly of planks,

merely covered on the outside with green turf. The same
Eskimo have, in the more populous places, a public room for

meetings. " Council chambers " are also said to exist

in Labrador, but are only known in Greenland by tradi-

tion. Sometimes in South Greenland and in tho Western

Eskimo cixmtry the houses are made to accommodate several

families, but as a rule each family has a house to itself.

The Eskimo are solely hunters and fishers, and derive

most of their subsistence from the sea. Their country

will allow- of ;no cultivation worth attending to; and
beyond a' few berries, roots, <kc., they use no vegetable

food. They are essentially sarcophagous. The seal, the

reindeer when obtainable, and various cetaceous animals

supply the .bulk of their food, as well as their clothing,

light, 'fuel,' and frequently also,' Aben driftwood is scarce

or 'unavailable, the material i Jor various, articles > of

domestic ^economy. The shuttle -shaped canoe or kaycik,

covered with h;iirless seal-skin stretched on a wooden or

whalebone frame,-' with only,g^*hole in the centre for

thepaddler, is'onoof the most characteristic Eskimo imple-

ments. The paddler propels it with a bone-tipped double-

bladed paddle, like .that used in ,the " canoes" familiar as

aquatic playthings in England. ,He is covered with a

waterproof skin or entrail dress, tightly fastened round

the mouth of the hole in which he sits, so that, should the

oanoe overturn, not a drop of water may enter. A skilful

kayaker can turn a complete somersault, boat and all,

through the water. The umiak or flat-bottomed skin

luggage-boat, rowed by ''the women, is another, though

less interesting, Eskimo vessel The sledge, made of two
runners of wood or bone,-|^even, ift one case on record, of

frozen salnion (Maclure),—united by cross bars tied to the

runners by hide thongs, and drawn by from 4 to 8 dogs

harnessed abreast, is another article of Eskimo domestic

economy which' no European ingenuity has ever been able

ta improve. Some of their weapons afi'ord remarkable

evidence of inventive skiU,—in particular, the harpoon,

with the point detachable after it has struck the seal,

narwhal, or white whale ; the line to which the harpoon

is fastened, with the inflated sealskin at the end, which

tires out the prey, besides marking its course, and buoys

it up when dead; the bird-spears, with bladder attached,

and the adventitious side-points which strike the animal

"jhould the main one miss it; the rib bow of the wild Eskimo,

iSic. Although they have to maintain a severe struggle for

existence against the elements, the Eskimo have been able,

in the manufacture of their tools, to develop artistic and
mechanical .skill far surpassing that of savages more favour-

ably situated, but less endowed with brain power. They
sometimes cook their food by boiling, but, when it is frozen,

never hesitate to devour it raw. Blood, and the half-digested

contents of the reindeer's paunch, are also eagerly consumed
by them; but it is a mistake to suppose that they habitually

eat. blubber. Fat they are no doubt foud of, but blubber

is too precious : it must be kept for winter fuel and light.

They are enormous eaters; two Eskimo will easily dispose

of a seal at a sitting ; and in Greenland, for instance, each

individual has for his daily consumption, on an average, 2J
Dj of flesh with blubber, and 1 lb of fish, besides mussels,

berries, sea-weed, &c., to which in the Danish settlements

may be added 2 oz. of imported food. Ten pounds of flesh,

in addition to other food, is not uncommonly consumed
in a day in time of plenty. A man will lie on his back
and allow his wife to feed him with tit-bits of blubber and
flesh until he is unable to move.

The Eskimo cannot be strictly called a wandering race.

They are nomadic only in so far that they have to move about
from place to place during the fishing and shooting season,

following the game in its migrations. They have, however,
no regular property. They possess only the most necessary

utensils and furniture, with a stock of provisions for less

than one year ; and these possessions never exceed certain

limits fixed upon by tradition or custom (Rink). Long
habit and the necessities of their life have also compelled
those having food to share with those having none,—

a

custom which, with others, has conduced to the stagnant

condition of Eskimo society and to their utter improvidence.

Moral and Mental Characler.—So far as a nation can be
characterized in a few words, it may be said that the
Eskimo are, if not in the first rank of barbarous races, not
in the last, and that, though they want some of the mental
endowments of races like the Polynesians, they are equally

free from many of their vicious traits. Their intelligence

is considerable, as their implements and folk-tales abun-
dantly prove. They display a taste for music, chartography,

and drawing, display no small amount of humour, are quick
at picking up peculiar traits in strangers, and are pain-

fully acute in detecting the weak points or ludicrous sides

of their character. They are excellent mimics, and easily

learn the dances and songs of the Europeans, as well as

their games, such as chess and draughts. They gamble a

little,—but in moderation, for the Eskimo, though keen
traders, have a deep-rooted antipathy to speculation. When
they ofler anything for sale—say at a Danish settlement

in Greenland—they always leave it to the buyer to settle

the price. They have also a dislike to bind themselves by
contract. Hence it was long before the Eskimo in Green-
land could be induced to enter into European service,

though when they do so now-a-days they pass to almost

the opposite extreme—they have no will of their own.
It is affirmed by those who ought to know that tnj sort of

licentiousness or indecency which might give rise to public

oflTence is' rare among them. In their private life their

morality is, however, not high. The women are especially

erring; and in Greenland, at places where strangers visit,

their extreme laxity of morals, and their utter want of

shame, are not more remarkable than the entire absence of

jealousy or self-respect on the part of their countrymen
and relatives. Theft in Greenland is almost unknown;
but the wild Eskimo make very free with strangers' goods

—though it must be allowed that the value they attach

to the articles stolen is some excuse for the thieves.

Among themselves, on the other hand, they are very

honest,—a result of their being so much under the control

of public opinion. Lying is said to be as common a trait

of the Eskimo as of other savages in their dealings with

Europeans. They have naturally not made any figure in

literature. Their folk-lore is, however, extensive, and that

collected by Dr Rink shows considerable imagination and

no mean talent on the part of the story-tellers. In Green-

land and Labrador most of the natives have been taught

by the missionaries to read and write in their own language.

Altogether, the literature published in the Eskimo tongue

is considerable. Most of it has been printed in Denmark^
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but some has been " set up " in a Braall printing olTice

in Greenland, from which about 280 sheets have issued,

beside many lithographic prints. A journal {Atuagagl-

dliutit nalinginarmik tusarumindsassiimik univlat, i.e.,

"something for reading, accounts of all entertaining

subjects") has been published since 1861. Up to 1874 it

extended to 194 sheets in 4to, and about 200 leaves with

illustrations. T\vo Eskimo have appeared as authors on a

small scale, the last being Hans Hendrik, who has published

an autobiography, narrating his life among the Smith

Sound Eskimo, and as the hunter of the expeditions of

Kane, Hayes, Hall, and Nares. Some of them pick up

handicrafts very readily, and those who have wrought in

the Copenhagen workshops are said by their employers to

learn various kinds of labour more rapidly than average

Danish youths of the same age.

Religion. — The Eskimo nearly everywhere hold the

same religious ideas, though in Greenland and Labrador

they are, with few exceptions, nominally at least. Chris-

tians. The whole world is, according to the pagan

Eskimo's belief, governed by inuas, supernatural powers

or " owners," each of whom holds his sway within

natural limits. Any object or individual may have its,

his, or her inua, though generally speaking the idea of an

inua is limited to certain localities or passion.?—such as

a mountain or lake, or strsngth or eating. The soul, for

instance, is the inua of the body. The earth and the sea

rest on pillars, and cover an under-wgrld accessible by

various mountain clefts, or by various entrances from the

sea. The sky is the floor of an upper-world to which

some go after death, while others—good or bad—have

their future home in the under-world. Here are the

dwellings of the arsissvt—the people who live in abundance.

The upper one, on the contrary, is cold and hungry ; here

live the arssartut or ball-players, so called from their

playing at ball with a walrus head, which gives rise to the

aurora borealis. ' The mediums between the inita and

mankind are the angakoks (Esk. plur., angakut) or wizards,

who possess the peculiar gift of angakoonek—or the state of

" being angakok"—which they have acquired by the aid of

guardian spirits cailed tornat (plural of iornak), who again

are ruled lay iornarsuk, the supreme deity or devil of all.

Such is their religion in the barest possible outline. They
also invoke a supernatural influence which is called

ktisiunek or iliseeiiek, which may be translated as witch-

craft : this is believed to be the mystic agency which

causes sudden sickness or death. In the folk-lore of the

Greenlanders as of other nations, divine justice manifests

itself chiefly in the present life, though they have a faint

belief in reward or punishment in the future world,

according as the individual has behaved in this.

Language. — The idiom spoken from vjireeLland to

North-eastern Siberia is, with a few exceptions, the same
;

any difference is only that of dialect. It differs from the

whole group of European languages, not merely in the

sound of the words, but more especially, according to Eink,

in the construction. Its most, remarkable feature is that

a sentence of a European language is expressed in Eskimo
by a single word constructed out of certain elements, each

of which corresponds in some degree to one of our words.

One specimen commonly given to visitors to Greenland

may suffice : SaviyiksiniariartokasuaromaryotiUogog, which

is equivalent to " He says that you also will go away
quickly in like manner and buy a pretty knife." Here is

one word serving in the place of 17. It is made up as

follows :

—

Savig a knife, ik pretty, sini "buy, ariarlok

go away, asuar hasten, omar wilt, y in like manner, otit

thou, tog also, og he says.

Social Economy.—The Eskimo differ from most other

t.i'ibos of savages, and notably from those of the rest of

America, by having no chiefs or political and military

rulers. Fabricius concisely described them in his day :

—

" Sine Deo, domino, reguntur consuetudine." The govern-

ment is mainly a family one, though if a man is distin-

guished for skill in the chase, strength, shrewdness, or other

qualities useful to a wild community, he will no doubt obtain

a corresponding influence in the village or settlement. There
is also a good deal of dependence of one upon another, as

must happen in a people situated as the Eskimo. The
family, the inhabitants of a house, and the inhabitants of a

wintering place or hamlet are the three subdivisions

recognized by the Eskimo; but any connexion between the

different wintering places is hardly known and is not re-

cognized. TLey never go to war with each other; and

though revengeful, and apt to injure an enemy secretly, they

rarely come to blows, and are morbidly anxious not to give

offence.' Indeed, in their intercourse with each other they

indulge in much hyperbolical compliment, and language

courteous from the teeth outwards. But they are not with-

out courage. On the Coppermine and Mackenzie Rivers,

where they sometimes come into collision with the Indians,

they fight fiercely, and are a name of terror. Polygamy is

rare, but the rights of divorce and re-marriage ate exercised

among the wild Eskimo without any definite restriction. The
courtshij) or marriage customs and the laws of inheritance

will be found fully described in the works mentioned in the

bibliography. The chief laws are such as the following.

Every seal caught at a wintering place should be equally

divided as far as it will go. Any one picking up driftwood

has only to put some stones on it, as it lies on the shore,

to establish his ownership in it. If a seal is harpooned

and gets off with the harpoon sticking in it, the first

owner loses his right in it if the bladder float gets de-

tached. Any other kind of goods found are the property

of the owner. If two hunters at the same time hit a bird,

the bird is equally divided between them. All kind of

game which is very large or rare is common property.

In South Greenland whoever is the first to see a bear

has ownership in it, no matter who kills it. The bor-

rower is not bound to give compensation for any injury

to the tools of another which he may have borrowed. If a

man repent of a bargain he has a right to retract; nothing

is sold on credit, or at least without being repaid in a short

time. The Greenlanders were always fond of festivals, as

are the Eskimo to thisday all over theircountry. When they

met each other they used to rub. noses together, but this,

though a common custom stiU among the wild Eskimo, is

entirely abandoned in Greenland except for the petting of

children. There is, in Greenland at least, no national

mode of salutation, either on meeting or parting. When a

guest arrives or enters a house, commonly not the least sign

is made either by hirp or his host, On leaving a place they

now sometimes say " iniivdluaritse," i.e., live well, and to

a European " aporniakinatit," i.e., do not' hurt thy head,

viz., against the upper part of the doorway.

Population.—No precise statement can be made re-

garding the numbers of the Eskimo race. For Greenland,

however, we have exact data so far as the Danish possessions

are concerned. In 1870, the date of the last census, there

were, from Cape Farewell to the limit of the West Greenland

region, 9588 people. Add to this about 200 for Smith's

Sound, and say 400 for East Greenland, and the whole

population of that island continent—inhabited and habit-

able on the coast only—will not be many more than 1 0,000.

On an average, the proportion of females to males in Green-

land has been 1118 to 1000, while in Iceland it is 1102,

and in Denmark and the Faroe Isles there are 1018 to

1000 males. The natives of Greenland have decreased

since the Danes came into the country, and at present tli?

population is at a stand-stilL On a rough estimate, ti
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whole Eskimo raco doM not, it is believed, exceed 40,000.

But we have really no data, except at spots whore they

have come in contact with Europeans.
Bibliography.—Frafjiiientaiy notices of the Eskimo may be found

in numerous works. Wc need ouly take cognizance hero of motleru
^vi'it.cvs who have actually lived among the Eskimo. These are ;

—

Kink, Eskimoiskli L'vcniyr oy Sag)i{\S66) ; Supplement to the same
work (1871) ; Talcs and Traditions of the Eskimo (1875) ; Danish
Greenland : its People and its Products (1877) ; Grbnlaiul, gcogra-
phisk og Slalistisk heskrevct, 2 vols. (1857)'; Om Eskimoerncs Hcrkomsi
(Aarbos for Nord. Oldk. og Hist. 1871, pp. 269-302)-, Richardson,
Polar Jlegions (18C1), pp. 298-331; Markham, Arctic Papers of the
If. G. S. (1875), pp. 163-232 ; Simpson, Ibid, pp. 233-275 ; Hans
Ilciid.riks the Eskimo's Memoirs ("Geographical Magazine," Feb.
1878, H scq.); Brown, liaccs of Mankind, vol. i. (1872), pp. 5-20

;

Countries of the World, vol. i. (1877), pp. 123-144. See also the
works and papers referred to in the foregoing woiks; the diction-
aries and grammars of Fabricius, Washington, Kleinschmidt, and
Janssen, and a sketch of the Eskimo language by Dr Kink in course
of publication by the Smithsonian Institution; and finally the various
narratives and other oflicial reports and papers of the Arctic voyagers,
particularly those of Parry, Lyons, Franklin, Collinson, M'Chire,
Graah,Kane,Rae.Hayes,Hali,Ressels,Koldeway,and Narcs. (R. B.)

ESKISAGRA, or EskiZagra, a town of European
Turkey, province of Adrianople, is pleasantly situated on
the southern slope of the Balkans, 70 miles N.W. of

Adrianople. The vicinity is highly cultivated, and there

are some well frequented hot mineral baths. EskiSagra
has 13 mosques, several Christian churches, and a bazaar.

Its principal manufactures are- carpets, coarse cloth, and
leather. In the Kusso-Turkish war of 1877, vfhile occupied
by the Russians, it was threatened by the Turks under
Suleiman Pasha, and General Gourl.o advancing to its

relief suffered a disastrous defeat (July 31). The Russians
were compelled to evacuate the town, and retire through
the Lower Balkans, after which it was set on fire by the

Turks, and great barbarities were perpetrated on the

Christian inhabitants. The population of the town num-
bered about 20,000.

ESKISHEHR, a town of Asiatic Turkey, in Asia
Minor, in the sanjak of Sultan Oegni, about 80 miles S.E.

of Broussa, and 130 miles W.N.W. of Angora, to the south

of the Purssak-Chai, a tributary of the Sangarius, in 30°

32' E. long, and 39° 43' N. lat. It consists of two portions,

the town proper and the market-town, united by a causeway
about a mile and a half in length. There are at least

eight or ten mosques ; and the market town contains three

or four natural warm baths, which are mentioned as early

as the 3d century by Athenasus. About 18 miles to

the east are e.xtensive deposits of meerschaum, which yield

a yearly revenue to the Government of about 60,000
|)iastres. The clay is partly manufactured into pipes in

the town; but the greater proportion finds its way to

Europe and especially to Germany. The annual export is

estimated at 2200 or 2500 chests, of a total value of 35
millions piastres. Eski-Shehr, i.e., the old town, is identi-

fied with the ancient Dorylaeum of Phrygia, and it still

preserves some sculptures of the Roman period. Its name
appears about 302 B.C., in connection with the wars of

Lysimachus and Antigonus; and it is frequently men-
tioned by the Byzantine historians as an imperial residence

and military rendezvous. In 1097 it was the scene of the

defeat of the Turks under Kilidj-Arslaa by the crusaders

under Geoffrey of Bouillon.

ESNEH, or Isne, the Latopolis of the Greeks, a town of

Up_per Egypt, on the left bank of the Nile, 28 miles

S.S.W. of Thebes, in 25° 17' 38" N, lat. and 33° E. long.

Its position at the upper end of the Nile valley, which
here widens out to a breadth of 4^ miles, is greatly in

its favour, and it forms an important depot in the caravan
trade from Sennaar. The local manufactures are shawls,

cottons, and pottery. It has frequently served as a place

of refuge for the political exiles of southern Egypt, and at

the time of the French expedition it was occupied by the

flamelukes of Hassan, Osman, and Saleh Ley. More
recently it ha.s been the custom to transport thither female

offenders from Cairo. To the south of the town lies a
Coptic monastery which attracts a large number of

pilgrims from far and near to visit the relics of the martyrs

who were put to death at Esneh during the Diocletian

persecution, 303 a.d. The population of the town is

estimated at 30,000. For an account of the ancient

temple of Kneph, see Egypt, vol. vii., p. 782.

ESPARTO, or Spanish Grass, MacrocUoa {Slipa, L.)

tenacissima, Kunth, is a plant of the tribe Sdi^ew, resem-

bling the ornamental feather-grass of garden.s. It is indi-

genous to the south of Spain and the north of Africa, and
is especially abundant in the sterile and rugged parts of

Murcia and Valencia, and in Algeria, flourishing best in

sandy, ferruginous soils, in dry, sunny situations on the sea

coast. Pliiiy {N. II. xix. 2) described what appears to

have been the same plant under the name of sparlum,

whence the designation campiis sparlariiui for the region

surrounding New Carthags. (See Cartagena, vol. v. p.

140.) It attains a height of three or four feet. The stems

are cylindrical, and clothed with short hair, and grow in

clusters of from two to ten feet in circumference ; when
young they serve as food for cattle, but after a few years'

growth acquire great toughness of texture. The leaves

vary from six inches to three feet in length, and are grey-

green in colour ; on account of their tenacity of fibre and
flexibility they have for centuries been employed for the

making of ropes, sandals, baskets, mats, and other articles.

Ships' cables of esparto, being light, have the quality of

floating on water, and have long been in use in the Spanish

navy. Esparto leaves contain 56 per cent, by weight of

fibre, or about 10 per cent, more than straw, and hence

have come largely into requisition as a substitute for linen

rags in the manufacture of paper. For this purpose they

were first utilized by the French, and in 1857 were intro-

duced into Great Britain. In 1877 the total imports of

esparto into the United Kingdom were 174,720 tons, being

43,809 tons in excess of the quantity imported in the

previous year. When required for paper-making the

leaves should be gathered before they are quite matured ; if,

however, they are obtained too young, they furnish a paper

having an objectionable semi-transparent appearance. The
leaves are gathered by hand, and from two to three

hundredweight may be collected in a day by a single

labourer. They are generally obtained during the dry

summer months, as at other times their adherence to the

stems is so firm as often to cause the uprooting of the

plants in the attempt to remove them. Esparto may be

raised from seed, but cannot be harvested for twelve or

fifteen years after sowing. The increased demands of the

paper trade have led to forced cropping in some districts,

where in consequence there has been a falling off of from

2 to 10 per cent in production. For the processes of the

paper manufacturer esparto is used in the dry state, and
without cutting ; roots and flowers and stray weeds are

first removed, and the material is then boiled with caustic

soda, washed, and bleached with chlorine solution. Sundry

experiments have been made to adapt esparto for use in

the coarser textile fabrics. Messrs A. Edger and B.

Proctor (see Chetn. News, vol. xxxv. p. 141, 1877) have

directed attention to the composition of the slag resulting

from the burning of esparto, which they find to be

strikingly similar to that of average medical bottle glass,

the latter yielding on analysis 663 per cent, of silica and

25-1 per cent, of alkalies and alkaline earths, and the slag

64'6 and 27'45 per cent, of the same respectively. For

further details concerning the manufacture of paper from

esparto, see the article Paper.

ESPINASSE. See UEspinasse,
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ESPINEL, Vicente (1551 ?-lG34 1), a Spanish poet and

ecclesiastic, born probably in 1 55 1 , at Ronda, in the province

of Granada. He was educated at Salamanca, was an early

patron and friend of Lope de Vega, and served as a soldier

in Flanders. His ecclesiastical position seems to have

been that of a chaplain at Ronda, but he resided chiefly at

Madrid. He is now chiefly noted as having produced

one of the best of those romances delineating Spanish

manners that have found imitators in other countries.

This book, which is entitled Relaciones de la Vida y Ilechos

del Escvdero Marcos de Obregon, appeared in 1618 at

Barcelona, at a period when Spanish literature was at a

low ebb. Marcos is not a chivalresque "esquire", but a

simple individual who seeks his fortune by attaching

himself to great men; and the object of the author is to

warn young men against so degrading a course of life.

The squire tells his own story. The incidents, which are

not generally exciting, though amusing, and nationally

characteristic, are supposed to be drawn in great part

from the author's own life ; the style is correct, though
somewhat diffuse. Its chief interest, like that of the

clever Vida y Heches del Picaro Guzman de Alfarache of

Aleraan, is that Le Sage has not scrupled to borrow from
both writers many of the incidents and characters in his

novel of Gil Bias—a circumstance which induced an in-

dignant Spaniard to give to his translation into Spanish
of Le Sage's work the title, Gil Bias restored to his

Country and his Native Tongue, while in the preface

he denounces the barefaced plagiarism. The charge of

plagiarism against Le Sage was first made by Voltaire,

who grossly exaggerates in saying that Gil Bias is taken
entirely from the work of Espinel. Espinel was noted for

his musical taste, and added a fifth string to the national

guitar. He was also a poet of some reputation, especially

for his Canciones and Redondillas. His pastorals and
elegies contain many spirited natural descriptions, though
they do not abound in original conceptions ; and his versi-

fication is always harmonious. He was the inventor or

revivei" of the measure known as the decimas, and some-
times called after \iim. Espinelas, which consists of a stanza

of ten verses of eight syllables each. He also translated

into verse some of the odes and the Ars Poetica of Horace.
Espinel seems to have been neglected in his old age, for he
died in great poverty at Madrid in 1634.

The Marcos de Obregon was translated into German by Tieck, with
a preface and valuable notes. There is a good English translation

\>y Algernon Langton (2 vols., London, 1816)!

ESPREMESNIL, or Epr^menil, Jean Jacques Duval
d' (1746-1794), was born in 1746 at Pondicherry, of

which colony his father was at that time a member of the

general council. He returned to France with his father

in 1750, and after completing his studies for the legal

profession became king's advocate at Chatelet, and shortly

afterwards councillor of the parlement of Paris.* He was
an enthusiastic defender of the rights of the parlemenls
against the edicts of Louis XVL; and having procured
from the printers, a copy of the edicts of May 1788,
establishing bailiwicks, and re-establishing the cour pleniere

for the trial of those officers of the parlements who refused
to register the edicts, he revealed this coup d'etat to an
extraordinary assembly of all the chambers, and by a
speech of great eloquence induced the magistrates to pro-

test against what they considered the threatened violation

of their rights. For this he was arrested, after an exciting

scene, while occupying his place in the assembly. The
president refused to point him out to the officer charged
with his arrest, and each of the other members declared
himself to be M. d'Espr^mesnil ; but at last Esprtoesnil,
while protesting against the violation of justice implied in

Jys, arrest, voluiitarily delivered himself up. He was

banished to the island of St Margaret, but when a change
took place in the ministry a few months afterwards, he wa»
recalled to Paris. Shortly after his return he was elected

a deputy to the States-general, where he soon became as

strenuous in his support of the privileges of the king as he
had previously been of the privileges of the parlements;
and after combating, often with a passionateness amount-
ing to violence, the various decrees restraining the royal

authority, he at the close of the assembly in 1791 formally
protested against the new constitution. In 1792 he was
recognized by the revolutionary mob at the Tuileries, and
would have suffered summary execution had he not been
rescued half dead from the hands of his tormentors by a
patrol of the national guard. He obtained temporary refuge

in the monastery of St Germains, and soon afterwards

went to Havre, where he lived apparently forgotten till

toward the end of 1793, when he was arrested and
brought to Paris. He was tried before the revolutionary

tribunal, and, being condemned to death, was executed 23d
April 1794. (See the histories of the time.)

ESPRONCEDA, JosiS de (1810-1842), a Spanish poet
and political agitator, whose life is remarkable for the
variety of its incidents. His father was colonel of the

Bourbon regiment, and it was while the army was on the

march that the boy was born, on the highway near Almen-
dralejo in Estremadura. On the close of the war, his

parents settled at Madrid, and he thus had the opportunity

of becoming a pupil of Alberto Lista, the professor of litera-

ture in St Matthew's college. Before he was out of hia

fourteenth year, he had not only attracted his master's

attention by his political poems, but had joined a conspiracy

against the minister Calomardi. During the imprisonment
and seclusion at Guadalajara which this offence brought
upon him, he soothed his solitude by singing the fate of
Pelayo, the patron of Spanish liberty. On his release he
withdrew to Lisbon, only to find himself again imprisoned

in the castle of St George, and to be transported with some
of his fellow refugees to England. Here, by one of those

turns of fortune which make truth stranger than fiction, he
met with a young lady with whom he had fallen in love

while in Lisbon ; and here too he became, what was per-

haps of as much importance for his poetic development, a

student of Shakespeare, Milton, and Byron. In 1830 he

took part in the July revolution at Paris, and soon after

joined the ill fated expedition of Pablo de Chapalangarra

in Spain. On the death of Ferdinand, he was not only

allowed to return to his native country, but obtained an

appointment in the queen's guards. This, however, he
soon forfeited by a political song, and he was banished to

Cuellar, where he had leisure to compose a novel in six

volumes, called Don Sancho Saldafia 6 el Castellano de

Cuellar. The publication of the estcdido real brought him
back to Madrid to write and act with as little caution as ever.

He joined the revolutionary movements of 1835 and 1836,

and in 1840 entered the national guard as lieutenant. The
republican party having come into power in 1840, he was
appointed ambassador to the Hague, but was obliged to

give up his post through an illness which terminated fatally

at Madrid on the 23d of May 1842. His poetical works

were collected by Villalta in 1840, and have been re-

printed more than once under the editorship of Hartzen-

busch. The " Student of Salamanca," El estudianie de

Salamanca, is a continuation of the legend of Don Juan,

and El Diablo Mundo is based on the story of Faust. Of
the lyric poems, which are frequently distinguished by
great force of expression and skill in versification, the most
remarkable are El Mendigo or the Beggar, El Verduao or

the Headsman, the Hymn to the Sun, and the Ode to

Night. (See Ch. de Mazada, Etudes sur VEsvagne, an(J

Quinet,, Vacanres en Espagne.)
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ESQUIMAUX. See Eskimo.

ESQUIRE (Lat. Armhjer, Old Fr. Esctiyer), originally a

military office ranking immediately below a knight, -whoso

attendant he was, and the bearer of his- helmet, shield, and

lance, in the tournament or in the battlefield. In early

times the title was derived from office, not from birth, and

was not hereditary ; latterly, however, it has come into such

general use—ot rather abuse—that all distinction it once

had, or all rule regulating its use, is quite lost. Esquires

may be' divided into five classes, thus :—(!) younger sons

of peers and their eldest sons; (2) eldest sons of knights

and their eldest song
; (3) chiefs of ancient families by

proscriptlou
; (4) esquires by creation or office, as heralds

and sergeants of arms (constituted by receiving the collar of

SS), judges, officers of state, naval and military officers,

justices of peace, barristers-at-law
; (5) esquires who

attend the Knight of the Bath on his installation-r-usually

two specially appointed. All these can /f^^Wy use the title.

ESQUIROL, Jean ]6tienne Dominique (1772-1840),

a French physician celebrated for his treatment of the

insane, was born at' Toulouse iii 1772. He began his

studies with, a view to the church at the seminary of St

Sulpice, Paris, "but being compelled by the Revolution to

suspend them, he entered the medical service of the army.

In 1794 he became a pupil of the military hospital of

Narbbnne, but as soon as he was able to leave this service

be returned to Paris to complete liis inedical studies. Hav-
ing attended the lectures of Pinel he was chosen by that

celebrated physician to be his assistant in the Salp^tri^re,

and also helped him" in editing the Iled^cine Cliniqxie.

He obtained his doctor's diploma in 1805, and in 1811

became physician of the Salp^trifere. Having from the

time that he coniplete<J' his preparatory studies devoted his

chief attention to the treatment of the insane, he com-

menced in 1817 acourse of lectures on thatsubjcct, and the

revelations he then made of the abuses observed by him in

the lunatic asylums of France induced the Government to

appoint a commission to inquire into the subject. Esquirpl,

by his eloquence, his untiring energy and devotion, and
the results of his skilful treatment, contributed greatly to the

introduction of the humane method of dealing, with mental
maladies. He also busied himself in designing plans foi;

the various apartments of lunatic asylums ; at^d the asylums

of Rouen, Nantes, and Mojitpellier were built iii accordance

with his instructions. In 1823 he became inspectdr-general

of the university of Paris for the faiiultiesof medicine, and
in 1826 chief physician' of the asylum for insane

at Charenton. He died at Paris, 13th December 1840;

Besides contributing to the Dichonnavre des Sciences Midkales
and the Encyclopiahe des Gens du Monde, Esquirol is the author of

an important work entitled Des Maladies Menlales, consiAiries

sons lis rajyporla inidical, hyqilnique. et midico-ligal, 2 vols., Paris,

1838.

ESQUIROS, HEXRt Alphonse (1814-1876), a French
poet, novelist, and politician,, was born at Paris in 1814.
His first work, a volume of poetry entitled Les Hirondelles,

was published in 1834, but though it gained the commenda-
tion of 'Victor Hugo', it attracted little other attention, and
obtained only a small sale. In 1837 he published' a fibvel

entitled Le Magicien, and in 1840 a historical romance,
Charlotte Corday. In the same year appeared V&vangile du
Peuple, an exposition of the Ufe and character of Jesus,

which represents the founder of Christianity as a democratic
reformer. For this publication Esquiros was condemned
to eight months' imprisonment, and he beguiled his term of

'T.ptivityby writing a volume of poetry, entitled ies Chants
d!" un Prisonnier, consisting chiefly of descriptions of cir-

cumstances connected with his infancy and youth. Shortly
a/ter regaining his freedom he published three socialist

tracts, entiiled Les Vierges marlyre^. Let Vierges /olles.

and les Tierges tages. In 1847 apiwared Paris miles
sciences, les institutions, et les moeurs au XIX siicle,2 vols.

In the same year he published Ilistoire des Montagnards,
and in 1851 Ilistoire des Martyrs de la Liberie, two works
which obtained a large circulation among the lower classes,

and gained for their author such popularity that in 1849
he was elected a representative of the legislative assembly.

In 1851, on account of his extremely radical opinions, and
his strong oppositioa to the empire, he was expelled fromi

France. He proceeded first to Holland, and thence, in

1855, to England, where he was for some time professor

of French literature at Woolwich. Here he wrote for the

Remie des Deux Mondes a number of essays, on English!

life and character, which were afterwards translated 'and

published .in London, under the title of the English a't

//ome {1st scries, 1862, 2d, 1863). He also pu^jlished in

1859 La Neeidande et la vie hollandaise. His works both
on England and on Holland are remarkable for fulness of

information and sympathetic appreciation 6i foreign pharac-

teristics. In 1869 ho was chosen a member of the legisla-

tive assembly for the fourth circonscription of the depart-

ment Of' the Bouches du Ehoue, and took his seat among
the democratic opposition. In September 1870 he was
made superior administrator of the department, but on
account of his imprudent political prosecutions' he was
CQmpelled to resign his office in the November following,

after whiqh he' became editor of the Egalite of Marseilles.'

In 1871 he was chosen a member of . the legislative

assembly, and sat again on the extreme left. He died at

Versailles, May 13, 1876. Esquiros was too much of a

partisan to be properly ranked-as a statesman, and though

he was a brilliant and- facile writer, most of his political

works are somewhat superficial -and declamatory.

ESS, JoBAUjf Heinrich VAN. (1772-1847), a Catholic

theologian, was born at Warburg, 'Westphalia, 15th February

1772. He v/as. educated at the Dominican gymnasium of

his native town, and in 1790 entered, as a novice, the Bene*

•dictine abbey of Marienminster, in the bishopric of Pader-

born. His Benedictine name was Leahder. He was priest

at Schwalenberg from 1799 to 1812, after which' he became
Extraordinary professor of theology and joint-director of the

teachers' seminary at Marburg. 'In 1818 he received the

doctorate of theology and of canonical law.' In 1807, in

conjunction with his cousin, he 'published a -GeriHaa

translation of the New Testament, and as its circulation

.
was forbidden by the pope, he published in 1808 a' defence

of his views, entitled AiisiUge aiis den .Ueiligen Vdtern uhd
anderen Lehrern der Katholischen Kirche iiber das
nothwendige und niitzliche- Sibellesen. An improv'ed edi-

tion of this tractate was published in 1816, under the title

Geda'nlten iiber Bibel tmd Bibellehre, an.d in the same year

appeared Was loqr die Bibel den ersten Christen f In 1818
he published Die. Bibel nicht ein Bi'ch/Hr Priester, and tlua

was followed in 1819 by a German translation' of the Old
Te.sfament. In •1822 he resigned' his offices at Marburg
'n order to dev6te his whole time to the defence of" hia

views regarding Bible reading by the people, and to endea-

vour to promote the circulation of his Bible translations

;

and in 1840, conjointly with hfs pupil Wetzer, he completed

a' German translation of the Scriptures of the Old and New
Testaments. He died at Affolderbach in the Odenwald.
13th October I847>

ESSEK, EssEG, or Eszek, a fortress arid imperial free

town of Austria-Hungary, in the province of Slavonia, and
the capital of the county of 'Verdcze, is situated on the Drave
about 135 miles S. by W. of Pesth. It has li, Franciscan

and a Capuchin monastery, a gymnasium, a military school,

a hospital, and an arsenaL It carries on a considerablai

trade in corn, cattle, and wood, and has also silk manufac-
tories and tanneries. Essek owes its origin to its fortre».s.
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which existed as early as the time of the Romans under the

name offtMursia. At the beginning of the Hungarian re-

jvolution of 1848 the town was held by the Hungarians, but

on the 4th February 1849, it was taken by the Austriaus

under General Baron Trebersberg. The population in

1869 was 17,247.

ESSEN, a town of Prussia, in the government district of

Diisseldorf, province of the Rhine, is situated 19 miles N.E.
of Diisseldorf. It is the seat of a court of justice and a

board of trade. Among its principal buildings are the

town-house, the post-office, the imperial bank, the real

school, the two infirmaries, and the hospital. It has also

anxild Benedictine nunnery founded in 873, and a Catholic

church whose choir dates from the 9th century. In the

immediate neighbourhood of the town there is a beautiful

public park. The town owes its prosperity originally to

the large coal mines in its vicinity, which employ more than

20,000 workmen, and afford special facilities for its various

industries. It has manufactories of woollen and linen goods,

vitriol, leather, and machines, but is best known by the

cast-steel works of Frederick Krupp, at which are manu-
factured the famous Krupp cannon. In 1876, 10,500 men
were employed in the factory, besides 5000 others in the

mines and at the blast furnaces. There were in opera-

tion 250 smelting furnaces, 390 annealing and other kinds,

of furnaces, 77 steam hammers, and 294 steam engines, with

a total of 10,000 horse power. In 1875, 612,000 tons of

coal and coke were used in the furnaces. The population

of Essen has for some time been rapidly increasing

;

(While in 1849 it uum"bered only 8813, it amounted in 1875
to 54,790.

Essen was formed into a town about the middle of the 10th
century by the abbess Hagona, sister of the emperor Henry I.

The abbess of tlie nunnery, liolding from 1275 tlie rank of a prin-
cess, governed tlie town until 1802, when it was incorporated with
Prussia. In 1806 it came into tlie possession of the duchy of

JPerg, but it was again transferred to Prussia in 1813.

ESSENES, The, were one of the three principal sects of

the Jews, appearing for the first time in Josephus, about
the middle of the 2d century before Christ. The historian

introduces them along with the Pharisees and Sadducees
in his account of the period of Jonathan the Asmonean.
lAs to the circumstances under which they arose, the precise

causes in Jewish life to which they owed their origin, and
the various stages by which they attained to the elaborate

organization of later times, we have no positive information

whatever. The accounts we have of them refer particularly

to the half century preceding the fall of Jerusalem, when
the growth and organization of the sect were complete. Be-
sides the detailed account of Josephus {Bell. Jud., ii. 8

;

briefly in Anliq., xviii. 1, 5), we have a sketch of them in

Philo (in his treatise Quod omnis probus liber, and in the

fragment of his Apology for the Jews preserved in

Eusebius, Pr. Evang., viii. 11), and a brief notice from
IPliiiy (llist. Nat., v. 17). Josephus himself made trial of

the sect of Essenes in his youth ; but from his own statement
it appears that he must have been a very short time with
them, and therefore could not have been initiated into the

inner mysteries of the society {De vita sua, 2).

There is no little difficulty about their name. Josephus
generally writes 'Eo-o-ijtoi', but has Eo-o-aiot sometimes;
Philo has 'Eo-o-aiot, and Pliny Esseni. Its derivation is

quite uncertain, all the more so as the origin of the sect is

totally unknown. The most extraordinary conjecture is

tliat of Philo, who connects it with ocrio9, holy ; Salmasius
proposed the Syrian city Essa; Ewald refers it to the
" Rabbinical Vjn (properly, preserver, guardian), and sup-
poses that the Essenes called themselves so as watchers,
servants (of God), since they did not in fact purpose to be any-
thing more than ^epoTreurai diov, as Philo says." The most

probable root is NDK, to heal, suggested by several auCaon",

ties, which also is analogous to 6cpa.irfvTal, the name of
the kindred sect in Egypt. (For a full discussion ef
the name of the sect, see_Canon Lightfoot on the.Colofl-

siaiis.)

The Essenes were an^exclusive"society,:dLstinguished'

from the rest of the Jewish nation iii Palestine by an
organization peculiar to themselves, and by a theory of life

in which a severe asceticism and a rare benevolence to one
another and to mankind in general wfre the most
striking characteristics. They had fixed rules for initiation,

a succession of strictly separate grades ^,ithin the limits of

the society, and regulations for the conduct of their daily

life even in its minutest details. Their membership could

be recruited only from the outside world, as marriage and
all intercourse with women were absolutely renounced.

They were the first society in the world to condemn slavery

both in theory and practice ; they enforced and practised

the most complete community of goods. They chose their

own priests and public office-bearers, and even their own'

judges. Though their prevailing tendency was practical,'

and the tenets of tjie society were kept a profouud secret,'

it is perfectly clear from the concurrent testimony of Phild'

and Josephus that they cultivated a kind of speculation^

which not only accounts for their spiritual asceticism, but
indicates a great deviation from the normal development of

Judaism, and a profound sympathy with Greek philosophy,'

and probably also with Oriental ideas. Ai the same time
we do our Jewish authorities no injustice in imputing to

them the patriotic tendency to idealize the society, and'

thus offer to their readers something in Jewish life that'

would bear comparison at least with similar manifestations

of Gentile life.

There is some little difficulty in determining how far thi

Essenes separated themselves locally from their fellow

countrymen. Josephus informs us that they had no single

city^of their own, but that many of them dwelt in every city.

While in his treatise Quod omnis, &c., Philo speaks of

their avoiding towns and preferring to live in villages, in

his Apology for the Jews we find them living in many
cities, villages, and in great and prosperous towns. In

Pliny they are a perennial colony settled on the western

shore of the Dead Sea. On the %vhole, as Philo and
Josephus agree in estimating their number at four thousand,

we are justified in suspecting some exaggeration as to the

many cities, towns, and villages where they were .said to be

found. As agriculture was their favourite occupation, a;id

as their tendency was to withdraw from the haunts atid

ordinary interests of mankind, we may assume that with

the growing confusion and corruption of Jewish society,'

they felt themselves attracted from the mass of the popula-

tion to the sparsely peopled districts, till they found a con-

genial settlement and free scope for their peculiar view of

life by the shore of the Dead Sea. While their principles

were consistent with the neighbourhood of men. they were

better adapted to a state of seclusion.

The Essenes did not renounce marriage because they

denied the validity of the institution or the necessity of it

as providing for the continuance of the human race, but

because they were convinced of the artfulness and fickle-

ness of the sex. They adopted children when very young,

and brought them up on their own principles. Pleasure

generally they rejected as evO. They despised riches not

less than pleasure ; neither poverty nor wealth was observ-

able among them ; at initiation every one gave his property

into the common stock ; every member in receipt of wages

handed them over to the funds of the society. In matters

of dress the asceticism of the society was very pronounced.

They regarded oil as a defilement, even washing it off if

anointed with it against their will. They did not change
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their clothes or their shoes till they were torn in pieces or

worn completely away. In general thoy thought it good to

dress coarsely, and preferred to be clad in white. Their daily

routine was prescribed for them in the strictest manner.

Before the rising of the sun they were to speak of nothing

profane, but offered to it certain traditional fonns of prayer

as if beseeching it to rise. Thereafter they went about

their daily tasks, working continuously at whatever trade

they knew till the fifth hour, when they assembled, and,

girding on a garment of linen, bathed in cold water. They
next seated themselves quietly in the dining hall, where the

baker set bread in order, and tho cook brought each a

single dish of one kind of food. Before meat and after it

grace was said by a priest. After dinner they resumed

work till sunset. In the evening they had supper, in

which strangers belonging to the society joined them, if

there happened to be any such present. Withal there was

no noise or confusion to mar the tranquillity of their inter-

course ; no one usurped more than his share of the conver-

sation
J
the stillness of the place oppressed a stranger with

a feeling of mysterious awe. This composure of spirit was

owing to their perfect temperance in eating and drinking.

Kot only in the daily routine of the society, but generally,

the activity of the members was controlled by their presi-

dents. In only two things could they take the initiative,

helpfulness and marcy; the deserving poor and the

destitute were to receive instant relief ; but no member
could give anything to his relatives without consulting the

heads of the society. Their office-bearers were elected.

They had also their special courts of justice, which were

composed of not less than a hundred members, and their

decisions, which were arrived at with extreme care, were

irreversible. Oaths were strictly forbidden ; their word

was stronger than an oath. They were just and temperate

in anger, the guardians of good faith, and the ministers of

peace, obedient to their elders and to the majority. But

the moral characteristics which they most earnestly

cultivated and enjoined will best appear in their rules of

initiation. There was a novitiate of three years, during

which the intending member was tested as to his fitness for

entering the society. If the result was satisfactory, he was
ad.mitted, but before partaking of the common meal, he was
required to swear awful oaths, that he would reverence the

deity, do justice to .men, hurt no man. voluntarily or at the

command of another, hate the unjust and assist the just,

and that he would render fidelity to all men, but especially

to the rulers, seeing that no one rules but of God. He
also vowed, if he should bear rule himself, to make no
violent use of his power, nor outshine those set under him
by superior display, to make it his aim to cherish the truth

and unmask liars, to be pure from theft and unjust gain,

to conceal nothing from his fellow-members, nor to divulge

any of their affairs to other men, even at the risk of death,

to transmit their doctrines unchanged, and to keep secret

the books of the society and the name? of the angels.

Within the limits of the society there were four grades

so distinct that if any one touched a member of an
inferior grade he required to cleanse himself by bathing

in water.; members that had been found guilty of serious

crimes were expeUed from the society, and could not be
received again till reduced to the very last extremity of

want or sickness. As the result of the ascetic training of

the Essenes, and of their temperate diet, we find that they
lived to a great age, and were superior to pain and fear.

During the Koman war they cheerfully tinderwent the
most grievous tortures rather than break any of the
principles of their faith. In fact, they had in many
respects reached the very highest moral elevation attained
by the ancient world ; they were just, humane, benevolent,
and spiritually-minded ; the sick and aged were .the objects

of a special, affectionate . regard ; and they condemned
slavery, not only as an injustice, but as an impious violation

of the natural brotherhood of men. There were- some of

the Essenes who permitted marriage, but strictly, with a
view to the preservation of thorace; in other respects, thoy

agreed with tho main body of the society.

It will be apparent that the predominant tendency of thp

society was practical Phile' tolls us expressly that they
rejected lode as unnecessary to tho acquisition -of virtue,

and speculation on nature as too lofty for the human intel-

lect. Yet they had views of their own as to God, Provi-

dence, the soul, and a future state, whicii, while they had
a practical use, were yet essentially speculative. '.On the

one hand, indeed, they iield tenaciously by tho traditional

Judaisms: blasphemy against their lawgiver was punished
with death, tho sacred books were preserved arid read with.

great reverence, though not without an allegorical interpre-

tation, and the Sabbath was most scrupulously observed.

But in many important points their deviation from the

strait path of Judaic development was complete. They
rejected animal sacrifice as well as marriage ; the oil with
which priests and kings were anointed they accounted un-
clean ; and the condemnation of oaths and the community of

goods were unmistakable innovations for which they found
no hint or warrant in the old Hebrew writings. Their
most singular feature, perhaps, was their reverence for the
sun. As we have seen, no profane word was to be uttered

before his rising, and certain forms of prayer were offered

to him; they were not to insult lis rays by any act of ua-

cleanness, however natural. lu their speculative hints

respecting the soul and a future state, we find anothep im-

portant deviation from Judaism, and the explanation of

their asceticism. They held that the body is mortal, arid

Its substance transitory ; that the soul is immortal, but;

coming from the subtlest ether, is lured as by a sorcery of

nature into the prison-house of the body. At death it is

released from its bonds, as from long slavery, and joyously

soars aloft. To the souls of the good there is reserved a
life beyond the ocean, and a country oppressed neither by
rain, nor snow, nor heat, but refreshed by a gentle west
wind blovving continually from the sea, but to the wicked

a region of wintry darkness and of unceasing' torment. (Iii

these points the resemblance. of Essenism to certain phases

of Greek philosophy and to some of the earlier Greek myths
is unmistakable.) To all intensely eatnest minds, in which
the force of one great idea is not corrected by other

tendencies, a spiritual asceticism is the natural complement
of a theory according to which a. vile body is the prison-

house of an immortal soul. Josephus tells us, too, that the

Essenes believed in fate ; but in what sense, and \fhat re-

lation it bore to Divine Providence, does not appear.

In view of such divergencies from the normal develop-

ment of Judaism, and of doctrines on the soul and a future

state, which so closely resemble Pythagorean, Platonic, and
even Zoroastrian speculations, the question naturally arises

how far Essenism was a native product of the Jewish mind,
and how far it had experienced the influence of Greek and,

Orient^ thought O/i the one hand it is clear, from the

facts we have noted, that it must have completely passed

the barriers of traditional Judaism, and equally clear, on
the other, that they could not have reached their peculiar

point of view in perfect isolation from' antecedent and con-

temporary speculation. For more than a century .before

the Ess'enes appear as a factor in Jewish history, the Jews
had come into closest contact with Greek life ; doubtless

they were rather repelled than attracted, but in eitber case

could not help being affected, by it, . "With the theosophio

speculations of Persia they had also been acquainted for

many centurifes, first during the Babylonian captivity, and
afterwards through the general diffusion of that waj of
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tnougtit in tb.d adjoining countries. All this influence had
greatly modifiod the opinions of tho Jews. Nations cannot
altogether select the medium in which they live, nor resist

its' influence, however vigorously they cling to an hereditary

faith. Whatever they may have acquired in their inter-

course with Persia must have already passed into Jewish
thought generally, and probably had no special connexion

with the origin of tho Essenes ; but may we not assume with
Zeller some direct and express intluence of the Neo-Pytha-
goreans as that which gave Essenism its distinctive cha-

racter? As Josephus himself says, the Essenes live the

6ame kind of life as the Pythagoreans. The Essenes cer-

tainly did realize the Pythagorean ideal. In beliefs, insti-

tutions, and tendencies we are struck by their close resem-

blance. It is not impossible they v/ere directly connected.

Still the second century before Christ is too early a date

to look for such a strong manifestation of Noo-Pytha-
goreanism on Jewish soil. Besides we have all the data for

explaining the origin of the Essenes without supposing any
direct intluence of the Neo-Pythagorean school. Greek
culture was widely diffused among the Jews; the Greek
philosophy was accessible to their scholars; Jewish thought
could not but obey the impulse of the dominant civiliza-

tion, and could not avoid more or less completely moving
in parallel directions. So much must be conceded as to

the medium in which the thoughtful Jewish intellect lived.

On the other hand, like causes produce like results in all

countries. Certain conditions of civilization have favoured
the formation of secret societies, with analogous institutions,

in all ages. Accordingly, while we cannot fail to perceive a
general affinity to Greek and Oriental thought in the
tenets and institutions of the Essenes, we see still more
clearly the proverbial intensity of the Jews, seeking in an
organized seclusion from the world that satisfaction which
they could not find in a disturbed and decaying national
life. The Jewish people were unhappily hastening to the
final catastrophe ; misrule, corruption, and fanaticism were
everywhere gathering head

;
good men despaired of con-

trolling such a headlong and turbulent movement ; what
could they do but withdraw from it, and cultivate a purer
life under such conditions as secured or admitted it, in the

exclusive society of men like-minded with themselves?

The original sources of our knowledge of the Essenes have been
mentioned .-it the beginning of this paper ; the best modem dis-

cussions of tliem are to be found in such works as Zeller's Philo-
sophic der Griechen, vol. iii. ; Ewald, Gcschichtc d. V. Israel, iii.

419-428 ; Reuss, La thcologie chyeticnne au siecle aposiolique, i.

122-131 ; Keim, Lijc of Jesus of Nazara, vol. i. ; Canon Lightfoot
on the Colossians. (T| K.

)

ESSEX, the tenth in size of the English counties, is

situated on the S.E. coast, and is consequently bounded
on the E. and S.E. by the North Sea. On the S. it

is separated from Kent by the river Thames, on the W.
Xrom Middlesex and Hertfordshire by the Lea and the Stort,

and on the N.E. from Suffolk by the Stour, while on the

N. it is conterminous with Cambridgeshire.

Essex contains 1,055,133 acres, or 1648 square miles.

The population in 1851 was 369,318 ; in 1861, 404,834
;

and in 1871, 466,*36 (233,903 males and 232,533
females). The 'increase is found to be almost entirely in

the south-western corner of the county contiguous to the

metropolis,— the parish of West Ham, which by the last

census contained 62,919 inhabitants, being now estimated
to have about 110,000. The coast has an exceedingly
irregular outline, and, short as it is, it is deeply indented
by estuaries of no less than three rivers—the Stour at

Harwich, the Blackwater and Colne at Maldon, and the
Thames ; and as may be suggested by this fact, the seaboard
entirely lacks the bold and rugged beauty,of the shores

of the West of England. The rivers, with the exception
of the Thames, are insignificant; and so iar as they are

navigable they are useful cbiefiy for the transport o' dgfl-

cultural produce. Harwich is the only considerable har-

bour, but Wivenhoe, on the Colne, is celebrated for itJ

yacht-building. The sea has within historic times en'

croached upon the land ; and near Walton, on the Naze,
ruins of buildings have been discerned at low wat?*- on
a shoal known as the West Rocks, five miles out. On
thus cliffs of Walton are to be found interesting geological

remains. In the parish of Dagenham there is a large tract

at a lower level than the river, protected by an extensive

dyke, which was restored in 1723 at ft9 expense of nearly

£42,500.
The Crouch, the Blackwatef; aiid the Colne all' supply

favourite beds for oyster layers; and lawsuits to determine

the right of dredging in these rivers have been pending for

years. Barking sends out a large fleet of fishjng smacks in

the pursuit of turbot, soles, cod, &c.

Geologically the county rests almost entirely upon' the

London clay, which has been frequently pierced and found
to be of great thickness. At Lamar.sh, during the con
struotion of the Stour 'Valley Railway, parts of a fossil

elephant were discovered in a gravel stratum 14 feet below

the surface. The soil of the southern and eastern portions

is mostly of a rich alluvial character, with occasional traces

of gravel; the Roothings ia the centre are clay; but the

northern district is sound loam, becoming lighter as it

approaches Cambridgeshire. The landscape varies in like

degree, the flat, uninteresting, but fertile grazing grounds

near the coast and rivers providing a strong contrast to the

undulating and irequently hilly neighbourhoods of Dan-
bury, Baddow, Wickham, Weald, Laindon Hills, Havering,

Warley, and Hedingham.
.

The roads of this county could hardly be surpassed ; with

a clay soil foundation, they have for generations been re-

paired with flints picked by women and children from thg

surface of the fields,—an industry which will die out under
the new Education Acts. Gravel is difficult of access, and

some of the inland towns are purchasing granite for their

streets ; near Good Easter and Chignal, not ten miles from

Chelmsford, the road surveyors are driven to the espedieilt

of collecting pebbles from the brooks. With the exception

of chalk for lime (mainly obtained at Ballingdon in the

north and Grays in the south), septaria for making cement,

and clay for bricks, the underground riches of the county

are meagre, and it is to agriculture that we must look for

the internal resources of Essex.

For the large quantity and the fine quality of both its

wheat and its barley Essex has long bsen famous. Essex

wheat is one of the standard quotations of the London
markets, and thousands of quaj.-'cers are exported to the

north of England, as well as to France, for seed purposes
;

the Essex Rough Chaff, the Nursery, the Golden Drop, and
the Taunton Dean, all flourish in perfection, What the

barley lacks in delicacy of appearance and in fineness of

skin, it makes up for in weight and size of berry, and in its

kindly nature in malting. Beans are a prolific crop in most

parts of the countrj', and pease, both for harvesting and for

picking green for the London market, produce abundantly.

The enormous importations from Russia and Sweden have

caused farmers to neglect the cultivation of oats, and to

turn their attention to the growth of the more lucrative

barley ; and the acreage of mangel-wurtzel and of kohl-

rabi is gradually increasing, to the diminution of the more

precarious turnip crop. The system of agriculture Las

undergone changes so great that the men of two generations

ago could scarcely now recognize the face of the country,

nor comprehend the routine of the farm. The extravor

gantly high and wide fences and the cramped little fielda

have given way to a more intelligent scheme ; the anti-

quated four-course shift is seldom heard of except in cove-
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nants controlling the last period of leases; long fallows are

abandoned; steam cultivation has become general; the sickle

is replaced by the reaping-machine, and other machines are

employed to mow the grass, and shake it out, gather it, and
even to " cock " it and elevate it to the stacks ; in like

manner the cereal crops are sown, hoed, reaped, stacked,

and thrashed by a force superior to, and cheaper than,

manual power ; and the employment of women and gangs
of children in the fields, once so general, is now the excep-

tion. The generous treatment of the land by the farmers of

the county has been followed by corresponding concessions

en the part of the landowners ; and although the recent

Agricultural Holdings Act has become nearly a dead letter

owing to landlords "contracting themselves out of the Act,"

yet there is for the most part a mutual good feeling between
o-wner and occupier, and in cases where leases are granted

tlie covenants are practical and liberal. It is probable,

however, that in no county in England is the phrase
" farming by the custom of the country " so vague and
elastic as in Essex ; the system which is successful " on
the flat " in the district north of Finchingfield and Rad'
winter would be ruinous or impossible in Dengie Hundred,
with' its deep furrows dra\vn by powerful and costly teams
between the narrow reaches of Purleigh, Mundon, and
Latchingdon ; notwithstanding, both districts produce
excellent crops. Not the least interesting feature in the

agriculture of the county is the rapid disillusion which has

taken place with regard to the growth of certain varieties

of farm produce, which it was supposed could only be raised

on certain soils and in certain districts,—notably the culti-

vation of root crops and of barley, which now take their

place in the ordinary rotation nearly throughout Essex.

There are, it is true, localities particularly favourable to

certain crops, and at Castle Hedingham, at Sible Heding-
ham, and Coggeshall, and at Peering we find seed-growing

practised both for the farm and the garden; at Wethers-
field, Shalford, Hedingham, and Bocking are hop-grounds,

which are, however, gradually dying out ; Tiptree Heath
supplies large quantities of fruit, used principally by the

London traders for preserving ; the teasel and the aromatic

seeds, coriander and caraway, have well-nigh disappeared;

onions, French beans, cabbages, potatoes, indeed all kinds

of vegetables, are produced at Barking, Rainham, Aveley,

and the neighbourhood, whence they are transferred by
road to Covent Garden Market. Agricultural horses are

imported from Suffolk, Norfolk,' Lincolnshire, and Belgium,,

comparatively few being bred at home. Several herds of

shorthorns have been established, but thousands of store

bullocks are introduced from Norfolk, Lincolnshire, Ifeland,

and Wales; of sheep there are but few distinct flocks; the

pig tribe is represented by a high-class Berkshire type,—the
" improved Essex," a breed introduced by the late Fisher

Hobbs, having become absorbed by frequent crossing.

From the comparative dryness of the climate Essex does

not excel in pasturage, and in consequence the majority of

farmers devote their attention to winter grazing, and fatten

their stock upon roots, cut hay, bean-meal, pease-meal, and

vast quantities of oilcake, usually of American manufacture.

The - c6unty possesses one of the largest and most in-

fluential agricultural associations in the kingdom, number-

ing between 800 and 900 members, and giving away
from £1500 to £1900 annually in prizes, many of which

are open for competition to all England ; the chamber of

agriculture has 600 subscribers. Atteinpts at sewage

farming have been made in several localitieSj but in most

cases the sewage farm is looked upon as a necessary evil.

Many of the minor towns have their sewage farm attached,

but the disposal of the drainage usually exhausts any
possible remuneration for the excessive outlay.

Essex, which was at one time famous for the extent of

its forests, has for many years been decreasing its acreage
of woodland. Epping Forest, which is of the estimated
extent of 60,000 acres, has been in jeopardy of encroach-
ment, but by the " Epping Forest Act, 1871," a board of
commissioners was appointed for the better management
of the lands ; the corporation of the city of London has
acquired by purchase the freehold interest of waste land
belonging to the lords ef the manor, thus, at an outlay of

£50,000, securing 800 acres for the benefit of the public
for ever ; the Ancient Court of Verderers has also been
revived, and consists of an hereditary lord warden together
with four verderers elected by freeholders of the county.

The celebrated Fairlop oak, which measured 45 feet in

girth, was blown down in 1820 ; the largest now standing
is only 18 foet in girth. Hainault Forest was disaflforested

in 1851.

The landowners of Essex number 22,305, of whom
14,833, or 66J per cent., hold less than one acre each,

the proportion for all England being 71 per cent. The
gross estimated rental is put at £2,166,077, or £2, 5s.

6|d. per acre, as compared with £3, Os. 2Jd. for all

England. From the return of 1873 we find that of

owners possessing more than 5000 acres each, Lord Petre,

Thorndon Hall, owns- 19,085 acres; Lord Braybrooke,
Audley End, 9684; Executors of Lord Maynard, Easton
Lodge, 8617; Lord Rayleigh, Terling Place, 8536; the

Governors of Guy's Hospital, 8400; Sir T. C. C. Western,

FeUx Hall, 7875; R. B. Wingfield Baker, Orsett Hall,

7579; J. Archer Homblon, Great Hallingbury, 7127; J.

JoUiflfe Tvjfnel, Langleys, 6582 ; Mrs Honywood, Markshall,

6436; Colonel Bramston, Skreens, 6318; Executors of

T. G G. AVhite, Berechurch Hall, 5600; Crown property,

5526; the Governors of the Charter House, 5481; Sir C.

Du Cane, Braxted Park, 5409; the Countess Waldegrave,
Dudbrook, 5108.

The. manufacturing establishments in the county com^
prise the various iron "works at Chelmsford, Colchester,

Maldon, Colne, Halstead, and Rayne (which supply agri-

cultural implements for local use), important crape factories

at Bocking and Halstead,' a large manufactory of rich

dainasks and satins for furniture at Booking,- and a con-

siderable jute factory at Barting. There are also Govern-
ment gunpowder mills at Waltham Abbey.
The county forms nineteen " hundreds," eacn comprising

several parishes, and one " liberty," that of Havering-atte-

Bower, which includes Hornchurch and Romford.- The
" liberty " has a special jurisdiction of its own, indepen-

dent of the county, having its own high steward, magis-

trates, clerk of the peace, coroner, and quarter sessions for

the trial of ofl'ences committed within the borders of three

parishes.

The principal towns are Colchester (population, 26,343),

Chelmsford (9318), Maldon (population of parliamentary

borough, 7151), Romford (6335), Harwich (6079), Halstead

(5783), Barking (5766), Safi'ron Walden (5718), Braintree

(4790), Witham (3347), Dunmow (3342). For parlia^

mentary purposes the county is divided into three constitu-

enjcies, east, south, and west, each returning two members;
the borough of Colchester also sends two representatives to

the House of Commons, while Maldon and Harwich elect

one each, making a total of ten members. There are 250
justices of the peace for the county, whicli is divided into-

18 petty sessional divisions. There are 17.poor law unions,

10 local boards of health, and 62 school boards. A large

camp at Colchester, usually containing '3000 infantry and
1000 artillery and cavalry, is the headquarters, of the

eastern district of England, Great Warleybeing the military

centre for Essex. Two regiments of militia are established,'

.the Es-sex rifles and the West Epsex regiment, having theii

head-quarters at Qolchester and at Chelmsford respectively.
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According to the recent alterations in the arrangement

of the circuits, Essex, Herts, Suffolk, Norfolk, Cambridge-

shire, and Huntingdonshire are included in the south-eastern

circuit, formed by the amalgamation of the home circuit with

a portion of the Norfolk circuit. Ecclesiastically Essex be-,

longs to the new diocese of St Albans, instead of Rochester,

as formerly. The new see, which also embraces Herts,

has a population of 6.59,152, and an area of 2268 square

miles. Thi! county lunatic asylum is situated between
Brentwood and Warley barracks; there is an infant

orpban asylum at Wanstead. and a seaman's orphan asylum
at Snaresbrooke.

Essex is comparatively poor m prehistoric remains, but

for this it is richly compensated by the variety and value

of its- Roman, and mediaeval antiquities. The so-called

Dauepitsnot improbably belong to the.pre-Roraan period :

they are almost certainly shafts sunk for chalk, and we
know that at a very early date this material was' ex-

ported from Britain to the Continent. By some antiquaries

Lexden is regarded, as the site of the British town of

Camulodunum, and certain mounds are identified with its

defences. We know from history that within the present

boundaries of Essex the Romans had not only their great

central post of Camulodunum, but also stations called

Durolitum.Cajsaromagus, Canonum, Iceanum, and Othona.

The site of several of these, however, is still. matter of

debate. Durolitum was possibly at or near Romford, no
Roman remains having been found at Layton, which was
onne selected, from a very superficial similarity of name;
Cicsaromagus is usually identified with Chelmsford, and
Iceanum with Chesterford ; and there is little or no doubt

'that Othona, the Ithanceaster of Bede, was situated neat

Bradwell. Roman military works have been recognized at

Danbury, Tilbury, Harwich, Fleshy, &c., Roman dwelling-

houses discovered at Chelmsford, at- Sunken Church Field,

near Hadstoek, at Ridgewell, &c., and Roman cemeteries

or tombs at Chelmsford, Chesterford, Hadstoek, Bartlow,

Coggeshall, and Wormingfield. At .Wormingfield- alone

hundreds of urns have been exhumed. Large quantities of

Roman ware have turned up at Stifford and Canvey Island

;

ind Hallingbury church is far from the only building that

has been indebted to the Roman brickmakers. Of Roman
works of art discovered in the county perhaps the most
remarkable are the Colchester SiAinx arid an efRgy of a

centurion unearthed in the same town.' A Roman road

connected London with Camulodunum,^ and another ran

from Camulodunum to Cambridge, and sent off a branch

to St Albans. It is. supposed by many antiquaries that

Saxon masonry can be detected in the foundations of several

of the Essex churches, but, with the exception of Ashing-

.

don church tower, believed to have been erected by Canute
after his victory over Edmund Ironside, there is certainly

no very recognizable building belonging to that period.

This is probably to be in part ascribed to the fact that

the .comparative scarcity of- stone and the unusual abund-
ance of timber led to the extensive employment of the

latter,' material. Many of the Esses churches, as Black-

more,* Jlountnessing, Margaretting,' and South Bemfleet,

have still massive porches and "to\vers of timber; and St
Andrew's church, Greenstead, with its walls of sdlid oak,

continues an almost unique example of its kind. Of the
four, "round churches" in England one is in Essex at

Little Maplestead ; but it is both the smallest and the
most modern. The churches of South Weald, Hadleigh,
Blackmore, Heybridge, and Hadstoek may be mentioned
as containing Norman masonry; Southchurch, Danbury,.
and Boreham as being partly Early English ; Ingatestone,
Stebbing and Tilty for specimens of decorated- architec-
ture

;
and Mossing, Thaxted, and Saffron Walden as spcci-

lacna of the IVrpen-HcuIar. Stained glass windows have

left their traces in several of the churches, the finest

remains being those of Margaretting, which represent a
tree of Jesse and the daisy or herb Margaret. Paintings
have evidently been largely used for internal decoratipn :

a remarkable series, probably of the 12th century, .but

much restored in the 14th, exists in the chancel of Cop-
ford church ; and in the church at Ingatestone there was
discovered in 1868 an almost unique fresco repfesenla^

tion of the seven deadly sins. The oldest-brasses preserved

in the county are those of Sir William Fitz-Ralph at

Pebmarsh, about 1323 ; Richard of-Beltown, at Corringham,

1340; Sir John Gifford, at Bowers Gifford, 1348; Ralph
de Kneyton, at Aveley, 1370 ; Robert de Swynboume, at

Iiittle Horkesley, 1391; and Sir Ingelram de Bruyn, at

South Ockendon, 1400. The brass of Thomas Heron,

aged 14, at Little Ilford, though dating only from 1'51.7,

is of interest as a picture of a schoolboy of the- period;

Ancient wooden effigies are preserved at Danbury, Little

Leighs, and Little Horkesley.

Essex was rich in monastic foundations, though the

greater number have left but meagre- ruins behind. The
Benedictines had an abbey at Saffron Walden, nunneries

at Barking and Wickes, and priories at Monk's Colne and
Hedingham ; the Augustinian canons had an abbey at

Waltham (see Waltham Abbey), priories at Thoby,
Blackmore, Bicknacre, Little Leighs, Little Dunmow, and
St Osyth; there were Cistercian abbeys at Coggeshall,

Stratford, and Tilty ; the Cluniac monks -Were settled at

Prittlewell, the Premonstratensians at Beleigh Abbey, and

the. Knights Hospitallers at Little Maplestead. Barking

Abbey is said to date its first origin from the 7th centuVy,

the most of. the others arose in the 12th and I3tb,

centuries. Besides the keep at Colchester there is a fine

Norman castle at Hedingham, and two dilapidated round

towers still stand at Hadleigh. Ongar, the house of the

De Lacys, and Pleshy, the seat of the earls of Essex, have left

only mounds behind them. ' Havering', the palace that was
occupied by so many of our queens, is replaced hy a
modern house ; Wickham, the mansion of the bishops of

London, is no more ; and Theobald's Park, the splendid

creation of Lord Burleigh, has shared the sarne fate. New
Hall, which was successively occupied by Henry yilL,"

Elizabeth, the earl of Essex, George Villiers duke of

Buckingham, and Cromwell, is now a nunnery of the order

of the Holy Sepulchre. Audley End, the mansion of Lord

Braybrook, whose name is so well known in connexion

with Essex antiquities, is a noble example of the domestic

architecture of the Jacobean period; Layer Marney is an

interesting proof of the Italian influences that were at work

in the time of Wolsey. Horeham Hall was built by S;r

John Cutt in the reign of Henry VIL, and Gosfield Ball

is of about the same date.

Its position ia'the south-eastern corner gf.Engknd, and its con.

tigiiity to the metropolis, have givea Essex no small-prominence ia

the general history of England. The Romans of tSe first invasion

(55 B.C. Ireceiveil the nominal submission of its British inhabitants,

the Trinobantes, -who also, occufiied portions ol what are now
Middlesex, Suffolk, Hertfordshire, and C-ainbridge. "We have nu-

mismatic evidence of no inconsiderable civilisation among'this tribe

in the following generation : Cunobelin'or Cymbeline is well inown
from his coins, and his son Caractacus is the great herp of.tht

national. defence against the second Roman invasion. 'The defence,

as is -well-known, -was futile : Camulodunum, Xhe Trinobantian

capital, was captured ; and Aulus Plautius made it the seat of d

magnificent temple to the.honour of Claiidius the emperOr. Dur.

ing the great Boadicean rebellion, the Romans were driven from

their post .-with terrible slaughter, but they soon recevered theii

ground and rapidly colonized the country. How thoroughly they

took root.cati be read to this day in the relics they have leftJ

When the Saxons from over the sea began to make raids on the

decadent coloi^y, Essex formed^part of the domain of the count ol

the Saxon Shore ; and not long after the -withdra-s»-al of the Roman
forces it was occupied by the men whose name it stil! bears, the

East Seaxa or East Saxons. Their separate dynasty continued till
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*bout 82S. wlieii they were incorporated with the rising power of

Wessex, which was destined to widen into England. By the peace

of Wedmore, Essex was recognized by Alfred as part of the Danish
territory of Guthrum, but the Danes were expelled by Alfred's son,

Edward the Elder. They have probably left a few traces of their

presence in such names as Danbury and Dane-holes ; but there is

hardly a by to be met with among the numerous Saxon fords,

wealds, hams, thorps, burys, and ings. The futile attempt of

Mellitus left the Christianization of the East Saxons to Cedd, who
is said to have formed churches at Tilbury and Ithanceastre in the

latter part of the 7th century. In 991 a great battle was fo\ight

at Maldon against the Danes, made memorable for ever to English-

men by a Saxon song which celebrates the valour of Brihtnoth
and his peers ; and it was probably at Ashington on the Crouch that

in 1016 Cnut and Edmund Ironside met in what the early chroni-

clers call the battle of Assandun. In 1045 Essex was part of the

earldom of Harold. The family of Swene of Essex, who was in

possession of a large part of the county at the time of the Con-

quest, kept its ground for nearly a century. A new earldom created

by Stephen was held by the MandeviUes till 1227, passed by mar-
riage to the Bohuns, and went with the daughter of Humphrey de

Bohim to Thomas of Woodstock, son of Edward III. Through his

daughter it passed to William Bourchier, but the male line failed

in 1540, The earldom was next assigned to Thomas Cromwell and
William Parr, and from 1571 to 1646 it was held by the family of

Devereux. Two years after the death of the last earl, who had joined

the Parliamentary party, the city of Colchester was besieged and
captured by the Parliamentary forces ; and throughout the struggle

the people of Essex were mainly on the popular side. After the Ees-

toration, Arthur Cape! was created Earl of Essex, and that family

is still in possession of the title. Of the celebrities of Essex it is

sufficient to mention Samuel Purchas, Joseph Mead, John Ray,
Joseph Strutt, Philemon Holland, Dr William Gilbert, Thomas
Tusser, Francis Quarles, Thomas Gainsborough, and Dick Turpin.

Liierature.—John Norden, Speculi Britannia Pars : an Hist, and Oeogr. De-
scrip, of the County of Bssex, 1594 (edited for the Camden Society by Sir Henry
Ellis, 1840, from the oripinal MS. in the Marquis of Salisbury's library at Hat-
field); Nicholas Tindal, //ijJ.o/iMCj:, 1720; Silas Taylor, Zfis;. and Ant ig. of Har-
wich, to which is added cf large appendix containing the nat. hist, of the sea-coast

gnd country about ilarteich, by Sam. Dale, 2d. ed., London, 1732; J Fanner,
History of the Town and Abbey of Waltham, 1735; Nathaniel Salmon, The Hist,
and Antiq. of Essex, Lond. 1740,— based on the collections of James Strang-
man of HadleiRh (v. Trans, of Essex Arch. Soc, vol. 11.) ; Morant, Hist.- and
Antiq. of the County of Essex, London 1768; Peter Muilman, Jfew and Complete
Hist, of Essex from a late Survey, by a Oenllemah, Chelmsford, 6 vols., 1770-
1772, London, 1779 ; Richard Gough, Hist, of Fleshy, Lond. I8O3-I895 ; Elizabeth
Ogboume, /fis^. of Essex, with Biogr Notices of the most Disting. and Remark.
Natives, London, part i. , 1814 ; Excursions thrctugh Etsex, illustr. withone hundred
fnaravings, Lond. 2 vols. 1818; Thomas Wright, Hist, and Topography of Essex,
1831 : W. H. Black, Eastbury Illustrated, Lond. 1834 (engravings by T. H. Claike)

;

W. Berry, Pedigrees ofFamilies in Essex, 1841 ; A. Suckling, Antiq. of the County
of Essex, 1845 ; William White. Historical Gazetteerand Directory of Essex, 1848,

*nd 2d ed., 1863; James Hadfleld, Oothie Architecture of Essex, 1848 and 1866;
Buckler, Twenty-two ofthe Churches of Essex architecturally described, Lond. 1856;
Dale, Annals of Coggeshall, 1863; Davids, Nonconformity in Essex in 1660-1662,
Lond. 1863; Chisenhall-Marsh, Translation of Domesday Book for £'s3fij, 1865;
Murray's, Handbook for Essex, Suffolk, i-c, 1870; 2d ed. 1876 ; B. S. Clarke, " The
Labourers of Essex," In J. of Statist. Soc. of London, 1870; W. Palin, Stifford
and its neighbourhood, past 'and present, 7 voIb.,1S71-2; W.J.Scott, Dunmow
Parish Antiquities, 1873 ; J. G. Watson, The Tendring Hundred in the olden time,

1877 ; and the Transactions of the Essex Arch. Soc. from the yt^^ 1858. An ac-

count of various MS. collections connected with the county ia given by H. W.
King In vol: U. of the Transaetionx, 1863. (C. P. W.)

ESSEX, Waxtee Devereux, first Earl op (1540-

1576), in the Devereux line, the eldest son of Sir Kichard

Devereux, was born in 1540. He succeeded his grand-

father as Viscount Hereford in 1558, and in 1561 or 1562
he married Lattice, daughter of Sir Francis KnoUys. In
1569 he served as high marshaU of the field under the earl

of Warwick and Lord Clinton, and materially assisted them
in' suppressing the northern insurrection. For his zeal in

the service of the queen on this .and other occasions, he in

1572 teceived the garter and was created Earl of Essex, a
title which formerly belonged to his family through marriage

with the Mandevilles. His honours had been merited

more by good intentions than by actual achievements; and
- eager to give proof of " his good devotion to employ himself

in the service of her Majesty," he offered on certain condi-

tions to subdue and colonize, at his own expense, a portion

of the Irish province of Ulster, at that time completelyunder
the dpminion of rebel chiefs. His offer, with certain modi-
fications, was accepted, and he set sail for Ireland in

August 1573, accompanied by a number of earls, knights,

and gentlemen, and with a force of about 1200 men. The
beginning of his enterprise was inauspicious, foron account
of a storm which dispersed his fleet and drove some of

hii vessels as far as Cork and the Isle of Man, his forces

did not all reach the place of rendezvou.s till late in the

autumn, and he was compelled to entrench himself at

Belfast for the winter. Here, by sickness, famine, and

desertions, his troops were diminished to little more than

200 men, and he almost determined to abandon hia

undertaking; but receiving in the spring a reinforcement,

he compelled the submission of Sir Brian MacPhelim,

massacred by stratagem 200 of the O'Neils, taking Sir

Brian O'Neal prisoner, and induced the earl of Desmond to

surrender himself to the deputy Fitzwilliam. Elizabeth,

however, instigated most probably by Leicester, after

encouraging Essex to prepare to invade Trilogh Lenogh,

suddenly commanded him to " break ofif his enterprise
;"

but as she left him a certain discretionary power, he took

advantage of it to defeat Trilogh Lenogh, chastise Antrim,

and massacre several hundreds of persons, chiefly women
and children, discovered hiding in the caves of Rathlin.

He returned to England in the end of 1575, resolved "to

live henceforth an untroubled life
;
" but he was ultimately

persuaded to accept the offer of the queen to make him

earl marshal of Ireland. He arrived in Dublin in

September 1576, and three weeks afterwards died of

dysentery. There were suspicions that he had been

poisoned by Leicester, who shortly after his death married

his -widow, but these "were not confirmed by the pod
mortem examination. The endeavours of Essex to better

the condition of Ireland were, it must be admitted, a

dismal failure ; and the massacres of the O'Neals and of

the Scots of Rathlin leave a somewhat dark stain on his

reputation. But in judging of his achievements, it must

be remembered that the problem which he had under-

taken to solve was, exceptionally difficult, that his own

energetic efl'orts were constantly thwarted by the jealousy

of Fitzwilliam and the vacillations of Elizabeth, and that

he died before his abilities could be sufficiently tested

;

and in estimating his character we must set over against

his acts of cruelty, which the opinion of the time approved,

his honesty and uprightness, and the noble generosity with

which he devoted his life and fortune to the performanca

of a thankless task.

See Lives- of the Devereux EarU of Essex, bv the Honourable

Walter Bouchier Devereux (1853), and froudes History of Eng-

land, vol. x.

ESSEX, Robert Devereux, Seconb Earl of (1567-

1601), son of the preceding, was born at Netherwood,

Herefordshire, November 10, 1567, He entered the

university of Cambridge in 1577, and graduated in 1581.

He appeared at court in 1584, In 1585 he accompanied

the earl of Leicester on an expedition to Holland, and

greatly distinguished himself at the battle of Zutpheu.

In 1587 he was appointed master of the horse, and in the

following year was made general of the horse, and installed

knight of the garter On the death of Leicester he suc-

ceeded him as chief favourite of the queen, a position

which. injuriously affected his whole subsequent fife, and

ultimately resulted in his ruin. While Elizabeth waa

approaching the mature age of sixty, Essex was scarcely

twenty-one. Though well aware of the advantages of his

position, and somewhat vain of the queen's favour, his

constant attendance oa her at court was irksome to him

beyond all endurance ; and when he could not make hia

escape to the scenes of foreign adventure after which he

longed, he varied the monotony of his life at court by

intrigues with the maids of honour. In 1589, -without the

queen's consent, he joined the expedition of Drake and

Norreys against Portugal, but on the 4 th June was com-

pelled to obey e letter enjoining him at his " uttermost

peril " to return immediately. Soon after his return

occurred his famous duel with Sir Charles Blount, a rival

favourite of tho queen, in which the earl w-is disarmed and
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slightly wouuded in the thigh. In 1590 Essex married

Ihe widow of Sir Philip Sidney, but in dread of the queen's

anger he kept the marriage secret as long as possible.

When it was necessary to avow it, her rage at first knew
no bounds, but as the earl did " use it with good temper,"

and " for her majesty's bettor satisfaction was pleased that

my lady should live retired in her mother's house," he soon

came to bo "in very good favour." In 1591 he was
appointed to the command of a force 'auxiliary to one
formerly sent to assist Henry IV, of France against the
Spaniards ; bnt after a fruitless campaign he was finally

recalled from the command in January 1592. For some
years after this, most of his tim&.was spent at court, where
he held a position of unexampled influence, both on account
of the .favour of the queen, and from his own personal

popularity. , In 1596 he- was, after a great many " changes
of humour" on the queen's part, appointed along with
Lord Charles Howard to the" command of an expedition,

which, was successful in ' defeating-- the Spanish fleet,

capturing and pillagin- Cadiz, and destroying 53 merchant
vessels. It would seem to have been shortly after this

exploitthat the begi.nnings of a change in the feelings of

the queen towards him came into existence. On his return

she chided himjhat he had not followed up his successes,

and though she professed great pleasure at again seeing

kim in safety, and was ultimately satisfied that the abrupt
termination of the expedition was contrary to his advice

and remonstrances, she forbade him to publish. anything
in justifi(5ation of his conduct. She doubtless was
offended, af his growing tendency to assert his inde-

pendence, and jealous of his increasing popularity with
the people ; but it is also probable • that - her strange
infatuation regarding her own charms,; great as it was,

scarcely prevented her from suspecting either that his pro-

fessed attachment had all along been somewhat alloyed

with considerations of personal interest, or that at least it

was now beginning; to cooL Francis Bacon, 'at that time
his most intimate friend, endeavoured to prevent the

threatened rupture by writing him a long lettet of advice
;

and although perseverance in a long course of feigned

action was for Essek impossible, he for some time attended

pretty closely to the hints of his mentor, so that the queen
"used him most graciously." In 1597 he was appointed
master of the ordnance, and' in the following year he
obtained command of an expedition against Spain..' He
gained some trifling successes, 'but ' as- the Plate fleet

escaped, him he failed of his main purpose ; and when on
his return the queen met him with the usual reproaches,

he retired to his home at Wanstead.' This -was not what
Elizabeth, desirfed, and although she about this tirae con-

ferred- on Lord Howard the earldom of Nottingham fof

services' at Cadiz, 'the main merit t of which was justly-

claimed by Essex, she ultimately held- out to the latter the

olive, branch of peace, and condescended to soothe his

wounded honour by creating him earl marshal of England.

'

That nevertheless the irritated feelings neither of Essex
nor of the qjieen were' completely healed was manifested

Bhortly- afterwards in ,a manner which set propriety com-
pletely at deflande. In a discussion err the appointment

of a lord deputy 'to Ireland, Essex, on account of some
taunting words of Elizabeth, turned his. back upon her with

a gesture indicative not only of anger but of contempt, and
when she, unable to control her indignation, slapped him
on the face, he left her presence swearing that such an
insult he would not have endured even from Henry VIIL
In 1599, while Ulster was in .rebellion, the office of lord

deputy, was conferred on Essex, but whether at his own
express wish, or only after he was persuaded against his

Will to accept it.ohas been ' disputed. This point has an
important bearing on the further question of the oricin

of Essex's treacherous designs. His campaign was an
unsuccessful one, and by acting in various ways in opposi-

tion to the conimaads of the queen and the council, and
suddenly leaving the post of duty with the object of

privately vindicating himself before the queen, ho laid

himself open to charges more serious, than that of mere
incompetency. For these misdemeanours he was deprived

of all his high offices, and ordered to live a prisoner in his

own house during the queen's pleasure. Chiefly through
' the intercession of Bacon his liberty was shortly afterwards

restored to him, but he was ordered not to return to court.

For Some time he hoped for hn improvement in . his pros-

pects, but when he was refused the renewal of his patent

for sweet wines, hope was succeeded by despair, and half

maddened by wounded vanity, he made an attempt to

incite a revolution in his behalf, by parading the streets

of London with 300 retainers, and shouting, " For the

queen ! a plot is laid for my life ! " These proceedings

awakened, however, scafcely any other feelings than mild

perplexjty and wonder; and finding that hope of assist-

ance from the citizens was vain, he returned to Essex
House, where after defending himself for a short time he
surrendered. After a trial—in which Bacon, who prose-

cuted, delivered a speech against his 2More<:?aire friend and
benefactor, the bitterness of which was quite unnecessary

to secure a conviction entailing at least very severe punish-

ment—he was condemned to death, and notwithstanding

many alterations in Elizabeth's mood, the sentence was
carried out 21st February 1601.

Essex was in person, taU and well proportioned, with a

countenance which, though not strictly handsome, possessed,

on account of its bold, cheerful, and amiable expression, a

wonderful power of fascination. His carriage was not very

graceful; but his manners are said to have been " courtly,

grave, and exceedingly comely." He was brave, chival-

rous, impulsive, imperious sometimes with his equals, but
generous to aU his dependants and incapable of secret

malice; and these virtues, which were innate and which
remained with him to the last, must be regarded as some-
what counterbalancing, in our estimation of him, the follies

and vices created by temptations which were exceptionally

strong, and which obtained additional power from the time
and manner of their occurrence. He was one of .the most
learned noblemen of his time, and his abilities were con-

siderable and' many-sided, but a fatal want of prudence

and self-government made him almost the necessary victim

of the difficult position in which from his early manhood
he had been placed, partly by circumstances, and partly

by his own pardonable vanity.

Camden's Life of Elizabeth ; Secret Mi'dory of Queen Mizabelh
and the £arl of Essex, by a "Person of Quality," pulj. at Cologne
1690, and afterwards at London ; Devereux, Zivcs of ihe Earls of
Essex; and Bacon and Essex, by Edwin £. Abbott, D.D., 187T.

See also the article Bacon. (T. F. H.)

ESSEX, EoBERT Deveeeux, Thikd Eael of (1591-

1646), the son of the preceding, was born in 1591. He
.was educated at Eton and at Merton College, Oxford.

Shortly after the .arrival of James I. in London, Essex was
placed about the prince of Wales, as a sharer both in his

studies and amusements. At the early age of fifteen he

was married to Frances Howard, daughter of the earl of

Suffolk, .but on account of the. lattei's co'nnexion with

Rochester (afterwards earl of Somerset), the marriage was
annulled in 1613. A second marriafe which he contracted

in 1629 or 1630 with Elizabeth, daughter of Sir William

Paulet, also ended unhappily. From 1620 to 1623 he
served in the wars of the Palatinate, and inl625 he was vice-

admiral of a fleet which made an unsuccessful attempt to

capture Cadi2. In' 1639 he was lieutenant-general of an
armv sent bv Charles against th" Scotch Covenanters ; but
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en accoiuit of the irresolution of tlie king no battle occurred,

and tho army was disbanded at the end of tlio year. Essex

was discharged " without ordinary ceremony," and refused

an office which at that time foil vacant, " all which," saya

Clarendon, " wrought very much upon his rough, proud

nature, and mado him susceptible of some impressions

afterwards which otherwise would not have found such

easy admission." Having taken the side of tho Parliament

against Cha,rles, he was, on the outbreak of the civil war

in lt)42, appointed to tho command of the Parliamentary

army. At tho battle of Edgehill he remained master of

tho field, and in 1643 he captured Reading, and relieved

Gloucester ; but in tho campaign of the following year, on

account of his hesitation to fight against the king in person,

nearly his whole army fell into the hands of Charles.

In 1G45, en the passing of the Eelf-denying ordinance,

providing that no member of parliament should hold a

public office, he resigned his commission ; but on account

of his past services his annuity of £10,000 was continued

to him for life. He died 4th September 1646, of a fever

brought on by over-exertion in a stag-hunt in Windsor

Forest.

Li/c of Robert Earl of Essex, by fiooert Codrington, M.A.,
piiiited in Hart. Misc.; Clarendon's History of the RsbcUim, ; and
Devereux, Lives of the Earls of Essex.

ESSLTNGEN, a town of Wurtemberg, circle of the

Neckar, is situated on the river of the same name, and on

the railway from Stuttgart to Ulm, 9 miles N.E. of Stuttgart.

It is surrounded by walls, and has five suburbs, one of

which is on an island in the river. On a commanding
height above the town stands an old castle. The church

of our lady is a fine Gothic edifice, built in the middle of

the 15th century, and has a beautifully sculptured doorway
and a tower 230 feet high. The church of St Dionysius

dates from the 1 1th century, and possesses a fine screen and
ciborium of 1486. The town hall is a handsome building.

Esslingen has a richly endowed hospital, an orphan asylum,

and a normal and other schools ; and near the town there

is a hydropathic establishment for tho relief of the insane.

The manufactures include woollen and cotton stufis, hard-

ware, and machinery. Esslingen was founded about the

8th century, became a free imperial city in 1209, and in

1801 was annexed to Wiirtemberg. The population in

1S75 was 19,602.

ESTAING, CHA.ELES Hector, Comte d' (1729-1794),
a French admiral, was born at the chateau of Ruvel,

Auvergne, in 1729. He entered the army as a colonel of

infantry, and in 1757 he accompanied Count de Lally to

the East Indies, with the rank of brigadier-general. In
1759 he was made prisoner at the siege of Madras, but was
released on parole. Before the ratification of his exchange
iio obtained command of some vessels, and conducted
various naval attacks against the English ; and having, on
his return to France in 1760, fallen accidentally into their

hands, he was, on the ground"of having broken his parole,

thrown into prison at Portsmouth, but as the charge could
not be properly substantiated he was soon afterwards

released. In 1763 he was named lieutenant-general in the

navy, and in 1777 vice-admiral; and in 1778 he obtained

tho command of a fleet intended to assist the United
States against Great Britain. In concert with the
American generals, he planned an. attack on Newport,
preparatory to which he compelled the British to destroy

some war vessels that were in the harbour; but before the
concerted attack could take place, he put to sea against

the English fleet, under Lord Howe, when owing to a
violent storm, which arose suddenly and compelled the two
fleets to separate before engaging in battle, many of his
vessels were so shattered that he found it necessary to put.
iuto Bostoii for reokirs. He ihen sailed to the "West Indies

where ne captured St Vincent and Grenada, and compelled

the English fleet to take refuge in the harbour of St

Christopher. Despairing of the English leaving their place

of refuge he set sail to attack Savannah, but all his

attempts, as well as those of the Americans, against the

town were repulsed with heavy loss, and he was finally

compelled to retire. He returned to France in 1780. He
was in command of the combined fleet before Cadiz when
the peace was signed in 178i3 j but from that time his

chief attention was devoted to politics. In 1787 he was

elected to the assembly of the notables; in 1789 he was
appointed commandant of tho national guard ; and in

1792 he was chosen admiral by the national asisembly.

Though in favour of national reform he continued to

cherish a strong feeling of loyalty to the royal family,

and on the trial of Marie Antoinette in 1793 bore testi-

mony in her favour. On this account, and because of cer-

tain friendly letters which had passed between him and the

queen, he was himseK brought to trial, and was executed

April 28, 1794,

ESTATE, in English law, has many meanings, the

common element of which is property. A man's entire

belongings constitute his estate : so much of it as consists

of land and certain other interests associated therewith is

his Real Estate; the rest is his Peksonal Estate. Tlie

legal incidents which distinguish the one from the other may
be ascertained by reference to thes,o headings. The word is

more particularly applied to interests in land, and in popu-

lar and general use an estate means the land itself. The'

strict technical meaning of an estate is an interest in lands,

and this conception lies at the root of the English theory

of property in land. " The first thing that the student has

to do," says Mr Joshua Williams {Law of Real Property, p.

17), " is to get rid of the idea of absolute ownership. Suck
an idea is quite unknown to the English law. No man is

in law the absolute owner of lands. He can only hold an

estate in them." Thus he may hold an estate in fee simple,

which 'is the largest estate a man can hold in English law,

and comes close to the idea of absolute ownershi ), re-

pudiated by Mr Williams ; or he may hold an estr> e tail,

in which the land is limited to himself and the heirs of his

body ; or he may hold an estate for life, which lasts just so

long as tho life in question lasts. In all these cases the

notion of tenure, of holding by a tenant from a lord, pre-

vails. The last loi'd of all from whom all land is ultimately

held is the king. Persons holding directly from the king

and granting to others are the king's tenants in capite, and

are the mesne lords of their tenants. Even in the case of

a fee simple estate, which a man can alienate as he pleases

during his life or by his will, and which goes to his heirs

if he does not alienate it, the reversionary right of the lord

still remains, and may actually come into operation in the

case of an Escheat {q.v.). For the special characteristic?

of different estates or land, see Real Estate.

ESTATES OF THE REALM. The proper meaning of

this phrase, as applied to the English constitution, has been

the subject of some dispute. Of its original meaning there

can be no doubt. It indicated a division of society into

classes or orders, and in England these orders were the

nobles, the clergy, and the commons.' The same kind of

division is found in Continental states. In England there

are, as Professor Stubbs has pointed out (Consiihdionol

History of England, vol. ii. p. 189), indications of a

tendency on the part of other orders of men to assume the

character of estates. For example, the king used to treat

with the merchants for grants of money to be raised by

taxation from the general body of merchants throughout the

countiy. In this sense the lawyers may be said to have been
at oiie time an incipient estate of the realm. The organiza-

tion of Parliament checked aU such tendencies, and tha
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technical •' three estates " were tlioso we have mentioned.

In thg lapse of time the original meaning of the phfaso has

been gradually lost sight of. The clergy have ceased to be

a separate order so far as the political organization of the

country is concerned. ^The " three estates " came to be

identified with the three great divisions of the legislative

authority,—kings, lords, and commons. The phrase seems

to have been used in this sense in the reign of Henry IV.,

and Hallam says it was a current dqctrine among the popu-

lar lawyers of the 17th century.'jAccording to another

view, the three estates of the realm were "the lords spiritual,

the lords temporal, and the commons." (See p. 314 of the

present volume.)

ESTE, the ancient Atesle, a town of Lombardy, in the

delegation of Padua, and 18 "piiles S.S.W. of the town of

that name, is beautifully situated at the southern extremity

of the Euganean hills, on the canal of Mc«iselice. It has a

Very antique and picturesque' appearance j its houses are

mostly of medieval date ; and it; possesses some ancient

buildings of considerable interest)^, Chief of these is the

Rooca or' castle, a donjon tower with- embrasures ' and
battlements occupying the site of the original fortress of

Este. The church of San Martino is of great antiquity,

and has a leaning Romanesque campanile. The interior

of the church has been modernized. Este also possesses a
belfrey tower containing a clock made by the celebrated

Dondi. The chief manufactures of the town are silk-twist,

hats, earthenware, majolica, and saltpetre. Este, under the

name of Ateste, existed as early as 136 B.C. In 452 it

was destroyed by Attila;- and afterwards, it was rebuilt

by the Lombards within a narrower area. Jhe population

in 1871 was 5743.

ESTE, one of the oldest princely housesrof Itary.', Their
genealogy,'according to Muratori,can be traced back to the
small princes^; who governed .Tuscany "-"under the Carlo-

yingians, and who some time "afterwards received certain

districts or counties from them in fief.
*' They are in all

probability of Longobard origirij but there is no authentic

record of their succession reaching farther back than to the

marquis Adalbert who died about 917. i.They were called

Este after the town of that name, and the title marquis of

Este was first borne by Albert Azzo II., who married.

Kunitza or Kunigonda, sister of Welph or Guelph III.,

duke of Carinthia. Jf Welph died without issue, and the

eldest son of Kunitza; Welph TV., succeeded to his inheri-

tance, and "marrying a daughter of Otho.IL, duke of

Bavaria^^was created duke of Bavaria, on Otho's death

without male succession, itt 1071. Through him the house

of Este thus became connected with the princely houses of

Brunswick and Hanover, from which are descended the

sovereigns of England. . The Italian title and estates were'

inherited by.FtrLCO L (1060-1135), son of Albert Azzo
II. by his second marriage to Garisenda, countess of Maine,

in France. . Hugo, the second son by this • marriage, in-

herited his mother's property in France, but as he died

, without issue, it ultimately came into the possession of

Fulco and his successors. During the 12th, 13th, and 14th

ceuturies, the history of the Estensi is interwoven with that

of the other princely houses of northern Italy, of the

struggles for supremacy between pope and emperor, of the

contests between rival cities, and even of the factions into

which individual cities were sometimes divided. From*
th^^/ivalry between the German Welphs and Weiblungen
the names Guelfs and Ghibelines came to be used to

designate the two great rival Italian parties; and, as the

head of the Guelf party,'the Esteusi received at different

periods the sovereignties of Ferrara, Modena, and Eeggio.

They distinguished themselves also as the patrons of litera-

ture and the fine arts, and had intimate relations with

Ariosto and Tasso.

-EST
Obizzo I.," son of Fulco I.,- entered into a league against

Frederick Barbarossa, and was comprehended , in the

Venetian treaty of 1177 by which municipal podestasi were
instituted. 'He was elected podesta of Padua in 11 82* and
in/ 1184 Frederick named him marquis' of *Milat 'and
Gerioa, a dignity somewhat similar to that of imperial <lcar.

By carrying off Marchesella, heiress of the Adelardi family
of Ferrara, and marrying her to his son Azzo V., he ob
tained for his family a predominant influence iu that city

also, but kindled a strife with the family of Torello which
continued to- rage for two centuries.' Obizzo I. died about
1190; and Azzo V. died about eleven yeara later and was
succeeded by Azzo VI. (1170-1212), who became the head
of the Guelf party. During the whole lifetime of Azzo
VI. a civil war jaged almost uninterruptedly in the. streets

of Ferrara, each party, it is said, being ten times driven

from the city. Azzo died in November 1212, and waa
succeeded by Aldovrandjno, who in 1213 concluded a
treaty with Salinguerra Torello, by which the government
of Ferrara was divided between them.rHe died in 1215,
and was succeeded by his brother Azzo VII. (1205-1264),
surnamed Novello or the Yoimg. Between him and
Eccelino III. de Romano, who leagued himself with the

Torelli, a war broke out in 1229,- and although a temporary
reconciliation was efi'ected in 1233, and 'Azzo was affianced

to Adelaide, niece of Eccelino, it was renewed after his

marriage in 1235. i At first Eccelino, who supported the

cause of Frederick II., was completely victorious in Lom-
bardy, but the influence of Popa Alexander VI. gradually

helped to cpmbine.the towns of,'Lombardy against him, and
Azzo also received the assistance. of many fugitives whom
the tyranny of Eccelino had driven from Padua and
Verona. Finally, after two years indecisive skirmishing,

Eccelino accepted battle at Cassano, 16th September 1259,

and was conipletely defeated and taken prisoner, surviving

his overthrow only a few days. Azzo died 17th February

1264, andwas succeeded by.ObJzzo II. (1240-1293), who
in 1288 received the lordship of Modena, and in 1290 that of

Reggib. . Obizzo was succeeded by his son Azzo Vlll.,

who wfl.s^'elected perpetual sovereign of Modena'and
Reggio. *,)The two brothers of Azzo, however, laid claim

the one to Modena aiid the other to Reggio, and succeeded

in capturing from him • both towns.' He was also driven

from Este, but an attempt to deprive him of, Ferrara

was unsuccessful. Azzo died 31st January 1308. He
had no legitimate children, and, on account of the hos-

tility towards him of his two brothers, he named as his

successor his grandson Fulco. III., by hia illegitimate son

Francis, but despairing of holding possession of Ferrara-

against the brothers of Azzo, Francis, acting for his infant

son, ceded it to the Venetians in lieu of an annual pay-

ment, and retired with Fulco to Venice,_where they died in

obscurity.

After this the possession of Ferrafaf'JIodenaT^ Reggio,

and their dependencies was disputed for some years

with varying results by the Venetians, the pope, and.

rival members of the legitimate line of Estensi, but from
the time of Azzo VIII. the Estensi annals are intricate,

-confused, and of little interest until Nicholas III. (1384-

1441), who exercised sovereignty over Ferrara, Jlodena,

Parma, and Reggio^ was declared by Boniface IX. captain

general of the army. of the church, and enjoyed in hia

later years the intimate friendship of the duke of 'Milan.

He died suddenly from poison, most probably admin-

istered by his enemies at the court of Milan to prevent

his being named the duke's successor. , To him succeeded

Lionel, who died in 1450, and was suceeded by BoEso,

who was created duke of Modena and Reggio by Frederick

III., and, by the pope, duke of Ferrara. Borso was a great

patron of literature, and established a printing press at-
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Feirara." He died in 1471, and was succeeded by his

brother Hercules I. (1443-1505), who, with the help of

the Venetians, seized the sovereignty of Ferrara from

Nicholas, the son of Lionel, and afterwards, with the help of

FerSinand king of Naples, retained it against the Venetians

and Pope Sixtus IV. The last twenty-five years of his

reign were peaceful and prosperous, and his capital became

noted both for its luxury and as the resort of men eminent

in literature and art. Count Boiardo the poet was his

minister, and Ariosto also obtained his patronage and

friendship. To Hercules succeeded Alphonso I. (I48G-

1534), who was married to Lucretia Borgia, daughter of

Pppe Alexander VI. During nearly the whole of his reign

Alphonso was engaged in the Italian wars, and in his com-

plicated and difficult position manifested so much energy

and adroitness, and such skill as a general, that for a long

time he was almost uniformly successful in his enterprises.

On the formation in 1508 of the league of Cambray
against the republic of Venice he was appointed by Pope

Julius II. to the supreme command of the papal troops

;

but after the Venetians had sustained a considerable

number of reverses they made peace with the pope, and
agreed to join him against the French. Alphonso was

invited to co-operate with the new alliance, and on his

refusal war was declared against him; but although he at

first lost Modena and Reggio, he subsequently inflicted a suc-

cessioii of defeats on the papal troops. He was, however,

desirous of peace, and had gone to Rome with the purpose

of making submission to the pope, when the iiews that

orders had been given for his arrest reached him in time

only to enable him to make his escape. On the defeat

of the French by the combined arms of Charles V. and
Pope Leo X., the possessions of Alphonso were confiscated,

but after the death of Leo he was reinstated in them by
Charles V. He died on the 31st October 1534, and was
succeeded by his son Hercules II. (1508-1559), who
married Ren^e daughter of Louis XII. of France, and,

joining the league of Henry II. of France and Pope Paul

IV. against Spain, was named lieutenant-general of the

French army in Italy, and general of the army of the

church. The war was, however, prosecuted with little

vigour, and peace was made with Spain in 1558. Hercules

and his brother Cardinal Hippolytus the younger, were

patrons of literature and art, and the latter built the

splendid castle of Este. Hercules II. was succeeded by
ALPHO>fso IL, well known on account of his imprisonment

of the poet Tasso. Alphonso died in 1597 without issue,

and bequeathed his estate to his cousin Cesar (1562-1628),

but Pope Clement VIII. laid claim to Ferrara, and by a

treaty with Lucretia, sister of Alphonso, it was given up to

the see of Rome. Caesar held Modena and Reggio, but

with him the splendour of the house of Este began to fade,

and from that time it plays only a very subordinate part

in Italian history.

The subsequent heads of the Este family were Al-

phonso III., who retired in 1629 to a monastery in the

Tyrol, where he ended his days in 1644; Francis I.

(1610-1658), who was general of the French army in

Italy; Alphonso IV. (1634-1662), the father of Mary,

the queen of James II. of England, who held a position in

the French army during the Spanish war, and by whom
was founded the gallery of pictures at Modena ; Feancts
II. (1660-1694), who originated the library of Este and
founded the University of Modena; Rinaldo (1665-1737),

through whose marriage with Charlotte Felicitas of Bruns-

wick, the Icng separated branches of the house of Este

were again united'; Francis III. (1698-1780), who
married the' daughter of Philippe of Orleans, was named by
the -king of Spain generalissimo of the Spanish troops in

Itu!y, bad hij duchy devastated hy Uib ioincrial truims, but

was re-established in its possession by the treaty of Aix-la-

Chapeilc, and, having reconciled himself with Maria Theresa,

received from her tho title of governor-general of Lom-
bardy; and, finally, Hercules Rinaldo (J.727-1803), who-

at the peace of Cauipo Fermo lost the duchies of Modem
and Reggio, and with whom the male branch of the house
of Este died out. His only daughter was married to

Ferdinand, third son of the emperor Francis I. Ferdinand
was created duke of Breisgau, and dying in 180C was
succeeded by Francis IV., who iu 1816 was restored to tho

duchy of Modena and Reggio, and on the death of his

mother inherited also the duchy of Alassa and Carrara.

He died January 26, 1846, and was succeeded iu 1846
by his son Francis V., who lost his possessions by the

events of 1859. On his death in 1875 the male line of

the Austrian branch of the Estensi became extinct, and the

title passed to Archdu'ie Francis eldest son of the Arch-

duke Charles Louis. The children of Lady Murray
daughter of the earl tf Kintore, by her marriage with

August Frederick duke of Sussex, sixth son of George 111.

of England, assumed the old name Este, and claimed recog-

nition as members of the royal family; but as the marriage

was in violation of an Act regarding royal marriages passed

in 1772, it was declared invalid, and their claims were set

aside.

See Mnratori, Delle anlichiUt Estensc cd Ilaliane, Annali cCJialia,

and Scriptorcs Reruin Ilalicarum ; History of tlie House of EsU,

London, 1681 ; Leo and Botta, History of Italy ; tiui Sismondi,

Histoirc des Jiepubliques Italiennes.

ESTELLA, a town of Spain, in the province of Navarre,

is beautifully situated on the Ega, 25 miles S.W. of

Pamplona. Its streets are wide and well paved, and it

possesses several squares. It has six churches, three

monasteries, an old castle, and a college which was formerly

a university. Its principal industries are the manufacture

of woollen and linen fabrics, and brandy making^; and it

has also a considerable trade in fruits, wine, and cattle.

The surrounding country is very, fertile, producing oranges,

lemons, and other fruits, which are largely exported tr>

England. Estella commands several defiles on the roads

from the Castiles and Aragon, and on that account

occupies a position of considerable stratagetic importance.

It was long the head quarters of Don Carlos, who was
proclaimed king there in 1833. In 1873 it was the chief

stronghold of the Carlists, and in 1874, when driven from

othc places, they succeeded in retiring to Estella. On the

19th Feburary 1875 the Carlists in the town surrenderel

unconditionally, and with its loss the power of that faction

almost immediately collapsed. The population of Estella

is about 6000.

ESTEPA, the ancient Astepa, a town of Spain, in the pro-

vince of Seville, is situated on the north side of Mount
San Fi'ancisco, 60 miles E.S.E. of Seville. Its smaller

streets are narrow, and steep, but the principal ones are

wide, level, and regular. . It possesses an old castle and an

old Gothic church, the latter said to be of .Moorish origin.

Its chief industries are the manufacture of oil, and of

various kinds of coarse wooUen cloth ; and it has also a

trade in grain, fruits, and cattle. The population is about

7500.

ESTEPONA, a maritime town of Spain, in the provincs

of Malaga, is situated on the Mediterannean, 25 miles

E.N.E. of Gibraltar. It contains an ancient castle and a

fine parish church. It carries on<an active fishing and

coasting trade. The manufactures are chiefly linen, leather,

earthenware, and bricks. The vicinity is very fertile, pro-

ducing oranges, k-rauns, and other fruits, which are largely

exported to England. 1'ho population of the,town in

about 9000.

ESTEJl'dAZY. S;.-e EsZTiiiuiAZY.
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ESTHER. The Book of Esther relates how a Jewish

maiden, Esther, a foster-daughter of Mordecai, was raised

to the position of queen by the Persian king Ahasuerus
(Xerxes) after he had divorced Vashti ; next, how she and
her uncle Mordecai frustrated Haman's resolution to extir-

pate the Jews out of the Persian empire ; how Haman fell,

and Mordecai was advanced to his place ; how Esther

obtained the king's permission for the Jews to destroy all

who might attack them on the day which Haman had
appointed by lot for their extirpation ; and lastly, how a
festival was instituted to commemorate their deliverance.

Its main object is to account for the origin of th6 feast of

Purim, which from its cradle in the" Persian capital had
gradually made its way into other countries (Esth. ix.

19-32). The colouring of the narrative is entirely foreign.

Frequent and minute reference? are made to the usages of

the Persian court, while on the other hand the peculiar in-

stitutions of the Jews, and even Jerusalem and the temple,

and the very name of Israel, are studiously, as it would
seem, ignored. The name of God is not mentioned once,

a phenomenon entirely unique in the Old Testament writ-

ings. From a theological point of view, the book is tlere-

fore not of much interest. It attracts the historical critic,

however, by the strangeness and difficulty of its statements,

while the ordinary reader cannot fail to be struck by the

force and dramatic vividness of its literary form. Its early

popularity is shown by the interpolated passages (as

different as possible from the Origihal) in the Septuagint and
old Latin versions.

It was not until the 18th century that a critical examina-
tion of the book was inade, with a view to determine its

precise historical value, not, however, at first with sufficient

impartiality or historical information. Eichhorn, the-most

moderate of the earlier critics, belongs to the 19 th century.

He has drawn np a long list- of improbabilities, of detail,

some of which he thinks he can explain away, while others

remain in full force. Subsequent critics have believed

themselves to have discovered fresh difficulties, insomuch
that Dr Kuenen does not hesitate to saythat "impossibilities

and improbabilities pervade the whole narrative " {Rdigion

of Israel, iii. 148). It is impossible to mention more than
a few of these as a specimen. The' very first verses of the

book are great stumbling Iplockg to a Western reader. We
are there told that Ahasuerus, " who reigned from India even
unto Ethiopia, over an hundred and seven and twenty pro-

vinces," gave a banquet which lasted 180 days, and at which
(if we take the expressions of the narrative 'literally) the

whole official world of the Persian empire was simultaneously

present (Esth. i. 3, 4-)'. - Further" on, we are told that

Esther, on her elevation to be queen, kept her Jewish
origin secret (ii. 10), although she had been taken from the

bouse of Mordecai, who was kliown to be a Jew (iii. 4), and
had remained in constant intercourse with him (iv. 4-17).

We also learn indirectly that Mordecai, previously to his

mourning, was able to pass at pleasure into the harem of

the jealous and amatory Xerxes (iv. 2). Further, that

Mordecai offered a gross affront to Haman without any evil

consequences (iii. 2-6). Lastly, Haman, the cruel grand-

viiier, takes the trouble to give eleven months t.otice of hi3

intention to exterminate the Jews (liL 12-14),- which re-

spite is spent by the Jews in fasting (the- narrative does not

add praying) a,nd lamentation (iv. 3), and when the danger

has been averted through the patriotism of Esther, the

Jews are allowed to put to death 76,000 of their fellow sub-

iects (ix. 16).

Nevertheless, it must at any rate be admitted that these

objections are not all of equal value, and that a comparison

of the narrative of Esther with the later additions to the

book, and with the stories of Judith and Tobit, is distinctly

fuvourablt! to its historical verisimilitude Some amount

of exaggeration must be allowed for, as the infirmity of an
Oriental rg^e ; no exegesis is possible without such a postu-

late. As for the Persian customs described, they are no
donbt singular, but, in the absence of documentary evidence,

it ia unsafe to give them a positive contradiction. At least

one confirmation of some importance has been Supplied by
Herodotus (iii. 69, ef. Esth. iL 12); and many critics hold
that the assembly assigned to the third year of Ahasuerus
(Esth. i. 3) is that mentioned by Herodotus (viL 8) .aa

having b?en held previously to the expedition against

Greece. This, however, is quite uncertain. The reference to

the 127 provinces is in itself not improbable, but is only

confirmed by the author of the book of -Daniel (vi 1, cf.

1 Esd. iii. 3, LXX.), who has been thought by some to

have made a c6nfusion between satrapies and sub-satrapies.

It is at any rate in perfect harmony with history that the

book of Esther includes India among the subject provinces
;

this is confirmed not only by Herodotua (iii. 94), but by
the inscriptions of Darius at Persepolis and Naksh-i-Rustam.

The conduct of Mordecai certainly remains mysterious.

In our own day, the harem is impenetrable,, while "any
one declining to stand as the grand-vi2ier passes is almost

beaten to death " (Morier, the English ministei: to the

court of Persia, quoted by Dean Stanley). And if it is

perhaps only too probable that a -vizier would use his posi-

tion for the gratification of spite, and if even the blood-

thirstiness of Haman is not inconceivable, still thexircum-

fetances connected with the decree for the destruction of the

Jews are almost more than even " the peculiarly extrava-

gant and capricious character " of Xerxea (Qauon lUwliii-

son) can render easily acceptable.

.The proper names of Esther, at any rate in theii: jiresent

form, do not all of them stand philological tests. Some
of them are genuinely Persian, but others wear a somewhat
questionable appearance. These may either be corrupt, or,

aa Noldeke suggests, framed by the author- himself on
Persian models. Among the most accurate is Ahasuerus

or ratherAkhashverosh ( = P ersian Chshayarsha, i. e. , Xerxes).

The character of this king, too, agrees admirably -with that

given of Serxes by Herodotus {cf. Herod, iii. 69, ix. 108).

But then, it has been l-eplied, it only agrees so well because

Xerxes was a typical Oriental despot, magnificent, swayed

by favourites, proud, amatory, capricious. Here we must

leave this part of our subject'—nothing short of a detailed

commentary on the book would give the reader a satisfac-

torily complete view of the facts. It m-ust, however, be

observed that the serious chronological difficulty in Esther

iL 5, 6 (where Mordecai is, apparently said to have been

carried captive with Jeconiah) can hardly be removed by

maintaining -with Canon Rawlinson (contrary to Hebre-w

usage), that Kish, and not Mordecai, is the person referred

to. It must, it would seem, be concluded that the theory

that the book of Esther is a stricUy historical narrative is

not proof at all points against objection. The ques:ion

then arises, is it a work of pure imagination % This was

the -view of the 18th century rationalistic critics. Semler,

for instance, says, " Hlud videtur esse certum, confictim

esse universam parabolam, fastds et.arrogant! re Judaeorum

locupletjssimum testimonium" (Semler, Apparatus ad

liberal. Yet. Test, interpr., p. 152 sq., quoted by Keil).

By this theory, we might at once put a happy end to the

guerilla warfare of" rationalistic objectors. It is very

necessary, however, to see how much is involved in

accepting it. For the book of Esther expressly appeals to

the authority of the royal Persian chronicles (iL 23, x 2)

and of a contemporary memoir (ix. 32).- If untrue, re-

marks Canon Eawlinson, the book might easily have been

proved to be so at the time when it was published, by re-

ference to those chronicles (Speaiei^s Commentary, iii, 472).

The only way to turn the point of this oljtclion "'ouldlie
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w show that the narrative waa written subsequently to

the fall of the Persian empire, and not earlier than the

end of the fourth century, about 150 years after Xerxes.

This has been maintained by several eminent critics (e.jr,

Zunz, Herzfeld, Ewald, Bortheau, Kuenen) on the following

grounds. (1) The absence of any reference to the story

in the books (or rather book) of Chronicles, Ezra, and
Nehemiah, in Daniel, in Ecclesiasticus (see chaps, xliv.-l.),

or in Philo. (2) The way in which the Persian monarchy is

described. A book so far from complimentary in some of

its details to a great Persian king cannot, it is urged, have

been written during the continuance of his dynasty, any

more than the so-called song of Solomon can have been

written under the rule of the Solomonic family. True, the

opening of Esther pourtrays in brilliant hues the outward

splendour of Ahasuerus's empire, but the very brilliance,

and still more the particularity, of the description, indicates

that that empire was a wonder of the past, already begin-

ning to be invested with the glamour of fairy-land. The
necessity for an explanation of Persian customs (i. 13, viii.

8) is thought to point in the same direction. (3) " The

absence of the religious spirit in the writer, or rather the

absence of its manifestation. Had the writer lived soon

after the events narrated, ii; is improbable that he would

have omitted all [direct] mention of divine providence and
the name of God, because the religious feeling had not so

far degenerated among the Jewish captives who did not

return to their own land with Zerubbabel, Ezra, and
Nehemiah " (Dr Davidson, T-he Text of the Old Testament

considered, 1856, p. 609). In the Greek period, on the

other hand, we know for certain from Ecclesiastes that the

religious spirit was declining, at any rate in some circles,

even in Judea. (4) The lateness of the style. This has

been carefully investigated by Zunz, who remarks that

there are more than fifty expressions which point to a late

date, and which include, besides Persisms, three also found

(and found only) in Ezra, Nehemiah, Ecclesiastes, one in

Nehemiah, Ecclesiastes, and Ps. cxix., one in Chronicles,

five in Ecclesiastes, one in Daniel, one in Chronicles and
Daniel, one in Nehemiah and Daniel, also six belonging

to later Hebrew, two to Aramaic, and four resembling the

usage of the Mishna. The value of this argument, how-
ever, depends partly on the date which we assign to

Chronicles, Ecclesiastes, and Daniel, also on the relation of

Ezra and Nehemiah to Chronicles. The weighty reference

to the Mishnaic usage remains, however, in full force, how-
ever conservative be our decision on the date of Chronicles,"

&c. We have said nothing at present of the festival of

Purim, which, according to Keil, is " the principal evidence

of the historical truth of the whole narrative," and which,
even according to the more critical Friedrich Bleek, " un-
doubtedly presupposes the occurrence of what is narrated in

our book." To many scholars, however, the connexion of

the book of Esther with the festival of Purim is rather a

difficulty than otherwise. It is hardly necessary to refer

to Mr Tylor for evidence of the tendency to invent

stories to account for popular festivals. Dr Kuenen, who
speaks as the representative of a growing school, maintains

that the book of Esthir is through and through unhistorical,

that "the explanation it ofTers of the Purim feast is not

taken from the reality, but invented to make that feast

popular. A Persian word pur tieaning lot is quite

unknown" {Religion of Israel, lii. 148). He then

fortifies his position by a reference to the numerous im-

probabilities which we have already mentioned. According
to him, Purim was originally a Persian feast, and was by
degrees adopted by the Jews, first in Persia, and then in

other countries, and the object of the author of Esther was
to make the observance of the feast still more general. He
js 2ot, however, prepared with a satisfact<»r) explanation of

8-21

the word Purim. Von Hammer's derivation from fvrdi<jih\\

the name of a Persian festival, falls through, as Dr Kuenen

points out, owing to the fact that fitrdigiiu was not a spring

feast, and, as Purim was kept on the 14th and 15th of the

month Adar, a spring feast is obviously required. A
nioro plausible fonn of the hypothesis adopted by Dr
Kuenen is perhaps that of Zunz. The Jews during an'd

after the exile were much influenced religiously by the

nations among whom they lived (so at least many critics

believe, quoting as instances the belief in the seven

archangels and in Azazel). It was the policy of the doctor.i

of the law to adopt as many of the new popular usages as

they could, without detriment to the purity of their religion.

Purim, a joyous, secular festival, enjoyed (as it still docs

enjoy) a great popularity among the Jews. The religioiis

authorities, desiring to check the exuberance of its celebra

tion, determined to give it a quasi-consecration by connecting'

it with an event (real or imaginary) in the history of the

nation. They omitted the name of God, not from indiffer-

ence to religion, but to prevent it from being profaned at

the secular celebration to which Purim was liable {rf. Esther

ix. 19-22). It must be observed, in conclusion, that while

the doctors of the law attached great importance to Purlin

and to Esther—witness the statement that the men of the

Great Assembly " wrote "
(? edited) the book of Esther, also

the various interpolated passages, and the devotion of an

entire Talmudic treatise to the feast of Purim—the sacerdotal

authorities (of a more conservative turn) did their utmost

to disparage the intrusive festival. No psalms were sung
in the temple at the feast of Purim—not even those whicli

were usual at half festivals (see Bloch, Ildlenistisrhc

Bestandtheile im bibliscken Sckriftlhum, pp. 39-41). The
first mention of Purim occurs in 2 Mace, xv. 36, where the

thirteenth day of Adar is said to have been observed as a

festival in memory of the death of Nicanor, " the day
before Mardocheus's day." Unfortunately the second book
of Maccabees was written little, if at all, before the

Christian era, while the first book (of much greater

authority) simply says (vii. 49) :
—" They ordained to keep

yearly this day, being the thirteenth of Adar." Would t!:o

Jews, asks Dr Zunz, have made a new festival on the 13^h,

if the 14th were recognized as the feast of Purim 1 This,

however, may well be called hypercriticism. And we may
sum up by the remark that if direct historical evidence is

deficient for the traditional view of the book of Esther, it

is equally deficient for the rival critical theory. Probability

is our only guide. Yet even if the book contain a larger

or smaller romantic element, it is of real historical value as

a record of the Jewish spirit in a little known age, and is

edifying even to Christians from its powerful though

indirect inculcation of the' lesson of divine providence.

See, besides the Introductions to the Old Testament of Keil,

Bleek, and Davidson, liaumgarten, De fide, lihri Esthcrcc commen-
talio historico-critica, Halae, 1839 ; Bertheau, Die Biicher Esra,

Nechevija, und Esther, Ijcipzig, 1862 ; Zunz, Zcilschrifl der dculsch.

morgcnldnd. Geselhchafl, ]873, p. 684, &c. ; Oppcrt, CormncvUiire

hisiorique et philologique du livre d'Esther, Paris, 1864; Herzfeld,

Geschichle des Volkc3jisrael,Leij>z\i;, 1863, Bd. ii. pp. 1-9, 357-366;

Ewald, History of Israel, Lond. 1874, vol. v., ]ip. 230 234 ; Gnlz,
"Die Kanonicitat dcs Buches Esther," Monaisschrifl, 1871, pp. 502

511; Bloeh, Uclknistische Eeslandtheile imliblischcn &hri/lihum,

1877. (T. K. C.)

ESTHONIA (in German EstUand, or more correctly

Ehstland, in the native language Wiroma, "the frontier

country," or Rahwama, "the country of the Rahwas or

Esthonians," in Lettish Iggann Scnno, probably " the land

of the banished"), one of three Baltic or so-called German
provinces of Ru'isia, is bounded on the N. by the Gulf of

Finland, on the E. by the government of St Petersburg,

from which it is separated by the river Narowa, on the S.

by Livonia, and on the W. by the Baltic. Inclusive of the

islands of Dago, Mohn, and Oc.^el, it has an area of TfJl?
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square miles. It consists essentially of a nearly level

plateau of Silurian limestone which, presents to the Gulf of

Finland a precipitous coast from 49 to 120 feet iri height,

has a gradual slope inland to the south, and is broken by
three or four slightly marked terraces running E. and W.
Traces of glacial action are exceedingly abundant in the*

shape of drift and boulders, both on the mainland and in

the islands. A considerable- portion of the- "surface is

occupied by stretches of sand, marsb, or pine forests; but
other 5)arts afford a good arable soil. There are a great

number of small lakes throughout the country, and on the

eastern frontier lies the Ozero Tchudskoye or Peipus Lake,

about 55 miles long and 30 broad. None of the rivers

are large enough to be of real commercial importance, The
climaie is severe with long winters and frequent storms.

Most of the population is engaged in agricultural pursuits

—

cattle, barley, rye, hemp, flax, and tobacco receiving their

chief attention. With the exception of the distilling of

brandy and the weaving of a little linen and cloth there is

BO manufacturing industry, and foreign commerce is almost
entirely confined to Keval, Baltischport, and Hapsal. The
province is administratively divided into the six districts

of Reval, Wesenberg, Weissenstein, Hapsal, JiCal, and
Kunda, and the city of Reval is the seat of the principal

Government officials. The national church is Lutheran

;

but it is gradually losing ground before the encroachments
of Greco-Russian proselytism strongly supported by -the

political authorities. It divides the country into eight

dioceses, and places the centre of its administration in a
consistorium at RevaL In 1875 there were 578 eehools/

attended by 18,952 boys and 16,227 girls, or in other

words, by 92 pupils, out of every 1000 inhabitants. The
higher education under the influence of the nobility and
clergy keeps for the most part true to German traditions.

Out of a population numbering 323,961 in 1870 about
one-thirteenth is of German race; and tha province may be
briefly characterised as a country fundamentally Esthonian,

with a Teutonic aristocracy and a Russian government.
The Esthonians proper belong to the Finnish family, and
still maintain their native language. Hsworth, however,
has recently endeavoured to show that their settlement in

the Baltic district is after all not of such high antiquity.

Perhaps none of the nationalities of Eui'ope have main-
tained greater purity of descent, and the general opinion is

that they are the aboriginal occupants of the soil. Tfiej'

are not confined to the country %yith which they are

nominally identified, but form more than a third of the

population of Livonia or Liefland, and are found in iso-

lated districts in the governments of Vitepsk, Pskoff, and
St Petersburg. Altogether they are estimated at about

650,000. In physical development they do not rank high

and appear to bear the marks of long-continued hardship

and servitude. They are generally shojrt in stature,

especially in the neighbourhood of Dorpat. The skull

is angular and brachycephalous, the forehead low, the

space between the nostrils and mouth short, the -hair

usually yellowish or brown, and the beard scanty. Their

language is rich iu roots, and has no small flexibility of

composition and structure. There are two main dialects

—the Dorpat cr Werro Esthonian and the Reval Esthonian

—which are nearly as distinct from each other as Polish

and Bohemian, and can hardly be successfully treated

in a common grammar. The latter, which presferves

more carefully the full inflexional forms, and pays
greater attention to the laws of euphony, is consequently

recognized as the literary speech; and has the wider
ilomain. It breaks up again into two varieties, the one of

which, like the Livonian and Tchudish, uses strong forms
of words, while the other, like the literary Finnish, indulges

in Weak forms. Minor varieties are exceedingly numer-

ous—almost every parisb, according to Wiedemann, having
recognizable peculiarities. The first publication inEstbonian
was a Lutheran catechism, prepared at the suggestion of
Ut/inrich von Galen, master of the Livonian order ia the
Ifith century. In 1637 appeared an Esthonian gramma^
by Stahl, and in 1648 a similar work by Hutslev. A
translation of the New Testament by a learned society was.

printed at Reval in 1715, and in 1780 Hupel published
his Esthonian-Qerman lexicon, with a grammar of the twc
principal dialects. Between 1813 and 1832 there ajipeared

at Pemau twenty volumes of Beitrage zur getianern Keniit-

niss der Esthn-ischen Sprache, by Roseplanter, and from 1840
downwards A. von Jannau, Fr. Fiihlmann, Aug. Heinrich
Hansen, Knupffer, Haller, and others contributed valuabl©

papers on Esthonian subjects to the Verhandlungen der

Gelehrteii Hs/hiiiscken Geselhchufl. In 1844 appeared
Ahrens'a Grammaiik der Esthnischen Sprache Revalkchen
Bicdecis, which however, recognizes only the weaker form
of the dialect. More recently f. J. Wiedemann under
the auspices of the Imperial Academy of St Petersburg Las-

devoted himself tc the detailed investigation of Esthonian,

visiting the difierent parts of the country, and registering all

peculiarities on the spot. Reports of his labours are given io

tht Bulletin oi the society, and his lexicon was published in

1869. The popular -songs and traditions of the Esthonian
are numerous and interesting;,they have a close resemblance

to the similar productions of Finland, and^many of them eir;-

body portions of an old heathen mythology and cosmogony.
The last professional xhapsodist is said tohave.died in 1813.

Rouss published a collection of Esthnische Volkdieder ia

1850-51, several of which may be found translated ;;i

Latham's Nationcdities of Europe, voL L; Dr Fr. Ereutz-
wald, with questionable judgment, united a number of th^

separate songs into a connected poem (Helsingfors 1866);
and his work has been translated by Carl vonReintW as 2)t>

Ehxtiiische Sage von Kalempoeg, 1857, 1859.' Still mor»
recently Jacob Hurt has commenced at Dorpat what- is

intended to b6 a complete collection of Old Esthonian
popular poetry, under the title of Vana Kand, oi " The
bid Harp."

The Esthonians are rrientioned in tho 11th century bj
Adam of Bremen, and in the '12th and 13th the name
becomes quite familiar^ They appear to have given no
small trouble to their Scandinavian neighbours by their

piratical excursions, aud several of the Danish tings
attempted to bring them into subjection. Canute IV., or
Knud Valdemarson, invaded their country with a fleet of

760 ships, forced many of their- number to submit to tha
rite ot baptism, and erected several Christian churches ; but
hardly had his ships disappeared when the churches were
in ruins, and the conversions proved to be a pretence. In
1219 Valdemar Seier, or the Victorious, received the papal

blessing, and undertook another and .more formidable

crusade. The Danish soldiers vowed a vow that, if victory

was granted to their arms, everyDane of twelve'years and up-

wards would from henceforth hold a fast on St Laurence's

Eve.- At first they -(vere apparently successful ;. but after

they deemed their conquest secure, the Esthonians fell upon
them unawares,, and pressed them so hard that; as the tale

is told, their defeat would have been inevitable, had not

the archbishop,- Anders Suneson, like another Moses,

ascended a hill and held up his hands in benediction and
prayer. The victory thus obtained was commemorated by
the creation of thirty-five knights on the field of battle,

who, it may be noted, were the first members of their order

in Denmark, Though their country was incorporated with

the Danish kingdom,, the Esthonians proved by no means
submissive subjects, and we find several of Valdemar's suc-

cessors obliged to suppress • their insurrections by force.

At length Valdemar Atterdag , .after the great rebelliou
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of 1343, sold his troublesome possession in 1347 to the

Knights of the Sword for 19,000 marks ; and the history of

Eathonia is in consequence practically the history of that

order till the 16th century. Thei nobles and cities Hoffered

voluntary homage to Sweden in 1521, but the Swedish

kings found it no easy task to maintain their claim against

the Russian encroachments, which had begun as early as

1483, The foolish ambition of Charles XII. decided the

matter against them ; and in 1721, by the peace of Nystadt,

Esthonia was formally ceded to Peter the Great, who did

what he oould to conciliate the inhabitants, both Esthonians

and Germans. Serfdom was abolished in 1817 by

Ale.imnder I., but the condition of the peasants continued

80 unsatisfactory that they rose in rebellion in 1859. The

struggle between German and Russian influences is still

going on, but it can hardly end in anything else than

Russian domination.

See, besides the works already mentioned, Hupel, Topor/ra-,

phisclie NachricAten, Riga, 1774-82; Petri, Esthland uiid die Esthen,

1802; Willigerod, Oischichte Esthlands, 18i7 ; Merkel/ iJiC /reira

I^lUn und Esthen, 1820; Ewer, Des Herzogthums Esthlands Ritter-

und Landrechte, Dorpat, 1821 ; T. L. ron Parrot, Liwen, Ldtten,

Easteii, 1839; Job. Friedrich von Reck and Karl Eduard Napinsky,

AUgcmcines iSchrift'sleller-und Gelehrte;)rLexicon der Provinzcn Liv-

land, Estland, fee. ; Kohl, Die Deutsch-Kussischen Ostseeprovinzen,

1840; Rigby, "L'Esthonie," in Revue Brilanniqiu, 1841; Letters

froui the Baltic, London, 1844; Possart, Siatistik und Geographie
dcs Gouverncmcnts Esthlands, 1846; Kruse, Urgeschichte dcs Esth-

ni$chcn Volksstainms, 1843 ; Milner, The Baltic, 1854 ; Mag. Fr.

Schmidt, " Untereuchungen iiber die Erscheinungcu der Glacial-

formation in Estland nnd auf Oesel, " in Bull, de I'Acad, Imp. dc

St Petersbourg, 1865 ; Von Richter, Geschichte derdeutschcn Ostsee-

provinzen, 1857-1858-; Etzel, Ostsee und KUstenldnder, 1859;
Crbger, Geschichte Liv- Est- und Kurlands, 1867 ; Eckardt, Die
Baltischeii^ Provinzen Riisslands, Leipsic, 1869—English translation

^" Modern Russia."), 1870 ; F. Muller, Beitrdge zur Orographie und
Hyflrographie von Estland, 1870 ; Huhfalyy, Beisenin der Ostsee-

provinzen Russlands, 1873 ; Weske, Bcise durch das Estenland im
Sommer 1875, St Petersburg, 1876; Fried. G. Ton Bunge, Dae
Ucrzogthum Estland unter derjferrscha/l der Konige von Ddnemark,
Gotha, 1877.

ESTIENNE, Stephanus, or Stephens, a celebrated

French family of printers. See Stephens.
ESTOPPEL, in law, is where a party in litigation is not

permitted to assert or deny something, when such assertion

or denial would be inconsistent with his own previous state-

ments or conduct. Estoppel is said to arise in three ways
—(1) by record or judgment, (2) by deed, and (3) by matter

in pais or conduct. (1.) Where a cause of action has been
tried and final judgment has been pronounced, the judgment
is conclusive—either party attempting to renew the litiga-

tion by a new action would be estopped by the judgment.
" Every judgment is conclusive proof as against parties and
privies, of facts directly in issue in the case, actually decided

by the court, and appearing from the judgment itself to be
the ground on which it was based."—Stephen's Digests of
the Law of Evidence, Art. 41. (2.) It is one of the privi-

leges of deeds as distinguished from simple contracts that

they operate by way of estoppel " A man shall always be
estopped by his own deed, or not permitted to aver or prove
anything in Contradiction to what he has once so

solemnly and deliberately avowed " (Blackstone, 2 Com.,

395); e.g., -where a bond recited that the defendants were
authorized by Acts of Parliament to borrow money, and that

under such authority they had borrowed money from a
certain person, they were estopped from setting up as a
defence that they did not in fact so borrow money,as stated
by their deed. (3.) Estoppel in pais is the most important
head. The rule practically comes to this that, when a
person in his dealings with others has acted so as to induce
them to believe a thing to be true and to act on such
belief, ha may not in any proceeding between himself and
them deny the thing to be true; e.g., a partner retiring

from a, firm without giving notice to the customers, cannot,

as against a customer having no knowledge of his retire-

ment, deny that he is a partner. As between landlord and
tenant the principle operates to prevent the denial by the

tenant of the landlord's title. So if a person comes upon
land by the licence of the person in possession, he cannot

deny that the licenser had a title to the possession at the

time the licence was given. Again, if a man accepts a bill

of exchange he may not deny the signature or the capacity

of the drawer. So a person receiving goods as baUlee

from another, cannot deny the title of that other to the

goods at the time they were entrusted to him.

ESTREMADURA (commonly derived -from extrema

ora, compare Land's End, Finistfere, &c.), a province

of Portugal, bounded on the N. and N.E. by Beira, on
the S. and S.E. by Alemtejo, and on the W. by the Atlantic

Ocean. It lies between 38 6' and, 40° 15' N, lat.,

and between 7° 43' and 9° 32' W. long., being about

140 miles in length from N. to S. by about 80 miles

in breadth. The river Tagus divides it into two nearly

equal parts, the northern being the more mountainous, but

at the same time the more fertile, «f the two. A chain of

mountains extending from Beira traverses the northern

portion from N.N.E. to S.S.W., and terminates on the coast

betv/een the estuary of the Tagus and the sea. This range

sends off spurs in various directions. Between Torres

Vedras and Lisbon is an extensive chain of points, some
formed by nature and others by art, and stretching in a.

general direction from E, to .W, Along these Lord
Wellington constructed a series of defensive works called

the " Lines of Torres Vedras," by means of which he waa
able successfully to resist the advance of the French in-

vaders. This mountain chain attains a height of 2300 feet,

and separates the streams which fall into the Tagus from
those that flow directly into the sea. The part lying N.W.
and between it and the sea is mostly flat and sandy towards
the coast, and either barren or covered with forests of pines.

For about 50 miles N. of the mouth of the Tagus, however,

or as far as Peniche, the coast consists of rocky cliffs, some>

of which attain a great elevation. South-east of the ridge,-

and sloping towards the Tagus, the country is finer ani
better cultivated. The plains about Tomar and Santarem are

very fertile, and abound with olive and other fruit trees.

But the finest part of the province is that which lies S. of

the lines of Torres Vedras towards Lisbon. Here the

valleys are covered with villages, country seats, gardens,

orchards, and vineyards. In Estremadura the general sys-

tem of land tenure was formerly that known as "Ingadas,"
by which the farmer paid a rent in corn or produce for each

yoke of oxen lent out to him by the landlord. A modifica-

tion of this tenure yet exists, and its results are seen in the

bad and backward farming which prevails. South of the

Tagus the country is mostly low and flat, and in several

places unhealthy. The land rises towards Alemtejo, and
several ranges of hills proceeding from that province enter

Estremadura, The principal river is the Tagus, which falls

into the sea below Lisbon. The Zezere is a large and rapid

stream -which rises in Beira, and flowing southward falls

into the Tagus below Punhete. The Zatas and Almansor
both rise in Alemtejo, and flow at. a short distance from

each other into the eastern of the two branches into which

the Tagus is divided above Lisbon. The principal rivers

flowing directly to the sea are—in the northern portion,

the Lis, Alcoa, Arnoya, and Zizambre, and in the

southern the Maroteca and the Sado, the last being it

largest. Estremadura is divided into the three district'

Lisbon, Santarem, and Leiria, The population of the

vince in 1871 -was 839,691,

ESTREMADURA, an old province of Spain, divided

in 1833 into the provinces of Badajoz and Caceres, lies

between 37° 58' and 40° 32' N, lat, and between
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4° 32' and 7° 26' W. long., being about 180 miles in

length from N. to S. by 130 in extreme breadth, and

having an area of about 14,280 square miles. It is

bounded on the N. by Salamanca and Avila; E. by

Toledo and La Mancha, S. by Cordova and Sevilla,- and

W. by Portugal. Tho Tagus and the Guadiana cross

the province from E. to W , and their respective basins

form two natural and nearly equal divisions,—that

of the Tagus, being the northern, called Alta or Upper
Estremadura, and that of the Guadiana, Baja or Lower

Eatremadura. These two basins are separated from each

other by a range of mountains, of which the eastern and

higher portion attains an elevation of from 5000 to 6000

feet above the level of the sea. This natural division

corresponds to the division into the provinces of Badajos and
Caceres, the former being Baja Estremadura, and the latter

Alta Estremadura. The basin of the Guadiana is bounded

on the S. by a continuation of the Sierra Morena, which

fills up the southern part of the province with hilly ground,

and divides the waters of the Guadiana from those of the

Guadalquivir. A branch of this chain proceeds northward

from the confines of Cordova to the Guadiana. The basin

of the Tagus is bounded on the N. by a range of mountains

which proceed westward from Avila along the boundaries

between Estremadura and Salamanca, and afterwards enter

Portugal. From this northern range a branch proceeds in

a S.W. direction between the rivers Alagon and Tietar;

from the eastern part of the central ratge a branch proceeds

in a N.W. direction to the Tagus. The climate in summer
is hot, but not unwholesome, except in some swampy places

along the Guadiana. There is then but little rain ; dew,

however is abundant, and sufficient to moisten the grourid
;

and the nights are cool. Although the high mountains

are covered with snow in the end of November, the -winters

are not severe. The soil is very fertile, and might be

rendered highly productive by a proper use of the waters

of the many rivers by which it is intersected. Agriculture,

howevef, is wholly neglected, and the noble plains that

might yield abundance of all sorts of products are devoted

only to pasturage. Vast numbers of merino sheep come
annually from other parts to winter in these plains.

Immense herds of swine are reared in the province, and
constitute a great source of support to the inhabitants, not

only supplying them with food, but also forming a great

article of export to other provinces,—the pork, bacon, and
hams being in high esteem. The extensive forests of oak,

beech, and chestnuts afford an abundance of food for hogs.

Olive, fruit, and cork trees are numerous. Game is

abundant, and fish swarm in the rivers and streams.

Estremadura has mines of lead, copper, silver, and iron,

but these are almost totally neglected ; and the manu-
factures are few. The chief products are corn, wine, oil,

hemp, and flax. The population of Estremadura in 1870

was 734,377.

ESTREMOZ, a town of Portugal, in the province of

Alemtejo, 22 miles W. of Elvas on the road to Lisbon. It

was once a strongly fortified place with accommodation for

1 garrison of 20,000 men, but its citadel and forts are now
falling into decay. There are marble quarries in the neigh-

bourhood, and the Estremoz bucaros, a kind of jar with a

pleasant odour, are well known throughout Portugal. The
queen of Portugal, St Elizabeth, died in the town in 1336.

Population about 6600.

ESZTERHAZY, the name of an ancient, influential

family of Hungary, which was ultimately raised to princely

rank. Some genealogists derive it from a certain Paul

Estoraz who 'embraced Christianity in 969; but authentic

accounts of the family do not extend beyond 1238, when
it was divided into the two branches of Zerbdzy and Illes-

hizy, the latter of which became extinct in 1838. Francis

Zerhdzy changed the name in 1584 to Eszterhizy, and
his descendants separated into the three existing branches
—Csesznek, Z61yom or Altsohl, and Frakn6 or Forchten-
stein.

Paul, Prince Eszterhdzy de Galanta, of the Frakn6 or

Forchtenstein branch, was born at Eisenstadt 8th Septem-
ber 1635. At an early age he became field-marshal, and
distinguishfed himself in the wars against the Turks. In
1681 he was made palatine of Hungary. In 1683 ha
assisted in the deliverance of Vienna and 1686 of Ofea
from the hands of the Turks. For his important services

to the house of Austria in Hungary he was in 1687 created

a prince of the Holy Eoman Empire. By him the posses-

sions of the family were also greatly increased. He was a

munificent patron of the fine arts, and at his chateau at

Forchtenstein amassed a valuable collection of paintings.

He piiblished an Atlas Marianus containing a collection

of portraits of the Virgin. He died •12th March 1712.

Nicholas Joseph, Prince Eszterhdzy de Galanta, count
of Forchtenstein, born 18th December 1714, was the

grandson of Paul noticed above. He took part in the

Silesian wars, and in 1747 he was named major-general,

in which capacity he greatly distinguished himself at the

battle of Kolin,. 18th June 1757, receiving highly honour-

able mention in the despatches of Daun, and after the

battle being named lieutenant field-marshal. In 1764 he
was named master of the ordnance and made a knight of

the Golden Fleece. In 1768 he obtained the rank of field-

marshal. He is referred to by Carlyle in his Life of
Frederick as in 1760 behaving "like a very prince" in

regard to the palace of Potsdam, receiving from the

castellan an attestation that he had scrupulously respected

everything, and taking as a souvenir only one picture of

little value. Like his grandfather he took an interest in

art and science. He also served as ambassador at various

courts. He died at Vienna 28th September 1790.

.Nicholas, Prince Eszterhdzy de Galanta, grandson of

the last-named, was born 12th December 1765. In his

youth he visited the principal countries of Europe, resid-

ing for soiiie time in England, France, and Italy. In

1792 he assisted as representative of Hungary at the

coronation of the emperor Francis II. He commanded
the army raised in Hungary to repel the invasion of the

hereditary states of Austria by the French, and obtained

the rank of field-marshal. In 1814 he was appointed

ambassador to the court of Murat at Naples, and he was

continued there after the restoration of Ferdinand, king of

the Two Sicilies. He was a great patron of the arts and

sciences, and founded an important picture gallery in his

castle at Vienna. He also transformed his country seat at

Eisenstadt into- a temple of music and botany, and erected

a fine mausoleum there to Haydn. In 1809, when
Napoleon wished to weaken the Austrian power by the

separation of Hungary, he is said to have offered the

Magyar crown to Eszterhdzy, who, however, firmly refused

it. He died at Como, in- Italy, on the 25th of November
1833.

Paul Anthony, Prince Eszterhdzy de Galanta, son of

Nicholas above mentioned, was born 10th March 1786.

At an early age he entered the diplomatic service, and in

1806 went to London as secretary of the legation. In

1810 he was named minister-plenipotentiary of Austria

to Dresden, and in the. following years he undertook

various important diplomatic missions. In 1814 he ac-

companied his father on a secret mission to Rome. He
represented the Austrian Government in London from

1815 to 1818, winning the special favour of the Prince

Regent, and again from 1830 to 1838. He subsequently

directed his energies to. the support of the rising Hun-
garian national movement, and in 1848 accepted the
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post of minister of foreign affairs in the BatthyAni aJminis-

tration, wliere he endeavoured to bring about a reconcilia-

tion between tlie Austrian and the Hungarian ministry.

After the suppression of the revolution, he retired into

private life. In 1856, he represented Austria at the

coronation of Alexander II., emperor of Eussia. ^ Ho died

at Ratisbon 21st May 18G6.

ETAH, a district and town of British India, in the

lieutenartt-governorship of the north-western provinces,

and included in the division of Agra. Etah District

stretches along the eastern edge of the DuAb or alluvial

plain enclosed by the Ganges and the Jumna, and lies

between 27° 20' 30" and 28" 1' N. lat., and between 78"

29' and 79° 19' 30" E. long. It is bounded on the N. by

the Ganges, on the W. by the districts of Agra and Aligarh,

on the S. by the district of Mainpuri, and on the E. by

that of FarrakhibAd. The total area of the district is 1512

square miles, of which 970 are cultivated. The total popu-

lation, according to the census of 1872, amounts to 703,527

souls, comprising 636,149 Hindus, and 67,278 Mahometans.

The males number 382,746, the females 320,739, the

proportion of males to the total population being 5 4 "5 per

cent. The principal tribes and castes in point of number
are :—(1) Brihmans, 60,691 ; (2) RAjputs, 57,025 ; (3)

Baniyas or traders, 13,056 ; (4) ChAmArs or manual
labourers, 86,635 ; (5) Ahirs, 76,754 ; besides numerous

minor clans. The density of population is 465 persons to

the square mile. The district consists for the most part of

an elevated alluvial plateau, dipping down on its eastern

slope into the valley of the Ganges. The uplands, how-

ever, are not so fertile as in most of the neighbouring dis-

tricts, owing to the insufficiency of the water supply ; while

patches of a barren saline efflorescence occasionally interrupt

the cultivated expanse. Between the modern bed of the

Ganges and its ancient channel lies a belt of fertile land,

covered with a rich deposit of silt, and abundantly supplied

[with natural moisture. A long line of swamps and
hollows stUl marks the former course of the river ; and
above it rises abruptly the original cliff which now forms

the terrace of the upland plain. The KAli Nadi, a small

stream flowing in a deep and narrow gorge, passes through

the centre of the district, and affords an outlet for the sur-

face drainage. The tract of country to the west of this river

is irrigated by the Cawnpur and EtAwah branches of the

Ganges canal ; and another work, now in progress, will

supply abundant water in future to the dry plateau on the

east.

No railway passes through the district, but good metalled

roads connect the chief towns, and the Ganges affords

a means of transport for heavy goods. The principal agri-

cultural products comprise wheat, barley, pulses, millets,

cotton, sugar-cane, indigo, and opium. Two harvests a
year can be taken off the land, in the spring and the

autumn. Etah exports large quantities of food-grains and
other produce to neighbouring districts. Indigo is manu-
factured in 200 factories, some of which are conducted
by English capital. Eight towns in 1872 contained

a population exceeding 5000 :—Etab, 8044 ; MArahra,

9214; Soron, 11,182; SahAwar, 5156; Sakft, 5415;
DundwAraganj, 5414; Alfganj, 7912; KAsganj, 15,764.
In 1870 the total revenue of Etah district from all sources

amounted to £119,399, of which £78,852 was due to the

land-tax. The five municipalities of KAsganj, Etah, Soron,

ilArahra, and Alfganj possess a joint income of £4878.
The climate is dry and healthy, but sand and dust storms
frequently occur.

Etah was at an early date the seat of a primitive Aryan
civilization, and the surrounding country is mentioned by
iHiouen Thsang, the Chinese Buddhist pilgrim of the 7th

I
centurj ad., as rich in temples and monasteries. But

after the bloody repression of Buddhism before the 8th
century, the district seems to have fallen onco more into

the hands of aboriginal tribes, from whom it was wrested
a second time by the Rajputs during the course of their

great migration eastward. With the rest of Upper India,

it passed under the sway of Mahmud of Ghazni in 1017,
and thenceforth followed the fortunes of the ilahometan
empire. At the end of the last century it formed part of

the territory over which the vazir of Oudh had made
himself ruler, and it came into the possession of the British

Government in 1801, under the treaty of Lucknow.
During the mutiny of 1857 it was the scene of serious

disturbances, coupled with the usual anarchic quarrels

among the native princes.

Etah Town, the capital of the district, stands on the

Grand Trunk Road, in 27° 33' 50" N. lat., and 78' 42'

25" E. long. The population in 1872 numbered 8044
souls, comprising 5884 Hindus, 2150 Mahometans, and
10 Christians. Before the period of British rule the town
had little importance, and at present it is chiefly noticeable

as the administrative headquarters for the district. It con-

tains a handsome temple and large tank, with the usual

public offices of a district capital. The muncipality had
an income in 1874-75 of £1183, of which £845 was
raised by an octroi duty. The incidence of taxation was
at the rate of 2s. per head of the population.

ETAMPES, or Estampes, a town of France, capital

of an arrondissement of the same name in the department

of Seine-et-Oise, is situated on the Paris and Orleans

railway, 30 miles S. by W. of Paris, in a fertile valley, on

the banks of two small streams, which fall into the Seine

immediately below the town. . It is the seat of a tribunal

of primary instance, a communal college, and an agricul-

tural society. Its most remarkable building is an old

tower called Guinette, which is all that now remains of an

ancient royal castle built in the 11th century by King
Robert, in which Philip Augustus kept his wife a

prisoner from 1199 to 1201. fitampes has thi^e ancient

churches—Notre-Dame built in the 13th century (with a
lofty tower and spire), the church of St Martin, and the

church of St Basil. In the square there is a statue of

6tienne Geoffroy Sainte-Hilaire, who was born in Etampes.

The principal manufactures of the town are woollen goods,

soap, and leather ; and it sends large supplies of com, meal,

vegetables, and honey to Paris. Etampes is very old. In

886 it was plundered by the Normans, and it was con-

quered by the prince of Condd in 1652. The DODulation

in 1872 was 7511.

ETAWAH, a district and city of British India, in the

lieutenant-governorship of the North-Western Provinces,

and included in the division of Agra. EtAwah District

forms a purely artificial administrative division, stretching

across the level plain of the DuAb, and beyond the valley

of the Jumna, to the gorges of the Chambal and the last

rocky outliers of the Vindhyan range. It lies between
26° 20' 30" and 27° N. lat, and between 78° 45' 45" and
79° 47' E. long., and is bounded on the N. by Mainpuri

and FarrakhAbAd districts; on the W. by the Jumna, the

Agra district, the Chambal, the KuAri Nadi, and the native

state of Gwalior; on the S. by the Jumna ; and on the E.

by Cawnpur district. The total area of the district is

1691 square miles, of which 880 are cultivated. The total

population, according to the census of 1872, amounts to

668,641 souls, comprising 631,923 Hindus, 36,571 Mahom-
etans, and 147 Christians. The males number 369,928,

the females 298,653, the proportion of males to the total

population being 55'3 per cent. The principal tribes or

castes are as follows :—(1) BrAhmans, 93,082
; (2) EAjputs,

58,358 ; (3) Baniyas or traders, 32,693 ; 4 ChamArs,

96,923; (5) Ahirs, 75,035; (6) Kachhi3.-.48..160
; (7)
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Lodhas, 34,795 , (8) Gadariyaa, 21,926 ; and (9) Kolia,

20,391. The density of population is 395 persons to the

cquare mile. The district exhibits a striking variety of

surface and scenery. The greater portion lies within the

Dudb or level alluvial plain between the Ganges and the

Jumna. This part falls naturally into two sections,

divided by the deep and fissured valley of the river Sengar.

The tract to the north-east of that stream is rich and

fertile, being watered by the Cawnpur and Etowah branches

of the Ginges canal, which will soon be supplemented by

other important works now in progress. The south-

western region has the same natural advantages, but

possesses no great irrigation system, and is consequently

less fruitful than the opposite slopes. Near the banks of

the Jumna, the plain descends into the river valley by a

series of wild ravines and terraces, inhabited only by a

scattered race of hereditary herdsmen. Beyond the Jumna
again a strip of British territory extends along the tangled

gorges of the Chambal and the KuAri Nadi, far into the

borders of the Gwalior state. This outlying tract

embraces a series of rocky glens and mountain torrents,

crowned by the ruins of native strongholds, and inter-

spersed with narrow ledges of cultivable alluvium.

The East Indian Railway runs through the centre of

the district. The Jumna forms a great water-way for

the heavy traffic ; while good roads connect most of the

local centres with one another, and with the neighbouring

cities. The principal crops are wheat, barley, pulses,

millets, sugar cane, cotton, and indigo. The district is essen-

tially agricultural, and its exports consist entirely of the

rural produce. Four townsin 1872 possessed a population

exceeding 5000 :—Etiwah, 30,549 ; Phaphund, 6536 ;

Aurdiya, 6459 ; and Jaswantnagar, 5310, In 1873 the

total revenue of EtAwah district amounted to X191,097,
of which sum £128,540 was contributed by the land-tax.

The town of Etawah has the only municipality in the dis-

trict. Tlie climate, once hot and sultry, has now became
comparatively moist and equable under the influence of

irrigation and the planting of trees.

Etiwah was marked out by its physical features as a

secure retreat for the turbulent tribes of the Upper
DuAb, and it was not till the 12th century that any of the

existing castes settled on the soil. After the Mussulman
conquests of Delhi and the surrounding country, the

Hindus of EtAwah appear to have held their own for many
generations against the Mahometan power; BA,bar con-

quered the district with the rest of the .Diidb, and it

remained in the hands of the Mongols until the decay of

their empire in the last century After passing through

the usual vicissitudes of Marhattd, and Jdt conquests daring

the long anarchy which preceded the British rule, Etdwah
was annexed by the vazfr of Oudh in 1773, The vazir

ceded it to the English in 1801, but it still remained so

largely in the hands of lawless native chiefs that some
difficulty was experienced in reducing it to orderly govern-

ment. During the mutiny of 1857, serious disturbances

occurred in Etiwah, and the district was occupied by the

rebels from June to December ; order was not completely

restored till the end of 1858.

EiiwAH Town, the capital of the district, is picturesquely

situated amongst the ravines on the bank of the Jumna, 70
mile? S.E. of Agra. According to the census of 1872, its

population amounts to 30,549 souls, comprising 21,241
Hindus, t)256 Mohametans, and 52 Christians. Deep
fissures intersect the various quarters of the town, over

which broad roads connect the higher portions by bridges

and embankments. A fine modern square, known as

Humeganj, from the name of its founder, stands in the

:entre of the city, and contains the chief public buildings.

A Laudsonie mosque, the Jama Masjid, forms the chief

architectural ornament of EtiwalL It waa originally a

Hindu or Buddhist temple, and has been adapted to ita

preseat use by the Mahometan conquerors. Several Hindu
temples also stand about the ruind of the ancient fort. The
chief trade is in ghi, grain, cotton, and oil-seeds. The
EtAwah municipality had on income of £3064 in 1875-76,

of which £2435 was raised by taxes ; the incidence of

municipal taxation was Is. 7^ per Lead of the population.

ETCHMIADZIN, Edchmiadzin, or Itsmiadsin, a town
and monastery in the Russian government of Erivan, famous

as the seat of the Catholicus or primate of the Armenian
church. It is situated in the plain of the Aras or Araxes,

about 2965 feet above the sea, 1 2 miles W. of Erivan and
30 N. of Mount Ararat. The monastery comprises a pretty

extensive complex of buildings, and is snirounded by brick

walls 30 feet high, which, with their loopholes and towers,

present the appearance of a fortress. Its architectural char-

acter has been considerably impaired by additions and
alterations in the modem Russian style. On the western

side of the quadrangle isthe residence of the primate, on the

Bouth the refectory, built by the Catholicus Abraham (1730-

1735), on the east the lodgings for the monks, and on the

north the cells. The cathedral is a small but fine cruciform

building with a Byzantine cupola at the intersection, a large

tower at the western end, and a smaller tower above each

wing of the transepts. Of special interest is the porch, built

of red porphyry, and profusely adorned with sculptured

designs somewhat similar to those of Gothic architecture.

The interior of the church is decorated with Persian frescoes

of flowers, birds, -and scroll-work. It is here that the

Catholicus confers episcopal consecration by the sacred hand
of St Gregory ; and here every seven years he prepares with

great solemnity the holy oil which is to be used throughout

the churches of the Armenian communion. Of the numer-

ous relics the chief are the head of the spear which pierced

the Saviour's side, a piece of Noah's ark, presented by an
angel to St James of Nisibis, and a piece of the true cross.

Outside of the main entrance are the alabaster tombs of

the primates Alexander L (1714), Alexander II. (1755),

Daniel (1806), and Narses (1857), and in hospitable con-

tiguity a white marble monument erected by the East India

Company to mark the resting-place of Sir John Macdonald,
who died at Tabris in 1830, while on an embas-sy to the

Persian court. The library of the monastery is said at one
time to have contained 15,000 volumes, and in spite of de-

predation and neglect, it still remains a rich storehouse of

Armenian literature. Brosset's Catalogue de la Bibliothique

d'Etchmiadzin, St Petersburg, 1840, contained only 635
numbers, but the new list drawn np by the monks (a copy
of which was presented by Major Cunnyngham to the

Oriental Library at Cambridge) mentions 2500 volumes,

many of great size. Among the more remarkable manu-
scripts are a copy of the gospels in a massive binding of

carved ivory dating from the 10th or 11th century, and
three bibles of the 13th century, one of which had belonged

to Aytoun II., king of Armenia. A type-foundry, a printing,

press, and a bookbinding establishment are maintained by,

the monks, who publish a weekly Armenian newspaper

called The Ararat, and supply religious and educationul

.

works for their co-religionists. The number of inmates in

the monastery varies considerably. In 1834, according to'

Dubois, there were 50 monks and 13 bishops and arch-

bishops ; and in 1872, according to Telfer, there were 5

bishops and archbishops, 20 monks, and 25 novices. The
revenue, estimated at £10,000, is derived from the con-

ventual domains, which, though much less extensive than

they once were, still comprise, not only a number of estates,

but five villages presented or rather restored by the

Russian en.peror. The Catholicus has an annual income of

10,000 rabies. To the east of the monastery is a college
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and seminary of modern erection. At • the distance of

fflbout half a mile stand the churches of St Rhipsime and

St Gaiana, two of the early martyrs of Armenian Chris-

tianity ; the latter is of special interest as the burial-

place of all those primates who are not deemed worthy by

the synod of interment beside the cathedral. From adistance

the three churches form a fairly striking group, and accord-

ingly the Turkish name for Etchmiadzin is simply Utch-

KUissi, or the Three Churches. A fourth of less importance

is ignored. The town of Etchmiadzin, eras it should be called

Vagharshapat, contains about 8000 inhabitants, but has

Jong ceased to be of any individual importance. According

to Armenian historians it dates from the 6th century b.c,

and takes its name from King Vagarsh, who in the 2d

century A.D. chose it as his residence and surrounded it with

walls. The great apostle of Armenia, St Gregory the

Illuminator, having seen the Saviour descend in a flood of

light in the neighbourhood of the palace, was ordered by an

angel to erect a church on the spot. lie obeyed the divine

command in 309, and gave the building the commemorative

name of Edch-Miadain, or Descended the Only Begotten.

In 344 Vagharshapat ceased to be the Armenian capital,

and in the 5th century the patriarchal seat was removed to

ToviiL The monastery was founded by Narses II., who
ruled from 524-33 ; and a restoration was effected by
Gomidas in 618. At length in 1441 the primate George

or Kevork brought back the see to the original site, and
from that day to the present time Etchmiadzin has been the

centre of the Armenian church. In the Russo-Persian

•war of 1827, though the monastery was declared neutral

territory by both belligerents, it was occupied by Russian

troops.

See Dubois du Montp&eux, Voyage autour du Caucase, vol. iii.,

1S39 ; Viscount PoUington, Half Round the Old World, 1867 ; S.

C. Malan, St Gregory the Illuminator ; Thielman, Journey in the

Caucasus, &c., 1875 ; Telfer, The Crimeaand Transcaucasia, 1876.

ETEOCLES, a mythical king of Thebes, son of CEdipus

and Jocasta. He and his brother Polynices were cursed by
their father for shutting him up in a prison ; and in order to

prevent the fulfilment of his prayer that they might engage
in fratricidal combat for his throne, they resolved to reign

alternately, each for a year. Eteocles as the elder ascended
the throne first, but at the expiry of the year lie refused to

surrender the throne to Polynices. The latter therefore,

with the.aid of Adrastus, king of Argos, whose daughter he
had married, headed the famous expedition of the Seven
against Thebes. After a series of unavailing skirmishes

between the rival forces, the two brothers met in single

combat, and both were slain. The Theban rulers decreed

that only Eteocles should receive the honour of burial, and
that the body of Polynices should ba cast out to the dogs
and birds, but notwithstanding the decree, the burial rite

-was performed to Polynices by his sister Antigone. The
fate of Eteocles and Polynices forms the subject of ^Eschy-

lus's tragedy. The Heveii against Thebes, and of Euripides's

Fhoenissoe.

ETHELBERT, or ^Ethelberht, king of Kent, ascended

•the throne in 560. In 568 he was defeated by tlie West
Saxons, and his authority limited to Kent, but ultimately

he conquered the Saxons of Middlesex and 'Essex, and
about 590 he was acknowledged as over-lord as far north

as the Humber. About 575 he married Bertha or Bercta,

daughter of the Frankish king Charibort. The Franks had
already been converted to Christianity, and when Pope
Gregory the Great heard that a Frankish princess was
married to the king of Kent, he seized -the opportunity to

send Augustine to attempt the conversion of the Anglo-
Saxons. In 597 Augustine and his companions landed m
the Isle of Thanet, and on learning of their arrival Ethel-

J)ertj prompted doubtless by Bertha, at once invited them

to an interview. Not being certain whether they might
not use enchantments against him, he received them, for

greater security, in the open air; and after listening to a
long sermon from Augustine, he was so far impressed, that
although not prepared at once to forsake hia old religion,

be granted liberty to the monks to preach to his people.

According to the accounts that have been handed dowu
their success was almost unprecedented, and as many sa

10,000 baptisms are said to have taken place in a single day.

Very shortly afterwards Ethelbert gave in his adhesion to

Christianity, and immediately all the inhabitants of Kent
followed his example. He gave up his palace for the

monks to live in, and adjoining it he built a church, on the

site of which was afterwards erected the cathedral of Can-
terbury. He died in 616, and was canonized, his day
being the 24th February. The earliest code of Anglo-Saxon
laws now extant was issued by Ethelbert in 600. With
the exception of a provision for the protection of the pro-

perty of God and the church, it consists chiefly of enact-

ments against crimes—the various kinds of which, with the

penalties attaching to commissiori of them, are stated in

minute detail.

ETHELRED (or .^thelred) H, surnamedthe Unready
(968-1016), an Anglo-Saxon king, the son of Edgar and
Elfrida, was born in 968. On the murder of Edward the

Martyr in 979, Ethelred succeeded him on the Anglo-

Saxon throne. He is said to have owed bis surname
" Unready " (i.e., without rede or counsel) to Dunstan,

who even when lie placed the crown on Ethelred's head
prophesied that during his reign, on account of the sins of

Elfrida, evils should fall upon the English such as they had
never yet sufi"ered. Such evils did fall upon them, and were

doubtless chiefly due to the king. He possessed consider-

able energy when roused to exert himself, but it was only

exercised fitfully, and generally misdirected, being always

awanting at critical periods, and never used but to the dis-

advantage of his kingdom. Careless of everything but his

immediate comfort or the gratification of an immediate

whim, and listless and fond of ease, he allowed his king-

dom and himself to be managed by worthless favourites,

whose acts of, as it seems to us, open treachery were not

only allowed to pass unpunished, in a manner which appears

to us unaccountable, but seemed almost to form steps in their

ladder of advancement to special influence and favour with

the king. The successes attending the Danish invasions in

the reign of Ethelred were due almost wholly to three

causes,—the unpreparedness of the Anglo-Saxons, the

treachery of the earls, and the failure of the king to follow

up victories which were often won with no special prepara-

tion, and without adequate leaders. About two years after

Ethelred mounted the throne the Danish invasions recom-

menced, but it was not till a later period that their inroads

assumed the serious aspect of an attempt to conquer th6

Anglo-Saxon kingdom. In 988 they were defeated at

Watchet in Somersetshire, and in 991 at Maldon,

immediately after which latter victory, Ethelred purchased

peace from his defeated enemies by money raised through

means of the oppressive tax known as the "Danegeld." The
Danes were allowed to stay in England, and they on theia

part agreed to help Ethelred against any other foreign fleet

that might attack him ; but for some reason now unknown,
a dispute arose in 992, and in a battle between the rival

fleets, the Anglo-Saxons, notwithstanding the treachery of

Elfric, were again victorious. After this the Danes sailec^

to the north of England and ravaged both sides of the

Humber. In 994 Swend, king of the Danes, and Olaf

king of the Norwegians, combined their forces and attacked

London, but their attempt was completely frustrated by
the valour of the citizens ; and they sailed away to accom-

plish the easier task of ravaging the southern coasts, when
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Ethelred as usual did nothing to oppose them, but bought

them off with a large sum of money. His cfTorts at con-

ciliation were completely successful with Olaf, who, after

being converted to Christianity, and adopted by Ethelred

as his son, remained faithful over afterwards to his promise

of friendship. In the years 997, 998, and 999 the Danes

ravaged the coasts of Wessex, Sussex, and Kent. In

1000 Ethelred, energetic at the wrong time and for wrong
objects, invaded Normandy, but suffered a disastrous defeat.

He concluded a treaty with that country soon afterwards,

and in 1002 married Emma, daughter of Richard duke of

Normandy. la the spring a treaty had been concluded

with the Danes, but in the winter of the same year,

Ethelred suspecting that they were plotting treachery,

ordered a general massacre of all the Danes in England.

Among others murdered was Gunold, sister of Swend;
and the Danish king, to revenge her death and that of his

countrymen, invaded the coast of Devonshire with a large

force. He met with scarcely any opposition, and com-

mitted the usual ravages till 1007, when peace was con-

cluded by Ethelred's consenting, as at other times, to the

payment of a large sum of money. In 1009 Ethelred

collected the " largest fleet that had been seen in the reign

of any king," but it was soon afterwards nearly wholly

destroyed by a violent storm, just before the Danes renewed
their invasion. Ethelred, though he had gathered an
army, was dissuaded from attacking them by Edric, and
afterwards the English, through the treachery of their

leaders, suffered a series of defeats; but in 1012 peace was
again Ijought, and Thurkili, one of the Danish leaders,

entered the English service. In 1013 Swend, with a more
formidable fleet than any he had yet collected, sailed up
the Humber, and then marched southward to London

;

but meeting there with a strenuous resistance, he was
compelled to give up the attack and marched to Bath.
Here he was proclaimed king, apparently by the Witan, and
with the general consent of the English people, who were
doubtless wearied of Ethelred's incompetency, of the

treachery of the nobles, and of the oppressive taxes which
had been paid for no purpose. London itself soon acknow-
ledged the Danish king, and Ethelred, after for a time
taking refuge in Thurkill's fleet, escaped to Normandy.
Swend died on February 1014, and on his death Ethelred
was recaDed by the Witan, on the promise of ruling better
in future. In the same year he defeated Cnut, son of
Swend, but in 1015 Cnut renewed his attack with a large
fleet, and being joined by the traitor Edric, ravaged Wessex
and Mercia, and was preparing to attack London, when
Ethelred died April 23, 1016. (See Palgrave's Eistort/ of
the Anglo-Saxons; Freeman's Norm.an Conquest, vol. i.

;

and Green's History of the English People.)
ETHELWULF, or .^Ethelwulf, an Anglo-Saxon king,

Bucceededhis father Egbert about 836. His reign, like

that of his father, was almost wholly occupied with wars
against the Danish invaders. For a long time he held them
in check, and when in 851 they took Canterbury and
London, and defeated Beohrtwulf, king of the Mercians, he
met them at Ockley in Surrey, and there " made the greatest
slaughter among the heathen army that we have heard teU
of unto the present day, and there got the victory." But the
Northmen were persevering in their efforts; and it is stated
that in 855 they, for the first time, remained over winter in
Sheppey. In the same year Ethelwulf made a journey to
Rome, accompanied by his youngest and favourite son
Alfred, to get the latter consecrated as his successor ; and
as his first wife Osburga had been for some time dead, he
delayed a few months in France to marry Judith, daughter of
the king of the Franks. Ethelbald, his eldest surviving son

,

indignant at his youngest brother being preferred to h''r!i i%
successor to his fatherls throne, took advf.nts^ of his

father's absence to stir up a revolution against liim, and
obtained the support of bo powerful a party that an
uniatural civil war was only prevented by Ethelwulf agree-

ing to grant to his son the government of Wessex, he him-

self being recognized as over-lord, and retaining the rest of

the kingdom. He died in 858.

ETHER, (CjHs)^, the J!:iher or JUlher Sulphuricm of

pharmacy, is a colourless, volatile, highly inflammable liquid,

of specific gravity 0'723, boiling-point when pure 35'C°C,
and fusing-point — 31°C. It has a strong and characteristic

odour, and a hot sweetish taste, is soluble in ten parts of

water, and in all i)roportions in alcohol, and dissolves

bromine, iodine, and, in small quantities, sulphur and
phosphorus, also the volatile oils, most fatty and resinous

substances, gun-cotton (see Collodion, vol vi., p. 149),

caoutchouc, and certain of the vegetable alkaloids. The
vapour mixed with oxygen or air is violently explosive.

The making of ether by the action of sulphuric acid on
alcohol was known to Raymond Lully, who wrote in the

13th century ; and later Basil Valentin and Valerius Cordus
described its preparation and properties. The niime ethef

appears to have been applied to the drug only since the

times of Froben, who in 1730 termed it spiritus celhereus.

Ether is manufactured by the distillation of 5 parts of 90
per cent, alcohol with 9 parts of concentrated sulphuric

acid, at a temperature of 140°-145° C, a constant stream

of alcohol being caused to (low into the mixture during the

operation. (See Chemistry, vol. v, p. 666). It is purified

by treatment with lime and calcium chloride, and subsequent

redistillation. According to P. Stefanelli (Ber. deutsch.

Chem. Ges., 1875, p. 439), the presence of as small a
quantity as 1 per cent, of alcohol may be detected in ether

by the colour imparted to it by aniline violet ; , if water or

acetic acid be present, the ether must be shaken with an-

hydrous potassium carbonate before the application of the

test. Ether when drunk has a rapid though evanescent in-

toxicating effect, estimated to be more than three times

that of the same bulk of whisky, instead of which it is

largely consumed in some parts of Ireland. (See H. N.
Draper, Med. Press and Circular, iv. 117). Mixed with

twice its volume of rectified spirit, it is administered

internally as a remedy for nervous headache, flatulence,

hiccough, hysteria, and spasmodic vomiting and asthma,

occasionally also in angina pectoris, intermittent fevers and

typhus, and as an antidote for narcotic poisons, and for

relieving the pain caused by biliary calculi. It has been

shown by Longet that ether when swallowed even in fatal

doses does not at any time produce anaesthesia. Much
heat being rendered latent by its evaporation, ether is

sometimes employed as a refrigerant in the reduction of

hernia. By the use of Dr Richardson's ether spray appa-

ratus for effecting local anaesthesia, a temperature of - 6° F.

can be obtained. When not allowed to evaporate, ether

acts as a rubefacient. Its vapour when inhaled causes at

first considerable irritation of the air-passages, and increased

rapidity of the pulse, accompanied Jby much excitement.

With the establishment of complete anesthesia the pulse

sinks to 60° or 70° the face becomes paUid, and the muscles

are relaxed. Ether occasions more excitement, and requires

a somewhat longer period for its exhibition than chloroform,

but does not exercise upon the heart the sedative influence

of that drug. A history of the employment of ether as an

anesthetic will be found under Anesthesia, vol. i. p. 786.

See also Chloroform, vol. v. p. 680.

ETHER, or iETHER (aWijp, probably from al6u), I burn,

though Plato in his Cratylus (410, b) derives the name fronx

it.S perpetual motion

—

on au 6a. Trepl tov aepa piuiv, a«Scrj/>

6iKai'o)s av KaXoiTo), a material substance of a more subtle

kind than visible bodies, supposed to exist in those jiarts of

space which are apparently emptj'.
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The hypothesis of an Kther has been maintained by dif-

ferent speculators for very different reasons. To those who
maintained tlie existence of a plenum as a philosophical

principle, nature's abhorrence of a vacuum was a sufficient

reason for imagining an all-surrounding sether, even

.

though every other argument should be against it. To
Descartes, who made extension the solo essential property

of matter, and matter a necessary condition of extension,

the bare existence of bodies apparently at a distance was a

proof of the existence of a continuous medium between

them.

But besides these high metaphysical necessities for a

medium, there were more mundaue uses to be fulfilled by

ffithers. .iEthers were invented for the planets to swim in,

to constitute electric atmospheres and magnetic effluvia, to

convey sensations from one part of our bodies to another,

and so on, till all space had been filled three or four times

over ' with fethers. It is only when we remember the

extensive and mischievous influence ou science which

hypotheses about aethers used formerly to exercise, that we
can appreciate the horror of rethers which sober-minded

men had during the 18th century, and which, probably as a

sort of hereditary prejudice, descended even to the late Mr
John Stuart Mill.

The disciples of Newton maintained that in the fact of

the mutual gravitation of the heavenly bodies, according

to Newton's law, they had a complete quantitative account

of their motions ; and they endeavoured to follow out the

path which Newton had opened up by investigating and
measuring the attractions and repulsions of electrified and
magnetic bodies, and the cohesive forces in the interior of

bodies, without attempting to account for these forces.

Newton himself, however, endeavoured to account for

gravitation by differences of pressure in an aether (see art.

Attraction, vol. iii. p. 64) ; but he did not publish his

theory, " because he was not able from experiment and
observation to give a satisfactory account of this medium,
and the manner of its operation in producing the chief

phenomena of nature."

On the other hand, those who imagined aethers in order

to explain phenomena could not specify the nature of the

motion of these media, and could not prove that the media,

as imagined by them, would produce the effects they were
meant to explain. The only aether which has survived is

that which was invented by Huygens to explain the pro-

pagation of light. The evidence for the existence of the

luminiferous aether has accumulated as additional pheno-

mena of light and other radiations have been discovered
;

and the properties of this medium, as deduced from the

phenomena of light, have been found to be precisely those

required to explain electromagnetic phenomena.

Function of the aether in the propagation of radiation.—
The evidence for the undulatory theory of light will be

given in full, under the article on Light, but we may here

give a brief summary of it so far as it bears on the existence

of the aether.

That light is not itself a substance may be proved from
the pbenomenon of interference. A beam of light from a

single source is divided by certain optical methods into two
parts, and these, after travelling by different paths, are

made to reunite and fall upon a screen. If either half of

the beam is stopped, the other falls on the screen and
illuminates it, but if both are allowed to pass, the screen

in certain places becomes dark, and thus shows that the

two portions of light have destroyed each other.

Now, we cannot suppose that two bodies when put to-

gether can annihilate each other ; therefore light cannot

be a substance. What we have proved is that one por-

tion of light can be the exact opposite of another portion,

*at^as_+a is the^exactopposite^of -a,,whatever a may

be. Among physical quantities we find some" which are

capable of having their signs reversed, and othf^rs which

are not. Thus a displacement in one direction is the exact

opposite of an equal displacement in the opposite direction.

Such quantities are the measures, not of substances, but

always of processes taking place in a substance. We
therefore conclude that light is not a substance but a pro-

cess going on in a substance, the process going on in the

first portion of light being always the exect opposite of the

process going on in the other at the same instant, so that

when the two portions are combined no process goes on at

all. To determine the nature of the process in which the

radiation of light consists, we alter the length of the path

of one or both of the two portions of the beam, and we
find that the light is extinguished when the difference of

the length of the paths is an odd multiple of a certain

small distance called a half wave-length. In all other

cases there is more or less light ; and when the paths are

equal, or when their difference is a multiple of a whole

wave-length, the screen appears four times as bright as

when one portion of the beam falls on it. In the ordinary

form of the experiment these different cases are exhibited

simultaneously at different points of the screen, so that we
see on the screen a set of fringes consisting of dark

lines at equal intervals, with bright bands of graduated

intensity between them.

If we consider what is going on at different points in the

axis of a beam of light at the same instant, we shall find

that if the distance between the points is a multiple of a

wave-length the same process is going on at the two
points at the same instant, but if the distance is an odd
multiple of half a wave-length the process going on at one

point is the exact opposite of the process going on at the

other.

Now, light is known to be propagated with a certain

velocity (3004 x 10'" centimetres per second in vacuum,

according to Cornu). If, therefore, we suppose a movable

point to travel along the ray with this velocity, we shall

find the same process going on at every point of the ray

as the moving point reaches it. If, lastly, we consider a

fixed point in the axis of the beam, we shall observe a

rapid alternation of these opposite processes, the interval of

time between similar processes being the time light takes

to travel a wave-length.

These phenomena mav be summed up^ in the mathe-

matical expression

M = A cos {lit -px-\ra)

which gives u, the phase of the process, at a'poTnt whose

distance measured from a fixed point in the beam is x, and

at a time t.

We have determined nothing as to the nature of the

process. It may be a displacement, or' a rotation, or an

electrical disturbance, or indeed any physical quantity which

is capable of assuming negative as -well as positive values.

Whatever be the nature of the process, if it is capable

of being expressed by an equation of this form, the process

going on at a fixed point is called a vibration; the con-

stant A is called the amplitude ; the time — is called

the period; and nt- px + a\s the phase.

The configuration at a given instant is called a wave, and

the distance — is called the ivave-lengih. The velocity

P

of propagation is
''

. When we contemplate the different

parts of the medium as going through the same process in

succession, we use the word undulatory to denote this

character of the process without in any way restricting its

physical nature.
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A further insiglit. into tlie physical nature of the process

13 obtained from the fact that if the two rays are polarized,

and if the plane of polarization of one of them be made to

turn round the axis of the ray, then when the two planes

of polarization are parallel the phenomena of interference

appear as above described. As the plane turns round, the

dark and light bands become less distinct, and when the

planes of polarization are at right angles, the illumination

of the screen becomes uniform, and no trace o£ interference

can bo discovered.

Hence the physical process involved in the propagation

of light must not only be a directed quantity or vector

capable of having its direction reversed, but this vector

must be at right angles to the ray, and either in the plane

of polarization or perpendicular to it. Fresnel supposed it

to be a displacement of the mediunj perpendicular to the

plane of polarization. MaccuUagh and Neumann supposed

it to be a displacement in the plane of polarization. The
comparison of these two theories must be deferred till we
come to the phenomena of dense media.

The process may, however, be an electromagnetic one,

and as in this case the electric displacement and the mag-
netic disturbance are perpendicular to each other, either of

these may be supposed to be in the plane of polarization.

All that has been said with respect to the radiations

which affect our eyes, and which we call light, applies also

to those radiations which do not produce a luminous im-

pression on our eyes, for the phenomena of interference

have been observed, and the wave-lengths measured, in the

case of radiations which can be detected only by their heat-

ing or by their chemical effects,

£lasticit!/, tenacity, and density of the cpilAsr.-^Having
60 far determined the geometrical character of the process,

we must now turn our attention to the medium in which it

takes place. We may use the term sether to denote this

medium, whatever it may be.

In the first place, it is capable of transmitting energy.

The radiations which it transmits are able not only to act

on our senses, which of itself is evidence of work done, but

to heat bodies which absorb them ; and by measuring the

heat communicated to such bodies, the energy of the radia-

tion may be calculated,.

In the next place this energy is not transmitted instan-

taneously from the radiating body to the absorbing "body,

but exists for a certain time in the medium.
If we adopt either Fresnel's or JIaccullagh's form of the

undulatory theory, half of this energy is in the form of

potential energy, due to the distortion of elementary por-

tions of the medium, and half in the form of kinetic energy,

due to the motion of the medium. "VVe must therefore re-

gard the tether as possessing elasticity similar to that of a

solid body, and also as having a finite density. If we take

Pouillet's estimate of 1-7635 as the numbev of gramme-
centigrade units of heat produced by direct sunlight falling

on a square centimetre in a minute, this is equivalent to

1'234 X 10^ ergs per second. Dividing this by 3'004 x lO'",

the velocity of light in centimetres per second, we get for

the energy in a cubic centimetre 4'1 x 10~* ergs. Near the

sun the energy in a cubic centimetre would be about 46,000
^imes this, or 1-886 ergs. If we further assume, with Sir

W Thomson, that the amplitude is not more than one

hundredth of the wave-length, we have Ap = -^ , or about

^ ; so that we have

—

Energy per cubic centimetre = JpV^A^jJ^= 1-886 ergs.

Greatest tangential stress per

square centimetre, = pV-Ap = 30-176 dynes.

Coefficient of rigidity of

ether, . , . = pV» =842-8
Pensitv of.aether, . i •= P = 9-36 xlO-'^

The coefiScient of rigidity of steel is about 8 x 10^', and
that of glass 2--txl0".

If the temperature of the atmosphere were everywhere
0° C, and if it were in equilibrium about the earth supposed
at rest, its density at an infinite disunce from the earth

would be 3 x lO-^^" which is about 3 x W-'' times less than
the estimated density of the ajther. In the regions of in-

terplanetary space the density of the atheris therefore very

great compared with that of the attenuated atmosphere of

interplanetary space, but the whole mass of jether within a

sphere whose radius is that of the most distant planet i»

very small compared with that of the planets them-
selves.i

The cether distinct fronigroas matter.—When light travels

through the atmosphere it is manifest that the medium
through -which the light b propagated is not the air itself,

for in the first place the air cannot transmit transverse

vibrations, and the normal vibrations which the air doe*
transmit travel about a million times slower than light.

Solid transparent bodies, such £S glass and crystals, are

.no doubt capable of tran-smitting transverse vibrations, but
the velocity of transmission is still hundreds of thousand

times less than that with which light is transmitted through

these bodies. We are therefore obliged to suppose that

the medium through which light is propagated is some-

thing distinct from the transparent medium known to lis.

though it interpenetrates all transparent bodies and pro-

bably opaque bodies too.

The velocity of light, however, ia different in different

transparent media, and we must therefore suppose that these

mediatakesome part intheprocess, and that their particles are

vibrating as well as those of the jether, but the energy of

the vibrations of the gross particles must be very much smaller

than that of the »ther, for otherwise a much larger pro-

portion of the incident light would be reflected when a ray

passes from vacuum to glass or from glass to vacunm than

we find to be the case.

Relative motion of the cether.—We must therefore con-

sider the Eether within dense bodies as somewhat loosely

connected with the dense bodies, and wo have next to

inquire whether, when these dense bodies are in motion
through the great ocean of aether, they carry along with

them the sether they contain, or whether the aether

passes through them as the water of the sea passea

through the meshes of a net when it is to-^-ed along by a
boat. If it were possible to determine the velocity of light

by observing the time it takes to travel between one station

and another on the earth's surface, we might, by comparing
the observed velocities in opposite directions, determine the

velocity of the aether with respect to these terrestrial

stations. All methods, however, by which it is practicable

to determine the velocity of lightfrom terrestrial experiments

depend on the measurement of the time required for the

double journey from one station to the other and back
again, and the increase of this time on account of a relative

velocity of the rether equal to that of the earth in its orbit

would be only about one hundred millionth part of th^

whole time of transr^'esion, and would therefore be quite iii4

sensible.

The theory of the motion of the Kther is hardly,

sufficiently developed to enable us to form a strict mathe-

matical theory of the aberration of light, taking into account

the motion of the aether; Professor Stokes, however, has

sho-wn that, on a very probable hypothesis with respect to

the motion of the aether, the amount of aterratioD would
not be sensibly affected by that motion.,

The only practicable method of determining directly lb©
relative velocity of the Eether with respect to the solar

system is to compare the values of the velocity of light

' See Sir W. Thomson, Trans. R. S. &{»»_,jfiLjBitB-fifi^
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deduced from tLc observation of the eclipses of Jupiter's

sitellites when Jupiter is seen from the earth at nearly

opposite points of the ecliptic.

Arago proposed to compare the deviation produced in the

light of a star after passing through an achromatic prism

when the direcliuu of the ray within the prism formed

dififerent angles with the direction of motion of the earth

in its orbit. If the sether were moving swiftly through the

prism, the deviation might be expected to be different when

the direction of the light was the same as that of the zether,

and when these directions were opposite.

The present writer^ arranged the experiment in a more

practicable manner by using an ordinary spectroscope, in

which a plane mirror was substituted for the slit of the col-

limator. The cross wires of the observing telescope were illu-

minated. The lightfrom any point of the wire passed through

the object-glass and then through the prisms as a parallel

pencil till it fell on the object-glass of the collimator, and

came to a focus at the mirror, where it was reflected, and

after passing again through the object-glass it formed a

pencil passing through each of the prisms parallel to its

original directifn, so that the object-glass of the observing

telescope brought it to a focus coinciding with the point of

the cross wires from which It originally proceeded. Since

the image "coincided with the object, it could not be

observed directly, but by diverting the pencil by partial re-

flection at a plane surface of glass,it was found that the image

of the finest spider line could be distinctly seen, though the

light which formed the image had passed twice through

three prisms of 60°. The apparatus was first turned so

that the direction of the light in first passing through the

second prism was that of the earth's motion in its orbit.

The apparatus was afterwards placed so that the direction

of the light was opposite to that of the earth's motion.

If the deviation of the ray by the prisms wa? increased

or diminished for this reason in the first journey, it would
be diminished or increased in the return jouruey, and the

image would appear on one side of the object. When the

apparatus was turned round it would appear on the other

side. The experiment was tried at different times of the

year, but only negative results were obtained. We cannot,

however, conclude absolutely from this experiment that the

aether near the surface. of the earth is carried along with

the earth in its orbit, for it has been shown by Professor

Stokes- that according to Fresnel's hypothesis the relative

jvelocity of the aether within the prism would be to that of

the aether outside inversely as the square of the index of

refraction, and that in this case the deviation would not be
sensibly altered on account of the motion of the prism

through the aather.

Fizeau,^ however, by observing the change of the plane

of polarization of light transmitted obliquely through a
series of glass plates, obtained what he supposed to be

evidence of a difference in the result when the direction

of the ray in space was different, and Angstrom obtained

analogous results by diffraction. The writer is not aware
that either of tiese very difficult experiments has been
verified by repetition.

Id another experiment of M. Fizean, which seems entitled
'.0 greater confidence, he has observed that the propagation
of light in a stream of water takes place with greater

velocity in the direction in which the water moves than
in the opposite direction, but that the change of velocity

(3 less than that which would be due to the actual velocity

of the water, and that the phenomenon does not occur
when air is substituted for water. This experiment seems
rather to verify Fresnel's theory of the aether; but the

1 Phil. Trans., clviii. (1868), p. 532.
« Phil. Mag., 1B46, p. 53.
• Arm. de Chimin el de^hydqnt, Feb. 1860.

whole question of the state of the luniiniferous medium

near the earth, and of its connexion with gross matter, ia

very far as yet from being settled by experiment.

Function of the at/ier in eleclrornagnetic plienomena.

—Faraday conjectured that the same medium which is

concerned in the propagation of light might also be the

agent in electromagnetic phenomena. " For my own
part," ho says, " considering the relation of a vacuum to

the magnetic force, and the general character of magnetic

phenomena external to the magnet, I am much more

inclined to the notion that in the transmission of the force

there is such an action, external to the magnet, than that

the effects are merely attraction and repulsion at a dis-

tance. Such an action may be a function of the sether;

for it is not unlikely that, if there be an asther, it should

have other nscs than simply the conveyance of radia-

tion.''* This conjecture has only been strengthened bj,

subsequent investigations.

Electrical energy is of two kinds, electrostatic and

electrokinetic. We have reason to believe that the former

depends on a property of the medium in virtue of which

an electric displacement elicits an electromotive force in

the opposite direction, the electromotive force for unit

displacement being inversely as the specific inductive capa-

city of the medium.
The electrokinetic energy, on the other hand, is simply

the energy of the motion set up in the medium by

electric currents and magnets, this motion not being con-

fined to the wires which carry the currents, or to the mag-

net, but existing in every place where magnetic force can

be found

Electromagnetic Theory of Light.—The- properties of

the electromagnetic medium are therefore as far as we
have gone similar to those of the luminiferous mediuto,

but the best way to compare them is to determine

the velocity with which an electromagnetic disturbance

would be propagated through the medium. If this should

be equal to the velocity of light, we would have strong

reason to believe that the two media, occupying as they

do the same space, are really identical. "The data for

making the calculation are furnished by the experiments

made in order to compare the electromagnetic with the

electrostatic system of units. The velocity of propagation

of an electromagnetic disturbance in air, as calculated

from different sets of data, does not differ more from the

velocity of light in air, as determined by different

observers, than the several calculated values of these

quantities differ among each other.

If the velocity of propagation of an electromagnetiq

disturbance is equal to that of light in other transparent

media, then in non-magnetic media the specific inductive

capacity should be equal to the square of the index of

refraction.

Boltzmann^ has found that this is very accurately true

for the gases which he has examined. Liquids and solids

exhibit a greater divergence from this relation, but we can

hardly expect even an approximate verification when we

have to compare the results of our sluggish electrical

experiments with the alternations of light, which take place

billions of times in a second.

The undulatory theory, in the form which treats the

phenomena of light as the motion of an elastic solid, ia

stitl encumbered with several difficulties.^

The first and most important of these is that the theory

indicates the possibility of undulations consisting of vibra-

tiona normal to the surface of the wave. The only way of

* £xperimenial Researches, 3075.

' Wiener Siizb., 23 Apiil 1874.
« See Prof. Stokes, " Report on Double lUfractioc, " Britith Au.

Re^icrt, 1862, p. 253.
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accounting for the fact, that, the optical, phenomena which

would arise ' from fthe§o .waves doi; not, taka'" place oa to

assume that the »ther is incompressible.

The next is that, whereas the phenomena DfreflecRon'are

besc ' explained on the hypothesis, that the vibrations are

perpendicular to the plane of polarization, those of double

refraction require us' to. .assume.that, the.'',vibratioiia are in

that plaiie.-

.The third isthat, ia order to, account for the fact that

ill- a douHy refracting crystal the velocity of rays in any
principal plane and polarized in that plane is the same,
we must assume certain highly,artificial. relations. among
the coefficients of elasticity,'

The electromagnetic theory of light^satisfies'all'^these

requirements by the single hypothesis' that the electric

displacement is perpendicular to the plane of polarization.

No normal displacement can exist, and in doubly refracting

crystals the specifia dielectric capacity for each principal

axis is assumed to be equal to the square of the index of

refraction of a ray perpendicular to that axis, and polarized

in a plane perpendicular to that axis Boltzmann^ has
found that these relations are approximately true in the
case of, crystallized sulphur, a body having three unequal
axes. The specific, dielectric capacity foe these axes are

respectively

4-773 3-970 S'Sll

ana the gcLuares of fhe indices'of refratKon
^•57& 3-886 3-591

PhysKol coHstititdoh of the cether.-^Wha.t is the ultimate
constitution of the aether 1 is it molecular or continuous ?

We know that tlie jether transmits transverse vibrations

ta very .great distances without sensible loss of energy by
<3issipation; .A molecular medium, moving under such
cnnditlons' that" a group of molecules once near together
remain near each other during the whole motion, may be,

caj»ablao£ transmitting vibrations without much dissipation

<if energy, butiif^ the motion is such that the groups of
molecules arftinot merely slightly altered in configuration'

but entirely bi-Oken up, so that their component molecules
pass into new^types of grouping, then in the passage from
one; type; ;of grouping to another. the energy of regular
.Vibrations will be frittered away into that "bf.'the.irregular,

agitation which we call heat;

We cannot therefore suppose'the'eonstitution-Dfthe'sether

to be like that of a gas, in which the molecules are always in

a state of irregular agitation, for in such a medium a trans-
verse undulation is reduced to less than one five-hundredth
of its amplitude in a single"'wave-length' "

If the asther is

molecular, the grouping of the ^molecules 'must remain of

the same type, the configuration . ofithegroups.beina.only
slightly alteved during the motion.

Mr S. Tolver Preston^ has supposMTtlrat'ttie'Sther is

like a gas whose molecules very rarely interfere with each
other, so: that theic mean path is far greater than any
planetary distances. 'He has not :_fnvestigated the pro-
perties of such a medium with any 'degree of completeness,
but it is easy to see 'that "sve might 'form a theory in
which the molecules «ey«r interfere ,with each other's

motion of translation, but travel in all directions with the
velocity ofJight ; and if we further suppose that vibrating
botlits navs the power of impressing on these molecules
Some, vector, 'property (such as rotation'about an ' axis)

which does not interfere with their motion of translation.

' Over de iheofie'der ierngkaaising en Ireldng van hct lic!it,'—Aca.-
ticiriisch' ErDefschriftdoor-H. A. Lorentz.i^Arnhem, K.:.vaa der Zande
1875.

'

s-'^ITe'ber aiS Vcrscui.eacDlieitaer^Dielelctricitatsconstante'dea" krys-
tallisirten ScliwefeU .nacK Werschierfenen !iEiclltUDasn^" ~^y Ludwi"
]3oltamann, Wiener SUzb.;8\,\i Oct. ISTi,

"

and whicK" is then carried along by tnc molecules, and if

the alternation of the average value of thia vector for all

the molecules within an element of volume be the process

which we call light, then the equations which express this

average will be of the same form as that-Which expresses

the displacement in the ordinary theory.

It is often asserted that the mere fact that a medium is

elastic or compressible is a proof that the medium is not
continuous, but ia composed of separate parts having void

spaces between them. But there is nothing inconsistent

with experience in supposing elasticity or compressibility to

be properties of every portion, however small, into which
the medium can be conceived to bo divided, in which case

the medium would be strictly continuous. A medium, how-^

ever, though homogeneous and continuous' as regards its

density, may be rendered heterogeneous by its motion, as

in Sir 'W. Thomson's hypothesis of vortex-molecules in a
perfect liquid (see art. Atom).

' The sether, if it is the medium-of»electromagneac'phe.

nomena, is probably molecular, at least in this sense.'

Sir W. Thomson'' has shown that the magnetic influence

on light discovered by Faraday depends on the direction

of motion of moving particles, and that it indicates a
rotational motion in the- medium when magnetized. See
also Maxwell's Electricity and Magnetism, art. 806, &,c'.

Now, it is manifest that this rotation cannot.be thafof
the medium as a whole about an axis, for the magnetic
field may Ije of any breadth, and there is no evidence of
any motion the velocity of which increases with the dis^

tance from a single fixed line in the field. If there is any
motion of rotation, it must be a rotation of very small

portions of the medium each about its own axis, so that

the medium must be broken.up intojanumber^of mole-
cular vortices.

We have as yet na data from which' to determine the size

or the number of these molecular vortices; We know,
however^ that the magnetic force in the region, in the

neighbourhood of a magnet is maintained as long as the

steel retains its magnetization, and as we have no reason

to believe that a steel magnet would lose all its mag<
netization by the mere lapse of time; , we conclude that

the molecular vortices do not require a continual expendi.

ture of work in order to maintain their motion, and that

therefore this 'motion.doesthot.»nece.5sarily, involve^dissipa-

tion of energy.

No theory of the constitution"' of the sether'lias-yefbeeB

invented which will account for such a system of moleculas

vortices being maintained for an indefinite time without

their energy being gradually dissipated into', that irregular

agitation of the mediuirijvhicLiin.ordinary media, is-called

heat.'

Whatever diflScuities we mayTiave"ih1orming^a consistent

idea of the constitution of the aether, there can be no doubt

that the interplanetary and interstellar spaces are nofi

empty, but are occupied by a material substance or body,

which is certainly the largest, and probably the 'mosi;

uniform body of which we have any knowledge;^

Whether this vast liomogeneous expanse of isotropic

matter is fitted not only to be a medium of physical inter-

action between distant bodies, and to fulfil other physical

functions of which, perhaps, we have as yet no conception,

but also, as the authors of the Unseen Universe seem to

suggest, to constitute the material organism of beinga

exercising functions of life and mind as high or higher

than ours are at present, is a question far„transcending the

limits of physical speculation.' (j. c. M.)

_ETHEREDGE, Sib George (e. T636-:I689),' an English

dramatist, was born in or near_Londort_:. about the yea*

£foce^ings:p£ilieJ.RcyalSxie(S;''Juni 185&
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1636.' He was a scion of an ancient and distinguished

family of Oxfordshire. He was educated at Cambridge,

but left the university early to travel in France and

Flanders. It is probable that he witnessed in Paris the

performances of some of Molicre's earliest comedies ; and

he seems, from an allusion in one of his plays, to have been

personally acquainted with Bussy Rabutin. On his return

to London he studied the law at one of the Inns of Court.

His tastes were those of a fine gentleman, and he indulged

freely in pleasure. Sometime soon after the Restoration

he composed his comedy of The Comical lieveur/e, or Love

ill a Tub, which introduced him to Lord Buckhurst, after-

wards the earl of Dorset. This was brought out at the

Duke's Theatre in 1664, and a few copies were printed in

the same year. The main edition of this play, however,

was not issued until 1669. It is partly in rhymed heroic

verse, like the stilted tragedies of the Howards and Killi-

grews, but it contains comic scenes that are exceedingly

brighb and fresh. The sparring between Sir Frederick and

the Widow introduced a style of wit hitherto unknown
upon the English stage. The success of this play was very

great, but Etheredge waited four years before he repeated

Ids experiment. Meanwhile he gained the highest reputa-

tion as a poetical beau, and moved in the circle of Sir

Charles Sedley, Lord Rochester, and the other noble wits

of the day. In 1668 he brought out She loould if she

could, a comedy in many respects admirable, full of action,

wit, and spirit, but to the last degree frivolous and immoral.

But in this play Etheredge first shows himself a new power

in literature ; he has nothing of the rudeness of his prede-

cessors or the grossness of his contemporaries. We move
in an airy and fantastic world, where flirtation is the only

serious business of life. At this time Etheredge was

living a life no less frivolous and unprincipled than those

of his Courtals and Freemans. He formed an alliance

with the famous actress Mrs Barry ; she bore him a

daughter, on whom he settled £6000, but who unhappily

died in her youth. His wealth and wit, the distinction

and charm of his manners, won him the general worship

of society, and his temperament is best shown by the

names his contemporaries gave him, of "gentle George"

and " easy Etheredge." The age upbraided him for inat-

tention to literature ; and at last, after a silence of eight

years, he came forward with one more play, unfortunately

his last. The Man of Mode, or Sir Fopling Fhiiter,

indisputably the best comedy of intrigue written in England

before the days of Congreve, was acted and printed in

1676, and had an unbounded success. Besides the merit

of its plot and wit, it had the personal charm of being

supposed to satirize, or at least to paint, persons well

known in London. Sir Fopling Flutter was a portrait of

Beau Hewit, the reigning exquisite of the hour ; in

Dorimant the poet drew the elegant Sir Charles Sedley,

and in Medley a portrait of himself ; while even the drunken

shoemaker was a real character, who made his fortune

from being thus brought into public notice. After this

brilliant success Etheredge retired from literature ; his

gallantries and his gambling in a few years deprived him
of his fortune, and he looked about for a rich match. In
1683 he met with a wealthy elderly widow, who con-

sented to marry him if he made a lady of her. He accord-

ingly got himself knighted, and gained her hand and her

money... It is said that before this, about 1680, he had
been sent on an embassy to Turkey ; it is certain that in

1686 he was' appointed resident minister in the Imperial

German Court at Ratisbon. He was very uncomfortable

in Germany, and solaced himself by writing amusing
epistles in prose and verse to his friends in England In
1688 he published a prose Account of the rejoicing at the

Diet of Ratisbon. ^In 1689 he is_believed to have died in

Ratisbon in a tragical manner, for whilst conducting a party

of friends to the stairs after a banquet at his house, he fell

over into the court below and broke his neck. But his

death occurred at the moment when England was convulsed

with revolution, and no one has preserved the exact date

of it.

Etheredge deserves to hold a more distinguished place in

our literature than has generally been allotted to him. In

a dull and heavy age, he inaugurated a period of genuine

wit and sprightliness. He invented the comedy of

intrigue, and led the way for the masterpieces of Congreve

and Sheridan. Before his time the manner of Ben Jonson

had prevailed in comedy, and traditional " humours " and

typical eccentricities, instead of real characters, had crowded

the comic stage. Etheredge paints with a light faint Land,

but it is from nature, and his portraits of fops and beaux

are simply unexcelled. No one knows better than he how
to present a gay young gentleman, a Dorimant, "an
unconfinable rover after amorous adventures." His genius

is as light as thistledown ; he is frivolous, without force

of conviction, without principle ; but his wit is very

sparkling, and his style pure and singularly picturesque.

No one approaches Etheredge in delicate touches of dress,

furniture, and scene ; he makes the fine airs of London

gentlemen and ladies live before our eyes even more vividly

than Congreve does ; but he has less insight and less

energy than Congreve. Had he been poor or ambitious

he might have been to England almost what Molifere was

to France, but he was a rich man living at his ease, and

he disdained to excel in literature. Etheredge was "a
fair, slender, genteel man, but spoiled his countenance

with drinking." His contemporaries all agree in acknow-

ledging that he was the soul of affability and sprightly

good-nature.

There is no recent edition of the works of Sir Georga

Etheredge. A critical collection of them would fill a very

important gap in our literature.

ETHERIDGE, Johx Wesley (1804-1866), a ^Vcs-

leyan minister, and a writer on church history and biblical

literature, was born near Newport, Isle of Wight, 24th

February 1804. He received most of his early education

from his father, who was master of an academy at Portsea,

which was afterwards removed to Newport. Though he

never attended any university he acquired ultimately a

thorough knowledge of Greek, Latin, Hebrew, Syriac,

French, and German. In 1824 he was placed on the plan

as a local preacher. In 1826 his offer to enter the ministry

was accepted, and after probationary trial at Hull, Bingley,

Lambeth, and Brighton, he was received into full connexion

at the conference of 1831. For two years after this ha

remained at Brighton, and in 1833 he removed to Corn-

wall, being stationed successively at the Truro and Falmouth

circuits. From Falmouth he removed to Darlaston, where

in 1838 his health gave way. For a good many years he

was a supernumerary, and in 1843 he took up his resi-

dence at Paris, where in the public libraries he found

great facilities for prosecuting his favourite studies. His

health having considerably improved, he, in 1843, became

pastor of the Methodist church at Boulogne. He returned

to England in 1847, and was appointed successively to the

circuirs of Islington, Bristol, Leeds, Penzance, Penr3Ti,

Truro, and St Anstell in east Cornwall. Shortly after

his return to England he received the degrees of M.A, and

Ph.D. from the university of Heidelberg. He died at

Camborne, May 24, 1866.

His principal works are Eoras Aramaiece (1843) ; History of tht

Syrian Chimlics (1847) ; The Apostolic Acts and Epistles, from tht

Peshito or Ancient Sijriac (1849); Jerusalem and Tiberias, a Survey

of ilic Religious and Scholastic learning of the Jews (1856).; Tin

Targums of Onkelos and Jonathan ben C/isj'eZ (1st vol. in J 862, 'ii

iu 1865}. 'See Memoir, by Rev. Thornley Smith (1871j.
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E THICS
1, TTVBFINITION- iND CENERAL- XCCOUNT 6* THE SUB-

I / JECT.—It is not easy t(i define in a uingle plirase

the subject commonly called Etbics in such a manner

as to meet Vith general acceptance ; as its boundaries

and relations to cognate subjects are variously conceived

by writers of dill'erent schools, and rather indefinitely by

mankind 4n' general. Nor does the derivation of the term

help us much. Ethics (rjOiKo.) originally meant that which

relates to ^60% ("character"); the treatise of Aristotle's,

however, to which the term was first applied, is not con-

cerned with character considered simply as character,

but with its good and bad qualities; Indeed, the

antithesis of "good" and "bad," in some form, is involved

in all ethical affirmation ; and its presence constitutes a

fundamental distinction between the science or study of

fethics and a,ny department of physical inquiry. Physics is

concerned with what is, has been, or will be ; ethics with

%\hat is " good." or what " ought to be," and its opposite.

We must add, however, that the good that ethics investigates

is "good for man," to distinguish it from universal or abso-

lute good, which is the subject-matter of theology or

ontology ; and again, if we are to separate ethics from
politics, we must introduce a further qualification, and de-

fine the former as the study of the Good or AVellbeing of

men considered as individuals. Neither of these distinctions,

liowever, should be taken to imply a complete division of

subjects; and neither, it may be added, was reached at once

and without effort in the development of ethical reflection.

In Flatonism we find Ethics and Ontology indissolubly

blended ; and, indeed, in almost every philosophical system

in which the universe is contemplated as having an ultimate

end or Good, the good of human beings is conceived as

somehow closely related to this Universal Good. So again

the connexion between Ethics and Politics is naturally very

intimate. We only knosv the.individual man as a member
of some society ; what we call his virtues are chiefly ex-

hibited in his dealings ' with his fellows, and his most
prominent pleasures are derived from intercourse with

them ; thus it is a paradox to maintain that man's highest

good is independent of his social relations, or of the consti-

tution and condition of the community of which he forms a

part. So, ^ again, 'it 'would be generally admitted that a

statesman ought to aim at promoting the wellbeing of his

follow citizens considered as individuals; and if so, the in-

jfestigation ^of the particulars of such wellbeing must be an
integral part of politics. Still it k manifest that the good
of an individual man can be separated as an object of study
from the good of his community ; so that the ethical point

of view has to~be distinguished from the political, however
large a field the two studies may have in common.

When, however, we thus isolate in thought the individual

man from his ^polity, the close connexion of Ethics with
Psychology becomes manifest: It is plain that the chief

good of manvcannot consist in anything external and
material, such as wealth ; nor even in mere bodily health

and. wellbeing, which experience shows to ba compatible
with extreilie badness and wretchedness. And though it is

perhaps ^ true that goodness is commonly attributed to

men from a consideration of the external effects of their

conduct ; still it is generally held that a certain state of the
agent's mind, a certain quality of disposition, motive, inten-

tion, or purpose, is essential to the perfect moral goodness of

an a-ctiou.' ihus all (or almost all) ethical schools would agree
that the main objeot bf their investigation must belong to

the psychical side of human life; whether they hold that

uitimato good is to be found in psychical existence regarded

as merely sentient ana emotional, identifying'if witLlsoinu

species of desirable feeling or pleasure, or the genus or sura

of such feelihgs, or whether they rather maintain that

wellbeing of the mind must lie solely or chiefly in the

quality of its activity. And when v/e attempt to work out

either view into a clear and complete system, wc are led'

inevitably to further psychological study, -'n order to

examine difl'erent kinds and degrees of pleasure and pain,

determine the nature and mutual relation.? of the different

virtues or good qualities of character, and their opposites.'

So again, in discussing the fundamental question as to

what is ultimately good or desirable, moratista are led to

observe carefully what men actually do desire and aim at,

and thus to analyse fully the process of voluntary action,

as well as the emotional states that precede and prompt

to it. In fact it will appear that all important ethical

notions are also psychological ; except the fundamental

antithesis of " good" and " bad," or " right" and " wrong,"

with which psychology is not primarily concerned, any

more than physics.

The two antitheses just mentioned are frequently regarded

as identical. And in fact it does not matter for ordinary

purposes whether we speak of " right " or " good " con-

duct, " wrong" or " bad " motives. The common notion of

what is Good for a human being—even if we restrict it to

what is" ultimately" good, or " good in itself" and not

merely as a means to some further end—includes more
than the common notion of what is Right for him, or his

Duty. No doubt it is commonly believed that it will be

ultimately best for a man to do his duty, and that this will

promote his real Interest or Happiness ; but it does not

follow that the notions of duty and interest are to be

identified, or even that the connexion between the two

may be scientifically demonstrated. The connexion

is often regarded rather as a matter of faith; indeed

many would hold that it is not undesirable that nt

should be somewhat obscure, in order that duty may be

done as duty, and not from a mere calculation of self-love.

Thus we arrive at another conception of ethics, in which it

is viewed as concerned primarily with the principles of duty

or the moral code, and only secondarily—or perhaps not at

all—with the relation of duty to the agent's private happi-.

ness. On this view the study connects itself with theology,-

if the rules of duty are regarded as a code of divine legis-

lation; and apart from this reference it has a close aflinity

to rational or abstract jurisprudence. "We might distinguish

this as the modern view of ethics in contrast with the

former, which was that of ancient Greek philosophy

generally!,—the transition between the two being due chiefly

to the influence of Christianity, but partly also to that of

Roman jurisptndence. It is true that the thought of " phe

gods' unwritten and unfaltering law" was not by any means

absent from the moral reflection of Greece : still, the idea of

Law was not taken as the ultimate and fundamental notion

in any of the ancient ethical systems. These all proceed on

the assumption that man, as a reasonable being, must seek

his own highest good in this earthly life, and >therefora

that any laws he has to obey must be demonstrated to bo

means to the attainment of this good, or particulars in which

it is realized. On this point the change produced by

Christianity is even more striking, if we consider its jiiora

general effects rather than its influefice on the minds that

were most completely penetrated by its religious spirit

^ To this statement a pM'ti.nl exception must be made as regards

Stoicism, through winch, in fact, as will presently appear, the transi-

tion was partly made from the ancient to the modern manner of thought.
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The true Cliristian saint lived even on eartli, no loss than

the pagan philosopher, a life which he regarded as intrinsi-

cally preferable to all other modes of earthly cxistonco
;
and,

like the Platonic philosopher, a life of which practical virtue

was not 80 much the essence as the outward expression.

Still even for the saint this earthly life afforded but an

imperfect foretaste of the bliss for which he hoped; and in

the view of more ordinary Christians, the ultimate good of

man vanished from the scrutiny of mere ethical speculation

into the indefinite brightness of a future life o£ happiness,

Bupernaturally bestowed by God as a reward for obedience

to his laws. Or rather, perhaps, by the maes of Christiana,

the moral code was more commonly regarded, in still closer

analogy to human legislation, as supported by penal sanc-

tions ; since in all ages of Christianity the fear of the pains

of hell has probably been a more powerful motive to draw

tnen from vice than the hope of the pleasures of heaven.

On either view the ultimate weal or ill of human beings

becamo something that might bo imagined and rhetorically

described, but not definitely known or scientifically inves-

tigated ; and thus the subject-matter of ethics defined itself

afresh as Moral Law, a body of rules absolutely prescribed,

and supplying a complete guidance for human conduct,

though not claiming to contain an exhaustive statement of

Luman good.

Within the Christian church, through the early and

middle ages of its history, it naturally fell to theologians to

expound, and to priests to administer this code of divine

legislation. But when a more philosophical treatment of

ethics was introduced by the schoolmen, the combination in

the code of two elements, one distinctively Christian, and

the other cognizable by natural reason and binding on all

men apart from revelation, began to be clearly seen; and an

adequate theory of this second element seemed to be

supplied by the development of theoretical jurisprudence

that followed on the revival, in the 12th century, of tho

study of Eoman law. In the later treatment of legal

principles in Rome, the notion of a law of nature bad

become prominent ; and this notion was naturally and

easily adapted to represent the element in morality that

was independent of revelation. It is true that the natural

law of tho philosophical jurists did not concern itself

primarily with duties, but rather with rights, and so with

the relative and negative 'duties that are involved in the

notion of rights ; hence it could not properly be iden-

tified with more than a portion of the moral code. This

portion, however, is of such fundamental importance that

the difference we have noticed has been frequently over-

looked, and Morality not distinguished from Natural Law,
except by the further control that the former claims over

the inner springs of voluntary action.

It is chiefly in connexion withthis jural view of morality

that the inquiry into the origin of the moral faculty has

occupied a prominent place in the modern treatment of

Ethics. So long as the " moral faculty " is regarded

merely as the faculty of knowing our true good, together

with its main causes or conditions, it hardly seems im-

portant to inquire how this faculty originated, any more
than it is for a geometer to investigate tho origin of the

spatial faculty. But when conscience is conceived as a
legislator and governor within the breast, claiming abso-

lute authority over all other impulses, it is natural that

the legitimacy of its claim should be investigated ; and it

is not hard to understand how this legitimacy is thought to

depend on the " originality " of the faculty—that is, on its

being a part of the plan or type according to which human
nature was originally constructed. Heuce investigations

into the moral condition of children and savages and even
animals, and more or less conjectural theories of the

soul's growth and development, have been commonly

regarded as necessary appendages or introdiictiuns to modern
ethical discussion.

So again, it is through the jural conception of ethics that

tho controversy on free will chiefly becomes important. A
man does not naturally inquire whether he is " free " or

not to seek his own good, provided only he knows what it

is, and that it is attainable by voluntary action. But when
his conduct is compared with a code to the violation of

which punishments are attached, tho question whether he

really could obey tho rule by which he is judged is obvious

and inevitable, since if he could not, it seems contrary to our

sense of justice to punish Liin.

To sum up, the subject of Ethics, most comprehensively

understood, includes (1) an investigation of the consti-

tuents and conditions of tho Good or Wellboing of men
considered individually, which chiefly takes the form of an

examination into the general nature and particular species

of (a) Virtue or (b) Pleasure, and the chief means of

realizing these ends; (2) an investigation of the principles

and most important details of Duty or the Moral Law (so

far as this is distinguished from Virtue); (3) some inquiry

into the nature and origin of the Faculty by which duty is

recognized; (4) some examination of the question of

human Free Will. It is connected with Ontology or

Theology, in so far as a Universal Good is recognized, inclu-

sive of Human Good, or analogous to it; with Theology

again, so far as morality is regarded as a Code of Divine

appointment. It is connected with Politics, So far as tho

wellbeing of any individual man is bound up with the

wellbeing of his society; and again with Jurisprudence

(or Politics), so far as morality is identified with Natural

Law. Finally, almost every branch of Ethical discussion

belongs at least in part to Psychology; and the inquiries

into the origin of the moral faculty and the freedom of the

Will are purely psychological.

We will now proceed to trace briefly the course of ethical

speculation from its origin in Europe to the present day;

confining our attention, during the latter part of this period,

to such modes of thought as have been developed in England,

or have exercised an important infl.uence there.

II. Geeek and Geeco-Roman Ethics.—The ethical

speculation of Greece, and therefore of Europe, Las not,

any more than other elements of European civilization, an
abrupt and absolute commencement. The naive and frag-

mentary utterances of sage precepts for conduct, in which

nascent moral reflection everywhere first manifests itself,

supply a noteworthy element of Greek literature in tho

"gnomic" poetry of the 7th and 6th centuries before Christ;

their importance in the development of Greek civilization

is strikingly characterized by the traditional enumeration of

the " seven sages" of the Cth century; and their influence

on ethical thought is sufiiciently shown in the references

that Plato and even Aristotle make to the definitions and

maxims of poets and sages. But from such utterances as

these to moral philosophy there was stiU a long step ; for

though Thales (circ. 640-660 B.C.), one of the seven, was

also the first physical philosopher of Greece, we have no

ground for supposing that his practical wisdom Lad anything

of a philosophical character. There seems to have been

more connexion between moral teaching and metaphysical

speculation in the case of Pythagoras {circ. 580-500 B.C.),

who is conspicuous among preSocratic philosophers as the

founder not merely of a school, but rather of a sect or order,

bound by a common rule of life. Certainly the doctriuf

of the Pythagoreans, that the essence of justice (conceived

as equal retribution) was a square number, indicates

serious attempt to extend to the region of conduct thai

mathematical view of the universe which was the funda-

mental characteristic of Pythagoreanism; and the same may
bo said of their classification of good with unity, limit,
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Btraightness, liglit, &c. and of evil with tlie opposite

qualities. Still, on the whole, the moral precepts of

Pythagoras appear to have been announced much more in a

dogmatic, or even prophetic, than in a philosophic manner

;

and, whether sound or arbitrary, to have been accepted

by his disciples with a decidedly unphilosophic reverence

for the " ipse dixit "' of the master. Hence, whatever
influence the Pythagorean blending of ethical and mathe-
matical notions may have had on Plato, and, through him,

on later thought, wo cannot regard the school as having

really forestalled the Socratic inquiry after a completely

reasoned theory of conduct. The ethical element in the
" dark " philosophizing of Heraclitus {circ. 530-470 B.c.)

shows more profundity of view but still less approximation

to a system; in spite of the partial anticipation of Stoicism

which vfQ find in his conceptions of a law of the universe,

to which the wise man will carefully conform, and a divine

harmony, in the recognition of which he will find his truest

Batisfaction. It is only when we come to Democritus, a
contemporary of Socrates, the last of the series of original

thinkers whom we distinguish as pre-Socratic, that we find

anything which we can call an ethical system. The frag-

ments that remain of the moral treatises of Democritus are

sufficient, perhaps, to convince us that the turn of Greek
philosophy in the direction of conduct, which was actually

due to Socrates, would have taken place without him,
though in a less decided manner ; but when we compare the

Democritean ethics with the post-Socratic system to which
it has most affinitj'. Epicureanism, we find that it exhibits

a very rudimentary apprehension of the formal conditions

which moral teaching must fulfil before it can lay claim
to be treated as scientific

The fact is that a moral system could not satisfactorily

be constructed until attention had been strongly directed to

the vagueness and inconsistency of the common moral
opinions of mankind ; until this was done, the moral
counsels of the philosopher, however supreme his contempt
for the common herd, inevitably shared these defects. For
this purpose was needed the concentration of a philosophic

intellect of the first order on the problems of practice. In
Socrates, for the first time, we find the required combination
of a genuine ardour for knowledge, and a paramount inte-

rest in conduct. The pre-SocratiO thinkers, from Thales

downwards, were all primarily devoted to ontological re-

search ; but by the middle of the 5th century b.c. the clash

and conflict of their dogmatic systems had led some of the

keenest minds to doubt the possibility of penetrating the

secret of the universe. This doubt found expression in the

reasoned scepticism of Gorgias, and produced the famous
doctrine of Protagoras, that the human apprehension is

the only standard of what is and what is not. A similar

view of the natural limits of the human intellect repelled

the philosophic ardour of Socrates from physico-metapbysi-

cal inquiries. In his case, moreover, such a view found
support in a xiaive piety that indisposed him to search into

things of which the gods seemed to have reserved the know-
ledge to themselves. The regulation of human action, on
the other hand (except on occasions of special difiiculty, for

which omens and oracles might be vouchsafed), they had
left to human reason; on this accordingly. Socrates concen-
trated his efforts.

The demand for an art ' of^conduct was not,"'h6Wever,

original in Socrates, though his conception of the requisite

knowledge was so in the highest degree. The thought of
the most independent thinker is conditioned by that of his

age ; and we cannot disconnect the work of Socrates from
the professional instruction in conduct which is so striking

} This well-known phrasa was originally attributed to the Vjtha-
^resju.

a phenomenon of this period of Greek civilization. The
origination of this kind of teaching seems to have been due
to the genius of Protagoras; whom we may suppose to have
been turned, like Socrates, to the study of human affairs iu

consequence of his negative attitude towards current onto-

logical speculation. This instruction, conveyed in well-

thronged lectures, does not seem to have been based on any
philosophical system, and was in fact of too popular a
quality to be of much philosophical importance. It seems to

have combined somewhat loosely the art of getting on in the

world with the art of managing public afi'airs, and to have
mingled encomiastic expositions of difi'erent virtues with
prudential justifications of virtue, as a means of obtaining

pleasure and avoiding pain. But however commonplace the

teaching of the "sophistu " may have been, the general fact

of the appearance of this new profession to meet a new
social need is sufficiently remarkable. How came it that

after so many centuries, in which Greeks had used their

moral notions with the confidence of perfect knowledge, and
attributed to any cause rather than ignorance the extensive

failure of men to realize virtue, they should suddenly be-

come persuaded that good conduct was something that.could

be learnt from lectures 1 It must be borne in mind that

in the Greek conception of virtue the moral view of life

was not separated from the prudential; the d/DCTi; which
the sophists professed to communicate was not strictly

virtue, as distinguished from other skills and gifts that

sustain and enrich life. Thus while Ln this age, as in more
modern times, most men would suppose that they had
sufficient knowledge of justice and temperance, they

would not be equally confident that they possessed the

art of making the best of life generally. We must
remember, too, the importance of the civic or public side

of life, to a free-born leisured Greek in the small town
communities of this age. The art of conduct as professed

and taught to him would mean to a great extent the art

of public life; indeed, Plato's Protagoras defines his function

to be that of teaching " civic excellence " in distinction

from other skills (as that of flute-playing), which might also

be included under the notion of opiTtj. It is more natural

that a plain man should think scientific training necessary

in dealing with affairs of state than in his own private

concerns.

Still this emergence of an art of conduct with proies-

sional teachers cannot thoroughly, be understood, unless it

is viewed as a crowning result of a general tendency at

this stage of Greek civilization to substitute technical skill

for traditional procedure and empirically developed faculty.

In the age of the sophists we find, wherever we turn, the

same eager pursuit of knowledge, and the same eager effort

to apply it directly to practice. The method of earth-

measurement was rapidly becoming a science ; the astro-

nomy of Meton was introducing precision into the compu-
tation of time ; Hippodamus was revolutionizing architec-

ture by building towns with straight broad streets ; old-

fashioned soldiers were grumbling at the new pedantries of

" tactics " and " hoplitics
;
" the art of music had recently

received a great technical development ; and a still greater

change had been effected in that training of the body which

constituted the other half of ordinary Greek education. If

bodily vigour was no longer to be left to nature and spon-

taneous exercise, but was to be attained by the systematic

observance of rules laid down by professional trainers, it

was natural to think that the same might be the case with

mental excellences. The art of rhetoric, again, which was
developed in Sicily in the second half of the fifth century,

is a specially striking example of the general tendency we
are ihere considering ; and it is important to observe that

the profession of rhetorician was comfnonly blended with

that of sophist. Indeed throughout the age of SocratP"
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Bopliists and philosophers weto commonly regarded, by

those who refused to recognize their higher claims, as

teaching an " art of words." It is easy to see how this

came about ; when the demand of an art of conduct made
itself felt, it was natural that the rhetoricians, skilled as

they were in handling the accepted notions arid principles

of practice, should come forward to furnish the supply.

Nor is there any rbasoji to regard them as conscious charla-

tans for so 'doing, any more than the professional journalist

of our own day, whoso position as a political instructor of

hiankind is commonly earned rather by a knack of merely

writing than by any special depth of political wisdom.

As Plato's Protagoras says, the sophists in professing to

teach virtue only claimed to do somewhat better than

others what all men are continually doing ; and similarly

we may say that, when tried by the touchstone of Socrates,

they only exhibited somewhat more conspicuously than

others the deficiencies which the great questioner found

•everywhere.

The charge that Socrates brought against the sophists

and his fellow-men generally may be viewed in two aspects.

On one side it looks quite artless and simple; on the

other it is seen to herald a revolution in scientific method,

and to contain the germ of a metaphysical system. Simply

stated, the charge was that they talked about justice,

temperance, law, &c., and yet could not tell what these

things were ; the accounts of them which they gave when
pressed were, as Socrates forced them to admit, inconsistent

with their own judgments on particular instances of

justice, legality, &c. This "ignorance" of the real meaning
of their terms was not, indeed, the only lack of knowledge

that Socrates discovered in his contemporaries, but it

was the chief, and it Was in the exposure of this that the

philosophic importance of his work lay. For the famous
" dialectic," by which he brought this ignorance home to

his interlocutors, at once exhibited the scientific need of

exact definitions of general notions, and suggested that

these definitions were to be attained by a careful comparison"

of particulars. Thus, we can understand how, in Aristotle's

view, the main service of Socrates to philosophy consisted

in " introducing induction and definitions." This descrip-

tion, however, is both too technical and too positive to

•represent the naive and negative character of the Socratic

dialectic. For that the results of these resistless arguments
were mainly negative is plain from those (earlier) Platonic

dialogues in which the impression of the real Socrates is

to be found least modified. The pre-eminent " wisdom "

which the Delphic oracle attributed to him was held by
himself to consist in a unique consciousness of ignorance.

And yet it is equally plain, even from Plato, that there

was a most impottant positive element in the teaching

of Socrates ; had it been otherwise, the attempt of

Xenophon to represent his discourses as directly edifying,

and the veneration felt for him by the most dogmatic
among subsec[uent schools of philosophy, would be quite

inexplicable.

The union of these two element^ in the work of Socrates

has caused historians no little perplexity; and certainly

we cannot quite save the philosopher's consistency, unless

we- regard some of the doctrines attributed to him by
Xenophon as merely tentative and provisional. Still the

positions of Socrates that are most important in the history

of ethical thought are not only easy to harmonize with his

conviction of ignorance, but even render it easier to under-

stand his unwearied cross-examination of common opinion.

For {he radical and most impressive article of his creed was
constituted by his exalted estimate of this knowledge that

was so hard to find, his conviction that ignorance of the

good and evil in human life was the source of all practical

error. If his habitual iiiq'uiries were met by tbu reply,

" We do know what justice and holiness are though we can-

not say," he would rejoin, "Whence, then, these perpetual
disputes about what is just and holy ?/' True knowledge,
he urged, would settle these quarrels, 'and produce uni
formlty in men's moral judgments and conduct. To us,

no doubt, it seems an extravagant paradox to treat men's
ignorance of justice as the sole cause of unjust acts ; and
to the Greek mind also the view was paradoxical ; but if

we would understand the position, not of Socrates only,

but of ancient ethical philosophy generally, we must try to

realize that this paradox was also a nearly unanswerable
deduction from a pair of truisms. That "every one wishes
for his own good, and would get it if he could," an arguer
would hardly venture to question ; and he would equally
shrink from denying that justice and virtue generally were
goods, and of all goods the finest. How then could he re-

fuse to admit that " those who knew how to do just and
righteous acts would prefer nothing else, while those who
did not know could not do them if they would,"' which
would land him at once in the conclusion of Socrates that
" all virtues were summed up in wisdom or knowledge of

Good." Observe that we are not to understand this

" knowledge of good " as if it were knowledge of duty as

distinct from interest. The force of the above argument
depends upon a blending of duty and interest in the single

notion of good. This blending Socrates did not, of course,

invent—he found it in the common thought of his age; but
it was the primary moral function of hi^ dialectic to educe
and exhibit it, to, drive it home and trace its practical

consequences. A resolute assertion of the coincidence of

different elements of good, as commonly recognized, forms
the kernel of the positive moral teaching that Xenophon
attributes to him. He could give no account that satisfied

him of good in tbo abstract; when pressed for one he e^vaded

the questioners by saying that " he knew no good that was
not good for something iu particular;" but that good is con-

sistent with itself, that the beautiful is also profitable, the

virtuous also pleasant, he was always ready to prove in

concrete cases. If he prized the wisdom that is virtue, the
" good of the soul," above all other goods, if in his unre-

served devotion to the task of producing it in himself and
others he endured the hardest penury, he steadily main-
tained that such life was richer in enjoyment than a life of

luxury; if he faced death rather than violate the laws of

his country, he was prepared with a complete proof that it

was probably his interest to die.

This many-sjdedness in his view of good is strikingly

illustrated by the curious blending of elevated and vulgar

sentiment which his utterances about friendship show. If

goodness of soul is the " finest of goods," a good friend

must be the most valuable of external possessions; no effort

is too great to keep or win such. Still, the good of friend-

ship must be shown in its utility ; a friend who can be of

no service is valueless; and this "service" Socrates on
occasion interpreted in the most homely and practical sense.

Still, the highest of services that friend can render to friend

is moral improvement.

To sum up, then, we may describe the relation of

Socrates to the common sense of his age as that of per-

petual particular scepticism, combined with permanent
general faith. He is always attacking common opinion, and
showing it, from its inconsistencies, not to be knowledge

;

but the premises of his arguments are always taken from
common opinion, and the knowledge which he seeks is

something that will harmonize, not overthrow it Th s

knowledgs is not merely knowledge of Good, though that is

the chief and crown of it ; he is continually inquiring for

' Cf. Xenophon, Memorabilia, ix. 4, where Xenophon fuIIy.coDflrms

Tvlial Pblo's vliiiloguea abunJuutiy lUuslrato.
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definttions of all the notions that enter into practical reason-

ings, whether for thq regulation of public or private con-

duct, and is unwearied in studying the rationale of even

the most subordinate acts of life. In fact, he required of

all men, whatever their special business might be, that they

should know what they were doing and why,—should act on

some clear and consistent theory ; the requirement was
startling to many, but to all philosophic souk it was not

the less irresistible, because it was usually indirect. The
necessity, indeed, for firmness of purpose^ as well as clear-

ness of insight he did not expressly recognize, but this

quality was all the more conspicuously manifested in his

life. Indeed, it was the very perfection in which he

possessed this virtue that led him to the paradox of ignor-

ing it. Of himself at least it was true, that whatever he
beiieved to be "fair and good" he must necessarily do;
when another acted apparently against knowledge, the

easiest explanation seemed to him to be that true knowledge
was not really there.

These, then, seem the historically important character-

istics of the great founder of moral philosophy, if we lake

(as we must) his teaching and character together :^(1) an
ardent inquiry for knowledge nowhere to be found, but
which, if found, would perfect human conduct; (2) a demand
meanwhile that men should act as far as possible on some
consistent theory

; (3) a provisional adhesion to the com-

^
monly received view of good, in all its incoherent com-
plexity, and a perpetual readiness to maintain the unity tf

its different elements, and demonstrate the superiority of

virtue by applying the commonest standard of self interest

;

(4) personal firmness, as apparently easy as it was actually

invincible, in carrying out such practical convictions as he
had attained. It is only when we keep all these points in

view that we can understand how from the spring of Socratic

conversation flowed the branching rivers of Greek ethical

thought
The Four distinct philosophical schools trace their immediate
3ociatic origin to the circle that gathered round Socrates—the
c loo s

lyjegarian, the Platonic, the Cynic, and the Cyrenaic. The
impress of the master is manifest on all, in spite of the

wide differences that divided them ; and they all agree in

holding the most important, possession of man to be wisdom
or knowledge, and the most important knowledge to be
knowledge of Good. Here, however, the agreement ends.

The more philosophic part of the circle, forming a group
in which Euclides of Megara seems at first to have taken the

lead, regarded this Good as the object of a still unfulfilled

quest ; and setting out afresh in search of it, with a pro-

found sense of its mystery, were .led to identify it with the

hidden secret of the universe, and thus to pass from ethics

to metaphysics. Others again, whose demand for know-
ledge was more easily satisfied, and who were more
impressed with the positive and practical side of the

master's teaching, made the quest a much simpler affair;

in fact, they took the Good as already known, and held
ohilosophy to consist in the steady application of this

icnowledge to conduct. Among these were Antisthenes
the Cynic and Aristippus of Cyrene. It is by their unre-

served recognition of the duty of living consistently by
theory, their sense of the new value given to life through
this rationalization, and their effort to maintain the easy,

calm, unwavering firmness of the Socratic temper, that we
recognize both Antisthenes and Aristippus as " Socratic

' Xeiiophon, it is true, describes him as exaltiti; "self-control,"
f •j.irpciTeia ; anj Mr Grote [Hist, of Greece, vol. viii. c. 68) finds tliis ir-

con-?istent witli his fundamental principle. Butthere appears no reason
for snpposing th.at Socrates (or Xenophon) formallydistinguisliedty'cpa-
Tcia from anjcppoauyTj as Aristotle does ; and it is quite easy to interpret
the •rdiuary notion of "self-control" Socratically, as essentially con-
sisting in knowledge of the conipaTaUvely small value of b-ratillcatioM
of vicious appetite.

men," in spite of the completeness with which they divided

their master's positive doctrine into systems diametricaUy

oppo.;ed. Of their contrasted principles we may perhaps
say that, while Aristippus took the most obvious logical

step for reducing the teaching of Socrates to clear dogmatic
unity, Antisthenes certainly drew the most natural infer-

ence from the Socratic life.

Aristippus argued that, if all that is beautiful or admir-

able in conduct has this quality as being useful, i.e., pro-

ductive of some further good ; if virtuous action is essentially

action done with insight, or rational apprehension of the

act as a means to this good ; then surely this good can be but

pleasure, which all living things with onperverted impulses

seek, while they shun its opposite, pain. He further found

a metaphysical basis for this conclusion in the doctrine

to which the relativism of Protagoras led him, that we can

know nothing of things without us except their impressions

on ourselves. An immediate inference from this is ths

"smooth motion" of sense which we call pleasure, from

whatever source it came, as the only cognizable good ; no

kind of pleasure being in itself better than any other,

though some kinds were to be rejected for their painful con-

sequences. Bodily pleasures and pains Aristippus held to be

the keenest ; though he does not seem to have maintained

this on any materialistic theory, as he admitted the existence

of purely mental pleasures, such as joy in the prosperity of

our fatherland. He fully recognized that Ms good was
transient, and only capable of being realized in successive

parts; giving even exaggerated enipliasis to the rule of

seeking the pleasure of the moment, and not troubling one-

self about a dubious future. It was in the calm, resolute,

skilful culling of such pleasures as circumstances afforded

from moment to moment, undisturbed by passion, pre-

judices, or superstition, that he conceived the quality of

wisdom to be exhibited; and tradition represents him as

realizing this ideal to an impressive degree. Among the

prejudices from which the wise man was free he included

all regard to customary morality beyond what was due to

the actual penalties attached to its violation ; though he
held, with Socrates, that these penalties actually render

conformity reasonable.

Far otherwise was the Socratic spirit understood by The

Antisthenes and the Cynics. They equally held that no Cj-nics,

speculative research was needed for the discovery and
definition of Good and Virtue; but they maintained that the

Socratic wisdom, on the exercise of which man's wellbeing

depended, was exhibited, not in the skilful pursuit, but in

the rational disregard of pleasure,—in the clear apprehen-

sion of the hitrinsic worthlessness of this and most other

objects of men's common aims. Antisthenes, indeed, did

not overlook the need of supplementing merely intellectual

insight by " Socratic force of soul ;" but it seemed to him
that, by insight and invincible self-mastery combined, an

absolute spiritual independence might be attained which

left nothing wanting for peifect wellbeing. What, indeed,

could be wanting to the free rational soul, when imaginary

needs, illusory desires, and idle prejudices were all discarded.

For as for poverty, painful toil, disrepute, and such evils

as men dread most, these, he argued, were positively useful

as means of progress in spiritual freedom and virtue. The
eccentricities with which his disciiJe Diogenes flaunted and
revelled in this freedom have made him one of the most
familiar figures of ancient social history, and one which in

its very extravagance gives a vivid impression of that ele-

ment in the Socratic pattern which it involuntarily carica-

tures. Vainly, however, do we seek a definite positive

import for the Cynic notion of wisdom or moral insight,

besides the mere negation of irrational desires and prejudices.

We saw that Socrates, while not claiming to have found
the .'ibstract theory of Good or Wise conduct, practically
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understood it to consist in the faithful performance of

customary duties, maintaining always that his own happi-

ness was therewith bound up. The Cynics more boldly

discarded both pleasure and mere custom as alike irrational

;

but in so doing they left the freed reason with no definite

aim but its own freedom. It is absurd, as Plato urged, to

say that knowledge is the good, and then when asked

"knowledge of what?" to have nothing positive to reply

but "of the good ;" but the Cynics do not seem to have

made any serious effort to escape fiom this absurdity.

The ultimate views of these two one-sided Socraticisms we
shall have to notice presently when we come to the post

Aristotelian schools. We must now proceed to the more

complicated task of tracing the fuller development of the

Socratic germ to its Platonic blossom and Aristotelian fruit.

We can see that the influence of more than one of the

earlier metaphysical schools combined with that of Socrates

to produce the famous idealism which subsequent genera

tions have learnt from Plato's dialogues ; but the precise

extent and manner in which each element co-operated is

difficult even to conjecture.^ Here, however, we may con

sider Plato's views merely in their relation to the teaching

of Socrates, since to the latter is certainly due the ethical

aspect of idealism with which we are at present concerned.

The ethics of Plato cannot properly be treated as a finished

result, but rather as a continual movement from the position

of Socrates towards the more complete and articulate system

of Aristotle; except that there is a mystical element at the

core of Plato's teaching which finds no counterpait in

Aristotle, and in fact disappears from Greek philosophy

soon after Plato's death until it finds a partial revival and
fantastic development in Neo-Pythagoreanism and Neo
Platonism, The first stage at which we can distinguish

Plato's ethical view from that of Socrates is presented in the

\Prolagoras, where he makes a serious, though clearly terita-

tive, effort to define the object of that knowledge which he

regards, with his master, as the essence of all virtue. This

science, he here maintains, is really mensuration of pleasures

and pains, by which the wise man avoids those mistaken

tinder-estimates of the value of future feelings in comparison

with present which we commonly call " yielding to fear or

desire." This thorough-going hedonism has somewhat per

plexed Plato's readers ; but (as was said in speaking of the

similar view of the Cyrenaics), when a disciple .sought to

make clear and definite the essentially Socratic doctrine

that the different common notions of good,—the beauti-

ful, the pleasant, and the useful,—were to be somehow
identified and interpreted by each other, hedonism pre-

sented itself as the most obvious conclusion. By Plato,

however, this conclusion could only have been held before

he had accomplished the movement of thought by which
he carried the Socratic method beyond the range of human
conduct, and developed it into a metaphysical system

This movement may be briefly expressed thus. " It we
inow," said Socrates, " what justice is, we can give an
iccouut or definition of it ;" true knowledge—to put it

more technically—must be knowledge of the general fact,

common to all the individual cases to which we apply our
general notion. But why should we restrict this notion

within the range of human conduct? The same relation of

general notions to particular examples extends through the
whole physical universe ; we can only think and talk of it

by means of such notions. It must be equally true every-

' The difBcuTty arises thus :—(1) Aristotle represents Platonism as
having sprung from Socratic teaching combined with Heraclitus's doc-
trine of the fiux of sensible things, and the Pythagorean theory that
numbers were the reaV; but (2) in the Megarian doctrine the non.
Soiiatic element is clearly the one changeless being of Pannenides

;

wliile (8) the original connexion of Plato and EucUdes is equally evi-

'icllt. 1

where that true or scientific knowledge is general know-
ledge, relating, not to individuals primarily, but to the

general facts or qualities which individuals exemplify; in

fact, our notion of an individual, when examined, is found
to be an aggregate of such general qualities. But, agaiUf

the object of true knowledge must be what really exists;

hence the most real reality, the essence of the universe, must
lie in these general facts, and not in the individuals that ex-

emplify them.

So far the steps are plain enough ; but we do not yet see

how this logical Realism (as it was afterwards called)

comes to have the essentially ethical character that especially

interests us in Platonism. For though Plato's philosophy
is now concerned with the whole universe of being, the
ultimate object of Lis philosophic contemplation is still

"the good," now conceived as the ultimate ground of all

being and knowledge. That is, the essence of the universe

is identified with its end,—the '• formal " with the " final
"

cause of things, to use the later Aristotelian phraseology.

How comes this about ?

Perhaps we may best explain this by recurring to the

original application of the Socratic method to human affairs.

Since all rational activity is for some end, tile different arts

or functions into which human industry is divided are

naturally defined by a statement of their ends or uses ; and
similarlyj in giving an account of the different artists and
functionaries, we necessarily state their end, " what they are

good for." It is only so far as they realize this end that

they are what we call them. A painter who cannot paint

is, as we say, " no painter ;" or, to take a favourite

Socratic illustration, a ruler is essentially one who realizes

the wellbeing of the ruled ; if he fails to do this, he is rot,

properly speaking, a ruler at all. And in a society well-

ordered on Socratic principles, every human being would
be put to some use; the essence of his life would consist in

doing v?hat he was good for. But again, it is easy to ex-

tend this view throughout the whole region of organized
life ; an eye that does not attain its end by seeing is with-

out the essence of an eye. In short, we may say of all

organs and instruments that they are what we think them
in proportion as they fulfil their function and attain their

end: .if, then, we conceive the whole universe organically, as

a complex arrangement of means to ends, we shall under-
stand how Plato might hold that all things really were, or

(as we say) " realized their idea," in proportion aa thfey

accomplished the special end or good for which they were
adapted. Even Socrates, in spite of his aversion to physics,

was led by pious reflection to expound a teleological view
of the physical world, as subservient in all its parts to

divine ends; and in the metaphysical turn which Plato

gave to this view, be was probably anticipated by Euclides

of Megara, who held that the one real being is " that which
we call by many names. Good, Wisdom, Keason, or God ;"

tc which Plato, raising to a loftier significance the Socratic

identification of the beautiful with the useful, added the

further name of absolute Beauty.

Let us conceive, then, that Plato has taken this vast stride

of thought, and identified the ultimate notions of ethics

and ontology. We have now to see what attitude this will

lead him to adopt towards the practical inquiries from
which he started. What will now be his view of wisdom,
virtue, pleasure, and their relation to human wellbeing?

The answer to this question is inevitably somewhat com-
plicated. In the first place we have to observe that

philosophy has now passed definitely from the market-
place into the study or 1 ecture-room. The quest of Socrates

was for the true art of conduct, for an ordinary member
of the human society, a man living a practical life among
his fellows. But if the objects of abstract thought con-

stitute the real woild, of which this world of individual
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things is but a shadow, if is""plain that tlie mgncst, most
real life must lie in the former region and not in the latter.

We thus reach the paradox that Plato enforced in more

than one of his most impressive dialogues, that the true art

of living is really an " art of dying " as far as possible to

mere sense, in order more fully to exist in intimate union

with absolute goodness and beauty. On the other hand,

in so far as this phUosophic abstraction from ordinary

human interests can never be complete, since the philo-

sopher must still live and act in the concrete sensible world,

the Socratic identification of wisdom and virtue is fully

maintained by Plato. Only he who apprehends good in the

abstract can imitate it in such transient and imperfect

good as admits of being realized in human life, and it is

impossible, having this knowledge, that he should not act

on it, whether in private or public affairs. Thus, in the

true philosopher, we shall necessarily find the practically

good man, he who being " likest of men to the gods is

best loved by them ;
" and also the perfect statesman, if

only the conditions of his society. allow_him a sphere for

exercising his statesmanship.

When we come to examine the characteristics "of this

practical, goodness, we find that they correspond to the

fundamental conceptions in Plato's view of the universe.

We have seen that he conceives the world of being as—(1)

essentially ideal and knowable ; (2) organized and fitted for

realization of good. Accordingly the soul of man, in its

good or norma] condition, must be (1) wise or knowing,

(2) ordered, regulated, and harmonized. The question

then arises, " Wherein does this order or harmony precisely

consist 1" In explaining how Plato was led to answer this

question, it will be well to notice that, while faithfully

maintaining the Socratic doctrine that the highest virtue

was inseparable from knowledge of the good, he had come,

as his conception of this knowledge deepened and expanded,

to recognize an inferior kind of virtue, possessed by men
who were not philosophers. It is plain that if the good
that is to be known is. the ultimate ground of the whole of

things, so that the knowledge of it includes all other know-
ledge, it is only attainable by a select and carefully trained

few, and we can hardly restrict all virtue to these alone.

What account, then, was to be given of ordinary " civic
"

bravery, temperance, and justice? It seemed clear that

men who did their duty, resisting the seductions of fear

and desire, must have right opinions, if not knowledge, as

to the good and evil in human life ; but whence comes this

right "opinion]" Partly, Plato said, it comes by nature

and " divine allotment," but for its adequate development
" custom and practice " are required. Hence the para-

mount importance of education and discipline for civic

virtue ; and even for future philosophers such moral culture,

in which physical and aesthetic training must co-operate,

is an indispensable prerequisite ; no merely intellectual

p'reparation will suffice. What, then, is the precise effect of

this culture if it does not merely develop the intellect ?

A. distinct step in psychological analysis was taken when
Plato recognized that its effect was to produce the "harmony"
above mentioned among different parts of the soul, by
subordinating the impulsive elements to reason. These
impulsive elements he further distinguished as appetitive

and combative, founding on this triple division of the soul

a systematic view of the four kinds of goodness chiefly

recognized by the common moral consciousness of Greece,
andjn later times known as the cardinal^ virtues. Of
these the two most fundamental were (as has been already
indicated) wisdom-^in its highest form philosophy—and
that harm'onious' regulation of; psychical impulses find

''J"iicterm " CHidlnalis '' ia C'hri.sti.Tn|_it is firslTfound in Ambrose
III lm. % (>:<).

activities which Plato gives as the essence of iiKawrtyij

This term in ordinary use had a wider meaning tnau out

"j"stice," and might without much straining 'denote

uprightness in social relations generilly. Still its import
is essentially social ; and we can only explain Plato's use

of it by reference to the analogy which his analysis of the

soul led him to draw between the individual man and tho'

community.' Por in this latter also he regarded the regular

tive and combative elements as naturally distinct from the

common herd, who are concerned with merely material

interests ; so that social and individual wellbeing woul.i

depend on the same harmonious action of diverse

elements, which in its social application is more naturally

termed SiKawcrvvrj. We see that these two fundamental
virtues are mutually involved. Wisdom will necessarily

maintain orderly activity, and this latter consists in regula-

tion J)y wisdom, while the two more special virtues of

courage and temperance (a-(ii<f>po(ruvr]) are only different sides

or aspects of this wisely regulated action of the complex

soul. We may observe that this fourfold division of virtue

was generally accepted in ethical discussion after Plato

;

though the notions were somewhat differently defined by
different thinkers, and the peculiar Platonic interpretatioa

of justice for the most part abandoned.

Such, then, are the forms in which essential gorfd seemed
to manifest itself in human life ; it remains to ask whether
the statement of these gives a complete account of human
wellbeing, or whether pleasure is also to be included. On
this point Plato's view seems to have gone through several

oscillations. After apparently maintaining {Protagoras) that

pleasure is the good, he passes first to the opposite extreme,

and denies it (Phcedo, Gorc/ias) to be a good at all. Not
otily 13 it, as concrete and transient, obviously not the relii

essential good that the philosopher seeks ; it is found

further that the feelings most prominently recognized as

pleasures are bound up with pain, as good can never be with

evil; since they are the mere satisfaction of painful want*

and cease with the removal of these; in so far, then, as com-
mon sense rightly recognizes some pleasures as good, it can

only be from their tendency to produce some further good,

This view, however, was too violent a divergence froiii

Socratism for Plato to remain in it. That pleasure is not

the real absolute good, was no ground for not including it

in the good of concrete human life; and after all it was only

coarse and vulgar pleasures that were indissolubly linked

to the pains of want. Accordingly, in the Bepuhlic he has

no objection to try the question of the intrinsic superiority

of philosophic or virtuous- life by the standard of pleasure ;

arguing that the philosophic (or good) man alone enjoys

real pleasure, while the sensualist spends his life in oscillat-

ing between painful want and the merely neutral state of

painlessness, which he mistakes for positive pleasure. In
the Philehus, however, though a more careful psychological

analysis leads him to soften down the exaggerations of this

attack on sensual pleasure, the antithesis of knowledge and
pleasure is again sharpened, and a desire to depreciate evea

good pleasures is more strongly shown ; still even here plea-

sure is recognized as a constituent of that philosophic life

which is the highest human good, while in the Laxos,

where the subject is more popularly treated, it is admitted

that we cannot convince man that the just life is the best

unless we can also prove it to be the pleasantest.

When a student passes from Plato to Aristotle, he is so

forcibly impressed by the contrast between the habits of

mind of the two authors and their manners of literary ex-

' It is higKly characteristic of Platonism that the issue m this dia-

logue, as originally stated, is between virtue and vice, whereas, without

any avowed change ot jround, the issue nltimately discussed is between

the philosophic life and the life of vulgar ambition or t^nsual enjoy,

meiit*'''
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pression, that It Is easy to understand how their systema

have come to be popularly conceived as diametrically

opposed to each other ; and the uncompromising polemic

which Aristotle, both in his ethical and his metaphysical

treatises, directs against Plato and the Platonists, has tended

strongly to confirm this view. Yet a closer inspection shows

us that when a later president of the Academy (Antiochus

of Ascalon) repudiated the scepticism which for two

hundred years had been accepted as the traditional Platonic

doctrine, he had good grounds for claiming Plato and

Aristotle as coincident authorities for the ethical position

which he took up. The truth is that, though Aristotle's

divergence from Plato is very conspicuous when wo con-

sider either his general conception of the subject of ethics,

or the scientific working out of his system of virtues, still

his agreement with his master is almost complete as regards

the main outline of his theory of human good ; the

difference between the two practically vanishes when we

view them in relation to the la-ter controversy between

Stoics and Epicureans. Even on the cardinal point on

which Aristotle entered into direct controversy with Plato,

the definite disagreement between the two is less than at

first appears; the objections of the disciple hit that part of

I be master's system that was rather imagined than thought

;

the positive result of Platonic speculation only gains in dis-

tinctness by the application of Aristotelian analysis.

Plato, we saw, held that there is one supreme science or

wisdom, of which the ultimate obj ect is absolute good ; in the

knowledge of this, the knowledge of all particular goods,

—

that is, of all that we rationally desire to know,—is im-

plicitly contained; and also all practical virtue, as no one

who truly knows what is good can fail to realize it. But

m spite of the intense conviction with which he thus identi-

fied metaphysical speculation and practical wisdom, we find

m his writings no serious attempt to deduce the particulars

of human wellbeing from his knowledge of absolute good,

still less to unfold from it the particular cognitions of the

special arts and sciences. Indeed, we may say that the dis-

tinction which Aristotle explicitly draws between specula-

tive science or wisdom, which is concerned with the eternal

and immutable truths of being, and practical wisdom (on

its political side statesmanship), which has for its object

"human " or "practicable" good, is really indicated in

Plato's actual treatment of the subjects, although the ex-

press recognition of it is contrary to his principles. The
discussion of good {e.g.) in his Philehus relates entirely to

human good, and the respective claims ofiThonght and
Pleasure to constitute this; he only refers in passing to the

Divine Thought that is the good of the ordered world,

as something clearly beyond the limits of the present

discussion. So again, in his last great ethico-political

treatise (the Laws) there is hardly a trace of his peculiar

metaphysics; it is from the union of practical wisdom (to

i>pQvi!.v)—not philosophy—with power that the realiza-

tion of the ideal state is now expected. On the other hand,

ihe relation between human and divine good, as presented

by Aristotle, is so close that we can hardly conceive Plato

13 having definitely thought it closer. The substantial

^ood of -the universe, in Aristotle's view, is the pure

activity of universal abstract thought, at once subject and
object, which, itself changeless and eternal, is the final cause

end first source of the whole process of change in the con-

irete world. And he holds, with Plato, that a similar

activity of pure speculative intellect is the highest and best

inode ofbnman existence, and that in which the philosopher

will seek to exist as far as possible ; though he must, being

a man, concern himself withuthe affairs of ordinary human
life, in which region his highest good will be attained by
realiaihg perfect moral excellence. No doubt Aristotle's

demonstratioa of the Jn?ppJ5£riatenes3, of ftttfibuting morale

excellence to the Deity seems to contradict Plato's doctrine

that the just man as such is " Jikest the gods ; " but here

again the discrepancy is reduced when we remember that

the essence of Plato's justice {iiKaioavvi]) is harmonious
activity. Nor, agqin, is Aristotle's divergence from tho

Socratic principle that all "virtue is knowledge" substan-

tially greater than Plato's. Both accept the paradox in the

qualified sense that no one can deliberately act contrary to

what appears to him good, and that perfect virtue ia

inseparably bound up with perfect wisdom or moral insight.'

Both, however, see that this moral insight is not to be im-

parted by mere teaching, but depends rather on careful

training in good habits applied to minds of good natural

dispositions; though the doctrine has no doubt a -more

definite and prominent place in Aristotle's system. In the

same way the latter draws more clearly, and develops

more fully, the distinction between impulsive oS'ences and
Uie deliberate choice of eVil for good which belongs to

confirmed vice ; which is, however, implied in Plato's later

recognition (in the Sophisla) of " disorder " of the soul as a
kind of badness essentially diB'erent from ignorance. The
disciple, no doubt, takes a Step in advance by stating

definitely, as an essential characteristic of virtuous action,

that it is chosen for its own sake, for the beauty of virtue

alone ; but herein he merely formulates the conviction that

his master more persuasively inspires. Nor, finally, does

Aristotle's account of the relation of pleasure to human
wellbeing diS"er materially from the outcome of Plato's

thought on this point, as the later dialogues present it to

us ; although he has to combat the extreme anti-hedonism'

to- which the Platonic school under Speusippus had been led

Pleasure, in Aristotle's view, is not the essence of wellbeing,

but rather an inseparable accident of it ; human Wellbeing

is essentially well doing, excellent activity of some kind,

whether its aim and end be abstract truth or noble con-

duct; but all activities are attended and in a mannel
perfected by pleasure, which is better and more desirable

in proportion to the excellence of the activity. He no

doubt criticises Plato's account of the nature of pleasuroj

arguing that we cannot properly conceive pleasure

either as a " process " or as "replenishment"—the last

term, he truly says, denotes a material rather than a
psychical fact ; but this does not interfere with the general

ethical agreement between the two ; and the doctrine that

vicious pleasures are not true or real pleasures w so

characteristically Platonic that we are almost surprised to

find it in Aristotle.

In so far as there is any important difference between

the Platonic and the Aristotelian views of human good,'

we may observe that the latter is substantially the more

faithful development of the ethical teaching of Socrates,

although it is presented in a far more technical and scho-

lastic form, and involves a more distinct rejection of the

fundamental Socratic parados. The same result appears

when we compare the methods of the three philosophers.

Although the Socratic induction forms a striking feature

of Plato's dialogues, his ideal method of, ethics is purely

deductive ; he only admits common sense as supplying

provisional steps and starting points from, which the

mind is to ascend to knowledge - of absolute good;

by deduction from which, as he conceives, the lower

notions of particular goods are to be truly apprehended*

Aristotle, discarding the transcendentalism of Platoy

naturally receded towards the original Socratic method

of induction from and verification by common opinion.

Indeed, the turns and windings of his exposition ara

test understood if we consider his literary manner aa

a kind of Socratic dialogue formalized and reduced to a

monologue—transferred, we may say, from the market*

place to the lecture-room. ,He first leads us b^ an indue
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tioa to the fundamental notion ot ultimate end or good
for man. All men, in acting, aim at eome result, either

for its own sake or as a means to some further end; but

obviously everything cannot be sought merely as a means
;

there must therefore be some ultimate end. In fact men
commonly recognize such an end, and agree to call it well

being* (eiSoi/iowa) ; but they take very different views of

its nature. How, then, shall wo Und the true view 1

Another genuinely Socratic induction leads us to this. We
observe that men are classified and named according to

their functions ; all kinds of man, and indeed all organs of

man, have their special functions, and are judged as

functionaries and organs to be in good or bad condition

according as they perform their functions well or ilL May
we not then infer that man, as man, has his proper function,

and that the wellbeing or " doing well " that all seek really

lies in fulfilling well the proper function of man,—that is,

in living well that life of the rational soul which we recog-

nize as man's distinctive attribute?

Again, this Socratic deference to common opinion is not
merely shown in the way by which Aristotle reaches his

fundamental conception; it equally appears in his treatment

of the conception itself. In the first place, though in

Aristotle's view the most perfect wellbeing consists in the

exercise of man's " divinest part," pure speculative reason,

he keeps far from the paradox of putting forward this and
nothing else as human good; so far, indeed, that the

greater part of his treatise is occupied with an exposition of

the inferior good which is realized in practical life when
the appetitive or impulsive (semi-rational) element of the

soul operates under the due regulation of reason. Even
when the notion of "good performance of function" was
thus widened, and when it had further taken in the
pleasure that:i3 inseparably connected with such function-

ing, it did not yet correspond to the whole of what a Greek
commonly understood as "human wellbeing;" though, in

order to make it (it better, Aristotle emphasizes more than
we should have expected the necessity of worldly goods
for the realization of such virtues as liberality, justice, &c.

There still remain other goods, such as beauty, good birth,

welfare of posterity, &c,, the presence or absence of which
influenced the common view of a man's wellbeing, though
they could not be shown to be even indirectly important
to his " well-acting." These Aristotle neither attempts
to exclude from the philosophic conception of wellbeing nor
to include in his formal definition of it. The deliberate

looseness which is thus given to his fundamental doctrine

characterizes more or less his whole discussion of ethics.

Ee plainly says that the subject does not admit of com-
pletely scientific treatment ; his aim is to give not a per-

fectly definite theory of human good, but a practically

adequate account of its most important constituents.

The most important characteristics, then, of wellbeing or

good life for ordinary men are represented by the notions

of the different moral excellences. In expounding these,

Aristotle gives throughout the pure result of analytical

observation of the common moral consciousness of his age.

Ethical truth, in his view, is to be attained by induction

from particular moral opinions, just as physical truth is

to be obtained by induction from particular physical observa-

tions. On account of the conflict of opinion in ethics we
cannot hops to obtain perfect clearness and certainty npon
all questions; still reflection will lead us to discard some of

the conflicting views and find a reconciliation for others,

* This cardinal term is commoaly translated " happiness ;" and it

must be allowed that it is the most natural term for what we (in En»-
lisWj agree to call " onr being's end and aim," But happiness so defin.

Itely signifies a state of feeling that it will not admit the interpretation

that Aristotle (as well as Plato and the Stoics) expressly gives to
mtfiaiuovia ; hence the rendering iv^aiuovla by happiness has caused
terioua confusion to the students of Greek philosophy.

and will furnish, on the whole, a praclicjUy BufTiciciit

residuum of moral truth. In many respects this adhesion
to common sense involves a sacrifice of both depth and
completeness in Aristotle's system. His virtues are not
arranged on any clear philosophic plan ; the list shows no
serious attempt to consider human life exhaustively, and
exhibit the standard of excellence appropriate to its

different departments or aspects. He seems to have taken
as a starting point Plato's four cardinal virtues. The two
comprehensive notions of Wisdom and Justics (StKatoo-ui^)

he treats separately. As regards both his analysis leads

him to diverge considerably from Plato, As we saw, his

distinction between practical and speculative Wisdom
belongs to the deepest of his disagreements with his master

;

and in the case of SiKaioqTJfvj again- he distinguishes the

wider use of the term to express Law-observance, which (he

says) coincides with the social side of virtue generally, and
its narrower use for. the virtue that " aims at a kind of

equality," whether (1) in the distribution of wealth, honour,

&c., or (2) in commercial exchange, or (3) in the reparation

of wrong done. Then, in arranging the other special virtues,

he begins with courage and temperance, which (after Plato)

ha considers as the excellences of the " irrational element" of

the soul. Next follow two pairs of excellences, concerned

respectively with wealth and honour :—(1) liberality and
magnificence, of which the latter is exhibited in greater

matters of expenditure, and (2) laudable ambition and
highmindedncss similariy related to honour. Then conies

gentleness—the virtue regulative of anger ; and the list is

concluded by the excellences ot social intercourse, friend-

liness (as a mean between obsequiousness and surliness),

truthfulness, and decorous wit.

The abundant store of just and close analytical obser-

vation contained in Aristotle's account of these notions

give it a permanent interest, even beyond its historical

value as a delineation of the Greek ideal of "fair and
good" life." But its looseness of arrangement and almost
grotesque co-ordination of qualities widely differing in

importance are obvious; and Aristotle's restriction of

the sphere of courage to dangers in war, and of that

of temperance to certain bodily pleasures, as well as his

non-distinction of selfish and benevolent expenditure in

describing liberality, illustrate the fragmentariness and
superficiality of treatment to which mere analysis of the

common usage of ethical terms is always liable to lead.

Nor is his famous general formula for virtue, that it is a
mean or middle state, always to be found somewhere
between the vices which stand to it in the relation of excess

and defect, of much avail in rendering his treatment moro
systematic. It was important, no doubt, to express the

need of limitation and regulation, of observing due measure
and proportion, in order to attain good results in human
life no less than in artistic products ; but the observation

of this need was no new thing in Greek literature; indeed,

it had already led the Pythagoreans and Plato to find the

ultimate essence of the ordered universe in namber. But
Aristotle's purely quantitative statement of the relation of

virtue and vice is misleading, even where it is not obviously

inappropriate ; and sometimes leads him to such eccentri-

cities as that of making simple veracity a mean between
boastfulness and mock-modesty,

' Aristotle follows Plato and Socrates in identifying the notions of

KaKdi ("fair," " beautiful') and iyaSiJj ("good") in theirapplication to

conduct. We may observe, however, that while the latter term is used to

denote the virtuous man, and (in the neuter) equivalent to end generally,

the former is rather chosen to express the quality of virtuous acts which
in any particular case is the end of the virtuous agent. Aristotle no
doubt faithfully represents the common sense of Greece in considepug

that, in so far as virtue is in itself good to the virtuous agent, it belnnf;*

to that species of good which we distinguish as beautiful. In later

Greek philosophy the terra Ka\ii> ("honestum") became still more tecV-

aical in the siguificatiou of " morally good."
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It ought to be said that Aristotle does not present the

formula just discussed as supplying a criterion of good con-

duct in any particular case ; he expressly leaves this to

be determined by " correct reasoning, and the judgment

of the practically wise man." We cannot, however, find

that he has furnished any substantial principles for its

determination ; indeed, he hardly seems to have formed a

distinct general idea of the practical syllogism by which he

conceives it to be effected.' And, indeed, it would not have

been easy for him to make this point plain, without bring-

ing into prominence a profound discrepancy between his

own view of rational action and the common opinion and

practice of mankind. The kind of reasoning which his

view of virtuous conduct requires is one in which the ulti-

mate major premise states a distinctive characteristic of

Bome virtue, and one or more minor premises show that

such characteristic belongs to a certain mode of conduct

under given circumstances; since it is essential to good

conduct that it should contain its end in itself, and be

chosen for its own sake. But he has not failed to observe

that practical reasonings are not commonly of this kind,

Wt are rather concerned with actions as means to ulterior

ends ; indeed, he lays stress on this as a characteristic of

the " political " life, when he wishes to prove its inferiority

to the life of 'pure speculation. Though common sense will

admit that virtues are the best of goods, it still undoubtedly

conceives practical wisdom as chiefly exercised in provid-

ing those inferior goods which Aristotle, after recognizing

the need or use of them for the realization of human well-

being, has dropped out of sight ; and the result is that, in

trying to make clear his conception of practical wisdom, we
find ourselves fluctuating continually between the common
notion, which he does not distinctly reject, and the notion

required as the keystone of his ethical system.

On the whole, there is probably no treatise so masterly as

Aristotle's Ethics, and containing so much close and valid

thought, that yet leaves on the reader's mind so strong an
impression of dispersive and incomplete work. It is only by
dweUing on these defects that we can understand the small

amount of influence that his system exercised during the five

centuries after his death, in which the schools sprung from
Socrates were still predominant in Grseco- Roman culture;

as compared with the effect which it has had, directly or in-

directly, in shaping the thought of modern Europe. Partly,

no doubt, the limited influence of the " Peripatetics''^ (as

Aristotle's disciples were called) is to be attributed to that

exaltation of the purely speculative life which distinguished

the Aristotelian ethics from other later systems, and which
was too alien from the common moral consciousness to find

much acceptance in an age in which the ethical aims of

philosophy had again become paramount. Partly, again,

the analytical distinctness of Aristotle's manner brings into

special prominence the difficulties that attend the Socratic

effort to reconcile the ideal aspirations of men, and the

principles on which they agree to distribute mutual praise

and blame, with the principles on which their practical

reasonings are commonly conducted. The conflict between

these two elements of Conimon Sense was too profound to

be compromised; and the moral consciousness of mankind
demanded a more trenchant partisanship than Aristotle's.
. ^ ,

' There is a certaia difficulty in discussing Aristotle's Tiew? on the
Bui>ject of practical wisdom, and the relation of the intellect to moral
action, since it is most proiiable that the only accounts that we have
of these view! are not part of the genuine writings of Aristotle. StiU
books vi. and vii. of the Nicomnchean Ethics contain no doubt as pure
Aristotelian doctrine as a disciple could give, and appear to supply a
Esufficient foundation for the general criticism expressed in the text.

' The term is derived from TtiiiraTuy, "to walk about," and was
applied to the disciples of Aristotle in conseciuence of the master's

fttstom of piving instruction while ivalkin;; to and fro in' the ahady
Bvcnues af the ffmuastam Ahere be lectured,

Its demands were met Dy a school which separated the moral

from the worldly view of life, with an absoluteness and de-

finiteness that caught the imagination ; which regarded prac-

tical goodness as tho highest result and manifestation of its

ideal of wisdom ; and which bound the common notions of

duty into an apparently complete and coherent system, by
a formula that comprehended the whole of human life, and
exhibited its relation to the ordered process of the universe.

This school was always known as the " Stoic," from tho

portico (tnod) in Which its founder Zeno used to teach.

The intellectual descent of its ethical doctrines is principally

to bo traced to Socrates through the Cynics, though an im-

portant element in them seems attributable to the school

that inherited the " Academy" of Plato. Both Stoic and
Cynic maintained, in its sharpest form, the fundamental

tenet that the practical knowledge which is virtue, with

the condition of soul that is inseparable from it, is alone

to be accounted good. He who exercises this wisdom oi

knowledge has complete wellbeing ; all else is indifferent

to him. It is true that the Cynics were more concerned to

emphasize the negative side of the sage's wellbeing,

its independence of bodily health and strength, beauty,

pleasure, wealth, good birth, good fame ; while the Stoics

brought into more prominence its positive side, the mag-
nanimous confidence, the tranquillity undisturbed by grief,

the joy and good cheer of the spirit, which inseparably

attended the possession of wisdom. This difference, how-
ever, did not amount to disagreement. The Stoics, in

fact, seem generally to have regarded the eccentricities

of Cynicism as an emphatic manner of expressing the

essential antithesis between philosophy and the world ; a

manner which, though not necessary or even normal, might
yet be advantageously adopted by the sage under certain

circumstances.^

Wherein, then, does this knowledge or wisdom that Bioiclam^

makes free and perfect consist ? Both Cynics and Stoics

agreed that the most important part of it, that which con-

stituted the fundamental distinction between the wise and
the unwise, was the knowledge that the sole good of man
lay in this knowledge or wisdom itself. It must be under-

stood that by wisdom they meant wisdom realized in act

;

indeed, they did not conceive the existence of wisdom as

separable from such realization. We may observe, too, that

the Stoics rejected the divergence which we have seen

gradually taking place in Platonic-Aristotelian thought
from the position of Socrates, "that no one aims at what he
knows to be bad." The stress that their psychology laid en
the essential unity of the rational self that is the source of

voluntary action, prevented them from accepting Plato's

analysis of the soul into a regulative element and elements

needing regulation. They held that what we caU passion,

so far as it governs the voluntary action of a reasoning

being, must always be erroneous judgment as to what is to

be sought or shunned. From such passions or errors the

truly wise man will be free. He will of course be con-

scious of the solicitations of physical appetite ; but he will

not be misled into supposing that its object is really a good ;

he cannot, therefore, hope for the attainment of this object

or fear to miss it, as these states involve the conception of

it as 3 good. Similarly, though he will be subject like

other men to bodily pain, this will not cause him mental

grief or disquiet, as his worst agonies will not disturb his

clear conviction that it is really indifferent to his true

reasonable self. And so of all other objects that commonly
excite men's hope, fear, joy, or grief; thej cannot produce

these states in the sage, because he cannot judge them to be

' It has heen suggestively said that Cynicism was to Stoicism what
monasticism was to early Christianity. The analogy, however, must
not be pressed too far, since orthodox Stoics do not ever a4em to have
recorded Cynicism as the more perfcil wny.
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good or bad. TLat this inijiassive sago was a being not to bo

found among living men the later Stoi-js at least wcro fully

aware. They faintly sugge;;tod that one or two moral heroes

of old lime might have realized the ideal, but they admitted

that all other philosophers (even) were merely ina state of pro-

gress towards it. This admission did not in the lea.st dimi-

nish the rigour of their demand for absolute loyalty to the

exclusive claims of wisdom. The assurance of its own unique

value that such wisdom involved they heid to be an abid-

ing possession for those who had attained it ;' and without

this assurance no act could be truly wise or virtuous.

Whatever was not of Ifnowledge was of sin ; and the dis-

tinction between right and wrong being absolute and not

admitting of degrees, all sins were equally sinful ; whoever

broke the least commandment was guilty of the whole law.

Similarly, in any one of the manifestations of wisdom,

commonly distinguished as particular virtues, all wisdom

v/as somehow involved j though whether these virtues were

speciiically distinct, or only the same knowledge in different

relations, was a subtle question on which the Stoics do not

Beem to have been agreed.

Was, then, this rare and priceless knowledge something

which it was possible for man to attain, or were human
.shortcomings really involuntary ? There is an obvious

danger to moral responsibility involved in the doctrine

that vice is involuntary; which yet seems a natural inference

from the Socratic identification of knowledge with virtue.

Hence Aristotle had already been led to attempt a refutation

of this doctrine ; but his attempt had only shown the pro-

found difficulty of attacking the paradox, so long as it was
admitted that no one could of deliberate purpose act con-

trary to what seemed to him best. Now, Aristotle's diver-

gence from Socrates bad not led him so far as to deny
this ; while for the Stoics who had receded to the original

Socratic position, the difficulty was still more patent. In

fact, a philosopher who maintains that virtue is essentially

knowledge has to choose between alternative paradoxes

:

he must either allow vice to be involuntary, or affirm

ignorance to be voluntary. The latter horn of the dilemma
is at any rate the less dangerous to morality, and .as such

the Stoics chose it. But they were not yet at the end of

their perplexities ; for while they were thus driven on one

line of thought to an extreme extension of the range of

human volition, their view of the physical universe involved

an equally thorough-going determinism. How could the

vicious man be responsible if his vice were strictly pre-

determined? The Stoics answered that the error which

ivas the essence of vice was so iar voluntary that it could

be avoided if men chose to exercise their reason; no doubt

it depended on the innate force and firmness^ of a man's

soul whether his reason was thus effectiKilly exercised ; but
moral responsibility was saved if the vicious act proceeded

from the man himself and not from any external cause.

With all this wo have got little way towards ascertaining

the positive practical content of this wisdom. How are we
to emerge from the barren circle of affirming (1) that

wisdom is the sole good and unwisdom the solo evil, and

(2) that wisdom is the knowledge of good and evil; and
attain some method for determining the particulars of good
conduct? Both Cynicism and Stoicism stood in need of

such a method to complete their doctrine, since neither

school was prepared to maintain that whit the sage docs

is indifferent (no less than what befalls him), provided only
he does it with a full conviction of its indifference. The
Oynics, however, seem to have made no philosophical

' The Stoics were not quite agreed as to the inalienability of virtue,

but they were agreed that, when once possessed, it could only be lost

through the loss of reason itself.

' Hence some members of tlie school, -withontrojecting the definition
•^ Yirluo- kuowlcdge, .% ao deliucd it as "strcuglh and lorce^

'

provision for this need ; they were content to mean hy
virtue what any plain man meant by it, except in so far as

their sense of independence led them to reject certain

rccoirod precepts and prejudices. The Stoics, on the other

hand, not only worked out a detailed system of duties—or,

as they termed them, " things meet and fit" (KaOi]KoyTa)

for all occasions of life ; they were further especially

concerned to comprehend them under a general formula.

They found this by bringing out the positive significance

of the notion of Nature, which the Cynic had used chiefly

in a negative way, as an antithesis to the " consantions"

(i-o/ios), from which his knowledge had made him free.

Even in this negative use of the notion, it is necessarily

implied that whatever in man is " natural "—that is,

prior to and uncorrupted by social customs and conventions,

—must furnish valid guidance for conduct. But whence
can this authority belong to the natural, unless nature, the

ordered creation of which man is a part, be itself somehow
reasonable, an expression or embodiment of divine law and
wisdom ? The conception of the world, as organized and
filled by divine thought, was common, in some form, to all

the philosophies that looked back to Socrates as their

founder,—the Megarians, as we saw, even maintaining that

this thought was the sole' reality. This latter doctrine

harmonized thoroughly with the Stoic view of human good ;

but being unable to conceive substance idealistically, they

(with considerable aid from the earlier system of Heraclitus)

supplied a materialistic side to their pantheism,—conceiving

divine thought as an attribute of tho purest and most
primary of material substances, a subtle fiery sether.

They held the physical world to have been developed out

of Zeua, so conceived ; to be, in fact, a modification of his

eternal substance into which it would ultimately be con-

sumed and re-absorbed ; meanwhile it was throughout

permeated with the fashioning force of his divine spirit,

and perfectly ordered by his prescient law. This theological

view of the physical universe had a double effect on the

ethics of the Stoic. In the first place it gave to his

cardinal conviction of the all-sufficiency of wis'dom for

human wellbeing a root of cosmical fact, and an atmo-
sphere of religious and social emotion. The exercise of

wisdom was now viewed as the pure life of that particle of

divine substance which was in very truth Jhe "god within

him ;" the reason whose supremacy he maintained was the
reason of Zeus, and of all gods and reasonable men, no
less than his own ; its realization in any one individual

was thus the common good of all rational beings as such
;

" the sage could not stretch ont a finger rightly without
thereby benefiting all other sages,"—nay, it might even be
said that he was "as useful to Zeus as Zeus to him."^ But
again, the same conception served to harmonize the higher

and the lower elements of human life. For even in the

physical or non-rational man, as originally constituted, we
may see clear indications of the divine design, which it

belongs to his rational will to carry into conscious execu-

tion ; indeed, in the first stage of human life, before reason

is fully developed, uncorrupted natural impulse effects whal
is afterwards the work of reason. Thus the formula of
"living according to nature," in its application to man as

the " rational animal," may be understood both as directing'

that reason is to govern, and as indicating how that govern-
ment is to be practically exercised. In man, as in every
other animal, from the moment of birth natural impulse
prompts to self-preservation, and to the maintenance of his

physical frame in its original integrity ; then, when reason
has been developed and has recognized itself as its own
sole good, these " primary ends of nature " and whatever

? It is apparently in view of this union in reason of rational beings
that friends are allowed to bo " external goods " to the sago, and tbat
the fosacssion of xood children is also counted a goorU
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piomotea these still constitute the outward objects at which
reason is to aim; there is a certain value (afta) in them, in

proportion to which they are " preferred" (Trpcnjyufva) and
their opposites " rejected" (dn-oirpo)/y/xei'o) ; indeed, it is only

in the due and consistent exercise of such preference and
rejection that wisdom can find its. practical manifestation.

In this way all or most of the things commonly judged to be
"goods"—health, strength, wes^lth, fame,* &c.,—are brought

within the sphere of the sage's choice, though his real good

still is solely in the wisdom of the choice, and not in the

thing chosen
;
just as an archer aims at a bull's eye, his end

being not the mark itself, but the manifestation of his skill

In hitting it

It is to be observed that the adoption of " conformity to

nature," as the general positive rule for outward conduct,

originated in theAcademic school,which, after Plato's death,

seems to have separated ethics from ontology as completely

88 A.ri8totle. We find " nature" used as a cardinal notion in

ethics both by Speusippus, Plato's immediate successor, and

by Xenocrates, the contemporary of Aristotle. Indeed, their

fundamental doctrine apparently, differed from the Stoic's

(inly in calling " good" what the latter called " preferred,"

rnd consistently affirming that virtue was sufficient

}iy itself for happiness, but not for perfect happiness. A
»'iew nearly the same, but allowing more import-

Krjce to outward circumstances, was maintained by the Peri-

patetics ; on whom, when the energies of Plato's school

were absorbed in scepticism (250-100 B.C.), it chiefly

devolved to maintain the more moderate^ claims of morality

in contrast to the paradoxes of Stoicism. It is easy to

understand how the one school thought it mere perversity

to refuse the common names of "good" and "evil "to
things " preferred " and " rejected," and patent inconsistency

to make wisdom manifest itself in choosing among objects

that wisdom knew to be indifferent ; while to the other it

seemed the essence of philosophy to be thus independent

of outward things while yet exercised upon them.

So far we have considered the "nature " of the individual

man as apart from his social relations ; but it is obvious

that the sphere of virtue, as commonly conceived, lies

chiefly in these, and this was fully recognized in the Stoic

account of duties (KaO-^Kovra) ; indeed, their exposition of

the '" natural " basis of justice, the evidences in man's

mental and physical constitution that he was born not for

himself but for mankind, is the most important part of their

work in the region of practical morality. Here, . however,

we especially notice the double significance of " natural," as

applieid to (1) what actually exists everywhere or for the

most part, and (2) what would exist if the original plan of

man's life were fully carried out ; and we find that the

Stoics have not clearly harmonized the two elements of the

notion.. That man was " naturally " a social animal Aristotle

had already taught ; that aU rational beings, in the unity

of the reason that ia conmion to all, form naturally one

community with a common law was (as we saw) an
immediate inference from the Stoic conception of the

universe as a whole. That the members of this " city of

Zeus " should observe their contracts, abstain from mutual
narm, combine to protect each other from injury, were

obvious points of natural law ; while, again, it was
clearly necessary to the preservation of human society that

' The Stoics seem to have varied in their view of " good repute,

"

tbio^la ; at first, whea the school was more under the influence of

Cynicism, they professed an outward as well as an inward indifference

to it ; ultimately they conceded the point to common sense, and includ-

ed it among Tporryi^tya.
* There- were different degrees of this moderation, but in no case

was it very moderate ;—if we may judge from the extant to which
Ariatotle's successor Theophrastus was attacked for his weakness ui

conceding that there was a degree of torture which would prevent a
Ifood man from being happy.

its members should form sexual unions, produce children,
and bestow care on their rearing and trainfng. But beyond
this nature did not seem to go in determining the relations
of the sexes; accordingly, we find that community of
wives was a feature of Zeno's ideal commonwealth, just as
it was of Plato's ; and other Stoics are represented as main^
taining, and illustrating with rather offensive paradoxes,
the conventionality and relativity of the received code of
sexual morality; while, again, the strict theory of the
school recognized no government or laws as true or bind-
ing except those of the sage ; he alone is the true ruler,

the true king. So far, the Stoic " nature " seems in danger
of being as revolutionary as Rousseau's. Practically,

however, this revolutionary aspect of the notion was kept
for the most part in the background ; the rational law of an
ideal community was peacefully undistinguished from the
positive Ordinances and customs of actual society ; and the
"natural" ties that actually bound each man to family,

kinsmen, fatherland, and to unwise humanity generally,

supplied the outline on which the external manifestation of
justice was delineated. It was a fundamental maxim that
the sage was to take part in public life; and it does not
appear that his political action was to be regulated by any
other principles than those commonly accepted in his com-
munity. Similarly, in the view taken by the Stoics of the
duties of social decorum, and in their attitude to the popular
religion, we find a fluctuating compromise between the dis-

position to repudiate what is artificial and conventional,

and the disposition to revere what is actual and established

which both equally spring from the very core of thei

creed.

Among the primary ends of nature, in which wisdom re-

cognized a certain preferability, the Stoics included freedom
from bodily pain ; but they refused, even in this outer court

of wisdom, to find a place for pleasure. They held that

the latter was not an object of uncorrupted natural impulse,

but an " aftergrowth," a mere consequence of natural im-
pulses attaining their ends. They thus endeavoured to
resist Epicureanism even on the ground where the latter

seems prima facie strongest ; in its appeal, namely, to the

natural pleasure-seeking of all living things. Nor did they
merely mean by pleasure (rjZovrj) the gratification of bodily

appetite ; we find {e.ff.) Chrysippus urging, as a decisive

argument against Aristotle that pure speculation was
" a kind of amusement ; that is, pleasure." This being so,

the distinction that they drew between pleasure, and the

"joy and gladness" (x<^pd., tifjipoavvrj) that accompanied
the exercise of virtue, cannot but seem somewhat arbitrary.

We must observe, however, that even this " moral pleasure,"

as a modem would consider it, though inseparable in the

Stoic view from wellbeing, was not its most essential con-

stituent. It is only by a modern misrepresentation of

Stoicism that tranquillity or serenity of soul is taken as the

real ultimate end, to which the exercise of virtue is merely

a means. In Zeno's system, as in Aristotle's, it is good
activity, and not the" feeling that attends it, which con-

stitutes the essence of good life. At the same time, since

pleasant feeling of some kind must always have been the

chief element in the common conception of Greek ev&ai/jKivia

as well as of English "happiness," it ia probable that

the serene joys of virtue and the grieflessness which

the sage was conceived to maintain amid the worst tor-

tures, formed the main attractions of Stoicism for ordinary

minds. In this sense it may be fairly said that Stoics and
Epicureans made rival offers to mankind of the same kind

of happiness ; and the philosophical peculiarities of either

system may be equally traced to the same desire of

maintaining that independence of the changes and chances

of life which seemed essential to a settled serenity of souL,

The Stoic claims on this head were the loftiest ; as the
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wellbaing of their sage waa independent, not only of exter-

nal tilings and bodily conditions, but of time itself ; it was

fally realized in a single exercise of 'visdom and could not

be increased by duration. This paradox is violent, but it

is quits in harmony with the spirit of Stoicism; and we
are mare startled to find that the Epicurean sage, no less

than the Stoic, is to be happy even on the rack ; that his

happiness, too, is unimpaired hy being restricted in duration,

when his mind has apprehended the natural limits of life
;

that, in short, Epicurus makes no less strenuous efforts than

Zono to eliminate imperfection from the conditions of

human existence. This characteristic, however, is the key
to the chief differences between Epicureanism and the more
naive hedonism of Aristippus. The latter system gave the

simplest and most obvious answer to the inquiry after ulti-

mate good for man ; but besides being liable, when
developed consistently and unreservedly, to offend tlfe com-

niou moral consciousness, it conspicuously failed to provide

the " completeness " and " security " which, as Aristotle

says, " one divines to belong to man's true Good." Philo-

sophy, in the Greek view, should be the art as well as the

science of good life ; and hedonistic philosophy would seem

a bungling and uncertain art of pleasure, as pleasure is

ordinarily conceived. Nay, it would even be found that

the habit of philosophical .reflection often operated adversely

to the attainment of this end, by developing the thinker's

self-consciousness, so as to disturb that normal relation to

external objects on which the zest of ordinary enjoyment
depends. Elence we find that later thinkers of the Cyrenaic

school felt themselves compelled to change their fundamen-
tal notion ; thus Theodorus defined the good as " gladness"

{;^apa) depending on wisdom, as distinct from mere
pleasure, while Hegesias proclaimed that happiness was un-

attainable, and that the chief function of wisdom was to

render life painless by producing indifference to all things

that give pleasure. But by such changes their system lost

the support that it had had in the pleasure-seeking

tendencies of ordinary men; indeed, with Hegesias the pur-

suit of pleasure has turned into its opposite, and one is not

surpirised to learn that this hedonist's lectures were forbidden

as stimulating to suicide. It was clear that if philosophic

hedonism was to be established on a broad and firm basis,

it must somehow combine in its notion of good what the

plain man naturally sought with what philosophy could

plausibly offer. Such a combination was effected, with

some little violence, by Epicurus; whose system with all its

defects shewed a remarkable power of standing the test of

time, as it attracted the unqualified adhesion of generation

after generation of discinles for a period of more than six

centuries.

Epicurus maintains, on the oiie hand, as emphatically as

Aristippus, that pleasure is the sole ultimate good, and pi»in

the sole evil ; that no pleasure is to be rejected except for

its painful consequences, and no pain to be chosen except

as a means to greater pleasure ; that the stringency of all

laws and customs depends solely on the legal and social

penalties attached to their violation; that, in short, all vir-

tuous conduct and all speculative activity are empty and
useless, except as contributing to the pleasantness of the

agent's life. And he assures us that he means by pleasure

what plain men mean by it ; and that if the gratifications

of appetite and sense are discarded, the notion is emptied

of its significance. So far the system would seem to suit

the inclinations of the most thorough-going voluptuary.

But its aspect changes when we learn that the highest point

of pleasure, whether in body or mind, is to be attained by
the mere removal of pain or disturbance, after which
pleasure admits of variation only and not of augment \tion

;

that therefore the utmost gratification of which the body is

caoable may be provided by the simplest means, and that

" natural wealth " is no more than any man can eariL

When further we are told that the attainment of happiness

depeads almost entirely upon insight and right calculation,

fortune having very little to do with it ; that the pleasures

and pains of the mind are far more important than those of

the body, owing to the accumulation of feeling caused by
memory and anticipation; and that an indispensable con-

dition of mental happiness lies in relieving the mind of all

superstitions, which can only be effected by a thorough

knowledge of the physical universe,—we see that an ample
place is secured in this system for the exercise of the philo-

sophic intellect. So again, in the stress that Epicurus

lays on the misery which the most secret wrong-doing must
necessarily cause the doer, from the perpetual fear of dis-

covery, and in his exuberant exaltation of the value of dis-

interested friendship, we recognize a sincere, though not

completelj^ successful, effort to avoid the offence that con-

sistent egoistic hedonism is apt to give to ordinary human
feeling. As regards friendship, indeed, the example of

Epicurus, who was a man of eager and affectionate tempera-,

ment, and peculiarly unexclusive sympathies,' was probably

more effective than his teaching. The genial fellowship of

the philosophic community that he collected in his gardei^

remained a striking feature in the traditions of his school

;

and certainly the ideal which Stoics and Epicureans equally

cherished, of a brotherhood of sages united in harmoniouff

smooth-flowing existence, was most easily realized on the'

Epicurean plan of withdrawing from political and dialectical

conflict to simple living and serene leisure, in imitation of

the eternal leisure of the gods apart from the fortuitous

concourse of atoms that we call a world.

The two systems that have just been described were those i^tei

that most prominently attracted the attention of the GrseM

ancient world, so far as it was directed to ethics, from '9^'}°'

their almost simultaneous origin to the end of the 2d l^iJl-
century a.d., when Stoicism almost vanishes from ourinRonu
view. But side by side with them the schools of Plato and
Aristotle stiU maintained a continuity of tradition, and a

more or lesj vigorous life ; and philosophy, as a recognized

element of Graeco-Eoman culture, was understood to \A

divided among these four branches. The internal history,

however, of the four schools was very different. We find

no development worthy of notice in Aristotelian ethics ; ii

fact the niilosophic energy of this school seems to havf

been somewhat weighed down by the inheritance of th<

master's vast work, and distracted by the example of hit

many-sided activity. The Epicureans, again, from theii

unquestioning acceptance of the " dogmas " ^ of their

founder, almost deserve to be called a sect rather than a

school On the other hand, the changes in Stoicism are

very noteworthy ,• and \.-e are peculiarly well able to trace

them, as the only original writings of this school which we

possess are those of the later Koman Stoics. These

changes may be partly attributed to the natural inoei

development of the system, partly to the reaction of the

Roman mind on the essentially Greek doctrine which it

received,—a reaction all the more inevitable from the very

affinity between the Stoic sage and the ancient Eoman
ideal of manliness. It was natural that the earlier Stoics

should be chiefly occupied with delineating the inner and

outer characteristics of ideal wisdom and virtue, and

that the gap between the ideal sage aud the actual philo

sopher, though never ignored, should yet be somewhat
overlooked. But when the question " What is man's

good 1 " had been answered by an elaborate exposition ol

perfect wisdom, the other question " How may a- man

• It is noted of him ttat he did not disdain the cooperation either oj

women or of slaves in his philosophical laboiirs.

' The last charge of Epicurus to his disciples is said to have been.
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emerge from 'tleTnisBry and folly of the world, and get on

elie way towards wisdom 1
" -would naturally attract atten-

tion; and the preponderance of moral over scientific

interest, which was characteristic of the Roman mind,

would tend to give this question especial prominence.

Thus philosophy, in the view of Seneca and. Epictetus,

comes to present itself as the healer to whom men come

from a sense of their weakness and disease,—whose business

is " with the sick not with the whole;" the wisdom by

which she heals is not something that needs long disserta-

tions or dialectical subtleties, but rather continual practice,

self-discipline, self-examination. The same sense of the

gap between theory and fact gives to the religious element

of Stoicism a new force and a new aspecS; the soul, con-

Bcious of its weakness, kans on the thought of God, and in

the philosopher's attitude towards external events, pious

resignation preponderates over self poised indifference ; the

old self-reliance of- the reason, looking down on man's

natural life as a mere field for its exercise, shrinks and

dwindles,* making room for a positive aversion to the flesh

as an alien element imprisoning and hampering the spirit

;

the body has come to be a " corpse which the soul

sustains,"! and life a "sojourn in a strange land;"^ in

short, the ethical idealism of Zeno has begun to borrow

from the metaphysical idealism of Plato.

In no one of these schools was the outward coherence of

tradition so much strained by inner changes as it was in

Plato's. The alterations, however, in the metaphysical

position o'f the Academics seem to have had less effect on
their ethical teaching than might be expected, as, even

during the period of Scepticism, they appear to have
presented as probable the same general view of human
good which Antiochus afterwards dogmatically announced
as a revival of the common doctrine of the " ancients "—
Plato and Aristotle. And during the eventful period of a

century and a half that intervenes between Antiochus and
Plutarch, we may suppose the school to have maintained

the old controversy with Stoicism on much the same
ground ; accepting the formula of " life according to

cature," but demanding that the " good " of man should

refer to his nature as a whole, the good of his rational part

being the chief element, and always preferable in case of

conflict, but yet not absolutely his sole good. When, how-
ever, we have come to Plutarch, the same tendencies of

change show themselves that we have noticed in later

Stoicism. The con(;eption of a normal harmony between
the higher and lower elements of human life has begun to

be disturbed, and the side of Plato's teaching that deals

with the inevitable imperfections of the world of concrete

experience becomes again prominent. For example, we
find Plutarch adopting and amplifying the suggestion in

Plato's latest treatise (the Laws) that this imperfection is

due to a bad world-soul that strives against the good,—

a

suggestion which is alien to the general tenor of Plato's

doctrine, and had consequently lain unnoticed during the

intervening centuries. We observe, again, the value that

Plutarch attaches; not merely to the sustainment and
consolation of rational religion, but to the supernatural

communications vouchsafed by the divinity to certain

human beings in certain states,—as in dreams, through
oracles, or by special warnings, like those of the genius of

Socrates. For these flashes of intuition, he holds, the soul

should be prepared by tranquil repose, and the subjugation

of sensuality through abstinence. The same estrangement
between mind and matter, the same ascetic effort to attain

by aloofness from the body a pure receptivity for divine

or semi-divine influences, is exhibited in the revived Pytha-

goreanism of the first and second centuries .a.d. But the

' Epicteti'j. ' Marcus AureliuB.

general tendency that we are noting. 3id not Bnd its full

expression in a reasoned philosophical system until wi>

come to the latest-bom of the great thinkers of antiquity-—

the Egyptian Plotinus.

The system of Plotinus (205-270 a.d.) is a striking

development of that element of Platonism which has had
most fascination for the mediiEval and even for the modem
mind, but which had almost vanished out of sight for six

centuries. At the same time the differences between this

Neo-PIatonism and the original Platonism are all the more
noteworthy from the reverent adhesion to the latter which
the former always maintains. Plato, we saw, identified

good with the real essence of things ; and this, again, with

that in them which is definitely conceivable and knowable.

It belongs to this view to regard the imperfection or bad-

ness of things as somewhat devoid of real being, xmd so in-

capable of being definitely thought or known ; accordingly,

we find that Plato has no technical term for that in the

concrete sensible world which hinders it from perfectly ex-

pressing the abstract ideal world, and which in Aristotle's

system is distinguished as absolutely formless matter (uAtj).

And so, when we pass from the ontology to the ethics of

Platonism, we find that, though the highest life is only to

be realized by turning away from concrete human affairs

and their material environment, still the sensible world ifl

not yet an object of positive moral aversion ; it is rather

something which the philosopher is seriously concerned to

make as harmonious, good, and beautiful as possible. But
in Neo-Platonism the inferiority of the condition in which
the embodied human soul finds itseK is more intensely and
painfully felt ; hence an express recognition of formless

matter
(
vXrj) as the " first evil," from which is derived the

" second evil," body (a-ai/xa), to whose influence all the evil

in the soul's existence is due. Accordingly the ethics of

Plotinus represent, we may say, the moral idealism of the

Stoics cut loose from nature. The only good of man is the

pure existence of the soul, which in itself, apart from the

contagion of the body, is perfectly free from error or defect

;

all higher or philosophic virtues (as distinguished from the

merely " civic" forms of prudence, temperance, justice, and
courage) are essentially purifications from this contagion;

until the highest mode of goodness is reached, in which the

soul has no community with the body; and is entirely

turned towards reason. It should be observed that Plotinus

himself is still too Platonic to hold that the absolute

mortification .of natural bodily appetites is required for

purifying the soul; but this ascetic inference was drawn to

the fullest extent by his disciple Porphyry.

There is, however, a yet higher point to be reached in

the upward ascent of the Nco-Platonist from matter ; and
here the divergence of Plotinus from Platonic idealism is

none the less striking, because it can to some extent sup-

port itself on Platonic authority.^ The cardinal assumptioa

of Plato's metaphysic is, that the real is definitely thinkable

and knowable in proportion as it is real ; so that tha

further the mind advances in abstraction from sensible par-

ticulars and apprehension of real being, the more definite

and clear its thought becomes. Plotinus, however, urges

that, as all thought involves difference or duality of some
kind, it cannot be the primary fact in the universe, what
we call God. He must be an essential unity prior to this

duality, a Being wholly without difference or determina-

tion ; and,, accordingly, the highest mode of human exist-

ence, in which the soul apprehends this absolute, must. be

" The oltimate notion in Plato's ontology is, as we saw, tie " good;

"

and hence he is led to describe this good as '* beyond thought and being**

(eVeVfii'o rov Kol ovcla!). The phrase might certainly suggest the

metaphysical doctrine of Plotinus, though we cannot suppose that

his theosophic inference presented itself even dimly to the mind of

Plato.
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one in which all definite thought ia transcended, ana all'

consciousneas of self loat in the absorbing ecstacy.

Porphyry toUa us that his master Plotinus attained the

highest state four times during the six years which he spent

with him.

Neo-Platonism is originally Alexandrine, and more than

a century of its existence has elapsed before v/e find it

flourishing on the old Athenian soil. Hence it is often re-

garded as Hellenistic rather than Hellenic, a product of the

mingling of Greek with Oriental civilization. But how-
ever Oriental may have been the cast of mind that eagerly

embraced the theosophic and ascetic views that have just

been described, the forma of thought by which these views

were philosophically reached are essentially Greek ; and
it is by a thoroughly intelligible process of natural develop-

ment, in which the intensification of the moral conscious-

ness represented by Stoicism plays an important part, that

the Hellenic pursuit of knowledge culminates in a prepara-

tion for ecstacy, and the Hellenic idealization of man's

natural life'enda in a settled antipathy to the body and its

Berks. At the same time we ought not to overlook the

iBmhitiea between the doctrine of Plotinus and that remark-

able combination of Greek and Hebrew thought which Philo

ffudseus had expounded two centuries before ; nor the fact

tliat Neo-Platoniam was developed in conscious antagonism

to the new religion which had spread from Judea, and was
already threateningtheconquestof the Graeco-Roman world,

and also to those fantastic hybrids of Christianity and
later paganism, the Gnostic systems; nor, finally, that it

furnished the'chief theoretical support in the last desperate

struggle that was made under Julian to retain the old poly-

theistic worship To the new world of thought, that after

the failure of this struggle was definitely established upon
the ruins of the old, we have now to turn.

III. Christianity and Mediaeval Ethics.—In the

present article we are not concerned with the origin of the

Christian religion, nor with its outward history ; the causes

of its resistless development during the first three centuries
;

its final triumph over paganism; its failure to check the

decay of the Hellenistic civilization that centered in Con-

Btantinople, or to withstand in the east and south the

force of the new religious movement that burst from
Arabia in the 7th century ; its success in dominating the

social chaos to which the barbarian invasions reduced the

Western empire ; the important part it took in educing from

this chaos the new civilized order to which we belong; the

complex and varying relations in which it has since stood

to the political organizations, the social life, the progressive

science, the literary and artistic culture of our modern
world. Nor have we to consider the special doctrines that

have formed the bond of union'of the Christian communities

in any other than their ethical aspect, their bearing on the

systematization of human aims and activities. This aspect,

however, ^ must necessarily be prominent in discussing

Christianity, which cannot be adequately treated if con-

sidered merely as a system of theological beliefs divinely

revealed, and special observances divinely sanctioned ; as

it essentially claims to rule the whole man, and leave no

part of his life out of the range of its regulating and trans-

forming influences. It was not till the 4th century a.d.

that the first attempt was made to offer anything like a

systematic exposition of Christian morality ; and nine

centuri23 more had passed away before .a genuinely

philosophic intellect, trained by a full study of the

greatest Greek thinker, undertook to give complete
scientific form to the ethical doctrine of the Catholic

church. Before, however, we take a brief survey of the

progress of systematic ethics from Ambrose to Thomas
Aqiiinas, it may be well to examine the chief features of

the . aew_ moral consciousness _ that had spread through

Graeco-Roman civilization, and "was awaiting philosophic

synthesis. In making this examination it will be con-i

veuient to consider first the new form or universal charac-

teristics of Christian morality, and afterwards to note the
chief points in the matter or particulars of duty and virtue

which received an important development or emphasis from
the new religion.-

The first point to be noticed is the new conception of

morality as the positive law of a theocratic community,
possessing a written code imposed by divine revelation,

and sanctioned by express divine promises and threatenings.

It is true that we find in ancient thought, from Socrates

downwards, the notion of a law of God, eternal and
immutable, partly expressed and partly obscured by tho
various and shifting codes and customs of actual human
societies. But the sanctions of this law were vaguely and,

for the most part, feebly imagined; its principles were
essentially unwritten and unpromulgated, and thus not
referred to the external will of an Almighty Being who
claimed unquestioning submission, but rather to the reason

that gods and men shared, by the exercise of which alone

they could be adequately known and defined. Hence, even

if the notion of law had been more prominent than it wa.<

in ancient ethical thought, it could never have led to'£

juridical, as distinct from a philosophical, treatment ol

morality. In Christianity, on the other hand, we early find

that the method of moralists determining right conduct is

to a great extent analogous to that of jurisconsults inter-

preting a code. It is assumed that divine commands have
been implicitly given for all occasions of life, and that they

are to be ascertained in particular cases by interpretation

and application of the general rules obtained from texts of

scripture, and by analogical inference from scriptural

examples. This juridical method descended naturally from
the Jewish theocracy, of which Christendom was a univer-

3alization. Moral insight, in the view of the most thought-

ful Jews, was essentially knowledge of the divine law, to

which practical efficacy was given by trust in God's

promises and fear of his judgments ; this law having

been partly written and promulgated by Mose.i, partly

revealed in the fervid utterances of the later prophets,

partly handed down through oral tradition from immemorial
antiquity, and having further, before Judaism gave birth

to Christianity, received an extensive development through

the commentaries and supplementary maxims of several

generations of students. Christianity inherited the notion

of a written divine code acknowledged as such by the " true

Israel"—now potentially including the whole of mankind,

or at least the chosen of all nations,—on the sincere.-

acceptance of which the Christian's share of the divine

promises to Israel depended. And though the ceremonial

part of the old Hebrew code was altogether rejected, and

with it all the supplementary jurisprudence resting on

tradition and erudite commentary, still God's Jaw was

believed to be contained in the sacred books of the Jews.

supplemented by the records of Christ's teaching and

the writings of his apostles. By the recognition of this

law the church was constituted as an ordered community,

essentially distinct from the state ; the distinction between

the two was sharpened and hardened by the withdrawal of

the early Christians from civtc life, to avoid the perform-

ance of idolatrous ceremonies imposed as official expressions

of loyalty, and by the persecutions which they had to endure,

when the spread of an association apparently so hostile to

the framework of ancient society had at length caused the

imperial government serious alarm. Nor was the antithesis

obliterated by the recognition of Christianity as the state

religion under Constantino. The law of God and its

interpreters still remained quite distinct from the secular

law and jurists of the Roman empire ; though the formej
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Was of course binding on all mankind, the churcli was none

tlie less a community of persons who regarded themselves

as both specially pledged and specially enabled to obey it,

—

a. community, too, that could not be entered except by a

solemn ceremony typifying a spiritual new birth.

Thus the fundamental difference between morality and
(human) legality only came out more clearly in conse-

quence of the jural form in which the former was con-

ceived. The ultimate sanctions of the moral code were

the infinite rewards and punishments awaiting the immortal

soul hereafter ; but the church early felt- the necessity of

withdrawing the privileges of membership from persons

guilty of grave oQ'ences, and only allowing them to be

gradually regained by a solemn ceremonial expressive of

repentance, protracted through several years ; while in the

case of still graver sins this exclusion lasted till death, or

was even made absolute. For minor offences, again, all

Christians were called upon to express penitence cere-

monially, by fasting and abstinence from permitted

pleasures, as well as verbally in public and private devo-

tions. " Excommunication " and " penance " thus came to

be temporal ecclesiastical sanctions of the moral law ; as

the graduation of these sanctions naturally became more
careful and minute, a correspondingly detailed classification

of ofiences was rendered necessary ; the regulations for

observing the ordinary fasts and festivals of the church

became similarly elaborate ; and thus a system of ecclesi-

astical jurisprudence, prohibitive and ceremonial, was
gradually produced, somewhat analogous to that of the

rejected Judaism. At the same time this tendency to

develop and make prominent a scheme of external duties

has always been balanced and counteracted in Chris-

tianity by the ineffaceable remembrance of its original

antithesis to Jewish legalism. We find that this antithesis,

as fantastically understood and exaggerated by some of the

Gnostic sects of the 2d and 3d centuries a.d., led, not

merely to theoretical antinomianism, but even (if the

charges of their orthodox opponents are not entirely to be

discredited) to gross immorality of conduct. A similar

tendency has shown itself at other periods of church
history And though such antinomianism has always been
sternly repudiated by the moral consciousness of Christen-

dom, it has never been forgotten that " inwardness,"

rightness of heart or spirit, is the special and preeminent
characteristic of Christian goodness. It must not, of

course, be supposed that the need of something more than

mere fulfilment of external duty was ignored even by the

later Judaism. Rabbinic erudition could not forget the

repression of vicious desires in the tenth commandment,
the stress laid in Deuteronomy on the necessity of heartfelt

and loving service to God, or the inculcations by later

prophets of humility and faith. " The real and only

Pharisee," says the Talmud, " is he who does the will of

his Father because he loves Him." But it remains true

that the contrast with the " righteousness of the scribes

and pharisees" has always served to mark the requirement
of "inwardness" as a distinctive feature of the Christian

code,—an inwardness not merely negative, tending to the

repression of vicious desires as well as vicious acts, but
also involving a positive rectitude of the inner state of the

soul.

In this aspect Christianity invites comparison with
Stoicism, and indeed with pagan ethical philosophy gener-

ally, if we except the hedonistic schools. Rightness of

purpose, preference of virtue for its own rake, suppression

of vicious desires, were made essential points by the Aris-

totelians, who attached the most importance to outward
circumstances in their view of virtue, no less than by the

Stoics, to whom all outward things were indifferent. The
fundamental differences between pagan and Christian

ethics do not depend on any difTerence in the value set

on rightness of heart or purpose, but on different views of

the essential form or conditions of this inward rightness.

In neither case is it presented purely and • simply as moral

rectitude. By the pagan philosophers it was always

conceived under the form of Knowledge or Wisdom, it being

inconceivable to all the schools sprung from Socrates that

a man could trul}' know his own good and yot deliberately

choose anything else. This knowledge, as Aristotle held,^

might be permanently precluded by vicious habits, or

temporarily obliterated by passion, but if present in the

mind it must produce rightness of purpose. Or even if it

were held with some of the Stoics that true wisdom was
out of the reach of the best men actually living, it none the

less remained the ideal condition of perfect human life

;

though all actual men were astray in folly and misery,

knowledge was none the less the goal towards which the

philosopher progressed, the realization of his true nature

By Christian evangelists and teachers, on the other hand,

the inner springs of good conduct were generally conceived

as Faith and Love. Of these notions the former has s

somewhat complex ethical ijnport; it seems to blend

several elements difierently prominent in different minds.

Its simplest and commonest meaning is that emphasized

in the contrast of " faith " with " .sight ;
" where it signifies

belief in the invisible divine order represented by the

church, in the actuality of the law, the threats, the promises

of God, in spite of all the influences in man's natural life

that tend to obscure this belief. Out of this contrast there

ultimately grew an essentially different opposition between

faith and knowledge or reason, according to which tba

theological basis of ethics was contrasted with the philo-

sophical ; the theologians maintaining sometimes that the

divine law is essentially arbitrary, the expression of will,

not reason ; more frequently that its reasonableness is

inscrutable, and that actual human reason should con

fine itself to examining the credentials of God's messen-

gers, and not the message itself. But in early Chris-

tianity this latter antithesis was as yet undeveloped ; faith

means simply force in clinging to moral and religious con-

viction, whatever their precise rational grounds may be

;

this force, in the Christian consciousness, being inseparably

bound up with personal loyalty and trust towards Christ,

the leader in the battle with evil that is being fought, the

ruler of the kingdom to be realized. So far, however, there

is no ethical difference between Christian faith and that of

Judaism, or its later imitation, Mahometanism ; except

that the personal affection of loyal trust is peculiarly

stirred by the blending of human and divine natures in

Christ, and the rule of duty impressively taught by the

manifestation of His perfect life. A more distinctively

Christian, and a more deeply moral, significance is given to

the notion in the antithesis of " faith" and " works." Here

faith means more than loyal acceptance of the divine law

and reverent trust in the lawgiver ; it implies a conscious-

ness, at once continually present and continually tran-

scended, of the radical imperfection of all human obedience

to the law, and at the same time of the irremissible con-

demnation which this imperfection entails. The Stoic

doctrine of the worthlessness of- ordinary human virtue,

and the stern paradox that all offenders are equally, in so

far as all are absolutely, guilty, find their counterparts in

Christianity; but the latter, while maintaining^ this ideal

severity in the moral standard, with an emotional con-

sciousness of what is involved in it quite unlike that of the

Stoic, at the same time overcomes its practical exclusiveness

through faith. This faith, again, may be conceived in two

modes, essentially distinct though usually combined. In

one view it gives the believer strength to attain, by God's

supernatural aid or "grace," a goodness of which he is
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naturally incapable; in another view it gircs him an

ftBsuranee that, though he knows himself a sinner deserving

of utter condemnation, a perfectly just God still regards

him with favour on account of the perfect services and

suffering of Christ. Of these views the former is the more

catholic, more universally present in the Chri&tian con-

sciousness ; the latter more deeply penetrates the mystery

of the atonement, as learnt by the chief Protestant

churches from the Pauline epistles.

But faith, however understood, is rather an indispensable

pre-requisite than the essential motive principle of Christian

good conduct. This is supplied by the other central

notion, love. On love depends the " fulfilling of the law,"

and the sole moral value of Christian duty—that is, on

love to God, in the first place, which in its fullest develop-

ment must spring from Christian faith; and, secondly,

love to all mankind, as the objects of divine love and

sharers in the humanity ennobled by the incarnation. This

derivative philanthropy, whether conceived as mingling

with and intensifying natural human affection, or as absorb-

ing and transforming it, characterizes the spirit in which

all Christian performance of social duty is to be done

;

loving devotion to Gud being the fundamental attitude of

mind that is to be maintained throughout the whole of

ifarity. the Christian's life. But further, as regards abstinence

from unlawful acts and desires prompting to them, we
have to notice another form in which the inwardness of

Christian morality manifests itself, which, though less

distinctive, should yet receive attention in any comparison

of Christian ethics with the view of Grreco-Koman philo-

sophy. The profound horror with which the Christian's

conception of a suffering as well as an avenging divinity

tended to make him regard all condemnable acts was

tinged with a sentiment which we may perhaps describe as

a ceremonial aversion moralized,—the aversion, that is,

to foulness or impurity. In all religions to some extent,

but especially in Oriental religions, the natural dislike of

material defilement has been elevated into a religious senti-

ment. In Judaism, in particular, we find it used to sup-

port a complicated system of quasi-sanitary abstinences

and ceremonial purificitions; at the same time, as the

ethical element predominated in the -Jewish religion, a

moral symbolism was felt to reside in the ceremonial code,

and thus aversion to impurity came to be a common form

of the ethico-religious sentiment. Then, when Christianity

threw off the Mosaic ritual, this religious sense of purity

was left with no other sphere besides morality; while, from

its highly idealized character, it was peculiarly well adapted

for that repression of vicious desires which Christianity

claimed as its special function.

CHstino- When we examine the details of Christian morality, we
live par- g^^ jjj^j; j^ast of its distinctive features are naturally con-

atChTi3-
fected with the more general characteristics just slated;

tian mor- though . many of them may also be referred directly to

•lity. the example and precepts of Christ, and in several cases

they are clearly due to both causes, inseparably combined.

We may notice, in the first place, that the conception of

morality as a code which, if not in itself arbitrary, is yet

to be accepted by men with unquestioning submission, tends

naturally to bring into prominence the virtue of obedience

to authority; just as the philosophic view of goodness as the

realization of reason gives a special valne to self-determina-

tion and independence (as we see more clearly in the post-

Aristotelian schools where ethics is distinctly separated from
politics). Again, the opposition between the natural world
and the spiritual order into which the Christian has been

born anew led not merely to a contempt equal to that of

the Stoic for wealth, fame, power, and other objects of

worldly pursuit, but also, for some time at least, to a com-
practive depreciation of the domestic and civic relations of

the natoral man ; while a keen sense of man's impotence t>

make this disengagement of the spirit complete induced the

same hostility to the body as a clog and hindrance, that

we find to some extent in Platp, but more fully developed

in Neo-Platonism, Neo-Pythagoreanism, and other products

of the mingling of Greek witb Oriental thought. This

latter feeling is exhibited in the value set on fasting in tb»

Christian church from the earliest times, and in an extrwne

form in the self-torments of later monasticism ; while both

tendencies, anti-worldliness and anti-sensualism, seem to

have combined in causing the preference of celibacy over

marriage which is common to most early Christian writers.^

Patriotism, again, and the sense of civic duty, the most

elevated and splendid of all social sentiments in the general

view of Graeco-Roman civilization, tended, under the influ-

ence of Christianity, either to expand itself into universal

philanthropy, or to concentrate itself on the ecclesiastical

community. " We recognize one commonwealth, the

world," says TertuUian ; " we know, " says Origen, " that

we have a fatherland founded by the word of God." We
might further derive from the general spirit of Christian

unworldiness that repudiation of the secular modes

of conflict, even in a righteous cause, which substituted

a passive patience and endurance for the old pagan' virtue

of courage, in which the active element was prominent.

Here, however, we clearly trace the influence of Christ's

express prohibition of violent resistance to violence,

and his inculcation, by example and precept, of a love

that was to conquer even natural resentment. An extreme

result of this influence is shown in TertuUian's view, that

no Christian could properly hold the office of a secular

magistrate in which he would have to doom to death,

chains, imprisonment; but even more sober writers, such as

Ambrose, extend Christian passivity so far as to preclude

self-defence even against a murderous assault. The com-
mon sense of Christendom gradually shook off these extra-

vagances ; but the reluctance to shed blood lingered long,

and was hardly extinguished even by the growing horror

of heresy. We have a curious relic of this in the later

times of ecclesiastical persecution, when the heretic was-

doomed to the stake that he might be punished in some-

manner "short of bloodshed."^

It is, however, in the impulse given to practical benefi-

cence in all its forms, by the exaltation of love as the root

of all virtues, that the most important influence of Chris

tianity on the particulars of civilized morality is to be
found ; although the exact amount of this influence is here

somewhat difficult to ascertain, since it merely carries

further a development distinctly traceable, in the history

of pagan morality considered by itself. This development
clearly appears when we compare the different post-Socratic

systems of ethics. In Plato's exposition of the different

virtues there is no mention whatever of benevolence,

although his writings show a keen sense of the importance

of friendship as an element of philosophic life, especially

of the intense personal affection naturally arising between
master and disciple. Aristotle goes somewhat further in re-

cogni-zing the moral value of friendship (^iXi'a) ; and though

he considers that in its highest form it can only be realized

by the fellowship of the wise and good, he yet extends

the notion so as to include the domestic affections, and
takes notice of the importance of mutual kindness in

binding together all human societies. Still in his formal

statement of the different virtues, positive beneficence is

only discernible under the notion of " liberality ;" in which

form its excellence is hardly distinguished from that o'

graceful profusion in self-regarding expenditure. Cicero

' E.g., Justin Martyr, Origen, TertuUian, Cyprian,
* Citra sanguinis effusionem.
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on the other hand, in his well-known paraphrase of a Stoic

treatise on external duties (officia), ranks the rendering of

positive services to other men as a chief department of

social duty; and the Stoics generally recognized the

universal fellowship and natural mutual claims of human
beings as such. Indeed, this recognition in later Stoicism

is sometfmes expressed with so much warmth of feeling as

to be hardly distinguishable from Christian philanthropy.

Nor was this regard for humanity merely a doctrine of the

school. Partly through the influence of Stoic and other

Greek philosophy, partly from the natural expansion of

human sympathies, the legislation of the empire, during

the first three centuries, shows a steady development iu

the direction of natural justice and humanity ; and some
similar progress may be traced in the general tone of moral

opinion. Still the utmost point that thia development

reached fell considerably short of the standard of Christian

charity. Without dwelling on the immense impetus given

to the practice of social duty generally by the religion that

made beneficence a form of divine service, and identified

" piety " with " pity," we have to put down as definite

changes introduced by Christianity into the current moral

view—(1) the severe condemnation and final suppression of

the practice of exposing infants ; (2) effective abhorrence of

the barbarism of gladiatorial combats; (3) immediate

moral mitigation of slavery, and a strong encouragement of

emancipation; (4) great extension of the eleemosynary pro-

vision made for the sick and the poor. As regards alms-

giving, however—the importance of which has caused it to

usurp, in modern languages, the general name of " charity
"

—it ought to be observed that Christianity merely univer-

salized a duty which has always been inculcated and main-

tained in conspicuous fulness by Judaism, within the

limits of the chosen people. The same may be said of the

stricter regulation which Christianity enforced on the

relations of the sexes ; except so far as the prohibition of

divorce is concerned, and the stress laid on "purity of

heart " as contrasted with merely outward chastity. Even
the peculiarly Christian virtue of humility, which presents

80 striking a contrast to the Greek " highmindness," was
to some extent anticipated in the Rabbinic teaching. Its

far greater prominence under the new dispensation may
be partly referred to the express teaching and example of

Christ
;
partly, in so far as the virtue is manifested in the

renunciation of external rank and dignity, or the glory of

merely secular gifts and acquirements, it is one aspect of

the unworldliness which we have already noticed ; while

the deeper humility that represses the claim of personal

merit even in the saint belongs to the strict self-examina-

tion, the continual sense of imperfection, the utter reli-

ance on strength not his own, which characterize the inner

moral life of the Christian. Humility in this latter sense,

" before God," is an essential condition of all truly

Christian goodness.

Obedience, patience, benevolence, purity, humility,

alienation from the " world " and the " flesh, " are the chief

novel or striking features which the Christian ideal of prac-

tice suggests, so far as it can be placed side by side' with

that commonly accepted in Graeco-Roman society. Bu^
we have yet to notice the enlargement of the sphere

of ethics due to its closa connexion with theology ; for while

this added religious force and sanction to ordinary moral

obligations, it equally tended to impart a moral aspect to

Religious belief and worship. "Duty to God"—as distinct

from duty to man—had not been altogether unrecognized

by pagan moralists, though the rather dubious relations of

even the more orthodox philosophy to the established poly-

theism had generally prevented them from laying much
stress upon it. But in the views of many Christians,

ireligious worship and couteoiplatioa as far surpassed

all other modes of human existence as pure philosophic

speculation did in the view of Plato, Aristotle, and the

Neo-platonists ; indeed, the more learned of the eastern

monks spoke of themselves as withdrawing from the world

to the " pursuit of wisdom " (<f>i\ocro(}>ia). Again, just aa

the Stoics held wisdom to be indispensable to real rectitude

of conduct, while at the same time they included under the

notion of wisdom a grasp of physical as well as ethical

truth ; so the similar emphasis laid on inwardness in

Christian ethics caused orthodoxy or correctness of re-

ligious belief to be regarded as essential to goodness, and
heresy as the most fatal of vices, corrupting as it did the

very springs of Christian life. To the philosophers, how-
ever, convinced as they were that the multitude must neces-

sarily miss true wellbeing through their folly and ignorance,

it could never occur to guard against these evils by any
other method than that of providing philosophic instruction

for the few; whereas the Christian clergy, whose function

it was to offer truth and eternal life to all mankind,
naturally regarded theological misbelief as insidious pre-

ventable contagion. Indeed, their sense of its deadliness

was so keen that, when they were at length able to control

the secular administration, they rapidly overcame their

aversion to bloodshed, and initiated that long series of reli-

gious persecutions to which we find no parallel in the pre-

Christian civilization of Europe. It was not that Christian

writers did not feel the difiiculty of attributing criminality

to sincere ignorance or error. But the difficulty is not
really peculiar to theology; and the theologians usually got

over it (as some philosophers had surmounted a similar

perplexity in the region of ethics proper) by supposing

some latent or antecedent voluntary sin, of which the

apparently involuntary heresy was the fearful fruit.

Lastly, we must observe that in proportion as the legal

conception of morality as a code of which the violation

deserves supernatural punishment predominated over the

philosophic view of ethics as the method for attaining

natural felicity, the question of man's freedom of wUl to

obey the law necessarily became prominent. At the same
time it cannot be broadly said that Christianity took a de-

cisive side in the metaphysical controversy on free-will and
necessity ; since, just as in Greek philosophy the need of

maintaining freedom as the ground of responsibility clashes

with the conviction that no one deliberately chooses his

own harm, so in Christian ethics it clashes with tho attri-

bution of all true human virtue to supernatural grace, as

well as with the belief in divine foreknowledge. All we
can say is that in the development of Christian thought the

conflict of conceptions was far more profoundly felt, and far

more serious efforts were made to evade or transcend it.

In the preceding account of Christian morality, it has

been already indicated that the characteristics delineated

did not all exhibit themselves simultaneously to the same
extent, or with perfect uniformity throughout the church.

Partly the changes in the external condition of Christianity,

and the different degrees of civOization in the societies

of which it was the dominant religion, partly the natural

process of internal development, continually brought

different features into prominence ; whOe again, the

important antagonisms of opinion that from time to time

expressed themselves in sharp controversies within Christen-

dom frequently involved ethical issues—even in the Eastern

church until the great labour of a dogmatic construction

began in the 4th century, and in the Western cLurch

always. Thus, for example, the anti-secular tendencies of

the new creed, to which TertuUian (160-220) gave violent

and rigid expression, were exaggerated in the Montanist

heresy which he ultimately joined ; on the other hand,

Clemens of Alexandria, in opposition to the general tone

of his age, maintained the value of pagan philosophy for
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the development of Christian faith into true knowledge

(Gnosis), and the value of the natural development of man
through marriage for the normal perfecting of the Chris-

tian life. So again, there is a marked difference between

tha writers before Augustine and those that succeeded him
in all that concerns the internal conditions of Christian

morality. By Justin and other apologists the need of

redemption, faith, grace is indeed recognized, but the

theological system depending on these notions is not suf-

ficiently developed' to come into even apparent antagonism

with the freedom of the will. Christianity is for the most

part conceived as essentially a proclamation through the

Divine Word, to immortal beings gifted with free choice, of

the true code of conduct sanctioned by eternal rewards

and punishments.. This legalism contrasts strikingly with

the efforts of pagan philosophy to exhibit virtue as its own
reward ; and the contrast is triumphantly pointed out by

more than one early Christian writer. Lactantius (circ. 300
A.D.), for example, roundly declares that Plato and Aris-

totle, referring everything to this earthly life, " made virtue

mere folly ;" though himself maintaining, with pardonable

inconsistency, that man's highest good did not consist in

mere pleasure, but in the consciousness of the filial relation

of the soul to God. It is plain, however, that on this

external .legalistic view of duty it was impossible to main-

tain a difference in kind between Christian and pagan

Dorality ; the philosopher's conformity to the rules of

chastity and beneficence, so far as it went, was indistin-

guishable from- the saint's. But when this inference was
developed in the teaching of Pelagius, it was repudiated

as heretical by the church, under the powerful leadership

of Augustine (354-430) ; and the doctrine of man's inca-

pacity to obey God's law by his unaided moral energy was
pressed to a point at which it was difficult to reconcile it

with the freedom of the will. Augustine is fully aware of

the theoretical indispensability of maintaining Free Will,

from its logical coLnexion with human responsibility and
divine justice ; but he considers that these latter points are

sufficiently secured if actual freedom of choice between

good and evil is allowed in the single case of our progenitor

Adam.2 For since the nalura seminalis from which all

men were to arise already existed in Adam, in his voluntary

preference of self to God humanity chose evil once for all

;

for which ante-natal guilt all men are justly condemned to

perpetual absolute sinfulness and consequent punishment,

unless they are elected by God's unmerited grace to share

the benefits of Christ's redemption. Without this grace it

is impossible for man to obey the " first greatest command-
ment" of love to God ; and, this unfulfilled, he is guilty of

the whole law, and is only free to choose between degrees

of sin ; his apparent external virtues have no moral value,

since inner rightness of intention is wanting. " All that

is not of faith is of sin ; '' and faith and love are mutually

involved and inseparable ; faith springs from the divinely

imparted germ of love, which in its turn is developed by
faith to its full strength, while from both united springs

hope, joyful yearning towards ultimate perfect fruition of

the object of love. These three Augustine (after St Paul)

regards as the three essential elefflents of Christian virtue
;

along with these he recognizes the fourfold division of

virtue into prudence, temperance, courage, and justice;

which, however, he explains to be in their true natures

' To show the cnidity of the notion of redemption in early Christian-

ity, it is sufficient to mention that many fathers represent Christ's ran-

Bom as having been paid to the devil; sometimes adding that by the
concealment of Christ's divinity under the veil of humanity a certain
deceit was (fairly) practised on the great deceiver.

^ It is to be observed that Augustine does not himself understand by
*' freedom " the power of willing either good or evil, but the power of
willing good. Th« highest freedom, in his new, excludes the possibility
of willing evil.

only the same love to God in different aspects or exercises.

The severe uncompromising mysticism of this view may
bo at once compared and contrasted with the philosophical

sevtrity of Stoicism. Love of God in the former holds the

same absolute and unique position a§ the sole element of

moral work in human action, which, as we have seen, was

occupied by knowledge of Good in the latter ; and we may
carry the parallel further by observing that in neither case

is this severity in the abstract estimate of goodness

necessarily connected with extreme rigidity in practical

precepts. Indeed, an important part of Augustine's work
as a moralist lies in the reconciliation which he laboured

to efi'ect between the anti-worldly spirit of Christianity

and the necessities of secular civilization. For example,

we find him arguing for the legitimacy of judicial punish-

ments and military service against an over-literal interpre-

tation of the Sermon on the Mount. And, more generally,

by adopting and giving currency to the well-known distinc-

tion between evangelical " counsels " and " commands," he

defended the life of marriage and temperate enjoyment of

natural good against the attacks of the more extravagant

advocates of celibacy and self-abnegation ; although he fully

admitted the superiority of the latter method of avoiding

the contamination of sin.

The attempt to Christianize the old Platonic list of

virtues, which we have noticed in Augustine's system, waa
probably due to the influence of his master Ambrose ; in

whose treatise De officiis ministrorum we find for the first

time an exposition of Christian duty systematized on a

plan borrowed from a pre-Christian moralist. It is inter-

esting to compare Ambrose's account of what subsequently

came to be known as the " four cardinal virtues " with the

corresponding delineations in Cicero's' De oj^ciis which has
served the bishop as a model. Christian Wisdom, so far as

speculative, is of course primarily theological ; it has God,
as the highest truth, for its chief object, and is therefore

necessarily grounded on faith. Christian Fortitude is

essentially firmness in withstanding the seductions of good
and evil fortune, resoluteness in the conflict perpetually

waged against wickedness without carnal weapons—though
Ambrose, with the Old Testament in his hand, will not
quite relinquish the ordinary martial application of the

virtue. " Temperantia " retains the meaning of " observ-

ance of due measure " in all conduct, which it had in

Cicero's treatise ; though its notion is partly modified by
being blended with the newer virtue of humility ; while

in the exposition of Christian Justice the Stoic doctrine ol

the natural union of all human interests is elevated to the

full height and intensity of evangelical philanthropy ; the

brethren are bidden to regard aU things useful as the

common property of all. Ambrose, we should observe, is

thoroughly aware of the fundamental union of these

different virtues in Christianity, though he does not, like

Augustine, resolve them all into the one central affection of

love of God.

The combination which Augustine introduced between
these four cardinal virtues and the triad of Christian

graces. Faith, Hope, and Love, determined the ground-plan

of the treatment of systematic ethics for subsequent ecclesi-

astical writers generally. In antithesis to this list of

virtues, an enumeration of the chief deadly sins obtained

currency. These were at first commonly reckoned as

eight ; but a preference for mystical numbers characteristic

of mediaeval theologians finally reduced the received list

to seven. The statement of them is somewhat variously

given by different writers,—Pride, Avarice, Anger, Glut-

' Cicero's works are unimportant' in the history of ancient ethics^

as their philosophical matter was entirely bon-owed from Greek treatises

now lost ; but the influence exercised by them (especially by the De
OJiciis] over medieval and even modem readers was very considerable.
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tony, Unchastity, aro found in all the lists; the remaining
:rto (or throe) aro variously selected from among Envy,
Vain-glory, and the rather singular sins Gloominess (Tris-

litia) and Lip,nguid Indifference (Acidia or Acedia,from Greek
lUrj&id). These latter notions show pretty plainly, what
indeed might be inferred from a study of the list as a whole,

that it especially represents the moral experience of the

monastic life ; which for some centuries was more and more
anquestioningly regarded as in a peculiar sense " religious."

It should be observed that the (also Augustinian) distinc-

tion between " deadly " and " venial " sins had a technical

reference to the quasi-jural administration of ecclesiastical

discipline ; which grew gradually more organized as the

spiritual power of the church established itself amid the

ruins of the Western empire, and slowly developed into the

theocracy that almost dominated Europe during the latter

part of the Middle Ages. " Deadly " sins were those for

which formal ecclesiastical penance was held to be necessary,

in order to save the sinner from eternal damnation; for

" venial " sins ho might obtain forgiveness, through prayer,

almsgiving, and the observance of the regular fasts. We find

that " penitential books " for the use of the confessional,

founded partly on traditional practice and partly on the

express decrees of synods, come into general use in the 7th

century. At first they are little more than mere inventories

of sins, with their appropriate ecclesiastical punishments
;

gradually cases of conscience come to be discussed and
decided, and the basis is laid for that system of casuistry

which reached its full development in the 14th and 15th

centuries. This elaboration of ecclesiastical jurisprudence,

and indeed the general relation of the church to the

ruder races with which it had to deal during this period,

necessarily tended to encourage a somewhat external view

of morality ; i but a powerful counterpoise to this tendency

was continually maintained by the Augustinian doctrine,

transmitted through Gregory the Great, Isidore of Seville,

and other influential writers of the philosophically barren

period that intervened between the destruction of the

Western empire and the rise of Scholasticism,

lediffiral The great effort of the scholastics to philosophize in

oral harmony with the Christian dogma attained its completest
^^°' result in the teaching of Thomas Aquinas. But before

giving a brief account of the ethical part of his system, it

•will be well just to notice the salient points in the long and
active discussion that led up to it,—the dogmatic construc-

tion of Anselm, the bold questions and suggestive paradoxes

of Abelard, the subtle distinctions of Petrus Lombardus,
and the novel Aristotelian erudition of Albertus Magnus

;

nor must we overlook the Neo-Platonic mysticism of

Johannes Scotus (Erigena), though separated in time and

thought from the main course of scholasticism. In the

pantheistic system of this earliest of the great mediaeval

thinkers '(cin: 810-877), the chief philosophic element is

supplied by the influence of Plotiuus, transmitted through

an unknown author of the 5th century, who assumed the

name of Dionysius the Areopagite. Accordingly the ethical

side of his doctrine has the same negative and ascetic char-

acter that we have observed in Neo-Platonism. God is the

only real Being ; evil is essentially unreal and incognizable,

and the concrete world of individuals only real in so far as it

partakes of the divine nature ; the true aim of man's life is

to return to perfect union with God out of the degraded

material existence into which he has fallen. This doctrine

found no immediate acceptance, and was certainly unortho-

dox enough to justify the condemnation which it subse-

quently received from Pope Honorius III.; but its influence,

together with that of the Pseudo-Dionysius, had a consider-

able share in developing the more emotional orthodox

mysticism of. the 12th and 13tb centuries; and Nco-

ttatonism remained a distinct element in medin-val thought,

8—2-J

though obscured by the growing influence of Aristotle, un-

til its revival in the ago of the Renaissance. Passing on tc

Anselm (1033-1109), the first real scholastic of importance,

we observe that the Augustinian doctrine of original sin and

man's absolute need of unmerited grace is retained in hia

theory of salvation; he aLso follows Augustine in de-

fining freedom as the " power not to sin
;
" though in sapng

that Adam fell " spontaneously" and " by his free choice,"

though not " through its freedom," he has implicitly made
the distinction that Petrus Lombardus afterwards expressly

draws between the freedom that is opposed to necessity ancl

freedom from the slavery to sin. Anselm further softens

the statement of Augustinian predestinationism by explain-

ing that the freedom to will is not strictly lost even by
fallen man ; it is inherent in a rational nature, though since

Adam's sin it only exists potentially in humanity,—like the

faculty of sight in a dark place,—except whore it is made
actual by grace. In amore real sense Abelard (1079-1142)

tries to establish the connexion between man's ill desert

and his free consent ; boldly asserting that the inherited

propensity to evil is not strictly a sin, which is only com-

mitted when the conscious self yields to vicious inclination.

With a similar stress on the self-conscious side of moral

action, he argues that rightness of conduct depends solely

on the intention ; at one time pushing this doctrine to

the paradoxical assertion that all outward acts as such

are indifferent.^ In the same spirit, under the reviving in-

fluence of ancient philosophy (though as yet imperfectly

known), he argues that the old Greek moralists, as incul-

cating a disinterested love of good—and so implicitly love

of God as the highest good—were really nearer to

Christianity than Judaic legalism was. Nay, further, in

the Christian " love to God " he distinguishes the disinte-

rested love of God for Himself from the afi"ection of which

the real object is the happiness which God gives, and re-

gards the former alone as pure. The general tendency of

Abelard's thought was suspiciously regarded by contem-

porary orthodoxy ;^ and the over-subtlety of the last-men-

tioned distinction provoked vehement replies from more

than one of the orthodox mystics of the age. Thus, Hugo
of St Victor (1077-1141) argues that all love is necessarily

so far " interested" that it involves a desire for union with

the beloved ; and since eternal happiness consists in thifl

union, it cannot truly be desired apart from God ; while

Bernard of Clairvaux (1091-1153) more elaborately distin-

guishes four stages by which the soul is gradually led from

(1) merely self-regarding desire for God's aid in distress, to

(2) love Him for His loving-kindness to it, then also (3) for

His absolute goodness, until (4) in rare moments this love

for Himself alone becomes the sole alla-bsorbing affection.

This controversy, as well as others, Petrus Lombardus en

deavoured to compose by the scholastic art of taking dis-

tinctions, of which he was a master. His famous treatise,

Libri Sentejitiarum, though not systematic or profound,

deserved the place it long held as a text-book of Catholic

theology, by its combined comprehensiveness and minute-

ness of view, and its sobriety of judgment. It is mainly

based on Augustinian doctrine, though we find in it a dis-

tinct softening of the traditional antithesis between nature

and grace ; somewhat anticipating the remarkable union of

Aristotelian and Christian thought, which, in the succeeding

century, when the study of Aristotle had been revived by the

influence of the great Arabian commentators, was initiated

by Albert the Great and completed by Thomas Aquinas.

' AbelaiJ afterwards retracted this view, at least in its eittremo

form ; and in f.-ct does not seem to have been fully conacions of the

difference between (1) nnfulfilhd intention to do an act objectiTsly

right, and (2) intention to do what is merely believed by the agent

to be n'^ht,

,' iio was ceadcmned by *wo sj'nods, in 1121 and IHO,
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The moral philosophy of Thomas Aquinas ia Aristo-

telianism with a Neo-Platonic tinge, interpreted and supple-

mented by Christian dogma. All action or movement of

all things irrational as well as rational is directed towards

Bome end or good,—that is, really and ultimately towards

God Himself, the ground and first cause of all being, and

anmoved principle of all movement. This universal striv-

ing after God, since He Ls essentially intelligible, exhibits

itself in its highest form in rational beings as a desire for

knowledge of Him ; such knowledge, however, is beyond

b11 ordinary exercise of reason, and may only be partially

revealed to man here below. Thus the summum honum

for man is objectively God, subjectively the happiness to be

derived from loving vision of His perfections ; although

there is a lower kind of happiness to be realized here below

in a normal human existence of virtue and friendship, with

mind and body lound and whole and properly trained for

the needs of life. The higher happiness i's given to man
by free grace of God ; but it is only given to those whose

heart is right, and as a reward of virtuous actions. Passing

to consider what actions are virtuous, we first observe

generally that the morality of an act is in part, but only in

part, determined by its particular motive ; it partly depends

on its external object and circumstances, which render it

either objectively in harmony with the " order of reason"

or the reverse. In the classification of particular virtues

and vices, we can distinguish very clearly the elements sup-

plied by the different teachings which Tliomas has imbibed.

In dividing the " natural " virtues into intellectual and
moral, giving his preference to the former class, and distin-

guishing in it the " intellect " that is conversant with prin-

ciples, the ." science " which deduces conclusions, and the
" wisdom " to which belongs the whole process of knowing
the sublimest objects of knowledge, Thomas follows

Aristotle closely ; his distinction among moral virtues of the

justice that renders others their due from the virtues that

control the appetites and passions of the agent himself, re-

presents his interpretation of the Nicomachean ethics ; while

his account of these latter virtues is a simple transcript of

Aristotle's, just as his division of the non-rational element

of the soul into " concupiscible " and "irascible" is the old

(Platonic one. In arranging his list, however, he defers to

the established doctrine of the four cardinal virtues

;

accordingly, the Aristotelian ten have to stand under the

higher genera of (1) the. prudence which gives reasoned

rules of conduct, (2) the temperance which restrains the

passions, and (3) the fortitude that strengthens the soul

against them. But before these virtues, which belong to

the nature of man as a rational creature, and can be ac-

quired, though not perfectly, as a mere natural result of

training and practice, are ranked the three " theologic "

virtues, faith, lova, and hope, supernaturally " instilled " by
God, and directly relating to Him as their object. By faith

we obtain that part of our knowledge of God which is

beyond the range of mere natural wisdom or philosophy
;

naturally {e.g.), we can know God's existence, but not His
trinity in unity, though philosophy is useful to defend this

and other revealed verities. Faith is the substantial basis

of all Christian morality, but without love—the essential

form of all the Christian virtues—it is " formless " (infor-

mis).; .Christian love is conceived (after Augustine) as

primarily love to God (beyond the natural yearning of the

creature after its ultimate good), which expands into love

towards all God's creatures as created by Him, and so ulti-

mately includes even self-love. But creatures are only to

Ba. loved in their purity as created by God ; all that is bad
to them must be an object of hatred tiU it is destroyed. In
the

,
classification of sins the Christian element pre-

Bominates ; still we find the Aristotelian vices of excess

Uid defect, along with ths modern divisions into ''sins

against God, neighbour, and self," " mortal and venial

sins," &c.

When from ttie essentially jural notion of sin we pass to

thediscusaion of law, we observe anotherelement in Thomas's

doctrine, drawn from a different part of the renascent intel-

lectual activity of Europe,—from the study, namely, of

Koman jurisprudence, which attained in the 12th century

so rapid and brilliant a revival in Italy. Thia side of

Thomas's system is specially important to notice, since it

is just this blending of theological conceptions with the

abstract theory of the later Koman law that gave the start-

ing-point for independent ethical thought in the modern
world. Under the general idea of law, defined aa an
" ordinance of reason for the common good," promulgated

by him who has charge of the community, Thomas distin-

guishes (1) the eternal law or regulative reason of God
which embraces all His creatures, rational and irrational

;

(2) " natural law," being that part of the eternal law that

relates to rational creatures as such
; (3) human law, which

properly consists of more particular deductions from natural

law adapted to the circumstances of particular societies
; (4)

divine law specially revealed to man. As regards natural

law, he teaches that God has firmly implanted in the

human mind a knowledge of its immutable general prin-

ciples, although the applications of them may sometimes

be obscured and perverted by bad education and custom.

Human law is required, not merely to determine the details

for which natural law gives no clear guidance, but also to

supply the force necessary for practically securing, among
imperfect men, the observance of the most necessary rules

of mutual behaviour. A further force is supplied by tha

revealed code of the decalogue and the gospel combined,

which again goes beyond natural law in directing the way

to eternal life. We have, however, to distinguish In the

case of the gospel between (I) absolute commands

and (2) " counsels, " which latter recommend, without posi-

tively ordering, the monastic life of poverty, celibacy, and

obedience, as the best method of effectively turning th<»

will from earthly to heavenly things. Finally, to express

the manner in which the moral law operates in the mind,

Thomas uses and defines the specially Christian notion of

conscience, distinguishing the " synderesis "^ (crui'TT^pjja-is)

by which moral principles are permanently retained from

the " conscientia " by which they are applied to particular

cases.

But how far is man able to attain either natural or

Christian perfection ? This is the part of Thomas's system

in which the cohesion of the different elements composing

it seems weakest. He is scarcely aware that his Aristo-

telianized Christianity inevitably combines two different

difficulties in dealing with this question : first, the old

pagan difficulty of reconciling the position that will is a

rational desire always directed towards apparent good with

the freedom of choice between good and evil that the jural

view of morality seems to require ; and, secondly, the

Christian difficulty of harmonizing this latter notion with

the absolute depeifdence on divine grace which the religious

consciousness afiirms. The latter difficulty Thomas, like

many of his predecessors, avoids by supposing a " co-opera^

tion " of free-will and grace, but the former he does not

fully meet. It is against this part of his doctrines 'that

the most important criticism, in ethics, of his rival Dun;
Scotus (1266-1308) was directed. He urged that will

could not be really free if it were bound to reason, as

Thomas (after Aristotle) conceives it ; a really free choice

must be perfectly indeterminate between reason and
unreason. Scotus consistently maintained that the divine

* The " synderesis " of the Catholic mystics is a different notion ; it

is *,he "aper mentis," thp highest faculty of the mind, ^y -Khich tbe

most perfect communion irill. liic Di^ino natui» >5 realize.',..
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will IB similarly independent of reason, and that the divine

ordering of the world is to be conceived as absolutely arbi-

trary,—a point on which ho was followed by the acute in-

tellect of William of Occam (d. 1347). This doctrine is

obviously hostile to all reasoned morality; and in fact, not-

withstanding the dialectical ability of Scotus and Occam,

the work of Thomas remained indubitably the crowning

result of the great constructive effort of medijeval philo-

sophy. The effort was, indeed, foredoomed to failure,

since it attempted the impossible task of framing a cohe-

rent system out of the heterogeneous data furnished

by Scripture, the fathers, the church, and "the Philo-

sopher"—equally unquestioned, if not equally venerated,

/authorities. Whatever philosophic quality is to be found

in the work of Thomas belongs to it in spite of, not

in consequence of, its method. Still, its influence hns

been great and long-enduring,—in the Catholic Church

primarily, but indirectly among Protestants, especially in

England, since the famous first book of Hooker's Ecclesi-

astical Polity is to a great extent taken from the Summa
Theologice.

Partly in conscious antagonicm to the erudile labours and
dialectical conflicts of the schoolmen, yet with close

affinity to the central ethico-theological doctrine which they

read out o'f or into Aristotle, the mystical manner of

thought continued to maintain itself in the church.

Philosophically it leant upon Neo-Platonism, but always

blending the Christian element of love with the ecstatic

vision of Plotinus, and sometimes giving the former a

decided predominance. In its more moderate form, keeping

whelly within the limits of ecclesiastical orthodoxy, this

mysticism is represented by Bonaventura and Gerson
;

while it appears more independent and daringly construc-

tive in the German I^ckhardt, advancing in some of his

followers to open breach with the church, and even to

practical immorality.

In the brief account above given of the general ethical

view of Thomas Aquinas no mention has been made of

the detailed discussion of particular duties included in the

Summa Thcolor/ia; ; in which, for the most part, an .excel-

lent combination of moral elevation with sobriety of judg-

ment is shown, though on certain points the scholastic

iSwUefry pedantry of definition and distinction is unfavourable to due
mii Jesu- delicacy of treatment. As the properly philosopiiic interest
'*y- of scholasticism faded in the 14th and 15th centurias, the

quasi-legal treatment of morality came again into promi-

nence, borrowing a good deal of matter from Thomas and
other schoolmen. The best known Summa: Casunm Con-
scientice, compiled for the conduct of auricular confession,

belong to the 14th, and 15th centuries. As the chief of

these we may mention the Astesana (14th century) and
the Angelica (15th century) by two Franciscans, Astesanus
and Angelas de Clavasio respectively. It was inevitable

that, in proportion as this casuistry assumed the character

of a complete and systematic penal jurisprudence, its

precise determination of the limits between the prohibited

and the allowable, with all doubtful points closely scru-

tinized and illustrated by fictitious cases, would have a

tendency to weaken the moral sensibilities of ordinary
Iminds ; while, again, the more industry and ingenuity
iwere spent in deducing conclusions from the diverse

authorities accepted in the church, the greater necessarily

became the number of points on which doctors dis-

agreed ; and the . central authority that might have
repressed serious divergences was wanting in the period
of moral weakness ^ tliat the church went through, be-

tween the death of Boniface VIII. and the couiiter-

' Tlie refus.il of tho council of Constance to condemn Jean Petil's
fi'lvoeary of Assassination i-* n striliin;^ example of tlii.s u'eakncs.s, ^('/.

^lilmaji, Lat. Christ., bonk xiii. c. S
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Reformation. A plain man perplexed by such disagree*

ments might naturally hold that any opinion! maintained
by a pious and orthodox writer must be a tolerably safe

one to follow; and thus weak consciences "might b^ subtly
tempted to seek tho support of authority for some desired
relaxation of a moral rule. It does not, however, appear
that this danger, assumed formidable proportions until

after the Reformation; when, in the struggle made by the
Catholic church to recover its hold on the world, tho
principle of authority was, as it were, forced into keen
competition with that of private judgment for the guidance
of men's consciences. To tKe Jesuits, the foremost
champions in this struggle, it seemed indispensable that
the confessional should be made attractive ; for this pur-

pose ecclesiastico-moral law must be somehow " accommo-
dated " to worldly needs ; and the theory of " Probabilism

'

supplied a plausible method for efi'ecting this ac'commoda-
tion. The theory proceeded thus :—A layman could not
be expected to examine minutely into a point on which
the learned differed; therefore he could not fairly be
blamed for following any opinion that rested on the
authority of even a single doctor ; therefore his confessor

must be authorized to hold him guiltless if any such "pro-
bable " opinion could be produced in his favour ; nay, it

was his duty to suggest such an opinion, even though
opposed to his own, if it would relieve the conscience

under bis charge from a depressing burden. The results

to which this Probabilism, applied with an earnest desire

to avoid dangerous rigour, led in the 17th century were
revealed to the world in the immortal Lettres ProvinciaUs
of Pascal.

In tracing the development of casuistry we have been
carried beyond the great crisis through which Western
Christianity passed in the 16th century. The Reformation
which Luther initiated may be viiewed on several sides,

even if we consider only its ethical principles and effects,

-apart from the political and social aims and tendencies with
which it was connected in different European countries.

It maintained the simplicity of Apostolic Christianity

against the elaborate system of a corrupt hierarchy, the

teaching of scripture alone against the commentaries of

the fathers and the traditions of the church, the right of

private judgment against the dictation of ecclesiastical

authority, the individual responsibility of every human
soul before God in opposition to the papal control over

purgatorial punishments, which had led to the revolting

degradation of venal indulgences. Reviving the original

antithesis between Christianity and Jewish legalism, it

maintained the inwardness of faith to be the sole way to

eternal life, in contrast to the outwardness of works
;

returning to Augustine, and expressing his spirit in a new
formula, to resist the Neo-Pelagianism that had gradually

developed itself within the apparent Augustinianisai of

the church, it maintained the total corruption of human
nature, as contrasted with that "congruity" by «which,

according to the schoolmen, dinne grace was to be earned
;

renewing the fervent humility of St Paul, it enforced the

universal and absolute imperativeness of all Christian

duties, and the inevitable unworthiness of all Christian

obedience, in opposition to the theory that "condign"
merit might be gained by "supererogatory" conformity

to evangelical "counsels." It mil be seen that these

changes, however profoundly important, were, ethically

considered, either negative or quite general, relating

to the tone and attitude of mind in which all duty

should be done. As regards all positive matter of duty and
virtue, and most of the prohibitive code for ordinary men,
the tradition of Christian teaching was carried on substan-

tially unchanged in tho discourses- and writings of the

licformcii churches. Even tho old method nf ci'-'uiitry waa
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maintained' during tlie 16th and 17th centuries ; though

scriptural texts, interproted and supplemented by the light

of natural reason, now furnished the sole principles on

which cases of conBcience wore decided. But in the 17th

;entury the interest of this quasi-legal treatment of

norality gradually faded ; and tho ethical studies of cdti-

:atcd minds were occujjied with the attempt, renewed after

30 many centuries, to find an independent philosophical

basis for the moral code. The renewal of this attempt was

only indirectly due to the lleformation ; it is rather to be

connected with tho more extreme reaction from tho

medieval religion which was partly caused by, partly

expressed in, that enthusiastic study of the remains of old

pagan culture that spread from Italy over Europe in the

15th and 16th centuries. To this "humanism" the

Reformation seemed at first more hostile than the lloman

hierarchy; indeed, the extent to which this latter i had
allowed itself to become paganized by the Renaissance

was one of the points that especially roused the Reformers'

indignation. Not the less important is the indirect

stimulus given by the Reformation towards the develop-

ment of a moral philosophy independent alike of Catholic

and Protestant assumptions. Scholasticism, while reviving

pMlosophy as a handmaid to theology, had metamorphosed
its method into one resembling that of its mistress ; thus

shackling the renascent intellectual activity which it

stimulated and exercised by the double bondage to Aris-

totle and to the church. When the Reformation shook
the tAditional authority in one department, the blow was
necessarily felt in the other. Not twenty years after Luther's

defiance of the pope, the startling thesis " that all that Aris-

totle taught was false" was prosperously maintained by the

youthful Ramus before 'the university of Paris ; and almost

contemporaneously the group of remarkable thinkers in

Italy who heralded the dawn of modern physical science

—

Cardanus, Telesius, Patritius, Campanella, Bruno—began
to propound their un-Aristotelian theories of the constitu-

tion of the physical universe. It was to be foreseen that

a similar assertion of independence would make itseK hewd
in ethics also ; and, indeed, amid the clash of dogmatic

convictions, the variations and aberrations of private judg-

ment, that the multiplying divisions of Christendom
exhibited after the Reformation, reflective persons would
naturally be led to seek for an ethical method that might
claim universal acceptance from all sects.

rV. Modern, especially English, Ethics.—The need
of such independent principles was most strongly felt in

the region of man's civil and political relations, especially

the mutual relations of communities. Accordingly we find

that modem ethical controversy was commenced in the

form of a discussion of the law of nature, of which first

tjfeUiQ.^ Albericus Geutilis (1557-1611), then Hugo Grotius (1583
-1645) in his epoch-making work on international law,

endeavoured to give a complete theoretical view. Natural

law, according to Grotius, is that part of divine law which
follows from the essential nature of man ; it is therefore as

analterable even by Gkid himiself as the truths of mathe-
natics, although it may be overruled in any particular case

ay express revelation ; hence it is cognizable a priori^

from the abstract consideration of human nature, though
its existence may also be known a'^posteriari from its

universal acceptance in human societies. The conception,

j3 we have seen, was taken from the later Roman jurists
;

by them, however, the law of nature was hardly conceived

IS actually having a substantive existence independent of

positive codes; it was rather something that underlay

existing law, and was to be looked for through it, though

' As the chief English casuists we tnaymention Perkins, Hall, Sander-
son, a9 well as the more eminent Jeremy Taylor, wlio«e fhi-rtnr Ptih'.

fantium appeared lOCI.

it might perhaps be expected ultimately to enpersedc it,

and in the meanwhile represented an ideal standard, by
which improvements in legislation were to be guided.

Hence they do not seem to have framed, except in poetical

or mythical imagination, the notion of a state of nature

in which human beings were governed by the law of

nature alone. But as soon as the principles of this code

were contemplated as determining international rights and
duties, it was obvious that in the present mutual relatione

of independent nations, regarded as corporate units, we
have an actual example of this state of nature. Thus it

was an easy step to suppose definitely that in prehistoric

times individuals or single families lived similarly side by
side,—under none other than such " natural " laws as those

prohibiting mutual injury, and mutual interference with

each other's use of the goods of the earth that were common
to all, giving parents authority over their children, impos-

ing on wives a vow of fidelity to their husbands, and
obliging all to the observance of compacts freely entered

into. It was not, of course, assumed that these laws were

universally obeyed ; indeed, one point with which Grotius

is especially concerned is the natural right of private war,

arising out of the violation of more primary rights. Still a

general observance was involved in the idea of a natural

law as a " dictate of right reason indicating the agreement

or disagreement of an act with man's rational and social

nature
;
" and we may observe that it was especially

necessary to assume such a general observance in the case

of contracts ; since it was by an " express or tacit pact "

that the right of property (as distinct from the mere right

to non-interference during use) was held to have been

instituted ; and only by a similar " fundamental pact

"

could men be thought to pass legitimately from the state of

nature to that of an organized society.

The ideas above expressed were not peculiar to Grotius

;

in particular the doctrine of the " fundamental pact " aa

the jural basis of government had long been maintained,

especially in England, where the constitution historicallj

established readily suggested such a compact. At the

same time the rapid and remarkable success of Grotius'a

treatise would bring his view of Natural Right into pro-

minence, and would suggest to penetrating minds such

questions as—" What Is man's ultimate reason for obeying

these laws? Wherein does this their agreement with hi»

rational and social nature exaohly consist? How far, and
in what sense, is his nature really social 1

"

It was the answer which Hobbes (1588-1679) gave ta

these fundamental questions that supplied the starting-poiLt

for independent ethical philosophy in England. The natui t

of this answer was determined by the psychological vievts

to which Hobbes had been led, partly under the influeni r

of Bacon,^ partly perhaps through association with hi

younger contemporary Gassendi, who, in two treatisesi,

published between the appearance of Hubbes's De Cijt

(1642) and that of the Leviathan (1651), endeavoured lo

revive interest in the life and teaching of Epicurus. Hobbes's

psychology is in the first place mateiialistic ; he holds,

that is, that in any of the psychophysical phenomena of

human nature the reality is a material process of which the

mental feeling is a mere "appearance." Accordingly he

regards pleasure as essentially motion " helping vital

action," and pain as motion " hindering " it. There is no

logical connexion between this theory and the doc-

trine that appetite of desire has always pleasure (or the

absence of pain) for its object ; still a materialist,

^ This inflaenco was not exercised m the region of ethics. Bacot '.«

lirief out'inb of jnoral philosophy (in the Advavcement of Learning)
is highly pregnant and suggestive ; but the outline was necer BUcd in,

a*>'l Jo;;s not seem to have had any effect ID determining the subset

oo*"t course ^f t'ifti.'Tit in Knalatid
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framing a system of psycliology, will naturally direct

his attention to the impulses arising out of bodily wants,

whoso obvious end is the preservation of tlie 'material

organism ; and tins, together with a philosophic wish to

eimplify, may lead him to tho conclusion that all human
impulses are similarly self-regarding. This, at any rate, is

Hobbes's cardinal doctrino in moral psychology, that each

man's appetites or desires are naturally directed cither to

the preservation of his life, or to that heightening of it

which he feels as pleasure -^ including the aversions that are

similarly directed " fromward" pain. Hobbes docs not

distinguish instmccivo from deliberate pleasure-seeking

;

and he confidently resolves ihe m'^'^t apparently unselfish

emotiuiis into phases of self-regard. Tity he n'nds to bo

grief for the calamity of others, arising from imagination

of the like calamity befalling oneself; what we admire

with seeming disinterestedness as beautiful (pukhrum)

is really " pleasure in promise
;

" when men are. not

immediately seeking present pleasure, they desire power

as a means to future pleasure, and thus have a deriva-

tive delight in the exercise of power that prompts to

what we call benevolent action. Since, then, all the

voluntary actions of men tend to their own preservation

or pleasure, it cannot be reascnable to aim at anything

else ; in fact, nature rather than reason fixes this as the

end of human action to which it is reason's function to

show the means. Hence if we ask why it is reasonable

for any individual to observe the rules of social behaviour

that are commonly called moral, the answer is obvious that

this is only indirectly reasonable, as a means to his own
[jreservation or pleasure. It is not, however, in this,

which is only the old Cyrenaic or Epicurean answer, that

tho distinctive point of Hobbisra lies ; but rather in the

doctrine that even this indirect reasonableness of the most
fundamental moral rules is entirely conditional on their

general observance, which cannot be secured without tho

intervention of government. E.y., it Ls not reasonable for

me to perform my share of a contract, unless I, have ade-

tjuate reason for believing that the other party wfll perform

his ; and this adequate reason I cannot have, except in a

state of society in which he will be punished for non-per-

formance. Thus tho ordinary rules of social behaviour are

only hypothetically obligatory in any society, until they

are actualized by the establishment of a strong central

authority. On tho other hand, Hobbes yields to no one in

maintaining the paramount importance of moral regulations.

The precepts of good faith, equity, requital of benefits,

forgiveness of wrong so far as security allows, the prohibi-

tion of contumely, pride, arrogance, and other subordinate

rides, he still calls "immutable and eternal laws of nature,"

—

meaning that, though they do not unconditionally bind us
to realize them, they always bind to a desire that they
should be realized. The pre-social state of man, in his

view, is also pre-moral ; but it is therefore utterly miserable.

It is a state in which every one has a right to everything

that may conduce to his preservation ;- but it is therefore

also a state of war in which every man's hand is against

his neighbour's,—a state so wretched and perilous that it

is the first dictate of rational self-love to emerge from it

^ He even identifies the desire with the pleasure, apparently regard-

ins; tlie stir of appetite and that of fraition as two parts of the same
" motiou,"

* In spite of Hobbes's uncompromising egoism, tliere is a noticeable

discrepancy between his theory^of the ends that men naturally seek
and his st.indard for determining their natural rights. This latter is

never Pleasure simply, but always Preservation—though on occasion
Ite enlarges the notion of '*presBrvation" into *' preyervation of life so
as not to be weary of it." His view seems to be that in a state of
nature most men will iight, rob. &c., " for delectation merely" or " for

glory," and that hence nil men must be allowed an iudeliuite right to

l^t, rob, ic. ,
•* for prescrvatioti.

"

into social peace and order. Hence Hobbes's ideal constitu-

tion naturally comes to be an unquestioned and unlimited'—
though not necessarily monarchical—despotism. Whatever
tho government declares to be just or unjust must be taken

to be so, .since to dispute its dictates would be the first step

towards anarchy, the one paramount peril outweighing all

particular defects in legislation and administration. It is

perhaps easy to understand how, in 1G51, a peace-loving

philosopher, weary of the din of warring sects, should

regard the claims of individual conscience as essentially

anarchical, and the most threatening danger to social well-

being ; but however strong naght be men's yearning for

order, a view '^f sr-ciil uuty, in which the only" fixed

positions were selfishness everywhere and unlimited power
somewhere, could not but appear oflensively paradoxical.

However, olTensive or not, there was an originality, a

force, an apparent coherence in Hobbism which rendered it

undeniably impressive ; in fact, we find that for two genera-

tions the efi'orts to construct morality on a philosophical

basis take more or less the form of answers to Hobbes.

From an ethical point of view Hobbism divides itself

naturally into two parts, which are combined by Hobbes's

peculiar political doctrines into a coherent whole, but are not

otherwise necessarily connected. Its theoretical basis is

the principle of egoism, that it is natural and so reason-

able for each individual to aim solely at his own pre-

servation or pleasure ; while, for practically determining

the particulars of duty it makes morality entirely depen-

dent on positive law and institution. It is this latter part

or aspect of the system which is primarily attacked by the

first generation of writers that replied to Hobbes. This

attack, or rather the counter-exposition of orthodox doctrine,

is conducted on different methods by the^ Cambridge
moralists and by Cumberland respectively. The latter

retains the legal view of morality, and eudeavours, while

showing the actuality of the laws of nature, to systematize

them by reducing them to a single principle. The former,

regarding morality primarily as a body of truth rather thaa

a code of rules, insist on its absolute character and intuitive

certainty.

Cudworth was the most distinguished of the little group TlieC«»

of thinkers at Cambridge in the 17th century, commonly bridgaj-

known as the " Cambridge Platonists," who, embracing ™oray

what they conceived to be Platonic principles, but also p j_

strongly influenced by the new thought of Descartes, en- worth,

deavoured to blend rational theology with religious philo-

sophy. In his treatise on Eternal and Immutable MoralUy
(which was not published till more than 40 years after his

death in 1688), his main aim is to maintain the "essential

and eternal distinctions of good and evil " as independent of

mere will, whether human or divine. These distinction^,

ho insists, have an objective reality, cognizable by reason r

intellect as much as any physical fact ; and he endeavours

tc refute Hobbism—which he treats as a "novantiqut

philosophy," a mere revival of the relativism of Protagora.=

—by the following argumeiitum ad haminem. He arguei;

that Hobbes's atomic materialism involves the conception o)

an objective physical world, the object not of sense that

varies from man to man, but of the intellect that is thf

same in all ; there is therefore an inconsistency in refusing

to admit a similar exercise of intellect in morals, an objec-

tive world of duty, which the mind by its normal activity

clearly apprehends as such. Cudworth, in the work above

mentioned, gives no systematic exposition of the ethical

principles which he holds to be clearly apprehended. But
we may supply this deficiency from the Encldridion Ethicum
of Henry More, another thinker of the same school. Jfor?

£ives a list of 23 " Noemata Moralia," the truth of which
will, he says, be immediately manifest. Some of these aro

purely egoistic,—as (e.g.^ that eoods difl'er in qualify as
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well as duration, and that tho superior good is always to bo

preferred, and similarly tho lesser evil ; that absence of a

given amount of good is prcfcrablo to the presence of equi-

valent evil ; that future good or evil is to be regarded as

much as present, if equally certain, and nearly as much if

:very probable. Objections, both general and special, might

be urged by a Hobbist against these modes of formulating

man's natural pursuit of self-interest ; but tho serious

controversy between Hobbism and modern Platonism

did not relate to such principles as these, but to others

which demand from the individual a (real or apparent)

sacrifice for his fellows. Such are the evangelical principle

of "doing as you would be done by;" the principle of

justice, or "giving every man his own, and letting him enjoy

it without interference;" and especially what More states

as the abstract formula of benevolence, that " if it bo good

that one man should be supplied with tho means of living

well and happily, it is mathematically certain that it is

doubly good that two should be so supplied, and so on."

If we ask what motive any individual has to conform to

these social principles when they conflict with his natural

desires, Cudworth gives no explicit reply, and the answer

of More is hardly clear. On the one hand he maintains

that these principles express an absolute good ; which is to

bo called intellectual because its essence and truth are

defined and apprehended by the intellect. We might infer

from this that the intellect, so judging, is itself the proper

and complete determinant of the wiU, and that man, as a

rational being, ought to aim at the realization of absolute

good for its own sake. But this does not seem to be More's

view. He explains that though absolute good is dis-

cerned by the intellect, the "sweetness and flavour" of it

is apprehended, not by the intellect proper, but by what he
calls a "boniform faculty ;" and it is in this sweetness and
flavour that the motive to virtuous conduct lies ; ethics is

the " art of living well and happily," and true happiness

lies in "the pleasure which the soul derives from the sense

of virtue." In short, Platonism, in More's mind, has been
so far modernized that it turns out as hedonistic as Hob-
bism ; the difference between the two lies merely in the

degree of refinement of the pleasure that is taken as

ultimate end.

It is to be observed that though More lays down the

abstract principle of regarding one's neighbour's good as

much as one's own with the full breadth with which
Christianity inculcates it, yet when he afterwards comes to

discuss and classify virtues he is too much under the

influence of Platonic-Aristotelian thought to give a distinct

place to benevolence, except under the old form of liberality.

In this respect his system presents a striking contrast to

Cumberland's, whose treatise De Legibus Naturce (1672),
though written like More's in Latin, is yet in its ethical

matter thoroughly modern. Cumberland is a thinker both
original and comprehensive, who has furnished material to

more than one better-known moralist ; but his academic
prolixity and discursiveness, his academic language, and
a want of clearness of view in spite of an elaborate display

of exact and complete demonstration, have doomed his work
to oblivion. At any rate he is noteworthy as having been
the first to lay down that ** regard for the common good of

all " is the supreme rule of morality or Law of Nature, to

which all other rules and virtues are strictly subordinate.

So far he may be fairly called the precursor of modern
utilitarianism. It is, however, important to notice that in

his " good " is included not merely happiness but " perfec-

tion ; " and he does not even define perfection so as to

exclude from it the notion of moral perfection or virtue,

and save his theory from an obvious logical circle. A
notion so vague could not possibly be u^ed for determining
the subordinate rules of morality with any precision; but

in fact Cumberland does not attempt iLin ; Lis supreme
principle is not designed to rectify, but merely to support

and systematize, common morality. This principle, as was
said, is conceived as strictly a law, and therefore referred

to a lawgiver, God, and provided with a sanction in the

effects of its observance or violation on the agent's happi-

ness. That tho divine will is expressed by the proposition
" that all rationals should aim at the common good of all,"

Cumberland, " not being so fortunate as to possess innate

ideas," tries to prove by a long inductive examinat.'on of

the evidences of man's essential sociality exliibited in his

physical and mental constitution. His account of the

sanction, again, is sufTiciently comprehensive, including

both tho internal and the external rewards of virtue and

punishments of vice ; and he, like later utilitarians, explains

moral obligation to lie in the force exercised on the will by
these sanctions ; but as to the precise manner in which

individual is implicated with universal gocd, and the

operation of either or both in determining volition, his view

seems either indistinct or inconsistent.

The clearness which we seek in vain from Cumberland I

is found to tho fullest extent in a more famous writer,

'

whose Essay on the Human Understandiiiy (1690) wai

already planned when Cumberland's treatise appeared.

,

And yet Locke's ethical opinions have been widely mis-

understood ; since from a confusion between " innate ideas
"

and " intuitions," which has been common in recent ethicaf

discussion, it has been supposed that the founder of English

empiricism must necessarily have been hostile to " intui-

tional" ethics. The truth is that, while Locke agrees

entirely with Hobbes as to the egoistic basis of rational

conduct, and the interpretation of " good " and " evil " as

"pleasure" and "pain," or that which is productive of

pleasure and pain, he yet agrees entirely with Hobbes'a

opponents in holding ethical rules to be actually obligatory

independently of political society, and capable of being

scientifically constructed on principles intuitively known.

This morality he conceives as the law of God, carefully

distinguishing it, not only from civil law, but from the law

of opinion or reputation, the varying moral standard by
which men actually distribute praise and blame ; as being

divine it is necessarily sanctioned by adequate rewards and
punishments. He does not, indeed, speak of the scientific

construction of this code as having been actuallv effected,

but he affirms its possibility in language remarkaoly strong

and decisive. " The idea," he says, " of a Supreme Being,

infinite in power, goodness, and wisdom, whose workman-

ship we are, and upon whom we depend, and the idea of

ourselves, as understanding rational beings, being such as

are clear in us, would, I suppose, if duly considered and

pursued, afford such foundations of our duty and rules of

action, as might place morality among the sciences capable

of demonstration, wherein, I doubt not, but from self-evi-

dent propositions, by necessary consequences as incontes-

tible as those in mathematics, the measures of right and

wrong might be made out." As Locke cannot consistently

mean by God's " goodness " anything but the disposition to

give pleasure, it would seem that the supreme rule of his

system, as of Cumberland's, must prescribe universal

benevolence ; though the only instances which he gives of

intuitive moral truths are the purely formal propositions,

"No government allows absolute Liberty." and "Where
there is no property there is no injustice."

We might give, as a fair illustration of Locke's genera:

conception of ethics, a system which is frequently repre-

sented as diametric:;lly opposed to Lockism; namely,

that expounded in Clarke's Boyle lectures on the Being

and Attributes qf God (1704). It is true that Locke

is not particularly concerned with the ethico-theolo-

gioal proposition which Clarke is most anxious to
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maintain,— that the fundamental rules of morakty

are independent of arbitrary will, whether divine or

human. -But in his general view of ethical principles as

Ijeing, like mathematical principles, essentially truths of

relation, Clarke is quite in accordance with Locke ; while of

the four fundamental rules that he czpounds, Piety, Equity,

Benevolence, and Sobriety (which includes self-preservation),

the first is obtained, just as Locke suggests, by " comparing
,

the idea " of man with the idea of an infinitely good and
wise being on whom he depends ; and the second and third

are axioms self-evident on the consideration of the equality

or similarity of human individuals as such. The second

axiom of equity—that " whatever I judge reasonable or

unreasonable for another to do for me, that by the

same I declare reasonable or unreasonable that I in tho

like case should do for him," is merely a formal statement

of the golden rule of the gospel.' Wo may observe

that, in stating the principle of benevolence, " since the

greater good is always most fit and reasonable to be done,

every rational creature ought to do all the good it can

to its fellow-creatures," Clarke avowedly follows Cumber-
land, from whom he quotes the further sentence that
" universal love and benevolence ia as plainly the most

direct, certain, and effectual means to this good as the

fiowing of a point is to produce a line." The quota-

tion may remind us that the analogy between ethics

and mathematics ought to be traced further back than

Locke ; in fact, it results from the influence exercised

by Cartesianism over English thought generally, in the

latter half of the 17th century. It must be allowed that

Clarke is misled by the analogy to use general ethical terms

("fitness," " agreement" of things, &c.), which overlook

Qie essential distinction between what is and what ought to

be ; and even in one or two expressions to overleap this

distinction extravagantly, as (e.cf.) in saying that the man
who " wilfully acts contrary to justice wills things to be

what they are not and cannot be." What he really means
is less paradoxically stated in the general proposition that
'' originally and in reality it is natural and (morally speak-

ing) necessary that the will should be determined in every

action by the reason of the thing and the right of the case,

as.it is natural and (absolutely speaking) necessary that the

understanding .should submit to a demonstrated truth."

Here no doubt Clarke is opposed to Locke ; and even goes

beyond the Platonista in affirming the immediate abso-

lute determination of will by reason. But though it is an
essential point in Clarke's view that what is right is to be
done as such, apart from any consideration of pleasure or

pain, it is to be observed that he is not prepared to

apply this doctrine in its unqualified form to such a creature

as man, who feels as well as reasons. At least when
he comes to argue the preferability of virtue to vice in refer-

ence to actual human choice, he does not make more than

(he very moderate claim that " virtue deserves to be chosen
for its own sake, and vice to be avoided, though a man was
sure for his cfwn particular neither to gain nor lose anything
by the practice of cither." He fully admits that the ques-

tion is altered when vice is attended by pleasure and profit

to the vicious man, virtue by loss and calaiuity ; and even
that it is " not truly reasonable that men by adhering to

virtue should part with their lives, if thereby they deprived

themselves of all possibility of receiving any advantage

from their adherence."

The truth is that the impressive earnestness with which
<.^larke enforces the doctrine of rational morality only ren-

ders more manifest the difficulty of establishing ethics on an

independent philosophical basis; so long at least as the

* Kv^n Hob>ios accepts tho golden Tulo in it** nefntivs application

"Co <wJ uuto o'.'ucrs, " ic.) ..3 sumn.arizinij his " law of i.aturt.

"

psychological egoism of HobbeB is not definitely aa-

aailed and overthrown. Until this is done, the utmost
demonstration of the abstract reasonableness of Bocial

duty only leaves us with an irreconcOable antagonLsn*

between the view of abstract rea.9on and the self-lovo which
is allowed to be the root of man's appetitive nature. Let
us grant that there is as much intellectual absurdity io

acting unjustly as in denying that two and two make
four ; still, if a man has to choose between absurdity and
unhappiness, he will naturally prefer the former ; and

Clarke cannot maintain that such preference is irrational-^

It remains to adopt another line of reasoning ; instead

of presenting tho principle of social duty as abstract reason,

liable to conflict to any extent with natural self-love, we
may try to exhibit the naturalness of man's social afi"ection3,

and demonstrate a normal harmony between these and his

self-regarding impulses. This is the line of thought which

Shaftesbury (1671-1713) may be said to have initiated.

Not, of course, that he is original in insisting on tho actual

fact of natural afi'ections binding men to their fellows
;

Cumberland, to say nothing of earlier writers, had dwelt

on this at some length. But no moralist before Shaftesbury

had made this the cardinal point in his system ; no one

had undertaken to distinguish clearly, by careful analysis

of experience, the disinterested and self-regarding elements

of our appetitive nature, or to prove inductively their per-

fect harmony. He begins by attacking the egoistic inter

pretation of good which Hobbes had put forward, ;.cd

which, as we liave seen, was not necessarily excluded by

the doctrine of moral intuitions. This interpretation, he

^ays, would be only true if we considered man as a wholly

unrelated individual. Such a being we might doubtless

call " good," if his impulses and dispositions were

harmonized and adapted to the attainment of his own
felicity. But man we must and do consider in relation to

a larger system of which he forms a part, and so we only

call him " good " when his impulses and dispositions are su

graduated and balanced as to tend towards the good of this

whole. And observe, he adds, we do not attribute good-

ness to him merely because his outward acts have this

tendency ; the worst of men may be chained from harm, and

lashed into usefulness by the fear of punishment. When
we speak of a man as " morally " good, we mean that hii

dispositions or afi'ections are such as tend of themselves to

promote the good or happiness of human society. Hobbes's

moral man, who, if let loose from governmental constraint,

would straightway spread ruin among his fellows, is not

what we commonly agree to call such. Lloral goodness,

then, involves disinterested afi'ections, whose direct object

is the good of others ; but Shaftesbury does not mean (as

he has been misunderstood to mean) that only such bene-

volent social impulses are good, and that these are always

good. On the contrary, he is careful to point out, first,

that immoderate social afi'ections defeat themselves, miss

their proper end, and are therefore bad ; secondly, that as

an individual's good is part of the good of the whole " self-

affoctions" existing in a duly limited degree are morally

good. The moral ideal, in short, consists in due com-

bination of both sorts of " affections, " tendency to

promote general good being taken as the criterion of

the right mixture or balance. This being establi;5hed, the

main aim of Shaftesbury's argument is to prove that the

same balance and blending of private and social afi'ections,

which tends naturally to public good, is also conducive to

the happiness of the individual in whom it exists. Taking

the diff'erent impulses in detail, he first shows bow the

• It Bhould be observed that, while Clarke 13 sinccmly anxious to

prove that most principles are binding indepenii^ently of Divine ap-

pointment, he is no leas concerned to aho^i tliat mur.Utv K-quirc» tli«

I
Tactical su^.j^ort <^t revealed religion.
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individual's happiness is promoted by developing and

exercising his social affections, mental pleasures being

superior to bodily, and the pleasures of benevolence the

richest of all. In discussing this he distinguishes, with

well-applied subtlety,'.betweor the pleasurablenesa of the

benevolent emotions themselves, the sympathetic enjoy-

ment of the happiness of others, and the pleasure arising

from a consciousness of their love and esteem. He then

exhibits the unhappiness that results from any excess of

the sclf-rogarding impulses, bodily appetite, desire of

wealth, emulation, resentment, even love of life itself ; and

ends by dwelling on the intrinsic painfulnosa of all

malevolence.

One more special impulse remains to be noticed. We
have seen that goodness of character consists in a certain

balance and harmony of self-regarding and social affections.

But virtue, in Shaftesbury's view, is something more ; it

implies a recognition of moral goodness and immediate

preference of it for its own sake. This immediate pleasure

that we take in goodness (and displeasure in its opposite)

is due to a susceptibility which he calls the " reflex " or
" moral " sense, and compares with our susceptibility to

beauty and deformity in external things ; it furnishes both

an additional direct impulse to good conduct, and an

additional gratification to be taken into account in the

reckoning which proves the coincidence of virtue and
happiness. . This doctrine of the moral sense is sometimes

represented as Shaftesbury's cardinal tenet ; but though
characteristic and important, it is not really necessary to

his main argument ; it is the crown rather than the key-

stone of his ethical structure.

The appearance of Shaftesbury's Characteristics (1713)
marks a turning-point in the history of English ethical

thought. With the ge'eration of moralists that followed

the consideration of abstract rational principles falls into the

background, and its place is taken by introspective study

of the human mind, observation of the play of the various

impulses and sentiments. This empirical psychology had
not indeed been neglected by previous writers. More,

among others, had imitated Descartes in a discussion of the

passions, and Locke's essay had given a still stronger

impulse in the same direction ; still, Shaftesbury is the first

moralist who distinctly takes psychoWgical experience as the

basis of ethic His suggestions were developed by
Hutcheson into one of the most elaborate systems of moral

philosophy which we possess ; through Hutcheson, if not

directly, they influenced Hume's speculations, and are thus

connected with later utilitarianism ; while again, the

substance of Shaftesbury's main argument was adopted by
Butler, though it coidd not pass the scrutiny of that

powerful and cautious iolellect without receiving important

modifications and additions. On the other hand, the ethical

optimism of Shaftesbury, connected as it was with a

natural theology that' implied the Christian scheme to be

superfluous, challenged attack equally from orthodox divines

and from infidel pessimists. Of these latter Mandeville,

the author of The Fable of the Bees, or Private Vices Public

Benefits (1724), was a conspicuous if not a typical specimen.

He can h^ardly be called a "moralist;" and though it is

impossible to deny him a -considerable share of philosophical

penetration, his anti-moral paradoxes have not even

apparent coherence. He is convinced that virtue (where it

is more than a mere pretence) is purely artificial ; but not

quite certain whether it is a useless trammel of appetites

and passions that are advantageous to society, or a

device creditable to the politicians who introduced it by
tplaying upon the " pride and vanity " of the " silly

greature man." The view, however, to which he gave

(eccentric expression, that moral regulation is something
Blien to the natural Mi;iti, and iisit-ioscdou him fvum without,

seems to have been very current in the polite society of Li»i

time, as we learn both from Berkeley's Alcipkron SliA

from Butler's more famous eermons.

The view of " human nature " agaifljt which Butler

preached was not exactly Mahdeville's, iTOr was it properly

to be called Hobbist, although Butler fairly treats it a-i

having sl philosophical basis in Hobbea's psychology. Is

was, so to say, Hobbism turned inside out,—rendered licen-

tious and anarchical instead of constructive. Hobbes had
said " the natural state of mail is non-moral, uhregulated

,

moral rules are means to the end of peace, which is a

means to the end of self-preservation." On this view

morality, so far as Hobbes deals with it, though conven-

tional and dependent for its actuality on the social com-

pact which establishes government, is actually binding on
man as a reasonable being. But the quasi-theistic assump-

tion that what is natural must be reasonable remained in

the minds of Hobbes's most docile readers ; and in com-

bination with his new thesis that unrestrained egoism ia

natural, tended to produce results which, though not per-

haps practically subversive of peace, were at any rate

dangerous to social well-being. To meet this view Butler

does not content himself, as he is sometimes carelessly sup-

posed to do, with simply insisting on the natural claim to

authority of the conscience which his opponent repudiated

as artificial ; he also uses a more subtle and effective

argument ad homiAem. He first follows Shaftesbury, in ex-

hibiting the social affections as no less natural than tha

appetites and desires which tend more directly to self-pre-

servation ; then going further and reviving the Stoic view

of the prima natufce, the first objects of natural appetites,

he argues that pleasure is not the primary aim even of tha

impu&ea which Shaftesbury allowed to be " self-affections ;

"

but rather a result which follows upon their attaining their

natural ends. Thus the object (e.ff.) of hunger is not the

pleasure of eating but food ; : hunger is, therefore, strictly

speaking, no more " interested" than benevolence
;
grantinj

that the pleasures of the table are an important element in th-^

happiness at which self-love aims, the same may certainly

be said for the pleasures of love and sympathy. Further,

so far from bodily appetites (or other particular desires

)

being forms of self-love, there is no one of them which

under certain circumstances may not come into sonflict

with it. Indeed, it is common enough for men to sacrifice

to passion what they know to be their true interests ; at thi

same time kc do not consider such conduct "natural " iu

man as a rational being ; we rather regard it as natural

for him to govern his transient impulses. Thus the notion

of natural unregulated egoism turns out to be a psychologi-

cal chimasra ; for (1) man's primary impulses cannot bs

sweepingly called egoistic in any sense, since the objects cf

aU are other than his own happiness' and the tendencies cf

some are as ob^viously social in the tirst instance as those

of others are self-regarding ; and (2) a inan cannot be con-

sistently egoistic without being continually self-regulative.

Indeed, we may say that an egoist must be doubly self-

regulative, since rational self-love ought to restrain not

only other impulses, but itself also ; for as happiness ia

made up of feelings that result from the satisfaction of

impulses other than self-love, any over-development of the

latter, enfeebling these other impulses, must proportionally

diminish the happiness at which self-love aims. If, then,

it be admitted that human impulses are naturally under

government, the natural claim of conscience or the mora!

faculty to be the supreme governor will be hardly denied.

But has not self-love also, by Butler's o'wn account, a

similar authority, which may come into conflict with that of

conscience ? Butler fully admits this, and, in fact, grounds

on it an important criticism of Shaftesbury. We have ac^^i.

that in the latttr's system the "mofa! sense ' is not abao-
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Intely required, or at least is only necessary as a Rubstitute

for enlightened self-regard ; since if the harmony between

prudence and virtue, self-regarding and social impulses, is

complete, mere self-interest will prompt a duly enlightened

mind to maintain precisely that " balance" of aflcctions in

which goodness consists. But to Butler's more cautious

mind the completeness of this harmony did not seem suffi-

ciently demonstrable to be taken as a basis of moral teach-

ing ; he has at least to contemplate the possibility of a man
being convinced of the opposite ; and he argues that unless

we regard conscience as essentially authoritative—which
is not implied in the term " moral sense "—such a man
is really bound to be vicious; "since interest, one's own
happiness, is a manifest obligation." Still on this view,

even if the authority of conscience be asserted, we seem
reduced to an ultimate dualism of our rational nature.

Butler's ordered polity of impulses turns out to be a polity

with two independent governments. Butler does not deny

this, so far as mere claim to authority is concerned -^ but he

maintains that, the dictates of conscience being clear and

certain, while the calculations of self-interest lead to merely

probable conclusions, it can never be practically reasonable

to disobey the former, even apart from any proof which

religion may furnish of the absolute coincidence of the two

in a future life.

This dualism of governing principles in Butler's system,

ind perhaps, too, his revival of the Platonic conception of

human nature as an ordered and governed community of

impulses, may be partly attributed to the influence of

WoWnston's Jieliffion of A'^alure Delineated (1722). Here,

for the first time, we find " moral good " and " natural good "

or " happiness " treated separately as two essentially distinct

objects of rational pursuit and investigation; the harmony
between them being regarded as matter of religious faith,

ifoiia* 'lot moral knowledge. WoUaston's theory of moral evil as

^•- consisting in the practical contradiction of a true proposi-

tion, closely resembles the most paradoxical part of Clarke's

doctrine, and was not likely to approve itself to the strong

common sense of Butler ; but his statement of happiness or

jdeasure as a "justly desirable" end at which every

rational being " ought " to aim corresponds exactly to

Butler's conception of self-love as a naturally govewiing

impulse ; while the " moral arithmetic " •with which he

compares pleasures and pains, and endeavours to make the

notion of happiness quantitatively precise, is an anticipation

i>f Benthamism.

There is another side of Shaftesbury's harmony which

Butler was ultimately led to oppose in a more decided

manner,—the opposition, namely, between conscience or the

moral sense and the social affections. In the Sermons,

mdeed (1729), Butler seems to treat conscience and calm

Wnevolence as permanently allied though distinct principles,

but in the Dissertation on Virtue, appended to the Analogy

^1739), he maintains that the conduct dictated by con-

science wiU often differ widely from that to which mere re-

gard for the production of happiness would prompt. We
may take this latter treatise as representing the first in the

development of English ethics, at which what were after-

wards called " utilitarian " and " intuitional " morality

were first formally opposed; in earlier systems the antithesis

is quite latent, as we have incidentally noticed in the case of

Cumberland and Clarke.^ The argument in Butler's disser-

tation was probably directed against Hutcheson, who in his

"inquiry conceruing the original of our ideas of virtue" had
definitely identified virtue with benevolence. The identifi-

,
• In a remarkable passage near the close of lis eleventh sermon,

Bntler seems even to allow that conscience would have to give way to
selMove, if it were possible (which it is not) that the two should come
liito ultimate ami irreconcilable conflict.

' Qf. anU, p. 69S-9.

cation is slightly qu,-lified in Hntcheson's posthumously pub-

lished System ofMoral Philosophy {\lbb)\ in which the gene-

ral view of Shaftesbury is more fully developed, with several

new psychological distinctions, including Butler's separation

of " calm " self-love and benevolence from the " turbulent

"

passions, selfish or social. Hutcheson also follows Butler

in laying stress on the " governing * character of the moral

eenso ; but ho still regards " kind affections" as the principal

objects of moral approbation—the "calm" and "exten-

sive " affections being preferred to the turbulent and narrow

—together with the desire and love of moral excellence

which is ranked with universal benevolence, the two being

equally worthy and necessarily harmonious. Only in a

secondaiy sense is approval due to certain " abilities f.nd

disp .'sitions immediately connected with virtuous affec-

tions," as candour, veracity, fortitude, sense of honour

;

while in a lower grade still are placed sciences and a:Is,

along with even bodily skills and gifts ; indeed, the appro-

bation we give to those is not stiictly moral, but is referred

to the "sense of decency or dignity," which (as well as the

sense of honour) is to be distinguished from the moral sense.

Calm self-love Hutcheson regards as morally indifferent

;

though he enters into a careful analysis of the elements oi'

happiness,^ in order to show that a true regard for private

interest always coincides with the moral sense and with

benevolence. 'Wbile thus maintaining Shaftesbury's
" harmony " between public and private good, Hutcheson
is still more careful to establish the strict disinterestedness

of benevolent affections. Shaftesbury had conclusively

shown that these were not in the vulgar sense selfish; but

the very stress which he lays on the pleasure inseparabla

from their exercise suggests a subtle egoistic theory which

he does not expressly exclude, since it may be said tha*

this " intrinsic reward " constitutes the real motive of the

benevolent man. To this Hutcheson replies that no doubt

the exquisite delight of the emotion of love is a motive to

sustain and develop it ; but this pleasure cannot be directly

obtained, any more than other pleasures, by merely desiring

it; it can only begot indirectly by cultivating the affection,

which is thus obviously distinct from the desire for

benevolent pleasure, being (as is ordinarily supposed) an

immediate desire for other's good. He points to the fact

that the imminence of death often intensifies instead of

diminishing a man's desire for the welfare of those he

loves, as a crucial experiment pro^^ng the disinterestedness

of love ; adding, as confirmatory evidence, that the

sympathy and admiration commonly felt for self-sacrifice

depends on the belief that it is something different from

refined self-seeking.

It remains to consider how, from the doctrine that

affection is the proper object of approbation, we are to

deduce moral rules or "natural laws" prescribing or pro-

hibiting outward acts. It is obvious that all actions

conducive to the general good will deserve our highest

approbation if done from disinterested benevolence ; but

how if they are not so done ? In answering this question,

Hutcheson avails himself of the scholastic distinction

between "material" and "formal" goodness. "An
action," he says, " is materially good when in fact it tends

to the interest of the system, so far as we can judge of

its tendency, or to the good of some part consistent with

that of the system, whatever were the affections of the

agent. An action \a formally good when it flowed from

good affection in a just proportion." On the pivot of this

distinction Hutcheson turns round from the point of view

of Shaftesbury to that of later utilitarianism. His treat-

* It Is worth noticing that Hutcheson' 3 express definition of the

object of self-love includes " perfection " as well as " hap'piness ;" but

in the working out of bis system he considers private good exclusively

as hapi'iaess or pleasure.
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mont of external rights and duties, thoagh decidedly in-

ferior in methodical clearness and precision, docs not differ

in principle from that of Paley or Bentbam, except that

he lays greater stress on the immediate conducifeness of

actions to the happiness of individuals, and more often

refers in a merely supplementary or restrictive way to

their tendencies in respect of general happiness. It may
be noticed, too, that he still accepts the " social compact

"

as the natural mode of constituting government, and

regards the obligations of subjects to civil obedience as

normally dependent on a tacit contract; though he is

careful to state that consent is not absolutely necessary to

the just establishment of beneficent government, nor the

source of irrevocable obligation to a pernicious one.

An important stop further in political utilitarianism was

taken by Hume in his Treatise on Human Nature (1739).

Hume concedes that a compact is the natural means of

peacefully instituting a new government, and may therefore

be properly regarded as the ground of allegiance to it at

the outset ; but ho urges that, when once it is firmly

established, the duty of obeying it rests on precisely the

same combination of private aad general interests as the

duty of keeping promises ; it is therefore absurd to base the

former on the latter. Justice, veracity, fidelity to compacts

and to governments, are all co-ordinate ; they are all

"artificial" virtues, due to civilization, and not belonging

to man in his " ruder and more natural " condition ; our

approbation of all alike is founded on our perception of

their useful consequences. It is this last position that

constitutes the fundamental difference between Hutcheson's

ethical doctrine and Hume's.'- The former, while accepting

utility as the criterion of " material goodness," had adhered

to Shaftesbury's view that dispositions, not results of

action, were the proper object of moral approval ; at the

same time, while giving to benevolence the first place in his

account of personal merit, he had shrunk from the paradox

of treating it as the sole virtue, and had added a rather

undefined and unexplained train of qualities,—veracity, for-

titude, activity, industr)', sagacity,—immediately approved

in various degrees by the " moral sense " or the " sense of

dignity." This naturally suggested to a mind like Hume's,

anxious to apply the experimental method to psycho-

logy, the problem of reducing these different elements of

personal merit—or rather our approval of them—to some
common principle. The old theory that referred this

approval entirely to self-love is, he holds, easy to disprove

by " crucial experiments " on the play of our moral senti-

ments ; rejecting this, he finds the required explanation in

the sympathetic pleasure that attends our perception of the

conduciveness of virtue to the interests of human beings

other than ourselves. He endeavours to establish this

inductively by a survey of the qualities, commonly praised

as virtues, which he finds to be always either useful or

immediately agreeable, either (1) to the virtuous agent

himself or (2) to others. In class (2) he includes, besides

the Benevolence of Shaftesbury and Hutcheson, the useful

virtues, Justice, Veracity, and Fidelity to compacts ; as well

as such immediately agreeable qualities as politeness, wit,

modesty, and even cleanliness. The most original part of

his discussion, however, is concerned with qualities imme-

diately useful to their possessor. The most cynical man of

the world, he saj's, with whatever "sullen incredulity" he

may repudiate virtue as a hollow pretence, cannot really

refuse his approbation to " discretion, caution, enterprise,

industry, frugality, economy, good sense, prudence, discern-

ment;" nor again, to "temperance, sobriety, patience, perse-

verance, considerateness, ^crecy, order, insinuation, address,

Hume's ethical view was finally stated in bis Inquiry into the

t'ri'icijilt's of Morals (1751), which is at once more popular and more
piH'ely utilitarian tbaa bic earlier work.

presence of mind, qiiickness of conception, facility of
expression." It is evident that the merit of these qualities

in our eyes is chiefly due to our perception of their

tendency to serve the person possessed of them; so that the

cynio in praising them is really exhibiting the unselfish

sympathy of which he doubts the existence. Hume admits
the difTiculty that arises, especially in the case of the

"artificial" virtues, such as justice, <fcc., from the undeni-

able fact that we praise them and blame their oppositee

without consciously reflecting on useful or pernicious con-

sequences ; but considers that this may be explained as an
effect of "education and acquired haoits."^

So far the moral faculty has been considered as contem-

plative rather than active ; and this, indeed, is the point

of view from which Hume mainly regards it. If we ask

what actual motive we have for virtuous conduct, Hume's
answer is not quite clear. On the ene hand, he speaks of

moral approbation as derived from " humanity and bene-

volence," while expressly recognizing, after Butler, that

there is a strictly disinterested element in our benevolent

impulses (as also in hunger, thirst, love of fame, and other

passions). On the other hand, he does not seem to think

that moral sentiment or " taste" can " become a motive to

action," except as it " gives pleasure or pain, and thereby

constitutes happiness or misery." It is difiicult to make
these views quite consistent; but at any rate Hume
emphatically maintains that " reason is no motive to action,''

except so far as it " directs the impulse received from

appetite or inclination;" and recognizes—in his later

treatise at least—no *' obligation" to virtue, except that of

the agent's interest or happiness.

But even if we consider the moral consciousness merely

as a particular kind of pleasurable emotion, there is an

obvious question suggested by Hume's theory, to which he

gives no adequate answer. If the essence of " moral taste"

is sympathy with the pleasure of others, connected by trans-

ference with the qualities that tend to cause such pleasure,

why is not this specific feeling excited by other things beside

virtue? On this point Hume contents himself with thevague

remark that "there are a numerous set of passions and senti-

ments, of which thinking rational beings are by the original

constitution of nature the only proper objects." The truth

is, that Hume's notion of moral approbation was very loose,

as is sufficiently shown by the list of " useful and agree-

able" qualities which he considers worthy of approbation."

[t is therefore hardly surprising that his theory should leave

the specific quality of the moral sentiments a fact still need-

ing to be explained. An original and ingenious solution of

this problem was offered by his contemporary Adam Smith,

in his Theory of Moral Sentiments (1759). Adam Smith AdajB

does not deny the actuality or importance of that sym-Smili,

pathetic pleasure in the perceived or inferred effects of

virtues and vices on which Hume laid stress. He does not,

however, think that the essential part of common moral

sentiment is constituted by this, but rather by a more

direct sympathy with the impulses that prompt to action

or expression. The spontaneous play of this sympathy-

he treats as an original and inexplicable fact of human
nature, but he considers that its action is powerfully sus-

tained by the pleasure that each man finds in the accord

' Hume remarks that in some cases, ty " association of ide.as,' the

rule by which we praise and blame is extended beyond the principle

01 utility from which it arises ; bnt he allows much less scope to "t^-"'

explanation in his second treatise then in his iirst.

S In earlier editions of the Inquiry Hume erpressly included al'

approved qualities under the general notion of "virtue." In latef

editions he avoided this strain on usage by substituting or adding
" merit" in several passages,—allowing that some of the. laudable

qualities which he mentions would be more commonly called " talents.*

but still maintaining that " there is little distinction made in OCT 1q>

temal estimation" of "virtues" and "talents."
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«f hht feeling with another's. By means of this primary

elemimt, comijounded iu various ways, Adam Smith ex-

plaina ail the different phenomena of the moral conscious-

ness. He takes first the semi-moral notion of " propriety
"

or " decorum," and endeavours to show inductively that

our application of this notion to the social behaviour

of another is determined by our degree of sympathy

with the feeling expressed in such behaviour. *' To
approve of the passions of another as suitable to their

objects is the same thing as to sympathize with tliem."

Similarly we disapprove of passion exhibited in a degree

to which our sympathy cannot reach ; and even, too, when
it falls short ; since, as he acutely points out, we often

sympathize with the merely imagined feelings of others,

and are thus disappointed, when we find the reality absent.

Thus the prescriptions of good taste in the expression of

feeling may be summed up in the principle, " reduce or

raise the expression to that with which spectators will

BympathizB." When the efl"ort to restrain feeling is

exhibited in a degree which surprises as well as pleases, it

excites admiration as a virtue or excellence ; such

excellences Adam Smith quaintly calls the " awful and
respectable," contrasting them with the " amiable virtues

"

which consist in the opposite effort to sympathize, when
exhibited in a remarkable degree. From the sentiments

of propriety and .admiration we proceed to the sense

of merit and demerit. Here a more complex pheno-

menon presents itself for analysis ; we have to distinguish

in the sense of merit—(1) a direct sympathy with the

eentiments of the agent, and (2) an indirect sympathy
with the gratitude of those who receive the benefit

of his actions. In the case of demerit a direct anti'

pathy to the feelings of the misdoer takes the place of

sympathy ; but the chief part of the sentiment excited is

sympathy with those injured by the misdeed. The object

of this sympathetic resentment, impelling us to punish, is

Nvhat we call injustice ; and thus the remarkable stringency

of the obligation to act justly is explained, since the recog-

nition of any action as unjust involves the admis.sion that

it may be forcibly obstructed or punished. To the obvious

objection that we often approve and disapprove without

sympathizing, it is replied that in such cases we correct or

supplement present feelings by the general rules derived

from preceding experience of our ordinary sentiments.

Similarly the received maxims to which we commonly
appeal as recognized standards of judgment are formed by

the concurrent and mutually confirmed sympathies of man-
kind generally. Moral judgments, then, are expressions of

the complex normal sympathy of an impartial spectator with

the active impulses that prompt to and result from actions.

When, however, such judgments are passed on our own con-

duct, a further complication of the fundamental element is

required to explain them. What we call our conscience is

really sjTupathy with the feelings of an imaginary impartial

spectator looking at our conduct. Such a spectator, it is

true, would not' have full means for forming a judgment,
but these we can supply in imagination ; thus, " praise-

worthy" (as distinguished from actually praised) conduct

may be defined as " that with which an impartial and fully

informed spectator would sympathize."

That the general rules of morality impressed on us by
this complicated play of sympathy are "justly to be

regarded as the laws of the Deity," Adam Smith takes care

to assure us ; but it can hardly be said that his theory

affords any cogent arguments for this conclusion, or in any
way establishes these rules as objectively valid. In the

same way Hume insists emphatically on the " reality of

moral obligation ;
" but is found to mean no more by this

than the real existence of the likes and dislikes that human
beings feel for each other's qualities. The fact was, that

amid the observations and analysis of feelings to which
the moral sentimentalism of Shaftesbury's school had
led, the fundamental ethical questions " What is right"

and "Why?" had been allowed to drop into the back-
ground, and the consequent danger to morality was mani-
fest. The binding force of moral rules becomes evanes-

cent if we admit, with Hutcheson, that the "sense" of

them may properly vary from man to man as the palate

does ; and it seems only another way of putting Hume's
doctrine, that reason is not concerned with th« ends of

action, to say that the mere existence of a moral sentiment

is in itself no reason for obeying it. A reaction, in one form
or another, against the tendency to dissolve ethics into

psychology was inevitable; since mankind generally could

not be so far absoubed by the interest of psychological hypo-
thesis as to forget their need of establishing practical prin-

ciples. It was obvious, too, that this reaction might take

place in either of the two lines of thought, which, having

been peacefully allied in Clarke and Cumberland, had
become distinctly opposed to each other in Butler and
Hutcheson. It might either fall back on the moral princi-

ples commonly accepted, and, aftirming their objective

validity, endeavour to exhibit them as a coherent and
complete set of ultimate ethical truths; or it might take

the utility or conduciveness to pleasure, to which Hume
had referred for the origin of most sentiments, as an

ultimate end and standard by which these sentiments

might be judged and corrected. The former is the line

adopted with substantial agreement by Price, Eeid, Stewart,

and other members of the still existing Intuitional school
;

the latter method, with considerably more divergence of

view and treatment, wae employed independently and
almost simultaneously by Paley and Bentham in both ethics

and politics, and is at the present time widely maintained

under the name of Utilitarianism.

Price's Review of the Chief Question) and Difficulties of Piici

Morals was published in 1757, two years before Adam
Smith's treatise. In regarding moral ideas as derived

from the " intuition of truth or immediate discernment

of the nature of things by the understanding," Price re-

vives the general view of the earlier school of rational

moralists ; but with several specific differences which

it is important to notice. Firstly, his conception of
" right " and " wrong " as " single ideas " incapable of

definition or analysis—the notions "right," "fit," "ought,"
" duty," " obligation," being coincident or identical—at

least avoids the confusions into which Clarke and Wollaston

had been led by pressing the analogy between ethical and

physical truth. Secondly, the emotional element of the

moral consciousness, on which attention had been con-

centrated by Shaftesbury and his followers, is henceforth

distinctly recognized as accompanying the intellectual intui-

tion, though it is carefully subordinated to it. While

right and wrong, in Price's view, are "real objective

qualities" of actions, moral "beauty and deformity " aie

subjective ideas; representing feelings which are partly

the necessary effects of the perceptions of right and wrong

in rational beings as such, partly due to an " implanted

sense " or varying emotional susceptibility. Thus, both

reason and sense or instinct co-operate in the impulse to

virtuous conduct, though the rational element is primary

and paramount. Price further di^inguishes the perception

of merit and demerit in agents as another accompaniment

of the perception of right and wrong in actions ; the former

being, however, only r, peculiar species of the latter, since,

to perceive merit in any one is to perceive that it is right

to reward him. It is to be observed that both Price and

Eeid are careful to state that the merit of the agent depends

entirely on the intention or " formal Tightness " of his act

;

a rpan is not blameworthy for unintended evil, though he
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may ot course bo bliimed for .any wilful neglect which has

c-usod Iiim to be igiior:int of his real dutj-. Whoa wo
turn to tlie suliject matter of virtue, we find that Price, in

comiuiisoii with More or Clarke, is decidedly laser iii

accepting and stating his ethical first principles ; chierty

because he (like Rcid and Stewart afterwards) appcab to com-

mon sense rather than abstract reason as the judge of moral

evidence. ThusheraaintainswithBntler that gratitude, vera-

city, fullilmont of proiiiiaos, and justice are obligatory inde-

pendently of their couduciveuess to happiness ; but ho does

not exactly exhibit tha self-evidence of the abstract proposi-

tion "that truth ought to bespoken;" lie rather argues,

by an inductive reference to common moral opinion, that

" we cannot avoid pronouncing that there is au intrinsic

rectitude insincerity." Similarly in expounding justice,

—

"that part of virtue which regards property,"—he seems

prepared to accept en hloc as ultimate the traditional

principles of Ivom ;n jurisprudence, which refer the right of

l)roperty to " first possession, labour, succession, aud dona-

tion." We must bear in mind that Price's task is consider-

ably more diflicult than that of the earlier rational moralists;

owing to the new antithesis to the view of Shaftesbury and
Hutcheson by which his controversial position Ls compli-

cated, so that ho is specially concerned to show the existence

of ultimate principles besides benevolence. Not that lie

repudiates the obligation either of rational benevolence or

self-love ; on tho contrary, he takes more pains than Butler

to demonstrate the reasonableness of either principle.

" There is not anything," ho says, "of which we have more
undeniably an intuitive perception, than that it is ' right to

pursue and promote happiness,' whether for ourselves or for

others." Finally, Price, writing after the demonstration by
Shaftesbury and Butler of tho actuality of disinterested im-

pulses in human nature, is bolder and clearer than Cudworth
or Clarke in insisting iha.( right actions are to be chosen

because they are right by virtuous agents as such,—even
going so far as to lay down that an act loses its moral worth

, in proportion as it is done from natural inclination.

tiS^ On this latter point Reid, in his Fssays on the Active

Powers of the Human Mind (1788), adopts a more moderate

and less Stoical conclusion, only maintaining that " no act

can be morally good in which regard for what is right has

not some influence." This is partly due to tha fact that Pieid

biulds more distinctly than Price on the foundation laid by
Butler; especially in his acceptance of that duality of govern-

ing principles which we have noticed as a cardinal point in

tho latter's doctrine. Keid considers "regard for one's

good on the whole " (Butler's self-love) and " sense of duty "

(Butler's conscience) as two essentially distinct and co-

ordinate rational principles, though naturally often compre-
hended under the one term. Reason. The rationality of the

former principle he takes pains to explain and establish ; in

opposition to Hume's doctrine that it is no part of the

function of reason to determine the ends which we ought to

pursue, or the preference due to one end over another. He
urges that the notion of " good^ on the whole " is one which
only a reasoning being can form, involving as it does
abstraction from the objects of all particular desires, and
comparison of past and future with present feelings ; and
maintains that it is a contradiction to suppose a rational

being to have the notion of its Good on the Whole without
a desire for it, and that such a desire must naturally regu-

late all particular appetites and passions. It cannot reason-

ably be subordinated even to the moral faculty ; in fact,

' iru to be observed tlut whereas Price aud Stewart (after Butler)
identify the oliject of self-love with happiness or pleasure, Keid conceives
this *' {;ood " more vaguely as including perfection and hapjnuess;
tUoujh he sometimes uses " good " and happiness as convertible terms,
and seems practically to have the latter in view in all that he say.i rK
Sfllf-love.

a man who doubts tho coincidence of the two—which on
religious grounds we must believe to be complete in a

mor..lly go, erned world—is reduced to the " niiseiablo

dilemma whether it is better to bo a foo! or a knave." A«
regards the moral faculty itself, Keid's statement coincides

in tho main with Price's ; it is both intellectual and active,

not nierely perceiving the "rightncs3"or "moral obligation"

of actions (which Reid conceives'as a simple unanalysable

relation between act and agent), but also impelling tlie will

to the performance'of what is seen to be right. Both thinkers

hold that this perception of right and wrong in actions

is accompanied by a. perception ot merit and demerit in

agents, and also by a specific emotion ; bilt whereas Price

conceives this emotion chiefly as pleasure or pain, analogous

to that produced in tho mind by physical beauty or

deformity, Reid regards it chielly as benevolent affection,

esteem, and sympathy (or their oi)posites), for the virtuous

(or vicious) agent. This "pleasurable good-will," when
the moral judgment relates to a man's own actions,

becomes " the testimony of a good conscience—the purest

and most valuable of all human enjoyments." Reid is

careful to observe that this moral faculty is not "innate"

except in gcrra ; it stands iu need of " education, training,

exorcise (for which society is indispensable), and habit," in

order to the attainment of moral truth. He does not with

Price object to its being called the "moral sense," provided

we understand by this a source not merely of feelings or

notions, but of "ultimate truths." Here he omits to notsre

the important question whether the premises of moral re.i-

soning are universal or individual judgments; as to which
tho use of the term "sense" seems rather to suggest the

second alternative. Indeed, lie seems himself quite unde-

cided on this question; since, though he generally represents

ethical method as deductive, he also speaks of the " origi-

nal judgment that this action is right and that wrong."

The truth is that, sin„e Reid accepts the common moral
opinion of mankind as a final tast of the truth of ethical

theories, the construction of a scientific method of ethics is

a matter of no practical moment to him. Thus, though lie

offers a list of first principles, by deduction from which,

these common opinions may be confirmed, he does not pre-

sent it with any claim to completeness. Besides maxims
relating to virtue in general,—such as (1) that there is a

right and wrong in conduct, but (2) only in voluntary con-

duct, and that we ought (.3) to take pains to learn our dutj",

and ( 4) fortify ourselves against temptations to deviate

from it—Reid states five fundamental axioms. The first

of these is merely the principle of rational self-love, " that

we ought to prefer a greater to a lesser good, though more
distinct, and a less evil to a greater,"—the mention of

which seems rather inconsistent with Reid's distinct separa-

tion of tho "moral faculty" from " self-love." The third is

merely the general rule of benevolence stated in the somewhat
vague and lax Stoical phrase, that " no one is born for him-
self only." The fourth, again, is the merely formal prin-

ciple that " right and wrong must be the same to all in all

circumstances," which belongs equally to all systems of

objective morality ; while the fifth prescribes the religious

duty of "veneration or submission to God." Thus, the

only principle which might cot be equally well stated by
Paley or any religious utilitarian is the second (also Stoical),

" that so far as the intention of nature appears in the con-

stitution of man, v,-e ought to act according to that inten-

tion," the vagueness- of which is obvious.

A similar incompleteness in the statement of mo'-al

principles is fonnd if we turn to Reid's disciple, Dugald

- E.J., Keid proposes to apply this principle in favour of monogaray,
arguiug from the proportion of males and females born ; without
explaining why, if the intention of nature hence inferred excludes
occasional polvgamy, it does not also exclude occasional celibacy.
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Btewart, whose Philosophy of the 'Active and Moral Powers
o/"j'/an(1828)contains the general view of Reid and Price,

—

expounded with more neatness and grace, but without

important original additions or modifications. Stewart
lays stress on the obligation of justice as distinct from
benevolence ; but his definition of justice represents it as

essentially impartiality,—a vi.tue which (aa was just now
said of Reid's fourth principle) must equally find a place

in the utilitarian or any other system that lays down uni-

versally applicable rules of morality. Afterwards, how-
ever, Stewart distinguishes ."integrity or honesty" as a
branch of justice concerned with the rights of other men,
which form the subject of " natural jurisprudence." In
this department he lays down the moral axiom " that

the labourer is entitled to the fruit of his own labour

"

as the principle on which complete rights of property are

founded; maintaining that occupancy alone would only

confer a transient right of possession during use. The
only other principles which he discusses are veracity and
fidelity to promises, gratitude being treated as a natural

iustinct prompting to a particular kind of just actions.

It will be seen that neither Reid nor Stewart offers more
than a very meagre and tentative contribution to that

ethical science by which, as they maintain, the received

rules of morality may bo rationally deduced from intuitive

first principles. A more ambitious attempt in the same
direction was made by Whewell in his £lemenfs of
Morality (1846). Wbewell's general moral view dilfers

from that of hia Scotch predecessors chiefly in a point

where we may trace the influence of Kant ; viz., in his

rejection of self-love as an independent rational and govern-

ing principle, and his consequent refusal to admit happiness,

apart from duty, as a reasonable end for the individual.

The moral reason, thus left in sole supremacy, is represented

as enunciating five ultimate principles,—those of benevo-

lence, justice, truth, purity, and order. With a little strain-

ing these are made to correspond to five chief divisions of

Jus,—personal security (benevolence being opposed to the

ill-will that commonly causes personal injuries), property,

contract, marriage, and government ; while the first, second,

and fourth, again, regulate respectively the three chief

classes of human motives,—afl'ections, mental desires, and
appetites. Thus the list, with the addition of two general

principles, " earnestness" and "moral purpose," has a certain

air of systematic completeness. When, however, we look

closer, we find that the principle of order, or obedience to

government, is not seriously intended to imply the political

absolutism which it seems to express, and which English
common sense emphatically repudiates ; while the formula
of justice is given in the tautological or perfectly indefinite

proposition "that every man ought to have his own."
Whewell, indeed, explains that this latter formula must be
practically interpreted by positive law, though he inconsist-

ently speaks as if it supplied a standard for judging laws
to be right or wrong. The principle of purity, again,
" that the lower parts of our nature ought to be subject to

the higher," merely particularizes that supremacy of reason
over non-rational impulses which is involved in the very
notion of reasoned morality. Thus, in short, if we ask for

a clear and definite fundamental intuition, distinct from re-

gard for happiness, we find really nothing in WheweU's
doctrine except the single rule of veracity (including fidelity

to promises) ; and even of this the axiomatic character bo-

comes evanescent on closer inspection, since it is not main-
tained that the rule is practically unqualified, but only that

it is practically undesirable to formulate its qualifications.

On the whole, it must be admitted that the doctrine of

the intuitional school of the present and preceding century
has been developed with less care and consistency than
iiiight have been expected, in its statement of the fundamen-

tal axioms or intuitively known premises of moral reasoning
And if the controversy which this school has conducted wit!

utilitarianism had turned principally on the determinatio
of the matter of duty, there can be little doubt that u
would have been forced into more serious and systematic
efi"ort to define precisely and completely the principles and
method on which we are to reason dAluctively to particular

rules of conduct.! jjj,t ;„ f^^^ ^l^^ difference between in-

tuitionists and utilitarians as to the method of determining
the particulars of the moral code was complicated with a
more fundamental disagreement as to the very meaning of
" moral obligation." This Paley and Bentham (after Locke)
interpreted as merely the effect on the will of the pleasures
or pains attached to the observance or violation of moral
rules, combining with this the doctrine of Cumberland or

Hutcheson, that " general good " or " happiness " is the f

final end and standard of these rules ; while they eliminated
all vagueness from the notion of general happiness by
defining it to consist in " excess of pleasure over pain"

—

pleasures and pains being regarded as " differing in nothing
but continuance or intensity." The utilitarian system
gained an attractive air of simplicity by thus using a single
perfectly clear notion—pleasure and its negative quantity
pain—to answer both the fundamental questions of morals,
" What is right t " and " AVhy should I do it 1 " But since
there is no logical connexion between the answers that have
thus come to be considered as one doctrine, this apparent
unity and simplicity has reaUy hidden fundamental disa-

greements, and caused no little confusion in current ethical
debate.

In Paley's Principles of Moral and Political Philosophy^ Va.\6j

^ We may observe that some recent -nTiters, who wmild generally be
included in this school, avoid in various ways the difficulty of construct-
ing a code of external conduct. Sometimes they consider moral intui-
tion as determining the comparative excellence of conflicting motives
(James Maftineau), or the comparative quality of pleasures chosen
(Laurie), which seems to bo the same view in a hedonistic garb ; others
hold that what is intuitively perceived is the Tightness or wrongness of
individual acts,—a view which obviously renders ethical reasoning prac-
tically superfluous.

' The originality—such ,13 it is— of Paley i system (as of Bentham's)
lies in its method of working out details rather than in its principles of
construction. Paley expressly acknowledges his obligations to the
original and suggestive, though diffuse and whimsical, work of Abraham
Tucker {Light of Nalure Pursued, 1768-74). In this treatise, as in ,

Paley's, we find "every man's o-n-n satisfaction, the spring that actuates
all his motives," connected with "general good, the root whercout all

our rules of conduct and •sentiments of honour are to branch," by means
of natural theology demonstrating the " unniggardly goodness of the
author of nature." Tucker is also careful to explain that satisfaction or
pleasure is " one and the same in kind, however much it may vary in
degree, . . . whether a man is pleased with hearing music, seeing
prospects, tasting dainties, performing laudable actions, or making
agreeable reflections," and again that by "general good" he means
" quantity of happiness," to which "every pleasure that we do to our,
neighbour is an addition." There is, however, in Tucker's theological
link between private and general happiness a peculiar ingcuuitj-
which Paley's common sense has avoided. He argues that men having-
no free mil have really no desert; therefore the divine equity must
ultimately distribute happiness in equal shares to all ; tlierefore I must
ultimately increase my own happiness most by conduct that adds most
to the general fund which Providence administei^.

But in fact the outline of Paley's utilitarianism is to be found a
generation earlier.—in Gay's dissertation prefixed to Law's edition of
King's Origin ofEvil,—as the following extracts will show :

—"The idea
of virtue is the conformity to a rule of life, directing the actions of
all rational creatures with respect to each other's happiness ; to which
every one is always obliged .... Obligation is the necessity of
doing or omitting something in order to be happy .... Full and
complete obligation which v.-ill extend to all cases can only be that
arising from the authority of God. . . . The will of Cod [so" far as it

directs behaviour to othei's] is the immediate rule or criterion of Airtue
.... but it is evident from tho nature of God that he could have do
other design in creating mankind than their happiness ; and therefore
lie wills their happiness ; therefore that my behaviour so far as it nay.
be a means to the happiness of mankind should be such ; so tliis happi-
ness of mankind may be said to be the criterion of \irtue once removti"

T!ie same dissertation also contains tho germ of Hart!-ry's system,
aa we shall presently notice.
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(1785), the link between general pleasure (the standard)

and private pleasure or pain (the motive) is supplied by
the conception of divine legislation. To be " obliged " is

to be " urged by a violent motive resulting from the com-

mand of another ; " in the case of moral obligation, the com-

mand proceeds from God, and the motive lies in the expec-

tation of being rewarded and punished after this life. The
commands of God are to be ascertained " from scripture and
the light of nature combined." Paley, however, holds that

scripture is given less to teach morality than to illustrate it

by example and enforce it by new sanctions and greater

certainty, and that the light of nature makes it clear that

God wills the happiness of his creatures. Hence, his

method in deciding moral questions is chiefly that of esti-

mating the tendency of actions to promote or diminish the

general happiness. To meet the obvious objections to this

• method, based on the immediate happiness caused by
admitted crimes (such as " knocking a rich villain on the

head"), he lays stress on the necessity of general rules in

any kind of legislation -^ while, by urging the importance

of forming and maintaining good habits, he partly evades

the difficulty of calculating the consequences of particular

actions. In this way the utilitarian method is freed from

the subversive tendencies which Butler and others had dis-

cerned in it ; as used by Paley, it merely explains the

current moral and jural distinctions, exhibits the obvious

basis of expediency which supports most of the received rules

of law and morality, and furnishes a simple solution, in

harmony with common sense, of some perplexing casuistical

questions. Thus (e.ff.)
" natural rights " become rights of

which the general observance would be useful apart from the

institution of civil government ; as distinguished from the

no Icsi binding " adventitious rights," the utility of which

depends upon this institution. Privato property is in

this sense " natural," from its obvious advantages in

encouraging labour, skill, preservative care ; though actual

rights of property depend on the general utility of con-

forming to the law of the land by which they are deter-

mined. So, again, many perplexities respecting the duties

of veracity and good faith are solved, so as to avoid

Jesuitical laxities no less than superstitious scruples, by
basing their obligation on the utilities general and particular

of satisfying expectations deliberately produced. So, too,

the general utilitarian basis of the established sexual

morality is effectively expounded. We observe, however,

that Paley's method is often mixed with reasonings that

belong to an alien and older manner of thought ; as when
he supports the claim of the poor to charity by referring

to the intention of mankind " when they agreed to a sspara-

tion of the common fund," or when he infers that monogamy
is a part of the divine design from the equal numbers of

males and females born. In other cases his statement of

utilitarian considerations is fragmentary and unmethodical,

and tends to degenerate into loose exhortation on rather

trite topics.

In unity, consistency, and thoroughness of method,
Bentham's utilitarianism has a decided superiority over

Paley's. He throughout considers actions solely in respect

of their pleasurable and painful consequences, expected

or actual ; and he fully recognizes the need of making an

exhaustive and systematic register of these consequences,

free from the influences of common moral opinion, as

expressed in the " eulogistic " and " dyslogistic '' terms in

ordinary use. Further, the effects that he estimates are

all of a definite, palpable, empirically ascertainable quality :

they are such pleasures and pains as most men feel and all

' It nust be allowed that Puley's application of this argument is

«oniewhat loosely reasoned, hdJ does not sufficiently distinguish the
consequences of a single act of beneficent manslaughter from the
coiiiequcnrea of a geiter.il penmssion to cocumt such acta.

can observe to be felt, so that all political or moral infer-

ences drawn by Bentham's method lie open at every point
to the test of practical experience. Every one, it would
seem, can tell what value he sets on the pleasures of ali-

mentation, sex, the senses generally, wealth, power,
curiosity, sympathy, antipathy (malevolence), the goodwill

of individuals or of society at large, and on the correspond-

ing pains, as well as the pains of labour and organic

disorders ;^ and can pretty well guess the rate at which
they are valued by others ; therefore if it be once granted

that all actions are determined by pleasures and pains, and
are to be tried by the same standard, the art both of

legislation and of privato conduct is apparently placed on a
broad, simple, and clear empirical basis. Bentham, no
doubt, seems to go beyond the limits of mundane experi-

ence in recognizing "religious" pains and pleasures in hia

fourfold division of sanctions, side by side with the
'' physical," '' political," and " moral " or " social

;
" but

the truth is that he does not seriously take account of them,

except in so far as religious hopes and fears are motives

actually operating, which therefore admit of being observed '

and measured as much as any other motives. He does not

himself use the will of an omnipotent and benevolent

being as a means of logicaUy connecting individual and
general happiness. He thus undoubtedly simplifies his

system, and avoids the doubtful inferences from nature and
Scripture n which Paley's position is involved; but this

gain is dearly purchased. For in answer to the question

that immediately arises, How then is the maximum
happiness of any individual shown to be always conjoined

with the ma.ximum general happiness, he is obliged to

admit that " the only interests which a man is at all times

sure to find adequate motives for consulting are his own."

Indeed, in many parts of his vast work, in the department

of legislative and constitutional theory, it is rather assumed

that the interests of some men will continually conflict with

those of their fellows, unless Tve alter the balance of

prudential calculation by a careful readjustment of penal-

ties. But on this assumption a satisfactory system of

private conduct on utilitarian principles cannot be con-

structed until legislative and constitutional reform has been

perfected. And, in fact, " private ethics," as conceived by
Bentham, does not exactly expound such a system ; but

rather exhibits the coincidence, so far as it extends, between

private and general happiness, in that part of each man'e

conduct that lies beyond the range of useful legislation.

It was not his place, as a practical philanthropist,

to dwell on the defects in this coincidence f and since

what men generally expect from a moralist is a completely

reasoned account of what they ought to do, it is not surpris-

ing that some of Bentham's disciples should have either

ignored or endeavoured to supply the gap in his system.

One section of the school even maintained it to be a cardinal

doctrine of utilitarianism that a man always gains his own
greatest happiness by promoting that of others ; another

section, represented by John Austin, apparently returned

to Paley's position, and treated utilitarian morality*

as a code of divine legislation ; others, with Grote, are

content to abate the severity of the claims made by

° This list gives twelve out of the fo\u-teen classes in which Bentham

arranges the springs of action, omitting the religious sanction (men-

tioned afterwards), and the pleasures and pains of self-interest, which

include all the other classes except sympathy and antipathy.

^ In the Deontology published by Bo-ivring from JISS. left after

Bentham's death, the coincidence is assorted to be complete; but it

seems doubtful whether this can be accepted as Bentham's real doctrine,

even in his later days.
• It should be observed that Austin, after Bentham, more frequently

n^es the term " moral " to connote what he more distinctly calls " posi-

tive morality,"' the coda of rules supported by common opinion in ar.j

society.
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" general happiness " on the individual, and to consider

utilitarian duty as practically limited by reciprocity ; while

J. S. Mill, who has done more than any other member of

the school to spread and popularize utilitarianism in ethics

and politics, exalts the "moral hero" for voluntarily sacri-

ficing bis own happiness to promote that of others—a phe-

nomenon, it should be observed, which in Bentham's view

is not even possible.

The fact is that there are several different ways in which

a utilitarian system of morality may be used, without de-

ciding whether the sanctions attached to it are always

adequate. (1) It may be presented as practical guidance to

all who choose " general good " as their ultimate end,

whether they do so on religious grounds, or through the

predominance in their minds of impartial sympathy, or
' because their conscience acts in harmony with utilitarian

principles, or for any combination of these or any other

reasons ; or (2) it may be offered as a code to bo obeyed not

absolutely, but only so far as the coincidence of private and

general interest may in any case be judged to extend ; or

again (3) it may be proposed as a standard by which men
may reasonably agree to praise and blame the conduct of

others, even though they may not always think fit to act

on it. We may regard morality as a kind of supplementary

legislation, supported by public opinion, which we may
expect the public, when duly enlightened, to frame in

accordance with the public interest. Still, even from this

point of view, which is that of the legislator or social re-

former rather than the moral philosopher, our code of

duty must be greatly influenced by our estimate of the

degrees in which men are normally influenced by self-regard

(in its ordinary sense of regard for interests not sympa-

thetic) and by sympathy or benevolenee, and of the

range within which sympathy may be expected to be gene-

rally effective. Thus, for example, the moral standard for

which a utilitarian will reasonably endeavour to gain the

support of public opinion must be essentially ditrerent in

quality, according as he holds with Bentham that nothing

Imt self-regard will "serve for diet," though "for a dessert

benevolence is a very valuable addition ; " or with J. S.

(y.S.lf.iU. Mill that disinterested public spirit should be the prominent

motive in the performance of all socially useful work, and

that even hygienic precepts should be inculcated, not chiefly

on grounds of prudence, but because " by squandering our

health we disable ourselves from rendering services to our

fellow-creatures."

Not less important is the interval that separates Ben-

tham's polemical attitude towards the moral sense from

Mill's conciliatory position, that "the mind is not in a

state conformable to utility unless it loves virtue as a thing

desirable in itself." Such love of virtue Mill holds to be

in a sense -natural, though not an ultimate and inexplicable

fact of human nature ; it is to be explained by the

" Law of Association" of feelings and ideas, through

which objects originally desired as a means to some

farther end come to be directly pleasant or desir-

able. Thus, the miser first sought money as a means to

comfort, but ends by sacrificing comfort to money; and

.similarly though the first promptings to justice (or any

other virtue) spring from the non-moral pleasures gained

or pains avoided by it, through the link formed by

repeated virtuous acts the performance of them ultimately

comes to have that immediate satisfaction attached to

it whijli we distinguish as moral. Indeed, the acquired

tendency to virtuous conduct may become so strong that

the habit of willing it may continue, " even when the

reward which the virtuous man receives from the conscious-

ness of well-doing is anything but an equivalent forthe

RuCerings he undergoes or the wishes he may have to

renounce." It is thus that the before-mentioned self-sacri-

fice of the moral hero is conceived by Mill to be possible

and actual. The moral sentiments, on this view, are not

phases of solf-lovo as Hobbes held ; nor can they be directly

identified with sympathy, either in Hume's way or in Adam
Smith's ; in fact, though apparently simple they are really

derived in a complex manner from self-love and sympathy
combined with more primitive impulses. Justice {e.y.) is

regarded by Mill as essentially resentment moralized by
enlarged sympathy and intelligent self-interest ; what we
mean by injustice is harm done to an assignable individual

by a breach of some rule for which we desire the violator

to be punished, for the sake both of the person injured

and of society at large, including ourselves. As regards

moral sentiments generally, the view suggested by Mill is

more definitely given by the chief living representative of

the associationist school. Professor Bain ; by whom the dis-

tinctive characteristics of conscience are traced to " educa-

tion under government or authority," though prudence,

disinterested sympathy, and other emotions combine to

swell the mass of feeling vaguely denoted by the term
moral. The combination of antecedents is somewhat
differently given by different writers ; but all agree in

representing the conscience of any individual as naturally

correlated to the interesta of the conimunity of which he

is a member, and thus a natural ally in enforcing utili-

tarian rules, or even a valuable guide when utilitarian

calculations are difficult and uncertain.

This substitution of hypothetical history for direct

analysis of the moral sense is really older than the utili-

tarianism of Paley and Bentham, which it has so profoundly,

modified. The efl'ects of association in modifying mental

phenomena were noticed by Locke, and made a cardinal

point in the metaphysic of Hume; who also referred

to the principle slightly in his account of justice and other
" artificial " virtues. Some years earlier. Gay,' admitting

Hutcheson's proof of the actual disinterestedness of moral

and benevolent impulses, had maint^jined that these (like

the desires of knowledge or fame, the delight of reading,

hunting, and planting, &o.) were derived from self-love by
" the power of association." But a thorough and syste-

matic application of the principle to ethical psychology is

first found in Hartley's Observations on Man (1748).

Hartley, too, was the first to conceive association as pro<,

ducing, instead of mere cohesion of mental phenomena, a

quasi-chemical combination of these into a compound
apparently different from its elements. He shows elaboi

rately how the pleasures and pains of " imagination,

ambition, self-interest, sympathy, theopathy, and the moral

sense " are develojied out of the elementary pleasures and

pains of sensation ; by the coalescence into really complex

but apparently single ideas of the " miniatures " or faint

feelings which the repetition of sensations contemporaneously,

or in immediate succession tends to produce in cohering

groups. His theory assumes the correspondence of mind

and body, and is applied pari passu to the formation of

ideas from sensations, and of " compound vibratiuncules in

the medullary substance " from the original vibrations that

arise in the organ of sense.^ The same general view

was afterwards developed oh the psychical side alone by

James Mill in his Analysis of the Human Mind, with

much vigour- and clearness. The whole theory has been

' In the before-mentioned dissertation. Cf. note 2 -to -p. 605.

Hartley refers to this treatise as having supplied the starting-point foi

his own system.
' It should be noticed that Hartley's sensationalism is far from lead-

ing him to exa'.t the corporeal pleasures. On the contrary, he tries to

prove elaborately that they (as well as the pleasures of imagination,'

-ambition, self-interesti cannot be made an object of primary pursuit

w-ithout a loss of happiness on the whole,—one of his arguments being

that these pleasures occur earlier in time, and " that which is prior in

the order of nature is alway? less perfect than that which is posterior.
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persistently controverted by writers of the intuitional

school, who (unlike Hartley) have usually thought that this

derivation of moral sentiments from more primitive feelings

would be detrimental to the authority of the former. The
chief argument against this theory has been based on the

e;;rly period at which these sentiments are manifested by
children, which hardly allows time for association to produce

the effects ascribed to it This argument has been met in

recent times by the application to mind of the physiological

theory of heredity, according to which changes produced

in the mind (brain) of a parent, by association of ideas or

otherwise, tend to bo inherited by his offspring ; so that

the development of the moral sense or any other faculty

or susceptibility of existing man may be hypothetically

carried back into the prehistoric life of the human race,

without any change in the manner of derivation supposed.

At present, however, the theory of heredity is usually held

in conjunction with Darwin's theory of natural selection;

according to which different kinds of living things in the

coursB cof a series of generations come gradually to be
endowed with organs, faculties, and habits tending to the

preservation of the individual or species under the condi-

tions of life iu which it is placed. Thus we have a new
zoological factor iu the history of tho moral sentmients

;

which, though in no way opposed to the older psychological

theory of their formation through coalescence of more
primitive feelings, must yet be conceived as controlling

ai\d modifying tho effects of the law of association by pre-

venting the formation of sentiments other than those

tending to the preservation of human life. The influence

of the Darwinian theory, moreover, has extended from
historical psychology to ethics, tending to substitute " pre-

servation of the race under its conditions of existence
"

for "happiness" as the ultimate end and standard of

virtue.

Before concluding this sketch of the development of

English ethical thought from Hobbes to tho present time,

it will be well to notice briefly the views held by different

moralists on the question of free-will,—so far, that is, as

they have been put forward as ethically important. We
must first distinguish three meanings in which "freedom"
is attributed to the will or " inner self" of a human being,

viz., (1) the general power of choosing among different

alternatives of action without a motive, or against the

resultant force of conflicting motives
; (2) the power of

choice between the promptings of reason and those of

appetites (or other non-rational impulses) when the latter

conflict with reason
; (3) merely the quality of acting

rationally in spite of conflicting impulses, however strong,

the non posse peccareoi the mediaeval theologians.^ It is ob-

vious that " freedom " in this third sense is in no way incom-

patible with complete determination ; and, indeed, is rather

an ideal state after which the moral agent ought to aspire

than a property which the human will can be said to

possess. In the first sense, again, as distinct from the

second, the assertion of " freedom " has no ethical signifi-

cance, except in so far as it introduces a general uncertainty

into all our inferences respecting human conduct. Even
in the second sense it hardly seems that .the freedom of a
man's will can be an element to be considered in examining
what it is right or best for him to do (though of course

the clearest convictions of duty will be fruitless if a man
has not sufficient self-control to enable him to act on
them); it is rather when we ask whether it is just to

punish him for wrong doing that it seems important to

Vnow whether he could have done otherwise. But in spite

of the strong interest taken in the theological aspect of

' It may be observed that in the view of Kant and others (2) and
(S) are somewhat confusingly blended.

this question by the Protestant divines of the 17th
century, it does not appear that English moralists from
Hobbes to Hume laid any stress on the relation of fr"o-

will cither to duty generally or to justice in part:.,alar.

Neither the dc^trine of Hobbes, that deliberation is a mere
alternation of competing desires, voluntary action imme-
diately following tlie "last appetite,'' nor the hardly le«s

decided Determinism of Locke, who held that the will ia

always moved by the greatest present uneasiness, apjjeared

to either author to require any reconciliation with the
belief in human responsibility. Even in Clarke's systeai,

where Indeterminism is no doubt a cardinal notion, it«

importance is metaphysical rather than ethical ; Clarke's
.

view being that the apparently arbitrary particularity in

the constitution of the cosmos is really only explicable by
reference to creative free-will. In the ethical disciLssion

of Shaftesbury and sentimental moralists generally this

question drops naturally out of sight ; and tho cautious

Butler tries to exclude its perplexities as far as po.ssible

from the philosophy of practice. But since the reaction,

led by Price and Pieid, against the manner of philosophir-

ingthat had culminated in Hume, free-will has been generally

maintained by the intuitional school to be an essential

point of ethics ; and, in fact, it is naturally connected with
the judgment of good and ill desert which these writers

give as an essential element iu their analysis of the moral
consciousness. An irresistible motive, it is forcibly said,

palliates or takes away guilt ; no one can blame himself for

yielding to necessity, and no one can properly be punished
for what he could not have prevented. In answer to this

argument some necessarians have admitted that punish-
ment can only be legitimate if it be beneficial to the
person punished ; others, again, have held that tho larw-

ful use of force is to restrain lawless force ; but most of
those who reject free-will defend punishment on the
ground of its utility in deterring others from crime, as
well as in correcting or restraining the criminal on whom
it falls.

In the preceding sketch we have traced the course of

English ethical speculation without bringing it into relation

with contemporary European thought on the same subject
And in fact almost all the systems described, from Hobbes
downward, have been of essentially native growth, showing
hardly any traces of foreign influence. We may observe

that ethics is the only department in which this result ap-

pears. The physics and psychology of Descartes were
much studied in England, and his metaphysical system was
certainly the most important antecedent of Locke's ; but
Descartes hardly touched ethics proper. So again the con-

troversy that Clarke conducted with Spinoza, and ai'terwards

with Leibnitz, was entirely confined to the metaphysical
region. Catholic France was a school for Englishmen
in many subjects, but not in morality; the great struggle
between Jansenists and Jesuits had a very remote interest

for us. It was not till near the close of the 18th century
that the impress of the French revolutionary philosophy
begins to manifest itself on this side the channel ; and even
then its influence is mostly political rather than ethical

It is striking to observe how even in the case of writers

such as Godwin, who were most powerfully affected by the
French political movement, the moral basis, on which the

new social order of rational and equal freedom is constructed,

is almost entirely of native origin ; even when the tone and
spirit are French, the forms of thought and manner of

reasoning are still purely English. In the derivation of

Benthamism alone—which, it may be observed, first beccrao
widely known in the French paraphrase of Dumont—-.".r;

important element is supplied by the works of a French
writer, Hclvetius ; as BentliD.m himself was fully consci j'ls.

It was from Helvetius that he learnt that, men biing
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anfversally and solely governed by solMovc, the so-called

njoral judgments are really the common judgments of any
society as to its common interests; that it is therefore futile

on the one hand to propose any standard of virtue, except

that of conduciveness to general happiness, and on the other

hand useless merely to lecture men on duty and scold

them for vice ; that the moralist's proper function is rather

to exhibit the coincidence of virtue with private happiness;

that, accordingly, though nature has bound men's interests

together in many ways, and education by developing sym-
pathy and the habit of mutual help may much extend the

connexion, still the most effective moralist is the legislator,

who by acting on self-love through legal sanctions may
mouM human conduct as he chooses. These few simple

doctrines give the ground plan of Bentham's indefatigable

and Hfe-long labours.

So again, in the modified Benthamism which the per-

suasive exposition of J. S. Mill recently made popular in

England, the influence of a French thinker, Auguste Comte
{Phkosophie Positive, 1829-42, and Systeme de Politique

Positive, 1851-4) appears as the chief modifying element.

This, influence, so far as it has affected moral as distinct

from political speculation, has been exercised primarily

through the general conception of human progress; which, in

Comt>j's view, consists in the ever-growing preponderance of

the d'stinctively human attributes over the purely animal,

social feelings being ranked highest among human attri-

butes, aud highest of all the most universalized phase of

human affection, the devotion to humanity as a whole.

Accordingly, it is the development of benevolence in man,

and of (he habit of " living for others," which Comte takes

as the ultimate aim and standard of practice, rather than

the mere increase of happiness. He holds, indeed, that

the t\^o are inseparable, and that the moTealtruisticanj ma.n's

sentinients and habits of action can be made, the greater

will be the happiness enjoyed by himself as well as by
others. But he does not seriously trouble himself to argue

with egoism, or to weigh carefully the amount of happiness

that might be generally attained by the satisfaction of

egoistic propensities duly regulated ; a supreme unquestion-

ing self-devotion, in which all personal calculations are sup-

pressed, is an essential feature of his moral ideal. Such a

view- is almost diametrically opposed to Bentham's concep-

tion of normal human existence; the newer utilitarianism

of Mill represents an endeavour to find the right middle

path between the two extremes.

It is to be observed that, in Comte's view, devotion to

humanity is the principle not merely of morality but of

religion ; i.e., it should not merely be practically pre-

dominant, but should be manifested and sustained by
regular and partly symbolical forms of expression, private

and public. This side of Comte's system, however, and
the details of his ideal reconstruction of society, in which

this religion plays an important part, have had but little

influence either in England or elsewhere. It is more im-

portant to notice the general effect of his philosophy on

the method of determining the particulars of morality as

well as of law (as it ought to be).. In the utilitarianism

of Paley and Bentham the proper rules of conduct, moral

and legal, are determined by fcomparing the imaginary con-

sequences of different modes of regulation on men and
women, conceived as specimens of a substantially uniform

and unchanging type, It is true that Bentham expressly

recognizes the varying influences of climate, race, religion,

government, as considerations which it is important for

the legislator to take into account; but his own work of

social construction was almost entirely independent of such

considerations, and his school generally appear to have
been, convinced of their competence to solve all important
ethical and political questions for human beings of all ages

and countries, without regard to their epeciflc differences.

But in the Comtian conception of social science, of whicl^

ethics and politics are the practical application, the know-
ledge of the laws of the evolution of society is of funda-

mental and continually increasing importance ;• humanity
is regarded as having passed through a series of stages, ia

each of which a somev/hat different set of laws and institu-

tions, customs and habits, is normal and appropriate.

Thus present man is a being that can only be understood

through a knowledge of his past history ; and any effort to

construct for him a moral and political ideal, by a purely

abstract and unhistorical method, must be necessarily

futUe ; whatever modifications may at any time bo desirable

in positive law and morality can only be determined by
the aid of "social dynamics." This view extends far

beyond the limits of Comte's special school or sect, and,

indeed, seems to be very widely accepted among educated

persons at the present day.

When we turn from French philosophy to German, we
find the influence of the latter on English ethical thought

almost insignificant until a very recent period. . In the 17th'

century, indeed, the treatise of Puffendorf on the. Law of
Nature, in which the general view of Grotius was restated

with modifications, partly designed to effect a com
promise with the new doctrine of Hobbes, seems to have

been a good deal read at Oxford and elsewhere. Locke
includes it among the books necessary to the completo

educa'tion of a gentleman. But the subsequent develop-

ment of the theory of conduct in Germany dropped almost

entirely out of the cognizance of Englishmen ; even the

long dominant system of Wolff (d. 1754), imposing ia

its elaborate and complete construction, was hardly

known to our best informed writers. Nor did the

greater fame and more commanding genius of Kant
(1724-1804) procure him any English disciples of note,

or even lead to the serious study of his ethical system by
English moralists, until the second quarter of the present

century. We find, however, distinct traces of Kantian
influence in Whewell and other recent writers of tho

intuitional school ; and the continually increasing in-

terest in the products of the German mind which English-

men have shown during the last 40 years has caused the

works of Kant to be so widely known that it would hardly

be fit to close the present article without some account of

his ethical doctrines.

The English moralist with whom Kant has most aflSnity Kaat

is Price ; in fact, Kantism, in the ethical thought of modern
Europe, holds a place somewhat analogous to that occupied

by the teaching of Price and Reid among ourselves. Kant,

like Price and Eeid, holds that the reason declares the imme-

diate obligation of certain kinds of conduct, or (to use his

phrase) issues " categorical imperatives." Like Price he

holds that an action is not good unless done from a good

motive, and that this motive must be essentially different

from natural inclination of any kind ; duty, to be duty,

must be done for duty's sake ; and he argues, with more

subtlety than Price cr Reid, that though a virtuous act ia

no doubt pleasant to the virtuous agent, and any violation

of duty painful, this moral pleasure (or pain) cannot

strictly be the motive to the act, because it follows instead

of preceding the recognition of our obligation to do it.^

' Singularly enough, the English writer who approaches most nearly

to Kant on this point is the utilitarian Godwin, in his Political Justice.

In Godwin's view, reason is the proper motive to acts conducive to

general happiness : reason shows me that the happiness of a number

of other men is of more value than my own ; and the perceptioa

of this truth affords me at least some inducement to prefer the former

to the latter. And supposing it to be replied that the motive is really

the moral uneasiness involved in choosing the selfish alternative,

Godwin answers that this uneasiness, though a " constant step " in the

process of volition, is a merely " accidental " step.— " I feel pain in the
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With Price, again,' he holds that rightness of intention and

motive is not only an indispensable condition or element

.

of the rightness of an action, but actually the sole deter-

minant of its moral worth ; but with more'' philosophical

penetration he draws the inference—of which the English

moralist does not seem to have dreamt—that there can

be no separate rational principles for determining the
" material " Tightness of conduct, as distinct from its

"formal 'VJrightness ; and therefore that all rules of duty

must admit of being deduced from' the one general

principle that duty ought to be done for duty's sake.

This'deduction is the most original part of Kant's doctrme.

J'he dictates of reason, he .points out, must necessarily be

addressed to all rational beings as such ; hence, my inten-

tion cannot be right unless I am prepared to will the

principle on which I act to be a universal law. He
considers that this fundamental rule or imperative "act

on a maxim which thou canst will to be law universal

"

supplies a sufficient criterion for determining particular

duties in all cases. The rule excludes wrong conduct with

two degrees of stringency. Some offences, such as breach

of contract, we cannot even conceive universalized; as

soon as every one broke promises no one would make
them. "Other maxims, such as that of leaving persons

in distress to shift for themselves, we can easily conceive

to be universal laws, but we cannot without contra-

diction will them to be such ; for when we are ourselves

in distress>jve. cannot help_desiring that others should

help us.'

Another important peculiarity o£ Kant's doctrine is his

development of the connexion between duty and free-will.

He holds that it is through our moral consciousness that

we know that we are free; in the cognition that I ought

to do what is right because it is right and not because I

like it, it is implied that this purely rational volition in

possible ; that my action can be determined, not " mechani-

cally," throTigh the necessary operation of the natural

stimuli of pleasurable and painful feelings, but in accord-

ance with the laws of my true, reasonable self.' The
realization of reason, or of human wills so far as rational,

thus presents itself as the absolute end of duty ; and we
get, as a new form of the fundamental practical rule, " act

so as to treat humanity, in thyself or any other, as an end

always, and never as a means only." We may observe, too,

that the notion of freedom connects ethicswith jurisprudence

in a simple and striking manner. The fundamental aim of

jurisprudence is to realize external freedom by removing

the hindrances imposed on each one's free action through

the interferences of other wills. Ethics shows how to

realize internal freedom by resolutely pursuing rational ends

in opposition to those of natural inclination. But what

practicable ends are there which reason prescribes, and
which can therefore be stated absolutely as ends at which

human beings ought to aim whatever their actuhl desires

may be ? There are two such ends, Kant holds,—perfection

and happiness ; more precisely, what we are morally bound
to seek is perfection for ourselves and happiness for others

;

since (1) no one can directly promote the moral perfection

of others, depending as it does on free choice of right • and

(2) one's own happiness being necessarily an object of

natural desire cannot also be regarded as a duty. The
latter limitation contrasts strikingly with the view of Butler

and Reid, that man, as a rational being, is under a " mani-

fest obligation " to seek his own interest. The diflference,

however, is not really so great as it seems ; since in another

part of his system Kant fully recognizes the reasonableness

of self-love. Though duty, in his view, excludes regard for

private happiness, the summum honum is not duty alono,

neglect of .in act of beiievoleace, Ijecause benevolence is juclgeil by me
to he couduct wliigh it becomes mo to adoiit."

'but'duty and happiness combined ; the demand for hapjS^

ness as
J
the reward of duty is so* essentially reasonable

that we' must postulate a universal connexion "between
the twf' is the ordei of the universe; indeed,' the prac-

tical necessity "of this postulate is the 'only 'adequate

rational ground that we have for believing in the existence

of God.
Before the ethics of Kant had begun"" to' be" Beriously

studied in England, the rapid and remarkable development

of metaphysical view and method of which the three chief

stages are represented by Fichte, Schelling, and. Hegel

respectively had already taken place ; and the system of

the latter was occupying the most prominent position in

the philosophical thought of Germany.' Hegel's ethical

doctrine (expounded chiefly in his Philosophie des RecMs,

1821) shows a close affinity, and also a striking contrast,

to Kant's. He holds, with Kant, that duty or good conduct

consists in the conscious realization of the free reasonable

will, which is essentially the same in all rational beings.

But in Kant's view the universal content of this will is

only given in the formal condition of '• only acting as one

can desire all to act," to be subjectively applied by each

rational agent to his own volition ; whereas Hegel conceives

the universal will as objectively presented to each man in

the laws, institutions, and customary morality of th(

community of which he is a member. Thus, in his view,

not merely natural inclinations towards pleasures, or the

desires for selfish happiness, require to be morally resisted;

buteven the prompting of theindividual's conscience, the im-

pulse to do what seems to him right, if it comes into conflict

with the common sense of his community. It is true that

Hegel regards the conscious efl'ort to realize one's ov(a con-

ception of good as a higher stage of moral development

than the mere conformity to the jural rules establishing

property, maintaining contract, and allotting punishment to

crime, in which the universal will is fijst expressed; since

in such conformity this will is only accomplished acci-

dentally by the outward concurrence of individual wiUs,

and is not essentially realized in any of them. He holds,

however, that this conscientious effort is self-deceived and

futile, is even the very root of moral evil, except it attains

its realization in harmony with the objective social relations

in which the individual finds himself placed. Of these re-

lations the first grade is constituted by the family, the

second by civil society, and the third by the state, the

organization of which is . the highest manifestation of

universal reason in the sphere of practice.

Hegelianism appears as a distinct element in English

ethical thought at the present day ; but the direct influence

of Hegel's system is perhaps less important than that ia

directly exercised through the powerful stimulus which it

has given to the study of the historical development of

human thought and human society. According to Hegel,

the essence of the universe is a process of thought from the

abstract to the concrete ; and a right understanding of this

process gives the key for interpreting
_
the evolution

in time of European philosophy. So again, in his view,

the history of mankind is a history of the necessary

' In Kantism, as we have partly seen, the most important ontological

beliefs—in God, freedom, and immortality of the soul—are based on

necessities of ethical thought. In Tichto s system the connexion ot

ethics and metaphysics is still more intimate; indeed, we may compare

it in this respect to Platonism ; as Plato blends the most fundamental

notions of each of these studies in the one idea of good, so Fichte blends

them in the one idea free will. " Freedom," in his view, is at once the

foundation of all being and the end of aU moral action. In the systems

of Schelling and Hegel ethics falls again into a subordinate place;

indeed, the ethical view of the former is rather suggested then com-

pletely developed. Neither Fichte nor Schelling has exercised more

than the faintest and most indirect influence on ethical philosophy in

England; it therefore seems best to leave the ethical doctrines of eacV

to be explained in connexion with the rest of hia sjatem.
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development of the free spirit through the dilTerent fomis

of political organization : the first being that of the Orien-

tal monarchy, in which freedom belongs to the monarch

only; the second, that of the Groeco-Roman republics, in

which a select body of free citizens is sustained on a basis

of slavery; while finally in the modern sonietics, sprung

from the Teutonic invasion of the decaying Roman empire,

fre«dom is recognized as the natural right of all members
of the community. The effect of the lectures (post-

humously edited) in which Hegel's "Philosophy of History"

and "History of Philosophy" were expounded has extended

far beyond the limits of his special school ; indeed, the pre-

sent predominance of the historical method in all depart-

ments of the theory of practice is not a little duo to their

influence. What place the study of history ought to take

in the systematic establishment of fundamental ethical

principles or of particular moral rules is, however, still a

matter of eager controversy (n. s.)
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ETHIOPIA, or ^Ethiopia, in Greek kWio-rria, the ancient

classical designation of a country and kingdom of North-

eastern Africa, lying immediately to the S. of Egypt, and

extending eastwards to the Red Sea, but with no definitely

marked boundaries in any other direction. According to the
" folk's etymology" of the Greeks, the name was equivalent

to the " land of the scorched faces," from aiOnv, to burn,

and u>f, the countenance, and this supposed derivation

doubtless reacted on the employment of the word, and
increased the vagueness of its meaning ; but in all pro-

bability it was really, like the name of Egypt itself, a

corruption of some Egyptian original now unknown.
The knowledge of this country possessed by the earlier

Greeks was extremely slight, and greatly corrupted by
mythical additions. To the generation among whom the

Homeric poems took their rise the Ethiopians were the

remotest inhabitants of the world, and received the

gods themselves as familiar guests, They are twice

mentioned by Hesiod, who calls their king by the Egyptian
name of Memnon. Herodotus acquired a considerable

amount of information about their connexion with Egypt,

and Democritus is said to have travelled as far south as

Meroe, and to have written an account of its hieroglyphics
;

but it was not till the invasion of Ptolemy Philadelphus that

the Greeks began to be familiar with the country. From
Herodotus downwards we hear of a great many separate

tribes, most of whom are designated by Greek epithets

descriptive of some real or supposed peculiarity, as the

Ichthyophagi or Fish-eaters, the JIacrobii or Long-livers,

the Troglodytes or Cave-dwellers. To only a few of them
can their proper geographical position be assigned, and of

none of them can we with certainty determine the ethno-

graphical afiinities. The name Ethiopian, indeed, must be
regarded not as an ethnographical but as a politico-geographi-

cal designation. It has been applied, both in ancient and
modern times, to peoples of different race who have occu-

pied the country to the south of Egypt and the south-

western part of Arabia, much in the same way as the name
Englishman is used by foreigners for any native of the

British Islands, whether he be of Germanic or Celtic

descent ; and in this respect it probably differs from the

quasi-synonymous Cushite of Hebrew ethnology and the

An of the Egyptian inscriptions. The inhabitants of

Meroe or Southern Ethiopia were a reddish-brown people,

and are so represented on the monuments ; but they were

surrounded by, and perhaps intermingled with, a number
of dark-skinned tribes, whose effigies indicate affinity with

the negro. Modern research enables us to trace the main
outlines of Ethiopian history, but with the same indefinite-

ness of chronology which attaches to so much of the history

of Egypt. Of its earlier epochs we are profoundly igno-

rant. The Greeks had a tradition that the Egyptians

were indebted to the Ethiopians for the first impulse of

their civilization ; but recent investigators maintain that

the relation between the two peoples must have been

exactly the reverse of this, and their view is supported by

the fact that as we advance up the river the monuments
are evidently of later date and poorer workmanship, as if

the southern builders were only second-rate imitators of

their northern predecessors (c/. Brugsch, Geschichte jEgyp-

ten's, 1877). The Pharaohs of the XII. Egyptian Dynasty

—the Usurtesens or Osortasens and Amenemhats

—

repulsed the encroachments of the Ethiopians and invaded

their country. By Usurtesen III. a frontier fortress was

erected at Semneh ; and he forbade the people to the

south to enter Egypt except for the purpose of trading in

cattle. During the XVIII. Dynasty we find the kings of

Egypt partly in friendly and partly in hostile relations with

their Ethiopian neighbours. Aahmes married an Ethiopian

princess, and received the assistance of her family in the

expulsion of the shepherd kings. Amenhotep (Amenophis)

I. his son, and Thothmes (Tuthmosis) I. his grandson, both
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ertended the Egyptian dominion towaTds the south, and

the supremacy of -Tuthmosis III. seems to have been

•widely acknowledged throughout the Ethiopian region.

When Amenhotepll., as we are informed by an inscription

tn the Nubian t6mplo of Amadas, brought back from his

conquests the dead bodies of the kings he had slain, one of

them was sent to adorn the walls of Napata, the Ethiopian

city now identified with Jebel Barkal. Amenhotep III.,

Horemhebi, and the more'warlike Rameses or Eamessu I. are

all mentioned as in possession of the Ethiopian supremacy,

but as engaged from time to time in wars within the region.

Amenhotep III. founded at Napata a great fortress-temple

for the god Amon-ra of Thebes. A general revolt took

place against Ramses II. and the importance of the wars

that followed is shown by the extensive sculptures and

paintings in regard to them still preserved at Ipsambul

(Abu-simbel) and Beit Walli. During the XXII. Egyptian

Dynasty the independence and power of the principal

Ethiopian potentate had increased so much that Azerch-

Amen, of Napata, the Zerah of the Biblical narrative,

conquered all the valley of the Nile, and advanced against

Syria and Judah ; the defeat, however, inflicted on him at

Zephathah by King Asa was so complete that he withdrew

again within his original frontiers. Piankhi Meriamen,

the priest-king of Napata, whose family had an Egyptian

origin, took advantage of the confusion into which

Egypt had fallen during the XXIII. Dynasty, and

succeeded in establishing his authority ; and for several

generations Ethiopian influence was predominant in Egypt.

Tirhakah especially was a monarch of great power, as is

attested by his monuments at Napata and elsewhere.

The great Egyptian Psametik was enabled by foreign

assistance to restore, a native dynasty ; but the excessive

favour which he showed to those who had helped Lim to

his throne so displeased the Egyptian military caste that

they emigrated to Ethiopia to the number, according to

Herodotus, of 240,000. At Ipsambul (Abu-simbel) there is

a Greek inscription on one of the great colossi of Ramses pur-

porting to have been engraved by the Greek mercenaries

who accompanied the expedition of Psametik against his

runaway subjects. The Persian invader Cambyses, who
brought the Egyptian independence to a close, failed in his

attack on the Ethiopian kingdom ; but the change in the

condition of Egypt helped to open up Ethiopia to Greek

enterprise and influence. Under the Ptolemies various

Greek colonies—Dire-Berenices, Adulis, Arsinoe—were

established on the Ethiopian coast of the Red Sea, and

Greek learning was introduced into the Ethiopian court.

Ptolemy Philadelphus invaded the country, but came to

terms with the king, Ergamenes or Arkamen, w-ho is

reported to have relieved the royal power from the

ecclesiastical bondage under which it had long suffered,

by putting the priests to death and plundering their

temples. Arkamen's name occurs on the monuments at

Debod or Tabet. In the reign of Augustus, C. Petronius

had to defend the Egyptian frontiers against an invasion

under Queen Candace : in the second campaign he ex-

torted the submission of the country, which continued

nominally Roman till the reign of Diocletian. A garrison

was established at Primis or Ibrim, and a troop of German
horse had its head-quarters at Pselchis. There is still a

very perfect Roman camp at Mehendi, to the south of

Hierasykaminos. About the 1st century, of the Christian

era a new kingdom seems to have grown up at Axume.
The king Zoskales is mentioned by the author of the

Periplus of the EryOu-ean Sea, who also tells us that he
was acquainted v/ith Greek ; he may be identified with the

Za Hagalii or Hekla of the Ethiopian list of kings. In the

sixth century the Christians of Yemen, being oppressed by
the dynasty of Jewish proselytes who at that time held

the throne of the Himyarites, asked and. obtained";the

assistance of the Axumite monarch ; but the Ethiopiaik

sovereignty thus established only lasted for^^about .seven^

years.

Compare Egypt, vol. vii. pp. 730-748 TAbyssinia, vol. i.'uui

the works of Salt, itc, there referred to j and in addition Lenormant,

Manuel de I'kistoire orientale ; Records Of the Past, vol. iv. ; Vivien,

de Saint Martin, "^claitc. geogr. etliist. surrinscriptiond'Adulia,
_^

ill Journal Aaialiqiie, 1863, published separately in 1884, and hit

Le Nord de l'Afriqii£ dans Vantiquili grecque el romaine, 1863.'

Ethiopian, or Geez, is the name given in modem
philology to a language of the Semitic family, which is still

used in Abyssinia for literary and ecclesiastical purposes^

It shows the closest affinity in grammatical structure with

Arabic. The verb has ten conjugations, of frhich two are

peculiar, and the remaining eight analogous to as many oi

the ten Arabic conjugations. The noun presenti a greatef

similarity to the Hebrew noun, though at the same time i|

has decidedly Arabic characteristics.- There is no dual form

either in noun or verb. About a third of the vocables ot

the language have been traced to Arabic roots, while

others find their counterparts and kindred in Aramaic and
Hebrew. A considerable number of words have been

imported from foreign tongues—some as mere exotica by
translators and scholars, but many others through dtreQ

popular intercourse with foreign nations. Aramaic^

Hebrew, and Greek have been chiefly laid under contrir

bution, the last especially for words technical to Christianityi

Of course it is often difiicult to decide in the"**case of

Aramaic and Arabic vocables whether they are real borrow^

ings since the difl!erentiation of the languages, or are part

of the original common stock of the Semitic. There are at

least two modern languages which have sprung from thft

ancient Geez, distinguished in modern philology by the con-r

ventional names of Tigrina and Tigr^, both derived front

the native Tigraj, which is applied to either indifi"erently.

The Tigr^, spoken by the half-nomadic races on the fron-

tiers of Nubia and Sennaaris, at least among one tribe, the^

Habab, extremely like the parent speech ; the Tigriiia, oa
the other hand, is corrupt both in its sounds, its inflexions,

and its vocabulary, and bears evidence more especially of

Amharic influence. Tigr6 has been very partially inves-

tigated : Merx published, in 1868, a vocabulary and gram-
matical sketch ; Munziger's vocabulary . is printed, in,

Dillmann's Lexicon ; and a Tigr6 translation of the gospei

of Luke by Kugler and Isenberg exists in manuscript. 'fi»

Tigrina, or rather the Adoan dialect of the Tigrina, waa
treated pretty fully by Dr Prsetorius in his Grammalih dtr

Tigrifia Sprache^ 1872, and he has since published, in the

Ztschrft. d. Deut. Morg. Ges., 1874, a paper on the two
dialects of Ham^en and Tanben, which differ consideTably

in vocabulary as well as in pronunciation, but are mutually

intelligible. Another dialect mainly of Ethiopic character

is spoken by the people of Harrar, who form a small

Semitic enclave in the Hamitic population to the east of

southern Abyssinia. Its peculiarities have been investi-

gated by Burton, First Footsteps in East Africa, 1856, and
by Prjetorius in Ztschr. d. Deut. Morg. Ges., 1869. The
affinity of the Geez alphabet has given rise to no small

discussion : Ludolf brought it into comparison with th&

Samaritan, De Lacy with the Greek and Coptic, and
Lepsius with the Devanagari, but in the opinion of most
Semitic investigators, its Semitic origin has been proved

by the discovery of the cognate Himyaritic alphabet

or musnad (cf. Kenan, Hist, des Langues Semitiqtuf, pt

308).

The literature of the Ethiopian language, like tTiat of

Armenian, is almost exclusively Christian, and, indeed, witb

comparatively slight exceptions, theological or ecclesiastical.

Only a few inscriptions have been preserved of the prb-

Christian period, the most notable being those of Axum.
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«nd Adulis, but it is not improbable that light will be ob-

tained on the earlier times from the inscriptions t)f Southern

iirabia, which are beginning to receive special attention.

ITie language of the Axum inscriptions is the same as that

of the Bible, and contains the Amharic element. The
forms of the letters var>y, and the older forms are liker

the Hiniyaritic. "Vowel signs are irregularly employed, and

Dometimes omitted, and the numeral notation is peculiar.

The work which forms the standard of a classical style is

tlie version of the Bible. According to native tradition it

was made from the Arabic, either by the first bishop

Frumentius (Abba Salama) or by the " Nine Saints " of the

Rth century ; but internal evidence goes to prove that it

was really derived from the Greek version in use in the

Alexandrian church. In the course of centuries it has un-

dergone numberless alterations at the hands of copyists ;

hat even its most corrupted condition leaves it clear that it

most have been characterized by great fidelity to the Greek

text. Among the MSS. of the Old Testament Professor

Diilmann distinguishes three classes : the first, which seldom

<iccurs, preserves in the main the original translation ; the

second, and most numerous, contains a text revised accord-

iiDg to the Greek ; and the third has been improved by com-

|iaiison with the Hebrew. Besides the ordinary canonical

books of the English Bible, and the ordinary apocryphal

iMoks, with the exception of the Maccabees, the Ethiopian

».non includes a number of Vv-orks of various interest and

Value, as the Kufale or Book of the Jubilees, the Book of

Enoch, and the Ascension of Isaiah,—concerning which

consult APOCA.LYPTIC LiTERATUEE, vol. ii. The books of

tie Maccabees were either never translated or have been lost,

Jbut their place has been supplied by spurious productions

«f the same name. Several apocryphal books are also in-

(Torporated with the New Testament, which is usually

reckoned to contain 35 altogether. It was printed in 2 vols.

Ut Rome, 1548, in the London Polyglot, and in 1830 by

lie London Bible Society, under the editorship of Th. P.

Piatt. Diilmann published the Octateuch, Leipsic, 1853,

Itlie four books of the Kings, Leipsic, 1861-1871, Enoch,

H 85 1, and the book of the Jubilees, 1 859 ; and R. Lawrence

2»iiblished the Ascensio Jesaiw, 1819, and the Apocalypse of

Jgtra, 1820, at Oxford. (Of. Dillmann's article on the

.£thiopischeBihelubertetnmg in Herzog's Real- Eiuydopiidie,

2d edition, 1877.) Of the numerous works which rank

Mi ecclesiastical authorities in the Ethiopian church, it

w- sufficient to mention the Cyrillus, which contains, not

Mily several dogmatia treatises of Cyril of Alexandria, but

tillso similar productions of several others of the fathers ;

she St/nodus, which includes, inter alia, the constitutions

mud statutes of the apostles, the canons of the councils of

.Ancyxa, Neocsesarea, Sardis, Antioch, and Nicroa, an ex-

{position of the Nicene creed, and an exposition of the

Uecalogue ; the Mafsliafa kidan za egziena lyasus, or the

Tfestament of our Lord Jesus (usually quoted as the KidS,n),

•wbich treats of various ecclesiastical, liturgical, and

«schatological matters; the Genzat or Mafshafa Genzat,

ti&d the Mafshafa Kedr, containing respectively the burial

wrvice and other sections of the ritual ; the Philexius, a

monastic treatise, probably translated into Ethiopic in the

14th century, and deriving its name from Philoxenus of

Manbig. Among the poetic works are a collection of

hymns in honour of the saints of the Ethiopian calendar,

entitled Ernabkhan nagsa, or " May God' reign," and the

Organona Marydm,'a eulogy of the Virgin in rhythmic prose.

The MSS. of the Mavaseil or Antiphonary sometimes con-

tain an interesting musical notation, which, according to

native tradition, was introduced by a saint who lived in

the Gth or 7th century. Certain works called Savdsev or

guides are devoted to tho illustration of tho Ethiopian

language, but they are very poor, and make no distinction,

between grammatical, lexicographical, andhistorico-scientific

information, standing thus on the same level with such

a work as Elyot's Latin Didionary. The historical works,

as for example those concerning Alexander of Macedon, are

of little moment ; and the real value of the lists of early

kings of Ethiopia is still a matter of dispute. According to

Praetorius, one of the most recent investigators (Zlschr.

d. Deut. Morg. Ges., 1870), all the statements made
in Ethiopian literature about the earlier history of the

country have been in the main derived from Arabic legends

not earlier than the 14th century, and then reconstructed

with the assistance of the king-lists, which alone have some

degree of historic credibility. The European libraries which

possess the richest collections of Ethiopian MSS. are tho

British Museum, the Bodleian, the Royal Library at Vienna,

and the National Library at Paris. Ruppell's collections

are preserved at Frankforf-on-the-Maine, and KrapfFs at

Tubingen and Wiirtemberg. The Bodleian catalogue was

published by Diilmann, 1858; D'Abbadie's Catalogue

raisonne de manuscripts ethiopiens appeared in 1859 ; and

a list of the Magdala collection in the British Museum,

consisting of upwards of 300 MSS., was contributed to

the Ztschr. d. Deut. Morg. Ges., 1870, by William Wright.

Ewald gives a list of the Wiirtemberg MSS. in Ztschr.

filr die Kunde des Morgenlandes, 1843, and of the

Tubingen MSS. in Ztschr. d. Deut. Morg. Ges., 1847.

Dorn had already made known the few works possessed

by the St Petersburg library, in tho Bidl. de I'Acad.,

May and October 1837. The Vienna collection is dealt

with by Fr. MUller in Ztschr. d. Deut. Morg. Ges.,

1862. The first scholar who turned his attention to

Ethiopian was Potken of Cologne about 151.3. A gram-

mar and dictionary were published by Jacob Wemmers, a

Carmelite of Antwerp in 1638 ; and in 1661 appeared the

first edition of the great lexicon by Job Ludolf, who, in

the 1702 edition, prefixed a Dissertatio deharmonia linguae

celk. cum. cet. orient., and was also the author of Comment,

de Hist. ceth.

Jfodern works connected with the subject are :—Hupfeldt, Exer-

citalionts jEthiopicce, 1825 ; Dorn, De psalierio aUiiopico, 1825 ;

Tuch, De Ailhiop. lingum sonorum proprictatibus quxbusdam, 1854,

&Xii. De ath. linguce son. sibilantium usu, 1854 ; Ewnld, Uebcr da
cethiop. Buck's Henokh EntsUhung, 1854 ; D'Abbadie, Bermce

Pastor Ethiopice, 186t) ; Schrader, De Ziytgua yEthiopicce indole,

1860 ; Ceriani, Monumenta sacra et pro/ana e codicibus Bibl.

Ambrosiance, Milan, 1861; Rodwell, .£lkiopicUturgUs andprayers,

1865; Pkijsiologus oethiopice, 1877.

ETHNOGRAPHY AND ETHNOLOGY
1 "riefiuilion.—Ethnography embraces the descriptive
"^ details, and ethnology the rational exposition, of

the numan aggregates and organizations known as hordes,

dans, tribes, and nations, especially in the earlier, the

skvage and barbarous, stages of their progress. Both

belong to the general science of anthropology or the

natural history of mankind, being related to it as parts to

.» whole. Ethnography and ethnology, indeed, ruu up into

anthropology as anthropology does into zoology, and

zoology into biology. No very sharp line can be drawn

between these two sciences themselves, their differences

being mainly those between the particular and the general,

between the orderly collection of local facts, and the

prlriciples according to which they may be grouped and

interpreted. Ethnographists deal with particular tribes,

and with particular institutions and particular customs
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prevailing among the several peoples of the world, and
especially among so-called savages. Ethnologists bring

simultaneously under review superstitions, legends, customs,

and institutions which, though scattered in distant regions

of the earth, have some common basis or significance.

Ethnography and ethnology run as easily one into another,

as the two sections of general anthropology, viz., (1) anthro-

pology proper, as expounded by anatomists and physiologists,

who deal with the different races of man, their elements,

modifications, and possible origin; and (2) demographj,
which, as constituted by the researches of Qucitelet and
his friends and disciples, as Farr, Galton, Guillard, and
Bertillon, treats of the statistics of health and disease, of

the physical, intellectual, physiological, and economical
aspects of births, marriages, and mortality.

Ethnography, ethnology, and anthropology are interwoven
with philology, jurisprudence, archajology, geography, and
the various branches of history. A fact may require to be
investigated successively byIinguists,anatomists, and mathe-
maticians. In current language ethnography and ethnology
are often used indiscriminately, but if a distinction is to be
made between them, an instinctive perception teaches us
to speak of ethnographic .facts and ethnological theories,

of ethnographic literature and ethnological science,

—

ethnology being related to ethnography as the wine to the
grape.

II. Division.—Just as the lines which separate ethno-
logy, anthropology, and history one from another are
vaguely traced, so are the boundaries of the several
provinces of ethnology themselves indefinite. We are
obliged, for the sake of convenience, to draw up classifica-

tions, but the more rigorous we make them the more arti-

ficial they become. "Nature," as Lamarck has said,
" recognizes neither kingdoms, nor classes, nor orders, nor
genera, nor sub-genera; nature recognizes nothing but
individuals.'' The older sciences may be tabulated to a
degree which the younger sciences cannot allow, and
ethnology is one of the youngest of all,—its existence, even
its name, not dating further back than the present genera-
tion. Ethnologists are pioneers in a new field of inquiry,

—

squatters in the Far "West of learning. Intent on open-
ing the first paths through the dark forest of prehistoric
times, on driving the first plough through these virgin
prairies, they erect no structures which pretend to more
than a provisional character. They throw up now a log
cabin, and now a wooden shanty, leaving to their successors
the work of building substantial houses of brick, and
in the far future stately edifices of enduring marble.

At first sight it might appear convenient to divide
ethnology into two great branches :—(1) historic ethnology,

comprising researches into the origin, the filiation, the
customs and institutions of wild and barbarian tribes stUl

existing, or of whom we have authentic' records
; (2) pre-

historic ethnology, comprising similar researches into the
early condition of man, but founded necessarily on deduc-
tions, and not on positive testimony. But the fitness and
the simplicity of this division are more apparent than real.

The two sections as thus indicated cannot be treated apart,

because so few or incomplete are the vestiges of prehistoric
man that they cannot furnish a basis for sound theories
unless these remains are studied in the light of the know-
ledge which we possess of tribes existing in the non-civilized
state, and who thus form the connecting link between
historic and prehistoric man. Being a part of natural his-
tory, anthropology deals principally with the question of
the several races, their anatomy, physiology, and pathology.
It seeks to determine which are the permanent varieties,
by the crania, by the facial features, by the stature and
proportion of the body, by the miscroscopic structure of
the hair, by the colour of the skin. It analyses the great

problems of evolution. It assigns to food, to climate, to
what the French call the milieu, and the Americana "the
surroundings,"—the share which each has had in producing
or fostering the variations of human types. Ethnography
does not discuss anew the solutions presented by anthro-

pology, but accepts them as generally true, and observes if

they fit and work satisfactorily in its department. The
task, thus limited in order to secure its better execution,

is still a gigantic one. Human development branches out

into a multitude of ramifications, which may be brought
under the following heads :

1. Material Development. I 4. Intellectual Development
2. Family

,, I 5. Eeligious ,,

3. Social ,, I
6. Moral ,,

III. Method.—Astronomy starts from the principle that

the laws of mathematics and those of light and matter are

universal,—that they are true not only on the earth but
throughout the universe. Ethnology takes its stand on
the assumption that the laws of intelligence have always
been what they are, and have always operated as they do
now, that man has progressed from the simple to the

complex, from the particular to the general. This assump-
tion does not interfere with the discussion which the

anthropologists carry on respecting monogeny or polygeny,

—that is to say, the common or multiplex origin of the

different races which inhabit the earth, nor does it aflSrm

that the progress has been always continuous and well-

marked. It recognizes the fact that some races may have
been stationary and some may even have retrograded. It

postulates simply that mankind, whatever be its origin, is,

or has become, a mass practically homogeneous, more
uniform than diverse. The wide difi'erences between
civilized and uncivilized man are now admitted to be only

differences in degree,—actual civilization being the adult

age, and savagery the infancy of mankind. " The condi-

tions and habits of existing savages," says Sir John Lub-
bock, " resemble in many ways those of our own ancestors

at a period now long gone by ; they illustrate the earlier

mental stages through which the human race has passed."

To the casual observer, savages seem to be, as to Dr Johnson,
all alike, and in fact they are so in comparison with our-

selves ; but to the close observer who compares savages

with savages, they are easily distinguishable. Although
contemporaries, they are separated by differences in cul-

ture so great that it would seem the work of centuries for

the more backward to attain the state already reached
by the more advanced. Great, indeed, are the facilities

which ethnology confers on the historian who may, for

example, explain the condition of the Israelites under
the Judges by that of the Maories of New Zealand, as they

were almost within the present generation, or may compare
the earliest Aryan races with the Malay-Indian populations

of today. By its aid the philosopher may trace an institu-

tion through all countries and in every period, accumulating

illustrations of its progressive stages, and piecing them
together in their natural sequence like the scattered bones

of an extinct animal. Uncivilized countries are for us a

standing exhibition of prehistoric matters, museums where
we find duplicates of objects which were thought to be
lost or which were forgotten ; each of them is a Pompeii,

exhumed from beneath the rubbish of ages. To study

wild tribes is, as it were, to discover in the forests of

Central America an ancient city, not crumbling and
desolate, but still inhabited by a race preserving the old

Maya habits and manners. The laying bare of all these

scientific riches gave the impulse to which we owe
ethnology. It does not require much reflection to under-

stand that the principle just developed is an instance of the

great law of evolution. According to the naturalist of the

modern school, evolution has transformed Buccesaively the
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inimal genera; aucording to the anthropologist, it has trans-

formed the races of man; and, according to the ethnologist,

it has transformed human thought. It must be confessed

Ithat evolution has yet opponents who contend that history

records, not progress, but degeneration from a state of inno-

cence and bliss, from an age of gold or Saturnian cycle.

This doctrine, borne out by the unanimous testimony of all

tradition, was assumed at one time to be beyond dispute,

and had nearly become an article of faith. But in recent

times it has not remained unchallenged. In answer to its

assailants, the theory of degeneration has, within this cen-

tury, been reasserted with great ingenuity and vehemence

by ultramontane writers, such as De Maistre and De Bonald,

and in our own country it has been more recently defended

by Whately with characteristic vigour. But an effective

reply has been given by such writers as Lubbock and

Tyior, especially the latter, who concludes an exhaustive

discussion by these words, to which,most ethnologists will

subscribe :

—

" We may fancy ourselves looking on civilization as in personal

flgnre she traverses the world ; we see her lingering or resting by

the .way, and often deviating into paths that bring her toiling back

to where she had passed by long ago; but, direct or devious, her

path lies forward ; and if now and then she tries a few backward

steps, her walk soon falls into a helpless stumbling. It is not

according to her nature ; her feet were not made to plant uncertain

steps behind her ; for both in her forward view and in her onward

gait she is of only human type."

—

Early Culture, ii.

To the facts and reasonings adduced by the natu-

ralists ilr Herbert Spencer adds the weight of specu-

lative argument :
—" Each organism, " he says, " exhibited

within a short space of time a series of changes which, when

supposed to occupy a period indefinitely great, and to go

on in va:riou8 ways instead of one way, gives us a tolerably

clear conception of organic evolution in general. The
whole exhibits one grand scheme of progression." These

words are the substance of the whole philosophy of

evolution, which, sketched out by Maupertuis, Lamarck,

and Goethe, reasserted and victoriously demonstrated by

Darwin and Wallace, and taken up by Huxley, Virchow,

Quatrefages, Broca, and Haeckel, now underlies all ethno-

logical researcL

In the view of its supporters, evolution has not only in

past ages differentiated genera and species, but is at work

to-day in transforming the actual types. Here may be the

place to advert to the great law, of which Von Baer

and Agassiz were the most thorough and successful

exponents, namely, " that the development of the in-

dividual is an epitome of that of the species." The
human embryo, for example, passes rapidly through aU the

principal phases, in one or other of which whole series of

inferior animals stay permanently, in such a manner that

every new generation repeats in an abridged manner those

that have gone before. Of the many corollaries which

follow from this theory, the most important seems to be

that, however much some groups of animals may diflfer

from each other in structure and habits, they must
have descended from the same parent form, if they are

found to pass through similar embryonic stages. This is

heredity. Ethnologists, again, have not been slow in

borrowing this law from anatomists. The embryo going

over the same organic form as the species, they argue that

the child too must. repeat the intellectual developments of

past mankind. Parents, and not only the observers among
them, had already reversed the opinion of the philosophers

that savages are children by saying that children are

savages. The remarkable similarity between their ideas,

language, habits, and character, though generally admitted,

had been regarded merely as a curious accident ; but coin-

cidences of such vast magnitude are not to be considered

as merely accidental. Everybody knows, and the fact ia as

important as it is obvious, how boys delight in romping,

running, leaping, boating, swimming, and all out-door

exercises, and how their favourite heroes are the Red
Rover, Robin Hood in the forest green, Robinson Crusoe ire

the solitude of his island home, where he had to begin all

anew.

Peculiar instances of the general law of inheritance have

been called atavism. It occurs often that one individual is

the exact countertype of his grandfather, or some more

remote ancestor. > By this law, still a very obscure one,l

ethnologists explain how men are occasionally met with

who live in the midst of our civilization as mere savages.

The passion manifested by many people for hunting and

fishing as a sport, for a tramping roving life, the fretjuent

falling or relapse of French settlers in Canada (the Bois

brfll^s) into Indian habits, are supposed to be manifestations

of atavism. But our stifif and rigid civilization is averse to

those old fashioned individuals, who roam about, living

from hand to mouth; the existing system of law can

scarcely be brought to distinguish them from criminals.

Moralists attribute to atavism a large number of offences

which lawyers attribute to guilty dispositions. Now-a-days

more than one Boadicea emerges into a brief celebrity upon

being sentenced to hard labour in the house of correction
;

more than one Cassivellaunus has been severely flogged

and sent to penal servitude. Mr Dugdale, an industrious

statistician of New York, has traced to its common ancestor

a family, the Jukes, consisting of 1 200 people, of which

the majority are paupers, thieves, or prostitut js, in a greater

or less degree, and who are computed to have cost the state

in prison maintenance, almshouse relief, &c., something

like £260,000. The ancestor was a descendant of the

early Dutch settlers, and lived much as backwoodsmen

do now upon the Indian frontiers. He is described as a

" hunter and fisherman, a hard drinker, jovial and com-

panionable, averse to steady toil, working hard by spells

and idling by turns, becoming blind in his old age, and

his blindness has been entailed upon his children and

grandchildren."

It is not, however, owing to atavism, but to the mere

continuance of an old order of things, that so many of our

ill-educated classes, shepherds, agricultural labourers, and

even factory hands, are as little developed, and live a life

as little intellectual as savages. Latent in our small

hamlets and large cities there is more savagery than many

reformers are aware of, and it needs but little experience

to discover something of the old barbarity lurking still in

minds and hearts under a thin veil of civilization.

Atavism is a word applied to persons ; survival, an

expressive word for which we are indebted to Tylor, has a

similar meaning, but is applied to things. Survivals are

habits, ideas, or expressions which are senseless and per-

fectly inexplicable by the light of our present modes

of life and thought, but can be explained by reference to

similar 1 customs or prejudices which are still to be found

among distant tribes, or which are mentioned by ancient

writers. The word survival corresponds exactly to the

Latin word superstition, meaning the remainder or residue of

bygone ages. But as the use of the word superstition is

practically restricted to matters pertaining to religion and

magic, a more general word had to be coined. " Survivals,"

says Tylor, " are milestones on the way of culture." They

are intellectual fossils. Just as spear-heads and frag-

ments of ancient pottery are disinterred by the plough

in the midst of our fields, so survivals may be picked

out in our daily conversation, in our habits r.nd

manners, but it requires a trained intelligence to detect

them. Their original meaning has been lost, and they have

been modified and distorted to serve modem purposes.

Survivals may be compared to those muscles or pieces o'
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bone which are retained in the bodies of animals and even

ra the human frame, as relics of a former construction.

But sooner or later they will fall to the ground. Kature
closely husbands her means ; she may keep for a while forms
that are apparently useless ; it seems that she has forgotten

thera, or that she intends to fall back on them in case of

failure; but when the new type is iirmly settled, everything

that is not serviceable disappears.

The scientific exploration of caverns with a view to dis-

:overing the remains of ancient men and beasts, as Pongelly

bas described it in the case of the Kent Cave, may serve as

a model to ethnographers. The explorers did not leave an
inch of soil luiluuched; all the mound was dug out yard by
yard, and carefully sifted ; nothing was taken up, nothing
thrown away without good<reason; the objects collected were
labelled with care, and even the nature and the condition

of the refuse recorded. So the main work of the ethno-

grapher consists in scooping the historic or the prehistoric

Boil, in picking up everything that has lived, or that has
been touched by living bands, and not rejecting as valueless

anything as long as he is not perfectly cognizant of its nature.

Thus he iinds pj-ecious things and valuable information

where 6he ignoitint seesbut heaps of oflfal and scourings. And
when he travels, especially in semi-civilized countries, there

is no limit to the things he may look and inquire after

;

the less the people are civilized, the richer the harvest he
may gather in. One investigator prefers to study the people
themselves, another their institutions. But whatever be the
study, the first rule will always be to observe the facts with
unprejudiced eyes ; to draw a deep line of demarcation
between them and all mere conjectures. Besides, all

explanations have to be called in question, even those
which seem sensible and judicious ; the student is in duty
bound to distrust every theory and interpretation, especially

his own glosses and commentaries. Rushing to conclusions
is a fault into which beginners are sure to fall The
unscientific mind resembles the phild in many respects,

and in none more than this ; it is impatient and cannot
bear suspense. Ready ac(juiti5cence in the assertion of

others is dangerous, and easy conviction in one's own ideas

is the worst bane to science.

One single fact well observed, well authenticated, is a
positive gain, and may turn out to be of the highest value
in future studies. But a single fact proves too much or too
little ; as long as it stands alone, nobody can know whether
it demonstrates a general law, or only an exception, as we
see by the controversies still held on the famous skull of

Neanderthal. Laws are obtained by grouping analogous facts

in series. In nature, as in history, a series may be termed
the development of an idea. Therefore, when the ethno-
grapher does not restrict himself to the simple description of

a single subject, of a single locality, of a single custom, he
will have to search for analogous facts, that he may give the
reader a scale of comparison. For he would expose himself
and his readers to gross errors if he were to conclude from
& single trait to the whole institution, or from a single

institution to the whole national organization Such primi-
tive populations as the Aleutians or the Todas it would be
easy to represent as living either in a moral paradise or in
a moral hell, according as one chose to regard only the
attractive or only the repulsive side of their character. A
fine ethnographical portrait, which is an abstract representa-
tion, will be always difiicult to draw. In the sketch of
that collective individual, a nation, the features must be
impressed with the many lines and furrows which the wear
and tear of existence have left on the original. In
describing an institution which is a/ Collective fact, the
numerous and contradictory feelings must be indicated
which it stiired up in the many minds and hearts on which
it aoted, and which reacted on it. But masters only know

how to blend light and snade—now with some few colours

to express a multitude of things.

Ethnology, having entered on the scientific stage of

development, requires to be treated as a science. Tha
fields of anthropology and ethnology are no longer the

tilting-yard for fancies against opinions, for hypotheses

against guesses ; they are now the place where facts well

authenticated are stored up and gathered into orderly groups.

Ethnology has become a science of observation, a branch

of natural history. It was born the last of all sciences,

not because it is the most difiScult, but, on the contrary, be-

cause, being easy enough, people have dealt with it too

lightly. Everybody thought himself able to judge, ajid his

sentences expressed his biases or dislikes. Now, ethno-

logy requires of its adepts that they be as unprejudiced as

mathematicians, that they discard all preconceived judg-

ments as much as do the chemists and physicists. Ethno-

graphers must be exact observers and faithful recorders.

Science and virtue alike begin and prosper by the same
means—by sincerity and by effort.

IV. Material DevclopmetU.—Any inquiry into the mate-

rial progress of man bears upon a multitude of details.

Briefly stated, the most important are Food, its nature and

its preparation; Weapons, Tools, and Implements; Shelter

and Clothing ; Domestic and Public Fires : Barter and
Trade.

Food.—Man has been defined as a digestive tube. . He
is happily something else as soon as his most imperioiu

physical wants are satisfied, but it must be- confessed

that, until the cravings of his hunger or thirst are allayed,

he is little better than a ravenous brute. For the states-

man and the -economist there is scarcely any question of

more gravity than that of subsistence, even in the face of

our enormous accumulation of wealth, in spite 'of our

gigantic means of communication. There are four great

phases through which nations pass, or have passed,

—

hunting and fishing, sheep and cattle tending, agriculture,

and industry ; and these are nothing else than a succession

of improvenients in the means of raising food. All the

results of manifold culture converge towards ^ grand total,

—more food for more men, better food for every man,
and consequently lives longer and more numerous. A
simple calculation shows how much modern industry

increases the amount of disposable food. From tho

United States census, showing the extent of land occu-

pied by the Redskins in 1825, it was calculated that

the hunting tribes, although they raised some maize,

required 175 square miles per head. At that rate, all

Europe, including Russia, could feed two millions of

Indians and no more ; but, thanks to its agricidture and
to its industry, it supports three hundred millions of

inhabitants. It would be hazardous to estimate how
many more Indians the North American prairies might
feed, if those Indians had taken to bison breeding instead

of bison hunting. According as the chief produce of the

herd is to be milk or meat, the calculations would vary by
large amounts. N^or ought the jrield of our improved breeds

to be taken as the measure. But, to proceed, it is reckoned

that an area under wheat affords from ten to twelve times

more human food than it would give under grass for cattle

or sheep. That ratio, ten or twelve to one, may express in

human lives the progress which was realized when husband-

men succeeded to nomad conmiunities. With the intro-

duction of steam as our great mechanical agent, vje are

entering the period of large cities. Human anthills "of one

million souls and more exist already in many parts of the

world ; they increase constantly both in absolute numbers
and relatively to the population at large. It is already

necessary that the supply of food to these immense agglo-

merations of " digestive tubes " be as regular as clockwork.
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For the chief information we have on the subject of

luman food in prehistoric times, we are inJebted to Pro-

fessor Rutimeyer, who examined the fauna of the lake

(dwellings in Switzerland, and to Steenstrup and Thomsen,

who dug up the shell mounds of Denmark. They have

displayed in their researches an amount, of science and
tagacity which is an honour to our century.

The quality of food is calculated to exert a great in-

fluence upon the temperament, the health, the vigour, and
the intelligence of men. Tliere is thus some truth in

Buckle's statement that the history of the most civilized

nations may bo explained by the chemical constituents of

their food ; but until the action of aliments- on bodily

and intellectual organisms is better known, the discussion

would be premature. Besides, the subject belongs to anthro-

pology, and if ethnologists mooted it, they would trespass

Bpon their neighbours' preserves. Were primitive men a

set of cannibals ? Plausible reasons may be given for and

against such a view. As men can feed on men but excep-

tionally, the question would be better discussed in the

chapters relating to religious sacrifices and to the progress

of morality and intelligence.

Weapons, Tools, and Implements.—Ethnology, centres in

this study, and by far the greatest number of ethnologists

have made it the chief subject of their researches. They
go everywhere, beating about all corners, looking for

potsherds, bones, teeth, chirts, nephrites, flints, and every-

M-here their search is more or less successful. Ux ungue

leonem is their motto. As the tool, so the work and so the

workman ; as the arrow-point, so the archer. And they

are right. Man is a tool-using, or, as Franklin defined

liim, a tool-making animal. These weapons, these imple-

Inents were subservient to the tyrannic necessity of obtain-

i ng food. The better the weapons, the more regular the

supply of nourishment, and as the food changed, the tools

liad to be changed. Wood, bwies, and rough stones were

first used, then polished stones, afterwards bronze, and
lastly iron,—each marking a new era. Strong doubts,

however, begin to be entertained in many quarters about

the separation in two periods each of the stone and of the

metallurgic ages : it is objected, first, that polished stones

were used as articles of luxury, or where flints could not

be had,, and, secondly, that the finding of bronze imple-

ments much older than any of iron does not prove that

bronze was invented before iron, because bronze keeps

in a tolerable state of preservation when iron, which
oxidizes readily, has long disappeared; and, moreover, it

18 asserted by technologists that iron or steel tools are

indispensable in the fabrication of bronze. Be that as it

iTiay, every invention was more than a simple addition to

the old stock; it was an advance in quality and variety

1 s much as in quantity ; it marked a new progress in

i'ltelligence. Tylor says

—

"The ethnographer's busincs-') is to classify such details with a
view to making out their distribution in geography and history,

and the relations which exist among them. To the ethnographer,
the bow and arrow is a species, the habit of flattening cliildi'en's

skulls is a species, the practice of reckoning numbers by ten is a
species. The geographical distribution of these things, and their

transmission fro;ii region to region, have to be studied as the
naturalist studies the geography of his botanical and zoological

species. Just as certain plants and animals are peculiar to certain

districts, so it is .with sucli instruments as the Australian boome-
rang, the Polynesian stick-and-groove for fire-making, the tiny bow
«nd arrow used as a lancet or phleme by tribes about the Isthmus
o£ Panama ; and in like manner with many an art, myth, or

custom, found isolated in a peculiar field. Just as the catalogue of

>U. the species of plants and animals of a district represents its flora

and fauna, so the list of all the items of the general life of a people
represents that whole which we call its culture. And just as dis-

tant regions so often produce vegetables and animals which are

Knalagous, though by no means identical, so it is with the details

f)S the civilization cf their inhabitants. How good a working
%na!ogy there really is between the diffusion of plants and animals

and the diffusion of civilization comes well into view when wi-

notice how far the same causes have produced both at once. In
district after district, the same causes which have introduced the
cultivated plants and domesticated animals of civilization have
brought in witli them a corresponding art and knowledge. The
course of events which carried horses and wheat to America carried

with them the use of the gun and the iron hatchet, while in return
the old world received not only maize, potatoes, and turkeys, but
the habit of smoking and the sailor's hammock."

House and Shelter.—Previous to the recent scientific

movement to' which we owe ethnology under its present

form, architects had already divined and applied to their

art ethnological principles. They had understood that the

most superb temples and palaces, the most splendid

monuments) when they have a national character, repro-

duce on a large scale the modest abodes of the country

people. A greater care is bestowed on the construction of

a princely hall, its materials are more costly, the proportions

more stately ; but in most cases it is a poor man's cottage

magnified. So a church may be but the enlargement of a

sepulchre. If the homesteads of the earlier inhabitants

were caves or some pUed-up slabs, if they were tents or

log cabins, the primitive physiognomy will be still detected

in the disposition of the magnificent buildings, and even in

the costly furniture. For one sees in the Egyptian temples

that their columns were imitations of Nile reeds tied in a

bundle, that their walls were an imitation of plaited mats.

AVhat is called the architectural style is the character of

the nation and of the epoch expressed in wood, stone, or

brick.

Fire.—After some discussion, it appears now to be the

general belief that there has not been within historical

times any race of men ignorant of fire. There is certainly

a wide chasm between civilized and uncivilized men, but

none so deep as would imply the absence of fire, the use

of fire being the great practical distinction between man
and brute. We have to avoid the double danger of

supposing uncivilized tribes to be either too intelligent or

too stupid. Indeed, if it had not been for fire, mankind
could not possibly have become what it is. It is a theory

amongst architects, to whose relations towards ethnology

we have just adverted, that the first buildings of men,

inhabitants of caves, holes, or trees, were not dwellings for

themselves, but simple hearth-places protected by reed

walls and some thatching against wind and rain. They

believe that on this model of a prytaneum, or abode of the

firegod, the abode of his priest, and then of the kings and

the chiefs of noble families, were successively erected, and

that it is only in later times that aU families obtained a

fire-place of their own.

We have spoken of tools and weapons ; their history and

that of modern industry are inseparable from the history of

fire. Everywhere the stone celts and arrows were alleged

imitations of thunderbolts, and are still believed by many-

villagers to have been once hurled down from the skies.

Fire is mixed up with whatever men had to tell about

things of the earth, of heaven, or of hell. Fire lore is a

science by itself.

Commerce and Lidustnj.—Slaves, have been, perhaps,

the first commodity purchased by the pastoral from the

hunting and warlike tribes. Lindenschmidt and Peschel

have reacted against the current belief that the tools and

implements of bronze and steel had been manufactured in

the countries where they have been found. They note that

commerce already existed in the earliest ages of which we

have any notice. It must have been by barter that the

cave dwellers of Perigord, in the reindeer period, obtained

rock crystals, Atlantic shells, and the horns of the FoUAi

saiga antelope. The Phoenicians, and their descendants the

Carthaginians, were attracted to and retained in Spain by

the quarrying of silver ore. Tin has promot'jd civilizatiou
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even more than silver, for without tin bronze cannot be

produced. The Celts may have had some skill in metal-

lurgy, as they taught the Komans the art of tinning utensils,

and were taught by them the fabrication of coins. Im-

portant mines were worked in the Scilly Islands and in

Cornwall. If Carthaginian or Phoenician vessels ever

rouuiieil the west coast of France or entered the Channel,

they must have been in quest of tin, and probably too of

debouches for their manufactured bronze. At all events

there was intercourse between the northern countries and

the Mediterranean by land. That such land traffic existed

is proved by the early foundation and prospeiity of Mar-

seilles; moreover, the lumps of tin ore which have been

found among the Swiss relics of the bronze age must have

reached Helvetia by inland commerce. It was owing to

the presence of tin that the Celts of Gaul and Britain

were of far higher social development than the Teutons

of the time of Ccesar. The possession of an article of

export so indispensable, and the fact that tin was in such

great request in the age of bronze, was in itself the means
of promoting civilization, for commerce at a very early

period brought the Britons into contact with the ^ledi-

terranean natioris, and especially with the Etruscans, the

great bronze-smiflis of antiquity. The inhabitants of the

coast of the North Sea, and still more of the Baltic, pos-

sessed an analogous property in amber. It is doubtless to

this coveted substance that the numerous " finds " on the

shores of the Baltic are due, where Greek and Koman
coins, as well as bronze instruments, were brought, some
by way of the Euxine and Pannonia, Along the Danube,
some along the Rhone and the Rhine, and even gome few
ac.ross the huge barrier of the Alps.

The obsidian blades which are occasionally met with in

ancient graves to the east of the Mississippi must have
reached by barter the places where they are now discovered.

We must not imagine that the Redskins had no intercourse

but that of murderous feuds. Merchant boats passed

along the great rivers, and transit, dues were taken by the

chiefs. lo South America, curare, the arrow poison, the

preparation of which was understood only by a few hordes,'

formed a valuable article of commerce among the Indians

of 'the Amazon, so that people living near the Napo were
obliged to make canoe voyages of three months' duration in

order to procure it. -Even where bands of hawkers and
pedlars did not wander through the country, goods, such as

iiephrit hatchets, salt, curious shells, colouring stuffs, were
bartered between horde and horde ; and thus a system of

intercourse might have extended throughout an entire

quarter of the world. English wares, deposited at Mora-
bas on the eastern side of South Africa, have been recog-

nized at Mogador, on the west coast of Northern Africa.

From these circumstances .we assume that commerce has

existed in remote ages and among most inhabitants of the

world. And we must not lose sight of the fact that if

we find trade and emporiums in one place, some corre-

.spondiug industries and manufactures must exist elsewhere

in connexion with them
V. Family Development.— xo say that of all institutions

the family is the oldest and most sacred, that from it all

social rights and duties are derived, like branches from the

parent stem, would be considered a truism. Nothing
looks more plausible than the universal traditions, appa-

rently well founded on historical records, according to which
the founder of the nation, the ancestor, as he is called,

had sons; who founded families, which increasing at every

generation, became so many tribes, which coalesced as time
went on. Historians and moralists have not been slow to

credit the poets whose idylls described in glorious colours

these primitive families. It was the belief that, notwith-
standing the expulsion of man from paradise, and the

murder of Abel by his brother Cain, the progenies of

our first parents led a gladsome life, scarcely less inno-

cent than it was when lambs and lions frolicked together

on i,he banks of the Gihon and the Pison. ' Directly

after the deluge the so-called patriarchal family ia

thought to have arisen. Perhaps even then it waa a little

tainted with polygamy and some other minor defects, but
on the whole, it was a model of virtue, worthy to be set

as an example to a degenerate posterity. Modern re-

search flatly contradicts this' common-place romance, denies

these self-evident propositions which have become historical

axioms. Science is no longer of opinion that tribes and
nations have been evolved from the family ; on the con-

trary, it holds that the family has been evolved from tribes

and hordes. It is not denied that the first step in tha

path of material and moral progress began with the rear-

ing of a family, and that family cares have been the most
powerful agents of civilization, but it is denied that the

family has existed in a perfect state from the beginning.

The family had to grow like every thing else.' As we se?

it now, it is an institution of a- comparatively recent date.

In the same manner the belief, conscious or unconscious,

has prevailed in most minds that monogamy was the first"

law of marriage, and that polygamy and polyandry have
been wilful departures from q. known rule. The reverse

appears now to be the fact. In a book which waa published

as far back as 1861 Professor Bachofen of Basel pro-

pounded a theory, deduced from a careful study of

classical literature, that true marriage, unknown to the

hunting, the fishing, and the nomadic tribes, arose with
the spreading of agriculture, the husbandman wedding
the wife at the same time that he wedded the soil

Previous to " husbandry " in both senses of the word, pre-,

vious to any regulation in the matter, the females and thq

children, he contends, were the common property of all the
males of the tribe,

i
In some legends this state of things

was " symbolized by the spontaneous vegetation of the
marshes, rushes and wild asparagus. But the woman,
spoil of the victors, passed or knocked about from man
to man, and even from tribe to tribe, yearned after a
better regulated state of things. Under her influence,

the rudiments of the family grew into shape. Paternity

was an idea which did not and could not have a place in

such societies. A child had a hundred fathers or hone,

but he had one mother ; he knew the breasts which had
given him suck. In this state of human relations, descent
was traced exclusively through mothers. The first kinship
was between the offspring of a common female ancestor. To
trace descent through the male is an idea of far later date.

By this discovery (for it deserves to be ranked as a dis-

covery) a flood of light was thrown on a whole region of

the obscure past. It is assumed that under the influence

of the then recent idea of motherhood diverse religions arose,

all having as principle the worship of Mother Earth,
Demeter. And starting from the supposition that religions

have been always the expression of the deepest thought and
the loftiest aspirations of their worshippers, that practice

was the exact counterpart of philosophy, Professor Bachofen
inferred that, the Divine Mother having be?n recognized as

the fountain of existence and the source of all right, the

human mother was likewise the fountain of authority ; and
that in some places, and for a certain period at leacst,

woman as such had exercised political power, and had
enjoyed a certain degree of social supremacy,—a startling

conclusion, : which the stories and traditions respecting

Oriental queens did not sufficiently justliy.

In originating the theory of gynvecocracy so-called, tb«

limit of valid deduction had been overstepped, but tha
great law of maternal filiation has proved sound, lifean-

while, in his Essay on, Primitiva Marriagt, M'Leuna
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tad come to the same conclusions as the author of

Matterrecht, about the system of kinship through female?

only. He made the system clear, not by abstract and far-

fetched considerations, or on scanty testimony transmitted

by Herodotus, Hesiod, or jEschylus, but by the '.unmis-

takable instances which ethnography most abundantly

supplies. It is now admitted as a fact that maternal

kinship was anterior to the paternal, or, as Sir John Lubbock

puts it, " children were- not in the earliest times regarded

as related equally to their father and their mother ; but

the natural progress of ideas is, first, that a child is related

to his tribe generally; secondly, to his mother, ai.d not

to his father; thirdly, to his father, and not to his

mother; lastly, and lastly only, that he is related to both."

M'Lennan had been led to forniulate the principle by a

careful study of that, old Roman legend, the Rape of the

Sabines. He demonstrated that the legend was in accord-

ance) not only v ith the practice still prevalent in many
savage countries of capturing wives by violence, but with

the sham fights and mock scuffles which, even in our days

and in Europe, take place between the bridegroom's party,

protending to carry off the bride, and the bride's party,

pretending to ward off the bridegroom's attack. He showed

that the symbol implied something more than the mere law-

lessness of savages, and proved the fact that at one time

wives were systematically obtained by theft or force. And
as real capture could not have been practiced by peaceful

neighbours in the midst of the same community, it was

necessary to infer that wives were captured from other

tribes, whence the distinction between ixogamoiis tribes,

marrying outside the pale of their community, and
endogamous tribes, marrying within it. He supposes that

the origin of exogamy is to be connected with the practice

in early times of female infanticide, which, rendering

women scarce, led at once to polyandry within the tribe,

and the capturing of women from without. To tribes

surrounded with enemies, struggling against the difficulties

of existence, sons were a source of strength, both for

defence and in the quest for food; daughters a source of

weakness,—they ate and did not hunt. They weakened
their mothers when young, and when grown up were a

temptation to surrounding tribes. Hence the cruel custom

which made the primitive human hordes prey upon one

another for wives.

Tylor, who has also called attention to exogamy, regards it

as mainly due, not to infanticide, but to the beneficial effect

of marrying out-and-out, and to the physiological evils of

marrying in-and-in. This theory is favoured by estab-

lished maxims, breeding in-and-in being perhaps held by
public opinion as more noxious to the human species than
professional breeders' think it for animal stock. As an
exogamous tribe increased and enlarged its territory, it

may have become endogamous for practical reasons. Sir

John Lubbock suggests another motive. "Endogamy seems
to have arisen from a feeling of race pride, and a disdain of

surrounding tribes, which were either really or presumably in

a lower condition." Sir Henry Maine is very suggestive :

—

" The barbarous Aryan is not generally monogamous, but
exogamous. He has a most prodigious table of prohibited

degrees. The Slussulman, however, is not only poly-

gamous, but endogamous; his law permits comparatively
near relatives to intermarry. The comparative liberty of

intermarriage is a part oi the secret of Mahometanism's suc-

ceas in India."

Lewis Morgan, an American who had studied by per-

sonal intercourse
. the orgauizatioa of the family among

the Seneca Indians, into whose ' tribe he was adopted,
says, in his Anciait Society, that exogamy and endogamy
are not as antagonistic and contradictory to each other as
they are supposed to be. According to him, the com-

munity at large is often practically endogamous, T7hile the

genies, or set of families, which constitute it are rigorously

exogamous. The lineage is in most cases through descent

in the female line, and the males aro obliged to marry into

other gentes.

Family institutions are in themselyea an interesting object

of study, and they have besides a wide practical bearing,

as they are everywhere inseparably connected with the rules

of property and. inheritance. They may be conveniently

discussed under the following heads :

—

Marriages communal and free to all members of the tribe

—

Hetaerism or Promiscuity—Woman Capture—Female Infanticide

—Marriages communal, but restricted to certain seta of persona

—

Endogamy—Exogamy— Adelphogamy— Levirate— Polygamy

—

Polyandry—MaiTiages by Pairs—Monoganiy-^CourtshipB—Briaala

—Marriage by trial—Nuptial customs—Divorce—Widowhood

—

Re-marriage—Birth Ceremonies—The Couvade (a custom which
was held to be the quintessence of absurdity, until it was shown
to be a symbol by which the father acknowledged the child, and
especially the son, to be his)—Ceremonies observed at the giving

of the name, at the cutting of the first tooth, and upon arriyal at

puberty or nubility-^Old age and infirmities—Parents killed by
their children through filial piety, or from poverty—Funeral rites,

few of which, if any, caji be explained unless they are looked at

in the light of religious ceremonies.

VL Social Development.—Sociology narrates how men
became grouped, in political communities, how they con-

stituted authority and property, how they originated castes

and guilds, and by degrees separated into high and low, rich

and poor. Of aU the fields in ethnolpgy, none is at present

cultivated with more care and intelligence than that which

deals with the history of society, and none perhaps witU

a greater prospect of fruitful results.

Grouping in Hordes, Tribes, or Nations.—Man is a
gregarious animal. Society develops intelligence, comfort,

the sentiments of justice and equality, of fraternity, good-

will, and cheerfulness to a degree which would have been

unattainable in a severe and prolonged solitude. The
• first hordes were scattered over vast areas, and were each
very -small. It is probable that they were recruited noS

only from within by births, but from without by capture

of .women and children, and by the voluntary or forced

accession of their neighbours to their ranks. We dravr

a distinction between the human horde, which we hold

to be superior only in degree to a herd of brutes, and the

tribe, in which we recognize the first buddings of culture.

The love of the mother for the young is an impulse to in-

telligence and devotion among all higher animals. The
certainty of parturition at a period fixed for every specien

induces precaution and forethought. The rudiments of

true humanity we conjecture therefore to have been the

acknowledgment of motherhood by the tribe, and the first

regular provision for the care of the expected infant.

As it has been said already, the family had its origin in

the gathering of children round their mother. These

children became to one another brothers and sisters by the

remembrance of the care they had enjoyed in common.
They kept together ; so did their children and their

•children's children ; and the gens took shape and life.

Probably the original horde was by degrees remodelled

into tribes by the gentes which had taken birth in it.

The word gens, equivalent to clan, sept, or totem, being the

best known of all, may be used in a general sense to

denote all kindred institutions. The tribe became an

organization of gentes. An Indian tribe, according to

Lewis Morgan, is composed of several gentes, developed

from two or more, all the members of which are inter-

mingled by marriage, and aU of whom speak the same
dialect. To a stranger the tribe is visible, and not the

gens. It is highly convenient for a tribe to contain at

least two gentes, which, if they choose to intermarry, would

find wives at their own door. A fundamental law of the
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gens prubibitcrl marriage betweeTi gentiles, or mombera of

the same gens For most communities were deeply averse

to consanguineous marriages, which they branded with the

infamous name of invest, though some others held them

to be highly commendable. The original rule was that all

descendants by the Bame mother were to be regarded as

brothers and sisters, and they were soon forbidden to- 0011^

tract matrimonial unions. As there was no relationship

by the father's side, the patriarch Abraham 'could in all

propriety take Jiis sister, or rather his half-sister, ^ as a

ivife. And. such a tribe, consisting of twogentes only,

intermarrying constantly,* might be composed !.' of ,^ first

^

cousins only, and be strictly endogamous nevertheless. j

Further rights and duties of the gentiles were the reci-'

procal obligations of help, defence, and redress of injuries

against any one from without. They tad the same religious

rites, and a common burial place.' The archaic gens

inherited the property of its members, as they were taken

away by death, and redistributed it every year, or at slated

periods. All children of earth return by death to her

bosom, and aU the gentiles were brought to rest in a common

burial place. The gens was primarily a great motherhood,'

and the gentiles, all of them, were supposed to be brothers

and sisters, and to live in their mother's home._

As in the course of time the gentes increased, they segre-

gated to a certain extent, but maintained their association

for certain" common objects; the^enlarged association was

called aphratria or brotherhood. _ 'Each of the four tribes

of the ^Athenians was organized' in three phratrias, each

composed of thirty gentes. The Roman mria y/aa^ihe

analogue "of the Grecian and the Iroquois phratrias.

In the normal course of events the tribes increased and

segregated as the gentes had formerly done. -S'And "as the

gentes had . recoalesced in phratrias, so did the tribes

reunite' in confederacies. Where one Indian 5 tribe had

divided into . several, and the subdivisions occupied inde-.

pendent but adjacent territories, the confederacy reinte-

grated them in a higher organization, on the basis of the

common gentes which they possessed, and of the affiliated,

dialects which they spoiie. The confederacy ;, had « the

gentes for its basis, and the mother language as the measure

of its extent. Its formation required the highest skill. > The

Iroquois ascribed the origin of theirs to divine inspiration

;

they considered it to be the masterpiece' of. wisdom."

To bring many tribes together, to conciliate the conflicting

interests in .a superior organization, and make it work, re-

quires an intelligence much superior to that which is

required for gaining victories in the battlefield. Therefore

confederacies have been always rare achievement.";. The

common course of events has been rather that tribes have

become nations, not by peaceful and voluntary aggregation,

but by . the bloody work of war and conquest, by constant

,;ncroachment3 on the territory of neighbours, by killing

part of them, and enslaving the rest.

Authority.—\Yh.en not actually engaged in a war or in

a hunting expedition, wild tribes , are often without recog-

inized chiefs. Tn''cas6 of need, in"*dangerous emergencie.s,'

natural superiority, soon . asserts _j itself, and thejboldest,

strongestj^most \ intelligent,'^orTmost . experienced ^ steps

forward as leader. With the children of nature authority is

of a more .transient and less.definite character than^-ivith

ns; Their aggregations^areTas^^
a" rule, very small In order

to understand the Tiost|ancient^ condition of . human
society, saya Sir Henry Maine, all distances must be reduced,

and we must look at mankind, so to speak, through the wrong

eudtof 'the hls'toricartele'scbpe. Many„.anthropologistsiare.

ofqpinion'that civilization has'^increased the^difFerences in

the 'anatomy of man and woman, in the stature of giants

and Jj^arfs. There is stronger evidence that it has in-

crcasedJ''intellectnal ditfi-rence.s. The oscillations on either

side of the average lino of learning and intellect arc nidcsfr

ill our populous and complicated communities, where thft

talentf^d are more talented, and the stupid more stupfd than.

elsewliere. In small bodies politic there is not the sann
necessity for strict discipline as in the largo ones. And the

larger" they grow, .toft's paribus, the more^despotic they

become. History has shown it to be the case witlrall great

monarchies, which in times ancient and moderhjhave been

synonymous With 'despotisms.^ When *^c6nquering 'Rome
overstepped the limits of the Italian territory, she ceased to

be a republic, and , despite the desperate ^efforts of^her best

citizens she became an empireJ IhiT larger' the'territorj,

the greater are the inequalities between the inhabitants,'and

the greater the danger of despotism. To our eyes kingdoms
like those of Dahomey, of Ashantee/or of Uganda, may not

appear very large, but to negroes, whose minds'^ are^unabl*

to grasp'any thing very complex, they seem immense. la
fact, some savage rulers believe themselves to be real gods,-^

believe without a shadow of doubt that their ancestor created

heaven and earth ; they^^are persuaded that the limits'of th*

habitable world are not far beyond the boundaries of thei^

petty dominions.' We are exprcsslyj told by . traveller*

that their subjects, hold them in greater reverence^than.

divinities.' The innumerable .- variety of ' governments; i&

perplexing to ethnologists, who find often the most hetero'

geneous -forms side by side, and see intelligent ahacourage-

ous nations submit to a tyranny which would often appear

intolerable to their neighbours. Forces are constantly ir.

operation, of which some tend to increase the liberty of tht

citizen, and some to increase tjie authority of government

If we are believers in the general principle that self-govern-

ment is the best, then we shall be astonished to find how
often it has been obtained by nations which we*deem muct
inferior to ourselves. So-called savages possess'a degree of

freedom anil enjoy an absence of restraint which well may
kindle the enthusiasm of the youthful readers of Fe'nimor*

Cooper, and provoke melancholy reflections in many people

who feel over-governed, and ruled down, who complain that

the price which we pay for the blessings of civilization w
too high.

For the men who exercise power, it is dangerous not ta

have an eye open, if not to the general benefit, at least t5

the interest of some powerful class. This fact is often

disregarded; historians easily overlook the circumstan'ce

that a ruler, however violent, rash, and headstrong, is'io

most cases but the tool, conscious or unconscious, of a partj^

Because orders are given in his name alone, it is^ not
remembered that in reality he acts not in his personal

capacity, but as the general manager of a joint-stocfc

company with numerous shareholders. If we revert to the

histpric origin of authority, it is highly probable ,that th^

gens, to which is attributed the interior organization^of th»

tribe, has been also the most efficacious constituentTof

political power, jj.. The most powerful gens taking the lead

of the other gentes, the head of that gens became ^easilj^

the regular chief of the tribe! Such a government might
as easily become republican as monarchical or oligarchij:^

To the 'Commoners of tke English Parliament corresponds

the assembly of the people,—that is, of aU the^ gentiles^;

to the senate, or 'Lords, corresponds ^he^ ^council' o?

the -elders and chiefs of gentes." Either, the ^counciljoif

the assembly, or both' together, '.entrusted ' the ;executiv-^

power to one pre-eminent official, who may have exercisai,

at once the functions of priest, general, and chief justice,

—

for in early times the cumulation of offices was the'^rulA,

and^theldi-vision.of .labour^was the j, exception. " In^Lj^
interesting book, Za Cite Ajitique^'-vrhich- depicts society

under tlie posterior gentile
. organization, [

M. ^Fustel^-dft

Coulanges represents the paierfamiUas as being at oncd a
Jillcr of the soil, a -ivarrior, a judae in hi.": own hou.cehold

—
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•jnvested with the power of life and death over his wife,

Ma children, and his slaves,—a priest and an offerer of

httcii&ce, when officiating before his sacred hearth. The
vex or hasileus, acting on behalf of the whole city, was
lie representative paterfamilias, acting in the nano and
-on behalf erf all his brethren.

Property is an institution which stands second in

"laportance to none. Property went on increasing in

omount from the hunting and fishing period to the pastoral,

and from the pastoral to the agricultural—not to stop there,

niches increased in proportion to the intelligence and to

"he amount of work done. As riches accumulated, so

increased not only the greed but, what is an apparent con-

tradiction, the need for them. The men in authority, the

strong, took more than their share, the weak growing con-

stantly weaker, the poorer becoming either paupers or slave?.

When riches were made fairly abundant by agriculture, the

);i/istine gens with maternal kinship had to give way to the

gens with paternal kinship; for it was contrary to logic

"Siat the privileges of riches and power should be still

>iostowed by enslaved women, when the circumstances of

Jamily life established a sufficient certitude of paternity.

Thus internal revolutions modified totally the character

i'f the gens in the course of time. It had begun by
'being feminine in character, it ended in being exclusively

masculine. Originally property was held in common by
iill gentiles; by degrees its ownership became restricted to

fonstantlydiminishing circles of relations, and finally an
ii-nd was made of collective property ; the principle of

private ownership obtained the victorv, and reigned supreme
AS it does now.

And when, in tne leading states, the principle of collective

yToperty which underlay the gens had lost its vital force,

liie gens fell or was overthrown and crumbled to dust.

This mighty fabric, the most considerable perhaps of all

Jmman institutions, has broken down everywhere, but it

iias not been totally destroyed. Its debris lie broadcast

*ver the earth, from Eajputana to Scotland and Ireland,

wid thence to America. In the still existing House or

Village Communities in the East and West, as described by Sir

Henry Maine, we see living remnants of that institution in

T»hich formerly all ideas of peace, industry, justice, and
jirogress had centred. Once the gens was all, and it was
Relieved that it would remain all to all time. At that

j.eriod, the gens was a political and a religious no less than
3i family institution ; each gens was a complete state in

itself. Where the gentes absorbed all the members of the

tribe, leaving nobody out of its pale, and giving a fair

*hare to all, the institution was perfectly compatible with

j.rogress, at least for a long time, ^ut it happened other-

-iviso in many instances, and especially among the gentes

wliich are the best known to us, those of Greece and Rome.
There the gentes took advantage of the fact that they were
S)ie first organized body to arrogate all power, and most
x'bstinately they kept it, making themselves a privileged

class, ruling a mob of paupers, exiles, fugitives, runaway
slaves, and their progeny the proletariate. Theoretically

the gens might have endured for ever, if it had consented

to take up outsiders. But collective bodies lack generosity,

especially when they are powerful. The gentiles went
on increasing the number of non-gentiles by their raids

.•ind wars, conquering and enslaving other free men, until

l!ie privileged ones were outnumbered, outwitted, and
finally ousted from power by the multitude of the non-

j'ossessors. And thus sovereignty, which (or long ages

rr:sted upon the family system, rests now upon the ttrn-

lurial system.

VII. Intellediial Development, Language, Literature,

and Arts.—To no other auxiliary scienco. is ethnology so

•tnjch indobted as to philology. Not long ago the two

sciences were confounded with each other, and purely

linguistic disquisitions went under the name of " ethno-

graphic researches," as in the Atlas of Balbi, where the

word " ethnography" occurs perhaps for the first time (in

1826).

Formerly the words "nations" and "languages" were
synonymous. In Genesis the confusion of the tongues is

said to have caused the separation of mankind into nations,

A language is to be considered as the collective brain

of a nation; the vocabulary shows the richness of its ideas,

the syntax how it works them. While our lexicographers

count their words by the ton thousands, we are assured

that the savage is scarcely able to use more than twelve

hundred words, and that many English rustics have not

more than four or five hundred words at their disposah

A nation's language is ths sum of its developed intellect,

the record of its previous intellectual efforts. From that

store of accumulated ideas and feelings our children draw
the best part of their information, the most of their morals.

Our mother tongue is our intellectual motherland.

For a long time, the element of race had been considered

to be the greatest of all ethnological factors. Some even
drew between Aryans and non-Aryans a line which would
have been scarcely sharper if it had been between men
and brutes. But after all, affinity of blood seems to have
much less influence on men than the affinity of reli-

gions, and the affinity of religions less than the affinity of

languages, at least in modern times,—for this reason, that

language is the sum and religion a part only of our
thoughts. A curious example of the power of language is

observed in Roumania. ' Its inhabitants claim descent from
Italian colonists, an obscure and certainlj very mixed stock.

For a time they were thought to have disappeared among
the Slavs, whose Greek religion had already conquered
them, and already acted powerfully on their language. But
the language which had been brought to the plains of

Moldo-Wallachia by poor soldiers and ignorant peasants

stubbornly resisted extinction, and at last obtained the

advantage over its invader, because as a vehicle of thought

it brought with it the ideas and memories which are

preserved in the pages of Virgil and Cicero, and finally

the Roumanians elected to enter into the fellowship of Latin

nations. It is the English language which in the United
States has welded into one nation the motley crowd of

immigrants landing from so many countries and professing

so many religions.

Ethnologists, as such, are not concerned to inquire into

the difficult problem of the origin of languages, which is

to be worked out by the professed philologists. The solu-

tions, however, which seem self-evident to linguists on

mere philologic grounds, if they do not tally with ethnolo-

gical experience, will have their acceptance postponed by
ethnologists until further examination. For example, some
authors will have it that nations must be considered as

belonging to different races, and descended from ancestors

of totally inconsonant minds, if one uses as a prefix what
another would use as a suffix, or if one puts the attribute

after the substantive when another puts it before. Between
the isolating, the agghuinative, and the inflexional Languages

they have drawn the same distinctions as those established

by the botanists between acotyledonous, monocotyle-

donous, and dicotyledonous plants; and they want the ethno-

logists to classify nations accordingly,—the last of the

three, i.e., the inflexional, being supposed to have a pr&?

ponderance as great as that of the vertebrates over the 'itu

vertebrates. And, furthermore, considering that the in-

flexional languages are less sonorous oni abundant in forms

than they were in their earlier stages, philologists too":

much to heart who^t they tegaried as a linguistic deteriora

tion. From that degeneratior theory there is an easy transii
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tion to the belief that language is a divine revelation, or

at least a sudden and spontaneous birth in the soul of every

race (Renan). This theory, which presupposes the plurality

of races, may be very acceptable to philologists, but is one

with which most ethnologists do not agree. Where philo-

logists see a difiference in nature, ethnologists see rather a

difference in degree ; they object that " it must not be by

any means supposed that complexity in language implies

exceUenco or even completeness."

What mere philologists call debasement, philologists

who are also philosophers call improvement. Mere artists

or_ calligraphers may deplore the deterioration of hiero-

glyphics with elaborate drawings into a cursive, demotic

writing, which has led to the adoption of our unpicturesque

y phabets. - " The phonic alteration," says an able linguist,

M. Michel Br(5al, " helped the emancipation of thought ; it

fu.-thered the first steps of man in the path of abstract

thought ; it gave to the human mind the same assistance

as algebra gives to the mathematician, when it substituted

signs more abstract still." Mr Sweet {Language and
Thonghl), considering it an amelioration that English has

cast off " an effete inflexional system," does not lament

that "English is to be compared in part with agglutinat-

ing in part vrith isolating languages, such as Chinese."

These reservations are made not because ethnologists

think little of philology applied to ethnologic research, but

rather because they know that alliance to be a vital necessity,

dnd hope by concerted action to increase its usefulness.

Philology, like history, was long limited to a study of the

Greek and Latin languages, until it was made a totally new
science by the discovery of Sanskrit, and by the vocabularies

which travellers collected from all parts of the globe. In

the hand of modern observers, such as Bopp, Schleicher,

Fick, Max Miiller, Friedrich Miiller, Curtius, Pictet, phUo-

logy has become a sort of telescope by which human sight

penetrates the night of centuries long past. " By marvel-

lous efforts of sagacity it has reconstituted tiie social state,

the uses, the ideas, the beliefs of , the ancient Aryas, whose
moral history is now better known to us than some periods

of Roman Listoiy. It has discovered bonds of parentage

between nations, which, as the Greeks and Persians did,

reproached each other with being barbarians, and it

Las descried a diversity of origin between nations, which,

as the Greeks and Egyptians, thought- themselves to be

closely allied" (Br^l). How the sagacity of the philo-

logists adds to the achievements of ethnology is shown by
Peschel, who thus sums up the results of their labours for

finding out where was the cradle of our Indo-European

ancestors :

—

"AVIien the ancient vocabulary of the primordial Aryan age is

restored by collecting the roots common to all the members, Tve at

the same time obtain an outline of the social condition of these

nations in the most ancient period. We thus learn that they already

tilled the ground, ploughed it with oxen, used carnages with wheels,

kept cattle for the production of milk, and ventured on a neighbour-

ing sea in rowing boats, but did not use sails. It is more than
doubtful whether they smelted metals, especially as the name for

bellows is not derived from tlie primordial place of abode. As
they were not acquainted the>e with the ass and the cat, both
ancieut domestic animals in Africa, they had not as yet inter-

changed any of the treasures of civilization with the Egyptians.

As they had the same terms for snow and winter, and the other

seasons afterwards received different names, we may be certain that

in ancient Arya there was an alternation of hot and cold months.
In these primitive abodes dwelt bears, wolves, and otters, but there

were neither lions nor tigers. It lay eastward of Kestus in Mace-
donia, which in the time of Xerxes was the limit of the European
'ion. -, It was also further ^orth than Chuzistan, Irak-Arabi, and
even than Assyria, where lions are still to be met with. It cannot
have included the high lands of west Iran and the southern shores
of the Caspian Sea, for tigers still wander in search of prey as far as
those districts. * Hence every geographer will probably agree that
the Indo-Europeans occupied both slopes of the Caucasus, as well
as the remarkable gorge of Dariel, and were in the habit of visiting
tither the Euxine or the (;a3pian Sea, perhaps both»"

Mr Hyde Clarke shows that the original names of sonte

African weapons ar6 still names of stones,—an interesting

circumstance, as the belief gains ground in some quartera

that the despised Negro invented the smelting and the

working of iron, a discovery which ranks second to none,

and to which are mainly due the wonders of our modem
civilization in this, the true Iron Age. Geiger claims

to have proved that, as recently as the Homeric period,

men had a very imperfect and even deficient perception of

colours. Bolder still is Herr Fick, who has construed

some hundreds of proper names by which the " Proeth-

nians," supposed aneestors of the Celts, Germans, and

Zends, may have been called before Sanskrit was yet born.

Many other proofs might be given that philologists, who
quite recently dared not, as it were, lose sight of the Medi-

terranean coasts, now navigate the most distant seas, far

beyond the Ultima Thule of yore.

Language is the highest work of a nation, a work of art,

and often a nation's only one. The study of languages

leads to the study of popular poetry, of songs, of dances,

and of music, all subjects upon which we possess a mass of

information, but little knowledge. The details are ready,

collected from all parts of the world, but the synthesis has

not yet been made.

It is a curious fact that very accurate and even artistic

etchings made on bone or horn, with the point of a flint,

are found in the remains of the early stone age, but are

wanting not only in the later part of the stone age, but
also throughout the so-called bronze period. The orna-

mentation of pottery was very rude and scanty, progressing

very slowly, but in the age following it seems to have taken a

start—imitations of plants and animals being essayed.- The
Eskimo are fair draughtsmen. The Indians draw like

children. Polynesians do not draw, but carve and paint

The Bushmen and KaflBrs have no idea of perspective,

the Chinese very little. Drawing on a ffat surface re-

quires a certain degree of thought, and encountered pro-

bably much prejudice, because it was supposed to catch the

shadow, or the soul of the objects. Carvings and mould.
ings in clay were easier, not to execute, but to attempt.

It is beyond question that personal ornament was the be-

ginning of art. Savages are passionately fond of adorning

their persons with painting (probably the hunters of Cro-

Magnon, Schnssenried, and Thayingen bedaubed themselves

with the oohre found near their bones), with tattooing,

with all sorts of necklaces, bracelets, necklets, armlets,

leggings, breast-plates, and stomachers, with fantastic head-

gear, and quills, pearls, shells, and rings through the nose,

ears, and lips. Even the front teeth have been inlaid with

shining knobs, as among the Dyaks. We are, in this depart-

ment, encumbered by a mass of details, which require to be

systematically arranged, examined, and compared, in order

that they may become part of a science, or even a science

by itself.

VIIL Religious Development, Myths and Legends, Magie
and Superstition.—Controversies have been waged upon
this question—" Do any tribes exist which have no kind of

religion ? " What made the dispute interminable, and of

little profit, is the fact that the disputants attached different

meanings to the same word. ' Reports of missionaries were

quoted, some affirming, some denying. Thus facts have

been brought forward to prove either that the Russian

peasants are very religious or very irreligious. The truth

is that the religion of these simple-minded people is so

mixed up with superstition that rigorous critics who main-

tain that superstition is the reverse of religion, as much as

of morals, have no difficulty in proving that many of these

country folks practice real shamanism under the cloak of

Greek Christianity, But ethnologists are not expected to

be either severe or indulgent; the2_haye.to_ eive a definilJ
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lion covering the ground occupied by all religions, be they

true or false. Their definition of the word, although a

philosophic one, falls in with that which many theologians

have formulated. "Religion is the feeling which falls

upon man in the presence of the unknown." Man fears

and must fear the unknown, because the unknown may
be dangerous and terrible, because the infinite is hidden in

the unknown. Man personifies the Unknown ; when his

mind is strongly excited, he cannot do otherwise. And that

personification he seeks to propitiate.

As regards superstitions, while moralists and social re-

formers consider them to be baneful weeds which it is their

duty to dig out and destroy, ethnologists consider them as

wrecks of former beliefs, over which the waves of many
centuries have washed. The symbol has remained, but its

significance is gone ; the comprehension, never more than

superficial, became lost, but the reverence was great, and

survived. Thus, paganism underlies Christianity still,

especially among ignorant rustics, a fact which the word

pagan itself illustrates {pagani, country folk).

Classic paganism, the product of a late idealism, was

in its theory too philosophic to be understood except by the

few ; it propounded the worship of the sun and tether as male

principles and sources of light, heat, and life. It had suc-

ceeded to the so-called chthonic religions, of which Professor

Bachofen (Mutterrecht) and M. Jules Baissac (Les Origines

de la Religion) have been the exponents. The Earth Mother

Xvas then the centre of stellar, solar, and lunar deities, lunar

.deities especially, the moon being often considered as of the

tnale sex. : From internal evidence, it may be supposed that

these religions were devised under the influence of agricul-

tural practices, when the idea of paternal filiation began to

be slowly evolved from the maternal. And the chthonic

teligions were themselves in their origin an innovation upon

animal worship, which corresponded to the rise of TOtemism

(M'Lennan, Spencer) upon Shamanism, and the still ruder

Fetichism. ' The lowest religions are characterized by their

containing the greatest proportion of magic and the least

bf science and morality. In that stage, the invisible

powers of witchcraft and sorcery are made to explain what-

ever is not understood,—even the fact of natural death, the

Explanation of which one would have thought to be the first

to (loom on these dark intelligences. But seeing around

them so many violent deaths, among men as well as among
brutes, they believed that all death, and even all diseases,

were owing to magic.

Magic has been analysed.'''' Its essence is the belief in the

a-ction of spirits or souls of dead men. That belief is

called Animism (2. v.) by Tylor, whose researches on the

subject constitute one of the most important results of

English ethnology. He says

—

" ABimism chaianterizes tribes very low in tlie scale of humanity,
and theuce ascends, deeply modified in its transmission, but from
first to last preserving an unbroken continuity, into the midst of

high culture. Animism is the groundwork of the philosophy of

religion, from that of the savages up to that of civilized men; but
although it may at first seem to afford but a meagre and bare de-

finition of a minimum of religion, it will be found practically

sufficient ; for where the roots are, the branches will generally be

produced. The theory of animism divides into two great dogmas,
forming parts of one consistent doctrine; first, concerning souls of

individual creatures, capable of continued existence after death;
second, concerning other spirits, upward to the rank of powerful
deities. Spiritual beings are held to affect or control the events
of the material world, and man's life here .and hereafter; and it

h<^ng considered that they hold intercourse with men and receive

pleasure or displeasure from human actions, the belief in their

txiste'nce leads naturally sooner or later, to active reverence .and

propitiation."

Indications are not wanting that prehistoric men were
addicted to magic In- the Swiss lake-dwellings, crescent-

shaped impirjuonts in baked earth have been found, which
are £upposi.Hi bv some to be amulets, and reiated to moon

worship; and the absence of all bones of hares in the

kitchen middens is generally explained by a superstitious

avoidance of that animal's flesh.

Superstition or prehistoric religion still survives even

in the heart of civilized Europe, where many of its bizarre

and grotesque practices are to be found similar to those

prevailing in China, and in the dark corners of Africa and
Australia. How is this universal prevalence to be ex-

plained 1 Does it prove that the communications between
distant members of the human family were more active

than it is commonly supposed that they were ? Does
it prove that we did all come from the same stock 1 Or is

the true explanation this, that the similarity of efi'ects

results from the similarity of causes, and that men evolved

analogous beliefs because they have analogous minds ? Mr
Herbert Spencer {Animal Worship) is of opinion that,

considering the sum of knowledge which primitive men
possessed, and the imperfection of their signs of language

and thought, the conclusions which they arrived at were

after all the most reasonable. Till recently sensible men
did but shrug their shoulders when they heard of super-

stitions. They had little thought of collecting them with

care, and still less of studying them in earnest as subjects

of scientific inquiry, and precious as embodying the oldest

accessible thoughts of mankind. Some beginning has been

made. Brandes, Henderson, and Wright in England,

Wuttke in Germany, Kreutzwald in Esthonia, Qrohmann
in Bohemia, Dennys and Doolittle in China, and many
others have collected precious documents. A mass of

material lies scattered about, especially in books of travels.

Explorers in this field of inquiry ought not to be repelled by
the amount of nonsense they encounter ; the more absurd

the text, the more ancient and genuine it probably is. Most
things would be inexplicable if they stood alone, but one

explains another. Here, as in natural history, the value

and signification of the individual object is best perceived

when it is examined in the series to which it belongs.

Fairy tales and popular legends find little favour with

many enlightened people. Of course if these tales were to

be taken literally, they would be pronounced pure nonsense,

but their meaning, like that of poetry, is an ideal one ; they

are intended to please and invigorate the imagination of

children. In ancient times, when their primitive form and
meaning were less altered, they had a higher purpose.

Those mixed up with animal stories of a certain character

appear to have been Buddhist parables intended to teach

fairness and goodness towards " the weaker brethren."

But although twenty centuries old and more, they belong

to the later creations in the development of human
thought. The oldest stories are scr.aps of prehistoric myths,

cosmologies, and epics. Although they have been patched

up a housand times, they have still kept enough of their

original traits to be still recognizable.

And it is not only popular tales and proverbs which are

to be regarded as records of ancient lore, but also children's

plays, nursery rhymes, and infantine dances, as has been
pointed out by Tylor and by Kochholz (Kinderlied v.nd

Kinderspiel). Among Kirghiz, Chinese, Redskins, and
Bantu negroes, counterparts have been found to the Iliad
and the, Odi/ssey, 'to the grand myths of Hercules and Pro-
metheus, to the traditions of the Argonauts, of Danae, Andro-
mede, Proserpine, not to forget the most charming romance
of Psyche. During the Middle Ages many of those tales were
bedaubed with theological additions, and transformed into

hagiologies and " Golden Legends." As such they had a
separate existence, but fortunately they did not obliterate

the recollection of the originals from which they sprang.

Struck with a happy idea, and wishing to prove that the

moderns were as good as the ancients, Charles Pcrrault

put hia Contes into writing, which belittle suspected to be
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as old, and even of the same covey as those of the Greek.s.

His narrations were gems of elegant simplicity, and their

success caused them to bo followed by many similar pro-

ductions, which were enjoyed as light literature, their

scientific import being little suspected, until the brothers

Grimm collected the ,Deuische I/ausmarchen, one of the

moat popular books published in this century. Those

savants opehed a most fertile Held of investigation by their

discovery that many German popular tales had for their sub-

stratum German mythology. Adalbert Kilhne's Herahkunft

des Feiiers marked a new step. He showed most clearly

that our tales have the same relation with the old Vedan

mythology as our languages with the Sanskrit. Benfey

proved by other considerations the same thesis. Following

them, M. Br6al gave in his Mythe de Cacus a model

of science made clear and pleasant. A host of diligent

searchers, mostly Germans, for the Germans have taken the

lead in this department, devoted themselves to collecting,

translating, commenting upon popular tales, songs, and

mythology. Folklore now constitutes quite a special litera-

ture. We have already legends from all five parts of the

world, legends from nearly every important country, and in

some countries from almost every province. The immense

task of sifting and reconstructing prehistoric mythology has

next to be commenced.'

IX. Justice and Morals.—Law is anterior to justice.

The lower races, says Lubbock, are deficient in any idea

of right, though quite familiar with that of law. In fact,

civil law, in its origin, is a custom and nothing else,—

a

custom meeting some particular want. Therefore laws

will not last if they be arbitrary, if they be founded on the

caprice of a legislator, and do not subserve the interests of

the majority. True laws are the expression of the people's

will ; legislature and magistracy are delegations of the

people's authority. In primitive communities such delega-

tion is often uncalled for ; the community acts directly as

judge and law-giver, its resolutions being guided not By

3,bstract jiiinciples of justice, but by self-interest and a

desire for self-preservation,—seldom, if ever, by unselfish

considerations. " Salus populi suprema lex." As the

community enlarges this feeling widens and becomes

generalized ; by degrees the idea of justice is evolved out

of common convenience. Absorbed by their petty local

interests, early tribes could scarcely realize the idea of

absolute justice, which is inseparable from the idea of

mankind at large. Both ideas are of a recent origin ; they

seem contemporaneous with the rise of tlie Roman empire,

when it strove to take possession of the whole world, and

when the positive principles of jurisprudence were set forth

with a logic, a vigour, and a lucidity not surpassed, not even

equalled since. Our civilized countries have enriched them-

selves with a ponderous apparatus of written laws, which

are, or are affirmed to be, the outgrowth of customary laws,

and an accepted fiction sets forth that every citizen knows

and understands perfectly that immense miscellany of rules

and statutes.

Criminal, law has a similar origin ; it is the part of justice

evolved, out of vengeance, which, from being with some

animals and the lowest tribes a boundless passion, was by

degrees restrained, acquired a definite form, and became

the law of retaliation,—" an eye for an eye and a tooth

for a tooth." From that principle men were sure to

infer, " Do not to others what thou wouldst not like to

be done to thyself,"—the negative side of a principle

which was far sooner understood, than its positive side,

" Do unto others as ye would that men should do unto

you." The abandon-ment of vendetta is one of the

steps which lead from semi-civilization towards civiliza-

tion. But its adc'ption by, primitive communities had in

ita tune Lnralded an improved state of things. Its prin-

ciple is that all the members of a geus are bound t/>

avenge the death or the hurt of any individual member.
Thereby the gentiles were involved in continual troubles.

By degrees they cama to find out that the surest way
to minimize the troubles arising out of vendetta was to

avoid its causes. This led to the softening of manners.

The next step was for the .gens to impose upon its affiliates

the obligation to resort directly to its tribunal in case of

ofTences. Thus by degrees redress came to be substituted

for revenge, and justice taken at one's own band to be re-

garded as fit only for barbarians.

Like the tribe, the gens was for its members an enlarged

self, and its motto was—One for all, all for one,—an ideal

motto among brothers in a brotherhood, but one fit also

to promote' strifes of brotherhood against brotherhood.

Friend.ship, honesty, justice, and even self-sacrifice within

the circle of kinship ; cunning, violence, murder, ruthless

brutality outside. The gentile stood by the gentile for

weal or woe, for wrong or right. Men's minds and hearts

are now so far enlarged that they can embrace the idea

of a whole country, their own. But have we gone really

much further t

X. Progress.—Ethnology, in its actual state, centres upon

the theory of progress. It has not only to prove the exist-

ence of progress, it has to demonstrate how it operates, and

to measure the amount of its work in the different periods.

Progress, put in question in all the branches of human
development, is nowhere more fiercely discussed than in

its relation to justice and morals. This is the most import-

ant, the most interesting, and also the most perplexing

theme. It is the easiest to discourse upon, as there are no

external standards by which to measure internal phenomena,

no fixed canon by which to compute the ever-shifting corre-

lations between the two great principles of social order and

individual liberty—custom and progress, which, far from

working harmoniously together, cla-sh so often one against

the other. This question is not merely a theoretical one

;

it has very practical bearings, now that our civilization is

about to take possession of all the world,—now that repre-

sentatives of our culture invade in so many places the

soil occupied by less advanced communities. Before the

last remainders of ancient ages be destroyed, it is certainly

worth while to pause and to consider, Are we right in doing

away with them, and will the world at large be a gainer by

it 1 The United States, the colonial administrations, are

constantly called on to deal with native reserves, native

wars, and, alas ! with native extermination. We cannot

forget that the landing of Columbus at Guanahani cost the

lives of many millions of American and African aborigines,

atid that the last Tasmanian, the last Guancho, the last

Beothus, have been " improved " off the face of earth.

We can hardly regard with unmixed feelings the prospect

that the whole of the African continent will soon be open

to "European enterprise."

We will give an epitome of the debates which are carried

on, striking off many arguments for the sake of brevity.

It will be but fair to give the first word to a friend of the

attacked and (must we say !) the doomed ra^es-

Mr Wallace, after having given a 'charming ' picture of- some

Malay communities which he had visited, tells us : . . _;
" It is very

remarkable that among people in a very low stage of civilization we

find some approach to such a perfect social state. Each man scrupu-

lously respects the rights of his fellow, and any infraction of these

rights rarely or never takes place. la such community all are

nearly equal. There are none of these wide distinctions, of educa-

tion and ignorance, wealth and poverty, master and servant, which

are the product of our civilization ; there is not that severe compe-

tition and struggle for existence or for wealth which the dense

population of civilized countries inevitably creates. . . It is not

too much to say tliat the mass of our populations liave not at all

.idvsiKed beyoiid liie savage code of morals, and have in many cisej

Mi\k belo?/ it."
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Such pictures as that drawn by Mr Wallaco are not

unfrequent, and we might have transcribed many pleasant

tlescriptions of the peace, concord, and fraternity reigning

among the Todas, Aleutians, and some other primitive

communities.

Now comes the indictment by Lubbock, Tylor, and
others. It is a heavy one.

"The Veddahs of Ceylon aro of opinion'that it signifiea little

whither they do right or wrong" (Davies). "To Australians

the words good and bad had reference to taste or bodily comfort,

ind did not convey any idea of right or wrong. . . . The whole
tendency of their system is to give every thing to the strong, to the

prejudice of the young, and more particularly to the detriment of

women" (Lang). . ."To believe," says Sir George Grey, "that man
in a savage state is endowed with freedom, either of thought or action,

18 erroneous in the highest degree. . . . Offences, in l^'ljian estima-

tion, are light or grave according to the rank of the offender. . . .

In Tahiti the missionaries considered that no less than two-thirds

of the.children were murdered by their parents. " . . . "Conscience
does not exist in Eastern Africa. Eepentance expresses regret for

missed opportunities of mortal crime. Robbery constitutes an
honourable man. Murder—the more atrocious the midnight crime
the better—makes the hero" (Burton).

And is civilization any. thing else ? reply the others. Is it not
the same struggle for existence, but here on a gigantic scale ? Is

not our incessant battle for life little short of wholesale murder ?

Is it not accompanied with the same envy, with the same remorse-
less hatred, but under a thicker veil of perfidy and hypocrisy ? The
Anthropological Society in London was told by the late Win wood
Eeade that among the savages of Africa he had not seen anytliing

as bad as the pauperism, as the mass of misei-y and degradation to

be found in our large cities. The Anthropological Society of Paris

was told by Mr Coudereau that in our modern Europe the moral and
intellectual development of the multitude is not superior to that of

the Dahomians. It WdS said by Mr Lavrof: " Between our peasants

sad the primitive savages there is little difference. The religions

and the most advanced philosophies, which hold so large a place

in the history of mankind have never lieen taken up in reality except

by a minority numerically insignificant. Were they profitless to

the majority? No, they enriched it with new amulets, new magical
signs, new forms of divination. And when practical results of

science, such as the electric telegraph, enter into common use, their

real signification is as little understood by our country folks as it

would be by the Marquesas Islanders."

Although there may hav-e been some e.^aggeration in the

expression, the facts which have been alleged on both sides

are true ; none is to be explained or trifled away.

Thus it is evident that among civilized men all is not

satisfactory, while among uncivilized all is not unsatisfac-

tory. We are led to infer that civilization amplifies and
intensifies its elements. We had already occasion to note

that among ourselves the extremes are wider apart than

among the barbarians. We can say that we are at once

materially much better and muct worse off, and morally

much better and much worse than savages. And as to

man himself it can be said that of all ferocious brutes he
is the most cruel, and of all gentle animals the most affec-

tionate.

Can material progress be disputed ? An increased pro-

duction of food has enabled greater aumbers of men to

live ; their daily ration of eatables and drinkables has been
increased;" the quality of their vestments has been im-

proved; most people do not dwell in damp holes dug in

the earth ; they do not any longer roost in the branches

of 'trees. Not to speak of other comforts, the invention of

lucifer matches and of candles have been splendid aohiev-

ments in tiieir day. That the intellectual progress has
been prodigious from the time when our forefathers were
unable to count their own fingers, even of one hand, as

Spix and Martius tell of the Brazilian Wood Indians, to

the transformation of mathematics into a powerful scientific

engine,' to the calculations of Newton and Laplace, to the

wonders of spectral analysis, is a position nobody dares to

impugn.

Material and intellectual development being satisfactorily

settled, w9 touch upon the vexed question of moral pro-

gress," Mr.^Wallac6 saj's—:l!_While civilized communities

a—23

have increased vastly beyond the savage state in intellectual
achievements, we have not advanced equally in morals."
It may be said with equal truth that this progress has been
immense, and that it has been ridiculously small,—immense,
if we consider that there is an infinite distance between'
nothing and something; very small indeed, if wo gauge
the precise amount of that something. But that actual
something will appear larger if we trace it to its original
state, of which we do not find the like among the present
savages. Their abject condition, abject as it has been
depicted, is yet vastly superior to that of the supposed
primeval man. Everything tends to prove that. mankind,
far from being born with a vivid sense of right and wrong;
as the common doctrine will have it, had to evolve a moral
sense by a long process. Through ages man must have
collected sensations of a peculiar sort, which at first were
slightly perceptible, and which, when accumulated, became
that positive perception, the most to be cared for of our
inherited abilities. " The world is very young," said Mrs
Mill, " and has only just begun to cast o2' injustice.' And
we hold, to be survivals of antecedent ages the instances
which show among civilized and uncivilized an utter absence
of morality, the lack of all fairness and generosity. But in
our times these instances are exceptions. On the average,
we know better than the Bechwana, who, being asked what
it meant " to be' good," was much puzzled, but finally

answered, " To be good it is to possess a wife and cows,
and to steal one neighbour's wife and cows ;" or than the
Pawnee, who said, " He is a good man who is a hunter sly,

crafty as a fox, daring and strong as a wolf."

A last question arises—If moral progress be a positive
fact, how could it be denied by intelligent observers?
First, progress is far from being always evident. Its

course runs not incessantly onwards in a straight line at a

uniform speed; it proceeds by irregular motions and some-
times by curved, by broken, or even by spiral lines. Then
we are apt to underrate a progress which has become a
habit. The pleasure which an improvement gives us do^
not last longer than its novelty. Yery soon we become
used to it—and then we become conscious that some evil,

which we had till then borne patiently, has grown insufi!'er<

able, and must be quickly done away with. We feel to
the quick injustices and iniquities which ages ago we would
have submitted to without complaint,—of which we would
have been participants. Till mankind reaches some goal
yet unknown to us, its motto seems to be, Never to rest

never to be thankful.

Thus ethnology may be considered as the science which
builds up the history of material and intellectual progress,
which retraces the evolution of that attribute, precious
and delicate, of which Dr Maudsley has finely said,
" Morality, the last acquired faculty of man, is the first

which he is liable to lose."

XI. The Bibliography of ethnology may be regarded either as
very extensive or unimportant, according as we include all books
in which ethnological subjects are treated, or as we exclude all

books which have not ethnology for their primary object. Although
possessed of immense territories in copartnership with the sister
sciences, ethnology holds but a limited province of its own. This
remark disposes of the largest mass of ethnographical bibliography,
in a work which contains bibliographies of other sciences.

Works which take up the new science as a whole, and bring its

various problems together, cannot as yet be very numerous, especially
if the demarcation between ethnology and anthropology is main.-
tained. In the preceding pages the titles of most cun-ent books
which are acknowledged as authoritative have been mentioned, and
for brevity's sake will not be repeated. One of the most important
publications, the object of which is to set the science on a solid
foundation, is in progress. The Descriptive Sociology commenced
in 1867 by Mr Herbert Spencer, devised, classified, and arranged
by him, is compiled and abstracted by Messrs James Collier, Richard
Scheppig, and David Duncan. "The digests of materials, thus
brought together, will supply the student of social science with
data, standing towards his conclusions in a relation like that aS

Yin. — 79
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which accounts of the structures and functions of difTercnt types of

onimala stand to the conclusion of the biologist. Until tiiere had
been such systematic descriptions of dilforent kinds of organisms as

made it possible to compare the connexions and forms and actions

and modes of origin of their parts, the science of life could make no
progress ; and in like manner, before tliere can be reached in socio-

logy generalizations wortliy to bo called scientific, there must be

definite accounts of the institutions and activities of societies, of

various types and in various stages of evolution, so arranged as to

furnish the means of ascertaining what social phenomena are

habitually associated."

In the three volumes of Adolf Bastian, Dcr Mensch in der

Ocschichtc, we have already a kind of ethnological encyclopedia, a

mine of interesting facts, collected from tlio most various sources.

The author is a man of great reading, and has himself travelled over

the known world. But in 1860, when the book was written, ethno-

logy had not come of age, and instead of allowing the facts to speak
for themselves, he marshalled them in ungainly array to make them
support metaphysical theses.

Amongst other important books relating to general ethnology

.are to be named—Klemn's Allrjcmeinc Culturgcschichte dcr Men-
schheii; Caspari's l/rgeschichte der Menschheit ; Fr. von Hellwald's

CuUurgeschichle ; "W a.itz's Anlhropolocjie dcr Naturvblkcr; Fr. Miil-

y&T'sAllgemcineEthnorjTaphic; Gcrland's Anlhropologische Bcitrage;

Baer und Schaafhausen, Der vorgcschichtliche Mensch; Huxley's
Methods and Eesxdts of Ethnology ; Brace's Manual of Ethnology ;

Von Martius, Ethnographic. Mr H. Bancroft's Native Races of
America and Meiniko's Polynesia cover only parts of our ground,
but deserve exceptional record here, from the amount of informa-

tion which they afford.

Ethnographical maps have been published by Berghaus, Schafarik,

Fuchs, Czoernig, Wnitz, and otliers. In Germany, Denmark, and
Sweden "maps of the finds" are in progress. Dupont has given
out important Synoptic Tables.

An ethnological feat, accomplished with the resources of a national

budget, that of Austria, is the Novara Expedition, which continues
the series of the great scientific travels, such as those of the
" Beagle" and the "Astrolabe," and those accomplished by Cook,
Forster, and Bougainville. The relations given by travellers of

what they have seen in foreign parts compose an immense col-

lection, which ethnographers have now to classify, and to sift

carefully in order to extract from it all that is useful. Modern
descriptions have their peculiar merits, but the value of earlier

writers increases m proportion as civilization, which is gradu-
ally imported everywhere, destroys the old order of things, and
gives an uniform tinge to the intellects and the institutions of

all races. Narrations of iihe mediaeval travellers, such as Marco
Polo and Ibn Batutah, were never found so interesting as they are

now. We peruse again the stories of the Conquistadores, the bar-

barous heroes of modern culture, and those of their twin brothers,

the Conquerors of Faith, the missionaries of the third Christian

period, Franciscans, Dominicans, Jesuits, whose work amo)\g the

Indians of North and South America, among the races of Africa,

the Chinese, and the Japanese, is related in the celebrated collection

of the Lettrcs jSdiJiantes. Acosta, Lafitau, Charlevoix, Duhalde,
Dobrizhoffer, have given to the world much information, as have
also the modern missionaries, chiefly Protestants, among whom we
may cite Williams, Ellis, Isenberg, Krapf, Moffat, Callaway, Casalis,

Hue, Eitel, Metz, and, above all, Livingstone.
I Although ethnology be a new science, it must not be considered
OS a new invention. Thirty years ago not a few books were written

in France and Germany, which, expounding the "philosophy of

history" then in vogue, would now-a-days have expounded the '

' pro-

gress of culture." The most antiquated, inspired by the schools of

He^el and Schelling, contain less of history than of so-called philo-

sophy ; the best, inspired rather by Herder and Vice, contain more of

facts than of metaphysics. Some of their authors were already eth-

nologists without knowing it,—among them, Buckle, whose Civiliza-

tion in England may be considered as one of the works which open
the «ew period of history, as modified by ethnology.

The bibliography of a science giving its history in a condensed
form, it must be said that the corner-stones of any ethnographer's

library are the works of the great historians Herodotus and Tacitaa,
and that the first expounder of the modern priuciijles of ethnology
is tho poet Lucretius.

lu contrast with tho paucity of the publications which profccs
to give the synthesis of ethnology, one may notice the super-
abundance of books, memoirs, cssaj's, and lesser works which
discuss all kinds of ethnologic matters and points of detail. Ethno-
logy being in great favour with the public, there apjjcar in reviews
and magazines, and even in the weekly and daily press, articles

which an ethnographer should diligently collect. A list of these
various publications appears every year in the Brunswick Archiv
fUr Anthropologic. It is not, and could not be, complete, but, such
as it is, it meets most wants.
The learned societies scattered throughout tho civilized world

act in scientific matters as the lakes and reservoirs of the high lands
do in tho hydrographic system; they collect and purify the waters
of torrents and rivulets, they regulate their outlet. In all European
capitals, and in some other cities, as Washington, Toronto, Rio
Janeiro, Calcutta, Yeddo, Tiflis, Melbourne, Cairo, savants and
scientists meet in Academics, and, iii the Transactions of their

diverse sections, ethnology comes in for a pait of their attention.

Societies of anthropologv and ethnology have constituted them-
selves as separate bodies in London, Paris, Rome, Florence, Madrid,
Vienna, Berlin, Dantzig, Leipsic, Dresden, Munich, and Stuttgart
From their inlluence and the date of their foundation, the societies

of London and Paris are to be ranked first. To the impulse given
by the Society Anthropologique are often ascribed the great 'ttrides

recently made by anthropology. This association was founded by
men who mostly went to work with a precision which originated

in the methods of anatomy, physiology, archseology, palseontology,

and philology, the lights from which they projected simultaneously
on their favourite science. The vastness of Great Britain's colonial

empire, the diversity of its climes, races, and creeds, the magni-
tude of England's commercial ravy, which has become the genera}
carrier of the world, the facility with which Englishmen emigrate
or travel abroad, have given to ethnographic mattere in this country
an interest and an importance which they have not elsewhere.

Hence the directness and the variety of the communications which
are transmitted to the Anthropological Institute in London. The
character of the two societies reflects itself in their publications

;

tho Revue d'Anthropologic, as edited by Dr Paul Broca, has a pre-

ference for biology, and the Journal of tlie Institute, as edited by
Mr John Evans and Major-General Lane Fox—tho best authorities

on flints and on primitive weapons and implements—has a marked
preference for archaeology and the domestic arts. In almost every
considerable town of Germany there is some society afliiliated to the
large Deutsche Gesellschaft fiir Anthropologic, Ethnologic, und
Urgeschichte, which numbers about 2000 members, and issues the
Archiv fiir Anthropologic already named, edited by Dr Virchow,
Eck, Lindenschmidt, with many collaborateurs, mostly physicianc
and naturalists.

Another publication, more ethnological in character, is the
Zeitschrift fiir Ethnologic, edited by the great traveller and most
learned man, Adolf Bastian. In the Scandinavian countries, and
in Hungary, patriotism fosters the prehistoric studies by the hope
of throwing some light on the misty figures of gigantic ancestors.

Since the discovery of the lake-dwellings, by which a sudden in-

terest was awakened in archaeological pursuits, ethnology has been
a favourite study in Switzerland. Italy, which also had lake-

dwellings as well as terramare, whole cities buried in the soil, &c.,

and which teems with precious remains of Roman, Greek, Etruscan,
and Oriental origin, addicts herself with some zeal to these re-

searches, the results being given forth especially in the Archivia
delV Antropologia e Etnologia, and the Paleo-etnologia Jtaliana.

Not to be omitted are the Tour du Monde, which has been trans-

lated perhaps in every civilized language, and even into Japanese;
the Globus of Herr Karl Andree; the Ausland of Fr. von Hell-

wald ; the Matiriaux pour servir i I'histoire primitive et naiureUe
de I'homme of Cartailhac and Foutdouce. Many publications which
give occasionally valuable ethnographic information, but which
bestow on geography, history, and philology the largest share of

,

their attention, must be passed over. (3. EE.)
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ETNA. Mount Etna, one of tlie most celebrated

Volcanoes in the world, is situated on the eastern sea-board

of Sicily. Its position was first accurately determined in

1814 by Captain Smyth, who found the longitude of the

highest bifid peak i>i the great crator to be 15° east of

Greenwich, and the latitude 37° 43' 31" N. These results

have been very generally accepted by later writers.

I There can be no doubt that the name of Etna—A'rva—is

derived from u.lOu>, to burn. This name was known to Hesiod.

The more modern name Mongibello, by which the mountain

is still commonly known to the Sicilians, is a combination

of the Italian monte and the Arabic gibel. During the

Saracenic occupation of Sicily (827-1090), Etna was called

Gibel Uttamat, the mountain of fire; and the second portion

of Mongibello is a relic of the Arabic name.

Historical References and Descriptions.—Etna is often

alluded to by classical writers. By the poets it was feigned

to be the prison of the giant Enceladus or Typhon, by

others the forge of Hephaestus. The flames proceeded

from the breath of Enceladus, the thunderous noises of the

mountain were his groans, and when he turned upon his

side, earthquakes shook the island. Pindar (522-442

B.C.), in his first Pythian Ode, for Hiero of .^Etna,

winner in the chariot race in 474 B.C., exclaims :—" He
(Typhon) is fast bound by a pillar of the sky, even

by snowy Etna, nursing the whole year's length her

dazzling snow. Whereout pure springs of unapproach-

able fire are vomited from the inmost depth : in the day-

time the lava streams pour forth a lurid rush of smoke, but

in the darkness a red rolling flame sweepeth rocks with

uproar to the wide deep sea." .iEschylus (525-456

B.C.) speaks also of the "mighty Typhon" {Prom. Yindus).

Thucydides (471-402 B.C.) alludes in the last lines of his

third book to three early eruptions of the mountain.

Rtany other early writers speak of Etna, among them
Theocritus, Virgil, Ovid, Livy, Seneca, Lucan, Petronius,

Dion Cassius, Strabo, Diodorus Siculus, and Lucilius junior.

While the poets on • the one hand had invested Etna with

various supernatural attributes, and had made it the prison

of a chained giant, and the workshop of a swart god,

Lucretius and others endeavoured to show that the erup-

tions and other phenomena of the mountain could be ex-

plained by the ordinary operations of nature. These ideas

were developed by Lucilius junior (the friend of Seneca,

to whom he addressed his Quaestiones Naturales) in a poem
consisting of 640 Latin hexameters, entitled Etna. Many
of the myths developed by the earlier poets had their home
upon the very sides of Etna :—Demeter, torch in hand,

seeking Persephone; Acis and Galatea; Polyphemus and
the Cyclops.

If we pass to more modem times we find mention of Etna

by Dante, Petrarch, Cardinal'Bembo, and other Middle Age
writers. In 1541 Fazzello made an ascent of the mountain,

which he briefly describes in the fourth chapter (entitled

" De iEtna Monte et ejus ignibus") of his work De Eehus
Siculis. He also gives a brief history of the mountain. In
1591 Antonio Filoteo, who was born on Etna, published a

work in Venice, entitled jEtnae Topographia, Ince7idiorum

.^tnaeorum Historia, in which he describes an eruption

which he witnessed in 1536. He asserts that the mountain
was then (as now) divided into three " regions "—the first

very arid, rugged, uneven, and full of broken rocks; the

second covered with forests; and the third cultivated in

the ordinary manner. Of the height he says, " Ascensum
triginta circiter millia pasuuum ad plus habet."

The great eruption of 1669 was described at length by the

aaturalist Borelli in the year of its occurrence. It also

formed the subject of a paper in the Philosophical Tran-
\ictions ; and a brief account of it was given by the earl of

BTinchelsea, English ambassador at Constantinople, whj waa

returning home by way of the Straits of Messina at th«

time. Aj the eruption of 1669 was the most considerabla

eruption of modern times, it attracted a good deal of atten-

tion, and was described by several eye-witnesses. A map
in the BMiot/uique Rationale in Paris gives an imaginary

view of the mountain during this eruption. It is' the ear-

liest map of the mountain which the library possesses, and
is entitled " Plan du Mont Etna, commumement dit Mont
Gibel, en I'lsle de Scicille, et de t'jncedie arrive par un
treblement de terre, le 8°" Mars dernier 1669." Further,

in the sacristy of the cathedral of Catania there is a curious

wall-painting, which represents broad red streams of lava

descending from the Monti llossi and overwhelming the

city. Towards the middle of the next century the mountain
was ascended and described by Count D'Orville (1727), by
the German Iliedesel in 1767, and by Sir William Hamil-
ton, the English ambassador at Naples, in 1769. During
the twenty succeeding years it was described by Borch,.

Swinbourno, Denon, Spallanzani, Faujas de Saint-Fond,

and HoueL The last, in his Yoyage pittoresque dans let

Deux Sidles, 1782-1786, has given a capital account of

the mountain, accompanied by some excellent engravinga

In 1.776 a clever Irishman named Patrick Brydona
published two volumes of a Tovr in Sicily and Malta, in

which he describes at some length his ascent of Etna, anJ
he further states as many facts concerning the history ol

the mountain as- ho could collect from the Canon Piecupero

and others. His account is more complete than any whict

had appeared in English up to that time, and he is fre-

quently quoted in every account of the mountain with

which we have met.

It was reserved, however, for the Abate Francesco Ferrara,

professor of physical science in the university of Catania, to

write the first history of Etna which has any claim to com-
pleteness. It is entitled Descrizione dell' Etna, con la.

storia delle eruzioni e il caialogo dei prodoiti. The first

edition appeared in 1793, and a second was struck off at

Palermo in 1818. It is illustrated by a map, and by some
rather rough engravings. The author was born upon the

mountain, and was witness to some of its grandest

phenomena. His work has evidently been to a great

extent a labour of love. It is full of personal observations,

while ft embodies the principal results of other observers,

and furnishes the foundation of all that has since beea

written about Etna. During 1814-16 Captain Smyth,
acting under the direction of the lords of the Admiralty,

made a survey of the coast of Sicily, and carefully deter-

mined the latitude and longitude of Etna; he also accu-

rately measured the height and examined the surroundings:

of the mountain. His results were published in 1824s,

and are still often quoted as the most accurate which exist.

In 1824 Dr Giuseppe Gemellaro, who lived all his life

upon Etna, and made it his constant study, published sa
" Historical and Topographical Map of the Eruptions of

Etna from the Era of the Sicani to the year 1824." In it

he shows the extent of the three regions, Coltivata, Selvosa,

and Deserta; he lays down the places of the minor cones

to the number of seventy-fourj; and he traces the course of

the various lava streams which have flowed from them and
from the great crater. About 1847 Baron Sartorius von
Waltershausen commenced a minute survey, and a com-

plete examination of the mountain, both geologically and
otherwise. He was assisted by a brother professor, and by
two Sicilians, and their labours resulted in the productioii

of a fine atlas of Etna, which even in its incomplete forns

costs £12. Owing to the death of Von Waltershausen, thff

work was never quite completed, but, as it is, it supplies the

most exhaustive history of any one mountain on the face of

the eartL Sir Charles Lyell visited Etna three times (io

1824. 1857, 1858), and he has embodied the results of his
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researches in a paper communicated to the Royal Society,

and in a lengthy chapter in his Principles of Geology.

His investigations have contributed much to our know-
ledge of the geological characteristics of the mountain.

The most important recent contribution to our knowledge

of Etna has boon the fine map of the Stato Maggiore con-

Btructod by order of the Italian Government between 1864
and 1868. It embraces the whole of Sicily, and is laid

down on the unusually large scale of 1 in 50,000, or 1'266

inch to the mile. The portion relating to Etna and its

immodiato surroundings occupies four sheets. Plate VII.

is a reproduction of this map on a smaller scale. All the

small roads, paths, and rivulets are introduced ; the minor
cones and monticules are placed in their proper positions;

and the elevation of the ground is given at short intervals

of space over the map. A careful examination of this map
shows us that it represents the first .accurate survey of the

entire mountain. It shows us that distances, areas, and
heights have been repeatedly misstated, the minor cones

misplaced, and the trend of the coast-line misrepresented.

Height.—The height has been often determined. The
earlier 'writers had very exaggerated notions on the subject,

and a height of three and even four miles has been assigned.

Brydone, Saussure, Shuokburgh, and others obtained ap-

proximations to the present height ; it must be borne in

mind, however, that the cone of a volcano is liable to

variations in height at different periods, and a diminution

of more than 300 feet has occurred during the course of a

single eruption of Etna, owing to the falling of the cone of

cinders into the crater. During the last sixty years, how-
ever, the height of the mountain has been practically con-

stant. In 1815 Captain Smyth determined it to be 10,874
.feet. In 1826 Sir John Herschel, who was unacquainted

with Smyth's results, estimated it at 10,872| feet. The
new map of the Stato Maggiore gives 3312'61 metres =
10,867-94 feet. The radius of vision from the summit
ia very variously stated. Smyth gives it as 150"7 miles,

and this we are inclined to adopt as the nearest approach

to the truth, because he was an accurate observer, and he
made careful corrections both for error of instruments and
for refraction This radius gives an horizon 9 46 '4 miles

in circumference, and an included area of 39,900 square

miles,—an area larger than that of Ireland.

Boundaries. ^-The road which surrounds the mountain
'.3 carried along its lower slopes, and is 87 miles in length.

By reference to the map it will be seen that it passes

through the towns of Patern6, Biancaviila, Adern6, Bronte,

Bandazzo, Linguaglossa, Giarre, and Aci Reale. By
some writers it is considered to define the base of the

mountain, which is hence said, most erroneously, to

have a circumference of 87 miles ; but the road frequently

passes over high beds of lava, and it winds considerably.

It ia about 10 miles from the crater on the north, west,

and east sides of the mountain, increasing to 16 miles at

Patern5 (S.W.). Ths elevation on the north and west

flanks of the mountain is nearly 2500 feet, rising at its

maximum elevation to 3852 feet, while on the south it

falls to 1500 feet, and on the east to within 50 feet of the

level of the sea. It is quite clear, therefore, that this road

cannot be taken as the limit of the base. The natural

boundaries of Etna are the rivers Alcantara and Simeto on
the north, west, and south, and the sea on the east to the

extent of 23 miles of coast, along which lava streams have

been traced, sometimes forming headlands several hundred
feet in height. The base of the mountain, as defined by
these boundaries, is said to have a circumference of " at

least 120 miles ;
" an examination of the new map, however,

proves that this is overestimated. If we take the sea as

the eastern boundary, the river Alcantara (immediately

beyoud, which Monte di Mojo, the most northerly minor

cone of Etna, is situated) as tho northern boundary, and
the river Simeto as the boundary on the east and south,

we obtain an approximate circumference of 91 miles for

the base of tho mountain. In this estimate the small
sinucsities of tho rivers have been neglected, and the
southern circuit has been completed by drawing a line from
near Patern6 to Catania, because the Simeto runs for the
last few miles of its course through the plain of Catania,
quite beyond tho most southerly lava stream.

Area.—The area of the region inclosed by these

boundaries ia approximately 480 'square miles. Beclus
gives the area of the mountain as 1200 square kilometres —
461 square miles {Nouwlle Geographie Universelle, 1875).

Population.—There are 2 cities, Catania and Aci Reale,

and 63 towns or villages on Mount Etna. It is far more
thickly populated than any other part of Sicily or Italy ; for

while the population of Italy per square kilometre is 90,
and of Sicily 88, that of the habitable zone of Etna ia 550.

No less than 300,000 persons live on the mountain.
Thus, with an area rather larger than that of Bedfordshire

(462 square miles), it has more than double the population
;

and with an area equal to about one-third that of Wiltshire,

the population of the mountain ia greater by nearly 50,000.

General Aspect.—The general aspect of Etna is that of a

pretty regular cone with very gentle slopes covered with
vegetation, except near the summit. The regularity is

broken on the east side by a slightly oval valley, four or

five miles in diameter, called the Val .del Bue. It com-
mences about two miles from the summit, and is bounded
on three sides by nearly vertical precipices from 3000 to

4000 feet in height. The bottom of the valley is covered

with lavas of various dates, and several minor craters have

from time to time been upraised from it. Many eruptions

have commenced in the immediate neighbourhood of the

Val del Bue, and Lyell believes that there once existed a

crater of permanent eruption in the valley. Mount
Vesuvius might be almost hidden away in the Val del Bue.

Regions.—The Val del Bue is altogether sterile, having

been the frequent scene of both fire and flood, but 'the

mountain at the same level, as its middle and lower portions,

is on its other sides clothed with forests. The surface of

the mountain has been divided into three zones or regions

—

the Piedemontana or Coltivata, the Selvosa or Nemorota,

and the Deserta or Discoperta.

The lowest of these, the Cultivated Region, yields ia

abundance all the ordinary. Sicilian products. The surface

soil, which consists of decomposed lavas, is extremely fertile,

although of course large tracts of land are covered by recent

lavas, or by those which decompose but slowly. In this

region the vine flourishes, and abundance of com, olives,

pistachio nuts, mulberries, Granges, lemons, figs, and other

fruit-trees. The breadth of the Coltivata varies; it

terminates at an approximate height of 2000 feet. A
circle drawn with a radius of ten miles from the crater

roughly defines the upward limit of this region. The
elevation of points on the circumference of such a circle is

2310 feet on the north near Randazzo, 2145 feet on the

south near Nicolosi, 600 feet on the east near Mascali, and

1145 feet on the west near Bronte. The breadth of the

cultivated zone is about two miles on the north, east, and

west, and nine or ten miles on the south, if we take for the

base of the mountain the limits proposed above.

The Woody Region commences where the Cultivated

Region ends, and it extends as a belt of varying width to

an approximate height of 6300 feet. It is terminated

above by a circle having a radius of about a mile and a half

from the great crater. There are fourteen separate forests

in this region,—some abounding with oak, beech, pine, and

poplar, others with the chestnut, ilex, and cork tree. The

celebrated Casiagno di Cento Cavalli, one of the largest
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iinvl oldest trees in the world, is in the forest of Carpinelto,

oti the east side of the mountain, five miles above Giarre.

The breadth of the llegione Selvosa varies considerably : in

the directiua of the Val del Bue it is very narrow, while

elsewhere it often has a breadth of from six to eight miles.

The Desert Region is embraced between the limit of

6300 feet and the summit. It occupies an area of about

ten square miles, and consists of a dreary waste of black

sand, scori;e, ashes, and masses of ejected lava. In autumn,
winter, and spring it remains permanently covered with
snow, and even in the height of summer snow may be found
in certain rifts near the summit.

Minor Cunes.—A remarkable feature of Etna is the large

nnmber of minor cones which are scattered over its sides.

They look small in comparison with the great mass of the

mountain, but in reality some of them are of large dimen-

sions. Monte Jlinardo, near Bronte, the largest of the

minor cones, is still 750 feet in height, although its base

has been raised by modern lava streams which have flowed

around it. There are 80 of the more conspicuous of the

minor cones, but Von Waltershausen has mapped no less

than 200, within a ten-mile radius of the crater, neglecting

many monticules of ashes. According to Reclus, there are

700 minor cones, while Jukes asserts that there are 600;
these statements undoubtedly include the most insignificant

monticules, and also the bmxhe and boccardle, from which
lava or fire has issued. If these be included, no doubt
the above numbers are not e.^caggerations. The only large

and important minor cune which has been raised during

the historical period is the double inountain known as

Jlonti Rossi, from the red colour of the cinders which

compose it. This was raised from the plain of Nicolosi

during the eruption of I6G9 ; it is 450 feet high, and two

miles in circumference at the base. In a line between the

Monti Rossi and the great crater 33 of the more important

minor cones may be counted, and Captain Smyth was able

to discern 50 from- an elevated position on the mountain.

Many of them are covered with vegetation, as the names
Jlonte Faggi, Monte Ilice, Jfonte Zappini, indicate. In

many instances the names have not been happily chosen, and
several cones in different parts of the mountain bear the

dame name: Monte Arso, Monte Nero, Monte Rosso, Monte
frumento, are the most common of these duplicates.

Ascent of the Mountain.—The best period for making
the ascent of Etna is- between June and September, after

the melting of the winter snows, and before the falling of

the autumnal rains. In winter there are frequently nine or

ten miles of snow stretching from the summit downwards,
the paths are obliterated, and the guides sometimes refuse

to accompany travellers. Jforoover violent storms often

rage in the upper regions of the mountain, and the wind
acquires a force which it is difficult to withstand, and is at

the same time piercingly cold. The writer of this article

made the ascent of the mountain in the month of Augu.«t

1877, accompanied by a courier and a guide. The weather
was fine and bright, and there had been no rain for

more than three months. The temperature in the shade
at Catania, and generally along the eastern coast of Sicily,

was a mean of 82° Fahr. The party left Catania soon

after midday, and drove to Nicolosi, 12 miles distant, and
2288 feet above the sea. The road for some distance lay

through a very fertile district; on both sides there were
corn-fields and vineyards, and gardens of orange and lemon
trees, figs and almonds, growing in the decomposed lava.

The road passes through several small villages,— Pasquali,

Qravina, and Mascalucia—the last a town of 4000 inhabi-

tants! Soon after this the Monti Rossi are seen apparently
close, at- Band, the village of Torre di Grifo is passed, and
the'- road then enters a nearly barren district, covered with
the. laVa fif._1537^ The only prominent vegetation is a

peculiar tall broom {Genista Etneniu), which flourishes

hero. Nicolosi was reached at half-past 4 o'clock, and after

dinner in the one room of the very primitive inn, a start

was made for the summit at G o'clock. . For a shoijt

distance above Nicolosi stunted vines are seen growing in

black ashes, but these soon give way to a large tract covered
with lava and ashes, with hero and there patches of broom.
At half-past eight o'clock p.m. the temperature was 66"

Fahr. About D o'clock the Casa del Bosco (4216 feet) wafc

reached, at the foot of Monte Rinazzi, a small house in

which several men live who have charge of the forest.

After an hour's rest, the ascent of the higher regions was
commenced, a great-coat and a double waistcoat being put
on as a protection against the increasing cold. The aii

was extraordinarily still at this time; the flame of a caudle
placed near the open door of the Casa del Bosco did not

fiicker. The ascent from th is point led through forests

of pollard oaks, in which it wa» quite impossible to se^

either a path or any obstacles which might lie in one's way^
The guide carried a lantern, and the mules seemed well

accustomed to the route. At about 6300 feet above the

sea the Regions Deserta was entered, a lifeless waste oi

black sand, ashe?, and lava; the ascent now became more
steep, and the air was bitterly cold. There was no moon/
but the stars shone in extraordinary numbers and with

wonderful brilliancy, sparkling like particles of white-hot

steel The milky way gleamed like a path of fire, and
meteors flashed across the sky in such numbers as to bafile

any attempt to count them. The vault of heaven seemed
to be much nearer than when seen from the earth, and alsc

more flat, and as if only a short distance overhead, and
some of the brighter stars appeared to be hanging down
from the sky The idea of erecting an observatory on

Mount Etna was brought forward last year, when Professoi

Tacchini, the astronomer-royal at Palermo, communicated a

paper to the Accademia Gioenia, entitled Delia Convenienz<x

ed utilita di erigere sidV Etna una stazione Astronomtcoi

Meleorologico, in which he refers to the extraordinary

blueness of the sky as seen from the higher regions of Etna,

and the appearance of the sun in a telescope, which i«

'' whiter and more tranquil " than when seen from below

moreover the spectroscopic lines are defined with wonderfu

distinctness

Toiling along the slopes of the Eegkme Deserta, at

length the travellers reach the Piano del Lago, or Piaip

of the Lake, so called because a lake produced by the

melting of the snows existed here till 1607, when it waj
filled up by lava. The air is now excessively cold, and :.

sharp wind is blowing. Progress is very slow, the soij

consists of loose ashes, and the mules frequently stop. The
guide maintains that the Casa Inglesi is quite near, but

the stoppages become so frequent that it seems a. long way
off; at length it becomes necessary to dismount, and
after a toilsome walk the small lava-built house called

the Casa Inglesi is reached (1.30 A.sr., temperature 40°

Fahr ) It stands at a height of 9652 feet above the sea,

near the base of, the cone of the great crater. The Casa

Inglesi takes its name from the fact that it was erected by

the English officers stationed in Sicily in 1811. -It has

suffered severely from time to time from the pressure of

snow, and from earthquakes, but it was thoroughly repaired

in 1862, on the occasion of the visit of Prince Humbert
and is now in tolerable preservation. At 3 a.m. the Cass

Inglesi is left for the summit of the great crater, 1200 feet

above, in order to be in time to witness the sunrise.

The road lay for a short distance over the upper portion of

the Piano del Lago, and the walking was very difficult.

The brighter stars had disappeared, and it was much darker

than it had been some hours earlier. The guide led the

way with a lantern. The ascent of the cone j,va3 a ve""'
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sti£f piece of work. It consists of ioose-ashes and blocks

of lava, and it slopes at an angle of " 45° or more," accord-

ing to one writer, and of 33°, according to another. Pro-

ijiably the slope varies on different sides of tlie cone ; on

the side the ascent described was made the 45° certainly

Jecms the more probable. Fortunately there was no strong

trind, and no experience of the sickness of which travellers

constantly complain in the rarefied air of the summit.

{The highest point was reached at 4.30 a.m., temperature
47° Fahr. Steam and sulphurous acid issued from the

ground, and the cinders were so hot in some places that it

was necessary to choose a cool place to sit down on. A
thermometer inserted just beneath the soil from which

steam issued registered 182° Fahr.' . Nearly all the stars

tad now faded away. The vault of heaven was a pale

Hue, becoming a darker and darker grey towards the

West, where it was nearly black. Just before sunrise the

sky had the appearance of an enormous arched spectrum

extremely extended at the blue end. Above the place

where the sun would presently appear there was a brilliant

jed, shading ofT in the direction of the zenith to orange and

yellow ; the latter was succeeded by pale green, this by a

long stretch of pale blue, then darker blue, and dark grey,

ending opposite to the rising sun with black. This effect

was quite distinct; it lasted some minutes, and was very

fetnarkable. It was succeeded by the usual rayed appear-

ance of the rising sun, and at teu minutes to 5 o'clock the

upper limb of the sun was seen above the mountains of

Calabria. Examined by the spectroscope, the Fraunhofer

lines were extremely distinct, particularly two lines near

the red end of the spectrum. The top of the mountain was
now illuminated, while all below was in comparative dark-

ness, and a light mist floated over the lower regions. The
party was so fortunate as to witness a phenomenon which is

not always visible, viz., the projection of the shadow of the

mountain acrcss the island, an hundred miles away. The
shadow appeared to be vertically suspended in space, at or

beyond Palermo, and to be resting on a slightly misty

atmosphere; it gradually sank until it reached the surface

of the island, and as the snn rose, the shadow of course

approached nearer and nearer to the base of the mountain.

In a short time the flood of light destroyed the fine efl'ects

of light and shadow which were at first visible. The
aiountains of Calabria appeared very close ; the east coast

of Sicily could be traced until it ended at Cape Passaro

and turned to the west, forming the southern boundary of

the island, while to the west distant mountains appeared.

The crater was then"esamined,—a vast abyss nearly 1000
feet in depth, shut in by precipitous sides. Its dimensions

Tary, but it is now between two and three miles in circum-

ference. Sometimes it is nearly full of lava, at other times

it appears to be bottomless. At the present time it is like

an inverted cone ; its sides are covered with incrustations

of sulphur and ammonia salts, and jets of steam perpetually

issue from crevices in its sides. Near the summit was
found a deposit several inches in thickness of a white

gnbstance, apparently lava decomposed by the hot effluent

gases. Hydrochloric acid is said to frequently issue from

she crater; the most abundant gases appeared to be sul-

phurous acid and steam. The interior of the crater reminds

one in many respects of the Solfatara near Puzzuoli.

During the descent from the cone various specimens of ash

and cinder were collected—some red, others black and very

vesicular, others highly crystalline, some pale pink. The
steep slope of the cone was well shown by the fact that

although the surface is either extremely rugged owing to

the accumulation of masses of lava, or soft and yielding on
account of the ace .mulation of cinders, a large mass.of lava,

set rolling near the summit, rushes down with increasing

irelocity until it bounds off to the plain below.

.

A striking feature presented during the dc-cent from
thp mountain was the apparent nearness of the minor cones

below, and of the villages at the base of the mountain.

The latter seemed to bo painted on a vertical wall, and
although from ten to fifteen miles distant, they appeared
almost within a stone's throw. This curious effect, which
has often been observed before, is due to atmospheric

refraction.

The different specimens of lava were found to present a
wonderful similarity of structure and composition. The
main constituents are olivine, magnetite, and felspar.

The crystals of the latter are much larger in some spccimeas
than in others. Sometimes olivine prevails, sometimes
felspar. A specimen of lava of 1535 found near Borello

was ground until it was sufficiently transparent to be
examined under the microscope by polarized light. It was
found to contain good crystals of augite and olivine, and
weU striated labradorite and magnetite.

Eruptions.—A list of all the eruptions of Etna from the earliest

times, has been given by several writers, notably by Ferrara in hit

Dcscrizione delV £!ina, and by Gemellaro.
The first eruption within the historical perioJ probably happened

in the 7th century B.C.; the second occurred in tbe time of Pytha-
goras. The third eruption, which occurred in 477 B.C., is men-
tioned by Thucydides, and it must be the eruption to which Pindar
and .ffischylus' allude. An eruption mentioned by Thucydidea
occurred in the year 426 B.C. An outburst of lava'took place from
Monte di Mojo, the most northerly of the minor cones of Etna, ia
396 B.C., and following the course of the river Acesines (now the
Alcantara) entered the sea near the site of the Greek colony of
Naxos (now Capo di Schiso). We have no record of any further
eruption for 256 years, viz., till the year 140 B.C. Six years
later an eruption ocjcurred, according to Orosius and Julius
Obsequens; and Fulvius Flaccus and the same authorities men-
tion an eruption in the year 126 B.C. Four years later Katana
was nearly destroyed by a new eruption, 122 BC. An erup-
tion, of which we possess no details, occurred during the civil

war between Caesar and Pompey, 49 B.C. Livy speaks of 8D
eruption and earthquake which took place (43 B.C.) shortly before
the death of Caesar, which it was believed to portend. In 38 B.C.

and 32 B.C. eruptions occurred. The next eruption of which
we hear is that mentioned by Suetonius in his life of Calignla.

This was in 40 a.d. An eruption is stated to have occurred in

72 A.D. after which Etna was quiescent for nearly two centuries, but
in the year 253, in the reign of the emperor Decius, a violent emo-
tion lasting 9 days occurred. According to Carrera and Photius,
an eruption occurred in the year 420. 'We now find no further

record for nearlv 400 years. Geoffrey of Viterbo states that as
eruption occurred in 812, when Charlemagne was in Jlessina. After
another long interval, in this case of more than three centuries and
a half, the mountain again entered into eruption. In February
1169 one of the most disastrous eruptions on record occurred. A
violent earthquake, which was felt as far as Eeggio, destroyed Catania
in the course of a few minutes, burying 15,000 persons beneath the
ruins. It was the vigil of the feast of St Agatha, and the cathedral

of Catania was crowded with people, who were all buried beneatk
the ruins, together with the bishops and forty-four Benedictine
monks. The side of the cone of the great crater towards Taormini^
fell into the crater. According to Nicola Speziale, there was a great

eruption from the eastern side of the mountain in 1181. Lava
descended fi'om the eastern side of the mountain in 1285 ; in 1329
Nicoli Speziale was in Catania, and he witnessed a very violent

eruption, of which he has left us an Account. On the evening of

June the 28th, about the hour of vespers, Etna was strongly con-

vulsed, terrible noises were emitted, and flames issued from the

south side of the mountain. A new crater, Monte Lepre, opened
near the Val del Bue, above the rock of Musarra, and emitted large

quantities of dense black smoke. Soon afterwards a torrent of

lava poured from the crater, and red hot masses of rock were pro-

jected into the air. Four years after the last eruption, it is recorded

by Silvaggio that a fresh outburst took place. A manuscrijit

preseiTed in the archives of the cathedral of Catania mentions an
eruption which occurred on the 6th of August 1371, which caused

the destruction of numerous olive groves near the city. An erup'.

tion which lasted for twelve days commenced in Kovember 1408.

A violent earthquake in 1444 caused the cone of the mountain tc

fall into the great crater. An eruption of short duration, of which;

we have no details, occuiTed in 1447. After this Etna was quiescent

for 89 years. Cardinal Bembo and Fazzello mention an eruption

which occurred towards the close of the 15th century. In March
1536 a quantity of lava issued from the great crater, and several

new apertures opened near the summit of the mountain anA
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cmitteil lava. A year later, in May 1537, a frcsb outburst occurred.
A number of nev? mouths were opened on the south slope of the
mountain near La Kontanelle, and a quantity of lava was emitted,
which flowed in the direction of Catania, destroying a part of Nicolosi,
and St Antonio. In four days the lava had run fifteen miles. The
cone of the great crater suddenly fell in, so as to become level with
the Piano del Lago. The height of the mountain was thus diminished
by 320 feet. Three new craters opened in November 1566, on the
north-east slope of the mountain. In 1579, 1603, 1607, 1610, 1614,
and 1619, unimportant eruptions occurred. In February 1633
Nicolosi was partially destroyed by a violent earthquake, and in the
following December earthquakes became frequent around the
mountain. In 1646 a new mouth opened on the north-east side,

and five years later several new mouths opened on the west side of

the mountain, andpouredout vast volumes of lava, which threatened
to overwhelm Broute. We have a more detailed account of the
eruption of 1669 than of any previous eruption. It was observed
by many men of different nations, and we find- accounts of

it in the Philosophical Transactions, and in several separate narra-

tives in French and Italian. Perhaps the most accurate and com-
plete description is that given by Alfonso Borelli, professor of

mathematics in Catania. The eruption was in every respect one of

the most terrible on record. On the 8th of March the sun was
obscured, and a whirlwind blew over the face of the mountain ; at

the same time earthquakes were felt, and they continued to increase

in violence for three days, at the end of which Nicolosi was con-

verted into a heap of ruins. On tlie morning of the 11th a fissure

nearly 12 miles in length opened in the side of the mountain, and
extended from the Piano di St Leo to Monte Frumento, a mile from
the summit. The fissure was only six feet wide, but it seemed to

be of unknown depth, and a bright light proceeded from it. Six

mouths opened in a line with the principal fissure, and emitted
vast volumes of smoke, accompanied by low bellowing, which could

be heard 40 miles off. Towards the close of the day a crater opened
about a mile below the others, and ejected red-hot stones to a

considerable distance, and afterwards sand and ashes, which
covered the country for a distance of 60 miles. The new crater

soon vomited forth a torrent of lava, which presented a front of 2

miles. It encircled Monpilieri, and afterwards flowed towards
Belpasso, a town of 8000 inhabitants, which was speedily destroyed.

Seven mouths of fire opened around the new crater, and in three

days united with it, forming one large crater 800 feet in diameter.

The torrent of lava had continued to flow, and it destroyed the

town of Mascalucia on the 23rd of March. On the same day the

crater cast up great quantities of sand, ashes, and scorice, and
formed above itself the great double coned hill called Monti Rossi,

from the red colour of the ashes of which it is mainly composed.

On the 25th very violent earthquakes occurred, and the cone of the

great central crater was shaken down into the crater, for the fifth

time since the first century a.d. The original current of lava had
divided into three streams, one of which destroyed San Pietro, the

second Camporotondo, and the third the lands about Mascalucia,

and afterwards the village of Jlisterbianco. Fourteen WUages were
afterwards destroyed, and the lava made its way towards Catania.

At AlbaneUo, two miles from the city, it undermined a hill covered

with corn fields, and carried it forward a considerable distance ; a

vineyard was also seen to be floating on its fiery surface. When
the lava reached the walls of Catania it accumulated without pro-

gression, until it rose to the top of the wall, 60 feet in height, and
it then fell over in a fiery cascade, and overwhelmed a part of the

city. Another portion of the same stream threw down 120 feet of

the \nA\, and flowed through the city. On the 23rd of April the

tava reached the sea, which it entered as a stream 600 yards broad
and 40 feet deep. The stream had moved at the rate of 13 miles in

twenty days, but as it cooled it moved less quickly, and during

the last 23 days of its course it only moved two miles. On reach-

ing the sea the water of course began to boil violently, and clouds

of steam arose, carrying with them particles of scori:e. The volume
of lava emitted during this eruption amounted to many millions

of cubic feet. Ferrara considers that the length of the stream was
at least 15 miles, while its average width was between 2 and 3
miles, so that it covered at least 40 square miles of surface.

For a few years after this terrible eruption Etna was quiescent,

but in 1682 a new mouth opened on the east side of themountain, and
lava issued from it and rushed down the precipices of the Val del

Bue. In 16S8 a torrent of lava burst from an opening in the great

cone, and in the following year lava was emitted from a mouth in

the Val del Bue. Early in January 1693 cloudsof black smoke were
pbured from the great crater, and loud noises, resembling the dis-

charge of artillery, were heard. A violent earthquake succeeded, and
Catania was shaken to the ground, burying 18,000 of its inhabitants.

It is said that in all fifty cities and towns were destroyed in Sicily,

together with from 60,000 to 100,000 inhabitants. Lava was
emitted from the crater, the cone of which was lowered by the
truption. In the following year Etna again entered into eruption.

In March 1702 three mouths opened in the Contrada del Tri-

foglietto, near the head of the Valdel Bue. In 1723, 1732, 1735,

1744, and 1747 slight eruptions occurred. Karly in the year 1755
Etna began to show signs of disturbance ; a great column of black
smoke issued fiom the crater, from which forked lightning waa
frccjuently emitted. Loud detonations were heard, and two streams
of lava issued from the crater. A new mouth opened near Kocca di

Musarra in the Val del Bue, four miles from the summit, and a,

quantity of lava was ejected from it. An extraordinary Hood of water
descended from the Val del Bue, carrying all before it, and strewing
its path with large blocks. Ilecupero estimated the volume of water
at 16,000,000 cubic feet, probably a greater amount than could be'

furnished by the sudden melting of alT the winter's snow on the
mountain. It formed a channel 2 miles broad, and in some places
thirty-four feet deep, and it flowed at the rate of a mile in a minute
and a half during the first twelve miles of its course. Lyell con-
siders that the flood was probably produced by the melting not only
of the winter's snow, but also of older layers of ice, which were
suddenly liquefied by the permeation of hot steam and lava, and
which had been previously preserved from melting by a deposit of

sand and ashes, as in the case of the ancient glacier found near the
summit of the mountain in 1828. In November 1758, a smart
shock of earthquake caused the cone of the gi-eat crater to fall in,

but no eruption occurred at the time. In 1759, 1763, 1766, and
1780 eruptions occurred, and on the 18th of May in 1780 a fissure

opened on the south-west side of the mountain, and extended from
the base of the great crater for seven miles, terminating in a new
mouth, from which a stream of lava emanated. This encountered
the cone of Palmintelli in its course, and separated into two branches,
each of which was about 4000 feet v/ide. Other mouths opened
later in the year, and emitted larger quantities of lava, while in

1781 and 1787 tliere were slight eruptions. Five years afterwards
a fresh outburst occurred ; earthquakes were prevalent, and va«t

volumes of smoke were carried out to sea, seeming to form a
gigantic bridge between Sicily and Africa. A torrent of lava flowed
towards Aderni, and a second flowed into the Val del Bue as far

as Zuccolaro. A pit called La Cistcrna, forty feet in diameter,
opened in the Piano del Lago near the great cone, and ejected

smoke and masses of old lava saturated with water. Several
mouths opened below the crater, and the country round about
Zaflarana was desolated. In 1797, 1798, 1799, 1800, 1802, 1805,
and 1808 slight eruptions occurred. In March 1809 no less thaa
twenty-one mouths of fire opened between the summit of the
mountain and Castiglione, and two years afterwards more thari

thirty mouths opened in a line running eastwards from the summit
for five miles. They ejected jets of fire, accompanied by much
smoke. In 1819 five new mouths of fire opened near the scene of

the eruption of 1811 ; three of these united into one large crater,

and poured forth a quantity of lava into the Val del Bue. The
lava flowed until it reached a nearly perpendicular precipice at

the head of the valley of Calanna, over which it fell in a cascade,

and being hardened by its deacent, it was forced against the sides

of the tufaceous rock at the bottom, so as to produce an extraor-

dinary amount of abrasion, accompanied by clouds of dust, worn
off by the friction. Mr Scrope observed that the lava flowed at
the rate of about a yard an hour nine months after its emission.

Eruptions occurred in 1831, 1832, 1838, and 1842. Near the end
of the following year, fifteen mouths of fire opened near the
crater of 1832, at a height of 7000 feet above the sea. They began
by discharging ecoris? and sand, and afterwards lava, which divided
into three streams, the tv.'o outer of which soon came to a stand-
still, while the central stream continued to flow at the rapid, rate

of 180 feet a minute, the descent being an angle of 25 . The
heat at a distance of 120 feet from the current was 90° F. A new
crater opened just above Bronte, and discharged lava which
threatened the town, but it fortunately encountered Monte Vittoria,

and was diverted into another course. While a number of the inhabi-
tants of Bronte were watching the progress of the lava, the front o(

the stream was suddenly blown out as by an explosion of gunpowder.
In an instant red hot masses were hurled in every direction, and a

cloud of vapour enveloped everything. Thirty-six persons were
killed on the spot, and twenty survived but a few hours. The
great crater showed signs of disturbance, by emitting dense volumes
of smoke, and loud bellowings, also quantities of volcanic dnst

saturated with hydrochloric acid, which destroyed the vegetation

wherever it fell. A very violent eruption, which lasted more than
nine months, commenced on the 26th of August 1852. It was first

witnessed by a party of six English tourists, who were ascending

the mountain from Nicolosi in order to witnesss the. sunrise

from the summit. As they approached, the Casa Inglesi, the

crater commenced to give forth ashes and flames of fire. In a

narrow defile they were met by a violent hurricane, which over-

threw both the mules and the riders, and urged them toward the

precipices of Val del Bue. They sheltered themselves beneath some
masses of lava, \yhen suddenly an earthquake shook the moun-
tain, and the mules in terror fled away. They returned on foot

towards daylight to Nicolosi, fortunately without having sustained

injury. In the course of the night, many hocohe del fuoco opened

in that part of the Val del Bue called the Balzo di Trifoglietto.
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md a great fissure opened at the base of Giannicola Grande, and
a crater was thrown up, from which for seventeen days ahowers of

land and scoriae were ejected. During the next day a quantity of

lava flowed do\vn into the Val del Bue, branching off so that one

stream flowed to the foot of Monte Finocchio, while the other

llowed to Monte Calanna. The eruption continued with abated

violence during the early months of 1853, and did not fully

cease till May 27th. The entire mass of lava ejected is estimated

to bo equal to an area six miles long by two miles broad, with an

average depth of about twelve feet. In October 1864 frequent

ehocks of earthquake were felt by the dwellers on Etna. la

January 1865 clouds of smoke were emitted by the great crater,

ond roaring sounds were heard. On the night ot the 30th a violent

shock was felt on the north-east side of the mountain, and a mouth
opened below Monte Frumcuto, from which lava was ejected. It

flowed at a rate of about a mile a day, and ultimately divided into

two streams. I5y March 10th the new mouths of fire had increased

to seven in number, and they were all situated along a line stretch-

ing down from the summit. The three upper craters gave forth

loud detonations three or four times a minute. Since 1865 the

mountain has been in a quiescent state.

It will be seen from tlie foregoing account that there is

a great similarity in the general character of the erup-

tions of Etna. Earthquakes presage the outburst ; loud

explosions are heard ; rifts and bocche del fuoco open in

the sides of the mountain ; smoke, sand, ashes, and scoriae

are discharged ; the action localizes itself in one or more
craters ; cinders are thrown out and accumulate around the

crater in a conical form ; ultimately lava rises through the

new cone, frequently breaking down one side of it where

there is least resistanca, and flowing over the surrounding

country. Then the eruption is at an end. Out of the 78
eruptions mentioned above, a comparatively small number
have been of extreme violence, while manv have oeen of a
elight and harmless character.

According to LyeU, Etna is rather older than" Vesuvius,

—perhaps of the same geological age as the Norwich Crag.

At Trezza, on the eastern base of the mountain, basaltic,

rocks occur associated with fossilLferous Pliocene clays.

The earliest eruptions of Etna are older than the Glacial

period in Central and Northern Europe. If all the minor
cones and monticules could be stripped from the mountain,

the diminution of bulk would be extremely slight. LyeU
concludes that, although no approximation can be given of

the age of Etna, " its foundations vrere laid in the sea in

the newer Pliocene period." From the slope of the strata

from one central point in the Val del Bue he further con-

cludes that there once existed a second great grater of per-

manent eruption.

Such are the principal facts in the history of a"volcano,

justly called famoso, immenso, terribile, which has excited

the wonder of all nations in all ages of the history of the

world. (g. f. e.)

ETON, a village in Buckinghamshire, is situated on the

left bank of the Thames, 21 miles W.S.W. of London, and
is connected with Windsor on the opposite bank of the river

by a tast-iron bridge erected in 1824. Eton is chiefly

calebrated for its college, foanded by Henry VL in 1441,
and endowed mainly from the revenues of the alien priories

which were suppressed by Henry V. By Edward IV. its

possessions were considerably curtailed; but on account of

benefactions and the rise iu the value of property, its

annual income has gradually increased from .£652 in the
year 1506 till it now exceeds £20,000. The original founda-
tion consisted of a provost, 10 priests, 4 clerks, 6 choristers,

a^choolraaster, 25 poor and indigent scholars, and the same
number of poor men or beadsmen. In 1443 the number
of scholars was increased to 70, and the number of beads-
men reduced to 13. Until lately the government of the
Ojllege was in the hands of the provost and fellows ; but in

1870.the commissioners authorizecj by the Act of Parlia-

ment of ] 868 appointed the "new governing body" of Eton
to consist of the provost of Eton, the provost of King's
Coileg^e, Cambridge 5 jepresentatives uominatad respec- 1

tively by the university of Oxford, the university of Cam-
bridge, the Royal Society, the lord chief justice, and thu

masters, and 4 representatives chosen by the rest of the

governing body. By this governing body the foundation

was in 1872 made to consist of a provost and 10 fellows

(not priests, but merely the other members of the governing

body other than the provost), a headmaster of the school,

and a lower master, at least 70 scholars, and not more than

two chaplains or conducts. Originally it was necessary

that the scholars should be born in England, of lawfully

married parents, and be between eight and sixteen years of

age; but according to the statutes of 1872, the scholarships

are now open to all boys who are British subjects, and

between twelve and fifteen years of age. A number of

foundation scholarships for King's College, Cambridge, are

open for competition amongst the boys; and there are

besides several valuable extra scholarships and exhibitions,

most of which are tenable only at Cambridge, some at

Oxford, . and some at either university. Besides the

scholars of the fecundation, Eton College is attended by

about 850 scholars, who are either boarded with the masters

or reside in private houses, and are called "oppidans." > The
total expenses of a boy educated as an oppidan averagi;

£200 a year. At one time the course of instruction was

almost wholly classical ; and although there were master."

for other subjects, these were unconnected with the general

business of the school, and were attended at extra hours.

But in 1851 mathematics was incorporated into the curricu

lura of the school, and in 18G9 physical science was intro

duced as a regular subject. The teachers of modern
languages, of mathematics, and of physical science have

now the same status, in regard to authority in and out ot

school, as the teachers of Latin and Greek. Among the

celebrated men educated at Eton may be mentioned Sit

Robert Walpole, Harley earl of Oxford, Lord Bolingbroke,

Earl Camden, the famous earl of Chatham, the Hon. Roberi

Boyle, Lord Lyttelton, Gray, Shelley, Horace Walpole,

West, Waller, Fox, Canning, the marquis of WelleSey,

Hallam the historian, the duke of Wellington, Deau
Milman, and the earl of Derby. The singular custom

termed the montem, which was observed here triennially on

Whit-Tuesday, has now been abolished. The last celebra-

tion of it took place in 1844. It consisted of a procession

of the boys in a kind of military order, with flags and

music, headed by their "captain," to a small mound called

Salt Hill, near the Bath road, where they levied contrilju,

tions, or "salt," from the passers-by and spectators. The
sum collected sometimes exceeded £1000,—the surplus

after deducting certain expenses, becoming the property of

the " captain " of the school. The building of Eton College

was commenced in 1441, and the school was opened in

1442 ; but the whole original structure was not .completed

till fifty years afterwards. A new wing was completed in

1846; another block of buildings, containing 15 class-roorns,

a music room, and an observatory, was built in 1861; these

have been subsequently enlarged, and since the incorpora-

tion of physical science into the course of studies, 'an

admirable chemical laboratory has been erected. The oldei

buildings consist of two quadrangles, built partly of frc6

stone but chiefly of brick. The outer quadrangle, or school

yard, is inclosed by the chapel, schools, dormitories, and
masters' chambers, and has in its centre a bronze" statue o|

the royal founder. ' The buildings inclosing the inner or

lesser quadrangle contain the residence of the fellows, the

library, hall, and various offices. The chapel, on the south

side of the outer court, is a fine Gothic edifice, containing

some interesting monuments, among which is orie to Si>

Henry Wotton, who was long provost of the c-jUege ;^and
at the west end of the ante-chapel is a fine marble .statue

of ihe xcunder in his royal rubes, by Bacon. Thechaj/y
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has lately been beautified and doooratedj and a number of

etiiined-glass windows have been introduced. The library

contains a curioua and valuable collection of books, a collec-

tion, of Oriental and Egyptian manuscripts, and some
beautifully illuminated missals. There is also a large library

for the use of the boys. From the foundation of Eton
College the college chapel was used as the parish church

until 1854, when a handsome chapel-of-ease was erected at

the cost of £8000. With the secularization of the college,

the parish of Eton was in 1875 erected into an independent

xicarage with the former chapel-of-ease aa ita parish church.

In 1871 the population of the local board district of Eton
(exclusive of the Eton boys) was 2806; of the parish, 3261.

) See ilcmoirs of Eminent Etonians, with Notices of the Early
History of the College, by E. S. Creasy (1850); Sketches of Eton
(W73); History of Eton College from 1440 to 1876, by H.C. M. Lyte,

il. A. (1875); Memoirs ofCclehratcd Etonians, by J. Heneage Jesso

11875); and The Eton Portrait Gallcri/, by a Barrister of the Inner
Temple (1875).

ETRURIA. When or by what road the Rascna (Etrusci)

reached their permanent seats in Etruria proper is by
no means certain, though from the fact of their principal

towns being well inland, from the tradition of their having
been previously settled in Umbria, from the survival of

their peculiar language down to late times among a people

of the Rhtetian Alps, and from the discovery of works of

art in this district corresponding with the earliest Etruacan

'CmjrfiaaeTiBBk
'idenae

Chart of Etruria.

remains, there would seem to be considerable probability

in the theory of their first settlement in Italy having been
about the mouth of the Po, whence their progress would
he through Umbria and across the Apennines. At, the
«ame time, it is to be remembered that, though "Easena"
was the national name of this people, yet ther-j is strong

evidence for supposing that the nationanty, as we know it

under the classical names of Etrusci or Tyrrhcni (Tifi/i-mol,

Tvpa-rjvoi), included another race which, if not nearly allied
to the Greeks, had a singularly similar disposition towards
the arts, such as it is hardly possible the original Rasena
could have brought with them directly from the nortk
It would account for this other race, if we could accept
the tradition (Herodotus, i. 94, Strabo, v. 220) of a body
of Lydians having landed in Umbria and colonized Etruria,
naming it after their leader Tyrsenus. This Lydian origin
was accepted by the Etruscans themselves in late times
(Tacitus, Ann. iv. 5!'>}, and many have seen a confirma-
tion of it in the similarity of the tombs and tumvH exist-
ing in both countries, and in the records of a singular
community between them in such piatters as music,
games, and costume.^ Yet a native historian of Lydia
(Xanthus) said nothing of the emigration from -that
country, and Dionysius, who cites him, maintained that
the language spoken in Etruria had nothing in com-
mon with that of Lydia. The legend of Herodotus
is an attempt to explain the name of " Tyrrhenia " as
applied by the Greeks to Etruria, owing, doubtless, to its
being largely iiihabitated by members of that same Tyr-
rhenian race which was found on the coast of Asia Minor
and in Thrace, which people Thucydides (iv. 109) identifies
with the Pelasgians, while Herodotus himself (i. 57) speaks of
the Tyrrhenian town of Creston, by which he means Cortona
in Etruria according to Dionysius, as Pelasgic. Another
tradition asserted that Pelasgians from Thessaly had en-
tered Italy from the Adriatic at Spina and founded Cortona.
While then the Tyrrhenians and Pelasgians were practi-

cally the same people, it wiU be surficiefit to use the
former name to designate the apparently foreign element
in the nationality of the Rasena. In historical times tho
chief seat of the Tyrrhenians outside of Etruria was in
Thrace, where they worked the ' rich silver mines, and to
judge from their coins (e-.^., those of the Edones and Bisaltae)

were gifted with much the same disposition towards fino
art which is observed in Etruria. From this position in a
northern region, and from the traditions of members of
the same race having entered Italy from the north-east, it;

is not unreasonable to suppose that they may have gradually
made their way round by land, and may, in fact, have
joined the Rasena while they were yet in their settlements
at the mouth of the Po. So complete a blending of two
races aa appears in the Etrusci could scarcely take place
unless the original contact had been during a primitive
stage of civilization. No doubt there were other Tyr-
rhenians besides those of Thrace. There were those who
were kno\vn chiefly as pirates, or as successful in seafaring,

and from the circumstance of Csere, which previously had
the Tyrrhenian name of Agylla, having been' near the
coast, it would seem as if part at least of the Tyrrhenians
had entered Etruria by sea on the west coast.

It is common enough to find mention of the twelve citiea

'

of Etruria, but nowhere are their respective names recorded.

' Compare the tomb of Alyattes, still existing, and described by
Herodotus {i. 93), witli that of Cucumella at Vulci. . Tcadition said

that the Lydian trumpet and tho Phrygian double flute had been
introduced into Rome from Etruria ; that the prcetexta or official

robes, the eagle as a standard, and the game of dice had been brought
from Lydia to Etruria. Livy (iv. 17) tells how Lars Toliunmus
determined, by means of dice, the fate of the Eom.an ambassadors
who were sent to him at Vcii (cf. Plutarch, Vii. Rom., xixiii. ); and
Festus (s. T. "Sardi") mentions the custom according to which, on-
occasions of sacrifice for victory at Rome, an old inan, dressed in

purple, was led to the Capitol, attended by a herald, who proclaimeij
" Sardians to be sold ;" and they explain this custom as Iiaving snr-
vived from the sale of prisoner's after the capture of Veii, which
prisoners were Sardians, since Etruria haibeen colonized by Sardians.
This custom, however, seems ratlier to have originated after the taking
of Sardinia by Tib. Sempronius Gracchus.

•\"t rr c .-
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The probability is tliat in process of time this or that city

fell out of the league, and was replaced by towns of more

recent growth, till in the end there were at least seventeen

presumable claimants for the title of one of the twelve. This

is the case as regards Etruria proper, but there was a time

when similar leagues appear to have existed among the

Etruscan cities in the neighbourhood of the Po (Etruria

Circumpadana), and^gain among those of Campania. As
to the confederation of twelve cities in Etruria proper, and

the political principles on which it was founded, nothing

is positively known, except that the principles were cssen

tially aristocratic, much as in early Rome under the kings.

The kings were elective for life, and were held in check by

the princlpes or Lucumos who represented the real power

of each state. In national enterprises one of the kings

was . chosen for supreme command, having a lictor from

each city. The surroundings of official dignity found after-

wards in Rome, the purple robe, the prcetexta, the twelve

lictors and fasces, the apparitores, the curule chair, and

triumphal processions, were derived from Etruria, and in-

dicate the nature of her constitution. The representatives

met at the temple of Voltumna, the locality of which is

not known (Livy, iv. 23), apparently in spring ; but it

would seem that, in fact, the confederation was far from

strictly maintained, at any rate in the matter of external

policy. For internal affairs they had certain books {libri

disciplince Etruscai) in which they were instructed as to

the founding and consecration of public or 'religious build-

ings, the distribution of the people into tribes, curiae and
centuriae, the constitution of armies, and the management
of everything pertaining to peace or war (Festus, s. v.

" Rituales "). These books were divided into three sections,

the third, libri rituales, being those to which reference has

just been made. The other two were devoted to divina-

tion, an art in which the Etruscans surpassed all other

nations. The first part was the libri haruspicini, contain-

ing instructions for divining the v/ill of the gods from
abnormal conditions observed in the entrails of animals

slain in sacrifice, or from unusual natural phenomena.
The second part was the libri /ulgurales, treating of divina-

tion from lightning. By such means the gods were believed

to indicate their wishes towards men, and, indeed, had
declared so much through the divine seer, Tages, a miracu-

lous dwarf whom a labourer ploughing one day found in

his furrow. Though then but a boy, Tages had grey hair,

and was wise as if of a great age. His sayings, delivered

always in verse, like oracles, were taken down by Tarchon,

and formed the books in question. Tarchon was the

founder of Tarquinii, and from this town proceeded the

other cities and their organization. Such is the legend,

and in the early history of Etruria we have, as elsewhere,

only legend, known mainly through the annals of Rome,
which, when they go back to a period before the introduc-

tion of writing (apparently in the 7th century. B.C.) must
be largely imaginary, and even long after this, are highly

coloured.

First in importance among the Etruscan cities was
Veil, the site of which has been identified at Isola Far-

»ese, about 11 miles from Rome, its great rival and
ultimate victor. Strong by its natural position on a high

cliff, and fortified with massive walls, rich in its own
territory, and commanding the assistance of its subject

towns, Sabata, Sutriuni, Nepete, and Capena, it maintained
an almost constant state of war with Rome from the

legendary times of Romulus down to its capture by
CamiUus, 396 B.C., after which, by a decree of the Roman
senate, it was forbidden to be inhabited (Livy, v. 6). The
spoils then carried a'a^ay indicated its wealth, and doubt-
less this, together with other measures then taken, led to

the desolation which now reigns ou the site. Of the 14 re-

corded wars with Rome, the most memoratile were—the 7th

(509 B.C.), in which, to replace Tarquinius Superbus on the

throne of that city, Porsena of Clusium marched to its gates,

though in a previous battle the Etruscans had been declared

vanquished by a mysterious voice in the night, because they

had lost one man more than the Romans ; the 9th and 10th

(482-476 B.C.), in which occurred the treacherous massacre

of the Fabii, who, with their clients, to the number, it is

said, of 4000, had voluntered to hold Veii in check from
their camp on the Cremera ; the 12th, in which their king

Tolumnius was slain, and the 14th, in which the Romans,
to whose gates the Veientes had so often carried terror,

laid seige to Veii, and in the tenth year took it, as is said

by the stratagem of a cuniculus or mine up through the

rock of the citadel. Those who believe this story, point

out that Camillus may have obtained his idea from the

cuniculus or outlet of the waters of the Alban lake,

which also at this time was made to play a miraculous

part. The waters of the lake were observed with alarm to

be rising and threatening to overflow. The oracle at

Delphi was consulted, and in consequence of its advice

this outlet was made by the Romans in the space of a
year (Livy, v. 15, 16).

Scarcely less important than Veii, and like it also

undoubtedly one of the twelve cities, was Tarquinii,

now Corneto, the queen of the Maremma, towards which
Graviscse seems to have served as the port by which its

great trade was carried on. The story runs that among those

who preferred exile to the tyranny of Cypselus in Corinth

in the early part of the 7th century B.C. was a wealthy

merchant, Demaratus, who, accompanied by certain artists

with mythical names (Eucheir, Diopus, and Eugrammu,s),

settled in Tarquinii, which it is to be presumed was then

sufficiently advanced in civilization to offer prospects of

comfort, and to have been known to the traders of Corinth

at least. Demaratus married a lady of Tarquinii, and had
a son Lucumo or Lucius, who, though rich, suffered from

being looked down on as a foreigner, and, to escape this,

migrated to Rome, where in time he rose to the highest

office of king, under the title of Tarquinius Prisons, and
compelled the submission of the whole of Etruria, the

token of which was the insignia of the twelve fasces, repre-

senting the twelve cities. He was succeeded by Servius

Tullius, or Mastarna, as the Etruscans called him, under

whose rule Etruria revolted, but without final success.

Then came Tarquinius Superbus and his expulsion from

Rome, on which occasion Tarquinii and Veii sent an army
to endeavour to reinstate him. In the battle which fol-

lowed, Aruns Tarquinius and Junius Brutus the first

consul fell by each other's hands. From this time Tar-

quinii was quiet for a century, till 397 B.C., when it joined

Veii against Rome unsuccessfully, and thus revived a series

of wars, in which, though generally worsted with severe

loss, she yet maintained her independence down to the

defeat at the Vadimonian lake, 283 B.C. Towards the close

of the second Punic war, when the Etruscan cities had to

furnish Scipio's fleet each with its staple commodity, Tar-

quinii supplied saQ-cloth.

Corn and other provisions were supplied by Ccere,

a town which, if less famous in war than the two al-

ready, described, was better known in the arts of

peace. No doubt, in the legendary age, when it was

ruled by the cruel Mezentius {JJ^neid, viii. 482), it was

sufficiently warlike, but in later times it rarely joined in

the struggles against Rome, where, indeed, its people

stood in high favour for having sheltered the Roman
vestals and the Flamen Quirinalis from the Gauls (389 B.C.).

From the privileges enjoyed by the Cserites in Rome
arose, it was said, the word " crerimonia." It is recorded to

the honour of Cxre that she abstained from the. piracy
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sommon among coast towns in early times (Strabo, v. 220)

;

and it is a proof both of her advancement in civilization

and of her reputation among the Greeks that she had a

treasury at Delphi, where it was known as the treasury

of Agylla, such having been the original name of the city.

How the change of name arose is accounted for (Strabo,

V. 220) with the ingenuity characteristic of ancient deriva-

tions. Agylla had. been founded byPelasgians from Thes-

saly, but was afterwards captured by the Tyrrhenians from

Lydia (cf. JSiieid, v. -479)," who, having enquired the

.name of the town they were besieging, and having been

answered by some one from the walla with a word which

they took to bo the Greek-xatpc, adopted this as the new
name of the city. Herodotus (i. 1C7) speaks of it as

Agylla, and relates how it joined the Carthaginians against

the Phoceeans of Alalia in Corsica (about 534 B.C.), and,

having carried away its share of the booty and- of the

prisoners, put the latter to death. Upon this followed a

plague, as to which the Agyllreans consulted the oracle at

Delphi, and were told in reply that the way to appease the

Phocteans would be to institute public festivals of athletic

games and "horse-racing. The sea-port was Pyrgi, cele-

brated also for the wealth of its temple of Eileithyia, which

Dionysius, the tyrant of Syracuse, ransacked (384 B.C.),

taking from it 1000 talents, and spoils to the value of 500'

talents more. As evidence of the high antiquity of the

arts in Ctere, there is the statement of Pliny (xxxv. 4-6)

that paintings existed there older than the foundation of

Eome. It was said to have been the last refuge of the

Tarquins, and in confirmation of this is the modern dis-

covery of a large sepulchre belonging to a family of that

name, as seeu from the numerous inscriptions in it. Little

remains except tumuli and sepulchres, among wbich the

most famous is that known as the Kegulini-Galassi tomb,

the masonry of which is Pelasgic in character.

In close political relationship to Veii, anu probably

reckoned as one of the twelve cities, though its population

(theFalisci) was not purely Etruscan, was Falerii, originally

on a higlrbare reck, but afterwards under Roman corapulsioti

transferred to the broad plain which stretches to the Tiber,

the jEqnum Faliscum as it was called, to indicate the plain,

tiot the justice of the people. The very ancient Fescennium
seems to have been included in its territory. Trusting in

its natural strength, Falerii vainly made light of the Roman
siege conducted by Camillus (391 B.C.). It was on this

occasion, as told by Livy (v. 27), that an official of Falerii,

to whpm was entrusted the education of the sons of the

better class, led his pupils outside the city for their exercises

as in times of peace, and by daily increasing the distance

of their walks avoided suspicion, tiU at last he reached

the Roman camp and offered to surrender the boys to

Camillus, who, indignant at the treachery of the man,
ordered him to be stripped, bound, and handed over to his

pupils to be led back and punished. The habit of appoint-

ing an official of this kind is spoken of as a Greek one, and,

in connexion with the legendary foundation of Falerii by
Halesus or Haliscus, a son of Agamemnon, together with
the fact of its temple of Juno being the counterpart of the

temple of that goddess at Argos, is taken as evidence of a
strong Greek element in the town. Strabo (v. 226) quotes

ihe opinion of some that the Falisci were not Tyrrhenians,

lut a distinct nationality.

One of the twelve cities also was Totci (Vulci) ap-

parently, though the historical notices of it are but
few, and leave no impression of any great power. Yet
its remains, as discovered in numerous sepulchres, show
that it must have beeii an important city. Of these the

tumulus of Cuoumella, as it is now called, is remarkable

not only for its size (200 feet in diameter, and 40 to 50 feet

high still), but &lso for its general similarity to the tomb of

Porsena at Clusmm, of which we have only the descriptiOD

as quoted by Pliny (sxxvi. 13, 19), and to the tomb ol

Alyattos in Lydia. Up to 1830 this tomb at Vulci wap
encircled round the base with a massive wall, which it

now gone. In the heart of the mound were discovered

two loosely built towers, one of them square, the othet

conical,.which perhaps maybe fairly compared with th*

pillars in the tomb of Porsena and the oJpot in that ol

Alyattes. From the other sepulchres of Vulci has beed
obtained a vast number of antiquities, not a few of which
are of the first importance for the history of art in Etruria,

and will be afterwards referred to. Volsinii, caUed by the
Etruscans Felsuna, as appears from its coinage, and now
Bolsena, was one of the most powerful and warlike of the
Etruscan states. The original site, it has been thought, wae
at Orvieto, which the Romans after a long and arduous si^e
destroyed, compelling the Volsinii to settle on the low
ground at Bolsena. Clusium (Cbiusi), originally Camars.

(Livy, X. 25), had been founded by the Umbrians, but
became one of the principal cities of Etruria, being

apparently at the height of its fame under the rule of its

king Porsena, who to reinstate Tarquinius Priscus made
that march to Rome (505 B.C.) with which are associated

the undying legends of Roman heroism in the persons of

Horatius, Scasvola, Cloelia, and Publicola (Livy, ii. 11-13).

Before this we find Clusium' joined vrith other Etruscan
cities on the side of the Latins against Tarquinius Prisons.

Afterwards it was the assistance given by Eome to Cluainm
which drew down theGaals on the former in 383 B.C.

At the close of the second Punic war Clusium furnish^
corn and fir for ship-building to the Roman fleet. Mention
has been made of the tomb of Porsena said to have existed

at Clusium. In one place labyrinthine passages have been
found among the tombs, such as appear to correspond to

one of the features in the descriptioa of that sepulchre.

Arrelium (Arezzo) was one of the twelvd cities, but famous
chiefly in comparatively recent times. In 301 B.C. the
citizens rose against the tyranny of their great family, the
Cilnii, and drove them to exile in Rome, where their cause

was taken up with this practical result, that a Roman army
defeated the Arretines at Russellee. Afterwards the city

joined in league with the Gauls and Umbrians against Rome,
but again was defeated. Next it was besieged by the Gauls.

There is no record of its final submission to Rome. In the

second Punic war it furnished corn, implements, and
material of, war for the Roman fleet. During the civil

wars it took the side of Marius, and would in consequence

have lost all rights but for the intercession of Cicero. The
present site does not appear to be that of the ancient town.

Of its walls, which were said to have been built of brickp

there is no trace. Conspicuous still for its stupendous
walls and towers, x;ommanding a high bare rock, is Coriona,

where everything that remains is in harmony with the tra-

dition of its extraordinary antiquity. Of other records

there are scarcely any. Like Pernsia (Perugia) it had
once been an Umbrian city, and like it also one of the twelva

states of Etruria. Parts of the walls of Perusia remain,

and many objects of great interest have been found on iti

site, none more precious, however, than the " Cippus ot

Perugia," with its long Etruscan inscription. Perusia

comes first into notice arrayed against Fabius, who com-
pelled her to sue for peace. In the following year she

was again at war, and shared in the disaster at the Vadi-

monian lake. Other defeats followed, but not even that its

which Fabius slew 4500 of her men, and took 1740
prisoners, was suflicient to reduce her to obedience to Eomei,

though that event followed not long after. In the second

Punic war she supplied corn and fir to the Roman fleet.

In the civil wars she took an active part, and when besiesjecS

by Octavius Csssar yielded only to famine, A great fire
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followed, after which the city was rebuilt by Augustus.

Evea under the empire it maiulained a position of import-

ance.

Volaterrce, called Velathri on its coinage, and now
Volterra, of which the massive walls from 4 to 5 miles in

circuit stUl stand on a great bare height visible far round,

appears to have been one of the twelve cities, notwithstand-

ing the fact of its having taken part with the Latins against

Tarquinius Priscus. Almost nothing, however, is known
of its history except the record of a defeat (298 B.C.)

inflicted by L. Cornelius Scipio (Livy, x. 12), the battle

having raged all day till darkness set in. The Etruscans

deserted their camp in the night. Though considerably

inland, Volaterrce is cited as having supplied tackling and

other gear for Scipio's fleet, from which it would appear

that she had been maritime, trading probably in the main

through the port of Populonia, which is said to have been

colonized by her. Possibly also the island of Elba with

its rich mines belonged to Volaterrce. Its territory was

extensive. During the civil wars it took the side of Marius,

and after a siege of two years had to surrender, and only

for a time escaped having to receive a military colony

through the exertions of Cicero. Besides the walls there

remain still several sepulchres of great interest, in par-

ticular that of the Ctccinse family, famous in Roman
history, and the ruins of two dome-shaped chambers,

resembling in their construction the so-called tomb of

Agamemnon at Mycense. Populonia, called Puplmia on

its coins, furnished iron obtained from the mines of

Elba for Scipio's fleet. During the civil war it was

destroyed by Sulla. Parts of the walls of huge masonry

remain, liussellce (Roselle) still survives in its waUs of

colossal masonry, but otherwise is a wilderness. Its

history is uneventful, except for its siege by the Romans
(294 B.C.), when it lost 2000 as prisoners and as many
more slain (Livy, x. 37). It furnished corn and fir for the

fleet of Scipio. Vetulonia is given as one of the twelve cities,

but little is known of it from records, and scarcely anything

from remains, if, as appears to be the case, Mr Dennis is

right in identifying its site on the coast near Telamone,

which he presumes would have been its port. Pisas, on

the coast, was said to have been founded by Tarchon as a

barrier against the Ligurians. Luna and Luca were pro-

bably included in its territory. Of Fcesulce the huge waUs

on an impregnable height still remain. In Roman times

the inhabitants moved to the lower ground of Florence.

At Cosa and Saturnia are remains of massive walls, and at

the latter place a peculiar form of tomb, which seems to

date from a very early and at any rate a rude age.

Salpenum, and Aurinia are mentioned also among the

Etruscan cities. Outside of Etruria proper, but still

claiming to be Etruscan towns, we have, in Etruria

Circumpadana, Felsini, afterwards- called Bononia, said to

have been at the head of the league formed by this district,

Melpmn, Mantua, Spina, Ravenna, Hatria, and Cupra. In

Campania again were the following cities which Etruria

was said to have founded or sent colonists to, but without

the effect of making them practically Etruscan towns :

—

Capua, Nola, Pompeii, Ilerculaneum, Surrenium, Marcitia,

Salernum.

These, then, are the towns of Etruria. In their records

jnd in their ruins they survive as monuments of a life

spent in extraordinary activity, and highly honoured in

death. No country has left such wealth in its tombs.

Kowhere have such battlements endured till now. Nature

must have largely aided the Etruscans with her fertility,

where now she is either exuberant to the degree of being

a wilderness or pestilential as in the Maremma. Evidence

of its natural products has been seen in the corn, fir wood,

Vid iron, sunnlied to t.be Roman fleet. Its rivers and

laices must have assisted agriculture (" 8lc fortia EtnuJie

crevit," Virg., Georg., n. 533), on which the country appears
to have relied even more than on commerce, since with

a large sea coast it had comparatively few ports. Thb
exceeding unhealthiness of the coast district anciently ai

now may have had much to do with this result. Yet
their commerce was such as to place the inhabitants in a
position to make treaties with that powerful nation of

traders the Carthaginians,. as, for instance, in the mutual
agreement that- the latter should hold Sardinia, while the

Etruscans retain^ Corsica. To the Athenian expedi-

tion against Sicily in the Peloponnesian war Etruria sent

three ships, probably more from enmity to Sicily than

from friendship to the Athenians. Their success in piracy

was too well known in early times. The greater part

of the country is broken up by chains and ridges of

hills. The supply of timber was large, and doubtless

profitable, as were also the pastures, from which a consider-

able trade in cattle rearing and wool spinning was derived.

The numerous lakes—Lacus Ciminius, Sabatinus, Vadi-

moniuSjClusinus, Thrasynienus,and Volsinius withits basalt

rocks, afforded extensive occupation in fishing, as did the

forests for hunting. Wine, largely produced, was nowhere
so fine as at Luna. Flax and linen were grown at Falerii

and Tarquinii. Besides iron and copper, there was a
supply of silver and gold. The variegated marble of Luna
was greatly prized. Volaterraj yielded alabaster, Arretium
a clay peculiarly adapted for pottery, for which in later

times it was celebrated. Tufa or travertine could be
obtained in massive blocks from many places. There
were numerous warm and sulphurous springs. The country

had once been volcanic in many places, the extinct craters

serving as basins for lakes. The most fertile and most
highly cultivated districts were in the north at the foot of

the Apennines, and along the upper valleys of the Amo
and Tiber. The chief rivers were the Clanis, the Amus
(Arno), and the Umbro.

During the early period the natural resources of Etruria

must have been severely drained by her wars with Rome.
Afterwards, when she sank into dependence, there arose

private wealth, and the individual Etruscan became /jiM^m's

et ohesus, an expression which is abundantly verified by
the portrait sculptures on their sarcophagi. Their extra-

vagance in diet was a reproach, and in connexion with

this their habit of reclining at banquets, as constantly seen

in their works of art, was remarked on as similar to that

of the Greeks ; while the presence on these occasions of

women who joined in the toasts, contrary to the customs

of the Greeks and the Italic nations, was pointed out as

consLstent with the origin of the Etruscans from Lydia,

where no less indulgence was said to have been allowed

to women, and where also, as in Etruria, it was very

usual to trace descent from the maternal side. Etruscan

dancers, who appear to have attended private as well as

public ceremonies, were distinguished for the skill with

which, without words, and only by action and gesture, they

represented a story. Different from this may have been

the armed dance, since it recalls that of the Salii in Rome,

who accompanied their movements by songs of heroic

deeds of old. Athletic contests, such as those of the

Roman circus, together with displays of gladiatorial fights,

were part of the amusements, and it seems almost certain

that the latter form of excitement was derived by Rome
from Etruria. The flute, trumpet, and Utuus were the

favourite musical instruments. Their literature consisted

mainly of religious verses and national songs, of which,

however, nothing is known. To these must be added

the form of satyric songs '.rhich originated in Fescen-

nium, a place belonging to Etruria. In science, especially

in medicine, and in philosophy their knowledge was
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biglily reputed. As regards time, they reckoned by

lunar months, and appear to have had some priuciplo of

intercalation, to equalize the solar and the lunar year.

The lapse of each year was recorded by driving a nail into

the door of the temple of Nortia at Volsinii, a habit which

passed ovur to Rome. The month was divided into weeks

of eight days, the eighth being set apart for marketing and

house afl'airs ; the day began at noon. Next to years they

counted by scecula, each representing the longest life of

the time, and reaching in fomo cases to 123 years, but

with an average apparently of about 100 years. The
Etruscan nation was to endure ten sajcula. The beginning

of the 10th w&s announced in the year ^4 B.C. The
festivity of the Etruscr.ns was accompanied by excess in

personal ornaments and in dress; the toga picta, tunica pal-

trjata, the prsotexta, the corons, Etrusca, and the rich sandals

which figured in Rome as insignia of office, had been

introduced from Etraria, where also no doubt they served

to mark the princlpes or lucumones as distinct from the

mass of the people to whofe lot it is in the highest degree

improbable that such luxury as has been spoken of could

have fallen. Their food was pulse, which may have been

sweeter at Volsinii from being ground in curiously contrived

mills (moke versatiles) of basalt (Pliny, xxxvi. 18, 29).

Olientship, developed to the full in Rome, had first Been

proved practicable in Etruria, as was also the employment
of slaves. The division of the people into three tribus and
twelve cnrite at Mantua has been taken as representing

the general principle of division, and this would seem to

be confirmed by the tradition of the three names of Ramnes,
Titles, and Luceres having been adopted for the Roman
tribus from Etruria. To the books of discipline, by which
public and private affairs were regulated, reference has

already been made. There appears to have been also a

fourth section of these books, lihri fatales, dealing with

common incidents. The interpretation of all these books
and the conduct of such ceremonies as they prescribed

belonged exclusively to the noble families, some of

which had hereditary rights to the priesthood. Li each

state were always ten boys of such families undergoing
instruction for this purpose. But besides the regular

societies or colleges of Haruspices to which the Romans
sent for aid when perplexed by serious portents, there

were apparently others who obtained a vicarious living by
ministering to the all-pervading superstition of the people.

Instead of an oracle common to the whole nation as the

Greeks had at Delphi, each state or city of Etruria had its

own complicated machinery for discovering the will of the

gods. (See AuGUES.) Certain deities revealed their will

by lightning, others otherwise.

The gods (cesar) were of two classes, the Dii Consentcs,

wlio directly managed the affairs of the world, and certain

nameless deities above and controlling them in such a way
as Fate is above Zeus in the Iliad. At the head of

the former was Jupiter (called Tinia in Etruscan), with
whom were associated Juno {Uiii) and Minerva (Menr/a),
forming a supremacy of three for the protection of states,

as may be inferred from the legend of Tarquinius having
adopted them as the three chief deities of Rome. Their
functions, however, were in each ease different from those
of the corresponding divinities of Rome and Greece,
Jupiter being at once ruler of all in peace, god of war, and
source of fertility in the earth, while Jnno similarly was
worshipped as "regina" in Veii, as curitis, an armed
goddess, at Falerii, and as associated with Vulcan . at
Perusia, thus taking tlie place of the Grcelc Aphrodite and
representing fertility. Minerva, again, was winged besides
being armed, had the functions of Fortuna or Fate, and
from her symbol of the serpent was a deity of the powers
of the eiTi-th. The Etruscan name of Venus wiLa' Turan,

of Vulcan, Setlilans, of Baccnus, PhupMuiu, of Mercury,

Turms. Besides the other Greek deities who were in one

way or another adopted into the Etruscan system, such as

Apollo, Helios, Ares, Poseidon, Heracles, and the Dioscuri,'

a number of names have been handed down, some of which

obviously designate gods of Latin or Sabine origin, while

others may be synonyms of one and the same deity

obtaining in different localities. The list includes Janus,

Silvanus, Inuus, Saturnus, Summanus, Vcjovis, Soranus,

Mantus, Pales, Nortia, Feronia, Voltumna, Mania, Eilei-

thyia, Ilorta, Ancharia, Fortuna, Ceres, and others. To
these were attached numerous genii of various powers and

functions. As ruler of the lower world was the grim god

Mantus with his hammer, and his .'issociatcs JIania, Charun,

and the Furia3. Among the Lares Familiares were

included the shades of deceased persons. The Penates

watched over household plenty and prosperity. A goddess

of Fate who occurs frequently on the monuments is Lasa,

l>robabIy a feminine derivative from Lar, ruler, as in Larfc

Porsena. From what combination of early races, or from

what promiscuous habit of adopting foreign deities, this

complicated system arose cannot now be decided.

For these gods temples were necessary, but in no cast;

have they survived. Yet from records it would seem that

they differed from those of Greece in no essential particular

except in the ground plan, which, instead of being much
greater in length than in breadth, was nearly square, to bo

in conformity with the templum or arbitrary division of

the heavens prescribed by the sacred books. The theatres

have been more fortunate, as at Fiesole, where the massive

ruins still show how in this form of construction also the

Etruscans had been indebted to the Greeks. Of amphi-

theatres or circi there are no remains. There is, however,

one form of construction in which they are allowed to

have been first, that is the arch, as seen among other

places best of all in the Cloaca of Rome, the building

of which tradition regularly assigned to the Etruscans in

the time of the Roman kings. Plow the perfect arch

was developed may be seen from the apparent Taulting

in the Regulini-Galassi tomb at Cervetri and elsewhere,

a system of masonry which the Etruscans had in com-

mon with the builders of the so-called Tomb of Aga-

memnon at Mycenre. The earliest tombs seem to be

those in the form of a well, sunk in the ground and lined

with stones, containing a vase with the ashes and burnt

remains of the dress and ornaments of the deceased. In

this early period cremation appears to have been the rule,

if, indeed, it was not always more or less a favourite form of

sepulture. Next we have two classes of tombs. F;rst the

tumuli, consisting of chambers encircled by a massive wall,

and covered with a mound of earth corresponding to the

tumulus of Alyattes in Lydia and other parts of Asia

Minor, as w^ll as to the Nuraghe of Sardinia. Of this

general type doubtless was the tomb of Porsena at Clusium,

in spite of the probably fantastic description of it already

referred to. Its labyrinthine chambers have been identi-

fied. The tumulus of Cucumella at Vulci has also been

mentioned Then we have tombs hewn in the rock,

sometimes inoludiug several chambers connected with each

other, and frequently adorned, like those of Lycia, with

architectural fronts as of small temples. In these chambers

were placed the sarcophagi and urns, for the most part richly

sculptured, in general with subjects of design adapted

from the Greeks, and having frequently on the lids reclin-

ing' figures intended either as portraits or in some other

wajKo represent the deceased, whose name and descent

aro^ painted on ' the front In many cases the walls of

tho'se chambers are richly decorated with paintings, not

exclusively but mostly reproducing scenes of festivity. The

dead,were accompanied in their resting-place by numetou>
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presents of painted vases, armour, and other objects. As
a rule a special district or cemetery was set apart for tLe

dead, but how far it was laid out so as to correspond with

the quarters of each town cannot now be determined,

For the construction of the dwelling-houses and Tuscan

architecture generally soo Architecture, vol. ii. p. 414.

[Language.—By Etruscan is meant the language which

was spoken by the Kasena in Etruria more or less

during the last thousand years B.C. until it succumbed

to thS Latin. It was the predominant language of Cam-
pania also from 800 to 400 B.C., at which time it yielded

to the Oscan. Soon after this, owing to the incursions of

the Gauls, it lost its hold on what was apparently its

oldest home in Italy, the valley of the Po, but continued

to exist in a debased form in the time of Livy (v. 33)

among 9crtaiii peoples of the Alps, in particular among
the Ehaeti. To the ancients Etruscan sounded barbarous.

Dionysius (i. 30) declared it to be related to no other

language. Still there was a time when among the better

class of Eomans Etruscan was taught, just as afterwards

was Greek (Livy, ix. 36). Its remains as preserved by
writers are few and frequently misrepresented, including

about 60 names of places, 28 rivers, several islands, hills,

woods, and lakes. Of names of persons there are 7 pree-

momina, and 50 gentile names and cogaomina together, a few

names of deities, heroes, and mythical kings, 7 names of

months, and about 30 glosses, mostly from Hesychius,

Servius, and Festus, and in part very doubtful. Altogether

there are a little over 200 words, and of those many are

local names, and have obviously originated among peoples

of the Ligurian, Umbrian, and Latin races conquered by the

Etruscans. The Etruscan inscriptions discovered on anti-

quities up to the present time wiU be found in Fabretti's

Corpus luscriplionum Italicariim, with " Glossarium Itali-

cum," Turin, 1867; "Prime Supplemento," 1872, "Sec.

Suppl.," 1874. The total number now reaches to about

5000, and increases yearly at the rate of 100 to 200.

Unfortunately they include only 15 bi-linguals (Lat. and
Etr.), and these are very short, containing almost nothing

but names. Except the" Cippus of Perugia" found iu 1822,

which has 46 lines, Etruscan inscriptions are all short,

there being for instance only five which have more than 20

words. Four-fifths of them are sepulchral, with the mere
indication of names or relationship. A few names of towns

lave been preserved on coins, as also the numerals from

1 to 6, on a pair of ivory dice. Altogether there are about

200 words which appear not to be names.

Lepsius {Inscript. Unibr. et Oscce, Leipsic, 1841) was the

first to determine definitely the character of the Etruscan

alphabet. Its companion and northern variants were
jiointed out byMommsen {Unteritalische Dlalekte, Leipsic,

"(1840), and according to those authorities it was derived

tfrom a Graeco-Chalcidian prototype ciirrent on the west

coast of Italy. In its common form it has the following

19 letters :

—

fl,3,3, '^, ifc, H, ©. i.-j, m, n,i, M,q, 2,t, v. 4^.8.
a, c, e, V, z, b, 0, i, J, m, n, p, s', r, !!, t, u, x> f-

•Of these c is a tenuis, = th, ;^
= ch, s .is soft, while the

other letters have the usual force. Exceptionally >I

= 7i; occurs as an archaic form of c; 0=^=ph, mostly in

foreigu words, and A = '« (Umbrian). The medice o, g,

d, and the vowel o, though they often occur in words handed
.'down by writers as Etruscan, are never found in the
inscriptions. (For other peciiliarities see Fabretti, " Osser-
vazioni Paleografiche," Corp. Inscr. Ital. Pr. Suppl., p.

145-252.)
The first wno attempted to explain tne Etruscan inscrip-

iions was Phil. Buonarroti {Explic, et Connect ad Jlloiium.

Opcr. Dempster., Flor. 17,26). lie was followed by Giov.
Pitt. Passeri (Paralipometuiin Th. Dempster, Lucca, 1767),
who sought to prove them to be iu an Italic language,—in

fact, a dialect of the Latin. This opinion has maintained
its ground with many, and only quite recently we find the
great work of Corssen {Die Spraclie dcr Elrusker,

Leipsic, 1874-5) devoted to the elaboration of a strictly

scientific basis for it. On the other hand, Ottfried Miiller

{Die Etruscer, Breslau, 1828) had observed certain distinctly

foreigni elements in the language, and had pointed them
out clearly enough, without, however, venturing upon any
conjecture as to their source. His views, though adopted
by Niebuhr, Mommsen, and Aufrecht, have not satisfied

others less skilled in these inquiries, who have endeavoured
to trace the Etruscan to a Celtic, Germanic, Slavic, Albanian,
Basque, Semitic, and lastly .a Turanian origin (Isaac

Taylor, Etruscan Researches, London, 1874) These
attempts have all failed, and Miiller's attitude of reserve

appears to be decidedly the best under the circumstances.

(See W. Deecke, Corssen und die Sprache der Etruscer,

Sitnttgaxt 187 5 ; Etritscische Eorschujige7i, 1875-6; and the

aew edition of O. Miiller's Die Etruscer, Stuttgart, 1877.)

As a specimen of how the Etruscan language sounded
may be given the inscription from a tomb at Perugia known
as the Torre di San Manno. It is the third longest of

existing inscriptions. The single words are separated from
each other by two dots and the lines by a vertical stroke.

The last part, which is in brackets, cannot be read with
certainty :—cehen : su^i : hinS-iu : S^ues' : sians' : etve :

Sraure: lautnes'cle: caresri : aules' : lar^ial : precu^uras'i:
|

lar&ialisvle : cestnal : clenaras'i : eS- : fanu : lautn : precus'

;

ipa : murzua: cerurum: ein
|
heczri : tunur : clutiva : zelur

[vs : cetiver: apas]. The simple vowels are a, e, i, u.

Length is rarely indicated except in some doubtful cases

by means of repeating the vowel Modification of the

vowels, such as occurs in various forms in the Indo-Germanic,

Germanic, Semitic, and. Turanian languages, is foreign to

the Etruscan. It has no prefixes, and the accent appears

io have been always on the first syllable, and in conse-

quence of this arose the habit of alliding vowels in the

middle of words to such an extent as to bring about
frequently very disagreeable combinations of consonants.

An extreme case is that of EI;^ntre = 'AXi^avopo^. Some-
times it may be due to a method of writing, though there

is no evidence whatever of vowels being inherent in con-

sonants. The diphthongs are ai, au, ei, ia, ie, iu, m, and

aia, aie, eia, eie, uia, and again ae, ea, eu, ua, ue, which

latter appear not to be original iorms. The consonants

are p, (j> (almost only in foreign words); .c, {k), x;t, 6; I,

r; m, n ; s {s), z ; v,f, k. The aspiration of the tenues is very

frequent, sometimes also of the mediae in foreign words, in

which cases / and h take the place of <j>, h of x- It is

doubtfulwhether/ and h interchange with ^ ; A is sometimes

allided. The hard / is common to the Etruscan and the

Italian languages, as is also its interchange with A. Assibil-

ation {e.g., in the name pethnei, which also occurs as petsnei,

pesnei, peznei) is common. Nasal letters often fall out before

mutes, and n when preceding a labial becomes m frequently,

e.g., lancfie, lam^e ; s never dianges to r, and the interchange

of i and r is doubtful. With regard to the suflaxea

indicating masculine nouns, which have been wrongly

used as an argument for the Italic character of the

Etruscan, the 'most numerous series ends in a ; the nest is

that in e ; endings in i and u are comparatively rare, in ie

and iM less so, while ia occurs only exceptionally. Con-

sonant endings are few. There is no suifix in p, <^, z, v,f. A,

The greater part of the feminine words, also chiefly names

of persons, are derived from the masculine by the suffix ia
j

not seldom nia, ta, 6a occur ; also the diminutives za and

Id. Besides these, however, are a number of feminiuo.
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t7ords without corresponding maaculiaes. As yet there is

no trace of a neuter. Positive traces of declension are few.

In the older inscriptions the nom. sin. in masculines ends

in s (/), which afterwards is dropped. The gen. sing.' in

masculine words ending in vowels, and in fern, words end-

ing in consonants, ia formed by ea, occasionally ssa — s'a =
za, and shortened to s, «', z. The connecting vowels i and u
are Heed after/ and r, e.g., veU, gen. sing. velus(a). But
in masculines ending in consonants, and feminines ending in

Rowels, the gen. sing, takes I, originally perhaps la, or with

Connecting vowel al. But this system in the formation of

the genitive seems to have been interrupted atian early period

bythe more general use of the ending sa. A remarkable

peculiarity of the Etruscan is' the apparently capricious

doubling and trebling of the genitive suffix, e.g., sla (s'la),

and slisa (slis'a) in masculines ; iisa [lisa, lis a, alisa (alis'a),

alls', fcontracted to alsa, Is, Is', ah, als'] and lisala {lisla,

a&a?a,afeZa, perhaps //6--u-fe)inmasculineand feminine. The
dat. sing, is formed by the suffix si (s'i) attached to the nom.,

e.g., clan (son), dat. clensi (with modification of the vowel).

An accusative singular is probably to be found in the phrase

arse verse = a\ertQ ignem, as handed down by Festus, in

which case it would be similar to the nominative as in

plural words. Few other cases in the singular have been

traced. Possibly cesar is an instance of the nom. pi. ; it would
correspond to the conjectural ace. pi. of clenar from clan =
son, from which the dat. pi. is clenarcis'i.

As to conjugation only one form is certain, i.e., the perf.

3 sing, in ce [ke), as in turce {turuce, iurke) =^ dedit ; lujjiice

= mortuus or mortua est ; svalce = obiit (mortem) ; amce =
fuit ; arce = habuit; zilaxnuce = magistratum gessit (i). As
to lupuce, however, and zilaxnuce, there is some doubt. No
augment or reduplication is known. It is possible that the

phrase aise verse contains an imperative ; mi appears posi-

tively to mean "I am." The numerals may be given

as follows :

—

6u (dun) = 1 ; ci = 2 ; ma)^= 3 ; zal {esal, est)

= 4 ; s'a = 5 ; hut (hiith) = 6 ; sem<j> = 7 ; cezp =8 (10-2).
The tens are formed by akh{a)l, but irregularly, e.g.,

cealchl [celclil) = 20 ; muvalchl {mealchl) = 30. In mixed
numbers the units preceded the tens. Peculiar forms are

'ciemzathrm, probably = 2 and 40, and Ounesi muvalchl, pro-

Ijably 1 and 30 ; s added to numerals may indicate the

genitive. When z is added it seems to indicate repetition,

e.g., eslz = 4! times. Pronouns and adverbs appear to be re-

presented by the forms eca, cehen, ta, etk, and a few others.

An is perhaps a preposition. The present writer believes

he has discovered with certainty. two enclitic conjunctions,

c (originally perhaps ce) and to (with vowel) urn, em, both
equal to "and," e.g., puiac and p\dam = "and wife."

The following k a list of the words which have been made out
fi'om the inscriptions with tolerable certainty:

—

nets'vis trutnvl—
haru3pe.T

; fronla (Greek ?) = falgurator; aiiiZ = life; WZ=year; tiv
month; tesurtfaV= husband

;
;)itM = wife; dan = son; sec {scch, /ec,

y<;(;7i) = daughter; thura— grandson; Iaiitni = {reeihmLn; lautnita =
freedwoman ; cicra = slave ; eteraia "icmale slave ; "<!«7ia— swan

;

ae^a = dog; ira«t)'W = panther; suti (suthi, s'uthi) = tomh; suthina='
sepulchral object; «!«(««— sarcophagus; iinsi!-" grave; napcr='mche
{of tomb); cda (ltal.?)=- sepulchral chamber; tular =tomhstona
{plural?); cesjj = coffin ; mulvannice (mtiknike, &c.) = sepu]clu^l;
hinthia= shfidej shade of the dea.d; farthaiia {hari7i7ia) = moniiment;
flares (-res') = image ; tins^cml = dedicated object; alpan = yiork of
art; cape {kapi, Italian !) = cup; aWi(t()mj(;— lamps; nsuiA'M — earthen-
ware vase; »n'pe = vase; Ajk'jis = fountain ; smZce-died; leine [line)

= Iived; ter(H)« = gave; anic« = was; arc(;= had; n7acA7!7Ke= magis-
tratum gessit; 2z7rtc/iii/A(T5 = magistratu3; mi = \ am. To these may
be added, besides the numerals and particles just cited, the follow-

ing names of deities :^ri)K'a (rrrM!)= Zeus; t/iii=Hera; Scihlans
'= Heph;estus ; TunnKs^ Hermes ; fij/jHi !« = Bacchus ; Turan=-
Aphrodite; Laran {Lalan I) '^ Area; irrta- Selene; Thcsan^Eos;

j
Usil (Italian ?) = Helios ; Menrva (Italian ?) = Minerva ; Marts'^
Dioscurus; Lasa-=a, subordinate goddess; and many other deities
not yet accurately identified. From ancient ^vl•iters we knoV also
MatUus— Hades, J\''ams or J\'«;i«s = the Etruscan Ulysses, .ind cer-
tain names of months:— y'eHc)itanicS'=ila.rch;Avipi!es=Miiy; Actus
=iluue; TraHetii-=lti\y i it-miiii = August ; C'tcHuj = Sc|)teuiber;

Xoffcr (Utofcr in Corasen) - October. Lastly, we Lave the glosge^
cesar, oisar=deus; aiscd^Btoi; /alando {oi falandiimt) = c(elma
aukdos=''Eas,; UTulas—Bop^as ; arimos=iriBriKos; da/rimos'^'litvos

ankir-=aeT6s'; aralc'os—lipu^
;
g{i)nis—yii>a>ios ; capys^f-dlcoicapua,

=cuipollice3 pedum ciirvisunt; l/ijirros=Kiv0apos ; ataisoti—ivar

ShSpat (wine); arse rerse = averte ignem ; arjalctora=ira7ia; lucrnno

=XtTince])s;druna=ttpx'fi; lanista= eamUex; Aisfer—mimus; ludiiu
= saltator; s«ij{Zo= tibicen; nepos •'heUaoj gapos = ixvi^a; velites^
light-armed; tetoas —strap of sword ; ca6J-iS = mctal helmet; wutTi-

iisaa -"additamcntum pondcris; /cZms— middle of month; ulrus—
ending of word for the day after a festival. This list •ould be
easily increased by conjectures. (W. DE. )]

Art.—It appears from a statement of Varro, quoted by
Censorinus (BeDicNatali,xv\i. 5fol.), that Etruscan history

was divided into ten periods or scecula, and it is knows
otherwise that the tenth of these periods began in the yeai

44 B.C. The first four s.-ecula are given as lasting each
100 years, the fifth 123, the sixth 119, the seventh 119,

and allowing for the eighth and ninth each an average of

120 years, we obtain the year 1044 B.C. as the beginning

of Etruscan chronology, a date which curiously corresponds

with that usually assigned to those great movements of

races in Greece with which the Etruscan traditions were
associated. The really important point, however, in these

figures, as Helbig (Annali dell'' Jnst. Arch. 1876, p. 230)
has lately shown, is the circumstance that the first foui

periods are given in round numbers, and thus justify the

inference that the keeping of regular records had not begua
till the fifth period, commencing 644 B.C., a date which at

the most would not be more than a century after the first

introduction of the Greek alphabet into Italy by means of

the Greek colonists. Apparently the oldest alphabet as

yet discovered on Etruscan remains is that known as the

Chalcidian-Greek. It occurs on a vase from the Regulini

Galassi tomb at Cjere, and in all probability it had not
reached the Etruscans before the end of the 8th century B.C.

No doubt everything tends in this early period to connect

the Etruscans, not with the Greeks, but with the Cartha/.

ginians and the people of Italy and Sicily opposing the

then active Greek colonization, which must have seriously

threatened their trade. In 537 B.C. they united with the

Carthaginians, as has been mentioned, to drive out the

Phocasans from Corsica. Such was the influence of Car-

thage in 509 B.C. that even the Romans accepted a com-

mercial treaty with her; and among the ascertained dates

of objects from Etruria may be mentioned 673-527 B.O.

as that to which certain porcelain vases with hieroglyphics

from Vulci and Ccere are definitely assigned,—which vases

iig^in point to commerce with a people who understood

and could imitate hieroglyphics. We have thus in the

1 th and 6th centuries B.C. a picture of activity and fre-

quent contact among the trading and advanced peoples

of the Mediterranean which, though it implies a degree

of national hostility on the part of the Etruscans towards

the Greeks, need not exclude the intercourse of traders,

nor a readiness to profit by the industrial and artistic

skill of the Greeks. Otherwise it would be impossible

to account for the legend which states that in the time

of Cypselus, the tyrant of Corinth 660 B.C. (Pliny, xxxv.,

12, 43), Demaratus, accompanied by certain artists, Eucheir,

Diopus, and Eugrammus, settled in Etruria, and gave the

first impulse to plastic art in Italy. These names sound

legendar}', but it may be taken that they would not

have been invented unless to account for a fact which
in this case is the very marked resemblance betweenTho
early art of Etruria and of Greece, a resemblance which
could not have been accidental, or at any rate need not bo
supposed to have been so when the means of communication
were so plentiful. We know, for instance, that the Etruscan
silver coinage was struck on the Attic system as arranged

by Solon about 590 B.C., having similar designs {e.g., the

face of the Gorgon), the same weight, the same nominal^
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with the stater as its unit and the drachmo as its half, and
with apimrently the same sign of the half as that used at

Athens for the hemiobol (Momnisen, Romisches Miinzwcsen,

p. 218). Tuscan architecture, essentially Greek, approaches

most closely to the early Ionic-Attic style. The general

impression, however, has been that it was through Corinth

rather than through Athens that Etruria came into contact

with Greek art, and this not so much because of the

legend just quoted as because both Corinth and Etruria

enjoyed the same high reputation in antiquity for

unrivalled skill of working in terra-cotta and in bronze.

But doubtless there were many different sources of contact.

As regards skill in the execution of artistic designs, it

would seem as if all that the Etruscans ever attained in this

direct.'on had been learnt from the Greeks, and, it will be
fair to suppose, from Greeks resident among them. But
when we come to the subjects of these designs, it is clear

that there is a difiference between the early and late works
in thi.s respect, that, while in the latter the subjects as well

as the style are almost always Greek, in the former there

are certain obviously Oriental features. Under the circum-

stances it ciuld scarcely have been otherwise, since at least

from the 4th century b.c. onwards the Greeks ruled supreme
in matters of art, whereas in the early period of the 7th and
6th centuries, their artistic productions, though then also

doubtless by far the best attainable, had yet to compete
against those of the Phoenicians or their kinsmen the

Carthaginians, who in fact had been longer in the market.

The characteristic of Phoenician art was its mizture and
blending of the two elements of design, originally peculiar

to Assyria and Egypt, upon which was afterwards engrafted,

when the Greek style had developed itself, a distinctly

Greek element. That Phoenician productions of the earlier

class were imported into Etruria is seen for example in the

silver vases from the Eegulini-Galassi tomb at Csere {Mus.

Elrusco Vaticano, i., pL 63-66), which, always suspected

to have been Phoenician, were proved to be such from their

identity of style with another silver vase found at Praeneste

in 1875, and bearing a Phoenician inscription {Monumenti
dell' Inst. Arch. Rom., x., pi. 32, fig. 1). This again is

artistically identical with the silver paterae from Cyprus,
descriptions of which are collected by Helbig in the Annali
dell' Inst. Arch., 1876, p. 199-204. Further evidence of

Phoenician importations is to be found in the porcelain

vases with hieroglyphics already mentioned, in the ostrich

eggs ornamented with designs from a tomb at Vulci, and
now in the British Museum, and in the richly engraved

shell of the species Tridacna squamosa peculiar to the Red
Sea and Indian Ocean, also now in the British Museum.
At the same time, even if this importation of works of art

had been on a much greater scale than there is as yet

reason to suppose it to have been, it is clear that all the

artistic influence derivable in this way must have been
small compared with that which would naturally have been
exercised on the Etruscans by the Greek colonists of Italy,

and still more by the Greek artists who had made Etruria

their home, as may be inferred from the legend already

quoted. (See Mommsen, History of Rome, Eng. Transl., i.,

p. 248, who says, " The Italians may have bought from the

Phcenicians; they learned only from the Greeks ;" and again,

p. 247, " Italian art developed itself not under Phoenician

but exclusively under Hellenic influence.") Besides, the

Oriental features of which mention has been made in early

Etruscan art were in point of fact common in a high degree
to early Greek art also, and it may have been through this

channel that they found their way, rather than by direct

contact with the Phoenicians or Carthaginians. In dealing

witjlt the artistic remains of the Etruscans, it will be more
con'frenient to take them in classes, according to their

material or the purpose they served, than in groups of a

historical sequence. Strictly speaking there appears to be

no historical development in them. There are archaic

works, there are very late works, and there are works of a
middle stage, but there is no growth from one to the other.

The process of change consists of a leap to the next new
phase of art developed by the Greeks, who, eo to speak, set;

the fashion. It happens also that certain classes of objects

went out of use or came into use with particular periods of

art, and with the aid of this circumstance it will be possible

to observe something approaching a historical order. We
begin with the scarabs.

Scarabs.—These are gems consisting usually of camelian

or banded agate, cut in the form of beetles (scarabsei),

and having a flat face on which a design is engraved in

intaglio. They are pierced transversely, and were attached

by swivels to rings either to be worn on the finger or

to be hung on a chain round the neck. The form of the

scarab suggests an origin in Egypt, where, in fact, they
have been found in great numbers. But excepting the

form there is singularly little in common between the

scarabs of Etruria and of Egypt. This is the more
remarkable since the Carthaginians, from whom—or from
the Phoenicians—it is naturally supposed the Etruscans

had obtained the notion of this form of ornament, have
left in Sardinia (at Tharros, Sulcis, and Cagliari) con-

siderable numbers of scarabs, the designs of which are

for the most part, though not purely Egyptian, yet obviously

derived from that source. These Sardinian scarabs are

cut in green jasper, the favourite material in Egypt, or

occasionally in porcelain or glass, materials equally utilized

in that country. Then also there is the fact that as yet

only one or two scarabs have been found in Greece, and
indeed very few engraved gems of any shape showing a

fairly developed art comparable with that of the Etruscan

scarabs, so that from both sides it would seem as if the

Etruscans must harve been dependent for models in this

branch of their art on. the Phoenicians or Carthaginians.

On the other hand, there was a law of Solon's (Diog. Laert.,

i. 57) forbidding gem-engravejs to keep casts or seals of

rings engraved by them, and from this it is to be inferred

that in his time the art was practised with the success

then attending the other arts. This being admitted, the

result obtained from an examination of the scarabs becomes

clear. The designs, with few exceptions, are purely Greek,

and as a rule they indicate the 7th and 6th centuries e.g.

as the period of their origin ; that is to say, the work-

manship on them corresponds to the Greek workmanship
of that period. So also the subjects represented. If, for

instance, we take either the remains of Greek art or the

existing descriptions of works executed at this time buf

now lost, e.g., the chest of Cypselus (Pausanias, v. 17), the

throne of Apollo at Amyclae (Pausanias, iii. 18), and the

paintings of Polygnotus at Delphi (Pausanias, x. 25^31),

it will be seen that the chief delight of artists was then in

rendering the exploits of heroes, and that figures of deities

occur in comparison very rarely. Nor is this remarkable,

since it was in this period that the Greeks carried the

worship of their heroic but legendary ancestors to its

highest point. The same result will be found in the

Etruscan scarabs, if we take as fairly representative the

collection in the British Museum. Out of 197 specimens,

excluding those which are of too rude workmanship to be

of interest in the question, 167 have subjects drawn

entirely from Greek legends of heroes ; of the remainder

10 represent Greek diviL'ities, 18 such fabulous beings as

centaurs, gorgons, satyrs, sirens, and harpies, all more or

less connected with the heroic legends of Greece. Only

two give native Etruscan deities or personifications. (See

Contemporary Revietc, 1875, p. 729.) An entirely similur

state of things will be found by reference to the lists of
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dcarnbs puDiiahed in tlie " Improiito Gemmarie" (Bullci

d.Jnst.'Arch. Rom., 1831, p. 105; !S31, p. IIG : 1839^
p.' 99).' Of tlie (Jreok divinities

in ' the' Museum cullection, two

xva^ reiiresentetl by heads of

Atliene- obviously copied from an

early coin of Corinth, wliilo the

two heads of tlie gorgon in the

list stand in the same relation to]

a series of silver coins till re-

cently ascribed ' to Athens, but

noiv by some high authorities

Fio. 1.— Pliiloctetea wounded
in the foot ; on a scaiab in

sardonyx. From Annali,

1857, pi. H, fig. 5.
ascribed'/ to Attica. Nor are

these the only instances in which Greek coins have been

used as models ' to imitate. Still, notwithstanding this,

coupled also 'with the fact that the processes of die-

sinking and gem-engraving were almost identical, it is

sloar in many cases that the Etruscans liad not confined

Uiemselves to models from this class of objects, but had
skill enough to adapt designs from other sources, and

especially from statues or figures sculptured in the round

as more suitable than reliefs, at least where the gem
was translutsnt, and -could be held up to the light to be

looked at as was frequently the case. A certain number
ef the designs are clearly treated as reliefs, but the

majority exhibit a minuteness of anatomical detail and

attitudes more appropriate to sculpture in the round^

not .necessarily, however, always to statues strictly so-

cjlled, since in many cases the attitude is such that the

figure could not have stood unless in one or other of the

various positions assigned to figures in the pediments of

temples, as for instance among the sculptures from .^Egina

in Munich, where the same minuteuess and exactness of

anatomy will be seen in the perfection to which it had

attained in Greece at the close of the 6th century B.C.

Tliat the Tuscan temples were also decorated with Bculp-

fcires in the pediments is known, not, however, the extent

to which the designs may have been derived from the

Greeks, though from the analogy of the rest of Etruscan art

the probability is that they were pretty closely copied; and
when Pliny (xxxv. 154), on the authority of Varro, speaks

ef the sculptures in all the temples of Rome previous to

493 B.C. being "Tuscan," it is fair to suppose that his

Tnscanica signa would correspond both in stylo and in

subject to early Greek art of the period previous to this

date. That view of the case would explain why so many
of the scarabs come to have subjects best suited to the

decoration of temple pediments, and to indicate further at

what period this particular process of studying from Greek
models took place ; it may be added that tlie oldest statue

»f a deity in Home,—that of Diana in the temple on the

Aventine, dedicated, according to tradition, between 57-7 and
534 B.C.— represented the type of the Ephesian Artemis

familiar in early Greek and Etruscan art. On the scarabs,

draped figures are in a great minority, the preference being,

as in early Greek sculpture, for the nude, with a great display

of physical structure. In a considerable number of cases the

names of the personages represented are inscribed on the

gems in Etruscan characters, a habit which prevailed also

iu early Greek art. Some few scarabs have a figure en-

graved in relief on the back. With comparatively rare

exceptions, the intaglio ia surrounded with a cable border,

and when gems are found with tliis border but without
being scarabs, it is usual to describe them as scarabs which
Have been cut down in more recent times for the salce of

Iho stone, not always correctly so, since this border oppears
to iiave been occasionally adopted by Roman gem-engravers
of later times. It is not impossible also that a number of

tlis scarabs now existing, as to which generally there is

little 01 no-infurciation concerning their jn'<^(nance, may

liave been made in Rome about the time of Augustus,~wl)en
a taste prevailed for the revival of archaic art. O.therwisc

the production of scarabs, to judge from their style, must
have ceased before the beginning of the 5th century B.C.

When it began is a question which depends on when
( J reck sculpture attained mastery in rendering the human
form (probably from the 8th to the Gth centuries B.C.),

since it is at this stage of the art that the scarabs, EO \.r

speak, strike into it. They have none of those grotesquely

conceived animals executed on steatite or other soft slonei

•which abound on the earliest Greek gems. From th(

general considerations already stated, and from the likeli

hood that the Etruscan period of imitation would not be

before the last stage of archaic art in Greece, the Gth

century B.C. will be a reasonable ierminvs a quo for ilr

start.

Coins.—Considered as works of art, tlie coins, may be

classed next to the scarabs, from the similarity of the pro-

cesses by which they are made, and the limited field wliirh

they present for design. It has been already said that the

silver coinage of Etruria was struck on the Attic standard
as introduced by Solon in the beginning of the Gth century

B.C. The gold coinage is according to the Miletus standard,

which appears to have been the oldest gold standard in

European Greece, including Athens, whence doubtless it

was obtained by Etruria along with the silver standard
(Mommsen, Horn. Miinzwesen, p. 28). The majority of tho

silver and gold, as well as the light copper coins belonging
to the same system, are stamped only on one side, in

accordance \nth the early custom, the types being essen-

tially Greek, among them the head of the gorgon (!jg, 2)
similar to that referred to on the scarabs,

and the cuttle-fish such as appears on
Greek coins, and very frequently on the

early pottery from lalysus in Rhodes, and
tho ornaments from Myccnre and Spata
in Attica. Whatever may be the date

ultimately assigned to the antiquities just

mentioned, it may be taken as certain Fio. 2. — Coin of

that the Etruscan coins in question do not Popnloiiia. Brit*

go back to an earlier time, than that of
*'"'•

Solon (about 590 B.C.), and may be half a century later,

or even much more in some instances. Other.'^ with
different types are distinctly late.

Blacl: Ware.—Connected in a measure with tho en- cI.t^V

graved gems is a series of black terra-cotta vases, many of "'are.

which are ornamented with bands of figures in low relief

pressed out in the clay when it is soft by means of aa
engraved cylinder rolled round the vase in such a way that
the same design is constantly being repeated each tinio

the cylinder completes a revolution. Frequently the
designs are purely Oriental, either Egyptian or Assyrian, ai?

if made directly from imported cylinders. In other cases

they consist of rows of animals, the lion, deer, sphinx, and
panther, followed by a winged human figure moving at

speed, and perhaps representing such a being as the gorgon,
altogether presenting precisely the same appearance as
those early painted vases found in Greek localities, and
attributed to a period of prevailing Oriental influence very
justly supposed to have been communicated to the Greeks
by the Phceniciins, since on Phcenician silver vases, as that
of Curium (Cesnola, Cyprus, p. 329), very similar bands
of animals occur. The nearer we approach to the main
centres of Phcenician industry, as for instance at CamiruR
in Rhodes, the more frequent are these designs of animals.

Among the cases wliere the design is essentially of Hellenic

origin may bo mentioned a large circular^ dish' in tho

British JIuseum, having the representation of a banquet
scene with two couches, and attend-ants -"dancing and
playing on the flute, ' constantly repeated in two 'ows

VIH. — 8r
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round the lip. Subjects of this kind (see Plate VIII.)

abound in early Etruscan art, and, so that there may be no

doubt as to whence they were derived, on the early Greek

vases found in Etruria. The date of this Greek pottery

would then determine that of 'the Etruscan, and by means

of the inscriptions not seldom occurring on the former, we

arrive at a period not much if at all before GOO B.C., a result

which again brings us to what has already appeared to

havo been the first great period of contact between the

Etruscans and Greeks. It is to be observed also that the

earlier system of vase decoration in Greflce, by means of

geometric patterns, is not found in Etruscan ware.

Further, on the black vases in question are to be seen often

figures modelled in the round which could not have been

derived from Greece before 600 B.C., since it was not till

then that sculpture in the round was fairly introduced

there, and could not well have been derived from Assyria,

since that country appears to have never developed this

branch of art, while as regards Egypt it may be answered

that the figures are in no way of an Egyptian type. This

black ware seems to have been chiefly a local fabric of

Clusium. Still at one time it may have been general in

Etruria and also in Latium, which as at Albano has yielded

from under the lava a series of very ancient vases of this

same texture, but without the characteristic ornamentation,

which, as has been said, limits the Etruscan pottery to a

period not earlier than 600 B.C., and possibly in some cases

to at least a century later than this.

Jewellery.—Their tombs have preserved ample evidence

of the passion of the Etruscans for rich dresses and personal

ornaments, the former surviving in the wall-paintings, the

latter in actual specimens of goldsniith's work, consisting of

necklaces, ear-rings, wreaths, bracelets, finger-rings, and

fibuloe for fastening the dress. From a comparison of any

large collection of these ornaments, such as that of the

British Museum or of the Vatican Museum, with the same

class of objects from Greece, it will be observed as a rule

that where a pattern of any kind has to be produced, the

Greek accomplished it skilfully and rapidly by means of fine

gold wire soldered down into the required design^—that is,

by filigree, as it is called ; while the Etruscan preferred to

give it by sometimes innumerable and almost imperceptibly

minute globules of gold, each separately made, and all

soldered down in the necessary order—that is to say, by

granulated work. But these characteristics, essentially cor-

I'ect as they are, do not hold in all cases, since, on the one

Land, there are mimbers of Etruscan specimens where the

granulated work is not employed, though it would be

difficult to point to any one where the true filigree system

takes its place, and since, on the other hand, granulated

work is found on 'the early Greek ornaments from Camirus

in Rhodes, now in the British Museum (for a specimen of

these ornaments, see the article Arch.eology, vol. ii. p.

350). The latter circumstance, exceptional though it is at

present, may still serve to show how it may have been

through the Greeks that this process of working in gold

reached Etruria, in which case it must have happened at a

period scarcely later than 600 B.C., the Camirus figures

corresponding very markedly with the descriptions of certain

fignres on the chest of Cypselus. No doubt this process of

working may equally well have been obtained through the

Phoenicians, if we may judge by the specimens from their

settlements in Sardinia, and to some degree in Cyprus, and
an the whole it is likely that in this matter of personal

ornament the Etruscans were more in sympath)' with the

Phoenicians and orientals than with the Greeks. The
bracelets, armlets, necklaces, and finger-rings worn by men
on the Assyrian sculptures were precisely such as appealed

to Etruscan tastes, and were not well to be had through

tlie medium of the Greeks, unless perhaps the Greeks of

Cyprus, who worked side by side with tne Phcenicians.
Thj three gold necklaces engraved by Cesnola (Ci/jinis, \A.

22-24) might have been obtained from Etruscan tombs,
instead of from a treasure chamber in Cyprus, so far as tliu

workmanship is concerned. In any case the original in-

vention of so toilsome a process as that of the granulated
work, while it cannot fairly be ascribed to the Greeks, may
well have been due to the Phoenicians, whose greatest fame
in very early times v/as for their skill iu metal work, and
whose products of this nature—for example, the silver patera;

of the Regulini-Galassi tomb at Caere—have been traced to

Etruria as well as to Latium (Prceneste) and the coast of

Italy (Salerno). From the fact that with the loss of their

national iudependence there came rather an increase than
otherwise of private wealth among the Etruscans, and a

consequent continuation of the demand for jewellery, it

happens that there is among their remains material for the

study of this branch of their art or industry iu its latest as

well as its earliest stages. In the earliest specimens there

is a preference for figures of animals in row.s, as on the cnvly

vases, followed by winged figures of deities, the artistic cle-

ment of form being always very rude and mechanical. Iu
later times thehuman formisintroducedfaithfully, trncto the

Greek type, and representing personages from Greek legend

or mythology. Gold was the favourite material, and with it

were employed amber, glass, precious stones, occasionally

enamel, and seldom silver. The precious stones most in use,

either for finger-rings or for necklaces, were the carnelian and
agate, cut either as scarabs or as beads. Glass was made
into beads. Amber served a variety of purposes, as beads,

ornaments of fibulae, where it is employed with gold, and
amulets, of which one specimen in the British Museum is in

the form of an ape of a species peculiar to India (Macaciis

7-hesiis), whence the knowledge of it has been supposed to

have been conveyed by the ships of Tarshish which brought

apes and peacocks from that quarter. Th3 amber itself

was obtained first of all from about the mouth of the Po,

and afterwards from the Baltic as now; but whether, as has

been lately maintained (Helbig, Heal Accademia del Lhicei,

Home, 1S76-7), the artistic remains in this material can be

all grouped into one of two classes, representing a veiy early

and a very late period with no intermediary stage, is a ques-

tion on which perhaps more remains to be said before it is

finally settled.

Bronzes.—Among the articles still pertaming to personal

use is the series of bronze mirrors the extent of which may
be conceived from the fact that a considerable number have
been found since the publication of Gerhard's work
(EtrusJcische Sjner/el, 184:3-1867), with 430 plates, many of

which give from four to six examples. These mirrors arc

polished on one side, and on the other have a design engraved

on the bronze, taken in the majority of cases from Greek
legend or mythology, and no less from an artistic point of

view founded on Greek models (see fig. 3). But while this

is obvious enough, it is remarkable that as yet probably not

more than six engraved mirrors have been discovered iu

Greece itself, and except in one case even these cannot be

said to bear any analogy of design to the Etruscan mirrors.

Perhaps it deserves to be considered that these few speci-

mens come from Corinth, whence, as tradition said, Greek art

was introduced into Etruria. But it is not enough to su^f-

pose the first impulse towards work of this kind to have

come from Greece. It is necessary to find, if not mirror.^,

some other classes of objects which could have supplied the

Etruscans with the multitude of entirely Greek designs

which they have reproduced. No doubt the painted vases

_were largely drawn up, especially the shallow patcrx, with'

designs on a circular space in the centre, as may bo sccji, iot

exam[)le, in the three mirrors in Gerhard ([il. 159, 160),

^yhere the group of Peleus carrying off Thetis, hmiUsi'-on
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rases, is reproduced with the difference that the attributes

of Heracles ^bow and club) are given to Poleus. In the

Fig. 3.—Bronze Miri Mffinad. From Gerhard, pi.

Mirrors just mentioned the figures are rendered in low, flat

relief, but this is very exee])tional. In other cases also

the groups appear to be talcen from the centres of pediment

sculptures on tem]iles, the figures, diminishing in scale

towards each side, being made to fit into the narrowing

circle of the mirror. Artistically they may be arranged in

three classes. The first is an archaic style, in which

the subjects, di-apery, and general treatment of the

figures have much of a local Etruscan character, though

still on the model of early Greek work; the second a

free style, where everything seems Greek of about

the 4th century bc, except the names of tlie persons

inscribed in Etruscan. Mirrors of this style have been

found in Latiura at Proeneste, along with bronze cista;

similarly decorated with engraved designs; occasionally

both on the cistie and the mirrors are inscriptions in early

Latin. The finest example of these utensils is that known

as the Ficoroni cista, which, but for its bearing the name

of aLatiu artist, might be regarded as an excellent exam|)le

of Greek art in the 4th century B.C., at which period it

appears to have been largely spread in Latium as well as

Etruria (Midler, Venkwdler, No. 309, and Brunsted, Den

i'VcoronisieCisia,Copenhagen,1847). The third is alate and

barbarous native style. The range of subjects is wide. Still

it will be noticed that the almost exclusive use of mirrors

by women has rendered subjects otherwise familiar, such as

scenesof war, inappropriate. Thelaboursof Heracles were

much admired, as were incidents in the story of Helen, yet

neither of them occur so frequently as scenes between satyrs

and mwnads, or the common representation of ladies at

their toilet. In great numbers, but always on.small or poor

examples, appear certain figures which have been identified

as the Cabiri, and in any case seem to have been household

genii. A small number of circular mirror-cases have been

found, ornamented with reliefs, of which both the subjects

and the execution are, in the majority of instances, purely

Greek, of a comparatively late period.

Of skill in bronze casting there is little evidence among

the Etruscan remains. In one sp(x;imen in the British Mu-

seum from Sessa on the Volturno (see Costume, voL vi p.

455, fig. 6), a core of iron has been employed, which by ex-

panding has burst the figure down the side ; and again in

another specimen in the national collection a female bust

from the Polledrara tomb (Grotta of Isis) at Vulci, it will

be seen that the art of casting was unknown when it waa
executed. It is made of a number of thin pieces of bronze

plate beaten out into the form of parts of the bust, and all

fastened together, sometimes with fine nails, but apparently

also in places with some sort of solder. On the other

hand, to judge from the vases found in ihia tomb,

which are made of pieces rivetted together with nails,

it would seem as if solder could hardly have been

known. The same process of uniting parts together

occurs in the very ancient silver

relief from Perugia (Millingen,

Uned. Mon., pt. ii. pi. 14). The
bust from Vulci, and the vases

and other antiquities discovered

with it, are engraved in Micali

{Mon. Jned., pi. vi.-viii.) It will

be seen from the porcelain vases

and scarabs among them bear-

ing hierc^lyphics, arid from the

ostrich, eggs with designs resem-

bling those of the early Corin-

thian vases, that the origin of the

contents of this tomb properly

belongs, not only to a period of

intercourse with Egypt, but to

a period when that intercourse

was conducted by the Phoeni-

cians, who alone knew how to

adapt designs from the Greeks

on the one hand, as well as from

the Egyptians on the other. In-

deed, one of the scarabs bears

the cartouche of Psammetichus,

whose date is .666 B.C. ; and fio. 4. — Bronze Staluette.

though it might have been made Brit. Mus. From Micali,

considerably after this time, it ?'•='"'• ^8- ^

obviously could not have come into existence before. On
the whole, 600 b.c. may be set down as probably the

date of these antiquities. As regards the mass of exist-

ing statuettes cast in the round, they bear generally,

except in the matter of dress, distinct evidence of Greek

origin, not only in the style and execution, but also in the

subjects (see fig. 4). Still it is noticeable, especially among

the later specimens, that a very marked spirit of realism m
blended with the original idealism of the Greek prototypes.

This realism of the Etruscans comes out very strikingly ia

the portrait sculpture of their sarcophagi, and probably

was a phase of artistic capacity which they shared with the

Romans. The purpose of these bronze statuettes was to

surmount vases and candelabra, or to serve as handles of

mirrors.

Terra-cottas.—The skilful modelling of terra-cotta, for

which the Etruscans were celebrated, was, it appears, chiefly

directed to the production of ornamental tiles, sarcophagi,

and statues, rather than those small and mostly graceful

statuettes which are found in large numbers is Greek

localities. The statues which were placed on the pediments

of temples have naturally perished. Specimens of the til^

and a large number of sarcophagi, however, remain, the

latter being for the most part of a late period, and executed

under the influence of a completely developed Greek art.

Fortunately two sarcophagi of the greatest interest for the

study of the early art of Etruria have been found at Csere.

The one, now in the Louvre (engraved, Mon. d. Inst. Arch

Eom.. vL nl .'S9 ; cf. Annaliy 1861, p. 402), has a male and
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female figure of about life size reclining on the lid. The

other (for engraving of which see Plate VIII.) is now in the

British Museum, and while having a similar group of figures

of about life size on the lid, is besides richly decorated

with bas-reliefs round the four sides. In both sarcophagi

colours are freely employed, which originally must have

been slightly staring, and increase the effect of realism,

which in the figures on tho lids is all the more conspicuous

by comparison with the reliefs, where the true early Greek

Bpirit, as seen on the vases, is strictly maintained. The

reason of this diflference may partly lie in the fact that

Greek models for the reliefs were easily enough obtained,

while on the other hand Greek figures approaching in re-

semblance those on the lid here must at least have been

very scarce. At the same time it is also to be remembered

that owing to the impossibility Of counting on the places

where the terra-cotta might shrink, or to what extent this

might go, no other treatment would be suitable except that

of a bold, rough realism, the effect of which could not easily

bo destroyed. With the reliefs there was no such danger.

The type of face shown iu these figures is not to be taken

as that of the early Etruscans, for this reason that their

essential peculiarities, the sloping forehead, and eyes and

the corners of the mouth turned upwards, are obviously

mannered exaggerations of the early Greek style of render-

ing these features, for which undoubtedly there may have

been some small grounds in the actual features of the

people. Besides on the reliefs there is very littl6 of this

exaggeration. The attitude of the figures on the lid

b that of a man and wife at a banquet scene, probably

here intended to indicate the eternal banquet which

appears to have been considered the lot of the happy

in tho next world. The sarcophagus, to judge- from

the inscription painted on it, was that of a lady named
Thania Velai Matinai Unata. Another inscription painted

along the lid reads Mi vela vesnas me vejie tursi kipa,

which, according to the interpretation of Corssen (i. p.

784), is the dedication of the monument. From the

character of the letters it has been thought that this sarco-

phagus need not be earlier than the end of the 6th century

B.C., a period which would not be unsuitable to the work-

manship, if "we allow that it may have retained many
traditions from an earlier time, which in Greece generally

had by then been abandoned. The relief on the front

represents a combat of two armed men, of whom the one

has received a mortal blow and is falling. From the

wound his soul has escaped, and is seen in the shape of a

winged figure bounding away on the extreme right. The

Boul of the victorious warrior comes tripping in on the

extreme left. This manner of representing the soul recalls

in some degree the sepulchral vases of the Athenians,

where it appears as a small winged figure, and recalls also

the psychostasia of very early times, in which the souls of

two combatants were supposed to be placed in a balance

and weighed against each other while the fight was pro-

ceeding. It will be seen also that the wounded warrior is

already being devoured by the dog of the battle field, thus

giving an instance of what is called prolepsis, and is not

unfamiliar in early art. That is to say, the artist has

attempted to realize two separate moments of the action,

—

first the actual wounding, and secondly the consequence of

it, viz.,—that the body of the vanquished is left to be

devoured by dogs and lates, a fate which the heroes of the

//t'ac?often promise their opponents inbattle.^ That the com-

batants here are AchiUes and Memnon is not improbable,

and in this case the principalfemale figures will be respectively

' A siuular instance of prolepsis is when Perseus is figured cutting

off tho head of Medusa, and .already holds at his side Pegasus, the

xiringed horse, which did not spring from her until her head was
entirely off.

their mothers Thetisand Eos, each with an attendant; themale
attendant on each side perhaps was attached to the warriora

themselves. The story bogies on one of the ends of the
sarcophagus with the two warriors parting for battle; in the
front is the combat ; on the other end the mourning, and on
the back the eternal banquet. The feet are formed by four
sirens in their capacity as daughters of the earth sent by
Persephone to assist mourners to wail for the dead (Euri-

pides, Helena, 167). In other cases the sirens were thought
of as carrying away the souls of the dead, as on the Harpy
monument from Xanthus in Lycia. The later urns and
sarcophagi will be found collected in Brunn'a Rilievi delle

Urne Etrusche, Rome, 1870.

Vase Painting.—It has been proved that the great mass
of painted vases found in Etruria, and familiarly called

Etruscan, are productions of Greek workmen. The subjects,

the style, and the inscriptions are all Greek. But side by
side with them arc certain undoubtedly Etruscan vases, the

very small number of which would suggest that in this

direction at least the Greek models defied imitation if in-

deed the attempts in question did not clearly show this.

At the same time it must be admitted that between the

early Corinthian vases of about the 7th century B.C., dis-

covered in Etruria, and the probably contemporary speci-

mens of native work there is no very great difference. It

was the later development which the Etruscans could not
follow. Specimens of early imitation found at Caare .will

be seen engraved in the Monumenti d. Inst. Arch. Rom., vi.

pis. 14, 15, 33, 36 ; vi-vii., pi. 73, the peculiarities of

v/hich, such as in costume, type of face, disproportion

between figures of men and of animals, are pointed out in

detail by Helbig, Annali d. Inst. Arch. Rom., xxxv., p.

210, fol. The style of the originals, including the correct

degree of subordination in the design to the vase which it

adorns, is lost, and in its place stands out a certain gross

reality in conflict with the form of the vase. It does not
follow that these, imitations were made contemporary with
the .originals (about the end of the 7th century B.C.), but a
strong argument in favour of such a view might be found
in a vase from the Polledrara tomb at Vulci, the antiquities

of which have been shown to belong to this period. The
vase in question like the others has a design purely Greek
in its subject and general tftatment—Theseus struggling

with the Minotaur, while Ariadne holds the clue, a choros,

chariots, and centaurs with human forelegs. But it differs

in this respect, that the outlines of the figures are drawn
with a crude red colour upon the varnished surface of

the vase, not as in other cases on spaces left unvarnished.

From that circumstance, and from the general effect of these

Coeretan vases as compared with the reliefs on the large

sarcophagus, just described, from the same locality, it will

be seen that the skilled workman of Etruria turned more
readily to modelling in terra-cotta than to the complicated

and difficult process of vase-painting. As regards the few
attempts made in late times it may be said that they also

fail in the direction of grossness. See, for example, the vase

in the British Museum with Ajax falling on his sword and
Actseon defending himself from his hounds. Mention,

however, should be made of one specimen in the Museum
collection where all the technical skill of a Greek potter is

displayed, and its Etruscan origin revealed only by the

subject and by certain details familiar in the mirrors. Tho
composition of the scenes is in some respects like that of si

picture with perspective, which, while it is not a feature ti

Greek vases, can neither be called Etruscan on the ground

of any known analogy.

Mural painting.—The mural paintings of the Etruscans

are known only from their tombs, the inner walls of which

it was not unusual to decorate in this manner, the "work

being executed on a prepared ground of white stucco and
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with a considerable variety of co'\)urs, red, brown yellow,

carnation, blue, green, and black, to indicate flesh, hair,

dress, armour, and other adjuncts. Tho principal localities

in which these paintings have been discovered are Voii,

Chiusi, Vulci, Ciere, and Tarquinii. Tho most important of

them will be found engraved in the Ifonumcnti d. Inst. Arch.

Rom., those of Tarquinii in vol. i., pis. 32-3; vi., pi. 79;

viii., pi. 36, and is., pis. 13-16e; from Caere, vi., pi. 30;

from Vulci vi., pis. 31-2 ; from Chiusi, v., pis. 16, 17, 33,

34 ; from Veii, Micali, Mon. Incd., pi. 58, figs. 1-3. For

the state of opinion concerning the antiquity of this art in

Etruria, see Helbig in the Annali d. Inst. Arch. Rom.,

1863, p. 336, and again Annali, 1870, p. 5-74, in reply

to Brunn who had criticised his theory in the meantime in

the Annali, 1866, p. 442. Both wrote from personal in-

spection, and from an acquaintance with Etruscan remains

such as no other writers possess. If they differ as to

whether this or that painting is older than another, they

yet appear to be agreed on the main points that, taken alto-

gether, these paintings represent three successive stages of

the art, the oldest stage being characterized as Tuscan and as

exhibiting little of Greek influence, the second as strongly

marked by the features of Greek painting in the phase in

which it was left by Polygnotus, and the third as completely'

Fig. 5. -Scene from Mural Painting at Tarquinii.

umenti d. Inst. Arch., i., pi. 32.

From the Mon-

under the domination of Greek art as it existed in the Hellen-

istic age. It is not meant that this oldest or Tuscan school

was, an original creation, but only that with perha;ps no

better models than Greek vases, the Etruscans then developed

a system of mural painting which may be called their own,

the more so since its spirit of localizing its subjects by giv-

ing' the figures native dress and types of face is seen at

times surviving in the later stage. The tomb at Veii is

assijjned by Helbig to the first period, and in any case it

must be ranked as early, since that town was destroyed in

396 B.C. Obviously very early are also the pictures from

Cjere {Monumenli, vi., pi. 30), where a female is being

brought to an altar to be sacrificed. In the scene is an

ancient statue (xoanon), a curious figui-e of a soul in the

air, two warriors and two figures sitting face to face. It is,

however, in the pain tings of the second period, especially those

of Tarquinii (see fig. 5), that the Etruscan show to the best

advantage, as having the delicacy and refinement of drawing
combined with nobility of figure ascribed by tradition to

Polygnotus, and still traceable on the earlier examples of

the Greek vases with red figures, wearing thin transparent

draperies which do not conceal the forms and movements
of the limbs. Here the Etruscan artist has a complete

command of skill, and is obviously conscious of it from the

precision with which he carries out his finest lines. The
types of Ijis figures are of pure Greek beauty, and their

laovement such as that on the best vases. No doubt these

particular paintings are exceptional among those that remain
ow, but in what relation they had stood to the general

run at tho time when they were executed is another question.

Tho others sin more or less in the direction already pointed

out as characteristic of the Etruscans, a certain gross realism

under which there probably lay artistic strength of some

kind. As regards the latest stage it has little to distinguish

it from Greek work except tho occasional presence of

peculiarly Etruscan daemons, Etruscan inscriptions explain-

ing the subjects, and again frequently the native realism

carried sometimes to tho extent of being nearly grotesque.

In the early specimens the subjects consist mostly of

banquet scenes attended by dances to music apparently

in groves, perhaps those of Elysium and games such as ac-

companied funeral obsequies in Greece and probably also

in Etruria. • Doubtless these representations in the interiors

of tombs were intended to realize the future life of the

deceased. \^' S- M.,

ETTLINGEN, the chief town of a district in the circle of

Carlsruhe, Baden, Germany, is situated at the entrance of

the valley of the Alb, on the railway from Manheim to

Basel, 4J miles south of Carlsruhe. Agriculture, the rear-

ing of cattle, and the cultivation of madder and various

kinds of fruits employ a portion of the population ; but they

are chiefly engaged in manufactures, paper-making, cotton-

spinning, weaving, cloth-dressing, and stanch-making.

Ettlingen possesses an old castle built on the site of a

Roman fortress. This castle Was burnt by the French in

1689, but was rebuilt at the beginning of the 18th century.

The first notice of Ettlingen dates from the beginning of

the 12th century. It was a free town till 1234, when it

was presented by the emperor Frederick II. to the

margrave of Baden. In 1644 it was conquered by the

Weimar troops under Taupadel, and near the tovm Moreau

was defeated by the archduke Charles 9th and 10th July

1796. In and around Ettlingen a large number of Roman

antiquities have been found. The population in 1875 was

5286.

ETTMULLER, Ernst Moriz Ludwio (1802-1877), an

able and erudite philologist, who has contributed largely to

the critical literature of the Germanic tongues. He was

born at Gersdorf near Lobau, in Saxony, October 5, 1802,

was privately educated by his father, the Protestant pastor

of the village, entered the gymnasium at Zittau in 1816,

and studied from 1823 to 1826 at the university of Leipsic.

After a period of about two years during which he was

partly abroad and partly at Gersdorf, he proceeded to Jena,

where in 1830 he delivered, under the auspices of the uni-

versity, a course of lectures on the old Norse poets. Three

years later he was called to occupy the mastership of

German language and literature at the Zurich gjTnnasium ;

and in 1863 he left the gymnasium for the university, with

which he had been partially connected twenty years before.

His death took place at Zurich, 1877. To_ the study_ of

English Ettmiiller contributed by an alliterative translation

of Beowulf, Zurich, 1840, an Anglo-Saxon chrestomathy

entitled Engla and Seaxna scopes and boceras, Quedlin-

burg, 1850, and a well-known Lexicon Anr/lo-Saxonicum,

Qued., 1851, in which the explanations and comments are

given in Latin, but the words unfortunately are arranged

according to their etymological afiinity, and the letters ac-

cording to phonetic relations. He edited a large number of

High and Low German texts i

—

Knnech Laurin, Jena, 1829;

Warllurghieg, Jena, 1830; Sunt Oswaldes Lehen, Zm.

1835; Ortnides mervart unde tot, Zur. 1838; Eadioubes

Lieder ttnd Spriiche, Zur. 1840; Heinrich's von Meissen des

Frauenlohes Leiche, Spriiche, Streitgedlchte und Lieder, Qued.

1843; Frowen Helchen Siine, Z\xt. 1846; Heinrich's von

VeldecJce Eneide, Leipsic, 1852 ; The»philus, Qued. 1849 ;

Dat Spil van der upstandinge, Qued. 1850 ; Wiilawes IV.

Lieder und Spriiche, Qued. 1852 ; and tO the study of tlie

Scandinavian literatures he contributed an edition of the
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foluspa, Leipsic, 1831, a translation of the Lieder der

Edaa von den Nihelungen, Zur. 1837, and an old Norse

reading book and vocabulary. He is ako the author of a

Handbuch der Deutschen Lileraturgeschiclde, 1847, which

mcludes the treatment of the Anglo-Saxon, the Old Scandi-

navian, and the Low German branches; and he popularized

a great deal of literary information in his Ilerhstahende und
Winterndchte : Gesprdche iiber Diddungen und Didder, 3

vols., Stuttgart, 1865-1867. The alliterative versification

which ho admired in the old German poems he himself

employed in his Deutsche Slammkiinige, Zur. 1844, and

Das verhdngnissvolla Zahnweh, oder Karl der Grosse wid

der Ileilitjer Goar, Zur. 1852.

ETTMiJLLER, Michael (1644-1683), a German
physician, born at Leipsic, May 26, 1644. After having

studied languages, mathematics, and philosophy at his

native town, he went to Wittenberg, and, returning to

Leipsic, obtained a medical diploma there in 1666. He
travelled in Italy, France, and England, and then retired to

Leyden, where he had intended to spend some time in

study; but he was suddenly recalled to Leipsic in 1668,

and received the degree of doctor immediately after his

arrival. He was admitted a member of the faculty of

medicine in 1676. About the same time the university of

Leipsic confided to him the chair of botany, and appointed

him extraordinary professor of surgery, the duties of which

he discharged with distinction. He died on the 9th March

1683. Although Ettmiiller only wrote short dissertations

and mere opuscula, he enjoyed an immense reputation. He
had the art of interesting and fixing the attention by a

ready elocution, and by arguments sometimes much more

Bpecious than solid.

The foUowinf; is a list of his works :

—

Dc Sinqularibus, a thesis

defended by Ettmiiller in 1663 ; Mediciiia Hippocratis Chimica,

Leipsic, 1670; Vis Opii diaphorclica, Leipsic, 1679; Chimia
Rationalis ac Experimentalis curiosa, Leyden, 1G84 ; Mediciis

Theoria et Praxi generali ittstructus, Fr.ankfort and Leipsic, 1685.

Various editions of his collected works have been published, but

the best is that of his son, who was also a physician of some emin-

ence, entitled Opera Medica theordica-praolica per filium Michae-

lemUrnestiim, etc., Frunklort, 1708, 3 vols. fol. There is no com-

plete translation of the works of Ettmiiller, but there are numerous
German, English, and French translations of the different treatises.

ETTY, William, E.A. (1787-1849), one of the most

eminent of British painters, was born at York, 10th

March 1787. . His father had been in early life a miller,

but had finally established himself in ths city of York as

a baker of spice-bread. He showed from his earliest years

a talent for drawing, and used to make sketches whenever

he could find opportunity. After some scanty instruction

of the most elementary kind, the future painter, at the age

of eleven and a half, left the paternal roof, and was bound

apprentice in the printing office of the H^tll Packet.

ibnid many trials and discouragements he completed his

term of seven years' servitude, and having in that period

come by practice, at first surreptitions, though afterwards

allowed by his master "in lawful hours," to know his own
powers, he removed at the close of it to London. The
kindness of an elder brother and a wealthy uncle, William

Etty, himself an artist, stood him in good stead during his

long and noble struggle against the trials and difficulties

that beset the career of nearly every person who adopts

the profession of art for its own sake. He commenced
his training by cop5dng without instruction from nature,

models, prints, &c.,—his first academy, as he himself says,

being a plaster-cast shop in Cock Lane, Smithfield.

Here he made a copy from an ancient cast of Cupid and
Psyche, which was shown to Opie, and led to his being

enrolled in 1807 as student of the Academy, whose schools

were at that time conducted in Somerset House. Among
his fellow scholars at this period of his career were

eome who in after years rose to eminence in their art,

such as Wilkie, Haydon, Collins, Constable. ' His uncle

generously paid the necessary fee of one hundred guineas,

and in the summer of 1807 ho was admitted to be a
private pupil of Sir Thomas Lawrence, who was now at the

very acme of his fame. Etty himself always looked on this

privilege as one of incalculable value, and till his latest day
regarded Lawrence as one of the chief ornaments of British,

art. For some years after he quitted Sir Thomas's studio,

even as late as 1816, the influence of his preceptor was
traceable in the mannerism of his works ; but his Later

pictures prove that he had completely outlived it. Thougk
he had by this time made great progress in his art, his

career was still one of almost continual failure, hardly

cheered by even a passing ray of success. In 1811, after

repeated rejections, he had the satisfaction of seeing his

Telemachus rescuing Antiope on the waUs of the Academy's
exhibition-room. It was badly hung, however, and
attracted little notice. For the next five years he persevered

with quiet and constant energy in overcoming the disad

vantages of his early training with yearly growing success,

and he was even beginning to establish something like a
name when in 1816 he resolved to improve his knowledge
of art by a journey to Italy. After an absence of three

months, however, he was compelled to return home without

having penetrated farther south than Florence. Struggles

and vexations still continued to harass him, but he bore up
against them with a patient endurance and force of wiJJ

which ultimately enabled him to rise superior to them all-

in 1820 his Coral-finders, exhibited at the Royal
Academy, attracted much attention, and its success was
more than equalled by that of Cleopatra's arrival in CUicia,

shown in the following year. In 1822 he again set out on
a tour to Italy, taking Paris on his way, and astonishing

his fellow-students at the Louvre by the rapidity and
fidelity with which he copied from the old masters in that

gallery. On arriving at Rome he immediately resumed
his studies of the old masters, and elicited many expressions

of wonder from his Italian fellow-artists for the same
qualities which had gained the admiration of the French,

Though Etty was duly impressed by the grand cke/g

d'oiuvres of Raphael and Llichelangelo at Rome, he was
not sorry to exchange that city for Venice, whicl he
always regarded as the true home of art in Italy. His
own style as that of the most distinguished English

colourist of any period held much more of the Venetian
than of any other Italian school, and he admired his

prototypes with a zeal and esclusiveness that sometimes
bordered on extravagance. Early in 1824 he returned

home to find that honours long unjustly withheld weie
awaiting him. In that year he was made an associate of

the Royal Academy, and in 1828 he was promoted to the

full dignity of an Academician. In the interval beteea

these dates' he had produced the Combat (Woman
interceding for the Vanquished), and the first of the series

of three pictures on the subject of Judith, both of whicli

ultimately came into the possession of the Scottish Academy,
which body, to their credit be it told, were the first to discern

and publicly appreciate the genius of Etty, and the value ^f

his contributions to art. Etty's career was from this time
one of slow but uninterrupted success. His works wef*
not now as formerly allowed to remain upon his hands
unsold ; and though the prices which they fetched we#e
almost incredibly small in comparison with the value now
attached to them, yet they satisfied the artist's requirement^

and even tempted him to persevere in the dangerous

career of high art. In 1830 Etty again crossed the

Channel with the view to another art tour through ' thi

Continent ; but he was overtaken in Paris by the insurrec-

tion of the Three Days, and was so much shocked by tbe

sights he was compelled to witness in that time that te
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roturned home with all convenient sijoed. During the

next ten years of his life the zeal and unabated assiduity

of hw studies were not at all diminished, and he continued

with marvellous regularity his various routine duties in

connexion with the academy, though his health was far

from robust, and his circumstances were now such as to

put it in his power to dispense with the multifarious

drudgery which the fulfilment of those duties demanded.

Ho was' a constant attendant at the Life School, where ho

used to work regularly along with the students, notwith-

standing the remonstrances of some of his fellow Acade-

micians, who thought the practice undignified. The course

of his studies was only interrupted by occasional visits to

his native city, and to Scotland, where ho was welcomed

with the utmost enthusiasm, and fUed with the most

gratifying heartiness by his brother-artists at Edinburgh.

On the occasion of one of these visits he gave the finishing

touches to the trio of Judiths, which form not the least

interesting or valuable feature in the collection of the

Scottish Academy. In 1840, and again in 1841, Etty

nndertook a pilgrimage to the Low Countries, to seek and

examine for himself the masterpieces of Kubens jvhich

exist in many of the churches and public galleries there.

Two years later he once more visited France with a view
to collecting materials for what he called " his last epic,"

his famous picture of Joan of Arc. . This subject, which
would have tasked to the full even his great powers in the

prime and vigour of manhood, proved almost too serious

an undertaking for him in his old age. It exhibits, at

least, amid great excellences, undeniable proofs of decay

on the part of the painter
; yet it brought a higher price

than, any of his eai-lier and more perfect works, viz.,

£2500. In 1848, after completing this work, he retired

to York, having realized a comfortable independence.

Even his advanced years and increasing infirmities were

as yet unable wholly to quench his artistic enthusiasm,

for when his health allowed, he worked as assiduously as

in his younger days. One wish alone remained for him
now to gratify ; he desired to see a "gathering" of his

pictures. With much difficulty and exertion he was
enabled to assemble the great majority of them fromi

various parts of the British islands ; and bo numerous
were they that the walls of the large hall he engaged in

London for their exhibition were nearly covered. Tiis

took place in the summer of 1849 ; on the 13th November
of that same year Etty died. He received the honours of

a public funeral in his native city, where he was highly

respected.

Etty holds a secure place among English artists, thongh

it is neither the place assigned to him during the early

part of his career nnr that to which he attained during

the last thirty yciii-3 of his life. Unjust neglect was
followed in his case, as iu that* of some others, by undue
and indiscriminate eulogy. His unflinching perseverance

in theface of unusual difficulties and discouragements is

beyond all prai.-^o. His drawing was frequently incorrect,

but in feeling and skill as a colourist he has scarcely been
equalled by any other English artist. His most conspicuous

defects as a painter were the result of insufficient general

culture and narrowness of sympathy.
See Etty's autobiography, publislied in tlio ArlJou.rnuX for 1849,

and the Life, of William Etty, R.A., by Gilchrist, 2 vols. 1855.

EU, a town of France in the department of Seine-

Infi5rieure, arrondissement of Dieppe, is situated on the

railway from Longprd to Tr(5port, and on the river Bresle

2 miles from its mouth at Treport, and is 17 miles E.N.E.
of Dieppe. It Ims manufactories of lacej waxcloth and
sailcloth, hemp, linen, and oil, and a considerable trade in

fish, corn, and wood. It is the seat of a tribunal of com-
merce and oi a communal college, and has thred ancient

buildings of importance :—the beautiful Gothic church built

in the 12th century, whoso crypt contains the monu-
ments of the counts of Eu ; the college church, iu which

are the tombs of Henry of Guise and of his wife Katherine

of Cleves ; and the Chateau d'Eu.

The countship of Eu dates from the 11th century, and is descended
from a side Ijranch of the Normim kings. After tlie dying out of

this branch it came finally into the ijossossion of the St I'oU. In
1475 the town .and castle were destroyed by Loitis XI. to prevent
them falling into the hands of the English ; but when through
marriage the countship passed into the iiossession of Ilcmy, duke
of Guise, ho rebuilt the castle in 1581. When the house of Guise
was extinguished iu 1C75, Ku was purchased by the pnncess of

Jiontpensier, and came thus into the possession of the duke of

Maine, whence it passed into that of the duke of Penthi^vre,

grandfather by the mother's side of Louis rhilippe. In 1795 the
chateau was converted into a military hospital,, but Louis Philippe

commenced its restoration in 1821, and made it his principal sum-
mer residence. Hero ho received Queen Victoria in 1843. It con-

tained a large picture gallery of historical portraits, but in 1652
these were removed to England. From 1852 till the last French
revolution the chateau belonged to Napoleou IU. The population
of Eu iu 1S72 was 3835.

EUBffiA (pronounced Emia in the modern language),

the largest island after Crete in the ^Egean Sea, is separated

from the coasts of Attica, Bosotia, Locris, and Thessaly by
the Euboic Sea, which, at its'narrowest part between Chalcis

and the Boeotian shore, is called the Euripus. The length

of the island, whose general outline is long and narrow, is

about 90 miles ; its breadth varies considerably,—at tho

broadest part it measures about 30 miles, at the narrowest

not more than four. Its general direction is from N.W. to

S.E., and it is traversed throughout its entire length by a

mountain range, which forms part of the chain that bounds

Thessaly on the E. under the names of Ossa and Pelion, and

I

is further continued beyotid the extremity of Eubcsa in tho

' lofty islands of Andros, Tenos, and Myconos. The prin-

cipal peaks of this range, some of which attain a great

elevation, group themselves into three knots, in the north,

the centre, and the south of the island, which they thus

divide with soma completeness into three portions.

Towards the north, opposite the Locrian territory, the

highest peaks are Mounts Macistus (Kandili) and Telethrius,

the former 3967, and the latter 3186 feet above the sea.

Mount Telethrius was famed in ancient times for its medi-

cinal plants, and at its foot are the celebrated hot springs,

near the town of .^Edepsus, called the Baths of Hercules,

which were used, we are told, by the dictator Sulla, and

have now been converted into an extensive bathing estab-

lishment, though the arrangements are of a rude description.

These sources, which are strongly sulphurous, rise a short

distance inland at several points, and at last pour them-

selves steaming over the rocks, which they have yellowed

with their deposit, into the Euboic Sea. Opposite the

entrance of the Maliac Gulf is the promontory of Cenreuiii,

tho highest point behind which, rising to an elevation of

2^21 feet, is now called Lithada, the name being a corrup-

tion of Lichades, as the islands were called that lie off tho

extremity of the headland. Here again we meet' with the

legends of Hercules, for this cape, together with the neigh-

bouring coast of Trachis, was the scene of the events con-

nected with the death of that hero, as described by

Sophocles in his Trachinice. Near the N.E. extremity of

the island, and almost facing the entrance of the Gulf of

Pagasa;, is the promontory of Artemisium, celebrated for

the great naval victory gained by the Greeks over the

Persians, 480 B.C. Towards the centre, to the N.E. of

Clialcis, rises the highest of its mountains, Dirphys or

Dirphe, now Mount Delphi, 5725 feet above the sea, the

bare summit of which is not entirely free from snow till

the end of May, while its sides are clothed with pines and

firs, and lower down with chestnuts and planes. It is ono

of the most couspicunus suuiuiils yf taslern Greece and
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from its flanks the promontory of OberBonesns projects into

the ^goaa At the southorn extremity the highest moun-

tain is Oche, now called St Elias, rising to the height of

4606 feet. The.iiouth-western promontory was named

Gerijestus, the south eastern Capharous ; the latter of these

was ill-famed on account of its dangers to navigation, for,

being an exposed point, it attracts the storms, which rush

between it and the neighbouring cliffs of Andros as through

a funnel. The whole of the eastern coast was rocky and

destitute of harbours, especially the part called Ccela, or

" the Hollows," where part of the Persian fleet was wrecked,

which probably lay between the headlands of Chersonesus

and Capharous. So greatly was this dreaded by sailors,

that the principal line of traflic from the north of the

JEgeia to Athens used to pass by Chalcis and the Euboic

Sea.

Euboea was believed to have originally formed part of

the mainland, and to have been separated from it by an

earthquake. This is the less improbable because it lies in

the neighbourhood of a line of earthquake movement, and
both from Thucydides and Strabo we hear of the northern

part of the island being shaken at different periods, and the

latter writer speaks of a fountain at Chalcis being dried up

by a similar cause, and a mud volcano formed in the neigh-

bouring plain. Evidences of volcanic action are also trace-

able in the legends connected with Hercules at ^depsus
and Cenaeum, which here, as at Lemnos and elsewhere in

Greece, ' have that origin. Its northern extremity is

separated from the Thessalian coast by a strait, which at

one point is not more than a mile and a half in width.

From the promontory of Cenaeum southwards for about

fifteen miles the depth of the channel is so great that half

a mile from the shore no bottom has been found with 220
fathoms of line; the water, however, gradually shoals from

this point to Chalcis." In the neighbourhood of that town,

both to the north and south, the bays are so confined as

readily to explain the story of Agamemnon's fleet having

been detained there by contrary winds. At Chalcis itself

the strait, assuming the name of Euripus, contracts to a

breadth of not more than 120 feet, and is divided in the

middle by a rock, on which now stands a castle. The
channel towards Boeotia is spanned by a stone bridge,

that towards Chalcis by one of wood ; the latter is by
far the deeper channel. The extraordinary changes of

tide which take place in this passage have been a subject

of wonder from classical times to the present day, and

are not yet explained. As you stand on the bridge

you will see the current running like a river in one direc-

tion, and shortly afterwards it will be running with

equal velocity in the other. Strabo speaks of them as

varying seven times in the day, but it is more accurate

to say, with Livy, that they are irregular. They are re-

ferred to in several passages of the Attic tragedians. A
bridge was first constructed here in the twenty-first year of

the Peloponnesian war, when Euboea revolted from

Atnens ; and thus the Boeotians, whose work it was,

contrived to make that country " an island to every one

but themselves." Hence Ephorus remarked that nature

might almost be said to have made that island part of

Boeotia. The Boeotians by this means secured a powerful

weapon of offence against Athens, being able to impede
heir supplies of gold and corn from Thrace, of timber.from
Jtacedonia, and of horses from Thessaly, for, as has been

already said, their traffic from the north used to pass by
this way. The name Euripus was corrupted during the

Middle Ages into Evripo and Egripo, and in this latter

term transferred to the whole island, whence the Venetians,

when they occupied the district, altered it to Negroponte,
With reference to the bridge which connected it with the

mainland.

The rivers of Eubcea are few in number and scanty in

volume, as is natural in a rocky island, where they have eo

short a distance to run. In the north-eastern portion the

Budorua flows into the JEgean, being formed by two streams

which unite their waters in a small plain, and were perhaps

the Cereus and Neleus concerning which the story was told

that sheep drinking the water of the one became white, of

the other black. On the north coast, near Histicea, is the

Callaa ; and on the western side theLelantus, near Chalcis,

flowirig through the plain of the same name. This plain,

which intervenes between Chalcb and Eretria, and was a

fruitful source of contention to those cities, is the most

considerable of the few and small spaces of level ground in

the island, and was fertile in com. Aristotle, when speak-

ing of the aristocratic character of the horse, as requiring

fertile soil for its support, and consequently being associated

with wealth, instances its use among the Chalcidians and

Eretrians, and in the former of those two states we find a

class of nobles called Hippobotse. This rich- district was

afterwards occupied by Athenian cleruchs. The next

largest plain was that of Histima, and at the present day

this and the neighbourhood of the Budorua (AchmetAga)
are the two best cultivated parts of Euboea, owing to the

exertions of foreign colonists. The mountains afford excel-

lent pasturage for sheep and cattle, which .were reared in

great quantities in ancient times, and seem to have given

the island its nsfue; these pastures belonged to the state.

The forests are extensive and fine, and are now superin-

tended by Government officials. Called Saao<fiv\aKei, in spite

or with the connivance of whom the timber is being rapidly

destroyed—partly from the merciless way in whjch it is

cut by the proprietors, partly from its being burnt by the

shepherds, for the sake of the beautiful grass that springs

up after such conflagrations, andipartly owing to the goats,

whose bite kills all the young growths. In the mountains

were several valuable mines of iron and copper ; and from

Carystus, at the south of the island, came the green and

white marble, the modem CipoUino, which was in great

request among the Eomans of the imperial period for

architectural purposes, and the quarries of which belonged

to the emperor. The scenery of Euboea is perhaps the

most beautiful in Greece, owing to the varied combina-

tions of rock, wood, and water; for from the uplands

the sea is alnlost always in view, either the wide island-

studded expanse of the JEgean, or the succession of

lakes formed by the Euboic Sea, together with mountains

of exquisite outline, while the valleys and maritime

plains are clothed either with fruit trees or with plane

trees of magnificent growth. On the other hand, no

part of Greece is so destitute of interesting remains of

antiquity.

Like most of the Greek islands, Eubcsa was originally

known under other names, such as Macris and Doliche

from its- shape, and EHopia and Abantis from the tribes

inhabiting it. The races by which it was occupied at an

early period were different in the three districts, into which,

aa we have seen, it was naturally divided. In the northern

portion we fihd the Histiaei and Ellopes, Thessalian races,

which probably had passed over from the Pagasjean Gulf.

In central Eubcea were the Curetes and Abantes, who seem

to have come from the neighbouring continent by way of

the Euripus; of these the Abantes, after being reinforced

by lonians from Attica, rose to great power, and exercised

a sort of supremacy over the whole island, so that in Homer
the inhabitants generally are called by that name. The

southern part was occupied by the Dryopes, part of which

tribe, after having been expelled from their original seats

in the south of Thessaly by the Dorians, migrated to this

island, and established themselves in the three cities of

Carystus, Dystus, and Styra. The name of the last-men-
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tio)ied place, however, gives evidence of a previous Phoeui-

cian settlement, for it is a corruption of Astarto, which is

found in the form Astyra at several p laces on the coasts of

the ^gean. The Phccuicians were attracted hither, as they

were to other points on the shores of Greece, by the purple-

mussel, which was obtained in the Eubolc Sea. The popu-

lation at the present day is made up of elements not less

various, for many of the Greek inhabitants seem from

their costumes to have immigrated, partly from the main-

land, and partly from other islands; and besides these, the

southern portion is occupied by Albanians, who probably

have come from Andros; in the mountain districts nomad
VN allach shepherds are found ; and at Chalcis there ai'e

i certain number of Turkish and Jewish faniilies, who
ove quietly with the other inhabitants, and are not

molested.

The history of the island is for the most part that of its

two principal cities, Chalcis and Eretria, the latter of which

was situated about 15 miles S.E. of the former, and was

also on the shore of the Euboic Sea. The neighbourhood

of the fertile. Lelantian plain, and their proximity to the

place of passage to the mainland, were evidently the causes

of the choice of site, as well as of their prosperity. Both

cities were Ionian settlements from Attica, and their import-

ance in early times is shown by their numerous colonies in

Magna Grcecia and Sicily, and such as Cumse, Rhegium,
and Naxos, and on the coast of Macedonia, the projecting

portion of which, with its three peninsulas, hence obtained

the name of Chalcidice. In this way they opened new
trade routes to the Greeks, and extended the field of

civilization'. How great their commerce was is shown by
the fact that the Euboic scale of weights and ipeasures was
in' use at Athens and among the Ionic cities generally.

They were rival cities, and at first appear to have been
equally powerful ; one of the earliest of the sea-fights men-
tioned in Greek history took place between them, and in

this we are told that many of the other Greek states took

part. It was in consequence of the aid which the people

of Miletus lent to the Eretrians on this occasion that Eretria

sent five ships to aid the lonians in their revolt against the

Persians ; and owing to this, that city was the first place

in Greece Proper to be attacked by Datis and Artaphernes

in 490 B.C. It was utterly ruined on that occasion, and its

inhabitants were transported to Persia. Though it was
restored after the battle of Marathon, on a site at a little

distance from its original position, it never regained its

former eminence, but it was still the second city in the

island. From this time its neighbour Chalcis, which,

though it suffered from a lack of good water, v/as, as Strabo

says, the natural capital from its commanding the Euripus,

held an undisputed supremacy. Already, however, this

city had suffered from, the growing power of Athens. In
the year 506, when the Chalcidians joined with the

Boeotians and the Spartan king Cleomenes in a league

against that state, they were totally defeated by the

Athenians, who established 4000 Attic colonists on their

lands, and seem tothave reduced the whole island to a con-

dition of dependence. Again, in 446, when Euboea endea-

voured to throw off the yoke, it was once more reduced by
Petioles, and a new body of settlers was planted at Histi<ea

in, the north of the island, after the inhabitants of that

town had been expelled. This event is referred to by
Aristophanes in the Clouds (212), where the old farmer, on
being shown Euboea on the map " lying outstretched in all

its length," remarks,—"I know; we laid it prostrate

under Pericles."; The Athenians fully recognized its im-

portance to them, both as supplying them with corn and
cattle, as securing their, commerce, and as guaranteeing

them against piracy, for, its proximity to the coast of Attica

rendered it exbemelv dangerous to them when 'in other

hands, so that Demosthenes, in the Be Corona, speaks of a

time when the pirates that made it their headquarters so

infested the neighbouring sea as to prevent all navigation.

But in the 21st year of the Pcloponnesian war the island

succeeded in regaining its independence. After thi.s, we
find it taking sides with one or other of the leadipg states

until, after the battle of Chicronea, it passed into the hands
of Philip, and finally into those of tho Romans. By the

great Demetrius Poliorcetes, Chalcis was called one of the

three fetters of Greece, Demetrias on the Gulf of PagasjB

and Corinth being the other two.

In modern history Eubcea or Negropont comes once more
prominently into notice at the time of the fourth crusade.

In the partition of the Eastern empire by the Latins v/hicli

followed that event, the island was divided into three fiefs,

the occupants of which ere long found it expedient to place

themselves under the protection of the Venetian republic,

which thenceforward became the sovereign power in the

country. For more than two centuries and a half during
which they remained in possession, it was one of the most
valuable of their dependencies, and the lion of St Mark
may still be seen, both over the sea gate of Chalcis

(Negropont), and in other parts of the town. At length in

1470, after a valiant defence, this well-fortified city wan
wrested from them by Mohammed II., and the whole island

fell into the hands of the Turks. One desperate attempt

to regain it was made by Morosini in 1688, when the city

was besieged by land and sea for three months ; but owing
to the strength of the place, and the disease which thinned

their ranks, the assailants were forced to- withdraw. At tho

conclusion of the Greek War of Independence, in 1830, the

island was delivered from the Turkish sway, and constituted

a part of the newly established Greek state. The present

population of Chalcis is about 5000 souls. (h. f. t.)

EUBULIDES, a native- of Miletus, was a philosopher of

the Megaric school. The principal events in his personal

history are quite unknown. Indirect evidence shows that

he was a contemporary, whether older or younger is not

certain, of Aristotle, whose philosophy he attacked with

great bitterness, and that he numbered Demosthenes for a

while among his pupils He is not known to have written

any independent work, and his name has been preserved

chiefly on account of some celebrated, though false and

captious, syllogisms of which he was the reputed author.

There is reason to believe that some of these were due to

others of the Megaric school.

EUCALYPTUS, a- genus of trees of the natural order

Myrtacece, mostly, if not all, indigenous to Australia and

Tasmania. In Australia the Eucalypti are commonly called

" gum-trees," or " stringy-bark trees," from their gummy
or resinous products, or fibrous bark. The genus, from

the evidence of leaf remains, appears to have been repre-

sented by several species in Eocene times (see Schimper,

Traite de PaleontograiMe Verjetale, 1874) The leaves are

leathery in texture, hang obUquely or vertically, and are

studded with glands which contain a fragrant volatile

oil, The flowers are apetalous, and resemble those of

the myrtle, and the bud is closed by a lid, which is' dis-

carded when the flower expands. Within the hardened

calyx, which constitutes the fruit, very numerous minute

seeds are contained. The Eucalypti are rapid in growth,

and many species are of great height, E. amygdalina

attaining to even as much as 480 feet, or 150 feet more

than the highest specimen of the Wellmglonia (Sequoia)

gigantea, with a diameter of 81 feet (see Journ. of Forestry,

March, 1878). The Blue Gum-tree, E. globidus, Labill.,

is so called from the rounded form of its operculated calyx,

The leaves of trees from three to five years of age are large,

sessile, and of a glaucous-white colour, and grow horizon-

tally; those of older trees are ensiform, 6-12 inches long,

VIIL 82
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and bluisa-groon in hue, and ara directea downwards. The
flowors are single or in clusters, and nearly sessile. This

species is one of the largest trees in the world, and may
attain a height of 375 feet. Since 1854 it has been suc-

cessfully introduced into the south of Europe, Algeria,

Egypt, Tahiti, New Caledonia, Natal, and India, and has

been extensively planted in California, and, with the object

pf lessening liability to droughts, along the line of the

Central Pacific Railway. It would probably thrive in any

situation having a moan annual temperature not below 60"

v., but it will not endure a temperature of lass than 27°

F. At Cannes the tree was raised from seed in JIarch

1S62, and in 1§72 had reached a height of GO foot (see

Trans. Jiot. Soc. Edinb.; xii. 153). Its property of

destroying the miasma of marshy districts is probably

[ittributable to the drainage eflfected by its roots, rather

than to the antiseptic exhalations of its leaves. To the

same cause, also, is ascribed the gradual disappearance of

mosquitoes in the neighbourhood of plantations of this

tree, as at Lake Fezzara, in Algeria. Since about 1870,

when the tree was planted in its cloisters, the monastery at

St Paolo a la trfe Fontana has become habitable through-

out the year, although situated in one of the most fever-

stricken districts of the Roman Campagna (see R. D. Glover,

Pharm. Journ. ami Trans., Feb. 5, 1876). An essential

oil is obtained by aqueous distillation of the leaves of this

and other species of Eucalyptus, which, according to Faust

and Homeyer {Ber, deutsch.Chem. Gcs., 1874, 1429), con-

sists of cymol, an oxidized compound allied to cymol, and
two terpenes. The oil has a caraphoraoeous odour, and is

employed in perfumery, and for tlio making of varnishes.

Except as regards its action on light, the oil of K oleosa is

similar in smell and other properties' to cajeput oil. U.

globulus, E. resinifera, and other species yield what is

known as Botany Bay kino, an astringent- dark-reddish

amorphous resin, which may be obtained in a semi-fluid

state by making incisions in the trunks of the trees. The
kino of E. gigantea contains a notable proportion of gum.
From the leaves and young bark of E. mamn/cra and E.-

viniinalis is procured Australian manna, a hard, opaque,

swe6t substance, containing niQlitose. On destructive dis-

tillation the leaves yield much gas, 10,000 cubic feet being

ob-tained from one ton. The wood is extensively used in

Australia as fuel, and the timber is of remarkable size,

strength, and durability. The bark of different species of

Eucalyptus has been used in paper-making and tanning,

and in medicine as a febrifuge. The tincture of Eucalyp-

tus, for the preparation of which the narrow leaves are

reputed to be the best, has a warm, aromatic, and bitter

taste, somewhat like that of cubebs. It excites the flow

of saliva when in the mouth, and is a powerful diaphoretic.

Its administration augments the alvine evacuations, lowers

arterial tension, and increases the action of the heart, and
has been found efficacious in hysteria, asthma, chorea,

cerebral anfemia, and more especially in bronchorrhcea and
chronic catarrh of the bladder. According to Bartholow, it

is far inferior to quinine in intermittent fever. Eucalyptus
leaves are smoked. for the relief of asthma, bronchitis, and
whooping-cough, and have been employed instead of lint

for dressing wounds. From the Islossoms of the Red
Gum-tree, E. roslraia, the natives of West Australia pre-

pare a favourite beverage by steeping them in water,
i For fiirtlier details see Bentley, On the Characters, Properties, and
Uses of Eucalyptus Gloiulus aiid other species of Eucalyptus, 1874;
Tlie Year Book of Pharmacy, 1874, pp. 29-31, and l!. Cosson,
" Note sur I'acclimatation de I'Eucalyptus Globulus,;' in Eullet. de
>.a Soc. da Gio(fr., vi. ser., t. 9, p. 641, wliere numerous references
to works on the subject will be found ; R. Bartholow, Practical
Treatise on Materia Madica, 1877; Planchon, "L'Eucalyptus
rilobulus au point de vue botanique, &o.," in Rev. des Deux Monies,
Jan. 1875. '•^or a figure, see Bentley and 'frimcn. Medical Plants,
iab. 109

EUCHARIST, the sacramental ordinance instituted bj

Christ and enjoined on His church as of perpetual obligation,

in which bread broken and wine poured out, after solemn

benediction by the appointed minister, are partaken of by
the faithful in commemoration of His atoning sufferings and

death, and the benefits thereby purchased for mankind, and

as a means by which those benefits are conveyed to the

worthy recipient. This ordinance has been constantly

observed, without essential variation, by all sections of the

Christian church, from the. time of its appointment to the

present-day. The only exception is that of the Quakers

(or "Society of Friends"), who, from an exalted idea of

the spiritual nature of Christianity, have discarded the

Eucharist, together with all other religious syrribolical acts.

All other Christians have at all tinxes agreed in regarding

the Eucharist as their highest act of worship, and the

most solemn ordinance of religion.

To understand the Eucharist aright we must go back to

the history of its institution. This is given by the three

first evangelists in their gospels, and by St Paulin his first

epistle to the Corinthians (Mat. xxvi. 26-27 ; Mark xiv.

22-24; Luke xxii. 19-20; 1 Cor. xi. 23-25). These

narratives inform us that the Eucharist was ordained by

Christ at the close of the paschal supper which He had

eaten with His disciples the night preceding the day of

His crucifixion ; that

"As they were eating, Jesus took bread, and having given thanks,

blessed and brake it, and give it to His disciples, and said 'Take,

eat ; this is Jly Body which is being given for you. Do this for a
memorial of Me.' In the same manner also He took Oie cup after

they had supped, and having given thanks, gave it to them, saying,

'Drink ye all of this : for this is My Blood of the new covenant'

—or 'the new covenant in Jly Blood '—' which is being shed foryou

and for many, for tlie remission of sins. Do this as often as you
drink, for a memorial of Me.' "

The first subject for remark is the connexion of the

Eucharist with the Paschal celebration. In the Paschal

Supper the flesh of a lamb was solemnly eaten in remem-
brance of the preservation of the Israelites, by means of

the blood of a lamb, from the destruction brought upon the

Egyptians, and of the consequent emancipation of the

nation from slavery to Pharaoh. In the Eucharist the same
act, that of eating, assumes a similar commemorative force.

The broken bread, declared by Christ to be a symbol of His

crucified Body, taken and eaten, together with the.drinking

of the wine, declared to be a symbol of His shed Blood, be-

comes, in virtue of His institution, a memorial of His sacrifice

as the Lamb of God who, by His death, has taken away the

sin of the world, delivering, man from the wrath of God, and
setting him free from the slavery of evil. In this, however,

the Eucharist transcends the passover which was its type,

that the one was a bare commemoration, the other unites

with it an.actual participation in the spiritual blessings thus

commemorated. However much various sections of the

church have differed as to the mode and the degree in

which these blessings are conveyed, and the exact relation

borne by the bread and wine to the Body and Blood of our

Lord, there has been a substantial agreement as to the fact

that the fruits of the sacrifice of Christ are in the Eucharist

in a special manner imparted to the souls of worthy reel;

nients.

So much we may learn as to the nature of the rite from

tba occasion of its first institution. An examination of the

mode of its institution by Christ will show what ceremonial

actions may be regarded as essential to the truth of its

symbolical character. These are—(1) the benediction and
consecration, i.e., the setting apart from profane uses, by
solemn prayer and thanksgiving, of bread and wine;- (2)

the fraction or breaking of the bread and the pouring

out of the wine into the cnp
; (3) the delivery and dis-

tribution, of the " elements "—as the bread and wine are
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termed—tutno communicants; (4) the declaration accom-
pauying this distribution, that these elements both
symbolize the sacrifice of Christ's death, and also convey
to the faithful partaker the benefits of that sacrifice; and

(5) the actual partaking of these elements by the acts of

aating and drinking. These several actions are all included

^ Christ's command, " Do this in remembrance of Me."
The various names by which this holy rite has been

designated, each expressing one view of its manifold nature,

yill help us towards a comprehension of its meaning and
^Jurpose.

i. The term jnucltarist, thougn not found in this sense

in Holy Scripture, came into use in the earliest times, and
found such acceptance that it became the most frequent

designation of the Lord's Supper both in the Western and the

Eastern Church. It first appears in the letters ascribed

to Ignatius, 107 A.t). (Episl. ad Philad., c. iv.; ad Smyrn.,

0. vi.), and is used by Irenceus, who says that after consecra-

tion " it is no longer common bread, but eucharist " (lib.

iv. c. 18, § 5). Justin Martyr, 140 a.d., after describing the

sacred meal, says, " This partaking is called by us the

Eucharist" {Apolog., i. c. CG). Origen also speaks of "the

bread called Eucharist " {Gontr. Cels., lib. vtii, § 57). The
term is also continually found in this sense in TertuUian,

Clemens Alexandrinus, and Cyprian. Eucharist, iixo-pixnia,

aignifies " thanksgiving," and its use for the sacramental

feast is derived from the thanksgiving of our Lord at the

institution of the rite (cvxapto-TTjcras (.KXau^v). The ele-

ments over which thanks had been offered readily assumed
the name of the act of thanksgiving, and so the word
rucliaristia came to be simply equivalent to the sacramental

bread and wine, and was sometimes restricted to the bread

alone. " In the earliest liturgies thanksgiving was, next

to the reception, the chief part of the celebration, a circum-

stance which without doubt served greatly to promote

the general adoption of the name " (Scudamore,' Nolilia

Eticharistica, p. 8). It is thus St Chrysostom explains the

term : " The awful mysteries, laden with mighty salva-

tion, which are celebrated at every communion, .... are

called Eucharist, because they are the commemoration of

many benefits, and by all means they work upon us to be
thankful" (Homil. xxv. in Malt., § 3).

2. Another familiar name is the Communion, or the Holy
Communion. This is derived from the words of St Paul,

1 Cor. X. 16, 17. "The cup of blessing which we bless, is

i;t not tlfe communion (KOLvo^na) of the blood of Christ ?

The bread which we break, is it not the communion of the

body of Christ ? For we, the many, are one bread and one
body ; for we all partake of that one bread." The general

Bce of this term is not so early as of the word " eucharist,
"

but it is found in Irenasus, 167 a.d., who speaks of slaves

who have heard from their masters that " the divine com-
Hiunion is the body and blood of Christ " {Fragm., xiii.),

and it is used by Hilary, Basil, and Chrysostom. St Paul's

words show that the leading idea contained in this name is,

Aat by means of this sacrament all faithful recipients

become partakers of the body and blood of Christ, and
receive a communication of the blessings of His sacri-

fice. But they also express another fundamental truth,

expressed in the Apostles' Creed as " the communion of

saints," viz., the communion or fellowship which all

Christians have with one another, as members of one body,
sharers in one life, of which the joint participation of this

sacrament is an outward symbol. and pledge. "By this

sacrament is signified and sealed that union which is among
qur Saviour's true disciples communicating therein; their

being together united in consent of mind and unity of

Mth, in mutual good will a:id afTection, in hope and
tendency to the same blessed end, in spiritual brotherhood
^nd society ; especially on account of this communion with

Christ, which most closely ties them one to another ; they,

partaking of this one individual food, become, translated, bb

it were, into one body and substance " (Barrow, Doctrine oj

the Sacraments, vol. v. p. 602, ed. 1818). To establish

this union is declared by Christ to be one great purpose of

His incarnation and death and high priestly intercession

(John xvii, 22-23). And the Eucharist by its symbolism
sets forth tha truth that the only way of thus uniting

men to each other is by first uniting them to Christ.

They must be one viilh Him before they can be one with

each other in Him. " The union of mankind, but a union

begun and subsisting only in Christ, is what the Lord's

Supper sacramentally expresses " {Ecce Homo, p. 175).

Participation iu the Eucharist being thus the chief outward
sign and pledge of communion and fellowship with the

church, admission to this sacrament was practically identi-

fied with a recognition of a claim to membership in the

church, while to be repelled from it amounted to exclusion

from the Christian body, such exclusion receiving the namQ
of excommunication.

3. Another designation of this sacrament, derived from
Holy Scripture, is the Lord's Snpper. It is so called

by St Paul himself, who when speaking of its unworthy re-

ception, says, "When ye come together into one place,

this is not to eat the Lord's supper," 1 Cor. xi. 20. The
special appropriateness of this name, taking us back to the

time and place of its first institution by Christ, " the same
night that He was betrayed," secured for it an early and
wide reception, and we find Chrysostom and Augustine
employing it as a familiar term. " He gave the supper
consecrated by His own hands to the disciples. We have
not sat down at that feast, and yet by faith we daily eat

the same supper " (August., Serm. cxii., c. 4). The name
" supper" indicates also the original idea of the sacred rite

as a common meal, "the most natural and universal way of

expressing, maintaining, and, as it were, ratifying" corporate

union. " The meal consists of bread and wine, the simplest

and most universal elements of food ; and when men of

different nations or degrees sit and kneel together, and
receive, as from the hand of God, this simple repast, they

are reminded in the most forcible manner of their common
human wants, and their common character as pensioners on

the bounty of the universal Father" {Ecce Homo, pp. 173,

174). And thus this designation guards against a common
but dangerous misconception of the sacrament. A " sup"-

per " Is something to be partaken of, not to be worshipped.

Bread and wine are viands to be eaten and drunk, not iq

be adored. That on which they are placed is a table, round

which the guests gather as for a common meal, not. except

in a secondary and derived sense, an altar.

4. The term " oblation " or " offering " (7rpocr<l>opd.) was'

originally applied to each of the various ofTerings made by

the faithful at the celebration of the Eucharist, e.g., the

oblation of alms in kind or money for the poor, gifts for

the support of the clergy, and the maintenance of the fabric

of the church and its services ; the special oblation of

bread and wine for the purpose of the celebration ; and
the- spiritual oblation of the Body and Blood of Christ- in

the eucharistic commemoration. Gradually its reference

became narrowed. We notice the process of restriction in

the writings of Cyprian, 250 a.d., and find it established

by the time of Cyril of Jerusalem, 350 a.d. Hencefor-

ward, " the oblation " signifies the commemoration of the

self-oblation of Christ on the cross. " To attain to the

oblation " or to " partake of the holy oblation " meant to

receive, and to impart " the oblation" was to administer

the blessed sacrament." In the liturgy of the Church of

England the word "oblation" is only used of the. "alms'"

and other offerings o£ the congregation (with a special

reference to the presentation of the elements of_ bread and
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wine), and of the actual death of Christ as " a full, perfect,

and siiflicient sacrifice, oblation, and satisfaction for the Bins

of the whole world," while the idea is also extended to the

spiritual oblation of themsolve? by the faithful communi-

cants in the words—" Here we ofTer and present ourselves,

our souls and bodies, to be a reasonable sacrifice."

5. From "oblation" we are naturally led to the con-

Bideration of the term Sacrifice, which from primitive times

Las been applied to the Eucharist. The original reference

of this term, as of the term " oblation," was to the bread

and wine and other thank-offerings presented at the cele-

bration. But its application was gradually extended bo

as to. embrace the whole rito, and especially the central

act, the presentation of the elements to God as a memorial

of the sacrifice of the death of Christ. In this sense the

Eucharist is spoken of from the time of TertuUian down-

wards, as " a commemorative sacrifice," i.e., a rite, instituted

by Christ himself, in which the church commemorates and

{.leads before the Father the one all-sufficient sacrifice made

by His Son on the cross. This is no fresh immolation of

the body of Christy but a representation of that sacrifice

which' was once for all accomplished on Calvary, by which,

according to St Paul's words (1 Cor. xi. 26), we "do show"

or ,^' proclaim" (/caTayycWcTf) "the Lord's death till He
come." The true sen.se in which the Eucharist may be

called a sacrifice is clearly set forth in the following pas-

sage from the learned and pious Bishop Beveridge:

—

" The sacrifice that is most proper and peculiar to the gospel is

the sacv.iment of our Lord's Supper, instituted by our Lord himself,

to succeed all the bloody sacrifices of the Mosaic law. For though

We cannot say, as some absurdly do, thatthls is such a sacrifice

whereby Christ is again offered up to God both for the living and

the dead, yet it may as properly be called a sacrifice as any that Was

ever offered, except that which was offered by Christ himself,—for

His, indeed, was the only true expiatory sacrifice that ever was

offered. Tliose under tho law were only types of His, and were

called sacrifices only upon that account, because they typified and

Irepresented that whicli Ha was to offer for the sins of the world.

Und therefore the sacrament o£ Christ's body and blood may as well

J>e called by that name, as they were. They were typical, and this

'3 a commemorative sacrifice. They foreshowed the death of Christ

;o come; this'shows His death already past This is pro-

perly onr Christian sacrifice, which neither Jew nor Gentile can

Lave any share in (Heb. xiii. 10). We have an altar whlrewe par-

;take of the great sacrifice which the eternal Son of. God offered up
for the sins of the whole world, and ours among the rest."

—

{Scrnion

viii, vol. i. p. 50; Libr. Anal. Cath. Theol.^

6."Fmauy, -weliave the names, the Sacrament of the Body

and Blood of Christ, the Sacrament of the Eucharist, the

'Sacrament of the Altar. This is not the place to speak of

the origin and meaning of the word sacrament as an eccle-

Biastical term. Suflnce it to say that the word " sacra-

pient,".when applied to the Eucharist, is used m its derived

sense as an outward and visible symbol of some inward

and spiritual truth,, or work of grace,—'in the same sense in

Which Augustine says of the bread and cup that they

i&re "therefore called sacraments, because in them one thing

js seen, another understood " {Serni. cclxsi.).

,W6 must not altogether pass over the word mass,

f"
missa," by which the Eucharist is commonly known in the

Roman church. Unlike the other designations of which

«ve- have been speaking, this has no essential connexion

with the eucharistic rite,
—"missa," originally meaning no-

thing more than the dismissal of a congregation. " Ite, missa

est," is the formula with which the Eoman eucharistic

service concludes. ' " By degrees," writes Waterland, " it

came to be used for an assembly and for church service.

From signifying a church service in general, it came at

length to denote the communion service in particular, and
BO that most emphatically came to be called the mass

"

{Of tlm Institution of the Holy Communion, ch. 1). This

Dame is uot found in Holy Scripture; it was unknown to

the first ages of the church ; 'the earliest known example of

I

its use is in Ambrose (Episl. 20 [33], 5 i, ad Marcellin.)

"missam facere ccepi," and it is unmeaning and inappro-

priate as a name of the sacrament to which it has acci-

dentally attached itself, and it has been therefore wisely

disused by the reformed church {cf. Scudamore, u.e., p. 3)

We now proceed to speak of the mode and time of the

celebration of the Eucharist; It is evident from St Paul's

words and practice (1 Cor. xi. 17-34; Acts xx. 7) that in

the apostolic church the administration took' place, after

our Lord's pattern, in the evening, and in close connexion

with an ordinary meal. The disorders referred to. by the

apostle, which indicated the danger of this connexion, be-

fore long caused a separation of the religious from the ordi-

nary meal, and invested the Eucharist with a character of

special sacredness. The time of celebration, we learn from

the notices in the earlier fathers, was either after nightfall or

before daybreak, these times being selected so as to avoid

attracting the attention of their heathen neighbours.

Pliny, in his well known letter to Trajan, 104 A.D., speaks

of the Christians in Bithynia coming together on a set day

before it. was 'light, "to sing to Christ as God, and bind

themselves by a sacrament (sacramento) to commit no

crime." TertuUian also speaks of the reception of "the

sacrament of the Eucharist in assemblies even before dawn."

{De Cor. Mil., c. iii.) The evening celebration lingered

on for a while, but it was gradually given up, and entirely

ceased by the 4th century, except on some special days,

such as the eves of Christmas, Easter, and Pentecost. The

earliest account of the celebration of the Eucharist, that of

Justin Martyr, c. 140 a.t>., shows the extreme simplicity

of the rite at that time. The day of administration •wa.&

Sunday. It took place at the conclusion of the common
prayer, and was preceded by the kiss of peace. The cele-

brant was " the president of the brethren " (o TrpoccrTuis

Twi' d8cX(^iui') The materials of the sacrament were

"bread and a cup of wine mixed with water." After

prayer and praise offered by the president, to which the

congregation responded "amen," the "deacons" gave to

each one present, " to partake of the bread, and wine mixed

with water, over which the thanksgiving had been pro-

nounced" {(.vxapi-<Tdivro';, "consecrated as an eucharist"),and

carried away a portion to those who were absent from the

rite. This food, he concludes, is " called by us the

Eucharist" {Apolog., i. c. 65-67). St Cyril of Jerusalem

furnishes us with a detailed description of the eucharistic

celebration in the middle of the 4th century (c. 347 a.d.).

By this time the ritual had become fixed, and of a some-

what elaborate character. The ceremonial commenced with

the celebrant and presbyters washing their hands. This

was followed by the kiss of peace, the " Sursum Corda," the

" Vere Dignum," the " Sanctus," the " Epiclesis,". or invo-

cation to the Holy gpirit to sanctify the elements lying on

the Holy Table, the Frayer for all conditions of men, and

the Commemoration of the departed. These were succeeded

—forming the point of transition to the more distinctly

sacramental portion of the service—by the Lord's Prayer.,

the " Sancta Sanctis" (corresponding to the "fencing

the table" of the Presbyterian Church), the Unus Sancius,

&c., and Coriimiinion. The minute directions Cyril gives

as to the manual actions in communicating, and the

application of the consecrated elements to the eyes and

other organs of sense, indicate a wide departure from

primitive simplicity, and a growing tendency to regard

the eucharist as a religious charm (Catech., xxiii. ; Afy-

slagog., v.). The account of the ritual presented by

St Chrysostom (2 Cor., Homil. xviii.) corresponds in all

essential points with' that given by Cyril, and we gather

from the writings of St Augustine that the canon of the

North African churches differed little from it 'We may
conclude, therefore, that by the middle of the 4th century
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the eycharistic ritual was established with an essential uni-

formity in all parts of the Catholic Church, and iii a form

corresponding in its chief outlines with the canoii of the

extant primitive liturgies. Of these liturgies the most im-

portant, as having the best grounded claim to a primitive

character (though overlaid with later additions from which

it is not easy to disentangle the primitive elements), are

those which bear the titles of the liturgy of St James, St

Mark, Nestorius, the Ambrosiau and Gregorian, and the

Gallicati liturgies.

V With regard to the frequency of Holy Communion,

although it has been concluded with much probability from

Acts ii. 46 that the earliest Christians, in the first fervour

of their faith, partook of the Eucharist daily, appearances

are rather in favour of a weekly celebration on the Lord's

day being the rule in the apostolic and primitive church.

It was on "the first day of the week" that the Christians

met for breaking bread at Troas (Acts xx. 7) ; and St Paul's

direction to the Corinthian Christians to lay by for the poor

on that day may be reasonably associated with the obla-

tions at the time of celebration. Pliny tells us that it was

on a "fixed day," staio die, the Christians in Bithynia came

together for prayer and communion, and, as we have seen,

Justin Martyr speaks of Sunday by name (17 \(yoiJ.evr] tjXiov

ijli-ipa.) as the day of celebration. When Christianity be-

came the established religion of the Roman world, the daily

celebration of the Eucharist became the general rule, though

the words of Augustine —" in some places no day passes

without an offering ; in others, offering is made on the

Sabbath only, and the Lord's day ; in others on the Lord's

day only" (JEpist. 118, ad Jaliuarium)—prove that the rule

was not universal.

The liturgy of the ChurchofEngland,byprovidingacollect

epistle and gospel, evidently contemplates the celebration

of the Eucharist every Sunday and holy day of the year. No
strict rule, however, on the subject is laid down in any of

her formularies. The frequency of the administration is

left to the discretion of the parish priest, with this proviso,

that it be frequent enough to enable every parishioner to

comply with the rubric which enjoins that " he shall com-
municate at the least three times in the year, of which
Easter to be one." In the Eoman Church, the mass
being thechief religious service, absorbing into itself nearly

all public acts of worship, the Eucharist is celebrated daily

in' all churches, and in churches where there are many
altars many times a day.

This article may be suitably concluded with a brief state-

ment of the doctrinal views respecting the Eucharist of

some of the chief churches of Christendom, ' drawn from
their authoritative documents.

To commence with the Roman Church. With regard to

the doctrine known as Iransuhstantiation, it must here suffice

to say that the Church of Rome teaches that the whole sub-

stance of the bread and wine in the Eucharist is converted

by consecration into the Body and Blood of Christ, in such

a manner that Christ in His entirety, including His human
soul and His divine nature, are contained in the elements

;

and that with such a thorough transmutation that not only

is the whole Christ contained in the wine as well as in the

bread, but, with the same completeness in each particle of

the bread, and in each drop of the wine. The denial of the

cup to the laity, therefore, does not deprive them of any
blessing, inasmuch as whosoever receives even a crumb of

the consecrated bread receives Christ in His completeness,

and that not only by spiritual, but by actual and real

manducation.', ^ The Church of Rome also teaches that the

Eucharist 'is 'a propitiatory sacrifice offered to God the

Father on every occasion when this sacrament is celebrated,

and that not only for the sins of those v.'ho partake of it,

^but for those of all mankind, as well dead as living.

(See decrees, of " Council of Trent, canon 1-C, 8; and
Caiechismus ad Farochos, pp. 240, 249, 250i ed, 1567,
Louvain.)

The eucharistical doctrines of the Orthodox' Greek
Church may be best gathered from the 'Op06So£o<: o//.oXoyta

T^? TTiirTCWS T^S KaSoXiKjJs Kfll a.jroo'ToXiKrj': cKKXT^erias 1-^5

ai/aroXiKrj?, Subscribed by the chief patriarchs, and published

ill 1C43. This document shows that the Greek Church is

at one with that of Rome with regard to transubstantiation

and the' sacrifice of the mass. In Quwsiio 107 it is laid

down that the intention of the celebrant is essential for the

validity of the rite, and that immediately on the pronuncia-

tion of the Epiclesis, transubstantiation takes place, and the

bread is changed into the very Body of Christ and the wine
into His very Blood, the species of bread and wine alone

remaining. The same article declares the benefits of the

sacrament to be—(1) the commemoration of the sinless pas-

sion and death of Christ; (2) a propitiation and rcconcilia-'

tion before God for the sins as well of the dead as tif the

living
; (3) the presence of Christ in the communicant fur-

ni.shing a safeguard against the temptations and perils of

the devil (Kimmel, Monumenta Fidei Eccl. Orient., pp.'180-

184). It was also definitely declared in the Confession oj

Bosilheus, at the synod of Jerusalem, 1672, that un-

believers as well as believers are partakers of Christ in the

Eucharist, the one receiving Him to eternal life and the

other to eternal damnation; and that.it is one and the

same Christ, not man}', that is partaken of in all the

Euchari.sts throughout the world ; and that He cannot ba
divided, but is present in His entirety in the smallest por-

tion of the bread, and wine {Ibid., p. 458-60).

While the Continental Reformers were of one mind in re-

pudiating the Roman doctrine of transubstantiation and the

sficrifice of the mass, very wide differences existed between
them in their estimate of the grace imparted by the

Eucharist, and the mode of the presence of Christ in that

sacrament.

The symbolical books of the Lutheran Church, following

the teaching of Luther himself, declare the doctrine of the

real presence of Christ's body and blood in the eucfiarist,

together ivith the bread and wine (consubstaniation), as well

as the ubiquity of His body, as the orthodox doctrine of the

church. One consequence of this view was that the un-

believing recipients are held to be as really partakers of

the body of Christ in, with, and under the bread as the

faithful, though they receive it to their owii hurt.- (Hagen-

bach. Hist, of Doctf., ii., 300).

Of all the Reformers, the teaching of Zwingli was the

furthest removed from that of Luther. At an early period

he asserted that the Eucharist was nothing more than food

for the soul, and had been instituted by Christ only as an

act of commemoration and as. a visible sign of His ijody

and blood (Christenliche Ynlcitung, 1523, quoted by
Hagenbach, Hist, of Doclr., ii. 296, Clark's translation).

But that Zwingli did not reject the higher religious

significance of the Eucharist, and was far from degrading

the bread and wine into " nuda et inania symbola," as he

was accused of doing, we see from his Fidei Ratio ad
Carolum Imperatorem (lb., p. 297).

The views of Calvin were intermediate between those of

his two great contemporaries. " Though he pointed out

the sacramental character, and together with it the more

profound mystical significance of the Lord's Supper more
distinctly iKan Zv/ingli, according to his own interpreta-

tion it is the believer, only who partakes in a spiritual

manner of Christ's body existing in heaven" (Hagenbach,

ii. 293, § 258). While Zwingli lays principal stress upon
the historical fact, and the idea of an act of commemora-
tion; Calvin attaches greater importance to the intimate

union of the believers with Christ. Thus in his opinion
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the Euchariat is not only a commemoration of a past event,

but also the pledge and seal of something then actually

present. As broad and wine sustain our earthly body, so

the body and blood of Christ nourish and refresh our spiri-

tual nature (Hagenbach, u.s,, p. 302). With regard to the

participation of unbelievers, the Helvetic Confession lays

down definitely that they who approach the Lord's Table

without faith partake of the sacrament alone, but have no
share in the "res sacramenti" which is the source of life

and salvation {Corpus Confession., p. 73).

The doctrine of the Church of England, as set forth in

her 28th Article, is that " the supper of the Lord is not

only a sign of the love that Christians ought to have among
themselves one to another, but rather is a sacrament of

our redemption by Christ's death, insomuch that, to such
as rightly, worthily, and with faith receive the same, the

bread which we break is a partaking of the body of Christ,

and likewise the cup of blessing is a partaking of the blood

of Christ. .... 'i'he body of Christ is given, taken, and
eaten in the supper only after an heavenly and spiritual

manner, and the means whereby the body of Christ is re-

ceived and eaten in the supper is faith." The teaching of

the Catechism is to the same efiect, vis!,, that the sacrament of

the Lord's supper was ordained " for the continual remem-
brance of the sacrifice of the death of Christ, and of the

benefits which weo receive thereby." It teaches also that

"the body and blood of Christ are verily and indeed taken
and received b7 the faithful," to " the strengthening and
refreshing of our souls by the body and blood of Christ as

our bodies are by the bread and wine."

The doctrine of the Presbyterian Churches of Scotland,

as declared in the Confession of Faiik, agreed upon by the
Assembly of Divines at Westminster, and approved by the
General Assembly in 1G47, and established by Acts of Par-
liament in 1649 and 1G90, as "the publick and avowed
confession of the Church of Scotland," is that the Lord's
supper was instituted by Christ, to be observed to the end
of the world " for the perpetual remembrance of the sacri-

fice of Himself in His death; the sealing all bervefits thereof
to true believers ; their spiritual nourishment and growth
in Him ; their further engagement in and to all duties
which they owe to Him ; and to be a bond and pledge of

their communion with Him, and with each other as members
of His mystical body. In the sacrament Christ is not
oflfered up to His Father, nor any real sacrifice made at all

for remission of sins of the quick or dead, but only a com-
memoration of that one ofi'ering up of Himself, by Himself
upon the cross, once for all, and a spiritual oblation of all

possible praise unto God for the same The outward
elements in this . sacrament, duly . set apart to the uses
ordained by Christ, have such relation to Him crucified a?

that truly, yet sacramentally only, they are sometimes called
by the name of the things they represent,—to wit, the body
and blood of Christ,—although in substance and nature
they still remain tnily and only bread and wine. Worthy
receivers outwardly partaking of the visible elements in
this sacrament do then also inwardly by faith, really and
indeed, yet not carnally and corporally, but spiritually, re-

ceive and feed upon Christ crucified and all benefits .of His
death, the body and blood of Christ being then not corpor-
ally or carnally in, with, or under the bread and wine, yet
as really, though spiritually, present to the faith of believers
in that ordinance as the elements themselves are to their
outward senses" (chapters xxix. §§ 1, 2, 5, 7).

Authorities.—Hagenbach, History of Doctrines, vol. ii. ; Scuda-
more, NoUlia Eitcharistica ; Hooker, Ecclcs. Polity, tk. v.; Barrow,
Enctrine of the Saeramcnts; Jeremy Taylor, Jieal Presence of Christ

;

Waterland Ore the Eucharist; Wilberforce, Doctrine of the Eiwha-
r^t ; Calvin, Inslilulio, lib. iv.; Confessionum Fidei diversarum
Ecclcsiarum Corpus; Concilii Ti-identini Dccreta ; Catcchismus ad
Parochoi i Kimmel, Monum. Fidei Feci. Orieni. (E. V.)

EUCHRE, a game at cards, much played in America
Euchre is said to be a corruption of the word licart^ ; the
game is believed to have been first played by the French
settlers in Louisiana, but at what date is uncertain. Euchre
is played with thirty two cards, the twos, threes, founs, fives,

and sixes being rejected from a complete pack. The players

cut for deal, and the lowest deals. The non-dealer then cuts

to his opponent, who deals five cards to each, by two at a time
and three at a time, or vice versa. The dealer turns up the
top of the undealt cards for trumps. In suits not. trumps
the cards rank as at whist ; in the trump suit the knave
(called the riyht bower) is the highest trump, and the other

knave of the same colour, black or red, as the case may be
(called the left bower), is the next highest, this card being,

of course, omitted from the suit to which it would otherwise

belong. The other trumps rank as already stated> the
queen being next above the ten.

Two-handed Euchre.—The non-dealer looks at his hand
and decides whether he will play it. If content, i.e., if he
thinks he can win three tricks, he says " order it up." The
dealer then puts out from his hand any card he pleases,

face downwards, and is entitled to take the trump card into

his hand ; but the card is generally left on the pack until

wanted in the course of play. If the non-dealer is not
content, he says "pass." The dealer then has the'option

of taking up the trump as before, or of passing also. If

the trump is ordered tip or taken up the play of the

hand commences ; if both pass, the dealer places the trump
card face upwards under the pack, called turning it down.
The non-dealer has then the option of making it, i.e., of

naming any suit, except the one turned up, saying, " make
it spades," or any suit he prefers, and. that suit becomes
trumps, or of passing again, saying, "pass again." .If he
makes it, the play begins; if he pa.s«es again, the dealer has
similarly the option of making it. If both pass a second
time the hand is thrown up, and the other player deals

When the turn up is red and the trump is made red it is

called making it next; the same if black is made black. - If

the trump is made of a diffet'ent colour from the turn np,

it is called crossing tlie suit. If the hand is played, the
non-dealer leads ; the dealer plays to the card led. He
must follow suit if able, otherwise he may play any card he
pleases. If the left bower is led a trump must be played
to it. The highest card of the suit led wins the trick

;

trumps win other suits. The winner of the trick leads to

the next. If the player who orders up, takes up, or makes
the trump, wins five tricks, he scores two, called a march; if

he ma^ces three or four tricks he scores one, called the point.

If ho fails to make three tricks he is euchred, and his

opponent scores two. The game is five up. By agreement,

a player who makes' more than five may carry the surplus

(called a lap) to the next game. Also it is sometimes
agreed that a love game (or lurch) shall count double. The
game may be reckoned without reference to the adverse

score ; or it may be played with points, that is, the winner
receives from the loser as many points as he wants of

game.

Three-handed or Cid-thraat Euchre.—The option of

playing or passing goes to each in rotation, beginning with

the player to the dealer's left. Three cards, one from each

hand, constitute a trick. The player who orders up, takes

up, or makes the trump plays against the other two except

at independent euchre, when each plays for himself. If the

attacking player is euchred, he is set back two points. Thus
if he is love, and is euchred, he.has seven points to make
instead of five.

Four-handed .ffacAre is generally played with . partners,

who are cut for and sit opposite each other as at whist. If

the first hand passes, the second may say " I assist," which
means that the dealer (his partner) is to take up the tnimp.
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The hand is then played as at whist, four cards constituting

a trick. The eldest hand has the next doal. If a player

has a very strong hand he may play alone single-handed

against tho two adversaries. HLs partner cannot object.

A player can declare to play alone wlien he or his partner

orders up, or when his partner assists, or when ho makes

the trump, or (if dealer) when ho takes up tho trump, but

not when the adversary orders up, assists, or makes tho

trump. If the lone player wins a march he scores four, if

he wins three or four tricks he scores one ; if lie fails to win

three tricks the opponents score two.

Hints.—1. The cliaiices aro that tho dealer has one trump iu

hand ; if you order up, you must expect to meet two trumps.

Therefore, you should not order up unless your hand gives you .i

two to one chance of winning three tricks against two trumps, and
your cards are such that you would have a worse chance if you
made the trump. If strong in trumps and equally strong in

another suit, it is always right to pass. Also, if you have the point

certain, wliether you make the trump or not, you should pass, in

hopes the dealer may take up the trump.

2. If you pass and the dealer turns it down, you should not make
the trump unless you have a two to one cliance of winning three

tricks against one trump.

3. If you hold good cards in two suits of different colours, and
you make the trump, you should make it next. For, the dealer

having turned it down in one colour, is less likely to hold a bower
of that colour than of the- other. At the four-handed g.ame the

non dealer and his partner should also avoid crossing the suit.

But if the dealer's partner makes the trump, he should not hesitate

to cross the suit, as the dealer, having turned it down, has probably

no bower in that suit.

4. At four-handed euchre, the eldest hand should be very strong

to order it up ; but the second player should assist if he has some-
thing more than one trick, e.g,^ an ace and a trump, or two aces.

If, however, he is strong in the non-trump suits, he should not assist

nnless he can be pretty sure of making two tricks. The third hand
should be cautious of ordering up, as his partner, having passed,

must bo weak. This applies with still more force to taking up by
the dealer, as his partner, not having assisted, must be very weak.
To take up the dealer should be pretty sure of two tricks, and have
a chance of a third.

5. If the dealer takes np the trump he should keep two caras

of a suit, unless his single card is an ace. Thus, with queen,
seven of one suit and king single of another, the king should be
discarded.

6. Lead from a guarded suit unless in fear of losing a march,
when; lead your highest single card. Lead from a sequence of three

trumps. At four-handed euchre always lead a trump with three.

Also lead a trump if you have made it next ; if your left hand
adversary has assisted (unless a bower is turned up) ; and if your
partner orders up, assists, takes up, or makes the trump. Further,

lead a trump if you have lost two tricks and won the third, unless
your partner has dealt and stUl has the turn up in hand.

7. As a rule make tricks when able. Passing or finessing is

seldom good play.

8. If your partner orders up, assists, takes up, or makes the
trump, trump the trick whenever yen can.

9. In discarding during the play, as a rule, keep a guarded card

in preference to a single one, except a single ace.

, 10. If the adversary is at three do not order up unless you have
very good cards. If the adversary is at four take up tlie trump on
a light hand.'

11. At four-handed euchre, if the dealer is one or two, and the
eldest hand four, he should order up, unless he has one certain trick,

in order to prevent the opponent from playing alone. This position

is called the bridge.

12. At four-all, if the eldest hand or third hand has a trick and
the chance of a second, and such cards that he would be no better

off if he made the trump, he should order it up.

13. The eldest hand, and next to him the dealer, may play alone
on weaker hands than the other players. The leader, with a lone
hand, should lead his winning trumps ; if two tricks are thus made,
and the leader has a losing trump, he should then lead his best card
out of trumps. When playing against a lone hand, lead an ace.

If you have not one, lead your highest card out of trumps, except
with a guarded king and another suit, when lead the latter. Also,

keep cards of the suits your partner discards, but do not throw an
ace, even if your partner keeps your ace suit.

Laws of Euchre.—Dealing.—1. If the dealer gives too many or
too few cards to any player, or if he turns up two cards, it is a
misdeal, and the next player deals. 2. If the dealer exposes a card,

or it there is a faced card in the pack, there must be a fresh deal.

Playing.—3. Any one playing with the wrong number of cards can
ocare nothing that hand. The same if, when the trump is order<;d

up, tho dealer omits to discard before ho or Ida partner plays.
4, When more than two ])lay, exposed cards can bo called. Also a
card led out of turn may be called, or a suit from the side offending
at their next lead. 5. A player not following suit when able may
correct his mistake before the trick is turned and quitted or he or
his partner plays to the next trick, the card played in error being
an exposed card. If the error is not corrected a revoke is established.
A player revoking is euchred, and cannot score anything that hand,
6. A player making the trump must abide by the suit lirst named.
7. If, after the ti-ump is turned, a player reminds his partner that
they are at tho point of the bridge, the latter loses the right to order
np. 8. Each jjlayer has a right to see the last trick. (H. J.)

EUCLID. Of the lives of tho Greek mathematicians
generally very little is known, and among the number
Euclid is no exception ; we are ignorant not only of the
dates of his birth and death, but also of his parentage, his

teachers, and the residence of his early years. In some of
the editions of his works, as will be seen, he is called

Megarensu, as if he had been born at Megara in Greece, a
mistake which arose from confounding him with another
Euclid, a disciple of Socrates. Proclus,. tho Noo-platonisk
(412-485 A.D.), is the authority for most of our informa-
tion regarding Euclid, which is contained in his commen-
tary on the first book of the Elements. He there states

that Euclid lived in the time of Ptolemy I., king of Egypt,
who reigned from 323 to 285 B.C., that he was younger
than the associates of Plato, but older than Eratosthenes
(276-19G B.C.) and Archimedes (287-212 B.C.) Euclid is

said to have founded the mathematical school of Alexandria,
which was at that time becoming a centre, not only of
commerce, but of learning and research, and for this service

to the cause of exact science he woiild have deserved com-
memoration, even if his writings had not secured him a
worthier title to fame. Proclus preserves a reply made by
Euclid to King Ptolemy, who asked whether he could not
learn geometry more easily than by studying the Elements—
" There is no royal road to geometry." Pappus of Alex-
andria, whoso date is rather uncertain, but is probably a
century earlier than that of Proclus, says that Euclid was
a man of mild and inoffensive temperament, unpretending^
and kind tp all genuine students of mathematics. Thi»
being all that is knowii of the life and character of Euclid^
it only remains therefore to speak of his works.
Among thoso which have come down to us the most

remarkable is the Elements (Sroixfia). They consist of
thirteen books ; two more are frequently added, but there

is reason to believe that they are the work of a later

mathematician, Hypsicles of Alexandria. At the outset of
the first book occur the definitions or explanations of the
meanings of the terms employed ; the postulates, which
limit the' instruments to be used in the constructions to the
ruler and the compasses ; and the axioms or common
notions, the fundamental principles from which mathemati-
cal truths are deduced. The propositions, which consist of

both theorems and problems, deal with rectilineal figures,

principally the triangle and the parallelogram, and the book
concludes with the celebrated Pythagorean theorem and its

converse. The second book is occupied with the consider-

ation of the rectangular parallelograms contained by the

segments of straight lines, and their relation to certain

squares. It contains only two problems, the one to divide

a straight line in medial section ("the divine section," as

it was afterwards called), and the other which shows how
to effect the quadrature of any rectilineal area. The thin^

book, prefaced with a few definitions, discusses the pro-

perties of circles. The fourth book contains no theorems.
The problems are on the inscription in, and circum-
scription about, circles of triangles, squares, and certain

regular polygons, and on the inscription of circles \n\

and the circumscription of circles about, some of theas

£j;ares. Though, in the definitions preliminary to this

book, Euclid explains when a rectilineal figure is in-
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scribei in and circumscribed about another rectilineal

6gure, he has given no proposition showing how in any

case such inscription or circumscription may be etfected.

The equilateral triangle, the square, the regular pentagon,

and such regular polygons as can be derived from those,

were the only regular figures known to be Inscriptible in a

circle by means of elementary geometry, till. Gauss dis-

covered, in 1796, that the circumference of a circle could

be divided into 17 equal parts. In his Disquisiliones

Arilhmdiae, published in 1801, it is proved that there can

be inscribed in a circle any regular polygon,. the number

of whose sides is prime, and is denoted by 2'' + 1. Euclid's

second book presupposes, that is, depends to some extent

upon, the first ; the third presupposes both the first and

second ; the fourth presupposes the first three ; and all four

are largely concerned i,vith the discussion of the absolute

equality or inequality' of certain magnitudes. The fifth

book stands alone, depending upon none of the preceding

books, and contains the theory of proportion, with respect

not merely to geometrical magnitudes, siich as lines, angles,

areas, solids, but to any magnitudes of which multiples can

be formed. The diagrams consist of straight linos, probably

for convenience of construction, but the enunciations of- the

propositions and the reasoning are perfectly general. With
the exception of his treatment of parallels, Euclid's doctrine

of proportion has been the subject of more discussion than

any other part of the Elements. The foundation of the

doctrine is the criterion of proportionality laid down in the

famous fifth definition. The necessity or the appropriate-

ness of such a criterion can be seen only when the distinc-

tion between number and magnitude has been clearly

apprehended, or, what amounts to the same thing, when an

adequate conception has been formed of incommensurables.

The ordinary arithmetical test of proportionality will then

be found to suit only 'certain cases which occur—those,

namely, where the magnitudes considered are commen-
surable, and if the theory of proportion is to be rigorous and

complete (as Euclid's is), it must be extended to incom.

mensurables by the notions of continuity and limits. The
difficulty therefore which Is felt by readers of the fifth

book in grasping Euclid's doctrine is due mainly to the

nature of the subject, and no very m.aterial simplification of

the full treatment of proportion is possible. The sixth book

contains the application of 'the theory of proportion,' mostly

to rectilineal figures. In the last proposition, the second

part of "which is due to Theon, it is noteworthy that the

restricted definition of an angle, given in the first book, and

adhered to throughout, is tacitly abandoned. The seventh,

eighth, and ninth books are arithmetical, that is, 'treat of

the properties of numbers. The definitions relating to them

occur at the beginning of the seventh book, and some of

these show perhaps the tendency of the Greeks, natural

enough to a scientific people with a defective numerical

notation, to consider quantity from a geometrical point of

view. A. number composed of two factors was called a

plane number, one composed of three a solid number, and

the factors themselves were called sides. The test by which

numbers are recognized to be proportionals is different from

that given in the fifth book, for here it requires to be ap-

plied only to (luantities which are commensurable, namely,

integers. The last" proposition of the ninth book shows

how to construct a perfect number, that is, a number
which is equal to the sum of all its divisors ; for example,

6 = 1 -1- 2 -H 3, 28 = 1 -1- 2 4- 4 -1- 7 -H4, <fec. The tenth book
is the longest of the Elements. It is occupied with the

consideration of commensurable and incommensurable

magnitudes, and ends with the proposition that the diagonal

and the side of a square are incommensurable. "VVith

regard to straight lines, Euclid distinguishes between those

whipji are commeosurablo or incommensurable in length,

and those which ate so in power, the latter being defined tt

bo straight lines the squares on which have or have not a

common measure. There are three sets of definitions to

this book, the second set inserted before the forty -ninth pro-

position, and the third before the eightyxixth The
eleventh, twellth, and thirteenth books treat mainly of solid

geometry. In the eleventh are given the definitions which
serve for the three books, the principal properties of straight

lines and planes, of solid angles, and of parallelepipeds.

The twelfth book begins with two theorems of plane

geometry, and then discusses chiefly the properties of

pyramids, cones, and cylinders. Tbe last two propositions

relate to spheres, the last being to prove that spheres haye
to one another the triplicate ratio of their diameters. In

this book is exemplified the method of Exhaustions, which

is founded on the principle that by taking away from a

magnitude more than its half, from the remainder more
than its half, and so on, a remainder is at length reached

which is less than any assignable magnitude (book x. prop.

1). Other applications of this method, the nearest approach

made by the ancients to the difl'erential calculus, are to -be

found in the works of Archimedes (see his Measurement

of tke Circle, Conoids and Spheroids, Sphere and Cylinder).

The thirteenth book treats of lines divided in extreme and

mean ratio, of some regular figures inscribed in circles, and
of the five regular solids, the last proposition being to ex-

hibit .the edges of these five solids, and to compare them
with one another.

The question has often been mooted, to what extent

Euclid, in his Elements, is a discoverer or a compiler. To
this question no entirely satisfactory answer can be given,

for scarcely any of the writings of earlier geometers have

pome down to our times. We are dependent on Pappua

and Proclus for the scanty notices we have of Euclid's pre-

decessors, and of the problems which engaged their atten-

tion ; for the soliition of problems, and not the discoven^

of theorems, would seem to have been their principal object.

From these authors we learn that the property of the right-

angled triangle had been found out, the principles of

geometrical analysis laid down, the restriction of construc-

tions in plane geometry to the straight line and the circle

agreed upon, the doctrine of proportion, as well as loci,

plane and solid, and some of the properties of the conic

sections investigated, the five regular solids (often called the

Platonic bodies) and the relation between the,v:olume of a

cone or pyramid and that of- its circumscribed cylinder or

prism discovered. Elementary works had been written,

and the famous problem of the duplication of the cube re-

duced to the determination of two mean proportionals

between- two given straight lines. Notwithstanding this

amount of- discovery, and all that it implied, Euclid must

have made a great adyance beyond his predecessors (we

are told that " he arranged the discoveries of Eudoxus, per-

fected those of Theastetus, and reduced to invincible

demonstration many things that had previously been more

loosely proved"), for his .£'/eme)i<s supplanted all similar

treatises, and, as Apollonius received the title of " the great

geometer," so Euclid has come down to later ages as " the

elementator.

T'he first six and, less frequently, the eleventh and

twelfth books are the only parts of the Elements which are

now read in the schools or universities of the United

Kingdom ; and, within recent years, strenuous endeavours

have been made by the Association for the Improvement

of Geometrical Teaching to supersede even these. On the

Continent, Euclid has for many years been abandoned, and

his place supplied by numerous treatises, certainly not

models of geometrical rigour and arrangement. The fact

that for twenty centuries the Elements, or parts of thern^

have held their ground as an introduction to geometry ia«
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proof that tney are, at any rate, not unsuitable for such a

purpose. They are, speaking generally, not too difficult for

novices in the science ; the demonstrations are rigorous,

ingenious, and often elegant; the mixture of problems and

theorems gi pes perhaps some variety, and makes their study

less monotonous; and, if regard be had merely to the metri-

cal properties of space as distinguished from the graphical,

hardly any cardinal geometrical truths are omitted. With
these excellences are combined a good many defects, some
of them inevitable to a system based on a very few axioms

and postulates. Thus the arrangement of liis propositions

seems arbitrary; associated theorems and problems are not

grouped together ; the classification, in short, is imperfect.

That is the main objection to the retention of Euclid as a

school-book. Other objections, not to mention minor

blemishes, are the prolixity of his style, arising partly from

a defective nomenclature, his treatment of parallels depend-

ing on an axiom which is not axiomatic, and his sparing

use of superposition as a method of proof. A text-book of

geometry which shall be free from Euclid's faults, and not

contain others of a graver character, and which shall at the

same time be better adapted to purposes of elementary in-

struction, is much to be desired, and remains yet to be

written.

Of the thirty-three ancient books subservient to

geometrical analysis. Pappus enumerates first the Data
(AcSo/itVa) of Euclid. He says it contained 90 propositions,

the scope of which he describes ; it now consists of 05. It

is not easy to explain .this discrepancy, unless we suppose

that some of the propositions, as they existed in the time of

Pappus, have since been split into two, or that what were

once scholia have since been erected into propositions. The
object of the Datais to show that when certain things—lines,

angles, spaces, ratios, &c.—are given by hypothesis, certain

other things are given, that is, are determinable. The
book, as we are expressly told, and as we may gather from

its contents, was intended for the investigation of problems
;

and it has been conjectured that Euclid must have extended

the method of the Data to the investigation of theorems.

iWhat prompts this conjecture is the similarity between the

analysis of a theorem and the method, common enough in

the Elements, of reductio ad absurdum,—the one setting out

from the supposition that the theorem is true, the other from
the supposition that it is false, thence in both cases dedu-

cing a chain of consequences which ends in a conclusion

previously known to be true or false.

The Introduction, to Harmonij (Eia-ayiDyr] ApixoviKr)) , and
the Section of the Scale (KaraTOfir] Kavovos), treat of music.

There is good reason for believing that one at any rate, and
probably both, of these books are not by Euclid. No men-
tion i3 made of them by any writer previous to Ptolemy

(140 A.D.), or by Ptolemy himself, and in no ancient codex
are they ascribed to Euclid.

The Phcenomena (^aivo/z-eva) contains an exposition of the

appearances produced by the motion attributed to the

celestial sphere. Pappus, in tha few remarks prefatory to

his sixth book, complains of the faults, both of omission

and commission, of writers on astronomy, and cites as an
example of the former the second theorem of Euclid's

Phcenomena, whence, and from the interpolation of other
proofs, Gregory infers that this treatise is corrupt.

The Optics and Catoptrics ('0-riKa, KaroTrrpiKa) are

ascribed to Euclid by Proclus, and by Marinus in his pre-

face to the Data, but no mention is made of them by
Pappus. This latter circumstance, taken in connexion with
the fact that two of the propositions in the sixth book of

the Mathematical Collection prove the same things as three

in the Optics, is one of the reasons given by Gregory for

deeming that work spurious. Several other reasons will be
found in Gregory's preface to his edition of Euclid's works.

8— 2<J-

jin some editioas of Euclid's works there is given a book
on the Divisions of Superficies, which consists of a few pro-

positions, showing how a straight line may be drawn to

divide in a given ratio triangles, quadrilaterals, and penta-

gons This was supposed by John Dee of London, who
transcribed or translated it, and entrusted it for publication

>to his friend Federic Commandine of Urbiho, to be the

treatise of Euclid referred to by Proclus as to ircpi Zcaifilo-viiv

PiPkiov. Dee mentions that, in the copy from which he
wrote, the book was ascribed to Machomet of Bagdad, and
adduces two or three reasons for thinking it to be Euclid's.

This opinion, however, ho does not seem to have held very

strongly, nor does it appear that it was adopted by Com-
mandine. The book does not exist in Greek.

The fragment, in Latin, De Levi et Ponderoso, which is

of no value, and was printed at the end of Gregory's edition

only in order that nothing might be left out, is mentioned
neither by Pappus nor Proclus, and occurs first in Zamberti's

edition of 1537. There is no reason for supposing it to be

genuine.

The followmg works attnbuted to Euclid are not now
extant :

—

\. Three books on Porisms (Tlepi tZv IToptcr/iOTajv) are

mentioned both by Pappus and Proclus, and the former

gives an abstract of them, with the lemmas assumed. A
porism, according to Pappus, was neither a theorem nor a
problem, but something of an intermediate form, which yet

could be enunciated as a theorem or as a problem. Later

geometers, he says, defined it to be a local theorem wanting
part of the hypothesis, but this definition he censures as

imperfect. After the publication of Commandine's trans-

lation of Pappus (1588), many attempts were made to

extract from this unsatisfactory description a clear idea of

what a porism was, and, with the help of the lemmas, to

restore Euclid's books. The mystery, which baffled the

penetration even of Edmund Halley, was not resolved till

the time of Simson, who, in 1722, gained some insight into

the subject, and whose posthumous treatise De Pcyrismatibua

appeared in 1776. Simson's views have been objected to

by recent French writers, such as M. Paul Breton, and M.
Michel Chasles ; but for a discussion of the subject recourse

must be had to the article Porism. Here it will be suffi-

cient to state Simson's definition, which is,
—" A porism is a

proposition in which it is proposed to demonstrate that

one or more things are given, between which and every one

of innumerable other things, not given but assumed

according to a given law, a certain relation, described in

the proposition, is to be shown to take place
;
" and to refer

to Simson's Opera Peliqu-a; Playfair's paper On the Origin

and Investigation of Porisms; Trail's Life of Dr Simson;

Breton's Recherches Nouvelles stir les Porismes d'Euclide,

and his Question cles Porismes; Vincent's Considerations

sur les Porismes; and Chasles's Les Trois Livres de Porismes

d'Euclide.

2. Two books are mentioned, named ToVuv wpos

i-TTKJiavela., which is rendered Locorum ad Siiperfciem by
Commandine and subsequent geometers. These books

were subservient to the analysis of loci, but the four lemmas

which refer to them, and which occur at the end of the

seventh book of the Mathematical Collection, throw very

little light on their contents. Simson's opinion was that

they treated of curves of double curvature, and he intended

at one time to write a treatise on the subject. (See Trail's

Life, pp. 60-62, 100-105).

3. Pappus says that Euclid wrote four books on the Conic

Sections (fSi/SXia riacrapa KmvLKuii'), which Apollonius

amplified, and to which he added other four. It is known
that, in the time of Euclid, the parabola was considered as

the section of a right-angled cone, the ellipse that of an

acute-angled confe, the hyperbola that of an obtns^-angled
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rone, and that Apolloniug was the first who showed that

the three sections could be obtained from any cone. There
is good ground therefore for supposing that the first four

books of Apollonius's Conies, which are still extant, resemble
Euclid's Conies even less than Euclid's Elementa do those

of Eudoxus and Theaetetus.

4. A book on Fallacies (Jiepi ipevSapMv) is mentioned by
Proclus, who says that Euclid wrote it for the purpose of

exercising beginners in the detection of errors in reasoning.

This notice of Euclid would be incomplete without some
account of the earliest and the most important editions of

his works. Passing over the commentators of the Alex-
andrian school, the first European translator of any part of

Euclid is Boetius (500 a.d.), author of the Be Consolatione
Philosophice. His Eudidis Meijarensis Geometrioe libri

duo contain nearly all the definitions of the first three
books of the Elements, the postulates, and most of the
axioms. The enunciations, with diagrams but no proofs,

are given of most of the propositions in the first, second,
and fourth books, and a few from the third.

Some centuries afterwards, Euclid was translated into
Arabic, but the only printed version in that language is the
one made of the thirteen books of the Elements by Nasir
AI-Dln AI-Tilsl (13th century), which appeared at Rome
in 1594. Judging from the unusual number of diagrams
in this edition, the translation «f Euclid's text is probably
rather free.

The first printed edition of Euclid was a translation of
the fifteen books of the Elements from the Arabic, made,
It is supposed, by Adelard of Bath (12 th century), with
the comments of Oampanus of Novara. It appeared at
Venice in 1483, printed by Erhardus Ratdolt, and dedicated
to the doge Giovanni Mocenigo. This edition represents
Euclid very inadequately ; the comments are often foolish,

propositions are sometimes omitted, sometimes joined
together, useless cases are interpolated, and now and then
Euclid's order changed.

The first printed translation from the Greek is that of
Bartholomew Zaraberti, which appeared at Venice in 1505.
Its contents will be seen from the title : Euclidis megaresis
philosophi platonici Mathematicani^ disciplinary, Janitoris :

Hahent in, hoc volumine. quicuq^ ad muthematica, substantia
aspirat: elemetorum libros xiii cu expositione Theonis
insignis mathtmatici Quibus .... adjuncta.
Deputatum scilicet Euclidi volume xiiii cu expositide Hypsi.
Alex. Itideq^ Phaeno. Specu. Perspe. cum expositione
Theonis. ac mirandus ille liber Datorum cum expositide
Pappi Mechanici una cH Marini dialeciici protheoria. Bar.
Zdber. Vene. Interpte.

The first printed Greek text was published at Basel, in
1533, with the title EukX«'Sov SToixeiui/ /3i/3\- u Ik tuv
0eWos o-ui/oucrioJi/. It was edited by Simon Grynseus from
two MSS. sent to him, the one from Venice by Lazarus
Bayfius, and the other from Paris by John Euellius. The
four books of Prbclus's commentary are given at the end
from an Oxford MS. supplied by John Claymundus.
The English edition, the only one which contains all trie

extant works attributed to Euclid, is that of Dr David
Gregory, published at Oxford in 1703, with the title,

EvKXdSov TO. crojjo/xo'a. Euclidis quce supersunt omnia.
The text is that of the Basel edition, corrected from the
MSS. bequeathed by Sir Henry Savile, and from Savile's
annotations on his own copy. The Latin translation, which
accompanies the Greek on the same page, is for the most
part that of Commandine.
The French edition has the title, Les Oeuvres d'Euclide,

trc^uites en Latin et en Franr^ais, d'apres nn manuscrit
tris-ancien qui etait resfe inconnu jusqu' d, nos jours. Par
P-Peyrard, Traducteur des oeuvres d'Archimede. It was
published at Paris in three vMumes, the first of which ap-

peared in 1814, the second in 1816, and the third in 1818,
It contains the Elements and the Data, which are, says the
editor, certainly the only works which remain to us of this

ever-celebrated geometer. The texts of the Basel and
Oxford editions were collated with 23 MSS,, one of which
belonged to the library of the Vatican, but had been sent

to Paris by the Comte de Peluse (Monge). The Vatican
MS. was supposed to date from the 9th century; and to it.^

readings Peyrard gave the greatest weight.

What may be called the German edition has the title

EukX«'Sou Xroixua. Euclidis Elemeiita ex optimis libris in

usum Tironum Grace edita ab Ernesto Ferdinando AuguH.
It was published at Berlin in two parts, the first of which
appeared in 1826, and the second in 1829. All the above-

mentioned texts were collated with three other MSS.
Of translations of the Elements into modern languages

the number is very large. The first English translation,

published at London in 1570, has the title. The Elements of
Geometric of the most auncient Philosopher Euclide of
Megara. Faithfully {now first) translated into the Englishe

toung, by H. Billingsley, Citizen of London. Whereunto

are annexed certaine Scholies, Annotations, and Inventions,

of the best Mathematidens, both of time past, and in this our

age. The first French translation of the whole of the

Elements has the title, Les Quhize Livres des Elements

d'Euclide. Traduicts de Latin en Frani;ois. Par D.
Henrion, Mathematicien. The first edition of it was printed

in 1614, and a second, corrected and augmented, wao
published at Paris in 1623. An Italian translation, with

the title, Euclide Megarense acutissimo philosopho solo in-

troduttore delle Scientie Mathematice. Eiligentementc

rassettato, et alia integritd, ridotto, per il degno professore di

tal Scientie Nicolo Tartalea Brisciano, was published at

Venice in 1569 ; a Spanish version, Los Seis Libros

primeros de la geometria de Euclides. Traduzidos en leguct

Espaiiola por Rodrigo Qamorano, Astrologo y Mathematica,

at Seville in 1576 ; and a Turkish one at Bulak in 1825.

Dr Robert Simson's editions of the first six and the eleventh

and twelfth books of the Elements, and of the Data, which

form the basis of all the modern school texts of Euclid,

•are so common that it is not considered necessary to

describe them.

AatTiorities.—The authors and editions above referred to ; Fabricii

Bibliotheca Grmca, vol. iv. ; Murhard'sii'Keraiwrrfer ilathcmatischen
IVissenscha/ten ; Heilbronner's Historia Mathcseos Universce ; Da
Morgan's article "Eucleides" in Smith's Dictionary oj Biography
and Mythology. (J. S. M.)

EUCLID, of Megara, a Greek philosopher, the founder

of the Megarian school, was bom in the latter half of the 5th

century b.c, probably at Megara, though Gela in Sicily has

also been named as his birth-place. He was one of the most

devoted of the disciples of Socrates. If we may believe

Aulus Gellius, such was his enthusiasm that, when a

decree was passed forbidding the Megarians to enter Athsns,

'he regularly visited his master by night in the disguise of a
woman ; and he was one of the little band of intimate friends

who had the privilege of listening to the hero's last dis-

course. After his master's death, he withdrew, with a

number of his fellow-disciples, to Megara ; and it has been

conjectured, though there is no direct evidence, that this

was the period of Plato's residence in Megara, of which in-

dications appear in the Theaetetus. The fundamental prin-

ciple of Euclid's philosophy was a combination of the

Eleatic conception of Being—the One and All, and the

.

SocMtic conception of the Good. Being is immaterial and

unchangeable, and is identical with the Good, which is tha

same as God, as Reason, and (following the Socratic doc-

trine) as Wisdom, and which alone truly exists. Thus the

existence of evil was denied; and the main object of tho

Megarian, as it was of the Eleatic dialectic, was to prove
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ITie conceptions of division, number, becoming, motion, and
oossibility to be self-contradictory and false. With Plato,

Euclid taught that sense has cognizance of' the changeable

ind unreal only, while thought penetrates to unchangeable

Being, to the Good. The Megarian school prided itself first

of all upon its" dialectic, ^uclid's dialectic differed greatly

from that of his master Socrates, in marked contrast to

«Fhom he repudiated the principle of analogical reasoning

AS unsound. His favourite method of attackmg an oppon-

ent was by the reductio ad absitrdum, which was also a

favourite method with his followers, whose arguments

degenerated into trivial sophisms, which laid them frequently

open to an attack with their own weapon, and which earned

for them the contemptuous name of the 'EpitrnKoC or
•' wranglers." Of Euclid's followers the chief were

^ubulides, who taught Demosthenes, wrote against Aristotle,

and invented several trifling but ingenious paradoxes, of

jvhich the most famous is the Sorites ; Diodorus Chronus,

the author of certain arguments to prove the impossibility

of motion ; Philo ; and, most famous of all, Stilpo, who was

liistinguished by the attractiveness of his lectures.

Our knowledge of Euclid's philosophy is bon-owed from scattered

passages in Plato, and from Diogenes Laertius. See Zeller, Socrates

and the Soeratic Schools ; Dyeck, De Megaricorum Doclrina (Bonn,

1827) ; Mallet, Eistoire de I'icole de Migare (Paris, 1845) ; Ritter,

Veber die Philosophie der Meg. SchuU; Prantl, Geschichte dtr Logik,

t, 83 ; Henne, L'tcoU de Migare (Paris, 1843).

EUDOCIA, the wife of Theodosius II., was the daughter

of the Athenian sophist Leontius, or Leon. It is impossible

to fix the date of her birth more precisely than in the last

decade of the 4th century, though by an inference from a

statement of Nicephorus Callistus (xiv. 50) the year 393-4
has been fixed upon. She was called Athenais prior to her

conversion to Christianity. By her father she was carefully

instructed in literature and the sciences ; and so high

an estimate did the philosopher form of her beauty and
merit that, thinking any other endowment unnecessary, he

divided his whole patrimony between his two sons.

Athenais, however, resented this as an injustice, and carried

her plea to Constantinople before the emperor. Here she

gained access to Pulcheria, the sister of Theodosius, and
by her she was secretly destined to be the wife of the

emperor. The probable date of her marriage is 421. Be-

fore her elevation to the throne, she renounced paganism
and was baptized. It was not, however, till the birth of a

daughter that she received tho title of Augusta (423).

Her brothers she not only forgave, but raised to the dignity

of consuls and praefects. About 438 Eudocia made an
ostentatious pilgrimage to the Holy Land, distributing

alms and donations for pious purposes with a munificence

which exceeded that of the great Helena, and she returned

tc Constantinople in the following year with precious relics

of St Stephen, St Peter, and the Virgin. Her peace, how-
ever, was soon after disturbed by the jealousy of her

husband, on account, it is said, of his observing a beautiful

apple which he had presented to lier in the hands of

Paulinus, his master of the offices. The execution of the

supposed favourite, and the retirement of Eudocia in 449

to Jerusilem, did not appease the anger of the emperor, who
despatched a messenger for the purpose of putting to death

two ecclesiastics who had gained her confidence. The
assassination of his envoy provoked the emperor still

further, and Eudocia was stripped of her royal honours, and
degraded in the eyes of the nation. In Jerusalem Eudocia

became infected with the Eutychian heresy, and through

her influence it made considerable progress in Syria, but

the misfortunes of her daughter Licinia Eudocia led her to

obtain a reconciliation with Pulcheria, and through her

mediation and that of her brothers she afterwards returned

to the communion of the church. She died at Jerusalem

about 460, and was buried in the church of St Stephen.

With her latest breath she protested that she had never

transgressed the bounds of innocence and friendship.

Eudocia continued through life to cultivate her early literary

tastes. She composed a paraphraj^B on the Octateuch in

heroic verse, a paraphrase of Daniil and Zechariah, and a

poem on the martyrdom of St Cyprian. To these are added
a poem on her husband's victory over the Persians, and,

according to Zonaras, a cento of the verses of Homer applied

to the life and miracles of Christ, but her authorship of the

latter is generally disputed by critics.

EUDOCIA AUGUSTA, of Macrembolis, Uved in the

second half of the 11th century. She was the wife of the

emperor Coustantine XI., and after his death of .Romanus
IV, She had sworn to her first husband on his deathbed
not to marry again, and had even imprisoned and exiled

Romanus, who was suspected of aspiring to the throne.

Perceiving, however, that she was not able unaided to avert

the invasions which threatened the eastern frontier of the

empire, she revoked her oath, married Komanus, and with
his assistance dispelled the impending danger. She did
not live very happily with her new husband, who was war-

like and self-willed, and when he was taken prisoner by the

Turks she was compelled to vacate the throne in favour of

her son Michael and retire to a convent, where she died at

an advanced age. She compiled a dictionary of mythology
entitled 'Icovta {Collection of Violets), which has been pub-
lished by ViUoison in his Anecdota Grceca, Venice, 1781.

EUDOXUS, a physical philosopher, was a native of

Cnidus, and flourished about the middle of the 4th century

B.O. It is chiefly in his quality of astronomer that his name
has descended to our times. What particular service he
rendered to that science beyond introducing the Egyptian
sphere into Greece, and correcting the length of the year,

cannot now be ascertained. Of his personal history it is

known, from a life by Diogenes Laertius, that he studied

at Athens under Plato, but being dismissed by that philo-

sopher, passed over ir\to Egypt, where he remained for six-

teen months, and that he then went to Cyzicus and the

Propontis, where he taught physics, and ultimately migrated

with a band of pupils to Athens, where he died in the fifty-

third year of his age. Eudoxus is frequently referred to by
ancient writers. Strabo attributes to him the introduction of

the odd quarter day into the year. According to Vitruvius

he invented a solar dial. The Phaenomena of Aratus is

a poetical account of . the astronomical observations of

Eudoxus. Several works have been attributed to him, but
they are all lost.

EUDOXUS, of Cyzicus, a Greek navigator who flourished

about 1 30 B.C. He was employed by Ptolemy Euergetes

to make a voyage to India. After two of these he circum-

navigated Africa from the Red Sea to Gades. An attempt

to make the return voyage was unsuccessful.

EUGENE, Feanjois (1663-1736), commonly called

Prince Eugene of Savoy, one of the greatest generals of

his time, born at Paris on the 18th October 1663, was the

fifth son of Eugene Maurice, count of Soissons, who was
grandson of the duke of Savoy, Charles Emmanuel I., and
of Olympia Mancini, niece of Cardinal Mazarin. Originally

destined for the church, Eugene was known at court aa

the petit abbe ; but his own predilection was strongly for

the army. His mother, however, had fallen into disgrace

at court, and his application for a commission, repeated

more than once, was refused by the king, Louis XIV.,

prompted probably by the minisjer Louvois. This

engendered in him what proved to be a life-long resentment

against the king and his native country. Having quitted

France in disgust, he proceeded to Vienna, where the

emperor Leopold, who was allied to his family, received

him kindly, and granted him permission, along with several

other Frenchmeii of distinction, to serve against the Turks
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•)inaer the banners of Austria. His first campaign was tliat

of 1683, in whicli he so distinguished himself that the

emperor gave him the command of a regiment of dragoons,

^fter several other campaigns ho became major-general;

dnd it was in that capacity that he served at the siege

of Belgrade in 1 Go8. At the instigation of Louvois, a
decree of banLshment from France was now issued against

all Frenchmen who should continue to serve in foreign

armies. " I shall return into France in spite of him,"

said Eugene, when the news was communciated to him ; and
be continued his brilliant career in foreign serrice,

one great stimulus to his ambition being the hope that he
might be able to enter his native country as an invader.

Prince Eugene's next employment was in a service that re-

quired diplomatic as well as military skill. He was sent

by the emperor Leopold to Italy with the view of binding

the duke of Savoy to the coalition against France, and of

co-operating with the Italian and Spanish troops. The
first engagement with Catinat at Staffarde resulted in the

defeat of the coalition ; but in the spring of 1691 Prince

Eugene, having secured reinforcements, caused the siege of

,Coni to be raised, took possession of Carmagnole, and in

the end completely defeated Catinat. He followed up his

success by entering Dauphin^, where he took possession of

Embrun and Gap. After another campaign, in which there

was little eventful, the further prosecution of the war was
abandoned owing to the defection of the duke of Savoy
from the coalition, and Prince Eugene returned to Vienna,

where he soon afterwards received the command of the

srmy in Hungary.
It was about this time that Louis XIV. secretly ofiFered

him the baton of a marshal of France, with the government
of Champagne which his father had held, and also a pension

of two thousand pistoles. But Eugene rejected these offers

with indignation, and proceeded to combat the Turks com-
manded by the sultan Kara-Mustapha in person. After

some able marches and skilful manoeuvres, he surprised the

enemy (September 11, 1697) at Zentha, on the Theiss, in

a camp retrenched en tete de pont ; and, after an attack as

vigorous as it was daring, he killed twenty thousand of

them, drove ten thousand into the river, made prisoners of

the remainder, and took the whole of their artillery and
baggage. The victory was one of the most complete and
important ever won by the Austrian arms. The earlier

historians and biographers of Prince Eugene have generally

stated that the battle of Zentha was fought against express

orders from the court of Vienna, that Eugene was placed

under arrest for violating these orders, and that a pro-

posal to bring him before a council of war was frustrated

only by the threatening attitude assumed by the citizens of

Vienna. It is somewhat curious that a story so minute in

its details should, as is now agreed on all hands, be utterly

devoid of foundation. It is in fact so pure a fabrication

.that the latest biographers do not even allude to it. Im-
mediately after the battle Eugene returned to Hungary

;

and, after a campaign distinguished by no remarkable
event, a treaty of peace was at length concluded with the

Turks at Carlowitz, on the 26th January 1699.

Prince Eugene's next opportunity of distinguishing him-
self in active service came in the war of the Spanish suc-

cession.- At the commencement of the year 1701, he was
sent into Italy once more to oppose his old antagonist

Catinat. He achieved a rapid success, forcing the French
array, after sustaining several checks, to retire behind the
Oglio, where a series of reverses equally unexpected and
severe led to the recall of Catinat in disgrace. 'The duke of

Villeroi, an utterly inexperienced general who succeeded
to 'the command of which Catinat had been deprived,
Laving -ventured to attack Eugene at Chiari, in an im-

cregnabie position, was repulsed with great loss. And thi»

first check was only tne forerunner of more signal reversed

for, in a short time, Villeroi was forced to abandon the

whole of the Mantuan territory, and to take refuge ia

Cremona, where he seems to have considered himself as se^

cure in the midst of his staff. By means of a stratagem, how-

ever, Eugene penetrated into the city during the night, at the

head of 2000 men, and, though he found it impossible to hold

the town, succeeded in carrrying off Villeroi as a prisoner.

But as the duke of Vendome, a much abler general, replaced

the captive, the incursion, daring though it was, proved anyJ

thing but advantgeous to the Austrians. The superior

generalship of his new opponent, and the fact that the French
army had been largely reinforced, while reinforcements ha3

not been sent from Vienna, forced Prince Eugene to confine

himself to a war of observation, without important results,

though fertile in most useful lessons to students of military

science. This campaign was terminated by the sanguinary

battle of Luzara, fought on the 1st of August 1702, in

which each party claimed the victory. Both armies having

entered into winter quarters, Eugene returned to Vienna,

where he was appointed president of the council of war,

He then set out for Hungary in order to combat the insure

gents in that country ; but his means proving insufScient,

he effected nothing of importance. The revolt was, how-
ever, put down by the success which General Heister

obtained in another quarter. Prince Eugene accordingly

proceeded to Bavaria, where, in 1704, he made his first

campaign along with Marlborough. Similarity of taste.i,

views, and talents soon established between these two
great men a friendship which is rarely to be found amongst
military chiefs, and which contributed, more than all othei

causes put together, to the success which the allies obtained.

The first and perhaps the most important of these successes

was that of Hdchstadt or Blenheim, gained on the 3d of

August 1704, where the English and imperial troops

triumphed over one of the finest armies that Franc?

had ever sent into Germany.
But since Prince Eugene had quitted Italy, Vend6me,

who commanded the French army in that country, had
obtained various successes against the duke of Savoy, who
had once more deserted France and joined Austria. The
emperor deemed the crisis so serious that he recalled

Eugene and sent him to Italy to the assistance of his ally.

Vendome at. first opposed great obstacles to the plan which
the prince had formed for carrying succours into Piedmont

;

but after a variety of marches and counter-marches, in

which both commanders displayed signal ability, the two
armies met at Cassano (August 16, 1705), where a deadly

engagement ensued, and Prince Eugene received two severe

wounds, which forced him to quit the field. This accident

decided the fate of the battle, and for the time suspended

the prince's march towards Piedmont. Vend6me, however,

was recalled, and La FeuiUade (who succeeded him) was

incapable of long arresting ' the progress of such a com-

mander as Eugene. After once more passing several rivers

in presence of the French army, and executing one of the

most skUful and daring marches he had ever performed,

the latter appeared before the entrenched camp at Turin,

which place the French were now besieging with an army*

eighty thousand strong. Prince Eugene had only thirty

thousand men ; but his antagonist was the duke of Orleans,

who, though full of zeal and courage, wanted experience.

Besides, by a secret order of Louis XIV., who had, in fact,

transferred the command to Marsin, the young prince was
restricted to the execution of an ill-conceived plan, which
neutralized the advantage of superior numbers, and put it

in the power of the enemy to select his point of attack.

With equal courage and address, Eugene profited by ths

misunderstanding which the exhibition of. such an ordei

could not fail to produce between the French generals 1
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uiid hiiviiifj; on I,he Ttli Sfpti'iiilwi- 1700 uttiifkcd tli(>

French army in its entrench iiients, he fj^ained a complete

victory, which decided the fate of Italy. This brilliant

aehiev(>ment, the result of the most masterly conibina.tions,

and in several resjiects the pi-ototype of the ean][iai}^n of

MnreiiKo in 1800, affords one of the most remarkable

examples of the difticnlty of defending extensive liiii'S even

against an inferior army, massed upon one or two points.

.\s soon as the duke of Orleans observed the imperial army
approaching, he wished to march out of the lines with the

whole FreniOi army, an to deliver battle in the open field,

where he could have availed himself of his great numerical

superiority, but he was restrained by Marsin, who, by this

absurd interposition, sealed the fate of the French army,

,a.ud lost Italy. In the heat of the battle Eugene received

a wound, and was thrown from his horse into a ditch. As

a recompense -cr so important services the prince received

the government of the Milanese, of which he took po8se.s-

»ion with great pomp on the IGth April 1707.

The attempt which he made against Toulon, in the

course of the same year faih'd completely, because the

invasion of the kingdom of Nai)Ies retarded the march of

file troops which were to have been employed in it, and
this delay afforded Marshal de Tesse time to make good
dispositions. Obliged to renounce his project, therefore,

the prince I'epaired to Vienna, where he was received with
great enthusiasm both by the people and by the court. " I

am very well satisfied with you," said the emperor,
" excepting on one point only, which is, that you expose
yourself too much." This monarch immediately dispatched
Eugene to Holland, and to the different courts of Germany,
in order to forward the necessary preparations for the
campaign of the following year, 1708.

Early in the spring of 1708 the prince proceeded to
Flanders, in order to assume the command of the forces

which his diplomatic ability had been mainly instrumental
in assembling. This campaign was opened by the victory

of Oudenarde, to which the perfect union of Marlborough
and Eugene on the one hand, and the misunderstanding
between Vendome and the duke of liurgundy on the other,

seem to have equally contributed. The duke imme-
diately abandoned the Low Countries, and remaining in

observation made no attempt whatever to raise the siege

of Lille, where I^oufflei's distinguished himself by a glorious
defence. To the valour of the latter Eugene paid a flatter-

ing tribute, and invited him to prepare the articles of capitu-
lation himself, with the words, " I subscribe to everythino-
beforehand, well persuaded that you will not insert any-
thing unworthy of yourself or of me." After this import-
ant conquest, Eugene and Marlborough proceeded to the
Hague, where they were received in the most flattering-

manner by the public, by the states-general, and, above all,

by their esteemed friend the pensionary Heinsius.
Negotiations were then opened for peace, but jiroved fruit-

less. The campaign of 1709 was opened in Flanders by two
hostile armies, each a hundred and fifty thousand strong.
That of the French was commanded by Villars, who, fearing
to compromise himself in op])osition to such great c-iptains
as Marlborough and Eugene, remained upon the defensive,

and suffered them to take Tournay without oi)position.
Having gone to succour Mons he was followed by the at lies,

who attacked him at Malplaquet on the 9th of September
in aformidable position, wlierehehad had time to entrench
hi-nself. The attack was made with equal vigour anil
ability; but owing to the strength of the French position,
ai.d the tenacity with which it was maintained, the victory
was purchased at tlie cost of twenty-five thousand men
killed on tin; field of battle, and the Dutch infantry was
almost annihilated. Although the allies remained masters
of the field of battle, this barren advantage had been so

dearly bought that they found themselves soon afterwards

out of all condition to undertake anything. Their army
accordingly went into winter-quarters, and Prince Eugene

returned to Vienna, whence the iMuperor almost immediately

dispatdied him to Berlin. From the king of Prussia the

prince obtained every thing which he had f)een instructed

to require; and having thus fulfilled his mission, he returned

into Flanders, where, excepting the capture of DouaJ,

Bethune, and Aire, the campaign of 1710 presented nothing

remarkable. On the death of the emperor .losejih I. in

April 1711, Prince Eugene, in concert with the I'uiiiress,

exert<!d his utmost end(avours to secure the crown to the

archduke, who afterwards ascended the imi)erial throne

under the name of Charles \'I. In the same year the

changes which had occui-red in the ))olicy, ov rather the

caprice, of Queen Anne, brought about an approximation

between England and France, and put an end to the influ-

ence which Marlborough had hitherto possessed. When
this political revolution Itecame known. Prince Eugene im-

mediately repaired to London, charged with a mission from

the emperor to re-establish the credit of his illustrious com-

panion in arms, as well as to re-attach England to the

coalition. The mission having proved unsuccessful, the

emperor found himself under the necessity of making the

campaign of 1712 with the aid of the Dutch alone. The
defection of the English, however, did not induce Prince

Eugene to abandon his favourite plan of invading France.

He resolved at whatever cost, to penetrate into Champagne ;

and in order to support his operations by the possession of

some important jilaces, he began tiy making himself master
of Quesnoy. But the Dutch, having been surprised and
beaten in the lines of Dennin, where Prince Eugene had
placed them at too great a distance to receive timely support
in case of an attack, he was obliged to raise the siege of

LandrecieSj and to abandon the project which he had so

long cherished. This was the last campaign in which
Austria acted in conjunction with her allies. Abandoned
first by England and then by Holland, the emperor, not-

withstanding these desertions, still wi.shed to maintain the

war in Germany ; but the su)ieriority of the French army
prevented Eugene from relieving either Landau or Freiburg,

which were successively obliged to capitulate; and seeing

the empire thus laid open to the armies of France, and
even th(! hereditary states themselves exjjosed to invasion,

the prince counselled his master to make peace. Sensible

of the prudence of this advice, the emperor immediately
entrusted Eug(^ne with full powers to negotiate a treaty of

peace, wliich was concluded at Rastadt, on the Gth of March
1714. On his return to Vienna, Prince Eugene was em-
ployed for a time in matters of internal aduiinistration

;

but it was not long before he was again called on to assume
the command of the army in the field. In the s[iring of

1716 the emperor, having concluded an offensive alliance

with Venice against Tui'key, ajipointed Eugene to command
the army of Hungary; and at Peterwaradin, with a force not
exceeding sixty thousand men, he gained (oth August 171G)

a .signal victory over the Tutks, who had not le.ss than a
hundred and fifty thousand men in the field. In recogni-

tion of this service to Christendom the yjope sent to the

victorious general the consecrated rapier which the court

of Rome was accustf)med to bestow upon those who had
triumphed over the infidels. But the ensuing campaign,
that of 1717, was still more remarkable on account of

the battle of Belgrade. After having besieged the city

for a month lie found himself in a most critical, if not
hopeless, situation. The force opposed to him numbered
six times his own army, which besides was become smaller

every day owing to the [irevalence of dysentery. . In these

circumstances the only possible deliverance was by a bold
and decided strok*?. Accordingly on the morning of the
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'16th August 1717 Prince Eugene orderca a general attack,

whicli resulted in the total defeat of the enemy with an

anormoua loss, and in the capitulation of the city six

(days afterwards. The prince was wounded in the heat of

the action, this being the thirteenth time that he had been

hit upon the field of battle. On his return to Vienna he

received, among other testimonies of gratitude, a sword

valued at eighty thousand florins from the emperor. In

the following year, 1718, after some fruitless negotiations

with a view to the conclusion of peace, he again took the

field; but the treaty of Passarowitz (21st July 1718) put

an end to hostilities at the moment when the prince had

well-founded hopes of obtaining still more important

successes than those of the last campaign, and even of

reaching Constantinople, and dictating a peace on the

shores of the Bosphorus.

As the government of the Netherlands, formerly con-

ferred upon Eugene, had now for some reason been

bestowed on a sister of the emperor, the prince was

appointed vicar-general of Italy, with a pension of three

hundred thousand florins. Though still retaining his

official position and much of his influence at court, his

personal relations with the emperor were not so cordial as

before, and he suffered from the intrigues of the anti-

German party. During the ten years of peace which

ensued, Eugene occupied himself with the arts and with

literature, to which he had hitherto been able to devote

little of his time. This new interest led him to correspond

with many of the most eminent men in Europe. But the

contest which arose out of the succession of Augustus 11.

to the throne of Poland having afforded Austria a pretext

for attacking France, war was resolved on, contrary

to the advice of Eugene. In spite of this, however, he

was appointed to command the army destined to act upon

the Rhine, which from the commencement had very

superior forces opposed to it ; and if it could not prevent

the capture of Philipsburg after a long siege, it at least

prevented the enemy from entering Bavaria. Prince

Eugene, having now attained his seventy-first year, no

longer possessed the vigour and activity necessary for a

general in the field, and he welcomed the peace which was

concluded on the 3d of October 1735. On his return

to Vienna, his health declined more and more, and he died

in that capital on the 21st April 1736, leaving an immense
inheritance to, his niece the Princess Victoria of Savoy.

Of a character cold and severe, Prince Eugene had almost

oo other passion than that of glory. He died unmarried,

and seemed so little susceptible to female influence that

he was styled a Mars without a Venus. Although one of

the greatest generals of his time, military science is not

indebted to him for any remarkable improvemennt. His

operations were not directed according to any positive

method, nor conformable to invariable principles ; it was

by sudden inspirations, and an admirable rapidity of coup

d'oeil, that he conducted himself on the ground according

lo the circumstances and the men he had to deal with;

»nd upon all occasions he took the greatest pains to

ascertain the character of the generals who were opposed to

him. Despising the lives of his soldiers as much as he

exposed his own, it was always by persevering efforts and
great sacrifices that' he obtained victory. His almost

invariable success raised the reputation of the Austrian

army tp a point which it has never reached either before or

since his day. . War was with him a passion. Always on
the march,_ in camps, or on the field of battle during more
than fifty years, and under the teign of three emperors, he
bad scarcely passed two years together without fighting.

Prince Eugene was a man of the middle size, but, upon the
whole, well made ; the cast of his visage was somewhat
long, his mouth moderate, and almost always open his

eyes were black and anlihated, and his complexion such bb

became a warrior. His funeral oration, composed in

Italian by Cardinal Passionei, was translated into French

by Madame du Boccage, 1759.
.See Sisloire du Prince Fugine (Amst. 1740, Vienna, 1755) by

Mauvillon, published anonymously ; Uistoire Militaire du Prince

Eugine, du Due de Marlborough, et du Prince du Nassau, by Dumont
(Hague, 1729) ; Prim Eugen von Savoyen, by Von Arneth (3 void.

Vienna, 1858-9); Prinx Eugen vcm Savoyen, by Von Sybel (Loudon,
1868).

EUGENIUS, the name of four popes.

EuGENius I. was a native of Rome. Elected pope iu

654, on the banishment of Martin I. by the emperor Con-
stans II., he showed greater deference than his predecessor

to the emperor's wishes, and made no public stand against

the patriarchs of Constantinople. He died in 657, and
was canonized, his day being the 2d of June, although

according to Anaatasius, he died on the Ist of that month.

EuGENius II. was a native of Rome, and was chosen td

succeed Pascal L in 824. Another candidate, Zinzinnus^

was proposed by the plebeian faction, and the presence of

the emperor Lothair was necessary in order to maintain

the authority of the new pope. Lothair took adyantage o£

this opportunity to redress many abuses in the papal ad-*

ministration, to vest the election of the pope in the nobles^

and to confirm the statute that no pope should be con-

secrated till his election had the approval of the emperors

A council which assembled at Rome during the reign of

Eugenius passed several enactments for the restoration of

church discipline, took measures for the foundation o^

schools and chapters, and decided against priests wearing a

secular dress or engaging in secular occupations. Eugenius

also adopted various provisions for the care of the poor

and of widows and orphans, and on that account received

the name of " father of the people," an epithet not alto-

gether appropriate, if he was, as he is said to have been,

the author of the " ordeal of cold water." He died in 827,

Eugenius III., a native of Pisa, was elected pope in

February 1145. When called to occupy this supreme

position he was only abbot of the Cistercians, and he owed
his elevation partly to the fact that none were eager tcf

accept an office the duties of which were at the time so diffi-

cult and dangerous, but chiefly to his being the friend and
pupil of Bernard of Clairvaux, the most influential eccle-

siastic of the Western church, and a strong assertor of the

pope's temporal authority. The choice had not, however^

the approval of Bernard, who remonstrated against the

election on account of the " innocence and simplicity " o£

Eugenius ; but after the choice was made he took advan-

tage of the qualities in Eugenius v/hich he objected to, so

as virtually to rule in his -name. During nearly tho
whole of his pontificate Eugenius was unable to reside in

Rome. Hardly had he left the city to be consecrated

in the monastery of Farfa, when the citizens, under th<

influence of Arnold of Brescia—the great opponent of the

pope's temporal power—established the old Roman consti

tution, and elected Giordano to be " patrician.'' ' Eugenius

appealed for help to Tivoli and to other cities at feiid with

Rome, and with their aid was successful iu making such

conditions with the Roman citizens as enabled him for a

time to hold the semblance of authority in his capital;

but as he would not agree to a treacherous compact against

Tivoli, he was compelled to leave the city in March 1146.

He stayed for some time at Viterbo and then at Siena,

bat ultimately went to France.^ On hearing of the fall of

Edessa, he had, in December* 114^, addressed a letter td

Louis VII. of France, calling on him to take part in another

crusade; and at a great diet held at Spires in 1146 the'

emperorConrad III. also, and many of his nobles were, by the;

eloquence of Bernard, incited to dedicate themselves to thef

holy warfare. After holding councils at Paris, Rheims, and.
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Trives, Eugenius, ill lUJH returned to Italy, and took up
his residence at Viterbo. In 1150, through the aid of the

king of Sicily, he was able again to enter Komo, but the

jealousy of the republicans soon compelled him to retire.

The emperor Frederick Barbarossa had promised to aid

him against his revolted subjects, but the death of Eugenius,

at Tivoli, Juno 7, 1153, prevented the fulfilment of the

engagement. Though the citizens of Kome were jealous

of the efforts of Eugenius to assert his temporal authority,

they were always ready to recognize him as their spiritual

lord, and they besides deeply reverenced his personal

character. Accordingly he was buried at the Vatican with

every mark of respect, and his tomb soon acquired an

extraordinary fame for miraculous cures.

Eugenius IV. (1383-1447), born in 1383, was the son

of a Venetian merchant, and bore the name of Gabriel

Condolmieri. His mother was the sister of Gregory XII.,

and when Gregory mounted the papal throne in 1406,

Gabriel, then a Celestine monk, became btbhop of Sienna.

In 1408 he was made cardinal, and on the death of Martin

V. he was elected pope, March 3, 1431. Martin V. belonged

to the house of Colonna, and the rich treasures which he

had accumulated during his pontificate remained in their

hands. Eugenius, however, claimed their possession, as the

papal successor of Martin, and this being refused, he, with

the aid of the rival faction of the Orsini and the general

body of the Eoman citizens, seized all the Colonnas who
were in Rome, captured their castles in the surrounding

country, and compelled the prince of Salerno to make
humiliating terms. With the large sum of money acquired

from the Colonnas he was eiiabled soon afterwards to quell

a revolt which had assumed serious dimensions in the

Roman states, and for a time his power was undisputed
throughout all his dominions. The augury thus presented

of a pontificate of exceptionable prosperity and influence was
not, however, fulfilled, for the after career of Eugenius was
chiefly a succession of humiliations, and during the greater

part of it there existed the scandal of a church " divided

against itself." It is doubtful whether even Martin V., if

he had lived, could have longer delayed the serious quarrel

between pope and council which was the chief feature of

Engenius's pontificate; but the latter had neither his prede-

cessor's family influence; nor his practical prudence, per-

sonal popularity, or steadfast will. He was a patron and
friend of learning, and is admitted to have practised

"-nth exemplary conscientiousness all the virtues of his

order, but he can scarcely be allowed any other commenda-
tion. At times he manifested a certain degree of dexterity

in gaining his end, but as he was ignorant of the world,

and. unable to appreciate the motives and interests which
exist beyond the pale of a monastery, he was in a great

measure necessarily deprived of the knowledge which could

guide him safely through complicated circumstances. In
addition to this he was a strong and hard dogmatist, bitter

and relentless in his hatred of heresy, and keenly suspicious

of anything that in the faintest way seemed to cast a doubt
on the dignity, infallibility, and unlimited authority of his

oflice. On the very day that he was chosen pope the

council appointed by his predecessor met at Ba^el. Three
pi'incipal subjects were to engage its attention,—the

reconciliation of the Hussites, the reform of the church, and
the reunion of, the Greek and Latin churches. A great

victory gained by the Hussites a few weeks after the

council met seemed, in the opinion of the majority of the

members, to lend to the two former subjects an additional

and supreme urgency, and they actually arranged to receive

a deputation of the Hussites for the purpose of agreeing to

a peaceable settlement' of the points in dispute. Such a

proposal, however, at once excited the alarm of Eugenius,

—

alarm regarding his own authority, and alarm at the mairt-

festation of such signs of clemency towards heretics. His
fears were doubtless nourished by the Roman curia, who
foresaw the injury that would result to their own interests

through the threatened reforms; and on November 12,

induced partly by his own misgivings and partly by their

advice, Eugenius wrote the cardinal Caesarini, president of

the council, ordering him to dissolve it, and summon another

to meet two years afterwards at Bologna. Against this

command CaMsarini strongly remonstrated, but Eugenius

was inflexible, and the council, obtaining the support of the

emperor and the duke of Milan, proceeded to act indepen-

dently of the pope's authority. He fulminated letters of

excommunication against all who should attend it, but the

number of its members went on increasing ; and, gaining

confidence by its accessions, it cited him on April 20;

1432, to appear before it in less than three months, and on
September 6, as he did not obey the summons, declared

him guilty of schism. Eugenius, to gain the support of

Sigismund, had granted him the imperial crown, but since

Sigismund remained faithful to the council, Eugenius was

compelled to yield, and in 1433 he revoked his bull of

dissolution. In the following year the Colonnas, aided by
the Visconti, compelled Eugenius to flee from Rome. Ha
escaped in disguise to Florence, and afterwards, notwith-

standing an ofl'er of assistance from the patriarch of Alex-

andria, took up his residence at Bologna. Meantime the

essential subjects of dispute between him and the council,

so far from being settled, were gradually leading to a
crisis, and when finally the council endeavoured to deprive

him of the power of conferring benefices, he in 1437 sought

to change the place of meeting to Ferrara, on the ground

that the latter place was more Buicable for discussing the

reunion with the Greek church. The council replied by
summoning him to appear before them within sixty days,

at the end of which time they, on his failing to appear,

suspended him from his functions. In January 10, 1438,

the opposition council, supported by the emperor and the

patriarch, met at Ferrara, but on account of an outbreak of

the plague, the place of meeting was changed to Florence.

Here the act declaring the reunion of the Greek and Latin

churches Vas published July 6, 1439. Meantime, the

council at Basel proceeded to elect as pope Amadeus duke

of Savoy, under the title of Felix V., and continued the

work of reform untd 1443. In October of that year

Eugenius, with the aid of Alphonso king of Aragon, whose

claim to the throne he had supported in opposition to Rend

of Anjou, was enabled to enter Rome ; and in 1447,

through the subtle but unprincipled craft, of .^neas

Sylvius Piccolomini, who had forsaken his old master

Amadeus, the whole of Germany was induced to declare

against the antipope. The same day, however, that nevre

reached Eugenius of this diplomatic triumph, he was seized

with a mortal illness; and, after only lingering to sign the

treaty of pacification, he died 23d February 1447. Nor
does he appear to have gained much comfort from this;

final act of his pontificate, regarding it rather as a ne-

cessary but disagreeable compromise than as the means

of attaining his original purpose, for he is said to have

exclaimed on his deathbed,—" O Gabriel, Gabriel, better

would it have been for you to have been neither pope,

nor cardinal, nor bishop, but to have finished your days

as you commenced them, following peaceably in the

monastery the exercises of your order."

See Platina, Vitas Pontificum; jEneas Sylvius, De Concilia Basil-

iense, and various passages in his other works ; Muratori, Jnn.

d'Italia; Artaud de llontor, Eistoiredes Souverains Ponti/es remains;

Gregorovius, Geschichte der Sladt Romim Mittelalter; and ilihnan.

History of Latin Christianity.

EUGUBINE or IGUVINE TABLES, TabulcB Eugu-

hince, are seven tablets of brass containing a series of sacer-

dotal inscriptions ia the ancient Umbrian language, oi
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inestimable value to the student of Italian linguistic. Ac-

cording to Concioli, they were discovered in 1444 amid the

ruins of a theatre in the vicinity of Gubbio (the ancient

Eugubium or Iguvium), and according to Passeri, they were

bequeathed i^i 1456 by a private citizen to the public

authorities of the town. Considerable doubt exists as to

the original number .of the tablets. Concioli asserts that

nine were discovered, but that two were taken to Venice in

1540 and never brought back ; other early notices speak

of eight, and even M. Br6al is inclined to hope that the

'Venetian tablets may yet be recovered. The seven are

preserved in the palazzo municipale of their native city,

and much more truly than Dante's missal-painter Oderisi

they form I'onor dl Euguhio. Taken altogether they

furnish 447 lines, for the most part continuous and entire.

Tables I., II., V., and VI. are engraved on both sides,

but a considerable blank space is left on one side in the

case of II. and V., and the back of VII. contains only a
few lines. 'The inscriptions read from right to left ; those

of V. and VII., and nearly all on the obverse of V., are

in Roman letters; the rest, which are pretty certainly

of earlier date, are in Etruscan letters. According to

M. Br6al, they may be ascribed to the first and second
century A.D. For three centuries after their discovery

nothing was known as to the contents of the tables : Sal-

masius confessed he could not even say whether they
should be read from right to left or from left to right.

The first attempt at divining their meaning was made by
Bernardinus Baldus in the beginning of the 17 th century,

and he was followed by Adrian van Schrieck who believed

he had got possession of the oldest monument of the Low
German language, and intei'preted accordingly. Olivieri

recognized the name of Eugubium in one frequently recur-

ring word. Louis Bourget pointed out that one of the

tablets written in the Etruscan letters corresponded in the

main with two written in Roman letters. C. O. Miiller, in

his great work Die Etrusken, showed that in spite of the

use of Etruscan letters the language of the inscriptions was
totally different from the Etruscan language. Lepsius

added greatly to the epigraphical criticism of the tablets,

and Lassen and Grotefend made several successful attempts

at interpretation. And finally Aufrecht and Kirchhoff,

iuci ming up the labours of their predecessors, and working
according to strict scientific method, brought the interpreta-

tion of the tables to a degree of perfection that could hardly

have been hoped for, though there still remains in matters

of detail sufficient scope for such investigators as Br^al,

Ebel, Corssen, Ascoli, Zeyss, Savelsberg, and Bugge. The
tables contain the acts of a corporation of priests called the

Attidian Brethren, who had authority over a considerable

region, and probably derived their name from an ancient

town Attidium, corresponding to the modern Attigio. The
brethren were twelve in number, and acted utider the presi-

dency of an adfertur. They offered sacrifices to a large

number of gods and goddesses—Jupiter, Sancus, Mars,

Fisus, Grabovius, Cerfius, Vofionus, Tefer, &c., many of

(vhom are altogether unknown to the classical student, and
orobably belonged to an indigenous Umbrian cult. Tables

VI. and VII. give details of a purification of the Fisian HUI
And a lustration of the people of Iguvium ; and table II.

furnishes a list of the tribes who had a right to participate

In a certain sacrifice.
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EULENSPIEGEL, in French Ulespiegle, in older

English Howleglas, one of the most popular of European
chapbooks, consisting in all its innumerable rifacimentcs

of stories of ludicrous roguery, in which the love of fun is

not unmingled with the love of mischief. The name in its

present form is equivalent to Noctus Speculum or Owl's

Mirror, and may be compared with such appellations as

Schwabenspiege), Sachsenspiegel, Lalenspiegel, Speculum
historiale, Speculum Conversionis Peccatorum, Speculum de

PaSsione Domini nostri Jesu Christi, the Mirror of theWorld,

the" Mirror for Magistrates, the Steele Glas, and a huadred
others of the same type. It may possibly have arisen early,

in the Middle Ages, and it is distinctly mentioned in a
book De Generibus Ebriosorum, or "Concerning the kinds of

drunkards," published in 1515. No definitive explanation

has been given of the origin of the name, but one inter-

pretation makes it rest on the fact that man recognizes his

faults no more than an owl that looks into a mirror, and
another finds the original form in the Low German Ul en
Spiegel, or Ul den Spiegel, which would signify " Cleanse

the looking glass." The popularity of the book has not

only enriched literary German with the words Eulen-

spiegelei, waggery, Eulenspiegeln, to play the wag, <fec., but

it has furnished French with espiegle and espieglerie. Ben
Jonson refers in his Masque of Fortune and his Sad
Shepherd to Owl-glass, Ulenspiegle, and Owlspiegle, and
Taylor makes a peculiar use of the word when he says

—

" Ride on my best invention like an asae

To the amazement of each Owliglasae."

According to an old tradition, the tricks and jests of the

collection are attributed to a certain Till or Tyll Eulen-

spiegel, otherwise TiU the Saxon or Tylus Saxonicus, who
was born at Kneitlingen near Schoppenstadt, in the duchy
of Brunswick, and was the son of Claus Eulenspiegel and
Anna Wortbeck. He is usually stated to have been buried

in 1350 at Mblln, about four leagues from Lubeck, but the

people of Damme in Belgium claim that his grave is with

them. At Mdlln, to quote an old book of travels cited by
Nares, the townsmen "yearly keep a feast for his memory,
and yet show the apparell he was wont to wear ;

" and his

tomb was adorned with a fantastic effigy, holding in one

hand a little tankard with a jack-in-a-box, and in the

other a basket full of little mannikins with fool's caps on

their heads. That there was such a person as Tyl seema

not improbable, but what connexion he had with the Owl-

glass it is hard to discover : Eulenspiegel at least is pretty

certainly a later addition to his name. Mr WiUiam F.

Thoms f :und the Irish peasantry telling stories of Old

Espeel, and a writer in the Gentleman's Magazine, Septem-

ber 1877, Mr David Fitzgerald, "met with pretty clear

traces of Eulenspiegel in the traditions of the county of

Limerick, where he figures as one Ulas, whose confession,

like that of his prototype, is yet a favourite tale."

The book was originally, it would appear, composed in Low
German; and, according to Lappenberg, the High German veraioa
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'printed at Strasturg in 1519 and hitherto regarded as the edilio

pniiceps was the work of Thomas Murner the Franciscan monk.
A Latin translation was made by Nemius ; and another by Periander

appeared at Frankfort-on-Maine in 1667 as Noctu(z Speculum,

omnes res memorabilcs variasque tt admirabilcs Tyli Saxonici

machirMiones complectcns. An English translation called Howie-
glas his life, printed at London by Copeland, is preserved anriong the

Garrick plays in the British Museum; extracts from it are given

in "W. F. Thoms's Lays mid Legends of various countries: Germany.
French translations appeared at Lyons in 1550, at Orleans, 1571, at

Antwerp, 1579, at Rouen, 1701. Delepierro published an edition at

Bruges, 1835, and another at Brussels, 1840 ; and a complete trans-

lation into modern French from the 1519 edition was printed at

Paris by P. Jannet, 1858. An English edition was published in

1860, under the direction of Kenneth R. H. Mackenzie, and with

illustrations by Alfred Crowquill. In 1865 appeared a photolitho-

graphic reprint of the Lower Saxon version, originally printed by
Servais Kruffter (Servetius Cruftanus). There is no complete copy
of the original, but portions in the Royal Library at Vienna and
in the Royal Library at Berlin complete each other.

See GSrres, Lie deutschen Volksbucher, 1807 ; Lappenberg, Zulerispiege!, 1854.

EULER, Leonard (1707-1783), one of the most dis-

tinguished mathematicians of the 18th century, was born

at Basel on the 15th of April 1707, his father Paul Euler,

who had considerable attainments as a mathematician, being

Calvinistic pastor of the neighbouring village of Riechen.

After receiving preliminary instructions in mathematics

from Lis father, he was sent to the university of Basel,

where geometry soon became his favourite study. His

genius for analytical science gained for him a high place in

the esteem of John Bernoulli, who was at that time one of

the first mathematicians in Europe, as well as of his sons

Daniel and Nicholas Bernoulli. Having taken his degree as

master of arts in 1723, Euler afterwards applied himself,

at his father's desire, to the study of theology and the

Oriental languages with the view of entering the church,

hut, with his father's consent, he soon returned to geometry

as his principal pursuit. At the same time, by the advice

of the younger Bernoidlis, who had removed to St Peters-

burg in 1725, he applied himself to the study of physi-

ology, to which he made a happy application of his mathe-

matical knowledge ; and he also attended the medical lec-

tures of the most eminent professors of Basel. While he

iWa3 keenly engaged in physiological researches, he composed

a dissertation on the nature and propagation of sound, and
an answer to a prize-question concerning the masting of

ships, to which the French Academy of Sciences adjudged

the second rank in the year 1727.

In 1727, on the invitation of Catherine I., Euler took up
His residence in St Petersburg, and was made an associate

of the Academy of Sciences. In 1730 he became professor

of physics, and in 1733 he succeeded his friend Daniel

Bernoulli in the chair of mathematics. At the commence-
ment of his new career he enriched the academical collec

tion with many memoirs, which excited a noble emulation

between him and the Bemoullis, though this did not in any
way affect their friendship. It was at this time that he carried

the integral calculus to a higher degree of perfection, in-

vented the calculation of sines, reduced analytical operations

to a greater simplicity, and threw new light on nearly all

:parts of abstract or pure mathematics. In 1735 a problem
.proposed by the academy, for the solution of which
several eminent mathematicians had demanded the space of

some months, was solved by Euler in three days, but the

effort threw -him into a fever which endangered his life and
'deprived him of the use of his right eye. The Academy of

Sciences at Paris in 1738 adjudged the prize to his memoir
on the nature and properties of fire, and in 1740 his

treatise on the tides shared the prize with those of Colin

"Nlaclaurin and Daniel Bernoulli,—a higher honour than if

Ire had carried it away from inferior rivals.

In 1741 Euler accepted the invitation of Frederick the

Great to Berlin, where he was made a member of the

Acadeou? of Sciences and ,t>rofessor of mathematics. „ He

<!r—24'

enriched the last volume of the Melanges or Miscellanies 6i

Berlin with five memoirs, and these were followed, with an
astonishing rapidity, by a great number of important
researches, which are scattered throughout the annual
memoirs of the Prussian Academy. At the same time he
continued his philosophical contributions to the Academy of

St Petersburg, which granted him a pension in 1742. The
respect in which he was hold by the Russians was strikingly

shown in 1760, when a farm he occupied near Charlotten-

burg happened to be pillaged by the invading Russian army
On its being ascertained that the farm belonged to Euler,

.

the general immediately ordered compensation to be paid,

and the empress Elizabeth sent an additional sum of four

thousand crowns. In 176G Euler with difficulty obtained

permission from the king of Prussia to return to Petersburg,

to which he had been originally invited by Catherine II.

Soon after his return to St Petersburg a cataract formed in

his left eye, which ultimately deprived him almost entirely

of sight. It was in these circumstances that he dictated to

his servant, a 'tailor's apprentice, who was absolutely devoid

of mathematical knowledge, his Ekmcnts of Algebra,

a work which, though purely elementary, displays the mathe-
matical genius of its author, and is still reckoned one of

the best works of its class. Another task to which he set

himself immediately after his return to St Petersburg was
the preparation of his Lellres d, une Princesse d'-Allemagne

sur quelques sujets de Physique (3 vols., 1768-72). They
were written at the request of the princess of Anhalt-Dessau,
and contain an admirably clear exposition of the principji

facts of mechanics, optics, acoustics, and physical astronomy.
Theory, however, is frequently unsoundly applied in it, and
it is to be observed generally that Enler's strength lay

rather in pure than in applied mathematics. In 1755 Euler
had been elected a foreign member of the Academyof Sciences
at Paris, and some time afterwards the academical prize was
adjudged to three of his memoirs Concerning the Inequalities

in the Motions of the Planets. The two prize-questions pro-

posed by the same academy for 1770 and 1772 were de-

signed to obtain a more perfect theory of the moon's motion.

Euler, assisted by his eldest son Johanti Albert, was a com-

petitor for these prizes, and obtained both. In the second

memoir he reserved for further consideration several ine-

qualities of the moon's motion, which he could not

determine in his first theory on account of the complicated

calculations in which the method he then employed had
engaged him. He afterwards reviewed his whole theory

with the assistance of his son and Krafft and LexeU, and

pursued his researches until he had constructed tha

new tables, which appeared, together with the great work,

in 1772. Instead of confining himself, as before, to the

fruitless integration of three differential equations of the

second degree, which are furnished by mathematical

principles, he reduced them to the three ordinates which

determine the place of the moon ; and he divided into

classes all the inequalities of that planet, as far as they

depend either on the elongation of the sun and moon, or

upon the eccentricity, or the parallax, or the inclination of

the lunar orbit. The inherent difficulties of this task were

immensely enhanced by the fact that Euler was virtually

blind, and had to carry all the elaborate computations it

involved in his memory. A further difliculty arose from

the burning of his house and the destruction of the greater

part of his property in 1771. His manuscripts were

fortunately preserved. His own life was only saved by

the courage of a native of Basel, Peter Grimmon, who
carried him out of the burning house.

Some time after this the celebrated Wenzeli, by couching

the cataract, restored Euler's sight ; but a too harsh use of

the recovered faculty, along with some carelessness on tha

part of the surgeons, brought about a relapsQ. With the
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assistance of his sons, and of KrafTt and Loxell, howeror,

he continued his labours, neither the loss of his sight nor

the infirmities of an advanced age being suflicient to check

his activity. Having engaged to furnish the Academy of

6t Petersburg with as many memoirs as would be sufficient

to complete its acts for twenty years after his death, he

in seven years transmitted to the academy above seventy

memoirs, and loft above two hundred more, which were

revised and completed by another hand.

Euler's knowledge was more general than might have been

expected in one who had pursued with such unremitting

ardour mathematics and ast-onomy as his favourite studies.

He had made very considerable progress in medical,

botanic.ll, and chemical science, and he was an excellent

classical scholar, and extensively read in general literature.

He was much indebted to an uncommon memory, which

seemed to retain every idea that was conveyed to it, either

from reading or meditation. He could repeat the J^neid

of Virgil from the beginning to the end without hesitation,

and indicate the first and la^st line of every page of the

edition which he used. Euler's constitution was uncom-
monly vigorous, and his general health was always good.

He was enabled to continue his labours to the very close

of his life, so that it was said of him that he ceased to

calculate and to breathe at -nearly the same moment. His
last subject of investigation was the motion of balloons,

and the last subject on which he conversed was the newly
discovered planet Herschel. On the 18th September 1783,
whilst he was amusing himself at tea with one of his grand-

children, he was struck with apoplexy, which terminated

his illustrious career at the age of seventy-six. Euler's

genius was great, and his industry still greater. His
works, if printed in their completeness, would occupy from
GO to 80 quarto volumes. He was simple and upright iu

his character, and had a strong religious faith. He was
twice married, his second wife being a half-sister of his

first, and he had a numerous family, several of whom
attained to distinction, His eloge was written for the

French Academy by Condorcet, and an account of his life,

with a list of his works, was written by Von Fuss, the
Secretary to the Imperial Academy of St Petersburg.

The works which Euler published separately are

—

Disserlatlo phy-
tica de Sono, Basel, 1727, in 4to ; Mcchanica, sive Mollis scicniia

analytice exposiia, Petersb., 1736, in 2 vols. 4to ; Einleitung in
die Arithmelik, ibid. 1738, in 2 vols. 8vo, in German and Russian

;

Tentamcn Novce Thmrice Mitsiccs, ibid. 1739, in 4to ; Melhodus
inveniendi lineas curvas, maximi minimivi proprktale gaudentes,
Iiausanne, 1744, in 4to ; Theoria motuum Planetarum et Cometarum,
Berlin, 1744 in 4to ; Bcaniioortung^ etc., or Answers to diffevent

Questions respecting Comets, ibid. 1744, in 8vo ; Ncue Grundsdtze,
etc., or New Principles of Artillery, translated from tbe English of
Benjamin Robins, with notes and illustrations, ibid. 1745, iu 8vo

;

Opuscula- varii argtimcnli, ibid. 1746-51, in 3 vols. 4to ; KovcE
et correctcc Tahulce ad loca Luna: coynmdanda, \b\i. 1746, in 4to

;

Tahulce Astronomicre SoUs et Lunce, ibid. 4to ; Gedankcn, etc., or
Thouglits on the Elements of Bodies, ibid. 4to ; RMimg dcr Golt-
lichen Offenharung, etc.. Defence of Divine Revelation against Free-
thinkers, ibid, 1747, in 4to ; Introductio inAnalysin Infinitom.in,
Lausanne, 1748, in 2 vols. 4to ; Scicntia Navalis, scu Traclalus dc
cmistnicndis ac dirigmdis navibus, Petersb. 1749, in 2 vols. 4lo

;

Theoria motiis Luna;, Berlin, 1753, in 4to ; Disscrlatio de principio
minimte actionis, una. cum examine Ohjeclionum cl. prof. Kanigii,
\\,\i. 1753, in 8vo ; Instilutiones Calculi Differentialis, cum ejus
usu in analyst Infinitorum acdodrina Serierum, ibid. 1755, in 4 to

;

Conslructio Lcnlium Objcctivarum, .etc., Petersb. 1762, in 4to

;

Theoria motus corporum solidorum scu rigidorum, Rostock, 1765,
in 4to

; Inslituliones Calculi Inlcgralis, Petersb. 1768-1770, in 3
vols. 4to

; Leltrcs iX une Princess d' Allcmagnc sur quelgues sujcta
de Physique et PhilosopMe, Petersb. 1768-1772, in 3 vols. 8vo

;

Anleitunq zur Algebra, or Introduction to Algebra, ibid. 1770, in
8vo

; Dioplrica, ibid. 1767-1771, in 3 vols. 4to ; Theoria motuum
Lunas nova, vuthpdo pertractata,.ih\i. 1772, in 4to ; Novas Tabulce
Lunares, ibid, in 8vo ; Thiorie complete dc la construction ct de la
marueuvre dcs Vaisscaux, ibid. 1773, in 8vo ; iclaircissemcnts sur
itabhssemenis en favcur tant dcs Veuves que des Morts, without a
date

; Opuscula Analytica, Petersb. 1783-1785, in 2 vols. 4to,

EUMENES, a native of Cardia, a city in the 'ffcracian

Chersonesus, was born 3G0 B.C., and died in 315. At a
very early age he was employed a.s private secretary by
Philip king of Macedonia, and on the death of that prince

he was continued in the same office by Alexander. In this

capacity he accompanied Alexander into Asia. The'esteeux

in which he was held by his royal master was proved by
his being retained in confidence in spite of the enmity of

HephKstion, by his appointment to a high military com-
mand, and by his marriage to Artonis, the daughter (/

Artabazus. Upon the death of Alexander, the provinces

and armies were divided amongst his generals, and the

countries assigned to Eumenes were Cappadocia and
Paphlagonia, with the sea-coast of Pontus as far as Trapezus

;

but as they were not yet subdued, Leonnatus and Antigonua
were charged by Perdiccas to put him in po.5session.

Antigonus, however, disregarded the orders of Perdiccas
;

and Leonnatus, having in vain attempted to induce Eumenes
to accompany him to the assistance of Antipater in

Europe, made an unsuccessful attack on his life. Eumenes,
however, escaped his vengeance and joined Perdiccas, who
assisted him in taking possession of Cappadocia. When
Craterus and Antipater, having reduced Greece, determined
to pass into Asia and overthrow the power of Perdiccas,

their first blow was aimed at Cappadocia ; and in the

emergency Eumenes was appointed commander of all tiie

forces in the neighbouring couDtrie.s. But to this Neopto-
lemus, one of the generals, refused to submit ; and being
defeated by Eumenes, he fled to Antipater and Craterus,

The presence of Antipater was required in Cilicia, and the

army destined to act against Eumenes was therefore com-
manded by Craterus and Neoptolemus. They were, how-
ever, completely defeated ; Neoptolemus was killed, and
Craterus died of his wounds, 321 e.c. When the jface.-

donian chiefs received intelligence of the defeat of two of
their generals by one whom they considered a stranger,

only a few days after the death of Perdiccas, they con-

demned Eumenes to death, and charged Antipater and
Antigonus with the execution of their order. Eumenes
was at first successful, but being defeated through the

treachery of one of his officers, he fled to Nora, a strong

fortress on the confines of Cappadocia and Lycaonia. Here
he made a successful resistance, and was afterwards

appointed by Olympias to command the army against

Antigonus, whose intentions could no longer be misunder-

stood. He gained a battle against his adversary, but un-
fortunately lost the baggage and women belonging to his

Alacedonian phalanx. Antigonus offered to restore them
on condition that the soldiers would surrender Eumenes.

into his hands. The ofier was complied with, and Eumenes,
having been thus basely betrayed, was put to death in the

forty-fifth year of his age. (Plutarch, Life of Eumenes

,

Nepos ; Diodor. Sic, xviii. 30.)

EUMENIDES. See Erinyes.
EUNAPIUS, a Greek sophist and historian, born at

Sardis 347 a.d. In his native city he studied under his

relative the sophist Chrysanthius, from whom it is supposed

that he imbibed the enmity to Christianity which his

works display. While still a youth he went to Athens,

where he became a favourite pupil of Proseresius. He
possessed a considerable knowledge of medicine. In his

later years he seems to have resided at Athens, teaching

rhetoric. There is evidence that he was still living in the

reign of the younger Theodosius. He was the author of

two works, one entitled Lives of the Sophists {fiioi <f>iXocr6^wv

KoX (To<f>i(TTu>i'), and the other consisting of a continuation of

the history of Dexippus. The former work is still extant

but of the latter only excerpts remaia. The style of both

works is bad, and they are written in a spirit of bittei

hostility to Christianity.. The Lives of the Sophists, whicL
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deals cliKjfly vvitli the contemporaries of Uio autlior, is valu-

able as the only souico for the history of the philosophy of

that period. Tho best edition is that of Boissouado with

notes by Wytlenbach (Amsterdam, 1822). See a notice of

Eunapius by Cousin in his Fragments philosop/dques 2J0ur

eervir a I'hisloire da la philosophie (18G5).

EUNOMIUS, one of the chief leaders of the extreme or

Anomcean Arians, who are sometimes accordLugly called

Eunomians, was born at Dacora in Cappadocia early in

the 4th century. Under tho advice of the Arian bishop

Secuudus of Antioch, he was sent to Alexandria to study

tlieology under Aetius, whose secretary he became. He
afterwards came under the influence of Eudo.\iu3 of

Antioch, where ho was ordained deacon. On the recom-

mendation of Eudoxius he was appointed bishop of Cyzicus

in 3G0. In this position he gave unrestrained utterance

to his extreme Arian views, with tho result that the inhabi-

tants of Cyzicus lodged a complaint against him, and

Eudoxius was compelled, by command of the emperor

Constantine, to depose him from the bishopric within a

year of his elevation to it. During the reigns of Julian

the Apostate and Jovian, ho resided in Constantinople in

closeintercourse with Aetius, consolidating an heretical party

and consecrating schismatical bishops. He ne.xt resided at

Chalcedon, from which he was banished to Mauritania by
the emperor Valens for harbouring the rebel Procopius.

He was recalled, however, before he reached his destination.

In 383 the emperor Theodosius, who had demanded a

declaration of faith from all party leaders, punished

Eunomius for continuing to teach his distinctive doctrines,

by banishing him to Halmyris iu Moesia. He afterwards

resided at Chalcedon and at Cfesarea in Cappadocia, from

which he was expelled by the inhabitants for writing

against their bishop Basilius. His last days were spent at

Dacora his birthplace, where he died about 394. The
writings of Eunomius wore held in high reputation by
his party, and their influence was so much dreaded by the

orthodox, that more than one imperial edict was issued

for their destruction (Cod. Theod., svi. 34). Consequently
his commentary on the epistle to the Romans, mentioned
by the historian Socrates, and his epistles, mentioned by
Philostorgius and Photius, are no longer extant. His
6rst apologetical work ('ATroXoyiynKos), written probably

about. 360 or 3G5, has been entirely recovered from the

celebrated refutation of it by Basilius, and may be found
in Fabricius's BM. Gr., viii., pp. 262-305. A second

apology, written before 379 {h-n-lp avoXoyta^ avroXoyta),

exists only in the quotations given from it in a refutation

by Gregory of Nyssa. The exposition of faith ("Ek^cctis

r^; rnVrera;), called forth by the above-mentioned demand
of Theodosius, is still extant, and has been edited by
Valesius in his notes to Socrates, and by Rettberg in his

Marcelliana. The doctrine of Eunomius, as displayed in

these wolks, was developed by an exclusively logical

application of the fundamental idea of the unity of God
to tho orthodox Trinitarian view. Denying alike the

homoousian and the homoiousian theory, he was dialecti-

cally probably the ablesD and most consistent defender of

Anomoeanism, or the doctrine according to which the Son
is essentially or substantially different from the Father.

According to Socrates (v. 24), Eunomius carried his

doctrine to a practical issue by altering the baptismal
formula. Instead of baptizing in the name of the Trinity,

kc! baptized in the name of the Creator and into the death

of Christ. This alteration was regarded by the orthodox

IS so serious that Eunomians on returning to the church

were re-baptized, though the Arians were not. The
lEunomian heresy was formally condemned by the oacu-

meaical council, of Constantinople. The sect maintained

a separata existence ior soma- time,, but gradually fell

aWay owing to internal divisions. It may be noted that

^Yhiston's Umiomianismus Redivmts containa an English

translation of tho first apology of Eunomius^

EUNUCH (eii/ouxos), an emasculated person. From
remote antiquity among the Orientals, as also at a late»

period in Greece, eunuchs were employed to take churga

of the women, or generally as chamberlains,—whence the

name, ol rryi/ (.vvtjv (x^ovn^, i.e., those who have charge of

tho bedchamber. Tiieir position in the harems of princes

affording them tho ready means of access to tho royal person,

it is not surprising that they were frequently enabled to

exercise an important influence oyer princes, and even t«

raise themselves to stations of great trust and power. Hence

tho terra eunuch in Egypt came to be applied to any court

officer, whether a castratus or not. The vulgar notion that

eunuchs are necessarily deficient in courage and in intellec-

tual vigour is amply refuted by history. We are told, fot

example, by Herodotus that in Persia they were especially

prized for their fidelity ; and they were frequently promoted

to the highest oflices. Narses, the famous general undei

Justinian, was a eunuch, as was also Hermias, governoi

of Atarnea in Mysia, to whose manes the great AristotU

offered sacrifices, besides celebrating the praises of his

patron and friend in a poem (still extant), addresseii

to Virtue (see Lucian's dialogue entitled Eumichus).

To multiply instances were superfluous. The capacity of

this class of persons for public affairs is' strikingly illustrated

by the histories of Persia, India, and China; and we need

only allude to the power exercised by the eunuchs undei

the later Roman emperors. The hideous trade of castrating

boys to be sold as eunuchs for Moslem harems has continued

to modern times, the principal district whence they aro

taken being the inland of north-eastern Africa. As tha

larger proportion of children die after the operation (gone-

rally total removal), such as recover fetch at least three oi

four times the ordinary price of slaves. Even more vile,

as being practised among a civilized European nation, has

been the Italian practice of castrating boys to prevent the

natural development of the voice, in order to train them aa

adult soprano singers, such as might till lately be heard

in the Sixtine Chapel. Though such mutilation is a crime

punishable with severity, the supply of " soprani " nevet

failed so long as their musical powers were in demand in

high quarters. Driven long ago from the Italian stage by

public opinion, they remained the musical glory and moral

shame of the papal choir till the accession of the present

pope (Leo XIII.), one of whose first acts was to get

rid of them. Mention must here also be made of the

class of voluntary eunuchs, who have emasculated them-

selves, or caused the operation to be performed on them,

for the avoidance of sexual sin or temptation. This

unnatural development of asceticism appears in early

Christian ages, its votaries acting on the texts Mat.

xix. 12, V. 28-30. Origen's case is the most celebrated

example, and by tho 3d century there had arisen a sect

of eunuchs, of whom Augustine says {De Hxres., c. 37)j

"Valesii et seipsos castrant et hospites suos, hoc modo
&xistimantes Deo se debere servire " (see Neander, Histonj

of Chr. Church, vol ii. p. 462 ; Bingham, Anliq. Chr.

Church, book iv. chap. 3). Such practices have been

always opposed by the general body of the Christian

churches, but have not even now ceased. It recently came

into notice how large and prosperous a secret sect of the

kind exists in Russia, whose practice of castration is ex-

pressed in the name of Skopzi, by which they are commonly
described. (For details see F. v. Stein in Zeitschrift fil-:

Ethnologic, 1875, p. 37, and Journal of Anthropology, 1870,
also Haxthausen, Russian Empire, vol. i.) (e.b. T.)

EUPATORIA, a seaport town of European Russia, at

the head of axiicleia the goveinraent of Taurida. about &f
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miles N.W. of Simpheropol, on a sandy promontory in tLe

;iorth of Kalamita Bay, in 45° 12
" N. lat. and 33° 5' E. long.

Of its numerous ecclesiastical buildings, which comprise 16

mosques, three synagogues, an Armenian, an Orthodox, and

a Catholic church, only two are of special interest, the

Karaite synagogue and one of the mosques, which has four-

teen cupolas, ana is built after tho plan of St Sophia in Con-

stantinople. The shipping accommodation is poor, the port

or rather roadstead having a sandy bottom, and being

exposed to violent storms from the N.E. Small vessels cast

•mchor near the town in a depth of ]8 or 15 feet. The

trade is principally in grain, skins, cowhair, felt, tallow, and

salt. In 1861, out of a population of 7081, 3422 were

Mahometans, 1228 Karaite Jews, and 175 Talmudists. In

1871 the total was 8294.

It is believed that in the 5th century B.C. there was a town

t'oronitis, in. this part of the. Chersonese, and according to some
ftiitUorities it was near this spot that a military post called Eupatorium

was established in the 1st century a.d. by Diophantes, tlio general

of Mithradatos Eupator. About the eiW. of the 15th century the

T.atars built the fortress of Gezleve on the present site, and it became

the centre of one of tho principal towns of the Crimea. It was oc-

cupied for the first time by tlie Russians under Marshal Munich in

1735, and for the second time in 1771 by Prince DolgorukofT. Its

annexation to Russia loolc place in 1783, and in the following year

It was made the chief town of a circle. In 1854 the Anglo-French

Iroops were landed at Eiipatoiia, and in February 1855 the town
was occupied by the Turkish forces under Omer Pasha.

EUPEN' (French Neau), the chief town of a circle in the

district of Aix-la-Chapelle, Rhenish province of Prussia, is

situated in a beautiful valley at the confluence of the Hill

and Vesdrc, on the Ehenish railway, 9 miles south of Aix-

la-Chapelle. It is a flourishing commercial town, and

besides cloth and buckskin mills, it has net and glove

manufactories, soapworks, dyeworks, tanneries, and

breweries, and also carries on a considerable trade in cattle,

butter, and cheese. It has a Protestant and 6 Catholic

churches, a Franciscan monastery, a town school of a high

grade, an orphanage, a hospital, an infirmary, and a

lunatic asylum. Eupen until 1801 was under the govern-

ment of Austria, and belonged to the duchy of Limburg,

but at the peace of Lun^ville it came into the possession of

France, and in 1814 into that of Prussia. The population

in 1875 was 14,895.

EUPHORBIUiM, an acrid dull-yellow or brown resin,

consisting of the concreted milky juice oi Enphorhia resini-

fera, Berg., a ractus-like perennial plant of the natural order

Euphorbiacefe, indigenous to Morocco. .It is procured by

making incisions in the branches of the plant, and allowing

the juice to harden in the heat of the sim. In collecting

it, the protection of the mouth and nostrils by a cloth is

requisite, as the dust occasions violent sneezing if inhaled.,

Euphorbium has a taste at first little marked, but afterwards

hot and acrid. It dissolves in alcohol, ether, and turpen-

tine; in water it is only slightly soluble. Its constituents,

according to Fliickiger, are 38 per cent, of an amorphous
resin, to which the drug owes its acridity, and 22 per cent.

oleiiphorhoii,—together with mucilage, malates, and mineral

compounds. Pliny states that the name of the drug was
given to it in honour of Euphorbus, the physician of Juba

ir.'i king of Mauritania. In former times euphorbium was
valued in medicine for its drastic, purgative, and emetic

properties ; and as an errhine it is still occasionally resorted

to
' On account of the violence of its action, it requires to

be mixed for use with starch or flour. As a vesicant it has

been employed as a substitute for cautharides in veterinary

practice.

See Fliickiger and Hanbnry, Pharmacograplda, 1874 ; Eentley
and Trimcii, Medical PlaiUs, tab. 240.

EUPHORION", a Greek poet and grammarian, was the

son of Polyinnotus, and was born at Chalcis in Eubcca in the

126th Olymui-.ul, 274 u.c, JIe_ studied philosophy under

Lacydea and Prytauis, and poetry under Archebulus the

Therein. After amassing great wealth, he retired (221 b.c.)

to the court of Syria, and there assisted Antiochus the

Great in forming the royal library at Antioch, which it was
intended should rival that of Alexandria ; and in this em-I

ployment he died probably about 200 B.C. His poetry wa»
principally epic, but he was also au epigrammatist, and has

besides been supposed, though without suflicient reason, to

have written dramas. Only a lew fragments of his works

have been preserved ; but from the opinions expressed

by ancient writers, it appears that he was constantly in

search of archaic and obsolete expressions, and that the

erudite character of his allusions rendered him so obscure

as to be understood with difficulty. His works appeal

to have been Dopular as late as the times of the emperor

Tiberius.

The fragments have been edited by Meineke under the title Os
Enphorionis Chalcidcmis Vita et Scrijiiis, &c., Dantzic, 1823.

_
Tliia

work with amendments has been published by Meineke in hia

AnaUcta Alcxandrina, Berlin, 1843. See also Clinton's Pasli IleU

lenici, vol. ii. p. 511; Fabricius, Bib. Grizc., vol. i. p. 594; Hcyne,

De £uphorione, Excurs. iii. ad Virg. Sucol. and Excurs. v. ad JEn.

ii.

EUPHRANOR, a painter and statuary of Greece, who
flourished about the middle of the 4th century B.C., was bom
in the territory of Corinth, but, having practised his art

and acquired his renown at Athens, is always identified

with the Athenian school. In sculpture he produced a

great number of pieces, from colossal life-figures to drinking

cups. Of the finest of these, a figure of Paris, a beautiful

copy now exists in the Museo Pio-Clementino in the

Vatican. His principal pictorial work was extant in the

time of Pausanias in one of the porches of the Ceramicus.

It represented on one side of the wall the twelve gods, and

on the other Theseus as the founder of the equal polity of

Athens. Among the pupils of Euphranor were Antidotus,

Carmanides, and Leonidus of Anthedon. He was the

author of some works on colour and proportion, which

seem to have been the characteristic excellences of his own
pieces.

EUPHRATES. The Euphrates has been one of th»

best known rivers of the world from the remotest antiquity.

It may be considered, roughly speaking, as divided into

three portions, the upper, middle, and lower divisions,

each of which is distinguished by special physical features,

and each of which has played a conspicuous part in the

world's history, retaining to the present day monumental
evidence of the races who have lined its banks. The
upper division is formed of two arms, called respectively

the Frdt ^ and the Murad (different forms in all probability

of the same i»ame), which rise, the one a short distance tc

the N.E. of Erzeroum, and the other to the N.W. of Lake
Van near Diyadln, and which unite in the vicinity of

Keban Maaden, about 39° N. lat. and 39° E. long, on the

high road conducting from Sivas to Diarbekir. This upper
division of the river bisects the plateau of Asia Minor, and,

has thus been traversed by all the nations who have
passed successively from Asia into eastern Europe. It
still exhibits at Paloo, at Malatioh, and in some other places,

on the precipitous rocks which form its banks, cuneiform

inscriptions of the Scytho-Arian dynasty, which ruled in

Armenia iu the 8th century B.C. Here the general

^ The original name of the Euphrates, Burat or Purat, represents

probably a very old Asiatic root, Bur or Pur (con-esponding witli the
Welsh Bwrw and English "pour"), with a Semitic feminine ending'i

The full form of Ilufral, whence the Gr. EuiJ)))aTjjs, is first found in

the inscriptions of Darius Hystaspes, the initial syllable having been
prefixed apparently by the Persians, in order to obtain a suitabia

Arian etymology for the name Ilufrat, signifying "the good abound-
ing," The fluvial root Bur \s perhaps to be recognized in Borysthene^
Kha-bu.r.,_and.some other names.'
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cnaractcr of the Euphrates is that of a river of the first

order struggling through high hills or rather low mountains,

prolongations of tho chain of Anti-Taurus, and making an

exceedingly tortuous course as it forces its way over a rocky

or a pebbly bed from one natural barrier to another. As
it winds round its numerous barriers it carries occasionally

towards each of the cardinal points a considerable body of

water and is shallow enough in some places for loaded

camels to pass in autumn, the water rising to about 4i feet.

Tho general direction of the left arm of tho Euphrates,

which is termed the MurAd-chal, and which, rising near

Diyadin, skirts the plains both of Miish and Kharpiit, is

westerly as far as its junction with the right arm near

Keban Maaden. This right arm again, which rises near

Erzeroum, and which, though of inferior length and size,

is generally regarded as the true Euphrates, runs south-

westerly by ErzingAn Kamakh (Kvmnkh of the inscriptions,

and Gr. Kofinayy/vrj) and Egin to the point of junction.

There, however, the direction of the river changes. Meet-

ing obliquely the Anti-Taurus, which afterwards rises into

the Jujik-dagh (the Mount Abus of antiquity), it is forced

to the south through some very precipitous gorges to the

vicinity of Malatfeh. It then crosses the,broken country

between tho Anti-Taurus and Taurus, and finally forces its

way through the latter range in a succession of rapids and
cataracts for a space of about 40 miles, till it emerges upon
the great Syrian plain, a short distance above SamsAt, the

ancient Samosata, where . Lucian dwelt and wrote. The
Euphrates now enters on its middle division, which may be

considered to extend from Sams.at to Hit. The direction

here is at first S.W., then S., and afterwards S.E. from
about the 36th parallel of latitude to its embouchure in the

Persian Gulf. The river in this part of its course runs

through a valley of a few miles in width, which it has

eroded in the rocky surface, and which, being more or less

covered with alluvial soil, is pretty generally cultivated by
artificial irrigation. The method of irrigation is peculiar,

dams of solid masonry being run into the bed of the river,

frequently from both sides at once, so as to raise the level

of the stream and thus to give a water power of several

feet in height which is used to turn a gigantic wheel some-

times 40 feet in diameter. The water is thus raised to a

trough at the top of the dam, and from thence is distri-

buted among the gardens, and melon beds, and rice fields,

occupying tho valley between the immediate bed of the

river and the rocky banks which shut it out from the desert.

The wheels, which are of the most primitive construction,

being made of rough branches of trees, with 100 or 150
rude clay' vessels slung on the outer edge, raise a prodigious

amount of water, and are moreover exceedingly picturesque,

the dams or aqueducts to which they are attached being

often formed of a series of well-built Gothic arches ; but
they are great impediments to navigation, as they cause a

current of six or seven knots an hour, which cannot be
'surmounted by any ordinary steam power. In some parts

of the river 300 of these wheels have been counted within

a space of 1 30 miles, and when our steamers first appeared
upon the river, not forty years ago, at least one-third of

the wheels were in working order ; but they have since

fallen very generally into ruin, the Arab population, which
used to cultivate the immediate banks of the river, having
for the most part moved further off into the desert. The
rocks which form the river banks during this part of its

course are composed of gypsum, sandstone, and conglomer-

ate with mica and felspar, and at some points, as at

Helebi-Jelebi (the ZabA andZald of the Arabs) approach
close to the water's edge. Beyond the rocky banks on
both sides is the open desert, covered in spring with a
luxuriant vxsrdure, and dotted here and there with the

black tent of the Bedouin, the great tribe of Shamar hold-

ing tho left bank or JozlriSh, as the 'Anezeh possess the

right bank or Sh.-lmiyah. The middle course of the

Euphrates has also played a great part in history. In v«ry

early times it formed a boundary between the empire of

Assyria to the east and the great nation of the Khctta, or

Hittites, to the west ; and the capital of the latter people,

known in Scripture as Carchemish (2 Chron xxxv. 20),

was built upon its banks. Tho ruins of this c'lty, now
known as Yerdbolus, a corruption of the Greek Hierapolis,

have been recently examined by Mr George Smith, and aic

found to contain numerous well-preserved bas-reliefs

(with inscriptions in the Hamathite character), which

pronnse to be of the utmost ii^portance as forming the

connecting link that has been long sought between

Egyptian and Assyrian art. In the vicinity of Hierapolis,

or Carchemish, was the upper passage of the Euphrates on

the road conducting from Syria to Nineveh. The site is

now known as Bir or Birejek, but it retained the title of

Zugma (Greek, ^evyjxa), according to the Arab geographers,

to comparatively modern times (see Yaciit in voce), and the

remains of the old bridge were still to be seen there in the

7th century of the Hegira, popularly known as the Jisr

Membij, or bridge of Membij, the Arabic form of the Syriac

Mabog or Hieropolis. The lower passage of the Euphrates

conducting from Syria to Babylonia, which retained, among
the Greeks, the old Semitic title of Thapsacus (or nosn
1 Kings V. 4, &c.), is usually placed at Der, 200 miles

lower down the river; but Captain Lynch, who carefully

examined the country, would prefer the position of Phunsah
above Kacca, where he found the remains of an ancient

bridge. The Euphrates is singularly deficient in tributaries

after it leaves the mountains ; with the exception, in-

deed, of the SaiTJeh (Si'yyas of the Greeks) and the

Sajnr (Sangar of the Assyrian inscriptions) on the

right bank, and the Bilikh and Khahur on the left, which

have retained their present names unchanged for thirty

centuries, there is no affluent to the Euphrates of any con-

sequence after it has once broken through the Taurus range.

In antiquity, indeed, there would seem to have been a
river named Araxes by Xenophon, and Saocoras by Ptolemy,

which descended from the Sinjar hills, and, running due
south, goined the Euphrates between Der and Annah ; but

no traces of such a stream are now to be found, and it has

been suggested therefore that its disappearance may be

due to the same upheaval of the land at the south-eastern

foot of the Sinjar hills, which diverted the Nisibin river

(Gozan of scripture, Mygdonius of the Greeks, and Hermas

of the Arabs) from its ancient course by Hatra to Tekrit

on the Tigris, and forced it to ioin the Khabur and ulti-

mately the Euphrates.

During the Mahometan period there were many flourish-

ing towns on the banks of the river in the middle part of

its course. The geographers mention in succesion Somei-

sdt, Kiim-Kaleh, Jisr-Mambej or Bir, Beles, El Ja'aber (or

Dusar), Kacca (Nicephorium at the mouth of the Bilikh),

Kerkessieh (Circessium at the mouth of the Khabur),

Kahbeh, D(5r-el-KAim (Gordian's tombf and the bound-

ary between the Roman and Persian empires), Annah (or

Anatho), Haditheh, Alus, Ndiiseh, and Hit. Many of

these cities are now in ruins, but .the sites can for the

most part be identified, and they would all well repay

a careful examination ; at present the most consider-

able towns are. Sams^it, Bir, Annah, and Hit. From
Bir to Ja'aber the river is rather sluggish, running over

a sandy or pebbly bed ; further down, and as far as Hit,

the general character of the bed is rocky, and between

Annah and Hit, it is thickly studded with islands, on

which were built in former times the castles and treasuries

of the rulers of the land, many of these islands being still

inhabited.
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Hit,' which may be fixed on as the point of demarcation

betwe'ea the middle and lower divisions of the river, stands

^t the head of the alluvial deposit. It is distant about 750
miles by the windings of the river from the point where the

Euphrates breaks through the Taurus range, and the further

course of the, stream measures about 550 miles to the sea.

The hills and cliffs and rocky banks which have hitherto

Jined the river disappear, and, with the exception of one
limited tract a short distance above Babylon, named El

Haswa, there is not a stone or a pebble to be seen on- the sur-

face of the desert all the way to the sea. In the immediate
vicinity of Hit a large canal was taken off on the right bank
«)f the rivor, which followed the extreme skirt of the

.-alluvium the whole way to the Persian Gulf, and thus

formed an outer barrier, strengthened at intervals with v.'atch-

towers and fortified posts, to protect the cultivated land

-of the Sowdd against the incursions of the desert Arabs.

This gigantic work, the line of which is still to be traced

sthroughout its course, was formerly called the Khandak-
'Bahur, or " Sapor's trench," being historically ascribed to

the Sassanian king, Shapiir Dhulaktrlf, but it is known in

the country as the CherraSaldeh, and is in popular tradi-

tion believed to have been excavated by Bokhtunasr
(Nebuchadnezzar) for his favourite " .sultdneh," Saldeh,

"the fortunate." The great irrigating canals, however, which
especially distinguished Babylonia, were derived from the

left han't of the river, and watered the country between the

Euphrates and the Tigris. Many of them must hare been

of the most remote antiquity, as the majority of the primi-

tive capitals^-such as Kuthd, and Niffer, and Larsa, &c.,

sister cities of Babylon—were built upon their banks, and
are thus proved to be of a later date than the canals. In
the time of the Arabs the chief canals v^'ere the Nahr IsA,

the Nahr Sarsar, the Nahr MalcA (the. royal river of the

Greeks), and the Nahr KuthA, and the cuts from these

main channels, reticulating the entire country between the

rivers, converted it into a continuous and luxuriant garden.

The most important canal, however, was the large stream

which left the Babylonian branch of the Euphrates just

above the city, and under the name of th.& Aralhai'^ (Archous

of the Greeks and Serrdt and Nil of the Arabs) ran due
east to the Tigris, irrigating all the central part of the

Jezlreh, and sending down a branch as far. south as NifTer.

At the present day it is easy to distinguish these great

primitive water courses from the lateral ducts which they

fed, the former being almost without banks, and merely

traceable by the winding curves of the layers of alluvium

in the bed, while the latter are hedged in by high banks of

mud, heaped up during centuries of dredging; Not a
hundredth part of the old irrigation system is now in work-

ing order. A few of the mouths of the smaller canals are

kept open so as to receive a limited supply of water at the

rise of the river in May, which then distributes itself over

the lower lying lands in the interior, almost without labour

on the part of the cultivators, giving birth in such localities

' Tho true name of this place seems to k-ivo been Ihi, which is

cften found in the Talmud in the compound form of Ihi-da-klra, or
" Ihi of the Bitumen," from the famous liituminous springs in the
vicinity. Herodotus wrote the name as 'It, with tlie Greek nominatival
ending, while in HU we have the Arabic feminine suffix. Isidore

gives the form of Acito^.s ; Ptolemy has ISiitapo, Ammianus Dia-
cira, and Zosimus AaVica,—the thre-> la.st forms all referring to the
bitumen springs. The name has not been recognized in the Assyrian
Inscriptions, though it is curious to observe that in Proto- Babylonian
" Ditumcn "' was named Iltu, a form very much resembling the
modern Hit.

' The Assyrian Arakhai means "the road," and is thus precisely
synonymous with the Arabic Serrdt, while the Bedouin of the present
day apply to different portions,of this canal the names of Dcrb and
Sik, with the same meaning. At tho time of the Arab conquest the
name of Serr&t-el-Jamasb was that chiefly in use, but in later times
the uppcr-.-ind lower divisions of tlie canal were more often called " the
«wo Zabi." ufier the famous river of that iilime in Assyria.

to the most abunaant crops ; but by tar the larger portion

of thn region between the rivers i^.. at i present an arid,

howling wildernes.s, strewed in the most part with broken
pottery, the evidence of former habitation, and bearing

nothing but the camel thorn, the wild caper, the colocynth-

applo, wormwood, and the other weeds of the desert. It must
further be borne in mind that the course of the river and
the features of the country on both banks are subject to con-

stant fluctuation. Between Hit, it is true, and Felugia (near

the ancient Perisabor, Anhdr of the Arabs) which is at the

head of the canal system, no great change is possible owing
to the height of the river banks, but lower down every-

thing depends on the care bestowed on the artificial

embankments of the stream. When the Euphrates, for

instance, breaks through at Felugia, and fills the Saklawleh

canal (in the line of the old Nahr 'Isd) the whole country

west of Baghdad is submerged, and a still more important

flooding occurs lower down near Mussafb, at the head of the

modern Hindleh canal. Here in all ages there has been a

great bifurcation of the river. We may infer that the

right arm was the original bed, and the left arm, on which

Babylon was built, the artificial derivation, because from

the earliest times, as we learn from the cuneiform

inscriptions, the Babylon stream has always been called

the river of Sippara and liot the Euphrates. In the

time of Alexander, it is true, the nomenclature had been

reversed, the right arm being then known as the Pallacopas,

which means an artificial canal ;^ but under the Arabs and
until comparatively modern times, the old distribution has

again prevailed, the Euphrates being always described in his-

tory as the river which flowed direct to Kiifa (near the modem
Nejof, the tomb of Ali), while the present stream, passing

along the ruins of Babylon to Hillah and Diwanleh, has

been universally known as the Nahr Surd, a mere corrup-

tion of the ancient title of Sippara.* At the present day

the preservation of the embankments at the point of bifurca*

tioii demands the constant care of the Baghdad Government.

The object is to allow sufficient water to drain off to the west-

ward for the due irrigation of the lands cultivated by the

KhezzAil Arabs below Nejef, while the Hillah bed still retains

the main volume of the stream, and is navigable to the sea;

but it frequently happens that the dams at the head of the

Hindleh are carried away, and that a free channel being

thus opened for the waters of the river to the westward,

the Hillah bed shoals to 2 or 3 feet, ^md is everywhere ford-

able. But whether the main body of the stream may flow in

therightarm or in the left, the lower portion of the Euphrates

—that is, a tract of 200 miles in length intervening between

DiwAnleh and the junction of the two great rivers at

Korna,—forms and has always formed a succession of

reedy lagoons of the most hopeless character. These were

the Paludes Chaldaici of antiquity, the El Batihdt of the

Arabs, and they are best known to us at present as the

Lemlun marshes, though that name is by no means of

general application. It may be doubted if the fall of the

' The first element of this compound may be compared with .the

Hebrew 373, "division," a root which has also produced the Arabic

name o[ Pelugia; and in the second element we may perhaps recognize

the 5)13 or Jowf, which was the name given to the natural depres.sior

now filled by the " sea of Nejef."
* The two Sipparas, represented in the Bible by the dual form of

Sepharvaim, were situated on the Euphrates near the point of bifurca-

tion, but the exact spot cannot now be recognized, owing to the

frequent destruction and reformation of the banks of the river in this

part of its course. Under the form of Sur&n or Surd, the place

became famous in the Middle Ages as the site of a great Jewish

academy, while the bridge by which the river was crossed on the higt

road from Baghdad to Kufa was also known as the Jisr-Surd. The
name still appertains to some remains, of no great mark or extenf,

immediately above the site of Babylon, but the old city of Sippara

was probably higher up the river, and not far from the modem tow?
of ,Uv/s(ii6.
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land uill ever admit of these marshes being drained, and
certainly in its present condition a more unproductive and
unpromising tract of country than the lake region can

hardly be conceived. The navigation through the long

lines of reeds is subject to constant interruption, the

climate is pestilential, the inhabitants wild and inhospitable,

and yet there are many mounds and ancient sites among
the marshes that would well repay excavation, dating as

they do from the earliest Chaldean times. The antiquities,

indeed, of the lower Euphrates are all of the highest

interest, for here were established the earliest seats of

civilization, and here accordingly were localized the tradi-

tions of a terrestial paradise. Erech (modern Warka) and
" Ur of the Chaldees " (now Mugheir) were both in the

immediate vicinity of the river, the banks of which, below

the junction of the SamdwA branch, the outpour of the

Ilindieh waters, everywhere bear evidence of a teeming

population in ancient times. From Korna, where the

Tigris and Eupihrates at present unite, the river sweeps on

in its majestic course to Bussorah; it is here 1000 yards

in width, and from 3 to 5 fathoms deep, so as to be navi-

gable by vessels of war, which not unfrequently ascend as

far as the junction. Bussorah, which was formerly a very

considerable city,' but has now dwindled to a small town
of 10,000 inhabitants, lies in a creek at a distance of a

couple of miles from the river. Off the mouth of the

creek, however, the Euphrates usually presents a somewhat
animated appearance, the head-quarters of the Turkish

naval force in the Persian Gulf being here established, and
several mercantile steamers from Bombay and Baghdad
being also not unfrequently anchored in the roads. The
native craft is likewise numerous, and occasionally the port

is visited by a vessel of war from the British squadron in

the gulf. From Korna to Bussorah the banks of the river

are well cultivated, andthe date groves are almost continuous.

Twenty-five miles further down the river Kariin from
Shuster and Dizful throws off an arm, which seems to be

artificial, into the Euphrates. This arm is named the

Haffdr, and at the confluence is situated the Persian town
of Mohamrah, a place which is most conveniently placed

for trade, and which in the future is likely to become a

place of much consequence. In the vicinity of Jlohamrah
was situated, at the time of the Christian era, the Parthian

city of Spasini-Charax, which was succeeded by Bahmaii
Ardeshir (now Bamishir) under the Sassanians, and by
Moharzi under the Arabs. The left bank of the river

'rom this point belongs to Persia. It consists of an island

5iamed Abadin, about 45 miles in length, which has been
formed by the alluvial deposits brought down by the river

during the last fifteen centuries. New land, indeed, is

yearly rising at the mouth of the river; and Fao, where we
have established our telegraphic terminus connecting the

Bombay and Constantinople wires, although at present on
the sea-shure, is not likely long to remain so. The entire

length of the Euphrates from its source near Diadin to Fao
cannot be less than 1600 miles, and for three-quarters of

that distance, or as far as Bir^ it is more or less navigable

ty light boats and rafts.

The Euphrates valley, independently of its great natural

advantages, has attracted some attention in recent times from
its geographical position, forming as it does the most direct

line of transit between the Mediterranean and the Persian

Gulf, and thus offering an alternative means of communica-
tion with India, not greatly inferior to the route through
Egypt. During our wars with Napoleon, early in the present

century, and indeed up to the time when the introduction of

steam navigation rendered the Ked Sea accessible at all sea-

sons of the year, the political correspondence of the home and
Indian Governments usually passed l;iy what is called "the
'iuphrates route/' swift dromedaries^ conveying the mails

across the desert from Bussorah to Aleppo on one line,

while Tartars on post horses on the other rode from
Baghdad direct to Constantinople ; and even to the present

day these postal lines are kept up with some modifications

for the conveyance of correspondence between Baghdad
and Europe. The greater facilities and the greater expedi-

tion of the Egyptian route,—especially since the construction

of railways from Alexandria to Suez, and yet more recently

the opening of the Suez Canal,—have, it must be allowed,

established that line in popular estimation as the high road

to India, but still not entirely to the exclusion of the

Euphratss valley route. Various plans, indeed, have been
suggested and partly executed at diflferent times, with a

view to opening up communication between the Mediter-

ranean and the Persian Gulf. The British Government
commenced in 1835 by sending out Colonel Chesney at

the head of an expedition to Syria, with instructions to

transport two steamers from the Mediterranean to tha

Euphrates, and after putting them together at Bfr, N.E. of

Aleppo, to attempt the descent of the river to the sea. One
of these steamers was lost in a squall during the passage

down the river, but the other performed the voyage in

safety, and thus demonstrated the practicability of the down-

ward navigation. Following on this first experiment, tfie

East India Company, in 1841, proposed to maintain a
permanent flotilla on the Tigris and Euphrates, and sent

two vessels accordingly, the "Nitocris" and the "Nimrod,"

under the command of Captain Campbell of the Indian

Navy, to attempt the ascent of the latter river. The
experiment was so far successful that, with incredible

difficulty, the two vessels did actually reach Beles, about

the same parallel as Aleppo, but the result of the expedition

was to show that practically the river could not be used aa

a high road of commerce, the continuous rapids and falls

during the low season, caused mainly by the artificial

obstructions of the irrigating dams, being insurmountable

by ordinary steam power, and the aid of hundreds of hands

being thus required to drag the vessels upthe stream at those

points by main force; and all subsequent experience has

confirmed this view, so that at the present day, although

many of the dams have been cleared away, and the naviga-

tion of the river has been generally much improved, the

Turkish authorities do not attempt to run their steamers

up and down throughout the year, but content themselves

with a few trips between Beles and llillah, while the river

remains in flood from April to August, with the political

object of controlling the riverain tribes rather than for

purposes of commerce. The unsuitability of the Euphrates

for continuous steam navigation was no sooner clearly

ascertained than public attention began to be directed to a

communication between the Mediterranean and the Persian

Gulf by rail, and from that time to the present, under a

hundred diff'erent forms, the Euphrates valley railway has

been under the consideration both of the political and the

commercial world. In the year 1872 a select committee

of the House of Commons reported generally in favour of

the line, remarking that about £10,003,000 sterling would

probably be sufiicient to cover tha expense of a railway

along the shortest route between .the seas ; and adding that

the principal advantages to be derived from such an

expenditure would be:— 1st, the more rapid transmission

of the mails between England and India ; 2d, the posses-

sion of an alternative and more rapid route for the convey^

ance of troops; and 3d, the great extension of commerce

which would follow from the opening up of such a line of

communication between India and England. How the

money was to be obtained, however, the committee did not

venture to recommend. They merely suggested that the

English Government should enter into communication

I
with tha Turkish Government, with a view to soma
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arrangement for a joint responsibility in raising the

necessary funds, and it was on this money question that

the whole scheme, and a great number of similar private

schemes, fell through. It is pretty certain, indeed, that

a railway of 1000 or 1200 miles through the Syrian and
Mesopotamian deserts, dependent for its support entirely

on the termini upon the two seas, can never be pecuniarily

remunerative j and so long, therefore, as the British

Government retains its hold on the Egyptian line it can
hardly be worth its while to embark on so costly an under-
taking merely for its possible political advantages. If the

Sublime Porte had retained its position in the political

world, it might have been a sound and proper measure of

flomestic economy to have laid down a railway from the

Mediterranean to the Peisian Gulf, with a viev/ to develop-

ing the resources o£ £he intermediate countries, and con-

solidating the power of the central government. Midhat
Pasha, indeed, the a-iithor of the Turkish constitution, had
thus some years ago, when lie was governor of Baghdad,
actually completed the preliminary surveys for a line from
Tripoli on the Mediterranean, across the desert to Tekrit
on the Tigris, and thence by Baghdad to Bussorah; and if

he had remained in office the project would have been pro-

bably executed; but under present circumstances, when
Asiatic Turkey threatens to become yearly more hopelessly

disorganized, there is no reasonable prospect of such a
scheme being resumed under native auspices. It is only,

indeed, in the possible event of the Tigris and Euphrates
valleys falling into the hands of a European power that we
can look with any hope to the construction of railways," or

the scientific embankment of the rivers, or the excavation of

canals, or any of those measures of internal improvement
which, however, if executed with care and skill, would
Boon restore these now desolate regions to their former
exceptional condition of populousness, wealth, and general
prosperity.

It may be of interest to add that the India Oflice has recently
*mployed Captain Felix Jones, aa accomplislied officer of tlie late

Indian navy, and one of the most experienced surveyors of that
noble service, in constructing a map of the Euphrates and Tigris
upon a lar^e scale. All the charts and plans executed by Col.
Chesney, Capt H. B. Lynch, and the various ofBcers of the Indian
navy who have been employed during the last 40 years on the
survey of Mesoputamia, and most of whose memoirs have been pub-
lished in the current volumes of the Royal Geographical Society's
Journal, have been utilized for the purpose, and the result has been
the production of a maji not less remarkable as a specimen of the
highest cartographic skill than for its general scientific accuracy
and its unusual fulness of detail. It is to be hoped that this
map will be soon engraved, and thus rendered generally accessible
to the public. (H. C. R.)

EUPION (Greek, iv, well, irtaiv, fat), a hydrocarbon of

the paraffin series, discovered by Reichenbach in wood-tar.

It is a colourless and highly volatile and inflammable
liquid, having at 20° C. a specific gravity of 0-t)5, and ex-

panding considerably when heated. It is unafi'ected by
alkalies and mineral acids, and unites directly with the

haloid elements. Eupion is formed in the destructive dis-

tillation of many substances, as wood, coal, caoutchouc,

bones, resin, and the fixed oils. It is most conveniently

prepared from rectified bone oil and rape and hemp seed
oils, by treatment with sulphuric acid. Like other liquids

of similar composition, it is employed for illuminating pur-

poses, and, mixed with rape and cotton-seed oils, for the
lubrication of machinery.

EUPOLIS, an Athenian poet of the Old Comedy, and, in

the judgment of Horace, ranking, along with Cratinus and
Aristophanes, as the greatest of that school, was the son of

Sosipolis, and was born 445 B.C. Nothing whatever is

known of his personal history. With regard to his death,
he is said to have been thrown into the sea by Alcibiades,
who had suffered from his attacks in the Bojrrat. Cicero,

liowever, points out that Eratosthenes mentions plays pi<>.

duced by Eupolis after the Sicilian expedition in whi;;h

Alcibiades is said to have taken this revenge. It is much
more likely, therefore, and much more generally believed,

that ho fell at the battle either of Cynossema, 411 B.C., or

of .iEgospotami, 408 B.C. To a lively and fertile fancy
Eupolis adda J a sound practical judgment, which prompted
him to a thot ough mastery of the mechanical part of his ai t.

The result of his studies was that he was reputed to equal
Aristophanes la the elegance aud purity of his diction, and
Cratinus in the command of the most bitter irony and pun-
gent sarcasm. Very curious and complicated relations

subsisted between Eupolis and Aristophanes, who accused
each other with the bitterest virulence, not only of imitation

but of plagiarism. Some of these attacks will be found
described in various parts of the scholia upon Aristophanes.

The plays of Eupolis are said to have numbered in all

seventeen. Meineke gives the names of fifteen which he
considers genuine, and an analysis of those whose subjects

can be decided from the surviving fragments.

EUPOMPUS, one of the most celebratea oi Greek
painters, was a native of Sicyon, and a contemporary of

Zeuxis and Parrhasius, who flourished in the 4th century

B.C. He was the head of the Sicyonian school of art, and
was held in very high esteem by his countrymen. When
Lysippus the sculptor was beginning his career, he con-

sulted Eupompus as to whom he should take for his model.
" Take nature herself for your model," replied Eupompus,
" and be not shackled by the trammels of any predecessor."

No mention is made of more than a single piece by Eupom-
pus—a victor in the games bearing a palm.

EUPiE, a department in the north-east of France, one
of the five formed out of the old province of Normandy, Lb

bounded on the N. by the department of Seine Infirieure,

W. by Calvados, S. by Orne and Eure-et-Loir, and E. by
Seine-et-Oise and Oise. It has an area of 2420 square
miles, and lies between 48° 39' and 49° 29' N. lat., and 0*

15' and 1° 45' E. long. The surface is fiat, with some
ranges of low hills, none of them exceeding 300 feet in

height. The Seine flows from S.E. to N.W. through tha
department dividing it into two unequal parts, and after

touching the frontier at two or three points forms near its

mouth part of the northern boundary. All the rivers of the

department flow into the Seine,—on the right bank tha

Audelle and. the Epte, and on the left the Eure with its

tributaries the Avre and thelton, andtheRille with its tribu-

tary the Charentonne. The Eure, from which the depart-

ment takes its name, rises in Orne, and flowing first east

and then west through Eure-et-Loir, falls into the Seins

6 miles below Louviers, after a course of 93 miles. The
Rille likewise rises in Orne, and flows generally northward
to its mouth in the estuary of the Seine. The climate

is mild, but moist and variable. The soil is generally

clayey, resting ou a bed of chalk ; but along the Seine

there are some barren sandy tracts quite incapable of

cultivation. A great part of the department, however, is

very fertile and well tiUed. The chief cereal cultivated

is wheat, but flax also is largely grown. There is a wide
extent of pasturage on which are reared a considerable num-
ber of cattle and sheep, and especially those horses of pure

Norman breed for which the department has long been
celebrated. Fruit is very abundant, especially apples 'and

pears, from which much cider and perry are made, and vine-

yards on the Seine, Eure, and Avre yield a considerable

quantity of wine. WUd game, especially of the winged
sorts, is very plentiful, and the rivers abound in fish.

Iron ore is very abundant, and the department is noted for

its mining and manufacturing industry. Cotton, linen,

and woollen cloths of every kind are fabricated. There are

large establishments for making copper ware of all kinds«
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the various descriptions of .paper, nails, pins, and needles,

glass for windows and glass bottles, and jewellery and
trinkets. Such goods form the trade; and, in addition to

these, firewood, timber, cattle, honey, wax, and corn are

furnished to the district surrounding the department.

Eure is divided into the following arrondissements :

—

Evreux,Louviers, Les Andelys, Bernay, and Pont-Audemer;
and its capital is Evreux. Notwithstanding the number
of industries carried on in the department the population

has for some time been decreasing; while in 1851 it was
415,777, it was cnly 377,874 in 1872, and 373,629 in

1876.

EURE-ET-LOIR, a department in the northern part of

France, formed out of portions of Orleanais, Maine, and
Isle de-France, is bounded on the N. by the department of

Eure, W. by Orne and Sarthe, S. by Loir-et-Cher, S.E. by
Loiret, and N.E. by Seine-et-Oise. It has an area of

2361 square miles, and lies between 47° 57' and 48° 57'

N. lat., and 0° 44' and 2° 0' E. long. The western and
north-western parts consist of undulations of hill and valley,

with springs, rivulets, and small lakes. The eastern part

is a level and uniform and very fruitful plain. The
northern part is watered by the Eure, with its tributaries

the Vfegre, Blaise, and Avre, a small western portion by
the Huisne, and the southern by the Loir with its tribu-

taries the Connie and the Ozanne. The air is pure, and the

climate mild, and not subject to sudden changes. The soil

consists, for the most part, either of clay intermixed with

sand or of calcareous earth, and is on the whole fruitful;

but in some portions of the S.W. it is sandy and dry, and
many tracts of land are so poor as to be uncultivated. The
agriculture is better conducted than in most of the depart-

ments of France, and the average yield of the various

kinds of corn is about three times greater. The wheat is

remarkably fine; and among the other agricultural products

are rye, barley, oats, hemp, flax, beet-root, melons, and
onions. Wine is not extensively produced, nor of the best

quality ; but in some parts there is an abundant supply of

apples, from which cider is made as the common drink of

the inhabitants. The extensive meadows supply pasturage

for a large number of cattle and sheep, the average yield

of wool being double that of any of the other departments.

There are some iron mines, and granite, marble, and
gypsum quarries. The manufactures are not extensive

;

but leather, paper, cotton goods of various kinds, serges,

flannels, and other coarse woollens, hosiery, hats, caps,

household linen (such as sheetings and table linen), and
some earthenware are furnished. The department has

Chartres for its capital, and is divided into the arrondisse-

ments of Chartres, Chateaudun, Dreux, and Nogent-le-

Rotrou. The population, which in 1851 was 415,777, was
282,622 in 1872 and 283,075 in 1876.

EURIPIDES is the mediator between ancient and
modern drama. No great poet is more difficult to estimate
justly, and none has been judged more unfairly. He can-

not claim the full excellence of the school from which he
began the departure, nor yet that of the school which at

last arose on the foundations laid by him. His time forced
an inner conflict on the art to which his genius was
devoted. We must try not to look at him either wholly
from a modern stand-point or wholly from that of the age
which he closed, but rather to place ourselves, as fo,r as
we can, at the line of separation on which he stood, -and
endeavour to see how he dealt with the perplexing forces

of an inevitable transition.

All that is known about his outward life may be shortly
told. He was born in 480 b.c, on the verj day, according
to the legend, of the Greek victory at Salamis, where his
Athenian parents had taken refuge; and a whimsical fancy
has even suggested that his name

—

son of Eurijms was

meant to commemorate the first check of the Persian fleet

at Artemisium. His father Mnesarchus was at least able

to give him a liberal education ; it was a favourite taunt

with the cpmic poets that his mother Clito had been a

herb-seller—a quaint instance of the tone which public

satire could then adopt with plausible effect. At first he

was intended, we are told, for the profession of an athlete,

—

a calling of which he has recorded his opinion with some-

thing like the courage of Xenophanes. Ho seems also to

have essayed painting; but at five-and-twenty he brought

out his first play, the Peliades, and thenceforth he was a
tragic poet. At thirty-nine he gained the first prize, and
in his career of about fifty years he gained it only five

times in all. This fact is perfectly consistent with his

unquestionably great and growing popularity in his own
day. Throughout life he had to compete with Sophocles,

and with other poets who represented tragedy of the type

consecrated by a splendid tradition. It was but natural

that the judges should crown works of that school more
frequently than the brilliant experiments of an innovator.

The hostile criticism of Aristophanes was witty ; and, what
has not always been observed, it was true, granting the

premise from which Aristophanes starts, that the tragedy

of iEschylus and Sophocles is the only right model. Its

unfairness, often extreme, consists in ignoring the changing

conditions of public feeling and taste, and the possibilities,

changed accordingly, of an art which could exist only by
continuing to please large audiences. It has usually been

supposed that the unsparing derision of the comic poets

contributed not a tittle to make the Kfe of Euripides at

Athens uncomfortable ; and there is certainly one passage

(in a fragment of the Melanippe,—Nauck, Frag. 495) which

would apply well enough to his persecutors ;

—

aPSpau Se TToAAol rod ye\iiiTos ovviKa

atTKovffi x^pnos KipT^fious' iyu 5e Trotj

fxtau yf\oiovs, o'lrivis trotpuiv Trtpi

To raise vain laughter, many exercise

The arts of satire; but my spirit loathes

These mockers whose unbridled mockery
Invades grave themes.

The infidelity of two wives in succession is alleged to.

explain the poet's tone in reference to the majority of their

sex, and to complete the picture of an uneasy private life.

He appears to have been repelled by the Athenian demo-
cracy, as it tended to become less the rule of the people than

of the mob. Thoroughly the son of his day in intellectual

matters, he shrank from the coarser aspects of its political

and social life. His best word is for the small farmer

(autouj-ffos), who does not often come to town, or soil his

rustic honesty by contact with the crowd of the market-

place.

About 409 B.C. Euripides left Athens, and after s

residence in the Thessalian Magnesia repaired, on the in-

vitation of King Archelaus, to the Macedonian court,

where Greeks of distinction were always welcome. In his

Archelaus Euripides celebrated that legendary son of

Temenus, and head of the Temenid dynasty, who had

founded 'JEgx; and in- one of the meagre fragments he

evidently alludes to the beneficent energy of his royal host in

opening up the wild land of the North. It was at Pella,

too, that Euripides composed or completed, and perhaps

produced, the Bacchw. Jealous courtiers, we are told,

contrived to have him attacked and killed by savage dogs

It is odd that the fate of Actseon should be ascribed, by

legend, to two distinguished Greek writers, Euripides

and Lucian; though in the former case at least the fato

has not such appropriateness as the Byzantine biographer

discovers in the latter, on the ground that its victimf

" had waxed rabid against the truth." The death o^

Euripide.s, whatever its manner, occurred in 406 B.C., when
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he was seventy-four. Sophocles followed him in a few

toonths, but not before he had been able to honour the

memory of his younger rival by causing his actors to

appear with less than the full costume of the Dionysiac

festival. Soon afterwards, in the Frogs, Aristophanes pro-

pounced the epitaph of Attic Comedy on Attic Tragedy.

The historical interest of such a life as that of Euripides

consists in the very fact that its external record is so scanty

•—that, unlike ..^Sschylus or Sophocles, he had no place in

ithe public action of his time, but dwelt apart as a student

and a thinker. He has made his Medea speak of those

who, through following quiet paths, have incurred the

reproach of apathy (JmOvixiav). Undoubtedly enough of the

old feeling for civic life remained to create a prejudice

against one who held aloof from the affairs of the city.

Quietness (a.Trpay/jLoirvi'ri), in this sense, was still regarded

as akin to indolence {dpy!a). Yet just here we see how
truly Euripides was the precursor of that near future which,

at Athens, saw the more complete divergence of society

from the state. His work is his biography. The first

reijuisite for a just appreciation, both of the artist and of

the man, is rightly to apprehend the conditions under which
his work was done.

'

Relation ^^ "'^ ^g^ which is not yet ripe for reflection or for the

of hia subtle analysis of character, people are content to express
work to in general types those primary facts of human nature
•"5 ^o«- which strike every one. Achilles will stand well enough

for the young chivalrous warrior, Odysseus for the man of

resource ajd endurance, even without such elaboration of

detail as would enable ns surely to recognize the very

man—to say, if we met him, this is the Achilles, the

Odysseus, whose exact portrait we know. The poetry of

such an age presents types rather than individuals. In
the case of the Greeks, these types had not merely an
artistic and a moral interest ; they had, further, a religious

interest, because the Greeks believed that the epic heroes,

sprung from the gods, were their own ancestors. Direct

lineage was the ground on which the Greeks trusted that

the Greek gods would holp them against other men, speak-

ing barbarian tongues, and other gods, the progenitors of

Artistic barbarians. Greek Tragedy arose when the choral worship
limit of of Dionysus, the god of physical rapture, had engrafted
tragedy, upon jt a dialogue between actors who represented some

persons of the legends consecrated by this faith. Now, in

order that the representation should express these persons

without transgressing the typical character of the legends

themselves, and thereby straining or lowering this faith,

it is necessary to observe a limit. The dramatist was obliged

to refrain from m'ultiplying those minute touches which, by
individualizing the characters too highly, would bring them
closer, indeed, to daily experience, but would detract from
their general value as types in which all Hellenic humanity
could recognize its own image glorified and raised a step

nearer to the immortal gods. This necessity was further

enforced by the existence of the Chorus, the original element
'of the drama, and the very essence of its nature as an act of

Dionysiac worship. Those utterances of the Chorus, which
to the modern sense are so often platitudes, were not so to

the Greeks, just because the moral issues of Tragedy were
felt to have the same typical generality as these comments
themselves.

An unerring instinct keeps both jEschylus and Sophocles
within the limits imposed by this law. Euripides was
only fifteen years younger than Sophocles. But, when
Euripides began to write it must have been clear to
any man of his genius and culture that, though an
established prestige might be maintained, a new poet
who sought to construct Tragedy on the old basis would
be building on sand. For, first, the popular religion

itself—the very foundation of Tragedy—had been under-

mined. Secondly, scepticism had begun to be busy with

the legends which that religion consecrated. Neither gods,

nor heroes commanded all the old unquestioning faith

Lastly, an increasing number of the audience in the theatre

began to be destitute of the training, musical and poetical,

which had prepared an earlier generation to enjoy the

chaste and placid grandeur of ideal Tragedy.

Euripides made a splendid effort to maintain the placa

of Tragedy in the spiritual life of Athens by modifying its

interests in the sense which his own generation required.

Could not the heroic persons still excite interest if they
were made more real,—if, in them, the passions and sorrows

of cvery-day life were portrayed with greater vividness and
directness 1 And might not the less cultivated part of the

audience at least enjoy a thrilling plot, especially if taken
from the home-legends of Attica ? Euripides became the

virtual founder of the Komantic Drama. In so far as his OMyit
work fails, the failure is one which probably no artistic *° '"^

tact could then have wholly avoided. The frame withm
which he had to work was one which could not be stretched

to his plan. The chorus, the masks, the narrow stage, the

conventional costumes, the slender opportunities for change
of scenery, were so many fixed obstacles to the free

development of Tragedy in the new direction. But no man
of his time could have broken free from these traditions ;

in attempting to do so he must have wrecked either his

fame or his art. It is not the fault of Euripides if in so much
of his work we feel the want of harmony between matter

and form. Art abhors compromise ; and it was the mis-

fortune of Attic Tragedy in hb generation that nothing

but a compromise could save it. A word must be

said on the two devices which have become common
phrases of reproach against him—the prologue, and the

deus ex machina. Doubtless the prologue is a slipshod Th* P"
and sometimes ludicrous expedient. But it should be '"S"*-

remembered that the audiences of his days were far from
being so well versed as their fathers in the mj'thic lore,

and that, on the other hand, a dramatist who wished to

avoid trite themes had now to go into the by-ways of

mythology. A prologue was often perhaps desirable or

necessary for the instruction of the audience. As_ regards

the deus ex machina, a distinction should be observed The dam

between those cases in which the solution is really «f
.'"«

mechanical, as in the Andromache and perhaps the '
""

Orestes, and those in which it is warranted or required by
the plot, as in the Hippol^us and the Bacchce. The
choral songs in Euripides, it may be granted at once, have
often nothing to do with the action. But the chorus was The

the greatest of difficulties for a poet who was seeking to chonu.

present drama of romantic tendency in the plastic form
consecrated by tradition. So far from censuring Euripides

on this score, we should be disposed to regard his manage-
ment of the chorus as a signal proof of his genius, originality,

and skill

In a poetical career of about fifty years Euripides is said \Vork»-

to have written 92 dramas, including 8 satyr-plays. The>
best critics of antiquity allowed 75 as genuine. Nauck has
collected 1117 Euripidean fragments. Among these,

numbers 1092-1117 are doubtful or spurious; numbers
842-1091 are from plays of uncertain title; numbers
1-841 represent fifty-five lost pieces, among which some of

the best known are the Andromeda, Antiope, Bellerophon,

Cresphontes, Erectheus, CEdipus, Phaethon, and Telephus.

(1.) The Alcestis, as the didascalioe tell us, was brought Alcestis.

out in OL 85. 2, i.e., at the Dionysia in the spring of 438
B.C., as the fourth play of a tetralogy comprising the Cretan

Women, the Alcmceoii at Psdphis, and the Telephus. The
j4^c(;s<isisaltogether removed from the cuaracter, essentially

grotesque, of a mere satyric drama. On the other hand, it
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lias features wLicli dfstinctly separate it from a Greek

tragedy of the normal type. Pirst, the subject belongs to

none of the great cycles, but to a by-way oi mythology, and

involves such strange elements as the servitude of Apollo

in a mortal household, the decree of the fates that Admetus
must die on a fixed day, and the restoration of the dead

Alcestis to life. Secondly, the treatment of the subject is

romantic and even fantastic,—strikingly so in the passage

where Apollo is directly confronted with the daemonic ligure

of Thanatos. Lastly, the boisterous, remorseful, and

generous Heracles makes—not, indeed, a satyric drama

—

but a distinctly satyric scene—a scene whicli, in the frank

original, hardly bears the subtle interpretation which in

Balaiistton is hinted by the genius of Mr Browning, that

Heracles got drunk in order to keep up other people's spirits.

When the happy ending is taken into account, it is nut sur-

prising that some should have called the Alcestis a tragi-

comedy. But we cannot so regard it. The slight and

purely incidental strain of comedy is but a moment of relief

between the tragic sorrow and terror of the opening and

the joy, no less solemn, of the conclusion. In this respect,

the Alcestis might more truly be compared to such a drama
as the Winter's Tale ; the loss and recovery of Hermione
by Leontes do not form a tragi-comedy because we are

amused between-whiles by Autolycus and the clown. It

does not seem improbable that the Alcestis—the earliest of

the extant plays—rnay represent an attempt to substitute

for the old satyric drama an after-piece of -a kind which,

while preserving a satyric element, should stand nearer to

Tragedy. The taste and manners of the day were perhaps

tiring of the men ly grotesque entertainment that old usage

ajipended to the tnigedies; just as, in the sphere of comedy,

we know from Aristophanes that they were tiring of broad

buffoonery. An original dramatist may have seen an op-

portunity here. However that may be, the Alcestis has a

peculiar interest, for the history of the drama. • It marks in

the most signal manner, and perhaps at the earliest momont,
that great movement which began with Euripides,—the

movement of transition from the purely Hellenic drama to

the romantic. .

Vedca. (2.) The Medea was brought out in 4-31 B.C. with the

Philoctetes, the Dictys, and a. lost satyr-play called the

Reapers (Therisfce). Euripides gained the third prize, the

first falling to Euphorion, the son of iEschylus, and the

second to Sophocles. If it is true that Euripides modelled

his Medea on the work of an obscure predecessor. Neophron,
at least he made the subject thoroughly his own. Hardly
any play was more popular in antiquity with readers and
spectators, with actors, or with sculptors. Ennius is said

to have translated and adopted it. We do not know how
far it may have been used by Ovid in his lost tragedy of

the same name ; but it certainly inspired the rhetorical

performance of Seneca, which may be regarded as laridging

the interval between Euripides and modern adaptations.

We may grant at once that the Medea of Euripides is not

a faultless play; that the dialogue between the heroine and
.iEgeus is not happily conceived ; that the murder of the

children lacks an adequate dramatic motive ; that there is

something of a moral anti-climax in the arrangements of

Medea, before the deed, for her personal safety. But the

Medea remains a tragedy of first-rate power. It is admir-

able for the splendid force with which the character of the

strange and strong-hearted woman, a barbarian friendless

among Hellenes, is thrown out against the background of

Hellenic life in Corinth. Those modern versions of the

drama which have recently been illustrated by actresses of

genius develop the romantic element beyond the limit of

Euripides • he has nothing like the wavering and the final

obedience to a Greek instinct of the children who have to

make their choice—who slowly and silently turn away from

tueir Daroarian mother, and move towards the outstretched

arms of Jason. Yet the essential motive of the pathos

there is true to the Greek poet's conception. It is the pio-

found contrast between the Greek and the non-Greek nature

—the hopeless isolation in Greece of the alien who Las left

eveiything to follow Jason—that Euripides has drawn with

such mastciy. It may be asked, could either .^Eschylns ol

Sophocles, in their different manifestations of the genuinely

Hellenic spirit, have shown this more cosmopolitan

sympathy, this insight into the strength and the anguish of

a nature not Hellenic 1 Here, too, Euripides belongs to

the coming time.

(3.) The extant Iliiiypdylxis—sometimes called Stepliane-

plioros, the " wreath-bearer," from the garland of fiowera

which, in the opening scene, the hero offers to Artemis

—

was not the first drama of Euripides on this theme. In an

earlier play of the same name, we are told, he had shocked

both the moral and the aisthetic sense of Athens. In this

earlier llippolytus, Phssdra herself had confessed her love

to her step-son, and, when repulsed, had falsely accused him
to Theseus, who doomed him to death; at the sight of the

corpse, she had been moved to confess her crime, and had
atoned for it by a voluntary death. This first Ilippolytut

is cited as lUppohjtus the Veiled (KaXu7rTo//.€vos), either, as

Toup and Welcker thought, from Hippolytus covering his

face in horror, or, as Bentley with more likelihood suggested,

because the youth's shrouded corpse was brought upon the

scene. It can scarcely be doubted that the chief dramatic

defect of our Hippolytus is connected with the unfavourable

reception of its predecessor. Euripides had been warned
that limits must be observed in the dramatic portrayal of a
morally repulsive theme. In the later play, accordingly,

the whole action is made to turn on the jealous feud

between Aphrodite, the goddess of love, and Artemis, the

goddess of chastity. Phaedra not only shrinks from breath-

ing her secret to Hippolytu.s, but destroys herself when
she learns that she is rejected. But the natural agency

of human passion is now replaced by a supernatural

machinery; the slain son and the bereaved father are no
longer the martyrs of sin, the tragic witnesses of an inexor-

able law ; rather they and Phtedra are alike the puppets of

a divine caprice, the scapegoats of an Olympian quarrel in

which they have no concern. But if the dramatic effect

of the whole is thus weakened, the character of Phaedra is

a fine psychological study; and, as regards form, the play

is one of the most brilliant. Boeckh {De Tragcediae Groec

Frincipiis, p. 180 f.) is perhaps too ingenious in finding an

allusion to the plague at Athens (430 b.c.) in the w Kaxa

6vy]Tll>v orTvyepai re vocrot, of v. 177, and in v. 209 f. ; but

it can scarcely be doubted that he is right in suggesting

that the closing words of Theseus (v. 1460)

5 KAeiV 'hdiiVMV XlaK\a.oos 6'dpiiriiara, oiov (TTepij^ead' av^pSst

and the reply of the chorus, kolvov to8' a;^os, ifcc, contain a

reference to the recent death of Pericles (429 B.C.).

(4.) The Hecuba may be placed about 425 B.C. Thucy
dides (iii. 104) notices the purification of Delos by the

Athenians, and the restoration of the Panionic festival

there, in 426 B.C.—an event to which the choral passage,

v. 462 f., probably refers. It appears more hazardous to

take V. 650 f. as an allusion to the Spartan mishap at Pylos.

The subject of the play is the revenge of Hecuba, the

widowed queen of Priam, on Polymestor, king of Thrace,

who had murdered her youngest son Polydorus, after hec

daughter Polyxena had already been sacrificed by the

Greeks to the shade of Achilles. The two calamities which

befall Hecuba have no direct connexion with each other.

In this sense it is an unanswerable objection that the play

lacks unity of design. On the other hand, both events

serve the same end,—viz., to heighten the tragic patho?
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with which the poet seeks to surround the central -figure of

Hecuba. The chief interest of the drama consists in its

illustration of the skill with which Euripides, wliile failing

to satisfy the requirements of artistic drama, could sustain

interest by an ingeniously woven jjlot. It is a representa-

tive IntriguenslUck, and well exemplifies the peculiar power

which recommended Euripides to the poets of the New
Comedy.

(5.) The AndromacJie, according to a notice in the (Sc/jo/ta

Veiieta (44G) was not acted at Athens, at least in the

author's lifetime ; though some take the words iu the Greek
argument (to 8pa//a tCiv Seurtpwv) to mean that it was

among those which gained a second prize. The invective

on the Spartan character which is put into the mouth of

Andromache contains the words, dSiKus evrvxetT av'-EXXdSa,

'and this, with other indications, points to the Peloponnesian

successes of the years 424-422 B.C. Andromache, the

widow of Hector, has become ihe captive and concubine of

Neoptolemus, son of Achilles. During his absence, her son

Molossus is taken from her, with the aid of Menelaus, by
her jealous rival Hermione. Mother ard son are rescued

from death by Peleus ; but meanwhile Neoptolemus is slain

at Delphi through the intrigues of Orestes. The goddess

Thetis now appears, ordains that Andromache shall marry

Helenus, and declares that JIolossus shall found a line of

Epirote kings, while Peleus shall become immortal among
the gods of the sea. The Andromache is a poor play. The
contrasts, though striking, are harsh and coarse, and the

compensations dealt out by the deiis ex machina leave

the moral sense wholly unsatisfied. Technically the piece

is noteworthy as bringing on the scene four characters

at once—Andromache, Molossus, Peleus, and Menelaus
(v. 545 f.)

(6.) The Ion is an admirable drama, the finest of those

plays which deal with legends specially illustrating the tra-

ditional glories of Attica. It is also the most perfect ex-

ample of the poet's skill in the structure of dramatic intrigue.

For its place in the chronological order there are no data

except those of style and metre. Judging by these,

Hermann would place it " neither after 01. 89, nor much
before"—i.e., somewhere between 424 and 421 B.C.; aad
this maybe taken as approximately correct. The scene is

laid throughout at the temple of Delphi. The young Ion
is a priest in the temple of Delphi when Xuthus and his

wife Creusa, daughter of Erechtheus, come to inquire of the

god concerning their childlessness ; and it is discovered

that Ion is the son of Creusa by the god Apollo. Athena
heraelf appears, and commands that Ion shall be placed

on the throne of Athens, foretelling that from him shall

spring the four Attic tribes, the Teleontes (priests),

Hopletes (fighting-men), Argadeis (husbandmen) and
Aigikoreis (herdsmen). The play must have been peculi-rly

effective on the Athenian stage, not only by its situations,

but through its appeal to Attic sympathies.

(7.) The Suppliants who give their name to the play are

Argive women, the widows of Argive warriors slain before

the walls of Thebes, who, led by Adrastus king of Argos,

come as suppliants to the altar of Demeter at Eleusis.

Creon, king of Thebes, has refused burial to their dead
lords. The Athenian king Theseus demands of Creon that

he shall grant the funeral rites ; the refusal is followed by
a battle in which the Thebans are vanquished, and the

bodies of the Argive dead are then brought to Eleusis. At
the close the goddess Athena appears, and ordains that a
close alliance shall be formed between Athens and Argos.

Some refer the play to 417 B.C., when the democratic
party at Athens rose against the oligarchs. But a more
probable date is 420 B.C., when, through the agency of

lAlcilnades, Athens and Argos concluded a defensive
i»liiaGee, The play has a strongly marked rhetorical

character, and is, in fact, a panegyric, with an immediate
political aim, on Athens as the champion of humanity
against Thebes.

(8.) The Ileracleida;,—a companion piece to the Sitppli- n'era-

ants, and of the same period,—is decidedly inferior in merit. MUit,

Here, too, there are direct references to contemporary
history. The defeat of Argos by the Spartans in 418 B.C.

strengthened the Argive party who were in favour of

discarding the Athenian for the Spartan alliance (Thuc. v.

76). In the Ileradeidce, the sons of the dead Heracles,

persecuted by the Argive Eurystheus, are received and
sheltered at Athens. Thus, while Athens ii glorified,

Sparta, whose kings are descendants of the Heracleidae, is

reminded how unnatural would be an alliance between
herself and Argos.

(9.) The Heracles Mainomenos, which, on grounds of irtradt

style, can scarcely be put later than 420-417 u.c., shares •"'<«"•<>-

with the two last plays the purpose of exalting Athens in
"**"*'*

the person of Theseus. Heracles returns from Hades,

—

whither, at the command of Eurj'stheus, he went to bring

back Cerberus,—just in tirae to save his wife Jilegara and
his children from being put to death by Lycus of Thebes,

whom he slays. Ashe is offering lustral sacrifice after the
deed, he is suddenly stricken with madness by Lyssa
(Fury), the doemonic agent of his enemy the goddess Hera,
and in his frenzy he slays his wife and children. Theseus
finds him, in his agony of despair, about to kill himself, and
persuades him to come to Athens, there to seek grace and
pardon from the gods. The unity of the plot may be partly

vindicated by observing that the slaughter of Lycus entitled

Heracles to the gratitude of Thebes, whereas the slaughter

of his own kinsfolk made it unlawful that he should remain
there ; thus, having found a refuge only to lose it, Heracles

has no hope left but in Athens, whose praise is the true

theme of the erutire drama.

(10.) Iphige,t\% among the Tauri, which metre and diction IphigenH

mark as one of the later plays, is also one of the best,— ainmg

excellent both in the management of a romantic plot and in
^<"'»'

the delineation of character. The scene is laid at the

temple of Artemis in the Tauric Cheronese (the Crimea)
—on the site of the modern Balaclava. Iphigenia, ^^ho

had been doomed to die at Aulis for the Greeks, had
been snatched from that death by Artemis, and had become
priestess of the goddess at the Tauric shrine, where human
victims were immolated. Two strangers, who had landed

among the Tauri, have been sentenced to die at the altar.

She discovers in them her brother Orestes and his friend

Pylades. They plan an escape,—are recaptured,—and are

finally delivered by the goddess Athene, who commands
Thoas, king of the land, to permit their departure.

Iphigenia, Orestes, and Pylades return to Greece, and estab-

lish the worship of the Tauric Artemis at Brauron and

Hate in Attica, The drama of Euripides necessarily sug-

gests a comparison with that of Goethe; and many readers

will probably also feel that, while Goethe is certainly not

inferior in fineness of ethical portraiture, he has the advan-

tage in his management of the catastrophe. But it is ordy

just to Euripides to remember that, while his competitor

had free scope of treatment, he, a Greek dramatist, was

bound to the motive of the Greek legend, and was obliged

to conclude with the foundation of the Attic worship.

(11.) The Troades appeared in 415 B.C. along with the

Alexander, the Palamedes, and a satyr-play, the Sisyphus.

It is a picture of the miseries endured by noble Trojan

dames,—Kecuba, Andromache, Cassandra,—immediately

after the capture of Troy. There is hardly a plot in the

proper sense,—only an accumulation of sorrows on the

heads of the passive sufferers. The piece is less a drama
than a pathetic spectacle, closing with the crash of the

Trojan towers in fiame and ruin. The Troades is indeed
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remarkable among Greek tragedies for its near approach to

the character of melodrama. It must be observed that

there is no ground for the inference—sometimes made an

accusation against the poet—that the choral passage, v.

794 f., was intended to encourage the Sicilian expedition,

sent forth in the same yew (415 B.C.). The mention of

the " land of iEtna over against Carthago" (v. 220) speaks

of it as " renowned for the trophies of prowess,"—a topic,

eurely, not of encouragement but of warning.

(12.) The Helena—produced, as we learn from the

Aristophanic .scholia, in 412 B.C., the year of the lost

Andromeda,— is not one of its author's happier efforts. It

is founded on a strange variation of the Trojan myth, first

adopted by Stesichorus in his Palinode—that only a wraith

of Helen passed to Troy, while the real Helen was detained

in Egypt. In this play, she is rescued from the Egyptian

king, Theoclymenus, by a ruse of her husband Menelaus,

who brings her safely back to Greece. The romantic

element thus engrafted on the Greek myth is more than

fantastic : it is well-nigh grotesque. We are, in fact,

dangerously close to the verge of parody. The comic poets

—notably Aristophanes in the Tliesmophoriazusce—felt this

;

nor can we blame them if they ridiculed a piece in which

the mode of treatment was so discordant with the spirit of

Greek tradition, and so irreconcilable with all that con-

stituted the higher meaning of Greek Tragedy.

Phoc'iis- (13.) Fhxnissce was brought out, with the CEnomaus and
»«• the Chi-ysippus, in 411 b.c, the year in which the recall of

Alcibiades was decreed by the army at Samos, and, after

the fall of the Four Hundred, ratified by the Assembly at

Athens (Thuc. viii. 81, 97). The dialogue between locaste

and Polyneices on the griefs of banishment {tI to a-Tepea-Oai

7raTpi'So5, V. 388 f.) has a certain emphasis which certainly

looks like an allusion to the pardon of the famous exile.

The subject of the play is the same as that of the ^schylean
Seven against Thebes—the war of succession in which Argos
supported Polyneices against his brother Eteocles. The
Phoenician maiden^ who form the chorus are imagined to

have been on their way from Tyre to Delphi, where they
were de.stined for service in the temple, when they were

detained at Thebes by the outbreak of the war—a device

which affords a contrast to the iEschylean chorus of Theban
elders, and which has also a certain fitness in view of the

legends connecting Thebes with Phoenicia. But Euripides

has hardly been successful in the rivalry—which he has
even pointed by direct allusions—with .(Eschylus. The
Phcenissce is full of brilliant passages, but it is rather a
series of effective scenes than an impressive drama.

eiectra. (14.) Plutarch (Li/s. 15) says that, when Athens had
surrendered to Lysander (404 B.C.) and when the fate of

the city was doubtful, a Phocian officer happened to sing at

a banquet of the leaders the first song of the chorus in the

Eledia of Euripides

—

^\vdoy, 'H\6KTpa, nori aav hypoTfpav al'Xdv,

and that " when they heard it, all were touched, so that it

seemed a cruel deed to destroy for ever the city so famous
once, the mother of such men." The character of the
Electra, in metre and in diction, seems to show that it be-

longs to the poet's latest years. If Miiller were right in

referring to the Sicilian expedition the closing passage in

which the Dioscuri declare that they haste " to the Sicilian

sea, to save ships upon the deep" (v. 1347), then the play
could not be later than 413 B.C. But it may with more
probability be placed shortly before the Orestes, which in

some respects it much resembles : perhaps in or about the
year 410 B.C. No play of Euripides has been more severely

criticised. The reason is evident. The Choephori of

..Eschylus and the Electra of Sophocles appear to invite a
direct comparison with this drama. But, as the present

writer has ventured to suggest elsewhere,' such criticism as

that of Schlegel should remember that works of art are

proper subjects of direct comparison only when the theories

of art which they represent have a common basis. It is

surely unmeaning to contrast the elaborate homeliness of the

Euripidean Electra with the severe grandeur of its rivals.

.(Eschylus and Sophocles, as different exponents of an
artistic conception which is fundamentally the same, may
be profitably compared; Euripides interprets another con-

ception, and must be tried by other principles. His
Electra is, in truth, a daring experiment—daring, becatise

the theme is one which the elder school had made
peculiarly its own. We are unable to share Hartung's

enthusiasm for the success of the experiment. But we?

protest against the injustice of trying it by a standard

foreign to the poet's aim.

(15.) The Orestes, acted in 408, bears the mark of the

age in the prominence which Euripides gives to the assembly

of Argos,—which has to decide the fate of Orestes and

Electra,—and to rhetorical pleading. The plot proceeds

with sufficient clearness to the point at which Orestes and
Electra have been condemned to death. But the later

portion of the play, containing the intrigues for their rescue

and the final achievement of their deliverance, is both too

involved and too inconsequent for a really tragic effect.

Just as in the Electra, the heroic persons of the drama are

reduced to the level of commonplace. There is not a little

which borders on the ludicrous, and it can be seen how easy

would have been the passage from such tragedy as this to

the restrained parody in which the Middle Comedy delighted.

It is,ht)wever, inconceivable that, as some have supposed, the

Orestes can have been a deliberate compromise between

tragedy and farce. It cannot have been meant to be played,

as a fourth piece, instead of a regular satyric drama. Rather

it indicates the level to which the heroic tragedy itself had
descended under the treatment of a school which was at

least logical. The celebrity of the play in the ancient

world,—and, as Mr Paley observes, there are more ancient

quotations from the Orestes than from all the extant plays

of ./Eschylus and Sophocles together—is perhaps partlj

explained by the unusually frequent combination in this

piece of striking sentiment with effective situation.

(1 6.) The Iphigenia at Aulis, like the Bacchce, was
brought out only after the death of Euripides. It is a

very brilliant and beautiful play,—probably left by the

author in an unfinished state,—and has suffered from

interpolation more largely, perhaps, than any other of his

works.' As regard its subject, it forms a prelude to the

Iphigenia in Tauris. Iphigenia has been doomed by her

father Agamemnon to die at Aulis, as Calchas declares

that Artemis claims such a sacrifice before the adverse

winds can fall.

The genuine play, as we have it, breaks off at v. 1508,

when Iphigenia has been led to the sacrificial altar. A
spurious epilogue, of vrretched workmanship (v. 1509-

1628), relates, in the speech of a messenger, how Artemis

saved the maidsn. We may, however, congratulate our-

selves on possessing, even in its present form, so large a

part of this fine work,—probably the latest upon which

Euripides was engaged.

(17.) The Bacchce, unlike the preceding play, appears

to have been finished by its author, although it is said not

to have been acted, on the Athenian stage at least, till

after his death. It was composed, or completed, during

the residence of Euripides with Archelaus, and in all pro-

bability was originally designed for representation in

Macedonia,—a region with whose traditions of orgiastic

Mntroduction to the JSZeciroLoLSoptocies, ,p..siii., ia Ca{«wl

Classicorum, 2nd edit.
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worship the Dionysus myth was so congenial. The play is

Bometimes quoted as the Fentheus. It has been justly

observed that Euripides seldom named a piece from the

chorus, unless the chorus bore an important part in the

action or the leading action was divided between several

persons. Possibly, however, in this instance he may
designedly have chosen a title which would at once

interest the Macedonian public. Jfentkeiis would suggest

a Greek legend about which they might know or care

little. The Bacclue would at once announce a theme con-

nected with rites familiar to the northern land.

It is a magnificent play, alone among extant Greek
tragedies in picturesque splendour, and in that sustained

glow of Dionysiac enthusiasm to which the keen irony lends

the strength of contrast. If Euripides had left nothing else,

the Bacclup. would place him in the first rank of poets, and
would prove his possession of a sense rarely manifested by
Greek poets,—perhaps by no one of his own contemporaries

in equal measure except Aristophanes,—a feeling for

natural beauty lit up by the play of fancy. Mr E. V. Tyrrell,

in his edition of the Bacchce, has given the true answer

to the theory that the Bacckoe is a recantation. Euri-

pides had never rejected the facts which formed the

basis of the popular religion. He had rather gought to

interpret them in a manner consistent with belief in a
benevolent Providence. The really striking thing in the

iBacchce is the spirit of contentment and of composure which
it breathes,— as if the poet had ceased to be vexed
by the seeming contradictions which had troubled him
before. Nor should it be forgotten that, for the Greek
mind of his age, the victory of Dionysus in the Bacchce

carried a moral even more direct than the victory of

Aphrodite in the Hipipolyius. The great nature-powers
who give refreshment to mortals cannot be robbed of their

due tribute without provoking a nemesis. The refusal of

such a homage is not, so the Greeks deemed, a virtue in

itself: in the sight of the gods it may be only a cold form
of v/?p^s, overweening self-reliance—the quality personified

in Pentheus.

The Bacchce was always an exceptionally popular play,

—

partly because its opportunities as a spectacle fitted it for

gorgeous representation, and so recommended it for per-

formance at courts ond on great public occasions. " Deme-
trius the Cynic " (says Lucian) " saw an illiterate person at

Corinth reading a very beautiful poem,—the Bacchce of

Euripides, I think it was; he was at the place where the

messenger narrates the doom of Pentheus and the deed of

Agave. Demetrius snatched the book from him and tore it

up, saying, ' it is better for Pentheus to be torn up at once

by me than to be mangled over and over again by you.'
''

l^dops. (18-) The Cyclops, of uncertain date, is the only extant

jxample of a satyric drama. The plot is taken mainly
from the story of Odysseus and Polyphemus in the 9th

book of the Odyssey. In order to be really successful in

farce of this kind, a poet should have a fresh feeling for

the nature of the art parodied. It is because Euripides was
not in accord with the spirit of the heroic myths that he is

not strong in mythic travesty. His own tragedies,—such

as the Helen, the Electra, and the Orestes,—had, in their

several ways, contributed to destroy the meaning of satyric

drama. They had done gravely very much what satyric

drama aimed at doing grotesquely. They had made the

heroic persons act and talk like ordinary men and women.
The finer side of such parody had lost its edgej only

broad comedy remained.

(19.) The Jihesus is still held by some to be'^yhat the

didasealiae and the grammarians call it,—a work of Euri-

pides ; and llr Paley has ably supported this view. But the

scepticism first declared by Valcknar has steadily gained
ground, and the Ehesus is now almost universally recognized

as spurious. The art and the style; still more evidently

the fneling and the mind, of Euripides are absent

If it cannot be ascribed to a di.sciple of his matured

school, it is still less like the work of an Alexandrian.

The most probable view seems to be that which assigns it

to a versifier of small dramatic power in the latest days of

Attic Tragedy. It has this literary interest, that it is the

only extant play of which the subject is directly taken from

our Iliad, of which the tenth book,—the AoXwycia,'—has

been followed by the playwright with a closeness which is

sometimes mechanical

When the first protests of the comic poets were over,

Euripides was secure of a wide and lasting reuown. As
the old life of Athens passed away, as the old .faiths lost

their meaning and the peculiarly Greek instincts in art lost

their truth and freshness, .(Eschylus and Sophocles might

cease to be fully enjoyed save by a few ; but Euripides

could still charm by qualities more readily and more
universally recognized. The comparative nearness of his

diction to the idiom o£ ordinary Kfe rendered him less

attractive to the grammarians of Alexandria than authors Alex.-m*

whose erudite form afforded a better scope for the display ^"*

of learning or the exercise of ingenuity. But there were

two aspects in which he engaged their attention. They
loved to trace the variations which he had introduced into

the standard legends. And they sought to free his text

from the numerous interpolations which even then had

resulted from his popularity on the stage. Philochorus

(about 306-260 b.c.), best known for his Atthis, dealt, in

his treatise on Euripides, especially with the mythology of

the plays. From 300 ac. to the age of Augustus, a long

series of critics busied themselves with this poet. The
first systematic arrangement of his reputed works is ascribed

to Dicaearchus and Callimachus in the early part of the 3d

century B.C. Among those who furthered the exact study

of his text, and of whose work some traces remain in the

extant scholia, were Aristophanes of Byzantium, Callistratus,

ApoUodorus of Tarsus, Timachidas, and pre-eminently

Didymus; probably also Crates of Pergamus and Aristar-

chus. At Rome Euripides was early made known through

the translations of Ennius and the freer adaptations of

Pacuvius. When Hellenic civilization was spread through Influence

the East, the mixed populations of the new settlements of Euri-

'

welcomed a dramatic poet whose taste and whose ^^^'i- Heut«*
ment were not too severely or exclusively Attia The j^p,

Parthian Orodes and his court were witnessing the Bacchce

of Euripides when the Agave of the hour was suddenly

enabled to lend a ghastly reality to the terrible scene of

frenzied triumph by displaying the gory head of the Eoman
Crassas. Mommsen has noted the moment as one in which

the power of Rome and the genius of Greece were simul-

taneously abased in the presence of sultanism. So far as

Euripides is concerned, the incident may suggest another

and a more pleasing reflection; it may remind us how the

charm of his humane genius had penetrated the recesses of

the barbarian East, and had brought to rude and fierce

peoples at least some dim and distant apprehension of

that gracious world in which the great spirits of ancient

Hellas had moved. ' A quaintly significant testimony to th^

popularity of Euripides is aflforded by a strange compositior-

probably of the 4th century A.D., the Xpto-ros wacrxiM

This drama, narrating the. events which preceded anc

attended the Passion, is a cento of no less than 2610

verses, taken from the plays of Euripides, principally from

the Bacchce, the Troades, and the Bhesus. The traditional

ascription of the authorship to Gregory of Nazianzusis now
generally rejected ; a more probable conjecture assigns it

to Apollinaris of Laodicea, and places the date of composi-

tion at about 330 a.d. Although the text used by trhe
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autlior of the conto may not have been a good one, the value

of the piece for the diplomatic criticism of .Euripides is

necessarily very considerable ; and it was diligently used

both by Valckniir and by Porson.

Dante, who docs not mention Jilschylus or Sophocles,

places Euripides, with the tragic poets Antiphon and

Agathon, and the lyrist Simonides, in the first circle of

Purgatory (xxii. 106), among those
piue

Greci, cue gii di lauro ornir la fronte.

Casaubon, in a letkjr to Scaliger, salutes that scholar as

worthy to have lived at Athens with Aristophanes and

Euripides—a compliment which certainly implies respect

for his correspondent's powers as a peace-maker. In popular

literature, too, where ./Eschylus and Sophocles were as yet

little known, the 16th and 17th centuries testify to the

favour bestowed upon Euripides. Gascoyne's Jocasta,

played at Gray's Inn in 1566, was a free transcript from

the Pkoenissae. Among early French translations from

Euripides, may be mentioned the version of the Iphigenia

in Tauris by Sibilet in 1549, and that of the Hecuba by
£aclne. Bouchelel in 1550. About a century later Racine gave the

world his Andromaque, his Iphigenie, and his Phhdre ; and

many have held that, at least in the last-named of these,

" the disciple of Euripides " has excelled his master.

Bernhardy notices that the performance of the Hippolylus

at Berlin in 1851 seemed to show that, for the modern
stage, the Pliedre has the advantage of its Greek original

Eacine's great English contemporary seems to have known
and to have liked Euripides better than the other Greek

WlUon. tragedians. In the JReason of Church Government Milton

certainly speaks of " those dramatic constitutions in which

Sophocles and Euripides reign;" in the preface to his own
drama, again, he joins the names of .^schylus, Sophocles,

and Euripides,—" the three tragic poets unequalled yet by
any." But the Samson Agonistes itself clearly shows that

Milton s chief model in this kind was the dramatist whom
he himself has called—as if to suggest the skill of Euripides

in the delineation of pathetic women—"sad Electra's poet;"

and the work bears a special mark of this preference in the

use of Euripidean monodies. In the second half of the
i«tlioen- 18th century such men as Winckelraann (1717-1768) and

^^j Lessiug (1729-1781) gave a.newlife to the study of the

fcifeUng
antique. Hitherto the art of the old world had been better

fcr^'ieek known through Roman than through Greek interfjj-eters.

t^ The basis of the revived classical taste had been Latin.

But now men gained a finer perception of those characteris-

tics which belong to the Greek work of the great time, a

fuller sense of the difference between the Greek and the

Roman genius where each is at its best, and generally a

clearer recognition of the qualities which distinguish ancient

art in its highest purity from modern romantic types.

Euripides now became the object of criticism from a new
point of view. He was compared with .^schylus and
Sophocles as representatives of that ideal Greek tragedy
which ranges with the purest type of sculpture. Thus tried,

he was found wanting ; and he was condemned with all

the rigour of a newly illuminated zeal. Niebuhr
(1776-1831) judged him harshly; but no critic approached
Schlegel (1767-1845) in severity of one-sided censure.

Schlegel, in fact, will scarcely allow that Euripides is toler-

able except bycomparison with Racine. Tieck (1773-1853)
showed truer appreciation for a brother artist, when he
described the work of Euripides as the dawn of a romantic
poetry haunted by dim yearnings and forebodings. Goethe

—

who, according to bernhardy, knows Euripides, only " at a
great distance " (der ihn aus welter Feme kennt)—certainly

admired him highly, and has left an interesting memorial
of Euripidean study in his attempted reconstruction of the
lost Fhaethoru There are some passages in Goethe's conver-

sations with Eckermann wnich form ctlective quotations

against the Greek poet's real or supposed detractors. " To
feel and respect a great personality, one must bo something

oneself. AH those who denied the sublime to Euripides,

were either poor wretches incapable of comprehending such

sublimity, or shameless charlatans, who, in their presump-

tion, vrished to make more of themselves than they were."

" A poet whom Socrates called his friend, whom Aristotle

lauded, whom Alexander admired, and for whom Sophocles

and the city of Athens put on mourning on hearing of hia

death, must certainly have been some one. If a modern

man like Schlegel must pick out faults in so great an ancient,

he ought only to do it upon his knees." (Symonds,

Greek Poets, L 230.) We yield to no one in admiration

of Goethe ; but we cannot think that these rather bullying

utterances are favourable examples of his method in a;sthetio

discussion; nor have they any logical foi'ce except as against

those—if there be any such—who deny that Euripides

is a great poet. One of the most striking of recent criti-

cisms on Euripides is the sketch by Mommsen in his Uoini»->'

history of Rome. It is, in our opinion, less than just to ^'''

Euripides as an artist. But it indicates, with true histori-

cal insight, his place in the development of his art, the

operation of those external conditions which made him what
he was, and the nature of his influence on succeeding ages.

The manuscript tradition of Euripides has a very curious Maiiu=

and instructive history. It throws a suggestive light on ""P'

the capricious nature of the process by which some of the gf^^^J
greatest literary treasures have been saved or lost. Nine jiijea.

plays of Euripides were selected, probably in early Byzan-

tine times, for popular and educational use. These were,

—

Alcestis, Andromache, Ilecula, Ilippoli/tus, Medea, Orestes, The tuiw-

Phosnissm, Rhesus, Troades. This list includes at least two I'laya;

plays, the Andromache and the Troades, which, even in the

small number of the extant dramas, are universally allowed

to be of very inferior merit—to say nothing of the Rhesus,

which is generally allowed to be spurious. On the other

hand, the list omits at least three plays of first-rate beauty

and excellence, the very flower, indeed, of the extant collec-

tion—the Ion, the Iphigenia in I'auris, and the Bacchce—
the last certainly, in its own kind, by far the most splendid

work of Euripides that we possess. Had these three plays

been lost, it is not too much to say that the modern esti-

mate of Euripides must have been decidedly lower. But

all the ten plays not included in the select list had a narrow

escape of being lost, and, as it is, have come to us in a

much less satisfactory condition.

iirchhoff has been the first, in his editions, thoroughly Kirclr.

to investigate the history and the affinities of the Euripidean lioffs ao

manuscripts. All our MSS. are, he thinks, derived from a ""^„°T
lost archetype of the 9th or 10th century, which contained

"

the nineteen plays (counting the Rhesus) now extant.

From this archetype a copy, also lost, was made about 1100

A.D., containing only the nine select plays. This copy be-

came the source of all our best MSS. for those plays. They

are,—(1) Marcianus 471, in the library of St Mark at

Venice (12th century) : Andromachej Hecuba, Ilippolytus

(to V. 1234), Orestes, Phoenissce ; (2) Vaticanus 909, 12tb

century, nine plays
; (3) Parisinus 2712, 13th century, 7

plays (all but Troades and Rhesus). Of the same stock, but

inferior, are (4) Marcianus 468, 13th century: Hecuba,

Orestes, Medea (v. 1-42), Orestes, Phoenissce; (5) Havniensis

(from Hafnice, Copenhagen, according to Mr Paley), a late

transcript from a MS. resembling Vat. 909, nine plays. A
second family of MSS. for the nine plays, sprung from the

same copy, but modified by a Byzantine recension of the

13th century, is greatly inferior.

The other ten plays have come to us only tnrough the

preservation of two MSS., both of the 14th century, am'

both ultimately derived, as Kirchhoff thinks, from the
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jrchetype of the 9tli or 10th century. These, are (1)

Palatinus 287, Ivirchoffs B, usually called Rom. C,
thirteen plays, viz., six of the select plays {Androm., Med.,

Jihes., Hipp., Ale, Troad.), and seven bthers

—

Bacchtu,

Cyclops, Herucleidce, Sitpijlices, Ion, IpMgenio/ in Aulide,

Fphigenia in Tauris ; and (2) Flor. 2, Elmaley's C, eighteen

Tilays, viz., all but the Troades. This MS. is thus the only

one for the Helena, the Elcdra, and the Hercules Fiirens.-

By far the greatest number of Euripidean MSS. contain

only three plays,—the Hecnba, Orestes, and Phcxnissoe—
these having been chosen out of the select nine for school

use—probably in the 14th century.

It is to be remembered that,- as a selection, tne nine
chosen plays of Euripides correspond to those seven of

jEschylus and those seven of Sophocles which alone remain
to- us. If, then, these nine did not include the Iphigenia in

Tavris, the Ion, or the Bacclia;, may we not fairly infer that

the lost plays of the other two dramatists comprised works
at least equal to any that have been preserved 1 Jlay we
not even reasonably doubt whether wo have received those
masterpieces by which their highest e.\ccllenco should have
been judged ?

The extant scholia on Euripides are for the nine select

plays only. The first edition of the scholia on seven, of
these plays (all buf the Troades and Rhesus) was published
by Arsenius

—

a, Cretan whom the Venetians had named as
bishop of Monemvasia, but whom the Greeks had refused
to recognize—at Venice, in 1534. The scholia on the
Troades apd lihesus were first published by L. Dindorf,
from Vat. 909, in 1821. The best complete edition is that
of W. Dindorf, in 4 vols., 1863. The collection, though
loaded with rubbish—including worthless analyses oC the
lyric metres by Demetrius Triclinius—includes some invalu-
able comments derived from the Alexandrian critics and
their followers.

Edilioncs principes.—li56. J. Lascaria (Florence), Medea, Eip-
pohjtus, Alcestis, Andromache. 1503. H. Musurus (Aldus, Venice)
E>ir, Tragg. XVII., to which in vol. ii. the Bercidcs Furcns v;a3
added as an ISthj i.e., this edition contained all the extant plays
except the Electra, which was first given to the world by P. Vic-
torius from Florentinus C. in 1545. The Aldice edition was re-
printed at Basel in 1537.
The complete edition of Joshiia Barnes (1694) is no longer of

iny critical value. The lirst thorough work done on Euripides was by
L. C. Valckniir in his edition of the Phanissm (1755), and, his Dia-
tribe in Eur. perditorum dramatum relliquias (1767), in which he
argued against the authenticity of the Rhesus.

Principal editions of selected plays. —J. M a r k 1 a n d (1 763-1771-)

:

Suppliecs, Iphigenia A., Iphigenia T.^Ph. Brunck (1779-1780):
Andromache, Medea, Orestes, Hecuba.—R. Person (1797-1801):
Hecuba, Orestes, Flicenisscc, Medea.—H. Monk (1811-1818): Hip-
polytus, Alcestis, Iphigenia A., Iphigenia T.—P. Elm si e y (1813-
1821): Medea, Bacchce, HeracUdcei Suppliecs,— G. Hermann

(1831-1841) Ifecuha {animadv. ad It. I'orsoni nolas, first in 1800),
Orestes, Alcestis, Iphigenia A., Iphigenia T., Helena, hm, Uertultt
Furens.—C. Badham (1851-1853): Iphigenia 7., Helena, Ion.—
it. Y. Tyrrell (1871) : iJaccAo:.—For young students: A..Sidg-
wick (1871-187-3): Cyclops, Electra, Ion, Iphigenia T,

llceent Complete Editiojis.—'Vf. Dindorf (1870, in rod. Seenici,
ed. 5).—A. Kirchhoff (1867).—F. A. Paloy (1872, 2d. ed.)
with commentary.

English Translations.—R. VotteT.-^Sacch(e : Milman, Thorold
Sogers, E. S. Shuckburgh.—jtfcrff^re; Mrs VlebsUr.—Alcestis (a
" Transcript," in Balaustion) : K. Browning. -.-ifccuia ("A Trojan
Queen's Revenge ") : Bcesley.

Goethe's reconstruction of Euripides's lost Phaethon, in the 1840
edition of his works, vol. 33, pp. 22-43. (R. C. J.)

EUROPA, in Greek mythology, a daughter of Agenor,
or, as some said, of Phcenix. According to the story, she
was born in Phoenicia, the purple land, a region belonging
to the same aerial geography with Lycia, Delos, Ortygia,

Lycosura, and many others. When Phoenicia became to

the Greeks the name of an earthly country, versions of the

myth were not long wanting which asserted that Agenor
was bom in Tyre or Sidon. Agenor, it is said, was the

husband of Telephassa; but Telephassa is the feminine form
of the name Telcphus, a word conveying precisely the same
meaning with Hecatus, Hecate, Hecatebolus, well known
epithets of the sun and moon The beauty of Europa
attracted to her the lovs of Zeus, who approached
her in the form of a white bull,- and carried her away to

Crete, where she became the mother of Minos, Pihadaman-
thus, and Sarpedon. Meanwhile her brother Cadmus,
under a strict charge never to return without her, set out

on, the weary search with his mother Telephassa, who died

on the plains of Thessaly. At Delphi he learnt that he
must follow a cow which would guide him to the place

where he must build the city. The cow lay down on the

site of Thebes ; but before he could ofTer the animal as a
sacrifice to Athene, he had to fight with the dragon which
haunted the well. Cadmus alone could conquer it ; and he
did so, like Apollo, in single combat, while the dragon's teeth

which he sowed produced a harvest of armed men who slew
each other, leaving five only to become the ancestors of the
Thebans. Athene now made him king of Thebes, while
Zeus gave him Harntonia as his bride. According to one
version of the tale, Cadmus and his wife, at the end of their

career, - were changed into dragons, and so taken up to

Elysium. The names in this myth may seem to explain
themselves completely by a comparison vrith those of other
Greek legends. Among these are Agenor, Telephassa,

Sarpedon. Others are not less clearly Semitic, Cadmus
being the ground form of the Semitic Kedem, the East,

just as Melieertes reproduces the Syrian Melcarth or

Moloch

EUROPE
EUROPE is the smallest of those divisions of tne land-

surface of the globe which are usually distinguished

i>y the conventional name of continents ; but favoured as it

IS at once by its position, its configuration, and its climate, it

has played the most important part in the modem history

of the world, more especially since the 16th century. The
ultimate civilization of mankind must in great measure be
what Europe. makes it ; and though, as centuries roll on, the

auxiliary energies of other regions, and races, receiving new
impulse and development, will undoubtedly lend potent
contributions to the common historic movement, the period
must still be distant when Europe shall have fallen from
its position of controller and pioneer. It has justly become
a commonplace of geography to describe it as a mere
peninsula of Asia, but, except in a purely geographical
a.spect, it is a peninsula as the head is a peninsula of the

body. Its individuality and its solidarity with the neigh-

bouring continents, its originality and its indebtedness,

must be equally emphasized if a just conception is to be

formed of its characteristics. All its, dominant and,

perhaps, nearly all its distinguishable peoples, its languages,

its religions, its philosophies, its social organizations, have
had their origin outside of its boundaries, and have been
forced by modern science to recognize their kindred else-

where. But under its modifying influences everything has

been deeply and permanently differentiated : its people are

more thoroughly conscious of their dissimilarities from,

than of their consanguinity with, the peoples of the East

and the South ; its dominant religion at least has in large

measure forgotten or belied it-s original character and
scope ; its philosophies have taken colouring and shape

from the practical and political life of the people ; and its
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social organizations have been disintegrated and reformed

under the pressure of new necessities and desires. And in

away in whicli they have never been realized bfifore, it has

within the present century realized two master principles of

progress—the regularity of nature and its amenability to

multiplex investigation and control, and the necessity of

impartial recognition at once of the moral individuality of

the individual and the social and political solidarity of the

several members of the community.

Though Europe is naturally the best known of all the

regions of the globe, yet even, of its physical features an

absolutely correct registration has not been attained. It is

the only continent of which we possess an approximately

complete cartography ; but in spite of the geodetic labours

which have been carried on since about the middle of last

century with ever growing activity, much has still to be laid

down on very unsatisfactory data. While in some districts,

for instance, of England or France, we can find on our maps
the exact locality of every hamlet or homestead, every

Btreamlet or clump of trees, there are portions of several

other countries where the main physical features are but

vaguely indicated. A considerable part of Finland is prac-

tically unexplored; and it was not until 1875 that the

labours of Kanitz furnished a fair representation of the

Balkan range. Nor is it only about such outlying regions

as Turkey and Finland that our information is either scanty

or of the most recent acquisition ; the topographical survey

of Switzerland, vfhich first provided the Alpine traveller

«^ith an authentic guide, was completed by Dufour only in

1865, and the corresponding surveys of England, Italy,

Spain, Russia, <fec., are still in progress. Till the last

country in- Europe has been thus triangulated, we must be

content with more or less approximate estimates of areas

and distances : in two recent statements of the area of Por-

tugal there is a difference of no less than 104 English

square miles (4'89 German geog. sq. m.,or26905 sq. kil.),

—

80 that the possible error for the whole of the continent

must be something considerable. Even the astronomical

distance between Paris and Berlin cannot be given with

absolute accuracy.

Owing to its peninsular conformation the present

boundaries of Europe are on three sides easily stated : its

western shores form the irregular rim of the great basin of

the North Atlantic, and bear witness in their dilapidated

headlands and sandy dunes to the power and fury of its

tides and storms ; on the N. it lies along the Arctic Ocean
;

and on the S. it is separated from Africa and Asia by the

Mediterranean, the Sea of Marmora, the Black Sea, and
their connecting straits. Towards the east, on the other

hand, the boundary is almost purely conventional : the

Ural Mountains, indeed, may be regarded as furnishing a

sort of natural barrier, but they leave a considerable gap
both towards the N. and the S. In the S. the river Ural

is usually accepted as the line of demarcation, though the

plain through which it flows is perfectly similar on both
sides, and it forms neither a geological, faunal, botanical,

political, nor historical limit. In the administrative

divisions of the Eussian empire, which has no desire to

make a severe distinction between its Asiatic and European
territory, even the line of the Ural Mountains is disre-

garded : 39,545 square miles (1860 02 German geog. sq.

miles, 102,418'1 sq kil.) of the government of Orenburg,
49,333- square miles (2320'425 German geog. sq. m.,

127,769-3 sq. kil.) of the government of Perm, and 2976
sq. miles (14 Germ. geog. sq. m., 812-9 sq. kil.) of the

government of Ufa lie to the E. of the range. Across
the peninsula between the Black Sea and the Caspian,

the line of the Caucasus is now accepted as the 'boun-

dary. The British islands have been separated from the

Continent in a comparatively recent geological period, and

really form the prominences of a submerged plateau which

at one time must have presented a long and regular coast to

the Atlantic. Iceland, though distant more than 600 miles,

and geologically, it may be, of independent origin, is usually

reckoned as an outlying portion of Europe. Nova Zemlya

and Waigatch may also be included ; but Spitzbergen is

more accurately assigned to the Arctic archipelago. In the

Mediterranean the Balearic islands are conventionally

attached to Spain, Corsica to France, and Sardinia, Sicily,

and the Pantellarian grouplet to Italy. Malta is also re-

garded as European. Among the central islands of the

great archipelago between the Balkan peninsula and Asia

Minor it is hard to find a line of demarcation ; but the

Cyclades, as part of the kingdom of Greece, may be con-

sidered to belong to the western, and the rest of the islands

to the eastern continent. Properly speaking, they are

both Asiatic and European, and for that very reason neither

European nor Asiatic.

The four comers of Europe are marked by the mouth Jbrt«itf

of the Kara on the Arctic Ocean in the N.E., 69* N. lat.

and 65° E. long. ; by the North Cape on the Arctic Ocean

in the N.W., 71° 11' N. lat. and 25° 50' E. long. ; by Cape
Tarifa on the Atlantic in the S.W., 36° N. lat. and 5° 36' W.
long. ; and by Cape Apsheron on the Caspian Sea in the S.E.,

40° 12' N. lat. and 50° 20' E. long. Its most northern point

as a continent is Cape Nordkun in Norway, 71° 7' N. lat. ;

its most southern. Cape Matapan in Greece, 36° 24' N. lat.

;

its most western. Cape da Roca in Portugal, 9° 3F W.
long. ; and its most eastern, a spot at the junction of the

Ural range with the Grossland's Ridge in 66° E. long. A
line drawn from Cape St Vincent in Portugal to the Ural

Mountains near Ekaterinburg has a length of 3293 miles,

and finds it centre in the W. of Russian Poland. From the

mouth of the Kara to the mouth of the Ural river the direct

distance is 1600 miles, but the boundary line has a length

of 2400 miles. The total area of the continent, according

to Behm and Wagner's calculation, is 179,833-37 German
sq. miles, 9,902, 14'9 sq. kilometres, or 3,823,383-32 Eng-

lish sq. miles ; so that it forms rather more than a thir-

teenth part of the whole land surface of the globe. Asia

is about 4J times, and America about 4^ times as large.

The total population in round numbers is 309,178,300,

which gives an average of 1719 for the German mile, 31-2

for the square kilometre, and 80 8 for the English sq.

mile—considerably more than the average of any other of

the continents.

Two of the most striking features in the general con- Co«A

formation of Europe are the great number of its primary Uno.

and secondary peninsulas, and the consequent exceptional

development of its coast-line,—an irregularity and develop-

ment which have been the most potent of the physical

factors of its history. The peninsulas which are of most

historic interest are those which trend southward into the

Mediterranean;—the Balkan peninsula terminating in the

wonderful cluster of peninsulas and islands which bears the

name of Greece, the long Italian peninsula -with SicOy at

its foot, and the massive Pyrenean peninsula, so thoroughly

shut off by its mountain isthmus that in ordinary language

it is distinguished as the Peninsula par excellence. The

northern peninsulas are much less symmetrical in thei;i

arrangement, and have exercised less influence on the historj

of Europe. The total coast-line is estimated at 19,820

miles, of which about 3600 belong to the Arctic Ocean

8390 to the Atlantic, and 7830 to the Black Sea and

Mediterranean. This gives 1 mile of coast to 193 nules of

area, which is a higher rate than that of any of the othe

continents. Much of this coast-line, more especially iu

Norway and Spain, is of course practically useless as far

as commerce is concerned, owing to the absence of natural

harbours ; but even when such portions are withdrawn, the
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facilities for maritime activity are exceptionally great. That
80 small a part of the total belongs to the Arctic Ocean,

which lies ice-bound during maijy months of the year, and
so large a part to the Mediterranean, with its comparative

freedom from winter and storm, has been of no small im-

|)ortance to the progress of the European peoples.

The coast-line of Europe is in its general features very

much the same as it was at the commencement of the true

historic period ; but when it is examined in detail it is found

to have undergone a number of important local changes,

some at least of which are due to causes that are at work

over very extensive areas. These changes may be conve-

niently classified under four heads :—the formation of deltas

by the alluvium of rivers ; the increase of the land-surface

due to upheaval ; the advance of the sea by reason of its

own erosive activity ; and the advance of the sea through

the subsidence of the land. The actual form of the coast,

however, is frequently due to the simultaneous or successive

action of several of the causes—sea and river and subter-

ranean forces helping or resisting each other. Our informa-

tion is naturally most complete in regard to the Mediter-

ranean coasts, as these were the best known to our first book-

writing nations. There we find that all the great rivers

liave been successfully at work—more especially the Rhone,

the Ebro, and the Po. The activity of the Rhone, indeed,

as a maker of new laud, is really astonishing. The tower of

St Louis, erected on the coast in 1737, is now upwards of

four miles inland; the city of Aries is said to be nearly twice

as far from the sea as it was iu the Roman period. The
present St Gilles was probably a harbour when the Greeks
founded Marseilles, and Aigues Mortes, which took its place

in the Middle Ages, was no longer on the coast in the time

of St Louis. According to a calculation quoted by M.
Reclus, the total alluvium of the river in the space of a

year is 17,000,000 cubic metres, or 590,000,000 cubic feet;

and this estimate is supported by M. Reybert, who found
that the new land formed between 1841 and 1859 implied

an annual deposit of nearly 19,000,000 cubic metres, or

671,000,000 cubic feet. The increase of the land is observ-

able, not only in the immediate neighbourhood of the mouth,
but round almost the whole of the gulf of Lyons, and is, of

course, partly due to the alluvium of minor rivers. At
the mouth of the H^rault, according to Fischer,^ the coast

advances at least two metres or about seven feet annually
;

and it requires great labour to keep the harbour of Cette

from being silted up. The Po is even more efficient than
the Rhone, if the size of its basin be taken into ac-

count. Were it not counteracted in some measure, it would
soon, with the assistance of the Isonzo, the Adige, and the

neighbouring streams, turn the northern part of the Adriatic

into a plain. Ravenna, which was at one time an insular

city like Venice, has now a wide stretch of downs partly

covered with pine forest between it and the sea. Aquileia,

one of the greatest seaports of the Mediterranean in the

early centuries of the Christain era, is now 7 miles from
the coast, and Adria, which gives its name to the s'ea, is 1 3.

And this increase of the land has gone on in spite of the

fact that both cities are on the northern part of an area of

subsidence which apparently extends southvrards along the

whole Dalmatian coast. The islands on which Venice is

built have sunk about three feet since the 16th century :

the pavement of the square of St Mark's has frequently re-

quired to be raised, and the boring of a well hfs shown that

a layer of vegetable remains, indicating a flora identical

with that observed at present on the neighbouring main-
land, exists at a depth of 400 feet below the alli vial de-

posits. At Zara ancient pavements and mosaics are found

* " KiistenYerandcningen im Mittelmeergchict," in Zhch;: der
C". far Erdhmdc ni Hn/iii, 1873

below the sea-Ievel, and the district at the moutb of th»

Nai ;nta has been changed into a ewamp by the advance of

the sea. A process of elevation, on the other hand, ia

indicated along nearly all the coasts of Sicily, round the

b.ay of Naples and the bay of Gaieta, at the southern end
of Sardinia, the east of Corsica, and perhaps iu the neigh-

bourhood of Nice. The borings of pholads are found at

a height of 600 feet on Monte Pellegrino ; the ancient

harbour which gave its name to Palermo (Panorinus) is

now nearly covered by the modern town ; and the Grotto

of Saa Giro, which now lies 6000 feet inland, and at a

height of more than 220 feet, must have had a direct com-

munication with the sea during the period of human occu-

pation. That the rise thus rendered evident is taking place

over a wide area is shown by similar facts observed on the

African coast. The Tunisian harbour of Porto Farina, which

had a depth of 30 or 40 feet in last century, can hardly be

trusted for 2 ; and this change can only be very partially

due to the action of the Medjgnda river, as it brings dowu
but little alluvium. If the movement be maintained the

Mediterranean will again be divided into two basins by the

old ridge between Sicily and Africa whose existence has

been posited to explain the present distribution of zoological

fossils. Passing eastward to the Balkan peninsula, we find

considerable changes on the coast-line of Greece ; but as

they are only repetitions on a smaller scale of the phenomena
already described, it is sufficient to indicate the Gulf of Arta

and the mouth of the Spercheius as two of the more im-

portant localities. The latter especially is interesting to

the historian as well as to the geologist, as the river has

greatly altered the physical features of one of the world's

most famous scenes—the battle-field of Thermopylae.

If we proceed to the Atlantic seaboard we observe, as we
might expect, great modifications in the embouchures of the

Garonne and the Loire, but by far the most remarkable

oscillations of sea and land have taken place in what are

emphatically the Low Countries of Europe. It is one of

the familiar facts of geography that a large part of the soil

of Holland with its villages and cities is many feet below
the level of the sea; but it is not so generally known that

about a fifth of the area of the country is thus situated.

The story of the contest carried on along the coast between
man and nature has often been told, and is well worth the

telling. If success is to be measured by the amount of

territory acquired, nature has hitherto had the best of the

battle, and no wonder, if it be true that the very ground
on which man has built his ramparts against the sea is

slowly sinking under his feet. Such, at least, is the opinion

of Elie de Beaumont and other geologists of note : in fact

the whole maritime region from the Scheldt to the Weser is

an area of subsidence. The Dutchman, however, does not

intend to give up the contest. It was only in 1395 that he
finally lost possession of the 500,000 hectares or 1,236,570
English acres of good land which are now covered by the

Zuyder Zee; and he hopes to get the best part of it back

again. A scheme has been proposed by which the whole
southern portion, with an area of 195,000 hectares (481,872
acres) will be inclosed by a dyke extending from Enkhuizen
to Kampen; and the feasibility of the enterprise is sufficiently

attested by the brilliant success of the Haarlem engineers

who, at a cost of less than £765,000, have recovered the area

of the Haarlem Lake which had been lost inthe 16thc£ntury.
Further east along the coast, between the Elbe and the
Eider, it is hard to say whether land or se<i is gaining . oa
the one hand it is stated that the ruins of the castle of chlei

are now covered by the sea, and that a forest of histonu
identity is totally destroyed ; while on 'the other it is

equally certain that the parish of Busum i:i the north part

of Ditmarsh was made land-fast only in the 16th century,

that the Fricdrick Koog, an area of new nlluvial land fii !
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fillies long and two miles broad, was endyked in 1853, and
that islands are being formed further out towards the sea.

The Baltic shores ot Germany display the same phenomena
of local gain and loss ; and there is more than a suspicion

that the whole lino lies along an area of subsidence. In

the western section the inroads of the sea have been very

extensive : the island of Riigen would no longer serve for

the disembarkation of an army like that of Gustavus

Adolphus; Wollin and Usedom are growing gradually less;

large stretches of the mainland are fringed with submerged
forests ; and at intervals the site of well-known villages is

occupied by the sea. Towards the east the great rivers are

successfully working in the opposite direction. In the gulf

of Dantzic the alluvial deposits of the Vistula cover an area

of 1600 square kilometres or 615 square miles; in the 13th

century the knights of Marienburg inclosed with dykes 900
sq. kil., or 346 sq. m., and 180 sq. kil., £it 69 sq. m., were

added in the course of the 14th. The Memel is silting up
the Kurische Half, which, like the Frische HafF, is separated

from the open sea by a line of dunes comparable with those

of the Landes in France.

A large amount of evidence has graauaiiy accumulated

ir. favour of the hypothesis that the Scandinavian peninsula

is in process of elevation. Within the last two centuries

fiords have been left dry or broken into lakes, reefs have

been turned into islands, bays into pasture grounds. M.
Keclus has pointed out that the presence of certain beds of

oysters goes to show that the lakes Malar, Hjelmar, and
Wener are remains of a channel which at no distant date

communicated between the Baltic and the North Sea ; but

the facts of marine distribution, as stated by Forbes, are

rather against the opinion of Celsius, that there was also

a connexion with the Arctic Ocean as late as the time of

the first Roman exploration At Pitea, in the Gulf of

Bothnia, the land is said to have gained a mile in 45 years,

and at Lulea a mile in 28 years.*

It is only right, however, to mention that the state-

ments made in the preceding paragraphs in regard to areas

of subsidence and elevation are by several geologists con-

sidered to be of very dubious validity The data, they

believe, are much too slight and fragmentary for the con-

clusions, and some of the most important are open to

quite different interpretations. The so-called strand or

coast-lines of the Scandinavian peninsula, for example, are

still the subject of keen controversy among northern in-

vestigators, and a large polemical literature is the result.

Till the question as to the origin of these remarkable

appearances is finally settled, the recent elevation of the

peninsula must be regarded as little more than a provi-

lional hypothesis.^

The changes briefly indicated above take place so

gradually for the most part that it requires careful observa-

tion and comparison of data to establish their reality. The
Dutchman does not feel the subsidence of his well-defended

flats, and the Norwegian is quite unconscious that he is

'being raised along with his pine-clad hills. It is very

different with those changes which we usually ascribe to

volcanic agency : they force themselves on the attention,

and find a permanent place in the memory of the people.

And yet it is only the scientific registration of the

phenomena which gives any accurate idea of their

freique^ncy and extent. To the popular apprehension

Europe is a fairly stable portion of ten-a firma, and we are

accustomed to contrast the uncomfortable tendency to

' Compare Howorth " On Recent Elevations of the Earth's Surface In

tli.e Northern Circumpdiar Region," in Jour. Roy. Oeog. Soc, 1873, and
Adolf von Hoff, Gesch. d. Verdnd. d. ErdoberfltLche, 1822, 1823, 1834.

* Compare Keilhau On the Rise of Land in Scandinavia ; Kjerulf,

dm Skuringsm&rka, ie,. i Aurge. 1872 ; Sexe, On gamle Strandlinier
i/aal Klispe. 1S»;,,

oscillation exhibited by sucn a region as Colomoia or Peru
in South America. But it is not so stable as it appeara.

Besides the great outlying "hearth" of Iceland, there

are four centres of volcanic activity in Europe—all of them,
however, situated in the Mediterranean. Vesuvius on the
western coast of Italy, Etna in the island of Sicily, and
Stromboli in the Liparian group, have been familiarly

known from the earliest historic times ; but the fourth haa
only attracted particular attention since last century. It

lies in the Archipelago, on the southern edge of the

Cyclades, near the little group of islets called Santorin.

The region was evidently highly volcanic at an earlier

period, for Milo, one of the nearest of the islands, is

simply a ruined crater still presenting smoking solfataraa

and other traces of former activity. The present crater of

Santorin is subaqueous, but it has already raised a con^
siderable mass of material above the surface. The devasta-

tions produced by the eruptions of the European volcanoes

are usually confined within very narrow limits ; and it is

only at long intervals that any part of the continent is

visited by a really formidable earthquake There is little

danger when the tremor has to be verified by glass cylinders

on a sanded floor. Minor shocks, however, are exceedingly

numerous. Dr Volger found that during the first fifty

years of the 19th century the average number per annum
was, in Switzerland, no less than fifty ; and he indicates the

following localities as habituellen Stossgebiete or areas of fre-

quent disturbance:—(1) in the region of the Jura, the

valley of the Birs to the S. of Basel, the valley of the Orbe,

the Val de Travers, the valley of St Imier, the district at

the confluence of the Aar and the Limmat, <S:c.; and (2) in

the Alpine region, the valley of the Durance and the Drac,

of the Arc and the Isfere; nearly the whole line of the Arve,

the upper valley of the Rhone almost without interruption

to the Lake of Geneva, part of the valley of Adige to the

S. of Trent, and the valleys of the Drave and the Gail to

the W. of their confluence. A table drawn up by Dr Suess

registers about 116 earthquakes in Lower Austria from

1021 down to 1870, and of these 53 belong to the present

century.' Of all European earthquakes in modern times,

the most destructive are that of Lisbon in 1755, and that

of Calabria in 1783; the devastation produced by the

former has become a classical instance of such disasters ip

popular literature, and by the latter 100,000 people are

said to have lost their lives. Calabria again suffere,

severely in 1865 and 1870.

If Russia be left out of account, Europe may De gene-

rally characterized aa a mountainous region,—the ratio of

highlands and lowlands being, according to Von Kloden's

calculation, approximately as follows :
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the Himalayas, is 29,000 feet high, aud Chiiiiborazo aud
Aconcagua, in the Andes, are respectively 20,677 and
23,910.

The wliole continent is formed on a small scale of relief,

thoi!K'h tliis scale is not so small as has usually been stated

on the authority of Humboldt. The mean elevation of

Asia, accordiuK- to his cji-lculations, was.'if)! metres (1151

10. ft.); of South America, ;!44 metres (1128 E. ft.); of

North America, 227' metres (74-t E. ft.); and of Europe
only 204 metres (GO!) E. ft.). In 1874 Dr. (Justav Leipoldt

published the re.sults of a new calculation, which, being

carefully conducted and based on a much more extensive

collection of data, must replace the estimates of Humboldt.

The following is a table of his principal findings, giving au

average of 296838 metres, or i)7;i-7 English feet :
—

Leipoldt's Table of Mean Elevation.
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Their mean elevation is about- 5000-5600 feet ; but it is

©Illy from the southern side that they present a really

mountainous appearance ; on the northern they gradually

descend by a succession of terraces, and, with few excep-

tions, the summits have gently rounded contours. The
culminating point is Tchar Dagh, which rises to a height of

about 9700 feet. Connected with the Balkans by its

western extremity is the range of the Despoto Dagh, or

Ehodope, which stretches eastward along the north of the

j^gean, and in some points reaches a height of 8000 feet.

Mearly the whole country to the south in Thessaly and
Greece is occupied by irregular groups and lines of moun-
tains and llills, among which the most important are the

Pindus and Olyjapus. Besides the Alpine system and the

secondary systems which are grouped along with it, there

are several others rendered quite distinct by their position

"jnd structure.

The Pyrenees are next to the Alps in elevation. They
ixtend across the isthmus between France and Spain

for. a distance of 240 miles, and are practically con-

tinued by the Cantabrian Mountains for 260 miles more.

The loftiest summit, Mont Perdu, has an altitude of

11,270 feet. The south side of the Pyrenees proper is

the more rugged and precipitous ; but the Cantabrian

Mountains present their steepest face to the north. A 11 the

minor mountain ranges of Spain are connected with each

other and with the Pyrenees. The highest is the Sierra

Nevada in the south. The chain of the Dovre-Fjeld,

Dofrines, or Scandinavian Alps is about 1000 miles in

length, and has a general elevation of from 3000 to 6000
feet. Properly speaking, it is not so much a range of

mountains as a plateau, broken up by deep-cut ravines and
fiords. The western side is precipitous, and the eastern de-

scends gradually to the Gulf of Bothnia. The Urals extend

from north to .south through 20° of latitude, with a breadth

of about 40 miles. They rise slowly from the plain on
"joth sides, and at the place where they are crossed by the

i'oad from Moscow to Siberia the ascent and descent is

hardly noticeable. A considerable proportion of the range

lies between 3000 and 4000 feet above the sea ; a few
peaks attain an altitude of 5000 : and one? ToU-pors, is not

much under 5500.^

If the European mountains are arranged according to

their greatest elevations, they rank as follows:—(1) the

Swiss Alps, with their highest peaks 15,000 feet or upwards;

(2) the Sierra Nevada, the Pyrenees, and Etna, about 11,000
feet

; (3) the Apennines, the Corsican Mountains, the Car-

pathians, the Balkans, and tha Despoto Dagh, from 8000
to 9000

; (4) the Guadarrama, the Scandinavian Alps, the

Dinaric Alps, the Greek Mountains, and the Cevennes,
between 6000 and 8000

; (5) the mountains of Auvergne,
the Jura, the Kiesengebirge, the mountains of Sardinia,

Majorca, Minorca, and the Crimea, the Black Forest,

the Vosges, and the Scottish Highlands, from 4000 to 6000.
The table given on page 686 furnishes a comparative

view of the principal European streams taken in the order
of their length.

In various parts of Europe, more particiilarly in cal-

,
careous regions, there are subterranean or partially subter-

ranean rivers. Of these the most remarkable are the
Sorgue of Vaucluse, the Touvre of Angouleme, the Timavo
of Istria, and the Poik or Planina. The first has been
traced for 10 or 15 miles below ground; and the Timavo
when it issues from- the mountain is already navigable.

Along the French coast several subterranean affluents of

the Mediterranean have been discovered, and some of them
ere evidently of considerable size. The Garonne itself,

which rises in the glaciers of Mount Maladetta, passes

• Cf. "ProC des Ural-Gebirges," va Zeitachr. fiir Erdkunde zu Berlin,
1S68.

under Mont Poumar for a distance of 4 kilometres. Tlia

subterranean course of the streams is frequently indicated

by peculiar^ vents or pits caused by the subsidence of the

soil ; they are popularly known in Greece as catavothra, 'vl

Carinthia as dolinas, and in Finance by a great number of

local names, such as embucs, gourgt, boit-iout, antelmom,

&C.2

Europe ha# no Niagara, and, indeed, few of its larger

rivers present anything approaching to a real cataract. The
Rhine takes a plunge of about 50 feet at Schaffhausen ; and
there are a series of rapids in the lower course of the

Dnieper and the Dniester. In Sweden the Gotha-Elf falls

1 00 feet at Trollhata ; the Hjommel Sayka or Hare's leap

of the Lulea is 250 feet high ; and the Riukan Fos or
" Smoking Force " at Mjosvand is no less than 800. The
famous Staubbach in the neighbourhood of Lauterbrunnen

has a descent of 980 feet, but it is a mere brook, and in

summer almost dries up ; it takes its name, as is well

known, from the dust-like appearance of the spray into

which the water is changed by the tremendous descent.

Several of the more important rivers are of very irregular

flow, and some are subject to really formidable floods. In

1877 there were disastrous inundations of the Danube:
12,000 people were rendered homeless in one of the suburbs

of Buda Pesth, hundreds of houses were undermined, while

villages were submerged, and large quantities of property

were swept away. The floods in the Netherlands the same
year were severe enough to necessitate Government help foi

the suflerers. Large areas in Saxony and Silesia wera

under water; the Elbe, the Vistula, the Nogat, and the

Oder, all overflowed their banks or burst their dikes; it

was feared that the whole line of railway between Thorn

and Posen would be carried away; and in some districts

there was considerable loss of life. If all the damage
produced in this way since the beginning of the cen-

tury could be calculated, it would be found to repro-'

sent an enormous sum. The floods of the Loire alone,

in 1856, carried off about £8,000,000 worth of pro-

perty; and those in the south of France in 1875 caused

a loss of about £3,000,000. In most Continental countries

there have been consequently undertaken extensive en-

gineering works, partly to prevent inundations, and partly

to render the rivers more serviceable for navigation and
irrigation. France has been especially active in this matter,

several of her most important streams being very difiicult

to regulate. The Loire, for example, varies at Orleans from

25 cubic metres or 780 feet per second to 10,000 metres or

315,000 feet in the same time ; the Saone, in 1855, varied

from 3,825,450 cubic feet per minute to 174,086; and the

Rhone at Geneva, in 1858, which was a minimum year,

from ^40,000 cubic feet to 195,000.3 -phe engineering

works have been espeT;ially successful on the Seine and
Yonne, where several new methods have been tested for

storing the surplus water of one season, and utilizing it

during the period of deficient supply.* In Italy the Po, the

Arno, and the Tiber are notorious for their floods; but the

first two are now among the most striking examples of a

satisfactory system of embankment. At Cremona, on the

Po, which is 171 miles inland and 104 feet above sea-level,

the flood of 1840 rose 18 feet, that of 1855 rose 19 feet,

and that of 1857 20 feet, above summer low-water. On
the last occasion the banks above Cremona were burst, and
a vast area of country was submerged ; but such a disaster

is now comparatively rare. For the irrigation of the Lom-
bard plain no less than 762,838 cubic feet per minute are

drawn off by the canals.

' See E. Beclus, La Terre, vol. L
^ See Beardmore's Manual of Hydrography, 1862.
' See Blerzy, " fitudts «ur les travaux publica," >a Jievut du Deiae

Uondea. 1876.
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ComparaLive View of the Principal European Riv,.rs taken in t?i€ Order of their Length.

(Based on Glogau'a Table.)

Kome of Blver. Sonrce. Month.

Direct
distance of I

iourco from
mouth.

Develop-
Mier.t.

Eng. niUes,

BasiD Area.
Eng. sq. Dillef

1. Volga
2. Danube
3. Ural

4. Dnieper
5. Don
6. Petchora
7. Kama
8. Oka
9. Rhine

10. Theis3

11. Dwina and Sucliona.

12. Elbe
13. VistuU
14. Dniester

15. Viatka
16. Weser
17. Desna
18. Loire

19. Meuse
20. Oder
21. Khoper
2?> Marosch
23. Tagus
24. Ebro
25. Rhone
26. Dwina
27. Guadiana
28. Niemen
29. Southern Bug
30. Drave
31. Douro
32. Save
33. Seine
34. Warthe
35. Sereth
36. Western Bug
87. Pripiat

38. Po
39. Pruth ,

40. Donetz
41. Mesen
42. Guadalquivir
43. Garonne ,

44. Mologa
45. Aluta
46. Lasselle

47. Inn
48. Dal-Elf
49. Maine
50. Manytch
51. Glommen
52. Uraeo
63. San
54. 'forneo

55. Adige
56. Korbsch
67. Mur
58. Maritza
59. Onega
60. Moldau
61. Ems
62. Moskva
63. Clara-Elf

64. Waag.
65. Beresina
65. Saone
07. Scheldt
68. Tiber
69. Pitca

70. LJHsna-Elf
71. Saale

72. Neokar
73. Morava.....
74. Marava
v.";. Netze

7a. Thames

Russia, Tver
Baden, Black Forest

Russia, Orenbur"
Russia, Smolensk
Russia, Tula
Russia, Perm
Russia, Viatka
Russia, Orel

Switzerhand, Grisons

Hung.iry, Marmaros
Ru.ssia, Vologda
Bohemia, Riesengebirge

Silesia, Teschen
Austria, Galicia

Russia, Viatka
Hanover
Russia, Smolensk
France, Ardfeehe

France, Haute Marne
Austria, Moravia
Russia, Saratoff

Austria, Transylvania
Spain, Aragon
Spain, Santander
Switzerland, Valais

Russia, Pskoft

Spain, La Manche
Russia, Minsk
Russia, Podolla
Austria, Tyrol
Spain, Soria

Austria, Illy~ia

France, Cote d'Or
Russia, Poland
Austria, Galicia....,

Austria, Galicia

Russia, Volhynia
Italy, Saluzzo

Austria, Galicia

Russia, Eursk
Russia, Vologda
Spain, Jacn
France, Hautes Pyrenees
Russia, Tver
Austria, Transylvania
France, Vosge*
Switzerland, Grisons
Sweden, Kopparberg
Bavaria, Upper Franconia ...

Russia, Astrakhan
Norway, South Drontheim .

.

Sweden, Umeo-Lappmark ...

Austria, Galicia «
Sweden, Tomeo-Lappmark ..

Austria, Tyrol
Austria, Transylvania
Austria, Salzburg
Turkey, Bulgaria
Russia, Olonetz
Austria, Bohemia
Lippe-Detmold
Russia, Smolensk
Norway, Hedemarken
Hungary, Lipptau
Russia, Minsk
France, Vosges
France, Aisne
Italy, Tuscany
Sweden, Pitea-Lappmark....
Sweden, Jemtlands Lan
Bavaria, Upper Franconia . .

.

Wiirtemberg, Black Forest..

Austria, Moravia
Turkey, Bulgaria
Prussia, Poland
England, Gloucester

Caspian Sea
Black Sea
Ca.spian Sea
Black Sea
Seaof Azoff

Arctic Ocean
Volga
Volga
North Sea
Danube
White Sea
North Sea
Baltic

Black Sea ,...

Kama
North Sea
Dnieper
Bay of Biscay
North Sea
Baltic

Don
Theiss

Atlantic

Mediterranean ....

Mediterranean ....

Baltic

Atlantic

Baltic

Black Sea
Danube
Atlantic

Black Sea
English Channel

.

Oder
Danube....
Vistula
Dnieper
Adriatic

Danube
Don
Arctic Ocean
Atlantic

Bay of Biscay
Volga
Danube
Rhine
Danube
Baltic

Rhine
Don
Skagerrack
Gulf of Bothnia..
Vistula

Gulf of Bothnia.,

Adriatic

Theiss

Drave
.ffigean

Arctic Ocean
Elbe
North Sea
Oka
Wener Lake
Danube
Dnieper
Rhone
North Sea
Mediterriinean ....

Baltic

Biiltic

Elbe
Rhine
Danube
Danube
Warthe
Genuan Ocean....

1005
1014
604
650
470
438
207
428
438
285
438
387
322
424
212
207
290
345
272
331
248
258
420
308
285
322
276
276
27?,

32'/

299
345
253
248
225
212
281
267
262
808
207
202
216
156
207
170
230
225
166.
285
236
143
119
235
147
147
175
166
161
101
133
165
202
115
189
170
138
130
193
184
105
101
138
170
170
110

2130
1613
1309
1272
1185
1120
1050
931
853
843
788
723
696
682
608
599
59'4

594
657
653
646
644

, 640
639
525
521
511
493
474
447
447
442
438
428
410
401
396
391
391
378
373
364
359
336
336
322
3lg
808
304
299
299
290
290
281
281
276
272
267
262
262
258
248
248
248
244
239
239
230
225
225
220
216
211
207
207
202

517,272
299,435
-90,889

193,195
170,638
117,996
188,795
87,168
65,057
54,980

142,701

68,743
69,309

27,653
46,560
15,966

34,250
41,670
14,669
46,922
22,536
16,540
34,000
31,444
86,781

27,000
23,322
36,35S
21,983
15,562
33,525
34,654
26,767
19,411
19,347
22,663
44,498
28,723
6-803

38,481

28,234
19,836
31,465
60,805
-8,142

11,204
•9,397

12,756
10,205
21,260
18,220
11,098
6,123

8,823
6,038
8,355

5,655
19,389
21,622
9,652

4,719
31,125
7,292
2,912
8,504

10,247
7,526
6,122

3.5,668
-8,822

9,141
6,357

10,03*
6,390
4,613
£.102
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Since the city of Rome has again become the capital of

Italy the attention of the Italians has been specially turned
to the Tiber, and several schemes of Herculean magnitude
have been discussed. Garibaldi's project was adopted by
both houses of the Parliament and sanctioned by the

Government in 1875. During the present century the

Danube, -which is the most international of European
rivers, has been greatly improved as a water-way, by the

rectification of its course in the neighbourhood of Vienna,

by the clearing of the passage of the Iron Gates, and
by the maintenance of a proper channel at the delta. It

is almost needless to mention the works that have been
carried on for the deepening of the seaward section of all

;he greater rivers, and the removal of the bars at their

mouths
;

perhaps in this department the most remarkable
results are exhibited by the Clyda

In the accompanying table, for which we are indebted

to Glogau, the principal lakes of Europe are arranged

according to their size. If we examine their distribution

We find they can easily be classified into groups. The

Name of Lake.
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rian formations to the- south. In France they constitute,

not only the great plateau already mentioned between the

Paris and the Bordeaux basin, but also the massive penin-

sula of Brittany; and in eastern Germany they are the

predominant rocks of the Erzgebirge, the Sudetic chain, the

Bohmerwald, and the inclosed area. They again appear

in isolated masses of considerable extent along the inner

side of the Carpathians ; and in Turkey they reach from

Novi-Bazar to the Black Sea, and from the south of the

Balkans to the .^gean. It need hardly be added that they

constitute the main mass of the Alps. The only country

where the Silurian rocks have a large surface area is the

Spanish peninsula, and there they are mainly confined to

the western half. They show a long line in the Ural

range, stretch from Lake Ladoga along the south of the

Gulf of Finland, rise above the Baltic in the islands of

Dago, Osel, Gottland, and Oland, and appear sporadically

throughout Scandinavia. Their very name comes from the

fact that they are present in England. The other Palaeozoic

formations—Devonian, Carboniferous, and Permian—are

widely developed. In Russia they stretch from the Baltic

to the Oka, and from the White Sea to Voronezh ; they

occupy a considerable area to the west of the lower Don,

and are laid bare in the valley of the Dniester. In Western

I Europe they are best represented in the countries on each

!side of the lower Rhine, in the British Islands, and in

northern Spain; but they occur here and there in several

other quarters. The Secondary formations are still more

extensively distributed,—the Triassio and Jurassic forming

a large proportion of central Germany, a good part of France,

much of England, and nearly the whole of the eastern por-

tion of European Russia. To the Cretaceous rocks alone

belong a large part of the Paris basin, part of the lower

Rhine basin, all the Danish or Cimbric peninsula, the

great range of the Carpathians, the Balkan range, nearly

the whole of Greece, Albania, Montenegro, Dalmatia,

Servia, and a wide tract in the centre of southern Russia.

The Secondary are in their turn exceeded by the Tertiary

formations, which furnish the continent with some of its

most valuable agricultural areas. The Miocene alone

occupies a considerable part of the Paris basin, part

of the basins of the lower Rhine and the lower Weser,

the Lombardy plain, the Hungarian plain, Galicia, and
Bessarabia, not to mention the valley of the Ebro and
other extensive tracts in Spain. The Pliocene is best

represented in the Caspian basin and the Ponto-Caspian

depression, and along the Russian coast from the Danube
to the Don.

Minerali Europe is richly furnished with mineral wealth, and the

distribution is not so irregular as might appear from the

actual state of the mining industry in the different countries.

For the precious metals it is mainly indebted to other

quarters of the globe, but it possesses abundant stores of

iron ores, lead, copper, coal, and salt. Britain, Germany,

Table showing Statistics of the Produce

The years vary from 1871 to 1875, and

and the countries of the Austrian-Hungarian monarchy are

especially distinguished by the value and variety of their

deposits ; and Belgium and Sweden are largely indebted

for their national prosperity, the one to its coal and the

other to its iron. Spain naturally ranks high in this de-

partment, but the working of its mines is in a backwarf'

condition. In the lands of the Turkish empire matters ar*

still worse, and Greece has comparatively little to shoT
except the silver mines of Laurion. Roumania export*

salt and petroleum, and Servia, since it became indepen-

dent, has begun again to work its iron and copper mines.

In the Russian empire there are valuable coal-beds in the

European territory, but the richest mineral area lies on the

Asiatic side of the Urals.

Platinum has hitherto been obtained nowhere in Europe
except in the auriferous sands in the Russian government

of Perm, which yield from 900 to 1000 kilogrammes a

year. Gold, on the other hand, is widely diffused, but i(>

occurs for the most part in such insignificant quantity aa

not to repay the expense of collecting. The total produc-

tion is about 6900 kilogrammes per annuiji, and by far the

greater part is furnished by Russia. The gold mines of

Spain were at one time famous, and there was a consider-

able population supported by gold-washing in Transylvania

and Roumania. Silver is much more abundant than gold,

but it is less extensively distributed. There are productive

mines in the Erzgebirge, the Carpathians, the Urals, the

Norwegian Dovre-Fjeld, and the Sierra Morena, as well as in

Sardinia and England, The total yield is about 300,000
kilogrammes per annum. A considerable proportion is

obtained during the working of the lead mines, which are

of great importance in several countries, more especially in

Spain, Germany, and Belgium, where the supply of lead

exceeds the local demand. In Spain, which has a large-

export, the lead mines are mainly situated in Murcia.j

Almeria, and Jaen ; in France the most important are in

the Puy-de-D6me ; in Britain in Durham and Northum-
berland ; in Austria in Carinthia, Bohemia, Tyrol, and
Galicia ; and in Hungary at Neusohl and Nagybinya. In

the German empire, Prussia, Saxony, Brunswick, and
Anhalt are most productive ; and in Italy, Sardinia, Tuii-

cany, and Lombardy. In Portugal there are 1 5 mines

;

and in Turkey lead ore exists at GaUipoli, and at Olovo in

Bosnia. The total amount of copper obtained throughout

the continent is estimated at about 589,000 cwt. yearly.

The only countries that can afford to export are Spain,

Sweden, and Norway; but Germany,. Britain, Russia,

Belgium, and Hungary are all great producers. In Britain

the mines are mainly situated in Cornwall, Devon, and

Chester ; in Germany they are widely distributed, but the

most productive are in the districts of Merseburg and Ams-
berg in Prussia; in Hungary they chiefly occur in the Car-

pathian mountains. Of all the Spanish mines the best

known are those of Rio Tinto and Tharsis in the province

of several of the more important Metals?-

in the case of Spain from 1869 to 1872.
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of Huelva (of which, the latter is capable of yielding 500,000
tons of iron pyrites annually). More than a third of all

the zinc obtained in Europe is contributed by Belgium,
and nearly as much is furnished by Germany. The
principal Belgian mines are in the province of Li^ge, and
the principal German mines at Oppeln in Upper Silesia.

Tin is found only in a few localities. The richest mines
arfl those of Cornwall in England, which have been worked
from the earliest historic period; and next in importance

are the Austrian mines in the Erzgebirge. .Mercury is

practically peculiar to Spain and Hungary, though it is

•obtained in small quantities at Vallalta in the Italian

province of BeUuno, at Santa Flora in the province of

Grosseto, and in Germany at Deuxponts in the Pala-

tinate, and is also known to exist in Bosnia and Roumania.
The principal Austrian mines are at Idria in Carniola, aud
the principal Spanish mines at Almaden and Almadalejo

in Ciudad Real.

The salt production of Europe amounts toabout 95,000,000

or 100,000,000 cwt. per annum. To this total no contri-

bution is made by Finland, Sweden, Denmark, Luxem-
bourg, Belgium, Servia, or Jlontenegro. It is partly pro-

cured from mines, partly from springs, and partly from

salt lakes and the ocean. The most productive mines are

in the Carpathians '(at Wieliczka and Bochnia in East

Galicia), and at Salzburg on the north side of the Alps;

there are also extensive deposits in Chester and Worcester

in England, in the departments of Upper Saone and

Ari^ge in France, at Wilhelmsgliick and Friedrichshall

ic Wiirtemberg, at Berchtesgaden in Bavaria, at Leo-

poldshall in Anhalt, at Stassfurt and Erfurt in Prussian

Saxony, at Stettin in Hohenzollern, and at Spr.unberg

in Brandenburg, at Cardona, Pinoso, Gerry y Villanueva,

in Spain, and in the districts of Prahova, Valcea, and
Bacau in "Roumania. Salt springs are still more widely

distributed. Bay salt is largely manufactured in France,

both on the Mediterranean and Atlantic seaboards ; in

Russia, along the coasts .of the Black Sea ; in Spain, at

Cadiz and Torrevieja, &e. ; in Italy, in Sardinia, Sicily,

and Elba ; in Turkey, at the mouth of the Danube, and
in the island of Crete ; and in Greece, in the island of

Santa Maria. The salt lakes of Bessarabia alone yielded

on an average 13,924,000 cwt. yearly from 1819 to 1850,

and carriers come for supplies from Poland, VoLhynia,

Kieff, and Tchernigoff. Aboat 230 waggons are loaded

daily in the season.*

Full details on the European coal-fields have already

been given in the article Coal, vol. vi. p. 55-58 ; and the

reader will find a similar account of the iron mines under
Iron. Sulphur mining is one of the greatest industries of

Italy and SicOy, forming, indeed, almost the exclusive

means of support for Girgenti and some other towns

;

graphite is obtained in Bohemia and Moravia, Bavaria,

England, Russia, Sweden, and Spain ; alum more particu-

larly from Scotland, Bohemia, Germany, Russia, and
Spain ; asphalte from Switzerland, Italy, Brunswick, Dal-

matia, and Tyrol; and petroleum from the Carpathian
mountains, Alsace, Lorraine, France, &c.

The four great determining facts in regard to the climate

of Europe are these : its northern borders are within the

Arctic circle ; in the south its most southern points are 9
degrees of latitude from the tropic of Cancer ; to the east

extends for 5000 miles the continuous land surface of Asia

;

to the west lie the waters of the Atlantic. Of minor but
by no means small importance are the presence of the Medi-
terranean along the south, and the peculiar character of the

African continent. To the ameliorating influence of the

'See "Ueter die Bessarabiachen Salzseen," in Z. fir Erdk zu
Serlin, 1859.

8—25

ocean must be ascribed the main features that distinguisB

the climate from that of the corresponding portions of Asia,

and assimilate it so largely to the insular type. Like other

great masses of water, the Atlantic is less expo.sed to rajiid

thermometric oscillations than the surface of the land, aud its

contiguity tends to produce a similar stability. Slowly but

continually it issurrendering the heat which it has gathered

in tlie regions of the sun. Though no problem of physical

geography is more keenly debated than the method by

which the heat is conveyed and distributed, the fact is ad-

mitted on all hands that such conveyance and distribution

does take place. Part of the work is done directly by

means of currents, part indirectly by means of winds. The

questions in dispute are mainly—what are the currents, how
are they produced, and what is the area of theiv individual

influence ? While one physicist ascribes all the credit to

the Gulf Stream, another argues that the Gulf Stream Las

spent both its impetus and its heat long before it

approaches the European seas, and that its contributions, if

there be any at all, are altogether infinitesimal. Be that

as it may, the influence of the ocean as a whole is easily

verified ; a glance at a map with isothermal lines at once

indicates its extent. The line, for instance, of 36° of mean

annual temperature, which in the east of the continent

passes near Orenburg, reaches as far north as 73° in the sea

between Iceland and Norway As the complement to this

stands the fact that the temperature of the East Spitzbergen

Sea is still so high that no true polar ice finds its way
further south than 75° N. lat., while on the American

coast it is carried down to 36° N. lat. In other words, if

the Europiian conditions were the same as the American,

instead of the polar ice never being seen at the North

Cape, it would come sailing down past the straits of

Gibraltar.2

As regards its rainfall Europe belongs in the main to

the zone which is characterized by irregularity of seasonal

distribution; its southern portions to the subtropical zone

distinguished by the dryness of its summers. The line of

demarcation runs at a little distance to the north of the

Spanish coast of the Bay of Biscay, continues along the

northern slope of the Pyrenees, turns north-eastwards to

the neighbourhood of Valence on the Rhone, curves south-

ward to Genoa, follows the line of the Northern

Apennines, strikes across the Adriatic from Rimini to the

neighbourhood of Zara, and proceeds by way of Seraievo,

Novi-Bazar, and Sofia to the coast of the Black Sea, south of

Zozopoli. Within the sub-tropical zone the maximum rain-

fall occurs during winter in the south of Spain and Italy ;

during autumn aud spring in central and northern Spain,

the south of France, and northern and central Italy. In

the zone of irregular distribution Scotland, Ireland, and

western England have their maximum in winter ; western

France, eastern England, the coast regions of the Low
Countries and Denmark, and the greater proportion of Nor-

way have theirs in the autumn ; while in eastern France,

the German Empire, Austria, Hungary, Russia, and Sweden

it falls in summer. The general conditions that determine

the quantity of rain in a given district are well known,—the

height and direction of the mountains, proximity to the

coast, and so on. As most of our ram is brought hj south-

west and west winds, the western parts of the continent

have on the whole a heavier rainfall than the eastern
[

though to the south of the Alps and the Pyrenees the reliel

of the peninsulas, and the presence of such a large secom

dary reservoir of evaporation as the Mediterranean, product

great irregularities. The following statistics show the ia

fluence of a western position :

—

° See Pctermann's MiUheihmgen., 1877, p. 24, and the works of

Carpenter, Croll, Dove, and Buchan.

Vin. — 82
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of genera and species represented in the European floras.

Several districts have only been partially explored by the

botanist ; he not unfrequently finds it difficult to decide

whether a given plant has a right to be admitted into his

lists ; and he is naturally more interested in estimating the

comparative richness of his scientific regions than of such

conventional areas as the continents. Hinds, reckoning all

known species of plants at 134,000, allows 11,200 to

Europe ; while Friedrich Nyman, in his Sijllorje Flor<x

Europoece, 1854-1855, gives 1115 genera and 9738 species

according to Fries's classification, and assigns 883 genera

and 8104 species to the dicotyledons, 206 genera and 1544

species to the monocotyledons, and 26 genera and 90

species to the acotyledons. In all probabOity the numbers,

especially of the species, are below the truth. The total

number of so-called useful plants cultivated in European

gardens is stated by Professor Goppert at from 2400 to

2500 ; but a large proportion of these are mere exotics.

The extent, indeed, to which this is the case, even with

many species of wide distribution, is one of the most strilc-

ing facU in botanical geography. The vine, the olive, the

fig tree, and the mulberry were not improbably brought

from Syria or Asia Minor by the Greeks .; the Arabians in-

troduced the cotton plant ; the walnut and the peach are

originally from Persia, the apricot from Armenia, and the

sugar-cane and the orange from China. The leek and the

onion, the mustard plant and the cumin, the laurel and

the myrtle, are all Asiatic. For the pomegranate we are

probably indebted to the Phoenicians, and the quince still

bears the name which it received from the town of Cydonia

in Crete. The cypress is a native of the neighbourhood of

Herat, the plane tree of the Taurus, the chestnut possibly

of Armenia. LucuUus, the conqueror of Mithradates,

brought the first cherry-tree to Europe; and some less

famous Roman of the first century after Christ was the in-

troducer of the pistachio. !Maize, tobacco, and the potato

are well known to be of American origin, and the same is the

case with the agave and the opuntia, two of the most char-

acteristic plants of the Mediterranean region. The scarlet

oak was brought from North America to England in 1691;

the cedar of Lebanon was first planted in British soil in

1683; and among recent additions are the Douglas pine

from the Rocky Mountains, the deodara from the Hima-
layas, the Wellingtonia gigantea from California, and the

Eucalyptus Glohuhis from Australia. The last is being

planted in thousands in southern Europe, and has produced

a greater sensation than perhaps any other botanical stranger.

It would be easy to continue the list to an indefinite ex-

tent, and it would require to be supplemented by a list of

Uoral additions that have taken place within historic time

without the intentional intervention of man. This second

class is also a numerous and continually increasing one.^

In the neighbourhood of Port Juvenal, near Montpellier,

487 exotics from America, Asia, Australia, and New Zea-

land were collected by Godron, and of these 52 species were

new to science. The Anacharis Alsinasirum or Elodea

canadensis,'^ from Canada, now luxuriates in the rivers of

England and Prussia, where it was quite unknown about

I 1850 ; and the Eriocaulon septangulare has found a new
homo in the streams of Ireland. In the former instance

the rapid diffusion is all the more remarkable as the plant

is dioecious, and only one sex has reached Europe. It will

be readily understood that if the introduction of new species

into the continent is of frequent occurrence, the migration

of indigenous species' from district to district must be more

* Sea Zeyss, Vers^Kh einer Oeschichle ier FJlaraen- Wanderung

;

Slyth, Essay on Immigration of the Norwegian Flora during alternat-

<ng Rainy and Dry Periods, 1876 ; Robert Brown, in Geographical
Magazine, ]874»

' See K. Bolle, in Zeitschri/l ftlr Erdk. at Berlin 1865,

frequent still. The plants of the higher regions are often

carried down by the rivers, and effect a permanent settle^

ment in the plains ; and from time to time a foreign army
leaves the seeds of a foreign flora on its camping-ground.

Thus the Campanula pusilla, for example, has floated

down from the Alps to Strasburg, and the Ilumas orientali^

has grown in the Bois do Boulogne since the Cossacks were

there in 1815. There is a limit of course to such introducj

tlons and immigrations : of plants as of men it is cquallj

true non omnes omnia possunt.

The most important economical position is held by thei

cereals. Wheat is most extensively cultivated in Russia,'

Austria, the Danubian principalities, France, England, and
Germany. The parallel of 57° or 58" may be taken as its

northern limit, though it is grown as far north as G5°, and
is found to ripen in the island of Dyro in 69° 5'. Spelt

(Triticum Spelta) is mainly cultivated in south-western

Germany, Switzerland, and Belgium. Barley is cultivated

in West Finmark as far as 70°, and is part of the usual

crop in all countries of the continent. Oats are mora
frequent in the central and northern regions; their practical

polar limit is 69° 28', though they have been known to

ripen at Hammerfest in 70° 37'. Rye is an important crop

in nearly all the great grain-growing countries, but it is

especially in favour in the east and north; its northern

limit is between 69° and 70°. Maize has been grown in

63° 15', reaches its practical limit in 59° 55', and is exten

sively cultivated only in the southern parts of the continent.

Sorgho {Sorghum saccharaium) from China and a few other

foreign cereals have teen successfully introduced, but are

hardly anything' more than agricultural curiosities. The
next place belongs to the potato, which has spread over au

enormous area in central and northern Europe. It has been

grown as far north as the island of Magero in 71° 7' N. lat.,

or about four miles S.E. of the Nortli Cape. The greatest

producers are Germany, Belgium, Sweden, the Netherlands,

IS! orway, and Switzerland. A considerable variety of legu-

minous plants are grown in Europe either for their fruit or

forage—beans, pease, lupines, clover, lucerne, sainfoin, &c
The common pea {Pisum arvense) and the common bean

{Vicia Faba) have their northern limits respectively at 64°

41' and 67° 17'. A species of lupine {Lupinus linifolius)

furnishes a substitute for coffee both in Norway and
Tyrol. The vine can be grown without protection in

southern Scandinavia, and has been known to ripen its

grapes in the open air at Christiansund in 63° 7'; but its

cultivation is of no importance north of 47J° on the

Atlantic coast, 50|° on the Rhine, and from 60° to 52° in

Russia. The following is the average wine-production of

the several countries :—France, 42,000,000 hectolitres (or

924,000,000 gallons); Italy, 30,300,000; Austria-Hungary

23,000,000; Spain, 20,000,000; Germany, 4,440,500;

Switzerland, 1,155,000; Greece, 1,150,000; Roumania,

1,000,000; Russia, 614,000. A special Greek variety of

vine is the source of the currants of commerce ; it is culti-

vated in the Peloponnesus, Cephalonia, Zante, Ithaca, ant'

Santa Maura, and yields an annual average export of

128,000,000 lb. The olive, with its double crop, is one

of the principal objects of cultivation in Italy, Spain, and

Greece, and is not without its importance in Portugal,

Turkey, and southern Austria. The average total of the

oil harvest in these countries amounts to about 140,000,000

gallons; and of this Italyalone produces about 66,000,000,

Besides the turnips and other roots which furnish so

much of the winter-fodder required by the northern farmer,

the beet holds an important economic position in central

Europe as a producer of sugar. Tobacco is extensively

grown from Sicily to Sweden, but its cultivation is forbid-

den in England, Spain, and San Marino, and in Austria it is

a state monopoly. Its northern limit is about 63° 26'. It
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receives special attention in Turkey, Greece, Russia,

Germany, France, and Switzerland. Hemp and flax have

a very wide distribution, the former furnishing a valuable

export to Archangel in the north and to Italy in tho

south. Among all European countries Russia is the

greatest producer: during their church fasts her vast popu-

lation make an enormous consumption of hemp oil Hop-
growing is hardly known in the south, but forms an

important industry in England, Austria, Germany, and
Belgium. The plant grows wild in Norway as far north

as 64° 12'. Among the exotics exclusively cultivated in

the south are the sugar-cane, the cotton-plant, and rice.

The first, which is found in Spain and Sicily, is of little

practical moment ; the second holds a secondary position

in Turkey and Greece ; and the third is pretty extensively

grown in special districts of Italy, more particularly in

the valley of the Po. Of the vast number of fruit trees

which flourish in different parts of the continent only a few

can be mentioned. Their produce furnishes articles of

export to Austria-Hungary, Germany, France, Belgium,

Italy, and Spain. In Sardinia the acorn of the Quercus

Ballota is still used as food, and in Italy, France, and
Austria the chestnut is of very common consumption. In
the Mediterranean region the prevailing forms—which the

Germans conveniently sum together in the expresi-ion Siid-

friichte, or southern fruits—are the orange, the citron, the

almpnd, the pomegranate, the fig, and the carob-tiee. The
importance of these fruits to Italy and Spain is too well

known to require more than passing mention. Sicily,

which was one of the great granaries of the Roman empire,

is now almost a continuous orchard. In recent years a new
kind of pistachio—tho cacahuetes, or mani^has been culti-

vated in Spain, and its fruit extensively exported. The
palm trees have a very limited range: the date palm
(Phosnix dactylifera) ripens only in southern Spain with
careful .culture; the dwarf palm (Chanvxrops humilis)

forms thickets along the Spanish coast and in Sicily, and
appears less frequently in southern Italy and Greece.

Such are the main economic plants of Europe; but the

list might be indefinitely extended if we were to include all

the plants which enter into the flora ciharia of tlie various

regions—from the caper-bush of the south to the Poly-^

yomim viviparum and Oxyria reuiformis consumed by tha|

Laplanders in the north.^

VVhen the Aryan peoples began their immigratioD
into Europe a largo part of the surface must have been
covered with primeval forest ; for even after long centuries

of human occupation the Roman conquerors found vast

regions where the axe had made no lasting impression. The
account given by Julius CKsar of the Sylva Hercynia is

well known : it extended, he tells us, for sixty days'journey
from Helvetia eastward, and it probably included what are

now called the Schwarzwald, the Odenwaid, the Spessart,

the Rhon, the Thuringerwald, the Harz, the Fichtelgebirge,

the Erzgebirge, and the Riesengebirge. Since then the

progress of population has subjected many thousands
of square miles to the plough, and in some parts of

the continent it is only where the ground is too sterile

or too steep that the trees have been allowed to retain

possession.
_ The consumption of timber has of necessity

been enormous, more especially on account of the climatic

condition of the continent and the maritime activity of a
large part of its inhabitants. To the dweller in the warmer
regions of tho earth the chief value of a tree is not unfre-

quently its shade ; by the European its worth is as often

estimated by the quantity of heat it will yield on his hearth.

Several countries, where the destruction has been most reck-

less, have been. obliged to take systematic measures to con-

trol the exploitation and secure the replantation of ex-

hausted areas.- To this they have been constrained not oiily

by lack of timber and fuel, but also by the prejudicial

effects exerted on the climate and the irrigation of the

country by the denudation of the high grounds. But even
now, on the whole, Europe fs well wooded, and two or threq

countries find an extensive source of wealth in the export

of timber and other forest productions, such as turpentine,

tar, charcoal, bark, bast, and potash.

According to the calculations of A. Bernhardt.' the

follov/ing table gives an approximate view of the forest

areas in the several countries :

—

Greece
Turkey
Italy

Spain
Portugal
Austria-Hungary
Germany.'
Switzerland
France
Belgium
Netherlands
Great Britain......

Eussia
Sweden
Norw.iy
Denmark

Total Area.

Hectares.

5
52
29
49,

9.

62,

54
4,

62,

2,

3,

31,

546,

44,

.31,

3,

010,000
747,460
407,546
983,160
277,610
254,000
102,769
140,412
789,874
945,539
545,313
566,392
657,704
150,700
659,500
815,658

Acres.

12,380,411
130,346,358
72,670,163

123,515,386

22,926,273
153,838,349
133,695,516
10,231,537

130,451,169

7,278,839
8,760,964

78,004,973
1,350,867,718
109,102,560

78,235,056
9,429,025

Forest Arco.

Hectares.

701,500
12,660,000

4,220,773
10,186,045

463,880
18,343,810

13,924,529
724,572

8,353,238
313,096
248,172

. 1,262,656
169,500,000
12,812,800

19,185,657
228,939

Acres.

1,733,504
31,284,632

10,430,120
25,171,143
1,146,312

45,3.30,122

34,409,460
1,790,518

20,642,020

773,704
613,267

3,120,199
418,858,230
31,662,222

47,410,444
565,740

Population.

1,350,000
18,000,000
26,300,000

15,673,536
4,188,410

35,672,073
40,089,170

2,670.000
36,000,000
4,829,320
3,852,028

35,500,000
69,000,000

4,158,000
1,701,478

1,783,565

(1863)

(i860)

(1S64)

(186S)

<iS67)

(1866)

(1871)

(1866)

(1869)

(1871)

(1871)

(1869)

{1865)

(1870)

Proportiori per
Head of Total

Area.

Hectares. Acres.

3-7

2-9

1-18

318
2-21

1-70.

1-30

1-55

1-44

0-60

0-92
1-07

7-92

10-5

18-6

215

9-1

71
2-9

7 '85

5-46

4-90

3-21

3-83

3-55
1-48

2-29

2-64

19-5

25-9

45-9

5-31

Proportion pc^
Head of Forest

Area.

Hectares I Acres.

0-52

0-70

017
0-65

11

0-514
0-35

0-27

0-23

0-065
0-06

0-04

2-45
3-08

11-2

0-12

1-28

1-72

0-42

1-60

0-27

1-27

0-86

0-66

0-56

OIG
0-14-

Oil
6-05

7-61

27-6

0-29

The average proportion for all Europe being rather more
than 25 per cent., four countries rise considerably higher

[nthe scale: viz., Norway 66, Russia 31, Austria-Hungary
29'5, and Sweden 29'02 ; and the others rank as follows :

—

Germany 25-7, Turkey 24 0), Spain 20-38, Switzerland

17-5, France IS-S, Italy 14-39, Greece 14, Belgium 10-6,

Netherlands 7, Denmark 6, Portugal 5, and G^e^t Britain

4, Other statisticians rate the proportion for the continent

at nearly a third, and arrange the states in a somewhat
different order.

The Scandinavian countries have a large timber trade.

In Sweden and Norway the most usual trees jre coniferous

;

but in the former a certain number of birches, alders, and

ash-trees are intermingled, and towards the south the oak

and the beech occur. This last is the characteristic tree of

Denmark ; though some other species, which were common

' For a popular account of the European floras see Henfrey^
Vegetation of kurope, 1852 ; for fuller details the works of Grisebach,

Parlatore, Ledebour, and Boissier ; and for a table of the arctic

limits of a large variety of plants Schiibeler's Pflanzenwelt Norwegen^
* J. C. Brown, Reboisement in France^ 187G.
5 See Zeitschrift ftir Forai- und Jagdwesen, Berlin, 1872.
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In the prehistoric period; are not without importance, and

coniferous trees have been again introduced. The Eussian

forest area is mainly in the nol'thern part of tho country,

but it is separated from tho Arctic coast by a wide treeless

belt. Towards the south there are no great stretches of

woodland, and for the most part the only trees are found

along tho banks of the rivers. The Mennonites on the Sea

of Azoff have formed plantations, and there are others in

the land of the Don Cossacks. The fir-tree is found as far

south as 48° N, between Novomovskovsk and Pavlograd in

the government of Kharkoff."^ The most widely distributed

tree is the pine ; and of the deciduous trees tho most

frequent are the birch, the aspen, and the oak. In the

north of Russia alone the annual production of tar amounts

to 297,000,000 a. In Austria-Hungary there is stQl

abundance of wood, especially in tho Alps and the Car-

)athians; but in some quarters, more particularly in Tran-

sylvania, the most reckless destruction is allowed to take

place. The principal trees are the pine, the fir, the beech,

the oak, the larch, and the horabeam; next come the ash,

the elm, tho maple, and the birch; and in the third place,

the acacia, the poplar, and the Gotlerhauni. According to

tho Bulletin of the Geographical Society of Belgium, the

value of the timber obtained on the lands of the Hungarian
crown amounts annually to about £1,042,000. In Ger-

many, the pine and fir are most frequent in the south, and
the oak and birch in the west and south-west; while in

the central district coniferous and deciduous trees are

about equally common. In no part of Europe are the

forests under more judicious management. France is

most indebted to the oak, the birch, the chestnut, the fir,

and the pine; but they fail to satisfy the home consump-

tion. The poplar gives a peculiar character to its southern

landscapes, and the chestnut furnishes a valuable addition

to its alimentary resources. Italy has a rich variety of

tjrpes—the silver fir {Abies peclinata) and other conifers,

the Quercus sessiliflora, the cork-tree, and other oaks, the

chestnut, the sycamore, the mountain ash, the evergreen

oak. It exports manna, which is obtained from the ash

tree, galls, and turpentine. Switzerland not only supplies

a great internal demand for timber, but is able to con-

tribute to foreign markets. The common trees are for the

most part the same as in Austria-Hungary. In Spain and
Portugal the first rank as an economic factor belongs to

the cork tree, which yields in the former country about

£3,820,000 worth of bark for export, and gives employment
to thousands of the population. The oak, the red birch,

the chestnut, the cypress, the plane, and several conifers

are also of importance. In Portugal the largest individual

. forest—the royal domain of Leiria—consists mainly of the
Bordeaux pine.

According to the system proposed by Dr Sclater, and
adopted by Mr Wallace, the most recent English writer

on the distribution of animals, Europe belongs to the great
Paleearctic Kegion, which also includes the most part of

the continent of Asia and a broad belt along the north of

Africa. The northern and central portions of Europe con-

stitute a special sub-region, distinguished as the "Euro-
pean " par excellence ; and the southern portions in con-

junction with tho African belt constitute the Mediterranean
sub-region. The line of demarcation between these two is

almost the same as that which separates the zone of sub-
tropical rains from the zone of rain at all seasons of the
year, the only important difference being that, while the
Italian Alps and^ the Lombard plain belong meteorologi-
cally to the north, they are zoologically assigned to the
south. According to Mr Wallace, the " European " sub-
region contains two distinctive genera of mammals, the

• See Wojeikyf, Die Atmosphdrische Circulation. 1874.

Ml/gale or musk-rat and the Hupicapra or chamois, and its

characteristic forms are the mole, the hedgehog, the shrew,

the badger, the bear, the wolf and the fox, the weasel,

the otter, the hare and the rabbit, and tho dormouse. In

the Mediterranean sub-region a similar position is held by

the Dama or fallow deer, the civet, the hyena, and the por-

cupine. In former geological periods not only were the

Quadrumana represented in Europe by several species, but

one of those, the Dryopithecus, discovered in the Miocene

formations, probably approached nearer to man than any of

the existing anthropoids. At present the only species of

the order in the continent is the Macacus inuus, a little

monkey about a foot and a half long, which disports itself

about the rock of Gibraltar, but strangely enough has

Asiatic rather than African affinities. The cosmopolitan

Cheiroi^tera or bats are well i-epresented,—no fewer than

thi.ty species of the family VespertilionidcE alone being

described. Perhaps the most common species throughout

central Europe is the Vesperiilio pipistrellus or ordinary

British bat, but several others, as the Vesperiilio discolor

and the Vesperiilio limnophilus, have a wide, range. Of
the genus Sorex among the Insectivora there are at least

ten species, the Sorex ietragonurus or common shrew

inhabiting nearly every country in the continent. An
Italif.n species, Sorex etruscus or Crocidura etrnsca, is re-

markable as the smallest of all known quadrupeds. Besides

tha Mygale muscovitica, already mentioned as peculiar to

the European sub-region, there is another species, the

Mygale pyrenaica. The common hedgehog {Erinaceus

europeeus) is universally distributed; and a smaller species,

E. auritus, is found in the province of Astrakhan. The
ordinary English mole, Talpa europcea, is unknown in

Ireland, and in southern Italy gives place to the Talpa

caeca. The.-e are comparatively few of the larger member?
of the Caraivor;, and their domain is continually being

diminished. The brown bear, or Ursus arctiis, is still found

in the Pyrene3s, here and there in the Alps, in the Carpa-

thians, and the Scandinavian mountains ; and iis polar

cousin, the Ursus mariiimus, is met with along the arctic

coasts. To the general distribution of the badger there

appears to be no exception. The glutton is for the most

part con".ned to the forest regions of the countries that

border the Arcti'! Ocean. The genus Musiela is repre-

sented, not only by the polecat and the weasel, but by the

martin, the pine-rnartin, and the ermine, all of which are

pretty familiar ia most of the sub-region, though it is only

in the colder countries that their value as fur-bearers is

developed. The Mttstela boccamela or honey-weasel appears

to be confined to Sardinia; and it is questionable if the ferret,

Mustela furo, introduced by man from Africa, exists in the

wild condition. An important place in the fauna of Europe
is still held by tho wolf and the fox, the former being from

its numbers the most formidable of man's feral antagonists.

It will be a long time ere the more mountainous countries

of the Continent can boast, like Britain and Ireland, that

their last wolf is killed, and the " tabunchiks" or horse-herds

of Russia will probably for many generations have to renew

their annual battles with the famished packs. It is indeed

asserted that since the abolition of serfdom the number of

wolves has considerably increased, since the peasants are no

longer obb'ged, as they formerly were by their landlords, to

organize regular hunting expeditions. Besides the common
or grey wolf, Canis lupus, of universal distribution, there is

a black species, Canis lycaon, of less frequent occurrence.

Th e j ackal. Can is aure^ts, is found in southern Russia, Greece,

and Turkey, There are at least four species of fox :—the

Canis mdpes, well-known in western, central, and northern

Europe; the Ca.nis !«€?ajio^as?er, orblack-bellied fox, familiar

in Italy, Sicily, and Sardinia; the Canis lagopus, arc^iic or

blue fox, whose most popular name indicates its localities ;
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ftud the Canii corsac, nhose large packs make incursions

from Tartary as far west as the Volga. The civet is found

in France and Spain. Of the five or six species which re-

present the cat tribe, or genus I'elis, even the most widely

diffused, the Felis It/nx or common lynx, is growing scarce

in all except the more mountainous regions ; and the Felis

borealis or northern lynx is familiar only in Norway and
Sweden. In spite of the keen pursuit to which they are

subjected the seals may still be seen, though in much
diminished numbers, on the shores of all European seas, in-

cluding the Baltic and the Caspian. The Caspian species

belongs to the same genus {Callocephalus of Dr Gray)
with those of the Arctic Ocean, which probably indicates

that the connexion between these two habitats was more
recent than the connexion between the' Caspian and the

Mediterranean. It is douTitful whether we should include

the walrus in the list of European fauna, though it is

common about Spitzbergen, and occasionally appears pretty

far south. The next animal which presents itself in the or-

dinary system of classification is one of the most interesting,

on account of its rapid disappearance before the march of

civilization. The natural limits of the beaver were between
33° and 67° N. lat., and within that area it was formerly

present in great numbers. On the coasts of the Black Sea,

where it was abundant in the beginning of the Christian era,

it is no longer to be found, and it is about 500 years since

it disappeared from England. Its present habitats are mainly

in Poland, Russia, Sweden, Finland, and Lapland ; though

it stiU built its dams in the Moldau, the Neubach, the

Landsee, the Danube, and the Salzach in Austria, at least

as late as 1866.1 It has left its mark on our geographical

nomenclature in such names as Biberach, Bibersburg, and
Beverley. The genus Arvicola, or water-vole, is represented

by about ten or eleven species, some of which are very
iwidely distributed, while others are limited to very small

areas

—

i\i& Arvicola nivalis to the Alpine region, i\i& Arvicola

destructor to Italy. No small notoriety belongs to the

members of the genus Lemnius on account of their strange

migrations and the destructive effects of their visits. There
are three or four species, the best known of which is the

^fiemmus norwegicus, or Norwegian lemming. Equally

notorious for their destructive capabilities, and much more
general in their distribution, are the rats and mice, which
constitute the next natural order. The most prevalent

Bpefcies, the Mus decumanus, or common brown rat, was
first observed in Europe in 1727, but since then has taken
possession of country after country and expelled several

weaker congeners. Nine s])ecies are described, including

the well-known house mouse, or Mus Jiiicsculus, and a special

Iceland variety. The common hamsters, distinguished by
their provident preparation for the winter, are found in

Poland, Silesia, Belgium, and Alsace ; and two cognate
species occur in southern Eussia. The same region pre-

sents three species of Dipus, or jerboas. The next genus
is almost peculiar to the " European" sub-region: Spalax
\yphlus, perhaps the only species, being confined to southern
Russia, Hungary, Moldavia, Greece^ and western Asia..

The bobak {Arctomys bobaJc) inhabits Bukovina and the
southern parts of Poland and Russia ; the marmot, Arctomys
marmotta, is restricted to the snowy regions of the Alps ; and
the Arctomys citillus is found in Austria, Bohemia, Poland,
and South Russia. One species of squirrel, the Sciurus vul-

garis, is familiar in all the wooded districts of Europe; and
another, • Sciurus tlpinus, belongs to the &Jps and the
Pyrenees. The flying squirrel, Fleromys sitericus, is found
in the forests

^ of Lithuania, Lapland, and Finland. A
Considerable rang? is assigned to the dormouse, or Myoxus, in

( See " Die Verlreitiuit des Bibers In Europa." in^'iPctennann'i
itiUluaimaUi. ISS&

its three species

—

Myoxm glit, ifyoxui nitela, and Myvntt
avellanarius, of which the last is the most common. Ox
the other hand, the porcupine, or Myslrix, is limited U
Greece, Italy, and Spain. Hares and rabbits, which form
the genus Lepus, have a very wide range, and present bat
little variety. The distribution of species, however, ii

peculiar,—the common rabbit, for example, being abundant
in England, France, and Spain, but absent from Silesia,

Galicia, and Russia, and a large part of Italy. Th«
Ruminantia have suffered even more than the largei

Camivora from the encroachments of manj the aurochfl,

(Bos urus) which at one time had a wide range, is now
confined to Lithuania; the £os scoiicus exists in »
half-tame condition in a few parks in England and Scot-

land; the ibex or steinbock is growing scarce in the Alp«
and Carpathians; and the musmon or wild sheep is only

to be met with in Sardinia and Corsica, part of Spain, and
some pf the Greek islands. The chamois, however, ia still

fairly common in the Alps of Switzerland, France, and
Germany, in the Apennines and the Carpathians, and aba
in Greece. The only proper antelope, Antilope sai^a,

occurs but rarely in the country to the north of the Black

Sea. Fallow deer are found wild in Spain and Sardinisi

but elsewhere are protected by.man. The elk is still to

be met with In Lithuania, Russia, and Scandinavia; tha

red deer in Scotland, Scandinavia, Germany, and Spain;

and the roebuck (Cervus capreolus) in the Scottish High-

lands, the Apennines, the Carpathians, and the Sierra do
Segura. Of the great Pachydermatous order, which has

left such abundant remains of its hippopotami, elephants,

and woolly rhinoceroses in our Pleistocene formations, the

only representative in a feral condition is the wild boat,

or Bus scrofa, which is found in various regions from Spam
to the Caucasus, but does not venture north of the BaJtic.

The larger Cetacea are growing scarce in the European
seas; but the common whale, Balceiia ri^ysticettis, still

comes as far south as ths Mediterranean ; and the sper-

maceti and the rorqual are captured in the northern regions.

The dolphins, grampuses, and porpoises are pretty com-
monly represented throughout the various seas, now by one
species now by another.

How rich the avifauna of the European continent really

is may. be judged by consulting such noble monographs aa

those of Gould, Sharpe and Dresser, or Bree ; but it must
be borne in mind that it is a variable quaniity, and that no

monographs can long represent the exact state of the case.

The extinction or introduction of mammalian species is easily

observed ; but the continual movements of the feathered

tribes are less easily ascertained. This has been clearly

shown by .C. A. Westerland in his account of the "geogra-

phical distribution of the birds in Sweden and Norway.
He gives a great many data which prove that southern species

not unfrequently move northwards, and that there is a re-

gular tendency of Asiatic and European birds to migrate

to the west; while on the other hand it is well known
that western winds bring American strangers to out

shores. The Muscicapa alhicollis has been denizened

in Gothland for no more than thirty years ; and the

Alauda cristata, first observed in 1833, now regularly breeds

in Scania, Emheriza rustica, indigenous to Asia and nortb<

eastern Europe, appeared at Haparanda in 1821, and nov»

spends its summers in Lapland. Similar facts might ba

quoted for country after country and district after district

The jackdaw began to build in Murcia'in Spain abont

1850, and it is now one of the commonest species; ia

Thuringia the magpie, onc'e abundant, is growing rapidly

scarce. Altogether, according to Degland and Gerbe'a

classification, there are 247 genera and 531 species more

or less belonging to the continent; but of these hardly

QUfi or_iwo are peculiarly its own. As characteristic pf
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Sis northern suo-region, Mr Wallace names the thrushes,

waiblers, rudlings, tits, pipits, wagtails, buntings, house-

sparrows, linnets ; and of the Mediterranean sub-region,

the Luscineola, the Pyrophthalma {Curruca melaiwcephala

of Degland), and the Bradyptetua or bouscarle {Cettia of

Degland) among the SylviidM ; Telcphonus among the

shrUcea ; Halcyon and Geryle among the kingfishers

;

the qnail-like Tumix among the Gallinsa ; and Gyps,

Vvltur, and Neophron among the vultures. The bearded

culture, or liimmer-geier (Gypaeios harbatus), is the largest

of European birds; it is found in gradually diminishing num-
bers in the French and Swiss Alps, the Ligurian moun-
tains, the Caucasus, and perhaps the Pyrenees. Vultiir

aionachus OT arriamis is common in Sardinia, the Pyrenees,

and Bessarabia ; Neophron percnopiervs in France, Switzer-

land, Spain, Greece, and southern Russia. The golden eagle

{AquUa chrysaetus), which is the largest in Europe, builds

equally among the rocks of the Alps, the Pyrenees, and

the Grampians, and on the treeless steppes of Kussia.

Next in size comes the imperial eagle, which belongs to the

south of the, continent ; and then follows a list of lesser

•eagles, hawks, buzzards, kites, &c., to the number of forty

species more or less, the genus Falco alone being represented

by eleven. The owl family, Strigidoe, counts ten species,

noblest of which is Buho inaximus, the eagle-owl, or grand

due of the French, almost rivalling the golden eagle in size

;

it is fonnd not only in the French mountains, but in Switz-

erland, Italy, Sicily, Bessarabia, and the Crimea. The
passerine order is represented by a great variety of genera

and speeies, many of which have a wide range, and are

known by the most familiar names in all the countries of

the continent. In direct economic importance the first

place is held by the gallinaceous order, the Grallatores,

and the Palmipedes, which furnish all the species that are

distinguished as game, and a great many others that are

largely used as food. A few of the smaller birds are thus

appropriated in special districts : the lark, for example, is

caught in great numbers in the neighbourhood of Halle

and Leipsic, and the blackbird shares a similar fate in

Corsica. "

From its mountain-lakes to the surrounding ocean the

•waters of Europe are for the most part well stocked with

€sh. No complete summation has been made of the

aumber of genera and species represented; but it is sug-

gestive of no small variety to learn that thirty-five species

have been found in the lakes of Tyrol alone, lying between

2000 and 8000 feet above the level of the sea. A consider-

able proportion of the genera are cosmopolitan, and a still

greater number range over wide areas outside of Europe.

As peculiar to his " European " sub-region, Mr Wallace

mentions two genera of the perch family—the Aspro, and
the Percarina of the Dniester. Among characteristic

forms are the stickleback {Gasterostem), found as far south

as Italy; the pike (Esox), which ranges from Lapland to

Turkey; the Siluriisoi the Swiss lakes and German rivers;

and several members of the carp family or Cyprinidre,

including the carp proper (Cyprinus), the roach, tench,

bream, bleak, ic. Of much more practical importance are

the Salmonidoe, among which the salmon holds the first

place. This noble fish is found in all the rivers of the

Atlantic versant as far south as the Loire, and especially

in Scotland, Norway, and Iceland it proves an abundant
source of wealth. In southern Russia, where the river-

fisheries attain a development unknown in any other part

of Europe, its place is supplied by the sturgeon, the sterlet,

and the sevruga, and economically at least by several

species belonging to the perch family, which hold an im-

portant position in virtue of their abundance. The greatest

* See also Fiitach, NaturyeschichU der Vogel £uroj>a3.

sea fisheries of Europe are those of the German Ocean,

from which England, Scotland, Norway, Holland, and
France have long reaped magnificent harvests, and in

which Germany has more recently begun to share. Tho
value of the sea fish exported from Britaiu, Norway, and
Holland ia about £4,000,000 per annum. It is needless

to mention the names of the principal species—herring, cod,

&,c., ; and tho conger-eels of the Channel islands, the pil-

chards of the Cornish coast, and tho sardines of France

are almost as familiarly known. In tho Baltic there ia

great abundance of various smaller kinds of fish—more par-

ticularly the sprat, the sardine, and several members of the

perch family; and some of the Salmonidai are of consider-

able economic importance. No less than 300,000 tons of

sardines have been caught in a single year at tho mouth of

the Dwina, and the Esthonians may almost be said to

subsist on a fish which they name the " kilka." In tha

Mediterranean the tunny, the sardine, and tho anchovy
give existence to the most extensive fisheries,—the first

passing in enormous shoals from the straits of Gibraltar

eastward to the Black Sea, and skirting in its passage tho

coasts of Sardinia, Naples, and Sicily. The people of

Comacchio on the Adriatic, to the number of 6000, aro

supported by the capture of the mullet, the eel, and the
" acquadella," which enter their lagoons from the sea by a

canal, and are prevented from returning by an ingenious

system of sluices and water-gates. Among the minor

animals of the European seas there are nono except the

oyster that have the commercial importance of tho trepang

of the Eastern archipelago ; but several species of shell-

fish, urchins, and crustaceans are extensively consumetL

Oyster beds are found on most of the Atlantic coasts, and

the artificial culture of the species has recently received a

great development, especially in France and England: tho

produce of Cancale and Granville in the bay of St Michel,

of Essex and Kent, of Ostend in Belgium, and Bohusliiii

in Sweden are in high repute. The sponge and the coral

fisheries of the Mediterranean are both vigorously pursued,

the former with most success in the ^gean, and the latter

on the coasts of Sardinia, Corsica, and Andalusia.^

Though the reptiles as a class are represented by about r^ptttf

forty genera, the species are for the most part inconspi-

cuous, and in no instance formidable. The three land,

tortoises are all confined to the south, and one of them haa

its only European habitat on the Caspian. There are as

many fresh-water tortoises, but only one, Hmys lutaria,

reaches as far north as Prussia. The turtle is principally

caught in the Mediterranean ; the chameleon is peculiar t6

Spain ; the gecko and the Ilemidactylus verruculatvs aro

confined to the southern regions ; and the Phyllodaciyhti

europcexia has only been discovered in Sardinia. Sleltio

vulgaris, very common in Greece, is the only member of the

large family of the Iguanida3 that exists in Europe. On
the other hand, there is a great variety of lizards (Lacertida

and Chalcida;), and several are of wide distribution. The

Gongtjlus ocellatus, or spotted skink, is found on the shores

of the Mediterranean, Anguis fragilis, or the slow-worm

is familiar in all except the colder regions of the continent.

No fewer than eighteen species of the genus Coluber are

described,—the largest being the Cohcber elaphis, which not

unfrequently exceeds 5 feet in length, and tlae most widely

distributed the Coluber- natrix, or ringed snake, which

does not exceed 4 feet The Cohiher asculapii gives its

name to the German watering-pkce of Schlangeubad, or

Snakes' Bath. The Viperidas are much less prolific of

species ; but the Pelias berus, or common adder, is well-

known in the most part of central Europe. Of the frogs

and toads there are eight genera : the genus Rana is repre-

' See Von Siebold, Die Silsswasscrjische von Mitieleuropa, 1S63.
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sented by the common and the esculent frog, tL& latter of

which is absent only from the British Islands; the genua

Alytea by A. obstetricans, which sets the example of- the

curious human custom of the cmtvade ; and -the-genps

Ilyla by //. viridis, or the coramgn tree-frog, whose sten-

torian croak may bo heard in «very country of the continent.

The salamanders and newts are represented by five genera:

the genus 2'riton contains seven' species, of which Triton

tristatus is most commonly distributed. They would bring

the list of European reptiles to a close if it were not for the

presence in the paves of Carinthia (ind Carniola of the

famous Proiens anc/uvius, or olm of the Germans, whose
history is one of the most curious of those elucidated by
modern naturalists.^

Insects do not play so conspicuous and ostentatious a

part in Europe as in some of the warmer regions of the

globe ; it is only in special localities or exceptional ssasons

that their destructive or irritating influence becom'es formid-

a]3le to man. There are not many towns like Fasano,

where the inhabitants have in summer to leave 'their usual

residences to the occupancy of flies ; and if the European
horticulturist has a hard battle to fight with caterpillars, ear-

wigs, and wasps, jie generally succeeds in gaining a fair crop

afterall. Themosquito and the tarantula are themost venom-
ous of those which attack the human species.- The locust,

which spreads such alarm in 'Africa and Asia, appears in

western Europe only at intervals and in demoralized detac"h-

ments ; 'though in the south of France it is found wortii

ivhilo to ofi"er a reward for the collection of the insects

and their eggs. In Turkey, the. Danubian principalities,

and southern Russia it sometimes commits tremendous
ravages; and all.efl'orts of the agricultural population are

futile to check the advance of the countless swarms. The
year 18G0 was unhappily distinguished by the severity of the

attack. But if insects play an inconspicuous, they by no
means play a small part in .the European regions. In the

northern subiregion, among the characteristic Lepidoptera,

are Parnassius, Aporia, Zeucbjihasiaj Colias, Argynnis,
Vanessa ; and of the Coleoptera, Ca'rahidce, Staphylinid<x,

and Cti7-culiomdie are especially abundant. The Mediter-

ranean sub-region has two. peculiar genera of butterflies

—

Thais and Doritis, and Anthocharis- and Zegis-tire charac-

teristic;.of the Coleoptera, Carabidce, Cojynd(e,.]3jiprestidce,

Cantharidce, and Curculionidce are abundant. The three

insects of greatest economic importance are the silk-moth,

the bee, and the cantharis. The silk-worm, since its intro-

duction in the 6th century, has become an important'object

of cultivation in Italy, Turkey, Greece, France, Spain, and
Portugal, and has even proved remunerative in. Prussia,

Bavaria, and central Russia; and recently a new species

from Japan, which feeds on the oak and not on the mul-
berry, has been successfully reared in the Baltic provinces.

Bee-keeping is an' extensive industry in Italy, France,
Switzerland, Russia, and Sweden ; and in Greece the tax
on.bees furnishes £1000 to the revenue. The cantharis is.

a

native, not only of Spain, as its popular came of Spanish
fly imports, bu'i also of France, Germany, Italy, Hungary,
and South Russia, and even occurs in the south &f England.
After the declaration of Mexican independence in 1820 the

cultivation of the cochineal insect was introduced into the

Spanish province of Granada. .with such success that no
less than 801,915 lb of ra^w cochineal was exported to

England in 1850. The present generation has seen two
very unwelcome additions to. the number of European iur

sects—the Phylloxera vastatrix and Doryphorus decem-
lineaia or Colorado beetle, of which the former has com-

• See Blasius, Naturgeschichte der Sdiigethierc Dcutschlanda und dcr
angrenxndm Lander :"LotA Clermci>t, Grade to the Quadrupeds and
Reptiles of Europe, 1859 ; Schrieber, Herpetologia Europma : and Dr
£clater, in Nature, Sept. \mS.

pletely ruined a large proportion of the French vineyard*

arid the latter has threatened to play siniilar havoc with,

the potato crop.

The horse holds the first placo among the domestic

animals of Europe, and in no cither. region has it developed

a greater variety of 'type. Whether the present species is

of European origin has not been
_
quite decided; but

.remains of a similar form occur in the Pliocene and
Pleistocene strata, and it is evident that, the prehistoric

peoples set the example of tluit hippopliagy which scar-

city of animal food has again introduced into Eurojie.

Now at least there are no wild horees on the continent,

though they are mentioned as late as the 8th century iu a

letter of Pope Gregory to Boniface.^ Horse-breeding is ^
highly important industry in almost all countries, and in

several, as Russia, France, Hungary, and Spain, the stale

gives it exceptional support. Those w hich have the greatest

export trade are Russia, Denmark, Au,stria-Hungary, Ger-

many, the Netherlands, and Belgium. The Hungariana

are a specially horse-loving people, counting iij 4871 no

fewer than 141 horses to the thousand inhabitants, instead

of 67 as. in Austria. Almost every district of the con-

tinent has a breed' of- its own: Russia reckons tho.se of

the Bashkirs, the Calmucks, the Don-Cossaclw, the Estho-

nians, and the Finlanders as among its best; France sets

store by those of Flanders, Picai-dy, Normandy, Limousin,

and Auvergne; Germany by those of Hanover, Oldenburg,

and Mecklenburg, which indeed rank among tlie most
powerful -in the world; and Great Britain by those of

Sufl'olk and Clydesdale. The English racers are famous,

throughout jthe world, and Iceland and the Shetland

islands are well known for their hardy breed of diminu-

tive ponies. The ass and the mule are most abugdant in

the southern parts of the -continent, more especially in

Spain and Italy. In the one country tlicy number about

2,320,000, and in the other abrvut 1,000,000. The camcJ

is not popularly considered a European animal; but it i:-

reared in Russia in the provinces of Orenburg,- Astrakhan,

and Taurid, in Turkey on the Lower Danube, and in

Spain at Madrid and Cadiz ; and it has even been

introduced into Tuscany. One of the strangest sights

of southern Russia to a traveller from the west is the

huge ungainly creature yoked to what is practically a toy

cart.-, A much more important beast of- burden in eastern

and southern Europe is the ox: the long lines .of slow-

moving wains in Roum&nia, for example, are not unlike

what one would expect in Cape Colony. In western Europe
it is mainly used for the plough or fattened for its flegh.

The Netherlands, Denmark, Servia, Roumania, Turkey,

Russia, Italy, Sweden, Spaip, and Germany are all

exporters of cattle; and all the other countries are

more or less engaged in cattle-breeding for their own
demands. It is estimated that there are about 100
distinct .local varieties or breeds in Europe, and
within the last hundred years an enormous advance has

been made. in tli? development -and specialization of the

finer types. The cows of Switzerland and of Guernsey:

may be taken as the two extremes in point pf size, and the
" Durhams" and " Devonshires" of England as examj)les of

the results of human supervision and control. The Dutch
breed ranks very high in the production of milk. The buffalo

is frequent in the south of Europe, nipre especially in

Transylvania and Italy; in the former country the number
is about 58,000, and in ther latter about 40,000. Great

attention is given to dairy-farming in • Great. Britain,

France, Germany, Switzerland, Denmark, Austria, and

part of Italy. Switzerland, the Netherlands, Austria,

Denmark, Ireland, and Finland are exporters of cheese or

- nehn, CuUurpJtamm vnd Hausthkre, 1S77
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{)Ut*er~or both ; Italy, tliougli famous for tlie so-called

Parmesan cheese, requires a largo import, and the abun-

dance of olive oil discourages the manufacture of butter.

Sheep are of immense economic value to moat European

countries, and form an important article of export for the

Netherlands, Germany, Austria, Hungary, Russia, Italy,

Portugal, Denmark, Servia, Eoumania, and Sweden. The
4ocal varieties are even more numerous than in the case of

tlio homed cattle, and the development of remarkable

breeds quite as wonderful. In all the more mountainous

countries the goat is abundant, especially in Spain, Italy,

and Germany. The swine is distributed throughout the

whole continent, but in no district does it take so high a

place as in Servia, where there are no fewer than 10G2 to

1000 inhabitants, a proportion which more than doubles,

the next highest, which is afforded by Luxembourg. Spaiit

ranks third in the list, and has a large export of hams and
sausages. In the rearitig and management of poultry

France is the first country in Europe, and has consequently

a largo surplus of both fowls and eggs. The latter pro-

duce is also exported by Austria and Spain. la Poni-

merania, Brandenburg, West Prussia, Mecklenburg, and
Wiirtemberg, the bleeding of geese has become a great

source of wealth, and the town of Stiasburg in famous all

the world over for its pcites des foies gras.

The following tables show the distribution of the more
important domestic animals in the principal countries of
Europe:

—

Year.

Italy

Great Britain ....

Ireland

Russia.
Sweden
Norway
Denmark
German Empire

.

Netherlands
Belgium
France
Portugal
Spain
Austria
Hungary
Switzerland

Greece

noraea.
.To one sq.

iiUometrc.

1863
1874
1874
1870
1874
1865
1871

1873
1872
1866
1872
1870
1865
1871
1871
1866
1867

1,196,128
2,226,739

625,770
16,160,000

446,309
150,000
316,570

3,352,231

247,888
283,163

2,882,851
78,716

680,373
1,367,023

2,179,811
100,324
93,9.38

4-0

9-6

6-2

3

10
10
8-3

6-2

7-6

9-6

5-4

10
4-5

6-7

2-4

2
1-0

To one sq.

mile.

10
24

IG

7

2

2
21

16

19

24

13

2
11

17

6

5

To 1000
Inluibitanta.

44-6

84-9

97-2
227-0
105-0
85-1

177-4
81-6

67-5
55-6

79-8

18-2

67-0

140-5

37-6

67-8

Cattle.

3,489,125

6,125,491
4,118,113

22,770,000
2,103,319
950,000

1,238,898

15,776,702
1,377,002

1,242,445
11,284,414

520,474
2,904,698

7,425,212

5,279,193
993,291
109,904

To one sq.

kilometfo
To one sq.

mile.

11-8

26-6
48-9

4-2

4-7

3-0

32-2

29-2

41-9

42-2
21-3
6-6

5-7

24-7

16-3

24-0

2-2

30-5

68-8

126-6
10-8

12-1

7-7

83-3

75-5

108-4
109-2

55-1

14-4

14-7

63-9

42-2

62-1

5-6

TolOOO
Inhabitants.

130-2

233-6
761-0
319-9
494-8
538-8
133-9

384-2
374-8
244-2
312-6
119-2

172-5
364-1

340-4

372-3
75-4

Year. Sheep and Goats.
To one sq.

kilometre.
To one sq.
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borrovr another analogy from geology), that if all are more

or less obviously conglomerates, the materials have pro-

bably been derived for the most part froin strata of the same

formation. If the Frenchman is partly Gorman, partly

Celtic, German and Celt do not differ from each other more

than limestone, marble, and chalk.

From recent researches it is now familiarly known that

ICnropehad its human inhabitants in the Pleistocene period.

They are distinguished by the name of the Palrsolithic or

Old Stone people, in contrast to a later population still in the

same stage of civilization. Their remains have been dis-

covered in England, Belgium, France, Germany, and
Switzerland ; and some investigators are disposed to recog-

nize two varieties, distinguished as the men of the caves and

the men of the river-beds.^ Having possibly entered Europe

before the first glacial period, they were certainly there at

the' final transition to the present conditions of climate.

They lived by hunting and fishing, and in general charac-

teristics appear to have been similar to the Eskimo, with

whom some are disposed to identify them. If this iden-

tification be a mistake (and at best it is very problema-

tical), they have left no distinct representatives behind

them. What progress they had made in the arts, necessi-

tated by their mode of life, may be in some measure esti-

mated by the remarkable relics of their implements aad
weapons still recognizable; but. there are no sufficient data

to decide whether they were in a state of advance or decline
;

the difference of finish in different specimens of the same
handiwork may be due to different degrees of care or skill

possessed by contemporaneous workmen. As far as can be

judged, the continent of Europe again ceased for a time to

be a human habitation; and when light breaks in once more
it is found in possession apparently Of two races both in the

Stone stage of civilization, and known by the common name
of the Neolithic or New Stone peoples. In the meantime
the fauna of Europe had changed and. become in the main
what it still is. The chief point of interest attaching to

these NeolitHians is how far the brachycephalic, and pre-

sumably the older, variety is still traceable in our modern
population.

There are several peoples, most of them of small numeri-

cal importance, which are undoubtedly aliens from the

commonwealth of the Aryan race now dominant through-

out the greater part of the continent,—the Turks, the

Magyars, the Finns, Esthonians, and Lapps, the Votiaks,

and the Basques; and we know that in the Roman period

of the historic epoch the Iberians, the Ligurians," and
possibly the Etruscans and the Rhjetians, occupied a similar

position. Tlie.Turks and the Magyars are at once put out

of the i]Uestion by the fact that there is documentary
evidence of their arrival in Europe. long after the Christian

era ; and the dubiety which attaches to the affinity of the

Etruscans and the Ehtetians renders their classification im-

practicable. The Votiaks. may be left out of account, from
their almost Asiatic localization ; so that there only remain
four actual and two historical peoples to be considered.

Three of the four—the Finns, Esthonians, and the Lapps
—may be bracketed together as Ugrians or Uralians, or.

imder any other convenient name (though the Lapps ma,y

possibly be more distinct than this would make them), so

that practically we have two actual and two historical.

Arranged geographically, the Ugrians ' constitute a north-

eastern or Baltic group ; and the Basques, the Iberians, and
the Ligurians a southern or.JIediterranean group. Of the
Ligurians little further is certainly known than that in

historic times they occupied the north-western slopes of the

Apennines, or the modern Piedmont, and. extended west

' Sec, nmong other works, Dawldn's CavS' Sunitng and Troyon's

J/'hoiiime /ossilc,

to the mouth' of the Rhone ; but probable traces of tbeir

presence, have been collected as far south as the mouth of
the Tiber and as far north as the Loire or Liger. Of their

language we are absolutely ignorant, and their classificatioa

ia almost purely hypothetical, "ihey evidently lost ground
at a very early period from the encroachments of various

peoples, and' among others from the inroads of the Iberians,

whom we have now to consider. This people is specially

connected with the Spanish peninsula, which derived from
them the popular name of Iberia ; but they appear also to

have occupied Sardinia, Corsica, and Sicily, jnay possibly,

as some maintain, have been one of the primitive elements of

the population of Italy, and, according to a hint of Tacitus,

probably e;ctended as far north as Brittany. At the time
of the Roman conquest of Spain they were already largely

mingled with Celtic blood, a fact which was indicated by
the name of Celtiberians. • There is no. reason to suppftse

that they have died out or been exterminated, and
consequently it is presumably possible to discover them
more or less distinctly among the mingled population of

modern Spain. Here the Basques at once present them-
selves, a- peculiar people speaking a peculiar language, and
occupying the very part of the country where from analogy

we might expect to find the remains 'of an ancient race.

In what respect do the Basques agree with our knowledge
about the Iberians? The Iberians, as has just been stated,

were no longer homogeneous at the time of the Roman con-

quest; and the Basques, according to cranial data, exhibit

an interfusion of bjood :
" they possess a moderate brachy-

cephalism. and a strongly marked dolichocephalism." The
Iberians, however, were clearly distinguishable from the

Celts; and the same is true of the Basques. The
Iberians are described a? of short stature, slight build, and

dark complexion; and a similar account may be given ot

the Basques. The identification of the two peoples is con-

sequently accepted by a large number of . anthropologists

;

but the unanimity is hardly so great in regard to their

further identification with the Ugrians of the north-e^t.

In favour, of the generalization, there is a certain simi-

larity of physical type, and the probability, as it appears

to a large, school of investigator^, that the Finns and
Esthonians are, like the. Basques, the remains of a popu-

lation which formerly extended to the south and west over

a much wider area ; against the generalization is the fact

that no closer connexion lies between the Basque language

and the Finnish than that they both belong to the agglu-

tinative family, and it is quite as probable thafthe
Ugrians have' come in from the north and east at a com
paratively modem period. If we adopt the bolder

hypothesis in its full extent, and it is. adopted by many
investigators, the continent of Europe was originally

inhabited by a small, swarthy, brachycephalic race, who
were- formerly represented in historie times by Iberians,

Ligurians, and other less- known peoples, and in modern
times are still partially represented by the Basques, the

Esthonians, and' the Finns, who have jetained their non-

Aryan speech, and by smaller groups in England, Brittany,

Prussia, and Spain,- who have adopted the alien languages

spoken in their vicinity. By some a stiU further identi-

fication is ventured with the Berbers of North Africa ; and
a few, as Hyde Clarke and Homalius d'Halloy, maintain

that the so-called Aryan immigration was only in a com-

paratively small degree an introduction of a new race, and
ought rather to be viewed as the diffusion of a civilizaiion.

Whatever dispute, however, such ethnological innovators

may raise, there can be no question as to the almost universal

predominance of the Aryan influences in the historic times
;

and though anything like chronology is for the moat part

out of the question, the general features of the great move-
ment to which these influences are due can be stated with.
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rOiffliderable certainty. Four great Aryan detachments are

easily distinguished, and may for convenienca be designated

by the very imperfect and somewhat misleading'names of the

Grffico-Latin or Southern, the Celtic or Central, the Teutonic

or Northern, and the Slavonic or North-Eastern. Whether
the Southern or the Celtic was the first of the two to

enter Europe is altogether unknown: one offshoot from a

common stock may easily maintain a nomadic or semi-

nomadic state for a longer time than another and a later off-

shoot. The southern detachment was probably a succession

Df detachments,—the first represented, it may be, by the old

progenitors of the Albanians and the so-called Pelasgic

tribes, the second by the various tribes who settled in Italy,

and the third by the Hellenic or Greek tribes. The Greeks

at least appear to have entered Europe by way of Asia

Minor and the Arcliipelago, and the Italian tribes may have

followed a similar; route. A more northern line of march,

or nomadic progress, was chosen by the Celts, of whose

passage up the valley of the Danube we have a trace in

jthe Boii, the Celtic people who have given their name to

the now Germanized kingdom of Bavaria. If the opinion

of Virchow, based on the presumed incorporation of ancient

historical materials in the Ora Maritima of Avienus, be

correct, they reached southern Gaul and Spain about the

6th century B.C.' The Teutons or Germans began to be

known to the Komans shortly before the Christian era,

and in the 4th century a.d. pushed westward within the

boundaries of the empire. The Slavonians have never

advanced much beyond the Elbe in the north, but towards

the south they extended in the course of the 9th and 1 0th

centuries into Austria on the one^hand and Greece on the

other. Of the Semitic peoples, the Jews, which are now
the most important, have entered in successive detach

raents, more in the fashion of ordinary immigrants ; the

Arabs, who contributed largely to the progress of European
civilization, but have left little trace of their blood except

jn southern Spain, crossed into that country in 710. The
settlement of the Hungarians dates from the 10th century,

and that of the Ottoman Turks, the last great addition to

the ethnological conglomerate of Europe, dates no further

back than the 14th.

The following table, founded (as all such estimates are)

mainly on linguistic and political data, is given by Dr
Brachelli as an approximate survey of the numerical im-

portance of the various peoples of Europe. A strictly

ethnographical classification will probably be always im-

possible, and certainly cannot be attained in the present

state of scientific statistics. In many cases the possible

error in the summation is very considerable : the Jews,

for example, here given at 3,000,000, are reckoned at

5,226,858 in an interesting article in the Journal of the

Society of Biblical ArclueOlogy, 1876,—2,647,036 of them
being assigned to Kussia.

German peoples 94,980,000
Germans, Dutch, and Flemish 58,100,000
Engtiah 28,800.000
Swedes, Nonvegians, Danes, Icelanders 8,080,000

Greco-Latin peoples OG.'llO.OOO
French and Walloons 37.000.000
Italians and Fiiulians 27,800.000
Spaniards and Portucuese 20,800,000
Roumanians, Moldavians. Wallachs 8,030.000
Greeks and Hellenized Wallachians 2,720,000
Rhffitians or Ladinians 60,000

Slavonic peoples 82,170,000
/ Russians and Rulhenians 5.5,000.000

Slnrth <!liiv. J P"'<'' • 3.760,000ponu jmYo
•< Bo|,en,jj„j_ Moravians, Slovaks 0,500,000
( Wends 1-10,000

^Croatians, Servians, Bosniaks 6.800,000
Soath SlaTS < Bulgarians 3.800,000

(Slovenians 1,230,000

Carryforward 273,560,000

/. See Virchow, " Les peuples priiuitifs de I'fiuiop^." iu Xa Jicvuc

Scient. de la France. 1874^

Bronght forward 273,560,000
Celts 4,100,000
Semitic peoples 3,200,000

Jews 3,000,000
Mallc.io, Morlscoa, and Arabs 200,000

Lithuanians 2,800,000
Albanians 1,300,000
Basques 700,000
Gipsies 000,000
Circassians 400,000
Armenians 200,000

Total of Aryanized populations 286,920,000

Magyars 5,920,000
Finnish peoples 4,710,000

Total of Uralian population 10,630,000

Tatarpeoples 2,500,00*
Osman Turks l,200,uy«
Kalmucks .. 100,000

Total of Mongolians 3,800,000

Although language is no test of race, it is the best evi-

dence for present or past community of social or political

life; and nothing is better fitted to give a true impression

of the position and relative importance of the peoples of

Europe than a survey of their linguistic differences and

affinities.^ The following table contains the names of the

various languages which are still spoken on the Continent,

as well as of those which, though now extinct, can be

clearly traced in other forms. Two asterisks are employed
to mark those which are emphatically dead languages,

while one indicates those which have a kind of artificio'

life in ecclesiastical or literary usage.

I. ARYAN (Indo-Germanic, Indo-European, Celto-Germanl-).
1. iNDic branch, represented by Gipsy dialects.

2. Irahic branch, „ „ „ («) Oasctlan.

(6) Armenian.
3. Hellenic branch, „ „ •(a) Greek.

(b) Romaic.
(<:) Neo-Hellenlc

4. Italic branch, , '(a) Latin.
••((.) Oscan.
"(c) Umbrian, He-
fid) French.

(e) Walloon.

(/) Proven^aL
(f7) Italian.

Neo-Latin..... ^ (/i) Ladin (Rnmonsh, fttittta

ansh, Hhelo-Eomacce),
(i") Spanish.

if) Portuguese,
, (t> Roumanian.

fi- Celtic branch, represented by -.. <<i> Irish.

(5) Else or Gaelic.
<() Manx,
(d) Welsh..

••(c) Cornish.

if) Low Breton.

6. TECiomc branch, represented by ••(a) Gothic.

{••(5)
Korse or Old Korae.

(c) Icelandic and Faroe5ft

id) Norweglan-

(O Swedish.

(/) Danish.
•(y) Saxon, Anirlo-SaKon, fff

First Hnglisli.

m English.

••(O Old Saion.

tou Oerman < U) Tlatt-Dcutsch or Low
Geniinn.

«' J"^™'''}KctherIandW
<0 Dutch
(m) Frisio

High German..

( "(n) Old High German.

J (0) Jlidillc High r.cmian.

"J 0') ?^'ew High or Lilci-aiy

\ German.

7. Slavosic branch, represented by •(<!> Chunh Slavonic.
(Ti) Russian.

(c) Rulliciiian, Rusniak, OL
LitlU'-r.nssinn,

, „ . » ("O White liusslaa or Bicl»
Scuth-Baitern ».,.m..« \ Russian.

{e^ Bulguitan.
\f) Servo-Croatian,

(r/) Slovenian.

fill)
Czech lUoheminn.)

(0 Slovnklan,

U) Polish,

(i) Soibian (Wendlc, Lu.«oi

tian.)

'{T) Polabian.

' See on tho whole suliject Hovelacque's Scfiic of Ln-igiicg^

Latham's XaUoiwVtiis of Europe, on.i thi' R.iiiic author's PhUdoi/y.
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ff. Lettic bra'nch, rcprcacnte'd by..-. **(*») Old PruuBlan.

(4) LftllBh.

((> LIthuanlnn.

9. UmrrACfeD ^ ~ *•?(") oid D»ciaci.

ib) Albautou.

II, SE^rTn^
1. Cawaanitic branch, rcprcsentcJ by *(n) HcbrOTr.

**{.b) !Plia3n[clnn or Pud'

2. Arabic Wronch, represented by *•(") Arabic.
••((j) MoBnrublc

((-) Maltese.'

HI. FWMO-TATARIC (Turanian. Uralo-Alt-ilc, 4c.)

1. SA3ior2Dic branch or group, represented ) .^. Ydrftk
by : f

4. Fl:<^'lo or U<utiA» rcproscntett by (<t) Fmnlsh propel* or .Suonlc.-

(6) Karelian.
(r) Ichudlc
(fO Vcpslc.
(r) Votlck.

(/) CrcwihlaiL
Iff) HsIIionlan.

(/i) Llvonlan.
(t) Layponlo.

U) TcbcrcnilsalaiL
(^) Xlorilvinian.

(/) Permian.
(m) Votlak.
<n) Siryenian.

(0) Macyar or Ilinifrarian.

3. TtntKISD or Tatar group, rcprcjcntcil by. (n) Kazak Klilighli.

(6) Kog.iirlc.

(c) Tchuvak.
(.0 Tuikish.

4. USATTACnnD-. Basque.

From this conspectus it aiipears that there are still

about GO distiuct languages spoken in Europe, without inr-

cluding Latin, Greek, Old Slavonic, and Hebrew, which are

still usi-d ill lileralufB oi ecclesiastical liturgies. Besides,

a3 we shall presently see, all those which are spoken over

extensive territories,- and some even which are confined

within very narrow limits, are broken up into several dis-

tinct dialects. Most of the number, however, are destjne.d

to disappear within a comparatively sliort period, before

the encroachments of the few which are especially favoured

by political circumstances and literary culture. The process

is rapidly going on, and everything tends to its acceleration.

Some, indeed, whose doom appeared almost sealed in the

end of last cdbtury, have. gathered fresh life and repulsed

the intrusive language by which their exi'itence wps
threatened ; and on others a temporary and melancholy
restoration has been inflicted by the mistaken euliiusiasra

of a patriotic minority. English, French, German, Russian,

Italian, and Spanish will probably for a long time share

the real dominion of Europe ; Dutch and the Scaiidiaavian
tongues will maintain their ground, but they hardly give

promise of expansion ; Bohemian, Hungarian, and the
South-Slavonic have made good their position ; and Neo
Hellenic, under favouring circumstances, may get possession

of the territoiy of its nobler ancestor

Greek and Latin may fairly claim the -first place in a histpnc
skctcli, on account of tlie immense and varied influence they have
exerted, directly or indirectly, on the popular and literary language
of all the piomiacnt peoples of Europe. The former, which is

preserved in what is at once the most perfect and the most multi-
fo,nn of the older literatures of the world, was spoken wherever a
Greek city was established in Asia, Europe, or- Africa. It h.-id

Bovcral well-marked phonetic dialects:—the JEoVic, represented in
Europe by .the Bccotian variety; the Doric, employed in Sp.arta and
most of the other Peloponnesian states, as well as in other colonies
of Sicily .and Southern Italy; and the Ionic, which in tlie Attic dia-
lect attained its noblest development, and became tho principal
litorai-y. form. A nido dialect of the yEolian type wns spoken in
Thessaly ; and in sereral districts of northern Greece other vajietics
must have had their home, some ofthem probably so divergent from
the move cultured dialects as to be unrecognizable by the rough and
rfadv philology of the ancient Greeks. After the extension of tho
;ioliticnl power of tho Hellenic race by tho Hellenized Macedonians
tho Attic ilialcct became in a nece.'isai-ily modified guise the laiigu.agc
of at least the educated classes over a wide foreign area. Tliis
Koiyfi 5ia\6itTos, or common dialect as it was called, was that in which
all tlio Christian Scriptures were, if not originally penned, at least
most potently disseminated ; and some time after tho establishment
of thu fcnt of the empire at Constantinople it was adopted as the
ol loial l.augu.ago of Eastern Europe, and developed or dceiierated into
wli,at M distiuguished as Byzantine Greek. Amid all the linguistic
confusion of medieval and modern times in tho Balkan peninsula
Hic old Jldicuic sipccch ni.aiutained a prccariou.s and degraded life

in tlio so-called Romaic of the Gredc people, stui rteognuablo to tint

philologist, but to tho vulgar cat and eye very successfully disguised.

It isstll spoken, not only in the niodcm kingdom of Greeco, but in
Thessaly and other parts of Turkey along the coasts of the yEgoaii

and tho Sea of Jlanndra. and in tho Greek settlements of southern
Uussia. Since the declaration of national indeiicndence an attenii)t

has been made to go back to something liker tho language of
Xenophon ; but ."is yet tho Neo-Hellenic is .almost purely a
literaiy form, unintelligible to the great bulk of tho people in tho
countiy. At best it is only a compromiso between ancient Greek
and Romaic, neitlier conforming to the classical standard of tbc
ouc'nor systematically accepting tire grammatical changes developed
ill tho other. As education .adv.-inces,—and it is advancing rapidly
under the control of the central administration,—it will probably take
root amongtlie people, and'undcr tho vivifying influences of national
life grow up into a national speech. The ancient common dialect

is atill used in the liturgical services of the Oiiciit.al Chufcli. The
alphabet has been employed by several communities in tho Turkish
empire for their Turkish dialects,—among others by the people of

Jlariupol.'

Latin was only one of a nuiiibcf of closely related Languages
domiciled in tlie peninsula of the Apennines, and by. several of these

it was afi'ccted niucli in the same way iti which English -is nlfectcJ

by Genn.an or Frencli. Mostof the number have left neither litera-

ture nor history behind them, but they must still be differentiating

factors in the dialects of moilern Italy. Oscan, which was spoken
in a l.aigo part of the conutiy south of Borne, 'ond Umbiiau, which
takes its name from a district to tho nortb, are both known to us
from inscriptions,—tho latter by the remarkable liturgical series

called the Eugubine Tables. The Latin Language kept pace with
the extension of the Eom.an empire till it canie into contact with
the higher culture of Greeoo and the East ; as an .aggressive Ian-,

giuige it has no historic parallel, for though tho aiiea of English lias

advanced, as rapidly in modern times, this advance hasmainly found
place where English-speaking people have outnumbered the foreign

elements in the population. It continued to Ijethe language of

nearly .nil European literature for centuiios after it had ceased to be

a spoken speech ; and it was the language of aU learned litera-

ture well on in the 17th century.. It is still nsed in the liturgy of

tire Roman Catholic Cliurcb, and still forma tho most potent lin

guistic element in all European education. Its -alphabet is more
widely emploj'ed thaii any other in Europe, and- is at the present
moment gaining ground against the " Gothic " cliaraeters of modeiTi

Germany, as it did in early ages against the Saxon characters in

England.
Of the languages which have sprung from Lalin,-French resemblca

it most in its fortunes, though not in its fonns. It is tire olKcial,

literary, and educational langu.age of tho country whoso name it

bears, and is daily becoming more and more the popular language
as. well. B.n^ed as it is on tho pld lamjiic d'oil of the nortli, -it

has gained the superiority over the dialects of Burgundy, Picardy,

and Noiinandy, and tho more cultured Provcn9al of the soutli, has
already reduced them f the rank of mere patois, jind is gradually

diminishing even their local impoi-tancc. On the north-west it is

more slowly displacing the Breton, and in the soiitli making inro.ads

on the Basque. It was nearly naturalized among a laige part of

the inhabitants of Alsace-Lorraine, and is still spoken by njiwards

of 200,000 of the new citizens of theGerman empire. InSwitzcrland
it is the mother tongue of .about 600,000 people, beijio dominant in

Neufchatel, Geneva, and Vaud, ^nd sliaring the gi'oundwith Gennan
in Freiburg, Valais, ond Bern. In Belgium it is tho principal

speech of the educated classes. JCo European language has liad

such nn extensive foreign history witliin tlie continent. Not onlv
was tlie closely related Nonnan French introduced into England io

the 11th century, with such striking effect on the English voca.

bulary, but at several subsequent periods literary French has. been
potently at work. In the decadent period of German literature ii

largely supplemented the German language among the upper classes,

and for a time furnished a Large proportion of his vocabulary to the

nominal writer of German. In Russia there was a similar French
period about the beginning of the 18th century, which has .left its

influence to this day on the official publications of tlie Government.
And in spite of the growing claims, of Genn.an and English, French
is still acquired by a ereater number of foreigners than tiny other

modern tongue.

The lauguHge usually known as Italian is not so much the national

language of Italy as the language' of a special district," Tho other

dialects have not sunk to the level of patois ; and at the present

moment it is a matter of keen debate what is to be considered the
ti-ie "itandard for tlie people at large. From Venice to Palermo
there is a rich vari^^y of foi-ms which h.avc received more of less. of

literary culture; and the pretensions of Florence to be the sole

ffnd final arbitress are far from being unanimously, admitted.

Whatever .position be assigned to Tuscan as tlie language of edu-

cation, it wiU he a long time before it attain the predominance in

' Sec Clau in Zcitschri/t der dculsch. ilorgml. Gcs., 1874.
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Itnly wliicli French possosisrs in Frniicc. The dialects nro usually

divided into three main Ricuiis :—those of Upper Italy, including

Genoese, Piedmontese, Venetian, jEmilian, and Lombard; those of

Central Italy, including Tuscan, Koman, and Corsican; those of

Southera Italy, including Neapolitan, Calabrian, Sicilian, and Sar-

dinian. From Italian the other peoples of Europe have borrowed
many terms for artistic tcchnicRlities, but comparatively little

which belongs to everyday life.

Literary Spanisli or CaBtilian is in much the same position as

iiterary Italian, with this dilfcrcncc, that its literary precodeneo is

more del'nitely established. A large area is still occupied by
Oatalonian or Cc.talan, both in Catalonia proper, in Valencia, and
in Majorca; and the speech of the Galiciaua is much more akiu to

Portuguese. In Catalou-a rich and poor, citizens and peasants,

speak the provincial language ; in Valencia and Majorca only

the cuHivatcd classes employ Castilian. On the whole, how-
ever, the Castilian territory is on the increase, and it is making
its most rapid acriuisitious from the Galieian and fiasque.' Spanisli

is naturally distinguished from the other Neo-Latin languages by
the greater number of words which it has borrowed from Arabic.

Portuguese is really what the name implies, and has to contend
against no alien idioms. In comparison with Spanish it has di-

verged further from the Latin type. It has been equally indebted
to Arabic, and has also a considerable French element.

Walloon, the language spoken by the Latinized people of the Low
Countries, is now a mere patois. Lndin is spoken by about £80,000
persons who occupy several considerable areas in the Alpine region,

from the valley of the Rhine in the west to the neighljourhood of

Aquileia on the Adriatic in tho east.^ Koumanian is not only the

national language of the country of that name, but is used by a

considerable population in Servia, Hungary, Transylvania, Buko-
vina, Bessarabia, Koumolia, Thessaly, and Albania. In Eoumania
it is tho object of increasing literary culture ; and in spite of the

foreign inlluences to which it has been so long exposed, it does not
present much variety of dialect in the other districts.

Of the Teutonic languages the Gothic furnishes the oldest literary

monument—the translation of tlia Scriptures by Ulphilas or

Wulfila, who flourished in tho latter part of the 4th century ; but
it is totally extinct, nud among the living representatives of the

branch the first place is due to what is popularly known as German
3>iir cxccllciic;,—tliat is, the modern literary or cultured form of High
German. This is usually dated from Luther's translation of tho
r.ilde, which marks the transition from tho " Middle " to tho
"New " period. It is not only the recognized speech of the various
states of the German empire, but cither in its cultured shape or in

tributary dialects it is spoken by about 9,000,000 people in Austria-
Hungary, and by nearly 2,000,000 in Switzerland. Ithaslostgrouud
through the revival of Boliemian and Hungaruin, but has gained on
all the minor linguistic enclaves. Along the frontier regions of
Kussia and Poland it is partially retreating, partially advancing:
liussia naturally discourages the German element in the Baltic
provinces, and Germ.any as n.aturally the Polish element in Prussia.

In both districts, German 'is the language of higher education.
Whatever repressive measures Russia may adopt, it can plead, not
only the example of Germany, but the fact that it is only attempt-
ing to recover ground that has been lost by the Slavonic tongues.
Slavonic names of places occur as far west as Hanover, though the
Germans frequently disguise or destroy them. Where it meets the
Italian frontier tho Teutonic langu.age is retrogressive. Botzen in
the end of last century was a border town of the German area ; it

is now thoroughly Italianized ; and even Mcran, several miles up
the valley of tlie Adige, and 60 miles from the political frontier, is

rapidly losing its Teutonic character. That the movement lias

been in this direction for centuries is clear ; but it is doubtful
whether tho present German enclaves of the Sette Communi and
Tri'dici Communi were always insular, or are to be taken as proof
that the Teutonic frontier formerly extended as far south as the
neighbourhood of Verona and Vicenza.'
The tcnitori.il relations of the Scandinavian languages are suf-

ficiently indicated by their names. They are nowhere aggressive,
except where they come into contact with Finnish and Lapp. All
of them, even the Farocse, have a certain amount of literature ; but
three only, D.anish, Swedish, .and Icelandic, arevigoiously cultivated.
Norway is mainly iiidebted for its books to Sweden and Denmark,
and its language is slowly passing into a ji.atois. Danish has under-
gone the greatest dianges from the old Norse type, and naturally
from its position has been most affected by foreign influences.
Of the Low German group the Old Saxon, formerly spoken

between the Uhine and tlie Elbe, has left several rem.arkable literary

monuments ; and two or three of its dialects, now bracketed together
as Anglo-Saxon, furnished the basis of the present English language,

' M. Tubiiio, Pu-riic Scaii/fjhjue, 1876, p. 204.
' For details see Ascoli's map .at the end of his Archh'io GloUolo'jko

I'dtiaito^ vol. i.

^ Sec Pctciniauii's .^hllfirHiingcn, 18CC, and Charnock in Jouni. of
Uillihiiijjtjlii'/icttt Iiisliiiile, 1873.

which, however, by its mere vocabulary lias nearly as much right to
be considered a member of the Latin or Italic branch. The only
modem representative of the group besides English which ranks as a
literary language is Dutch, which is spolon in Holland, and, undera
slightly modilicd form known as Flemish, in a large part of Bel-
gium. Alonij the coast and islands of tho Nortli Sea the cuiTent
dialects, varying from district to district in an almost exceptional
manner, are remnants of tlio old Frisian tongue, whoso oldest written
documents date from the 13th century ; and the popular language^
of tho countries between the Ehine and Wcser and the Wcser and
Elbe, where it is not Dutch or Frisian, is Platt-Dcutsch, winch,
while ove;shadowed by *he High German, has recently nttained a
certain literary position through tl;e writings of Fritz Keuier.
The Celtic languages are all witliout excopt'on decadent,—tho

most tenacious of life being the Welsh and the Breton.. The people
who still retain them as their mother tongues are becoming more
and more accustomed to tho simultaneous use of the dominant
languages around. Tho Welshman and the Scottish Highlander
learn English, the Breton French. Cornish died out lasi ccntarj,
and left Oiily a few fragmentary texts ; Irish is rapidly followirg it,

but will be preserved in a considerable literature ; Welsh alone has
a fairly vigorous literature at the present time.

According to Professor Zerffi, there are no less than seventeen
Slavonic dialects. The most important is Kussian, or Great lius-
sian, the national speech of the empire whose name it bears. At
present it is spoken by about 34,'H9O,000 of the 65,705,000 of the
total population; and its area is rapidly being extended by the
direct agency of the Government. In 1871 it was made the official

language of Poland, and rendered obligatory in all the law courts of
the country ; and in 1876 it became practically the only permissible
form in Little Russia, where -all po|mldr literature and public notices
in the local language were prohibited. While it retains a rich in-

flexional system, Russian has eniiehed its vocabulary by a large
foreign element, from French, English, and German ; and its

scientific terms are for the most part tho.se of Western Europe. As
a written language it is deeply indebted to the Church Slavonic.
Closely cognate is the Little Russian, or Ruthenian, already men-
tioned, which is spoken by about 14,201,280 people in Russia and
upwards of 3,000,000 in Austria. Its Russian area includes Vol.
hynia, Podolia, Kiefl', Kherson, Ekaterinoslaff, Kharkofi", Poltava,
Tchernigofl", Minsk, Grodno, and Lublin, as well as portions of

Astrakhan, the Don Cossack Country, Saratoff, and Voronezh; in
Austria it is mainly confined to Calicia. Possessing a? it does a
rich store of popular tales and songs, and employed by several

writers of great ability during the present century, it ranks much
higher than the third Russian dialect—the White Russian—which
is the current speech of about 3,592,000 people, for the most part
in Grodno, Minsk, Mohilefl", Vilna, and Vitebsk, and is mainly dis-

tinguished by Litliuanian and Polish elements. The second place
in the Slavonic group may be assigned to Polish, which in spite of

political disasters is still spoken by a large but scattered population.
It is estimated that there are 3,905,871 Poles in Russian Poland,|

2,450,000 in Prussia, 2,405,000 in Austria-Hungary, and 861,000 in
European Russia. An extensive and vigorous literature will preserve
the language even if it pass, as seems not improbable, altogether from!

the lips of men. Czech, or Tsekh, is the national language of Bo-J
hernia, and is also largely spoken in Moravia and north-western
Hungary, where it is usually known by the names of Moravian and'

Slovak. The differences between the dialects of the several;

countries are on the whole comparatively slight ; but as between
Bohemian pro)ier and Slovak, they are sufllciently marked to lead
some philologists to recognize the Slovak as a separate language.
There is a rich Bohemian literature which, dating fiom the 10th cen-
tury, has after along period of depression and threatened extinction
received a new development in modern times. Bulgarian is distri-

buted throughout European Turkey far beyond the district that bears

the name of Bulgaria, and it also appears in eastern- Roumania and
south-western Russia. A very small proportion of the people by
whom it is used are of Slavonic blood; and it has departed more than
any other Slavonic language from the common type. Its literature

is almost exclusively modem, and would be of little moment wer(i

it not for its possible value to a possible nation. A much highc)
position has been attained by the Servo-Croatian, which is spoken
by about 6,500,000 people, in Servia, Bosnia, Montenegro, southern
Hungary, Slavonia, Croatia, Istria, and Dalmatia. Its dialect^

though numerous are so slightly difi'erentiated that with any one o)

them a traveller can make himself understood by those accustomed
to any other. It is usual to divide them into three groups—a west-
ern or Istrian, a southern or Dalmatian, and an eastern or Servian.
Even if the political unification of the South Slavonians should never
be realized, the future of the Servo-Croatian is secured by the vigor-
ous literary development which is encouraged both at Agram and!

Belgrade. Unfortunately it is written and printed in two alphabets
—the Cyrillian being employed by the Servians and the Latin by
the Croatians. The remaining Slavonic tongues are of little practi-
cal importance except to the philologist. The Wends are being
rapidly Germanized, and are now estimated at abput I37iO0O, princi-
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paUy situated within an area of rudely elliptical form, with its

two foci represented by Bautzen and KottbuB. Since 1849 their
numbers have diminished by upwards of 4200. The language shows
two distinct varieties.'

ThS Lettic branch though decadent is interesting as linguistically

the oldest of the Aryan languages in Europe. The Lithuanians
were in the Middle Ages one of the most powerful peoples of the Bal •

tic region, but fell into a secondary place by the incorporation of

their country with Poland in 1386. Their language is still retained
by about 150,000 or 200,000 people iu Germany, and by about
1,434,750 in Russia, where those of the western part of the govern-
ment of Kovno and the northern part of the government of

Suwalki are known as Shomudcs or Samogitians. Two dialects are
recognized—the High or Southern, and the Low or Northern.
The Letts otill nmnber more than 1,000,000, situated in Courland,
Livonia, and Vitebsk. Old Prussian, extinct two hundred years ago,
was veiy similar to Lithuanian. With regard to the two languages
marked in the table as " unattached," almost nothing is known of
Old Dacian, and the history of Albanian is but partially elucidated.
The Skipitars, Amauts, or Albanians are one of the most remarkable
peopl6s of south-eastern Europe. They not only occupy Albania
proper, but also appear in considerable numbers throughout the rest

of European Turkey and Greece, —forming, it is calculated, a total

of 1,500,000. Thecolonies which settled in Italy and Sicily, though
amounting to nearly 90,000, have given up their native language.
Hahn, who was the first to make a thorough investigation of the sub-
ject, distinguishes two dialects —the Toskan and the Gegian,—which
ere as distinct as High German and Platt-Deutsch. Besides the
Greek alphabet another of dubious origin is also employed.'
The Semitic languages are mere exotics in modern Europe.

Hebrew, the most widely distributed, is little more than the
ecclesiastical language of the Jews, who for the most part employ
the common language of the country in which they reside not
only in public iutercourse but also in private. At the same time it

is regularly taught in their schools, fumishBs them with a number
of familiar every-day expressions, and is not only the language of
the professional literature of theologians, but appears iu frequent
3notations in their popular periodicals. Arabic, at one time the
ominant language not only of southern Spain but of Sicily and

part of Italy, is nowhere tUe usual speccli of any European com-
munity ; but it is familiar to the educated classes of Turkey.
Maltese can still be recognized as of Arabic derivation, but has in-

corporated a vast mass of foreign words. Mosarabic has been ex-

tinct at least since the 18th century: the liturgical service in the

cathedral of Toledo, which stiU bears the name, is performed in

IjStin.'

The most important of the Finno-Tatario languages are the

Turkish, the Hungarian, and the Finnish. The first varies greatly

in its vocabulary in difierent places and grades of society ; and the

official form is largely composed of Arabic words. As a popular

speech in Europe it has a very limited and discontinuous area.

Hungarian, on the other hand, has maintained or recovered a remark-
able degree of homogeneousness, and occupies on the whole a very

compact territory in spite of the intrusion of German ; while its

literature ranks as one of the most vigorous of the secondary litera-

tures of Europe. Finnish proper is spoken by 1,710,274 people in

the Russian empire (of whom 1,615,613 are in the duchy of Finland),

and by 14,930 in Sweden and 7637 in Norway; while the closely

cognate Karelian numbers 303,277 in Russia. The Tchudes, Vepses,

and Votes, who amount to 48,000 in all, live in the governments
ofOlonetz, Vologda, Novgorod, and St Petersburg, in the neighbour-

hood of Lakes Ladoga and Onega. Their languages or dialects are

ery similar to Esthonian, which, with the exception of Hungarian,
ranks as the- most literary member of the group, and is spoken by
upwards of 749,000 people. Livonian lingers as the speech of a few
thousand seafaring folk in Courland. The Lapps contribute 17,178
to the population of Norway, 6700 to that of Sweden, and 7497 to

that of Russia. Their language is divided into four dialects. The
Tcheremisses, Mordwines, and Votiaks are grouped together as

Finns of the Volga,—the first, to the number of about 260,000,

situated in the country between the rivers Viatka and Vetluga;
the second being scattered, to the jiumber of about 792,000, through
the governments of Samara, SaratofF, Simbirsk, Pensa, Nizhni-
Novgorod, Tamboff, Kazan, Ufa, Orenburg, and Astrakhan; and the
third, about 240,500 strong, occupying the western half of the
government of Viatka. Another group is composed ofthe Permians,
Siryenians, and Voguls. The two former were at one time one
people, and had considerable fame in the Middle Ages for their com-
jnercial activity ; they are now mere hunters, fishers, and pedlars,

(ind number respectively about 67,000 and 85,400 people in Perm,
Vologda, and Archangel. The Voguls are a little colony from
Asia, 2000 strong, in the government of Perm. The total number

* See " Das Sprachgebiet der Lausitzer Wenden vom 16 Jahrhundert

bis zur Gegenwart," by Dr Andree, in Petermann's iliUheilungen,

187.S.

*^Se« Hahn, Albancsische Studien, Jena, 1854.

of Tatars in Russia is said to be 1,212,610. They are found In all

the sixty-one governments, with the exception of nine; but are
most numerous in ICazan, Simbirsk, Ufa, and Viatka. They are
closely connected with the Bashkirs of Ufa, Orenbure, Perm, and
Viatka, who altogetheramount to 757,000. The Nogaians, who live
in the neighbourhood of the Sea of Azoff, are a mixed people, con-
taining, remnants of the Khazars, Petchenege, and Cumanians;
the Tchuvashes are a Tatarized branch of the Finns of the
Volga ; and the Meshtcheryaks of Ufa, Orenburg, Pensa, and
Kazan are also of Finnish descent. The first still number 15,000,
though a large number emigrated to Turkey after the Crimean war,
the second 569,000, the third 136,000. The language of tha
Nogaians is the same with that of the Tatars proper, and that of
the Tchuvashes seems to lie midway between Nogainc and Turkish.
The Kirghiz, of whom there are 156,000 in Astrakhan and OrenJ
burg, speak a dialect wliich is equally difficult of comprehension t»
the Tatar of Kazan and the Bashkir ; and the Calmucks—107,000
in Astrakhan— are still more widely separated by language from
their nearest kin.'

Basque, which is spoken in the Pyrenean districts of France and
Spain, is an agglutinative language, but cannot be classified. It is

dying out more rapidly in the Spanish than in the French territory.*

la 1877, as appears by the table. on page 703, the

European territory was distributed among 18 diBtinct

political totalities (exclusive of the petty states of San
Mariuo, Andorra, Monaco, and Luxembourg), viz.—tho
German empire, the Russian empire, the Ottoman empire,

the united monarchy of Austria-Hungary, the united king-

dom of Great Britain and Ireland, the republic of France,

the kingdoms of Italy, Spain, and Portugal, the kingdoms
of Belgium and of the Netherlands, the kingdom of Den-
mark, the united monarchy of Norway and Sweden, the

kingdom of Greece, the republican confederation of Switzer-

land, and the principalities of Montenegro, Servia, and
Eoumania. Several of these consist of a greater or smaller

number of partially independent states connected with each
other according to very different degrees of political copart-

nery. The German empire, as one of the most recent oa

well as most extensive, naturally presents an unusual num-
ber of anomalies. Founded April 16, 1871, it comprises
no fewer than twenty-six states under the presidency of the

kingdom of Prussia, and these states are very dissimilar in

size, constitution, rank, and general importance. Four,
including Prussia, are kingdoms, six are grand-duchies, five

are duchies, seven are principalities, and three are free

cities. The organization by which they are united consists

mainly of a federal councU or Bundesrath, in which the
individual states are represented by the nominees of their

several governments, and a Eeichstag, or Imperial Diet, the

members of which are elected by universal suffrage. All

military power is centralized in the hands of the emperor x

his consent is necessary for all important appointments in

the different divisions of the army, and he can command
the erection of fortresses on the soU of any of the states, and
If occasion requires can declare any part in a condition

of siege. The practical dominancy of Prussia is further

secured by the feet that it possesses 236 of tbe 397 mem-;

bers who compose the Imperial Diet. As separate states,

Prussia, Wiirtemberg, Saxony, and Bavaria are all consti-

tutional monarchies, each with its parliament or Lands-
tag, consisting of an upper and a lower house. Tha
various grand-duchies, duchieg, and principalities have their

several Stdnde, or states, some consisting of two chambers
and some of one, and presenting considerable variety in the

amount of representation accorded to different elements of

the community, in the rules of election, and in the length of

period for which it is valid. That unusual combination of

geographicalnames, Austria-Hungary, and its equally unusual

adjective Austrian-Hungarian, which are so uncouth and
bewildering to the ordinary reader, are an attempt to indi-

^ See "Die Volker Russlauds," iu Petermann's ilUiheilungen, 1877«
and Wallace's Russia, 1877.

* See Broca's collected papers on Ethnolosy k
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cate tho relation of complete political equality established

between the two great sections of what is popularly known

ai tho Austrian empire. Each has its own parliament,—in

Austria called the Reichsrath or Imperial Council, and in

Hungary the lieichslag or Imperial Diet; each its own

ministers, budget, and other administrative machinery; and

the transactions between the two countries not unfrequently

Bhow like the transactions between two independent powers.

The same person is monarch over both, and tho united army

is under his command, but there practically the unification

ceases. Russia is an hereditary -monarchy, nominally

governed by the absolute will of the emperor or czar, but

really by this in combination with a system of four great

councils. Finland still retains its separate parliament, in-

jtituted in 1772, and supplemented by an imperial senate

under the presidency of a governor-general Switzerland

is a confederation of twenty-two states, with a republican

goveioment. The supreme legislative power is in the hands

of the foderal assembly, which is composed of a national

council or Nationalraih, and a council of states or SUinde-

rath,—the members of the former being chosen by the

people of Switzerland in general, and the members of the

latter by the people of tho individual cantons. The
executive power is entrusted to a federal council, and the

highest judicial authority to a federal tribunal, consisting

respectively of seven and eleven niembers, iiomiuated for

three.and six years by the federal assembly. Sweden and

Norway are two kingdoms under one king, with separate

government, constitution, and laws. In Sweden the legis-

lative power is mainly in the hands of the diet, which

consists of two elective chambers, while the executive is in

the hands of the king and a council of state. The con-

stitution of Norway ia rather more democratic: the full

legislative power belongs to the Storthing, and the king

has no right of veto if the same bill passes three times.

The common affairs of the two countries are decided in

a council of state consisting of representatives of each.

Such are the most abnormal political arrangements in

Europe. Britain, Belgium, Denmark, Italy, the Nether-

lands, Portugal, Spain, Roumania, Servia, are hereditary

monarchies, with a parliament of two chambers and a

responsible ministry. Greece difFws in as far aa it has

only one chamber. Montenegro is an hereditary monarchy,

with a senate ; Monaco an hereditary principality, Vvith a

council of state; and Andorra and San Marino are both

(republics, with a general council

It may he safely affirmed that the population of Europe

lias been steadily increasing, since the time of the great

Revolution, though it is impossible to ascertain exactly tlie

average rate. The number in 1787 is said to have been

144,000,000; at the peace of 1815, 180,000,000; in 1833,

according to Balbi, 227,000,000 ; in 1854, 258,778,850;

and in 1874, according to Behm and Wagner, 309,178,300.

If the earlier estimates, which are little better than guesses,

even approximate to the truth, we would have in 59 years

an average annual increase of 1,850,000. In England

and Prussia rather more than one per cent, of increase takes

place every year, whUe in France during the greater part

of the century the gain has been considerably less, and in

exceptional years there has even been a decrease. If then we
adopt one per cent, as the mean for Europe, the 180,000,000

people in Europe ought, in 1874, to be represented by
323,769,000. Two causes have greatly diminished the

frowth—war and emigration. In the Crimean war the

irect loss was 386,000 soldiers ; that of the French army
in Italy was 10,173 ; and that of the German army in 1866
between 10,000 and 11,000. In the war of 1871-72 the

victors lost 45,000 and the conquered a still greater, number.

The total loss .since 1855 cannot be less than a million at

the very least. Of the extent to which emigration from

Europe has gone on during the present century erery one
has some idea; the immense territory occupied by people

of EiTopean descent speaks for itself. Since 1820, Germany
has contributed about two million inhabitants to the United
States alone; since 1815, Great Britain and Ireland have
seen no less than from eight to nine millions of their popu-
lations leave their shores for ever. The drain on other

countries, however, has been much less,—France, for ex

ample, counting her loss by emigration in the ten years

from 1849 to 1858 as 200,000, and Austria her loss from
1850 to 1868 at no more than 58,000.

The general rule that, other conditions being equal, the

population decreases with the elevation of the country, holds

especially true of Europe. None of its larger cities lie far

above the sea-level The highest point of permanent humao
occupation is the hospice of St Bernard—at an altitude of

2472 metres, or 81 08 feet ; and the highest village, St Veron
la Ville, in the neighbourhood of Briam^on, has an altitude of

2009 metres, or 6589 feet. There is a little hamlet of Ger-

man immigrants called Juf, 108 feet higher, in the Swins

valley of the Avers, a tributary of the Rhine. Chaux de
Fonds, a town of nearly 20,000 inhabitants in the Jura,

stands at an altitude of 1000 metres, or 3280 feet, and the

average elevation of the Engadine, with its numerous vil-

lages, is about 6000 feet. The highest inhabited spot in

the Dovre-Fjeld is said to be Hjerkin, at 3152 feet above
the sea^ in the Grampians C'orrour (Inverness-shire) at

1738, in th,e Harz the Brockenhaus at 3739, and in the

Pyrenees Mont Louis at 5208.^

The districts of densest population, or nearly 400 to tlie

square mile, are the lower valley of the Thames, the neigh-

bourhood of Newcastle, and the area which includes Liver-

pool, Birmingham, Sheffield, and Leeds, in England, tlie

district between Boulogne and Li6ge, the neighbourhood of

Cologne and Elberfeld-Barmen, the valley of the Rhine for

some distance above the junction of the Maine, part of the

valley of the Neckar, the country to the south of Leipsic,

the vicinity of Prague, a large portion of the valley of

the Po, especially round about MUan, the Beighbonrhood

of .Naples, and a little district round about Oporto. Most
of these districts of densest population are surrounded by
areas in which the ratio varies from 280 to 380 inhabitants

per square mUe. In France the only districts approaching

the higher figure are the vicinity of Paris and of Lyons; and
in Spain the only spot reaching the lower is San Sebastian.

Round about Barcelona and on the coast between Cartagena

and the mouth of the Jucar there are from 190 to 240 per

square mUe. In no part of the Russian territory does the

ratio rise higher than 140, and most of it varies from 25 to

95. The same low figures are applicable to the whole
Scandinavian peninsula, with the exception of the most
southern part of Sweden, which, with eastern Denmark,
attains a ratio of 150 per square mile.^ In a large part of

Norway indeed, as well as in both the north and the

south-east of Russia, the ratio is not more than from 3 to

5. The only other portions of the globe which reach the

highest European density are the valley of the Ganges,

part of the Chinese empire, and possibly some parts ot

central Africa.

The numerical relation between the sexes is different

in different countries as well as in the differently con-

stituted portions of the s^me national community. The
most prominent causes that interfere with the equilibrium

are the greater destruction of men in time of war, and the

greater removal of men by emigration. The following

table gives the relations in the principal countries :

—

' Cf Berglikns, •' Hdhentafel von 100 Gehirgsgri^pen. aas alien

Erdtheilen," in Behm's Oeogr. Jahrluch, 1874.
' See Behm and Wajner's map, " Dichtigkeit der BevSlkeruDg in

Europa," ia Petermann'a Miliheil., Ergnuzungsheft Nam. 35, 187*.
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Russia, 1867
German Empire, 1871 .

Prmsia, 1871 ,

Bavaria, 1871
Saxony, 1871
Wilrtemberg, 1871
Bailcn, 1871
Hesse, 1871
MecklenbiifK, 1871
Hanso Towns, 1871
Oldenburg. 1«71

Brunswick, 1871
Anhalt, 1871
Lippean states,

)
Waldeck, and [-1871..

Pyrmont, )

France, 1872
Austria- Hungary, 1869 .

Austrian portion

Hungarian division

Great Britain, 1871

Italy, 1871
Spain, 1871
Belgium, 1866
Koumania, 1860
Portugal, 1864

Sweden, 1870
Netherlands, 1869
Switzerland, 1870
Denmark, 1870
Finland, 1865
Norway, 1865
Greece, 1870
Servia, 1866
Luxembourg, 1871

Males.

34,210,210
20,154,109

12,109,274
2,3C8,058

1,248.799
e76,164
712.661
421,849
319,096
249,085
155,336
155,540
103,678

96,927

17,982,511

17,737,175
9,991,487

7,745,688
15,584,132
13,472,262
8,324,000
2,419,639

2,276,558
2,005,540
2,016,653
1,764,118
1,36^4,814

918,788
8/8,537
835,947
754,176
626,681

98,245

Femalea.

35,154,331

20,906,737
12,523,807

2,494.892

1,307,445
942,375
749.011
431.045
335.783
263.849
159,123

156.630
99,858

10^,491

18,120,410
18,167,260
10,403,493

7,763,767
16,261,247
13,328,892

8,475,000

2,408,194

2,148,403
2,182,870

2,151,872
1,815,411

1,304,833

945,708
923,711
865,809
703,718
589,444
99,283

Excess or
Defect of
Females.

+ 944,121
+ 752,628
+ .154,533

+ 126,834

+ 68,646

+ 66.211

+ 36,460

+ 9.190

+ 16.687

+ 14.104

+ 3.787

+ 1.090

+ 3,721

+ 6,564

+ 137,899
+ 430,085

+ 412,066
+ 18,079
+ 677,115
-143,370
+ 151,000
- 11,445
-128,655
+ 177,336
+ 135,219

+ 51,293
- 59,981

+ 26,820
+ 45,174
+ 29,862
- 50,458
- 37,237

+ 1,038

Portugal and Greece represent the two extremes—the

former having far above the normal number of females^ or

1088 to every 1000 males, and the latter far above the

normal of males, or nearly 1072 to every 1000 females.

The following table gives the order of the various

countries :

—

Females to

1000 Males.

Portugal 1088
Wiirtemberg; 1076
Sweden 1067
Lippe states 1057
Hanse Towns 1056
Bavaria 1053
Mecklenburg 1052
Baden 1052
Finland 1051
Saxony 1047
Switzerland 1046
Great Britain.... 1043
Austrian lands 1041 .

German empire 1037
Anhalt 1037
Norway 1036
Netherlands 1030

For Russia proper the census of 1858 gave 33,655,824
ihales to 35,275,904 females, or 1000 to 1048.

During the present century the industrial development

of the more advanced countries has led to a remarkable

aggregation of the people into cities, and facilities of travel

have in many cases caused a large part of the city popula-

tion to take up their residence in suburbs more or less

Separate from the central nucleus. In the following list of

the towns and cities in Europe with more than 100,000
inhabitants it is noticeable that no fewer than twenty-one

belong to Britain, and that nine of these are among the

thirty, most of which are or have been political capitals,

whose inhabitants exceed 200,000.

Females to
1000 Males.

Denmark 1030
Prussia : 1029
Russia 1028
Oldenburg :...1027

Austria-Hungary 1024
Hesse 1022
Spain 1018
Luxembourg 1011
Fi-ance 1008
Brunswick 1007
Hungarian lands 1002
Belgium 995
Italy 989
Roumania 944
Servia 940
Greece 933

1. London (1874) , 3.400.700

2. Paris. (1872), 1,851.792

3. Vienna,.: (1873), 970.000
«. Berlin (1874), 920.000
6. St Petersbilsg (1871), 691.093
B. Moscow- (1871), 611.974

t. Con.stinitlnople (li'74), 600.00O

B. Livai-pool (1874), 510.640

LfilMgVV -. (1874), e08,109

10. Manchester (1874), 488.407
11. Naples (1871), 448.335
12. Birmingham (1874), 360,892
13. Brussels (1874), 345,017
U; Madrid (1870), 332,024
15. Lynns (1872), ' 323,417

16. Dublin- (1874), 314.666
17. Marseilles (1872), 312,864

19. Warsaw (1874), 279,802
20. Lecfia (1874), 278.798
21. Budiipost (1869), 270,470
22. Milan (1871), 261,986
23. SlitHleld (1874), 261,029
24. Home (1871), 244,484
25. Ilambuig (1871), 240.261
26. Lisbon (1804), 219..398

27. Palci-mo (1871), 219.318
28. Tui In (1871), 212,644
29. Edinburgh (1874), 211,691
30. Breslau. (1871), 207.i,97

31. Copenhagen 0874), 196,000
32. Bordeaux (1872), 194,065
33. Barcelona (18(:0), 189,948
34. P.-»gue (1869), 186,479
36. Bristol (1871), 182,652
30. Dresden (1871), 177,089
37. Belfast (1871), 174,412
38. Munich (1871), 109,693
39. Florence (1871), 167.093
40. biiidfoid (1871), 163,066
41. Odessa (1873), 162,814
42. Lille (1872), 158,117
43. Stockholm (1873), 147.249
44. Antwerp (1874), 141.910
45. Bucharest (I860), 141,764
46 Newcastlc-on-Tyne (1874), 135.437
47. Hull (1874), 130,996

48. Stoke-upor.-Trcnt... (1871), 130,984
49. Genoa (1871), 1.30,209

60. Coliignc (1871), 129,233
61. Vchice (1671), 128,901
62. Ghent (1874), 128.424
63. Ilottci'dani (1873), 126,893
64. Toulouse (1872). I'24;a52

65. Portsmouth (1874), 120,436
66. Dundee (1871), 119,141
M. Kuntiis (1872) 118,217
68. SeviUe (1860), 118,298
69. Bologna (1871), lir,.i!,7

to. Mngdebuig (1871), 114.609
01. Llcgc ; (1874), 113.774
62. Oluharn (1871), 113,lno
03. KiJnigsbcrg (1871), 112.t£i«

64. Messina '1871), lll.S.i*
66. Saint Elicnne (1872), lin.s;*
60. Brighton (1874),- 109.319
67. Valencia (I860), 107.703
68. Leipsic (le'I), 106.925
69. Leicester '^'^74), 106.2'i3

70. Sunderland (1874), 104,378
71. Hanover _ (1871), 104.243
72. KisheneH (1867), 103.998
73. Rouen (1872), 102.470
74. Riga (1874), 102,043
75. Adrlanople (1874), 100,000

There are nine with 90,000 or upwards—Lcgho
laga, Stuttgart, Frankfort-on-the-Maine, Jassy ii

19. Amstei'd^iD . . (18I3>, 861,944

om, the Hngup, Ma-
. _ in Roumania, Sarra-

toff, La Valette in Malta, and Salouiki or Thessalonica; sixteen have
more than 80,000—Oporto, Dantzic, Aberdeen, Murcia, LembtTg,
Le Havre, Nottingham, Stra.sburg, Preston, Catania, Nuremberg,
Bremen, Bolton, Gratz, Norwich, and Christiania ; eighteen he
between 80,000 and 70,000--Wilna, Kieff, Kazan, Cork, Blackburn,
Stettin,. Roubaix, Barmen, Aix-la-Chapelle, Altona, Briinn, Ferrara,
Rheims, Cadiz, Elberfeld, lYieste, Huddersfield, and Szegedia

;

twenty-one are upwards of 60,000—Diisseldorf, Toulon, Plymouth,
Wolverhampton, Chemnitz, Lucca, Geneva, Saragossa, Granada,
Verona, Brest, Padua, Halifax, Devonport, Amiens, Rochdale,
Utrecht, Nismes, Versailles, Gothenburg, Nikolaieff; thirty-six
between 60,000 and 60,000— Greenock, Brunswick, Montpellier,
Tula, Krefeld, Alessandria, Swansea, Zurich, Modena, Posen,
Maria-Theresiopol, Croydon, Limoges, Carthagena, Mainz, South-
ampton, Palma, Stockport, Miilhausen, Nancy, Halle, Berdicheff,
Bath, Nice, Jerez de la Frontera, Rennes, Merthyr Tydvil, Essen,.
Metz, Augsburg, Reggio, Bari, Pisa, Seraievo, Gallipoli, PhUippopel.

It must of course be kept in mind that lists like the above can
only present an approximate view of the facts,— first, because the
censuses or estimates of the various places are not strictly con-
temporaneous and do not proceed on the same methods; and,
secondly, because the areas to which they apply are deter-
mined by different considerations in different cases. It is not
unfrequently hard to say what ought to be accepted as the
limits between town and not-town,—whether ancient villages
and hamlets to which the city has grown outwards, or the modern
suburbs which it has built at short distances, should be included or
excluded. With thoSe cities which have kept the characteristics of
the walled towns of the mediaeval period the matter is easily settled,

but in most cases the modem city has either got rid of its walls
and turned their site into promenades or boulevards, or, retaining
them as an interesting historical monument, has overflowed their
limits in all available directions. In some very modem instances,
such as Elberfeld-Barmen in Prussia, clusters of dwelling-houses
and industrial establishments have sprung up sporadically along a
convenient valley ; and while there are lurge gaps in what we may
call the area of architectural occupation, the various groups have a
complete community of social and commercial life. Municipal
boundaries give us but little assistance, for these are modified not
only by the different municipal systems of the different countries,

,
but also by all kinds of local conveniences, traditions, and rivalries.

An enormous increase has taken place since the French
Revolution, and indeed within a much shorter period, in the

size of the military establishments throughout Europe. The
rivalries and jealousies of the various nations have led them
to vie with each other in the strength of their armies and
navies; and as it is impossible to withdraw, more than a
certain number of men from productive labour to non-pro-

ductive drill and display, a strange return, under greatly

modified conditions, has been made to that earlier state of

society in which the army was the whole mass of the mal?
population capable of bearing arms. Universal obligation

or liability to personal service as a soldier is recognized by
Germany, Austria, Hungary, Greece, Italy, France, Spain,

Portugal, Deom'ark, Switzerland, and Turkey. In Belgium
the army is recruited by conscription, in Russia mainly by
conscription, and in the Netherlands and in Norway and
Sweden partly by conscription and partly by voluntary

VITT _ 8«
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enlistment. According to the Swiss constitution, there can

be no standing army within the federal territory. The
following table, quoted by Kolb from a paper by Freiherr

von Fircks in the Journal of the Prussian statistical bureau,

gives an estimate of the military forces of the principal

states in 1859 and 1874 :

—
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tlio mighfiest of fTi9ra ?a to tlie Rome tbat tlicn was as the

tt-orld of the 19th w.ntury is to the " world " of the first.

Aloug with increased necessities and more varied desires

have been developed greater possibilities of supply and

Batisfaccion ; ana the commerce of Europe has become the

commerce of the globe.

The great indispensables are food and clothing, and in

regard to neither of these is Europe self-sufficing. Austria,

Rusuia, Roumania, and Denmark are the only countries

that grow a sufficient quantity of the cereals to maintain a

regular export, and even tbesp are indebted to foreign

supply for much of their ordinary food materials Russia

annually produces about 644,000,000 bushels of grain, and

of tliis she can spare upwards of 120,000,000. The chief

corn-growing districts are New Russia and Bessarabia, and
the principal ports of outlet are Odessa, Taganrog, Rostoff,

Mariupol, and Berdiansk. England and France purchase

most of the wheat, and Germany most of the rye. Austria-

Hungary produces about 400,000,000 bushels; but it is only

tn favourable years that the export exceeds the import.

Roumania has an average harvest of about 89,000,000

bushels, and exports to the value of about £4,500,000.

Denmark counts about 79,000,000 bushels of produce, and
has a surplus of 65,000,000. England and Ireland derived

in 1874 about 63 per cent, of its foreign wheat from the

Unitftd States and Canada, 11 per cent, from Russia, 8

per cent from Germany, and 4 per cent, from Chili The
value of the whole import amounted to upwards of

£51,000,000; and it is calculated that on the average

England requires the produce of about 4,500,000 acres of

foreign wheat fields. The average harvest in France yields

about 658,000,000 bushels ; and in favourable years she

has a small export. Germany produces about 715,000,000,
but requires at least £80,000,000 worth additional

Belgium's medium harvest reaches 64,000,000 bushels, but

it is never sufficient for the population; in 1873 they

paid upwards of £64,000,000 for foreign supplies. The
Netherlands produce about 31,000,000, and purchase to the

iaxtent of £3,000,000. The Italian harvest furnishes about

282,000,000 bushels, besides 27,000,000 bushels of rice,

but the import exceeds the export sometimes to a very

high value. In favourable years Sweden and Norway yield

82,000,000 bushels : the former country exports oats and
barley, and imports rye, wheat, and meal ; the latter, with a

surplus of oats, requires a large foreign supply of all other

grains. The Spanish produce varies from 27 to 200
millions of bushels, but about £2,300,000 worth have to be
imported, Portugal, with a mean harvest of 30,000,000
bushels, purchases to the amount of £250,000. For the

whole of the continent the total harvest may be stated

at about 4,893,000,000 bushels.

Europe finds greater difficulty in satisfying its demands
for animal food. The average consumption per head of

population is rising in all the principal countries; and though
the modern stock-raiser can produce a greater quantity of

flesh per ox r.r.sbe-ip, it is in several districts found more
profita')le to turn the ground to other uses, and sheep and
cattle farming are consequently on the decline. There has

thus grown up a great import trade, not only of living

animals, but, within the last twenty years, of preserved

meat, the principal sources being North and Soutli America
and Australia. The trade is yet in its infancy, and
trustworthy statistics are not readily accessible.

Aa ever-growing addition to the food supplies of Europe
is made in the form of what are called colonial wares

—

sugar, tea, coffee, &c. Though the native production of

beet sugar amounts on an average to 22 or 23 million cwt.

per annum, that would only furnish about 7 tt) on an
average to each inhabitant; while as far back as 1866, ac-

sording to Robert Burger's calculation, the average demand

was more tnan 1 1 tt) per head, and in Britain had reaclieo

about 42 2) The consumption, moreover, has since their

increased enormously—Great Britain having advanced to

62 lb per head, Frunce ftoii. 13 lb to 19 lb, and Germany
from 10 ft) w) lA lb Almost the same might be said of tea,

in the consumption of which Britain again siai.ds first, re-

quiring about 4 lb a head per annum; and of coffee, of which
Belgium requires the greatest overage supply, or about 9 tt

a head. And to all this must be added the multitudinout

articles of consumption from far and near that give buoh 8

cosmopolitan air even to an ordinary grocer's shop. Foi

that most universal of all clothing materials, cotlun, Europe
is almost entirely indebted to other parts of the world ; and

though it gro«» a large quantity of wool and no inconsider

able amount of silk, its demand for both far exceeds its

domestic supply. So much, however, of what it impoits ia

again exported in the form of manufactured gouus, mat it

is almost impossible to obtain a correct estimate of its true

consumption. For details on these enormous trades

the reader may consult the separate articles. The European
production of wool was reckoned in 1871 at upwards of

562.370,0001b,—England contributing 159,000,000, Franca

511,108,000, and Russia 90,760.000 to the totaL The
proiliiction of silk is about 12,000,000 lb.

SoMit) idea of the relative position of the separate

countries in the general traffic of the world may be ob-

tained fi-om ttie toUowing table of the strength of the com'
mercial murine:—

'

^
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Biitair. for its cutlery, though a great deal of attention is

devoted to tin's department by all tbo chief Continental

nations. Austria, for example, produces yearly about.

000,000 scythes, more tlian 1,000,000 Rickles, and ab(;ut

200,000 straw knives, and of the first it exports a largo

number, especially to Russia. Vienna has a great manu-

factory of fireproof safes, and ranks with Steyr, Leften,

Fcrlach, Weipert, and Prague, in tlie production of military

weapons. Prussian pens and needles are well known

throughout the continent; and still better her cannon and

needle-guns. In the manufacture of copper, brass, and lead,

the first place belongs to France and Great Britain ; and in

that of zinc to Belgium, Great Britain, and Prussia. In

bronze France is distinguished both \y tho quantity and

variety of her productions. Great Britain, France, Austria,

and Germany are tho only countrie.? iu which scientific in-

struments are made in large numbers, and with excellent

finish , in the manufacture of musical instruments the same

countries stand high, but have a greater number of competi-

tors. In watchmaking Britain, France, and Switzerland

sarry off the palm ; the Belgian clocks jre accounted excel-

lent; and the products of the Black Forest in the same de-

partment are too well known to need even a passing mention.

The ruder Ijranches of the ceramic art are almost universally

cultivated, but only a few countries furnish a larg<! export

of the finer wares. Porcelain is largely manufactured in

Bohemia, at the royal potteries of Meissen and Berlin in

Prussia, at Dresden in Saxony, at Limoges in France, at

Copenhagen in Denmark, at the imperial potteries of St

Petersburg, and at Stoke-upon-Trent and Worcester in

England. Freiburg in Breisgau supplies the markets of a

large part of the world with porcelain button knobs and

beads; aad the Thiiringerwald and Sicily are noted for their

little porcelain figures and ornaments. The manufacture

of glass is also of the widest distribution. Austria-Hungary

numbers about 300 glass-works, Germany rather more,

Britain upwards of 220, France ? 75, Italy 70, and so on.

Bohemia gives its name to a well-known claos of goods;

France takes the first place for its beads and glass-jewellery;

and Belgium is perhaps even better known for supplying the

common wants of the glazier. The polishing of precious

stones is carried to greatest perfection in France; but

Vienna, St Petersburg, London, Dublin, Berlin, and several

other great cities also rank high. Amsterdam has long

been the principal seat of the diamond trade. Bohemia

and Baden find a valuable industry in the working up of

their garnets and rock crystals; and Oberstein in Olden-

burg is remarkable as the source of nearly all those fancy

articles in agate which, under various names—Scotch

pebbles and the like—are sold throughout Europe. Eomo
is the principal seat of the production of cameos and

mosaics, and marble-cutting has attained its greatest de-

velopment.in Tuscany. It is inpossible to enter into detail

on the various industries which use wood as their raw

material; almost every country and district has its share,

and they differ not so much in the nature as the finish of

the articles which they produce. In the produce of the

turning-lathe Austria, Germany, England, and France rank

highest, and they also keep their position in the depart-

ment of wood-carving. Italy is first in straw-plaiting,

which is of prime importance in Tuscany, and next come
S-vitzerland and Belgium. Leather-making and its asso-

ciated industries are of universal distribution; the brush-

manufacture has reached its fullest development in England

;

and hair is most successfully turned to artistic account

in France.

In the great department of spinning and weaving Britain

Bianiafacile princeps. Of the cotton manufacture, especially,

it has long been the greatest centre, not only in Europe
butjn the world; but within the present generation the

industry has been rapidly developing m Germany, France,

Russia, and several other Continental countries. TLe
relative position of each is indicated by the following table

of tho number of spindles employed in tho trade:

Kngland 39,500.000
Franco 5,200.000
Gcrimny 5.100.000
Switzerland .... 2,060.000

Russia 2,000.000

Austria 1,600,000

Spain 1,400,000
Belgium.. 650,000
It.ily 500,000

'"Jates"!!"..
I

300.000

Netherlands 230,(fOO

In wool-spinning and cloth-weaving the chief dounfriea

are again Britain, Germany, France, and Belgium, and to

these succeed Austria, Italy, Russia, Sweden, and Si)aii.

As minor or domestic industries both branches have a very

wide distribution. The greatest amount of cllk is spun in

Italy and France, and the latter country holds the first

place in silk-weaving, though she has powerful competitors

in Germany, Britain, and Switzerland. Great Britain again

outstrips all her rivals in the general manufactures of flan

hemp, and jute ; in linen thread she is excelled by France,

and in the extent of its rope works by Russia. Linen

weaving is widely distributed as a domestic industry, and
is rapidly developing as a factory industry in Germany
Belgium, and the Netherlands. The state of the papej

trade may be gathered from the following statistics fbt

1874 :—
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pationA &ta developing tteir resources, and turning tlieir

Attention to industries that they liad long negl'.-cted ; and

in the older nations almost every year sees an addition to

tbo bewildering multiplicity ci{ human occupations.

While most of the several countries, as appears by
tho accompauyihg table, are on the whole fairly supplied

vith internal railway communication, and a few have
developed a nearly perfect system of primary and secon-

dary lines, much has still to be done before the general

international system will be approximately complete. Of
natural obstacles the mountains are the most formidable,

and at the head of the mountains in this respect, as in

others, stand the Alps. Between all the countries of

Borthern and central Europe regular traffic is easily main-

tained : the north of France, Belgium, Holland, and the

north of Germany are practically one as far as the great

network of railways is concerned. Between France and
southern Germany the connexion is not so close, though the

Franco-German frontier is crossed by four or five lines, and

the Swiss system, which is well developed, affords several

additiona,l routes. Between Germany and Austria there

are almost equal facilities, more especially along the borders

of Bohemia and Saxony. Eastwards and southwards in

Poland, Russia, and Austria, the meshes of the net grow

very wide, but the main threads are knotted together and

satisfy the necessities of international communication.

Such is the state of the case in the countries of central

Europe ; but if the traveller wishes to proceed by rail to

any of the three southern peninsulas, Le finds himself in a

very different position. From France he can enter Spain

only by two routes, one of which takes him round the

western end of the Pyrenees, and the other, opened in

1878, round the eastern end; at all other parts of the

frontier the mountains bid defiance to the engineer.

From Spain, where he will find thje internal system still

very incomplete, the traveller may cross the Portuguese

frontier and proceed by rail direct to Lisbon, but if he

wish to reach Oporto without visiting Lisbon he must
resign himself to the old-fashioned road. His case is better

if he turn in the direction of Italy : from France he may
glide into Italy through the tunnel of the Col de Frejus, or

as it is popularly called Mont Cenis, which was completed

in 1870 and opened in 1871; or from Bavaria he may
traverse the other extremity of the Alps by the Brennerbahn,

and reach the Lombard plain by the valley of the Adige.

By all other routes he must in the meantime accept the

service of the diligence ; but workmen have been busy since

1871 under the massif of St Gotthard, and within a few

years he may be able to pass right through from Zurich

to Bellinzoua and Milan It has also been proposed to

effect a communication between the railways of north

Italy and the line of the Rhone valley by means of a tunnel

through the Simplon ; and one German engineer at least,

Sturm, has a scheme for boring under Mont Blanc itself.

Once in Italy, the traveller can proceed as far as Otranto

^t the eastern end of the peninsula, t to Keggio at the

Western. If, instead of Italy, it be h.s desire to visit the

countries to the south of the Danube, the railway altogether

fails him. By Austrian lines he may reach Sessek on the

Save, Essek on the Drave, or Bazias on the Danube ; or if

he go round by Galicia, he may proceed south through

Bulgaria, cross the Danube at Rustchuk, and continue as

far as Varna on the Black Sea, But at no point is there

any connexion with the Turkish system, or rather fragmen-

tary beginnings of a system : the lines from Constantinople

and Aghatch which meet to the south of Adrianople, stop

short in the valley of the Maritza, and the line from Saloniki

proceeds only as far north as Uskub. In Greece there

is but one little line, from the Piraeus to Athens. By
the Russian railways the traveller can journey direct

south to Odessa, Nicolaicff, or Scbastopol on the Black Seat

to Taganrog or Rostoff on the Sea of Azoff, or evea.tfi

Vladikavkas in the Caucasus. Eastward he may advance
as far as Tsaritsin or Saratoff on the Volga, and to

Orenburg at the end of the Ural range. North-eastwards
his limits are Nizhni-Novgorod and Vologda. According
to tho plans of the Russian Government, a few years will

see tho construction of lines of communication with eastern

Siberia on the one hand and the new provinces of central

Asia on ths other. It is sufficient to mention the pro.

jected tunnel between France and England. The following
table gives the length of the railway lines in the eeverej

countries for 1860 and 1875:

—
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founded institutions for the higher education of women.

The Jews of Frankfort-on-the-Maine have established two

important schools—the Philanthropimim and the Miister-

ichule; and the city of Carlsruhe has had a superior school

for "iris since 1826. The university of Zurich has set the

example of the free admittance of women; the London

University opened its gates to them in 1877; and the

oilier universities of England and Scotland have at least

sanctioned extramural lectureships and condescended to ex-

amine if not to teach them. A women's college has been

opened at St Petersburg by Catherine Dikhova under

imperial patronage; Hungary has a similar institution; and

so the innovation is becoming familiar, and within a gene-

ration or two the condition of female education at the be-

ginning of this century bids fair to appear a semi-barbarian

state of things hardly credible at so recent a date.

To recapitulate, European education is being more widely

difiFused, is passing from the control of the clergy or the

private citizen into the hands of the state, is becoming

more secular and less sectarian, and in its higher depart-

ments shows a growing catholicity towards the more modern

aspects of thought and life.

Europe is pre-eminently the country of monotheism,

which forms the central doctrine, not only of its dominant

religion, Christianity, but also of the minor rivals Judaism

and Mahometanism. To none of these three religions has

it given birth; and, what is more remarkable, its peculiarly

Aryan population have adopted their religion from a Semitic

people. The various nations of Europe were still polytheistic

when they first entered within the historic horizon ; and this

polj'theism has left more numerous traces of its mfluence

than superficial observers might imagine. Not only have the

gods of the Greek and Koman pantheons and their ruder

rivals of the north obtained an immortality in the literature

and art of all the cultured nations of Europe, but amid

the manifold traditions and half-unconscious beliefs of the

common people there are fragments of older and baser

creeds. Much has still to be done before the amount of

such survivals can be estimated with anything like accuracy,

tut that their number is considerable has been already well

established.! j^or need it be matter of surprise when we

consider how recent the introduction of Christianity into

Europe really is, and how, to vast masses of men it came,

not as a conviction of the intellect or a captivation of the

heart, but as the infliction of a conqueror or the command
of a king ; and how, even when it was adopted through the

persuasive eloquence of genuine missionaries, it obtained, in

many cases, but a divided allegiance, and had to accept and

sanctify as best it might the rites and symbolism of the

religion which it expelled. That the English still speak of

Wednesday and Thursday, that the French have their

"Vcndredi and Mardi, the Italians their Venerdi and

Martedi, is of purely historic interest, and implies no

lingering attachment to Woden or Thor, to Venus or Mars
;

but there is no country in Christian Europe in which the

popular ideas about supernatural agency in general are not

the mongrel products of paganism and ChrLstianity.

Christianity in Europe is broken up into three main
divisions,—the Roman Catholic Church, the Greek or

Eastern Church, and the Protestant or Evangelical Church
;

and each of these has received more or less numerous
modifications and subdivisions under the influence of

different political and social environments. Roman
Catholicism not only can boast of the greatest number of

adherents, but has the greatest claim to unity, at least in
its external organization, and stands in direct contrast to

many portions of the Protestant Church, which, while
maintaining the superiority of their respective creeds, ac-

' See Tylor. PrimiUve CuUtK^t, v^i, u.

knowledge the local and temporary character of their con-

stitutions. The unity, however, has all along been more
nominal than real,—rather the beau-ideal of the administra-

tive hierarchy than the actual condition of the organization

which they control. Discordant elements have frequently

threatened a disruption; severe contests have taken place

between the spirit of centralization in Rome and the

desire for local independence in individual countries

;

and in the present century the irreconcilability of two
great parties has given rise to the so-called Old Catholics

in Germany and Switzerland, who in the latter country

at least seem likely to break up into two distinct sections.

.There are two religious communities in Europe which
occupy a special relation to the Roman Catholic Church,

the United Greeks and the United Armenians, otherwise

known as Catholics of the Greek rite and Catholics of the

Armenian rite. They both acknowledge the supremacy
of the pope, but they are permitted to retain many peco-

liarities of organization and ritual. The United Greeks
have an archbishop at Gran in Hungary, and another at

Lemberg in Galicia. The United Armenians are found in

Russia and Austria, but are still more numerous in the

Ottoman empire. A schism not unlike that of the Old
Catholics broke out amongst them in 1869. The pope by
the bull Reversuris claimed to exercise certain rights which
his predecessors had never enforced, and the Armenians
not only rebelled, but drove their patriarch Hussan into

exile because he supported the papal authority. The
small church of Utrecht, which dates from the year 1704,

retains the doctrines of the church of Rome, but emphasizes

the superiority of the councils over the pope, and has ng
connexion with the papal organization.

The Greek Church has been divided by political irf-

fluences into several independent communities, each with

its own organization, but all united by a common creed, and
the consciousness of a' common historic origin. The head

of the whole church was at one time the patriarch of

Constantinople ; but he never had the same supremacy as

the pope, and has gradually sunk to be little more than the

head of that branch which is subject to the Porte. The
Greek Church of Russia began to establish its independence

in the middle of the 13th century; till about the middle

of the 15th it sent its nominees for the office of metro-

politan of Kieff to the patriarch of Constantinople for con-

secration ; afterwards the consecration was performed by
a council of Russian bishops ; and in 1589 the metropolitan

was raised to be the ecclesiastical peer of the patriarch.

Peter the Great allowed the office to lapse, and supplied its

place by a council or synod, which still remains the central

authority in the Russian church, the emperor being re-

cognized as the supreme defender of the faith, and

practically holding the place of chief administrator. The
Austrian branch of the Greek Church is also governed by
a general synod composed of all the bishcps under the

presidency of the patriarch of Carlowitz, and three pro-

vincial synods, the Austrian proper meeting at Czernowita,

the Servian at Carlowitz, and the Roumanian at Hei-

mannstadt. After the declaration of the political inde-

pendence of Greece, it was natural that there should arise

a desire for the independence of the national church ; and

the patriarch of Constantinople was obliged to recogniza its

autonomy in 1850. A similar movement took place in Bul-

garia in 1870. Though the Greek church is dominant in

Russia, there is a very considerable number of sectarian

communities. Chief of these are the "Raskolnlks" (sepa-

ratists or non-conformists), who seek to maintain a mare

scrupulous accuracy in the ritual than the state church

enforces. Of totally different character are the heretical

sects, some of whom, as the Molokani, show great reverence
' for the lector of scripture, while others, as the Skoptsi or
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Kunucns, profess the wildest anti-STiptural doctrines, and
are carried into excesses of prac'.'ical fanaticism.

The Protestant churches of Western Europe, which have

so marvellously exemplified what naturalists call propaga-

tion by fission, may bo dootrinally divided into two great

grou;iB,—the " Lutheran," which maintain the platform of

the groat Reformer ; and the " Keformed," which have

advanced further in their divergence from Roman Catho-

licism. Poluically there are three great classes—state

churches, free churches enjoying state endowments, and

free churches which either from necessity or choice are en-

tirely independent. To the Lutheran group belong the state

churches of Sweden, Norv;ay, and Denmark, and that form

prevails also in Prussia, Hanover, and the Baltic provinces

of Rus.sia ; the "Reformed" includes the Calvinistic churches

of Holland and Scotland, and a great number of eccle-

aiastical organizations in England, Scotland, Switzerland,

Germany, and France. The established church of Eng-

land, though frequently classed with the Lutheran group,

has so many points of contact in doctrine and ritual, both

with Calvinism on the one hand and Roman Catholieism

on the other, that it may be allowed to stand by itself. In

Prussia, Baden, and a few of the smaller German states,

the two parties are associated under the title of the United

Lutheran Church, and have very close relations with the

political administration. It is impossible to do more than

mention the minor subdivisions of Moravians, Episcopalians,

Presbyterians, Methodists, Independents, Quakers, Uni-

tarians, for which the reader may consult the separate

articles, and such works as Staudlin's Kirchliche Geographic,

Wagger's K. Staiistik, DoDinger's The Church and the

Churches, and De Mestral's Tableaii de l'£glise Chretienne.

Mahometanism or Islam has comparatively few adherents

in Europe, and has moreover ceased to be aggressive. If

it still occupies in Constantinople one of the noblest of

Christian churches, it is more than six hundred years since

it surrendered in Cordova one of the noblest of its mosques.

Its adherents are mainly Turks, Tatars, and Slavonians
;

and outside of Turkey they are nowhere very numerous ex-

cept in southern Russia. Judaism, which at one time had
no small proselytizing energy, has for a long period in

Europe been nothing but the religion of the people of

Jewish descent. It is divided into two great organizations,

the so-called orthodox party representing traditionalism,

and the reformed party representing freedom of thought.

Even among the orthoJox considerable laxity of observance

is creeping in, and marriages with Christians are growing
mor^ and more frequent. Buddhism is still professed by
the Calmucks of southern Russia; and the Tcheremisses,

and several cognate tribes, and part of the Lapps, Finns, and
Samoyedes, still preserve their pagan creeds and customs.

The following table from Brachelli gives approximately
the numerical strength of the various religions:

—

Countries.
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political disintegration into an organ of political union.

Tlie worship of Christ and the service of the empire formed

two powerful bonds of association between the members of

discordant races, and even proved strong enough to break up
several tribes into two sections,—one of which was Christian

and imperial, and the other pagan and barbarian. But even

in the reign of Constantine the frontiers were with difficulty

maintained: he had himself to resume the contest more
than once with several powerful Germanic peoples. Before

long, the whole of the outer world to the north-east was in

motion. The Visigoths, or West Goths, were pressing on

the lower Danube; behind them, in the countries of the Bug
and Dnieper, lay the East Goths; and further east were the

warlike, horse-loving Alans in the country of the Don and
the Volga. Other German tribes or confederations—Franks,

Saxons, Alemanni, Longobards—had settled or were

settling along the upper Danube and the Rhine, and had
crossed or were crossing into Roman territory. Far to the

east, over the country now known as Russia, the Scythians

and Sarmatians ^ere nomadizing ; and in the outskirts, along

the Ural, we can dimly distinguish the Magyars, the Avars,

the Petchenegs, and other tribes that were afterwards to

force their way westward. In the reign of Valens a new
impetus was given to the barbarian hordes. The Huns, a
,wild nomadic people, suddenly appeared on the lower Don,
subjugated the Alans and the East Goths, and drove the

defeated West Goths across the Roman frontiers. As a
Christian people the fugitives obtained permission to settle

on the south of the Danube; but the treatment they received

from the Roman officials drove them to rebellion ; they
defeated Valens in the great battle of Adrianople, and
tlireatened to invade Italy itself ; and it was not till the

reign of Theodosius that they were persuaded by import-

ant concessions to take peaceful possession of lands in

Moesia, Dacia, and Thracia.

Hitherto the empire had, in spite of all the confusion of

rival emperors and intrusive tribes, maintained atheoretical

unity ; in 395 A.D. a division was effected which practically

proved definitive. Arcadius, the eldest son of Theodosius,
became emperor of the East, with his capital at Constanti-

nople ; and Honorius his brother became emperor of the

West, with his capital not at Rome but at Ravenna. Had
the Roman territory been confined to Europe the division

would have been extremely unequal, as Arcadius only re-

ceived the country to the south of the Danube and east of

the Drinus, or, in other words, little more than European
Turkey and Greece ; like the sultan's, his possessions were
mainly in Asia and Africa.'

Instead of tracing the gradual disintegration of the
Western empire, with its monotonous detail of invasions,

joncessions, repulses, &c., it will be well to pass down to

*he 6th century, and see what has been effected in the in-

terval We now find the German race almost everywhere
in the ascendant. England is in the hands of the English

;

the kingdom of the Franks extends from Brittany to

Thuringia ; the West Goths are dominant in the greater

part of Spain and nearly all the country to the south of the
Loire ; the Suevi are in possession of the remainder of

Spain ; the Burgundians occupy a compact teivitory, which
includes, besides the basin of the Rhone and Saone, parts
of the contiguous basins of the Rhine, the Seine, and the
Loire ; and the East Goths, under the sanction of the em-
peror of the East, hold sway in the r#st of western Europe,
from Provence to the Danube and from the Alps to the
Sicilian Strait. Outside of the old frontier the Gepida
(also German) have established a kingdom in the country
to the north of the Danube ; on the north-west they are
conterminous with the Lombards ; the Thuringians are
established to the west of the Bohmerwald; the Saxons
lie between the Jleuse and the Oder; the Danes are in

possession of Denmark, and the other Scandinavian peo^M
hold the country from which they derive their name;

It would seem as if Europe were in a fair way to become

a German confederation, or, it might be, a German
empire. But all over the old Latin area the German*
are ceasing to be Germans ; and beyond that area, both in

Europe and Asia, there are other peoples destined to play

a part in the settlement of the West. The Bulgarians, a

Mongolian tribe, have reached the country between the

Dnieper and the mouth of the Danube ; the Czechs or

Bohemians, already occupy the country which now bears

their name ; the Croats are to the north of the Lombards

;

and other Slavonic tribes have pushed south to the coast

of the Adriatic.

If we again pass down tor about two centuries, the vrhde

scene is changed. The West Goths and East Goths have

almost disappeared,—the former only living on in the little

kingdom of Asturia in the north of Spain ; to the south of

the Ebro and the Douro the country is in the hands of

Arabs, or Moors, who first crossed the Strait of Gibraltar

in 711 ; the king of the Franks is that Charles the Great,

or Charlemagne, who is the mightiest monarch Europe has

seen since Constantine, and he has not only extended his

kingdom on all sides, but he has been .chosen emperor of

the West, and his authority is acknowledged from the Ebio
to the Elbe, and from the North Sea to the Tiber. A new
political power has arisen in the pope, or bishop of Rome,',

whose spiritual supremacy is beginning to be widely recog-

nized. The Eastern or Byzantine empire is more and more

exposed to the intrusion of Slavom'ans : they have under the

name of Servians established a considerable kingdom be-

tween the Adriatic and the middle Danube, and, mingled

with other races like the Bulgarians and the Avars, they

occupy a large region to the north of the Danube. In the

country to the north of the Black Sea, as far east as the

Volga, has grown up a great kingdom called the kingdom

of the Khazars, with its capital at Balangiar or Astrakhan

;

the people is mainly of Ugrian stock, but it has accepted

the Jewish religion, and, allowing complete religious tolera-

tion, is mingled with representatives of many nationalities;

politically it continues important for centuries as a bulwark

against the advance of the Slavonic tribes from the north.

Of all these states from the Atlantic to the Volga the one

that showed most powerfully at the time, and which has

lived most prominently in historic record, is undoubtedly

the empire of Charles the Great ; but of all it was the first

to perish: even the nucleus of his kingdom was divided

into two—that of the West Franks and that of the East

Franks.

By the end of the 10th century the map again presents

great modifications. The Mahometans are still in possession

of a great part of Spain, and the northern region has been

broken up into several independent states—the kingdom

of Leon, the little kingdom of Pampeluna, and the count-

ship of Castile or Burgos. The western Franks now form

the kingdom of France with its capital at Paris, and since

987 have been ruled by the dynasty of Capet, which wiD

continue to modern times. The duchies of Gascony,

Aquitaine, Burgundy, and Normandy, and the countships

of Flanders, Champagne, and Toulouse, have been gather-

ing strength, and. will maintain for centuries a certdn

amount of independence. Germany has recently become

the representative of the Roman empire through the corona-

tion of Otto the Great of Saxony ; and Otto III is forming

plans for the increase of the imperial power. His authority

is recognized by the dukes, not only of Lorraine, Alemannia,

Bohemia, and Carinthia, but by those of Spoleto, Eenevento,

and Salerno, as well as by the minor potentates of Italy,

with a few exceptions in the far south. The duchy of

Poland and the kingdom of Hungary are less formally end
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eteadily subordinate. Between Germany and France lies

iiiB kingdom of Burgundy or Aries, which must not be con-

feunded with the duchy of Burgundy, and whose limits

«£tond from Basel to Provence, including all tlie lower basin

of the Rhone. In the Balkan peninsula the Servian prin-

cipality maintains its independence, and the Bulgarians

have extended their power from the Danube southwards to

ThermopylsB. Among the peoples to the east the Russians

are already the most powerful ; and the great empire of

Ihe Khazars has disappeared.

During the next five centuries Europe was full of hurry to

and fro, of petty strivings and plunderings, of great wars

and invasions, of crusades and conquests. At one time it

appeared as if the Scandinavian peoples were to take posses-

sion of England, and at another as if the English were to

become masters of France; the French attempted the an-

nexation of Italy; the most powerful of the Italian com-
-nonwealtlis extended its authority over the islands and
nainland of Greece ; all Europe sent forth its armies for

the recovery of the sacred sepulchre; and all Europe was

£"a alarm at the advance of the Ottoman power. Amidst
11 the confusion and conflict, the modern nations were

slowly taking shape under the influence of a rapidly

developing feudalism, and by the time we reach the 16th

century we can speak of France and Germany, of Spain

and Portugal, of Poland, Russia, and Turkey, with some-

thing of the same meaning in the words as they possessed

Jill the Great Revolution.

In the second dedade of the 16th century the house of

fiapsburg, in the person of Charles V., attained an unpre-

cedented preponderance. Through the action of the laws of

inheritance he acquired the Netherlands, the Spanish
monarchy with the kingdom of Naples, and the Austrian

states of his paternal grandfather; and in 1519 be was
elected to the imperial throne. On his abdication he left

the German states to his brother Ferdinand, and the rest of

his possessions to his son Philip. Between the various

countries thus absurdly united with the Spanish crown
there was no kind of cohesion, and even in a period of re-

pose the association could hardly have been expected to last.

The 16th century was anything but a period of repose.

The extent of the new monarchy raised the rivalry of

^gland and France ; the Turkish power was dangerously

^gressive in the east ; and religious discord added a new
and potent element of disintegration. War followed war

fn rapid succession; and many of the most flourishing

barts of the continent were laid waste with a desolatioii.

which centuries of peace but partially eff'aced.

It was not tUl 1648 that the treaty of Westphalia gave

the greater part of the continent another period of repose.

Xhe contest of which it was the immediate termination left

Sweden the most powerful of the Scandinavian states.

With important acquisitions from Denmark and Norway,
from Germany, Russia, and Poland. The Protestant

Netherlands and Switzerland were now formally recognized

Bs independent. In Germany the house of Hapsburg was
ho longer in a position of undisputed supremacy ; the

houses of Hohenzollern, Saxony, and Wittelsbach had all

gained in importance ; and, instead of a powerful kingdom,
there was nothing but a " lax confederation of states." The
tnthority of Spain was still acknowledged in Naples and
Scily, in Milan and Sardinia, as well as in the Catholic

portion of the Netherlands. Venice was the principal

oative power in the north of Italy, and a large part of the

central region was in the hands of the church. France had
increased her territory by the acquisition of Alsace, and
was the most formidable military state in the continent.

The three kingdoms of the English crown had for some
time been united under a common dynasty. Russia was
recovering^ her position; Poland was already beginning to

decline ; the Turkish power was losing ground before the

Germans ajid Hungarian.s, and, as a natural consequence,

the Hungarian kingdom was gathering strength.

The rest of the 17th century was mainly remarkable lor

the series of wars with which the name of Louis XIV. of

France is more immediately associated. They produced

in the long run comparatively small alterations in the

partitioning of territory, as the treaty of Ryswick was in

the main an instrument of restoration. Of much greater

efl'ect was the death of Charles II. of Spain in 1700, followed

as it was by the war of the Spanish succession, in which

all the principal states were more or less embroiled. At.

the close of the contest the Bourbons of France got pos-

session of Spain, Sicily, and Parma; the Austrian branch

of the house of Hapsburg obtained the Spanish Netherlands,

Naples, Sicily, and Milan; the Prussian, kingdom of the

HohenzoUerns was formally recognized and its territory

increased ; the duke of Savoy became' king of Sardinia

;

and England secured the occupation of Gibraltar and

Minorca. The principal efl'ect of the wonderful campaigns

of Charles XII. of Sweden was to leave his country in a

condition so exhausted that, at the peace of 1720-1, it had

to give up a great part of what it had acquired during the

17th century. A totally different result attended the

equally daring but more politic enterprises of Frederick

the Great, who greatly increased his territory and secured

for his kingdom a brilliant future in Europe. About the

same time, under Peter the Great, Russia was making con-

quests both in south and north, and was preparing to

take her place side by side with the western powers.

In the latter half of the 18th century, or, more precisely,

about the year 1785, the political map presented the follow-

ing divisions. The German empire under Joseph IL
extended over an area of about 255,120 square miles, had

a population of upwards of 26,000,000, and consisted of

no fewer than 289 states, of which 61 were free cities.

The portion of the Austrian possessions which was not

included in the empire had an area of 152,000 square mUes,

and a population of 9,250,000 ; and the corresponding

portion of Prussia had an area of 29,764 square miles, and

a population of 1,500,000. To France, at that time under

Louis XVI., belonged no less than 201,970 square miles,

and a population of 26,000,000. The inhabitants of Great

Britain and Ireland numbered no more than 12,000,000;

and Spain, with her area of 195,600 square miles, had only

about 10,500,000. Italy was broken up among eleven

states, and her total population was estimated at 16,250,000.

The kingdom of the Two Sicilies included the island of

Sicily and all the southern portion of the peninsula as far

north as Terracina in the west and Ascoli in the east ; to

the north lay the. States of the Church, extending in the

east to the mouth of the Po, and in the west to the borders

of Tuscany ; Tuscany in its turn was conterminous with

the territory of Lucca and the duchy of Modena ; to the

west of Modena lay the territory of Genoa and the duchy

of Parma ; the ducby of Milan stretched along the northern

half of the valley of the Po from Lucamo to Mirandola;

the kingdom of Sardiniaincluded Savoy and all the country

westwards to the frontiers of Switzerland and France
;

and the republic of Venice stretched its authority from

Lucca in the west to Aquileia in the east, as well as along

the Dalmatian coast to the neighbourhood of the Narenta,

The republic of the united Netherlands had 7290 square

miles of territory, and 2,250,000 of a population. Norway

was politically united with Denmark; and the king oi

Denmark, Christian VII., consequently held sway over au

area oLl 65,830 square miles, and a population of 2,350,000

The Swedish territory was about 233,860 square miles, bul

the population was only 3,000,000. Switzerland occupied

14,880, with 1.750,000 inhabitants. The republic-oj
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Poland, in spite of the partition of 1772, by wbich it lost

C600 square miles, still possessed a territory of upwards

of 223,000 square miles, and a population of about

1 4,000,000. Russia held 1,593,300 square miles, and

Turkey about 215,000; and their respective populations

amounted to 25,000,000 and 15,000,000.1

In 1789 the great French Revolution had fairly com-

menced, and for the next quarter of a century the history

of Europe is little more than a history of France and her

friends, and France and lier foes. Never since the invasions

of the Germanic nations had there been such a complete

overturning of all existing political arrangements as was

efifected by the daring despotism of Napoleon. In 1812

the French empire included, not only France, Belgium,

Holland, and Luxembourg, but also the whole country to

the left of the Rhine, the mainland of Sardinia, part of

Modena, Tuscany, and Rome, Geneva, Neufchatel, and

Valais—a total area of no less than 339,000 square miles,

with an aggregate population of 42,366,000. The 35 states

of the confederation of the Rhine, iiicluding the kingdoms

of Westphalia, Saxony, Bavaria, Wiirtemberg, the grand

duchies of Frankfort, Berg, Baden, Hesse, and Wurzburg,

were under the protection of Napoleon ; a similar position

was held by the kingdoms of Italy and Naples, by Illyria

and the giand duchy of Warsaw; and French influence was

paramount in Switzerland, Prussia, Austria, and Denmark.
England and Russia were the only truly independent states

of real political importance; Spaiu and Portugal were fight-

ing for their existence; and Sweden on the one hand, and

Turkey on the other, were practically outside of Europe.

At the great monarchical congress of Vienna, an attempt

was made to restore nearly everything that the Revolution

had undone. Austria recovered East Galicia from Russia,

and Tyrol and Salzburg from Bavaria: and in compen-
sation for Belgium, &c., she obtained the Lombardo-
Venetian kingdom of Italy, as well as Dalmatia and Parma.

A kingdom of the Netherlands was constructed out of

Belgium, Holland, and the German duchy of Luxembourg.
The kingdom of Sardinia was restored to Victor Emmanuel
and strengthened by the addition of Genoa ; and Modena
and Tuscany were assigned the one to Duke Francis

IV. and the other to Ferdinand the brother of the

Austrian emperor. Naples and Sicily, as the kingdom
of the Two Sicilies, were given back to the former king

Ferdinand; Spain and Portugal to Ferdinand VIL and
the house of Braganza respectively. Russia incorporated

Finland, Bessarabia, part of Moldavia, &c. ; the kingdom
of Poland was governed under Russian suzerainty by
a vice-king, with a free constitution; Cracow was declared

a free state under the protection of Austria, Russia, and
Prussia. Switzerland was allowed to retain ita federa-

tive system, and its neutrality was guaranteed. Prussia not

only got what she had lost lay the peace of Tilsit, but re-

ceived a part of Poland, including Dantzic and Posen, the

half of the kingdom of Saxony, and' a flourishing territory

on the middle and lower Rhine ; Bavaria obtained the

Palatinate of the Rhine; and Hanover, augmented by East
Frisia, was made a kingdom. The restoration of a German
empire being rendered impracticable by the particularist

tendencies of several of the larger states, a German con-

federation, or Deutsches Bund, was substituted, under the
presidency of Francis of Austria and his successors. The
diet of this confederation had its seat at Frankfort-on-the-
Maine, and consisted of the representatives of no fewer than
38 sovereign states, which, besides the German dominion of

Austria, included the five kingdoms of Prussia, Bavaria,
Hanover, Saxony, and Wiirtemberg, the electoral principality

of Hesse-Cassel, seven grand-duchies, nine duchies, ten prin-

' Seo Kolb, Handbuch der Stalislik.

cipalities, the landgravate of Hcsse-Homburg, and the four

free cities, Fr.iukfort, Hamburg, Bremen, and Liibcck.

England obtained possession of Malta in the Mediterranean

and of Heligoland off the Danish coast; and the Ionian

islands were placed under an English protectorate.

And now a new glacial period of absolutism threatened

to invade Europe. Alexander of Russia, Frederick

William of Prussia, and Francis of Austria united in a Holy
Alliance, which, based, perhaps honestly enough, on the

noblest humanitarian professions, proved practically an
association for the strict preservation of the royal prero-

gative against the encroachments of the people. The pro-

mise of constitutional government made by many of th&

sovereigns to their subjects was forgotten or ignored, and
even when a constitution was granted it was not unfre-

quently another form of despotic machinery. The Bour-

bons bourbonized in France and Spain, and the policy of

Metternich was dominant in Austria and Italy. The pope
did his best to restore the supremacy of the clergy by con-

cordats with the several states of Catholic Europe ; the

Jesuits were re-established, and soon recovered a large

part of their influence ; and even the Knights of St John
were called back to a futile existence.

But the principles of the Revolution were not dead ; they

only slumbered, and before long they gave signs of awaking.
Neither the political distribution of the European territory

established by the Congress of Vienna, nor the political

doctrines which mainly conditioned the distribution, were

destined to endure. The July revolution in France (1830),
which drove out Charles X. and introduced the constitutional

government of Louis Philippe, was a signal of change. In
the same year the independence of Greece was permanently
secured, after the treaty of Adrianople had closed the Russo-
Turkish war ; and the separation of Belgium from Holland
was recognized by the five great powers in the London con-

ference. A great struggle for national existence burst out

in Poland—only, however, to end in its complete incorpora-

tion with Russia. By 1848 constitutionalism had made no
small progress ; Russia, Austria, and Prussia were, indeed,

a-s absolutist as ever, but, besides England, France, and
Switzerland, Spain and Portugal, Holland and Belgium,

Norway and Sweden, Denmark, Greece, and the greater

number of the minor German states had all attained a cer-

tain amount of political freedom. In Germany, Duke
Charles Augustus of Saxe-Weimar had given his subjects

a constitution as early as 1816; Nassau, Bavaria, and
Baden followed the example in 1818 ; and after violent dis-

turbances the people of Wiirtemberg secured the same privi-

leges. If the July revolution of 1830 had been potent, much
more potent was the more radical revolution of february
1848. The storm swept over the Continent, and when it

had ceased th e political aspect ofEurope had changed. By the

dreadful " Days of March," the king of Prussia, Frederick
William IV., was forced to become a " constitutional

king," and a national assembly was soon after institnted-

In Austria, Metternich had to flee for his life, and Ferdinand
was constrained to submit to the demands of the Liberals.

In Italy, Rome expelled the pope and declared itself a re-

public ; Sicily expelled the Eourbons and chose the duke
of Genoa as their king; and the northern states rose

against Austrian domination. A reaction, however, soon
again set in. France passed from a republican to a strongly

monarchical government ; the Prussian king cancelled his

constitution and issued another in its stead ; Austria wae
successful in putting clown the Hungarian and Bohemian
patriots and inflicting a terrible revenge ; and Italy saw the
defeat of the army of Charles Albert, and had to submit
again to Austrian despotism in Lombardy, papal despotism
in Rome, and Bourbon despotism in Sicily and Naples.
The hope of a real German unity based on constitutional
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principles, wliich had been raised by the great Frankfort

parliament, died away ; Austria was still in*the ascendant,

and under her countenance and support all liberal move-

ments were violently puppressed in the south Gorman states.

The first great disturbance of the sullen and sultry peace

'Which settled down over Europe was occasioned by the

claim ofRussia to the protectorate of the Greek Christians

in the Turkish empire, and her invasion of the Danubian

principalities. England and France determined to maintain

the integrity of Turkey, and the Crimean war was the re-

sult By the treaty of Paris, which closed the contest

(March 1856), Russia ceded a smalt piece of territory to the

north of the Danube, the navigation of the river was de-

clared free, Moldavia and Wallachia were increased by the

addition of the Russian surrender and placed along with

fiervia under the protection of the contracting powers, and

the neutrality of the Black Sea was established. The real

power of Turkey was hardly increased; and in 1859 she

had to utter useless protests against the principalities of

Wallachia and Moldavia, which united into one under the

name of Roumania, and chose Alexander Cusa, a Moldavian

nobleman, as their chief. The Italian kingdom of Sardinia,

which had joined in the Crimean war as an ally of England
and France, was soon to play a much more brilliant part in

Europe. With the powerful assistance of France it drove

Austria out of Lombardy, and practically secured the leader-

ship among the states of Italy. In 18G0 the first Italian

parliament contained representatives, not only of Sardinia

and Lombardy, but also of Tuscany, Modena, Parma, and
the Roman Legations, all these states having voted by
general suffrage to cast in their lot with Sardinia. The
same year saw the marvellous campaigns of Garibaldi

;

and on the 17th March 1861 Victor Emmanuel was recog-

nized as king of Italy by all the Italian states except

Austrian Venetia and the city of Rome. In 1864 another

important alteration of political boundaries was effected in

the north. The provinces of Schleswig-Holstein, occupied

by a partly Danish and partly German population, were
conquered by the united forces of the German confederation.

Before long it was evident that Prussia meant to appro-

priate them to herself as of great service to the development

of hor marine. By the Gastein convention of 1865 it was
arranged that the government of Schleswig should fall to

Prussia and that of Holstein to Austria, while Lauenburg
was yielded to Prussia for 2 J millions of Danish rixdoUars.

This treaty, however, proved only a very temporary settle-

ment,—the real question at issue being whether Prussia or

Austria was to be the dominant power in Germany. The
diet, which, according to the treaty of Vienna, ought to hw»e
be&n arbiter between them, was too weak to give effect to

any decision : it sided with Austria, and mobilized its army
by the decree of 14th July. By 3d July 1866 the fate of

Germany was decided by the battle of Koniggriitz or

Sadowa, and on the 23d of August the treaty of Prague
was signed. The Austrians ceded the Venetian territory

to the Italians (who had naturally seized the opportunity of

the war), gave up their claim to Schleswig-Holstein, and pro-

mised to recognize the German confederation and any terri-

torial changes effected within its limits. In 1866-67 the

confederation was constituted, under the direction of Prussia,

to include all the German states to the north of the Maine;

they were to have one common federal legislation and a

federal army, while in everything Prussia was to have the

pre-eminence. The duchy of Luxembourg in the same
years threatened to involve Europe in a new war, as Prussia

refused to permit its transfer by the king of Holland to the

French emperor ; but peace was secured by a conference

of the great powers in London (May 1867), who guaranteed

the neutrality of the territory and secured the dismantling

of its fortresses.

Another step in the unification of Germany was taken iu

1868 by the reconstruction of the Zollv«rein or customs
union. Meanwhile Austria had been turning herattcntioa

to her domestic difliculties, and had settled the most im-

portant by the recognition of the autonomy of Hungary,
which was henceforth to be associated with Austria proper

on equal terms. In June 1867 Francis Joseph and his con-

sort were formally crowned at Pesth as king and queen of

Hungary. The year 1870 saw the completion of Italian

unity by the occupation and annexation of the city of Rome,
and, what was of still greater consequence to Europe at large,

the rise of a dispute between France and Prussia about tho

succession to the throne of Spain. The matter was of little

real moment to either, but the French Government was
eager for the fray, and Prussia was not slow to take up the

gage. If the strength of the two combatants be considered,

the terrible conflict was soon over. The German troops,

who had crossed the frontier in August 1 870, entered Paris

in March 1871 ; the preliminary peace had been signed at

Versailles in February ; and the final peace was concluded

10th May. Prussia's position in Germany and Europe was
established, and her king had been recognized as emperor
of the German confederation on 18th June, in the palace

of Versailles. Europe again enjoyed peace for a few years

;

but in 1877 Russia declared war against Turkey, ostensibly as

protector of the Christian populations who were suffering

from the anarchy of her government. In Europe and
Armenia the conflict continued with growing success on the

part of the Russians till the preliminary peace of Sau Stefano.

The alterations demanded by Russia were of the iPi)st sweep-

ing kind, and would practically have removed Turkey from

the rank of a European power, aa the territory to be left

under her control was both of small extent and discon-

tinuous.' The conclusion of the treaty on such conditions

was strongly opposed by the British Government, and for a

time it almost appeared as if Europe were to be involved

in a far more terrible war than that which had come to a

close. After much political finessing it was at length

decided that the matter in dispute should be submitted to

an international congress, and the plenipotentiaries of the

various powers accordingly met at Berlin ou Thursday, 13th

June 1878.

Such in the most meagre outline are the principal changes

in the political distribution of the territory of Europe. A
clearer idea of the rise of the several powers of the present

time may be obtained from the following equally rapid

survey.

Great Britain began in the little Saxon kingdom of

Wessex, which, according to the usual account, dates from

Cerdic's settlement in-519 A.D., and by 880 had extended

its authority as far north as the Forth and Clyde. The
remoter portions of this territory afterwards gravitated now
to England and now to Scotland, till at last the boundaries

between the two kingdoms became what they still remain.

Wales was subjugated by Edward I. in 1282; and the

conquest of Ireland, begun in 1169 under Henry IL, was

completed by 1610. The English and Scottish crowns

were united on the accession of James of Scotland to the

English throne in 1603, and the two countries became

politically one by the Act of Union in 1707, The repre-

sentation of Ireland in the English parliament dates only

from 1801,

France practically had its commencement when Hugh
Capet united the duchy of Francia with the minor territories

stiU left in the hands of the petty Carolingian kings, and

established the capital at Paris, Its subsequent growth

was very ^adual, a^d the successive additions were obtained

partly bj conquest, partly by purchase, and partly by

matrimonial alliances. Philip L bought the duchy of Berri;

Philip Augustus secured possession of Anjou, Maine,
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r"uraine, and Poitou, and of Normandy, Vermandois,

Alengou, Auvergne, andEvreux; St Louis obliged the count

of Toulouse not only to give up part of his territory, but also

to recognize the reversionary rights of the crown j Philip

IV. added the countsbip of Lyonnais, and John incorporated

Champagne and Brio. With the accession of the house of

Valois the duchy of that name naturally became part of

the royal domain, and shortly afterwards Dauphin^ was

obtained from the childless Hubert IL The long English

wars interrupted the advance and dismembered the king-

dom, and it vpas not till 1450 that the king of France was

Bgain in possession of his full inheritance. In 1477 the

great duchy of Burgundy was incorporated with the crown;

Provence, the Boulonnais, and Picardy wera all acquired in

1481 ; and in 1488 the death of the last duke of Brittany

paved the way for the incorporation of his duchy. Henry

IV. brought part of Navarre, Beam, and Foix; Louis

XIIL united Artois with the crown; and Louis XIV.
secured not only the greater part of Alsace, but also French

t'landers, and Franche Comt6. Corsica, which had been

conquered from Genoa in 1768, and Avignon and the

Venaissin, whicU had been held by the popes, were incor-

porated in 1791.

Austria was originally a mark established by Charles the

Great for the defence of Bavaria against .the Avars. It

was made a duchy by Frederick Barbarossa in 1156, and in

1192 was increased by the addition of Styria. The acqui-

Bition of Carinthia, Tyrol, and Trieste took place in the

14th century; and in 1453 the duchy was made an arch-

duchy by the emperor Frederick. Dalmatia was gained by
the treaty of Cambray in 1508; Hungary, Bohemia, and
Silesia, by the marriage of the archduke Ferdinand, the

brother of Charles V., with the Hungarian princess in

1526 ; Galicia and Lodomeria at the partition of Poland in

1772; and Bukovina from Turkey in 1778,

The present German empire datei, as Las been seen,

only from 1872. Prussia, conquered from the pagan

Slavonians by the Teutonic knights of the 13th century,

was in 1525 granted by the Polish king Sigismund I. as an

hereditary duchy to Albert of Brandenberg, and in 1611

became independent of the Polish crown. In 1701 Duke
Frederick was permitted by the emperor to assume the

title of king of Prussia; and under his grandson Frederick

the Great the territory of the new kingdom was increased

by Silesia and large parts of Poland. In 1866 Hanover,

Hesse-Cassel, Nassau, and Frankfort were annexed.

The battle of Morgarten in 1315 secured the inde-

pendence of the Forest Cantons of Switzerland ; and in

1352 the first real confederation was formed by Schwyz,

Uri, Unterwalden, Lucerne, Zurich, Glarus, Zug, and Bern.

Aargau or Argovia and Thurgau or Thurgovia were annexed

in 1415, and Ticino or Tessin in 1418. Soleure or

Solothurnand Freiburg or Fribourg joined the confederacy

in 1481, Basel and Schaffhausen in 1501, and Appenzell

ia 1513; St Gall, Geneva, Neufchatel or Neuenburg,

Valais or Wallis, and the Grisons or Graubiinden shortly

afterwards became associated states; and in 1536 Vaud or

Waadt was conquered from the dukes of Savoy.

The kingdom of Spain was formed by the union of

Castile and Aragon in 1479. Castile had become a king-

dom in 1033, and had successively incorporated Toledo,

Leon, and Galicia; and Aragon, which represented the

older kingdom of Sobrarve, had gradually got possession

of Catalonia and the countship of Barcelona, Valencia,

Majorca, Minorca, and Iviga. The conquest of Granada in

1492 and of Navarre in 1512 completed the territorial

extension. Portugal, which has more than onr 3 been in-

corporated with Spain, was erected into a kingdo)a in 1139.

The beginnings of the Russian empire are usually traced

(o a body of Scandinavian adventurers in the 9th century,

but the real commencement of the present monarchy is th^
gran'1 duchy of Moscow, which, in the 14th century, undei
Ivan Kalita, began to bo paramount among the various

Russian principalities. During the next 200 years theea

were gradually subdued, the last and greatest of all,

Novgorod, being incorporated in 1478! In 1654 the chief

of the Zaporogian Cossacks recognized the Russian Bupre-

macy, and Smolensk and part of White Russia were
annexed. In 1721 Livonia, Esthonia, Ingcrmanland, and
part of Finland were ceded by Sweden ; in J742 another

part of Finland was added ; in 1772 the northern and
eastern portions of White Russia, and in 1774 Azoff,

Kertch, Yenikale, and Kinburn. The whole of the Crimea
was incorporated in 1783, and ten years after, Volhynia,

Podolia, and the government of llinsk. The year 1795y

saw the annexation of Lithuania, Courland, and Samogitia,'

and the first decade of the 19th century the succcHsive

incorporation of Georgia, Mingrelia, and the remainder of

Finland. Imeritia was added in 1810, Bessarabia in 1812,

and the duchy of Warsaw in 1815; and the conquest of

the Caucasian region was completed in 1859-1864.

The Scandinavian kingdoms date from the 8th and 9th

centuries ; and their territory has been at various periods

very differently distributed among themselves. An amal-

gamation was effected by the union of Calmar in 1397,

and lasted till 1524. The present union of Norway and
Sweden dates from the treaty of Kiel i.i 1814.

To no man, however vast his experience and varied hit, Giwr/

sympathies, is it granted to form even an approximate V^"'

.

estimate of all the multitudinous forces that are at work.
*"*'*

within the limits of a single country, and still less is it pos-

sible to form such an estimate if the field of observation

include the heterogeneous activities of such an area as

Europe. The local current is apt to be taken for the gene-

ral, and the recoil of the wave for the retreat of the tide.

Still there are movements and tendencies which force them-

selves on the notice of even the superficial observer, about

whose present potency there can be no question, whatever

antagonistic tendencies may be secretly gathering strength

below the surface or in the remoter parts of the area. Of
several of these mention more or less distinct has already

been made, but it may be well to attempt a more systematic

survey.

We have seen that nationalism is powerfully at work ; Natic*

the tendency to give practical application in the political alisa.

domain to the principle familiarily expressed in the phrase

qui se ressemble s'assemble, birds of a feather flock together.

The so-called nations of Europe are still in painful process

of formation,—some in one stage and some in another, but

all without exception very imperfectly organized. As a

mere vocable the word nation is old enough, but the

thought which it now vaguely expresses is a thought that

men are but beginning to think. Europe has had its

tribes and its kingdoms, its village-communities, its cities,

its Ach»an leagues, its Hanseatic confederations, its re-

publics, its empires ; it is only developing its nations. Hence

in part the difficulty of attaining a satisfactory definition

of nationality ; and hence the endless collisions and con-

fusions that arise in the practical application of the

principle. If all people of the same blood spoke the same

language, held the same religion, and occupied continuous

territory, the whole question would be solved. But, aa

has been seen, this is as far as possible from being the case

in Europe ; .and neither blood, nor language, nor religion,

nor continuity of territory can be accepted as master of the

practical arrangement. The principle of nationalism has

consequently to work by compromise. It sometimes

appears as a restorative and conservative, sometimes as an

innovating and creative force; and any attempt to insist that

it shall be exclusively this or that is certain to be abortive.
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Here it is oa the side of the weak and oppressed, ana seems
humane and benign ; there on the side of the strong and
despotic, and seems stern and cruel. In spite of all

diflSculties and opposition it is making rapid progress, and
is likely to be a powerful factor in Europe for generations

to come,— building uf> political unities, rehabilitating de-

cadent languages, and calling new literatures into life.

Greece and Italy, Belgium and Bohemia, Hungary and
Roumania, are testimonies of its power in the past decades

of the century : who will say what it will have accom-
plished before the century is done t

As a natural complement of nationalism wo have interna-

tionalism, which in certain aspects may be regarded as a

stage in the progress to cosmopolitanism. Just in propor-

tion as the various nations develop and recognize their

national individuality they become conscious of their true

relations to each other, and find the necessity of regulating

their mutual intercourse and common activity ; isolation is

impossible. Reciprocity must increase with the capacities

and desires of each : there are many things- which can be

attained only by concerted action or division of labour;

The tendency of internationalism is displayed in the purely

political domain by the growth of international law, and
the gradual endeavours after a system by which interna-

tional disputes may be settled by arbitration and discussion

rather than by armaments and devastation. That it will

end before long in something like a' confederation of

European states the optimist believes and the philanthropist

hopes. Every European congress familiarizes the idea and
establishes the habit. In the social domain the tendency

is equally potent. Facilities of travel and accumulation of

wealth are annually leading a greater proportion of the

citizens of one country to make personal acquaintance with

the citizens of another. Ignorance and bigotry are natur-

ally lessened, though there are indeed an ignorance and a

bigotry which return from abroad only more ignorant and
» bigoted than before. It needs no special insight to recognize

the importance to the great progress of the world of such

an innovation as the railway ; but it would require more
than human grasp of intellect to estimate the enormous

extent and complexity of its influence. It is the one touch

of art which will make the whole world kin. As a mighty
upheaval lifts an archipelago of islands into a continent, so

is this one power heaving Europe into 'unity. The move-

ment is perhaps most noticeable in matters of little intrinsic

importance as in the gradual dying out of national and
provincial costumes before the invasions of Parisian taste :

but to the philanthropist nothing can be uninteresting

that either indicates or accelerates the advance. In
literature and art we have a stUl more important de-

velopment of internationalism; for it was in this domain
that it first made itself powerfully felt. Though Spain,

France, England, Germany, and Holland have each given

birth to distinct schools of painting, the influence of

Italy has been paramount from the beginning ; and though

the literatures of the several countries are distinguished

from each other by much that is characteristically local

and national, they have all been based more or less directly

on the classical work of Greece and Rome, and undergone
continual modifications from their mutual interaction. It

is hard to conceive what would have been the progress of

English literature apart from the influence of Dante and
Boccaccio, or, in later times, the progress of French litera-

ture if Voltaire and his contemporaries had received no
inspiration from this side the ChanneL To write the history

of any literature is impossible if no account is taken of its

foreign indebtedness. This mutual interaction is rapidly

increasing, and in spite of the recent additions to the

cumber of distinct literary areas, it Ls imprinting more and
moie of a common character on the whole. The novels of

a Scott or the poems of a Byron sweep over the Continent,

and come back in manifold reverberations from Germany
and France, from Sweden and Spain. If the phrase the

repul)lic of letters is appropriate, still more appropriate is

the republic of science ; if literature is becoming interna-

tional, science is international However bitter the jealousies

that may separate France and Germany, the French
savant watches aagerly for the work of his German
compeer, and the German cannot afford to disdain the con-

tributions of the Frenchman. International congresses of

the representatives of particular departments of research aio

becoming mere matters of course ; a meteorological congress

met at Vienna in 1868, a health congress at Brussels in

1877. An association ultimately joined by nearly all tho

Continental nations was fornaed at Berlin in 1860 to

determine the meridian between Palermo and Christiania,

and thus furnish a standard unit for Europe; and in 1877
a geographical congi-ess for the exploration of Africa was
opened under the presidency of the king of the Belgians.

How necessary such co-operation really is is shown by the
loss that science has already sustained from the existence

of different methods of registration and observation : the
labour of years has not unfrequently been rendered utterly

useless to the general progress by the employment of

incommensurable systems. Considerable advances have
happily been made towards the universal adoption of

the same metrical and monetary standards. The French
system of weights and measures was introduced into

the Netherlands in 1820, into Spain in 1859, into Por-
tugal in 1868, into Germany in 1872, and into Roumania
in 1876. In 1881 it will become obligatory in Norway
and Sweden. A monetary league, by which t'hey agreed
to perfect reciprocity of currency, was formed in 1865
by France, Italy, Belgium, and Switzerland, and they
were joined by Greece in 1875, and by Roumania in

1876. Uniformity of coinage wm established throughout
the German empire in 1872, and in 1875 the Scan-
dinavian states agreed to adopt a common system. In
1874 a postal union was constituted by a convention at

Bern between Austria-Hungary, Belgium, Denmark, France,

Germany, Great Britain, Greece, Italy, Luxembourg,
the Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Roumania, Russia,

Servia, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, and Turkey; and
this has been followed by a similar telegraphic union.

A third tendency fostered by the same conditions asToIor»
internationalism is what is kncfwn as religious and political tioa

toleration. The name is an unhappy onei as it" implies the

mutual obnoxiousness of the various religious and political

parties, but the time has hardly come when it can be con-

sidered a misnomer ; the foremost countries of Europe are

still far from having attained the full enjoyment of that

intellectual liberty which formed the ideal of a JlUton, a
De Tocqueville, or a Stuart Mill. Thanks, indeed, to the

influence of the French Revolution, rapid progress has been

made during the present century, and the severer forms of

persecution have fallen decidedJy out of fashion. The Jews
are the most notable monument of the change. Their his-

tory for centuries was full of blood and tears ; they were

despised and rejected ; their very name was a byword and
reproach. The 19th century has seen them gradually ad-

mitted to all the rights of citizens in the most flourishing

countries of the continent, guiding the destinies of nations

and mingling their blood with the proudest nobilities. In the

more backward and conservative countries they stiU labour

under many disadvantages : from Norway and Russia Proper

they are excluded by law, and in Portugal and Spain they

are emphatically aliens. The same number of Dr Lehmann's

Der Israelii, one of the organs of the orthodox parly, re-

ports that Roumania is preparing a law for the civic and

political equalization oi the native Jews, and that io
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Bulgaria the hatred against' the Jewo is so great that, on

the evacuation of Rustchuk by tho Turks, the Bulgarians

sent a deputation requesting tho Russian commander to

expel the whole Jewish community and to plunder their

shops. The liberal movement of Roumania was dictated

partly by a desire to obtain the sympathy of Western

Europe; for until recently fsrsecution of the Jews was

carried on as vigorously there as in the neighbouring

countries. Between Roman Catholics and Protestants the

ancient feud has lost some of its bitterness. In Scotland

and England the legal emancipation of the Catholics in

1829 has been followed by social changes of great im-

portance, the extent of which may be estimated by tho

little opposition which was offered to the restoration of the

Roman Catholic hierarchy in Scotland in 1878. In Prussia

and throughout the German empire there has been* a

recrudescence of animosity between the confessions ; but

it is to be observed that the contest is rather between tho

state and a political party than between the Catholics as

Catholics and the Protestants as Protestants. In fact, it is

only part of a wider contest which is being fought under

varying forms throughout the greater part of Europe, as to

whether the state or the church is to be the dominant

power. Many of tho measures which the Government has

adopted have certainly led to what is practically religious

persecution ; but this persecution is totally different in its

character from the persecutions of the Huguenots in the 17th

century. The most extreme exertions of power have been

the suppression of religious communities, the removal and

appointmeiit of priests and bishops by the civil authorities,

the prohibition of religious processions, and in 1876 the

closing of all Catholic schools and the assertion of complete

state control over all church property. In Switzerland the

movement was similar ; the Old Catholic party was re-

cognized by the state in 1875, and the cathedrals of Bern

and Geneva handed over to its clergy. In Belgium the

Liberal and Protestant minority have excited violent

disturbances in several cities, as Ghent and Brussels,

and the social fermentation has been carried to dangerous

extremes ; but by the constitution there is full religious

liberty, all the churches are subsidized by the Government,

and by a curious anomaly the heaviest subsidy is paid

to the weakest denomination. The relations established

between Italy and the pope, by the absolute irrecon-

cilability of their territorial claims, has naturally led

the Italian Government to adopt a strongly anti-ecclesiasti-

cal policy : the state religion is Roman Catholicism,

but the suppression of monasteries has been vigorously

carried out, and religious processions outside of the

churches can only take place by special permission

of the prefects. The constitution sanctions full religious

liberty. In France Roman Catholics, Protestants, and Jews
all receive grants from the public treasury. The Russiaii

Government exercises its authority in favour of the Greek

church in a way that frequently infringes on the liberties

of other religionists, and no secession can take place from

the pale of the establishment ; but at the same time the

profession of any creed is legally allowed. Spain, by the

last of her many revolutions, has taken a step backwards :

private worship is still permitted to non-Catholic religions,

and foreigners are conside.rod inviolable, but all public

manifestations, by printed notices, emblems, or otheiwise^

are strictly prohibited.

It has happily become impossible for even the most re

trograde of nations to recall the days of the Inquisition,—

a

fact that is at least partly due to the influence of another

great movement, which may be distinguished as humaiii-'

tarianism. This movement is evident in so many depart-

ments of thought and action, here introducing a less painful

process of killing into the slaughter-house, and there affect-

ing the decision of questions of speculative theology, that

only a few suggestive facts need be mentioned. The penal

codes of all European nations have been cleared of most
of their mediaaval barbarism ; and the infliction of direct

physical suffering is reserved for the more brutal class of

criminals. Instruments of torture are mere antiquarian

curiosities. The punishment of death, once the common
penalty for trivial and heinous offences, already appears

to many minds as altogether inhuman, and has been com-

pletely abolished or discontinued in Holland, Belgium, Por-

tugal, Switzerland, and Roumania. The bill for its abolition

in Italy in 1875 was lost by 73 to 36, and the district of Tus-

cany, which had adopted the abolition about twenty years

before, was forced to conform to the general law. In 1876,

however, the committee for the revision of the i)enal code

unanimously voted for the abolition. The introduction of

private instead of public executions is a step in the same

direction, though like many other partial measures it maj
delay the complete disuse of capital punishment. Mention

may also be made of the amelioration of prison discipline, of

the magnificent progress in the treatment of the insane

which has been effected by the philanthropists of the last two

generations, of the enormous increase which has taken place

in the number of our hospitals, asylums, and benevolent

institutions, and of the growing attention that is paid to

relief of the sufferings of the lower animals. Whatever

be the wisdom of the measure, the law of 1876 in Eng-

land in regard to vivisection speaks volumes for the

advance of the humanitarian movement. In this respeot as

in others the various European nations are in very different

stages : whUe the English magistrate is fining a collier or

carter for lending his countenance to a cockfight, the

Spanish magistrate is applauding the exploits of a picador

or matador. That we are approximating to a unity of

sentiment is shown among other things by the support

which has been given to the Geneva convention for the

mitigation of the sufferings of the wounded in war, which

was formed in 1864 by the representatives of Baden,

Belgium, Denmark, France, Hesse, Italy, the Netherlanda,

Prussia, Switzerland, and Wurtembsrg, and which has

since obtained the adhesion of Greece, '^reat Britain, and

Turkey. (n. a. w.)
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EURYDICE. Soe Orpheus.
EURYMEDON, an Athenian general, who, in the 5th

(lear of the Peloponnesian war, 428 n.c, was sent by the

Athenians, with a fleet of 60 vessels, to intercept the

I'eloponnesian fleet which was sailing to attack Corcyra, at

that time rendered defenceless through internal feuds. On
Ilia arrival he found that Nicostratus with a small squadron

from Naupactus had placed the island in security, but he

took the command of the combined fleet, which, however,

the absence of the enemy prevented from achieving any
other end than merely to countenance and support by its

presence the cruelties inflicted by the democratic party on
their political opponents. In the following summer, in

joint command along with Hipponicus of the land forces of

the Athenians, he, in concert with the fleet commanded by

Nicias, ravaged the district of Tanagra ; and in 425 B.C.,

conjointly with Sophocles, he was sent in command of an

expedition destined for Sicily. After leaving they learned

that the enemy's fleet was at Corcyra, but they were delayed

by stormy w^eather from arriving there in time to attack

them. They had been commanded in any case to touch at

Corcyra, in order to deliver the democratic party from the

attacks of the oligarchical exiles, who had taken up a posi-

tion on a hill near the city, and were threatening it with cap-

ture. On the arrival of the Athenian fleet the oligarchical

leaders surrendered themselves on condition that they should

bo sent to Athens to be judged ; but they were treacherously

induced to make an attempt to escape, and on that account

were delivered up to the fury of their opponents. Eury-

medon then proceeded to Sicily, but immediately on his

arrival there a pacification was concluded by Hermocrates,

ta^'which Eurymedon and Sophocles were induced to agree.

The terms of the pacification did not, however, satisfy the

Athenians, who attributed its conclusion to bribery, and
punished two. of the chief agents in the negotiation by
banishment; while Eurymedon was sentenced to pay
a heavy fine. In 414 Eurymedon, sent with Demosthenes
to reinforce the Athenians at the siege of Syracuse, was
defeated and slain in the first of two battles fought before

its walls.

EURYSTHEUS.' See Hercules, a
. ... ._

EUSEBIUS,' of Caesarea, surnamed Pamphili, i.e., the,

friend of Pamphilus, and well known as the father of eccle-

siastical history, was born probably in Palestine about the

year 265. 'j The date of his birth is, however, uncertain, and
varies between 260 and 270. AVe know little of his youth
beyond the fact that he was a diligent student of sacred

literature, his biography by his episcopal successor Acacius
having perished. It was as a student, and probably as

holding some inferior office in the church at Ceesarea, that

ha became connected with Pamphilus who was at the head
of a theological school there, and devoted himself to the

collection of a church library, especially to the care and de-

fence of the writings of his great master Origen. In the

course of the Diocletian persecution, which broke out in

303, Pamphilus was imprisoned for two years, and finally

suffered martyrdom. During the time of his imprisonment

(307-9) Eusebius distinguished himself by assiduous devo-

tion to his friend, spent days with him in affectionate in-

tercourse, and is supposed to have actively assisted him in

the preparation of an apology for Origen's teaching, which
survives in the Latin of Rufinus (Routh, Beliq., iv. 339).

After the death of Pamphilus Eusebius withdrew to Tyre,

where he was kindly received by the Bishop Paulinus, and
afterwards, while the Diocletian persecution still raged,

went to Egypt, where he was imprisoned, but soon released.

Hii! release at the time suggested an accusation made
against him n?ore than twenty years afterwards by Potamon,

tho liery bishop of Heraclea, that he had apostatized.

"Who art thou, Eusebius,"exclaimed Potamon at the famous

R—26

council of Tyre, which condemned Athanasius, '' to judg.i

the innocent Athanasius. Didst thou not sit with me in

prison in the time of the tyrants? They plucked out my
eye for my confession of tho truth; thou camest forth un-

hurt. How didst thou escape V The coarseness of the

accusation, however, was only in the spirit of the times,

and it rests on no evidence whatever. The elevation of

Eusebius to tho see of Csesarea so soon afterwards, in 31 a

at latest—probably 313—is of itself sufficent to dispose ot

any such charge. Here Eusebius laboured and became a

conspicuous figure in the church till the year of his death,

340. The patriarchate of Antioch was put within his offer

in 331, but he preferred tho less eminent sphere associateU

with his early studies and friends, and as probably more ooih

genial to his literary tastes and pursuits.

The character of Eusebius, both as a man and a theo-

logian, is intimately bound np with the part which he took at

the council of Nicsea, and afterwards in the great controversy

connected with the work of that council. His conduct and

his views have been differently judged, according .to the

estimate which later critics have formed of the merits of

this controversy, and the dogmatic prejudices which on one

side or the other it is apt to engender. Dr Newman, for

example, in his history of the Arians in the 4th century,

speaks of him as "openly siding with the Arians, and sanc-

tioning and sharing their deeds of violence," while most

Anglican scholars, from Bull and Cave to Dr Safnuel Lee of

Cambridge, who translated the Theopkania of Eusebius in

1843 from a recently I'ecovered Syriac MS., have warmly

defended his orthodoxy. The same division of opinion

regarding him has prevailed more or less in other quarters,

and even in the age succeeding his own. It is only in

the scientific theology of Germany, and especially in

Domer's great work on the Person of Christ, that his true

theological position can be said to have been made clear.

He was certainly not Arian, however he may have defended

Arius personally, any more than he was. Athanasian. He
was really the representative of the indeterminate theology

of the church on the great point in dispute, before the lines

of controversy on the one side and the other had hardened

into the formulae which have become identified with the two

positions known as Arianism and Athanasianism. To judge

and still more to condemn him from one side. or the other

is to mistake the law of the historical development of

dogma, and to apply to him conclusions which belong to a

later type of thought than that in which he had been

trained. This will be best seen by a brief explanation of

his stand-point, both personal and theological, throughout

the controversy.

When the Anan controversy broke forth, about 319,

Arius, who possibly may have known something of

Eusebius during his stay in Egypt, besought his interven-

tion to pacify the misunderstanding between him and his

bishop, Alexander. Eusebius responded so far as to write

two letters to Alexander explaining that Arius was misrepre-

sented (Fragm. in Mansi, xiii. 316). This fact is of

interest, as showing his natural attitude in the controversy

before' the calling of the council of Nicsea. At this council

he attended as the special friend of Constantine, whom he

was appointed to receive with a panegyrical oration, and at

whose right hand he enjoyed the honour of sitting. Not

only so, but he prepared and submitted the first draft of

the creed which was afterwards, with well-known and

significant additions, adopted by the council The whole

difference between Eusebius and the Athanasians centred

in these additions, and in fact in the famous expression

"Homoousion"—" of the same substance" which was judged

necessary by the council to express the true relation of the

Father nnd the Son. He resisted this expression to the

last, and only at length accepted it and subscribed the creed

VI IL — Ot
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at the dictation of the emperor. After the Council he con-

tinued to identify himself with the fortunes of tho Arian

rather than of the Athanasian party, and hia great favour

at court and his influcnco with tho imperial authorities

enabled hira to protect the one party at the expense of tho

other. It is this personal attitude which has mainly

identified him with Arianisra. In so far as ho was a

partisan, and lent himself to the persecution of the
" orthodox " or Athauasians, the conduct of Eusebius is

deserving of the censure that has been bestowed upou it.

But it is to be remembered that from his own theological

stand-point ho was disposed to regard tho treatment of

Arius by his opponents as indefensible, and to consider

his opinions as tenable within the church. In sDort

the Athanasians were to him the innovators in doctrine

rather than Arius, who only maintained a stand-point that

many had held in the church before him, even if he re-Jt-

lessly drew unfounded conclusious from it, whereas the

Athanasian development evidently appeared to Eusebius to

go beyond the older and less determinate doctrine in which

he had been trained. The spedal defect of Eusebius seems

to have been a lack of that spiritual and speculative insight

which sees the true drift of opinions, and detects below the

surface qf language a true from a false line of development

of Christian thought. As Dorner says of tho theological

position at tho time, it was clear that the church had
arrived at a point at which it could not stand stiU, but

must choose one or other of two courses,—either to take a
step in advance and deflno the indefinite, or to go back-

wards either into heathenism or into Judaism.

The opinions of Eusebius himself may be summarized as

follows. God is with him One, or tho Monas, exalted in

his supreme essence above all plurality. He is Being abso-

lutely, TO 'Oir, or the primal substance, r/ Trpw-n] Oucrio.

Thus essentially conceived, God is infinitely above the

world, His relation to which is in and through the Son,
" who is the image of the invisible, the first born of every

creature " (CoL L 15). He would have substituted the

Greek of the latter expression, jrpwTOTOKo; irdo-Tjs ktio-cios,

instead of the formula finally adopted in the Nicene creed,

that the Son is 6jiioouo-to5 toJ varpi, " of the same sub-

stance with the Father." But in no sense did he recognize

the Son as Himself a creature or as sprung like other

creatures, cf ovk on-wi'. He was not " the same as the

Father, of equal power and glory," because the idea of the

Divine is conceivably complete in God as One; but He was
begotten of the Father before all worlds or jeons. He was in a

true sense dvap^os, " without beginning in time." Eusebius
repudiated therefore the Arian formula, "There was a time
when the Son was not," he could even say, "the Son was
always with the Father," T(3 TraTpi'ius vlov StaTravro; a-uvovra

(Dem. Ev., 4, 8), yet he shrunk from calling the Son
o-waiSto! or "co-eternal" with the Father. While holding, in

short, in his own sense to the true divinity of the Son, he
shrunk from attempting to define either with tho Arians or
the Athanasians the relation between the Father and the
Son, as beyond human conception. The nearest image by
which the relation could be conceived was that of rutoSia

{Dem. Ev., 4, 3), or the relation between a flower and its

perfume. He seems to have preferred this to th« image
of light and its brightness, or " light of light,"—a;i hough
both this phrase and the associated phrase " God of God "

surviving in the Nicene creed were in the original "profes-
sion of faith " which he submitted to the council From this

brief statement it is evident that Eusebius was not himself
doctrinally an Arian, however he may have favoured the
Ariaa party He was separated from it on the essential
point, that the Son was in no sense a creature or made,
e* OVK oiTiov. Tho name Exoucontian, by which the
Arians came to be specifically known, could never h.ivo bcca

appliea to him. On tho other hand, he is separated from

the Athanasians chiefly by the twofold conception of Deity,

now as the serai-Platonic Monas or 'Ov, abiding in un-

approachable self-existence, and now as tho Divine Father

self-revealing Himself in the Son, and in the world created

by the Son. As his mind dwelt on the idea of Deity pm.;

and simple, or as absolute Being, he seems to have recoiled

from the identity of the Supreme God with the Logos; but

as he dwelt on the idea of the Divine in relation to the

world, he saw in the Logos or Son the full expression of the

Divine—the organ or power through whom all created exist-

ence is called into being. There is, in other words, with him
a " fiensus eminens " in which God is One, alone in power

and glory ; but the Christian or revealed conception of God
is nevertheless acknowledged by him as Trinitariaiu Ac
cording to Dorner's explanation of the Eusebian theology,

" God's being a Trinity depends on His will. At the

same time this does not mean that God might be other

than Trinitarian, for it is impossible to God not to will iha

perfect

"

These views of Eusebius are chiefly contained in his w^ll-

known Dcmoiistratio Evangelica, in the first book of his

lately discovered treatise on the Tlieophania, and in his

treatise against Marcellus, who in extreme reaction from

Arianism taught a doctrine approaching Sabellianisra.

It only remains further to add that Eusebius is undoubt-

edly more of a writer and critic than of a thinker. He i»

admitted to have excelled in mere erudition all the church

fathers, hardly excepting Origeu and Jerome. But his

writings are arid and artificial in style, with an air of com-

pilation rather than of original power. His Erclesiaaticat

HLstory is destitute of method or graphic interest of any
kind, but is a valuable repertory of the opinions of the

Christian writers of the 2d or 3d century, whose works
have otherwise perished. It has been charged with person-

ality and inaccuracy by Gibbon, but without adequate evi-

dence. (See general estimate of Eusebius as an historian,

article Church History, vol v., p. 764.) The personal rela-

tions of Eusebius to Constantine have been, like other points

of his life, variously judged. He was undoubtedly more of a

courtier than was becoming in a Christian bishop, and in

his Life of Constantine has written an extravagant panegyric

rather than a biography of the emperor. Altogether he is %

conspicuous and significant, rather than a great or noble

figure in the history of the church.

Of Easobius's works the most important are the following :

—

1. The Ecclesiastical History, in ten books,—comprising thf

history of the church from the ascension of Cliri-st to the defeat and
death of Licinius, 324 A.D. 2. The C^roiifcon, in two books,— com-
prising an historical sketch, with chronological tables, of the most
important events in the history of the uorlJ from the days of

Abraham till the twentieth year of the reign of Constantine. Tins
work, which is one of great iniportance in the study of ancient

history, was published in its complete form for the first time at

tlilan in 1818. 3 The Fraparatio £vangenca, in fifteen books,

— a collection of facts and quotations from the work of nenily

all the philosophers of antiquity, intended to ]trepare the read- f's

mind for the acceptance of the Christian evidences. 4. Tl^e

Dcinonstraiio Evangelica, in twenty books, of which ten are extant,

—a learned and valuable treatise on tho evidences themselves. It

is intended to complete the Christian argun ent for which the previ-

ous work was a preparation. In .nWition ih»r- are various miner
works of Eusebius, viz., the TncOjihania, In fsur books, translated

from a Syrtac MS , discovered by Tattamin an It.Tlian monastery lu

1839; his treatises against llurceJIus la two books, and agimst
Hieroclea ; hii life of Constantiiio — Z)e vita Conslantinx, and Ins

Onoiumlicon, a description of the tovvns and places mentioned in

Holy Scripture, arranged in alphabetical order. For accounts of

Eusebius bimseir and his opinions, see tUitng's Encj., s. voc.

;

SchalT Church Bist , li. 872-9 ; Introd. to Lie's trnnalatlon of llie

Tluophania: Dorner's Hist, of the Person of Christ, ii. 217,'^ scq., —
Translation in Clark 'o Foreign Theological Library. (J. T.>

EUSEBIUS, of Emesa, a learned ecclesiastic of the

Greek church, was born at Edessa about the beginning of

t]\o 4th century. After receiving his early education ic
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his native town, he studied theology at Cssarea and

Aniioch, and philosophy and science at Alexandria. Among
his teachers were Eusebius of Cajsarea aud Patrophihis of

Scythopolis. The reputation he acquired for learning and

eloquence led to his being chosen in 341 by the synod

of Antioch to succeed Athanasius as archbishop of

Alexandria, an appointment which he, however, declined.

He accepted instead the small bishopric of Emesa in

Ph'Snicia, but, on account of his reputation as an astrologist,

the people opposed his settleraen*, and although they wero

ultimately induced, through the intervention of the bi.shop

of Antioch, to receive him peacefully, he soon after-

wards, either because of the discontent of his flock or on

account of his love for a studious life, resigned his office

and retired to Antioch. His fame as an astrologer com-

mended him to the notice of the emperor Constantine, with

wliom he became a great favourite, and whom he accompanied

on many of his expeditions The theological sympathies

of Eusebius were with the semi Arian party, but he seems

not to have had a very strong interest in the controversy.

He has the reputation of having been a man of extraordin

ery learning, great eloquence, and considerable intellectual

power, but of his numerous writings only a few fragments

are now in existence.

EUSEBIUS of Nicomedia is the only other of the many
early fathers or bishops of the church bearing the name who
claims our notice. He was the defender of Arius in a still

more avowed manner than his namesake of Csesarea, and

from him the Eusebian or middle party specially derived

their name. He was known amongst them by the epithet

of Great. He was a contemporary of the bishop

of Ccesarea and united wilh him in the enjoyment of

the friendship and favour of the imperial family. He is

said to have been connected by his mother with the em-
peror Julian. He was first bishop of Berytus (Beyrout)

in Phcenicla, but his name is especially identified v;ith the

see of Nicomedia, which, from the time of Diocletian till

Constantine established his court at Byzantium, was
regarded as the capital of the Eastern empire. He warmly
espoused the cause of Arius in his quarrel with his bishop

Alexander, and w-rote a letter in his defence to Pau-

linus, bishop of Tyre, which is preserved m the Church
History of Theodoret. His views appear to have been

identical with those of his namesake in placing Christ

above all created beings, the only begotten of the Father,

but in refusing to recognize Him to be " of the same
substance" with the Father, who is alone in essence and
absolute being.

At the council of Nicsea Eusebius of Nicomedia earnestly

opposed, along with his namesake of Csesarea, the insertion

of the Homoousion clause, but after being defeated in his

object ho also signed the creed in his own sense of o/xoiot

f.(iT ovcriav. He refused, however, to sign the anathema
directed against the Arians, not, as he afterwards explained,

because of his variance from the Athanasian theology, but
" because he doubted whether Arius really held what the

onathema imputed to. him" (Sozom., ii. 15). After the

council he continued zealously to espouse the Arian cause,

and was so far carried away in his zeal against the Athan-
asians that he was temporarily banished from his see, and
visited with the displeasure of the emperor as a disturber

of the peace of the church. But his alienation from the

court was of short duration. He retained the confidence

of the emperor's sister Constantia, through whose special

influence he is supposed to have been promoted to the see of

Nicomedia, and by her favour he was restored to his position,

and speedily acquired an ascendency over the mind of the

emperor no less than that of his sister. He was selected to

administer baptism to him in his last illness. There seems

no doubt that Eusebius of Nicomedia was more of a

politician than a theologian. He was certainly a partisan

in the great controversy of his time, and Ls even credited

(although on insufficient evidence) with having used dis-

graceful means to procure the deposition of Eustathiu?,

the " ortliodox" bishop of Antioch (Theodcret, L 21). His

restles.s ambition aud love of power are not to be denied.

To the last he de'"ended Arius, and at the time of the lattcr'a

sudden death, 337, it was chiefly through his menace, aa

representing the emperor, that the church of Constantinople

had been thrown into such anxiety as to whether the

leader should be re-admitted to the bosom of the church.

Eusebius himself died in 342.

EUSTATHIUS, St, bishop of Bercea, was a native o£

Side in Pamphylia. By the council o{ Nice, in which he

distinguished himself by his zeal against the Arians, he was

promoted in 325 to the patriarchate of Antioch. So

violent was the feeling among the Arians against him,

that a synod of Arian prelates, convened at Antioch in 330,

brought about his deposition on a charge of Sabellianisra,

as well as of various instances of unfaithfulness to hia vows
of celibacy. He was banished to Thrace, where he died

probably in 359 or 3G0. Of several works attributed

to Eustathius there is only one which can with certainty

be pronounced -his—an address, namely, to the emperor

Constantine, delivered during the sitting of the council of

Nice.

EUSTATHIUS, archbisnop of Thessalcnica, was a native

of Constantinople, and flourished during the latter half of

the 12th century. He was at first a monk, and afterwards

teacher of rhetoric in his native city. In 1174 or 1175
he was chosen bishop of ^lyra in Lycia, and shortly after-

wards archbishop of Thessalonica. Such of his works as

have descended to our times display a comprehensiveness

and variety of erudition that fairly entitle him to the

praise of being the most learned man of his day. The
most important of these is his Commentary on the Ilicul

and Odyssey of Homer, a work valuable as comprising

large extracts from the scholia of other critics, whose
works have now perished, such as Apion, Heliodorus,

Aristarchus, Aristophanes of Byzantium, &c. This coui-

mentary was first published at Rome, 1542-50, in 4 vols.,

and was reprinted at Leipsic, in 1825-29, under the

editorial care of G. Stallbaum. Eustath'ius also wrote a
commentary on Dionysius the geographer, first printed by
Robert Stephens in 1547, and frequently reprinted since.

A commentary on Pindar, which he is known to have written,

has been lost. He is also the author of various religious

works, chiefly against the prevailing abuses of his time,

which almost anticipate, though in a milder form, the

denunciations of Luther. The year of Eustathius's death

is uncertain, some placing it in 1194, and others a few-

years later. The funeral orations pronounced in his honour
by Euthynius and Michael Choniates are still in MS. ic

the Bodleian library.

EUTERPE, the muse of lyric poetry. See Muses.
EUTROPIUS, a Roman historian who lived in the

latter half of the 4th century. Both his surname and the

place of his birth are unknown, but from certain statement*

in his history it appears that he held the oflSce of a " secre-

tary" under Constantino the Great ; and the fact that his

history is dedicated to Valens shows that he was alive in

the reign of the latter emperor. This work, published

under the title of Breviarium Histories Romance, is a cor.i-

pend in ten books of the entire Roman history from tie

foundation of ths city to the accession of A'alens. This

treatise has been cominled with considerable care from tbi

best accessible authorities, and is written generally with ini-

partiality, and in a clear and simple style. Besides chroni-

cling events, Eutropius usually gives brief characteristics

of the leading historical personages. Although his Latiu
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style in some instances differs from that of the purest

models, tlie work was lor a long time a favourite elementary

Echool-book. As a history its independent value is not

great, and occasional mistakes have been discovered in it,

both in regard to matters of fact and in chronology ; but it is

sometimes serviceable in supplying the lacunas occurring in

history from the total loss of some of the classics, and the

imperfect state in which others have come down to us.

There have been many editions of Eutropius. That by

Havercamp was reputed the best till the appearance of the

more complete and critical ones by Tzschucke.Leipsic, 17'J8,

and Grosse, Halle, 1813. Several other editions have been

published since that of Grosse, the best being that of Guil.

Hartel, Berlin, 1872. Of the two Greek translations of

Eutropiu.s, that by Capito Lyciua has long since perished
;

the more recent version of Psanius, which is rather a peri-

phrasis than a translation, will be found incorporated with

the best editions of the Latin text,

EUTYCHES, the founder of the sect of the Eutycbians,

was a presbyter and archimandrite at Constantinople, and

first came into notice in 431 ad. at the council of Ephesus,

where, as a zealous adherent of Cyril and the Alexandrine

school, he vehemently opposed the doctrine of the Nes-

torians. They were accused of teaching that the divine

nature was not incarnated in but only attendant on Jesus,

being superadded to his human nature after the latter was

completely formed. In opposition to this Eutyches went so

far as to affirm that after the union of the two natures, the

human and the divine, Christ had only one nature, that of

the incarnate Word, and that therefore His human body was

essentially different from other human bodies. In this he

went beyond Cyril and the Alexandrine school generally,

who, although they expressed the unity of the two natures

in Christ so as almost to nullify their duality, yet took care

verbally to guard themselves against the accusation of in

any way circumscribing or modifying his real and true

humanity. It would seem, however, that Eutyches differed

from the Alexandrine school chiefly from inability to ex-

press his meaning with proper guardedness, for equally

with them he denied that Cbrist's human nature was either

transmuted or absorbed into his divine nature. The energy

and imprudence of Eutyches in asserting his opinions led to

his being accused of heresy by Eusebius, bishop of

Dorylseum, at a council presided over by Flavian at Con-

stantinople in 448. As his explanations were not con-

sidered satisfactory, thecouncil deposed him from his priestly

ofBce and excommunicated him; but in 449, at a council

convened by Dioscorus of Alexandria and overawed by
the presence of a large number of Egyptian monks, not only

was Eutyches reinstated in his office, but Eusebius and
Flavian, his chief opponents, were deposed, and the

Alexandrine doctrine of the " one nature " received the

sanction of the church. Two years afterwards, however, by
a council which met at Chalcedon, the synod of Ephesus
was declared to have been a " robber synod, " its proceed-

ings were annulled, and, iu opposition to the doctrines of

Eutyches, it was declared that the two natures were united

in Christ, but without any alteration, absorption, or confu-

sion. Eutyches died in exile, but of his later life nothing

is known. After his death his doctrines obtained the sup-

port of the empress Eudocia, and made considerable pro-

gress in Syria. In the 6th century they received a new
impulse from a monk of the name of Jacob, who united the

various divisions into which the Eutychians, or Monophy-
eitea, had separated into one church, which exists at the
present time under the name of the Jacobite Church, and
has numerous adherents in Armenia, Egypt, and Ethiopia.

EUYUK, or iJviJK, a Turkish village of Asia Minor, is

situated about 75 miles W.S.W. of Amasia, and 28 miles
south of the Kizil Irraak river, on a small hill which is a

spur from higher hills to the north of it ' it consists of

only about twenty houses, but contains perhaps the most

important ruins in Asia Minor. They are the remains of a

large building, and consist of colossal blocks of granite con-

taining a great variety of sculptures very little defacetL

The upper portion of the walls seems to have been formed

of clay, as there are no remains of overturned materialu.

In form the building resembles an Assyrian palace, and
has been conjectured by some to have been erected by the

builders of the palaces of Nineveh, adopting in this instance,

as they are known to have done in others, Egyptian figures

and emblems. But not merely from the sphinxes, but from

the character of the human figures. Van Lennep considers

that it was more probably a temple erected by PJgyptians,

who adopted an Assyrian form of building ; and he conjec-

tures that it dates back to the earliest Egyptian conquests

in Asia Minor.

See Hamilton s Asia Minor, 1842 ; Harth's Seise von Trapetwnt

nach Skulari, 1860 ; and Van Lennep, Asia Minor, 1870.

EVAGORAS, king of Salamis, is said .to have been

descended from a family who claimed Teucer, brother of

Ajax, as their progenitor, and who for a long period had

been rulers of Salamis until expelled by a Phoenician exile.

Evagoras, notwithstanding the expulsion of his ancestors,

seems to have been born at Salamis, and lived there till

the throne was again usurped by a Cyprian noble,

—

when, either from a prudent resolve to avoid the possi-

bility of danger, or on account of information which he re-

ceived of the usurper's designs against his life, he fled to

Cilicia. Thencehereturnedsecretly to Salamis in 410 aa;
and, having with the aid of a small band of adherents over-

powered the guards of the palace and put the tyrant to

death, he mounted the throne. According to Isocrates,

Evagoras was a just and wise ruler, whose aim was to pro-

mote alike the general wellbeing of his state and the welfare

of his individual subjects, and this not merely by an increase

of wealth and of the luxuries which it can provide, but by
the cultivation of the Grecian arts of refinement and
civilization, which had been almost obliterated in Salamis

by a long period of barbarian rule. He endeavoured in

every way to promote friendly relations with the Athenians,

and after the defeat of the Athenian general Conon at

iEgospotami, he gave him refuge and a cordial reception.

He also endeavoured, at least for a time, to secure the

friendship of Persia, and concluded a treaty with Artaxerxea

II., whose aid he secured for the Athenians against

Lacedsemon. Conjointly with the Persians and Athenians,

he assisted in gaining the battle of Cnidus, 394 RC, and for

this service his statue was placed by the Athenians side by

side with that of their general Conon iu the Ceramicus.

Not long after this his friendly relations with Persia seem

to have been annulled, very probably because the Persian

monarch was jealous of his enterprising and independent

spirit, and of his increasing influence. Direct war betwern

him and Persia did not, however, occur until after the peaf^e

negotiated by Antalcidas, 387; but he took advantage of

the Persians being otherwise engaged to extend his rule ovii

the greater part of Cyprus, and to stir up revolt among the

Cilicians. As soon as the Persians were free to devote their

whole attention to him, ihese acts were speedily revengeii

He was totally defeated by a largely superior Persian forcn,

and compelled to flee to Salamis, which the Persians closely

invested, and in all probability would soon have succeeded

in capturing, had not dissf^nsions broken out between the

two generals, of which Evagoras took advantage to conclude

a peace with one of them. By the terms of this peace,

Evagoras rras allowed to remain nominal king of Salamis,

but apparently und«r the authority of Persia, and at all

events with his independence, if not altogether overthrown.

at least very much crippled. About ten years after this.
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374 ac, Evagoras was assassinated by a eunuch from
ojotives of private revenge.

EVAGRIUS, surnamed Scliolasticiu and Ex-Proofectus,

was born at Epiphania in Syria, 536 A.D. From his* sur-

name he is known to have been an advocate, and it Ls sup-

posed that he practised at Antioch. He Tvas the ]. gal

adviser of Oregory, patriarch of that city ; and through

this connection ho was brought under the notice of the

emperor Tiberius, who honoured him with the rank of

quaestorlan. His influence and reputation were so consider-

able that on the occasion of his second marriage a public

festival wan celebrated in his honour, which, howdver, was
interrupted by a terrible earthquake, said to have destroyed

60,000 persons. Evagrius's name has been preserved by

his Ecclesiastical Uistory, extending over the period from

the third general council (that of Ephesus, 431) to the

y^ar 594. Though not wholly trustworthy, this work is

tolerably impartial, and appears to have been compiled from

original documents, but it if disfigured by the unqueslion-

iiig credulity characteristic of the age. The best edition is

that contained in Reading's Greek Ecclesiastical Historiatis,

Oambridge, 1720. It is .also translated in Bagster's work

bearing the same title.

EVANDER In the Roman tradition, as given by Livy,

L 5-7, the story of the Arcadian Evander is connected

with the arrival of Hercules in Italy and his recovery of

the cattle of Geryon from the robber Cacus. Evander,

having left the Arcadian town of Pallantium, becomes the

eponymus, or name-giver, of the Palatine, one of the seven

hills of Rome. This is only one of many Greek legends

adopted by the Romans for the purpose of connecting

Italian places with others of like-sounding names in Greece.

The time when this story was embodied into Latin tradition

cannot be precisely ascertained ; but we may safely assign

it to the period when Greek influence began to make itself

widely felt in the Italian peninsula. The story is told

with many variations, inconsistencies, and contradictions.

4.ccording to Pausanias (viii. 43, 2), Evander was the son of

Vermes and a daughter of the river Ladon; others spoke

:>f him as a son of Echemus and Timandra. The motives

which led him to leave Arcadia are also variously stated.

The Latin writers made him a son of Mercury and the

prophetess Carmenta, whose name belongs strictly to

Italian mythology. So again, while one version of the

Btcry represents him as being hospitably welcomed in Italy,

another speaks of him as gaining a footing in it by force,

and after slaying Herilus, king of Prseneste. It would
follow of necessity that the Italian legend would describe

Evander as one who introduced Greek customs and rites

into his new country, and would attribute to him such

inventions as those which the Theban myth assigned to

the Phoenician Cadmus. See Dion. HaL i. 33 ; Cornewall

Lewis, Credibiliti/ of Early Roman History, ch. viii. § 4.

EVANGELICAL ALLIANCE, an association of dif-

ferent Christian denominations formed in London in August
1846, at a conference of more than 800 clergymen and
laymen from all parts of the world, and embracing up-

wards of fifty sections of the Protestant church. Though
the proposal for an alliance wias first mooted in England,

it ultimately obtained wide support in other countries,

more especially in America, and organizations in connexion

with it now exist in the different capitals throughout

the world. The object of the Alliance,- according to a

iresolution of the first conference, is '• to enable Christians

lo realize in themselves and to exhibit to others that a

living and everlasting union binds all true believers

together in the fellowship of the church." At the same
conference' the following was adopted as the basis of the

Alliance :
—" Evangelical views in regard to the divine

iospiratiuu, authority, and sufficiency of the Holy Scrip-

tures ; the right and duty of private juUgiiiout ifi the inter-*

pretation of the Holy Scriptures ; the unity of tlie Godlieud

and the Trinity of persons therein ; the utter depravity of

human nature in consequence of the fall; the incarnation

of the Son of God, His work of atonement for sinneis of

mankind; and His mediatorial intercession and reign ; the

justification of the sinner by faith alone ; the work of the

Holy Spirit in the conversion and sanctification of the

sinner ; the immortality of the soul, the resurrection of the

body, the judgment of the world l?y our Lord Jesus Christ,'

with the eternal blessedness of the righteous and the eternal

punishment of the wicked; the divine institution of the

1 Christian ministry, and the obligation and perpetuity of the

I
ordinances of Baptism and the Lord's Supper;"— it being

understood, however, 1st, that such a summary "is not tu

bo regarded in any formal or ecclesiastical sense as a creed

or confession;" and 2d, that "the selection of certain

tenets, with the omission of others, is not to be held as

implying that the former constitute the whole body of

important truth, or that the latter are utiimportant."

Annual conferences of branches of the Alliance are held in

England, America, and several Continental countries ; and

it is provided that a general conference, including represen-

tatives of the whole Alliance, be held every seventh year,

or oftener if it be deemed necessary. Such conferences

have been held in London in 1851 ; Paris, 1855 ; Berlin,

1857; Geneva, 1861: Amsterdam, 1867; New York,

1873. They are occupied with the discussion chiefly of

the " best methods of counteracting infidelity," promot-

ing Christian union, organizing Christian agencies; and
generally advancing the cause of Christianity,—every sub-

ject being avoided which might give rise to any serious

divergence of opinion among the members. The various

organizations of the Alliance lend their aid to any depart-

ment of Christian effort requiring special help ; and on

several occasions their influence has been advantageously

employed in cases of religious persecution.

See Reports of the Proceedings of the different general conferences,

which have been published under the following titles:— Tin Evan-
gelical Alliance, London, 1847; The Jleligious t'otulition of Christen-

dom, London, 1852 ; The jllcligiousCondition of Christendoin, London,
1859 ; The Geneva Conference of the Evangelical jilliance, London,
1862; Evangelische Alliatiiie, Rotterdam, 1867, anA. Proceeding}

of the Ainsterdam Confernxce, London, 1868 • and Evangelicitt

Alliance Conference 1873, New York, 1874.

EVANGELICAL ASSOCIATION, an American reli-

gious denomination originated about the beginning of the

present century by Jacob Albrecht, a German Lutheran of

Pennsylvania. About 1790 he began an itinerant missio'i

among his fellow-countrymen, chiefly in Pennsylvania; and

his labours meeting with considerable success, he was, at

an assembly composed of representatives of the different

stations, elected in 1800 presiding elder or chief pastor,

and shortly afterwards rules of government were adopted

somewhat similar to those of the Methodist Episcopal

Church. In 1816 the first annual conference was held,

and in 1843 there was instituted a general conference, com-

posed of delegates chosen by the annual conferences and

constituting the highest legislative and judicial authority

in the church. The members of the general conference

hold office for four years. In 1873 the association com-

prised 15 annual conferences, consisting of over 600
itinerant and 400 local preachers, possessed 4 training

colleges, and numbered 83,195 members.

EVANGEIJCAL UNION, a religious denomination

which originated in the deposition of the Rev. James
Morison, minister of a United Secession congregation in

Kilmarnock, Scotland, for certain views regarding faith,

the work of the Spirit in salvation, and the extent of th^,>

atonement, which were regarded by the supreme court of

his church as anti-Calvinistic and heretical His deposi-
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tion took place In 1841 ; and his fatlier, wlio wns minister

at Bathgate, and other two miiiisters being deposed not

long afterwards for similar opinions, the four met at Kil-

marnock in May 1843, and, on tho basis of certain doctrinal

principles, formed themselves into an association under the

name of tho Evangelical Union, " for tho purpose of

countenancing, counselling, and otherwise aiding one

another, and also for the purpose of training up spiritual

and devoted young men to carry forward tho work and
' pleasure of the Lord.' " The doctrinal views of the new
denomination gradually assumed a more decidedly anti-

Calvinistic form, and they began also to find many sym-

pathizers among the Congregationalists of Scotland. Nine

students were expelled from the Congregational Academy
for holding " Morisonian " doctrines, and in 1845 eight

churches were disjoined from tho Congregational Union of

Scotland and formed a connexion with the Evangelical

Union. In 1858 the Evangelical Union issued a new
doctrinal statement superseding that of 1843. The Union
exercises no jurisdiction over the individual churches con-

nected with it, and in this respect it adheres to the Inde-

pendent or Congregational form of church government

;

but wliile the affairs of those of its congregations which

originally belonged to the Independent denomination are

managed by meetings of all the communicants, those con-

gregations which originally were Presbyterian vest their

government in a body of elders. The churches connected

with the Evangelical Union number nearly 90, only a few

of which are in England. Its ministers are eligible for

Congregational churches in England, and for some time

negotiations have been in progress for an amalgamation of

the denomination with the Congregational Union of Scot-

land. See Evangelical Union Annual, and History of tlie

Evangelical Union, by F. Ferguson, D.D. (Glasgow, 1876).

EVANS, Sia De Lacv (1787-1870), a distinguished

British soldier, son of John Evans of Milltown, Limerick,

Ireland, was born in 1787. Tie was educated at Woolwich
Academy, and entered- the army in 1807 as ensign in the

22d regiment of foot. His regiment was immediately after

wards gazetted for India, and during his stay of three

years in that country he served with distinction in various

actions.!^ In 1812, as lieutenant of the 3d Dragoons,

he joined the Peninsular army of Wellington; and in

the Portuguese and Spanish campaigns of 1812, 1813,

and 1814 he acquired a high reputation both for military

skill and for personal bravery. He was rapidly promoted
by merit, and in 1814 received the rank of lieuteuant-

colonel. The same year, in command of the 5th West
India Regiment, he was sent to take part in the war
against the United States, where he specially distinguished

himself at the capture of Washington, and shared in the

attack on Baltimore and the operations before New
Orleans. He returned to England in the spring of 1815 in

time to accompany the expedition of Wellington to

Flanders, and was assistant quartermaster-general at Quatre

Bras and Waterloo. As a member of the staff of the duke
of Wellington he accompanied the English army to Paris,

and remained there during the occupation of the city

by the allies. In 1831 Evans entered the House of

Commons as Liberal member for Rye ; but in the election

of 1832 he was an unsuccessful candidate both for that

borough and for Westminster. For the latter constituency

lie was, however, returned in 1833, and, with the exception

of the parliament of 1841-46, continued to represent it till

1865, when he retired from political life. His parlia-

mentary duties did not, however, interfere with his career

as a soldier. In 1835 he was sent in command of 10,000
men (the " Spanish Legion") to aid the queen of Spain
agaitast Don Carlos. He remained two years, and gained

several brilliant though bloody victories ; and on his return

in 1839 he was, in recognition of his achievements, create?

Knight Commander of the Bath. In 1846 he attained the

rank of major-general ; and in 1804, on the breaking out of

the Russian war, he was appointed to the command of

the second division of the army of the East. At the battle

of the Alma his quick comijrehcnsion of the features of

the combat largely contributed at various critical periods to

tho victory. On the 26th October, by the skilful manner
in which he handled his troops, he brilliantly defeated, at

a nominal loss, a large division of Russian forces which bad
attacked his position on Mount Inkerman, Illness and
fatigue compelled him a few days after this to leave the

command of his division in the hands of General Peniie-

father ; but he rose from his sick-bed on the day of the

battle of Inkerman, November 5, and declining to take the

supreme command of his division from General Pennefather,

he generously aided him in his long-protracted struggle by,

his countenance and advice. On the return of Evans to

England in the following February invalided, he received

for his services in the Crimea the thanks of the House of

Commons, and the same year he was made Knight Grand
Cross of the Order of the Bath, and the un'versity of

Oxford conferred on him the degree of D.C.L. .In 1856

he received the Grand Cross of the Legion of Honour, and
in 1861 he was gazetted general. He died 9th January

1870.

EVANS, Oliveb (1755-1819), an American 'mechani';
cian, was born at Newport, Delaware, in 1755. He was
at an early age apprenticed to a wheelwright, and- at the

age of twenty-two he invented a machine for making card-

teeth in lieu of the old method of making them by hand,.

In 1780 he became partner with his brothers, who were

practical millers ; and two years later he completed an in-

vention which totally changed the structure of flour mills.

About the same time he discovered the application of steam

to land carriages, and in 1786 he endeavoured to obtain

patents for the two inventions from the State of Pennsyl-

vania. A patent for the former was 'granted in 1787, but

the latter request was considered too absurd to merit con-

sideration. It was granted, however, in 1797 by the State

of Maryland. About this time he sent drawings and speci-

fications of his plans to England, but they were received

there with the same incredulity as in America. Meantime he

made use of the engine he had invented—thefirst constructed

on the high-pressure principle—for his flour mill; and in

1 8u3 he constructed a steam dredging machine, which also

propelled itself on land. Evans used all his means in experi-

ments on his invention ; and though he did not live to see

its full application, he was confident that its results would

be as great as they have actually turned out to be. In 1819

a fire broke out in his factory at Pittsburg, and its con-

sequences were so disastrous to his immediate hopes that he

did not long survive its occurrence, dying April 21, 1819.

EVANSON, Edward (1731-1805), a theological writer

whose views gave rise to much controversy, was born at

Warrington, in Lancashire, April 21, 1731, At the «ge of

seven he was placed under the care of an uncle, vicar of

Mitcham, in Surrey. At fourteen he entered Emmanuel
College, Cambridge, where he graduated B.A. in 1749. In

1753 he took his degree of M.A.; and, after being ordained,

he officiated for several years as curate at Mitcham. In

1768 he became vicar of South Mimms near Bamet ; and in

November 1769 he was presented to the rectory of Tewkes-

bury, with which he also held the vicarage of Longdon. In

the course of his studies and inquiries after truth he dis-

covered what he thought important variance between tha

teaching of the Church of England and that of the Bible,

and he did not conceal his convictions. He allowed him-

self in reading the service to alter or omit phrases which

seemed to him untrue, and in reading the Scriptures to
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\ioint out errors m the translation, a practice which waa
offensive to many of his congregation. A crisis was brought
nn by his sermon on the resurrection preached at Easter

1771 ; and in November 1773 a prosecution vi-as instituted

against him in the Consistory Court of Gloucester. He
was charged with " depraving the public worship of God
contained in the liturgy of the Church of England, assert-

ing the same to be superstitious and unchristian, preaching,

writing, and conversing against the creeds and the divinity

of our Saviour, and assuming to himself the power of

making arbitrary alterations in his performance of the

public worship." A protest was at once signed and
published by a large number of the parishioners against tho

prosecution. Tho case was carried by appeal to the Court

of Arches and the Court of Delegates, and was ultimately

quashed on merely technical grounds in 1777. Mean-

while Evansou had made his views generally 'known by
several publications. In 1772 appeared anonymously his

Doctrines of a Trinity and the Incarnation of God,

examined upon tlie Principles of Reason and Common Sense.

This was followed in 1777 by A Letter to Dr Hurd, Bishop

(f Worcester, wherein the Importance of the Prophecies of

the New Testament and tlie Nature of the Grand Apostasy

predicted in them are particularly and impartially con-

sidered. The author had before this time retired to

Longdon, leaving his curate in charge at Tewkesbury. In

1775 he was appointed domestic chaplain to the solicitor-

general, and at the close of 1777 heresigned both his livings,

and retired to Mitcham. In 1786 he married. He soon

after wrote some papers on the Sabbath, which brought

him into controversy with Dr Priestley, who published the

whole discussion (1792). In the same year appeared

Evanson's work entitled The Dissonance of the four
generally received Evangelists, to which replies were

published by Dr Priestley and D. Simpson, M.A, (1793).

Evanson rejected most of the books of the New Testa-

ment as forgeries, and of the four gospels he accepted only

that of St Luke. In 1802 he published Reflections upon
ihe State of Religion in Christendom, in which he attempted

1,0 explain and illustrate the mysterious foreshadowings of

the Apocalypse. This he considered the most important

(if his writings. Shortly before his death he completed

his Second Thoughts on the Trinity, in reply to a work of

ihe bishop of Gloucester. The story of the life, investiga-

tions, and • conflicts of this heretical churchman of a

hundred years ago is full of interest, especially for its

anticipations of some of the momentous discussions of the

present day. He died at Coleford, in Gloucestershire, Sep-

tember 25, 1805. A narrative of the circumstances which

led to the prosecutioa of Evanson was published by N.
Havard, the town-clerk of Tewkesbury.

EVANSVILLE, a city of America, capital of Vanderburg
county, Indiana, is situated on a high bank of the Ohio
river, 200 miles below Louisville, Kentucky—measuring

by the windings of the river, which double the direct

distance. On account of the peculiar bend of the river at

this point, Evansville is built somewhat in the shape of a

crescent, and is sometimes called the " Crescent City." It

has -railway communication in various directions ; and the

Wabush and Erie Canal, completed in 1853, extends from

it .to Toledo, Ohio, a distance of 400 miles. Evansville

is a busy commercial and manufacturing town, and is

rapidly increasing. It is the principal shipping port for

the grain and pork of south-western Indiana ; and among
its other articles of export are lime, cotton, dried fruit, and
tobacco. It has flour mills, breweries, iron founderies,

tanneries, machine shops, and woollen and cotton factories.

Coal and iron ore are found in the vicinity. The principal

buildings are the courthouse, the city hall, the high

school, the marine hospital, and a new building in which

are included the post-office, tho United States courts, and

the custom-house. The population, which in 1860 wa«

11,484, had increased in 1870 to 21,830.

EVAl'ORATIGN is that process by which liquids and
solids assume tho gaseous state at their free surfaces. Th»
rate at which evaporation takes place depends upon the

temperature of the liquid or solid, the extent of the exposed

surface, and tho facility with which the gaseous particles

can escape from the neighbourhood of the surface either by

diffusion through the air or by the motion of the air itself.

Hence a strong wind will generally accelerate the process

of drying. The passage from the gaseous into the liquid

condition, or condensation, and into the solid condition, or

sublimation, are processes the converse of evaporation.

The evaporation of a liquid is a phenomenon which we
observe daily, and that of a solid sometimes presents* itself

to our notice, as when snow vanishes by evaporation during

a long frost though the temperature never rises to the

freezing point. Camphor and iodine also readily evaporate

at ordinary temperatures without liqupfying, and sublime

on the surfaces of the vessels in which they are placed.

A gas is a substance a finite portion of which will

distribute itself through any space, however great, to which
it has free access. A substance which can exist in the

liquid or solid state at ordinary temperature and under
ordinary atmospheric pressure is usually, when in the

gaseous condition, called a vapour; but, though it is easy

to give arbitrary definitions, no satisfactory distinctioQ

between gases and vapours has yet been made. In fact,

the word " vapour" is rapidly giving place to " gas" in

most instances. The greatest amount of any substance

which can exist in the gaseous condition in the unit

of volume depends upon the temperature, but is almost

independent of the presence of any other vapour or gas,

provided that such gas or vapour possess no chemical

affinity for the substance in question. When a portion of

space contains as much of any vajjour as can exist in it at

the temperature, it is said to be saturated with that vapour.

Any reduction of temperature will then be accompanied by
condensation of part of the vapour, and the space will

remain saturated at the new temperature ; while if any
increase of temperature occur, the space will cease to be

saturated with the vapour it contains, and further evapor-

ation will take place if any of the corresponding liquid bo

present, but if not the space will remain unsaturated, and

the vapour it contains is then said to be super-heated. If

the fall of temperature be caused by the introduction of a

solid body sufficiently) cold, condensation will first take

place in the layer of air next the body, forming dew upon

its surface if the temperature be above that at which the

vapour solidifies, but hoar-frost it the temperature be below

that point, in which case we have an example of sublima-

tion. If the reduction of temperature be occasioned by

the introduction of a quantity of cold air or other gas, or

by the rapid expansion of the vapour itself, together with

any other vapours or gases which may occupy the same

space, the condensed liquid assumes the state of cloud,

fog, or mist. The temperature at which a portion of space

is saturated with the aqueous vapour which it actually

contains was caljed by Dalton the dew-point. Some
vapours, like steam at 100° C, if allowed to expand

without receiving heat, and in expanding to do the full

amount of work corresponding to the greatest pressure

they can exert, suffer partial condensation, because the

increase in the space occupied does not compensate for the

reduction of temperature; but there are other vapours

which become super-heated by expansion, because the

increase in volume more than compensates for the reduc-

tion of temperature.

Wbea the temperature of a liquid is such that tbe
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pressure of its vapour is less than that to which the liquid

is Exposed, evaporation will go on at its free surface only;

but if the temperature is raised so that the pressure of

the vapour is greater than !hat exerted upon the liquid,

bubbles of vapour can exist within the liquid itself, and if

once formed will rise through the liquid and escape at the

surface. This phenomenon is called ebuUiiion or boiling ;

and the temperature at which the pressure of the vapour

of a substance is equal to the standard atmospheric pressure

is called its boiling-point The standard atmospheric

'pressure generally adopted is that exerted by a column of

mercury 760 millimetres in height at 0" C. at the aea

level in latitude 45°. This is equivalent to about 29-905

inches of mercury at 0° C. at the sea-level in the latitude

of London. The pressure of a megadyne per square centi-

metre has been proposed as the standard atmosnhere, but

this has not yet been generally adopted.

When a quantity of water is heated from the lower

surface, the water near the bottom is at a higher tempera-

ture than the superincumbent layers, and the bubbles of

steam foVmed there on rising are surrounded by water at

a temperature below the boiling-poiut, and, being conse-

quently unable to sustain the pressure to which they are

exposed, they collapse with a slight sound. These sounds

repeated in rapid suecession constitute the " singing " of

the kettle, and are exchanged for a very much softer

sound when the whole of the water reaches the boiling-

point, and steam bubbles escape from the surface. Though

bubbles of pure steam once produced can exist under

atmospheric p'ressure if the temperature be above the boiling-

point, yet such bubbles will not necessarily be produced

in pure water as soon as it reaches that temperature. If

water which has been carefully freed .from air by long

boiling be heated in a clean glass vessel, its temperature

may be raised considerably above the boiling-point ; but

as soon as the continuity of the water is broken by the

formation of a bubble of steam, ebullition ensues with

explosive violence, and the temperature falls nearly to the

boiling-point. Drops of water suspended in a mixture of

linseed oil and oil of cloves of the same specific gravity have

been heated by Dufour to 180° C, and generally fatty

oils poured on the surface of water tend to prevent

ebullition. It has been stated that the boiling of pure

water has not yet been observed. Certain solutions,

especially strong solutions of caustic alkalies, are very

liable to an explosive evolution of steam at intervals, and

the best way of preventing it is the introduction, when

possible, of a small piece of a metal which can decomnose

water.

Tliougn the temperature at which water boils depends

on the impurities which it contains, and the nature of the

vessel in. which it is placed, yet the temperature of the

Eteam above the water depends only on the pressure. This

has been long acknowledged when the quantity of impurity

dissolved in .the water is small, and in order to determine

the boiling-points upon thermometers they are immersed

in the steam above boiling water without allowing their

bulbs to touch the water. When the quantity of salt

dissolved is very gteat, the temperature of the boiling

solution is generally very much above the boiling-point of

water. Thus, according to Faraday, saturated solutions of

common salt, nitre, and potassic carbonate boil at 109°,

115-6°, and 140° C. respectively. The temperature of

ebullition of a saline solution is sometimes employed to

determine the percentage of salt present Notwithstanding

the high temperature of the solution, it seems that the

temperature of the steam when first liberated from the

solution is the sarne as that produced by water boiling at

the same pressure. This conclusion is supported by

Dufour, though Magnus and some others were of a

different opinion. If a thermometer with a clean oiipr«

tected bulb be immersed in the steam above a concentrated

saline solution boiling at ordinary pressure, its temperatunj

will quickly rise to 100° C, then become almost statioiiary,

and afterwards slowly rise to a . temperature somewhat
below that of the liquid, and depending on its nearness to

the solution and the facilities which are offered for the

escape of heat from the bulb. On removing the thermo-

meter and allowing it to cool, there will generally be found

a quantity of salt sticking to the bulb which has been

splashed upon it from the solution. If the bulb of a ther-

mometer be covered with cotton which has been' sprinkled

with some salt, and be then immersed in steara, whether

above a saline solution or above boiling water, its tem-

perature will quickly. rise considerably above the boiling-

point, and several thermometers whose bulbs have been

covered with different salts will indicate different tempera-

tures if suspended side by side in the same vessel of steam,

leading us to suspect that the high temperature recorded

by the thermometer above the saline solution may be due

in part at least to salt which has been splashed upon the

bulb. If the bulb be protected from splashes by a metal

screen placed below it, and from condensed water trickling

down the stem by a guard placed above it, the temperature

will at once rise to 100° C; but the further rise of

temperature will be so slow that it may be accounted for

by the radiation from the liquid and from the metal screen,

which of course becomes heated in the same way as a naked

thermometer placed in its position. If a test tube con-

taining mercury be immersed in the solution, and the

thermometer bulb placed in it till it reaches the same

temperature, on raising it into the steam the temperature

will be seen to fall considerably.

If a small quantity of a liquid be placed m a metal

vessel whose temperature has been raised very much abovo

the boiling-point of the liquid, vapour will be produced so

rapidly from the under surface of the liquid that it wi?l

be supported on a cushion of its own vapour, and thus

prevented from coming into contact with the metal, the

separation being so complete that if the liquid be an

electrolyte a current from an ordinary battery cannot be

made to pass from the liquid to the metal. This condition

of the liquid is called the spheroidal state, ^nd is often

referred to as Leidenfrost's phenomenon. It may fre-

quently be noticed that the drop is in a state of rapid rota-

tion. If by any means an indentation is made in the

surface of the drop, vibrations wiU be set up in it, causing

the horizontal section to pass into the form of a curvilineai

polygon, in the same manner as the edge of a bell changes

its form when struck. The surface of the drop then

presents a " beaded " or corrugated appearance, forni?d

by the superposition of the retinal images of the drop in.

the two extreme conditions which it assumes, and there-

fore always presenting an eve7i number of corrugation.^

corresponding to the vibrating segments. Sutface tension

of course supplies the forces necessary to produce the

vibrations. When a ventral segment projects beyond the

mean surface of the drop so as- to form a " bead," more

surface is exposed by it to the heating action of the metal

than when it is in its mean position, and when it lies

within the mean, or spheroidal, surface so as to form a
" flute," less surface is exposed by it ; but as the generation

of steam cannot be instantaneous, more steara -will escape,

from the segment while it is receding towards the centre

than while it is advancing, and thus the pressure of the

escaping steam upon each ventral segment will vary with

the phase of vibration in such a manner as to supply tha

energy necessary to the continuance of the motion. If tlii-

drop be examined by. ordinary daylight a fluted outline

can be distinctly seen within the beaded outline, but if it
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t)e instantaneously illuminated by electric sparks, the

separata vibration forma will be seen presenting half as

many beads and flutes as are presented when the images are

superposed through tlio employment of a continuous light.

The lowest temperature at which the spheroidal condition

can be produced varies with the nature of the heated surface,

the liquid, and the temperature of the liquid when poured

into the vessel. It is in virtue of this condition that

Faraday found it possible to freeze mercury in a red hot

•vessel. When the metal is allowed to cool sufficiently, the

liquid comes into contact with it, and is wholly or partially

converted into vapour with explosive violence. In highly

rarefied air water will assume the sjiheroidal condition at

very low temperatures, in consequence of evaporation being

accelerated by the diminution of pressure.

Previous to the introduction of the molecular theory of

gases many theories were proposed to explain the diifusion

of aqueous vapour through the air. Halley supposed that

vapour consisted of small hollow spherules or vesicles

filled with an aura considerably lighter than air, which

caused them to ascend like balloons, and Atwood followed

his hypothesis. Even after the sirnilarity of vapours to

nir and other so-called permanent gases had been fully

tecognized, the vesicular theory was still held in a modified

form to explain the suspension of cloud and fog ; but in

fhe case of very small drops the resistance of the air is

nufficicnfc to prevent the drops acquiring more than an

extremely small velocity in consequence of their weight.

Hooke supposed that air contains aqueous vapour in a

state of chemical solution ; but this theory, like the preced-

ing, fails to explain evaporation in vacuo. De Saussure

believed that water was first converted into vapour by the

action of heat, and then absorbed by the air on account of

a chemical aftinity; while Halley, Leroy, and Franklin

thought that the attraction of the air was instrumental in

the first formation of vapour. The advocates of a still

older theory maintained that aqueous vapour was a com-

bination of water particles with those of fire, which caused

them to ascend, and that contrary winds blowing the

particles of water together loosened the fire particles from
them, thus allowing them to descend as rain.

Desaguliers seems to have been the first to identify the

nature of steam with that of aqueous vapour at ordinary

temperatures, and to recognize the fact that steam is a

transparent gas, while the cloud produced by a jet of

steam is really condensed water. In a letter to the presi-

dent of the Royal Society (Phil. Trans., 1729, p. 6),

Desaguliers maintained that the cause of vapour rising in

the air is a force of repulsion between its particles, which
separates them so far from each other as to render the

vapour specifically lighter than air. The resistance offered

by water to compression he accounts for by a similar repul-

sion. From some experiments with a steam engine he
concluded that water' in being converted into steam under
ordinary atmospheric pressure expands to about 14,000
times its original volume instead of about 1650 times

as it actually does. • Shortly after the above-mentioned

letter was written, Desaguliers, in " An Essay on the

Cause of the Rise of Vapours and Exhalations in the

Air " {Natural Philosophy, pt. ii.), attributed the repulsion

between the particles of vapour to an electrical action, sup-

posing that the particles of water were first electrified from
the air and then repelled by the air and by one another.

In 1783 De Saussure published his Essais sur I'Hygro-

mi'trie, which give an account of many experiments executed

on a great scale, and in some cases leading him to correct

conclusions. By placing a known weight of dry potassic

carbonate in a large glass balloon filled with air and satu-

rated with aqueous vapour, and finding the increase in the

•weight of the carbonate produced by absorption, he deter-

mined the amount of vapour originally present. Py filling

the balloon with dry air, and suspending in it a piece of wet

linen, ho determined the amount of the water which evapo-

rated from the loss of weight experienced by the linen.

These experiments were repeated with the balloon filled

with hydrogen and carbonic anhydride, and with mixtures

of these gases, and both methods led to the same result,

indicating that the amount of vapour was the same, if the

temperature remained constant, whatever gas were present.

The inferences he derived from his experiments at different

temperatures were not, however, justifiable ; nor is there

any ground for his division of vapour into four classe.g, viz.,

pure elastic vapour, dissolved elastic vapour, vesicular

vapour, and concrete vapour, the last of which really con-

sists of liquid drops.

Deluc (Phil. Trans., 1792) enunciated the theory that

the quantity of vapour which can exist in any space de-

pends 07tly on the temperature, and is independent of the

presence of any other vapour or gas with which it has no

tendency to combine chemically, being always the same as

if nothing but the vapour occupied the space ; and this he
verified by placing his hygrometer with a little water under

the receiver of an air-pump, and showing that the indica-

tions of the hygrometer were independent of the pressure of

the air. Deluc was the first to propose that the hygrome-
tric state of the air should be measured by the ratio of the

amount of vapour existing in it to that required to saturate

it. at the temperature it jxjsscsses'. A more convenient

measure has been proposed by Balfour Stewart, viz., the

quantity of vapour associated with the unit of mass of dry air.

But it is to Dalton that we are chiefly indebted for a

clear statement of the laws of evaporation. In his Meteoro-

loffical Ussays (17 ^i3,i). 134) he states that "evaporation

and the condensation of vapour are not the effects of chemi-

cal affinities, but aqueous vapour always exists as a flui(J

sni generis diffused amongst the rest of the aerial fluids.N

Thus water at 80° Fahr. is on the point of boiling under q

pressure of 1'03 inches of mercury, and from this he coni

eludes that in the presence of dry air water at 80° Fahr,

will evaporate " till the density of its vapour, consider6<j

abstractedly, becomes ^th. of what it is under a pressure o|

30 inches, and its temperature 212°." This statement,

though inaccurate inasmuch as it takes no account of ths

expansion of a given mass of steam at constant pressurj

when its temperature is raised from 80° Fahr. to 21 2° Fahr.,

yet shows that Dalton had discovered the true law of eva.

poration, and thoroughly understood its applications. II

we substitute pressure for density, the statement become?

correct. Again, on page 201 of the Essays he states hi^

conviction, as the result of experiments and observations,

"That the vapour of water [and probably of most other liquids)

exists at all temperatures in the atmosjihere, aiid is capable of hearing

any knoion degree of cold without a total co)idcnsation^ and that the

vapour so existing is one and the same thing as steam or vapour of
212° or npwards. The idea, therefore, that vapour cannot exist in

the open atmosphere at a lower temperature Uian 212°, unless

chemically combined therewith, I consider aa erroneous ; it has
taken its rise from the supposition that air pressing upon vapour
condenses the vapour equally with vapour pressing upon vapour,—
a supposition we have no right to assume, and which, I apprehend,
will plainly appear to he contradictory to reason and unwarranted by
facts; for when a particle of vapour exists between two particles of

air, let their equal and opposite pressures upon it be what they
may, they cannot bring it nearer to another particle of vapour,

without which no condensation can take place, all other circum-
stances being the same; and it has never been proved that the
vapour in a receiver from which all the air has been exhausted is

precipitated upon the admission of perfectly dry air. Hence, then,

we conclude, till the contrary can be proved, that the coiulensaXi'm'

of vapour exposed to the common air does not in any way depend
upon the pressure of the air."

(The italics are Dalton's.) In these remarks Dalton

manifests a clear appreciation of the true state of the case.

In his experiments he aimed directly at the root of the

YIII. — 92
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matter, and the results at vcliich ho arrived are perfectly

conclusive within the errors of his experiments. First ho

measured the pressure of a quantity of dry air kept at

constant volume for every degree on Fahrenheit's scale

between the freezing and boiling points ; then he found tho

pressure of pure steam in contact with water for every

degree through the same range, and lastly tlio rate of

increase of pressure of a quantity of air kept at constant

volume^ but in- contact with water when the temperature

varied. The results showed that at each particular

temperature the pressure of the air saturated with vapour

was exactly equal to that corresponding to the dry air

together with that exerted by vapour alone when in contact

with water at the same temperature ; from which he
inferred that there is either no chemical action between tho

air and vapour, or such action in no way affects the

question at issue with gases other than air and vapours

other than aqueous. This conclusion is frequently ex-

pressed by saying that gases and vapours behave to one

another as vacua. Most of these experiments were
published, in a paper in the Manchester Memoirs, vol. v.

Dalton was the first to give a table of the maximum
pressure of steam for temperatures from 80° to 212° Fahr.

The researches of Desormes, Gay Lu.5sac, and Daniell

all tend to corroborate Dalton's theory and the accuracy of

his experiments, the results of which may be summed up
in two statements, sometimes cited as Dalton's laws, viz.:

—

I. In a space which contains a liquid and its vapour
only, the liquid will continue to evaporate until the

pressure of its vapour attains a determinate amount depen-

dent only on the temperature.

II. In a space containing dry air or other gas or gases a
liquid will continue to evaporate until the pressure exerted

hy its vapour alone is the same as if no air or other gas

were present.

The more recent rosearcnes of Eegnault and Andrews
have shown that tlm second law is hot. quite true. It was,

however, a great stop in advance, and is sufficiently

accurate for all the purposes of chemical analysis and
hygrometry. Two .or more vapours will act towards one
another as vacua when, and only when, their liquids have
no affinity for one another. When this is not the case, the

pressure exerted by the vapour above the surface of the

mixed liqiiids is frequently much less than that which can

be exerted by the vapour of the more volatile liquid alone.

Thus sulphuric acid will absorb aqueous vapour, and
alcohol will absorb ether vapour, reducing the pressure to

a smalt fraction of that exerted by the ether vapour alone.

Bisulphide of carbon and paraffin oil also diminish tho

pressure of ether vapour. Since a mixture of liquids may
boil when the pressure of the vapour produced exceed?!

that to which the liquid is exposed, it follows that a mix-
ture of liquids which have no tendency to dissolve one
another will boil at a temperature below the boiling-point

of either of them ; but when the liquids have an affinity

for each other tho boiling-point of the mixture will be above
that of the more volatile constituent.

The method employed by Gay Lussac for the measure-
ment of the pressure of aqueous vapour at low temperatures
has not since been improved upon. He employed a
barometer tube whose length was con.=iderably greater

than tho height of tho barometer, and having bent the

upper portion (above the mercury) over so as to slope

downwards at an angle of about 60° with the horizon, he
immersed the closed end in a cold mixture at the tempera-
ture for which the pressure was to be rneasured, and injected

a little water into the barometer tube. The vapour pro-
duced condensed in tho cold part of the tube, and this

process of distillation continued until the whole of the
iwatcr lud evaporated from the surface of the mercury,

leaving it free to rise ^nd fall in the tube. The pressure

of the vapour was afterwards always that duo to the
temperature of the coldest part of the tube, for if at any
time it exceeded this pressure, condensation would com-
mence and continue until the prcisure was reduced to this

amount. A barometer tube dipping into the same trough
of mercury, and containing no water, was placed by the side

of the experimental tube, and the difference in the level of

the mercury in the tubes was read by means of a microscope

sliding on a graduated pillar, this difference obviously

indicating the pressure of the vapour.

The rate at whicji evaporation takes place has been the

subject of much inquiry. In 1772 I}r Dobson of Liver-

pool (Phil. Trans., Ixvii.) placed a cylindrical vessel, 12

inches in diameter, by the side of a rain-gauge, and, allowing

for the rain which fell into it, determined the total eva-

poration during each month for four years. Dalton and
Hoyle imitated more closely the conditions presented by the

soil, and filled a vessel three feet in depth with gravel and
sand, covering it with earth and sinking it in the ground;

a pipe was placed near the top and one near the bottom

in order to collect any water which might be free to run

off, while the amount of rain received was measured by a

rain-gauge placed close to the vessel. At the commence-
ment of the series of observations the contents of the vessel •

were saturated with water, and the difference between the

amount of rain received and of water that escaped by the

pipes indicated :the amount of evaporation.

From observations of the rate of evaporation of water

contained in a shallow tin dish Dalton concluded that at

different temperatures in calm air the rate of evaporation

is proportional to the maximum pressure of steam at that

temperature, diminished by the pressure of the vapour

already existing in the air, which pressure is determined

from an observation of the dew-point, and that when tha

air is in motion the rate of evaporation increases with th.

velocity of the wind. It really depends not only on th».

temperature, but on the rate at which the vapour can

escape from the neighbourhood of the liquid, and evapora-

tion therefore proceeds more quickly when the pressure of

the air is diminished. Some considerations on the subject

will be found in the article Diffusion.

Many of Dalton's experiments were subsequently repeated

in a modified form by Daniell, who examined the pressure

of steam at various temperatures, and in the presence of

other gases, as well as the rate of evaporation. The chief

monument of Daniell's work on this subject is his dew-

point instrument. Hutton was the first to suggest the

determination of the hygrometric state of the air from
the cold produced by evaporation; and Sir John Leslie

employed the same method, in connexion with the difi'eren-

tial thermometer. For the theory of Mason's dry and wet
bulb thermometers, or, as it is sometimes called, August's

psychrometer, see article Diffusion.

In 1823 the determination of the maximum pressure of

aqueous vapour at different temperatures was referred to

a commission of the Academy of Paris, and the work was
undertaken by Dulong and Arago. They measured the

pressure of steam at temperatures ranging from 100° C. to

224° C, by observing the compression of a quantity of air

imprisoned by mercury in a tube. About the same time

a committee of the Franklin Institute of Pennsylvania

measured the temperature of steam in contact with ;7ater,

at pressures varying from one to ten atmospheres; but

the results of the two series of experiments did not agree

very well; It was partly on this account that Kegnault

determined to investigate the subject more thoroughly, and

it is to him we are indebted for a table of the pressure of

aqueous vapour over a range of temperature varying from
— 32° C. to 230° C. Some of his results, together with
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poine obtained by Magnus, will be found in the accompany-

ing table. The pressures are measured in millituetres of
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its volume. A pellet of mercury waa employed to separate

the alcohol from some air, the compression of -which served

to measure the pressure in the tube. On heating the

alcohol to about 225° C. (according to De la Tour) it ex-

panded- to about twice its volume, and then suddenly

disappeared, the pressure being (according to the same

authority) about 129 atmospheres. When thr quantity of

alcohol filled a much greater portion of the tube, the tube

burst. The experiment was repeated with ether, naptha,

and water, with similar results ; but in the case of water, it

was necessary to add a little sodic carbonate to i)revent the

water dissolving the glass. The experiments have since been

repeated by Faraday, and still more recently by Andrews.

It was first noticed by Wolf (An7i.. de Chimie, xlix. 230),

afterwards by Drion {An7i. de Chimie, Ivi. 221), who
examined Wolf's results, experimenting with ether, and -n-ith

ethylic chloride, and subsequently by Andrews, that the

curvature of the surface of the liquid decreases as the tem-

perature is raised, indicating a diminution in the surface

tension, while the surface itself becomes less strongly

marked, till it entirely loses its curvature, and then vanishes

altogether, only a flickering hazy appearance being visible

in different parts of the tube. The temperature at which

the liquid and gaseous states merge into one another has

been called by Andrews the crilical point. Jlendeleef calls

it the absolute boiling-point. The temperatures and pres-

sures corresponding to the critical points of some substances

are given in the following table :

—
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ipm ot the vapour just formed, thus causing the amount of

:^apour near the liquid to approach more nearly to the state

m saturation than would otherwise be the case, and thus

the rate of condensation will be increased and the apparent

rate of evaporation diminished. Nevertheless, we must
conclude that the amount of vapour ultimately contained in

each cubic centimetre of the space above the liquid, when
no further evaporation takes place, will be the same as if

no other gas or vapour were present, if we do not consider

the space actually occupied by the particles themselves, for

the number of particles prevented from entering the liquid

by reflection from the foreign gas or vapour, will be exactly

equal to the number which after leaving the liquid are re-

flected and caused to re-enter the L'quid by the same means.

?or further information on this subject the reader is re-

ferred, among other articles, to Diffusion, Heat, and
Meteorology. (w. g.)

EVE, the Englisn transcription, through the Latin £va
and Greek Eva, of the Hebrew name njn Havva, which,

according to Gen. iii,-20, was givon by A.dam to his wife

because she was "mother of all living." Taken literally,

the word means life, and in this sense it occurs in Phoeni-

cian, though not in Hebrew, which uses as a common noun
the slightly different form ^'0. So the Septuagint cor-

rectly renders the word by Zw^. The rendering lifegiver

(Symmachus, ZwoyoVos) is phUologically less satisfactory,

though still supported by Riehm.^

fn the Old Testament Eve is mentionea only in the so-

called Jehovistic narrative of Gen. ii.-iv. In this narrative,

which it is unnecessary to repeat, the original creation of

woman is so set forth as to teach the ethical value and
dignity of the relation of marriage, which, according to

God's original ordinance, is not founded on sensual instincts,

but corresponds to a necessity of that higher part of man's
nature which raises him above the brute creation (Gen. ii.

18-20). The relation of the wife to her husband is one of

dependence (comp. 1 Tim. ii. 13, but especially I Cor. xL

8, 9, which rightly interprets the significance of the creation

of Eve from Adam's rib) but not of subjection. The
woman is not the servant of her husband, but a " help meet
for him "—more literally a help corresponding to him

—

without which he would be himself incomplete. And so

marriage constitutes the closest human relationship, and
establishes between husband and wife a union, or rather a

unity, stronger than the ties of blood (Gen. IL 24). On the

other hand, the dominion of the husband over the wife

characteristic of antique society is represented as a fruit of

the fall (Gen. iii. 16), andconnected with the predominance
of sensual passion (desire) over the ethical attachment of

the sexes. These ideas reappear more or less clearly in

various parts of the Old Testament,—in the description of

true love in Canticles, and in what is said of marriage in

the Proverbs, especially in the doctrine, Prov. ii. 17, that

marriage is a " divine coyen^ant." But there is no direct

reference to the narrative of Genesis in the other canonical

books of the Old Testament, though some interpreters seek

an allusion to the creation of Adam and Eve in the obscure

passage Mai. iL 15. In the apocryphal book of Tobit (viiL

6, 7) the pure relation of true marriage is illustrated by
referenos to Gen. ii. ;2 but it is only in the New Testament
that the original ideal ot married life is authoritatively set

forth by our Lord as the rule of a higher morality than
that of Mosaism (Mat. six. ; Mark x.) The abrogation of

' Other ancient etymologies, wUch have no scientific value but are
in part connected with curious speculatiqns, may be found in the Ono*
mastica (El Lagarde, 1870) and in Fabricius, Codex Pseudtp. V. T.,

p. 103. The recent conjecture of Kleincrt, who connects the name with
Arabic el havjdnt, the longest ribs, is philoIogxctUy inadmissible,

' Another reference to the creation of woman appears in the Latin
text of EccIeeiasUcus zvU. 6. but is lacking in the Greek.

the one-sided law of divorce, and the restoration of marriage

to the ideal instituted before the fall, involve the abolition

in Christian society of the antique subjection of woman
(comp. Hosea iL 16). The other parts of the history of Eve
have less importance for biblical theology and ethics, and
receive little more than casual notice in the New Testament

(2 Cor. xL 3; 1 Tim ii. 14, 15).

To this notice of the biblical materials on the subject

may be added a brief indication of the legendary additions

to the narrative of Genesis, and some account of the way
in which that narrative has been treated by theologians and
scholars in different ages.

Legends.—The earliest source for the legenaary history of

Eve which remains to us is the book of Jubilees or Lepto-

genesis, a Palestinian work, composed before the destruction

of the temple by Titus (see Apocalyptio LiteratureX
In this book, which was largely used by Christian writers,

we find a chronology of the lives of Adam and Eve and the

names of their daughters,—Avan and Azura.' The Targiim

of Jonathan informs us that Eve was created from the

thirteenth rib of Adam's right side, thus taking the view, Etill

soberly maintained by Delitzsch, that Adam had a rib more
than his descendants. The Jewish Midrash and the

Talmud contain many other stories, always absurd and

often disgusting, of which a sufficient account may be

found in Bartolocci's Bibliotheca Rabbinica, and Eisen

menger's Entdecldes Jiidenlhum. The curious reader may
also consult Breithaupt's Latin translation of Jarchi On the

Pentateuch (Gotha, 1710), and Wagenseil's (Soto (pp. 637,

751). Some of the Jewish legends show clear marks of

foreign influence. Thus the notion that the first man was

a double being, afterwards separated into the two persons

of Adam and Eve {Berachot, f. 61 ; Erubin, f. 18), may be

traced back to Philo {De mundi opif., § 53 ; comp. QucesL

in Gen., lib. L § 25), who borrows the idea, and almost the

words, of the myth related by Aristophanes in the Platoi^- :

Symposium, which, in extravagant form, explains the pas.- -

1

of love by the legend that male and female originally

formed oae body. This myth, which is treated with much
respect by later Platonists, may have come from the East,

but it is not Semitic. There is an analogous Eranian

legend in the Bundehesh,' and an Indian legend, which, ac-

cording to Spiegel, has presumably an Eranian source.^

Legendary developments of the history of Adam and Eva
were not confined to the Jews, but were equally popular in

the Christian church and among the heretical sects. The
apocryphal literature of the subject is noticed in the articla

Adam ; but a reference may here be added to the history

of Adam and Eve published by Ceriani, Momimenta sacra

et profana, torn, v., Milan, 1868. An idea of the contents

of this literature may be derived from Roensch's Buck d;r

Sabitaen. See also Fabricius,' Codex Fseudep. V. T., p.

95 seq.

History of Interpretation.—The following remarks are

supplementary to what has been already said in the article

Adam.
Minds trained under the influence of the .Jewish Haggada,

in which the whole biblical history is freely intermixed with

legendary and parabolic matter, would not naturally formu-

late the question how far the story of Gen. ii.-iv. is to be

regarded as literal history 1 But that question necessarily

arose when Jewish learning came into contact with

Greek thought. Josephus, in the prologue to his Arckceo-

• These names underwent many transformations ia the course of

time. The various forms are carefully catalogued by Roensch, Buch
derJvMlaen, p. 373(L««psic, 1874). Jewish, Mahometan, and Chris-

tian notions about the children of the Protoplasts are collected with

his usual learning by Selden, De Jure Naturali, etc., lib. v. cap. 8,

* Spiegel, Erdnische Allerihumskunde, vol. i. p. 511.
" Muir'e Sanscrit Texts vol i. p. 25. • cf. Sniegel, op. tit., TsL L i^

168.
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logy, reserves the problem of the true meaning of the

Mosaic narrative, but docs not regard everything as

strictly literal. Philo, the groat representative of Alex-

andrian allegory, expressly argues that in the nature of

things the trees of life and knowledge cannot be taken

otherwise than symbolically. His interpretation of the

creation of Eve is, as has been already observed, plainly

suggested by a Platonic myth. The longing for reunion

which love implants in the divided halves of the original

dual man is the source of sensual pleasure (symbolized by

the serpent), which in turn is the beginning of all transgres-

sion. Eve represents the sensuous or perceptive part of

man's nature, Adam the reason. The serpent therefore

does not venture to attack Adam directly. It is sense

which yields to pleasure, and in turn enslaves the reason

and destroys its immortal virtue. This exposition, in which

the elements of the Bible narrative become mere symbols of

the abstract notions of Greek philosophy, and are adapted

to Greek conceptions of the origin of evil in the material

and sensuous part of man, was adopted into Christian

theology by Clement and Origen, notwithstanding its

obvious inconsistency with the Pauline anthropology, and

the difficulty which its supporters felt in reconciling it with

the Christian doctrine of the excellence of the married state

(Clemens MQ-s..,°Stromata, p. 174). These difficulties had

more weight with the Western church, which, less devoted

to speculative abstractions and more deeply influenced by

the Pauline anthropology, refused, especially since

Augustine, to reduce Paradise and the fall to the region of

pure inlelligibilia ; though a spiritual sense was admitted

along with the literal (Aug., Civ. Dei, xiii. 21).'-

The history of Adam and Eve became the basis of

anthropological discussions which acquired more than

speculative importance from their connexion with the

doctrine of original sin and the meaning of the sacrament

of baptism. One or two points in Augustinian teaching

may be here mentioned as having to do particularly with

Eve. The question whether the soul of Eve was derived

from Adam or directly infused by the Creator is raised as

an element in the great problem of traducianism and

creationism (De Gen. ad lit., lib. x.). And it is from

Augustine that Milton derives the idea that Adam sinned,

not from desire for the forbidden fruit, but because love

forbade him to dissociate his fate from Eve's (ihid., lib. xi.

suh fin.). Mediaeval discussion moved mainlj' in the lines

laid down by Augustine. A sufficient sample of the way in

which the subject was treated by the schoolmen may be

found in the Summa of Thomas, pars i., qu. xcii., De pro-

ductione mulleris.

The Reformers, always hostile to allegory, and in this

matter especially influenced by the Augustinian anthro-

pology, adhered strictly to the literal interpretation of the

history of the Protoplasts, which has continued to be

generally identified with Protestant orthodoxy. The dis-

integration of the confessional doctrine of sin in last century

was naturally associated with new theories of the meaning
of the biblical narrative ; but neither renewed forms of the

allegorical interpretation, in which everything is reduced to

abstract ideas about reason and sensuality, nor the attempts

of Eichhom and others to extract a kernel of simple history

by allowing largely for the influence of poetical form in so

early a narrative, have found lasting acceptance. On the

other hand, th« strict historical interpretation is beset with

difficulties which modern interpreters have felt with
increasing force, and which there is a growing disposition t3

solve by adopting in one or other form what ie called the

* Thus in medisral theology Eve is a type of the church, and her
formation from the rib has a mystic reason, inasmuch as blood and
water (the sacraments of the church) flowed from the side o{ Christ
an the cross (Thomas, Svmma, par. L qu. iciL)

"mythical" theory of the narrative. But intorprctatlorus

pass under this now popular title which have no real claim

to be so designated. What is common to the "mythical"

interpretations is to find the real value of the narrative, not

in the form of the story, but in the thoughts which it

embodies. But the story cannot be called a myth in the

strict sense of the word, unless wo are prepared to place it

on one line with the myths of heathenism, produced by

the unconscious play of plastic fancy, giving shape to the

impressions of natural iiheuomcna ou primitive observers.

Such a theory does no justice to a narrative which

embodies profound truths peculiar to the religion of revela-

tion. Other forms of the so-called mythical interpretatiou

are little more than abstract allegory in a new guise,

ignoring the fact that the biblical story does not teach

general truths which repeat themselves in every individual,

but gives a view of the purjjose of man's creation, and o£

the origin of sin, in connexion with the divine plan of re-

demption. Among his other services in refutation of tho

unhistorical rationalism of last century, Kant has the merit

of having forcibly recalled attention to the fact that tho

narrative of Genesis, oven if we do not take it literally,

miist bo regarded ps presenting a view of the beginnings of

the history of the human race {Muthmdsdiclier Anfang der

Maischengeschickte, 1786). Those who recognize this fact

ought not to call themselves or be called by others

adherents of the mythical theory, although they also re-

cognize that in the nature of things the divine truths

brought out in the history of the creation and fall could

not have been expressed either in the form of literal history

or in the shape of abstract metaphysical doctrine ; or even

although they may hold,—as is donu by many who accept

the narrative as a part of Bupornatural revelation,—that

the specific biblical truths which tho narrative conveys

are presented through the vehicle of a story which, at least

in some of its parts, may possibly be shaped by the

influence of legends common to tho Hebrews with their

heathen neighbours. It must, however, be remembered
'

that speculation as to the affinities of Genesis with other

and especially Babylonian legends has of late far outrun

the bounds of scientific method; and this caution has a

special application to the supposed Babylonian history of

the fall. See Von Gutschmidt's ]!feue Bdlrage, p. 145
(Leipsic, 1876). (w. its.)

EVELYN, John (1620-1706), the diarist and author of

Sylva, was born at his father's seat at Wotton, in Surrey,

on the 31st October 1620. He was the younger son of a

country gentleman of large estate, and much respected

throughout the counties of Surrey and Susses, of which he

was high sheriff, one high sheriff at that time serving for

both counties. Notwithstanding the wealth and position

of his family, John Evelyn was educated at the freo school

of Lewes, where his maternal grandfather resided. While
still at school, he was admitted into the Inner Temple ; and

in the following month, at the age of sixteen, he entered

Balliol College, Oxford, as a fellow-commoner. In July

1641, having lost his father during the previous year, he
retired from England, which was then on the eve of civil

war. Before proceeding with his travels, he expressed hi»

sympathy with the cause of the queen of Bohemia, which
was dear to all Protestant Englishmen, by serving in her

army for a few days, " according to the compliment." The.

ten following years he spent abroad, only making briei

visits to England.

It is with this period of travel that his famous Diary,
which he had commenced in imitation of his father at

eleven years of age, begins to be full and interesting

This diary is for many reasons of value to the student

of history apd manners. It comprises thij long period

BO rich in great events, between, the outbreak of
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tbo civil war and tho accession of Anne. Written
with no tlxougbt of publication, it embodies tbe frankest

expression of its author's opinions, and affords much
curious and interesting information which tho historian

woold Lave probably passed over, but which throws

a strong .light upon tho customs and feelings of the

age. And Evelyn's statements a»'0 always worthy of at

least a respectful hearing. In an <ige of fiercest political

and ecclesiastical conflict, himself subject to strong tempta-

tions to partisanship, he maintained throughout life the

same calm temperance of judgment ; and, amid general

profligacy, the purity and integrity of his character

remained unstained. The competence of Lis fortune and
the moderation of Lis ambition rendered him politically

independent. Ilis attachment to monarchy did not blind

Uim to the vices of kings. Though an earnest Protestant

and a firm Episcopalian, Le did not allow himself to be
carried away into the extravagant bigotry so common
among his contemporaries ; ha deprecated the persecution

of the Protestant dissenters, and though Le wrote against

the Jesuits, he refused to join in tho mad hatred with

which all who professed the Eoman Catholic faith were
popularly regarded.

In 1G52 Evelyn returned home with Lis wife, the

amiable and talented daughter of Sir Richard Browne,
and settled at Sayes Court, the Louse afterwards

famous as the residence of Peter the Great. Though well

known to be a royalist, he was not molested, except on one

occasion, when he was arrested by a party of fanatic

soldiers for observing Christmas Day, but, nothing else

being proved against him, was at once released. On
the death of Cromwell, he published an Apoloqy for
the Royal Party, and tried in vain to persuade Colonel

Morloy to declare for Charles II. From the Kestora-

tion till his death in 1706 Le enjoyed unbroken court

favour. In the reign of James II., during the absence

of the earl of Clarendon in Ireland, Le acted as one

of tLe commissioners of the Privy Seal, and honour-

ably distinguished himself by refusing, at tLe risk of

offending the king, to sign an illegal licence- of popish

books. But, wfth this exception, Le never accepted

an office of political importance. His life, Lowever,

was filled with useful work. He was commissioner

for improving the streets and buildings of London, for

'charitable uses" (j'.e., for examining into tho affairs of

charitable institutions), and for taking care of the

wounded who were brought home during the Dutch war,

commissioner of the mint, comm'cssioner of trade and
plantations, &c. His love of scijnce led to Lis being

chosen secretary of the Royal Society, and Le twice declined

the presidency. It was through Lis influence that the

Arundelian marbles and the library and MSS. of the earl

of Arundel were presented to the university of Oxford, a

service which the university recognized by conferring upon

Lira the degree of D.C.L. His writings were exceedingly

numerous. Tho best known were his Diary and Sylva, an

elaborate treatise on arboriculture. Among the others may
be mentioned Navigation and Commerce, their Original

and Progreess, intended as an introduction to a history of

the Dutch war, which he both commenced and laid aside

at the command of Charles II.; a Parallel of Ancient and
ifodem Architecture; PuUic Employment preferred to

Solitude ; and The Ilistory of the Fozcr Great Impostors.

The first collection of Evelyn's miscellaneous writings,

several of which Lad been published anonymously, ap-

peared in 1825, printed in facsimile, and edited by W.
LTpcott.

EVEMERUS, or Euhemerus, a Greek mythographer,

who flourished in the latter half of the 4th century B.C.

The Dlaoe of his birth is unknown, but most probably it

was either Messina in Sicily or Agrigentum. Ho is noted
chiefly for his Sacred History ('Icpo. avayparl>y]), founded
professedly on archaic inscriptions which ho Lad collected

during Lis travels in various parts of Greece, and mora
especially on those ob.'jfirvcd on tho temple of Jupiter

TripLylianus, in the island of Panchsea. In this work Le
introduced a new method of interpreting the popular
myths, asserting that tho gods who formed the chief objects

of popular worship had been originally heroes and con-

querors, who Lad thus earned a claim to tho veneration of

their subjects. -Till tho end of tho last century there were
many who accepted this sygtem of Evemerus, and the
early Christians especially appealed to it as a confirmation

of their belief that tho ancient mythology was merely an
aggregate of fables of Luman invention. Evemerus was a
firm upholder of the Cyronaic philosophy, and by many
ancient writers he was regarded as an atheist. His work
was translated by Ennius into Latin, but tho work itself is

lost, and of the translation only a few fragments, and
these,very short, have come down to us.

EVERDINGEN. Three painters of this name are

recorded in the history of Dutch art,—all of them
related ; but one only deserves to be remembeted.
Allabt von Evekdingen (1621-11675), the son of a

Government clerk at Alkmaar, was born, it is said, in

1621, and educated, if we believe an old tradition, under
Roeland Savery at Utrecht. He wandered in 1645 to

Haarlem, where he studied under Peter de Molyn, and
finally settled about 1657 at Amsterdam, where he re-

mained till his death. It would bo difficult to find a
greater contrast than that which is presented by the works
of Savery and Everdingen. Savery inherited the gaudy
style of the BreugLels, which he carried into- the 17th
century ; whilst Everdingen realized the large and effec-

tive system of coloured and powerfully shaded land-

scape which marks the precursors of Rembrandt. It

is not easy on this account to believe that Savery waa
Everdingen's master, whOe it is quite within the range of

probability that he acquired the elements of landscape
painting from De Molyn. Pieter de Molyn, by birth a
Londoner, lived from 1624 till 1661 in Haarlem. He went
periodically on visits to Norway, and his works, though
scarce, exhibit a broad and sweeping mode of execution

differing but slightly from that transferred at the opening
of the 17th century from Jan van Goyen to Solomon
Ruysdael. His etchings have nearly the breadth and
effect of those of Everdingen. It. is still an open qtiestion

when De Molyn wielded influence on his clever disciple.

Alkmaar, a busy trading place near the Texel, Lad little of

the picturesque for an artist except polders and do^vns or

waves and sky. Accordingly we find Allart at first a
painter of coast scenery. But on one of his expeditions he
is said to Lave been cast ashore in Norway, and during
the repairs of his ship Le visited the inland valleys, and
thus gave a new course to his art. In early pieces' he
cleverly represents the sea in motion under varied, but
mostly clouded, aspects of eky. Their general intonation is

strong and brown, and effects are rendered in a powerful

key, but the execution is much more uniform than that of

Jacob RuysdaeL A dark scud lowering on a rolling sea

near the walls of Flushing characterizes Everdingen's Mouth
of the Schelde in the Hermitage at St Petersburg. Storm is

the marked feature of sea-piece's in the Stsedel or Robartes

collections ; and a strand with wreckers at the foot of a cliff

in the Munich Pinakothek may be a reminiscence of personal

adventure in Norway. But the Norwegian coast was
studied in calms as well as in gales ; and a fine canvas

belonging to Professor Piloty at Munich shows fishermen

on a still and sunny day taking herrings to a smoking hut

at the foot of a Norwegian crag. The earliest of
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Pverdingen's sea pieces belongs to Mr Voii Friesen at

Dresden, and bears the date of 1640. After 1C45 we meet
witli nothing but representations of inland scenery, and par-

ticularly of Norwegian valleys, remarkable alike for wild-

hess and a decisive depth of tone. The master's favourite

jtheme is a fall in a glen, with mournful fringes of pines in-

^ersjjersed with birch, and log huts at the base of rocks and
|craggy slopes. The water tumbles over the foreground, so

tis to entitle the painter to the name of " inventor of cas-

cades." It gives Everdingeu his character as a precursor

of Jacob Ruysdael in a certain form of landscape composi-

tion ; but though very skilful in arrangement, and clever

in effects, Everdingen remains much more simple in execu-

tion ; he is much less subtle in feeling or varied in touch

than his great and incomparable countryman. Five of

Everdingen's cascades are in the museum of Copenhagen
alone : of these, one is dated 1047, another 1649. In the

Hermitage at Petersburg is a fine example of 1 647 ; another
iji the Pinakothek at Munich was finished in 1656.
English public galleries ignore Everdingen ; but one of his

best-known masterpieces is the Norwegian glen belonging
to Lord Listowel. Few Continental museums lack pictures

by this master. Their value in the market is about a third

to a half of those of Ruysdael ; but excepting the later and-

more neglected pieces, they are all clever and generally

attractive. At Amsterdam, we may think, Everdingen
chiefly produced etchings and drawings, of which there are

muck" iarger and more numerous specimens in England than
elsewhere. Being a collector as well as an engraver and
painter, he brought together a large number of works of all

kinds and masters ; and the sale of these by his heirs at

Amsterdam on the 11th of ilarch 1676 gives an approii-

mate clue to the date of the painter's death.

EVEREST, Sir Geoegb (1790-1866), C.3., a distin-

guished surveyor and geographer, was the son of Tristram

Everest of Gwerndale, Brecknockshire, and was born there

July 4, 1790. From school at Marlow he proceeded to the

military academy at Woolwich, where he attracted the

special notice of the mathematical master, Dr Hutton, and
passed so well in his examinations that he was declared fit

for a commission before attaining the necessary age. Hav-
ing ^one to India in 1806 as a cadet in the Bengal Artillery,

he was selected by Sir Stamford Raffles to take part in the

reconnaissance of Java (1814-1816) ; and after being em-
ployed in various engineering works throughout India, he
was appointed in 1818 assistant to Colonel Lambton, the

founder of the great trigonometrical survey of that country.

In 1823, on Colonel Lambton's death, he succeeded to the

post of superintendent of the survey; in 1830 he was
appointed by the court of directors of the East India
Company surveyor-general of India ; and from that date

till his retirement from the service in 1843 he continued to

discharge the laborious duties of both offices. During the

rest of his life he resided in England, where be became
fellow of the Royal Society and an active member of several

other scientific associations. In 1861 he received the

honour of knighthood, and he was chosen vice-president of

the Roj'al Geographical Society in 1862. He died at

Greenwich, December 1, 1866. The geodetical labours of

Sir George Everest rank among the finest achievements of

their kind ; and more especially his measurement of the

meridional arc of India, 1H° in length, is accounted as un-
rivalled in the annals of the science. In great' part the

Indian survey is what he made it. The name of Everest
has been given in his honour to the highest ascertained

peak of the Himalayas, and thus of the world.

His works are purely professional :—A paper in vol. i. of the
Memoirs of the Royal Astronomical Society, pointing out a mistake
in Li Caille's measmement of an arc of the meridian which he
lud diocorered during sick-leave at the Cape of Good Hope ; An

account of tlu ncaiurcmcitX of the arc of the nuridian bclvxin tfi*

paraltcU of 18' 3' arid 24* 7', Icing a continuation of the Grand
Merid'.onal Art of India, as detailed by Lieut. -Col. Lambton in
Cht volumes of tlus Asiatic Society of Calcutta, London, 1830 ; An
account of the mcasuremenl of two sections of tlus Meridional Arc v}
India bounded by the parallels of 18° 3' 16", 24° T 11", and 20' 80'

48", London, 1847.

EVERETT, Alexander Hill (1792-1847), an Ameri-
can author and diplomatist, born at Boston, March 13,
1792, was the son of Rev. Oliver Everett, for eome time
a Congregational minister in Boston, and afterwards judge
of probate for Norfolk County. He graduated at Harvard
College, Cambridge, in 1806, taking the highest honours
of his year, though the youngest member of his class. He
spent one year as a teacher in Philip's Academy, Exeter,

and then began the study of law in the office of John
Quincy Adams, afterwards president of the United States.

In 1809 Adams was appointed minister to Russia, and
Everett accompanied him as his private secretary, remain-
ing attached to the American legation in Russia until 1811.
His assiduity in the diplomatic career resulted in his

promotion successively to the position of secretary of

legation and afterwards of charge d'affaires at the Hague.
He was subsequently minister to Spain, under the presi-

dency of John Quincy Adams. At that time Spam
recognized none of the Governments established by her
revolted colonies, and Everett became the medium of

all communications between the Spanish Government and
the several nations of Spanish origin which had been
established, by successful revolutions, on the other side of

the ocean. He died. May 29, 1847, at Hong Kong,
whither he had been sent as commissioner of the United
States, before the present system of diplomatic intercoursa

with China waa inaugurated.

Everett was not, however, so distinctly a diplomat as
a man of letters. His long residence in Europe, and hia

intimate acquaintance with the French, German, Italian,

and Spanish languages, resulted in wide and accurate
acquaintance with the literature of the Continental states.

He studied their political system at tbe same time, and
in industrious and constant authorship published the results

of his observations on social systems and literature. His
co-operation was relied upon by the founders of the North
American Review, the earliest American quarterly, and he
was editor of that journal from the year 1829 to October
1835. In 1822 he published in London and in Boston
A General Survey of Europe, which discusses the Conti-

nental system and the balance of power as they were
adjusted after the fall of Napoleon. It attracted general

attention, and was translated into German, French, and
Spanish. In 1825 he published in London and Boston
America, a somewhat similar description of the nations of

North and South America. This book also was translated

into the principal European languages. In 1822 Lo
published New Ideas of Population, suggested by Malthus'a
works, and replying to that author by a wider exposition

than Malthus gave to the possibility of general and easy
emigration. Some of his literary papers from the North
American Review and the Democratic Review, and a volumi
of poems, have been published in Boston. No American
writer of Lis time was better known on the continent

of Europe.

EVERETT, Edward (1794-1865), brother of the pre-

ceding, was born in Dorchester, near Boston, on the 11th
November 1794. His father died in his childhood, and
his mother removed to Boston with her family after her
husband's deatL When he was little more than thirteen

he entered Harvard College ; and as the full under-
graduate course is four years, he became " bachelor of arts

"

at seventeen. He then took the first college honours of

his class. While at college he was the chief editor of Tht
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Lyceum, the earliest in the series of college journals pub-

lished at the American Carnbridge. Hia verses and his

proso essays then show some of the facility and grace which

appear in his later writings, apd much of tho humour
which in later times he was always trying to repress. His

earlier predilections were for the study of law, but the

advice of Joseph Stevens Buck minster, a distinguished

preacher in Boston, led him to prepare for the pulpit, and

in this calling he at once distinguished himself. He was

called to the ministry of one of the largest Boston churches

before he was twenty years old. His sermons and his

theological writings attracted wide attention in that com-

munity. But his tastes were then, as always, those of a

scholar; and in 1814, after a service of little more than a

year in the pulpit, he resigned his charge to accept a pro-

fessorship of Greek literature in Harvard College. After

nearly five years spent in Europe in preparation, he entered

with alacrity on his duties, and, for five years more, gave

a vigorous impulse, not simply to the study of Greek, but

to all the work of the college. About the same time he

assumed the charge of the North American Review, which

BOW became a quarterly; and he was indefatigable in con-

tributing on a great variety of subjects, Tyith a spirit like

Sydney Smith's iu the earlier days of the Edinlurgh

Eevievr. He vigorously defended American institutions

against the sneers of English travellers, and had reason

to congratulate himself on the success of a series of articles

written to bring about a better mutual understanding

between Englishmen and Americans. The success of his

lectures in Cambridge, and the enthusiasm aroused by the

rebellion in Greece, led him to deliver a series of popular

lectures on Greek antiquities in Boston. They were the

first lectures on purely literary or historical suljjccts ever

delivered in America, and were the first steps toward a

system of popular entertainment and education which now
has very wide sweep in the United States. He was eagerly

engaged in the measures taken in the United States for

the relief of Greece in her struggle.

In 1824 he was chosen a member of Congress, and held a

Bsat for ten years, supporting generally the administration

of Adams, and in opposition to that of Jackson, which

succeeded it. As a member of the house of representatives

he appears to have devoted himself mainly to the discharge

of that part of the public business which devolved upon
him. He took the iloor less frequently than might perhaps

have been expected from a person accustomed to public

speaking, and able to command the ear of the house. It

will be found, however, on looking back to the transac-

tions of the ten years' sessions during which he was a
member, that he bore a part in almost every important
debate. He was on the committee of foreign afi'airs during
the whole time of his service in Congress. Of all the most
important select committees, such as those on the Indian
relations of the State of Georgia, the Apportionment Bill,

and the Bank of the United States, Everett was a member,
and drew the report either of the majority or the minority.

The report on the congress of Panama, the leading measure
of the first session of the nineteenth Congress, was drawn
by Everett, although the youngest member of the com-
mittee, and just entered Congress. He led the opposition

to the Indian policy of General Jackson (the removal of

the Indians, without their consent, from lands guaranteed
to them by treaty). In the winter of 1835 he was nomi-
nated as governor of Massachusetts, and was chosen in the

autumn of the same year. He brought to the duties of the
office the untiring diligence which is the characteristic of

his public life. We Can only allude to a few of the mea-
sures which received his efficient support,

—

e.g., the estab-

lishment of the board of education, the first of such boards

b the United States, the scientific »urveys of the State,

the first of such public surveys, the criminal law- commis-

sion, and tho preservation of a sound currency iiiuler tlio

panic of 1837.

Everett filled the office of governor for four year)>.

The political jjartics in Massachusetts were at this time

very nearly balanced, and divisions of opinion on local

questions (the militia and temperance laws) caused his

defeat at the election in November 1839 Judge Jlortun,

the opposing candidate, succeeded by a single vote, out

of more than a hundred thousand. Everett availed him-

self of this opportunity, the following spring, to make .>

visit with his family to Europe. In 1841, while residing

in Florence, he was named United States minister to

England, and arrived in London to enter upon the duties

of his mission at the close of that year. Great questions

were at that time open between the two countries,

—

tho

northeastern boundary, the affair of M'Leod, the seizure

of American vessels on the coast of Africa, in the course of

a few months the affair -of the " Creole," to which were

soon added Oregon and Texas. His position was more
difficult by the frequent changes that took place in tho

department at homo, which, in the course of two years,

was occupied successively by Messrs Webster, Legar^
Upshur, Calhoun, and Buchanan. From all these gentle-

men Everett received marks of approbation and confi-

dence.

By the institution of the special mission of Lord Ashbur-

ton, the direct negotiations between the two Governments
were, about the time of Everett's arrival in London, trans-

ferred to Washington. It appears, however; from docu-

ments that have from time to time been commilnicated to

Congress, that various topics connected with all the sub-

jects in dispute were incidentally treated in the correspon-

dence of the American minister at London both with hia

own and the British Government. Many elaborate notes

to Lord Aberdeen and despatches to the American secretary

of state have in this way come before the public, forming,

however, it is believed, but a small part of the documents
of both classes prepared by Everett during his mission.

It appears, indeed, that, from the concurrence of a variety

of causes, the amount of business transacted at the

American legation from 1841 to 1845 was more than

double that of any former period of equal duration.

Immediately after the accession of Polk to the presidency

Everett was recalled. Shortly before his return the presi-

dency of Harvard CoUege was vacated by the resignation of

Hon. Josiah Quincy, and Everett was strongly urged by tho

friends and governors of the institution to accept this office,

which he did in the month of January 1846. He fiUed

this place of equal distinction and usefulness for about

three years. It was a position congenial with his taste?,

in harmony with the early associations of his life, and one

which seemed to promise large opportunity of applying for

the benefit -of the rising generation the fruit of his maturer

studies and varied experience in life. His health unfortu-

nately soon began to sufrer,'and before long became seriously

impaired under the burdens and cares of the office, and he

was compelled at the close of the year 1848 to tender his

resignation. Relieved of this charge, he supposed that at

last he was to enjoy literary or scholarly leisure, and was

already preparing for a treatise on the law of nations.

But, on the death of his friend Webster, to whom he had

.always been closely attached, and of whom he was always a

confidential adviser, he was named by President Fillmore

secretary of state, and he held that post for the remaining

months of Fillmore's administration, leaving it to go into

the senate as the representative of JIussachusetts. Under

the work of the long session of 1853-54, in which that

" Kansas-Nebraska " question first appeared in form which

ripened into the American civil war, his health cave way.
VIIL - 93
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He resigned his seat, on the orders of his physician, and

retired to what was called private life.

But, as it proved, the remaining ton years of his life most

widely established his reputation and influence throughout

America. As early as 1820 he had established a reputa-

tion, such as few men in later days have enjoyed, as an

orator. He was frequently invited, as other public men are

invited in America, to deliver an "oration" on one or

another public topic of historical or other interest. With

him these " orations," instead of being the ephemeral

entertainments of an hour, became careful studies of some

important theme, so that the collected edition of them is

now one of the standard books of reference in an American's

library. Eager to avert, if possible, the impending conflict

of arms, Everett prepared an " oration " on Washington,

which he delivered in every part of America. In a printed

note accompanying the published edition of it, ho names

nearly one hundred and twenty-five occasions, in almost

every State in the Union, in every section but the extreme

Bouth-west, where it was repeated. This exception was

caused only by illness in his family, after he had received

invitations to go to that quarter also. He travelled really

as an ambassador of peace among irritated States. The

eagerness to hear him was so great that, from the first, his

hosts arranged, almostalways, that tickets should be sold

to all auditors ; and as ho travelled wholly at. his own
charges, the audiences thus contributed more than one

hundred thousand dollars for the purchase of the old home

of Washington at Mount Vernon, and the securing it as a

shrine for American patriotism.

Everett's name, in direct violation to his wishes, was

presented, with Jlr Bell's, as a candidate of North and

South jointly for vice-president in the election of 18G0,

when Abraham Lincoln was elected. The civil war followed.

Reconciliation was impossible, and he gave all his learning,

real, and eloquence, to the support of the national govern-

ment. For four years he was the trusted adviser of every

department ; he was called upon in every quarter to speak

at public meetings. He delivered the last of his great ora-

tions at Gettysburg, after the battle, on the consecration of

the national cemetery there In February of 1865 the suc-

cess of the national arms was certain. He had the pleasure

of speaking at a public meeting in Boston to raise funds for

the Southern poor in Savannah, just taken by General

Sherman. At that meeting he caught cold, which was

followed by sudden illness, and by his death January 15,

1865.

In Everett's life and career was a combin'ation of the

results of diligent training, unflinching industry, delicate

literary tastes, and unequalled acquaintance with modern
politics.' This combination made him in America an en-

tirely exceptional person. He was never loved by the politi-

cal managers ; he was always enthusiastically received by
assemblies of the people. He would have said himself that

the most eager wish of his life had been for the higher edu-

cation of his countrymen. His orations have been collected

in four volumes. A work on public law, on which he was
engaged at his death, was never finished. (e. e. h.)

EVESHAM, a municipal and parliamentary borough and
market town of Worcestershire, England, is situated in the

vale of Evesham, 15 miles S.E. of Worcester, on the Mid-
land and Great Western Railways, and on the river Avon,
over which there is an ancient stone bridge of eight arches,

connecting it with Bengeworth parish, which forms part of

the borough. It is a well-built town, and its two main
streets are wide and clean. The surrounding land is of

great fertility, and is occupied chiefly as market gardens.

The inhabitants of the town are mostly employed in the

rearing of garden produce, but there are also manufactories

for agricultural implements, and for gloves and hosiery.

The principal buildings are the old town-hall, the cliurrlr'S

of All-Saints, St Lawrence, and St Peter's, and the grammar
school. Evesham is a place of considerable antiquity, a

monastery having been founded there as early as the begin

uing of the 8th century. Of this building almost the onlj

remnant is a magnificent tower, built not long before the

Reformation. This tower, which is considered the bent

extant specimen in England of the Pointed ecclesiastic;*!

style of the IGth century, is 110 feet high and 28 feet

square at the base. At Evesham was fought, on the Hth
August 1265, the famous battle between Prince Edward,
afterwards Edward I., and Simon de Montfort, earl of

Leicester, in which the latter was totally defeated, and he
and his son slain. Previous to 1867 Evesham returned

two members to parliament, but it now returns only one.

The population in 1871 was 4888.

EVIDENCE. It is necessary to distinguish two com-

mon meanings of the word evidence which are not

unfrequently confused. Evidence sometimes means the

ascertained facts from which we infer the existence of

some other fact or principle. It also means the testimony

of persons as to the existence of facts, from which testimon y
WG infer that these or other facts do or do not exist. It

is the latter sense alone which is appropriate in epeaking

of judicial evidence,' The rules of the law of evidence aro

based chiefly on considerations relating to human testimony.

Their fundamental purpose is to guard and test the truth-

fulness of statements as to matters of fact made in a court

of justice. The further question, what conclusion is to be
drawn from the facts, supposing them to be true, is the

subject of few if any specific rules. The general theory oi

relevancy excludes testimony relating to facts from which

no conclusion whatever could be drawn with reference tc

the facts in issue. On the other hand, in the case of whai
is called " conclusive proof," the law directs that on certaiii

evidence the judge must regard some fact as proved and
reject any evidence oS'ered against it. Between these twe

extremes the law leaves the relation between facts ii;

evidence and facts in issue to the unaided logic or commoi.
sense of the tribunal.

The theory of relevancy above alluded to lies at the rooi

of the law of evidence, and requires some preliminarv

explanation. The phrase is not one of common use i.i

English text books, and nothing like a statement of tie

general principle is to be found in them. Roscoe, fcr

instance {Digest of (he Law of Evideme at Kisi Priusi,

simply states that, "as the object of pleading is to reduce

the matters in difference between the parties to distiniit

and simple issues, so the rules of evidence require that i;o

proof, oral or documentary, shall be received that is not

referrible to those issues. All evidence of matters which the

courts judicially notice, or of matters immaterial, superflu-

ous, or irrelevant, is therefore excluded." And again, "In
general, evidence of collateral facts, not pertinent to the

issue, is not admissible." We are left to collect from the

abundant wealth of decided cases what things are relevant

and material, and what things are irrelevant and super-

fluous. A statement of the general result of the cases will

be found in Sir James F. Stephen's recently published

Digest of the Lavj of Evidence. In the introduction to an
edition of the Indian Evidence Act, by the same author,

the theory of lelevancy thus deduced from the decided

cases is fully explained, and its connexion T?rith the general

laws of experimental inquiry pointed out.

^ Sir James Stephen's defniition i.s
—"Evitlence nic.ins—(1) al! state-

ments Tvhicli the judge permits or requires to he made by witnesses iq

court in relation to matters of fact under inquiry; such statements are

called oral evidence; and (2) all documents produced for the insp«?c-

tion of the Court or judge; such documents are ca'led docurnentiirv evi-

dcace."

—

Di^jtit of itii Law of Ei'idatce.
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The distinction sometimes drawn between direct and

lircamstantial evideuco is of popular rather' than legal

interest. The fact in issue may be proved either by the

testimony of persons who swear to it as a matter of per-

gonal knowledge, or by the testimony of persona who
3wear to other facts from which the existence of the fact

ID issue is inferred. In the former case the evidence is

?aid to be direct, in the latter circumstantial. The pro-

bative force of these two sorts of evidence has been dif-

ferently estimated. On the one hand, it has been said

(and this- we should think is the more popular view) that

', conclusion arrived at merely from inference is not so

trustworthy as the positive assertion of a sane and honest

witness who testifies to what he has actually seen or heard.

The explanation would seem to be that men have less

confidence in their own powers of reasoning than in the

assertions of others. It is hardly necessary to point out

that in both cases a process of inference is necessary

—

that we' infer the existence of the fact from the fact that

the witness swears to it, and that this inference like others

is 'exposed to the chances of error. On the other hand,

the numberless instances on which positive direct testi-

mony as to matters of fact has been subsequently shown

to be entirely false or erroneous, has led to the opposite

opinion that circumstantial is more trustworthy than

direct evidence. Apart from the possibility of deliberate

falsehood in the witness, there is the chance of his having

been utterly and unaccountably mistaken. Everybody can

recall striking instances of this—especially in cases'of per-

sonal identity.^ Accordingly, it has been said, in the

phrase of Paley, that " circumstances cann it lie," or, as it

was put by Mr Justice Buller in Donnallan's case, " a pre-

sumption which necessarily arises from circumstances is

very often more convincing and more satisfactory than any

other kind of evidence, because it is not within the reach

and compass of human ability to invent a train of circum-

stances which shall be so connected together as to amount
to a proof of guilt without afi'ording opportunities for con-

tradicting a great part, if not all those circumstances."

The facts in circumstantial evidence are, however, like the

facts in direct evidence, .to be taken subject to the possi-

bility of mistake or falsehood on the person narrating them,

and the process of inference has its own peculiar dangers.

The anno domini water-mark on writing paper has often

been the instrument of convicting persons of forgery; but
" it is beyond a doubt," says Mr Wills, " and instances of

the kind have recently occurred, that issues of paper Lave
taken place bearing the water-mark of the year succeeding

their distribution." Circumstantial evidence corresponds

to " facts relevant to the issue," as defined in this article.

The English law of evidence is perhaps the most perfect

example we possess of what Bentham calls judge-made
law. It is substantially the creation of successive genera-

tions of judges in the courts of common law. It grew
up as a thing of custom and practice, and it is not so
very long since different customs prevailed on different

circuits. Thus, .Lord EUenborough, in one instance quoted
by Sir J. Stephen spoke of the practice of the Northern
and Western Circuits as being different from that of the

Oxford Circuit. It was made by judges for juries, and
this fact no doubt serves to explain many of its peculiarities.

' A very remarkable example Is given by Mr Willa in his essay on
The Rationale of Circumstantial Eiiidence. Sir Thomas Davenaut, an
eminent barrister, a gentleman of acute mind and strong understand-
ing, swore positively to the persons of two men whom he charged with
robbing him in the open daylight. But it was proved, on the most
concl'isive eyideiice, that the men on trial were at the time of the
robbery at eo remote a distance from where Sir Thomas was robbed
that the thing was impossible. The consequence was that the men
were acquitted : and some time afterwards the robbers were taken, and
the articles stolen from Sir Thomas icd his lady found upon them.

Without adopting Bcntham's opinion that these wera
deliberately intended to subserve the " sinister interests

"

of the lawyers, we may admit that they were founded

largely on distrust of the capacity of the tribunal to which
the issues of fact belong. Hence doubtless those number-
less presumptions by which a conclusion is imposed on the

jury until positive evidence is offered to set it aside.

Hence also that monstrous system of exclusions by which
any person whose position was such as to make it in the

least degree likely or possible that ho would tell a false-

hood, was withdrawn from the hearing of the jury. Only
the most contemptuous disbelief in the sagacity of jury-

men can account for the exclusion of the only witness

cognizant of the transaction in question, simply because

he has a slight pecuniary interest in the result. It

may be conjectured that if trial by jury Lad not been
the practice of the common law—if the judges had acquired

the power of deciding issues of fact as well of law—many
of the most obnoxious rules of evidence would never have
existed.

The legislature has interfered mainly for the purpose of

putting an end to these exclusions. Certainly the most
important of the statutes dealing with the law of evidence

are those which make classes of persons, formerly excluded,

competent to testify. The source of this continuous reform

is to be found in the treatise of Bentham, which, for the

first time, examined the traditionary law by the light of

practical utility. Starting with the fundamental principle

that the great object in judicial evidence is the- discovery

of truth, he hunted down with merciless rigour the artificial

rules which closed out the surest sources of evidence. The
success of Lis attack Las been complete. In 1,843 tLe

exclusion' of persons by reason of interest, or crime was

abolished (6 and 7 Vict c. 85), but the incapacity of the

parties to an action was allowed to remain. This in turn

was abolished with certain exceptions by the 14 and 15

Vict. c. 99. By 32 and 33 Vict. c. 68, parties were

allowed to give evidence in actions for breach of promise

(subject to the requirement of corroboration), and husbands

and wives in proceedings for adultery. The last Act of

this sort was passed in 1877, and is a curious instance of

the guarded way in which the legislature Las approacLed

this subject. It simply provides that, on the trial of any
indictment or other proceeding for the non-repair of any

public highway, bridge, or for a nuisance, or of any other

indictment or proceeding instituted for the purpose of

trying or enforcing a civil right only, every defendant to

such indictment or proceeding, and the wife or husband of

any such defendant, shall be admissible witnesses, and

compellable to give evidence. Husband and wife are now
excluded only in purely criminal cases, and in course of

time no doubt that exclusion also will be brought to an

end. Religious disabilities (enforced by the necessity of

an oath) have also been gradually got rid of by successive

enactments, the most important being the 24 and 25 Vict.

c. 66, and 32 and 33 "fict. c. 68. With these exceptions,

the legislature has left the leading principles of the law

untouched.

In attempting to give an outline of the law of evidence

in this country we shall follow in the main the division

adopted by Sir J. Stephen in Lis very useful Digest.

English text books on the law of evidence owe their

enormous bulk to the introduction of rules which properly

belong to the substantive law, or to the rules of practice

in the tribunals. Confining ourselves to the general

principles of evidence, we shall notice shortly the following

heads :— Ist, What facts may be proved in a court of law
;

2d, By what kind of evidence they mu?t be proved ; and,

3d, By whom, and in what manner, the evidence must be,

produced.
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1. Sir, J. Stephen states the general rule as follows :

—

" Evidence may be given in any action of the existence or

non-existence of any fact in issue, and of any fact relevant

to any fact in issue, and of no others. Relevant facts here

means simply facts (other than those in issue) which may
be proved, and would include cases of relevancy strictly

BO-called,

—

i.e., facts relevant in the sense that from their

existence you may infer the existence of the facts in issue.

There are minor classes of facts, not being facts in issue,

and not being relevant facts in this sense, which neverthe-

less may be proved. For example, " facts which, though
not in issue, are so connected with facts in issue as to form
part of the same transaction," and " facts which are neces-

sary to be known to explain or introduce a fact in issue,"

may be proved ; but to say that they are relevant tends to

obscure the theory of relevancy.'

What facts, then, are to be regarded as relevant to facts

in issue 1 English law, as we have seen, makes no attempt
to answer this question otherwise than by the enumeration
of decided cases. The general definition of relevancy in

Stephen's Digest is the following :—Facts, whether in is&ue

or not, are relevant to each other when one is, or probably

may be, or probably may have been—the cause of the

other, the effect of the other, an effect of the same cause,

a cause of the same effect,—or when the one shows that the

other must or cannot have occurred, or probably does or

did exist, or that any fact does or did exist or not, which
in the common course of events would either have caused
or have been caused by the other.^

There is little doubt that this is a correct statement of

the general principle embodied in the decided cases of the
law of England. Facts may be proved from which legiti-

mate inferences may be drawn as to the existence of the
facts disputed at the trial, and this inference depends on
the exi.stence of a causal connexion between the two sets of
facts. The theory of relevancy thus becomes, as Sir James
Stephen (Indian Evidence Act) has pointed out, a particu-
lar case of the general theory of induction; and the ques-
tion whether facts are relevant to each other or not may
become co-extensive with the entire field of human know-
ledge. Bentham has pointed out, in his chapter on " Real
evidence, or evidence from things " {Rationale of Judicial
Evidence, book v. c. 3), that

"There is scarce an imaginatle distinction or observation an indi-
cation of which could, with reference to the subject of the present
work, be charged with being altogether irrelevant ; for in one way
or other, and even in each instance in various ways, there is not an
imaginable fact the existence of which is not capable of being taken
for the subject of inquiry in a court of judicature. If, therefore, the
whole encyclopedia were to be crowded into the body of this work,
and into this part of it in particular, there is not a page of it that
would, strictly speaking, be irrelevant with regard to the subject
of this work.

"

It is perhaps hardly necessary to give instances in illus-

tration of the general definition of things relevant. The
conduct of a person charged with an offence is one of the
most common and the most obvious cases. Thtis, " any
fact which supplies a motive for such an act, or which con-
stitutes preparation for it, any subsequent conduct of such
person which appears to have been influenced by any such
act, and any act done in consequence of any such act by
or by the authority of that person," may obviously lead to
inferences as to the act itself. One of Sir James Stephen's
illustrations may be cited :

—

' In a later edition of the Digest, the phrase "deemed to be relevant"
In Biibstituted for "relevant."

> This dehniiiob ii borrowed from a pamphlet on the Theory of
relevancy for purposes of judtcia' evidence, by George Oifford
Whitworth, Bombay, 1875, Mr WhitwaHh examines the case of
Muller, tned at the Old Bailey in 1864, and sliow how the items of
fvulence admitUd fall under one or other of the above heads of
fetevaDcy,

"The qflestion is whether A wrote an aoonymous Utter thieateiw
ing B, and requiring B to meet the writer at a certain time and
place to oatisfy his demands. The fact that A met B at thiit

time and place is relevant, as conduct subsequent to and affected by u.

fact in issue (an effect of that cause). The fact that A had a reaaoa
unconnected with his letter is relevant as rebutting the Infercnco
suggested by his presence (the effect of another cause.

)"

The limit of relevancy is sometimes expressed by the
saying that collateral facts are not admissible in evidence
unless pertinent to the issue, but, as usual, we are left to

collect the meaning of collateral from the decided cases.

The typical case is perhaps that of Holcombe v. Hewsoit (2
Campbell, 391), where, on a question whether the beer sup-

plied by plaintiff to defendant was good, the plaintiff was not
allowed to prove that the beer he supplied to his other cu»-

tomers was good. In Phillips On Evidence it is stated that
an admission by a prisoner that he had committed a similar

offence at another time ought not to be received in evi-

dence. To an enumeration of such cases Roscoe {Evidence

at Nisi Prius, p. 89) adds generally that all proof of facts

which merely tends to create an unjust prejudice, or unduly
to influence the jury, or occupy the time of the court ia

irrelevant inquiries, is inadmissible; but if the proof b«
directly or indirectly pertinent to the issue, it wOl bo
admitted;—which seems to come to this, that mere simi-

larity in circumstances or coincidence in time will not make
one fact relevant to another unless some causal connexion
between them is made apparent. Thus, in the beer case

above mentioned, the evidence might have been mada
relevant by showing that the beer supplied to all the custo-

mers was the same. Sir James Stephen's Digest contains

several headings of exceptions to the rule excluding coUa-

teral evidence, but they will be found, we think, to be all

cases of the general rule of relevancy. Some bond of con-

nexion, as cause and effect, will be found t(5 have been
established between them. Thus, when the intention of

an act is in question (as in the case of a man accused of

setting fire to his house in order to get insurance money)^

other instances of similar acts (as that the prisoner had
previously had two houses burnt, each being insured, and
the insurance having been paid) may be adduced.

But it must not be supposed that the law admits as evi-

dence all facts which are, in a strictly logical sense, relevant

The most considerable and important exception is that of

hearsay evidence. In ordinary life we should regard a state*

ment made to us at second hand not only as relevant to

the fact it asserts, but as sufficient and satisfactory proof, if

both of our informants are persons of creditable character

and intelligence. In point of fact, the immense bulk of our
knowledge and belief on all sorts of subjects is founded oa
hearsay evidence, many times more remote than in the case

we have supposed. The general rule of law excludes all

such evidence. " The fact that a statement was made by
a person not called as a witness is not regarded as relevaUt

to the truth of the matter asserted thereby." The reason.

is sufficiently obvious. A deponent in court tells his story

under securities for its truthfulness. He may be cross-

examined. He may be punished for telling lies. But for

these securities it would hardly be safe, considering the

consequences attaching to every issue in a court of jtistice,

to act upon any testimony whatever. These securities do
not exist in the case of extra-judicial statements by persons
not called before the court, and accordingly, as a general
rule, no evidence can be offered regarding them. The ex-

tent, and perhaps the apparent severity of the rule, may ba
illustrated by the case in which it was held that, in a ques-
tion of the validity of a will, the declaration of one attesting

witness, since deceased, that he forged it. cannot be offered

in evidence.

This rule, however, has its exceptions, which are classified

in Stephen's Digest under the heads of "admissiona orcoa-
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fcssions ; statements by deceased declaiant ; evidence given

on a former occasion ; statements made under special cir-

cumstances ;
judgments of a court of justice." An admission

is defined to be a statement suggesting any inference as to

facts unfavourable to the conclusion contended for by the

person by whom or on whose behalf it is made, and may be

given in general in evidence against him. In civil actions,

statements of this sort, made without prejudice or on ex-

press condition that they are not to be used in evidence,

may not be admitted. An important class of admissions is

that of confessions in criminal cases. A voluntary confes-

sion may be used in evidence against a prisoner, but a con-

fession caused by " any inducement, threat, or promise,

proceeding from a person in authority," is not admissible.

Rut a confession made under promise of secrecy, or in con-

sequence of deception, may bo used in evidence. Dying
declarations, made in immediate prospect of death, are ad-

missable in trials for the murder or manslaughter of the

"deceased. Declarations made in the ordinary course of

business or duty by deceased persons are admitted as

relevant to the matter to which they relate. And a decla-

ration by a deceased person is admissible " if he had
peculiar means of knowing the matter stated, if he had no
interest to misrepresent, and if it was opposed to his pro-

prietary interest."^ Declarations relating to public rights

or customs by competent persons may be used in evi-

dence after their death. In pedigree cases, statements by
deceased blood-relations, made before litigation, are to be

admitted. The statutes 11 and 12 Vict. c. 42 and 30
and 31 Vict. c. 35 allow depositions of deceased witnesses

to be used in certain criminal cases. In civil cases the evi-

dence of a deceased witness may be used at a subsequent

trial raising the same issues. Among the miscellaneous

C1S8S of admissible hearsay evidence may be mentioned
facts of a public nature recited in statutes and proclama-

tions, entries in public records, and statements in maps,

and plans, and accredited historical works. Judgments
are conclusive proof of " the state of things which they
effect," and as between parties of the facts actually in issue.

Another instance of departure from the logical theory

of relevancy is the evidence of opinion. The general rule,

as enunciated by Stephen {Diyest, part i. c. 5), is " that

the fact that any person is of opinion that a fact in issue

or relevant to the issue does or does not exist is not
regarded as relevant to the existence of such fact." A
distinction, which Sir J. Stephen does not notice, must

' In the leading case of Highara v. Ridgway, an entry in the book of a
deceased man-midwife, slating the birth of a child on a certain day
and the payment of his fee for attendance, was admitted in evidence
to prove the birth on that day. The acknowledgment of payment
was held to be "against the declarant's interest," and rendered the whole
atatement admissible. The distinctions made by judges in cases of

*lecIarations by persons deceased run very fine. A declaration made
by a person in the course of his business or duty will not let in any-
thing but the statement it was his duty to make. Thus a declaration
by a deceased sheriff's officer as to the time and place of an arrest

effected by him was admitted so far only as the time was concerned,
because it was not his official duty to make a note of the place. If,

however, the statement had contained such a note as "received for the
same five shillings" (which would be a statement against interest),

the evidence as to place would have been admitted. Again, in the
Sussex Peerage case, it was held that a declaration made by a clergy-
man that he had performed a marriage under circumstances which
vfould make him liable to pecuniary penalties was held not to be a
"statement against interest " within the meaning of the rule. On the
other hand, a statement made by a tenant that he p:iid rent for his
liouco was 'held to be admissible as agaii>st interest, because it rebutted
the presumption founded on the fact of possession that it belonged to
him in fee simple. The tendency of judicial decisions since the
principal case (Higham v. Ridgway) has been to limit the operation
of the rule. In a recent case, however (Leyden v. Lord St Ijeonards),
the judges expressed an opinion that the best rule would be to admit
all declarations made by deceased persons, where they had peculiar
means of knowing the fact testified, and had no intersst to micrepre-
«rt!t it.

be drawn between two senses in which the word opinion

may be used. In common parlance, the belief of a
scientific witness on some technical point, and the belief

of an ordinary witness as to some fact perceived by himself,

would v/ith equal propriety be described as opinion. And
it would not be difficult to shew that psychologically they

are the same thing. The opinion in each case is the result

of a process of reasoning. In each case one reasons from
a number of facts to a conclusion. The belief of a witness

in a question of personal identity is based on a number of

facts as to which he has no doubt, e.g., the size, the build,

the gait, the clothes of the person in question. The law,

however, draws a broad distinction between this kind of

inference and the open and deliberate inference as to

matters not directly perceived by the senses. It dis-

tinguishes between facts and inferences, holding in dis-

regard of psychology that the former are directly perceived

,

but it does not insist upon absolute certainty in the pcr-

cep.ion. A witness may "believe" or "think" or "be of

opinion " that he saw A. on a given day, or he may say

positively that he did see him. The strength of his per-

suasion will be considered by the tribunal, but his evidence

will not be rejected Vjecause his persuasion is weak. Or,

as Mr Taylor puts it, " the law does not require him to

speak with such expression of certainty as to exclude all

doubt." By opinion then is meant not merely a lower

degree of persuasion, a more feeble belief, but a belief

held as the result of inference and not of direct perception.

There is nothing in the feebleness with which a witness's

belief in the existence of a fact is expressed or held to make
it irrelevant. But as a general rule, opinion in the other

sense is not admissible in evidence at all. It is the business

of the tribunal of the jury to form such opinions for them-

selves. Indeed, the exclusion of opinion in evidence is put

on this very ground in some of the decided cases. Thus, in

an insurance case, a new trial was granted because the

opinion of a witness had been admitted as to whether the

communication of particular facts would have varied the

terms of the policy—the court holding that this was a

question for the jury »lone. But the general rule has its

exceptions, which may almost all be included " in the

opinion of experts." In matters of science and skill

requiring special study and education, the opinion of

persons so qualified (experts) may be given in evidence.

The law of a foreign country, and the examination of

haad-writing, are among such matters. But an expert

cannot give an opinion as to the existence of the facts on

w"hich his opinion is based, although of course he may
testify to them if he has perceived them himself. In

thus excluding opinion on all but technical subjects, the

law is stricter than the logic of ordinary life. The opinion

of others tells for something in the formation of our own
opinions, and no doubt ought to tell for something. This,

however, is not the place for an examination of the influence

of authority in matters of reasoning. It is sufficient to point

out that in law it is reduced to a minimum.
2. Hoio facts that may be given in evidence are to be

proved.—First of all we must set aside a considerable class

of facts which need not be proved, because they are

already supposed to be known to the court. The judge

lakes "judicial notice" of them. These are for the most

part facts relating to the constitution, including, of course,

the entire body of law administered in all the courts of the

country, from whatever source it may be derived. Tha
courts will also take judicial notice of the accession and

sign manual of the queen and her successors, of the

existence and title of every state and sovereign recognized

by her Majesty, of the names, titles, functions, signatures,

Ac, of the judges of the supreme court, of the great seal,

privy seal, seals of the courts of justice, an of certain
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corporations, e.g., of London, of the universitieB, also of the

beginning and termination of war, and tho articles of war,

the extent of her majesty's dominions, thei divisions of

time, the meaning of English words, &.c. (see Stephen's

Digest, pt. ii. c. 7.) And, of course, facta which have

been admitted- for tho purposes of the trial by the parties

or their agents need not bo proved. All other facts must
be proved, either by oral or documentary evidence. Oral

evidence is the testimony of a witness delivered before the

court as to what he has himself actually seen or heard.

All facta may be proved by oral evidence, except in some
special cases where the law requires documentary evidence.

A " document," in this sense, extends to any record,

whether expressed in writing or symbols, and no matter

what may be the nature of the substance on which it is

recorded. A gold watch with an inscription 'on it, or a

tombstone, is a document.

The most important rule in this branch of the subject is

that which requires the contents of a document to be

proved by tho document itself. The law requires the
" best evidence " procurable in each case, and if a document
is in existence it ia better evidence than any second-hand

account of its contents. This is called primary evidence.

But secondary evidence, either by means of written copies

or oral accounts, fs to be admitted in certain cases. If

it is proved that the instrument has been lost or destroyed,

or that it is in the hands of the opposite party, who, after

notice, has refused to produce it, then " secondary

"

evidence qf its contents may be given. So . when the

original is of such a nature that it cannot be easily moved
(as, e.g., a libel written on a wall), secondary evidence may
be given. Secondary evidence includes (besides oral

accounts by persons who have seen the original)—(1)

examined copies, exemplifications, office copies, and certi-

fied copies
; (2) other copies made from the original and

proved to be correct
; (3) counterparts of documents as

against the parties who did pot execute them (Stephen,

Digest, part ii., c. 9). Public documents in general must
be proved either by the production of the original or by
the official copies in class (1) above. Stephen states the

rule requiring documentary evidence in special cases as

follows :
—" When any judgment of any court or any other

judicial or, official proceeding, or any contract or grant, or

any other disposition of property, has been reduced to the

form of a document or a series of documents, no evidence

may be given except the document itself, or secondary
evidence" where such ia admissible. The importance of

this rule with reference to contracts will be at once
apparent. When the contract has been reduced to writing,

parole (or oral) epdence cannot be admitted to prove its

contents. The writing itself, or secondary evidence,

must be produced, and no variation of its terms can be
proved by oral evidence. Thus, where goods were insured

generally in ships from a .particular port, and the ship in

which they were shipped was lost, evidence could not be
given that that particular ship was excepted from the policy.

The mere fact that a memorandum was made, not intended

to have effect as a contract, will not exclude oral evidence

of the transaction. And certain facts, collateral to the

contract, may be proved by oral evidence. Thus fraud, or

want of consideration, or any circumstances which would
affect its validity,' may be so proved.

Of course, in the interpretation of contracts containing

doubtful, technical, or unintelligible expressions, or using
common words in a non-natural sense, recourse must be
had to or^l evidence. Thus the expression a " bale of

gambier," in a written contract, may be proved by verbal

evidence to mean a compressed package weighing two cwt.

And where the expression "ten thousand rabbits" occurred

in a lease, evidence to show that a thousand, in relation to

rabbits, meant twelve hundred, was admitted. But when
the "locument is utterly unmeaning (as where a legacy ia

left to -^
), oral evidence cannot be resorted to fbr

the purpose of supplying a meaning. Where more than

one meaning is possible, reference may be to the surround-

ing circumstances, or the fact to which the document was or

may have been intended to refer. These rules, it need
hardly bo said, apply only as between parties, and where
the legal rights and obligations dependent on the instru-

ment are in question.

Certain presumptions {i.e., conclusions of fact adopted
until they are disproved) relating to documents may be

mentioned here. Thus a document is presumed to have
been executed on the day on which it bears date. Again,

where a document is not produced after due notice,' it is

presumed to have been duly stamped. And it is a most
important presumption with reference to documents pur-

porting and proved to be thirty years old, and produced from

what appears to be the proper custody, that the signatures,

execution, and attestation are as they purport to be. Or,

as it is sometimes expressed, " when^a deed is thirty years

old, it proves itself." Alterations and interlineations in a

deed are presumed to have been made before execution : in

a will they are presumed to have been made afterwards.

The nature of such presumption-s is explained below.

One more rule with regard to documentary evidence may
be added. When the law requires an instrument to be

attested {e.g., a will), it cannot be used in evidence unless

one attesting witness is called to prove its execution, if

there be an attesting witness alive and capable of giving

evidence. If there be no such witness, the signature of at

least one attesting witness, and of the person executing the

deed, must be proved to be in their respective hand-

writings. This rule was said by Lord EUenborough to be

as " fixed, formal, and universal as any that can be stated

in a court of justice." It formerly extended to all docu-

ments actually attested, not merely to those required to be

attested by law.

3. Burden of proof, competency of witnesses, <tc.—Tie
general rule is that the burden of proof lies on the person

who asserts the affirmative, or, as it is more accurately ex-

pressed by Sir J. Stephen, " whoever desires any court to

give judgment, as to any legal right or liability dependent

on the existence or non-existence of facts which he asserts

or denies to exist, must prove that these facts do or do not

exist." And the burden of proof, and the right of begin-

ning in an action, lie on the party against whom judgment
would be given if no evidence at aU were offered in the

case. Again, the effect of a presumption {presumpiio facii,

as distinguished from presumptio juris or conclusive proof)

is to throw the burden of proof on the party who denies it

as a matter of fact. And here it may be convenient to say

a word or two with reference to presumptions. Writers on

the law of evidence generally distinguish between presump-

tions of law and presumptions of fact—the latter being, the

former not being, rebuttable by counter-evidence. The
subject occupies a considerable space in most books on evi-

dence. Sir J. Stephen regards it as falling properly under

specific divisions of the substantive law. Thus the pre-

sumption that everybody knows the law he regards as be-

longing to the criminal law and not to the law of evidence.

Presumptions of this sort {presumptiones juris et de jure)

are an indirect way of expressingsome legal principle. In the

last case the rule is that ignorance of the law is no excusa

for an illegal act, and the so-called presumption looks like

an artificial and characteristic reason invented for its ex-

planation. Presumptions of fact, i.e., conclusions which on

certain evidence must be adopted by the court untU and
unless they are disproved by counter-evidence, are cases in

which the task of inference is takes out of the hands of
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We jury altogether. They are strongly objected to by
Bentham [Rationale of Judicial Evidence, Introduction, c.

22) on this very ground. " On trial for a criminal offence,

amongst others murder, in this and that case the law pre-

sumes malice. Of the presumption in this case, what is the

plain English ? That fearing that by a jury the man would
be acquitted, the determination of the judge is that ho shall

be convicted." If the presumption, however, is the saffjst

conclusion to acton in the circumstances, therb would seem
to bo no harm in saving the jury the "trouble of drawing the

inference for themselves.

Besides these two classes of presumptions, and along with

Ihem, legal writers often discuss the presumptions which

are said to be with!:; the province of the jury itself. These

are neither more nor .'ess than various degrees of probability,

in cases of circumstantial evidence ; thus the leading text

book on criminal practice (Archbold), following Coke and

Blackstone, states that these presumptions are of three,

kinds

—

violent, probable, and light or rash. A case of

violent presumption, generally given as an illustration, is

where a person is found in a house run through the body,

and a man is seen running away with a drawn sword in his

land, no other person being found about the premises.

The conclusion that this man is the murderer is irresisti-

ble. The ether cases are simply inferior degrees ofproba-

jiility established by circumstantial evidence, the lowest

•legree being described as such that it ought to have no
iveight with us at all. The distinctions are of no value, and
(ire probably retained in text books because they are

described by the same name as the two classes of legal pre-

sumptions above described—those, namely, which Sir J.

Stephen distinguishes as " conclusive proof " and " pre-

sumption " respectively.

Presumptions of the second class abound in every

branch of the law, and are to be explained with reference

to its peculiar principles. Of the more general presumptions

a number of examples have been collected in Stephen's

Digest, part iii. c. 14. One of the most common is the pre-

sumption of death after seven years' absence which has been

a good deal debated in the courts, but may now be considered

to be settled. A person who has not been heard of for seven

years is -presumed to be dead, unless the circumstances are

such as to account for his absence otherwise. But there is

no presumption as io his having been dead at any particular

tfme, e.g., if a person was last heard of in 1860, the court in

1870 presumes that he is dead, but not that he was dead in

1867. The question of survivorship, where two or more

persons are shown to have perished by the same catas-

rophe, as in cases of shipwreck, has been much discussed.

\t was at onetime thought that there might be a presump-

tion of survivorship in favour of the younger as against the

older, of the male as against the female^ &c. But it is

now clear that there is no such presumption. Another

common case is the presumption of legitimacy in favour of

persons "born during the continuance of lawful 'wedlock.

The presumption of regularity in official proceedings {omnia

esse rite acta) is also one of frequent occurrence.

The effect of presumptions may be compared with that

of estoppel. The former establishes against a party a

cfjnclusion which stands unless and until he positively

disproves it. By estoppel a party is prevented from dis-

proving a fact which he has actually or constructively

asserted. For examples see article Estoppej,.

With few exceptions all witnesses are now competent to

lostify in courts of justice. The following are the chief

esceptions :—(1) persons incapacitated by extreme youth,

or, mental disease; and (2). in crimiual cases the wife or

husband of a prisoner, except when the prosecution is for

injury or violence to such wife or husband. ,The old rules

if exclusion have been ro*i"?J -^tipra.

Certain classes of facts are protected from disclosure on

vatious grounds. Thus, no person can be compelled to

disclose communications made to him by his wife during

marriage, and servants of the state cannot be compelled to

give evidence in official matters without the consent of the

head of the department to which they belong. 'But

perhaps the most important case is that of communications

between lawyer and client The lawyer is not allowed to

disclose such communications without the client's assent,

nor can the client be compelled to disclose such communi-
cations himself. The rule, however, will not extend to

communications in furtherance of any crime' or fraud.

Medical men and clergymen have no such privilege.

There is, however, a general consensus of opinion in favour

of protecting confessions made by prisoners to their

spiritual advisers ; and judges have from time to time

expressed their reluctance to compel disclosure in such

cases. To this class also belongs the rule that no person

can be compelled to answer, a question tending to criminate

himself, although the fact that the answer might expose

him to a civil action will be no protection.

In some few cases the evidence of more than one witness

is required. Thus, in trials for treason, there must be at

least two witnesses testifying to the same act or to different

acts of the same treason, except when the treason consists

in an attempt on the life or person of the queen. So

in perjury, one witness, unless corroborated by circumstances,

will not be sufficient to convict the prisoner. In actions

for breach of promise of marriage, in affiliation cases, and

in prosecutions when the only witness is an accomplice,

such corroboration is also necessary. Otherwise in the law

of England the testimony of one witness is sufficient to

prove any fact.

The general rule is that testimony must be given on oath,

but an nofh is binding if administered in -any form which

the witness declares to be binding. By recent enactments,

however, a person objecting on grounds of -religious belief

to the taking of any oath may be permitted to make p

solemn affirmation instead ; and any person who- objects

to take an oath, whether on religious grounds or not, or is

objected to as incompetent to take an oath, may " solemnly

promise and declare." In all cases the nunishment of per-

jury attaches.

At the trial a witness is first of all examined by the party

producing him (examination-in-chief); he is then cross-

examined' by the opposite party, and reexamined by hia

own party. The re-examination must refer to matters

arising out of the cross-examination. There are certain

questions which may be asked in cross-examination only.

Thus, in the examination-in-chief, leading questions' (t.*.,

questions suggesting their own answer) are not-allowed; in

cross-examination they are. So also in cross-examination a

witness may be asked any q-jestion tending to test his

accuracy or credibility, or to destroy his credit by in-

juring his character, and he must answer them, however

disgraceful may be the imputation they convey.^ No

'The unlimited licence of cross-examination to character is the one

flagrant abuse of the existing law of evidence ; and but for the restraint

imposed upon counsel, partly by -public partly by professional opinion,

would be a much more serious evil than it is. The illustration in

Stephen's Digest is a notorious but perfectly fair example. "The

question is -whether A. committed perjury in swearing that he was K.T.

B. depones that he made tattoo marks on the arm of R. T., which

at the time of the trial were not and never had been on the arm of A.

B. may be asked and compelled to answer the question, whether many

years after the alleged tattooing, and many years before the occasion on

which he was examined, he committed adultery -nith the wife of one

of hia friends." The Indian Evidence Act restricts the licence of

cross-examination by the following provisions :—(]) Such questions

are proper if they are of such a nature that the truth of the imputa-

tion would Eeiiously affect the opinion of the court as to the credi-

bilitv of the witness on the matter to I'hich he testifies ; (2) Suclt
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evidence, however, can be led to contradict the answer iu

the latter case, unless it refer to a previous conviction, or

to circumstances tending to throw doubt on the impar-

tiality of the witness. A witness may in. cross-examina-

tioD, and a witness proving hostile or adverse to the party

calling him, may, in examination-in-chief, be asked

whether he had not on a former occasion made statements

inconsistent with his present statements. The credit of a

witness may also be impeached^by the other party calling

>vitnesses to swear that they believe him to be unworthy of

helief, and counter-evidence may be given in reply. The

questions are Improper J f the imputation would not affect, or would

affect iu a slight degreej-irfe'opinion of the court as to the credibility of

the witness on the matter to wliich he testifies
; (3) Such questions are

improper if there is a great disproportion between the importance of

the imputation made against the witness's character and the importance

bf his evidence,"

theory of the proceedings is that a witnesff will liW hla

story in the most favourable way for the party calling bim
and against his opponent.

The improper admission or rejection of evidence wafl

formerly a frequent ground for appUcations for new trial

;

under the Judicature Act a new trial will only be grantea

on such ground when some substantial, wrong has been

occasioned thereby.

The following are th« most important writers on the law <A

evidence:—John Pitt Taylor (two vols. 8vo, Clli edition, London,

1872) ; Henry Roscoe {Dijest of the Law of Evidtnce on the trial oj

actions at NisiPrius,\Zl'ix edition, by Day and Powell, London, 1875)

A. M. Be»t (On the Principles of the Law of Evidence, with eUnuTv-

tary rules for the interrogation of witnesses, 6th edition, London,

1875) ; Edmund Powell (Principles and Practice of t/ic Law ofEvi-

dence, 4th edition, London, 1875) ; Sir J. F. Stephen (Digest oftht

Law of Evidence, London, 1877) ; S. Greenleaf {dilt/l« Law of Evu
dence, 3 vols. 13th edition, Boston, 1876). (E. B.)

EVOLUTION
1. Evolution in Biology.

IN the former half of the 18th century, the term "evolu-

tion" was introduced into biological writings, in order

to denote the mode in which some of the most eminent

physiologists of that time conceived that the generation of

living things took place ; in opposition to the hypothesis

advocated, in the preceding century, by Harvey in that

remarkable work' which would give him a claim to rank

among the founders of biological science, even had he not

been the discoverer of the circulation of the blood.

One of Harvey's prime objects is to defend and establish,

an the basis of direct observation, the opinion already

held by Aristotle ; that, in the higher animals at any rate,

the formation of the new organism by the process of gene-

fation takes place, not suddenly, by simultaneous accretion

of rudiments of all or the' most important of the organs

of the adult ; nor by sudd,en metamorphosis of a forma-

tive substance into a miniature of the whole, which subse-

quently grows ; but by epigenesis, or successive ditfereiitia-

tion of a relatively homogeneous rudiment into the parts

ind structures which are characteristic of the adult.
" Et primi, quidem, quoniam per epigenesin sive partium super-

•xorientium additamentum puUum fabricari eertum est ; quaenam
pars ante alias omnes exstruatur, et quid de ilia ejusque geuerandi

modo obserrandura veniat, dispiciemus. Eatum sane est et in ovo

manifest^ apparet ({WoA Aristoteles de perfectorum animalium genera-

tione enuntiftt : nimirum, non omnes partes siraul finri, sed ordine

iliam post a'.iam
;
priniiimque existere particulam genitalem, cujus

^rtute postea (tanquam ex principio quodam) reliquse omnes
tortes prosiliant. Qualem in plantarum seminibus (fabis, putJl,"

»nt glandibus) gerimam sive apicem protuberantera cemimus, totius'

futurae arboris principium^ Estquehccc particula velut filiiis eman-
tipatiis seorsumqu'e collocaiits, et principium per se vivens ; tinde

postea mertibrorum ordo describitur ; et quacunque ad ahsolvendurn

animal pertinent, disponuntur.^ Quoniam enim nullapars se ip<:<im

general ; scd posiquam generata est, se ipsain jatn auget ; iden earn

^riiniim oriri necesse est, quce principium augendi contineat (sive

tnim planta, sive animal est, ceqne omnibus inest quod vim habeat
vegetandi, sive nutriendi),' simulque reliquas omnes partes suo
4uamque online distinguat et formet

;
proindeque in eaJem primo-

genita particula anima priraario inest, sensus, raotusque, et totius

vitffi.auctor et principium.',' (Exerciiatio 51.)

Harvey proceeds to contrast this view with that of the

'Medici," or followers of Hippocrates and Galen, who,
"badly philosophizing," imagined that the brain, the heart,

and the liver were simultaneously first generated in the form
of vesicles; and, at the same time, while expressing his

agreement with Aristotle in the principle of epigenesis, he

maintains that it is the blood which is the primal genera-

tive! part, and not, as Aristotle thought, the heart.

^ The Exercitationes de Oeneratione Animalium^ ishicU Dr George
&>t extracted from liim and published in 165L

L)t O'.neradone AnimaHum, lib. ii. cajx x
"It Oc-watwiic, lib. ii. cai>. i«

In the latter part of the 17th century, tlie doctrine ol

epigenesis thus advocated by Harvey was controverted on

the ground of direct observation by Malpighi, who affirmed

that the body of the chick is to be seen in the egg before

the punctnm sanguineum makes its appearance. But from

this perfectly correct observation a conclusion which is by

no means warranted was drawn ; namely, that the chick as

a whole really exists in the egg antecedently to incubation
j

and that what happens in the course of the latter process

is no addition of new parts, "alias post alias natas," aa

Harvey puts it, but a simple expansion or unfolding of the

organs which already exist, though they are too small and

inconspicuous to be discovered. The weight of Malpighi'fl

observations therefore fell into the scale of that doctrine

which Harvey terms metamorphosis, in contradistinction to

epigenesis.

The views of Malpighi were warmly welcomed on philo

sophical grounds. by Leibnitz,* who found in them a

support to his hypothesis of monads, and by Malebranohb

while, in the middle of the 1 8th century, not only specula-

tive considerations, but a great number of new and interest

ing observations on the phenomena of generation, led the

ingenious Bonnet, and Haller,^ the first physiologist of

the age, to adopt, advocate, and extend them.

Bonnet affirms that, before fecundation, the hen'3 egg

. " Cependant, pour revenir aux formes ordiiiaires ou aur Smelt

mat^rielles, cette duree qu'il leur faut attribuer, a la place de celle qu'on

avoit attributed aux atomes pourroit faire douter si elles ne vont pafl

de corps en corps ; ce qui seroit la mctempsychose, 4 peu pr^s comma
quelques philosophes ont cru la transmission du mouvement et celle

des especes. Mais cette imagination est bien eloignee de la nature

des choses. II n'y a point de tel passage ; et c'est ici oil les transfor-

mations de Messieurs Swammerdam,- Malpighi,? et Leewenhoek, qui

sunt des plus excellens observateurs de notre terns, sont venues 4 mon
seconrs, et m'ont fait admettre plus aisement, que I'animal, et tout?

autre substance organises ne commence point lorsque noils lo croyons,

et que fia geueratiou apparente n'est qu'une developperaent et unfi

espece d'augmeutation. Aussi ai je remarque que I'auteur de \a

Recherche de la Verity, M. Regis, M. Hartsoeker, et d'autres habilea

horatnea n'ont pas et^ fort ^loignes de ce sentiment." Leibnitz, Sys-i

time nouveau de la Nature, 1695. The doctrine of " Emboitement '*;

is contained iu the Considerations snr le principe de vie, 1705 ; tli4

preface to the Theodicle, 1710 ; and the Principes de la Nature et dt

la Grace (§ 6), 1713.
" " II est vrai que la pensee la plus raisonnable et la plus conform*

i I'expcrience sur cette question tres difficile de la formation du fffltus
;

c'est que les enfans sont deja presque tout formes avant meme Taction

par laquelle ils sont conijiis ; et que leurs m^rei ne font que leur

donner I'accroissement ordinaire dans le temps de la grossesse,
^ Dr la Recherche de la Verite, livre ii, chap. vii. p. 334, 7th ed., 1721,

^ The writer is indebted to Dr Allen Thomson for reference to the
evidence contained iu a note to Ilallrr's C'lition of Bnerhaave's Prrr'- ^~

l''o:ics Acadfmiccr, vol. v. pt. ii. p. 497, published iu 1744, that I[tdl;«

Orii^inaUy advocated epigoneeis.
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Contains an excessively minute but complete chick ; and
that fecundation and incubation simply cause this germ
to absorb nutritious matters, which are deposited in the

interstices of the elementary structures of which the

miniature chick, or germ, is made up. The consequence
of this intussusceptive growth is the "development" or

"evolution" of ihe germ into the visible bird. Thus an
organized individual {tout organise) " is a composite body
consisting of tlio original, or elementary, parts and of the

matters which have been associated with them by the aid

of nutrition;" so that, if these matters could be extracted

from the individual {tout), it would, so to speak, become
concentrated in a point, and would thus be restored to its

primitive condition of a germ; "just as, by extracting from
a bone the calcareous substance which is the source of its

hardness, it is reduced to its primitive state of gristle or

membrane."^
" Evolution " and " development " are, for Eonnet,

synonymous terms; and sinco by "evolution" he means
simply the expansion of that which was invisible into

visibility, he was naturally led to the conclusion, at which
Leibnitz had arrived by a different line of reasoning, that no

such thing as generation, in the proper sense of the word,

exists in nature. The growth of an organic being is simply

a process of enlargement, as a particle of dry gelatine may
be swelled up by the intussusception of water; its death

is a shrinkage, such as the swelle'd jelly might undergo on

desiccation. Nothing really new is produced in the living

world, but the germs which develop have existed since the

beginning of things; and nothing really dies, but, when
what we call death takes place, the living thing shrinks

back into its germ state. ^

The two parts of Bonnet's hypothesis, namely, the doctrine

that all living things proceed from pre-existing germs, and

that these contain, one inclosed within the other, the germs

of all future living things, which is the hypothesis of

" emhoUement ;" and the doctrine that every germ contains

in miniature all the organs of tho adult, which is the

hypothesis of evolution or development, in the primary

senses of these words, must be carefully distinguished. In

fact, while holding firmly by the former. Bonnet more or

less modified the latter in his later writings, and, at length,

he admits that a " germ " need not be an actual miniature

of the organism ; but that it may be merely an " original

preformation " capable of producing the latter.^

But, thus defined, the germ is neither more nor less than

the " particula genitalis " of Aristotle, or the " primordium

' Considerations sur les Corps organises, chap. x.

* Bonnet had the courage of his opinions, and in the Palinghiesie

Vhilosophique, pait vi. chap, iv., he develops a hj^pothesis which he

tetras "evolution naturelle;" and which, making allowance for his

peculiar views of the nature of generation, bears no sm.iU resemblance

tOiWhat is understood by " evolution" at the present day :

—

"Si la volonte divine a cree par un scul Acte I'Universalit^ des

$ttes, d'ou venoieut ces plantes et ces animaux dont Moyse nous decrit-

]a Production au troisieme et au cinquienie jour du renouvellement de

nqtre monde ?

'' Abuserois-je de la liberte de conjectures si je disois, que les Plantes

,etles Animaux qui existent aujourd'hui sont parvenus par une sorte

'd'evolution naturelle des Etres organises qui peuplaient ce premier

• Monde, sorti immediatement des Mains du Createur? ....
" Ne supposons que trois revolutions. La Terre vient de sortir des

MAras du Cbeatedr. Des causes preparees par sa Sagesse font

developper de toutes parts les Germes. Les Etres organises commen-
cent a jouir de I'existence. Us etoient probablement alors bieu dif-

ferens de ce qu'ils sont aujourd'liui. lis I'etoient autant que ce premier

Monde differoit de celui que nous habitons. Nous manquons de

moyens pour juger de ces dissemblances, et peut-etre que le plus habile

Naturaliste qui auroit ete place dans ce premier Monde y aiu'oit entiere-

inent meconnu nos Plantes et nos Animaux."
^ '* Ce mot (germe) ne designera pas seulement un corps organise reduit

en petit ; il designera encore toute espece (\e pre/ormatio7i origincUe

vU^t un Tout organique peut rhulter commc de son principe immidiat.

"

'zPalinginisit i'hiio^oiihijM, part i. chap. ii.

vegetale" or "ovum" of Harvey; and the "evolution"
of such a germ would not bD distinguishable from
" epigenesis."

Supported by the great authority of Haller, the doctrine

of evolution, or development, prevailed throughout the

whole of the 18th century, and Cuvier appears to have
substantially adopted Bonnet's later views, though probably

he would not have gone all lengths in the direction of
" emboitement." In a well-known note to Laurillard's

liloge, prefixed to the last edition of the Ossemens fossiles,

the "radical de I'etro" is much the same thing as Aristotle's

"particula genitalis" and Harvey's "ovum."*
Bonnet's eminent contemporary, Buffon, held nearly the

same views with respect to the nature of the germ, and ex-

presses them even more confidently.

" Ceux qui ont cru que lo cceur etoit le premier touai, se sont
trompes; ceux qui disent que e'est le sang se trompent aussi: tout
est forme en meme temps. Si Ton ne consulte que I'observation, le

poulet so voit dans I'ceuf avant qui'il ait ete couve."'
" J'ai ouvert une grande quantite d'ceufs i difTerens temps avant

et aprfes I'incubation, et je me suis convaincu par mes yeux que le

poulet exiate en entier dang le milieu de la cicatrule au moment
qu'il sort du corps de la poule. "*

The "moule int^rieur" of Buffon is the aggregate of

elementary parts which constitute the individual, and is

thus the equivalent of Bonnct'r, germ,^ as defined in the

passage cited above. But Buffon further imagined that

innumerable " molecules organiques " are dispersed through-

out the world, and that alimentation consists in the ap-

propriation by the parts of an organism of those molecules

which are analogous to them. Growth, therefore, was, on
this hypothesis, partly a process of simple evolution, and
partly of what has been termed syngenesis. Buffon's

opinion is, in fact, a sort of combination of views, essentially

similar to those of Bonnet, with others, somewhat similar

to those of the " Medici " whom Harvey condemns. Tho
"molecules organiques" are physical equivalents of Leib-

nitz's "monads."
It is a striking example of the difl^culty of getting people

to use their own powers of investigation accurately, that

this form of the doctrine of evolution should have held its

ground so long; for it was thoroughly and completely ex-

ploded, not long after its enunciation, by Caspar Frederick

Wolff, who in his Theoria Generationis, published in 1759,

placed the opposite theory of epigenesis upon the secure

foundation of fact, from which it has never been displaced.

But Wolff had no Immediate successors. The school of

Cuvier was lamentably deficient in embryologists ; and it

was only in the course of the first thirty years of the pre-

sent century, that Provost and Dumas in France, and, later

on, Ddllinger, Pander, Von Bar, Rathke, and Remak in

Germany, founded modern embryology; and, at the same

time, proved the utter incompatibility of the hj'pothesis

of evolution as formulated by Bonnet and Haller, with,

easily demonstrable facts.

Nevertheless, though the conceptions originally denoted

by "evolution" and "development" were shown to be

untenable, the words retained their application to the

process by which the embryos of living beings gradually

make their appearance; and the terms "Development,"

* "M. Cuvier considerant que tons les etres organises sont derives

de parens, et ne voyant dans la nature aucune force capable de produire

I'organisation, croyait a la pre-existence des germes ; non pas a la pre-

existence d'un etre tout forme, puisqu'il est bien evident que ce n'est

que par des developpemens successifa que I'etre acquiert sa foi-roe ; mais,

si Ton pent s'exprimer ainsi, i, la pre-existence du radical de VHre,

radical qui eiiste avant que la serie des evolutions ne commence, et

qui remonte certainement, suivant la belle observation de Bonnet, i

plusieurs generations."—Laurillard, £loge de CurnVr, note 12.

' Histoire Naturelle, torn. ii. ed. ii. 1750, p. 350.
<

Thid., p. 851.
" See particularly BulTon, I.e. p. 41

.
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" Entwickolung," and " Evolutio" are now indiscriminately

used for the series of genetic changes exhibited by living

beings; by wi iters who would emphatically deny that

"Development" or "Entwickelung" or "Evolutio," in the

sense in which these words wore usually employed by

Bonnet or Halhr, ever occurs.

Evolution, or development, is, in fact, at present

employed in biology as a general name for the history of

the steps by which any living being has acquired the

morphological and the physiological characters which dis-

tinguish it. As civil history may bo divided into bio-

graphy, which is the history of individuals, and universal

history, which is the history of the human race, so evolu-

tion, falls naturally into two categories,—the evolution of

the individ ual, and the evolution of the sum of living beings.

It will be convenient to deal with the modern doctrine of

evolution under these two heads.

X. TJie Evolution of the Individual.

No exception is, at this time, known to the general law,

established upon an immense multitude of direct observa-

tions, that every living thing is evolved from a particle of

matter in which no trace of the distinctive characters of

the adult form of thafliving thing is discernible. This

particle is termed a germ. Harvey^ says

—

" 0mnibu3 viventibua primordium" insit, ex quo et a quo pro-

veniant. Liceat hoc nobis primordium vegctale nominare ; nempe
Bubstantiain quandam corpoream vitam habcntem potentia ; vel

quoddam per se existeng, quod aptum sit, in vegetativam formam,
ab interno principio operante, mutari. Quale nempe primordium,

ovum est et plantarum semen ; tale etiam viviparorum conceptus et

insectorum vermis ab Aristotele dictus : diversa scilicet diversonim

viventium primordia."

The definition of a germ as " matter potentially alive, and

having within itself the tendency to assume a definite

living form," appears to meet all the requirements of

modern science. For, notwithstanding it might be justly

questioned whether a germ is not merely potentially, but

rather actuaUy, alive, though its vital manifestations are

reduced to a minimum, the term " potential " may fairly be

used in a sense broad enough to escape the objection. And
the qualification of " potential" has the advantage of remind-

ing us that the great characteristic of the germ is not so

much what it is, but what it may, under suitable condi-

tions, become. Harvey shared the belief of Aristotle—whose

writings he bo often quotes, and of whom he speaks as his

precursor and model, with the generous respect with which

one genuine worker should regard another—that such

germs may arise by a process of " equivocal generation "

out of nolrliving matter ; and the aphorism so commonly
ascribed to him, " omne vimim ex ovo," and which is in-

deed a fair summary of his reiterated assertions, though

incessantly employed against the modem advocates of

spontaneous generation, can be honestly bo used only by

those who have never read a score of pages of the

ExercUationes. Harvey, in fact, believed as implicitly as

Aristotle did in the equivocal generation of the lower

animals. But, while the course of modern investigation

has only brought out into greater prominence the accuracy

of Harvey's conception of the nature and mode of

development of germs, it has as distinctly tended to dis-

prove the occurrence of equivocal generation, or abiogenesis,

in the present course of nature. In the immense majority

of both plants and animals, it is certain that the germ is

nut merely a body in v^hich life is dormant or potential, but

that it is itself simply a detached portion of the substance

of a pre-existing living body ; and the evidence has yet to

be adduced which will satisfy any cautious reasoner that

^ExercitaUonefde Oeneratione. Ex. 62, Owm tsse primordiurfi com-
-.aiunt omnibus anivvilibuif.

" omne vivum <?.i. vivo " is not as well established a law oF

the existing course of nature as "omne vi'um ex ovo."

In sU instances which have yet been investigated, the
substance of this germ has a peculiar chemical composition,

consisting of at fewest four elementary bodies, viz., carbon,

hydrogen, oxygen, and nitrogen, united into the ill-defined

compound known as protein, and associated with much
water, and very generally, if not always, with sulphur and
phosphorus in minute proportions. Moreover, up to the

present time, protein is known only as a product and con-

stituent of living matter. Again, a true germ is either

devoid of any structure discernible by optical means, or,

at .most, it is a simple nucleated cell.^

In all cases, the process of evolution consists in a
succession of changes of the form, structure, and functions

of the germ, by which it passes, step by step, from an
extreme simplicity, or relative homogeneity, of visible struc-

ture, to a greater or less degree of complexity or hetero-

geneity ; and the course of progressive differentiation is

usually accompanied by growth, which is eflected by intus-

susception. This intussusception, however, is a very

different process from that imagined either by BufTon, or by
Bonnet. The substance by the addition of which the germ
is enlarged is, in no case, simply absorbed ready-made from
the not-living world and packed between the elementary

constituents of the germ, as Bonnet imagined ; still less does

it consist of the " molecules organiques " of Buffon. The
new material is, in great measure, not only absorbed but
assimilated, so that it becomes part and parcel of the

molecular structure of the living body into which it enters.

And, BO far from the fully developed organism being

simply the germ plus the nutriment which it has absorbed,

it is probable that the adult contains neither in form, nor

in substance, more than an inappreciable fraction of the

constitutents of the germ, and that it is almost wholly
made up of assimilated and metamorphosed nutriment. In
the great majority of cases, at any rate, the full grown
organism becomes what it is by the absorption of not-

living matter, and its conversion into living matter of a
specific type. As Harvey says (Ex. 45), all parts of the

body are nourished " ab eodem succo alibili, alitor aliterque

cambiato," '' ut plantae omnes ex eodem communf nutri-

mento (sive rore seu torrse humore)."

In all animals and plants above the lowest, the germ, is

a nucleated cell, using that term in its broadest sense ; and
the first step in the process of the evolution of the in-

dividual is the division of this cell into two or more
portions. The process of division is repeated, until the

organism, from being unicellular, becomes multicellular.

The single cell becomes a cell-aggregate ; and it is to the

growth and metamorphosis of the cells of the cell-aggregate

thus produced, that all the organs and tissues of the adult

owe their origin.

In certain animals belonging to every one of the chief

groups into which the Metazoa are divisible, the cells of

the cell-aggregate which results from the process -)f yelk
division, and which is termed a morula, diverge from one
another in such a manner as to give rise to a central space,

around which they dispose themselves as a coat or

envelope ; and thus the inorula becomes a vesicle filled

with fluid, the plamtla. The wall of the planula is next
pushed in on one Bide, or invaginated, whereby it is con-

verted into a double walled sac with an opening, the
llastospore, which leads into the cavity lined by the inner
wall. This cavity is the primitive alimentary cavity,

or archenterom ; the inner, or invaginated, layer is the

hyx>ohlast, the outer the epihlast; and the embryo, in this

^ In some cases of sexless multiplication the gerra is a cell-aggre-

gats—if wa call germ only that which, is already detached from th«
parent orifanisra.
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etage, ia tenncd a gasfrula. In all tlie Liglier animals, a
layer of cells makes its appearanco between tbo hypoblast

and the epiblaat, und is termed tlie meaoblaat. In the

tarther coursa of development, tho epiblast becomes the

ectoderm or epidermic layer of the body ; the hypoblast
bpcomea tho epithelium of the middle portion of the

alimentary canal ; and the meaoblast gives rise to all the

other tissues, except the central nervous system, yrhich

originates from an ingrowth of the epiblast.

With more or less modification in detail, the embryo has
been observed to pass through these successive evolutional

stages in sundry Sponges, Coehnterates, Worms, Echino-
derms, Tunicates, Arthropods, Mollusks, and Vertebrates;

and there are valid reasons for the belief, that all animals of

higher organization than the Protozoa agree in the general

character of the early stages of their individual evolution.

Each, starting from the condition of a simple nucleated

cell, becomes a cell-aggregate ; and this passes through
a condition which represents the gastrula stage, before

taking in the features distinctive of the group to which it

belongs. Stated in this form, the " gastrjea theory " of

Haeckel appears to the present writer to be one of the

most important and best founded of recent generalizations.

So far as individual plants and animals are concerned,

therefore, evolution is not -a speculation but a fact : and it

takes place by epigenesis.

"Animal. . . per e^tj/encMn procreatur, materiam simtJ attrahit,

parat, concotiuit, et eWpm utitur ; formatur simnl et augetur.

. . . primum futuri corporis coucreraentura . . . prout augetur,
dividitur sensim et distinguitur iu partes, non eimul omnes, aed

alias post alias nataa, et ordine quasque euo eruergentes."*

In these words, by the divination of genius, Harvey, in

the 1 7th century, summed up the outcome of the work of

all those who, with appliances he could not dream of, are

continuing his labours in the 19th century.

Nevertheless, though the do(itrine of epigenesis, as un-

derstood by Harvey, has defmitively triumphed over the

doctrine of evolution as understood by his opponents of the

.18th cjgntury, it is not impossible that, when the analysis

of the process of development is carried still further, and

the origin of the molecular components of the physically

gross, though sensibly minute, bodies which we term germs

is traced, the theory of development will approach more

nearly to metamorphosis than to epigenesis. Harvey
thought that impregnation inHuenced the female organism

as a contagion; and that the blood, which he conceived to

be the first rudiment of the germ, arose in the clear fluid

of the " colliquamentum " of the ovum by a process of

concrescence, as a sort of living precipitate. We now know,

on the contrary, that the female germ or ovum, in all the

higher animals and plants, is a body which possesses the

structure of a nucleated cell ; that impregnation consists in

the fusion of the substance^ of another more or less modi-

fied nucleated cell, the male germ, with the ovum; and that

the structural components of the body of the embryo are

all derived, by a process of division, from the coalesced male

and female germs. Hence it is conceivable, and indeed

probable, that every part of the adult contains molecules

derived both from the male and from the female parent;

and that, regarded as a mass of molecules, the entire

organism may be compared to a web of which the warp is

derived from the female and the woof from the male.

And each of these may constitute one individuality, in the

same sense as the whole organism is one individual,

although the matter of the organism has been cc«istantly

changing. The primitive male and female molecules may

' Harvey, Exercitaiiorue ds Oeneraliane. Ex. 45, Quaruxm tit pulli

materia et quomcdo fiat in Ovo.
" Not yet actually demonstrated la the case of the pheenogamous

plants.

play tho part of BufTon's " moules organiques," and mould
tho ar.similated nutriment, each according to its own type,

into innumerable now molecules. From this point of view,

the process, which, in its superficial aspect, is epigenesis,

appears, in essence, to be evolution, in the modified sense

adopted in Bonnet's later writings ; and development ia

merely tho expansion of a potential organism or " original

preformation" according to fixed laws.

2. The Evolution of the Sum of Living Beingi,

The notion that all the kinds of animals and plants may
have come into existence lay the growth and modification

of primordial germs is as old as speculative thought ; but

the modern scientific form of .the doctrine can bo traced

historically to the influence of several converging lines of

philosophical speculation and of physical observation, none
of which go further back than the 17th century. These
are :

—

1. The enunciation by Descartes of the conception that

the physical universe, whether living or not living, is a

mechanism, and that, as such, it is explicable on physical

principles.

2. The observation of the gradations of structure, from
extreme simplicity to very great complexity, presented by
living things, and of the relation of these graduated forms
to one another.

3. The observation of the existence of an analogy between
the series of gradations presented by the species which
compose any great group of animals or plants, and the series

of embryonic conditions of the highest members of that

group.

4. The observation that large groups of species of widely
difi'erent habits present the same fundamental plan of

structure; and that parts of the same animal or plant, the

functions of which are very different, likewise exhibit

modifications of a common plan.

0. The observation of the existence of structures, in, a

rudimentary and apparently useless condition, in one species

of a group, which are fully developed and have definite

functions in other species of the samfe group.

6. The observation of the effects of varying conditions

in modifying living organisms.

7., The observation of the facta of geographical distriba-

tion.

8. The observation of the facts of the geological succes-

sion of the forms of life.

1, Notwithstanding the elaborate disguise which fear o(

the powers that were led Descirtes to throw over his real

opinions, it is impossible to read the Pnncipes de la

PhilosopMe without acquiring the conviction that this great

philosopher held that the physical world and all things in

it, whether living or not living, have originated by a pro-

cess of evolution, due to the continuous operation of purely

physical causes, out of a primitive relatively formless

matter.'

The following passage is especially instructive :

—

" Et tant s'en faut que je vcuille qua Ton croie toutes les chosea
que j''eorirai, que meme je pretends en proposer ici qnelques nnes
quo je crois aiisolument etra fansses ; k savoir, je ne doute point
que le monde n'ait 6le ciee au commencement areo antant de per-
fection qu'il en a ; en sorte que le soleil, la terre, la lune, et les
^toiles ont ^te des lors ; et que la terre n'a pas eu senlement en soi

lea Bemencea dea plantes, mais que les plantes m^me en ont convert
nne partie ; -et qu' Adam et Eve n'ont paa iti creea enfana maia en
^ge d'hommes parfaits. La religion chretienne veut que nous le
croyons ainsi, et la raison naturelle nous persuade entiferement cette
verite ; car si nous considerons la toute puissance de Dieu nous
devons juger que tout co qu'il a fait a eu d^ le commencement

• As Buffon has well said :
— "L'idee de ramener I'eapli'cation de tons

les ph^ncm^nes k des pnncipes mecaniques est aaaurement graude
et belle, CO pas est le plus hardi qu'on peut faire en philoaophif et
c'est Descartes qui I'a fait,"

—

I.e. p. 60.
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toute la perfection qu'il dovoit avoir. Mais neanmoins, comtne on
connflitroit beaucoup mieux quelle a ite la nature d'Adam ct celle

ties arbvea de Paradis si on avoit examine comment les enfants se

formcnt peu k peu dans le ventre de leurs meres et comment les

plantes sortent do leurs semeuces, que si on avoit seulement considiJri

quels ils ont (Ste quand Dieu les a cr^ds : tout de meme, nous ferons

mieux entendre quelle est gdneralement la nature de toutes les

clioses qui sent au monde si nous pouvons imaginer quelques prin-

cipes qui soient fort intelligibles et fort simples, desquels nous
puissions voir clairement quo les astrcs ct la terre et enfin tout ce

monde visible aiiroit pu 6tre produit ainsi quo de quelques semeuces
(bien que nous sacbions qu U n'a pas eto produit en cette fajon)

que si nous la dccrivions seulement comme il est, ou bien commo
nous croyons qu'il a ^t^ cti6. Et parceque je pense avoir trouv^ des
principes qui sout tela, je tacherai ici de les cxpliquer."'

If we read butween the lines of this singular exhibition

of force of one kind and weakness of another, it is clear

that Descartes believed that he had divined the mode in

which the physical universe had been evolved ; and the

Traite de Fhomme and the essay Sur les Passions afford

abundant additional evidence that he sought for, and thought
he had found, an explanation of the phenomena of physical

life by dcduc'.du from purely physical laws.

Spinoza abounds in the same sense, and is as usual per-

fectly candid

—

" Naturae leges etTegulee, secundum qnas omnia fiunt et ex unis
formis in alias rxitautur, sunt ubique et semper cadem. ''

Leibnitz's doctrine of continuity necessarily led him in

the same direction; and, of the infinite multitude of monads
with which he peopled the world, each is supposed to be the
focus of an endless process of evolution and involution.

In the Protogaea, xxvi., Leibnitz distinctly suggests the
mutability of spscies

—

" Alii mirantur in saxis passim species videri quas vel in orbe
cognito, vel saltern in vicinis locis frustra qusras. Ita Cornua
Ammonis, mix ex nautilorum numero habeantur, passim et forma
et magnitudine (nam et pedali diametro.aliquando reperiuntui)
ab omnibus illis naturis discrepare dicunt, quas praebet mare. Sed
quis absconditos ejus reccssus aut subteiraneas abyssos pervesti-

favit ? quam multa nobis animalia antea ignota offert novus orbis ?

;t credibile eat per magnas illas conversiones etiam animalium
species plurimum immutatas."

Thus in the end of the 17th century the seed was sown
which has at intervals brought forth recurrent crops of
evolutional hypotheses, based, more or less completely, on
general reasonings.

Among the earliest of these speculations is that put
forward by Benoit de Maillet in his Telliamed, which,
though printed in 1735, was not published until twenty-
three years later. Considering that this book was written
before the time of Haller, or Bonnet, or Linnasus, or
Hutton, it surely deserves more respectful consideration
than it usually receives. For De JIaillet not only has a
definite conception of the plasticity of living things, and of

the production of existing species by the modification of
their predecessors ; but he clearly apprehends the cardinal
maxim of modern geological science, that the explanation
of the structure of the globe is to be sought in the deduc-
tive application to geological phenomena of the principles
established inductively by the study of the present course
of nature. Somewhat later, Maupertuis^ suggested a curi-

ous hypothesis as to the causes of variation, which he thinks
may be sufficient to account for the origin of all animals
from a single pair. Robinet* followed out much the same
Lne of thought as De Maillet, but less soberly ; and Bonnet's
speculations in the Palingenesie, which appeared in 1769,
have already been mentioned. Buffon (1753-1778), at first

a partisan of the absolute immutability of species, subse-

' Principes de la, Philosophe, TroisiJme T)artie. § 45.
' Ethiccs, Pars tcrtia, Prafatio.
' Sijsiime dc la Nature. £ssai sur la Formation dcs Corps

Organises, 1751, xiv."

*Considerabms Pkilosopmijues sur la gradation natitrelle des foi mes
«« w itre; ou leicuais ds la nature qui apprend d /aire Vhomine, 176S.

qucntly appears to have believed that larger or smaller
groups of species have been produced by the modification of

a primitive stock ; but he contributed nothLng to tho
general doctrine of evolution.

Erasmus Darwin (Zootiomia, 1794), though a zealoiu

evolutionist, can hardly be said to have made any real ad-

vance on his predecessors; and, notwithstanding that Goethe
(1791-4) had the advantage of a wide knowledge of morjAo-
logical facts, and a true irLsight into their signification, while
he threw all the power of a great poet into the expression of

his conceptions, it may be questioned whether he supplied
the doctrine of evolution with a firmer scientific basis than
it already possessed. Moreover, whatever the value of

Goethe's labours in that field, they were not published
before 1820, long after evolutionism had taken a new
departure from the works of Treviranus and Lamarck—tha
first of its advocates who were equipped for their task with
the needful large and accurate knowledge of the phenomena
of life, as a whole. It is remarkable that each of thesa

writers seems to have been led, independently and contem-
poraneously, to invent the same name of " Biology " for the
science of the phenomena of life; and thus, following

Buffon, to have recognized the essential unity of theso

phenomena, and their contradistinction from those of inani-

mate nature. And it is hard to say whether Lamarck or

Treviranus has the priority in propounding the main thesis

of the doctrine of evolution; for though the first volume of

Treviranus's Biologic appeared only in 1802, he says, in the

preface to his later work, the Erscheinungen imd Gesetze

des organischen Lebens, dated 1831, that he wrote the first

volume of the Biologie '• nearly five-and-thii ty years ago,"

or about 1796.

Now, in 1794, there is evidence that Lamarck held doc-

trines which present a striking contrast to those which
are to be found in the Philosophie Zoologique, as the fol-

lowing passages show :

—

635. Quoique mon unique objet dans cet article n'ait ete qna
de traiter de la causo physique de I'entretien de la vie des etres

organiques, malgre cela j'ai ose avancer en debutant, que I'existence

de ces etres ^tonnants n'appartienuent nullement i la nature; que
tout ce qu'on pent entendre par le mot nature, ne pouvoit donner
la vie, c'est-i-dire, que toutes les qualites de la matiere, jointes i
toutes les circonstances possibles, et meme S. I'activite repanduo
dans I'univers, ne pouvaient point produire un ^tre muni du
mouvement organique, capable de reproduire son semblable, et

sujet a la mort.

686. Tons les individos de cette nature, qui existent, proviennent

d'individus semblables qui tons ensemble constituent resptccentiere.

Or, je crois qu'il est aussi impossible i I'homme de conn&itre la cau.<ie

physique du premier individu de chaque espece, que d'assigner aussi

physiquement la cause de I'existence de la matiere ou de I'unirers

entier. C'est au moins ce que le resultat de mes connalssances et

de mes reflexions me portent i penser. S'il existe beauconp de

varietes pvoduites par I'effet des circonstances, ces varietes ne dena-

turent point les especes ; mais on se trompe, sans doute souvent, en

indiquant comme espece, ce qui n'est que variete ; et alors je sens

que cette erreur pent tirer k consequence dans les raisonnements

que Ton fait sur cette matiere.'

The first three volumes of Treviranus's Biologie, which

contains his general views of evolution, appeared between

1 802 and 1805. The Eecherches sur I'organisation des corps

vivants, which sketches out Lamarck's doctrines, was pub-

lished in 1802; but the full development of his views, ia

the Philosophie Zoologique, did not take place until 1809.

The Biologie and the Philosophie Zoologique are both

very remarkable productions, and are still worthy of atten-

^ HechercTies sur les causes des principaux fails physiques, par J. B-
Lamarck. Paris. Seconde annee de la Republique. In the preface,

Lamarck says that the work was written in 1776, and presented to tha

Academy in 1780; but it was not published before 1794, and at that

time it presumably expressed Lamarck's mature views. It would b»
interesting to know what brought about tha change of opinion mani-
fested iu the Recherches sur Vorganitaiion des corps vivants, pabl'«l»e<t

only seven years later.
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Viye study, but they fell upon evil times. The vast authority

of Cuvier was employed in support of the traditionally

respectable hypotheses of special creation and of cataatro-

phisra ; and the wild speculations of the Discnur3 sur les

/{evolutions de la Surface du' Globe wero held to be models

of sound scientific thinking, while the really much more
eober and philosophical hypotheses of the Ilydrogeologie

wore scouted. For many years it was the fashion to speak

of Lamarck with ridicule, while Trevjranus was altogether

ignored.

Nevertheless, the work had been done. The conception of

evolution was henceforward irrepressible, and it incessantly

reappears, in one shape or another,^ up to the year 1858,

when Mr Darwin 'and Mr Wallace published their Theory of

Natural Selection. The Orif/inof Species appeared in 1859;

and it is within the knowledge of all whose memories go

back to that time, that, henceforward, the doctrine of evolu-

tion has assumed a position and acquired an importance

which it never before possessed. In the Origin of Species,

and in his other numerous and important contributions to

the solution of the problem of biological evolution, Mr
Darwin confines himself to the discussion of the causes

Tvhich have brought about the present condition of living

matter, assuming such matter to have once come into

existence. On the other hand, ]\Ir Spencer- and Professor

HaeekeP have dealt with the whole problem of evolution.

The profound and vigorous writings of Mr Spencer embody
the spirit of Descartes in the knowledge of our own day,

and may be regarded as the " Principes des Philosophie "

of the 19 th century; while, whatever hesitation may not

unfrequently be felt by less daring minds, in following

Haeckel in many of his speculations, his attempt to sys-

tematize the doctrine of. evolution and to exhibit its in-

fluence as the central thought of modern biology, cannot fail

to have a far-reaching influence on the progress of science.

If we seek for the reason of the difi'erence between the

scientific position of the doctrine of evolution a century ago,

and that which it occupies now, we shall find it in the great

accumulation of facts, the several classes of which have

been enumerated above, under the second to the eighth

heads. For those which are grouped under the second to the

seventh of these classes, respectively, have a clear significance

•on the hypothesis of evolution, while they are unintelligible

if that hypothesis be denied. And those of the eighth group

are not only unintelligible without the assumption of

evolution, but can be proved never to be discordant with

that hypothesis, while, in some cases, they are exactly such

as the hypothesis requires. The demonstration of these

assertions would require a volume, but the general nature

of the evidence on which they rest may be briefly indicated.

2. The accurate investigation of the lowest forms of

animal life, commenced by Leeuwenhoek and Swamraerdam,

and continued by the remarkable labours of Reaumur,
Trembley, Bonnet, and a host of other observers in the

latter part of the 17th and the first half of the 18th cen-

turies, drew the attention of biologists to the gradation in

the complexity of organization which is presented by living

beings, and culminated in the doctrine of the " ^chelle des

6tre3," so powerfully and clearly stated by Bonnet; and,

before him, adumbrated by Locke and by Leibnitz. In

the then state of knowledge, it ajspeared that all the species

of animals and plants could be arranged in one series ; in

such a manner that, by insensible gradations, the mineral

passed into the plant, the plant into the polype, the polype

into the worm, and so, through gradually higher forms of

life, to man, at the summit of the animated world.

* Seethe "Historical Sketch " prefixed lo the last edition of tha

Urigin of Species,
* First Priiciplcs and Principles of Biology, 1860-1364.
* O^nertUe ^t^rpholoffiei 1866.

But, as knowledge advanced, this conception ceased to

bo touablo in the crude form in which it was first put

forward. Taking into account existing animals and planta

alone, it became obvious that they fell into groups which

were more or less sharply separated from one another; and,

moreover, that even the species of a genus can hardly ever

bo arranged in linear series. Their natural resemblances

and difi'orences are only to bo expressed by disposing them
as if they wero branches springing from a common hypo-

thetical centre.

Lamarck, while aflirming the verbal proposition that

animals form a single series, was forced by his vast

acquaintance with the details of zoology to limit the asser-

tion to such a series as may be formed out of the abstrac-

tions constituted by the common characters of each group.*

Cuvier on anatomical, and Von Baer on embryological

grounds, made the further step of proving that, even in

this limited sense, animals cannot be arranged in a single

series, but that there are several distinct plans of organi-

zation to be observed among them, no one of which, in its

highest and most complicated modification, leads to any
of the others.

The conclusions enunciated by Cuvier and Von Baer

have been confirmed in principle by all subsequent research

into the structure of animals and plants. But the effect of

the adoption of these conclusions has been rather to sub-

stitute a new metaphor for that of Bonnet than to abolish

the conception expressed by it. Instead of regarding living

things as capable of arrangement in one series like the

steps of a ladder, the results of modern investigation com-

pel us to dispose them as if they were the twigs and branches

of a tree. The ends of the twigs represent individuals,

the smallest groups of twigs species, larger groups genera,

and so on, until we arrive at the source of all these ramifica-

tions of the main branch, which is represented by a common
p'laa of structure. At the present moment, it is impossible

to draw up any definition, based on broad anatomical or

developmental characters, by which any one of Cuvier'a

great groups shall be separated from all the rest. On the

contrary, the lower members of each tend to converge

towards the lower members of all the others. The same

may be said of the vegetable world. The apparently clear

distinction between flowering and flowerless plants has

been broken down by the series of gradations between the

two exhibited by the Lycopodiaceae, Rhizocarpece, and

Gymnosperynea;. The groups of Fungi, Lichenece, and Algoe

have completely run into one another, and, when the

lowest forms of each are alone considered, even the animal

and vegetable kingdoms cease to have a definite frontier.

If it is permissible to speak of the relations of living

forms to one another metaphorically, the similitude chosen

must undoubtedly be that of a common root, whence two

main trunks, one rapresenting the vegetable and one the

animal world, spring ; and, each dividing into a few main

branches, these subdivide into multitudes of branchlets and

these into smaller groups of twigs.

As Lamarck has well said ^

—

II n'y a qua ccux qui se sont longtemps et fortement oecupfa de la

determination des especes, et qui out consulte de riches collections,

qui peuvent savoir jusqu'i quel point les espices, parmi les coi-ps

vivants se fondent les unes dans les autres, et qui ont pn S6 con-

vaincre que, dans les parlies oil nous voyons des espices isoles, cela

n'est ainsi quo parcequ'il nous en manque d'autres qui en sont plus

voisines et que nous n'avons pas encore recueillies.

Je ne veux pas dire pour cela que les animaux qui existent fer-

ment une serie tres-simpleetpartcutegalementnuancee; mais je dis

qu'ils forment une serie rameuse, irregulierement graduee et qui

" n s'agit done de prouver que la serie qui constitute J'echella

animate reside essentiellement dans la distribution des masses princi-

pales qui la composent et non dans celle des especes ni meme toujour*

dans celle des genres/*

—

Phil. Zoologique, chap. V.

' Philosophic Zoologiqv.e, piemiers par'.ie, chap, lit
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t a point do discontinuity dans ses parties, ou qui, du moins, n'en a

foujours pa3 eu, s'il est viai que, par enitc ile quelques espiices

pei\tncs, il s'en trouve quelque part. II ea rcsulto que Ics espices

3ui termineut cliaqae raineau de la. serie generale lienneut, au moins
'un cOte, i d'autres especes voisines qui ee nuauceut avec dies.

Voili ce que I'etat bicn counu des clioses me met maintenant &

portee de demoutrer. Je n'ai Lesoin d'aucunc hypothJse ni d'aucune

Bupposition pour cela : j'en atteste toutes natuialistes observateurs.

3. In a remarkable essay ^ Meckel remarks

—

"There is no good physiologist who has not been straclc by the

observation that the original form of all organisms is one and the

same, and that out of this one form, all, the lowest as well as the

liighest, are developed in such a manner that tho latter pass through

the permanent forms of the former as transitory stages. Aristotle,

Haller, Harvey, Kielmcyer, Autenrieth, and many others have

either made this observation incidentally, or, especially the latter,

liave drawn particular attention to it, and drawn therefrom results

of permanent importance for physiology."

Meckel proceeds to exemplify the thesis, that the lower

forms of animals represent stages in the course of the

development of the higher, with a large series of illustra-

tions.

After comparing the Salamanders and the perenni-

branchiate Urodela with tho Tadpoles and the Frogs, and

enunciating the law that the more highly any animal is

organized the more quickly does it pass through the lower

stages, Meckel goes on to say

—

" From these lowest Vertebrata to the highest, and to the highest

forms anlong these, the comparison between the embryonic condi-

tions of the higher animals and the adult states of the lower can

be more completely and thoroughly instituted than if the survey is

extended to tlie Invertebrata, inasmuch as the latter are in many
respects constructed upon an altogether too dissimilar type ; indeed

they often differ' from one another far more than the lowest verte-

brate does from the highest mammal
;
yet the following pages will

show that the comparison may be also extended to them with interest.

In fact, there is a period when, as Aristotle long ago said, the em-

bryo of the highest animal has the form of a mere worm, and, devoid

of internal and external organization, is merely an almost stmc-

tureless lump of polype-substance. Notwithstanding the origin of

organs, it still for a certain time, by reason of its want of an inter-

nal bony skeleton, remains worm and mollusk, and only later enters

into the series of the Vertebrata, although traces of the vertebral

column even in the earliest periods testify its claim to a place in

that.series."— 0/). cit. pp. i, 5.

If Jleckel's proposition is so far qualified, that the com-

parison of adult with embryonic forms is restricted within

the limits of one type of organization; and, if it is further

recollected, that the resemblance between the permanent

lower form and the embryonic stage of a higher form is

not special but general, it is in entire accordance with

modern embryology ; although there is no branch of

biology which has grown so largely, and improved its

methods so much since Sleckel's time, as this. In its

original form, Ihe doctrine of " arrest of development," as

advocated by Geoffroy Saint-Hilaire and Serres, was no

doubt an over-statement of the case. It is not true, for

example, that a fish is a reptile arrested in its development,

or that a reptile was ever a fish; but it is true that the

reptile embryo, at one stage of its development, is an

organism which, if it had an independent existence, must

be classified among fishes ; and all the organs of tho reptile

pass, in the course of their development, through conditions

which are closely analogous to those which are permanent

in some fishes.

4. That branch of biology which is termed Jlorphology

is a commentary upon, and expansion of, the proposition

that widely different animals or plants, and widely different

parts of animals or plants, are constructed upon the same
plan. From the rough comparison of the skeleton of a bird

with that of a man by Belon, in the sixteenth century (to

go no further back), down to the theory of the limbs and

' " Entwurf einer Darstelhmg der rvvischen dem Embryozustande
ler hohcren Thiers und dem permanenten der niederen stattfindendeu

Par.illele." Dcytriige zur VcrgUichendm Analomit, Bd. ii. 1511._

the theory of the skull at the present day j or, from tl e

first diimonstration of the homologies of the parts of i

flower by C. F. Wolfi', to the present elaborate analysis

of tho floral organs, morphology exhibits a continual a^l-

vance towards the demonstration of a fundamental unil/

among the seeming diversities of living structures. And th i

i

demonstration has been completed by the final establisb-

ment of the cell theory, which involves the admission of /•.

primitive conformity, not only of all the elementary struc

tures in animals and plants respectively, but of those iii

the one of these groat divisions of living things with thc^e

in the other. No a priori difficulty can be said to stand

in the way of evolution, when it can be shown that all

animals and all plants proceed by modes of development,

which are similar in principle, from a fundamental protci •

plasm ic material.

5. The innumerable cases of structures, which are rud-'-

mentary and apparently useless, in species, the close alliei

of which possess well developed and functionally important

homologous structures, are readily intelligible on the theory

of evolution, while it is hard to conceive their raison d'etre

on any other hypothesis. However, a cautious reasoner

will probably rather explain such cases deductively from

the doctrine of evolution, than endeavour to support the

doctrine of evolution by them. For it is almost impossible

to prove that any structure, however rudimentary, ia

useless—that is to say, that it plays no part whatever in

the economy; and, if it is in the slightest degree useful,

there is no reason why, on the hypothesis of direct creation,

it should not have been created. Nevertheless, double-

edged as is the argument from rudimentary organs, there is

probably none which has produced a greater effect in pro-

moting the general acceptance of the theory of evolution.

6. The older advocates of evolution sought for the

causes of the process exclusively in the influence of

varying conditions, such as climate and station, or by.

bridization, upon living forms. Even Treviranus has gol

no further than this point. Lamarck introduced the con-

ception of the action of an animal on itself as a factor in

producing modification. Starting from the well-knowj.

fact that the habitual use of a limb tends to develop tho

muscles of the limb, and to produce a greater and greater

facility in using it, he made the general assumption thaj

the effort of an animal to exert tin organ in a given direc-

tion tends to develop the organ in that direction. But a

little consideration showed that, though Lamarck had

seized what, as far as it goes, is a true cause of modifica-

tion, it is a cause the actual eflfects of which are wholly

inadequate to account for any considerable modification in

animals, and which can have no influence at all in the

vegetable world ; and probably nothing contributed so much
to discredit evolution, in the early part of this century, as

the floods of easy ridicule which were poured upon this

part of Lamarck's speculation. The theory of natural

selection, or survival of the fittest, was suggested by Wells

in 1813, and further elaborated by Matthew in 1831.

But the pregnant suggestions of these writers remained

practically unnoticed and forgotten, until the theory was

independently devised and promulgated by Darwin r.nd

Wallace in 1858, and the effect of its publication was

immediate and profound.

Those who were unwilling to accept evolution, without

better grounds than such as are offered by Lamarck or the .

author of that particularly unsatisfactory book, the Vestiges

of the Natxiral Eistory of the Creation, and who therefore

preferred to suspend their judgment on the question, found

in the principle of selective breeding, pursued in all its ap-

plications with marvellous knowledge and skill by Mr Dar-

win, a valid explanation of the occurrence of varieties aud

races; and they saw clearly that, if the exnlanatioii woui4

II

il
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nppl," to species, it would not only solve the problem of

their evolution, but that it would account for the facts

oif teleology, as well as for those of morpliology ; and for

the persistence of some forms of life unchanged through

long epochs of <time, while others undergo comparatively

rapid metamoi^hosis.

How far " natural selection " suffices for the production

of species remains to be seen. Few can doubt that, if not

the whole cause, it is a very important factor in that

operation ; and that it must play a great part in the

sorting out of varieties into those which aro transitory and
those which are permanent.

But the causes and conditions of variation nave yet to be

thoroughly explored ; and the importance of natural selec-

tion will not be impaired, even if further inquiries should

prove that variability is definite, and is determined in certain

directions rather than in others, by conditions inherent in

that which varies. It is quite conceivable that every species

tends to produce varieties of a limited number and kind, and
that the effect of natural selection is to favour the develop-

xuent of some of these, while it opposes the development of

others along their predetermined lines of modification.

7. No truths brought to light by biological investigation

were better calculated to inspire distrust of the dogmas
intruded upon science in the name of theology, than those

which relate to the distribution of animals and plants on

the surface of the earth. Very skilful accommodation was

needful, if the limitation of sloths to South America, and
of the ornithorhynchus to Australia, was to be reconciled

with the literal interpretation of the history of the deluge

;

and, with the establishment of the existence of distinct

provinces of distribution, any serious belief in the peopling

of tho world by migration from Mount Ararat came to an

end.

Under these circumstances, only one alternative was left

for those who denied the occurrence of evolution ; namely,

the supposition that the characteristic animals and plants

of each great province were created, as such, within the

limits in which we find them. And as the hypothesis of

"specific centres," thus formulated, was heterodox from

the theological point of view, and unintelligible under its

scientific aspect, it may be passed over without further

notice, as a phase of transition from the creational to the

evolutional hypothesis.

8. In fact, the strongest and most conclusive arguments

in favour of evolution are those which are based upon the

facts of geographical, taken in conjunction with those of

geological, distribution.

Both Mr Darwin and Mr Wallace lay great stress on the

close relation which obtains between the existing fauna

of any region and that of the immediately antecedent

geological epoch in the same region; and rightly, for it is

in truth inconceivable that there should be no genetic

connection between the two. It is possible to put into

words the proposition, that all the animals and plants of

each geological epoch were annihilated, and that a new set

of very similar forms was created for tho next epoch, but
it may be doubted if any one who ever tried to form
a distinct mental image of this process of spontaneous

generation on the grandest scale, ever really succeeded in

realizing it.

Within the last twenty years, the attention of the best

palaeontologists . has been withdrawn from the hodman's
work of making " new species" of fossils, to the scientific

task of completing our knowledge of individual species, and
tracing out the succession of the forms presented by any
given type in time.

Those who desire to inform themselves of the nature and
extent of the evidence bearing on these questions may
<onsult the works of Rutimeycr, Gaudry, Kowalewsky,

Marsh, and tho writer of the present article. It must

suffice, in this place, to say that the successive forms of

the Equine type have been fully worked out; while those

of nearly all the other existing types of Ungulate mammals
and of the Carnivora have been nearly as closely followed

through the Tertiary deposits ; the gradations between

birds and reptiles have been traced ; and tho modifications

undergone by the Crocodilia, from the Triassic epoch to

the present day, have been demonstrated. On the evidence

of palxontology, the evolution of many existing forma of

animal life from their predecessors is no longer an hypo-

thesis, but an historical fact ; it is only the nature of the

physiological factors to which that evolution is due which

is still open to discussion. ^t. h. n.)

II. Evolution in PHiLosurnY.

iJefinition.—The modern biological doctrine of evolu-

tion, which regards tho higher forms of life as gradually

arising out of the lower, owes its chief philosophic signi-

ficance to the fact that it renders definite and precise

oue part of a general theory of the world viewed as

an orderly succession of events or as a process of be-

coming. This theory is put forward as an answer to

one of the two problems of philosophy conceived as an

interpretation of real existence. The first of these pro-

blems concerns itself with what may be called the stati-

cal aspect of the world, and inquires into the ultimate

nature of all reality (matter and mind), viewed as coexistent

and apart from time. The second problem treats of the

dynamical aspect of the world, and has to do with the pro-

cess by which the totality of things has come to be what it

is, and is still being transformed. It is this latter problem

which the various theories of evolution seek to solve.

The most general meaning of evolution may be defined

as follows : Evolution includes all theories respecting the

origin and order of the world which regard the higher or

more complex forms of existence as following and depend-

ing on the lower and simple forms, which represent the

course of the world as a gradual transition from the inde-

terminate to the determinate, from the uniform to the

varied, and which assume the cause of this process to be

immanent in the world itself that is thus transformed. All

theories of evolution, properly so called, regard the physical

world as a gra3ual progress from the simple to the complex,

look upon the development of organic life as conditioned by

that of the inorganic world, and view the course of mental

life both of the individual and of the race as correlated with

a material process. This definition covers roughly the

principal historical systems bearing the name of evolution, as

well as others which have hardly aj yet been characterized

by this title.

It is clear by this definition that we cannot now press

the etymological force of the word. Evolution has no

doubt often been conceived as an unfolding of something

already contained in the original, and this view is still com-

monly applied to organic evolution both of the individual

and of the species. It will be found that certain metaphy-

sical systems of evolution imply this idea of an unfolding

of something existing in germ or at least potentially in the

antecedent. On the other hand, the modern doctrine of

evolution, with its ideas of elements which combine, and of

causation as transformation of energy, does not necessarily

imply this notion. It may be remarked that some of the

arguments brought against the modern doctrine rest on the

fallacious assumption that the word is still used in its ety-

mological sense, and that consequently that which evolves

must contain in some shape what is evolved (e.g., inorganic

matter must contain life and consciousness).

Evolution is thus almost synonymous with process.
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though tho latter term is usually confined to processes of

development in the moral as distinguished from the physical

world. Further, this idea, as Mr Spencer remarks, has rather

a subjective than an objective source, since it points to an

increased valtte in existence as judged by our feelings. At

the same time, inasmuch as conscious and more particularly

human life is looked on by the evolutionist as the highest

phase of all development, and since man's development is

said to be au increase in well-being and happine.ss, we do not

greatly err when we speak of evolution as a transition from

the lower to the higher, from the worse to the better. An-

other respect in which the whole process of evolution may be

said to be a progress is in its relation to our perceptions as

aesthetic spectators, the higher phases of the process being

the more varied, the fuller, and the more perfect. Apart

from these subjective estimates, evolution is first of all p.s

a whole a progress from the lower to the higher, in the

sense that it is a substitution of a complex for a simple type

of existence ; and it is such a progress, secondly, in the

narrow sense of organic development if not in tho wider

sense of cosmic development, inasmuch as all advance im-

plies a larger measure of adaptation and so of permanence.

ProUems solved by Evolution.—The hypothesis of evolu-

tion aims at answering a number of questions respecting

the becoming or genesis of things. Of these the first is the

probU;m of explaining change, that is to say, of accounting

for that incessant process of transformation which the

world manifests. The form which this question has com-

monly taken is, " What is motion, and how does it arise 1

"

The second inquiry relates to the factor of intelligible order

in,the world, to the existence of general classes of things,

including minds, of universal laws, and finally to that

appearance of a rational end towards which things tend.

Thirdly, it is necessary to account for the origin of organic

beings which appear to be subordinated to different prin-

ciples from those which control inorganic bodies. Lastly,

we have the apparent mystery of a genesis of conscious

minds in dependence on physical bodies. These are the

principal inquiries which the various theories of evolution

aim more or less completely at answering. As a subordinate

question, we may rnention the meaning of human history,

and its relation to physical processes.

Evolution, Creation, and Emanation.—In seeking to

answer these questions, the hypothesis of an evolution of

the cosmos with all that it contains competes, in part at

least, with two other principal doctrines respecting the

origin of the world. These are the theory of direct creation

by a personal Deity and that of emanation.

It is clear that the doctrine of evolution is directly anta-

gonistic to that of creation. Just as the biological doctrine

of the transmutation of species is opposed to that of special

creations, so the idea of evolution as applied to the forma-

tion of the world as a whole, is opposed to that of a direct

creative volition. It substitutes within the ground which

it covers the idea of a natural and necessary process for

that of an arbitrary volitional process.

The theory of a personal Creator answers the questions

enumerated above by referring the form of the world to an

act of direct creation. As an extreme doctrine, it views

matter as well as form as the product of divine volition

;

in a modified form, it conceives the Deity as simply

fashioning the uncreated material of the world; and in a

still more restricted form, it regards the universal laws or

forms which are impressed on things as co-eternal with the

Deity. Advancing knowledge has gradually limited the

sphere of direct creative activity, by referring the present

order of the world to the action of secondary causes.

Hence this theory only now competes with the hypothesis

of evolution at one or two points, more especially the pro-

•duction of living forms, the origin of the human niindj and

the nature of history,—which last is conceived as somehow
controlled by divine action in the shape of Providence. Th"j
question how far the doctrine of evolution, in its most ex-
tended and elaborate form, absolutely excludes the idea of

creative activity need not bo dwelt on here. It is sufRcie^it

to say that the theory of evolution, by. assuming an intel-

ligible and adequate principle of change, simply eliminates
the notion of creation from those regions of existence to
which it is applied.

Tho doctrine of emanation, which had its origin in the
East, and was developed by the Neoplatonists, Gnostics,
and Cabalists, is a philosophic transformation of the iden
of an original creation of the world. It regards the world
as a product of the divine nature, and so far it is a theory
of creation. On the other hand, it conceives of this pro-

duction as necessary, and analogous rather to a physical
than to a moral action. In this respect it agrees with the

doctrine of evolution. It further coincides with this doctrine

in the recognition of a scale of existence. It differs from

this last inasmuch as it reverses the order of evolution, by
making the original stage the most perfect and all later

stages a succession of degradations. In one respect, the

theory of emanation has a curious relation to that «f evolu-

tion. As we have seen, the process of evolution is from

the indeterminate to the determinate. This is often

expressed as a progress from the universal to the particular.

Thus the primordial matter assumed by the early Greek

physicists may be said to be the universal substance out of

which particular things arise. The doctrine of emanation

again regards the world as a process of particularization.

Yet the resemblance here is more apparent than real. The
universal is, as Mr Spencer remarks, a subjective idea; and
the general forms, existing ante res, which play so pro-

minent a part in Greek and mediaeval philosophy, do not in

the least correspond to the homogeneous matter of the

physical evolutionists. The one process is a logical opera-

tion, the other a physicaL The theory of emanation, which

had its source in certain moral and religious ideas, aims

first of all at explaining the origin of mental or spiritual

existence as an efiluence from the divine and absolute spirit.

In the next place, it seeks to account for the general laws

of the. worldj for the universal forms of existence, as ideas

which emanate from the Deity. By some it was developed

into a complete philosophy of the world, in which matter

itself is viewed as the lowest emanation from the absolute.

In this form it stands in sharp antithesis to the doctrine of

evolution, both because the former views the world of

particular things and events as essentially unreal and

illusory ; and because the latter, so far as it goes, looks on

matter as eternal, and seeks to explain the general forms of

things as we perceive them by help of simpler assumptions.

In certain theories known as doctrines of emanation, only

mental existence is referred to the absolute source, while

matter is viewed aseternal and distinct from the divine

nature. In this form the doctrine of emanation approaches,

as we shall see, certain forms of the evolution theory.

Forms of Doctrine of Evolution.—Let us now see how the

doctrine of evolution deals with the problems of becoming

as above defined. And here it becomes necessary to dis-

tinguish between different ways of formulating and inter-
,

preting the idea of evolution. The various modes of con-

ceiving and interpreting the idea of a natural evolution of

things depend on the answers given to three principal

questions respecting the nature and causes of the process.

These are :—I. How far is the process a real objective

one? II. What is the nature of that reality which makes
the content, so to speak, of the process of evolution ] and
III. How is the process effected 1

I. First of all, very different views may be taken of the

reality of tlio process of becoming, generation, and trausfor-

[
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mition. On the oneside we have the extreme viewof theElea-

tic3, that there is no such thing as change or individual object,

that real being is one and unchangeable, and that what ap-

pears lite the formation and destruction of things is an illu-

sion of the senses. At the other extreme wo have the view

thit all reality consists in the process of becoming, or self-

realization, and that nothing persists save this law of evolu-

tion itself. Between these two extremes there lie a number

of intermediate conceptions, as that of a varying and pro-

gressive activity, of a persistent force, or of a gradual

manifestation of an unchanging substance. The reality

of the process is viewed in a peculiar light from the

stand-point of modern Subjective Idealism, which regards

time as nothing but a mental form. It is to be added

that the process of cosmic evolution may present diflferenfc

degrees of reality. Thus to the ancient atomists the real

part of the process is the combination of atoms. There

is no absolute generation or destruction of things. Further,

the evolution of the world of sensible qualities (colour, &c.)

of things, is illusory,' and has only a subjective existence

in our sensations. The modern scientific doctrine of evolu-

tion carries out this view of its reality, both by its con-

ception of the material world as objectively real only in

its forces and movements, and by its doctrine of the

conservation of energy, which teaches that amid all change

and transformation there is something (though not neces-

sarily a metaphysical thing) which persists.

II. Secondly, the view of evolution will vary according

to the conception of that substance or real thing which

enters into the process and constitutes its essential content.

We have said that the problems of being and beco.Tiing

(esse a,nd fieri) are distinct, yet they cannot be discussed in

perfect isolation. More particularly our idea of becoming

must be determined by our notion of that existing reality

which underlies the process.

It follows from our definition of evolution that its main
problem is to conceive of material and mental development

in their mutual relation. There are various ways of effect-

ing this result First of all, the material and the mental

may be regarded from a dualistic point of view as perfectly

distinct kinds of reality. According to this view, physical

evolution as taking place in the inorganic world, and
mental evolution as unfolded in man's history, are two

unconnected processes. Further, the fact of their correla-

tion in organic development must either be left unexplained

altogether, or can only be referred to the arbitrary action

of some supernatural power.

Opposed to this dualistic conception of reality there are

the monistic conceptions, which conceive of all parts of the

process of evolution as homogeneous and identical. Of
these the first is the materialistic, which assumes but one

substance, and regards mind as but a property or particular

manifestation of matter. On this view, mental evolution

is simply one phase of material, and the whole course of

cosmic evolution may be described as a production of mind
out of matter.

The next monistic conception is the spiritualistic, which
assumes but one substance—mind, and resolves the reality

of the material world into a spiritual principle. ^ According

to this way of looking at the world-process, material and
mental evolution are but two continuous phases of one

spiritual movement. From the operation of inanimate

nature up to human history it is the same spiritual reality

which manifests itself.

Finally, there is the monistic conception in the narrow

modern sense, viz., that which views the material and the

mental as two sides of one and the same reality. Accord-

' Of course, there is a transition from the dualistic theory to the

spiritualistic in tliose doctrines which allow a certain reality to matter,

but only as something dead or existing potentially,,.
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ing to this view, physical evolution as manifested in thS

material world, ana mental evolution as seen in human lifej

may each be regarded as a two-sided process. The first \i

simply that part of the process in which the material sidJ

is most conspicuous ; the second, that in which tiie mental

side is so. This monistic conception shows itself in a nunij

ber of forms,— from the crude semi-mythological conception

of a cosmic organism or world-animal, which is at once body

and soul, up to the metaphysical doctrine of one substance

with two attributes.

III. In the third place, the form of the doctrine of

evolution will vary according to the conception of the force

or activity which effects the process. This point, though

closely related to the last, is not identical with it. It is

one thing to understand tvhat it is that evolves itself,

another thing to comprehend how the process is brought

about. The latter point is of even greater importance for

studying the various theories of evolution than the former.

There are two strongly contrasted modes of viewing all

action or change. The first is drawn from the region of

physical events, and views the change as conditioned by

antecedents or efiicient causes. This way of looking at

change gives the mechanical view of evolution. The second

is drawn from the region of our conscious volitions regarded

as themselves undetermined by antecedent causes, and con-

ceives of change as related to and determined by some end

or purpose This gives the teleological view of evolution.

Although there is a natural affinity between the mechanical

and the materialistic conception of evolution on the one

side, and between the teleological and the spiritualistic on

the other, they are not exactly co-extensive. The teleologi-

cal view does no doubt imply the acceptance of a spiritual

or quasi-spiritual principle ; it refers the form and order

of the world to the action of an intelligence (conscious or

unconscious) which combines particular events as means
to some comprehensive end. The mechanical view, on the

other hand, does not necessarily imply the acceptance of a

material principle as the one reality. It is applicable to

mind as well as to body. Thus, on the determinist theory,

mental development is as much a mechanical process as

physical development.

Adopting this distinction between the mechanical and

teleological conception of evolution as the essential one, we
may roughly classify the various systems of evolution under

the three heads :— (a), those in which the mechanical view

predominates
; (5), those in which the teleological view pre-

dominates ; and (c), those in which the two views are com-

bined in some larger conception.

(a) The mechanical interpretation may first of all be com-

bined with a dualistic theory. Such would be Descartes'a

doctrine of evolution if it had been fully worked out on its

mental side. It has been observed, however, that the

mechanical view is naturally allied to the materialistic

theory. Systems of evolution which arise out of this com-

bination seek to resolve all appearance of order and purpose

in the physical world into the combined effect of elementary

forces or actions. They adopt a mechanical conception of

organic bodies and their processes. Finally, they regard

mental life and its evolution as a process of combination

exactly analogous to that of physical evolution and closely

correlated with a certain mode of this process. In this

way they lead to a materialistic conception of man's origin

and development as conditioned by physical circumstances

and organic changes.

This thorough-going materialistic way of viewing the

origin and formatioa of the world finds its greatest

obstacle in the genesis of conscious life. Hence it has

from the eariiest been modified in one or two ways

so as to provide a primordial source of sensation and

thoueht, without, however, abandoning a strictly mechaui-
^ Vni. — 95
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col view of the process. The first and crude form

in which thia modiiication presents " itself is that of

en original, thin, quasi-material- substance (as ether),

which niay serve as the raw material, so to speak, of

individual minds. The formation of these minds, however,

is regarded as a strictly mechanical process, and related to

that of physical evolution in t.ie narrow sense. This

theory of the origin of mental exbteuce clearly approaches

one of the forms of the doctrine of emanation already

referred to. We have only to conceive of the primordial

mental substance as the infinite being, transcoiiding our

finite world, and the doctrine becomes one of emanation.

The second modification of thia view consists in the theory

that all parts of matter are endowed with sensibility, but

that the sensations are not themselves (as teleological fac-

tors) the productive force in the process, but are rather the

appendages of the real factors. The world forms itself

according to strictly mechanical Jaws of combination, and
the evoly.tion of the various grades of mind in the organic

region takes place by a composition of elementary feelings

exactly similar to the process of material combination.

Before leaving the sjJstems which are based on the

mechanical view, a bare allusion must be made to a recent

suggestion that all things consist ultimately of mental sub-

stance ("mind-stuff"), which combines itself both in the

material world and in the region of conscious mind accord-

ing to strictly mechanical principles.

(b) The second mode of viefwing the process of evolution

subordinates the idea of physical cause to that of final

cause. The force which effects the continual production

and transformation of things is conceived of more or less

distinctly after the analogy of a rational impulse towards

an end, and the process is regarded as determined or con-

ditioned by this element of purpose.

This teleological view of evolution may be found in a

number of. systems of nature, which look on the material

world as at once bodily and vital or spiritual, though it is

often difficult to say whether any particular system should

be called dualistic or monistic (in the narrow sense). Thus
we have the evolution of the physical world referred to a

vital principle which pervades all matter, and of which the

essential nature is productivity, to a formative plastic

principle which moulds the dead material into various

shapes, to an organizing cosmic force, and so on. In all

these conceptions, which appear to aim more especially at

an explanation of organic forms and life, the element of

purpose appears in a nascent shape. Nature is personified

as a worker who aims unconsciously and instinctively at

some dimly descried end, such as the most various produc-

tion, the progressive manifestation of life, and so on. In some
of these systems, notably in the Aristotelian, the genesis of

conscious mind is explained along with that of organic life

by means of the supposition that mind is but the formative

principle of the individual organism

The idea of purpose becomes more definite, and, at the

same time, a further step is taken towards the explanation

of mental life as a development out of physical,- in those

systems which project 'a distinct spiritual principle into

nature. The way in which this is frequently done is by
means of the theory of a world-soul which animates the

whole of the material world and directs all parts of its

evolution. When this spiritual principle is regarded not

only as the formative force, but also as the substantial

source of conscious mental life, which has eternally

coexisted with matter, we have, Us already remarked, a
pantheistic conception of evolution which, like another and
cognate conception already referred to, approximates to

one form of the emanation theory.

The full development of this way of regarding the world
audits evolution as the work of a spiritual principle aiming

towards an end is to be found in certain doctrines of

Objective Idealism, which resolve all material existence into

a t.ode of mental existence—will and thought. TLefe
theories clearly simplify the conception of evoluaon to the

utmost, by the identification both of the substan'ia! reality

which enters into all parts of the world-process, and of the

rationale of all parla of tLu process itself. In the systems

now referred to, the mechanical idea is wholly taken up
into the teleological. Purpose ia the highest law of things,

and it is one purpose which manifests itself thjough all

stages of the world's evolution,—in the region of inorganic

nature, of organic life, and of human history. The first

genesis of conscious life is explained as a particula' moment
in this process. In some spiritualistic systems an attempt

is made to combine the mechanical ^causal) andte/eologicr.I

ideas under the notion of logical development. Tet, a.-> a

rule the teleological way of conceiving the process predo-

minates.

(c) The systems which seek to combine the teleological

o,nd the mechamcai view ot evoluticn are for the most part

based on the monistic idea that the material and the mental

are two equally real aspects of one thing. It is clear that

this conception of reality provides a way of doing justice

to both modes of looking at evolution. In this manner the

systems now spoken of are able to regard all parts of evolu-

tion as identical in nature, being alike links in a, chuio of

purposeful effects.

This way of regarding the world in its process of evolu-

tion will vary according to the particular view of the one

reality underlying material and mental phenomena. Thus
we may have a universalistic conception of evolution as

the two-sided activity of one undivided substance. This

idea passes easily into a pantheistic view of the world-

process as determined by a divine reason which is aiso

the principle of necessity. In the second place, we may
have an individualistic conception of this two-sided proce^,

according to which the world arises out of the unceasing

activity of an indefinite number of elements endowed with

motion and sensation, and so comprehending a mechanical

and a teleological factor. It has already been remarked,

however, that this conception may be combined with a

strictly mechanical view of evolution.

History of the Idea of Evohition.—The doctrine of

evolution in its finished and definite form is a modern
product. It required for its formation au amount of

scientific knowledge which could only be very gradually

acquired. It is vain, therefore, to look for clearly defined

and systematic presentations of the idea among ancient

writers. "On the other hand, nearly all systems of philo-

sophy have discussed the problems underlying evolution.

Such questions as the origin of the cosmos as a whole, tile

production of organic beings and of conscious minds, and

the meaning of the observable grades of creation, have

from the dawn of speculation occupied men's minds ; and

the answers to these questions often imply a vague recog-

nition of the idea of a gradual evolution of things.

Accordingly, in tracing the antecedents of the modem
philosophic doctrine we shall have to glance at most of the

principal systems of cosmology, ancient and modern. Yet

since in these systems the two inquiries into the esse and

fieri of the world are rarely distinguished with any precision,

it will be necessary to indicate very briefly the general out-

lines of the system so far as they are necessary for under-

otanding their bearing on the problems of evolution.

Zfythological Interpretation.—The problem of the origin

of" the world was the first to engage man's speculative

activity. Nor was this line of inquiry pursued simply

as a step in the more practical problem of man's final

destiny. The order of ideas observable in children sug-

1 gests the reflection that man began to discuss th»
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•' whence " of existence before the " whither." At first,

as ill the case of the child, the problem of the genesis

of things was conceived antbropomorpLically : the ques-

tion "How did the world arise 1" first shaped itself

to the human mind under the form " Who made the

world J " As long as the problem was conceived in this

simple manner there was, of course, no room for the idea

of a necessary self-conditioned evolution. Yet the first

indistinct germ of such an idea appears to emerge ia com-

bination with that of creation in some of the ancionl

systems of theogony. (See article Cosmogony.) Thus,

for example, iu the myth of the ancient Parsees, the gods

Ormuz and Ahriman are said to evolve themselves out of a

primordial matter. It may be supposed that these crude

fancies embody a dim recognition of the physicil forces

and objects personified under the forms of deities, and a

rude attempt to account for their genesis as a natural pro-

cess. These first unscientific ideas of a genesis of the per-

manent objects of nature took as their pattern the process

of organic reproduction and development, and this, nut

only because tliese objects were regarded as personalities,

but also because this particular mode of becoming would

most impress these early observers. This same way of

looking at the origin of the material world ia illustrated in

the Egyptian notion of a cosmic egg out of which issues

the god (Phta) who creates the world.

Indian Philosophy.—Passing from mythology to specula-

tion properly so called, we find in the early systems of

philosophy of India theories of emanation which approach

in some respects the idga of evolution. Brahma is conceived

as the eternal self-existeiit being, which on its material

side unfolds itself to the world by gradually condensing

itself to material objects through the gradations of ether,

fire, water, earth, and the elements. At the same time

this eternal being is conceived as the all-embracing world-

soul from which emanates the hierarchy of individual souls.

In the later system of emanation of Sankhja there is a more
marked approach to a materialistic doctrine of evolution.

If, we are told, we follow the chain of causes far enough
back we reach unlimited eternal creative nature or matter.

Out of this "principal thing" or "original nature" all

material and spiritual existence issues, and into it will

return. Yet this primordial creative nature is endowed
with volition with regard to its own development. Its first

emanation as plastic nature contains the original soul or

deity out of which all individual souls issue.

Early Greek Phijsicists.—Passing by Buddhism, which,

though teaching the periodic destruction of our world by
fire, &c., does not seek to determine the ultimate origin of

the cosmos, we come 'to those early Greek physical philoso-

'phsrs who distinctly set themselves to eliminate the idea of

divine interference with the world by representing its origin

and changes as a natural process. The early Ionian physi-

cists, including Thales, A_naximanier, and Anaximenes,
seek to explain the world as generated out of a primordial

matter which is at the same time the universal support of

things. This substance is endowed with a generative or

transmut'ative force ^ by virtue of which it passes into a

succession of forms. They thus resemble modern evolu-

tionists, since they regard the world with its infinite variety

cf forms as issuing from a simple mode of matter. More
especially the cosmology of Anaximander resembles the

modern doctrine of evolution in its conception of the inde-

terminate (to airapov) out of which the particular forms of

the cosmos are differentiated. Again, Anaximander may be

said to prepare the way for more modern conceptions of

material evolution by regarding his primordial substance as

' According to Uebeiweg (who calls their systems Hjlozoism), they
sll conceived o( this matter as vital.

eternal, and by looking on all generation as alternating with

destruction, each step of the process being of course simply

a transformation of the indestructible substance. Once
more, the notion that this indeterminate body contains

potentially in itself the fundamental contraries—hot, cold,

&c.,—by the excretion or evolution of which definite sub-

stances were generated, is clearly a forecasting of that

antithesis of potentiality and actuality which from Aristotle

downwards has been made the basis of so many theories of

development. In conclusion, it is noteworthy that though

resorting to utterly fanciful hypotheses respecting the order

of the development of the world, Anaximander agrees with

modern evolutionists in conceiving the heavenly bodies as

arising out of an aggregation of diffused matter, and iu

assigning to organic life an origin in the inorganic materials

of the primitive earth (pristine mud). The doctrine of

Anaximenes, who unites the conceptions of a determinate

and indeterminate original substance adopted by Thales and

Anaximander in the hypothesis of a primordial and all-

generating air, is a clear advance on these theories, inas-

much as it introduces the scientific idea' of condensation and

rarefaction as the great generating or transforming agencies.

For the rest, his theory is chiefly important as emphasizing

the vital character of the original substance. The primor-

dial air is coi ceived as animated. Anaximenes seems to

have inclined to a view of cosmic evolution as throughout

involving a quasi-spiritual factor. This idea of the air aa

the original principle and source of life and intelligence is

much more clearly expressed by a later writer, Diogenes of

Apollonia. Diogenes made this conception of a vital and

intelligent air the ground of a teleological view of climatic

and atmospheric phenomena. It is noteworthy that b«

sought to establish the identity of organic and inorganio

matter by help of the facts of vegetal and animal nutri-

tion. Diogenes distinctly taught that the world is of

finite duration, and will be renewed out of the primitivo

substance.

Pythagoreans.—We may pass by that curious mode of

conceiving the world as a development out of numbers

regarded as active principles which was adopted by the

Pythagoreans, since it is too remote from modern concep-

tions of cosmic evolution. 2

Eleatici.—The Eleatics, Xenophanes, Parmenides, and

Zeno need to be referred to here simply on the ground of

their denial of all plurality and individuality in objects and

of any real process of change, development, or transforma-

tion in the world. It may be added, however, that both

Xenophanes and Parmenides have their way of regarding

the origin of the cosmos and of animal and human Ufe,

though these conjectures are put forward as matters of

" opinion," having to do with the illusory impressions of

the senses only.

Ileraclilus.—The next Greek thinker, Heraclitus, de-

serves a prominent place in a history of the idea of evolu-.

tion. This writer distinctly sides with the Ionian physi-

cists, as against the Eleatics, by asserting the reality of

motion, change, and generation. He differs from the

former, as Grote observes, by regarding the problem of

change rather as one of ontology than of physics.

Heraclitus conceives of the incessant process, of flux io

which all things are involved as consisting of two sides or

moments—generation and decay—which are regarded as a

confluence of opposite streams.' In thus making transition

or change, viewed as the identity of existence and non-

existence the leading idea of his system, Heraclitus antici-

pated in some measure Hegel's peculiar doctrine of evolu-

» Grote calls attention to an analogue of this notion of number la

Oken's Elements of Physio-PUlosojihy. See hi» Blato, J. p. 10,

note £L
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tion as a dialectic process.' At the same time, we may find

expressed in figurative language the germs of thoughts

which enter into still newer doctrines of evolution. For

example, the notion of conflict (iroXe/xos) as the father of

all things and of harmony as arising out of a union of dis-

cords,2 and again of an endeavour by individual things to

maintain themselves in permanence against the universal

process of destruction and renovation, cannot but remind

one of certain fundamental ideas in Mr Darwin's theory of

evolution. According to Groto, it is doubtful how^ far

Heraclitus intended to supply by his idea of lire a physical,

as distinguished from a metaphysical, doctrine of the world-

process.

Empedoaes.—Jimpedocles took an important step in the

direction of modern conceptions of physical evolution by

teaching that all things arise, not by transformations of some

primitive form of matter, but by various combinations of a

number of permanent elements. Further, by maintaining

that the elements are continually being combined and

separated by the two forces love and hatred, which appear

to represent in a figurative way the physical forces of

attraction and repulsion, Empedocles may be said to have

made a considerable advance in.the construction of the idea

of evolution as a strictly mechanical process. It may be

observed, too, that the hypothesis of a primitive, compact

mass (s;;Acerus), in which love (attraction) is supreme, has

some curious points of similarity to, and contrast wiih,

that notion of a primitive nebulous matter with which the

modern doctrine of cosmic evolution usually sets out.

Empedocles tries to explain the genesis of organic beings,

and, according to Lange, anticipates the idea of Mr
Darwin that adaptations abound, because it is their nature

to perpetuate themselves. He. further recognizes a pro-

gress in the production of vegetable and animal forms,

though this part of his theory is essentially crude and

unscientific. More important in relation to the modern

problems of evolution is his thoroughly materialistic way of

explaining the origin of sensation and knowledge by help

of his peculiar hypothesis of effluvia and pores. The sup-

position that sensation thus rests on a material process of

absorption from external bodies naturally led up to the

idea that plants and even inorganic substances are pre-

cipient, and so to an indistinct recognition of organic life

«3 a scale of intelligence.

Anaxagoras.—The doctrine of Homoemeries, propounded

Jy Anaxagoras, agrees with that of Empedocles in assign-

. ng the origin of things to combinations and redistributions

if certain primordial forms of matter. Yet these are less

limple than the elements of the other thinker.^ Moreover,

tlie idea that the diversity of things arises from a

preponderance of certain elements, and not from the mere
fact of various combination, removes the theory of

Anaxagoras further from modern conceptions of cosmic

3f ulntion than that of Empedocles.* According to Crete's

Qterpretation, Anaxagoras, in his conception of nous as the

iriginator of movement and order which manifests itself as

Le vital principle in plants as well as in animals and man.

' This is brought out by F. Lassalle, Die Philosophie BeraJdeito;

f. 126.
' Zeller observes that Heraclitus fails to teU us what aro the

alements which conflict.

' Grote says the idea of these multifarious forms of matter was sug-

gested by the phenomena of ani—.al nutrition.

—

Plato, i. 65.
* It is observed by Ferrier that the doctrine of Anaxagoras reverses

the order of the Atomists, by regarding the transition as one from the
complex to the seemingly simple. It is no doubt true that the chief

aim of Anaxagoras was to explain not so much the diversity u the
orderly arrangement of individual things. Yet his conception of the
primal chaos involves at least the notion of an apparent homogeneity
or uniformity, no particles being distinguishable from the rest. (See
Orotc, op. cit., i. 51). Grote evo» •••jJt^::_te3the ch?o= of Ana-'Agoris
to tke primordial indeter!B.V2i~. of Ana.xiDW."<'«r.

would appear to lean rather to a monistic and purely

materialistic than to a dualistic conception of evolution.

Aiomists.—In the theory of Atomism taught by Leucip-

pus and Democritus we have the basLs of the modern
mechanical conceptions of cosmic evolution. Here the

endless harmonious diversity of our cosmos, as well as of

other worlds supposed to co-exist with our own, is said

to arise through the various combination of indivisible

material elements differing in figure and magnitude only.

The force which brings the atoms together in the forms of

objects is inherent in the elements, and all their motions

are necessary. The origin of things, which is also their

substance, is thus laid in the simplest and most

homogeneous elements or principles. The real world thus

arising consists only of diverse combinations of atoms,

having the properties of magnitude, figure, weight, and

hardness, all other qualities being relative only to the

sentient organism. The problem of the genesis of mind ia

practically solved by identifying the soul, or vital principle,

with heat or fiie which pervades in unequal proportions, not

only man and anim&ls, but plants and nature as a whole,

and through the agitation of which by incoming efiluvia all

sensation arises.

The Sophists—Critias.—Of the Sophists there is but one

whose doctrine need concern us here, namely, Critias, In

a fragment of his writings we meet with a speculation

on the past development of man, which is curious as

distinctly recognizing the upward direction of human
history, and so as contrasting with the prevailing view of

this history as a gradual deterioration. Critias tells . us

there was a time when the life of man was lawless (araKTo?)

and beast-like (^jj/diwSjjs), when he was a slave of force,

and when no honour was paid to the good nor punish-

ment administered to the' bad. Laws having arisen, evil

actions which could no longer be done overtly were still

practised in secret, and at this stage a wise man arose

who sought to instU terror into the minds of the people,

and so conceived the Deity, who is made the more terrible

by being localized in the region whence proceed thunder

and lightning,

Plato.—Plato needs to be referred to here only because

of the strongly marked opposition of his philosophy to the

teaching of evolution. It is true (as Zeller remarks) that

Plato's whole philosophy was directed less to the explana-

tion of becoming than to the consideration of being. So

far, however, as the highly mythical cosmology of the

Timaus inay be taken as indicating Plato's way of looking

at the successive order of the world, we see that it widely

deviates from that of the evolutionist. Thus the notion of

the Demiurgus is distinctly contradictory of the idea of a

natural process of evolution. Again, the supposition that

the world of particular things is somehow determined by

pre-existing universal ideas lends itself rather to a theory

of emanation as a descent from the more perfect to the less

perfect than to a doctrine of evolution. It became the

basis of that doctrine of universal essences or types which

for ages interfered with a scientific explanation of organic

forms. Again Plato exactly reverses the order of evolution

in his way of looking at the scale of organic beings and

souls, since he sets out with the highest and most perfect,

the divine cosmos, and passes downwards to man and the

lower animals viewed as successive degradations.

Early Platonists.—Among the early followers of Plato,

Speusippus deserves mention here in so far as he assimilated

the course of the world to the development of the individual

by regarding it as a progress from imperfection to per-

fection.^ Xenocrates again appears to have viewed the

"'RpeusippuL' liffered from Plato by making good the end aad not

I the efficient cause of being (see Zeller, Plalo, p. 668 s^.).
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irSold of the cosmos as a graduated scale of animate

cswterivie.

Aristotle.—Aristotle is much nearer a conception of

evolution thtin hia masteK It is true lie sots out with a
Irinscctident Deity, and follows Plato in viewing the crea-

tion of v'he cosmos as a process of descent from the more
to the 'ess perfect according to the distance ( from the

original self-moving agency. Yet on the whole Aristotle

leans to a toleological theory of evolution, which he inter-

prets dualistually by means of certain metaphysical distinc-

tions. Thus even his idea of the relation of the divine

activity to the world shows, as Zeller and Lange remark, a

tendency to a pantheistic notion of a divine thought which

^adually realizes itself in the process of becoming. Aris-

totle's distinction of form and matter, and his conception

pi becoming as a transition from actuality to potentiality,

provides a new ontological way of conceiving the process

of material and organic evolution.' To Aristotle the whole

of nature is instinct with a vital impulse towards some

liigher manifestation. Organic life presents itself to him
fis a progressive scale of comple.xity determined by its final

send, namely, man.^ In some respects Aristotle approaches

the modern view of evolution. Thus, though he looked on

species as fixed, being the realization of an unchanging

formative principle ((^uo-is), he seems, as Ueberweg observes,

to have inclined to entertain the possibility of a spontaneous

generation in the case of the lowest organisms. Aristotle's

teleological conception of organic evolution often approaches

modern mechanical conceptions. Thus he says that nature

fashions organs in the order of their necessity, the first

being those essential to life. So, too, in his psychology

he speaks of the several degrees of mind as arising accord-

ing to a progressive necessity.' In his view of touch and

taste, as the two fundamental and essential senses, he may
remind one of Mr Spencer's doctrine. At the same.time

Aristotle precludes the idea of a natural development of the

mental series by the supposition that man contains, over and-

above a natural finite soul inseparable from the body, a

substantial and eternal principle (roC;) which enters into

the individual from without. Aristotle's brief suggestions

respecting the origin of society and governments in the

Politics show a leaning to a naturalistic interpretation of

human history as a development conditioned by growing
necessities.

Strato.—Of Aristotle's immediate successors one deserves

to be noticed here, namely, Strato of Lampsacus, who de-

veloped his master's cosmology into a system of naturalism.

Strato appears to reject Aristotle's idea of an original source

of movement and life extraneous to the world in favour of

an immanent principle. All parts of matter have an inward

plastic life whereby they can fashion themselves to the

best advantage, according to their capability, though not

with consciousness.

The Stoics.—In the cosmology of the Stoics we have the

germ of a monistic and pantheistic conception of evolution.

All things are said to be developed out of an original being,

which is at once material (fire) and spiritual (the Deity),

and in turn they will dissolve back into this primordial

source. At the same time the world as a developed whole

is regarded as an organism which is permeated with the

divine Spirit, and so we may say that the world-process is

a self-realization of the divine Being. The formative

principle or force of the world is said to contain the several

ration&l germinal forms of things. Individual things are

supposed to arise out of the original being, as animals and

^ ZoUer says that through this dlstinctioQ Aristotle first made
possible the idea of develop?Qeut.

' See this well brought out in Mr G. H. Lewes's AnstoUe, p. 187.
* Grote calls attention to the contrast between Plato's and Aristotle's

«>]r of couceiviug th4 gradations of mind {Aristotle, ii. 171).

plants out of seeds. Individual souls are an efllux from
the all-compassing world-soul. The necessity in the world's

order is regarded by the Stoics as identical with the divine

reason, and this idea is used as the basis of a teleological

and optimistic view of nature. Very curious, in relation to

modern evolutional ideas, is the Stoical doctrine that our
world is but one of a series of exactly identical ones, all oj

which are destined to be burnt up and destroyed.

The Epicureans—Lucretius.—The Epicureans differed

from the Stoics by adopting a purely mechanical view of
the world-process. Their fundamental conception ia that of

Democritus; they seek to account for the formation of the

cosmos, with its order and regularity, by setting out wiJfe.

the idea of an original (vertical) motion of the atoms, which
somehow or other results in movements towards and from
one another. Our world is but one of an infinite numbet
of others, and all the harmonies and adaptations of the

universe are regarded as a special case of the infinite pos-

sibilities of mechanical events. Lucretius regards the

primitive atoms (first beginnings or first bodies) as seeds oul

of which individual things are developed. All living ancj

sentient things are formed out of insentient atoms (e.y.,

worms spring out of dung). The peculiarity of organic and
sentient bodies is due to the minuteness and shape of their

particles, and to their special motions and combinations.

So, too, mind consists but of extremely fine particles of

matter, and dissolves into air when the body dies. Lucretius

traces, in the fifth book of his poem, the progressive genesis

of vegetal and animal forms out of the mother-earth. He
vaguely anticipates the modern idea of the world as a sur-

vival of the fittest when he says *hat many races may
have lived and died out, and that those which still exist

have been protected either by craft, courage, or speed.

Lucretius touches on the development of man out of a
primitive, hardy, beast-like condition. Pregnant hints are

given respecting a natural development of language which
has its germs in sounds of quadrupeds and birds, of

religious ideas out of dreams and waking hallucinations,

and of the art of music by help of the suggestion of natural

sounds. Lucretius thus recognizes the whole range of exist-

ence to which the doctrine of evolution may be applied.

Neo-Platonists.—In Jhe doctrines of the Neo-PJatonists,

of whom Plotinus is the most important, we have the world-

process represented after the example of Plato as a series of

descending steps, each being less perfect than its prede-

cessors, since it is further removed from the first cause.*

The system of Plotinus, Zeller remarks, is not strictly

speaking one of emanation, since there is no communication

of the divine essence to the created world; yet it resembles

emanation inasmuch as the genesis of the world is conceived

as a necessary physical effect, and not as the result of voli-

tion. In Proclus we find this conception of an emanation

of the world out of the Deity, or the absolute, made more

exact, the process being regarded as threefold—(1) persis-

tence of cause in effect, (2) the departure of efi'ect from

cause, and (3) the tendency of effect to revert to its cause.

The Fathers.—The speculations of tBe fathers respecting

the origin and course of the world seek to combine Chris-

tian ideas of the Deity with doctrines of Greek philosophy.

The common idea of the origin of things is that of an ab-

solute creation of matter and mind alike. The course of

human history is regarded by those writers who are most

concerned to refute Judaism as a progressive divine educa-

tion. Among the Gnostics we meet with the hypothesis

of emanation, as, for example, in the curious cosmic theory

of Valentinus.

Middle Ages—Early Schoolmen.—In the speculativo

* Zeller ohservcs that this scale of decreasing perfection la a

necessary consequence of the idea of a transcendent deitjr.
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writings of the Middle Ages, including those of tiio school-

tneu. we find no progress towards a more accurate and

scientific view of nature. The cosmology of this period

consists for the most part of the Aristotelian teleological

riew of nature combined with the Christian idea of the Deity

and His relation to the world. In certain writers, however,

there appears a more elaborate transformation of the doc-

trine of creation into a system of emanation. According to

John Scotus Erigena, the nothing out of which the world

is created is the divine essence. Creation ia the act by

which God passes through the primordial causes, or univer-

sal ideas, into the region of particular things {processio), in

order finally to return to himself (reversio). The transition

from the universal to the particular is of course conceived

as a descent or degradation. A similar doctrine of emana-

tion is to be found in the writings ofBernhard of Chartres,

who conceives the process of the unfolding of the world as

a movement in a circle from the most general to the indivi-

dual, and from this back to the most general. This move-

ment is said to go forth from God to the animated heaven,

stars, visible world, and man, which represent decreasing

degrees of cognition.

Arab Philosophers.—Elaborate doctrines of emanation,

largely based on Neo-Platonic ideas, are also propounded
by some of the Arabic philosophers, as by Alfarabi and
Avicenna. The leading thought is that of a descending
series of intelligences, each emanating from its predecessor,

and having its appropriate region in the universe.

Jewish Philosophy.—la the Jewish speculations of the

Middle Ages may be found curious forms of the doctrine

of emanations, uniting the Biblical idea of creation with
elements drawn from the Persians and the Greeks. In the

later and developed form of the Cabala, the origin of the

world is represented as a gradually descending emanation
of the lower out of the higher. Among the philosophic

Jews, the Spanish Avicebron, in his Pons Vilce, expounds
a curious doctrine of emanation. Here the divine will is

viewed as an efflux from the divine wisdom, as the inter-

mediate link between God, the first substance and all things,

and as the fountain out of which all forms emanate. At
the same time all forms, including the higher intelligible

ones, are said to have their existence only in matter.

Matter is the one universal substance, body and mind being
merely specifications of this. Thus Avicebron approaches,

as M. Munk observes,^ a pantheistic conception of the

wprld, though he distinctly denies both matter and form to

God.
Later Scholastics,—Passing now to the later schoolmen,

a bare mention must be made of Thomas, who elaborately

argues for the absolute creation of the world out of nothing,

and of Albsrtus Magnus, who reasons against the Aristo-

telian idea of the past eternity of the world. More import-

ance attaches to Duns Scotus, who brings prominently for-

ward the idea of a progressive development in nature by
means of a process of determination. The original sub-

stance of the world is the materia primo-prima, which is

the immediate creation of the Deity. This serves Duns
Scotus as the most universal basis of existence, all angels
having material bodies. This matter is differentiated into

particular things (which are not privations but perfections)

through the- addition of an individualizing principle
(/ueeceiias) to the universal {quidditas). The whole world
is represented by the figure of a tree, of which the seeds
and roots are the first indeterminate matter, the leaves the
accidents, the' twigs and branches corruptible creatures, the
blossoms the rational soul, and the fruit pure spirits or
angels. It is also described as a bifurcation of two twigs,
inental and bodily creation out of a common root. One

* Jtilanget dc vhitotovhie juivc et araie, p. 225.'

might almost say that Duns Scotus recognizes the pfincipte

of a gradual physical evolution, only that he chooses to re-

prei>jiit the mechanism by which the process is brought
about by means of quaint scholastic fictions.

Revival of Learning.—The period of the revival of learn-

ing, which was also that of a renewed study of nature, is

marked by a considerable amount of speculation respecting

the origin of the universe. In some of these we Bee a re-

turn to Greek theories, though the influence of physical dis-

coveries, more especially those of Copernicus, Kepler, and
Galileo, is distinctly traceable.

Telesio.—An example of a return to early Greet specu-

lation is to be met with in Bernardino Telesio. By this

writer the world is explained as a product of three prin-

ciples,—dead matter, and two active forces, heat and cold.

Terrestrial things arise through a confluence of heat, which
issues from the heavens, and cold, which comes from the

earth. Both principles have sensibility, and thus all pro-

ducts of their collision are sentient, that is, feel pleasure and
pain. The superiority of animals to plants and metals, da

the possession of special organs of sense is connected with

the greater complexity and heterogeneity of their structure.

Giordano Bruno.—In the system of Giordano Bruno,

who sought to construct a philosophy of nature on the

basis of new scientific ideas, more particularly the doctrine

of Copernicus, we find the outlines of a theory of cosmic

evolution conceived as an essentially vital process. Matter

and form are here identified, and the evolution of the world

is presented as the unfolding of the world-spirit to its perfect

forms according to the plastic substratum (matter) which

is but one of its sides. This process of change is con-

ceived as a transformation, in appearance only, of the

real unchanging substance (matter and form). All parts of

matter are capable of developing into all forms ; thus the

materials of the table and chair may, under proper cir-

cumstances, be developed to the life of the plant or of

the animal The elementary parts of existence are the

minima, or monads, which are at once material and mental.

On their material side they are not absolutely unextended,

but spherical. Bruno looked on our solar system as but

one out of an infinite number of worlds. His theory

of evolution is essentially pantheistic, and he does not

employ his hypothesis of monads in order to work out a

more mechanical conception.

Campanella.—A word must be given to one of Bruno's

contemporary compatriots, namely Campanella, who gave

poetic expression to that system of universal vitalism which
Bruno developed. He argues, from the principle quis-

quid est in effectibus esse et in causis, that the elements and
the whole world have sensation, and thus he appears to

derive the organic part of nature out of the so-called " inor-

ganic."

Boehme.—Anotherwriter of this transition period deserves

a passing reference here, namely, Jacob Boehme the mystic,

who by his conception of a process of inner diremption as

the essential character of all mind, and so of God, prepared

the way for later German theories of the origin of the

world as the self-differentiation and self-exterualization of

the absolute spirit.

Hobbes and Gassendi.—The influence of an advancing
study of nature, which was stimulated if not guided by
_Bacon's writings, is seen in the more careful doctrines of

materialism worked out almost simultaneously by Hobbes
and Gassendi. These theories, however, contain little that

bears directly on the hypothesis of a natural evolution of

things. In the view of Hobbes, the difficulty of the

genesis of conscious minds is solved by saying that sensa-

tion and thought are part of the reaction of the organism
on external movement. Yet Hobbes appears (as Clarke

points out) to have vaguely felt. tlie_difRcultj ; and, in a
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passage of his Physics (chap. 25, sect. 5) he says that the

universal existence of eensation in matter cannot be dis-

proved, though he shows that when there are no organic

airrangements the mental side of the movement (jihaniasma)

is evanescent. The theory of the origin of society put

for*.h by Hobbes, though directly opposed in most respects

to modern ideas of social evolution, deserves mention here

by reaacn of its enforcing that principle of struggle (bellum

omnium contra omnes) which has played so conspicuous a

part ill recent doctrines of evolution. Gassendi, with some
deviations, follows Epicurus in his theory of the formation

of the world. The world consists of a finite number of

atoms, which have in their own nature a self-moving force

or principle. These atoms, which are the seeds of all

things, are, however, not eternal but created by God.

Gassendi distinctly argues against the existence of a world-

soul or a principle of life in nature.

Descartas.—In the philosophy of Descartes we meet with

a dualism of mind and matter which does not easily lend

itself to the conception of evolution. His doctrine that

consciousness is confined to man, the lower animals being

unconscious machines {azitoviata) , excludes all idea of a

progressive development of mind. Yet Descartes, in his

Principia Philosopkia, laid the foundation of the modern
mechanical conception of nature and of physical evolution.

In the third part of this work he inclines to a thoroughly

natural hypothesis respecting the genesis of the physical

world, and adds in the fourth part that the same kind of

explanation might be applied to the nature and formation

of plants and animals. He is indeed careful to keep right

with the orthodox doctrine of creation by saying that he

does not believe the world actually arose in this mechanical

way out of the three kinds of elements which he here sup-

poses, but that he simply puts out his hypothesis as a mode
of conceiving how it might have arisen. Descartes's account

of the mind and its passions is thoroughly materialistic,

and to this extent he works in the direction of a material-

istic explanation of the origin of mental life.

Spinoza.—In Spinoza's pantheistic theory of the world,

which regards thought and extension as but two sides of

one substance, the problem of becoming is submerged in

that of being. Although Spinoza's theory attributes a

mental side to all physical events, he rejects all teleolo-

gical conceptions and explains the order of things as the

result of an inherent necessity. He recognizes gradations

of things according to the degree of complexity of their

movements and that of their conceptions. To Spinoza (as

Kuno Fischer observes) man differs from the rest of nature

in the degree only and not in the kind of his powers. So
far Spinoza approaches the conception of evolution. He
may be said to furnish a fiirther contribution to a meta-

physical conception of evolution in his view of all finite

individual things as the infinite variety to which the

unlimited productive power of the universal substance

gives birth. Mr F. Pollock has taken pains to show in

more than one essay how nearly Spinoza approaches certain

ideas contained in the modern doctrine of evolution, as for

example that of self-preservation as the determining force

in things.

Cwdworth.—One or two English writers belonging to the

latter part of the 17th century must be glanced at here.

Of these the first is Cudworth, who, in his work The True
Inlellectual System of the Universe, elaborately criticises

the various " atheistic " modes of explaining the origin

and form of the world as a natural process. Cudworth
emphasizes especially the difficulty of explaining the rise

of consciousness, and seeks to show how the early Greek

atomical physiologists were driven to assume a spiritual

principle over and above their material elements. He
iwells on the signs of purpose in nature, and argues that

no fortuitous combination of elements could have sufficed

to produce that balance of male and female individual* on
which the preservation of species depends. Yet though
thus an anti-evolutionist, Cudworth provides a way of in-

terpreting the evolution of life hy means of an immanent
principle, since he refera the forms of nature to a plastic

principle, which does not involve consciousness, though it

may be called a drowsy un^wakened cognition.

Locke.—In Locke we find, with a retention of certain

anti-evolutionist ideas, a marked tendency to this mode o<

viewing the world. To Locke the universe is the result of

a direct act of creation, even matter being limited in dura-

tion and created. Even if matter were eternal it would, h«
thinks, be incapable of producing motion ; and if motion is

itself conceived as eternal, thought can never begin to be.

The first eternal being is thus spiritual or " cogitative," and
contains in itself all the perfections that can ever after exist.

He repeatedly insists on the impossibility of senseless

matter putting on sense.^ Yet while thus placing himself

at a point of view opposed to that of a gradual evolution of

the organic world, Locke prepared the way for this doctrine

in more ways than one. First of all, his genetic method as

applied to the mind's ideas—which laid the foundations of

English analytical psychology—was a step in the direction

of a conception of mental life as a gradual evolution.

Again he works towards the same end in his celebrated re-

futation of the scholastic theory of real specific essences.

In this argument he emphasizes the vagueness of the

boundaries which mark off organic species with a view to

show that these do not correspond to absolutely fixed

divisions in the objective world, that they are made by the

mind, not by nature.^ This idea of the continuity of

species is developed more fully in a remarkable passage

{Essay, bk. iii. ch vi. § 12), where he is arguing in favour

of the hypothesis, afterwards elaborated by Leibnitz, of a

graduated series of minds (species of spirits) from the

Deity down to the lowest animal intelligence. He here

observes that " all quite down from us the descent is by
easy steps, and a continued series of things, that in each re-

move differ very little from one another." Thus man
approaches the beasts, and the animal kingdom is nearly

joined with the vegetable, and so on down to the lowest

and " most inorganical parts of matter." Finally, it is to

be observed that Locke had a singularly clear view of

organic arrangements (which of course he explained accord-

ing to a theistic teleology) as an adaptation to the circum-

stances of the environment or to " the neighbourhood of the

bodies that surround us." Thus he suggests that man has

not eyes of a microscopic delicacy, because he would receive

no great advantage from such acute organs, since though

adding indefinitely to his speculative knowledge of the

physical world they would not practically benefit their

possessor {e.g., by enabling him to avoid things at a con-

venient distance).'

Idea of Progress in History.—Before leaving the 1 7th

century we must just refer to the writers who laid the foun-

dations of the essentially modern conception of human his-

tory as a gradual upward progress. According to Prof. Flint,*

there were four men who in this century seized and mado

• Yet he leaves open the question whether the Deity has annexed

thought to matter as a faculty, or whether it rests on a distinct

spiritual principle.
" Loclse half playfully touches on certain monsters, with respect

to which it is difficult to determine whether they ought to be called

men. {Essay, book iii. ch. ri. sect. 26, 27.)
'» A similar coincidence between the teleological and the mbdem eTO.

lutional way of viewing things is to be met with in Locke's account

of the use of pain in relation to the preservation of our being, bk. ii.

ch. vii. sect. 4.

« Philosophy of History, Introduction, p. 23 sq., where an in-

terestiiis sketch of the growth of the idea of progre-a is to be found.
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prominent this idea, namely, Bodin, Bacon, Descartes, and

Pascal. The former distinctly argues against the idea of a

deterioration of man in the past. In this way we see that

just as advancing natural science was preparing the way for

a doctrine of physical evolution, so advancing historical re-

fiearch was leading to the application of a similar idea to

the collective human life.

English Writers of the \9>th Century—Hume.—The theo-

logical discussions which make up so large a part of the

English speculation of the last century cannot detain \b

here. There is, however, one writer who sets forth so

clearly the alternative suppositions respecting the origin

of the world that he claims a brief notice. We refer to

David Hume. In his Dialogues concerning Natural Re-

ligion he puts forwards tentatively, in the person of one

of his interlocutors, the ancient hypothesis that since the

world resembles an animal or vegetal organism rather than

a machine, it might more easily be accounted for by a pro-

cess of generation than by an act of creation. Later on he

develops the materialistic view of Epicurus, only modify-

ing it 60 far as to conceive of matter as finite. Since a

finite number of particles is only susceptible of finite trans-

positions, it must happen (he says), in an eternal duration

that every possible order or position will be tried an infinite

number of times, and hence this world is to be regarded

(as the Stoics maintained) as an exact reproduction of

previous worlds. The speaker seeks to make intelligible

the appearance of art and contrivance in the world as a

result of a natural settlement of the universe (which passes

through a succession of chaotic conditions) into a stable

condition, having a constancy in its forms, yet without its

several parts losing their motion and fluctuation.

Priestley.—The English materialists of the latter part of

the century did little to work out the idea of evolution.

Priestley needs to be mentioned here only by reason of his

clear recognition of human progress.

Monboddo.—Of other British writers of the period. Lord
Monboddo must be named on accouijt of his curious

speculations respecting the origin of man. In his Ancient

Metaphysics (vol. iii.), Monboddo conceives man as gradually

elevating himself from an animal condition, in which his

mind is immersed in matter, to a state in which mind acts

independently of body. In his equally voluminous work,

The Origin and Progress of Language, Monboddo brings

man under the same species as the orang-outang. He
traces the gradual elevation of man to the social state,

which he conceives as a natural process determined by
" the necessities of human life." He looks on language
(which is not "natural" to man in the sense of being

necessary to his self-preservation) as a consequence of his

social state.

Freiich Writers of the \f:th Century.—Let us now pass to

the French writers of the last century. Here we are first

struck by the results of advancing physical speculation in

their bearing on the conception of the world. Careful
attempts, based on new scientific truths, are made to explain

the genesis of the world as a natural process. Maupertuis,
who, together with Voltaire, introduced the new idea of the
universe as based on Newton's- discoveries, sought to

account for the origin of organic things by the hypothesis
of sentient atoms. Buffon the naturalist speculated, not
only on the structure and genesis of organic beings, but also

on the course of formation of the earth and solar system,
which he conceived after the analogy of the development of

organic beings out of seed. Diderot, too, in his varied in-

tellectual activity, found time to speculate on the genesis
of sensation and thought out of a combination of matter
endowed with an elementary kind of sentience. De la

Mettrie worked out a materialistic doctrine of the origin of
things^ jlQCording to which sensation and consciousness are

nothing but a development out of matter. He'^Sought
(L'homme-machine) to connect man in his original condition

with Jho lower animals, and emphasized (L'homme-plante}
the essential unity of plan of all living things. HelvetiuB,

in his work on man, referred all differences between out

species and the lower animals to certain peculiarities of

organization, and so prepared the way for a conception
of human development out of lower forms as a process

of physical evolution. Charles Bonnet met the difficulty

of the origin of conscious beings much ia the same way
as Leibnitz, by the supposition of eternal minute organic

bodies to which are attached immortal souls. Yet though
in this way opposing himself to the method of tho

modern doctrine of evolution, he aided the development of

this doctrine by his view of the organic world as an ascend-

ing scale from the simple to the complex. Robinet, in his

treatise De la Nature, worked out the same conception of

a gradation in organic existence, connecting this with a
general view of nature as a progress from the lowest

inorganic forms of matter up to man. The process is con-

ceived as an infinite series of variations or specifications of

one primitive and common type. Man is the chef d'ceuve

of nature, which fhe gradual progression of beings was to

have as its last term, and all lower creations are regarded

as pre-conditions of man's existence, since nature " could

only realize tho human form by combining in all imaginable

ways each of the traits which wts to enter into it." Tbu
formative force in this process of evolution (or " metamor-
phosis ") is conceived as an intellectual principle {idee

generatrice). Robinet thus laid the foundation of that view

of the world as wholly vital, and as a progressive unfoldir^g

of a spiritual formative principle, which was afterwards

worked out by Schelling. It is to be added that Robinet

adopted a thorough-going materialistic view of the depen-

dence of mind on body, going even to the length of assign-

ing special nerve-fibres to the moral sense. The system of

Holbach seeks to provide a consistent materialistic view

of the world and its processes. Mental operations are

identified with physical movements, the three conditions ot

physical movement, inertia, attraction, and repulsion, being

in the moral world self-love, love, and hate. He left open
the question whether the capability of sensation belongs to

all matter, or is confined to the combinations of certain

materials. He looked on the actions of the individual

organism and of society as determined by the needs of self-

preservation. He conceived of man as a product of nature

that had gradually developed itself from a low condition,

though he relinquished the problem of the exact mode of

his first genesis and advance as not soluble by data of

experience. Holbach thus worked out the basis of a

rigorously materialistic conception of evolution.

The question of human development which Holback
touched on was one which occupied many minds both in

and out of France during the past century, and more
especially towards its close. The foundations of this theory

of history as aa upward progress of man out of a barbaric

and animal condition were laid by Vico in his celebrated

work Principii di Sciema Nuova. In France the doctrine

was represented by Turgot and Condorcet.

Of the English writers who discussed the question of

man's development we have already spoken. The German
speculations on the subject will be touched on presently.

German Writers of the ISth Century—Leibnitz.—In
Leibnitz we find, if not a doctrine of evolution in the

strict sense, a theory of the world which is curiously

related to the modern doctrine. The chief aim of

Leibtiitz is no doubt to account for the world in its static

aspect as a co-existent whole, to conceive the ultimate

reality of things in such a way as to solve the mystery of

mind and matter. Yut by his very mode* of solving thi
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problem ho is led on to consider the nature of tho world-

prccess. By placing substantial reality ia an infinite

number of monads whose essential nature is force or

activity, which Is conceived as mental (representation),

Leibnitz was carried on to the explanation of the successive

order of the world. He prepares the way, too, for a

doctrine of evolution by his monistic idea of the substantial

similarity of all things, inorganic and organic, bodily and
spiritual,- and still more by his conception of a perfect

gradation of existence from the lowest " inanimate " objects,

whose essential activity is confused representation, up to

the highest oi'ganized being—man—v/ith his clear intclli-

gence.i Turning now to Leibnitz's conception of the

world as a process, we see first that he supplies, in his

notion 'of the underlying reality as force which is re-

presented as spiritual (quelqtie chose d'analogique au seiili-

ment et d, I'appetit), both a mechanical and a teleological

explanation of its order. Jlore than this, Leibnitz

supposes that the activity of the monads takes the form

of a sclf-evokition. It is the following out of an inherent

tendency or impulse to a series of changes, all of which

were virtually pre-existent, and this process cannot be

interfered with from without. As the individual monad,

so the whole system which makes up the world is a gradual

development. In this case,, however, we cannot say that

each step goes out of the other as in that of individual

development. Each monad is an original independent

being, and is determined to take this particular point

in the universe, this place in the scale of beings. We
8ee how different this metaphysical conception is from

that scientific notion of cosmic evolution in which the

lower stages are the antecedents and conditions of the

higher. It is probable that Leibnitz's notion of time

and space, which approaches Kant's theory, led him
to attach but little importance to the successive order

of the world. Leibnitz, in fact, presents to us an in-

finite system of perfectly distinct though parallel develop-

ments, which on their mental side assume the aspect of

a scale, not through any mutual action, but solely through

the determination of the Deity. Even this idea, however,

is incomplete, for Leibnitz fails to explain the physical

aspect of development. Thus he does not account for the

fact that organic beings—which have always existed as pre-

formations (in the case of animals as animaux spermatiqiies)

—come to be developed under given conditions. Yet
Leibnitz prepared the way for a new conception of organic

evolution. The modern monistic doctrine, that all material

things consist of sentient elements, and that consciousness

arises through a combination of these, was a natural

transformation of Leibnitz's theory.^

Lessing.—Of Leibnitz's immediate followers we may
mention Lessing, who in his Education of the Human Race
l)rought out tho truth of the process of gradual develop-

ment underlying human history, even though he expressed

this in a form inconsistent with the idea of a spontaneous
evolution. _

Uerder.—Herder, on the other hand, Iiessing's contem-
porary, treated the subject of man's development in a
thoroughly naturalistic spirit. In his Ideen sur Philo-

sophie der Geschichte, Herder adopts Leibnitz's idea of a
graduated scale' of beings, at the same time conceiving of

the lower stages as the co'nditions of the higher. Thus

' Mr Lewes points out that Leibnitz is Inconsistent in his account
of the intelligence of man in relation to that of lower animals, since
•when answering Locke he no longer regards these as differing In
degree only.

'3oth Ml- Lewes and Prof. Du Boi.i Reymond have'brought out the
points of contact between Leibnitz's theory of monads and modern bio-
logical speculations' (//w<.,o/P/ii;. ii. 287, and LeibnittscheGedankm
in der modcnieii NaturKisifnsch(^fl, ^ 23^ sq.),

8—27*

man is said to bo the highest product of nature, and aj

such to be dependent on all lower products. All material

things arc assimilated to one another as organic, the vitaliz-

ing principle being inherent in all matter. The develop-

ment of man is explained in connection with that of the

earth, and in relation to climatic variations, &c. Man's

mental faculties are viewed as related to his organization,

and as developed under the pressure of the necessities of

life.3

Kant.—Kant's relation to the doctrine of evolution is a

many-sided one. In the first place, his peculiar system

of subjective idealism, involving the idea that time ia

but a mental form to which there corresponds nothing

in tho sphere of noiimenal reality, serves to give a

peculiar philosophical interpretation to every doctrine of

cosmic evolution. Kant, like Leibnitz, seeks to reconcile

the mechanical and teleological views of nature, only he

assigns to these different spheres. The order of the inor-

ganic world is explained by properly physical causes. In his

Naturgeschichte des Himmels, in which he anticipated the

nebular theory afterwards more fully developed by Laplace,

Kant sought to explain the genesis of the cosmos as a pro-

duct of physical forces and laws. The worlds, or systems

of worlds, which fill infinite space are continually being

formed and destroyed. Chaos passes by a process of evolu-

tion into a cosmos, and this again into chaos. So far as

the evolution of the solar system is concerned, Kant held

these mechanical causes as adequate. For the world as a

whole, however, he postulated a beginning in time (whence

his Use of 4he word creation), and further supposed that the

impulse of organization which was conveyed to chaotic

matter by the Creator issued from a central point in the

infinite space spreading gradually outwards.^ While in his

cosmology Kant thus relies on mechanical conceptions, in

his treatment of organic life his mind is, on the contrary,

dominated by teleological ideas. An organism was to him
something controlled by a formative organizing principle.

It was natural, therefore, that he rejected the idea of a

spontaneous generation of organisms (which was just then

being advocated by his friend Forster), not only as unsup-

ported by experience but as an inadequate hypothesis. Ex-

perience forbids our excluding organic activity from natural

causes, also our excluding intelligence from purposeful

[zivechhdtigen) causes ;''hence experience forbids our defin-

ing the fundamental force or first cause out of which living

creatures arose.^ Just as Kant thus sharply marks off the

regions of the inorganic and the organic, so he sets man in

strong opposition to the lower animals. His ascription to

man of a unique faculty, free-will, forbade his conceiving

our species as a link in a graduated series of organic

developments. In his doctrine of human development he

does indeed recognize an early stage of existence in which

our species was dominated by sensuous enjoyment and in-

stinct. He further conceives of this stage as itself a pro.

cess of (natural) development, namely, of the natural dis-

position of the species to vary in the greatest possible

manner so as to preserve its unity through a process of self-

adaptation (Anarteii) to climate. This, he says, must not

be conceived as resulting from the action of external causes,

but is due to a natural disposition (Anlage). From this

' For Herder's position in relation to the modern doctrine of evolu-

tion se? F. von B.^renbach's Herder als Vorganger Barwins, a work

which t'e'flds to exaggerate the proximity of the two writers.

* Kant held it probable that other planets besides our earth ara

inhabited, and that their inhabitants form a scale of beings, their

perfection increasing with the distance of, the planet which they

Inhabit from the sun.

'Kant calls the doctrine of the ' transmutation of species "a
hazardous fancy of the reason." Yet, as Strauss and others have shownj

Kant's mind betrayed a decided leaning at times to a more mech«nic«l

jpnception of organic form.s as related by descent. -
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capability of natural aeveiopmeni ^wliicli alrcacly inx-ulves

a toleological idea) Kant distinguislies the power of moral

self-developmRnt-. nr KP.lf-liberation irnin tha dominion of

nature, tlie gradual realization of which constitutes human

history or progress. This moral development is regarded

as a gradual approach to that rational, social, and political

state in which will Lo realized the greatest possible quantity

of liberty. Thus Kant, though ho appropriated and gave

new form to the idea of human progress, conceived of this

as wholly distinct from a natural (mechanical) process. In

this particular, as in his view of organic actions,^ Kant

distinctly opposed the idea of evolution as one universal

process swaying alike the physical and the moral world.

SchdUng.—In the earlier writings of Schelling, containing

the philosophy of identity, existence is represented as a

Ijpcoming, or process of evolution. Nature and mind (which

are the two sides, or polar directions, of the one absolute) arc

each viewed as an activity advancing by an uninterrupted

succession of stages. The side of this process which

Schelling worked out most completely is the negative side,

that is, nature. Nature is essentially a process of organic

self-evolution. It can only be understood by sul ordinating

the mechanical conception to the vital, by conceiving the

world as one organism animated by a spiritual principle or

intelligence (Weltscek). From this point of view the pro-

cesses of nature from the inorganic up to the most com-

plex of the organic become stages in the self-realization of

nature. AH organic forms are at bottom but one organiza-

tion, and the inorganic world shows the same formative

activity in various degrees or potences. Schelling conceives

of the gradual self-evolution of nature in a succession of

higher and higher forms as brought about by a limitation

of her infinite productivity, showing itself in a series of

points of arrest. The detailed exhibition of the organizing

activity of nature in the several processes of the organic

and inorganic world rests on a number of fanciful and

unscientific ideas. Schelliug's theory is a bold attempt to

revitalize nature in the light of growing physical and

physiological science, and by so doing to comprehend the

unity of the world under the idea of one principle of

organic development. His highly figurative language might

Veave us in doubt how far he conceived the higher stages

of this evolution of nature as following the lower in time.

In the introduction to his work Von der WelUeele, however,

he argues in favour of the possibility of a transmutation of

ppecies in periods incommensurable with ours. The evolu-

lion of mind (the positive pole) proceeds by way of three

Stages,—theoretic, practical, and jcsthetical activity.

Bchelling's later theosophic speculations do not specially

concern us here.

Folloiuers of Schelling.—Of the followers of Schelling

a word or two must be said. Heinrich Stefi'ens, in his

Anthropologic, seeks to trace out the origin and history of

man in connexion with a general theory of the development

of the earth, and this again as related to the formation of

the solar system. All these processes are regarded as a

series of manifestations of a vital principle in higher and
higher forms. Oken, again, who carries Schelling's ideas

iiito the region of biological science, seeks to reconstruct

the gradu.al evolution of - the material world out of

original matter, which is the first immediate appearance of

God, or the absolute. This process is an upward one,

through the formation of the solar system and of our earth,

with its inorganic bodies, up to the production of man.-

The process is essentially/ a polar linear action, or

differentiation, from a common centre. By means of this

process the bodies of the solar system separate themselves,
and the order of cosmic evolution is repeated in that of

terrestrial evolution. ' The organic world (like the world as

a wholei arisea out of a prunitive chaos^ namely, the

infusorial slime. A somewnai similar working out oi

Schelling's idea is to be found in Oersted's work entitled

The Soul in Nahtre (Eng. trans.). Of later works based

on ScHcJling's doctrine of evolution mention may be made
of the volume entitled Nalur und Idee, by G. R Carua.

According to this writer, existence is nothing but a be-

coming, and matter is simply the momentary product of the

process of becoming, while force is this process constantly

revealing itself in these products.

llccjd.—Like Schelling, Hegel conceives the problem of

existence as one of becoming. He differs from him with

respect to the ultimate motive of that process of gradual

evolution which reveals itself alike in nature and in mind,

With Hegel the absolute is itself a dialectic process which

contains within itself a principle of progress from difference

to difference and from unity to unity. " This process (Mr
Wallace remarks) knows nothing of the distinctions between

past and future, because it implies an eternal present."

This conception of an immanent spontaneous evolution

is applied alike both to nature and to mind and history.

Nature to Hegel is the idea in the form of hetereity

;

and finding itself here it has to remove this exteriority

in a progressive evolution towards an existence for itself

in life and mind. Nature (says Zeller) is to Hegel a

system of gradations, of which one arises necessarily out of

the other, and is the proximate truth of that out of which
it results. There are three stadia, or moments, in' this

process of nature— (1) the mechanical moment, or matter

devoid of individuality
; (2) the physical moment, or matter

which has particularized itself in bodies—the solar system ;

and (3) the organic moment, or organic beings, beginning

with the geological organism—or the mineral kingdom,

plants, and animals. Yet this process of development is

not to be conceived as if one stage is naturally produced

out of the other, and not even as if the one followed the

other in time. Only spirit has a history; in nature all

forms are contemporaneous.^ Hegel's interpretation of

mind and history as a process of evolution has more
scientific interest than his conception of nature. His
theory of the development of free-will (the objective spirit),

which takes its start from Kant's conception of history,

with its three stages of legal right, morality as determined

by motive and instinctive goodness {SiUlicKlceit), might

almost as well be expressed in terms of a thoroughly

naturalistic doctrine of human development So, too,

some of his conceptions respecting the development of art

and religion (the absolute spirit) lend themselves to a
similar interpretation. Yet while, in its application to

history, Hegel's theory of evolution has points of resem-

blance with those doctrines which seek to explain tha

world-process as one unbroken progress occurring in time,

it constitutes on the whole a theory apart and sui generis.

It does not conceive of the organic as succeeding on tha

inorganic, or of conscious life as conditioned in time by
lower forms. In this respect it jesembles Leibnitz's ide*

of the world as a development ; the idea of evolution is in

each case a metaphysical as distinguished from a scientific

one.2 Hegel gives a place in his metaphysical system to

the mechanical and the teleological views
;
yet in hi^

treatment of the world as an evolution the idea offend of

purpose is the predominant one.

Of the followers of Hegel who have worted out 'his

^ Hegel somewliere says Hint the question of the eternal duration

of the world is unanswerahle : time as well as space can be pre-

dicated of fiiiitudes only.
= llr W.-dlace (Lorjie of Hcget, Prolfg. .pp. 48, 49) speaks of

Hegel's system of evolution as having heen in a sense the transfor-

mation into a philosophic shape of the biological doctrine of arolution

as suggested by Trevixanu3 and Lamarck, yet.thiajelation is by no
means obvious.'
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peculiar idea of evolution it is liardly necessary to spoak.

A bare reference may bo made to Rosenkranz, who in his

irork Uetjel'a Nalurphilosophie, seeks to develop Hegel's

idea of an earth-organism in the light of recent science,

recognizing in crystallization the morphological clement.

Schopenhauer.—Of the other German philosophers

immediately following Kant, there is only one who calls

for notice here, namely, Arthur Schopenhauer. This writer,

by his conception of the world as will which objectifies

itself in a series of gradations from the lowest manifes-

tations of matter up to conscious man, gives a slightly

new shape to the evolutional view of Schelling, though he

deprives this view of its optimistic character by denying

any co-operation of intelligence in the world-process. In

truth, Schopenhauer's conception of the world as the

activity of a blind force is at bottom a materialistic and

mechanical rather than a spiritualistic and. teleological

theory. Moreover, Schopenhauer's subjective idealism,

and his view of time as something illusory, hindered him
from viewing this process as a sequence of events in time.

Thus he ascribes eternity of existence to species under the

form of the " Platonic ideas." As Ludwig Noire observes,'

Schopenhauer has no feeling for the problem of the origin

of organic beings. He says Lamarck's original animal is

something metaphysical, not physical, namely, the will to

live. " Every species (according to Schopenhauer) has of

its own will, and according to the circumstances under

which it would live, determined its form and organization,

—yet not as something physical in time, but as something

metaphysical out of time."

Von Baer.—Before leaving the German speculation of

the first half of the century, a word must be said of Von
Baer, who not only reached those ideas of individual and

serial development which are at the basis of the modern
doctrine of organic evolution, but who recognized in the law

of this development the law of the universe as a whole.

In his Entwickelungsgeschichte der Thiere (p. 264) he dis-

tinctly tells us that the law of growing individuality is

"the fundamental thought which goes through all forms

and degrees of animal development and all single relations.

It is the same thought which collected in the cosmic space

the divided masses into spheres, and combined these to

solar systems ; the same which caused the weather-beaten

dust on the surface of our metallic planet to spring forth

into living forms." Von Baer thus prepared the way for

Mr Spencer's generalization of the law of organic evolution

as the law of all evolution.

Early Half of the Century—English Writers.—We may
here conveniently break off our review of German evolu-

tionists, returning to the writers of the latter part of the

century presently. The thinkers outside Germany who in

the first half of the century contributed elements to the

growth of the idea of evolution are too unimportant to de-

tain us here. In the English philosophy of this period

questions of cosmology play a very inconsiderable part.

'rhe development of the analytical psychology, especially by
the two Mills, may be referred to. Also an allusion may
be made to the discussions respecting the nature of cause.

Among these Sir W. Hamilton's definition of cause

{Lecturesjm Metaphysics, ii. 377) is specially interesting as

appearing to tell against the production of mind out of

matter.

French Writers—Comte.—In France during this period

the name of Anguste Comte is the only one that need arrest

our attention. Comte's principles of positivism, which re-

stricted all inquiry to phenomena and their laws, are said

by his recent disciples to exclude all consideration of the

ultimate origin of the universe, as well as of organic life.

^ Der moniatische Ocdanke, p. 238 5j.

Yet though Comte did not contribute to a theory of cosmie

organic evolution, ho helped to lay the foundations of a

scientific conception of human history as a' natural proccsa

of development determined by general laws of human
nature together witli the accumulating influences of the

past. Comte does not recognize that this process is aided
by any increase of innate capacity ; on the contrary, pro-

gress is to him the unfolding of fundamental faculties of

human nature which always pre-existed in a latent condi-

tion; yet ho may perhaps be said to have prepared the way
for the new conception of human progress by Lis inclusion

of mental laws under biology.

Italian Writers.—In Italy during this period thero

meet us one or two thinkers who concern themselves with
the interpretation of the world-process. Ant. Rosmini
follows Campanella in endowing chemical atoms with sensi-

bility and life, and ho bases tlie hierarchy of beings in the

universe on the different degrees of this sensibility. At the

same time he follows Bruno in speaking of the totality of

the world as an organism endowed with a soul which in-

dividualizes itself in the innumerable existences of the uni-

verse. Spontaneous generation is to Rosmini a necessary

consequence of his theory of a imiversal life. Other Italian

writers adopt Hegel's notion of the world as a self-evolution

of the idea. Of these it is enough to mention Terensio

Mamiani, who gives an optimistic turn to his conception of

evolution by viewing it as a progressive union of the finite

with the infinite. Mamiani argues against Darwin, and
holds that all specific forms are fixed for all time.

Modern Doctrine of Evolution.—We now approach the

period in which the modern doctrine of .evolution in its

narrow sense has originated. This doctrine is essentially a

product of scientific research and speculation. It is a

necessary outcome of the rapid advance of the physical

sciences. Its final philosophic form cannot yet be said to

be fixed. It may be defined as a natural history of the

cosmos including organic beings, expressed in physical terms

as a mechanical process. In this record the cosmic system

appears as a natural product of elementary matter and its

laws. The various grades of life on our planet are the

natural consequences of certain physical processes involved

in the gradual transformations of the earth. Conscious life

is viewed as conditioned by physical (organic and more
especially nervous) processes, and as evolving itself in close

correlation with Organic evolution. Finally, human develop-

ment, as exhibited in historical and prehistorical records, is

regarded as the highest and most complex result of organic

and physical evolution. This modem doctrine of evolution

is but an expansion and completion of those physical

theories which opened the history of speculation. It differs

from them in being grounded on exact and verified research.

As such, moreover, it is a much more limited theory of

evolution than the ancient. It does not concern itself (as

yet at least) about the question of the infinitude of worlds

in space and in time. It is content to explain the origin

and course of development of the world, the solar or, at

most, the sidereal system which falls under our own obser-

vation. It would be difiicult to say what branches of

science had done most towards the establishment of this

doctrine. We must content ourselves by referring to

the progress of physical (including chemical) theory,

which has led to the great generalization of the conserva-

tion of energy ; to the discovery of the fundamental

chemical identity of the matter of our planet and of .other

celestial bodies, and of the chemical relations of organic and

inorganic bodies ; to the advance of astronomical specula-

tion respecting the origin of the solar system, Lc. ; to the

growth of the new science of geology which has necessitated

the' conception of vast and -animasjinable periods of time

in the past history of our globe, and to the rapid march oi
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llie biological sciences which has made us familiar with the

Bimplest types and elements of organism ; finally, to the

recent development of the science of anthropology (includ-

ing comparative psychology, philology, <fec.), and to the

vast extension aiid improvement of all branches of

historical study.

English Writers—Darwin.—The honour of working out

this theory of evolution on a substanial basis of fact

belongs to England. Of the writers who have achieved

this result Mr Darwin deserves the first notice. Though

modestly confining himself to the problem of accounting

for the evolution of the higher, organic forms out of the

lower, Mr Darwin has done much to further the idea of a

gradual evolution of the physical world. The philosophic

significance of the hypothesis of natural selection, espeqially

associated with Mr Darwin, is due, as Professor Helmholtz

points out, to the fact that it introduces a strictly me-

chanical conception in order to account for those intricate

arrangements known as organic adaptations which had

before been conceived only in a teleological manner. By
viewing adaptations as conditions of self-preservation, Mr
Darwin is able to explain how it is that the seemingly pur-

poseful abounds in organic nature. In so doing he has

done much to eliminate the teleological method from biology.

It is true that, in his conception of seemingly spontaneous

variations and of correlations of growth, he leaves room for

the old mann'erof viewing organic development as controlled

by some internal organizing principle. Yet his theory, as

a whole, is clearly a heavy blow to the teleological method.

Again, Mr Darwin has greatly extended the scope of

mechanical interpretation, by making intelligible, apart

from the co-operation of intelligent purpose, the genesis of

the organic world as a harmonious system of distinct groups,

a unity in variety, having certain well-marked typical

affinities. How greatly this arrangement has helped to

support the idea of an ideal plan, we have had occasion tio

observe. Mr Darwin in his doctrine of the organic world

as a survival refers this appearance of systematic plan to

perfectly natural causes, and in so doing he gives new mean-

ing to thea'ncient theory that the harmony of the world arises

out of discord. Once more, Mr Darwin's hypothesis is of

wide philosophic interest, since it helps to support the idea of

a perfect gradation in the progress of things. The variations

which he postulates are slight, if not infinitesimal, and only

effect a sensible functional or morphological change after

they have been frequently repeated and accumulated by
heredity.

Mr Darwin's later work, in which he applies his theory

of the origin of species to man, is a valuable contribution

to a naturalistic conception of human development. The
mind of man in its lowest stages of development is here

brought into close juxtaposition to the animal mind, and

the upward progress of man is viewed as effected by natural

causes, chief among which is the action of natural selection.

Mr Darwin does not inqutre into the exact way in which

the mental and .the bodily are connected. He simply

assumes that, just as the bodily organism is capable of vary-

ing in an indefinite number of ways, so may the mental
faculties vary indefinitely in correspondence with certain

physical changes. ^ In this way he seeks to account for all

the higher mental powers, as the use of language and reason,

the sentiment of beauty, and conscience.

Finally, Mr Darwin seeks to give a practical and ethical

turn to his doctrine.' He appears to make the end of evolu-

tion the conscious end of man's action, since he defines the
general good as "the rearing of the greatest number of

individuals in full health and vigour, and with all their

faculties perfect under the conditions to which they are

subject." Further, in his view of the future of the race,

Mr DamaUeasaAlQimie^ idea ' that ^ the. natural, process

which has effected man's fust progress must continue to be

an important factor in evolution, and that, consequently,

it is not well to check the scope of this process by undue

restraints of popiJation, and a charitable preservation of

the incompetent.

A. li. Wallace.—Mr A. E. Wallace, who shares with Mr
Darwin the honour of establishing the doctrine of natural

selection, difiers from the latter in setting much narrower

limits to the action of this cause in the mental as well as

the physical domain. Thus he would mark off the human
faculty of making abstractions, such as space and time, as

powers which could not have been evolved in this way.

Jilr Wallace leans to the teleological idea of some superior

principle which has guided man in his upward path, as well

as controlled the whole process of organic evolution. , This

law is connected with the absolute origin. of. life.iand

organization.

Herbert Spencer.—The thinker who has done more than

any one else to elaborate a consistent philosophy of evolu-

tion on a scientific basis is Mr Herbert Spencer. First of

all he seeks to give greater precision to the conception of

this universal process. Evolution is a change from the

homogeneous to the heterogeneous, from the indefinite or

undetermined to the definite or determined, from the inco-

herent to the coherent. Again, Mr Spencer seeks to show

that the causes of evolution are involved in the ultimate

laws of matter, force, and motion, among which he gives

great prominence to the modem doctrine of the conservation

of energy. Thus the rationale of the process shapes itself

to Mr Spencer as a distinctly mechanical problem. He
sets out with the assumption of a limited mass of homo-

geneous matter acted upon by incident forces, and seeks to

show how, by help of two laws,—namely, the instability

of the homogeneous, and the multiplication of the effects of

any such incident force,—the process known as evolution

is brought about. This process is illustrated in the

genesis of the solar system,- for the explanation of which

Mr Spencer makes use of the nebular hypothesis, in the

formation of our planet, as well as the development of

organic and mental life. Mr Spencer does not, however,

conceive of this process of evolution as unlimited in time.

As in the development of the individual organism, so in

that of organic beings as a whole, of the earth, and of the

solar system, there is a conflict between the forces, of

which the action is integrating or consolidating and

those of which the action is disintegrating. The procesa

of evolution always tends to an equilibration between these

conflicting forces and ultimately to a dissolution of the

products of evolution. Thus the solar system is a moving

equilibrium which is destined to be finally dissipated

into the attenuated matter out of which it arose. Mr
Spencer thus approaches the earliest theories of cosmic

evolution when he tells us {First Principles, p. 482)

that vast periods in which the forces of attraction pre-

vail over those of repulsion, alternate with other vast

periods in which the reverse relation holds. The mechani-

cal theory of evolution thus laid down in the First

Principles is applied in Mr Spencer's later works to the

explanation of organic, mental, and social evolution. The

full explanation of the processes of inorganic evolution finds

no place in the writer's system. Mr Spencer seeks, in

the Principle's of Biology, to conceive of organic bodies

and their actions in mechanical terms. Life is regarded

as essentially a correspondence of internal actions in the

organism to external actions proceeding from the environ-

ment, and the object of Mr Spencer's volumes is to explain

on mechanical principles the growth.of Ithis correspond-

^ The writer suggests that the whole sidereal system maj;i}ft.the

result of a similar proce;^.
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ence from the lowest to the highest. He excludes all con-

Bideration of the question how life first arose, though it is

clear that he regards the lowest forms of life as continuous

in their essential nature with sub-vital processes. It is

in the later volumes, dealing with mental and social evolu-

tion, that Mr Spencer's exposition becomes most interest-

ing to the student of philosophy. In the Principles of

Psychology, he seeks to deal with mind aa an aspect or

correlate of life which begins to manifest itself .when the

process of adjustment to environment, in which all life

consists, reaches a certain degree of complexity. Mr
Spencer indulges in no hypothesis respecting the universal

co-existence of sentience with matter and force. He thinks

we must accept the distinctions which common-sense has

established, and so limit feeling or consciousness to organic

beings endowed with a nervous system. Thus, just as he

does not seek to explain the first appearance of life as a

whole, so he does not seek to explain the first dawn of

mental life. Mr Spencer's unit of consciousness is the

blurred undetermined feeling which answers to a single

nervous pulsation or shock. Assuming this he seeks to

trace the gradual evolution of consciousness. Sensations

arisa by a number of rapid successions of such elementary

feelings variously combined, and all more composite states

of mind arise by a similar process of combination of these

feelings. Thus mental evolution is a progressive composi-

tion of units of feeling in more and more complex forms,

and united by more complex relations. Mr Spencer's con-

ception of mind thus excludes all fundamental distinctions

of faculty. Instinct, memory, reason, the emotions and
volitions, alike develop themselves in divergent directions

out of a common elementary process. They are, moreover,

all related to one and the same biological process, being

incidental accompaniments of the actions by which the

organism responds and adjusts itself to the forces of its

environment. According as these actions are more complex,

and consequently less immediate, the mental actions which
accompany them vary in character from reflex action up to

deliberate volition, from the most simple presentative

feeling or sensation up to the most complex representative

and re-representative feeling or emotion. It would be im-

possible to point to aU the applications which Mr Spencer

has made ^of his principle of evolution to the questions of

psychology. We may just mention among other points of

interest his attempt to explain the innate intuitions of

space, moral right, &c., as- mental dispositions handed
duwQ from progenitors and embodying the uniform 6xpe-

rience of many generations, li.s ingenious endeavour to

account for the coincidence between pleasures and pains

and actions beneficial and injurious to the organism, and
his conception of the sesthetic interest as a growth out of

the play-impulse, which is the tendency of activities that

have become developed beyond the immediate needs of

existence to vent themselves.

Mr Spencer's elaboration of the subject of social evolu-

tion has not been carried far enough for us to understand

the full bearing of his ideas. Yet the fundamental con-

ceptions are given us. The writer regards society, after

the analogy of an individual organism, as possessing a
number of various structures or organs and functions,

and as tending to evolve itself by a series of adjustments

to its environment, physical and social. All ideas and
institutions display this process of evolution no less than

societies as wholes. History is to our author essentially

the record of this social evolution. It is to be observed

that Mr Spencer attributes to society a certain sponta-

neous tendency to evolution apart from natural selec-

tion. He looks on progress aa a gradual process of self-

adaptation of man to the conditions of his environment,

and anticipates an age when this adjustment will be com-

plete and human happiness perfect. lu this respect ilr

Spencer's conception of man's history and destiny wears aa
optimistic tinge when compared with that very vaguely
shadowed forth by Mr Darwin.

To Mr Spencer, as to Mr Darwin, the doctrine of evolu-

tion seems to supply the end of conduct. He conceives of

morality as essentially an observance of the laws of life, the

individual and the collective. At the same time, since Mf
Spencer regards the moral sense as a growth out of feelings

of pleasure and pain (racial experiences), closely identifies

the ends of life and happiness, and distinctly teaches that

social evolution or progress makes for an increase of happi'

ness, his ethical doctrine does not materially differ from that

of utilitarianism.

So far wo have said nothing respecting the metaphysical

basis which Mr Spencer seeks to give to his doctrine of

evolution. It is generally agreed that this does not really

belong to his doctrine of evolution itself. Mr Spencer
is a thorough-going realist. From his general scheme of

evolution one would be prepared to find him avowing
himself a materalist. Yet he seeks to avoid this con-

clusion by saying that it is one unknowable reality which
manifests itself alike in the material and in the men-
tal domain. At the same time, this unknowable is com-
monly spoken of as force, and in many places seems to bo
identified with material force. Mr Spencer makes little use

of his metaphysical conception in accounting for the evolu-

tion of things. He tell» lui neither why the unknowable
should manifest itself in time at all, nor why it should
appear as a material world before it appears under the form
of mind or consciousness. Indeed Mr Spencer's doctrine

of evolution cannot be said to have received from its author

an adequate metaphysical interpretation. The idea of the

unknowable hardly suffices to give to his system an intelli-

gible monistic basis. In truth, this system seems in its

essence to be dualistic rather than monistic.

Metaphysical Interpretation—Professor Clifford.—Of the

very few who have dealt with the metaphysical interpreta-

tion of the scientific doctrine of evolution. Professor Clifford

deserves special notice. In an essay entitled " On thinga

in themselves, " published in Mind (No. ix.), as well aa in
'

other and earlier papers, Mr Clifi'ord, starting from the

basis of empirical idealism which asserts that material

objects are nothing but states of consciousness, argues that

the reality answering to them is in all cases something

mental. Thus all existence—including what we call minds
as well as bodies—consists in aggregates of elementary
" mind stuff," the elements themselves corresponding to Mr
Spencer's units of feeling. The writer expressly argues

that his idea of a continuity of mental existence through-

out the physical (phenomenal) world is the direct conse-

quence of the doctrine of evolution. This theory is curious

as providing a monistic and quasi-spiritualistic conception

of evolution, which is at the same time a mechanical one.

Problems of Organic Evolution.—G. H. Lewes.—Among
the writers who have worked on the lines laid down by
our two great evolutionists, a high place must be given

to Mr G. H. Lewes, who in his biological and psycho-

logical writings, and more especially the Problems of Life

and Miiid, adopts a view of the relations of mind and life

or organization closely resembling in its essentials that

of Mr Spencer. To Mr Lewes consciousness is but a more
complex form of mental life which is correlated with the

actions of all the nervous centres, its lowest form being

sentience. He appears to look on mind in all its grades

as but the other side or face of the bodily processes which

it accompanies. Yet he has not so far made use of this

monistic conception in explaining the gradual evolution of

conscious mental life. Indeed, though Mr Lewes's writings

are pervaded with the idea of organic evolution, hia dia>
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CDSsion of the nature and laws of organism in his last

volume, The Physical Basis of Mind, might seem ever and

again, by its sharp separation of organic and inorganic

(mechanical) processes, to tell against the supposition of

an evolution of life out of inorganic matter.

J. J. Murphy.—The question of the genesis of life and

mind receives a peculiar treatment in Mr J. J. Murphy's

Hahit and Intelligence. In this work the teachings of

the evolutionists are largely accepted, while an attempt is

made to reconcile these with a teleological view of nature.

The process of inorganic and of organic nature is each

recognized as one of evolution ; but while the former is

viewed as the result of mechanical principles, the latter is

said to imply an intelligent or formative principle as welL

Mechanical principles do indeed operate in organisms, this

is the region of habit ; but over and above this, vital pro-

cesses involve a controlling intelligence. The author

adopts the hypothesis that the Creator endowed vitalized

matter at the first with intelligence vmder the guidance of

which it organizes itself. Evolution is largely the result

of this vital intelligent principle, only a small part being

attributable to mechanical causes, sucli as natural selection.

Evolution and Psychology.'—T^q speculations of ilr

Darwin and Mr Spencer have had a powerful influence on
recent English psychology, which promises to become com-
parative, not only in the sense of including a comparison

of ethnological mental characteristics, but also in the wider

sense of bringing human intelligence into relation to that

of the lower animals. Among writers who have laboured

in this construction of a theory of mental evolution,

mention must be made of the late Mr D. Spalding.*

Again, Mr Chauncey Wright, in his remarkable essay

The Evolution of Self-Consciousness (printed in a collec-

tion of his works), made a brilliant attempt to represent

man's highest mental operations as evolved out of simple

processes common to man and the lower animals. The
influence of evolutional ideas is further traceable in the

latest work of Mr A. Bain {Emotions and Will, 3d edition),

and in the works of Dr Maudsley and other living psycho-

logists. The relation of the doctrine of evolution to

psychology is handled in an essay by Mr J. Sully {Sensa-

tion and Intuition, ch. L),

Anthropology.—The application of the doctrine of

evolution to the question of man's origin and development
has engaged ,^he attention of a number of writers. In a
sense aU recent anthropologists and historians of culture

may be said to have worked in this direction. Special

attention must, however, be called to those writers who
have sought directly to apply the fundamental ideas of

evolution to these problems. Mr Bagehot's Physics and
Politics is remarkable as illustrating the employment of the

doclrine of natural selection in order to explain certain

aspects of political progress. StiU more important is the
contribution made by Mr Fiske, in his Cosmic Philosophy,
to the theory of man's origin and development Mr
Fiske's work is a full exposition of Mr Spencer's doctrine

of evolution. In addition to this it contains interesting

speculations respecting the steps by which man's distin-

guishing intelligence and sociality were first acquired and
afterwards developed.

Relation to Ethics.—The application of tie doctrine of

evolution to our ethical and religious ideas has engaged a
number of writers. In Mr A. Barratt's Physical Ethics
the development of man's moral sense out of feelings of
pleasure and pain is traced in connexion with his organic
and social evolution on which it is said to depend. By
conceiving of all matter as endowed with sensibility

* See an essay on " Instinct " in Macmillan's Magaisme, vol. Izvii. p.
282 jj.

» I j-

(pleasure an? pain), lit Barratt is able to connect man°>

moral evolution with the whole process of organic and ol

cosmic evolution. The idea of a natural growth of the

moral sense out of simpler impulses and instincts may also

be frequently found in contemporary English literature.

On the other hand, this consequence of the evolution theory

has been strenuously opposed in the interests of a thorough-

going intuitive ethics as, for example, by Mr St George
Mivart, in his work, Tli^ Genesis of Species, and by Mr
R. H. Hutton.2

Again the question has been discussed whether the doc-

trine of evolution contributes towards the determination oi

the end or standard of morals. Mr Sidgwick has shown
that it cannot well do this merely by proving how the

moral sense has arisen. It is easy, however, to look

upon the natural process as a tendency towards an end,

and to conceive of our conscious actions as being bound
by this tendency, so that the highest end of our existtnce

must be to co-operate with the natural forces. This

idea pervades a good deal of contemporary literature. It

appears with speaial distinctness in the writings of Pro-

fessor Clifford' and Mr F. Pollock* and in the able work
of Miss Simcox on Natural Law. On the other hand,

Mr H. Sidgwick* has made an elaborate study of the

bearings of evolution on the ethical end, and reduces these

to insignificant proportions. This writer criticises Mr
Darwin's definition of the general good, and argues that

the idea of a mere quantity of life is inadequate to supply

a definite end of conduct. Nevertheless life (f^v) is the

prime condition of wellbeing (tv iijv), and so far the evolu'

tionist is right in making life a secondary aim. The
differentia of wellbeing, however, requires further inter-

pretation, which can only be supplied by the utilitarian

principle. At the same time the doctrine of evolution

guides us in the pursuit of this ultimate end, in so far as

increase of happiness accompanies organic progress, or

elevation in the scale of existence. Mr Sidgwick further

points out how little the doctrine of evolution' assists the

utilitarian in dealing with social and political problems.

lielation to Religion.—The bearing of the doctrine of

evolution on religion has formed the theme of a host of

minor writings. On the whole, Mr Darwin's doctrine has

been said (as it is by the author himself), not only to be

compatible with the idea of an original creation of the

world, but to supply a higher conception of the divine

attributes than the hypothesis of special creations ; on the

other hand, Mr Spencer's doctrine, distinctly excluding af

it does the idea of creative activity, has called forth strong

opposition from a number of theological writers, among
whom the most powerful is certainly Professor Martinean.*

In connexion with the subject of the relation of the evolu-

tion doctrine to religious ideas, it is worthy of remark that

this doctrine appears to be serving as the starting-point for

a new quasi-religious conception of nature. The idea of

the cosmos and its forces as the author and source of oui

being easily lends itself to a kind of pantheistic sentiment

towards nature. In Mr Spencer's own writings it is the

* See Essays, vol. i. essay 3, "Science and Theism," in wMch it is said

that ** the Darwinian theory ig quite incapable of explaining the

specifically human phenomenon of the rise of what may be called an

anti-Darwinian conscience, which restrains and suhoidinates the

Tirincipla of competition,"
' See especially an article entitled " Eight and Wrong," in the Fori

nightly Revievy^ vol. xviii, new series, p. 794 sq.

* See an article on " Evolution and Ethics," in ifind, No. S.

• See an article headed "The Theory of Evolution in its relation to

Practice," in MiTtd, No. 1 ; cf. Methods ofEthics, 2nd edition, pp. 69,

70 et passim,
• See the pamphlet Modem MateriaXism, in which Professor Tyndall's

version of evolution is severely criticised ; also an article "The Place

of Mind in Nature and Intuition in Man," Contemp. TJw., vol. x\x. p.

606 id.
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'.inknowable force iver sustaining the evolving worlds whJcli

is said to excite this emotion. In the work of Miss Simcox
already referred to, and the occasional papers of Professor

Clifford,! jt ig rather visible nature itself which is thus

elevated into a religious object.

Recent French Writers.—The French thought of the

latter part of the century oflFers us but little in the wiiy of

a discussion of the problems with which evolution has to

do. The activity of biological speculation appears to have

influenced but a few philosophic minis. Naturalists have

of course discussed the doctrine of evolution, and one of

these, E. Quinet, in his work La Creation, seeks to apply

Mr Darwin's theory to problems of art and morality. Thus
the ideal of art should, he thinks, be based on the doctrine of

evolution, and be " the presentment of superior forms which

slumber still in the bosom of actual things," or the embodi-

ment of " the possible development of the human type in

the progress of nature and man." So the ideas of duty and
virtue are to be based on this doctrine. Man is the only

animal which can retrograde, and evil is retrogression in

the path laid down by nature. It is an anachronism, or a

revolt of man against himself. Among philosophic writers

proper, the first place must be given to M. Th. Ribot, who,

in his sympathetic exposition of Mr Spencer's doctrine of

evolution in his Recent English. Psychology, and in his

interesting psychological study On Heredity, shows himself

to be deeply pervaded with the new ideas, more especially

in their bearing on mental phenomena. M. Ribot regards

mental evolution as depending on material, but adds that

the recognition of this connexion between the two domains

of phenomena is compatible with idealism no less than with

materialism. He would eliminate the conception of pro-

gress as a subjective one, and says that the idea of histori-

cal progress must be taken up into that of an objective

cosmic process. M. Ribot makes many interesting applica-

tions of his law of mental heredity, which he rightly regards

as » factor in mental evolution ; as, for example, when he

speaks of free-will as expressing the fixed personal factor in

conduct,—namely, the inherited character. Of other philo-

sophic writers who have been affected by the English doc-

trine of evolution, it is sufficient to name the late L^on
Dumont, who was one of the first in France to apply the

ideas of Mr Darwin and Mr Spencer to problems of

psychology ; and Professor A. Espinas, who in his work
Des Societes Animales aims at furthering the theory of

man's psychical derivation from lower types of mind. A
writer who appears to be in a less distinct manner in-

fluenced by the idea of evolution is M. Taine, in whose
psychological and historical studies the indirect effect of a
study of English evolutionists is traceable. On the other

hand, the older and teleological view of the world has not

wanted its defenders. The most signal supporter of this

direction, in the face of the doctrine of evolution, is M. Paul
Janet, who, in his earlier work Le Materialisme Qontem-
porain, and still more in his recent publication Les Causes
Finales, draws a sharp line between the regions of the

organic and the inorganic, and maintains that the complex
arrangements of the latter are only explicable by means of

teleological conceptions.

Recent German Writers—Materialists.—In Germany the
recent progress of speculation, since the time of the great

systems, has exhibited a decided bent towards the problems
which group themselves around the doctrine of evolution.

First- of all the efforts of the materialists directly tended to

the formation of a consistent doctrine of cosmic evolution.

Their earlier writings appeared just before the epoch-mak-
ing publication of Mr Daiwin, but the ideas of the latter

• See espeSally sn artiola oa "Coamio Emotion." ia.tlia i^t»e<e<?iiA

Century, October 1877.

have been incorporated in their later publications. In
Moleschott's Der Kreitlauf des Lehens the whole order o\

things is conceived as a continual flux and exchange oi

material elements, which accounts for all psychic life no less

than for bodily life, and of which man, equally with the
lower animals, is a temporary product. iL. Biichner hail

sought, in his work on Man and his Six Lectures on ihi

Darwinian Theory, to defend the new doctrine of organic
evolution as a necessary factor in the materialistic concep-
tion of the world. The latter work connects Darwinism
with the whole history of materialism. The former is a
somewhat feeble attempt to attach man's ideal aims in the
future to the evolutionist'9 conception of his past history.

The writer appears to think that something equivalent to

the process of natural selection is to effect man's future

progress, but the idea is not presented with any definiteness

or precision.

Combination of Mechanical and Teleological View 0/
Evolution.—After the materialists we come to a number of

writers, who, under the influence of advancing- physical and
physiological science, have sought to construct a mechani-
cal conception of the order of the world. Some of these

have contented themselves with sketching a natural history

of the cosmos, others have connected their mechanical con-

ception with peculiar philosophical ideas.

Czolhe.—A curious combination of the mechanical and
teleological conceptions of the world is to be met with

in the system of Czolbe. In his first works. Die neue

Darstellung des Sensualismus and Die Entstehung des Selbst-

Bewnsstsein's, Czolbe regards the world as a product of ele-

mentary matter and organic forms both of which are eternal.

According to this view, sensation and consciousness are

products of particular combinations of movements (circular).

To these two original principles he adds, later on, feelings

and sensations themselves, which exist in a latent state

throughout space, and form a kind of world-soul. Still

later, he finds the substantial support of atoms and sensa-

tions alike in space, in which feelings are located no less

than the material elements. To Czolbe our visible world,

together with conscious minds, is thus a mosaic formed oat

of these elements, which group themselves according to

mechanical laws in bodies and conscious minds. He
thus adopts a theory of natural evolution which evades

the difficulty of explaining the organic as a product of

the inorganic, and mind as a product of matter. But he

only achieves this by assuming the eternity of all organic

forms, and by conceiving of the elementary sensations as

themselves spatial or " extensionah" Though the mecha-

nical view of the world-order is most prominent in Czolbe,

he combines with this a teleological and optimistic view,

according to which all things make for the greatest pos-

sible perfection of conditioned happiness in every sentient

creature.

G. T. Fechner.—Another writer wii« combines the mecha-

nical view of the world with a curious metaphysical system

is G. T. Fechner. Passing by his earlier works, in which

he develops his idea of the world as a gradation of

souls (including those of plants, an earth-spirit, <fec.), we

may best turn to his later work Einige Ideen zur

Schopfxings- und Entwickelwigs- Geschichte der Orgoiiismen.

Fechner takes a thoroughly mechanical view of the difference

between organic and inorganic matter. But by help of

this very difference he seeks to prove that the latter is 3

product of the fonner, and not conversely. The great law

which determines the evolution of the world is the tendency

to greater and greater stability, which law at once supplies

a mechanical and a teleological conception of the universe.

Organic bodies differ from inorganic in that their molecules

are in a less stable condition than those of .the latter.

,
Hence we must suppose that the original souica of tho
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material world is ati organism, namely, a primitive "cosm-

organic " condition of our earth. Tliis primitive matter

haa gradually differentiated itself into tlie regions of the

organic and the inorganic, and the former again into the

animal and vegetable kingdoms. Consciousness was

breathed into the cosmorganic matter by the Creator and so

pressed out, as though from the' bellows of an organ, into

all living creatures. This process of evolution is directed

towards an end, namely, the greatest possible degree of

mutual adaptation of parts, or the most stable condition;

and conscious action is but the subjective side of this

tendency.^

Lotze.—The mechanical view of the world, as wrought out

by modern science, is fully recognized and yet surmounted

in the cosmolegical doctrine put forth by Hermann Lotze

in his Mikrokosmus. Lotze defends the mechanical

method as applicable to all departments of phenomena, and
insists on this way of viewing organic processes. At the

same time he holds that the mechanical interpretation

of nature is limited at every point. The inadequacy of

this view may be seen in the attempt to apply it to the

question of the genesis of the world and its order. On
the one hand, Lotze accepts the teachings of modem specu-

lation respecting the evolution of the solar system, the

genesis of'the organic out of the inorganic, the continuity

of man with the lower animal world; and his exposition

and defence of this idea of evolution as the result of

mechanical laws is extremely able and interesting. Again,

Lotze seeks to bridge over the gulf between material and
spiritual evolution by bringing human development into

close relation to the processes of nature as a whole. Yet,

while thus doing justice to the mechanical conception of

the gradual genesis of the world, Lotze strenuously affirms

the limitations of this kind of explanation. In the first

place, he maintains that the mechanical processes them-
selves cannot be understood except by help of ideas respect-

ing 'the real internal nature of the elements cencerned.

This nature he describes as life, and thus he endows all

parts of matter with feeling (though he distinctly rejects

Czolbe'a idea of a world-soul which includes these feelings).

In this internal activity Lotze finds a teleological element,

viz., a striving- towards self-preservation and development.

This idea he seeks to blend with that of mechanical rela-

tions among the elements, so as to make the whole upward
process of physical evolution the product of purposeful*

impulses. Thus the first genesis of organisms is repre-

sented as a combination of elements (accidentally meet-
ing), through \xhich there is effected a summation of the

separate ends of the elements, to a purposeful equilibrium
of a composite whole.^ This may be called the first stage

of his teleology. In addition to this, Lotze looks at the

world-process as a gradual unfolding of a creative spiritual

principle, which he sometimes figuratively describes as the
world-soul, more commonly, however, as the infinite sub-
stance. This assumption, he says, is necessitated by the
very process of cosmic evolution, the absolute beginning
and end of which we are wholly unable to conjecture.

However far back the evolutionist may go he always has to
assume some definite arrangement of parts,—some general
laws of action of which he can give no account. The con-
ception of the atomists, that in the beginning of things

' In a new edition of his work Fechner avows himself a convert to
Mr Darwin's theory of organic descent.
' Lotze does not express himself very clearly with respect to the ques-

tion of the first genesis of mind. In the Mikrokosmus (ii. p. 33) he
appears to find the " sparks " of mental life In the atoms which he
here conceives of after the manner of Leibnitz's monads. In another
place, however (Mcdicinische Psychologic, pp. 164, 165), LoUe tells
ns tlint mind is the direct product of the original creative activity,,
which is stimnlated to create by the stimulus involved in the formation
of the physical germ. .-

there was an indefinite number of possibililics, is unthink-

able, and the modern doctrine of evolution, by correeiving of

the existing world as a survival of certain forms from
among many others actually produced, but lacking in the

conditions of stability, plainly makes no such absurd su|)-

position. Hence, there must always be a certain order to

be accounted for, and science is wholly inadetjuate to effect

this explanation. This conducts to a teleological view of

the world-process, as directed by mind towards some end
which we cannot distinctly recognize. Lotze's criticisms of

previous attempts to formulate the end of the world-process

are not the least valuable part of his discussion of the pro-

blems of evolution. He shows that neither the notion of

a progressive effort towards the highest unfolding of mental

life, nor that of an impulse towards the greatest variety of

manifestations of one and the same fundamental form,

adequately represents the order of organic forms. Here
Lotze shows again a due recognition of the mechanical

aspect of the world-process, and argues that the . evolution

of the organic world is no immediate consequence of the

self-evolving ideas, but only the form in which the com-
mands of these ideas are capable of being realized on our

earth,—that is to say, with our terrestrial conditions. A
somewhat similar view of cosmic and organic evolution, as
at once a mechanical and a teleological process, is to be
found in Ulrici's Gott und die Natur.

Mechanical Doctrines of Evolution.—Over against these

attempts to carry up a mechanical conception of evolution

into a teleological must be set a number of works which
content themselves, in the spirit of positive science, with
expounding a doctrine of evolution on a strictly inechanical

basis. Of these we may first mention C Kadenhausen
(Isis), who, in his interesting work Der Mensck und die

Welt, expounds the idea of a gradua' evolution of the solar

system, the earth, and organic life. In the growth of the
individual man the past evolution of the world is repre-

sented. A temperate statement of the doctrine of modern
evolution is to be found in Dr CL "Wiener's volume Die
Grundziige der Weltordnung. The problems of the origin

of organic life and of the genesis of the nervous system
are both said to be as yet insoluble. With this may
be compared another interesting presentation of the doc-

trine of evolution,—namely, H. J. Klein's Entwickelungs-
geschichte des Kosmos. The mechanical causes of evolution

are clearly set forth in a work of the Herbartian C. S.

Cornelius, Ueher die Entstehung der Welt. Cornelius
argues against Czolbe's hypothesis of the past .'eternity of

organic life. Organisms first arose under some quite

special physical conditions. A very curious feature in. tkis

volume is the criticism of Mr Darwin's doctrine of descent,
which is said to involve mystical ideas, &c.

Lange.—Among later works touching on the problems
of evolution the History of Materialism of Lange deserves
mention here. Lange accepts the modern hypothesis of
evolution, and justifies the mechanical conception of it."

various stages. It is true that in his criticism of Mr
Darwin's theory he . assumes some internal formative
principle (as held to by Nageli and KoUiker) as supple-
mentary to the factor of utility emphasized by Mr Darwin.
Yet he does not appear to regard this .process as other
than a mode of mechanical action. Lange's "greatest

difficulty in view of a consistent materialistic doctrine of

evolution is to explain the genesis of conscious life. The
difficulty of the atomistic theory, even when we add a
rudimentary sensibility to the elements, is to determine
" where and how the transition is effected from the mani-
foldness of the collisions of the atoms to the unity of
setisation." Lange supplements his mechanical view of

the world by the Kantian conception of the adaptation of
the world by reason of its geneiaiities or uuiformitiea fer
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onr intp.Uigence. He argues, with Lotze, that in seeking

to frame a theory of physical evolution wo must always

assume, over and above the eternal atoms, a special initial

arrangement of these, without which the order of events

would be inconceivable. This modest kind of teleology

(he says) is not only not opposed to Mr Darwin's doctrine;

it is its necessary pre-supposition. " The formal purpose-

fulness of the world is nothing ehe than its adaptation to

our understanding." Lango seems further disposed to

accept Kant's theory of organism as manifesting objective

purpose, though ho will not allow that this explains

anything, all explanations being by way of the principle of

mechanical causation.

Noire.—In Ludwig Noir^ we have a writer who accepts

all the teaching of scientific evolutionists, and at the same
time seeks to give to the doctrine a metaphysical and
monistic interpretation. In his two volumes Die Welt als

Eniwickelung des Geisles and Der Mouisiische Gedanhe,

Noir6 assumes the existence of elementary atoms or

" monads " endowed with the twofold properties of motion

and sensation. Time and space are not simply forms of

intuition, but forms of appearance {Erscheiniingsformen) of

these fundamental properties. The process of evolution

from the simple to the complex, has its ground in the

latter property, sensation, which gives its direction to

motion (which latter is unchangeable in amount), and

which involves a tendency or impulse to further differenti-

ation. The purposefulness of the process of evolution is

due to its being- the work of a mental principle (sensation).

The formation of inorganic bodies is the preliminary step

in the process, and involves an obscure mode of conscious-

ness. The genesis of consciousness is said to be effected by
means of a certain mode of collision among the atoms,

though this point is not made very clear. NoiriS's doctrine

of evolution appears to waver somewhat between a mechan-

ical theory (atoms endowed with sensibility, but acting

according to strictly mechanical laws) and a distinctly

spiritualistic and teleological doctrine, such as that of

Schelling and Hartmann.
Hartmnnii.—The writings of E. von Hartmann have a

special interest, as illustrating how Mr Darwin's doctrine of

organic development is regarded from the point of view of a

thorough-going metaphysical teleology. To Hartmann the

world is a manifestation in time—which is real as applying

to the acti vities of this principle—of an ontological prin-

ciple, styled the unconscious, which is at once will and
intelligence. The process of evolution, from the simplest

material operations up to conscious human acttons, depends
on the progressive domination of will, which is the blind

force, and answers to the mechanical aspect of the world,

by intelligence, which gives to this force form and direction,

and answers to the logical and teleological aspect of th%

world. The end of the process for which this unconscious

makes is not, as Hegel says, self-consciousness, but non-

existence, to which consciousness is the immediate pre-

condition. Hartmann has devoted a separate volume to

Mr Darwin's theory {Wahrheit und Irrilmm im Darwin-
ismus), in which he shows himself disposed to accept the

principle of natural selection as the mechanical means
which the unconscious makes use of in order to effect a

pertain amount of the upward organic progress towards
\yhich it strives.

Influence of Darwinism in Germany.—We will close the

sketch of the recent German discussion of evolution-pro-

blems, and so our historical review as a whole, by a brief

reference to the philosophic and quasi-philosophic literature

which has sprung up in Germany under the direct influence

of Mr Darwin's doctrine. It is not a little curious that, of

tho t\«'0 great English evolutionists, the one who has most
Btimulaoed German philosophical thought is the writer

who has confined himself to questions of natural science,

while the writer who has built up tlie idea of organic
descent into u complete cosmological theory is only now
beginning to be known in that country.

{ayDarwinism and Methodology.—First of all, then, a
bare allusion must be made to certain criticisms of Mi
Darwin's biological hypothesis as legitimate instruments ol

a sound natural philosophy. It may surprise some
English readers to learn that the doctrine of the descent
of species by natural selection has been denounced in

Germany as partaking of the vices of a spurious and teleo-

logical natural philosophy. The writer who has taken most
pains to show up the philosophic unsoundness of Mr
Darwin's procedure is A. Wigand {Der Danoinismua vnd
die Naturforschung Newton's^ wid Cuvier's, see especially

vol. ii.)

(i) Darwinism and Cosmology.—Turning now to the
influences of Darwinism on German thought, we may best
begin with the more circumscribed branches of speculation-

Physical speculation in Germany is being slowly affected by
Mr Darwin's theory. A curious example of this is to be
met with in a little work by Dr Karl du Prel, entitled Der
Kampf rims Dasein am Himmel. This work is of real philo-

sophic interest as illustrating how Mr Darwin's way of con-

ceiving self-preservation, as the effect of natural superiority

in respect of adaptability to the conditions of existence, may
be extended beyond the organic world to the cosmos as a

whole. Du Prel regards the cosmic bodies as analogous to

competing organisms, space standing for the means of exist-

ence for which they struggle, and the force of attraction

and the fitness of the body's movement in relation to those

of other bodies representing organic efiiciency. Those
bodies which have these advantages survive, whereas those

which lack them are extinguished either by being dissipated

or fused with other bodies.

(c) Dartvinism and Anthropology.—Passing by the bio-

logical speculations respecting the ultimate origin of living

forms to which Darwinism has given rise, we pass to those

aspects of anthropology which have a peculiar philosophic

interest. In a sense it may be said that Mr Darwin's

speculations, especially as carried out by himself in his

Descent of Man, have powerfully influenced the whole of

recent anthropological speculation ; for writers like A.

Bastian (Schdpfup.g und Dntstehung and Der Mensch in der

Geschichte), who still hold to the doctrine of the fixity of

species, and the essential difference between human history

and sequences of natural events, are now the exceptions.

With anthropolcgy, we must connect that new science of

comparative human psychology {Vvli:erpsychologie) which

has sprung up of late years.

Origin of Language.—Of the problems which fall under
this science of man's genesis and development, none ha?

more of philosophic interest than the question of the origin

of language. This question^ which lies at the very thres-

hold of a proper understanding of the relation of man's

mental nature to that of the lower animals, is touched on

by Mr Darwin himself in his Descent of Man. In Germany
it is being earnestly discussed by a number of writers, on

whom the influence of Mr Darwin's theory of human
descent is very marked. Among the writers who have

explicitly applied the method of evolution, as defined by

Mr Darwin, to the explanation of language, may be men-
tioned A. Schleicher,! L. Geiger,- Dr G. Jager,' Wilhelm
Bleek,'' and Ernest Haeckel.^ Jager, who assumes that

man is the immediate descendant of ape-like .progenitors,

' Die Danainsche Theorie und die SjpTachwissenschafli
* DcT Ursp7*ung der Sprache.
' Ueber den Vrsprtmg der menschlichen'Sprache.
' Uehcr den Ursprung der Sprache.
' Xlie Uislory of Creation, ii. p. 300 sq.
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connects the first beginnings of human speech with a

superiority in the command of the actions of respiration

which is involved in man's erect posture.

(d) Darivinism and Psydiology.—From anthropology we
pass to psychology. Here the influence of Darwinism
meets us too. Among recent psychologists W. Wundt, in

his Grundziige der physiologischen Psychologic, makes fre-

quent use of the doctrine of a gradual evolution of mental
dispositions by means of heredity. He would, for example,

explain the ropidity with which the space-perception is

formed in the infant mind by help of such an inherited dis-

position. Wundt appears to lean to the hypothesis of ulti-

mate sentient elements, by the summation of whose rudi-

mentary feelings arises the unity of consciousness.

The wider consequences of Mr Darwin's theory in the

domain of psychology are briefly indicated by Dr Georg
von Giz'ycki, in his little work Die philosophischen Con-

sequenzen der Lamarck-Darwiri schen Entwicklungstheorie.

Ho argues against attributing sensation to all material

things, which supposition (unlike Professor Clifford) he does

not regard as a necessary consequence of the evolution hypo-

thesis. He distinctly seizes the bearing of this doctrine on

our conception of mind (animal as well as human) as

identical in its fundamental laws, and as presenting to the

psychologist a single serial development ; and he still

further follows Mr Spencer in connecting all mental activity

with vital functions essential to the preservation of the in-

dividual and of the race. Finally, he adopts the view

that the mental organism depends on the laws of the

external universe. The harmony or adaptation which we
see holding between thoughts and things must be inter-

preted as the effect of the latter acting on and modifying

the former in conformity with themselves.

Darwinism and EtMc$ and Religion.—Passing now to

the region of practical philosophy, we find that Darwinism
has occasioned in Germany, as in England, a good deal of

curious speculation. Among the many writers who have

touched on the aspects of Darwinism we can only refer to

one or two. Among these we may mention Dr Paul Rde,

who, in a recent work, Der Ursprung der moralischen

Empfindungen, argues that moral dispositions or altruistic

impulses have been developed as useful to society, yet rather

oddly combines with this idea the pessimistic doctrine that

man is not on the whole growing more moral. Again Dr
Giz'ycki, in the work just referred to, emphasizes the

bearing of the doctrine of human descent on our feeling

towards the lower animals as closely linked to ourselves.

He goes on to show that this doctrine involves tbe most
definite and stringent form of determinism, and so has a

bearing on our ideas of right and wrong, blame, <kc. The
writer thinks Darwinism by.no means excludes a teleologi-

cal conception of the world as a process striving towards

the highest manifestation of mental life, and this idea lead-

ing back, to that of an absolute first cause of the order of

the world, becomes the starting-point for religious and
sesthetic aspiration. In Dr G. Jager's work, Die Darwin'sche
Tlieorie und ihre Stellung zu Moral und Religion, we
find a practical deduction from Darwinism which curiously

contrasts with that of Dr Giz'ycki. Jager argues that this

doctrine teaches us to place ourselves in the greatest pos-

sible opposition to the lower animals. The aim of morality,

as taught by Darwinism, must be to develop to the •utmost

those excellences which mark off man from the brute. The
author seeks to account for the genesis of social institutions

and religious ideas, as utilities which benefited those com-
munities possessing thein in the struggle for existence.

A work in which are traced the ethical and religious

consequences of the doctrine of evolution is The Old Failh
itndthe New of David Strauss. According to Strauss, all

morality jias its rooi; in the recognition and realization of

the idea of kind in ourselves and in others. He Arguetf'

from the fact that nature has produced man as her last and

highest achievement, and the lower forms of creatures but

as steps in the progress towards man, that our end and aim

must be the furtherance of that which marks ug off from

the brutes. Religion again begins with the sense of unity

with nature, and the new doctrine of the cosmos enables ua

to regard nature aa the source whence our life, as all life,

springs.

Interpretation of Modern Scientific Doctrine.—A word
or two, in conclusion, respecting what is known as the

modern doctrine of evolution. It is important to empha-
size the fact that this is a scientific doctrine, which has

been built up by help of positive research. As such, of

course, it embodies the mechanical, as distinguished from

the teleological, view of nature's processes. Yet it still

awaits its final philosophic interpretation. We cannot yet

say under what head of our historical scheme it is destined

to fall

We think the question of the universal applicability of the

doctrine to physical and mental phenomena may be allowed.

There are no doubt wide gaps in our knowledge ofboth orders.

Thus it may reasonably be doubted whether physical theory

can as yet enable us fully to see the necessity of that uni-

versal process from the homogeneous to the heterogeneous in

which evolution consists; yet in a rough and vague way the

process is being made theoretically intelligible- Again,

the transition from the inorganic to the organic is, as

Professor Tyndall has lately told us, far from being con-

ceivable in the present state of our knowledge; and this

seems to be implied in the remarkable hypothesis by which

Professor Helmholtz and Sir W. Thomson seek to account

for the first appearance of life on our planet. Yet we may
reason from the general tendencies of research that this

step may some day be hypothetically explained in physical

and mechanical terms. Again, in spite of Mr Spencer's

brilliant demonstration of the general continuity of mental

life, much remains to be done before all the steps in the

process {e.g., from particular to general knowledge, from

single feelings to self-consciousness) are made plain. Never-

theless, we may even now dimly see how such mental

processes may be knit together in one larger process.

Allowing, then, that the doctnne of evolution as a

scientific hypothesis is probably true, the question arises,

what is its exact philosophical purport? How far does

it help to unify our knowledge, and is it the final explana-

tion of the complex events of our world

!

First of all, then, as a unifying generalization, it is

clearly limited by the fact of the correlation of mental and
physical evolution. These two regions of phenomena may
be seen to manifest the same law, yet they cannot be

identified. All the laws of physical evolution can never"

help us to understand the first genesis of mind; and this

difiiculty is in no way reduced by Mr Spencer's con-

ception of a perfect gradation from purely physical to

conscious life. The dawn of the first confused and shape-

less feeling is as much a " mystery " as the. genesis of

a distinct sensation. Our best exponents of evolution,

including Professor Du Bois Reymond (Ueber die Grenzen

dee Naturerhennens, p. 25 sq.), fully recognize this diffi-

culty. We have here much the same "mystery" which

meets us in the conversion of a nerve-stimulus into a

sensation in the developed organism. The sequence is

unlike any properly physical succession, and so cannot ba
further explained by being brought under a more general

law. Not only so, the doctrine of the conservation of

energy, as applied to organic processes, leads to the con-

clusion that the genesis of mind in general and of every

single mental phenomenon is, from a physical point at

view, something non-essential.
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We may, no doubt, avoid this difEculty, in appearance

at least, by assuming that all material processes down to

th.8 vibrations of the indivisible atoms are accompanied

with a mode of feeling. This may, of course, be proposed

as a properly scientific hypothesis, and as involving no
metaphysical assumptions respecting the nature of atoms.

The great difficulty here would be. Low we are to conceive

of modes of sensibility that do not ecter into a collective

consciousness, and wliich appear to lack aU the character-

istics of cur own conscious life.

Even, however, if this Luge difficulty of the genesis of

mind is got over, there still remain limits to the explana-

tion effected by the doctrine of evolution. Thus, while it

might be able to deduce all the processes of physical

evolution from a few assumptions respecting primitive

matter and its laws, it would Lave no such data for resolv-

ing all tLese steps in the mental process which result in a

heterogeneous mode of feeling. How, for instance, is it

to account on general principles, and by a priori reason-

ing, for the differentiation of a vague tactual sensibility into

what we know as sight and hearing—sensibilities which

underlie all our ordinary conceptions of the physical

world? Here are manifestly set rigid limits to the

explanation effected by the doctrine of evolution, the limits

which J. S. Mill Las laid down as those of all kinds of

explanation of phenomena. The doctrine by no means
helps us to resolve all laws of succession into one.

The other limits set to the explanatory power of the

modern doctrine have already been hinted at. Thus the

doctrine sets out from a given point in time, at which it

assumes a definite arrangement of material (and mental)

elements to have obtained. "Of the beginning of the

universe," says Professor Clifford, " we know nothing at

all." Again, Professor J. Clerk Maxwell tells us^ that we
must from the first assuiiie an infinite number of molecules

exactl)' alike in their weight and rate of vibration ; and
he distinctly argues against the supposition that this

system of like elements can have been evolved. There is

room then for the question, how this particular order of

elements arose. And even if we go iurther back, and make
with Mr Spencer the large assumption that these various

classes of molecules Lave been evolved from perfectly

homogeneous first elements, one may still ask for an

explanation of this original homogeneity. In short, if;

is plain that every doctrine of evolution must assume

some definite initial arrangement, which is supposed to

contain the possibilities of the order which we find to be

evolved, and no other possibility.

Such being the limits set to the scope of explanation by
the idea of evolution, the question arises whether these

apparently permanent gaps in our scientific knowledge can

be filled up by extra-scientific speculations. One may seek

to show the need of such a metaphysical interpretation of

evolution by a reference to the very nature of tLe doctrine.

As a scientific truth, it is simply the highest generalization

respecting the order of phenomena in time, and as such

makes nn assumptions with regard to the ultimate nature

of that matter, force, -and mind, of which it speaks. What,
it may be asked, are the realities corresponding to these

terms, and how are wo to conceive of their mutual relations i

Each of the supposed deficiencies in the doctrine of evolu-

tion just referred to leads us back to those various metaphy-

sical doctrines in which, as we have seen, the idea of evolu-

tion Las usually clothed itself. In order to understand

what Mr Martineau calls the whence as distinguished from

the when, and to provide a substantial support for tLe

' Dixourse on Molecules. See also the very interesting section on the
** Nature and Origin of Molecules,'* wliich concludes the work on the
Tlieort/ 0/ Heat,

thread of phenomenal events, it would Boem as if we must
fall back on some ultimate philosophic assumption respect-

ing the efficient principle in the process.

With respect to metaphysical dualism, it must be said

that it leaves us pretty much where we were. The corre-

lation of two distinct substances and their manifestations,

in the way required by the doctrine of evolution (whether
this correlation be universal or not), needs explanation as

much as the correlation of the two sets of phenomena. On
the other hand, materialism, spiritualism, and the so-called

monism, have each their merits and their drawbacks as

helps to the interpreta,tion of evolution. If materialism

recommends itself by assuming the fewest possible prin-

ciples, it is exposed to the objection that it bids us conceivp

a reality which is wholly distinct from mind. Further, it

fails to give any intelligible account of the rise and pro-

gress of mental activity. Again, spiritualism assists us in

accounting for the genesis of mind, and for the appearance

of intelligent order in the world. Yet it is questionable

whether this doctrine, assuming as it does some form of un-

conscious mind (whether as world-soul or as elements of

feeling), is not beset with as many difficulties as it resolves.

Further, it may be doubted whether the spiritualistic idea,

in its common pantheistic form, has yet succeeded in render-

ing intelligible the fixed mechanical order which marks all

stages of evolution. Finally, it may be allowed that the

monistic doctrine of one reality with two faces does in

appearance lift us over the difficulties which beset the

materialistic and the spiritualistic interpretation of evolu-

tion. Only is it in truth anything more than a verbal

simplification, and does it not rather leave us confined in

that dualism where science has to land us ?

It would thus seem that the doctrine of evolution has by

no means as yet received its final philosophic character.

No one of the metaphysical doctrines which are at our

command is so plainly and completely adapted to transform

it into a final doctrine of existence, that it must of necessity

be accepted at once and by all.

To this we must now add that to many minds this resort

to a metaphysical principle as tLe support of the process of

evolution will not be held to be necessary. A positivist,

who thinks that our knowledge of the universe must for

ever be limited to phenomena, is at perfect liberty to accept

the doctrine of evolution and to regard it as an ultimate

expression for the order of the world. Nay more, the

empirical idealist—who may perhaps be defined as a posi-

tivist that has fully analysed his " phenomena "—can accept

and give a meaning to the doctrine of evolution as formu-

lating the order of sensations, actual and possible, of con-

scious minds. Mr Spencer somewhere says that, if idealism

is true, evolution is a dream. Yet this assertion may be

reasonably disputed. It may perhaps seem staggering to

be told that evolution postulates vast periods of time in

which there existed no mind to experience the sensations

into which the world is on the idealistic hypothesis resolved.

Yet this difficulty is only apparent, since past physical

evolution stands for a projection, so to speak, of now existing

minds, and for an order of sensations conceived as possible

under other and imaginable circumstances.^ To the empiri-

cal idealist physical evolution stands for an imagined order

of perceptions in an indefinite number of minds,- mental

evolution for actual successions of feeling in many minds,

and the transition from the one to the other means the suc-

cession of actual states of consciousness on possible or

imagined states. The unity of the world-process arises

from the ability of the individual mind, which now reflects

' It may he added that the hypothesis of the uniform correlation of

the physical and the mental enahles ns to assign an element o(.

actuality (mental life) to the remote periods here spoken of.
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on these many successions, to gather them up by a series of

jacts of imagination Into a collective ideal experience for

itself.

Thus the doctrine of evolution seems to bo susceptible of

statement in terms of idealism as easily as in terms of real-

ism. In truth, each mode of viewing the process is at once

possible and beset with difficulties. The difficulty of giving

an idealistic interpretation arises from the popular distinc-

tion of mind or perception and something beyond and in-

dependent of this. The difficulties of giving a realistic in-

terpretation have in part been stated already in speaking

of the different realistic interpretations (materialism and
spiritualism). To these must be now added the fundamen-

tal obstacle to all realism, which shows itself, in a specially

striking way, in relation to the doctrine of evolution,

—

namely, the difficulty of conceiving in terms of human con-

sciousness something which is independent of, antecedent

to, and creative of, this consciousness.

It may be asked, perhaps, whether the doctrine of evolu-

tion, by providing a new conception of the genesis of our

cognitions, has anything to say to the question of a real

independent object. What the doctrine effects with respect

to such cognitions as those of space is to show that the

bare fact of intuitiveness or innateness does not establish

their non-empirical or transcendental origin. Similarly it

may be held that the doctrine opens a way of accounting

for the growth of the idea of independent realities, suppos-

ing this to be now an innate disposition of the mind— viz.,

by regarding this idea as arising in a succession of many
generations, if not out of, yet by help of, certain elements

or aspects of experience. It may, however, be maintained

that the idea is not even suggested by experience; if so,

it would follow from the evolution theory that its present

persistence represents a permanent mental disposition to

think in a particular way. Even then, however, the

question would remain open whether the permanent dis-

position were an iUusory or trustworthy tendency, and
in deciding this point the doctrine of evolution apDears to

offer us no assistance.^

As a scientific doctrine, whatever its ultimate interpreta-

tion, evolution has a bearing on our practical, i.e., moral

and religious ideas. This has already been shown in part

by writers from whom we have quoted. Among other

results, this doctrine may be said to give new form to the

determinist theory of volition, and to establish the rela-

tivity of all moral ideas as connected with particular stages

of social development. It cannot, as Mr Sidgwick has

shown, provide a standard or end of conduct except to

those who are already disposed to accept the law sequi

naturam as the ultimate rule of life. To such it furnishes

an end, though it would still remain to show how the end
said to be unconsciously realized by nature, the well-being

of individuals and of communities, is to be adjusted to the

ends recognized in common-sense morality, including the

happiness of all sentient beings. It may be added that

the doctrine, by assigning so great an importance to the

laws of inheritance as means of raising the degree of

organization and life, may be expected to exert an influence

on our ideas of the solidarity of the present generation and

posterity, and to add a certain solemnity to all the duties

of life, prudential morality included.

The bearing of the doctrine of evolution on religious

ideas is not so easy to define. Mr Spencer considers the

ideas of evolution and of a pre-existing mind incapable of

being united in thought (see his rejoinder to Dr Martineau,

Contemporary Review, vol xx. p. 141 $q.). Yet, according to

' For a discussion of the relatloTis of this doctrine to realism, see

111* essay already referred to In Ur Sally's volume Semation and

others, the idea is by no means incompatible with the notion

of an original Creator, though it serves undoubtedly to

remove the action of such a beilig further from our ken.

At Erst sight it might appear that the doctrine as applied

to the subjective world, by removing the broad distinctioa

between the human and the animal mind, would discourag*

the hope of a future life for man's soul. Yet it may be
found, after all, that it leaves the question very much
where it was. It may perhaps be said that it favours the

old dispositioato attribute immortality to those lower forms
of mind with which the human mind b found to be con-

tinuous. Yet there is nothing inconsistent in the supposi-

tion that a certain stage of mental development qualifies a

mind for immortality, even though this stage has been
reached by a very gradual process of development. And
if, as might be shown, the modern doctrine of evolution is

susceptible of being translated into terms of Leibnitz's

hypothesis of indestructible monads, which include all

grades of souls, then it is clearly not contradictory of

the idea of immortality.

Very interesting is the bearing of the doctrine of evolu-

tion on that jesthetico-religious sentiment towards the world

which has taken the place of older religious emotions in so

many minds. First of all by destroying the old anthro-

pocentric view of nature, according to which she is distinct

from and subordinated to man, this doctrine favours that

pantheistic sentiment which reposes on a sense of ultimate

identity between ourselves and the external world. In a

sense it may be said that the new doctrine helps to restore

the ancient sentiment towards nature as our parent, the

source of our life. It is well to add, however, that the

theory of evolution, by regarding man as the last and
highest product of nature, easily lends support to the

idea that all things exist and have existed for the sake

of our race. This seems, indeefl, to be an essential ele-

ment in any conception we can form of a rationally

evolved universe.

A reference must be made, in closing this article, to the opti-

mistic aspect of the doctrine of evolution. That there is a
tone of optimism in much of the more popular exposition of

the doctrine of evolution needs not be proved. There is no
doubt, too, that both in Mr Darwin's and Mr Spencer's

theories there are ideas which tend to support a cheerful

and contented view of things. The idea of the survival of

the fittest, and of evolution as a gradual process of adapta-

tion to environment, lend themselves to this kind of

thought. Indeed, Du Bois Reymond, in the lecture on
Leibnitz already referred to, seriously argues that the doc-

trineof evolution provides ascientificequivalent to that philo-

sopher's remarkable conception of the best of all possible

worlds. On the other hand, as the present writer has else-

where shown, Mr Darwin's doctrine of evolution contains

elements which are fitted to tone down our estimate of the

value of the world viewed as the seat of conscious sentient

life. The pain involved in the renewed struggle for ex-

istence is a large drawback from the gains of human pro-

gress and of organic development as a whole. More than

this, the principle of natural selection appears alnlost to

favour a pessimist view of the world, in so far as it im-

plies the tendency of organic forms to multiply down to

the limits of bare existence.

Principal works used in the historical sketch :—F. Ueljenveg,

History of Philosophy ; J. E. Erdmann, Orundriss der Geschichte

der JPhilosophit ; G. H. Lewes, History of Philosophy; C. A. Brandis,
Handhuch der Geschichte der griechisch-romischen Philosophie; E.
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/

"W. Kaulich, Geschichte der echolastischisn Philosophie ; A, Stockl,

GeschicUe der Philosophic des Mitlelalters ; Knno FiscEer, Geschicht*
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EVORA, a city of Portugal, capital of the province of

Alcmtejo, is situated on an eminence in the centre of a fer-

tile plain, 85 miles E. by S. of Lisbon. It is surrounded

by ramparts flanked with towers, and baa two forts, but all

in a ruinous condition, and quite useless as means of

defence. The streets are narrow, crooked, and filthy, and
the houses old and ill-built. The cathedral is a magni-

ficent Gothic edifice with an altar in the Italian style,

extremely rich, and decorated v/ith variously coloured

marbles. Evora is the see of an archbishop, and besides

the cathedral has several churches, convents, and hospitals,

a house of charity, barracks, a diocesan school, and a

museum. A university, founded in 1550, was abolished

DU the expulsion of the Jesuits in the 18th century. An
ancient aqueduct and an ancient tower, till a few years ago

in pretty good preservation, have been partly demolished

to make room for a market. They were long believed to

have been of Roman origin, but are now known to have
been constructed about 1540 in the reign of Don John III.,

at the instance of an antiquarian named Resende. The
aqueduct was constructed on the site of the old Roman
one. The remains of what is said to have been a temple

of Diana still exist, but the place is now used as a

slaughter-house. Evora, under the name of Ebora, was
an important military station in the time of the Romans,
and was called Liberalilas Julice on account of certain

municipal privileges bestowed on it by Caesar. In 712
it was conquered by the Moors and named Jabura, but

they were deprived of it in 1162 by an order of Christian

knights.

EVREUX (the ancient Mediolanum, and afterwards

Eburovices), a town of France, capital of the department of

Eure, is situated on the Iton, an affluent of the Eure, 67
miles W.N.W. of Paris by railway. The town is generally

well built, and still contains many antique timber-framed

bouses It is the seat of a bishop, and its cathedral is one

of the most ancient and curioiis in France. It dates from

the 1 1'h century, and is a very imposing cruciform

structui'e, though not uniform in style. The north transept

and tb<! portal are in the flamboyant Gothic, elaborately

ornamented ; the west front is in the Italian style. The
beautifid rose window„ in the south transept, and the

wooden screens of the side chapels round the choir, showing
the flamboyant Gothic style modified by the reviving

Italian, also merit notice. The lady chapel is of elegant

architecture, with painted glass equally remarkable for its

fine execution and perfect preservation. At the intersec-

tion of the nave and transepts rises an octagonal tower
supported on four pillars, and surmounted by a pyramidal
spire of open stonework. The church of St Taurin also

displays various styles of architecture, and contains the

shrine of St Taurin, a work of the 13th century. The
episcopal palace, which dates from the 15th century, is a
beautiful structure. Among the other olijects of interest

are the clock-tower built in the 15th century, the abbey of

St Saviour, the ancient S^minaire des Eudistes now used

as a prison and assize buildings, the museum of antiquities,

the town-hall, the prefect's residence, the theatre, the

public library, the botanic garden, and the promenades.

Evreux is famed for its manufacture of tools, and for

stocking making ; brewing, distilling, dyeing, tanning,

and papermaking are its other principal industries. At
Vieil Evreux the remains of a Roman theatre, a palace,

baths, and an aqueduct have been discovered, and various

relics which are now deposited in the Muste d'Antiquit^s.

Evreux existed at a very early period. About the end of the 10th
century Richard I. of Normandy gave it to his son Robert; and
early in the 12th century it came by inheritance into the house of

Montfort, from whom it was bought by Philip Augustus of France.

Philip II. gave it to his brother Prince Louis, who in 1316 waa
created Count of Evreux. Count Philip of Evreux acquired by
marriage the kingdom of Navarre, and Charles III. of Navarre sold it

to Charles VI. of France. Charles VII. gave it in 1426 to John
Stuart, earl of Darnley, after whose death it again came into the
possession of the crown. Charles IX. bestowed it, along with the
title, on his brother the duke of Alenjon, but on his death in 1584,
it finally returned into the possession of the crown.

EWALD, Heinkich Geoeo AnousTvoN (1803-1S75),
Orientalist, biblicist, and theologian, was born, November
16, 1803, at Gottingen, where his father followed the

occupation of a linen-weaver. After receiving the usual

preb'minary training, he entered the university of his native

town in 1820; and there, with Eichhorn as teacher, he at

once began to devote himself specially to the study of

Hebrew and its cognates. At the close of his academical

career in 1823 he was appointed to a mastership in the
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gymnasium at Wolfenbiittel; but soon afterwards (in tlie

spring of 1824) he was, at the instance of Eichhorn, recalled

to Gottingen as repetent, or theological tutor, and in 1827

(the year of Eichhorn'a death) he became professor cxtra-

ordinarius in philosophy, and lecturer in Old Testament

exegesis. In 1831 he was promoted to the position of

professor mdinarius in philosophy ; and in 1835 he entered

the faculty of theology, taking the chair of Oriental

languages. Two years later occurred the first important

episode in his studious life, which until then had been

uninterrupted in its even tenor except by journeys in 1826,

1829, and 1836 to Berlin, Paris, and Italy, for the purpose

of consulting rare and important oriental manuscripts. In

1837, on the 18th November, along with six of his

colleagues (Dahlmann the historian, Weber the electrician,

Gervinus the critic, the brothers Grimm, and W. E.

Albrecht) he signed a formal protest against the arbitrary

proceeding of King Ernst August (duke of Cumberland) in

abolishing the liberal constitution of 1833, which had been
granted to the Hanoverians by his predecessor William IV.

This bold action of the seven professors made them very

popular and famous in the country ; but it led to their

speedy expulsion from the university (1 4th December).

Early in 1838 Ewald received a call to Tubingen,

and there for upwards of ten years he held a chair as

professor ordinarius, first in philosophy and afterwards,

from 1841, in theology. To this period belong some
of his most important works, and also the commence-
ment of his bitter feud with F. C. Baur and the Tiibingen

critical school. In 1848, "the great shipwreck-year

in Germany, " as ha has called it, he was invited back to

Gottingen on honourable terms,—the liberal constitution

having been restored. He gladly accepted the invitation,

for though well treated in Wiirtemberg (he had been en-

nobled by the king in 1841), he had never learned to re-

gard his sojourn there as anything else than a period of

exile. In 1862-63 he took an active part in a movement
for reform within the Hanoverian church, and he was a

member of the synod which passed the new constitution.

'He had an important share also in the formation of the

Protestantenverein, or Protestant association, in September
1863. But the chief crisis in his life arose out of the great

political events of 1866. His loyalty to King George (son

of Ernst August) would not permit him to take the oath of

allegiance to the victorious king of Prussia, and in conse-

quence of his refusal to do so he was ultimately placed on
the retired list, though with the full amount of his salary

as pension. Perhaps even this degree of severity might
have been held by the Prussian authorities to be unneces-

sary, had Ewald been less exasperating in his language.

The violent tone of some of his printed manifestoes about
this time, especially of his Loh des K'dniga u. des Vollces, led

to his being deprived of the venia legendi (1868), and also

to a criminal process, which, however, resulted in his

acquittal (May 1869). Then, and on two subsequent occa-

sions, he was returned by the city of Hanover as a member
of the North German and German parliaments. In June
1874 he was found guilty of a libel on Prince Bismarck,
whom he had compared to Frederick II. and Napoleon III.

—to the former in " his unrighteous war with Austria and
his ruination of religion and morality," tcf the latter in his

way of " picking out the best time possible for robbery and
plunder." For this offence he was sentenced to undergo
three weeks' imprisonment. He died in bis 72d year, of

heart-disease. May 4, 1875.

From the above brief sketch it will be seen that, even
apart from his contributions- to philological and biblical

science, Ewald was no common man. In the whole course

of his public life he displayed in a very high degree many
uoble characteristics,—perfect simolicitj and sincerity, in-

tensest moral earnestnvss, sturdiest independence, absoluw
fearlessness. It would be difficult to say whether the intel-

lectual or the emotional side of Lis nature was most highly

developed. He loved with peculiar intensity, loved free-

dom and truth in every domain, in politics as well as Id

science and in religion ; and just because he loved them with
all his great might, he could not help hating all that he
believed to be opposed to them. It was impossible for him
to be a mere critic ; no reader can understand Ewald's posi-

tion who allows himself to forget that his whole being waa
possessed with a passionately devoted faith. It was natural

that such a man should be frequently engaged in contro-

versy, and equally natural that in these circumstances the
" defects of his qualities " should often become painfully

apparent. It cannot be denied that in his manner of speak-

ing about his opponents he often overstepped the limits of

charity and even of justice. The peculiar character of his

intellect, which was rather intuitive than inductive, made
him neither a very fair nor a very effective controversialist

No one equalled him in the power of comprehending in a
single survey a vast circle of complicated facts, and almost

instinctively divining their scientific unity ; but the results

attained in this way presented themselves to his mind with

such intuitive conviction that he was impatient of all ob-

jection, and little able to do justice to scholars of a different

mental habit. Yet in controversy he probably received

injustice more often than he inflicted it; even his extremest

views have generally been found to contain much that is

true and valuable ; and the great Arabist Fleischer is

almost the only scholar who gained a conspicuous victory

over him on an unambiguous philological issue. As a
teacher he had a remarkable power of kindling enthusiasm

;

and he sent out many distinguished pupils, among whom
may be mentioned Hitzig, >Schrader, Noldeke, DiestelJ

and Dillmann. His disciples have not been all of one'

school, any more than were those of Socrates ; but many
eminent moderns who are apparently farthest removed from
his influence are only developing some of the fruitful ideas

which in the exuberance of his wealth he was wont to fling

out by handfuls.

Of no writings more truly than of his could it be said

that they are the reservoirs into which, without any waste,

the entire energy of a life has been stored. For more than
half a century his pen was never idle; from 1823 onwards
hardly a year passed which was not marked by the appear-

ance of some highly important contribution to the sciences

he loved. By the publication of his Hebrew Grammar he
inaugurated a new era in biblical philology. All subsequent

. works in that department have been avowedly based on his.

It has already been superseded in parts, especially in its

accidence ; but the syntax still remains unexcelled for the

sagacity with which dry rules are made intelligible and in-

teresting by continued reference to the fundamental laws of

language and thought. But even when his Lehrbuch shall

have become entirely antiquated, to him will always belong

the honour of having been, as Hitzig has called him, " the

second founder of the sdience of Hebrew language." As an
exegete and biblical critic no less than as a grammarian he
has left his abiding mark. It is hardly an exaggeration to

say that the publication of his Geschichte des Volkes Israel

was epoch-making in that branch of research, as much as

was the work of Niebuhr in relation to the history of Eome.
Tn its final form, the result of thirty years' labour, it is a
noble monument to the genius of its author. No one can

fail to be struck with the profundity of insight and patience

of research which it displays. While in every line it bears

the marks of Ewald's intense individuality, it is at the

same time a highly characteristic product of the age, and
even decade, in which it first appeared. If it is obviously

the outcome of immense learning on the part of i^author.
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it is no less manifestly tlie result of the speculations and
researches of many iaborious predecessors in all depart-

ments of history, theology, and philosophy. Especially is

it indebted to the so-called " destructive " criticism. The
Reformatiou had destroyed that medioaval conception of

the Bible vjiich took no account of literary history or

doctrinal development at all ; and subsequent researches,

especially since those of Astruc, had made it abundantly

clear that the conditions under wliich the Old Testament

books had come into being were much more complicated

than had been at one time supposed. Criticism, however,

could not possibly rest satisfied with these purely negative

results. If for a time it seemed as if the sacred literature

,

had been reduced to a mere chaos of fragments, which men
might well despair of ever being able to reduce to harmony
and order, the historical sense had been developing no less

remarkably than the spirit of criticism. Taught by some
of the more modern schools of philosophy, men had been

learning to take larger, and therefore juster, views of the

principles that underlie all national histories and the

general history of the human race. It was impossible that

such a phenomenon as the Jewish people and their litera-

ture should be permanently set aside, as wholly incom-

prehensible. The world was only waiting for a bold and
vigorous constructive genius like that of Ewald to bring

together the scattered fragments, and construe them into an

intelligible unity ; to show, for example, that, if the Psalter

could no longer be regarded as the record of the spiritual

experience of the individual to whom it had been tradi-

tionally ascribed, it became all the more precious when
known to embody all the highest aspirations and purest

ioys and noblest sorrows of many centuries of national

life ; and that if the legislation of the Pentateuch was not

indeed, as had once been supposed, the work of a few quiet

months, it gained in interest and instructiveness when
known to be the slow growth of many busy generations.

Taking up the idea of a divine education of the human
race, which Lessing and Herder had made so familiar to

the modern mind, and firmly believing that to each of the

leading nations of antiquity a special task had been pro-

videntially assigned, Ewald felt no difficulty about Israel's

place in universal history, or about the problem which that

primitive and highly endowed race had been called upon
to solve. The history of Israel, according to him, is simply

the history of the manner in which the one true religion

really and truly came into the possession of mankind.
Other nations, indeed, had attempted the highest problems

in religion ; but Israel alone had, in the providence of

God, succeeded, for Israel alone had been inspired. Such
is the supreme meaning of that national history which
began with the exodus and culminated (at the same time

virtually terminating) in the appearing of Christ, the

supremely perfect revelation or self-manifestation of God.

The historical interval that separated these two events is

treated as naturally dividing itself into three great periods,

—those of Moses and the theocracy, of David and the

monarchy, of Ezra and the hagiocracy. The periods are

externally indicated by -the successive names by which the

chosen people were called—Hebrews, Israelites, Jews.

The- events prior to the exodus are relegated by Ewald to

a preliminary chapter of primitive history ; and the events

of the apostolic and post-apostolic age are treated as a kind
of appendix. The entire construction of the history is

based, as has already been said, on a critical examination

and chronological arrangement of the available docuuients.

So far as the resnlts of criticism are still uncertain with

regard to the age and authorship of any of these, Ewald's

conclusions must of course be regarded as unsatisfactory

;

and it cannot be denied that later investigations have

shown that in many important points his firm faith that

finality had been attained was illusory. These admissions,

however, hardly affect the permanent value of his work.

It will continue to be a storehouse of learning for all sub-

sequent investigators i" the field of sacred history, and il

will be increasingly recognized as a work of rare genius.

It would bo impossible to praise too highly the con-

scientiousness with which the minutest features of the

history have been carefully scanned; the marvellous power
of combin£#ion which, at even the most unlikely points,

can draw the most graphic illustrations from contemporary
prophets and poets; the vividness with which, not only

the politics, but also the religion, the arts, tho literature,

the domestic life, of each sucesssive period are depicted

;

the loving enthusiasm of the student who believes that

those only are the enemies of the Bible who fail to investi-

gate it, or who fail to investigate it thoroughly.

In his work on bibhcal theology, ho can hardly be said

to have been so successful as in some of his earlier efforts.

Though a suggestive and therefore a useful book, its con-

clusions are vitiated in many cases by a glaring departure

from the inductive method, the interpretations being often

speculative rather than biblical, and unduly dominated by a

preconceived metaphysico-religious system of the universe.

Subjoined is a list of the niore important of liis works :

—

Vie Com-
position, der Genesis kritisch untersucht (1823) [an acute and able at-

tempt to account for the use of the two names of God without recourse

to the document-hypothesis ; he was not himself, however, perma-
nently convinced by it] ; De vietris carminum Arahicorum (1S25)

;

Das Eohelied Salomo's iiicrsctd, u. erklart (1826; 3rd ed. 1866);
Kritisclie Grammatik dcr hcbr. Sprache (1827) [this afterwards

became the Aiisfuhrlichcs Lchrbuch der lielr. Sprache (8th ed.

1870) ; and it was followed by the Mcbr. SprachUhre fiir Aitfdnger

(4th ed. 1874)]; Veher einige dllere Sanskritmetra (1827); Liber

Vakedii de MesojiotamioB expugnatw historia (1827) ; Covimcyitarius

ill Apocalypsin Johannis (1828) ; Abhandlungen zur biblischen u.

orieiitalischen'Literatur (1832) ; Grammatica critica linguce Arabiccc

(1831-33) ; Die poctischcn Buaher dcs alien Bundcs (1835-37, 3rd

ed. 1866-67); Die Fropheten des alien Bvndes (1840-41, 2nded.,

1867-68); Geschichle des Folkes Israel {ISiS- 59, Sri ed. 1864-68);
AUcrthu7ner Israels {18i8) ; Die drei erslen Evangelicn Uberselzl v.

erklart (1850) ; Ucber das athiopische Buch Henoch (1854) ; Die
Sendschrciben des Apostels Paulus iibcrselzt u. erklart (1857) ; Die
Johanneischcn Schri/len iibersetzt u. erklart (1861-62) ; Ueber das

vierte Esrabuch (1863); Sieben Sendschrciben des neuen Bundcs
(1870) ; Das Sendschrciben an die Hebrder u. Jakoboi Bundschreiben

(1870) ; Die Lehre dcr Bibel von Gott, oder Theologie des alien u.

neuen Bujules (1871-75). The Jahrbiicher dcr biblischen Wisscn-

schaft (1849-65^ were edited, and for the most part written, by him.

He was the chief promoter of the Zeitschrift fiir die Kunde des ilor-

genlandcs, begnn in 1837; and he frequently contributed on various

subjects to the GiiUing. gelehrte Ameigcn. He was also the author

of many pamphlets of an occasional character.

The following have been translated into English :

—

Hebrew Gram-
mar, by Nicholson (from 2nd German edition), Lond. 1836; In-

troductory Hebrew Grammar (from 3rd German edition), Lond.

1870; History of Israel, 5 vols, (correspondinj; to vols. i.-iv. of the

German), by Russell Martineau and J. Estlin Carpenter, Lond. 1867-

74; Antiquities of Israel, by H. S. Solly, Lond. 18?6 ; Commentary
on the Prophets of the Old Testameni, by J. Frederick Smith, 2

vols., Lond. 1876-77 ; Isaiah the Prophet, chaps, i.-xxxiii., by 0.

Glover, Lond. 1869 ; Life of Jesus Christ, also by 0. Glover,

Lond. 1365. (J. S. Bt.)

EWALD, Johannes (1743-1781), the greatest lyrical

poet of Denmark, was the son of a melancholy and sickly

chaplain at Copenhagen, where he was born on the 18th of

November 1743. At tho age of eleven he was sent to

school at Schleswig, his father's birth-place, and returned

to the capital only to enter the university in 1758. Hia

father was by that time dead, and in his mother, a frivolous

and foolish woman, he found neither sympathy nor moral

support. At fifteen, he fell passionately in love with " the

delicate, noble, majestic Arense," a girl whose father, later

on, married the poet's mother; and the romantic buy

resolved on various modes of making himself admired by

the young lady. He began to learn Abyssinian, for the

purpose of going out as a missionary to Africa, but this

scheme wis soon given up, and he persuaded a brotlier. fou"-
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years older than liimself, to run away tliat they might enlist

as hussars iu thu Prussian army. They managed to reach

Hamburg just when the Seven Yeara' War \yas commencing,

and wcro allowed to enter a- regiment. But the elder

brother soon got tired and ran away, while the poet, after a

series of extraordinary adventures, deserted to the Austrian

army, where from being drummer ho rose to being

Bergeant, and was only not liado an officer. beeauso ho was

a Protestant. In 17G0 he was weary of a soldier's life, and

deserted again, getting safo back to Denmark. For the

next two years ho worked with great diligence at the uni-

versity, but the ArcnsQ for whom he Lad gone through so

much hardship and taken so much pains married another

man almost immediately after Ewald's final and very suc-

cessful examination. The disappointment was one from

which ho never recovered. Ho plunged into dissipation of

every kind, and gave his serious thoughts only to poetry.

In 1763 his first work, a perfunctory dissertation De
Pijrologla Sacra, first saw the light. In 1704 he made a

considerable success with a short proso story, Lylckeris

Tempel (The Temple of Fortune), which was translated into

Gorman and Icelandic. On the death of Frederick V.,

however, Ewald first appeared prominently as a poet ; he

published in 17GG three Eleijles over the dead king, which

were received with universal acclamation, and of which. one,

at least, is a veritable masterpiece. But his dram.'jtic poe'm

Adam og Eo'a (Adam and Eve), by far the finest imagina-

tive work produced in Denmark up to that time, was re-

jected by the Society of Arts in 17G7, and was not published

until 17G9. At the latter date, however, its merits were

perceived. In 1770 Ewald attained success with Philet, a

narrative and lyrical poem, and still more with his splendid

Rolf Krnge, the first original Danish tragedy. For the

next ten years Ewald was occupied in producing one

brillianlj poetical work after another, in rapid succession.

In 1771 he published De hrutide Klappers (The Brutal

Clappers), a tragi-comedy or parody satirizing the dispute

then raging between the critics and the manager of the

Eoyal Theatre; iii 1772 he translated from the German the

lyrical drama of Fhilemon and Baucis, and brought out

his comedy of Harlequin Patriot, a satire on the passion

for political scribbling created by Struensee's introduc-

tion of the liberty of the press. In 1773 he published

Pebersvendene (Old Bachelors), a comedy. In 1771 he had

already collected some of his lyrical poems under the title

oi Adskilligt af Johannes Eicald (Miscellames). Iu 1774
appeared the heroic opera of Balder's Ddd (Balder's Death),

and in 1779 the finest of his works, the lyrical drama

Fiskerne (The Fishers), which contains the Danish National

Song, " King Christian stood by the high Mast," his most

famous lyric. In the two poems last mentioned, however,

Ewald passed beyond contemporary taste, and these great

works, the pride of Danish literature, were coldly received.

But while the new poetry was slowly winning its way into

popular esteem, the poet did not lack admirers, and at the

head of these he founded in 1775 the Danish Literary

Society, a body which became influential, and which made
the stady of Ewald a cultus. But the poet's Lealth had
broken ; when- he was writing Rolf Krage he was already

an inmate of the Consumptive Hospital, and when he

seemed to be recovering, his health was shattered again by
a night spent in the frosty streets. He embittered his ex-

istence by the recklessness of his private life, and finally,

through a fall from a horse, he ended by becoming a com-

plete invalid. His last ten years were full of acute sufl'ering

;

his ' mother treated him with cruelty, his family with

neglect, and but few even of his friends showed any manli-

ness or generosity towards him. In 1774 he was placed in

the house of an inspector of fisheries at Rungsted, where
&.iiflaJIedevig Jacobsen, the daughter of the house, tended

the wasted poet with infinite tenderness and skill. He
stayed in this house for three years, and wrote there some
of his finest later lyrics. Meanwhile he had fallen deeply
in iove with the charming solace of his sulferingg, and won
her consent to a marriage. This step, however, was pre-

vented by his family, who roughly removed him to their

own keeping near Kronborg. Here he was treated so in-

famously that he insisted on being taken back to Copen-
hagen in 1777, where he found an older, but no less tender

nurse, in Madame Schouw. Hero he wrote Fiskerne, with
his imagination full of the familiar shore at Hornbajk, near

Rungsted. -In 17S0 he was a little better, and managed to

be present at the theatre at the first performance of his

poem. But this excitement destroyed him, and after

months of extreme agony, he died on the 17th of March
1781, and was carried to the grave by a large assembly of his

admirers, since ho was now just recognized by the public

for the first time as the greatest national poet. Among
his papers were found fragments of three dramas, two on

old' Scandinavian subjects, entitled Frode and Helyo, and
the third a tragedy on the story of Hamlet, which he meant

to treat iu a way wholly distinct from Shakespeare's.

Ewald belongs to the race of poetical reformers who ap-

peared in all countries of Europe at the end of last century
;

but it is interesting to observe that in point of time he pre-

ceded all of them. He was born six years earlier than

Goethe and Alfieri, sixteen years before Schiller, nine years

before Andr6 Chiinier, and twenty-^even years earlier than

Wordsworth, but he did for Denmark what each of these

poets did for his own country. Ewald found Danish litera-

ture given over to tasteless rhetoric, and without art of

vigour. He introduced vivacity of style, freshness and

brevity of form, and an imaginative study of nature which

was then unprecedented. But perhaps his greatest claim

to notice is the fact that he was the first person to call the

attention of the Scandinavian peoples to the treasuries of

their ancient history and mythology, and to suggest the use

of these in imaginative writing. With a colouring more dis-

tinctly modern than that of Collins and Gray, his lyrics yet

resemble the odes of these his English contemporaries more
closely than those of any Continental poet; from another

point of view his ballads remind us of those of Schiller,

which they preceded. His dramas, which had an.immense

influence on the Danish stage, are now chiefly of antiquarian

interest, with the exception of " The Fishers," a work that

must always live as a great national poem. In personal

character and in fate Ewald seems to have been not unlike

Heinrich Heine.

The.first collected edition of Ewald's works began to appear in

his life-time. It is in four volumes, 1780-1784. They have con-

stantly been reprinted, but the stand^ard edition is that bv Lieben-

berg, in 8 vols., 1850-1855i (E. "W. G.)

EWING, Alexander (1814-1873), a clergyman of the

Scotch Episcopal Church, bishop of Argyll and the Isles,

was descended from an old Highland, family, and was
born in Aberdeen 25th March 1814. After spending

two sessions at the university of that city, where he

manifested a special bent towards the study of natural

history,, he studied for a time at a private school in

Chelsea, and in 1831 he attended the classes of chemistry,

natural philosophy, and natural history iu .the university

of Edinburgh. His uncertain health, however, compelled

him for a time to suspend all systematic study. Ths
property inherited from his father rendered it unnecessary

for him to adopt a profession from pecuniary considera-

tions, and his delicate health counselled at least delay in

taking such a step. Accordingly, tor some time after

his marriage be occupied himself chiefly ,in the cultiva-

tion of his literary and artistic tastes, residing at first in the

-fMll ef Scotland, and in October 1838 journeying to Italy,
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where lie remained till April 1841. As early as 1836, how-

ever, he had begun to look to the church as a profession;

and in October 1838 he was admitted to deacon's orders

with the object of pledging himself to his future profession

before leaving Scotland,—the Episcopalian Church being

preferred by him to the Presbyterian, chiefly on account

of its comprehensive statements regarding the subject of

human redemption. Soon after his ^gtum from Italy he

was requested to take the charge of the Episcopal congrega-

tion at Forres, and on accepting it he was ordained a pres-

byter in the autumn of 1841. He remained at Forres till

1846, when he was elected first bishop of the newly restored

diocese of Argyll and the Isles, the duties of which position

he discharged till his death, 22d May 1873. In 1851 he

received the degree of D.C.L. from the university of

Oxford.

Though the work accomplished by Ewing was necessarily

modified and circumscribed by the fact that throughout

his whole life he was fettered by a delicate bodily con-

stitution, he yet battled with the vices and religious per-

plexities and difficulties of his time in a spirit of buoyant

cheerfulness. Perhaps his strength lay chiefly in the

charm of his personal manner, in his fine tact, and his catho-

lic sympathies; and these gradually secured him, not only

the admiration and love of the people and clergy of his

diocese, but a prominent position among the ecclesiastics

of his own time, both in Scotland and England. In all

theological discussions he contended for the exercise of a

wide tolerance and charity, shrinking from condemning with

ecclesiastical censure even opinions which he feared tnight

be fraught with evil and danger to the church. He did not,

indeed, attach much importance to mere ecclesiastical

authority and organization, and was more solicitous about

the inward than the outward unity of Christianity. His own
theological position resembled very closely that of Thomas
Erskine of Linlathen, and Frederick Denison Maurice; but

his relation to:these theologians was rather that of a friendly

sympathizer than a disciple, for his opinions were the fruit

of his own meditation, and were coloured by his own
idiosyncracy, and their perspective was determined by his

individual stand-point. Unlike theirs, his teaching was
never presented in the form of a complete and elaborate

theological treatise, and its purport is only to be gathered

from fragmentary palslications,—letters to the newspapers,

pamphlets, special sermons, essays contributed to the series

of Present Day Papers, of which he was the editor, and a
volume of sermons entitled Revelation considered as Light,

which he only lived to see through the press. The title

of this volume may be taken as indicating the characteristic

feature of his theology. He dwelt specially upon the

illuminating power of Christianity as revealing the father-

hood of God, and thus " rolling back the clouds of human
sin and sorrow," so as even ultimately to " exhaust hell of

its darkness." To him each attribute of God was equally

light, and therefore he did not believe that any compromise
had ever been effected between them. Christ was the

supreme manifestation of that light, and the Bible was but
the medium of its revelation, the means for enabling it to

stream in upon the soul from sources beyond the mere letter

of the truths which the written word contained. One of

the chief of these external sources of light, specially wel-

comed by Ewing, was science, to the discoveries of which
he looked forward as destined to lead to the manifestation

of other and higher aspects of Christianity than were yet

fully realized.

Besides his strictly tlieological writings, Ewing is the author
of the Cathedral or Alley Church of Ima, 1865, the first part of
which contains drawings and descriptive letterpress of the ruins by
Messrs Bucklers, architects, O.^ford, and the second a history of the
early Celtic church and of the mission of St Columba. See Memoir
4lf Alexander Swing, D.C.L.,hj A. J. Ross, B.D., 1877.

EXAMINATIONS. Examinations have lately come
very widely into use, and call for consideration at once as

educational appliances and as tests of proficiency. Some-
thing answering to examinations must enter into all eO"ec-

tual instruction; for in order that the pupil may gain solid

advantage it is not enough that what ho ought to know
should bo put before him—as by giving him a book, or by
making him listen to lectures—but wo must also see that he
gets hold of it and understands it aright; this is the func-

tion of examinations as appliances for education. They
have, however, another use, that of tests or instruments

for selection, and this purpose may clash with the educa-

tional purpose. But though the examiners may have one
purpose primarily in view, and may lay down their scheme
with especial reference to it, we must bear in mind that

the examination must act in both ways at once. Some sort

of advantage must attend on success, or else candidates will

not work for it ; and, on the other hand, though an ex-

amination may only be intended to sift out the ablest, and
pains may be taken to avoid giving any advantage to a
particular sort of instruction, still it will be found that

some particular course is most productive of marks, and this

will come into favour.

The few notices which we find of examinations hi old

times relate to tests of qualification for professions or crafts.

We gather from notices of contests between the universities

and the medical corporations in London that students had
to pass an examination, after going through their ap-

prenticeship, before being allowed to practise. But we
never find that -m examination was the sole test ; it was
always attached to a prescribed course of study and service.

The foundation deeds of old endowed schools sometimes
contain a provision for an examination ; the object of this

seems to have been rather to ascertain that the teaching
was satisfactory than to classify the boys, though sometimes
prizes and emoluments were awarded by the examiners.

University examinations are found to take their origin

from the "disputations" which appear very early in the

history of universities. Dialectical discussion had entered

largely into the higher education in classical times, and when
the university of Bologna was incorporated as a school of

law by the emperor Frederick I. in 1158, disputations soon

came into use as exercises for degrees. The university of

Paris, which was founded soon after, and which was a
school of theology and of arts, adopted the same course

;

and the forms of these exercises for degrees have survived

to the present time in Germany, and did not disaonear in

England until 1860.

A student who aimed at a aegree, which formerly only
the more distinguished did, acted three times as opponent
to other candidates, and was in time admitted to keep his
" Act." This performance began by his reading a Latin
thesis, in which he maintained some position in disputa-

tion against a doctor in the faculty, as well as the above-

named opponents, and, in fact, against all comers. The
debate was carried on in syllogistic form; the presiding

doctor eventually summed up the controversy, and usually

passed a compliment on the disputant, which was the earliest

form of university honours.

Academical degrees, in their origin, implied a title to

teach, as is seen in the names of Doctor and Master. The
notion of a university degree as a criterion of general

cultivation is comparatively recent: the B.A. or first

degree, which is now so important, was not known in

the earliest times, and is not even now granted in the

German universities. The disputations took wonderful
hold of the popular mind in the Middle Ages. It may be
supposed that students looked more to points that gave an
opening for attack, or that might be ingeniously defended,

than to the truth of the matter; and as the question would

vnx — qs
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Tw settled by an appeal to the Bible or Aristotle, a. habit of

looking to authority was engendered. We may catch sight

of analogous evils in the examination system ; for under this

the points that are most likely to yield questions are the

most studied. The two plans are only different ways ia

which the student may make a display of the powers or the

knowledge he has acquired We may observe that disputa-

tions bring out "powers," such as ease of expression in Latin,

quickness in logical fence, and fertility of resource, more
thoroughly than they do actual knowledge; they are better

adapted for " Arts" than for sciences.

Each member of the " faculty " had a riglit of putting

questions to the candidate for admission into it in addition

to that of formally opposing him in his " Act," and this was

freely exercised. . This was the germ of the examination,

which has since developed itself in England, and displaced

the disputation. The transition from disputations to ex-

iiminations took place in England during the 18th century,

and it can be clearly traced at Cambridge, where the com-

petitive system first attracted notice, from the tclat attaching

to the ''tripos list " and the senior wranglership. The name
" tripos " has given rise to various strange guesses ; the

facts are as follows. For the appointment of some univer-

sity officers, and for settling precedency, a list of those who
took their B.A. degree was drawn out in order of priority

of admission. This rule of priority was originally deter-

mined by favour ; it was a jiiece of patronage belonging

to the "moderators," who presided at the acts, and the

proctors ; afterwards it was settled according to the perform-

ances of the candidates at the acts, and eventually by the

results of an examination in mathematics and natural

philosopiy. The day when these bachelors were inaugurated

was called the " tripos " day, because on that occasion one

of the old bachelors was appointed to take his place on a

stool, and to dispute with the new bachelors. It was his

business to make sport by a kind of mock disputation,

and he was allowed much licence in his remarks. He was
called " the bachelor of the stool" or "tripos," and the day
was called "the tripos day." The list of names was called

the tripos list, and it is probably owing to this need that

there was for an order of seniority that the Cambridge
tripos list came to be arranged in order of merit.

The subjects of discussion were originally taken chiefly

from Aristotle ; but soon after the publication of Newton's
Pi-incipia it became usual to take one at least of the three

questions which the candidate had to maintain from that

work ; a second was frequently taken from Newton's Optics,

and a third from ethical philosophy. The authorities, we
find, endeavoured in vain to prevent ethics from being
thrust aside, and to maintain something like respectability

in the Latin. Interest was concentrated on the mathemati-
cal subjects, three-fourths of them belonging to w-hat we
sliould call mathematical physics. These subjects could

not be dealt with thoroughly in a disputation, and therefore"

the moderators adopted the plan of giving out questions

which were answered in English. This eventually led to

printed papers of questions being given, and in 1838 all

vestige of the "Act" for the B.A. degree disappeared,

although it was retained for a time in divinity, law, and
medicine

The history of the tripos serves to bring into relief

different views as to the end which ari examination is meant
to serve. Originally it was intended to guide men so that

they might learn what was thought best for them, and in

the best way; this was the educational view. But colleges

had fellowships to dispose of, and the tripos list furnished
a ready gauge of merit for the purpose. This made it

incumbent on the moderators to exercise rigorous im-
partiality,; and great jiains were taken to secure fairness

and to judge rightly-- AJist in order of merit^would hardly

have approved itself to public opinion in the way the tripos

list did, but for the fact that the exanjination was almost

entirely on one subject, and that a subject which admits

of questions being set of every shade of difficulty, and foi

which there is a definite right and wrong. ; If several sub-

jects had been combmed, or if, as was the case at Oxford,

the ethical element had been allowed to preponderate,

the results conld not have been so accurately weighed,

there would have been r«om for difference of opinion, and
the only safe course would have been to distribute- the

names alphabetically in several classes, or in a few classes

containing wide brackets, which is nearly the same thing.

The most important change in an educational direction

was effected by the influence of Dr Whewell in 1848. He
introduced a compulsory examination of adequate' length

in the elementary subjects, especially elementary natural

philosophy; this checked the practice of reading "screps".

of the higher subjects. The old educational party aimed
at turning out men in the most effective condition for the

ordinary struggles of life, while a later party sought to turn

out mathematicians to supply the demands of the scientific

world. In the old times the notion was that the- senioi

wrangler would go to the bar, or stay at Cambridge and
follow an academical career ; now his destination is very

commonly a professorship in Scotland or Ireland, or in the

colonies. Hence the course at Cambridge has been made
to include a technically scientific as well as an educational

training ; and it has been thereby so much extended

that the amount to be carried into the tripos is excessive.

As the whole cannot be read in the three years allotted, the

tripos no longer affords a fair field for all those who collect

together as freshmen, as it did forty years ago. A very

high place can hardly be hoped for now unless much ground
has been got over before admission to the university. -This

point has attracted notice, and changes are about to be

made (1878).

Before considering other methods, it will -oe well to

take a general view of the action of examinations. ^ First, it

may be observed that the employment of examinations

rapidly spreads. An examination at a school may at first

be confined to a few subjects; it is then found that the

rest are neglected, and however ill suited they are for

examination, they must be brought in somehow. Again,

if certain boys or classes are being prepared for an examin-

ation, the others think that they may take their ease,

because they are not going to be examined, and the thoughts

and interests of the teachers will commonly turn to those

who have to prepare for this ordeal. • Moreover, if some
professions are guarded by an examination, those which
are not so will become the resort of the dunces. Hence
when examinations are once started they spread in all direc-

tions.

It is found that some branches of study are better

suited for examination than others; and something more
must be said as to the fitness of different classes of subjects

for this purpose. Certain studies endow the pupil with the

faculty of doing something he could not do before, such as

that of translating foreign languages, or of solving mathe-

matical problems ; and there are others, like history, which

though they may add greatly to the wealth of -the man's

mind, yield no such definite faculty or technical dexterity.

We can test the possession of the first sort of acquirement

directly, by calling on the student to put in practice the

powers he is expected to have acquired. But with respect

to the latter we can only ascertain that he recollects some

portions of. what he has prepared. By choosing these por-

tions judiciously, we can tell whether the student has care-

fully studied the subject, and linked the various parts of it

together, but we cannot make sure of the permanency of this

knowledge. ^,Young men used to examination willjiick up
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j\ist the infoijnation suited for their examination in a very

bhoit tiuie, from an analysis or tutor's note book, and forget

aiuch in a few days. Thi3 power of "getting up" and
" carrying " is not without practical value. It ia the power
v/hich enables a lawyer to master a mass of details, and we
may allow credit for this, for it shows a good analytical

memory ; but it must bo observed that what is thus

rewarded is not so much a knowledge of the special branch

of study as a power of acquiring, which very probably might
be appliod to one subject as well as another.

It requires great experience and judgment in an examiner

to deal with subjects like history and literature. He must
have an eye for the cardinal points, and must know how a

student ought to hold things together in his mind. If he

yield to the temptation which seems to beset examiners of

picking out " things not generally known," and minute

details which a wise man is content to leave to be looked

up when he wants them, then a kind of artificial knowledge,

solely for use in examinations, will be engendered. In

this class of subjects the profit obtained by the student

is not proportionate to his recollection of what he has

learned, and yet it is this recollection only which can be

accurately measured. A student may have got good from

his reading, and yet be able to do little even in a paper that

is well set ; because for an examination the subject must
not only be read, it must be "got up."

The studies, on the other hand, which enable one to
'" do " something supply a power that is always at hand. A
classical scholar can at any moment translate a passage.

'This difference is very important. " Information 8ubjec*^s
"

burden the memoiy and give rise to " cram "more than the

others; besides, a faculty cannot be lost in a few months and
information may. The more, therefore, that a competitive

examination can be made to turn on " faculty subjects "'the

better. Information subjects can be dealt with more
satisfactorily when competitions, which should be confined

to an early age, are over, and the student is fitting himself

for the work of Hfe. He will read them most profitably

when he feels that he wants the information, not for display,

but for practical use.

Examinations, of course, tell us little directly about moral
qualities ; industry, indeed, they reward, but the work pro-

duced may have been done under the strong incentive of

eagerness for success, or under compulsion, or in the absence

of temptation, and under other circumstances the candidate's

2eal may flag. Energy and tastes go far to make a man
vi'hat he is, and of these examinations tell us nothing. A
ourseol examinations tells something.more as to steadiness

of purpose and growth of mind than a single one , and a

peisou who follows up an unusual kind of study—such as

till lately natural science was—has probably a genuine taste

for it

It makes all the difference to the teacher whether the

examination is subordinate to the teaching, or the teaching

to the examination. In the first case he is really the

educator—he lays down the course he thinks best. In the

second he carries out a course which may leave him no
option; and even if it embrace alternative subjects, these

must often be chosen for the marks they will bring in

the time allowed rather than for the good they will do the

pupil On the other hand, if a teacher's work is not sub-

ject to some external test, he may get careless, and neglect

to keep himself abreast of the progress of science and of

the art of teaching. Of course no public advantages could

be granted to a certificate given to candidates by their own
teacher, when his interest lay in getting them through. If

he were independent, like an authorized public teacher,

he might be trusted, but he would then be a perma-

nent examiner, and his style would soon be understood.

There must, however, be some . correspondence between

the teaching and the examination, especially o-» subjects

which can be treated in different ways. If a professor, for

.example, occupy himself with the textual criticism of a
book, and the examiner ask no question on this, students

will neglect the lecture. Hence, the public teacher should

be in communication with the examiner, or form one of a
body of examiners.

In Germany the difficulty is solved in this way. At
the " abiturient "examination the teachers in a gymnasium
propose two questions in each subject ; of these the Govern-

ment inspector chooses one, and this the candidates who are

leaving for the university answer on paper. The errors in

the answers are marked by the masters, and the papers so

marked are considered by the inspector, who, along with

the school authorities, and with some reference to the

pupil's work in school, decides on his fitness for leaving tha

gymnasium.
The two functions of testing acquirements and of direct-

ing and stimulating instruction do not act always along the

same lines, and the examiner and teacher may therefore

pull different ways. If the examiner wants to pick out the

sharpest lad in a school he will give great weight to any-

thing that shows brilliancy. Excellence, too, in any one de-

partment is a far better sign of power than mediocrity in

many. But the teacher does not want the clever boy to

rely on his facility in Latin verses or to give himself up to

his favourite study, and will make the examination turn

on the general school work. He will set questions in

the parts of the subjects which involve drudgery, in order

to enforce attention to them. Propositions in Euclid and
questions on elementary grammar may have no effect in dis-

criminating between two clever boys
;

yet these questions

must be set if Euclid and grammar are to be learnt.

Again, an examiner may only want to see that the can-

didate has a certain knowledge, namely, that which is

required in the situation in prospect. He may want to

see, for instance, that arithmetical questions can be worked
correctly ; if this can be done he may not care how the know-
ledge was got,—all he wants being the fact that it is there.

But a boy may be taught to do sums by the old mechani-

cal rules, and this kills the reason instead of developing it.

The educator is teaching the boy by means of Euclid,

arithmetic, and the rest, rather than teaching him Euclid

and arithmetic for their value as possessions. He will

therefore frame his paper so as to show that the boy has

gone through the processes of study which he wants to en-

courage ; his questions will involve principles. His paper

may not gauge powers of computation so well as one con-

taininga number of intricate sums to be done in a short time,

but it shows whether the boy in learning arithmetic has

used his brains.

Examinations are effective in three principal ways as

regards education. First, they act as stimulants, partly by
holding out the prospect of advantages of some sort, and

partly by appealing to the combative spirit in human
nature and- the desire to excel. Stimulants are valuable in

our pharmacopoeia, though liable to be used too freely.

Youths who might sink into inertness are often roused to

vigour by seeing a definite object to work for, or by finding

themselves engaged in a contest. On the other hand, if

the idea of gain is presented to young people too early, it

may over-ride all other motives, such as duty and regard for

authority and desire to learn. To those who have been

habituated to examinations, it seems useless to work for

anything in which they are not going to be examined, and

the examinations will not act as a stimulus unless some-

thing is to be got by them. Hence competitive examina-

tions should not be often repeated ; a single comprehensive

one at the end of a long course may do good, but it mu.st

not be kept always immediatelv in view. Thepupii
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ebould not bimself study examination papers, or speculate

on the most profitable course, but should trust to Lis tutor,

who will tell him that the best way to get marks is to

learn honestly, as if for learning's sake alone. The stimu-

lating efi'ect of examinations leading to gain acts on parents

and on schoolmasters. It leads parents to exert themselves

to procure, not the best education for their suns they can,

but the most direct preparation for competitions. This

fosters low notions of education : people overlook the

value of developed faculties and good mental habits, and
seem to think that if there were no examinations their sons

would want no schooling. Often it is of great importance

for a youth to pass an examination when there is no time

for him to get genuine knowledge ; this knowledge must
then be simulated by a process called " cram," which
means that the "portative memory," or carrying power,

must serve as a make-shift for all other faculties, g^chool-

masters find a zest given to their work by looking to the

places their pupils may gain, but the course which will

earn the best place is not always that which will be the

best for the youth in the end ; and then the master is pulled

in the wrong direction by the eagerness of the boy or his

parents, and sometimes of his own Bubordinates, all of whom
look first to success. Masters, let it be said, for the most
part resist nobly, and aim at doing real good ; but the pres-

sure put on them adds to the wear and tear of their work.

Secondly, examinations serve as guides. A youth may
seem to bo listless only because his energies have not

been turned into a definite channel; when he is shown his

work, and is started in the way to do it, he becomes quite

another being. Besides, a goodexaminafnon shows what is

meant by knowing a subject. ' The pupil or even a teacher

by looking over a thoughtfully drawn up paper of questions

gets a higher standard of knowledge ; he sees the way of

dealing with the aahjeci secujuhivl arlem as opposed to any
slipshurt easy-going way of handling it. On the other hand,
examination papers which are so meagre that the pupil

finds no call on him for intelligence, or in which he can pass

by doing- a very small portion of the paper, have a most
injurious effect. They give the pupil a low view of know-
ledge, and cripple the teacher, because the pupil is confident

of passing with what he thinks he can learn in a week or

two before the examination.

Thirdly, examinations oblige a person to be able to pro-

duce his knowledge, and encourage him to bring it out in

a terse and lucid style. They give no' credit to loose or

floating knowledge. Notions that are in solution are not

available ; they must be crystallized in definite form before

an examiner will accept them. Great difference is also

made between an answer which is perfect and one which is

not ; and this exerts a gocd influence, for one of the com-
monest defects of loosely trained minds is that they are

very deficient in exactitude, and do not appreciate the
enormous difference between going " Bomewhere near " the

mark and hitting the precise point.

But examinations, even when well conducted, have ill

as well as good effects. They destroy spontaneity. Nine
young people out of ten may quite rightly be made to move
ia a good " regulation groove," but the tenth would be
better for having room to expatiate. The candidate who
fa getting ap his books is busy about learning, not in think-

ing. If independent thoughts suggest themselves he puts
them aside ; his business is ^vith his " books," for his own
thoughts cannot be set. This tendency may be obviated

\)j allowing scope in the answers for some discursiveness

tbut this has its evils also) or by introducing essays, but a

man's mind no doubt becomes " examination bound " if he
•a subjected to repeated definite mechanical examinations.

Ho la kept in a state of pupilage, and only reads to recollect

Vtifia Iia ia of-an_age\to reflect,,to examine, and to judge.

This leads to the question of age. Exanimations, thou^^h

good for boys, are bad for men. Those which deal wiib

general education should not be continued beyond the age

of 22. Professional examinations, or examinations in the

highest parts of science, intended for those who jnean to

give their lives to study, must come later, but should be

as little competitive as possible. By a "competitive" ex-

amination is meant one in which a candidate is depressed

or excluded by the superiority of another.

Another point is the strain on the mind produced by
competition. This strain is much greater, as baa been said

above, when many " information subjects " have to be

carried in the head at once, than when the pupil has only

to exercise in his examination a power which be keeps

about him ; because, in the former case, he is constantly

harassed by the fear that he is dropping something. It

is bad for a student when he is interested in his chemistry

to feel a panic about his English literature. Nothing wears

out the mind so much as being pulled many ways at once,

especially if this state of distraction is prolonged. Yearly

trials, for instance,, for some appointment, a new subject

being nov/ and then added to increase the candidates' weight

of metal, so habituate the mind to an artificial stimulus

that pupils become incapable of studying without it. They
can feel no interest in a subject if it is not to be set in an

examination ; and in time their power of attention i»

weakened, and their minds become like india-rubber bands

which have been too long on the stretcL On the other

hand, young people may be expected to be equal to one

great effort or perhaps to two. Such occasions may call

out some heroism or self-denial, and these qualities- are

much needed. But for this purpose the teacher should

regard the examination with respect, and teach his pupils

to respect it,—he must not help them to outwit the

examiners. In this view it is well that the teachers should

have some influence in framing or altering the exauiina

tion scheme. They will then regard it as in part their own.

Moreover, the pupil should have the examination in view at

the end of a long vista of study ; the preparation for it

should not be hurried. The feeling of being short of tinio

adds to worry, and prevents good work.

There are always some students of an anxious dispositi' n

! .pho will over-fag themselves at the approach of an exaininii-

( tion. This is moje frequently the effect of over-worry than

of over-work.- It will usually be found on inquiry that

the hours of work per diem have not been excessive,

but the evil is that they have had no rest; when not at

their books they are letting their minds run on their work,

fancying they are forgetting something,—they are haunted

by the idea of the examination, and become physically un-

fit for it. But we must not throw the blame of the niischief

that may thus accrue to them on the examinations. Such
cases do not commonly occur among those who are aiming

at the highest places, and are most exposed to the strain

of competition ; very often the sufferers are merely pass

men, and they are in fact unequal to any call on their

nervous energies. The examination is the first call they

encounter, and their weakness is shown in that; but they

would probably have been in the same condition the first

time they were called on to face any responsibility, such as

to make a speech, or preach a sermon, or write an article

by a given day. After an examination or two this nervous-

ness is overcome by the stronger sort. No doubt young men
have to encounter a severe strain at some examinations, and

this should be reduced by lessening the load on the mem:iry

at one time. It may be very desirable for young men to

learn something of six or eight subjects, but they should

not be examined in all at once. It is also desirable that

those who are exposed to strain of any kind should be

under the eye of one who knows the laws of mental and
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pKysical liygioiic—who can detect the first symptoms of

morbid anxiety, and will have authority enough with the

pupil to enforce exercise, proper diet, and mental relaxation.

If the mind cannot rest, it must have a change of occupa-

tion.

The most important examinations are those which lead

to University emoluments, and those by which candidates

aie selected for the civil service and the army.

A clever youth, destined for the university, ia at present

subjected to examinations from the age of 14 to 2.'5 or 24.

First he is brought on at a preparatory school, to compete

for a scholarship at one of the large schools. The credit of

his schoolmaster is involved in his success, and great pains

are taken with the candidates. Usually the examiners

understand boys, and the papers are set with judgment; but

a boy at 14 should be extending the roots of his knowledge,

not arranging it for display; and if he be trained in order

to have something to show, there is a danger that solidity

may be sacrificed to the early production of results. An
examiner taking a school unawares, and questioning the

boys, would probably detect the cleverest without doing

any harm ; but when boys work up to papers, even if they

are carefully set, there is a danger of their developing the

fatal facility of remembering words with little care for

ideas, which belongs to their age. It is said that those

who are elected scholars often seem to fall off at first. They

have worked under pressure, and the pressure is removed.

They most commonly, however, rally for the next contest,

which is that for open scholarships at the university. The
examinations for these are now almost always in special

branches of knowledge,—classics, or mathematics, and
natural science. The colleges too often aim at securing,

not the youth who is well-educated all round, but one

who is likely to obtain a high degree in a school of uni-

versity honours. They want men of power ; and special

distinction is held to be the best criterion of this. School-

masters often grieve over the necessity of having to put a

boy apart to be prepared for the classical or mathematical

market; but the public looks in the newspapers for notices

of scholarships gained, and a school which may do admirable

work with the staple of its boys will yet be carped at if

wanting in university success. Boys are hawked from

college to college till they find one which will give the

price,—that is to say, a scholarship of the value which

the parent or master thinks the boy ought to fetch. Of
thoje youths many have little taste for things intellectual,

but they have hard heads, and a keen desire to get a

scholarship, without which their friends will not send

them to the university. By diligent work they may get

xucli a place in a class list as can be won without special

ability. Some, of course, are of a higher order, and of

a perfectly satisfactory description; and others, on the

withdrawal of the pressure that was on them at school, or

under their tutors, turn idle and disappoint their purchasers.

At C tnibridgc, unless the students are at Trinity College,

the ' tripos " brings their examinations to an end. At
Trinity College and at Oxford an examination by the

collcgo is held for fellowships. There are thu^ two systems

for awarding these,—that of special examinations, and that

of being guided by the university honours obtained. It is

in favour of the first that it gives two or three chances,

and that, by affording a long period from the first admission

to tho university, it enables a young man to retrieve

himself if his early education has been mismanaged by his

friends. In some cases, too, very good work is done in

the intervening years, but for this to be the case the

candidate must not be anxious about the examinations.

Those who firofit in this way are those who may reckon

pretty certainly on success. Against this special ex-

Muiiution it is urged that it retains men in pupilage up

to 24 or 25, that with many it J3 a question whether their

chance is worth the investment of the time, and that it

gives an advantage to the richer men who can study at

leisure, while tho poorer must support themselves at schools

or by private pupils.

Wo now come to Government competitive examinations,

such as those for the army and civil service. The object

of the system was twofold. First of all it was desired

to get rid of patronage, with the solicitation and trouble at-

tending it, and, secondly, to secure the ablest men which
the situations can command. The first object, no doubt, is

attained, and is well worth attaining ; with regard to the

second, experience seems to show that the system answers

quite satisfactorily for the army, and moderately so for tba

civil service. The reasons of the difference are that the

pay in the army is not sufficient to attract those who have

no turn for the profession, or who are deficient in the

traditional qualities or bearing of the British officer. This

examination also is the less distracting of the two, because

the number of subjects that may be taken up, both ir

the case of the ordnance corps and of the lino, is limited

and a preponderance is given to those subjects which
furnish faculties over those which result in information.

If by these examinations we had to pick out 10 men
out of 500, the mechanism would be too rough for the

purpose ; but if we have to take 50, we get down to the

great plateau of mediocrity, where we find a batch of can-

didates nearly on a level; and even if the sixtieth man
were to be a trifle better than the fiftieth, either of thenf

would be good enough for the purpose.

The English Government encounters a particular difficulty

in such examinations, because there is no uniform national

system of education as in Prussia, and advantage must
not be given to particular schools. This makes it necessary

to allow a wide option of subjects, and the result is that

candidates will take, not what is best for them to know,
but what will bring most " marks " within a given period

of study. The tutor has to invest the pupil's time in

that study which promises best for his score. This is not

satisfactor3' to the educationalist, but as a fact, if these

youths were not getting up their modicum of zoology or

electricity, they would probably be doing nothing better.

The money value of an Indian appointment attracts many
youths of a different class from those who seek for com-

missions; these may be wanting in the qualities which are

required to command the respect of Hindus, and they may
regard their career too narrowly as an investment of

brains and labour for which they expect a goqd return.

Physical accomplishments might be allowed to carry some
weight, and be required as a qualification.

The next class to be considered are " pass examinations."

These are important from the large number of men they

affect. By a pass examination we mean one in which the

leading object is to ensure a certain standard. It does not

follow that some credit may not be obtained by doing well;

indeed, for tho healthy operation of the examination it is

desirable that those who pass should be classified alpha-

betically in fhree or four classes. The objects of a pass

examination are to sift out incapacity, and to ascertain that

the candidates have gone through a certain process of edu-

cation. The pass examinations of universities, both in

England and in France, were until lately framed on a wrong

principle. It was thought that the examinations should

comprise a specimen of every kind of knowledge that an

educated man should possess. If the graduate should prove

ignorant of any such branch, the university, it was thought,

could absolve itself from responsibility by showing that he

had known it at one time. Now, however, we recognize tho

fact that these scraps of knowledge soon disappear. The
portion of chemistry or history which the candidate has
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passed in is often only so much " book " learnt almost by

heart; with those who do really well the case is different.

The value of these examinations is only that they show that

men can apply their minds, and can express themselves

passably well. The subjects should be chosen much less

for their value as information than for their requiring the

exercise of thought. Pass men are apt to reduce all they

can to the action of memory; henco subjects should be

taken which require something more than memory. To

detect " parrot-work," the examiners should be familiar

with the text-books from which the subjects are learnt, and

therefore such examinations should be in connexion with

set courses of teaching. Translation of unseen passages,

in Latin for instance, should be insisted on, but a diction-

ary might be allowed. Questions in geometry should be

set in such a way that they cannot be answered by writing

out Euclid by heart.

The difficulty of a pass examination depends both on

the number of compulsory subjects it contains, and on the

standard maintained in each. Feeble men can get through

one examination in one or two subjects at a time, if the

•tandard be moderate. Thus an examination which can be

passed piece-meal, like the Cambridge " Little-go," is a

poor criterion of brains, while an examination embracing

many subjects ensures a certain strength of head, but not

lasting knowledge of any one thing. When an examina-

tion has to bo extemporized in order to ascertain whether

candidates have heads on their shoulders, it will be sufficient

to read over to them once or twice some short narrative or

argument, or a correspondence on business matters, and to

call on them to give an account of it on paper. This

will test sufficiently well many of the qualities which go to

make an efficient subordinate.

It remains to say something as to practical methods of

examining. Originally examinations were conducted viva

voce, and they still are so in part. Examinations in experi-

mental philosophy and natural science are valueless without

something of the kind. The student must perform experi-

ments and explain them, and must identify and de'cribe

specimens. Viva voce examination is not well adapted for

discriminating between candidates who are nearly equal,

because they have not the same questions put to them, and

nervousness is a disturbing element. The value of viva voce

lies chiefly in detecting shallow knowledge It convicts an

impostor. On paper a candidate may avoid a searching

question; in viva voce he has no escape. The objection

to its employment is its great expense. It requires very

skilled examiners, two of whom ought to sit together; and

the examination should last a quarter of an hour for each

man. When the numbers are large thb involves a long

period of examination and great cost. The German system

of giving only one question in each subject for a pass

examination, and allowing plenty of time, but requiring a

very full and perfect answer, is well suited for fairly pre-

pared men, who have only to be roughly classified as

"excellent," "good," "fair," and " indifi"erent." This

forces the candidate to study the whole subject carefully,

while if a dozen questions are given, as in England, can-

didates will speculate on oassing with a knowledge of only

half the subject.

Essays may be used in examinations in two ways. Sub-

jects of a general nature, like a maxim or topic of the day,

may be proposed, in which case readiness and fertility of

ideas are tested, but a kind of superficiality and glibness is

engendered ; or the student may be required to write on some
subject belonging to his coursg. The classical student, for

instance, might write on a point of Greek history. A dis-

sertation written at leisure is an excellent means of judging

of qualifications, and may be used for those who are past

the proper age for examination.

In marking a papsr the examiner distributes his marks
to the questions according to the difficulty or the time they

take to answer. The aggregate of the marks may not coin-

cide with his impression, and it may be well to keep back

one quarter of the marks, to be allotted afterwards, accord-

ing to the impression obtained when the papers are read

over again, not question by question, but as wholes.

It may be well sometimes to use negative marks, as an

answer may reveal such ignorance as to show that some of

the correct answers were " parrot-work." When different

subjects are compared, a little knowledge should go for

nothing, and excellence should count for much It is a

good plan to add to the marks got the excess above half

the full value assigned to the paper, and then deduct one

quarter of the full value, e.ff., if the full value be 500 and the

candidate obtain 400, his score will stand thus :—

400 -f 150 -125 = 425.

Candidates for honours maybe arranged in order of merit,

as is common at Cambridge, or alphabetically classed, as at

Oxford. In the first case brackets should be used, so as to

class as equal those who fall within certain limits of uncer-

tainty. These limits will be wider where there is room foi

difference of opinion among the examiners, as in composition

or philosophy, than in mathematics. If the candidates

whose marks differ by as much as twelve per cent, ara

bracketed together, we come to something like an alpha-

betical arrangement in classes. When the alphabetical

system is adopted" those who are sure of a first class are

freed from anxiety. But many are in suspense aboui

their class, and the difference between being in a first ot

second class alphabetically arranged is greater than that

between being last in the first class or first in the second

class, where the lists are in order of merit.

Out of 1000 young men who come to a university with

a view to taking a degree, we find from experience that,

roughly speaking, the following proportions will hold good

:

—250 will have both good abilities and the requisite

power of will, and will take creditable honours; about 200

more will be comparatively weak in one or other of these

qualifications, but may still get a place in an honour school

or tripos ; the next 150 will be the more vigorous pass

men, who will show intelligence in subjects of but moderate

difficulty, will enter keenly into the life of the place, and

will pass their examinations respectably; 200 more will

pass without failure; the 100 that follow will meet with

failures more or less frequently; and the remaining 100

will never pass any university examination at all. Some
of these last instances may almost be regarded as cases

of disease, arising from infirmity of will or the want of

the power to fix the attention. Neglect of the early acqui-

sition of good mental habits is the cause of many failures.

A yvuth may be rejected once from love of amusement or

from underrating the examination, but he does not fail

again if he can help it. A second failure shows moral or

intellectual incapacity.

On this sulject see
—" Eemorks on State of Education at Cam-

bridge," in Dr John JebVs works, 1774 (here we find the first plan

for examining the pass men) ; Peacock, On the Statutes of the Uni-

versity of Cambridge, 1840 ; "Whewell, Of a Liheral Education,

1848; Reports of her Majesty's Commissioners on Oxford, 1852, and

on Cambridge, 1854 (in the latter see the e-i-idence of Dr Pliilpott,

Prof. Stokes, Dr Jlerivale, Jlr R. Leslie Ellis, and Mr W. Hop-

kins); Suggestions on Academical Organization, Mark Pattisor.,

B.D. (referring to Oxford) ; L. Wiese, German Letters on English

Edf.cation, translated by L- Schmitz, 1877 ; Education in Oxford

:

its methods. Us aids, and its rewards, James E. ThoroM Bogcra

;

Conf.ict of Studies, I. Todhunter, F.R.S., 1873 ; ffigher Schools aud

Universities in Germany, M. Arnold, 1874; On the Jetton of Ex-

aminations, H- Lathom. 1877 ; Jieport to tht French Oorernment on

Education tit England, by M. Demogeot and M. Montucci, 1870 ;

Third Report of Poyal Commistioitcrs on Scientific Instruction, 1873 ;

II. Burrows, Pass and Class, Oxford, 1873 ; Stvdent's Guide «o
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the University of Cambridge, 1874 ; Twentieth Report of Civil Ser-

vice Commissioners, 1876. Periodicals.—Mind, No. 1, 1873,

"Philosophy at; Oxford," Mark Pattison, B.D.; Fortnightly

Reintw,}Mna 1875, "The Examination System at the Univerbities,"

A. H. Sayce ; Contemporary Remew, April 1876, " Idla Fellow-

ships," H. Sidgwiclc, and November 1877, "The Civil Service Ei-

aTuiaation Scheme in relation to Sciences and to Languages," Alex.

Bain, LL.D.: Nineteenth Century, April 1878, "The Good and
Evil of Examination," Canou Barry

;
Quarterly Journal of Edu-

cation, April and July 1872, " On the Leaving Examinations of

Prussia," by W. C. Pen-y ; Macmillan's Magazine, June 1877, " On
German Schools," W. C. Perry, and March 1878, " German Views
of Oxford and Cambridge.

"

(H. LA.

)

EXARCH {i^apxo% a chief person or leader), a title that

has been conferred at different periods on certain chief

officers or governors, both in secular and ecclesiastical

matters. Of these, the most important were the exarchs

of Kavenna, the first of whom was appointed by Jus-

tinian, emperor of the East, as governor of the middle

part of Italy, which was made a province of the Eastern

empire after Narses had entirely subdued the Goths and
their allies in Italy, 552-554 A.D. Kavenna, with the

whole exarchate, was conquered by Astolphua, king of the

Lombards, in the year 752 ; but three years later it was

taken by Pepin, king of the Franks, who bestowed it on

the pope (Stephen III.), from which tfme Ravenna and

its territory remained united to the papal dominions. The
exarch of a diocese was anciently the same as primate.

This dignity was intermediate between the patriarchal and

the metropolitan, the name patriarch being given only to

the heads of the more important dioceses. Metropolitans

are also sometimes called exarchs, but apparently not in a

technical sense. Exarch is used, in the ecclesiastical

antiquities of the Eastern Church, for a general or superior

over several monasteries, and is also applied to certain

ecclesiastics deputed by the patriarch of Constantinople to

collect the tribute payable by the church to the Turkish

Government. In the modern Greek Church, an exarch is

a deputy, or legate a latere, of the patriarch, whose office

it is to visit the clergy and churches in the provinces

allotted him.

EXCAMBION, or Exchanoe. Excambion (a word con-

nected with a large class of Low Latin and Romance forms,

Buch as cambium, concambium, scambium, from Latin

cambire, and Greek Kajijiuv or Kdfnrxei-v, to bend, turn, or

fold) means in Scotch law the exchange of one heritable

subject for another. Its meaning is extended by Lord

Stair (List., i. 14, I) to every case of exchange or barter,

the permutatio or innominate contract {patur res ut

vicissim res detur) of the civil law, about which a fierce

controversy raged between the Proculian and Sabinian

schools, as to whether it was truly a sale or a separate

contract. Both schools used to quote tl-.e words of

Homer, " And thence, too, wine was got by the long-

haired Achseans, some bartering it for bronze, and others

the glistening steel, some hides, and some the cows them-

selves, and some again slaves." This Roman contract was
not constituted by consent, but by a formal stipulation

;

it did not pass the property of movables, if the seller had
not a title; and it was liable to be rescinded on proof of

great inequality. In each of these features it has been
modified by the modern law of most European states.

Erskine says [Inst., in. 3, 13), "This doctrine (of property

not passing apart from title) may be equitable if directed

only against the party himself and his heir ; but there

pould be little security in the commerce of movables if it

were extended against a singular successor who had bona

fide bought the subject from the party after the exchange."

In other points, such as the risk of a subject being destroyed,

pr the remedies on breach of contract, permutation of mov-
ables falls under the same rules as sale. The feudal

lawyers amused themselves by discussing what name

should be given to a contract in which the consideration

consisted partly of money. They called it sale where
major pars in pretio quam in re permutata. In the more
limited sense of the exchange of heritable subjects, this

contract received from the feudal law some advantages not

given to sale. Thus, the burdensome right of the superior

called protimesis, or pre-emption, did not ai>ply to ex-

cambions. The decurioiies, or town councils, of the

imperial municipia were allowed to excamb, although they

could not sell, the town-lands ; and 'so witli regard to

church lands, i]xQfundus dotalis, and other subjects partly

withdrawn from commerce, excambions, but not sales,

were permitted. Sovereigns, too, were allowed to excatub

parts of the royal domain, although, as may be seen from

the Scotch annexation and dissolution statutes of the ICtb

century, it required special authority to feu or alienate

such subjects. The modern Scotch excambion may consist

in the exchange of any heritable subjects whatever, e.g.,

a patronage or, what often occurs, a portion of a glebe for

servitude. The older form of an excambion was in sepnrrte

dispositions by each " copermutant," as Pothier calls him,

in favour of the other, or sometimes mutual charters, each

party becoming in turn vassal and superior. And
according to the Leges Burgoriim, c. 55, where lands or

houses in burgh were exchanged, tho form of delivering

sasine consisted in the aperiio and clausio of the door, or

the passing out and in of the parties respectively, each of

whom gave two pennies (duo nummi) to the bailie. But
this early form was soon superseded by one contract of

excambion (originally drawn by Gilmour and Nisbet, and
preserved in the MS. Style Book of Bain of Pitcarly) con-

taining both dispositions, and proceeding generally on the

narrative that the parcels of land excambed lie remote from

or at least discontiguous to the mansion-house or the

principal estate, and, being intersected by the lands of the

other party, form a run-rig possession. This contract

gives to each party a sufficient narrative of his own title to

the lands he is disponing, and it provides, although the

law implies this in every express excambion, that on

eviction the contract and sasine shall be void and null, and

that immediate " recurrency " or regress be given h-evi

manu to tho lands which were excambed by the party

evicted. Such real warrandice, as it is called, affects ex-

cambed land in the hands of singular successors who have

purchased bona fide, and hence it is often provided that

notice of any action of eviction shall be given to tlio

excamber or his heirs. This exceptional severity reminds

one of the civil law which distinguished between sale,

where delivery of possession with warrandice against evic-

tion was sufficient performance by the seller, and exchange,

where an absolute title of property must be given. Writ

ing, however, is not, by the law of Scotland, essential to an

excambion. Chiefly in favour of the class of cottars and

small feuars, and for convenience in straightening marchen,

the law will consider the most informal memoranda, and

even a verbal agreement, if supported by the subsequent

possession. The power to excamb was gradually conferred

on entailed proprietors. The Montgomery Act, which was

passed in 1770, to facilitate agricultural improvements, per-

mitted 50 acres arable and 100 acres not fit for the plough

to be excambed. This was enlarged by the Rosebery Act

in 1836, under which one-fourth of an entailed estate, not

including the mansion-house, home farm, and policies,

might be excambed, provided the heirs took no higher

grassum than £200. The power was applied to the whole

estate by the Rutherfurd Act of 1848, and the necessary

consents of substitute heirs are now regulated by the

Entail Amendment Act of 1875.

Exchange, in English law, is defined as the muturj'

grant of equal interests, the one in consideration of the.
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other. The peculiarities of this very ancient common law

conveyance or assurance were—(1) equality of estates, not

in value or in subject matter, but in legal right of owner-

ship ; (2) the use of the word exchange (excambmm, e.g., in

Dointsiii^j hook, hanc terramcamhiavit Hugo, (kc); (3) that,

though formal delivery of seisin was not required, possession

or entry was required to complete the transaction by mak-
ing it notorious; (4) that, in the case of incorporeal heredita-

ments, and where the lands lay in diflereiit counties, a deed

was required; (5) an implied condition of re-entry on the

lands of him whose title failed (Coke on Littleton, 50 a ;

Blackstono by Sweet, ii. p. 323), the liability to re-entry

affecting an alienee, but the right to re-enter being per-

sonal to the exchanger and his heirs. This condition, how-

ever, did not long survive the statute Quia emptorcs ; and
exchanges are now generally effected by mutual conveyances

with the usual covenants for title, which the Act 8 and 9

Vict. c. 106 declares not to imply any condition, whether
the word " exchange " be used in the testatum or not. Ex-

changes are also very frequently made, by order of the in-

closure commissioners, under the various Acts of Parliament

for the inclosure, exchange, and improvement of lands, from
8 and 9 Vict. c. 118 to 31 and 32 Vict. c. 89 (see Cooke
On Inclosures). In these cases, the property taken is simply
impressed with the title of the property given in exchange.

So also statutory exchanges are made under the Acts
for the Sale and Exchange of Charity Estates, the Chari-

table Trust Acts, from 16 and 17 Vict. c. 137 to 32 and
33 Vict. 0. 110, which now apply to Roman Catholic

charities, formerly under 23 and 24 Vict. c. 134. There
are also statutes enabling ecclesiastical corporations to ex-

change, with the approval of the church estate commis-
sioners. Powers of exchange are generally given to trustees

under English settlements, and these are exercised by revo-

cation of the original uses and appointment of new uses, aU
ancillary powers being given by implication under 23 and
24 Vict. c. 145 (see Davidson's Precedents in Conveyancing,

vols, ii., iii., and v.).

In what may be called international conveyancing, the

exchange of territories is accomplished by treaties, of

which there is no fixed style. A well-known example is

Art. XII. of the Treaty of Nimeguen, '' Les terres en-

clav^es seront exchangees centre d'autres qui se trouveront

plus proches et h, la biens^ance," &,c. The Italian duchies

and islands have very frequently been exchanged. Thus,
in the Quadruple Alliance of 1720, Philip V. exchanged a

reversionary title to Sicily, for a reversionary title to

Sardinia. The exchange of prisoners in war is often

regulated by documents called cartels, which specify a
certain agreed on value for each rank of prisoners. The
transference of prisoners is often carried out by cartel

ships, which, though prohibited from carrying cargo or

passengers, are entitled to certain privileges. It was in

the 17th century that this practice (which seems to have
been unknown to Grotius) superseded the older one of

ransom at the end of the war.

See Wlieaton's Elements of International Law, Lawrence's edi-

tion, p. 590, and App. A. in Robinson's Adm. Rep., vol. iii. The
early law of military exchange will be found discussed by Albericus
Gentilis, De Jure Belli, cap. xvi., "De permutationi'.us etlibera-
tionibus." I'W. C. S.)

EXCHANGE. The system by wmch commercial nations

isct..^i-ge their debts to each other has been termed " Ex-
lange, " or " the Exchanges." It has been subject of much
tudybothby merchants and bankers who have to deal with
cs phenomena in the course of business, and by economists
lesirous to discover the causes of the phenomena, and to ex-

v)!ain the laws or method of their operation. In rude times
the people of neighbouring countries brought their staple or
lurplus produce to common fairs, where one kind of goods

was valued and bartered for another; and the dealers brought
a little gold and silver with them to settle the small

balances. But this, though a rough type of international

tiade still, is a wholly different affair from mode.Ti com-

merce, with its transactors multiplied a millionfold, and con-

ducting their transactions far apart in widely distant coun-

tries. Money itself docs little to obviate the difficulties

arising from this multiplicity of crossing and recrossing

currents; and whoever, therefore, was the first introducer

of the idea of "Exchange' ;3 eniitied to a high place in

the commercial annals of the world—whether it was the

stranger mentioned by Isocrates, who came to Athens with

some cargoes of corn, and gave an order on a town on the

Euxine where money was owing to him, with recourse on
an Athenian merchant in the event of the order being dis-

honoured; or Cicero, in paying for the studies of his son

at Athens by an assignment from a creditor in Rome oc
his debtor in the Greek city ; or the pope, whose lending

merchants of Siena and Florence drew upon Henry III.,

or rather on the prelates and abbots of England, with some
English merchants as remitters, for the expenses of depos-

ing Manfred, king of Sicily, in which act of deposition

Henry was an interested and obligant party—thus (ivoid-

ing in these various cases the difficulty and risk of trans-

porting coin. The idea, wherever first exemplified, was
too good to be lost. It was early developed into a system

in Venice, later in Amsterdam, and ia now of world-wide

application.

It is well to observe, first, wliat ia exchanged—values of

commodities exported and sold from one place or country

to another, debts thereby owing, interest, profits of capital

invested abroad, foreign loans and subsidies, freights, bank-

ing and other commissions, expenses of foreign residence

or travel, and, in short, claims of payment of every kind

on one part, having their relative obligations of remittance

on the other, and originally denominated, as the contract

or the occasion may have been, in the money either of the

places from which the claims proceed or of those where

they are payable. Secondly, the means must be noticed

by which the exchange is effected—pieces of paper, bearing

express calculation to secure what is exactly due between

debtor and creditor. A bill of exchange is an order drawu
for a specified and definite sum, in favour of a person who
is the buyer and becomes the " remitter " of the order,

upon a third person, the " drawee," who is indebted for

this sum to the drawer, and on presentation of the order

becomes the "acceptor." The person or company in whose
favour the order is drawn may pass it into other hands,

and these, by writing their names on the back, become
" indorsers." On much the same model there are " inland

"

and " foreign " bills of exchange. The whole system of

exchange has its foundation in the drawing of the creditor

on the debtor ; for, as in every country there are both

creditors and debtors of other countries, the debtors find it

to their advantage to take up the drafts of the creditors in

order to avoid direct remittances in cash.

Inland exchange is simpler in character and more easily

comprehended than foreign exchange, but in reality presents

the same phenomena and the same sequence of cause find

effect as the other, so far as the circumstances of any
country allow these to come into operation.

Mr M'Culloch, in the article on "Exchange" in forn'er

editions of the present work, gave a familiar exposition of

inland exchange, which it would be difficult to improve:

—

" If the debts reciprocally due by London and Gla';^ow ti> eqnil,

whether they amount to £100,000, £500,000, or any other sum,

they may be discharged without the intervention of mone/, ancl

the price of bills of exchange will be 'at Par,' that is, a sum of

£100 or £1000 in Glasgow v. ill purchase a bill for £100 or

£1000 p.iyable in London, and i-iu vena. But if these cities l*

not mutually indebted in eijual sums, then the price of bills ivill t)^
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increased in the city which has the greatest numoer of paymenis to

make, and reduced in that which has the fewest. If Glasgow owe

London £100,000, whilst the latter only owes the former £90,000,

it is clear, inasmuch aa Glasgow has a larger sum to remit to London
than London has to remit to Glasgow, that the price of bills on

London will riso in Glasgow because of the increased demand, and

that the price of bills on Glasgow will fall in London because of the

diminished demand. A larger sum would consequently bo required

to discharge a debt due by Glasgow to London, and a less sum to

discharge an equal debt due by the latter to the former ; or, which
is the same tiling, the exchange would be in favour of London, and

against Glasgow. Bills on London would sell in Glasgow at a

premium, and billa on Glasgow would sell in London at a dis-

count, ; the premium in the one case being equal to the discount in

the other.

"On the supposition that the balance of JEIO, 000, due by Glasgow,

depresses the exchange on London oM per cent., it appears, at first

sight, that it will cost Glasgow £101,000 to discharge her debt of

£100,000 duo to London ; and that, on the other hand, £89,100

would bo sufficient to discharge tlie debt of London to Glasgow.

But a very little consideration will serve to show that this would
not be the case. Exchange transactions cannot take place between

different cities until debtors and creditors of the one reside in the

other. And hence, when the exchange became unfavourable to

Glasgow, the premium paid by its merchants for bills on London
would not go into the pockets of their cieditors in the latter, but

into those of their neighbours in Glasgow to whom London was in-

debted, and from whom the bills were purchased. The loss to

Glasgow would, therefore, be limited to the premium paid on tlie

balance of £10,000. Thus, supposing that A of Glasgow owes D
of London £100,000, and that C of London owes B of Glasgow
£90,000, A will pay to B £91,000 for a bill or order on C to pay
D £90,000. In this way the £90,000 of London debt at Glasgow
would be cleared off,—the premium, which is lost by the debtor
to London in Glasgow, being gained by its creditor in the same
place. If the business had been transacted in Londop, C, with
£89,100, would hare purchased of D a bill for £90,000, payable by
A ; so that, in this case, the gain would have fallen to the share

of the debtor C, and the loss to that of the creditor X>, both of

London. The complexity of real transactions does not affect the
principles on which they are founded. And whatever may be the
amount of the debts reciprocally due by different places, the only
disadvantage under which any of them could be placed by a fall of
tlie exchange would be the unavoidable one of paying the expense
of remitting the balance of debt.

" The expense of transmitting money from one place to another
limits the fluctuations in the exchange between thein. If 20s.

sufficed to cover the expense and risk attepding the transmission of

£100 from Glasgow, to London, it would be indifferent to a mer-
chant, in the event of the exchange becoming unfavourable to the
former, whether he paid one per cent, premium for a bill on London,
or remitted money direct to the latter. If the premium were less

than one per cent., it would be clearly his interest to piake his pay-
ments by means of bills rather than by remittances ; and that it

could not exceed one per cent.ois obvious, for every individual would
r.ither directly remit money than iiicur an unnecessary expense
by purchasing bills on Loudon at a greater premium than would
EuSice to cover the expense of a money remittance. If, owing to

the badness of roads, disturbances in the country, or any other
cause, the expense of remitting money from Glasgow to London were
increased, the difference in the rate of exchange between them
might also bo proportionally increased. But in every case the
extent to which this difference could attain would be limited by,

and could not for any considerable period exceed, the cost of
remitting casn.

f,
" Exchange transactions become mora complex when one place,

as is often the cose, discharges its debts to another by means of bills

drawn on a third place. Thus, though London should owe nothing
to Glasgow, yet if Glasgow be indebted to London, London to

Manchester, and Manchester to Glasgow, the latter may wholly or

(lartially discharge her debt to London by remitting bills on Man-
chester. She may wholly discharge it, provided the debt due to her
by Manchester exceed or is equal to the debt due by her to London.
If, however, it be not equal to the latter, Glasgow will either have
to remit money to London to pay the balance of debt, or bills on
eome other place indebted to her.

" Transactions in inland bills of exchange are almost entirely con-

ducted by bankers, who charge a certain rate per cent, for their

trouble, and who, by means of their credit and connexions, are able,

on all occasions, to supply the demands of their customers. Bills

on London drawn in Edinburgh end Glasgow were formerly made
payable at forty days' date, which was equivalent to a premium
«f about J per cent. ; but, owing to the greater facility of com-
munication, this premium is now reduced to twenty days' interest,

or to about J per cent. Bills for remitting the revenue from Scot-

land are now dravn at thirty days
;

previously to 1819 they were
drawn at sixty doya."

8—28

ThDcost of remittance from Scotlaud to London Las con.

tinued to fall during the last thirty years. Bills on reveuii*

account are now drawn at eleven days, free of Btanip, aiifl

bankers' drafts at seven days, or at a charge of 2s. per £100
up to £300, 6s. for all sums betv/een £300 and £600, and

Is. additional for every £100 above £600. On the otbiT

hand, the Loudon bankers remit money, paid over their

counters to-day, to Scotland and other parts of the kingdom,

payable at par to-morrow. To this extent the rate of ex-

change is Btill adverse to Edinburgh and Glasgow, and iu

favour of London. In like manner the holder of a bill of

exchange in Edinburgh or Glasgow upon Loudon fintlu

himself in a somewhat better position than the holder of a

bill in London upon either of the two Scotch centres. Yet it

would be an error to suppose that the balance of trade Ib

against Scotland and in favour of England. The balancii

of value of commodities exchanged between the two

countries is in favour of Scotland, and might bo greatly i»

her favour, and yet the rate of exchange be adverse; so

that we are thus early admonished that the imports and

exports of goods, though an important, are not, as wan

long supposed, a decisive element in the rate of exchange

The transmission of the revenue of Scotland (seven or eight

millions annuallj'), the rental of owners of land havhig

their chief domicile in the metropolis, and the amount of

obligations of Scotch merchants made payable in Londoii

under the increasing concentration of monetary business

would be sufficient to counteract the effect of a large balance

of trade on the rate of exchange. Hence London bankers

in taking money even in small sums payable at par nex

day in Edinburgh or Glasgow, are simply taking before

hand what is already under course of remittance, and re

ducing pro tanto the balances to be remitted from Scotland

The relations of inland exchange just stated are those o,

a country where the money is uniform ; where the bank^

notes of Ireland and Scotland are payable on demand in iht

common imperial standard of value, as the country barif

notes of England are similarly exchangeable for gold or foi

Bank of England notes, n'hich latter are orders for the deli

very of so much gold in the issue department ; and where

consequently, all inland bills are drawn in precisely the same

money. The circumstances are thus highly favourable to

an even exchange ; and it may be conclusively held that the

nearer the monetary system, whether in separate countries

within themselves, or in nations closely related by cum
mercial aud financial transactions one with another,

approaches to these conditions, the difficulties and oscilla

tions of exchange, inland and foreign, will be reduced

within narrower limits.

The history of inland exchange ifl Ihe three kingdoms

presents abundant proofs of the immediate effect of money
of differing values in disordeiing the exchanges, or, in

other words, the uniform payment of their debts one to

another. In the early days of Scotch banking, when tha

natural limit of a free legal issue of notes was less under-

stood than it soon became, and a structure of bills of

exchange was reared upon this basis, it was found that

bullion had to be raised by constant re-discounta ia

I^ondon, and' that exchange, in short, became iniprao

ticablo. Even within the same town, given two kinds of

money or currency, one of superior value to another, a

premium will be immediately established in favour of

the money of superior value, and will affect every transac-

tion, however small, by calculations of rate of exchange,

as was long illustrated by the banco of Hamburg, a strict

metallic money of given weight and fiueness, in its contact

with the worn or degraded coins of various mints in pre-

vailing cireulatioa In 1689, when, by a proclamation of

James II., one penny was added to the nominal value of

the Irish shilling, £108, 6s. 8d. Irish mouey became equ-f

VIIL — 99
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to only £100 of British money in the nominal par of ex-

thange. between Great Britain and Ireland, or a difference

of 8J per cent against the latter. In the course of another

century the monetary system of Ireland and Great Britain

had 80 far become uniform that the bank-notes of both

countries wore payable on demand in gold, but the dilution

of standard proclaimed by James II. was still in force. In

the eight years previous to 1797, the date of the Bank
Restriction Act suspending specie payments, the rate of

aichange between London and Dublin had ranged from 7|
to 9 per cent., being from |- below to f per cent, above the

par of exchange, as determined by the actual value of the

British and Irish money. The banks of England and Ireland

were now alike free to issue notes without legal liability to

pay them in gold on demand ; and in 1803 the Bank of Ire-

land had increased its issues from .£621,917 to £2,707,956,

being in the proportion of 1 to 4 3 ; while the Bank of Eng-

land had increased its issues in the same period from

£9,181,843 to £16,505,272, or in the proportion only of

1 to I -8. The rate of exchange was then 17 per cent,

against Dublin, being 8| per cent, more than the normal

par. But in the seven subsequent years the issues of the

Bank of Ireland increased at the rate of 2^ per cent., and

the issues of the Bank of England at the rate of 5 per cent.,

while the country bank issues of Ireland were much dimin-

ished in amount, and those of England wera largely

increased. During this period the current rates of ex-

change became more favourable to Dublin. The inconver-

tible paper currency of Ireland had increased, but it had
not increased in nearly the same proportion ns the same
kind of money in England. The manufacturers of Ulster,

at once disaflected against the.Government and annoyed at

the uncertain value of the bank notes, clung to a gold cur-

rency; and while Dublin was under a discount of 8 per

cent, in its exchange with London, Belfast was commanding
a premicm of 3 per cent, against London, and 10 nercent.

against Dublin.^

Apart, however, from this element of the differing stand-

ards and values of money, which comes more fully into view

under the head of " foreign exchange," it is impossible to

follow closely the description of inland exchange above
quoted from Mr M'CuUoch without apprehending many of

the principal characteristics of the operation, which, as they
are sure to arise in exchange transactions under all circum-

stances, cannot be too soon brought into formal notice

;

such as (1) that the rate of exchange is ruled by the supply
and demand of bills for the time being

; (2) when in any
market the demand for bills on a given centre is greater

than the supply, the deficiency may be supplemented by
bills on other centres having a favourable exchange with the
given centre—a resource which, though indirect, receives

much extension in the wide theatre of the commercial world
under the watchful study of experts in bills

; (3) the profit

of a premium and the loss of a discount on bills fall within
the market where the bill is drawn or sold, the drawee or

acceptor having the definite sum on tlie bill to pay in either

case
; (4) exchange between one country or one centre and

another is never a completed or perfectly adjusted process,

but a constant series of transactions, reflecting the varying
phaces of claims and debts as they mature ; and (5) the
fluctuation of rates of exchange is effectually limited by the

' The Bullion Inquiry and Report of 18t9 is f\ill of information
and discussion as to the effects on exchange of the long breach in our
monetary system during the French Kevolutionary wars, which -will

always be highly instructive, but on which it would here bo out of
date to dwell. The Scotch banks do not appear, during that trying
period, to have departed from the rule of paying their notes in gold
on demand. The contrary lesson may have been so well impressed on
them by the experience of the previous century, and so well explained
by the intermediate instructions of Adam Smith, whom, of courae,
they were the firat to read, as to raise them above toniptation.

expense of transmitting money, that is, coin or bullion, -

.

a principle which, though subject to partial exceptions in

foreign exchange, ia an underlying and potential law of the

whole system.

In the study of foreign exchange some embarrassment
arises from the twofold character of the action and its re-

sults, and the necessity of realizing in one conception the

drawers and buyers of the bills, and the two countries

to which their transactions apply. It tends to simplify

the matter to remember that what is transacted either in

London or Paris expends the whole effect, for purposes of

comprehension at least, of the course of exchange between
the two cities; and so in other cases. If the debts, the time

of settlement of which has come, of London to Paris be

greater than the debts of Paris to London, the supply ol

bills on Paris in London will be less, and the supply of bill?

on London in Paris will be greater than the demand, which

are only different forms of expressing the same relation.

There may be a momentary variation in the rate of exchange

in the two cities, but as soon as the relation of supply ia

discovered the variation will disappear. On both fields the

same two classes of people, drawers and remitters, are at

work, only the party in stronger force on the one is in

weaker force on the other, and at both ends there is the

same though converse result. In any one market, there-

fore, there is a complete representation qf the actioa of

exchange.

To a circle of exchange four persons, as is explained by

Mr Mill, are always necessary : A, say of England, has ex-

ported English goods to B, say in France ; and in order

that B may be saved the expense and risk of sending money
to A, A draws a bill on B for the sum due, and sells it to

his neighbour D in England, in order that he may send it

instead of money to C in France, from whom D has imported

French goods of exactly equivalent value, and who, on the

expiry of days the bill has to run, takes it to his neighbour

B, and gets his payment, while in possession of the bill B
has his discharge from A. The debt on both sides is thus

paid without the transmission of a single ounce of gold or

silver.

This is a genuine circle of foreign exchange ; but in the

great commerce and diversified creditorship and debtorship

of the world the process is frequently of a very complex kind.

Not only all the exports and imports, freights, and transit

dues round the globe, but nearly all the public and private

outlays which one country expends upon another, are paid by
means of foreign bills of exchange. Jlr Goschen, in a prac-

tical treatise which may be said to bring up the science of

exchange to the present time,^ examines the various classes

of foreign bills, and specifies some movements of exchange
which could hardly be dreamed of save by professional

men. For instance, teas shipped from China to New York
are generally paid for by a draft of the exporter on a

London merchant for account of the American importer.

The exporter in China is paid by the price which is given

him for his bill on London ; and the London acceptor

looks for payment to the importer in New York. In the

East Indies those who ship produce to America draw on

London and not on New York; and the New Orleans

cotton exporter to Russia draws on London instead of ou

St Petersburg, The explanation of this may be partly

that Great Britain exports more in manufactures and silver

to China, for example, than she imports of Chinese tea and

silk, and thus leaves a balance of trade due to her, which

the Chinese pay by transferring their claims on New York
to their London creditors, and partly from the greater

reputation and custom of the London banking houses than

' The Theory of Foreign Exchanges, by the Right Hon. G. J.

Ooscben, M. P.,, ninth edition, London, Sfflugbam Wilson, 1876.
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Hiose of New York or St Petersburg, thougli many of these

may be no less wealthy thc^u the others, or simply from

the greater conveuisnce of a bill on London. In propor-

tion, however, as direct trade in mutual import and export

uf gc^s i» establiahed between two countries, direct ex-

change follows. Formerly the New York houses drew,

for their shipments of tobacco and other produce to Bremen,
on England for German account. But now since German
manufactures and products have been making progress in

the New World, bills of exchange aie drawn between New
York and Bremen, and Fiio Janeiro and Hamburg. But
the merchants of Bombay and other ports of India, finding

few purchasers of bills on Bremen, sLill draw on London
for German account. These indirect exclianges may be re-

garded as examples of the common expedient of utilizing

both debts and credits at various distant points in redressing

the inequalities of direct exchange; and, also, of the

advantage of London, from the greater extent of British

commerce and the greater distribution of British exports

than those of any other country, aa the centre for ultimate

adjustments and clearings of this kind. But Mr Goschen
has adduced an extensive class of foreign bills still more
remarkable. These are bills " technically said to be drawn
in blank," which represent no actual indebtedness at the

period of drawing, and by which tjie acceptor does not pay
his debt to the drawer, but on tlie contrary, the drawer
incurs a debt to the acceptor. Mr Goschen admits that

they approach nearly to the character of accommodation
bills m the home trade, might be even worse abused, and
consequentlv require to be discriminated. In many cases

such bills have a function of public utility,—as, for example,

where the imports of a country do not fall into the same
period of the year as its exports, and the bills in payment
of them do not meet each other in the ordinary course. In

that case, the importers in seeking to buy bills on foreign

countries would not find them, and would have no recourse

but to remit specie in payment of their purchases abroad

In like manner the exporters of grain, cotton, and other

produce might draw bills for their value, but would find

the bills were unsaleable, and would have to order the gold,

remitted by the importers a few months before, to be sent

back again. In this situation banking-houses draw " in

blank " on bankers abroad, selling their drafts to importers

at one period of the year and buying the bills of the

exporters at another, therewith to refund the bankers

abroad by whom their drafts have been honoured. The case

implies a raising of capital in anticipation of the produce,

but there need be nothing fictitious either in its manner or

character, and it may well be believed to be the case of

many large producing countries and colonies. In the deal-

ings of foreign exchange the small as well as the large bills

are embraced. With the piles of single bills for many
thousands of pounds sterling, from such countries os China,

India, or America, are commingled many bills of small

amounts ; while from all parts of Europe they are of a

still more miscellaneous character—bill^ of retail as well as

wholesale trade, bills of Swedish or Norwegian shipmasters

(or freights, of Dulch and Belgian farmers for parcels of

fggs and butter, of Germans for toys, and French for odd
articles Je Paiis, on minor agents, shopkeepers, milliners,

and others, who may not have come in the course of their

busine.'^s within the range of inland exchange.

The developments of foreign exchange are always more
or less modified in the course of a generation, and so much
seems necessary as an introduction to the efisentiaJ subject

itself, and in particular to the explanation of tlie rate of

exchange, how it is determined, and what in a general
sense it imports.

llr M'CuUoch, in former editions of this work, treated
ff>««i(jn eirliange under thj-m himAa — (I) namtjiai **

change, or the rate of exchange established between two"

countries on a strict estimate of the respective money, or
coins, or currencies, in which the value of their goods are

usually denominated and cxchiuiged; (2) real exchange, or

the effect of the supply and demand of bills in raising the
current rate above, or depressing it below, the mean point

or equilibrium—nominal, inasmuch as it is an equal value
from which there is constant variation by other elements-

acting on the rate of exchange, but yet of radical fixity and
Importance ; and (3) comj^uted exchanye, or, in reality, th«

actual course of exchange as determined day by day from
the combined consideration and efTects of the other two.

While this division was appropriate enough, it may be better

here to consider still more in detail the various elements

entering into the valuation of foreign bills or, in other

words, the rate of foreign exchange. These may be con-

veniently embraced under the following heads:—(1) par

of exchange
; (2) supply and demand of bills

; (3) rate

of interest; (4) cost of specie remittance; to which maj
be added, what is always implied, (5) correct judgment of

the force and duration of the cause or causes affecting the

mte of exchange, or its opposite, panic.

I. Without some common medium of salue in commercial Par or

countries, bills of exchange could not be drawn between on( «»-

and another. The " cash" of China has played no more pari.
'"'""?'

in the foreign exchanges than the cowries of Africa; but
since a mint has been established in Japan, from which gold

pieces are issued under public regulation as to freight and
fineness, there may be no difficulty in ascertaining the mone-
tary equivalency, at Yokohama, of any debt due by Japan
to England, or vice versa. The nations have thus found a
medium of exchange in bullion, in gold or silver, or in both.

In countries of the double standard, it has been usual to

modify the law by liberty of contract for payment in one of

the metals, without which liberty, indeed, it would be aa

well to have only one standard, since it is certain that tha

debtor will always choose to pay in the metal that has
become relatively cheaper. In countries where silver ia the

sole standard, the par of silver to gold may be 15 to T, or

16 to 1, as law or custom may have established; but ia

foreign exchange the par of silver to gold cannot be fixed.at

any absolute point by the law of any one country, and in the

case of a depreciation, say of silver, even though temporary,

by which the market price of silver to gold became 1 / to 1, a
proportionate addition would be made to the figures of the

mint or former custom.ary par, and this new sum become
practically the par of exchange between the gold currency of

England or California and the silver dollars of Mexico or

rupees of India. Thus, Laving gold and silver to deal with,

it is always possible, whatever may be the variety and
names of the coins of different countries, to estimate the

equivalents of the one to tho other This is a matter simply

of weight and assay ; and the ratio thus found is the par

of exchange between one country and another.

Mr M'Culloch seems to have thought that the par of exi

change should properly include, not only equivalent weigb|

and purity of the precious metals, but their relative cheap<

ness or dearness in given places. " Thus, " he says,

" if, because of the expense of carriage, the value of

bullion in Great Britain be 6 per cent, greater than in Sap

Francisco, 100 ounces of pure gold in the latter would noj

be worth 100 ounces of pure gold in London, but 5 pel

cent, less ; and the exchange would be at true par when

bills for 105 ounces standard bullion, payable in San Fran,

CISCO, sold in London for 100 ounces." Since this has no)

been the practice in determining the par of exchange—the

23-30 of Paris, and the old 109 of New York, <tc., with

London having been based more or less exactly on equal

weight* of pnr« gold for pure gold—e question is suggested

which r.bo folioRing considerations may help to resoWe.^
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iThe 5 por cent, claimed irom San Francisco Is for a relative

ieamess of gold in London, which can only be overcome

by carrying the gold from the one place to the other ; but

it would be illogical to charge in a bill of exchange for a

transport of specie which it ia the express object and efl'ect

of the bill to supersede. The merchant in London would

be entitled to sell a bill on San Francisco for a sum
equal to 1 00 ounces of gold, and to include the costs of ex-

change, if any; or his debtor in San Francisco might buy a

bill on London for a sum sterling equal to 100 ounces of

gold ; and if the course of exchange were such that this bill

cost him only 99 ounces, the merchant in London would

yet have no reason to complain. If neither of these modes

of settlement were available, the debtor in San Francisco

would have to send 100 ounces of gold to London, in which

case there would bo no rate of exchange in question.

But, apart from the less value of bullion in some coun-

tries than in others owing to nearness to the mines or other

causes, there is a cheapness of the metallic money, as well

Bs the general currency of a country, which operates directly

on the rate of exchange, and requires in one form or other

the recognition of a different par from that established

under other conditions. The standard may be tampered

with; the alloy may be increased; the weight of the coins

may be diminished and diminished, till, like the Turkish

piastre, they become scarce a shadow of themselves. It is

obvious that innovations of this kind compel a rectification

of the estimated par of exchange. In other cases coins are

legitimately changed ; and these variations, in so far as they

supersede or modify coins which entered into the par esti-

mate, are bound to have a new rating. A country which
allows it3 coinage to be much worn,"defaced, and generally

light in weight, is in the same position as one which has

deliberately lowered its standard of value ; for though its

light coins, when sent abroad, which they are not apt to be,

count for no more than thsy weigh, there is the other and
more serious effect that they may have been already well

weighed at home, and have so raised the prices of the goods

of the country as to place all dealings in them under a de-

lusion as to their real value. One may well believe, how-

ever, that this is a form of monetary evil which has now
passed away. There will always be some more or less worn
and light coins in a metallic circulation, and as long as

tliese are limited in number, and circulate in the country

of their coinage at the mint-price, they do little or no harm.

There is a much more convenient process by which to

cheapen the money of a country than any form of debasing

the coinage, namely, to dispense wholly or almost wholly

with metallic money in favour of an inconvertible paper

currency.

When a country is impelled to issue paper money not

payable on demand in gold or silver, its monetary value

slips away from all fixed reckoning. The first effects are

80 agreeable as naturally to lead to a larger and a still

larger issue, and the agreeable effects are prolonged until

the real situation begins to be disclosed, and, finally, de-

rangement has spread so widely on all sides that extrica-

tion becomes a task of the gravest difficulty. The effects

aven on the foreign exchanges are for a time somewhat
illusive. There being no more need for gold and silver,

jearly the whole stock of bullion passes out, and like

I new found capital gives ample power of purchase abroad,

fhe importer, finding that there are increasing prices for

;very commodity in the paper money, goes into his business

with new heart and will. The premium, which has early

^egun to be, established on foreign bills, soon becomes so

i.irge that the exporter imagines that he can make a fair

profit out of the premium on his foreign bill alone, though
III ere may not be a margin of a fraction of one per cent, of

profit in theactnal trade. Supposing such a result possible

to the exporter, it is clear that he makes bis profit entirely

out of his neighbour the importer, who has to buy his bill,

and consequently to pay the premium. Both cannot be
right in their views, and in point of fact both are wrong
until they begin to realize that the inconvertible paper
dollar, rouble, or florin is not so valuable and has not the

same purchasing power as the metallic money, or as the

paper notes maintained in a constant practical convertibility.

This fact is demonstrated within the country itself by the

more or less gradual and uniform, but inevitable, rise of

prices of all commodities, and of bullion among others, in

this new currency. It is discovered very early in the

foreign exchanges, ifot only since there is likely to bo an

excess of imports over exports when a country is in the

act of denuding itself of specie, but because the foreigner has

to be careful to get the value of his goods or produce as it

is known to him in his own money ; and any important

change in the money of a country, therefore, obtains a sharp

valuation abroad. Both at home and abroad it is soon dis-

covered that the par of exchange, as formerly established, has

passed away, and that a new par has come into operation

under the pure force of the natural relations of the case.

The importer finds no advantage from the advancing prices

of what he" imports in the domestic markets, since he has

to pay more of the domestic money for the foreign bill of

exchange by which he discharges the debt for his imports
;

and the exporter finds no advantage in the premium on his

foreign bill which he sells to the importer, since it only re

places what he has already paid in the increased cost of hiB

commodities and other outlays.

This action of exchange is now so familiar as to require

little illustration; but a commonplace example may be

given, to render more obvious the result on both sides. A„

a merchant in London, at a period when the rate of ex-

change between London and Hamburg is at exact par, can

sell a hogshead of sugar worth .£50 in London to B in

Hamburg for £100, or weight for weight in gold of 100

sovereigns. He exports, draws his bill on B, which he sells

for £K)0, and derives his profit of £50 on the sugar, less

expenses of transit. At another period of equal scarcity

and dearness of sugar in Hamburg as compared with

London, but when the currency of England has been under

suspension of specie payment, and has been so much in-

creased in quantity that prices of sugar and other commo
dities have doubled in the meanwhile, the hogshead of

sugar now sells in London for £100. A, however, again

exports, draws on B for £100, and, the rate of exchange

being now 100 per cent, in favour of Hamburg against the

currency of England, sells the bill for £200 in London, and

makes a profit; in the English currency of £100, equal to

£50 in undepreciated money—tLe same profit as he made
beforn. The results to B, all things being equal as sup-

posed save the depreciation of the English currency, aro

also the same in both transactions. The case of a British

importer, in corresponding circumstances, would not differ

from that of A, the exporter ; because, however unfavourable

the nominal exchange might be in the bills by which he

paid for his imports from abroad, he would be repaid by

the increased nominal prices obtained for them in the

home market.

As long as a change in the par of the money of two

countries is not recognized or clearly understood, there

may be much miscalculation and irregular profit and loss

among the merchants on both sides. On the other hand,

as soon as noted and brought under generally acknowledged

estimate, it does not interfere, per se, with the movement

of produce or the fair profits of those engaged in foreigu

trade.

But how is tho depreciation of on inconvertible paper

cun-ency to be measured ! Ap a convertible paper currem-y
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oiily maintains its par wltli gold ty being always payable

on demand in the gold it promises to pay, so an incon-

vertible paper currency falls just so muck below the par

»if gold as the difference, between the amount of gold it

Ijrofesses to bo and the amount of gold it exchanges for in

its own market. The price of bullion in an inconvertible

paper currency rises like that of other commodities— not,

indeed, in its general market value, but in its market
price within the sphere of the currency; and the amount
of this rise marks what may be called either a discount on

the paper money or a premium on the gold, and this dis-

count or premium becomes a measure of the depreciation

of the currency. It. is by no means a satisfactory standard,

for it may vary from day to day, and in this respect be as

unlike as possible to a par of exchange between the gold

and silver moneys alike of small and great states, which may
hold good without variation for any number of years.

where may also be restrictions on the sale of bullion, prohi-

bition of the export of bullion, and speculative combinations

of paper-holders and gold-holders to " corner " each other,

and the fluctuations may be not only constant but sometimes

extreme. But, with all its disadvantages, the relation of

gold to the paper money, as it happens to be revealed in

the markets, is the only measure of the depreciation to be

liad, and the premium on gold has consequently to be

reckoned as a necessary component part of the rate, of ex-

change with other countries.

The history of the last twenty years, thoug"h years of

abundant production of gold and silver and great material

prosperity, has been marked by an extended resort to incon-

vertible paper money in many parts of the world ; and the ex-

changes of Russia, Austria, Italy, and many other countries

might be referred to for ample proofs of the effect of -this

monetary expedient on the nominal par, and the extra-

ordinary fluctuations to which it gives rise. The "green-

back" money of the United States, a result of the war

between North and South, is probably the most familiar,

while in some respects also the most instructive example.

The par of the American dollar to the pound sterling was

originally struck in the rough proportion of $40 equal to .£9,

which made the quotation at New York $4 44 to the pound,

or, as stated on the British side, 54d. to the dollar. But on

strict inquiry this did not correspond with the gold, weight

for weight, in the dollar and the sovereign, and was in fact

9 per cent, too favourable to the dollar. It thus appeared

that, to correct the scales $9 had to be thrown in

with every hundred, and adhering to the old par with the

tenacity which has been the general commercial practice in

such cases, the exchanges were held to be in equilibrium

when bills on London stood at $109 for every hundred

of the purchase-money, or 9 per cent, nominal premium in

favour of England. The par, as more definitely stated,

was then in New York $4'85 equal to the pound, or in

London 49Jd. equal to the dollar, and this remained the

meau specie point from which all other influences acting on

the exchange caused the rate either to rise or to fall, until

the period of the civil war, and the issue of paper money,

guaranteed by Federal security, but inconvertible. The
efl'ect of the new currency on the exchanges was neither

immediate nor suddenly great in its proportions. The
wide territory and large population of the Northern States

were a powerful absorbent. Moreover, as the Government
increased its issues the banks withdrew their notes, which

had the effect pro tanto of staying the progress of deprecia-

tion. But gold was still absolutely necessary in the ports,

and a premium on gold, inevitable from the first, Increased

month by mouth with the increased issue and circulation

of " greenbacks." What the nominal par of exchange now
was became a 8ort of arithmetical puzzle ; for, taking the

exchange «* Naw York on Londop elone. witho"f respect

to other countries trading wim tao United States (the

money of some of which was undergoing similar deprecia-

tion at the same period), the established premium of 9 per

cent, in favour of London was met and supplemented by
this new premium on gold, and to add the one premium to

the other would not be enough, because the dollar itself

was now fallen away from its value when the $9 to the

hundred had been strictly ascertained and arranged as a

corrective of the original rough par of $40 equal to £9.

The Government, issuing the new currency that produced

this disturbance in the foreign exchanges, had no theory on

the subject, and only made some feeble attempts to regulate

the sale of bullion. The adjustment was left in the main
to the calculation of bankers and merchants on both sides,

in presence of the natural causes in operation, and the solu-

tion thus attained may be all the more significant. The
premium on gold in its exchange at New York with the

paper currency was added to the former premium of 9

per cent, in favour of London, and the 9 per cent, itself,

marked of old in $9 of bullion value, was increased pro

rata by the same preniium.' This rule has since regulated

the nominal par of exchange between New York and

London through wide ranges of fluctuation. The exchange

was often as high as 180 during the war, so that the quo-

tation must often have been—New York $8-0 = £\, London

30d. = $r0. It is no less worthy of remark that, without

the actual resumption of specie payment, the " greenback
'

dollar has been quoted of late in New York and other

American cities at the metallic par of 4'85—a rare though

not unprecedented phenomenon, to be attributed to a severe

financial and commercial crisis, followed by four years of

lowered prices, steady excess of exports over imports, and

accumulation of bullion.

The effect of issues of inconvertible paper money, or the

suspension of cash payment of paper currency already in

circulation on the par of exchange, is the same as that

of a change of the standard of value, a debasement of the

soinage, or, where in one of two countries the_ money ia

gold, and in the other silver, a- depreciation of one metal as

compared with the other. When two countries par their

gold coins, the object is to arrive at a common term by

which value for value will be paid, in equivalent weight

and puritv of metal, out of the money of each other. When
one of thtm displaces its gold coins by inconvertible paper

money, the same object has to be attained, and this is

reached, though not so fixedly as in the par of metallic

coins, by the premium which gold commands over the

paper money in the sphere of its currency. The former

par in such cases may be adhered to as a landmark, and this

gold premium may be treated as nominal premium on one

side and nominal' discount on the other, but it is sub-

stantially of the nature of par of exchange, and becomes a

necessary integer of the rate of exchange. In the case of

countries of one of which gold, and of the other silver, is

the standard money, the nominal par is subject to variation

from changes in the relative market value of the two

metals. If, for example, the relation on which the par

proceeded was 15 ounces of silver equal to 1 ounce of gold,

and the depreciation of silver becomes such that 17 ounces

* Mr Goschen, in his book on Foreign Exchanges, gives the follow-

ing definition of tlie process of exchange between New York and

London :
—" If, before tlie issue of paper money, the purchaser of a

bill on England paid 100 dollars and 9 dollars for it, he would, if the

premium on gold had risen to 50 per cent., in the first place pay 150

dollars instead of the 100, and in the second 13i dollars instead of 9

dollrrs, or half as much again as what we may call the correcting

premium. Thus, if the price of bills when gold stood at 150 was

1634, this price would correspond to the price of 109 at the time when

there was nj premium on gold. The price might rise to 165, or fall

to 161, according as there was supply or demand, but the mean point

would 1)0 ascertained by the process which has been deacrib&L"
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will buy only 1 ounco of gold, tLe par of exchange between
Ihe two countries will follow the course of that depreciation.

The course of the exchanges of India has been much
ffected of late years by the depreciation of silver, and bo

nlso those of all silver-paying countries. The drawer of a

bill sterling on London in Calcutta or Bombay is literally

selling gold for silver, and, whatever the more ordinary

par niay have been, is bound to take into account the

market value of silver. In 1876, owing to the large

eiuantity of demonetized German silvtr thrown upon the

market, less directly to a pre-existing cause, namtly, the

large extent to which silver had been cast out even of the

fractional currency of countries largely committed to incon-

vertible' paper, and also to exaggerated reports of abundant
increase of production in the American mines, silver fell to

47d. an ounce—about the lowest point reached in its rela-

tion to gold, and a great reduction from what had long

been its par value of 6s. 2d. an ounce. The consequence

was that the Indian rate of exchange declined to Is. 6}d.

per rupee in six months' sight bills on London," or, in other

words, that the rupee, having an accustomed par value of

near 2s., was worth only Is. 6Jd. sterling, minus say seven

months' interest accruing between the date and the

maturity of the bill. It is difficult, or rather impossible,

as foreign bills are negotiated, to distinguish the respective

force of the various causes operating on the rate of exchange.

In the case of India nearly all the constituents of exchange

are adverse to the value of the rupee, save that of rate of

interest, which is higher in Calcutta or Bombay than in

London. The Indian drawer of a six months' bill on

London would lose more by holding the bill till its maturity

than the buyer of the bill who remits it to London for

acceptance and discount ; and some middle terra must be

struck between them, according as the rates of interest in

India and England vary. But, on the other hand, India is

a country where the imports always exceed the exports,

where foreign capital in many forms has been largely

invested and has to render its annual tribute, and where

the financial relations of the Government of India and the

Government of England are such that thp latter has to draw
periodically a considerable amount of bills on the Indian

treasuries ; so that, whatever the par of gold and silver

might be, the supply of bills on London would always be

less than the demand, or, in other words, the Indian

creditors have some advantage over the Indian debtors of

London in the rate of exchange. Were gold the money
of India, the range of the premium thus established on the

bill on London would be limited by the cost of remitting

gold; but silver being the money of India, the action of the

premium itself, or rather of the relative indebtedness of

which it is the result, is to extend the range of the.specielimit

by lessening the demand for silver abroad. The rupee being

less "valuable than it formerly was, does less work in the

Indian circulation and is all the more needed at home ; to

export it in payment of the adverse balance of trade would
be to send it where it is less valuable still. It may thus

be concluded that the depreciation of silver has been much
tlis most potent and constant element in the adverse

current of Indian exchange. The price of silver having

eiuce 1876 risen to 53Jd., the rate of six months' bills in

X/ondon has risen to Is. 8|d. The rate of Indian exchange

rises in the export seasons when the supply of foreign bills

is increased ; and it ri-^es with the price of silver at all

seasons.

In the silver exchange between Hamburg and London the

same rule prevailed. In Hamburg silver was money, but in

England and other countries which have a gold standard

it is only merchandise, and a rise or fall in the price of

silver affected the value of a bill on Hamburg or a bill drawn
ui> Hamburg in English sovereigns. Where a double

standard exists, as in France, bills between that coxtnfr/

and another are drawn in the standard which is common to

both. Thus in the direct exchange between Paris and
London, the bills are usually or almost wholly gold bills.

2. Were there a common international money, th9

supply and demand of bills would be the chief determining
cause of a rise or fall in the rate of exchange. Hence, in

distinction from the nominal par, the relation of supply
and demand of bills has been called "real exchange." Mr
Goschen speaks of it as " the primary element in the value

of bills," which, from so practical an authority, may be
regarded as indicating that, notwithstanding all the varieties

of money, this continues to hold the chief place in the

negotiation of bills of exchange, or that, the nominal par
being once determined, or a common principle formed for

its' rectification when the money of a country has de-

preciated, it ceases to require the calculation which must
always be given to the supply and demand of bills in the

market. As the sum of the bills offered, and the sum
ready to be bought, never express the whole of the claims

upon, or the whole of the debts due to a country, bul

only such claims as have been drawn for, and debts the

time of payment of which has come or is nearly approach-

ing, there is always more or less change of the relation of

supply and demand, as well as opportunity of judgment as

to the probable coarse of the market, and means of apply-

ing correctives if the balance be swaying too much on the

one side or the other. If the price of foreign bills be

depressed for want of buyers, drawers may hold back a

little ; on the other hand, if the demand has raised the

price of bUIs, all who have sums to draw for will be

induced to take advantage of the market, and so increase

the supply. The buyers are moved in the same way,
quickening or delaying their purchase with n the limits of

their period of remittance, according to their judgment of

the probable course of the exchange But the buyer
cannot delay beyond the day when his remittance is due in

the foreign country, nor the drawer beyond the ultimate

date of drawing, or his own need of realizing the value of

his bill; so that, amidst this oscillation, it is always the

peremptory business to be done that determines the effect

of supply and demand on the rate of exchange. The
debtors of a foreign country, finding the supply of bills on

that country less than the demand, will be ready to give an
addition of price for them, in proportion to the scarcity,

within the cost or up to the cost of remitting specie ; and
the creditors or drawers on a foreign country will submit in

the other extremity to discount on their bUls within the

cost of sending them to their correspondent or banker's

correspondent abroad, with orders to take payment and
remit the proceeds in specie, ^^^len the course of exchange,

as thus pursued from week to week, reveals that the claims

immediate and maturing upon any country are greater than

the debts due to it, and cannot be discharged through the

mechanism of direct and indirect bills of exchange, its

balance of debt can only be paid by remittances of bullioB

or an increased export of goods and produce, or othef

exportable value.

It is unnecessary to dwell further on the law of supply and
demand of bills, which differs little from that of other coin-

modities, beyond remarking that an inadequate idea would *

be formed of the efficacy of bills of exchange in liquidating

international debts without taking into account au immense
banking organization, aided by bill-brokers and dealers in

foreign exchange, who have all the main currents of

indebtedness under their eyes, and know with the precision

of practice how the debts of one centre can be met by its

claims upon others, and a stupendous mass of conflicting

operations, ordinary and extraordinary, be most economi-

cally effected. Fifty or a hundred millions sterling, as in the
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case of the French indemnity to Germaiiy, can be trans-

ferred from Paris to Berlin at a time without material dis-

turbance of the more ordinary business of exchange. The
British chancellor of the exchequer could transfer three

millions and a quarter from London to Washington in pay-

Jnent of the Alabama indemnity before the operation was
^vell known in the principal marts of the two countries.

vVben England is lending ten millions to India, fifteen

hiillions to the Australian colonies, or tweirty millions to

innumerable enterprises in the United States and Canada,

bv so many millions to Russia, Turkey, or the JRiver Plate

I'epublics—or making several of such loans at nearly about

the same time, as has sometimes happened—the effect on

the foreign exchanges, though considerable, is seldom

thought of. A foreign loan is usually taken out—a largo

part in goods, another part in bills, and the balance most

l)robably in specie. But the effect of a foreign loan on the

exchanges is exactly the same as if the borrowing country

had exported produce to the lending country equivalent to

Llie amount of the loan, placing it in debt to that amount.
The lender has become bound by contract to pay so

much to the borrower. The whole weight of a foreign

loan, therefore, falls a,t once to what may be called the

adverse exchange of the lending country or the favourable

or less unfavourable exchange of the borrowing country.

The reverse action comes in half-yearly or yearly rills,

when the interest and redemptions of the loan, spread over

a series of years, are payable. A foreign loan, if prudently

and honourably conceived, may thus, as regards even the

j-ate of exchange, be udvaiitageous on both sides. The
lending country gives a great advantage at once to the

borrowing country in its exchange, which may be no evil

in itself, and which the borrowing country, if the terms

of the loan be fulfilled, repays in a period of years, during

which its exporting and paying power may be reasonably

jxpected to increase, which may be a common good. It may
be added that foreign loans and investments of capital in

Foreign countries, badly as many may have been conducted,

yet in their product of sound and marketable stocks and
shares come to play a generally useful part in the rates

of exchange. The value of commercial bills might not be

BO equable between such centres as London and Paris, or

London and New York, without the intervention of stock-

exchange securities.

litis of 3. It is obvious that the number of days or months a
llaniit. bill has to run before payable imports the question of

interest as an element of valuation in the rate of exchange.

The usance of foreign bills is extremely various, from short

to long, from payable at sight to payable at six months
after sight ; and days of grace are allowed by the law or

custom of some few countries considerable enough to be
taken into count. Where a bill is payable so many days

or months after sight the time that must elapse, in the or-

dinary course of communication, before it can be presented

for acceptance, is a further prolongation of the currency of

the bill. The buyer takes it with this weight of time upon
it, and, whatever the period may be, is entitled to a conces-

sion equivalent to the interest of the money which he pays,

the converse happening in the case of stocks and shares

on which dividend or interest has accrued at the period of

sale, and must be accounted for to the seller in the price.

But the important question in foreign bills of exchange is

what rate of interest is to rule in the transaction, Is it

that of the country where the bill is drawn, or the country
'where it is payable, or a compromise between the two ! The
drawer, in offering to transfer his bill to a buyer, is wholly

in the domain of the rate of interest in hi.s own market. If

he sells, he gets the value of the bill in money worth so much
interest ; and if he holds the bill till its maturity, or to some
ptriod nearer its maturity, he depriyes himself of money

for that period worth the same interest. The buyer w ho,

in the event of an exchange, pays down the value of the

bill in money would seem to be under the same condition;

but in reality, when closely examined, the relations of the

buyer and the seller of a bill of exchange to the rate of in-

terest are different. The buyer has a debt to pay in the

country on which the bill is drawn, whicli debt he is bound
to pay noiv; and for his purpose the bill is all the more
valuable the less weight of interest it bears, or, in other

words, the less discount it is subject to. Supposing,

therefore, the bill is drawn in a country where the

rate of interest is 7 per cent, on a country where the rate

of interest is 3J per cent., possession of the bill will be

more profitable, as regards rate of interest, to the buyer than

to the seller. If the seller holds the bill, it bears 100 per

cent, more weight of interest than it would b(?ar in the

hands of the buyer. If the rates of interest in the two
countries be exactly reversed, the bill bears 100 per cent,

more of this weight in the hands of the buyer than of the

seller. Thus, after the par of the currencies has been

established, which, as we have seen, is always practically

established, even in the case of an inconvertible paper cur-

rency, by the bullion test, and must be regarded as the first

condition of all foreign exchange, this question of interest

is Eufhciently important to modify the action of supply and
demand, and of other circumstances operating either to raise

the rate of exchange above or depress it below the par of

the currencies. It is one of those innumerable commercial
relations in which there is an advantage to buyer or seller,

but which cannot be realized without mutuality, and which
consequently helps them to a transaction. If the advantage
of rate of interest be in favour of the buyer of a bill of ex-

change he will be inclined, other elements of valuation con-

sidered, to give a somewhat larger price for it than if thia

were not in the account; and if the advantage be in favour of

the seller he will be less exacting. The- whole advantage

on either side may not be realized in the actual terms in

either case; but it will have had some eflTect towards a
mediation of the prices.

The price of a bill, apart from other elements, is the sum
of the bill minus the interest it bears at the rate of dis-

count in the country where, it is payable. Yet in the

practical negotiation this does not hold exact, because the

value of the bill to the seller or the buyer is always modi-
fied by the relation of the rate of interest where it is pay-;

able to the rate of interest where it is drawn.
Rate of interest, though in the aspect it presents to the

seller and buyer of a bill thus plain enough, yet comes to

play so great a part in the general course of exchange that

it is worth while to pursue the subject a little further.

Rate of interest regulates the supply and demand of biUa,

and affects the rate of exchange through that element;
where the balance of indebtedness is against a country aa
advance of the rate of interest tends to restrain imports and
to stimulate exports, by which effects the balance of debt

is reduced ; and where the action of trade is not sufficient

to overcome the evil, further rises of the rate of interest

may be employed to attract imports of foreign capital and
specie. In the case we have supposed of two countries,

where the rate of interest is 100 per cent, more in the one

than the other, this relation of their rates of interest may
be the normal relation from the greater abundance or the

greater profits of capital in the one than the other, and

their exchange may be supposed to be in equilibrium, so

that this normal relation is not disturbed by any changes

of rate of interest to correct the supply and demand oi

bills, or the balance of trade. The effect, as we have seen,

of difference of interest was in favour of the price of the bill

drawn by the country of high interest on the country of low

iutBitibt, from the fact *.hat 'us buyer was moving the bilJ
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out of a market wlieic it bore a vveiglit of 7 per cent, to

ine where it bore a weigbt of only 3.', per cent, interest.

But suiipose the balance of indebtedness has become so

adverse to the country of low interest that the rate has been

increased to 7 per cent, in order to improve the course of

Kxchange, and that the effect has been, as must more or less

follow, to render the foreign drawer less eager to sell,

and the foreign remitter more eager to buy. The
remitter or buyer will find the new influence thus intro-

duced operating in the same direction—viz., in favour of

the price of the bill ; but, on the other hand, the difference

of interest has disappeared. Two effects have thus pro-

ceeded from the same cause, which neutralize each other so

far as they go ; and the remitter, instead of buying a bill,

may as well, as regards the rato of interest in the two
pountries, be drawn upon by his foreign creditor, [f the

tate of interest be further increased to 10 per cent., the

(drawer may be induced to hold the bill in order to save

the 3 per cent, of discount above the rate of interest in

Jiis own market, or an investing buyer may intervene,'^

fend give such a price for the bill as will allow the seller 1^
or 1 per cent, of the profit, and leave IJ or 2 per cent, to

himself. In either case the bill would be held till, it

matured, and relief to that e.xtcnt be afforded toj.the'ex-'.

change of the country raising its rate of interest. But it

is clear that not until the rate were raised 3, 4,'^or 5 -per

pent, above the rates of the countries drawing upon it could'

&ny effect of this kind be produced. It thus appears that'

the function of rate of interest in controlling the supply and
demand of bills is a strictly limited function; and this

limitation will probably be found in all the effects expected
from it on the state of exchange. It may ha.sten the course

p( payments due to a country, but it does not lessen .the

pdverse balance of indebtedness, nor can it much retard the

Jiressure of the foreign claims. It may restrain importation

pf foreign goods, but it may not at the saflie time increase

Exportation of domestic goods ; or, if increasing export, it

may not diminish import. These are results which will

lleiiend on many other causes. It may tend to lower prices,

knd thus seem to check import, while facilitatingexport; but,

forming in itself an addition to the cost of production and
fexchange, it may render much outward as well as inward
trade less possible. If the rata of interest be carried high
enough it may attract much najiital from neighbouring
Countries. Foreign bankers and lenders will buy up bills

on the country as the best mode of importing their capital,

pr may import specie ; and admirable as this service may
often bo, yet it does not lessen the foreign indebtedness of

Ihe country. It only transmutes one form of the adverse

balance into another more convenient for the time being

;

and in the meanwhile, if the high rate of interest has crippled

the productive and exporting resources of the countly,

tittle good or a reverse balance of evil may have been done.'

Hence buHion reserves are either inadequate in the plan of

their formation, or they miss their use and efficacy if,when
a heavy balance of indebtedness appears in the exchanges,

they cannot be trenched upon without largo aud. excited

(advances of the rate of interest.

4. Nothing is more definite in the system of exchange'
than what has been more than once stated in the course of

these remarks, namely, that the cost of remitting specie

forms the limit of variation in the rates of bills. That the

buyer of a foreign bill will not give more for it than the cost •

of remitting specie equal in amount to his foreign debt is anj
axiom which holds good under all the ordinary conditions.".

But there are exceptions to the rule where the conditions
yary from the ordinary. From the countr-ies of pioductlve
gold and silver mines bullion flows abroad as naturally as

the corn, cotton, wine, or .^oil which forms' the special

tncrchandisB of a country, aud it will so flow irrespective

of supply and demand of bills, rate of interest, and olhot
causes which have so much sway in rates of excliangc;
San Francisco will export gold and silver to London in all

slites of supply and demand of bills, and when its rate at
interest may be double that of the Bank of England, and in
the common parlance money is there dearer than in London,
though it may be only that the average profits of capital
are larger in the one place than in the other. If bullion is

needed at New York, and commanding a higher premium
on the Federal currency, it will be matter of calculation

to the bullion exporter at San Francisco whether to send o

consignment to New York or to London, If, since tlie di.s

covery of the Californian mines, a metallic currency had
been established throughout the Federal Union, the United
States would no doubt have absorbed a proportion of the
gold and silver shipped to Europe ; but this object accom-
plished, the export to Europe would have proceeded much
as it has been proceeding. In short, • from gold and
silver producing countries theexpoit of bullion is not a

remittance of money, but a transmission of the exportable
produce of labour, which but for export would not have
been produced. Then, there is the case of exchange between
countries of silver standard and countries of gold standard
from either of which remittances of specie cannot be made
without exact reference to. the market value of the two
metals. This will have been already marked in the par of

exchange between the gold and the silver country, but it

will have' introduced a new element into the cost of remit
tance," since the specie remitted 'will have to be sold into

the specie standard of the country to which it is remitted;

Silver from- India and China, for example, in the circum-

stances of recent year.s, cannot be remitted in payment ot

an adverse balance of exchange without taking into account
a subsequent act of merchandise—namely, what the silvec

will bring in the gold of England; and this, with silveu

under a course of depreciation, may be so doubtful that the
buyer of aT bill on London will rather yield in the rate of

exchange, and' give some fraction more of a rupee for the
pound sterling than run the risk of it. ^ Neither in payment;
of an adverse balance of debt, nor- in transferring capital

from one country to another with the view of taking advan-
tage of a higher rate of interest, can specie be remitted

between gold anci'silver standard countries free from this

contingency. A Hamburg capitalist wishes to profit by a
rate of interest two or three per cent, higher in England
than at home. He will therefore buy bills on London up,

to a certain. limit of price ; if he has any gold, he will then!

remit gold rather than exceed this limit for bills; or he will

remit the silverspecie of Hamburg subject to its market
value in London, [n.this case, indeed, the foreign capitalist

has more than one act of merchandise to contemplate," foe

he has to look to the reverse action when the rate of inte]'-

rest may be higher at home than in England, and when ie

will.be his motive to re^convert his Englisli sovereigns into

silver," which in the relative condition of the market value

of the two metals may be either favourable or unfavourable.

If unfavourable, he will buy bills of England on Hamburg,
or some other centre with which the exchange is favourable

to Hamburg, rather than 're-transmit silver at a higher cost

than the rate of the bills. It is obvious that all this doe?

not alter the principle that the cost of specie remittance is

the limit of rate of exchange on bills, - but only that it

gives a larger range to the variation of rate, and to the

specie limit, betweeri two countries whose money and
standard of .value are of different metals than would exist

between two countries where they_were of the same metal..

In" exchange" between"a^ gold-paying and a silver-paying

comUry, oneol ^hich.' say the '''silver country, has gone

largely'into an inconvertible paper currency, the ca.s6

becomes more con\plicated and the specie limit to adverse
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rate on bills recedes, till, if t;1ie inconvertibility bo so great

as to bo incapable of valuation, or the Oovernment in its

i;,'noraiice or alarm has prohibited the export of specie, the

limit is wholly lost. A Russian merchant, who has ample

silver and paper roubles at command for his purposes, but

lias a debt to discharge in America, or needs to lift a cargo

of cotton at Liverpool or of sugar at Glasgow, and finds that

the remittance even of such specie as he may be able to

produco is illegal, must buy a foreign bill or a banker's

draft on London at any price. At this stage th 3 rate of

exchange passes out of the domain of principle, or natural

action of principle, into that of purely arbitrary considera-

tions. When, from much leas sutficient causes, general dis-

credit passes upon a country, the rate at which its bills or

acceptances may be valued js scarcely more reducible to

rule. It might oven be difficult to define why in the same

general circumstances there should be collaterally a higher

and lower course of exchange, and the bills drawn or pay-

able by one firm should difl'er in their rate from those

drawn or payable by another firm. It is only by removing

abnormal conditions that one arrives at the underlying

principle which governs exchange, and determines the suc-

cess with which it is conducted.

Accordingly it is in countries where bullion, separated

from its ne..essary export from the mines, has become

money, and forms the common standard of value in their

international trade, that the limitation of the rate of

exchange by the cost of specie remittance is most clearly

visible. Between all nations trading on a gold basis there

is a well-known and definite point above and below the par

of exchange where it becomes profitable to move gold from

one to the other, and which marks the extreme range of

variation in the price of bills. Thus in the exchange of

London with Paris, New York, and Berlin respectively,

2510, 4'81, and 20'30 mark a point in" the price of bills

below par when it pays to send gold from London to

these centres; and, on the other hand, 25"30, 4'87, 20'50,

a. point above par when it becomes profitable to move gold

from Paris, New York, or Berlin to London.

When the rate of exchange, touching, under the supply

and demand of bills and other elements of valuation, these

extreme points on one side or the other, and tending to

exceed them, is the result of an actual over-indebtedness, a

transmission of bullion is the best and most satisfactory

mode of settlement. It directly reduces the balance of debt,

and renders the price of bills again more equitable to the

traders. All other modes of fencing it off, save an increased

export of goods and produce, are more or less illusory. If,

in such a juncture, an amount of foreign capital has been

invested in bills on the country with the view of holding

them to maturity for sake of profit in rate of interest, and
now with the view of realizing the value of the bills in

gold they should be pressed on the market before maturity

for discount, an advance of one per cent, in the rate of dis-

oount may be sufficient to induce the foreign capitalists to

hold the bills till they mature. And another advance of one

per cent, in the rate of discount may induce them to reinvest

in other bills on the country. But the root of the adverse

exchange will not have been removed. It will always

appear when the foreign capital thus invested in bills on

the country ia from any cause withdrawn, and until the

over-indebtedness is liquidated by remittances of specie,

increased export of produce, or transfers of saleable shares

and securities.

If, on the other hand, the rate of exchange has been

brought to the specie limit by bills, representing no actual

debt, but drawn and accepted solely for the purpose of

ihoving bullion, as may probably happen, there is no remedy
for what may prove an inordinate demand 'or specie by
irregular means but the detection or tho uui-:, and jitber

I
refu>^ini; them discount or discounting them under excep*

tionally high rates of interest.

5. An exposition, however brief, of the causes operating

on the rate of exoliange would Kcarce be complete without

including the cfiect of opinion or estimate, correct or

erroneous, of the ]irobable course of the market; and there-

fore it may be oliserved that a judgment h.is to be formed

in every new phase of the numerous fluctuations. The seller

of bUls finds that within a few days the market has taken

an unfavourable turn. If he judges that this has arisen from

merely accidental or temporary causes be will be inclined to

hold his bills for what he deems their true value; or if, on

the contrary, he judges that the causes operating are more
deeply seated, and likely to become stronger for a time, he

will sell with the least possible delay. Should his judg-

ment be justified by the event he will have done what ie

right for him, if otherwise he will have done what is

wrong ; but in either case, his abstention or action will

have affected the supply and demand of bills in the mean-

while. In all the great marts of exchange, and in London
probably more than in others, there are frequent wave-

currents so to speak, which cannot be rightly interpreted

either as the sign of a protracted s.tate of exchange between

the points of the compass in which they flow, or of the

general foreign indebtedness of the centre upon which they

are directed. When .New York balances its debts to China
and India by bills on London, the bills affect the course of

Eastern exchange ; but they lose much of the significance

they might otherwise bear when it is considered that New
York is in course of compensating London in other direc-

tions. These operations come to be understood and sys-

tematized by dealers and agents in bills with much accuracy;

but in addition to the judgment that may be formed by
a thorough analysis of the substance of the various cur-

rents of exchange, there is the eflTect of opinion on external

events, which, though of almost daily occurrence in one

quarter or another, are wholly of future account, and which

impress, not only the connoisseurs of exchange, but the

whole body of drarwers and remitters, from whom the

original impulse on the action of exchange in all cases

comes. The examples that might be adduced of the great

effect of passing events on exchange are innumerable. In

the beginning of 1861, when the disastrous rupture between

North and South had occurred, and war was imminent,

the United States had a most favourable balance of trade

with England and Europe. Their exports of wheat and
flour and cotton in the previous year had at once reached a

maximum in quantity and a rise in value. The drawer of

a bill on London was in so good a position that he had only

to wait for the buyer to get the value of his bill up to the

specie point. But so eager were the drawers, in view of

the pending outbreak of civil war, to realize what was

owing to them abroad, that they threw their bills on the

market in an abundance which reduced their price to the

other end of the scale. This, of course, had its converse

effect at London, and bills on New York were there selling

at such a premium that it seemed as if the United States

would have to remit bullion to Europe. The volume of bills,

however, told its own tale after a while. England had to

remit bullion in large quantity to the United States, and

then people began io awake to the perception that, in the

exchange transactions, the one element most important of

aU had been left out—namely, the relative indebtedness.

It must have been a time of much profit to those on both

sides of the Atlantic who knew the actual state of aftairs,

and of much loss to those who did not know, of whom there

can bo little doubt that the latter were much the greater

number, but the balance of value between the two countries,

as expressed on the face of the bills, had to be rendered aU

*1<9 same.
VIIL — 100
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To take a moro recent case. The exchange value of

the Russian rouble during the last twelve months of war

between Rusaia and Turkey will amply illustrate what is

meant by the prevailing judgment on events in their future

aspect, which, while proceeding on a certain amount of

reason, yet borders on panic, and may be of the nature of

panic. The issue of paper roubles had gone the length of

730 millions before the war, and there was a constantly in-

creased remission during the year, counteracted in some

measure by conversions into loans bearing interest. On
the mobilization of the troops the value of the rouble was

29d. to 30d. ; on war being declared it fell to 27d. ; -when

it seemed as if Plevna could not be taken it sank to 22ld.

;

when Plevna foil it rose to 26 Jd.; and when it followed

that the conquest of Turkey and an armistice did not end the

difficulties, it fell to the lowest point it had touched, 22 Jd.

The term " favourable exchange," as commonly used, not

only means a state of the exchanges when the debts due to

a country abroad are so much greater than what it owes

abroad as to affect potentially the demand and supply of

bills, and when the money of the country so situated, as

expressed in the price of bills, is equal to more of the

money of a foreign country than the nominal par—when its

bills on abroad, in short, are dull of sale, while the foreign

bills on itself are in much demand; it is also applied to

all stages, moderate or extreme, of this relation of the

foreign exchanges. And so the term " unfavourable," of

course, applies to the opposite conditions. If these phrases

had ever any reference to the prosperity of the foreign trade

of a country, they must have arisen under the sway of " the

mercantile system " of the last century, the principle of

which was that a balance payable in specie is the cardinal

condition of prosperous trade with any foreign country ; or,

if introduced under that erroneous theory, they have been

prolonged by the usage of bankers and other dealers in

foreign exchange, who, having large liabilities entailing

bullion payment, naturally consider a state of exchange

which is on the eve of bringing specie more favourable than

one on the eve of taking it away. This is quite true in the

monetary view of the question, and it is true also as to the

relative indebtedness for the time being. But it is not true

to extremes even in a monetary sense. The condition of a

country to which specie was always flowing in and never going

out would be a realization of the fate of Midas. The most

favourable exchange, therefore, is that where there are only

moderate oscillations up or down from the par of exchange.

While the terms "favourable" and "unfavourable" are

thus somewhat misleading as regards substantial inter-

ests, they are involved in a minor technical complexity,

which, though well understood by those in the business,

may here be stated. The terms would be strictly applicable

in the sense they are used, were the rate of exchange always

quoted in the home money. The certain properly in ex-

change transactions is the number of pounds, dollars, francs,

or florins a remitter has to pay abroad ; the itncerlain is

what amount of his own money is equal to this amount of

the foreign money. Were the quotation on both sides

respectively always made in the home money, the fall or

rise of the quotation would always be identifiable with such

terms as "favourable" or "unfavourable." Both drawers

and remitters would be so familiar with their significance

as to know what they meant. But this is not the practice,

and, with so much variety of currency, could hardly have
been the developed practice of exchange. The pound ster-

ling of England is the largest monetary unit, atid there is

always facility of expressing minute shades of diff'erence in

the smaller units, more especially when, as in the case of

Paris or New York, they have a decimal character. In
London, consequently.'the public only hear quotations of rate

of exchange with such countries as France and Ihe United

States in the foreign money—London thus giving what is

called the certain, and the smaller moneys the variahU.

On the other hand, not only in the Australian and other

Billiah colonies, where the standard of value is the Bam_e as

in the parent country, but in such largo commercial regions

as China and India the quotation of rate oi exchange on

both sides is always expressed in sterling. The Chinese

tael of silver is worth so many English pence sterling at

Canton ; and the rupee is worth so many English pence

at Bombay or Calcutta ; and in the same terms run the

quotations in London. The practice may not alter in any

iota the true rate of exchange, but it has the result that

when the rate is quoted in sterling money, as in the Indian,

Chinear, ind Australian exchanges, every drop in the

quotation is
'' moro favourable " to England, every rise

" less favourable," and this will hold good whether the

quotations are made in England or in India, China, or

Australia ; whereas, on the other hand, when exchanges are

quoted in foreign money—French, German, or American,

&c.—every drop in the rate by the same rule is "less

favourable," every rise in the rate " more favourable " to

England, whether the quotation be made in England or in

the foreign countries.

The states of exchange to which the terms " favourable
"

and " unfavourable " are thus applied refer wholly to the

effect of the demand and supply of bills ; so that, since the

fluctuations of exchange are due to various causes, it would

be an improvement were the quotation always to include the

par of exchange, whether between the gold money of one

country and the silver money of another, or between either

and inconvertible paper, the depreciation of which has to

be determined by the gold or silver premium in the country

of its currency. The actual rate above or below par would

show the efi'ect duo to the supply and demand of bills.

When a sudden alteration takes place in foreign exchange,

nothing is more difficult than to discover the relative force

of the cause or causes to which it is to be ascribed, and yet

nothing is more necessary to know than this, whether in

the correctives that may be applied or in the lessons to hn

conveyed to importers and exporters.

The limited meaning to be given to such terms a»
" favourable " and " unfavourable " exchange probably

applies to other statements that may arise legitimatel in

connexion with this subject. The principle, for instance,

that the profit and loss of exchange transactions fall, not

between the two countries concerned, but betsveen the

foreign creditors and debtors in one or other, is exact

within its own range ; but it leaves as an- open questton

whether in a country where from a depreciated and depre-

ciating currency the rate of foreign exchange is always rising,

the general result may not be adverse to its interests rn ex-

port and import trade. In like manner it would be more
than questionable, because " the mercantile theory " was
wrong in supposing that a balance of foreign trade in specie,

or an excess of export value over import value, was the

necessary condition of national prosperity, to posit the

opposite doctrine that an excess of imports over exports is

the only prosperous condition. The solution of this ques-

tion must depend on what may be called the permanent in-

debtedness of some countries to others. A country which

is «nder large tribute to foreign capital is assuredly in the

right way for itself and for other countries when the value

of its exported exceeds that of its imported produce. And
so also it may be observed that " rate of interest," if we
are correct in our reasoning on that head, may not have the

absolute control over the exchanges which was bo strongly

emphasized for some years after the passing of the Bank
Charter Act of 184i, and has since only been modified in

practice without any ".spress recognitioii of the principlta

involved.
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NEOOTIATlOiT OF BlU-S OF ExcnANOE.

Rates of exchango have undergone much variation of late years

from changes of standard—in some cases from gold to silver,

and in others from silver to'gold—and from the circulation of forced

paper currency. The tendency, however, is to greater uniformity.

The gold standard of value adopted at Berlin extends to the wholo
German empire, and tlie rates of exchange are now calculated in

imperial marks and pfennigo at Hamburg, Frankfort-on-tiie-Mainc,

Altona, and otlier German pUces, wliero different lEoneys formerly

were used. The money under the new system is 100 pfennigo

= 1 mark, 20 marks = 1 twenty-mark gold piece (imperial mark)
= 193. 6'954 sterling mint par. The mark, which is the uuit or in-

teger of the system, is a silver coin based on the ratio of 1 to 15i as

the relative value of silver and gold. In like mauner the kingdom
of Italy has extended a uniform exchange ; and the rates at Naples,

Palermo, Messina, Milan, Turin, Florence, Leghorn, and other

Italian towns are similar to the rates at Genoa.

Bills of exchange may be made payable on demand (as the

invariable rule is in the case of cheques), at sight, at a certain speci-

fied time after sight or after date, or at usance, \yhich means the

customary or usual time for which bills are drawn from a given
place, and when the time is doubled it is called douWe usance. No
bills are now drawn in London at usance, and the practice is being
gradually dropped in other countries. The usance of bills drawn
from France, Holland, and Germany is 30 days' date ; from Spain
and Portugal 60 days' ; and from Italy 3 months' date ; but the

currency of bills is regulated more by the classes of business to

which they relate than to the usage of any country. The allowance

n( days of grace is also going out of fashion. Three days are still

given on bills drawn upon or payable in the United Kingdom other-

wise than at sight, and a similar practice holds in the United States.

St Petersburg gives 3 days on sight bills and 10 days on date

bills, Copenhagen 8 days, Christiania 8 days ; but in these and
other cases the allowance may not mark so distinctly the day when
a bill is legally due as an interval within which certain legal pro-

ceedings of the respective countries cannot be instituted. The
practice, which was at oud period extremely various, has now been
r«duced within such narrow limits that in exchange transactions in

London no account is taken of days of grace.

Bills of exchange in London are bought and sold through brokers,

who go round the mercantile and banking houses, and discover

whether they are buyers or sellers of bills. The negotiatiens are

determined on Tuesdays and Fridays, which correspond with the

principal post days in foreign exchange business. In London, as

in other great commercial cities, bankers deal largely on the rise

and fall of exchanges,—buying bills wheu they expect a rise, and
Belling bills when they expect a fall.

Foreign bills are generally drawn in duplicate or triplicate, lest

the first should miscarry. \Vhen thus drawn in sets, the first is

payable only "second and third unpaid," the second "first and
third unpaid," and the third "first and second unpaid." Where
there is a doubt as to the acceptance, the first may be sent unindorsed

to a correspondent of the drawer in the place of payment to have it

accepted, and the second sold and put in circulation, bearing the

name and address of the party holding the first or accepted bill

"in case of need," that is, in case he may not have obtained accept-

ance, and will protect the drawer from h.iving the bill returned

through the iudorsers. The indorsed second, and the accepted first

of exchange, when waferod together, become one bill and are valid.

Exchange, a^ regards the abundant arithmetic to which it gives

rise in its negotiation, may be divided into— (1) Direct, or exchange
between two countries wholly based on their rates of exchange,

which is so simple as to need no remark
; (2) Cross, or exchange

between two countries in which a third country has an interest, as

when London, say, has 10,000 francs in Paris which he wishes to

move to Hamburg, and has to take account of his own course of

exchango to Hamburg as well as the direct between Paris and
Hamburg, which is only less simple than direct exchange, inasmuch
as it requires two formulce instead of one ; and (3) Indirect or

arbitrated, where exchange between two countries is conducted
through the medium of a third, or more than one other country,

and thus becomes more compound as the sphere of the operation

is extended. It is an arbitrated rate because it has no actual form,

«nd is found only in figures out of the current rates of exchange

between more than two countries. The object being to discover

how a debt in one place may be most economically paid from another,

the question carries along with it not only the difference between

remi tting and drawing which exists in the simplest direct exchange

—

the debtor in the one country and the creditor in the other having
always the option of the one remitting or the other drawing—but
Buch viinulicE as whether the rate of exchange given be in the

foreign money or in sterling, till it results in the following rules :

—

" For Remiftancrx:^
" With a foreicn rate, ar.y arbitrated rate is better than the direct rate If it is

ffreafrr than the latter;

'/With a sterlinK rate, fl.ny aibitrated rate is better than the direct rate, il it is

icj« than the latter:

'* Because, in either case, A given enm In sterling will prodncc a trrcitcr snra fa
forolfcn money, or a givcu sum in foreign monvy wlil cost a less BUiii In sterling, i

" J-'or Vrajis or Returns;—
" With a foreign rate, any arbitrated rate is better which la ten than the direct

rate;
" With a sterling rate, any arbitrated rate is better which 1b ffreater than tho

direct rate

:

** Because, in either cane, a greater sum in sterling will be obtained from «
given sum drawn for In foreign money." *

Noris thisall. Arbitrated rates are calculated for present money ;

the actual rates of exchange on which they are calculated have
been affected by time and rate of interest. In the rate of direct

exchange particularly, with 'which the arbitrated rate has to be com-
pared, this cfl'cct has to bo estimated, long bills reduced to short

and the difference of interest on them discounted from the basis of

calculation primafacie. This, in a superficial view, may be counter-

poised by drawing speculative bills of long date on a foreign centre,

but there are limits to drawing on a place for purposes external to

its ordinary course of exchange, and a large amount of bills thus

directed without corresponding remittances might produce an effect

on the exchanges which 'would go far to upset the calculation.

It is obvious that arbitration of exchange, thus burdened il _7ery

additional length of the chain by diihculties of estimate, cannot

be much extended or become too artificial without the risk of mis-

carriage. But the mediation of direct exchango through a third place

is of such common and useful practice that it may be desirable to

give an example broad enough to illustrate the general method of

equation.

Take London on Paris at 3 months, quoted f.25 '55; Paris on Lon-

don at 3 months, qtioted f.25'10.

The discount for 3 months, in the example to be given, is taken at

1 per cent. , or 25 cents. , which is deducted from the London rate and
added to the Paris rate, to make the two short or cash rates ; thus

reducing the former to f.25o0, and raising the latter to f.25'35.

If this variable price were in sterling, as for instance with Madrid,

the allowance for interest would have to be reversed, that is, added
to the London price, and subtracted from the price abroad.

EXAIIPLE.

From tho following rates of bills in London and Paris it Is required to fled—
\it.—Whether, having money to transmit from London to Paris, it will be better

for mo to remit direct bills on Paris, or to order bills in Paris to be diawa upon
mc in London, at the r.ite of 4 per cent, per annum.

Id.—Whether, having money to draw iiom Paris, it will be better for my cor-

respondents there to make mo remittances, or for me to.draw upon them.
3*—If I have to make remittances to Paris, whether any IndUect rate wUl

answer better than the rates of direct bills.

4M.— If I have to obtain returns from Paris, whether any indirect rate will

answer better than either of the direct rates.

Ratrs Off Exchange.

London, June 17. Paris, June 14.

25*55 Paris at 3 months.
12"1} Amsterdam 2P3i

13"10J Hamburg 184
J21 Franltfoit 210}

23-17i Leghorn' 16 lo5s=100 lire for 86 ftanci>

Methods op Workiko the Eqoatioks.

Amzterdam,
S,\1

\ — f 12"1} Florins and Stlvci-s.

100 - • 209{ Fiancs.

Francs 209J X 12'06i = 25-24 Francs.

'Eamhurg.
£1?

1 — • 13"10i Mk. and Sc = 218} Sc.

Sc. ICOO = Jlk. 100 — • 184 Francs.
Fianca 184 x 218} -i- 1600 = 2410 Francs.

^ranJ:fort.

£11
10 — * 121 Florins.

100 — • 210} Fianca.

Francs 2104 X 121 - 1000 = 25-42 Francs

^yhorn.
£1?

1 - • 29-47* Lire Itallane.

100 — 85 Francs.

Francs 85 X 29-47J -;- 100 = 25 00 Fiancs

COWPAEISON OF THE AJIBITBATED RATES.
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For Direct P.u'ib.

It appears fvom the direct rates between London and Purls at 25*30 and 25-35

that—
1st.—To remit or tranafer money from London to Paris, It la better for Parla to

draw upon London at 25*35 short, than /or I^ondon to remit to Paris at 23'30

abort, becaoso by the former operation there will be made 5 cents, per pound, or
•bout one-tlftb per cent, move than by the latter.

2d.—To have returns from Paris, It la better, by tlio same 6 centa, for London
lo draw upon Paris than for Paris to remit to London, bccaoae the bUla will coat

BO much IcM French money, or produce bo much mora In aterUng.

Fob Indirect Paper.

'1«/.—For rcirilttances to Paris. It appears from the arbitrated results that bills

«n Frankfort, bought In London at 121 florins per £10 sterling, and sold In Paris at

212 francs ner 100 florini, will produce 12 ccnta.more than direct remittances from
London tol'&ila, or 7 centa. more than la yielded by direct drafts of Pai-ls npon
London.
2(i— For returns from Paris, It appears from the arbitrated results thtt bills on

LcRhom, bought in Paris at 85 centimes per paper lira Italtana, and sold In Lon-
don at paper lira Italiana 2947^ per pound sterling, will coat 29 cents. Icsa than

direct bills from Pail^ and will give 24 cents, more than drafts from London on
Paris.

Snch is the manner in which the various exchanges are calculated

in order to ascertain which will answer best for a speculation in

bills through intermediate places. The contingency of a change of

rates has to be considere^d, and the charVes of brokerage and com-
mission on the operation have to be deducted from the result, or

Inay be reduced when the operation is done by branches of the

flame house, or on joint account.

. *frhe elasticity of arbitrated raies of exchange is put to the

severest strain when a large subsidy, or monster indemnity, like

that of France to Germany, has to be paid by one country to another.

In these cases it is necessary to employ extensive banking co-opera-

tion, and at centres on which the drafts are heavy to arrange means
for tho mipport of the eicliange.

Pars of ExchAnoe.

(Abstracted from Tate's Modern Cambiti, 16th edition.)

London receives from or gires to

JCnsterdam. n"19 florins and stivers for £1 sterling.

Antwei-p and Brussels, 2515 francs ^ „ £1 uterllng.

Bomburg, Berlin, and Gcrnian bank places, 20"43» -., . „
-imperial marks and pfennige f " *"* sierung.

Paris, 25-22 francs „ £1 sterling.

•Vienna, • 1150 florins and krcuz , £1 sterling.

Genoa, and Italian towns, 2950 lire and cenles..., „ £1 sterling,

Lisbon, 53^ pence sterling „ 1 milreis.
Madrid, 48 to 50 pence sterling „ 1 duro {hard dollar).
Gibraltar, 40J pence slerllng ff 1 bard dollar.
Malta, 49 pence sleiling ^,.. , 1 pezra.
•Constantinople. 125 piastres „ £1 Bterling.

St Pctersbuig, 37^ pence slerllpg „ 1 silver rouble.
Waj'saw, C40 silver loubles and cop „ £1 sterling,
Copenhagen, 9*10 rigsdal and ek , £l sterling.

Chriatiania, 4"66i species and sk „ £1 aterllng.

Stockholm, 18-05 riksdaler „ £1 sterling.

New York, 49J pence slerllng „ 1 gold dollar.

Rio Janeiro, 27 penco sterling „ 1 milreis gold.
Buenos Ayres, 67 ahilllngs sterling 1 onca gold.
Calcutta, Bombay, and;Rangoon, 23 pence sterling „ 1 Govt, rupee.
Canton,* 78./b pence sterling ,, 1 tael sycee eUyer.
Japan, 51 to 52 pence sterling , ISoan. or Mez. dollar.

R SO

)

EXCHEQUER, Court of Exchequer, Exchequer
Chamber. The name scaccarmm^ from which the word
"exchequer" is detived, was used upder the Norman kings

of England to signify the treasury, Madox, in his learned

History of the Exchequer, exhausts the possible definitions

of the word. According to some, it is connected with
scaccus oi" scacciimy a chess-board, and the exchequer of

England " was in all probability, called scaccarium because

a chequered cloth (figured with squares like a chess-board)

was anciently wont to be laid on the table in the court or

place of that name." " From the Latin," continues Madox,
** cometh the French eschequier or exchequier, and the

English name from the French. Or if any one thinks

more '^likely that 'the French word was the ancienter, and
the Latin one formed from it, I do not oppose him,—nay, I

incline to believe it was so." Another and less probable

explanation is, that the original word was statarium,

"from its stability, as it was the firm support of the crown
or kingdom." But Madox points out' that from the early

* Those marked f^) Include premium on gold or silver on account of depreciation
of paper currency. ' The mint par of Vienna is about 10'35. In Genoa and other
Italian cities it would Ije about 25-80. The full metallic par of the Turkish piastre
b 1U-5 = £1 sterling. WTiere the quotations in the above table are sterling wiih
pllver money, the price of silver has been taken at 5a. an ounce, and the par of

exchange has to be deduced from lower and higher prices of flllvcr, as compared
VHh that 8tandTi:-i

* IPoreign merchants trading with China usually keep their accounts In dollars
(ind'tents ; and the dollar issued from the mint at Hong Kong forms aa acceotable
bul" otexchan^o from that I'-attcfi.
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times of the Conquest onwards it was always called

scaccarium and never statarium;

At the present day, excliequer means two very different

and independent institutions, the historical origin of

which is one and the same. It ia a courtiof law—one of

the three superior courts at Westminster. It is also the

treasury. The connexion between the treasury and the
court ia still kspt up in one or two points. The chancellor

of the exchequer still takes his scat in the Exchequer Court
on certain formal occasions, and the Exchequer Court (or,

as it is now called, the Exchequer Division) is still the
appropriate tribunal for cases connected with the revenue.

The Exchequer makes its appearance among English
institutions in close connexion with tho King's Court
{curia regis)—tho germ from which so large a portion of

the English constitution has sprung. In the language of

later times it might be called a committee of that court

specially charged with the management of the revenue.

The Ring's Exchequer, says Theodore, " was anciently a

member of his court, and was wont to be held in his palace.

It was a sort of subaltern court, partly resembling in its

model that which was properly called the curia regis, for in

it the king's barons and great men who used to be in his

palace near his royal person ordinarily presided, but
sometimes the king himself; in it the king's cliief-justiciar,

his chancellor, his treasurer, his coastable, his marshal,

and his chamberlain performed some part of their several

offices." And just as the curia regis was not a pure court

of law, so the Exchequer was not merely a financial council

but a court of law. Its principal busines.s, says Madox,
related to the revenue, and although the justices on circuit

had cognizance of revenue matters, such matters, as they

arose, were certified or sent into the Exchequer " to which

place the affairs of the royal revenue tended as to their

centre." Madox divides the business of the Exchequer,

during the period between the Conquest and the reign of

King John, under the head of revenues, causes, non-litigious

business, and matters of public policy.

From the reign of Henry III. the Exchequer was

recognized as a separate court, the others being the King's

Bench and the Common Pleas {q.v.). Mr Stubbs thinks

that a separate staff of judges was not assigned to each

court until the end of the reign of Henry. The special

business of the Exchequer was as before the decision of

revenue cases, but from a very early time, and in spite of

repeated prohibition?, the lawyers of the Exchequer com-

peted for the ordinary litigious business—the common
pleas—of the country! They finally succeeded by means
of the well-knov.'n fiction which allowed one of the litigants

to own that he was indebted to the king, and forbade his

opponent to traverse the averment. The organization of

the court seems to have been somewhat later in point of

time than that of the Common Pleas and the King's Bench.

The barons of the Exchequer were not at first recognized

as judges. They are not mentioned in the statutes of Nisi

Prius (13 Edward I. c. 30, and U Edward III. c. 16).

In the reign of Elizabeth the Exchequer was definitely

recognized a court of co-ordinate jurisdiction with the Com-
mon Pleas and the King's Bench.

The Exchequer was further distinguished from the two

other courts by possessing an equitable as well as a common
law jurisdiction. " The Court of Equity," says Elackstone,

"is held before the lord treasurer, the chancellor of the ex-

chequer, the chief baron, and the t'hvee puisne ones," wherea.%

the common law jurisdiction is exercised by the barons only o>

the exchequer, and not the treasurer or chancellor. Thi*

equity jurisdiction was abolished in 1841, wjien two addi-

tional vice-chancellors were appointed in the Court of

Chancery.

By the Judicature Act of 1873 the Court of Exchequer
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was abolished as a separate court, and its jurisdiction was

transferred to the new High Court of Justice. The Ex-

chequer still survives, however, as one of the divisions of

the High Court, and still retains under its new name its old

exclusive jurisdiction.

The Court of Exchequer Chamber was, until the passing

of the Act just referred to, the court of appeal from the

three courts of common law. Appeals from any one of-

these were heard before judges of the other two. It was

originally intended (by statute 31 Edward III. c. 12) to de-

termine causes by writs of error from the common law side

of the Court of Exchequer, the judges being the lord chan-

cellor, lord treasurer, and the justices of the King's Bench

and Common Pleas. A statute of 27 Elizabeth (c. 8) made
similar arrangements for writs of error from the King's

Bench. The jurisdiction of the Exchequer Chamber is

transferred by the Judicature Act to the new Court of

Appeal.

The chancellor of the exchequer is the second commis-

sioner of the treasury, the first lord being'the premier. Occa-

sionally both offices are held by the ^me person. It is the

duty of the chancellor to prepare and lay before the House
of Commons the " budget " for the year, and therefore he

must be a commoner. The chancellor takes hi.s seat in the

Court of Exchequer once a year—at the nomination of

persons to serve as sheisiffs. (e. e.)

EXCISE, a term of obvious Latin derivation, now well-

known in jjublic finance, signifying a duty charged on home
goods, either in the process of their manufacture or before

their sale to the home consumers. This form of taxation

implies a commonwealth somewhat advanced in manufac-

tures, markets, and general riches ; and it interferes so

directly with the industry and liberty of the subject that it

has seldom been Introduced save in some supreme financial

exigency, and has as seldom been borne, even after long

usage, with less than the ordinary impatience of taxation.

Yet excise duties can boast a respectable antiquity, having

a distinct parallel in the vectigal rerum vcnatium (or toll

levied on all commodities sold by auction or in public

market) of the Komans. But the Roman excise was mild

compared with that of modern nations, having never been

more than centesima, or one per cent., of the value ; and it

was much shorter-lived than the modern examples, having

been first imposed by Augustus, i-educed for a time

one-half by Tiberius, and finally abolished by Caligula, 38

A.D., so that the Roman excise cannot have had a,duration

of much more than half a century. Its remission must
have been deemed a great boon in the marts of Rome, since

jit was commemorated by the issue of small brass coins with

the legend Eemissis Centesimis, specimens of which are still

to be found in collections.

The history of this branch of revenue in the United
Kingdom dates from the period of the civil wars, when the

republican Government, following the example of Holland,

established, as a means of defraying the heavy expenditure

of the time, various duties of excise, which the Royalists

when restored to power found too convenient or necessary

to be abandoned, notwithstanding their Ronndhead origin

and general unpopularity. On the contrary, they were

destined to be steadily increased both in number and
in amount. It is curious that the first commodities

selected for excise were those to which this branch of taxa-

tion, after great extension, has again in the age of reform

and free trade been in a manner permanently reduced, viz.,

malt liquors, and such kindred beverages as cider, perry,

and spruce beer. The other excise duties remaining are

chiefly in the form of licences, such as to kill game and to

use and carry guns, to sell gold and silver plate, to pursue

the business of appraisers or auctioneers, hawkers or

pedlars, pawnbrokers, or patent-medicine vendors, tc manu-

facture tobacco or snuflf, to deal in «wpets vt irr foreign'

wines, to make vinegar, to roa&t malt, or to use a still

in chemistry or otherwise. It may be presumed that the

policy of the licence duties is not so much to collect revefrue,

thou'gh in the aggregate they yield a largo num, as to guard

the main sources of excise, and to place certain classes

of dealers, by registration and an annual payment to

the exchequer, under a direct legal responsibility. The
excise system of the United Kingdom as now pruned and
reformed, however, while still the most prolific of all the

sources of revenue, is simple in process, and is contentedly

borne as compared with what was the case in the last and
the beginning of the present century. The wars with

Bonaparte strained the Government resources to the utter-

most, and excise duties were multiplied and increased in

every practicable form. Bricks, candles, calico prints,

glass, hides and skins, leather, paper, salt, soap, and other

commodities of home manufa(:ture and consumption were

placed, with their respective industries, under excise sur-

veilla,nce ancl fine. When the duties could no longer be

increased in number, they were raised in rate. The duty

on British spirits, which had begun at a few pence per

gallon in 1660, rose step by step to lis. 8^d. per gallon in

1820 ; and the duty on salt was augmented to three oi

fourfold its value.

The old unpopularity of excise, though now somewhat
out of date, must have had real enough grounds. It breaks

out in all our . literature, from songs and pasquinades

to grave political essays and legal commentaries. Black-

stone, in quoting the declaration of parliament in 1649
that " excise is the most easy and indifferent levy that can

be laid upon the people," adds, on his own authority that
" from its first original to the present time its very name
has been odious to the people of England" (book i, cap.

8, tenth edition, 1786); while the definition of " excise
"

gravely inserted by Dr Johnson, in the DiclionarT/, at the

imminent risk of subjecting the eminent author to a prose-

cution for libel— viz., "a hateful tax levied spon common
dities, and adjudged not by the common judges of property,

but wretches hired by those to whom excise is paid "—can
hardly be ever forgotten. The levy of excise has more than
the disagr'eeableness of other direct taxation, and though
not more inquisitorial than income tax, establishes an
espionage and control over premises and processes of

manufacture which are much more offensive as well as some-
times injurious. The caustic feeling of last century points

directly enough to much rough and arbitrary administration,

which it was possible gradually to correct and mitigate.

But what may be deemed the permanent defect of excise

is that it is apt to increase the cost of commodities to

consumers far more than the amount of duty levied for

the revenue. This has been found on the abolition of

excise, whether on bricks, calicoes, leather, paper, or othoi

articles of manufacture. The cheapening effect might not

be very immediate or apparent, because the duty when
abolished might bear only a very fractional proportion to the

natural value of the goods; but under the greater freedom
of production have arisen more invention, more skilful and
varied appliances, and consequently more economy to con-

sumers, and more expansion of the several industries, than

could have been attained under the fiscal restrictions. The
inexpediency, even for revenue purposes, of fining and
fettering a great number of the most useful and necessary

home industries by this kind of impost would seem to be
abundantly demonstrated by the fact that the excise

revenue of the United Kingdom, while being reduced alwaj's

within narrower compass, has not suffered eventually in its

actual produce to the state. The revenue from excise has

never been greater, or much, greater, than it is st present

The gross receipts from excise in 1820 were i!27.955,810.
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In the year ended Slat March 18G6, when the larger
number of the duties had been abolished, the net revenue
from excise was £18,332,868; and in the year ended same
date 1877, when excise for some years had been almost
wholly confined to British spirits and malt liquors, the net
revenue was £27,681,523. The following are the general
items of the excise revenue in the latter year :

—

Chicory £2,942
Licences 3,548,557
Malt 8,040,378
Railways 728,718
Spirits, homemade .'. 14 873 165
Sugar, used in brewing 487,763

Total, £27,681,523

So large a revenue from so few sources indicates high
duties, and the excise on spirits in particular has been
maintained during many years at a rate that would have
astonished the people of last century, and yet without any
of the evils incident to heavy fiscal exaction. There is a
check, which has been often exemplified, to the increase of
the rate of excise in the encouragement it gives to illicit

manufacture, and the consequent defeat of its object, viz.,

increase of revenue. The high rates of lis. 8Jd. per gallon
in England, 6s. 2d. in Scotland, and 5s. 7d. in Ireland, to
which the excise on home-made spirits was increased at the
close of the great wars, gave rise to so much evasion that
" more than one-half of the spirits actually consumed in
Scotland and Ireland," as we learn from an official source,
" were supplied by the smuggler." The duties were
reduced to 7s. per gallon in England, and to 2s. 4|d. in
both the other countries. " The result of these changes
was a most surprising increase of legally made spirits. In
1820 the quantity made in the United Kingdom, and
retained for home consumption, was 9,600,000 gallons. In
1826 "—two years after the change of duties—" it was
18,200,000 " (First Report of Commissioners of Inland
Revenue, 1857). At subsequent periods, when the duties
were again moderately increased, it was found that there
was a sharp limit to the process, and that the excise on
spirits could not be advanced much beyond 3s. 4d.
in Scotland and Ireland without a revival of the old evils
and a decline of revenue; while in England more than 7s.

encouraged adulteration, and much higher prices than were
justified by the duty and other trade charges. Later
experience shows that this check is elastic. Since 1860
the excise on home-made spirits has been 10s. per gallon
uniformly in the three kingdoms, and yet in no previous
period have there been fewer complaints of smuggling or
illicit distOlation. This result is ascribable to various
causes. The increase of employment, higher wages for
legitimate labour, the opening of all parts of the country
by means of communication, the greater sway of the law,
and the greater influence of habits of order, must have dis-

couraged the dark though tempting business of smuggling
quite as much or more than the enormously high excise
encouraged it. The excise service itself has also been much
improved, and by simple mechanical provisions in the dis-

tilleries much less supervision of officers is requisite, with
greater security against fraud than in former times. The
exemption from duty of methylated spirit, used extensively
in " French polishing " and many other arts, has likewise
had a beneficial effect in stamping out illicit distillation.

The spirit of wine, or pure alcohol of the druggists, how-
•iver, is still almost necessarily subject to duty, though it

were certainly desirable that in tinctures and other
medicaments incapable of being abused as potable liquors.

It should be free of tax. But permission to prepare
tinctures in bond, in quantities of not less than nine gallons,

has not as yet been taken advantage of to any extent. In
the export of spirit of wine a rebate of duty is allowed.

The duty on malt, like that on ^irits, has also for eomc
years been uniform in the United Kingdom, at the rate of
28. 7|d. per bushel, with a further duty on brewers of 128.
6d. for every 12 j quarters mashed, or, what is held
equivalent, every 50 barrels of 36 gallons brewed. The
duty on each gallon of ale is thus barely one and seven-
eighths of a penny—a very lenient excise compared with the
lOa. per gallon on spirits. It might be supposed that
when the duty on spirits in Scotland and Ireland was made
as high as in England, a certain equality should have been
established in the incidence of taxation on the liquors most
generally used in the several countries. But the legislature
has favoured the milder fermented liquors with the view of
promoting temperance in all parts of the kingdom, irrespec-
tive of taste, habit, or climate. How far this good intention
has been realized is a question aside from theee explana-
tory remarks on excise. It has only to be observed that
while the consumption of brewed liquors has been increas-
ing in Scotland, the consumption of distilled spirits in
England has been increasing in a stiU greater proportion.
The following are the official returns of spirits and malt
charged with duty in the three kingdoms in 1867 and
1876 :—
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primary eignificatioo moans sinrply any porson or thing

separated or set apart, a meaning which is still seen in tho

familiar Arabic word " Larom." Tho connexion in thought

between the notions separation from common use, dedica-

tion to God, and devotion to destruction is not very obscure,

and it soon established itself in the Hebrew mind. In Lev.

xxvii. 21, 28, 29, we read that no " devoted " person or

thing was to bo sold or redeemed; " none which shall bo
' devoted ' from among men shall ho redeenied, but shall

surely bo put to death." Tho Hebrew molioram (devoted)

was precisely in tho same position as the Latin impucs or

Baccr (Mommsen, Jtiim. Alt., ii. 50 ff.). In Num. xxL 2, 3,

Deut. ii. 34, iii. 6, vii. 2, we find whole cities or nations

thus " banned," " excommunicated," or devoted to destruc-

tion. We occasionally read of Israelites as well as of aliens

falling under this ban (e.^r.jin Judg. xxi. 5, 11); indeed, the

oxtremo penalty of being "cut oflf," which is attached to so

many sins, appears to have been carried into effect by tho

ccngregation only after tho D'JO had been duly pronounced

by tho competent authority (Ex. xxii. 19 [20] ; Deut.

xiiL 7-18 [6-17]; cf. Ewald, AltertK., pp. 101, 420).

If in this D'jn wo already find the analogue of tho major

excommunication (called anathema) of the mediajval church,

wo may perhaps look for tho analogue of tho minor in that

temporary separation or seclusion (niddah) which was pre-

scribed for ceremonial uncleanness. Scripture furnishes no
distinct trace of tho uso of tho deadly anathema in post-

exile times ; it is probable, hpwever, that the right of

sentencing by a D'^n to capital punishment remained with

the Jewish ecclesiastico-civil authorities to a very late'period

(Ezra vii." 25, 26). In Ezra x. 8, it ought to be observed,

we read of an excommunication of a milder kind; its

effect was that all tho substance of the offender was
" forfeited" {i.e., laid under a herem), but he himself

merely " separated " from the congregation.

The Talmud recognizes two kinds of excommunication,

a minor and a major, called respectively niddui and herem.

The niddui (from niddah, to drive away) could be pro-

nounced at any time by any competent individual {cum
periculo, of course); its validity continued for thirty days,

during which period the subject of it was expected to go

into mourning, absent himself from tho synagogue, and
separate himself from all his fellows by a distance of not less

than four ells. He was not excluded from the temple, but

if he visited it he was required to enter by a separate door.

If at the end of thirty days ho showed impenitence or con-

tumacy, the niddui might be renewed once and again ; and
finally, in certain circumstances, tho Ijerem might be pro-

nounced. A valid herem, which could only be pronounced
by a court of not less than ten judges, had the effect of

excluding from tho temple as well as from the synagogue,

and from all association with tho faithful Some writers

have asserted that there was a still more terrible, because
irrevocable, sentence called the shammatta; but the pre-

ponderance of evidence is against this statement. (See
Buxtorf's Lexicon, p. 2466; and Selden, Be Jure Nat. et

Gen., iv. 9.) Among modern instances of expulsion from the

Jewish communion, that of Spinoza (16th July 1656) for

contempt of the law has became famous. Tho text of the

curse pronounced upon the culprit, which is similar to

that given by Selden (as above, iv. 7), may be taken as a
fair specimen of the formulas then in use, Tho Exemplar
Humance Vitce of Uriel d'Acosta may also be referred to.

As an authority upon Jewish usages tho Talmud does
not^o nearly so far back as to the beginning of ihe first

Christian century. It is to the New Testament alone
that wo must look for any little information that can be
had on the contemporary practice of the Jewish courts.

The sentence of exclusion from the S3Tiagogue is plainly
indicated in Luke vi 22, John ix. 22, xii. 42^ and the more

ecvere sontenco seems to be hinted at in John xvL'2. The
question as to tho period at which tho Jewish synedrium
ceased to have tho power of giving full effect to the herem
spoken of in Leviticus, has been much disputed. Tha
Talmud itself says that tho judgment of capital causes waa
taken away from Israel forty years before the destruction

of the temple. But the point whether the synedrium which
tried Jesus Christ could lawfully claim that power is still

unsettled.

It has been already said that the tise of excommunicatioil

as a part of Christian discipline, is based on the precept ol

Christ and on the apostolic practice. The general principles

which ought to be observed can bo easily gathered from the

New Testament writings ; but the church appears to hav«

been left, for most of tho practical details, to the guidance

of reason and experience. Mat. xviii. 17 leaves unsolved

many questions which cannot fail to arise as to the occa-

sion, nature, and effects of excommunication. Tit. iii. 10,

which enjoins the "rejection" (comp. 1 Tim. iv. 7) of a

" heretic " after two " admonitions," can hardly bo called

more explicit. Tho locjts classicus is 1 Cor. v. taken in

connexion with 1 Tim. L 20. In the former passage, much
importance has been attached to the apparent distinction

between the a'puv Ik fiia-ov in vs. 2, 13, and the wapaSovvai

T<p Xarava, in V. 5, the former being (it is alleged) withio

the competency of tho congregation, and the latter a purely

apostolic funclion. The imOefia, or " delivering over to

Satan for the destruction of the flesh," has been the subject

of much dispute (see Bingham, Antiq., xvi. 2, 15). The
language may safely be assuifted to have been borrowed

from an older formula. Plainly it was intended as th«

highest censure, to bo pronounced only on grave offenders.

It is also manifest that it was not irrevocable, and that il

was in every case meant to have a salutary disciplinarj

effect upon the souL

The writings of the church fathers give suffiaent evi-

dence that two degrees of excommunication, the o<^opio-/t<>j

and the d(^o/3tcr/ios TravTcKrj?, as they were generally called,

were in use during, or at least soon after, the apostolic age.

The former, which involved exclusion from participation in

the eucharistic service and from the eucharist itself, though

not from the so-called " service of the catechumens," was

the usual punishment of comparatively light offences i the

latter, which was the penalty for graver scandals, involved
" exclusion from all church privileges,"—a vague expres-

sion which has sometimes been interpreted as meaning total

exclusion from the very precincts of tho church building

{inter hiemanies orare), and from the favour of God
(Bingham, xvi. 2, 16). For some sins, such as adultery,

the sentence of excommunication was in the 2d century

regarded as iravrcX^s in the sense of being irrevocable.

Difference of opinion as to the absolutely " irremissible
"

character of mortal sins led to tho important controversy

associated with the nam'.i of Zephyrinus, Tertullian, Cal-

listus, Hippolytus, Cyprian, and Novatian, in which tho

stricter and more montanistic party held that for those

who had been guilty of such sins as theft, fraud, denial of

the faith, there should be no restoration to church fellow-

ship even in the hour of death. On this point the

provincial synods of Illiberis (Elvira) in 305 and of Ancyra
in 315 subsequently came to conflicting decisions, • But
tho excommunication was on all hands regarded as being
" medicinal " in its character. It is noteworthy that the

word avdOe/ia had fallen "into disuse about the beginning

of the 4th century, and that, throughout the same period,

no instance of the judicial use of the phrase vapaSovvat tu
SaTom can be found.

A new chapter in the history of church censure may be said

to have begun with the publication of those imperial edicts

against heresy the first of which, De summa trinilale etfide
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catholica, dates from 380. Till then exclusion from churclx

privileges had beau a spiritual discipline merely; thonoofor-

ward it was to expose a man to serious temporal risks.

Excommunication still continued to bo occasionally used in

the spirit of genuine Christian fidelity, as by Ambrose in

the case of Theodosius himself (390) ; but the teinptation

to wield it as an instrument of secular tyranny too often

proved to bo irresistible. In the formula used by Synesius

(410), which is to bo found in Bingham and in most other

works of reference, we already find the attention of magis-

trates specially called to the censured person. The history

of the next thousand years shows that the magistrates were

seldom slow to respond to the appeal. Even the hastiest

survey of that long and interesting period enables the

student to notice a marked development in the theory and

practice of excommunication. One or two points may be

specially noted. (1.) While it had been held as an un-

doubted principle by the ancient church that this sentence

could only be passed on living individuals, whose fault had

beeiy distinctly stated and fully proved, we find the

mediaeval church on the one hand saictioning the practice

of excommunication of the dead (Morinus, De Posnit., x.,

c. 9), and, on the other hand, by means of the papal inter-

dict, excluding whole counties and kingdoms at once from

every church privilege. The earliest well-authenticated

instance of such an interdict is that which was passed (998)

by Pope Gregory V. ca France, in consequence of the

contumacy of King Robert the Wise. Other instances

are those laid respectively on Germany in 1102 by Gregory

VII. (Ilildebrand), on England in 1208 by Innocent III.,

on Rome itself in 1155 by Adrian IV. (2.) While in the

ancient church the language used in excommunicating had
'

been carefully measured, we find an amazing recklessness

in the phraseology employed by the medi;8val clergy. The
curse of Ernulphus or Arnulphus of Rochester (cir. 1100),

which has been made familiar to most students of English

literature, is a very fair specimen of that class of composi-

tion. With it may be compared the formula transcribed by

Dr Burton in his History of Scotland (iii. 317 ff.). To the

spoken word was added the language of symbol. By means

of lighted candles violently dashed to the gfound and extin-

guished the faithful were graphically taught the meaning of

the greater excommunication,—though in a somewhat mis-

leading way, for it is a fundamental principle of the canon

law that discijilina est excommmiicatio, noii eradicatio.

The first instance, however, of excommunication by " bell,

book, and candle " is comparatively late (cir. 1190).

At the Reformation the necessity for church discipline

did not cease to be recognized ; but the administration of

it in many Reformed churches passed through a period of

some confusion. In some instances the old episcopal power
passed more or less into the hands of the civil magistrate

(a state of matters which was highly approved by Erastus

and his followers), in other cases it was conceded to the

presbyterial courts. In the Anglican Church the bishops

(subject to appeal to the sovereign) have the right of ex-

communicating, and their sentence, if sustained, may in

certain cases carry with it civil consequences.

In the law or England sentence of excommunication,

upon being properly certified by the bishop, was followed

by the writ de excommunicato capiendo for the arrest of the

offender. The statute 5 Eliz. c. 23 provided for the better

execuUca of. this writ. By the'63 Geo. III. c. 127 (whir'i

doas not, however, extend to Ireland) it was enacted that
" exeommunication, isgether with aU proceedings following

therenpoc, shall in all cases, save those hereafter to be

specified, be discontinued." Disobedience to or contempt
of the ecclesiastical courts is to be punished by a new writ

de co)ti-umace capiendo, to follow on the certificate of the

judge :hat rte defender u. fiontumacious and in contempt.

Sect. 2 provide.") that nothing shall prevent " any ccclcBi-

astical court from pronouncing or declaring persons to

bo excommunicate on definite sentences pronounced as

spiritual censures for off"ences of ecclesiastical cognizance."

No persons so excommunicated shall incur any civil penalty

or incapacity whatever, save such sentence of imprisonment,

not exceeding six months, a=; the court shall direct and

certify to the Queen in Chancery,

In Scotland, three degrees of church censure are recog-

nized—admonition, suspension from sealing ordinances

(which may be called temporary excomn-.unication), and
excommunication properly so called. Intimation of the la.sN

named censure is occasionally (but very rarely) ^aven by

authority of a prc-sbytery in a public and solemn manner,

according to the following formula :
—" Whereas thou ^T.

hast been by sufficient proof convicted of (here mention the

sin) and after due admonition and prayer remainest

obstinate without any evidence or sign of true repentance ;

Therefore in the name of the Lord Jesus Christ, and before

this congregation, I pronounce and declare thee N. excom-

municated, shut out from the communion of the faithful,

debar thee from privileges, and deliver thee unto Satan for

the destruction of thy fiesh, that thy spirit may be saved

in the day of the Lord Jesus." This is called the greater

excommunication. The congregation are thereafter warned

to shun aU unnecessary converse with the excommunicate.

(Sei Form of Process, c. 8.) Formerly excommunicated

persons were deprived of feudal rights in Scotland; but

in 1690 all Acts enjoining civil pains upon sentences of

excommunication were finally repealed (Burton's History,

vii. 435). (J. s. BL.)

EXECUTORS AND ADMINISTRATORS, in the law of

England, are those on whom the personal property of a

deceased person devolves, according as he has or has not

left a will. If a man dies and leaves a will, the person or

persons named therein to carry out his intentions are his

executors, and their title to the personality vests at the

moment of the testator's death. If there is no will, the

right of administering the personal estate of the deceased

is granted, according to certain rules, by the court of

probate to persons who are called administrators. When
the will contains no nomination of executors, administra-

tion is said to be granted " with the will annexed." The
title of the administrator vests at the date of the letters of

administration. As to the appointment of executors and
administrators before the establishment of the Court of

Probate, see articles Will and Intestacy. The executors

or administrators when appointed become the legal personal

representatives of the deceased. As to powers and duties

administrators stand in the same position as executors.

It is the duty of an executor—(1) to bury the deceased

in a manner suitable to the estate he leaves behind him;

extravagant expenses will not be allowed, but the payment

of legitimate funeral expenses " takes precedence of any

debt or duty whatsoever;" (2) to obtain probate of the

will (or letters of administration) within 6ix months after

the death. (3) He must make an inventory of the personal

estate of the deceased, whether in possession or outstand-

ing, and this inventory he is to deliver to the court on oath.

He is to collect all the goods so inventoried and to commence
actions which may be necessary to recover those which- are

outstanding. The executor is responsible to creditors for

the whole of such estate, whether in possession or in action.

(4) He must pay the debts of the deceased according to

. their several degrees of priority. An executor can, how-

ever, pay any debt due to himself by retaining it out of

the fund before the other creditors are paid, except in the

case of an executor de son tort. And a creditor only gains

a preference for himself over others of the same class by

taking action and obtaining judgment for his debt. If tbe
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estate is exhausted by duo and proper payments before all

the dbbts are cleared off, the unsatisfied creditors cannot re-

cover. (5) After the debts come the legacies, which must

be paid as far as tho estate will extend. An executor

cannot exercise a preference in the payment of his own
legacy. (C) The residue of the estate must be paid to

the person named in the will as residuary legatee. If there

Ls no will or no residuary legatee named, the residue falls

to be distributed among the next of kin, under the statute

of distributions (see Intestacy). It was held at one time

that in default of a residuary legatee the residue fell to the

executor himself, but now nothing less than the expressed

intention of the testator can give it to him.

An executor de son tort (of his own wrong) is one who in-

termeddles with the estate of a deceased without authority.

He thereby makes himself liable to all the trouble of an
executorship without any of its profits.

If an executor is under age or abroad when he is

appointed, temporary administration durante minore cetate,

or durante absentia, may be granted to another.

An executor of an executor becomes the executor of the

first testator. If, however, an executor dies intestate before

completing the admiuistiation of the estate, an adminis-

Iratcr de bonis non must be appointed. This is also the

case where an administrator dies before the administration

is complete. (e. e.)

EXELMANS, Eeny Joseph Isidore (1775-1852), a
distinguished French general, was born at Bar-le-Duc,

November 13, 1775. He volunteered into the 3d battalion

of the Meuse in 1791, became lieutenant in 1797, and in

1798 was attached as aide-de-camp to General Ebl^. In
his first campaign in Italy he greatly distinguished himself

;

and in April 1799 he was rewarded for bis services by the

grade of captain in the 16th regiment of dragoons. In the

aame yea' he took part with honour in several battles

connected with the conquest of Naples, and was pro-

moted to the rank of major; and in 1801 he became aid-

de-camp to General Murat. He was named chief of a

squadron in 1803, and he accompanied Murat in the

Austrian, rrnssian, and Polish campaigns of 1805, 1806,

and 1807. At the passage of the Danube, and in the

battle of Wertingen, he specially distinguished himself; he

was made colonel of the 1st regiment of chasseurs for the

valour which he displayed at Austerlitz ; and after the

battle of Eylau in 1807 he obtained the rank of brigadier-

generaL In 1808 he accompanied Murat to Spain, but

was there made prisoner and conveyed to England. On
regaining his liberty in 1811 he went to Naples, where
King Murat appointed him grand master of horse ; but
when Murat became estranged from Napoleon, Exelmans
left his court and joined the French army. Napoleon was
then entering on his Russian campaign, and gave him wel-

come and immediate employment as a general of division.

He was present at the bp^ttle of Moscow, and in the famous
retreat from that city his steadfast courage was conspicu-

ously manifested on several occasions. In 1813 he received,

for services in the campaign of Saxony, the decoration of

the Legion of Honour ; and in 1814 he reaped additional

glory by his intrepidity and sk'U in the campaign of France.

When the Bourbons were restored in 1815 he retained his

position in the army, but this d>d not prevent Napoleon on
his return from Elba from intrusting him with the command
of the 2d army corps. After the second Restoration he

was proscribed, and lived in Belgium, and subsequently

in Nassau, till 1819, when he w^s recalled to France. In
the following year he was appoinfed to an inspector-general-

ship of cavalry ; and after the July revolution of 1830 he
received from Louis Philippe the grand cross of tho Legion
of Honour, and was created a peer of France. In the

House of Peers he denounced the execution of Mr.rakal Ney

as an "abominable assassination." At the revolution of

1848 Exelmans was one of the adherents of Louis Napoleon ;

and in 1851 he was, in recognition of his long and brilliant

military career, raised to the dignity of a marshal of France.

His death, 10th July 1852, was the result of a fall from
his horse.

EXETER, the chief town of Devonshire, in England, a

city which is a county in itself, and a municipal and parlia-

mentary borough, stands on the Exe, about ten miles north-

west of the mouth of the river, where it opens to the

English Channel. The distance of Exeter from London is

194 miles. The ancient city (round which suburbs have
extended) occupies a broad ridge of land, which rises

steeply from tho left bank of the Exe. At the head of

the ridge is the castle, on the site of a great British

earthwork. This was the stronghold of Caer Isc (so named
from the river Isc or Exe, meaning water); and the British

town became the Isca Damnoniorum of the Romans, just

as Isca Silurum was the Roman name of Caerleon on
tho Ush, in South Wales. Roman coin.s, tesselated pave-

ments, pottery, and sepulchral urns have been found from

time to time, proving that the station was one of import-

ance. It was one of the few cities in Britain which were

not deserted at the time of the Saxon Conquest ; and

when Atheistan came westward about 926, he found

Exanceaster, the " Chester" or fortified town on the Exe,

as the Saxons called it, occupied by Britons and Saxons

cequo jure. The ground plan of the city indicates its

Plan of Exeter.

Romano-British origin, since the principal streets cross each

other nearly in the centre. The main or High Street is, in

fact, a portion of the Roman road which extended from the

eastern border of the county to the Tamar. Exeter was

more than once attacked by the Northmen; but the walls

which had been constructed by Atheistan greatly protected

the "burgh;" and in 1050 the episcopal see of Devon-

shire, which had been founded at Crediton about 910, was

removed, for greater security, to Exeter.

The position of Exeter, and its importance as the prin-

cipal city of the western peninsula, have affected the whole

course of its history, and led to its numerous sieges. In

10G8 the Conqueror appeared before Fxeter, beleaguered it

VIIL — 101
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for eigateen clays, nnd tlien received tlio submission of its

citizens. Ho afterwards founded tbo castle, known as

" Rougemont," from the rod colour of tliO rock on which it

stands. The castle was held for Matilda in 1137 by

Baldwin de Redvers, earl of Devon ; and King Stephen

took it after a siege of three months. Exeter was Lancas-

trian, and in 14G9 held out successfully against Sir William

Courtenay and the Yorkists. In 1497 it was besieged by

Perkin Warbeck, and in 1549 for thirty-fivo days by the

men of Devon and Cornwall, who rose in defence of the

" old religion." The city was taken and retaken during

the civil war ; and the queen gave birth there to the

Princess Henrietta, afterwards duchess of Orleans. After

that period the most noticeable event is the entry of the

prince of Orange (William III.) in November 1G88. His

"declaration" was then read by Burnet in the cathedral.

The High Street of Exeter and its continuation, called

Fore Street, are narrow, but very picturesque, with many
old houses of the IGth and 17th centuries. There is a

tangle of lesser streets within the walls, the line of which

may be traced. All tho gates have been destroyed. The
eubu'rbs, which Lave greatly extended since tho beginning

of the present century, contain many good streets, terraces,

nnd detached villas. The surrounding country is not only

rich. and fertile, but is of great beauty. Extensive views

are commanded in the direction of Haldon, a stretch of high

moorland which may be regarded as an outlier of Dartmoor.

The lofty mound of the castlo has been laid out as a

promenade, with fine trees and broad walks. The city is

the centre of the system of western railways. London may
bereached cither by the Great Western (Bristol and Exeter)

line, or by the South-Wcstern, passing by Salisbury and
Basingstoke. The distance in both cases is about the same.

The North Devon railway runs from Exeter by Crediton to

Barnstaple and Ilfraconibe ; and the Souih Devon by
Teignmouth and Totnes to Plymouth, and thcnCe into

Cornwall. There is also a line to Plymouth belonging to

the South-Westeru Company, which nasses inland by
Lid ford and Tavfstock.

The population of Exeter in 1871 was 34,650 vjithinthe

municipal limits. The parliamentary borough contained

41,22G persons The city, of which ,.«»«""'™""o,

the earliest recorded charter was ^J^^/t^g^.
granted by Henry I., has returned ^5^"i?J~[^^
two members of parliament since tho '"'°' ^- '-'^ '

reign of Edward L It is situated in

the parliamentary division of East

Devon. Assizes for the county of

Devon are held twice in the year

at Exeter, in the assize hall witliin

the castle. The most important

buildings in the city are the cathedral

the Albert Jlemorial museum : and
castle are also of interest.

The cathedral, although not one of the largest in England,
is inferior to none in the great beauty of its architecture

and in the richness of its details. With the exception of

the Norman transeptal towers, the general character is

Decorated, ranging from about 1280 to 1369, On the

?xterior the great peculiarities are the towers mentioned
ibove and the west front, which is of later date than the

rest of the church (probably 1369-1394). and is adorned
•with Bt.atues. Transeptal towers occur elsewhere in

England only in the collegiate church of Ottery, in Devon-
shire, where the cathedral served as a model. Within, the
points to be specially noted are—the long unbroken roof,

extending throughout nave and choir (there is no central
tower or lantern); the beautiful sculpture of bosses and
corbels ; the minstrel's gallery, projecting from the north
iriforium of the nave ; and the remarkable manner in which

Corporation Seal

, the guildhall, and
the remains of the

the several parts of the church are made to corresix)ndf

Tho window tracery is much varied ; but each- window
answers to that on the opposite side of nave or choir

;
pier

answers to pier, aisle to aisle, and chapel to chapel, while

the transeptal towers complete the balance of parts. A
complete restoration of the cathedral, under Sir G. G. Scott,

was began in 1870 and completed in 1877. The new stall

work, the feredos, the choir pavement, of tiles, rich marbles,

and porphyries, the stained gla-ss, chiefly by Clayton and
Bell, and tho sculptured pulpits in choir and nave are of

the highest merit. The ancient episcopal throne, a sheaf

of tabernacle work in wood, erected by
Bishop Stapledon about 1320, has been

cleaned and renovated ; and the organ,

of which the pipes are of very nearly

pure tin, has been rearranged The
most interesting monuments are those

of bishops of the 12th and 13th cen-

turies, in tho choir and lady chapeL

Some important MSS., including the

famous book of Saxon poetry given by
Leofric to his cathedral, are preserved

in tho chapter house. The united sees

of Devonshire and Cornwall were fixed
^'"^ "^ Bishopric,

at Exeter from the installation thefe of Leofric (1050) bythe

Confessor, until the re-erection of the Cornish see in 1876.

The Guildhall in the High Street is a picturesque

Elizabethan building, which contains some interesting por-

traits. Among them are a full-length of General Monk,
duke of Albemarle, born in Devon (engraved in Lodge),

and a full length (given by Charles II.), oi the Princess

Henrietta, Both are by Sir Peter Lely The Albert

Memorial Museum in Queen Street wai designed by

Hayward of Exeter (1865). Devonshire materials have

been chiefly used in its construction. The building, which

is of considerable size, contains a school of art, an excellent

free library, a reading room, and a museum of natural his-

tory and antiquities. There is a good collection of local

birds, and some remarkable pottery and bronze relics ex-

tracted from barrows near Honiton or found in varioub

parts of Devonshire. Of the Castle the chief architectural

remain is a portion of a gateway tower which may be lata

Norman. Huge dykes and trenches of the British period

exist in an adjoining garden. The parish churches of

Exeter are of small importance, but the modern church of

St Michael (1860) deserves notice. It is sufficient to men-
tion the Devon and Exeter In.'ititution, founded in 1813,

which contains a large and valuable library ; the diocesan

training college and school ; and the grammar school, which

dates from the reign of Henry VIIL There are two market

houses in the city, many hospitals, and many charitable

institutions.

Exeter has few manuractures ; ana Devonshire or

Honiton lace, for which it is celebrated, is made quite as

much in the villages of the south coast as in and around

Exeter itself, although it is chiefly brought to the city, for

sale. There is a considerable trade of a miscellaneous de-

scription. Hides from South America, wines from Portugal

and Spain, fruits and valonia from tho Mediterranean, and

coal from the northern counties and Wales are imported.

Leather, paper, eorn, and cider are sent to Londoa and

other parts of the country. The woollen trade has quite

passed away from Exeter, although it was at one time so

considerable that it was only exceeded by that of Leeds,

and the value of exported goods in 1768 exceeded half a

million annually. The Ship Canal, from Exeter to

Topsham, in the estuary of the ExO; greatly assisted this

commerce. It was begun in 1564, enlarged in 1G75, and

a^ain in 1827. Vessels of 300 tons can corae up to the

quay at Eseter ; those of greater burdsii remain »'

t
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ropsham ; am! those of the largest size lie at Esmouth, at

the outfall of the river.

BMiographtj.—Of older histories the most important is Izacko's

Antiquities of Exctsr, 1681. The best later authorities are The
History of the City of Exeter, by tlio Rev. G. Oliver, 18G1 ; Lives of the

P.ishops of Exeter aiid History of the Cathedral, by tlio Rev. G. Oliver,

1801; Archiloacon Freeman's History of Exeter Cathedral, 1874;
and Murray's Handbook ff'r the Southern Cathedrals of England
(Exeter),—see edition of 187ff. (R. J. K.)

EXHIBITIONS. National and International Exhibi-

tions may be ranked among the most remarkable features

in the industrial records of the world, and have taken their

place as prominent instruments of civilization, for by their

means the diffusion of knowledge has been advanced and

extended in the most wonderful manner.

It is to the Society of Arts that the credit is due of

having originated national exhibitions. So far back as the

year 1761 that body offered prizes for agricultural and
other machines, and had an exhibition of these in its apart-

ments. In 1798 France began a series of national exposi-

tions under the direction of Napoleon. The exhibitors at

first numbered only 110, and a jury of nine was appointed

to decide upon their merits. A gold medal was offered to

the manufacturer who should deal the heaviest blow to

English trade. The second exposition took place in 1801,

and was so successful that the third was fixed to take place

in 1802. Expositions were subsequently held in 1806,

1819, 1823, 1827, 1834, 1839, 1844, and in 1840, in

which year there were 4494 exhibitors. This last was

the conclusion of the purely national displays iu France

before the great London international exhibition of 1851.

So exclusive were the French at that time that a proposal

made for the representation of foreign products in 1849

was deemed by the minister ot commerce to have emanated
from the enemies of French industry.

In 1820 a series of exhibitions were opened in various

cities of Austria, and national exhibitions were held at

Vienna in 1835, 1839, and 1845, which last had 18C5 ex-

hibitors. In Germany there were national exhibitions at

Berlin in 1822 and 1827, and in 1844 one with 3060 ex-

hibitors. National exhibitions were held in Saxony be-

tween 1824 and 1845, in which last year there were 6013
exhibitors. Between 1837 and 1848 exhibitions were held

at Lausanne, Berne, St Gall, and Zurich in Switzerland;

between 1835 and 1850 at Brussels and Ghent in Belgium;

between 1823 and 1844 at Stockholm in Sweden; between

1829 and 1849 at St Petersburg, Moscow, and Warsaw in

Russia; between 1844 and 1849 at Lisbon in Portugal;

between 1829 and 1855 in the kingdom of Sardinia; be-

tween 1827 and 1850 at Madrid; between 1828 and 1844
at New York and Washington in the United States.

In the United Kingdom industrial displays had to fight

their way against much apathy and prejudice. In 1828 an
exhibition was formed in London under the patronage of

George IV., which dragged out an unfortunate existence till

1833, vdieu it was consigned to oblivion as an unsuccessful

bazaar. In Ireland exhibitions of native industry were

held triennially in the rooms of the Eoyal Dublin Society,

commencing in 1829. In 1845, however, an exhibition of

manufactures held in Covent Garden, London, proved a
great success; and in 1849 an exposition of industry was
held at Birmingham, which was the most complete of any
held till that time in the country.

After various proposals made by the Society of Arts be-

tween 1846 and 1849, it was held that the great object cf

an international exhibition of industry was more likely to

be carried out than hitherto, and at last a roya! commission
was issued to take steps for an industrial exhibition to be
held in 1851. The commissioners received a site of up-
wards of 18 acres in Hyde Park, and erect'ed the building
liiiown as the " Crystal Palace." froa the designs of llr

(afterwards Sir) Joseph Paxton. Its general plan wag a

parallelogram 1848 feet long by 408 feet wide. There was
also a projection on the north side 936 feet long, the whole

covering a space of 1,000,000 square feet. The exhibition

had four great departments,—raw material, machinery,

manufactures, fine arts,—which were subdivided into 30
classes ; and this arrangement has been usually followed iu

the great exhibitions since held. In allocating the space

for the display of objects one-half was given to England
and the colonies, the other half to foreign countries. The
estimated value of the articles exhibited, excluding the

famous Koh-i-noor diamond, was £1,781,929. This exhi-

bition was opened on 1st Jlay by Queen Victoria in person,

and was closed on 11th October following, and the receipts

exceeded the expenditure by a sum of £213,305. The
building was afterwards removed to Sydenham, where it

forms the main part of the present " Crystal Palace."

The success of the Great Exhibition of 1851 encouraged

the repetition of similar displays all over the world, a list

of which will be found in the table given below.

In 1855 the great Paris international exhibition was
held, which w^s opened by the emperor of the French on

17th May. The buildings for this exhibition were of

various kinds. There were the palais d'industrie, the

palais des beaux arts, and the panorama; erections were

afterwards added for agricultural implements, carriages,

minor articles, &c. The main building, which was ot stone,

brick, and glass, was only 800 feet long by 350 feet wide.

This exposition brought together an assemblage of objects

in the industrial and fine arts such as had never been seei}

before. The distinguishing feature of the palais d'industrie

was its collection of the works of living artists, wliUe the

London exhibition of 1851 was principally a display of

manufactured goods. The exposition was closed on the

loth November, when the distribution of medals to about

12,000 exhibitors took place.

In 1862 the second great English international exhibition

was held la London in an immense brick erection adjoin-

ing the gardens of the Horticultural Society at South
Kensington. The building consisted of two vast domes of

glass, 250 feet high and 60 feet in diameter, larger than

the dome of St Peter's, connected by a nave 800 feet long,

100 feet high, and 83 feet wide, with a closed roof lighted

by a range of windows after the manner of the clerestory

of a Gothic cathedraL The domes opened laterally into

spacious transepts, and the nave into a wide central avenue
and interminable side aisles and galleries roofed with glass.

These apartments occupied 16 acres, but in addition there

were two annexes which covered 7i acres. The ceremonial

with which this exhibition was inaugurated on Ist May
was the most imposing public pageant which had been seen

in Britain for many years. The number of exhibitors iu

the industrial division was 26,348, besides 2305 in art,

making in all 28,653. The fine art collection was very

extensive, comprising 901 pieces of sculpture, 1275 engrav-

ings, 983 architectural designs, and no less ttan 3370
paintings. The classification of the objects was based upon
that of 1851, and embraced 36 divisions, in addition to

those of the fine arts.

In April 1867 a great international exposition universelle

was opened in Paris in an immense oval building erected

in the Champ de Mars. It was arranged in twelve concen-

tric aisles, v;\'Sa & small open central garden. It covered

no !sss than 37 acres, and the total number of exhibitors

was 42,000. It was intended to bring into notice all the

resources which industry can create for satisfying the re-

quirements of mankind, and it was divided primarily into

groups corresponding with the leading wants of the human
faaiily. A great feature was the display of actual examples

cf-iic styles of domestic and galatial architecture of most
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countries, even the tents or some of the nomad tribes, such

as the Kirghia Tartars, Samoyeds, Bedouin Arabs, t';c.,

being exhibited. In addition, all kinda of civil and mili-

tary erections of general importance were represented.

In May 1873 an international exhibition was opened in

the Imperial Park at Vienna. The building in which it

was held was of enormous size, covering about 40 acres.

The principal part of the edifice was a grand navo nearly

1000 yards long, in the midst of which rose a vast rotunda

or dome of great height. In this part of the building

objects of a trophy character were exhibited, and presented

a coiqj d'oeil of surpassing grandeur. An immense number

of prizes and diplomas were distributed, and the awards

were shared by almost every nation in the world. This ex-

hibition was closed in November 1873. It was not a success

financially, there being a considerable deficit in the receipts.

The building has been converted into a national museum.
In 1876, after five years of preparation, the great inter-

national exhibition of America, a centennial celebration

of the Declaration of Independence, was opened in Fair-

mount Park, Philadelphia, on the lOlh of May. The main
building was in the form of a parallelogram extending east

and west, 1880 feet in length and 464 feet in width. Its

central span, in which was situated the grand avenue, was
1832 feet long by 120 feet wide, being the longest of such a

width ever introduced into an exhibition building. The
greater portion of the structure was one story high, the in-

terior height being 70 feet. In the centre were four square

towers 120 feet high. The frame work was of iron, filled,

in with glass and wood; it covered 20^02 acres. With the

other buildings attached to the exhibition, a total space of 60
acres were covered. Besides the main building there were
the machinery hall, the horticultural hall (built in a Moorish
style), the agricultural hall, the memorial hall or art gallery,

the Government building, covering about 2 acres, in which
were illustrated the functions of the Government in time of

peace and its resources as a war power. Besides these there

were the women's paviliorr, the judges' haU, and a great

many smaller erections, including a Swedish schoolhouse, a
timber-framed house somewhat in the style of the 16th
century, which formed the head-quarters of the British

commission. A structure having the homely designation of

" department of public comfort " was used as a place of

rest and convenience. The total number of buildings

within the inclosure was over 160, and their cost was
XI, 600,000. The number of exhibitors was 60,000,
derived from 37 nations. The promenades in the main
building were 25 miles in length.

In England, after the great displays of 1851 and 1862
a feeling began to gain ground that as the activity and in-

genuity of manufacturers and designers were constantly

directed to fresh efforts, universal expositions Vrould attain

such gigantic proportions as to become quite unmanageable.
A resolution was therefore come to by the British commis-
sioners, as trustees of the fund derived from the proceeds of

the great exhibition of 1851, that the objects suitable for ex-

hibition should be divided into groups, and that exhibitions

of selections from these groups should be held at more fre-

quent intervals. A plan was then arranged for a series of

exhibitions of the fine arts, recent scientific inventions and
discoveries, and two or three branches only of manufactures,
providing at the same time for the representation of each

distinct manufacture once in ten years. Exhibitions were

accordingly held in 1871, 1872, 1873, and 1874, but at

last it was found that they lost the attractiveness of novelty,

and lailed to draw the multitude of sight-seers who flocked

to the groat exhibitions of 1851 and 18G2.

Notwithstanding these views of the British commissioDers,

an Exposition Vniverselle on a great scale was opened in Paris

on 1st May 1878 by the President, Marshal MacJIahon. It

is expected to unite the civilized world, as the sciences are

represented as well as the arts. The building, or Industrial

Palace, is an enormous erection in the Champ de Mars,

consisting of a series of rectangular galleries in which each

country has been allotted a division more or leas important

Besides the main building, there are about a dozen annexes

without the enceinte of the palace. Immediately across the

Seine there is a second palace situated in the Trocadero

(so named from a Spanish fort in the harbour of Cadiz,

captured in 1823), amidst ornamental gardens with cas-

cades. This is devoted to the fine arts and music, and is

to remain a permanent monument of the exhibition. It

contains a music gallery even larger than the Albert Hall,

London. The space occupied by the exhibition is about

140 English acres; and the total expense has been an-

nounced by the minister of commerce as about Xl,800,000
sterling.

An international exhibition is proposed to be held in

1879 at Melbourne, a city which in 1851 was a town of

but 20,000 inhabitants.

Of the London Great Exhibition of 1851 an official cata-

logue was published the same year in 4 vols. 8vo, and iu

1852 a volume of reports by the juries on the subjects in

the 30 classes into which the exhibition was divided, in

royal 8vo. A sumptuoas edition of this catalogue on large

paper was printed, of which copies were presented to dis-

tinguished personages and public libraries. Of the exhi-

bition of 1862 an illustrated catalogue was printed by the

commissioners the same year in 4 vols. 8vo. Of the Paris

exposition held in 1855 there was an official catalogue

published the same year; and a Rapport sur I'Exposition

Universelle (also published) was presented by Prince

Napoleon to the emperor in 1857. Of the exposition of

1867 there was published in London the same year a

translation from the proof-sheets of the French official cata-

logue. Of the Vienna exhibition of 1873 there was an

official illustrated general catalogue, with a large number of

reports of the juries, <fea Of the Philadelphia exhibition

there was an official catalogue printed in four languages

—

English, French, German, and Spanish; a series of reports

and awards under the different groups into which the ex-

hibition was divided is now being published. Besides the

general catalogues of the great international exhibitions,

there have been published an immense number of catalogues

of the exhibits of the different countries at each, which

are to be found available for reference in the South Ken-

sington and other industrial museums. Various beautifully

illustrated books, representing the works of art exhibited,

have been published both in London and Paris; and one,

Etudes sur I'Exposition de 1878, intended to be a complete

record of the progress made in all the arts up to the present

date, is about to be issued under the direction of E. Lacroix

The following table shows the statistics of the first su

great international exhibitions :

—
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The following table shows the minor exLibitions which

have been held in viirious parts of the world from 1852 to

the present time (1878) :

—

18:2
1858

1854

lb56

1807

1»;8

1809

1S(!0

ISOl

1SC3

18C4

.. {

ioot>

.. {

1807

1808

1870

1873

1874

1375
1876

Cork
r>ubii.i

New York
New Brunswick.,
Madras ,

Mad'id....
Munich....'

Clnhtianla
Brussels

,

Edinburglv,
,

Manchester
Bern
Sai'dhiia

New Yoik
llnnover
Rouen
Athens
St pLteisbuig....
Florence
Hani'lf^ni „,..,

Brussels

Victoria

Consfa.itinopto ...

Aniaterdam
,

Bayonne ,

Maitu
Ca'euttft

,

LucI:now „
Leniion

,

Duhlin
Cologne

,

Beuloptio
,

Sierra Leone

Oporto j

Dunedin, New >

Zealand f
Birininghani
Vienna _

London
.Siftfin

Phnadclpliia
Stoc];Iiolin

Brazil, Hie dc }

Jaaeiio
(

Melboun.e ,

LopQon
The Ilaffue

Affva
IIavr3

Santiaco
London

Amsteiduni

Berlin
Turin
St Petersburg..
Guieiat
Sydney
London

Do

Jlilan

Naples
,

London
,

Dublin
Copenliageu .

Lyons
,

Moscow _..

Bogota
London
Do

Aberdeen
Hrussels

Paris
London

Do J

Paris....

Thurso i

Brussels

Kioto, Japan .... <

London

Do
I

Do ]

Cape Town
|

Hamburg
Ghent
Ballavat

E.xhibltlon of .^lish nvts and numufactures.
Do. ilo. wltli those of other countries.

Industrial exhlUtlon, which coat £200,000.
Ns'ive indubiry
Do. do

Industrial arts.

Gcrinan Industiy.

Korwocian aria and manufactures.
Belgian aits.

Exhibition of Art Mvniufacturo Assoclatlim.

Art ti'casurcs cxhlbiiion.

Swiss arts and manufactures; 2050 exhibit ois.

Italian industry.

AiTjerican industry
Exhibit ion, with 296 exhibitor*

Products of 12 northern departmenlA of FiT.n:o.

National exliibition, with 947 exhibitors,

Husslan products.

Fine art in Tuscany and Italian Bilk gooda.

I
Dutch industries.

Exhibition of articles of common use.

Exhibition preiiminaj"y to London great exliibi-

tion of 1802,

Turkish produce, and foreign ninchlnery
Dutch produce, art, and Industry.

Industrted connected wltli corn and wine.

Local art and industry.

Principally agiiculturo
Pa do.

First working men's exhibition.

Arts ujid manufactures, attracted 900,000 vlsil ors.

Agriculture and horticultuie.

Internaiional lislicry exhibition

Industrial cxIiibiMon.

Arts, manufactorea, and agvicuiture; 3'^,.! ex-
hibitors.

Colonial produce.

Metals and trailcs.

Woikiug men's Industrial exhibition.

Do. do.

Exhibition of Industry, with H51 exhibUori.
American produce,
Scandinavian industries.

Raw produce, with 2590 exhibitors.

Intercolonial exhibition, rich In specimens of

minerals.
Working men's exhibition.
Fishery exliibition.

ludu'tiies of N.W, provinces of India.

International maritime exhlbitloiL

Produces of Chili.

Smith London industrial clas=:es exhibition.
Ncthcrland Society of Manufaclurers; rich in

objects of domestle economy.
Exhibition of drawing hnplements.
Italian products.

Russian indiist;ial exhibition.
Indian coUon.
Intercolonial exhibition, with 29H exhibitors.
Wcrkmen's international exhibition.

First annual international exhibiiion at South
Xensington,

Exhibition of selected branches of Industry.
International maritime exhibition.

Second annual international exhibitiOB.

Irish native produce and fine arts.

Scandinavian art and industry; 4000 exhibitors.

Agriculture, industrial products, and woika of
art.

Exhibition on celebration of second centenaiT'
of Peter the Great, illusttative of the pro-
gress of Russia in manufacluies.

Products of South Anterica.
Third annual international exhibition.
Fourth and last annual internutional exhibition.
Exhibition of fungi; 7000 sptcimens shown
Industrial ait.

Agricultural machines and Implements,
Exhibition of needlework in Albert Hall,

Exhibition of bees, their produce, hives, and
bee furniture, in Alexandra palace.

Applications of electricity

Exhibition of art and industiy, and local anti-
quities.

Exhibitionof life-saving and hygienic opparutus.
Exhibition of silks, bronzes, casques, wearing-

app.irei. Ac., being the fifth of a series since
IS 72,

Loan collection of scientific apparatus.
Caxton exhibition, illustrative of the art of

printing.

Westminster and Pimlico working claBses In-
dustrial exhibition.

International exhibition of manufactures of all

kinds.

TnteiTiatlonal daliy exiiibltlon.

Exhibition of Industrial Art.
International exhibition. (J. SJI.)

EXMOUTH, a market-town and watering-place in tlie

ac>unty of Devon, England, is situate4 at the mouth of
tile' Ex 10 miles E.S.E. of Exeter. Ifc w^a the first

watering-place on the coast of Devon, and is frequented,

not only for bathing, but also as a winter residence by

those Bufiering under pulmonary diseases, aJs it is cele-

brated for the mildness of its climate, and is well sheltered

from the N.E. and S.E. winds by some high hills which

riso almost close behind it. The old town, originally only

a fishing villago, has been altered and improved by new
buildings. It lies along the base of the Beacon hill.

The new town is built along the slopes of the hill and

consists of terraces and dctatihed houses. The sides and

walks in the neighbourhood are remarkably beautiful, and
the hill commands one of the finest views in the south of

England. Exmouth possesses a handsome church, and has

assembly rooms, baths, libraries, and other essentials of a

fashionable watering-place. Its sea wall, which is 1800

feet long and 22 feet high, affords an admirable promenade.

Near the town is a natural harbour, called the Bight. The
population of Exmouth in 1871 was 5614.

Exmouth was early a place of importance, and in 1347

contributed 10 vessels to the fleet sent to attack Calais.

It at one time possessed a fort or " castelet," designed to

command the estuary of the Ex. This fort, which was

garrisoned for the king during the civil war, was blockaded

and captured by- Colonel Shap:oate, in 1646.

EXMOUTH, Edward Pellew, Viscount (1757-1833),

an English admiral, was descended from a family which

came originally from Normandy, but had for many cen-

turies been settled in the west of Cornwall. He was

born at Dover, April 19, 1757. At the age of thirteen he

entered the navy, and even then his smartness and activity,

his feats of darirrg, and his spirit of resolute independence

awakened remark, and pointed him out as one specially

fitted to distinguish himself in his profession. He had,

however, no opportanity of active service till 1776, when,

at the battle of Lake Champlain, his gallantry, promptitude,-

and skill, not only saved the " Carleton "—whose command
had devolved upon him during the progress of the battle

—

fromimminent danger, but enabled her to take a prominent

part in sinking two of the enemy's ships. For his services

on this occasion he obtained a lieutenant's commission, and

the command of the schooner in which he had so bravely

done his duty. The following year, in command of a

brigade of seamen, he shared in the hardships and perils

of ti:a American campaign of General Burgoyne. In

17?2, in command of the "Pelican," he attacked three

French privateers inside the Isle of Bass, and compelled

them to run themselves on shore—a feat for which he was

rewarded by the rank of post-captain. On the outbreak

of the Frer.ch war in 1793, he was appointed to the

"Nymphe," a frigate of 36 guns; and, notwithstanding

that for the sake of expedition she was manned chiefly by

Cornish miners, he captured, after a desperate conflict, the

French frigate " La Cldopatre," a vessel of superior size

to his own and better armed. For this act he obtained

the honour of knighthood. In 1794 he received the

command of the " Arethusa," and in a fight with the

French fleet off the Isle of Bass he compelled the " Pomona "

to surrender. The same year the western squadron was

increased and its command divided, the second squadron

being given to Sir Edward Pellew, While in 'command of

this squadron he, on several occasions, i)«rformed acts of

great personal daring ; and for his bravery in boarding the

wrecked transport "Dutton," and his promptitude and

resolution in adopting measures so as to save the lives of

all on board, he was in 1796 created a baronet. In 1798 he

joined the channel fleet, and in command of the '_*Impe^

tueux," took part in several actions with great distinctionj

In 1802 Sir Edward Pellew was ehcted member of parlia*'

ment for Dunstable, and during the time that he sat in

the Comii>on he was a strenuous supporter of Pitt. in.
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1804 ho was made rear-admiral of tho bine, and appointed

commander-in-cliief in India, where, by his vigilance and

rapidity of movement, he entirely cleared tho seas of

French cruisers, and Bocured complete protection to English

commerce. He returned to England in 1809, and in 1810
was appointed commander-mchicf in the North Sea, and in

1811 commander-in-chief in tho Mediterranean. In 181i

he was created Baron E.xmouth of Canontoigii, and in tho

following year was made K.C.B,, and a little later G.C.B.

When the dey of Algiers, in 1816, violated tho treaty for

the abolition of elavery, Exmouth was directed to attack

the town. Accordingly, on the 2Gth August, he engaged

the Algerino battery and fleet, and after a severe action

of nine hours' duration, ho set on fire tho arsenal and every

vessel of the enemy's ilect, and shattered her sea defences

into ruins. At the close of tho action the dey apologized

for his conduct, and agreed to a renewal of the treaty, at

the same time delivering up 1800 persons of various

nations who had been Algerine slaves. For this splendid

victory Exmouth was advanced to the dignity of Viscount.

Shortly before his death, v.-hich took place 23d .January

1833, he was made vice-admiral. A Life of Exmouth, by
Edward Osier, was published in 1835.

EXODUS. See Pentateuch,
EXORCISM, the act of expelling evil spirits irom

persons or places by means of certain adjurations and cere-

monies, appears in the present custom or. past history of

almost every nation of the world. Its importance is

grr^atest among barbarous peoples, whose belief in attacks

oi demons furnishes them with a general theory to account

for misfortunes, mysterious events, and especially .ill

diseases of body or mind, so that tho exorcists, who are

usually priests or sorcerers, become in fact the recognized

order of physicians (see article Demo.n'ology). From
among the numerous accounts of modes of exorcism among
rude tribes may be instanced that among the Dakota
Indians, where tho niodicinc-man summoned to cure a sick

person chants " hi-le-li-lah! " to tho accompaniment of a
gourd rattle, and sucks at the part affected till the possess-

ing spirit is supposed to come out and take flight, when men
in waiting at the tent-door fire guns at it (Schoolcraft,

Indian Tribes of North AmericcL, part i. p. 250, part ii. p.

199) ; and that of the Zulus, among whom the ghosts of

the dead who enter men's bodies and cause disease are got

rid of by the sacrifice of cattle, with expostulations, such
as, " I say, cease ; leave off making me iU " (Callaway,

Religious System of the Amazulii, p. 157). In tho most
ancient known civilizations we find records of exorcism.

An Egyptian tablet records the possession of a princess of

the land of Bakhten by a demon, and the exorcism of this

spirit by the god Khonsu, who was sent thither in his ark

^nd cured her at once, the spirit saying, " Thou hast come
in peace, great god, driver away of possessors. I am thy
jlave, I will go to the place whence I came" (Birch, in

Records of the Fast, vol. iv. p. 53). Among the formulas
in ancient Babylonian exorcism are such as these :

—" May
the noxious spirit of the neck, tho noxious wind, from the

man himself and the clothing of the body be driven forth!"
" From the burning spirit of the entrails, which devours the

man, may the king of heaven preserve!" (Sayce, in

Records of the Past, vol. i. p. 131). In Greece men of no
less distinction t'uan Epicurus and jEschines were the sons

of women who lived by the exorcist's art; and both were
bitterly reproached, the one by the Stoics, and the other

by Demosthenes (De Cor.), for having assisted their parents

in these practices. This power was in some instances con-

sidered as a divine gift; in others it was thought to be
Inquired by investigations into the nature of demons and the

j|ualities of natural productions, as herbs, stones, &c., and
3y the use of certain forms of adjurations and ceremonies.

Tho power of expelling demons Josephus places among tno

endowments of Solomon, and relates that ho left behind Liiu

the manner of using exorcisms by which they drive away
demons. (For tho pretended fragments of these books tee

Fabricius, Cod. Pseud. Vd. Test., p. 105-1.) He relates that

ho had sjen a man named Eleazar releasing people that

were demoniacal, in the presence of Vespasian, his sons,

captains, and soldiers, by means of a certain root set in a

ring, on the application of • which to the nose of the

patient, the devil was expelled through his nostrils. (See

Antiq. viii. 2, § 5 ; and J)e Hell. Jud. vii. C, § 3.) Tije

profession of exorcist was not uncommon among the Jews

;

and the epithet applied to such persons {vcpupxoixivinv

;

Vulg., de circumeuHtibus Judais) perhaps indicates that

they were travelling mountebanks. The passages of the

New Testament which refer to the exorcism of demoni
from epileptic, insane, and other diseased persons are toe

numerous and well known to require particular reference)

Tho prominence of exorcism in the early ages of the

Christian church appears from its frequent mention in the

writings of tho fathers, and by the 3d century- there seems

to have been an order of exorcists (see Bingham, Antiquities

of the Christian Church). The ancient rite of exorcism in

connexion with baptism is still retained in the Roman
ritual, as is also a form of service for the exorcising of

possessed persona. The exorcist signs the possessed person

with the figure of the cross, desires him to kneel, and
sprinkles him with holy water; after which the exorcist

asks the devil his name, and abjures him by tho holy

mysteries of the Christian religion not to afflict the person

possessed any more. Then, laying his right hand on the

demoniac's head, he repeats tho form of exorcism jas

follows :
" I exorcise thee, unclean spirit, in the name of

Jesus Christ ; tremble, O Satan, thou enemy of the faith,'

thou foe of mankind, who hast brought death into the

world, who has deprived men of life, and hast rebelled

against justice, thou seducer of mankind, thou root of

evil, thou source of avarice, discord, and envy." Houses

and other places supposed to be haunted by unclean spirits

are likewise to be exorcised with similar ceremonies.

EXPIATION or ATONEMENT, D.\y of (aniSit Di',

fjixipa iiiXaa-iiov), called in the Mishiia simply "the Day,''

the only fast enjoined by the Mosaic legislation, occurred

annually on the tenth day of the 7th month (Tisri). The
laws for its observance are given in Lev. xvi. 1-34, xxiii.

27-32, and Numb. xxix. 7-11 The high priest was to

enter the Most Holy Place according to a minutely de-

tailed ritual, and so " make an atonement for'j C??) the

sanctuary, the tabernacle, the altar, the priests, and all the

people. From the one evening to the other the people

were enjoined, under the severest penalties, to "afl3ict

their souls," and observe a "perfect sabbath."

EXPLOSIVES. It lies beyond the object of this article

to attempt an estimate of the influence, direct or indirect,

upon modern civilization of the introduction of explosive

agents for the purposes of war. Some eminent authors

have gone so far as to consider the invention of gunpowder

as next in importance, in its ultimate effects, to those of

printing and the application of steam power. However
this may be, it is well to remember that explosive"'sub-

stances are now of immense utility in the arts of peace;

indeed, it is not too much to say that without their aid

many of the great engineering enterprises of the present day

would either be impossible, or else have to be carried out

at a vast additional expenditure of time and labour.

The germ.of all the knowledge of explosive reaction we

possess undoubtedly lay in the probably accidental ^s-

covery, many ages ago, of the deflagrating properties of the

natural substance nitre or saltpetre (KNO3), when in con;

net with incandescent charcoal. To trace the consequence^
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of tliat discovery, ^cry gradual as they have been, and
intimately bound up with the progress of chemical and
mechanical science, belongs rather to an article on gun-

powder ; but the fact may bo briefly referred to in

connexion with the second great epoch in the history of

explosive substances. By distilling nitro with oil of vitriol,

the alchemists obtained a corrosive fluid which thoy called

aquafortis, now known as nitric acid (HNO3), which parts

with its oxygen even more readily than saltpetre ; so that

if the strongest nitric acid be poured upon finely powdered
charcoal, the latter takes fire at the ordinary temperature.

Sotnewhat less than half a century back, it was discovered

by some French chemists that upon treating various

organic substances, such as starch, the sugars, cotton

fabrics, and oven paper, with concentrated nitric acid

under proper precautions, the chemical constitution of the

substances underwent a great change, and they became
endowed with violently explosive properties, while remain-

ing for the most part unaltered in external characteristics.

To this discovery we owe a distinct class of explosive

compounds, the most powerful for practical purposes as

yet known ; their general formation and properties will

be noticed in due course.

We will now proceed to examine into those principles of

constitution and action which are more or less common to

bU explosive substances.

OfRni- As the term is often rather loosely employed, " explosion "

Uotis.
jjjjy £g]. Qjjj purpose bo defined as the sudden or extremely

rapid conversion of a solid or liquid body of small bulk into

gas or vapour, occupying very many times the volume of

the original substance, and, in addition, highly expanded
by the heat generated during the transformation. This

sudden or very rapid expansion of volume is attended by
an exhibition of force, more or less violent according to

the constitution of the original substan'ce and the circum-

stances of explosion. Any substance capable of undergoing

such a change upon the application of heat, or other dis-

turbing cause, is called "explosive."

The explosive substances that are practically the most
important essentially contain carbon, oxygen, and nitrogen,

the last always existing in a state of feeble combination with

the whole or part of the oxygen, and thus creating that con-

dition of unstable chemical equilibrium which is necessary.

When explosion takes place, the nitrogen parts with its

oxygen to the carbon, for which it has a great afiinity,

forming carbonic acid (CO,) and carbonic oxide (CO)
gas^s, the combination being accompanied with great

generation of heat, and the nitrogen gas is set free. In
most explosives there is also hydrogen accompanying the

carbon, and by its combustion producing an extremely

high temperature ; it combines with part of the oxygen to

form water in the form of greatly expanded vapour. Other
subordinate elements are often present ; in gunpowder, for

instance, the {lotassium binds the nitrogen and oxygen
loosely together in the state of saltpetre, and there is sulpliur,

a second combustible, whoss oxidation evolves greater heat

than that of carbon. When chlorate of potash is present,

the chlorine plays the part of the nitrogen, and is set free

in the gaseous state. Two very unstable and practically

nseless explosive substances, the so-called chloride and
iodide of nitrogen, contain neither carbon nor oxygen : but

their great violence is equally caused by the fseble affinities

of nitrogen for other elements, large volumes cf caseous

matter being suddenly disengaged from a very small quan-

tity of a liquid and solid body respectively.

Explosives may be conveniently divided into two
distinct classes,—(I) explosive mixtures, and (2) explosive

compounds.

The first class consists of those explosive substances

trhich are merely intimate mechanical mixtures of r.erLiin

ingredients, and which can be again separated more or less

completely by mechanical means, not involving chemical
action. These ingredients do not, as a rule, possess
explosive properties in their separate condition. There
are, however, explosives which might almost be classed
in both categories ; for example, picric powder is composed
of ammonium picrate and saltpetre, the former of which
contains an explosive molecule, but is mixed with the latter

to supply additional oxygen, and thus increase the force.

If a substance that will burn freely in air, combining
gradually with the cxygen of the atmosphere, be ignited io

pure oxygen ga.s, the combustion will be much more rapid,

and the amount of heat generated greater, at the ordinary
atmospheric pressure. If it be ijossiblo to burn the sub-
stance in a very condensed atmosphere of oxygen, we can
readily imagine the combustion being very greatly

accelerated, and therefore increased in violence ; this is

what- is ordinarily effected by an explosive " mixture."

A combustible body and a supporter of combustion are

brought into extremely close contact with one another,

by means of intimate mechanical mixture ; also, the sup-

porter of combustion, or oxidizing agent, is present in a
very concentrated form, constituting what may be termed
a magazine of condensed oxygen, solid 01; liquid. In the

case of the explosion of a definite chemical compound, the

change may bo considered as the resolution of a complex
body into simpler forms; this is not, however, always the

case when a mechanical mixture is concerned : gunpowder,
for example, may be said to contain two elementary sub-

stances, carbon and sulphur, not in chemical union.

The chief explosive mixtures may be subdivided into

"nitrate mixtures," and "chlorate mixtures."

In the nitrates, the oxygen is held in combination with Nitrst*

sufficient force to need a powerful disturbing cause to mii-

separate it, so that mixtures made from nitrates do not *"*'

explode very readily, and their action is comparatively

gradual ; they are not sensitive to friction or percussion,

and hence are tolerably safe. Any of the nitrates will

form explosive mixtures with combustible substances, but
nitrate of potash (liNO,) is the only one practically em-
ployed. The nitrate of soda, called "cubical" or Chili

saltpetre, has been used, but absorbs moisture from the air

so readily as to give very inferior results. Gunpowder may
be taken as the representative of the nitrate explosive

mixtures. Picric powder, above referred to, has been pro-

posed by Abel for use as a bursting charge for shells, as

being more powerful than a corresponding charge of gun-

powder, equally safe as regards friction or percussion, and
less hygroscopic ; it consists of two parts ammonium picrate,

and three parts saltpetre, incorporated, pressed, and finished

very much as ordinary gunpowder.
The chlorates part with their oxygen far more readiJ 7 chiorau

than the nitrates, the strong aflSnities of chlorine for tl
-f™}.^'

metals coming into play, and consequently chlorate mixture i

'

are very sensitive to friction and percussion, and explode

with great violence ; chlorate of potash (KCIO3) is the only

one used. Very many chlorate mixtures have been made,

some of which are employed in fireworks. " "White gun-

powder" is a mixture of two parts chlorate of potash, one of

yellow prussiate of potash, and one of sugar; it is exploded

very easily by friction or percussion. The most important

chlorate mixtures are those used for igniting other

explosives, such as the composition for friction tubes for

firing cannon, percussion cap composition, and percussion

fuzes for bu"sting shells on impact; it is sometimes mixed
with su'phui, as a combustible, and sometimes with black

sulphide of artimony, which gives a longer flame.

In an expl.)sive " compound," the elements are all in

chemical combination, presenting a definite explosive

" molecule," which contains, bo to speak, both the com-
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Dustiblo and the supporter of combustion, in tlio closest

possible union ; we can therefore understand its action

being much more sudden and violent than that of the

most intimate mechanical mixture.

The chief explosive compounds are formed from some

organic substa ice containing carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen,

by introducing into it, through the action of concentrated

nitric acid, a certain portion of nitric peroxide (NO^), in

substitution for an equivalent amount of hydrogen. A new

compound, diflering outwardly very little, if at all, from

the original substance, is thus formed, but in a very un-

stable state of chemical equilibrium, because of the feeble

union of the nitrogen and oxygen in the NOj molecule.

A slight disturbing cause brings into play the stronger

affinity of the carbon and hydrogen for the large store of

oxygen contained in the new compound. Gun-cotton and

nitro-glycerin are the leading members of this group, being

produced in a precisely similar manner, by the substi-

tution of three molecules of NOj for three atoms of hydro-

gen (H). As those explosives will be elsewhere described

in detail, we give the formation, as a representative member
Picric of the group, of nitro-phenol, or picric acid, by treating
^ phenol, or carbolic acid, with a mixture of nitric and sul-

phuric acids, the latter being required to absorb the water,

and preserve the full strength of the nitric acid :—
CjH.O + 3HNO3 = CjH3(NO,)30 + 3H„0.

Cavbolic acid. Nitric acid. Plciic acid. Water.

The formula of the product may be empirically written

CijHjNjOj ; it is, like gun-cotton and nitro-glycerin, a

iri-ni(ro substitution product. Only the picrates, or salts

of picric acid formed with potassium or ammonium, are

used in practice, as possessing more force than the uncom-
bined acid. From starch can be obtained, in a strictly

analogous manner, an explosive called xyloidine, which is a

li-nitro product, two molecules of nitric peroxide being

substituted for two atoms of hydrogen. In the case of

nitro-mannite, an explosive made from mannite, one of the

sugars, as many as six molecules of the N0„ are inserted.

The number of nitro-substitution products is very great,

many of them being more or less violently explosive.

Pul- The fulminates are among the most violent of all explosive
imnates. compounds, their chemical stability being very small. Sud-

den in action, their effect is great locally ; thus they are well

adapted to the purpose, for which alone they are practically

used, of igniting, or upsetting the equilibrium of, other

explosives.

Fulminate of mercury is produced by adding alcohol

(CoH^O), under careful precautions, to a solution of mercury
in nitric acid ; a grey crystalline precipitate is obtained,

very heavy (sp. gr. 4'4), and so sensitive to friction or per-

cussion that it is kept iii the wet state. The results of

analysis show one atom of mercury, and two each of car-

bon, nitrogen, and oxygen, so that the formula may be
empirically written HgCjNoO,, or perhaps more correctly

HgO.C.^NjO ; the chemical factor CjNjO is called /k^otikzc

acid, but has never been produced separately. Opinions
differ as to the precise "rational" formulae of the ful-

minates, some chemists considering their process of forma-
tion to be similar to that of the nitro-substitution products.

It will be observed that two atoms of nitrogen take the
place of hydrogen, being the ratio of combining propor-

tions of those elements. The products of combustion are

carbonic oxide, nitrogen, and metallic mercury, and the

violence of action is due to the sudden evolution of a
volume of gas and vapour very large in comparison with
that of the substance, its density being so great. This
fulminate enters into the composition used for percussion

caps and electric fuzes; its practical value has of late years

b«en immenselv increased by the discoveiy of its power,

even in very small quantities, to produce the almost In-

stantaneous decomposition of several explosive substances.

Fulminate of silver is prepared in a similar manner, but,

being far more sensitive, \s of little practical value ; it ii

employed, in very minute quantities, in making such toys

as detonating crackers.

The difficulties in the way oF estimating, with any
accuracy, the force of explosive substances arc very great,

especially as no definite standard of comparison can be laid

down. However, by means of theoretical con.siderations,

combined with the results of actual experiment, a tolerably

fair approximation may be arrived at.

When an explosive substance is exploded in a closed

vessel sufficiently strong to resist rupture, the tension

attains its maximum value in an extremely short space of

time and gradually decreases from the heat being conducted

away by the metal envelope, and dispersed by radiation.

It has, bowevef, been demonstrated that, at the moment of

maximum tension, the loss of pressure due to the commu-
nication of heat to the vessel, if the latter be filled with the

explosive, is less than one per cent. The products of com-
bustion, after cooling down, can easily be determined by
analysis, and are then either (a) wholly gaseous, as for

chloride or iodide of nitrogen
;

(b) gaseous and liquid, ia

the case of gun-cotton and nitro-glycerin; or (c) gaseous

and solid, as with gunpowder. It is certain that, at the

moment of explosion, the products of the more violent

explosive compounds are wholly in a state of gas or vapour,

but we should arrive at incorrect results by making the

same assumption in the case of a mechanical mixture likfi

gunpowder. The experiments of Noble and Abel on "Fired
Gunpowder " {Phil. Trans. Roy. Soc, 1874), which arc the

most complete ever undertaken, show that the ultimately

solid residue is, at the moment of explosion, in a liquid

state, and most probably in a very finely divided condition;

moreover, that, at that instant, it occupies a space the

ratio of which is about "G that of the original volume, sup-

posing the substance to fill the vessel in which it is

exploded.

Provided the laws concerned can be supposed to hold

good at such high temperatures, we may assume for the

gaseous products of combustion the well-known equation

of the elasticity and dilatibiUty of permanent gases

—

pv-Vd ....... (1),

where R is a constant, and t reckoned from absolute zero

( - 273" C). For the sake of convenience, we will consider

that a unit of weight of the explosive substance occupies a

unit of volume, and, if P be maximum tension developed

by the explosion, we have

P(l-p)-RT (2),

where T is the temperature of explosion, and p the ratio of

the volume of the non-gaseous products, taken as constant;

we have also the relation

P^il-p)-y..'273, (3),

when the vessel is cooled down to 0° C ; therefore, elimi-

nating R between (2) and (3), we get

273 w.

But permanent gases under the pressure />(, in atmosjih^res,

at a volume (1 - p), will occupy a space p^ (1 - p), if allowed

to expand to the normal pressure of 760 mm.; calling this

expanded volume V,

P XT

—

(5).
273 (l-p) ^ '

The large amount of aqueous vapour produced by the

explosion of some compounds must be added to the value

of V, its volume being calculated on the supposition that

it can remain uncondensed at the temperature of 0° C.

If
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We have no cortaiu means of directly estimating the

temperature of explosion, but if it bo assumed, as is usually

done, to be the temperature the total products of combus-

tion would attain to if the whole amount of heat generated

by the explosion were applied to raise them, under con-

stant volume, from absolute zero, we have the relation

H-Tc„

in vphich H represents the number of units of heat

generated, and c the specific heat under constant volume
of the united products, gaseous or otherwise. The quan-

tity of heat can bo obtained by experiment, and thi.; livided

by the Specific heat, will give the temperatuve. The chief

sources of error lie in the assumption that the specific

heat remains constant throughout the great range of tem-

perature in question, and in the additional quantities of

heat disengaged by secondary reactions. The value of T
thus found probably will therefore be higher than the real

temperature.

Having regard to the above reasoning, it may be fjeneralhj

concluded that the amount of force exerted by an explosive

substance depends upon—(1) the volume of <jas or vapour

produced by the transformation, compared with that of

the original substance ; and (2) the temperature of explosion,

which determines the extent to which the gases are ex-

l)anded, or their tension increased ; or, in other words, the

explosive force is directly proportional to the heat of

combustion, and the volume of gas and vapour calculated

at 0° C. and 7'GO mm. pressure, and inversely proportional

to the specific heat of the mixed products.

It has been supposed by Berthelot and others that the

volume of gas produced may possibly be still further in-

creased by the partial or total " dissociation " of the

compound gases, at the high temperatures concerned ; for

example, that the carbonic acid (COj) may be decomposed
into carbonic oxide (CO) and oxygen, or the aqueous

vapour into oxygen and hydrogen. However, Noble and
Abel demonstrate that, in the former instance, the loss of

temperature, consequent upon the absorption of heat by
the decomposition, would more than compensate for the

increase cf volume by dissociation. It must also be

remembered that, if the temperature be extremely high,

so also is the pressure under which dissociation must take

place. We may therefore consider that it has no sensible

influence upon the explosive force.

It is most important to distinguish between explosive

force and explosive effect, the latter in great measure

depending upon the rapidity with w^hich the metamor-

phosis takes place, while the same amount, of force may
be exerted suddenly or gradually. We may, therefore,

consider that the explosive effect varies directly as the

volume of gas produced and the temperature <5f explosion,

and inversdij as the time required for the transformation.

But the time, and, to a certain extent, the products and

temperature, will vary with

—

{a.) the physical state of the

explosive substance; (i.) the external conditions under

which it is fired; (c.) the mode of firing or exploding.

The physical or mechanical state of the explosive sub-

'stance has a most important bearing upon the effect

obtained from it. To prove this, it is only necessary to

point to the very different results given by gunpowders
made with the same proportions of the three ingredients,

but varying in density, and in shape and size of grains oi:

pieces. Gun-cotton is even more affected by variation^

in mechanical condition. In the form of loose wool, it

burns so rapidly that gunpowder in contact with it is not

inflamed; plaited or twisted tightly, its rate of combustion

in air is greatly modified. This is due to the fact that

the inflammable carbonic oxide, which is evolved by the

'^acomposilion from the want of sufficient stored-iip oxygen

to oxidize completely all the carbon of tht gun-cotton,

cannot penetrate between the fibres and accelerate the com-
bustion, but burns with a bright flame away from the

su-facc of the twisted cotton; when the yarn is yet more
compressed by any means, the temperature is not kept up
to the height necessary for the combustion of the carbonic

oxide, so that it escapes unconsumed, abstracting heat,

and yet more retarding the rate of burning. For the

same reason, pulped and compressed gun-cotton burns

comparatively slowly in air, even when dry ; in the wet

state, it merely smoulders away, as the portions in contact

with the fire successively become dried. Yet this same
wet compressed gun-cottou can be so used as to constitute

one of the most powerful explosives knowa
It is well known that gunpowder behaves differently

when fired in the open air and under strong confinement

:

not only the rate of burning, but even, to a certain

extent, the products of combustion are altered. We have

discussed the effect of tightly plaiting or compressing gun-

cotton; but, when confined in a strong envelope, the

whole of the inflamed gas, being unable to escape out-

wards, is forced into the interstices under immense

pressure, and the decomposition greatly accelerated. The
amount of confinement or restraint needed by any explosive

depends, however, upon the nature of the substance and

the mode of exploding it, becoming very much less as the.

transformation is more rapid, until it may be said to reach

the vanishing point.. For example, the verj' violent ex.-

plosive chloride of nitrogen is usually surrounded, when
exploded, with a thin film of water; Abel states that if

this film, not exceeding -^-^ inch in thickness, be

removed, the explosive effect is much lessened. Nitro-

glycerin, again, when detonated by a fulminate, is sufficiently

confined by the surrounding atmosphere. By the same

means, gun-cotton may be exploded unconfined, if com-

pressed, the mechanical cohesion affording sufl^cient restraint.

In the case of wet compressed gun-cotton, which can be

detonated with even fuller effect than dry, the mechanical

resistance is greater, the air-spaces being filled with

mcom,pressible fluid.

The manner in which the explosion is brought abou(i|

has a most important bearing upon the effect produced.

This may be done by the direct application of. an ignited^

or heated body, by the use of an electric current to heat

a fine platinum wire, or by means of percussion, con-

cussion, or friction, converting mechanical energy into heat.

A small quantity of a subsidiary explosive, such as a com-

position sensitive to friction or percussion, is often em-

ployed, for the sake of convenience, to ignite the maiii

charge, the combustion spreading through the mass with

more or less rapidity, according to the nature of the

substance.

Although subsidiary or initiatory explosives were at

first used merely to generate sufficient heat to ignite the

charge, and are often still so employed, they have of

late years received an application of far wilder importance.

Jfr Alfred Nobel, a Swedish engineer, while endeavour-

ing to employ nitro-glycerin for practical purposes, found

considerable difficulty in exploding it with certainty;

he at length, in 1864, by using a large percussion cap,

charged with fulminate of mercury, obtained an explosion

of great violence. This result led to the discovery

that many explosive substances, when exploded by means

of a small quantity of a suitable initiatory explosive,

produce an eft'ect far exceeding anything that can be attri-

buted to the ordinary combustion, however rapid, of the

body in question ; in fact, the whole mass of the explosive

is converted into gas with such suddenness that it may,

practically, be considered instantaneous; this sudden traus-

forraation is termed "detonation." Of the suK^taiiceD

'^^III. — 102
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capable of producing sucli action, fulminate of mercury is i

the most important.

Some explosives appear always to detonate, in whatever

manner they may be explode(\ such as chloride and iodide

of nitrogen ; the explosive e£fi t is therefore much greater

than that of a slower explosive substance, although their

explo'.ivo force may bo less. Again, other substances, such

as gun-cotton and nitro-glycerin, are detonated or not accord-

ing to the mode of explosion. Indeed, Abel has proved

that most explosives, including gunpowder, can be de-

tonated, rrovided the proper initiatory charge be employed,

'.oux aud Sarrau (Comples Rendus, 1874) have divided

•explosions into two classes or orders,—"detonations" or

explosions of the first order, and '''simple explosions " of

the second order. They made a series of experiments

with the object of determining the comparative values of

various explosive substances, detonated, and exploded in

the ordinary manner; the method employed was to ascer-

tain the quantity of each just sufBcient to produce rupture

in small spherical shells of equal strength. The following

table gives the comparative results for the three most im-

portant explosive substances :

—
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fneans adopted may bo suH'med up under tbe two headings

uf (1) exporiment alone, and (2) calculation and experiment

combined. In thefij;&t category may be placed the experi

ments of Roux and Sarrau, already noticed. By the second

method, Bertbolot {Force de la Poudre et Matieres

Explosives, 1872) calculates the volume of gases which

would be prodiiced, and Laving ascertained the quantity of

heat generated by the explosion, considers that their pro-

duct afTords a term of comparison according fairly well with

the results of experiment. Sarrau (^Effets de la poudre tt

dcs substances explosives, ISli), from a train of reasoning

Bomevvhat similar to that here followed, arrives at the con-

clusion that the explosive force is nearly proportional to the

product of the heat of combustion by the weight of perma-

nent gases produced ; he obtains both these data by

Experiments carried out at the D(5pot central des Manufac-

tuk-es de I'Etat. The following table shows the results of

the two methods:

—

ExiUoalTO Substanc*

Gunpowder
Gun-cottou
Nitro-glycerin

Picrate of potash ...'.

Picrate of potash and saltpetre ....

Picrate and chlorate of potash .. .

Chloride of nitrogen

Rclntlve
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This expression for the work done is of considerable

practical value in tlie case of gunpowder, or any explosive

which can be used as a propelling agent with heavy-

guns. Knowing the length and diameter of the bore, we can

calculate the total maximum work due to a given weight

of charge in expanding to that volume. This maximum
is of course not attained in practice, and it is there-

fore necessary to multiply it by a ratio, or factor,

dependent on the nature of the gun and projectile, the

powder used, mode of ignition, &c. However, by making
use of the results of actual experiment, this "factor of effect,"

or percentage of work realized, can bo determined with

much accuracy. Its value is greatest for very large guns,

being 93 per cent, for the 38-ton gun, and becoming as low
as about 50 per cent, in the case of the little 7-pr. mountain
gun of 150 lb. weight; the ditlerence is chiefly due to the

loss of heat by communication to the metal of the gun.

(See Noble and Abel on " Fired Gunpowder.")
Wb can approximate to the " muzzle velocity," or the

[ velocity atAvhichtheprojectile leaves the bore, by substituting

the value of W, found for the particular gun, in the ordinary

equation of work, W = ;^— , where V is the velocity, and

w the weight of the projectile ; we thence obtain

If W, the mnximura work due to the expansion of the

gaseous products in the volume or the bore, be multiplied by
the fac! or of effect /, for the nature of gun and powder used,

the result will be very nearly the mean observed velocity.

The mathematical expression for the work done by an

' explosive substance in expanding from V to », or / pdv,
V

evidently denotes the area of o plane curve ; the work may
therefore be graphically represented by the area enclosed by
a curve, having for its ordinates the pressures in foot-tons,

or atmospheres, and for abscissre the corresponding volumes
or spaces occupied by the gases.

If, in equation (14), we take the limits between V and
infinity, we arrive at a very simple expression for the total

tlieoretic work due to the indefinite expansion of a given

weight of any explosive substance, v becoming indefinitely

groat compared to the original volume V, and we have

W-JH (15),

which may be called the " potential energy '' of the ex-

plosive, being the product of the total quantity of heat

generated by the explosion and the mechanical equivalent

of heat. This conclusion, within the assumptions made,

is in strict accordance with the principle of the mutual
convertibility of energy and heat.

The following table shows the potential energy, in

foot-tons, calculated from the heat of combustion for each

explosive, determined by Roux and Sarrau, in the experi-

ments already referred to ; that for gunpowder is the

mean given by five kinds.
I'ntcntial Energy

Explosive Substance per tt>.

Foot-tons.

GnupowJer 4S0
Gun-cotton 716
Nitro-glyceiiii 1139
Pici-.Tte of potiish 536
Picr.ito of jiota-li .luJ saltpctri.' . Oli
Picv.itc and chlorate of potash 781
CliloriJc of nitrogen . 216

The above figures naturally direct our attention to the

small amount of work stored up in even the most violent

ci-plosive substance, compared with the potential energy of

I lb of coal, wliicli ia about 49S0 foot-tons. Noble and

Abel point out. that this great difference is not alone due t»

the fact that the coal draws its oxygen from the air, but

also because the explosive has to expend a considerable

amount of work in converting its condensed magazine of

oxygen into gas, before it can combine with the carbon
;

further, with reference to the economic value of the work
done, that the oxygen used by the coal costs nothing,

whereas much expense is incurred in condensing the oxygen
into the explosive substance.

The practical value of any exj>losive must depend greatly

upon the object to be attained. It is essential to distinguLslj,

between explosive force and effect; the more sudden the

action the more local will be the effect produced, and hence,

the very violent explosive substances are useless as prcpel-l

ling agents for heavy guns' or small arms, since they would
destroy the weapon before overcoming the inertia of the

projectile. It is true that gun-cotton, prepared in various

forms, and mixed with other substances to moderate its

action, as well as a similar compound made from saw-dust,

an inferior form of cellulose, are sometimes used with small

arms ; but, in addition to a want of uniformity in action,

the strain caused by such substances would be far too great

in the large charges needed for heavy guns. Again, there

are cases, even in mining or blasting operations, for instance,

when it is desired to displace large masses of earth or soft

rock, in which a comparatively slow explosive, such as

gunpowder, would give better results than gun-cotton or

dynamite. However, speaking generally, gunpowder in

some one of its forms is far the most valuable as a pro-

pelling agent, while, for destructive purposes, the last-

named substances are much more effective, especially when
detonated.

Laio.—In 1860 an Act was passed "to amend the law coacerDing

tlie making, keeping, and carriage of gunpowjcr and compositions of

an explosive nature, anJ e«ncerniug the manufacture and use of fire-

works " (23 and 24 Vict. e. 139), whereby previous Acta on the same
suliject were repealcJ, and minute and stringent regulations intro-

duced. Gunpowder may only be mauufucturcd in inills, lawfully

used at the commencement of the Act, or duly licensed as in this

.\ct provided ; other explosive compositions require a licence and
the piecaution.-u-y rules as to quantity, distance from d«ellin{»

houses, &c., are set fortli in minute detail. No person m.ay sell

fireworks without a licence, or to persons apparently under IGye.-iis

of age; and throwing fireworks on the streets was made punisiiable

liy a penalty not exceeding £5. Other regidations detil with car-

riage by land and sea, search-warrants, inspections of mill:;, ic.

Amending Acts were passed in 18CI and 1^62.

In 1875 was passed the " Explosives Act " (33 Vict. e. 17), which
repeals the former Acts, and deals with the whole subject in a more
conijirehensivc manner. " Explosives" are thus defined:—(1) Gun-
nowder, nitro-glycerin, dynamite, gun-cotton, blasting powders,
fulminate of mercury or of ot'jer metals, coloured fires, aiul

every other substance, whether similar to those above mectioncd
or not, used or manufactured with a view to produce a practic.d

effect by explosion or a pyrotechnic effect, and including (2)

fog-signals, fireworks, fuzes, rocTcets, percussion caps, detonators,

cartridges, ammunition of all desaiptions, and evejy adaptation

or preparation of an explosive' as above defined. Part i. deals

with gunpowder; part ii. with nitro-glycerin and other explo-

sives; part iii. with inspection, accidents, se.arch, &o. v part iv.

with various supplementary provisions. In addition to the licence

required for manufacturing gunpowder, it is provided that gun-
powder shall not be kept in any place except (1) a licensed factory,

(2) a licensed magazine or store, or (3) premises registered for keeping

gunpowder. Private persons may keep gunpowder for* their own
use to the amount of thirty pounds. Rules for the proper keeping
of gunpowder on such registered premises are prescribed. The Act
contains 122 sections, and applies to Scotland and Ireland as well as

England. It was based on tlie report of a Committee of the House
of Commons. Public opinion had been greatly excited on the sub-

ject by the terrible explosion on the Eegent's (5analin 1874.

Petroleum ii governed by the Petroleum Act 1871—an aunual

Act, which has been included every year in the Expiring Acts Con-
tinuance Bill.

In 1877 the "Fisheries (Dynamite) Act "was jiasscd, whereby
any person who uses dynamite or other explosive substance to catch

or destroy fish in a public fishery, shall be liable, on summary con-

viction, to a fine not exceeding £20, or imprisonment for a tcrui of

not more thau two months.
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—Count de St Robert, TraiUdc Tliermodynamiquc, Turin, 1865;

Berthelot, "Recherches de Thermocliimio," Anvnics dc Physique cl
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tributions to the history of Explosive Agents," F. A. Abel, F.K.S.
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C. L. Bloxam (articles on Gunpowder, Gun-Cotlon, &c.), London,

1875; "Vibratory motions produced by Detonants," Champion
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sive Agents, Walter N. Hill, S. li. Chemist, U.S. Torpedo Service,

Boston, 1875. The bibliography of explosives is chiefly contained

in memoirs scattered throughout proceedings of various learned

societies. (W. H. W.)

EXTRADITION. When a person who has committed

an offence in one country escapes to another, what is the

duty of the latter with regard to him ? Should the

country of refuge try him in its own courts according to its

own laws, or deliver him up to the country whose laws he

has broken? To the general question international law

gives no certain answer. Some jurists, Grotius among
them, incline to hold that a state is bound to give up fugi-

tive criminals, but the majority appear to deny the obliga-

tion as a matter of right, and prefer to put it on the ground

of comity. And the universal practice of nations is to sur-

render criminals only in consequence of some special treaty

with the country which demands them.

There are two practical difficulties about extradition

which have probably prevented the growth of any uniform

rule on the subject. One is the variation in the definitions

of crime adopted by different countries. The second is the

possibility of the process of extradition being employed to

get hold of a person who is wanted by his country, not

really for a criminal, but for a political offence. In modern
states, and more particularly in England, offences of a

political character have always been carefully excluded from

the operation of the law of extradition.

Extradition, as stated above, has for the most part been

/egulated by special treaties. A full list of the extradition

treaties between the principal civilized countries will be

found in ¥h\\\\n\ox(i'% InlernaiioHal Law, vol. i. c. 21. Just

before the passing of the Extradition Act of 1870, England

had only two treaties subsisting—one with France, another

with the United States. Both were confirmed by Acts of

Tarliameut. The "Extradition Act 1870" enacts that
" where an arrangement has been made with any foreign

state, with respect to the surrender to such state of any
fugitive criminals, Her Majesty may, by Order in Council,

direct that this Act shall apply in the case of such foreign

state," subject to any limitations, conditions, or restrictions

that mav- be thought expedient. It is expressly provided

—

1. That a fugitive criminal shall not be surrendered for a political

offence, or if he prove that his surrender has in fact been required

with a view of trying him for a political offence.

2. Provision must be made that a surrendered criminal shall not
be tried for any but the extradition crime

3. Criminals accused or convicted of offences in England Ehall not
be surrendered in extradition until they ara discharged.

4. There must be an interval of 15 days between the committal
to prison and the surrender.

An Order in Council under the Act must be in

conformity with its provisions, and must provide for the

determination of the arrangement afte" not more than a
year's notice.

When the Act applies, a fugitive criminal of a foreign

state is liable to surrendei. A requi.'itioii for that purpose
must be addressed to a secretary of state by some person
recognized as a diplomatic repressutative of the foreign

etate. The secretary of state, unkw he thinks the offence

is one of a political character, may inform a police magi.s-

trate of the rccjuisition, and require him to issue his warrant

for the apprehension of the criminal. The police magistrate,

when the criminal is brought before him, shall receive any
evidence tending to .show that the offence is political, or i.s

not au extradition crime. If the evidence is such as would
justify a committal for trial in England, or would prove

that the prisoner has been convicted, the magistrate com-
mits him to prison, and after fifteen days' interval, or if

a haOeas corpus is issued after the decision of the court,

the secretary of .state may by his warrant deliver him over

to the representatives of the foreign country. If the

prisoner is not removed within two months ho must be

discharged. The Act applies, with certain modifications, to

all British possessions.
' fugitive criminal " means any person accused or con-

victed of an extradition crime committed within tbo

jurisdiction of any foreign state, who is in, or is suspected

of being in, any portion of Her Majesty's dominions The
following is a list of extradition crimes, to be construed

according to the law existing in England :

—

Murder and attempt and conspiring to murder; rnanslauglitcr ;

counterfeiting or altering money, and uttering ; forgery, couulcr-

feiting, and altering what is forged, &c. ; embezzlciiifntaud larceny

obtaining money and goods by false pretences ; bankrujitcy crinio

fraud by bailee, b.inker, agent, &c. ; rape; abduction; child

stealing ; burglary and housebreaking ; arson ; robbery willi vio.

lence ; threats by letter or otherwise, with intent to extort ;
piracy by

law of nations ; sinking or destroying a vessel at sea, or attempting

or conspiring to do so ; assaults on board ship on the high sens,

with intent to destroy life or to do grievous bodily harm ; revolt

or conspiracy to revolt by two or more persons on board a sh';) nu

the high seas against the authority of the master. The Extiadition

Act of 1873 adds the following :—Kidnapping and false imprison-

ment ;
perjury and subornation of perjury ; and indictable oH'cncC",

not previously named, under the Larceny and other Criminal Acts of

1861 (24 and 25 Vict. c. 96, 97, 98, 99, 100, 101)

The countries with which England has entered into ex-

tradition treaties are the following:— Austria, 3d December
1873; Belgium, 30th May 1876; Brazil, 13th November
1S72; Denmark, 31st March 1873 ; France, 13th February

1843; Germany, 14th May 1872; llayti, 7th December
1874 ; Honduras, 6th January 1874 ; Italy, 5th February

and 7th May 1873; Netherlands, 10th June 1874;
Sweden and Norway, 26th June 1873; Switzerland,

31st March 1874 ; United States, 9th August 1842
(Abdy's edition of Kent's International Law, Cambridge,

1878). The treaties with France and the United States, it

will be noticed, are those which were in force before the

English Extradition Acts. Difficulties have arisen between

this country and the United States as to the effect of the

Extradition Act on the subsisting treaty. In 1875 the

English Government protested against the trial for a second

ofi'ence of a criminal who had been surrendered to the

United States. The United States Government maintained

that the principle of the English Extradition Act (that the

surrendered criminal shall not be tried for any offence

committed prior to his surrender other than the extradition

crime) did not apply to the treaty of 1842, that this

treaty could not be newly construed at the will of one of

the parties, and that the claim of the English Government

made it impossible for the United States to ask or grant

extradition under it. The English Government have in

the meantime surrendered three fugitive criminals without

insisting on their claim. A royal commission on the

Extradition Acts is now sitting (1878).

See A Treatise on the Law of Extradition, by. Edward Clnrk,

barrister-at-law, 2d edition, Loudon, 1874. (JJ. K.)

EXTREME UNCTION, one of the seveH'sacraments

of the Romish Church, now to be administered only after

those of penance and the Eucharist to persons who are sup-

posed to be at the point of death. Among the Orientals

oil has long been employed as a cure for various dis^
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orders, a^ well as for the imrpose of promoting the general

health of the body. According to tho narrative of Mark,

it was employed by the disciples of Jesus apparently

for the purpose of effecting miraculous cures (Mark vL

13). The apostle James also exhorts Christians to make
use of it, accompanied with prayer, in tho case of sick

persons. " Is any sick among you, let him call for the

elders of the church; and let them pray over him, anoinU

ing him with oil in the name of tho Lord; and the prayer

of faith shall save the Eick, and the Lord shall raise him

up ; and if he have committed sins, they shall be forgiven

him" (James v. 14, 15). UnctioYi is not referred to by

any of the fathers £.z a sacrament, but Origen, in his second

homily on Lev. iv., implies that in his time it was conjoined

with the imposition of bands in the restoration of the

lapsed; and Irenams (L 21, 5) states that among some of

the Gnostics it was common to anoint the dying with a

mixture of oil or opobalsam and water, to render their souls

ini^iaible to their spiritual enemie' ^n the other world, and

proof against their machinations. There is evidence that

among the Christians of the 4th .. entury a superstitious

efficacy was ascribed to the use of oil in cases of sickness,

and instances are recorded in which the oil used in the

lamps of the churches was stolen in order to be applied in

sickness, or to ward off attacks of disease. Ths lirst proof

of the use of the rite in the Roman Church is contained in

a letter of Innocent I. to Decentius, bishop of Eugubium
(Gubbio), in the year 416, in which he speaks of it as "a kind

of sacrament;" but he adds that after the oil has been blessed

by the bishop, it may be used, not merely by the bishops and
priests, but by Christians generally. From the 8th ceritury

the rite is often mentioned in the acts of the councils, and

has been the occasion of a considerable amount of discus-

si,on and difference of opinion, at least in regard to details,

in 850 it was declared by the synod of Eegiaticinum (Pavia)

to be a sacrament by which sins were forgiven, and conse-

quently bodily health restored, but its chief purpose was

represented to be the restoration of the sick person. In

the 12th century the question whether tie rite could be

repeated was raised, and began to be answered in the

negative; and an attempt was made by some to obtain

a decision that the person to whom it had been adminis-

tered should not afterwards touch the earth with his

bare feet, nor indulge in any of the pleasures of the iiesh;

and although these proposals were not carried, the general re-

sult of the discussions was to deepen the impression that it

was a rite of unusual solemnity, to which recourse should

not be had except in cases of great necessity. About

this time the rite 'came to be known ai sacramentnni

exeuniium'\or exlrcma undio. By Peter the Lombard it

was placed fifth in the list of the seven sacraments, and

its spiritual significance was further developed by the

scholastic theologians, especially by Thomas Aquinas.

According to him, its principal end was the removal of

the spiritual weakness resulting from the sins of the past

life, and the healing of the body was only its secondary end;

but among other theologians of his time discussions as to

the purpose of the rite were the cause of considerable

difference of opinion. It was, however, regarded by most

as having only a relative necessity, its omission not entailing

any positive spiritual evil. According to the decrees of the

Council of Trent, it confers the pardon of any faults that

may previously have been unexpiated, and it removes the

remains of sin; it 'relieves and strengthens the soul, and

enables it better to bear up under pain, and more suc-

cessfully to withstand the assaults of the devil—bodily

ease and health following so far as these are advan-

tageous to the soul's welfare. As to its repetition the

council contented itself with declaring that it might be

jepeatcd in cases of similar peril According to the

Romish catechism, two ends are obtaineu by it« observ.

ance,--lst, the pardon of venial sins, it not possessing the

highest efficacy in regard to mortal sins ; 2d, the remova:!

of tiie spiritual infirmity resulting from sin, and of all th«

otLer remains of sin. For the observance of the rite the

Romish Church appeals to the authority of Christ, as im-

plied in Mark vi. 13, and to the authority of the apostles,

as implied in James v. 14, 15. The Council of Trent has

decreed extreme unction to bo a sacrament, and declares

that " whosoever shall affirm that extreme unction is not

truly and properly a sacrament, instituted by Christ our

Lord, and published by the blessed apostle James, but oniy

a ceremony received from the fathers, or a human invention,

is to be accursed." And it denounces a similar anathema
against all who "shall affirm that the sacred unction of tha

sick does not confer grace, nor forgive sin, nor relieve tha

sick, but that its power has ceased, as if the gift of healing

existed only in past ages." The ceremony is performed in the

following way. When a person's recovery is despaired of, his

eyes, ears, nostrils, mouth, hands, feet, and reins are succesj

eively anointed with the sacred oil by the priest. At each

anointing the priest says, "By this holy unction, and througll

His great mercy, Almighty God forgive thee' whatever siiiy

thou hast committed by sight" (or smell, hearing, touch, (fec.)i

The oil used in extreme unction is supposed to represeni

the grace of God poured down into the soul, and conferring

pardon and spiritual strength. It is blessed by the bishop

on Maundy Thursday, and delivered to the parochial clergy

to be used by them throughout the year. If any oil is left

after the expiry of the year it is burned, and if the supply

threatens to become exhausted, other oil may be added to

that which has been consecrated, but only a small propor-

tion of new oil is permitted. In the Greek church the rita

is called 'Eup^cXaiov, or'Ayiov e\aioi'. The oil is not con-

secrated by the bishop, but is taken out of the sanctuary

lamps as required and blessed by seven priests, or, if that

number cannot be gathered together, by not less than three.

The rite is administered in diseases of all kinds; and suca

sick persons as are able are expected to visit the church,

especially on Maundy Thursday, to experience its bodily

and spiritual blessings. Only in extreme cases does the

anointing take place in the sick chamber.

EYCK, Van, the name oL a family of painters in whose

works the rise and mature development of art in western

Flanders arfe represented. Though bred in the valley of

the ^Meuse, they finally established their professional domi-

cile in Ghent and in Bruges ; and there, by skill and inven-

tive genius, they changed the traditional habits of the earlier

schools, remodelled the primitive forms of Flemish design,

and introduced a complete revolution into the technical

methods of execution familiar to their countrymen.

1. Hubert Van Eyck was the oldest and most remark-

able of this race of artists. The date of his birth and the

records of his progress are lost amidst the ruins of the

earlier civilization of the valley of the Meuse. He was born

about 1366, at JIaeseyck, under the shelter or protection

of a Benedictine convent, in which art and letters had been

cultivated from the beginning of the 8th century. - But

after a long series of wars,—when the country became in-

secure, and the schools which had flourished in the towns

decayed,—he wandered to Flanders, and there for the first

time gained a name. As court painter to the hereditary

prince of Burgundy, and as client to one of the richest of

the Ghent patricians, Hubert is celebrated. Here, in

middle age, between 1410 and 1420, he signalized himself

as the inventor of a new method of painting. Here he

lived in the pay of Philip of Charolais till 1421. Here he

painted pictures for the corporation, whose chief magistrates

honoured him with a state visit in 1424. His principal

masterpiece, and the only jiicture that can be traced to hit
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haiitf ilie Worstip of the Lamb, commissioiiRd by Jodocus

V'ijdt*. ord of Pamelo, is the noblest creation of tho

l-'leraish school, a piece of which wo possess all the parts

dispersed from St Bavoii in Ghent to the galleries of

Brussels and Berlin,—one upon which Hubert laboured till

lie died, leaving it to be completed by his brother. Almost

unique as an illustration of contemporary feeling for Chris-

tian art, this great composition can only be matched by the

Fount of Salvation, in the museum of JI<idiid. It repre-

sents, on numerous panels, Christ on the judgment seat,

with the Virgin and St John the Baptist at His sides,

hearing the songs of angels, and contemplated by Adam and
Eve, and, beneath him, the Lamb shedding His blood in

the presence of angels, apostles, prophets, martyrs, knights,

and hermits. On the outer sides of the panels are the

Virgin and the angel annunciate, the sibyls and prophets

who foretold the coming of tho Lord, and the donors in

prayer at the feet of the Baptist and Evangelist. After

this great work was finished it was placed, in 1432, on an
altar iu St Bavon of Ghent, with an inscription on the

framework describing Hubert as " maior quo nemo reper-

lics," and setting forth, in colours as imperishable as the

picture itself, that Hubert began and John afterwards

brought it to perfection. John Van Eyck certainly wished

to guard against an error which ill-informed posterity

showed itself but too prone to foster, the error tliat he alone

had composed and carried out an altarpiece executed

jointly by Hubert and himself. His contemporaries may
be credited with full knowledge of the truth in this respect,

and the facts were equally well known to the duke of

Burgundy or the chiefs of the corporation of Bruges, who
visited the painter's house in state in 1432, and the members
of the chamber of rhetoric at Ghent, who reproduced the

Agnus Dei as a tableau vivant in 145(). Yet a later

generation of Flemings forgot the claims of Hubert, and
gave the honours that were hia due to his brother John
exclusively.

The solemn grandeur of churcli art in the 15th century

never found, out of Italy, a nobler exponent than Hubert
Van Eyck. His representation of Christ as the judge,

between the Virgin and St John, affords a fine display of

realistic truth, combined with pure drawing and gorgeous

colour, and a happy union of earnestness and simplicity

with the deepest religious feeling. In contrast with earlier

productions of the Flemish school, it shows a singular depth
of tone and great richness of detail. Finished with sur-

prising skill, it is executed with the new oil medium, of

which Hubert shared the invention with his brother, but of

which no rival artists at the time possessed the secret,—

a

medium which consists of subtle mixtures of oil and varnish

applied to the moistening of pigments after a fashion, only

kept secret for a time from guildsmen of neighbouring

cities, but unrevealed to the Italians till near the close of

the 15th century. When Hubert died on the 18th

September 1426, he was buried in the chapel on the

altar of which his masterpiece was placed. According to

a tradition as old as the 16th century, his arm was
preserved as a relic in a casket above the portal of St Bavon
of Ghent. During a life of much apparent activity and
surprising successes, he taught *.he elements of his art

to his brother John, who survived him.

2. John Van Eyck. The date of his birth is not more
accurately known than that of his elder brother, but he
was born muchJater than Hubert, who took charge of him
and made him his "disciple." Under this tuition John
learnt to draw and paint, and mastered the properties of

colours from Pliny. Later' on, Hubert admitted him into

partnership, and both were made court painters to Philip

of Charolais. After the breaking up of the prince's house-

hold ia 11"21. John became bi^ own muster' left the

workshop of Hubert, and took an engagement as painter

to John of Bavaria, at that time resident at the Hague aa

count of Holland. From the Hague he returned in 1424
to take service with Philip, now duke of Burgundy, at a

salary of 100 livres per annum, and from that time till hia

death John Van Eyck remained the faithful servant of his

prince, who never treated him otherwise than graciously.

He was frequently employed in missions of trust ; and
following the fortunes of a chief who was always in tho

saddle, ho appears for a time to have been in ceaseless

motion, receiving extra pay for secret services at Leyden,

drawing his salary at Bruges, yet settled in a fixed abode
at Lille. In 1428 ho joined the embassy sent by Philip

the Good to Lisbon to beg the hand of Isabella of Portugal.

His portrait of the bride fixed the duke's choice. After

his return he settled finally at Bruges, where ho married,

and his wife bore him a daughter, known in after years

as a nun in the convent of Maeseyck. At the christening

of this child the duke was sponsor, and this was but one of

many distinctions by which Philip the Good rewarded his

painter's merits. Numerous altarpieces and portraits now
give proof of Van Eyck's extensive practice. As finished

works of art and models of conscientious labour they are

all worthy of the name they bear, though not of equal

excellence, none being better than those which were com-
pleted about 1432. Of an earlier period, a Consecration

of Thomas h Becket has been preserved, and may now be

seen at Chatsworth, bearing the date of 1421 ; no doubt
this picture would give a fair representation of Van Eyck's

talents at the moment when he started as an independent

master, but that time and accidents of cmiission and com-

mission have altered its state to such an extent that no con-

clusive opinion can be formed respecting it The panels of

the Worship of the Lamb were completed nine years later.

They show that John Van Eyck was quite able to work in

the spirit of his brother. He had not only the lines of

Hubert's compositions to guide him, he had also those

parts to look at and to study which Hubert had finished.

He continued the work with almost as much vigour as hia

master. His own experience had been increased by travel,

and he had seen the finest varieties of landscape in

Portugal and the Spanish provinces. This enabled him to

transfer to his pictures the charming scenery of lands more
sunny than those of Flanders, and this he did with accuracy

and not without poetic feeling. We may ascribe much of

the success which attended his efibrts to complete the

altarpiece of Ghent to tho cleverness with which he repro-

duced the varied aspect of changing scenery, reminiscent

here of the orange groves of Cintra, there of the blufJs and

crags of his native valley. In all these backgrounds,

though we miss the scientific rules of perspective with

which the Van Eycks were not familiar, we find such

delicate perceptions of gradations in tone, such atmosphere,

yet such minuteness and perfection of finish, that our

admiration never flags. Nor is the colour less brilliant

or the touch less firm than in Hubert's panels. John only

differs from his brother in being less masculine and less

sternly religious. He excels in two splendid likenesses of

Jodocus Vijdts and his wife Catherine Burluuts. The
same vigorous style and coloured key of harmony charac-

terizes the small Virgin and Child of 1432 at Ince, and

the Madonna, probably of the same date, at the Louvre,

executed for Eollin, chancellor of Burgundy. Contemporary

with these, the male portraits in the National Gallery, and

the JIan with the Pinks, in the Berlin Museum (1432-4),

show no relaxation of power ; but later creations display no

further progress, unless we accept as progress a more search-

ing delicacy of finish, counterbalanced by an excessive soft-

ness of rounding in flesh contours. An unfaltering minute-

ness of h^nd and great tendernefis ofjreattnent.inay'ie
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found, combined with angularity of drapery, and some
awkwardness of attitude, in a full length portrait couple at

tlie National Gallery (1434), in which a rare insight into

the detail of animal nature is revealed in a study of a terrier

dog. A Madonna with Saints, at Dresden, equally soft

and minute, charms us by the mastery with which an archi-

tectural background is put in. The bold and energetic

striving of earlier days, the strong bright tone, are not

equalled by the soft blending and tender tints of the later

ones. Sometimes a crude ruddiness in flesh strikes us as a

growing defect, an instance of which is the picture in the

museum of Bruges, in which Canon Van der Paelen is

represented kneeling before the Virgin under the protection

of St George (1434). From first to last Van Eyck retains

his -ability in portrait. Fine specimens are the two male

llkeuesaea in the gallery of Vienna 0436), anU a female;

the master's wife, in the gallery of Bruges (1439). His

death in 1440-41 at Bruges is authentically recorded. He
was buried in St Donat. Like many great artists he formed

but few pupils. Hubert's disciple, Jodocua of Ghent,

hardly does honour to his master's teaching, and only

acquires importance after he has thrown off some of the

l»culiarities of Flemish teaching. Petrus Cristus, who was

taught by John, remains immeasurably behind him in every

thing that relates to art. But if the personal influence of

the Van Eycks was small, that of their works was immense,

and it is not too much to say that their example, taken iu

conjunction with that of Van der "Weyden, determined the

current and practice of painting throughout the whole of

Europe north of the Alps for nearly a century, (j. a. c.)

EYE
THE sense of virion is excited by the influence of light

on the retina, the special terminal organ connected

with the optic nerve. By excitation of the retina, a change

is induced in the optic nerve fibres, and is conveyed by

these to the brain, the result being a luminous perception,

or what we call a sensation of light or colour. If light

were to act uniformly over the retina, there would be no

image of the source of the light formed on that structure,

and consequently there would be only a general conscious-

ness of light, without reference to any particular object.

One of the first conditions, therefore, of vision for useful

purposes is the formation of an image on the retina. To
efi"ect this, just as in a photographic camera, refractive

structures must be placed in front of the retina which will

so bend luminous rays as to bring them to a focus on the

retina, and thus produce an image. Throughout the animal

kingdom, various arrangements are found for this purpose
;

but they may be all referred to three types, namely—(1)

eye-specks or eye-dots, met with in Medusae, Anneiidfe, &c.;

(2) the compound eye, as found in insects and crustaceans;

and (3) the simple eye, common to all vertebrates. The eye-

specks may be regarded simply as expansions of optic nerve

filaments, covered by a transparent membrane, but having

no refractive media, so that the creature would have the'

consciousness of light only, or a simple luminous impression,

by which it might distinguish light from darkness. The
compoxmd eye (an account of which, as met with in the com-

mon lobster, will be found under Crustacea, vol vi. p.

637) consists essentially of a series of transparent cone-like

bodies, arranged in a radiate manner against the inner sur-

face of the cornea, with which their bases are united, while

their apices are connected with the ends of the optic

filaments. As each cone is separated from its neighbours,

it admits only a ray of light parallel with its axis, and
its'ape.x represents only a portion of the image, which must
be made up, like a mosaic-work, of as many parts as there

are cones in the eye. When the cones are of considerable

length, it is evident, from their form and direction, their

apices being directed inwards, that the oblique rays emanat-

ing from a luminous surface will be cut off, and that only

those rays proceeding along the axis of the cone will pro-

duce an effect. Thus distinctness or sharpness of definition

will be secursd. The size of the visual field will depend on
the form of the eye, the outermost cones marking its limits.

Consequently the sizeof the visual field willdepend on the size

of the segment of the sphere formiug its surface. The eyes

of many insects have a field of about half a sphere, so that

the creature will see objects before and behind it as well

as those at the side. On the other hand, in many the eyes

have scarcely any convexity, so .that they must have a

narrow field of vision.

A description of the simple eye will be found in the

article Anatomy, voL i. p, SS5 sj. Optically, it consists of

a series of refractive media placed in front of the retina by

which rays emanating from an external object are brought

to a focus on that structure. In this article, v.'e shall con-

sider (1) the physical causes of vision; (2) the optical

arrangements of the eye; (3) the specific influence of light

on the retina; (4) sensations of colour; (5) the movements
of the eyes in vision ; and (G) the psychical relations of

luminous impressions.

1. Physical Causes of Vision.

A luminous sensation may be excited by various mod«i
of irritation of the retina or of the optic nerve. Pressure,

cutting, or electrical shocks may act as stimuli, but tha

normal excitation is the influence of light on the retina.

From a physical point of view, light is a mode of movement
occurring in a medium, termed the ether, which pervades

all space ; but the physiologist studies the operation of

these movements on tjie sentient organism as resulting

in consciousness of the particular kind which we term a

luminous impression. Outside of the' body, such move-
ments have been studied with great accuracy ; but the

physiological effects depend upon such complex conditions

as to make it impossible to state them in the same precise

way. Thus, when we look at the spectnim, we are

conscious of the sensations of red and violet, referable to

its two extremities : the physicist str.tes that red is pro-

duced by 392 billions of impulses on the retina per second,

and that violet corresponds to 757 billions .per second;

but he has arrived at this information by inductive

reasoning from many facts which have not at present any

physiological explanation. We cannot at present trace

any connexion, as cause and efi'ect, between 392 billions

of impulses on the retina per second and a sensation of red.

Below the red and above the violet ends of the spectrum

there are vibrations which do not excite luminous sensations.

In the first case,belowthe red, the efi'ect as a sensation is heat;

and above the violet the result is that of chemical acti\dty.

Thus the method of dispersion of light, as is followed in

passing a ray through a prism, enables us to recognize

these general facts:—(1) rays below the red excite thermal

impressions
; (2) from the lower red up to the middle of

the violet, the thermal rays become gradually weaker until

they have no effect ; (3) from the lower red to the extreme

violet, they cause luminous impressions, which reach theit

greatest intensity in the yellow ; and (4) from about the

end of the yellow to far beyond the extreme violet, the rays

have gradually a less and less luminous efi'ect, but they

have the power of exciting such chemical chaniies as an;
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{(rodiiced in photograpliy. Tn general terms, therefore, the

ortur end of the spectrum may be called thermal, the middle
lominous, and the upper actinic or chemical ; but the three

Eoerge into and overlap one another. It may be observed

t'iat the number of vibrations in the extreme violet is not

'double that of the low red, so that the sensibility of the

eye to vibrations. of light does not range through an octave.

Ths ultra-violet rays may act on the retina in certain condi-

tions, as when they are reflected by a solution of sulphate of

quinine,' constituting the phenomenon of fluorescence.

2. Optical Aeeangements of the Eye.

(1.) General.—When light traverses any homogeneous
transparent medium, such as the air, it passes on in a

straight course with a certain velocity ; but if it meet with

any other transparent body of a different density, part of

it is reflected or returned to the first medium, whilst the

remainder is propagated through the second medium in

a diB'erent direction and with a different velocity. Thus
we may account for the phenomena of reflection and of

refraction, for which see the article Light. Let a b, in

fig. 1, be a plane surface

of some transparent sub-

stance, say a sheet 6f

glass ; a ray, c d, per-

pendicular to the sur-

,

lace, will pass through

without refraction ; but

an oblique ray, e f, will

be sent in the direction

e h. If the ray e h had
' passed from a dense into

a rarer medium, then the

or h

I "la. 1.—Refraction of Light.

direction would have been e g. It might also be shown

that the sine of the angle of incidence always bears a

certain ratio to the sine of the angle of refraction ; this

ratio'is termed the index of re/raclion. Thus, if a ray pass

from air into water, the sine of the angle of incidence will

]iave to the sine of the angle of the refraction the ratio of

4 ; 3, or ^.

Before a ray of light can reach the retina, it must pass

through a number of transparent and refractive surfaces.

The eye is a nearly spherical organ, formed of transparent

parts situated behind each other, and surrounded by

various membranous structures, the anterior part of which

is also transparent. The transparent parts are—(1) the

cornea ; (2) the aqueous hu7nour, found in the anterior

chamber of the eye
; (3) the crystalline lens, formed by

a transparent convex body, the anterior surface of which is

less convex than the posterior; and (4) the vitreoiis

humour, filling the posterior chamber of the eye. The ray

mu»t therefore traverse the cornea, aqueous humour, lens,

and vitreous humour. As the two surfaces of the cornea

are parallel, the rays practically suffer no deviation in

passing through that structure, but they are bent or re-

fracted during their transmission through the other iredia.

From the optical point of view, the eye may be regarded

as a dioptric system consisting of various refractive media.

In such a system, as shown by Gauss, there are six cardinal

points, which have a certain relation to each other. These

ure

—

Two faced points: every ray passing through ihe first focal point
becomes, after its refraction, parallel to the axis, and every ray

which before refraction is parallel to the axis passes after its refraction

to the s«0)v(i focal point
; (2) Two princijial poiiUs: every ray which

passes through the tirst point before refraction passes after refrac-

tion through the second, and every ray which passes through any
point of a plane elevated on a perpendicular axis from the first

principal ^o'lTil {the first principal plane) passes through the corre-

sponding point of an annlogoiis plane raised u])on the axis at the

second principal point ^the sccotid ^rinci^l ^lanc) ; and (3) Tuia

nodal points, which correspond to the'optical centres of the two
principal pkncs just alluded to. The distance of Ihe fn'at principal
point from the first focal point is called the anterior focal lenglh},
and the term posterior focal length Is applied to the distance of tho
posterior focal point from the second principal point. Listing has
given the following measurements in millimeti-es from the ceiitro
of the cornea for the cardinal points in an ideal eye :-

Anterior focal point 12-8326.
Posterior focal point 22-G470.
First principal point 21746.
Second principal point... 2'3724.

A view of such an ideal eye is shown in fig. 2,

Flrot nodal point 7'2420.

Second nodal point 7-63B8.
Anterior focal length 1&-0072.
Posterior focal length.... 200748;

Fio, 2.—Transverse section of an Ideal or Schematique Eye.

A, Summit of cornea; SC, Sclerotic: S. Schlemm'a canal; CH, Choroid; I, Iris;
>I, Ciliai7 muscle; R, Retina; N. Optic nei-ve; HA, Aqueous humour; L,
Ciystallinc lens, the anterior of the double lines on its face aifowing Us foitn
durinc: accommodation: HV. Vitreous humour; DN, Internal rectus muscle;
DE, txternal rectus; YY', Plincipal optical axis; <I>c^, Visual axis, maliinn an
angle of 5' witli the optical axis; C, Centie of the ocular globe. The cardinal
points o//.ij/tnj-— HiH;. piincipal points; K,Kj, nodal points; FjFj. principal
focal points. Tiie dioptric constants according t<f Giratid-Teulon .-— H. I'l Inclpal

points united; tfntp^- principal foci during tho repose of acoonimodotlun;

<p\(p'2, principal foci during the maximum of accommodation; 0, fused nodal.
points.

The remaining measurements of such an eye are as follows :-<

Jiadii of curvature.

Of anterior face of cornea — 8 millimetres.

Of ai'to't'or face of lens —10
,,

Of ^os^cci'or face of lens — 6 ,,

Indices of Refraction.

Aqueous humour W -l'3379j
Crystalline lens -j-^ -1-4545-
Vitreous humour ',V-. 1-3379

The optical constants of the human eye may be still

further simplified by assuming that the two principal

points and the two nodal points respectively are identical

Thus we may construct a reduced eye, in whiqh the princi-

pal point is 2-3448 mm. behind the cornea, and the nodal

point is 7"4969 mm., having an anterior focal length of 15

mm. and a posterior focal length of 20 mm. The refracting

surface, or lens, has a radius of 5 mm., and is 3 mm. behind

the cornea; and the index of refraction is that of thexsqueous

humour, or V/.
(2.) The Formation of an Image on the Retina.—This

may be well illustrated with the aid of an ordinary phofp

graphic camera. If properly focussed, an inverted image

will be seen on the glass plate at the back of the camera.

It may also bo observed by bringing the eye-ball of a rabbit

Fig. 3.— Inversion by action of a Lens,

near a candle flame. The action of a lens in forming an

inverted image is illustrated by fig. 3, where the pencil of lays

proceeding from a is brought to a focus at a', and thosa

from b at b', consequently the image of a 6 is inverted as at

h'a'. The three characteristic features of the retinol ima^o

8—9Q
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are— (1) it is reversed

; (2) it io sharp and well defined if

it be accurately focussed on the retitia ; and (3) its size

depends on the visual angle. If we look at a distant

object, say a star, the rays reaching tlie eye are parallel,

and in passing through the refractive media, they are

focussed at the posterior focal point,— that is, on the retina.

A line from the luminous puiiit on the retina passing

through the nodal point is called the line of direction. If

the luminous object be not nearer than, say, 60 yards, the

imago is still brought to a focus on the retina without any
effort on tho part of the eye. Within this distance, sup-

posing the condition of the eye to be the same as in look-

ing at a star, the image would be formed somewhat behind
the posterior focal point, and the effect would be an indis-

tinct impression on the retina. To obviate this, for near
distances, accommodation, so as to adapt the eye, is effected

by a mechanism to be. afterwards described.

When rays, reflected from an object or coming from a
luminous point, are not brought to an accurate focus on
the retina, the image is not distinct in consequence of the

formation of what are called cu-cles of diffusion, the pro-

duction of which will be rendered evident by fig. 4. From

Fta. 4.—Formation of Circles of Diffusion.

the point A luminous rays enter the eye in the form of a
cone, the kind of which Will depend on the pupil. Thus it

may be circular, or oval, or even triangular. If the pencil
is focussed in front of the retina, as at d, or behind it as at

/, or, in other words, if the retina, in place of being at F,

be in the positions G or H, there will he a luminous circle

or a luminous triangular space, and many elements of the

retina will be affected. The size of these diffusion circles

depends on the distance from the retina of the point
where the rays are focussed : the greater the distance, the
more extended will be the diffusion circle. Its size will

also be affected by the greater or less diameter of the pupil.

Circles of diffusion may be readily ^udied by the following

experiment, usually called the experiment of Scheiner :

—

1 I
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to a certain extent, tlie action of the otLcr ; and (4) tlio

ctructiire of the lens is such that its power of refraction

diminishes from the centre to the circumference, and conse-

quently the rays farthest from the axis are less refracted.

(i) Astigmatism.—Another defpct of the eye is due to

different meridians having different degrees of curvature.

This defect is known as astigmatism. It may be thus de-

tected. Draw on a sheet of white paper a vertical and a

horizontal line with ink, crossing at a right angle; at the

point of distinct vision, it will be found impossible to

see the lines with equal distinctness at the same time:

to see the horizontal lino distinctly the paper must be

brought near the eye, and removed from it to see the verti-

cal. In the cornea the vertical meridian has a shorter

radius of curvature, and is consequently more refractive than

the horizontah The meridians of the lens may also vary
;

but, as a rule, the asymmetry of the cornea is greater than

that of the lens. The optical explanation of the defect will

be understood with the aid of £g. 8.

Fia. 8i—Diagram illustrating Astigmatism.

Thus, suppose the vertical meridian C A D to be more
strongly curved than the horizontal F A E, the rays which
fall on C A D will be brought to a focus G, and those fall-

ing on F A E at B. If we divide the pencil of rays at suc-

tessive points, G, H, I, K, B, by a section perpendicular to

AB, the various forms it would present at these points are

Been iu the figures underneath, so that if the eye were
placed at G, it would see a horizontal line a a ; if at H, an
ellipse with the long axis a a' parallel to A B ; if at I, a

«ircle ; if at K, an ellipse, with the long axis, h c, at right

angles to A B; and if at B, a vertical line h c. The
degree of astigmatism is ascertained by measuring the

difference of refraction in the two chief meridians ; and the

defect is corrected by the use of cylindrical glasses, the

curvature of which, added to that of the minimum meridian,

makes its focal length equal to that of the maximum
meridian.

(f) Aberration of Refranc/ibililij.—When a ray of white

light traverses on a lens, the different rays composing it,

being unequally refrangible, are dispersed : the violet rays

(see fig- 9^ the most refrangible, are brought to a focus at

iPlo. 9.—Diagr.ira illustrating the Dispersion of LigTit by a Lens.

e, and the red rays, less refrangible, at d. If a screen were
placed at e, a series of concentric coloured circles would be

formed, the central being of a violet, and the circumference

of & led colour. The reverse effect would be produced if

the screen were placed at d. Imagine the relink in place

of the screen in the two positions, the tcn^atiunal ell'ccts

would be those just mentioned. Undei.'frciinary circum-
stances, the crior of refrangibility duo to the optical coa-i

struction of tiie eye is not observed, as for vision at near
distances the interval between tlie focal point of the red
and violet rays is very small. If, however, we look at a
candle llame through a bit of cobalt blue glass, •which trans-

mits only the red and blue rays, the llame may appear
violet surrounded by blue, or blue surrounded by violet,

according as we have accommodated the eye for different

distances. Bed surfaces always appear nearer than violet

surfaces situated in the same plane, because (he eye has to

be accommodated more for the red than for the violet, and
consequently we imagine them to bo nearer. Again, if wo
contemplate red letters or designs on a violet ground the

eye soon becomes fatigued, and the designs may appear to

move.

{d) Defects due to Opacities, dr., in tJie Transparent Media.
—When small opaque particles exist in the transparent

media, they may cast their shadow on the retina so as to give

rise to images which are projected outwards by the mind into

space, and thus appear to exist outside of the body. Such
phenomena are termed entoptic. They may be of two
kinds :—(1) extra-retinal, that is, due to opaque or semi-

transparent bodies in any of the refractive structures

anterior to the retina, and presenting the appearance of

drops, strite, lines, twisted bodies, forms of grotesque shape,

or minute black dots dancing before the eye ; and (2)

intra-retinal, due to opacities, &c., in the layers of the

retina, in front of Jacob's membrane. The intra-retinal may
be produced in a normal eye in various ways. (1) Throw a

strong beam of light on the edge of the sclerotic, and »

curious branched figure will be seen, which is an image of

the retinal vessels. The construction of these images,

usually called PiirHnJe's figures, will be understood from
fig. 10. Thus, in the figure to the left, the rays passing

C5'

Fia. 10.—Purlunje s Figures.
\

In the eye to the right the ilhiminatlon U throu::h the sderoUcpantUitlKS.one to
the left through the cornea.

through the sclerotic at b," in the direction V'e; will throw
a shadow of a vessel at c on the retina at 6', and this will

appear as a dark line at B. If the light move from b" to

a", the retinal shadow will move from b' to a', and the line

in the field of vision will pass ^rom B to A. It may be
shown that the distance c b' corresponds to the distance of

the retinal vessels from the layer of rods and cones (see

Anatomy, vol. i. p. 888). If the light enter the cornea, as

in the figure to the right, and if the light be moved, tho
image will be displaced in the same direction as the light,

if the moveiijent Joes not extend beyond the middle of the

cornea, but in the opposite direction to the light when the
latter is moved up and down. Thus, if a be moved to a,
d will be moved to d', the shadow on the retina from c

to c, and the image 6 to b'. If, on the other, hand^^e
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moved above the plane of the paper, d will move below,

consequently c will move above, and b' will appear to sink.

^2) The retinal veasels may also be eeen by looking at a

strong light through a minute aperture, in front of which

0. rapid to and fro movement is made. Such experiments

prove that the sensitive part of the retina ia its deepest and

most external layer (Jacob's membrane).

/4.) Aa/tommodation , or tlu Mechanism of Adjustment for

Different Distances.—When a camera is placed in front of

an object, it is necessary to focus accurately in order to

obtain a clear and distinct image on the sensitive plate.

This "may be done by moving either the lens or the sensitive

plate backwards or forwards so as to have the posterior

focal point of the lens corresponding with the sensitive plate.

For similar reasons, a mechanism of adjustment, or accom-

modation for different distances, is necessary in the human
eye. In the normal eye, any number of parallel rays, com-

ing from a great distance, are focussed on the retina. Such
fin eye is termed emmetropic (fig. 11, A). Another form

of eye (B) may be such that

iparallel rays are brought

to a focus in front of the

retina. This form of eye

is myopic or short-sighted,

inasmuch as, for distinct

(vision, the object must be

Ibrought near the eye, so as

to catch the divergent rays,

which are then focussed on
the retina. A third form

is seen in C, where the focal

point, for ordinary dis-

tances, is behind the re-

tina, and consequently'the

object must be held far off,

80 as to allow only the less

'divergent or parallel rays

to reach the eye. This

kind of eye is called hyper-

metropic, or far-sighted.

For ordinary distances, at

which objects must be seen

distinctly in every-day life, the fault of the myopic eye

may be corrected by the use of concave and of the hyper-

metropic by convex glasses. In the first case, the concave

glass will remove the posterior focal point a little farther

back, and in the second the convex glass will bring it

farther forwards; in both cases, however, the glasses may be

BO adjusted, both as regards refractive index and radius

of curvature, as to bring the rays to a focus on the retina,

and consequently secure distinct vision.

From any point 65 metres distant, rays may be regarded

as almost parallel, and the point will be seen without any

effort of accommodation. This point, either at this distance

or in infinity, is called the puncium remotum, or the most

distant point seen without accommodation. In the myopic

eye it is much nearer, and for the hypermetropic there is

really no such point, and accommodation is always necessary.

If an object were brought too close to the eye for the refrac-

tiva media to focus it on the retina, circles of difi"usion

would be formed, with the result of causing indistinctness

of vision, unless the eye possessed, some power of adapting

itself to different distances. That the eye has some such

power of accommodation is proved by the fact that, if we
attempt to look through the meshes of a net at a distant

object, we cannot see both the meshes and the object with

equal distinctness at the same time. Again, if we look con-

tinuously, at very near objects, the eye speedily becomes

fatigued. Beyond a distance of 65 metres, no accommoda-

tion is necessary j but within it, the condition of the eye

A, Emmetropic or normal eye; B, Myopic
or Bhort-siffhted eye ; C, Hypetmeti-opic
or long-sighted eye.

must be adapted to the diminished distance until we reach

a point near the eye which may be regarded as the limit

of visibility for near objects. ThLa point, called iXiapunrtum
proximum, is usually 12 centimetres (ur about 4 inches)

from the eye. The range of accommodation is thus from
the puncium remotur.z to the puuctum proximum.

The mechanism of accommodation has been much dis-

puted, but there can be no doubt it is chiefly effected by a

change in the curvature of the anterior surface of the crys-

talline lens. If we hold a lighted candle in front and a
little to the side of an eye to be examined, three reflections

may be seen in the eye, as represented in fig. 12. The first,

o, is erect, large, and bright, from the i

anterior surface of the cornea ; the

second, b, also erect, but dim, from the

anterior surface of the crystalline lens

;

and the third, c, inverted, and very dim,

from the posterior surface of the lens, or

perhaps the concave surface of the vit-

reous humour to which the convex sur-

face of the lens is adapted. Suppose the ^}°- 12.—Reflected

three images to be in the position shown in '""^S" '" '''° ^^'

the figure for distant vision, it will be found that the middle

image 6 moves towards a, on looking at a near object. The
change is due to an alteration of the curvature of the lens,

as shown in fig. 13. The changes occurring during accom-

Fio. 13.—Mechanism cf Accommodatioa

A, The lens during accommodation, showing Its anterior aarface advanced: &
The lens as for distant vision; C, Position of the cU'mry muscle.

modation are:—(1) the curvature of the anterior surface of

the crystalline lens increases, and may pass from 10 to 6

mm.
; (2) the pupil contracts ; and (3) the intraoculai,

pressure increases in the posterior part of the eye. An ex-

planation of the incrfeased curvature of the anterior surface

of the, lens during accommodation has been thus given by
Helmholtz. In the normal condition, that is, for the

emmetropic eye, the crystalline lens is flattened anteriorly

by the pressure of the anterior layer of the capsule ; during

accommodation, the radiating fibres of the ciliary muscle

pull the ciliary processes forward, thus relieving the tension

of the anterior layer of the capsule, and the lens at once

bulges forward by its elasticity. The txact mechanism of

the ciliary muscle is still not clearly understood.

Helmholtz has succeeded in measuring with great accu-

racy the sizes of these reflected images by means of an in-

strument termed an ophthalmometer, the construction of

which is based on the following optical principles. When a

luminous ray traverses a plate of glass having parallel sides,

if it fall perpendicular to the plane of the plate, it will pass

through without deviation; but if it fall obliquely on the

plate (as shown in the left hand diagram in fig. 14) it under-

goes a lateral deviation, but in a direction parallel to that

of the incident ray, so that to an eye placed behind the

glass plate, at the lower A, the luminous point, upper A,

would be in the direction of the prolonged emergent ray,

and thus there would be an apparent lateral displacement

of the point, the rmouat of which would increase with tha

I
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10. 14. — Diagrammatic
view of the Ophthalmo-
meter of Helnilioltz.

ttoliquity of the incident ray. If, initeaJ of one plate, we

tulte two plates of equal thickness, one placed above the

other, two images will be seen, and by turning the one plate

•with reference to the other, each image may be displaced a

liitle to one side. The instrument consists of a small tele-

scope (fig. 14) T, the axis of which coincides with the

plane separating the two glass plates

C C and B B. When we look at

an object X Y, and turn the plates

till we see two objects' a;y, a:)/ touch-

ing each other, the size of the image

\ i' will be equal to the distance

the one object is displaced to the

one side and the other object to the

•>ther side. Ha;?ing thus measured

the size of the reflection, it is not

difficult, if we know the size of the

object reflecting the light and its

distance from the eye, to calculate

the radius of the curved surface.

(See Woinow's Op/ii/uilmomeCrie, St

Petersburg^ 1871, and an account

given in Appendix to M'Kendrick'a

Outlines of Physioloc/y, 1878.) The
general result is that, in accommo-
dation for near objects, the middle

reflected image becomes smaller,

and the radius of curvature of the

anterior surface of the lens becomes

shorter.

(5.) Absorption and Reflection of

Luminous Rays from the Eye.—
When light enters the eye, it is partly absorbed by the

black pigment of the choroid and partly reflected. The
reflected rays are returned through the pupil, not only follow-

ing the same direction as the rays entering the eye, but

uniting to form an image at the same point in space as the

luminous object. The pupil of an eye appears black to an

observer, because the eye of the observer does not receive

any of those reflected rays. If, however, we strongly

illuminate the retina, and hold a lens in front of the eye,

80 as to bring the reflected rays to a focus nearer the eye,

then a virtual and erect, or a real and reversed, image of the

retina will be seen. Such is the principle of the ophthal-

moscope, invented by Helmholtz in 1851. Eyes deficient

in pigment, as in albinos, appear luminous, reflecting light

of a red or pink colour ; but if we place in front of such

an eye a card perforated by a round hole of the diameter of

the pupil, the hole will appear quite dark,. like the pupil

of an ordinary eye. In many animals a portion of the

fundus of .th; eyeball has no pigment, and presents an

iridescent appearance. This is called a tapetum. It

probably renders the eye more sensitive to light of feeble

intensity.

(6.) Fundionsbf t/ie Iris.-—The ins constitutes a diaphragm
which regulates the amount of light entering the eyeball.

The aperture in the centre, the pupil, may be dilated 'by

contraction of a system of radiating fibres of involuntary

muscle, or contracted by the action of another system of

fibres, forming a sphincter, at the margin of the pupil. The
radiating fibres are controlled by the sympathetic, while

those of the circular set are excited by the third cranial

nerve The variations in diameter of the pupil are deter-

mined by the greater or less intensity of the light acting on
the retina. A strong light causes contraction of the pupil;

with light of less intensity, the pupil will dilate. In the

liumae ^eing, a strong light acting bnone eye will often

cause contraction of the pupil; not only in the eye affected, but

la the other eye. Tliese facts indicate that the phenomenon
le ot the Qature ol a~refles action, in which the fibres of the

optic nerve act as sensory conductors to a centre in the
eiicephalon, whence influences emanate' which affect tha
pupil. It has beeu ascertained that if the fibres of the optio

nerve be affected in any way, contraction of the pupil

follows. The centre is probably in the anterior pair of the

corpora quadrigemina, as destruction of these bodies causes,

immobility of the pupil. On the other hand, the dilating!

fibres are derived from the sympathetic ; audit has been,

shown that they come from the lower part of the cervical,'

and upper part of the dorsal, region of the cord. But the

iris seems to be directly susceptible to the action of liglit.|

Thus, as was first pointed out by BrownSdquard, the pupil

of the eye of a dead animal will contract if exposed to light

for several hours, whereas, if the eye on the opposite side

be covered, its pupil will remain widely dilated, as at tliQl

moment of death.

The pupil contracts under the influence—(1) of an in-'

creased intensity of light
; (2) of the eft'ort of accommodatioQ'

for near objects; (3) of a strong ccmvergence of the two
eyes; and (4) of such active substances as nicotine, morphia,
and physostigmine; and it dilates under the influence— (1)

of a diminished intensity of light ; (2) of vision of distant

objects
; (3) of a strong excitation of any sensory nerve

; (4)
of dyspnoea ; and (5) of such substances as atropine and
hyoscyamine. The chief function of the iris is to so

moderate the amount of light entering the eye as to secure

sharpness of- definition of the retinal image. This it

accomplishes by (1) diminishing the amount of light

reflected from near objects, by cutting oS' the more divergent

rays and admitting only those approaching a parallel direc-

tion, which, in a normal eye, are focussed on the retina ; and

(2) preventing the error of spherical aberration by cutting

off divergent rays which would otherwise impinge near the

margins of the lens, and would thus be brought to a focus

in front of the retina.

3. Specific Influence of Light on the Retina.

The retina is the terminal organ of vision, and all ths
parts in front of it are merely optical arrangements for

securing that an image will be accurately focussed upon it.

The natural stimulus of the retina is light. It is often

said that it may be excited by mechanical ajid electrical

stimuli ; but such an observation really applies to the

stimulation of the fibres of the optic nerve. It is well

known that such stimuli applied to the optic nerve behind
the eye produce always a luminous impression; but there

is no proof that the retina, strictly speaking, is similarly

affected. Pressure or electrical currents may act on the

eyeball, but in doing so they not only affect the retina, con-

sisting of its various layers and of Jacob's membrane, but
also the fibres of the optic nerve. It is probable that the

retina, by which is meant all the layers except those

on its surface formed by the fibres of the optic nerve,'

is affected only by its specific kind of stimulus, light. This
stimulus so ff aects the terminal apparatus as to set up
actions which in turn stimulate the optic fibres. The next
question naturally is,—What is the specific action of light

on the retiria t Professors Holmgren of Upsala individually,

and Dewar and M'Kendrick conjointly, have shown that

when light falls on the retina it excites a variation of the

natural electrical current obtained from, the eye by placing

it on the cushions of a sensitive galvanometer. The general

effect was that the impact of light caused an increase in the

natural electrical current,—during the continuance of light,

the current diminished slowly, and fell in amount even
below what it was before the impact,—and that the with-

drawal of light was followed by a rebound, or second
increase, after which the current fell in strength, as if the

eye suffered from fatigue.
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It was also observed in tliis research that the amount of

electrical variation produced by light of various intensities

corresponded pretty closely to the results expressed by

Fechner's law, which regulates the relation between the

stimulus and the sensational effect in sensory impressions.

This law is, that the sensational effect does not increase

proportionally to the stimulus, but as the logarithm of the

stimulus. T^us, supposing the stimulus to be 10, 100, or

1000 times increased, the sensational effect will not be 10,

loo, or 1000 times, but only 1, 2, and 3 times greater.

This law, then, applies to the phenomena happening in the

terminal organ, and not, as generally supposed, exclusively

to tho5e occurring in the brain.

Such electrical phenomena probably result either from

thermal or chemical changes in the retina. Recent

researches of Boll and Kuhne have shown that light pro-

duces chemical changes in the retina. If an animal be

tilled in the dark, and if its retina be exposed only to yellow

ts,js, the retina has a peculiar purple colour, which is at once

destroyed by exposure to ordinary light. The purple matter

apparently is decomposed by light. Kiihne has also shown

that an image may actually he fixed on the retina by plung-

ing it into a solution of alum immediately after death.

Thus it would appear that light affects the purple-matter

of the retina, and the result of this chemical change is to

stimulate the optic filaments ; if the action be arrested, we

may have a picture on the retina, but if it be not arrested,

the picture is evanescent ; the purple-matter is used up, and

new matter of a similar kind is formed to take its place.

The retina might, therefore, be compared to a sensitive

plate having the sensitive matter quickly removed and re-

placed by chemical changes ; and it is probable that the

electrical expression of these changes is what has been

above described.

(a) Phosgenes.—Luminous impressions may also be pro-

duced by pressure on the eyeball. Such impressions,

termed phosgenes, usually appear as a luminous centre

surrounded by coloured or dark rings. Sometimes they

seem to be small bright scintillations of various forms.

Similar appearances may be observed at the moments of

opening or of closing a strong electrical current transmitted

through the eyeball.

{b) The Retina's Proper Light.—The visual field, even

when the eyelids are closed in a dark room, is not absolutely

dark. There is a sensation of faint luminosity which

may at one moment be brighter than at another. This

is often termed the proper light of the relina, and it

indicates a certain condition of molecular activity, even in

darkness.

(c) The- Excitahility of the Retina.—The retina is not

equally excitable in all its parts. At the entrance of the

optic nerve, as was shown by Mariotte in 1668, there is no

sensibility to light. Hence, this part of the retina is called

the blind spot. If we shut the left eye, fix the right eye on

the cross seen in fig. 15, and move the book towards and

awayjrom. the eye, a posi-

tion will be found when the ^ a
round spot disappears, that ^
is when its image falls on

the entrance of the optic ^'"^ ^^•

nerve. There is also com-

plete insensibility tg colours at that spot. The diameter

of the optic papilla is about 1'8 mm., giving an angle of

6 degrees ; this angle determines the apparent size of the

blind spot in the visual field, and it is sufficiently large to

ccuss a human fig^ire to disappear at a distance of two

metres (Beaunis).

The yellow spot in the centre of the retina is the tacp*

sensitive to light, and it is chiefly employed in direct vision.

Thus, if wc fix tUa eye on a word in the centre of this line.

-Diagram for the study

of the Blind Spot.

it is distinctly and sharply seen, but the words towards

each end of the line are vague. If we wish to sec each

word distinctly, we "run the eye " along the line,— that is,

we bring each successive word on the yellow spot. This

spot has a horizontal diameter of 2 mm., and a vertical

diameter of 'S mm.; and it corresponds in the visual field

to an angle of from 2 to 4 degrees. It is believed that the

fossa in the spot, where there are almost no retinal

elements except Jacob's membrane, consisting here

entirely of cones (2000 in number), is the area of most
acute sensibility. This fossa has a diameter of only '2 mm,,
which makes the angle ten times smaller. Thus the field

of distinct vision is extremely limited, and at the same
moment we see only a very small portion of the visual field

Images of external objects are brought successively on this

minute sensitive area, and the different sensations seem to

be fused together, so that we are conscious of the object as

a whole.

Towards the anterior margin of the retina sensitiveness

to light becomes diminished ; but the diminution is nut

uniform, and it varies in different persons.

(d) Duration and Persistence of Retinal Impi'essivns.—

•

To excite the retina, a feeble stimulus must act for a certain

time ; when the retina is excited, the impression lasts after

the cessation of the stimulus ; but if the . stimulus be

strong, it may be of very short duration. Thus the dura-

tion of an electrical spark is extremely short, but tha

impression on the retina is so powerful, and remains so

long, as to make the spark visible. If we rotate a disc

having white and black sectors we see continuous dark

bands. Even if we paint on the face of the disc a single

large round red spot, and rotate rapidly, a continuous red

band may be observed. Here the impressions of red on

the same area of retina succeed each other so rapidly that

before one disappears another is superadded, the result being

a fusion of the successive impressions into one continuous

sensation. This phenomenon is called the persistence of

retinal impressions. It has been ascertained that an im-

pression lasts on the retina from -y^ to ^^ of a second.

If we look steadily at a bright light for a few seconds and

then quickly close the eyes or gaze into a dark room, a

luminous image of the light will be visible for a short time.

Such an appearance is called a positive accidental image, or

a consecutive image. It may also be observed in this ex-

periment that the intensity of the retinal excitation is not

uniform. It increases quickly at its commencement, and

after it has reached a maximum it slowly declines. Many
familiar toys, such as the thaumatrope, or wheel of life,

stroboscopio discs, and the phenakistoscope, produca

curious effects due to persistence of retinal impressions.

(e) The Phenomena of Irradiation.-^llv& look at fig. 16,

the white square in

the black field appears

to be larger than the

black square in the

white field, although

both are of precisely

the same size. This

is due to irradiation, a

phenomenon explained

by Helmholtz, by stat-

ing that the borders of

clear surfaces advance in the visual field and encroach ot?

obscure surfaces. Probably, even with the most exaci

accommodation, diffusion images form round the image of

a white surface on a black ground, forming a kind of pea'

umbra, thus causing it to appear larger than it really is.

'/^ Iziemitti of Light required to excite the Retina.—Light

must have a certain intensity io prooucc a laminous impres'

sion. It 13 impossible to (ix tlia miQimum intensit

A B
Fio. 16. —Illustrating the effect of

irradiation.
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necessary, as the effect will depend, not only on the inten-

sity of the stimulus, but on the degree of retinal excitability

at the time. Thus, after the retina has been for some time

in the dark, its excitability is increased ; on the other hand,

it is much diminished by fatigue. Aubert has stated that

the minimum intensity is about 300 times less than that

<nf the full moon. The sensibility of the eye to light is

measured by pholometers, instruments which will be de-

.•scribed under the article Light.

{(/) Consecutive Eetinal Images.—Images which persist

on the retina are either positive or negative. They are

"termed positive when the bright and obscurg parts of the
* image are the same aa the bright and obscure parts of the

object; and neijatioe, when the bright parts of the object

are dark in the image, and vice versa. Positive images are

strong and sharply marked when an intense light has

acted for not less than J of a second. If the excitation be

continued much longer, a negative and not a positive image
•will be seen If, when the positive image is still visible,

we look on a very brilliantly illuminated surface, a nega-

tive image appears. Negative images are seen with

greatest intensity after a strong light has acted for a con-

siderable time. These phenomena may be best studied

when the retina is very excitable, as in the morning after

a sound sleep. On awakening, if we look steadily /or an
instant at the window and then close the eyes, a positive

.image of the window will appear ; if we then gaze fixedly

at the winaow for one or two minutes, close the eyes

two or three times, and then look at a dark part of the

room, a neijative image will be seen floating before us. The
-positive image is due to excitation of the retina, and the

negative to fatigue. If wo fatigue a small area of the

retina with white Hght, and then allow a less intense light

to fall on it, the fatigued area responds feebly, and conse-

quently the object, such as the window pane, appears to be

dark. Many curious experiments may be made to illustrate

the laws of consecutive images. Thus, if we look at a

black figure on a white ground for, say, one minute, and
then gaze into a dark part of the room, a gigantic white

figure, of corresponding shape, may make its appearance.

A white figure on a black ground will produce a black

image, a green figure will produce . a red, and a red a

green,—the reproduced colour being always complementary
to that of the figure.

4. SENS.4.TI0NS OF CoLOUE.

(1.) ffeneral Stateinent.—Colour is a special sensation ex-

<;ited by the action on the retina of rays of light of a definite

wave length. Thus we have a sensation of red when a

certain number of waves of light impinge on the retina in

a unit of time, and with about twice the number of waves

in the same time the sensation will not be of red but of

violet. When we examine a spectrum, we see a series of

colours merging by insensible gradations the one into the

other, thus :—red, orange, yellow, green, blue, and violet.

These are termed simple colours. If two or more coloured

rays of the spectrum act simultaneously on the same spot

of the retina, they may give rise to sensations of mixed
^colours. These mixed colours are of two kinds :— (1) those

which do not correspond to any colour in the spectrum,

such as purple and white, and (2) those which do exist in

the spectrum. White may be produced by a mixture of

two simple colours, which are then said to be complementary.
Thus, red and greenish-blue, orange and cyanic-blue, yellow
and indigo-blue, and greenish-yellow and violet all produce
wh-ite. Purple is produced by a mixture of red anrl violet,

or red and bJuish-vioIet. When white light falls on a sur-

face, the surface may absorb all the rays except the red.

If the red rays are alone reflected, then the object will be

red; if the green rays are reflected, then the object will

appear to be green. Again, if we look through red glass,

all the rays are absorbed except red, and consequently the
world beyond appears to be red. So with regard to tha
other transparent coloured media. The following table by
Helmholtz shows tho compound colours produced by mixing
other colours :

—

Indigo-
blue

Cyanlc-
bluo

Greenish- Green
blue

TellowlDh-
giecn

Yellow

Red

Orange

Yellow

YellowUh-
green

Green

Greenish-
blue

Cyanic
blue

Pui-ple
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ffevrton. ThB angl6S 6f lift *ert6TS were thtis given \>j

iim---—

KBa.,„,„,.,r.60°'45'5''
I

Green ....tv.r.'eOMS-S*

10rangerrtvr:..34°10-5* Blue ....:..*.S4° 41''

Venovv.«^...54'' ^V I Indigo 34U0i5'
Violet .TTWCTTnvtVmi...'. 60 45'5'

Wi'tl. SfeHBrS-bf 8uch"^a~size, w/mVc will be j)r6duce^"on

i'otating the disc rapidly. '*' This method has been carried

put with great efficiency

hy the colour-top of

Clftrk Maxwell. It is

simply a flat top, on the

Surface of which discs

t)f various colours may
be placed. Dancer has

idded to it a method by
which, eveu while the

top is rotating rapidly,

Slid the sensation of a

tnixed colour is strongly

berceived, the eye mp.j

be able to see the simple

colours of which it is

composed. This is done

Fid. 20.—Diagram of the Colour Disc of

Sir Isaac Newton.

by placing on the handle of the top, a short distance above

the coloured surface, a thin black disc, perforated by holes

of various size and pattern, and weighted a little on one

side. This disc vibrates to and fro rapidly, and breaks the

continuity of the colour-impression; and thus the consti-

tuent colours are readily seen. __
(3.) Physiological diameters of Colours.—All colours

fiave three special characters :—(1) Tone, depending on the

huraber of vibrations per second
; (2) Intensity, depending

On the extent or amplitude of the vibrations, and passing

from the most sombre to the most brilliant shades; and (3)

Saturation, which depends on the amount of white the

colour contains; thus, it is saturated when there is uo

white, as in the pure colours of the spectrum, and there

may be an infinite number of degrees of saturation from the

pure colour to white.

(4.) The Geometric Representation of Colours,'—Colours

may be arranged ini'
Qreen,

a linear series, as in

the solar spectrum.

Each point of the line

corresponds to a de.

terminate mipression Orange^

of colour ; the line is

not s Straight line,

OS regards luminous ^ j
effect, but is better re-

Fur/ile Violet

presented by a curve,
Fio. 21. -Geometrical representation of the'-..•', I relations of colours as shown by Newton,

passing from the red

to the violet. This curve might be represented as a circle

in the circumference of which the various colours might

be placed, in which case the complementary colours would
be at the extremities of the same diameter. Newton
arranged the colours in the form of a triangle, as shown in

fig. 21, If we place-three of the spectral colours at three

Jingles; tlius,=-green,' violet, and red,—the sides of the

triangle include the intermediate colours of the spectrum,

iexcept purple".

The point S correspontlS to white, consequently.-'lrom lue imer-
«9Ction of the lines which join the complementarycolour?," the
straight lines from grfen to S, R S, and V S, represent the amount of
peen, red, aud violet necessary to form white ; the same holds good
for the complementary colours ; for example, for blue and red. the
line S B — the amount of blue, and the line S R — the amount of red
Required to form white. Again, any point, say M, on the surface

bf the triangle, will repi«sent a mixed colour, the composition of

^hiclV.<iiiay be obtained by mixing the three fundamental colours'

xa. tlic pi-gportibna represented by the length of the Hues M to green.

/
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image
; (4) If Wo regard a red surface, the primitive colour, the red

fibres are littlo affected in consequence 'of being fatigued, the green

and violet fibres will be only feebly excited, and tliorefore only a

very feeble complementary inmge will be seen; and, (5) if we look

at n surface of a different coloviraltogethor, this colour may combine
with that of the consecutive image, and produce a mixed colour;

thus, on' a yellow surface, we will see an imago of an orange colour.

(6.) The Contrast of Colours.—If we look at a small white,

grey, or black object on a coloured ground, the object

appears to have the colour complementary to the ground.

Thus a circle of grey paper on a red ground appears to be

of a greenish-blue colour, whilst on a blue ground it will

appear pink. This effect is heightened if we place over the

paper a thin sheet of tissue paper ; but it disappears at

once if we place a black ring or border round the grey

paper. Again, if we place two complementary colours side

by side, both appear to be increased in intehsity. 'Various

theories have been advanced to explain these facts.

Helmholtz is of opinion that the phenomena consist more
in modifications in judgment than in modifications of sensa-

tion ; Plateau, on the other hand, attempts to explain them
by the theory of consecutive images.

5. The Movements of the Eye.

(1.) General Statement.—The globe of the eye has a centi-e

of rotation, which is not exactly in the centre of the optic

axis, but a little behind it. On this centre it may move
round axes of rotation, of which there are three,—an antero-

posterior, a vertical, and a transverse. In normal vision, the

two eyes are always placed in such a manner as to be fixed

on one point, called the fixed point or the poiiit of regard.

A line passing from the. centre of rotation to the point of

regard is called the line of regard. The two lines of regard

form an angle at the point of regard, and the base is formed
by a line passing from the one centre of rotation to the

other. A plane passing through both lines of regard is

called the plane of regard. With these definitions, we can

now describe the movements of the eyeball, which are of

three kinds. (1) First

position.—The head
is erect, and the line

of regard is directed

towards the distant

horizon. (2) Second
position.—This indi-

cates all the move-
ments round the

transverse and hori

zontal axes. When
the eye rotates round
the first, the line of

regard is displaced

above or below, and
makes with a line

indicating its former

position an angle

termed by Helmholtz
the angle of vertical

displacement, or the Fio. 23.—Diagram of the attachments of the

ascensional angle; muscles of the eye and of their axes of rota-

and when it rotates *''°°> ^^^ latter being shovra by dotted

round the -vertical ^"- <^'*-)
' .i 1.

f
The axis of rotation of the rectus Internus and

axis, tne Une OI re- extemus heing vertical, that is, pei-pendlculor to

card is displaced from ^"^^ piano of the paper, cannot be shown.

side to side, forming with the median plane of the eye an
angle called the angle of lateral displacement. (3) Third
order of positions.—This includes all those which the globe

may assume in performing a rotatory movement along with
lateral or vertical displacements. This movement of rota-

tion is measured by the angle which the plane of regard

f. 'M-

inf

makes witft the tninsverse planj, an angle termed the angU
of rotaticn or of torsion.

The two eyes move together as a system,' so that we
direct the two lines of regard to the same point in space.

The eyeball is moved by six muscles, Svhich are dcscribeif

in the article Anatomy, vol. i., p. 891. The relative attach-

ments and the axes of rotation are shown in fig. 23. Tlii|

following table, given by Beaunis, summarizes theit

action :

—

Number of Muscles
In activity.

One .

Two .

Direction of Line
of Rcgord.

( Inwards. i....

\ Outward 1

I
Upwards

,

I Downwjrds .

'Inwards and up
wards

I
Inwards and down-
wards

I Outwards and up-

wards

[
Outwards and
downwards

Muscles acting;.

f Internal rectus.

"lExtcrntil rectus.

^Superior rectus.
(Infeiior oblique.

(Inferior rectus.

(Superior oblique.

{Internal i-ectus.

Superior rectus.
Inferior oblique.

i Internal rectus.

< Infenor rectus.

(Superior oblique.
|Extei-nal rectus.

(Superior rectus,
(inferior oblique.
(External icctus.

-j Inferior rectus.

(Superior oblique.

24. — Diagram
illustrate the

physiological rela-

tions of the two.

retinae.

The term visual field is given to' the area intercepted bj*

the extreme visual lines which pass through the centre o£

the pupil, the amount of dilatation of which determines its

size. Itfollows.the movements of the eye, and is displaced

with it. Each point in the visual field has a corresponding

point on the retina, but the portion, as already explained,

which secures our attention is that falling on the yellow,

spot.

(2.) Simple Vision with Two Eyes.—When we look at

an object with both eyes, having the optic axes parallel,

its image falls upon the two yellow spots,
^

and it is seen as one object. If, how- .'

ever, we displace one eyeball by pressing

it with the finger, then the image in the

displaced eye does not fall on the yellow

spot, and we see two objects, one of them
being less distinct than the other. It is

not necessary, however, in order to see a pjg

single object with two eyes that the two to

images fall on the two yellow spots; an

object is always single if its image fall

on corresponding points in the two eyes.

Thus, in the experiment above described, after having seeii

two images by displacing one eyeball, we may be able'

again to see only one image

by pressing on the other

eyeball. There are then cor-

responding points in the two
retinae, so that if they were

superposed the two yellow

spots would coincide ; the

upper and lower parts of

the left retina would touch

the upper and lower parts

of the right retina; the nasal

side of the left retina would
correspond to the temporal

side of the right retina, and

the reverse would also hold

good. The relation of the

two retinse to each other in

the field -of vision may be

illustrated by the diagram f'°

in fig. 24. 'When an image

falls on non-corresponding points of the retina, it is seen

double.

25.—Diagram to illustrate phe-
nomena of double vision. (Miiller.)
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Thus, as 'n fig 25, suppose two eyes looking iit & single object,

placed at a b or c. If th« jmaRe of the point i fall in one eye on

6 anc} in the otner on 7,

the poini 6 of the one re-

tiud being correspondent

with the point 6 of the

other retina, the distance

of the two images seen will

bo equal to the distance

between 6 and 7. Again,

if images of a fall on 5

and 5, it will bo seen

eingle. Further, if the

image of 6 fall on the left

eye at 6 and on the right

at 4, as these two points

do not correspond, it will

appear double. And so

with regard to the other

retinal points indicated by
the numbers.

j.,g 26.—Diagram to illnstrata the theory
The Pl^enomena m^yaiso

^f corresponding retinal points. (Muller.)
hi studied with the aid f s i- \ /

of fi». 26. Any object at a", or at b', or at c', will be seen simply

by the two eyes A and B, as the images fall on corresponding

points in the retinas, namely, aa', hV, and cc*. It will be readily

seen that, if the eye B were displaced, the images would not fall on
corresponding points, and consequently two would be seen.

The name horopter has been given to a line connecting

those points in the

visual held which form

their image on corre-

sponding points of the

retina The older phy-

siologists first gave this

name to " a straight

line or plane, passing

through the point of

convergence of the axes

of the eyes or the poiat

to which the eyes are

directed ;" but Vieth

and Muller showed that

It cannot be a straight

line or plane, but must Fio. 27.—Diagram to illustrate the simple

have a circular form. horopter.

Thus if the points a, h, c in fig. 26 correspond to the points a\ V,

c', the angles i and 1 in the one eye must correspond to the angles

4 and 1 in the other.

Then a b being equal to

« b'. the angle 1 in eye

A equal to angle 1 in eye

B, the angles 1' and 1'

will be equal. Since the

angles 2 and 2 are equal,

'the angles 3 and 3 must
also bo equal. In the

same way, the angle 5 is

equal to angle 3. For
b 0-4' c", and angle i

- angle 4. Thus the

angles 3, 3, and 5 are

equal, and a'' i" c" can-

not lie in a straight

line, for it is the pro-

perty of a circle only that

angles erected on the

same chord, and reach

ing the perinhery have
j.,^^ 28. -Diagram illustrating the simple

: g :. 'iSh X. >-°p'« 0^ '"^-'^ ^' '^^'^"-' -^^'""^

Biology, vol. ii p. 1195 )
^""^ ''"' '^''-

A line joining a", b", and c" is therefore the simple horopter, and its

form h illustrated by fig. 27. It is a circle, of which the chord is

formed by the distance between the points of decussation of the
rays of light ia the eye (K A C K in fig 27). Its size is deter-

mined by the position of the two eyes, and the point toward which
their axes converge. This is illustrated by fig 28. Thus if a 6 be
the distance of the eyes from each other, the circle c is the horopter
ior the object ni.irked 1. the circle il !o: 2, and tl;» circle « for 3.

An object which la not found ia the horopter, or, iu

other words, does not form an .mage on corresponding po'mta

of the retinae, is seen double. When the eyeballs are to

acted upon by their muscles as to secure images on nou'

corresponding points, and consequently double vision, the

condition is termed strabismus, or squinting, of which there

are several varieties treated of in works on ophtiialmic

surgery. It is important to observe that in the fusion of

double images we must assume, not only the correctness of

the theory of corresponding points of the retina, but also

that there are corresponding points in the brain, at the

central ends of the optic fibres. Such fusion of images

may occur without consciousness,—at all events it is possible

to imagine that the cerebral efi'ect (except as regards

consciousness) would be the same when a single object

was placed before the two eyes, iu the proper position,

wliether the individual were conscious or not. On the

other hand, as we are habitually conscious of a single image,

there is a psychical tendency to fuse double images when
they are not too dissimilar.

(3.) Binocular Perception of Colour.—This may be

studied as follows. Take two No. 3 eyepieces of a

Hartnack's microscope, or two eye pieces of the same
optical value from any microscope, placee on in front of

each eye, direct them to a clear window in daylight, keep
them parallel, and two luminous fields will be seen, one

corresponding to each eye. Then converge the two eye-

pieces, until the two luminous circles cross, and the central

part, like a bi-convex lens, will appear clear and bright,

while the outer segments will be much less intense, and
may appear even of a dim grey colour. Here, evidently,^

the sensation is due to a fusion of impressions in the brain.

With a similar arrangement, blue light may be admitted by
the one eye-piece and red by the other, and on the con-

vergence of the two, a resultant colour, purple, will be
observed. This may be termed the binocular vision of

colours. It is remarkable that by a mental effort this

sensation of a compound colour may be decomposed intO'

its constituents, eo that one eye will again see blue an(i

the other red.

6. The Pstchioal Relations of Visual Perceptions.

(1.) General Characters of Visual Perceptions.—All visuaE

perceptions, if they last for a sufficient length of time,.

appear to be external to ourselves, erect, localized in a

position in space, and more or less continuous.

(a) Visual Seusutions are referred to the Exterior.—This

appears to be due, to a large extent, to habit. Those who-

have been born blind, on obtaining eye-sight by an opera-

tion, have imagined objects to be in close proximity to the

eye, and have not had the distinct sense of exteriority

v.'hich most individuals possess. Slowly, and by a process

of education, in which the sense of touch played an impor-

tant part, they gained the knowledge of the external rela-

tions of objects. Again, phosgenes, when first produced^

appear to be in the eye, but when conscious of them, by ait

effort of imagination, we may transport them into space^

although they never appear very far off.

(b) Vinual Sensations are re/erred to Erecl Objects.—
Although the images of objects are inverted on the retina

we see them erect. The explanation of the effect is that

we are conscious not of the imago on the retina, but of the

luminous object from which the rays proceed, and we
refer the sensation in the direction of these rays. Again,

in running the eye over the object, say a tall pole, from

base to apex, we are not conscious of the different image*

on the retina, but of the muscular movements necessary to

bring the parts successively on the yellow spot.

(c) Visual Sensations are re/erred to a Position in Spaci'.

—The localization of a luminous point in space can only be.
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determined by observing its relations to other luminous

points with a given ijosition of the head and of the eye.

For example, in a perfectly dark room, if we look at a

single luminous point, we cannot fix its exact position in

space, but we may get some information of a vague char-

acter by moving the head or the eye. If, however, a

second luminous point appears in the darkness, we can tell

whether it is nearer or farther distant, above or below the

6rst. So with regard to other luminous points we observe

their reciprocal relations, and thus we localize a number of

visual impressions. There are three principal directio'.is in

gpace—(1) the transverse (breadth), the vertical (height),

and the sagittal (depth). Luminous points may be localized

either in the transverse or vertical directions. Here we

have to do simply with localization on a surface. A num-

ber of points may be observed simultaneously (as when the

eye is fixed) or successively (as when the eye moves). If

the movement of the eye be made rapidly, the series of im-

pressions from different points may be fused together, and

we are conscious of a line, the direction of which is indicated

chiefly by the muscular sensations felt in following it. The

case is different as regards points in the sagittal direction.

We see only a single point of this line at a time ; it may
be a transverse series of retinal elements A, B, and each of

these formed by a number of smaller elements I, 2, 3, 4

situatPd in the axis of each

principal element ; it may
be, on the other hand, the

transverse line a 6 situated

in space and formed by a

9
S
e

a •

i B
a
a
4
s

Fio. 29.—Diagram illustrating the

localization of visual oerceptions.

image, as determined by the visual angle. With a very

large object, there is an appreciation of size from the mus-

cular sensations derived from the movements of the

eyeball, as we "range" ^ _ ^ ^ ^ ^- ^
the eye over it. It is

difficult to appreciate

the distance separating

two points between

which there are other

series of points in juxtaposi-

tion. Each of these points

will impress a retinal ele-

ment, and the result will be

the perception of a transverse

line; but this will not be the

same for the points c,d,e,f,g,

eituatfed in space in a linear

series, in the sagittal direc-

tion; only one of those points e will impress the corre-

sponding retinal element, and we can see only one point at

a time in the line eg. By accommodating successively,

however, for the various points at different and considerable

distances along the line eg, we may excite retinal elements

in rapid succession. Thus, partly by the fusion of the

successive impressions on the retina, and partly from the

muscular sensations caused by jepeated accommodations

and possibly of ocular movements, we obtain a notion of

depth in space, even with the use of only one eye. It is,

however, one of the chief effects of binocular vision to

give precision to the notion of space in the .sagittal direc-

tion.

(d) Visual Sensations are continuous.—Suppose the

image of a luminous line falls on the retina, it will appear

as a line although it is placed on perhaps 200 cones or rods,

each of which may be separately excited, so as to cause a

distinct sensation. Again, on the same principle, the im-

pression of a supei-ficial surface may be regarded as a kind

of mosaic, made up of individual portions corresponding to

the rods or cones on which the image of the surface falls.

But in both cases, the sensation is continuous, so that we
see a line or a surface. The individual images are fused

together.

(2.) Notions derived from Visual 'Perceptions.—When
we look at any object, we judge of its size, the direction of

its surfaces (unless it be a point), its distance from the eye,

its apparent movement or fixedness, and its appearance of

solidity,

(a) Apparent Size.—This, so far as regards a compara-
^vely small object, depeuds on the size of the retinal

A
Tia. 30.—Diagram to illuslrata illnslomi

of size and distance.

points, &A

%¥1

ii

i

5

J
HI

s s

5

:t;

^

^

31. -Zoellner's figure showing an illusion ot

direction.

contrasted witli aif

apparently similar distance without intermediate poinla;

For example, the distance A to B appears to be greatej

than from B to C, in fig. 30.

(6) Direction.—As the retina is a curved surface, a long

straight line, especially when seen from a distance, appears

curved. In fig. 31 a curious illusion of direction, first

shown by Zoell-

ner, is depicted.

If these lines be

looked at some-

what obliquely,

say from one

corner, they v^ill

appear to con-

verge or diverge,

and the oblique

lines, on each

side of the ver-

tical lines, will

appear not to be

exactly opposite

each other. But
the vertical lines

are parallel, and

the oblique lines
• Fio

are continuous

across them. The
effect is evidently due to an error of judgment, as it .may

be controlled by an intense effort, when the lines will ba

seen as they really are.

(c) Apparent Distance.—We judge of distance, as regards

large objects at a great distance from the eye—(1) from

their apparent size, which depends on the dimensions of

the visual angle, and (2) from the interposition of other

objects between the eye and the distant object. Thus, at

sea, we cannot form, without great experience, an accurate

estimate of how many miles we are off the coast, and all

know how diflicult it is to estimate accurately the width of

a river. But if objects be interposed between the eye

and the distant object, say a few vessels ac different

distances at sea, or a boat in the river, then we have

certain materials on which to form a judgment, the accuracy

of which, however, even with these aids, will depend on

experience. When we look at a near object, we judge of

its distance chiefly by the sense of effort put forth in bring-

ing the two lines of regard to converge upon it.

(d) The Movement of a Body.—li the eye be fixed, we

judge of movement by successive portions of the retina

being affected, and possibly also, by a feeling of an absence

of muscular contractions neces-

sary to move the eye-balls.

When the eye moves, so as to

" follow " the object, there is a

sense of muscular effort, which

is increased when, in additio)

we require to move the head. ^^°- 32.-Illustrating stereo-

\ /7T1 I ^ CI fj-^ J scopic Vision.
(d) The Apparent Sonditi/ of

an Object.—If we look at an object,jsay a cube, first with

the right eye and then with the left, it will be found that

the two images of the object are somewhat dififerent,- as in

fig. 32. If. then, by means of a stereoscope, or by hoWing
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11 card between the two eyes, and causing a sliglit con-

vergence of the eyes, the two images are brought upon
corresponding points of the two retinse, the image will at

once be seen in relief.

Consult regarding the physiology of the eye, as the most com-
plete treatise on the subject, Helmholtz'a Optiquc Fhysiologique,

1867 ; one of the best of the older treatises is Maokeiwie On the

'Fi/e atid Vision,-18il ; in tlio first-mentioned treatise, a full list is

given at the end of each section of all the more important wort*
and monographs bearing on the physiology and optical ariinge-.

ments of the eye, up to 18C7. A very valuable bibliogra|>liica[

accou7t is one recently published by J. Plateau, entitled Biblio-

grapM', analytique des principaux plUnominei subjective de la Vision
dcpuis Ics temps ancicTisjusqu^d la Jin du X Vllle ai^le, suivie d'une
bibliographie simple pour la parlie <couUe du tUcle uetuel: extrait

du tome xlii. des iUmoires de VAcaditnie royale des scicTices, des

lettrcs, el des becmz-arts de Belgique, 1877. (J. G. M.)

EZEKIEL (^f<i?.W; i.e., ^« m\, God will strengthen,

or '^ pffl', God will prevail; 'le^cKujX; Ezechiel) was the son

of Buzi a priest, probably of the line of Zadok, who appears

to have lived in Jerusalem, and to have held a position of

some prominence there. According to an ancient and not

impossible interpretation of his own words (chap. i. 1),

Ezekiel was born in 624 B.C. This interpretation is at

least preferable to that which reckons "the thirtieth year"

from a hypothetical era of Nabopolassar ; but it is not

free from all objection, and if it fail us we have no data for

precisely determining the prophet's age. Notwithstanding

the expression made use of by Josephus (a-ais !iv, Ant., x.

7, 3) we may reasonably assume, however, that he had at

least (attained to'early manhood, and already had read and
observed much, when, along with King Jehoiachin and
many other prisoners of the better class (2 Kings xxiv.

12-16 ; .Ter. xxix. 1) he was carried into exile by
Nebuchadnezzar in 599 B.C. With others of his com-
patriots he was settled at a place called Tel-Abib (" Corn-

hill "), on the banks of the river Chebar, by which most
probably the Nahr-Malcha or " Grand " Canal of

Nebuchadnezzar is meant, though some still think of the

Chaboras (modern Kliabur), an affluent of the Euphrates
more to the north. ^ We are left almost wholly to

precarious inference and conjecture for all further de-

tails of his history. We learn incidentally, indeed, from
his writings that he was a married man living in a

house of his own, and that his wife died in the ninth
year of his exile. But of the nature of his ordinary

employments, if he had any, we are not informed. His
life, as a priest whose heart was thoroughly absorbed in

priestly work, could hardly fail to be tinged with sadness,

condemned as it was to be spent in an " unclean land " far

away from " the inheritance of the Lord." He seems to

have been of a brooding temperament, and to have passed

much of his time in silence and solitude. A recent writer

(in. the Studien u. Kritiken for 1877) has ingeniously sug-

gested and endeavoured to show that he was an invalid,

suffering much from some chronic nervous malady. In
the fifth year of his exile (594 B.C.) he had a remarkable
|vision, of which he has given a very full description in the

opening chapters of his book. On this occasion he was
divinely called to the prophetic office. Thenceforward, for

a period of at least 22 years, both orally and in writing, he
continued to discharge prophetic functions at frequent if

somewhat irregular intervals ; and whatever may have been
the force and bitterness of the opposition he originally had
to face, he ultimately, as a " watchman " and acknowledged
leader of public opinion, came to exercise an incalculably

powerful influence in keeping alive the Jewish national

feeling, and also in quickening and purifying the religious

hopes and aspirations of his time. The last date mentioned
in his writings is the 27th year of his exile (572 B.C.). It

is not probable that he lived long after that time. Nothing
authentic, however, has been handed down to us as to the
time, place, or manner of his death, Several unimportant

I
' Bleek {Einl. § 221, note\ is probably wrong in identifying both

p5| and Chaboras with the "1130 of 2 Kings xvii. 6, which is most
toroi«bIy the Khabur, a tributary of the Tigris (Delitzsch, Jesajc,

jp. 16, note).

traditions may be found in the work of the Pseudo-
Epiphanius, De vit. et mort. proph., in the Itinerary of

Benjamin of Tudela, and elsewhere.

In the present Massoretic canon the book of Ezekiel

stands third in order among those of the so-called Nebi'im
Abaroniin (latter prophets), being preceded by those of

Isaiah and Jeremiah, and followed by that of the twelve

minor prophets. In the list of canonical books given in

the Talmud {Baha hathra, 14, 2) it is the second of the

four, being followed by " Isaiah " and " the twelve." Its

arrangement is unusually simple, the chronological cor-

responding for the most part with the natural order. Its

three divisions date respectively from before, during, and
after the siege of Jerusalem.

1. The first 24 chapters carry the reader from the time

of the prophet's consecration down to the beginning of the

siege of Jerusalem, i.e., from 594 to 590 B.C. They are

made up of some 29 distinct oracles, all of which, with the

trifling exception of xxi. 33-37 [28-32], have direct

reference to the religious and political condition of Ezekiel's

compatriots in Babylonia and in Palestine. First in order

stands the famous "chariot" (comp. 1 Ch. xxviii. 18) vision,

which has been so variously estimated, both from the aesthetic

and from the theological point of view, by different critics.'

Eightly interpreted, as a mere description, it cannot justly

be called vague or obscure, and it is hard to account fol

the strange stories told of the difficulties felt by the Jews
in expounding it. The prophet sees in a storm-cloud

coming out of the north a group of four living creatures

(cherubs), each with four wings and four different faces.

Together they are borne upon four wheels which are fuU oi

eyes. Resting upon their. heads is a firmament, supporting

a sapphire throne, whereon is seated a man-like figure, which

is almost hidden in a blaze of light. Hereupon Ezekiel

receives and eats the bitter-sweet roll in which are written
" lamentations and mourning and Woe ; " he is now ready

to go forth to his fellow-countrymen fearlessly declaring

the truth as it is revealed to him, however unwelcome it

may be. "The recorded oracles that follow belong to the

fifth, sixth, seventh, and ninth year.s of his exile. They can

be understood only when viewed in connexion with the

general history of that period. Soon after his accession to

the throne, Zedekiah, the uncle and successor of Jehoiachin,'

had begun to intrigue against his suzerain the king of

Babylon, and had entered into secret relations with the

king of Egypt. Ezekiel, like his older contemporary Jere-

miah, had insight and sagacity enough to see the unwisdom
of such apolicy. By various symbolical actions (iv. 1-8 ; iv.

9-17 ; V. 1-4 ; vi. 11 ; xii. 1-16 ; xxi. 11 [6]), and also by
unequivocal words, he repeatedly declared the certainty of

the doom that was impending over Jerusalem, Judah, and
all the mountains of Israel ; he insisted on the uselessness

of any struggle against Babylon, and distinctly predicted

Zedekiah's captivity, blindness, and death. In language of

the severest invective he rebuked the sins and idolatries,

worse than those of Sodom, which had brought this ine-\'i-

table ruin upon the land and people of the Lord ; at the

same time he held forth the hope of ultimate restoration

and final happiness for both Judah and Ephraim at the end

of "forty years," under thp ';;>ii'lance of the coming prince

%
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" whose right it is" (chaps, xi. 14-21 ; svii. 22-24 • xx,

40-44; xxi. 32 [27]).

2. The eight chapters whicn follow (xxv.-xxxii.) belong

to the period which elapsed between the beginning

of the siege and the announcement of the capture of

Jerusalem; xxix. 17-21 is an exception, belonging to tlie

27 th year of the prophet's exile, and perhaps also chap.

XXV., which has no date. During this period the pro-

phet had no word to speak concerning Judah and Israel.'

Ill these chapters the divine woe is pronounced against

the' seven neighbouring' nations which had shown most hos-

tility to Judah and Israel, namely, Ammon, Moab, Edom,
Philistia, Tyre, Sidon, and Egypt. The oracles relating to

Tyre and Egypt are of great length. The others are com-

paratively brief. With regard to Tyre its capture and ruin

by Nebuchadnezzar are foretold : and it is predicted that

within a very short time Egypt shall be desolate forty

years. The addition (xxix. 17-21) made seventeen years

afterwards is apparently due to the fact that the earlier

prediction regarding Tyre (xxvi. 7-14) had not been

literally fulfilled. This section contains several passages

that are specially interesting from a literary point of vie .v.

The description of the great merchant city in chap, xxvii.

is noticeable for the richness of its details, and also

for the vigour with which the comparison to a ship

is carried out in ver. 5-9, 26-36. Striking also is the

dirge (chap, xxviii. 12-19) upon the king: "Thou deftly

made signet-ring, full of wisdom, and perfect in beauty

—

thou hast been in Eden, the garden of God ; every pre-

cious stone was thy covering, the sardius, the topaz, and the

diamond. . . . Beside the overshadowing cherub did I

place thee ; thou wast upon the holy mountain of God

;

thou walkedst up and down in the midst of stones of fire.

Thou wast perfect in thy ways from the day that thou wast

created, till iniquity was found in thee. By tiie multitude

of thy merchandise they have filled the midst of thee with

violence, and thou hast sinned ; therefore I will cast thee

as profane out of the mountain of God, and the overshadow-

ing cherub shall destroy thee from the-midst of the stones of

fire." As Tyre had been likened to a ship, so is Egypt with

great minuteness of detail likened to a cedar in chap. xxxi.

In chap, xxxii. follows a corresponding dirge, in which the

assembled nations are represented as mourning women
singing their lament over Egypt's grave.

3. The remainder of the book (xxxiii.-xlviii.) dates from

after the fall of Jerusalem. In chap, xxxiii. we read how
the prophet's dumbness was taken away in the twelfth

(more probably the eleventh^) year of his exile, on the day
when tidings were brought of the ruin of the city. There-

upon chap, xxxiv. opens with a brief retrospect, in which

the former avarice, idleness, and cruelty of Israel's shepherds

which have led to such disaster are exposed and rebuked.

But the future—the immediate and the distant—chiefly

occupies the prophet's mind. He tells of a coming shepherd,
" David," under whose rule great and uninterrupted pros-

perity is to be secured. Edom is to be finally destroyed,

but the twelve tribes are to be resuscitated and gathered

together in their own land once more. A final battle has

yet to be fought with Gog from the land of Magog, who
shall come up against the chosen people with a great army,

but only to be utterly destroyed, that Israel may thence-

forward dwell in safety, wholly secure from sny possible

repetiiion of former calamities. Then follow in detail the

final arrangements of the reorganized theocracy. The new

^-
^ The language of xxiv. 27, taken along with tli.'^t of xxxiii. 22,

has led many to the conclusion that Ezpkiel was liter.illy dumb during

thi.s period, and that the oracles belonging to it must necessarily have
been written, not spoken. But xxix. 21, dating from a much later period,

requires to be also considered in this connexion. He may possibly

have been speechless on certain subjects only.

' So tlis Pesluto and a few of the MSS, See Ewald, Hitzig, Bleek.

temple, its dimensions, construction, furniture, are described;

new laws as tn sacrifice and festival are given for the priests,

prince, and people of the new commonwealth. Directions

are given for the equitable partition of the Holy Land
among the twelve tribes, and for the building of the new-

city, which is to be called by the new name Jahvch
Shammah, " the Lord is there." In all these regulations a
general formal resemblance to the Pentateuchal legislation

is abundantly manifest; but the differences of detail are no
less striking. The following may be mentioned among
others. Ezekiel's ten)]jle is larger, but simpler, than that

of Solomon. The distinction between the Holy and the

Most Holy Place is much less marked. Both ark and
high-priest are passed over in silence. The priesthood is

specifically Zadokite. The "prince" has priestly functions

assigned him. The morning burnt-off"ering is brought into

special prominence; of the great festivals, the passover and
the feast of tabernacles alone are noticed. The feast of

pentecost is omitted, nor is any mention made of the great

day of atonement, but an observance unknown in tlie Pen-

tateuch, on the 1st and 7th of the first mouth, is proposed

instead.

The genuineness of the book of Ezekiel has seldom been
questioned. Some perplexity has been caused by the state-

ment in the Talmud {Baba bathra 15, 1) that the men of

the great synagogue " wrote " Ezekiel. This obscure

expression, by which most probably mere editing was
meant, has been deprived of some of its importance by
Kuenen's demonstration of the unhisto.ical character of

the entire tradition regarding the great synagogue. To-
wards the close of last century some doubts were ex-

pressed by Oeder, Vogel, and an anonymous English writer

in the Monthly Magazine (1798), with regard to the

genuineness of the last nine chapters, which were supposed

rather to be of a Samaritan origin, and by Corodi with
respect also to chaps, xxxviii. and xxxix.; but these doubts
were unanimously set aside by the not too conservative

critics of that period. Zunz (Gotlesdienstliche Vorlrdge,

1832; also Gesainmdte Schriften, i. 217/., 1875) was the

first to impugn the genuineness of the entire work, his

thesis, in its most recent form, being that no such prophet
as Ezekiel ever existed, and that the present work bearing
that fictitious name was written somewhere between the
years 440 and 400 B.C. His arguments are partly of the
a priori kind, such as that the special predictions con-_

tained in it (xvii. 16, xxiv. 3, 16, (fee.) are inconsistent

with the genuineness of the book, and that it is inconceiv-

able that in 570 B.C. any prophet could ever have thought of
suggesting a new division of the Holy Land, or of drafting

a new law-book, or of sketching the plans of a new temple
and city. He argues further from the. silence of other

scriptures, particularly of Jeremiah and of the book of Ezra.'

with regard to Ezekiel ; from certain allusions in the book
itself, such as those to Daniel, to the wine of Halybon, &c.

;

also from its grammatical and linguistic peculiarities.'

There is still practical unanimity, nevertheless, among critics

of all schools in the opinion that the stamp of Ezekiel's in-

dividuality is unmistakably and even obtrusively visible

in every page of the book that bears his name.' Keil and
Kuenen agree in holding him to have been its a"uthor, and
its editor as well. He is believed indeed not to have
reduced it to its present form till near the close of.his life;

and many have embraced the opinion of Ewald, that the.

earlier dates have in some cases been incorrectly given by
him. The text, it ought to be remembered, however, \ij\

reached us in a somewhat impure state.

The question principally discussed in recent years, and
likely to be discussed for some time to come, in connexion
with Ezekiel's name is not whether he wrote less '.thaij

tradition has assigned to him, but rather whether^hg^mav
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:iiot possibly have, written more. In ctnnexiun with his

rheory of the late origin of the priestly legislation in the

Pentateuch, Graf, in 18G6, arguing from admitted simi-

larities of style, gave it out as his belief that Ezekicl was

the author pf certain chapters of Leviticus (xviii.-xxiii.,

XXV., xxvi.). ' Tills view, which in substance has subse-

quently been adopted by Coleuso and a few others, is

manifestly one which does not admit of anything Ifke

demonstration. On the other hand, the larger and more
interesting inquiry as to the relative priority of the

I.ovitical and Deuteronomic legislations does not fall to

be disCTis'sed in this place (see Pentateuch).
.It remains that something should be said of Ezekiel's

place, as an author and as a religious teacher. His work
may be judged from the purely literary point of view more
fairly peilnps than that of any of the earlier prophets,—for,

unlike them, he was a writer much more than he was a
preacher. His oracles were sometimes written before they
were spoken; sometimes he wrote what he had no intention

of speaking at all. He may be called one of the first

Sopherim or scribes, if we use that word in its higher sense

as denoting " bookmen," and not mere readers or copyists.

As a leader of public opinion, he handled a variety of sub-

jects in a corresponding variety of styles, but always with
a manner entirely his own. His prose is invariably simple
and unaffected; if there be any obscurity at all, it is really

caused by his excessive desire to make it impossible for his

reader to misunderstand him. His poetry has suffered

much at the hands of translators, and the student who is

wholly dependent on our Authorized Version will be often

at a loss to understand the comparisons to ^Eschylus, Dante,
or Milton which have occasionally been suggested. More
than that of any other prophet, it has been subjected to the

extremes of exaggerated praise and undue depreciation by
its critics. The sympathetic modern reader, however, will

be able to find in it a sublimity, a tenderness, a beauty, a
melody, wholly peculiar to itself; Chapter six., which even
jSchrader pronounces " masterly," may be specially referred

to ; also chapters xxviii. and xxxii.

As a religious teacher, it is natural to compare Ezekitl
|With Jeremiah, his older contemporary, on the one hand,
and with his immediate successor, the author of Isa. xl.-lxvi.,

on the other. It has frequently been said (most strongly
perhaps by Duhm) that the contrast is very great, and very
much to the disadvantage of Ezekiel. The three men,
nevertheless, have much that is common to them all If

Ezekiel sometimes (and especially in his closing chapters)

shows a preponderating externalism, a tendency to delight

in the fulness and minuteness of his ceremonial details, it

must not be forgotten that Jeremiah too looked forward to

a restored sanctuary and a reorganized priesthood as essen-

tial elements in the perfected theocracy of the future. And
if the " Great Unnamed " be justly regarded as one of the
loftiest and purest exponents of the spiritual religion of

coming days, we must at the same time remember that
Ezekiel too had bidden ir.en seek above all things that'eity,

open, onlyto the pure in heart, of which the glory is that
" the Lord is there."

Ezekiel is nowhere mentioned by name in the New
Testament, and tha direct traces of his writings there, apart
from those in the Apocalypse, are comparatively few. Matt.
vii. 24-27 compared with Ezek. xiii. 10-13, and John
X. 16 compared with Ezek. xxxiv. 22, 23, may be referred
to Both directly, however, and also through the writer
of the Apocalypse, his influence upon Christian thought,
and especially upon Christian eschatology, has been oon-
piderable.

Literature.— For the ai cient, mediaeval, and earlier modern com-
mentaries, see Carpzow and other works of introduction. The
jBoiU important n-oiks »£ resent data are thoss of Ewald Dia

Prophdcn ilrnt nllfii /?,' !/•/«, 'toI.' ii. 1\v\. od., \^GS, Engit fr! 1877;
Haviiuick, Ctniimcntiii- il. rf. I'lOplt. A'zcchicI, 184a ; MitziK, JJ.

J'roph, £2cchiel, IBiT ; Fairbairn, Exposition of ilie Ituul; nf l:zck\rl,

1801- Khefoth, D. Buck E-.nhicla, 1865; Hciif'^lriil'trK, l>.

yVeissagungcnd. Pr. Ezcchicls, 1807 ; Keil, D. Proph. Ezcchict, 1868
;

The Speaker's Commentary, vol. vi., 1876. See also Ewald's Vc-
schichte d. V. Isr., iv. 18 ir.; Kuoncn, Godsdicnst vart Israel, vol.

ii., and Profeten en Profetie, 1875, Eiig. tr. 1877 ; Schrader's
article "Ezekiel" in Schenkel's Bibel-Lexieon ; Duhm, Die
Theologie dcr I'rophtlcn, 1875. On the critical questions see Zunz,
GoltcsdienstUche Vortrdge, p. 157-299, and (Jtsam)helte Hehrif-
ten, 1875; Graf, D. gcsehichtlielu Iliieher dcs A. B. 1866 ; Knenen, m
Theol. Tijdschri/t {oT Seiit. 1870; Colcnso, The Pentattuch and Book
of Joshua critically examined, part vi., 1872; Klostci-monn on
"Ezekiel " in the Studicn u. Kriliken for 1877. The English reader

may be referred to The Holy Bible uith xaHovs renderings and
readings, London, 1876. Bunscn's Bilielverk will also be found
useful by the ordinary reader of Genniiii. (.'. S. BL.)

EZRA (K?rV i.e., help; 'KcrS^as; AWras), the famous
scribe, was a priest of the lino of Zaaok.' According to

the genealogy given in Ezra vii. 1-5, his father's name was
Seraiah. If we identify this Seraiah with the person men-
tioned in Ezra ii. 2, Neh. xii. 1, then the Ezra who is tbo

subject of the present article may well be identified, as has

been done by Michaelis and others, with the Ezra named
in the last-quoted texts ; and in this case he must have been

a very old man even at the beginning of that public work
with which his name is chiefly associated. But a careful

comparison of the genealogy in 1 Ch. vi. 4-15 with that in

Ezra vii. leads rather to the conclusion that the latter has

most probably been abridged, so far as the more immediate
and less eminent ancestors of our Ezra are concerned.

They are omitted probably because, though closely con-

nected with Joshua, the son of Josadak, they did not avail

themselves of the permission, granted by Cyrus, to eturn

to Jerusalem in 5.36. They do not seem on that account,

however, to have lost much, if any, of the social influence

to which their high rank in the priesthood entitled them.

Josephus tells us, somewhat mysteriously, that Ezra himself

was high-priest of the Jews who were left in Babylon. Be
this as it may, we know that when he first appears in

history, in the seventh year of Artaxerxes Loiigimanus

. (458 B.C.), he is already a man of great learning, zeal, and
authority, enjoying the confidence, not only of his own
compatriots, but also of the Persian king. It is to be
regretted that we should so imperfectly know what was
the true condition of the Jews in Babylon during the

years that immediately followed the close of the " exile."

We have various indications, however, that many of the.Ti

devoted themselves to the study of the written law, kept
up friendly intercourse with their compatriots in Jerusalem,

regularly sent free-will offerings to the temple there (Philo,

Ad C'aivm, 1013), and made occasional pilgrimages thither

(Zech. vi. 9). In Judea, on the other hand, the fifty-eight

years between 51G and 458, which are passed over in

silence in the history, do not .^pi-ni to have been more
prosperous than the twenty preceding years of which the

record has been preserved. Whether influenced by un-

favourable reports of the condition of affairs at Jeru-

salem, or proceeding upon knowledge personally obtained

in some previous visit, Ezra, who had " been directing

his heart to seek the law of the Lord, and to do it, and
to teach in Israel statutes and judgments," asked and re-

ceived in the above-mentioned year the royal authority to

make an official visit to Judea. From the terms of his com-
mission, which are given in Ezra vii. 12-2G, we learn, that

very con-^iderable powers and privileges were at that time

conferred upon him. On the first day of the first month of

the Jewish year he set out on his westward journaj', carrying

with him many valuable offerings, and accompanied by some
1500 of his fellow-countrymen. The first considerable liall

was made at "tlie river of Ahava," a locality which has
not been idenliCed as yet (it is called Thera'j in 1 Esdras
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viii. 41)', and here it was found that no Levites baci

joined the cxpedilion. A message was accordingly sent to

a place (now unknown) called Casiphia, where a large colony

of them had settled, inviting their assistance. A considerable

number of Levites were thus induced to join the party. A
fast waa thereafter appointed, the sacred treasures were

Eolemnly entrusted to the keeping of twelve priests and

twelve Levites (see Bertheau.on Ezraviii. 24), and, deliber-

ately dispen&ing with the usual military escort, the caravan

Bet out on the twelfth day of the first month, arriving in

Jerusalem on the first of the fifth. Here, in the course of

the investigation which he had been commissioned to

make, Ezra very soon found a field for his reforming acti-

vities. He learned that the population generally, priests,

Levites, and rulers not excepted, had been intermarrying

with the surrounding peoples to an extent which seemed

to threaten the subversion of the true religion, and

the obliteration of the Jewish nationality. The unex-

pected discovery filled him with amazement and shame.

Soun a large number of the inhabitants came to him,

and, with Shechaniah for spokesman, assured him that

the people at large were willing to dismiss their foreign

wives with their children, if only he would take in hand

the direction of the matter. With' all convenient speed

a solemn assembly of »all Judah and Jerusalem was then

convened, at which, after Ezra had pointed out to the

people their transgressions, it was agreed, with only a few

dissentient voices (Ezra x. 15, where for "were employed in"

read " stood up against "), to appoint a committee to inquire

into and decide on all the cases of mixed marriage. This

committee had finished its work by the beginning of the

following year, when a complete list was drawn up of those

who had " taken strange wives " and now pledged them-

selves to put them away. Thus far the Scripture narrative

has carried us ; but at this point, after detailing the events

of precisely one year of Ezra's public life, it abruptly

breaks off; nor do we read of hira again for the next

thirteen years. Modern writers are by no means at one in

the conjectures they make as to what occurred during the

interval. Ewald thinks that he remained in Jerusalem

during all the intervening time ; others (such as Kuenen)
are of the opinion that he very soon left the city, and that

during his absence occurred those relapses and disasters

which were the occasion of his subsequent activities, and

also of those of Nehemiah Hitzig thinks that he never re-

iippeared at all, and corrects Nehemiah accordingly. Ac-

cording to the existing text, in the twentieth (twenty-first ?)

year of Artaxerxes, on the first day of the seventh month,

we find him " in the open space that was before the water-

gate," solemnly reading, by public request, in the hearing

<if all the people, the " book of the law of Moses." One of

die immediate effects of this fresh publication of the Mosaic

law _was that straightway the feast of tabernacles was

observed as it had not been " since the days of Joshua the

sou of Nun ;" and very soon afterwards a solemn fast was

proclaimed, during which a written covenant was drawn up
and confirmed by all the people, with Nehemiah at their

head, by which they became bound " to walk in God's law

which was given by Moses the servant of God," special

prominence being given to the following points,—separation

from the people of the land, strict observance of the

Sabbith day and the sabbatic year, punctual payment of

the third part of a shekel for the service of the temple, of

the first fruits for the priests, and of the tithes for the

Levites. And now, once more, after a second period of

public activity, which in this case eeems to have lasted for

' Hit, anciently called Ihi or Ihida-Kira, " the well-known spot
where caravaus make tUeii- plunge into the desert," has been suggested,
etanley, Lectures on Jewish Church, iii. 116. See p. 670 of the pre-
tent volume (art. l:)ui'Uiidlt;s).

little more than a month, the, iiamo of Ezra niruptiy

disappears from the Scripture narrative. We have no

authentic information from any source as to the events of

his subsequent life, or as to the time, place, and manner
of his death. According to Josephus, " he died an old man,
and was buried in a magnificent manner at Jerusalem ;"

but several palpable blunders with rofirence to Ezra in

other parts of this historian's narrative warn uc to be

cautiouij in receiving this statement. Other traditions

relate that he died in Babylon, or at Zamzumu on the

Tigris, while on a journey from Jerusalem to Susa. Ac-

cording to the best texts of the Apiicryphal work known to

English readers as 2 Esdras, he did not die at all, but waa
translated (xiv. 49).

Tradition is somewhat inconsistent with itself also in the

account it gives of Ezra's relation to the Pentateuch. At
one time it speaks of him as a mere copyist or transcriber

;

at another time it speaks of him as a voluminous author, a

prophet, an independent legislator. Modem criticism in

like manner has not as yet reached a unanimous finding on

the position occupied by him with reference to previous oral

and written enactments. While Ewald, on the one hand,

maintains that the last editor of the Pentateuch lived when
the kingdom of Judah was still standing, Graf and

Kuenen, on the other hand, assign to Ezra a very large

share in the production of that law-book as we now have it.

Between the two extremes there is room for an inter-

mediate view, akin to that of ecclesiastical tradition, which,

without determining the extent of Ezra's work, admits that,

having before him an earlier work, he added and perhaps

also altered some things in an editorial capacity.

It cannot be doubted that Ezra was successful in atleast

giving to the law as written a prominence and an influence

which it had never before possessed. Under him it bscams
the exclusive rule of public and private life in a way that

had never before been known. The rise of the order of

" scribes," that is, of those whose business it was to know the

law, to interpret it, and " make a hedge " round it, can be

traced directly to him. If he thus wds in a sense the

founder of that pharisaism which in later ages degenerated

into the well-known forms which were so abhorrent to Christ

and to the spirit of Christianity, it ought to be remembered,

on the other hand, that the synagogue services,—those

assemblies throughout the towns and villages of the land in

which the written word was weekly read and expounded

with praise and prayer,—are most probably to be traced to

his influence. The synagogue worship passed directly over

from Judaism into the Christian^church ; and in this way
Ezra, so far as he originated it, has exercised an incalcul-

able influence on the religious culture of the race.

For much valuable information on the life and times of Ezra,

and also for references to the older authorities, iLe histories of

Israel by Ewald, Hitzig, Jost, Herzfeld, Graetz, and Kuenen may
be consulted. See also Stanley's Lectures on the History of the

Jewish Church, voL iii, (J. S. BL.

)

EZRA AND NEHEMIAH, Books op. The two canoni-

cal books entitled Ezra and Nehemiah in our English

Bibles correspond to the 1 and 2 Esdras of the Vulgate,

to the 2 Esdras and Nehemiah of the LXX., and to the

Ezra and Nehemiah of the Massoretic text. Though for

many centuries they have thus been treated as separata

compositions, we have abundant evidence that the/ were

anciently regarded as forming but oae book. Thus, Origen

(Euseb., H. E., vL 25), expressly enumerating the twenty-

two books of the old covenant as acknowledged by the

Jews and accepted by the Christiafi church, gives as one of

them ''Eo-Spas n-puJTos koX SeiVcpos iv cvl 'Efpo. Melito of

Sardis (Euseb., H. E., iv. 26) in like manner mentions the

book of Esdras only. So also the Talmud (in Baha bathra,

14, 2), nor can it be supposed that Josephus ia hia enumera
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tion (C. Ap. L 8) reckoned NeTiemiali as apart from Ezra.

Bome of the oldest copies of the LXX. make no division

between 2 Esdras and Nehemiah ; and that the Massoretes

themselves recognized no real separation is shown by their

epicrisis on ^fghemiall.

If the external evidence for the unity of the book of Ezra-

Nehemiah is strong, the internal evidence is decisive. As
the result of long-continued careful examination, modern
eriticism, with practical unanimity (Havernick and Keil are

hardly exceptions), has reached the conclusion that Ezra

and Nehemiah, so far from being separate compositions,

together constitute but a section of a larger historical work,

the origin, authorship, and plan of which have already been
discussed in the article Chronicles, to which the reader is

referred. Comparatively little remains to be said here on

the special questions that arise in connexion with the Ezra-

, Nehemiah portion of the work.

Contents.—Resuming the abruptly broken off narrative

of Chronicles, the first sis chapters of Ezra relate Low,

in the first year of Cyrus king of Persia (537-6),

Zerubbabel (called Sheshbazzar in ctap. i.), along with

Joshua and some 50,000 others who are enumerated accord-

ing to their families, returned to Jerusalem, set up the altar

of burnt-offering there, and in face of many difficulties and
discouragements succeeded in rebuilding the temple, which

was finally dedicated in the sixth year of Darius Hystaspis

(516). An interval of fifty-eight years is then passed over

in silence. The nest chapters (Ezra viL-x.) tell of Ezra's

mission to Jerusalem in 458, and the dissolution of the

heathen marriages there the one result of a period of eight

months' activity. Another blank of thirteen years occurs in

the history. Then we read (Neh. L 1-viL 73a) of

Nehemiah's expedition to Jerusalem, of the difficulties he
encountered on his arrival there (445-4), and how,
notwithstanding all the opposition of the Samaritans, the

building of the walls was successfully completed in fifty two
days. The list of those who had returned under Zerubbabel

is given as in Ezra, chap. iL The narrative then goes on

to relate (Neh. viL 736-x. 39) how in the same year the

law of Aloses was anew promulgated by Ezra, being

solemnly read by him in the presence of a national assembly

;

how the feast of the tabernacles was then observed with a

strictness that had been unknown since the days of Joshua
the son of Nun ; and how a written covenant was drawn up
and signed by which the people pledged themselves to

observe the whole law. After some genealogies and other

lists have been given (Nsh. xi.-xii. 26), we next have an
account of the ceremonial which took place at the dedication

of the walls (440) ; also further particulars of arrangements

for due support of the temple-worship, and of steps taken

for the exclusion of aliens from the congregation of Israel.

Finally, after an interval of not less than twelve years, we
read of a second visit of Nehemiah to Jerusalem (probably

in 432). This visit was the occasion of renewed efi'orts to-

wards religious and social reformation. Special mention is

made of a collision with Eliashib the high-priest, and also with

iToiada his son, which resulted in the expulsion of the latter.

Authorship.—The abstract given above shows very

clearly that Ezra-Nehemiah cannoC claim to be a continuous

chronicle of all the important events of the 110 years of

Jewish history over which it extends. Indeed, of the 110
years only some twenty are referred to at alL This want
pf continuity cannot be attributed to lack of materials ; but
rather to the specific purpose by which the author was
guided in the selection of his facts. That purpose mani-
festly was to give an account of the progress of the restored

theocracy in Judah and Jerusalem, particularly in what re-

lated to the temple, and to the share of the priests and
Levites in the temple-worship. The striking literary

peculiarities which are here displayed in all that is not

merely copied from fearn'er documents, and even in tL»
manner in which these documents themsdves are handled,

all indicate one and the same author for Chronicles and
for Ezra-Nehemiah.

Sources.—It lies open to the most superficial observation

that the work of the Chronicler is a compilation derived

from many sources. The authorities for this portion of

it may be classified as follows : (1) Statistics derived from
official records. The list contained in Ezra ii., and repeated

with some variations in Neh. vii., may be taken as a
specimen. It was already old in Nehemiah's day (Neh,
vii. 5). The author mentions also a book of chronicles

(dibre hajjdmim, Neh. xti. 23), from which the information

in Neh. xii. 1-26 was derived. Neh. xi. 3-36 and 1 Ch
ix. 3-33 are also probably drawn from a common source ot

an official character. (2) A history of the building of the

temple and of the obstacles that had to be overcome, written

in Chaldee. This history seems to have furnished the

section Ezra v. 1-vi. 18, and also to have been the

source of the document given in Ezra iv. 8-23, (3) Ezra's

personal memoirs. These have been directly transcribed in

Ezra vii 27-ix. 15 ; and they have been drawn upon for

Ezra vii. 1-11, for chap, x., and also for Neh. vii. 736-x.

(4) Nehemiah's personal memoirs. These have been ex-

tracted from in Neh. L 1-vii. 5, xi. 1, 2, xii. 31-42,
xiii. 4-30, and they have been combined with those of Ezra
in NeL viL 736-x.

Date.—In the article Chronicles it has been shown that

the genealogies there given (1 Ch. iii. 19 sq.), when fairly

interpreted, must be taken as reckoning the descendants of

Zerubbabel to six generations, thus bringing the history

down to near the close of the Persian monarchy. In E2ra-

Nehemiah all the indications of date which are given go to

support the same conclusion. Neh. xii. 11, 22 brings the

list of high-priests down to Jaddua, the contemporary of

Alexander the Great In verse 22 there is a reference, more-

over, to Darius Codomannus, the opponent of Alexander.

The kings of Persist are throughout alluded to in a manner
which is fitted to suggest that the Persian empire had
already passed away. Ezra and Nehemiah themselves are

occasionally spoken of, not as contemporaries, but as

vanished heroes of the venerable past (see, for example,
Neh. xiL 26, 47). But the same data which forbid us to fix

a date for Ezra-Nehemiah earlier than 350 B.C., manifestly

also forbid the conclusion of Spinoza {Tract. Thed. Polit,

X. 28) who placed' the work later than the Maccabees.

Credibility.—The doubts raised by Graf and others with

reference to the historical value of the earlier portion of the

work of the Chronicler do not extend to the Ezra-Nehemiah
section. There is general concurrence in the conviction

that the sources he had access to fully guarantee the

trustworthiness of his narrative. A question has, indeed,

been raised as to the measure of sagacity he has shown in

his employment of some of the materials he had at his dis-

posal, Bertheau and others believing (in opposition to
Ewald) that he has inappropriately introduced into the

narrative of Ezra iv. certain documents which really refer

to the later period of Nehemiah.
The text of Ezra-Nehemiah has reached us in a somewhat

impure state. Great caution requires to be exercised,

especially as regards the numerals and proper names. Some
help may be got from the LXX. translator, who has been
faithfullv literal " almost to uninteUigibility."

Literature.—In addition to the worts referred to under Chro-
nicles, the following may be consulted :—Zunz, Gotiesdienstliche

Vvrtrdge (1832) p. 18 sq.; Bertheau's admirable cnmmentary in tte
ExegetiscJies Handbuch (1862) ; his article " Chronik " in Schenkeia
Bibel-Lexicon ; DiUmann on "Chronik " in Kerzog's Real-Encydo-
pddie ; Nagelsbach on " Ezra " in the same work ; Keil, Commcntar
(Engl.tr. 1873); SchuUz, in Lange's»i'6<:?«wi-(1876; Eng. tr. 1877);
Kanlinsoa m the Speaker's Commentary, voL ill, (J. S. BL.)
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Pwas the sixth letter of the primitive Greek alphabet.

It represented the sound of our-W, i.e., a soft labial.

Bat that sound was unpleasant to the Greek ear, and it began

to fall out of use at an early time in all parts of Hellas ; it

disappeared most completely in the Ionic and in the cognate

Attic dialect ; it survived longer in the .^Eolic and the

Doric, and it is not improbable that the symbol F may have

been written in these dialects after the sound it represented

had perished. The grammarians in dealing with this

extinct letter gave it the name "digamma" from the shape

of the symbol, i.e., a gamma (T) with a second horizontal

stroke, and they added the name " ^olic" from a mistaken

Impression that it lingered longer in tnat dialect than in the

Doric. It was from the Doric of Cumas, as has been already

said (see Alphabet), that the Latins derived the symbols of

their alphabet, and F with the others. But though the

Latin language contained the sound w, it did not seem

necessary to have a spec'al symbol to distinguish it from

the vowel u ; and F was used to express quite a different

sound, one which the Greek did rot possess. This was

probably the same sound which the letter still denotes with

us—the hard labio-dental (to which V is the corresponding

soft sound) produced by pressing the upper teeth on the

lower' lip, and then letting the breath escape laterally or

through the interstices of the teeth—very much, as Quintilian

says in his amusing description of the Latin sound (xLi. 10,

29), which " pcene non humana voce, vel omnino non voce,

potius inter discrimina dentium efflanda est." It was quite

distinct from ph—a distinction which we have sacrificed

;

ph was a p followed by a slight breath, not quite so strong

as in " upheave," but very similar; and it expressed in

Latin the sound of the Greek <(>. The Greeks found the

Latin / a difficult sound—much as the Germans find the

English ih— and we find Cicero laughing at a Greek witness

because he could not pronounce the first letter of " Fun-
danius," which he doubtless called " P-hundanius." The
emperor Claudius has the credit of endeavouring to improve

the Roman system of spelling by filling up of some of the

defects of the alphabet. Thus, he proposed to use an
inverted F (J) to denote the corresponding soft consonant

(V) which, as we have said above, had no special symbol in

the Roman alphabet. Thus in inscriptions of his reign we
find liOiilMUS, IO.iI, &c. But this improvement did not

long survive its author.

FABER, Basil ( 1 520-1 57 6), a German schoolmaster and
theologian, was born at Sorau in Lower Lusatia in 1520.

After studying at the university of Wittenberg, which at

that time w& under the direction of Melanchthon, he chose

the profession of a schoolmaster, and became rector of the

school at Nordhausen, whence he went successively to

TennsUidt, Magdeburg, and Quedlinburg. His religious

opinions led to his being removed from his office in the

last-named place in 1570, but a short time afterwards he
received and accepted an invitation to become master of

the'Raths-gymnasium at Erfurt, where he continued till

his death in 1576. Faber was a strong Lutheran, and
translated the first 25 chapters of Luther's commentary on
Genesis, ^nd in various other ways zealously endeavoured
to promote the spread of Lutheran opinions. He was a
contributor-to the first four of the Magdeburg Centuries.

Pe is, however, best known by his Thesaurus £rudilion,is

ScholasticcB, a work which for many years retained a high

Iplade in Germany as a scholastic manual. It was origin-

ally published in 1571, and the last edition, edited and
Lnproved b^,Leich, appeared in 17i9.

F.VBER, Cecilia Bohl von (1797-1877), the great

woman-novelist of Spain, better known by her masculine

pseudonym of Fernan Caballero, was born at Merges,

Canton de Vaud, in 1797, her parents being then on a tour

through Switzerland. Her father, Johann Kikolas Bbhl

von Fabor, the son of a Hamburg merchant, had removed

early in life to Cadiz, prospered in business, professed the

Catholic faith, and married Dona Francisca de Lerrea, a

member of the Spanish aristocracy. Cecilia received a con-

siderable part of her education in Germany at Gorslow near

Schwerin, where her father had an estate ; and here, besides

other accomplishments, including a complete mastery o)

German and Spanish, she acquired a competent knowledge cf

Latin, English, French, and Italian. In 1813 she returned

to Cadiz, and in the following year became the wife of

Captain Planells, whom she accompanied to America, where

she seems to have spent some years of married life. Not

long after the death of her first husband, she was married to

the Marques de Arco Hermoso, and in virtue of her exalted

station frequently attended the court of Madrid, where she

was much admired for her beauty, vivacity, and wit. In

1837, having, by the death of the marquis (1835;, been

again left a widow, she gave her hand to Senor de Arrom,

a member of the bar. This union appears to have beer,

productive of little happiness, and when her husband

accepted an appointment as Spanish consul abroad, she

decided to remain alone in Seville. It is to the trials and

disappointments that came upon her iu the later years of

her life that the world is indebted for the fascinating works

of this distinguished writer, who seems to have been driven

to authorship less by any imperious literary instinct thar.

by the necessity she felt for some anodyne against sorrow.

Rarely does it happen that literary genius such as she

possessed lies dormant for so long a time, unguessed by

the world, hardly suspected even by its owner. As early

as 1828, indeed, if not earlier, she had committed to writ-

ing, in the form of a novel, a tale of peasant life, which she

had heard prosaically told under the olive trees at the viUagt

of Dos Hermanas, in the neighbourhood oi Seville, but

singularly enough, she had preferred to make use of the

German language, and does not appear to have contemplated

publication. Although Washington Irving, in the course

of one of his visits to Spain, had seen and praised the

manuscript, and had encouraged the writer to cultivate

literature, and especially Spanish literature, as a serious

pursuit, it was not till many years afterwards that this first

efi"ort, La Familia de Alvareda, was presented to the public
;

nor was it till after her fiftieth year had been passed that

she appeared as an author at all, and even then only under

au assumed name. Her first, and .in some respects her

best, publication, La Gaviota (The Sea-Gull), was originallj

printed in short daily instalments in the pages of a Madrid

newspaper in 1849. It met with high appreciation in

the capital, and was accordingly followed at brief intervals

by Elia, Clemenda, La Familia de Alvareda, ifna en Olra,

Simon Verde, and other Cuadros de cosiumhres popularei

(pictures of popular life). Slowly but surely the Works

of the new writer found their way all over the peninsula,

and gradually were translated into French and German,

until within ten years she had achieved a European repu-

tation. A collected edition of her works in 13 volumes

was issued from the royal printing press at Madrid in

1859, and about the same time she received an appoint-

ment as governess to the royal children. From 1863 to

186b the occupied roouis iu the palace of the Alcaaj;,—
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the Hampton Court of Seville. At the revolution of 1868

she removed to private apartments in the Calle de Burgos;

and though with advancing years her pen became less

busy, she continued with unimpaired faculties to take a

keen and kindly, if somewhat needlessly anxious, interest

in the important events that were revolutionizing the

institutions of her country. Among the numerous schemes

of beneficence that busied her, especially in later life, was

the promotion of a society for the prevention of cruelty

to animals. She was engaged in correcting for the press

the last sheets of a compilation of stories, nursery-rhymes,

(fee, for the use of children (Cuenios, Oracioites, Adivinaa, y
Refranes populares i infantiles) when she died in her

eightieth year, on April 7, 1877.

Her works, though numbering about fifty in all, are

none of them very large, and she cannot be called a volu-

minous writer. They all belong to one comparatively brief

period of her long and chequered life ; and, if classified at

all, can be ao only by the application of some comparatively

artificial criterion. Some deal principally with the features

of Andalusian life as it exists among the labourers and

peasants ; some delineate the higher phases of society
;

and in others " the interest lies, not in the characters of the

persons and the description of scenery and manners, but

m the selection of incidents which are intended to point a

moral or adorn a proverb." While all are marked by deep

*nd tender sympathy with nature, by subtle and unerring

delineation of character, by a quaint humour that is never

far removed from pathos, and by an exquisite power of

expression, it may safely be said that, as " George Sand "

is most delightful when she lovingly depicts the quiet

scenes of Berri, the home of her youth, so Fernan Caballero

excels in her descriptions of the peasant life of Andalucia.

Foreign critics complain not unnaturally of the bitter

ultramontane prejudice and the exaggerated Espailolismo

which are so needlessly paraded in almost all her works

;

yet even this peculiarity, as imparting to these productions

of undoubted genius a unique couleur locale, may fairly

enough be held to enhance rather than diminish their value

in the eyes of the dispassionate student of the infinitely

varied phases of human thought and feeling.

Besides those already noted, the following stories may he men-
tioned :

—

Cuentoa y Pocsias populares Audaluccs, Un Verano en

Jiornos, Cosa cumplida solo en la otra vida. La Estrclla de Vaiidalia^

Pobre Dolores, &c. Her principal works may he found in the

Coleccion de Autcres Espailolcs, published hy Brookhaus, Leipsic.

Most of them have been translated into French. Za Gaviota and

Elia have been translated into English,—the former hy the

Honourable Augusta Bethell (1867); La Familia de Mvarcda,

under the title of The Castle and the Cottage in Spain, hy Lady
Wallace, appeared in 1861, and a second translation, hy the Vis-

count PoUington, was published in 1872. An appreciative and able

estimate ol Fernaa Caballero, with a full analysis of several of her

best known works, appeared in the Edinhurgh Review, July 1861.

FABER, Frederick William (1814-1863), a famous

hymn writer and theologian, the son of Thomas Henry

Faber, secretary to Dr Barrington, bishop of Durham, was

born on the 28th of June 1814, at Calverley, Yorkshire, of

which place his grandfather, Thomas Faber, was vicar.

He attended tho grammar school of Bishop Auckland

for a short time, but a large portion of his boyhood was

spent in Westmoreland; and the lake scenery left an

indelible impression on his imagination. He afterwards

went to Harrow, where he remained until he became a

student of Balliol College, Oxford, in 1833. About the

beginning of 1835 he began to reside at University College,

in consequence of obtaining a scholarship there; and in

1836 he gained the Newdigate prize for a poem on the

"The Knights of St John," which elicited special praise

from Keble. Among has college friends were Dean

Stanley and Sir Roundell Palmer. In January 1837 he

Was elected fellow of University College. Muanwhile he

had given up tho Calvinistic views of his youth, and
had become an enthusiastic admirer and follower of John
Henry Newqian. In 1841 a travelling tutorship, took
him 'o the Continent; and, on his return, a book appeared
called Sights and Thoughts in Foreign Churches and among
Foreujn Peoples, which he dedicated to his dear friend the
poet Wordsworth. The journal of his travels is beauti-

fully written, and reveals an intense love of nature, and an
almost southern susceptibility to her charms. There is none
of the interjectional piety which so often disfigures books
of travel written by religious men. He accepted the

rectory of Elton in Huntingdonshire, but soon after pro-

ceeded again to the Continent, with the intention of study-

ing the methods followed by the Roman Catholic Church.

Returning to Elton, he devoted himself, *ith great earnest-

ness, to the work of his parish, although the two years

he spent there were marked by severe mental struggles,

which issued in his conversion to the Roman faith in

November 1845. On leaving Elton his parishioners

sobbed out—"God bless you, Mr Faber, wherever you go"
(Life, p. 238). He founded a religious community at

Birmingham, called Wilfridians, after the name Wilfred,

which Faber assumed. The community was ultimately

merged in the oratory of St Philip Neri, of which Father

Newman was the head; and in 1849 a branch of the

oratory—subsequently considered independent—was estab-

lished in London, first in King WiUiam Street, and after-

wards at Brompton over which Father Faber presided till

his death on the 26th of. September 1863. In spite of his

weak health, an almost incredible amount of work was

crowded into those years. He published a number of theo-

logical works, and edited the Oratorian Lives of Uie Saints.

He was an eloquent preacher, a brilliant talker, and had an

unsurpassed power of gaining the love of all with whom he

came in contact. It is mainly as a hymn writer, how-

ever, that he will be known in the future. There is a
sweet saintliness, and at the same time a grandeur of

thought and a simplicity of poetical expression in Faber"*

hymns, which we fail to find in much of the Protestant

hymnoiogy. Among the finest are—" The Greatness of

God," " The Will of God," " The Eternal Father," " The
God of my Childhood," " Jesus is God," " The Pilgrims

of the Night," "The Land beyond the Sea," "Sweet
Saviour 1 bless us ere we go," " I was wandering and

weary," and " The Shadow of the Rock." The hymns are

largely used in Protestant collections.

The ouly complete edition of Faber's Hymns is the one published

by Richardson and Son in 1861, of which a second issue appear<!d in

1871. In addition to hymns, pamphlets, letters, and translations,

he published the following works ;

—

Sights and Thoughts in

Foreign Churches and among Foreign Peoples, Alt for Jesus, The

Precious Blood, Bethlehem, The Blessed Sacrament, The Creatoi-

and the Creature, Growth in Holiness, Spiritual Conferences, The

Foot of the Cross, Ethel's Look, Sir Lancelot, Poems, An Essay on
Canonization and Beatification, Characteristics of the Lives cf the

Saints, and Catholic Home llissions. Notes on Doctrinal and

Spiritual Subjects were edited by Father Bowden, and issued after

Faber's death. See his Life and Letters, by FMher Bowden, and

A Brief Sketch of the Early Life of the late F. W. Faher, D.D.,

by his only surviving brother.

FABER, George Stanley (1773-18.H), an Engli.sh

clergyman, son of Thomas Faber, vicar of Calverley, York-

shire, was born October 25, 1773. He entered University

College, Oxford, in 1789, graduated 'B.A. in 1792, and in

1794 was elected fellow and tutor of Lincoln College. He
received his M.A. degree in 1796, and his B.D. degree in

1803. In 1 80 1 he was appointed to the office of proctor, and

the same year he delivered the Bampton lecbure, which he

afterwards published under the title of Ilorce Mosaicce.

He was at this time one of the foremost preachers of the

university, and his earnestness and eloquence secured for

his discourses an interested and eager audience. Tn bid
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preacliiug he gave considerable prominence to the doctrines

usually known as evangelical, but he endeavoured to avoid

03 much as possible the technicalities of a system, and
to give all that he spoke a directly practical bearing.

Marrying in 1803, he lost his fellowship, and for two years

he acted as curate to his father. In 1805 he became vicar

of Stockton-on-Tees, and three years later of Redmarshall,

both in the county 'of Durham. In 1811 he obtained the

rectory of Long Newton, in 1831 was made a prebendary

of Salisbury Cathedral, and the folio (ving year received the

mastership of Sherborn Hospital, where he died in the

master's residence on 27th January 1854. Faber wrote

over forty volumes treating more or less directly of theo-

logical subjects, and chiefly of those which are of a polemi-

cal nature. They manifest great and varied erudition, and
considerable acuteness within a certain limited sphere ; but

his abilities are frequently misapplied in vain endeavours to

establish baseless theories, and in minute discussions regard-

ing subjects of no general or lasting importance.

Among his principal works are Mysteries of the Cabirij or the

Cheat Gods of Phoenicia, 2 vols., 1803 ; Origin of Pagan Idolatry,

3 vols., 1816; Difficulties of Romanism, 1826; Apostolieity of
Trinitarianism, 2 vols., 1832; Election, \%i2; Papal Infallibility,

1851; and the Sacred Calendar of Prophecy, 3 vols., 1828. The last

is his most popular work, and has passed through several editions.

FABER, or Lefevrb, Jacobus (c. 1450-1536), surnamed
Stapulensis, an eminent pioneer of the Protestant move-
ment in France, was born of humble parentage at Etaples

in Picardy about 1450, and received his higher education

at the university of Paris. After having graduated, and
for some time made use of the privilege of teaching which
the degree of magister at that time actually conferred, he
went to Italy for the prosecution of his favourite classical

studies. On his return to Paris he became professor in

the college of Cardinal Lemoine, and at the same time he
began the publication, with introductions, commentaries,

or translations, of various famous works, including the

Physics, Metaphysics, &nA Ethics of Aristotle. In 1507 he
commenced residence within the Benedictine Abbey of St
Germain des Prfes neai; Paris, of which his friend Bri<;onnet

had become superiorj and here he began to give himself

to biblical studies. The first fruit of his labours was the

Quintuplex Psalterium ; Gallicum, Romanum, Hebraicum,
Vetus, Coneiliatum (Parisiis, Hen. Stephani, 1509). This
was followed in 1512 by S. Pauli Epistolce XIV. ex

vidgata Editione, adjecta intelligentia ex GrcBco cum com-
mentariis, a work characterized by great intelligence and
independence of judgment. His De Maria Magdalena
H triduo Christi disceptatio, published in 1517, provoked
i violent controversy, and was ultimately condemned by
the Sorbonne in 1521. In 1523 he removed to Meaux
as vicar to his friend Bri^onnet, who had recently been
advanced to that bishopric ; and in the same year he
published his new French translation of the New Testa-

ment, also Les Epislres et Evangiles pour les LII. dlmanches
de Van d, Pusage du diocese de Meaux. In his prefaces and
notes to both these works he had expressly declared his

conviction that the Bible is the only rule by which doctrines

are to be tried, and also that justification is by faith alone.

These utterances excited much hostility, but the power-
ful protection of the king (Francis!) and of the Princess

Margaret shielded him from any serious consequences.

After the battle of Pavia (25th February 1525), Francis

being at the time in captivity, Faber was formally con-

demned, and his works were vigorously suppressed by a
commission of the parliament ; these proceedings, how-
ever, were at once quashed on the return of the king some
months afterwards. In 1526 Faber became librarian in

the royal palace at Blois ; and two years afterwards his

translation of the Pentateuch appeared. In 1530 he com-
pleted bis. t.ran.'lation of the EiMe, which at once totik a

high place, has often been reprinted, and has indeed been

the basis of all subsequent French versions, both Roman
Catholic and Protestant. In 1531 he was induced by
Margaret (who had become queen oi Navarre) to take

refuge at Ntoc from the storm of persecution which had
broken out with fresh 'violence; and here he spent the

closing years of his life in comparative q.uietude. His
death took place in 153G.

See Graf in Zeitschr. f. histor. Theol., 1852, and in Herzog's
Heal-Encyclopddie. A full list of Faber's very numerous writings

is given in the Biographic Oinirale {s. v. Lcfevre d'iltaples).

FABER, or Lef^vre, Johann (1478-1541), surnamed
from the title of one of his works Malleus Hsereticorum,

was the son of a smith named Heigerlin, and was bom at

Leutkirch in Swabia in 1478. At an early age he joiiyed

the Dominicans, and he afterwards studied' theology at

Freiburg in Breisgau,' where he received the degrees of

M.A. and doctor of canon law. His reputation for ability

and learning soon led to his being appointed vicar of Lindau
and Leutkirch, and ' shortly afterwards canon in the

cathedral church of Basel. In 1518 the bishop of Con-
stance named him one of his vicar generals, and Pope Leo
X. appointed him to be papal protonotary. At this time

Faber was on a friendly footing with the principal German
Reformers, and sympathized generally with their opinions.

Of the many evil customs with which the church had
become infected he was well aware, and he was so energetic

in opposing the practice of indulgences in his diocese that

he was looked upon with suspicion at Rome. He also de-

fended Luther against the attacks of his opponent Eck,

although he admitted that many of Luther's views were

too far in advance of the times. In 1521, however, Faber

made a journey to Rome, which seems to have wrought

almost an immediate and complete change in his manner
of regarding the efforts of the Reformers, for as soon as he

returned he began strenuously to oppose them both by speech

and writing. In 1523 he appeared as an opponent of Zwingli

in a disputation at Zurich, and the same year he published

his tractate against Luther entitled Malleus Ecereiicorum.

From this time his chief efforts were devoted either to win
back the Reformers to the church of Rome, or to get that

church to adopt such measures as would best tend to nulKfy

their influence with the people. Among other means
employed by him was the establishment of a boarding-house

for poor theologians, in order to train a class of preachers

fitted by their peculiar qualifications to rival the Reformed
preachers in popular esteem. In 1526 Faber became court

preacher to the emperor Ferdinand, and in 1527 and 1528

was sent by him as ambassador to Spain and England.

He was chosen bishop of Vienna in 1531) and died there

12th June 1541. Most of his works were directed against

the doctrines of Protestantism. They were collected and
published in 3 vols., Cologne, 1537, 1539, and 1541,

FABIAN GENS, The, was said by the genealogists to

have been descended from Hercules and a daughter of the

Arcadian Evander. Niebuhr's supposition of the Sabine

origin of the clan has been held to be inconsistent with the

tradition regarding the pre-Sabine institution of the Luper-

calia, the yearly festival inaugurated at the sacrifice which

Romulus and Remus oflTered in the Lupercal after the death

of Amulius, and at which, according to' the legend, they

agreed to distinguish their respective adherents by thenames

Quinctilii and Fabii. The two colleges of the Luperci re-

tained these designations long after the men-bers of the

two clans ceased to exercise exclusive control over the sacra.

The chief family names of the Fabian gens or clan, during

the commonwealth, were Vibularus, Ambustus, Maximus,

Buteo, Pictor, Dorso, Labeo ; and Verrucosus, Rullianus,

Gurges, Eburnus, jEmilianus, A.llobrogicus, may be enu-

merated among their agnomina. Vibulanus and the two
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following names belonged, however, to the same family at

different epochs, Q. I'abius Vibulanus, who was consul

in 412 B.C., having been the first to assume the cognomen

of Ambustus; while Eullianus, according to some accounts,

changed the latter into Maximus, in 312 ac.—hia full

iiame thus being Q. Fabius Maximus Rullianus. Of the

Vibulani, first noticed about the year 486 B.C., the most dis-

tinguished were the throe brothers, Quintus, Kseso, and
Marcus, one or other of whom filled one of the two consul-

ships from that date to 479. In that y>iar the Fabii—to

the number, it is said, of 306 patricians, exclusive of their

numerous dependents—omigratsd from Kome under the

leadership of Kkso, who had just been consul for the third

time, and settled on the banks of the Cremera, a few miles

above Rome. Some accounts have attributed that secession

to the opposition which the Fabian support of the plebs

had aroused among the old patrician families. For two
years the exiles or seceders continued to be the city's chief

defence against the Veientes, until at last they were sur-

prised by the latter, and cut off to a man. The only sur-

vivor of the gens was the son of Marcus, who had been left

behind at Rome, and who thus became the ancestor of the

succeeding Fabii. He was consul in 467 B.C., and a member
of the second decemvirate in 450. When the Gauls cap-

tured Rome in 390 the pontifex maximus was a Fabius

Ambustus. The most famous of this line

—

i.e., supposing

Rullianus to have been the first Maximus—was the father of

Rullianus. He was thrice consul, and was dictator in 351

B.C. His son, Rullianus, called by Arnold the " Talbot

of the 5th century of Rome," was master of the horse in 365

B.C. to Papirius Cursor, by whom he was degraded for

having fought and beaten the Samnites contrary to orders.

In 29 G, when consul for the sixth time, he defeated, at the

great battle of Sentinura, the combined forces of the

Etrurians, Umbrians, Samnites, and Gauls. But the greatest

Roman who bore the name of Fabius—one of the most
illustrious Romans of the republic—was Q. Fabius Maxi-

mus Verrucosus (see below). Of the later Fabii, Q. Fabius

Maximus ^milianus and Q. Fabius Maximus Allobrogicus

were among the most distinguished. The former, a Fabius

only by adoption, served in the last Macedonian war, 168
B.C., and was consul in Spain 145 B.C., when he conquered

Viriathus. He was the pupil and the patron of the

historian Polybius. The Fabius named Allobrogicus (after

his victory over the Allobroges and their ally Bituitus, king

of the Arverni) was consul in 121 B.a The Fabian name
is occasionally met with as late as the 2d century a.d.

Perhaps the most complete work on this family is the Disputatio

de Genie Fabici, by G. N. Du Kieu, Leyden, 1856, where may also

be found a list of previous writers on the same subject.

FABIUS MAXIMUS VERRUCOSUS, Quintus, also

named Cundator and Ovicula, was one of the most dis-

tinguished Romans of the republic,—the incarnation of all

that a Roman meant by patriotism. It appears that he

served his first consulship in Liguria, 233 B.C., that he was

censor in 230, and consul for the second time in 228. In

218 he was sent to Carthage to inquire whether that state

approved of Hannibal's conduct in attacking Saguntum.

The answer proved unsatisfactory; and Fabius, assuming

the haughty dignity of a Roman senator, and folding up his

cloak 80 as to form a cavity, thus addressed the nobles of

Carthage :
" Hie vobis bellum et pacem portamus ; ntrum

placet sumite." Being answered that he might give which

he pleased, he indignantly exclaimed, " Then I give you

war;" and the deputies returned to Rome to state the

fresult of their mission. The disastrous campaign on the

fTrebia, and the defeat on the banks of the Thrasymene

Lake, warned the Romans that their successful resistance

"o Hannibal, and even their existence, depended on the

visdom of the general to whom they entrusted their troops.

So Fabius was named dictator in 271, end began his tactic*

o' "masterly inactivity." Manoeuvring among the hills,

where Hannibal's horse were useless, he cut off his supplies,

harassed him incessantly, did everything except fight.

His steady adherence to this plan, in spite of all the mis-

conceptions which his caution had aroused at Rome, evinced

the moral strength of the man. He was suspected of an

ambition for the prolongation of his command. Hannibal

was one of the few men in Italy who understood him.

Even Minucius, the master of the horse, ridiculed the pro-

ceedings of Fabius ; and he seized the opportunity of the

latter's absence at Rome to attack the enemy, and win
a victory. This tended only more strongly to confirm the

opponents of Fabius in their opinion, and the command
was divided between Minucius and Fabius. The result

was exactly such as might have been anticipated. Minucius

engaged in battle with Hannibal, and his army was on the

verge of ruin when the opportune arrival of Fabius changed

the aspect of affairs. Minucius seems to have had the

moral courage to confess his folly, and cheerfully to submit

to the orders of Fabius. Fabius having retired at the end

of the legal time of six months, the conduct of the war
was entrusted to .^milius, who followed the ex-dictator's

plan, and Varro, who did not. "You must beware of

Varro, as well as of Hannibal," said Fabius ; and the

warning was followed by the disaster of Cannse. Fabius

might have accused him ; but it is narrated that the mag-
nanimous Roman thanked his rival " because he had not

despaired of the republic." After the defeat at Cannas

(216 B.C.) he was appointed to the command of the armies

with Marcellus, " the sword," as Fabius himself was " the

shield," of the republic. He laid siege to the important

city of Capua; and when Hannibal marched towards

Rome, threatening the city itself, Fabius remained firmly

at his post. In 214 B.C. when consul for the fourth tirie,

he captured Casilinum in Samnium. In his fifth consul-

ship, 209, he took the city of Tarentum; and when it

was proposed, towards the conclusion of the war, that

Scipio should pass into Africa, Fabius was decidedly op-

posed to the scheme. He did not live to witness the

final success of Scipio, having died at an advanced age,

203 B.C. In the previously named year he became priiu

ceps senahcs, a dignity almost hereditary in the family

of the Fabii Maximi.

FABIUS PICTOR, Quintus, the father of Roman
history, was the grandson of the Fabius who, surnamed

Pictor for his artistic skill, bequeathed that name to a family

of the Fabian gens. In the interval between the first and.

second Punic wars we find him taking an active part in the

subjugation of the Gauls in the north of Italy (225 B.C.)

;

and after the battle of Cann;© (216), he was employed by

the Romans to proceed to Delphi in order to consult the

oracle of Apollo. The rude muse of Nsevius had already

celebrated in verse the glory acquired by the Roman arms

in the first Punic war, and Ennius had clothed the annals

of his adopted country in the language of poetry. But till

the time of Fabius Pictor, no one had appeared to chronicfe

in simple prose the res gestce of Rome and the Romans. The
historian's materials consisted of the Annales Maximi, Com-

mentarii Consulares, and similar records (see Fasti) of

names, feasts, battles, prodigies, and the like, together

with such chronicles as every great Roman family preserved

of its own deeds ; as also—what furnished the most valu-

able part of his work—his own experiences in the second

Punic war. His Annals, as they were called, existed in the

time of Pliny the Elder, but are now known only from a

few fragirents and allusions. According to Livy, they

rontained a description of the battle of Thrasymene, and

Niebuhr even conjectures that Dion Cassius derived his

knowledge of Roman constitutional history from Pictor's
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Work It seema certain, however, that Fabius wrote his

Annals in Greek. Dionysius expressly asserts this to be tho

fact ; and Cicero's allusioli to the Latin prose writer who
liv«d between the time of Cato and that of Piso probably

refers to Servius Fabius Pictor.

Sea C.T. Cruttwcll's History of Roman, LiUralun, London, 1877,

I>u Rieu's Dispulalio, and especially Wagner's History of Roman
Literature, 187-, translated from Teuffera Geschichte, 1870.

FABLE. With certain restrictions, tho necessity of which

will be shown in tho course of the article, wo may accept

tbe definition which Dr Johnson proposes in his life of Gay :

—" A fable or apolot/ue sccma to be, in its genuine state, a

narrative in which beings irrational, and sometimes inani-

mate (arbores loquimtur, non fantuin feral), are, for tbe pur-

pose of moral instruction, feigned to act and speak with

human interests and passions." Before tracing tho history

of the fable wo may compare it with its nearest congeners

in literature, tho myth, tbe allegory, and the parable. Tho
myth, whether, as is most commonly the case, it has its

origin in some physical phenomenon, or can be traced to

mistaken metaphor or distorted history, or is merely a play

of the imagination, is always the unconscious product of

the race, never like the fable invented expressly for a moral

OT didactic piu-pose. A closer analogy to the fable is to be

found in -the literary myth, the artificial product of a later

age, such, for instance, as the Airai of the Iliad, the

Hesiodic legend of Paadora, or the story of Er in the Re-

public of Plato. Yet these allegorical myths are clearly

distinguished from the fable, inasmuch as the story and the

moral are intermingled throughout. Between the parable

and the fable there is no clear line of distinction. Arch-

bishop Trench insists on two essential differences,—first,

that the parable teaches spiritual truths, whereas the fable

never lifts itself above the earth, and secondly, that the

parable never transgresses the actual order of nature. But,

though the parables of the New Testament may well be set

in a class by themselves, a comparative study of religious

writings will show that the parable is one of the commonest
forms of religious teaching, and that no hard or fast line

can be drawn between moral and spiritual truths. The
second difference we should regard as accidental, and it is

not altogether borne out by facts.

Most writers on the history of the fable are content to

trace its origin to .^Esop or the Panca Tantra of the mythi-

cal Vishnu Sarman, and these are doubtless the oldest col-

lections which have been preserved in writing ; but though

we possess no earlier record, we may, from its wide diffusion,

regard it as a natural growth of the imagination, and one

of the most primitive forms of literature. It springs from
the universal need of men to express their thoughts by con-

crete images and emblems, and thus is strictly parallel to

the use of metaphor in language. Even now fables are

made every day, and a quick-witted race like the Arabs will

invent fables at every turn as the readiest form of argument.

To take a familiar illustration, the wise saws and modern
instances of Sam Weller would only need a slight expansion

to form a very respectable book of fables. Our most

familiar proverbs are often fables in miniature.

With the fable, as we know it, the moral is indispensable.

As La Fontaine puts it, an apologue is composed of two

parts, one of which may be called the body, the other the soul.

The body is the fable, the soul the morality. But if we
revert to the earliest type we shall find that is no longer the

case. In the primitive beast-fable, which is the direct

progenitor of the .^Esopian fable, the story is told simply

for its own sake, and is as innocent of any moral as our

fairy tales of Little Ked Ridinghood and Jack and

the Beanstalk. Thus, in a legend of the Flathead

Indians, the Little Wolf found in cloud-land his ^randsires

tho Spiders with their grizzled Lair and long crooked nails,

and thoy spun balls of thread to let him down to eartd

;

whenLo came down and found his wife the Speckled Duck,
whom tho Old Wolf had taken from him, she iltd in con-

fusion, and this is why she lives and dives alone to this

very day. Such animal myths are as common in the
New World as in tho Old, and abound from Finland
and Kamtchatka to the Hottentots and Au.stralasian8.

From tho story invented, as the one above <(uoted, to ac-

count for sorao peculiarity of the animal world, or told as

a pure exercise of the imagination, just as a sailor spina a
yarn about the sea-serpent, to the moral apologue the transi-

tion is easy; and that it has been effected by savages un
aided by the example of higher races seems sufTiciontly

proved by tho tales quoted by E. B. Tylor (^Primitive

Culture, vol. J. p. 411). From the beast^fablcs of savages

we come next to the Oriental apologues which are still

extant in their original form. The East, tho land of myth
and legend, is the natural home of the fable, and Hindustan
was the birth-place, if not of the original, of these tales, at

least of the oldest shape in which they still e.\ist. The
Panca Tantra, or fables of the Brahma Vishnu Sarman,
have been translated into almost every language and
adapted by moat modern fabulists. The Kalila wa Damna
(names of two jackals), or fables of Bidpai, is an Arab
version made about 760 a.d. From the Hebrew version ol

Rabbi Joel, John of Capua produced a Latin translation

about the end of tho 15th century, whence all later imita^

tions are derived. (See Monier Williams, Indian Wisdom,

p. 508.) The Hitopadesa, or "friendly instruction," is a

modernized form of the same work, and of it there are three

translations into English by Dr Charles Wilkins, Sir William

Jones, and Professor F. Johpson. The Hitopadesa is a

complete chaplet of fables loosely strung together, but con-

nected so as to form something of a continuous story, with

moral reflections freely interspersed, purporting to ba
written for the instruction of some dissolute young princes.

Thus, in the first fable a flock of pigeons see the grains

of rice which a fowler has scattered, and are about to

descend on them, when the king of the pigeons warns

them by telling the fable of a traveller who being greedy

of a bracelet was devoured by a tiger. They neglect his

warning and are caught in the net, but are afterwards

delivered by the king of the mice, who tells the story of

the Deer, the Jackal, and the Crow^ to show that no real

friendship can exist between the strong and the weak, the

beast of prey and his quarry, and so on to the end of the

volume. Another book of Eastern fables is well worthy of

notice, Buddhaghosha's Parables, a commentary on the

Dhammapada, or Buddha's Paths of Virtue. The original

is in Pali, but an English translation of the Burmese version

has been made by Captain T. Rogers, R.E. As the work
is little known we may venture to extract a single gem. A
young mother, disconsolate for the death of her first-born

son, carries the dead body of her child from house to house

seeking medicine to restore it. At last she is sent to Para

Takem, the lord and master of the Buddhists, who promises

to help her, but she must herself fetch the medicine, whici

is some mustard seed taken from a house where no son,

husband, parent, or slave has died. Gladly the girl speeds

on her errand, carrying the dead bbdy of her son on her

hip. By degrees she is taught that she is not the only

mourner. In the whole of the Savetthi country everywhere

children are dying, parents are dying. She leaves her dead

son and returns to Para Takem, having learnt the first and
last commandment of the Buddhist creed.

From Hindustan the Sanskrit fables passed to China,

Thibet, and Persia; and they must have reached Greece at

an early age, for many of the fables which passed under the

name of /Esop are identical with those of the Eqst. iEsop

to us is little more than a uaine, though, if we niay trutt
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a passing notice in Herodotus (iL 134), he must have

lived in the 6th century B.C. Probably Lis fables wore

never written down, though several are ascribed to him by
Xenophon, Aristotle, Plutarch, and other Greek writers,

and Plato represents Socrates as beguiling his last days by
versifying such as he remembered. Aristophanes alludes

to them as merry tales, and Plato, while excluding the poets

from his ideal republic, admits .lEsop as a moral teacher.

Of the various versions of jEsop'i Fables, by far the most
trustworthy is that of Babrius or Babrias, a Greek of the Ist

century a.d., who rendered them in choliambic verse. These,

which were long known in fragments only, were recovered

in a MS. found by M. Minas in a monastery on Mount
Athos in 1842, and have been edited by Sir G. C. Lewis.^

An inferior version of the same in Latin iambics was made
by Phsedrus, a slave of Thracian origin, brought to Rome
in the time of Augustus, and manumitted by him, who tells

us that he published in senarian verse the rude materials

produced by ^sop ; but the numerous allusions to contem-
porary events, as, for example, that to Sejanus in the Frogs
and the Sun, which brought upon the author disgrace and
imprisonment, show that many of them are original or free

adaptatioiis. For some time scholars doubted as to the

genuineness of Phsedrus's fables, but their doubts have been
lately dispelled by a closer examination of the MSS. and by
the discovery of two verses of a fable on a tomb at Apulum
in Dacia. Phsedrus's style is simple, clear, and brief, but dry
and unpoetical ; and, as Lessing has pointed out, he often

falls into absurdities when he deserts his original. For
instance^ in .^sop the dog with the meat in his mouth sees

his reflexion in the water as he passes over a bridge;
Phaedrus makes him see it as he swims across the river.

To sum up the characteristics of the .fisopian fable, it is

artless, simple, and transparent. It affects no graces of style,

and we hardly need the moral with which each concludes,

o /iC^os StjA-oi oTi, K. T. X. The moral inculcated is that of

wordly wisdom and reasonable self-interest. ./Esop is no
maker of phrases, but an orator who wishes to gain some
point or induce some course of action. It is the .^opian
type that Aristotle has in view when he treats of the fable

as a branch of rhetoric, not of poetry.

If we consider their striking gift of narrative and their

love of moralizing, it is strange that the Romans should

have produced no body of national fables. But, with the

doubtful exception of Phaedrus, we possess nothing but
solitary fables, such as the famous apologue of Menenius
Agrippa to the Plebs, and the exquisite Town Mouse and
Country Mouse of Horace's Satires.

The fables of the rhetorician Aphthonius in Greek prose,

and those in Latin elegiac verse attributed to Avianus or

Avienus, make, in the history of the apologue, a sort of link

between the classical and the dark ages. In that overflow-

ing chaos which constitutes the literature of the Middle
Ages, the fable reappears in several aspects. In a Latin

dress, sometimes in prose, sometimes in regular verse, and
sometimes in rhymed stanzas, it contributed, with other

kinds of narratives, to make up the huge mass of stories

which has been bequeathed to us by the monastic libraries.

These served more uses than one. They were always

easier reading, and were often held to be safer and more
instructive reading also, than the difficult and slippery

classics, for those monks who cared for reading at all, and
were not learned enough for any pursuit deserving the

name of study. For those who were a little more active-

minded, they aided the Gesta Romanorum and other collec-

i—

^

* M. Minas professed to have discovered under the same circum-
Wtances another collection of ninety-four fables by Babrius. This
•econd part 'was accepted by Sir G. C. Lewis, but J. Conington has
'conclasiyely proved that it is spurious^ and probably a forgery. See
article Babuius,

tions of fabliaux or ^ort novels, iu suggesting illastrations

available for popular preaching. Among those mediaeval

fables in Latin, very little of originah'ty is to be detected.

The writers contented themselves with working up the old

fables into new shapes, with rendering from prose into

verse, or from verse into prose,—a species of attempts
which had its merits in such hapds as those of Babrius or

Phaedrus, but from which no fruit could be expected to be
gathered in the convents. The few monks who could have
performed such a task well aimed wisely at something
higher. It might be enough to name, among the monkish
fabulists, Vincent of Beauvais, a Dominican of the 12th
century, in whose Speculum Doclrinale are a good many
prose fables, more than half of them from Phaedru-s.

About the end of the same century, too, a considerable

number of fables, some of which have been printed, were
compiled by an English Cistercian monk, Odo de Cerinton.

Nor was this the only collection that arose in England.
As the modern languages became by degrees applicable

to literary use, fables began to appear in them. A good
many still exist in Norman-French, of which may ,be noted
the fables called those of Ysopet, and those composed by
Marie de France, the authoress of the well-known fabliaux.

Later, also, they were not wanting, though not numerous,
in our own tongue. Chaucer has given us one, in his

Nonne Preste's Tale, which is an expansion of the fable
" Don Coc et don Werpil " of Marie of France ; another
is Lidgate's tale of The Churl and the Bird. But the

course of the short and isolated fables through the Middle
Ages is not here worth prosecuting.

Several of Odo's tales, like Chaucer's story, can be
ultimately traced to a work, or series of works, for the sake
of which chiefly the mediaeval history of the apologue is

interesting—the History of Reynard the Fox. This great

beast-epic has been referred by Grimm as far back as the

10th century, and is known to us in three forms, each
having independent episodes, but all woven upon a commoa
basis. The Latin form is probably the earliest, and the

poem Reinardus et Ysengrinus dates from the 10th or 11th
century. Next come the German versions. The most
ancient, that of a minnesinger Heinrich der Glichesaere

(probably a Swabian), was analysed and edited by Grimm
in 1840. In 1498 appeared Reynke de Voss, almost a

literal version in Low Saxon of the Flemish poem of the

12th century, Reinaert de Fos. Hence the well-known
version of Goethe into modem German hexameters was
taken. It was written in 1793, during the siege of

Mainz, and the philosophic poet sought, in the study of

animal nature and passions, to divert his thoughts from'

the bloody scenes of the Reign of Terror. The poem has
been well ' named " an unholy world bible." In it the

.iEsopian fable received a development which was in several

respects quite original. We ha^e here no short and un-
connected stories. Materials, partly borrowed from older

apologues, but in a much greater proportion new, are work-

ed up into one long and systematic tale, so as to form what
has been quamtly called an animal-romance. The moral,

so prominent; in the fable proper, shrinks so far into the

background, that the work might be considered as a mere
allegory. Indeed, while the suspicion of its having con-

tained personal satires has been convincingly set aside, some
^

writers deny even the design to represent human conduct
at all; and we can scarcely get nearer to its significrtioa

than by regarding it as being, in a general way, what
Carlyle has called " a parody of human life." It represents

a contest maintained successfully, by selfish craft and
audacity, against enemies of all sorts, ia a half-barbarous

and ill-organized society. With his weakest foes, like

Chaunteclere the Cock, Reynard uses brute-force ;.' over
the weak who are protected, like Kiward the Hare aorJ
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Belin the Ram, he is victorious by uniting violence with

cunning ; Brnin, the dull, strong, formidablo Bear, is

humbled by having greater power than his own enlisted

against him ; and the n-ost dangerous of all the fox's

enemies, Isongrim, the obstinate, greedy, and implacable

Wolf, after being baflled by repeated strokes of malicious

ingenuity, forces Reynard to a single combat, but even

thus is not a match for his dexterous adversary. The
knavish fox has allies worthy of him in Grimbart the

watchful badger, and in his own aunt Dame Rukenawe,
the learned She-ape ; and ho plays at his pleasure on the

simple credulity of the Lion-King, the imago of an im-

potent feudal Boveieign. The characters of these and other

brutes are kept up with a rude kind of consistency, which

gives them great liveliness ; many of the incidents are

devised with much force of humour; and the sly hits

at the weak points of mcdireval polity and manners and
religion are incessant and palpable.

It is needless, as has already been said, to attempt

tracing the appearance which fables, or incidents borrowed
from them, make so frequently as incidental ornaments in

the older literature of our own country and others. Nor
is there here fit occasion for dwelling minutely on the culti-

vation of the apologue in modern times, as a special form
of poetical composition. It has appeared in every modern
nation of Europe, but has nowhere become very important,

and has hardly ever exhibited much originality either of spirit

pr of manner. In our own language, Prior indicated the

possession of much aptitude for it ; but neither the fables

of Moore, nor even the much more lively ones of Gay,
possess any distinguished merit. To Dryden's spirited

remodellings of old poems, romances, and fabliaux, the

name of fables, which he was pleased to give them, is

quite inapplicable. In German, Hagedorn and Gellert are

quite forgotten ; and even Lessing's fables are read by few

but schoolboys. In Spanish, Yriarte's fables on literary

subjects are sprightly and graceful. A spirited version of

the best appeared in Blackwood's Magazine, 1839. Among
Italians Pignotti is famous for versatility and command of

rhythm, as amongst Russians is Kriloff for his keen satire

on Russian society. He has been translated into English

by Mr Ralston.

France alone in modern times has attained any pre-

eminence in the fable, and this distinction is almost entirely

owing to one author. Marie de France in the 13th cen-

tury, GiUes Corrozet, Guillaume Haudent, and Guillaume
Gueroult in the 16th, are now studied only as the precursors

of La Fontaine, from whom he may have borrowed a stray

hint or the outline of a story. The unique character of his

work has given a new word to the French language : other

writers of fables are cbWgA fabulistes, La Fontaine is named
le fahlier. Referring for fuller details to the article IiA

Fontaine, we must content ourselves here with briefly

indicating his chief characteristics. He is a true poet;

his verse is exquisitely modulated ; his love of nature often

reminds us of Virgil, as does his tenderness and pathos
(see, for instance, The Two Pigeons and Death and the

Woodcutter). He is full of sly fun and delicate humour

;

like Horace he satirizes without wounding, and " plays

around the heart." Lastly, he is a keen observer of men.
[The whole society of the 17th century, its greatness and its

foibles, its luxury and its squalor, from Le grand monarque
to the poor manant, from his majesty the lion to the

courtier of an ape, is painted to the life. To borrow his

own phrase, La Fontaine's fables are " une ample comcSdie

i cent actes divers."

The fables of Lessing represent the reaction against the
French school of fabulists. " With La Fontaine himself,"

toys Lessing, " I have no quarrel, but against the imitators

of La Fontaine I enter my protest," His attention w<is

first called to the fable by Gcllert'a popular work published

in 1746. Gellert'a fables wore cloBcIy modelled after La
Fontaine's, and were a vehicle for lively railings against the

fair sex, and hits at contemporary follies. Lessing's early

essays were in the samo stylo, but his subsequent study of

tho history and theory of the fable led him to discard hig

former model as a perversion of later times, and tho

"Fabeln," published in 1759, are the outcome of his riper

views. Lessing's fables, bke all that ho wrote, display his

vigorous common sense. He has, it is true, little of La
Fontaine's cvriosa felieitas, his sly humour and lightnesa

of touch; and Frenchmen would say that his criticism of La
Fontaine is an illustration of the fable of the sour grapes.

On the other hand he has the rare power of looking at both

sides of a moral problem ; he holds a brief for the stupid

and the feeble, the ass and the lamb ; and in spite of his

formal protest against poetical ornament, there is in not a

few of his fables a vein of true poetry, as in the Sheep (ii.

13) and Jupiter and tho Sheep (ii. 18). But the value of

the work is infinitely enhanced by the monograph on the

essence of the fable which appeared at the same time, and

as an illustration of which the fables were written. Much
of the essay is taken up with the refutation of the theories

of contemporary fabulists, De la Motte, Richer, Breittinger,

Batteux, who only survive in Lessing's pages like the fly in

amber. Passing over this negative criticism we may briefly

state the results of Lessing's investigation. According to

Lessing the ideal fable is that of .^sop. All the elabora-

tions and refinements of later aut'hors, from Phsedrus to La
Fontaine, are perversions of this original The fable is

essentially a moral precept illustrated by a single example,

and it is the lesson thus enforced which gives to the fable

its unity and makes it a work of art. The illustration must

be either an actual occurrence or represented as such,

because a fictitious case invented ad hoc can appeal but

feebly to the reader's judgment. Lastly, the fable requires

a story or connected chain of events. A single fact will not

make a fable, but is only an emblem. We thus arrive

at tho following definition :
—" A fable is a relation of a

series of changes which together form a whole. The unity

of the fable consists herein, that all the parts lead up to an

end, the end for which the fable was invented being the

moral precept."

We may notice in passing a problem in connexion with

the fable which had long been debated, but never satisfac-

torily resolved tUl Lessing took it in hand,—Why should

animals have been almost universally chosen as the chief

dramatis personce ? The reason, according to Lessing, is

that animals have distinct characters which are known and

recognized by all. The fabulist who writes of Britannicus

and Nero appeals to the few who know Roman history.

The Wolf and the Lamb comes home to every one whether

learned or simple. But, besides this, human sympathies

obscure the moral judgment ; hence it follows that the

fable, unlike the drama and the epos, should- abstain from

all that is likely to arouse our prejudices or our passions.

In this respect the Wolf and the Lamb of ^sop is a more

perfect fable than the Rich Man and the Poor Man's Ewe
Lamb of Nathan.

Lessing's analysis and definition of the fable, though he

seems himself unconscious of the scope of his argument, is

in tr\ith its death-warrant. The beast-fable arose in a

primitive age when men firmly believed that beasts could

talk and reason, that any wolf they met might be a. were-

wolf, that a peacock might be a Pythagoras in disguise, and

an ox or even a cat a being worthy of their worship. To

this succeeded the second age of the fable, which belongs

to the same stage of culture as the Hebrew proverbs and

the gnomic poets of Greece. That honesty is the best

policy, that death is common to all, seemed to the men of
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that day profound truths worthy to le embalmed ia ver?9 or

Bet off by the aid of story or anecdote. Last comes an age

of high literary culture which tolerates the trite morals and

hackneyed tales for the sake of the exqviisite setting, and is

amused at the wit which introduces topics and eharacters of

the day under the transparent veil of animal life. Such

an artificial product can be nothing more than the fashion

of a day, and must, like pastoral poetry, die a natural death.

A serious moralist would hardly choose that form to inculcate,

like Mandeville in his Fable of the'Bees, a new doctrine in

morals, for the moral of the fable must be such that he who
runs may read. A true poet will not care to masquerade

as a moral teacher, or show his wit by refurbishing some
old-world maxim, (f. 8.)

FABRE D'EGLANTINE, Philippe FRANgois Nazaike
(1755-1794), a French dramatist and revolutionist, was
born at Carcassonne, December 28, 1755. His real name
was simple Fabre, the " d'Eglantine " being an addition

which he adopted in commemoration of his receiving the

golden eglantine of Clemence Isaure from the academy of

the floral games at Toulouse. After travelling through the

provinces as an actor, he came to Paris when about thirty

years of age with the intention of continuing the same
career, but being ignored by the critics he ventured to take

his revenge by a comedy entitled Les gens des Leitres ou le

Provincial d, Parii, and in spite of its failure continued to

bring piece after piece on the boards. Shortly after the

outbreak of the revolutionary movement he entered the

political arena, was chosen by Danton as his private secre-

tary, and obtained from the electors of Paris a place in the

National Convention. He distinguished himself by the

extravagance of his speeches and measures, voting for the

king's death, supporting the maximum and the law of the

suspected, and giving distorted evidence against the

Girondins. On the abolition of the Gregorian calendar he
was one of the most active members of the committee en-

trusted with the formation of the republican substitute, and
to him was due a large part of the new nomenclature, with its

poetic Prairial and Floreal, its ^to&mc Primidi and Duodi,
and its absurd substitution of the names of trees and beasts

and implements for those of saints and heroes. The report

which he made on the subject on 24th October is not with-

out scientific value. On January 12, 1794 he was arrested

by order of the committee of public safety on a charge of

malversation and forgery in connexion with the affairs of

the Compagnie des Indes. During his trial he displayed

the greatest apparent nonchalance, sitting in an arm chair,

looking out dreamily at the rain, and singing his own well-

known song of II pleut, il pleut, herg^re, rentre tes blancs

•noutons. On his way to the scaffold he distributed his

manuscript poems to the people.

Fatre d'Eglantine left behind him seventeen plays and
a number of miscellaneous productions. One only of the
plays, Le Philintlie de Moliere, stUl preserves its reputation as

a good specimen of the second class. It professes to be a
continuation of Molifere's Le Misanilirope, but the hero of

the piece is of a different character from the nominal proto-

type—an impersonation, indeed, of pure and simple egotism.

On its publication the play was introduced by a preface, in

which the author mercilessly satirizes the Optimiste of his

rival Collin d'Harleville, whose Chateaux en Espagne had
gained the applause which D'Eglantine's Prhomptueux had
failed to win. A posthumous play, Zes Precepteurs, steeped
with the doctrines of Rousseau's Anile, -Was performed on
17th September 1794, and met with an enthusiastic recep-
tion. The author's (Euvres melees et posthumes 'x ere pub-
lished at Paris 1802, 2 vol.<>.

Sea Aluert jUaiirin, GaUrIc hist de la Ii(vohaidn;rau<;aite, tome
i'l : JiiUa.Tnr;.., Hhl. de la Litt. d,-am. . Chenier, Tableau do la
Lilt frinici.tA.

FABRETTI, Raphael ^018-1700), a celebrated Italian

antiquary, was born in 1C18, at Urbino in Um'oria. A
younger son, and destined to the pursuit of the law, he
studied first at Cagli, and afterwards in his native city,

where he took the degree of doctor at the age of eighteen

years. While in Rome, preparing for practice at the bar, he
early attracted the notice of Cardinal Lorenzo Iraperiali, who
employed him on important and difficult political affairs in

Spain. He was named successively treasurer and auditor

of the papal legation in that country, where he remained
thirteen years. During all this time, however, his favourite

classical and antiquarian studies were not neglected ; and
returning to Rome with the legate, Bonelli, who had been
made cardinal, he was able on the journey to make impor-

tant observations of the relics and monuments of Spain,

France, and Italy, and to converse with the many eminent
scholars of those countries who afterwards corresponded

with him. At Rome he was appointed judge of appellation

of the Capitol, which post he left to be, under the legate,

Cardinal Cerri, auditor of the legation at his native city,

Urbino. After three years he returned to Rome, on the in-

vitation of Cardinal Carpegna, vicar of Innocent XL, a great

lover of antiquities and learning, and now found that ful-

ness of leisure which enabled hrta to carry on those studies

and produce those works which have made him famous.

He examined with minute care the monuments and inscrip-

tions of the Campagna. In his solitary expeditions he
always rode a horse which his friends nicknamed Marco
Polo, after the celebrated Venetian traveller, saying that it

could discover half-hidden monuments by smelling only,

and thus frequently led its master to notice what he would
otherwise have passed by. Fabretti was delighted with the

name, and used it himself in a letter on the study of

antiquity, still in manuscript. By Innocent XII. Fabretti

was made keeper of the archives of the castle St Angelo, a
charge of great responsibility and trust, which he retained

tin his death.

His work De Aquis et Aquw-ductibus veteris Eomoe, 1680,

three dissertations which cleared up a number of obscurities

as to the topography of ancient Latium, is inserted in

Grsevius's Thesaurus, iv. 1677. His interpretation in this

work of certain passages in Livy and other classical authors

involved him in a dispute with Gronovius, which bore a
strong resemblance to that between Milton and Salmasius,

Gronovius addressing Fabretti as Faber Rusticus, and
the latter, in reply, speaking of Grunnovius and his

titivilitia. In this controversy Fabretti used the pseudo-

nym lasitheus, which he afterwards took as his pastoral

name in the Academy of the Arcadians. His other works,

De Columna Trajani Si/iitagma, Rome, 1683, and Inscrip-

tionum Aniiquarum Explicatio, Rome, 1699, throw much
light on Roman antiquity, especially with the. aid of the

principle which he himself employed of making one

monument interpret another. In the former of these

works is also to be found his explication of a bas-relief,'

with inscriptions, now in the Capitol at Rome, representing

the war and taking of Troy, known as the Iliac table.

Letters and other shorter works of Fabretti are to be found

in some miscellaneous publications of the time, as the Jour"

nal des Savants. He died at Rome, January 1700. His'

collection of inscriptions and monuments was purchased

from his relatives by Cardinal Stoppani, and placed in the'

ducal palace at Urbino, where they may still be seen.

Crescim'beni, Le Vite degli Arcadi illuslri; Fabroni. Vita' Hat'

orttTTij vi. 174; Niceron, iv. 372.

FABRIANO, a town of central Italy, province of Ancona,

is situated at the foot of the Apennines, and on the railway

from Ancona to Rome, 35 miles S.W. of Ancona. It has

paper and parchment works, tanneries, and powdet mills.

Among its principal buildings are the cathedral, severtf
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churches with pictures by the Fabriano school of artists,

tlie town hall, which contains ancient inscriptions, ai;d the

museum of the Count of Rossenti, whore may be seen a

very fine collection of objects in ivory. Fabriano is the

birth-plaoe of the painter Gentile da Fabriano. The popu-

lation of the town proper in 1870 was 6071, or includins;

ihe outskirts, 7612.

FABRIANO, Gentile da, an Italian painter, was born
at Fabriano about 1370. He is said to have boon a pupil of

Allegretto di Nuzio, but there is every probability that he
received most of his early instruction from Fra G iovanni, sur-

named Angelico, to whose manner his bears in some respects

a close similarity. About 1411 he went to Venice, where by
order of the doge and senate he was engaged to adorn the

great hall of the ducal palace with frescoes from the life of

Barbarossa. He executed this work so entirely to the

satisfaction of his employers that they granted him a
pension for life, and accorded him the privilege of wearing
the habit of a Venetian noble. About 1422 he went to

Florence, where in 1423 ho painted an Adoration of

the Kings for the church of Santa Trinita, which is pre-

served in the Floi-ence gallery of paintings, and is con-

sidered his best work now extant. To the same period

belongs a Madonna and Child which is now in the Berlin

Museum. Fabriano had by this time attained a wide re-

putation, and was engaged to paint pictures for various

churches, more particularly Siena, Perugia, Gubbio, and
Fabriano. About 1426 he was called to Rome by Martin
V. to adorn the church of St John Lateran with frescoes

from the life of John the Baptist. He also executed a

portrait of the pope attended by ten cardinals, and in the

chuych of St Francesco Romano a painting of the Virgin

and Child attended by St Benedict and St Joseph, which
was much esteemed by Michelangelo, but is no longer in

existence. Fabriano died about 1450. Michelangelo said

of him that his works resembled his surname Gentile, noble

or refined. They are full of a quiet and serene joyousness,

and he has a naive and innocent delight in splendour and
in gold ornaments, with which, however, his pictures are

not overloaded.

FABRICIUS, Cai0S Luscinus, a Roman general and
consul, was perhaps the first member of the Fabricia gens

who settled in Rome. He makes his earliest appearance in

history es one of the ambassadors sent to the Tarentines to

dissuade them from making war on the Romans. Elected

consul in 282 B.C., he in the same year defeated the Boii

and the Etruscans. When in . the following year the

Romans were defeated by Pyrrhus, Fabricius was sent to

treat for the ransom and exchange of the prisoners, and
Pyrrhus endeavoured unsuccessfully to bribe him with large

offers to enter his service. In 278 Fabricius was elected

consul for the second time, and was successful in negotiat'

ing terms of peace with Pyrrhus, who sailed away to Italy.

Fabricius afterwards gained a series of victories over the

Samnites, the Lucanians, and the Bruttii, and on his return

to Rome received the honour of a triumph. Notwithstand-

ing the ofiices he had filled he died poor, and provision had
to be made forhis daughter out of the funds of the state.

In honour of his military achievements and his incorrup-

tible integrity, the senate also decreed that he and his

descendants should have a burial place inside the city.

FABRICIUS, George (1516-1571), poet, historian, and
archaeologist, was born at Chemnitz in Upper Saxony, on
the 24th April 1516. He completed his studies at Frei-

berg and Leipsic. Travelling into Italy with one of his

pupils, he fnade an exhaustive study of the antiquities

of Rome. The result was the second work named below,

in which the correspondence between every discoverable

relic of the old city and the references and descriptions

which lay scattered throughout ancient literature was

traced with the minutest detail. Even learned Germans
suspected that the work was in reality an ancient per-
formance. Having returned to Germany in 1553, he was
appointed director of the collego of Meissen, where he died
on the 13th July 1571. In his sacred poems, which
obtained for him considerable distinction, ho affected to
avoid every word with the slightest savour of paganism;
and he blamed the poets for their allusiona to Dagan
divinities.

The following list includes tho principal works which lie imh-
lished, either as autlior or as editor :—(1) Tcrcntii Afri Comcedia
sex cum castigalionc duplici Joannis Rivii el G. Fahricii, Stiasburg,
1548, 8vo

; (2) liolna, sivc Liber utilissivms dc vdcris. Romx situ,
rcgionilus, viis, tcmplis, aliisquc cedificiis, Basel, 1550, 8vo ; (3)
Virgil ii Opera cuvi commentariis Scrvii cl T. C. jDonali, I5asi-1, 1551,
foh

; (4) Virgilii Opera a Fabricio castigata, Leipsic, 1551, 1591,
8vo

; (5) Poemalum sacrorum libri quindccim, Basel, 1560, 16mo;
(6) Poemalum vetcrum ccclesiasliconim opera Christiana el opcrum
reliquicc ac fragmenta, 1562, 4to

; (1) Do lie PoBiea libri scptcm,
1566, 8vo

; (8) Eerum Misnicarum libri septcm, 1569, 4to
; (9)

Origiiiitm ilbtstrissimce stirpis Saxonicx libri scjitem, 1597, fol.

;

(10) Herum Gcrmanicc magna: cl Saxonica: univcrscc mcmorabilium
volnmina duo, Leipsic, 1609, foh A life of Georgo Kabricius w.is
publislied in 1839, at Leipsic, by Professor C. G. Bauiiigarten Cru-
sius. In 1845 the same biogiaphcr issued au edition of Fabrieius's
EpisColaiad Wolf. Mcucruin el alios a-quales, prefixed to wliich thcio
is also a short sketch Dc Vita Ge. Fahricii cl da gcnle Fabriciorimi.

FABRICIUS, HiERONYMus (1537-1619), a celebrated

Italian anatomist and surgeon, was surnamed Acquapen-
dente from the episcopal city of that name, where he was
born in 1537. At Padua, after a course of philosophy, he
studied medicine under Fallopius, whose successor as teacher

of anatomy and surgery he became in 1562. From the
senators of Venice he received numerous honours, and an
anatomical theatre was built by them for his accommoda-
tion. He died May 21, 1619.

The collective works of Fabricius were printed by Eohn under
the title of Opera omnia Anntomica cl Physiologica, Leipsic, 1687.
Tho Leyden edition, published by Albiuusiu 1738, folio, is preferred
to that of Bohn, as containing a life of the author auil the preflces
of his treatises. See Anatomy, vol. i., p. 809, and Sukgery.

FABRICIUS, Joannes Albertus (1668-1736), one
of the most learned, laborious, and useful of bibliographers,

was born at Leipsic, November 11, 1668. His father,

Werner Fabricius, director of music in the church of St
Paul at Leipsic, was the author of several works, particu-

larly Deticim Harmonicce, published in 1657. Joannes
Albertus himself commenced his studies under his father,

who on his deathbed recommended him to the care of

Valentine Alberti. He studied under Weuceslas Buhl
and J. S. Herrichen, and afterwards at Quedlinburg under
Samuel Schmidt. It was in Schmidt's library, as he
afterwards said, that he found the two works, Barthuiss's

Adversaria and Morhcii's Polyhistor, which suggested
to him the iJea of his Bibliothecje, the kind of work
for which he stands pre-eminent among scholars. . Having
returned to Leipsic in 1686, he was the same year
admitted bachelor in philosophy ; and in the begin-

ning of 1688 he took the degree of master in the same
faculty, shortly after which "he published his first work,
Scriptorum receiitium decas, an attack on ten writers of

the day, Thomasius among them. His Decas Decadum,
sive plagiarorum et pseudonymorum centuria, published in

the following year, is the only one of his works to which ho
signs the name Faber. He then applied himself to the

study of medicine, which, however, he relinquished for that

of theology; and having gone to Hamburg in 1693, he
proposed to travel abroad, when the unexpected tidings that

the expense of his education had absorbed his whole patri-

mony, and even left him in debt to his trustee, forced him
to abandon his project. He therefore remained at Ham-
burg, where J. F. Mayer employed him in the capacity of

librarian. In 1696 he accompanied his patron to Sweden ;
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-and, on his return tr> Hamburg, not long afterwards, he com-

petocl for the chair of logic and philosopLy. Tlio Buffragea

being equally divided between Fabricius and SobiRtian

Edznrdi, one of his opponents, the a[)pointineut was decided

ty lot in favour of Edzardi ; but in 1099 Fabricius suc-

ceeded Vincent Placcius in the chair of rhetoric and ethics,

after which ht> took the degree of doctor in theology at

Kiel. In 1701 J. F. Mayer, who hod established himself

at Greitswald, caustd the chair of theology in that city

to ba offered to Fabricius; but ho refused it on account

of his healtk But in 1708 ho accepted the professorship

of theology, lo^ic, and metaphysics, and was preparing to

enter on his new office, when the senate of Hamburg in-

duced him to remain, by adding to his professorship the

ollica of rector of the school of St John, then held by his

fathpv-in-law Schuitz. Schultz died in 1709, but Fabricius

retained the rectorship two years longer. In 1719 the land-

grave of Hesse-Cassel made him so advantageous an offer

that ho was on the point of accepting it; but this time also

the magistrates, by a seasonable increase of salary, prevailed

on him to remain with them. An attempt was subse-

quently made to draw him to Wittenberg ; but he refused

to listen to the proposals made to him, and remained at

Hamburg, where he died April 30, 1736.

Niceron and Reimar give a list of 128 books by Fabricius, but
very many of them were only works which he had edited. One of
the most lamed and laborious of his works is the Biiliothcca Latina,
siv! notilia auclorum vclcrum Laliiiorvm quorumcunque scrijita ad
lai pcrvcncrunf, Hamburg, 1697, 8vo, a work which was republislied
in an improved and amended form by J. A. Emesti, Leipsic, 1773,
in three vols. Svo. The divisions of the compilation are—the
writers to the age of Tiberius ; thence to that uf the Antonines ; and
thirdly, to the decay of the language ; while n fourth gives fragments
from old authors, and chapters on early Christian literature. His
chef d'ceuvre is the Bibliothcca Grmca, aive notilia scriplorum
vtteruni Grcecorum quorumcimqne monumenta integra aut frag-
mcnla edita extant, turn plerorumque e manuscript, ac deperditis,

Hamburg, 1705-1728, in 14 vols. 4to, a work which has justly been
denominated maximua anliquce eruditionis Hiesaurus. It was re-

Jirrajiged by Harles, at Hamburg, in 1790. Its divisions are
marked off by Homer, Plato, Christ, Constantine, and the capture
of Constantinople in 1453, while a sixth section is devoted to
canon law, jurisprudence, and medicine. Of his remaining works
We may mention

—

Bibliothcca Antiquaria, sive introductio in,

iiotiliam scriptorum qui antiquitates Ucbraicas, Grcscas, Romanas,
tl Christia-naa scriptia illuslraruni, 1713 and 1726, 4to; Cciiti/olium
Luthi;ranum, sivc notilia literaria scriptorum omnis generis de B. D.
Luihcro, 1728 and 1730, Svo ; as also Salutaris lux evangclii toti

orb i per divinam graCiam exoriens, sivc notilia hislorico-chronologica,

litteraria, ac gcographica propagatoriim per orbcm latum Christiana-
Tum sacrorum, 1731, 4to ; and Hydro-theology, in German, 1734,
4to. Among the principal works edited by Fabricius may be named
Joannis Mabillonii iter Gcrmanicum, et joannia Launoii de Scholia
eelebribiia a Caxolo Magna el post Carolum Magnum in occidcnte
inalauratia liber , 1717, 8vo.

The details of the life of Fabricius are to be found in De Vita et

Scriptis J. A. Fabricii Commcntarius, by his son-in-law, H. S.

Reimar, published at Hamburg, 1757. This is the work whence
Niceron, Chauffepie, and other writere on the subject have borrowed
their materials. Niceron's work is entitled Mcrnoirea pour servir

<l Vhistnire des homnica illustrea daiis la rcpnblique des Idlr^^- a^-ec

un catalogue raisonni de leura ouvragea, Paris, 1729-1745.

FABRICIUS, JoHANN Christian (1745-1808), one of

the chief founders of scientific entomology, was born at

Tondern in Schleswig, January 7, l"f45. His father was
a physician of enlightened views, who encouraged his son's

inclination to study the natural sciences, and, after educating
him at Altona and Copenhagen, sent him to Upsala, where,

attending the lectures of the great LinnKus, his future des-

tiny, as he himself says, appears to have been laid. Of his

career, apart from entomology, it may be briefly recorded
that ho devoted his attention professionally to political

economy, and, after lecturing on that subject in 1769, was
appointed a few years later professor of natural history,
economy, and Snince at Kiel, in which capacity he wrote
vnrious works, chiefly referring to Denmark, and of no
«pecial interest. Ho also published i few other works on

general and natural history, boi;any, and travel (ol which iha
Rdae nach Norwejea, 177i/, deserves separate mention),

—

for, although his professional stipend was small, ho extended
his personal researches into every tuwn in northern an i

central Europe where a natural history museum wps to bo
found. In 1771 ho married the daughter of Counsellor
Ambrosius of Flensborg, liy whom ho had two Bons and
one daughter; and ho died on 3d Jlarcli 1808.

It is, however, purely as an entomologist that tlia

memory of Fabricius survives, aided peraaps in this

country by the fact that he visited Great Britain many
times after 1767, exhibiting a marked partiality for English
naturalists, amongst whom were Solander, Sir Joseph
Banks, Drury, Hunter, Francillon, Pennant, and Greville.

Sir Joseph Banks's specimens, indeed, formerly in the col-

lection of the Linnean Society, and now separately trea-

sured in the British Museum, still retain the labels written

by Fabricius, and are often consulted by entomologists aa

evidence of his views. For many years his great scientific

reputation rested upon tho system of classification, which
(it can scarcely be said in opposition to that of bis revered

master Linnaeus) he founded upon the structure of the

mouth-organs, instead of the wings. No scheme, however,

basi-d upon solitary characters suffices any longer for the

comprehension of the vast number of forms now known
to science; and, although the value of the cibarian organs

is still fully recognized, the system exclusively founded on

them has long since passed into disuse. But the name of

Fabricius is indelibly stamped upon the science, as ho
had a keen eye for specific differences, and possessed the
art of describing in a marvellously terse and accurate

manner ; and, from his being recognized as a master,

added to the opportunities afforded during his many
journeys to European capitals, great numbers of insects

passed through his hands for description and arrangement
according to his system, at a time when almost everything
was new, owing to paucity of workers.

A complete list of his entomological publications (31) will be
found in Hagen's Bibliothcca Entomologicn ; the following are the
chief:

—

Systcma Eniomologlce, 1775 ; Genr.ra Inscctorum, 1776
;

PhUosophia Entomologica , 1778 ; Species inscctorum, 1781 ; Man-
tissa Inscctorum, 1787 ; Entomologia Systematica, 1792-1794, with
a supplement, 1798; Systema Eleuthcratoriim (1801), Rhyn-
gotorum (1803), Ficzatarum (1804), and Antliol.orum (1805).

Full particulars of his life will be found, with a portfait, in the
Transactions of the Entomological Society of Loiulon, vol. iv. (1845),

pp. i.-xvi., where his autobiogi-aphy is translated from the Danish
by the Rev. F. W. Hope, then president of the society. There is

also a good account by Professor Westwood, in the article" Insecta,"

British Cycloptedia, p. 881. Baron Walckenacr's verbose life in

the Biographic Univcrselle, like Latreille's " Notice Biographique"
in Xha Annalrs du Musium cTSistoire Naturelle, ii. 393 (1808),

contains important errors.

FABRONI, Angelo (1732-1803), a celebrated Italiaa

biographer, was born at Morradi, Tuscany, 25th September

1732. After studying at Faen^a under the grammarian

Girolamo Ferri, he entered the Roman college founded for

the education of young Tuscans. On the fconclusion of his

three years' curriculum, he resolved, being determined to at-

tain to literary distinction, to continue his stay in Rome, and

having been introduced to the celebrated Jansenist Bottari,

received from him the canonry of S. Teresa in Trastevere.

Some time after this he was chosen to preach a discourse in

the pontifical chapel before Benedict XIV., and made such

a favourable impression that the pontiff settled on him :n

annuity left by the Countess Bospigliosi to young men who
had taken a degree in law. With the possession of this

annuity Fabroni was able to devote his whole time to study.

Besides his other literary labours, he commenced at Pisa in

1771 a literary journal, which he continued till 1790.

About 1772 he niada a journey to Paris, where he formed

the acquaintanca of Coudorcet, Diderot, D'Alembei^
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Kousseau, and most of the other emiaent Frenchmen of

tiiat age. He also spent four months in London. lie

died at Pisa 22d September 1803.

The following are his principal works :^— KiVoc Italoriim ilodrlna

excelltnUlum qui sieciilis XTil. d XVIII. floruerunt, I'laa, 1778-

1799, 1804-1805, 20 vols. 8vo (the last two vols, were published

posthumously, and contain a life of the author) ; Laurentii Medicci

Maynifici Vita, Tisa, 1784, 2 vols. 8vo; LconisX. ponti/icis inrwimi

Vita, Pisa, 1797 ; and Eloijidi Dante Alicjhieri, di Angdo I'oliziano,

di Lodooico Ariosto, e di Torq. Tasso, Parma, 1800.

FABROT, Charles Annibal (1580-1659), a French

Jurisconsult, was born at Aix in Provence, 15th September

1580. At an early age he made great progress in the

anci'^nt languages and in the civil and the canon law ; and

in 1G02 he received the degree of doctor of law, and was

made avocat to the parlement of Aix. In 1609 he obtained

a professorship in the university of his native town. He is

test known by his translation of the Basilica, which may
te said to have formed the code of the Eastern empire till

its destruction. This work was published at Paris in 1647

in 7 vols. foL, and obtained for its author a considerable

pension from the chancellor Seguier, to whom it was dedi-

cated. Fabrot likewise rendered great service to the science

of jurisprudence by his edition of Cujas, which comprised

several treatises of that great jurist previously unpublished.

He also edited the works of several Byzantine historians,

and is besides the author of various antiquarian and legal

treatises. He died at Paris 16th January 1659.

FABYAN, Robert, an English chronicler, sprung from

an Essex family, is said by Bishop Tanner to have been born

in London about the middle of the 15th century. Even
the date of his death, 1512, is an inference from that upon
which his will was proved, namely, 12th July 1513. The
records of the Draper's Company, of which he was a member,
might have settled these and other chronological doubts

;

but in consequence of the destruction of the company's hall

by fire, there are no memoranda of a date earlier than 1 602.

All the ascertained details of his life are given in the bio-

graphical preface to Sir Henry Ellis's admirable edition of

Fabyan's Chronicles. From this source we learn that

Fabyan was alderman for the ward of Farringdon-Without,

and that in 1493 he was appointed to the oflRce of sheriff.

In 1502, though he is believed on good grounds to have
been very rich, he resigned the former office on the plea

of poverty, not wishing probably to be elected to the ex-

pensive position of Lord Mayor, as he had a very numerous
family. Fabyan's Chronicle extends from the time when
" Brute entryd firste the He of Albion" to the year 1485.

In subsequent editions it was continued by unknown
authors to the year 1559. There have been five editions

of the work,—the first printed in 1516 by Pynson, the

second by Rastell in 1533, the third by Reynes in 1542,

the fourth by Kyngeston in 1559. The fifth, in the pre-

paration of which all the previous editions were compared,
was published by Sir Henry Ellis in 1811. For its ex-

posure of ecclesiastical abuses, Wolsey, it is said, ordered

many copies of the first edition to be burnt,—hence its

scarcity. The second edition was not published until after

the cardinal's deaih. A great merit of the work consists in

its details of city government and ceremonial. Wharton,
indeed, observes that, in the eyes of the chronicler, a lord

mayor of London seemed to be as aiigust a personage as a
king of England, and a city company's dinner as important
an event as an English victory in France or a constitutional

struggle at home. Ellis, it may be added, suggests that

the part of the history which may have excited the hostility

of Wolsey was an abstract of the Commons Bill, 11th year
of Henry IV., for the resumption of ecclesiastical property.

But the story of the suppression of the first edition ap-

pears to rest on the uncorroborated assertion of Bayle. In
col 256, vol. L of Anthony i Wood's Athence Oxoniciises

(Bliss's edition, 4 vols., 1813-1820) there is an entry to

the effect that Fabyan was " born in London, bred in

grammaticals and something in logicalls in this university."

In this account it is stated that Fabyan died in February

1511.

FACCIOLATI, Jacopo (1682-1769), was born at Tori^

gia, in the province of Padua, in 1682. He owed his

admission to the seminary of Padua to Cardinal Baiberigo,

who had formed a high opinion of the boy's talents. Aa

professor of logi:, and regent of the schoolsj, Facciolati wa^

the ornament of the Paduan university during a period of

forty-five years. He published improved editions. of several

philological works, such as the 27iesanriis Ciceronianus of

Nizolius, and the polyglot vocabulary known under the

name of Calepino. The latter work, in which he was

assisted by his pupil Forcellini, he completed in four yeara

—1715 to 1719. It was written in seven languages, and

suggested to the editor the idea of his opns magnvm, the

Toiins Latinitatis Lexicon, 4 vols, fol., Padua, 1771. In

the compilation of this work the chief burden seems to

have been borne by Facciolati's pupil Forcellini, to whom,
however, the lexicographer allows a very scanty measure of

justice, though the work occupied thirty years of his life.

Perhaps the best testimony to the learning and industry of

the compiler is the well-known observation that the whole

body of Latinity, if it were to perish, might be restored

from this lexicon. Facciolati's mastery of Latin style, a.s

displayed in his epistles, has been very much admired foi

its purity and grace. In or about 1739 Facciolati under-

took the continuation of Papadopoli's history of the

university of Padua, carrying it on to his own day.

Facciolati was known over all Europe as one of the most

enlightened and zealous teachers of the time ; and among
the many flattering invitations which he received, but

always declined, was one from the king of Portugal, to

accept the directorship of a college at Lisbon for the young

nobility. He died in 1769. His history of the university

was published in 1757, under the name Fasti Gpmnasit

Patat'ini. In 1808 a volume containing nine of his Epistles,

never before published, was issued at Padua.

FACTORS, in mercantile law, are agents entrusted with

goods for the purpose of sale. 'The general rule as to sales

at common law is that no person but the true owner can

give a title to a purchaser. If, therefore, a factor or any

similar kind of agent, being in possession of goods belong-

ing to his principal, dealt with them in any unauthorized

way, the persons dealing with him acquired no right as

against the real owner. The inconvenience and injustice

of this rule are apparent, A merchant ho7>a fide buying

goods from a person who was in possersion of them, and

had what among mercantile men are called the documents

of title, was liable to have his rights defeated by the ap-

pearance of the real owner, who repudiated the transaction

and recovered the goods. Or an agent might pledge the

goods entrusted to him for advances made to him in good

faith on that security, and the unfortunate lender might

find that the goods belonged to a principal, and that he had

no security for his loan. It thus became neces.'^ary in such

cases to inquire' into the real ownership of the goods and the

nature of the agent's authority,—an intolerable necessity in

trade. Accordingly the Factors Acts were passed for the

protection of such transactions.

The 4 Geo. IV. c. 83 was an Act for the " better protec-

tion of the property of merchants and others who may
hereafter enter into contracts or agreements in relation to

goods, wares, and merchandise entrusted to factors or

agents." It was followed by the 6 Geo. IV. c. 94, tha

principal Factors Act, the second section of which enacts

that " persons entrusted with, and in possession of, any Liil

of lading, Indian \\ arrant, dock warrant, warehouse kceper'<
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certificate, warrant or order for the delivery of goods, shall

be deemed and taken to bo the true owner of tlio goods, bo

far as to give validity to sales made by them to buyers,"

without notice rf tho fact that they are not the real owners.

When a factor pledges goods deposited with him as security

for an antecedent debt, the pledger shall acquire no further in-

terest in the goods than was possessed by the factor himself.

By section 4, contracts made with agents for the purchase

of goods consigned to them shall be held binding upon the

owners notwithstanding that the purchaser had notice that

the vendors were only agents : provided such contracts be

made in tho usual course of business, and that the

purchaser had not notice that the agent had no authority

to sell.

By the Amendment Act, 5 and 6 Vict. c. 39 (which re-

cites that much litigation had arisen on the construction of

the former statute, and that it is necessary to explain and ex-

tend the provisions thereof), it is enacted " that any agent

who shall thereafter be entrusted with the possession of

goods, or of the documents of title to goods, shall be deemed
p.nd taken to be owner of such goods and documents, so far

as to give validity to any contract or agreement by way of

pledge, lien, or security bona fide made to any person with

such agent, as'well for any original loan,advance, orpayment,
made on the security of such goods or documents, as also

for any further or continuing advance." And such contracts

shall be binding on the owner "notwithstanding notice of

the agency. Bona fide deposits in exchange are protected,

i.e., where an agent pledges goods consigned to him in ex-

change for other goods on which the person delivering them
up had at the time a valid lien. In all cases the transac-

tion must be honafide, and without notice that the agent is

acting beyond his authority or in bad faith as regards his

principal.

" These Acts," says Mr Benjamin in his treatise on The
Sale of Personal Property, " apply solely to persons en-

trusted as factors or commission merchants, not to persons to

whose employment a power of sale is not ordinarily added, as

a wharfinger, who receives goods usually without a power to

sell. The statute is limited in its scope to mercantile trans-

actions, to dealings in goods and merchandise, and does

not embrace sales of furniture or goods in possession of a

tenant or bailee for him." And the courts of law have un-

fortunately felt themselves constrained to put a very narrow
interpretation on the scope of the Acts. The most remark-
able case was that of Fuentes v. Montes {Law Reports, 3

Common Pleas, 268). Here the plaintiffs, wine merchants
in Spain, had consigned some casks of sherry to a London
factor for sale, but afterwards revoked his authority. He,
while in possession of the wine, but after the revocation,

pledged it as security for advances made by the defend-

ant, who acted in good faith, and in entire ignorance of the

revocation. The court held that the words " entrusted with

and in possession of " referred to the time of the pledge

only, and that the factor was not so entrusted at the time

of the pledge. This decision, which unsettled the confidence

of merchants in dealing with apparent owners of goods, and
a general uncertainty as to the true construction of the

enactments, led to the passing of the last Factors Act (40
and 41 Vict. c. 39). The second section overrules the de-

cision in Fuentes v. Montes, by providing that a revocation

of authority shall not affect the right of persons purchasing

from factors without notice of such revocation. Then the

Act goes on to provide for other cases of apparent owner-
ship in which the same hardships had arisen which the

Factors Acts were intended to meet. Thus, where goods
Bave been sold, and the vendor has bsen permitted to retain

possession of the documents of title, any sale by him or his

agent will be as valid and effectual as if he or his agent were
a person entrusted with, or in possession of, the goods under

the Factors Acts. A case recently decided (Johnson v. tlte

Credit Lyonnais Company) will iliustrate the puipose of this

enactment. A, a tobacco broker, had 50 hogsheads of

tobacco lying in dock for which warrants were issued to
him. He sold it to B, who paid for it, but left the
warrants in A's hands, and took no steps to have any change
made in the books of the dock company as to the ownership.

In the meantime A obtained advances on the tobacco from
C and D, handing over to them the dock warrants. It
was held that these transactions were not protected as
against B ; under the new Act such transactions are pro-

tected. The fourth section deals with cases in which
goods have been sold, and the vendee has got possession of

the documents of title, although some lien or other right

remains to the vendor. Dealings with the vendee in respect

of tho goods, and in ignorance of the vendor's right, are

protected. The fifth section protects bona fide transfers of

documents of title for a previous vendor's lien or right of

stoppage in transitu. (e. r.)

FACTORY ACTS. The long series of Factory Acts, cul-

minating in the home secretary's bill of the present session

(1878), constitutes one of the most important chapters in

the history of modern English legislation. The Acts assert

the right of the state to control the industrial orgauizationa
^^

which depend upon the labour of women and children. As
yet the freedom of the adult male labourer has been held

sacred from the interference of the legislature, but it is

necessarily involved, to some extent, in the protection

exercised over persons whose co-operation is necessary to

his work. The gradual rise of the important principle that,

in the interests of the moral and physical well-being of the

community, the labour of women and children should be
restricted by law within reasonable limits may be seen by
a glance at the Factory Bills introduced in parliament since

the beginning of the century.

In 1802 an Act was passed " for the Preservation of the

Health and Morals of Apprentices and others employed in

Cotton and other Mills, and Cotton and other Factories."

The immediate cause of passing this bill was the fearful

spread throughout the factory district of Manchester of

epidemic disease, which made dreadful havoc among the

youthful labouring population on account of their scanty

mode of living and peculiar way of working.' Pauper

children from the ag:ricultural districts of the south were

sent to the northern counties to work in the factories which

sprang up there in consequence of their superior supply of

water-power. Their long hours of labour, the wretched

accommodation provided for them, and the over-crowding

of workmen in mills and factories, caused the alarming

epidemic fevers of those times and districts. The Act
of 1802 subjected all mills emplopng three or more
apprentices, or twenty other persons, to the rules and
regulations of the Act. The walls were to be washed
with quicklime and water ; a sufiicient number of

windows was to be provided ; the apprentices were

always to have two suits of clothing, one to be new
every year. The most important regulation, however, was

that which fixed the hours of work at twelve per day, and
prohibited work altogether from 9 o'clock at night to 6

in the morning. This Act, being intended to meet the

evils of the apprentice system, did not extend to factories

where children residing in the neighbourhood were

employed. The use of steam-power had meanwhile caused

the growth of factories in populous town districts. In

1819 an Act was passed for the regulation of cotton mills :

children were not to be admitted before the ag^ cf nine,

and between that age and sixteen were restricted to twelve

hours a day, exclusive of an hour and a half for meal-tiiae

• Von flener. Faclt.'ry Legislation, p. I.
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Iq 1825 Sir John Cam Hobbouse's Bill ^'as passed, which

established a partial holiday on Saturday, and provided

penalties for offences against the Act. An amending Act

wra.9 passed (10 Geo. IV. c. 51), and in 1831 (by the 1 and
'2 Will. IV. c. 39) night work in the cotton factories was

prohibited for persons between nine and twenty-one years of

o.ce ; the working day for persons under eighteen was to be

twelve hours, and on Saturdays nine. This was the time

of the great political movement which brought abo;it the

Reform Act of 1832, and the factory question entered into

and to some extent complicated the purely political issues.

In the wool districts the unions of the working men

clamoured for a restriction of nun-adult labour in factories

to ten hours a day, and their demand was supported by the

Conservative and country party, out of opposition to the

manufacturers, who were for the most part keen supporters

of the Reform Bill. The wool factories had not been

touched by the recent legislation, and the sufiferings of the

over-worked children appealed powerfully to the imagina-

tion of the public. After much discussion in committees

and commissions, the Act of 1833 (3 and 4 Will. IV. c.

103) was passed. Night work (between 8.30 p.m. and

6.30 a.m.) was prohibited to persons under eighteen in

cotton, wool, worsted, hemp, flax, tow, and linen spinneries

and weaving mills ; children from nine to thirteen were not

allowed to work more than 48 hours a week ; and young

pcfftons from thirteen to eighteen were restricted to 68

hours a week. In silk factories children might be admitted

under nine, and children under thirteen were to be allowed

ten hours a day. Provision was also made for school

attendance and for the appointment of factory inspectors

to watch over the working of the law. The manufacturers,

dreadingthe economical results of thelossof children's labour,

subsequently induced the Government to propose that chil-

dren over eleven should be allowed to work the full time of

69 hours a week, but in the face of the agitation for greater

restrictions this amendment was not persisted in.^

The extension of the Factory Acts to unprotected

industries now engaged the attention of philanthropists.

A Mining Act (5 and 6 Vict. c. 99) was passed, which pro-

hibited under-ground work to- children under ten and
women. In 1844 the Factory Act, 7 Vict. c. 15, was
pa&sed. Children from eight to thirteen might be employed

in textile industries for not more than six hours and a half

per day, but in factories where " young persons " restricted

to ten hours a day were employed, children might also be

employed for ten hours a day on alternate days. Children

80 employed had to attend school during the "half time."

Adult women were brought under the same rules as
" young persons." Lord Ashley's^ Printworks Act followed

in 1845. A Ten Hours Bill was at last carried in 1847 (10
Vict. c. 29). Women and young persons were restricted

to ten hours a day, and the legal working day was fixed

from 5.30 a.m. to 8.30 p.m. By employing protected

persons in relays, manufacturers were enabled to keep their

works going during the whole of the legal day; and to meet
this evasion, as it was deemed to be, of the factory legisla-

tion a uniform working day was fixed, 13 and 14 Vict. c.

54. Young persons and women were allowed to work only
between 6 a.m. and 6 p.m.—an hour and a half being
allowed for meal-time. No protected person was to work
on Saturday after 2 p.m. By the 16 and 17 Vict. c. 104,

' One of the consequences of the re.strictiona imposed on the employ-
ment of children was the increased use of machinery as a substitute.

In 1835 (before the Factory Act), there were 56,455 children employed
in 3164 factories; in 1838 (under the Factory Act), 29,283 children
were employed in 4217 factories.—Von Plener's English Factory
Legislation^ p. 22.

" After^vards earl of Shaftesbury, whose name, more than any other,

b entitled to be associated for ever with the English factory legislition.

children were limited to a legal day beginning at 6 a.m. and
ending at G p.m. Bleaching and dyeing works were subjected

to similar restrictions by Acts passed in 1800 and 18G2,
calendering and finishing works in 18G3 and 1864. Lace
factories were placed under the regulations of the Factoriea

Acts by 24 and 25 Vict c. 117. Night work in bakehouses
was prohibited to young persons under eighteen, by 20 and
27 Vict. c. 40. After the report of a commission, a new
Factory Acts Extension Act was passed (27 and 28 Vict,

c. 48), which brought manufactories of earthenware, per-

cussion caps, lucifer matches, and cartridges, paper-staining,

and fustian-cutting within the scope of the factory legisla-

tion. In 1867 a distinction waa drawn iu legislation

between factories and workshops. The Factory Acts Ex-
tension Act of that year applied to all furnaces, iron and
copper works, machine manufactories, metal and gutta-

percha factories, paper-mills, glass-works, printing offices,

and bookbinders' shops, and to all establisliments in which
over 50 persons are employed for a period of a hundred
days. Special modifications, however, were introduced to

suit the requirements of the different trades. In the same
year the Workshop Regulation Act was passed, for small

trades and handicrafts, fixing the working day for children

at 6 a. m. to 8 p.m., and for young persons and women from

5 a.m. to 9 p.m. Printing, bleaching, and dyeing works

were brought under the general law by the Factory and
Workshop Act 1870. In 1871 another Act with the same
title was passed, which, inter alia, subjected Government
factories to the general law. The Factory Act of 1874,'

the last of the series, raised the minimum of age in children

to ten.

By these various enactments the state has emphatically

taken under its protection the whole class of children and
young persons employed in manufacturing industries. It

has done this in the name of the moral and physical health

of the community. The slow but steady advance of the

principle of interference may be traced in the titles of the

successive statutes. It is needless here to discuss the

wisdom of the^ policy, which has now received en bloc the

stamp of legislative approval The substantive law of the

Factories Acts has been re-enacted in a measure laid before

parliament in the present session, which has already (May
1878) passed both Houses. In the debates in the Commons
the only question of principle seriously raised was whether

the freedom of adult women ought to be curtailed by legisla-

tive interference. Mr Fawcett's motion in the negative

was rejected by a large majority.

The following outline will give some idea of the scope of

the law relating to factories and workshops consolidated by
the new measure :

—

Part I. contains the general law relating to factories and work-
shops, under the following heads— (1) Sanitary Provisions; (2)

Safety; (3) Employment and meal hours; (4) Holidays; (5) Edu-
cation

; (6) Certificates of fitness for employment; (7) Accidents.

(1.) Under the first head, the buildings must be kept in a clean

state, and free from effluvia arising from any drain, nrivy, or other

nuisance.

(2.) The second contains provisions for the fencing of dangerous
machinery, and restrictions on the employment of children and
young persons in cleaning, &c. , machinery in motion.

(3.) A child, young person, or woman shall not be employed
except during the'period of employment fixed as follows;

—

(a.) In textile factories.

—

For young persons and icmnen, tho

period shall be from 6 a.m. to 6 p.m. or 7 a.m. to 7 p.m.; on
Saturday, from 6 a.m. till 1 p.m. for manufacturing processes,

and 1.30 for all employment", if one hour is allowed for meals
;

otherwise at 12.30 and 1. Or if the work begins at 7 a.m., it

shall end on Saturdays at 1.30 and 2 p.m. respectively. For
meal times two hours at least on week days, and on Saturdays half

an hour, must bo allowed. Continuous employment without a

meal time of at least half an hour not to exceed four hours and a

half.

For children. Employment to be foi half time only (in morning
or afternoon sets, or alternate days). The work-day i& the same aa
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above. A child muse not bo em]iloyed ioK two uuccoBaive ijenujsof
nfven days in tiie same Bet, wiunher moining or afternoon, nor on
two sncuessive Saturdays, nor on Saturday in any wuuk if he has
already on one day been employed more thur. five hours and a half.

Nor shall a child be employed on two successive days, nor on the
same day in two successive weeks.

(b.) In non-textile factories.

—

For youruj poraons and women.
Period of employment same as before, ending at 2 p.m. on Satur-
days ; meal times not less thau an hour and a half, on Saturday
half an hour ; continuous employment without a meal not to exceed
6 hours ; these regulations also apply tfi young persons in icoi'kahops.

For children. Half time arrangements generally the same as

before, continuous employment without a meal not to exceed 5
hours.

Women in workshops are subject to the same regulations as

young persons, if young persons or children are employed; if

not, the period of employment for a woman in a workshop aliall be

from 6 a.m. to 9 p.m. (on Saturday 4 p.m.). Absent time for

meals, iic, must be allowed to the extent of four hours and a half
(Saturdays two hours and a half).

The employment of young persono or children at home, when the
work is the same as in a factory or workshop, but no machine
power is used, is. also regulated,—the day being fixed at 6 a.m. to

9 p.m.; for children, 6 a.m. to 1 p.m., or 1 p.m. to 8. Meal times
in factories or workshops must be simultaneous, and employment
duiing such meal times is forbidden. The occupier of a factory or
workshop must issue a notice of the times of employment, itc. No
children under 10 shall be employed.

(4.) The following holidays shall be allowed to all protected
persons ;—Christmas day, Good Friday (or the next public holiday),
and eight half-holidays, two of which may be commuted for one
entire holiday.

(6.) Occupiers must obtain a weekly certificate of school attend-
uice for every child iu their employment.

(6.) Medical certificates of fitness for employment are required in

Ihe case of children and young persons under 16. When a child
becomes a young person a fresh certificate is necessary.

(7.) Notice of accidents, causing loss of life or bodily injury,
jnust be sent to the inspector and certifying surgeon of the district

Part 1 1 . contains special provisions for particular classes of factories

aqd workshops, such as bake-houses, print-works, bleaching and
dyeine works. The third schedule to the Act contains a list of
epecial exceptions too numerous to be given in detail.

Part III. provides for the administration of the law. Two
Masses of officers are to be appointed by the secretary of state, viz.,

(1) inspectors, charged with the duty of inspecting and examining
factories and workshops at all reasonable times, and of exercising
Buch other powers as may be neces.sary to the carrying out ot the
'Act; and (2) certifying surgeons to grant<;ertificates of fitness under
the Act. Numerous other sections relate to penalties and legal

Part IV. defines the principal terms used in the Act Child
means a person under fourteen years of age ; a " young person " is

between fourteen and eighteen ;
" a woman " means a woman

over eighteen. Other sections apply the Act to Scotland and
Ireland, with a temporary saving for the employment of children
under 10 and children over thirteen (lawfully employed at the
Jime of the passing of the Act). Previous enactments are re-

pealed. ' (E. R.)

'FACULTY, in law, is a dispensation or licence to do that

which is not permitted by the common law. The word in

this sense is used only in ecclesiastical law. Thus, any
alteration Or enlargement of a church requires a licence or

faculty' from the ordinary. The faculty court belonging to

the archbishopric of Canterbury is presided over by the

Master of the Faculties, who has power " to grant dispensar

tions, as to marry, to eat flesh on days prohibited, to hold
two or more benefices incompatible," &c. (Bum's Ecclesi-

astical Law).

I In universities and other learned bodies faculty means
tlie association of professors or practitioners of some special

branch of learning or skill. Thus, in the Scotch
universities we have the usual faculties of arts, medicine,
divinity, and law. Again, the society of advocates of the
court of session, and local bodies of legal practitioners, are

described as faculties. The word, in this sense, has fallen

into disuse in England.
FAENZA, a city of Italy, at the head of a circondario ;n

the province of Ravenna, situated in a fertile plain about 20
miles S.W. of Ravenna, at the junction of the Zanellj canal

Wittk th&' Lamone (the ancient Anemo), and on the railway

between Bologna and Ancona. It is regularly built, sur-
rounded by wall.s, and defended by a citadel. Around the
market-place (a spacious square in the centre of the town
witii a fine marble fountain) are arranged tlie cathedral Sf
Constantius), the town-hall, the theatre, and many liand-

Bome residences. The town-hall or palazzo communale was
formerly the palace of the JIanfredi family, and is fam us.

as the scene of the assassination of Galeolto Manfred! by his

wife, which has been dramatized by MontL Several of the
churches in the town possess valuable paintings, among
which are a few by Girolamo da Treviso. A college, a
school of painting, a hospital, and two orphan asylums are
among the public buildings of importance. The majolica
ware, which takes its French name of " fayence" from the
town, still continues to be manufactured, tliough not to such
an extent as formerly ; and there are also paper-mills and
factories for spinning and weaving silk. A considerable

trade is carried on by the canal which was opened in 1782
by Signer Zanelli, to unite the Lamone with the Po di

Primaro at Sant' Alberto. About 2| miles from the town
there are thermal and saline springs, from the latter of

which salt is extensively manufactured. The same product
is also obtained from the cinericious tufa on the banks of

the Lamone, and between the Lamone and Sentria runs an
abundant vein of sulphur. The population of the town in,

1871 was 36,299.

Faenza is ideiitified with the Faventia which is noted in history

aA the place where Carbo and Norbanus were defeated with great

loss by Metellus, the general ot Sulla, in 82 B.C. In the time of

Pliny it was celebrated for the whiteness of its linen. It wn*
greatly favoured by the emperor Coiistantine, an4 during the lliddlc-

Ages it continued to be a place of some importance. Dante men-
tions it as the seat of the powerful family of the Pagani. In 1241

it was captured by Frederick II. after a protracted siege, and not
long after the Bolognese obtained temporary possession. A perioil

of independence followed, till the Manfreds, who settled in the
city about 1286, established their sujiremacy. In 1376 the town
was pillaged by the notorious Sir John Hawkwood of Essex (tha

Giovanni Acuto of the Italian chronicles), who serveil under
Gregory XI. The Manfredi power came to an end in 1500, and
in 1509 Pope Julius II. secured Faenza against the Venetians bj

the battle of Ohiara d'Adda. It continued subject to the church
till the unification of Italy. At a little distance is the scene of tha

first battle between the pontifical forces and the French in 1797.

The town claims the honour of being the birth place of ToriicelliJ

and has erected a statue to his memory.

F^SUL^. SeeFiESOLE.

FAHLCRANTZ, Christian Erik (1790-1866), a
Swedish author, was born at Stora Tuna in Sweden on the

30th of August 1790. The family to which he belonged

was a gifted one, and of his brothers, two, Carl Johan the

landscape-painter, and Axel Magnus the sculptor, became
hardly less distinguished than himself. In 1804 he entered

on his career as a student ; in 1 8 2 1 he became tutor in / rabic,

and in 1825 professor of the Oriental languages at the uni-

versity of Upsala. In 1828 he entered the church, but

earlier than this, in 1825, he published his polemical and
satirical poem of Noah's Ark, which enjoyed an immense
success. In 1826 appeared a second part oi A'oah's Arlc,

together with various pieces, original and translated. In

1835 Fahlcrantz brought out his epic of Ansgarius, which
grew as time went on, and finally consisted, in 1846, of 14

books. In 1842 he was made a member of the Swedish

Academy, and in 1843 entered into a furious controversy

with the famous novelist, Almqvist, against whose writings-

he published a thick volume in 1845-46. In 1849 he was

made bishop of Vesteras, and his next literary work was

an archseologidal study on the beautiful ancient cathedral of

his diocese. In the course of the years 1858-61 appeared

the six volumes of his Rume as it was and is, a theological

polemic, mainly directed against the Jesuits' :Ir 1863 lie

began to collect and issue his complete works, a,.task which
was still unfinished wh.en he died on the 6th of Aui{ust

i
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ISGG, a few houre after cotidnciJng service in Vesteras

Cathef'ral.

Of tl'o writings of no Swedish author bo muct as of those

t>i Fahlcrantz can it bo said /ani hidigualio versus Ilo

writes iil, except at a white heat of scorn or anger. His
early liumoristic pooni, Nncik'n Arle, was ouco extremely

popular; it was a satire upon tlie literary life of 1820,

xmder the forni of a parody of tlio world before the flood.

It is still readable, which is more than can be said of

Ansgavius, a very tedious productioa Fahlcrantz will live,

if he live at all, by the point and venom of his wit

FAHRENHEIT, Gauriel Daniel (1G8G-1736), well

known for the improvements made by him in the construc-

tion of the thermometer and barometer, was born at Dantzic,

May 14, 1686. He early relinquished trade for the study

of natural philosophy ; and, after having travelled in

Germany and England, he settled in Holland, where

Gravesande and other men of science were his teachers and

friends. In 1714 he conceived the idea of substituting

mercury for spirits of wine in the construction of thermo-

meters. He took as the zero of his thermometric scale the

lowest temperature observed by him at Dantzic during the

winter of 1709, which he found was that produced by mix-

ing equal quantities of snow and sal-ammoniac. The space

between this point and that to which the mercury rose at

the temperature of boiling water he divided into 212 parts.

At the time of his death, which took place on September

16, 1736, Fahrenheit was engaged in the contrivance of a

machine for draining inundated land. See Thermoiieter
and Meteoroloqy.

FAIR. A fair is defined as a " greater species of

market recurring at more distant intervals;" both have been

distinguished by Lord Coke from " mart," which he con-

siders as a greater species of fair ; and all three may com-
prehensively be described as customary or legalized public

places for the sale of commodities (including labour). Thus,

in England, no fair can be held without a grant from the

sovereign, or prescription which presupposes such grant.

In France, the establishment and abolition of fairs

—

with the exception of cattle markets and the markets of

the metropolis—are generally left to the discretion of the

departmental prefects The most commonly accepted deri-

vation of the word fair is iroKi fo'iee, a name which the

church borrowed from Roman custom and applied to her

own festivals. A fair was generally held during the period

of a saint's feast, and in the precincts of his church or abbey
—the time and tlie place of the chief popular assemblages

;

but in England this desecration of church and churchyard
was first forbidden by the statutes of Henry IIL and
Edward IL Most of the famous fairs of mediaeval England
and Europe, with their tolls or other revenues, and, within

certain limits of time and place, their monopoly of trade,

were grants from the sovereign to abbots, bishops, and
other ecclesiastical dignitaries. Their " holy day " associa-

tions are preserved in the German word for fairs, messen; as

also in the l-ir7niss, " church mass," of the people of

Brittany. So very intimate was the connexion between the

fair and the feast of the saint that the former has very

commonly been regarded as an off-shoot or development of

, the latter. Xevertheless, there are grounds for the supposi-

';tion that fairs were already existing national institutions,
' long before the church turned or was privileged to turn

them to her own profit. The first charter of the great fair

of Stourbridge, near Cambridge, was granted by King John,
for the maintenance of a leper hospital; but the origin of

the fair itself is ascribed to Carausius, the rebel emperor of

Britain, 207 A.D. At all events, it may be seen from the

data given in Mr Herbert Spencer's Descriptive Sociology

that the country had then arrived ot the stage of develop-

ment where fairs might have been recog'nized as a necessity.

The Romans also appear to have elaborated a market law

similar to that in force throughout mediaaval Europe

—

though it must be observed that the Roman nundincc, which
some have regarded as fairs, were weekly markets. It haa
also been supposed that the ancient fairs of Lyons were a
special privilege g;1inted by the Roman conquerors ; and
Sidonius ApoUinaris, 427 a,d., alludes to the fairs of the
district afterwards known as the county of Champagne, as

if they were then familiarly known institutions. Fairs, in

a word, would not only have arisen naturally, wherever the

means of communication between individual centres of pro-

duction and consumption were felt to be inadequate to the

demand for an interchange of commodities ; but, from
their very nature, they might be expected to show some
essential resemblances, even in points of legislation, and
where no international transmission of custom could have
been possible. Thus, the fair courts of pre-Spanish Mexico
corresponded very closely to those under whose supervision

the Beancairo fair is conducted in the present day. They
resembled our own covirts of piepowder. The Spaniards,

when first they saw the Mexican fairs, were reminded of the

like institutions in Salamanca and Granada. The great fair

or market at the city of Mexico is said to have been

attended by about 40,000 or 50.000 persons, and is thus
described by Prescott :

—

" Officers patrolled tho square, whose business it was to keep the
peace, to collect the dues imposed on tlie various kinds of nierchaa-
dise, to see that no false measures or fraud of any kind were used,
and to bring olfcnders at once to justice. A court of twelve judges
sat iu one part of the tiangucz clothed with those ample and
summary powers wliich, in despotic countries, are often delegated
even to petty tribunals. The extreme severity with which they
exercised those powers, in more than one instance, proves that they
were not a dead letter."

But notwithstanding the great antiquity of fairs, their

charters are comparatively modern—the oldest known being
that of St Denys, Paris, which Dagobert, king of the Franks,

granted (642 A.D.) to the monks of the place " for the glorjr

of God, and the honour of St Denys at his festival." The
first recorded grant in England appears to be that of

William the Conqueror to the bishop of Winchester, for

leave to hold an annual " free fair " at St Giles's hill. The
monk who had been the king's jester received his charter

of Bartholomew fair, Smithfield, in the year 1133. And in

1248 Henry III. granted a like privilege to the abbot of

Westminster, in honour of the " translation " of Edward the

Confessor. Sometimes fairs were granted to towns as a

means for enabling them to recover from the effects of war
and other disasters. Thus, Edward III. granted a " free

fair " to the town of Burnley in Rutland, just as, in subse-

quent times, Charles VII. favoured Bordeaux, after the

English wars, and Louis XIV. gave fair charters to the

towns of Dieppe and Toulon. The importance attached to

these old fairs may be understood from the inducements
which, in the 14th century, Charles IV. held out to traders

visiting the great fair of Frankfort-on-the-Maine. The
charter declared that both during the continuance of the

fair, and for eighteen days before and after it, merchants
would be exempt from imperial taxation, from arrest for

debt, or civil process of any sort, except such as might arise

from the transactions of the market itself and within its

precincts. Philip of Valois's regulations for the fairs of

Troyes in Champagne might not only be accepted as a fair

type of all subsequent fair-legislation of the kingdom, but
even of the English and German laws on the subject. The
fair had its staff of notaries for the attestation of bargains,

its court of justice, its police officers, its sergeants for the

execution of the market judges' decrees, and its visitors

—

of whom we may mention the prud' hommes,—whose duty
it was to examine the quality of goods exposed for sale, and
to confiscate those found unfit for consumpticn. The con-"
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fiscation required the consent of five or six representatives

of the merchant community at the fair. The effect of these

great " free fairs" of England and the Continent on the

development of society was indeed great. Thoy helped to

familiarize the western and northern countries with the

banking and financial systems of the Lombards and

Florentines, who resorted to them under the protection of

the sovereign's " firm peace," and the ghostly terrors of

the pope. They usually became the seat of foreign agencies.

In the names of her streets Proviiis preserved the memory
of her 12lh century intercourse with the agents and mer-

chants of Germany and the Low Countries, and long before

that time the Syrian traders nl St Denys had established

their powerful association in Paris. Like the church on

the Teligious side, the free fairs on the commercial side

evoked and cherished the international spirit. And during

long ages, when commercial " protection " was regarded as

indispensable to a nation's wealth, and the merchant was

compelled to " fight his way through a wilderness of taxes,"

they were the sole and, so far as they went, the complete

substitute for our modern free trade.

Their privileges, however, were, from their veiy nature,

destined to grow.more oppressive and intolerable the more
the towns were multiplied and the means of communication

increased. The people of London were compelled to close

their shops during the days when the abbot of Westminster's

fair was open. But a more curious and complete instance

of such an ecclesiastical monopoly was that of the St Giles's

fair, at first granted for the customary three days, which
were increased by Henry III. to sixteen. The bishop of

Winchester was, as we have seen, the lord of this fair. On
the eve of St Giles's feast the magistrates of Winchester

surrendered the keys of the city gates to the bishop, who
then appointed his own mayor, bailiff, and coroner, to hold

office until the close of the fair. During the same period,

Winchester and Southampton also—though it was then a
thriving trading town—were forbidden to transact their

ordinary commercial business, except within the bishop's

fair, or with his special permission. The bishop's officers

were posted along the highways, with power to forfeit to

his lordship all goods bought and sold within seven mile.")

of the fair—in whose centre stood " the pavilion," or

bishop's court. It is clear, from the curious record of the

Establishment and Expenses of the Household of Percy, fifth

earl of Northumberland, that fairs were the chief centres of

country traffic even as late as the 16th century. They
began to decline rapidly after 1759, when good roads had
been constructed and canal communication established

between Liverpool and the towns of Yorkshire, Cheshire,

and Lancashire. In the great towns their extinction was
hastened in consequence of their evil efi'ects on public
morals. All the London fairs were abolished as public

nuisances before 1855,—the last year of the ever famous
fair of St Bartholomew ; and the fairs of Paris were swept
away in the storm of the Revolution.

English Fairs and Markets.—For the general reasons
apparent from the preceding sketch, fairs in England, as in

France and Germany, have very largely given way to

markets for specialities. Even the live-stock market of

the metropolis is being superseded by the 'dead-meat
market, a change which has been encouraged by recent

legislation on cattle disease, the movements of home stock,

and the importation of foreign animals. Agricultural
markets are also disappearing before the " agencies " and
the corn exchanges in the principal towns. Still there are

some considerable fairs yet remaining. Of the English
fairs for live stock, those of Weyhill in Hampshire (October
10), St Faith's, near Norwich (October 17), as also several
held at Devizes, Wiltshire, are among the largest in the
kingdom. The first named stands next to none for its dis-

play of sheep; whilst the second is the prino'pal resort of

the Scotch drovers and cattle-dealers, and supplies a large

proportion of the f.-t stock required for the London market.

Horncastle, Lincolnshire, is the largest horse fair in the

kingdom, and is regularly visited by American and Con-

tinental dealers. The other leading horse fairs in England
arc Howden in Yorkshire (well known for its hunters), and

Woolbridge (on Lady Day) for Suffolk horses. Exeter

December fair has a large display of cattle, horses, and
most kinds of commodities. Large numbers of Scotch

cattle are also brought to the fairs of Market Harborough,

Carlisle, and Ormskirk. Ipswich has a fair for lambs od

1st of August, and for butter and cheese on Ist of Septem-

ber. Gloucester fair is also famous for the last-named

commodity. The guild or jubilee held at Preston, Lanca-

shire, every twentieth year, occurred last in 1862. Falkirk

fair, or tryst, for cattle and sheep, is one of the largest in

Scotland ; arid Ballinasloe, Galway, holds a like position

among Irish fairs. The Ballinasloe cattle are usually fed

for a year in Leinster before they are considered fit for the

Dublin or Liverpool markets. In 1790 there were 61,931

sheep and 8632 horned cattle exhibited at the fair, and for

1867 the returns, in the foregoing order, were 73,364 and

23,734.

French Fairs.—The most important is that of Beaucaire,

once among the first in Europe. Its position on the Rhone

(14 miles east of Nismes), and its connexiori with the canals,

still enable it to maintain a high rank among the Continen-

tal markets. It lasts from the 22d to the 28th July, and

is visited by about 60,000 persons, from all parts of the

Continent between Spain and the I/evant; articles of all

descriptions are sold at it. It is a rule that all bills due at

this fair must be prosented on the 27th and protested, if

necessary, on the 28th.

German Fairs.—First, though no longer of world-wide

importance, are those of Frankfort-on-the-Maine, Frankfort-

on-the-Oder,. and Leipsic. Those of Frankfort-on-the-Maine

begin on Easter Tuesday and on the nearest Monday to

September 8 respectively, and their legal duration is three

weeks, though the limit is regularly extended. The fairs

of the second-named city are Reminiscere, February or

March ; St Margaret, July ; St Martin, November. Or-

dinarily they last fifteen days, which is double the legal

term. The greatest of the German fairs are those of Leipsic,

whose display of books is famous all over the world. Its

three fairs are dated January 1, Easter, Michaelmas. The
Easter one is the book fair, which is attended by all the

principal booksellers of Germany, and by many more from

the adjoining countries. Most German publishers have

agents at Leipsic. As many as 5000 new publications have

been entered in a single Leipsic catalogue. As in the other

instances given, the Leipsic fairs last for three weeks, or

nearly thrice their allotted duration. Here no days of

grace are allowed, and the holder of a bill must demand
payment when due, and protest, if necessary, on the same
day, otherwise hff cannot proceed against either drawer or

endorser.

Russian Fairs.—These are verynumerous, the chief being

those of Nijni Novgorod, of Irbit in Perm, Kharkoff

(January and Augiist), Poltava (August and February),

Koreunais in Koursk, Ourloupinsknia in the Don Cossack

country, Krolevetz in Tchemigoff, and a third fair held at

Poltava on the feast of the Ascension. It is calculated that

in 1851 the aggregate value of goods sold at the above

named fairs amounted to nearly 120,000,000 silver roubles.

The chief fair of Novgorod is attended by 100,000 to

130,000 persons from all parts of Asia and of eastern

Europe. Thirty years ago the fair of Kiatcha, on the Russo-

Chinese frontier, yielded one million sterling in revenue;
but in 1867, according to Mr Lumlev. secretary to the
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English embassy at St Petersburg, the sum had fallen by

oue half. This was in consequence of the opening of new
communications, and the abolition of the Kiatcha monopoly.

Turkish Fairs.-.—Of these there are a vrry considerable

number, and the vast bulk of the internal commerce of the

country is transacted at them. Amon;; the most note-

worthy are the fairs of Usundji, in Roumelia, on a tributary

of the Maritza, 40 miles from Adrianoplo; Janina in

Albania ; Strouga, on the lake of Orida ; Novi-Bazaar in

Upper Moesia ; Islioni in Thrace ; Nicopoli and Prelip in

Macedonia; Eski-djouma in Bulgaria; and Zeitoun and
Pharaalia in Thessaly. There is a large show of western

manufactures at the Usundji fair.

Indian Fairs.—The largest cf these, and perhaps the

largest -in Asia, is that of Hurdwar, on the upper course of

the Ganges. The visitors to this holy fair number from

200,000 to 300,000 ; but every twelfth year there occurs

a special pilgrimage to the sacred river, when the numbers

may amount to a million or upwards. Those who go

solely for purposes of trade are Nepaulese, Mongolians,

Thibetans, Central Asiatics, and Mahometan pedlars from

the Punjab, Scinde, and the border states. Persian shawls

and carpets, Indian silks, Cashmere shawls, cottons (Indian

and English), preserved fruits, spices; drugs, &c., together

with immense numbers of cattle, horses, sheep, and camels,

are brought to this famous fair.

American, Fairs.—The word fair, as now used in the

United States, appears to have completely lost its Old World
meaning. It seems to be exclusively applied to industrial

exhibitions, and to what we in England would call fancy

bazaars. Thus, during the civil war, large sums were

collected at the " sanitary fair's," for the benefit of the sick

and wounded. To the first-named class belong the State

and.county fairs, as they are called. Among the first and
best known of these was the " New York World's Fair,"

opened in 1853 by a company formed in 1851. Since

1829 the "American Institute " held annual "fairs" for

the encouragement of the agricultural and manufacturing

arts. The chief centres of these " fairs," or exhibitions,

appear to be Cincinnati, Baltimore, Boston, San Francisco,

and Bufifalo.

Law of Fairs.—As no market or fair can be held in England
without a royal charter, or right of luescription, so any person
establishing a fair without such sanction is liable to be sued, under
ft writ of Quo warranto', by any one to whose |iroperty the said market
may be injurious. Nor can a fair or market be legally held beyond
the time sjiecilied in the grant; and by 5 Edward III. c. 5 a mer-
chant selling goods after the legal expiry of Iho fair forfeited double
their value. To be valid, a sale must take place in " market-overt

"

(open market) ; "It will not bo binding if it carries with it a pre-

sumption of frandulence." These regulations satisfied, the sale

"transfers a complete property in the thing sold to the vendee
;

so that however injurious or illegal the title of the vendor may be,

yet the vendee's is good against all men except the king." (In
Scotch law, the claims of the real owner would still remain
valid.) However, by 21 Henry VIII. c. 2 it was enacted that, "if
any felon rob or take away money, goods, or chattels, and be
indicted and found guilty, or otherwise attainted upon evidence
given by the owner or party robbed, or by any other by their pro-

rurcmeut, the owner or party lobbed shall bo lestored to his money,
goods, or cliattels, but only those goods were restored which were
specified in the indictment, nor could the owner recover from a
bona fide purchaser in market-overt, who bad sold Iho goods before
conviction. For obvious reasons the rules of market overt were
made particxilarly stringent iu the case of horses. Thus, by 2
Philip and Mary c. 7 and 31 Eliz. c. 12, no sale of a horse was
legal which had not satisfied the following conditions :—Public
exposure of the animal for at least an hour between sunrise and
sunset; identification cf tho vendor by the market officer, or
guarantee for his honesty by "one sufficient and crediUe person;"

entry of these particulars, together with a description of the
animal, and a statement of tho price ]iaid for it, in tho market
olTicer's book. Even if his rights should have been violated in
spite of all these precautions, the lawful owner could recover, if he
claimed within six months, produced witnesses, and tendered the price

poid to tlie vendor. Tolla were not a "necessary incident" of a
labr—i.e., they were illegal utdtss speciullj- gianted in the patent,
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or recognized by custom. As a rule, they were paid only by the
vendee, and to tho market clerk, whose record cf the ji.iymcnt was
an attestation to the genuineness of the purchase. liy 2 and 8
Philip and Mary c. 7 every lord of a fair entitled to exact tolla

was bound to appoint a clerk to collect and enter them. It was
also this functionary's business to test measures and weights. Tolls,

again, are sometimes held to include "stallage" and "picage,"'
which mean respectively tho price for permission to erect stalls

and to dig holes for posts in the market grounds. But toll proper
belongito the lord of the market, whereas the other two are
usually regarded as tho property of the lord of the soil. Tho law
also provided that stallage might bo levied on any house situated

in the vicinity of a market, and kept open for business during the
legal term of the said market. Among recent statutes, one of the
chief is the Markets and Fairs Clauses Act (10 Vict, c, 14), the

chief purposo of which is to consolidate previous measures. By
tho Act no proprietors of a new market are permitted to let stallage*,

take tolls, or iu any way open their grounds for business, until two
justices of tho peace have certified to the completion of the fair

or market. After the opening of the place for public use, no person

other than a licensed hawker shall sell anywhere within the

borough, his own house or shop excepted, any articles in respect

of which tolls are legally exigible in the market. A breach of this

provision entails a jienalty of forty shillings. Vendors of unwhole-

some meat are liable to a penalty of jC5 for each otfence; and the

"inspectors of provisions" have full liberty to seize the goods and
institute proceedings against the owners. They may also enter "at
all times of the day, with or without assistance," the slaughler-houso

which the undertaker of the market may, by the special Act, have

been empowered to construct. For general sanitary reasons,

persons are prohibited from killing animals anywhere except in

these slaughter-houses. Again, by 36 and 37 Vict. c. 37, times of

holding fairs are determined by tho secretary of state ; while 34 Vict,

c. 12 empowers him to abolish any fair ou tho representation of

the magistrate and with the consent of the owner. The preamble of

the Act states that many fairs held in England and Wales are both

unnecessary and productive of "grievous immorality."

The Fair Courts.—The Piepowder Courts, the lowest hnfc most
expeditious courts of justice in tho kingdom, as Chitty calls them,

were very ancient. The Conijueior's law De Emporiis shows theii

pre-existence in Normandy. Their name was derived from jned

puldreux, Norman for pedlar.' The lord of the fair or his repre-

sentative was the presiding judge, and usually he was assisted by

a jury of traders chosen on the spot. Their jurisdiction was limited

by the legal time and precincts of the fair, and to disputes about con-

tracts, "slander of wares," attestations, the preservation of order, kc.

jtuihoniies.—See Herbert Spencer's Descriptive Sociology., 1873,

especially the columns and paragraphs on "Distribution;" Pres-

cott's History of Mcxxco, for descriptions of fairs under the Aztecs ;

Giles Jacob's Law Dictionary, London, 1809; Joseph Chitty'a

Treatise mi the Law of Commerce and Jfanvfactures(vo]. ii. chap. 9),

London, 1824; Holinshed's and Grafton's CAronirfes, for lists, &c., of

English fairs; Meyer's DasGrosse ConversatioTis Lexicon, 1852, under
" Messen;" article" Foire" inLarousse'sDi'dionnajre Universelledv,

XlXc. Si'icle, Paris, 1866-1874, and its references to past authorities.;

and especially, the second volume, commercial series, of Ihe Fncyclo-

pidie Methodique, Paris, 1783; M'Culloch's Dictionary of Com-

merce, 1869-1871 ; Wharton's History of English Poetry, pp. 185,

186, of edition of 1870, London, Murray & Son, for a description

of the Winchester Fair, &c.; a note by Professor Henry Morley in

p. 498, vol. vii. Notes and Queries, second series ; the same author's

unique History of the Fair of St Bartholomew, London, 1859 j

Wharton s Laio Lexicon, Will's edition, London, 1876 ; and also,

for some effects of recent legislation, as regards meat and fat stock

markets, the debates in the House of Lords Feb. 12 and March 5,

1878. (•!• MA--)

FAIRBAIRN, Sir William, Baronet (1789-1874), a

distinguished mechanical engineer, was bom at Kelso,

Roxburghshire, February 19, 1789. His father, who

occupied the humble position of farm bailiff, possessed a

large measure of the untiring energy and practical skill

which were so conspicuously manifested in the son, but on

account of adverse circumstances the family were often re-

duced to very hard straits ; and as they frequently required

to change their place of residence, the education which the

children received was somewhat fragmentary. At the age

of ten, however, young Fairbairn had "mastered the rules

of arithmetic as far as practice and the rule of three,"

and had acquired a taste for reading by a perusal of the

selections from- English authors in Scott and Barrow's col-

'Skotie has sho*n the identity in Scotch borough law between

" n^archaod trsvelland" and "pied puldreui," or " dasty fat*."
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lections. Ho afterwards received additional instruction in

reading, writing, and accounts, and obtained from his uncle,

who was a parish schoolmaster, some knowledge of mensura-
tion ; but " the want of a good grammatical course, and a
slight knowledge of the classics," was a frequent subject of

regret to him in his subsequent life. Other circumstances
worthy of notice connected with his earlier years were his

fondness for athletic exercises, which often tempted
him to the performance of daring feats in climbing, and
the early development of his mechanical genius, which first

displayed itself in the construction of a waggon to save him-
self the trouble and fatigue of carrying his infant brother
on his back. It is somewhat remarkable that the other
efforts of his mechanical genius in boyhood had reference

chiefly to ships and mills, with the construction of both of

which his name was subsequently so largely associated. In
1803 it was found necessary that Fairbairn should contri-

bute something to the very straitened family income, and
he obtained work at three shillings a week as a mason's
labourer on the Rennie bridge at Kelso; but a serious

accident which happened to him a few days after beginning
this cmpl'oyment not only deprived the family of the small

help of his earnings, but, by the expense it entailed, con-

tributed to bring them almost to the brink of starvation.

His father having, however, shortly after this obtained the

situation of steward on a farm connected with Percy Main
Colliery near North Shields, William obtained employment
as a carter in connexion with the colliery. Here, on
account of his "Scotch accent and different manner, he
became the mark of every species of annoyance," and had
to take part in no less than seventeen pugilistic encounters

before he was "able to attain a position calculated to en-

sure respect." In March 1804 an immense change for the

better occurred in his surroundings and prospects, by his

being bound an apprentice to a millwright at Percy Mains.

He now commenced a systematic course of self-improvement,

assigning each day of the week to a particular subject of

study, and devoting also a fixed amount of his time to

recreation and amusement. Besides obtaining by unaided
application a pretty complete knowledge of practical

mathematics he contrived to go through an extensive course

of general reading ; and an attachment he formed to a

young girl, whom he afterwards married, by leading him
to begin letter writing, was his first stimulus to the practice

of literary composition. It was at Percy Mains also that

he made the acquaintance of George Stephenson, who then

had charge of an engine at a neighbouring colliery, and the

friendship thus begun lasted through life.

For some years subsequent to the expiry of his term of

apprenticeship, Fairbairn, who, with all his forethought and
persevering diligence, had still in his composition a strong

love of adventure and a spice of recklessness, lived a some-

what roving life, seldom remaining long in one place and
often reduced to very hard straits before he got a job. But
Boon after his marriage he began seriously to set himself to

the attainment of the object he had long contemplated, his

emancipation from daily labour ; and in November 1817
he entered into partnership with a shopmale of the name
of Lillie, with whose aid he hired an old shed in High
Street) Manchester, where he set up a lathe, and began
business. His first order was to renew the shaftwork of an
extensive cotton mill, which with great diligence he
accomplished within the specified time, and not only satis-

factorily, but with the substitution of improvements which
virtually amounted to a revolution of the whole system of

mill construction. Such a successful performance of their

first contract immediately secured to the new firm a great

reputation, and orders pressed in much faster than they
ivere able with their limited capital to execute them.

Their fame soon extended beyond Manchester, and in 1824

Fairbairn was engaged to plan and exceflte a new arrange-

ment of the water-power of Catrine cotton works, Ayrehire,

where, and at Deanston, Perthshire, he introduced a system

of water-wheel construction whose hydraulic power has

never been surpassed. In the summer of 1824 he also

effected similar improvements in a mill at Zurich, Switzer-

land. In 1832 Fairbairn dissolved partnership with Lillie,

retaining the works in Canal Street to which they had
previously removed. In 1830 ho had been employed by
the Forth and Clyde Canal Company to make experiments

with the view of determining whether it were possible to

construct steamers capable of traversing the canal at a speed

which would enable the canal interest to compete Bucces.s-

fully with that of the railway ; and the results of his

investigation were published by him in 1831, under the

title liemarha on Canal Navigation. His plan of using

iron boats proved inadequate to overcome the diffi-

culties of his problem, but it first suggested the construc-

tion of iron vessels ; and in the development of the use

of this material both in the case of merchant vessels

and men-of-war the chief merit must be assigned to Fair-

bairn. In this way also he was led to pursue those ex-

periments in regard to the strength of iron, according to its

combination with other substances, and to various methods

of preparation and construction, which have given him a

place in this branch of mechanical engineering altogether

pre-eminent. In 1835 Fairbairn established, in connexion

with his Manchester business, a ship-building yard at Mill-

wall, Londou, where he constructed several hundred vessels,

including many for the royal navy; but he ultimately found

it impossible with his other engagements to superintend the

work iu such a satisfactory manner as to make it pay, and

at the end of 14 years he disposed of the concern at a great

loss. In 1837 he was employed by the sultan of Turtey

with the view of assisting in the introduction of the me-

chanical arts into that country, and after his return home
his services were rewarded by a decoration. For several

years Fairbairn was engaged, in conjunction with Eaton

Hodgkinson, in making experiments on the strength and

other properties of iron, and in 1845 he was consulted

by Robert Stephenson in reference to the best method ef

constructing the tubular bridge which the latter designed

for carrying the railway across the Conway and Menai

Straits. Although the share Fairbairn had in the under-

taking has been the subject of some dispute, there can be

no doubt that he was guided in his experiments chiefly by

his own independent judgment, and that he was the in--

ventor of the rectangular self-supporting tube which was

the essential feature of the construction. For this inven-

tion he, with the concurrence of Stephenson, took out a

patent, and he afterwards constructed more than a thousand

bridges on the same principle. In reference to his con-

nexion with the invention, he published a volume entitled

Ati Account of the Coiutntclion of the Britannia and

CoHioay Tttbii'lar Bridges, &c., 1849. In 1849 he was

invited by the king of Prussia to submit designs for

the construction of a bridge across the Rhine, but after

various negotiations, another design, by a Prussian engineer,

which was a modification of Fairbairn's, was adopted.

Another matter which engaged much of Fairbairn's atten-

tion was steam boders, in the construction of which he

effected many improvements. He is also the inventor of

the tubular crane, and took out several patents for the con-

struction and arrangement of steam machines. In 1851

he greatly aided, by his fertility and readiness of inven-

tion, in an investigation carried on at his works by Mr
Joule and Sir William Thomson in reference to the proper-

ties of the materials of the earth's surface ; and from 1861

to 18G5 he was employed to guide the experiments of the

Government commi'teo appointed to inquire into the "appli-
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catinn of iron to ilefcnsivo ijiirposci." The results of liis

txperim^xrts were published in the proceedings of the com-

mittee. Fairbairn was a member of many learned societies,

both British and foreign. In 1 S60 he received the degree of

LL.D. from the university of Edinburgh, and in 18G2 that

of D.C.L. from the university of Cambridge. He declined

thp honour of knighthood in 1861, but accepted abaronotcy

in 1869. He died at Moor Park, Surrey, August 18, 1874.

Perhaps no one ever made more use than Fairbairn of the

time at his disposal, for amid all the cares of business he

not only found leisure for varied scientific investigation, but

managed to obtain a wide acquaintance with general litera-

ture, to conduct an extensive correspondence on a great

variety of subjects, and also to participate largely in the

delights of social intercourse. In private his unassuming

but dignified simplicity, his thorough honour, and his

geniality and kindness secured him general esteem. The
results he achieved in mechanical science were due chiefly

to minute, patient, and sagacious observation and experi-

ment. It was his habit to aid himself in his investigations

by committing his ideas to writing, and, nrhen his opinions

on any subject were matured, to communicate them to the

world either in a published volume, or by a paper read be-

fore some learned institution. By his extensive acquaint-

ance with. English authors, and his early and patient prac-

tice of composition, he acquired the possession of a clear,

simple, and nervous style, and his writings are in this re-

spect worthy to be regarded as models in their own species

of literature.

Among his principal writings, besides those already mentioned,
may be named On the Application of Cast and JVrought Iron to Build-
ing Purposes, 1856 ; /?*on, its History, Properties, and Processes of

Manufacture (reprinted from the eighth edition of the Uncyclopcrdia

Brilannica), 1861 ; Treatises on Mills and Millwork, part i., 1861,

part ii., 1863 ; Treatise on Iron Shipbuilding, 1865 ; and An p!xperi-

mental Enquiry into the Strength, Elasticity, Ductility, and other

Properties of Steel, 1869. These have all passed through several

tditions. His papers read before learned societies are too numerous
to bo mentioned. The Life of Sir William Fairbairn, partly

written by himself, and edited and completed by William Pole,

F.R.S., was published in 1877, and a popular edition of this work
appeared in 1878.

FAIRFAX, Edward (I 1580-1632), the most poetical

of all the translators of Tasso, was a native of Yorkshire,

second son of Sir Thomas Fairfax of Denton. As Roger
Dodsworth, the antiquary—a contemporary of Fairfax

—

styles him the "natural" son of Sir Thomas, it has been
assumed that the poet was illegitimate, but it is certain that

in the time of Queen Elizabeth the term "natural" was often

used to signify true or legitimate, i.e., the father's orvn son.

We may therefore conclude with Douglas in his Peerage
that Edward was the lawful son of Sir Thomas Fairfax, by
Dorothy his wife, daughter of George Gale of Ascham
Grange. The date of his birth has not been ascertained.

He is said to have been only about twenty years of age
when he published his translation of the Genisalemme
Liherata. This is very doubtful, but it would place his birth

about the year 1580. He seems early to have preferred a
life of study and retirement to the military service in which
his brothers were distinguished. Having married, he lived

at Fuystone, n place situated between the paternal seat of

Denton and the forest of Knaresborough, and there his

time was spent in his literary pursuits, and in the education
of his children and those of his elder brother. Sir Thomas
Fairfax, afterwards baron of Cameron. His famous trans-

lation appeared in 1600,

—

Godfrey of Bulloigne, or the

Recoverie of Jerusalem, done into English heroiccdl Verse hy
Edw. Fairefax, Gent. JSTever did any mere translation re-

ceive such enthusiastic and continued approbation as this
work by Fairfax. In the same year in which it was pub-
lished extracts from it were printed in England's
/^arnassus, ..Edward Phillips, the nephew of Hilton," in his

Theatnim Poetarum, a work m which, ss Warton says,

may be discovered many traces of Milton's hand, warmly
eulogized the translation. Waller said he was indebted to

it for the harmony of his numbers. Dryden places flie

translator almost on a'parity with Spenser (whom undoubt-

edly Fairfax imitated), and Collins has beautifully asso

ciated him with his great original, Tasso :

—

"How have I sat, when piped the pensive wind,
To hear his harp by British Fairfax strung I

Prevailing poet, whose undoubting nr.ind

Believed the magic wonders which he sung 1"'

In more recent times we find Campbell pronouncing

Fairfax's work one of the glories of the reign of Elizabeth,

to whom it was dedicated. Hallam, more critical, said the

translation did not represent the grace of its original, and

deviated too much from its sense, yet was by no means de-

ficient in spirit or vigour. The poetical spirit of the work
is indeed its life blood and preservation. Hoole and Hunt
may give a more literal version, but Fairfax alone seizes

upon the poetical and chivalrous character of the poem.

As Denham says of Fanshawe's rendering of the Pastor

Fido :—
' They but preserve the ashes, he the flame

True to its sense, but truer to its fame."

And in this way he carries along with him the interest and

admiration of the reader. The sweetness and melody of

many passages are scarcely excelled even by Spenser.

Fairfax made no other appeal to the public. He wrote

however, a series of eclogues, ten in number, one of which,

the fourth, was published by permission of the family, in

Mrs Cooper's Muses' Library (1737). He wrote also a

Discourse on Witchcraft, as ii was acted in the Family ofMr
Edivard Fairfax ofFuystone in the county of York in 1621,

which was edited from the original copy by Mr Monckton
Jlilnes (now Lord Houghton) in the Miscellanies of the

Philohiblon Society, 1858-9. Fairfax was a firm believer

in witchcraft. He fancied that some of his children had
been bewitched, and he had the poor wretches whom he

accused brought to trial, but without obtaining a conviction.

Such " follies of the wise " are painful to contemplate.

Fairfax, however, only shared in the common superstition

of the age, and it is at once a memorable and melancholy

fact that Sir Matthew Hale, the most upright and able of

lawyers, condemned two women to the stake on a charge of

witchcraft. Fairfax described himself as " neither a fan-

tastic Puritan nor superstitious Papist ; but so settled in

conscience as to have the sure ground of God's word to

warrant all he believed, and the commendable ordinances of

the English Church to approve all he practised." And he

adds, " I live a faithful Christian and an obedient subject,

and so teach my family." His descendants have not deemed
it necessary to publish his writings on theological subjects

and the keen controversies of the times. His fame is

secure, grafted on the stem of Tasso, and flourishing in

perennial beauty and vigour. Fairfax was living in 1631,

and is supposed to have died soon afterwards, about

1632. (r. CA.)

FAIRFAX, Thomas, third Lord, better known as Sir

Thomas Fai.-fax, the eminent Parliamentary general and

commander-in-chief during the civil wars, was the eldest

son of Sir Ferdinando (afterwards Lord) Fairfax by Mary,

daughter of Lord Sheffield, president of the North, and was

born at Denton, on the banks of the Wharfe, near Otley,

Yorkshire, on the 17th of January 1611-12. He studied

' Ode on Popular Superstitions. Sir Walter Scott conceived that the

lines applied to Fairfax (Demonology, Letter viii.), and Thomas Campbell

seems to have entertained the same opinion {Specimens of the Poets),—
also Charles Knight and others. A careful perusal of the stanza, how-

ever, %nU show that Collins intended the honour for Tasso, not for his

translator. Both, indeed, may be said to hove " holierod the magic

\ onder^ wSich they sung."
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at St John's CoUefc., Cambridge, about four years (1626-30), '

and then proceeded to Holland to serve as a volunteer with

the English army in the Low Countries under Lord Vere

cf Tilbury. This connexion led to one still closer ; in the

summer of 1.637 Fairfax married Anne, daughter of Lord

Vere, a lady of spirit, whom MrCarlyle characterizes as "a
Vere of the fighting Veres and given to Presbyterianism."

The Fairfaxes, though serving at first under Charles L, were

opposed to the arbitrary prerogative of the crown, and Sir

Thomas (he had been knighted by Charles in 1640) declared

that " his judgment was for the parliament as the king and
kingdom's great and safest council." When Charles en-

deavoured to raise a guard for his own person at York, in-

tending it, as the event afterwards proved, to form the

nucleus of an army, Fairfax was employed to present a

[letition to his sovereign, entreating him to hearken to the

voice of his parliament, and to discontinue the raising of

rroops. This was at a great meeting of the freeholders and

farmers of Yorkshire convened by the king on Heyworth
Moor near York. Charles evaded receiving the petition,

pressing his horse forward, but Fairfax followed him and
placed the petition on the pommel of the king's saddle.

The incident is typical of the times and of the actors in the

scene War broke out, Lord Fairfax was appointed general

of the Parliamentary forces in the north, and his son Sir

Thomas, was made general of the horse under him. Both
father and son distinguisihed themselves in the campaigns

in Yorkshire. At first th« Parliamentary troops were not

successful. The Cavalier spirit of Tionour and high-bred

loyalty was too much, as Cromwell said, for poor tapsters

and town-apprentice people. There was little hope of suc-

cess until men of strong religious feelings could be brought

into the field against them, and this was effected by Oliver'

and his Ironsides, his invulnerable troop of disciplined

iiorsemen. In the beginning of 1644 the Scottish army
under the command of the earl of Leven joined the

Parliamentary forces, and aft'^r some minor, engagements,

commenced the siege of York, then invested by the

marquis of Newcastle. York was considered the second

town of England, and upon its preservation Charles

believed that the safety of his crown mainly depended.

There were several assaults and sallies, but news having

arrived that Prince Eupert was marching to raise the siege

with 20,000 men, the besieging generals, Leven, Fairfax,

and Manchester, resolved to draw off their troops, and en-

camp on the moor seven miles west of York On the 2nd
of July 1644, was fought the important battle of Marston
Moor, which virtually decided the fate of the war. The
gallantry of the troopers led by the old earl of Leven,

Manchester, and Fairfax was conspicuous.^ Fairfax was
severely wounded, and he lost a brother in the action. The
victory was so decisive that the marquis of Newcastle fled

the kingdom, and the Royalists abandoned all hopeof retriev-

ing their a2"airs. The city of York was taken, and nearly

the whole north submitted to the parliament.

In the south and west of England, however, the Royalist

cause was still active. The war had lasted two years, and
the nation began to complain of the contributions that were
exacted and the excesses that were committed by the mili-

i ' Cromwell, in the letter to his 'brother-in-law, assumes the whole
credit of the defeat of the Royalist right, certainly at the expense both
of truth and honour. He says :

" The left wing which I commanded,
heing our own horse, saving a few Scots in our rear, 'beat all the
rrince'a horse. God made them as stuhble to our swords." Now the
Tew Soots consisted of 1920 men out of 4200, and Cromwell's asser-

tion that they were in the rear is contradicted by every other eye-
kvituess who mentions them. Principal Bailie, who received a long
account of the battle from hia namesake, and had other sources of iu-

formation now lost, snys that David Leslie (Leven) in all places that
•lay was Cromwell's lender.—Markham's Liji ofFairfax. Mr Carlyle
Aoei, not take up this disputed point..

tary. Dissatisfaction was expressed wtK the military com-
manders, Essex and Manchester, and as a preliminary etep

to reform, the self-denying ordinance was passed. This Act
took from all members of parliament their commands in

the army or their civil employments, The earl of Essex
was removed f»owi the supreme command, and Sir Thomas
Fairfax appointed his successor. Cromwell, as a member
of the House of Commons, was excluded by the ordinance,

but he was too important to be dispensed with ; he was
made lieutenant-general under Fairfax, The army was new
modelled, incompetent officers were dismissed, and the

regiments completed by more select levies. The hostile

armies met on the 14th of June 1645, at Naseby in North-

amptonshire, and a decisive battle took place, which ended

in the total discomfiture of the Royalists. The king him-

self was in the field. "At Naseby," says Carlyle, "Charles

fought his last battle—dashed fiercely against the new,

model army which he had despised till then—and saw him-

self shivered utterly to ruin"—partly through the fiery

rashness of Prince Rupert, but mainly through the able

generalship of Fairfax and Cromwell. The king fled to

Wales. Fairfax besieged Leicester, and was successful at

Taunton, Bridgewater, and Bristol. The whole west was

soon reduced to obedience. The king had returned from

Wales and established himself at Oxford, where there was

a strong garrison, but danger was too apparent ; the vacillat-

ing monarch withdrew secretly, and proceeded to Newark
to throw himself into the arms of the Scots. Oxford

capitulated; and by the end of September Charles had
neither army nor garrison in England.

Fairfax arrived in London on the 12th of November
1645. In his progress towards the capital he was accom-

panied by applauding crowds. Complimentary speeches

and thanks were presented to him by both houses of parlia-

ment, along with a jewel of great value set with diamonds,

and a sum of money. Charles was delivered up to the

commissioners of parliament by the Scots in January 1646.

He had voluntarily surrendered himself to the Scots army,

and they negotiated with the parliamentary leaders in his

favour. There was a debt of £600,000, arrears of pay,

owing to the Scots, but they agreed to take £400.000, one

half of which was to be paid before the army left England.

The bargain was concluded some months before there was

any stipulation to deliver up the king, but probably, as

Hallam remarks, the parliament would never have actually

paid the money on any other consideration than the

delivering of the king's person, ^ The transaction was

naturally seized upon by the Royalists and the Cavalier

wits, and poets, as a subject of obloquy and reproach to the

Scots commissioners, and, by implication, to the whole

Scottish nation. It is. not yet forgotten. Such political

libels are not of that class which the poet says are " born to

die." They become the shibboleths of a party, and descend

from generation to generation.

Charles was delivered up to the commissioners of parlia-

ment on the 30th January 1646-7. Fairfax, who preceded

the king, having met him beyond Nottingham, dismounted

from his horse, kissed the royal hand, and having resumed

his seat, discoursed with the unfortunate prince during the

journey to Holdenby. "The general," said Charles, "is a

man of honour, and keeps his word which he had pledged

to me." His chivalrous courtesy is of a piece with his

whole character

The agitation in the army now became formidable, and

threatened anarchy. The Independents were too powerful

for both parliament and Presbyterians. Fairfax resolved to

' Major-General Skippon carried up the cash, *200,000, to

Newcastle successfully in a proper number of waggons
;

got it all

counted there, bags of £100, chests of £1000 (5-19th January J646-

7). after which the Scots marched peaceably away.

—

CarlyU.,
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reslga his commission as commander-in-cliief, but he was
persuaded to retain it, and was passive, if not co-operating,

in all the proceedings of the army which had for their

object to destroy the power of parliament. Luiti Fer-

dinando Fairfax died in the spring of 1G47, and Sir Thomas
succeeded to his title and to his office as governor of Hull.

A second civil war broke out in the summer of 1648 ; a

Scots army of 40,000 was raised to deliver the king from
the " sectaries ;" there were tumults in England and in

Wales. Fairfax displayed the greatest activity in putting

down these insurrections, and took Colchester, whither the

royalist army, had betaken themselves. It was at this time,

when the commander-in-chief was besieging Colchester,

that Milton addressed to him the sonnet :

—

"Fairfax, whose name in arms through Europe rings,

Filling eacli mouth witli envy or with praise."

The poet eulogizes the brave soldier for " firm unshaken
virtue," but he hesitated to go along with the army and In-

dependents in the trial of the king. He was placed at the
head of the judges before whom Charles was arraigned, but
he refused to act. In calling over the court, when the crier

pronounced the name of Fairfax, a lady in the gallery called

out " that the Lord Fairfax was not there in person, that

he would never sit among them, and that they did him
vrong to name him as a commissioner." This was Lady
Fairfax, who could not forbear, as Whitelock says, to exclaim
aloud against the proceedings of the High Court of Justice.

The decision of the court was a grievous error. " When
living, Charles was a baffled tyrant," as Lord John Russell

has remarked; "when dead he became a royal martyr." In
June 1650, after the Scots had declared for Charles II., the
council of state resolved to send an army to Scotland in

order to prevent an invasion of England. Fairfax declined

to act aga]nst the Presbyterian Scots, and resigned his com-
mission'. -Cromwell was appointed his successor, "captain-
general and commander-in-chief of all the forces raised or
to be raised by authority of parliament within the common-
wealth of England." Fairfax received a pension of £5000
a year, and is no more heard of till after the death of the
triumphant Protector.

When Monk invited him to assist in the operations about
to be undertaken against Lambert's army he promptly
obeyed the call, and in December 1659 appeared at the
head of a body of Yorkshire gentlemen ; and such was the

influence of Fairfax's name and reputation that the Irish

brigade, consisting of 1200 horse, quitted Lambert's colours

and joined him. This was speedily followed by the
breaking up of all Lambert's forces, and that day secured
the restoration of the monarchy. A "free " parliament was
called ; Fairfax was elected member for Yorkshire, and was
put at the head of the commission appointed by the House
of Commons to wait upon Charles II. at the Hague and
urge his speedy return. Of course the "merry monarch,
scandalous and poor," was glad to obey the summons, and
Fairfajf. proj'ided the horse on which Charles rode at his

coronaiion. The remaining eleven years of the life of Lord
Fairfix were spent in retirement at his seat in Yorkshire.

He must, like Milton, have been sorely grieved and shocked
by the scenearthat followed—the brutal indignities offered

to the remains of his companions in arms, Cromwell and
Iruton, the sacrifice of Sir Harry Vane, the neglect or

desecration of all that was great, noble, or graceful in

England, and the flood of immorality which, flowing from
Whitehall, sapped the foundations of the national strength

and honour. Lord Fairfax died at Nunappleton on the

12th of November 1671. The integrity of Fairfax has never

been doubted. No one has ever attempted to charge mean-
ness or corruption on the Parliamentary general. But he
was great only in the field, and had apparently none of the

qualities of a statesmau. He is placed at great disadvan-

tage, however, by being both in war and in peace over-
shadowed by his associate Cromwell

:

"And nnder him
His genius wa.^ rebuked, as, it is said,
Mark Antony's was by Casar."

Lord Fairfax had a taste for literature. 'He translated
some of the Psalms, and wrote poems on solitude, the Chris-
tian warfare, the shortness of life, <fec., none of which are
above mediocrity. During the last year or two of hia
life he wrote two Memorials which have been published

—

one on the northern actions in which he was engaged in

1642-44, and the other on some points during his command
in the army. At York and at Oxford he endeavoured to
save the libraries from pillage, and he enriched the Bodleian
with some valuable MSS. His correspondence was pub-
lished in 1848-9 in four volumes, and a life of him by
Clements R. Markham in 1870. (e. ca.)

FAIRFIELD, a town and port of entry of Fairfield co.,

Connecticut, is situated near Long Island Sound, and on the
New York and New Haven railroad, 22 miles S.W. of New
Haven. It consists chiefly of one spacious' street of new
and handsome buildings. The beautiful scenery and fine

sea air of the neighbourhood attract to the town a consider-

able number of summer visitors, but its prosperity depends
chiefly on its shipping trade. About one and a half miles
south-east from the town is Black Rock, one of the finest

harbours of the state. Fairfield was settled in 1659. In
1779 it was burned by the British under Governor Tryon.
The population in 1870 numbered 5645, but since then a
portion of the town, containing more than a fourth of the
inhabitants, has been annexed to Bridgeport.

FAIRHOLT, Feedeeick William (1813-1866), a most
industrious antiquary, draughtsman, and editor of our older

literature, was born in London in the year 1813. His
father, who was of a German family (the name was
originally Fahrholz), was a tobacco manufacturer, and for

some years Fairholt himself was employed in the business.

He had, however, other aims. For a time he was a draw-
ing-master, afterwards a scene-painter. Some pen and ink

copies made by him of figures from Hogarth's plates led

to his being employed by Charles Knight on several of that

gentleman's illustrated publications. His first published

literary work was a contribution to Hone's Year-Book in

1831. His life seems to have been one of almost uninter-

rupted quiet labour, carried on until within a few days of

deatL Several works on civic pageantry and some collec-

tions of ancient unpublished songs and dialogues were

edited by him for the Percy Society in 1842. In 1844 he

was elected fellow of the Society of Antiquaries. An
edition of the dramatic works of Lilly was published by him
in 1853. His principal independent works are Tobacco, its

History and Association, 1859; Up the Nile and Home
Again, 1862 ; many articles and serials contributed to the

Art Journal, some of which were afterwards separately

published, as Costume in England, 1846; Dictionary of
Terms in Art, 1854. These works are illustrated by

numerous cuts, drawn on the wood by his own hand. His

pencil was also employed in illustrating Evan's Coins of the

Ancient Britons, Madden's Jewish Coinage, Halliwell's

folio Shakespeare, Roach Smith's liichborough, the

Miscellanea Graphica of Lord Londesborough, and many
other works. Mr Fairholt was entirely a Londoner; bom
in London, and never out of sight of St Paul's for the first

twenty-two years of his Ufe, he ever loved a paved street

better than a green lane. His later years were much
troubled by disease which, though temporarily alleviated

by a voyage to Egypt and Nubia with the present Lord

Londesborough, terminated in consumption.' He died

April 3, 1866. His books relating to Shakespeare were be-

queathed to the library at Stratford-on-Avon ; those on civic
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[iigeautry (between -200 and 300 volumes) to the Society of

Antiquaries; liis old prints and works on cnstumo to the

Dritlsh Museum.
FAIRIES {Yi., fee,faerie; 'Prov.,fada; Sp., hada; Ital.,

fata ; Mod. Lat., fatare, to enchant, from Latin fatum,
fate, destiny). In early times, when so much of the energy

of man was not, as now, applied to practice, it seems to

Lave found a natural outlet in the imagination. Of all the

minor creations of mythology, the fairies are the most beau-

tiful, the most numerous, the most memorable in litera-

ture. Like all organic growths, whether of nature or of the

fancy, they are not the immediate product of one country

or of one time; they have a pedigree, and the question of

their ancestry and affiliation is one of wide bearing and
weighty side-issues. But mixture and connexion of races

have in this, as in many other cases, so changed the original

folk-product that it is difficult to disengage and separate

the different strains that have gone to the making or

moulding of the result as we have it. Certain points, how-
ever, in the course and development of the superstition can

be definitely placed.

The character of the religion of the people of Gaul was
undoubtedly much changed by the Roman occupation, but,

in inscriptions and legends, traces are to be found of what
the primitive belief was, which faintly shadow out that

primitive belief, and it is here that we first find traces of

one of the various classes of beings which have in later

times received the general name of fairies. Votive inscrip-

tions to supernatural beings, corresponding to the nymphs
and fauns of classic mythology, have been found on Gaulish

and German soil repeatedly. A passage in Pompouius Mela
{Be Situ Orbis, bk. iii. c. 6) points distinctly to a belief of

the Bretons in certain beings having many characteristics of

the fairies.

" Sena being situate in tho British sea against the country of the
Osismyes is renowned with the oracle of the god of the Galles,

whose vowesses in number nine, are hallowed to continual
virginitie. They call them Gallicens, and are of opinion that,

through the singular wisdom wherewith they are indued, they raise

the seas and winds with their charms, and transform themselves
into what beastes they will, and heale such diseases as to others
are incurable, and knowe things to come and prophesy of them, but
not unto any other than such as sayle thither for the nonce, and
come of set purpose to demaundcounsell of them."—Golding's trans-

lation, p. 78.

The similarity of these beings to the fays that play so

important a part in mediaeval romances is remarkable. A
passage in the romauce of Lancelot du Lao is so directly

descriptive that it may be quoted:

—

" En cellui temps estoient.appellees fees toutes celles qui sentermet-
toient den-chantements et de charmes, et moult en estoit pour lors

piincipallement en la Grande Bretagne, et scavoient la force et la

vertue des paroUes, des pierres, et des herbes, parqiioy elles estoient

teime en jeunesse et en beaulte et en grandes richesses comment
elles divisoient. Et ce fut estably au temps de Merlin leprophete.

—

Ed. 1533, p. V.

These fays preside at the birth and influence the destiny

of men, taking individuals under their special protection.

They take lovers from among men, and are often described

as of delicate, unearthly, ravishing beauty. The enjoyment
of their charms is, however, generally qualified by some re-

striction or compact, the breaking of which is the cause of

calamity to the lover and all his race, as in the notable tale

of Melusine. This fay by enchantment built tho castle of

Lusignan for her husband. It was her nature to take, every
week, the form of a serpent from the waist below. The
hebdomadal transformation being once, contrary to compact,
witnessed by her husband, she left him with much wailing,

and was said to return and give warning by her appearance
and great shrieks whenever one of the race of Lusignan was
about to die. At the birth of Ogier le Dannois six fairies

attend, five of whom give good gifts, which the Rixth over-

rides with a restriction. Gervaise of Tilbury, writing early
in the 13th century, has, in his Otia Imperialia, a chapter
De lami's et nocturnis larvis, where he gives it out, as proved
by Juuividuals beyond all exception, that men have been
lovers of beings of this kind whom they call Fadas, and
who did, in case of infidelity or infringement of secrecy, in-

flict terrible punishment—the loss of goods and even of life.

There seems little in the characteristics of these fairies of
romance to distinguish them from human beings, except
their supernatural knowledge and power. They are not
often represented as diminutive in stature, and seem to be
subject to such human passions as love, jeaJousy, envy, and
revenge. To this class belong the fairies of Boiardo, Ariosto,

and Spenser,

The etymology traced at the beginning of this article is

that generally given, but it is by no means universally

accepted. Some fanciful theories that prevailed at the be-

ginning of the century, as, for instance, that adopted by Sir

W. Scott in his Essay on the Fairy Superstition, which con-

nects the word fairy with the Persian j;eri, are now generally

rejected. M. Walckenaer believed the word to be purely

Celtic (see his Letters s^ir les Contes des Fees, Paris, 1836).

Apart, however, from the question of the origin and varying

intention of the term, the kind of beings first signified by
it can be fairly connected with creatures of the Greek and
Roman mythology.

The Gauls had no doubt a populous pantheon. The
peasants seeta to have offered worship to, and peopled the

old hills, trees, rocks, streams, and springs with, beings

similar to the nymphs and fauns of antiquity. And each

little locality seems to have had its protecting deities,

female, and generally three in number. The coming of

Christianity only changed slightly the way of regarding these

creatures—did not by any means overcome the superstition.

It is most likely to the similarity in character and func-

tion of these local deities to the Parcae or Fates of antiquity

that we owe the name generally given to all the different

beings, a great part of whose functions it was to preside at

the birth and rule the destiny of man. It seems probable

that among the people generation after generation of nurses

changed these topical divinities into those fairies, the tales

of which Perrault and his successors made so popular. The
iairJ tales in the FiacevoK Jiotte of Straparola (1550-54)
and the Pentamerone gi Basile (1672) are also, no doubt,

the results of genuine tradition. By this time, however, the

influence of Eastern stories had been brought by travellers

and crusaders to bear upon the traditions of the West, as well

as that of the superstition next to be mentioned. To the

elves and duergar of the northern mythology we must go

for the origin of those little creatures that dance in the

woods and meadows. The elves are divided into two
classes, tho light' and the dark. It is related in the prose

Edda that the gods' reflected how the duergar animated the

clay below the earth like maggots in flesh; and certainly,

under different names, as brownie, cluricaune, kobbold, nisse,

lubin, hobgoblin, beings of this kind, whether of the hill or

wood, of the rock or stream, or of the household, have played

a great part in the life of the peasantry of many countries.

They are represented as of very various characteristics and

propensities. Their appearance and power are sometimes

propitious, at other times baleful. " He that looks on

them shall die," says Falstaff, and hides his face accordingly.

Perhaps the leading features of their character with relation

to man is a desire for fair human children, which, substi-

tuting abortive creatures, they practise many tricks to

obtain. They are often represented as animated by a spirit

of malicious mockery towards men, which is not, however,

altogether malignant. In connexion with their fabled

abode underground, it is to be noted that Chaucer makes

Pluto and Proserpina king and queen of faery.
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Besides scattered allusiuna, we owo to this superstition

many fair products of our poetry. Works of Drayton, Ben
Jonson, Fletcher, Kandolph, and Hcrrick will at once

suggest themselves. Its influenced of course very marked
in the youthful work.s of Milton, Of the Midsummer
Night's Dream, that perfect rose among all these flowers

of fancy, it is unnecessary to speak, even were it possible

to do so adequately.

For an elaborate account of fairies in >;eneral, see Keigluloy'a

f'dnj Mythology, where tlic legends of dillerent countries arc col-

lected. (W. HE.)

FAITHORNE, William, a painter and engraver, was
born in London, at what date is uncertain, but most pro-

bably either in 1626 or 1627. He was apprenticed to

Robert Peaks, a painter and printscllcr, who received the

honour of knighthood from Charles 1. On the outbreak

of the civil war he accompanied his master into the king's

• service, and being made prisoner at Basinghouse, he was
confined for some time to Aldersgate, where, however, he
was permitted to follow his profession of engraver, and
among other portraits did a small one of the first Villiers,

duke of Buckingham. At the earnest solicitation of his

friends he very soon regained his liberty, but only on con-

dition of retiring to France. Ttere he was so fortunate as

to receive instructions from Robert Nanteuil, by which his

style was greatly benefited. He was permitted to return

to England about 1650, and took up a shop near Temple
Bar, where, besides his work as an engraver, he carried on
a large business as a printseller, In 1680 lie gave uj) his

shop and retired to a house in Bbckfriars, occupying himself

chiefly in painting portraits from the life in crayons,

although still occasionally engaged in engraving. He died

of a lingering consumption, Miy 13, 1691 ; audit is said

that his life was shortened bylhe misfortunes, dissipation,

and early death of his son William. Faithorne is especially

famous as a portrait engraver, and among those on whom
he exercised his art were a large number of eminent persons,

including Sir Henry Spelman, Oliver Cromwell, Henry
Somerset, tlie marquis of Worcester, John Milton, Queen
Catherine, Prince Rupert, Cardinal Richelieu, Sir Thomas
Fairfax, Thomas Hobbes, Richard Hooker, Robert second
earl of Essex, and Charles I. All his works are remarkable
for their combination of freedom and strength with softness

and delicacy, and his crayon paintings unite to these the addi-

tional quality of clear and brillant colouring. Faithorne

is the author of a work on engr ving, which was published
in 1622.

FAITHORNE, William (1(56-1686), a mezzotinto en-

graver, son of the former, was >orn in 1656. He had the

advantage of his father's insructions, and devoting his

attention chiefly to mezzotinto, t an early age gave promise
of attaining great excellence, but became idle and dissi-

pated, and it is said involved b father in money difficulties.

Among persons of note whoJ portraits he engraved are

Charles II., Mary princess o Orange, Queen Anne when
princess of Denmark, and Carles XII. of Sweden. He
died in 1686.

The best account of the Faitho es is that contained in Walpole's
Anecdotes of Painting. A life < Faithorne the elder is preserved
in the British Museum among t' papers of Mr Bayford, librarian

to Lord 0.\ford, and an intimatcriend of Faithorne.

FAIZAbAD, a division ocommissionership of Oudh in

British India, now under thjurisdiction of the lieutenant-

governor of the North-Westrt Provinces. It lies in 26°-28°

30' N. lat. and 81° 5'-83° 3' E. long., and comprises the

three districts of FaizAbAc Gondd, and Bharaich. It is

bounded on the N. by the iiependont state of Nepdl, on tie

E. by Qorakhpur district, o'he S. by Azimgarh and Sultdn-

fur, and on the W. by Ba Banki, Sitdpur, and Kheri.

Population, aciiording to h(» ocu^iu.'s of 1868—Hindus^

3,028,502; Mahometans and others, 350,760; total,

3,379,262, of whom 1,747,411 were males and 1,631,861
females. Number of villages or townships, 8452. Area,
7071 square miles.

FaizAbad, a district of British India in Oudh, under the
lieutenant-governor of the North-Western Provinces, in
26°-27'' N. lat. and 8r-82° E. long., is bounded on the N.
and E. by the Gogra river, on the S. by Azimgarh district,

and on the W. by the Gumti river. The area, according
to the latest estimate in 1877, is 1649 square miles, and
the population 1,024,092 souls. FaizAbdd forms a very
historical district, lying between the two great rivers of
Oudh, and is interesting alike for its calamities and its ruins.
Ajodhyd, the capital of the ancient kingdom of Oudh, which
plays so conspicuous a part in the Sanskrit epics, lies in its

northern angle, close to the present city of Falzdbdd. In
more modern times the district was the centre of the-

nawdb vizier's influence, and contained his capital until the
removal of his court to Lucknow in 1775. In 1857 it be-
came the scene of the disaster described below. Since
the mutiny, the district has settled down into a peaceful
part of the British empire, with an increasing population.
It is penetrated throughout its length from north to south
by the Oudh and Rohilkhand railway, and does an import-
ant trade with the great cities of the north-west. The
growth of its population has been the more marked, owing
to the previous desertion and decay in the last century on
the transfer of the nawdb's court to Lucknow. The popula-
tion, classified according to religion, is—Hindus, 922,360,
Mahometans, 100,410, Christians, 1322, of whom 1267
represent the European soldiers; total, 1,024,092; the
density of population averaging 621 per square mile. The
five largest towns, containing upwards of 5000 inhabi-
tants, are—Faizdbdd, population, 37,804; Tdnda, 13,543;
Ajodhyd, 9949 ; Jaldlpur, 6275 ; and Sajauli, 6614. The
railway stations are the following :—Mdlipur, Akbarpur,
Kdnurpur, Gosdinganj, Tandauli, Belarghdt, Darsinagar,
Ajodhyd, Faizdbdd, and Sajauli. The estimated cultivated
area in 1875 was 628,690 acres, of which rice was returned
as occupying 162,562 ; wheat, 162,895 ; other food grains,

248,837; oil-seeds, 6888; sugar, 27,800; cotton, 492;
opium, 4982 ; indigo, 6900 ; fibres, 202 ; tobacco, 3957

;

and vegetables, 3522; The total value of the trade of
Faizdbdd in 1874-75 was exports £425,116, and imports
£122,511, the chief articles of export being food grains,

oil-seeds, country cloth, and silk, and cotton ; and of im-
ports, sugar, spices, European piece goods, &c. The
revenue of the district in 1874-75 was £151,856, of which
£133,243, or 85 per cent., was derived from the land-tax.'

The machinery for protecting person and property consisted
of 15 magisterial and 15 civil and revenue courts. The
regular police force consisted of 552 officers and men,'
maintained at a cost of £8363 out of the imperial revenue

;

a town and cantonment police numbering 237, and costing
£1402 from local sources ; and a village police numbering
2277 men, maintained by the villagers or landholders at a
cost of £5524. The average daily number of prisoners in
jail in 1875 was 791, or one to every 1294 of the popula-
tion. The schools in the same year numbered 98, attended
by 4461 pupils. Four charitable dispensaries aflforded

medical aid to 13,463 patients ; and a poerhouse furnished
assistance to 6752 paupers in the shape of food, clothing,
and shelter.

FAizisAD, the chief town and administrative head-
quarters of the district of the same name, situated on the
right or south bank of the Gogra, in 26° 47' N. lat. and
82° 15' E. long. Adjacent to Faizdbdd on the E., and now
forming a suburb of the town, is Ajodhyd, the ancient
capital of King Daswratha, the father of Rdma, the hero of
the Raciftyand Of this ancient city, said to have covered
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an area of 48 hos, now hardly a trace remaina The
modern AjodhyA contains several Jain and Hindu temples.

The city of FaizAbid was founded about 1730 by Sa'adat

AH Khdn the first nawib vizier of Oudh, Tvho made it his

capital The place rapidly grew in importance ontil 1775,

when the court of Oudh was removed to Lucknow. It

then rapidly decayed, all the leading merchants, bankers,

&c., abandoning the place. In 1839, Butter estimated its

population at 100,000 but fast diminishing, owing to the

exactions and oppressions by the native officials of the

nawAb's Government At the time of the census in 18G9
FaizAbdd contained only 37,804 inhabitants ; but it is now
again advancing in prosperity, and is rapidly becoming an

emporium of trade. At the time of the annexation of Oudh
in 1 856 FaizAbdd was made, and still continues to be, a

large military station. On the outbreak of the mutiny <n

1857, the cantonment contained two regiments of infantry,

a squadron of cavalry, and a light field battery of artillery

—all natives. Owing to their threatening demeanour after

the Meerut massacre, many of the European ladies and
children were sheltered by one of the great landholders of

Oudh, and others were sent forward to less disturbed part*

of the country. The troops rose, as was anticipatecf, and
although they at first permitted their officers to take boats

and proceed towards Dinapur, a message was afterwards

sent to a rebel force lower down the river to intercept the

fugitives. Of four boaw, one succeeded in reacning Dinapni

safely, having passed the rebels unnoticed Of the occu-

pants of the other three boats, one person alone escaped,

Faizibdd is now a station for European as well as for native

troopa

FAKIIl. See Dekvish, vol viL n, 113. * •
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